Additional Documentation Attachment to Comment 2-F1
Attachment I-9
August 9, 2012
SDG&E Sunrise Powerlink
Dayle Cheever
Environmental Mitigation Manager
San Diego Gas & Electric
Sunrise Powerlink
1010 Tavern Road
Alpine, CA 91901
Subject:

Sunrise Powerlink Arroyo Toad Monthly Progress Report #12
July 11, 2012 to August 9, 2012

Dear Mrs. Cheever:
The San Diego Gas & Electric (SDG&E) Sunrise Powerlink project has several protective measures in place to
avoid, minimize, and/or mitigate for impacts to the federally-endangered arroyo toad (Anaxyrus californicus;
ARTO). ARTO exclusion fencing, vegetation clearing, survey procedures, reporting requirements and relocation
procedures follow the “Arroyo Toad Relocation Plan” (Plan; RECON 2010), United States Fish & Wildlife Service
(USFWS) Biological Opinion, SDG&E Sunrise Powerlink Special-Status Species Construction Monitoring
Approaches (SSCMA; SDG&E, Version 9, updated January 18, 2012), guidelines presented in the “Declining
Amphibian Task Force Fieldwork Code of Practice” document, and additional superseding agency-approved
modifications to said documents and procedures. SDG&E is required to submit monthly progress reports
detailing ARTO activities to the wildlife agencies and other parties as necessary or requested. SDG&E
commenced ARTO monitoring and surveys on August 18, 2011 on the existing access road in McAlmond Canyon
that runs between structures EP53-3 and EP49. Since that time, ARTO fencing work, construction activities,
and/or ARTO surveys have occurred at all three required occupied ARTO areas: McAlmond Canyon, Long Potrero
and Hauser Canyon (figures attached).
This is the twelfth monthly Sunrise Powerlink Arroyo Toad Monthly Progress Report, and summarizes ARTO
monitoring, surveys, construction, and fence installation for said areas between July 11 and August 9, 2012. To
date, no ARTO have been observed during construction fencing or monitoring within impact areas. As detailed in
a previous report, five ARTO were observed on the Long Potrero Mitigation Property south of the Project ROW,
four of which were observed in the absence of rainfall or significant soil moisture. These remain the only ARTO
sightings to date since this reporting began.
ARTO surveys are complete in all construction areas within ARTO occupied habitat in McAlmond Canyon, Long
Potrero, and Hauser Canyon. Unless additional work areas are requested or significant fences breaches occur
during a time when toads are active, no more night time surveys are scheduled. Daily general inspection surveys
within ARTO fencing will be completed until project completion. Once the project is complete, fencing will be
removed under the supervision of an approved ARTO handler. Since the line has been energized since mid-June
2012, the vast majority of construction is complete. For the period covered by this report, construction activities
within the ARTO areas are primarily limited to BMP maintenance, QA/QC of tower sites, hydromulching, and
final cleanup efforts.
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During the period covered in this report, toad fence maintenance inspections occurred as needed in all ARTO
areas. All minor necessary repairs were addressed and fixed the same day as they were found. Toad fence
breaches did not persist through the nighttime hours per project mitigation measures.
Water Bar Dissipater Installation
The only reportable work that involved exclusion fencing during this report period occurred in the Hauser
Canyon area between EP78A and EP78. This work involved the installation of 14 water bar dissipaters at the
edge of existing fencing. Work included the temporary removal of a section of fencing, digging a small trench
(5x5 feet), placing rock in the trench, and then reinstalling fence (see attached photographs). All work was done
in the presence of an approved arroyo toad handler and in the daytime during the hours when toads are not
expected to be active. Trench locations did not consist of breeding or aestivation habitat and no toads were
observed during the work.
Installation and Inspection of Exclusion Fencing
McAlmond Canyon: The installation of ARTO exclusion fencing along the primary access road concluded on
August 31 2011, as described in a previous report. Tower sites were subsequently completed, and ARTO surveys
have been completed in all areas. Toad guards have been installed at the east and west ends of the access road.
Daily inspections of the fence at all areas within McAlmond Canyon were conducted by approved biological
monitors, ARTO biologists, and/or PAR Electric environmental personnel, and repairs were made by Warren
James Construction and/or PAR Electric personnel with the assistance of biological monitors and ARTO
biologists, as available and/or necessary, in order to remain in compliance with project mitigation measures.
Long Potrero: Vegetation clearing activities associated with fence installation and ARTO fence installation is
complete. All required fence and toad guards have been installed. The EP67 tower site and the EP67 east and
west pull sites were separated with exclusion fencing in order to complete clearance surveys with the limited
amount of water available for simulated rain events in the area. Daily inspections of the fence at all areas within
Long Potrero were conducted by approved biological monitors, ARTO biologists, and/or PAR Electric
environmental personnel, and repairs were made by Warren James Construction and/or PAR Electric personnel
with the assistance of biological monitors and ARTO biologists, as available and/or necessary, in order to remain
in compliance with project mitigation measures. Any repairs were monitored by an approved ARTO handler.
Hauser Canyon: The installation of ARTO exclusion fencing along the access roads and work sites concluded on
February 25 2012, as described in a previous report. Vegetation clearing activities are complete and heloreinforced ARTO exclusion fencing has been installed at all tower sites to ensure integrity during helicopter
operations and construction activities. All required fence and toad guards have been installed. Inspections have
been completed by various biological monitors present in the area. ARTO surveys have been completed in all
areas. Daily inspections of the fence at all areas within McAlmond Canyon were conducted by approved
biological monitors, ARTO biologists, and/or PAR Electric environmental personnel, and repairs were made by
Warren James Construction and/or PAR Electric personnel with the assistance of biological monitors and ARTO
biologists, as available and/or necessary, in order to remain in compliance with project mitigation measures.
All mitigation measures relevant for the protection of ARTO and all other biological resources were adhered to
throughout the vegetation clearing and fence installation procedures in all three areas. No remedial measures to
avoid, minimize, or mitigate for any potential impacts to ARTO were necessary during the installation or
inspection activities.
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Simulated or Natural Rain Events and Nocturnal Surveys
Following a simulated or natural rain event, ARTO biologists conduct surveys following parameters described
within the Declining Amphibian Task Force guidelines, as well as Sunrise Powerlink documents and mitigation
measures relevant for this species. These surveys begin 45 minutes after sunset and are conducted during
conditions when amphibians were presumed or documented active. Biologists slowly walk within the fenced
areas and search for toad presence with headlamps and/or flashlights, looking for eyeshine, toads, and/or toad
movement. Surveys also include adjacent small mammal burrows and areas of leaf litter.
No simulated or significant natural rain events occurred in this reporting period at any of the three ARTO
locations.
No ARTO were observed within, around, or near the exclusion fencing. Wildlife species found within the fenced
areas were translocated outside the fenced area or allowed to exit via their own means.
Toad Guards
Toad guards are installed on the access roads at all fence area entrances and exits, and at the edge of the
fencing where non-project use roads intersect the exclusion areas. The design includes varying lengths
(depending on road width) 8-inch deep steel cattle guards with rounded slats. The guards are placed on the
ground surface and have class 2 base gravel ramped up to both ends. The exclusion fencing is installed up to the
edges on the exclusion side of the guard. The guard is left open to the sides outside of the fenced area so that
wildlife can escape (see photo below). Any herpetiles that approach the guard from the surrounding nonexcluded area will fall into the guard and can escape to either side. The depth of the cattle guards is sufficient to
prevent all toads and most frogs from jumping up through the guard and being able to enter the exclusion area.
Vehicles and other equipment can travel over the guards without having to remove and reinstall a fenced
entrance. This design is particularity effective for areas that are exposed to other off-road vehicular activity,
including U.S. Border Patrol traffic. Non-project related traffic can cross through the excluded area without
removing or smashing fencing. This design is also unique because it allows wildlife to escape the excluded area
unaided by biologists.
The guards are inspected daily during fence inspections to ensure wildlife does not remain under the guard and
sediment does not accumulate under the guard. If sediment is allowed to accumulate, the guard area may
become attractive to burrowing wildlife or accumulate enough material to allow wildlife to climb into the
exclusion area.
Toad guards were designed through collaboration between ARTO biologists Kris Alberts and Andrew Borcher,
and PAR Electrical engineers. Guard design and installation was approved via email by USFWS for this project.
Discussion and Recommendations
The complete absence of toads from within the exclusion fencing from areas previously surveyed and cleared
indicate that the fencing and maintenance procedures are effective in preventing toad species from entering
project areas. Daily site inspections are ongoing at this time to ensure fence integrity, and no significant
breaches that would require follow-up surveys have occurred to date. The fence was closely monitored
throughout the arroyo toad breeding season to ensure a 100% exclusion rate.
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To date, no ARTO or egg masses have been observed in any of the construction areas. As detailed in a previous
report, the five ARTO observed in late April 2012 in the adjacent habitat on the Long Potrero Mitigation Property
indicate that these toads were at least temporarily active, and could have bred had conditions improved.
However, due to a lack of significant rainfall from May through the present, and it being a relatively dry year
overall, water flow in the occupied habitat adjacent to the project areas is not sufficient for ARTO breeding
success, and no egg masses and/or tadpoles have been observed this season.
Please let me know if you have any questions or concerns regarding this progress report. I can be reached at
kalberts@chambersgroupinc.com or 949-933-6505.
Respectfully,
CHAMBERS GROUP, INC.

Kris Alberts
Senior Biologist / Project Manager / Arroyo Toad Resource Lead

ATTACHMENTS
Arroyo Toad Exclusion Fence Maps: McAlmond Canyon, Long Potrero and Hauser Canyon
Photographs
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Sunrise Powerlink 2012 Nest Monitoring Log

Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
RTHA Red-tailed Hawk

RTHA

Red-tailed Hawk

Nest ID
010312_imll_01

ID
CP6-1-E

010312_pkad_04 EP32-1-E

Type
Road Area

Chaparrals

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
OH - wire stringing

Road Area

Riparian Forests and Woodlands

Other

Habitat

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
400

20

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
500

500

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
425
425
Fledged

500

1 of 237

500

Nest Outcome

Presumed Fledged

Date Nest
Found
1/3/2012

1/3/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
6/1/2012 01/03/2012 - Pair was observed occupying nest areas between 1200 and 1330 on 12/30/2011. One hawk brought
nesting material to the nest and perched on the nest on multiple occasions. The other hawk of the pair perched
adjacent to the nest on the tower. Neither bird appeared deterred by continuing conventional foundation work
occurring at the site. - IMaunsell
01/12/2012 - RTHA pair in courtship display, followed by one hawk bringing decorations to the nest and standing
in the nest. - RRadd
01/20/2012 - Female bringing nest material and periodically lying on nest, male attends less often. Considerable
fresh eucalyptus greens on nest since last monitoring, but pair still spending long periods away from tower. RRadd
01/23/2012 - RTHA female lying on nest and male adjacent on tower - 0730-0745. K-Max arrives at 0746 and
female departs, returning briefly at 0749 to perch next to male (who remains on tower). Helicopter activities
continue. Female departs again - 0750. Male departs 0751. Both birds leave the area and do not return.
Helicopter continues through 0802. Link Lead and Avian Team Lead notified. Helicopter subsequently returns and
construction activity continues; RTHAs not observed again. - RRadd
01/26/2012 - No RTHAs associating with nest or tower site during one hour observation. A pair of RTHA was
observed approximately 1000 feet north of CP6 but these birds did not approach the nest area. - RRadd
01/27/2012 - Male RTHA noted briefly on nest tower prior to construction activity, but no hawks observed with
1500 feet of nest while work occurring. - RRadd
01/30/2012 - RTHA pair generally staying away from nest during work activity. Copulation observed 350 feet
south-west of nest at 10:17 during period of low work activity, followed by pair moving away from nest area.
Avian Biologist (M. Dicus) reports female returned to nest at 12:23. - RRadd
01/30/2012 - Nesting activities were monitored continuously between 0710 and 1720 during wire pulling
operations. Observations include:
0710 - Adult female RTHA observed on nest, adult male soaring overhead. 0715 - Pair leave nest and fly out of
view. 0720 - UPC construction crew arrive at CP6 for wire pulling. 0915 - Pair observed perching on Sunrise tower
CP6 for approximately 5 minutes before flying out of view. 0930 - Helicopter began flying sock line between CP15
and CP3. 1015 - Pair observed copulating on existing lattice tower east of nest. 1030-1215 - Intermittent
courtship displays, soaring, and perching in vicinity of CP6, CP7, nest tower, and lattice structure to east. 1215 Adult female returned to nest. Construction activities at this time were minimal--no helicopters. 1230 - Adult
female left nest. No change in construction activity. - JDicus
01/30/2012 - 1445 - Adult female perched on edge of nest for 30 seconds before leaving again. No change in
construction activity. 1610 - Adult perched on lattice tower above nest. 1630 - Adult landed at nest. 1632 - Adult
left nest and flew to northwest out of view. No change in construction activity at this time. - JDicus
01/31/2012 The nest was monitored continuously between 0700 and 1740 during wire pulling activities
5/21/2012 01/03/2012 - Nest looks built up since last observed in dilapidated shape in September (may be active); 1 adult
Red-tailed Hawk perched in tree 200 feet west, hunting. - PKonrad
01/09/2012 - No apparent changes at nest. Pair of Red-tailed Hawks soaring low over nest and higher to west of
nest; female is missing secondary feathers on both wings. - PKonrad
01/17/2012 - Pair of Red-tailed Hawks perched on highest pole 300 feet southeast of nest site; male soon begins
soaring over area. - PKonrad
01/24/2012 - No hawks observed in area; no indication of recent activity at nest. - PKonrad
01/30/2012 - No hawks observed in area and no recent activity apparent at nest. - PKonrad
02/06/2012 - No apparent activity at nest; 1 Red-tailed Hawk flew in to perch on pole 400 feet northeast of the
nest site after 15 minutes of observing the area (no indication of attachment to the nest during another 15
minute period). - PKonrad
02/10/2012 - No activity observed at nest over a 45 minute period. - AHill
02/15/2012 - No hawks observed in area, although nest may be built up more than last week. Rare slow Sunrise,
City, and Border Patrol drive-by vehicles. - PKonrad
02/15/2012 - No activity observed over an hour span in morning. - AHill
02/22/2012 - Adult female Red-tailed Hawk standing on nest, bending over twice during 40 minute period. Male
initially perched on pole 250 feet north of nest; eventually soared low over nest, then soared higher and out of
area. After leaving for 15 minutes, the biologist returned to find female in incubating (or egg laying) position.
Some slow Sunrise, City, and Border Patrol traffic passes along access road, but no response by female on nest. PKonrad
02/23/2012 - Observed an adult incubating on nest. Installed additional nest buffer signs for drive through only
Sunrise use. - AHill
02/27/2012 - Adult on nest incubating. Not disturbed by light, slow drive through traffic. - AHill
02/29/2012 - Adult Red-tailed Hawk incubating on nest. Periodic slow, Sunrise, City, and Border Patrol drive-by
vehicles. - PKonrad
03/05/2012 - Female seen on nest incubating and shading. Male was observed perched and preening on a nearby
tree. - AHill
03/06/2012 - Red-tailed Hawk incubating in tree nest. - PKonrad
03/10/2012 - Adult on nest incubating. - AHill
03/12/2012 - Red-tailed Hawk incubating on tree nest; another adult perched on pole to northwest. - PKonrad
03/20/2012 - Adult on nest did not flush as biologist drove past. Nest is intact after storm event. - VEurs
03/20/2012 - Adult on nest incubating. - AHill
03/23/2012 - Adult Red-tailed Hawk standing over nest with head down, then settled into brooding position with
considerable extra effort This behavior and date of initial incubating suggests nestlings have hatched and/or are

Fledged
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Sunrise Powerlink 2012 Nest Monitoring Log

Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
RTHA Red-tailed Hawk

Nest ID
010412_imll_02

GHOW Great Horned Owl

010412_kwer_01 EP228

ID
EP236-1/EP237-1 PS-E

Type
Road Area

Habitat
Grasslands and Meadows

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Area
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
OH - wire stringing

OH - tower erection

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
230

258

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
500

500

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
300
300
Fledged

250

2 of 237

250

Nest Outcome

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

Date Nest
Found
1/4/2012

1/4/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
Fledged
6/21/2012 01/04/2012 - No activity was observed at the nest. Nest is old and continues to be unoccupied. This nest was
Yes
monitored throughout the 2011 season. No whitewash, fresh material, or prey remains were observed. IMaunsell
01/10/2012 - No raptor or raven activity in area. - PKonrad
01/17/2012 - No birds observed in area of nest. - PKonrad
01/27/2012 - No raptors, owls, or ravens observed in area. - PKonrad
02/03/2012 - No change to nest; no ravens or raptors observed in area. - PKonrad
02/10/2012 - No raptors, ravens, or owls observed in area; nest unchanged. - PKonrad
02/17/2012 - No raptors or ravens observed in area; nest unchanged. - PKonrad
02/27/2012 - Nest looks unchanged and unused. No raptors or ravens in area. - PKonrad
03/05/2012 - No ravens or raptors observed in area (except kestrel); nest unchanged. - PKonrad
03/13/2012 - No sign of activity at nest, no raptors or ravens in area. - PKonrad
03/22/2012 - No raptors or ravens were observed in area; nest unchanged. - PKonrad
03/30/2012 - Adult Red-tailed Hawk is incubating on tower nest that appears to be slightly built up since the last
nest visit. Rare slow Sunrise and Border Patrol traffic along access road to EP236 - EP237 PS-E pullsite. - PKonrad
03/30/2012 - An adult flew to nest and began to incubate when biologist was 1800 feet away. The adult remained
on the nest for the next 25 minutes while biologist drove by twice on access road and parked 300 feet away to
make signs and mark buffer. Another adult visited nest and fed incubating mate with biologist outside of parked
vehicle 300 feet away. A 300-foot, drive-through only buffer was established and marked with signs. - MKuehn
04/06/2012 - Red-tailed Hawk incubating low, so only the very top of its head is visible on the tower nest. PKonrad
04/13/2012 - Red-tailed Hawk incubating on tower nest. - PKonrad
04/20/2012 - Adult Red-tailed Hawk incubating in tower nest. - PKonrad
04/27/2012 - Adult Red-tailed Hawk standing on side of the nest, presumably exposing downy nestlings to the
ambient weather and sunshine, while another adult is soaring low over the area south of the nest. - PKonrad
05/03/2012 - Initially, the head of an adult could be seen above the nest. Soon, an adult Red-tailed Hawk flew
from the northwest to the nest with mammalian prey, left prey at nest and flew back to the northwest along
ridge. - PKonrad
05/10/2012 - An adult Red-tailed Hawk can be seen standing on the nest, presumably shading unseen nestlings. PKonrad
05/18/2012 - No adult or nestling Red-tailed Hawks can be seen at this nest, but nestlings may be lying low while
adults are hunting or loafing away from the nest. - PKonrad
05/23/2012 - An adult Red-tailed Hawk is perched on the nest, leaning forward and probably shading unseen
nestlings in the nest PKonrad
3/20/2012 01/04/2012 - No activity, no new material, and no whitewash observed. - KWeber
No
01/11/2012 - No owls or raptors observed in area and sign of activity at old nest. - PKonrad
01/17/2012 - No owls or raptors in area, even though avian biologist walked among non-native trees in area to
check for any perched large species. Crew working on tower EP227 about 1,100 feet to west. - PKonrad
01/27/2012 - No owls or raptors observed, and no sign of activity at old nest. - PKonrad
02/02/2012 - Adult Great Horned Owl incubating. - PKonrad
02/07/2012 - Great Horned Owl incubating on nest. - PKonrad
02/13/2012 - Great Horned Owl is incubating. - PKonrad
02/27/2012 - Adult Great Horned Owl incubating on nest. - PKonrad
03/05/2012 - Great Horned Owl brooding low in nest - eggs should be hatched now. Micropile drilling with low
noise and some dust at site. - PKonrad
03/12/2012 - Adult Great Horned Owl brooding low in nest in wind. - PKonrad
03/14/2012 - Owl observed lying on nest. - BArnold
03/15/2012 - The owl was observed on the nest. K-max flew in the four legs for the tower. The owl remained in
the nest when the K-max was over the tower site. It appeared that the owl would get lower in the nest when the Kmax was over the site. When the first leg was delivered to the site, there was some rotor wash that visibly shook
the tree that the nest is located in. However, it appeared that the owl was ultimately tolerant of all the
construction activities today. Remained incubating. - VNovik
03/20/2012 - No owls were present in the nest, and an egg was on the ground below the nest. The nest appeared
to be sliding out of the tree slightly, and the past 3 days have been characterized by low temperatures, high
winds, heavy rain, and snow. - VNovik
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
RTHA Red-tailed Hawk

RTHA

Red-tailed Hawk

Nest ID
010412_pkad_02 EP220-1

ID

010412_pkad_04 EP219-1/EP220-1 PS-E

Type
Habitat
Pad Areas-Structure Pad Riparian Forests and Woodlands
Area

Road Area

Grasslands and Meadows

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
OH - wire stringing

Traffic

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
350

475

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
500

500

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
300
300
Fledged

450

3 of 237

450

Fledged

Nest Outcome

Date Nest
Found
1/4/2012

1/4/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
6/14/2012 01/04/2012 - No sign of raptors in area or activity at the nest. - PKonrad
01/10/2012 - No apparent activity at nest, but 1 Red-tailed Hawk perched in new Sunrise metal tower to south
and another perched on rock outcrop to north; neither reacted to my approach to the nest. - PKonrad
01/17/2012 - No activity noted at nest, but 1 hawk perched on new Sunrise tower called twice as bio approached
nest. Earlier, a pair of RTHA was soaring low over area. - PKonrad
01/25/2012 - An adult Red-tailed Hawk was soaring very high above nest site when I arrived near nest. - PKonrad
01/31/2012 - Adult Red-tailed Hawk perched atop Sunrise tower to south of nest site; soared to east. No hawk or
activity apparent at nest. - PKonrad
02/02/2012 - 2 Red-tailed Hawks were observed soaring east of EP219. They did not associate with the nest. KWeber
02/07/2012 - No hawks observed in area. - PKonrad
02/17/2012 - No change at nest and no raptors in area. - PKonrad
02/24/2012 - No raptors in area; nest unchanged and unused. - PKonrad
03/05/2012 - No hawks observed in area; nest unattended. - PKonrad
03/13/2012 - Adult Red-tailed Hawk flew from nest. Nest looks built up, but could not discern if the hawk was
loafing, nest building, or incubating. Because hawk flew without hesitation as avian biologist came into view, it
suggests the raptor was not incubating. - PKonrad
03/20/2012 - Red-tailed Hawk observed on nest. Nest looks complete. - VNovik
03/27/2012 - Adult Red-tailed Hawk incubating low in tree nest. Crews in position to pull wire. - PKonrad
04/04/2012 - Adult Red-tailed Hawk incubating in tree nest, lying very low. - PKonrad
04/10/2012 - No Red-tailed Hawks observed initially, so the nest was re-checked several hours later when an
adult Red-tailed Hawk was incubating. - PKonrad
04/18/2012 - Red-tailed Hawk soared overhead, calling periodically as another Red-tailed Hawk was incubating on
the tree nest. - PKonrad
04/25/2012 - Both adult Red-tailed Hawks near nest, calling territorially; 1 perched on new power line while
another flew in from the south and landed on the nearby Sunrise tower. It is expected that the nest contains small
downy nestlings at this time. - PKonrad
05/02/2012 - At least 2 small downy nestlings can be seen in the nest. The pair of adults flew in and soared
overhead, calling territorially. When the avian biologist returned to his vehicle, the adult hawks perched on 1 of
the new power lines, between the yellow and orange balls, and called territorially. - PKonrad
05/08/2012 - Pair of adult Red-tailed Hawks very territorial, calling, diving and soaring overhead, but cannot see
contents of nest, which should contain half-grown nestlings. - PKonrad
05/16/2012 - An adult Red-tailed Hawk was perched on the power line near the east side of the tower bridge; it
called periodically during the nest check At least 3 downy nestlings can be seen peering above the rim of the
6/14/2012 01/04/2012 - A pair of Red-tailed Hawks soared overhead while we approached nest, then perched on pole 600
feet west-southwest of nest. - PKonrad
01/10/2012 - An adult Red-tailed Hawk was flying over the area, and eventually perched 15 feet above the nest. PKonrad
01/17/2012 - No raptors observed in area during 3 nest site observations while working in the area. - PKonrad
01/25/2012 - An adult Red-tailed Hawk was perched above nest, after initially seeing a pair of Red-tails perched
on a pole along access road northeast of nest. - PKonrad
01/31/2012 - No hawks observed in area. - PKonrad
02/07/2012 - No apparent activity at nest, but an adult Red-tailed Hawk perched on pole to southwest. A pair of
Red-tailed Hawks is perched on next pole to west. - PKonrad
02/17/2012 - Adult Red-tailed Hawk with 'orange'-colored underside perched in tree above nest. No apparent
change to nest. - PKonrad
02/24/2012 - An adult Red-tailed Hawk soaring high near nest; no apparent change to nest. During return driveby, a Red-tail was perched in tree next to nest tree. - PKonrad
03/05/2012 - Initially, 1 adult Red-tailed Hawk perched on pole along access road north of nest. Didn't see any
hawks in area during return to area. Very rare slow Sunrise traffic (2 pickups) along access road. - PKonrad
03/13/2012 - Adult Red-tailed Hawk flew to nest from the east and perched on the nest rim. Yesterday, a Red-tail
was observed standing on the nest, seemingly arranging nest material. - PKonrad
03/22/2012 - An adult Red-tailed Hawk was observed soaring low near the nest site, but no activity was observed
at the nest during 30 minute observation period. - PKonrad
03/27/2012 - Red-tailed Hawk incubating on tree nest. - PKonrad
04/04/2012 - Red-tailed Hawk incubating in tree nest that looks like it has been built up appreciably in the past
week. - PKonrad
04/10/2012 - Adult Red-tailed Hawk incubating in tree nest. - PKonrad
04/18/2012 - Red-tailed Hawk is incubating in tree nest. - PKonrad
04/25/2012 - Adult Red-tailed Hawk standing on the side of the nest, periodically bending over a mass of small
downy white nestlings. - PKonrad
05/02/2012 - No adult Red-tailed Hawks or nestlings were observed initially, but 4 hours later, 1 adult and at least
2 downy nestlings could be seen on the nest platform. - PKonrad
05/08/2012 - An adult Red-tailed Hawk is standing on the nest with at least 1 large downy nestling. - PKonrad
05/16/2012 - A Red-tailed Hawk is standing on the nest along with 1 large downy nestling in sight. - PKonrad
05/24/2012 - A well-feathered nestling was standing on the nest and stretched its wings; later, an adult flew to
the nest from the south. - PKonrad
05/31/2012 A fully feathered newly 'fledged' Red tailed Hawk is perched in the nest tree about 12 feet north of
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
RTHA Red-tailed Hawk

RSHA

Red-shouldered Hawk

Nest ID
010512_pkad_02 EP256

010512_rrdd_01

ID

Alpine Underground

Type
Habitat
Pad Areas-Structure Pad Desert Scrub and Dune Habitats
Area

Ductbank

Riparian Forests and Woodlands

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
Traffic

Traffic

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
320

157

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
500

500

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
Nest Outcome
300
300
Presumed Fledged

130

4 of 237

130

Nest did not reach active stage

Date Nest
Found
1/5/2012

1/5/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
5/24/2012 01/05/2012 - No hawks observed in area. - PKonrad
01/10/2012 - No raptors observed in the area. - PKonrad
01/16/2012 - No hawks observed in area. - PKonrad
01/24/2012 - Red-tailed Hawk dived down to nest where it perched for a few minutes before moving to structure
metal adjacent to nest. After several minutes, the well-fed adult flew west. - PKonrad
01/30/2012 - No apparent activity at nest; 1 Red-tailed Hawk observed soaring low 400 feet northwest of site for
a short time. - PKonrad
02/07/2012 - No hawks observed in area, but it appears that a lot of new nesting material has been added to this
nest during the past week. - PKonrad
02/13/2012 - Red-tailed Hawk flew to nest and remained for 5 minutes before flying along slope and landing 400
feet from nest. Due to wind, unable to determine if it had a stick. Nest is built up; hawk(s) are probably in nest
building stage, therefore may be active by definition. Status unclear and will continue to monitor. 45 minute
observation period. - PKonrad
02/20/2012 - Adult Red-tailed Hawk incubating, while second hawk soared overhead, then landed on slope to
southeast of nest. Incubating hawk stood up for a few minutes, then resumed its incubation position on the nest. PKonrad
02/24/2012 - Both adults observed at nest with one on the nest. Appeared to be adjusting itself on the nest.
Observed flushing from nest when Border Patrol vehicle drove up the access road to the tower twice. - VNovik
02/27/2012 - Red-tailed Hawk incubating on SWPL tower nest. - PKonrad
02/28/2012 - Adult observed incubating on nest in windy, snowy conditions. - JPawlicki
03/05/2012 - Red-tailed Hawk initially incubating on tower nest. At 14:15 an adult Red-tail landed on the side of
the nest and soon both adults soared to the north for a few hundred feet before the female soared back to the
nest while the male continued to soar along the mountain slope. Female resumed incubating. - PKonrad
03/12/2012 - Red-tailed Hawk incubating on tower nest. - PKonrad
03/22/2012 - Red-tailed Hawk incubating in tower nest, and adult Red-tailed Hawk soared low over area west of
nest tower. - PKonrad
03/30/2012 - Adult Red-tailed Hawk is on nest, probably brooding newly hatched nestlings at this time, judging
from the nest chronology that has been documented to date. - PKonrad
04/06/2012 - Adult Red-tailed Hawk standing on side of nest, probably exposing young downy nestlings to the
ambient sun and weather. - PKonrad
04/14/2012 - Red-tailed Hawk brooding on tower nest. - PKonrad
04/20/2012 - At least 2 medium-sized nestlings being fed by adult Red-tailed Hawk. - PKonrad
04/27/2012 - A medium-sized downy nestling can be seen standing upright in the nest; no Red-tailed Hawk adults
were observed in the area PKonrad
4/23/2012 01/05/2012 - No occupants in attendance during initial 15-minute observation period, RSHA perched and calling a
hundred feet away. - RRadd
01/05/2012 - No occupants in attendance during initial 15-minute observation period. - KAlberts
01/13/2012 - No raptors observed near or at this nest during 30 minute observation. - RRadd
01/18/2012 - No visible improvements to nest and no raptors observed in association. - RRadd
01/28/2012 - RSHA pair vocal on territory but not associating with nest or exhibiting explicit breeding behaviors.
No additions visible in nest. - RRadd
02/04/2012 - Calling RSHA was 300 feet from nest remained distant during 30 minute observation. No visible
improvements have been made to nest. - RRadd
02/11/2012 - Cool and rainy day; RSHA on territory but nest has not been improved. - RRadd
02/17/2012 - No RSHA detected during 30 minute observation. No improvements to nest. Sycamore has yet to
foliate. - RRadd
02/25/2012 - CORA pair removing sticks from this nest. Agitated RSHA nearby does not intervene. - RRadd
02/25/2012 - Nest inactive, as a raptor has not yet occupied it, and a CORA was observed dismantling it. - RRadd
03/03/2012 - Nest remains substantial and is likely to become active as RSHA elsewhere are still commencing
nesting. RSHA remain vocal and active on this territory. - RRadd
03/10/2012 - RSHA pair copulate at 0807, and then fly to nest under AMCR harassment at 0811. - RRadd
03/17/2012 - RSHA male on territory, but female not detected during 20 minute observation. Wet and windy
morning is suppressing all breeding activity today. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - Upon arrival, pair was perched in oak about 200 feet west of nest, with a crow. Nest appears intact
after storm event. After about 10 minutes, one adult flew to nest with a small branch, pursued by crow. Second
hawk remained in the oak tree. - VEurs
03/24/2012 - No RSHA detected from 0708-0742. Second visit 0845-0852; RSHA heard calling in dense fog on
territory. - RRadd
03/31/2012 - No activity observed at 1200-1215. - HWinfrey
04/09/2012 - No activity observed at nest from 1100 to 1145. RSHA heard calling in area once. - HWinfrey
04/16/2012 - No activity observed at nest, and no RSHA detected in area. - HWinfrey
04/23/2012 - No activity at nest and no RSHA detected in area. Nest is easily visible from above and does not
appear to contain eggs. No incubating adult has been observed at this nest. Evidence indicates that this nest did
not reach active nesting stage this year and is unlikely to become active. Nest closed. - HWinfrey
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
RTHA Red-tailed Hawk

COHA

Cooper's Hawk

Nest ID
010512_rrdd_03

ID
Alpine Underground

Ductbank

Habitat
Woodlands and Forests

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
UG - trenching/streetscape improvements

010512_rrdd_06

CP64-2-E

Road Area

Riparian Forests and Woodlands

Traffic

Type

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
350

100

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
500

500

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
300
300
Fledged

500

5 of 237

500

Nest Outcome

Nest did not reach active stage

Date Nest
Found
1/5/2012

1/5/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
Fledged
6/2/2012 01/05/2012 - RTHA perched nearby in attendance throughout initial 15-minute observation indicates nest may
Yes
become active. - RRadd
01/05/2012 - RTHA perched nearby in attendance throughout initial 15-minute observation indicates nest may
become active. - KAlberts
01/13/2012 - RTHA display flights in vicinity but no direct interaction with nest. - RRadd
01/18/2012 - No indications of any changes in activity level at this nest. No raptors approached nest during 30minute observation. - RRadd
01/28/2012 - RTHA breaking branches from host tree and carrying sticks to nest at 0746. Changed status to active.
The occupants of this residential nest are obviously well acclimated to traffic and residential noise. Due to the
distance from work and height above ground, Project activity is not anticipated to impact this nest. - RRadd
02/04/2012 - RTHA pair soaring high over nest tree, but did not approach nest during 30 minute observation. RRadd
02/11/2012 - RTHA pair perched above nest for duration of 30 minute observation. - RRadd
02/17/2012 - No RTHA observed during 25-minute observation. - RRadd
02/25/2012 - No visible activity at this nest 0715 - 0750. - RRadd
03/02/2012 - No detections, but foliage renders nest very difficult to see into. - RRadd
03/10/2012 - RTHA comes to nest 0652, and there appears to be a second bird on the nest. First hawk departs
immediately and some nest material re-arrangements follow. Potentially, this was a food drop. - RRadd
03/17/2012 - Unable to detect movement in this nest on windy and rainy morning during 20-minute observation. RRadd
03/20/2012 - One bird flushed from nest tree as biologist pulled into parking lot. Second bird moved from perch
on tree to nest, where it remained for more than 10 minutes. Nest is intact after storm event and still in use. First
bird returned as biologist was preparing to leave. It was out of view, but most likely flew to nest. - VEurs
03/28/2012 - RTHA visible lying on nest. 2nd RTHA observed flying and perching in area. - HWinfrey
04/03/2012 - RTHA on nest at 1008. - HWinfrey
04/10/2012 - RTHA goes to nest at 1253. 2nd RTHA observed in flight within 300 feet of nest. - HWinfrey
04/17/2012 - Adult RTHA lying on nest at 0616. - HWinfrey
04/24/2012 - Adult RTHA flies to nest and perches on rim at 1257. Bird's posture indicates that it is feeding
nestlings, but nestlings are not yet big enough to be visible. - HWinfrey
04/30/2012 - Adult brings food to nest at 1020. - HWinfrey
05/06/2012 - No activity at nest from 1227 to 1257. No RTHA detected in area. - HWinfrey
05/15/2012 - Nestling visible moving in nest at 1403. - HWinfrey
05/22/2012 - Nestling visible and moving in nest at 1251. - HWinfrey
05/29/2012 1 nestling visible and moving in nest HWinfrey
3/2/2012 01/05/2012 - During initial observation, no recent improvements were visible, but fresh whitewash under nest
No
may be indicator of territorial use. - KAlberts
01/09/2012 - No raptors detected associating with this nest during 30-minute observation period. - RRadd
01/17/2012 - No activity detected at this nest during 30 minute observation. - RRadd
01/24/2012 - No birds detected associating with this nest during 30 minute observation. - RRadd
01/31/2012 - Fresh whitewash and bone pellet under nest but no raptors detected in vicinity. - RRadd
02/08/2012 - Adult male COHA at nest calling, flushed by observer at 0658 and returning at 0739. The male
perched nearby making alarm calls. No fresh fallen material detected under nest. - RRadd
02/08/2012 - Male still present and agitated by observer at gate at 0940. Female observed nearby carrying small
stick at 1145. Changed nest status to active. - RRadd
02/14/2012 - No COHA detections during 2 x 20 minute visits. Rain yesterday may be delaying activity. - RRadd
02/21/2012 - COHA pair actively breaking twigs from nearby oaks and carrying to nest 0829. Cease vesting nest
when observer detected at gate. - RRadd
03/01/2012 - Status unclear; CORA have potentially taken over this, and COHA pair are building nearby, but
evidence is conflicting on cold rainy day. - RRadd
03/02/2012 - This nest has been abandoned and a new nest is being constructed 120 feet east. - RRadd
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
RTHA Red-tailed Hawk

RTHA

Red-tailed Hawk

Nest ID
010512_rrdd_07

ID
Hartung CY-N

Type
Road Area

Habitat
Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

010512_rrdd_10

CP70-3-E

Road Area

Woodlands and Forests

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
Traffic

Traffic

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
250

475

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
500

500

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
250
250
Fledged

500

6 of 237

500

Nest Outcome

Presumed Fledged

Date Nest
Found
1/5/2012

1/5/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
Fledged
5/25/2012 01/05/2012 - RTHA pair observed in territorial display flight over El Monte CY at 1500 during initial observation. Yes
KAlberts
01/09/2012 - RTHAs observed in territory appeared to be avoiding CY activity and did not approach nest during 30minute observation period. - RRadd
01/17/2012 - No activity detected at this nest during 30 minute observation, and all raptors remained distant. RRadd
01/24/2012 - No raptors approached this nest during 30 minutes of observation. - RRadd
02/10/2012 - CY monitor reports RTHA pair making at least 2 trips to this nest on 7 February, 0900-1000. Changed
status to active. Buffer staked at 500 feet with drive-thru access OK. This nest successfully fledged in 2011 with
greater levels of AR traffic than that which currently occurs, so drive-through access should not negatively affect
the nest. Buffer should be re-evaluated if air traffic is to resume. - RRadd
02/14/2012 - CY monitor reports nest visit by RTHA 13 February at 1030 for a few minutes. RTHA pair nearby did
not approach nest during 30 minute observation period today. - RRadd
03/02/2012 - RTHA flies from nest at 0809 to nearby pole and remains there for duration of 30 minute
observation. - RRadd
03/07/2012 - Nest monitored between 0745 and 1045. Adult RTHA observed intermittently soaring over territory.
Pair observed engaged in aerial courtship display before flying out of view. Neither adult was observed visiting the
nest or carrying nest material. - MDicus
03/08/2012 - RTHA lying in nest for duration of observation is likely incubating. - RRadd
03/15/2012 - RTHA lying in nest for duration of 30 minute observation beginning at 1544. - RRadd
03/21/2012 - RTHA lying on nest at 1422. - RRadd
03/30/2012 - RTHA observed in flight from 1310 to 1325. RTHA flies in to nest at 1340. - HWinfrey
04/06/2012 - No activity observed at nest. 2 RTHAs in flight within 500 feet. - HWinfrey
04/12/2012 - RTHA adult comes to nest at 0741 and remains. Adult tearing food into small pieces and feeding
nestling at 0922. - RRadd
04/17/2012 - Adults visit nest infrequently but remain in vicinity. - RRadd
04/25/2012 - 2 active nestlings visible at 1548. - RRadd
05/02/2012 - Nestlings visible and moving on nest at 1540. - RRadd
05/08/2012 - Nestling visible but inactive in late afternoon heat 1640. - RRadd
05/15/2012 - 2 dark-headed feathered nestlings visible in nest at 1706. - RRadd
05/23/2012 - No activity at nest detected during afternoon heat. Potentially fledged but will monitor once more. RRadd
06/01/2012 - Nest is empty. Monitoring chronology indicates nest successfully fledged. - RRadd
6/4/2012 01/05/2012 - RTHA pair perched 400 feet away did not approach nest during initial 15-minute observation period.
- KAlberts
01/09/2012 - No breeding activity during 30-minute observation period. - RRadd
01/17/2012 - RTHA pair soaring overhead did not approach this nest during 30 minute observation. - RRadd
01/24/2012 - RTHA pair in courtship flight over and around this tree did not alight at nest during 30 minute
observation. - RRadd
01/31/2012 - RTHA on nest arranging fresh material at 0932, then joins mate in courtship flight. - RRadd
02/08/2012 - RTHA pair driving third hawk away from territory at 1427, followed by aerial courtship displays in
unison. Pair did not approach nest during 30 minute observation. - RRadd
02/14/2012 - RTHA pair at nest, bringing materials, arranging and forming nest bowl from 1022-1027. - RRadd
02/21/2012 - More material added to nest but no RTHA observed associating during 30 minute observation. RRadd
03/02/2012 - RTHA lying in nest for duration of 30 minute observation. - RRadd
03/08/2012 - RTHA lying in nest for duration of observation - presumed incubating. - RRadd
03/15/2012 - RTHA lying in nest for duration of observation - incubation continues. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - Adult on nest. - MKuehn
03/22/2012 - RTHA in nest for duration of 30 minute observation, mate perched nearby. - RRadd
03/29/2012 - RTHA on nest at 1059. - HWinfrey
04/05/2012 - RTHA on nest at 1050. - HWinfrey
04/11/2012 - RTHA at nest shredding prey. Mate visits briefly and appears to present food to nestling too small
for heads to appear above nest cup from 0945-0950. Adult eventually settles on nest. - RRadd
04/16/2012 - Young now capable of auto-thermoregulation; adults spend much time away from nest. Adult
tearing prey item and feeding small pieces to young at 1456. - RRadd
04/29/2012 - 2 nestlings are active in nest at 1010. - RRadd
05/04/2012 - Still mostly downy young stand in nest and tear food from larger pieces. - RRadd
05/12/2012 - Mostly feathered young stand shaded in nest during afternoon heat at 1344. - RRadd
05/18/2012 - Adult standing at nest with at least 1 nestling in nest at 1347. - RRadd
05/23/2012 - 3 nestlings alternate between lying in nest and standing, branching, and exercising wings. - RRadd
05/30/2012 - 3 nestlings standing in nest appear flight capable at 1649. - RRadd
06/06/2012 - Nest has fledged. - RRadd
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
RTHA Red-tailed Hawk

Nest ID
010512_rrdd_11

CP70-3-E

Type
Road Area

Habitat
Riparian Forests and Woodlands

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
Traffic

GHOW Great Horned Owl

010512_rrdd_12

CP70-3-E

Road Area

Riparian Forests and Woodlands

Other

ID

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
75

150

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
500

500

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
500
500
Fledged

500
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500

Fledged

Nest Outcome

Date Nest
Found
1/5/2012

1/5/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
5/25/2012 01/05/2012 - No raptors showing site fidelity during initial 15-minute observation period. - KAlberts
01/09/2012 - RTHA on territory, but no nesting activity observed during 30-minute observation period. - RRadd
01/17/2012 - No raptor activity at this nest during 30-minute observation. - RRadd
01/24/2012 - RTHA pair in courtship flight did not approach this site. Sycamore is just beginning to leaf out. RRadd
01/31/2012 - No change in activity during 30 minute observation. - RRadd
02/02/2012 - Several hours spent within sight of nest and no activity at nest. Pair of RSHA in area but staying west
of this nest most of the time. Could see green leaves on rim of nest - MKuehn
02/08/2012 - No change in activity at this nest. - RRadd
02/14/2012 - Adult Red-tailed Hawk was perched on rim of nest as avian biologist approached to within 150 feet,
with second adult perched within 25 feet of nest in nearest sycamore tree to west. First adult remained and
inspected the stick nest for 30 seconds, then hopped down into nest, turned around inside nest while looking
down at nest and hopped back onto rim where it remained another 2 minutes before flying to nearest sycamore
to perch within 5 feet of second adult Red-tailed hawk. Pair remained there perched together while avian
biologist watched for 20 minutes without revisiting nest. Avian biologist not see any fresh greenery or obvious
recent nest improvements. Nest is in good condition. Changed nest status to active and marked 500-foot buffer
along access road. Nest is on United States Forest Service land. - JDicus
02/14/2012 - RTHA pair at nest, RTHA standing in nest 1000 - 1022. Changed status to active on 14 February, as
RTHA occupies nest. Hawk does not flush to drive by traffic. Therefore, buffer was staked at 500 feet. - RRadd
02/21/2012 - No hawks detected at this nest during 2 x 20 minute observations. - RRadd
03/02/2012 - RTHA lying in nest for duration of 30 minute observation. - RRadd
03/08/2012 - RTHA lying in nest for duration of observation - presumed incubating. - RRadd
03/15/2012 - RTHA lying in nest for duration of observation - incubation continues. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - Adult on nest. - MKuehn
03/22/2012 - Incubation continues, RTHA in nest for all 30 minutes of observation. - RRadd
03/29/2012 - RTHA lying on nest at 1056. - HWinfrey
04/05/2012 - RTHA on nest at 1055. - HWinfrey
04/11/2012 - RTHA prone in nest shows no sign of hatched young at 1108. - RRadd
04/16/2012 - RTHA on nest with small hatched young. - RRadd
04/25/2012 - Young are auto-thermoregulatory, and adults are now leaving nest for extended periods. Adult
tearing food into small pieces and feeding 3 young. - RRadd
05/04/2012 - Nestlings able to stand in nest. - RRadd
05/12/2012 - Adult in nest feeding young with feathered backs at 1322. - RRadd
05/18/2012 Young appear flight capable and are branching out from nest RRadd
5/4/2012 01/09/2012 - RSHA pair in area did not approach nest during 30 minute observation. - RRadd
01/13/2012 - RSHA exhibiting site fidelity on perches within 250 feet during initial 20-minute observation period. KAlberts
01/17/2012 - RSHA perched 50 feet from nest for 15 minutes, flushed at 100 feet. Unable to see nest well enough
to determine if fresh material has been added. - RRadd
01/24/2012 - RSHA pair on territory with contact calls, but not at this nest. - RRadd
01/31/2012 - RSHA on territory did not interact with this nest. - RRadd
02/02/2012 - RSHA pair active and calling in area but never seen near nest. - MKuehn
02/14/2012 - GHOW lying in nest does not flush for agitated RSHA pair. Staked at 500 feet. - RRadd
02/21/2012 - Owl lying on nest for duration of observation. - RRadd
03/02/2012 - GHOW lying in nest for duration of 30 minute observation. - RRadd
03/08/2012 - GHOW lying in nest for duration of observation. No young observed. - RRadd
03/15/2012 - GHOW lying in nest for duration of observation - no nestlings detected. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - Adult on nest. - MKuehn
03/22/2012 - GHOW posture on nest suggests hatched young. - RRadd
03/29/2012 - GHOW observed on nest in upright posture at 1115. - HWinfrey
04/05/2012 - Adult on nest at 1106. - HWinfrey
04/11/2012 - Adult GHOW on nest with at least 2 downy owlets; head feathers emerging. - RRadd
04/16/2012 - Large downy nestlings acquiring feathers fill the nest. Adult guards at edge of platform at 1414. RRadd
04/25/2012 - Nestlings are well feathered, brown with ear tufts beginning to show, and appear capable of
branching. - RRadd
05/04/2012 - Owlets have branched, and one has flown a short distance from the nest. Adult perched nearby. RRadd
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
GHOW Great Horned Owl

RTHA

Red-tailed Hawk

Nest ID
010512_sjon_01

EP90-1-N

Type
Road Area

Habitat
Woodlands and Forests

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
Traffic

010512_vnik_01

EP62A-1-E

Road Area

Chaparrals

Traffic

ID

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
62

420

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
500

500

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
Nest Outcome
375
375
Presumed Fledged

400
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400

Nest did not reach active stage

Date Nest
Found
1/5/2012

1/5/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
4/5/2012 01/05/2012 - Great Horned Owl observed incubating on nest. - SJohnston
01/10/2012 - Adult Great Horned Owl incubating. - PKonrad
01/18/2012 - Adult Great Horned Owl incubating; facing east. - PKonrad
01/25/2012 - Adult Great Horned Owl is incubating. - PKonrad
02/01/2012 - Adult incubating. - PKonrad
02/14/2012 - Adult Great Horned Owl presumably brooding nestlings now. No access road traffic.
Nest was also monitored on 2/7/2012, when a Great Horned Owl was incubating on the nest (unable to input
monitoring information). - PKonrad
02/17/2012 - Adult Great Horned Owl brooding. Rare slow drive-through by Sunrise traffic. - PKonrad
02/23/2012 - Adult Great Horned Owl brooding (positioned much higher than when incubating). Rare slow drivethrough Sunrise traffic. - PKonrad
02/28/2012 - Report of vehicle stuck in the mud w/in buffer prompted visit. Visit was at 1140 am temp was
approximately 40 degrees. All vehicles were absent from buffer. Bird was on nest and appeared to be aware of
surroundings. IE vehicles near water buffalo at EP 91. Observed for approximately 30 minutes. - VNovik
02/29/2012 - Adult Great Horned Owl standing on nest; leaned over , presumably to attend to 1 week old
nestling(s). No traffic during observations. - PKonrad
03/04/2012 - Adult observed on nest. - BArnold
03/06/2012 - Adult was seen standing high on the nest and moving around. Its eyes followed the larger helicopter
traffic outside buffer, but the bird was not distressed by it. One nestling was observed moving around and giving a
slight wing flap. Its eyes were open, it exhibited some down, but some mature feathers and adult coloration were
also observed. Another nestling was most likely under the adult, causing her to shift around. - FHoffman
03/07/2012 - At least 1 nestling and adult observed while driving by on access road. - BArnold
03/09/2012 - Adult and 2 downy nestlings in nest; nestlings about 2 weeks old. - PKonrad
03/12/2012 - At 1406, a helicopter dropped off 2 workers at EP90 on the bridge of the tower. Both rollers were
delivered and installed at 1411. Workers were removed from the tower at 1415. The owls were observed to
remain in the nest and appeared to "hunker down" at one point, though overall, they did not react in an agitated
manner that was obvious to the observer. At approximately 1618, the first sock line was strung across the span
from EP90 - EP89. This was done with the helicopter pulling the line. The second sock line was pulled at 1446.
During these pulls, the owls remained within the nest and appeared aware of the construction activities, though
unfazed. At 1742, the wire was hauled back from EP89-EP90 by the sock line pulling the wire. The owls appeared
to not even notice this activity as it occurred. - VNovik
03/13/2012 - Monitored nest while work occurred nearby. At 1545, second fiber line "haul back" occurred. This
entailed the "gator" passing between EP89 and EP90. The "gator" is comprised of 3 hanging guides from the wire
that aid the line to pass through the rollers The gator passed between spans in approximately 3 minutes The
4/2/2012 01/05/2012 - Large stick nest in canopy of Eucalyptus tree, possibly an old unused Red-tailed Hawk nest. No
raptors in area of nest during 40 minute survey. - VNovik
01/13/2012 - No raptor or corvid activity in area of nest. - PKonrad
01/18/2012 - No raptors observed in area and no indication of any activity at nest. - PKonrad
01/25/2012 - No raptors observed in area; no apparent activity at old nest. - PKonrad
01/30/2012 - Pair of RTHA in area; 1 RTHA was perched on same eucalyptus as nest. Did not see hawks visit nest
during 2 hours of passive observations. - SJohnston
02/01/2012 - A pair of Red-tails was soaring low 800 feet north of nest site, flew higher on other side of hill, then
far to northeast. No action near nest during nest 40 minutes. - PKonrad
02/06/2012 - No hawks observed in area; nest remains the same. - PKonrad
02/08/2012 - No hawks observed in area during 45 minute observation period. - PKonrad
02/10/2012 - RHTA observed on nest rearranging sticks. - SJohnston
02/14/2012 - No activity at nest; Red-tailed Hawk hunting (even hovering) along hilltop south of access road for
short time. A pair was soaring a half-mile southeast of nest for a short time during 40 minute observation period. PKonrad
02/16/2012 - No activity at nest, and pair of RTHA observed perched in trees 2000 feet from nest. - PHoward
02/23/2012 - No activity at nest; no hawks observed in area. Minor slow Sunrise traffic on access road 420 feet
north of nest. - PKonrad
03/02/2012 - No hawks observed in area, but nest appears to have been built up somewhat on top. - PKonrad
03/09/2012 - No activity observed. - AHill
03/09/2012 - No hawks observed at nest or in area. 'Active' status of nest becoming more questionable since a
Red-tail was observed standing on the nest a month ago. - PKonrad
03/16/2012 - No hawks observed in area; no changes at the nest. - PKonrad
03/20/2012 - A pair of Red-tailed Hawks were seen displaying aerial courtship behavior over the access road and
general power line corridor. The pair was not seen utilizing the nest. - LThoreson
03/23/2012 - Nest unchanged; no hawks in area. - PKonrad
04/02/2012 - No hawks in area; no change at nest. Considering the history of this nest this season, and the late
timing in the nesting season, there is very little chance this nest will be utilized this year. Nest closed. - PKonrad

Fledged
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
GHOW Great Horned Owl

RTHA

Red-tailed Hawk

Nest ID
010612_pkad_01 EP119-2

010612_pkad_02 EP319-E

ID

Type
Pad Areas-Structure Pad Chaparrals
Area

Road Area

Habitat

Desert Scrub and Dune Habitats

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
OH - foundations

Grading

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
150

100

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
500

500

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
150
150
Fledged

500
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500

Fledged

Nest Outcome

Date Nest
Found
1/6/2012

1/6/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
Fledged
4/13/2012 01/06/2012 - No indications of nest being used, but male Great Horned Owl flew from east branch of tree. Yes
PKonrad
01/13/2012 - An adult Great Horned Owl flew from a branch on the east side of the nest tree. No indication the
nest site has been used. - PKonrad
01/18/2012 - Great Horned Owl incubating in tree crotch. - PKonrad
01/19/2012 - Owl flushed from nest at 160 feet. 2 eggs in nest. Adult returned within 40 minutes. - KWeber
01/24/2012 - Incubating owl flushed from the nest when biologist approached to 100 feet, but returned within 5
minutes. 2 eggs were seen. 4 Western-Scrub Jays were observed within and adjacent to the nest tree, but never
approached nest while the owl was absent. 3 jays in the area during the 30-minute observation period. When the
owl returned, it faced the TSAP where observers were positioned; owl peered from behind the oak trunk to look
at the 2 biologists monitoring the nest, on 6 occasions over 3 minutes. Once acclimated, the owl did not look at
the biologists. The owl did not flinch during the helicopter flights. Several minutes after the helicopters vacated,
the biologists experimented with the owl's potential tolerance to humans by talking loudly with 1 another
approximately 200 feet from the site, simulating potential communications from the TSAP to the tower site, or
across the tower site during work. The owl immediately alerted, but did not flush. - KAlberts
01/31/2012 - Adult incubating, but flew from nest when avian biologist was 150 feet from nest. - PKonrad
02/06/2012 - Avian biologists conducted nesting bird survey in area from 0737 to 1030. Adult Great Horned Owl
incubating; observed once from TSAP observation point outside 150-foot buffer and did not exhibit signs of
distress. - MKuehn
02/08/2012 - Great Horned Owl incubating; was not visible until observer approached to 100 feet; owl continued
incubating during observations. - PKonrad
02/10/2012 - The owl nest, which is approximately 150 to 180 feet away from the sound barrier construction, was
monitored continually throughout the day, with no noticeable change in behavior. The owl remained on the nest
incubating. - MBahn
02/13/2012 - Adult Great Horned Owl incubating. A micropile drilling crew is present awaiting K-Max equipment
deliveries in advance of micropile drilling behind sound wall. Avian biomonitor Jared Taylor on site to watch the
owl's behavior during delivery and construction activities. - PKonrad
02/23/2012 - According to daily avian monitor, Great Horned Owl brooding at nest (eggs present 1/18). Owl
watches K-Max when it approaches site, but doesn't react otherwise to helicopters or other construction activities
behind sound wall. Micropile drilling crew working within sound barrier. Periodic K-Max equipment deliveries. PKonrad
02/23/2012 - The Great Horned Owl was observed lying on nest throughout the day and specifically during the
arrival of the K-Max helicopter to the tower site. The owl watched as the helicopter approached during several
deliveries; it stayed on the nest incubating its eggs and never left MBahn
5/24/2012 01/06/2012 - Pair building nest. - KAlberts
Yes
01/09/2012 - Hawk observed flying to nest site and perched on nest for more than 1 hour between 0910 and
1030. Pair was observed perched on adjacent SRPL tower EP319 earlier. No work occurring. - IMaunsell
01/11/2012 - Pair observed perched on tower during entire 2 hour nesting survey. - VNovik
01/11/2012 - 2 adults perched next to nest in tower. Nest much smaller than last week, and upon later inspection,
most or all of nest was apparently blown out of tower and is lying on ground below and west of nest site. Some
branches either remain in tower or they have been brought in by hawks since the nest damage. 1 hawk eventually
flew south, and when second hawk flew from tower, both soared in a tight circle for some minutes to southwest.
Male is missing a tail feather on right side. - PKonrad
01/16/2012 - No hawks observed in area; only a few sticks remain and no apparent additional nest material has
been added to remaining sticks at nest site. Eventually, the standing nestling spread its fully feathered wings,
facing into the wind, holding wings in a dihedral (V-shaped) position and walked a few steps across the nest,
which prompted the second nestling to stand up. The first nestling next left the nest and perched on the metal
brace on the northwest side of the nest and is obviously going to fledge soon. - PKonrad
01/24/2012 - No hawks observed in area, but seems as though more sticks have been added to the nest remnant. PKonrad
01/27/2012 - No hawks observed in area, but windy. Difficult to discern if more sticks have been added in past 3
days, but looks possible. - PKonrad
01/30/2012 - No hawks observed, and no recent activity apparent at partial nest. - PKonrad
02/03/2012 - No hawks or ravens observed in area, but nest is built up as much as twice as large as it was 5 days
ago. - PKonrad
02/09/2012 - Pair of adult Red-tailed Hawks at nest initially; 1 hawk flew from nest to perch on other side of
tower. Nest looks more built up. After a couple minutes, hawk at nest began soaring to south and was joined by
mate, eventually soaring high and gliding out of sight. Male is missing a retrice on right side of tail. - PKonrad
02/16/2012 - Red-tailed Hawk is incubating on rebuilt nest. - PKonrad
02/21/2012 - Adult Red-tailed Hawk incubating. - PKonrad
02/28/2012 - Red-tailed Hawk incubating on tower nest while adult male with missing tail feather soared low to
north. - PKonrad
03/08/2012 - Red-tailed Hawk incubating low in nest. - PKonrad
03/16/2012 - Adult Red-tailed Hawk incubating on tower nest. Seemed a bit nervous when I stopped vehicle to
view the nest and hawk with binoculars from 800 feet, looking over its shoulder at the pickup. - PKonrad
03/19/2012 - Adult Red-tailed Hawk positioned higher than before, probably indicating it is brooding newly
hatched nestlings. - PKonrad
03/26/2012 Red tailed Hawk brooding nestlings in short tower nest PKonrad
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
RTHA Red-tailed Hawk

RTHA

Red-tailed Hawk

Nest ID
010612_pkad_03 EP353-E

010612_pkad_04 EP361-E

ID

Type
Road Area

Habitat
Desert Scrub and Dune Habitats

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
Grading

Road Area

Desert Scrub and Dune Habitats

Traffic

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
200

120

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
500

500

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
300
300
Fledged

300

10 of 237

300

Fledged

Nest Outcome

Date Nest
Found
1/6/2012

1/6/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
6/8/2012 01/06/2012 - No apparent activity during initial observation. - KAlberts
01/11/2012 - No raptors observed in area. Nest appears in poor condition. - PKonrad
01/16/2012 - No hawks or ravens observed in area. - PKonrad
01/16/2012 - No raptors observed in area. - PKonrad
01/27/2012 - Adult Red-tailed Hawk perched in highest point of the SWPL tower immediately southeast of the
nest tower. Nest contains some orange material, as seen from the northwest. - PKonrad
02/03/2012 - No hawks or ravens observed in area. Nest appears unchanged and unused. No whitewash below
tower. - PKonrad
02/09/2012 - Nest appears to have new material added recently. Initially, a Red-tailed Hawk was soaring east of
nest. - PKonrad
02/16/2012 - Nest looks built up; adult Red-tailed Hawk perched midway up SWPL tower to northwest (that
contains 2011 raven nest). - PKonrad
02/21/2012 - Red-tailed Hawk perched on top of north side of tower; During return trip, hawk perched 10 feet
above nest in tower crossarm. - PKonrad
02/28/2012 - No hawks or other birds observed in nest area. - PKonrad
03/02/2012 - Nest was determined active while scheduled road crew construction was occurring 200 feet away,
and NBJ submitted later that evening. Biological monitor H. Herrera reported pair of Red-tailed Hawks bringing
nesting material to the nest and perching on nest while road grading crew was working approximately 200 feet
from the nest. A hawk remained standing on the nest while the crew was operating machinery. - KAlberts
03/06/2012 - Red-tailed Hawks made multiple trips to nest while buffer signs were being installed - observed by E.
Loveless. - SJohnston
03/08/2012 - An adult Red-tailed Hawk was soaring above the nest tower initially and perched in the north side of
the crossarm of the new Sunrise tower north of nest tower. - PKonrad
03/16/2012 - Adult Red-tailed Hawk incubating on tower nest. - PKonrad
03/19/2012 - Red-tailed Hawk incubating. - PKonrad
03/26/2012 - Red-tailed Hawk incubating on tower nest, with another adult Red-tail perched in new Sunrise tower
to north. - PKonrad
04/03/2012 - Adult Red-tailed Hawk incubating on tower nest. - PKonrad
04/11/2012 - Red-tailed Hawk incubating or brooding newly hatched nestlings, positioned low on tower nest. PKonrad
04/19/2012 - Adult Red-tailed Hawk standing on nest, probably shading the small nestlings, as a second adult flew
toward the tower nest with prey from about 1/2 mile south. Second hawk briefly delivered prey to nest, then
resumed flight while the first hawk began delicately feeding unseen presumed small nestlings for about 10
minutes before brooding the unseen brood PKonrad
6/15/2012 01/06/2012 - No indications of activity during initial observation, but 1 adult Red-tailed Hawk was perched in next
tower to the northwest. - KAlberts
01/11/2012 - No raptors or ravens observed in area, but nest may be built up a bit. - PKonrad
01/16/2012 - No raptors or ravens observed in the area. - PKonrad
01/16/2012 - No hawks or other birds in area. - PKonrad
01/24/2012 - Pair of Red-tailed Hawks were observed in area and 1 individual was perched on tower directly
above nest for at least 10 minutes. No birds were exhibiting nesting behavior. - VNovik
01/27/2012 - An adult Red-tailed Hawk is perched high on the next SWPL tower to southeast of nest tower, but
no activity apparent at nest. - PKonrad
02/03/2012 - Pair of Red-tailed Hawks near nest - 1 adult is perched in top of new Sunrise tower EP361 and
second adult soaring about 200 feet high to southeast near EP362, then glided to nest tower where it perched in
the 'waist bar' below the nest for about 5 minutes, then soared south of nest tower, where other hawk joined it
soaring, eventually out of sight to south (20 minute episode). - PKonrad
02/09/2012 - No hawks observed in area. After initial observations of site and area, 2-person habitat restoration
crew arrived and began work near site. - PKonrad
02/16/2012 - No hawks or ravens observed in area; no apparent change to nest. - PKonrad
02/21/2012 - No hawks in area initially, but after 15 minutes 1 adult Red-tailed Hawk flew in to perch on top of
new Sunrise tower to north of nest tower. About 5 minutes later, a second adult Red-tailed Hawk flew in and
perched in SWPL tower next to nest for about 4 minutes. On 2/18/2012, biomonitor Clay Schudy reported seeing
Red-tailed Hawks making a number of flights to the nest adding nesting material to the existing nest. With this
information, this nest is deemed active and appropriate buffer signs were installed. - PKonrad
02/28/2012 - No hawks observed initially, but an adult Red-tailed Hawk landed on nest where it stood for 10
minutes before soaring to the new Sunrise tower to the north, where it perched on the highest point on the north
side. - PKonrad
03/08/2012 - An adult Red-tailed Hawk was standing on nest while a second adult Red-tail perched midway up on
the new Sunrise tower. After about 5 minutes both hawks took flight, soaring to the southeast. After about 5
minutes, 1 hawk flew to nest, (no nesting material noted), where it stood on the nest for a minute, then stood
next to it. Other hawk flew to Sunrise tower, where it perched on the highest northern point of the tower. PKonrad
03/13/2012 - Adult observed delivering prey item to second adult which was lying on nest. The adult that
delivered the prey item then flew off to the north. - JDicus
03/16/2012 - Pair of Red-tailed Hawks soaring in area; 1 hawk perched in tower to northwest, then flew to nest
tower. One hawk perched on nest, then flew to other hawk to copulate, then 1 hawk flew to nest where it stood. PKonrad

Fledged
Yes

AR070317

Yes

2/19/2015

Additional Documentation Attachment to Comment 2-F1
Attachment I-9

Sunrise Powerlink 2012 Nest Monitoring Log

Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
RTHA Red-tailed Hawk

RSHA

Red-shouldered Hawk

Nest ID
010612_pkad_05 EP77-E

010612_rrdd_05

CP81-1-E

ID

Type
Road Area

Habitat
Riparian Forests and Woodlands

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
OH - wire stringing

Road Area

Riparian Forests and Woodlands

OH - wire stringing

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
380

235

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
500

500

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
Nest Outcome
300
300
Nest with eggs or young failed for
unknown causes

300

11 of 237

300

Fledged

Date Nest
Found
1/6/2012

1/6/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
5/4/2012 01/06/2012 - An adult Red-tailed Hawk was perched near the EP78 tower site, but no activity at the nest site. PKonrad
01/12/2012 - No raptors observed in the area during nest monitoring. However, later in the day, Darin Busby
observed an adult Red-tailed Hawk standing on nest for a few minutes, but did not see hawk activity during rest of
day. - PKonrad
01/18/2012 - No activity at nest, but 1 adult perched on pole on north side of EP78 site. - PKonrad
01/25/2012 - An adult Red-tailed Hawk glided and soared along the ridge to the south of the nest above tree
level, elevating to the mountain ridge top. - PKonrad
02/01/2012 - An adult Red-tailed Hawk perched on low snag about 400 feet east of nest site. No activity apparent
at old nest. - PKonrad
02/08/2012 - No hawks observed in area and no apparent activity at nest. - PKonrad
02/17/2012 - An adult Red-tailed Hawk soared low from northwest to nest, perching on nest a couple minutes,
then gliding below treetops to southeast. Hawk did not have nesting material, and nest appears unchanged. PKonrad
02/24/2012 - Pair of Red-tailed Hawks near nest, male perched on pole north of nest adjacent to EP78 while
female was soaring low nearby. As female eventually soared high overhead, male took flight and joined her aloft.
Nest unchanged. - PKonrad
02/29/2012 - No hawk activity apparent at nest; After about 15 minutes of observing valley, 1 adult Red-tailed
Hawk soared upward from unknown perch in area of nest, and another adult was hunting along valley canopy
southwest of nest site. No traffic during nest monitoring today. - PKonrad
03/07/2012 - An adult Red-tailed Hawk feeding on rear half of cottontail atop large dead oak 250 feet north of
nest for half hour, then it soared far to the west, where another adult met it and the pair soared high to the
northwest. No sign of activity at the nest. - PKonrad
03/14/2012 - No hawks observed in area; no material has been added to nest; can see blue sky throughout nest
remnant. - PKonrad
03/20/2012 - Nest unchanged; no hawks observed in area. - PKonrad
03/29/2012 - The change to nest, and no hawks observed in area. This site will soon be closed if activity does not
begin. - PKonrad
04/05/2012 - No change to nest; no hawks observed in the area. - PKonrad
04/09/2012 - Observed hawk flying to nest multiple times and lying on nest. Once observed carrying a stick. VNovik
04/12/2012 - Adult could not be seen on nest from any angle. Passively observed nest for 20 minutes from 130
feet away. After 17 minutes, 1 adult flew within 100 feet of nest, calling. Incubating adult flew from nest shortly
thereafter and did not return within next 3 minutes MKuehn
6/12/2012 01/06/2012 - No indicators of current use upon initial observation. - RRadd
01/10/2012 - No nest interactions during 30-minute observation period. - RRadd
01/25/2012 - RTHA pair in courtship display flight 150 feet from site did not directly interact with nest during 30
minute observation - RRadd
02/11/2012 - No change in activity detected. - RRadd
02/16/2012 - No change in status. - RRadd
02/24/2012 - No change in activity. - RRadd
03/03/2012 - No changes in this nest detected. - RRadd
03/09/2012 - Nest may have had material added, but no nesting activity detected during 30 minute observation. RRadd
03/16/2012 - RSHA stationed here but not definitively interacting with nest. However, the nest appears to have
material added and these hawks are elusive. Continue to monitor for nest status changes. - RRadd
03/22/2012 - CORA nearby, but no material observed being carried and no changes to nest visible. - RRadd
03/31/2012 - No activity observed at nest. RSHA perched nearby for duration of observation. - HWinfrey
04/16/2012 - No changes at this nest were observed. - RRadd
05/12/2012 - White downy RSHA nestling visible in nest at 1017. - RRadd
05/19/2012 - Young are mostly feathered and clamber around the nest at 1602. - RRadd
05/25/2012 - At least 1 large feathered young standing, flapping, and emitting loud begging calls from nest at
1630. - RRadd
06/02/2012 - Adult delivers food to branching juvenile at 1701. Begging calls from second young ensue. - RRadd
06/08/2012 - At least one agile juvenile visible on nest, begging loudly at 1622. - RRadd
06/15/2012 - Nest is empty, and fledged juveniles are begging from trees 100 feet south. - RRadd

Fledged
No

AR070318

Yes

2/19/2015

Additional Documentation Attachment to Comment 2-F1
Attachment I-9

Sunrise Powerlink 2012 Nest Monitoring Log

Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
RTHA Red-tailed Hawk

RTHA

Red-tailed Hawk

Nest ID
010612_rrdd_14

CP83-E

Type
Road Area

Habitat
Riparian Forests and Woodlands

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
OH - tower erection

010612_rrdd_15

CP76-1-E

Road Area

Woodlands and Forests

Traffic

ID

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
150

5

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
500

500

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
400
400
Fledged

300

12 of 237

300

Nest Outcome

Nest did not reach active stage

Date Nest
Found
1/6/2012

1/6/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
6/10/2012 01/06/2012 - No indications of current use upon initial observation. - KAlberts
01/10/2012 - No raptors observed. Intense helicopter activity within 500 feet. - RRadd
01/18/2012 - No change in activity level at this nest observed. - RRadd
01/25/2012 - No raptors observed associating with this nest during 30-minute observation period. - RRadd
02/02/2012 - No change in activity level observed. - RRadd
02/11/2012 - No change in activity status and no new materials in this nest. - RRadd
02/17/2012 - No change in status detected. - RRadd
02/25/2012 - No improvements made to this nest since last visit. - RRadd
03/03/2012 - RTHA perched near nest, but no noticeable improvements to nest. - RRadd
03/10/2012 - No raptor activity detected in vicinity during 30 minute observations. - RRadd
03/17/2012 - RTHA lying in nest incubating for duration of 30 minute observation during light rain. Buffer staked
at 400 feet to provide maximum protection to nest below eye-level from AR without impeding work. - RRadd
03/22/2012 - RTHA lying in nest appeared alerted by 1 minute observation. - RRadd
03/29/2012 - 2 RTHAs flying in area at 1305. No activity at nest. - HWinfrey
04/05/2012 - No activity at nest. RTHA in flight about 500 feet above nest. - HWinfrey
04/15/2012 - RTHA prone on nest for duration of 20 minute observation beginning at 1742. - RRadd
04/24/2012 - RTHA lying on nest at 0710. - RRadd
05/05/2012 - Adult on nest with 2 small downy nestlings at 1220. - RRadd
05/11/2012 - Adult in nest with 2 nestlings which remain completely white and downy 1710. - RRadd
05/19/2012 - 3 nestlings visible; mostly white with first brown wing feathers emerging. - RRadd
05/25/2012 - 3 nestlings standing in nest have body contour feathers, white faces and short tails, 1058. - RRadd
06/02/2012 - Adult perched near nest is attempting to coax last remaining juvenile from nest at 1220. - RRadd
06/08/2012 - 1 nestling perched up at nest and another perched 30 feet away. Both appear flight capable, but
neither flew. - RRadd
06/15/2012 - Nest and nest tree are empty. Juvenile observed to fly from nearby and land ungracefully 500 feet
south at 1026. - RRadd

Fledged
Yes

4/2/2012 01/06/2012 - Many sticks beneath nest suggest nesting may be in progress, but there were no nest visits during
the initial 20-minute observation period. - KAlberts
01/10/2012 - Appears to be a fresh layer of sticks in nest, but no RTHA at nest during 30-minute observation
period. - RRadd
01/17/2012 - RTHA on territory but did not approach nest during 30 minute observation. - RRadd
01/25/2012 - Male RTHA on nest and female 60 feet away in nearby tree. Male leaves nest to copulate with
female at 0746. Changed nest status to active. These hawks have initiated nesting during typical background
activities which include recreational vehicle traffic 4 days per week directly under the nest; accordingly, SRPL drivethrough traffic is not anticipated to impact this nest. - RRadd
01/31/2012 - Much fresh greenery piled onto nest but no hawks present during observation period. - RRadd
02/02/2012 - RTHA pair perched together adjacent to nest at 0735, fresh eucalyptus sprigs on platform. No birds
present at 1600. - RRadd
02/08/2012 - RTHA pair remaining 1000 - 1500 feet from nest for duration of work. Male RTHA lures female to
nest 1710 with pocket gopher - 15 minutes after cessation of helicopter activities. Female takes prey to adjacent
tree, but is put to flight by crew banging on CP77, 660 feet SSW, and eventually flies 2000 feet away and out of
sight with prey. - RRadd
02/11/2012 - No RTHA detections at or near nest. No new material apparent. - RRadd
02/16/2012 - RTHA pair remain 1000 feet from nest during helicopter activities. - RRadd
02/21/2012 - No RTHA detected in vicinity of nest during 40 minute observation. Previously added material now
desiccated and bleached with no new additions evident. - RRadd
03/02/2012 - RTHA pair staying 400 - 600 feet from nest. No new material appears to have been added since last
observation. - RRadd
03/08/2012 - No RTHA has been observed at this nest for one month and this nest attempt appears to have been
abandoned. However, weekly nest monitoring will continue as a new attempt could still initiate. - RRadd
03/15/2012 - No raptors associating with this nest during 45 minutes of observation and no new materials added.
HOFI appear to be nesting within nest structure. - RRadd
03/22/2012 - No additions have been made to this nest. Changed status to inactive. - RRadd
03/31/2012 - The only activity observed at this nest were two HOFIs adding nesting material. - HWinfrey
04/02/2012 - Closed, due to no activity at this nest in well over a month, and HOFI building nest inside the
inactive raptor nest. - KAlberts
04/15/2012 - No change in raptor activity at this nest. - RRadd

AR070319

No

2/19/2015
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Sunrise Powerlink 2012 Nest Monitoring Log

Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
RTHA Red-tailed Hawk

RTHA

Red-tailed Hawk

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
Traffic

Nest ID
010612_rrdd_16

ID
CP56-1-PS-E-A

Type
Road Area

Habitat
Woodlands and Forests

010612_rrdd_18

CP49-1-PS-E

Road Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
300

200

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
500

500

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
200
200
Fledged

500

13 of 237

500

Nest Outcome

Nest did not reach active stage

Date Nest
Found
1/6/2012

1/6/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
6/6/2012 01/06/2012 - No raptor activity observed near this nest during 30 minute observation. - RRadd
01/11/2012 - RTHA perched above nest for duration of 45 minute observation. - RRadd
01/16/2012 - No raptors associating with this nest during 30 minute observation. - RRadd
01/24/2012 - RTHA pair soaring nearby did not approach nest during 30 minute observation. - RRadd
01/30/2012 - No raptors observed associating with this nest during 30 minute observation. - RRadd
02/03/2012 - RTHA pair perched up near nest at 0720. RTHA flying to nearby willow, breaking off stems and
carrying in bill to nest at 0828. Changed status to active. Initial buffer set at 300 feet to allow access to AR, and
candidate for reduction to 200 feet if required due to proximity to adjacent noisy industrial facility. - RRadd
02/10/2012 - RTHA pair standing on nest. Male departs at 0702 while female remains on nest arranging materials.
- RRadd
02/16/2012 - No RTHA detected here during 2 x 20 minute observations. - RRadd
02/23/2012 - RTHA departs nest at 1140 . No hawks in attendance at 1630. - RRadd
03/01/2012 - RTHA comes to nest 1418, arranges nest material, then perches adjacent. - RRadd
03/06/2012 - RTHA pair in courtship display but not at nest 1040. - RRadd
03/14/2012 - RTHA on nest for duration of 20 minute observation beginning at 1800. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - Nest intact after storm. No RTHA observed on nest during brief observation while driving by. IMaunsell
03/21/2012 - RTHA lying in nest for duration of 20 minute observation. - RRadd
03/29/2012 - RTHA on nest at 1005. - HWinfrey
04/05/2012 - RTHA on nest at 0957. - HWinfrey
04/11/2012 - RTHA on nest for duration of 30 minute observation. Posture and actions suggest small young
present at 1700. - RRadd
04/21/2012 - Adult RTHA feeding young in nest 1800. - RRadd
04/29/2012 - Adult RTHA on nest at 1750, young not visible. - RRadd
05/07/2012 - Adult RTHA perched adjacent to nest while 2 active downy nestlings move about in nest at 1749. RRadd
05/14/2012 - Adult at nest with nestlings at 1530. - RRadd
05/21/2012 - Adult perched at nest, 1 nestling standing in nest flapping feathered wings vigorously 1513. - RRadd
05/31/2012 - 1 nestling has branched up to center of tree, and remaining bird bounces and flaps in nest at 1641.
Both appear ready to fledge. - RRadd
06/04/2012 - 1 juvenile remains standing at edge of nest at 1414. - RRadd
06/11/2012 - Nest is empty and a juvenile nearby is free-flying. - RRadd

Fledged
Yes

2/28/2012 01/06/2012 - No raptors associating with this site. Nest mostly fallen and not in usable condition when
discovered. - RRadd
01/11/2012 - No nest improvements visible. RTHA perched 250 feet west during entire 30-minute observation
period. - RRadd
01/16/2012 - No nest improvements visible. RTHA pair soaring overhead did not associate with nest during 30minute observation period. - RRadd
01/30/2012 - Nest unimproved. - RRadd
01/31/2012 - Bio-monitor T. Gunter observed 2 RTHA perched on Eucalyptus trees and soaring. 1 individual was
observed flying to the nest tree with large stick of green Eucalyptus and landed approximately 10 feet above nest.
Site biomonitor also observed RTHA carrying sticks to nest. No improvements to nest were obvious to avian
monitor. Changed status to active. - KWeber
02/07/2012 - RTHA moving well away from nest area during helicopter activity. Monitor reports hawks flying with
nest material, but not settling at nest and eventually dropping the material away from nest. - RRadd
02/15/2012 - Nest is not substantially improved. No RTHA observed associating with nest during 45 minute
observation. - RRadd
02/20/2012 - No visible nest improvements visible. No RTHA associating with this area or nest. - RRadd
02/28/2012 - No activity at this nest since prior to 7 February. No RTHA associating with this nest and no material
added. Remains of nest are no longer viable. Changed status to Closed. - RRadd

AR070320

No

2/19/2015
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
RTHA Red-tailed Hawk

Nest ID
010612_vnik_01

ID
CP56-1-PS-E-A

Type
Road Area

Habitat
Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

GHOW Great Horned Owl

010712_rrdd_01

CP29-1-N

Road Area

Woodlands and Forests

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
Traffic

Traffic

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
385

90

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
500

500

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
380
380
Fledged

300

14 of 237

300

Fledged

Nest Outcome

Date Nest
Found
1/6/2012

1/7/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
5/31/2012 01/06/2012 - Nest is inactive. During the initial observation period, a pair of Red-tailed Hawks were in the area,
but nest did not look complete, and there were no fresh sticks on nest. - VNovik
01/11/2012 - Nest appears to contain fresh green sprig. RTHA on territory did not approach nest during 30
minute observation. - RRadd
01/16/2012 - Nest appears to contain greens. RTHA pair in courtship flight above nest, perched together but away
from the site. Nest is difficult to view without potentially disturbance. - RRadd
01/24/2012 - No new material has been added to nest since yesterday's storm and no potential occupants in
immediate vicinity during 30 minute observation. - RRadd
01/30/2012 - Fresh green sprigs in nest, but no raptors observed at or near nest. - RRadd
02/10/2012 - Fresh eucalyptus greenery piled in nest. RTHA pair did not approach nest during observation.
Changed status to active. - RRadd
02/16/2012 - More fresh eucalyptus greens piled in nest cup. RTHA perched nearby. - RRadd
02/23/2012 - RTHA prone on nest 1140. - RRadd
03/01/2012 - RTHA lying in nest 1138. - RRadd
03/06/2012 - RTHA lying in nest at 1100. - RRadd
03/14/2012 - RTHA incubating at 1146. - RRadd
03/21/2012 - RTHA lying in nest for duration of observation. - RRadd
03/29/2012 - RTHA on nest at 0954. - HWinfrey
04/05/2012 - 2 downy white nestlings visible moving in nest. - HWinfrey
04/11/2012 - Large downy nestlings remain unfeathered. - RRadd
04/19/2012 - 3 large active downy nestlings acquiring wing quills. - RRadd
04/23/2012 - Nestlings have downy heads and feathered backs. - RRadd
04/30/2012 - Young in the nest are fully feathered, save for white faces. - RRadd
05/07/2012 - 3 nestlings are fully feathered, branching out from nest and exercising with vigor. - RRadd
05/14/2012 - Large juveniles crowd the nest. Adult brings Spermophilus to nest at 1506, tears pieces off and
consumes them, then flies away with remainder, returns soon after. Appears to be encouraging young to follow
but they are too well-fed to be motivated. - RRadd
05/21/2012 - 1 juvenile remains in the nest at 1411. - RRadd
05/29/2012 - 1 juvenile remains in the nest from 1420-1433, appears alert and flight capable. Potentially fledged
and returning to be fed. - RRadd
06/04/2012 - Nest is now empty. Young have fledged. - RRadd

Fledged
Yes

4/30/2012 01/07/2012 - GHOW flushed from adjacent oak, but no birds were visible at nest. - RRadd
01/12/2012 - No raptors observed associating with nest and no indicators of improvement or occupation. - RRadd
01/16/2012 - GHOW pair in live oak adjacent (approximately 60 feet east) to nest. Male flushed at 100 feet,
female remained. No raptors of any specie approached nest during 30 minute observation. - RRadd
01/26/2012 - No GHOW or other raptors observed during 30 minute monitoring period. No signs of nest
improvement. - RRadd
01/30/2012 - CORA pair perched in nest area did not interact directly with nest. No GHOW detected. - RRadd
02/07/2012 - GHOW on nest at 0851. Changed status to active. Buffer staked as drive-through only at 300 feet to
permit Project use of access gate, but deter standing or work on axis of maximum visibility. - RRadd
02/13/2012 - Incubation continues. - RRadd
02/20/2012 - Incubation continues - GHOW on nest. - RRadd
02/27/2012 - GHOW on nest 1340. - RRadd
03/06/2012 - GHOW lying on nest 0914. - RRadd
03/13/2012 - GHOW on nest, possibly one downy owlet under wing. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - GHOW brooding nestlings. - RRadd
03/27/2012 - Adult perched on edge of nest with wings spread over nest in protective posture. Nestlings not
visible but presumed present. - HWinfrey
04/02/2012 - GHOW on nest at 0758. - HWinfrey
04/10/2012 - 3 large owlets with downy bodies and opening wing quills observed moving around on nest and
exercising wing muscles. - RRadd
04/19/2012 - Adult present at nest and 1 owlet visible on the nest. A second owlet showing primaries was
perched in the branches about 6 feet above the nest. The third was owlet not visible, most likely obscured by
foliage. - VEurs
04/30/2012 - Avian biologist was dispatched to the site to monitor the weekly status of this nest per the NBMMP.
From a distance of 150 feet, 3 feathered fledglings and 1 adult Great Horned Owl were observed perched 4 trees
away from the tree containing the nest. This nest has successfully fledged at least 3 fledgling owls, which are now
capable of flight. This nest is now fledged and will therefore be closed. - JDicus

AR070321

Yes
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
CORA Common Raven

CORA

Common Raven

ID

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
Traffic

Nest ID
010712_rrdd_02

CP31-2-E

Type
Road Area

Habitat
Riparian Forests and Woodlands

010712_rrdd_04

Sycamore CY

Construction Yards

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Other

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
17

100

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

100

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
50
50
Fledged

95

15 of 237

95

Nest Outcome

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

Date Nest
Found
1/7/2012

1/7/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
5/31/2012 01/07/2012 - No indications of improvement or occupancy. No evidence of current use upon initial observation. RRadd
01/12/2012 - No indications of improvement or occupancy. - RRadd
01/16/2012 - No birds associating with this nest during 30 minute observation and no indicators of recent
occupancy observed. - RRadd
01/26/2012 - No change in activity status detected. - RRadd
01/30/2012 - CORA pair perched in nest area did not interact directly with nest. - RRadd
02/07/2012 - No change in activity at this nest. - RRadd
03/01/2012 - CORA pair continue to associate with this nest, but have not brought any new material. - RRadd
03/06/2012 - No changes in activity at this nest. - RRadd
03/13/2012 - No changes at this nest detected. CORA continue in area but do not approach this nest during 1
hour observation. - RRadd
03/16/2012 - 2 CORA observed adding nesting material to nest interior, appeared to be paper or bark. Nest status
changed to active and initial buffer set at 100 feet. - HWinfrey
03/20/2012 - CORA perched up away from nest. New materials in nest visible; various fibers and decorations
woven into surrounding branches and some fallen to ground. - RRadd
03/27/2012 - CORA lying on nest from 0800 through 0815. - HWinfrey
04/02/2012 - CORA on nest at 0750. - HWinfrey
04/10/2012 - CORA on nest and mate nest-guarding at 1748. - RRadd
04/19/2012 - A raven was on the nest as the biologist approached the buffer, but took off almost immediately.
While away from the nest, a water truck maneuvered, backed up the road and then drove forward, dispensing
water. Within 10 minutes of this activity, the raven pair returned. Nestlings were heard vocalizing in the nest, and
the adults fed them briefly. The adults took off again and the biologist decided to leave the area. - VEurs
04/25/2012 - Observed pair making a couple trips to nest with food, and nestling begging calls were heard when
adults arrived. Adults observed leaving nest when vehicles pass through established buffer. - GHuffman
04/27/2012 - Avian biologist arrived on site before crews to observe Raven activity at nest during morning setup
and prep for continuation of wire pulling activities. No agitated behavior was observed. Adult remained on nest
during 45-minute observation period while crews drove through buffer area along access road and set up to
commence work at distances of 60 feet and greater. Raven not visibly affected by construction activities,
remained quiet in nest throughout. - JDicus
05/04/2012 - 2-3 nestlings visibly begging when adult raven arrived at the nest with food. - VEurs
05/11/2012 - Shortly after the biologist arrived, an adult CORA arrived at the nest. A second CORA got off the nest
and flew away. The arriving adult quickly fed 2 nestlings and then flew away. The nestlings are growing their dark
feathers VEurs
5/24/2012 01/07/2012 - RTHA perched in vicinity did not approach nest during initial 20-minute observation period. KAlberts
01/12/2012 - No indications of nest improvement or change in activity level of this nest. - RRadd
01/19/2012 - No fresh material added and no potential occupants associating with nest. - RRadd
01/26/2012 - No change in activity status detected. - RRadd
02/01/2012 - Fresh material added to nest, but no birds associating during 30 minute observation. - RRadd
02/06/2012 - Decorations in nest suggest ravens may be active on this nest, but no breeding bird activity detected
during observation. - RRadd
02/13/2012 - No obvious changes in activity. - RRadd
02/22/2012 - Common Ravens are carrying material to this nest. - RRadd
02/27/2012 - Ownership of this nest is still not clear. RTHA perched nearby on cold windy day. - RRadd
03/05/2012 - Material continues to be added to this nest. - RRadd
03/12/2012 - CORA carrying lining material to nest and forming cup. - RRadd
03/19/2012 - CORA pair perching near nest heavily decorated with trash, possibly from yard. - RRadd
03/27/2012 - Female lying on nest for duration of visit. Male perched nearby. - HWinfrey
04/02/2012 - CORA on nest with second CORA perched nearby from 0630 to 0730. - HWinfrey
04/10/2012 - CORA lying in nest for duration of observation. - RRadd
04/19/2012 - An adult CORA was on the nest for the majority of the observation period. The pair was perched
together on a snag about 20 feet from the nest for approximately 5 minutes. One raven flew away, and the
second raven returned to settle on the nest. - VEurs
04/26/2012 - Adult CORA on nest from 0755 to 0820. - VEurs
05/03/2012 - An adult raven was on the nest for the first 15 minutes of observation. It left the nest to soar around
the valley. Eventually both adults returned to the nest. Based on the way they perched and bent down, it seems
there are nestlings. When the raven was off the nest, the biologist attempted to discern the presence of nestlings.
However, the nest is heavily lined with white fluffy material that moved about in the strong breeze, so it was
difficult to identify nestlings. Based on the adults' behavior upon returning to the nest, nestlings are likely. - VEurs
05/10/2012 - 1 adult was on the nest with the nestlings as the biologist arrived. The second adult soon landed on
the nest and 2-3 large, red nestling gapes were visible from across the valley. - VEurs
05/17/2012 - 1 nestling visible on the nest as both adults soared over the surrounding habitat. - VEurs
05/24/2012 - After 100 minutes of observation, the raven pair never approached the nest, despite perching for
prolonged periods about 125 feet up the drainage. When perched, they generally had their backs to the nest. At
this point in the nesting cycle, the nestlings should be quite visible on the nest. However, no matter where the
biologist stood to look at the nest, no movement or nestlings were ever detected. Given the open, exposed nature
of this nest it is possible the young were predated by one of the numerous Red tailed Hawks in the area This
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
AMKE American Kestrel

Nest ID
010712_rrdd_07

GHOW Great Horned Owl

011012_pkad_02 EP192-2-E

ID
CP31-2 PS

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
Type
Habitat
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
Pad Areas-Stringing Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Grading

Road Area

Woodlands and Forests

Traffic

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
345

75

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
500

500

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
350
350
Fledged

250

16 of 237

250

Fledged

Nest Outcome

Date Nest
Found
1/7/2012

1/10/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
6/8/2012 01/07/2012 - Kestrel pair observed copulating 4 times in 30 minutes (0900-0930) on wire adjacent to marker ball.
Male appeared to attempt to coax female into cavity between copulations. Both birds flushed when observers
approached within 300 feet, but female was later observed entering cavity (observed by Dicus / Loveless). - RRadd
01/11/2012 - Two pairs of AMKE frequently copulating in the nest vicinity; neither of which entered any cavities
during a 30-minute observation period. - RRadd
01/16/2012 - AMKE pair copulating repeatedly and perched near, but did not enter cavity during 1-hour
observation period. Unmated male present may be retarding nest progress. - RRadd
01/20/2012 - Buffer re-staked at 350 feet. AMKE pair observed away from nest site but not entering nest. - RRadd
01/26/2012 - AMKE pair observed copulating twice during 40 minute observation. Female emerged from cavity in
marker ball, but male investigating monopole. - RRadd
01/30/2012 - No AMKE detected near nest during observation. Male kestrel observed 1000 feet NW of site did
not approach nest. Unable to determine if female is incubating or absent. - RRadd
02/07/2012 - AMKE pair copulating at 0730, female flies to cavity and remains at entrance looking into nest from
0735 to 0737, then returns to perch on adjacent wire. - RRadd
02/13/2012 - AMKE pair copulating and entering cavity 0802. Male in cavity 0818-0823. - RRadd
02/15/2012 - Observations were made during a general avian/raptor nest survey. Female observed entering cavity
at lowest arm of nearest monopole twice during survey. Male nearby also investigated same cavity in monopole.
Not clear at this time whether pair is nesting in marker ball or monopole. - JDicus
02/20/2012 - Female AMKE observed hunting on territory then perching between marker ball and monopole. Not
seen entering either, but subsequently not seen after. Incubating? - RRadd
03/01/2012 - Female AMKE appears after 1.5 hour observation. Male appears 15 minutes later and prolonged
copulation ensues. Female investigates cavities on monopole arms, male goes to marker ball. Negotiations
continue. - RRadd
03/06/2012 - After an hour of observation, male emerges from lower monopole arm, further suggesting this is
the true nest location. - RRadd
03/13/2012 - AMKE pair continue to be active at marker ball. Female solicits food from male, suggesting
incubation is in progress. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - AMKE pair adjacent to nest during 40 minutes of observation. - RRadd
03/27/2012 - Female observed circling monopole, then perching on east side of highway 67 for duration of visit. HWinfrey
04/02/2012 - Male AMKE feeds female while both are perched on wire near monopole. Both remain perched
from 0800 to 0830. - HWinfrey
04/10/2012 - No AMKE detections 1750-1820. - RRadd
04/19/2012 The kestrel pair flew in from the southeast the male carrying prey Both landed on the wire and the
4/23/2012 01/10/2012 - No raptor activity in the area. - PKonrad
01/17/2012 - No raptors or other birds observed in area. - PKonrad
01/25/2012 - No sign of raptors in area or recent activities at nest. - PKonrad
01/26/2012 - Adult Great Horned Owl incubating on nest. Nest is too high to check for eggs. - PHoward
02/02/2012 - Adult Great Horned Owl incubating. - PKonrad
02/10/2012 - Great Horned Owl incubating. - PKonrad
02/17/2012 - Adult Great Horned Owl incubating. Daily periodic public and SRPL traffic along access road 75 feet
east of nest tree. - PKonrad
02/24/2012 - Great Horned Owl incubating. Daily periodic public and SRPL traffic along access road 75 feet east of
nest tree. - PKonrad
03/01/2012 - Great Horned Owl incubating. Periodic public and Sunrise traffic along access road 75 feet east of
nest tree. - PKonrad
03/09/2012 - Adult Great Horned Owl observed brooding in nest (owl positioned higher than when incubating);
nestling(s) could be about 10 days old. - PKonrad
03/15/2012 - Adult Great Horned Owl standing on nest; downy nestling(s) below adult in nest. Daily periodic
public and Sunrise traffic along access road 75 feet east of nest tree. - PKonrad
03/21/2012 - Adult upright on edge of nest next to 1, possibly 2, small downy nestlings. - PKonrad
03/27/2012 - Adult Great Horned Owl on nest with 3 active medium-sized downy nestlings. Later, the adult was
feeding nestlings and itself at 1400. - PKonrad
04/04/2012 - Adult Great Horned Owl on nest with 2 large partly feathered nestlings (another nestling may be out
of sight). Campers active near nest tree. - PKonrad
04/10/2012 - Adult Great Horned Owl perched on branch 3 feet east of nest; 2 large nestlings are standing nearby
on the east side of the nest. Nestlings are probably close to branching and fledging. - PKonrad
04/12/2012 - Greenstone entered buffer temporarily with 1 person to remove oil drippings from road by hand.
Owl remained on nest and did not appear to notice this brief work activity. - VNovik
04/14/2012 - Adult Great Horned Owl perched on branch above nest with 2 large downy nestlings standing on
nest platform; 1 nestling took a flying leap to branch west of nest, flapping its wings after landing; returned to
nest in flapping leap, walked to branch tip east of nest where adult relocated to, flapping and exercising its wings
in the wind. - PKonrad
04/18/2012 - 1 large nestling Great Horned Owl still in nest, but other nestling has apparently fledged and not
observed at nest or in surrounding area, including the nest tree, nearby trees, on nearby boulders, or on the
ground. Nestlings were near fledging 3 days ago, and the most active 1 appears to have fledged and moved out of
the area since then. No adults observed in area. - PKonrad
04/23/2012 Second nestling appears to have fledged during the weekend; no sign of fledglings or adults in nest
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
CORA Common Raven

RTHA

Red-tailed Hawk

Nest ID
011112_pkad_01 EP297-E

011112_pkad_03 EP331-E

ID

Type
Road Area

Habitat
Desert Scrub and Dune Habitats

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
Other

Road Area

Desert Scrub and Dune Habitats

Grading

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
350

40

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

500

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
100
100
Fledged

300

17 of 237

300

Fledged

Nest Outcome

Date Nest
Found
1/11/2012

1/11/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
6/8/2012 01/11/2012 - No birds that could utilize this nest were observed in area. - PKonrad
01/16/2012 - No birds observed in area. - PKonrad
01/27/2012 - No avian activity at or near nest. - PKonrad
02/03/2012 - No ravens or raptors in area, but unusual additions to nest showing above bowl - a large dark gray
football-sized form on south side and a larger basketball-sized white cotton-like substance that is located on the
north side but can be seen from all sides. - PKonrad
02/09/2012 - No ravens or raptors observed in area. Material in nest appears compacted in nest (not as fluffy or
prominent as last week). - PKonrad
02/16/2012 - No change at nest apparent; no hawks or ravens in area. - PKonrad
02/21/2012 - No ravens or raptors observed in area; no apparent change in nest. - PKonrad
02/28/2012 - No raptors or ravens observed; cotton-like nest contents described earlier appears to be pressed
down into existing nest (by weather elements or animal activity). - PKonrad
03/08/2012 - No apparent change to nest and no raptors or ravens observed in the area. - PKonrad
03/16/2012 - No ravens or raptors observed, and no change to nest. - PKonrad
03/19/2012 - Nest is large and well-built, but no raven or raptor has been observed at this site this year. - PKonrad
03/26/2012 - Nest looks good, but no sign of raptors or ravens in area during 30 minute observation period. PKonrad
04/03/2012 - Adult Common Raven incubating on tower nest that has been built up since last week. - PKonrad
04/11/2012 - Common Raven incubating on tower nest. - PKonrad
04/19/2012 - Adult Common raven incubating on tower nest. - PKonrad
04/26/2012 - Raven incubating while another adult is flying between towers. - PKonrad
05/04/2012 - Initially, no adult Common Ravens were observed. The incubation period should be complete and, if
successful to this point, young nestlings should be present in the tower nest. - PKonrad
05/11/2012 - An adult Common Raven is feeding 2 medium-sized nestlings that stretch their necks high above the
nest rim. The adult soon left the nest to perch on the top of the tower bridge, then flew to the north, presumably
to search for more food. - PKonrad
05/17/2012 - Pair of adult Common Ravens are perched at and near the nest that contains at least 2 mediumsized nestlings. - PKonrad
05/24/2012 - An adult Common Raven is standing on the nest with 2 large feathered nestlings. - PKonrad
06/01/2012 - A new 'fledgling' Common Raven is standing in the shade of a small creosote shrub 40 feet
southeast of the tower. Another raven fledgling is perched in a low crossbar of the tower. It is doubtful these
fledglings can fly yet and probable that they are still attached to the tower site as an activity center where they
are fed and protected by the adults while they learn to fly and search for food during the post-fledging period. PKonrad
7/5/2012 01/11/2012 - No bird activity observed in area by any species that could utilize this nest. - PKonrad
01/16/2012 - No birds observed in area. - PKonrad
01/27/2012 - No bird activity observed at nest or in area. - PKonrad
02/03/2012 - No ravens or raptors in area; no sign of activity at the nest. - PKonrad
02/09/2012 - No raptors or ravens observed in area. - PKonrad
02/16/2012 - No hawks or ravens observed in area. - PKonrad
02/21/2012 - No ravens or raptors in area; no apparent changes to nest. - PKonrad
02/28/2012 - Adult male Red-tailed Hawk brought nesting material to nest and arranged material while standing
on nest, while female soared low around nest tower. Female joined male at nest, then male began collecting nest
material in the area and bringing them to the nest with female calling periodically. - PKonrad
03/08/2012 - Initially, an adult Red-tailed Hawk was standing on nest and was soon joined by joined by another
adult Red-tailed Hawk that flew in from southwest. Soon thereafter 1 hawk dove to ground 150 feet north of nest,
collected a small branch and flew up the north. - PKonrad
03/16/2012 - Adult Red-tailed Hawk initially soaring low near nest tower, then perched on tower a moment
before flying to west in reaction to loud, fast off-road vehicle speeding down road 250 feet west of tower. Other
similar off-road vehicles rampaging to north, immediately north of highway. About 45 minutes later, during return
trip to highway (and after off-road group on south side of highway left the area), observed adult Red-tailed Hawk
fly to nest, where it stood for a time. - PKonrad
03/19/2012 - No hawks observed on nest or in area during 2 nest checks over a 1 hour period. - PKonrad
03/26/2012 - Adult Red-tailed Hawk flew into the nest from the south with long-tailed prey in talons, probably a
Desert Iguana. Stood on nest a short time, then flew to Sunrise tower to northeast to perch on north cross arm.
Eventually, hawk soared half-mile northwest and a half-mile southeast of nest. - PKonrad
04/03/2012 - No hawks observed during a 30 minute observation period. - PKonrad
04/11/2012 - An adult Red-tailed Hawk is incubating in tower nest. - PKonrad
04/19/2012 - Adult Red-tailed Hawk standing over nest with wings partly open as if shading eggs from direct sun. PKonrad
04/26/2012 - Red-tailed Hawk incubating on tower nest. - PKonrad
05/04/2012 - An adult Red-tailed Hawk is incubating or brooding in an interesting way, facing into the wind and
holding its wings away from its body slightly, allowing the breeze to cool its body and, perhaps, the contents of its
nest. Soon, it also raised its tail into a vertical position. - PKonrad
05/11/2012 - An adult Red-tailed Hawk is standing on the nest, probably shading small nestlings. - PKonrad
05/17/2012 - No nestlings can be seen, but an adult Red-tailed Hawk is crouching over the nest, probably shading
nestlings. - PKonrad
05/24/2012 An adult Red tailed Hawk is standing in the shade on the nest; presumed nestlings remain unseen
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
CORA Common Raven

CORA

Common Raven

Nest ID
011112_pkad_05 EP350-E

011112_pkad_06 EP353-E

ID

Type
Road Area

Habitat
Desert Scrub and Dune Habitats

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
Grading

Road Area

Desert Scrub and Dune Habitats

Traffic

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
80

135

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

100

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
100
100
Fledged

50

18 of 237

50

Nest Outcome

Indeterminate

Date Nest
Found
1/11/2012

1/11/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
5/24/2012 01/11/2012 - No raptor or raven activity in area. - PKonrad
01/16/2012 - No birds observed in area. - PKonrad
01/27/2012 - No sign of bird activity in area or at nest. - PKonrad
02/03/2012 - No birds in area and no apparent activity at nest. - PKonrad
02/09/2012 - No raptors or ravens observed in the area. - PKonrad
02/16/2012 - No hawks, owls, or ravens observed in the area; nest unchanged. - PKonrad
02/21/2012 - Nest unchanged; no ravens or raptors in area. - PKonrad
02/28/2012 - No raptors or ravens observed in area; nest appears unchanged. Two pieces of equipment grading
road and pad at neighboring EP349. - PKonrad
03/08/2012 - A Common Raven was standing on the nest while another raven flew to the nest site and perched
next to the nest. - PKonrad
03/16/2012 - No ravens observed in area. - PKonrad
03/19/2012 - No ravens observed in area; nest in good shape. - PKonrad
03/22/2012 - A raven was observed perched on the tower near the nest. It left when the avian biologist parked
nearby to examine another nest in the area. It returned once and perched at the nest in the 45 minutes the
biologist was there. It flew off again after this, but was not observed to land again. - LTymkiw
03/26/2012 - Common Raven incubating on tower nest while another raven was flying and soaring nearby. PKonrad
04/03/2012 - Adult Common Raven incubating in tower nest. - PKonrad
04/11/2012 - Incubating Common Raven barely discernible as it lies very low in the tower nest. - PKonrad
04/19/2012 - A Common Raven is incubating on the tower nest, while a second raven is active around the nest
tower. At 1 time, the second raven brought a small food item to the nest with the first raven standing and
interacting at the nest, probably mate feeding. Incubating raven resumed incubating and other raven perched on
opposite side of tower bridge. - PKonrad
04/26/2012 - Raven incubating or brooding on tower nest. - PKonrad
05/04/2012 - Adult Common Raven is brooding on this tower nest. - PKonrad
05/11/2012 - 3 large feathered nestlings are standing on the nest; 1 especially looks rather adult-like and is
probably ready to fledge. - PKonrad
05/17/2012 - At least 2 raven nestlings remain in the nest, and the other supposed recent fledglings are not
evident. No adult Common Ravens were observed. - PKonrad
05/24/2012 - No Common Ravens were observed at the nest; all nestlings appear to have fledged, including 1
fledgling that was initially perched halfway up the nearby Sunrise tower EP349 with 1 adult that was perched high
in the bridge of the tower. The adult eventually took flight and began soaring in tight circles, followed by the
fledgling that flapped its wings to fly toward the adult rather than soaring nest closed PKonrad
6/15/2012 01/11/2012 - No ravens observed in the area. Nest is in poor condition. - PKonrad
01/16/2012 - No birds observed in area, but nest appears to be built up somewhat with an unusual piece of
material on top. - PKonrad
01/27/2012 - No ravens or raptors in area. - PKonrad
02/03/2012 - No birds in area; nest looks inactive. - PKonrad
02/09/2012 - No raptors or ravens near nest. - PKonrad
02/16/2012 - Nest looks unchanged and unused, but 1 adult Red-tailed Hawk is perched in this nest tower 60 feet
below nest. (This hawk could be associated with the 2011 hawk nest on next tower to southeast, or it could be a
wintering hawk.) - PKonrad
02/21/2012 - Nest unchanged; no ravens observed in area; 1 hawk perched in top of neighboring tower with 2011
Red-tailed Hawk nest. - PKonrad
02/28/2012 - No raptors or ravens observed in area. - PKonrad
03/08/2012 - No sign of change to former raven nest. No ravens observed in area; Red-tailed Hawks are using the
nest in the next tower to the south. - PKonrad
03/16/2012 - Nest looks unchanged; no ravens observed in area; but Red-tailed Hawks are nesting in adjacent
tower to southeast. - PKonrad
03/19/2012 - Nest continues to exhibit poor condition with no ravens or raptors in area. - PKonrad
03/26/2012 - Nest looks unchanged; no birds observed in area; although Red-tailed Hawks are present where they
are nesting in adjacent tower to the southeast. - PKonrad
04/03/2012 - No ravens in area, no raptors near nest; nest unchanged and unused. - PKonrad
04/11/2012 - No birds near unchanged, unused nest. - PKonrad
04/19/2012 - No ravens or raptors in area, but a nest survey crew that worked in the area yesterday, including E.
Strods, observed a raven fly from the vicinity of the tower nest, but did not see if it came from the nest or near it.
Strods also reported a few sticks placed in the northeast side of the new Sunrise tower EP252 (2 sticks can easily
be seen today). Hence, these sites will be monitored closely in coming weeks. - PKonrad
04/24/2012 - Adult raven observed on nest shading/incubating for approximately 20 minutes. Did not react to
vehicle traffic along SWPL access road. - IMaunsell
04/26/2012 - No ravens observed at or near nest or broad surrounding region. - An hour later, a raven was
perched on the top of the nest tower on the side opposite of the nest for about 5 minutes, then flew south. About
5 minutes later, an adult Red-tailed Hawk, probably an adult from the hawk nest at the neighboring tower to the
southeast, flew low to the west of this 'raven tower,' then north, apparently hunting but possibly a territorial
flight. - PKonrad
05/04/2012 - An adult Common Raven is incubating on the tower nest with a second raven perched on the
crossarm a few feet below the nest PKonrad
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
CORA Common Raven

RTHA

Red-tailed Hawk

Nest ID
011112_pkad_07 EP358-E

011312_rrdd_02

CP59-E

ID

Type
Road Area

Habitat
Desert Scrub and Dune Habitats

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
Traffic

Road Area

Grasslands and Meadows

Traffic

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
20

110

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

500

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
100
100
Fledged

500

19 of 237

500

Nest Outcome

Nest did not reach active stage

Date Nest
Found
1/11/2012

1/13/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
5/17/2012 01/11/2012 - No birds that could potentially utilize this nest were in area. - PKonrad
01/16/2012 - No birds observed in area. - PKonrad
01/16/2012 - No birds observed in area. - PKonrad
01/24/2012 - No activity at nest and no ravens observed during avian survey. - MKuehn
01/27/2012 - No ravens or raptors observed in area. - PKonrad
02/03/2012 - No apparent activity at nest and no whitewash below nest tower, but a pair of Common Ravens is
perched on the next SWPL tower northwest of nest tower. - PKonrad
02/09/2012 - No ravens or raptors observed in area. - PKonrad
02/16/2012 - No hawks or ravens observed in area; nest unchanged. - PKonrad
02/21/2012 - Nest unchanged; no ravens or raptors in area during initial nest check, but during second 'drive-by',
2 ravens present, 1 on ground beneath nest and 1 perched nearby in tower 8 feet above ground. - PKonrad
02/28/2012 - No raptors or ravens in area, and no apparent change at the nest. - PKonrad
03/08/2012 - A Common Raven is in incubating position on the nest with a second raven perched nearby, midway
along the crossarm. - PKonrad
03/16/2012 - Raven incubating on tower nest. - PKonrad
03/19/2012 - Common Raven is incubating on tower nest; another adult perched and preened on low part of
SWPL tower to northwest. - PKonrad
03/26/2012 - Common Raven is incubating on tower nest. - PKonrad
04/03/2012 - An adult Common Raven is incubating on tower nest. - PKonrad
04/11/2012 - Raven incubating on tower nest. - PKonrad
04/19/2012 - Common Raven is incubating on its tower nest with a second adult perched on the northeast side of
the bridge, near the nest. - PKonrad
04/26/2012 - No adult Common Raven at the nest, but 1 adult raven is perched on the top of the Sunrise tower to
the north. Nestlings are probably lying low in the nest, unseen. - PKonrad
05/04/2012 - A pair of adult Common Ravens were initially perched next to the tower nest filled with at least 3
large nestlings standing on the nest. Soon, 1 of the adults flew to the north. - PKonrad
05/11/2012 - 4 large Common Ravens are standing on the nest with an adult perched a few feet to the south on a
tower bridge beam. - PKonrad
05/17/2012 - The nest is empty, and an adult Common Raven flew to a fledgling perched low in the tower, about
25 feet above ground. The adult flew to a high perch in the new Sunrise tower, and when the fledgling flew
toward it, the adult took flight and began soaring in fairly tight circles with the fledgling following suit. The adult
appeared to soar slowly and deliberately, and the fledgling soared quite well with a perceived jerkiness at times.
They flew out of sight, which may be what happened with the other fledglings from this nest - closed. - PKonrad

Fledged
Yes

6/26/2012 01/13/2012 - RTHA perched near nest did not interact directly during 20-minute observation. - RRadd
01/16/2012 - No raptors present during 30-minute observation. - RRadd
01/24/2012 - RTHA perched adjacent to nest but no new material visible. - RRadd
02/01/2012 - RTHA perched adjacent to nest for duration of observation. No new material visible. - RRadd
02/08/2012 - RTHA perched near nest but not at nest, which shows no sign of recent additions. Sycamore
beginning to leaf out. - RRadd
02/14/2012 - RTHA present at nest, drying out following a wet night. No visible changes to nest. - RRadd
02/20/2012 - RTHA standing at nest 0709, mate nearby. Changed status to active 20 February. This pair is wellacclimated to traffic and nearby mechanized farming activity. - RRadd
02/28/2012 - RTHA standing adjacent to nest, drying out from recent rain. Nest appears to contain fresh greens. RRadd
03/14/2012 - RTHA perched under nest for duration of 30 minute observation did not appear concerned by
traffic. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - No RTHA observed near nest during brief drive-by observation. - IMaunsell
03/27/2012 - No activity observed at nest, which remains in good condition. 2 RTHAs observed soaring 1000 feet
directly above nest. - HWinfrey
04/02/2012 - RTHA perched near nest from 0930 to 1000 remained in area despite being harassed by a pair of
Cassin's Kingbirds. - HWinfrey
04/11/2012 - RTHA perched adjacent to nest, but no bird visible in cup. - RRadd
04/17/2012 - RTHA carries stick to nest at 1114 and arranges into place. - RRadd
04/26/2012 - No visible activity at this nest following night of rainfall. Adult female RTHA perched on territory. RRadd
05/01/2012 - RTHA lying in nest for duration of 20-minute observation is very low in nest and hard to see. - RRadd
05/08/2012 - RTHA lying very low in nest, mate perched in next tree. - RRadd
05/15/2012 - Adult RTHA nest guarding at customary perch; no bird detectable in nest during 20-minute
observation. - RRadd
05/25/2012 - Adult RTHA hunting unsuccessfully and returning to perch adjacent to nest. Host tree is now fully
enfoliated and there is no longer a view into the nest. No mate detected during 30-minute observation. - RRadd
06/01/2012 - Adult RTHA flew to nest and appeared to defend it against kingbirds at 0638, then 2 minutes later
moved to a perch a few feet away and remained. Nest is enveloped by P. racemosa leaves, and presence of
nestlings can only be inferred not directly observed. - RRadd
06/06/2012 - RTHA adult at typical station, but no direct nest interactions observed 0600-0630. - RRadd
06/13/2012 - Adult female visits nest at 0621 and departs, followed by a brief visit from male at 0630 - no food
carried Male captures Otospermophilus beecheyi at 0640 but despite screaming attacks by female does not
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
ANHU Anna's Hummingbird

RTHA

Red-tailed Hawk

Nest ID
011412_bald_01

ID
CP88-1-N-A

011812_pkad_02 EP119-2

Type
Road Area

Habitat
Riparian Forests and Woodlands

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Grasslands and Meadows
Area

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
Grading

OH - foundations

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
53

420

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

500

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
50
50
Fledged

400

20 of 237

400

Fledged

Nest Outcome

Date Nest
Found
1/14/2012

1/18/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
2/21/2012 01/14/2012 - Nest found by bio-monitor Rod Haller, recorded by Brian Arnold and Ryan Abe. Arnold and Abe
observed female on nest for about 30 minutes during construction activity, bird left for several minutes, returned
to nest and immediately sat down, all indicative of an undisturbed bird incubating eggs. - BArnold
01/18/2012 - ANHU female observed at top of nest tree sunning and preening from 1500 - 1505. Nest not found. RRadd
01/19/2012 - ANHU was not on nest upon initial observation, but return to nest within 10 minutes to incubate. BArnold
01/28/2012 - Female ANHU feeding two young at 0712; short bills visible above rim of nest cup. - RRadd
02/04/2012 - Two young are large, downy and acquiring pin feathers. - RRadd
02/11/2012 - 2 nestlings are well feathered and fill the nest. - RRadd
02/17/2012 - 1 large nestling remains in nest and is anticipated to fledge tomorrow 18 February. - RRadd
02/21/2012 - Female feeding recent fledgling on branch of coast live oak tree approximately 20 feet from nest
location. - IMaunsell

Fledged
Yes

5/21/2012 01/18/2012 - Pair of Red-tailed Hawks perched near new nest after male brought branch to nest. - PKonrad
01/24/2012 - One hawk was observed bringing nesting material to the nest, while the other perched in the host
tree. Multiple trips were observed to the nest. - KAlberts
01/31/2012 - Pair of Red-tailed Hawks low in flight south of nest, then soared directly above nest to height of
1,200 feet. - PKonrad
02/06/2012 - 0730 to 1030. Adult hawk perched in nest tree approximately 10 feet from nest at 0740. Adults
observed in area throughout bird nesting survey period but did not go to nest. An adult was observed tearing
apart prey at inactive 2011 stick nest 6002310. - MKuehn
02/08/2012 - Adult Red-tailed Hawk hovering/hunting above grassland 200 feet south of nest; flew to west,
where a second hawk flew from a perch on the hillside to join in flight. No association with nest observed. PKonrad
02/14/2012 - Pair of Red-tailed Hawks perched on pole 1/4 mile southeast of nest. - PKonrad
02/23/2012 - Pair of Red-tailed Hawks initially observed soaring south of nest site. Natural conditions; micropile
drilling and K-Max deliveries at EP119 about 420 feet west-northwest. During subsequent Great Horned Owl nest
check, Red-tailed Hawk was observed incubating in nest from hilltop above nest from location south of EP119
TSAP - PKonrad
03/01/2012 - Adult Red-tailed Hawk brooding on nest. [Biomonitor Mark Bahn reported 1 adult hawk feeding
newly hatched nestlings a week ago on 2/24/2012.] - PKonrad
03/07/2012 - A hawk is lying on the nest, presumably brooding. Micropile work at EP118 to south, including
helicopter deliveries. - PKonrad
03/15/2012 - Observed nest during portion of sound wall removal activities. Hiked to elevated vantage point
along ridgeline to west and observed adult Red-tailed Hawk lying on nest facing northwest for 20 minute
observation period. Second adult returns to rim of nest from north for nest exchange. Initial adult carefully stood
up from inside nest and lowered wings while stepping up onto rim of nest, then flew off to south while second
adult immediately and carefully settled down into nest in same position facing northwest. No eggs or nestlings
visible from observation point and no other activity was observed. Presume nest to be in incubating/brooding
stage based on today's observations and the care with which both adults entered/exited the inner portion of the
nest. - JDicus
03/20/2012 - No adults observed, but looks like a medium-sized nestling with tan down and erupting feathers
lying in sun on nest platform. - PKonrad
03/27/2012 - Adult Red-tailed Hawk lying on nest, apparently brooding. Regular helicopter noise 1200 feet away
from EP120. - PKonrad
04/04/2012 - Can see 2 medium-sized downy Red-tailed Hawks in nest (there may be more) and 1 adult perched
on a rock on the hilltop 1/4 mile southwest of nest PKonrad
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
RTHA Red-tailed Hawk

Nest ID
011912_imll_02

GHOW Great Horned Owl

012312_rrdd_01

ID
EP255-2-E

Sycamore Substation SSDE1

Type
Road Area

Habitat
Desert Scrub and Dune Habitats

Substation

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
Traffic

Other

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
71

350

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
500

500

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
Nest Outcome
300
300
Nest did not reach active stage

70

21 of 237

70

Fledged

Date Nest
Found
1/19/2012

1/23/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
3/5/2012 01/19/2012 - Pair observed bringing nesting material to the nest in the morning by the avian biologist in a
helicopter conducting a sweep of the Sunrise transmission line. Fresh material, potentially grass, is visible on top
of nest. - IMaunsell
01/24/2012 - No hawks observed near this site, but 1 Red-tailed Hawk flew to the nest at the neighboring tower
where a pair raised 2 fledglings in 2011. No indication of nest building apparent from ground-level observation
locations. - PKonrad
01/27/2012 - Several new thin branches can be seen added to the top of the existing old raven nest. An adult Redtail was observed making an unsuccessful predatory strike on unidentified prey animal on ground between 2
'nest' towers, then flew to soar above mountain to the west. (Historic 2011 Red-tailed Hawk tower nest to north
was visited by an adult hawk during observations 4 days ago.) Micropile drilling and occasional helicopter
deliveries 1,050 feet west of this nest at EP254. - PKonrad
01/30/2012 - Thin branches built up loosely where an inactive raptor nest was removed from SWPL tower 50183
per SDG&E reliability and maintenance practices. The location of the nest was determined to be a potential
reliability threat by a TCM inspection. Ron Freeman, SDG&E Environmental Services, contacted Dave Mayer
(CDFG) and Lisa Nichols (USFWS) to notify them of this activity. The nest removal was not affiliated with the
Sunrise Powerlink Project. - KAlberts - PKonrad
02/07/2012 - No hawks observed in area; appears a few new thin branches have been added to small 'starter'
nest. (2011 nest in neighboring tower has been built up quite a bit during the past week.) - PKonrad
02/13/2012 - No apparent activity at small partial nest. A hawk visited the nearby 2011 nest, and that nest may
now be the preferred active nest; at this time it appears this site may be inactive by definition, but will confirm in
the coming weeks before making a conclusive decision. - PKonrad
02/20/2012 - Nest unchanged; remains a small nest where hawks began building a new nest, but have not
attended in 2-plus weeks. In the meantime, the nest in the next tower to the north (SWPL tower 214) has been
built up and occupied, with a pair of hawks in attendance with 1 of these incubating. It appears this nest has been
abandoned and is now inactive, and the neighboring hawk nest site is now active. Nest buffer signs removed. PKonrad
02/27/2012 - No raptors or ravens observed in area. Partial nest appears unchanged. - PKonrad
03/05/2012 - No raptors or ravens in area. Nest unchanged for several weeks; appears hawks changed interest to
nest site closer to EP256. - closed. - PKonrad

Fledged
No

4/13/2012 01/23/2012 - Reports and photographic evidence indicate GHOW is incubating 3 eggs. Bird did not flush on this
cold rainy morning during 2 hours of observation. Buffer established at 200 feet based on communication with
Avian Team leads, and that bird tolerated light foot and vehicle traffic in close proximity to nest structure.
Substation construction management indicate work is scheduled to occur on eye-level with this nest and higher.
Observations and comments from yard monitor (Clay Schudy) suggest owl is undisturbed by pass-through traffic
inside buffer. - RRadd
01/26/2012 - GHOW Female remains on nest for duration of 30 minute observation. - RRadd
01/30/2012 - GHOW remains incubating on nest. - RRadd
02/09/2012 - GHOW female on nest 1327. Biomonitor reports no changes in behavior. - RRadd
02/13/2012 - Incubation continues uninterrupted. - RRadd
02/22/2012 - Incubation continues. - RRadd
02/27/2012 - GHOW sitting tight. - RRadd
03/05/2012 - GHOW sitting higher on nest. Biomonitor reports seeing one hatched young late in the morning. RRadd
03/12/2012 - One large nestling visible with adult. Biomonitor C. Tschudy reports female off nest mid-morning
revealing 3 owlets. - RRadd
03/19/2012 - GHOW with 3 nestlings. - RRadd
03/26/2012 - Three owlets still in down. One adult in nest. - FHoffman
04/01/2012 - Adult GHOW on nest at 0851. - HWinfrey
04/06/2012 - Two nestlings have fledged. Observed and photo-documented on the ground in the substation on 3
and 4 April, as they attempted to fly over the substation fence on 4 April, and in low shrubs outside the substation
on 5 April. Third nestling remains in nest. - BArnold
04/10/2012 - One nestling continues. - RRadd
04/10/2012 - Biomonitor C. Tschudy reports that 1 nestling is still present in the A-frame. - IMaunsell
04/12/2012 - Third nestling fledged from A-frame nest today. Was in A-frame yesterday, 11 April 12. Fledgling
remained in southwest corner of the substation for the day. There is no further owl activity associated with the Aframe. A 'temporary ' 100-foot buffer was established around the southwest corner where the fledgling is
temporarily located. - BArnold
04/13/2012 - On 4/12/12, biomonitor observed last fledgling outside of construction yard. Nest is closed. HWinfrey
04/13/2012 - Last of the 3 fledglings left the A-frame nest on 12 April 2012. This fledgling stayed within the
fenced substation for the night, and flew over the fence today, 13 April 2012. - BArnold
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
RTHA Red-tailed Hawk

RTHA

Red-tailed Hawk

Nest ID
012312_rrdd_02

CP11-1

ID

012412_rrdd_01

CP62-2-E

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
Type
Habitat
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
Pad Areas-Structure Pad Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats OH - wire stringing
Area

Road Area

Riparian Scrubs

Traffic

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
0

350

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
500

500

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
Nest Outcome
500
500
Nest did not reach active stage

350

22 of 237

350

Fledged

Date Nest
Found
1/23/2012

1/24/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
2/18/2012 01/23/2012 - RTHAs have been bringing fresh greens at regular intervals during ongoing construction at CP11. No
construction activity observed today, but location directly under ROW means this nest could potentially be
impacted by wire-stringing operations and helicopter activity. - RRadd
01/25/2012 - A single Red-tailed Hawk was perched on top of 69 KV pole above nest when I arrived. It remained
there for 5 minutes and then flew away out of sight. No hawks were observed for the remaining 20 minutes I was
at the site. - EMorgan
01/26/2012 - Avian biologist supervised all installation of owl decoy in nest with the intent of deterring the pair of
hawks from continuing nesting at this site. The crew was advised that the nest should not be damaged, removed,
or destroyed. Nest monitored from 1205-1230 prior to installation. 1 hawk perched above nest and another
soared overhead. 2 crewmen climbed the pole; photographed nest contents. No eggs or young were present.
Crew installed owl on the nest with wire. Once installed, deterrent was photographed on the nest. Installation
completed without destroying or removing nest. 2-4 sticks dislodged during installation. Nest was monitored from
1245-1330. The pair quickly returned and dive bombed deterrent for ~40 minutes, occasionally striking it with
talons. Pair briefly halted to courtship display before continuing aggressive behavior. ~1330 pair retreated to
perches ~1000 from the nest. Closed due to inability for the pair to use site due to the deterrent being in the nest.
- IMaunsell
01/26/2012 - RTHA pair engaged in screaming dive bomb attacks on plastic owl wired in to center of nest by
Sunrise construction personnel for most of the duration of this 30-minute observation. Occasional strikes by
hawks on the owl could be heard up to 650 feet away. - RRadd
01/27/2012 - Nest did not reach active stage (i.e., containing eggs or young) due to owl decoy placed in nest as a
deterrent prior to egg laying. The intent is to remove the decoy once work is completed in the area. Wire-stringing
operations will be monitored by an avian biologist at this location to assess any nesting activity. The nest will
continue to be monitored for avian activity after construction is completed, and the status may then be reopened and changed to inactive or active, as appropriate. - KAlberts
02/09/2012 - Plastic owl now faces forward as nest appears to be losing integrity. Considerable debris on ground
below. No RTHA detected within 4000 foot radius during 90 minute observation. - RRadd
02/15/2012 - Pole is being monitored for potential nesting activity prior to removal of owl decoy. Between 1325
and 1450, a pair of American Kestrels (or 1 of the adults from the pair) were observed perching on the top of the
pole containing the owl decoy. The pair was observed copulating at 1345 and 1425, and each bird looked once
into the cavity at the base of the top tower arm. Neither adult entered the cavity; apparently they are not
incubating eggs at this point. - MDicus
02/18/2012 - The avian monitor monitored the nest pole prior to crew arrival. A pair of European Starlings was
observed on the pole. One of the starlings entered the cavity at the base of the tower arm and pulled out a piece
of plant material The pair departed prior to the crew's arrival The only raptor activity observed in the area was a
6/1/2012 01/24/2012 - RTHA pair carrying sticks to nest. - RRadd
02/01/2012 - Large amount of green material in nest but no RTHA observed. - RRadd
02/08/2012 - RTHA carrying small item to nest 0906. Unable to determine if item is decoration or prey. - RRadd
02/14/2012 - RTHA present away from nest, drying out following a wet night. - RRadd
02/21/2012 - RTHA pair copulating 0809, tearing bark strips and carrying sticks to nest 0814. - RRadd
02/28/2012 - Cold with 100% overcast, no RTHA detected, but nest is obscured. - RRadd
03/14/2012 - No RTHA observed at this nest, which is difficult to see into due to height. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - No RTHA was observed near the nest during brief drive-by observation. Nest appears intact after
storm. - IMaunsell
03/21/2012 - RTHA on nest not observed but likely incubating, just out of view; mate on territory. - RRadd
03/28/2012 - RTHA sitting upright within well-concealed nest, unable to determine if bird was rearranging eggs or
feeding nestlings. - HWinfrey
04/03/2012 - RTHA observed in nest from 0915 to 0945. - HWinfrey
04/11/2012 - RTHA lying in nest for duration of observation on rainy morning. - RRadd
04/17/2012 - RTHA comes to nest at 1041 and interacts with hatched young. - RRadd
04/26/2012 - No activity visible in nest observed after night of rainfall. - RRadd
05/01/2012 - Two nestlings observed occasionally stretching partially feathered wings at 1051, still mostly white. RRadd
05/08/2012 - Adult perched at nest with nestlings - now with feathered wings and downy bodies at 1332. - RRadd
05/15/2012 - Nestlings exercising fully feathered wings in nest at 1450. - RRadd
05/25/2012 - 1 nestling remaining appears flight-capable, observed feeding at nest, adult perched a few feet away
at 0630. - RRadd
06/01/2012 - Nest is empty. Fledged. - RRadd

Fledged
No
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
AMKE American Kestrel

AMKE

American Kestrel

Nest ID
012712_rrdd_01

ID
Pole 171694

Type
69kv Structure

Habitat
Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

012712_rrdd_02

TL 6924 - 171687

69kV Structure

Chaparrals

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
Traffic

BMP installation/maintenance

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
3

30

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
500

500

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
Nest Outcome
150
150
Presumed Fledged

150

23 of 237

115

Indeterminate

Date Nest
Found
1/27/2012

1/27/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
5/16/2012 01/27/2012 - AMKE pair perched together at top of monopole for duration of 45 minutes of observation, female
enters cavity repeatedly from 0812- 0815. No construction activities occurring at the time. - RRadd
02/01/2012 - RTHA perched at monopole and AMKE did not approach during 30 minute observation. - RRadd
02/09/2012 - AMKE pair copulating atop this pole at 0727 and 0820. Female subsequently entered cavity for
approximately 2 minutes, and again from 0937-0939. Male perched on top of pole throughout. - RRadd
02/13/2012 - No change in activity observed during 15 minute observation on cold rainy day. RTHA perched on
nest structure. - RRadd
02/15/2012 - AMKE pair copulating on this monopole 0740, and remain through 0755. - RRadd
02/22/2012 - AMKE pair copulate on pole 0717, male defends cavity against EUST intrusion. - RRadd
02/27/2012 - No AMKE detected during 2x20 minute observations. - RRadd
03/07/2012 - No activity observed at this pole during 4 hour survey period on 5 March, nor during 5 hour survey
period in general area plus one hour focused observation period on 6 March, nor during 30 minute focused
observation period on 7 March. Recommend characterizing this as Inactive and continue to monitor. - BArnold
03/12/2012 - AMKE male on tower, nest guarding and foraging. Female appears and solicits copulation at 1555.
Male enters cavity briefly. Female solicits and the pair copulate again at 1610. Female enters cavity. - RRadd
03/19/2012 - No AMKE detected during 30 minute observation under cool and wet conditions. - RRadd
03/24/2012 - The pair was observed at the cavity on and off all morning. Both male and female entered the
cavity, a total of about 5 times. Each time one entered, begging sounds were heard from inside the cavity. The
pair was also observed copulating on top of the pole once. - VEurs
03/31/2012 - Adult female was observed perching atop nest pole and chasing a nearby Red-tailed Hawk; no male
in sight. 1 hour later, both adults were perched on pole; vocalizations were heard from the nest area while the
female leaned over for several minutes, watching the base of the west arm. - MDicus
04/06/2012 - Kestrel pair arrived at pole around 1435, the male carrying a prey item. Both sat atop the pole
eating for a short period. The male then entered the nest cavity, but it wasn't clear if he took food in, as well.
Female continued to perch on pole. - VEurs
04/14/2012 - No AMKE activity after an hour of observation. - VEurs
04/23/2012 - The female was quietly perched on a rung just below the nest cavity for about 30 minutes. She
looked very damp. When a European Starling landed on the upper arm of the pole, the female kestrel made brief
vocalizations and chased off the starling. Shortly after this, she entered the nest cavity and remained there
through the end of the observation period (another 15-20 minutes). The male kestrel was not seen during this
time. - VEurs
05/01/2012 - About 20 minutes after the start of observations, the male kestrel flew in from the north carrying
prey. He landed atop the monopole and the female arrived from the west. She took the prey from him and
perched partially within the bracket where she could be seen feeding the nestlings (although nestlings were not
4/26/2012 01/27/2012 - Bio-monitor (G. Huffman) observed AMKE copulating on adjacent pole and entering cavity on steel
monopole at 0900. - RRadd
01/27/2012 - Observed pair while bio-monitoring over a span of 9 hours on multiple occasions copulating and
female entering cavity. Nearest construction activities occurred at 350 feet, and the pair appeared undisturbed. GHuffman
01/30/2012 - No AMKE observed at this nest site during work activities. AMKE female observed flying around
helicopter at CP3 at approximate 300-foot radius at 1035, then away from site. - RRadd
02/01/2012 - Female AMKE remained 500-1,000 feet away from cavity throughout 30 minute observation.
Personnel walked repeatedly through buffer to conduct BMP maintenance and within 25 feet of pole. - RRadd
02/04/2012 - Buffer stakes repositioned at 150 feet. - RRadd
02/09/2012 - Biomonitors report AMKE on nest pole several time this morning. No AMKE detected from 13401420. - RRadd
02/10/2012 - 1030 to 1100: Kestrels observed copulating and perched together on adjacent poles within 30 to 50
feet of nest cavity. - GHuffman
02/13/2012 - Biomonitor reports vigorous pair defense against interloper AMKE this morning. Male-only detected
during afternoon observation. - RRadd
02/22/2012 - AMKE pair copulate on monopole 1226 and remain. - RRadd
02/27/2012 - Male nest-guarding, no female seen. - RRadd
03/05/2012 - AMKE pair on wood pole adjacent, copulate at 1058 and 1107. Female stays off nest for 20 minutes
of observation. - RRadd
03/09/2012 - Pair observed copulating on monopole near nest. Pair actively defended area around nest. Both
birds seen entering nest location but left nest unattended for long periods. They do not appear to be incubating. TCooper
03/12/2012 - Male foraging around territory, female not observed. - RRadd
03/19/2012 - No AMKE detected during 30 minute observation. Showery and cold. - RRadd
03/26/2012 - AMKE in area observed flying and foraging, but no activity near cavity. Starlings building nest in
same pole. - FHoffman
04/01/2012 - No activity observed at nest. 2 AMKEs foraging in area. - HWinfrey
04/10/2012 - Male AMKE appears to be nest guarding, subsequently catches lizard. Female begs then takes prey
and carries to wood pole adjacent to nest, but is reluctant to enter and caches prey on pole, apparently in
response to observer outside buffer. Observer moves to 250 and female moves to next wood pole and preens.
Existing buffer may not be adequate if construction is imminent. - RRadd
04/18/2012 - No activity observed over a 45-minute period. - BArnold
04/25/2012 No AMKE activity at pole after 60 minutes of observation AMKE vocalizations heard downslope to

Fledged
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
RTHA Red-tailed Hawk

BUSH

Bushtit

Nest ID
ID
013012_pkad_01 EP248-1-E

Type
Road Area

Habitat
Desert Scrub and Dune Habitats

013112_dbby_02 EP35-1

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Chaparrals
Area

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
Other

BMP installation/maintenance

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
600

40

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
500

100

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
Nest Outcome
450
450
Presumed Fledged

80

24 of 237

80

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

Date Nest
Found
1/30/2012

1/31/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
6/5/2012 01/30/2012 - Red-tailed Hawk flew from the nest and the pair soared to the northwest. The hawk was not
observed incubating, but the observer may have missed that opportunity while writing field notes and
approaching the nest. - PKonrad
01/31/2012 - Pair is actively nest building, bringing sticks to nest every 5 or 10 minutes - until K-max helicopter
visited site 1 mile west, when pair perched in Sunrise tower and remained for 15 minutes after helicopter left,
occasionally preening. - PKonrad
02/07/2012 - Adult Red-tailed Hawk perched high in nest tower. - PKonrad
02/13/2012 - No hawks observed at nest or in area during a windy period (30 minutes). - PKonrad
02/20/2012 - Adult Red-tailed Hawk brought nesting material to nest 3 times during 40 minute observation
period. - PKonrad
02/27/2012 - Observed nest site for 40 minutes; after 30 minutes an adult Red-tailed Hawk soared low overhead
in strong wind, then soared out of sight to the northwest. - PKonrad
03/05/2012 - Adult Red-tailed Hawk initially standing on nest, then lying on nest incubating. - PKonrad
03/12/2012 - Red-tailed Hawk has initiated incubating at this tower nest. - PKonrad
03/22/2012 - Red-tailed Hawk incubating on tower nest; another adult soaring west of nest site, then perched on
tower EP246. - PKonrad
03/30/2012 - Adult Red-tailed Hawk incubating on tower nest. - PKonrad
04/06/2012 - Red-tailed Hawk incubating; eggs should be hatching soon. - PKonrad
04/13/2012 - Adult Red-tailed Hawk incubating soon stood up in nest and began feeding on a snake. - PKonrad
04/18/2012 - M. Alfaro reported on 4/17/2012 helicopter flights in the area were constant and regular. An adult
RTHA was incubating/brooding in the morning and clearly lying in the nest during work activities. However, during
late morning and through the afternoon, the hawk was observed standing at the nest or on a metal beam
immediately adjacent to the nest (potentially shading). Hawk looked in the nest throughout the day. The second
adult was observed flying to nest every few hours; however, no exchange of food items was observed. In the
evening, both adults flew away from the nest and continued until completely out of sight. After approximately 15
minutes, 1 adult returned to the nest, again standing in the nest. Later in the evening, both adults flew away again
for about 15 minutes. When the monitor left at approximately 1830, 1 adult was back at the nest, standing, not
brooding. - IMaunsell
04/20/2012 - Pair of adult Red-tailed Hawks standing on rim of nest; when 1 hawk takes flight, the remaining
adult begins feeding at least 1 small downy nestling. - PKonrad
04/27/2012 - An adult Red-tailed Hawk was standing on the nest feeding 2 medium-sized downy nestlings. PKonrad
05/03/2012 - The downy head of a nestling Red-tailed Hawk can be seen above the tower nest. No adults are
present but a pair of adult Red tailed Hawks was observed soaring above the area about 3 hours ago PKonrad
2/13/2012 01/31/2012 - Observed at least 2 Bushtits carrying nest material to a partly constructed nest on south side of live
oak tree. Birds don't seem disturbed by avian biologist standing below nest. - PKonrad
02/01/2012 - More permanent ESA buffer signs installed. - KWeber
02/01/2012 - Observed at least 2 Bushtits carrying nest material to a partially constructed nest on the south side
of a coast live oak. Nest approximately 25% complete, as entire nest skeleton is complete, but can still be seen
through. Nest building activity at nest is sporadic. Individuals don't seem disturbed by my presence standing
below nest. 100-foot buffer flagged at east side of cleaned site with temporary orange flagging. More permanent
signage will be installed. - KAlberts
02/06/2012 - Pair active around described nest site for 10 minutes, foraged in area near ground another 5
minutes, then left to southeast. No other observations during an additional 40 minutes. - PKonrad
02/10/2012 - Nest is approximately 45% built. Distance to tower site (limit of vegetation clearance) where straw
wattle is placed is 25 feet. Distance to leg B anchor point is 145 feet. Distance to leg A anchor point is 85 feet.
Avian biologist observed over a dozen trips to nest by pair carrying nest material. Nest building/nest
improvements were being made inside the nest and around nest entrance at top east side of pendulous nest. Nest
is now taking shape, with entrance obvious when viewed from east, but is still thin enough to allow sunlight to
pass through in several places. Pair was most active early in the morning, making far less frequent trips to nest by
9:15. Pair was tolerant of approach to within 25 feet. - JDicus
02/13/2012 - Nest appears to be physically disfigured. The nest was seen dangling in wind, and part of it torn off.
It appeared to be 90% complete based on remaining shape and amount of nest material left. No Bushtits were
seen or heard during the 45 minute observation period. Photos available to show current condition of nest. - AHill
02/15/2012 - West side of mostly completed nest has been torn out; probable predation. No Bushtits observed or
heard during 30 minute observation period in area. - PKonrad
02/15/2012 - No activity was observed at nest over an hour. Nest is unchanged since 2/13/2012, when it was first
observed to be inactive. The birds are not refurbishing nest and not re-using material. The pair was not seen or
heard. Buffer signs were removed and nest is now closed due to failure. Nest appears to have failed due to an
animal dismantling the nest to obtain the contents, and not due to Sunrise work activities. - AHill

Fledged
Yes
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
RTHA Red-tailed Hawk

Nest ID
013112_phrd_02 GS-NF-20

CACW Cactus Wren

020112_rrdd_01

BUSH

020212_mkhn_02 CP70-3-E

Bushtit

ID

Sycamore CY

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
OH - foundations

Type
Pad Areas-Work Area

Habitat
Grasslands and Meadows

Construction Yards

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic

Road Area

Riparian Forests and Woodlands

Other

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
600

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
500

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
500
500
Fledged

Nest Outcome

Date Nest
Found
1/31/2012

200

100

100

100

Satellite nest

2/1/2012

22

100

100

100

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

2/2/2012
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Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
5/16/2012 01/31/2012 - A Red-tailed Hawk was seen flushing from an area near the nest multiple times during the survey.
The pair was seen flying over the nest with nest material, with the intent of adding material to this nest, but
helicopter operations or other activity may have altered that regime. No raptors were seen in the nest proper. PHoward
02/01/2012 - An adult Red-tailed Hawk was seen soaring just east of the nest site. No nest visits were observed
during 40-minute observation period. - PKonrad
02/06/2012 - No sign of activity at nest and no hawks observed in area. - PKonrad
02/08/2012 - Pair of Red-tailed Hawks perched in tree 150 feet northwest of nest. Hawks unconcerned about light
traffic on Sunrise access road 600 feet south of nest and regular low helicopter flights within 1000 feet. - PKonrad
02/09/2012 - Observed the pair copulate in nearby bare tree and bring nesting material on 2 occasions. Observed
these behaviors from near EP56 guard structure at 500 feet. - AHill
02/13/2012 - Observed pair perched on nearby tree together. Soaring in area. Pair is still attending to nest. - AHill
02/14/2012 - Red-tailed Hawk on nest, either standing low on nest or, more likely, lying on nest during initial
observation. During return visit, no hawks at nest or observed in area. - PKonrad
02/23/2012 - Cannot see a hawk on nest during concerted effort to ascertain a hawk is/is not incubating yet. No
hawks observed near nest, but 1 adult Red-tail perched on pole 1,800 feet north of nest. - PKonrad
02/29/2012 - Observed nest exchange at 1110. Pair is incubating. - AHill
03/08/2012 - Observed adult on nest incubating and mate perched nearby on tree. - AHill
03/09/2012 - Adult Red-tailed Hawk incubating, mostly on west portion of nest. - PKonrad
03/14/2012 - Observed nest exchange at 1500. - AHill
03/16/2012 - Red-tailed Hawk incubating in tree nest. - PKonrad
03/20/2012 - A Red-tailed Hawk was seen flying/hovering within 500 feet of the tree with the nest in it. Later in
the afternoon around 1540, a Red-tailed Hawk flew to the cluster of eucalyptus trees and made a call. Moments
later, a Red-tailed Hawk was seen flying out of the back of the cluster of eucalyptus trees. No other activity was
observed. It is not clear if the pair is still incubating, and will continue to monitor to ascertain status. - LThoreson
03/23/2012 - No hawks observed at nest during nest checks during 1 hour period. An adult Red-tailed Hawk was
observed soaring in area to far north and near southeast. - PKonrad
03/26/2012 - Observed a nest exchange between adults. Previously incubating adult flew off away from nest. AHill
04/02/2012 - Red-tailed Hawk incubating in tree nest. - PKonrad
04/09/2012 - Adult Red-tailed Hawk incubating on tree nest. - PKonrad
04/17/2012 - Adult Red-tailed Hawk perched on east side of nest facing 2 downy nestlings, aged 10 days to 2
weeks (may be more nestlings). - PKonrad
04/24/2012 Adult Red tailed Hawk standing in nest with at least 2 medium sized downy nestlings PKonrad
4/19/2012 02/01/2012 - Fresh nest with small tight entrance and CACW pair in attendance, but not observed entering nest. RRadd
02/06/2012 - Nest looks well tended, though CACW pair together 300 feet west. - RRadd
02/13/2012 - Nest shows signs of maintenance, but no CACW detected. - RRadd
02/13/2012 - Nest appears maintained, but no CACW detected today. - RRadd
02/22/2012 - No change in activity observed. Biomonitor reports CACW carrying nest material. - RRadd
02/27/2012 - No CACW detected on cold rainy day. Biomonitor reports consistent activity across this territory. RRadd
03/05/2012 - Nest remains intact and kempt. - RRadd
03/12/2012 - Nest appears maintained, with freshly manicured entrance. - RRadd
03/19/2012 - Nest looks well-maintained, but no CACW detected on cold windy day. - RRadd
03/27/2012 - No activity observed at nest. CACW calling 500 feet west of nest. - HWinfrey
04/02/2012 - 2 CACWs observed in area from 0630 to 0730. These birds did not approach nest. - HWinfrey
04/11/2012 - At start of observation, CACW heard calling 100-150 feet from nests. At 1345, an adult perched on
cactus between the 2 nests before flying off to the north. At 1420, wren gave vocalizations briefly near the nests.
At 1426, adult CACW entered upper nest. Wren never directly approached this nest during 70-minute observation
period. - VEurs
04/19/2012 - It has been determined that this is a satellite nest for this CACW pair, as both adults were seen
taking food into the upper nest. - VEurs
04/26/2012 - Changed status from "closed" to "inactive" because it is possible this nest may be utilized as a roost
for adults or fledglings, or for a second clutch later in the season. No activity at this nest today. - VEurs

Fledged
Yes

2/21/2012 02/02/2012 - Adults made several trips to nest with material. Nest is approximately 40% complete. - MKuehn
02/08/2012 - Nest appears substantially complete. BUSH making occasional trips to nest. - RRadd
02/14/2012 - Bird at nest, undisturbed by PAR personnel at gate. - RRadd
02/14/2012 - Nest appears complete and intact following storm. No BUSH activity detected. - RRadd
02/21/2012 - Nest is torn apart consistent with predation. Nesting chronology shows that eggs were present at
the time of predation. Closed and buffer removed. - RRadd

N/A

No
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Nearest Project Feature

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
Nest Outcome
100
100
Indeterminate

Species
Code
Common Name
ANHU Anna's Hummingbird

Nest ID
020212_mkhn_03 CP70-3-E

ANHU

Anna's Hummingbird

020212_phrd_01 CP73-2

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Chaparrals
Area

BMP installation/maintenance

30

100

100

100

BUSH

Bushtit

020312_rrdd_01

CP55/CP56-1 PS

Pad Areas-Stringing Area Chaparrals

OH - wire stringing

50

100

50

50

CATH

California Thrasher

020312_rrdd_02

CP55/CP56-1 PS

Pad Areas-Stringing Area Chaparrals

BMP installation/maintenance

115

100

100

CATH

California Thrasher

020312_rrdd_03

CP55/CP56-1 PS-N

Road Area

BMP installation/maintenance

50

100

100

ID

Type
Road Area

Habitat
Riparian Forests and Woodlands

Chaparrals

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
Traffic

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
32
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Date Nest
Found
2/2/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
3/8/2012 02/02/2012 - Nesting stage uncertain. Female went to the nest 6+ times and was on nest for 1-2 minutes per visit.
Female observed collecting spider silk at least once. Nest rim looks completely formed, but could not view nest
contents. - MKuehn
02/08/2012 - Did not locate. The only nest located at the presumed location appears to be an old goldfinch or
vireo nest consisting of fibers. - RRadd
02/14/2012 - Activity (project personnel standing at gate, talking to visitors) and through traffic did not flush
female from nest. Observed female ANHU on nest for 20-minute observation period, then female flew to road
edge to nectar on tree tobacco (Nicotiana glauca) and returned immediately to nest. - JDicus
02/21/2012 - ANHU on nest, flushes in response to WESJ presence, ignores traffic. - RRadd
03/05/2012 - Female ANHU approaches nest and perches close to, but does not alight on it during 20 minute
observation. - RRadd
03/06/2012 - During 15-minute observation period, no activity observed at the nest. No nestlings in the nest; no
adult or fledglings observed in the vicinity. - MDicus
03/08/2012 - No detections at this nest, which appears abandoned. - RRadd

Fledged
N/A

Presumed Fledged

2/2/2012

2/6/2012 02/02/2012 - Nest has two fully feathered chicks ready to fledge in next few days. Female seen feeding young. PHoward
02/08/2012 - The nest is intact and empty. It is presumed the nestlings fledged. - MDicus

Yes

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

2/3/2012

4/13/2012 02/03/2012 - BUSH pair actively building nest, approximately 50% complete, with numerous trips during 30
minute observation. Nest is partially visually screened from pull site by adjacent chaparral whitethorn (Ceanothus
leucodermis). BUSH absent from nest during helicopter operations. - RRadd
02/10/2012 - Nest appears 90% complete. No BUSH detected. - RRadd
02/16/2012 - Nest intact following recent storms. BUSH pair observed away from nest, did not approach this site
during observation. - RRadd
02/23/2012 - Adult seen bringing lining material to nest. - PHoward
02/29/2012 - Nest appears stout, well insulated and complete, with a tidy entrance facing north. - RRadd
03/06/2012 - Nest remains in fine condition, no BUSH detected. - RRadd
03/08/2012 - Nest appears intact. No bushtit observed at nest. Nest monitored 30 minutes 840 -910. - VNovik
03/09/2012 - One bushtit observed entering and exiting nest. stayed inside nest for 10-15 minutes and outside of
nest for 2-5 minutes, three times during observation - ELoveless
03/14/2012 - Female observed exiting nest. Monitoring was stopped due to Western Scrub-jay in area. - RAbe
03/16/2012 - Bushtit observed exiting nest after 10 minutes of observation. Nest monitoring was ended due to
occupation of Western Scrub-jays in immediate area. - RAbe
03/20/2012 - Bushtit observed exiting and entering nest. Nest monitoring was reduced to 15 minutes due to
occupation of Western Scrub-Jays in immediate area. Minor damage at bottom of nest is likely due to major storm
event over last two days. - RAbe
03/29/2012 - No activity observed in 5 minutes of observation. Visit curtailed by WESJ activity in area. - HWinfrey
04/05/2012 - No activity observed at nest from 0710 to 0740. Nest appears in good condition. - HWinfrey
04/14/2012 - Nest has been destroyed by unknown cause, presumably weather influenced. - RRadd

No

100

Nest did not reach active stage

2/3/2012

3/13/2012 02/03/2012 - No birds seen at nest, but appears fresh and under construction. WESJ pair alarming at observer at
100 feet. - RRadd
02/10/2012 - Deep basket of twigs with partial lining of finer material. - RRadd
02/16/2012 - CATH observed carrying nest materials to this site. Pair at this site for duration of 20 minute
observation. No WESJ detected. Changed species to California Thrasher. - RRadd
02/24/2012 - Nest in good condition with well woven grass lining and appears complete. No birds observed
visiting nest, although CATH heard singing in immediate vicinity following vehicle traffic and parking 150 south of
nest within the pullsite. Pair potentially egg laying. - IMaunsell
02/29/2012 - Nest in fine condition. CATH singing intermittently nearby but not at nest. - RRadd
03/06/2012 - Nest appears complete and sound. No occupants detected, CATH singing nearby. - RRadd
03/08/2012 - Nest is in good shape. No CATH near nest, though heard signing in area and observed flying over
shrub once. Two Scrub-jays were observed on shrub and in area. - VNovik
03/09/2012 - Thrasher was observed near nest but not at the nest. Nest appears to be in good condition ELoveless
03/13/2012 - Observed nest over 3 days for activity on 3/10, 3/12 and 3/13. Birds have not been observed at this
nest or within proximity. Nest has been monitored for a minimum of a few hours each day at varying distances.
Conclusion reached that nest is no longer active. - GHuffman

No

100

Nest did not reach active stage

2/3/2012

3/6/2012 02/03/2012 - CATH giving alarm calls from this thicket, but not observed on nest. Nest should be monitored again
to verify current activity. - RRadd
02/10/2012 - Appears to have some material added, but progress is slow. - RRadd
02/16/2012 - No change in activity detected. Recent storms are delaying breeding activity. - RRadd
02/29/2012 - Nest is unimproved and deteriorating. - RRadd
03/06/2012 - Nest is no longer viable. Closed. - RRadd

No
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
BUSH Bushtit

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
25

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
Nest Outcome
100
100
Indeterminate

Nest ID
020312_rrdd_04

ID
CP55/CP56-1 PS-N

Type
Road Area

Chaparrals

CP56-1-PS-E-B

Road Area

Chaparrals

BMP installation/maintenance

40

100

100

100

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

2/3/2012

3/29/2012 02/03/2012 - Nest is 1% complete, consisting of a thumbnail-sized collection of white fluff bound into fork of
laurel sumac (Malosma laurina). - KAlberts
02/10/2012 - Nest is now 4 inches long, 10% complete and composed of white silk and fibers. - RRadd
02/15/2012 - Avian monitor arrived prior to bmp crew; helicopters were passing overhead (outside 100-foot
overhead buffer) every 1-5 minutes. No activity at nest during 2 hours of monitoring (approximately 08:00 to
10:00), and nest remains approximately 10% complete. Buffer is still staked at 100 feet but signs were added to
allow drive through access only. Continued monitoring is recommended to determine whether lack of activity is
due to recent inclement weather or whether nest is abandoned and should be closed - MDicus
02/16/2012 - Material has been added since 10 February - nest building assumed to be continuing. - RRadd
02/24/2012 - Adults observed coming to nest. Nest appears complete. - BArnold
02/29/2012 - Nest appears large and complete. - RRadd
03/06/2012 - Nest remains in good condition, no BUSH detected on cold day. - RRadd
03/13/2012 - Pair added nest material three times during 45 minute observation period. - RAbe
03/14/2012 - BUSH pair departed nest at 1344 in possible response to observer at 80 feet. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - Nest appeared intact after storm. BUSH pair near, but not at nest during approximate 10 minute
observation period. Nest building is presumably still going on. - IMaunsell
03/21/2012 - BUSH made 3 nest trips in 10 minutes and then did not reappear. - RRadd
03/29/2012 - Nest was found in a fragmentary condition, indicating predation of eggs. There was no evidence of
construction activities affecting this nest, and it was determined to have failed due to natural causes. - HWinfrey

No

Habitat

Date Nest
Found
2/3/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
3/6/2012 02/03/2012 - BUSH pair making trips at 5 minute intervals, building nest. Flushed from observer at edge of AR,
but returned when observer was within 50 feet and within 100 feet with noise. Nest is candidate for drivethrough buffer, due to exhibited resilience to helicopter activity and intermittent AR activity. No indications of any
recent BMP activity within 100 feet. - RRadd
02/10/2012 - Exterior of nest appears substantially complete. BUSH are wary, but continue to make occasional
trips carrying material. - RRadd
02/10/2012 - R. Radd observed exterior of nest that appeared substantially complete. BUSH are wary, but
continue to make occasional trips carrying material. - KAlberts
02/16/2012 - Nest is intact following recent storms, but no BUSH observed. - RRadd
02/16/2012 - R. Radd reported nest is intact following recent storms, but no BUSH observed. - KAlberts
02/29/2012 - R. Radd observed nest in fine condition looks near complete. BUSH nearby in foraging flock did not
associate with nest. - KAlberts
02/29/2012 - Nest in fine condition looks near complete. BUSH nearby in foraging flock did not associate with
nest. - RRadd
03/03/2012 - R. Radd observed BUSH pair making trips at 5 minute intervals, building nest. Flushed from observer
at edge of AR, but returned when observer was within 50 feet and within 100 feet with noise. Nest is candidate
for drive-through buffer, due to exhibited resilience to helicopter activity and intermittent AR activity. No
indications of any recent BMP activity within 100 feet. - KAlberts
03/06/2012 - Nest destroyed by unknown cause. - RRadd
03/06/2012 - R. Radd reported that the nest was destroyed by an unknown cause. - KAlberts

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
BMP installation/maintenance

Fledged
N/A

BUSH

Bushtit

020312_rrdd_05

BUSH

Bushtit

020612_phrd_02 EP206-1

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Chaparrals
Area

BMP installation/maintenance

93

100

100

100

Nest did not reach active stage

2/6/2012

2/17/2012 02/06/2012 - Adult Bushtit bringing nest material to nest and building. Nest is roughly 30% complete. - PHoward
02/14/2012 - Observed nest for approximately 45 minutes. A pair of BUSH was seen foraging and visited the scrub
oak with the nest 3 times but no nest building or item carrying was observed. Nest looked to be approximately 30
percent complete (Myers, S.J.). - SJohnston
02/17/2012 - Top of small light-colored well-built nest torn open at top; apparent avian predation attempt. No
Bushtits observed or heard. Sunrise and public vehicle traffic on McCain Valley Road 250 feet west of nest site. PKonrad

No

CALT

California Towhee

020612_rrdd_02

Road Area

OH - wire stringing

34

100

60

60

Nest did not reach active stage

2/6/2012

2/22/2012 02/06/2012 - No avian activity at this nest during observation, but CALT nearby. Two green leaves placed in cup.
No indications of prior use (compression, feces etc.), but no birds observed associating with this nest during 15minute observation. Appears too intact to have been a nest from the previous year. Original buffer set at 60 feet drive-through access permitted. - RRadd
02/13/2012 - No change in activity. - RRadd
02/22/2012 - Nest is unused and unmaintained. - RRadd

No

CP25-2-E

Chaparrals
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Nearest Project Feature

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
Traffic

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
60

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
Nest Outcome
60
60
Presumed Fledged

Nest ID
020712_rrdd_01

ID
CP49-1-PS-E

Type
Road Area

Habitat
Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

ANHU

Anna's Hummingbird

020712_rrdd_02

Helix CY AR

Road Area

Riparian Scrubs

Traffic

60

100

100

100

Presumed Fledged

2/7/2012

3/30/2012 02/07/2012 - Female ANHU building new nest in low branches of cottonwood tree. Nest is approximately 15%
complete. Female departed nest when observer was in line of sight at 45 feet, indicating intolerance of humans
on foot at that location. Staked with drive-through access only to permit SRPL traffic to continue unimpeded. RRadd
02/14/2012 - Nest is complete, lined and empty. No ANHU detected during late afternoon observation. - RRadd
02/15/2012 - Intact nest with one egg. No ANHU detected during 20 minute observation. - RRadd
02/23/2012 - ANHU lying on nest 1020 - 1033. - RRadd
02/28/2012 - ANHU incubating 2 eggs. - RRadd
03/07/2012 - ANHU incubating. - SJohnston
03/07/2012 - ANHU brooding 2 black downy nestlings (approximately 3 days old). - RRadd
03/15/2012 - 2 nestlings visible in nest. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - Two nestlings acquiring wing quills. - RRadd
03/27/2012 - 2 fully feathered nestlings in nest, appearing alert and likely to fledge very soon. - HWinfrey
03/28/2012 - Nestlings observed sitting in nest. - JTaylor
03/30/2012 - Nest is empty and in good condition with no evidence of disturbance. Fine fibers on edge of cup are
pulled upwards. Evidence indicates nest successfully fledged. - HWinfrey

Yes

BUSH

Bushtit

020812_mkhn_02 EP16-1

Pad Areas-TSAP

Chaparrals

Other

140

100

95

95

Presumed Fledged

2/8/2012

4/18/2012 02/08/2012 - Pair of adult Bushtits visited nest site together more than 4 times with nesting material. Pair has just
started building nest and is about 5% complete. Link Lead and work crews on site were notified of nest buffer.
Buffer still needs to be flagged and signed. - MKuehn
02/10/2012 - The Bushtit pair is still building their nest after today's work activities. Several helicopter flights
occurred today, flying directly over the nest a couple times, and all landing approximately 145 feet from the nest.
The Skycrane delivered and picked up grading equipment 3 times today, and the nest was physically unaffected by
the wind created by the helicopter each time. The birds returned to the nest between 2 and 45 minutes after
helicopter activities. The only concern is that the noise created by the helicopters will affect the birds' nesting
behavior; however, it does not seem that the helicopter activities will physically harm the nest. The nest was
approximately 20% complete as of noon today, and the pair were actively visiting the nest. No nesting material
was seen being carried, but 1 Bushtit spent time attending to nest. Signs were installed for the 95-foot nest
buffer. - AHill
02/16/2012 - Bushtit pair was seen visiting nest 3 times at intervals of 30, 20, and 30 minutes. Pair was foraging
between these visits. Pair was not perturbed by micropiling activities occurring at 225 feet from the nest. Nest is
approximately 60% complete. Shape of nest is complete and entrance is east-facing; however, nest is thin and I
can see through it. - AHill
02/24/2012 - Observed Bushtit bring lining material to nest, pair very active. Pair not affected by helicopter
activities. - AHill
03/06/2012 - Male and female both brought soft nesting material to nest, nest is 95% complete. - AHill
03/12/2012 - Nest nearly complete. One bushtit observed bringing material to nest during 15 minute observation.
- ELoveless
03/12/2012 - Observed adult visit nest then quickly leave. Pair is being very quiet and there was very little
observed behavior. - AHill
03/20/2012 - Observed nest exchange; pair is incubating. - AHill
03/27/2012 - Observed adult foraging around nest area. Ten minutes later observed female bringing soft nesting
material to nest and then did not leave for at least 10 minutes. - AHill
04/03/2012 - Adults very actively visiting nest; heard nestlings begging. - AHill
04/09/2012 - Adults feeding young periodically; heard nestlings. - AHill
04/12/2012 - 2 adults bringing food to nest at 1019. - HWinfrey
04/16/2012 - Adult visits nest with food at 0957. - HWinfrey
04/18/2012 - Nest was empty and intact; birds presumed to have fledged. - AHill

Yes
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Date Nest
Found
2/7/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
4/1/2012 02/07/2012 - Almost complete nest is 9 feet above ground on east side of Brazilian pepper tree, adjacent to
residence close to terminus of overhanging branch. ANHU making frequent trips packing interior lining. - RRadd
02/15/2012 - Nest appears abandoned and appears beginning to degrade, but difficult to see into on rainy
blustery day. Will monitor again before closing. - RRadd
02/20/2012 - ANHU female incubating 3 eggs. - RRadd
02/28/2012 - ANHU sitting tight on nest for duration of observation. - RRadd
03/07/2012 - ANHU observed incubating. - SJohnston
03/07/2012 - Single nestling visible in nest. - RRadd
03/13/2012 - ANHU feeding multiple young. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - Nestlings still present. - IMaunsell
03/23/2012 - One feathered nestling remains. - RRadd
03/24/2012 - Two fledglings visible; appear to be several days apart in age, with noticeably differing size and bill
length. - RRadd
03/28/2012 - 2 fully feathered nestlings conspicuous in nest, appearing alert and capable of fledging soon. HWinfrey
04/01/2012 - Nest is empty and in good condition. No evidence of predation, nest is presumed fledged. HWinfrey

Species
Code
Common Name
ANHU Anna's Hummingbird

Fledged
Yes
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
ANHU Anna's Hummingbird

Nest ID
020812_rrdd_01

ID
CP64-2 PS-E

Type
Road Area

Habitat
Riparian Forests and Woodlands

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
Traffic

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
41

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
Nest Outcome
70
70
Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

Date Nest
Found
2/8/2012

AMKE

American Kestrel

020912_bald_02

TL 6924 - Z101344

69kV Structure

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Substation - maintenance

25

500

75

75

Fledged

2/9/2012

BUSH

Bushtit

020912_bald_03

Pomerado Substation

Substation

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Substation - new construction

15

100

12

12

Presumed Fledged

2/9/2012
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Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
2/21/2012 02/08/2012 - ANHU female feeding 2 well-developed young - partially feathered heads visible during feeding
session. Buffer reduced to 70 feet and drive-through only to permit use of gate and project access. - RRadd
02/14/2012 - ANHU nestlings fill the nest level with brim of cup. - RRadd
02/21/2012 - Nest no longer present on tree. Ground search under nest site produced no nest remnants but small
feather scrap; suggesting but not conclusively indicating nest predation. Nestlings were approaching fledge date
at last monitoring and one rain event has occurred since that date. - RRadd

Fledged
No

5/19/2012 02/09/2012 - Kestrels observed entering the third arm on the west side of 69kV steel monopole Z137901, from
the end of adjacent arm to pole. Also observed pair copulating and entering same arm on Saturday 4 February
2012, while appearing to search for suitable nesting areas. - KAlberts
02/10/2012 - Female on top of steel monopole, male on steel monopole to the south, at SE corner of substation. BArnold
02/15/2012 - AMKE continue to show site fidelity to this monopole. - RRadd
02/22/2012 - AMKE pair together on adjacent pole, did not enter any cavities during 30 minute observation. RRadd
02/23/2012 - Female observed exiting third arm at 0945, both adults in large Eucalyptus tree in the parking lot to
the east by 1000. - BArnold
02/26/2012 - Biomonitor C. Tschudy reports frequent activity of AMKE pair at both monopoles while substation
work in progress, birds unfazed by substation work. - RRadd
03/07/2012 - AMKE perched briefly on monopole and flying around vicinity. Pair observed perched on monopole
located two poles to the south, across Blaisdell. - BArnold
03/09/2012 - American Kestrels not observed today during afternoon brief observation period. Sycamore
Substation bio-monitor Clayton observed American Kestrels perched on pole one pole south at southeast corner
of substation on the day before, 8 March 2012. - BArnold
03/12/2012 - AMKE male carries food (small mammal remnant) to female at nest at 1648. - RRadd
03/15/2012 - No AMKE observed anywhere in area during brief morning observation period. - BArnold
03/19/2012 - AMKE atop pole departs at 0700 under rainfall and does not return for duration of 30 minute
observation. - RRadd
03/29/2012 - No activity observed by Brian Arnold during observation period. - JPawlicki
04/06/2012 - No activity observed during observation period. - BArnold
04/06/2012 - Kestrel pair arrived at pole at 1252. Female was holding a small lizard that she carried into arm. She
remained in arm for the duration of the observation period (40 more minutes). The male flew off to the north and
did not return. - VEurs
04/13/2012 - 90-minute observation period conducted from pickup parked in business lot across the street to the
north. No AMKE activity detected in the vicinity of nest cavity or surrounding area. Rainy conditions likely
deterred kestrel activity. - VEurs
04/26/2012 - Arrived on site at 10:45 and initially, no activity was observed at the nest. At approximately 11:40, a
pair arrived calling at the nest pole with the male carrying prey. After 5 minutes of calling and flying in the vicinity
of the pole, the male transferred prey to the female after which she entered the nest cavity at the base of the
arm. Female remained in cavity until at least 12:20 pm (35 minutes) when monitor left site. - JPawlicki
05/03/2012 The female made 2 trips within 20 minutes to deliver food to the nest cavity The male was not
5/27/2012 02/09/2012 - Pair building nest. - KAlberts
02/15/2012 - Nest is intact but no BUSH activity detected on cool stormy morning. - RRadd
02/22/2012 - No BUSH observed late in afternoon. - RRadd
02/23/2012 - Both adults brought nesting material to nest after an 18 minute observation period. - BArnold
02/26/2012 - Biomonitor C. Tschudy reports frequent activity to and from this nest while substation work in
progress. - RRadd
03/07/2012 - Bushtits heard and observed going to nest. - BArnold
03/09/2012 - Bushtits observed at nest. Sycamore Substation bio-monitor Clayton Tschudy also observed Bushtits
at nest yesterday, 8 March 2012. - BArnold
03/13/2012 - Nest continues in fine condition, but no BUSH detected during 30 minute observation. - RRadd
03/15/2012 - Bushtits present in nest tree during brief morning observation period; nest appears in good
condition. - BArnold
03/19/2012 - No detections during 30 minutes of light rain. - RRadd
03/29/2012 - No activity observed by Brian Arnold during observation period. - JPawlicki
04/06/2012 - BUSH observed entering nest within 2 minutes of arrival. This nest remains active. - BArnold
04/10/2012 - Adult Bushtits observed in nest tree 2 minutes after arrival. Nest remains active. - BArnold
04/18/2012 - Two adult BUSH came to nest after 10 minutes of observation. Neither had food items. - BArnold
04/30/2012 - No BUSH activity detected during 45 minutes of observation. Nest appears to be in good condition.
2 Cooper's Hawks flew from trees near the nest as the biologist walked down the street. - VEurs
05/02/2012 - Two BUSH observed flying from or very near the nest at 1315 after 15 minutes of observation. BArnold
05/08/2012 - Adult Bushtit observed foraging in nest tree. Nest is in good shape. - BArnold
05/10/2012 - BUSH activity observed at nest. - BArnold
05/19/2012 - No activity observed during brief observation period. Bushtits have been heard and observed in nest
tree and nearby shrubs by bio-monitor during the previous week, but no interaction with the nest was observed. BArnold
05/27/2012 - Nest remains in good shape. Based on nesting chronology, this nest has fledged. Recent sightings
and reportings of BUSH activity at nest have likely been portion of family groups. - BArnold
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Yes

Yes
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
MODO Mourning Dove

Nest ID
020912_bald_04

ID
San Luis Rey Substation

Type
Substation

Habitat
Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

AMKE

American Kestrel

020912_rrdd_01

TL6924 - 171688

69kV Structure

BUSH

Bushtit

020912_vers_01

EP10-2

ANHU

Anna's Hummingbird

021012_rabe_01 EP2-3

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
Substation - maintenance

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
70

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
Nest Outcome
30
30
Presumed Fledged

Reconductoring

0

500

150

150

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Chaparrals
Area

OH - foundations

60

100

30

30

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Chaparrals
Area

OH - tower erection

140

100

100

100
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Date Nest
Found
2/9/2012

Indeterminate

2/9/2012

Presumed Fledged

2/9/2012

Fledged

2/10/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
2/13/2012 02/09/2012 - An adult was on the nest brooding two nestlings. - KAlberts
02/22/2012 - Unable to monitor nest due to lack of substation access. - IMaunsell
03/02/2012 - Nest empty. No Mourning Dove activity. Nest likely fledged due to size of nestlings observed on 9
February, and the placement of the nest such that there was no direct line of sight nor access for potential
predators. - BArnold
03/26/2012 - Avian biologist E. Strods attempted to visit nest, but was unable to gain access to substation. HWinfrey

Fledged
Yes

7/20/2012 02/09/2012 - Female AMKE enters cavity at 1214, 1221, 1224 and then departs. Male at top of pole throughout. RRadd
02/13/2012 - No change in activity observed during two 15 minute observations on cold rainy day. - RRadd
02/15/2012 - Male AMKE performs display flight around and then alights upon monopole. Female follows, briefly
enters cavity 0958. Female remains on pole, male moves to next pole north. - RRadd
02/22/2012 - AMKE pair copulate 1111, one bird enters top arm cavity 1114 and remains. - RRadd
02/27/2012 - AMKE pair present on pole, but no entry to cavity detected. - RRadd
03/07/2012 - AMKE enters arm at 0800. Both kestrels present. It appears that this male is attempting to establish
nests at adjacent monopoles, 171688 and 171689. - BArnold
03/12/2012 - AMKE pair at this structure, male entering cavity, female present. This male is also servicing female
on subsequent monopole. - RRadd
03/19/2012 - Male AMKE atop pole for duration of observation. - RRadd
03/30/2012 - For the first 30 minutes of observation neither adult was observed. After checking the active AMKE
nest to the north (pole 171689), the male from that pair flew to this pole and perched with a female. It was
unclear whether the female was incubating and emerged from the nest cavity or flew in from the surrounding
area. A third Kestrel (possibly the female from the territory to the north) approached the nest pole, and the
resident female chased it from the area while the male remained perched. The pair was also observed chasing a
nearby Red-tailed Hawk from the territory. - MDicus
04/09/2012 - Male circled pole and landed for a brief period before flying off again. Female flew in from south,
landed atop the pole and began ripping feathers from her prey item. Male returned and sat below her on climbing
rung. She moved down the pole, but it was unclear whether she took food into the cavity (bad viewing angle). The
male flew off, eventually followed by the female. - VEurs
04/18/2012 - The pair was perched atop monopole upon biologist's arrival. Almost immediately, the pair
copulated and the male flew to his pole to the south. The male associated with the pole to the north landed on
this monopole and attempted to copulate with the female. This pole's male returned to the pole and prevented
copulation. The pair associated with this pole copulated 2 more times; quite a lot of AMKE activity this morning. VEurs
04/25/2012 - The female was perched on a wire near the monopole containing the nest as the biologist
approached the buffer. She remained there until a pair of RTHA flew by, one carrying a dead rabbit. The kestrel
took off and quietly followed the hawk pair out of sight. She returned after about 30 minutes and again perched
on the wire. The male approached the wire 10 minutes later, carrying a lizard about as long as himself. The female
called to him and flew up into the nest cavity. The male did not fly to the cavity and instead flew out of sight with
his lizard and did not return for the duration of the observation. The female remained in the cavity for another 15
minutes until the observation was ended VEurs
4/14/2012 02/09/2012 - The Bushtit pair did not react to the traffic, gunfire or farm activity. Three biologists observed the
nest at different times for 10-20 minutes each. During each observation, the Bushtits visited the nest site with
nesting material 4-7 times. Two biologists also observed the Bushtits gathering nesting material from the
surrounding area, approximately 1 to 4 feet away. The pair reacted adversely to the Accipiter hawk that flew over
their nest site. - VEurs
02/14/2012 - The Bushtit pair was very tolerant of biologist's observations 20 feet away from nest. The pair was
actively bringing nesting material to the nest. The nest was unaffected by the wind created by the helicopter. The
pair returned to the nest within 5 minutes of the helicopter leaving. Nest is 85% complete. - AHill
02/22/2012 - Male Bushtit was seen bringing lining material to nest. Nest is 90% complete. - AHill
02/24/2012 - Pair seen bringing nest lining material to nest. Nest buffer adjusted to 30 feet as per concurrence
from Forest Service on 2/24/2012. - AHill
03/01/2012 - Pair was seen bringing lining material to nest, 95% complete. - AHill
03/09/2012 - Male was seen foraging in nest area and then flew to nest and entered. Birds were very cryptic. AHill
03/20/2012 - Observed nest exchange between female to male. - AHill
04/02/2012 - Adults seen coming to and from nest, nestlings were heard begging. Nest was physically intact, with
the NBJ-allowed helicopter landing at the TSAP. Pair is tolerant of drilling activities. - AHill
04/09/2012 - Bushtit observed adding material to outside of nest at 0954. - HWinfrey
04/12/2012 - 2 adults observed bringing food to nest at 0832. - HWinfrey
04/14/2012 - No activity at nest, which is intact and empty. Nest presumed fledged. - HWinfrey

N/A

2/11/2012 02/10/2012 - A female ANHU was observed feeding a fledgling a few feet from the nest. One nestling was still in
the nest. Due to breeding chronology, the active nest was closed because one fledging was observed, and the
remaining nestling will fledge before the next scheduled construction activity, barring natural predation. - RAbe

Yes
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Species
Code
Common Name
ANHU Anna's Hummingbird

Nest ID
021112_rrdd_01

ANHU

Anna's Hummingbird

BUSH

Bushtit

ID

Type
Road Area

Habitat
Riparian Forests and Woodlands

021612_kwer_04 CP88-1-N-A

Road Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

021712_jdus_01

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Chaparrals
Area

CP88-1-N-A

EP81

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
BMP installation/maintenance

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
25

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
Nest Outcome
50
50
Presumed Fledged

Date Nest
Found
2/11/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
4/13/2012 02/11/2012 - ANHU female building new nest in riparian zone, approximately 30% complete. Buffer staked at 50
feet allowing drive-through access and permits SRPL traffic to continue. - RRadd
02/17/2012 - ANHU returning intermittently to nest. - RRadd
02/25/2012 - Nest is complete and female appears to be incubating, make brief infrequent trips off the nest. RRadd
03/02/2012 - ANHU making brief trips away from nest before returning to settle. - RRadd
03/10/2012 - Female ANHU on nest 0900, leaves for 3 minutes then returns and settles directly onto nest, giving
no indications of hatched young. - RRadd
03/17/2012 - At least one nestling visible in nest. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - Observed ANHU feeding nestlings (2 nestlings visible). - SJohnston
03/28/2012 - Female ANHU observed visiting nest twice during 5 minutes of observation. - HWinfrey
04/03/2012 - No activity was observed from 1150 to 1220. - HWinfrey
04/13/2012 - No activity observed. Nest fully intact, and based on nest chronology, nest is presumed to have
fledged. - JDicus

Fledged
Yes

Traffic

5

100

30

30

Fledged

2/16/2012

2/21/2012 02/16/2012 - 2 large nestlings are present in the nest. Avian monitor observed mother feeding nestlings twice
over the course of an hour of observation. Bio-monitor Katherine Vittum observed the mother performing
frequent feedings prior to avian biologist arriving on-site, including her first observation which occurred while
Project traffic was driving 10 horizontal feet from nest. - KWeber
02/21/2012 - I. Maunsell reported that the female was feeding a pair of fledglings sitting adjacent to one another
in coast live oak tree approximately 30 feet north of nest location. Nest was intact and in good condition. Fledged.
- KAlberts

Yes

Other

0

100

75

30

Nest with eggs or young failed for
unknown causes

2/17/2012

4/10/2012 02/17/2012 - Bushtits building nest, 1% complete. - JDicus
02/23/2012 - Pair continues building nest and is 35%-40% complete; they are able to enter the partly built
pendulum nest. During helicopter long-lining, nest and host yucca stalk shook violently, however 1 bird remained
inside the nest during the event and continued building seconds after helicopter flew away. - JTaylor
03/07/2012 - Biological monitor reports pair making frequent trips with nesting material to a nearly complete
nest following helicopter landings at TSAP. - KWeber
03/21/2012 - One adult Bushtit flew to nest carrying nesting material (white fluff). - MKuehn
03/29/2012 - Pair observed bringing fur to nest. Nest appears 90-100% complete. - RQuilley
04/02/2012 - Within 5 minutes of passive observation starting at 1500, Bushtits were heard. A few minutes later,
an individual was identified carrying resting material and was seen gradually making its way to the nest,
eventually going inside with the material. The exterior of the nest appears complete. - LThoreson
04/03/2012 - SDG&E requested agency concurrence to remove this nest, based on its location within the critical
path for sky crane operations at EP81. The nest removal request was granted on 4-2-12, and removal procedures
occurred on 4-3-12. Avian biologist L. Tymkiw arrived at 1000. At 1020 the pair arrived with nesting material, and
again at 1025. At 1030, the avian biologist approached the nest to remove it. The biologist felt the nest bottom
for eggs, felt none, so carefully broke the supporting yucca flower stalks and took the nest down. Upon feeling
inside the nest, 4 eggs were discovered. The nest was then returned to as close to the original spot as possible and
firmly wedged in place. The nest was later (at 1211) secured with wire by K. Alberts to provide secondary
reinforcements to this replaced nest. Before the nest was secured with wire, it was dislodged on one occasion.
The cause of dislodging was either due to a helicopter that landed in the TSAP that approached from the east,
generally 200 feet above the nest area, or the bird itself flushing from on top of the nest during this landing event.
6 minutes after the nest was re-affixed, a Bushtit came to it with nesting material. Within 3 minutes it returned
and entered the nest. The Bushtits were observed coming to the nest with material 6 more times, and without
material 4 more times. One was observed entering the nest 6 times, generally staying inside for about 10 minutes
at a time. At 1334 a WESJ was observed within 20 feet of the nest. Both Bushtits mobbed it and it eventually left.
After the nest was secured with wire, the pair appeared to be anchoring the nest to the wire and the yucca each
time they brought material to the nest. Once, a Bushtit was observed bringing material to the nest but not putting
it anywhere and eventually leaving with it. - LTymkiw
04/04/2012 - The avian biologist arrived at 0836. At 0841 1 Bushtit was observed approaching the nest with
nesting material. At 0854 4 WESJ were perched about 100 feet from the nest and both Bushtits flew over and
scolded them until they left. At 0900 one Bushtit entered the nest, staying inside for about 10 minutes. The birds
were seen bringing material 3 more times and entering the nest once more. The pair grew increasingly wary,
though, and would drop the material and not visit the nest if the biologist was in plain sight. They also began
coming in to the nest from different angles which they were not observed doing in 5 5 hours of observation on
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Species
Code
Common Name
BUSH Bushtit

Nest ID
021712_mkhn_02 EP223-1

GHOW Great Horned Owl

021712_pkad_02 EP363-1

ID

Type
Pad Areas-Structure Pad Chaparrals
Area

Habitat

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Desert Scrub and Dune Habitats
Area

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
OH - wire stringing

Grading

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
85

80

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

500

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
Nest Outcome
85
85
Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

175
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75

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

Date Nest
Found
2/17/2012

2/17/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
3/28/2012 02/17/2012 - A pair of adult Bushtits observed flying to nest tree with material more than 3 times and building
nest. Nest is 50% complete. Bottom is not yet formed. Birds exhibited no signs of disturbance toward biologists'
presence at 50 feet, and brought material to nest without hesitation, even while Skycrane was delivering materials
to adjacent tower site. - MKuehn
02/23/2012 - Observations of the pair of Bushtits were made during nesting bird survey for buffer area
surrounding concrete anchor block locations. Bushtit pair was observed carrying nest material to nest several
times. Pair was observed approaching nest from below moving slowly up through host scrub oak from near the
base of the shrub, not flying in to nest at top of shrub directly. Pair of Western Scrub Jays in vicinity may explain
why the Bushtit pair was approaching the nest more secretly than might be expected, as this species will
commonly fly nest materials directly to nest under normal conditions. Nest is now taking shape and is
approximately 80% complete with nest entrance located on south side of nest. - JDicus
03/09/2012 - S. Johnston observed single Bushtit making 1 trip into the nest during a 20 minute observation
period. - SJohnston
03/24/2012 - Access was not possible and prevented checking the status of this nest. Nest will be monitored as
soon as safely possible, as early as Monday. - PKonrad
03/28/2012 - No sign of nest in scrub oak or below or around it; spent considerable time searching for nest or
remnant. A Bushtit passed through the area giving contact calls at 1 time, but remained out of sight - closed. PKonrad

Fledged
No

4/19/2012 02/17/2012 - Adult Great Horned Owl incubating on 2011 raven nest. Light drive-by traffic along Imperial Valley
Substation access road. - PKonrad
02/21/2012 - Adult Great Horned Owl incubating on corner tower nest. Light drive-by traffic along Imperial Valley
Substation access road. - PKonrad
02/28/2012 - Adult Great Horned Owl incubating on tower nest. Light slow drive-by traffic along Imperial Valley
Substation access road. - PKonrad
03/08/2012 - Great Horned Owl incubating on tower nest. - PKonrad
03/13/2012 - The owl was on the nest throughout the survey. At the end of the survey, a CORA landed on the
tower and approached the nest. The owl stood up and spread its wings and the raven flew off. The raven was on
the tower near the nest for no more than 10 minutes. - JDicus
03/16/2012 - Adult Great Horned Owl incubating; nestling(s) should hatch from the eggs during the next few
days. - PKonrad
03/19/2012 - Great Horned Owl incubating/brooding; nestlings should be hatching now. On Friday, a grading
crew was active to the new buffer area to 75 feet of nest site for several hours with no displacement of the
incubating owl. - PKonrad
03/26/2012 - Adult Great Horned Owl brooding on tower nest. - PKonrad
04/03/2012 - No adults are present at tower nest and cannot see any nestlings, which should be about 2 weeks
old. However, small nestlings may be lying out of sight with adult(s) positioned away from nest. - PKonrad
04/11/2012 - No adult Great Horned Owl observed at the nest or in the surrounding area, and no nestlings can be
seen at this time. Status of nest uncertain at this time, but indications suggest this nesting attempt may have
failed. Will check back to ascertain nest status. - PKonrad
04/19/2012 - No owls are evident at the nest or in the area today or during similar nest monitoring observations
during the past 2 weeks. It appears this nesting attempt was unsuccessful; the adult has not been seen since
3/26/2012, which is about the time the eggs were expected to hatch. The nest looks weathered and used, but no
evidence of predation or other nest disruption can be seen, and there is no apparent reason for the failure of this
nesting attempt. Although grading work was conducted as close as 80 feet from the nest tower, the adult Great
Horned Owl did not leave the nest during this construction-related work, and incubation continued for up to 2
weeks thereafter. This is an extreme desert nest site for a Great Horned Owl and it is most likely a natural (naturerelated or physiological) reason this nesting attempt failed. - PKonrad
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Species
Code
Common Name
RTHA Red-tailed Hawk

RSHA

Red-shouldered Hawk

Nest ID
021712_rrdd_01

CP57-E

ID

Type
Road Area

021712_rrdd_02

Alpine Underground

Ductbank

Habitat
Chaparrals

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
OH - wire stringing

UG - trenching/streetscape improvements

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
95

50

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
500

500

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
Nest Outcome
500
500
Nest did not reach active stage

200
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200

Fledged

Date Nest
Found
2/17/2012

2/17/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
2/24/2012 02/17/2012 - A RTHA was observed carrying dead sticks and dried yucca (Hesperoyucca whipplei) leaves to the
shelter of a large rick on an exposed promontory. The hawk made six trips from 0758 - 0815, and twice flew to
mate with nest material before advancing to nest site. When the sentry bird detected the observer, a few alarm
calls ended all activity and pair retreated to 1000+ feet and did not return for the duration of the 2 hour
observation. Selected location does not appear to this observer to be well chosen, however due to extreme
wariness of this RTHA pair at this stage of cycle, a buffer of 500 feet was established. To avoid leaving a scent trail,
the nest was not approached directly. - RRadd
02/20/2012 - RTHA carries stick to nest 0747. On departure from nest appears to detect well-obscured observer
at 450 feet, perches 1200 feet away and does not return through duration of 3 hour observation. - RRadd
02/23/2012 - No RTHA activity at or near this nest from 0650 - 0945. Approach to nest reveals scant materials
shaped into bowl. - RRadd
02/24/2012 - RTHA exhibit some resilience to helicopters, but reacts to pedestrian presence at 700 feet from
nest. No interactions with nest during 3.5 hour observation. - RRadd
02/29/2012 - RTHA pair conducting display flights and territorial defense did not interact directly with nest during
3 hour observation commencing 15 minutes before sunrise. - RRadd
03/02/2012 - There has been no definitive nest-building at this nest site since February 20, therefore it is deemed
inactive, pending further monitoring. - KAlberts
03/14/2012 - RTHA pair perched at western edge of territory, 1200 feet from nest, for duration of one hour
observation. - RRadd
03/22/2012 - No RTHA detected in this area. - RRadd
03/31/2012 - No activity observed from 0630 to 0645. - HWinfrey
04/07/2012 - No activity observed from 0910 to 0940. - HWinfrey
04/12/2012 - RTHA overhead does not approach this nest site during observation. - RRadd
04/17/2012 - No changes were detected at this nest. - RRadd
04/23/2012 - No changes to this nest detected. - RRadd
05/01/2012 - No material has been added to this nest since 20 February and it is unlikely to become active this
breeding season. - RRadd

Fledged
No

5/31/2012 02/13/2012 - Link Lead Kaleb Smith reports RSHA carrying sticks to top of eucalyptus tree (E. globulus). - KAlberts
02/17/2012 - RSHA departs nest at 1227, soars overhead in display flight with mate, calling loudly. - RRadd
02/25/2012 - RSHA making trips to nest tree but no materials carried. - RRadd
03/03/2012 - RSHA making trips at 5 minute intervals, breaking twigs from neighborhood deciduous trees and
carrying to nest 0707-0724. - RRadd
03/10/2012 - Male RSHA flying to neighborhood trees, breaking fresh branches and carrying to nest at 5-10
minute intervals. - RRadd
03/17/2012 - RSHA male flying to and from habitual perches does not approach nest during 1 hour observation.
Female not detected. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - Nest is intact after storm event. One adult flushed from nest tree upon biologist's approach, calling
briefly as it flew to nearby eucalyptus. Second adult remained quietly on nest as biologist examined it through
binoculars. - VEurs
03/24/2012 - RSHA carrying green eucalyptus leaves to nest at 0810. - RRadd
03/31/2012 - No activity observed from 1230-1245. - HWinfrey
04/09/2012 - No activity at nest and no RSHA detected in area from 1200 to 1245. - HWinfrey
04/16/2012 - No activity observed during 30 minutes of observation. No RSHA detected in area. - HWinfrey
04/23/2012 - Adult perched on rim of nest, nestlings not visible. - HWinfrey
04/29/2012 - No activity observed at the nest. - HWinfrey
05/06/2012 - RSHA perched on rim of nest, in feeding posture. No nestlings visible. - HWinfrey
05/15/2012 - Adult perched on edge of nest, leans into nest apparently feeding nestlings. - HWinfrey
05/22/2012 - Nestling visible in nest at 1243. - HWinfrey
05/29/2012 - Adult perched on edge of nest. 1 fully feathered nestling visible. - HWinfrey
05/31/2012 - Nest is intact, empty and fledged. - HWinfrey
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
BUSH Bushtit

Nest ID
021812_kwer_01 EP70

WREN Wrentit

021812_mkhn_01 EP12-3 PS

RTHA

Red-tailed Hawk

022112_imll_02

CP13-2

ID

Type
Pad Areas-Structure Pad Chaparrals
Area

Pad Areas-Stringing Area Chaparrals

Habitat

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
OH - foundations

Grading

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic
Area

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
90

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
Nest Outcome
75
75
Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

Date Nest
Found
2/18/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
4/16/2012 02/18/2012 - Pair of Bushtits were observed flying north through survey area at 9:45. They returned to the area at
10:15 and flew between the nest shrub and other shrubs in the immediate vicinity, repeatedly returning to the
nest; 1 bird was observed entering the nest numerous times. Pair left survey area at 10:45 and were not observed
again until 12:30 when they returned carrying nesting material. - KWeber
03/02/2012 - Nest looks complete. No Bushtits observed at nest during 40 minute period, although some Bushtit
contact calls were heard during the first 10 minutes. - PKonrad
03/03/2012 - Bushtits seen and heard in area. Observed entering nest after 5-10 minutes of observation. BArnold
03/08/2012 - Pair observed bringing material to and entering and existing nest at various times throughout
duration of general avian survey. - JPawlicki
03/16/2012 - Nest appears intact from a distance; pair of Bushtits foraging in area immediately surrounding nest
and in broader surrounding area during 5 minute period of a 30 minute observation period. - PKonrad
03/20/2012 - No activity was observed or heard at the nest. The nest is located in the top part of a tall manzanita,
and when the wind would blow, the canopy would move back at least 2 feet in all directions. The storm could
have affected this nest, but will ascertain current status on the next visit. - LThoreson
03/27/2012 - Bushtit observed entering nest once after 10 minutes of observation. Probably incubating based on
nesting chronology. - SJohnston
04/02/2012 - Nest is hard to see, but Bushtits made 3 visits to the nest site during first 15 minutes of 30 minute
observation period. - PKonrad
04/06/2012 - Nest viewed from 80 feet away while drilling occurred on tower pad: 2 adults made 6 visits to nest
with food in 10 minutes and foraged within 30 feet of active drilling. The 2 adults always left nest immediately
after feeding; no evidence of brooding. - MKuehn
04/16/2012 - Nest was ripped completely apart with a large amount of feathers and down, which appears to be
the remains of the nestlings. Predation assumed to be the cause of failure. Biological monitor reported
observations of scrub jay harassment to the nesting pair within close vicinity to the nest on 4/9/2012. - SJohnston

Fledged
No

120

100

100

100

Nest did not reach active stage

2/18/2012

2/27/2012 02/18/2012 - A pair of Wrentits was observed emerging from manzanita bush, which upon inspection had a small
amount of fresh nesting material in upper branches. Adults returned 45 minutes later and 1 was positioned over
nest. Could not determine if nesting material was carried in due to dense foliage, but new material had been
added when nest was checked again 2 hours later. - MKuehn
02/21/2012 - Visit occurred from 1650-1720. No activity at nest through 20 minutes of passive observation from
40 feet. Pair of Wrentits singing within 50 feet of nest. No new material added for three days and existing material
not re-positioned. Reclassified as inactive and removed buffer signs. Follow-up survey is recommended in 5-7
days to determine if nest construction resumes at this site. - MKuehn
02/27/2012 - Wrentit singing within 80 feet of nest. No new material added. Nest site appears to have been
abandoned shortly after nest construction initiated. Nest closed. - MKuehn

No

400

500

500

500

Fledged

2/21/2012

6/19/2012 02/21/2012 - Nest was initially reported at approximately 1500 by biological monitor accompanying a BMP crew
to the work area. The monitor observed a hawk fly and perch on the nest. The nest was verified and logged at
approximately 1600 by G. Cummings. Hawk was observed on the nest and flushed from the area when vehicular
traffic approached to within 400 feet. This pair is potentially the same pair of hawks that initially occupied the
nest located between CP11 and CP12 prior to installation of a nesting deterrent. - IMaunsell
02/27/2012 - RTHA pair in display flight at CP14, and perching on CP13, but no material carried to large,
substantial nest. - RRadd
03/05/2012 - Nest looks complete, but unoccupied during 20 minute observation. - RRadd
03/12/2012 - RTHA pair engage in display flights over nest structure, with some brief nest visits. - RRadd
03/19/2012 - RTHA prone in nest for duration of 20 minute observation. - RRadd
03/28/2012 - Female incubating; male visited nest briefly, but spent majority of observation period soaring
nearby. - MDicus
04/03/2012 - RTHA on nest at 0724. - HWinfrey
04/14/2012 - RTHA lying low in nest at 0810. - VEurs
04/23/2012 - A single RTHA was on the nest from 1305 to 1335, occasionally fluffing its feathers. No second adult
detected. - VEurs
04/30/2012 - Adult RTHA standing on the edge of nest. Definitely 2, perhaps 3, downy nestlings visible craning
their necks toward the adult. - VEurs
05/07/2012 - Nestlings visible and moving about the nest as an adult Red-tailed Hawk soared nearby. - VEurs
05/14/2012 - There appear to be 3 nestlings on the nest. No adults were observed around the nest. - VEurs
05/21/2012 - Adult RTHA on the nest with 2 visible nestlings (still downy and light-colored). - VEurs
05/29/2012 - Adult RTHA at nest upon biologist's arrival, perhaps feeding the nestlings. It flew north after a short
time, leaving 2 darkish nestlings visible on the nest. - VEurs
06/05/2012 - 1 nestling on the nest, 1 perched just beside the nest and 1 perched in the western corner. - VEurs
06/12/2012 - One fledgling was perched on CP14 and a second was perched on CP17. The third fledgling spent an
hour perched on the nest and eventually made its way awkwardly out onto the western arm. The third nestling
did not leave the tower during 75 minutes of observation and ultimately returned to the nest, while the other 2
fledglings did not approach the tower. - VEurs
06/19/2012 - Nest was monitored to evaluate status of nest per the NBMMP. No activity was observed at nest for
duration of 70-minute observation period. Two adults observed perched on tower CP15, 2 fledglings perched on
tower CP14, 1 fledgling perched on tower CP17. Nest has successfully fledged 3 juvenile Red-tailed Hawks and is
now closed. - JDicus
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
BUSH Bushtit

CORA

Common Raven

Nest ID
022112_mdus_01 EP35-1

022112_pkad_01 EP295-E

ID

Type
Pad Areas-Structure Pad Chaparrals
Area

Road Area

Habitat

Desert Scrub and Dune Habitats

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
OH - foundations

Traffic

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
200

160

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

100

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
Nest Outcome
30
30
Presumed Fledged

60

35 of 237

60

Fledged

Date Nest
Found
2/21/2012

2/21/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
4/28/2012 02/21/2012 - Avian biologist stood directly beneath nest and Bushtits continued nest building. This pair is tolerant
of human presence. Buffer reduction to 30 feet would not be expected to impact this pair with work 61 feet away
at tower. - MDicus
02/24/2012 - Birds continued building nest after crew finished work. Nest was approximately 20% complete. One
dead Bushtit was found on site near a burrow. However, both birds of this pair were observed building the nest
today. - JTaylor
03/05/2012 - Pair was seen visiting nest frequently with nest material. Nest is 95% complete. - AHill
03/07/2012 - Pair actively collecting material and vocalizing. Pair moving some distance from nest to collect. Nest
nearly complete. - FHoffman
03/13/2012 - Adult was seen coming to nest actively, entering inside, while loud drilling was occurring 100 feet
away. However, pair did not seem to be negatively affected by work nearby. Only one individual at a time was
seen coming to and from the nest. Most likely the pair is egg laying. - AHill
03/20/2012 - Nest intact after storm event. Male was the first bird observed around the nest. Female appeared
and repeatedly entered and exited nest. BUSH activity continued despite heavy helicopter traffic close by. - VEurs
03/27/2012 - Did not hear or see any Bushtits around nest, nest appears to still be intact. - AHill
03/28/2012 - Observed male foraging around nest and visiting nest quickly several times. No food was observed
being brought to nest. - AHill
04/09/2012 - 2 Bushtits visit nest at 0818; 1 enters and remains inside. - HWinfrey
04/15/2012 - No activity observed at nest. - HWinfrey
04/18/2012 - Please see other comments from today. - MBahn
04/18/2012 - Monitored nest from 10:30 to 13:00 and no activity at nest was observed. - MBahn
04/22/2012 - No activity observed at nest, which remains in good condition. Cooper's Hawk nearby. - HWinfrey
04/28/2012 - Adult Bushtits feeding fledgling 50 feet from nest. Nest presumed fledged. - HWinfrey

Fledged
Yes

5/24/2012 02/21/2012 - Pair of Common Ravens bringing nest material to nest and perching adjacent to nest. Looks like nest
building is in very early stage with a minimum of material accumulated. - PKonrad
02/27/2012 - Pair of ravens observed in area; 1 was seen carrying an item, but did not go to nest. Raven observed
at nest. - LThoreson
02/28/2012 - Raven at nest initially arranging sticks atop a relatively large stick nest. Both members of raven pair
bringing sticks to nest periodically. - PKonrad
02/29/2012 - Adult visited nest twice and placed nesting material (small sticks) in bowl of nest. - MKuehn
03/08/2012 - A pair of Common Ravens is building another nest on northwest side of tower crossarm (southeast
nest appears deserted today). Grading crew improving entry to access road on north side of highway about 260
feet north of tower. Later, at 16:30, 1 raven was lying on nest in incubating position with a second raven foraging
on ground near tower base; in 15 minutes raven on nest flew to the southwest. (No construction activity at this
time.) - PKonrad
03/16/2012 - No ravens observed during 30-minute observation period, but avian biologist E. Strods related that
while conducting nest surveys in the area earlier in the day, he observed a pair of ravens visiting the east nest, but
did not see them bringing nesting material to the nest. - PKonrad
03/19/2012 - An adult Common Raven is incubating on newest west-side tower nest. Another raven is perched in
tower above nest. - PKonrad
03/26/2012 - A Common Raven is incubating in west nest, and another raven is perched on top-center of tower
crossarm. - PKonrad
04/03/2012 - Raven is incubating in the west tower nest. - PKonrad
04/11/2012 - Adult Common Raven incubating in tower nest. - PKonrad
04/19/2012 - Common Raven flew from more than 1/4 mile south to this nest where another raven was brooding
young nestlings. First raven fed at least 2 nestlings that could be seen lifting their heads with open beaks above
the nest. - PKonrad
04/26/2012 - An adult Common Raven is brooding nestlings in the western tower nest while a second adult is
perched midway up the tower. - PKonrad
05/04/2012 - An adult Common Raven is standing on the tower nest, probably shading nestlings. - PKonrad
05/11/2012 - An adult Common Raven flew to low location on the tower to 'prepare' a food item, then flew up to
the nest to feed 3 large feathered nestlings. A second adult flew in low from the east, perched low in tower
without food in beak, but flew to nest and appeared to be feeding the nestlings, probably regurgitated food. One
of the nestlings exercised - flapped its wings - while standing in the nest. - PKonrad
05/17/2012 - A brood of 4 large feathered nestlings on the verge of fledging are standing on the nest and on
adjoining tower braces, a foot or 2 from the nest. An adult Common Raven is standing on the unused nest on the
east side of the tower bridge PKonrad
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
BUSH Bushtit

CATH

California Thrasher

CATH

California Thrasher

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
50

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
Nest Outcome
45
45
Presumed Fledged

Nest ID
022212_jdus_01

EP35-1-E

Type
Road Area

Chaparrals

022212_lgan_01

EP184-1-E

Road Area

Chaparrals

Traffic

38

100

100

100

Presumed Fledged

2/22/2012

4/4/2012 02/22/2012 - Nest appears to be built to completion. A pair of Western Scrub Jays was observed near the nest,
calling and behaving defensively while the avian biologist was standing approximately 10 feet from the nest.
Biologist placed leaves inside the nest to determine whether it was active or not, and approximately 3 hours later,
the leaves had been removed. - LGorman
02/27/2012 - Adult California Thrasher slipped off nest as avian biologist approached (at 20 feet). Nest contains 1
egg. Species changed from Western Scrub Jay to California Thrasher. Snow expected tonight. - MKuehn
03/01/2012 - No birds observed in area, but 2 warm turquoise-colored eggs in nest. - PKonrad
03/06/2012 - California Thrasher incubating 2 eggs in nest. - VNovik
03/12/2012 - Adult incubating 2 eggs in nest. - VEurs
03/21/2012 - One thrasher hatchling observed; not certain if second egg was obscured. - FHoffman
03/28/2012 - Observed thrasher on nest, likely brooding. - VNovik
04/04/2012 - Nest in good condition with bowl lining intact, but no nestlings or fledglings were present and no
adults were observed. Hard to determine outcome of this nest; odds are that the nestlings fledged, but it is
difficult to substantiate this point, except that no dead nestlings or eggshells are present, no sign of predation or
weather-related destruction can be seen, and the nest is in good condition - closed. - PKonrad

Yes

Road Area

Chaparrals

Traffic

56

100

100

100

Nest did not reach active stage

2/22/2012

4/4/2012 02/22/2012 - Nest was found on 2/21/2012 through systematic search. No California Thrashers observed within
50 feet of nest. Nest is completely lined and immaculate - free of any dead leaves. A sprig of green leaves was
placed in the bottom of nest cup on 2/21, and had been removed by 0700 on 2/22. - MKuehn
02/27/2012 - No adults detected. Nest empty and has not changed in appearance. - MKuehn
03/01/2012 - No thrashers or other birds observed or heard in area. - PKonrad
03/09/2012 - No birds observed or vocal in area; could not find nest in described sugar bush. - PKonrad
03/12/2012 - Nest appears complete and undamaged with no activity observed around nest. No eggs in nest. VEurs
03/15/2012 - Nest looks aged and flattened; unused; no sign of birds associated with this nest. - PKonrad
03/21/2012 - Nest remains flattened and unused with no birds in area. Changed status to inactive. - PKonrad
04/04/2012 - Nest remains flattened and now 4 leaves are filling the bowl; no bird was ever committed to this
nest. - PKonrad

No

ID

022212_mkhn_01 EP185-1-E-C

Habitat

36 of 237

Date Nest
Found
2/22/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
4/12/2012 02/22/2012 - Bushtit pair was observed making multiple trips to nest with nest material while 3 avian biologists
stood watching from 5 to 40 feet away. Pair has just begun building. Nest is just 1% complete, roughly the size of
a marble, and the pair was observed actively adding downy plant material and beginning to stretch/weave spider
silk to anchor in the nest. - JDicus
02/24/2012 - Pair actively building nest. Bushtits undisturbed by vehicle traffic passing by. Nest buffer was
adjusted to 45 feet as per concurrence from Forest Service on 2/24/2012. - AHill
03/05/2012 - Pair bringing material to nest, nest is 95% complete. - AHill
03/06/2012 - Nest looks complete and well-built, but no Bushtits observed or heard during 10 minute observation
period, shortened due to effects of 1-lane traffic. Micropile drilling 530 feet southeast at EP35 is fairly loud at nest
site. Limited slow Sunrise vehicle traffic along access road. - PKonrad
03/07/2012 - Nest appears nearly complete. Bushtit pair very active in area, flying from bush to bush, vocalizing
and bringing soft plant material to nest. Pair is very busily entering the inside and working on the outside with
material. - FHoffman
03/13/2012 - The male and female were seen both bringing in soft nesting material to the nest. The male
attempted to copulate with the female; however, she flew away to the nest to deposit her nesting material. - AHill
03/20/2012 - Male Bushtit patrolled the area for about 30 minutes and eventually returned to nest with large wad
of nesting material. Female eventually appeared from the east and the pair hung around the nest but did not
enter. Nest appeared to be in good condition after the storm event, and is almost complete. Pair spent the rest of
the observation period foraging within 100 feet of nest. - VEurs
03/27/2012 - Observed one adult foraging around nest and bringing soft nesting material to nest. Second adult
then flew out of nest and followed first adult away from nest to presumably forage/gather material. - AHill
04/07/2012 - Both adults observed bringing food to nest. - JPawlicki
04/12/2012 - Bushtits heard calling in vicinity, but no activity at nest, which appears to be in good condition. Nest
presumed fledged. - HWinfrey

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
Traffic

Fledged
Yes
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
CATH California Thrasher

Nest ID
ID
022212_mkhn_02 EP186-1-N

Type
Road Area

Chaparrals

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
Traffic

Habitat

CATH

California Thrasher

022212_vers_01

EP184-1-E

Road Area

Chaparrals

Traffic

WESJ

Western Scrub-Jay

022212_vnik_01

EP180-N

Road Area

Chaparrals

BUSH

Bushtit

022312_phrd_02 CP55/CP56-1 PS

BUSH

Bushtit

022312_phrd_03 CP55/CP56-1 PS

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
60

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
Nest Outcome
100
100
Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

80

100

100

100

OH - wire stringing

220

100

50

Pad Areas-Stringing Area Chaparrals

BMP installation/maintenance

150

100

Pad Areas-Stringing Area Chaparrals

OH - wire stringing

40

100

Date Nest
Found
2/22/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
3/21/2012 02/22/2012 - Nest was found on 2/20/2012 through systematic search. No California Thrashers observed within
50 feet of nest. Nest is completely lined and immaculate - free of any dead leaves. A sprig of green leaves was
placed in the bottom of nest cup on 2/20, and had been removed by 0700 on 2/22. - MKuehn
02/27/2012 - Adult slipped off nest as biologist approached (at 10 feet) and returned to position in nest cup while
biologist stood 4 feet away to check contents. Nest contains 1 egg. Snow in forecast tonight. - MKuehn
03/05/2012 - 3 warm turquoise eggs present in nest. No birds seen in vicinity. - LThoreson
03/06/2012 - Bird incubating 3 eggs in nest. - VNovik
03/12/2012 - The nest was first observed passively, but there was no conclusive evidence of nesting. The nest was
then approached, and a bird flushed when the nest was approached, allowing the nest check. One very new
nestling and 2 eggs were observed in the nest. Observer left quietly immediately after. - LThoreson
03/21/2012 - Nest and nest bowl intact but wet from recent snow; no sign of eggs, eggshells, or nestlings; no sign
of predation or weather-related nest failure; no birds in area. - PKonrad

Fledged
No

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

2/22/2012

3/21/2012 02/22/2012 - The nest was detected on 2/21/2012. It is completely lined, in immaculate condition and free of
dead leaves. Green leaves were placed in the cup of the nest. The leaves had been removed by the time biologists
checked the nest on the at 0700 on 2/22/2012. No adults were observed near the nest on 2/21/2012, but an adult
was heard calling from approximately 30 feet away when the nest was checked on the morning of 2/22/2012. VEurs
02/27/2012 - No eggs. Nest appearance same as before except presence of acorn shell with inside eaten in
bottom of nest cup. Adult Scrub Jays heard calling 80 feet from nest. - MKuehn
03/01/2012 - Nest looks good but no eggs or birds in area of nest; jays heard calling in area (as throughout broad
region). - PKonrad
03/06/2012 - Nest appears intact. No activity observed at nest. - VNovik
03/12/2012 - Changed species to California Thrasher; 3 blue eggs in nest, but no bird on nest when biologist
approached nest. A California Thrasher was heard singing about 25 feet away as nest was checked. - VEurs
03/21/2012 - No eggs and no young. No evidence of birds except 1 adult feather above nest. - FHoffman

No

50

Nest did not reach active stage

2/22/2012

3/15/2012 02/22/2012 - Nest appears clean and lacks leaves and appears to have fresh grass lining. Nest was observed for I
hour.; no activity observed, - VNovik
02/27/2012 - Nest empty and no activity observed nearby from any birds. Lining is mussed and partially pulled
out of nest bowl, indicating nest may not be actively maintained. - MKuehn
03/01/2012 - Monitored nest for approximately 1 hour. No activity observed at the nest. - JPawlicki
03/01/2012 - Nest in good shape but no indication of recent use, and no jays or other birds observed in area. PKonrad
03/15/2012 - No birds in area; nest lining has been pulled up; no sign of eggshells in nest or below it; nest looks
abandoned. - PKonrad
03/21/2012 - No change at nest; no birds in area. - PKonrad

No

100

100

Nest did not reach active stage

2/23/2012

3/8/2012 02/23/2012 - Pair seen building nest. - PHoward
02/29/2012 - Nest appears 80% complete. - RRadd
03/06/2012 - Nest appears to have sustained some damage. Unclear if it will be repaired or abandoned, and will
monitor again. - RRadd
03/08/2012 - Nest was noted as being built by pair and never determined to be complete. Nest was noted as
damaged by prior monitoring visit. No activity observed at nest while being observed for approximately 40
minutes. Nest appears to be in disrepair and has lost most of the shape, more flat like than sock like. - VNovik

No

100

100

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

2/23/2012

4/7/2012 02/23/2012 - Pair seen bringing lining to nest and appears 95% complete. - PHoward
02/29/2012 - Nest appears complete. - RRadd
03/06/2012 - Nest intact and apparently complete. No BUSH detected. - RRadd
03/08/2012 - Nest in good shape, and observed birds at nest. - VNovik
03/09/2012 - 3 visits to the nest during the 25-minute observation period. - ELoveless
03/14/2012 - Bushtit observed adding nesting material to nearly complete nest. - RAbe
03/16/2012 - Bushtit observed exiting nest. Nest monitoring was reduced to 15 minutes due to occupation of
Western Scrub-jays in immediate area. - RAbe
03/20/2012 - Bushtit observed exiting nest after 10 minute observation period. Bushtit later observed adding
nesting material. Possibly repairing minor damage to bottom of nest caused by major storm event over the last
two days. - RAbe
03/25/2012 - Buffer returned to 100 feet after a temporary reduction to 50 feet. Bushtits were not affected by
reduction in buffer during wire stringing. - GHuffman
03/31/2012 - Male delivers nest lining material (feathers) to nest entrance, female receives from within but does
not leave nest for 20 minute observation period. Presume nesting stage has progressed to incubating based on
these observations. - JDicus
04/07/2012 - Bushtit visits nest at 0710. - HWinfrey
04/07/2012 - Observed Bushtit pair removing material from nest and transporting to another location in between
CP55 tower and pullsite. Nest located and updated in pentab. Both nests more than likely built by same pair.
Upon closer observation of nest, it was discovered that a quarter sized hole had been torn in the back of nest
likely due to depredation. No eggs were present. Buffer signs removed. - GHuffman

No
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
BUSH Bushtit

Nest ID
ID
022312_rabe_01 CP55/CP56-1 PS

Type
Pad Areas-Stringing Area Chaparrals

Habitat

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
OH - wire stringing

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
100

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
Nest Outcome
90
90
Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

Date Nest
Found
2/23/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
4/5/2012 02/23/2012 - Adults observed adding nest material to nest that is about 60 percent complete. The birds paid no
attention to two biologists standing a few feet away. Nest exists in dense vegetation and is naturally buffered
from visual and audible construction activities. - RAbe
02/29/2012 - Nest is large, well-decorated and approximately 85% complete. - RRadd
03/06/2012 - Nest intact and appears complete. No BUSH detected. - RRadd
03/08/2012 - Nest appears in good shape. Bushtit were heard in vicinity though not observed at nest. - VNovik
03/09/2012 - No activity observed at nest during 15 minute observation. Bushtits observed in vicinity of nest. ELoveless
03/14/2012 - Female observed exiting nest, foraging, and re-entering nest. - RAbe
03/16/2012 - Bushtit observed exiting nest. Nest monitoring was reduced to five minutes due to occupation of
Western Scrub-jays in immediate area. - RAbe
03/20/2012 - Bushtit observed exiting nest. Nest monitoring was reduced to 10 minutes due to occupation of
Western Scrub-Jays in immediate area. Based on nesting chronology and average number off eggs laid by Bushtits,
the nesting stage is now believed to be in the incubation state. Minor damage at bottom of nest is likely due to
major storm event over last two days. - RAbe
03/29/2012 - BUSH heard calling near nest. Nest not approached due to WESJ in area. - HWinfrey
04/05/2012 - Nest appears torn apart, most likely predated. No evidence that construction activities had any
effect on this nest. Nest closed. - HWinfrey

Fledged
No

BLPH

Black Phoebe

022312_rrdd_01

Helix CY AR

Road Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic

18

100

100

100

Fledged

2/23/2012

5/18/2012 02/23/2012 - BLPH makes multiple trips to underside of trailer 1110 - 1116, clinging at nest site for a minute at a
time while mate monitors from 15 feet. - RRadd
02/28/2012 - No BLPH nest building during 2 x 15 minute observations on cool showery day. BLPH detected well
away from nest area. - RRadd
03/07/2012 - BLPH observed to fly under trailer near nest location briefly, but was never observed on the nest
during 30 minutes of monitoring. - SJohnston
03/07/2012 - HOFI pair making trips to this nest, BLPH staying away. - RRadd
03/15/2012 - BLPH carrying wet mud from AR to underside of trailer. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - No BLPH detected during 20 minute observation. - RRadd
03/28/2012 - No activity observed. - JTaylor
04/04/2012 - Black Phoebe observed visiting nest at 0804 and then perching nearby. - HWinfrey
04/13/2012 - Nest contains 4 eggs. - RRadd
04/21/2012 - BLPH incubating 4 eggs with brief excursions off the nest. - RRadd
04/26/2012 - BLPH making infrequent forays from nest on a rainy day. - RRadd
05/02/2012 - BLPH carrying food to nest at 0955. - RRadd
05/09/2012 - BLPH pair feeding nest at 2-4 minute intervals, 0825. - RRadd
05/17/2012 - Agitated BLPH carrying food near nest suggests young are close to fledging. - RRadd
05/26/2012 - Nest is empty. Fledglings observed away from nest. - RRadd

Yes

ANHU

Anna's Hummingbird

022312_rrdd_02

Helix CY AR

Road Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic

22

100

100

100

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

2/23/2012

3/15/2012 02/23/2012 - ANHU female plucking down from nearby broom baccharis (Baccharis sarothroides) and packing
into nest, is unconcerned by numerous non-stopping vehicles. Nest is under construction under dead leaf cluster
on low branch of tamarisk (Tamarix parviflora) and is approximately 50% complete. - RRadd
02/28/2012 - ANHU lying on 1 egg. - RRadd
03/07/2012 - ANHU incubating. - SJohnston
03/07/2012 - ANHU incubating at 1028. - RRadd
03/15/2012 - Nest has been destroyed - apparently by predation - nest fragments nearby. - RRadd

No

BUSH

Bushtit

022312_rrdd_03

Helix CY AR

Road Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic

22

100

100

100

Fledged

2/23/2012

4/26/2012 02/23/2012 - BUSH pair making numerous trips to repair old nest from 2011 (NID 6003222), climbing inside and
making alterations. No material carry observed 1140 -1200. Nest modification activities conducted during passage
of numerous non-stopping Project vehicles. - RRadd
02/28/2012 - BUSH are wary and activity at this nest is fitful and intermittent, but continues. - RRadd
03/07/2012 - Pair of BUSH making numerous trips to nest with fine nesting material such as silk. - SJohnston
03/07/2012 - BUSH pair gathering flowers of Baccharis sarothroides and packing into this nest. - RRadd
03/15/2012 - Nest appears complete. Male BUSH approaches but does not enter. Potentially egg-laying. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - Nest condition appears unchanged. BUSH secretive and quick to depart nest area. - RRadd
03/28/2012 - Bird observed bringing plant down into nest. - JTaylor
04/04/2012 - Bushtit makes brief visit to nest at 0729. - HWinfrey
04/14/2012 - BUSH pair carrying food items to nest on cold stormy morning. - RRadd
04/21/2012 - BUSH pair making trips to the nest with food items at 2-5 minute intervals. - RRadd
04/26/2012 - BUSH noted nearby with fledglings and little activity at this nest, however 1 bird noted entering in
early afternoon. Second clutch? - RRadd
05/02/2012 - BUSH removing material from this nest to new nest 70 feet south. - RRadd

Yes
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
BUSH Bushtit

Habitat

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
OH - wire stringing

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
50

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
Nest Outcome
50
50
Nest did not reach active stage

Nest ID
022312_sjon_01

ID
CP55/CP56-1 PS

Type
Pad Areas-Stringing Area Chaparrals

EP88-2

Pad Areas-TSAP

Chaparrals

OH - foundations

50

100

50

50

BUSH

Bushtit

022312_vnik_01

BUSH

Bushtit

022412_phrd_01 CP56-1-PS-E-B

Road Area

Chaparrals

Traffic

10

100

100

100

BUSH

Bushtit

022412_phrd_02 CP56-1-PS-E-B

Road Area

Chaparrals

Traffic

80

100

95

95

BUSH

Bushtit

022412_rabe_01 CP56-1-PS-E-B

Road Area

Chaparrals

Traffic

60

100

100

BUSH

Bushtit

022412_vers_01

Road Area

Chaparrals

Traffic

3

100

100

CP55/CP56-1 PS-N
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Date Nest
Found
2/23/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
3/20/2012 02/23/2012 - Pair observed actively building a nest. Nest was approximately 5% complete. Pair was not affected
by two biologists within 5 feet of nest. - SJohnston
02/29/2012 - Nest is approximately 5 inches long and 15% complete. - RRadd
03/06/2012 - Nest appears intact and 75% complete, no BUSH detected. - RRadd
03/08/2012 - Observed bird entering nest with material. - VNovik
03/09/2012 - The pair was observed bringing nesting material to the nest 4 times during the 15 minute
observation. - ELoveless
03/14/2012 - Pair observed adding nesting material to nearly complete nest. - RAbe
03/16/2012 - Bushtit observed adding nesting material to nest. - RAbe
03/20/2012 - Nest has been destroyed. Likely due to major storm event over last two days. No Bushtits observed
in area during 30 minute observation period. No eggs observed. - RAbe

Fledged
No

Nest did not reach active stage

2/23/2012

3/20/2012 02/23/2012 - Pair of Bushtits actively building nest that appears 80% complete. - VNovik
03/02/2012 - Nest is in good condition and complete, but no Bushtits observed or heard in area. - PKonrad
03/13/2012 - Nest is complete with clear entrance. Bushtits near nest initially and after nest check. - PKonrad
03/20/2012 - Nest has been predated, violently torn apart and exposing chamber with many small feathers,
probably from chamber lining caught in branches surrounding nest. No sign of eggs or eggshells, and no Bushtits
observed or heard in area. - PKonrad

No

Indeterminate

2/24/2012

4/17/2012 02/24/2012 - Pair seen building nest, appears 75% complete. - PHoward
02/29/2012 - Nest appears substantially complete. No BUSH detected at nest. - RRadd
03/06/2012 - Nest intact but likely still under construction. - RRadd
03/08/2012 - Adult male observed carrying item to nest. - MDicus
03/14/2012 - Nest appears substantially complete, but no BUSH detected during 30 minute observation period. RRadd
03/20/2012 - Nest intact after storm. BUSH heard in the area, but were not observed at the nest during about 10
minutes of observation. - IMaunsell
03/24/2012 - Pair carrying fluff to the nest on several trips; male becoming wary. - RRadd
03/29/2012 - No activity during 8 minutes of passive observation. Observer left area immediately following arrival
of 2 CORAs. - HWinfrey
04/05/2012 - No activity observed from 0750 to 0820. - HWinfrey
04/13/2012 - Nest appears intact and serviceable. No BUSH detected during 20 minute observation. - RRadd
04/19/2012 - Nest is destroyed, presumed by predator, however it is uncertain if this nest ever received an egg. RRadd

N/A

Nest did not reach active stage

2/24/2012

3/24/2012 02/24/2012 - Pair seen building nest, appears 80% complete. - PHoward
02/29/2012 - Nest appears damaged at bottom, but possibly weather-related. - RRadd
03/06/2012 - Nest appears well tended and complete. No BUSH detected on cold afternoon. - RRadd
03/14/2012 - Nest appears full, round and complete. No BUSH detected during 20 minute observation. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - Bottom of nest appears to have fallen out, perhaps due to recent storm. No BUSH nearby during
approximate 15 minute observation period, but will assess status on next visit. - IMaunsell
03/24/2012 - Nest is destroyed, ripped apart at anchor points, consistent with storm damage. - RRadd

No

100

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

2/24/2012

4/17/2012 02/24/2012 - Pair of adults observed adding new material to nest. Nest is approximately 60 percent complete.
Birds added material with biologist standing within a few feet of nest. - RAbe
03/01/2012 - BUSH making occasional trips to nest which appears complete. - RRadd
03/06/2012 - Nest appears complete and intact, no BUSH detected on cold day with rain pending. - RRadd
03/14/2012 - Nest appears large full and complete. No BUSH during 30 minute observation. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - Nest intact after storm. BUSH were heard in the area, but there was no activity at the nest in the
approximate 10 minute observation period. - IMaunsell
03/24/2012 - BUSH carries fluff to nest, settled and remained. - RRadd
03/29/2012 - Female observed leaving nest at 0847. - HWinfrey
04/05/2012 - Bushtit at nest on 0824. - HWinfrey
04/13/2012 - BUSH male bringing food to nest at 5-15 minute intervals from 0830-0850 suggests hatched young. RRadd
04/19/2012 - Nest is open at the top and vacant. Presumed lost to predation. - RRadd

No

100

Nest did not reach active stage

2/24/2012

3/6/2012 02/24/2012 - Pair detected carrying nesting material to shrub. They made numerous trips during the observation
period and continued to build, despite the presence of several biologists at the nest, combined with a large truck
passing by and a large helicopter flying directly overhead. - VEurs
03/01/2012 - Although a BUSH paused here briefly, no nest was found. - RRadd
03/06/2012 - No nest found at the described location. No nest could be found here despite repeated searches.
Nest was apparently depredated, and the material is now gone. - RRadd

No
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
BUSH Bushtit

AMKE

American Kestrel

Nest ID
022512_ahll_06

EP35-1-N

Type
Road Area

Chaparrals

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
Traffic

022512_bald_01

CP56-1-PS-E-A

Road Area

Chaparrals

Traffic

ID

Habitat

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
50

300

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

500

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
Nest Outcome
70
70
Presumed Fledged

300
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300

Nest did not reach active stage

Date Nest
Found
2/25/2012

2/25/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
4/20/2012 02/21/2012 - Bushtits observed carrying nesting material to a nest that is approximately 60% complete. - MDicus
02/24/2012 - Bushtit pair visiting nest, which is approximately 80% complete. - AHill
02/25/2012 - Both male and female Bushtits are bringing nesting material to nest actively. GPS point was logged
incorrectly, actual distance from road to nest is 50 feet. No concurrence needed because nest condition and work
activities have not changed since original concurrence. - AHill
03/05/2012 - Bushtit pair was observed bringing nest material, 95% complete. - AHill
03/06/2012 - Pair of Bushtits foraging to west of nest and periodically visiting nest site. Nest is large, well-built,
and seemingly complete. Considerable loud road work being conducted along access road to 50 feet of nest,
including 6 vehicles and associated personnel. - PKonrad
03/07/2012 - Bushtit pair extremely active building nest. Both detected vocalizing, collecting, and adding downy
plant material to nest. - FHoffman
03/13/2012 - The male was bringing in soft nesting material to the nest actively. The female popped out of the
nest after a couple of male visits and flew off a few hundred feet away. (Given the low activity of the pair as a
whole, there are probably eggs present in the nest and the female is incubating. Bushtits continue to bring soft
lining material to nest up until the eggs hatch throughout incubation, and on average, they only spend 60% of
their time incubating.) - AHill
03/20/2012 - Nest in good condition after storm event. Male brought soft material to nest. As male approached,
female hopped out of nest. She re-entered after male. The male flew away from the nest, and the female
eventually followed. - VEurs
03/27/2012 - Observed one adult foraging around nest, then another adult flew out of nest and joined other
adult. Pair then went off to forage. - AHill
04/09/2012 - Adult visits nest with food at 0701. - HWinfrey
04/12/2012 - Adult bringing food to nest at 0632. - HWinfrey
04/14/2012 - Adult brings food to nest at 1506. Nestlings heard begging. - HWinfrey
04/16/2012 - 2 adults bring food to nest at 0629. - HWinfrey
04/18/2012 - Adult bringing food to nest at 0631. - HWinfrey
04/20/2012 - No activity observed at nest, no sign of predation. Bushtits actively foraging nearby did not
approach nest during 30 minutes of observation. Nest presumed fledged. - HWinfrey

Fledged
Yes

4/30/2012 02/25/2012 - A male Kestrel was observed sitting on the topmost, northerly arm of a steel monopole for several
minutes. A female flew in and landed on the middle arm, below him. After a few minutes, she entered the cavity
created by the juncture of the monopole and the arm. She remained in the cavity for approximately 30 minutes.
For the latter part of the observation, she was visible in the hole at the end of the arm. She eventually flew off,
out of the biologists' view. The male remained on the upper arm during the entire observation and was still there
when the biologists left the area. - BArnold
03/01/2012 - No AMKE detected during 30 minute survey. - RRadd
03/06/2012 - No AMKE detected. - RRadd
03/14/2012 - AMKE departs adjacent lattice tower at 1138, presumed to be nest guarding. - RRadd
03/21/2012 - AMKE female atop adjacent lattice tower for duration of 40 minute observation. - RRadd
03/29/2012 - No AMKE observed from 0945 to 1000. HOFI pair observed carrying nesting material into top arm of
monopole. - HWinfrey
04/05/2012 - No activity at pole; no American Kestrels detected from 0905 to 0945. - HWinfrey
04/11/2012 - AMKE male observed mobbing RTHA from adjacent nest did not subsequently associate with any
cavity during 30-minute observation. - RRadd
04/19/2012 - No AMKE detected during 30-minute observation. - RRadd
04/23/2012 - AMKE male defending site against adjacent RTHA, but no association with tower cavities. - RRadd
04/30/2012 - Male AMKE brings 2 food items to female, the first an insect which she consumes, the second a
kangaroo rat which she mostly consumes but carries the remainder elsewhere, away from this monopole. It
appears this pair is nesting in a natural cavity elsewhere. - RRadd

AR070347

No

2/19/2015
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Sunrise Powerlink 2012 Nest Monitoring Log

Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
BUSH Bushtit

Nest ID
022512_lton_05

ANHU

Anna's Hummingbird

BUSH

Bushtit

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
5

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
Nest Outcome
100
100
Indeterminate

Type
Road Area

Chaparrals

022512_rabe_01 CP56-1-PS-E-A

Road Area

Chaparrals

Traffic

10

100

100

100

Nest did not reach active stage

2/25/2012

3/6/2012 02/25/2012 - Female observed adding nesting material multiple times. Nest is about 25 percent complete.
Continued adding nest material with biologist standing two feet from nest. 100-foot ESA buffer staked-drive
through access only. - RAbe
03/01/2012 - No ANHU or nest detected. - RRadd
03/06/2012 - Neither the originating nor the monitoring biologist can locate a nest at the described location and
no ANHU detected during multiple observations. Closed. - RRadd

No

022512_rrdd_02

Road Area

Chaparrals

Traffic

24

100

100

100

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

2/25/2012

5/14/2012 02/25/2012 - BUSH pair carrying material to nest which appears substantially complete. - RRadd
03/05/2012 - BUSH continue to visit this outwardly complete nest. - RRadd
03/13/2012 - Complete nest in fine condition, no BUSH detected during 30 minute observation. - RRadd
03/19/2012 - Nest appears sound and in fine condition following recent storms. No BUSH detected during 30
minute observation. - RRadd
03/22/2012 - Adult flushed from nest when biologist approached within 20 feet, but returned and entered nest
when the biologist backed off to 30 feet. Bird then remained in nest for over 5 minutes while its mate collected
nesting material nearby. - MKuehn
03/30/2012 - No activity observed at nest from 0630 to 0640 in foggy conditions. - HWinfrey
03/30/2012 - No activity observed from 0630 to 0640 in foggy weather. - HWinfrey
04/06/2012 - No activity observed from 0615 to 0645. - HWinfrey
04/15/2012 - Both adults brought small insects to the nest. Sounds of nestlings coming from inside the nest. VEurs
04/23/2012 - The male and female made 3 trips in total to the nest during 40 minutes of observation. The
biologist could confirm the male carrying insects into the nest once. No nestlings were heard, but the cool, damp
conditions may have been suppressing this behavior. The nest looks "stretched out," as though the weight of
growing nestlings is causing the nest to sag. - VEurs
04/30/2012 - Observation period lasted from 0918 to 1026. After 15 minutes, the female emerged from the nest.
She returned at 0940 and took a ceanothus leaf into the nest. She left again at 0956 and returned a short time
later, taking an unidentified object inside. At this point, a few faint sounds of nestlings were heard. She again
exited the nest about 15 minutes later and returned with fluffy nesting material. Each time, she made several
approaches to the nest, calling quietly, would fly off a short distance and ultimately enter the nest. Since this nest
is reaching its anticipated fledge date, she may have been trying to "entice" the young into exiting the nest. When
the biologist left the area, the female was still in the bulging nest. The male approached the nest once without
entering. - VEurs
05/07/2012 - After 45 minutes of observation, the biologist suspects there are 3 adults associated with this nest.
2 adults brought nesting material simultaneously and then flew off. The biologist watched the nest carefully and
noticed movement of the nest shrub not attributable to wind. After about 20 more minutes, a Western Scrub-jay
moved into the vicinity of the nest and began vocalizing. At this point an adult Bushtit bolted from the nest
without vocalizing and perched silently until the jay left the area. The Bushtit returned to the nest where it
remained until the jay returned. The same process was repeated. After the Bushtit returned to the nest, the other
adults returned to the shrubs near the nest. It seems most likely that the "nestlings" identified on 15 April instead
was a female within the nest laying eggs. She must have given begging vocalizations when the other adults
brought food into the nest VEurs

No

ID
CP56-1-PS-E-B

CP26-E

Habitat

41 of 237

Date Nest
Found
2/25/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
Fledged
5/1/2012 02/24/2012 - A female Bushtit was observed carrying nesting material around a shrub. She disappeared from view
N/A
and upon reappearing, did not have nesting material. She then flew beyond the survey boundaries. Biologists
waited in the area 25 minutes and the female reappeared, again with nesting material. She was tracked to a
nearby shrub, where the nest was discovered. The nest is 10% complete and the pair continued to make trips back
and forth as biologists worked in the area. - LThoreson
02/29/2012 - Nest appears 25% complete. BUSH sounded alarm calls and departed at observer approach. - RRadd
03/06/2012 - Nest intact, no BUSH observed on cold morning. - RRadd
03/08/2012 - Pair observed flying to nest, actively nest-building. - MDicus
03/14/2012 - BUSH departs nest at 1209, the returns briefly at 1214. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - Nest appears to be intact after storm. BUSH at nest, but not with nesting material during about 10
minutes of observation. Nest building is presumably still underway. - IMaunsell
03/21/2012 - Nest intact and full, but no BUSH detections during 20 minute observation. - RRadd
03/29/2012 - 2 Bushtits observed adding fine materials to nest. - HWinfrey
04/05/2012 - No Bushtit activity detected from 0830 to 0900. - HWinfrey
04/13/2012 - New BMPs have been installed 5 feet from nest. No BUSH detected. - RRadd
04/22/2012 - BUSH exits nest after 30 minutes of observation 0750. - RRadd
04/23/2012 - No BUSH observed during 30-minute observation on cool rainy day. - RRadd
04/30/2012 - Male BUSH visits the nest for 30 seconds but does not enter before departing. Egg laying or vacant? RRadd
05/07/2012 - Nest is torn below nest cup, presumed predated. New nest under construction outside the buffer. RRadd

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
BMP installation/maintenance

AR070348

2/19/2015
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
WESJ Western Scrub-Jay

Nest ID
022612_bald_02

ID
Gorka Gate

Type
Road Area

Chaparrals

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
Traffic

Habitat

BUSH

Bushtit

022612_mkhn_01 EP88-2

Pad Areas-TSAP

Chaparrals

OH - foundations

BUSH

Bushtit

022812_hwey_01 12kV Pole

Pad Areas-Work Area

Chaparrals

LEOW

Long-eared Owl

022812_lgan_02

Pad Areas-Work Area

Woodlands and Forests

GS-NF-24

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
316

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
Nest Outcome
30
30
Nest did not reach active stage

Date Nest
Found
2/26/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
3/22/2012 02/26/2012 - Nest appears in good shape, with recent lining. No bird activity associated with nest during 2 hour
observation period on Saturday 25 February, nor during a 3.5 hour observation period on Sunday 26 February.
Nest appears to be of size and shape of Western Scrub-Jay, but no Scrub-Jays observed in area either day.
Distance to staked gate is 35 feet, plus the vertical differentiation, equals a total distance from gate of 38 feet. BArnold
03/06/2012 - Nest is sound, intact, fresh in appearance and empty. - RRadd
03/08/2012 - Nest in good shape. During avian surveys, no adults were detected. Nest may be abandoned. FHoffman
03/14/2012 - Nest in great shape but no WESJ detected. Possibly weather-delayed. - RRadd
03/21/2012 - No changes observed at this clean intact lined nest. - RRadd
03/22/2012 - No Western Scrub-jays were observed in vicinity of nest for 4 hours by 3 avian biologists conducting
general nesting bird survey. At end of 4-hour observation period nest was approached by avian biologists V. Novik
and F. Hoffman to further ascertain status. Dried leaf material was observed inside the cup of the nest, which is
indicative of a nest that is not being used or maintained. Nest was closed, buffer signs removed. - JDicus

Fledged
No

50

100

50

50

Nest did not reach active stage

2/26/2012

3/13/2012 02/26/2012 - The nest is complete (and new), but no Bushtit activity was observed at the nest during the 5 hour
survey period. - MKuehn
03/02/2012 - Probably due to 2 weather events this week (snow and rain), nest is weathered and thin enough to
see through in places. No Bushtits observed or heard in area. Nest now considered inactive and will continue to
monitor site to see if Bushtits improve nest. - PKonrad
03/13/2012 - Nest appears to have been predated; found nest lining on ground with a 2-inch diameter hole in
upper part of nest chamber below entrance. No sign of eggs or eggshells, but nest had been rebuilt after
weathering in previous rain and snow storms. - PKonrad

No

Other

140

100

30

30

Indeterminate

2/28/2012

4/24/2012 02/28/2012 - At 1030, two adult Bushtits were observed carrying material near CP76-1-GS-NF-13. Adults made
three trips during five minutes of observation. The nest was located near the top of a mission manzanita. Data
was collected using pentab, and 100-foot buffer was established with ESA signs on access paths. - HWinfrey
03/08/2012 - No nest or BUSH detected at or near the presumed location. - RRadd
03/16/2012 - BUSH pair constructing nest which appears 25% complete, at 1040. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - Adults flew to nest with material. - MKuehn
03/22/2012 - BUSH pair attending nest, which appears 80% complete. - RRadd
03/29/2012 - BUSH observed entering nest at 1153. - HWinfrey
04/05/2012 - BUSH enters nest at 1200 and remains inside. - HWinfrey
04/15/2012 - BUSH male visits nest briefly at 1630. - RRadd
04/24/2012 - Nest has been opened at side of nest cup. Nest had time to fledge prior to depredation. - RRadd

N/A

OH - tower erection

210

500

200

200

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

2/28/2012

4/3/2012 02/28/2012 - A pair of Long-eared Owls was observed at the nest. One owl flew when approached from
approximately 30 feet while the other owl remained on the nest for the duration of the nest survey, and appeared
to be incubating. - LGorman
03/06/2012 - Adult Long-eared Owl standing on nest alerted to observer's presence but did not flush. No other
adult owls in area but several other species of raptors. - FHoffman
03/07/2012 - Long-eared Owl incubating, positioned on south portion of nest. - PKonrad
03/08/2012 - Owl observed on nest. Appeared to be laying low in nest, likely incubating. - BArnold
03/14/2012 - Adult lying in nest did not stir when new buffer stakes were being hammered in 200 feet away near
tower EP85. - JDicus
03/14/2012 - Adult Long-eared Owl is incubating in tree nest; another adult flew from tree immediately south of
nest tree. - PKonrad
03/15/2012 - Owl lying low in nest did not move during installation save for a few turns of the head as evidenced
by rotation of ear tufts just visible over rim of nest through spotting scope set up 110 feet away. - JDicus
03/20/2012 - Owl incubating/brooding low in nest did not flush from nest all day (715-1715). Male observed
roosting nearby in adjacent live oak. All-terrain fork lift and crane were loudest equipment operating today, but
did not visibly disturb owls. - JDicus
03/21/2012 - Nest checked 3 times during the day: once prior to work, once during work, and once after crews
left. Owl on nest during all 3 visits, showed no indication of disturbance as a result of construction activity or
presence of avian biologist. - BArnold
03/22/2012 - Owl on nest during early afternoon check. - BArnold
03/24/2012 - Owl observed on nest. - BArnold
03/28/2012 - Nest checked in morning prior to construction, again at midday and at end of day. Adult fairly high
on nest but no nestlings visible. No observed agitation to work. - FHoffman
04/03/2012 - No adults in area and no signs of owlets. Adult was last observed at end of work on Friday. After two
days of no work, on Monday, no adult was observed on nest or in vicinity. No activity was detected on Tuesday
during work. Nest was observed for an extended period. An eggshell was found on ground. Nest was checked
from an elevated point and no owlets or eggs were inside nest. - FHoffman

No
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Sunrise Powerlink 2012 Nest Monitoring Log

Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
BUSH Bushtit

Nest ID
022812_rrdd_01

Helix CY AR

ID

Type
Road Area

Habitat
Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
Traffic

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
20

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
Nest Outcome
100
100
Presumed Fledged

CATH

California Thrasher

022912_jdus_01

EP256-E

Road Area

Desert Scrub and Dune Habitats

Traffic

5

100

100

100

BUSH

Bushtit

022912_lgan_15

GS-NF-10

Pad Areas-Work Area

Woodlands and Forests

OH - wire stringing

5

100

50

ANHU

Anna's Hummingbird

022912_lgan_16

GS-NF-10

Pad Areas-Work Area

Woodlands and Forests

Traffic

200

100

20
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Date Nest
Found
2/28/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
5/2/2012 02/28/2012 - BUSH building nest are wary to close foot traffic, giving alarm calls and suspending activity, but
ignores vehicle traffic. - RRadd
03/07/2012 - BUSH observed nest building. Nest is approximately 15% complete. - SJohnston
03/07/2012 - Nest building continues 1027. - RRadd
03/15/2012 - BUSH pair continue to carry small items to nest which appears complete. - RRadd
03/15/2012 - Nest appears complete, but BUSH pair continue to carry small items to interior. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - Pair continue to make quiet visits, but no material carry observed. - RRadd
03/28/2012 - Bird observed at nest. Single bird observed entering and leaving nest. - JTaylor
04/04/2012 - 2 Bushtits observed at nest at 0705. - HWinfrey
04/13/2012 - BUSH enters nest briefly at 1338. - RRadd
04/21/2012 - BUSH pair bringing food items to nest at brief intervals. - RRadd
04/26/2012 - BUSH pair continue to feed this nest. - RRadd
05/02/2012 - No further activity at this location - presumed fledged. - RRadd

Fledged
Yes

Nest with eggs or young failed for
unknown causes

2/29/2012

3/22/2012 02/29/2012 - Nest completely constructed and contains 1 egg. Adult California Thrasher in shrub with nest;
flushed when avian biologist approached within 25 feet. - JDicus
03/05/2012 - California Thrasher incubating; moved 2 feet off nest when avian biologist was still looking for nest
in shrub. Returned to nest as soon as biologist backed away. - PKonrad
03/12/2012 - A California Thrasher flew east from nest site as avian biologist approached; 1 egg could be seen in
nest (undoubtedly more are present). - PKonrad
03/22/2012 - Nesting attempt has failed; no sign of eggs, eggshells, or nestlings; no adult thrashers in area. Nest
flattened and nest bowl a bit messed up; potential predation, but hard to provide evidence of any cause of
nesting failure. - PKonrad

No

50

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

2/29/2012

4/26/2012 02/29/2012 - A pair of Bushtits was observed building a nest approximately 10 feet high in a coast live oak tree
despite helicopters flying high overhead and to the south occasionally for work at other tower sites. These birds
were observed gathering nest material from an old Bushtit nest in a different coast live oak tree approximately 60
feet to the north. Photos were taken from the driveway facing north and northwest towards the nest. Nest
approximately 90% complete. - LGorman
03/07/2012 - Bushtit pair observed carrying material to nearly 100% complete nest (making multiple trips) on
access road to GS-NF-10. Pair were tolerant of observers standing within several feet of the nest but were wary
when access gate was opened. - MDicus
03/08/2012 - Adults making multiple trips to nest while avian biologist staked new buffer signs. - MDicus
03/13/2012 - Nest appears intact and complete. No BUSH detected during 30 minute observation. - RRadd
03/16/2012 - Adult female observed leaving nest. No additional activity observed. - MDicus
03/23/2012 - BUSH male makes trips to nest around 1500. - RRadd
03/30/2012 - BUSH visits nest at 0940. - HWinfrey
04/06/2012 - BUSH enters nest at 0931. - HWinfrey
04/16/2012 - Bushtit pair was observed making brief, infrequent trips (1 adult every 5-10 minutes) to nest.
Neither adult was observed carrying nest material or food. In between nest visits, the pair was observed foraging
together and copulating on 3 occasions. The only work activity that occurred within 5 feet of the nest was when
the crane truck passed through the access gate. All other activities were outside the 50-foot buffer. - MDicus
04/21/2012 - BUSH pair making frequent trips to nest at short intervals and stitching decorations to exterior of
nest from 1455-1510. - RRadd
04/28/2012 - Nest has been destroyed, presumed lost to severe weather circa 26 April. LEGO now removing
remains. - RRadd

No

20

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

2/29/2012

3/23/2012 02/29/2012 - A female Anna's Hummingbird was observed sitting on the nest despite helicopters flying high
overhead and to the south occasionally for work at other tower sites. This bird was also observed gathering soft
nest material, interacting with a male Anna's Hummingbird, and foraging on tree tobacco intermittently between
periods of sitting on the nest. This female Anna's Hummingbird was most likely incubating eggs. Helicopters
occasionally flying high overhead and to south. Female flushed when biologist stood observing from the edge of
the driveway. - LGorman
03/07/2012 - The female was observed making multiple trips between the nest and a nearby nectar source
(Nicotiana glauca) to the east, gathering spider silk on one occasion, and adding it to the nest, The female was
observed laying on the nest for periods of 2 to15 minutes, and leaving the nest to nectar or gather spider silk, for
up to 4 minutes at a time, and immediately returning to the nest. - MDicus
03/08/2012 - Female incubating, making trips to and from nest while avian biologist staked new buffer signs. MDicus
03/13/2012 - ANHU incubating. - RRadd
03/23/2012 - Nest is intact and slightly tilted but empty. Few feces were detected around the rim cup, suggesting
this nest was depredated prior to any young hatching. - RRadd

No
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Sunrise Powerlink 2012 Nest Monitoring Log

Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
BUSH Bushtit

Nest ID
022912_mdus_01 EP79

ID

Type
Habitat
Pad Areas-Structure Pad Riparian Forests and Woodlands
Area

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
OH - tower erection

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
133

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
Nest Outcome
60
60
Indeterminate

RTHA

Red-tailed Hawk

022912_mdus_02 Bartlett / Hauser Creek
CY

Construction Yards

Grasslands and Meadows

Other

300

500

280

280

BUSH

Bushtit

022912_rqey_01 CP49-1-PS-E

Road Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic

30

100

40

40
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Date Nest
Found
2/29/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
4/21/2012 02/29/2012 - Pair observed carrying material to nest that is virtually 100% complete. - MDicus
03/07/2012 - Nest complete, but no Bushtits approached nest during 30 minute observation period, possibly due
to presence of a Cooper's Hawk. Heard Bushtits call only when Cooper's Hawk flew from nest area (along with
other passerines). After 20 minutes, Cooper's Hawk flew in to perch in tree adjacent to nest tree (no alarm calls
from birds). - PKonrad
03/14/2012 - Nest looks good with entrance facing north. After 20 minutes, a Bushtit flew to nest, then flew to
trees to northeast. May have brought more nest material, may have brought food for mate, or just visited nest
without other interests. - PKonrad
03/20/2012 - Nest appears to still be in good shape, although a bit wet on outside. No Bushtits observed or heard
during 20 minute period. - PKonrad
03/29/2012 - A Bushtit entered nest for about a minute and left, although this could have been an exchange by
incubating adults. Fair to consider this nest is in the incubating stage considering the nest history and this
observation. - PKonrad
04/05/2012 - Bushtit entered nest for about a minute early during a 30 minute observation period; this is a similar
observation to last week's. - PKonrad
04/13/2012 - BUSH pair scolding WESJ in territory, but >30 feet from nest when biologist arrived. Neither adult
went to nest during 30 minute passive observation period that followed. Nest appears to be in perfect condition
from the outside. - MKuehn
04/21/2012 - Nest has been damaged severely and is torn open on west side, with some nesting material on the
ground below and was likely predated. A thorough search did not yield any eggshell fragments. Nest could have
had nestlings or eggs, but likely one of the two based on previous observations and timing. No activity at nest in
10 minutes of observation, though a pair of Bushtits was found building a nest 30 feet away. - MKuehn

Fledged
N/A

Nest did not reach active stage

2/29/2012

3/20/2012 02/29/2012 - Adult RTHA observed carrying nest material to center of live oak tree. Other adult seen flying to
tree; pair also observed soaring in area. - MDicus
03/06/2012 - Adult Red-tailed Hawk(s) making 4 flights to and from short tree during hour-long observation
period, but did not visit large live oak. No nest is present in any of the 3 oak trees north of yard. Hawks are flying
low, less than 80 feet throughout area with many helicopter flights in and out of yard. - PKonrad
03/07/2012 - At 10:15, a pair of Red-tailed Hawks were perched together on lowest crossarm of power pole north
of activity area. At 12:30, after 15 minutes of observation, 1 hawk flew in to perch on longer crossarm of same
pole. Hawks appear unaffected by the many helicopter flights in and out of yard. - PKonrad
03/09/2012 - An adult male Red-tailed Hawk flew in from south to perch in largest (lone) live oak tree (no nesting
material). Flew to power pole, attempted a short unsuccessful hunting strike to the north, then returned to tree.
Soon flew low over Bartlett Yard (even with a helicopter hovering overhead), and perched next to female on top
of lone live oak 300 feet west of yard; male soon soared to the southwest. This pair is very active in area, but at
this time they still appear to be territorial only. - PKonrad
03/14/2012 - No hawks observed during the initial 20-minute observation period. Later, during return trip, 2 adult
Red-tailed Hawks are perched on usual pole north of 3 trees. Female dove north on hunting strike and returned to
lower crossarm of pole without prey. - PKonrad
03/20/2012 - Red-tailed Hawk hunting in field west of yard, then perched on pole northwest of yard (north of
access road to west). No nest initiated to date - closed. - PKonrad

No

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

2/29/2012

4/23/2012 02/29/2012 - BUSH pair observed consistently bringing material to newly constructed nest during 30 minute
observation. Nest is approximately 10% complete. Pair flushed when a truck was started about 30 feet away, so
40-foot buffer was established. Drive-thru access prohibited due to proximity of nest to road. Alternate routes to
construction sites exist and can be used to avoid entering buffer. BMP maintenance crews should limit work
within buffer to extent feasible. - RQuilley
03/07/2012 - Nest building. Nest approximately 70% complete. - SJohnston
03/07/2012 - Nest is substantial and well-decorated, approximately 70% complete. - RRadd
03/13/2012 - BUSH continued to build on this 85% complete nest at 1511. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - Nest appears intact after storm. Looks nearly complete. No BUSH activity near nest in 10 minutes of
observation. - IMaunsell
03/23/2012 - BUSH male visits nest on two occasions without entering and departs alone. - RRadd
03/30/2012 - Male enters nest with food at 0838, exits shortly after. - HWinfrey
04/06/2012 - Female leaves nest at 0753. - HWinfrey
04/16/2012 - Male and female make repeated trips to the nest with very small food items. - VEurs
04/23/2012 - Nest has been predated. A huge hole exists near the bottom. The Bushtit pair are rebuilding. A
Phainopepla was seen taking material from the nest. - LThoreson

No

AR070351
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Sunrise Powerlink 2012 Nest Monitoring Log

Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
CATH California Thrasher

Nest ID
030112_jpki_01

EP181

ID

Type
Pad Areas-Work Area

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
Habitat
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
100

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
Nest Outcome
100
100
Nest did not reach active stage

Date Nest
Found
3/1/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
3/6/2012 03/01/2012 - While viewing a singing male thrasher on top of a shrub 30 feet to southwest, another (presumably
female) thrasher was observed and heard on the ground underneath the shrub behind the observer that was
subsequently found to contain a nest. After 8 minutes of observation of the singing thrasher, another thrasher
was again heard calling from the same shrub after which the observer searched the shrub and discovered the
partially built nest. Nest structure was loose and lacking finer material toward the center, but had a distinct inner
bowl shape. Nest may possibly be old, but thrasher presence around the shrub suggests active building. A fresh
green sugar bush leaf was placed upside down in the nest and should be checked on future dates for removal by
birds if nest is indeed active. - JPawlicki
03/02/2012 - Nest checked at 1215 for presence/absence of leaf and for additional activity. Fresh green sugar
bush leaf was still present in nest and nest condition appeared same as previous day, while no thrashers were
observed or heard in vicinity of nest shrub. Nest should be checked within 1 week to determine whether it
potentially remains active. - JPawlicki
03/06/2012 - Nest remains partially built with sugar bush leaf still present in nest; no other activity observed in
vicinity. Nest closed. - JPawlicki

Fledged
No

RTHA

Red-tailed Hawk

030112_kats_01

Alpine HQ

Construction Yards

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic

80

500

100

100

Nest did not reach active stage

3/1/2012

5/19/2012 03/01/2012 - A pair of Red-tailed Hawks has been consistently seen in this area for many months, and new greens
have been observed on the nest in recent weeks. Today, one hawk seen carrying fresh eucalyptus greens to the
nest and placing it in the nest, before flying off to the eucalyptus trees about 200 feet west, and calling from that
tree. This nest had been recorded at this location since at least 2009, but had never been occupied over the
duration of Sunrise Powerlink construction activities, until now. - KAlberts
03/14/2012 - New green eucalyptus leaves have been added since the previous observation, but no hawks are
currently occupying the nest on a regular basis. - KAlberts
03/20/2012 - Nest in good condition after storm event, but no hawks seen in vicinity. - VEurs
03/28/2012 - No new activity observed at nest, although pair remains in area and is seen regularly every day. KAlberts
04/03/2012 - No new activity observed. - KAlberts
04/11/2012 - No activity observed during 15 minute visit by avian biologist K. Weber. - HWinfrey
04/18/2012 - No activity at nest from 1215 to 1315. AMCR observed perching 10 feet from nest. RTHA soaring
500 feet away. - HWinfrey
04/25/2012 - No activity at nest. RTHA perched on utility pole in Alpine HQ parking lot and flying within 100 feet
of nest. - HWinfrey
05/02/2012 - No activity observed at nest, no raptors observed in area from 1236 to 1306. - HWinfrey
05/10/2012 - No activity observed from 1247 to 1317. RTHA observed soaring 300 feet from nest. - HWinfrey
05/19/2012 - No activity observed from 0815 to 0845. Nest is unlikely to become active during this breeding
season. Nest closed. - HWinfrey

No

CATH

California Thrasher

030112_lton_01

EP178-N

Road Area

Chaparrals

Traffic

63

100

100

100

Presumed Fledged

3/1/2012

5/2/2012 03/01/2012 - No activity observed near nest. - LThoreson
03/06/2012 - 2 biologists watched nest for 45 minutes. No birds seen going to nest, but heard WESJ and CATH in
vicinity. Nest is still in good shape and appears as though material has been added to nest. - LThoreson
03/15/2012 - No California Thrashers detected in area. Nest looks intact and completely lined. - MKuehn
03/15/2012 - Nest looks a bit aged; unused; only jays apparent in area, but not obviously associated with nest. PKonrad
03/21/2012 - Nest bowl wet from melted snow; nest continues to be unused; no birds in area. Changed status to
inactive. - PKonrad
03/28/2012 - California Thrasher incubating; it stayed on the nest when avian biologist checked nest from 7 feet
away on west side. - PKonrad
04/04/2012 - Thrasher slipped off nest as avian biologist approached; 2 speckled light-turquoise-colored eggs in
nest bowl. - PKonrad
04/10/2012 - California Thrasher still incubating clutch of eggs. - PKonrad
04/18/2012 - Nest contains 2 large brown downy nestlings that are hungrily aggressive, stretching their necks high
with mouths wide open to receive food (eyes still closed). No adult California Thrashers observed during quick
nest check. - PKonrad
04/25/2012 - No adults observed during very brief nest check because 2 large mostly feathered nestlings are
present, 1 in the nest and 1 in branch of bush 2 feet from nest. It appears nestlings are on the verge of fledging
and leaving the nest area. - PKonrad
05/02/2012 - As expected, the nest is empty and the nestlings probably fledged late-week (Wednesday to Friday)
a week ago, considering 1 fledgling was already out of the nest when the nest was monitored a week ago. The
nest is in good shape and no fledglings or adults were observed in the area - closed. - PKonrad

Yes
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
CATH California Thrasher

Nest ID
030112_lton_12

ID
McCain Valley CY

Type
Construction Yards

Chaparrals

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
Traffic

Habitat

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
70

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
Nest Outcome
70
70
Nest did not reach active stage

CATH

California Thrasher

030112_lton_13

EP177-N

Road Area

Chaparrals

Traffic

65

100

100

65

BUSH

Bushtit

030112_rabe_01 CP56-1-E

Road Area

Chaparrals

Other

15

100

100

100

MODO Mourning Dove

030212_bald_01

San Luis Rey Substation

Substation

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other

120

100

30

AMKE

030212_bald_02

San Luis Rey Substation

Substation

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Substation - new construction

200

500

200

American Kestrel
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Date Nest
Found
3/1/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
3/28/2012 03/01/2012 - Clean nest was located, and observed for 30 minutes, but no avian activity was observed. LThoreson
03/06/2012 - Bulky twig base indicates nest is not Spotted Towhee nest. Changed to California Thrasher based on
appearance. California Thrashers and Western Scrub-Jays in area but not seen within 100 feet of nest. Nest is only
partially lined with bark strips and possibly from last season because leaves on sugar bush are mostly dead (little
foliar cover). Nest buffer distance changed to 100 feet, with drive-through traffic permitted. A nest buffer
reduction to 70 feet is being submitted to permit work to occur within McCain Valley Yard. - MKuehn
03/15/2012 - No California Thrashers detected in area. New nesting material has been added over green leaf
placed in nest on 3/6/12. - MKuehn
03/21/2012 - Nest appears old and unused; nest bowl has 1 brown leaf, 1 green leaf, and a prickly twig in it,
indicating no recent use; no birds near nest. Changed status to inactive. - PKonrad
03/28/2012 - Unused older nest unchanged with leaves and stick in weathered nest; no birds in area, nor have
any birds been seen associated with this nest - closed. - PKonrad

Fledged
No

Nest did not reach active stage

3/1/2012

3/24/2012 03/01/2012 - Near complete nest. Biologist observed nest for approximately 30 minutes. No activity observed at
nest. - LThoreson
03/06/2012 - Bulky twig base indicates nest is not Spotted Towhee nest: Changed to California Thrasher nest
based on appearance and presence of 2 singing males in area. Nest is mostly lined, but lining is slightly mussed.
No birds detected within 30 feet of nest. Nest buffer distance changed to 100 feet, with drive-through traffic
permitted. A nest buffer reduction to 90 feet is being submitted to permit work to occur within the tower pad
parking area. - MKuehn
03/15/2012 - No California Thrashers detected in area. Nest looks intact and completely lined. - MKuehn
03/21/2012 - No apparent change to nest; no birds near nest. - PKonrad
03/24/2012 - No activity at nest. Leaves were present in this nest, indicating non-usage and lack of maintenance.
Nest did not reach active stage for unknown reasons. - FHoffman

No

Nest with eggs or young failed for
unknown causes

3/1/2012

4/13/2012 03/01/2012 - Adult of unknown sex observed exiting nest. Two males and one female observed at nest location
during 20 minute observation period. Nest appears to be complete. 100-foot buffer staked. - RAbe
03/06/2012 - Nest sound and intact with BUSH briefly attending 1550. - RRadd
03/08/2012 - Nest appears in good shape. No Bushtit observed at nest though active in vicinity. - VNovik
03/09/2012 - No activity observed at nest during 15 minute observation. Bushtits observed in vicinity of nest. ELoveless
03/14/2012 - Pair observed adding nesting material to nearly complete nest. - RAbe
03/16/2012 - Pair observed adding nesting material to nearly complete nest. - RAbe
03/20/2012 - Bushtit observed exiting nest. Nest monitoring was reduced to five minutes due to occupation of
Western Scrub-Jays in immediate area. No apparent damage to nest from major storm event over last two days. RAbe
03/29/2012 - Female observed leaving nest, then returning within 2 minutes. - HWinfrey
04/05/2012 - No activity observed from 0630 to 0700. - HWinfrey
04/13/2012 - Nest has been predated - as evidenced by hole at cup. Construction crew has used this site as a
toilet (evidence of multiple visits is strewn about within 15 feet of nest). It cannot be determined if human activity
drew predators to this location. - RRadd

No

30

Presumed Fledged

3/2/2012

4/13/2012 03/02/2012 - Adult lying on nest with two eggs. This nest is located nine feet east of recently fledged nest, and is
likely the second brood of the same pair. - BArnold
03/09/2012 - Adult on nest still with two eggs. - BArnold
03/26/2012 - Biologist E. Strods attempted to visit nests, but was unable to gain access to substation. - HWinfrey
04/13/2012 - Nest is degraded and with lots of scat, indicative of a successfully fledged nest. - BArnold

Yes

200

Presumed Fledged

3/2/2012

6/2/2012 03/02/2012 - Two adults observed entering lowest arm on northeastern side of steel monopole. They emerged
after a few minutes and perched on nearby wires. Male previously observed with food as he entered adjacent
monopole (within the substation), but no further activity was observed at that pole. - BArnold
03/09/2012 - American Kestrels observed at pole during California Gnatcatcher survey. - BArnold
03/26/2012 - No work occurred within substation. During the 45 minutes spent observing the AMKE nest location
from outside the substation, the female AMKE was observed entering the hole at the end of the crossarm several
times. The female was not seen with prey items or nesting material. The male AMKE was seen perched on the
monopole with the nest, as well as perching on wires within the vicinity of the nest location. - EStrods
04/13/2012 - No AMKE activity observed during survey period. - BArnold
04/17/2012 - Adult male observed perched on top of pole. - BArnold
05/04/2012 - No AMKE activity observed today. - BArnold
05/11/2012 - No activity observed during brief observation period. - BArnold
05/17/2012 - No AMKE observed during substation sweep. - BArnold
05/25/2012 - No AMKE observed. - BArnold
06/01/2012 - One fledgling and 1 adult observed in western portion of substation. - BArnold
06/02/2012 - This nest has recently successfully fledged, based on nesting chronology and the presence of a fully
flighted fledgling. This pair appears to be establishing a new nest in a steel monopole located within the fenced
substation about 75 feet south of the current nest monopole. - BArnold

Yes
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
BUSH Bushtit

Nest ID
030212_ghan_01 CP7-E

ID

Type
Road Area

Habitat
Chaparrals

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
Traffic

BUSH

Bushtit

030212_ghan_02 CP6-1

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Chaparrals
Area

OH - wire stringing

BUSH

Bushtit

030212_ghan_03 CP7-E

Road Area

Chaparrals

CATH

California Thrasher

030212_jpki_01

Road Area

EP181-N

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
3

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
Nest Outcome
50
50
Nest did not reach active stage

Date Nest
Found
3/2/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
4/1/2012 03/02/2012 - Bio monitor Garrett Huffman observed pair making multiple trips to nest with nesting material from
1130 to 1145 while bio monitoring with Trisha Di Paola. Nest appears to be 70% complete. This pair is wary of
foot traffic - ceasing nesting activity @ 20-30 feet. - GHuffman
03/05/2012 - BUSH bringing material to nest. This pair is wary of foot traffic, temporarily ceasing nest-building
activity at 30 feet today. - RRadd
03/07/2012 - 0950 to 1030: Pair observed carrying nesting material to nest. Pair vacated when vehicle
approached nest on access road. Pair returned to nest-building activities after 40 minutes. Nest appears to be
nearly completed, and pair tolerated human presence up to 15 feet today. - GHuffman
03/12/2012 - BUSH pair carrying items to nest which appears 90% complete. - RRadd
03/19/2012 - Nest appears intact following recent storms, but no BUSH detected during 20 minute observation. RRadd
03/26/2012 - Nest looks fine. Pair (second pair, not associated with other nest) in area foraging and vocalizing
around nest. Looked for a new nest but none found. One adult had plant material in mouth but threw it down
before bringing it to any nest location. - FHoffman
04/01/2012 - No activity at nest which appears sodden. Close examination reveals no recent maintenance on
nest. Evidence over past 3 weeks indicates that this nesting attempt has been abandoned. Nest closed. - HWinfrey

Fledged
No

70

100

50

50

Nest did not reach active stage

3/2/2012

3/26/2012 03/02/2012 - Observations made by bio monitor Trisha Di Paola. Bushtits observed bringing nesting material to
nest multiple times from 0800 to 0830. Nest is nearly complete. Bushtits appeared unaffected by helicopter
operations. However, nest building activity halted when observers were detected at 50 feet. - GHuffman
03/05/2012 - Nest building continues, but was halted when observers were detected at 50 feet. - RRadd
03/12/2012 - Male BUSH enters nest and stays for 5 minutes. Nest appears too small to be complete. - RRadd
03/19/2012 - Nest appears intact following recent storms, but no BUSH detected during 20 minute observation.
Nest still looks small. - RRadd
03/26/2012 - Nest was found no longer intact with the majority on the ground, appearing to have suffered from
recent storm damage. Observer found a second nearly complete nest in Salvia mellifera, which is over 100 feet
from the line or any project feature. A pair was active at that nest, and this may or may not be the same pair. FHoffman

No

Traffic

8

100

50

50

Indeterminate

3/2/2012

4/19/2012 03/02/2012 - Nest observed by bio monitor Trisha Dipaola. Bushtits observed carrying nesting material to nest
from 1200 to 1220. Birds flushed from nest with human presence within 15 to 20 feet. Nest appears to be 50%
complete. - GHuffman
03/05/2012 - BUSH pair ferrying material to nest. - RRadd
03/07/2012 - 0850 - 0920 : Pair observed bringing nesting material to nest on multiple occasions. Pair tolerated
human presence up to 15 feet away. 0930: Pair left nest area when vehicle driving on access road, but returned in
less than one minute to resume nest-building activities. - GHuffman
03/12/2012 - BUSH carries large piece of fluffy material to nest at 0845. - RRadd
03/19/2012 - Nest appears intact following recent storms, but no BUSH detected during 20 minute observation. RRadd
03/26/2012 - Nest appears a little soggy after the rain, but the pair was actively building with soft pappus.
Repeated trips occurring. - FHoffman
04/01/2012 - No activity observed from 0940 to 0955. Nest in good condition. - HWinfrey
04/10/2012 - Nest appears in good condition with a neat maintained entrance, but the cup area is less than
rotund. No BUSH detected during 30 minute observation. - RRadd
04/19/2012 - Upon locating the nest, the biologist noted the entrance appeared to have some damage. After
watching the nest for 30 minutes with no activity, the biologist approached within 3 feet of the nest. This elicited
no response, so the biologist examined the nest. A large hole in the bottom of the nest cup indicates this nest was
predated, and some material was on the ground below the nest. Nest closed. Nesting chronology suggests eggs
may have been present, but this cannot be confirmed, therefore the outcome is indeterminate. - VEurs

N/A

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic

61

100

100

100

Nest did not reach active stage

3/2/2012

3/21/2012 03/02/2012 - Stick nest in excellent condition with well defined bowl and fresh lining of fine redshank bark. All
biologists were in agreement that nest condition was appropriate for recently built (less than 2 weeks) nest that
has a high probability of becoming active. A fresh green sugar bush leaf was placed in nest and will be checked on
future dates for removal by birds if nest is active. Nest was appropriate in size, shape, and composition for
California Thrasher, and a thrasher was heard in vicinity. - JPawlicki
03/06/2012 - No eggs present in nest although nest remains in excellent condition. Sugar bush leaf was removed
from nest indicating that nest is recently built and remains active. - JPawlicki
03/15/2012 - No California Thrashers detected in area. Nest looks intact and completely lined. - MKuehn
03/15/2012 - Nest in good shape but unused; no birds detected in area. - PKonrad
03/21/2012 - Nest is in disrepair and flattened; nest looks very weathered by recent snowfall and many brown
leaves are flattened on top of nest; bowl indiscernible; no birds in area - closed. - PKonrad

No
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
COHA Cooper's Hawk

Nest ID
030212_rrdd_01

ID
CP64-2 PS-E

Type
Road Area

Habitat
Riparian Forests and Woodlands

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
Traffic

BUSH

Bushtit

030212_rrdd_02

El Monte CY

Construction Yards

Riparian Forests and Woodlands

Grading

BUSH

Bushtit

030312_rrdd_01

CP82-1-E

Road Area

Riparian Forests and Woodlands

BUSH

Bushtit

030412_bald_01

EP99-2 PS

Pad Areas-Stringing Area Chaparrals

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
28

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
500

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
300
300
Fledged

Nest Outcome

Date Nest
Found
3/2/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
6/20/2012 03/02/2012 - COHA very active 0715, flying to nearby oaks to break off twigs and carry to nest in bill. Much calling
and whistling back and forth between members of the pair. - RRadd
03/08/2012 - COHA female breaking sycamore twigs and carrying in feet to nest while male watches from 100
feet. Traffic on El Monte Road does not affect nest building, but activity was briefly suspended while SRPL
personnel used gate, and resumed 10 minutes after gate traffic ceased. - RRadd
03/16/2012 - COHA flies to nest as water-truck operator opens access gate at 0717. - RRadd
03/21/2012 - No COHA detected during 20 minute late afternoon observation. - RRadd
03/29/2012 - Avian biologist R. Abe reports observing female on nest with male hunting nearby on 03/28/12. HWinfrey
04/06/2012 - No activity observed at nest and no Cooper's Hawks detected in area. - HWinfrey
04/11/2012 - COHA female lying in nest during light rain at 1200. - RRadd
04/20/2012 - COHA female standing on nest preening at 1431. - RRadd
04/25/2012 - COHA female on nest at 1700. - RRadd
05/03/2012 - Female on nest at 0703 does not flush. Male in dispute with AMCR pair that occupy old COHA nest
area. - RRadd
05/10/2012 - Adult female COHA on nest at 1725 does not depart. - RRadd
05/16/2012 - Adult male standing at nest at 0828. - RRadd
05/22/2012 - Food drop at nest at 0854; adult male departs immediately. - RRadd
05/31/2012 - Adult female brings prey to nest and tears into pieces feeding 3 large nestlings which are feathered
with short primaries, downy heads and backs, and are beginning to branch; 1451. - RRadd
06/06/2012 - 3 nestlings are agile climbers but short-tailed and do not appear capable of flight. They return to the
nest for safety. - RRadd
06/13/2012 - One juvenile in nest tearing up prey, second juvenile higher up in tree at 0804. - RRadd
06/20/2012 - Juveniles pursue adults through surrounding trees at 0938. - RRadd

Fledged
Yes

250

100

50

50

Indeterminate

3/2/2012

4/25/2012 03/02/2012 - BUSH pair constructing new nest - approximately 5% complete. - RRadd
03/05/2012 - Observed BUSH building nest. Nest is approximately 15 percent complete. - SJohnston
03/16/2012 - BUSH male enters nest briefly at 0848. Pair copulating adjacent to nest at 0850. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - Unable to locate nest. BUSH pair in area but only observed foraging for 15 minutes. - MKuehn
03/21/2012 - BUSH making nest visit at 1432. - RRadd
03/30/2012 - No activity observed from 1330 to 1340. - HWinfrey
04/06/2012 - No Bushtits detected near nest. - HWinfrey
04/12/2012 - Quiet solo BUSH in nest vicinity did not enter nest during 30 minute observation. - RRadd
04/17/2012 - No BUSH detected at this nest during 20-minute observation. - RRadd
04/25/2012 - No activity observed for several weeks and new nest constructed 50 feet west. - RRadd

N/A

Traffic

17

100

70

70

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

3/3/2012

5/5/2012 03/03/2012 - BUSH pair constructing nest approximately 5% complete. On approach to record GPS location, birds
scolded for several minutes and then left and did not return. A drive-through buffer of 70 feet will admit vehicular
passage, but keep work away from line of sight to nest. - RRadd
03/09/2012 - BUSH carrying spider silk to nest, approximately 60% complete. - RRadd
03/16/2012 - BUSH pair continue to build nest at 1238. Nest appears 60% complete. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - Adults entered nest carrying nesting material. - MKuehn
03/22/2012 - Bush pair collecting Populus "cotton" and ferrying to nest. - RRadd
03/29/2012 - No activity observed during 10 minute visit. - HWinfrey
04/05/2012 - No activity observed at nest. Pair of bushtits foraging within 50 feet of nest, which appears to be in
good condition. - HWinfrey
04/15/2012 - BUSH carries food to nest at 1536 and 1542. - RRadd
04/24/2012 - Nest looks weathered and no BUSH detected during 2 x 20-minute observations. Difficult to monitor
due to COHA nest directly above. - RRadd
05/05/2012 - Nest has fallen apart, presumed predated. - RRadd

No

OH - wire stringing

50

100

50

50

Indeterminate

3/4/2012

3/20/2012 03/04/2012 - Bushtit activity in area led to observations of Bushtits working on complete nest - working on the
top portion of the nest. Bushtits were observed entering the nest while 2 avian biologists were standing 4 feet
away discussing nest. - BArnold
03/07/2012 - No activity during brief 15-minute afternoon observation period. - BArnold
03/20/2012 - Bushtit nest torn open at 'neck' of nest as though pulled on from below, or possibly by the weight of
heavy snow accumulated on nest in high wind during weekend storm. No sign of eggs, eggshells, or Bushtits. PKonrad

N/A
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
BEWR Bewick's Wren

Nest ID
030412_jpki_01

CP57-E

Type
Road Area

Chaparrals

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
BMP installation/maintenance

ID

Habitat

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
25

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
Nest Outcome
100
100
Nest did not reach active stage

BUSH

Bushtit

030412_jpki_02

CP57-E

Road Area

Chaparrals

Traffic

25

100

100

100

HOFI

House Finch

041612_vers_02

CP49-1-PS-E

Road Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic

30

100

40

WESJ

Western Scrub-Jay

041612_vnik_01

EP151

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Chaparrals
Area

OH - foundations

65

100

50
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Date Nest
Found
3/4/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
4/23/2012 03/04/2012 - Adult observed bringing both coarse and finer material to nest on over a dozen occasions
throughout survey period; usually approached from slope to left of nest. - JPawlicki
03/14/2012 - BEWR singing nearby did not approach any cavity during 2 x 20 minute observations. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - BEWR heard singing and calling nearby, but no activity seen at the cavity in about 15 minutes of
observation. - IMaunsell
03/22/2012 - No BEWR detected during 2 x 15 minute observations. - RRadd
03/31/2012 - No activity observed, and no BEWR detected from 0710 to 0720. - HWinfrey
04/07/2012 - BEWR flies to nest cavity at 1033, departs a few seconds later, and is apparently feeding nestlings. HWinfrey
04/12/2012 - No BEWR detections during 20-minute observation. - RRadd
04/17/2012 - No BEWR detections at or near this location during 2 x 20-minute observations. - RRadd
04/23/2012 - No BEWR detections during 30-minute observation. No BEWR have been detected at this location
since the first observation. Possibly an alternate nest or an exploration during nest selection process. - RRadd

Fledged
No

Nest did not reach active stage

3/4/2012

5/8/2012 03/04/2012 - Adults observed bringing material to near complete nest on more than 3 occasions. - JPawlicki
03/14/2012 - 2 BUSH carrying fluff balls to nest at 0849. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - The bottom of the nest appears malformed, and observer is unsure if this is due to recent storm or
the nest not being completed. BUSH in area but not observed at nest during about 10 minutes of observation.
Assumed nest building is still taking place, and will leave status as Active, unless next monitoring visit suggests
otherwise. - IMaunsell
03/22/2012 - BUSH nearby did not interact with this nest, which appears to be in serviceable condition. - RRadd
03/31/2012 - No activity observed from 0710 to 0720. Nest in good condition. - HWinfrey
04/07/2012 - No activity observed from 1025 to 1100. Nest continues to appear well maintained. - HWinfrey
04/12/2012 - No activity observed during 30-minute observation. - RRadd
04/17/2012 - No BUSH detected during 2 x 30-minute observations. - RRadd
04/23/2012 - No detections during 30 minute observation, but nest appears sound and intact. - RRadd
05/01/2012 - Nest is sound, intact and tidy. No BUSH detected. - RRadd
05/08/2012 - Nest remains in excellent condition but has been unoccupied since completion for unknown
reasons. - RRadd

No

40

Presumed Fledged

4/16/2012

6/5/2012 04/16/2012 - A pair of House Finches was observed numerous times in an Italian cypress. The female brought
long strands of grassy nesting material into the tree several times. The nest is not visible at this point due to the
dense foliage, so the level of completeness is unknown. - VEurs
04/23/2012 - Male HOFI seen foraging or ground near nest. Singing and calling audibly near nest location in tree. LThoreson
04/30/2012 - Male entered nest area as female left. - LTymkiw
05/07/2012 - The male and female were perched on a shrub near the nest tree. As they both flew to the opening
that leads to the nest, another male HOFI flew past, and the first male chased him off and returned to the shrub.
The female entered the tree and remained there through the end of observations. - VEurs
05/14/2012 - Though a pair of House Finches was perched nearby for 30 minutes, they were never observed
going to the nest or perching on the nest tree. It was fairly warm weather. - LTymkiw
05/21/2012 - During 45 minutes of observation, the male HOFI visited the nest twice, appearing to carry food into
the nest tree. Based on nesting chronology, it seems likely that the eggs have hatched and that the female is on
the nest with the nestlings. - VEurs
05/29/2012 - No activity detected after 30 minutes of observation. - VEurs
06/05/2012 - Based on the lack of observed activity and nesting chronology, it is likely this nest has fledged.
Although the nest itself can't be seen, there are no new gaps or broken foliage that would indicate predation. This
nest is presumed fledged and is now closed. - VEurs

Yes

50

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

4/16/2012

4/25/2012 04/16/2012 - Nest discovered by monitor. Observed bird on nest, likely incubating. - VNovik
04/18/2012 - When I arrived onsite, grouting had started on D Leg; the leg closest to the nest. The jay was
observed on the nest with one nestling visible as work was underway. The bird did not leave the nest when the
light helicopters were removing equipment from the site. The bird did leave the nest at 1 point, possibly to feed,
though it returned shortly. This occurred between the light helicopters and a long slick period (possibly 45
minutes) while waiting for the medium lift helicopter. When the K-max arrived to remove the grouting pump, the
bird was not on the nest, but was observed shortly after the K-max left the site. Rotor wash from light helicopters
was minimal and was a little stronger from K-max. - VNovik
04/25/2012 - Check of the nest revealed that the nest is empty. No birds or nestling observed within nest. Likely
nestling was preyed upon. - VNovik

No
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Nearest Project Feature

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
BMP installation/maintenance

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
0

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
Nest Outcome
100
100
Nest with eggs or young failed for
unknown causes

Nest ID
041612_vnik_02

ID
Bartlett / Hauser Creek
CY

Type
Construction Yards

Habitat
Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

MODO Mourning Dove

041712_bald_01

San Luis Rey Substation

Substation

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Substation - maintenance

0

100

30

30

Nest with eggs or young failed for
unknown causes

4/17/2012

5/17/2012 04/17/2012 - Adult observed on nest. Flushed at 1 foot, but stayed on nest for several minutes while avian
biologist was within 2 feet. A single egg in nest. - BArnold
05/04/2012 - MODO observed on nest. - BArnold
05/11/2012 - Adult MODO on nest, didn't flush at 1 foot. Looking from below up through fan screen, it appears
that there are 2 eggs in nest. Broken eggshell is also present on inside fan screen. - BArnold
05/17/2012 - Nest empty, partially sucked into fan. Eggshell fragment and hardened yolk on top of fan screen.
This nest likely failed due to substation operations (when the fan turned on). This is not related to SRPL. - BArnold

No

MODO Mourning Dove

041712_bald_02

San Luis Rey Substation

Substation

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Substation - maintenance

100

100

30

30

Presumed Fledged

4/17/2012

5/11/2012 04/17/2012 - Adult MODO on nest. Flushed at 2 feet. Nest has 1 egg. - BArnold
05/04/2012 - MODO on nest, did not flush at 2 feet. - BArnold
05/11/2012 - Nest empty and in disrepair. Lots of scat underneath and on adjacent steel structural elements, all
indicative of a successful fledging. - BArnold

Yes

San Luis Rey Substation

Substation

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other

165

100

30

30

Nest did not reach active stage

4/17/2012

5/4/2012 04/17/2012 - Female HOFI observed incubating on nest. - BArnold
05/04/2012 - Observed female HOFI accompanied by male fly into nest, remove a large chunk of nest material,
and fly to newly discovered nest in northeast corner of 230kV GCB 1W stand, located about 15 feet to the eastsoutheast. - BArnold

No

700

300

300

300

Fledged

4/17/2012

5/23/2012 04/17/2012 - Pair of CAGN repeatedly observed visiting a black sage with spider silk and other nest material. Nest
building was just initiated with only 5% completed. Nest is well beyond (approximately 695 feet) any potential
project related work. Therefore, no NBJ or signage is required. - DBusby
04/24/2012 - Coastal California Gnatcatcher pair was observed incubating an unknown number of eggs on active
nest (041712_dbby_02) near CP20. The male and female adult pair performed one nest exchange during the
observation period. Based on the stage of the nest building on April 17, the eggs are estimated to hatch sometime
after May 4, 2012. - DBusby
05/01/2012 - Coastal California Gnatcatcher pair was observed incubating an unknown number of eggs on this
previously recorded nest (041712_dbby_02) near structure CP20. The male and female adult pair performed 1
nest exchange during the observation period. Based on the stage of the nest building on April 17, the eggs are
estimated to hatch sometime after May 4, 2012. - DBusby
05/08/2012 - Male and female nest exchange. Nest contains 4 eggs. - DBusby
05/15/2012 - Adult pair feeding 4 nestlings, approximately 5 days old. - DBusby
05/22/2012 - Adult pair feeding nestlings that are ready to fledge any day. - DBusby
05/30/2012 - Adult pair observed foraging with 3-4 recent fledglings approx 400 ft. north of closed nest.
Estimated fledge date was May 23. - DBusby
06/07/2012 - Adult pair was observed foraging with three to four recent fledglings approximately 400 feet north
of their previously recorded, closed nest (041712_dbby_02) near CP20. - DBusby
06/11/2012 - Adult pair was observed foraging with 3 to 4 recent fledglings approximately 400 feet north of their
previously recorded, closed nest (041712_dbby_02) near CP20. - DBusby

Yes

Traffic

12

100

100

100

Presumed Fledged

4/17/2012

5/15/2012 04/17/2012 - Two Oak Titmice observed entering nest cavity and removing small wood flakes. - HWinfrey
04/24/2012 - 2 OATIs at the nest, one exiting and the other entering at 1120. - HWinfrey
04/30/2012 - OATI brings food to nest at 0908. - HWinfrey
05/06/2012 - Adult was bringing food to nest at 1159. - HWinfrey
05/10/2012 - OATI visits nest with food at 1026. - HWinfrey
05/15/2012 - No activity observed from 1308 to 1338; nest presumed fledged, given observational history. HWinfrey

Yes

20

100

30

30

Presumed Fledged

4/17/2012

5/25/2012 04/17/2012 - Male and female HOFIs adding nest material. - HWinfrey
04/23/2012 - Biologist K. Vittum reports observing pair making repeated trips with nesting material. Nest appears
nearly 100% complete. - HWinfrey
04/29/2012 - Female on nest at 0950. - HWinfrey
05/07/2012 - Female was on nest at 1028. - HWinfrey
05/17/2012 - Nestlings heard begging while adult brought food items. - BArnold
05/17/2012 - Biomonitor on site reports observing male and female visiting nest with food. - HWinfrey
05/20/2012 - Nestlings heard being fed 3 times over a nearly 2-hour period. - BArnold
05/25/2012 - Nest empty with no sign of predation. Nest closed, presumed fledged. - HWinfrey

Yes

100

100

30

30

Nest did not reach active stage

4/17/2012

4/23/2012 04/17/2012 - Male and female HOFIs observed adding nesting material. - HWinfrey
04/23/2012 - Biologist K. Vittum reports examining nest area closely from lift and finding no nesting material
remaining. Nest apparently abandoned or destroyed by weather. Nest closed. - HWinfrey

No

HOFI

House Finch

041712_bald_03

CAGN

California Gnatcatcher

041712_dbby_02 CP20-N

Structures

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance

OATI

Oak Titmouse

041712_hwey_02 CP96-1-E

Road Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

HOFI

House Finch

041712_hwey_03 CP88-1

Pad Areas-Maintenance Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Area
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

OH - tower erection

HOFI

House Finch

041712_hwey_04 CP87-1

Pad Areas-Maintenance Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Area
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance
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Date Nest
Found
4/16/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
4/16/2012 04/16/2012 - Yard monitor reported a nest that had been located on the bumper of a 623 F scraper in the yard.
The nest was located on the driver's side top headlight, but the majority of the nest had already fallen out onto
the bumper. Eggs had been in the nest, as evidenced by egg shell fragments, but it could not be determined how
old the nest was. The remainder of nest was removed, and deterrents were installed. The nest being dislodged
from its initial location indicates that predation was a likely cause of nest failure, although the nest may have been
undocumented when equipment was used last, and the nest was displaced. Furthermore, it is ultimately unknown
when this nest was established and could have been considered active, therefore, no outcome can be
determined. - VNovik

Species
Code
Common Name
HOFI House Finch

Fledged
No
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
BUSH Bushtit

BUSH

Bushtit

Nest ID
030412_mkhn_01 CP57-E

030512_bald_01

ID

TL 6924 - 171694

Habitat

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
Traffic

Type
Road Area

Chaparrals

69kV Structure

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
35

63

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

100

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
Nest Outcome
100
100
Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

60
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60

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

Date Nest
Found
3/4/2012

3/5/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
4/23/2012 03/04/2012 - Adults bringing material to nest and entering opening with it. Likely lining nest cup. Nest appears
complete from outside. Established a 100-foot buffer. - MKuehn
03/14/2012 - BUSH male near nest, did not enter during observation period. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - If nest was complete, then there may have been some storm damage. The bottom appears open.
BUSH in area but did not visit nest in about 20 minutes of observation. Will continue to monitor for potential
change in status. - IMaunsell
03/22/2012 - Nest appears serviceable, BUSH nearby did not enter nest during 20 minute observation. - RRadd
03/31/2012 - No activity observed from 0650 to 0705. Nest in good condition. - HWinfrey
04/07/2012 - No activity observed from 0950 to 1020. Lack of activity over past 3 weeks indicates that this nesting
attempt may have been abandoned. - HWinfrey
04/17/2012 - Male BUSH carrying food to nest at 1156 and 1203. - RRadd
04/23/2012 - Nest appears predated - torn open at nest cup from side. - RRadd

Fledged
No

4/27/2012 03/05/2012 - Adults observed bringing nest material and building nest estimated to be about 80 percent
complete. - BArnold
03/07/2012 - No activity observed during brief observation period from the access road on 6 March, nor during
20 minute period 7 March. Nest does not look complete. - BArnold
03/12/2012 - Nest appears complete, BUSH pair foraging together away from nest at 1622. - RRadd
03/15/2012 - No Bushtits observed during brief 10 minute morning observation period from access road. BArnold
03/19/2012 - Nest appears to have weathered recent storms intact. No BUSH detected during 20 minute
observation under cool and wet conditions. - RRadd
03/24/2012 - Only one Bushtit was ever observed around the nest at a time. It is presumed that the other was in
the nest. The Bushtit was observed near the nest several times in about an hour of observation. - VEurs
03/31/2012 - Adult male observed emerging from nest and foraging nearby. 15 minutes later, the female was
observed carrying bits of fluff to the nest. - MDicus
04/09/2012 - After 30 minutes of observation, both adults approached nest, but foliage obscured the view of the
birds' activity. Each spent about 30 seconds at the nest before flying away. About 10 minutes later, an adult
returned to the nest and left carrying a fecal sac. - VEurs
04/17/2012 - The male was seen carrying a large billfull of fluffy nesting material. The female exited the nest
when he brought the material inside, and then they both flew off to the south. The female returned about 25
minutes later with a billfull of food. She entered the nest and remained there for the rest of the observation
period (about 10 more minutes). - VEurs
04/25/2012 - About 5 minutes after the start of observations, the male exited the nest. He returned about 8
minutes later and did not appear to be carrying food. He swapped places with the female, who spent the next 15
minutes foraging on the surrounding hillside. When she returned and entered the nest, nestlings could be heard
vocalizing. The male again exited the nest and resumed foraging in the area. It is likely these young will fledge in
the next few days. - VEurs
04/27/2012 - The biologist decided to check the nest because the anticipated fledge date was imminent. Upon
approaching the nest, it was obvious the nest had been predated. It was completely ripped apart, lying
horizontally in the nest shrub as opposed to vertically. The biologist remained in the area for about an hour,
hoping for signs of surviving fledglings. Though numerous Bushtits were detected, none exhibited the loud
begging and following behaviors typical of recently-fledged Bushtits. No Bushtit was observed feeding another
despite extensive foraging activity. This nest with young failed due to natural causes. - VEurs
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No
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Nearest Project Feature

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
Traffic

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
5

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
500

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
150
150
Fledged

Nest ID
030512_bald_02

ID
TL 6924 - 171691

Type
69kV Structure

Habitat
Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

ANHU

Anna's Hummingbird

030512_imll_01

CP88-1-N-A

Road Area

Woodlands and Forests

BMP installation/maintenance

17

100

50

50

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

3/5/2012

LEGO

Lesser Goldfinch

030512_imll_02

CP88-1-N-A

Road Area

Woodlands and Forests

Traffic

20

100

50

50

Indeterminate

3/5/2012

4/13/2012 03/05/2012 - Pair of Lesser Goldfinches observed adding material to a new nest approximately 5-10% complete.
Female made frequent trips to nest while observer stood on roadway and directly below nest. The birds did not
appear affected by traffic passing by at 20 feet or by the conversation at the edge of the roadway. - IMaunsell
03/14/2012 - Female LEGO arrives at nest and remains present for approximately 10-15 minutes. During this time,
she is observed shifting within the nest, possibly shaping it or more likely, egg-laying. The nest appears in good
condition and complete. Female present on nest while traffic passed by at 20 feet with no alteration in behavior
observed. - IMaunsell
03/20/2012 - No activity during 20 minutes of observation. - SJohnston
03/28/2012 - No activity observed at nest. - HWinfrey
04/03/2012 - Female LEGO brings food to nest and perches near it, putting its head down into nest cup at 1048. HWinfrey
04/13/2012 - No activity observed at nest. Nest is torn up as though material has been removed (depredated).
Nest closed. Unknown whether nest fledged or was depredated. - JDicus

N/A

ANHU

Anna's Hummingbird

030512_imll_03

CP88-1-N-A

Road Area

Woodlands and Forests

BMP installation/maintenance

37

100

50

50

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

3/5/2012

4/13/2012 03/05/2012 - Female hummingbird gathering lichen and other decorative materials and adding them to a nearly
complete nest located in the center of a live oak tree. Female continued all natural behaviors during Sunrise
traffic occurring 40 feet from the nest location. - IMaunsell
03/14/2012 - Female was on nest incubating while traffic passed by regularly along AR, 37 feet away. Regular
foraging trips into the surrounding habitat observed. - IMaunsell
03/20/2012 - ANHU observed incubating. - SJohnston
03/29/2012 - Observer attempted to locate nest on 3/28/12 without success. Attempted again with assistance of
I. Maunsell on 3/29/12 without locating nest. No ANHU activity was observed in immediate area. - HWinfrey
04/06/2012 - No ANHU activity observed in immediate area. Unable to locate nest. - HWinfrey
04/13/2012 - Based on nest chronology for this species, the nest should have had nestlings/fledglings by now;
neither were ever observed at or near this nest even though the female was observed incubating during 2
consecutive weekly monitoring visits. Avian biologist Ian Maunsell, who initially found this nest, was present for
final nest monitoring visit. No activity was observed at the nest. Nest was closed due to inactivity during this and
previous observations. - JDicus

No

52 of 237

Nest Outcome

Date Nest
Found
3/5/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
6/1/2012 03/05/2012 - Nest in upper western arm of Pole 171691 located along existing dirt access road. Kestrel pair seen
perching on tower, entering arm together, and exhibiting agitated behavior. Kestrel activity at this monopole was
extensive during 5 hour survey period, whereas very little kestrel activity, consisting of a single bird perching for a
few minutes, was noted at Pole 171694 with the previously recorded AMKE nest. - BArnold
03/07/2012 - No activity at this nest during 5 hour survey in general area as well as one hour focused observation
period on 6 March, nor during brief observation period on 7 March. AMKE in area, interacting with RTHA on 6
March. - BArnold
03/15/2012 - Biomonitor P. Hord reports AMKE entering cavity at 0750. - RRadd
03/19/2012 - No AMKE detected during 30 minute observation under cool and wet conditions. - RRadd
03/24/2012 - No AMKE activity was observed at this cavity in approximately 2 hours of observation. - VEurs
03/31/2012 - Adult male Kestrel observed hunting and perching on nearby wire, returning to perch on the nest
pole multiple times throughout the 1.5-hour observation period. Male entered upper cavity once. Female was not
observed. - MDicus
04/09/2012 - During 75 minute observation period, the male spent the majority of the time perched atop the
pole. He left the top a half-dozen times to chase/mob an RTHA soaring nearby. At 0945, vocalizations were heard
in the nest cavity and the male hopped down to peer within. He also briefly entered the adjacent cavity and the
second arm from the top on the eastern side. Toward the end of observations, the male flew off and ultimately
returned with a lizard that he left on the top of the pole. At this point, he also interacted with the AMKE pair from
the nest to the north. No female ever observed. - VEurs
04/17/2012 - The male perched on various places on the monopole throughout the 45 minute observation
period. He occasionally left the pole to fly around for brief periods. The female was never seen. As the biologist
was driving through the buffer with the windows down, the sounds of nestlings could be heard emanating from
the cavity. - VEurs
04/25/2012 - The observation period lasted from 0820 to 0935. The kestrel pair was visible for most of this time.
They perched on various places on the monopole, and the male perched briefly on the wire. The pair copulated
twice during the observation period. The male flew off and returned soon after with a small prey item. While he
was away, the female entered the nest cavity. When the male returned, he perched on the edge of the cavity and
the female began vocalizing, as though begging. However, the male moved to the top of the pole, where he
consumed the prey. The pair entered the nest cavity of European Starlings in the same pole, but were driven out
by the starlings. - VEurs
05/01/2012 - The male kestrel arrived at the pole with a lizard after 50 minutes. As he was about to land atop the
pole, a jogger passed underneath, which caused him to fly off to the west. He soon returned and perched on a
rung and called out a few times. Receiving no response, he flew to the east and consumed the lizard. He returned
to the pole and again gave some calls without getting any response He flew to the monopole to the north where
3/29/2012 03/05/2012 - Female observed making multiple trips to nest with material from 1000-1100 while BMP crew was
lowering dirt level of the road shoulder approximately 25 feet from the nest. Crew was using shovels, rakes, and
loading dirt into a back-hoe. No behavioral response to this work was observed. Pickup trucks and equipment
passing along the road appear to have no impact either. Nest appears approximately 10% complete. - IMaunsell
03/14/2012 - Female on nest and making periodic trips to the surrounding habitat to gather nesting material.
Observed adding lichen decorations to nest. No alterations of nesting behavior was observed due to traffic
occurring 17 feet from the nest. - IMaunsell
03/20/2012 - ANHU observed incubating. - SJohnston
03/29/2012 - A small fragment of the nest was observed attached to the branch, otherwise the nest and its
contents were gone. All indications are that this was due to predation, with no evidence of any effects from
construction activities. - HWinfrey

Species
Code
Common Name
AMKE American Kestrel

Fledged
Yes

AR070359

No
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
BUSH Bushtit

Nest ID
030512_imll_05

ID
CP88-1-N-A

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
Grading

Type
Road Area

Habitat
Woodlands and Forests

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic

CAGN

California Gnatcatcher

030512_mdus_01 CP37-2-E

Road Area

BEWR

Bewick's Wren

030512_mdus_02 CP8-2

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Chaparrals
Area

Traffic

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
69

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
50
50
Fledged

165

300

300

300

50

100

50

50
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Nest Outcome

Date Nest
Found
3/5/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
4/23/2012 03/05/2012 - Pair of Bushtits observed gathering material from host oak and adding it to a nearly complete nest
located on the west side of tree above stream. Pair was observed building nest while a back-hoe was grading the
spur work area located 69 feet south. - IMaunsell
03/14/2012 - Nest was observed for approximately 30 minutes. Nest appears complete and in good condition.
One Bushtit was observed flying from the area of the nest during a potential nest exchange by incubating pair. No
other activity observed during regular traffic activities. - IMaunsell
03/20/2012 - Observed BUSH leaving nest. - SJohnston
03/28/2012 - No activity observed in 10 minutes of observation. - HWinfrey
04/03/2012 - Male Bushtit observed chasing Lesser Goldfinch away from immediate area around nest at 1053. HWinfrey
04/13/2012 - Bushtit observed gathering prey items in creek and carrying them to the nest. - JDicus
04/18/2012 - Adult brings food to nest at 1009. - HWinfrey
04/20/2012 - Adult visits nest at 1226. - HWinfrey
04/23/2012 - No activity observed from 1145 to 1200 at nest, which remains in good condition. 2 adult Bushtits
feeding 5 fledglings in same tree, 60 feet away from nest. Nest closed; fledged. - HWinfrey

Fledged
Yes

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

3/5/2012

4/17/2012 03/05/2012 - Male observed making multiple trips with peeled shrub bark and other materials to a clump of
Salvia mellifera. Nest is in beginning stages of construction (1% constructed). Male was observed placing and
weaving material around the stem, and placing peeled bark from black sage, and possibly lichen. Female made
fewer trips to nest location, but appeared to be adjusting the placement of the nest material. Both were observed
foraging and chasing an unidentified bird from the nest vicinity. Following the territorial display, neither adult was
observed returning to the nest location during the survey. - MDicus
03/13/2012 - Territory and nest were monitored for 2.5 hours. No CAGN activity observed in area. Nest material
has been added since the previous visit. Nest is approximately 30% complete. - MDicus
03/20/2012 - Pair not detected until 0800, at which time they flew immediately to the nest and started adding
and adjusting material. The male spent more time nest building while the female foraged and groomed herself
nearby. The male vocalized from the nest 3 times, for about 10 to 30 seconds, apparently calling to the female.
The female brought nest material to the male a few times. The nest is approximately 40-50% constructed. MDicus
03/27/2012 - No activity at nest during first 2 hours of monitoring. At 0915, the pair started making multiple trips
to the nest, the male bringing in bits of fluff and woody stem shavings and the female bringing in small feathers
on at least 3 of her 6 trips. The nest is approximately 90-95% constructed. - MDicus
04/03/2012 - Female on nest during first 20-30 minutes observation; male foraging nearby. Pair foraged together
for the next hour, during which time nest contents were checked. 1 egg was observed. Male returned to nest for
approximately 10 minutes before joining the female again to forage. - MDicus
04/11/2012 - Observed 2 nest exchanges on 4/10/12 between male and female, at 08:12 and 08:50. Pair is
incubating. - MDicus
04/17/2012 - Adult male CAGN observed pulling nest material from outside of nest and carrying it to new nest
location (041612_mdus_01). The male made over 6 trips back and forth, pulling material on each occasion, and
carrying it to the new nest. Nest was still intact and did not appear to have been damaged from the last storm;
however, there were no eggs or nestlings present (there had been at least one egg in the nest based on
observations during the 4/03/12 survey, and the pair was incubating on 4/10/12). The pair was actively
constructing a nest in the new location. There were no clear signs of predation (nest damage or broken eggs), but
the cold, windy, rainy conditions last weekend may have been a factor in this nest failure. - MDicus

No

Indeterminate

3/5/2012

4/20/2012 03/05/2012 - While with a BMP crew, avian biomonitor Harley Winfrey observed a Bewick's Wren carrying nest
material to the base of a fallen Hesperoyucca stalk just west of the silt fence. During later 20-minute monitoring
by avian biologist, no birds seen visiting nest, but adult BEWR heard singing in vicinity. - MDicus
03/07/2012 - BEWR observed perched and entering Hesperoyucca stalk where nest is located. Stayed in vicinity of
nest singing for a few minutes before flying out of sight. - GHuffman
03/12/2012 - No BEWR detected during 20 minute observation of this nest. - RRadd
03/19/2012 - No BEWR detections during 20 minute observation, during showery weather. - RRadd
03/26/2012 - No activity noted near nest, although male heard singing down slope some distance away. Cavity
well-lined with material but no activity in immediate vicinity. - FHoffman
04/01/2012 - No BEWR activity observed in area. Nest appears to be in good condition. - HWinfrey
04/11/2012 - No BEWR detected in area after a 70-minute mid-day observation period. No wrens heard or seen
anywhere, even far from nest. No response when biologist approached within 3 feet of nest to check condition,
which looked fine. - VEurs
04/20/2012 - No BEWR activity in the area. After 30 minutes, the biologist approached the nest cavity. The lining
material (grass, feathers, shed snakeskin) had been pulled out and is laying outside the nest cavity. This nest is
now closed. It seems unlikely that this nest contained eggs or young, but there is no way to be sure; therefore, the
nest outcome is indeterminate. - VEurs

N/A
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
AMKE American Kestrel

Nest ID
030512_rrdd_01

ID
TL 6924 - 171689

Type
69kV Structure

Chaparrals

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
Traffic

HOWR House Wren

030512_sjon_01

CP82-1-E

Road Area

Riparian Forests and Woodlands

Traffic

Habitat

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
6

75

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
500

100

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
Nest Outcome
300
300
Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

50
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50

Presumed Fledged

Date Nest
Found
3/5/2012

3/5/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
5/30/2012 03/05/2012 - Situation not 100% clear, but male AMKE appears to be maintaining a territory with 2 females and
two nests, copulating with both at least 6 times between 0715-0800. AMKE entering cavities on both poles.
Regarding this nest, AMKE pair entering cavity in middle eastern arm of steel monopole. Buffer set at 300 feet
until scope of work becomes known. - RRadd
03/07/2012 - Male perched on pole when surveyors arrived at 0630. A female was seen entering the arm where
she remained for at least half an hour. Male returned to pole approximately every hour. It appears that this male
is attempting to establish nests with two different females at adjacent poles, 171689 and 171688. - BArnold
03/12/2012 - AMKE pair copulating at 0755 and 0804. Female entering cavity. - RRadd
03/19/2012 - No AMKE detected during 30 minute observation. - RRadd
03/30/2012 - Pair observed perching and copulating atop nest pole. After approximately 10 minutes, the pair left
the perch, and the adult male joined the other female at the active nest location to the south (pole 171688). MDicus
04/09/2012 - Male flew to pole from south, perched on a climbing rung and briefly entered the cavity. No sign of
female for 30 minutes. As biologist approached pole, female seemed to fly up the slope from the north. She
circled a bit, then disappeared from view. When checking AMKE nest to the south, she could be seen perched
below nest cavity. - VEurs
04/17/2012 - Shortly after the start of the observation period, the female flew into view from the northwest,
carrying a lizard. She soared around the area, and the male also flew into view. After the workers left, she settled
on a transmission wire, ate part of the lizard and then flew out of view. She returned to the monopole without the
lizard and perched for about 20 minutes before flying off again. When she returned, she entered the nest cavity
without food, and no nestlings were heard calling when she entered. She remained there for the rest of the
observation period. The male spent most of the time out of sight, briefly perching on top of the monopole with
the nest cavity. - VEurs
04/25/2012 - For the first 50 minutes of observation, no AMKE activity was detected. Then the male arrived at the
monopole carrying a small prey item. He gave this to the female who had emerged from the nest cavity. She
perched on a wire and ate the item, then flew out of sight. The male had flown away, but soon returned with a
lizard. The female flew up and perched partially inside the nest cavity. The male passed her the lizard and it
seemed that she dropped it into the cavity. However, she quickly flew to a wire, carrying the lizard, where she ate
it. - VEurs
05/02/2012 - After 30 minutes, the male flew in from the south and perched quietly atop the pole. After 5
minutes or so, he flew east, but soon returned and perched on a rung near the nest. The female exited the nest
cavity from below and perched on a rung above the cavity. The male soon entered the nest cavity and remained
inside for 30 minutes, through the end of observations. The female eventually flew north, presumably to hunt. VEurs
6/21/2012 03/05/2012 - HOWR observed bringing nesting material into woodpecker cavity. - SJohnston
03/16/2012 - No HOWR detected at or near this location during 2 x 20 minute observations. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - Male HOWR calling and nervous at WBNU in sycamore snag. Could not locate cavity as described,
and will send in a different avian biologist who may be more familiar with the nest site. - MKuehn
03/22/2012 - Considerable HOWR activity around cavity, but no entry detected during 20 minute observation.
Presumed incubation. - RRadd
03/29/2012 - No activity observed during 15 minute visit. - HWinfrey
04/05/2012 - No activity observed at nest; HOWR heard calling 100 feet east of nest. - HWinfrey
04/15/2012 - Much HOWR singing and activity in this area, but no association with this cavity observed. - RRadd
04/24/2012 - HOWR singing near but not entering cavity. Possibly an alternate nest. - RRadd
05/05/2012 - HOWR appear to be using one of these cavities; infrequent appearances by female, but much
strident talk from male. - RRadd
05/11/2012 - HOWR activity at this location continues. - RRadd
05/19/2012 - HOWR activity continues with male singing when female departs. Toxicodendron growth limits
visibility, nestlings presumed from behaviors. - RRadd
05/25/2012 - HOWR continue to be active at this nest. - RRadd
06/02/2012 - No activity observed. Presumed fledged. - RRadd
06/08/2012 - HOWR brings food to nest at 1210 - status of nest pending further observation. - RRadd
06/15/2012 - HOWR makes trips to nest at 1236, 1248, 1356. - RRadd
06/24/2012 - No further HOWR activity at this cavity. Observations suggest likely fledged successfully. - RRadd

Fledged
No

AR070361
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
COHA Cooper's Hawk

Nest ID
030612_imll_01

CP88-1-N-A

Type
Road Area

Habitat
Woodlands and Forests

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
BMP installation/maintenance

ID

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
30

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
500

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
50
50
Fledged

Nest Outcome

Date Nest
Found
3/6/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
6/18/2012 03/06/2012 - Biological monitor K. Vittum reported a female COHA breaking nest material off a sycamore and
carrying it to a coast live oak tree. The male perched 100 feet east of the nest on a dead oak. The monitor
conducted observations from approximately 200 feet away, primarily out of sight. When the monitor moved
closer to approximately 100 feet, the female ceased nesting behavior. During verification and logging the point,
the male COHA flushed and alarm called when the biologists approached to within 60 feet of the nest along the
road on foot. The nest was observed to be in the very early stages of construction, with few pieces of broken off
nesting material visible from the road. - IMaunsell
03/14/2012 - Male COHA perched and calling on dead oak tree approximately 100 feet from nest. No trips to nest
observed between 0800 and 0930. Nest appears well developed at this point with a shallow bowl formed. No
lining visible. Male did not appear to alter any behavior due to traffic occurring along the road. The bird was
observed tracking prey items and various other occurrences with its eyes and did not focus on vehicles or the
observer. - IMaunsell
03/20/2012 - COHA was observed arranging nesting material within the nest and bringing new nesting material to
the nest while two biologists were approximately 25 horizontal feet from the nest and in a direct line of sight. SJohnston
03/22/2012 - Monitor K. Vittum reported pair regularly bringing material to and standing on nest yesterday (3/21)
and today (3/22) while road sealing work occurred along driveway up to 50 feet away. - IMaunsell
03/28/2012 - No activity observed at nest. - HWinfrey
04/03/2012 - Female on nest from 1024 through 1220. - HWinfrey
04/13/2012 - Cooper's Hawk perched 100 feet from nest with prey item did not approach nest. - JDicus
04/20/2012 - Female observed carrying prey item to nest at 1123. - HWinfrey
04/26/2012 - Female on nest during steady rain. - HWinfrey
05/01/2012 - Adult on nest at 0808. - HWinfrey
05/03/2012 - Adult on nest at 0841. - HWinfrey
05/05/2012 - Female on nest at 1238. - HWinfrey
05/07/2012 - Adult visible on nest at 1013. - HWinfrey
05/09/2012 - Adult visible on nest at 0940. - HWinfrey
05/11/2012 - Adult on nest at 1018. M. Dicus also reported adult observed feeding downy nestling(s) on
5/12/2012. - HWinfrey
05/19/2012 - 1 downy nestling visible and moving in nest. Adult perched nearby. - HWinfrey
05/25/2012 - Adult COHA seen in flight 500 feet southeast of nest. 3 downy nestlings visible and moving in nest. HWinfrey
05/31/2012 - 3 downy nestlings visible and moving in nest. Both adults observed foraging nearby. - HWinfrey
06/05/2012 On 6/4 biologist B Arnold reports pair of COHAs active in area with 3 nestlings visible in nest Birds
3/24/2012 03/06/2012 - Nest appears 60% complete, partially lined with Pseudognaphalium sp. - RRadd
03/14/2012 - Nest appears freshly lined, but no birds attending. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - Nest is intact after storm. CALT heard nearby, but were not seen near nest in an approximate 10
minute observation period. - IMaunsell
03/24/2012 - Nest remains unimproved, with lining material placed but never installed. - RRadd

Fledged
Yes

CALT

California Towhee

030612_rrdd_01

CP56-1-PS-E-B

Road Area

Chaparrals

Traffic

60

100

100

100

Nest did not reach active stage

3/6/2012

WESJ

Western Scrub-Jay

030712_elss_01

EP183-N

Road Area

Chaparrals

Traffic

85

100

100

100

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

3/7/2012

3/28/2012 03/07/2012 - Nest was found during systematic searching. The nest is in good condition and is completely lined. ELoveless
03/15/2012 - No California Thrashers detected in area. Nest intact and appears complete. - MKuehn
03/21/2012 - No California Thrasher observed in vicinity of nest. No bird activity near nest for 10-minute
observation period on sunny day with temperature at 65 degrees Fahrenheit. On approach to check status of nest,
a single Western Scrub-jay egg was visible within the well-lined cup. While immediately moving away from the
nest, a pair of Western Scrub-jays approached to within 10 feet of the nest, alarm calling. Once observer had
moved off approximately 75 feet from the nest, the pair stopped calling and one adult Western Scrub-jay was
seen approaching the nest to within 6 inches. Changed species to Western Scrub-jay. This species typically lays at
least 3 eggs. Nest stage has progressed to egg-laying, presumably for several more days. - JDicus
03/28/2012 - Observed nest for 15-20 minutes with no direct activity. Pair of Scrub-jays were in the area, though
not associating with nest. When pair was out of area, checked nest area. No activity was observed at the nest, so
checked the nest. Broken egg present in nest, indicating natural predation. - VNovik

No

BUSH

Bushtit

030712_kwer_01 EP93

Pad Areas-Work Area

Chaparrals

OH - tower erection

100

100

50

50

Indeterminate

3/7/2012

3/29/2012 03/07/2012 - Biomonitor B. Thompson observed Bushtit pair regularly adding nesting material to a 75% complete
nest while erection crew was bolting and tightening on tower approximately 100 feet away. - KWeber
03/20/2012 - Bushtit visited large nest that appears complete. - PKonrad
03/29/2012 - Bottom half of this nest has been torn away; only 'neck' of nest remains hanging from top of scrub
oak. No sign of lower portion of nest below scrub oak; no sign of eggs, eggshells, or adult birds in area. Apparent
mammalian predation - closed. - PKonrad

N/A
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Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
53

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
Nest Outcome
50
50
Nest did not reach active stage

Species
Code
Common Name
BUSH Bushtit

Nest ID
ID
030712_mdus_01 Hartung/El Monte CY-E

Type
Road Area

Habitat
Grasslands and Meadows

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
Traffic

ANHU

Anna's Hummingbird

030712_mdus_03 Hartung / El Monte CY-E

Road Area

Woodlands and Forests

Traffic

8

100

50

50

ANHU

Anna's Hummingbird

030712_rrdd_01

Helix CY AR

Road Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic

14

100

100

100

ANHU

Anna's Hummingbird

030712_rrdd_05

CP49-1-PS-E

Road Area

Chaparrals

BMP installation/maintenance

10

100

50

ANHU

Anna's Hummingbird

030712_sjon_01

CP49-1-PS-E

Road Area

Riparian Forests and Woodlands

BMP installation/maintenance

20

100

ANHU

Anna's Hummingbird

030712_sjon_02

CP49-1-PS-E

Road Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic

15

100

Date Nest
Found
3/7/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
3/29/2012 03/07/2012 - Adult pair of Bushtits observed adding material to a nest that is approximately 5% complete. Nest is
well-hidden in pendulous clump of mistletoe (Phoradendron serotinum). - MDicus
03/16/2012 - No BUSH activity at this nest during 20 minute observation on cool morning. - RRadd
03/24/2012 - M. Dicus visited this nest on 22 March and reported scant indications of this nest, and no BUSH
present. Will monitor once more prior to any closing. - RRadd
03/26/2012 - This nest appears decapitated. Bushtits were foraging in the tree where the rest is located; however,
none were displaying nesting behavior, no items were carried, and none visited the nest. Inconclusive if able to be
closed at this point. - LThoreson
03/29/2012 - The nest is gone and had been in state of disrepair for the last few monitoring visits, with the pair
absent from the area or exhibiting no breeding behaviors near the nest. Predation may be the cause, but it is
difficult to tell for certain. - MDicus

Fledged
No

Nest did not reach active stage

3/7/2012

3/21/2012 03/07/2012 - Adult female Anna's Hummingbird observed making multiple trips to a nest that is 60-70%
constructed. Avian biologist stood approximately 10 feet from nest while female continued to add material, so
adult shows some tolerance to human presence. - MDicus
03/09/2012 - Female making multiple trips to and from nest, gathering spider web. - MDicus
03/16/2012 - Nest intact but empty. Female ANHU visits briefly but does not alight. - RRadd
03/21/2012 - Nest no longer present. While presumed lost to weekend storms, no nest was found on ground. RRadd

No

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

3/7/2012

4/14/2012 03/07/2012 - ANHU female constructing nest - approximately 30% complete. - RRadd
03/15/2012 - ANHU on nest at 1430 does not depart. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - ANHU female prone on nest for duration of observation. - RRadd
03/29/2012 - No adult activity was observed at the nest during 15 minutes of observation. The nest does not
appear to be complete; however, a single intact egg was observed in the nest. - MDicus
04/04/2012 - No activity observed from 0645 to 0715. - HWinfrey
04/14/2012 - Nest is no longer present and presumed lost to weather. - RRadd

No

50

Presumed Fledged

3/7/2012

4/12/2012 03/07/2012 - ANHU female incubating 2 eggs. Incubating bird was tolerant of non-stopping vehicles, but
attending biomonitor should be aware of any extra wide loads due to location. - RRadd
03/13/2012 - ANHU incubating on nest at 1546. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - Female still incubating on nest. - MDicus
03/20/2012 - Female on nest. - IMaunsell
03/23/2012 - ANHU female feeding one small nestling at 1130. - RRadd
03/30/2012 - 1 nestling visible in nest. - HWinfrey
04/06/2012 - Single nestling perched on edge of nest, preening and briefly exercising its wings. Female fed young
twice during observation period. She also poked vigorously at the nest, pulling out feathers and bits of spider
web. After she left the second time, the nestling settled back on the nest. - VEurs
04/06/2012 - Fully feathered nestling visible in nest at 0820. - HWinfrey
04/12/2012 - No nestling in nest or nearby branches. Nest is in excellent condition and is presumed to have
fledged 1 young successfully. - VEurs

Yes

50

50

Indeterminate

3/7/2012

3/23/2012 03/07/2012 - ANHU observed incubating while BMP crew stopped in diesel F550 (before buffer was in place) on
access road approximately 20 feet from nest for approximately 3 minutes, and during this time bird did not flush
from nest. Additionally, bird remained on nest for normal periods of time for climate conditions encountered
during the 30 minutes of passive observations, while biologist was approximately 30 feet away in direct line of
sight to the nest. - SJohnston
03/13/2012 - ANHU continues at this nest, but stays off for long periods. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - Nest appears intact following storms, but no ANHU female detected during 30 minute observation. RRadd
03/23/2012 - No activity observed at this nest for 30 minutes. Lack of directed activity for more than a week
indicates this nest has been abandoned. ANHU was incubating when nest was discovered, but no young or
feeding of young were ever observed. Evidence suggests the eggs of this nest was predated or abandoned prior to
stormy weather, for undetermined reasons. It is also possible that the eggs were predated during the stormy
weather or shortly after, with or without nest abandonment, but with no way to arrive at a conclusive outcome,
Indeterminate is the proper determination. - RRadd

N/A

50

50

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

3/7/2012

3/23/2012 03/07/2012 - Bird observed nest building while biologist was approximately 30 feet from the nest. Nest is
approximately 20% complete. - SJohnston
03/13/2012 - ANHU incubating 2 eggs 1344. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - Female on nest. - IMaunsell
03/23/2012 - Nest contains broken eggshell and many peppers from host tree, and is no longer serviceable.
Remains of an egg in the nest among many hard peppers suggests this nest failed due to natural causes, likely by
an avian predation that dislodged peppers into the nest. - RRadd
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
BUSH Bushtit

LOSH

Loggerhead Shrike

Nest ID
030712_vnik_02

ID
Suncrest Substation SSDE4

Type
Substation

Chaparrals

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
Substation - new construction

030812_ahll_07

EP54-E

Road Area

Grasslands and Meadows

Other

Habitat

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
13

600

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

100

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
Nest Outcome
50
50
Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

140

57 of 237

140

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

Date Nest
Found
3/7/2012

3/8/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
4/24/2012 03/07/2012 - Biomonitor discovered this nest post-construction, reported that visits were made by the birds to
the nest site, and that they were observed carrying material to the nest. While logging this nest, the Bushtits were
observed entering the nest. - VNovik
03/20/2012 - Nest in excellent condition after storm event. Nest appears nearly complete and BUSH pair brought
nesting material to nest twice during observation period. - VEurs
04/03/2012 - No Bushtits detected in vicinity of nest during 30 minute period; nest complete and intact. JPawlicki
04/10/2012 - Bushtit makes brief visit to nest at 0850. - HWinfrey
04/17/2012 - Adult bringing food to nest at 0706. - HWinfrey
04/24/2012 - No activity observed at nest from 0815 to 0845. Nest examined closely and bottom has been pulled
out with pieces of the nest scattered about. Nest closed, evidence indicates it was predated. - HWinfrey

Fledged
No

5/1/2012 03/08/2012 - Both male and female were seen foraging within a 300-foot radius of nest location. Male was seen
courtship feeding female, and female was seen bringing softer nesting material to the nest on several instances.
Nest appears to be approximately 30% complete, and no eggs were present within the nest. The pair is tolerant of
limited foot and vehicle traffic outside of bird buffer. - AHill
03/14/2012 - One adult foraging within 300 feet of nest site. Nest appears to be complete, egg laying should
begin soon. - AHill
03/20/2012 - A biologist saw an American Kestrel perched on shrub where the nest is located. Individual
remained perched in the bush during the time (approximately 10 minutes) the biologist was passively observing.
The biologist moved away from the nest and closer to the furthest extent of a Red-tailed Hawk nest in the vicinity,
and the Loggerhead shrike moved to the side of the nest closest to the biologist. The nest was not approached,
and no individuals were seen carrying nesting material; however the perched individual was acting mildly
territorial. It is possible that the pair is either laying eggs or incubating. - LThoreson
03/26/2012 - Observed both adults foraging within 500 feet of nest, then returning to 175 feet within nest
location. Observed female making begging calls and flapping her wings repeatedly to male, who then fed her. The
pair then copulated about 170 feet from the nest. The female flew to the nest and laid on the nest for 5 minutes
before departing on her own accord. When female was out of sight, and no shrikes were in the area, the biologist
checked the nest to find no eggs present. - AHill
04/02/2012 - Pair of Loggerhead Shrikes present, displaying territorially and fighting with a California Thrasher
that approached nest, but eventually left the oak tree. Pair is active at nest. - PKonrad
04/09/2012 - Loggerhead Shrike made 2 trips to nest during 30-minute observation period. After leaving nest, the
shrike perched on tallest pole to northwest, east of the access road. - PKonrad
04/17/2012 - No Loggerhead Shrike activity at this nest, however, an adult pair of shrikes is very active hawking
insects, collecting nesting material and building nest in medium-sized shrub about 350 feet west of this nest site.
During 1 flight to collect nesting material, 1 shrike perched on southwest side of Engelmann oak. The fact that no
resident shrikes reacted to this breach of territory and because no activity was observed at the original nest site,
this information may indicate nest failure and subsequent renesting during the past week. When possible, will
check original nest with a cultural resources monitor to ascertain present status of the nest. - PKonrad
04/19/2012 - After 30 minute observation period without seeing activity at the nest, the nest was approached and
a mirror was used to check for eggs, nestlings or possible signs of nest failure. No eggs or nestlings were found,
and dead leaves were observed inside the nest bowl and the rim of the nest, indicating possible nest
abandonment. - SJohnston
04/24/2012 - It appears the original nest site has been abandoned, but a pair is active northwest of the site where
they copulated once during a 30-minute observation period. Did not see nest building or any visit to the shrub
where they were nest building last week PKonrad
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
AMKE American Kestrel

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
Other

Nest ID
030812_ahll_08

ID
Kreutzkamp CY

Type
Construction Yards

Habitat
Grasslands and Meadows

030812_tcer_01

CP18-1-E

Road Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic

MODO Mourning Dove

030912_bald_01

San Luis Rey Substation

Substation

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Substation - maintenance

MODO Mourning Dove

030912_bald_02

San Luis Rey Substation

Substation

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Substation - new construction

030912_elss_01

CP64 PS

Pad Areas-Stringing Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

GRRO

HOFI

Greater Roadrunner

House Finch

OH - wire stringing

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
320

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
500

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
275
275
Fledged

Nest Outcome

Date Nest
Found
3/8/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
5/30/2012 03/08/2012 - Female kestrel was seen entering nest cavity on several occasions with male perched nearby.
Female would not stay within the cavity for more than 5 minutes. Biological monitor D. Engstrom reported seeing
the pair copulate and chase off a pair of CORAs near the nest today. - AHill
03/09/2012 - Male American Kestrel flew in from east and perched on bare branches on top of nest tree. Also
perched on lower wire north of tree, made a hunting strike and returned to nest tree where it fed on the large
insect prey. During a second short observation period, at 14:00, the female flew to high bare branch on nest tree,
where it fed on large insect prey and perched in the wind for 20 minutes, when observer left. - PKonrad
03/14/2012 - Female observed perching on nearby power line upon arrival. After 25 minutes of observation,
female flew to nest tree after which male flew out of cavity and joined female on tree. Both birds last observed
perched on nearby power line. - JPawlicki
03/20/2012 - Biologist saw American Kestrel fly to telephone line west of cavity with prey, apparently a small
rodent. The American Kestrel then flew to the cavity with the prey, dropped prey off and perched on the top of
the tree. - LThoreson
04/02/2012 - Male American Kestrel perched on pole east of nest site during initial observation; checked back at
1730 when male was perched on second pole to west; female probably incubating today. - PKonrad
04/09/2012 - Male American Kestrel was perched on pole west of nest; then flew to slope to south where it
soared in circles. - PKonrad
04/17/2012 - Male American Kestrel flew in to perch on pole nearest nest. (Nestlings should be hatching soon,
followed by more activity by adults.) - PKonrad
04/24/2012 - Female American Kestrel flew into view after about 15 minutes, circled nest tree twice and entered
nesting cavity in live oak; she didn't come out of cavity during the next 15 minutes. - PKonrad
05/01/2012 - No American Kestrel activity observed during initial 30 minute observation period. During a second
nest visit 3 hours later, the female kestrel was perched on the small power line to the northeast of the nesting
cavity, near the wooden power pole. - PKonrad
05/09/2012 - Female American Kestrel perched on pole to west of nest and on associated wire north of nest,
hunting near nest. - PKonrad
05/15/2012 - The female American Kestrel was perched on the wooden pole west of the nest, hunting; it caught a
small dark-colored mammal (vole?) and took it to the nest cavity where kestrel calls, presumably begging
nestlings, could be heard. Female then perched on top of nest tree for a time, and the male kestrel was seen
flying westward south of the nest. - PKonrad
05/22/2012 - Female American Kestrel preening and hunting from perch atop the nest tree. It appeared that the
female took a large insect it caught to an unseen fledgling on west side of tree (opposite side of tree from nest
cavity). About 3 hours later, a male fledgling was observed flying about 120 feet from the nest tree to the roof of
1 of the chicken barns The fledgling had some down on some feathers on the top of its head and a slightly
4/26/2012 03/08/2012 - Adult incubating 2 eggs in nest. - TCooper
03/12/2012 - GRRO adjacent to nest with 3 eggs. Mate nearby. - RRadd
03/19/2012 - Nest contains 4 eggs - GRRO presumed incubating through stormy weather, though not detected
during 20 minute observation from distance. - RRadd
03/27/2012 - 2 eggs in nest. No GRRO seen or heard in area. - HWinfrey
04/03/2012 - 2 eggs in nest. Adult GRRO foraging nearby. - HWinfrey
04/10/2012 - GRRO incubating 3 eggs. - RRadd
04/19/2012 - The nest now contains 2 eggs, warming in the sun, and no sign of a nestling. An adult was foraging
and sunning across the slope on the access road. - VEurs
04/26/2012 - Nest now contains only 1 egg. Based on an incubation length of 19-20 days, this remaining egg is
likely non-viable. It has been nearly 2 months since this nest was logged and none of the eggs appear to have
hatched. No adult GRRO detected around the nest today. This nest is now closed. - VEurs

Fledged
Yes

150

100

100

100

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

3/8/2012

50

100

30

30

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

3/9/2012

4/13/2012 03/09/2012 - Nest with 5 eggs first discovered 2 February 2012, but not recorded due to lack of activity during 20
minute observation period. Nest still with 5 eggs and attending adult on 9 March 2012. Dove remained on nest in
direct line of sight while avian biologist entered data into pentab at 30 feet. Dove flushed with approach of
surveyor to document nest status at about 3 feet. - BArnold
03/26/2012 - Biologist E. Strods attempted to visit nests, but was unable to gain access to substation. - HWinfrey
04/13/2012 - Nest with 7 eggs. This nest has apparently never been viable, since before it was recorded since
Mourning Doves typically only lay 2 eggs per clutch and it is unknown if any eggs were viable at any point during
the monitoring period. - BArnold

No

100

100

30

30

Presumed Fledged

3/9/2012

4/13/2012 03/09/2012 - Adult dove observed on nest. Dove remained on nest while avian biologist entered initial data into
pentab within direct line of sight at 20 feet, and when avian biologist photo-documented nest at 10 feet. Flushed
at less than 2 feet when avian biologist approached to document nest status. 2 eggs in nest. - BArnold
03/26/2012 - Biologist E. Strods attempted to visit nests, but was unable to gain access to substation. - HWinfrey
04/13/2012 - Nest degraded and with lots of scat, indicative of a successfully fledged nest. - BArnold

Yes

0

100

30

30

Removed

3/9/2012

3/9/2012 03/09/2012 - The nest was found by onsite biomonitor, inside equipment. The nest was 5% complete. Female
brought nesting material to nest twice during a 60-minute observation period. The equipment had mylar
reflective ribbon bird deterrents placed 6-8 inches from the selected nest site and was staged at the pull site with
no use for 10 days. The equipment was slated for transport this day, necessitating the removal process. ELoveless
03/09/2012 - Nest removed by avian biologist. - ELoveless
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
CAGN California Gnatcatcher

Nest ID
030912_imll_01

ID
San Luis Rey Substation

Type
Substation

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
Habitat
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Substation - maintenance

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
400

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
300

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
300
300
Fledged

BUSH

Bushtit

030912_mdus_03 Hartung CY-E

Road Area

Woodlands and Forests

Traffic

28

100

30

30

RSHA

Red-shouldered Hawk

030912_rrdd_01

CP64-2-E

Road Area

Riparian Forests and Woodlands

Traffic

300

500

300

030912_rrdd_02

CP70-3-E

Road Area

Riparian Forests and Woodlands

Traffic

56

100

100

WBNU White-breasted Nuthatch

59 of 237

Nest Outcome

Date Nest
Found
3/9/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
5/2/2012 03/09/2012 - Male CAGN observed stripping 'bark' from sagebrush in territory and adding material to a well
developed nest (about 80%) with the female CAGN accompanying. The nest is shaped with lining-less bowl. Pair
made trips with nest material from both east and west. - IMaunsell
03/14/2012 - Pair observed making over a dozen trips to nest. Surveyors did not approach nest, but female was
observed carrying fluffy pappus from Baccharis shrub; male not observed carrying material. - MDicus
03/21/2012 - Pair observed foraging throughout territory. On one occasion both male and female visited the nest
area briefly and then moved away to the south. Later during the observation period the male flew to the nest area
and called from various perches. Once the pair left the area, the nest was observed to be 100% complete with no
eggs present (M. Dicus permitted CAGN nest monitor present). It is likely that the pair will continue to use this
nest location following the weekend's recent storm events once the material dries with no further additions to
nest. Therefore, the nest stage is now considered to be in the egg laying period. - IMaunsell
03/28/2012 - 3 nest exchanges observed between 0715 and 0930. - IMaunsell
04/04/2012 - Observed nest exchange at approximately 0805. - IMaunsell
04/12/2012 - Male observed flying to nest area at approximately 0730. Gave "soft mew" and female was observed
leaving nest area. Female returned to the nest area at approximately 0750, called to male, and male left nest area.
From 0800-0810, male was observed making frequent, rapid trips to and from the nest to the surrounding habitat
with prey items. Likely feeding young nestlings still being brooded by the female. - IMaunsell
04/18/2012 - Male observed foraging, making 3 brief trips to nest, and on the second trip carrying away what
appeared to be a fecal sack from the nest. Female was at the nest for most of this 1-hour observation period. MDicus
04/25/2012 - 2 nestlings were observed in the nest. The adult male parent California Gnatcatcher was observed
hopping from bush to bush near the nest, making "mew" calls. - LGorman
05/02/2012 - The adult CAGN pair was observed foraging approximately 250 feet northwest of the nest location.
The pair repeatedly returned to a nearby shrub from which faint begging calls were heard; they appeared to be
feeding 1 or 2 fledglings, which were well-hidden inside the shrub. The nest was later checked and found to be
empty. Successful fledging. - MDicus

Fledged
Yes

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

3/9/2012

4/25/2012 03/09/2012 - Pair observed gathering material from interior of oak galls and adding it to nest that appears to be
nearly complete. - MDicus
03/16/2012 - BUSH pair foraging in vicinity. Male enters nest briefly at 0818; no item carry observed. - RRadd
03/21/2012 - BUSH pair working at nest at 1408. - RRadd
03/30/2012 - No activity observed from 1310 to 1325. - HWinfrey
04/06/2012 - Bushtit at nest at 1152. - HWinfrey
04/12/2012 - Nest appears intact after yesterday's storm. No BUSH observed during 30 minute observation. RRadd
04/17/2012 - No BUSH detected during 30-minute observation. - RRadd
04/25/2012 - Nest has fallen, but does not appear predated. - RRadd

No

300

Nest did not reach active stage

3/9/2012

4/12/2012 03/09/2012 - RSHA pair attending this nest - female at nest, male guarding and visiting. - RRadd
03/16/2012 - RSHA male at typical nest-guarding perch south of El Monte Road, female not detected. - RRadd
03/21/2012 - Nest remains incomplete. No RSHA detected during 15 minute late afternoon observation. - RRadd
03/30/2012 - No activity at nest. RSHA perched nearby at 1235. - HWinfrey
04/07/2012 - No activity observed, and no Red-Shouldered Hawks detected in area from 1200 to 1245. - HWinfrey
04/12/2012 - Nest is not in sufficient repair to receive an egg, and no raptors have been observed in association
for 4 weeks. Changed status to closed. Nest was abandoned during site selection for unknown reasons. - RRadd

No

100

Presumed Fledged

3/9/2012

5/11/2012 03/09/2012 - WBNU pair chiseling bark flakes from nearby trees and carrying to cavity at 1-2 minute intervals. RRadd
03/15/2012 - WBNU pair coming to and going from this nest at 0822. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - No WBNU detected in area for 15 minutes. - MKuehn
03/22/2012 - WBNU pair continued to bring bark chips to cavity on multiple occasions from 0843-0910. - RRadd
03/29/2012 - WBNU observed entering cavity at 1038 without carrying nesting material. It did not re-emerge
during 10 minutes of observation. - HWinfrey
04/05/2012 - WBNU leaves nest at 1027. Both male and female return at 1034. - HWinfrey
04/11/2012 - WBNU male carries food to brooding female 3 times between 1039-1044. - RRadd
04/16/2012 - WBNU carrying food to nest at 2-10 minute intervals around 1335. - RRadd
04/25/2012 - WBNU brings food to nest cavity at 0718. - RRadd
05/04/2012 - WBNU pair leaving nest unattended for several minutes at a time, returning with food items. RRadd
05/12/2012 - WBNU no longer come to this cavity and a HOWR is now occupying. Presumed fledged. - RRadd

Yes
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Nearest Project Feature

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
10

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
Nest Outcome
100
100
Presumed Fledged

Nest ID
030912_rrdd_04

CP82-1-E

Type
Road Area

Habitat
Riparian Forests and Woodlands

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
Traffic

WBNU White-breasted Nuthatch

030912_rrdd_05

CP82-1-E

Road Area

Riparian Forests and Woodlands

Traffic

87

100

85

85

Nest did not reach active stage

3/9/2012

4/16/2012 03/09/2012 - WBNU pair ferrying bark flakes to cavity. - RRadd
03/16/2012 - WBNU detected in vicinity, but not observed at cavity. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - No WBNU seen near nest for 15 minutes. Possibly switched locations (see 032012_mkhn_02). MKuehn
03/22/2012 - WBNU at cavity, one bird visible arranging lining materials inside. - RRadd
03/29/2012 - No activity observed during 15 minute visit. - HWinfrey
04/05/2012 - No WBNU detected in area; no activity at nest. - HWinfrey
04/16/2012 - No WBNU activity has been observed here for almost a month. Initial activity was likely a part of site
selection process. - RRadd
04/24/2012 - No activity observed. - RRadd

No

BUSH

Bushtit

031012_jpki_01

EP183

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic
Area

85

100

50

50

Indeterminate

3/10/2012

4/18/2012 03/10/2012 - Adults observed actively bringing material to nest on several occasions. - JPawlicki
03/15/2012 - Adults in area but did not observe them going to the nest. Nest looks complete from outside, but
contents not checked. - MKuehn
03/21/2012 - Bushtit pair still nest building. Nest is well-formed and decorated externally, 95% complete. Light is
still visible passing through unlined nest entrance. Female observed in vicinity gathering downy vegetative lining
material. - JDicus
03/28/2012 - Bushtit observed at nest, which appears nearly complete. - VNovik
04/04/2012 - Nest is in excellent shape, but no Bushtit observed or heard during 30-minute period. - PKonrad
04/10/2012 - Again, nest looks good but no Bushtits observed or heard during 30-minute observation period.
(Incubating or deserted?) - PKonrad
04/18/2012 - See following comment. - PKonrad
04/18/2012 - A predator has opened a hole in the bottom of this Bushtit nest chamber. No eggs, eggshells,
nestlings, or adults were found in the area, although nesting chronology indicates that eggs may have been
present. Because bushtits may continue lining the nest during incubation and until hatchlings are present, and
because the nestling period is approximately 14 days, it is indeterminate whether nest fledged, was abandoned,
or predated, and nest is closed. - PKonrad

N/A

PHAI

Phainopepla

Road Area

50

100

75

75

Presumed Fledged

3/10/2012

5/13/2012 03/10/2012 - Adult male Phainopepla observed breaking off a tamarisk twig and carrying it into a clump of
mistletoe. Male made several additional trips to nest while female perched nearby. - MDicus
03/16/2012 - PHAI male brings food item to female, and she departs nest area to receive it at 0755. Both birds
foraged, returning frequently to nest area. - RRadd
03/21/2012 - PHAI pair making trips to nest 1356-1408. - RRadd
03/30/2012 - No activity observed from 1310 to 1325. - HWinfrey
04/06/2012 - Male visits nest at 1148. - HWinfrey
04/12/2012 - PHAI pair trading nest duties; male on nest while female forages, guarding while she is on nest. RRadd
04/17/2012 - Pattern of activity suggests PHAI pair is sharing incubation duties. - RRadd
04/25/2012 - PHAI pair continue activity at this nest. - RRadd
05/02/2012 - PHAI exchanging nest duties; female comes to nest with enlarged crop at 1646. - RRadd
05/08/2012 - PHAI pair coming to nest at regular intervals; 1 always staying near nest. - RRadd
05/15/2012 - PHAI no longer attend this nest and a new nest is under construction 5 feet east. Presumed fledged. RRadd

Yes

ID

031012_mdus_02 Hartung CY-E

Woodlands and Forests

Traffic

60 of 237

Date Nest
Found
3/9/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
Fledged
4/30/2012 03/09/2012 - BUSH making repeated trips at 1-2 minute intervals building this nest - approximately 5% complete. Yes
RRadd
03/17/2012 - BUSH pair continue nest building at 1348 - 60% complete. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - Adults flew to nest 6+ times with material. - MKuehn
03/22/2012 - BUSH pair active at nest which appears substantially complete. - RRadd
03/29/2012 - BUSH entered nest at 1242 and was not observed to re-emerge during 10 minutes of observation. HWinfrey
04/05/2012 - Bushtit visits nest at 1309. - HWinfrey
04/15/2012 - BUSH pair feeding nestlings at 1630. - RRadd
04/24/2012 - BUSH pair feeding nestlings at 1320 at 5-minute intervals. - RRadd
05/05/2012 - Solo BUSH visits nest furtively, fleetingly and infrequently at 1358. Second brood potentially in
progress. - RRadd
05/12/2012 - Nest appears in excellent condition. No BUSH detected within 50 feet during 30 minutes of
observation. - RRadd
05/19/2012 - No activity observed. Monitor once more before potentially closing. - RRadd
05/24/2012 - Nest remains in fine condition, but no BUSH detected associating with it. Nest likely fledged about
30 April. Nest remained intact and a second brood may be initiated. - RRadd

Species
Code
Common Name
BUSH Bushtit

AR070367

2/19/2015
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Sunrise Powerlink 2012 Nest Monitoring Log

Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
WREN Wrentit

Nest ID
031212_ahll_01

EP33-1

ID

Type
Pad Areas-Structure Pad Chaparrals
Area

Habitat

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
OH - foundations

BUSH

Bushtit

031212_imll_02

EP118-2

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Chaparrals
Area

OH - foundations

CATH

California Thrasher

031212_imll_03

EP91-N

Road Area

Chaparrals

OH - wire stringing

BUSH

Bushtit

031212_jdus_01

CP49-1-PS-E

Road Area

Chaparrals

HOFI

House Finch

031212_jdus_02

CP49-1-PS-E

Road Area

Chaparrals

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
80

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
Nest Outcome
70
70
Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

60

100

60

60

100

100

100

100

Traffic

20

100

50

BMP installation/maintenance

20

100

30
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Date Nest
Found
3/12/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
4/3/2012 03/12/2012 - Wrentit pair was seen bringing lining material to nest on several occasions, at intervals of 20-45
minutes. Pair is extremely cryptic when flying to nest, using different fly-in routes and entering the dense brush at
a radius of 20 feet before actually flying to nest location. Adult was heard singing within 50 feet of nest location.
Nest appears to be complete. - AHill
03/15/2012 - No eggs in nest, but heard Wrentit nearby nest. - AHill
03/20/2012 - No eggs in nest. Observed Wrentit pair singing and flying within 25 feet of nest. - AHill
03/27/2012 - Observed pair singing near nest. Still no eggs in nest, but observed adult fly to nest then leave. AHill
04/03/2012 - Nest was found with small, broken, blue egg fragments in nest, and no adults were seen or heard
within 200 feet of the nest. Nest was predated on by an animal. - AHill

Fledged
No

Indeterminate

3/12/2012

3/30/2012 03/12/2012 - Bushtits actively nest building, nest nearly complete. Pair returning to nest while helicopter
hovering over site. - IMaunsell
03/20/2012 - Nest is intact, but no activity observed during 45 minutes of observation while micropile grouting
work is taking place at adjacent tower site. - VNovik
03/30/2012 - Bushtit nest has apparently been torn open by a predator, probably an avian predator, considering a
hole about twice the size of the entrance hole has been torn open in the stubby neck of the nest on the opposite
side from the entrance hole. No sign of eggs or eggshells or adult Bushtits - closed. Chronology and history of
observations suggest that eggs may or may not have been present at the time of depredation, so the outcome is
Indeterminate. - PKonrad

N/A

Presumed Fledged

3/12/2012

4/12/2012 03/12/2012 - Bird incubating on nest. 2 eggs. - IMaunsell
03/14/2012 - Bird incubating on nest. - VNovik
03/20/2012 - No thrashers observed, but a clutch of 3 turquoise-colored eggs is present in nest. - PKonrad
03/29/2012 - California Thrasher incubating; did not leave nest when avian biologist checked nest status from 12
feet. - PKonrad
04/06/2012 - At least 3 large downy nestlings in nest; no adults observed or heard. - PKonrad
04/12/2012 - Nest is in good shape with the bowl intact. Appears nestlings fledged successfully, probably before
rainfall 36 hours before this nest check, judging by wet condition of nest. No sign of nestlings, fledglings or adults,
and no sign that nestlings did not fledge. - PKonrad

Yes

50

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

3/12/2012

4/28/2012 03/12/2012 - Pair observed building well formed nest (carrying downy vegetative lining material into 95%
complete nest). - JDicus
03/13/2012 - Male makes occasional visits. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - Nest looked soggy, and the bottom appeared incomplete or perhaps affected by the storm this past
weekend. However, BUSH pair observed at nest. - IMaunsell
03/28/2012 - Male BUSH observed carrying food into nest, presumably feeding female. - HWinfrey
04/04/2012 - BUSH observed bringing small green leaves to nest 1035. - HWinfrey
04/14/2012 - Although Bushtits were heard in the area, none approached or exited the nest during a 90-minute
observation period. At 1558, a female LEGO pulled a large billfull of fluffy material from the top of the nest and
flew away. There was no Bushtit response this action. - VEurs
04/21/2012 - After 45 minutes of constant monitoring, no BUSH was observed entering or exiting the nest. A male
BUSH foraged in the nest tree and was seen with a bill full of insects. However, he did not approach this nest and
was presumably associated with a different nest in the area. - VEurs
04/28/2012 - No BUSH activity after 20 minutes of observation. This nest containing eggs failed due to natural
causes. After numerous extensive observation efforts, no Bushtit activity has been observed at the nest for
several weeks. This, combined with the slow deterioration of the nest and the piracy of nesting materials by other
species, leads the biologist to conclude this nest has been abandoned. It is likely that the Bushtits abandoned this
nest during one of the periods of cold, stormy weather, as they have been documented to do, even when the nest
contains eggs. - VEurs

No

30

Presumed Fledged

3/12/2012

5/7/2012 03/12/2012 - Pair arrives together, male perches nearby while female builds. Multiple trips to nest with material
were observed. Nest appears to be well formed (90% complete). - JDicus
03/13/2012 - No HOFI detected in this tree during 40 minute observation. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - Nest is intact after storm, but no HOFI activity at the nest in 30 minutes of observation. - IMaunsell
03/23/2012 - No HOFI activity observed at this nest during 30 minute observation. - RRadd
03/30/2012 - Male visits nest at 0834. - HWinfrey
04/06/2012 - No activity at nest from 0740 to 0810. - HWinfrey
04/16/2012 - One sparsely-feathered nestling visible craning its head above rim of nest with its bill open. - VEurs
04/23/2012 - Nestlings observed in nest. - LThoreson
04/30/2012 - Male and female both visited nest, male first then female who remains there. Nestlings cannot be
seen. - LTymkiw
05/07/2012 - The nest had no activity in over 30 minutes of observation. The nest is in good condition, showing
no signs of predation. Ample time has passed for a complete the nesting cycle and this nest is presumed to have
fledged. - VEurs

Yes
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
HOFI House Finch

Nest ID
031212_jdus_03

ID
CP49-1-PS-E

Type
Road Area

Chaparrals

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
BMP installation/maintenance

Habitat

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
15

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
30
30
Fledged

Nest Outcome

Date Nest
Found
3/12/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
4/30/2012 03/12/2012 - Pair visits nest tree. Male perches nearby while female builds. Nest is 50% complete. - JDicus
03/13/2012 - No HOFI detected in this tree during 40 minute observation. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - Nest appears intact and complete, after storm. A pair was observed entering the nest, but was not
carrying any nesting material. - IMaunsell
03/23/2012 - No HOFI activity observed at this nest during 30 minute observation. - RRadd
03/30/2012 - Male and female bringing food to nest at 0840. - HWinfrey
04/06/2012 - HOFI brings food to nest at 0745. - HWinfrey
04/16/2012 - At least 2 well-feathered nestlings were visible and vigorously moving about nest cup. - VEurs
04/23/2012 - A pair was observed flying to the nest to feed young. Nestlings not visible today. May be 2 new
nests to the east in the same tree (outer low hanging and upper hanging clusters). - LThoreson
04/30/2012 - Appears this nest has fledged successfully since female appears to be incubating a new clutch of
eggs. New Nest ID created (050212_kats_01). - LTymkiw

Fledged
Yes

LEGO

Lesser Goldfinch

031212_jdus_04

CP49-1-PS-E

Road Area

Chaparrals

Traffic

13

100

30

30

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

3/12/2012

4/16/2012 03/12/2012 - Female observed building beginning of nest while male is perched nearby. This newly discovered
goldfinch nest is just in the early stage of building (just a spare, thin platform beginning - 5% complete). - JDicus
03/13/2012 - LEGO continues to work sporadically on nest, now 15% complete. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - Nest appears to have weathered the storm, but is still incomplete, and about 60% complete. LEGO
observed all around but not observed at nest in about 10 minutes of observation. - IMaunsell
03/23/2012 - Fresh lining material in bottom of nest. - RRadd
03/30/2012 - Female on nest at 0832. - HWinfrey
04/06/2012 - Female on nest at 0748. - HWinfrey
04/14/2012 - Female was not on nest, so biologist used extendable mirror to examine the nest. The nest does not
contain any eggs or young anymore and does not appear to be particularly well-lined. Apparently predated. VEurs

No

HOFI

House Finch

031212_jdus_05

CP49-1-PS-E

Road Area

Chaparrals

Traffic

10

100

30

30

Nest did not reach active stage

3/12/2012

4/30/2012 03/12/2012 - Nest is above road and approximately 5% built, located in clump of flowering Eucalyptus. Avian
biologist watched female make 2 trips to nest with bill full of materials which almost completely disappeared
from viewing location below when female added the material into the nest location from above. Male not
observed. Group of 5 HOFI were observed returning to nest tree in a group with 2 pairs splitting off to build their
respective nests in the same tree while this female built a third nest with no associated male seen. Later trips by
the group were found to contain only two pairs, without the lone female in attendance. - JDicus
03/13/2012 - No HOFI detected in this tree during 40 minute observation. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - Nest appears unaffected by storm, but no HOFI activity at this nest during 30 minutes of
observation. - IMaunsell
03/23/2012 - No HOFI activity observed at this nest during 30 minute observation. - RRadd
03/30/2012 - No activity observed from 0834 to 0844. - HWinfrey
04/06/2012 - No activity observed from 0740 to 0810. - HWinfrey
04/16/2012 - Despite extensive observations of the HOFI nests in this area, no finches were observed approaching
this particular nest. - VEurs
04/23/2012 - No activity observed at nest. - LThoreson
04/30/2012 - No activity at this nest in 45 minutes of observation. In 6 weeks and 8 nest checks, no activity has
been observed at this nest. - LTymkiw

No
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
BEWR Bewick's Wren

Nest ID
031212_mdus_02 CP11-1

ID

Type
Pad Areas-Structure Pad Chaparrals
Area

Habitat

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
Grading

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
5

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
Nest Outcome
30
30
Indeterminate

BUSH

Bushtit

031212_mdus_03 CP10-E

Road Area

Chaparrals

Traffic

33

100

50

50

RTHA

Red-tailed Hawk

031212_pkad_05 EP32-1-E

Road Area

Riparian Forests and Woodlands

Traffic

86

500

500

500
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Date Nest
Found
3/12/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
5/8/2012 03/12/2012 - Bio monitor Tom Gunter observed a pair of Bewick's Wrens carrying nest material to the north side
of a 17-foot artificial wall north of CP11. The avian biologist monitored the activity, observing the pair carrying
twigs and dried leaves to the nest 10 separate times. One adult carried items on each trip while the other
accompanied it, scolding from the nearby silt fence, exploring adjacent cavities, or bringing in material itself.
During this time, the crew parked a dozer and compactor within 5-10 feet of the nest (but 12 vertical feet above),
delivered rock 55 feet away, and continued grading and wall construction approximately 90 feet away. All
construction activity was above the nest and out of view. The birds did not appear to be affected by construction,
spending no more than 10 minutes away from the nest during the monitoring period. - MDicus
03/16/2012 - Avian biologist arrived at site at 0707 to monitor nest prior to crew's arrival. Crew arrived at 0720.
BEWR adult first flew to nest at 0730, left immediately, and started vocalizing nearby. Pair did not return to nest
until 0806, when they both started making regular trips with nest material (grasses and other smaller items).
Between 0806 and 0820, the pair made a total of 12 trips (between them) to the nest while the crew worked
approximately 50-20 feet from the nest. - MDicus
03/16/2012 - Avian biologist arrived at site at 1257, monitoring nest from distance of approximately 50 feet.
While crew worked within buffer, BEWR pair were observed making over 15 trips to nest with material. During 1
hour and 20 minutes of monitoring, the pair were not away from the nest more than 10 minutes at a time.
Construction was ongoing throughout this observation period; birds appeared unaffected by activities. - MDicus
03/22/2012 - Bio-monitor Tom Gunter observed pair making 3 trips to the nest, and taking breaks to forage in
between visits. One-time work within buffer is complete, and buffer will now be maintained at 30 feet. - MDicus
03/31/2012 - Biomonitor B. Parker reports observing two BEWRs entering nest 3 times and engaging in mate
feeding behavior from 0910 to 0930. - HWinfrey
04/07/2012 - Bio monitor B. Parker reports Bushtit observed carrying downy material into nest at 0720. HWinfrey
04/16/2012 - No activity during nest monitor's 40 minute observation period. Onsite biomonitors B. Parker and T.
Gunter also reported no BEWR activity near cavity throughout the day. They said numerous BEWRs were upslope
and downslope singing and calling during the day. Nest monitor did not hear any BEWR. - VEurs
04/24/2012 - No BEWR seen near nest cavity after more than 30 minutes of observation. male BEWR sang briefly
downslope of the cavity towards the end of the observation period. - VEurs
05/01/2012 - A Bewick's Wren was heard singing not far down slope, but no wrens approached the rock wall
during approximately 30 minutes of observation. - VEurs
05/08/2012 - No activity at nest reported since 7 April. It is possible the nest was washed out of the Hilfiker wall
during the rain events of April. This nest is now closed and failed with or without eggs or young. - VEurs

Fledged
N/A

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

3/12/2012

5/1/2012 03/12/2012 - Pair of Bushtits observed carrying material to a nearly complete nest located approximately 30 feet
from the access road. Traffic, including a large loader, passed through the access road, while the pair continued to
forage for material and carry it to the nest. - MDicus
03/20/2012 - Bushtit observed at nest. - BArnold
03/23/2012 - Male Bushtit observed adding material to the nest. - MDicus
03/31/2012 - Biomonitor B. Parker reports Bushtit entering nest with fine material 4 times from 1050 to 1130. HWinfrey
04/07/2012 - Biomonitor T. Gunter reports no activity observed from 0730 to 0830. - HWinfrey
04/16/2012 - Male and female foraging on surrounding hillsides and periodically visiting the nest without material
or food items during nest monitor's visit. Onsite biomonitor T. Gunter reported little activity in the morning.
Suspect incubation is under way. - VEurs
04/24/2012 - At least one Bushtit was foraging extensively on the hillside around the nest, but after 40 minutes of
observation, no Bushtit approached or exited the nest. - VEurs
05/01/2012 - After observing the unusual look of the nest from the access road, the biologist approached the nest
directly. Upon close examination, the nest was observed to be laying horizontally in the shrub. Pieces of nest
material were strewn about the branches, although no large, obvious holes were observed. This nest with eggs or
young failed due to natural causes. - VEurs

No

Fledged

3/12/2012

5/26/2012 03/12/2012 - Adult Red-tailed Hawk in incubating position on 2011 nest that has been built up a bit during past
week. Second adult flew from perch west of nest. Red-tail in incubating position during 2 subsequent nest checks
while in the area during mid-afternoon and late afternoon. - PKonrad
03/20/2012 - Did not observe any activity during a 30 minute period. - AHill
03/23/2012 - No hawks observed near nest. - PKonrad
03/30/2012 - No activity observed. - AHill
04/09/2012 - Adult on nest at 0818. - HWinfrey
04/15/2012 - Adult on nest at 0910. - HWinfrey
04/22/2012 - No adult in area. 1 downy nestling visible and moving in nest. - HWinfrey
04/28/2012 - 1 downy white nestling visible and vocal. - HWinfrey
05/05/2012 - 2 nestlings were visible and moving in nest at 0602. - HWinfrey
05/11/2012 - 2 nestlings visible; both have downy heads and are molting flight feathers. - HWinfrey
05/18/2012 - 2 nestlings visible, showing well-developed flight feathers and molting head feathers. - HWinfrey
05/25/2012 - 2 nestlings visible, 1 upright in nest, the other perched on a branch a foot above the nest. Both
appear fully feathered and alert. - HWinfrey
05/26/2012 - Nest is empty. Fledgling perched 50 feet away from nest. 40% of nest material appears to have
been knocked out of nest and is resting on a branch below the nest. Nest closed. - HWinfrey

Yes
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
SAPH Say's Phoebe

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
Substation - new construction

Nest ID
031212_rrdd_01

ID
Sycamore Substation SSDE1

Type
Substation

Habitat
Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

CACW Cactus Wren

031212_rrdd_02

Sycamore CY

Construction Yards

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
10

230

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

100

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
50
10
Fledged

100
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100

Fledged

Nest Outcome

Date Nest
Found
3/12/2012

3/12/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
5/2/2012 03/12/2012 - SAPH bringing items and forming cup in nest that appears approximately 80% complete. Nest built
while work and use of adjacent access road were in progress, drive-through access OK. - RRadd
03/15/2012 - SAPH observed bringing material to nest at about 1000. - BArnold
03/19/2012 - SAPH on nest, departs to forage. Mate nearby. - RRadd
03/26/2012 - SAPH adult on nest. CORA nest being built nearby. Other SAPH adult on fence foraging. - FHoffman
04/01/2012 - No activity observed at nest. SAPH heard calling nearby. - HWinfrey
04/06/2012 - SAPH observed coming to nest to incubate while two biologists were viewing nest from below,
within 15 feet. The SAPH did not react to presence. - BArnold
04/14/2012 - At start of observation, phoebe was not on the nest. Male arrived a short time later carrying a small
insect while biologist was about 15 feet away. He perched briefly on the edge of the nest and then settled for 3
minutes until female arrived with another insect. He left the nest and she perched on the edge, bending down to
feed the very quiet nestlings. - VEurs
04/14/2012 - Adult SAPH on nest. Valerie Eurs observed both adults bringing insects to edge of nest. As such,
presumed the presence of nestlings. - BArnold
04/23/2012 - Both adults brought food to nest after 5 minutes of observing. Adults brought food during intense
work activity within 15 to 20 feet of the nest, and O&M activity in 69kV rack. - BArnold
04/25/2012 - Both adult SAPH continue to bring food to nest and feed nestlings during nearby work activities. BArnold
04/26/2012 - Adult SAPH continue to bring food items to nest in apparent disregard of the SRPL work activities
occurring within 20 feet of the nest. - BArnold
04/28/2012 - The Adult SAPH was observed bringing food to nest, but with much less frequency or 'urgency' than
recently observed. I believe the nestlings may soon fledge. - BArnold
04/29/2012 - Adult SAPH attending to nestlings, which appear very large and ready to fledge. - BArnold
05/01/2012 - 2 very large, vociferous nestlings in nest. These appear ready to fledge soon. - BArnold
05/02/2012 - Early in morning 4 large fledglings observed in nest. Later 2 fledglings observed on slope just south
of substation with 1 adult, and 1 fledgling perched on steel railing at base of nest. - BArnold
05/03/2012 - Four nestlings observed perched on disconnect switch stand in northern part of substation. Later
observed with adults foraging and being fed. - BArnold

Fledged
Yes

5/10/2012 03/12/2012 - Nest appears 80% complete, lacking feather lining. - RRadd
03/19/2012 - Nest appears kempt and maintained but only partially lined. No CACW detections on cold windy
day. - RRadd
03/27/2012 - No activity observed at nest. CACW calling 500 feet west of nest. - HWinfrey
04/02/2012 - 2 CACWs observed in area from 0630 to 0730. Neither were observed going to this nest. - HWinfrey
04/11/2012 - At start of observation, CACW heard calling 100-150 feet from nests. At 1345, an adult perched on
cactus between the 2 nests before flying off to the north. At 1420, wren gave vocalizations briefly near the nests.
At 1426, adult CACW entered upper nest. It was not carrying nest material or food. It remained in the nest until
1441, at which time it flew to the north, perched quietly on a cactus and eventually flew out of sight farther
north. Observation period lasted approximately 70 minutes. - VEurs
04/19/2012 - One CACW was seen upon biologist's arrival near the nest. After 15-20 minutes, one adult, then the
second, perched on the cactus clump containing the nests. Each had food in its bill, which was taken into the nest.
One adult soon emerged, flew off, returned with more food that it took into the nest and then exited. A GRRO
landed in front of the cactus clump, causing the wren to give an alarm call. The second wren emerged from the
nest and both wrens then disappeared from view. - VEurs
04/26/2012 - Immediately upon the start of observations, both adult CACW entered the nest. They exited and
flew off in separate directions. During the approximately 15 minute observation period, an adult made 2 more
trips into the nest with food items. - VEurs
05/03/2012 - Both adults were visible perching about 50 feet from the nest. They moved about the area, and 1
adult eventually perched for several minutes on the cactus clump containing the nest. The second adult then
approached and took a food item into the nest. They both flew off again. A short while later an adult arrived at
the nest with a very large, unidentified food item. When the adult entered the nest, nestlings could be heard
vocalizing. The adult soon exited and resumed foraging as the second adult perched on a cactus with its feathers
fluffed. - VEurs
05/10/2012 - An adult Cactus Wren was seen perched atop a cactus clump to the west of the nest. 2, perhaps 3,
Cactus Wren fledglings were spotted huddled in the shade at the base of the same cactus patch. This nest is now
closed because it fledged successfully. - VEurs
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
BUSH Bushtit

Nest ID
031312_bald_03

ID
EP103-2

Habitat

Type
Pad Areas-Work Area

Chaparrals

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic

CAGN

California Gnatcatcher

031312_dbby_01 CP21-E

Road Area

BUSH

Bushtit

031312_elss_01

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Chaparrals
Area

EP19-1

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
BMP installation/maintenance

Other

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
79

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
Nest Outcome
50
50
Presumed Fledged

264

300

264

264

100

100

50

50
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Date Nest
Found
3/13/2012

Fledged

3/13/2012

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

3/13/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
4/23/2012 03/13/2012 - Biomonitor Chez Brungraber observed Bushtits carrying nesting material at about 1030 hours, and
shortly thereafter discovered nest. Nest is nearly complete. - BArnold
03/21/2012 - Nest looks complete, although neck is a bit thin. Bushtit acting mildly territorial as biologist
approached nest. - PKonrad
03/29/2012 - Bushtits active in area; 1 went into nest and did not see it come out; some calling from within nest
to Bushtits nearby. - PKonrad
04/09/2012 - Observed Bushtit entering nest multiple times. Visits were short in duration. Carrying food item into
nest. - VNovik
04/16/2012 - Adult Bushtit(s) bringing food to nest and quickly leaving about every 3 minutes. - PKonrad
04/23/2012 - Nest is in good shape, but no Bushtits were observed during 30 minute observation period, which is
drastically different from the last observation period when the adults were making frequent nest visits with food.
The nestlings have apparently fledged and left the area with the adults - closed. - PKonrad

Fledged
Yes

5/1/2012 03/13/2012 - Nest approximately 90% complete. Observed male fly into the nest for a few seconds to form the
nest. Nest lining still slightly unkempt looking since it is still being formed. Pair foraging away from nest for long
periods of up to a half hour. Did not observe pair bringing any more nest material to nest. Installed "no drive-thru
and no project access" ESA signs on road to west because 300-foot buffer encompasses small section of road,
until NBJ concurrence is obtained. - DBusby
03/20/2012 - Nest lining appears complete. No eggs in nest. Adult pair foraging nearby. Adult male flew near nest
and delivered scolding calls after I checked the nest. - DBusby
04/07/2012 - Male observed on nest during survey on April 6. 4 eggs confirmed during survey on March 30. DBusby
04/17/2012 - 4 nestlings in nest approximately 4 days old. Estimated fledge date is between April 22 and 28. DBusby
04/24/2012 - Coastal California Gnatcatcher pair with active nest (031312_dbby_01) near Structure CP21 was
observed feeding nestlings that are approximately 11 days old. The male and female adult pair was observed
repeatedly visiting the nest with food, with a large proportion of the food items being small green caterpillars.
Based on the apparent age of the nestlings, their estimated fledge date will likely occur between April 25 and 28,
2012. - DBusby
05/01/2012 - Coastal California Gnatcatcher pair was observed with fledglings that are a few days old
approximately 200 feet east/downslope of the closed nest (031312_dbby_01) near Structure CP21. The estimated
fledge date was between April 25 and 28, 2012. At least two fledglings were visually confirmed foraging with the
adult pair. The closed nest is empty and intact, exhibiting no signs of depredation. The surveyor will reattempt to
locate and confirm the number of fledglings during subsequent surveys. Because the fledglings are now
independent of the nest, there are no work restrictions along the access road to the west of the closed nest. DBusby
05/08/2012 - Nest is closed. Family group foraging down slope. Detected 2 adults / 1 juvenile. - DBusby
05/15/2012 - Nest is closed. Family group foraging downslope, very vocal. Detected 2 adults / 3-4 juveniles.
Juveniles begging. - DBusby
05/22/2012 - Adult pair foraging near old closed nest. No juveniles detected in area, indicating they now may be
independent of adults. - DBusby
05/30/2012 - Adult male observed down slope from old nest. Vocal at first detection but then became quiet and
secretive. - DBusby
06/07/2012 - Adult male Coastal California Gnatcatcher was observed approximately 100 feet east/downslope of
the closed nest (031312_dbby_01) near CP21 and CP22. Initially, the male was detected vocalizing and observed
attacking a Western Scrub-Jay, but then flew off and out of sight to the east to remain undetected for the rest of
the survey despite great attempts to relocate the individual DBusby
3/27/2012 03/13/2012 - A pair of Bushtits was observed adding nesting material to a nest 7 feet up in a manzanita. The pair
was observed visiting the nest every 2-5 minutes. The nest appears about 50% complete - ELoveless
03/15/2012 - Bushtit pair is nest building actively and does not seem to be affected by heavy helicopter traffic at
EP19. Nest appears to be 60% complete. - AHill
03/20/2012 - Pair is actively bringing nesting material to nest, but nest seems a bit dilapidated from recent rain
event; 70% complete. - AHill
03/27/2012 - Nest was predated, with one egg lodged in side of nest. Two large holes in nest walls, no Bushtit
activity was observed. Signs were removed. - AHill
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
WREN Wrentit

Nest ID
ID
031312_fhan_01 CP88-1-N-B

Type
Road Area

Habitat
Chaparrals

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
BMP installation/maintenance

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
25

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
Nest Outcome
85
85
Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

WESJ

Western Scrub-Jay

031312_ghan_01 CP55/CP56-1 PS

Pad Areas-Stringing Area Chaparrals

OH - wire stringing

100

100

100

100

PHAI

Phainopepla

031312_jdus_01

EP246

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Desert Scrub and Dune Habitats
Area

OH - wire stringing

110

100

75

BUSH

Bushtit

031312_jdus_02

EP251

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Desert Scrub and Dune Habitats
Area

BMP installation/maintenance

40

100

BUSH

Bushtit

031312_jpki_05

EP140-N

Road Area

65

100

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic

Date Nest
Found
3/13/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
4/20/2012 03/13/2012 - A Wrentit was seen visiting the nest. This individual was calling back and forth to another Wrentit
nearby. The nest appeared nearly 100% complete and egg laying is imminent. - FHoffman
03/15/2012 - Nest was monitored prior to and during installation of energy dissipaters (K. Vittum) in two
locations along the eastern edge of the access road 30-40 feet from the nest site. Work occurred within the
established 85 foot buffer based on an exemption to allow for work required in order to remain in compliance
with SWPPP permit within 72 hours of rain event. Rain event predicted for Friday March 17 and Saturday March
18. Nest was monitored prior to work: no eggs or adults were at the nest. Nest appeared in good condition.
During approximately 1 hour of work using back hoe, no adult Wrentits were observed within the area. IMaunsell
03/20/2012 - Nest is complete, but looks soaked from recent heavy rains. No activity observed during 15 minutes
of observation. Wrentits heard calling within general vicinity. - SJohnston
03/28/2012 - Biologist approached to within 5 feet before locating nest when female flushed off nest, which
contained 3 eggs. Female returned to nest immediately after biologist moved back to access road. Bio monitor C.
Vettes reported passively observing female continue incubating for 6 hours while Sunrise underground crew
worked 50 feet from nest. - HWinfrey
03/28/2012 - A female Wrentit was on the nest during over an hour of work which consisted of hydroseeding and
silt fence removal. At one point the male visited the nest. No indications of stress were observed due to
hydroseeding work occurring approximately 25 feet from the nest. - CVettes
03/30/2012 - On March 29 K. Vittum monitored minor road grading work required within the existing 85 foot
buffer for this nest. Work occurred along the road approximately 40 feet from the nest site. A backhoe was used
to repair the road due to a recent rain event rilling across the road. Work occurred per exemption for individual
buffer requests allowing for required BMP work in order to maintain compliance with SWPPP permit. During
approximately 30 minutes of work within the buffer the monitor detected the pair associating with the nest area.
No signs of disturbance or agitated behavior were observed. - IMaunsell
04/06/2012 - Female on nest at 1224. - HWinfrey
04/13/2012 - Female on nest, does not depart during observation. - JDicus
04/20/2012 - Nest is on the ground, torn apart. Trampled vegetation surrounding nest suggests mammalian
predator. Nest closed. - HWinfrey

Fledged
No

Presumed Fledged

3/13/2012

4/29/2012 03/10/2012 - Observed with avian biologist, John Dicus, a pair of Western Scrub-jays bringing material to vicinity
of scrub oaks (Quercus berberidifolia) and Lakeside ceanothus (Ceanothus cyaneus) multiple times. A nest was
discovered in scrub oak but did not observe species going to it. By 3-12-12, it was confirmed to be an active nest
by observing the pair at and on the nest, bringing nesting material to it. - GHuffman
03/16/2012 - Western Scrub-jay observed carrying lining material to nest. - RAbe
03/20/2012 - Western Scrub-Jay observed carrying lining material to nest. No apparent damage to nest from
major storm event over last two days. - RAbe
03/29/2012 - Female on nest, male calling nearby. - HWinfrey
04/05/2012 - Female on nest with 5 eggs. - HWinfrey
04/13/2012 - Incubation continues. - RRadd
04/22/2012 - WESJ tight on nest at 1550. - RRadd
04/30/2012 - Nest is clean, intact and empty. Presumed fledged. - RRadd

Yes

75

Nest did not reach active stage

3/13/2012

3/30/2012 03/13/2012 - Phainopepla nest reported by on-site biological monitor. Phainopepla pair observed in vicinity. Male
landed in nest shrub while female looked on. Male observed carrying materials and building second nest in
juniper to west outside 100-foot buffer surrounding tower permanent pad, then revisiting nest in jujube shrub.
Both nests are approximately 20% constructed. - JDicus
03/22/2012 - Male slightly territorial across wash; unseen female giving contact calls. Nest is a small bowl built
with fine material; looks complete. - PKonrad
03/30/2012 - Could not re-find nest; no Phainopeplas near nest site, although a short distance to southwest a pair
of Phainopeplas were flying in aerial displays led by female. - PKonrad

No

50

50

Nest did not reach active stage

3/13/2012

3/22/2012 03/13/2012 - Pair of Bushtits visited nest 3 times with material. - JDicus
03/22/2012 - Nest appears be destroyed by recent storm; nest is flattened from the west side, probably by high
wind, and has been torn away from 1 of the top attachment points. Damage does not reflect predation, which is
indicated by holes or tears in the chamber. No Bushtits were observed or heard in the area. - PKonrad

No

50

50

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

3/13/2012

4/30/2012 03/13/2012 - Adult Bushtits observed bringing material to nest on several occasions. - JPawlicki
04/03/2012 - Nest complete. Bushtit pair observed in vicinity of nest with 1 adult entering nest; nest contents
unknown. - JPawlicki
04/13/2012 - Nest is complete and intact. Bushtit observed entering nest. - VNovik
04/21/2012 - One Bushtit was observed bringing caterpillars to the nest. It was unclear whether it was feeding
nestlings or its mate. - LTymkiw
04/30/2012 - Nest has been predated, torn apart and mostly removed from the area with only a portion of the
feathered nest chamber caught in the branch below the nest site. No sign of adults or nestlings or other nest parts
in the area. - closed. - PKonrad

No
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
BUSH Bushtit

Nest ID
ID
031312_mdus_02 CP43-1 PS

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
Type
Habitat
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
Pad Areas-Stringing Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats OH - wire stringing

CORA

Common Raven

031312_mdus_03 CP40-2-E

Road Area

Chaparrals

BUSH

Bushtit

031312_rrdd_01

Road Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic

TL 6924 - 171691

BMP installation/maintenance

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
75

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
Nest Outcome
40
40
Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

0

100

100

100

60

100

50

50

67 of 237

Date Nest
Found
3/13/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
4/28/2012 03/13/2012 - Pair of Bushtits observed carrying material to a nest that is approximately 60% complete. - MDicus
03/16/2012 - Pair bringing in nest material and copulating. Nest approximately 75% complete. - MDicus
03/20/2012 - Pair not observed visiting nest, but nest is in good condition, and female was observed foraging on
nest shrub. - MDicus
03/30/2012 - 0730 to 0830: Female observed leaving the nest for approximately 5 minutes out of a 1 hour
observation. Due to the amount of time female spent in nest, it can be concluded that it is incubating. - GHuffman
04/06/2012 - Bushtit observed making two trips to nest in a 20 minute observation. Construction activities appear
to have no impact on nesting behavior. - GHuffman
04/15/2012 - Both adults making numerous, rapid trips to the nest carrying food items. Female removed fecal sac
on one trip away from the nest. High-pitched vocalizations heard within nest when adult entered with food. VEurs
04/20/2012 - Observed Bushtits making numerous trips to nest carrying food. Begging calls from nestlings could
be heard from within nest when adults entered. - GHuffman
04/28/2012 - At the start of observation, the biologist noted the nest's unusual appearance. About 5 minutes
later, a female LEGO vigorously pulled material from the nest and then flew off. She repeated the behavior a short
time later. There was no response from potential nest occupants. A pair of Bushtits was eventually detected in the
area, but they did not directly approach the nest. There was no evidence they were being followed by fledglings. It
appears the nest was predated. This nest with young failed due to natural causes. - VEurs

Fledged
No

Removed

3/13/2012

3/21/2012 03/13/2012 - Pair of Common Ravens observed carrying sticks to nest at top of SRPL tower CP40-2. Nest is
approximately 30-40% complete. During over 2 hours of observation, the birds made 6 trips to the nest, carrying
sticks on 4 of the trips. The pair spent approximately 45 minutes total at the nest, rearranging sticks and perching
on the adjacent cross-members. A second pair of ravens was observed stealing sticks from the nest and carrying
them off the right-of-way to the west. The nest-building pair chased the pair from the area twice. - MDicus
03/14/2012 - It appears that a few sticks have been added to the nest since yesterday, but it is still not complete
enough to support eggs. Pair was observed perching on tower leg below nest but did not visit nest during 15minute observation period. - MDicus
03/20/2012 - Pair observed making 3 trips to nest with short sticks and finer material. Nest is approximately 5060% complete. - MDicus
03/21/2012 - The tower was observed for approximately 2 hours prior to the installation of the bird deterrent. No
Common Ravens were observed prior to crew arrival. Upon arrival of the crew 6 Common Ravens were observed
flying east along the access road from CP39 towards CP40. Once the crew had installed the deterrent and left
CP40, a pair of Common Ravens was observed perched on the uppermost arm of the structure approximately 10
feet from the installed deterrent. The pair was observed for approximately 1 hour. No nesting material was
observed during this time, but the pair did not appear deterred by the deterrent. - JHenry
03/21/2012 - Nest was approximately 70-80% constructed and not substantial enough to hold eggs. Nonetheless,
as a precaution, the lineman tasked with nest removal was instructed to look into the nest to verify the nest
contained no eggs. The lineman confirmed the nest was empty and removed it. The Common Raven pair flew
around the tower, vocalizing. They were still in the area when the avian monitor left. - MDicus
03/21/2012 - The nest is approximately 70% complete and is not yet developed enough to support eggs. No eggs
or young present (as determined by nest stage). Bird repellent ribbon is present towards the base of the tower
and at multiple points around the project site. Additionally, BMP maintenance occurred at the site on March 15
and 16 and nest building continue despite this work. Per the NBMMP, active work is considered a form of a
deterrent. The nest is located on a structure required for upcoming wire pulling. A delay due to allowing the nest
cycle to continue would likely prevent SDG&E from meeting the request from CAISO to complete the project by
June 1, 2012 to ensure system reliability. Nest attempt was removed with agency approval on 3/21/2012. KAlberts

No

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

3/13/2012

4/10/2012 03/13/2012 - BUSH nest under construction, approximately 50% complete. - RRadd
03/19/2012 - Nest appears approximately 65% complete and not obviously torn from recent storms. No BUSH
detected during 30 minute observation. - RRadd
03/24/2012 - A pair of Bushtits was observed bringing nesting material to the nest several times. - VEurs
03/31/2012 - Pair observed making at least 10 trips between them, carrying nest material. Nest appears to be
nearly complete. - MDicus
04/09/2012 - Nest is large and spherical, basically complete. Shortly after start of observation, male approached
nest with fine material. Female arrived soon after, entered nest and remained for about 5 minutes before flying
off. - VEurs
04/10/2012 - Nest has fallen. - RRadd

No
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
LEGO Lesser Goldfinch

Nest ID
031312_sjon_01

CP88-1-N-A

ID

Type
Road Area

Habitat
Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
BMP installation/maintenance

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
15

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
Nest Outcome
50
50
Presumed Fledged

Date Nest
Found
3/13/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
4/20/2012 03/13/2012 - Nest is approximately 5% complete. - SJohnston
03/20/2012 - Pair of goldfinches seen visiting nest site multiple times over 1 hour from 0850-0950 while backhoe
installed dissipaters 20 feet from nest. Work within buffer occurred per the exemption for buffer modification
requests for work conducted to maintain SWPPP compliance. (report from biomonitor K. Vittum 3/15/12). SJohnston
03/28/2012 - Female observed carrying nest material with male perched near nest. - HWinfrey
03/28/2012 - Work within the buffer included hydroseeding, silt fence removal, and momentary use of a backhoe
for soil compaction. Silt fencing and soil compaction occurred under exemptions for individual buffer justification
requests allowing for required BMP work in order to maintain SWPPP permit compliance and for limited foot
traffic within buffers provided the crew is accompanied by an Avian Biologist. The momentary presence of the
backhoe agitated a Lesser Goldfinch, the equipment was redirected and, once removed, foraging and activity in
the nest tree resumed. The only visit to the nest for nest building was observed prior to the beginning of work. CVettes
03/29/2012 - During a 15 minute period of hydroseeding, a Lesser Goldfinch remained on the nest. The same
status was observed before and after construction. This hydroseeding was a one-time permission of work order
granted by the nest buffer justification. - CVettes
04/06/2012 - Female on nest at 1229. - HWinfrey
04/13/2012 - Female incubating/brooding. Does not leave nest when avian bio walks past at a distance of ten
feet. - JDicus
04/20/2012 - No LEGO observed near nest. Nest examined and found to be empty with fine fibers pulled up from
rim of cup. No sign of predation. Nest timeline indicates that nest most likely reached fledging status successfully.
Nest closed. - HWinfrey

Fledged
Yes

LEGO

Lesser Goldfinch

031312_sjon_02

CP88-1-N-A

Road Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance

90

100

90

90

Nest did not reach active stage

3/13/2012

4/13/2012 03/13/2012 - Nest building; approximately 1% complete. - SJohnston
03/20/2012 - No activity observed but nest is now about 20% complete. - SJohnston
03/28/2012 - Male and female observed chasing SOSP away from nest, indicating nest continues to be active. HWinfrey
04/03/2012 - No activity observed from 1115 to 1145. - HWinfrey
04/13/2012 - No LEGO visit to smallest pine between 2 larger pines in 25-minute observation. Nest closed due to
inactivity and nest never becoming completely constructed. - JDicus

No

HOFI

House Finch

031312_sjon_03

CP88-1-N-A

Road Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic

36

100

30

30

Indeterminate

3/13/2012

5/17/2012 03/13/2012 - Observed female HOFI bringing nesting material to nest. - SJohnston
03/15/2012 - Pair of HOFI repeatedly adding coarse nesting material to nest location on ledge above window at
the Bauer house. Nest 50% complete. - KAlberts
03/20/2012 - Female flew to nest with material. Male following closely. - MKuehn
03/20/2012 - Observed pair of HOFI making trips into nest. - SJohnston
03/28/2012 - Female observed entering nest, male perched nearby. - HWinfrey
04/03/2012 - Female on nest at 1108. - HWinfrey
04/13/2012 - Pair visits nest, and female settles into nest. - JDicus
04/20/2012 - Male and female perched above nest. - HWinfrey
04/26/2012 - Female on nest. - HWinfrey
05/03/2012 - Male and female observed leaving nest at 0806. - HWinfrey
05/07/2012 - No activity observed from 1031 to 1046. Unable to verify nest contents without entering private
property. - HWinfrey
05/14/2012 - No activity observed; however, landowner presence did not provide for appropriate observation
conditions or sufficient monitoring time. - MDicus
05/17/2012 - No activity at nest. Unable to view nest contents without entering private property. Nest closed due
to inactivity. - HWinfrey

N/A
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
HOFI House Finch

Nest ID
031312_sjon_04

CP88-1-N-A

ID

Type
Road Area

Habitat
Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
Grading

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
83

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
Nest Outcome
30
30
Indeterminate

Date Nest
Found
3/13/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
5/17/2012 03/13/2012 - Nest building observed. - SJohnston
03/20/2012 - Observed pair making trips into the nest. - SJohnston
03/21/2012 - V. Eurs and K. Vittum reported that per the landowners' request, all project-related material,
equipment and work is required to be completed on and removed from the Bauer Property. During the course of
uninstalling wire mesh nesting deterrents in the eaves of a guest house on the property as part of this
requirement between 0800 and 0900 on March 21st, the activity uninstalled the substrate on which the nest is
located, inadvertently removing the nesting material. The nesting attempt did not support eggs or young based on
its nest building stage. The nest is approximately 75% complete. The bio monitor on site was notified, contacted
an avian biologist, and the nesting material was replaced at 1125 to enable further nest building by the pair. V.
Eurs observed the following: 1155 - Male HOFI flew near the nest, but did not enter. 1206 - Female HOFI entered
nest and spent about 1 minute rearranging the material within the wire pocket before she left. 1208 - Female
entered pocket and again rearranged material for about 1 minute while the male sang nearby. 1211 - Female
entered and almost immediately left again. 1216 - Female spent about 3 minutes inside, moving nest material
around. 1230 - Male carried nesting material into nest. 1235 - Male returned to nest with more new material.
1304 - Male and female were in the nest simultaneously for about 1 minute. 1307 - Female spent very brief time
in the nest. 1318 - Female went in and out of nest a couple of times, then flew off. 1327 - Female spent another 2
minutes rearranging nesting material. 1333 - Female spent another couple of minutes rearranging material. KAlberts
03/28/2012 - No activity observed during 10 minute visit. - HWinfrey
04/03/2012 - No activity observed from 1115 to 1145. - HWinfrey
04/13/2012 - HOFI pair visits nest, gathers material. Nest stage presumably progressed to egg laying based on
nest chronology. - JDicus
04/20/2012 - No activity observed during 15-minute visit. - HWinfrey
04/26/2012 - No activity observed at nest, which is difficult to see without entering private property. - HWinfrey
05/03/2012 - Male perched near nest at 0805, appears to be carrying food. - HWinfrey
05/07/2012 - No activity observed at nest from 1031 to 1046. Unable to verify nest contents without entering
private property. - HWinfrey
05/12/2012 - No activity observed at nest from 0842 to 0900. Unable to verify nest contents without entering
private property. - MDicus
05/17/2012 - No activity observed at nest. Unable to verify nest contents without entering property. Nest closed
due to inactivity. - HWinfrey

Fledged
N/A

BEWR

Bewick's Wren

031312_sjon_05

CP88-1-N-A

Road Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Grading

20

100

50

50

Presumed Fledged

3/13/2012

4/26/2012 03/13/2012 - Pair observed bringing nesting material in to man-made cavity. - SJohnston
03/20/2012 - No activity observed. - SJohnston
03/28/2012 - No activity observed during 10 minutes of observation. - HWinfrey
04/03/2012 - No activity observed from 1115 to 1145. - HWinfrey
04/13/2012 - Bewick's Wren seen leaving nest cavity. - JDicus
04/20/2012 - No activity observed during 15-minute visit. - HWinfrey
04/26/2012 - Pair of BEWR feeding fledgling in shrub 5 feet from nest. Nest presumed fledged. - HWinfrey

Yes

BUSH

Bushtit

031312_sjon_06

CP88-1-N-A

Road Area

Chaparrals

BMP installation/maintenance

15

100

50

50

Indeterminate

3/13/2012

4/13/2012 03/13/2012 - Biologists saw a pair of Bushtits bringing nesting material to the Ceanothus shrub, then approached
shrub and saw the pair adding material to a nest. - SJohnston
03/20/2012 - Observed Bushtits making trips to the nest. - SJohnston
03/28/2012 - BUSH observed visiting nest, which appears nearly complete. - HWinfrey
03/28/2012 - There was Bushtit activity around the nest area before construction, but activity subsided during 20
minutes of hydroseeding work within the buffer to approximately 15 feet from the nest. After work subsided, a
pair of Bushtits returned to the area, and activity near the nest resumed. - CVettes
03/29/2012 - Approximately 30 minutes of hydroseeding occurred within the buffer during which a Bushtit was
observed with nest building material. Activity in the vicinity of the nest was confirmed previous to and after
construction. This hydroseeding was a one-time permission of work order granted in the nest buffer justification. CVettes
04/06/2012 - No activity observed at nest, and no Bushtits detected in immediate area. - HWinfrey
04/13/2012 - Nest is torn open, with chunks of nest material still loosely, precariously hung about the rest of the
host shrub. Nest appears to have been recently predated (within the last 24 hours or so since the last storm
system, which would have blown the nest chunks to the ground). Nest is empty: no eggs, nestlings or adults.
Damage to nest is consistent with Western Scrub-jay predation. Nest was never recorded as having eggs or young,
but destructive nature of damage and nesting chronology indicate the possible presence of eggs or young at the
time. Nest closed with Indeterminate outcome. - JDicus

N/A
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
LOSH Loggerhead Shrike

Nest ID
031412_ahll_01

EP52-1

ID

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
Type
Habitat
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
Pad Areas-Structure Pad Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats OH - tower erection
Area

CORA

Common Raven

031412_bald_02

EP229-1

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Area
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

LOSH

Loggerhead Shrike

031412_jpki_01

EP51-1

Pad Areas-Work Area

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
80

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
70
70
Fledged

Nest Outcome

Date Nest
Found
3/14/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
5/9/2012 03/14/2012 - Female Loggerhead Shrike was on nest and is potentially incubating or shaping the nest. Female
became very defensive and started alarm calling when biologist was near the nest; biologist then retreated. Male
was seen perched on nearby branch. - AHill
03/20/2012 - Biologist witnessed a pair of Loggerhead Shrikes chasing a Western Scrub-jay from the bush where
the nest is located. The pair continued to call while the biologist monitored the bush. The biologist waited until
the Western Scrub Jay left the area and approached the nest. With a telescoping mirror, the biologist looked into
the nest and did not see any eggs. The biologist then felt the inside of the nest and it was moist, likely due to the
recent storm. Although the nest is empty and moist, the pair still exhibited territorial behavior. - LThoreson
03/21/2012 - Nest is still active. No eggs in nest, but shrike pair is defending nest to other birds at 400 feet from
nest. Pair was seen foraging and male was singing in the area. Pair perched several times on nest tree. - AHill
03/26/2012 - Observed male singing 300 feet from nest and foraging in general area. Never observed any nest
visits or second adult in area of 500 feet from nest. The nest was wet from the rains, and the nest cup was no
longer neat and tight inside. - AHill
04/12/2012 - Two biologists approached Loggerhead Shrike nest that was determined to be inactive on
03/26/2012. At approximately 15 feet from the nest, a LOSH was observed to be perched in the same shrub as the
nest. The 2 biologists backed off the nest approximately 15 feet. The biologist then observed the perching bird
cautiously move to nest and lie down in nest as if incubating. - SJohnston
04/17/2012 - Loggerhead Shrike nest unattended until avian biologist checked for nest contents with mirror,
when a pair of shrikes approached nest aggressively. No eggs observed in deep feather-lined nest bowl. - PKonrad
04/24/2012 - No Loggerhead Shrikes observed at nest initially, but 1 adult flew to nest calling and behaving
strongly territorial. Only 1 small newly hatched brown nestling could be seen in the nest before the avian biologist
was disrupted by the adult shrike, although there are probably more small nestlings in the nest. No feathers are
evident in the nest now, but the feathers observed in the nest bowl last week must have been covering the eggs
during last week's nest monitoring check. - PKonrad
05/01/2012 - At least 2 medium-sized (10 day old) gray nestlings in nest; 1 adult Loggerhead Shrike flew to the
nest and called territorially while avian biologist checked the nest status and contents. - PKonrad
05/09/2012 - Loggerhead Shrikes have fledged; 2 short-tailed fledglings made brief 50-foot flights when avian
biologist checked for fledglings; other fledglings are probably also present, but the search for nestlings was
discontinued when the first 2 fledglings showed their position. Nest is in a well-used state and empty, although 1
adult was still territorial near the nest - closed. - PKonrad

Fledged
Yes

BMP installation/maintenance

0

100

100

100

Removed

3/14/2012

3/20/2012 03/14/2012 - Nest reported by bio-monitor. Small accumulation of sticks in a location typically used by Common
Ravens to nest on lattice tower. No activity during nearly 60 minute afternoon observation period, but nest is
under construction by a Common Raven. - BArnold
03/15/2012 - Pair of ravens was observed carrying sticks to the nest in the tower. Nest is still relatively small with
only a handful of sticks. At 1030 when I returned to the site, CORA perched on lattice. Some mylar bird deterrent
tape was observed previously affixed to the base of the tower. - VNovik
03/20/2012 - Nest material still present, but no activity was observed that could be directly associated with this
nest. A pair of ravens in the area briefly perched on EP228. Nest was observed for 30 minutes. The last 3 days
were characterized by low temperatures, heavy rain, and snow. - VNovik
03/20/2012 - At 1348, a helicopter delivered 2 PAR crewmen to tower to remove nest as directed by SDG&E after
receiving agency concurrence. Crew reported 6 to 8 sticks in nest, with no eggs or nestlings present. Crew hung
mylar tape on the tower in the area of the nest to deter future nesting attempts. No ravens were observed near
nest during these activities. - VNovik
03/20/2012 - Nest is in very early stages: 5-10% complete. Pair made one trip to the nest with a stick in 15
minutes of observation on March 15. The stick was balanced precariously on the undeveloped nest and fell. No
eggs or young present (as determined by nest stage) as of March 20. Red bird repellent ribbon is located on the
tower and on the perimeter of the tower pad. In addition, a micropile grouting crew worked at EP229 on March
12 (prior to nest identification) and a BMP maintenance crew worked at EP229 on March 14 (when the nest was
identified); therefore, work occurred at the site and nest building continued despite this. Nest located in the top
of the tower at the goat ears. The nest is located on a structure required for wire pulling this week. This pull is the
next critical pull in the project schedule. A delay due to allowing the nest cycle to continue would likely prevent
SDG&E from meeting the request from CAISO to complete the project by June 1, 2012 to ensure system reliability.
Nest attempt was removed with agency approval on 3/20/2012. - KAlberts

No

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance

150

100

100

100

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

3/14/2012

3/26/2012 03/14/2012 - Female briefly vacated nest after courtship behavior was observed in vicinity. Nest is complete and
with at least 2 eggs present. - JPawlicki
03/20/2012 - Biologist watched nest for a period of time and did not see or hear any activity. The nest was
approached; 4 eggs present. Biologist quickly moved away and watched for activity. After a period of about 10
minutes, a Loggerhead Shrike appeared and was calling. The bird appeared somewhat agitated and went to a
shrub northeast of the shrub with the nest, and another Loggerhead Shrike was seen. The pair appeared agitated
until the biologist was out of sight, and then resumed normal activities. - LThoreson
03/26/2012 - Observed adult foraging 100-300 feet from nest, and no nest visits were made during observation.
So, the biologist peered inside the nest, and broken eggshells were present along with very small mammal scats,
indicating that this nest was most likely predated by mice. - AHill

No
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
CATH California Thrasher

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
25

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
Nest Outcome
100
100
Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

Nest ID
031412_jpki_02

EP50-E

Type
Road Area

Chaparrals

CP56-1-PS-E-B

Road Area

Chaparrals

Traffic

95

100

90

90

Nest did not reach active stage

3/14/2012

3/29/2012 03/14/2012 - R. Radd reported that the nest appeared to be 30% complete. - KAlberts
03/20/2012 - Nest about 40% complete. No BUSH observed near nest in 10 minutes of observation. - IMaunsell
03/21/2012 - BUSH foraging close by did not attend nest during observation. - RRadd
03/29/2012 - 2 BUSH foraging in area appeared indifferent to observer approaching nest location. Nest remained
at 15-20% complete with no progress over past two weeks. Evidence indicates that this nesting attempt has been
abandoned. Nest closed. - HWinfrey

No

20

100

20

20

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

3/15/2012

4/19/2012 03/15/2012 - Nest appears 50% complete. Adults carrying in material. - FHoffman
03/16/2012 - Bushtit pair was monitored while crew moved guard structures near buffer. Pair continued to
collect material and carry it to nest before, during, and after construction activities. No apparent change in nestbuilding behavior. - MDicus
03/20/2012 - Biomonitor E. Nicholson reports continuing BUSH activity this morning. - RRadd
03/28/2012 - No activity at nest during 15 minutes of observation. - HWinfrey
04/04/2012 - 0720 to 0850: Observed Bushtit making a trip to nest for one minute and then flew out of view. Pair
later observed foraging in substrate containing nest. - GHuffman
04/12/2012 - Bushtit pair in area at start of observation period. After a few minutes, one approached the nest,
entered partway and emerged holding something in its bill. Because of foliage obstructing the biologists, it is not
certain what the bird was carrying, although it was large enough to be a fecal sac and was light in color. The bird
flew off and the pair spent the rest of the 45-minute observation out of sight, although vocalizations could be
heard. It is unclear if there are nestlings at this point. - VEurs
04/19/2012 - Nest observed and found to be torn open at the middle. Likely outcome appears to be predation. No
Bushtits observed in area. - GHuffman

No

0

100

100

100

Removed

3/15/2012

3/15/2012 03/15/2012 - The yard monitor reported the finch pair making two trips to the nest site with coarse material over
a 1-hour observation period. The forklift was reportedly used yesterday. Nest was located 1 foot from mylar flash
tape installed as a deterrent. The nest was inspected with a telescoping mirror, and no eggs or young were
present. Nest was removed and the cavity was plugged to prevent future nest attempts.

No

ID

Habitat

BUSH

Bushtit

031412_rrdd_01

BUSH

Bushtit

031512_fhan_01 CP43-1-E

Road Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

OH - wire stringing

HOFI

House Finch

031512_imll_01

Construction Yards

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance

Alpine CY

Date Nest
Found
3/14/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
4/9/2012 03/14/2012 - Adult California Thrasher observed in shrub and then briefly left nest before returning to the nest
while the observers logged the nest. Nest is complete with at least 3 eggs present. - JPawlicki
03/20/2012 - Biologist watched nest for a few minutes and did not see any apparent activity. Nest was
approached and when biologist was within 20 feet, 2 California Thrashers left the bush where the nest is located.
When biologist was within several feet of the nest, the California Thrashers started to call. Nest was quickly
assessed and appears unaffected by the storm; eggs still visible in nest. - LThoreson
03/26/2012 - Observed female on nest. Did not observe any adults bringing food to nest. - AHill
04/02/2012 - Thrasher observed in scrub oak near nest; small downy nestlings present in nest. - PKonrad
04/09/2012 - No thrashers in area or thrasher nestlings in nest, indicating nestlings were taken by a predator,
considering the nestlings would still be about 5 days from fledging if they had survived. However, 1 lightturquoise egg with brown speckling is present; it looks like a Western Scrub-jay egg, considering the size and
color. Appears a jay has laid an egg in the nest, although no improvements have been made to the former
California Thrasher nest. Thrasher nest is closed and jay nest opened as a new nest with a new number. - PKonrad

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
Traffic

Fledged
No

On March 15 a pair of house finches was observed nest building in a fork lift in Alpine Construction Yard. The nest
was 60% complete with no lining added. Two trips to the nest were made by a pair with course material over 1
hour. No eggs or young were present (nest checked with telescoping mirror). Mylar flash tape was previously
installed 1 foot from nest attempt. Nest located 8 feet above ground inside the cab of an idled forklift. Equipment
was used yesterday (3/14/2012). Based on the impact to construction and material logistic operations efficiency,
cost impact relative to alternate options, potential for more nests at the idle piece of equipment, the nest attempt
was removed per the NBMMP. Failure to remove the nest would have resulted in substantial disruption to the
yard operations, including needed steel for upcoming tower assembly, thus impacting project schedule. This
would likely prevent SDG&E from meeting the request from CAISO to complete the project by June 1, 2012 to
ensure system reliability. - IMaunsell
03/15/2012 - A HOFI pair was observed nest building in a fork lift in the Alpine Construction Yard. The nest was
60% complete with no lining added. Two trips to the nest were made by a pair with course material over 1 hour.
No eggs or young were present (nest checked with telescoping mirror). Mylar flash tape was previously installed 1
foot from nest attempt. Nest located 8 feet above ground inside the cab of an idled forklift. Equipment was used
yesterday (3/14/2012). Based on the impact to construction and material logistic operations efficiency, cost
impact relative to alternate options, potential for more nests at the idle piece of equipment, the nest attempt was
removed per the NBMMP. Failure to remove the nest would have resulted in substantial disruption to the yard
operations, including needed steel for upcoming tower assembly, thus impacting project schedule. This would
likely prevent SDG&E from meeting the request from CAISO to complete the project by June 1, 2012 to ensure
system reliability. - KAlberts
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
BUSH Bushtit

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
Nest Outcome
50
50
Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

Date Nest
Found
3/15/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
4/21/2012 03/15/2012 - Adults observed bringing material to nest (about 25% complete). - JPawlicki
03/20/2012 - Nest appears 30% complete. No BUSH detected. - RRadd
03/28/2012 - No activity observed in 10 minutes of observation. Drive-through bird buffer signs installed at link
lead's request. - HWinfrey
04/05/2012 - Nest appears to be 100% complete. Observed for 45 minutes and no Bushtit activity detected. GHuffman
04/06/2012 - No birds were observed near the nest during a 45 minute observation period. However, as the
biologist first entered the buffer, a Bushtit was heard vocalizing in the tree to the east of the nest tree. The bird
was not heard again, but ongoing San Vicente Dam construction makes it difficult to hear. - VEurs
04/13/2012 - A Bushtit emerged from the nest shortly after 3 pieces of heavy construction equipment passed
within 10 feet of the nest. Because of overhanging foliage, it was not possible to see if the bird was carrying
anything when it left. The bird returned to the nest about 5 minutes later, but again the biologist's view was
obscured by foliage. Observations were halted due to onset of rain. Nesting stage chosen based on nest
chronology, but no concrete evidence of brooding/incubating was observed. However, the nest is still thought to
be active despite almost a month of no observed activity. - VEurs
04/21/2012 - Nest has been damaged and only top portion remains. Possible predation or damaged from recent
weather event. No Bushtit activity observed at nest. - GHuffman

GS-NF-7

Type
Pad Areas-Work Area

031512_jpki_02

CP43-1 PS

Pad Areas-Stringing Area Chaparrals

OH - wire stringing

100

100

25

25

Nest did not reach active stage

3/15/2012

4/20/2012 03/15/2012 - Pair left from vicinity of nest in nest shrub upon initial approach. Nest was observed to be in
excellent condition and appears fresh. No other activity. - JPawlicki
03/20/2012 - Complete nest; LEGO pair nearby did not approach nest during 30 minute observation. - RRadd
03/28/2012 - Female LEGO observed in vicinity of nest. - HWinfrey
04/04/2012 - No activity at nest and no Lesser Goldfinches were observed in the area from 1045 to 1115. HWinfrey
04/13/2012 - No LEGO activity in the area or observed in nest shrub in about 30 minutes of observation, but
biologist was unable to hone in on exact location of nest. Observations halted due to onset of rain. - VEurs
04/20/2012 - Nesting location was monitored on 3 separate occasions over 3 days by avian biologists John Dicus,
Jim Pawlicki and Garrett Huffman. Nest could not be located in original location, and no LEGO activity was
observed in substrate over 3 days. - GHuffman

No

CANW Canyon Wren

031512_jpki_03

CP43-1 PS

Pad Areas-Stringing Area Chaparrals

OH - wire stringing

400

100

40

40

Indeterminate

3/15/2012

4/12/2012 03/15/2012 - Birds seen entering small cavity underneath large rock in outcrop area just west of pull site, just
below dead/scraggly poison oak shrub about 30 feet upslope and just west of two fairly large sage shrubs growing
between top end of large boulders. - JPawlicki
03/20/2012 - No CANW detections during 30 minute observation. - RRadd
03/28/2012 - No CANW activity detected during 10 minutes of observation. - HWinfrey
04/04/2012 - No activity observed in area of nest cavity and no Canyon Wrens were detected in the area from
1045 to 1115. - HWinfrey
04/12/2012 - After extensive observation, biologist determined that CANW has chosen a new nest site further
upslope to the north. No wren was observed near this cavity after about 90 minutes of observation. Additionally,
no wrens were observed near the nest cavity aside from the initial detection on 15 March 2012. The outcome is
indeterminate because it is unclear whether the nest cavity ever contained eggs or young. - VEurs

N/A

BUSH

Bushtit

031512_rrdd_01

CP70-3-E

Road Area

Riparian Forests and Woodlands

Traffic

2

100

50

50

Presumed Fledged

3/15/2012

5/3/2012 03/15/2012 - BUSH pair carrying material to nest which appears 60% complete. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - Adults brought nesting material to nest. - MKuehn
03/22/2012 - BUSH pair working on nest at 0902. - RRadd
03/29/2012 - No activity observed at nest, which appears to be 100% complete and in good condition. - HWinfrey
04/05/2012 - Bushtit visits nest at 1029. Nest appears 100% constructed. - HWinfrey
04/11/2012 - Nest intact after storm, but no BUSH detected. - RRadd
04/16/2012 - BUSH bringing food to nest at 1654. - RRadd
04/25/2012 - BUSH visits nest briefly at 1435. - RRadd
05/04/2012 - No BUSH were observed in the intact nest vicinity during 30 minutes of observation. Presumed
fledged. - RRadd

Yes

OATI

Oak Titmouse

031512_rrdd_02

CP70-3-E

Road Area

Riparian Forests and Woodlands

Traffic

15

100

50

50

Presumed Fledged

3/15/2012

5/10/2012 03/15/2012 - OATI pair singing, carrying material, and entering cavity at 1-minute intervals. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - Both adults flew to nest with material. - MKuehn
03/22/2012 - OATI pair carrying finer material to cavity 0855. - RRadd
03/29/2012 - OATI observed leaving nest cavity at 1038 and was observed foraging nearby. No nest material was
gathered. - HWinfrey
04/05/2012 - Oak Titmouse enters nest at 1033, not observed leaving. - HWinfrey
04/11/2012 - OATI male comes to nest entrance and sings; female emerges briefly and returns to cavity. - RRadd
04/16/2012 - OATI brings food to nest, then departs at 1339. - RRadd
04/25/2012 - OATI brings food to nest at 0727. - RRadd
05/04/2012 - OATI brings food item to nest at 0706. - RRadd
05/12/2012 - No OATI detections at this nest. Presumed fledged. - RRadd

Yes

Lesser Goldfinch

Habitat
Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

Nest ID
031512_jpki_01

LEGO

ID

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
Other

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
10
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
HOWR House Wren

Nest ID
031512_rrdd_03

CP70-3-E

ID

Type
Road Area

Habitat
Riparian Forests and Woodlands

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
Traffic

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
3

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
Nest Outcome
50
50
Nest did not reach active stage

Date Nest
Found
3/15/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
4/11/2012 03/15/2012 - HOWR singing, carrying material, and entering pipe repeatedly building its nest. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - No HOWR activity at nest site for 15 minutes. HOWR calling 50 feet away across road. - MKuehn
03/22/2012 - HOWR active across territory, but not entering any cavities during 30 minutes of observation. RRadd
03/29/2012 - No activity observed during 15 minutes of observation. - HWinfrey
04/05/2012 - No activity observed from 1015 to 1045. The only HOWR detected in area was on south side of El
Monte Road. - HWinfrey
04/11/2012 - HOWR singing 100 feet east of this location near wood pole. Closed for lack of definitive site
selection. - RRadd

Fledged
No

LEGO

Lesser Goldfinch

031512_rrdd_04

Helix CY AR

Road Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic

25

100

50

50

Presumed Fledged

3/15/2012

4/13/2012 03/15/2012 - LEGO pair copulating adjacent to nest. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - LEGO female prone in nest at 1220. - RRadd
03/28/2012 - Observed male leaving nest area and female incubating on nest. - JTaylor
04/04/2012 - No activity observed from 0815 to 0845. - HWinfrey
04/13/2012 - Nest is intact and appears empty with numerous feces at cup rim, suggesting successful fledge. RRadd

Yes

ANHU

Anna's Hummingbird

031512_rrdd_05

Helix CY AR

Road Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic

20

100

50

50

Nest did not reach active stage

3/15/2012

3/29/2012 03/15/2012 - ANHU female coming to nest sporadically, lies for short periods on nest. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - Nest is complete and intact following recent storms. No ANHU visiting nest during 2 x 15 minute
observations. - RRadd
03/29/2012 - No activity at nest during first 25 minutes of observation, at which point a female Anna's
Hummingbird began collecting material from the nest rim and interior and adding it to a new nest 120 feet to the
southwest. She made approximately 6 trips, pulling material from the nest each time. These activities continued
while construction vehicles passed on the access road. - MDicus

No

BUSH

Bushtit

031512_rrdd_06

Helix CY AR

Road Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic

12

100

50

50

Nest did not reach active stage

3/15/2012

4/13/2012 03/15/2012 - BUSH pair making frequent trips with material to this nest. Nest is approximately 15% complete. RRadd
03/20/2012 - Nest does not appear substantially improved. - RRadd
03/29/2012 - The nest was not located, but no Bushtits were observed in the nest tree during 45 minutes of
observation. - MDicus
04/04/2012 - No activity observed from 0730 to 0800. - HWinfrey
04/13/2012 - Nest has declined, presumably due to weather and substrate movement. Nest closed. BUSH nearby
are building a new nest 40 feet away. - RRadd

No

LEGO

Lesser Goldfinch

031512_rrdd_07

Helix CY AR

Road Area

Grasslands and Meadows

Traffic

30

100

50

50

Presumed Fledged

3/15/2012

4/13/2012 03/15/2012 - Female LEGO on nest with male keeping company. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - LEGO female prone in nest. - RRadd
03/28/2012 - Bird observed sitting on nest. - JTaylor
04/04/2012 - Female on nest at 0710. - HWinfrey
04/13/2012 - Nest is intact and empty with numerous feces at cup rim, suggesting successful fledge. - RRadd

Yes

CORA

Common Raven

031512_vnik_01

EP210

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Area
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic

60

100

100

100

Fledged

3/15/2012

6/15/2012 03/15/2012 - Pair of ravens observed carrying sticks to nest. - VNovik
03/20/2012 - Common Ravens observed at nest location. - VNovik
03/23/2012 - Two adult ravens were observed bringing nesting material to the nest at 1530. - BArnold
03/27/2012 - Nest looks complete, or nearly complete. No ravens at nest initially, but a raven flew to nest, stayed
3 minutes, then flew out to meet second raven and both returned to tower, perching high on opposite side of
crossarm. - PKonrad
04/04/2012 - No ravens at nest initially, but 2 ravens flew low near tower, and 1 raven flew to nest, perched next
to nest, then laid in nest in incubating position. - PKonrad
04/10/2012 - Pair of Common Ravens perched next to nest when 1 adult 'hopped to nest and laid down in
incubating position. - PKonrad
04/18/2012 - Raven incubating in new Sunrise tower EP210. - PKonrad
04/25/2012 - Adult Common Raven incubating on tower nest. - PKonrad
05/02/2012 - An adult Common Raven is incubating on tower nest. - PKonrad
05/10/2012 - No adult Common Ravens were at the nest site, but 1 raven is perched on power line just north of
the tower. Expect there are unseen small nestlings in the nest. - PKonrad
05/16/2012 - An adult Common Raven is standing on the nest, apparently shading unseen nestlings. - PKonrad
05/23/2012 - Common Raven adult was standing on the tower next to the nest, but nestlings remain unseen. PKonrad
05/26/2012 - Adult raven laying on nest for about 20 minutes on a cold, rainy, windy morning, then the pair was
observed flying around the area together. - LTymkiw
05/31/2012 - A large well-feathered nestling was picking at something with its bill next to the nest; appears near
fledging. - PKonrad
06/07/2012 - Hard to see nest contents, but 1 fledgling Common Raven is walking along lower perimeter of the
tower bridge, stopping periodically. An adult raven is perched in a shaded area of the lower tower area. - PKonrad
06/15/2012 - No Common Ravens observed near the nest or tower. Fledglings and adults appear to have vacated
the area - closed. - PKonrad

Yes
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
LOSH Loggerhead Shrike

Nest ID
031612_ahll_01

ID
EP53-3-E

Type
Road Area

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
Habitat
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
90

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
300
300
Fledged

Nest Outcome

Date Nest
Found
3/16/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
5/15/2012 03/16/2012 - Observed male Loggerhead Shrike courtship feeding female, then female flew 100 feet away and
gathered fine grass material for the nest. A BMP crew worked on the access road 250 feet away from the nest to
the east, and the biomonitor/avian biologist reported hearing agitated calls from LOSH. - AHill
03/21/2012 - Pair of Loggerhead Shrikes foraging in immediate area, not affected by traffic on access road. Adult
seen flying into nest with no eggs present. Nest has lining material in it, and is 90% complete. - AHill
03/26/2012 - Observed adult loggerhead Shrike foraging in area and perching above nest. Observed second adult
fly from nest location in bush to perch above nest where other adult was perched, then flew off to forage. - AHill
04/02/2012 - A Loggerhead Shrike is incubating 4 eggs; other adult very territorial. - PKonrad
04/09/2012 - Nest still contains 4 eggs, but did not see an adult at the nest; did see an adult hunting along access
road 300 feet east of nest earlier. - PKonrad
04/17/2012 - Loggerhead Shrike nest still contains 4 smallish brown-speckled cream-colored eggs, but no adults
are present. Observed an adult shrike about 11:00 along access road several hundred feet east of nest. - PKonrad
04/24/2012 - No Loggerhead Shrikes observed at the nest, but 3 small newly hatched brown nestlings and 1 egg
were observed in the nest. - PKonrad
05/01/2012 - Unattended nest contains 4 medium-sized gray nestlings about 8 days old; 1 adult Loggerhead
Shrike called territorially and approached nest and avian biologist while he was checking the nest status and
contents. Earlier, 1 adult shrike was observed hunting in the open grassland a quarter mile to the east. - PKonrad
05/09/2012 - Large nestlings with masked faces are probably near fledging; 2 could be seen from a distance, and
avian biologist did not want to disturb them short of getting a total head count. An adult Loggerhead Shrike was
perched overhead calling territorially a couple times. - PKonrad
05/15/2012 - As expected, the Loggerhead Shrike nestlings have fledged; 1 vocal short-tailed fledgling was
perched prominently on a dead branch 10 feet above the nest. Didn't check for others to avoid disturbing them
from the site, but expect the brood fledged a few days ago - closed. - PKonrad

Fledged
Yes

HOFI

House Finch

031612_rabe_01 CP64 PS

Pad Areas-Stringing Area Grasslands and Meadows

OH - wire stringing

0

100

100

100

Removed

3/16/2012

3/16/2012 03/16/2012 - Female observed carrying nesting material to nest multiple times by biomonitor. Nest was about 80
percent complete. No eggs or young present. Multiple agonistic interactions with other House Finch pairs were
observed in immediate area of nest. Wire truck was covered in plastic and netting and had six pieces of mylar tape
attached within 2 to 6 feet from nest. All nesting deterrents were installed prior to discovery of nest. - RAbe
03/16/2012 - A HOFI was associated with nest building on one wire pulling truck the day the crews required that
equipment for wire pulling at the CP65 pull-site. The vehicle will be used on the next pull, and it will prevent
access for a replacement vehicle given the size of the pull-site footprint if left in place through the course of the
nest cycle. The nest was verified by an avian biologist prior to removal. The HOFI nest at CP64/CP65 PS was
approximately 80% built. The female was observed bringing in nesting material multiple times. There are no eggs
or young in the nest. The nest is in the front end of a spool/wire truck next to the radiator. The truck is covered in
netting, plastic, and there are six pieces of Mylar tape within two to six feet of the nest. The crew had planned to
move this vehicle to CP49 PS today 16 March 2012. Failure to remove the nest would have resulted in substantial
disruption to the project schedule that would likely prevent SDG&E from meeting the request from CAISO to
complete the project by June 1, 2012 to ensure system reliability. Per the NBMMP, this nest attempt was
removed. - KAlberts

No

HOFI

House Finch

031612_rabe_02 CP64 PS

Pad Areas-Stringing Area Grasslands and Meadows

OH - wire stringing

0

100

100

100

Removed

3/16/2012

3/16/2012 03/16/2012 - Biomonitor observed female carrying nesting material to nest multiple times. Nest was 5 to 10
percent complete. No eggs or young were present. Wire truck was covered in plastic with 5 pieces of mylar tape
and a CD attached within one to eight feet from nest. All nesting deterrents were installed prior to discovery of
nest. - RAbe
03/16/2012 - The HOFI nest at CP64/CP65 PS is approximately 5-10% built. Female has been observed making
multiple trips to nest with nesting material. No eggs or young are present in nest. The nest is in the back end of a
spool/wire truck next to the bumper. The truck is covered with plastic and there are five pieces of Mylar tape and
a CD are within one to eight feet of the nest. The crew had planned to move this vehicle to CP49 PS today 16
March 2012. The vehicle is required on the next pull as well, and it will prevent access for a replacement vehicle
given the size of the pull-site footprint if left through the course of the nest cycle. Failure to remove the nest
would have resulted in substantial disruption to the project schedule that would likely prevent SDG&E from
meeting the request from CAISO to complete the project by June 1, 2012 to ensure system reliability. Per the
NBMMP, this nest attempt was removed. - KAlberts

No

LEGO

Lesser Goldfinch

031612_rrdd_01

Pad Areas-Work Area

85

100

75

75

Nest did not reach active stage

3/16/2012

4/5/2012 03/16/2012 - LEGO pair building nest; female lying on platform and beginning to form the cup. Buffer staked at 75
feet because nest is low and relatively unprotected; should not impede work. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - Female flew to nest 3 times with nesting material, finishing rim, but not yet lining cup. - MKuehn
03/22/2012 - A few spots of lining were present in the bottom of the cup. Male LEGO calling from song posts,
female not responding during 25 minutes of observation - RRadd
03/29/2012 - Pair of LEGOs perched 25 feet uphill from nest. Nest cup is complete, with partial lining, unchanged
from 03/22/12. - HWinfrey
04/05/2012 - Nest partially disassembled. Lining has been removed and cup pulled upwards. Lack of progress in
nest building over past two weeks indicates that this pair has abandoned this nesting attempt. Nest closed. HWinfrey

No

12kV Pole

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
ANHU Anna's Hummingbird

Nest ID
031612_rrdd_02

CP82-1-E

Type
Road Area

Habitat
Riparian Forests and Woodlands

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
Traffic

ID

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
15

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
Nest Outcome
50
50
Nest did not reach active stage

COHA

Cooper's Hawk

031612_rrdd_03

CP81-1-E

Road Area

Riparian Forests and Woodlands

Traffic

170

500

300

300

LEGO

Lesser Goldfinch

031612_sjon_01

EP36-1-E

Road Area

Woodlands and Forests

Traffic

20

100

50

OATI

Oak Titmouse

031612_sjon_02

EP36-1-E

Road Area

Woodlands and Forests

Traffic

30

100

BUSH

Bushtit

031612_vers_01

Suncrest Substation SSDE4

Substation

Chaparrals

Substation - maintenance

60

100

Date Nest
Found
3/16/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
4/15/2012 03/16/2012 - ANHU female building nest; approximately 5% complete, a small basket of spider silk with a few leaf
fragments embedded. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - No activity at nest site for 20 minutes, though a pair of ANHU were active in this oak cluster. The
female was observed collecting spider silk but did not come to this nest. No new nest found, but seems new nest
site may have been selected. - MKuehn
03/22/2012 - Nest is approximately 30% complete. Female ANHU was wary and did not tolerate close
observation. - RRadd
03/29/2012 - ANHU observed chasing bushtit away from immediate area of nest. - HWinfrey
04/05/2012 - No ANHU activity observed in area. Unable to locate nest, but will leave nest open for original
observer to verify that nest is gone or not. - HWinfrey
04/15/2012 - Nest no longer present, presumed lost to weather. - RRadd

Fledged
No

Nest did not reach active stage

3/16/2012

5/12/2012 03/16/2012 - COHA pair making numerous trips to nest, departed area briefly on arrival of helicopter to CP82. RRadd
03/20/2012 - Did not see adults at nest site. One adult perched in snag 400 feet south of nest, calling frequently
for over 30 minutes. - MKuehn
03/22/2012 - COHA male at various vantage points in sight of nest calling constantly. Female was difficult to
monitor as she exited to east. Fresh material under nests suggests building continues. - RRadd
03/29/2012 - No COHA activity observed in area during 15 minute visit. - HWinfrey
04/05/2012 - No activity observed; no Cooper's Hawk detected in area from 1230 to 1330. - HWinfrey
04/16/2012 - Nest appears substantially complete but is lacking fresh green material. Raptor flushed from area in
apparent response to helicopter activity did not return during 30-minute observation. - RRadd
05/12/2012 - Nest remains in sound condition on a sturdy platform with a neat stick bowl, but shows no sign of
improvement since last monitored. COHA pair at this nest in early season are active at NID 041612_rrdd_01 265
feet southwest. MALL nest (9 eggs) in direct line of sight and 35 feet to nest provides additional clues this nest
was not occupied by any raptor this season. - RRadd

No

50

Indeterminate

3/16/2012

4/4/2012 03/16/2012 - Observed pair moving to and from nest, and the female was observed building the nest. Nest
estimated to be 70% complete. - SJohnston
03/20/2012 - Nest is in good condition after storm event, but no LEGO activity was observed in the immediate
vicinity. LEGOs were detected across the street, singing and foraging, so an additional monitoring visit is in order
despite lack of activity at the nest to determine current status. - VEurs
04/03/2012 - Could not locate nest, no LEGO activity seen or heard within 50 feet of GPS nest location. Will send
in original observer to monitor. - AHill
04/04/2012 - Nest appeared torn, and there was no activity observed during a 20-minute observation. In addition,
recent observations show no LEGO activity at this nest area. Nesting chronology and observational history indicate
that eggs or young may have been present, but is inconclusive. Therefore, the outcome is Indeterminate, but the
cause of depredation appears to be natural. - SJohnston

N/A

50

50

Nest did not reach active stage

3/16/2012

4/30/2012 03/16/2012 - Pair observed cleaning material out of cavity. - SJohnston
03/20/2012 - A biologist watched the oak tree 2 different times during the day, but did not observe OATI
exhibiting breeding or nesting behavior, only a single OATI foraging. However, biologist suggests at least one more
visit because access to nest cavity was impeded by poison oak. - VEurs
04/03/2012 - No activity observed at nest cavity. Heard OATI 50 feet away. - AHill
04/10/2012 - Pair observed foraging near cavity. OATI enters cavity at 0725. - HWinfrey
04/17/2012 - No activity observed at nest, and no OATI detected in tree. - HWinfrey
04/24/2012 - No activity observed, and no OATIs detected from 0626 to 0656. - HWinfrey
04/30/2012 - No activity at nest from 0615 to 0645, and no OATI detected in area. Lack of activity at this nest
indicates that this nesting attempt has most likely been abandoned. Nest closed. - HWinfrey

No

50

50

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

3/16/2012

4/21/2012 03/16/2012 - The on-site bio-monitor observed a pair of Bushtits making repeated trips to a manzanita. Upon
closer inspection, he located the nest. The pair made numerous trips to the nest (5-6 in rapid succession) before
taking a break for 20-30 minutes. This process was repeated several times. The pair approached the nest with
material as the biologist was directly underneath, logging GPS coordinates. The nest is about 60% complete. VEurs
03/20/2012 - Nest appears slightly damaged after storm event, but BUSH pair made several trips to nest with new
material during 10 minute observation. Nest slightly larger than it was it during initial detection. - VEurs
04/03/2012 - No Bushtits observed in vicinity of nest during 30-minute observation period; nest complete and
intact. - JPawlicki
04/10/2012 - Bushtit enters nest at 0923 and remains inside. - HWinfrey
04/17/2012 - No activity observed 0640 to 0700. Biologist A. Farmer reports observing adults bringing food later
in the morning. - HWinfrey
04/21/2012 - Only a few fragments of the nest remain. It appears that the nest and its contents were removed by
a predator. Nest closed. - HWinfrey

No
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
LEGO Lesser Goldfinch

HOFI

House Finch

Nest ID
031712_fhan_01 CP62-2

032012_hwey_02 CP75-1

ID

Type
Pad Areas-Structure Pad Chaparrals
Area

Habitat

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
OH - wire stringing

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
25

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
Nest Outcome
30
30
Presumed Fledged

Date Nest
Found
3/17/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
4/14/2012 03/17/2012 - Fully constructed cup nest with one egg. Both adults detected. - FHoffman
03/21/2012 - LEGO female on nest at 0730. - RRadd
03/28/2012 - Female observed on nest. - HWinfrey
04/03/2012 - Female on nest at 0845. - HWinfrey
04/11/2012 - Feathered young fill the nest; wing quills unopened. - RRadd
04/17/2012 - Intact but well-used cup with many feces at rim suggests successful fledge. LEGO with juveniles 150
feet northwest of tower 62. - RRadd

Fledged
Yes

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Chaparrals
Area

OH - wire stringing

3

100

10

10

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

3/20/2012

5/12/2012 03/20/2012 - Female was observed perching on tower near cup nest and manipulating nest materials. Male
singing nearby. - HWinfrey
03/28/2012 - Female observed lying on nest. - HWinfrey
04/05/2012 - Female in nest at 1129. - HWinfrey
04/15/2012 - HOFI pair visiting and defending this nest, but not incubating at 1329. - RRadd
04/24/2012 - Female HOFI stays perched up watching the nest at 1748. - RRadd
05/05/2012 - Female was observed incubating with the male perched close by. The pair did not approach the
nest while the crew was in the tower. They returned once the crew descended. - LTymkiw
05/07/2012 - Female was observed incubating with the male perched close by. The pair did not approach the nest
while the crew was in the tower. They returned once the crew descended. - LTymkiw
05/08/2012 - Adult female flushed from nest and remained off rest while 2-man crew was in tower. Female and
male returned when crew descended. Male was very attentive and visited often. - FHoffman
05/09/2012 - Female incubating. Flushed when crew climbed. Off for 45 minutes. Crew was advised to work
intermittently to allow her return. Crew descended to allow birds to return to nest. Within 30 seconds female was
on nest. Crew shifted any possible work to ground. - FHoffman
05/12/2012 - Observations were made prior to work conducted while avian monitoring for a VCI wire crew. Nest
no longer contained eggs and was relatively intact. Cassin's Kingbird was observed removing material from nest. GHuffman

No

GHOW Great Horned Owl

032012_jpki_01

GS-NF-8

Pad Areas-Work Area

Chaparrals

OH - wire stringing

300

500

300

300

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

3/20/2012

5/30/2012 03/20/2012 - Upon approaching base of outcrop, (apparent = large size) female flushed from near top of crevice
and flew north. Further investigation of crevice yielded large stick nest on ledge near top after which 2 eggs were
observed in nest looking down from top of rock outcrop. - JPawlicki
03/23/2012 - Adult standing on nest barely visible. - FHoffman
03/30/2012 - Adult GHOW on nest at 1102. - HWinfrey
04/07/2012 - Adult GHOW on nest during 30 minutes of observation. - MDicus
04/17/2012 - No owl visible on nest for 60 minute observation period. However, as biologist was preparing to
leave the area, a possible GHOW flew in from the northwest, but sheared off out of sight before a definitive ID
could be made. The biologist decided to leave in case the owl should return. - VEurs
04/24/2012 - No activity observed at the nest, but it is possible that the female is so deep in the rock feature that
she isn't visible. - VEurs
05/01/2012 - The top of the female GHOW's head briefly came into view as she shifted on the nest. - VEurs
05/08/2012 - Biologist caught a brief glimpse of movement above the rim of the nest. The eggs may have hatched
by this point, but the nestlings will be almost impossible to see until they start perching on or around the nest. VEurs
05/16/2012 - No activity detected after 30 minutes of observation. - VEurs
05/23/2012 - No GHOW activity detected at or near the nest during 45 minutes of observation. - VEurs
05/30/2012 - No activity was detected at the nest after 50 minutes of observation. It seems unlikely that the eggs
observed in the nest when it was initially detected ever hatched. Over 70 days have passed since the first
"incubating/brooding" record occurred. No owlets have ever been observed on or around the nest. After
examining the nesting records for other GHOW's along the project right-of-way, it appears nestlings were
observed 40-44 days after the first "incubating/brooding" record was made. Nearly twice that amount of time has
passed at this nest, so the avian biologist has concluded that this nest with eggs or young has failed due to natural
causes. This nest is now closed. - VEurs

No

BUSH

032012_lton_01

EP70

Pad Areas-TSAP

Chaparrals

OH - tower erection

37

100

100

100

Nest did not reach active stage

3/20/2012

3/27/2012 03/20/2012 - A pair of Bushtits was seen carrying nesting material to a nest that looks over 90% done. - LThoreson
03/27/2012 - Nest appears partially ripped at its attachment point. Pair is rebuilding nest approximately 15 feet
away and using material from this nest. - SJohnston
04/02/2012 - Nest looks complete, but no Bushtits observed during 2 observation periods. - PKonrad
04/09/2012 - Nest appears good, but no Bushtits observed or heard during 25 minute observation period.
Uncertain status. - PKonrad

No

Bushtit
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
BUSH Bushtit

Nest ID
032012_lton_02

ID
EP67-E

Type
Road Area

Habitat
Chaparrals

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
Traffic

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
4

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
Nest Outcome
100
100
Presumed Fledged

HOFI

House Finch

032012_mdus_01 CP43-1

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats OH - wire stringing
Area

30

100

30

30

LEGO

Lesser Goldfinch

032012_mkhn_01 CP88-1-N-A

Road Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic

10

100

100

WBNU White-breasted Nuthatch

032012_mkhn_02 CP82-1-E

Road Area

Riparian Forests and Woodlands

Traffic

36

100

BUSH

032012_mkhn_03 CP82-1-E

Road Area

Riparian Forests and Woodlands

Traffic

30

100

Bushtit

Date Nest
Found
3/20/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
4/24/2012 03/20/2012 - The pair of Bushtits are actively constructing the nest. They appear very tolerant to slow
construction traffic; they continued to build and remain at the nest while large vehicles drove by. - LThoreson
03/28/2012 - The Bushtit pair was seen going to the nest upon arrival. The nest appears complete; 1 adult was
seen carrying something to the nest other than nesting material, possibly food. - SJohnston
04/02/2012 - Nest looks good but no Bushtits observed or heard in area during 40-minute observation period;
incubating? - PKonrad
04/09/2012 - Pair of Bushtits actively visiting the nest, probably feeding small nestlings. - PKonrad
04/17/2012 - Male and female Bushtits visited nest twice each in 30 minutes. - PKonrad
04/24/2012 - No Bushtits observed during a 30 minute observation period and a follow-up 10 minute period. The
nest is in good shape, and judging from the nest history, the nestlings in this nest probably fledged within the past
couple days - closed. - PKonrad

Fledged
Yes

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
construction

3/20/2012

3/29/2012 03/20/2012 - Adult female observed making multiple trips to nest, male perching nearby. Nest is approximately
50% constructed. - MDicus
03/28/2012 - Female observed incubating on nest from 0900 to 1100. Female left nest for 20 minutes during the
period of observation to forage. Male observed making multiple trips to Malosma laurina. Female appeared to be
alert from human presence when approaching 30-foot buffer. - GHuffman
03/29/2012 - From 0900 to 1100, observed female incubating and leaving nest once for a period of 15 minutes. At
1145, sock line was pulled on the bottom phase. Per the approved NBJ, 1 crew member was present with a 30foot pole to pull the wire from over the nesting substrate out of the buffer and tied it off using a boulder as an
anchor. The nest shrub was buffeted from helicopter prop wash. Female returned to nest within 10 minutes of
activity. Over the course of 2 hours, the female made frequent trips back and forth to the nest, atypical of normal
behavior. Female was not in the nest when sock was flown on middle and top phases. During this pass, the
helicopter remained well outside 100 feet from nest and the wire was again anchored to boulder outside staked
buffer. From 1530 to 1700, the pair was not observed at the nest. At this point, the biologist inspected the area
due to this inactivity and observed 2 eggs cracked on the ground beneath the nest and the nest shifted slightly in
its substrate with 2 eggs remaining inside the nest cup. Weather conditions during the day were mild, with wind
speeds under 10 mph throughout the afternoon, making it unlikely that these mild natural wind gusts resulted in
loss of eggs. No potential predators, such as Western Scrub-jay or Common Raven, which are typically
conspicuous, were observed in the area during the 2-hour lapse between nest observations. - GHuffman

No

100

Nest with eggs or young failed for
unknown causes

3/20/2012

4/13/2012 03/20/2012 - Female went to nest 3+ times with white fluffy nesting material. Nest rim was formed, and she was
beginning to line cup. Female visited the nest with Project tailboard occurring 30 feet away, and while large
propane truck reversed (with beeping sounds) 20 feet away, with no signs of distress. She also built the nest with
2 biologists standing 10 feet away. - MKuehn
03/28/2012 - Female on nest with male bringing food to her at 0756. - HWinfrey
04/03/2012 - Female leaves nest at 1115. - HWinfrey
04/13/2012 - No activity observed, no nest found. Large limb of host shrub that used to contain nest is missing,
due to unknown causes. Nest closed. - JDicus

No

100

100

Nest did not reach active stage

3/20/2012

4/16/2012 03/20/2012 - Adults entered cavity 5+ times with nesting material while biologist observed from 40 feet away and
traffic passed on AR. - MKuehn
03/22/2012 - No WBNU detected at this tree during 40 minute observation. - RRadd
03/29/2012 - No activity observed during 15 minute visit. - HWinfrey
04/05/2012 - No activity observed at nest and no WBNU detected during visit. - HWinfrey
04/16/2012 - No WBNU activity has been observed here for almost a month. Initial activity was likely a part of site
selection process. - RRadd

No

100

100

Indeterminate

3/20/2012

5/12/2012 03/20/2012 - Adults went to nest 3+ times with material while biologist stood 30 feet away on access road. MKuehn
03/22/2012 - Female BUSH observed working inside nest, estimated at 30% complete and lacking a top or
entrance. - RRadd
03/29/2012 - 2 BUSH observed visiting nest. - HWinfrey
04/05/2012 - Bushtit visits nest at 1305. - HWinfrey
04/15/2012 - BUSH enters nest and remains at 1642. LEGO female pulling material from bottom of nest to build
new nest in nearby Platanus racemosa. - RRadd
04/24/2012 - Male close to nest at 15-minute intervals does not enter. - RRadd
05/05/2012 - Male BUSH visits nest at 15-minute intervals. - RRadd
05/12/2012 - Nest damaged consistent with depredation, but log suggests sufficient time to fledge prior. - RRadd

N/A
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
BUSH Bushtit

Nest ID
032012_rrdd_01

CP43-1-E

ID

Type
Road Area

Habitat
Riparian Scrubs

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
OH - wire stringing

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
30

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
Nest Outcome
30
30
Indeterminate

Date Nest
Found
3/20/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
4/19/2012 03/20/2012 - BUSH pair carrying nest materials and adding to new nest composed of spider silk, plastic thread;
approximately 5% complete. - RRadd
03/28/2012 - No activity observed at nest during 10 minutes of observation; nest appears 100% constructed. HWinfrey
04/04/2012 - Biomonitor Morgan McCarthy reported observing a pair foraging in substrate containing nest on
4/3/12. Biomonitor Garrett Huffman observed nest on 4/4/12 from 1020 to 1120 and observed no activity during
construction. - GHuffman
04/11/2012 - Nest appears complete, intact and serviceable. No BUSH detected during 30 minutes of observation
on showery afternoon. - RRadd
04/19/2012 - Looked for nest in substrate, but nest appears to be missing from previously observed location. No
signs or indication to explain outcome and reason for failure. Nesting chronology indicates that eggs may have
been present, but that cannot be determined. - GHuffman

Fledged
N/A

HOFI

House Finch

032012_rrdd_02

Helix CY AR

Road Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic

10

100

30

30

Nest did not reach active stage

3/20/2012

4/13/2012 03/20/2012 - HOFI female weaving sticks into nest in this cavity; approximately 50% complete. Drive-through
buffer staked at 30 feet. - RRadd
03/28/2012 - No activity at nest. - JTaylor
03/29/2012 - The male HOFI was observed copulating with the female and later they were observed copulating
near the nest. The female briefly landed in the nest before leaving again. - MDicus
04/04/2012 - Male and female House Finches observed at nest at 0742. - HWinfrey
04/13/2012 - HOFI pair adjacent to nest do not settle on nest. - RRadd
04/21/2012 - Nest is complete, but no HOFI detected associating with this location. - RRadd
04/26/2012 - No HOFI have been observed to associate with this nest since completion. Numerous Project and
non-Project vehicles stand within 10 feet of this nest from time to time, but it is unknown whether this is a factor
in its abandonment. - RRadd

No

LEGO

Lesser Goldfinch

032012_rrdd_03

Helix CY AR

Road Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic

30

100

50

50

Nest did not reach active stage

3/20/2012

5/2/2012 03/20/2012 - LEGO building nest; approximately 60% complete. - RRadd
03/31/2012 - No activity was observed from 0745 to 0755. - HWinfrey
04/14/2012 - LEGO continue to visit this locale, but excessive tree movement due to wind precludes observing the
nest. - RRadd
04/21/2012 - Nest not located in windy weather. - RRadd
04/26/2012 - LEGO male singing to female (not located). - RRadd
05/02/2012 - This nest was never definitively located and was possibly a site selection that never came to fruition.
- RRadd

No

032012_sjon_01

CP88-1-N-A

Road Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance

20

100

50

50

Nest did not reach active stage

3/20/2012

5/25/2012 03/20/2012 - Pair of HOWR making several trips with nesting material to nest cavity while a crew of 5 were hydromulching approximately 20 feet from nest, prior to any buffer modification request. - SJohnston
03/28/2012 - HOWR observed entering nest at 0752. - HWinfrey
04/03/2012 - Singing HOWR perched in front of nest entrance at 1111 appears to be nest guarding. - HWinfrey
04/13/2012 - Adult HOWR perched near nest entrance. Mate not seen, possibly on nest. - JDicus
04/20/2012 - No activity observed at nest. - HWinfrey
04/26/2012 - No activity at nest. - HWinfrey
05/03/2012 - Female leaves nest at 0824, observed foraging nearby. - HWinfrey
05/10/2012 - No activity observed. - HWinfrey
05/17/2012 - No activity observed, conditions not suitable for determining nest status. - HWinfrey
05/25/2012 - No activity observed. Lack of activity at this nest, and the fact that no feeding trips were observed
indicates that this attempt was most likely abandoned. Nest closed. - HWinfrey

No

HOWR House Wren
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
HOFI House Finch

Nest ID
032012_sjon_02

CP88-1-N-B

ID

Type
Road Area

Habitat
Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
Grading

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
45

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
Nest Outcome
30
30
Indeterminate

Date Nest
Found
3/20/2012

BEWR

Bewick's Wren

032012_vnik_01

EP198-3-E

Road Area

Riparian Forests and Woodlands

Traffic

48

100

85

85

Presumed Fledged

3/20/2012

HOFI

House Finch

032112_kats_01

CP49-1-PS-N

Road Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic

30

100

30

30

Presumed Fledged

3/21/2012

79 of 237

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
5/17/2012 03/20/2012 - Crew hydro-mulching 45 feet away from nest while birds were observed to be bringing nesting
materials to nest, prior to any buffer modification request. - SJohnston
03/21/2012 - Per the landowners' request, all project-related material, equipment and work is required to be
completed on and removed from the Bauer Property. During the course of uninstalling wire mesh nesting
deterrents in the eaves of a guest house on the property as part of this requirement between 0800 and 0900, the
crew uninstalled the substrate on which the nest was located, inadvertently removing the nesting material. The
nesting attempt did not support eggs or young based on its nest-building stage. The nest was approximately 75%
complete. The biomonitor on site was notified, contacted an avian biologist, and the nesting material was
replaced by the crew, at the recommendation of an avian biologist, at 1125 to enable further nest building by the
pair. V. Eurs observed the following: 1155 - Male HOFI flew near the nest, but did not enter. 1206 - Female HOFI
entered nest and spent about 1 minute rearranging the material within the wire pocket before she left. 1208 Female entered pocket and again rearranged material for about 1 minute while the male sang nearby. 1211 Female entered and almost immediately left again. 1216 - Female spent about 3 minutes inside, moving nest
material around. 1230 - Male carried nesting material into nest. 1235 - Male returned to nest with more new
material. 1304 - Male and female were in the nest simultaneously for about 1 minute. 1307 - Female spent very
brief time in the nest. 1318 - Female went in and out of nest a couple of times, then flew off. 1327 - Female
spent another 2 minutes rearranging nesting material. 1333 - Female spent another couple of minutes
rearranging material. - IMaunsell
03/22/2012 - Observation of the HOFI nest began at 0830 and ended at 1130. During this time, the female made
numerous entrances into the nest and rearranged the nest material for short periods of time (1 minute or less).
The male generally perched near the nest singing. At 1015, both birds landed on the light fixture near the nest
and the male attempted to copulate with the female, but was unsuccessful. She immediately entered the nest and
again arranged nest material. At 1021, the female finally brought new material to the nest, but it fell to the
ground as she tried to bring it inside the mesh. Over the next hour she approached the nest 2 more times with
material, but did not bring it inside. However, she did enter the nest several more times for brief periods. At 1123
the female brought material and successfully added it to the nest. This was followed by several trips in quick
succession in which she brought more material into the nest. At this point, the nest looks approximately 60%
complete, with a hole in the bottom center and no lining. - VEurs
03/28/2012 - Female observed carrying nesting material to nest. - HWinfrey
04/03/2012 - No activity observed at nest from 1055 to 1115. - HWinfrey
04/13/2012 - Nest still under construction. - JDicus
04/20/2012 - 4 eggs in nest. - HWinfrey
04/26/2012 - 5 eggs in nest. - HWinfrey
05/03/2012 No activity observed at nest Unable to verify contents of nest without entering private property
5/3/2012 03/20/2012 - Pair of Bewick's Wrens observed carrying material to cavity. Pair was not disturbed by biologist
observing site within 15 feet of cavity. - VNovik
03/27/2012 - No Bewick's Wren activity in area today during 2 site visits or on 2/21/2012, when this avian
biologist monitored the location. Piece of oak branch on ground that is cited as the nest site only has a shallow
cavity with a very large opening that holds some twigs and incidental oak leaves not positioned in the form of a
new nest. Periodic slow Sunrise traffic on access road 48 feet north. - PKonrad
04/25/2012 - Observed Bewick's Wren making many trips to nest with food items. - VNovik
05/03/2012 - Observed nest for 1 hour and no Bewick's Wren activity was observed. P. Konrad also reported no
activity during a 30 minute period yesterday. Based on prior observations nestlings likely fledged - closed. VNovik

Fledged
N/A

5/12/2012 04/28/2012 - Outside of nest beginning to be decorated with fecal matter from nestlings. - VEurs
04/29/2012 - *** For observations from 3-21-12 until present, please refer to prior nest logs. This nest was
accidentally deleted, and then restored. - KAlberts
05/05/2012 - Male and female made repeated trips to and from the nest during 30 minutes of observation. VEurs
05/12/2012 - The dramatic decrease in House Finch activity around the nest suggests the young have fledged. The
nest is intact, and recent fledglings could easily be downslope out of the range of detection. This nest is now
closed and presumed fledged. - VEurs
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Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
30

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
30
30
Fledged

Nest ID
032112_kats_02

ID
CP49-1-PS-N

Type
Road Area

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
Habitat
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic

ANHU

Anna's Hummingbird

032112_kats_03

CP49-1-PS-E

Road Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance

40

100

40

40

Fledged

3/21/2012

3/23/2012 03/21/2012 - Both adults were frequently feeding 2 large and well-feathered nestlings. Based on the age and size
of the nestlings, and barring any predation, it appears that this nest will fledge within 2-3 days. Feeding activities
were completely unaffected by the presence of the BMP crew of 3, the 2 biologists, nor the 3 vehicles within 50
feet of the nest site. - KAlberts
03/23/2012 - Nest fledged. Adults seen feeding fledglings in eucalyptus foliage 10-20 feet from the nest site, and
the nest was empty, but still intact. - KAlberts

Yes

HOFI

House Finch

032112_kats_04

CP49-1-PS-N

Road Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic

30

100

30

30

Indeterminate

3/21/2012

4/28/2012 03/21/2012 - A pair of House Finches were seen carrying material to the nest. It appeared to be approximately
50% complete. Their nest building activities were completely unaffected by the BMP maintenance activities, using
hand tools and a crew of 3, occurring about 30 feet away. - KAlberts
03/28/2012 - Female HOFI observed visiting nest. - HWinfrey
04/04/2012 - No activity observed at this nest from 1000 to 1030. - HWinfrey
04/13/2012 - A female flew past biologist from the direction of this nest carrying a fecal sac. It is likely that she
came from this nest. She was later seen hunkered down on the nest. - VEurs
04/21/2012 - The male and female spent considerable time off the nest, returning every 10-15 minutes to feed
nestlings. However, the nestlings were not visible to the observer. - VEurs
04/28/2012 - No activity was observed at the nest. The nest appears to be deteriorating and sliding out of
position. While it is possible that this nest fledged, it does not seem that enough time has passed for the nest
cycle to be completed and for the young to have fledged. Outcome is indeterminate. - VEurs

N/A

CORA

Common Raven

032112_ltiw_01

EP230-1

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Chaparrals
Area

0

100

100

100

Removed

3/21/2012

3/26/2012 03/21/2012 - Common Raven observed bringing a stick to a nest (about 5% complete) twice during 45 minutes of
observation. Bird deterrents (about 20 pieces of mylar tape) are located at the base of the tower (maximum
height 6 feet), and on surrounding vegetation. - LTymkiw
03/26/2012 - The nesting attempt is located near the top of the EP230 tower structure. The pair was observed
adding material on March 21. The nest is approximately 5-10% complete based on visible material and
size/quantity of material being carried to the nest site, which is not yet developed enough to support eggs. No
eggs or young present (as determined by nest stage). Bird repellent ribbon is present towards the base of the
tower and at multiple points around the project site. Additionally, BMP maintenance occurred at the site during
the course of site selection and nest building. Per the NBMMP, active work is considered a form of a deterrent.
The nest is located on a structure required for upcoming wire pulling. Per construction, sock line pulling is
scheduled for tomorrow. A delay due to allowing the nest cycle to continue would likely prevent SDG&E from
meeting the request from CAISO to complete the project by June 1, 2012 to ensure system reliability. Nest
attempt was removed with agency approval on 3/26/2012. - KAlberts
03/26/2012 - This nest was about 40% complete, contained no eggs or young, and was a candidate for removal,
per the NBMMP. The request was issued for removal and granted. A PAR crew removed the nest after receiving
concurrence for removal. - ELoveless

No

BMP installation/maintenance
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Nest Outcome

Date Nest
Found
3/21/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
6/2/2012 03/21/2012 - Pair was seen carrying nesting material to the nest while BMP maintenance activities were
underway. A crew of 3 were using hand tools to maintain the access road, and the wrens were not affected. The
wrens were also seen territorially squabbling with a pair of House Finches that are also building a nest in the same
unused raptor nest. - KAlberts
03/28/2012 - HOWR observed entering nest, then leaving to scold nearby HOFI pair. - HWinfrey
04/04/2012 - HOWR at nest at 1031. - HWinfrey
04/13/2012 - At 0955, a wren was observed taking grassy nesting material inside its cavity. It remained inside for
about 2 minutes before exiting and perching nearby to sing. The wren exhibited territorial behavior toward an
ANHU, chasing the hummingbird off as it approached the nest. At 1006, more grassy material was brought to the
nest. At about 1015, 2 wrens were seen outside the nest, and the pair copulated at 1017. Soon after, the male
perched nearby singing and the female brought grassy material to the nest. Each time material was taken into the
nest, the wrens exhibited a hunched, wings-down, creeping posture. - VEurs
04/21/2012 - The male spent the majority of the observation perched at various locations around the nest,
singing loudly and approaching the nest a few times. The female ventured out on occasion, flying off, presumably
to forage. She never appeared to have anything in her bill when she returned to her nest. The California Towhee
moving about the large stick nest did not appear to disturb the HOWR's as it did the nearby HOFI's. - VEurs
04/28/2012 - The male wren made about a dozen trips into the nest with food, emerging each time to perch on a
nearby branch and sing. No nestlings were heard when he entered the nest. - VEurs
05/05/2012 - During 30 minutes of observation, the male wren perched near the nest and in trees around the
nest, singing. He did not enter the nest, and the female was not observed. It is likely that she was within the nest
incubating or brooding. - VEurs
05/12/2012 - Both adult wrens were observed carrying food items into the nest on multiple occasions. - VEurs
05/19/2012 - Nestlings could be heard calling loudly and incessantly as the adults made numerous trips into the
nest with food. - VEurs
05/26/2012 - The adult wrens made several trips to the nest with food in a 5-minute period. The nestlings were
extremely vocal whenever an adult entered the nest. - VEurs
06/02/2012 - No wren activity detected at the nest. An adult and 1 young were observed about 65 feet up the
access road. This nest fledged successfully and is now closed. - VEurs

Species
Code
Common Name
HOWR House Wren

Fledged
Yes
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
ANHU Anna's Hummingbird

Nest ID
ID
032112_mdus_01 12kV pole 175439

Type
12kV Pole

Habitat
Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
Other

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
60

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
Nest Outcome
50
50
Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

OATI

Oak Titmouse

032112_mkhn_01 EP218-1

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Chaparrals
Area

BMP installation/maintenance

15

100

50

50

AMCR

American Crow

032112_rrdd_01

CP62-2-E

Road Area

Riparian Forests and Woodlands

Traffic

28

100

100

LEGO

Lesser Goldfinch

032112_rrdd_02

CP56-1-PS-E-B

Road Area

Chaparrals

BMP installation/maintenance

25

100

ANHU

Anna's Hummingbird

032112_rrdd_03

CP64-2 PS-E

Road Area

Riparian Forests and Woodlands

Traffic

30

100

Date Nest
Found
3/21/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
5/1/2012 03/21/2012 - Avian biologist Jim Pawlicki observed a female Anna's Hummingbird carry nest material to a small
branch approximately 35 feet above ground in a Eucalyptus tree. The nest is approximately 5-10% constructed. MDicus
03/30/2012 - Female visits nest at 1201. - HWinfrey
04/07/2012 - Adult female observed making multiple quick trips to nest, adding material to a nest that appears to
be nearly complete. - MDicus
04/16/2012 - Female on nest at the start of observation period, but she soon left and spent the rest of the 25minute observation off the nest. - VEurs
04/24/2012 - The nest is complete at this point. The female spent equals amounts of time on and off the nest this
morning. At one point, she made some adjustments to the nest contents before settling on the nest. - VEurs
05/01/2012 - A female ANHU was seen foraging extensively in the area, but never settling in one place for long.
Attempts to relocate the nest were difficult. Once it was located, all that remained was a small clump of spider
webs. It appears this nest with eggs was destroyed by natural causes. - VEurs

Fledged
No

Nest did not reach active stage

3/21/2012

4/18/2012 03/21/2012 - Pair of Oak Titmouse seen in nest tree several times throughout survey. Adult entered cavity several
times, but it was not determined if they were carrying nesting material. Nesting material is extruding from cavity
entrance and from opening in bottom of cavity (possibly a mouse nest and OATI were scouting), but the nest may
be complete or nearly complete OATI nest with nest building ceased or slowed. - MKuehn
03/27/2012 - No sign of Oak Titmouse during 45 minute period; no sign of nesting material in any cavity
entrances in this branch (or others). Many new 'bird deterrents' attached throughout pad area and surrounding
nest site. - PKonrad
04/04/2012 - No Oak Titmice observed during 40-minute observation period. No indication that cavity(s) is being
used when inspected; no nesting material evident anywhere. - PKonrad
04/05/2012 - It appears on previous 2 visits, the biologist may have checked incorrect cavity, or did not see
nesting material. Nesting material is still extruding from small opening at base of cavity, but none is extruding
from the entrance now. No OATI observed in area for 40 minutes. After passive observation, cavity was inspected
at close range and no bird was present inside. Status changed to "Active" and buffer re-established and marked
with signs. At least 1 additional visit is recommended in case wrong cavity has been checked on previous 2 visits.
Note: P Konrad checked all cavities, the entire shrub, and the entire area without a sighting or song for 3
weeks as of 4/10; appears the birds left the site after an initial activity period, which titmice as well as many
cavity nesting species seem prone to do. - MKuehn
04/10/2012 - During 40 minute observation period, no Oak Titmouse activity was observed in the extended area
and no songs or calls were heard. No titmice have been observed at this site for 3 weeks. - PKonrad
04/17/2012 - No Oak Titmice observed during 1 hour observation period. No birds inside cavity - closed. ELoveless

No

100

Presumed Fledged

3/21/2012

5/25/2012 03/21/2012 - AMCR making regular trips to nest with sticks. - RRadd
03/28/2012 - No activity observed during 15 minutes of observation. - HWinfrey
04/03/2012 - AMCR flies to nest at 0928 without bringing new nest material. - HWinfrey
04/11/2012 - AMCR flies to nest at 0838 and settles, on rainy morning - suggesting nest contains eggs - RRadd
04/17/2012 - AMCR on nest for duration of 20-minute observation. - RRadd
04/26/2012 - AMCR remain active here with the pair regularly exchanging nest duties from 0848-0900. - RRadd
05/01/2012 - AMCR pair come to nest at 1117 and leave 2 minutes later to forage nearby suggests young are autothermoregulatory. - RRadd
05/08/2012 - AMCR comes to nest at 1330 and stays. Mate forages on residential grounds, flies briefly to nest and
departs. - RRadd
05/15/2012 - AMCR adult making brief nest visits at 1442 and 1452, apparent food drops. - RRadd
05/25/2012 - No AMCR detections near this intact nest during 30 minute observation. Observation chronology
suggests successful fledge. - RRadd

Yes

50

50

Presumed Fledged

3/21/2012

4/26/2012 03/21/2012 - LEGO pair building new nest - approximately 15% complete. - RRadd
03/29/2012 - No LEGOs observed in area. Nest cup is now complete, with incomplete lining. - HWinfrey
04/03/2012 - Female observed flying to nest at beginning of monitoring visit and remained on nest during 20
minutes of observation. - MDicus
04/13/2012 - LEGO female remains on nest for duration of observation. - RRadd
04/19/2012 - LEGO female riding high in nest with wings slightly spread suggests hatched young. - RRadd
04/23/2012 - Feathered young with downy wisps fill the nest. - RRadd
04/30/2012 - Nest is intact with many feces plastered at exterior edge of cup; presumed fledged. - RRadd

Yes

70

70

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

3/21/2012

4/15/2012 03/21/2012 - ANHU female building new nest - approximately 10% complete. - RRadd
03/30/2012 - ANHU female visits nest at 1250. - HWinfrey
04/06/2012 - Female on nest at 0949. - HWinfrey
04/12/2012 - Nest could not be located and no ANHU was detected. - RRadd
04/20/2012 - Nest no longer present. Presumed lost to natural causes. - RRadd
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
HOFI House Finch

Nest ID
032112_sjon_01

Alpine CY

ID

EP17

Type
Construction Yards

WESJ

Western Scrub-Jay

032212_ahll_01

CAGN

California Gnatcatcher

032212_dbby_01 TL 6924 - 171693

Road Area

BUSH

Bushtit

032212_jdus_01

CP56-1-PS-E-B

CORA

Common Raven

032212_kats_01

EP341-E

Habitat
Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Chaparrals
Area

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
Traffic

OH - foundations

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
150

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
Nest Outcome
30
30
Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

60

100

60

60

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic

900

300

300

Road Area

Chaparrals

Traffic

366

100

Road Area

Desert Scrub and Dune Habitats

Traffic

10

100

Date Nest
Found
3/21/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
4/24/2012 03/21/2012 - Two biologists observed nesting pair carrying material into the nest location at 25 feet away. Nest
appears to be approximately 80 percent complete. - SJohnston
03/30/2012 - Pair flew out of fiber optic roll where nest is located. 2 eggs in nest. - KWeber
04/06/2012 - Bird flew off nest when biologist approached; 5 eggs are in nest. - KWeber
04/13/2012 - Female observed incubating 5 eggs. - KWeber
04/20/2012 - Nest check attempted by K. Weber. Unable to access nest due to locked gate. - HWinfrey
04/24/2012 - Nest is in fragments, evidently predated. Nest closed. - HWinfrey

Fledged
No

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

3/22/2012

4/24/2012 03/22/2012 - The pair was actively building, when no helicopter activities were occurring. Pair left nest area when
K-Max was overhead at Leg A with 100-foot line; indeterminate if they fled when K-Max used the 200-foot line.
When using the 100-foot line, winds at 11 mph were clocked near the nest, and a significant amount of dust and
debris were blown onto the nesting tree. Pair returned to nest at 5 minutes to 15 minutes after helicopters left,
and were visiting the nest every 2-5 minutes when no helicopters were around while the crew was conducting
groundwork and/or running a generator. Nest was not physically checked due to the terrain and not having any
reason to disturb the pair. The birds were not vocalizing, but were flying into the nest from a couple different
routes in various directions, and were seen to drop nesting material if within 100 feet of them. It is unknown if
pair flushes when TSAP is used for personnel. - AHill
03/27/2012 - Nest looks complete, has lining. Unable to see nest contents due to dense vegetation. Did not
observe pair in vicinity during 45 minute period, need to check nest in morning in a couple days. - AHill
04/03/2012 - Female was observed on nest for a total of 40 minutes during a 45 minute observation period.
When off the nest, the male fed the female, and a courtship display was initiated by the male. Male visited female
on nest a few times, and then continued perching and foraging nearby. Perched male flew down to cover when KMax flew over nest at about 300 feet. Was not able to check nest contents, but behavior was consistent with
incubation rather than egg laying. - AHill
04/09/2012 - Observed female incubating on nest for at least 20 minutes. - AHill
04/16/2012 - Female on nest at 0915. - HWinfrey
04/24/2012 - Nest has no eggs. Several WESJ feathers were found on ground near nest with drops of blood.
Observed male being territorial to other WESJ in territory. Heard female clacking within chaparral 40 feet from
nest. - AHill

No

300

Nest did not reach active stage

3/22/2012

3/26/2012 03/22/2012 - Pair repeatedly bringing grass-like material to the nest. Nest was approximately 10% complete, as
only the bottom portion of the cup was loosely formed. - DBusby
04/05/2012 - Nest is old and dilapidated. After observing the CAGN pair for 2 hours and never seeing them visit
the nest, it was determined the nest is closed. Possibly abandoned after a rain and storm event on March 26. DBusby

No

50

50

Nest did not reach active stage

3/22/2012

4/13/2012 03/22/2012 - Nest is just being started, less than 5% constructed. Pair made a dozen plus trips to nest with
material in 1/2 hour observation period. - JDicus
03/27/2012 - BUSH observed adding material to nest. Nest is 15-20% complete. - HWinfrey
04/02/2012 - BUSH visits nest at 0910. - HWinfrey
04/13/2012 - Nest is reduced to fragments, consistent with storm damage. - RRadd

No

100

100

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

3/22/2012

6/1/2012 03/22/2012 - P. Konrad reported that a pair of Common Ravens was perched on the east side of the tower
crossarm next to a new large nest that has been built in the same location as the nest that was presumably blown
out of the tower by wind on 2/21/2012. - KAlberts
03/26/2012 - Raven incubating on new tower nest while another raven is perched nearby. - PKonrad
04/03/2012 - Common Raven incubating on new tower nest, with a second adult perched nearby on center
portion of crossarm. - PKonrad
04/11/2012 - Common Raven incubating on tower nest with another adult standing and walking below tower. PKonrad
04/19/2012 - Common Raven incubating on tower nest. - PKonrad
04/26/2012 - An adult Common Raven is incubating or brooding on tower nest. - PKonrad
05/04/2012 - An adult Common Raven is brooding on the tower nest with a second adult raven lying on the edge
of the nest. - PKonrad
05/11/2012 - An adult Common Raven is standing on nest, leaning over what is probably unseen nestlings in the
nest. - PKonrad
05/17/2012 - No Common Ravens could be seen at this tower nest or in the surrounding area. Hard to judge
present status of the nest at this time - will check back. - PKonrad
05/24/2012 - No activity is apparent at the nest; during this week's monitoring or last week's. At this time, it
appears the nesting attempt may be abandoned. - PKonrad
06/01/2012 - No ravens have been seen at this nest for a few weeks, indicating this nesting attempt was not
successful. An attempt was made to assure nestlings were not lying out of sight in the nest during weekly nest
monitoring visits by extending the weeks of monitoring, but it is quite obvious the nest has been abandoned closed. - PKonrad
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Species
Code
Common Name
LOSH Loggerhead Shrike

CORA

Common Raven

LEGO

Lesser Goldfinch

Nest ID
032212_ltiw_01

EP325-2-E

ID

032212_ltiw_02

EP326

032212_mdus_01 CP52

Type
Road Area

Habitat
Desert Scrub and Dune Habitats

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Desert Scrub and Dune Habitats
Area

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
Traffic

BMP installation/maintenance

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats OH - wire stringing
Area

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
8

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
300
300
Fledged

30

100

100

100

240

100

50

50
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Nest Outcome

Date Nest
Found
3/22/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
4/11/2012 03/22/2012 - Loggerhead Shrike did not flush from nest until avian biologist was about 10 feet away, but then
stayed off the nest until observer moved off about 200 feet away; 1 egg and 1 nestling were present in nest. LTymkiw
03/26/2012 - Loggerhead Shrike perched 20 feet south of nest site initially; another shrike flew from nest when
avian biologist was within 15 feet of nest. Looks like 4 small unfeathered nestlings with eyes closed in nest. PKonrad
04/03/2012 - Nest filled with 4 medium-sized nestlings covered with pin feathers; 1 adult perched about 40 feet
south of nest. The nestlings already seem a bit jumpy, so anyone checking the nest in the future should monitor
nest from as far away as possible so nestlings do not fledge from nest prematurely. - PKonrad
04/11/2012 - Nest is empty with at least 2 active fledglings perched and making short flights in nest tree and
adjacent smoke tree, mainly when an adult flew to site with unidentified food. Other new fledglings may be
nearby too. - PKonrad

Fledged
Yes

Fledged

3/22/2012

5/24/2012 03/22/2012 - Common Raven standing on nest, then hopped to a perch in tower above the nest, then soared to
the east. This behavior suggests the nestlings are large enough for the adults to leave the nest to search for food. LTymkiw
03/26/2012 - Common Raven perched in tower 5 feet from nest; a second raven was initially soaring north of nest
tower, then flew to perch near other raven and nest. Ravens did not approach nest during 20 minute observation
period, but were obviously attached to the nest. - PKonrad
04/03/2012 - Raven incubating in Sunrise tower nest. - PKonrad
04/11/2012 - No ravens were observed at the nest initially, but within a few minutes an adult raven flew to nest,
appeared to turn eggs, and initiated incubating. A few moments later, a second Common Raven flew in and
perched near the nest. - PKonrad
04/19/2012 - Common Raven incubating on new Sunrise tower nest. - PKonrad
04/26/2012 - An adult Common Raven is brooding on the new tower nest. - PKonrad
05/04/2012 - A Common Raven was brooding on the nest; a second raven flew into the tower, when the brooding
adult took flight and both adult ravens flew to the west. - PKonrad
05/11/2012 - All 3 large-sized Common Raven nestlings are standing upright with heads held high. No adult
ravens were observed in the area. - PKonrad
05/17/2012 - The nest is empty and the nestlings appear to be fledged; 1 fledgling is standing on the northeast
cement base of the tower and others are probably hidden, but did not want to disturb new fledglings. The
fledgling took a 6 foot hop-flight and repositioned to the nearby dry wash. No adults observed during 20 minute
period. Considering the fledglings are not flight capable at this time, the nest and buffer are kept active for
another week while they learn to fly better. - PKonrad
05/24/2012 - No fledglings or adult Common Ravens were noted in the region surrounding the nest site; family
group has apparently dispersed - nest closed. - PKonrad

Yes

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

3/22/2012

4/24/2012 03/22/2012 - A female Lesser Goldfinch was observed adding material to a nest located near the top of a
Malosma laurina. The nest is approximately 30% constructed. - MDicus
03/30/2012 - Female LEGO lying in nest at 0920. - HWinfrey
04/06/2012 - No LEGO detected in area. - HWinfrey
04/16/2012 - No activity observed between 1215 and 1310. - TDipaola
04/24/2012 - Upon approaching the nest, the biologist noted that the nest looked degraded. During 45 minutes of
observation, several LEGO pairs landed in the nest shrub, as close as 3 feet to the nest. However, none of these
individuals approached the nest. At the end of the observation, the biologist used an extendable mirror attached
to a wooden stake to examine the nest. It is unlined and contains no eggs or young, but shows no obvious signs of
predation. The nest is somewhat exposed and may have been damaged during a series of storm events. This nest
failed with eggs or young (based on earlier observations) due to natural causes. - VEurs
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
AMKE American Kestrel

Nest ID
032212_mkhn_01 CP25-2-E

CORA

Common Raven

032212_mkhn_02 CP25-2-E

HOFI

House Finch

032212_sjon_01

HOFI

House Finch

032312_fhan_01 CP65-1

SWAT CY

ID

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
Traffic

Type
Road Area

Habitat
Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Road Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic

Construction Yards

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Chaparrals
Area

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
25

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
500

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
150
150
Fledged

Nest Outcome

Date Nest
Found
3/22/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
6/11/2012 03/22/2012 - Both adults seen flying into opening in dead palm fronds. Male flew out within 2 minutes, but
female remained for over 15 minutes, presumed to be incubating. - MKuehn
03/30/2012 - No activity observed from 0655 to 0705. - HWinfrey
03/30/2012 - No activity observed from 0655 to 0705. - HWinfrey
04/06/2012 - No activity observed at nest. Male observed perching in nearby eucalyptus and on utility pole may
be mate guarding. - HWinfrey
04/15/2012 - The male kestrel arrived in the area with a lizard and landed on a Eucalyptus. At 1350, he entered
the nest cavity with the lizard. Almost immediately, the male and female both exited the cavity. The female
perched on the same Eucalyptus the male used earlier. The male perched on a wooden distribution pole, ate his
lizard and flew away. The female returned to the cavity at 1402, without food. She remained inside for 30 minutes
and was still there when the observation period was called. The male did not return. No sounds of nestlings were
heard emanating from the cavity. - VEurs
04/23/2012 - No AMKE activity was detected from 0745 to 0845. This could be due to the cool, drizzly weather.
As the biologist exited the gate at 1105, the female kestrel flew overhead and landed in a Eucalyptus. The male
was seen soon after; both looked very damp. The female returned to the nest, but exited again after the male
brought in a small food item. She returned to the nest again, and the male flew out of sight. - VEurs
04/30/2012 - After nearly an hour of observations, the male kestrel flew in from the west carrying prey. He
landed in a eucalyptus east of the nest tree and consumed the majority of the prey. He flew to the nest tree with
the remaining morsel, landed on a frond outside the cavity and called briefly. He then flew to the wooden
transmission pole north of the cavity. The female emerged from the cavity, flew to the pole, accepted the food
from the male and quickly gulped it down. The male attempted to copulate with her, but she was not very
receptive. Each preened for a bit, and the female soon returned to the nest cavity beneath the palm fronds. The
male flew out of sight. - VEurs
05/07/2012 - Not long after the start of observations, the male kestrel flew in and landed on the palm to the east
of the palm with the nest cavity. The female immediately exited the cavity and grabbed food from the male. She
briefly perched atop the wooden distribution pole north of the nest and then carried the food into the nest cavity.
This behavior has not been noted during previous visits to this nest. The male then flew off and the female
remained in the cavity. - VEurs
05/14/2012 - Shortly after the start of observation, a kestrel was heard calling. The female flew up and landed on
the wooden pole to the north of the nest, switched a prey item from her feet to her bill, and took the food into
the nest cavity. The male was then spotted flying off to the east. The male soon returned with more food that he
passed to the female. She also took this food into the nest cavity. - VEurs
05/21/2012 - Shortly after the start of observations, the female kestrel landed on the distribution pole north of
the nest cavity After perching for approximately 10 minutes she flew out of sight to the south She returned a
4/23/2012 03/22/2012 - Nest discovered by Laurie Gorman, who saw a pair of CORA bringing sticks to nest in mid-morning.
Logged by Michael Kuehn who observed no CORA in area for 60 minutes during late-morning. - MKuehn
03/30/2012 - No activity observed from 0655 to 0705. - HWinfrey
03/30/2012 - No activity observed from 0655 to 0705. - HWinfrey
04/06/2012 - No CORA activity observed from 0650 to 0720. - HWinfrey
04/15/2012 - A raven flew through the area on 2 occasions during the 45-minute observation period, but neither
came within 500 feet of the nest. - VEurs
04/23/2012 - No CORA activity was detected during observations from 0745 to 0845. The nest does not look
improved since the last visit. No activity observed at this nest in over a month. Nest closed. - VEurs

Fledged
Yes

27

100

100

100

Nest did not reach active stage

3/22/2012

BMP installation/maintenance

0

100

100

100

Removed

3/22/2012

3/22/2012 03/22/2012 - This nest was located in the southeast wheel of the northeastern-most water tank. The nest was
actively being built by a pair of HOFI and estimated to be 20% complete. The water tank is regularly used for yard
operations and nearby structures to fill up water trucks for dust control, and is needed every day. Furthermore,
bird repellent ribbon was installed on the tower, the wheel cavities were previously sealed and were slightly
opened due to the recent storm and an owl decoy is located on the fence line close to the water tank. Since this
HOFI nest was just being built and contained no eggs or young, and was in active construction equipment, it was a
candidate for removal per the NBMMP. A request was made for removal, and the nest was removed at 1114,
after approval from SDG&E was given. The nest was removed based off the need to maintain dust suppression
during vehicle traffic and flight operations within the SWAT yard. The wheel area was then resealed with plastic to
deter future nesting attempts. - SJohnston

No

OH - wire stringing

1

100

30

30

Nest did not reach active stage

3/23/2012

3/27/2012 03/23/2012 - Pair bringing in small nesting material, but not liner. Speculate that nest is 40% complete, but hard
to see in entirety. - FHoffman
03/29/2012 - On March 27, nest was monitored for 1 hour by R. Abe prior to crew arriving on site to perform wire
stringing work. No activity was observed during this period of natural conditions. Throughout the day of work, no
nesting behavior was observed while a crew worked up to 35 feet from the nest. Following the completion of
work activities, the nest was monitored for an additional 1 hour. No activity or nest visits were observed. The nest
was inspected, and it was determined that no additional material had been added since initial observation, and
that the nest was more accurately less than 5% complete. Nest status changed to closed. - IMaunsell
04/12/2012 - HOFI pair making multiple trips carrying material to this location. A new Nest ID was created. RRadd
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
BUSH Bushtit

Nest ID
032312_jdus_01

CP20-E

ID

Type
Road Area

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
Habitat
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
30

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
Nest Outcome
50
50
Nest did not reach active stage

Date Nest
Found
3/23/2012

AMKE

American Kestrel

032312_jdus_02

CP20

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Other
Area

50

500

150

150

Fledged

3/23/2012

RTHA

Red-tailed Hawk

032312_jdus_03

CP20

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance
Area

90

500

500

500

Nest did not reach active stage

3/23/2012

GRRO

Greater Roadrunner

032312_lton_01

CP57-E

Road Area

20

100

100

100

Presumed Fledged

3/23/2012

Chaparrals

Traffic

85 of 237

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
4/26/2012 03/23/2012 - Newly initiated (1% constructed) nest. Pair made two trips to nest with material during 20-minute
observation, followed by a third trip with a third Bushtit in attendance. - JDicus
03/31/2012 - No Bushtit activity during 30 minutes of observation on this cool, overcast morning. Nest is
approximately 5% constructed. - MDicus
04/10/2012 - Nest does not appear substantially improved since 31 March, consisting of several decorated anchor
threads and approximately 2 inches long. No BUSH detected on breezy afternoon with considerable shrub
movement. - RRadd
04/19/2012 - Nest looks the same as the description given on 10 April. Bushtits were heard in the area, but none
ever approached within 200 feet of the nest during 35 minutes of observation. - VEurs
04/26/2012 - What little nest material was in the shrub is now gone. This nest is closed. - VEurs

Fledged
No

7/11/2012 03/23/2012 - Nest site is within pole Z103510 (cavities in arms on west side of 69kv monopole). Pair of American
Kestrels mobbed adult Red-tailed Hawk building nest in nearby steel lattice tower CP20 until Red-tailed Hawk
departed area. Male Kestrel was observed entering cavity of lowest arm on monopole, then watching from within
cavity in arm while vehicle was turning around at tower site below. During additional 120-minute observation
period, the male hunted nearby, and brought a prey item (small rodent) to top of monopole tower and began to
consume it while the female looked on from the lattice tower. Male then took flight, calling to female and landing
on lattice tower with prey remains. Female joined and was given the prey item which she consumed while
perched on lattice tower. Male then inspected (entered) the middle and upper cavities in the monopole crossarms
and female joined to briefly enter upper cavity. Pair showed site fidelity and remained at monopole together as
avian biologist left the site. Pair defended the site, hunting and courting, and did not leave area for duration.
Avian nest monitor R. Radd reported American Kestrel pair nested in this monopole last year. - JDicus
03/31/2012 - No activity observed during 1.5 hours observation on a cool, overcast morning. - MDicus
04/10/2012 - No AMKE detected associating with this location during 30 minute observation. - RRadd
04/19/2012 - Almost immediately upon biologist's arrival, the AMKE perched on the wires between CP20 and
CP21, parallel to the biologist's truck. The female was hunched on the wire, giving begging vocalizations and
moving closer to the male. The pair then copulated vigorously and flew closer to CP20. They perched on the tower
and wires, and soared around the area calling throughout the observation period. However, they were not seen
entering the nesting cavity during observations. - VEurs
04/26/2012 - No AMKE activity detected at any distance to the nest after 90 minutes of observation. - VEurs
05/03/2012 - No AMKE activity detected during nearly 2 hours of observation. - VEurs
05/10/2012 - After 40 minutes of observation, the male kestrel flew into view. He perched on a transmission wire
to the north of the nest for about 10 minutes before moving to the SRPL wires directly adjacent to the nest cavity.
He perched there another 10 minutes or so before flying west. Within a few minutes, the female exited the nest
cavity, perched on the wire to the north, and defecated. She called briefly and the male flew up to join her,
holding prey. She took the food and consumed it on the wire. The male flew away, and she perched for a few
more minutes. When the biologist left the area, she was perched on a wire near the cavity. - VEurs
05/17/2012 - The male flew in from the north carrying a bird (possibly a Horned Lark). He consumed part of the
bird, moving down the transmission wire, closer to the nest cavity. Once he was directly across from the cavity,
the female exited the cavity and received the prey from the male. She slowly consumed the bird, and the male
flew off again. She finished the bird and remained on the wire through the end of the observation period (another
20 minutes). - VEurs
05/24/2012 - At the start of observations, the male was perched on a wire between CP20 and CP21. He dove
down, came back to the wire with a lizard and consumed it. He then flew to the north out of view, although he
was heard vocalizing occasionally After approximately 60 minutes he returned to perch on a wire near CP20
5/3/2012 03/23/2012 - Just a few sticks make up this newly initiated nest located approximately 90 feet up in tower CP20
where the third and highest arm of the tower on the east side meets the main body of the tower. Single adult Redtailed Hawk observed bringing portion of what looks like a tumbleweed up to nest site and placing it in tower.
Nearby pair of American Kestrels mobbed the adult for 10 minutes. Adult Red-tailed Hawk flew off to east, not to
return for duration of 120-minute observation period. Pair of adult Red-tailed Hawks seen perched together in
tower CP22 while third adult Red-tailed Hawk perched in tower CP23. No nest materials observed in towers CP21,
22 or 23 today. - JDicus
03/31/2012 - No activity observed during 1.5 hours of observation. It appears that little to no additional material
has been added to the nest since last monitoring entry. Nest still consists of only a few sticks. - MDicus
04/10/2012 - No substantial changes (or RTHA) observed. - RRadd
04/19/2012 - No substantial changes to the nest since 10 April. No RTHA detected in the area during 45 minutes
of observation. - VEurs
04/26/2012 - No RTHA activity detected at any distance from the nest after 90 minutes of observation. The nest
appears to be deteriorating and no improvements are visible. - VEurs
05/03/2012 - Most of the sticks have fallen from the tower and no Red-tailed Hawks have been detected in the
area for several weeks. This nest has been closed because it never reached active status. - KAlberts

Yes

4/14/2012 03/23/2012 - Monitor was surveying around vegetation off the road shoulder and heard bird flush. Monitor went
to shrub and peeked in, saw 4 eggs, then retreated. Female retuned to nest shortly after. - LThoreson
03/31/2012 - At least 3 nestlings in nest, with adult GRRO nearby. - HWinfrey
04/07/2012 - 2 fully feathered and alert nestlings visible in nest. No adult present. - HWinfrey
04/12/2012 - 1 nestling remains: estimated to fledge in 1-2 days. - RRadd
04/17/2012 - Nest shows no signs of predation and is empty, presumed fledged. - RRadd

Yes
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
ANHU Anna's Hummingbird

Nest ID
032312_rrdd_01

ID
CP49-1-PS-E

Type
Road Area

Habitat
Riparian Scrubs

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
Traffic

BUSH

Bushtit

032312_rrdd_02

GS-NF-10

Pad Areas-Work Area

Riparian Forests and Woodlands

Traffic

BUSH

Bushtit

032412_jpki_01

TL 6915/6924

Road Area

Chaparrals

BMP installation/maintenance

BUSH

Bushtit

032412_jpki_02

TL6915/6924-E

Road Area

Chaparrals

Traffic

BUSH

Bushtit

032412_lton_01

EP72-E

Road Area

Chaparrals

BUSH

Bushtit

032412_lton_02

EP78-E

Road Area

BUSH

Bushtit

032412_lton_03

EP78-E

Road Area

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
12

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
Nest Outcome
50
50
Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

Date Nest
Found
3/23/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
4/16/2012 03/23/2012 - ANHU lying in complete nest. - RRadd
03/30/2012 - Female leaves nest at 0813, returns at 0829 and remains on nest. - HWinfrey
04/06/2012 - Female observed feeding 2 nestlings at 0801. Nestlings appear scaly with emerging pinfeathers, 7-10
days old. - HWinfrey
04/16/2012 - After being in the area for over 2 hours, the female ANHU was never observed attending the
nestlings, whose bills were visible over the edge of the nest. The biologist approached the nest and used an
extendable mirror to examine the nestlings. Both young were dead in the intact nest, with no sign of injury. They
did not appear emaciated, so it is likely that they died of exposure during the weekend storm event. The nest is in
an exposed location, with no foliage covering the nest. - VEurs

Fledged
No

8

100

50

50

Nest did not reach active stage

3/23/2012

4/4/2012 03/23/2012 - BUSH female selecting nest site, subsequently making multiple trips by pair twisting spider silk into
branch from 1515-1540. Buffer staked at 50 feet. - RRadd
03/30/2012 - No activity observed and unable to locate nest. Suspect nest effort was abandoned but will wait for
original observer to verify before closing nest. - HWinfrey
04/04/2012 - No nest was observed at this location. Two pairs of Bushtits were observed visiting active Bushtit
nests in the area and foraging near those nests, which are logged as 022912_lgan_15 and 040212_jdus_01. The
Bushtit nest 032312_rrdd_02 was initially logged on March 23, 2012 when a Bushtit pair was seen just beginning
to build a nest. The nest was only 2% complete on this date. During two nest monitoring efforts made since then,
on March 30, 2012 and April 4, 2012, no nest was observed at this location. The only Bushtits observed in the
area were foraging and visiting two active Bushtit nests logged as 022912_lgan_15 and 040212_jdus_01. The
vegetation around the nest location was thoroughly checked and no nest was found. This nest did not reach an
active stage and therefore can be considered closed. - LGorman

No

30

100

50

50

Nest did not reach active stage

3/24/2012

3/31/2012 03/24/2012 - Adults observed bringing material to 75% complete nest on several occasions. - JPawlicki
03/31/2012 - No nest was found during today's nest check. The nest was still under construction during the last
monitoring check on 03/31/12, and no egg shell fragments were found in the vicinity of the former nest.
Therefore, it is presumed that the nest failed prior to egg laying. The cause is unknown. - MDicus

No

4

100

50

50

Fledged

3/24/2012

4/17/2012 03/24/2012 - Adults observed bringing food to complete nest on several occasions. - JPawlicki
03/31/2012 - Adult male observed bringing small green larva to nest. - MDicus
04/03/2012 - BUSH bringing food to nest at 0640. - HWinfrey
04/10/2012 - Nest appears sound and maintained, but no visits detected during 30 minute observation. - RRadd
04/17/2012 - No Bushtit activity was observed near the nest. However, not far down the road, a group of Bushtits
was foraging extensively. At least 3 recently fledged young were closely following 2 adults, and were begging
incessantly. This nest has successfully fledged. - VEurs

Yes

OH - foundations

80

100

30

30

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

3/24/2012

4/12/2012 03/24/2012 - Biomonitor observed Bushtit pair fly to nest. Nest appears to be complete or close to completion. LThoreson
04/05/2012 - Bushtit visited nest without apparent nest material; nest in excellent condition. - PKonrad
04/06/2012 - Biomonitor reported observation of birds entering and leaving nest; possible nest exchange. VNovik
04/12/2012 - Nest has been depredated. Bottom torn out and eggshell fragments found on branches below
amidst pieces of nesting material. - MKuehn

No

Woodlands and Forests

Grading

60

100

50

50

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

3/24/2012

4/20/2012 03/24/2012 - A Bushtit pair was observed flying to the nest. The pair is assumed to be nest building. - LThoreson
03/29/2012 - Pair of Bushtits active and territorial at nest site; 1 Bushtit entered nest when avian biologist was
within 4 feet while searching for nest location while other Bushtit perched 10 feet away. - PKonrad
04/05/2012 - Nest looks complete and bulky, but a green oak leaf appears to be positioned in the entrance hole,
effectively plugging the entry. No Bushtits observed during 30-minute observation period. Checked back 3 hours
later, when no Bushtits were observed during 20 minutes. - PKonrad
04/12/2012 - In 20 minutes of passive observation from 20 feet, 2 adults approached nest on 2 occasions. Neither
was seen carrying nesting material or food. Both entered nest and vacated 10 seconds later, then on next visit,
neither entered but one pulled small amount of nesting material from entrance. No indication they are building a
nest elsewhere. - MKuehn
04/20/2012 - Nest is severely damaged and torn open from side. Eggshell fragments found on ground below nest.
Nest closed and all signs removed from buffer. - MKuehn

No

Woodlands and Forests

Grading

115

100

50

50

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

3/24/2012

4/20/2012 03/24/2012 - A biomonitor observed 2 Bushtits bringing nesting material to this nest. The nest appears to be 85%
complete. - LThoreson
03/29/2012 - Pair of Bushtits bringing nest material to nest; 1 Bushtit entered nest with material in beak while
avian biologist was 10 feet away during initial search for the nest, with a second Bushtit waiting its turn nearby. PKonrad
04/05/2012 - Bushtit brought nesting material to nest that looks complete, except the area surrounding the
entrance. - PKonrad
04/12/2012 - Pair of Bushtits entered nest with fluffy nesting material. Likely lining cup. One left immediately and
the other remained inside for >2 minutes. - MKuehn
04/20/2012 - Nest is severely damaged and torn open from side. Eggshell fragments found on ground below nest.
Nest closed and all signs removed from buffer. - MKuehn
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
GRRO Greater Roadrunner

Nest ID
032412_vers_01

ID
TL 6915/6924-E

Type
Road Area

Chaparrals

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
Traffic

Habitat

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
28

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
Nest Outcome
100
100
Presumed Fledged

Date Nest
Found
3/24/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
4/2/2012 03/24/2012 - A roadrunner "came out of nowhere" and raced across the hillside. The biologist checked the one
possible place where the roadrunner could have emerged and discovered the nest containing two nestlings with
developing pin feathers. - VEurs
03/31/2012 - Nestlings fully feathered. - MDicus
04/02/2012 - No evidence of predation (no feathers on ground or damage to nest). Nest was still in good
condition. On March 31, fully-feathered nestlings were alive and alert, and no construction activities have
occurred in the area recently. Indications are that the nest fledged. - MDicus

Fledged
Yes

LEGO

Lesser Goldfinch

032412_vers_02

TL 6915/6924-E

Road Area

Chaparrals

Traffic

75

100

80

80

Nest did not reach active stage

3/24/2012

4/23/2012 03/24/2012 - Nest is in good condition with the rim almost complete but no lining. A pair of LEGOs came within
40 feet of the nest, and a lone female came within 30 feet. However, no birds directly approached the nest. VEurs
03/31/2012 - No activity at nest during 30 minutes of observation. - MDicus
04/09/2012 - Nest looks the same as it did upon initial detection, still unlined. After 30 minutes of observation, no
LEGO's (or any birds) approached the nest. Nest declared inactive and buffer removed. - VEurs
04/23/2012 - The nest is in the same condition as on the previous visit. No LEGO activity detected around the
nest. - VEurs

No

BUSH

Bushtit

032612_ahll_01

EP49-E

Road Area

Riparian Forests and Woodlands

Traffic

60

100

50

50

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

3/26/2012

4/24/2012 03/26/2012 - Male was observed bringing soft lining material to nest on several occasions. Male did not alter his
nesting behavior when truck was at arroyo toad cattle guard for a few minutes. Nest appears to be 95% complete.
ESA signs installed with drive through access only. - AHill
04/02/2012 - Nest appears complete but a bit weathered-looking. After 10 minutes of observing nest, a Bushtit
flew to nest, entered nest, but did not come out during the next 15 minutes. No Bushtit calls during time in nest
area. - PKonrad
04/09/2012 - After 20 minutes a Bushtit was observed foraging in the area of the nest for about 5 minutes, then it
visited the nest for 15 seconds and left. A Bushtit returned after 10 minutes, 5 minutes, and again after another 5
minutes, apparently feeding nestlings. - PKonrad
04/17/2012 - Bushtits visited nest regularly after 8, 4, 3, and 6 minutes, indicating nestlings are being fed inside
nest. - PKonrad
04/24/2012 - No Bushtits observed or heard during 15 minute observation period; checked nest and found it has
been predated with the lower third of the nest pulled away and lying in 4 pieces on the ground. No sign of
nestlings observed. Considering the amount of destruction to the nest, a large predator probably made the attack
rather than the usual scrub jay suspects - closed. - PKonrad

No

PHAI

Phainopepla

032612_elss_01

EP255-2

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Desert Scrub and Dune Habitats
Area

OH - wire stringing

125

100

100

100

Nest with eggs or young failed for
unknown causes

3/26/2012

4/27/2012 03/26/2012 - Male incubating on nest, flew on approach, leading to nest discovery; 2 mottled tan eggs in nest. ELoveless
03/30/2012 - Female Phainopepla incubating. - PKonrad
04/06/2012 - Still 2 eggs in nest; female off nest initially, but territorial nearby, returning to nest when avian
biologist walked away. - PKonrad
04/14/2012 - Male perched on side of nest; nestlings expected to be inside nest, but did not want to displace the
adult to verify nestling status. - PKonrad
04/20/2012 - No adult Phainopeplas observed or heard in area; 2 eggs still unhatched in well-formed nest. This
nesting attempt may have failed, but will check back soon. - PKonrad
04/27/2012 - Still 2 unhatched eggs in nest, a month after nest, clutch, and pair of Phainopeplas was initially
observed; no adults near nest again today - closed. Periodic but regular wire-stringing activities over the course of
approximately 2 weeks within the nest cycle may have had some impact on this nest, but that cannot be
determined, although the cause of abandonment may also have a natural basis. - PKonrad

No

WESJ

Western Scrub-Jay

032612_elss_02

EP91

Pad Areas-Work Area

Chaparrals

Traffic

40

100

85

85

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

3/26/2012

4/21/2012 03/26/2012 - Biomonitor observed Western Scrub-jay carrying nesting material to a sugar bush about every 45
minutes. A nest about 90% complete was found in the sugar bush. - ELoveless
04/06/2012 - Nest is in good shape with a nice lining of fine grass, but no Western Scrub-jays were present. PKonrad
04/12/2012 - Nest contains 2 speckled light-blue eggs; adult Western Scrub-jay perched just west of nest as soon
as avian biologist left area; clutch is probably not a full clutch yet. - PKonrad
04/21/2012 - Nest is empty, but otherwise appears in good condition. No eggshell fragment present in nest or on
branches or ground below. Likely predated. Nest closed and buffer signs removed. - MKuehn

No

HOFI

House Finch

032612_elss_04

Jacumba Valley Ranch CY Construction Yards

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other

20

100

10

10

Nest with eggs or young failed for
unknown causes

3/26/2012

5/4/2012 03/26/2012 - Pair observed bringing nesting material inside tire once during 45 minute observation. - ELoveless
04/06/2012 - No House Finches observed or heard in area of nest site. Unclear if black wheel covers and bird
deterrents were in place during initial observation or added since that time. Questionable if this nest is still active.
- PKonrad
04/14/2012 - No sign of House Finches; heavy plastic cover over wheel has torn away and is flapping in the wind.
Notified for repair. - PKonrad
04/17/2012 - Female inside nest site during the entire 30-minute observation. Male visited nest twice and was
frequently observed perched and singing near the nest site. - ELoveless
04/27/2012 - Nest checked also on 4/20, but no nest-related activity was observed. Today, no activity at the nest
site, although House Finches are active nearby. Status of this nest uncertain. - PKonrad
05/04/2012 - No House Finch activity in area. It appears this nesting attempt was unsuccessful judging by the nest
monitoring history and lack of finch activity here recently - closed. - PKonrad
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
CORA Common Raven

Nest ID
ID
032612_fhan_01 Sycamore Substation SSDE1

Type
Substation

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
Habitat
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
0

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
100
100
Removed

Nest Outcome

Date Nest
Found
3/26/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
3/27/2012 03/26/2012 - Nest has been constructed for at least 4 days. Appears 50% or more complete. One CORA in area
vocalizing and perching. - FHoffman
03/27/2012 - The nesting attempt is located near the top of an A-frame within Sycamore Substation. The pair was
observed adding material yesterday, March 26. The nest is approximately 40-50% complete based on visible
material and size/quantity of material being carried to the nest site, which is not yet developed enough to support
eggs. No eggs or young present (as determined by nest stage). Deterrents have been installed to prevent cavity
nesters, but were not successful in deterring stick nests. While no raven deterrents are installed on the A-frame
where the CORA nest attempt is located, it should also be noted that this is an energized substation limiting
access for deterrent installation and removal, as well as the type of deterrents that can be used. An orange cone
will be placed after the nesting material is removed, to deter future nesting. Additionally, both project and nonproject work has been occurring regularly at the substation. The pair was observed nest building on March 26
while a project crew was conducting a circuit breaker replacement 60-120 feet from the nest attempt. Per the
NBMMP, active work is considered a form of a deterrent. A delay due to allowing the nest cycle to continue would
likely prevent SDG&E from meeting the request from CAISO to complete the project by June 1, 2012 to ensure
system reliability. Nest attempt was removed with agency approval on 3/27/2012. - KAlberts
03/27/2012 - Concurrence with a nest removal request was received on 03/27/12. The nest was still under
construction and appeared to be approximately 50-60% constructed upon removal. As a precaution, the worker
tasked with nest removal was instructed to look into the nest to verify the nest contained no eggs. The worker
confirmed the nest was empty and removed it, installing in its place an orange construction cone. The cone was
wedged into the gap to deter the ravens from rebuilding in this location. During this period, one Common Raven
was observed soaring and vocalizing outside the substation but did not approach the nest vicinity. - MDicus

Fledged
No

BUSH

Bushtit

032612_fhan_03 CP08-2-N

Road Area

Chaparrals

Traffic

6

100

50

50

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

3/26/2012

5/11/2012 03/26/2012 - Pair actively building and vocalizing. Multiple trips with material observed. Nest in early stages circa
30% complete. - FHoffman
04/01/2012 - BUSH observed adding fluffy nest material at 0959. - HWinfrey
04/12/2012 - During a 75-minute observation period, BUSH pair approached the nest twice. On the first occasion,
the female added very fine spider webs or hair to the nest. On the second visit, one bird added coarser material.
They spent the majority of the time foraging on the surrounding hillsides. - VEurs
04/20/2012 - The Bushtit pair spent the first part of the observation period foraging downslope. The female then
approached the nest, without anything in her bill. She entered the nest and remained inside for well over 20
minutes, through the end of the observations. The male spent this time foraging downslope and perching in the
branches around the nest. - VEurs
04/27/2012 - The nest is intact after recent rains. Both adults were foraging in the nest tree as the biologist
arrived. They approached the nest several times, and the female eventually entered carrying an insect. However,
no nestlings were heard, and she remained inside for over 10 minutes, so the food was likely for herself. As the
male foraged, he would bring insects back to the nest tree and consume them there. - VEurs
05/04/2012 - After 80 minutes of observation, no Bushtit activity was detected at the nest, which appears to be in
good condition. It should be noted that at one point a pair of BUSH landed in the tree above the nest, but at the
same time, a dump truck drove past. The pair flew from the tree and seemed to resume foraging. At another
point 20-30 minutes later, a female landed in a shrub about 20 feet from the nest, with an insect in her mouth.
Again, a dump truck passed at that moment and the female disappeared from view. Bushtits were actively
foraging downslope during the entire observation period. However, it seems the regular passage every 20-30
minutes of the dump truck may have been temporarily deterring approaches to the nest. - VEurs
05/11/2012 - The neck of the nest is detached from the anchor point on the branches above. There appears to be
a hole in the bottom, but the nest is too high for the biologist to inspect it directly. The nest is elongated and most
likely was predated, despite its well-disguised location. This nest with eggs or young failed due to natural causes
and is now closed. - VEurs

No

BUSH

Bushtit

032612_imll_01

Road Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic

80

100

80

80

Presumed Fledged

3/26/2012

4/30/2012 03/26/2012 - Pair observed adding fine nesting material and lining to a nearly complete nest 3 times during 45
minutes while no work was occurring. - IMaunsell
04/05/2012 - Unable to access road through locked gate; will return tomorrow. - PKonrad
04/10/2012 - Pair in vicinity with 1 adult observed carrying food to nest and leaving with fecal sac. - JPawlicki
04/16/2012 - Pair of Bushtits bringing beakfuls of caterpillars and bugs to nest every 2 to 4 minutes. - PKonrad
04/23/2012 - Nest is in good shape, but no Bushtits visited the nest during 30 minute observation period.
However, there are several Bushtits active in the area, including 1 pair south of the nest. Unsure if nestlings have
fledged at this time and will check back soon to double-check. - PKonrad
04/30/2012 - No Bushtits observed in the area; the nest is in good shape although the nesting material
surrounding the entrance hole is a bit worn. Nestlings appear to have fledged and may have been the Bushtits
observed south of the nest last week - closed. - PKonrad

Yes

EP112-3-E
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
HOFI House Finch

CATH

California Thrasher

NUWO Nuttall's Woodpecker

ID
TL 6915 - 171684

Type
69kv Structure

Chaparrals

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
BMP installation/maintenance

032612_mkhn_01 TL 6924 - 171687

69kv Structure

Chaparrals

BMP installation/maintenance

032612_rabe_01 CP64-2 PS-E

Road Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic

Nest ID
032612_lgan_01

Habitat

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
30

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
30
30
Fledged

Nest Outcome

Date Nest
Found
3/26/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
4/26/2012 03/26/2012 - A female house finch was seen bringing nest material into an insulator bracket at the top of 69kv
pole Z171684. The male was singing from the top of the pole while the female brought material. The percent
completeness is unknown. Two orange bird buffer ESA signs were placed 30 feet from the base of the monopole
containing the nest on the access road to the north. - LGorman
04/01/2012 - No activity observed from 0855 to 0905. - HWinfrey
04/10/2012 - No HOFI activity observed. - RRadd
04/18/2012 - No activity observed. - BArnold
04/26/2012 - A male HOFI was observed feeding several begging fledglings not far from the nest. The nest has
fledged successfully and is now closed. - VEurs

Fledged
Yes

215

100

100

100

Presumed Fledged

3/26/2012

4/10/2012 03/26/2012 - Adults visited nest with food several times and fed young. Visits took place with a biologist standing
8, 15, and 25 feet away (different visits). Adult fed then sat on nest with biologist 8 feet away, and did not flush
when biologist walked away. Two nestlings present, eyes still closed, and they appeared to be 4-6 days old. 100foot buffer established and marked with 5 signs (all on north side of nest). - MKuehn
04/01/2012 - CATH at nest at 0903. - HWinfrey
04/03/2012 - At least 3 downy nestlings with no pinfeathers visible in nest, appear to be about 6 days old. HWinfrey
04/10/2012 - Nest is clean empty and intact, suggesting successful fledging. - RRadd

Yes

16

100

100

100

Nest did not reach active stage

3/26/2012

4/2/2012 03/26/2012 - Presumed Nuttall's Woodpecker nest due to being closest woodpecker species observed in general
area, within 20 feet, over last week. Fresh cavity entrance in Sambucus mexicana approximately three inches
deep. Inner cavity has not been started. 100-foot drive through only buffer staked. - RAbe
04/02/2012 - Cavity excavation has progressed since last week, with inner cavity now exposed. No woodpeckers
observed in area, but entrance hole size is consistent with Picoides nuttallii. - HWinfrey
04/12/2012 - No cavity nesters observed associating with this location on either of several visits today and
yesterday. - RRadd
04/20/2012 - Cavity has not been improved since April 2. No NUWO detections. - RRadd
04/27/2012 - Cavity has not advanced since April 2, and no woodpeckers detected. - RRadd

No

75

100

30

30

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

3/26/2012

4/12/2012 03/26/2012 - Three pale, blue-green unmarked eggs in cup nest suggesting House Finch. Multiple House Finch
pairs observed in area over last week or so carrying nest building material in immediate area by biomonitors. One
pair was observed in the immediate area of the nest multiple times today. 30 foot buffer staked. - RAbe
04/02/2012 - HOFI pair within a few feet of nest. 2 eggs now in nest. - HWinfrey
04/12/2012 - Nest contains 1 broken egg, however a HOFI exited the nest on approach, suggesting the nest
remains viable. - RRadd
04/12/2012 - Eggshell remains found in nest. No activity in area. Nest appears to have been predated. - HWinfrey

No

HOFI

House Finch

032612_rabe_02 CP64-2 PS

Pad Areas-Stringing Area Chaparrals

OH - wire stringing

HOFI

House Finch

032612_vers_01

TL 6924 - 171682

69kv Structure

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Substation - maintenance

200

100

30

30

Nest did not reach active stage

3/26/2012

4/25/2012 03/26/2012 - A pair of HOFI were seen on the wire next to pole 171682. A short time later, the female was seen
carrying grassy material into the bracket for an insulator arm. She returned within 10 minutes with more material,
and the male attempted to copulate with her. She carried the material into the bracket while the male perched
nearby, singing. - VEurs
04/01/2012 - No activity observed from 0920 to 0930. - HWinfrey
04/14/2012 - No HOFI during observation period 0900 to 0925. - VEurs
04/23/2012 - No activity observed during 45 minute observation period. - BArnold
04/25/2012 - No HOFI activity at the nest after 45 minutes of observation. HOFI's entered each of the upper
brackets, but none appeared interested in the lower bracket. Lack of activity at this nest site over the past month
leads the biologist to change its status from "active" to "closed." - VEurs

No

BUSH

Bushtit

032612_vnik_01

69kV-E

Road Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Substation - maintenance

45

100

50

50

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

3/26/2012

4/26/2012 03/26/2012 - Bushtit making several trips to nest with material. Appears to be lining nest. - VNovik
04/01/2012 - No activity observed from 0907 to 0917. - HWinfrey
04/10/2012 - Nest appears complete, well protected and attached. No BUSH detected during late afternoon
observation. - RRadd
04/18/2012 - No activity observed during noon observation period - BArnold
04/26/2012 - At the start of the observation period, the biologist noted the unusual appearance of the nest. After
30 minutes with no BUSH activity, the biologist approached the nest to examine it closely. The nest is very
stretched out at the top, with the nest entrance lower down than is usual on a BUSH nest. The entrance hole also
seems larger than normal and faces up toward the sky. It doesn't seem that the nest was predated. Rather, its
damaged condition seems to be a result of a string of storm events this area has recently experienced. Based on
nesting cycle, it is possible that this nest contained eggs when it failed due to natural causes. - VEurs
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
BUSH Bushtit

Nest ID
032712_elss_01

EP117-2

ID

EP114-2

WESJ

Western Scrub-Jay

032712_elss_02

WESJ

Western Scrub-Jay

032712_esds_01 EP95-N

Type
Pad Areas-Structure Pad Chaparrals
Area

Habitat

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
BMP installation/maintenance

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
30

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
Nest Outcome
70
70
Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Chaparrals
Area

OH - foundations

50

100

75

75

Road Area

BMP installation/maintenance

20

100

100

100

Chaparrals
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Date Nest
Found
3/27/2012

Nest did not reach active stage

3/27/2012

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

3/27/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
5/14/2012 03/27/2012 - A pair of Bushtits was observed carrying and adding material to a nest that is approximately 90%
complete. - ELoveless
04/05/2012 - Small Bushtit nest appears complete, but has a unique 'dent' in chamber below the entrance. No
Bushtits observed or heard. - PKonrad
04/14/2012 - Nest appears unchanged; no Bushtit activity in area; status may not be active. - PKonrad
04/17/2012 - Pair of Bushtits observed adding material to nest 1 time during the 90-minute observation period. ELoveless
04/25/2012 - After 15 minutes, a male Bushtit flew toward nest with a white object in its bill (food or nest
material?), but avian biologist's presence 50 feet away seemed to distress the bird, so biologist left the area. PKonrad
04/27/2012 - Nest checked at request of PAR construction. Female Bushtit observed entering nest and remaining
inside while male foraged nearby. Nest appears 100% complete and in good condition. - HWinfrey
05/02/2012 - Uncertain what the status of this nesting attempt is at this time; nest looks normal; no Bushtits were
observed initially. But after 5 minutes the pair flew in from the south, very aware of avian monitor 35 feet from
nest and seemingly hesitant to go to nest. Female went to nest and may have stayed there. Male went to nest a
minute later and returned a short distance south, where it seemed to begin foraging. Never observed anything in
the birds' beaks - could be egg laying or they may have nestlings. - PKonrad
05/07/2012 - No Bushtits were observed during a 30-minute period. The nest is the same although the top is a bit
roughed up and an inert hole has been poked into the side of the nest below the entrance. The hole looks like a
jay attempted predation, but the hole does not enter the interior of the nest. It was verbally recommended that
an avian biologist should observe this nest site for an extended period to ascertain the present status of the nest
as soon as possible. - PKonrad
05/14/2012 - No Bushtits observed or heard during a 30-minute observation period. Nest is small and weathered.
This nest has been hard to track during monitoring because the adults exhibited rather erratic behavior that made
trying to assess the status of this nest week to week difficult to impossible - closed. - PKonrad

Fledged
No

4/27/2012 03/27/2012 - A pair of Western Scrub-jays was observed carrying and adding nesting material to a nest that is
approximately 95% complete. - ELoveless
04/02/2012 - Observations of bio-monitor C. Frey over 2 days - March 29, 2012 - 0730; 2 Western Scrub Jays were
observed away from nest by 75 to 150 feet with no crew onsite. A chase occurred with other pair of jays, and 1
flew to nest while generator running and full crew present. An individual did not appear to have nesting material.
Other individual of the pair perched 50 feet away; the pair left after 15 minutes and returned about an hour later
with nesting material several times while crew worked on Leg A; generator not in use. March 30, 2012 - 0740;
Common Raven perched on boulder 10 feet from Western Scrub Jay nest. Western Scrub Jay pair flew to over 100
feet away and avoided going to rest while Common Raven present. After raven flew away with nest material,
biologist used binoculars to look in nest, and no eggs were present. 0820; the Western Scrub Jay pair returned
with material while a crew was present; no equipment running. - LThoreson
04/03/2012 - Observations of onsite monitor: 1331 - observed 2 Western Scrub Jays perched approximately 150
feet south of EP114 tower site. 1341 - observed the pair of jays flying north behind the boulders where the nest is
located. 1444 - observed pair of jays across the road east of EP114 tower site on ground. Pair did not alarm call,
and rotor wash debris did not go near nest site. - VNovik
04/04/2012 - Monitor reported following : 0855 - observed 1 Western Scrub Jay perching on top of boulder next
to nest and flying into vegetation below boulder. 1000 - observed 2 Common Ravens perched on a boulder by
nest. The 2 Common Ravens were then observed flying east of the site with a Red-tailed hawk. 1045 - observed
the pair of Common Ravens fly from behind boulders north of site and head south. Did not observe any Western
Scrub Jays during K-max activities or directly prior to K-max activities. Rotor wash and debris did not go near nest. VNovik
04/07/2012 - Nest monitored during Crux micropile testing on legs D and A within nest buffer authorized in
variance received 4/5/2012. Ground work and K-Max activity began at 1100. Nest observations: At 1043, 3 scrub
jays observed flying from south to north toward nest. One jay perched on a shrub adjacent to nest and watched
crew for about five minutes. Jay pair flew from nest location southward out of site before any work activities
occurred. Pair was observed to east of site at approximately 1645. Possibly different pair seen flying from general
vicinity of nest soon after. Nest appears fully built and in good condition, no eggs or young present. No helicopter
rotor wash was observed to impact the nest. - RQuilley
04/09/2012 - Biomonitor Anna Bryant reported Western Scrub-jays were observed perching on boulders in
vicinity of nest and flew into vegetation near nest. Throughout day, biologist observed jays perching on vegetation
surrounding the site. - VNovik
04/16/2012 - Western Scrub-Jay incubating tightly on nest; did not move when biologist was within 20 feet. PKonrad
04/23/2012 No jays observed in area; nest empty but it is large well built and the lining of the nest bowl is
4/12/2012 03/27/2012 - As biologists inspected the nest location during the nesting bird survey, a Western Scrub Jay
swooped down to the nest location making harsh vocalizations. WESJ then perched on a nearby shrub and did not
leave this perch until biologists left the area. - EStrods
04/06/2012 - Adult Western Scrub-jay incubating 3 speckled light-blue eggs in large nest. Jay slipped out the back
of the sugar bush as avian biologist approached the site, but quickly returned to nest as biologist walked away. PKonrad
04/12/2012 - No eggs in empty nest; no Western Scrub-jays in area. Since eggs were observed on the previous
visit, it appears the nest has been predated, although no sign of eggs, eggshells, or nestlings are evident, and the
nest shows no deterioration. Only the fact that the nest is empty points to predation as the greatest potential
cause of nest failure. - PKonrad
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
CATH California Thrasher

Nest ID
032712_jdus_01

EP99-2-N-B

Type
Road Area

Chaparrals

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
Traffic

EP99-2-E

Road Area

Chaparrals

Traffic

ID

CATH

California Thrasher

032712_jdus_02

HOFI

House Finch

032712_mdus_01 CP76-1

BUSH

Bushtit

032712_rqey_01 EP76-2-E

Habitat

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
30

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
Nest Outcome
100
100
Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

65

100

100

100

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance
Area

20

100

30

Road Area

45

100

40

Chaparrals

OH - tower erection
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Date Nest
Found
3/27/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
4/20/2012 03/27/2012 - Found nest during active nesting bird survey. Did not hear bird leave the nest. Nest has 1 egg in it.
Female returned to nest 5 minutes after logging the location. - JDicus
04/06/2012 - California Thrasher incubating; did not leave nest; eggs probably close to hatching. - PKonrad
04/12/2012 - Adult California Thrasher brooding 2 small downy nestlings. - PKonrad
04/20/2012 - Nest is empty. Timing is premature for successful fledging of young. Likely predated. Incubation
began on 3/28, with hatching expected on 4/11 and fledging not expected until 4/25 at the earliest. No feces on
rim or branches surrounding nest. No feathers or remains detected in vicinity of nest. No fledglings or adults
detected within 50 feet of nest in 20 minutes of observation. Nest closed and buffer signs removed. - MKuehn

Fledged
No

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

3/27/2012

4/6/2012 03/27/2012 - The nest was discovered during an active nesting bird survey. Biologist saw 1 egg and 1 nestling. The
egg had a small hole in it and appeared to be about to hatch. - JDicus
04/06/2012 - California Thrasher nest is empty and there is no sign of nestlings or adults. Fine material used to
form bowl of nest has been pulled up throughout the nest bowl. Appears predation is the most likely cause of
nest failure - closed. - PKonrad

No

30

Indeterminate

3/27/2012

5/11/2012 03/27/2012 - A female House Finch was observed making multiple trips to a nest carrying bits of dried annuals
and small twigs. The male accompanied her on several trips, singing from a nearby perch. Percentage of
completion is difficult to estimate, as the nest is not completely visible. - MDicus
04/02/2012 - Pair perched on tower near nest, male chases away other nearby HOFIs. Nest appears nearly
complete. - HWinfrey
04/15/2012 - HOFI pair visiting and defending this nest, but not observed in nest at 1316. - RRadd
04/24/2012 - HOFI activity continues. - RRadd
05/05/2012 - HOFI lying in nest for duration of observation. - RRadd
05/11/2012 - Unable to see into nest, but activity of male suggests this nest is still active at 1100. - RRadd
05/11/2012 - Nest is no longer present. - RRadd

N/A

40

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

3/27/2012

5/8/2012 03/27/2012 - Pair observed actively adding material to nest during a 30 minute period. Nest is about 90%
complete and is very close to the road edge. Pair flew away from nest during passing of slow drive-through traffic.
- RQuilley
04/05/2012 - Bushtit brought material to nest, positioning it onto the top of the nest. - PKonrad
04/12/2012 - Both adults entered nest with fluffy material. Likely lining nest cup. - MKuehn
04/20/2012 - Nest observed passively from a concealed location 15 feet away. After 12 minutes, an adult flew to
nest and entered, remaining inside for next 3 minutes. - MKuehn
04/24/2012 - K-Max flew legs to site. No rotor wash detected at nest tree. Winds are from north, and K-Max
approached from south, using a 100-foot longline. Conditions were favorable for work. Shrubs on south side of
work area appeared to be moving from rotor wash. Bushtit was observed entering nest on regular basis and
appeared unaffected by work activities. - VNovik
04/26/2012 - Adults observed entering and leaving nest before, during, and after skycrane operation. Wind was
from the west and skycrane approached from east, causing minimal prop wash to hit nest. The nest branch did
move from side to side due to rotor wash, however there was no damage caused to the nest. - HWinfrey
04/27/2012 - Prior to work activity, Bushtits observed bringing food to nest repeatedly. 1037-1041: 500
helicopter hovered between 100-600 feet out of buffer with no observed impact to nest. 1038-1041: Skycrane
approached from east and set tower layback. No rotor wash was observed at nest location. Bushtits returned to
nest immediately following aircrane departure. 1251-1258: 500 helicopter hovered about 200 feet to southwest
of nest. Pair was not observed returning to nest during this period. 1254-1257: Skycrane approached from east
and set tower bridge. Rotor wash observed affecting the nest for 10 seconds with approximately 10-20 mph gusts.
The nest remained intact and appears undamaged. Bushtit pair returned to nest within 10 minutes of all skycrane
activities carrying food. Pair was observed returning to nest for the remainder of the day during all back bolting
work and behaved naturally. - RQuilley
05/03/2012 - Both adults observed carrying food into nest. - MKuehn
05/08/2012 - No activity at nest for 20 minutes. Nest has been torn open at the top on the north side, and a small
hole is present at the bottom on the north side. Feathers and nest lining are strewn among branches below nest.
Adults detected 30 feet away and were not observed carrying food; only foraging. Observations indicate nestlings
hatched between 4/24 and 4/27 and would have been expected to fledge no sooner than 5/12. Nest appears to
have been predated. - MKuehn
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
BUSH Bushtit

Nest ID
032712_rqey_02 EP79-E-A

ID

Type
Road Area

Chaparrals

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
Traffic

Habitat

BUSH

Bushtit

032712_sjon_01

EP70

Pad Areas-TSAP

Chaparrals

OH - foundations

CATH

California Thrasher

032712_tcer_01

EP96-E

Road Area

Chaparrals

BEWR

Bewick's Wren

032812_ahll_01

EP35-1-E

Road Area

Chaparrals

HOFI

House Finch

032812_bald_01

CP95-1

Pad Areas-Maintenance Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Area
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
15

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
Nest Outcome
75
75
Presumed Fledged

Date Nest
Found
3/27/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
5/22/2012 03/27/2012 - Bushtit pair observed actively adding material to nest. Nest is approximately 50% complete. Pair did
not appear disturbed by drive through traffic; 75 foot buffer given due to high exposure of nest to line of sight. RQuilley
04/05/2012 - Nest complete although no Bushtits observed during 30 minute observation period. Checked back 4
hours later, but no Bushtit activity observed during 15 minute observation period. - PKonrad
04/12/2012 - Nest appears complete and intact. No activity at nest during 20-minute observation from 40 feet
away. Bushtits heard briefly within 30 feet of nest. - MKuehn
04/21/2012 - Both adults visited nest carrying soft fluffy nesting material inside, and leaving immediately. It
appears they are not yet incubating or egg laying. - MKuehn
04/28/2012 - Again, both adults visited nest carrying soft fluffy nesting material inside, and left immediately. May
be egg laying but not incubating yet. - MKuehn
05/04/2012 - 3 different adult Bushtits were observed carrying food into nest in succession. - MKuehn
05/10/2012 - Adults observed entering nest with food. - MKuehn
05/16/2012 - Adults observed bringing food to nest 1 time during 45 minute observation - ELoveless
05/22/2012 - No activity at nest in 30 minutes of passive observation. Nest is intact but no adults or fledglings
detected in area. Based on observations, nest should have fledged between 5/15 and 5/22. Adults visited nest
with food only once in 45 minutes on 5/16, indicating some or all young may have already fledged by then. Nest is
presumed to have fledged successfully. - MKuehn

Fledged
Yes

250

100

40

40

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

3/27/2012

4/24/2012 03/27/2012 - Bushtit pair observed building nest using material from a nearby Bushtit nest (nest ID
032012_lton_01). Nest is approximately 25 percent complete. A recently failed nest is approximately 15 feet away
(nest ID 032012_lton_01). Pair was nest building and collecting material within 5 feet of a biologist. - SJohnston
04/02/2012 - Nest looks complete; Bushtits heard nearby, but no Bushtit visited nest during 30-minute
observation period. Checked back a second time, but no Bushtits observed during 10-minute period. - PKonrad
04/09/2012 - Nest appears good, but no Bushtits observed or heard during 25 minute observation period.
Uncertain status. - PKonrad
04/16/2012 - Bushtit observed entering nest after approximately 15 minutes of observation. - SJohnston
04/24/2012 - No Bushtits were observed or heard during the first 15 minutes of this observation period, but when
the nest was checked at close quarters, it was missing. Only a small remnant of the top of the nest was still
attached to the tree, and the rest of the nest could not be found. A predator appears to have torn the nest off the
anchoring branch and removed it from the nest site. No sign of eggs, eggshells, or nestlings in the area - closed. PKonrad

No

Traffic

15

100

100

100

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

3/27/2012

4/6/2012 03/27/2012 - Adult California Thrasher on nest with 1 egg. - TCooper
04/06/2012 - Nest is empty and the lining of fine grasses has been pulled up almost throughout the nest bowl.
Appears the nest has been predated, and there is no sign of eggs or eggshells in nest or surrounding area, and no
thrashers noted in area - closed. - PKonrad

No

Traffic

5

100

70

70

Nest did not reach active stage

3/28/2012

4/18/2012 03/28/2012 - Observed male bringing sticks to nest cavity several times, and singing in area around nest. Did not
observe female with male. Male BEWR bringing nesting material to a suitable cavity, sing, with the intent of
attracting a female with his nest base. Nest is 5 % complete. - AHill
04/04/2012 - Nest appears almost complete, lining material present, heard BEWR sing 20 feet away. Pair built
nest approximately 2 feet inside railing away from entrance. - AHill
04/11/2012 - No activity observed from 0630 to 0700 in light rain. - HWinfrey
04/18/2012 - No activity observed at nest from 0635 to 0705. Nest material does not appear to have been moved
in the past week. Mud at nest entrance has remained undisturbed over the past week. Examination of interior
with a mirror shows that nest materials are arranged haphazardly with no nest cup established. Nest closed. HWinfrey

No

BMP installation/maintenance

0

100

100

100

Removed

3/28/2012

3/28/2012 03/28/2012 - House finches were observed bringing nest material to lower, eastern cable 'L' hollow arm bracket.
The nesting attempt was approximately 60% complete and does not contain eggs or young. House finches
continued bringing material during construction activity in this and adjacent monopoles and per the NBMMP,
active work is considered a form of deterrent. Also, ribbon was placed at multiple points around the work area.
SDG&E needed to access these steel riser monopoles over the next few weeks to QA/QC items identified during
the recent testing of the underground system, and to conduct possible repair work. After determining there were
no eggs, this nest material was removed and photographed per the NBMMP. SDG&E will install plastic around all
brackets and other deterrents in an attempt to preclude bird nesting on these monopoles. - BArnold

No
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
HOFI House Finch

Nest ID
032812_bald_02

ID
CP88-1

Type
Structures

Habitat
Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
BMP installation/maintenance

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
0

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
100
100
Removed

Nest Outcome

Date Nest
Found
3/28/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
3/28/2012 03/28/2012 - House finch observed visiting cable clamp 'C' brackets. While an avian biologist was present,
lineman reported small accumulation of material, with no eggs, that avian biologist confirmed. House Finches
continued to bring material while lineman was working within 2 feet of 'C' bracket with nest material. The nesting
attempt was approximately 5% complete. Bird repellent ribbon was in place around the work pad. Furthermore,
testing work has occurred at this location over the past few weeks and per the NBMMP, active work is considered
a form of a deterrent. These House Finches were not disturbed by human presence or construction activity.
SDG&E needs to have access to these poles over the next few weeks to conduct QA/QC work and possible repair
work identified in the recently completed testing. After determining that there were no eggs present, this nest
material was removed and photographed. SDG&E will install plastic over the brackets and other deterrents to
discourage future nesting. - BArnold

Fledged
No

CATH

California Thrasher

032812_esds_01 EP99-2-N-A

Road Area

Chaparrals

Other

90

100

100

100

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

3/28/2012

4/20/2012 03/28/2012 - This nest was located during active nest searching. The nest was observed for a short period after it
was located. No bird was seen actively using the nest, however the nest appears to have been built very recently.
This nest appears to have been built by a WESJ or a CATH. Biologists suggest monitoring this nest for further
activity. - EStrods
04/03/2012 - Observations incidental to conducting 3 day pre-construction nest survey yielded a California
Thrasher visiting nest with 3 eggs. Changed status to active and added species ID to pen tab. - JDicus
04/12/2012 - Nest contains 3 speckled light-turquoise eggs; heard adult leave nest, but didn't see it. - PKonrad
04/20/2012 - Nest is empty and lining appears mussed inside cup. Likely predated since earliest possible hatch
date based on observations is 4/14 and nestlings would only be 6 days old today (expected to fledge no earlier
than 4/28). No eggshells, feathers, or remains found below or near nest. No adults detected in area in 10 minutes
of passive observation. Closed nest and removed buffer signs. - MKuehn

No

WESJ

Western Scrub-Jay

032812_esds_03 EP99-2-N-A

Road Area

Chaparrals

Traffic

87

100

80

80

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

3/28/2012

4/27/2012 03/28/2012 - This nest was built with medium-sized sticks which included a tightly formed bowl built with finer
plant material. The nest appears to be that of a WESJ or CATH. The nest was located during active searching. No
birds were seen back at the nest or within the vicinity after it was located. Biologists suggest that this nest be
monitored for further activity. - EStrods
04/07/2012 - Very quiet in100-foot butter of nest. Approached rest and no activity heard and saw nothing in nest.
Nest remains in excellent condition. - LThoreson
04/16/2012 - Bird slipped away from nest unseen, but 2 Western Scrub-Jay pairs were very territorial, perched at
tallest nearby locations calling while avian biologist quickly checked nest with 3 brown-speckled light-blue eggs in
it. - PKonrad
04/20/2012 - Large rattlesnake 2 feet north of nest. Adult WESJ near and scolding. Nest contains 4 eggs. - MKuehn
04/27/2012 - Nest is empty and lining is mussed in cup. Appears to have been predated. Timing is too early for
fledging young, as the nest contained eggs 6 days ago. - MKuehn

No

BUSH

Bushtit

032812_fhan_01 EP85-2-E

Road Area

Chaparrals

OH - tower erection

270

100

50

50

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

3/28/2012

4/22/2012 03/28/2012 - Bushtit nest appears nearly complete as pair are collecting feathers for lining. - FHoffman
04/05/2012 - Nest complete, but no Bushtits observed or heard during 20 minute observation period; may be at
egg laying stage when Bushtits visit nest less or are inside nest. - PKonrad
04/12/2012 - Nest appears intact. Passively observed for 15 minutes from 30 feet. No birds left or went to nest.
Three Bushtits foraged within 50 feet of nest for 10 minutes. - MKuehn
04/22/2012 - This nest has been destroyed and was likely depredated. Bottom portion of nest still in tree and
many pieces of nesting material strewn among branches below. No eggshell fragments located, but timing and
previous observations indicate eggs were likely present. Nest closed and buffer signs removed. - MKuehn

No

HOFI

House Finch

032812_ghan_03 CP43-1 PS

Pad Areas-Stringing Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats OH - wire stringing

70

100

30

30

Presumed Fledged

3/28/2012

5/5/2012 03/28/2012 - 1100: Pair observed making multiple trips carrying nesting material. Nest appears to be
approximately 80% complete. - GHuffman
04/06/2012 - Nest appears to be lined, but no bird on nest. HOFI pair approached nest, followed by another HOFI,
and defended their nest, chasing off the second pair. One adult entered nest for a brief period. Male vocalized
from the top of a nearby shrub. - VEurs
04/15/2012 - During a 15-minute observation period, the female was on the nest the majority of the time. Upon
returning to the nest after a couple brief periods away, she was not carrying any food items and would quickly
settle back on the nest. - VEurs
04/21/2012 - Female observed incubating. Construction appears to have no negative impacts to nesting behavior. GHuffman
04/28/2012 - 2-3 gray, downy nestlings visible from the back of the nest shrub at 0745. - VEurs
05/05/2012 - The nest is empty, but in excellent condition, with a rim of feces typical of HOFI nestlings. No signs
of predation. Just enough time has passed for the nest cycle to be completed. This nest is closed and presumed
fledged. - VEurs

Yes
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
CAGN California Gnatcatcher

Nest ID
032812_imll_01

ID
San Luis Rey Substation

Type
Substation

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
Habitat
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
550

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
300

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
Nest Outcome
300
300
Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

CATH

California Thrasher

032812_jdus_01

EP98-1-N

Road Area

Chaparrals

Traffic

31

100

100

100

BUSH

Bushtit

032812_jpki_01

EP99-2-N-A

Road Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic

41

100

50

BUSH

Bushtit

032812_rqey_01 EP76-2-E

Road Area

Chaparrals

OH - foundations

110

100

BUSH

Bushtit

032812_rqey_02 EP76-2-E

Road Area

Chaparrals

Traffic

4

100

Date Nest
Found
3/28/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
5/9/2012 03/28/2012 - Male CAGN making repeated trips to the nest location between 1000-1030. The male was observed
to make 2-3 trips at a time before briefly pausing nesting behavior to forage with the female. Following foraging,
the male would return to making trips to the nest, occasionally with very large pieces of nesting material. The nest
was monitored from the opposite bank of the draw approximately 60 feet away. The pair continued natural
behavior, and when the male made trips to the host shrub, a nest estimated to be approximately 30% complete
was able to be observed. - IMaunsell
04/04/2012 - Pair observed adjacent to nest foraging and perching from 0850-0900. Male made three brief trips
to nest shrub between 0855-0900 without material. Nest likely complete and ready for eggs or egg laying has
commenced. - IMaunsell
04/12/2012 - Male CAGN was detected "pishing" at approximately 0705 near the nest location. At approximately
0715 the male flew to the host shrub, called softly, the female departed the nest area, and the male proceeded to
incubate. The female then called from the slope facing the nest. At 0748 the female returned to the nest area,
called softly, and exchanged incubating duties with the male. - IMaunsell
04/18/2012 - Male initially observed foraging, made nest exchange with female at approximately 0815. Second
nest exchange 30 minutes later. - MDicus
04/25/2012 - An adult male California Gnatcatcher was observed foraging and lightly scolding near the nest. The
female parent was observed incubating the nest. The avian biologist observed one nest exchange where the male
parent took over the incubating duties. - LGorman
05/02/2012 - During approximately 1.5 hours of observation, the adult male CAGN was observed foraging and
returning to the nest vicinity 3 times, intermittently vocalizing, and once visiting the nest. The male was also
observed interacting with the nearby CAGN pair whose nest had recently fledged. The adult female remained on
the nest during the entire observation period, leaving it once, for approximately 30 seconds, before returning. MDicus
05/09/2012 - After nearly an hour of inactivity, the nest contents were checked. The nest contained 1 egg and
was covered with ants. The pair was later observed constructing a new nest approximately 180 feet north of this
location. - MDicus

Fledged
No

Presumed Fledged

3/28/2012

4/12/2012 03/28/2012 - Completely constructed and lined twig nest originally found during early morning nest survey, found
to contain 1 egg and 1 newly hatched nestling. Pair of California Thrasher in vicinity upon approach later the same
day to plot nest with GPS. Nest then found to contain 2 newly hatched nestlings (1 just hatched during nest
survey). Adult calling softly from back side of nest shrub and returned to nest on immediate retreat of avian
biologist to 50 feet; adult back on nest within 60 seconds. - JDicus
04/06/2012 - Large California Thrasher nest contains 2 large downy nestlings with pinfeathers showing on wings
and tail. No adults observed near nest, but 1 thrasher singing east of road. - PKonrad
04/12/2012 - Nestling California Thrashers appear to have fledged. No nestlings, fledglings, or adults in area. Nest
is in good shape and there is no sign that nestlings did not fledge. - PKonrad

Yes

50

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

3/28/2012

5/3/2012 03/28/2012 - Adults observed at fresh, complete nest. Contents of nest unknown., but nest stage is presumably
egg laying. - JPawlicki
04/06/2012 - Pair of Bushtits calling territorially near large nest. - PKonrad
04/12/2012 - During 30 minute observation period, Bushtit periodically heard and observed near nest, but no
nest visits were observed. After avian biologist approached nest to see if it was intact, a pair of Bushtits flew to
top of nest tree, acting territorial. Apparently, they are post-nest building but pre-incubation. - PKonrad
04/20/2012 - Both adults observed entering nest with food. - MKuehn
04/27/2012 - Both adults observed entering the nest with food. - MKuehn
05/03/2012 - No activity at nest and no BUSH detected within 100 feet of nest for 30 minutes. Upon close
inspection, nest found to have small hole in bottom, and feathers and other nest lining material is strewn among
branches below nest. Nestling stage commenced between 12-20 April, so timing of observations indicates earliest
nest could have fledged is 1 May (18 day nestling stage). However, condition of nest and lack of adults feeding
fledglings in area indicates likely failure due to natural causes (predated). - MKuehn

No

50

50

Indeterminate

3/28/2012

4/20/2012 03/28/2012 - One Bushtit observed carrying nesting material to nest. - RQuilley
04/05/2012 - Nest looks complete; no Bushtits observed or heard in area during 30-minute period, - PKonrad
04/12/2012 - No Bushtits detected in area for 30 minutes. Nest may be torn open on north side, but difficult to
tell for sure. - MKuehn
04/20/2012 - No Bushtits detected within 30 feet of nest for 20 minutes. No activity at this nest since 3/28 and
appears to be damaged on north side when viewed from east. Nest has failed but natural cause is indeterminate
because nest is high, impossible to inspect closely, and may have contained eggs. Nest closed and buffer reduced
to 0 feet. All signs were removed. - MKuehn

N/A

50

50

Nest did not reach active stage

3/28/2012

4/5/2012 03/28/2012 - One Bushtit observed carrying nesting material in vicinity of nest. Nest is approximately 90%
complete. - RQuilley
04/05/2012 - No Bushtits observed or heard during 30 minute observation period. When nest was inspected at
close quarters, a large circular hole was present on the north side where the neck of the nest meets the chamber,
opposite and below nest entrance. Apparent avian predation, although no sign of egg or eggshells - closed.
Bushtits probably had not laid eggs yet, judging from nest chronology and status of other nests being built last
week. - PKonrad

No
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
BUSH Bushtit

ID

Habitat

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
Traffic

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
60

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
Nest Outcome
50
50
Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

Date Nest
Found
3/28/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
4/17/2012 03/28/2012 - Nest is 40 percent complete. Pair was undisturbed while logging GPS coordinate and brought
nesting material to nest. - SJohnston
04/02/2012 - Nest looks complete or nearly complete; 1 Bushtit visited nest and foraged in area to west near the
end of 30 minute observation period. - PKonrad
04/09/2012 - No Bushtits observed or heard in area during extended hour-long observation period. Small nest
looks weak, but intact. - PKonrad
04/17/2012 - No nest visits by Bushtits during 30 minute observation period. Upon checking nest status at close
quarters, it was revealed that the nest has been predated as evidenced by a large hole torn into the bottom of the
nest chamber. No sign of eggs, eggshells, nestlings or adults was observed in or near the nest - closed. - PKonrad

Nest ID
032812_sjon_01

EP50-E

Type
Road Area

Chaparrals

EP50-E

Road Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance

58

100

100

100

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

3/28/2012

4/24/2012 03/28/2012 - The Bushtit nest is 80 percent complete. The pair was seen carrying nesting material to the nest. The
biomonitor discovered the nest, and the pair would not return when he was approximately 60 feet away. SJohnston
04/02/2012 - Nest appears complete; 2 Bushtits very territorial as avian biologist approached site; flew to nest
when biologist walked away. - PKonrad
04/09/2012 - Pair of Bushtits actively feeding unseen nestlings in nest; male had bill filled with small caterpillars. PKonrad
04/17/2012 - Pair of adult Bushtits visiting nest, probably with food for nestlings. Pair appears quite timid, so
avian biologist left area after their initial visit to the nest during the observation period. - PKonrad
04/24/2012 - After 15 minutes of no Bushtit activity in the area, checked nest to find it has been predated. The
nest is torn in half and lying on ground; no sign of eggs, egg shells, or nestlings among flattened nest parts closed. - PKonrad

No

230

300

300

300

Fledged

3/29/2012

4/25/2012 03/29/2012 - CAGN incubating. Nearest tower is complete and strung, with no work currently occurring. Active
Red-tailed hawk nest on tower, with 500-foot buffer. No signage required unless hawk nest becomes inactive
before this nest fledges, as this buffer is within the hawk buffer. - BLohstroh
04/04/2012 - At approximately 1000, the male was observed on the nest, before witnessing a nest exchange with
the female. - BLohstroh
04/13/2012 - Male and female making trips to nest, spending time brooding on it, as well as bringing food items.
Nest left unattended for a few minutes at one point, while pair foraged. - BLohstroh
04/18/2012 - Male and female leaving and making return trips to nest, feeding young. - BLohstroh
04/25/2012 - Pair feeding 1 fledgling in vicinity of nest. - BLohstroh

Yes

80

100

65

65

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

3/29/2012

4/21/2012 03/29/2012 - Biomonitor located nest through active searching. A pair of Bushtits was bringing nesting material to
the nest. - ELoveless
04/03/2012 - Observed Bushtit leave and return to nest. Nest is in good condition and complete. Based on
timeline, it is likely that this nest may have eggs in it. Bushtits were wary of presence of biologist when nest was
approached for inspection. Bird deterrents are present in the form of mylar tape at the edge of the work area,
and the tape is tied to shrubs; no tape on the tower itself. - VNovik
04/13/2012 - Attempt made to visit site, but bad weather hampered attempt. - VNovik
04/16/2012 - Nest appears intact. No activity observed for 30 minutes while biologist was watching the nest. VNovik
04/21/2012 - E. Loveless reports that avian monitor was requested onsite during skycrane activities at tower.
Avian arrived on site after biomonitors. One basket was set down by A-star. Avian located nest, which was down
on ground (large portion of nest was on ground between rocks). Smaller portions were in other shrub. A great
deal of feathers was scattered around, which could have been liner or adult feathers from predation. Since no
construction activity has occurred in the interim onsite prior to today, failure due to natural causes is presumed. KAlberts
04/21/2012 - E. Loveless reports that avian monitor was requested onsite during skycrane activities at tower.
Avian arrived on site after biomonitors. One basket was set down by A-star. Avian located nest, which was down
on ground (large portion of nest was on ground between rocks). Smaller portions were in other shrub. A great
deal of feathers was scattered around, which could have been liner or adult feathers from predation. Since no
construction activity has occurred in the interim onsite prior to today, failure due to natural causes is presumed. KAlberts

No

BUSH

Bushtit

032812_sjon_02

CAGN

California Gnatcatcher

032912_bloh_01 CP13-2

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance
Area

BUSH

Bushtit

032912_elss_01

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Chaparrals
Area

EP149-1

OH - tower erection
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
CATH California Thrasher

Nest ID
032912_elss_02

ID
EP149-1

Type
Pad Areas-TSAP

Chaparrals

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
OH - tower erection

Habitat

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
50

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
Nest Outcome
100
100
Presumed Fledged

Date Nest
Found
3/29/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
4/30/2012 03/29/2012 - Biomonitor found nest through active searching. Nest is structured and has beginning of lining. No
thrashers were observed at the nest, but a pair was perched nearby. - ELoveless
04/03/2012 - CATH observed on nest with 3 eggs. Bird wary and left nest while being observed, though returned
within seconds. Bird deterrents are in the form of mylar tape tied to shrubs around the structure site. The tape is
not on the tower itself. - VNovik
04/13/2012 - Attempt made to visit site, but bad weather hampered attempt. - VNovik
04/16/2012 - Nest with 3 eggs; bird on nest. - VNovik
04/22/2012 - Two nestlings detected today in nest during tower erection. Adult male heard singing in the area
when helicopter did not drown him out. On 4/21/12, avian biomonitor D. Mahto reported that during the setting
of the middle section of the tower, the spotter helicopter (tail #792) flew in from the southeast above the 100foot buffer and hovered around the tower making full 2 circles. During the first circle, the helicopter was at an
altitude of around half the length of the tower, approximately 50-60 feet above the ground. The host shrub was
shaken by rotor wash. Nest was not directly inspected following this event to allow the nest and adult birds to
settle again. - FHoffman
04/30/2012 - Nest is in good shape with a deep compacted empty bowl - nestlings have apparently fledged. No
adults or fledglings observed in area - closed. - PKonrad

Fledged
Yes

LEGO

Lesser Goldfinch

032912_hwey_01 CP82-1-E

Road Area

Riparian Forests and Woodlands

Traffic

2

100

50

50

Indeterminate

3/29/2012

4/24/2012 03/29/2012 - Female Lesser Goldfinch observed making 3 trips to nest with thin woody nesting material between
1220 and 1225. Nest cup appears to be nearly complete. - HWinfrey
04/05/2012 - Female LEGO on nest at 1239. Male singing nearby. - HWinfrey
04/15/2012 - LEGO pair continues to occupy this nest. - RRadd
04/24/2012 - LEGO detected in area but no nest visits and cannot see into nest. - RRadd
05/06/2012 - Nest could not be refound and LEGO activity does not focus on the location described. - RRadd

N/A

ANHU

Anna's Hummingbird

032912_hwey_02 CP82-1-E

Road Area

Riparian Forests and Woodlands

Traffic

5

100

100

100

Indeterminate

3/29/2012

4/24/2012 03/29/2012 - ANHU observed adding nesting material to small amount of plant down bound to branch with
spider silk. Nest is 10-15% complete. - HWinfrey
04/05/2012 - Nest construction has progressed since last visit, 75% complete. - HWinfrey
04/15/2012 - No nest was found at the described location. - RRadd
04/24/2012 - No nest found. - RRadd
04/24/2012 - Nesting observational history indicates possibility of eggs in the nest between October 5 to 15, with
no nest found over the next 9 days. Nest failed, with or without eggs or young. - KAlberts

N/A

ANHU

Anna's Hummingbird

032912_hwey_03 CP88-1-N-A

Road Area

Riparian Forests and Woodlands

Traffic

25

100

100

100

Presumed Fledged

3/29/2012

5/9/2012 03/29/2012 - Female observed lying on nest, making brief forays to feed, then immediately returning. - HWinfrey
04/06/2012 - Female on nest at 1214. - HWinfrey
04/13/2012 - Female on nest. - JDicus
04/20/2012 - Female perches on edge of nest and feeds nestling at 1214, then settles on nest. 1 visible nestling,
appears 1-2 days old. - HWinfrey
04/26/2012 - 1 nestling visible in nest. - HWinfrey
05/03/2012 - 2 nestlings visible in nest. - HWinfrey
05/05/2012 - Female and 2 nestlings visible on nest at 1240. Nestlings appear fully feathered. - HWinfrey
05/07/2012 - 2 nestlings visible in nest at 1015, appearing fully feathered and capable of leaving the nest. HWinfrey
05/09/2012 - Nest empty, no sign of predation. Nest presumed fledged. - HWinfrey

Yes

CATH

California Thrasher

032912_jdus_01

Pad Areas-Work Area

Chaparrals

Traffic

70

100

100

100

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

3/29/2012

4/27/2012 03/29/2012 - During active searches on a nesting bird survey, a twig nest lined with strips of bark, grasses and
other fine vegetative material was found in a sugar bush. The nest was monitored periodically throughout the
survey from various distances. A pair of California Thrashers was seen 100 feet from nest, and a pair of Western
Scrub Jays was seen approaching to within 15 feet of the nest. No birds were seen going to the nest, though the
WESJ were seen with fine lining material perched 80 feet from the nest, and the nest may be theirs. - JDicus
04/07/2012 - Approached nest area and saw female California Thrasher on nest when 3 feet away. Halted
approach and stood still; female then left nest and 3 eggs were observed in nest. - LThoreson
04/12/2012 - Adult California Thrasher incubating, tight on nest. - PKonrad
04/21/2012 - Nest contains 3 downy nestlings ranging in age from about 2-4 days old. Expected fledge date is 5/1
to 5/3. - MKuehn
04/27/2012 - Nest is empty, and oldest nestling would have been only 10 days old today. Nest is otherwise in
good condition. No nestling feathers or remains in or under nest on ground or branches. Apparently predated. MKuehn

No

ANHU

Anna's Hummingbird

032912_mdus_01 Helix CY AR

Road Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic

10

100

50

50

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

3/29/2012

4/25/2012 03/29/2012 - Female observed adding material to a nest that is approximately 80% constructed. - MDicus
04/04/2012 - Female Anna's Hummingbird flies to nest at 0739 and remains on nest. - HWinfrey
04/15/2012 - Female ANHU comes to nest and settles at 1224. - RRadd
04/21/2012 - ANHU settles on nest at 0944; no indications of hatched young. - RRadd
04/26/2012 - Nest no longer present and branch is broken. Nest presumed lost to weather. - RRadd

No

EP91
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Nearest Project Feature

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
75

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
Nest Outcome
50
50
Presumed Fledged

Nest ID
ID
032912_mdus_03 Hartung CY-E

Type
Road Area

Habitat
Grasslands and Meadows

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
Traffic

WBNU White-breasted Nuthatch

032912_rqey_02 EP77-E

Road Area

Riparian Forests and Woodlands

Traffic

23

100

75

75

Presumed Fledged

3/29/2012

5/22/2012 03/29/2012 - Pair of Whit-breasted Nuthatches observed bringing nesting material to cavity multiple times. RQuilley
04/05/2012 - No nuthatches observed or heard during short observation period; returned 2 hours later for 20
minutes (while traffic permitted), but no nuthatch activity noted. - PKonrad
04/12/2012 - Passively observed nest for 15 minutes from 25 feet away. After 2 minutes, male approached cavity
with food and female emerged from nest. Male fed female away from nest, and female re-entered cavity 5
minutes later, and remained on nest for next 8 minutes. Male fed female on nest 7 minutes after she re-entered. MKuehn
04/20/2012 - Male approached cavity with food, and female emerged begging. Male fed female 12 inches from
cavity opening, then both left vicinity of nest to forage. - MKuehn
04/27/2012 - Male approached cavity with food and female emerged, took food in her bill and carried it into
cavity. - MKuehn
05/03/2012 - Male approached cavity with food, and female emerged and left, then male carried food into cavity.
- MKuehn
05/08/2012 - Male carried food into cavity. - MKuehn
05/16/2012 - Both adults entered cavity with food and left without it. Nest is expected to fledge very soon. MKuehn
05/22/2012 - No activity at cavity for 30 minutes. One adult observed carrying food 150 feet from nest, but flew
away and was not observed feeding fledgling. Based on observations, nestlings hatched between 4/20 and 4/27
and were expected to fledge from nest 26 days later, or between 5/15 and today (5/22). Successful fledging of
young appears to have been the likely result. - MKuehn

Yes

BEWR

Bewick's Wren

032912_vnik_01

EP76-2-E

Road Area

Chaparrals

Traffic

2

100

50

50

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

3/29/2012

4/29/2012 03/29/2012 - Observed Bewick's Wren make several trips to nest location with nesting material. - VNovik
04/05/2012 - No Bewick's Wrens observed or heard, but nest appears complete with feathered lining, built on
ground beneath silt fence material. - PKonrad
04/12/2012 - No activity at nest during 20 minutes of passive observation. Male and female BEWR heard
vocalizing within 40 feet of nest. Contents checked after passive observation period. Nest contains 4 eggs. MKuehn
04/20/2012 - Nest observed passively for 8 minutes from 15 feet away. After 3 minutes, both adults approached
nest and 1 entered, remaining inside for 5+ minutes. - MKuehn
04/29/2012 - No activity at nest and no BEWR detected in area for 20 minutes. Nest found to be empty with lining
mussed. No other signs of disturbance to nest site. No eggshells present in or near nest on ground. Incubation did
not begin until at least 4/13, so earliest hatching date is 4/18 and earliest fledge date is 5/12. Nest appears to
have been predated with eggs or nestlings. - MKuehn

No

BUSH

Bushtit

033012_elss_01

Suncrest Substation SSDE4

Substation

Chaparrals

Traffic

35

100

30

30

Nest did not reach active stage

3/30/2012

4/3/2012 03/30/2012 - A pair was observed adding nesting material. The nest appears about 60% complete. - ELoveless
04/03/2012 - Nest no longer present and apparently depredated (likely by corvid) with pieces of nest strewn near
nest shrub - nest closed. Pair of Bushtits still observed in vicinity with one observed carrying nesting material to
location over 100 feet to SE. Nest was monitored for activity on 4/3/12. A pair of Bushtits were initially observed
foraging near nest shrub after which the male was observed with nesting material and proceeded to fly out of
sight to SW. Nest was then searched for and was discovered to be depredated, as portions of nest were present in
adjacent branches and on ground underneath nest location. Shrubs to SE of old nest were then searched for a
partially built new nest, but none were observed within 100 feet of access road. Pair was then observed briefly
foraging to north of old nest location. Regarding nest outcome determination, contents of nest were unknown at
time of depredation, but likely did not contain eggs or young as nest was still in building stage when logged/last
monitored on 3/30/12. - JPawlicki

No

97 of 237

Date Nest
Found
3/29/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
5/28/2012 03/29/2012 - Adult wren observed making multiple trips with twigs and leaves from the base of a tamarisk
(Tamarix sp.) across the access road to a cavity in the end of a large broken limb. - MDicus
04/06/2012 - HOWR enters nest at 1155. 2nd HOWR scolding squirrel nearby. - HWinfrey
04/12/2012 - Incessant HOWR singing but not observed at cavity. - RRadd
04/17/2012 - HOWR pair continue activity at this nest. - RRadd
04/25/2012 - No activity observed. - RRadd
05/02/2012 - HOWR male sings at entry periodically, moves to nest guard when female departs nest at 1625,
suggesting incubation. - RRadd
05/08/2012 - Male bringing feather, female bringing food; many trips from 1546-1608. - RRadd
05/16/2012 - HOWR pair continue to feed this nest from 0716-0736. - RRadd
05/23/2012 - HOWR carries food to nest at 1645. - RRadd
06/01/2012 - No HOWR detected visiting during 30 minute observation. Monitoring chronology suggests
successful fledge. - RRadd

Species
Code
Common Name
HOWR House Wren

Fledged
Yes

AR070404

2/19/2015
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
HOWR House Wren

Nest ID
033012_jdus_01

HOFI

House Finch

BUSH

Bushtit

033012_sjon_01

BUSH

Bushtit

CALT

CALT

ID
TL 6915/6924-E

033012_mkhn_01 CP88-1

Type
Road Area

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
Habitat
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
75

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
Nest Outcome
30
30
Presumed Fledged

Structures

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance

0

100

100

100

EP11-3-N

Road Area

Chaparrals

Traffic

6

100

50

033012_sjon_02

EP12-3 PS

Pad Areas-Stringing Area Chaparrals

Traffic

350

100

California Towhee

033112_jdus_01

CP56-1-PS-E-B

Road Area

Chaparrals

Traffic

20

California Towhee

033112_jdus_02

CP56-1-PS-E-B

Road Area

Chaparrals

BMP installation/maintenance

50

Date Nest
Found
3/30/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
5/17/2012 03/30/2012 - Adult House Wren makes multiple trips to nest cavity with material. - JDicus
04/09/2012 - Although 2 adult wrens were singing, calling and foraging in the vicinity of the nest, neither bird
approached the cavity during an hour of observation. However, the presence of a large Western Fence Lizard atop
the snag with the cavity for approximately 40 minutes may have deterred the HOWRs from entering the cavity.
The birds came within 10-15 feet of the snag, but no closer. - VEurs
04/10/2012 - No HOWR detected during 30-minute observation. - RRadd
04/17/2012 - After an hour of observation, no wren activity was observed at the nest cavity. A single HOWR was
moving about the area and briefly came within 15 feet of the cavity, but never approached it. - VEurs
04/25/2012 - At the start of the observation period, the male HOWR briefly perched on the top of the snag
containing the nest cavity. He then clung to the lip of the cavity and peered inside. He moved about the area,
singing from different perches and once chasing off a Bewick's Wren. Later he moved to the area below the nest
cavity, where he interacted with a female who entered the nest cavity. She was not carrying any food item and
remained in the cavity through the end of observations (another 15 minutes) which suggests she is incubating.
The male continued to sing from various perches. - VEurs
04/29/2012 - Duplicate for record of 4/25. - VEurs
05/03/2012 - The male wren made several trips into the cavity with insects during 15 minutes of observation. VEurs
05/10/2012 - Both adults made several trips with food into the nest cavity within 10 minutes. Nestlings were
heard vocalizing each time. - VEurs
05/17/2012 - Enough time has passed for the nest cycle to be completed. On previous nest visits, at least 1 House
Wren was always detected very close to the nest. The lack of activity at the nest cavity today suggests the young
have fledged and the family group is dispersing. This nest is presumed to have fledged. - VEurs

Fledged
Yes

Removed

3/30/2012

3/30/2012 03/30/2012 - House finch observed visiting cable clamp 'C' brackets. Biomonitor K. Vittum reported small
accumulation of material, with no eggs. House Finches continued to bring material while lineman was working on
the tower. These House Finches were not disturbed by human presence or construction activity. SDG&E needs to
have access to these poles sporadically over the next few weeks to conduct QA/QC work identified in the recently
completed testing. After determining that there were no eggs present, this nest material was removed and
photographed. SDG&E has taped closed all openings to these brackets (including this one after nest was removed)
to prevent future nesting activity from occurring. - MKuehn

No

50

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

3/30/2012

4/22/2012 03/30/2012 - Nest appears complete. Pair observed entering the nest. - SJohnston
04/09/2012 - No activity observed at nest, but several Bushtits were actively foraging within 20 feet of nest. HWinfrey
04/15/2012 - No activity observed at nest, which appears slightly damaged, but not beyond use. - HWinfrey
04/22/2012 - No activity observed from 0915 to 0945. Large hole visible in side of nest, likely caused by a
predator. Nest closed. - HWinfrey

No

50

50

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

3/30/2012

4/15/2012 03/30/2012 - Nest appears complete. Pair observed entering the nest. - SJohnston
04/09/2012 - No activity observed at nest and no Bushtits detected from 1015 to 1030. - HWinfrey
04/15/2012 - No activity observed at nest. Nest is torn and empty, with feathers stuck to nearby branches. Nest
closed, most likely predated. - HWinfrey

No

100

100

100

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

3/31/2012

4/19/2012 03/31/2012 - Nest found while driving out after survey was completed. No activity observed, in 15 minutes but
nest is newly constructed and in fine condition. Nest should be monitored for activity. - JDicus
04/07/2012 - 3 eggs in nest, light blue with a few brown streaks. Wrentit moving furtively near nest at 0750. HWinfrey
04/09/2012 - An adult California Towhee was seen incubating on the nest. Observation was made from inside
vehicle while driving out access road. Avian biologist did not approach nest. Towhee did not leave nest when
pickup truck drove past. Changed species to CALT. - JDicus
04/13/2012 - CALT on nest at 1002 does not leave nest during 2 x 1-minute observations. - RRadd
04/19/2012 - Nest is empty. Since insufficient time has elapsed for a complete nest cycle, predation is presumed. RRadd

No

100

50

50

Nest did not reach active stage

3/31/2012

4/30/2012 03/31/2012 - Adult California Towhee observed gathering fine fibrous lining material from erosion control area
farther upslope on access road. Two trips to 80% complete nest with material were observed. The pair was
observed copulating within 75 feet of the nest. - JDicus
04/07/2012 - Agitated California Towhee present as observer approached nest area. Unable to view nest after 10
minutes of searching, but bird behavior indicates nest continues to be active. - HWinfrey
04/18/2012 - Observed by avian monitor, Garrett Huffman. No activity observed over 30-minute observation.
Nest remains intact and appears to be 100% complete. - JDicus
04/30/2012 - Nest in fine, lined, intact, empty condition. Possibly abandoned for an alternate location, as CALT on
territory continue agitated behavior despite nest being unoccupied for 30 days. - RRadd
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
BUSH Bushtit

LEGO

Lesser Goldfinch

BUSH

Bushtit

ROWR Rock Wren

Nest ID
033112_jdus_03

ID
CP56-1-PS-E-A

033112_mkhn_01 CP55

Type
Road Area

Habitat
Chaparrals

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
Traffic

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Chaparrals
Area

OH - wire stringing

Traffic

040212_ahll_01

EP9-1-N

Road Area

Chaparrals

040212_cves_01

CP34-2

Pad Areas-TSAP

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats OH - wire stringing

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
5

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
Nest Outcome
50
50
Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

Date Nest
Found
3/31/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
4/20/2012 03/31/2012 - Nest is in good condition, 95% constructed. Bushtits in nest area. - JDicus
04/07/2012 - Bushtit entered nest at 0830, 10 minutes after wire truck passed by. - HWinfrey
04/11/2012 - Solo BUSH exits nest at 1717. - RRadd
04/19/2012 - No activity observed from 0700-0715. - RRadd
04/23/2012 - Nest no longer present and no remains found. - RRadd

Fledged
No

100

100

30

30

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

3/31/2012

4/16/2012 03/31/2012 - Pair of Lesser Goldfinch visits nest 4 times during 30-minute observation period, female carries nest
material while male perches nearby. Nest is 20% constructed. - MKuehn
04/07/2012 - Female on nest at 0720. - HWinfrey
04/10/2012 - Observed with avian monitor, John Dicus, during wire pulling process. Helicopter flew sock line
using a 100-foot long line with all three phases on south side of tower. While using long line, helicopter was able
to avoid impeding on established 100-foot buffer. Incubating female did not flush from nest and tolerated
activities at that distance. - GHuffman
04/13/2012 - LEGO incubation continues. - RRadd
04/16/2012 - Buffer signs broken and appear to be blown over. Nest was discovered 2 feet above ground laying
on deer weed (Acmispon glaber). Nest originally located about 7 feet up in a chamise (Adenostoma fasciculatum).
Eggs were found under nest location broken and appeared to have been there for at least a day due to dryness of
eggs. Female last observed incubating on 4/13. No construction activities were conducted on 4/14 and 4/15 at
CP55. Presumed nest failure due to weather over the weekend from high winds and/or significant precipitation. GHuffman

No

18

100

50

50

Indeterminate

4/2/2012

4/9/2012 04/02/2012 - Adults seen bringing lining material to nest every few minutes. Pair does not seem to be affected by
drive-by traffic, and buffer staked for drive-through only. - AHill
04/09/2012 - No Bushtit activity observed in area and unable to locate nest or any nest fragments; contacted
original observer to verify. - HWinfrey
04/09/2012 - Nest is no longer there. Only a couple pieces of nest material were found attached to manzanita, no
other signs of nest. Did not hear or see any Bushtits in area. Unknown what happened to nest, but it was not
physically harmed by construction. Nest appears 90% complete. Nesting chronology indicates that eggs may have
been present at time of failure, hence an indeterminate outcome. - AHill

N/A

100

100

50

50

Nest did not reach active stage

4/2/2012

4/25/2012 04/02/2012 - A male was observed singing repetitively, drawing attention to the vicinity of the nest. The pair
made a joint visit to the cavity and each individual made repeat visits. Eventually a pebble was taken from the
TSAP into the nest cavity. 2 whitish pebbles and numerous sticks were situated at the entryway into the cavity. CVettes
04/12/2012 - Adult Rock Wren actively singing in vicinity of crack between boulders, but does not visit nest for 30
minute observation period. Nest is 100% constructed and has a well-paved entrance of small flat rocks leading to
clean grass cup nest. - JDicus
04/19/2012 - No activity observed during 30-minute observation period conducted in the afternoon hours (16001630). - JDicus
04/25/2012 - No rock wrens were observed or heard in area. Nest building appears to be incomplete and halted.
Numerous ants were observed all over nesting location. Closing nest due to inactivity and presence of ants. GHuffman

No

0

100

100

100

Removed

4/2/2012

4/2/2012 04/02/2012 - On Sunday, April 1, a biomonitor on site reported House Finch activity at this location. Because of
SD County restrictions, equipment could not be moved on a Sunday. On April 2, a pair of finches was observed
making 4 trips to the nest site with material over 15 minutes. Deterrents onsite include a plethora of flash tape on
two adjacent towers and on the site perimeter. Additionally, work occurred at this location, including use of the
lift to install deterrents, all day on the previous Friday, and is considered a deterrent in and of itself. After
confirming no eggs or young were present, the nest was removed at 5-10% complete. Photographs were taken.
The equipment was planned to be removed from the site today and is required for testing within the nest cycle,
prompting the need for removal. Following nest removal, the man-lift was then removed from the site. IMaunsell

No

HOFI

House Finch

040212_imll_01

CP88-1

Pad Areas-Maintenance Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Area
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance

BUSH

Bushtit

040212_jdus_01

GS-NF-10

Pad Areas-Work Area

Chaparrals

OH - wire stringing

70

100

50

50

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

4/2/2012

5/13/2012 04/02/2012 - Pair makes 5 trips to 80% constructed nest with material in 25 minute observation period. - JDicus
04/16/2012 - Bushtit pair observed making multiple trips to nest. - MDicus
04/21/2012 - BUSH pair observed bringing material to nest. - RRadd
04/28/2012 - BUSH pair bringing feathers to nest interior at 0806. - RRadd
05/04/2012 - Male making infrequent trips with very small amounts of nest material at 1456. - RRadd
05/09/2012 - BUSH visits nest intermittently from 1412 - 1425. - RRadd
05/09/2012 - BUSH pair carrying food items (ants?) to nest at 2 minute intervals from 1445-1458. Male makes 5
trips for each by female. - RRadd
05/14/2012 - Nest has been torn open at the side. Presumed predated. - RRadd

No

HOFI

House Finch

040212_jdus_02

CP48-2/CP49-1 PS-E

Road Area

Chaparrals

Traffic

30

100

30

30

Nest did not reach active stage

4/2/2012

4/21/2012 04/02/2012 - Female makes one trip to newly initiated 1% complete nest. - JDicus
04/12/2012 - No activity observed at this location. The biologist was unable to approach this nest to assess its
level of completeness to respect incubating HOFI in nearby nest. - VEurs
04/21/2012 - After 30 minutes of no activity, the biologist carefully approached the nest tree and examined the
foliage. No evidence of a HOFI nest was found in the hanging clumps of leaves. This nest does not appear to have
reached the active stage and is now closed. - VEurs
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Species
Code
Common Name
HOFI House Finch

Nest ID
040212_jdus_03

ID
CP48-2/CP49-1 PS-E

Type
Road Area

Habitat
Chaparrals

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
Traffic

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
17

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
Nest Outcome
30
30
Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

Date Nest
Found
4/2/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
5/7/2012 04/02/2012 - Female flying from nest gave away nest location. 5 eggs in complete nest. Pair returns in 5 minutes,
female lays on nest. - JDicus
04/12/2012 - Upon initial approach to the nest, female emerged from the clump of foliage and landed on a
nearby branch. She flew to the west and spent some time perched near a male HOFI. After about 15 minutes, she
returned to the nest, where she settled with her tail sticking straight up. After 10-15 minutes, she adjusted to a
more natural, tail down position. No male directly approached the nest during the observation period. - VEurs
04/21/2012 - Female on nest constantly throughout observation. No male approached nest. - VEurs
04/28/2012 - No HOFI activity after 30 minutes of observation. - VEurs
05/07/2012 - There was no activity at this nest on the previous visit. Upon inspecting the nest this morning, it was
obviously deteriorating. No House Finch activity was detected in the nest's vicinity. This nest with eggs or young
failed due to natural causes. - VEurs

Fledged
No

HOFI

House Finch

040212_mdus_01 CP7

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Chaparrals
Area

Grading

60

100

30

30

Indeterminate

4/2/2012

5/25/2012 04/02/2012 - Biomonitor Brian Parker observed a pair of House Finches making multiple trips with small sticks
and grasses to a cavity on the north side of CP7 monopole, with the female spending 3-10 minutes inside the
cavity on each trip. The pair chased off another pair of House Finches but appeared unaffected by construction
activities, which were ongoing through the nest building. Crews were working within 5 feet of the base of the
pole, moving dirt and loading dump trucks, when the nest was first discovered. - MDicus
04/10/2012 - Site biomonitor A. Steyers reports regular continuing HOFI activity at this location this morning. RRadd
04/19/2012 - The male and female entered the nest cavity just after the start of the observation period. The male
exited shortly after and was not seen for the rest of the observation. The female remained inside for 30 minutes
and was still inside when the biologist left the area. - VEurs
04/27/2012 - No HOFI activity observed at monopole after 40 minutes of observation. HOFI's heard singing in the
surrounding habitat, but none approached the monopole. - VEurs
05/04/2012 - No activity observed today during 60+ minutes of observation. However, on-site bio-monitor A.
Steyers reported the male and female making numerous trips to and from the arm yesterday morning, May 3. VEurs
05/11/2012 - No HOFI's directly approached or entered/exited the nest during 60 minutes of observation. A male
was perched on the wires above the nest, singing at the start of observations but then flew away. - VEurs
05/18/2012 - Construction activities (grading the pad below the host tower) occurred during the majority of the
60-minute observation period. No HOFI activity was observed at the nest. - VEurs
05/25/2012 - Given the lack of activity observed at this nest over the past several weeks, this nest is now closed.
The location of the nest within the tower arm makes it difficult to determine the outcome of this nest. The House
Finch pair did display some incubating behavior, but never appeared to feed nestlings. It is possible that the nest
was abandoned, but it seems unlikely that it was predated. Enough time has passed for the nesting cycle to be
complete, but it is unclear what the outcome was for this nest. - VEurs

N/A

OATI

Oak Titmouse

040212_sjon_01

Road Area

Traffic

70

100

70

70

Presumed Fledged

4/2/2012

4/24/2012 04/02/2012 - Observed Oak Titmouse singing 6 inches above cavity with item in beak for approximately 1 minute
before entering cavity. Observed OATI make 3 trips into cavity within 20 minutes of initial observation. Feint
begging calls heard from cavity. - SJohnston
04/09/2012 - Territorial Oak Titmouse singing and active throughout tree, but no nesting behavior was observed
during 40 minute period. (But female may be incubating out of sight). Several cavities are available on south side
of tree, including the nest cavity. - PKonrad
04/17/2012 - Observed Oak Titmouse enter cavity twice and remain inside the cavity for over 5 minutes each time
within a 15 minute observation period. No item carrying was observed during the flights and no begging calls
were heard. Fledging may have occurred. - SJohnston
04/17/2012 - Constant foraging and singing in live oak by Oak Titmouse(s), especially on south half of oak, but no
sign of activity at any cavity(s) during 50 minute observation period. Observed 1 adult feeding another titmouse
that was food begging, but could not see if begging bird was a fledgling or adult. Several titmouse flights back and
forth to live oaks to west. - PKonrad
04/24/2012 - No Oak Titmice observed or heard during 30 minute observation period, which is drastically
different from a week ago. After discussing observations at this nest with avian biologist S. Johnston, we believe
the nestlings heard in the cavity by Johnston and T. Cooper probably fledged about 10 days ago, and that the food
begging I witnessed last week was part of post-fledging behavior - closed. - PKonrad

Yes

EP67-E

Riparian Forests and Woodlands
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Sunrise Powerlink 2012 Nest Monitoring Log

Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
AMCR American Crow

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
45

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
100
70
Fledged

Nest ID
040212_vnik_01

EP85-2-N

Type
Road Area

Habitat
Woodlands and Forests

040312_ahll_01

EP39-1-E

Road Area

Riparian Forests and Woodlands

Traffic

335

500

500

500

Fledged

4/3/2012

6/22/2012 04/03/2012 - Pair was seen copulating on nearby burned tree, flying to nest a few times, and one adult chased off
a raven. Both male and female seen bringing nesting material to nest. Pair becomes agitated at 200 feet from
nest. Nest appears to be complete. - AHill
04/11/2012 - At 0638, male brought prey to female perched near the nest. - HWinfrey
04/17/2012 - Female lying in nest with male perched 200 feet away at 0757. - HWinfrey
04/24/2012 - Female on nest with male perched nearby at 0615. - HWinfrey
04/30/2012 - Female on nest with male perched nearby at 0709. - HWinfrey
05/06/2012 - 2 adults in area. 1 makes brief visit to nest, hovering at edge of nest, apparently feeding nestlings. HWinfrey
05/14/2012 - Observed adult perched at nest then fly off. - AHill
05/21/2012 - No activity observed at nest. WTKI perched 50 feet from nest from 0655 to 0725. - HWinfrey
05/29/2012 - Adult feeding nestlings at 0630. - HWinfrey
06/04/2012 - Adult feeding nestlings at 0637. - HWinfrey
06/06/2012 - Adult WTKI carrying snake to nest at 0625. Nestlings not visible. - HWinfrey
06/08/2012 - 1 nestling visible and moving in nest. Both adults in area. - HWinfrey
06/10/2012 - Adult on nest at 1442. Second WTKI perched 100 feet from nest. - HWinfrey
06/12/2012 - Adult flies to nest with prey at 0639. - HWinfrey
06/14/2012 - WTKI pair observed copulating 200 feet from nest at 0742. No nestlings visible in nest and no
activity occurred at the nest. - HWinfrey
06/18/2012 - Adult brings food to nest at 0649. - HWinfrey
06/22/2012 - No activity observed at nest. Fledgling WTKI in buffy plumage perched 200 feet from nest with adult
hunting nearby. Nest closed. - HWinfrey

Yes

CACW Cactus Wren

040312_hwey_01 CP62-2-E

Road Area

Grasslands and Meadows

Traffic

8

100

100

100

Satellite nest

4/3/2012

5/24/2012 04/03/2012 - CACW observed bringing grassy material to loose globular nest placed on prickly pear leaf. Nest is
40% complete. Male singing constantly from perch above nest during visit. - HWinfrey
04/11/2012 - CACW singing at nest which appears 60% complete, lacking an entrance and lining. - RRadd
04/17/2012 - Nest shows only minor improvements since last visit. CACW on site and working on new nest to
southeast. - RRadd
04/26/2012 - No changes to this nest; CACW still busy on territory and adjacent nest. - RRadd
05/01/2012 - Nest shows some indications of maintenance, but still not fully enclosed. No CACW detected. RRadd
05/08/2012 - No activity observed. - RRadd
05/24/2012 - CACW no longer occupies this small satellite territory. - RRadd

N/A

GRRO

040312_hwey_02 CP62-2-E-A

Road Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic

14

100

100

100

Presumed Fledged

4/3/2012

5/25/2012 04/03/2012 - 2 Greater Roadrunners were observed gathering coarse woody materials and adding them to a
concealed nest within an ornamental Bougainvillea shrub adjacent to paved driveway. Materials were roughly
pencil-sized, indicating that nest building began recently. - HWinfrey
04/11/2012 - No GRRO detections during 30 minute observation on rainy morning. - RRadd
04/17/2012 - GRRO gathers nest lining material on adjacent lawn at 1100 and carries to nest. - RRadd
04/26/2012 - GRRO pair nest exchange at 0901 after rainy night; dry adult goes to nest under bombardment from
NOMO pair, then wet adult departs. - RRadd
05/01/2012 - GRRO brings lizard to nest at 1055. - RRadd
05/08/2012 - GRRO brings lizard to nest at 1339, both adults off nest at 1344. - RRadd
05/15/2012 - GRRO adult carries lizard to nest at 1547. - RRadd
05/25/2012 - No GRRO detections during 30 minute observation. Observational history and intact nest suggest
fledging. Presumed fledged. - RRadd

Yes

WTKI

White-tailed Kite

Greater Roadrunner

ID

101 of 237

Nest Outcome

Date Nest
Found
4/2/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
5/22/2012 04/02/2012 - Monitor observed raven in nest; both crows and ravens in area. - VNovik
04/09/2012 - Apparent Common Raven incubating on nest that has been well built up in past 10 days. This nest
site was used by American Crows in 2011, and it is impossible to discern species at the time of this observation,
but previous biologist observed a raven at this nest. - PKonrad
04/12/2012 - Tail of adult visible over nest rim, but unable to discern species. - MKuehn
04/22/2012 - No bird detected on nest when checked on 4/21 at 1400 and 4/22 at 1100. An American Crow was
perched across the road in a coast live oak on 4/22, but flew from area and did not return for 15 minutes. MKuehn
04/29/2012 - Adult observed on nest, shifting position often, indicating possible presence of nestlings. Timing of
observations (incubating on 4/2) suggests nestlings should be present by now. - MKuehn
05/08/2012 - Nest species changed to American Crow. Adult perched on rim of nest, tending nestlings for 10
minutes, then began brooding. One nestling head could be seen reaching over nest rim while begging and
appeared to be in mid-development (10-15 days old). Adult later flew from nest and was positively identified as
an American Crow. - MKuehn
05/16/2012 - One adult and 1 fledgling observed off nest. - ELoveless
05/22/2012 - Two adults and 1 fledgling observed 150 feet from nest. No activity at nest in 20 minutes. - MKuehn

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
Traffic

Fledged
Yes

AR070408

2/19/2015

Additional Documentation Attachment to Comment 2-F1
Attachment I-9

Sunrise Powerlink 2012 Nest Monitoring Log

Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
BUSH Bushtit

Nest ID
ID
040312_hwey_03 CP88-1-N-A

Type
Road Area

Habitat
Riparian Forests and Woodlands

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
Traffic

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
30

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
Nest Outcome
50
50
Presumed Fledged

Date Nest
Found
4/3/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
5/3/2012 04/03/2012 - 2 Bushtits were observed adding nesting materials at 1030. Nest appears 80% complete. - HWinfrey
04/13/2012 - Nest appears to now be 100% constructed and fully decorated externally. Male returns to nest,
conducts nest exchange, and female departs, followed after a few seconds by the male. - JDicus
04/20/2012 - Adult enters nest at 1231 and remains inside. - HWinfrey
04/26/2012 - No activity observed at nest during steady rain. - HWinfrey
05/03/2012 - No activity at nest from 0845 to 0915. No sign of predation, however entrance hole appears slightly
enlarged. Nest is too high to examine contents. Nest presumed fledged. - HWinfrey

Fledged
Yes

HOFI

House Finch

040312_hwey_04 CP88-1-N-A

Road Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Grading

85

100

30

30

Presumed Fledged

4/3/2012

5/7/2012 04/03/2012 - A male and a female House Finch were observed adding fine nesting material to nest at 1146. HWinfrey
04/13/2012 - Female incubates 5 eggs. - JDicus
04/20/2012 - 4 nestlings visible in nest, 2-3 days old. Male and female perched nearby. - HWinfrey
04/26/2012 - Nestlings in nest. - HWinfrey
04/29/2012 - Nestlings visible in nest. Immediately after checking nest, biologist was asked to leave private
property. - HWinfrey
05/03/2012 - Female perched above nest. Unable to verify nest contents without entering private property. HWinfrey
05/05/2012 - Male and female observed flying to nest at 1248. - HWinfrey
05/07/2012 - No activity observed at nest. Unable to verify nest contents without entering private property. Nest
presumed fledged. - HWinfrey

Yes

BUSH

Bushtit

040312_mkhn_01 EP98-1-N

Road Area

Chaparrals

Traffic

11

100

50

50

Fledged

4/3/2012

5/3/2012 04/03/2012 - Nest stage unknown, but likely egg laying; 2 adults within 2 feet of nest, but neither entered nest or
was seen carrying nesting material or food during 15 minutes of passive observation. - MKuehn
04/12/2012 - Nest is in good shape, but no Bushtits observed or heard in area during 25 minute period. - PKonrad
04/20/2012 - Both adults visited nest with food at 1730. Nestlings could be heard begging inside nest when each
parent entered, from 15 feet away. - MKuehn
04/27/2012 - Adults still feeding young in nest. Very loud begging can be heard from 25 feet away. Fledging
should occur in next several days. - MKuehn
05/03/2012 - Nest successfully fledged young. No activity at nest for 20 minutes. Small hole in side of nest wall
just below original entrance. No feces on branches near nest or on ground below. Both adults found feeding at
least 1 recent fledgling 80 feet north of nest. - MKuehn

Yes

CATH

California Thrasher

040412_ahll_01

EP36-1

Pad Areas-Work Area

Chaparrals

Traffic

20

100

80

80

Presumed Fledged

4/4/2012

4/20/2012 04/04/2012 - Observed adult bringing food material to nest and visiting nest a few times, singing in area, and
chasing off Western Scrub-jays that were perching close to nest location. Was able to check nest contents with an
extended mirror, and observed at least one nestling. Nestling still has natal down, eyes appear to still be closed,
and is not vocalizing, Nestling is probably 3 days old post-hatching, and CATH take about 14-17 days to fledge,
which means this nestling hatched on April 2, and should fledge between April 15-18. - AHill
04/11/2012 - No CATH observed during heavy rain. Nest not approached. Buffer stakes relocated from 100 feet to
80 feet. - HWinfrey
04/14/2012 - 2 nestlings visible in nest. Adult heard calling nearby. - HWinfrey
04/18/2012 - Nestlings remain in nest. - HWinfrey
04/20/2012 - Nest is empty. No sign of predation. Fresh fecal matter on edge of nest. Nest presumed fledged. HWinfrey

Yes

BEWR

Bewick's Wren

040412_elss_01

EP93-N

Road Area

Chaparrals

Traffic

5

100

100

100

Nest did not reach active stage

4/4/2012

5/11/2012 04/04/2012 - Pair was observed bringing grass nesting material to cavity. They brought material 4 times during
the 1-hour observation period. - ELoveless
04/12/2012 - No Bewick's Wrens observed or heard in area. The position of the cavity entrance and wet
appearance of the cavity indicates that rainfall yesterday may have affected the nest site. - PKonrad
04/21/2012 - Passively observed nest from a concealed location 10 feet away for 20 minutes. After 10 minutes, an
adult approached the nest carrying a white feather in its bill and entered the cavity, remaining inside for the next
10+ minutes. - MKuehn
04/27/2012 - Passively observed nest from a concealed location 10 feet away for 30 minutes. No BEWR were
detected within 30 feet of nest, and there was no activity at cavity. - MKuehn
05/03/2012 - Again, no BEWR activity at cavity or within 40 feet of nest for 30 minutes. Nest may be inactive, but
will check once more next week when nestlings should be present and activity should be higher. - MKuehn
05/11/2012 - No activity observed at nest location during 30 minute observation period. Based on previous
observations, nest is no longer active. Nest closed. - VNovik

No

HOFI

House Finch

Road Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic

20

100

30

30

Presumed Fledged

4/4/2012

5/10/2012 04/04/2012 - House Finch observed adding nesting material to underside of trailer at 0719. - HWinfrey
04/13/2012 - Female HOFI lying in nest during rain event. Nest does not appear substantial enough to receive an
egg. - RRadd
04/21/2012 - Nest contains 5 eggs. - RRadd
04/26/2012 - Female HOFI flies to nest and stays 1202. - RRadd
05/02/2012 - HOFI continue to visit this nest. - RRadd
05/09/2012 - Nestlings appear ready to fledge. - RRadd
05/21/2012 - Nest is empty, presumed fledged (HOFI young observed nearby). - RRadd

Yes

040412_hwey_01 Helix CY AR
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
HOFI House Finch

Nest ID
ID
040412_hwey_02 Helix CY AR

Type
Road Area

Habitat
Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
Traffic

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
18

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
Nest Outcome
30
30
Nest did not reach active stage

Date Nest
Found
4/4/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
5/2/2012 04/04/2012 - A pair of House Finches were observed adding green leafy nesting materials to nest. - HWinfrey
04/14/2012 - HOFI pair continues to visit this nest, but no incubation is yet in progress. - RRadd
04/21/2012 - HOFI activity continues here but unable to determine if nesting against the trunk or in old HOOR
nest. - RRadd
04/26/2012 - Much HOFI activity around this palm but no birds observed on nest. - RRadd
05/02/2012 - Hanging nest (2011 HOOR NID 7002553) is no longer present. - RRadd

Fledged
No

HOFI

House Finch

040412_hwey_03 Helix CY

Construction Yards

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other

30

100

30

30

Nest with eggs or young failed for
unknown causes

4/4/2012

5/2/2012 04/04/2012 - Female on nest with 1 egg. - HWinfrey
04/14/2012 - HOFI on nest containing 5 eggs. - RRadd
04/14/2012 - HOFI continues incubating 5 eggs. - RRadd
04/26/2012 - Wind has blown fabric back, and nest is open to the sky with 3 freshly hatched young and at least
one unhatched egg. - RRadd
05/02/2012 - Nest is empty and depredated. Young and eggs were lost following exposure when sheltering fence
fabric was blown away from nest by unknown agents. Nest was subject to weather and prop wash as a result of a
location directly under the helicopter flight line, as well as being situated on an unstable substrate. - RRadd

No

HOFI

House Finch

040412_hwey_05 Helix CY

Construction Yards

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other

50

100

30

30

Presumed Fledged

4/4/2012

5/2/2012 04/04/2012 - Female on nest which contained 2 eggs. - HWinfrey
04/14/2012 - HOFI at nest containing 4 eggs. - RRadd
04/21/2012 - HOFI at nest containing at least 3 unfeathered young. - RRadd
04/26/2012 - Nest contains 3 nestlings. - RRadd
05/02/2012 - Nest is empty with many feces at rim suggesting successful fledge. - RRadd

Yes

CORA

Common Raven

040412_hwey_06 CP41-2

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Area
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance

0

100

50

50

Removed

4/4/2012

4/6/2012 04/04/2012 - Two Common Ravens were observed adding sticks to nest, which is less than 5% complete. Birds
made 3 trips with nesting material during 5 minutes of observation. - HWinfrey
04/06/2012 - The nest was removed to facilitate construction (wire stringing), per agency concurrence and
through adherence to the NBMMP. Following concurrence, a lineman was dropped at the top of the tower and
removed the partially constructed Common Raven nest in the presence of an avian biologist. The nest area was
photographed as well. At the time of removal the nest was approximately 10% constructed and contained no eggs
or nestlings. An approved nesting bird deterrent was subsequently installed in the tower in place of the removed
nest. - MDicus

No

BUSH

Bushtit

040412_jdus_01

EP91-N

Road Area

Chaparrals

Traffic

4

100

50

50

Indeterminate

4/4/2012

4/27/2012 04/04/2012 - Biologist heard Bushtit along road near EP91 on EP92-N and saw a Bushtit individual fly to the nest.
The nest appears complete. Later a male was seen carrying nesting material to the nest, and little activity was
observed thereafter; therefore it is possible that the female is incubating. There are numerous WESJ around, so
discretion is appropriate when observing. - JDicus
04/12/2012 - No Bushtits observed or heard during 30-minute observation period. Nest looks good after rainfall
yesterday. - PKonrad
04/21/2012 - No activity at nest and no BUSH detected in area in 20 minutes of passive observation. Top of nest
may be damaged, and small pieces of nesting material seen resting in branches below nest. Otherwise nest
appears in good condition. - MKuehn
04/27/2012 - No activity at nest or in area for 20 minutes. Close inspection of nest revealed it has been torn open
from south side in middle, and at top. Likely depredated, but unknown whether it contained eggs, and no eggshell
fragments could be found under nest. - MKuehn

N/A

WTKI

White-tailed Kite

040412_ltiw_01

Suncrest-N

Road Area

Chaparrals

Traffic

500

500

500

500

Fledged

4/4/2012

6/26/2012 04/04/2012 - A biomonitor reported a White-tailed Kite nest. The pair was observed bringing sticks to a nest. On
4/4, an avian biologist observed the female on the nest for about 10 minutes, with the male nearby. For the rest
of the 30-minute observation period, the female was perched at the nest, so it is presumed she is egg-laying. At
one point, both birds mobbed and drove off a Common Raven that flew nearby. The kites did not react to the
biologist parking at the access road edge. A 500-foot buffer was established. - LTymkiw
04/11/2012 - Female on nest with male perched nearby at 0749. - HWinfrey
04/18/2012 - Female on nest at 0849. - HWinfrey
04/25/2012 - Male brings food to female perched off nest at 0640. Female immediately returns to nest and
assumes incubating posture. - HWinfrey
05/02/2012 - Female on nest with male perched nearby at 0945. - HWinfrey
05/08/2012 - Female observed on nest at 1030. - HWinfrey
05/16/2012 - Female on nest at 1504. - HWinfrey
05/23/2012 - Female on nest at 1258, perched in upright posture indicating that nestlings are present. - HWinfrey
05/30/2012 - 2 nestlings just visible moving in nest. Adult WTKI perched 10 feet above nest. - HWinfrey
06/05/2012 - 2 nestlings visible in nest. Adult hunting 200 feet away. - HWinfrey
06/12/2012 - Adult on nest leaves to forage. Two nestlings are visible in nest. - HWinfrey
06/19/2012 - 2 downy nestlings visible and moving in nest. Adult perched on edge of nest, 2nd adult perched 300
feet away. - HWinfrey
06/26/2012 - 2 fledglings perched 50 feet from nest. Adult perched 300 feet to the east. Nest closed. - HWinfrey

Yes
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
NOMO Northern Mockingbird

ID

Habitat

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
Grading

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
120

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
Nest Outcome
45
45
Nest did not reach active stage

Date Nest
Found
4/4/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
5/3/2012 04/04/2012 - The on-site biomonitor observed a pair of Northern Mockingbirds making numerous trips with
nesting material to a laurel sumac about 45 feet from the work area. The pair made trips throughout the day
while construction was occurring. - VEurs
04/12/2012 - Nest is an approximately 60% complete basket of twigs and has yet to receive lining. - RRadd
04/20/2012 - Nest appears complete and lined, but contains no eggs. NOMO on site. - RRadd
04/27/2012 - NOMO alarming and scolding at 40 feet; did not approach closer. - RRadd
05/03/2012 - Nest is unimproved and falling apart. - RRadd

Nest ID
040412_vers_01

CP64-2 PS

Type
Pad Areas-Stringing Area Chaparrals

Fledged
No

CP64-2 PS

Pad Areas-Stringing Area Chaparrals

Grading

50

100

30

30

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

4/4/2012

4/15/2012 04/04/2012 - During a sweep of the work area, the on-site biomonitor discovered a nearly complete nest in a
laurel sumac. It appears to be a Lesser Goldfinch nest, but during subsequent observations, both LEGO and House
Finches were seen carrying material to the nest. At this point, it is unclear which species is settling in the nest. VEurs
04/06/2012 - Originally, the nest was thought to belong to a LEGO; however, a HOFI occupies this nest now. LThoreson
04/12/2012 - HOFI attending nest containing 3 eggs. - RRadd
04/20/2012 - Nest contains 3 eggs, but HOFI not observed at nest. - RRadd
04/27/2012 - HOFI appears to depart off this nest which still contains 3 eggs, but possibly just a visitor. No return
observed. - RRadd
05/03/2012 - No HOFI observed. Nest was apparently abandoned during egg-laying. - RRadd

No

HOFI

House Finch

040412_vers_02

HOFI

House Finch

040512_hwey_02 Helix CY

Construction Yards

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other

50

100

30

30

Presumed Fledged

4/5/2012

5/4/2012 04/05/2012 - Nest is complete, contains 3 eggs. - HWinfrey
04/14/2012 - Nest contains 4 eggs. - RRadd
04/21/2012 - Nest contains 2 eggs and 2 hatched young. - RRadd
04/26/2012 - 3 nestlings and 2 unhatched eggs. - RRadd
05/02/2012 - Nestlings are large and feathered and should fledge in a few days. - RRadd
05/09/2012 - Nest is empty, save for 2 unhatched eggs, indicating successful fledge. - RRadd

Yes

HOFI

House Finch

040512_hwey_03 Helix CY

Construction Yards

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other

30

100

30

30

Presumed Fledged

4/5/2012

5/4/2012 04/05/2012 - Complete nest with 5 eggs. - HWinfrey
04/14/2012 - Nest contains 5 eggs. - RRadd
04/21/2012 - Nest contains unfeathered young approximately 2 days old. - RRadd
04/26/2012 - Nest contains at least 4 nestlings. - RRadd
05/02/2012 - Nestlings are large and feathered and should fledge in a few days. - RRadd
05/09/2012 - Nest is empty and appears to have successfully fledged. HOFI remain active and may re-nest. RRadd

Yes

BUSH

Bushtit

040512_jdus_01

EP99-2-E

Road Area

Chaparrals

Traffic

40

100

50

50

Indeterminate

4/5/2012

4/12/2012 04/05/2012 - Bushtit pair made multiple trips to nest with material. Nest is 70% constructed. - JDicus
04/12/2012 - Completed Bushtit nest has been depredated, as evidenced by at least 2 holes poked into the nest,
in the neck of the nest, and a large hole in the chamber. Interior of chamber is lined with fine grass, but there is
no sign of eggs, eggshells, or adults in nest or in the surrounding area. Nesting chronology indicates that eggs may
have been present at the time of the depredation event, but it is inconclusive, therefore the outcome is
Indeterminate. - PKonrad

N/A

BUSH

Bushtit

040512_jdus_02

EP99-2-E

Road Area

Chaparrals

Traffic

3

100

50

50

Nest did not reach active stage

4/5/2012

4/20/2012 04/05/2012 - Pair brings material to 25% constructed nest. - JDicus
04/12/2012 - No Bushtits heard or observed during 45 minute observation period. - PKonrad
04/20/2012 - No BUSH activity at or near nest in 30 minutes. Nesting material present in described location, but
less than 25% of a complete nest, indicating nest site was abandoned before completion or nest was built beyond
25% and then destroyed somehow. Nest closed and buffer signs removed. - MKuehn

No

BEWR

Bewick's Wren

040512_jdus_03

EP99-2-E

Road Area

Chaparrals

Traffic

28

100

50

50

Indeterminate

4/5/2012

4/27/2012 04/05/2012 - Pair observed bringing nesting material to cavity. - JDicus
04/12/2012 - No Bewick's Wrens observed or heard during 45-minute observation period. - PKonrad
04/20/2012 - No BEWR detected in area for 30 minutes. No nesting material can be seen through cavity opening.
Should be incubating now if building on 4/5, but could be egg-laying. - MKuehn
04/27/2012 - Observed nest from a concealed location 15 feet away for 30 minutes. No BEWR activity observed at
this nest today, or since it was found on 4/5, despite 3 long periods of observation. Unknown if nest construction
was ever completed or if eggs were laid. No eggshell fragments found in vicinity of cavity opening. Assuming nest
never reached active stage. Possible dummy nest site. - MKuehn

N/A
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
HOFI House Finch

Nest ID
040512_jdus_04

Wilson CY

ID

Type
Construction Yards

Habitat
Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

040512_ltiw_01

GS-NF-25

Pad Areas-Work Area

Woodlands and Forests

BUSH

Bushtit

CORA

Common Raven

040512_mdus_01 CP36-1

HOFI

House Finch

HOFI

House Finch

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
Other

OH - tower erection

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
15

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
Nest Outcome
10
10
Presumed Fledged

200

100

50

50

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance
Area

0

100

100

040512_mkhn_01 CP88-1

Structures

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance

0

100

040512_mkhn_02 CP49 Temp Work Area

Pad Areas-Work Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance

0

100

Date Nest
Found
4/5/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
5/16/2012 04/05/2012 - Yard monitor Kelsey observed pair bringing material to nest (10% constructed) with grading work
occurring 10 feet away. - JDicus
04/10/2012 - Female was seen bringing stick nesting material very frequently, with male following close behind
her and singing when perched on wheel while female was tending to nest. Pair still came to nest while generator
was running 13 feet away. Male has pale yellow coloration. - AHill
04/17/2012 - Nest appears to be complete. Observer did not observe House Finches go to nest, but heard singing
within 100 feet. - AHill
04/18/2012 - No activity observed at nest during helicopter flights 50-100 feet of nests. Helicopter buffer was
expanded from 30 horizontal feet to 100 feet. - AHill
04/25/2012 - No HOFI observed in area, and no activity at nest. - HWinfrey
05/02/2012 - Biomonitor K. Hoyt reports seeing female fly in to nest. Unable to view nest contents. - HWinfrey
05/06/2012 - Biologist B. Pikay reported adults making frequent visits to nest. - HWinfrey
05/09/2012 - Yard monitor reports observing nestling hopping up out of nest, then back into nest. Female brings
food to nest at 1024. - HWinfrey
05/16/2012 - No activity at nest. Presumed fledged. - HWinfrey

Fledged
Yes

Indeterminate

4/5/2012

5/8/2012 04/05/2012 - A pair of Bushtits was observed carrying nesting material to a nest in a coast live oak that is about
25% complete. The pair made 6 trips to the nest in about 30 minutes of observation. A 50-foot buffer was
established. The pair continued to bring material to the nest with the avian biologist about 45 feet away,
recording data. - LTymkiw
04/13/2012 - At least one adult scolding WESJ in nest tree upon arrival of biologist. No birds visited nest for next
30 minutes. Then one BUSH brought fluffy material inside nest 3 times in 10 minutes. Never observed pair
together. Likely lining nest cup. Outside of nest appears complete. - MKuehn
04/19/2012 - Birds observed entering nest on regular basis. Nest looks complete. - VNovik
04/28/2012 - No BUSH at nest or detected in area for 30 minutes. Nest appears intact and complete. - MKuehn
05/08/2012 - Nest has been torn apart and is detached from limb, resting in a high fork below original location.
No eggshells could be found on the ground below nest and uncertain if eggs were ever laid. Bushtits observed
building on 4/19, but no activity since then. Outcome cannot be determined. - MKuehn

N/A

100

Removed

4/5/2012

4/10/2012 04/05/2012 - Biomonitor Lorena Bernal observed a pair of Common Ravens making 2 trips with nest material to
the northwest corner of tower CP36-1.The avian monitor later observed one adult carrying a stick to the tower
while the crew stood at the base. At this point, the nest consists of only 1-2 sticks. - MDicus
04/06/2012 - Ravens observed making 1 trip to nest with material, but nest is not noticeably more complete than
yesterday. - MDicus
04/10/2012 - The nest was removed to facilitate construction (wire stringing), per agency concurrence and
through adherence to the NBMMP. Following concurrence, and in the presence of an avian biologist, a lineman
was dropped at the top of the tower and removed the partially constructed Common Raven nest. At the time of
removal, the nest was approximately 80% constructed and contained no eggs or nestlings. An approved nesting
bird deterrent was subsequently installed in the tower in place of the removed nest. The nest area was
photographed before and after removal and following installation of the deterrent. The nest is located on a
structure required for upcoming wire pulling. A delay due to allowing the nest cycle to continue would likely
prevent SDG&E from meeting the request from CAISO to complete the project by June 1, 2012 to ensure system
reliability. Nest attempt was removed with agency approval on 4/9/2012. - MDicus

No

100

100

Removed

4/5/2012

4/5/2012 04/05/2012 - A House Finch was observed carrying nesting material to mesh netting around base of tower.
Biomonitor K. Vittum reported birds made 2 dozen trips with material this morning. The House Finches continued
to bring material while 5 vehicles were parked 40 feet from nest and 8 project personnel stood 15 feet from
tower. These House Finches were not disturbed by human presence. SDG&E requires access to these poles
sporadically over the next few weeks to conduct QA/QC work identified in the recently completed testing. This
testing is critical to energizing the line, and this nest would have precluded access to testing areas if allowed to
progress, since nest was not a candidate for a buffer reduction. After determining that there were no eggs
present, this nest material was removed and photographed. Additional mylar tape was placed around brackets
and sagging areas of mesh netting were pulled tight in the attempt to eliminate potential future nest sites. MKuehn

No

100

100

Removed

4/5/2012

4/5/2012 04/05/2012 - Onsite biomonitor saw HOFI visit nest while carrying nesting material. Avian biologist later observed
pair visiting nest with female carrying nest material. Nest was mostly lined and approximately 95% complete and
contained no eggs. Nest site was photographed and nest was removed, per the NBMMP, based on need for wire
on the spool for current wire stringing operations at CP49-CP55, which needed to be moved today. Work has
been occurring within 20 feet of nest and deterrents, including mylar tape and mesh netting that were in place on
outside of spools, but not in the small pocket where the nest was established. Nest was not a candidate for a
buffer reduction since the nest substrate needed to be moved. SDG&E will cover these openings after spools are
moved to new location. - MKuehn

No
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
HOFI House Finch

Nest ID
040512_vers_01

ID
Type
Jacumba Valley Ranch CY Construction Yards

Habitat
Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
BMP installation/maintenance

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
0

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
100
100
Removed

Nest Outcome

Date Nest
Found
4/5/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
4/5/2012 04/05/2012 - On-site biomonitor P.K. Sharp observed a pair of House Finches making repeated trips with nesting
material to the front of a crane. An avian biologist came to inspect the crane and discovered a 60% complete,
unlined nest. The birds continued to visit the crane and nest as the nest was being documented. Nest was
removed prior to eggs or young being present, based on Construction's need to use equipment the following
week to install a guard structure at the EP247. Anticipated nest cycle that would have precluded the usage of the
equipment. - VEurs

Fledged
No

BUSH

Bushtit

040512_vnik_01

EP82

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Chaparrals
Area

OH - tower erection

85

100

85

85

Indeterminate

4/5/2012

4/29/2012 04/05/2012 - Pair bringing nesting material to nest. Nest appears to have suffered damage, possibly from jays;
large chunk torn out. - VNovik
04/12/2012 - Nest passively observed for 30 minutes. No activity at nest but BUSH observed foraging within 20
feet of nest. - MKuehn
04/19/2012 - Observed pair near nest. One Bushtit entered nest. - VNovik
04/29/2012 - Nest has been usurped by a mouse. After 30 minutes of passive observation with no BUSH activity
at or near nest, the nest was inspected and found to have a small hole in the bottom, on the south side. When
probed with a finger, a mouse emerged out of the top (entrance) of the nest. Unknown whether nest ever
contained eggs, and no eggshells could be found on the ground below nest. - MKuehn

N/A

BUSH

Bushtit

040612_ahll_01

EP24-1-E

Road Area

Chaparrals

Traffic

10

100

50

50

Presumed Fledged

4/6/2012

4/27/2012 04/06/2012 - One adult was seen flying to adult several times, singing and calling, then quickly leaving nest. No
material was seen being carried. On one visit, a bird emerged from the nest, and the pair flew off together to
presumably forage. Nest is complete and appears weathered, implying that the birds have been at this nest for
some time. - AHill
04/13/2012 - Adult visits nest at 0708. - HWinfrey
04/21/2012 - 2 adults bringing food to nest at 0858. - HWinfrey
04/27/2012 - No activity observed from 0740 to 0820. Nest is in good condition with no sign of predation. Nest
presumed fledged. - HWinfrey

Yes

HOFI

House Finch

040612_ahll_02

SWAT CY

Construction Yards

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance

15

100

15

15

Presumed Fledged

4/6/2012

6/28/2012 04/06/2012 - Nest appears to be complete. Pair was seen flying around nest and perching within a couple of feet
and singing. - AHill
04/12/2012 - Observed 4 eggs in nest, and observed House Finches nearby singing. Did not directly observe
female going to nest. - AHill
04/17/2012 - Observed female incubating and saw her fly off nest. Nest contains 5 eggs. - AHill
04/25/2012 - Female was on nest brooding, then flew off. Avian biologist was able to check the nest and observed
2 eggs and 3 small hatchlings, probably 1-2 days old. - AHill
05/02/2012 - Observed female leave nest on own accord. Nest contains at least 2 nestlings and 1 unfertilized egg. AHill
05/05/2012 - Adult visits nest at 0815. - HWinfrey
05/08/2012 - Nest contains at least 2 nestlings, but did not observe adults enter nest over hour period. Observed
male singing 2 feet from nest frequently and female calling. Male was seen feeding female. Nestlings should
fledge anytime. - AHill
05/14/2012 - Nestlings have fledged. Pair is renesting over old nest, built fresh material over old nest. - AHill
05/23/2012 - Five eggs in nest, female incubating. - AHill
05/30/2012 - Female seen flying to nest with male and staying on nest for 20 minutes before flying off to go
presumably forage. - AHill
06/05/2012 - Female on nest at 0840. - HWinfrey
06/14/2012 - 1 nestling visible in nest at 0818. - HWinfrey
06/16/2012 - Female carries food to nest at 0750. - HWinfrey
06/18/2012 - Nestling visible in nest at 0828. - HWinfrey
06/20/2012 - 1 nestling visible in nest. HOFI pair nearby. - HWinfrey
06/28/2012 - Nest is empty, presumed fledged. - HWinfrey
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
BANO Barn Owl

Nest ID
040612_bald_01

ID
69kV-E

Type
Road Area

Habitat
Chaparrals

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
Substation - new construction

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
160

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
500

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
Nest Outcome
150
150
Presumed Fledged

Date Nest
Found
4/6/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
7/5/2012 04/06/2012 - Eggshell fragments discovered underneath steel monopole, which fledged BANO in 2011. - BArnold
04/14/2012 - No activity observed from 0835 to 0850. However, there is a BANO feather and numerous pellets
and rodent bones at the base of the monopole, as well as significant amounts of whitewash. - VEurs
04/14/2012 - Pre-fledgling Barn Owl found dead in northwestern portion of Sycamore Substation. No indication
of cause of death. This pre-fledgling owl may have come out of the nest in the steel monopole just outside the
northwest corner of the fenced substation as a result of the very heavy winds and rain last night. - BArnold
04/23/2012 - No activity or new sign observed. - BArnold
04/29/2012 - On 28 April 2012, a fully developed and feathered juvenile Barn Owl was found in the moat for
Transformer Bank 71 with just a few downy feather remnants. This owl was laying on its side, alive but dying from
some unknown cause. There was no sign of trauma or injury. The owl was removed from the substation and
placed at the base of the nest pole, outside the fence. It died shortly thereafter. This owl died of unknown
reasons, but left the nest successfully, and is considered to represent a successful fledging event. There was no
work occurring when the dying owl was discovered early in the morning. - BArnold
05/02/2012 - Fledgling observed flying about nest monopole at 1400. Remained perched on steel peg just below
middle southeastern arm. Nest continues to successfully produce fledglings. - BArnold
05/03/2012 - Five Barn Owls observed or heard by bio-monitor during nighttime work extending until 2230.
Included 'juvenile hiss' and 'juvenile snore' vocalizations, indicating recent fledglings. Based on numbers and
observed patterns of association, it appears that at least 3 recent fledglings were present. - BArnold
05/09/2012 - Biomonitor last night heard the Barn Owl 'hissing snore' from the monopole nest arm cavity
indicative of juvenile presence. - BArnold
05/25/2012 - No activity observed, and no new sign of owls. All may have fledged. - BArnold
05/26/2012 - Observed nest last night between 2000 and 2100. A single nestling was heard begging for food,
using the juvenile 'hissing snore' vocalization while perched on the side of the monopole slightly below the nest
cavity arm, using a peg for support. This juvenile took a short, haltingly erratic flight to a nearby A-frame where it
perched briefly before returning to the nest monopole. Adults observed hunting and calling over the chaparral
vegetation surrounding the substation. This morning a dead, partially decomposed fledgling with some remaining
down was found within the fenced substation, near the control house. - BArnold
06/01/2012 - Two Barn Owls spooked from spare transformer bank, including 1 recent fledgling. This may be the
young owl observed last week, or it may be another young fledgling. The nest is still considered active, and will
remain so until next night-time check indicates no more activity. - BArnold
06/16/2012 - The nest is still considered active, and will remain so until next night-time check indicates no more
activity. - BArnold
06/22/2012 - No activity observed. Will leave status open until night-time survey confirms no more nestlings are
present BArnold
5/9/2012 04/06/2012 - HOFI observed flying to nest. 6 eggs in nest. - BArnold
04/14/2012 - Female quietly in nest. - VEurs
04/14/2012 - Adult left nest, 6 eggs on nest. - BArnold
04/23/2012 - At least 4 nestlings in nest, no eggs observed. - BArnold
05/03/2012 - Nest with at least 2, maybe more, large nestlings. These appear ready to fledge soon. - BArnold
05/09/2012 - Nest empty, with evidence of heavy recent usage. Large nestlings present on 3 May, which the avian
biologist believed would be fledged within several days. This nest presumably fledged, as there was no recent
work in the area and the nest was well concealed and protected from predators. - BArnold

Fledged
Yes

HOFI

House Finch

040612_bald_02

Sycamore Substation SSDE1

Substation

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other

15

100

15

15

Presumed Fledged

4/6/2012

HOFI

House Finch

040612_bald_03

Sycamore Substation SSDE1

Substation

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other

15

100

15

15

Presumed Fledged

4/6/2012

5/15/2012 04/06/2012 - Fresh material in nest. New egg on lower screen of fan below the nest, recently fell out. No eggs in
nest. - BArnold
04/14/2012 - Female seen exiting below the nest. Returned soon after, settled on nest. - VEurs
04/14/2012 - Adult left nest, 4 eggs present. - BArnold
04/23/2012 - Four eggs in nest. - BArnold
05/03/2012 - Four nestlings in nest. - BArnold
05/09/2012 - Nestlings in nest. - BArnold
05/15/2012 - Well protected nest, slightly degraded, indicative of recent fledging. - BArnold

Yes

HOFI

House Finch

040612_bald_04

Sycamore Substation SSDE1

Substation

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Substation - new construction

10

100

10

10

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

4/6/2012

4/23/2012 04/06/2012 - Female HOFI observed on nest. Was not affected by presence of two biologists within 5 vertical feet.
- BArnold
04/14/2012 - Female quietly on nest, unperturbed by biologist's presence nearby. - VEurs
04/14/2012 - Adult HOFI on nest. - BArnold
04/23/2012 - Nest is no longer on ledge on side of transformer. Rather, it has fallen into the transformer 'moat'
south of the transformer. There is no sign of eggshells or feathers on the ground or anywhere in the area. Likely
predation by the pair of nesting CORA in the substation. This nest was relatively exposed, as it was not placed in a
hidden location. Rather it was in plain view on the transformer's side. Nest is now closed. - BArnold

No

HOFI

House Finch

040612_bald_05

Sycamore Substation SSDE1

Substation

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other

25

100

15

15

Presumed Fledged

4/6/2012

5/11/2012 04/06/2012 - Nest with 2 eggs. - BArnold
04/14/2012 - Female quietly on nest at 1123. - VEurs
04/14/2012 - Adult on nest, 6 eggs. - BArnold
04/23/2012 - Female flushed from nest at 2 feet. Several nestlings (maybe 5), 1 egg. - BArnold
05/03/2012 - At least 4 medium-sized nestlings in nest. Adult brought food. - BArnold
05/09/2012 - Two recent fledglings in immediate area, with adult. Observed 1 nestling fledge, quickly attended to
by adult. One nestling remains on nest. - BArnold
05/15/2012 - Last nestling no longer present, presumed fledged. - BArnold

Yes
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
HOFI House Finch

Nest ID
040612_bald_06

ID
Sycamore Substation SSDE1

Type
Substation

Habitat
Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
Substation - new construction

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
30

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
Nest Outcome
15
15
Nest did not reach active stage

Date Nest
Found
4/6/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
5/25/2012 04/06/2012 - HOFI observed entering and exiting tube with nest material on 4 April. Adults continue to enter on 6
April, but with no nest material. - BArnold
04/14/2012 - Almost immediately, a pair of HOFI landed near the tube entrance. The female entered the tube
were she remained for the duration of the observation period (about 25 minutes). The male perched about 25
feet away, sang briefly, flew off and did not approach the nest for the rest of the observation period. - VEurs
04/14/2012 - Valerie Eurs observed female enter nest and remain for 20 minutes, until end of observation period.
- BArnold
04/23/2012 - Multiple singing males in 69kV rack superstructure, but no activity associated with this nest during
30-minute observation period. - BArnold
04/29/2012 - No activity observed during 45-minute observation period. HOFIs heard and seen in 69kV rack, but
not at nest. - BArnold
05/03/2012 - No activity observed. HOFI activity in 69kV rack, but not at this nest site. - BArnold
05/09/2012 - No activity observed during brief observation period. - BArnold
05/25/2012 - No activity observed. It is doubtful that this nest ever reached Active status. HOFI adult female was
observed bringing nest material on 04 April. Adult HOFIs were observed entering tube on 6 and 14 April, but since
then, no activity was observed. - BArnold

Fledged
No

HOFI

House Finch

040612_bald_07

Sycamore Substation SSDE1

Substation

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Substation - new construction

15

100

15

15

Nest did not reach active stage

4/6/2012

5/25/2012 04/06/2012 - HOFI entering and exiting open tube end repeatedly. Previously seen entering with nest material. BArnold
04/14/2012 - It is unclear what is occurring here. A male perched just below the entrance for several minutes
before flying off. A female emerged, sat at the entrance for a short period and then flew to the adjacent tube to
the east. A different male was perched in this tube, but they shared the space with no aggressive behavior. They
remained in the tube together for several minutes before he flew off. She remained in the entrance for another 5
minutes before flying off to the east, the same direction as the male. Neither returned before the end of the
observation period (25 minutes overall). - VEurs
04/23/2012 - Multiple singing males in 69kV rack superstructure, but no activity associated with this nest during
30-minute observation period. - BArnold
04/29/2012 - No activity observed during 45-minute observation period. HOFIs heard and observed in 69kV rack,
but not at nest. - BArnold
05/03/2012 - Adult HOFIs observed fluttering outside of tube openings. Were not observed to enter cavity. BArnold
05/09/2012 - No activity noted during brief observation period. - BArnold
05/25/2012 - No activity observed. It appears that this nest did not reach the Active stage. On 6 April, HOFIs were
observed entering the open tube ends. Work was authorized to within 15 feet, and occurred over a 3-day period.
HOFIs were again seen on 14 April in association with the tube ends. No activity has been seen since, and it is
likely that this nest never reached Active stage. - BArnold

No

HOFI

House Finch

040612_bald_08

Sycamore Substation SSDE1

69kv Tie Line

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Substation - new construction

15

100

15

15

Nest did not reach active stage

4/6/2012

5/25/2012 04/06/2012 - HOFI observed repeatedly entering and exiting open tube end. Previously observed entering with
nesting material. - BArnold
04/14/2012 - A male sat at the entrance for a few minutes before being joined by a female who flew from the
tube directly west. They remained in the tube together for several minutes before he flew off. She remained in
the entrance for another 5 minutes before flying off to the east, the same direction as the male. Neither returned
before the end of the observation period (25 minutes overall). - VEurs
04/23/2012 - Multiple singing males in 69kV rack superstructure, but no activity associated with this nest during
30-minute observation period. - BArnold
04/29/2012 - No activity observed during 45-minute observation period. HOFIs heard and observed in 69kV rack,
but not at nest. - BArnold
05/03/2012 - Adult HOFIs observed fluttering outside of tube openings. Were not observed to enter cavity. BArnold
05/09/2012 - No activity noted during brief observation period. - BArnold
05/25/2012 - No HOFI observed in association with this nest. It appears that this nest did not reach the Active
stage. On 6 April, HOFIs were observed entering the open tube ends. Work was authorized to within 15 feet, and
occurred over a 3-day period. HOFIs were again seen on 14 April in association with the tube ends. No activity has
been seen since, and it is likely that this nest never reached Active stage. - BArnold

No

HOFI

House Finch

040612_hwey_01 CP49-1-PS-E

Road Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic

65

100

30

30

Presumed Fledged

4/6/2012

5/22/2012 04/06/2012 - Female House Finch observed adding green vegetation to nest with male perched nearby. HWinfrey
04/16/2012 - Male and female flew from the nest at the start of the observation period. The female returned
within 2 minutes and settled quietly on the nest. - VEurs
04/23/2012 - Female observed on nest; left briefly when noticed my presence. - LThoreson
05/01/2012 - Female spent the majority of the observation on the nest, making 2 brief trips away. The male made
2 brief visits to the nest while the female was there, but it is unclear if he was carrying any food. No nestlings
were heard when the female returned to the nest. - VEurs
05/08/2012 - Male and female approached the nest as a pair. The male chased off a second male, and the female
settled on the nest. No indication of nestlings yet. Incubation/brooding reported on 16 April was most likely egg
laying. - VEurs
05/15/2012 - No activity observed at the nest during 30 minutes of observation. Nest appears to be in good
condition, and adult HOFI's were detected in the surrounding habitat. - VEurs
05/22/2012 - The nest appears to be in good condition, with some droppings on the outer edges. The nest does
not look predated and is presumed to have fledged. - VEurs

Yes
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
CORA Common Raven

Nest ID
040612_hwey_02 CP52

ID

Type
Habitat
Pad Areas-Structure Pad Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Area
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
BMP installation/maintenance

HOFI

House Finch

040612_hwey_03 CP65-1

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Area
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other

PHAI

Phainopepla

040612_hwey_04 CP65-1

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Chaparrals
Area

Grading

HOFI

House Finch

040612_jdus_01

CP75-1

HOFI

House Finch

040612_lgan_01

HOFI

House Finch

040612_lgan_02

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
0

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
50
50
Removed

Nest Outcome

Date Nest
Found
4/6/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
4/6/2012 04/06/2012 - 2 Common Ravens observed adding sticks to nest. - HWinfrey
04/06/2012 - The nest was removed to facilitate construction (wire stringing), scheduled to occur on 4/9/12, per
agency concurrence and through adherence to the NBMMP. The nest was only 25% constructed and contained no
eggs or nestlings. Mylar flash tape was previously installed on the base of the tower. Following concurrence, in
the presence of a biomonitor, a lineman climbed the tower and removed the partially constructed Common
Raven nest. The nest area was photographed as well. At the time of removal (approximately 13:00), the nest was
25% constructed and contained no eggs or young. An approved nesting bird deterrent was subsequently installed
in the tower in place of the removed nest. A pair of Common Ravens was observed flying in the vicinity of the
tower but displayed no other behaviors. - MDicus

Fledged
No

10

100

30

30

Fledged

4/6/2012

5/9/2012 04/06/2012 - Female House Finch observed carrying small twigs to nest. Nest is 5% complete. This nest is in the
same location and is likely the same pair as closed nest 032312_f han_01. - HWinfrey
04/12/2012 - HOFI pair continue to ferry material to this location. - RRadd
04/20/2012 - HOFI lying in nest at 1215. Mate guarding. - RRadd
04/27/2012 - HOFI at nest. - RRadd
05/03/2012 - Female HOFI observed on nest. - RRadd
05/10/2012 - Nest has fledged and subsequently been dismantled by kingbirds and pulled to ground. Biomonitor
T. Dipaola observed young being fed in nest 5 May. Biomonitor C. Vettes observed young being fed away from
nest on 10 May and found nest remains on ground. - RRadd

Yes

400

100

50

50

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

4/6/2012

4/27/2012 04/06/2012 - Male and female Phainopepla adding nest material. Nest is 10% complete. - HWinfrey
04/12/2012 - Male PHAI lying in complete nest. - RRadd
04/22/2012 - Male PHAI on nest. - RRadd
04/27/2012 - Nest has fallen - presumed lost to weather. - RRadd

No

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats OH - wire stringing
Area

1

100

10

10

Nest did not reach active stage

4/6/2012

5/12/2012 04/06/2012 - Pair makes 2 trips to 100% constructed nest during 1-hour observation. - JDicus
04/15/2012 - HOFI pair visiting and defending this nest, but not observed incubating at 1331. - RRadd
04/24/2012 - Female visits nest repeatedly under watchful company of male at 1738. - RRadd
05/05/2012 - Pair briefly visited the nest before the crew climbed the tower. They did not return while the crew
was in the tower. - LTymkiw
05/07/2012 - Pair briefly visited the nest before the crew climbed the tower. They did not return while the crew
was in the tower. - LTymkiw
05/08/2012 - No activity observed. Nest appears complete, although some nesting material is on ground beneath
nest. - FHoffman
05/09/2012 - Nest has no activity. Perhaps pair moved to one of other locations. - FHoffman
05/12/2012 - Avian monitoring for VCI wire crew and observations were made prior to work conducted. Nest has
been damaged, and only a portion remains. No House finches were observed at nest. - GHuffman

No

Alpine CY

Construction Yards

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance

0

100

100

100

Removed

4/6/2012

4/6/2012 04/06/2012 - A House Finch pair was seen building a nest in the underside of the right front corner of a parked
flatbed trailer in the Upper Alpine Yard despite vehicles driving by within 15 feet. The finches nested in the trailer,
even though mylar flash tape had been tied in several locations, including within 1 foot on either side of the nest,
and continuous Project activities had occurred within the yard. The Alpine Yard monitor observed the female
House Finch making 3 trips to the nest with nesting material at 9:30 am, and the avian biologist observed the
House Finch visiting the nest at 11:30 am. Construction personnel required use of the flatbed trailer before the
estimated completion of the nest cycle. Additionally, the idle equipment would be subject to additional nesting
attempts further delaying use of the trailer. Nest was removed following the NBMMP. The nest was
approximately 60% complete with no eggs or young present. - LGorman

No

Suncrest Substation SSDE4

Substation

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

OH - wire stringing

40

100

12

12

Presumed Fledged

4/6/2012

5/18/2012 04/06/2012 - The Suncrest Substation monitor observed a House Finch pair bringing nest material in two trips
between 10:00 and 11:00. The pair was observed perched on the 500 kV Disconnect, just above the nest, by the
avian biologist while logging the nest at 14:20. A small amount of nest material was visible when viewing from the
south. - LGorman
04/13/2012 - No activity observed at nest. HOFI pair perched 50 feet away from nest. - HWinfrey
04/21/2012 - Female on nest with male perched nearby at 0807. Biologist A. Farmer reports passive observations
of female on nest throughout the past week. - HWinfrey
04/27/2012 - No activity observed at nest. On-site monitor A. Farmer reports seeing pair make only two brief
visits to nest over past week without bringing additional nest material. - HWinfrey
05/05/2012 - Female was on nest at 1025. - HWinfrey
05/16/2012 - Male and female observed perching directly above nest. - HWinfrey
05/18/2012 - No activity observed 1008 to 1038. Nest intact, and numerous feces were present on the rim,
suggesting successful fledging. Nest closed, presumed fledged. - HWinfrey
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
LEGO Lesser Goldfinch

Nest ID
040612_lton_01

ID
CP65-1-PS-N

Type
Road Area

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
Habitat
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Grading

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
16

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
Nest Outcome
30
30
Presumed Fledged

Date Nest
Found
4/6/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
4/26/2012 04/06/2012 - Female did not leave the nest while the GPS location was being recorded. Female does not seem
affected by the constant noise of equipment grading 50 feet away. - LThoreson
04/12/2012 - LEGO female on nest did not flush during observation. - RRadd
04/20/2012 - LEGO female on nest. - RRadd
04/27/2012 - Nest is empty 1 day after severe weather. LEGO activity on territory continues, but not seen at this
nest. - RRadd
05/03/2012 - No further activity at this nest, and recent fledglings were being fed nearby. Observation timeline
and recent fledglings being fed nearby suggest this nest likely fledged. - RRadd

Fledged
Yes

HOFI

House Finch

040612_lton_02

CP64-2 PS

Pad Areas-Stringing Area Chaparrals

Grading

100

100

30

30

Presumed Fledged

4/6/2012

4/20/2012 04/06/2012 - Female did not leave the nest while the GPS location was being recorded. Female does not seem
affected by constant noise of equipment grading 100 feet away. - LThoreson
04/12/2012 - Nest contains at least 3 unfeathered nestlings. - RRadd
04/20/2012 - Nest is intact and empty with numerous feces about the rim, suggesting successful fledge. - RRadd

Yes

CALT

California Towhee

040612_lton_03

CP64-2 PS

Pad Areas-Stringing Area Chaparrals

Grading

200

100

50

50

Presumed Fledged

4/6/2012

4/20/2012 04/06/2012 - There are 3 eggs and 1 very new nestling. - LThoreson
04/12/2012 - Adult CALT carrying food to nest at 1116. - RRadd
04/20/2012 - Nest contains 1 unhatched egg. Remainder of brood is presumed fledged. - RRadd

Yes

CORA

Common Raven

040612_mdus_03 CP39

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Chaparrals
Area

BMP installation/maintenance

0

100

100

100

Removed

4/6/2012

4/9/2012 04/06/2012 - A pair of Common Ravens was observed making several trips with sticks to a nest located
approximately 100 feet above ground in structure CP39. The nest is approximately 20% complete. - MDicus
04/09/2012 - The nest was removed in the presence of an avian biologist to facilitate construction (wire
stringing), per agency concurrence and through adherence to the NBMMP. Deterrents present on the site
included mylar flash tape tied to the base of the tower. Following concurrence, a lineman climbed to the top of
the tower and removed the almost fully constructed Common Raven nest. The nest was photographed prior to
removal, and it was checked for eggs or nestlings. At the time of removal (approximately 13:30), the nest was over
90% constructed but contained no eggs or nestlings. An approved nesting bird deterrent was subsequently
installed in the tower in place of the removed nest. A pair of Common Ravens was observed flying around the
tower and vocalizing for approximately 10 minutes prior to leaving the area. - MDicus

No

BEWR

Bewick's Wren

040612_mkhn_01 EP65-1

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Chaparrals
Area

OH - foundations

30

100

30

30

Presumed Fledged

4/6/2012

5/5/2012 04/06/2012 - Adult Bewick's Wrens observed carrying food in area and flying to rock pile. Female entered cavity
with food and remained for 10 minutes. Male then entered with food, and begging calls were barely audible to
biologist from 30 feet. Brooding by female and relatively low begging amplitude indicate nestlings are fairly early
in development (likely 1-6 days of age). - MKuehn
04/16/2012 - After 10 minutes of observation, a Bewick's Wren was observed exiting the nesting cavity. SJohnston
04/17/2012 - Observed Bewick's Wren making 2 trips with food to cavity within 30 minutes. - SJohnston
04/23/2012 - Observed Bewick's Wren carrying food item into cavity. - SJohnston
05/02/2012 - Observed BEWR bringing food into nesting cavity. Begging calls from the cavity were heard as the
BEWR called from outside the cavity. - SJohnston
05/08/2012 - No activity was observed for over on hour on 5/5 and during a follow up visit on 5/8. Presumed
fledged based off nesting chronology and behavior during previous nest monitoring visits. - SJohnston

Yes

HOFI

House Finch

040612_vnik_01

Construction Yards

BMP installation/maintenance

0

100

100

100

Removed

4/6/2012

4/6/2012 04/06/2012 - Monitor reported seeing House Finch carrying nesting material to nest. Nest appears 40% complete.
No affinity was observed at the nest while under observation by the avian biologist. Due to access to water lines
within 4 feet of the nest on a daily basis being necessary to ensure the water tank was not compromised, the nest
was not a candidate for a buffer reduction. Access to these lines later in the nesting stage would have likely
resulted in repeated flushing of the incubating female, making the nest vulnerable to failure. Based on need to
access specific areas of the truck, the nest was removed following NBMMP stipulations at 1530. Deterrents
present on the truck included mylar flash tape and plastic covering cavities. No eggs or young were present, and
the nest was photographed. - VNovik

No

BUSH

Bushtit

040712_ghan_01 CP55/CP56-1 PS

100

100

50

50

Nest did not reach active stage

4/7/2012

4/13/2012 04/07/2012 - G. Huffman observed Bushtits carrying material numerous times from Nest ID 022312_phrd_03, and
constructing in a whitethorn chaparral (Ceanothus leucodermis) 8 feet above ground in dense vegetation between
CP55 pull site and tower. Nest appears to be 50% complete. Pair that constructed nest is likely to be the same
from the nest they are gathering from. View nest ID mentioned above for specific details concerning previously
closed nest observations. - KAlberts
04/13/2012 - Nest appears substantially complete, though a little ragged at the bottom. No BUSH detected while
helicopter work in progress overhead - RRadd
04/23/2012 - No activity observed during 15-minute observation. - RRadd
04/30/2012 - While small troupe of BUSH foraging in vicinity of nest, 2 approach and briefly inspect nest,
subsequently return to foraging and do not revisit during remainder of 30-minute observation. - RRadd
05/07/2012 - BUSH pair removing material and carrying it to the east. - RRadd

No

Bartlett / Hauser Creek
CY

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Pad Areas-Stringing Area Chaparrals

OH - wire stringing
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
PHAI Phainopepla

Nest ID
040712_jdus_01

EP249-1

ID

Type
Habitat
Pad Areas-Structure Pad Desert Scrub and Dune Habitats
Area

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
BMP installation/maintenance

HOFI

House Finch

040712_jdus_02

EP249-1

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Desert Scrub and Dune Habitats
Area

CATH

California Thrasher

040712_jpki_01

EP32-1

Pad Areas-Work Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Other

HOFI

House Finch

040712_ltiw_01

GS-BLM-2

Pad Areas-Work Area

Desert Scrub and Dune Habitats

Traffic

CATH

California Thrasher

040712_ltiw_02

GS-BLM-2

Pad Areas-Work Area

Desert Scrub and Dune Habitats

OH - wire stringing

CALT

California Towhee

040712_ltiw_03

GS-BLM-2

Pad Areas-Work Area

Desert Scrub and Dune Habitats

BMP installation/maintenance

WESJ

Western Scrub-Jay

040712_lton_01

EP78-A-E

Road Area

Chaparrals

HOFI

House Finch

040712_mdus_01 Helix CY

Construction Yards

040712_mkhn_01 CP88-1

Pad Areas-Work Area

WREN Wrentit

BMP installation/maintenance

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
400

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
Nest Outcome
100
100
Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

320

100

50

50

500

100

100

3

100

120

Date Nest
Found
4/7/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
Fledged
4/20/2012 04/07/2012 - Female incubating during initial observation, then nest exchange and male incubates 2 eggs in nest. No
JDicus
04/13/2012 - Female incubating; male territorial, perching nearby and calling softly. - PKonrad
04/20/2012 - No Phainopeplas observed in area; nest empty but in good shape with intact bowl - closed. PKonrad

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

4/7/2012

4/20/2012 04/07/2012 - Female incubating 4 eggs in nest. - JDicus
04/13/2012 - Female brooding newly hatched nestlings. - PKonrad
04/20/2012 - No House Finches in area and small nest is empty; no sign of nestlings. Nest does not have usual
droppings on rim of nest left by nestlings - closed. - PKonrad

No

100

Presumed Fledged

4/7/2012

4/14/2012 04/07/2012 - Adult singing and displaying agitation in vicinity of nest shrub after which nest was discovered. At
least 2 fully feathered (about 1.5 week old) young present in nest. Young should be expected to fledge in no more
than 2 weeks. - JPawlicki
04/14/2012 - Nest is empty and in good condition. No evidence of predation. Green leaf litter in nest indicates
nest was vacated before recent storm. Nest presumed fledged. - HWinfrey

Yes

30

30

Presumed Fledged

4/7/2012

4/27/2012 04/07/2012 - Female House Finch was observed entering a clump of dead mistletoe. About 20 minutes later, the
male flew over, and the pair began calling back and forth. The female then left the nest, flew to the male and was
fed by him. The brood patch was visible. She then flew back and entered the nest again. - LTymkiw
04/13/2012 - Female House Finch incubating on nest built within mistletoe. - PKonrad
04/20/2012 - No adult at the nest initially, but a female House Wren soon came to nest and left again, presumably
to feed small nestlings. - PKonrad
04/27/2012 - No activity observed at nest during 20 minute observation period, but male House Finch was singing
nearby periodically. When nest was checked at close quarters, the nest was vacant but in good used condition;
that observation, when combined with the nest history, suggests the nestlings successfully fledged in the past
couple days - closed. - PKonrad

Yes

100

100

100

Presumed Fledged

4/7/2012

5/3/2012 04/07/2012 - Adult California Thrasher did not flush as it was standing on the nest. - LTymkiw
04/13/2012 - California Thrasher incubating tight on nest. - PKonrad
04/20/2012 - Unattended nest with 3 medium-sized brown downy nestlings was covered by brooding adult while
avian biologist checked nest from 3 feet away. Second California Thrasher called and performed distraction
displays 15 feet northeast. - PKonrad
04/27/2012 - Nest has 3 medium-sized brown nestlings with small wing feathers erupted; adults tried to distract
away from nest by calling and perching prominently or running on ground, and flying low in open. - PKonrad
05/03/2012 - Nest empty with well-shaped compacted bowl intact; nestlings were expected to fledge within a day
or 2 of today and it is assumed they fledged successfully. No fledglings or adults were observed or heard in area closed. - PKonrad

Yes

50

100

100

100

Presumed Fledged

4/7/2012

5/3/2012 04/07/2012 - Nice bowl-shaped grass nest of brome grass with 1 light-blue egg with dark brown spots. - LTymkiw
04/13/2012 - No towhees observed or heard; no nest found after 2 extensive searches of a dozen apricot shrubs
in the immediate area, concentrating on those nearest GPS location. - PKonrad
04/20/2012 - California Towhees territorial at nest with 3 pale-blue eggs. - PKonrad
04/27/2012 - Nest has 3 small brown downy nestlings, with territorial California Towhees nearby. - PKonrad
05/03/2012 - Nest is empty and in excellent shape with a compacted and slightly expanded grass bowl; the
nestlings appear to have fledged very recently. No fledglings or adults observed in the area - closed. - PKonrad

Yes

Traffic

8

100

100

100

Indeterminate

4/7/2012

5/4/2012 04/07/2012 - Nest appears 90% complete. Bio-monitor observed WESJ carrying nesting material to the nest and
perching in shrubs within the vicinity. Joe Henry (avian biologist) talked to monitor, saw nest, and staked buffer. LThoreson
04/13/2012 - Nest appears lined and complete, but contains no eggs. No WESJ detected in immediate area. MKuehn
04/20/2012 - No WESJ observed in area. Nest empty and appears the same as on previous visit. - MKuehn
04/28/2012 - Nest appears complete and no different from previous visit. Contains no eggs, and no WESJ
detected in area. - MKuehn
05/04/2012 - No activity observed at this nest since found on 4/7. Unknown whether nest ever contained eggs
since found. - MKuehn

N/A

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other

50

100

30

30

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

4/7/2012

4/21/2012 04/07/2012 - Yard monitor found female on nest during routine yard sweeps. - MDicus
04/14/2012 - Nest contains 4 eggs. - RRadd
04/21/2012 - Nest has been exposed to weather, is empty and deteriorating. - RRadd

No

Chaparrals

OH - wire stringing

60

100

60

60

Nest did not reach active stage

4/7/2012

4/29/2012 04/07/2012 - Adults observed carrying nesting material to nest twice. Male sang 3 times 2 feet from nest after
depositing material, with biologist crouched 10 feet away. Nest rim is mostly formed, but lining has not yet begun.
- MKuehn
04/16/2012 - Nest remains unlined with poorly defined cup. - RRadd
04/23/2012 - Funnel spider web covering nest, which remains unlined. No activity observed. - HWinfrey
04/29/2012 - Nest remains unimproved with spider web covering nest undisturbed since last visit. It appears that
this nesting attempt has been abandoned. Nest closed. - HWinfrey

No
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
BEWR Bewick's Wren

BUSH

Bushtit

Nest ID
040712_mkhn_02 CP88-1

040712_vers_01

ID

GS-BLM-2

Type
Pad Areas-Maintenance Chaparrals
Area

Pad Areas-Work Area

Habitat

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
OH - wire stringing

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
20

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
Nest Outcome
20
20
Presumed Fledged

Date Nest
Found
4/7/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
4/21/2012 04/07/2012 - 2 adults entered cavity carrying food with biologist observing from 10 feet away. One entered and
remained 3 minutes before the second entered with food. One adult then left immediately, carrying a fecal sac.
No begging could be heard from cavity during feeding visits, indicating they may be very young. - MKuehn
04/16/2012 - BEWR carries food to nest at 1225 then departs. - RRadd
04/21/2012 - No activity observed at nest from 1115 to 1145. Nest examined closely and found to be empty with
no sign of predation. Nest presumed fledged. - HWinfrey

Fledged
Yes

150

100

50

50

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

4/7/2012

4/20/2012 04/07/2012 - During a general bird survey, the biologist saw a Bushtit land in a shrub 2 feet away, carrying downy
material. Upon examining the juniper, a nearly-complete nest was discovered. Both adults subsequently brought
more downy material that they added to the nest. The nest is just to the north of the path to the wire-pull staging
area. - VEurs
04/13/2012 - Nest appears complete, but no Bushtits observed or heard. - PKonrad
04/20/2012 - Hole torn open at bottom of nest chamber; no eggs, eggshells, nestlings, or adults observed at nest
or in area. Nest has been predated - closed. - PKonrad

No

90

100

30

30

Presumed Fledged

4/9/2012

6/2/2012 04/09/2012 - House Wren observed vigorously chasing other HOWR away from area near cavity. HOWR entered
nest cavity at 0715 and remained inside for 10 minutes of observation. - HWinfrey
04/15/2012 - HOWR observed entering nest at 0815. - HWinfrey
04/22/2012 - Male brings food to female outside nest. Female enters cavity and remains inside. Male perches and
sings outside nest entrance. - HWinfrey
04/28/2012 - House Wren entering nest at 0936, did not appear to be carrying food. - HWinfrey
05/04/2012 - No activity observed at nest. Male HOWR singing within 10 feet of cavity entrance. - HWinfrey
05/11/2012 - HOWR entering nest cavity with food at 0651. - HWinfrey
05/18/2012 - HOWR flies to nest with food at 1210. - HWinfrey
05/21/2012 - Pair of HOWR bring food to nest at 0839. - HWinfrey
05/23/2012 - Adult HOWR bringing food to nest. - HWinfrey
05/25/2012 - Adult HOWR observed carrying food into nest cavity. - HWinfrey
05/28/2012 - HOWR carrying food into nest cavity at 1135. - HWinfrey
05/30/2012 - HOWR carries food into nest at 0705. - HWinfrey
06/02/2012 - No activity observed at nest cavity entrance during 30 minutes of observation. HOWRs heard calling
in tree nearby, presumably feeding fledglings. - HWinfrey

Yes

HOWR House Wren

040912_hwey_01 EP35-1

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Riparian Forests and Woodlands
Area

OH - tower erection

BUSH

Bushtit

040912_hwey_02 EP32-1-E

Road Area

Riparian Forests and Woodlands

Traffic

5

100

100

100

Presumed Fledged

4/9/2012

5/15/2012 04/09/2012 - Nest appears complete. 2 Bushtits initially flushed from nest when discovered. 1 Bushtit returned,
entered nest, and remained inside while buffer was staked. - HWinfrey
04/15/2012 - BUSH at nest at 0920. - HWinfrey
04/22/2012 - Adult enters nest with food at 0822 and departs shortly after. - HWinfrey
04/28/2012 - Adult brings food to nest at 0820. - HWinfrey
04/30/2012 - Adult brings food to nest at 0808. - HWinfrey
05/02/2012 - Adult leaves nest at 0658. - HWinfrey
05/05/2012 - No activity observed from 0631 to 0701. Adult flushed from nest upon approach at 0702. HWinfrey
05/07/2012 - Adult visiting nest at 0637. - HWinfrey
05/09/2012 - Adult visits nest at 0635. - HWinfrey
05/11/2012 - Adult visits nest at 0832. - HWinfrey
05/14/2012 - No activity observed at nest, but heard BUSH in vicinity. - AHill
05/15/2012 - No activity observed, nest remains in good condition. Presumed fledged. - HWinfrey

Yes

LEGO

Lesser Goldfinch

040912_hwey_03 Alpine CY

Construction Yards

Chaparrals

Traffic

50

100

30

30

Presumed Fledged

4/9/2012

4/30/2012 04/09/2012 - Male feeding female at nest when first detected. Both departed upon approach, but female
returned to nest and was observed incubating while buffer stakes were installed. - HWinfrey
04/16/2012 - Female on nest at 1309. - HWinfrey
04/23/2012 - No activity at nest and no LEGOs detected in area. COHA perched 50 feet from nest. - HWinfrey
04/30/2012 - No activity at nest from 1030 to 1045. Nest examined and found to be empty. Nest is in good
condition with no indication of predation. Nest closed, presumed fledged. - HWinfrey

Yes

RCSP

Rufous-crowned Sparrow

040912_jdus_01

CP56-1-PS-E

Road Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance

20

100

100

100

Presumed Fledged

4/9/2012

4/30/2012 04/09/2012 - While driving in access road, 3 white eggs were found within nest, small grass cup nest (100%
constructed). The eggs in the nest were visible from driver's seat. While watching from a distance of 50 feet, a
Rufous-crowned Sparrow was seen lying on the nest incubating. - JDicus
04/18/2012 - Observed by avian monitor, Garrett Huffman. Female seen leaving nest, and eggs remain present. JDicus
04/24/2012 - 2 small orange gapes of recently hatched nestlings visible protruding above rim of nest. Observation
made from vehicle while driving in. - JDicus
04/30/2012 - Nest is clean and empty and presumed fledged. - RRadd

Yes

HOFI

House Finch

040912_jpki_01

SWAT CY

Construction Yards

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

0

100

100

100

Removed

4/9/2012

4/9/2012 04/09/2012 - Yard monitor observed pair in/around grout machine, after which an approximately 90% complete
nest was found, with no eggs or young present. Nest was apparently built over the course of 4/7 to 4/8. Since the
grout machine is required for project construction that day, deterrents were present (including location within an
active CY), and the nest contained no eggs or young, this nest was photographed and then removed, per NBMMP
stipulations. - JPawlicki

No

BMP installation/maintenance
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
HOFI House Finch

Nest ID
040912_lgan_01

ID
CP96-1

Type
Structures

Habitat
Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
Other

CORA

Common Raven

040912_mdus_01 CP53-1

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance
Area

WESJ

Western Scrub-Jay

040912_pkad_01 EP50-E

Road Area

Chaparrals

HOWR House Wren

040912_vnik_01

EP78-E

Road Area

MODO Mourning Dove

040912_vnik_02

EP77-E

Road Area

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
5

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
Nest Outcome
30
30
Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

Date Nest
Found
4/9/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
4/9/2012 04/09/2012 - The House Finch nest was being checked to determine what stage it was in by 2 personnel in a
manlift, under the supervision of an avian biologist. The manlift approached the nest from the north and the nest
was inspected from the man lift; 1 egg was discovered in the nest. The House Finch pair was not scared away from
the nest area and did not act disturbed by the manlift inspection process. In fact, the House Finch pair perched on
the manlift as it was being raised towards the nest. The pair perched on the tower arm, adjacent to the nest, as
the nest was being examined. After the manlift was lowered back to the ground, the House Finch pair continued
to visit the nest. This nest was processed for removal, but since an egg was present, it was left intact. - LGorman
04/16/2012 - Biomonitor on site reports finding eggshell fragments under nest. Plastic substrate appears torn. No
HOFI activity near nest. Nest closed, failure due to natural causes. - HWinfrey

Fledged
No

0

100

100

100

Removed

4/9/2012

4/9/2012 04/09/2012 - Biomonitor Morgan McCarthy observed a pair of Common Ravens carrying sticks to structure CP531. The pair made 12 trips to the nest with material. The nest is 5-10% constructed. - MDicus
04/09/2012 - The nest was removed to facilitate construction (wire stringing), per agency concurrence and
through adherence to the NBMMP. Deterrents present consisted of mylar flash tape on the base of the tower.
Following concurrence, a lineman was dropped at the top of the tower and removed the partially constructed
Common Raven nest. The nest area was photographed as well. At the time of removal (approximately 09:30), the
nest was 5-10% constructed and contained no eggs or nestlings. An approved nesting bird deterrent was
subsequently installed in the tower in place of the removed nest. A pair of Common Ravens was observed flying in
the vicinity of the tower but displayed no other behaviors. - MDicus

No

Traffic

30

100

100

100

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

4/9/2012

4/17/2012 04/09/2012 - Nest used earlier by California Thrashers now has 1 light-turquoise egg with brown speckling that
looks like a Western Scrub-jay egg considering the size and color. Appears a jay has laid an egg in the nest,
although no improvements have been made to the former thrasher nest. - PKonrad
04/17/2012 - Nest empty with some minute leaves in bowl. No birds observed in area associated with nest. No
eggshells in area beneath or near nest; appears egg(s) taken by predator. - PKonrad

No

Riparian Forests and Woodlands

Grading

30

100

30

30

Indeterminate

4/9/2012

5/16/2012 04/09/2012 - Observed female carry material to nest on multiple trips. - VNovik
04/12/2012 - In 20 minutes of passive observation from 35 feet away, no birds visited cavity. Male House Wren
singing in area, but female not detected. - MKuehn
04/20/2012 - Female collected fine dead grasses from ground 20 feet from nest and carried into cavity. - MKuehn
04/23/2012 - Grading of both east and west pull sites occurred directly adjacent to nest buffer. House Wren pair
observed vocalizing throughout the day near nest and were observed continually bringing nest material during all
grading work activities, including dozer activities on border of nest buffer. - RQuilley
04/27/2012 - At 1400, adult entered cavity with small twig and left immediately. - MKuehn
05/04/2012 - Female not detected in 30 minutes of passive observation, though male sang constantly from nest
tree and occasionally from near cavity. - MKuehn
05/10/2012 - Female not detected in 30 minutes of passive observation, though male sang constantly from nest
tree but did not visit cavity. - MKuehn
05/16/2012 - No activity at cavity for 30 minutes and no HOWR detected in area. No birds have been seen
entering or leaving cavity since 4/27, despite three visits 30 minutes in duration. Unknown if eggs were ever laid
or if this was a dummy nest site. - MKuehn

N/A

Riparian Forests and Woodlands

BMP installation/maintenance

15

100

30

30

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

4/9/2012

4/27/2012 04/09/2012 - Observed female on nest, appeared to be incubating. Male nearby. When returning to area several
times later in the day, bird was not on nest. - VNovik
04/12/2012 - Adult incubating. - MKuehn
04/20/2012 - No adult on or near nest in two checks about 1 hour apart. Cannot see nest contents. Warm
weather may reduce need for incubating. - MKuehn
04/26/2012 - No activity observed. - RQuilley
04/27/2012 - No activity at nest for 20 minutes, and no bird on nest when checked earlier in the day. Nest has
been unoccupied since 4/12, on three visits, and is assumed to be empty. No eggshells found on ground below
nest. Cause of failure is unknown. - MKuehn

No
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
WESJ Western Scrub-Jay

Nest ID
040912_vnik_03

ID
EP78/EP78A PS

Type
Habitat
Pad Areas-Stringing Area Woodlands and Forests

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
OH - wire stringing

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
50

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
Nest Outcome
50
50
Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

HOFI

House Finch

041012_ahll_01

Wilson CY

Construction Yards

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other

50

100

15

15

HOFI

House Finch

041012_ahll_02

Wilson CY

Construction Yards

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other

0

100

100

100

CORA

Common Raven

041012_bald_01

Sycamore Substation SSDE1

Substation

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Substation - new construction

20

100

100

20
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Date Nest
Found
4/9/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
5/4/2012 04/09/2012 - Bird observed incubating on nest. - VNovik
04/12/2012 - Adult incubating. Avian biologist V. Novik changed signs for buffer from 100 to 50 feet. - MKuehn
04/20/2012 - After no activity at nest for 20 minutes, contents were checked using a handheld mirror. An adult
WESJ scolded from 40 feet away. Nest is empty, and no eggshell fragments found in nest or on ground. Nest and
lining appear to be in good condition. Adult observed on nest in previous visits, but nest contents were never
checked. Thus, no evidence that eggs were laid yet, and adult may not have been incubating during previous
visits. Follow up visit should occur in next few days to monitor activity while grading is not taking place close by. MKuehn
04/23/2012 - Grading of both east and west pull sites occurred directly adjacent to nest buffer. Occasional scrub
jays were seen passing through the area, and one was observed perched within 20 feet of the nest; however, no
jays were confirmed entering the nest or seen displaying any nesting behavior. - RQuilley
04/27/2012 - At approximately 1400, adult WESJ in area but not near nest and did not scold when biologist
checked contents. Nest remains in good condition but empty. - MKuehn
05/04/2012 - Again, adult WESJ observed in area but not near nest and did not scold when biologist checked
contents. Nest remains in good condition but empty for the 4th straight week. Nest closed due to inactivity. Nest
contents never observed when active, and unknown whether it contained eggs or nestlings. No evidence that
young fledged as parents were never observed carrying food and no fledglings have been observed in area. Nest
likely failed with eggs or young because adult observed on nest twice before it was found empty, but supporting
evidence is lacking (no eggshell fragments or nestling remains found in or near nest). - MKuehn

Fledged
No

Presumed Fledged

4/10/2012

5/18/2012 04/10/2012 - Female was seen bringing nesting material to nest while avian biologist was inspecting wheel well 2
feet away. Male has red coloration. Nest appears to be 40% complete. - AHill
04/17/2012 - Nest appears to be complete. Did not observe House Finches go to nest, but heard singing within
100 feet. - AHill
04/18/2012 - No activity observed at nest during helicopter flights 50-100 feet of nests. Helicopter buffer was
expanded from 30 horizontal feet to 100 feet. - AHill
04/25/2012 - No activity at nest, and no HOFI in area. - HWinfrey
05/02/2012 - Female on nest, incubating 4 eggs. - HWinfrey
05/06/2012 - Biologist B. Pikay reported adults making frequent trips to nest. - HWinfrey
05/09/2012 - Female and male visiting nest at 1031. - HWinfrey
05/16/2012 - Fully feathered nestling visible in nest. - HWinfrey
05/18/2012 - Nest empty, presumed fledged. - HWinfrey

Yes

Nest with eggs or young failed for
unknown causes

4/10/2012

4/10/2012 04/10/2012 - While searching for active HOFI nest (041012_ahll_01) in a water stand tank, a second nest with 5
dead nestlings was found in the same piece of equipment. Based on feather plumage development, nestlings
appear to have been 7-8 days old when they died. It appears that the nestlings died at some point in the last
couple of days. Early stages of decomposition and lack of scavengers (such as flies, ants, or beetles) support this
timeline. Condition of the nestlings and presence of a full clutch (5) indicate that the clutch likely failed due to
exposure or starvation, rather than predation. Possible causes of failure may include: the adult bird(s) were
predated themselves, leaving these nestlings with no parental care; the nest was undetected prior to the tank
being moved from JVR CY to Wilson CY (on April 7th), resulting in the nestlings being left unattended by the adult
pair; or the adult bird(s) abandoned the nest for unknown reasons. - AHill

No

Presumed Fledged

4/10/2012

6/22/2012 04/10/2012 - Common Ravens placing lining in nest, it appears that they are going to remain with this nest. BArnold
04/14/2012 - Adult at and around nest. - BArnold
04/20/2012 - Adult CORA on nest, apparently incubating. According to bio-monitor, adult has been staying on
nest for about a week. - BArnold
04/23/2012 - Adult observed on nest. - BArnold
04/25/2012 - The CORA left the nest periodically during the work activities, but returned after relatively short
periods. After work was concluded, the CORA returned to incubating/brooding as before. - BArnold
04/26/2012 - CORA incubating on nest. Second CORA harassing Red-tailed Hawk at southwest corner of
substation, driving RTHA well to the northwest and away from the nest. - BArnold
04/28/2012 - Adult observed on nest. Displayed no reaction to any work activities. - BArnold
04/29/2012 - Adult CORA observed on nest, unaffected by new substation construction activities. - BArnold
05/02/2012 - Adult on nest. - BArnold
05/03/2012 - Adult on nest. Both adults on/at nest after dark last night. - BArnold
05/09/2012 - Adult on nest. - BArnold
05/15/2012 - Adult CORA on nest. - BArnold
05/25/2012 - Nest appears empty. It is likely that the fledglings have been staying in the corners of the shelf, out
of sight. Based on the chronology, this nest likely fledged. - BArnold
05/26/2012 - Nestling observed in nest, in corner of A-frame shelf, viewed from different angle allowed
detection. - BArnold
06/01/2012 - Nestlings observed in nest with attending adults. - BArnold
06/07/2012 - Two large, fully feathered nestlings observed in nest. - BArnold
06/16/2012 - Ravens spending time around substation. - BArnold
06/22/2012 - Nest empty, no further activity. The large nestlings present the past few weeks have fledged and left
the nest. Adults seen perching on other structures within the substation. - BArnold

Yes
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
HOFI House Finch

Nest ID
ID
041012_hwey_01 EP39-1-N-A

Type
Road Area

Habitat
Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
Traffic

AMKE

American Kestrel

041012_jdus_01

CP11-1

Pad Areas-Maintenance Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Grading
Area

CORA

Common Raven

041012_jpki_01

EP193-2

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance
Area

OTHE

Other

041012_jpki_02

EP112A-1

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Chaparrals
Area

OH - foundations

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
20

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
Nest Outcome
30
30
Indeterminate

Date Nest
Found
4/10/2012

250

500

150

150

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

4/10/2012

0

100

100

100

Removed

4/10/2012

100

100

100

100

Nest did not reach active stage

4/10/2012
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Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
4/17/2012 04/10/2012 - Female leaves nest at 0650, returns a few minutes later. Male singing nearby. - HWinfrey
04/17/2012 - Nest is no longer present and no birds were observed in the immediate area. Unclear whether nest
failed due to recent inclement weather, predation, or removal by non-Sunrise substation maintenance personnel,
as nest was on a door handle and would have necessitated removal by anyone requiring access through that door.
Nest may or may not have had eggs at the time of failure, therefore the outcome is indeterminate. Nest closed. HWinfrey

Fledged
N/A

5/31/2012 04/10/2012 - Biomonitors L. Bernal and T. Gunter observed AMKE pair copulating on structure, male bringing
food items to female. Pair defends nest site against European Starlings. Both AMKE individuals have been seen
entering the nest cavity, but only the last few days, despite biomonitors being present monitoring work for a
month. Presume nesting stage to be nest building due to the pair only recently using the nest cavity. - JDicus
04/16/2012 - Onsite biomonitors B. Parker and T. Gunter reported the male on a nearby wire in the morning, but
no sign of the female. During nest monitor's afternoon visit, the male was perched on the nest monopole, and the
female was still not in evidence - VEurs
04/24/2012 - At the start of the observation, the male was perched a wire near the nest cavity, eating a lizard. He
moved to a different perch, flew out of sight, and returned to perch on a rung just below the nest cavity. He was
still holding the lizard and he exchanged vocalizations with the female, who was in the cavity. She exited from the
bottom of the arm bracket. The pair perched on a nearby wire, where the female gave begging calls. The male
gave her the lizard remains and then flew out of sight. The female found a new perch, consumed the lizard and
reentered the nest cavity. Biomonitor T. Gunter reported similar activity on 20 April 2012. - VEurs
05/01/2012 - The pair flew in from the east, calling to each other, and landed on the transmission wire east of the
monopole. The male flew off again, and the female fluffed her feathers, revealing her brood patch. - VEurs
05/08/2012 - During nearly 2 hours of observation, the male was seen on 1 occasion. He approached the pole and
landed on the wire adjacent to the nest cavity. He was carrying a lizard and vocalizing. Due to the angle of
observation, it was unclear whether he passed the food to the female or simply left area. Neither kestrel was
detected during another hour-long observation. - VEurs
05/15/2012 - Observation period lasted from 0800 to 0930. During that time, the pair spent much of the time
perched on transmission wires near the nest cavity or hunting over the surrounding habitat. They copulated on 3
occasions. Each adult clung to the end of the arm with the nest and looked inside for a brief period while
vocalizing. The male eventually brought the female a lizard. She consumed part of it and carried the rest into the
arm, where she remained for about 15 minutes, before exiting to perch on a rung just below the arm. - VEurs
05/22/2012 - After nearly 2 hours of observation, no AMKE activity was detected at the nest cavity. A kestrel was
heard calling very briefly to the east of the tower at about 0840. - VEurs
05/30/2012 - No AMKE activity detected during 100 minutes of observation. - VEurs
05/31/2012 - After 3 hours of observation, no AMKE activity of any kind was detected at the nest cavity or
surrounding habitat. Extensive observation time has been devoted to this nest over the past several days, and no
kestrel activity has been detected over the past 2 weeks. It appears this nest with young has failed, most likely due
to natural causes (During 1 monitoring period, a pair of Common Ravens was observed poking their heads rather
far into the cavities in the pole. They weren't seen putting their heads in the kestrel cavity, but they could have
done this on a previous occasion. Also, there is a just-fledged raven nest on a 12kV pole between CP11 and CP12,
so ravens were common in this area ) VEurs
4/10/2012 04/10/2012 - Monitor reported pair of ravens building nest early in the morning. About 8 sticks were present at
0900. Since wire stringing was currently underway in this area, the need for removal was immediate. The request
for removal was put forth for agency review and concurrence, agreed with, and removal procedures occurred. No
eggs or young were present. The removal procedure was conducted according to the NBMMP. Deterrents present
included mylar tape tied to the base of the tower, and wire pull work occurring the previous day. Additional
deterrents are slated for installation in the coming days. - JPawlicki
04/13/2012 - No twigs/nest present. Gusts of wind may have blown twigs/nest out of tower. - LThoreson

No

4/16/2012 04/10/2012 - Site biological monitor arrived in early morning and initially detected a Red-tailed Hawk perched and
calling from top of tower after which it flew off and perched on rock outcrop about 1000 feet to south. Monitor
then observed large sticks present in southern bridge of tower and whitewash on ground underneath tower.
Further monitoring of site for a total of 3.5 hours between late morning and afternoon did not note any activity at
nest location. A pair of adult Red-tailed Hawks were observed soaring within 600 feet of nest on one occasion and
later in the distance, although no other activity was observed. However, the species that is utilizing this nest is not
yet identified. - JPawlicki
04/11/2012 - Observed nest location for 2 hours. No activity observed at nest. No raven or raptors observed in
the area for the duration of observation. Nest incomplete with approximately 10 sticks loosely piled in south side
of tower bridge. - TCooper
04/12/2012 - The start of the stick nest in EP112-A was monitored for 4 hours from 0730 to 1130 hours. No birds
landed on the tower during the 4 hours of observation time. Potential birds in the area that could have started
the nest included a pair of Red-tailed Hawks and a pair of Common Ravens. The Red-tailed Hawks were seen
perched in the tower to the east (EP113-5). The female flew off the tower and landed in a short shrub on the
other side of La Posta Road. The male flew over to the female and copulated for a few seconds. Both birds flew off
to the south and were seen soaring in and out of view southeast of the tower during the observation period. The
pair of Common Ravens were observed east of EP112-A successfully hunting on the ground. The temperature
increased from 45 degrees Fahrenheit at the beginning of the monitoring period to 57 degrees Fahrenheit at the
end. Wind speeds were between 3 to 6 mph with gusts up to 9 mph. - GCummings
04/16/2012 - Nest appears to have lost sticks during last storm. No activity has been observed at nest for last
week with extensive monitoring. - VNovik

No
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
CAKI Cassin's Kingbird

Nest ID
041012_kats_01

ID
CP83

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
Type
Habitat
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
Pad Areas-Structure Pad Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance
Area

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
0

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
50
50
Removed

Nest Outcome

Date Nest
Found
4/10/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
4/11/2012 04/10/2012 - CAKI was seen bringing nesting material to the inner corner of CP83 where the south and east sides
meet, and placing it at the nest site approximately 90 feet above the ground. The nest itself was not visible,
indicating it is in the early stages of building. - KAlberts
04/11/2012 - No kingbirds observed during 30 minutes on site. Tower was climbed by a lineman and nest was
located in the southeast corner of leg D, photographed, and confirmed to be in the early stages (5% complete)
with no eggs or young present. Deterrents present included BMP maintenance work occurring during the initial
nest building observation. Nest was removed according to the NBMMP, based on need to conduct repair work on
tower with regular helicopter traffic. Nest was not a candidate for a buffer justification. - IMaunsell

Fledged
No

HOFI

House Finch

041012_mdus_01 Sycamore CY

Construction Yards

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other

0

100

30

30

Removed

4/10/2012

4/10/2012 04/10/2012 - Biomonitor Rebecca Johnson discovered a House Finch nest while conducting a sweep of the
storage area in Sycamore Yard. The nest is approximately 95-100% constructed. Mylar tape was present on the
reel in addition to being located in an active construction yard. The nest was removed in accordance with
Attachment C of the NBMMP. Nest was not a candidate for buffer justification and the reels are scheduled for use
in the upcoming wire pull, necessitating removal. There were no eggs or young in the nest. - MDicus

No

HOFI

House Finch

041012_mdus_02 Sycamore CY

Construction Yards

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance

0

100

30

30

Removed

4/10/2012

4/10/2012 04/10/2012 - Biomonitor Rebecca Johnson observed a female House Finch carrying nest material into a fold of
paper wrapped around a conductor wire reel. The nest is approximately 50% constructed. The nest was removed
in accordance with Attachment C of the NBMMP. Mylar tape had been installed on the reel, and the reels are
scheduled for use in the upcoming wire pull. Nest was not a candidate for a reduction to allow this work to
proceed. Additionally, this nest is located in an active construction yard. There were no eggs or young in the nest. MDicus

No

CORA

Common Raven

041012_mdus_03 CP53-1

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance
Area

0

100

100

100

Removed

4/10/2012

4/10/2012 04/10/2012 - Biomonitor Brian Payne observed a pair of Common Ravens making 10 trips to the tower carrying
sticks to the lowest bridge. This is likely the pair building a nest in the tower yesterday. - MDicus
04/10/2012 - The nest was removed to facilitate construction (wire stringing), per agency concurrence and
through adherence to the NBMMP. Following concurrence, and in the presence of an avian biologist, a lineman
was dropped at the top of the tower and removed the partially constructed Common Raven nest. The nest area
was photographed as well. At the time of removal, the nest was approximately 5% constructed and contained no
eggs or nestlings. An approved nesting bird deterrent was subsequently installed in the tower in place of the
removed nest. The nest is located on a structure involved in the current wire pull. A delay due to allowing the nest
cycle to continue would likely prevent SDG&E from meeting the request from CAISO to complete the project by
June 1, 2012 to ensure system reliability. Nest attempt was removed with agency approval on 4/10/2012. MDicus

No

BUSH

Bushtit

041012_mkhn_01 EP77-E

Road Area

Riparian Forests and Woodlands

Traffic

15

100

50

50

Nest did not reach active stage

4/10/2012

5/4/2012 04/10/2012 - Adults to nest 5+ times with nesting material. They have just begun building (<5% complete). MKuehn
04/12/2012 - Adults visited nest and added nesting material. Nest still <10% complete. - MKuehn
04/20/2012 - BUSH present within 20 feet of nest several times in 30 minutes of passive observation, but were
never seen carrying nesting material and did not visit nest. New material has been added since last check and nest
is now about 40% complete. - MKuehn
04/26/2012 - Required SWPPP cleanup of oil leak occurred within bird buffer approximately 15 feet from nest for
less than 10 minutes on 4/23/2012. No Bushtit activity was observed, and there were no observations indicating
that SWPPP work disturbed the nest. - RQuilley
04/27/2012 - Nest building is progressing slowly, but new material has been added since last visit. One adult
visited nest with material. Nest is 35% complete. - MKuehn
05/04/2012 - Much of nest is missing. BUOR and BUSH both observed collecting nesting material from nest and
carrying to different coast live oak trees more than 100 feet from any work areas. This nest likely never made it to
egg laying stage. It was only 35% complete on 4/27, and progress had been slow. - MKuehn

No

041012_mkhn_02 EP78-E

Road Area

Riparian Forests and Woodlands

Grading

165

100

30

30

Nest did not reach active stage

4/10/2012

4/27/2012 04/10/2012 - Adult observed carrying small twigs into cavity several times. - MKuehn
04/12/2012 - No House Wrens detected in 20 minutes of passive observation from 30 feet. Oak Titmouse entered
cavity without nesting material and vacated after 2 minutes. - MKuehn
04/20/2012 - No activity at cavity in 30 minutes of passive observation, though male HOWR present and singing
within 20-40 feet from nest. Possible satellite/dummy nest. - MKuehn
04/27/2012 - No activity at cavity for 20 minutes. This nest site appears to be inactive since first found on 4/10,
despite three visits of ample duration. Possible dummy nest. Nest closed and buffer signs removed. - MKuehn

No

30

100

50

50

Indeterminate

4/10/2012

4/24/2012 04/10/2012 - Observed nest building at 15 feet away. Nest approximately 80% complete. - SJohnston
04/17/2012 - Bushtit nest appears complete and in good condition. No activity observed during a 30 minute
observation period. - SJohnston
04/24/2012 - P. Konrad reports that unknown if this nest contained eggs or young. Inspection of nest showed no
signs of eggs shells or nestling remains. Nest has ripped open from the bottom portion of the nest consistent with
depredation. - KAlberts

N/A

HOWR House Wren

BUSH

Bushtit

041012_sjon_01

EP57-2

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Chaparrals
Area

OH - foundations
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
BUSH Bushtit

Nest ID
041012_vers_01

EP79-E

Type
Road Area

Chaparrals

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
Traffic

ACWO Acorn Woodpecker

041012_vers_02

EP78A-E

Road Area

Chaparrals

Grading

SOSP

Song Sparrow

041112_rqey_02 CP88-1-N-A

Road Area

Riparian Forests and Woodlands

BMP installation/maintenance

HOFI

House Finch

041212_ahll_01

SWAT CY

Construction Yards

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

HOFI

House Finch

041212_ahll_02

SWAT CY

Construction Yards

HOFI

House Finch

041212_ahll_03

SWAT CY

Construction Yards

ID

Habitat

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
2

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
Nest Outcome
75
75
Indeterminate

Date Nest
Found
4/10/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
5/4/2012 04/10/2012 - Biologists discovered the nest while walking down the access road EP79-E. 2 biologists watched for
bird activity from about 25 feet for about an hour. In that time, a pair of Bushtits came to the nest tree twice. The
first time, 1 had nesting material. However, movements of 1 biologist seemed to deter the pair from visiting the
nest, and they both continued in the direction they had been going, still carrying the nesting material. The second
time the pair landed in the nest tree, but flew off without ever visiting the nest. - VEurs
04/13/2012 - No BUSH seen at nest in 30 minutes of passive observation from 30 feet, but BUSH pair detected
foraging within 40 feet of nest. Nest appears to be complete and in good condition. - MKuehn
04/21/2012 - No BUSH seen at nest in 30 minutes of passive observation from 30 feet. Nest still appears to be
complete and in good condition. Possibly egg laying. - MKuehn
04/28/2012 - No BUSH seen at nest in 30 minutes of passive observation from 30 feet. Nest still appears to be
complete and in good condition, and no bird emerged when nest was approached for inspection. - MKuehn
05/04/2012 - Most of nest is gone from tree and cannot be found below. No activity observed at this nest since
found, so no indication whether eggs were ever laid. - MKuehn

Fledged
N/A

130

100

50

50

Nest did not reach active stage

4/10/2012

5/4/2012 04/10/2012 - A small group (2-3 at a time) of ACWO's landed on the pole at various times throughout the survey.
A woodpecker would excavate in the hole for brief periods before flying off. They were tolerant of 2-3 people
near the pole at a time, but when the surveying crew was present as well as the avian biologist, the birds did not
approach the pole. Once the surveying crew left, ACWO's returned to the pole for brief periods and excavated a
bit more. Helicopter flights fairly close to pole. - VEurs
04/13/2012 - No ACWO detected at pole or in area in 60 minutes of passive observation. Biomonitor R. Quilley
reported ACWO did not visit pole with cavity for 2 hours on 4/12 when work approved was occurring inside
buffer, though adults were seen on pole when crews arrived (M. Kuehn). - MKuehn
04/21/2012 - Nest passively observed from 150 feet for 30 minutes. Pole was frequently visited by up to 3 ACWO,
but none visited or excavated cavity. - MKuehn
04/28/2012 - No ACWO detected at pole or in area for 45 minutes. - MKuehn
05/04/2012 - No activity observed at pole in 1 hour today. ACWO have not been observed actively excavating
cavity since initial observation, though they are occasionally seen at pole caching acorns. It appears this nest site
has been abandoned for unknown reasons. - MKuehn

No

3

100

50

50

Nest did not reach active stage

4/11/2012

4/26/2012 04/11/2012 - Pair of Song Sparrows was observed carrying nesting material to nest site multiple times within 20
minute observation period. Pair unaffected by drive through traffic and avian biologists within 20 feet of nest.
Nest was not directly observed and nest building stage of completion is unknown. 50-foot buffer with drivethrough access allowed. - RQuilley
04/18/2012 - Nest appears 90% complete, just lacking lining. SOSP singing nearby, but no activity at nest. HWinfrey
04/26/2012 - Nest is full of dead leaves and detritus and has not been improved in past two weeks. Nesting
attempt appears to have been abandoned. Nest closed. - HWinfrey

No

Other

10

100

10

10

Presumed Fledged

4/12/2012

5/30/2012 04/12/2012 - The female was seen bringing nesting material to the nest several times while the avian biologist
was 10 feet away from the nest. The male was seen flying with the female and perching nearby and singing while
she was on the nest. The birds are still building their platform; nest appears to be 20% complete. - AHill
04/17/2012 - Observed female on nest, she flew away when biologist was 2 feet from nest. Was unable to
positively determine if an egg was present or not, female flew back to nest 1minute later. She is probably egg
laying or about to start. - AHill
04/25/2012 - Observed female on nest for a prolonged period of time. She is probably incubating, but was unable
to check contents of nest. - AHill
05/02/2012 - Observed female on nest incubating. - AHill
05/05/2012 - Female observed on nest at 0818. - HWinfrey
05/08/2012 - Nest contains at least 2 newly hatched nestlings and 1 egg. Did not observe female on nest or
nearby within 15 minute period. - AHill
05/17/2012 - Fresh fecal sacs present on nest, heard nestlings begging. - AHill
05/23/2012 - No activity observed, and was unable to check nest to verify fledging. - AHill
05/30/2012 - Observed female on nest. Her first nest has fledged, she is most likely re-nesting. A new nest ID was
created for the re-nest. - AHill

Yes

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic

10

100

30

30

Nest did not reach active stage

4/12/2012

4/16/2012 04/12/2012 - Observed female bringing nesting material to cavity a few times while a parked vehicle was 8 feet
away, but no personnel were within 30 feet of nest. Nest appears to be 5% complete. In the past several days, a
pair of House Finches have been checking out the bulldozer cavities actively and bringing single pieces of material
to various places in the dozer, but have not consistently placed material in one location until now. - AHill
04/16/2012 - No new nesting material has been added to this location since the day after the nest was logged,
and no birds have been seen coming to the bulldozer within the observational period. Birds most likely
abandoned nest for unknown reasons and started building in a nearby location. - AHill

No

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance

0

100

100

100

Removed

4/12/2012

4/12/2012 04/12/2012 - Nest was found by biological monitor in the morning, and the pair started building on 4-11-12 (after
1030) when crane was parked for the day. Nest appeared to be 25% complete, with no eggs or young present.
Deterrent streamers were hung around the crane in addition to the equipment being used the previous day.
Removal of nest was required based on the impact to material logistics operations supporting construction, cost
impacts relative to alternative options, and the potential for more nests at the idle piece of equipment during the
anticipated nest cycle. The nest was photographed and documented by an avian biologist as having no eggs or
young and removed per the NBMMP. - AHill

No
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
HOFI House Finch

Nest ID
041212_ahll_04

ID
SWAT CY

Type
Construction Yards

Habitat
Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
BMP installation/maintenance

CAGN

California Gnatcatcher

041212_dbby_01 CP24-1-E

Road Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance

HOFI

House Finch

041212_ghan_01 CP49 Temp work Area

Pad Areas-Work Area

Grasslands and Meadows

BUSH

Bushtit

041212_hwey_01 EP10-2

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Chaparrals
Area

OH - foundations

BUSH

Bushtit

041212_hwey_02 EP2-3

Pad Areas-TSAP

OH - tower erection

Chaparrals

BMP installation/maintenance

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
0

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
100
100
Removed

Nest Outcome

Date Nest
Found
4/12/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
4/12/2012 04/12/2012 - Pair was seen actively bringing nest material to nest several times, nest appeared to be 65%
complete. No deterrents installed on crane however the equipment is located in an active construction yard with
tower assembly and regular helicopter flights. Removal of nest was required based on potential impacts to
material logistics operations supporting construction such as tower assembly, cost impacts relative to alternative
options, and potential for more nests at the idle piece of equipment during the anticipated nest cycle. Nest was
not a candidate for a buffer reduction allowing for use of the crane. No eggs or young were present and nest was
removed per the NBMMP, - AHill

Fledged
No

141

300

140

140

Presumed Fledged

4/12/2012

5/1/2012 04/12/2012 - Female incubating 4 eggs. ESA signage installed along access road at 300 feet, specifying "No Project
Access until an NBJ is submitted". Future project related activity may come within141 ft. as vehicles pass by on
nearest access road to north. - DBusby
04/17/2012 - 4 nestlings in nest approximately 4 days old. Estimated fledge date is between April 22 and 28. DBusby
04/24/2012 - Coastal California Gnatcatcher pair with active nest (041212_dbby_01) near Structure CP24 was
observed feeding nestlings that are approximately 11 days old. The male and female adult pair was observed
repeatedly visiting the nest with food. Based on the apparent age of the nestlings, their estimated fledge date will
likely occur between April 25 and 28, 2012. - DBusby
05/01/2012 - Coastal California Gnatcatcher pair was not re-detected near Structure CP24 as the previously
detected, active nest (041212_dbby_01), is now empty and closed. The nestlings are presumed to have fledged a
few days ago because the closed nest is empty and intact, exhibiting no signs of depredation or predation. The
estimated fledge date was between April 25 and 28, 2012. However, the surveyor will reattempt to locate and
confirm the number of fledglings during subsequent surveys. Because the nest is now empty, there are no work
restrictions along the access road to the north of the closed nest. - DBusby
05/08/2012 - Nest is closed. Family group w/ 2 adults / 2 juveniles confirmed in distance down slope / east of
CP22. - DBusby
05/15/2012 - Nest is closed. Adult pair observed without fledglings. Male appeared to be courting and attempting
copulation with female. Heard distant calls of juveniles to east. Adult pair still down slope/ east of CP22. - DBusby
05/25/2012 - Adult pair observed foraging together. One juvenile detected with pair, but other juveniles may now
be independent of adults. Adult male briefly observed carrying nest material, but could not locate any nest in
area. - DBusby
05/30/2012 - Adult pair observed foraging in similar location as previous weeks. Flew out of sight to south and
remained undetectable. - DBusby
06/07/2012 - Coastal California Gnatcatcher pair was observed quietly foraging in a draw approximately 850 feet
southwest/downslope of the closed nest (031312_dbby_01) and approximately 475 feet east of CP22. - DBusby

Yes

0

100

100

100

Removed

4/12/2012

4/12/2012 04/12/2012 - Biomonitor Brian Payne observed a pair of House Finches making trips under the paper covering the
conductor line on wire spool. Observed nest on spool and appeared to be 20% complete. The nest was removed
in accordance with Attachment C of the NBMMP. Nest deterrents are present in form of netting and mylar tape,
and the reels are scheduled for use in the upcoming wire pull. The nest was not a candidate for a buffer reduction
allowing for use of the spool, therefore removal was required. Nest was approximately 20% complete. No eggs or
young present. - GHuffman

No

40

100

50

30

Presumed Fledged

4/12/2012

4/18/2012 04/12/2012 - 2 adults bringing food to nest. - HWinfrey
04/14/2012 - No activity observed during half hour visit. - HWinfrey
04/16/2012 - Adult makes trips to nest with food at 0804 and 0806. - HWinfrey
04/18/2012 - No activity observed from 0750 to 0820. Nest examined and found to contain no nestlings and 1
non-viable unhatched egg. Nest presumed fledged. - HWinfrey

Yes

170

100

70

70

Fledged

4/12/2012

4/24/2012 04/12/2012 - 2 adults bringing food to the nest at 1145. - HWinfrey
04/16/2012 - Adult brings food to nest while helicopter is hovering 300 feet away. - HWinfrey
04/18/2012 - Observed pair bringing food to nestlings. Skycrane installed tower middle section and created
significant rotor wash at nest, jostling the nest about roughly for entire duration of skycrane activity (5 minutes
approximately). The spotter helicopter was flying near the nest too, creating mild rotor wash on the nest. The
avian biologist called Sunrise Base, and they presumably informed the pilot to not fly to the northwest of the site
as they did fly near this area again. Nest still active with nestlings being fed. - AHill
04/20/2012 - Adult enters nest with food at 1033. - HWinfrey
04/24/2012 - Nest material was found on ground and nest appeared to be disheveled and askew. Heard fledgling
begging in tree, and nest has apparently fledged. Observed adults in nest tree actively foraging and copulating
several times. Pair will most likely renest nearby. - AHill

Yes
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
CAGN California Gnatcatcher

BUSH

Bushtit

HOWR House Wren

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
850

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
300

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
Nest Outcome
300
300
Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

Nest ID
041212_imll_01

ID
San Luis Rey Substation

Type
Substation

041212_jdus_01

CP31-2-E

Road Area

Chaparrals

OH - wire stringing

65

100

50

50

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

4/12/2012

4/27/2012 04/12/2012 - Pair visits complete (100% constructed) nest with decorative material which is added to outside of
nest, female enters nest not to exit for 15 minutes. - JDicus
04/19/2012 - An adult exited the nest soon after the start of observation and the pair foraged in the nearby oak
and across the access road during the late-afternoon observation period. - VEurs
04/27/2012 - Nest was monitored to evaluate status of nest per the NBMMP, and was found to be sodden and
dripping with rain water during light morning drizzle. Nest was stretched out and significantly elongated and
threadbare at neck of nest on initial morning observation, apparently about to break free from its upper
attachment point to host tree. No Bushtits at nest on initial observation. Avian biologist followed pair to host tree
15 minutes later to find the nest to have fallen 5 feet to a point 10 feet above ground level where it is now lodged
in thin lower branches of the oak tree on its side with nest entrance facing downward. Pair did not visit nest,
though they moved actively around the nest's former attachment point to host tree. Nest failed due to natural
causes (storm damage). - JDicus

No

041212_jdus_02

CP31-2-E

Road Area

Chaparrals

Traffic

50

100

50

50

Fledged

4/12/2012

6/8/2012 04/12/2012 - Pair in area singing, adult delivers material to cavity, remains inside for 60 seconds, exits and quickly
brings more material. - JDicus
04/19/2012 - The male was perched nearby singing as the female peered out of the nest cavity. She flew out,
joined the male and both disappeared from view. The biologist did not see them return to the cavity before it was
necessary to stop the observation due to time constraints. No behavior pointing to a specific nesting activity was
observed, but the pair is still utilizing the cavity. - VEurs
04/27/2012 - Pair in area of nest. Male very vocal during morning hours while female makes periodic trips to nest
entrance and enters nest without visible material or food items several times to remain inside cavity for brief
periods of 5 to 60 seconds. Traffic along access road does not appear to affect the wrens' natural activities at the
nest during 45 minute observation period. Avian biologist returned to check nest later in the morning for
additional 20 minutes. Female enters, remains in nest cavity for 9 minutes. Nest stage may have progressed to egg
laying. - JDicus
05/04/2012 - Male was perched near cavity and singing at the start of observations. He then made a quick visit
into the nest cavity, before flying off out of sight. He eventually returned and perched at various locations around
the nest, singing. After 30 minutes, the female peered out of the cavity and ultimately flew off, most likely to
forage. The biologist left about 8 minutes later and she had not yet returned. - VEurs
05/11/2012 - Within 10 minutes of the start of observations, the male flew to an oak tree and then to the snag
containing the nest cavity. He entered the cavity and exited within 30 seconds. The biologist was unable to
determine if he carried food into the cavity. He then spent the remainder of the observation period perched in
front of the cavity, singing. It is presumed the female was incubating inside the cavity. - VEurs
05/18/2012 - Shortly after the biologist arrived, an adult wren (most likely the female) exited the nest cavity. An
adult entered the cavity with food twice while the first bird was gone. Both wrens then were observed outside the
cavity. 1 entered and remained while the second delivered food. Another food delivery occurred when an adult
was known to be in the cavity. A few faint peeps were heard when food was brought into the cavity. - VEurs
05/25/2012 - Within moments of beginning observations, an adult carried food into the cavity and nestlings could
be heard vocalizing vigorously. Both adults made trips into the cavity with food in rapid succession. - VEurs
06/01/2012 - Both adults made more than a dozen trips to the nest with food during a 15-minute observation
period. The nestlings were extremely vocal within the cavity. - VEurs
06/08/2012 - This nest has fledged successfully. 1 fledgling wren was observed following an adult male, begging
but being rebuffed. It is likely there are several more fledglings, but they were not observed, nor was the adult
female. This nest is now closed. - VEurs

Yes

119 of 237

Date Nest
Found
4/12/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
5/16/2012 04/12/2012 - Previously unpaired male was observed briefly foraging with a female at approximately 0840. The
male was later observed making approximately 5 trips with nesting material to a small, scrubby, brownish
California sagebrush. The nest location is relatively low (no more than 2 feet above ground). Between trips to the
nest by the male, the nest was viewed with binoculars from approximately 20 feet away and determined to be
approximately 60% complete with well formed cup and nest walls. The top of the nest is not yet rounded toward
the center of the cup, and the female was not observed lining the nest during 20 minutes of observation. IMaunsell
04/18/2012 - Pair observed foraging together in vicinity of nest, but did not add material. Nest contents were
checked while pair foraged from a distance. 1 egg observed. - MDicus
04/25/2012 - An adult female California Gnatcatcher was observed incubating 4 eggs. The male parent was
observed foraging in Artemisia californica nearby. - LGorman
05/02/2012 - During approximately 1.25 hours of observation, both adults were observed foraging in the vicinity
of the nest, periodically vocalizing with one another. The male repeatedly returned to the nest, briefly lying in it,
appearing to adjust something with his bill, lying in it again, and leaving to forage. There was a 40-45 minute
period in which neither adult approached the nest. The male only stayed on the nest for a few seconds each visit,
and the female was not observed on the nest at all, although she briefly perched nearby. - MDicus
05/09/2012 - During 50 minutes of observation, the adult male made brief 3 trips to the nest while the female
foraged nearby. The nest was not approached, but the male appeared to be feeding nestlings. - MDicus
05/16/2012 - After 1 hour of inactivity, the nest contents were checked. 4 unhatched eggs were found buried
beneath nest material. The pair associated with this nest was found tending a new nest 70 feet to the northeast. It
has been 4 weeks since the pair starting egg-laying at this original nest, so the eggs should have hatched over 2
weeks ago if they were still viable. During the last monitoring check, when male appeared to be feeding nestlings,
he was likely placing and pulling material from the walls of the nest to bury the eggs. - MDicus

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
Habitat
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Substation - maintenance

Fledged
No
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
BEWR Bewick's Wren

Nest ID
041212_jdus_03

CP32-2

ID

Type
Pad Areas-Structure Pad Chaparrals
Area

EP177-N

Road Area

Habitat

Chaparrals

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
OH - wire stringing

CATH

California Thrasher

041212_lgan_01

CORA

Common Raven

041212_mdus_01 CP52

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance
Area

MODO Mourning Dove

041212_mkhn_01 EP78-E

Road Area

BUSH

Bushtit

041212_mkhn_02 EP83 PS

BLPH

Black Phoebe

041212_rrdd_01

LASP

Lark Sparrow

PHAI

Phainopepla

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
Nest Outcome
50
50
Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

Date Nest
Found
4/12/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
5/19/2012 04/12/2012 - Pair makes 8 trips to nest cavity with material in 30 minute period. Both adults deliver materials to
nest, actively building. - JDicus
04/20/2012 - Both wrens were in the toyon above the nest cavity at the start of observations. The female had a
dried leaf in her bill that she apparently added to the nest. She then flew up the slope and disappeared from view.
The male spent most of his time moving about to various perches, singing and preening. - VEurs
04/28/2012 - No activity observed with 45 minute observation. - GHuffman
05/05/2012 - A male Bewick's Wren was singing in a shrub about 40 feet from the nest cavity as a second wren,
presumably the female, moved through the shrubs immediately adjacent to the cavity. She was not carrying
nesting material or food when she disappeared from view near the cavity. She was not seen for the rest of the
observation period, another 30 minutes, and it is presumed she was in the cavity incubating/brooding. The male
continued to move about the area, singing. - VEurs
05/12/2012 - After 45 minutes of observation, no wrens were detected near the nest cavity. A male wren was
occasionally heard singing within 100 feet of the cavity. - VEurs
05/19/2012 - A woodrat has built a large midden at the base of the toyon near the nest cavity. When the biologist
approached the area of the cavity to see if there was evidence of current use, a rattlesnake began shaking its tail.
In light of these new occupants near the nest cavity and the lack of Bewick's Wren activity around the cavity, it
seems this nest with eggs or young has failed due to natural causes. - VEurs

Fledged
No

8

100

100

100

Presumed Fledged

4/12/2012

5/2/2012 04/12/2012 - The nest contained 2 newly-hatched nestlings and 1 medium-blue egg with small brown spots. A
pair of California Thrashers was seen near the nest running back and forth across access road. F. Hoffman reports
that adult is easily flushed and cannot be seen outside buffer. - LGorman
04/18/2012 - No California Thrashers were observed or heard in area. No nest found after extensive search, but
will check back soon. - PKonrad
04/25/2012 - Nest in good shape with 2 large downy nestlings with pin feathers erupting on wings; 1 adult
nearby. - PKonrad
05/02/2012 - No nestlings remain in the nest; the nestlings were expected to fledge near this date. No fledglings
or adult California Thrashers were observed in the area, and the nest remains in good shape with a compacted
interior nest bowl. Appears nestlings have fledged successfully - closed. - PKonrad

Yes

0

100

100

100

Removed

4/12/2012

4/12/2012 04/12/2012 - Avian-approved biomonitor Trisha Dipaola observed a pair of Common Ravens building a nest in
structure CP52. Wire stringing activities have been ongoing at this tower since Monday, 4/09. This nest location is
below the first nest discovered on 4/06/12 in the same tower. Since construction is ongoing, and required to
complete the wire pull, per agency concurrence and following NBMMP stipulations, the nest was photographed
and removed in the presence of biologists, and a nest deterrent was installed in its place. The nest was 25%
constructed at the time of removal, and contained no eggs or young. - MDicus

No

Grading

160

100

30

30

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

4/12/2012

4/20/2012 04/12/2012 - Adult flew from nest when biologist was directly under it, and returned 10 minutes later with
biologist standing 25 feet away to begin incubating again. At least 1 egg visible through edge of nest from ground. MKuehn
04/20/2012 - No adults observed at or near nest. Contents checked with handheld mirror. Nest is empty and no
eggs or shell fragments found in nest or on ground below. Appears to have been depredated. Nest closed and all
signs removed from buffer. - MKuehn

No

Pad Areas-Stringing Area Chaparrals

OH - wire stringing

150

100

50

50

Nest did not reach active stage

4/12/2012

5/6/2012 04/12/2012 - Adults observed carrying nesting material to nest. Nest is approximately 30% complete. - MKuehn
04/19/2012 - Observed nest for 45 minutes with no activity. Nest does not look complete. Lots of jay activity in
area. Bushtits heard in vicinity, though never seen near nest. - VNovik
04/29/2012 - No activity observed and very little progress has been made on this nest since found on 4/22. Nest
site possibly abandoned. - MKuehn
05/06/2012 - No progress has been made on this nest, and no birds detected at or near it since found on 4/12.
Apparently abandoned before construction complete. - MKuehn

No

El Monte CY

Construction Yards

Riparian Forests and Woodlands

Traffic

60

100

50

50

Nest did not reach active stage

4/12/2012

5/2/2012 04/12/2012 - BLPH pair building nest; making multiple trips to culvert at AR and ferrying mud to nest which is
approximately 15% complete. - RRadd
04/25/2012 - Nest is unimproved, and no BLPH detected. Mud source has dried up. Monitor once more as rain is
expected tonight. - RRadd
05/02/2012 - No BLPH in vicinity. Nest has not been improved and appears abandoned. - RRadd

No

041212_rrdd_02

CP65-1-PS-N

Road Area

Grasslands and Meadows

BMP installation/maintenance

70

100

100

100

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

4/12/2012

4/26/2012 04/12/2012 - Nest appears complete and ready to receive an egg. - RRadd
04/20/2012 - LASP attending nest that contains 3 eggs. - RRadd
04/27/2012 - Nest remains empty 1 day after severe weather. LASP activity on territory continues. - RRadd
05/03/2012 - Nest is un-maintained, empty and aging. - RRadd

No

041212_rrdd_03

CP65-1

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Chaparrals
Area

230

100

70

70

Nest did not reach active stage

4/12/2012

4/30/2012 04/12/2012 - PHAI pair visiting nest that appears 90% complete and receiving lining at 1216. - RRadd
04/20/2012 - Nest is lined but empty. - RRadd
04/27/2012 - PHAI pair installing lining, agitated by observer on footpath at 1420. - RRadd
05/03/2012 - Nest is empty. Possibly abandoned, but will monitor once more to be certain. - RRadd
05/10/2012 - Nest appears abandoned, and no birds associating. - RRadd
05/16/2012 - No increase in activity, apparently same nest as 042712_lgan_07. - RRadd

No

Riparian Forests and Woodlands

Traffic

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
105

Other
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
BUSH Bushtit

BUSH

Bushtit

CANW Canyon Wren

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
Traffic

Nest ID
041212_rrdd_04

ID
CP64-2 PS-E

Type
Road Area

Habitat
Riparian Forests and Woodlands

041212_vers_01

CP48-2/CP49-1 PS-E

Road Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

041212_vers_02

CP43-1

Pad Areas-TSAP

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats OH - wire stringing

Traffic

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
45

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
Nest Outcome
43
43
Nest did not reach active stage

Date Nest
Found
4/12/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
4/25/2012 04/12/2012 - BUSH pair ferry material to nest which appears outwardly complete. - RRadd
04/20/2012 - Nest appears full and complete. Female BUSH nearby did not go to nest between 1400-1430. RRadd
04/25/2012 - Nest has fallen as substrate has shifted. - RRadd

Fledged
No

70

100

65

65

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

4/12/2012

5/7/2012 04/12/2012 - BUSH pair coming and going to nest on numerous occasions without carrying food or nesting
material. On one occasion, an adult brought material to the nest. An adult would remain in the nest for 5-10
minutes at a time before leaving without carrying anything. The nest looks nearly complete. - VEurs
04/21/2012 - The male was observed making numerous visits to the nest. He carried insects into the nest and
would then exit almost immediately. No sounds of nestlings were heard within the nest. - VEurs
04/28/2012 - Both adults entered the nest, with at least 1 carrying food. 1 adult quickly exited, while the other
remained inside. The foraging adult made numerous trips in quick succession to the nest carrying food. Nestlings
could be heard vocalizing when the adult arrived with food. - VEurs
05/07/2012 - Upon first examining the nest in the morning, the biologist noted that it appeared damaged. Sky
was visible through the neck of the nest, and after examining the nest from multiple angles, it appears to have
been predated. This nest containing young failed due to natural causes. - VEurs

No

25

100

50

50

Indeterminate

4/12/2012

5/11/2012 04/12/2012 - The observation period began at approximately 1600 and ended about 1730. At first, CANW was
only heard singing upslope from the previously-documented nest cavity. After 35-45 minutes, visual confirmation
was made when wren was spotted near the crest of the hill on a rock. It continued to sing and move about the
rocks. Eventually it was observed carrying an item (most likely a small stick). It flew across the slope and
ultimately went into a crevice formed by 3 rocks. Almost immediately, 2 wrens emerged and perched on the
rocks. After climbing the hill, the biologist looked into the crevice and saw a cavity with many small sticks and a
bleached snail shell arrayed at the entrance. - VEurs
04/20/2012 - No activity was observed prior to or during construction activities. One crewmember was authorized
to enter buffer upon the specific criteria stipulated from the NBJ. There appeared to be no negative impact
caused from construction. - GHuffman
04/27/2012 - No CANW activity detected after 80 minutes of observation. Construction traffic of many types may
be suppressing CANW behavior. - VEurs
05/04/2012 - After 30 minutes of observation, a Canyon Wren was heard singing at about 1620. The song was not
coming from the vicinity of the documented nest, so the biologist tracked it down. A wren was observed in the
Shimmick equipment storage area. The wren perched on a box and flew up to the fence, where it could be seen
holding nesting material in its bill. It then flew inside an open shipping container with the material. There is a
possibility this is the same wren associated with Nest ID 041212_vers_02. However, since this nest is not
impacting construction, the biologist chose keep it open for at least 1 more round of observations. - VEurs
05/11/2012 - After several weeks of no activity at or near the nest cavity, the avian biologist climbed up the hill to
inspect the cavity. The entrance to the cavity has not been maintained and shows no signs of current occupation.
On this day a Canyon Wren was heard singing in the Shimmick equipment yard and also on the slope to the north
of CP43, well away from the documented cavity. The outcome of this nest is indeterminate because it is unknown
if it ever contained eggs or young. - VEurs

N/A

HOFI

House Finch

041312_ahll_01

SWAT CY

Construction Yards

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance

0

100

30

30

Removed

4/13/2012

4/13/2012 04/13/2012 - Water truck was parked at end of day on 4-12-12, truck was then moved at 800 on 4-13-12 to 200
feet away. Pair was seen searching around other water truck grills, then brought nesting material to this nest
repeatedly. Both male and female were seen bringing material to nest every 1-2 minutes. Nest was approximately
80% complete as of 1130. Pair built nest between 6-8 hours. ESA signage installed to not move the machine, and
no work is occurring within 50 feet of nest for remainder of day. The decision to remove this nest is pending from
SDGE. - AHill
04/13/2012 - Pair was seen bringing nesting material this morning at 1000, nest was approximately 80%
complete, no eggs or young present. Nest was located in grill of water truck. Deterrents present were the
equipment's location in an active construction yard with tower assembly and regular helicopter flights. Removal
of nest was required based on potential impacts to material logistics required to maintain compliance with dust
abatement, cost impacts relative to alternative options, and potential for more nests at the idle piece of
equipment during the anticipated nest cycle. Removal was conducted per NBMMP requirements. - AHill

No

HOFI

House Finch

041312_ahll_03

SWAT CY

Construction Yards

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance

0

100

100

100

Removed

4/13/2012

4/13/2012 04/13/2012 - Pair was seen bringing nesting material this morning at 0715; nest was approximately 10%
complete, no eggs or young present. Nest was located in arm joint of crane. Streamers were hung on crane. Nest
was removed per the NBMMP, based on the need to use the crane for tower assembly, and if the crane was
demobilized, then it would affect tower assemblies from progressing properly. - AHill

No

041312_bald_02

San Luis Rey Substation

Substation

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other

45

100

30

30

Presumed Fledged

4/13/2012

5/4/2012 04/13/2012 - Nest is on the other side of the transformer from SRPL work activity, with no direct line of sight. BArnold
04/17/2012 - Adult MODO observed on nest, did not flush at less than 2 feet. - BArnold
05/04/2012 - Nest is degraded with a lot of scat about, indicating nest successfully fledged. - BArnold

Yes

MODO Mourning Dove
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
GHOW Great Horned Owl

Nest ID
041312_bald_03

ID
San Luis Rey Substation

Type
Substation

Habitat
Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

ANHU

041312_bald_04

San Luis Rey Substation

Substation

Herbaceous Wetlands, Freshwater,
and Streams

Substation - maintenance

MODO Mourning Dove

041312_bald_05

San Luis Rey Substation

Substation

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TUVU

Turkey Vulture

041312_hwey_01 EP5-2

LEGO

Lesser Goldfinch

041312_jdus_01

LEGO

Lesser Goldfinch

BLPH

Anna's Hummingbird

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
Other

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
80

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
500

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
Nest Outcome
300
300
Presumed Fledged

20

100

50

50

Substation - new construction

100

100

100

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Chaparrals
Area

OH - wire stringing

300

500

CP88-1-N-A

Road Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Grading

49

041312_jdus_02

CP88-1-N-A

Road Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic

Black Phoebe

041312_jdus_03

CP88-1-N-A

Road Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

ANHU

Anna's Hummingbird

041312_jdus_04

CP88-1-N-A

Road Area

Riparian Forests and Woodlands

CORA

Common Raven

041312_kats_01

CP14

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Chaparrals
Area

Date Nest
Found
4/13/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
5/4/2012 04/13/2012 - Adult GHOW with 2 nestlings observed in nest. - BArnold
04/17/2012 - Nestlings were observed in nest. - BArnold
05/04/2012 - Owls no longer present in A-frame or anywhere in substation. Presumed fledged. - BArnold

Fledged
Yes

Presumed Fledged

4/13/2012

4/26/2012 04/13/2012 - Adult on nest with 2 eggs. - BArnold
04/17/2012 - Adult female was observed incubating. - BArnold
04/26/2012 - Nest empty. No adult, nestlings nor fledglings observed. Nest likely successfully fledged, as nest
remains in place and in relatively good shape (that is, there is no evidence of depredation). - BArnold

Yes

100

Fledged

4/13/2012

4/13/2012 04/13/2012 - Observed two fledglings successfully fledge from the nest, accompanied by an adult as they flew to
the nearby 69kV rack underneath which non-SRPL maintenance work was occurring. - BArnold

Yes

100

100

Nest did not reach active stage

4/13/2012

5/22/2012 04/13/2012 - Nest appears well-maintained and in active use. Nest lining of shredded bark does not appear to be
weathered. Nearby perches have fresh whitewash. No raptors were observed in the area. - HWinfrey
04/21/2012 - Turkey Vulture on nest from 1330 to 1415. - HWinfrey
04/27/2012 - No activity observed at nest from 0915 to 1015. No TUVUs observed in area, and 2 CORAs were
present at a distance of 300 feet from the nest. - HWinfrey
05/05/2012 - Dark shape visible on nest, not identifiable but presumed to be incubating female TUVU. - HWinfrey
05/15/2012 - No activity observed at nest from 1125 to 1155. - HWinfrey
05/22/2012 - No activity observed at nest from 0901 to 0931. Were any nestlings present, they would be visible
from observer's vantage point. Lack of progress indicates that this nest never became active. Nest closed. HWinfrey

No

100

30

30

Indeterminate

4/13/2012

5/25/2012 04/13/2012 - Female visits nest twice, takes great care while settling into nest. - JDicus
04/20/2012 - Female on the nest at 1140. - HWinfrey
04/26/2012 - No activity observed at nest and no LEGOs observed near nest. - HWinfrey
05/03/2012 - Female flies to nest at 0804. - HWinfrey
05/10/2012 - No activity observed at nest. - HWinfrey
05/17/2012 - No activity observed, but unable to get clear view of nest in windy conditions. - HWinfrey
05/25/2012 - No activity observed. Lack of activity indicates that this nest is no longer in use. Nest closed,
outcome indeterminate. - HWinfrey

N/A

25

100

30

30

Presumed Fledged

4/13/2012

4/26/2012 04/13/2012 - Female incubates for 5 minutes, briefly leaves nest then returns to incubate 4 eggs in 100%
complete nest. - JDicus
04/20/2012 - Female on nest at 1148. - HWinfrey
04/26/2012 - Nest is empty with no evidence of predation. Since 13 days have passed since eggs were observed,
and there are no signs of predation, this nest is presumed fledged. - HWinfrey

Yes

Grading

40

100

50

50

Presumed Fledged

4/13/2012

5/17/2012 04/13/2012 - Nest contains 4 eggs, BLPH in vicinity. - JDicus
04/20/2012 - 4 eggs in nest. - HWinfrey
04/26/2012 - 4 eggs in nest. - HWinfrey
05/03/2012 - Adult flies to nest at 0800. Not possible to verify nest contents without entering private property. HWinfrey
05/10/2012 - Male observed visiting nest at 1224. - HWinfrey
05/12/2012 - Adult observed visiting nest and chasing House Finches from vicinity. Nestlings observed moving in
nest. - MDicus
05/17/2012 - No activity at nest. Unable to verify nest contents without entering private property. Fledgling BLPH
observed following adult 50 feet from nest. Nest presumed fledged. - HWinfrey

Yes

Traffic

10

100

50

50

Nest did not reach active stage

4/13/2012

5/24/2012 04/13/2012 - Newly initiated nest 1% constructed, being built by female while avian biologists watch from bridge
above. - JDicus
04/20/2012 - Female observed adding material to nest at 1202. Nest is 40% complete. - HWinfrey
04/26/2012 - No activity at nest, but 2 female ANHUs feeding within 10 feet of nest. - HWinfrey
05/03/2012 - Female flies to nest at 0818. - HWinfrey
05/10/2012 - No activity observed at nest. - HWinfrey
05/17/2012 - No activity observed, unable to get a clear view of the nest contents in windy conditions. - HWinfrey
05/24/2012 - No activity observed today, nor on 2 previous monitoring visits. This nest likely never reached active
status, and is now considered closed. - BArnold

No

BMP installation/maintenance

60

100

100

100

Nest did not reach active stage

4/13/2012

4/20/2012 04/13/2012 - Common Raven seen carrying a stick in flight and building the nest on the tower. Nest appears to be
about 20% complete. - KAlberts
04/20/2012 - All of the sticks have blown out of the tower and are laying on the access road. No CORA activity in
the area. The nest did not reach active stage before it was blown down. - VEurs

No
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
CORA Common Raven

Nest ID
041312_mdus_02 CP36-1

ID

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
Type
Habitat
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
Pad Areas-Structure Pad Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance
Area

CORA

Common Raven

041312_mdus_03 CP52

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance
Area

CORA

Common Raven

041312_mdus_04 CP52

CORA

Common Raven

BUSH

Bushtit

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
0

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
100
100
Removed

0

100

100

100

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats OH - wire stringing
Area

130

100

50

50

041312_pkad_01 EP231A

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Desert Scrub and Dune Habitats
Area

Other

100

100

100

100

041312_rrdd_01

Road Area

Traffic

60

100

50

50

Helix CY AR

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

123 of 237

Nest Outcome

Date Nest
Found
4/13/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
4/16/2012 04/13/2012 - A pair of Common Ravens was observed carrying sticks to a nest in tower CP36-1. The nest is
approximately 15-20% constructed. This is likely the same pair that attempted to nest on the other side of the
tower in early April and whose nest was removed 4/10/12. - MDicus
04/16/2012 - The nest was removed in the presence of an avian biologist to facilitate construction (wire
stringing), per agency concurrence (received 04/13/12) and through adherence to the NBMMP. Deterrents
present on the site included mylar flash tape tied to the base of the tower and Daddy Long Legs deterrent in place
of the previous nest attempt location. Following concurrence, a lineman was flown to the top of the tower and
removed the almost fully constructed Common Raven nest. The nest was photographed prior to removal, and it
was checked for eggs or nestlings. At the time of removal (approximately 09:00), the nest was 90% constructed
and contained no eggs or nestlings. An approved nest deterrent was subsequently installed in the tower in place
of the removed nest. The raven pair was observed diving at the lineman and vocalizing during the nest removal.
Following removal, the pair soared around CP36-1, made one trip to the tower with nest material, dropped the
sticks, and flew to CP35-2, landing in that tower. No additional nesting behaviors were observed. - MDicus

Fledged
No

Removed

4/13/2012

4/13/2012 04/13/2012 - Avian-approved biomonitor Trisha Dipaola observed a pair of Common Ravens building a nest in
structure CP52, making multiple trips between 07:00 and 07:40 a.m. Wire stringing activities have been ongoing
at this tower since Monday, 4/09. This nest location is below the first nest discovered on 4/06/12 and across from
the second nest discovered on 4/12/12 in the same tower. Following previous removal, a "daddy long legs"
nest/perch deterrent was installed on the tower. Since construction is ongoing and required to complete the wire
pull, per agency concurrence and following NBMMP stipulations, the nest was photographed and removed in the
presence of avian biologists, and a nest deterrent was installed in its place. The nest was 25% constructed at the
time of removal, and contained no eggs or young. - MDicus

No

Nest did not reach active stage

4/13/2012

5/16/2012 04/13/2012 - Nest was discovered during removal of third CORA nest in structure CP52. The pair that was
observed building a nest in the tower was also observed, on 2 occasions, carrying sticks to a Quercus agrifolia in
the drainage. It appears the nest is in the beginning stages of construction (approximately 5% constructed) and is
an alternative to the nest locations in the tower. - MDicus
04/23/2012 - No change in nest since last observation. No CORA activity detected during a 45-minute observation
period. - VEurs
04/30/2012 - Nest location was monitored between 08:55 and 10:20. No activity at nest, and no ravens observed
in the vicinity of the nest. - MDicus
05/08/2012 - No CORA activity anywhere near the nest from 0800 to 0835. No change in the nest. - VEurs
05/16/2012 - As the biologist approached the vicinity of the nest tree, a Red-tailed Hawk was soaring nearby. It
vocalized and landed on a transmission wire quite close to the nest. No ravens responded to the hawk's presence.
There is no obvious sign of the nest in the tree and no ravens were detected nearby. This nest never reached
active stage and is now closed. - VEurs

No

Presumed Fledged

4/13/2012

6/7/2012 04/13/2012 - Common Ravens reported to be building nest in tower by biomonitor. Nest is 1/3 to 1/2 complete.
No ravens observed during 40 minute observation period. - PKonrad
04/17/2012 - Raven observed incubating on nest and did not vacate the nest while helicopter was hovering 100
feet away for 5 minutes. Egg confirmed in nest. - ELoveless
04/27/2012 - An adult Common Raven is incubating on new tower nest. - PKonrad
05/03/2012 - A Common Raven is incubating on the nest in the new Sunrise tower, but is very hard to see from
ground level. A second raven flew in to perch atop the opposite side of the tower. - PKonrad
05/10/2012 - No Common Ravens were observed during a 30 minute observation period. The nest was checked
from several vantage points but no raven can be seen on the nest. Nestlings could have hatched by now (20 day
incubation period). - PKonrad
05/18/2012 - A Common Raven was brooding on the tower nest, but flew off the nest when a helicopter flew low
within 500 feet while mostly operating near tower 1/4 mile west. After flying to the north, the raven did not
return during the next 20 minutes. - PKonrad
05/23/2012 - A Common Raven or ravens can be seen lying in the nest, but it is very hard to see the nest contents
(climbed high up the hillside to northeast) and it is not possible to ascertain if the raven is an adult or a nestling. PKonrad
05/31/2012 - At least 2, possibly 3, well-feathered Common Raven nestlings are present in the nest; no adults
were observed. - PKonrad
06/07/2012 - The nestlings appear to have fledged and left the area. The nest is in good shape but there is no sign
of nestlings, fledglings or adults at this time - closed. - PKonrad

Yes

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

4/13/2012

5/9/2012 04/13/2012 - BUSH pair making trips to nest which appears 65% complete. - RRadd
04/21/2012 - BUSH pair continue ferrying material to this nest at 0930; now 85% complete. - RRadd
04/26/2012 - BUSH pair observed foraging nearby on cool showery morning did not approach nest which appears
sound and mostly complete. - RRadd
05/02/2012 - No activity observed 0700-0730 on cool overcast morning. - RRadd
05/09/2012 - Nest has fallen to ground and has been torn open at the cup. Presumed predated. - RRadd

No
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
HOWR House Wren

Nest ID
041312_rrdd_02

Helix CY AR

ID

Type
Road Area

Habitat
Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

LEGO

Lesser Goldfinch

041312_rrdd_03

Helix CY AR

Road Area

BUSH

Bushtit

041312_vnik_01

EP83-PS-N-A

WREN Wrentit

041312_vnik_02

BUSH

Bushtit

041412_bald_02

CORA

Common Raven

CALT

California Towhee

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
Traffic

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
60

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
Nest Outcome
70
50
Indeterminate

Date Nest
Found
4/13/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
5/17/2012 04/13/2012 - Male HOWR singing territorially, female departs nest at 1257. - RRadd
04/21/2012 - HOWR activity continues here, material now visible at cavity. - RRadd
04/26/2012 - HOWR male guards entrance while female leaves to forage and departs on her return at 1158. RRadd
05/02/2012 - Non-project traffic within 20 feet. HOWR singing but not approaching nest. - RRadd
05/09/2012 - Considerable non-Project traffic has been parking adjacent to this nest. No activity observed. RRadd
05/17/2012 - No activity detected. Nest received considerable non-Project parking and human activity within 10
feet at about the time egg-laying would occur, and appears to have been abandoned at that time. Unclear if an
egg was ever laid. - RRadd

Fledged
N/A

Traffic

7

100

30

30

Presumed Fledged

4/13/2012

4/21/2012 04/13/2012 - LEGO male feeding female on nest. Female appeared to consume fecal sac while on nest. - RRadd
04/21/2012 - Nest appears empty with many feces at rim, suggesting successful fledge. - RRadd

Yes

Pad Areas-Stringing Area Chaparrals

Other

300

100

60

60

Nest did not reach active stage

4/13/2012

5/6/2012 04/13/2012 - Observed birds making several trips to nest with material. Nest appears 55% complete. - VNovik
04/19/2012 - Nest looks incomplete. No activity observed at nest. Bushtit active to southwest though not near
nest during 30-minute observation period. - VNovik
04/29/2012 - No activity at nest and no BUSH detected in area for 20 minutes. Nest wall is transparent in upper
half, but bottom half appears complete. - MKuehn
05/06/2012 - No progress has been made on this nest, and no birds detected at or near it since found on 4/13.
Apparently abandoned before nest construction was complete. - MKuehn

No

EP79-E

Road Area

Chaparrals

Traffic

73

100

100

100

Indeterminate

4/13/2012

4/21/2012 04/13/2012 - Male singing from nest shrub over a 15-minute period. Neither male or female observed at nest, but
nest looks complete, clean, and neat. - VNovik
04/21/2012 - No activity at nest in 20 minutes. Nest empty and appears laterally compressed. No other changes
to nest. No indications of predation such as eggshell fragments in or below nest. Unknown if eggs were ever laid,
but it is possible they were and nest was depredated, all since previous visit on 4/13. This pair is constructing a
new nest 80 feet away (see 042112_mkhn_02). Nest closed and buffer signs removed. - MKuehn

N/A

TL 6924 - 171682

69kV Structure

Chaparrals

Substation - new construction

75

100

50

50

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

4/14/2012

4/25/2012 04/14/2012 - Two adult BUSH observed exiting nest. - BArnold
04/25/2012 - Upon approaching the nest, the avian biologist noted its slightly unusual shape. After watching the
nest for 30 minutes with no activity, the biologist slowly moved up to the nest and examined it from all angles.
Where the entrance hole was likely located, a large hole had been ripped in the nest, exposing the interior.
Numerous gray feathers were caught in the nest and the shrub. Based on the level of completeness, it is likely this
nest contained eggs. Evidence points to nest predation. This nest is now closed. - VEurs

No

041412_pkad_01 EP225-1

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Chaparrals
Area

BMP installation/maintenance

150

100

100

100

Fledged

4/14/2012

7/5/2012 04/14/2012 - Although no ravens or raptors were observed during a 50-minute observation period, a new nest
has been initiated in the new Sunrise tower EP225, most probably built by ravens. - PKonrad
04/16/2012 - Observed raven flying in to nest. - VNovik
04/20/2012 - Common Raven soared throughout tower area, then perched on opposite side of bridge from nest.
Hard to see if another raven may be incubating on the new tower nest. - PKonrad
04/27/2012 - A pair of Common Ravens was active with 1 raven concentrating its attention at the nest while the
other raven made repeated flights to outlying locations near the nest tower, mostly to the southwest. Toward the
end of a 40 minute observation period, 1 adult was lying in the nest for a short period. - PKonrad
05/03/2012 - An adult Common Raven is incubating on nest in new Sunrise tower. - PKonrad
05/10/2012 - A Common Raven is incubating on this tower nest. - PKonrad
05/18/2012 - An adult Common Raven is incubating in its Sunrise tower nest. - PKonrad
05/23/2012 - An adult Common Raven was standing on the rim of the nest, then moved into a brooding position
where it remained during the rest of the observation period. - PKonrad
05/31/2012 - An adult Common Raven is standing on the edge of the nest with 1 large downy nestling begging for
food at times. There may be more than 1 nestling in nest. - PKonrad
06/07/2012 - At least 1 large well-feathered nestling Common Raven is active on the nest as an adult is perched
on tower brace next to the nest. A second adult flew to the nest, when 2 nestlings were evident begging for food. PKonrad
06/14/2012 - Initially no Common Ravens were evident in the nest or the surrounding area, but soon an adult
raven flew to the nest with food and 2 large feathered nestlings reacted by standing out on the nest and begging
for food. A second adult approached the nest as the first adult flew to the nest and perched on the nest with the
large nestlings. One fledgling exercised its wings and jumped across the nest, stretching its wings repeatedly. PKonrad
06/21/2012 - At least 1 nestling Common Raven can be seen in the nest, and 1 fledgling is perched on the nest
tower at the top of the northeast leg. No adults were observed during the 30-minute observation period. PKonrad
06/28/2012 - At the top of the northwest leg of the tower, 3 Common Ravens are perched between the base and
the anchor (5 to 30 feet high). Judging by their awkward movements these 3 ravens all appear to be new
fledglings. After about 20 minutes, an adult raven flew in to land on the ground at the base of the northwest
tower leg, where 1 fledgling flew a short distance to join the adult, then began food begging and was fed by the
adult. This indicates the tower is being used as a focal point during the early post-fledging period. - PKonrad
07/05/2012 - No fledgling or adult Common Ravens were observed in the area, suggesting the family group has
moved beyond the nesting territory - closed. - PKonrad

Yes

041412_rrdd_02

Road Area

Traffic

10

100

50

50

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

4/14/2012

5/2/2012 04/14/2012 - CALT incubating 4 eggs. - RRadd
04/21/2012 - CALT incubation continues. - RRadd
04/26/2012 - Nest contains 4 eggs but should have hatched as incubation is 12 days. - RRadd
05/02/2012 - Nest with 4 eggs has been abandoned. - RRadd

No

Helix CY AR

Grasslands and Meadows
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
HOFI House Finch

Nest ID
041512_rrdd_01

CP76-1

ID

Type
Habitat
Pad Areas-Structure Pad Grasslands and Meadows
Area

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
BMP installation/maintenance

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
25

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
Nest Outcome
30
30
Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

Date Nest
Found
4/15/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
5/11/2012 04/15/2012 - HOFI male arranging material in nest at 1309. - RRadd
04/24/2012 - HOFI activity continues. - RRadd
05/05/2012 - Female HOFI observed in nest. - RRadd
05/11/2012 - Nest is no longer present. - RRadd

Fledged
No

PHAI

Phainopepla

041512_rrdd_02

CP76-1

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Chaparrals
Area

BMP installation/maintenance

32

100

50

50

Nest did not reach active stage

4/15/2012

5/5/2012 04/15/2012 - Male PHAI at nest which appears almost complete and receiving lining. - RRadd
04/24/2012 - Nest is fully lined with male PHAI attending. - RRadd
05/05/2012 - Nest has been abandoned. Lining is weathered and no birds were in attendance. - RRadd

No

LEGO

Lesser Goldfinch

041512_rrdd_04

CP82-1-E

Road Area

Traffic

30

100

30

30

Nest did not reach active stage

4/15/2012

4/20/2012 04/15/2012 - Female LEGO lines nest with material purloined from adjacent BUSH nest. - RRadd
04/24/2012 - Nest is complete, but unable to observe if occupied or empty. - RRadd
05/05/2012 - Nest is no longer present and likely lost to weather. - RRadd

No

WESJ

Western Scrub-Jay

041612_ahll_01

EP5-2

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Chaparrals
Area

BMP installation/maintenance

0

100

100

100

Removed

4/16/2012

4/16/2012 04/16/2012 - Female and helper were seen bringing stick material to nest several times, while male was perched
nearby. Pair were hesitant of avian biologist standing at 35 feet from nest at Leg A. Adult alarm called when
biologist moved closer to nest at 30 feet. Nest appears to be 60% complete, but was unable to check inside of
nest. Based on material being carried to nest, it is predicted that no lining is present yet. - AHill
04/16/2012 - No WESJ observed in area. Nest located on Malosma laurina branch completely obscured by dense
Rhus growth. Nest appears 60% complete with twig cup partially translucent and no nest lining or eggs present.
Nest was not a candidate for a buffer justification allowing for requisite tower assembly work in order meet CAISO
request to complete the Project and obtain system reliability by June 1. Nest deterrents in place include mylar
tape hanging on the substrate shrub. Nest was removed to allow structure erection at EP05-2 in accordance with
the NBMMP, SDG&E authorization, and agency approval. - HWinfrey

No

BUSH

Bushtit

041612_ahll_02

EP5-2

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Chaparrals
Area

OH - tower erection

35

100

40

40

Nest did not reach active stage

4/16/2012

4/25/2012 04/16/2012 - Pair was seen bringing lining material to nest several times. Nest appears 90% complete. - AHill
04/24/2012 - No activity observed over 1-hour period. Need to re-check tomorrow in order to confirm nest
closing. - AHill
04/25/2012 - Monitored nest for 2 hours. No Bushtit activity in or around nest during monitoring period. Nest has
been abandoned, since there is no sign of depredation or damage to nest, and no activity at all was observed at
this nest over a long monitoring period. - DBusby

No

HOFI

House Finch

041612_ahll_03

SWAT CY

Construction Yards

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance

0

100

100

100

Removed

4/16/2012

4/16/2012 04/16/2012 - Nest was found by biomonitor at 0715. Pair was seen by monitor entering cavity on a few occasions,
with no material. Nest appeared to be 60% complete. Streamer deterrents were installed on the crane, and the
equipment was located in an active construction yard with tower assembly and regular helicopter flights,
effectively serving as deterrents. Removal of nest was required based on potential impacts to material logistics
operations supporting construction such as tower assembly, cost impacts relative to alternative options, and
potential for more nests at the idle piece of equipment during the anticipated nest cycle. Nest was not a
candidate for a buffer reduction allowing for use of the crane. Nest was removed following requirements outlined
in the NBMMP. - AHill

No

HOFI

House Finch

041612_ahll_04

SWAT CY

Construction Yards

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance

0

100

100

100

Removed

4/16/2012

4/16/2012 04/16/2012 - Both male and female were seen bringing material to nest location in the grill of a water truck. Nest
was approximately 95% complete as of 0700, no eggs or young present. Deterrents present were limited to the
truck's location within an active construction yard. Nest was removed because the water truck is required in order
to maintain compliance for dust abatement. Following verification that no eggs or young were present,
photographing the nest, and approval from SDG&E, the nest was removed per the stipulations of the NBMMP. AHill

No

BUSH

Bushtit

041612_ahll_05

EP9-1 PS

Pad Areas-Stringing Area Chaparrals

Traffic

40

100

35

35

Nest did not reach active stage

4/16/2012

5/21/2012 04/16/2012 - Pair was seen bringing lining material to nest very actively, nest appears to be 80% complete. - AHill
04/23/2012 - No activity observed at nest in rainy weather, from 0855 to 0910. - HWinfrey
04/29/2012 - Biomonitor G. Leighty reports observing Bushtits adding nesting material. - HWinfrey
05/06/2012 - No activity observed at nest from 0940 to 0957. WESJ in area. - HWinfrey
05/15/2012 - No activity observed at nest from 1027 to 1042. Nest appears to still be in good condition. No
Bushtits seen or heard in area. - HWinfrey
05/21/2012 - No activity observed from 1050 to 1105. Nest remains in good condition, however lack of activity
over past 3 weeks indicates that this attempt was abandoned. - HWinfrey

No

Road Area

Traffic

35

100

100

100

Satellite nest

4/16/2012

5/4/2012 04/16/2012 - HOWR observed entering nest cavity and remaining inside for duration of 15-minute visit. HWinfrey
04/23/2012 - No activity at nest and no HOWR detected from 0630 to 0700. - HWinfrey
04/28/2012 - No activity observed at cavity entrance, and no HOWR detected during 30 minutes of observation. HWinfrey
05/04/2012 - No activity observed at nest. Lack of activity indicates that this is most likely a satellite nest. Nest
closed. - HWinfrey

N/A

HOWR House Wren

041612_hwey_01 EP35-1-E

Riparian Forests and Woodlands

Chaparrals
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
ACWO Acorn Woodpecker

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
Grading

Nest ID
ID
041612_hwey_02 Suncrest-N

Type
Road Area

Habitat
Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance

HOLA

Horned Lark

041612_jdus_01

CP35-2

Pad Areas-TSAP

HOFI

House Finch

041612_lton_01

CP95-1

Pad Areas-Maintenance Chaparrals
Area

HOFI

House Finch

041612_lton_02

CP95-1

HOFI

House Finch

041612_lton_03

BUSH

Bushtit

041612_lton_04

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
40

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
Nest Outcome
100
100
Indeterminate

Date Nest
Found
4/16/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
5/29/2012 04/16/2012 - Acorn Woodpecker observed entering cavity near top of utility pole. 4 other ACWOs also perched
on pole. Biologist left area when CORA perched on pole. - HWinfrey
04/23/2012 - No activity observed and no ACWOs detected in area from 0800 to 0830. - HWinfrey
04/29/2012 - 3 Acorn Woodpeckers on pole, but no activity at nest entrance. - HWinfrey
05/06/2012 - ACWO observed leaving nest cavity at 1105. - HWinfrey
05/15/2012 - No activity observed at nest cavity from 1209 to 1224. 3 ACWOs on pole. - HWinfrey
05/21/2012 - No activity associated with nest during 15-minute observation period. - BArnold
05/29/2012 - No activity at cavity entrance during 20 minutes of observation. Evidently, this nest is no longer
active. Nest closed, outcome indeterminate. - HWinfrey

Fledged
N/A

0

100

100

100

Presumed Fledged

4/16/2012

5/17/2012 04/16/2012 - Nest was discovered after the scheduled activity had landed onsite. Pair of adult HOLA observed on
ground around TSAP. Further investigation during 25-minute observation period reveals female Horned Lark
taking material (grass) to 60% constructed nest with deep cup located on ground near base of monkeyflower.
Nest is not visible from outside buffer due to topography, vegetation and its position at and just below ground
surface in depression. - JDicus
04/24/2012 - 3 eggs observed in nest during quick visit. - JDicus
05/02/2012 - The female was not on the nest as the biologist approached, so it was possible to look in the nest.
The nest still contains 3 eggs. The biologist backed off to wait for adults to arrive. Within 10 minutes, the female
came into view as she was foraging. She approached the nest but then moved away and continued to forage. She
eventually returned and settled on the nest to incubate. She remained on the nest for 15+ minutes and the
biologist ended the observation. - VEurs
05/09/2012 - The nest contains 3 brown, downy nestlings with black supercilliary markings. The female was near
the nest for the entire observation period, foraging. She may have been feeding the nestlings, but it is difficult for
the observer to get a direct view of the nest without deterring the female. - VEurs
05/17/2012 - This nest is presumed to have fledged despite the fact that it contained 1 dead nestling. There were
3 nestlings on the previous check, 8 days before. Horned Lark nestlings fledge in 8-10 days, so it is very possible
that the other 2 nestlings left the nest. If the nest had been predated, it is likely all 3 would have been taken. The
remaining nestling, which had primary feathers, was being consumed by beetles and ants. This suggests it was
abandoned in the nest and died from natural causes. This nest is now closed. - VEurs

Yes

BMP installation/maintenance

0

100

100

100

Removed

4/16/2012

4/16/2012 04/16/2012 - An avian monitor identified a House Finch pair bringing nesting material to a location on a manlift
(piece of construction equipment) today; the pair was not seen bringing material to the nest this morning, and the
nest was monitored for approximately 30 minutes.
A House Finch pair was within the vicinity of the nest; however, the pair did not visit the nest. The nest is less than
10 percent complete and consists of about 20 pieces of dried grass; there are no eggs or young present.
Deterrents present included mylar tape tied to the adjacent tower and work area, multiple plugged cavities, and
presence of testing crews using the equipment on site over the last week. Nest was removed per the NBMMP
based on potential impacts to material logistics operations supporting testing work at the CP95/CP96 structures,
cost impacts relative to alternative options, and potential for more nests at the idle piece of equipment during the
anticipated nest cycle. - LThoreson

No

Pad Areas-Maintenance Chaparrals
Area

BMP installation/maintenance

0

100

100

100

Removed

4/16/2012

4/16/2012 04/16/2012 - House Finch pair observed bringing nesting material to a location on a manlift (piece of construction
equipment) today; the pair was not seen bringing material to the nest this morning, and the nest was monitored
for approximately 30 minutes. A House Finch pair was within the vicinity of the nest; however, the pair did not
visit the nest. The nest was observed to be less than 10% complete and consists of about 20 pieces of dried grass;
no eggs or young present. Deterrents present included mylar tape tied to the adjacent tower and work area,
multiple plugged cavities, and presence of testing crews using the equipment on site over the last week. Removal
of nest was required based on potential impacts to material logistics operations supporting testing work at the
CP95/CP96 structures, cost impacts relative to alternative options, and potential for more nests at the idle piece
of equipment during the anticipated nest cycle. - LThoreson

No

CP87-1

Pad Areas-Maintenance Chaparrals
Area

BMP installation/maintenance

0

100

100

100

Removed

4/16/2012

4/16/2012 04/16/2012 - Biomonitor saw a House Finch pair bringing nesting material to a known, inactive European Starling
nest at 0815 this morning. An avian biologist observed the nest; no eggs or nestlings were present. Nest consisted
of small sticks, and the House Finch pair was seen adding finer material (grass). At this point, nest appears 25%
complete based on lack of typical HOFI nesting material, such as finer grass material, lining, or cup shape.
Deterrents present on the tower included mylar tape tied to many locations, netting over large cavities, and 45
plugged cavities near tower arms and brackets. Nest was removed per the NBMMP based on potential impacts to
material logistics operations supporting testing work at the CP87/CP88 structures, cost impacts relative to
alternative options, and potential for more nests at the idle piece of equipment during the anticipated nest cycle. LThoreson

No

EP76-2-E

Road Area

Traffic

26

100

50

50

Nest did not reach active stage

4/16/2012

4/20/2012 04/16/2012 - Nest appears complete. One Bushtit was heard within the vicinity of the nest while the location of
the nest was being logged; no other activity was observed, and no Bushtit was observed flying to the nest itself.
Due to the level of completion and the time of year, it is most likely that the pair is egg laying or incubating. More
time observing this nest is necessary. - LThoreson
04/20/2012 - Nest has been torn open from SE side, just above rim of nest cup, which is empty. No eggshell
fragments found in nest cup or on branches and ground below. Likely predated, but unknown whether nest
contained any eggs or nestlings, and hence, unsure whether it reached active stage. Buffer reduced to 0 feet and
all signs were removed. - MKuehn

No

Chaparrals
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
HOFI House Finch

Nest ID
041612_mdus_01 Helix CY

ID

Type
Construction Yards

Habitat
Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
Other

CORA

Common Raven

041612_mdus_02 CP53-1

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance
Area

COHA

Cooper's Hawk

041612_rrdd_01

CP82-1-E

Road Area

Riparian Forests and Woodlands

HOWR House Wren

041612_rrdd_02

CP82-1-E

Road Area

LEGO

041612_rrdd_03

CP70-3-E

Road Area

Lesser Goldfinch

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
20

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
Nest Outcome
30
30
Presumed Fledged

Date Nest
Found
4/16/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
5/18/2012 04/16/2012 - Yard monitor reported House Finch nest in wire reel. Avian biologist checked nest contents and
found 1 egg. - MDicus
04/21/2012 - HOFI incubating 5 eggs. - RRadd
04/26/2012 - HOFI incubating 5 eggs. - RRadd
05/02/2012 - Female on nest at 1239. - RRadd
05/09/2012 - Nestlings present in nest. - RRadd
05/17/2012 - Young appear ready to fledge at 1600. - RRadd
05/26/2012 - Nest is empty and presumed fledged. - RRadd

Fledged
Yes

0

100

100

100

Removed

4/16/2012

4/16/2012 04/16/2012 - A pair of Common Ravens was observed building a nest in structure CP53-1 during ongoing wire
stringing activities. The nest was removed to facilitate construction (wire stringing), per agency concurrence on
4/16/12 and through adherence to the NBMMP. Deterrents present consist of mylar flash tape and "Daddy Long
Legs" deterrents installed in previous 2 nest attempt locations. Following concurrence, and in the presence of
onsite biologists, a lineman was dropped at the top of the tower and removed the partially constructed Common
Raven nest. The nest area was photographed as well. At the time of removal (approximately 10:00), the nest was
10% constructed and contained no eggs or nestlings. An approved nesting bird deterrent was subsequently
installed in the tower in place of the removed nest. - MDicus

No

Traffic

18

500

300

100

Fledged

4/16/2012

7/16/2012 04/16/2012 - COHA perched near nest for 15 minutes and gave agitation calls, then overflies nest and departs by
1045. - RRadd
04/17/2012 - Monitor G. Leighty reports that COHA approached nest earlier in the day, although avian biologist
did not see any activity, aside from a COHA perching nearby during helicopter QA/QC inspections. - KAlberts
04/24/2012 - COHA departed from nest area 0650, male noted nearby 0645. - RRadd
05/05/2012 - COHA female comes off nest in response to male's alarm call after 40 minutes of observation. RRadd
05/11/2012 - Female COHA lying in nest at 1342. - RRadd
05/19/2012 - Female COHA prone in nest at 0759. - RRadd
05/25/2012 - Female agitated and swooping on observer suggests hatched young at 0929. - RRadd
06/02/2012 - Female lying in nest for departs after 20-minute observation. - RRadd
06/08/2012 - Adult female visible on nest after lengthy absence at 1532. - RRadd
06/15/2012 - Female dive-bombs observer, no birds visible in nest at 0710. - RRadd
06/22/2012 - Female COHA departs nest to dive on observer monitoring other nearby nests, approaching by flight
to within 10 feet, then perching at 25 feet to cackle, dispense menacing stares and gestures, suggesting the nest
remains active. - RRadd
06/24/2012 - Adult COHA perched adjacent to nest during drive-by at 1020. - KAlberts
06/29/2012 - One all-white downy nestling perched at edge of nest has stubby tail feathers and unopened
primary quills barely emergent from down feathers, 1138. - RRadd
07/06/2012 - Female COHA vigilant near nest suggests nestling is present at 0845. 1432; 1 nestling has
prematurely left the nest and is on the ground 15 feet west of access road, with adult in attendance. Nestling still
has considerable down with tail and primaries too short to enable flight, and attempts to flap/climb nearby
Sambucus stems. To reduce stress on hawks, observer did not linger; it is unknown if nest contains more
nestlings. - RRadd
07/13/2012 - No adult Cooper's Hawks were observed or heard, which may suggest the nest is no longer in use.
No sign of nestlings or fledglings in area. - PKonrad
07/16/2012 - No Cooper's Hawk adults or nestlings were observed or heard at the nest or in the area. The 1
known nestling left the nest prematurely on 7/6/2012, but could not fly and the survival of this hawk is uncertain,
although it was live when it left the nest and retained the protection of the adults - closed. - PKonrad

Yes

Riparian Forests and Woodlands

Other

80

100

75

75

Presumed Fledged

4/16/2012

6/24/2012 04/16/2012 - HOWR pair making repeated entry to cavity; including material transport. - RRadd
04/24/2012 - Male HOWR defending nest, female not seen. - RRadd
05/05/2012 - Male HOWR defending nest and entering with sticks but female not seen. Possibly an alternate nest.
- RRadd
05/11/2012 - HOWR singing and guarding, enters and sings from within the cavity at 1504. - RRadd
05/19/2012 - Male sings at entrance intermittently, especially when neighboring males sing, and defends against
interlopers. Female off nest only briefly during 40 minutes of observation. - RRadd
05/25/2012 - Male sings regularly and checks in near the cavity but does not enter from 1400-1430. Incubation
inferred. - RRadd
06/02/2012 - HOWR departs cavity at 1544 after 45 minutes of observation. Status of this nest remains unclear. RRadd
06/08/2012 - Male HOWR brings food to nest at 1222, then female emerges to receive and carries into cavity. RRadd
06/15/2012 - HOWR carries food to nest at 1301 and 1306. - RRadd
06/22/2012 - Young are strident at cavity entrance for each food deliveries. Anticipate fledge in 1-2 days. - RRadd
06/29/2012 - No further activity. Previous observations suggest likely fledged. - RRadd

Yes

Riparian Forests and Woodlands

Traffic

27

100

50

50

Presumed Fledged

4/16/2012

5/23/2012 04/16/2012 - LEGO pair building nest; approximately 30% complete. - RRadd
04/25/2012 - Nest is complete, LEGO in nest 1425. - RRadd
05/04/2012 - LEGO male near nest, female in nest periodically. - RRadd
05/12/2012 - Female LEGO departs nest at 1538 after 30 minutes of observation. - RRadd
05/18/2012 - Female LEGO feeding hatched young at 1225. - RRadd
05/23/2012 - No activity observed. Based on chronology, nest is presumed fledged. - RRadd

Yes
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
BUSH Bushtit

ID

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
Nest Outcome
50
50
Indeterminate

Date Nest
Found
4/16/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
4/24/2012 04/16/2012 - Adults regularly bringing in nest material, nest 80% complete. - TCooper
04/24/2012 - As the biologist approached the "back" of the nest (away from the tower) it became apparent that a
half-dollar-sized hole had been ripped in the side of the nest, near the bottom. Some nesting material was found
on the ground below the nest and a large chunk was in the shrub next to the nest. Evidence definitely points to
nest predation, but it is unclear whether or not the nest contained eggs. This nest is now closed. - VEurs

Nest ID
041612_tcer_01

CP7

Type
Pad Areas-Structure Pad Chaparrals
Area

CP49-1-PS-E

Road Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic

50

100

30

30

Nest did not reach active stage

4/16/2012

5/15/2012 04/16/2012 - A pair of HOFI was seen in pepper tree. The male perched nearby while the female shaped the nest
cup. She later added lining material and again moved around in the nest, appearing to shape the cup with her
body. - VEurs
04/23/2012 - 1 visit to nest was observed. Pair is likely still nest building; no nestlings visible in nest. - LThoreson
05/01/2012 - No HOFI activity was observed around this nest during 45 minutes of observation. - VEurs
05/08/2012 - No activity observed at nest after 30 minutes of observation. Nest appears to be in good condition
and has some lining material. - VEurs
05/15/2012 - No activity has been observed at this nest for several weeks. The nest was checked with a mirror on
several occasions and it never contained any eggs or young. This nest is now closed because it never reached
active stage. - VEurs

No

Ductbank

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic

37

100

30

30

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

4/17/2012

4/30/2012 04/17/2012 - California Towhee observed incubating 3 eggs. - HWinfrey
04/24/2012 - CALT on nest at 1135. - HWinfrey
04/30/2012 - No activity at nest. Nest lining has been pulled out, indicating predation. - HWinfrey

No

HOFI

House Finch

041612_vers_01

CALT

California Towhee

041712_hwey_05 Alpine Underground

BUSH

Bushtit

CAGN

California Gnatcatcher

041712_ltiw_01

EP83-PS-S

041712_mdus_01 CP39-E

Habitat

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
BMP installation/maintenance

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
20

Fledged
N/A

Pad Areas-Stringing Area Chaparrals

OH - wire stringing

150

100

100

100

Indeterminate

4/17/2012

5/6/2012 04/17/2012 - A Bushtit was observed bringing caterpillars to a complete nest several times. It appears that 3
Bushtits are attending this nest. - LTymkiw
04/20/2012 - The bottom of the nest is open. No visible debris on ground below nest. Pair observed adding
material to the nest. Possible predation of nestlings and pair attempting to repair nest. - ELoveless
04/22/2012 - Both parents carried food into nest twice. Could not hear begging from 20 feet away. Bottom of
nest appears frayed, but no opening detectable there. - MKuehn
04/24/2012 - Observed work activities from pull site. Helicopter pulled sock line over the vicinity of the nest, and
it appeared that the helicopter was above 100 feet when flying with the line. The sock line appeared to slack
within the buffer but did not touch vegetation near the nest. When switching wire phases, the line slacked and hit
a rock and vegetation at a distance of approximately 115 feet from the nest. Nesting bird impacts not observed. VNovik
04/25/2012 - Observed work activities from pull site. Line was pulled back to EP83 south pull site. Line was
observed to go slack and hit vegetation and hit a rock at a distance of approximately 115 feet from the nest. The
line was raised and pulled to the pull site where the line was connected to the helicopter and was flown back to
the EP83 north pull site. It appeared that the helicopter flew outside of the 100 foot buffer. Nesting bird impacts
were not observed. - VNovik
04/29/2012 - Adults feeding young in nest. Begging can be heard from 20 feet. The young will likely fledge by
around 4/2. - MKuehn
05/06/2012 - Nest has 2 holes in the side, and feathers and nesting material are on branches and ground below.
Nest contained nestlings when discovered on 4/17, which were at least 12 days old when parents were bringing
food to nest on 4/29. Nest could have fledged and then been damaged since last checked on 4/29. No adults or
fledglings could be detected in 30 minutes within 100 feet of nest. Nest outcome is indeterminate, but seems
likely to have failed with nestlings. - MKuehn

N/A

Road Area

OH - wire stringing

200

300

175

175

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

4/17/2012

5/8/2012 04/17/2012 - Adult male CAGN observed pulling nest material from old nest (030512_mdus_01) and carrying it to
a new nest location. Male made over 6 trips from the old nest to the new one, interspersing those trips with
frequent short trips to the new nest from other areas. The female was not observed returning to the old nest,
instead foraging near the new nest location, and bringing in material. Between them, the adults made over 20
trips to the new nest between 07:45 and 10:00. Nest is approximately 30% constructed. - MDicus
04/20/2012 - The CAGN nest area was monitored during wire pulling activities between structures CP39 and CP40
to ensure the activity caused no disturbances to the nest. All helicopter activity was at a distance sufficient
enough that there was no buffeting of vegetation by rotor wash, and the helicopter did not fly over the nest. The
CAGN pair was observed foraging within the survey area, visiting the nest infrequently. All nest monitoring today
was conducted by a permitted biologist from outside the buffer at a distance of over 200 feet. - MDicus
04/24/2012 - 3 nest exchanges were observed at 30-minute intervals:07:00, 07:30, and 08:00. The nest contents
were not checked, but based on the timeline and observed behaviors, the pair is incubating eggs. - MDicus
05/01/2012 - The pair was observed exchanging incubating duties at the nest 3 times during the observation
period. At 07:32 the female exchanged with the male while the male foraged. At 08:05 the male switched with
female, and at 08:35 the female was back on the nest. - MDicus
05/08/2012 - After 1 hour of observed inactivity, the nest was checked and found to contain no eggs or nestlings.
1 punctured shell fragment was found on the ground approximately 2 feet from the nest. The CAGN pair was later
observed constructing a new nest approximately 200 feet downslope of this location. - MDicus

No

Chaparrals
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Nearest Project Feature

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
100
100
Removed

Nest ID
041712_mdus_02 CP35-2

CACW Cactus Wren

041712_rrdd_01

CP62-2-E

Road Area

Grasslands and Meadows

Traffic

12

100

100

100

Satellite nest

4/17/2012

5/1/2012 04/17/2012 - CACW gathering nest material from freshly graded road and building into new nest at 0714. - RRadd
04/26/2012 - CACW singing incessantly at this nest for duration of 30-minute observation. - RRadd
05/01/2012 - Nest appears substantially improved, but no CACW detected during 40 minutes of observation. RRadd
05/08/2012 - Although the nest appears to have fresh material added, no CACW were detected during 30 minutes
of observation. - RRadd
05/15/2012 - No CACW detected. Nest is not improved. - RRadd

N/A

AMKE

American Kestrel

041712_rrdd_02

CP62-2-E

Road Area

Grasslands and Meadows

Traffic

195

500

300

300

Presumed Fledged

4/17/2012

6/22/2012 04/17/2012 - AMKE pair copulate on adjacent tree at 0703. Male "shows" Platanus racemosa cavity to female at
0706. Female enters cavity at 0709 and remains for duration of 30-minute observation. - RRadd
04/26/2012 - Following heavy rain, wet male brings lizard to female who emerges dry from cavity at 0710. She
consumes it in 2 pieces and returns to nest by 0730. - RRadd
05/01/2012 - Female AMKE emerges from cavity at 0717 and perches up to wait for food drop. Male does not
arrive by 0730. - RRadd
05/08/2012 - AMKE male harassing RTHA from food exchange perch near nest, then nest guarding. Female not
observed during 20-minute observation. - RRadd
05/15/2012 - Female leaves cavity to accept insect food from male at 1219. - RRadd
05/24/2012 - AMKE pair carrying food to nest at 1736. - RRadd
06/01/2012 - Male observed at customary nest-guard perch, but non-project activity 100 feet west of nest and no
activity from cavity observed. - RRadd
06/06/2012 - No AMKE detected 0638-0708. Male observed hunting adjacent to area but no others detected
1028. Fledged? - RRadd
06/12/2012 - Female perched at "butcher-block"; male departs from cavity at 1602. - RRadd
06/22/2012 - No AMKE detections during 2 x 20-minute observations. May have fledged. - RRadd
06/27/2012 - Nest presumed fledged; juveniles observed away from nest. - RRadd

Yes

PHAI

Phainopepla

041712_rrdd_03

CP62-2-E

Road Area

Riparian Scrubs

Traffic

26

100

50

50

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

4/17/2012

5/10/2012 04/17/2012 - PHAI pair making multiple trips with nest material. - RRadd
04/26/2012 - Female on nest after heavy rain at 0815. - RRadd
05/01/2012 - Female PHAI departs nest and male settles on 0757. No food brought to nest. - RRadd
05/08/2012 - No bird visible on hidden nest, but male PHAI perches nearby giving alarm calls in response to
observer presence. Hatched young? - RRadd
05/15/2012 - No PHAI activity at this nest during 30-minute observation. Monitor once more before closing. RRadd
05/24/2012 - No activity for more than 2 weeks indicates this attempt was terminated. - RRadd

No

OATI

Oak Titmouse

041712_rrdd_04

Hartung CY-N

Road Area

Riparian Forests and Woodlands

Traffic

32

100

50

50

Presumed Fledged

4/17/2012

5/13/2012 04/17/2012 - OATI visited cavity with food at 1446. - RRadd
04/25/2012 - OATI brings food item to nest at 1438. - RRadd
05/02/2012 - OATI exits nest at 1411 and makes numerous trips with food during 30 minute observation. - RRadd
05/08/2012 - OATI pair feeding nest at 2 minute intervals, 1417. - RRadd
05/15/2012 - OATI no longer attend this cavity. Previous observations suggest successful fledge. - RRadd

Yes

ANHU

Anna's Hummingbird

041712_rrdd_06

El Monte CY

Construction Yards

Riparian Forests and Woodlands

Other

35

100

50

50

Presumed Fledged

4/17/2012

5/24/2012 04/17/2012 - ANHU incubating nest from 1533 -1548. - RRadd
04/25/2012 - ANHU on nest for duration of 20-minute observation. - RRadd
05/02/2012 - ANHU leaves nest briefly to forage, and no young are fed at return, suggesting incubation is in
progress. - RRadd
05/08/2012 - ANHU female on nest more than off, but no feeding of young observed. - RRadd
05/16/2012 - ANHU female feeding single nestling at 0737. - RRadd
05/24/2012 - Nest appears intact and empty. ANHU no longer visit. Previous observations suggest successful
fledge. - RRadd

Yes
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Nest Outcome

Date Nest
Found
4/17/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
4/19/2012 04/17/2012 - Avian approved biologist C. Vettes discovered a stick nest in the early stages of construction
(approximately 15% complete) in lattice structure CP35-2. No CORA activity was observed in the vicinity of the
nest; however, no sticks were observed in the tower yesterday afternoon (04/16/12), and the Common Raven pair
that attempted to nest in CP36-1 was observed perching in CP35-2 following the nest removal in CP36-1. - MDicus
04/18/2012 - CORA pair was observed adding sticks to a nest that is now approximately 50% constructed. The pair
carried sticks to the nest 4 times between 11:15 and 12:00, with one adult standing in the nest for approximately
10 minutes, adjusting material. - MDicus
04/19/2012 - Between 11:00 and 13:45, the avian biologist watched the CORA pair make 3 trips to the nest with
sticks, dead yucca fibers, and toilet paper. The nest was removed at 13:45 in the presence of an avian biologist to
facilitate construction (wire stringing), per agency concurrence (received 04/19/12) and through adherence to the
NBMMP. Deterrents present on the site included mylar flash tape tied to the base and arms of the tower.
Following concurrence, a lineman was flown to the top of the tower. The nest was first checked for eggs or
nestlings. The nest was empty. The lineman removed the nest, which was approximately 80% constructed at the
time of removal, and installed 2 Daddy Long Legs nest deterrents. The nest was photographed prior to removal.
The raven pair was observed circling the tower and vocalizing during this process. No additional nesting behaviors
were observed. - MDicus

Species
Code
Common Name
CORA Common Raven

ID

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
Type
Habitat
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
Pad Areas-Structure Pad Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance
Area

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
0

Fledged
No

AR070436
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Sunrise Powerlink 2012 Nest Monitoring Log

Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
BUSH Bushtit

Nest ID
041712_rrdd_07

ID
El Monte CY

Type
Construction Yards

Habitat
Riparian Forests and Woodlands

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
Other

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
25

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
Nest Outcome
50
50
Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

Date Nest
Found
4/17/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
5/14/2012 04/17/2012 - BUSH pair briefly visit nest that appears substantially complete at 1521. - RRadd
04/25/2012 - Male BUSH foraging near nest which appears complete. - RRadd
05/02/2012 - Solo BUSH visits nest surreptitiously at 1531 and then departs. - RRadd
05/08/2012 - Nest appears sound and fair. No BUSH detections from 1534-1600. - RRadd
05/16/2012 - Nest has been destroyed by natural agents. - RRadd

Fledged
No

BUSH

Bushtit

041712_rrdd_08

Hartung CY-E

Road Area

Riparian Forests and Woodlands

Traffic

70

100

50

50

Presumed Fledged

4/17/2012

5/30/2012 04/17/2012 - BUSH pair bringing clumps of Salix flower to substantially complete nest at 1630. - RRadd
04/25/2012 - BUSH pair continue to visit nest 1559. - RRadd
05/02/2012 - BUSH departs nest after 30 minutes of observation at 1635. - RRadd
05/08/2012 - No BUSH detected on windy afternoon, nest looks sound and intact. - RRadd
05/15/2012 - BUSH carrying food to nest 1640. - RRadd
05/23/2012 - BUSH pair making trips with food and nesting material from 1546-1628. - RRadd
06/01/2012 - No BUSH detected visiting during 30 minute observation. Presumed fledged. - RRadd

Yes

BUOR

Bullock's Oriole

041712_rrdd_09

Hartung CY-E

Road Area

Riparian Forests and Woodlands

Traffic

10

100

50

50

Presumed Fledged

4/17/2012

5/28/2012 04/17/2012 - BUOR pair associating with large fresh nest that appears complete and is consistent with this
species. - RRadd
04/25/2012 - Female BUOR exits nest at 1555. - RRadd
05/02/2012 - Male nest-guarding/ singing 1458, scolds observer on AR at 70 from nest. - RRadd
05/08/2012 - Female BUOR departs nest at 1608. Male nest guards. - RRadd
05/15/2012 - Female departs nest at 1712 to forage. - RRadd
05/16/2012 - BUOR carrying food to nest 0704-0712. - RRadd
05/23/2012 - Male to nest at 1535. - RRadd
06/01/2012 - No BUOR detected at this nest during 30 minute observation. Presumed fledged. - RRadd

Yes

HOFI

House Finch

041812_ahll_01

Wilson CY

Construction Yards

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance

0

100

100

100

Removed

4/18/2012

4/18/2012 04/18/2012 - Nest was found by biomonitor during morning sweeps, approximately 35% complete, with no eggs
or young present. Streamer deterrents installed on crane and cavities were taped. Removal of nest was required
based on potential impacts to material logistics operations supporting construction and the CAISO request for
energization by June 1, such as tower assembly, cost impacts relative to alternative options, and potential for
more nests at the idle piece of equipment during the anticipated nest cycle. Nest was not a candidate for a buffer
reduction allowing for use of the crane, but rather, for removal. Nest was photographed and removed, per the
NBMMP. - AHill

No

CAGN

California Gnatcatcher

041812_bloh_01 AR-CY-Sycamore-E

Road Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic

711

300

300

300

Nest did not reach active stage

4/18/2012

4/25/2012 04/18/2012 - Nest about 20% built, male and female making return trips with nest material. - BLohstroh
04/25/2012 - No evidence of nest remains, pair active over 300 feet away and did not return to area. Nest was
less than a quarter-built when first located. - BLohstroh

No

LEGO

Lesser Goldfinch

041812_hwey_01 CP88-1-N-A

Road Area

Riparian Forests and Woodlands

Traffic

10

100

50

50

Fledged

4/18/2012

5/24/2012 04/18/2012 - Female Lesser Goldfinch adding fibrous material and spider webs to leaves and stem of giant cane.
Male perched nearby. - HWinfrey
04/26/2012 - Female on nest at 1229. - HWinfrey
05/03/2012 - Female observed on nest at 0811. - HWinfrey
05/10/2012 - Female on nest at 1216. - HWinfrey
05/17/2012 - 3 nestlings visible; pinfeathers emerging on primaries. - HWinfrey
05/22/2012 - 2 fully feathered nestlings in nest at 0638. - HWinfrey
05/24/2012 - Nest empty. "Fully feathered nestlings" observed early morning 22 May have presumably fledged. BArnold

Yes

NOFL

Northern Flicker

041812_hwey_02 CP98-1-N-A

Road Area

Riparian Forests and Woodlands

Traffic

30

100

100

100

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

4/18/2012

5/6/2012 04/18/2012 - Male Northern Flicker observed entering cavity, heard chiseling interior, and seen removing
woodchips from inside. - HWinfrey
04/24/2012 - NOFL leaves nest cavity at 1044. - HWinfrey
04/30/2012 - No activity observed from 0830 to 0900. - HWinfrey
05/06/2012 - Limb containing nest cavity has broken off of main snag, apparently due to wind and decay. Nest
closed. - HWinfrey

No

HOFI

House Finch

041812_jdus_01

CP33-2

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Chaparrals
Area

Other

0

100

100

100

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
construction

4/18/2012

4/18/2012 04/18/2012 - Today, while avian biologists surveyed towers CP43-2 to CP31-2 (the upcoming pull scheduled for
April 21) for active nests, a new House Finch nest was observed inside a traveler on the CP33-2 structure. The pair
was observed visiting the nest together with the female remaining at the nest for extended periods, occasionally
leaving. Nest stage could not be determined from the ground, approximately 75 feet below the nest. A lineman
was dispatched to photograph the nest contents, with the avian biologists on the ground to confirm the status of
the nest per the NBMMP, given upcoming wire stringing at this site. Avian biologists may not climb a tower due to
the required safety training and equipment. At approximately 1605, the crew arrived at the top of the tower by
helicopter, and the avian biologists communicated the nest location. In the process of climbing down the tower,
the lineman's foot contacted the traveler containing the nest. The traveler spun ½ turn, displacing at least 2 eggs
from the nest, falling to the ground and breaking, with the remaining eggs breaking in place. - JDicus

No

CAGN

California Gnatcatcher

041812_kats_01

CP13-2-E-C

Road Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic

755

300

300

300

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

4/18/2012

4/25/2012 04/18/2012 - 4 eggs; male tending. - KAlberts
04/25/2012 - See following comment. - BArnold
04/25/2012 - Nest predated with the lining pulled up. - KAlberts

No
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
HOFI House Finch

Nest ID
041812_kats_02

CP78-2-E

Type
Road Area

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
Habitat
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic

Woodlands and Forests

ID

WESJ

Western Scrub-Jay

041812_lton_01

GS-NF-25

Pad Areas-Work Area

CAKI

Cassin's Kingbird

041812_vers_01

CP51-2

CORA

Common Raven

041812_vers_02

HOFI

House Finch

041912_ahll_01

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
0

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
100
100
Removed

Nest Outcome

Date Nest
Found
4/18/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
4/17/2012 04/17/2012 - Nest was found being built in the early morning by a pair of HOFI on top of the locking
mechanism/sliding bar of the yellow pipe gate between the south end of the El Capitan Reservoir paved area and
the dirt road that continues south to the Bauer property. Female HOFI was seen bring a Chaenactis flower into the
housed lock area, and exiting without. Inspection revealed a nest in progress about 10% complete, with no eggs or
young present, right on top of all the locks. The need for removal was immediate, as Project work was already
underway and more work was on the way, all of which required accessing this gate, unlocking it, and moving the
sliding bar, which would have immediately moved the nest out of place. Deterrent activity includes multiple trips
through this gate on a daily basis by Sunrise and San Diego County Water personnel. The nest was photographed
and removed by an avian biologist, following NBMMP stipulations. It is recommended that daily opening and
closing of this gate continues to deter additional attempts. - KAlberts

Fledged
No

BMP installation/maintenance

40

100

100

100

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

4/18/2012

5/30/2012 04/18/2012 - Pair seen flying to nest. No eggs in nest. Pair bonding activity observed; 1 feeding the other. LThoreson
04/28/2012 - Nest appears completely lined. Adults both present near nest, but no eggs yet. - MKuehn
05/08/2012 - Adult observed on nest, then was off nest 20 minutes later after checking a nearby nest. Nest
contains 4 eggs. - MKuehn
05/16/2012 - No adults on nest but observed nearby. Did not look directly inside the nest, but could see at least 2
eggs. - ELoveless
05/22/2012 - Nest contains at least 2 young naked nestlings, approximately 2-3 days old. Eyes closed and no trace
of pin feather emergence on wings. - MKuehn
05/30/2012 - Nest is empty and was not expected to fledge until approximately 6/9. Appears likely to have been
depredated. - MKuehn

No

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Chaparrals
Area

BMP installation/maintenance

0

100

100

100

Removed

4/18/2012

4/18/2012 04/18/2012 - A pair of Cassin's Kingbirds was observed building a nest in structure CP51-2 during ongoing wire
stringing activities. The nest was removed to facilitate construction (wire stringing), per agency concurrence on
4/18/12 and through adherence to the NBMMP. Deterrents present consist of mylar flash tape. Following
concurrence, and in the presence of onsite biomonitor, a lineman was dropped at the top of the tower and
removed the newly-initiated Cassin's Kingbird nest of dried mustard plant stalks and installed an approved "Daddy
Long-legs" type deterrent on the end of the arm. At the time of removal (approximately 1045), the nest was 1%
constructed and contained no eggs or nestlings. Photos were taken of the removed nest material. - VEurs

No

CP53-1

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Chaparrals
Area

BMP installation/maintenance

0

100

100

100

Removed

4/18/2012

4/18/2012 04/18/2012 - A pair of Common Ravens was observed building a nest in structure CP53-1 during ongoing wire
stringing activities. The nest was removed to facilitate construction (wire stringing), per agency concurrence on
4/18/12 and through adherence to the NBMMP. Deterrents present consist of mylar flash tape and "Daddy Long
Legs" deterrents installed in previous 3 nest attempt locations. Following concurrence, and in the presence of the
onsite biologist, 2 linemen were dropped at the top of the tower and removed the partially constructed Common
Raven nest. Before the removal crew arrived, the CORA pair perched on the tower for a total of 30 minutes,
calling and preening. They defended the tower from a RTHA, but did not bring more sticks to the nest. At the time
of removal (approximately 15:00), the nest was 5% constructed, contained no eggs or nestlings, and the nest and
nest area were photographed. An approved nesting bird deterrent (another "Daddy Long-legs"), was
subsequently installed in the tower in place of the removed nest, as well as more mylar tape and another "Daddy
Long-legs" in the bridge above. - VEurs

No

Wilson CY

Construction Yards

Other

0

100

100

100

Nest with eggs or young failed for
unknown causes

4/19/2012

4/19/2012 04/19/2012 - Biomonitor found this House Finch nest under construction during the morning sweep and
contacted an avian biologist, who approved the removal following the NBMMP, and based on description, nesting
stage with no eggs or young present, location on needed equipment, and a picture. Streamer deterrents installed
on crane. Removal of nest was required based on potential impacts to material logistics operations supporting
construction such as tower assembly, cost impacts relative to alternative options, and potential for more nests at
the idle piece of equipment during the anticipated nest cycle. When the nest was removed, it was discovered to
contain at least 1 broken egg with dried yolk present (more than 1 days dried). This piece of equipment has been
used this week at least 1 day. It is unlikely that a predator reached this nest as the location was very hidden, and
wind probably did not play a factor as the nest was well shielded from the elements, making natural failure
unlikely. It is possible this nest went undetected and failed due to the equipment being moved, as the egg(s) could
have broken during the recent crane use. This nest is from this season as indicated by fresh, green nesting
materials and condition of the egg matter. - AHill

No

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
HOFI House Finch

Nest ID
041912_bald_01

ID
Sycamore Substation

Type
Substation

Habitat
Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
OH - wire stringing

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
0

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
Nest Outcome
30
30
Presumed Fledged

CALT

California Towhee

041912_elss_01

Gorka Gate

Road Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Other

500

100

100

100

LEGO

Lesser Goldfinch

041912_elss_02

Gorka Gate

Road Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic

240

100

50

50

SPTO

Spotted Towhee

041912_elss_04

Gorka Gate

Road Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Other

500

100

100

100

HOFI

House Finch

041912_jdus_01

CP51-2

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats OH - wire stringing
Area

30

100

30

HOWR House Wren

041912_jdus_02

CP49-1-PS-N

Road Area

62

100

50

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic
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Date Nest
Found
4/19/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
5/15/2012 04/19/2012 - Nest was discovered when the biologist was walking by the nest, and the female flushed from the
nest while the avian biologist was 2 feet distant; 4 eggs on nest. - BArnold
04/23/2012 - Adult female incubating on nest. - BArnold
04/28/2012 - Female flushed from nest at about 10 feet upon approach to examine phases draped over pile of
tubing. Nest with several nestlings, exact number is uncertain. - BArnold
04/29/2012 - Female flushed from nest at about 30 feet, stayed away while phase and static wires were removed
by hand from where they had lain draped over the aluminum tubing pile after being lowered from above.
Nestlings remain in nest, being brooded by adult female. Avian biologist decided to enter buffer with 2 SDG&E
workers to remove this wire to preclude inadvertent tipping or jerking of nest tube during wire retrieval using
truck wench. Avian biologist was not present and did not observe phase and static wire being lowered into 30foot buffer, and on top of and in direct contact with the aluminum tube that contains the nest. It is unclear why
this occurred, a bio-monitor was presumably present during all of these activities. - BArnold
05/02/2012 - Female observed at nest. - BArnold
05/09/2012 - Large nestlings observed shifting around inside nest. - BArnold
05/15/2012 - Well-protected nest, slightly degraded with lots of scat, empty and indicative of recent fledging. BArnold

Fledged
Yes

Presumed Fledged

4/19/2012

5/16/2012 04/19/2012 - One CALT observed laying in nest. - ELoveless
04/23/2012 - CALT on nest for duration of observation. - RRadd
04/30/2012 - CALT on nest for duration of 15 minutes observer was nearby. - RRadd
05/07/2012 - CALT on nest for duration of the observation. - RRadd
05/14/2012 - CALT carrying food to nest at 5-15 minute intervals. - RRadd
05/21/2012 - Nest is empty and intact, presumed fledged. - RRadd

Yes

Nest did not reach active stage

4/19/2012

4/25/2012 04/19/2012 - Nest complete with no eggs. Female entered the nest twice during 30-minute observation with no
material. She stayed in the nest for 1-3 minutes at a time. - ELoveless
04/23/2012 - LEGO female on nest for duration of observation at 1505. - RRadd
04/30/2012 - Nest is complete, lined and empty. LEGO pair present and calling nearby, though not observed on
nest. - RRadd
05/07/2012 - Nest is aging. Although LEGO pair remain in area, they exhibit no association with this nest. - RRadd

No

Presumed Fledged

4/19/2012

5/18/2012 04/19/2012 - Female SPTO observed adding nesting material to nest. - ELoveless
04/23/2012 - No SPTO detections during 30 minute observation on cool gray day. - RRadd
04/30/2012 - No SPTO detections near this nest during 20-minute observation. - RRadd
05/07/2012 - No SPTO detected in area during 30-minute observation. - RRadd
05/14/2012 - SPTO pair make 3 trips with food to nest 1242, 1252, 1308. - RRadd
05/21/2012 - Nest is no longer being fed, presumed fledged. - RRadd

Yes

30

Nest did not reach active stage

4/19/2012

4/25/2012 04/19/2012 - HOFI female stealing nest material from CAKI nest attempt in same tower (has now completely
dismantled and removed all visible signs of CAKI nest attempt). 10 trips to HOFI nest with material were observed.
- JDicus
04/25/2012 - Nest is gone. During 2 hours of observation, a pair of House Finches landed in different locations
within the tower and appeared to be nest site selecting, but neither bird showed an affinity to the original nest
location; nor were they observed carrying material to this spot. - MDicus

No

50

Fledged

4/19/2012

5/11/2012 04/19/2012 - Pair attends nest, entering multiple times. Male sings incessantly from nest tree. - JDicus
04/27/2012 - With the exception of a few minutes, 1 wren was in the nest cavity or perched within 15 feet for the
30 minute observation period. In general, the male perched nearby singing and entered the nest on occasion to
give the female food. The female entered and exited the nest, apparently foraging. At one point, the female had
exited the nest, and a pair of HOFI landed near the cavity entrance. The male wren entered the cavity was able to
keep the finches from entering. - VEurs
05/04/2012 - Both adults were observed making multiple trips into the nest cavity with food in a short period of
time to feed their extremely vocal nestlings. - VEurs
05/11/2012 - Both adults were observed by the nest cavity as the sound of several wrens scolding was heard in
nearby shrubs. The area around the cavity entrance is spotted with droppings, perhaps indicating that fledglings
were perched there for a time. The female made about a dozen trips to remove nesting material from the cavity
as the male sang energetically close by. The pair may attempt a second clutch. - VEurs

Yes
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
WTKI White-tailed Kite

Nest ID
041912_lton_01

GS-NS-24

Type
Pad Areas-Work Area

Habitat
Woodlands and Forests

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
OH - wire stringing

ID

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
480

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
500

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
450
450
Fledged

Nest Outcome

Date Nest
Found
4/19/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
6/7/2012 04/19/2012 - Adult initially seen flying within the vicinity of the pine trees on the abandoned property to the
north. The nest was identified during the potential raptor nesting detection portion of the survey. An adult was
observed on the nest and did not leave when the avian biologist logged the location using a GPS device. LThoreson
04/28/2012 - One adult on nest and another perched 100 feet away. - MKuehn
05/08/2012 - Adult remained on nest for entire 30 minute observation period, rising occasionally to tend nest
contents. Second adult was not detected. Unsure if nest contains eggs still, or young nestlings. Adult was
positioned low in nest. - MKuehn
05/16/2012 - Two nestlings observed in nest. One has juvenile plumage and is standing on the rim of the nest.
The 2nd nestling was observed briefly and stayed low in the nest. No adults were observed. - ELoveless
05/22/2012 - A nestling can still be seen at the nest (appears in full juvenile plumage). - MKuehn
05/30/2012 - One nestling could be seen perched on rim of nest. - MKuehn
06/07/2012 - Adults and immature bird observed in area. Immature bird observed flying to oaks within area and
calling. Nest fledged successfully. Closed. - VNovik

Fledged
Yes

BUSH

Bushtit

041912_rrdd_01

CP56-1-PS-E-A

Road Area

Chaparrals

BMP installation/maintenance

65

100

60

60

Indeterminate

4/19/2012

5/14/2012 04/19/2012 - BUSH making regular trips to nest which appears mostly complete. - RRadd
04/23/2012 - BUSH near nest was not observed entering nest on cool rainy day. - RRadd
04/30/2012 - No activity at this intact nest from 0900-0920. - RRadd
05/07/2012 - BUSH pair foraging away from nest visit after 30 minutes. Both enter, one stays, the other returns
briefly after 5 minutes then departs and does not return, 0820. - RRadd
05/14/2012 - Nest appears intact and well protected but no BUSH detected during 35 minutes of cool foggy
weather from 0745-0820. - RRadd
05/21/2012 - No activity observed from 1335-1350. - RRadd
05/29/2012 - Nest appears to be deteriorating, no BUSH detected. Uncertain if an egg was ever laid. - RRadd

N/A

CALT

California Towhee

041912_rrdd_02

CP56-1-PS-E-B

Road Area

Chaparrals

BMP installation/maintenance

30

100

75

75

Indeterminate

4/19/2012

4/30/2012 04/19/2012 - CALT at nest containing 2 eggs. - RRadd
04/23/2012 - CALT does not leave nest during 10 minute observation. - RRadd
04/30/2012 - Nest empty, but CALT still agitated at presence of observer at edge of buffer. - RRadd
05/07/2012 - Nest remains empty; CALT likely re-nesting outside the buffer. - RRadd

N/A

LEGO

Lesser Goldfinch

041912_rrdd_03

CP56-1-PS-E-B

Road Area

Chaparrals

BMP installation/maintenance

26

100

100

100

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

4/19/2012

4/21/2012 04/19/2012 - LEGO pair attending nest with 3 eggs. - RRadd
04/23/2012 - Nest contains 1 egg. - RRadd
04/30/2012 - Nest is empty and falling apart. Presumed damaged by weather approximately 21 April. - RRadd

No

CATH

California Thrasher

041912_rrdd_04

CP55/CP56-1 PS

Pad Areas-Stringing Area Riparian Scrubs

BMP installation/maintenance

100

100

100

100

Presumed Fledged

4/19/2012

4/22/2012 04/19/2012 - CATH on nest appeared to be rotating eggs or interacting with nestlings - no food carry observed. RRadd
04/23/2012 - CATH on nest at 1708. - RRadd
04/30/2012 - Nest is intact with some feces on the nest rim. Adult CATH perches above nest and sings
intermittently for15 minutes. Presumed fledged. - RRadd

Yes

BUSH

Bushtit

041912_sjon_01

EP70

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Chaparrals
Area

BMP installation/maintenance

0

100

100

100

Removed

4/19/2012

4/19/2012 04/19/2012 - Nest location was approximately 15 feet from A leg and 9 feet up in manzanita shrub. Nest was
estimated to be approximately 10% complete. Nest location provided little protection from rotor wash. Because
of the high potential for this nest to be negatively impacted by rotor wash from the sky crane while setting
towers, it was removed at a very early stage of building (10%), with no eggs or young present following
concurrence, per the NBMMP. Removal at this stage provides the nesting pair the chance to successfully build a
nest away from the tower location, and allows critical construction activities to proceed without delay at this
location. - SJohnston

No

HOFI

House Finch

042012_ahll_01

Wilson CY

Construction Yards

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance

0

100

100

100

Removed

4/20/2012

4/20/2012 04/20/2012 - Nest was found by biomonitor during morning sweeps, approximately 95% complete, with no eggs
or young present. Streamer deterrents installed on crane and cavities were taped. Removal of nest was required
based on potential impacts to material logistics operations supporting construction and the CAISO request for
energization by June 1, such as tower assembly, cost impacts relative to alternative options, and potential for
more nests at the idle piece of equipment during the anticipated nest cycle. Nest was not a candidate for a buffer
reduction allowing for use of the crane, but rather, for removal. Nest was photographed and removed, per the
NBMMP. - AHill

No

HOFI

House Finch

042012_bald_01

Sycamore Substation SSDE1

Substation

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Substation - new construction

0

100

100

100

Nest with eggs or young failed for
unknown causes

4/20/2012

4/20/2012 04/20/2012 - Well-built and well-placed nest with 5 eggs was discovered by a mechanic after he moved lift about
50 feet to a new location to perform scheduled maintenance. Mechanic contacted the bio-monitor, who in turn
contacted the avian biologist. The lift had been moved earlier in the morning, prior to the mechanic moving it. In
addition, during the past week the lift had been used and moved several times by the SRPL new construction
workers, and was available for use by O&M maintenance workers, who definitely used a lift during their
maintenance activities, but it is unclear if this particular lift was the one that they used. It remains unclear when
this nest was constructed and when the eggs were laid. House Finches lay 1 egg a day. They can build a nest in 1
day, but given the well-built nature of this nest, it likely required 2 or more days to finish. As such, this nest can be
as recently constructed as 7 days ago, or it could have been constructed up to 3 weeks ago. The lift was present
inside the substation during this entire period. - BArnold
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
HOFI House Finch

Nest ID
042012_elss_01

ID
CP95-1

Type
Structures

Habitat
Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Chaparrals

HOFI

House Finch

042012_hwey_01 EP34-1

Pad Areas-TSAP

HOFI

House Finch

042012_jdus_01

CP32-2

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Chaparrals
Area

LASP

Lark Sparrow

042012_rrdd_01

CP64-2 PS

LASP

Lark Sparrow

042012_rrdd_02

CAKI

Cassin's Kingbird

HOFI

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
BMP installation/maintenance

OH - tower erection

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
0

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
100
100
Removed

100

100

30

30

OH - wire stringing

0

100

100

Pad Areas-Stringing Area Grasslands and Meadows

Grading

8

100

CP64-2 PS

Pad Areas-Stringing Area Grasslands and Meadows

Grading

49

042012_rrdd_03

CP64-2

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Grasslands and Meadows
Area

BMP installation/maintenance

House Finch

042012_rrdd_04

CP64-2

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Grasslands and Meadows
Area

HOFI

House Finch

042012_rrdd_05

CP64-2

HOFI

House Finch

042012_rrdd_06

HOFI

House Finch

PHAI

Phainopepla

Nest Outcome

Date Nest
Found
4/20/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
4/20/2012 04/20/2012 - A pair of House Finches was observed carrying nesting material to the CP95 monopole about 12
times throughout the day. The nest was less than 10% complete and no eggs were present. Bird deterrent tape is
present within 6 inches of the nest. Construction at the tower may require work to take place at the nest site.
Because the nest is located in a man-made Project structure that requires construction within the possible nest
cycle, deterrents were present, and the birds are only in the beginning stages of nest building, the nest was
removed from the structure, following NBMMP stipulations. The nest was photographed. - ELoveless

Fledged
No

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

4/20/2012

5/4/2012 04/20/2012 - Male and female HOFIs adding nest material. Nest appears 80% complete. A close examination with
mirror reveals no eggs inside. - HWinfrey
04/28/2012 - 2 hatchlings in nest, partially emerged from eggs. Earliest expected fledging date is 5/9/12. HWinfrey
05/04/2012 - Nest is pulled apart, with 2 broken eggshells remaining in nest. Nest closed due to predation. HWinfrey

No

100

Removed

4/20/2012

4/20/2012 04/20/2012 - A new House Finch nest was detected inside the CP32-2 middle traveler on the west side of the
tower 100 feet above ground level. The female House Finch made 9 trips to nest with material. Nest stage could
not be determined from the ground, though active nest building suggested egg laying had not begun. A lineman
was dispatched to the tower via helicopter skid transfer to verify nest contents while avian biologist remained to
confirm status of nest per the NBMMP, given wire stringing occurring at the site. Nest contents were verified by a
lineman on the tower before stringing of that phase commenced. Avian biologists may not climb a tower due to
the required safety training and equipment. At 1225, the crew arrived at the tower. Avian biologist communicated
the nest location and confirmed lineman was to check nest contents without disturbing traveler. At 1234 the
lineman called down that the nest was empty and with concurrence from avian biologist, nest removal was
completed. - JDicus

No

100

100

Nest did not reach active stage

4/20/2012

4/20/2012 04/20/2012 - Clean empty nest. - RRadd
04/27/2012 - Nest remains empty 1 day after severe weather. LASP activity on territory continues. - RRadd
05/03/2012 - No eggs were ever laid in this nest. - RRadd

No

100

100

100

Nest did not reach active stage

4/20/2012

4/26/2012 04/20/2012 - Complete nest ready to receive first egg. - RRadd
04/27/2012 - Nest remains empty 1 day after severe weather. LASP activity on territory continues. - RRadd
05/03/2012 - R. Radd reports that no eggs were ever laid in this nest. - KAlberts

No

50

100

100

100

Nest did not reach active stage

4/20/2012

5/9/2012 04/20/2012 - CAKI pair carrying material to insulator mounting bracket. - RRadd
04/27/2012 - CAKI pair frequenting nest; no material carrying observed. - RRadd
05/03/2012 - CAKI continue to frequent and defend this location, but nest condition unknown. - RRadd
05/10/2012 - CAKI no longer present at tower, thus site apparently usurped by WEKI pair building new nest
adjacent. - RRadd

No

None

0

100

30

30

Presumed Fledged

4/20/2012

5/25/2012 04/20/2012 - HOFI on nest which appears complete and ready for an egg. - RRadd
04/27/2012 - HOFI incubating 5 eggs. - RRadd
05/03/2012 - HOFI incubation of 5 eggs continues. - RRadd
05/10/2012 - HOFI incubating 5 eggs. - RRadd
05/16/2012 - Nest contains grey downy young at 1058. - RRadd
05/22/2012 - Adult feeding large feathered young; anticipated to fledge 2-3 days. - RRadd
05/31/2012 - Nest has apparently fledged and a new nest has been initiated (1 egg). - RRadd

Yes

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Grasslands and Meadows
Area

Other

100

100

30

30

Presumed Fledged

4/20/2012

5/20/2012 04/20/2012 - Nest with 3 eggs. - RRadd
04/27/2012 - HOFI incubating 4 eggs. - RRadd
05/03/2012 - HOFI attending hatched young at 1234. - RRadd
05/10/2012 - HOFI male feeding nestlings. - RRadd
05/16/2012 - Small nestlings are feathered at 1054. - RRadd
05/22/2012 - Nest is empty, presumed fledged. Juveniles observed away from nest. - RRadd

Yes

CP64-2

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Grasslands and Meadows
Area

BMP installation/maintenance

10

100

30

30

Nest did not reach active stage

4/20/2012

4/29/2012 04/20/2012 - HOFI bringing nest material. - RRadd
04/27/2012 - No changes at this nest. - RRadd
05/03/2012 - Nest is no longer present and is presumed lost to weather or nest material thievery. - RRadd

No

042012_rrdd_07

CP64-2

Pad Areas-TSAP

Grasslands and Meadows

BMP installation/maintenance

32

100

100

100

Presumed Fledged

4/20/2012

5/14/2012 04/20/2012 - Nest contains 3 eggs. - RRadd
04/27/2012 - Changed species from Lark Sparrow to House Finch. Nest contains 3 eggs and 1 fresh-hatched
nestling. - RRadd
05/03/2012 - HOFI continues to brood nestlings. - RRadd
05/10/2012 - HOFI on nest does not flush during brief observation. - RRadd
05/16/2012 - Nest is empty with many feces on rim, suggests successful fledge. - RRadd

Yes

042012_rrdd_08

CP65-1

Pad Areas-TSAP

Chaparrals

BMP installation/maintenance

200

100

100

100

Nest did not reach active stage

4/20/2012

4/30/2012 04/20/2012 - Nest is 50% built with male PHAI adding material at 1310. - RRadd
04/27/2012 - Nest appears complete; PHAI male chases female away at observer approach. - RRadd
05/03/2012 - Nest has fallen sideways, presumed lost to weather. - RRadd
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
BCHU Black-chinned Hummingbird

Habitat
Riparian Forests and Woodlands

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
Traffic

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
15

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
Nest Outcome
50
50
Presumed Fledged

Date Nest
Found
4/20/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
6/6/2012 04/20/2012 - Female BCHU bringing Platanus racemosa fuzz to nest 50% complete. - RRadd
04/27/2012 - BCHU lying intermittently on complete nest. - RRadd
05/03/2012 - Female on nest at 0704 does not flush. - RRadd
05/10/2012 - Female comes to nest and stays at 1722. - RRadd
05/16/2012 - Female BCHU comes to nest (after 20 minutes away) and settles at 1604, does not feed young. RRadd
05/22/2012 - BCHU female perched near nest. Nest appears full, but observation terminated when dive-bombed
by female COHA from adjacent nest. Nestling presence presumed. - RRadd
05/31/2012 - Adult female feeds 2 feathered nestlings 1522. - RRadd
06/06/2012 - Nest appears empty, and no BCHU observed during 15 minute observation. Presumed fledged. RRadd

Nest ID
042012_rrdd_09

ID
CP64-2 PS-E

Type
Road Area

CP32-2

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats OH - wire stringing
Area

130

100

50

50

Indeterminate

4/20/2012

5/19/2012 04/20/2012 - While monitoring a nearby nest, the biologist observed a Bushtit pair foraging in the area, returning
to a particular shrub. Upon examining the shrub, a complete nest was found. The male brought a small insect into
the nest, presumably for the female, as no sounds of nestlings were heard emanating from the nest. - VEurs
04/28/2012 - Adults observed making numerous trips with food material. Nestling begging calls could be heard
when adults arrived. - GHuffman
05/05/2012 - The nestlings could be heard vocalizing as an adult brought food into the nest. - VEurs
05/12/2012 - No Bushtits approached the nest during 35 minutes of observation, but they were detected flying
about the surrounding habitat. - VEurs
05/19/2012 - There is no sign of the nest in the nest shrub. This nest with young may have failed due to natural
causes or may have fledged between 5-5 and 5-12. - VEurs

N/A

30

100

30

30

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

4/21/2012

5/21/2012 04/21/2012 - Discovered nest while performing transects between pull site and tower. Nest was vacant for
approximately 10 minutes and then observed female HOFI on nest. Contents of nest not visible from any vantage
point but due to duration of female on nest it can be concluded that she is incubating. Buffer signs installed and
trail staked from pull site to tower to clarify boundary. - GHuffman
04/28/2012 - Shortly after the start of the observation period, the HOFI pair arrived at the nest. The female
perched at the edge for a few minutes and eventually settled in the nest, where she remained for 15+ minutes.
The male was often perched nearby, singing and chasing off other male HOFI's, though he appeared less
concerned about nearby LEGO's. The male and female exchanged chirping calls. - VEurs
05/05/2012 - Female on the nest during observations. Male perched briefly in the nest shrub to sing. - VEurs
05/14/2012 - No HOFI activity detected in the vicinity of the nest during 30 minutes of observation. - VEurs
05/21/2012 - The nest is completely gone from the nest shrub; there is no sign of it. This nest with eggs or young
failed due to natural causes. - VEurs

No

0

100

100

100

Removed

4/21/2012

4/21/2012 04/21/2012 - A pair of House Finches was observed bringing nesting material to tower at 1630 on 4/20/12 by
biologist R. Haller. Nest building continued on the morning of 4/21/12, with the pair consistently making trips
with nest material while workers and vehicles were directly beneath the nest. Nest is located in a pocket of bird
deterrent netting at the top of the tower shroud, about 25 feet off the ground. The nest was examined and found
to be 50% complete with no eggs or young. Nest removal was conducted per the NBMMP to allow for needed
cable testing work requiring access to the shroud. - HWinfrey

No

BUSH

Bushtit

042012_vers_01

HOFI

House Finch

042112_ghan_01 CP43-1 PS

Pad Areas-Stringing Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats OH - wire stringing

HOFI

House Finch

042112_hwey_01 CP95-1

Pad Areas-Maintenance Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Area
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
BLPH Black Phoebe

Nest ID
042112_jpki_01

ID
TL 6915/6924-E

Type
Road Area

Habitat
Riparian Forests and Woodlands

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
Traffic

LEGO

Lesser Goldfinch

042112_jpki_02

TL 6924

69kv Tie Line

Riparian Forests and Woodlands

Traffic

BEWR

Bewick's Wren

042112_jpki_03

TL 6915/6924

Pad Areas-Work Area

Chaparrals

BUSH

Bushtit

042112_jpki_04

TL 6924

69kV Tie Line

Chaparrals

BUSH

Bushtit

042112_ltiw_01

EP140-1

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Chaparrals
Area

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
46

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
50
50
Fledged

Nest Outcome

Date Nest
Found
4/21/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
6/27/2012 04/21/2012 - Adults observed entering culvert with nesting material after which partially completed (60%) nest
was found. - JPawlicki
04/28/2012 - Both adults seen perching in vegetation outside the culvert. Male and female both observed 1 time
with nest material that they eventually carried into the culvert. The phoebes were sensitive to the biologist's
presence, even when the biologist was 20 feet away above and behind the culvert opening. - VEurs
05/05/2012 - After 30 minutes of no activity, the biologist climbed down to look at the nest. The nest is complete
and now lined with grass, but no eggs were seen. No phoebes were detected. When checking a nearby nest on 3
May, a male phoebe was observed perched on the access gate. - VEurs
05/12/2012 - The female was perched on the access gate post as the biologist arrived. Once the biologist was in
position to observe the culvert opening, a phoebe flew inside. It left a few minutes later, and the biologist used
this opportunity to climb down and look in at the nest. The nest now contains at least 2 white eggs, visible over
the rim of the nest cup. - VEurs
05/19/2012 - The male phoebe was perched on vegetation above the culvert entrance. He flew off after a few
minutes and was not seen for the rest of the observation period. The female was not observed. The biologist
carefully approached the entrance to the culvert and looked inside. The female was not in the culvert, but at least
3 perhaps 4, eggs are visible in the nest. - VEurs
05/26/2012 - After 30 minutes of no observed activity near the mouth of the culvert, the biologist climbed down
to look at the nest. It still contains at least 3 eggs. After leaving the nest, the biologist stood at the driveway to the
access road in an effort to spot the phoebes. After approximately 5 minutes, the female flew down to a rock
commonly used by the pair and then appeared to fly into the culvert. - VEurs
06/02/2012 - A phoebe made 2 trips into the culvert in rapid succession after 10 minutes of observation. When
no adult was in the culvert, the biologist climbed down to look in at the nest. There were several dark nestlings
prone on the nest. - VEurs
06/10/2012 - Both adults made several trips into the culvert in a 10-minute period. Each time they entered, the
vocalizations of nestlings could be heard echoing within the culvert. - VEurs
06/19/2012 - The parent Black Phoebes were observed feeding young fledglings near the nest in scrub oak on the
south side of the access road entrance gate. The fledglings were heard begging, and the parents were observed
bill-wiping after feeding efforts. The fledglings remained in the same area, close to the nest during observation
and dependant on their parents for food; therefore, this nest remains active. - LGorman
06/27/2012 - No Black Phoebes were detected in the vicinity of the nest. The adults and fledglings observed on
the previous visit appear to have moved into the surrounding habitat away from the nest. This nest fledged
successfully and is now closed. - VEurs

Fledged
Yes

130

100

30

30

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

4/21/2012

4/28/2012 04/21/2012 - Female observed on nest with male in vicinity of nest shrub. - JPawlicki
04/28/2012 - Absolutely no sign of the nest in the mulefat shrub. No LEGO activity in the area after 20 minutes of
observation. Assume this nest with eggs or young failed due to natural causes, either because of recent bad
weather or predation. - VEurs

No

BMP installation/maintenance

45

100

50

50

Presumed Fledged

4/21/2012

5/3/2012 04/21/2012 - Adults observed bringing food to nest within cavity on several occasions. Nestlings also heard
begging within cavity while adult was present. - JPawlicki
04/28/2012 - Both adults eventually observed bringing food to nestlings within the cavity (at first it was difficult
to tell if it was 1 adult bringing food, but both were ultimately seen at the cavity at the same time). Nestlings were
very vocal. - VEurs
05/03/2012 - After 45 minutes of observation, no Bewick's Wrens were detected approaching the nest cavity,
although a wren was heard briefly scolding downslope. Given the high amount of activity on 28 April and the lack
of activity on 3 May, it seems very likely the nestlings fledged between these nest checks. The nestlings were very
loud and of an unknown age at the last visit, so it is very feasible the young have successfully fledged. No
fledglings were observed, but the dense nature and fairly steep topography make it hard to detect them. This nest
is now closed and presumed fledged. - VEurs

Yes

Traffic

17

100

50

50

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

4/21/2012

5/19/2012 04/21/2012 - Adult foraging in vicinity of nest after which it entered complete nest and remained inside for at
least 10 minutes. - JPawlicki
04/28/2012 - Both adults were foraging at start of observation period. 1 adult entered the nest and remained
there through the end of observations (another 15 minutes). The second adult visited the nest on 2 occasions, but
the biologist couldn't tell if it was carrying food. No nestlings heard. - VEurs
05/05/2012 - 1 Bushtit made 2 visits to the nest with material after about 10 minutes of observation. After
another 5-10 minutes, a Bushtit emerged from the nest as the first bird arrived. They both made several trips in
quick succession carrying what appeared to be more nesting material. No nestlings were heard vocalizing when an
adult entered the nest. - VEurs
05/12/2012 - During approximately 15 minutes of observation, both adults made several trips into the nest with
food. The faint sounds of several begging nestlings were detected. - VEurs
05/19/2012 - 15 minutes of no BUSH activity, coupled with a suspicious-looking nest, prompted the biologist to
approach the nest directly. The nest has a hole in the bottom, and the contents are completely gone. It is like
looking through a tube. This nest with young failed due to natural causes. - VEurs

No

BMP installation/maintenance

50

100

50

50

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

4/21/2012

5/7/2012 04/21/2012 - Bushtits were detected in the area during nest survey. Nest was found and appears complete but
looks small. A female entered the nest for about 2 minutes, then exited nest. Pair was not disturbed by the
helicopter flyover or avian biologist observing 10 feet nearby. - LTymkiw
04/30/2012 - Nest looks complete, and 1 Bushtit is perched 8 feet away as if quietly watching over nest,
territorially. - PKonrad
05/07/2012 - Nest has been predated, torn out of scrub oak and carried away with only the very top of the nest
left in place. No sign of adults, nestlings, eggs or eggshells in area - closed. - PKonrad
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Nearest Project Feature

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
Nest Outcome
100
100
Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

Nest ID
042112_mdus_01 CP16-1

WREN Wrentit

042112_mkhn_02 EP79-E

Road Area

Chaparrals

Other

75

100

75

75

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

4/21/2012

WREN Wrentit

042112_mkhn_03 EP101-2-PS-N

Road Area

Chaparrals

Traffic

58

100

100

100

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

4/21/2012

5/3/2012 04/21/2012 - Adult heard giving low rattling call in vicinity. When area was searched, adult flew from nest when
biologist was 2 feet away, revealing location of nest. Nest contains 4 pale blue immaculate eggs, which appear
fresh when lit by sunlight. - MKuehn
04/27/2012 - Adult seen on nest from 20 feet away. - MKuehn
05/03/2012 - Nest is intact but empty. Nest still contained eggs 6 days ago and nestlings normally are fed for 14
days before fledging, indicating nest has failed prior to fledging young. No eggshell fragments or nestling remains
found in or below nest. - MKuehn

No

BLPH

Black Phoebe

042112_mkhn_04 EP79-E

Road Area

Riparian Forests and Woodlands

Traffic

12

100

50

50

Nest did not reach active stage

4/21/2012

4/27/2012 04/21/2012 - Female observed collecting material 350 feet away this morning, and flying in this direction. This
afternoon, when nest was located, she was observed carrying fine materials to nest and placing them. Nest is just
begun (<5% complete). - MKuehn
04/27/2012 - Very little new nesting material has been added. This nest site appears to have been abandoned
before completion of building. An adult was observed carrying nesting material to a shed across the road to the
south on private property, and more than 100 feet from the access road. - MKuehn

No

CATH

California Thrasher

042112_mkhn_05 EP79-E-A

Road Area

Chaparrals

Traffic

12

100

100

100

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

4/21/2012

5/17/2012 04/21/2012 - Both adults visited nest with biologist standing 12 feet away on edge of access road. At least 1 adult
carried nesting material in bill and placed it in nest. Nest is 30% complete, with base of twigs and bark strips
mostly formed. - MKuehn
04/28/2012 - Adult stayed tight on nest, presumed to be incubating eggs, but contents were not checked. MKuehn
05/04/2012 - Adult was not on nest. Nest contains 2-3 eggs only. No nestlings present. - MKuehn
05/10/2012 - Adult on nest. Did not check contents. - MKuehn
05/16/2012 - Nest empty, no eggshells on ground. No thrashers observed near the nest, but heard 2 thrashers
calling 150 or more feet away. - ELoveless
05/17/2012 - Nest closed and signs for buffer removed. This nest contained eggs on 5/10 and was empty on 5/16,
which is too soon to have successfully fledged young. Likely predated. - MKuehn

No

137 of 237

Date Nest
Found
4/21/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
7/10/2012 04/21/2012 - A monitor reported a pair of Common Ravens constructing a nest in the top of structure CP16-1.
The nest is 90-100% constructed. - MDicus
04/28/2012 - The nest appears to be fully constructed and now has fluffy, white lining. 1 raven flew up and
perched near the nest as the biologist was driving up access road CP16-1-E-A. The second raven was on the nest.
The biologist stopped at the junction of the access road leading to the tower. The ravens flew from the tower
shortly after the biologist arrived and soared around the area, calling to each other. They returned within 10
minutes, 1 settling on the nest and the other perching in the tower below. - VEurs
05/05/2012 - Ravens were not in sight upon biologist's arrival near the nest. After about 10 minutes, a single
raven flew into view and landed on the tower. It perched at various places on the tower before flying off again. It
was soon joined by a second raven and the pair flew around the area, briefly performing a synchronous display.
They eventually landed on the tower, where a short begging display took place. The presumed female then flew
out of sight for at least 15 minutes, while the male perched above the nest. A small group of ravens flew into the
area, and the male left the tower to chase them off. He was joined by the female. The other ravens soon left and
one of the pair returned to perch above the nest. No raven was on the nest during 45+ minutes of observation,
until the biologist backed up to leave the area. - VEurs
05/12/2012 - As the biologist approached the area on foot, 1 raven was flying along the access road and the
second was perched on the tower beside the nest. When the biologist settled down in a strategic viewing spot,
the raven left the tower. The pair spent the next 90 minutes on the wing, soaring in and out of view, sometimes
calling to each other. 1 raven perched in the lower portion of the tower for about 2 minutes before taking off
again. No raven ever settled on the nest, but the warm afternoon temperature may have made incubating
unnecessary. - VEurs
05/19/2012 - A raven was on the nest as the biologist arrived in the area. It left the nest about 3 minutes later and
began flying around the area. It chased off a second raven (not its mate, identifiable because of feather molt) that
landed in the tower below the nest. The mate arrived soon after, and the pair soared around the area, once
chasing off a Red-tailed Hawk. Neither raven had returned to the nest by the time the biologist left the area. VEurs
05/26/2012 - A raven was on the nest as the biologist arrived across the small valley at CP17. It remained on the
nest for about 10 minutes before leaving to join its mate in flight. The 2 soared for a bit, and then 1 landed on a
tower leg foundation with some food. The second raven landed and they slowly consumed the food. They flew
back and forth to the monopole east of the tower and moved about the tower itself, once perching on the edge of
the nest to look at the contents. The female briefly performed a begging display on 1 of the tower arms, but it did
not appear that the male gave her more food. After 30-40 minutes, a raven settled back on the nest to incubate as
the other continued flying over the hillsides, calling to its mate. - VEurs
06/04/2012 Both adults were arriving at the tower when the biologist began observations from CP17 They both
5/4/2012 04/21/2012 - Both adults observed carrying nesting material to nest with biologist crouching, but in plain sight 7
feet away. Nest approximately 40% complete. Base of nest complete and starting to form rim. - MKuehn
04/28/2012 - Nest contains 4 pale blue eggs. An adult was near, but not seen on nest. - MKuehn
05/04/2012 - Nest is empty and contained eggs 6 days ago, indicating likely predation. No eggshells in nest or on
ground below. A newly begun WREN nest was found today 80 feet from this nest, likely belonging to the same
pair. - MKuehn

Species
Code
Common Name
CORA Common Raven

ID

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
Type
Habitat
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
Pad Areas-Structure Pad Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance
Area

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
100

Fledged
No
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Nearest Project Feature

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
Nest Outcome
50
50
Presumed Fledged

Date Nest
Found
4/21/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
5/27/2012 04/21/2012 - HOOR female constructing new nest of palm fiber 0815. - RRadd
04/26/2012 - HOOR pair observed gathering fiber from nearby Canary palm, nest approximately 25% complete. RRadd
05/02/2012 - Female HOOR continues to pull fibers from adjacent Washingtonia and add to this nest, which
appears substantially complete. - RRadd
05/09/2012 - HOOR female on nest for duration of 20-minute observation. - RRadd
05/17/2012 - Female departs nest at 0736 to forage. - RRadd
05/26/2012 - HOOR observed in vicinity of nest but not entering or departing. Nest appears "full" but no
occupants visible. Juvenile HOOR pursuing adult 300 feet north may be from this nest. - RRadd
06/03/2012 - Nest is empty, and HOOR pair building new nest elsewhere. Presumed fledged. - RRadd

Species
Code
Common Name
HOOR Hooded Oriole

Nest ID
042112_rrdd_01

Helix CY AR

Type
Road Area

Habitat
Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

HOWR House Wren

042112_rrdd_02

Helix CY AR

Road Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic

22

100

50

50

Fledged

4/21/2012

5/26/2012 04/21/2012 - HOWR carrying material to cavity. - RRadd
04/29/2012 - HOWR singing adjacent not observed to enter during 20-minute observation. - RRadd
05/02/2012 - HOWR singing at entrance and entering briefly at 0945 does not carry any items. - RRadd
05/09/2012 - HOWR pair feeding nest at short intervals, male makes 3 trips for each 1 by female. - RRadd
05/17/2012 - HOWR pair bringing food to nest at 2 minute intervals from 0745-0757, male makes 3 trips for each
by female. - RRadd
05/26/2012 - HOWR feeding fledglings under the nest and flying to nest with food suggests fledglings are
departing the nest. - RRadd

Yes

ID

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
Traffic

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
10

Fledged
Yes

LEGO

Lesser Goldfinch

042112_rrdd_03

Helix CY AR

Road Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic

3

100

50

50

Presumed Fledged

4/21/2012

5/16/2012 04/21/2012 - LEGO female building nest approximately 70% complete. - RRadd
04/26/2012 - Female LEGO on nest. - RRadd
05/02/2012 - LEGO on nest at 0940. - RRadd
05/09/2012 - LEGO pair feeding nest, 0840. - RRadd
05/17/2012 - No activity at nest, juveniles being fed elsewhere may be from here. Presumed fledged. - RRadd

Yes

ANHU

Anna's Hummingbird

042112_rrdd_04

Helix CY AR

Road Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic

15

100

50

50

Nest did not reach active stage

4/21/2012

4/26/2012 04/21/2012 - Female ANHU working on nest approximately 50% complete. - RRadd
04/26/2012 - Nest has fallen. - RRadd

No

HOFI

House Finch

042112_rrdd_05

Helix CY

Construction Yards

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other

30

100

30

30

Presumed Fledged

4/21/2012

5/17/2012 04/21/2012 - HOFI pair at complete nest lacking eggs. - RRadd
04/26/2012 - HOFI goes to nest containing 3 eggs at 1535. - RRadd
04/26/2012 - HOFI to nest containing 3 eggs. - RRadd
05/02/2012 - HOFI on nest at 1224 does not flush. - RRadd
05/09/2012 - HOFI active at nest containing 2 small young and 2 unhatched eggs. - RRadd
05/17/2012 - Nest is empty and presumed fledged, based on monitoring chronology. - RRadd

Yes

HOFI

House Finch

042112_rrdd_06

Helix CY

Construction Yards

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other

50

100

30

30

Nest did not reach active stage

4/21/2012

5/2/2012 04/21/2012 - Large grass nest appears complete and ready for eggs. - RRadd
04/26/2012 - No changes at this nest. - RRadd
05/02/2012 - Nest has not changed and no birds are associating with it, indicating abandonment. - RRadd

No

HOFI

House Finch

042112_rrdd_07

Helix CY

Construction Yards

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic

30

100

30

30

Presumed Fledged

4/21/2012

6/12/2012 04/21/2012 - HOFI pair building nest on fence; approximately 20% complete. - RRadd
04/26/2012 - Nest is 25% complete. - RRadd
05/02/2012 - Nest is only marginally advanced, but strident HOFI pair are present and active a few feet from the
nest. - RRadd
05/09/2012 - HOFI active at 2 nests 6 feet apart within the buffer; unclear if both are active, will continue to
monitor before logging new nest. - RRadd
05/17/2012 - HOFI incubating 4 eggs at 1555. - RRadd
05/26/2012 - HOFI attending several (4?) downy nestlings. - RRadd
06/03/2012 - Nest contains at least 2 nestlings with feather quills. - RRadd
06/09/2012 - Nest contains large feathered young. - RRadd
06/14/2012 - Nest is empty and presumed fledged. - RRadd

Yes

LEGO

Lesser Goldfinch

042112_rrdd_08

GS-NF-10

Road Area

Riparian Forests and Woodlands

Traffic

6

100

50

50

Presumed Fledged

4/21/2012

5/13/2012 04/21/2012 - LEGO pair making multiple trips - female building nest approximately 60% complete, - RRadd
04/28/2012 - LEGO active in nest at 1006. - RRadd
05/04/2012 - LEGO making trips to nest at intervals that suggest nestlings are being fed. - RRadd
05/09/2012 - LEGO male feeding fledglings with female accompanying at 1415. - RRadd
05/14/2012 - Nest is empty, and on basis of previous observations; presumed fledged. - RRadd

Yes

ANHU

Anna's Hummingbird

042112_rrdd_09

GS-NF-10

Pad Areas-Work Area

Riparian Forests and Woodlands

BMP installation/maintenance

30

100

50

50

Nest did not reach active stage

4/21/2012

4/26/2012 04/21/2012 - ANHU female making infrequent trips off nest shows no indications of hatched young between 1455
- 1515. - RRadd
04/28/2012 - Nest has fallen. Presumed lost to severe weather 2 days ago. - RRadd

No

BUSH

Bushtit

042112_rrdd_10

GS-NF-10

Pad Areas-Work Area

Riparian Forests and Woodlands

BMP installation/maintenance

34

100

50

50

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

4/21/2012

5/14/2012 04/21/2012 - BUSH carrying materials to nest which is approximately 30% complete. - RRadd
04/28/2012 - BUSH pair making infrequent trips to nest 0908. - RRadd
05/04/2012 - Solo BUSH checks in near nest without entering at 1710. - RRadd
05/09/2012 - No BUSH activity observed at this nest during 30-minute observation. - RRadd
05/14/2012 - Nest appears damaged and no BUSH detected during 20 minute observation. - RRadd
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
ANHU Anna's Hummingbird

HOFI

House Finch

NUWO Nuttall's Woodpecker

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
Habitat
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
25

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
Nest Outcome
50
50
Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

Date Nest
Found
4/21/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
6/2/2012 04/21/2012 - A female Anna's Hummingbird was seen with nesting material. The biologist saw it land in branches
a sort distance away and discovered a nest approximately 85% complete. She added spider webs and small
feathers and used her body to shape the cup. - VEurs
04/28/2012 - The female hummingbird spent most of the observation period on the nest, occasionally leaving for
a few minutes at a time to forage. - VEurs
05/05/2012 - Female on nest, holding tight in the wind. She spent most of the 30-minute observation period on
the nest, leaving twice, most likely to forage. Upon returning, she settled on the nest immediately, suggesting it
still contains eggs (not nestlings). - VEurs
05/12/2012 - Female spent equal time off the nest foraging and on the nest incubating. - VEurs
05/19/2012 - The female was not on the nest at the start of observations. She returned after approximately 15
minutes. She perched on the edge of the nest and bent down to feed nestlings. It seems there are 2 nestlings,
which she ultimately settled down on in the strong wind. - VEurs
05/26/2012 - When the biologist approached the nest, the female was feeding gnats to a nestling. When she
finished feeding the nestling, she settled on the nest. - VEurs
06/02/2012 - Only a few tufts of nest material remain on the branch. This nest with young failed due to natural
causes (predation). - VEurs

Nest ID
042112_vers_01

ID
CP49-1-PS-N

Type
Road Area

Fledged
No

042312_bald_01

Sycamore Substation SSDE1

Substation

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Substation - new construction

45

100

30

30

Presumed Fledged

4/23/2012

5/20/2012 04/23/2012 - Nest with 5 eggs, in same location as 2011 nest. - BArnold
05/03/2012 - Nest with 3 nestlings and 2 eggs. - BArnold
05/09/2012 - Nestlings in nest. - BArnold
05/15/2012 - Nestlings in nest. Adult HOFI attending. - BArnold
05/25/2012 - This nest is now empty. The nestlings observed 15 May have now fledged. - BArnold

Yes

042312_hwey_02 CP88-1-N-A

Road Area

Riparian Forests and Woodlands

Traffic

18

100

50

50

Presumed Fledged

4/23/2012

5/21/2012 04/23/2012 - At 1148, male brings food to nest cavity, apparently for egg-laying female, who leaves nest cavity at
1204. - HWinfrey
04/29/2012 - Male observed entering nest cavity at 1018 and remaining inside. - HWinfrey
05/07/2012 - Male was observed entering nest cavity at 0958. - HWinfrey
05/14/2012 - 1 well-developed nestling was observed peering from the cavity between 10:14 and 10:25. The adult
male NUWO was observed bringing food to the nestling at 10:22, briefly entering the cavity and leaving. - MDicus
05/21/2012 - No activity at cavity entrance from 1232 to 1302. Nest presumed fledged. - HWinfrey

Yes

HOFI

House Finch

042312_jdus_01

CP50-1

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance
Area

20

100

30

30

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

4/23/2012

5/14/2012 04/23/2012 - Pair makes 8 trips to 50% constructed nest in 1/2 hour female with material, actively nest building
while male sings nearby. - JDicus
04/30/2012 - Nest looks complete. Female arrived shortly after the start of observations and settled briefly on the
nest before flying off again. - VEurs
05/07/2012 - The finch pair was near the nest upon the biologist's arrival, but soon flew off. They returned after
30+ minutes and perched on the tower, where they briefly copulated. The female eventually settled back on the
nest. - VEurs
05/14/2012 - A complete nest (no eggs) was found on the ground below the tower. No new nesting material was
in its place, though several pairs of finches were observed perched on and singing from the tower. - LTymkiw

No

PHAI

Phainopepla

042312_jdus_02

CP49-1-PS-N

Road Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic

71

100

50

50

Fledged

4/23/2012

5/1/2012 04/23/2012 - Female feeds at least 2 large nestlings. - JDicus
05/01/2012 - No nestlings were on the nest upon biologist's arrival. At least 1 fledged PHAI (with yellow at the
base of its bill) was observed about 30 feet from the nest. This nest has fledged successfully. - VEurs

Yes

HOFI

House Finch

042312_jdus_03

CP49-1-PS-N

Road Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic

30

100

30

30

Presumed Fledged

4/23/2012

6/5/2012 04/23/2012 - Female remains on nest during cloudy, drizzly day. - JDicus
04/30/2012 - Male fed female, then female went to lay on nest. - LTymkiw
05/08/2012 - Female nest incubating/brooding. Male briefly perched below nest in shrub, singing. - VEurs
05/15/2012 - Male HOFI perched on the edge of the nest to feed nestlings at 1640. - VEurs
05/22/2012 - The head of 1 nestling was visible above the edge of the nest, moving about slightly. - VEurs
05/29/2012 - No activity detected was after 30 minutes of observation, but plenty of HOFI activity in the
surrounding habitat. - VEurs
06/05/2012 - The nest is intact and appears empty. Based on the lack of activity at the nest and nesting
chronology, this nest is presumed to have fledged and is now closed. - VEurs

Yes

BUSH

Bushtit

042312_jpki_01

69kV Tie line

Pad Areas-Work Area

Chaparrals

Traffic

8

100

50

50

Presumed Fledged

4/23/2012

4/28/2012 04/23/2012 - Adults observed bringing food to nest; nestlings heard begging from nest when adults present. JPawlicki
04/28/2012 - After 40 minutes of observation, no Bushtits were detected anywhere in the area and none
approached the nest. The nest is in excellent condition, with no signs of damage. The nest contained nestlings of
unknown age when first recorded, so it seems likely that this nest fledged successfully, although no fledglings
were detected around the nest. - VEurs
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
HOFI House Finch

Nest ID
042312_lton_01

CP95-1

ID

Type
Pad Areas-Maintenance Chaparrals
Area

Habitat

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
BMP installation/maintenance

HOFI

House Finch

042312_lton_02

CP95-1

Pad Areas-Maintenance Chaparrals
Area

BMP installation/maintenance

LEGO

Lesser Goldfinch

042312_lton_03

CP49-1-PS-N

Road Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

PHAI

Phainopepla

042312_lton_04

CP49 Temp Work Area

Pad Areas-Work Area

BUSH

Bushtit

042312_lton_05

CP49-1-PS-N

Road Area

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
0

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
100
100
Removed

0

100

100

100

Traffic

30

100

30

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic

50

100

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic

5

100

Nest Outcome

Date Nest
Found
4/23/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
4/23/2012 04/23/2012 - Two House Finch nests were identified within 20 feet of each other in the same location, but on 2
different vehicles. 1 adult House Finch male was perched near both nests; no pair was observed this morning, and
the adult House Finch did not bring material to this nest. Monitor had been observing nest for over an hour this
morning. Nest was less than 2% complete. Deterrents in place included: mylar ribbons and many taped-off
potential cavities. This nest was removed because it is located on a piece of equipment required for testing work
and was not a candidate for a buffer reduction allowing use of equipment. Although no bird was seen at the nest,
the nest is size and composition of a House Finch nest and many finches were within the vicinity. Nest was
removed per the NBMMP. No eggs or young were present. - LThoreson

Fledged
No

Removed

4/23/2012

4/23/2012 04/23/2012 - Two House Finch nests were identified within 20 feet of each other in the same location, but on 2
different vehicles. 1 adult House Finch male was perched near both nests; no pair was observed this morning, and
the adult House Finch did not bring material to this nest. Pair was reported nest building on previous day by M.
Kuehn. Monitor had been observing nest for over an hour this morning. Nest was less than 10% complete.
Deterrents in place included: mylar ribbons and many taped-off potential cavities. This nest was removed because
it was located on a piece of equipment required for testing work and was not a candidate for a buffer reduction
allowing use of equipment. Nest was removed per the NBMMP. No eggs or young were present. - LThoreson

No

30

Nest did not reach active stage

4/23/2012

4/30/2012 04/23/2012 - Pair observed defending nest area and going to nest area. Nest is somewhat lop-sided and appears
to be 70% complete. Male LEGO foraging spider webs 20 feet from nest. - LThoreson
04/30/2012 - Nest appears to have been destroyed. - LTymkiw

No

50

50

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

4/23/2012

5/11/2012 04/23/2012 - Pair observed near nest. Male seen stealing nesting material from active Bushtit nest. Male visited
nest multiple times during 30 minute period. - LThoreson
05/01/2012 - Male PHAI on nest, incubating. - VEurs
05/08/2012 - Male and female alternate incubating on nest. - VEurs
05/15/2012 - No activity observed during 30 minutes of observation. Nest appears to be in good condition, and
adult PHAI's were detected in the surrounding habitat. - VEurs
05/22/2012 - The nest appears to be in good condition, but no PHAI activity observed near the nest during 30
minutes of observation. - VEurs
05/29/2012 - No PHAI were detected in the area after 30 minutes of observation. Despite the overall good
condition of the nest, the lack of activity over the past several visits suggests this nest with eggs has failed due to
natural causes, most likely predation. - VEurs

No

50

50

Indeterminate

4/23/2012

5/14/2012 04/23/2012 - Nest appears complete; however one Bushtit was observed flying to the nest with nesting material
(feathers), likely for lining. - LThoreson
04/30/2012 - No activity after 30 minutes of observation. Lots of Bushtit activity in the surrounding habitat, but
none associated with the nest. - VEurs
05/07/2012 - No Bushtit activity at the nest after 30 minutes of observation, although Bushtits were detected in
the surrounding habitat. The nest appears to be in good condition. - VEurs
05/14/2012 - No Bushtits were observed at or near the nest in 45 minutes of observation today, nor have any
been observed during the past 2 nest checks. Some were heard distantly to the south and west. The nest itself
looks thin and poorly maintained. It is not known if this nest ever contained eggs or young. - LTymkiw
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
LBVI Least Bell's Vireo

Nest ID
042312_tcer_01

EP76-2-E

Type
Road Area

Habitat
Riparian Forests and Woodlands

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
Traffic

ID

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
310

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
300

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
Nest Outcome
300
300
Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

Date Nest
Found
4/23/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
5/8/2012 04/23/2012 - Adults building nest, approximately 60% complete. - TCooper
04/24/2012 - Female observed periodically adding willow down to sides of nest. Nest about 70% complete. Still
skeletal on sides and needs lining. - TCooper
04/25/2012 - The pair was observed energetically building throughout the observation period; the nest appears
perhaps 85% complete. Nest building was conducted by the female, followed closely by the male who inspected
the nest periodically and sang sporadically throughout the day (singing 1-2 phrases perhaps only 3-5 times
per/hour). Nest building sessions lasted 30-60 minutes adding material every 2-5 minutes on average, followed by
15-30 minute periods of inactivity when the pair was presumably foraging. The pair remained in the nesting area
and west of the nest location throughout the monitoring period. The pair was observed actively building during
the short period of helicopter activity. Nest was observed from a rock outcrop 40 feet from the nest which
provides a natural blind, adults appeared to be behaving normally, and did not show any signs of agitation toward
the avian biologist. - TCooper
04/26/2012 - The female LBVI was observed frequently bringing material and adding it to the nest, then biologist
arrived. The nest appears nearly complete, and the female was observed bringing only plant down and lining the
nest. The male remained in the area, following the female and singing infrequently, occasionally inspecting the
nest. The pair remained in the nesting area and west of the nest location throughout the monitoring period. The
nest was observed from a rock outcrop 40 feet from the nest which provides a natural blind, adults appeared to
be behaving normally, and did not show any signs of agitation toward the avian biologist. - TCooper
04/27/2012 - When first observed, the nest appeared fairly wet from the previous night’s rain. The nest appears
nearly complete and the female was observed adding material to the nest or otherwise making small repairs
thought the observation period. The female was observed adding thin threads of plant material and willow down
to interior of the nest, as well as on several occasions rounding out and smoothing the interior of the nest with
her body. The male was observed regularly following the female and singing frequently, occasionally inspecting
the nest. The pair remained in the nesting area and west of the nest location throughout the monitoring period.
Frequency of nest visits was fairly regular, similar to that observed on 4/25. The pair continued to nesting
activates until the last observation of the pair at approximately 1710 and not observed from that time until
biologist left the territory at 1815. The nest was observed from a rock outcrop 40 feet from the nest which
provides a natural blind; adults appeared to be behaving normally, and did not show any signs of agitation toward
the avian biologist. - TCooper
04/28/2012 - The LBVI pair was observed within the western portion of the territory, west of the nest. The male
was observed singing frequently, and the female was observed to make approximately 15 visits to the nest, each
time adding small amounts of plant down and one feather to the interior of the nest. - TCooper
04/30/2012 - The male LBVI was observed on the nest when the monitoring biologist arrived. The male remained
on the nest singing periodically for approximately 45 minutes The male left the nest at 0930 at which time the
5/1/2012 04/23/2012 - Observed pair making several trips to nest. - VNovik
05/01/2012 - Nest torn apart. Portion of nest on ground, likely depredation event. No eggshell fragments visible
on ground below nest. Nest closed. - VNovik

Fledged
No

BUSH

Bushtit

042312_vnik_01

EP76-2-E

Road Area

Chaparrals

Traffic

95

100

93

93

Nest did not reach active stage

4/23/2012

BUSH

Bushtit

042312_vnik_02

GS-USFS-6

Pad Areas-Work Area

Chaparrals

BMP installation/maintenance

40

100

50

50

Presumed Fledged

4/23/2012

5/21/2012 04/23/2012 - R. Richardson reported Bushtit nest. Observed birds carrying material to nest, which is nearly
complete. Bushtits were observed making several trips to the nest while ESA signs were installed. - VNovik
05/02/2012 - Nest looks complete and in good shape, but no Bushtits were observed or heard at the nest or in
the area during a 30 minute observation period. The Bushtits could be egg laying or incubating and therefore not
active at the nest site very often. - PKonrad
05/08/2012 - Nest is in good shape, and the adult Bushtits are bringing food to the nest at 3 to 5 minute intervals.
Once, 1 adult appeared to transfer food to the other adult, and that Bushtit took the food to nestlings in the nest.
The lack of activity noted last week was probably because the Bushtits were incubating. - PKonrad
05/18/2012 - Bushtits are making feeding visits to the nest at a rate of every 2 to 3 minutes. - PKonrad
05/21/2012 - No Bushtits observed during 25 minute observation period, although nest in good condition.
Judging from very active feeding activities by adults at nest during observations 3 days ago, and no activity today,
the nestlings probably fledged during the past day or 2, and the family group has moved out of the area - closed. PKonrad

Yes

HOFI

House Finch

042412_ahll_01

SWAT CY

Construction Yards

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other

30

100

30

30

Presumed Fledged

4/24/2012

5/27/2012 04/24/2012 - One egg present in nest. Observed male singing nearby while female went to nest briefly, then both
flew away. - AHill
04/25/2012 - Avian biologist stopped at 40 feet from nest, where there is line of sight between the nest and
construction activities, and the bird flew off from nest. This was the second instance this had happened when a
person was standing 35-40 feet from nest. Once female was out of sight from nest, the avian biologist was able to
check nest and saw 2 eggs present. - AHill
05/01/2012 - Female incubating full time. - AHill
05/07/2012 - Female is continuing to incubate. - AHill
05/08/2012 - Female incubating. Anticipated hatching date is between May 9-11. - AHill
05/11/2012 - Female brooding 4 hatchlings that are less than 1 day post-hatch. - AHill
05/14/2012 - Observed female feeding nestlings, male nearby. - AHill
05/16/2012 - Parents actively feeding nestlings, and female brooding periodically. Anticipated fledge date is
between May 24-26, 2012. - AHill
05/17/2012 - Five nestlings present. - AHill
05/19/2012 - Nest contains 5 nestlings. - AHill
05/21/2012 - Five nestlings present. - AHill
05/24/2012 - Nestlings present as of 1630. - AHill
05/29/2012 - Nest empty, presumed fledged on Sunday May 27th. - AHill

Yes
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
LASP Lark Sparrow

Nest ID
042412_ahll_02

SWAT CY

ID

Type
Construction Yards

Habitat
Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Chaparrals

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
BMP installation/maintenance

BUSH

Bushtit

042412_ahll_03

EP67

Pad Areas-Work Area

HOFI

House Finch

042412_ahll_04

EP67

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Area
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance

CALT

California Towhee

042412_fhan_01 EP11-3-N

Road Area

Chaparrals

LASP

Lark Sparrow

042412_hwey_01 Suncrest Substation SSDE2

Pad Areas-Work Area

AMCR

American Crow

042412_hwey_02 Alpine Underground

Ductbank

042412_jdus_01

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Chaparrals
Area

HOWR House Wren

CP54-1

Grading

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
0

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
100
100
Removed

100

100

50

50

0

100

100

Traffic

22

100

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic

10

Riparian Forests and Woodlands

Traffic

BMP installation/maintenance

Nest Outcome

Date Nest
Found
4/24/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
4/25/2012 04/24/2012 - Pair is actively building, nest is 40% as of 1400. Nest cup is see through, no lining present, no young
or eggs present. Nest has been submitted for removal, results are pending. - AHill
04/25/2012 - Pair was observed bringing in nesting material actively this morning at 0700 to their nest which was
approximately 50% complete. No eggs or nestlings were present in nest. Removal of nest was required based on
potential impacts to material logistics operations supporting construction such as tower assembly, cost impacts
relative to alternative options, and potential for more nests at the steel area during the anticipated nest cycle.
Deterrents present included ongoing construction yard work such as skycrane operations, steel assembly and
vehicle traffic. Nest was not a candidate for a buffer reduction allowing for use of the steel. Nest was removed
following requirements outlined in the NBMMP with no eggs or young present. - AHill

Fledged
No

Indeterminate

4/24/2012

5/15/2012 04/24/2012 - Bushtit pair is actively bringing lining material to nest. Nest appears complete. - AHill
05/01/2012 - No Bushtits observed near large nest, but egg laying or incubation may be under way, during which
the adults may be out of sight, inside the nest or out of the area. - PKonrad
05/09/2012 - Nest appears to be in good condition, but no Bushtits were observed in the area or at the nest. This
may be the result of behavior related to incubation, or it could indicate the site has been abandoned. Future
observations will reveal the status of the nest. - PKonrad
05/15/2012 - No Bushtits observed or heard today, none observed since 4/24/2011. Nest looks good, but it
appears this nest has been abandoned, and there is no indication that an egg was ever laid, although this point is
extremely hard to prove one way or another - closed. - PKonrad

N/A

100

Removed

4/24/2012

4/24/2012 04/24/2012 - Nest was found by avian biologist at 1600. Nest appeared to be 60% complete, and pair was seen
visiting nest and singing on equipment. Streamer deterrents were installed on the crane. Removal of nest was
required based on potential impacts to material logistics operations supporting construction such as tower
assembly, cost impacts relative to alternative options, and potential for more nests at the idle piece of equipment
during the anticipated nest cycle. Nest was not a candidate for a buffer reduction allowing for use of the crane.
Nest was removed following requirements outlined in the NBMMP. No eggs or young were present. - AHill

No

100

100

Presumed Fledged

4/24/2012

5/21/2012 04/24/2012 - 2 blue eggs with brown speckles. Adult incubating. - FHoffman
05/01/2012 - Female on nest at 0613, contains 4 eggs. - HWinfrey
05/07/2012 - Female on nest at 0705. - HWinfrey
05/15/2012 - 3 fluffy nestlings visible in nest. - HWinfrey
05/21/2012 - Nest is empty, presumed fledged. - HWinfrey

Yes

100

100

100

Presumed Fledged

4/24/2012

5/25/2012 04/24/2012 - LASP observed bringing small twigs to nest at 0915. Nest appears 10% complete. - HWinfrey
05/01/2012 - Nest contains 2 cream-colored eggs with brownish streaking. - HWinfrey
05/07/2012 - LASP was on nest at 0726. - HWinfrey
05/16/2012 - Three nestlings being attended by adult. - BArnold
05/18/2012 - 2 nestlings visible, appearing 5-6 days old. - HWinfrey
05/21/2012 - Nestlings still present. - BArnold
05/22/2012 - At least 3 nestlings in nest. - BArnold
05/26/2012 - Nest empty. Based on known species nesting chronology of 11-13 days incubation and young
fledging at 9-10 days, this nest has presumably successfully fledged. Two eggs observed in nest 1 May. Presume
third egg laid 2 May. Presume 3 eggs hatch 13-15 May or 14-16 May. Three nestlings observed 16, 21, and 22
May, and 2 reported (third not distinguished but present) on 18 May. Presumed fledged on 25 May. - BArnold

Yes

16

100

100

100

Fledged

4/24/2012

4/25/2012 04/24/2012 - Nest is empty. Fledgling AMCR perched 30 feet above nest being fed by adults at 1205. - HWinfrey
04/25/2012 - No activity at nest and no AMCR observed in area. Fledgling has left area, nest closed. - HWinfrey

Yes

50

100

50

50

Fledged

4/24/2012

5/21/2012 04/24/2012 - Adult enters stealthily from poison oak thicket below without vocalizing. Remains inside cavity for
18 minutes, entering again after 10 minutes of foraging without material or visible food item carried, not to
emerge again for additional 15 minutes observation. Presume nesting stage to be incubating based on these
observations. - JDicus
05/07/2012 - HOWR feeding nest at 1308, 1312 and 1314. Female pursues male a short distance from the nest for
food. - RRadd
05/14/2012 - HOWR carrying food to nest at 5-10 minute intervals from 1001-1024. - RRadd
05/21/2012 - Young being fed away from nest. Male singing at cavity suggests new clutch being initiated. - RRadd

Yes
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
HOFI House Finch

Nest ID
042412_lgan_01

CP84

ID

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
Type
Habitat
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
Pad Areas-Structure Pad Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance
Area

HOFI

House Finch

042412_lgan_02

CP74-2

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance
Area

BUSH

Bushtit

042412_ltiw_01

TL 6924 - 171687

69kV Structure

Chaparrals

BMP installation/maintenance

CALT

California Towhee

042412_ltiw_02

69kV-E

Road Area

Chaparrals

042412_ltiw_03

TL 6924 - Z101797

69kV Structure

Chaparrals

WREN Wrentit

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
15

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
Nest Outcome
30
30
Nest with eggs or young failed for
unknown causes

Date Nest
Found
4/24/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
6/6/2012 04/24/2012 - A pair of House Finches was observed carrying nesting material to Leg D of CP84. The pair continued
to build, undisturbed, while the biologist logged the nest and setup buffer signs for a 30-foot buffer and no
climbing on tower. - LGorman
05/05/2012 - HOFI making intermittent visits to nest in late afternoon. - RRadd
05/10/2012 - 1:30pm-2:45pm: Construction monitoring for Warren James BMP crew. Crew authorized to enter
buffer under "emergency BMP maintenance and installation" per link lead. Crew entered buffer for approximately
10 minutes to conduct hydro-mulching. The remaining areas inside buffer were able to be mulched by spraying
from outside stakes. No activity observed at nest. - GHuffman
05/19/2012 - Female HOFI in nest at 1136. - RRadd
05/25/2012 - No activity observed. - RRadd
06/02/2012 - HOFI activity continues at 1345. - RRadd
06/08/2012 - Nest remnants on the ground under site. - RRadd

Fledged
No

80

100

30

30

Nest did not reach active stage

4/24/2012

5/27/2012 04/24/2012 - A House Finch pair was observed building a nest approximately 80 feet high in Leg B of Tower CP742. Nest material visible from below appeared to be at least 60% complete. The pair continued to build while the
biologist logged the nest and installed 30-foot buffer/no climbing up tower signs. - LGorman
05/07/2012 - Pair visits nest briefly on 2 occasions, once with female adding finer bits of material and laying down
on nest, shuffling down into the cup and immediately hopping back onto rim of nest. Appears to be putting on
the finishing touches of nest construction and lining the nest. - JDicus
05/18/2012 - No HOFI detected at this nest during 1-hour observation. - RRadd
05/23/2012 - No HOFI detected at this structure during 40-minute observation. - RRadd
05/30/2012 - Nest no longer present and presumed lost to weather. - RRadd

No

400

100

50

50

Fledged

4/24/2012

6/8/2012 04/24/2012 - A pair of Bushtits was observed carrying lining material several times to a nest that appears
complete. - LTymkiw
05/03/2012 - No activity observed during 10 minute period. - BArnold
05/10/2012 - No Bushtits directly approached the nest during 30 minutes of observation. However, a pair of
Bushtits spent the majority of time foraging in nearby shrubs. Although the biologist did not see them copulate,
they were displaying courtship behavior and remained quite close to one another. The nest looks complete and is
in excellent condition. It is likely the pair has reached the egg-laying stage. - VEurs
05/17/2012 - No activity detected at the nest after 40 minutes of observation. After about 30 minutes, some
Bushtits were detected moving about the vegetation 20-50 feet from the nest. - VEurs
05/25/2012 - No BUSH activity detected during 40 minutes of observation. Nest appears to be in good condition. VEurs
06/01/2012 - No BUSH activity detected during 30 minutes of observation. The nest appears to be in relatively
good condition, but the biologist cannot examine it directly, because it is in the center of a large, tall, dense laurel
sumac (to which the biologist is allergic). - VEurs
06/08/2012 - As the biologist was watching the nest, a flock of Bushtits was heard about 50 feet downslope to the
north. The biologist followed the sounds and observed a flock of approximately 8 Bushtits, 4-6 of which appeared
to be recent fledglings. They were foraging awkwardly amongst the vegetation and occasionally giving begging
calls. This nest has fledged successfully and is now closed. - VEurs

Yes

Other

75

100

50

50

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

4/24/2012

5/14/2012 04/24/2012 - A pair of California Towhees was observed visiting a nest with 2 eggs. - LTymkiw
05/03/2012 - Nest with 2 eggs. - BArnold
05/14/2012 - The nest is perfectly intact but no longer contains eggs or young. This nest with eggs or young failed
due to natural causes. - VEurs

No

BMP installation/maintenance

40

100

100

100

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

4/24/2012

5/10/2012 04/24/2012 - A pair of Wrentits was observed visiting a complete nest with 4 pale blue eggs. - LTymkiw
05/03/2012 - Nest with 4 eggs, in Xylococcus bicolor (mission manzanita). Flushed from nest at 2 feet. - BArnold
05/10/2012 - The nest is intact but the lining is mussed and the eggs are gone. This nest with eggs or young failed
due to natural causes. - VEurs

No
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
AMKE American Kestrel

Nest ID
042412_mdus_01 CP23-E

HOWR House Wren

042412_rrdd_01

BUSH

Bushtit

BUSH

Bushtit

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
30

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
500

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
Nest Outcome
150
150
Presumed Fledged

Type
Road Area

Chaparrals

CP83-E

Road Area

Riparian Forests and Woodlands

Traffic

40

100

50

50

Nest did not reach active stage

4/24/2012

042412_rrdd_02

CP83-E

Road Area

Riparian Forests and Woodlands

Traffic

50

100

50

50

Indeterminate

4/24/2012

5/4/2012 04/24/2012 - BUSH bringing material to nest at 10-minute intervals 0918, approximately 60% complete. - RRadd
05/05/2012 - Nest has been pulled apart from side at nest cup - possibly predated. Nesting chronology shows that
eggs may have been present, but that cannot be determined. - RRadd

N/A

042412_rrdd_03

CP82-1-E

Road Area

Riparian Forests and Woodlands

Traffic

85

100

75

75

Indeterminate

4/24/2012

6/1/2012 04/24/2012 - BUSH pair carrying spider silk and feathers to nest, approximately 70% complete. - RRadd
05/06/2012 - BUSH exits nest at 1450. - RRadd
05/11/2012 - BUSH male makes brief visit at 1512 after 30 minutes of no activity. - RRadd
05/19/2012 - BUSH departs nest with fecal sac at 1347. - RRadd
06/02/2012 - No BUSH observed at this nest during 45 minute observation from 1500-1545 on hot afternoon. RRadd
06/15/2012 - No activity detected during 30-minute observation. - RRadd
06/24/2012 - Closed due to lack of observed activity for 3 weeks. Although it cannot be stated with certainty,
timeline indicates nest had time to fledge, and nest showed no indications of predation. - RRadd

N/A

HOWR House Wren

042412_rrdd_04

CP82-1-E

Road Area

Riparian Forests and Woodlands

Traffic

45

100

50

50

Fledged

4/24/2012

6/4/2012 04/24/2012 - HOWR male singing nearby while female carries sticks at 1-minute intervals. - RRadd
05/05/2012 - Female visits infrequently, male announces all exits. - RRadd
05/11/2012 - HOWR enters cavity at 1504. - RRadd
05/19/2012 - Female HOWR departs nest at 1113, returns at 1122 with small food item. - RRadd
05/25/2012 - HOWR carries insect to nest at 1400. - RRadd
06/02/2012 - Male HOWR carries large earwig to nest at 1557 after 20 minutes of absence. - RRadd
06/08/2012 - HOWR with fledged juvenile away from nest. Male returns to sing softly at cavity, but carries no
food, suggesting a second brood has been initiated. - RRadd

Yes

ANHU

Anna's Hummingbird

042412_rrdd_05

CP82-1-E

Road Area

Riparian Forests and Woodlands

Traffic

30

100

70

70

Nest did not reach active stage

4/24/2012

5/5/2012 04/24/2012 - ANHU lying on complete nest. - RRadd
05/05/2012 - Nest is weathered, misshapen and unattended. Presumed lost to weather prior to eggs. - RRadd

No

ANHU

Anna's Hummingbird

042412_rrdd_06

CP82-1-E

Road Area

Riparian Forests and Woodlands

Traffic

17

100

70

70

Nest did not reach active stage

4/24/2012

5/5/2012 04/24/2012 - ANHU female building nest which is 40% complete. - RRadd
05/05/2012 - Nest has fallen from substrate. Presumed lost to natural causes prior to becoming active. - RRadd

No

ID

Habitat
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Date Nest
Found
4/24/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
6/21/2012 04/24/2012 - On 04/22/12, biomonitor A. Steyers reported observing a female AMKE briefly entering the lowest
arm of the 69kV monopole before joining a male and leaving the area. On 04/24/12 the avian biologist observed
the AMKE pair chasing a pair of Red-tailed Hawks from structure CP23, after which the female AMKE entered the
lowest arm of the 69kV pole and did not emerge for 25 minutes. During this time, the male hunted and perched
on a nearby wire. The female emerged from the cavity at 1318 and the pair left the nest vicinity. They returned at
approximately 1600, the female vocalizing and the male diving at the Red-tailed Hawk perched in CP23. - MDicus
05/01/2012 - No AMKE activity during 90+ minutes of observation. - VEurs
05/08/2012 - At approximately 1610, after 80 minutes of observation, the female kestrel exited the nest cavity.
She flew to the transmission wires to the west of the monopole, where she perched and then defecated. She
remained on the wire, preening and fluffing her feathers, until a Red-tailed Hawk soared by. She briefly gave
chase, vocalizing, but soon returned to the wire. She re-entered the nest cavity at about 1620. The male kestrel
was not observed. - VEurs
05/15/2012 - Both adults were seen as the biologist arrived near the nest cavity. The female was holding a lizard,
which she consumed before flying into the nest cavity. The male perched on a transmission wire near the cavity
before flying off to the east. He eventually returned carrying a small bird. In response to his calls, the female
exited the nest cavity and took the bird from him. She perched on a wire away from the nest, consumed the bird,
and the pair flew off. - VEurs
05/22/2012 - The female was observed soon after the start of observations, moving in and out of view as she
hunted. She eventually entered the nest cavity. The male arrived carrying food, calling for the female. She exited
the cavity, took the food from him and took it into the cavity. She soon exited and flew out of sight. The male
returned about 20 minutes later with another lizard. The female flew into view, took the lizard and again carried it
into the cavity. She exited almost immediately and flew out of view as the male remained perched on a
transmission wire. - VEurs
05/29/2012 - The female arrived at the nest cavity after approximately 30 minutes of observation. She carried
prey into the cavity and exited immediately. She then perched on a spacer between 2 distribution wires and
preened. After about 5 minutes, she flew out of sight to the north. - VEurs
06/05/2012 - Shortly after the biologist's arrival, the female kestrel flew in from the southeast carrying a lizard.
She was repeatedly vocalizing and flew behind the biologist out of sight over a hill. A RTHA flew into view and was
being chased by the kestrel. Once that hawk left, she flew to top of tower CP20 and began mobbing a second
RTHA. She aggressively chased the hawk higher and higher, all while carrying the lizard in her talons. After the
hawk flew away, she carried the lizard into the nest cavity and after exiting, perched on a distribution wire south
of the nest for about 15 minutes. She then flew out of sight and did not return before the biologist left the area. VEurs
06/15/2012 Avian nest monitor V Eurs reports nestlings present in the cavity MDicus
5/26/2012 04/24/2012 - Male singing at cavity, female enters and remains 0758. - RRadd
05/05/2012 - HOWR exits nest at 1250. - RRadd
05/11/2012 - Considerable HOWR song and activity within undergrowth near nest, but no cavity entrance or exit
observed from 1630-1645. - RRadd
05/19/2012 - No activity observed from 0944-1004. Possibly an alternate nest. Monitor once more prior to
potentially closing. - RRadd
05/26/2012 - HOWR are nesting elsewhere, this cavity likely abandoned as part of the site selection process. RRadd

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
Traffic

Fledged
Yes

AR070451

No
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
NOMO Northern Mockingbird

Nest ID
042412_rrdd_07

CP77

ID

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
Type
Habitat
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
Pad Areas-Structure Pad Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance
Area

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
60

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
Nest Outcome
50
50
Nest did not reach active stage

Date Nest
Found
4/24/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
5/5/2012 04/24/2012 - NOMO attending fresh, un-lined stick basket nest. - RRadd
05/05/2012 - NOMO have moved to a new location 60 feet north and outside the buffer. - RRadd

Fledged
No

HOFI

House Finch

042412_rrdd_08

12kV Pole

Pad Areas-Work Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance

90

100

30

30

Nest did not reach active stage

4/24/2012

5/6/2012 04/24/2012 - Nest appears complete, but HOFI at pole did not come to nest during 15-minute observation. RRadd
05/05/2012 - No birds are associating with this empty unused nest. - RRadd

No

HOFI

House Finch

042412_rrdd_09

CP76-1

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance
Area

35

100

30

30

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

4/24/2012

5/11/2012 04/24/2012 - Nest appears well established and HOFI activity is continuous. - RRadd
05/05/2012 - Pair defending, and female sits at nest periodically. - RRadd
05/11/2012 - Nest is no longer present. - RRadd

No

LEGO

Lesser Goldfinch

042412_sjon_01

EP77-E

Road Area

Woodlands and Forests

Traffic

12

100

50

50

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

4/24/2012

5/3/2012 04/24/2012 - Observed male LEGO feeding incubating female. - SJohnston
05/03/2012 - No activity at nest for 30 minutes. Visual inspection revealed that nest lining has been pulled out of
cup and is hanging down from north side. Likely depredated. - MKuehn

No

BUOR

Bullock's Oriole

042412_sjon_02

EP77-E

Road Area

Woodlands and Forests

Traffic

30

100

50

50

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

4/24/2012

5/22/2012 04/24/2012 - Observed female building nest. Nest appears approximately 70% complete. - SJohnston
05/03/2012 - Male defending area around nest by chasing away WESJ and other male BUOR. Nest appears
complete and intact. Female not detected in 20 minutes, indicating she is likely incubating. - MKuehn
05/08/2012 - Female observed flying to nest and resuming incubation. - MKuehn
05/16/2012 - No activity at nest for 45 minutes and no BUOR detected in area. Nest appears intact and no
eggshells could be found on ground below nest. - MKuehn
05/22/2012 - No activity at nest for 30 minutes and no BUOR detected in area for second check in a row. Nest still
appears intact, and no eggshells could be found on ground below nest. Based on observed incubating behavior,
on 5/3 this nest is likely to have failed with eggs for unknown reasons. - MKuehn

No

HOFI

House Finch

042412_vers_01

CP6-1

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Area
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance

0

100

100

100

Removed

4/24/2012

4/24/2012 04/24/2012 - On 24 April 2012, the onsite biomonitor A. Steyers observed a pair of House Finches perching on an
excavator in the work area of CP6 and entering the joint in the hydraulic arm with nesting material. This piece of
equipment is needed for construction of a Hilfiker wall at CP6. Nesting bird deterrents were present on the
excavator in the form of copious amounts of mylar flagging. The nest was approximately 2% complete at time of
removal and did not contain any eggs or young. Photographs were taken to document deterrents in place, the
removal process, material removed per the NBMMP and new deterrents added. After the nest was removed,
construction personnel stuffed filter fabric into the joints of the equipment in an effort to prevent further nesting
attempts. - VEurs

No

HOFI

House Finch

042512_bald_01

Sycamore Substation SSDE1

Substation

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Substation - new construction

100

100

30

30

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

4/25/2012

4/28/2012 04/25/2012 - Nest with 3 eggs. - BArnold
04/26/2012 - No HOFI associated with nest. Nest with 3 eggs, the same as yesterday. Nest very wet and slightly deconstructed from last night's heavy rainfall. - BArnold
04/29/2012 - Nest and 3 eggs no longer present as of 28 April 2012. Appears to be natural predation of nest. BArnold

No

HOFI

House Finch

042512_bald_02

Sycamore Substation SSDE1

Substation

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Substation - new construction

140

100

30

30

Nest did not reach active stage

4/25/2012

5/17/2012 04/25/2012 - Nest appears complete, no eggs or HOFI activity observed. - BArnold
04/26/2012 - No adult HOFI observed at nest. The nest is very wet from last night's heavy rainfall, and contains no
eggs. - BArnold
04/29/2012 - Nest empty, no activity observed either today 30 April or yesterday, 29 April. Changed status to
Inactive. - BArnold
05/17/2012 - Nest appeared in good condition and nearly complete when it became soaked during a rain storm in
late April. No eggs were ever observed. This nest never attained active status. This nest was never re-established
and never contained eggs. It failed, likely due to natural causes. Change status to closed. - BArnold

No

HOFI

House Finch

042512_bald_03

Sycamore Substation

Substation

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other

80

100

30

30

Presumed Fledged

4/25/2012

5/15/2012 04/25/2012 - Nest with 5 eggs. Female flushed at 3 feet. - BArnold
04/28/2012 - Observed female leave nest on her own. Upon brief examination, nest was discovered to contain at
least 3 nestlings. - BArnold
05/03/2012 - Nest with several nestlings. - BArnold
05/09/2012 - Nestlings observed in nest. - BArnold
05/15/2012 - Well-protected nest slightly degraded with lots of scat, indicative of recent fledging. Nest closed. BArnold

Yes

CAGN

California Gnatcatcher

042512_bloh_01 CP10

800

300

300

300

Fledged

4/25/2012

5/9/2012 04/25/2012 - 2 nestlings present; both adults bringing food and feeding repeatedly, male returning with food
about twice as much as female. - BLohstroh
05/02/2012 - Nest pulled apart, broken sage stems above nest, no sign of nestlings or fledglings in area. Nest
likely taken by avian predator. - BLohstroh
05/09/2012 - Pair observed feeding one juvenile; fledged. - KAlberts

Yes

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats OH - foundations
Area
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
MODO Mourning Dove

Nest ID
042512_elss_01

ID
EP78-E

Type
Road Area

Habitat
Woodlands and Forests

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
OH - wire stringing

BUSH

Bushtit

042512_ghan_01 CP31-2 PS

Pad Areas-Stringing Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats OH - wire stringing

BUSH

Bushtit

042512_hwey_01 CP106-1-N

Road Area

Chaparrals

HOFI

House Finch

042512_hwey_03 Alpine CY

Construction Yards

CATH

California Thrasher

042512_hwey_04 EP11-3-N

BUSH

Bushtit

042512_jdus_01

Helix CY AR

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
110

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
Nest Outcome
30
30
Presumed Fledged

Date Nest
Found
4/25/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
5/30/2012 04/25/2012 - See following comment. - KAlberts
04/25/2012 - Mourning Dove observed lying on the nest. - ELoveless
05/04/2012 - No activity at nest for 20 minutes. - MKuehn
05/10/2012 - Adult on nest. - MKuehn
05/16/2012 - Adult on nest. Based on timing of observations (incubating when found on 4/25), this nest likely
contains nestlings. - MKuehn
05/22/2012 - Adult on nest. - MKuehn
05/30/2012 - No activity at nest for 30 minutes. Based on observations, nest expected to fledge no later than
5/24. Nest is intact and no nestlings could seen over rim or when viewed from below (nest is somewhat
transparent). No adults or fledglings could be detected in area. Likely fledged, since nest was active on 5/22, only
2 days prior to expected fledge date. - MKuehn

Fledged
Yes

60

100

50

50

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

4/25/2012

6/19/2012 04/25/2012 - Pair observed making multiple trips carrying nesting material between 1600 and 1700 by avian
biomonitor T. Dipaola. Nest is about 50% complete. Buffer staked for foot and helicopter traffic at 50 feet. GHuffman
05/02/2012 - Nest looks nearly complete, although a little small. The pair made at least 8 trips to the nest to add
material during a 15-minute visit. They may have copulated, based on vocalizations and vigorous movements in
the nest tree, but the dense foliage prevented the biologist from confirming this. - VEurs
05/09/2012 - A Bushtit was leaving the nest tree as the biologist approached. Within 5 minutes, a Bushtit arrived
and entered the nest where it remained for 20 minutes and was eventually joined by a second Bushtit. The pair
remained in the nest as the biologist left the area. The nest looks complete. - VEurs
05/16/2012 - During 30 minutes of observation, a single Bushtit brought a couple of pieces of nesting material
into the nest. A pair was never observed. The adult that visited the nest was relatively quiet, and it seems likely
that a second adult was within the nest, incubating. - VEurs
05/23/2012 - During 30 minutes of observation, at least 2 adult Bushtits made several trips in and out of the nest,
sometimes carrying nesting material. In the latter half of observations, the Bushtits seemed to swap places. One
adult would leave the nest as the other arrived, with the new arrival remaining in the nest until the other
returned. - VEurs
05/31/2012 - 1-2 adults made numerous trips into the nest with food to feed another incubating adult. - VEurs
06/07/2012 - No BUSH activity at the nest after 35 minutes of observation, although Bushtits were foraging in the
surrounding habitat. - VEurs
06/19/2012 - Nest was monitored to evaluate status of nest per the NBMMP, and was found to be torn open with
large holes remaining on 2 opposite sides of the main nest chamber, consistent with avian predation. No Bushtits
were observed at nest. Nest with eggs or young failed due to natural causes (predation). - JDicus

No

Traffic

3

100

100

100

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

4/25/2012

5/9/2012 04/25/2012 - Adult brings food to nest at 0738. - HWinfrey
04/27/2012 - Adult brings food to nest at 1110. - HWinfrey
04/29/2012 - Adult brings food to nest at 0849. - HWinfrey
05/01/2012 - 2 adults bring food to nest at 0658. - HWinfrey
05/03/2012 - Adult observed at nest at 0641. - HWinfrey
05/05/2012 - 2 adults bring food to nest at 1043. - HWinfrey
05/07/2012 - Adult was observed visiting nest at 0812. - HWinfrey
05/09/2012 - No activity observed from 0732 to 0802. Upon close examination, bottom of nest torn apart, nest
apparently predated. - HWinfrey

No

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic

50

100

30

30

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

4/25/2012

5/23/2012 04/25/2012 - Female on nest incubating 3 eggs. - HWinfrey
05/03/2012 - Female observed on nest with 4 eggs at 0750. - HWinfrey
05/10/2012 - 3 eggs in nest. - HWinfrey
05/17/2012 - 1 hatchling partially emerged from egg. 2 additional eggs in nest. Earliest anticipated fledge date is
5/28/12. - HWinfrey
05/23/2012 - Yard monitor reports that pair has abandoned nest, with female not present on nest for several
days. Nest examined and found to contain 3 discolored, non-viable eggs. Nest closed. - HWinfrey

No

Road Area

Chaparrals

OH - wire stringing

100

100

100

100

Presumed Fledged

4/25/2012

5/21/2012 04/25/2012 - Adult seen leaving nest. 3 eggs present in nest. - HWinfrey
05/02/2012 - Female on nest with 3 eggs at 0623. - HWinfrey
05/08/2012 - 1 day-old nestling and 2 eggs in nest. Earliest expected fledging is 5/20/12. - HWinfrey
05/15/2012 - 2 fluffy nestlings visible in nest, along with 1 unhatched egg. Nestlings appear 4-5 days old. HWinfrey
05/21/2012 - 1 dead nestling in nest, other nestlings presumably fledged. Nest closed. - HWinfrey

Yes

Road Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic

23

100

50

50

Presumed Fledged

4/25/2012

5/16/2012 04/25/2012 - Female adult Bushtit arrives to 100% constructed and externally well decorated nest singly, remains
inside while male brings fine downy material to nest entrance which female receives from within. Female does
not exit nest for 15 minutes. - JDicus
05/02/2012 - BUSH male carrying food to nest at 10 minute intervals. - RRadd
05/09/2012 - BUSH continue to feed this nest from 0856-0903. - RRadd
05/17/2012 - Nest in good condition, but no BUSH detections from 1428- 1448. Chronology suggests probable
fledge. - RRadd

Yes
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
HOFI House Finch

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
Traffic

Nest ID
042512_jdus_02

ID
Sycamore CY

Type
Construction Yards

Habitat
Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

042512_jpki_01

EP78-E

Road Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic

WESJ

Western Scrub-Jay

CAKI

Cassin's Kingbird

042512_mdus_01 CP51-2

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance
Area

WESJ

Western Scrub-Jay

042512_mkhn_01 EP78-E

Road Area

Chaparrals

OH - wire stringing

BCHU

Black-chinned Hummingbird

042512_rrdd_01

CP70-3-E

Road Area

Riparian Forests and Woodlands

ACWO Acorn Woodpecker

042512_rrdd_02

CP70-3-E

Road Area

BUSH

042512_rrdd_03

CP70-3-E

042512_rrdd_04

CP70-3-E

Bushtit

NOMO Northern Mockingbird

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
10

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
Nest Outcome
10
10
Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

32

100

100

100

0

100

50

50

150

100

100

Traffic

31

100

Riparian Forests and Woodlands

Traffic

17

Road Area

Riparian Forests and Woodlands

Traffic

Road Area

Chaparrals

Traffic

Date Nest
Found
4/25/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
5/16/2012 04/25/2012 - Nest with 4 eggs, female incubates while vehicle is parked 5 feet away with doors open and radio
turned on. - JDicus
05/02/2012 - The female was on the nest as biologist approached. The male was perched nearby singing. He
approached the nest, and the pair then flew off across the access road. The biologist used this opportunity to
check the nest with a mirror. It still contains 4 eggs. - VEurs
05/09/2012 - Nest contents checked once the female vacated nest of her own volition. Nest still contains eggs. VEurs
05/16/2012 - Nest abandoned with 2 cold, non-viable eggs. - KAlberts

Fledged
No

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

4/25/2012

5/4/2012 04/25/2012 - Adult observed on nest; second adult observed in vicinity of nest shrub on several occasions. JPawlicki
05/04/2012 - Nest is empty and lining is somewhat mussed. No eggshells in or below nest. Unknown whether nest
contained eggs or nestlings when found on 4/25, but adult was sitting very low in nest suggesting it contained
eggs or very young nestlings, and adults were not observed carrying food to nest on 4/25. Today no WESJ
detected within 80 feet of nest in 20 minutes. WESJ 80 feet away was followed and showed no evidence of
feeding fledglings. This nest likely failed prior to fledging young. - MKuehn
05/04/2012 - No comment. - VNovik

No

Removed

4/25/2012

4/26/2012 04/25/2012 - An adult Cassin's Kingbird was observed making 4 trips with nest material while the other adult
perched nearby. The birds also displayed territorial aggression, chasing a pair of House Finches from the tower. MDicus
04/26/2012 - Nest was removed per NBMMP based on need to access insulators adjacent to nest. Nest was in
early stages, less than 20% complete, at time of removal with no eggs or young present. Deterrents present
include a previously installed perch/nest preventer and mylar tape. - IMaunsell

No

100

Presumed Fledged

4/25/2012

5/2/2012 04/25/2012 - Nest contains at least 1 (appears to be only 1) large gray nestling (50-60g). Adult nearby and would
not go to nest with biologist 30 feet away. Nest is expected to fledge by 5/1. - MKuehn
05/02/2012 - Nest empty. Based on prior observations, likely fledged. - VNovik

Yes

50

50

Presumed Fledged

4/25/2012

5/25/2012 04/25/2012 - BCHU female building yellow nest; approximately 50% complete. - RRadd
05/04/2012 - BCHU female leaves nest only for brief intervals and does not feed nest at return, suggesting
incubation in progress. - RRadd
05/12/2012 - Female BCHU to nest and settles at 1505. - RRadd
05/18/2012 - Female ANHU departs nest at 1229, returns to feed hatched young at 1231 and settles. - RRadd
05/23/2012 - Female BCHU feeding nest at 1202. - RRadd
05/30/2012 - Nest is intact but no longer occupied, and a new nest has been constructed 10 feet west. Based on
the recent observations, it is presumed that this nest fledged. - RRadd

Yes

100

50

50

Fledged

4/25/2012

7/11/2012 04/25/2012 - 3 ACWO repeatedly entering this cavity during 40 minute observation. - RRadd
05/04/2012 - ACWO making trips to tree, but no entry observed. - RRadd
05/12/2012 - ACWO active on tree, but no cavity use observed in 30-minute observation. - RRadd
05/18/2012 - ACWO defending cavity against ATFL pair, but no entry or departure observed. - RRadd
05/23/2012 - ACWO in cavity at 1103. ACWO observed entering cavity at 1203. - RRadd
05/30/2012 - 3 ACWO make frequent trips to this nest and guard the entrance. - RRadd
06/06/2012 - On June 5, ACWO bringing insects to nest at 1518. On June 6, multiple entries with food from 13301340. - RRadd
06/13/2012 - ACWO emerges after 30 minutes of observation at 1630. Helpers nest guard and chase intruding
YBCH away from nest tree. - RRadd
06/20/2012 - ACWO departs nest after 20 minutes inside. Returns 15 minutes later and does not emerge. - RRadd
06/27/2012 - ACWO continue to occupy this cavity. - RRadd
07/05/2012 - Single visit to cavity by 1 ACWO during 1 hour of observation. Although sufficient time has passed
for young to fledge (30-32 days), no fledglings have been observed away from nest or accepting food at the nest
entrance. - RRadd
07/11/2012 - Adult pair of Acorn Woodpeckers observed attended by 1 recently fledged juvenile Acorn
Woodpecker which was begging from perch 3 feet below while adults tended to acorn granary present in upper
portions of northernmost trunk of host tree. No activity was observed at nest entrance for duration of 45-minute
observation period. This nest has successfully fledged at least 1 juvenile Acorn Woodpecker, and is now closed. JDicus

Yes

1

100

75

75

Indeterminate

4/25/2012

5/4/2012 04/25/2012 - BUSH male visits nest infrequently but does not enter. - RRadd
05/04/2012 - Nest has fallen and is torn. Presumed lost to weather, but possibly predation is primary cause. Nest
may or may not have contained eggs. - RRadd

N/A

37

100

75

75

Nest did not reach active stage

4/25/2012

5/23/2012 04/25/2012 - NOMO bringing sticks and forming nest platform; approximately 15% complete. - RRadd
05/04/2012 - Twig basket is complete and accepting lining, NOMO attending. - RRadd
05/12/2012 - Nest is complete and lined. No NOMO observed during 15-minute observation 1418. - RRadd
05/18/2012 - Nest is complete and lined. NOMO observed nearby but not at this nest. - RRadd
05/23/2012 - Nest looks neat and maintained but no activity observed. - RRadd

No
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Nearest Project Feature

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
13

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
Nest Outcome
75
75
Nest did not reach active stage

Species
Code
Common Name
LEGO Lesser Goldfinch

Nest ID
042512_rrdd_05

CP70-3-E

Type
Road Area

Habitat
Riparian Forests and Woodlands

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
Traffic

HOOR

Hooded Oriole

042512_rrdd_06

El Monte CY

Construction Yards

Riparian Forests and Woodlands

Other

27

100

50

50

HOFI

House Finch

042512_sjon_01

Kreutzkamp CY

Construction Yards

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other

30

100

5

5

HOFI

House Finch

042512_vnik_01

Rough Acres CY

Construction Yards

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance

0

100

100

100

LASP

Lark Sparrow

042612_ahll_01

EP67 PS

Pad Areas-Stringing Area Grasslands and Meadows

Grading

35

100

35

ANHU

Anna's Hummingbird

042612_rrdd_01

Helix CY AR

Road Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic

20

100

BEWR

Bewick's Wren

042612_rrdd_02

Helix CY AR

Road Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic

10

LASP

Lark Sparrow

042712_ahll_01

SWAT CY

Construction Yards

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance

0

ID

Date Nest
Found
4/25/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
5/10/2012 04/25/2012 - LEGO female constructs new nest in company of vigilant male. Nest approximately 30% complete. RRadd
05/04/2012 - LEGO pair making brief visits to completely lined nest. - RRadd
05/12/2012 - Nest is intact, lined and empty. No LEGO observed associating. - RRadd
05/18/2012 - Nest remains empty, and LEGO are no longer associating with the site. - RRadd

Fledged
No

Nest did not reach active stage

4/25/2012

5/16/2012 04/25/2012 - New nest is approximately 20% complete and consistent with HOOR. - RRadd
05/02/2012 - Nest does not appear substantially improved; will monitor once more before closing. - RRadd
05/08/2012 - This nest now appears 40% complete. Male HOOR in canopy did not approach nest during 30
minutes of observation - RRadd
05/16/2012 - Nest has not been further improved and no HOOR associating with this location. Closed for
inactivity. - RRadd

No

Fledged

4/25/2012

5/7/2012 04/25/2012 - Monitor reported House Finch entering nest location. Upon inspection by an avian biologist, at least
2 nestlings were observed in the nest. - SJohnston
05/02/2012 - three feathered nestlings observed. - SJohnston
05/07/2012 - S. Johnston reports that 3 fledglings were observed flying from the nest. - KAlberts
05/07/2012 - Observed 3 fledglings fly out from metal container handle where nest was located. Checked nest
with phone camera. Nest appeared empty and completely fledged. - SJohnston

Yes

Removed

4/25/2012

4/25/2012 04/25/2012 - A pair of House Finches was observed for approximately 30-40 minutes. The pair was observed at
the nest, and a second pair was also observed near the nest. At least one female was observed carrying material
to the nest. The nest appears 80% complete. No eggs or young were in the nest. Removal of nest was required
based on impact to material logistics operations supporting construction, cost impact relative to alternate
options, and potential for more nests at the idle piece of equipment during the anticipated nest cycle. Nest
deterrents in the form of mylar tape and reflective discs were hung on the water tank. Nest was removed per
NBMMP. - VNovik

No

35

Fledged

4/26/2012

5/14/2012 04/26/2012 - Nest was found on 4/25/2012 when a bird flushed from the nest during an arroyo toad survey at
2100. Nest was logged today and was confirmed to still be active when the female was observed on the nest,
incubating 4 eggs. A buffer of 100 feet was installed. The female flew off the nest when walking 20 feet south
toward nest. - AHill
05/01/2012 - Clutch of 4 eggs (cream-colored with a few irregular spots) fill the small ground nest. No adult at the
nest but several Lark Sparrows in the area. - PKonrad
05/09/2012 - Nestlings (approximately 2 days old). - SJohnston
05/09/2012 - An adult Lark Sparrow was brooding 3 newly hatched nestlings, and 1 unhatched egg remains in the
nest. If the nesting attempt is successful, the 3 nestlings may fledge in 10 days, but if the remaining egg hatches,
the nestling would not fledge for 11 or 12 days. - PKonrad
05/11/2012 - Before grading was allowed to proceed up to the new buffer limit of 35 feet, the nest was checked,
and 3 feathered nestlings were observed away from the nest. Two were found together about 10 inches away
from the nest. The third was seen further, approximately 20 inches away. During grading activities, adults were
observed bring food to the scattered nestlings. - SJohnston
05/14/2012 - No nestlings at or around nest or fledglings in area. No evidence of predation at or around the nest.
Based off developmental appearance of nestlings observed on 5/11, the nest fledged successfully. - SJohnston

Yes

50

50

Presumed Fledged

4/26/2012

5/26/2012 04/26/2012 - ANHU comes to nest and remains at 1230. - RRadd
05/02/2012 - ANHU incubation continues - female remains on nest. - RRadd
05/09/2012 - Female ANHU continues to incubate, no feeding observed on multiple nest visits. - RRadd
05/17/2012 - ANHU female feeding 2 small nestlings at 0719. - RRadd
05/26/2012 - Nest is empty with feces at rim, consistent with probable fledge. - RRadd

Yes

100

50

50

Presumed Fledged

4/26/2012

5/2/2012 04/26/2012 - BEWR pair carrying food to brush pile in midst of Tamarix thicket. - RRadd
05/02/2012 - No BEWR detections, but based on prior observations, this nest presumed fledged. - RRadd

Yes

100

100

100

Removed

4/27/2012

4/27/2012 04/27/2012 - Female was seen bringing material to nest over the course of an hour, the nest went from being
60% complete to 90%. The female's brood patch was visible. Deterrents present included ongoing construction
yard work such as skycrane operations, steel assembly and vehicle traffic. The nest was submitted for nest
removal per NBMMP because of the necessity to fly out the steel piece immediately and that there were no eggs
or nestlings present. - AHill

No
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
CALT California Towhee

Nest ID
042712_ghan_01 CP31-2-E

ID

Type
Road Area

HOFI

House Finch

042712_hwey_01 Suncrest Substation SSDE4

Substation

HOFI

House Finch

042712_lgan_01

CP64-2 PS

LASP

Lark Sparrow

042712_lgan_02

PHAI

Phainopepla

HOFI

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
Habitat
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
25

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
Nest Outcome
50
50
Presumed Fledged

BMP installation/maintenance

0

100

100

100

Pad Areas-Stringing Area Chaparrals

BMP installation/maintenance

9

100

50

50

CP64-2 PS

Pad Areas-Stringing Area Chaparrals

Grading

26

100

100

042712_lgan_03

CP64-2 PS

Pad Areas-Stringing Area Chaparrals

Other

220

100

House Finch

042712_lgan_05

CP65-1

Pad Areas-TSAP

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Other

250

PHAI

Phainopepla

042712_lgan_06

CP65-1

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Chaparrals
Area

Other

LEGO

Lesser Goldfinch

042712_lgan_07

CP65-1

CATH

California Thrasher

042712_lton_01

EP99-2-PS

Date Nest
Found
4/27/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
5/18/2012 04/27/2012 - Observed location of nest in white sage (Salvia apiana) while driving down access road. When
approaching nest, a California Towhee left substrate and observed 4 eggs in nest. 50-foot buffer staked with drive
though access. - GHuffman
05/04/2012 - Eggs have hatched since the last visit. The towhee left the nest as the biologist quietly approached
the buffer. The biologist slowly approached the nest, saw a nestling and quickly backed off to the edge of the
buffer. The towhee returned to the nest about 5 minutes later. - VEurs
05/11/2012 - Female on the nest with nestlings, observed during a quick check from the access road. - VEurs
05/18/2012 - The nest is in excellent condition, but is now empty. Enough time has passed for the nest cycle to be
completed, so this nest is presumed to have fledged successfully. - VEurs

Fledged
Yes

Removed

4/27/2012

4/27/2012 04/27/2012 - Biologist A. Farmer reported observing HOFI pair carrying nesting material to interior of crane arm
base atop crane truck in Sunrise Substation. Nest was found to be 10% complete with no eggs or young present.
This vehicle was being used for active work when the nest was discovered. Operation of this crane was deemed
necessary for ongoing wire pulling operations, and nest was photographed and removed according to NBMMP
requirements. - HWinfrey

No

Indeterminate

4/27/2012

5/16/2012 04/27/2012 - Female House Finch was observed incubating 4 eggs. - LGorman
05/03/2012 - Female HOFI incubating 4 eggs. - RRadd
05/10/2012 - HOFI on nest at 1150. - RRadd
05/16/2012 - Nest is clean and empty, potentially predated or may have fledged. - RRadd

N/A

100

Presumed Fledged

4/27/2012

5/3/2012 04/27/2012 - Observed Lark Sparrow pair bringing nest material to the nest, in between periods of incubation. LGorman
05/03/2012 - Nest is intact and empty with many feces at rim, suggesting previous monitoring was food carrying
and nest has fledged. - RRadd

Yes

75

75

Presumed Fledged

4/27/2012

5/15/2012 04/27/2012 - A Phainopepla pair was observed bringing nesting material to the nest, which is approximately 90%
complete. - LGorman
05/03/2012 - PHAI female feeding nest containing downy young. - RRadd
05/10/2012 - PHAI male carries food to nest at 1210 - RRadd
05/15/2012 - No PHAI detected at this nest. Presumed fledged. - RRadd

Yes

100

75

75

Presumed Fledged

4/27/2012

6/1/2012 04/27/2012 - A female House Finch nest was observed bringing nest material to the nest repeatedly. The nest was
approximately 95% complete. - LGorman
05/03/2012 - Female HOFI in nest at 1438. - RRadd
05/10/2012 - HOFI female incubating. - RRadd
05/15/2012 - Female HOFI on nest did not flush at 1350. - RRadd
05/22/2012 - Young with wispy down on heads visible in nest at 1122. - RRadd
05/31/2012 - 3 well-feathered nestlings appears almost ready to fledge. - RRadd
05/31/2012 - Nest contains 4 large nestlings which appear ready to fledge. - RRadd
06/07/2012 - Nest is empty and presumed fledged. - RRadd

Yes

150

100

90

90

Presumed Fledged

4/27/2012

5/14/2012 04/27/2012 - A female Phainopepla was observed incubating the nest. She flew off the nest, gathered material,
added it to the nest, and continued to incubate. - LGorman
05/06/2012 - Male flies in to nest containing 3 eggs. - RRadd
05/10/2012 - PHAI pair exchanging nest duties 1415. - RRadd
05/16/2012 - Nest is intact and empty, presumed fledged - 1158. - RRadd

Yes

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Other
Area

120

100

60

60

Indeterminate

4/27/2012

5/16/2012 04/27/2012 - A female Lesser Goldfinch was observed flying onto the nest and remained there presumably to
incubate. - LGorman
05/03/2012 - Potentially same nest as 041212_rrdd_03. No species detected at nest during 30 minute
observation. - RRadd
05/10/2012 - No LEGO observed, but nearby PHAI nest makes monitoring difficult. - RRadd
05/16/2012 - Nest was not observed active beyond first observation. - RRadd

N/A

Pad Areas-Stringing Area Chaparrals

160

100

100

100

Fledged

4/27/2012

5/22/2012 04/27/2012 - The nest was discovered during an active search. 2 eggs were in the nest. The female had flushed
prior to discovery, and she called from a few shrubs while the biologist quickly took data. - LThoreson
05/03/2012 - Adult near. Nest still contains 2 eggs. - MKuehn
05/11/2012 - 2 nestlings in nest. - VNovik
05/17/2012 - Nest contains 2 downy nestlings estimated to be 8-10 days old. Nestlings should fledge between
5/22-5/24. - MKuehn
05/22/2012 - One fledgling and 1 adult encountered 20 feet away, en route to check nest. Nest was checked, first
from 8 feet with binoculars, and found to be empty with the rim depressed and partially flattened on one side. MKuehn

Yes

OH - wire stringing
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
HOFI House Finch

Nest ID
042712_mdus_01 CP76-1

ID

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
Type
Habitat
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
Pad Areas-Structure Pad Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance
Area

HOFI

House Finch

042712_mdus_02 CP51-2

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats OH - wire stringing
Area

HOFI

House Finch

042712_rrdd_01

CP65-1-PS-N

Road Area

PHAI

Phainopepla

042712_rrdd_02

CP64-2

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance
Area

NOMO Northern Mockingbird

042712_rrdd_03

CP64-2

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Grasslands and Meadows
Area

Grasslands and Meadows

Traffic

Other

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
15

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
Nest Outcome
30
30
Presumed Fledged

Date Nest
Found
4/27/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
6/10/2012 04/27/2012 - Female House Finch rapidly adding material to a nest that is approximately 75% complete, with the
male in accompaniment. The female seems wary of a Cassin's Kingbird perched nearby, waiting to add material
until the Kingbird leaves. - MDicus
05/05/2012 - Female HOFI incubating nest at 1020. - RRadd
05/11/2012 - HOFI pair copulate and female enters nest at 1036. - RRadd
05/11/2012 - Unable to see into nest, which appears complete and intact. Incubating? - RRadd
05/17/2012 - HOFI pair coming and going to this nest, copulation adjacent at 1208. - RRadd
05/24/2012 - HOFI pair come to nest; male singing, female with nest material. Female settles into nest at 0658. RRadd
06/01/2012 - Female HOFI lying in nest at 1134, incubation presumed. - RRadd
06/07/2012 - HOFI pair are wary at this nest, presumed to remain active. - RRadd
06/14/2012 - 2 HOFI pairs fight over this nest. One pair added material purloined from CAKI nest (during an
absence), and female guards this nest, which is presumed to contain eggs. - RRadd
06/19/2012 - Female incubating on nest, leaving only briefly to forage and immediately returning. Further
comments moved to 062112_rrdd_02. - HWinfrey

Fledged
Yes

130

100

30

30

Nest did not reach active stage

4/27/2012

5/4/2012 04/27/2012 - Female observed making multiple trips with material to a nest that is approximately 80-90%
constructed. - MDicus
05/04/2012 - Nest is gone, with no signs of it on the ground beneath the tower. This nest was never recorded to
have progressed past the nest building stage. Did not reach active stage. Closed. - JDicus

No

9

100

50

50

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

4/27/2012

5/16/2012 04/27/2012 - Complete nest ready for first egg. Pair agitated at observer, returned at 50 feet. - RRadd
05/03/2012 - HOFI attending nest containing 3 eggs. - RRadd
05/10/2012 - HOFI incubating 4 eggs. - RRadd
05/16/2012 - Nest is clean and empty but did not have sufficient time to fledge. Presumed predated. - RRadd

No

35

100

100

100

Indeterminate

4/27/2012

5/10/2012 04/27/2012 - Fresh grass nest, lined and complete. Various cup-nesting songbirds present, likely PHAI or HOFI. RRadd
05/03/2012 - Not monitored this week due to MODO nest on ground 6 feet south. - RRadd
05/10/2012 - No nest found at this GPS point. Possibly logged as same nest as adjacent LASP due to GPS error. RRadd

N/A

100

100

50

50

Presumed Fledged

4/27/2012

5/20/2012 04/27/2012 - Twig basket, fully lined and ready for first egg. NOMO present. - RRadd
05/03/2012 - NOMO on nest at 1155. - RRadd
05/10/2012 - NOMO in nest for duration of brief observation at 0940. - RRadd
05/16/2012 - NOMO carrying food to nest at 0946. Flushed from nest in apparent response to helicopter hovering
approximately 100 feet south at 50 feet above ground level at 1035, returned to nest area 10 minutes after
helicopter departure. - RRadd
05/22/2012 - Nest is intact and empty. Presumed fledged. - RRadd

Yes

75

100

30

30

Nest did not reach active stage

4/27/2012

5/10/2012 04/27/2012 - HOFI flushed from nest and returned as soon as observer retreated 40 feet. Contents not accessible.
- RRadd
05/03/2012 - No HOFI observed, and nest contents inaccessible at 1334. - RRadd
05/10/2012 - No activity observed. - RRadd

No

100

100

30

30

Presumed Fledged

4/27/2012

6/2/2012 04/27/2012 - Nest is only 4 feet from active HOFI nest, status of this nest unclear due to proximity. - RRadd
05/03/2012 - Nest contains 3 eggs at 1333; no HOFI detected. - RRadd
05/10/2012 - HOFI female in nest at 1204. - RRadd
05/16/2012 - Female HOFI lying on nest at 1429. - RRadd
05/22/2012 - Nest contains large, mostly feathered nestlings with wispy down still showing through. - RRadd
05/31/2012 - Nest contains 3 large nestlings which appear ready to fledge. - RRadd
06/07/2012 - Nest is empty, presumed fledged. - RRadd

Yes

77

100

100

100

Nest did not reach active stage

4/27/2012

5/16/2012 04/27/2012 - Complete empty nest. LASP copulating nearby. - RRadd
05/03/2012 - Nest is clean, maintained and empty. LASP pair on nearest tall shrub copulated 5 times in 1 minute. RRadd
05/10/2012 - Grass has been added to interior of nest, but no LASP present. Unclear if the nest has been usurped
or is being updated. - RRadd
05/16/2012 - Nest has not been maintained and is aging. LASP pair continue in area. - RRadd

No

Removed

4/28/2012

4/28/2012 04/28/2012 - Female was seen bringing material to nest actively, 80% complete. The nest was submitted for nest
removal because of the necessity to fly out the steel piece in the future and that there were no eggs or nestlings
present. Deterrents present included ongoing construction yard work such as skycrane operations, steel assembly
and vehicle traffic. Nest was removed as per NBMMP. - AHill

No

Nest did not reach active stage

4/28/2012

5/25/2012 04/28/2012 - Pair of HOFI observed bringing nest material (once) and landing on and entering (4 times) the
bracket for the lower arm on the west side of the pole. - BArnold
05/03/2012 - No activity observed during 30 minute observation period. - BArnold
05/09/2012 - No activity noted during brief observation period. - BArnold
05/25/2012 - It is unlikely that this nest ever made it to the Active stage. No activity has been recorded since 28
April. - BArnold

No

HOFI

House Finch

042712_rrdd_04

CP64 PS

Pad Areas-Stringing Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance

HOFI

House Finch

042712_rrdd_05

CP64 PS

Pad Areas-Stringing Area Grasslands and Meadows

OH - wire stringing

LASP

Lark Sparrow

042712_rrdd_06

CP65-1-PS-N

Road Area

Grasslands and Meadows

Traffic

LASP

Lark Sparrow

042812_ahll_02

SWAT CY

Construction Yards

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance

0

100

100

100

HOFI

House Finch

042812_bald_01

69kV-E

Road Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Substation - new construction

150

100

30

30
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
BUSH Bushtit

Nest ID
042812_ghan_01 CP31-2-E

HOFI

House Finch

042812_hwey_01 EP34-1

HOFI

House Finch

042812_ltiw_01

BUSH

Bushtit

ANHU

ID

Type
Road Area

Pad Areas-TSAP

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
Habitat
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

OH - tower erection

Jacumba Valley Ranch CY Construction Yards

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other

042812_ltiw_02

EP142-1

Pad Areas-TSAP

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats OH - tower erection

Anna's Hummingbird

042812_rrdd_01

GS-NF-10

Road Area

Riparian Forests and Woodlands

LEGO

Lesser Goldfinch

042812_rrdd_02

GS-NF-10

Pad Areas-Work Area

BUSH

Bushtit

042812_rrdd_04

GS-NF-10

HOFI

House Finch

042812_rrdd_05

GS-NF-10

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
10

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
Nest Outcome
50
50
Nest did not reach active stage

Date Nest
Found
4/28/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
5/12/2012 04/28/2012 - Observed adults making multiple trips to a coast live oak carrying nesting material. Nest appears to
be approximately 50% complete. - GHuffman
05/05/2012 - Bushtits made a few visits to the nest. Nest construction has progressed, but is not yet complete.
The neck is still a bit thin and see-through. Activity at the nest may have been subdued because of the presence of
a Western Scrub-jay moving throughout the area, including the nest tree. - VEurs
05/12/2012 - The nest is almost completely gone. About 5% of the nest remains where it is anchored to the
branch. This nest never contained eggs or young and is now closed. - VEurs

Fledged
No

100

100

30

30

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

4/28/2012

5/4/2012 04/28/2012 - Female flushed from nest, which contains 3 eggs. - HWinfrey
05/04/2012 - Nest appears pulled apart with no eggs remaining. Nest closed due to predation. - HWinfrey

No

50

100

20

20

Nest did not reach active stage

4/28/2012

5/10/2012 04/28/2012 - Female was seen entering the wheel area 3 times, but was never observed carrying anything inside.
Each time she remained there for about 5 minutes. Several males and other females also in the vicinity. - LTymkiw
05/04/2012 - No House Finches observed near the 2 remaining water tanks during 30-minute observation period..
- PKonrad
05/10/2012 - No finch activity observed in the nest area during the 30 minute observation period; 1 female was
observed perched on fence about 150 feet north for a short time. Considering the initial observation comments
and subsequent observations, this nest may never have been 'active' - closed. - PKonrad

No

200

100

40

40

Presumed Fledged

4/28/2012

5/14/2012 04/28/2012 - A pair was observed making many trips to the nest with caterpillars. They were not affected by the
tower work or by an avian biologist observing and recording data 40 feet away. - LTymkiw
04/30/2012 - A pair of Bushtits visited the nest, 1 entering nest, but no other activity observed during 30-minute
observation period. A small, vocal flock of Bushtits was observed about 100 feet west of the nest site. - PKonrad
05/07/2012 - Nest intact and pair of Bushtits territorial; 1 adult had insects in its beak, so avian biologist left area
and birds flew to nest. - PKonrad
05/14/2012 - A pair of Bushtits came to the nest and simultaneously began pulling relatively large pieces of
material from the nest, tugging diligently at the nest at times, then flew northeast with their beaks stuffed with
nest material. Looks like the nestlings in this nest have fledged, and the old nest is being recycled by the same pair
(renesting) or another pair. No fledglings were observed in the area - closed. - PKonrad

Yes

Other

35

100

50

50

Presumed Fledged

4/28/2012

5/19/2012 04/28/2012 - Female ANHU standing on rim of complete nest decorated with lichen flakes at 0710. - RRadd
05/04/2012 - Female ANHU feeding 1 visible short-billed nestling at 1644. - RRadd
05/09/2012 - ANHU female comes to nest after 20 minutes away to feed single large nestling which has fullyfeathered head. - RRadd
05/14/2012 - Female ANHU on nestlings at 1552. - RRadd
05/19/2012 - Nest is empty. Recent fledgling observed in area. Nest has fledged and is now closed. - JDicus
05/21/2012 - Nest is intact and empty with many small feces at rim, suggesting successful fledge. - RRadd

Yes

Riparian Forests and Woodlands

Traffic

50

100

50

50

Presumed Fledged

4/28/2012

5/21/2012 04/28/2012 - LEGO pair building nest; approximately 50% complete. - RRadd
05/04/2012 - No activity observed. - RRadd
05/09/2012 - Numerous LEGO in this area include 2 other nests and fledglings being fed, but no activity was
observed near this nest which is no longer visible due to foliage growth. - RRadd
05/14/2012 - Nest not found due to second pair egg-laying near the vantage point for observing this nest. LEGOs
definitely active in vicinity and male from second pair spars territorially with this male. - RRadd
05/21/2012 - Adult male with at least 2 juveniles at this location. Presumed fledged - RRadd

Yes

Road Area

Riparian Forests and Woodlands

OH - wire stringing

250

100

50

50

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

4/28/2012

5/19/2012 04/28/2012 - BUSH pair bringing material to nest at 10 minute intervals. Nest approximately 60% complete. RRadd
05/04/2012 - BUSH pair making numerous trips to and from nest at 1348. - RRadd
05/09/2012 - BUSH making infrequent nest visits. - RRadd
05/14/2012 - Nest appears somewhat thin in the neck area, but is un-holed. BUSH detected nearby but not
visiting nest. - RRadd
05/19/2012 - Nest is dilapidated and shows no activity for 1 hour. Closed due to inactivity and the nest being in a
state of disrepair. Presumed failed due to unknown causes. - JDicus
05/21/2012 - BUSH visits but does not enter. Nest appears somewhat battered but serviceable. - RRadd

No

Road Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

None

0

100

30

30

Presumed Fledged

4/28/2012

5/30/2012 04/28/2012 - HOFI female incubating 3 eggs. - RRadd
05/04/2012 - HOFI incubating 5 eggs at 1635. - RRadd
05/09/2012 - HOFI continue to tend this nest, which still contains 5 eggs. - RRadd
05/14/2012 - Female HOFI lying in nest at 1616. - RRadd
05/21/2012 - HOFI lying in nest from 1650-1710. - RRadd
05/29/2012 - Adult female feeding hatched young in nest at 1640. - RRadd
06/04/2012 - Nest fledged and a new clutch has been initiated. - RRadd

Yes
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
CAQU California Quail

Nest ID
042812_sjon_01

EP50-E

Type
Road Area

Chaparrals

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
Traffic

ID

Habitat

BUSH

Bushtit

042812_sjon_02

EP63-E

Road Area

Chaparrals

Traffic

HOFI

House Finch

042912_bald_01

TL 6915 - 100984

69kv Structure

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Substation - new construction

HOFI

House Finch

042912_bald_02

TL 6924 - 171683

69kV Structure

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

HOFI

House Finch

042912_bald_03

TL 6915 - 100983

69kv Structure

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
4

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
Nest Outcome
50
50
Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

Date Nest
Found
4/28/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
5/15/2012 04/28/2012 - Monitor reported flushing a California Quail from this nest while walking along the access road.
Avian biologist did not see bird at the nest or nearby when mapping its location, but 4 eggs were visible. SJohnston
05/01/2012 - Nest contains 8 eggs, but no California Quail were observed in area, suggesting the egg laying period
continues in advance of the initiation of incubation. - PKonrad
05/09/2012 - No adult California Quail present, but 11 brown-speckled cream-colored eggs can be seen in the
ground nest - PKonrad
05/15/2012 - This California Quail nest is empty, and no eggs or eggshells are present in the nest; no hatchlings or
adults are evident nearby. There are many downy breast feathers among the grassy nest material, apparently
added during the past week. Because the clutch was completed and incubation began about 5/4/2011, which was
about 11 days ago, it indicates the eggs did not hatch because the incubation period for California Quail is 18 to
23 days. Hence, the nest was likely predated - closed. - PKonrad

Fledged
No

40

100

50

50

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

4/28/2012

5/15/2012 04/28/2012 - Observed pair of Bushtits nest building. Nest is approximately 10% complete. - SJohnston
05/01/2012 - Although no Bushtit activity was observed 2 hours ago, Bushtits are now very actively nest building,
with nest visits spaced 3 minutes or less apart. - PKonrad
05/09/2012 - Nest looks good, but no Bushtit activity was observed during 2 20-minute observation periods. This
pair of Bushtits should be incubating at this time, and judging from past experiences, little activity is ever
observed during Bushtit incubation. - PKonrad
05/15/2012 - Bushtit nest has been torn apart, probably by a predator. No Bushtits observed or heard in the area closed. - PKonrad

No

100

100

30

30

Fledged

4/29/2012

6/11/2012 04/29/2012 - HOFI pair observed at pole 100984, with female observed bringing nest material and entering the
following arm brackets (note that these arms are not hollow; the bird enters the metal bracket attached to the
wooden pole from below): upper eastern, middle eastern, lower eastern, and middle western. This nest is a
candidate for removal and adding 'bird deterrents' to preclude access to any of these brackets. - BArnold
05/09/2012 - No activity noted during brief observation period. - BArnold
05/15/2012 - Adult HOFIs observed at nest pole on several occasions. - BArnold
05/25/2012 - No activity observed. - BArnold
05/25/2012 - Duplicate entry. - BArnold
05/26/2012 - No HOFI activity noted in association with this pole during observation periods between 0545 and
0700 (on and off), and a focused observation period between 0845 and 0930. HOFIs came to wires southwest of
nest pole, and were heard in area, but no HOFIs landed on nest pole or entered brackets. - BArnold
06/04/2012 - The HOFI pair made several trips to the nest during 60 minutes of observation. They also spent
several minutes in the lowest western bracket of the same pole and investigated brackets on the adjacent pole.
Based on nesting chronology, it seems likely there are nestlings within the bracket. - VEurs
06/11/2012 - After more than 60 minutes of observation, no House Finch activity was detected at the nest. A
group of adult and fledgling finches was observed on a distribution wire less than 50 feet north of the nest.
Enough time has passed for the nesting cycle to be completed. This nest has fledged successfully and is now
closed. - VEurs

Yes

Other

0

100

30

30

Indeterminate

4/29/2012

6/4/2012 04/29/2012 - HOFI pair observed once landing on pole arm, and female entering briefly before flying to adjacent
pole. Observed only once during an hour-long observation period. The finches are likely 'checking out' potential
nesting locations. This is a candidate for removal, as the pair has likely just initiated nest site selection/nest
building. - BArnold
04/30/2012 - Avian biologist checked nest using lift, contains 4 eggs and as such remains active, no bird deterrent
work was allowed. Other 2 brackets (upper E& W) contained no nest material. - BArnold
05/09/2012 - No activity noted during brief observation period. - BArnold
05/15/2012 - Adult HOFIs on top of nest pole. - BArnold
05/25/2012 - No activity observed. - BArnold
05/26/2012 - No HOFI activity noted during on and off observation period between 0545 and 0700, or during
focused observation period between 0845 and 0930. HOFIs present on line south of nest, and heard in area, but
did not go to nest pole or enter bracket. - BArnold
06/04/2012 - A HOFI pair briefly entered this bracket, but did not remain long and no nestling vocalizations were
detected. The HOFI pair from the adjacent pole entered this bracket briefly. There is a new nest in the eastern
bracket of this pole. Observational history lends itself to an indeterminate nest outcome. - VEurs

N/A

BMP installation/maintenance

0

100

30

30

Removed

4/29/2012

4/30/2012 04/29/2012 - Observed HOFI pair entering and bringing nest material to lower arm brackets attached to the east
and west sides of the pole. This is a candidate for removal, as the pair has likely just begun the site selection/nest
building process. - BArnold
04/30/2012 - Nest was examined by an avian biologist using a lift. The nest was about 10% complete, and
contained no eggs or young. New substation work consisting of overhead wire stringing as well as O&M activities
have been regularly occurring in the adjacent Sycamore Substation, including this past Saturday and Sunday. PAR
requires the 69kV to be available for upgrades and energization in June, and will be working in the insulators
within which bracket the HOFI partial nest was begun. Buffers would not likely have prevented this nest from
being impacted during this future construction. This nest was initiated in spite of the ongoing work in the
immediately adjacent Sycamore Substation consisting of 20+ member crews. As such, this partial nest was
removed. - BArnold
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
AMKE American Kestrel

Nest ID
042912_bald_04

ID
69kV-E

Type
Road Area

Habitat
Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
Substation - new construction

WESJ

Western Scrub-Jay

042912_hwey_01 EP11-3

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Chaparrals
Area

OH - wire stringing

CORA

Common Raven

042912_mdus_01 CP39

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Chaparrals
Area

BMP installation/maintenance

CATH

California Thrasher

042912_mkhn_01 CP95-1

Pad Areas-Work Area

Chaparrals

UG - cable pulling/splicing

AMKE

American Kestrel

042912_vers_01

TL 6924 - 171697

69kV Structure

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

HOFI

House Finch

043012_ahll_01

Wilson CY

Construction Yards

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
300

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
500

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
150
150
Fledged

Nest Outcome

Date Nest
Found
4/29/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
5/22/2012 04/29/2012 - AMKE observed entering third arm from top on western side of pole several times late in the day. BArnold
05/03/2012 - No AMKE activity observed during 30-minute observation period. - BArnold
05/09/2012 - No activity noted during brief observation period. - BArnold
05/10/2012 - While monitoring a nest at the opposite end of the substation, the biologist heard 2 kestrels calling
to each other. On approaching the nest cavity, the male was observed perched on a distribution pole to the north,
consuming prey. Later he was seen chasing off a Red-tailed Hawk. The female was not seen during 90 minutes of
observation, but this is not atypical, and it is presumed she was within the nest cavity incubating/brooding. VEurs
05/15/2012 - Adult AMKE heard calling and observed on pole. Later observed entering nest arm cavity. - BArnold
05/19/2012 - Adult male observed perched on fiber optic cable wire just south of the nest pole. - BArnold
05/22/2012 - Two recent fledglings observed around nest. First perched on nest cavity arm, second perched on
fiber optic cable southwest of nest cavity arm. First later flew over to second and also perched on cable. - BArnold

Fledged
Yes

100

100

100

100

Fledged

4/29/2012

5/15/2012 04/29/2012 - Nest contains at least 3 nestlings, 1-2 days old. Adult heard calling within 5 feet of nest. - HWinfrey
05/06/2012 - 2 nestlings visible in nest. - HWinfrey
05/15/2012 - Fledgling WESJ perched 1 foot from nest appears capable of flight. Nest closed. - HWinfrey

Yes

0

100

100

100

Removed

4/29/2012

4/30/2012 04/29/2012 - On 4/28/12, biomonitor Sarah Farmer observed a pair of CORA carrying sticks to structure CP39. As
of 16:30 on 4/29/12, the nest is now approximately 60-70% constructed. The CORA pair continued to nest build
while the avian biologist photographed and recorded the nest. - MDicus
04/30/2012 - The nest was removed to facilitate construction (wire stringing activities), per agency concurrence
and through adherence to the NBMMP. The nest was nearly complete but contained no eggs or nestlings. Nest
deterrents in the form of mylar flash tape at the base of the tower and a Daddy Long Legs nest preventer on the
top phase of the tower were previously installed. Following concurrence, the nest was checked for eggs,
photographed, and removed and in the presence of a qualified biologist. An approved nesting bird deterrent was
installed in the tower in place of the removed nest. - MDicus

No

40

100

30

30

Presumed Fledged

4/29/2012

5/30/2012 04/29/2012 - An adult California Thrasher was observed on a nest that is 95% complete and contains no eggs or
young. - MKuehn
05/06/2012 - Nest contains 2 eggs. Adult heard calling nearby. - HWinfrey
05/15/2012 - 3 nestlings visible. - HWinfrey
05/23/2012 - 2 fully feathered nestlings visible in nest. Female flies in and settles onto nest at 1335. - HWinfrey
05/25/2012 - 2 nestlings visible in nest, still with downy heads. - HWinfrey
05/30/2012 - Nest is empty, presumed fledged. - HWinfrey

Yes

None

0

500

200

200

Presumed Fledged

4/29/2012

6/5/2012 04/29/2012 - While monitoring poles for reconductoring activities, a pair of AMKE was observed entering the
cavity on the east side of the steel monopole. An adult entered the cavity and remained for 30 minutes, exited
and the second adult took its place. It appears the pair is incubating. - VEurs
05/07/2012 - After approximately 30 minutes of observation, the female arrived at the monopole carrying a
rodent. She took the rodent into the nest cavity and remained within for another 15 minutes and was still inside
when the biologist left the area. - VEurs
05/14/2012 - Almost immediately upon the biologist's arrival, the female kestrel landed at the edge of the nest
cavity. She ate a few bites of the prey she carried and then took the rest inside the cavity. She exited about 5
minutes later and spent the remainder of the observation period perched at various locations or flying about the
area. - VEurs
05/21/2012 - 15 minutes after the start of observations, the female kestrel flew in from the south and landed on a
light standard north of the nest. She was carrying a very large grasshopper that she manipulated for a while. She
flew to the Costco roof, and eventually she entered the nest cavity with the grasshopper. She exited almost
immediately and flew south again. - VEurs
05/29/2012 - After approximately 35 minutes of observation, the female kestrel arrived at the pole carrying a
rodent. She took the rodent into the nest cavity and immediately exited and flew east. The male was not
observed. - VEurs
06/05/2012 - European Starlings were observed entering the nest cavity being used by the kestrels. This indicates
that the young have most likely fledged, since starlings probably would not enter if the cavity was still occupied.
Enough time has passed for the nesting cycle to be completed, so this nest is presumed fledged and is now closed.
- VEurs

Yes

Other

40

100

30

30

Presumed Fledged

4/30/2012

5/26/2012 04/30/2012 - 3 eggs in nest, biomonitor reported seeing pair enter nest. This crane was moved on Friday, 27 April
at 1800 from EP1. This means this pair built this nest Friday night and Saturday morning, laying 1 egg/day on
Saturday, Sunday, and Monday. - AHill
05/01/2012 - Nest contains 4 eggs, should start incubating full time tomorrow. - AHill
05/09/2012 - Female on nest, unable to view nest contents. Male perched on crane. - HWinfrey
05/16/2012 - Female on nest from 1215 to 1230. - HWinfrey
05/23/2012 - Female brings food to nest at 1234, with male following. - HWinfrey
05/26/2012 - No activity observed from 0731 to 0801. Nest approached and found to be intact and empty,
presumed fledged. Nest closed. - HWinfrey
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
HOFI House Finch

Nest ID
043012_ahll_02

SWAT CY

ID

Type
Construction Yards

Habitat
Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
BMP installation/maintenance

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
0

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
100
100
Removed

Nest Outcome

Date Nest
Found
4/30/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
4/30/2012 04/30/2012 - Pair was seen flying out of nest location and male singing in area, nest was approximately 20%
complete. Mylar deterrents installed on crane. Removal of nest was required based on potential impacts to
material logistics operations supporting construction such as tower assembly, cost impacts relative to alternative
options, and potential for more nests at the idle piece of equipment during the anticipated nest cycle. Nest was
not a candidate for a buffer reduction allowing for use of the crane. No eggs or young were present, and nest was
removed per the NBMMP. - AHill

Fledged
No

HOFI

House Finch

043012_ahll_03

SWAT CY

Construction Yards

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance

0

100

100

100

Removed

4/30/2012

4/30/2012 04/30/2012 - Pair was seen flying out of nest location and male singing in area; nest was approximately 50%
complete. Mylar deterrents installed on crane. Removal of nest was required based on potential impacts to
material logistics operations supporting construction such as tower assembly, cost impacts relative to alternative
options, and potential for more nests at the idle piece of equipment during the anticipated nest cycle. Nest was
not a candidate for a buffer reduction allowing for use of the crane. No eggs or young were present and nest was
removed per the NBMMP. - AHill

No

HOFI

House Finch

043012_bald_01

Sycamore Substation SSDE1

Substation

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance

0

100

100

100

Removed

4/30/2012

4/30/2012 04/30/2012 - House Finch nest found with no eggs, about 15% complete, in mast of lift equipment. Work, both
new substation construction and O&M activities, occurs everyday, and this lift is available for use by both every
day. Lift equipment essential to both new and O&M activities necessitated removal. Nest was photographed and
removed, per the NBMMP. - BArnold

No

HOFI

House Finch

043012_bald_02

Sycamore Substation SSDE1

Substation

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance

0

100

100

100

Removed

4/30/2012

4/30/2012 04/30/2012 - Nest with no eggs, about 50 percent complete, in mast of lift equipment. Work, both new
substation construction and O&M activities, occurs everyday, and this lift is available for use by both every day.
Lift equipment essential to both new and O&M activities, and nest was necessary for removal to continue these
operations. Nest photographed and removed following stipulations of the NBMMP. - BArnold

No

AMKE

American Kestrel

043012_bald_03

TL 6924 - 137897

69kV Structure

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other

250

500

150

150

Fledged

4/30/2012

6/22/2012 04/30/2012 - A female AMKE was observed by the biomonitor as it flew onto the monopole and perched. Avian
biologist was called and arrived within 5 minutes to evaluate the situation. Crew continued to work for an hour,
because the biomonitor lost sight of the bird while telephoning avian biologist, and it was assumed the bird had
flown off the monopole. The biomonitor and avian biologist monitored this work. When crew used a hand-held
power wrench which caused considerable vibration in the monopole, an adult AMKE emerged from the bracket
end of the lowest western arm and flew to the next steel monopole several hundred feet to the north and
perched. The crew was asked to stop work due to the status of the monopole containing an active AMKE nest. The
crew needed to remove the temporary ground-wires they had previously installed to satisfy safety requirements.
During the 20 minutes the crew was working to remove the temporary ground wires and other protective
features, the female AMKE circled the pole in smaller and smaller circles, finally landing on the arm and entering
the cavity 15 minutes after it had left, and while the crew was finishing removing the temporary plastic sheet
protections from the lower arm on the east. The crew finished their work and left, as was requested. About 10
minutes later, the male AMKE was briefly observed as it slipped into the cavity. It should be noted that the female
was within the hollow steel arm for an hour, while the crew installed temporary ground wires and removed and
replaced an insulator, apparently not disturbed enough to leave until a particular hand-held power tool created
vibration that resulted in the bird emerging from the cavity. - BArnold
05/07/2012 - After approximately 30 minutes of observation, the male kestrel landed atop the monopole with
food, calling loudly. The female exited the cavity, flew up and took the food item from the male. She carried it to
the monopole directly north, where she consumed the food and was eventually joined by the male. The male
returned to the nest cavity where he perched on the edge, looking into the cavity for a minute or so. He then flew
off, and as the female returned, she gave chase to a starling. She eventually returned and re-entered the cavity,
without bringing in food. He soon returned with a lizard that he gave to the female after she exited the nest
cavity. She carried the food north, as before, and he chased off a crow. As the biologist was leaving the area, the
female returned to the nest cavity. - VEurs
05/14/2012 - Almost immediately upon the biologist's arrival, the male and female landed atop the monopole.
The male passed food to the female, which she ultimately carried into the nest cavity. - VEurs
05/21/2012 - Shortly after the start of observations, the female kestrel landed on the monopole and entered the
cavity. She exited after a minute or so and flew off to the north. The male arrived approximately 25 minutes later,
carrying a lizard. He perched at the top of the pole, calling for the female. His calls gradually decreased, and after
waiting about 5 minutes, he took the lizard in his bill and carried it inside the nest cavity. He also remained inside
about a minute before exiting and flying north. - VEurs
05/29/2012 - After 35 minutes of observation, the male kestrel arrived at the pole with food. He took the food
into the nest cavity, exited and flew off to the northwest. The female was not observed. - VEurs
06/05/2012 Shortly after the biologist arrived the female kestrel arrived at the pole carrying a lizard She took
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
CORA Common Raven

Nest ID
043012_ghan_01 CP27

ID

Type
Pad Areas-Structure Pad Chaparrals
Area

Habitat

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
BMP installation/maintenance

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
20

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
100
100
Fledged

Nest Outcome

Date Nest
Found
4/30/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
7/11/2012 04/30/2012 - Pair observed perched on tower and displayed low tolerance and agitation when approaching tower
from ground. Nest appears to be 100% complete. - GHuffman
05/07/2012 - One adult on nest, and the other adult perching nearby, vocalizing, and chasing a Red-tailed Hawk
from the territory. - MDicus
05/14/2012 - Adult on nest incubating during brief observation period. Second adult was not detected. - VEurs
05/21/2012 - 1 raven incubating on the nest as the second adult perched near the nest during 20 minutes of
observation. - VEurs
05/21/2012 - Duplicate entry. - VEurs
05/23/2012 - Per NBJ, BMP hydro-mulching crew authorized to enter buffer to conduct activities under avian
biologist monitoring. Monitor allowed crew to conduct mulching for 45 minutes and then relocate to another site
to avoid any further disturbance to incubation. Crew returned to site after 2 hours to conclude construction
activities. Work resumed for another 45 minutes. Female returned to nest to resume incubation after hydromulching was finished. Construction activities did not appear to have negative impacts on incubation process. GHuffman
05/31/2012 - A raven (later determined to be the female) was visible moving about the nest at the start of
observations. Her movements suggested nestlings were on the nest. About 20 minutes later, the male flew
towards the tower. The female flew to the nearby monopole. She performed a begging display as the male joined
her and he appeared to give her some food. She remained on the pole, and the male flew to the nest, where he
ducked and raised his head as though feeding nestlings. He then flew farther up the tower and perched while the
female soared over the surrounding hillsides. - VEurs
06/07/2012 - There were no adult ravens at the nest when the biologist began observations. For the next 60-70
minutes, ravens were occasionally seen soaring far from the nest. At approximately 1210, both ravens flew to the
tower. One perched in the tower above the nest and the other landed at the nest. It appeared to feed nestlings
very briefly, before flying to a distribution wire. The other raven soon flew down to the nest and also made
feeding motions. This adult settled onto the nest while the other began soaring nearby. The raven was still on the
nest when the biologist left at 1230. - VEurs
06/18/2012 - Nestlings were observed moving around in the nest. During 30 minutes of observation, neither adult
visited the nest but were observed soaring nearby, and perching atop the nest tower and adjacent monopole. MDicus
06/26/2012 - After 10-15 minutes of observation, an adult raven landed in the section of tower one level above
the nest. A second adult soon followed and flew to the nest, where it fed several large, dark, noisy nestlings. This
adult then flew to the top of the nearby 230kV pole, where it remained perched as the biologist left the area. The
first raven remained perched in the tower above the nest. - VEurs
07/04/2012 1 fully feathered nestling was observed walking around the rim of the nest and lying in the nest
5/14/2012 04/30/2012 - At least 2 nestlings in nest, 6-8 days old. - HWinfrey
05/04/2012 - Adults at nest at 0635. - HWinfrey
05/06/2012 - Male perched near nest. 2 fully feathered nestlings in nest. - HWinfrey
05/08/2012 - At least 1 HOFI nestling remains in nest at 0650, primary pinfeathers 80% emerged. - HWinfrey
05/10/2012 - Male and female visiting nest; nestling visible at 0620. - HWinfrey
05/14/2012 - Nest empty, presumably fledged. - AHill

Fledged
Yes

HOFI

House Finch

043012_hwey_01 EP39-1-N

Road Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic

25

100

30

30

Presumed Fledged

4/30/2012

CALT

California Towhee

043012_jdus_01

CP31-2-E

Road Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic

55

100

50

50

Presumed Fledged

4/30/2012

5/21/2012 04/30/2012 - Adult departs from nest shrub when nest was originally discovered from 5 feet away. Observer
retreated to a point 45 feet from nest and close to edge of access road. Adult returns to incubate 3 eggs in nest in
3 minutes' time, to remain for duration of additional 20-minute observation period. - JDicus
05/07/2012 - As the biologist approached the nest, a towhee flew to other side of the shrub clump, which
enabled the biologist to examine the nest contents. It still contains 3 eggs. The adult returned to the nest after
about 10 minutes. - VEurs
05/14/2012 - Adult flew from the nest area as the biologist walked down the access road (outside the buffer),
enabling the nest contents to be checked. The nest now contains at least 2 dark, downy nestlings. - VEurs
05/21/2012 - The nest is in excellent condition but contains 1 egg. Enough time has passed for the nestlings to
have fledged. The remaining egg may be a non-viable egg that was hidden under the nestlings. This nest is now
closed and presumed to have fledged. - VEurs
05/22/2012 - Duplicate entry. - SDhall

Yes

LEGO

Lesser Goldfinch

043012_ltiw_01

CP49-1-PS-E

Road Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic

110

100

30

30

Presumed Fledged

4/30/2012

6/5/2012 04/30/2012 - Female being fed by male while laying on a complete nest. - LTymkiw
05/07/2012 - Female observed on the nest through the entire observation period. - VEurs
05/14/2012 - Female was on the nest for the entire 20 minute observation period. - LTymkiw
05/21/2012 - The head of 1 nestling was visible above the edge of the nest. - VEurs
05/29/2012 - Large, feathered nestling crouched motionless on the edge of the nest. - VEurs
06/05/2012 - The nest is fully intact and empty. It seems likely the fully-feathered nestling observed last week has
fledged successfully. This nest is now closed. - VEurs

Yes

HOFI

House Finch

043012_ltiw_02

CP49-1-PS-E

Road Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic

20

100

30

30

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

4/30/2012

6/5/2012 04/30/2012 - Female was on nest for 45 plus minutes. - LTymkiw
05/07/2012 - Female observed on nest throughout observation period. - VEurs
05/14/2012 - Female was on the nest for about 5 minutes, then flew off. 10 minutes later the male came and fed
the nestlings. 5 minutes after that the female returned, fed the nestlings and then resumed brooding. - LTymkiw
05/21/2012 - Nestlings visible on nest next to adult female HOFI. - VEurs
05/29/2012 - Female briefly visited the nest. The downy back of a nestling was visible over the top of the nest. VEurs
06/05/2012 - The nest is ripped apart and most of it is dangling down the clump of foliage. Given the extent of the
damage, it seems likely that the nestlings were predated before they were able to fledge. This nest with young
failed due to natural causes. - VEurs

No
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
CAKI Cassin's Kingbird

Nest ID
043012_mdus_01 CP52

ID

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
Type
Habitat
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
Pad Areas-Structure Pad Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance
Area

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
0

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
50
50
Removed

Nest Outcome

Date Nest
Found
4/30/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
Fledged
4/30/2012 04/30/2012 - A pair of Cassin's Kingbirds was observed carrying nest material to the north end of the top bridge.
No
Between 09:55 and 10:15, 5 trips were made to the nest. Percent completion is unknown, given the nest location. MDicus
04/30/2012 - The nest was removed to facilitate construction (wire sagging), per agency concurrence on 4/30/12
and through adherence to the NBMMP. Deterrents present consist of mylar flash tape and Daddy Long Legs nest
preventers. Following concurrence, and in the presence of an avian biologist, a lineman was dropped at the top of
the tower and removed the nearly complete Cassin's Kingbird nest and installed a nest deterrent on the end of
the arm. At the time of removal (approximately 17:15), the nest was 95-100% constructed but contained no eggs
or nestlings. Photos were taken of the removed nest material. - MDicus

HOFI

House Finch

043012_mdus_02 CP85-1

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance
Area

10

100

30

30

Presumed Fledged

4/30/2012

5/24/2012 04/30/2012 - Bio/Avian monitor C. Vettes observed a female House Finch on the nest for approximately 15
minute observation period. - MDicus
05/05/2012 - Female HOFI on nest does not depart at 1620. - RRadd
05/10/2012 - 11:30am-1:00pm: Construction monitoring for Warren James BMP crew. Crew authorized to enter
buffer under "emergency BMP maintenance and installation" per link lead. Crew entered buffer for approximately
10 minutes to conduct hydro-mulching. The remaining areas inside buffer were able to be mulched by spraying
from outside stakes. Female observed incubating and did not leave nest during activities. Construction activities
did not appear to have negative impacts on nesting status. - GHuffman
05/19/2012 - HOFI on nest from 1033-1053. - RRadd
05/25/2012 - Many feces around nest rim suggests likely fledge. - RRadd

Yes

HOFI

House Finch

043012_mdus_03 CP85-1

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance
Area

10

100

30

30

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

4/30/2012

5/30/2012 04/30/2012 - HOFI female was observed making multiple trips with material to a nest that is approximately 75%
constructed. The male accompanied her on each trip. - MDicus
05/05/2012 - Female HOFI departs complete nest at 1621. - RRadd
05/10/2012 - 11:30am-1:00pm: Construction monitoring for Warren James BMP crew. Crew authorized to enter
buffer under "emergency BMP maintenance and installation" per link lead. Crew entered buffer for approximately
10 minutes to conduct hydro-mulching. The remaining areas inside buffer were able to be mulched by spraying
from outside stakes. Female observed incubating. Female left nest for approximately 15 minutes and then
returned to incubating. Construction activities did not have any negative impacts on nesting status. - GHuffman
05/19/2012 - HOFI male visits female on nest at 1023. - RRadd
05/25/2012 - Female near nest calling many times, enters for short periods, 1146. - RRadd
06/02/2012 - Nest appears torn open in middle, presumed predated. - RRadd

No

BUSH

Bushtit

043012_mdus_04 CP85-1

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance
Area

10

100

50

50

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

4/30/2012

5/25/2012 04/30/2012 - Bio/Avian monitor C. Vettes observed a pair of Bushtits adding material to a nest in a Hesperoyucca.
A female Lesser Goldfinch was observed pulling material from the outside of the nest; however, the Bushtits
continued construction. M. Dicus later observed the pair making at least 5 additional trips to the nest with
material. - MDicus
05/05/2012 - Nest appears sound and intact; male visits and enters at 1645. - RRadd
05/10/2012 - 11:30am-1:00pm: Construction monitoring for Warren James BMP crew. Crew authorized to enter
buffer under "emergency BMP maintenance and installation" per link lead. Crew entered buffer for approximately
3 minutes to conduct hydro-mulching. The remaining areas inside buffer were able to be mulched by spraying
from outside stakes. Bushtit observed entering cavity of nest with material. Activities appeared to have no
negative impact on nesting status. - GHuffman
05/19/2012 - No BUSH detections from 1035-1055. - RRadd
05/25/2012 - No BUSH detections, nest appears to have been opened from side. - RRadd

No

RCSP

Rufous-crowned Sparrow

043012_rrdd_01

CP56-1-PS-E

Road Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance

14

100

100

100

Nest with eggs or young failed for
unknown causes

4/30/2012

5/16/2012 04/30/2012 - RCSP female making many trips to nest which appears outwardly complete. - RRadd
05/07/2012 - RCSP lying in nest at 0706 did not depart. - RRadd
05/14/2012 - Female RCSP tight on nest at 0710. - RRadd
05/21/2012 - Nest has been deserted with 1 ejected egg adjacent and 1 mummified day-old chick in cup,
suggesting non-predatory disturbance. - RRadd

No

COHU

Costa's Hummingbird

043012_rrdd_02

CP56-1-PS-E

Road Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic

2

100

100

100

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

4/30/2012

5/1/2012 04/30/2012 - Female COHU lying on 1 egg. - RRadd
05/07/2012 - Nest is larger and more complete than previous monitoring but empty with disheveled lining,
suggesting predation. - RRadd

No

BUSH

Bushtit

043012_rrdd_03

CP56-1-PS-E-B

Road Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance

81

100

75

75

Presumed Fledged

4/30/2012

6/6/2012 04/30/2012 - BUSH pair making infrequent trips to nest, no item carry observed 1140 - 1150. - RRadd
05/07/2012 - BUSH male with feathers enters nest and remains at 1108. - RRadd
05/18/2012 - Nest exchange at 1730; one bird arrives (carrying nest material), and the other departs. - RRadd
05/21/2012 - Female comes to nest after 30 minutes, no food carried, enters and does not depart 1342. - RRadd
05/29/2012 - Fecal sac removed at 1325 by female, who returns with item at 1326. - RRadd
06/04/2012 - BUSH carries food to nest 0838. - RRadd
06/11/2012 - No BUSH detections, nest is neat and empty. Presumed fledged. - RRadd

Yes

LEGO

Lesser Goldfinch

043012_rrdd_04

CP56-1-PS-E-B

Road Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance

55

100

50

50

Nest did not reach active stage

4/30/2012

5/10/2012 04/30/2012 - LEGO pair attending relatively large mostly lined nest (95%) complete with no eggs. - RRadd
05/07/2012 - Nest is complete, lined and empty. LEGO pair attending. - RRadd
05/18/2012 - Nest is falling apart; no LEGO detected in association at 1720. - RRadd

No
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
BUSH Bushtit

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
Habitat
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance

Nest ID
043012_rrdd_05

ID
CP56-1-PS-E-B

Type
Road Area

Killdeer

043012_sjon_03

Kreutzkamp CY

Construction Yards

BEWR

Bewick's Wren

043012_vnik_01

EP112-3

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Area
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance

ANHU

Anna's Hummingbird

050112_hwey_01 CP88-1-N-A

Road Area

HOFI

House Finch

050112_jdus_01

HOFI

House Finch

HOFI

HOFI

KILL

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
Nest Outcome
80
80
Nest did not reach active stage

300

100

130

130

0

100

50

Traffic

37

100

CP75-1

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Other
Area

5

050112_jdus_02

CP75-1

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Other
Area

House Finch

050112_jdus_03

CP75-1

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance
Area

House Finch

050112_jdus_04

CP75-1

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Other
Area

Riparian Forests and Woodlands

OH - tower erection

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
88

Date Nest
Found
4/30/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
5/3/2012 04/30/2012 - BUSH pair carrying material to nest approximately 80% complete. - RRadd
05/07/2012 - Nest has been destroyed by unknown agents prior to completion. - RRadd

Fledged
No

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

4/30/2012

5/5/2012 04/30/2012 - Killdeer incubating eggs. - SJohnston
05/05/2012 - At 1055, this nest was observed being predated by a Common Raven by biomonitor C. Johnson.
CORA searched area while both KILL performed distraction displays and called loudly, then was seen eating
something in vicinity of nest. Biomonitor was 160 feet from nest when activity was detected and observed
predation from 130 feet. Avian biologist M. Kuehn arrived in time to observe adult KILL fly 2 eggshells away from
nest, depositing 1 150 feet ENE of nest in yard, and another 300 feet from nest outside of yard to south. A third
eggshell was found 135 feet east of nest on ground within yard. Both discovered eggshells were broken open and
no contents were present. No blood or embryonic development was detectable in egg membrane indicating eggs
were relatively freshly laid. Nest site was later inspected and found to contain no eggs. Nest closed and buffer
signs removed. - MKuehn
05/08/2012 - No comment. Nest closed. - SJohnston

No

50

Removed

4/30/2012

5/1/2012 04/30/2012 - Observed wren carrying nest material to cavity. - VNovik
05/01/2012 - The nest appears 90% complete and the birds were seen building the nest inside the black plastic
sheeting covering the pile of straw wattles. No eggs or young were in the nest. A BMP maintenance crew was
onsite today refreshing BMPs, effectively serving as a deterrent. Removal of the nest was required based on
impact to material logistics operations supporting construction, cost impact relative to alternate options, and
potential for more nests at the idle material pallet during the anticipated nest cycle. Nest was photographed and
removed per the NBMMP. The straw wattle pile and all plastic sheeting was removed following the nest removal. VNovik

No

50

50

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

5/1/2012

5/14/2012 05/01/2012 - Female on nest with frequent trips off nest to feed. - HWinfrey
05/07/2012 - No activity observed at nest. At least 3 ANHUs were detected within 10 feet of nest. - HWinfrey
05/14/2012 - Blue-gray Gnatcatcher observed repeatedly tearing material from ANHU nest. Female ANHU
observed constructing a nest nearby, but no activity at this nest or territorial behavior associated with this
location. - MDicus

No

100

30

30

Nest with eggs or young failed for
unknown causes

5/1/2012

5/7/2012 05/01/2012 - Pair makes 3 trips to nest which appears to be over 75% constructed. - JDicus
05/02/2012 - UPC crew dispatched to check nest contents as nest was candidate for removal if it did not contain
eggs. Nest was found to contain 1 egg, so nest was left in place and a 30-foot buffer was established. - EStrods
05/05/2012 - Pair briefly visited the nest before the crew climbed the tower. They did not return while the crew
was in the tower. - LTymkiw
05/07/2012 - No evidence of the nest was present upon avian biologist's arrival before crew arrived. There were
some pieces of eggshell on the ground beneath the nest area. - LTymkiw

No

5

100

30

30

Indeterminate

5/1/2012

6/1/2012 05/01/2012 - Pair makes 2 trips to nest location with material. Plate and height in tower preclude ability to see
nest from ground level. Percentage of nest constructed unknown. - JDicus
05/05/2012 - Pair briefly visited the nest before the crew climbed the tower. They did not return while the crew
was in the tower. - LTymkiw
05/07/2012 - Pair seen copulating near nest and the male later fed the female. They did not return while the crew
was in the tower, but came back once the crew left. - LTymkiw
05/08/2012 - Pair observed in aerial mating and returning to nest area. - FHoffman
05/09/2012 - Nesting material was pillaged by big male kingbird. Male tried to fight him off. Male was also
defending nest against other males. Pair then scattered when crew was in tower. Pair rebuilding as soon as crew
descended. - FHoffman
05/17/2012 - HOFI coming and going to this nest. - RRadd
05/24/2012 - HOFI female incubating. - RRadd
06/02/2012 - No activity observed at this nest during 30 minutes of tower observation. - RRadd
06/07/2012 - No activity observed late afternoon. Nest material no longer visible. - RRadd
06/14/2012 - No activity since 2 June. It is not possible to determine the outcome of this nest. - RRadd

N/A

0

100

30

30

Removed

5/1/2012

5/2/2012 05/01/2012 - Pair makes 1 trip to 50% constructed nest with material. - JDicus
05/02/2012 - A request to remove this House Finch nest was approved, following the NBMMP. Accompanied by
an avian biologist, a UPC crew member photographed then removed the dilapidated nest. The nest did not
contain eggs or young. Deterrents were placed at the nest site. - EStrods

No

30

100

30

30

Nest did not reach active stage

5/1/2012

5/17/2012 05/01/2012 - Pair makes 2 trips with material. Nest not visible from ground. Percentage of nest constructed
unknown. - JDicus
05/05/2012 - No House Finches were observed visiting this nest. - LTymkiw
05/07/2012 - No House Finches were observed visiting this nest. - LTymkiw
05/08/2012 - No activity, but could have shifted to one of many other pair activity hubs. - FHoffman
05/09/2012 - No activity, although hard to see. - FHoffman
05/17/2012 - No activity for 2 weeks and none today. - RRadd

No
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Nearest Project Feature

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
30

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
Nest Outcome
100
100
Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

Nest ID
050112_ltiw_01

EP141-E-C

Type
Road Area

Chaparrals

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
OH - wire stringing

WREN Wrentit

050112_ltiw_02

EP141-E

Road Area

Chaparrals

OH - wire stringing

22

100

100

100

Presumed Fledged

5/1/2012

5/29/2012 05/01/2012 - Adult flew from nest when biologist walked by. Nest contains 5 pale blue eggs. - LTymkiw
05/07/2012 - An adult Wrentit is incubating clutch of 4 pale blue eggs. - PKonrad
05/10/2012 - Wrentit observed incubating tight on nest after the line passed overhead. - VNovik
05/14/2012 - An adult Wrentit was performing distraction displays on the ground below the nest among big
sagebrush trunks, so did not approach closer; expect there are newly hatched nestlings in the nest. - PKonrad
05/21/2012 - Both adult Wrentits performing distraction displays; nest contains 4 small nestlings that have pin
feathers on their wings. - PKonrad
05/29/2012 - Nestling Wrentits appear to have fledged. The empty nest is in good form and appears to have been
expanded by the growing nestlings. No adults or fledglings observed or heard in the area and are assumed to have
dispersed - closed. - PKonrad

Yes

BUSH

Bushtit

050112_ltiw_03

EP141 PS

Pad Areas-Stringing Area Woodlands and Forests

Other

27

100

50

50

Presumed Fledged

5/1/2012

5/7/2012 05/01/2012 - A pair of Bushtits was observed bringing caterpillars to a complete nest several times. - LTymkiw
05/07/2012 - Nest looks good, but no Bushtits were observed or heard in the area during a 40 minute observation
period. It appears the nestlings that were repeatedly being fed by the adults last week have fledged - closed. PKonrad

Yes

WESJ

Western Scrub-Jay

050112_lton_01

EP141 PS

Pad Areas-Stringing Area Chaparrals

OH - wire stringing

50

100

50

50

Presumed Fledged

5/1/2012

5/14/2012 05/01/2012 - There are 4 nestlings. The adult was not on the nest, but was very vocal when the nest was
discovered. - LThoreson
05/07/2012 - Two large downy nestlings with partly developed wing feathers are in nest; 1 is a couple days
younger than the other, judging from differences in size. Both adults are very territorial, calling. Nestlings may
fledge by the end of the week. - PKonrad
05/10/2012 - Observed 2 adults near nest. 1 jay observed carrying food to nest while assembly of wire
components, vehicles, and helicopter picks occurred in pull site. - VNovik
05/14/2012 - The nest is in good shape, and the nestlings have apparently fledged successfully. No fledglings or
adult Western Scrub-Jays observed or heard in the area - closed. - PKonrad

Yes

CAQU

California Quail

050112_lton_02

EP141 PS

Pad Areas-Stringing Area Woodlands and Forests

BMP installation/maintenance

50

100

100

100

Indeterminate

5/1/2012

5/7/2012 05/01/2012 - An adult California Quail flew from the nest when an avian biologist inadvertently waked within 3
feet of the nest, which contains 15 eggs. - LThoreson
05/07/2012 - California Quail clutch has hatched and the brood has vacated the area with the female - or the eggs
were carried away or swallowed whole by a predator, as no signs of eggshells can be found in nest or anywhere
around it - closed. - PKonrad

N/A

LEGO

Lesser Goldfinch

050112_mdus_01 CP43-1 PS

Pad Areas-Stringing Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic

150

100

30

30

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

5/1/2012

5/14/2012 05/01/2012 - A female LEGO was observed visiting a nest that appears to be 100% constructed. The female was
observed standing in the nest for brief periods before leaving. It is presumed she is in the egg laying stage of
nesting. - MDicus
05/14/2012 - The nest is almost completely gone; only a few tufts of nest material remain on the branch. Nest
failed sometime between 5 May and 14 May, as it was intact on the morning of 5 May. This nest with eggs or
young failed due to natural causes and is now closed. - VEurs

No

PHAI

Phainopepla

050112_rrdd_01

CP62-2-E

Road Area

1

100

75

75

Indeterminate

5/1/2012

5/24/2012 05/01/2012 - Female PHAI on nest shaping cup which appears complete departs nest when male carrying material
scolds. Male returns to nest when observer moves to 60 feet. - RRadd
05/08/2012 - Male PHAI lying on nest at 1212. - RRadd
05/15/2012 - Nest appears to have been built over, with new layer and cup. PHAI pair nearby but not on nest
during 2 x 10-minute observations. - RRadd
05/24/2012 - Host plant appears to have been struck by a Project vehicle, breaking a branch and exposing nest 1
foot south; however it is not certain if an egg was present at the time or if it was abandoned as a result before the
egg-laying stage. - RRadd

N/A

CAKI

Cassin's Kingbird

050112_rrdd_02

CP62-2

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Grasslands and Meadows
Area

80

100

50

50

Indeterminate

5/1/2012

5/30/2012 05/01/2012 - CAKI pair carrying Centaurea melitensis florets and Muhlenbergia stems, building nest in tower. RRadd
05/08/2012 - CAKI pair continue to make trips and occupy this nest. Pair attacks RTHAs within 300 feet. - RRadd
05/15/2012 - Solo CAKI on tower near this nest for duration of observation from 1310-1355. Unable to see into
nest, so unable to verify incubation. - RRadd
05/24/2012 - Mate brings nest gifts from time to time. - RRadd
06/01/2012 - WEKI male carrying lining material to nest and copulating with female suggest WEKI have usurped
this nest. Monitoring chronology indicates nest successfully fledged. - RRadd

N/A

BUSH

Bushtit

050112_rrdd_03

CP57-E-C

Road Area

20

100

50

50

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

5/1/2012

5/13/2012 05/01/2012 - BUSH pair working on nest which appears 80% complete 1208. - RRadd
05/08/2012 - BUSH departs nest at 0747. - RRadd
05/15/2012 - Nest has been destroyed by natural agents and is being dismantled by LEGO and COHU for nests
elsewhere. - RRadd

No

ID

Habitat

Riparian Forests and Woodlands

Traffic

BMP installation/maintenance

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic

158 of 237

Date Nest
Found
5/1/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
5/21/2012 05/01/2012 - A pair of Wrentits was heard calling back and forth. The area around the female was searched, and a
nest was found with the female on it. - LTymkiw
05/07/2012 - Adult Wrentit incubating clutch of 4 pale blue eggs. - PKonrad
05/10/2012 - A Wrentit was observed incubating tightly on nest after line passed overhead. - VNovik
05/14/2012 - An adult Wrentit was brooding 3 newly hatched nestlings and 1 egg. - PKonrad
05/21/2012 - No adults or nestlings in nest or nearby; nest is in perfect condition; nestlings must have been
predated considering the nestling period should last a minimum of 11 days, and they were newly hatched a week
ago - closed. - PKonrad

Species
Code
Common Name
WREN Wrentit

Fledged
No

AR070465
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
LEGO Lesser Goldfinch

Nest ID
050112_vers_01

ID
CP49 Temp Work Area

Type
Pad Areas-Work Area

Habitat
Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
BMP installation/maintenance

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
40

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
Nest Outcome
30
30
Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

Date Nest
Found
5/1/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
5/8/2012 05/01/2012 - Female LEGO incubating on a complete nest. - VEurs
05/08/2012 - The nest almost completely gone. Only about 5% of the nest material remains to indicate the nest
location. It appears this nest with eggs or young failed due to natural causes (most likely because of nest
predation). - VEurs

Fledged
No

HOFI

House Finch

050212_ahll_01

SWAT CY

Construction Yards

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other

10

100

10

10

Presumed Fledged

5/2/2012

6/7/2012 05/02/2012 - Female is bringing nesting material to 75% complete nest, male singing nearby. - AHill
05/08/2012 - Female incubating on nest full-time. - AHill
05/14/2012 - Female on nest incubating. - AHill
05/17/2012 - Female on nest. - AHill
05/23/2012 - Female on nest. - AHill
05/30/2012 - Pair seen bringing food to nest, heard nestlings begging. - AHill
06/05/2012 - Female HOFI brings food to nest at 0853. - HWinfrey
06/07/2012 - Avian biologist M. Bahn reports finding nest empty with no sign of predation. Nest closed,
presumed fledged. - HWinfrey

Yes

LASP

Lark Sparrow

050212_ahll_02

SWAT CY

Construction Yards

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other

50

100

50

50

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

5/2/2012

5/18/2012 05/02/2012 - Nest contains 2 eggs. - AHill
05/04/2012 - Female incubating full time, but was off nest for approximately 15 minutes on her own accord.
Female did not fly off nest when approached at 10 feet. - AHill
05/08/2012 - Female on nest incubating. - AHill
05/11/2012 - Female incubating full time. - AHill
05/14/2012 - Female on nest incubating. Buffer is 50 feet. - AHill
05/16/2012 - Nestlings beginning to hatch. As of 0900, nest contained 2 newly hatched nestlings, 1 in the process
of hatching, and 1 unhatched egg. Female seen brooding young. Anticipated fledge date is between May 25-26,
2012. - AHill
05/17/2012 - Nest contains at least 2 hatchlings, 1 unhatched egg. Female brooding young and off nest foraging. AHill
05/18/2012 - Nest is empty and appears to have been predated by a natural predator. The biomonitors reported
seeing a roadrunner walking within the buffer late afternoon yesterday. A few adult down feathers were found
around the nest. - AHill

No

HOFI

House Finch

050212_ahll_03

SWAT CY

Construction Yards

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance

0

100

100

100

Removed

5/2/2012

5/2/2012 05/02/2012 - Observed female bringing lining material to nest with male singing nearby. Nest was found to be
90% complete. Streamer deterrents were present on equipment but no cavities were plugged. No eggs or young
were present. Nest was removed per the NBMMP based on the need to use the crane for tower assembly, and if
the crane was demobilized, then it would affect tower assemblies from progressing properly. - AHill

No

HOFI

House Finch

050212_ahll_04

SWAT CY

Construction Yards

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance

0

100

100

100

Removed

5/2/2012

5/2/2012 05/02/2012 - Observed female bringing lining material to nest with male singing nearby. As the nest was located
25 above ground, in steel, a lineman climbed up and assessed the nest while the avian biologist was nearby giving
direction. Based on the material taken out by the lineman, nest was approximately 30% complete. No eggs or
young present. Nest was removed per the NBMMP based on the need to use the crane for tower assembly, and if
the crane was demobilized, then it would affect tower assemblies from progressing properly. - AHill

No

HOFI

House Finch

050212_ahll_05

EP39-1-N

Road Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic

8

100

30

30

Indeterminate

5/2/2012

5/21/2012 05/02/2012 - Observed female bringing lining material to 90% complete nest, male nearby singing. - AHill
05/04/2012 - Brief drive-by observation of female HOFI remaining on nest while vehicle passed. Female lays on
nest with tail toward traffic and head toward inside of gate. - HWinfrey
05/10/2012 - 5 eggs in nest; female returns to nest at 0610. - HWinfrey
05/14/2012 - Female incubating, drive by traffic does not cause her to flush. - AHill
05/21/2012 - Nest is empty, outcome indeterminate. Nest closed. - HWinfrey

N/A

HOFI

House Finch

050212_bald_01

Sycamore Substation SSDE1

Substation

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Substation - new construction

75

100

30

30

Presumed Fledged

5/2/2012

6/1/2012 05/02/2012 - One egg in nest. - BArnold
05/09/2012 - Female flushed at 3 feet. 5 eggs in nest. - BArnold
05/15/2012 - Five eggs in nest. - BArnold
05/25/2012 - At least 4 nestlings in nest. - BArnold
06/01/2012 - Nest empty. Presumed successfully fledged given there were 5 eggs in nest 15 May, and at least 4
nestlings 25 May. - BArnold

Yes

CAGN

California Gnatcatcher

050212_bloh_01 CP12-1-E

Road Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic

850

300

300

300

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

5/2/2012

5/16/2012 05/02/2012 - Female on nest, incubating. Male foraging in area, then exchanged places with female on nest. BLohstroh
05/09/2012 - Female on nest while male foraged, nest exchanged at 0808, and male took over. - BLohstroh
05/16/2012 - B. Lohstroh reports nest no longer present, no evidence of nest. Pair not active near nest area, but
found foraging together 600 feet across canyon to south. Nest likely depredated by carnivore that took nest away.
- KAlberts

No
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
NUWO Nuttall's Woodpecker

Nest ID
050212_elss_01

ID
GS-NF-28

Type
Pad Areas-Work Area

Habitat
Riparian Forests and Woodlands

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
OH - tower erection

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
300

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
Nest Outcome
50
50
Presumed Fledged

Date Nest
Found
5/2/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
6/8/2012 05/02/2012 - Male observed chasing a house wren out of the area. The male entered the cavity and stayed inside
until the female arrived, after 10 minutes. The female then entered the cavity. - ELoveless
05/08/2012 - No Nuttall's Woodpeckers were observed or heard during an extended period in the area, about 70
minutes, that included checking other nearby nests. - PKonrad
05/16/2012 - Hairy Woodpecker flew in to the nest area, eventually flew down to small cavity entrance probably
by Nuttall's Woodpecker. No Nuttall's Woodpeckers observed or heard during 45 minutes in the area. Western
Bluebird pair checking out cavity 10 feet away (will check back). - PKonrad
05/21/2012 - The female Nuttall's Woodpecker made 3 nest visits with food; she did not go to the cavity the first
time, and when she approached the entrance during her second visit, the male flew out of the cavity, seemingly
startled, then both flew to the north. During her third visit, the female entered the cavity with food and stayed
inside for about 10 minutes before flying north. - PKonrad
05/29/2012 - Female Nuttall's Woodpecker visited nest cavity twice with food, stopping at cavity entrance first,
then entering cavity and quickly leaving, flying to the riparian area to the north. (Pair of Western Bluebirds still
territorial 12 feet away, but not yet nesting). - PKonrad
06/05/2012 - Adult Nuttall's Woodpecker perched atop snag and eventually flew to the north; heard calling to
north and northwest, but did not see it go to the cavity or cavity entrance. Avian biologist M. Kuehn noted
repeated visits by the adults to feed the nestlings in the nest cavity earlier in the day. - PKonrad
06/12/2012 - No Nuttall's Woodpecker activity near the nest site or at the nesting cavity. Considering past
observations and timing, nestlings are assumed to have fledged late last week - closed. - PKonrad

Fledged
Yes

HOFI

House Finch

050212_esds_01 CP75-1

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Chaparrals
Area

Other

80

100

30

30

Indeterminate

5/2/2012

6/14/2012 05/02/2012 - Female HOFI seen carrying nesting material to the first orange marker ball west of the tower. The
male HOFI was seen entering marker ball hole without material. - EStrods
05/05/2012 - Pair was observed entering the marker ball several times. On 1 occasion, the male fed the female on
the wire right outside the entrance to the ball. - LTymkiw
05/09/2012 - Adults flew in and out of ball, then female remained inside. - FHoffman
05/11/2012 - HOFI continue to enter this ball at 1200. - RRadd
05/17/2012 - HOFI pair in dispute with HOOR pair (subadult male and female) over ownership. - RRadd
05/24/2012 - No activity observed. - RRadd
05/24/2012 - Female enters and stays, male sings. - RRadd
06/02/2012 - HOFI continue to visit this location. - RRadd
06/07/2012 - No activity observed late afternoon. - RRadd
06/14/2012 - No activity from 1300-1400. It is not possible to determine the outcome of this nest. - RRadd

N/A

HOFI

House Finch

050212_esds_02 GS-NF-13

Pad Areas-Work Area

Chaparrals

Other

250

100

30

30

Presumed Fledged

5/2/2012

6/5/2012 05/02/2012 - Female HOFI was seen carrying nesting material inside the marker ball. A male House Finch was
seen entering the marker ball without nesting material. - EStrods
05/05/2012 - Pair was observed entering the marker ball several times, but was never observed carrying nesting
material inside. - LTymkiw
05/24/2012 - HOFI pair making trips, female in cavity for long periods. - RRadd
06/02/2012 - HOFI continue to visit this ball but unable to determine nest status. - RRadd
06/07/2012 - No activity observed during late afternoon. - RRadd
06/14/2012 - No activity observed during 30 minutes of observation. - RRadd
06/21/2012 - No activity observed during 30 minutes of observation. Closed due to inactivity. - RRadd

Yes

HOFI

House Finch

050212_esds_04 CP77

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Chaparrals
Area

Other

50

100

30

30

Nest did not reach active stage

5/2/2012

5/11/2012 05/02/2012 - Female HOFI seen carrying nesting material to nest approximately 10% complete. - EStrods
05/11/2012 - No nest material is visible here, and although HOFI intermittently visit and squabble here, no
material is carried and no birds are observed to stay. - RRadd

No

HOFI

House Finch

050212_esds_05 CP77

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Chaparrals
Area

Other

40

100

30

30

Nest did not reach active stage

5/2/2012

5/11/2012 05/02/2012 - A female HOFI was seen carrying nesting material to a nest that appears to be 10% complete EStrods
05/11/2012 - No nest material is visible here, and although HOFI intermittently visit and squabble here, no
material is carried and no birds are observed to stay. - RRadd

No
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
HOFI House Finch

Nest ID
050212_esds_06 CP77

ID

Type
Pad Areas-Structure Pad Chaparrals
Area

Habitat

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
BMP installation/maintenance

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
140

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
Nest Outcome
30
30
Presumed Fledged

Date Nest
Found
5/2/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
7/17/2012 05/02/2012 - A female House Finch was observed carrying nesting material to the nest which appears to be 75%
complete. - EStrods
05/11/2012 - HOFI continue to visit and advertise here, but opportunistic theft from nearby CAKI nest suggests
nest is actually on the tower itself and not the arm. Unable to verify from ground. - RRadd
05/18/2012 - HOFI male nest guards while female is on nest. - RRadd
05/24/2012 - No activity observed, and nest not visible. On 5/25, M. Dicus viewed nest from upper slope to west
and observed the female incubating. - RRadd
05/26/2012 - M. Dicus reports female incubating. - RRadd
06/05/2012 - No activity detected 1308-1339 - RRadd
06/12/2012 - HOFI pair continue to be active at this nest at 1406. - RRadd
06/19/2012 - Male feeding nest at 1427. - RRadd
06/26/2012 - No HOFI observed to visit during 1 hour of observation - RRadd
07/03/2012 - Female HOFI makes 3 trips to next during 90 minutes of observation. Movements on nest (viewed
from a distance of 200+ feet) were consistent with either nest-building or feeding young. No material carry was
observed. The female appeared to chase off a second female site-prospecting with a male. No male was observed
at this nest during the observation. - RRadd
07/10/2012 - An adult female flew to nest with a piece of nest material (Logfia gallica), placed it next to the nest,
then retrieved and dropped the material 3 more times in the same location. The adult male made 1 trip to the
nest, presumably to feed the nestlings which were visible and moving constantly within the nest. - MDicus
07/17/2012 - The nest was monitored for over 1 hour from an elevated vantage point on the hillside. No nestlings
were observed, and no adult HOFI activity was observed. The nestlings were well-developed and appeared to be
close to fledging during the last monitoring visit on 7/10; therefore, this nest is presumed to have fledged. MDicus

Fledged
Yes

HOFI

House Finch

050212_esds_07 CP75-1

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Chaparrals
Area

Other

20

100

30

30

Indeterminate

5/2/2012

5/20/2012 05/02/2012 - A female House Finch was observed carrying nesting material to this nest that appears to be
approximately 90% complete. - EStrods
05/05/2012 - Pair briefly visited the nest briefly several times while the crew was in the tower. They were never
observed carrying nesting material to the nest. - LTymkiw
05/07/2012 - Pair visited and stayed at the nest during the work activities. - LTymkiw
05/08/2012 - Pair and 2 other finches observed on plate and pair bonding. - FHoffman
05/09/2012 - No comment. - FHoffman
05/09/2012 - Male defending nest and being attentive to female, not quite sure of stage. - FHoffman
05/17/2012 - HOFI coming and going to this nest. - RRadd
05/24/2012 - No activity observed. It is not possible to determine the outcome of this nest. - RRadd
06/02/2012 - HOFI pair attending this nest. - RRadd
06/07/2012 - No activity observed late afternoon. Nest material no longer visible. - RRadd
06/14/2012 - No activity since 17 May. - RRadd

N/A

HOFI

House Finch

050212_esds_08 CP77

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Chaparrals
Area

BMP installation/maintenance

15

100

30

30

Nest did not reach active stage

5/2/2012

5/24/2012 05/02/2012 - A female House Finch was seen carrying material to this nest which appears 90% complete. EStrods
05/11/2012 - Insufficient material remains to qualify as a nest. Although a female made one trip with new
material, there is at present no aggregation beyond 2% of a nest. - RRadd
05/18/2012 - HOFI pair bringing more material to nest which appears complete from 1045-1100. - RRadd
05/23/2012 - Avian approved monitor Tim Chumley arrived at CP77 this morning to monitor the nest during
approved construction activities and discovered it was missing from the tower. While there was HOFI activity at
the other nests in the tower, no House Finches were observed at the former nest location. - MDicus
05/24/2012 - Nest no longer present. - RRadd

No

HOWR House Wren

050212_hwey_01 EP27-1-E

Road Area

Grasslands and Meadows

OH - wire stringing

30

100

30

30

Presumed Fledged

5/2/2012

6/2/2012 05/02/2012 - HOWR in cavity remains at entrance hole until nest is approached within 5 feet, the bird's
reluctance to leave area indicates there are eggs or young in nest. - HWinfrey
05/08/2012 - No HOWR activity observed at nest from 1052 to 1107. Male HOWR singing 3 feet from entrance.
Ash-throated Flycatcher pair in area, ATFL flies to cavity entrance and looks inside at 1104. - HWinfrey
05/16/2012 - HOWR observed leaving nest cavity at 1551. - HWinfrey
05/23/2012 - 2 HOWRs observed carrying food into nest cavity at 0958. - HWinfrey
05/30/2012 - Pair apparently engaged in housekeeping activities, as both male and female observed entering
cavity and removing fecal material, matted feathers, and small twigs between 0835 and 0840. - HWinfrey
06/02/2012 - No HOWR activity observed during 30 minutes of observation. Cavity examined with mirror and
found to be empty with no sign of predation. Nest presumed fledged. - HWinfrey

Yes

LEGO

050212_hwey_02 Alpine CY

Construction Yards

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic

125

100

30

30

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

5/2/2012

5/16/2012 05/02/2012 - Nest appears complete. Female observed briefly lying in nest, then resuming foraging. - HWinfrey
05/08/2012 - Nest contains 4 eggs at 1248. - HWinfrey
05/16/2012 - Only fragments of the nest remain, nest failed, most likely due to predation. Substrate branch is
undamaged. Nest closed. - HWinfrey

No

Lesser Goldfinch
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
LEGO Lesser Goldfinch

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
Traffic

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
36

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
Nest Outcome
30
30
Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

Date Nest
Found
5/2/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
5/30/2012 05/02/2012 - Biomonitor reports seeing female adding nesting material. Nest is 90% complete, only lacking lining.
- HWinfrey
05/08/2012 - Female on nest at 1254. - HWinfrey
05/16/2012 - Female on nest at 1648. - HWinfrey
05/23/2012 - Female on nest at 1354. - HWinfrey
05/30/2012 - Yard monitor reports nest is predated and contents are gone. - KAlberts

Nest ID
ID
050212_hwey_03 Alpine CY

Type
Construction Yards

Habitat
Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Road Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance

0

100

100

100

Removed

5/2/2012

5/2/2012 05/02/2012 - Female HOFI was seen carrying a Chaenactis flower to the area on top of the locks over the sliding
bar for this gate, which is used nearly every day by Project personnel. The nest was about 5% complete, and
contained no eggs or young. The nest was photographed and removed following the NBMMP, as this access road
is required for continued usage. Several Project vehicles entered and left through the gate after the nest was
removed, effectively serving as deterrents. - KAlberts

No

CP78-2-E

Fledged
No

HOFI

House Finch

050212_kats_02

CAKI

Cassin's Kingbird

050212_mdus_01 CP43-1

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance
Area

0

100

50

50

Removed

5/2/2012

5/2/2012 05/02/2012 - A pair of Cassin's Kingbirds was observed making multiple trips with material to the lowest arm on
the west side of the structure. - MDicus
05/02/2012 - The nest was removed to facilitate construction (spacer installation and wire sagging), per agency
concurrence on 5/02/12 and through adherence to the NBMMP. Deterrents present consist of mylar flash tape at
the tower base. Following concurrence, and in the presence of an avian biologist, a lineman was dropped at the
top of the tower and removed the nearly complete Cassin's Kingbird nest and installed a nest deterrent on the
end of the arm. At the time of removal (approximately 17:00), the nest was 95-100% constructed but contained
no eggs or nestlings. Photos were taken of the removed nest material, and a nest deterrent was installed in its
place. - MDicus

No

BUSH

Bushtit

050212_mkhn_01 GS-NF-28

Pad Areas-Work Area

Riparian Forests and Woodlands

BMP installation/maintenance

8

100

50

50

Nest did not reach active stage

5/2/2012

5/8/2012 05/02/2012 - Adult Bushtits brought material to nest many times. Nest is 5% complete. - MKuehn
05/08/2012 - Virtually no progress has been made on this nest since found on 5/2. No BUSH detected within 40
feet of nest in 30 minutes of passive observation. Nest site appears to have been abandoned in early building
stage. - MKuehn

No

HOWR House Wren

050212_mkhn_02 GS-NF-28

Pad Areas-Work Area

Riparian Forests and Woodlands

OH - tower erection

225

100

30

30

Presumed Fledged

5/2/2012

6/27/2012 05/02/2012 - Adult House Wren was seen carrying nesting material into cavity. - MKuehn
05/08/2012 - Pair active in cavity, although 1 is most active 'cleaning' the entry with its bill and ducking into the
cavity; second wren perched nearby, sang twice, and was gone for most of 30-minute observation period. PKonrad
05/16/2012 - After about 10 minutes, a House Wren sang nearby, and another House Wren materialized in the
cavity entrance from inside the cavity, then flew to the east. No wrens observed during next 20 minutes. PKonrad
05/21/2012 - Pair of House Wrens are active at the nest cavity; 1 remains at the entrance or inside and second
wren brought caterpillar food to nest; some singing. - PKonrad
05/29/2012 - House Wren very actively singing during observations, usually very close to nest. Periodically it
foraged near the nest cavity, sometimes within 1 foot of the entrance, but it never delivered food to nest, nor did
a second adult come out of cavity to get food, etc. - PKonrad
06/05/2012 - Adult House Wren made 2 visits to nest cavity and sang near the nest periodically. - PKonrad
06/12/2012 - The pair of House Wrens visited the nest cavity often, presumably with food. The male also sang
near the cavity entrance periodically, and the female spent most of her time at the cavity entrance, periodically
entering the cavity and sometimes making forays into the surrounding area. - PKonrad
06/19/2012 - The pair of House Wrens was active at the nest with the male singing or perched near nest and the
female making food deliveries to unseen nestlings in the nest cavity and foraging along riparian area to the north. PKonrad
06/27/2012 - No House Wrens were observed at or near the cavity; nestlings should have fledged since last
observations - closed. - PKonrad

Yes

BUSH

Bushtit

050212_rrdd_01

Helix CY AR

Road Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic

27

100

50

50

Presumed Fledged

5/2/2012

6/2/2012 05/02/2012 - BUSH make making occasional trips from nearby fledged BUSH nest with purloined material, no
female detected. - RRadd
05/09/2012 - BUSH make infrequent trips to nest at 0704. - RRadd
05/17/2012 - BUSH pair carrying food to nest at 0712. - RRadd
05/26/2012 - BUSH brings food item to nest at 0648. - RRadd
06/03/2012 - No BUSH observed at this nest during 30 minute observation, and a family group foraging 100 feet
south suggest successful fledge. - RRadd

Yes

LEGO

Lesser Goldfinch

050212_rrdd_02

Helix CY AR

Road Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic

10

100

50

50

Presumed Fledged

5/2/2012

5/9/2012 05/02/2012 - LEGO pair copulating adjacent to new nest which appears complete. - RRadd
05/09/2012 - Considerable excretions at and under nest indicates successful fledge. - RRadd

Yes

HOFI

House Finch

050212_rrdd_03

Hartung CY-N

Road Area

Riparian Forests and Woodlands

Traffic

5

100

30

30

Nest did not reach active stage

5/2/2012

5/9/2012 05/02/2012 - HOFI pair building nest which appears complete. - RRadd
05/09/2012 - Nest is complete, but no HOFI detected from 1330-1345. - RRadd
05/15/2012 - Nest is intact and lined. HOFI pair in tree do not approach. Monitor once more before closing. RRadd
05/16/2012 - No activity observed, acorn fallen into nest suggests lack of maintenance and abandonment. RRadd

No

PHAI

Phainopepla

050212_rrdd_04

Hartung CY-E

Road Area

Riparian Forests and Woodlands

Traffic

40

100

50

50

Nest did not reach active stage

5/2/2012

5/23/2012 05/02/2012 - PHAI pair carrying material to nest; approximately 50% complete. - RRadd
05/08/2012 - PHAI pair continue carrying material to nest at 1556. - RRadd
05/16/2012 - Nest appears complete and intact, contents not accessible, no PHAI detected in association during
20-minute observation. - RRadd
05/23/2012 - Nest was abandoned; complete but unused. - RRadd

No
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
HOFI House Finch

Nest ID
050212_rrdd_05

ID
Hartung CY-E

Type
Road Area

Habitat
Riparian Forests and Woodlands

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
Traffic

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
53

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
Nest Outcome
50
50
Nest did not reach active stage

HOFI

House Finch

050212_vnik_01

Rough Acres CY

Construction Yards

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic

5

100

30

30

HOFI

House Finch

050212_vnik_02

Rough Acres CY

Construction Yards

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance

0

100

100

100

BEWR

Bewick's Wren

050312_ghan_01 CP31-2 PS

Pad Areas-Stringing Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats OH - wire stringing

7

100

50

ANHU

Anna's Hummingbird

050312_hwey_01 CP88-1-N-A

Road Area

Riparian Forests and Woodlands

Traffic

40

100

ANHU

Anna's Hummingbird

050312_hwey_02 CP88-1-N-A

Road Area

Riparian Forests and Woodlands

BMP installation/maintenance

15

100

Date Nest
Found
5/2/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
5/6/2012 05/02/2012 - Nearly complete nest at lowest tip of mistletoe clump appears to be HOFI nest built on abandoned
PHAI platform. - RRadd
05/08/2012 - Nest has detached from substrate and fallen sideways. - RRadd

Fledged
No

Presumed Fledged

5/2/2012

6/4/2012 05/02/2012 - Observed finch leave nest. 3 eggs present in nest. - VNovik
05/09/2012 - Buffer signs have been run over; tire tracks and footprints inside buffer. Bird incubating on nest. VNovik
05/10/2012 - Female House Finch incubating 5 eggs. - PKonrad
05/16/2012 - A female House Finch was brooding small downy nestlings. - PKonrad
05/24/2012 - No adult House Finches present, but at least 3 downy nestlings with pin feathers are in the nest. PKonrad
05/31/2012 - A single House Finch nestling remains, standing next to the nest; expect it will leave nest area in
next day or 2. - PKonrad
06/04/2012 - As expected, the nest is covered with mutes, empty and no nestlings, fledglings, or adults are in the
area - closed. - PKonrad

Yes

Removed

5/2/2012

5/2/2012 05/02/2012 - Onsite monitor reported seeing House Finch carrying material to trailer while watching the rest for a
couple of hours, in the morning, At least one female finch was seen carrying material to the nest site at that point.
A pair of House Finches was observed for approximately 2 hours. The pair was observed at the nest, and a second
pair was also observed near the nest. At least 1 female was observed carrying material to the nest. The nest
appears 80% complete. No eggs or young were in the nest. Removal of nest was required based on impact to
material logistics operations supporting construction, cost impact relative to alternate options, and potential for
more nests at the idle piece of equipment during the anticipated nest cycle. Nest deterrents in the form of daily
meetings, traffic, and construction activities have occurred in the area daily. Nest was removed per NBMMP. VNovik

No

50

Presumed Fledged

5/3/2012

6/19/2012 05/03/2012 - Observed Bewick's Wren making multiple trips with nesting material (feathers) to a cavity located in
a coast live oak (Quercus agrifolia). 50-foot buffer staked with drive-through access. - GHuffman
05/10/2012 - No wren directly approached the nest during 40 minutes of observation, although a male was
moving about within 100 feet, singing from various perches. A western fence lizard crawled along the oak trunk
and paused near the cavity opening. There was no response from within the cavity, but it appeared the lizard only
entered partway. It eventually moved along, eating ants from the tree trunk. - VEurs
05/18/2012 - About 5 minutes after the biologist approached the nest cavity, an adult wren entered the cavity
and remained inside for over 40 minutes. A second wren never approached the cavity, but a male was heard
singing in trees about 40 feet away. This male engaged in counter-singing with another BEWR male across the
access road. The female was still in the cavity when the biologist left the area. - VEurs
05/25/2012 - A male BEWR was heard singing on occasion within 50 feet of the nest cavity. After approximately
25 minutes, the male brought a small insect to the cavity and passed it to the female within. He flew about 30 feet
away and engaged in counter-singing with another BEWR. He soon returned with another insect that he passed to
the female, who vocalized briefly within the cavity. - VEurs
06/01/2012 - The male made 5 stealthy trips into the cavity with food during 10 minutes of observation. - VEurs
06/08/2012 - No BEWR activity detected at the nest cavity in 60+ minutes of observation, but a male wren was
perched in the tree singing for several minutes. - VEurs
06/19/2012 - Nest was monitored to evaluate status of nest per the NBMMP. No Bewick's Wren activity was
observed at the nest for the duration of a 90-minute observation period. Based on lack of observed nesting
activity during this and previous monitoring visit, as well as nesting chronology of this species, this nest is
presumed fledged and is now closed. - JDicus

Yes

50

50

Presumed Fledged

5/3/2012

6/13/2012 05/03/2012 - Female flies to nest at 0820 and remains on it. - HWinfrey
05/10/2012 - Female on nest at 1239. - HWinfrey
05/17/2012 - Female on nest at 0925. - HWinfrey
05/25/2012 - Female on nest at 1316. Unable to determine whether eggs have hatched. - HWinfrey
05/31/2012 - No activity observed, and nest is too high off the ground to tell whether nestlings are present. HWinfrey
06/06/2012 - Female feeding nestlings at 1253. 2 nestlings visible in nest. - HWinfrey
06/13/2012 - Nest empty with no sign of predation. Nest presumed fledged. - HWinfrey

Yes

50

50

Presumed Fledged

5/3/2012

6/6/2012 05/03/2012 - Female on nest with frequent trips to forage, then immediately returning to nest. - HWinfrey
05/10/2012 - Female on nest at 1207. - HWinfrey
05/17/2012 - Female on nest at 0919. - HWinfrey
05/25/2012 - Female feeding nestlings at 1312; mouths of nestlings barely visible. - HWinfrey
05/31/2012 - 2 nestlings visible in nest. - HWinfrey
06/06/2012 - Nest is empty but in good condition. Presumed fledged. - HWinfrey

Yes
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
HOFI House Finch

Nest ID
050312_hwey_03 CP87-1

ID

Type
Structures

Habitat
Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
UG - cable pulling/splicing

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
10

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
10
10
Fledged

CALT

California Towhee

050312_lton_01

Alpine CY

Construction Yards

Traffic

20

100

50

50

LASP

Lark Sparrow

050312_rrdd_01

CP64-2

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Other
Area

250

100

100

050312_rrdd_02

CP64-2

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance
Area

39

100

30

MODO Mourning Dove

HOFI

House Finch

050312_rrdd_03

CP65-1

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats OH - wire stringing
Area

CALT

California Towhee

050312_sjon_01

Kreutzkamp CY

Construction Yards

BUSH

Bushtit

050312_vers_01

CP6-1

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Chaparrals
Area

Grading

HOFI

House Finch

050312_vnik_01

Bartlett / Hauser Creek
CY

Construction Yards

BMP installation/maintenance

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other

Nest Outcome

Date Nest
Found
5/3/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
6/11/2012 05/03/2012 - Biologist K. Vittum observed pair of HOFIs adding nest material throughout the day. - HWinfrey
05/09/2012 - Female remains on nest with lift 20 feet away. HOFI later leaves nest and 3 eggs are visible. HWinfrey
05/17/2012 - Nest with 5 eggs. - BArnold
05/17/2012 - Biomonitor on site reports observing male bringing food to incubating female. - HWinfrey
05/20/2012 - Female adult HOFI was observed on nest during Sunday avian monitoring. - BArnold
05/27/2012 - Adult HOFI on nest. - BArnold
05/29/2012 - At least four nestlings observed within nest from lift, while using lift for another purpose. - BArnold
05/29/2012 - Biologist K. Vittum observed pair making several trips to nest with food. - HWinfrey
05/31/2012 - Apparently 4 large nestlings in nest, observed from lift being used for another purpose at a distance
greater than 10 feet. - BArnold
06/03/2012 - Adult HOFI feeding nestlings several times during 3-hour observation period. - BArnold
06/04/2012 - Appears to be 5 large nestlings in nest. Few pinfeathers present. - BArnold
06/08/2012 - Observed 1 nestling fledge today. Others remain in nest. - BArnold
06/09/2012 - Another nestling on the verge of fledging, jumping onto edge of nest, then out of nest, then jumping
back in. Will likely fledge in 1 or 2 days. - BArnold
06/11/2012 - At least 1 nestling was observed fledging yesterday late afternoon, with others fledging this
morning. Nest empty with typical signs of successful fledging. - BArnold

Fledged
Yes

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

5/3/2012

5/10/2012 05/03/2012 - The female flushed the nest when approached, 3 eggs are in the nest. - LThoreson
05/10/2012 - Nest pulled apart, no eggs or young remaining, apparently predated. Nest closed. - HWinfrey

No

100

Presumed Fledged

5/3/2012

5/21/2012 05/03/2012 - LASP in nest with 3 eggs. - RRadd
05/10/2012 - LASP in nest for duration of brief observation at 1004. - RRadd
05/16/2012 - LASP in nest for duration of brief observation at 1037. - RRadd
05/22/2012 - Nest is intact, empty and presumed fledged. - RRadd

Yes

100

100

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

5/3/2012

5/9/2012 05/03/2012 - MODO incubating 2 eggs. - RRadd
05/10/2012 - Broken eggshell in empty nest suggests predation. - RRadd

No

100

30

30

Indeterminate

5/3/2012

6/13/2012 05/03/2012 - HOFI pair making repeated trips to this location with grass stems and leaving without. Some
material visible from below. - RRadd
05/10/2012 - HOFI continue to attend nest while crew is on site. - RRadd
05/16/2012 - HOFI comes off nest to investigate new WEKI nest in progress at Leg D. - RRadd
05/22/2012 - No activity detected. - RRadd
05/31/2012 - HOFI comes to nest and stays at 1220. No visibility into this nest. - RRadd
06/07/2012 - HOFI pair visit this nest intermittently and display breeding behaviors, but no true status is
evidenced. - RRadd
06/13/2012 - No HOFI observed at this nest, and new nest under construction nearby. No definitive outcome
established. - RRadd

N/A

120

100

50

50

Fledged

5/3/2012

5/30/2012 05/03/2012 - California Towhee flew from the area of nest while biological monitor was walking through area.
Nest was found with 1 egg. - SJohnston
05/09/2012 - California Towhee incubating 3 light blue brown-speckled eggs. - PKonrad
05/15/2012 - An adult California Towhee was still incubating clutch of 3 eggs. - PKonrad
05/22/2012 - No adult California Towhees were observed near nest filled with 3 medium-sized nestlings with eyes
opening and pin feathers developing. - PKonrad
05/30/2012 - Nestling California Towhees appear to have fledged. Avian biologist Jared Taylor noted that he saw 2
fledglings near the nest on 5/25. No fledglings or adults observed or heard today - closed. - PKonrad

Yes

90

100

50

50

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

5/3/2012

5/17/2012 05/03/2012 - Onsite biomonitor A. Steyers observed a pair of Bushtits bringing nesting material to the top of
yucca inflorescence, as construction was ongoing in the morning. The nest is braced against the flower stalk and is
about 60% complete. Sunlight can still be seen through the bottom of the nest and it is not ready for egg-laying.
The Bushtits visited the nest as the biomonitor and avian biologist stood 15-20 feet away. - VEurs
05/10/2012 - During 40 minutes of observation, the male was seen bringing material to the nest twice. Once he
brought a piece of wilted flower and on the second visit, a rather large downy feather. - VEurs
05/17/2012 - The nest appears to have fallen from its anchor point, and a branchlet of the flower stalk has
pierced a large hole in its side. The nest location is rather exposed and may have been dislodged due to predation.
This nest, which may have contained eggs, failed due to natural causes. - VEurs

No

0

100

100

100

Removed

5/3/2012

5/3/2012 05/03/2012 - A pair of House Finches was observed for approximately 20 minutes. At least one female was
observed carrying material to the nest. The nest appears 1% complete. No eggs or young were in the nest.
Removal of nest was required based on impact to material logistics operations supporting construction, cost
impact relative to alternate options, and potential for more nests at the piece of equipment during the
anticipated nest cycle. Nest deterrents in the form of mylar tape and plastic sheeting were in place on the truck.
Nest was removed per NBMMP, as this truck was required for immediate usage. - VNovik

No
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Nearest Project Feature

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
100
100
Removed

Nest ID
050412_ahll_01

SWAT CY

Type
Construction Yards

Habitat
Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

MODO Mourning Dove

050412_bald_01

San Luis Rey Substation

Substation

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Substation - maintenance

75

100

30

30

Nest with eggs or young failed for
unknown causes

5/4/2012

5/17/2012 05/04/2012 - MODO on nest. - BArnold
05/11/2012 - Adult MODO on nest, didn't flush at less than 3 feet. - BArnold
05/17/2012 - Nest is empty, no MODO seen. - BArnold

No

MODO Mourning Dove

050412_bald_02

San Luis Rey Substation

Substation

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Substation - maintenance

80

100

30

30

Nest with eggs or young failed for
unknown causes

5/4/2012

5/25/2012 05/04/2012 - Nest with 2 eggs. Flushed adult MODO at about 2 feet. - BArnold
05/11/2012 - Adult MODO on nest, didn't flush at less than 2 feet. - BArnold
05/17/2012 - One nestling and 1 egg rolled slightly away from skimpy nest on top of fan screen. - BArnold
05/25/2012 - Dead nestling and 1 egg on nest. This nest failed, probably when fan came on and partially sucked
nest down through screen, causing abandonment. - BArnold

No

MODO Mourning Dove

050412_bald_03

San Luis Rey Substation

Substation

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Substation - maintenance

205

100

30

30

Nest with eggs or young failed for
unknown causes

5/4/2012

5/11/2012 05/04/2012 - MODO on nest. Dove did not flush, even at less than 1 foot beneath nest. - BArnold
05/11/2012 - Nest empty, no adults, no nestlings, no eggs. Lots of scat below nest. Small portion of nest with scat,
partially sucked into fan. Probably failed. - BArnold

No

050412_bald_04

San Luis Rey Substation

Substation

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Substation - maintenance

270

100

30

30

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

5/4/2012

5/17/2012 05/04/2012 - Observed female HOFI accompanied by male bring nest material to this nest, after removing from
closed nest 15 to the west. - BArnold
05/11/2012 - Adult flushed from nest at less than 2 feet. Nest with 4 eggs. - BArnold
05/17/2012 - Nest predated from open electrical box, ripped apart and on ground below Gas Circuit Breaker
stand. Status now Closed. - BArnold

No

050412_bald_05

San Luis Rey Substation

Substation

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Substation - maintenance

155

100

30

30

Nest did not reach active stage

5/4/2012

5/11/2012 05/04/2012 - Adult MODO on nest, didn't flush at 4 feet. - BArnold
05/11/2012 - Nest empty, no adults, nestlings nor eggs. Nest in good shape, but no sign of heavy use. This nest
likely never reached active stage. - BArnold

No

Encina Substation

Substation

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other

0

100

30

30

Nest with eggs or young failed for
unknown causes

5/4/2012

5/7/2012 05/04/2012 - Nest with 1 egg in lift mast. - BArnold
05/07/2012 - Still 1 egg in nest. This nest has been abandoned, and was removed by the avian biologist. HOFI nest
discovered 4 May with 1 egg. Due to its location on a lift, it was unclear if this nest was viable at that time (that is,
whether the egg had been laid that day), or if the nest had previously been abandoned due to the lift being used
and moved after this egg was laid. As of 7 May there remained only 1 egg, indicating that this nest had been
previously abandoned. Because the lift equipment in the Encina Substation is available for both SRPL and O&M
work activities, it remains unclear which specific group last used the equipment with the nest, although the
presence of the nest was not known at that time. - BArnold

No

35

100

50

50

Presumed Fledged

5/4/2012

5/10/2012 05/04/2012 - This nest was discovered by a biomonitor while monitoring the splicing activities at EP255-2. An
avian biologist determined that the nest contained 4 nestlings that were being fed by an adult Black-throated
Sparrow. - DDitommaso
05/10/2012 - Nestlings have apparently fledged; no sign of fledglings or adults in the area - closed. - PKonrad

Yes

0

100

100

100

Removed

5/4/2012

5/4/2012 05/04/2012 - This House Finch nest was discovered at 0845 this morning in a truck by a biomonitor while
monitoring the splicing activities at EP255-2. The truck has only been at this site since 11am yesterday, so by
virtue of its motion, has served as a deterrent to nesting activities. Prior to this site, it was sitting at the Helix Yard.
An avian monitor was dispatched to EP255-2 and determined that there were no eggs or young in the nest in the
truck which was 100% complete. A pair of House Finch was observed checking out the nest, but did not bring any
material to it. Best guess given the timeline of events and observations is that the nest was built prior to arriving
at EP255-2 and a pair of House Finch discovered this existing nest. The nest was photographed and removed
following NBMMP stipulations, as the truck was needed immediately. - DDitommaso

No

80

100

50

50

Presumed Fledged

5/4/2012

6/13/2012 05/04/2012 - 2 Bushtits observed adding material to nest, which appears to be 80% complete. At one point,
Bushtit flew to closed Bushtit nest 022112_mdus_01 and removed nest material, then carried it to new nest. HWinfrey
05/11/2012 - No activity observed at nest from 0641 to 0656. - HWinfrey
05/18/2012 - BUSH carrying fluffy material into nest at 1218. - HWinfrey
05/25/2012 - BUSH emerges from nest, forages in area for 3 minutes, then returns to nest. - HWinfrey
06/02/2012 - BUSH observed bringing food to nest at 1005. - HWinfrey
06/09/2012 - No activity observed during 1 hour visit. - HWinfrey
06/11/2012 - Adults observed making multiple trips to nest with food. - HWinfrey
06/13/2012 - No activity observed, nest in good condition with no sign of predation. Nest presumed fledged. HWinfrey

Yes

HOFI

House Finch

MODO Mourning Dove

HOFI

House Finch

050412_bald_06

BTSP

Black-throated Sparrow

050412_ddso_01 EP255-2

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Desert Scrub and Dune Habitats
Area

OH - wire stringing

HOFI

House Finch

050412_ddso_02 EP255-2

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Desert Scrub and Dune Habitats
Area

BMP installation/maintenance

BUSH

Bushtit

050412_hwey_01 EP35-1

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Riparian Forests and Woodlands
Area

OH - tower erection
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Nest Outcome

Date Nest
Found
5/4/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
5/4/2012 05/04/2012 - Pair was seen flying out of nest location and male singing in area, nest was approximately 50%
complete. Mylar deterrents installed on flatbed. Removal of nest was required based on potential impacts to
material logistics operations supporting construction such as tower assembly, cost impacts relative to alternative
options, and potential for more nests at the piece of equipment during the anticipated nest cycle. Nest was not a
candidate for a buffer reduction allowing for use of the trailer. No eggs or young were present and nest was
removed per the NBMMP. - AHill

Species
Code
Common Name
HOFI House Finch

ID

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
BMP installation/maintenance

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
0

Fledged
No
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
HOWR House Wren

Nest ID
050412_hwey_02 EP35-1-N

ID

Type
Road Area

Habitat
Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
BMP installation/maintenance

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
0

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
30
30
Removed

Nest Outcome

Date Nest
Found
5/4/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
5/4/2012 05/04/2012 - HOWR observed adding nest material. Nest examined, no eggs or young detected. - HWinfrey
05/04/2012 - HOWR nest approximately 80% built was photographed and removed according to NBMMP
protocol, with approval by SDGE and CPUC/agency concurrence. No eggs or young were present. Nest was located
within cavity in gate created by plastic sheeting and tape put in place as a nesting bird deterrent. This area was
sealed following removal of nest with instructions posted to keep this opening sealed after gate operation. HWinfrey

Fledged
No

ATFL

Ash-throated Flycatcher

050412_mkhn_02 EP78-E

Road Area

Riparian Forests and Woodlands

Traffic

5

100

100

100

Nest did not reach active stage

5/4/2012

5/16/2012 05/04/2012 - Adults visited nest site several times, one carrying coarse grasses into post and emerging without
material each time. Uncertain how complete nest is at this point. - MKuehn
05/10/2012 - No activity at nest site in 60 minutes. ATFL occasionally detected within 50 feet of nest, but may be
same pair that is now constructing nest in a different post 250 feet to east. Little nesting material in base of post
and without any form of a cup. Nest site likely abandoned, but will be checked once more for progress in 5-7
days. - MKuehn
05/16/2012 - No new material has been added to nest. This site has apparently been abandoned prior to
completion of nest construction. - MKuehn

No

SPTO

Spotted Towhee

050412_mkhn_03 EP77-E

Road Area

Riparian Forests and Woodlands

Traffic

15

100

100

100

Presumed Fledged

5/4/2012

5/22/2012 05/04/2012 - While passively observing a RTHA nest, a female SPTO was observed emerging from a grassy area
and returning 10 minutes later. The area was searched and she flew from a nest containing 3 eggs. She returned
to the nest 30 seconds after the biologist retreated to 50 feet from the nest. - MKuehn
05/10/2012 - Passively observed nest for 12 minutes, until female left nest to forage. Nest still contains 3 eggs. MKuehn
05/16/2012 - Nest contains 3 nestlings. Pin feathers on wings still completely enclosed in sheaths and about 15
mm long. - MKuehn
05/22/2012 - Nest empty and in good condition. Two adults and 1 fledgling located 100 feet from nest. - MKuehn

Yes

SPTO

Spotted Towhee

050412_mkhn_04 EP79-E

Road Area

Chaparrals

Traffic

70

100

50

50

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

5/4/2012

5/22/2012 05/04/2012 - Adult flew from nest as biologist walked past while following a Wrentit. Nest contains 3 eggs. MKuehn
05/10/2012 - Adult incubating. Nest still contains 3 eggs. - MKuehn
05/16/2012 - Adult on nest. - ELoveless
05/22/2012 - Nest is empty, and material in cup is loose and slightly mussed. Adults were detected within 80 feet
of nest and followed, but no indication of fledglings was detected. Adults never scolded and were not observed
carrying food in 20 minutes of following them as they moved through the territory. Based on observations
(incubating when found on 5/4 and last known to contain eggs on 5/10), earliest possible fledge date was 5/20
and latest was 5/27, however the lack of a detectable family group suggests the nest failed due to natural causes. MKuehn

No

WREN Wrentit

050412_mkhn_05 EP79-E

Road Area

Chaparrals

Traffic

20

100

100

100

Indeterminate

5/4/2012

5/17/2012 05/04/2012 - Both adults observed carrying nesting material to a 5% completed nest. - MKuehn
05/10/2012 - Nest appears complete and contains no eggs. Lining is somewhat mussed and some appears pulled
up and out of nest. This nest may have already failed. No Wrentits detected within 50 feet of nest for 30 minutes
or when nest was approached and inspected. No eggshell fragments found on ground below nest. - MKuehn
05/17/2012 - Nest is still empty and appearance has not changed. Likely depredated but no evidence that eggs
were ever laid. - MKuehn

N/A

HOWR House Wren

050412_rrdd_01

CP70-3-E

Road Area

Riparian Forests and Woodlands

Traffic

14

100

30

30

Fledged

5/4/2012

6/13/2012 05/04/2012 - Female making trips carrying small items to cavity with male in constant close attendance. Male also
carries stems to next cavity below - presumed alternate nest. - RRadd
05/12/2012 - Female brings feather to nest and stays at 1522. Male guarding. - RRadd
05/18/2012 - HOWR male nest guarding and defending from 1225-1300. - RRadd
05/23/2012 - Male HOWR continues strident nest presence, and follows female on brief exits. - RRadd
05/30/2012 - HOWR carries food item to nest at 1434. - RRadd
06/05/2012 - HOWR making quiet trips to nest with small food items. - RRadd
06/13/2012 - Adult female coaxes 2 nestlings into alternate cavity 20 feet south. Despite all efforts, they follow
her when she leaves to forage. - RRadd

Yes

PHAI

Phainopepla

050412_rrdd_02

CP70-3-E

Road Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic

46

100

50

50

Nest did not reach active stage

5/4/2012

5/23/2012 05/04/2012 - Male PHAI shaping cup in nearly complete nest. - RRadd
05/12/2012 - Nest appears complete, female PHAI is associating but wary (nest not approached by observer). RRadd
05/18/2012 - PHAI nearby but not associating with this nest, which is beginning to loosen. Monitor once more
before potentially closing. - RRadd
05/23/2012 - Nest is falling apart, pair building new nest nearby. - RRadd

No

CALT

California Towhee

050412_rrdd_03

CP70-3-E

Road Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic

15

100

50

50

Presumed Fledged

5/4/2012

5/24/2012 05/04/2012 - CALT lying in nest observed empty 1 week ago. - RRadd
05/12/2012 - Nest contains 2 eggs and hatched young at 1407. - RRadd
05/18/2012 - Nest appears to contain 3 hatched young during brief glimpse. - RRadd
05/23/2012 - CALT attending large young in nest; should fledge tomorrow morning. - RRadd
05/30/2012 - Nest is intact, empty and presumed fledged. Observation chronology suggests likely fledge. - RRadd

Yes
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
HOFI House Finch

Nest ID
050412_rrdd_04

CP70-3-E

ID

Type
Road Area

Habitat
Riparian Forests and Woodlands

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
Traffic

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
30

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
Nest Outcome
30
30
Nest did not reach active stage

Date Nest
Found
5/4/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
5/26/2012 05/04/2012 - HOFI female carrying material into cavity and remaining for a minute at a time. Male attends. RRadd
05/12/2012 - Male feeding soliciting female adjacent to nest (which is not visible). - RRadd
05/18/2012 - HOFI near this cavity did not enter during 20-minute observation from 1220-1240. - RRadd
05/26/2012 - HOFI still present, but behavior suggests nesting elsewhere. Abandoned prior to use, likely part of
the site selection process. - RRadd

Fledged
No

KILL

Killdeer

050412_sjon_01

EP54-1 PS

Pad Areas-Stringing Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance

78

100

75

75

Fledged

5/4/2012

5/23/2012 05/04/2012 - Killdeer incubating 4 eggs. - SJohnston
05/09/2012 - An adult Killdeer is incubating a clutch of 4 eggs; the adult walked away from the nest when the
avian biologist approached within 60 feet; stood 60 feet away from nest, then returned to nest as soon as
biologist turned around and began leaving the area. The Killdeer did not call, and no other adult was observed or
heard in the area. - PKonrad
05/15/2012 - An adult Killdeer is incubating its clutch of eggs while the installation of a 3-foot tall orange silt
fence is being completed a few feet outside the Killdeer nest buffer area. Biomonitor G. Brungraber reported the
adult Killdeer did not react to the fencing work and continued their incubation of the clutch throughout the work
period. - PKonrad
05/21/2012 - 4 Killdeer hatchlings observed in the same position as the previously unhatched eggs. Adult Killdeer
was later observed brooding young at the scrape. - SJohnston
05/24/2012 - S. Johnston reports that on May 22, four young KILL were observed walking around away from the
nesting scrape. Adults were observed brooding young away from scrape. No young were observed on May 23. KAlberts

Yes

HOFI

House Finch

050412_vers_01

CP7

Pad Areas-Maintenance Chaparrals
Area

Grading

30

100

30

30

Presumed Fledged

5/4/2012

6/26/2012 05/04/2012 - A pair of House Finches was observed entering and exiting the lowest arm on the south side of the
steel monopole at least a dozen times over the course of an hour. On at least 3 occasions, the female carried
nesting material into the end of the arm while the male perched atop the arm, singing. - VEurs
05/11/2012 - During 60 minutes of observation, a male spent at least 20 minutes singing from the small
distribution pole directly opposite the arm with the nest. Towards the end of the observation he was singing on
the arm, directly above the entrance to the nest. The female was not observed. - VEurs
05/18/2012 - Construction activities occurred during the majority of the 60-minute observation period. No HOFI
activity was observed at the nest, although onsite biomonitor A. Steyers reports the pair made several trips to and
from the pole on 17 May. - VEurs
05/25/2012 - No HOFI activity at the nest during 60 minutes of observation, although there were numerous
House Finches in the surrounding habitat. - VEurs
06/01/2012 - After 45 minutes of observation, the HOFI pair flew up to the 69kV pole south of CP7. As the male
perched, singing, the female flew into the monopole arm containing the nest. She had not exited by the time the
biologist called the observation 15 minutes later. - VEurs
06/08/2012 - No activity detected at the nest after 60 minutes of observation, but lots of HOFI activity in the
surrounding habitat. - VEurs
06/16/2012 - Adults observed entering nest cavity while nestlings heard begging from inside cavity; also adults
often observed perching on nearby TL 6917 steel pole, but no signs of nesting activity in that structure. - JPawlicki
06/18/2012 - A female HOFI was observed perching on the pole, both above and underneath the nest cavity, but
did not enter any of the cavities during 30 minutes of observation. - MDicus
06/26/2012 - No activity detected at the nest after 90 minutes of observation. Ample time has passed to
complete the nest cycle. This nest is presumed to have fledged successfully and is now closed. - VEurs

Yes

HOFI

House Finch

050412_vnik_01

Thing Valley CY

Construction Yards

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other

0

100

100

100

Removed

5/4/2012

5/4/2012 05/04/2012 - Biomonitor observed female finch making several trips to nest with nest material. Nest was located
late in the afternoon yesterday. Nest location is in area of tank that inhibits the operation of pumps und other
tanks needed for dust control purposes. The tire is wrapped in plastic as a deterrent. Nest could become flooded
if tank overflowed. Nest is approximately 30% complete with no eggs or young. Removal of nest was required
based on impact to material logistics operations supporting construction, cost impact relative to alternate
options, and potential for more nests at the piece of equipment during the anticipated nest cycle. Nest deterrents
in the form of mylar tape and plastic were hung on the water tank. Nest was photographed and removed per
NBMMP. - VNovik

No

OATI

Oak Titmouse

050512_hwey_01 EP32-1-E

Road Area

Riparian Forests and Woodlands

Traffic

22

100

50

50

Presumed Fledged

5/5/2012

5/11/2012 05/05/2012 - Adult OATI making frequent brief trips inside nest cavity from 0631 to 0701. - HWinfrey
05/07/2012 - OATI brings food to nest cavity at 0639. - HWinfrey
05/09/2012 - OATI brings food to nest at 0631. - HWinfrey
05/11/2012 - No activity observed at nest cavity from 0805 to 0835. OATI heard calling nearby. Nest presumed
fledged. - HWinfrey

Yes

LEGO

Lesser Goldfinch

050512_hwey_02 CP88-1-N-A

Road Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic

30

100

30

30

Indeterminate

5/5/2012

5/31/2012 05/05/2012 - Female Lesser Goldfinch gathering spider webs and flying to nest with male mate-guarding and
following female's movements. - HWinfrey
05/12/2012 - No activity at nest between 1112 and 1142. Nest was monitored from bridge outside buffer. MDicus
05/19/2012 - Female on nest at 0715. - HWinfrey
05/25/2012 - No activity observed at nest from 1318 to 1333. - HWinfrey
05/31/2012 - Nest is gone, unclear whether due to predation or abandonment. Nest most likely failed after egg
laying. Nest closed. - HWinfrey

N/A
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
WESJ Western Scrub-Jay

HOFI

House Finch

CALT

California Towhee

Habitat

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
Traffic

Nest ID
ID
050512_hwey_03 Alpine CY

Type
Construction Yards

050512_hwey_04 CP95-1

Pad Areas-Maintenance Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Area
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance

Chaparrals

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
70

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
Nest Outcome
70
70
Presumed Fledged

0

100

100

100

Date Nest
Found
5/5/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
5/25/2012 05/05/2012 - Female on nest at 1400. - HWinfrey
05/11/2012 - Female observed on nest at 0942. - HWinfrey
05/18/2012 - Adult feeding nestlings, begging sounds audible at 1347. - HWinfrey
05/25/2012 - Nest empty with no sign of predation. Nest presumed fledged. - HWinfrey

Fledged
Yes

Removed

5/5/2012

5/5/2012 05/05/2012 - Biomonitor A. Bryant observed a HOFI pair making 4 trips to nest cavity with coarse nesting
material, indicating nest was early in the nest-building stage. Nest removal was requested to allow for ongoing
Alpine Underground wire testing. No buffer reduction was possible, as the nest was in the area of the current and
pending work. Nest cavity was examined and it was determined that nest could not removed. Cavity was covered
with netting to prevent further nest building, per the NBMMP. Pair was observed immediately investigating other
possible nest sites in the area. - HWinfrey

No

050512_ltiw_01

CP75-1

Pad Areas-TSAP

Chaparrals

Other

35

100

50

50

Fledged

5/5/2012

5/17/2012 05/05/2012 - A pair of California Towhees was observed in the vicinity of the nest, which contains 4 nestlings. LTymkiw
05/11/2012 - Feathered nestlings remain present at 1212. - RRadd
05/17/2012 - Nest is clean and empty, recent fledglings are nearby. - RRadd

Yes

HOWR House Wren

050512_rrdd_01

CP81-1-E

Road Area

Riparian Forests and Woodlands

Traffic

25

100

50

50

Presumed Fledged

5/5/2012

6/12/2012 05/05/2012 - HOWR female carries feather to nest and stays at 0724. - RRadd
05/11/2012 - HOWR male singing, nest guarding and entering cavity at 1336. - RRadd
05/19/2012 - Male nest-guarding, female departs at 0742 after 20 minutes of observation. No item carry
observed on return 8 minutes later. - RRadd
05/25/2012 - HOWR makes one trip to and from nest during 20-minute observation. - RRadd
06/02/2012 - Male carrying food to nest at 5-8 minute intervals. - RRadd
06/08/2012 - HOWR singing but not carrying food to cavity during 40-minute observation. - RRadd
06/15/2012 - No detections during 20 minute observation. Monitoring suggests likely successful fledge. - RRadd

Yes

ANHU

Anna's Hummingbird

050512_rrdd_02

CP78-2-E

Road Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic

5

100

50

50

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

5/5/2012

5/20/2012 05/05/2012 - Nest is approximately 50% complete, and in progress. - RRadd
05/11/2012 - Female on nest. - RRadd
05/19/2012 - Female lying in nest at 0710. - RRadd
05/25/2012 - Nest is empty. Although nest contents were never checked, observations suggest eggs were present
and subsequently predated about the time of hatch. - RRadd

No

HOFI

House Finch

050512_rrdd_03

CP76-1

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Other
Area

11

100

30

30

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

5/5/2012

6/19/2012 05/05/2012 - Nest appears complete with female lying in nest. - RRadd
05/11/2012 - Nest is 100% built, but no activity observed. - RRadd
05/17/2012 - HOFI pair making many trips with new material. - RRadd
05/24/2012 - Female HOFI lying in nest at 0655. - RRadd
06/01/2012 - Female HOFI lying in nest at 1120. - RRadd
06/07/2012 - Nest is empty and lining material is on ground under tower. However, nest is 50% complete and pair
are agitated by observer presence; apparently rebuilding. - RRadd
06/14/2012 - Nest is only marginally improved. This pair seem to be fighting for Leg D. - RRadd
06/19/2012 - Nest is empty and deteriorating. It appears that nest building activities have not continued at this
site. Of 3 HOFI pairs observed in area, no birds are seen approaching this nest or behaving territorially around it.
Nest closed. - HWinfrey

No

ANHU

Anna's Hummingbird

050512_rrdd_04

CP82-1-E

Road Area

Riparian Forests and Woodlands

Traffic

75

100

75

75

Nest did not reach active stage

5/5/2012

5/22/2012 05/05/2012 - ANHU nest building, approximately 50% complete at 1440. - RRadd
05/11/2012 - Nest is 75% complete, but no ANHU detected. - RRadd
05/19/2012 - Nest still 75% complete was abandoned prior to completion. - RRadd

No

HOFI

House Finch

050612_fhan_01 SWAT CY

Construction Yards

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance

0

100

100

100

Removed

5/6/2012

5/6/2012 05/06/2012 - HOFI nest of forbs and grass in slight cup shape removed (35%) complete, with no eggs or young
present, per the NBMMP. Nest site was photographed and confirmed by an avian biologist. The truck is used daily
for Sunrise operations, necessitating the removal of this nest from within the cab of the truck. - FHoffman

No

LASP

Lark Sparrow

050612_fhan_02 SWAT CY

Construction Yards

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance

0

100

100

100

Removed

5/6/2012

5/7/2012 05/06/2012 - Pair of adults was observed multiple times carrying nest material to angle steel on ground. Upon
inspection, a cup nest was found under a piece of angle steel. Another partially complete cup nest was also found
adjacent to the first nest. - FHoffman
05/07/2012 - Pair was seen bringing in nesting material to 80% complete nest. Nest was discovered on 4/6/12 and
was approved to be removed as per the agencies. No deterrents were present on steel, but heavy work activities
were occurring all around. The nest was submitted for nest removal per NBMMP because of the necessity to fly
out the steel piece immediately and that there were no eggs or nestlings present. - AHill

No

HOFI

House Finch

050612_fhan_04 SWAT CY

Construction Yards

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance

0

100

100

100

Removed

5/6/2012

5/6/2012 05/06/2012 - HOFI pair detected building nest. Nest had no eggs or young and was about 40% complete. Nest
removed from actively used auger truck, needed every day for Sunrise construction, per the NBMMP. The nest
was photographed, confirmed, and removed by an avian biologist. - FHoffman

No

HOFI

House Finch

050612_fhan_05 Wilson CY

Construction Yards

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance

0

100

100

100

Removed

5/6/2012

5/6/2012 05/06/2012 - HOFI pair detected nest building. Nest was approximately 15% complete of various cut shrubs and
grasses and contained no eggs or young. Since this nest was found under construction inside an actively used wire
truck that is needed for Sunrise wire-stringing operations, this nest was photographed and removed following the
NBMMP. - FHoffman

No
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
WEBL Western Bluebird

Nest ID
ID
050612_hwey_01 Suncrest-N

Type
Road Area

Habitat
Chaparrals

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
BMP installation/maintenance

HOFI

House Finch

050612_mkhn_01 Rough Acres CY

Construction Yards

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance

HOFI

House Finch

050612_mkhn_02 Rough Acres CY

Construction Yards

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other

HOFI

House Finch

050612_mkhn_03 CP95-1

Pad Areas-Work Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance

LASP

Lark Sparrow

050712_ahll_02

SWAT CY

Construction Yards

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

LASP

Lark Sparrow

050712_ahll_03

SWAT CY

Construction Yards

HOFI

House Finch

050712_ahll_04

SWAT CY

Construction Yards

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
24

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
50
50
Fledged

0

100

100

100

10

100

10

10

0

100

100

Other

100

100

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other

50

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance

0

Nest Outcome

Date Nest
Found
5/6/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
6/7/2012 05/06/2012 - Female WEBL observed leaving cavity at 1100, returning with grassy material at 1106. - HWinfrey
05/15/2012 - No activity observed at nest from 1209 to 1224. Female observed foraging 10 feet from cavity
opening. - HWinfrey
05/21/2012 - Adult female WEBL observed foraging underneath distribution pole across access road, then flying
to perch in shrubs near nest tree. - BArnold
05/29/2012 - Female perched on entrance hole, leaning inside, apparently feeding nestlings. Male perched a few
inches away. - HWinfrey
06/05/2012 - Male and female both observed perching and foraging near cavity entrance. Male observed chasing
OATI away from immediate area of nest. - HWinfrey
06/07/2012 - Adult male WEBL perched on telephone line 30 feet from nest feeding spotted fledgling. Nest
closed. - HWinfrey

Fledged
Yes

Removed

5/6/2012

5/6/2012 05/06/2012 - Biomonitor observed adults making many trips to nest throughout the day, including while water
trucks were filling from the front of tank 20 feet away and while water tank was being filled using generator and
pump 45 feet away. Traffic routinely passed along access road 10 feet away. Birds are virtually undeterred from
nesting by activity near nest and apparently began constructing nest after vehicle was parked here yesterday. Nest
is 50% complete and contains no eggs. Since this equipment is needed for construction currently, this nest site
was photographed and all nesting material was removed per the NBMMP, before the opening was stuffed with
crumpled paper which was taped into place as a deterrent. - MKuehn

No

Presumed Fledged

5/6/2012

6/15/2012 05/06/2012 - Biomonitor observed adults making many trips to nest throughout the day, including while water
trucks were filling from the front of tank 25 feet away and while water tank was being filled using generator and
pump 30 feet away. Birds are virtually undeterred from nesting by activity near nest and brought material to nest
while avian biologist stood 10 feet away while logging nest location. Nest appears to be about 40% complete. MKuehn
05/10/2012 - Nest looks nearly complete and female House Finch was bringing nest material to the nest. Male
attempted copulation and perched prominently nearby. - PKonrad
05/16/2012 - Female House Finch incubating. - PKonrad
05/24/2012 - Female House Finch is incubating on water tank nest. - PKonrad
05/31/2012 - Female House Finch is brooding on nest. - PKonrad
06/07/2012 - Large House Finch nestlings are in the nest and the nest rim is lined with mutes. The adult female
visited the nest to feed the nestlings. - PKonrad
06/15/2012 - No House Finch nestlings left in the nest, which is plastered with mutes; no adults observed at nest closed. - PKonrad

Yes

100

Removed

5/6/2012

5/6/2012 05/06/2012 - Adult HOFIs were observed carrying nesting material into small cavity in end of crane arm. Electrical
testing occurred on site yesterday, and the crane was used then. No nesting activity was observed at this location
as of 1930 on 5/5, so nest construction began today. This crane is needed for the completion of electrical testing
onsite, and even if another crane were used, this one would need to be moved for the work to be completed. The
nest was inspected and found to be 85% complete and partially lined, but containing no eggs. The nest was
photographed and removed per the NBMMP. The cavity, and another close by, were stuffed with mesh netting
crumpled up, and the openings were duct taped closed to prevent future nesting attempts. - MKuehn

No

100

100

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

5/7/2012

5/12/2012 05/07/2012 - Nest was found during sweep of yard by monitor right before skycrane was to pick up legs 140 feet
away. The avian biologist and two groundmen protected the nest from skycrane rotor wash. The men held a wood
board 5 feet from nest while avian biologist shielded the nest. The winds were 19 mph above the shield, 13 mph
behind the shield, and 1-2 mph at the nest with the avian protecting the nest with their body. After the skycrane
activity, the nest was monitored full time for approximately 45 minutes, and the female was seen returning to the
nest soon after the activities and resumed incubating. The nest contains 4 eggs. - AHill
05/13/2012 - On May 12th, the nest was found to be empty and 1 egg was just outside of the nest. A few adult,
down feathers were found near the nest. The actual nest appeared to be intact. No LASP adult birds were seen or
heard in the vicinity of the nest. Based on this evidence, the nest was predated on by natural causes rather than
construction related. The only possibility for a failure due to construction would be rotor wash; which did not
occur because the nest was physically intact. The nest was most likely predated on by a raven. - AHill

No

100

100

100

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

5/7/2012

5/9/2012 05/07/2012 - Female is brooding at least 3 nestlings. Both parents seen bringing food to nestlings during crane
activity at 45 feet from nest. - AHill
05/08/2012 - Female on nest brooding. Observed male feed female. - AHill
05/09/2012 - The nest was found to be empty and looked to be predated by an animal. No feathers or blood
present. A squirrel or raven could have eaten the nestlings. - AHill

No

100

100

100

Removed

5/7/2012

5/7/2012 05/07/2012 - Pair was seen flying out of nest location and male singing in area; nest was approximately 65%
complete. Mylar deterrents installed on storage container. Removal of nest was required based on potential
impacts to material logistics operations supporting construction such as tower assembly, cost impacts relative to
alternative options, and potential for more nests at the piece of equipment during the anticipated nest cycle. Nest
was not a candidate for a buffer reduction allowing for use of the trailer. No eggs or young were present and nest
was removed per the NBMMP. - AHill

No
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
HOFI House Finch

Nest ID
ID
050712_fhan_02 Bartlett / Hauser Creek
CY

Type
Construction Yards

Habitat
Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

HOFI

House Finch

050712_fhan_03 Bartlett / Hauser Creek
CY

Construction Yards

BUSH

Bushtit

050712_ghan_01 EP9-1 PS

HOFI

House Finch

HOFI

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
Other

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
75

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
30
30
Fledged

Nest Outcome

Date Nest
Found
5/7/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
5/31/2012 05/07/2012 - Detected by yard monitors. Female incubating 3 eggs. Flushed upon approach at 2 feet. - FHoffman
05/16/2012 - Three downy nestlings in nest. Female visited nest 1 time during 30-minute observation. - ELoveless
05/23/2012 - Female observed bringing food to the nest one time during the 30 minute observation. Male
observed singing near nest. - ELoveless
05/26/2012 - At least 1 nestling with pin feathers. No adults were seen during 10 minutes of observation. LTymkiw
05/31/2012 - Male observed feeding 1 fledgling. - ELoveless
06/02/2012 - The nest was checked by the avian biologist and found to be empty. - ELoveless

Fledged
Yes

Other

75

100

15

15

Nest did not reach active stage

5/7/2012

5/18/2012 05/07/2012 - Observed by monitors. Adults have not been seen for awhile. May not reach active stage. FHoffman
05/16/2012 - Nest approximately 70% complete. No HOFI activity around nest. - ELoveless
05/18/2012 - No activity observed during 1 hour observation. Nest in same condition as previous entry. Nest was
never completed. Avian biologist watched the nest for over 1 hour a day for 3 days with no activity observed. Nest
is roughly in the same condition as when it was logged 11 days prior. Nest was closed and buffers were removed. ELoveless

No

Pad Areas-Stringing Area Chaparrals

OH - wire stringing

10

100

50

50

Nest did not reach active stage

5/7/2012

6/12/2012 05/07/2012 - Bushtit observed making 3 trips to a manzanita with nesting material within an observation period
of 15 minutes. Nest appears to be 5% complete. Buffer signs staked at 50 feet. - GHuffman
05/14/2012 - Observed Bushtit making multiple trips to nest with material. Nest appears to be 80% complete. GHuffman
05/21/2012 - No activity observed from 1033 to 1048. - HWinfrey
05/29/2012 - No Bushtit activity detected during 20 minutes of observation; however, nest remains in wellmaintained condition. - HWinfrey
06/12/2012 - No activity observed. Nest remains in well-maintained condition, but no nesting behavior has been
observed here in nearly a month. This nest may possibly be in use for roosting. Nest closed. - HWinfrey

No

050712_hwey_01 CP88-1

Pad Areas-Maintenance Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Area
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance

0

100

100

100

Removed

5/7/2012

5/7/2012 05/07/2012 - Biologist K. Vittum observed a pair of House Finches adding nest material to site inside bracket on
monopole tower CP87-1. It was determined that nest removal was necessary to allow ongoing underground wire
testing and that buffer reduction would not be possible. Nest was examined and found to be 20% complete with
no eggs or young present. Male and female were adding nest material with biologist observing from a boom lift at
a distance of 10 feet. Nest was removed in accordance with the NBMMP. - HWinfrey

No

House Finch

050712_jdus_01

CP74-2

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Chaparrals
Area

BMP installation/maintenance

45

100

30

30

Indeterminate

5/7/2012

6/19/2012 05/07/2012 - Pair makes 2 trips to nest with material. Male chases second male away from vicinity of nest,
defending nest site. Pair forages upslope of tower and to the west. - JDicus
05/18/2012 - No HOFI observed to visit this nest during 1-hour observation. - RRadd
05/23/2012 - No HOFI detected at this structure during 40-minute observation. - RRadd
05/30/2012 - HOFI pair come to nest after 15 minutes of observation. Male guards and female appears to settle
onto nest. - RRadd
06/05/2012 - No activity observed during 45 minutes of observation during windy mid-afternoon conditions. RRadd
06/12/2012 - Unable to see into this nest, which appears intact. No HOFI observed to visit during 40-minute
observation. - RRadd
06/19/2012 - No activity detected. Closed due to inactivity. No outcome is determinable. - RRadd

N/A

HOFI

House Finch

050712_jdus_02

CP74-2

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Chaparrals
Area

BMP installation/maintenance

180

100

30

30

Indeterminate

5/7/2012

6/19/2012 05/07/2012 - Pair visits marker ball together 4 times, twice the female carries nesting material inside to remain
for 10-30 seconds and reappear at entrance. Male enters once through opposite entrance and departs almost
immediately to land on fiber optic line nearby. Male does not enter marker ball again for duration of observation
period, despite attending the female on each visit to nest site. Pair copulates on line near nest entrance. - JDicus
05/18/2012 - HOFI pair carry nest material into this ball at 0820. - RRadd
05/23/2012 - No HOFI detected at this structure during 40-minute observation. - RRadd
05/30/2012 - Male sings at entrance, and female subsequently emerges. - RRadd
06/05/2012 - No activity observed during 45 minutes of observation during windy mid-afternoon conditions. RRadd
06/12/2012 - No activity detected during 40 minutes of observation. - RRadd
06/19/2012 - Closed due to inactivity. No outcome is determinable. - RRadd

N/A

HOFI

House Finch

050712_jdus_03

CP74-2

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Chaparrals
Area

Other

100

100

30

30

Nest did not reach active stage

5/7/2012

6/12/2012 05/07/2012 - Pair makes 2 trips to marker ball, female carries material inside while male sings from line outside
entrance. - JDicus
05/18/2012 - No activity observed. - RRadd
05/23/2012 - No HOFI detected at this structure during 40-minute observation. - RRadd
05/30/2012 - No activity observed. - RRadd
06/05/2012 - No activity observed during 45 minutes of observation during windy mid-afternoon conditions. RRadd
06/12/2012 - No activity detected during 40 minutes of observation. Nest outcome could not be determined, but
lack of observations indicate nest never contained eggs or young. - RRadd

No
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
HOFI House Finch

Nest ID
050712_jtor_01

CP98-1

ID

Type
Habitat
Pad Areas-Maintenance Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Area
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
BMP installation/maintenance

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
50

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
Nest Outcome
30
30
Indeterminate

Date Nest
Found
5/7/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
6/7/2012 05/07/2012 - HOFI pair observed carrying nest material to cavity in lowest eastern arm. - JTaylor
05/16/2012 - Male perched 10 feet from nest for duration of 15-minute observation. Female not seen. - HWinfrey
05/23/2012 - Female emerges briefly from nest cavity, then re-enters. - HWinfrey
05/30/2012 - No activity observed at cavity entrance, and no HOFIs detected in area during 30 minutes of
observation. - HWinfrey
06/07/2012 - No activity observed during 1 hour of observation. Additionally, avian biologist M. Dicus reports no
activity observed here on 6/4. Lack of activity over past two weeks indicates that this nest is no longer active.
Outcome indeterminate but most likely explanation is that this nest failed due to natural causes followed by nest
building by same pair at 060412_mdus_01. - HWinfrey

Fledged
N/A

HOFI

House Finch

050712_jtor_02

CP86

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance
Area

10

100

40

40

Presumed Fledged

5/7/2012

5/31/2012 05/07/2012 - 1 nest located on west side where plates meet to join legs. Female flew away from nest when site
was approached. Nest on west appears complete, feathers of lining visible. - JTaylor
05/10/2012 - 9:30am-11:00am: Construction monitoring for Warren James BMP crew. Crew authorized to enter
buffer under "emergency BMP maintenance and installation" per link lead. Crew entered buffer for approximately
5 minutes to conduct hydro mulching. The remaining areas inside buffer were able to mulched by spraying from
outside stakes. Incubating female appeared alert but remained in nest. Activities appeared to have no negative
impact on nesting status. Female was not observed leaving nest during activities. - GHuffman
05/19/2012 - Incubation continues unabated at 1110. - RRadd
05/25/2012 - Female HOFI tight on nest at 1110. - RRadd
06/02/2012 - Nest has apparently fledged and a new nest is being built elsewhere. - RRadd

Yes

HOFI

House Finch

050712_jtor_03

CP86

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance
Area

10

100

40

40

Presumed Fledged

5/7/2012

6/1/2012 05/07/2012 - Second pair of HOFI building a nest on south of tower. - JTaylor
05/10/2012 - 9:30am-11:00am: Construction monitoring for Warren James BMP crew. Crew authorized to enter
buffer under "emergency BMP maintenance and installation" per link lead. Crew entered buffer for approximately
5 minutes to conduct hydro mulching. The remaining areas inside buffer were able to mulched by spraying from
outside stakes. Incubating female appeared alert but remained in nest. Activities appeared to have no negative
impact on nesting status. Female observed leaving nest once during observation off site for a total of twenty
minutes and returned to incubating. - GHuffman
05/19/2012 - Incubation continues at 1114. - RRadd
05/25/2012 - Female HOFI tight on nest at 1111. - RRadd
06/02/2012 - No activity observed. Nest has apparently fledged and a new nest is being built elsewhere. - RRadd

Yes

CAKI

Cassin's Kingbird

050712_ltiw_01

CP75-1

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Chaparrals
Area

30

100

50

50

Nest did not reach active stage

5/7/2012

6/15/2012 05/07/2012 - A pair was observed bringing lining material several times to the nest while the crew was working in
the tower. - LTymkiw
05/08/2012 - Pair very actively building nest, vocalizing and pair bonding. Adult attempted to grab mule tape left
on tower. Nest is very obvious. - FHoffman
05/09/2012 - Adult male building nest, bringing in material and stealing material from HOFI nests on side arms.
Female on nest, flushed when 1 crew climbed to her level and returned when he descended. - FHoffman
05/17/2012 - CAKI activity here is intermittent, but pair observed defending against interloper CAKI, and female
on nest at times. - RRadd
05/24/2012 - CAKI moving nest components to SE tip of this arm - numerous trips - and bringing additional
material from elsewhere. - RRadd
06/02/2012 - CAKI visits after 40 minutes of tower observation. No bird visible on nest. Incubating? - RRadd
06/07/2012 - CAKI comes to nest 1604. - RRadd
06/14/2012 - No activity detected from 1300-1400. - RRadd
06/21/2012 - No kingbirds visited this tower during 70 minutes of observation. No nest is visible. - RRadd
06/28/2012 - CAKI visit the area periodically but do not go to nest site. Active nest would have young by this date,
necessitating regular visits. - RRadd

No

LEGO

Lesser Goldfinch

050712_rrdd_01

CP54-1

Pad Areas-TSAP

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance

50

100

50

50

Nest did not reach active stage

5/7/2012

5/15/2012 05/07/2012 - LEGO pair attending. Female made 3 trips with material in 15 minutes to next approximately 25%
complete, 1335. Nest position makes this nest highly vulnerable to rotor wash. - RRadd
05/14/2012 - Nest appears complete and LEGO pair on site. - RRadd
05/21/2012 - Nest is complete, empty and unmaintained. - RRadd

No

LEGO

Lesser Goldfinch

050712_rrdd_02

CP56-1-PS-E-B

Road Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance

50

100

75

75

Nest did not reach active stage

5/7/2012

5/25/2012 05/07/2012 - LEGO female on nest intermittently. Leaves nest in response to parked vehicle at 50 feet, returns at
75 feet. - RRadd
05/14/2012 - Nest appears complete and sound, and LEGO in vicinity seem to be associating with this nest, but do
not alight at it. - RRadd
05/22/2012 - Empty nest has not been occupied and is deteriorating. - RRadd

No

RWBL

Red-winged Blackbird

050712_sjon_01

EP53-3-E

Road Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

32

100

100

100

Presumed Fledged

5/7/2012

5/22/2012 05/07/2012 - Nest found while biological monitors were checking pitfall traps. Female incubating 4 eggs. SJohnston
05/15/2012 - Male and female Red-winged Blackbirds territorial; 4 nestlings about 4 days old in nest. - PKonrad
05/22/2012 - Nestling Red-winged Blackbirds have fledged; nest is in good shape with a couple mutes inside.
Adults territorial; fledglings probably nearby - closed. - PKonrad

Yes

Other

Traffic
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
HOFI House Finch

HOFI

House Finch

ROWR Rock Wren

Nest ID
050812_fhan_01 CP75-1

ID

Type
Pad Areas-Structure Pad Chaparrals
Area

Habitat

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
Other

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
65

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
Nest Outcome
30
30
Nest did not reach active stage

050812_hwey_01 EP39-1

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Area
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

OH - tower erection

0

100

100

100

050812_hwey_02 EP39-1

Pad Areas-Work Area

OH - tower erection

60

100

50

50

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Date Nest
Found
5/8/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
5/9/2012 05/08/2012 - Both adults building nest. Started day at 10% complete. - FHoffman
05/09/2012 - F. Hoffman reports that nest material gone. Perhaps kingbirds plundered it or blown off by wind. KAlberts
05/11/2012 - No activity detected at this location and no nest visible at 1155. - RRadd

Fledged
No

Removed

5/8/2012

5/8/2012 05/08/2012 - Female HOFI was observed carrying nest material into a canvas bag hanging from a steel beam in
tower structure EP39-1. The bird was observed making 10 trips with material between 0730 and 0745. The nest
was examined and found to be 20% complete with no eggs or young present. The site has ongoing tower
assembly and a nest buffer reduction was not possible. Nest was removed in accordance with the NBMMP. HWinfrey

No

Nest did not reach active stage

5/8/2012

5/29/2012 05/08/2012 - ROWR observed carrying nest material into cavity at 0725. - HWinfrey
05/15/2012 - No activity observed at nest. Nest cup appears complete, but no eggs are visible. - HWinfrey
05/22/2012 - No activity observed from 0733 to 0803. Nest appears complete, but cup contents are not visible. HWinfrey
05/29/2012 - No activity observed during 20 minutes of observation. Lack of activity over past 3 weeks indicates
that this nesting attempt was most likely abandoned. Nest closed. - HWinfrey

No

HOFI

House Finch

050812_hwey_03 CP88-1

Pad Areas-Maintenance Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Area
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance

0

100

100

100

Removed

5/8/2012

5/8/2012 05/08/2012 - Biologist K. Vittum observed female HOFI adding nest material to nest. Nest was examined and
found to be 75% complete with no eggs or young present. Buffer reduction was determined to not be feasible, as
ongoing wire testing work requires access to area. Nest was removed in accordance with NBMMP, with SDGE &
CPUC approval and agency concurrence. Deterrents remain on both riser towers in this area. - HWinfrey

No

SPTO

Spotted Towhee

050812_lgan_01

Pad Areas-Stringing Area Chaparrals

BMP installation/maintenance

125

100

100

100

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

5/8/2012

5/16/2012 05/08/2012 - An adult Spotted Towhee was observed incubating the nest. The adult vacated the nest upon the
avian biologist's discovery of the nest, revealing 2 eggs. - LGorman
05/16/2012 - Observed no activity in vicinity of nest. After a period of no Spotted Towhees in area, nest was
approached and found to have no eggs or young with nest still intact. Nest closed likely due to predation. GHuffman

No

CAGN

California Gnatcatcher

050812_mdus_01 CP39-E

Road Area

Chaparrals

Traffic

245

300

245

245

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

5/8/2012

5/29/2012 05/08/2012 - The CAGN pair was observed rapidly adding material to a nest that is approximately 20%
constructed. - MDicus
05/15/2012 - 2 nest exchanges were observed: at 07:09 the female switched incubation duties with the male, and
at 07:55 they switched again. - MDicus
05/22/2012 - 3 nest exchanges were observed: at 0720, 0750, and 0808. After the second nest exchange, the
female briefly chased a passing Lesser Goldfinch from the vicinity while the male incubated. - MDicus
05/29/2012 - After 1 hour of inactivity at or near the nest, the permittee checked the nest contents. 2 intact eggs
were observed. The nest was in good condition, and no broken egg shells were found below the nest. The CAGN
pair was observed constructing a new nest 500 feet to the east of the abandoned one. - MDicus

No

LBVI

Least Bell's Vireo

050812_mkhn_01 EP77-E

Road Area

Riparian Forests and Woodlands

Traffic

210

300

300

300

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

5/8/2012

5/15/2012 05/08/2012 - T. Cooper - observed female adding material to nest, followed by male. Nest approximately 40%
complete. - MKuehn
05/09/2012 - Pair observed near the nest, with female frequently adding willow down and dry grasses to the
interior of the nest, as well as rounding out smoothing the interior of the nest with her body. Nest approximately
70% complete. - TCooper
05/10/2012 - Pair was observed at nest, female occasionally adding willow down to the interior of the nest. Both
birds were observed rounding out the inside of the nest with their bodies or otherwise inspecting and smoothing
the exterior. Nest appears 90% complete. - TCooper
05/11/2012 - Pair observed foraging in nest area, male singing frequently. Female observed lining nest with fine
grass. - TCooper
05/14/2012 - When the monitoring biologist arrived, the male LBVI was observed on the nest singing frequently.
After 10 minutes of observation, the male left the nest, at which time the biologist checked the contents of the
nest. Two newly laid LBVI eggs and 2 Brown-headed Cowbird (BHCO) eggs were observed in the nest. One BHCO
egg was removed; one egg was addled, by shaking vigorously, and placed back in the nest for the following
reasons: - This vireo pair was observed building on 11 May, meaning that the female most likely laid her initial egg
May 13 and laid a second egg today, May 14. The female has the potential to lay an additional 2 eggs, completing
a typical 4 egg clutch for this species. By removing only one BHCO egg on this date, increases the potential that
the female will continue laying and complete her typical clutch. Removing both cowbird eggs and leaving only a 2
egg clutch would increase the possibility of abandonment of the nest by the vireo pair because of the large degree
of reduction. Additionally, leaving 1 BHCO egg may reduce the risk of further parasitism or nest destruction by the
offending cowbird(s), by giving the appearance that their egg is still viable. - The male LBVI was observed back on
the nest within 2 minutes of the biologist departure. - TCooper
05/15/2012 - No activity observed at nest. 2 LBVI eggs and 1 BHCO egg in nest. Eggs cold. 1 LBVI egg with at least
3 punctures and evidence of content leakage. Nest remained intact and in good condition. - TCooper

No

EP30-2 PS
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
MODO Mourning Dove

Nest ID
050812_rrdd_01

CP57-E

Type
Road Area

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
Habitat
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic

ID

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
17

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
Nest Outcome
75
50
Nest did not reach active stage

Date Nest
Found
5/8/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
5/18/2012 05/08/2012 - MODO pair carrying sticks and copulating at nest site 0700. - RRadd
05/15/2012 - No activity observed. - RRadd
05/18/2012 - No nesting activity was observed in the area, and no nest was found. After checking the nest shrub
and surrounding shrubs, and after confirming the location with the avian biologist who logged it, the nest was
closed. Previous observations showed a California Towhee pair removing sticks from the MODO nest location. It is
presumed the MODO pair abandoned the nest attempt prior to egg-laying. - MDicus

Fledged
No

CALT

California Towhee

050812_rrdd_02

CP57-E

Road Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Other

40

100

50

50

Indeterminate

5/8/2012

6/5/2012 05/08/2012 - CALT pair making 8 trips in 10 minutes carrying beaks full of "straw" to nest location at 0722. RRadd
05/15/2012 - CALT soliciting copulation adjacent to nest at 0700. - RRadd
05/22/2012 - Contact calling and apparent nest-guarding behavior suggests incubation is in progress. - RRadd
05/30/2012 - Pair away from nest for 10 minutes return at 0630, one bird stays. Presumed incubating. - RRadd
06/05/2012 - 1 CALT sunning nearby, 2nd bird departs nest shrub in response to alarm note. No food carry
observed during 30 minute observation. - RRadd
06/11/2012 - CALT present, but no nest trips observed in mid-afternoon heat. - RRadd
06/19/2012 - No further activity at this location, and time for a complete nest cycle has passed. - RRadd

N/A

BUSH

Bushtit

050812_rrdd_03

CP57-E

Road Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic

20

100

75

75

Nest did not reach active stage

5/8/2012

5/14/2012 05/08/2012 - BUSH pair making numerous trips carrying silk, dried Salvia leaves and grass stems to nest
approximately 20% complete 0955. - RRadd
05/15/2012 - Nest appears 40% complete. No BUSH observed from 0845-0915. - RRadd
05/22/2012 - Nest has fallen apart. - RRadd

No

NOMO Northern Mockingbird

050812_rrdd_04

CP62-2-E

Road Area

Riparian Forests and Woodlands

Traffic

13

100

50

50

Indeterminate

5/8/2012

6/12/2012 05/08/2012 - NOMO binding sticks into nest approximately 60% complete 1200. - RRadd
05/15/2012 - NOMO female on nest intermittently from 1237-1306. - RRadd
05/24/2012 - NOMO comes to nest at 1530 and settles. - RRadd
06/01/2012 - NOMO female on nest at 0725. - RRadd
06/06/2012 - NOMO present but wary and not approaching nest while observed. - RRadd
06/13/2012 - NOMO present, but no nest visits observed. No food has ever been observed in transit to this
location, and predation is a potential cause. - RRadd
06/22/2012 - NOMO pair have initiated a new clutch a short distance away. - RRadd

N/A

HOWR House Wren

050812_rrdd_05

CP62-2-E

Road Area

Riparian Forests and Woodlands

Traffic

20

100

50

50

Indeterminate

5/8/2012

6/13/2012 05/08/2012 - Male HOWR singing and guarding cavity entrance and entering occasionally 1237. - RRadd
05/15/2012 - Male HOWR singing at cavity entrance from 1248-1319. - RRadd
05/24/2012 - HOWR heard, but no visible entry observed in late afternoon survey. - RRadd
06/01/2012 - Female emerges from cavity at 0855, while male stridently nest-guards. - RRadd
06/06/2012 - Male strident at typical posts and cavity 0715. - RRadd
06/13/2012 - No HOWR detections during 30-minute observation. No food was ever observed coming to this
nest. Possibly an alternate or an unsuccessful male attempting to acquire a mate. - RRadd

N/A

75

100

75

75

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

5/8/2012

5/26/2012 05/08/2012 - Killdeer incubating 4 eggs. - SJohnston
05/15/2012 - An adult Killdeer is incubating its clutch of 4 eggs. - PKonrad
05/21/2012 - Vandalism may have occurred within the nest buffer and the immediate vicinity of nest. This site has
experienced theft in the recent past. Evidence of nest buffer intrusion include: broken buffer signs, vegetation
disrupted within a few feet of the nest, silt fencing knocked down, and cribbing inside buffer which was not there
previously. Intrusion is believed to have occurred Saturday evening or Sunday. Nest now has 3 eggs. No signs of
broken egg shells at or around nest; however, it is possible the nesting KILLs may have removed from vicinity of
nest. - SJohnston
05/26/2012 - Arrived on site at 1630, parked approximately 500 feet away from nest and walked within 200 feet
scanning for adult on nest for 20 minutes. Heard 1 adult Killdeer calling to the south approximately 1000 feet
away. Located nest without eggs, suspect predation - closed. - MBahn

No

0

100

100

100

Removed

5/8/2012

5/9/2012 05/08/2012 - Yard monitor observed bird carrying material to nest. Observed nest site for 30 minutes while
Western Kingbird made approximately 10-15 trips to nest with material. Nest appears 30-40% complete and does
not contain eggs or young. Deterrents in the form of active steel assembly within 200 feet, helicopter flights
within 150 feet, traffic within 100 feet, and air crane picks recently within 200 feet have occurred. - VNovik
05/09/2012 - Monitor observed bird carrying nesting material to nest location. Over 20 minute period, bird made
10-12 trips. Nest estimated to be 30% complete, with no eggs or young. Removal of nest was required based on
impact to material logistics operations supporting construction, cost impacts relative to alternate options, and
potential for more nests on the tower that still requires work, during the anticipated nest cycle. No nest
deterrents were in place on tower, however active construction and helicopter flights have been occurring in the
area. Nest was removed per NBMMP. - VNovik

No

KILL

Killdeer

050812_sjon_01

EP67 PS

Pad Areas-Stringing Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

OH - wire stringing

WEKI

Western Kingbird

050812_vnik_01

Bartlett / Hauser Creek
CY

Construction Yards

BMP installation/maintenance

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
HOLA Horned Lark

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
Other

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
95

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
Nest Outcome
50
50
Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

Date Nest
Found
5/8/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
5/29/2012 05/08/2012 - While checking a nearby nest, a Horned Lark was observed carrying nesting material. The bird was
observed from 65 feet, and it flew to nest location. A check of the nest revealed 1 egg. - VNovik
05/09/2012 - Air crane delivered tower section in yard within 150 feet of nest. Check of nest revealed 2 eggs. Bird
observed returning to nest within 15 minutes of crane departure. Skycrane picked steel tower section from yard
at a distance of 150 feet from nest. Nest was checked post-pick and eggs were intact and present in nest.
Observed nest from outside buffer for approximately 1 hour. Bird was not observed at or near nest. - VNovik
05/10/2012 - 3 eggs in nest. Lark observed foraging near nest. - VNovik
05/11/2012 - Female incubating 4 eggs. - VNovik
05/13/2012 - Female diligently incubating her 4 eggs. Physical buffer maintained. - FHoffman
05/16/2012 - Observed from 100 feet away. Female observed entering nest area did not leave nest during 30
minute observation. - ELoveless
05/23/2012 - One nestling and one egg observed in nest. One cracked egg also present. Adult on nest for the
majority of the one hour observation. - ELoveless
05/26/2012 - CY monitor reported seeing an adult bring a grasshopper to the nest area. - LTymkiw
05/29/2012 - No activity observed during 60 minute observation. Upon inspection nest was found to be empty,
possible predation. - ELoveless
05/29/2012 - No activity observed at nest. Nest checked and found to be empty. Based on nestling stage and eggs
still present in nest 6 days ago, it is likely that nest did not fledge and was predated. Nest closed. - VNovik

Nest ID
050812_vnik_02

ID
Bartlett / Hauser Creek
CY

Type
Construction Yards

Habitat
Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Fledged
No

McCain Valley CY

Construction Yards

Chaparrals

Other

100

100

100

100

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

5/8/2012

5/23/2012 05/08/2012 - Monitor observed Western Scrub-jay incubating. 3 eggs on nest. - VNovik
05/16/2012 - An adult Western Scrub-jay was brooding 2 newly hatched, featherless nestlings - maybe as much as
3 days old. The pair of adults was very territorial. - PKonrad
05/23/2012 - The nest is in excellent shape with expanded grass-lined bowl suggesting the growth of nestlings.
However, the nestling period should continue for a minimum of 16 days, indicating the nest has failed due to an
unknown natural cause. This probably occurred very recently considering that the adults are still very territorial
around the nest site - closed. - PKonrad

No

WESJ

Western Scrub-Jay

050812_vnik_03

CAGN

California Gnatcatcher

050912_dbby_01 CP17-1-E-B

Road Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic

180

300

300

300

Fledged

5/9/2012

5/16/2012 05/09/2012 - After surveyors (D. Busby, C. Brungraber, R. Quilley) observed pair for approximately 1.5 hours, the
nest was discovered with at least 3 nestlings (approximately 6 days old). Adults were observed repeatedly carrying
food to vicinity of nest. Adult occasionally territorial with scolding and mewing. - DBusby
05/16/2012 - Nest still contained at least 3 nestlings from 0720-0745, but had fledged by 1030 during a brief
follow-up visit when the family group was observed outside the nest with both parents feeding. - KAlberts

Yes

CAGN

California Gnatcatcher

050912_dbby_02 CP17-1-E-B

Road Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic

672

300

300

300

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

5/9/2012

5/30/2012 05/09/2012 - After surveyors (D. Busby, C. Brungraber, R. Quilley) observed pair for approximately 2 hours, the
nest was discovered. The male was initially observed incubating/brooding on the nest; we immediately backed
away from the nest after its discovery and watched 3 more nest exchanges. - DBusby
05/16/2012 - Female incubating on arrival at 0805, male nest exchanged at 0850. Male mewed occasionally while
female incubated. - KAlberts
05/23/2012 - Male incubating. - KAlberts
05/30/2012 - Nest pulled apart, only base remains. - TCooper

No

SPTO

Spotted Towhee

050912_esds_01 CP104-1

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Chaparrals
Area

None

0

100

35

35

Presumed Fledged

5/9/2012

5/30/2012 05/09/2012 - Adult incubating 4 eggs. - EStrods
05/16/2012 - 4 eggs in nest, female calling nearby. - HWinfrey
05/23/2012 - 3 nestlings visible with downy heads, 3-4 days old. - HWinfrey
05/30/2012 - Nest is intact and empty, presumed fledged. - HWinfrey

Yes

WREN Wrentit

050912_esds_02 CP104-1

Pad Areas-TSAP

BMP installation/maintenance

30

100

100

100

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

5/9/2012

5/16/2012 05/09/2012 - Adult incubating. Nest contains 4 pale blue eggs. - EStrods
05/16/2012 - Nest is empty, apparently predated. Nest closed. - HWinfrey

No

HOFI

House Finch

050912_fhan_01 CP75-1

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Chaparrals
Area

Other

50

100

30

30

Indeterminate

5/9/2012

5/30/2012 05/09/2012 - Pair actively building all day, even tried to pilfer from kingbird. - FHoffman
05/17/2012 - HOFI coming and going to this nest. - RRadd
05/24/2012 - HOFI on nest for extended periods; male visits and sings. - RRadd
06/02/2012 - No activity observed at this nest during 30 minutes of tower observation. - RRadd
06/14/2012 - No activity detected from 1300-1400. - RRadd
06/21/2012 - Closed due to activity observed for 3 weeks. Potentially fledged. - RRadd

N/A

HOFI

House Finch

050912_hwey_01 CP87-1

Structures

Herbaceous Wetlands, Freshwater,
and Streams

BMP installation/maintenance

0

100

100

100

Removed

5/9/2012

5/9/2012 05/09/2012 - Biologist K. Vittum observed female HOFI adding nest material to nest. Nest was examined and
found to be 25% complete with no eggs or young present. Buffer reduction was determined to not be feasible,
since ongoing wire testing work requires daily access to area. Nest was photographed and removed in accordance
with NBMMP. Deterrents are numerous on the tower. - HWinfrey

No

HOFI

House Finch

050912_hwey_02 CP87-1

Structures

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance

0

100

100

100

Removed

5/9/2012

5/9/2012 05/09/2012 - Biologist K. Vittum observed HOFI female carrying nest material to bracket located just above
middle arm. Nest examined and found to be 5% complete with no eggs or young present. Buffer reduction was
determined to not be feasible, as ongoing wire testing work requires access to area. Nest was removed in
accordance with NBMMP. Deterrents remain on both riser towers in this area. - HWinfrey

No

Chaparrals
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
RCSP Rufous-crowned Sparrow

Nest ID
050912_jdus_01

ID
CP17-1

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
Type
Habitat
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
Pad Areas-Structure Pad Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance
Area

CAGN

California Gnatcatcher

050912_mdus_01 San Luis Rey Substation

Substation

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Substation - maintenance

BUSH

Bushtit

050912_rrdd_01

Helix CY AR

Road Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

LEGO

Lesser Goldfinch

050912_rrdd_02

Helix CY AR

Road Area

HOFI

House Finch

050912_rrdd_03

Helix CY

LEGO

Lesser Goldfinch

050912_rrdd_04

LEGO

Lesser Goldfinch

WEKI

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
20

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
Nest Outcome
100
100
Presumed Fledged

Date Nest
Found
5/9/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
5/24/2012 05/09/2012 - Adult on prominent perch nearby does not approach nest while avian biologist monitors from a
distance of 50 feet. After returning later in the day to check for birds tending this nest, wing flutter coming from
the nest site and moving downslope to the west indicating the departure of an incubating adult was audible,
though no bird was seen leaving the nest. Nest is 100% constructed and contains 4 glossy white, unmarked eggs.
Nest and eggs consistent with RCSP. Nest cannot be seen from beyond the established 100-foot buffer. - JDicus
05/17/2012 - Nest now contains several gray, downy nestlings. - VEurs
05/24/2012 - The nest is empty and in good condition, with droppings on the edge of the nest. As this species
takes 8-9 days to fledge after hatching, it is very likely the young fledged successfully. This nest is presumed
fledged and is now closed. - VEurs

Fledged
Yes

820

300

300

300

Nest did not reach active stage

5/9/2012

5/16/2012 05/09/2012 - The CAGN pair was observed making multiple trips (approximately 8 trips in 30 minutes) to a nest
that is 90-95% constructed. The male was not observed carrying material but appeared to be escorting the female
while she added material to the nest. The pair was also observed mobbing a California Towhee temporarily
perched in an adjacent shrub. - MDicus
05/16/2012 - The nest contents were checked after no activity was observed at the nest. The cup was found
covered with loose nest material and contained no eggs. Neither adult was observed visiting the nest. The nest is
presumed to have been abandoned prior to becoming active, as it was still under construction 1 week ago, and no
evidence of nest damage or broken eggs was found. The pair associated with this nest was observed foraging and
carrying material to a new nest 200 feet to the south. - MDicus

No

Traffic

29

100

100

100

Nest did not reach active stage

5/9/2012

6/3/2012 05/09/2012 - BUSH making many trips repairing previous nest ID 022312_rrdd_03. - RRadd
05/17/2012 - BUSH pair continue making numerous trips to this nest with fluff collected from nearby Baccharis
from 0716-1724. - RRadd
05/26/2012 - No activity observed. - RRadd
06/03/2012 - No activity observed during 30 minutes of observation. - RRadd
06/09/2012 - No BUSH detected associating with this nest during 40 minutes of observation. Previous monitoring
suggests abandonment prior to egg-laying. - RRadd

No

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic

4

100

100

100

Nest did not reach active stage

5/9/2012

5/11/2012 05/09/2012 - LEGO pair making multiple trips constructing new nest; approximately 50% complete. - RRadd
05/17/2012 - Nest abandoned prior to completion (approximately 30%). - RRadd

No

Construction Yards

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other

30

100

30

30

Presumed Fledged

5/9/2012

6/1/2012 05/09/2012 - HOFI incubating 3 eggs 1000. - RRadd
05/17/2012 - Nest contains 1 nestling, 2 eggs, and 1 egg thrown from nest to fabric. - RRadd
05/26/2012 - HOFI feeding 2 well-feathered young at 1225. - RRadd
06/03/2012 - Nest contains 2 unhatched eggs. Thrown egg remains in fabric. Nestlings had sufficient time to
fledge. - RRadd

Yes

GS-NF-10

Pad Areas-Work Area

Riparian Forests and Woodlands

BMP installation/maintenance

40

100

50

50

Presumed Fledged

5/9/2012

6/9/2012 05/09/2012 - LEGO pair building new nest approximately 25% complete 1445-1500. - RRadd
05/14/2012 - LEGO female lying in nest at 1553. - RRadd
05/21/2012 - LEGO female on nest from 1615-1635. - RRadd
05/29/2012 - LEGO lying in nest at 1455. - RRadd
06/04/2012 - Nest contains 2 downy nestlings strong enough to hold their heads up above the nest rim at 1425. RRadd
06/11/2012 - Nest is neat, tidy and empty. Observations suggest it likely successfully fledged. - RRadd

Yes

050912_rrdd_05

GS-NF-10

Road Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic

25

100

70

70

Nest did not reach active stage

5/9/2012

5/16/2012 05/09/2012 - LEGO female coming to complete, lined, empty nest 1604. - RRadd
05/14/2012 - Agitated LEGO pair in nest area did not come to nest during 20-minute observation from distance.
Nest contents unknown. - RRadd
05/21/2012 - Nest lining blowing out. LEGO have re-nested elsewhere nearby. - RRadd

No

Western Kingbird

050912_sjon_01

EP54-E

Road Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other

0

100

50

50

Removed

5/9/2012

5/10/2012 05/09/2012 - Observed pair building nest and defending nesting territory. - SJohnston
05/13/2012 - Avian monitor reports that nest was removed at approximately 15% complete, with no eggs or
young present. Removal of nest was needed because of imminent transformer replacement where nest was
located was critical for fiber optic regeneration site for Sunrise Powerlink. Removal of nest proceeded after
SDG&E and WLA concurrence, following the NBMMP. - KAlberts

No

HOFI

House Finch

051012_cves_02

CP65-1

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Area
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other

75

100

30

30

Nest did not reach active stage

5/10/2012

5/30/2012 05/10/2012 - The construction occurring at the time of nest detection was fiber optic splicing which consisted of
3 days of 1 crew member climbing and working 30 feet up leg A to access the fiber rack, wire splicing at ground
level and varying levels of usage of a generator. The bird was incubating during this activity. - CVettes
05/16/2012 - HOFI activity continues at this location. - RRadd
05/23/2012 - No activity detected. - RRadd
05/31/2012 - Nest now occupied by WEKI. - RRadd

No

ANHU

Anna's Hummingbird

051012_hwey_02 Alpine CY

Construction Yards

Other

80

100

100

50

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

5/10/2012

5/29/2012 05/10/2012 - Yard monitors detected female nest building, making frequent trips with nesting material. Nest
appears 50% complete. - HWinfrey
05/17/2012 - Female on nest at 1254. - HWinfrey
05/24/2012 - Female on nest at 1209. - HWinfrey
05/29/2012 - Yard monitor reports the nest has been predated and is torn up. - KAlberts

No

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
ATFL Ash-throated Flycatcher

Nest ID
ID
051012_hwey_03 CP88-1-N-A

Type
Road Area

Habitat
Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
UG - bridge construction/access roads

HOFI

House Finch

051012_hwey_05 CP87-1

Pad Areas-Maintenance Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Area
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance

ATFL

Ash-throated Flycatcher

051012_hwey_06 Suncrest-N

Road Area

Chaparrals

ATFL

Ash-throated Flycatcher

051012_jdus_01

EP77-E

Road Area

HOWR House Wren

051012_jdus_02

EP78-E

LEGO

051012_mdus_01 CP48-2/CP49-1 PS-N

Lesser Goldfinch

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
75

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
Nest Outcome
50
50
Presumed Fledged

0

100

100

100

Traffic

40

100

50

Riparian Forests and Woodlands

Traffic

13

100

Road Area

Riparian Forests and Woodlands

Traffic

25

Road Area

Woodlands and Forests

Traffic

20

Date Nest
Found
5/10/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
6/20/2012 05/10/2012 - ATFL observed carrying nesting material into cavity under roof tile at 1225. M. Dicus reported on
5/12/2012 an adult observed making multiple trips to nest with large clumps of dried hydro-mulch pacifier from
road edge. - HWinfrey
05/17/2012 - No activity observed at cavity entrance, and no ATFL detected in vicinity of nest. - HWinfrey
05/25/2012 - ATFL observed leaving nest cavity at 1332 and flying off to the east, across Peutz Valley Road. HWinfrey
05/31/2012 - ATFL perched above cavity entrance, likely male guarding incubating female. No other activity
observed during 15 minute visit. - HWinfrey
06/04/2012 - Avian Biologist B. Arnold reports pair active around nest, with one ATFL emerging from nest cavity
to perch next to another ATFL in nearby live oak. - HWinfrey
06/11/2012 - No activity observed at cavity entrance during 30 minutes of observation. - HWinfrey
06/20/2012 - No activity observed during 2 consecutive days of observation. ATFLS in area, but not at nest. This
nest is now closed and presumed fledged. - BArnold

Fledged
Yes

Removed

5/10/2012

5/10/2012 05/10/2012 - Biologist K. Vittum observed female HOFI adding material to nest located behind bracket on
monopole tower CP87-1. Nest was examined and found to be 50% complete with no eggs or young present.
Buffer reduction was determined to not be feasible, since ongoing wire testing work requires daily access to area.
Nest was photographed and removed in accordance with NBMMP, with SDGE & CPUC approval and agency
concurrence. Deterrents are numerous on the tower. - HWinfrey

No

50

Indeterminate

5/10/2012

6/23/2012 05/10/2012 - Biologist A. Farmer observed ATFL pair making multiple trips with nest material over 5 minutes. Nest
building continued while vehicles passed nest and while biologist approached within 10 feet of nest. - HWinfrey
05/17/2012 - No activity observed at cavity entrance, and no ATFLs detected from 0810 to 0840. - HWinfrey
05/24/2012 - ATFL observed entering nest cavity at 1050 and remaining inside. 2nd ATFL perched nearby. HWinfrey
05/31/2012 - No ATFL activity observed from 1015 to 1045. - HWinfrey
06/06/2012 - No activity observed during 1 hour visit. - HWinfrey
06/13/2012 - ATFL carrying food to nest at 1558. - HWinfrey
06/20/2012 - No activity observed and no ATFL detected in area. - HWinfrey
06/23/2012 - No activity observed from 0650 to 0750. Nest timeline indicates that nest has had sufficient time to
fledge, however evidence has not been sufficient to determine an outcome. Nest closed, outcome indeterminate. HWinfrey

N/A

100

100

Indeterminate

5/10/2012

6/18/2012 05/10/2012 - Adult carries material to nest cavity twice. - JDicus
05/16/2012 - Poorly organized cup, lined with feathers contains 1 ATFL egg, which appears slightly pushed down
into lining. Adults not detected near nest. - MKuehn
05/22/2012 - Nest contains 4 eggs. Adult was not incubating when contents were checked. - MKuehn
05/30/2012 - Adult emerged from pipe after 13 minutes of passive observation. - MKuehn
06/06/2012 - Adults visiting nest frequently, but never seen carrying food; Reported to feed young nestlings via
regurgitation. - MKuehn
06/11/2012 - Adult entered post with food in bill. Nestlings expected to fledge between 17-20 June. - MKuehn
06/15/2012 - Adult making many trips to nest with food items. Nestlings heard calling from within cavity. - VNovik
06/18/2012 - Inspection of nest revealed 2 dead nestlings. Both appear fully feathered. Likely entrapped in tube
and could not fly out. Earlier monitoring comments noted 4 eggs. Undetermined what happened to the 2 other
eggs/nestlings, but they could have fledged. Nest closed. - VNovik

N/A

100

30

30

Indeterminate

5/10/2012

5/30/2012 05/10/2012 - Pair enters cavity multiple times, twice carrying fine material. - JDicus
05/17/2012 - No activity observed at cavity for 20 minutes. Male HOWR singing from adjacent coast live oak the
entire time, but female not detected. - MKuehn
05/22/2012 - No activity at cavity for 30 minutes. Male HOWR sang in nest tree for 10 minutes. Female was never
detected. - MKuehn
05/30/2012 - No activity at cavity for 30 minutes and no HOWR detected within 50 feet of nest. No HOWR have
been observed at cavity since initially found on 5/10. Possible dummy nest. Closed due to inactivity. Unknown if
eggs were ever laid. - MKuehn

N/A

100

30

30

Presumed Fledged

5/10/2012

5/15/2012 05/10/2012 - A biomonitor reported finding a Lesser Goldfinch nest while the construction crew was parked 20
feet away. The avian biologist observed a female LEGO feeding 4 feathered nestlings. - MDicus
05/14/2012 - The nestlings are fully feathered and perched up in the nest, climbing over each other. They appear
to be very close to fledging. - MDicus
05/15/2012 - The nest was empty when checked this morning. No fledglings were observed in the vicinity;
however, the nest showed no signs of damage from predation, and based on the fully feathered nestlings
yesterday, it is presumed that this nest successfully fledged. - MDicus

Yes
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
WEKI Western Kingbird

Nest ID
051012_rrdd_01

CP64-2

ID

Type
Habitat
Pad Areas-Structure Pad Grasslands and Meadows
Area

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
None

CALT

California Towhee

051012_rrdd_02

CP64-2 PS

Pad Areas-Stringing Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Other

LEGO

Lesser Goldfinch

051012_rrdd_03

CP65-1-PS-N

Road Areas

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic

WEKI

Western Kingbird

051012_sjon_01

Kreutzkamp CY

Construction Yards

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

WEKI

Western Kingbird

051012_vnik_02

Bartlett / Hauser Creek
CY

Construction Yards

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

CAKI

Cassin's Kingbird

051112_cves_01

CP43-1

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Area
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other

HOFI

House Finch

051112_hwey_01 CP88-1

Structures

BMP installation/maintenance

SPTO

Spotted Towhee

051112_jpki_01

CP103-2

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Chaparrals
Area

CALT

California Towhee

051112_jpki_02

CP103-2

Pad Areas-TSAP

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Chaparrals

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
0

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
Nest Outcome
100
100
Presumed Fledged

Date Nest
Found
5/10/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
6/20/2012 05/10/2012 - WEKI pair copulating and making multiple trips with material 0930-1030. - RRadd
05/16/2012 - WEKI pair continue activity at this nest, copulating adjacent at 1016. - RRadd
05/22/2012 - WEKI comes off nest to harass COHA, then returns at 0946. Nest material brought to nest by mate
at 1022, presumed gift to incubating female. - RRadd
05/31/2012 - WEKI bringing small insects to nest at 1012 suggests hatched young. - RRadd
06/06/2012 - WEKI pair attending nest intermittently, carrying food at 1137. - RRadd
06/13/2012 - WEKI pair attending nest at 0832. - RRadd
06/19/2012 - Adult WEKI observed feeding nestlings; pair later copulating 10 feet from nest. - HWinfrey
06/27/2012 - No WEKI detections during 1 hour observation. Presumed fledged. - RRadd

Fledged
Yes

225

100

50

50

Presumed Fledged

5/10/2012

5/31/2012 05/10/2012 - CALT incubating 4 eggs. - RRadd
05/16/2012 - CALT on nest at 1138. - RRadd
05/22/2012 - CALT brooding nestlings, mate carrying caterpillars nearby at 1049. - RRadd
05/31/2012 - Nest is clean and empty, presumed fledged. - RRadd

Yes

65

100

100

100

Presumed Fledged

5/10/2012

5/16/2012 05/10/2012 - LEGO male tending at least 3 large nestlings with feather quills. - RRadd
05/16/2012 - Nest is empty with many feces on rim, suggests successful fledge. - RRadd

Yes

BMP installation/maintenance

0

100

100

100

Removed

5/10/2012

5/10/2012 05/10/2012 - Pair of WEKI nest building. Nest is approximately 10% complete. - SJohnston

No

OH - tower erection

0

100

100

100

Removed

5/10/2012

5/10/2012 05/10/2012 - Observed kingbird carrying nesting material to nest location, and the bird was making a trip to nest
approximately every minute or so. Nest estimated to be less than 15% complete, containing no eggs or young.
Observation of bird building began at 0740. Crew began working on and around tower at approximately 0845.
Since active work was occurring on the same structure as this nest attempt, this nest was a candidate for removal.
Removal request was approved at 0920. Removal of nest was required based on impact to material logistics
operations supporting construction, cost impacts relative to alternate options, and potential for more nests at the
idle piece of equipment during the anticipated nest cycle. Although active work qualifies as a deterrent, no
physical nest deterrents were in place on tower. Active construction and helicopter flights have been occurring in
the area for some time. Nest was photographed and removed per NBMMP. - VNovik

No

75

100

50

50

Nest did not reach active stage

5/11/2012

7/5/2012 05/11/2012 - This nest is 15% complete. The female made dozens of trips to the nest with a fiber splicing crew
working at 30 feet up in leg C. During some visits, she spent time carefully situating nest material onto the nest.
The male was observed actively chasing HOFI away and defending the tower with wing-beat displays and
aggressive vocalizations. A previous CAKI nest was removed from the tower, and material was brought from the
lower arm up to the current position, also indicating high fidelity to the site. - CVettes
05/18/2012 - The nest looks complete, but no CAKI were observed in the area. A pair of CORA landed adjacent to
the nest. 1 of the ravens looked into the nest, but did not touch it, indicating the nest does not contain eggs at
this point. - VEurs
05/25/2012 - Both adults were observed near the nest, and 1 was briefly on the nest. They spent most of the
observation period perched about the tower and nearby transmission wires. - VEurs
06/01/2012 - No CAKI activity detected at the nest during 45 minutes of observations. A kingbird was heard
calling sporadically from more than 100 feet away, but was never visually observed. Due to the placement of the
nest, if the female is on the nest, she would be difficult if not impossible to see, unless she left. - VEurs
06/08/2012 - No CAKI activity detected after 45 minutes of observation. - VEurs
06/19/2012 - No CAKI activity at tower during 60 minutes of observation. Nest is intact and in good condition, but
it is difficult to see into the nest. - MDicus
06/27/2012 - No CAKI activity observed at the nest or in the surrounding habitat during 60 minutes of
observation. The nest still appears to be in good condition. - VEurs
07/05/2012 - No CAKI activity observed at the tower during 1 hour of observation. The nest is degrading and has
not been maintained. - MDicus

No

0

100

100

100

Removed

5/11/2012

5/11/2012 05/11/2012 - Biologist K. Vittum detected female HOFI adding nest material to nest at 0930 on 5/11/12. Nest was
examined and found to be 40% complete with no eggs or young present. It was determined that nest removal was
necessary to allow ongoing underground wire testing and that buffer reduction would not be possible. Nest was
removed in accordance with the NBMMP, with CPUC and SDGE approval and agency concurrence. - HWinfrey

No

Other

50

100

50

50

Presumed Fledged

5/11/2012

5/26/2012 05/11/2012 - Female observed exiting nest containing 4 eggs; later heard calling in vicinity of nest. - JPawlicki
05/18/2012 - At least 2 nestlings present with emerging pin feathers, earliest expected fledge date is 5/25/12. HWinfrey
05/26/2012 - Nest empty with no sign of predation, presumed fledged. - HWinfrey

Yes

BMP installation/maintenance

70

100

50

50

Presumed Fledged

5/11/2012

6/2/2012 05/11/2012 - Adult observed exiting nest containing 3 eggs; pair also observed in vicinity of nest. - JPawlicki
05/18/2012 - 2 eggs in nest, adult heard calling nearby. - HWinfrey
05/26/2012 - 3 nestlings visible, with pin feathers emerging. - HWinfrey
06/02/2012 - Nest is intact and in good condition but empty. Nest closed, presumed fledged. - HWinfrey

Yes
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
HOFI House Finch

Nest ID
ID
051112_rqey_01 EP112A-1

Type
Pad Areas-Structure Pad Chaparrals
Area

Habitat

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
BMP installation/maintenance

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
0

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
100
100
Removed

Nest Outcome

Date Nest
Found
5/11/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
5/11/2012 05/11/2012 - The nest appears 80% complete, and the pair was seen building the nest inside the lower portion of
the southernmost traveler (c phase). No eggs or young were in the nest. Consistent wire stringing preparation
work, including traveler and insulator installation at the nest location has been ongoing throughout the week,
effectively serving as a deterrent. Additionally, deterrent flash tape was installed around the perimeter of the
tower pad prior the nest's construction. Removal of the nest was required due to upcoming wire stringing
operations on this section of the Powerlink, deemed critical to the Powerlink's completion. Nest was
photographed and removed per the NBMMP. The traveler previously containing the nest was completely covered
with plastic sheeting and secured with tape preventing further nesting attempts. - RQuilley

Fledged
No

HOFI

House Finch

051112_rrdd_01

CP77

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance
Area

50

100

30

30

Nest did not reach active stage

5/11/2012

5/18/2012 05/11/2012 - HOFI pair making multiple trips, material visible from the ground. - RRadd
05/18/2012 - Material no longer visible at this location suggests nest has been destroyed. - RRadd

No

CAKI

Cassin's Kingbird

051112_rrdd_02

CP77

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance
Area

0

100

75

75

Nest with eggs or young failed for
unknown causes

5/11/2012

6/9/2012 05/11/2012 - CAKI pair making more than 30 trips during 2-hour observation with stems, grasses and lining
material from 0730-0930. - RRadd
05/18/2012 - CAKI brings material to nest at 1042, but likely mate is in nest incubating. - RRadd
05/24/2012 - CAKI making several trips to nest with material, 1246. - RRadd
06/01/2012 - CAKI comes to nest at 1340 and departs shortly after. Unable to discern if female is on nest. - RRadd
06/05/2012 - CAKI on nest 1308-1339. Mate visits twice. - RRadd
06/12/2012 - No nest material visible from any vantage point and CAKI pair now occupy new location on structure
(NID 061212_rrdd_03). Nest presumed lost. - RRadd

No

HOFI

House Finch

051112_rrdd_03

CP76-1

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance
Area

18

100

30

30

Presumed Fledged

5/11/2012

6/15/2012 05/11/2012 - HOFI pair bring material to nest which appears complete. - RRadd
05/17/2012 - HOFI goes to this nest and stays at 1222. - RRadd
05/24/2012 - Female lying in nest at 0648. - RRadd
06/01/2012 - Nest contains hatched young at 1154. - RRadd
06/07/2012 - No heads visible, but male visits nest suggesting young remain at 1528. - RRadd
06/14/2012 - HOFI in nest at 1126. Unable to determine if large nestling or a new clutch has been initiated. RRadd
06/19/2012 - Adult female in nest with male attending; it appears that this pair has initiated a new clutch. HWinfrey

Yes

ATFL

Ash-throated Flycatcher

051112_rrdd_04

CP82-1-E

Road Area

Riparian Forests and Woodlands

Traffic

90

100

90

90

Presumed Fledged

5/11/2012

6/21/2012 05/11/2012 - ATFL bringing fluffy material to cavity in several trips from 1430-1435, waits for helicopter action to
cease before entering or departing nest. - RRadd
05/19/2012 - ATFL enters nest with fluffy lining material at 1311. - RRadd
05/25/2012 - ATFL pair observed nearby with downy material fly to nest cavity. Thereafter (presumed) male
checks in at cavity with soft calls on an hourly basis. - RRadd
05/25/2012 - Pair observed early with nest lining material. Male checks in at intervals with soft calls to cavity 14171531. - RRadd
06/02/2012 - No ATFL observed at this cavity from 1500-1545. - RRadd
06/08/2012 - ATFL bringing food to nest at 20 minute intervals beginning 1100. - RRadd
06/15/2012 - ATFL bring food to nest at 1244, 1252, 1257, and 1303. - RRadd
06/22/2012 - No ATFL visits to cavity during 40 minutes of observation. At least 3 ATFL heard contact-calling
upslope from nest. Presumed fledged. - RRadd

Yes

LEGO

Lesser Goldfinch

051112_rrdd_05

CP82-1-E

Road Area

Riparian Forests and Woodlands

Traffic

8

100

50

50

Nest did not reach active stage

5/11/2012

5/19/2012 05/11/2012 - LEGO pair building nest stay away until observer moves to 50 feet. - RRadd
05/19/2012 - Nest was never completed and LEGO are nesting elsewhere. - RRadd

No

051112_sjon_01

Kreutzkamp CY

Construction Yards

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other

0

100

100

100

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
construction

5/11/2012

5/11/2012 05/11/2012 - Nest was directly impacted by weed abatement efforts. Failure of nest occurred when weed
abatement crew struck nest with hand held gas-powered weed-eater. The nest was unidentified during routine
yard sweeps conducted by biological monitors or avian biologists. Construction was not aware of nest at the time
the nest was struck. One nestling was assumed to be fatally wounded upon contact with the weed-eater. Two
more nestlings were found nearby and were severely injured. These two nestlings were euthanized. The nestling
appeared very young, perhaps a day or two old, as the eyes were not open and covered in downy feathers
without any pin feathers observable. Three nestlings total were found after a search of the area. An adult Western
Meadowlark was observed to be agitated after the incident but was unharmed. Adult was observed carrying food
item in vicinity of impacted nest, but was never observed to located any surviving nestlings. - SJohnston

No

WEME Western Meadowlark
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
WEKI Western Kingbird

Nest ID
051112_vnik_01

ID
GS-NF-28

Type
Road Area

Habitat
Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
Traffic

CAKI

Cassin's Kingbird

051212_mdus_01 CP50-1

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Grading
Area

HOFI

House Finch

051212_rqey_01 EP112A-1

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Chaparrals
Area

OH - wire stringing

BUSH

Bushtit

051212_rqey_02 EP123-1

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Chaparrals
Area

Other

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
5

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
Nest Outcome
50
50
Nest did not reach active stage

110

100

50

50

0

100

100

100

90

100

80

80
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Date Nest
Found
5/11/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
6/5/2012 05/11/2012 - Biomonitor observed 3 trips to nest where Western Kingbird landed and settled into nest; also
observed pair copulating near nest. - VNovik
05/16/2012 - Pair of Western Kingbirds active at pole; nest looks half built at this time. - PKonrad
05/20/2012 - Nest was visited to evaluate possibility of buffer modification allowing access to fuse box 9 feet
above ground on pole. Nest site observed from 100 feet for 30 minutes. Both adult Western Kingbirds present
and foraging within 200 feet of nest for most of this time. Twice, an adult perched on pole within 5 feet of nest,
but nest was never visited, and adults were never observed carrying nesting material. Adults showed no sign of
agitation when biologist walked to and stood under pole, then circled around to view nest. Nest appears intact
and complete, and the pair is likely in the "pre-egg laying" stage. Responses of adults to intrusion into the buffer
should be evaluated after incubation has commenced. - MKuehn
05/21/2012 - Pair of Western Kingbirds was initially away from the nest, then flew to the site calling territorially.
Kingbirds active hunting, but there is no sign they have initiated incubation. - PKonrad
05/29/2012 - There were no Western Kingbirds near the nest site for more than 1 hour while avian biologist was
monitoring other nests in the area. Some nesting material remains on the pole. A large part of the original nest
was lying on the ground, either blown out of pole or torn out by a predator. After about 75 minutes, a kingbird
perched on wire adjacent to pole for a few minutes and left area. - PKonrad
06/05/2012 - No Western Kingbirds observed in the area surrounding the site and no sign of any nest material at
the nest site or on the pole - closed. - PKonrad

Fledged
No

Fledged

5/12/2012

6/28/2012 05/12/2012 - A pair of Cassin's Kingbirds was observed carrying material to a nest that is more than 50%
constructed. - MDicus
05/19/2012 - No CAKI activity near the nest or in the surrounding habitat during 30 minutes of observation. The
nest appears to be complete or nearly so, but it is difficult to get a really good view of it. - VEurs
05/26/2012 - No CAKI activity during 45 minutes of observation. - VEurs
06/02/2012 - After approximately 25 minutes of observation, a CAKI (presumably the male) flew up to the tower
and perched at various locations. At 1 point, he landed within 5 feet of the nest. He also perched on ESA signs,
from which he foraged for several minutes. He eventually made his way down the hillside. It is presumed the
female was on the nest incubating, but the nest's position made that difficult to confirm. - VEurs
06/10/2012 - No CAKI activity detected during nearly 60 minutes of observation. - VEurs
06/21/2012 - After approximately 60 minutes, an adult CAKI flew into the tower and eventually made its way
close to the nest. A second CAKI flew from a position on the tower and joined the first. The second adult did not
appear to fly from the nest (the biologist was closely watching the nest), so it seems likely that there are no longer
eggs to incubate and that there are now nestlings on the nest. - VEurs
06/28/2012 - Just after the biologist arrived in the area, a CAKI was seen perched next to the nest. It flew off and
about 25 minutes later, 3 kingbirds landed in the tower near the nest, indicating at least 1 nestling fledged
successfully. This nest has fledged successfully and is now closed. - VEurs

Yes

Removed

5/12/2012

5/12/2012 05/12/2012 - The nest appears 70% complete and the pair was seen building the nest inside the lower portion of
the northernmost traveler (a phase). No eggs or young were in the nest. Consistent wire stringing preparation
work, including traveler and insulator installation at the nest location has been ongoing throughout the week,
effectively serving as a deterrent. Additionally, deterrent flash tape was installed around the perimeter of the
tower pad prior the nest's construction. Removal of the nest was required due to upcoming wire stringing
operations on this section of the Powerlink, deemed critical to the Powerlink completion. Nest was photographed
and removed per the NBMMP. Wire stringing occurred within one hour of the nest removal at this tower,
effectively deterring new nesting attempts. The crews have been advised to cover the all three travelers once wire
stringing operations on phase a and b are completed. - RQuilley

No

Presumed Fledged

5/12/2012

6/19/2012 05/12/2012 - Freshly constructed nest observed approximately 95% complete. Appears that only nest lining
remains to be added. Monitor on site reported seeing a Bushtit carrying fluffy material to nest vicinity. Pair
observed bringing nesting material to nest numerous times during observation period. During nest verification,
tower bridge installation occurred via skycrane. Nest was monitored during skycrane activities. A 500 helicopter
and skycrane hovered onsite for 4 minutes, the 500 at approximately 100 feet from nest, and skycrane
approximately 225 feet from nest. Significant rotor wash was observed at the nest location from skycrane for the
majority of the bridge installation. However, the nest remained undamaged, and the pair of Bushtits returned
after the skycrane left. No further skycrane activity is required at this tower site. - RQuilley
05/21/2012 - Both adult Bushtits were making trips to the nest and leaving, although no nesting material or food
was noted in their bills. They may be at the egg laying stage, although this aspect of the nesting chronology is hard
to ascertain. - PKonrad
05/29/2012 - Bushtit visited nest for minutes, left nest, and within a minute a Bushtit entered the nest but did not
leave during the following 20 minutes; they appear to be in the incubating stage. - PKonrad
06/06/2012 - Nest looks good, but no Bushtit activity observed or heard during 30 minute observation period. PKonrad
06/13/2012 - Adult Bushtits are bringing food to nestlings at about 6-minute intervals. - PKonrad
06/19/2012 - Nest looks good, but no Bushtits observed during observation period; as expected, nestlings appear
to have fledged - closed. - PKonrad

Yes
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
HOWR House Wren

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
55

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
Nest Outcome
100
100
Presumed Fledged

Nest ID
051212_rrdd_01

CP70-3-E

Type
Road Area

Habitat
Riparian Forests and Woodlands

Chaparrals

Traffic

3

100

40

40

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

5/12/2012

6/11/2012 05/12/2012 - Pair observed nest building. Male was singing and calling as the female was constructing inner lining
with fine material. - SJohnston
05/17/2012 - Signs for buffer moved from 100 to 40 feet. Adult on nest for at least 15 minutes. Did not check
contents. - MKuehn
05/22/2012 - Adult on nest. Nest contains 4 Gray Vireo eggs. - MKuehn
05/29/2012 - Adult on nest. Contents not checked, but hatching expected around 6/1. - MKuehn
06/05/2012 - Adult on nest. Did not check contents, but timing indicates nestlings should be present. - MKuehn
06/11/2012 - Nest is empty and mostly intact, though lining is slightly mussed. Today is the earliest date the nest
was expected to fledge, based on observations and 13 day incubation and nestling periods + 4 days of egg-laying.
No adults or fledglings detected within 100 feet of nest in 30 minutes of active searching. Gray Vireo fledglings are
reported to stay within 15-20 meters of nest for 5-10 days after fledging (BNA). Nest likely failed with nestlings. MKuehn

No

0

100

30

30

Removed

5/13/2012

5/14/2012 05/13/2012 - A pair of HOFI's was observed making frequent trips to the space behind a utility box. The female
brought nesting material, as the male perched on the arm, singing. Nesting material could be seen dropping from
beneath the box. - VEurs
05/14/2012 - Nest was removed at around 1600. Removal occurred per NBMMP based on need to potentially
access the immediate nest site area depending on testing results. Nest was 70% complete at time of removal with
no eggs or young present. Deterrents present included previously plugged cavities and mylar tape duct taped just
outside nest site. Pair had been observed nest building throughout day. Area was plugged following removal. IMaunsell

No

ID

Date Nest
Found
5/12/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
6/22/2012 05/12/2012 - HOWR carrying sticks to cavity (5 trips in 8 minutes). - RRadd
05/18/2012 - HOWR male makes infrequent visits from 1220-1240. - RRadd
05/23/2012 - Male nest-guarding, enters cavity at 1450. - RRadd
05/30/2012 - HOWR singing near cavity but no entry or exit detected during 20-minute observation. - RRadd
06/05/2012 - HOWR departs cavity 1516. - RRadd
06/13/2012 - HOWR carries food to nest at 1640 and 1650. - RRadd
06/19/2012 - HOWR carries food to nest at 1705. - RRadd
06/21/2012 - At least 3 nestlings raucous at cavity opening at each food delivery indicate this nest is almost ready
to fledge. - RRadd
06/28/2012 - No HOWR detections; nest is presumed fledged. - RRadd

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
Traffic

Fledged
Yes

GRVI

Gray Vireo

051212_sjon_01

EP72-E

Road Area

HOFI

House Finch

051312_vers_01

CP95-1

Pad Areas-Maintenance Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Area
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance

HOFI

House Finch

051412_ahll_01

EP39-1-N

Road Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic

35

100

30

30

Indeterminate

5/14/2012

6/4/2012 05/14/2012 - Observed female bringing material to nest, nest contains 4 eggs. - AHill
05/21/2012 - No activity observed. Unable to view nest contents. - HWinfrey
05/29/2012 - No activity observed during 15 minute visit. - HWinfrey
06/04/2012 - No activity observed; nest is empty, unclear whether fledged or predated. Nest closed. - HWinfrey

N/A

HOFI

House Finch

051412_ahll_02

EP39-1-N-A

Road Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic

40

100

30

30

Presumed Fledged

5/14/2012

6/11/2012 05/14/2012 - Observed female on nest, flushed when biologist was checking other HOFI nest 2 feet away, nest
contains 3 eggs. - AHill
05/21/2012 - No activity observed. Unable to view nest contents. - HWinfrey
05/29/2012 - No activity observed at nest during 15 minutes of observation. - HWinfrey
06/04/2012 - Female on nest at 0658. - HWinfrey
06/11/2012 - No activity was observed during 30 minute visit. Nest no longer active, presumed fledged. HWinfrey

Yes

HOFI

House Finch

051412_ahll_03

EP39-1

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Area
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

OH - tower erection

0

100

30

30

Removed

5/14/2012

5/14/2012 05/14/2012 - Observed visiting tool bag, female did not have material. Need to have crew check nest contents
ASAP to see if eggs are present. - AHill
05/14/2012 - Pair bringing in nesting material, 50% complete. No eggs or young were present. No deterrents
installed on tower. Removal of nest was required based on potential impacts to operations to make deadline for
energization. Nest was not a candidate for a buffer reduction allowing for immediate work on the tower. Nest was
removed following requirements outlined in the NBMMP. - AHill

No

HOFI

House Finch

051412_ahll_04

EP36-1

Pad Areas-Maintenance Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Area
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

OH - tower erection

0

100

100

100

Removed

5/14/2012

5/14/2012 05/14/2012 - Pair bringing in nesting material, was reported as 10% complete. No eggs or young were present. No
deterrents installed on tower. Removal of nest was required based on potential impacts to operations to make
deadline for energization and necessity to use crane immediately. Nest was not a candidate for a buffer reduction
as the crane was needed immediately. Nest was removed following requirements outlined in the NBMMP. - AHill

No

HOFI

House Finch

051412_ahll_05

SWAT CY

Construction Yards

BMP installation/maintenance

0

100

100

100

Removed

5/14/2012

5/14/2012 05/14/2012 - Observed pair flying to nest, female with nest material. Nest was 90% complete, no eggs or young
present. Streamer deterrents were installed on the crane, and the equipment was located in an active
construction yard with tower assembly and regular helicopter flights, effectively serving as deterrents. Removal of
nest was required based on potential impacts to material logistics operations supporting construction such as
tower assembly, cost impacts relative to alternative options, and potential for more nests at the piece of
equipment during the anticipated nest cycle. Nest was not a candidate for a buffer reduction allowing for use of
the crane. Nest was removed following requirements outlined in the NBMMP. - AHill

No

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
LASP Lark Sparrow

Nest ID
051412_ahll_06

EP34-1

ID

Type
Pad Areas-Structure Pad Chaparrals
Area

Habitat

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
OH - tower erection

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
17

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
Nest Outcome
20
20
Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

Date Nest
Found
5/14/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
5/31/2012 05/14/2012 - Observed pair flying to within 20 feet of nest, female carrying fine nesting material. Pair was coming
to nest when crew of 6 people were working at 80 feet. Helicopter wash did not affect nest. Nest appears to be
complete, and contains horsehair. - AHill
05/17/2012 - Nest contains 2 eggs, LASP heard singing in general vicinity. Minimal wind created by helicopters
landing at TSAP. - AHill
05/24/2012 - Nest contains 3 eggs; female calling 10 feet from nest. - HWinfrey
05/31/2012 - Nest is empty but intact. No evidence of damage from construction activities. Ground is disturbed
around nest, indicating predation. Nest closed. - HWinfrey

Fledged
No

WEKI

Western Kingbird

051412_ahll_07

EP32-1

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Area
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

OH - tower erection

0

100

100

100

Removed

5/14/2012

5/14/2012 05/14/2012 - Pair bringing in nesting material, was reported as 10% complete. Nest was submitted to agencies for
removal and approved. Upon removal, the nest was found to be 1% complete as only containing a few sticks. No
eggs or young were present. No deterrents installed on tower. Removal of nest was required based on potential
impacts to operations to make deadline for energization. Nest was not a candidate for a buffer reduction allowing
for use of the tower, as the tower requires work well within the projected nest cycle. Nest was removed following
requirements outlined in the NBMMP. - AHill

No

HOFI

House Finch

051412_ahll_08

EP39-1

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Area
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

OH - tower erection

0

100

100

100

Removed

5/14/2012

5/14/2012 05/14/2012 - Pair bringing in nesting material, 50% complete. Biomonitor removed nest as per direction from
avian link biologist. This second nest was found during removal of other nest nearby (051412 ahll 03). No eggs or
young were present. No deterrents installed on tower but this is an active work site, effectively acting as a
deterrent. Removal of nest was required based on potential impacts to operations to make deadline for
energization. Nest was not a candidate for a buffer reduction allowing for use of the tower. Nest was removed
following requirements outlined in the NBMMP. - AHill

No

CAGN

California Gnatcatcher

051412_dbby_01 TL 6915 - Z171694

69kV Structure

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic

1200

300

300

300

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

5/14/2012

6/8/2012 05/14/2012 - A previously known Coastal California Gnatcatcher pair was observed building a new nest
approximately 1,000 feet southeast of pole Z171694 on the TL6915 alignment, approximately 400 feet southeast
of where the pair had a failed nesting attempt on March 29, 2012. The pair was observed continuously bringing
lining material to the nest, which appears to be approximately 95 percent complete. The nest is located
approximately 1.5 to 2 feet above ground in the center of a white sage (Salvia apiana) on a
south facing slope of coastal sage scrub dominated by white sage, black sage (Salvia mellifera), California
buckwheat (Eriogonum fasciculatum), broom baccharis (Baccharis sarothroides), and chaparral yucca
(Hesperoyucca whipplei). The designated 300-foot nest buffer is well outside any project features; therefore, no
Nest Buffer Justification (NBJ) is required of this nest. - DBusby
05/21/2012 - Adult male incubating. - DBusby
05/31/2012 - Female on nest. Male brought food to her. Eggs should be hatching any day. - DBusby
06/08/2012 - Adult pair was observed feeding a Brown-headed Cowbird nestling in Nest #051412_dbby_01,
approximately 1,000 feet southeast of pole Z171694 on the TL6915 alignment. The Brown-headed Cowbird was
lying on top of one unviable Coastal California Gnatcatcher egg. The Brown-headed Cowbird nestling was
removed from the nest and eradicated. - DBusby
06/12/2012 - Two or three dispersing juveniles being chased out of territory by adult male. Individuals likely
dispersing from an adjacent territory to the east. One of the individuals flew off to the west where it foraged
around the detention basin for the length of the survey. - DBusby

No

CALT

California Towhee

051412_lton_01

CP101-1

Pad Areas-TSAP

Chaparrals

Other

140

100

50

50

Presumed Fledged

5/14/2012

5/22/2012 05/14/2012 - One nestling present. Brooding adult left nest and scolded when nest-shrub was approached but did
not leave nest-shrub. - LThoreson
05/22/2012 - Unable to locate nest, however a fledgling CALT was observed near the nest location. Nest
presumed fledged. - HWinfrey

Yes

051412_lton_02

CP101-1

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Chaparrals
Area

Other

30

100

30

30

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

5/14/2012

6/7/2012 05/14/2012 - Saw pair bring nesting material to shrub. Nest is 25% complete. - LThoreson
05/22/2012 - WREN on nest at 1001. - HWinfrey
05/29/2012 - Female on nest at 1310. - HWinfrey
06/07/2012 - Nest is empty but in good condition. Nest apparently failed due to predation as insufficient time has
elapsed for nest to have fledged. Nest closed. - HWinfrey

No

WREN Wrentit

BGGN

Blue-gray Gnatcatcher

051412_mdus_01 CP88-1-N-A

Road Area

Riparian Forests and Woodlands

BMP installation/maintenance

50

100

50

50

Indeterminate

5/14/2012

6/4/2012 05/14/2012 - A pair of BGGN was observed making multiple trips with thin bark shavings, lichens, and
reappropriated ANHU nest material to a nest that is approximately 80% constructed. - MDicus
05/21/2012 - BGGN adding fine material and arranging materials with its feet at 1220. - HWinfrey
05/29/2012 - No activity observed during 15 minutes of observation. Nest appears to be in good condition. HWinfrey
06/04/2012 - Nest is gone, with only a few strands of spider web remaining. Unclear whether nest failed due to
predation or abandonment. Nest closed. - HWinfrey

N/A

ANHU

Anna's Hummingbird

051412_mdus_02 CP88-1-N-A

Road Area

Riparian Forests and Woodlands

Traffic

50

100

50

50

Nest did not reach active stage

5/14/2012

5/21/2012 05/14/2012 - A female ANHU was observed gathering spider silk and adding it to a nest that is approximately 90%
constructed. - MDicus
05/21/2012 - Nest is destroyed, with only a few strands of spider webs remaining. - HWinfrey

No
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
ATFL Ash-throated Flycatcher

Nest ID
051412_mkhn_01 EP32-1-E

ID

Type
Road Area

Chaparrals

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
OH - tower erection

Habitat

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
300

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
Nest Outcome
100
100
Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

Date Nest
Found
5/14/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
6/25/2012 05/14/2012 - Adult visited post once with nesting dead grasses and deposited it inside. Nest is 40% complete,
consisting of a bulky base of dried grasses and no defined cup shape yet. - MKuehn
05/21/2012 - No activity observed at nest, which appears complete with no eggs. - HWinfrey
05/29/2012 - ATFL enters nest cavity at 0842. - HWinfrey
06/04/2012 - Female on nest at 0742. - HWinfrey
06/11/2012 - 4 eggs in nest. Adult perched 50 feet from nest. - HWinfrey
06/18/2012 - Adult ATFL entering nest cavity with food at 0743. - HWinfrey
06/25/2012 - Nest is empty, but too early for nestlings to have fledged. Nest closed, failure most likely due to
predation. - HWinfrey

Fledged
No

ATFL

Ash-throated Flycatcher

051412_mkhn_02 GS-NF-18

Pad Areas-Work Area

Chaparrals

OH - wire stringing

300

100

100

100

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

5/14/2012

6/18/2012 05/14/2012 - Adult visited nest twice with nesting material. Nest is 80% complete and partially lined with soft
whitish material, although cup appears poorly defined. - MKuehn
05/21/2012 - No activity observed at nest, which appears complete with no eggs. - HWinfrey
05/29/2012 - No ATFL activity observed; nest now contains 4 eggs. - HWinfrey
06/04/2012 - 3 eggs and 1 nestling in nest. - HWinfrey
06/11/2012 - 4 eggs in nest. - HWinfrey
06/18/2012 - Nest still contains 4 eggs well past expected hatch date, with no ATFL activity near nest. Nest closed,
apparently abandoned. - HWinfrey

No

LASP

Lark Sparrow

051412_mkhn_03 EP32-1

Pad Areas-Work Area

Chaparrals

OH - tower erection

210

100

100

100

Presumed Fledged

5/14/2012

5/26/2012 05/14/2012 - Adult flew from nest when biologist approached within 5 feet while conducting a systematic search
of vegetation for a nesting survey. Nest contains 3 eggs. Adult returned to nest and commenced incubating with 3
biologists standing 60 feet away. - MKuehn
05/21/2012 - Adult brings food at 0937, 0945, and 0949. 3 nestlings appear 2-3 days old. - HWinfrey
05/26/2012 - Nest is empty, with no sign of predation. Presumed fledged. - HWinfrey

Yes

HOFI

House Finch

051412_rqey_01 EP112A-1

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Chaparrals
Area

OH - wire stringing

0

100

100

100

Removed

5/14/2012

5/14/2012 05/14/2012 - The nest appears 5% complete and the pair was seen bringing material to the lower portion of the
central traveler (b phase). No eggs or young were in the nest. Consistent wire stringing work at the nest location
has been ongoing throughout the past week, except for Sunday 5/13/2012, serving as a deterrent. Additionally,
deterrent flash tape was installed around the perimeter of the tower pad prior to the nest's construction.
Removal of the nest was required due to ongoing wire stringing operations on this section of the Powerlink,
deemed critical to the Powerlink's completion. Nest was photographed and removed per the NBMMP. Wire
stringing continued within 30 minutes of the nest removal at this tower, effectively deterring new nesting
attempts. The crews have been advised to cover all three travelers once wire stringing operations have ceased for
the day. - RQuilley

No

HOFI

House Finch

051412_rqey_02 EP112A-1

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Chaparrals
Area

OH - wire stringing

0

100

100

100

Removed

5/14/2012

5/14/2012 05/14/2012 - The nest appears almost 100% complete and the pair was seen bringing material to the lower
portion of the northernmost traveler (a phase), which is the same location as nest 051212_rqey_01 found on
05/12/2012. No eggs or young were in the nest. Consistent wire stringing work at the nest location has been
ongoing throughout the past week, except for Sunday 5/13/2012, serving as a deterrent. Additionally, deterrent
flash tape was installed around the perimeter of the tower pad prior to the nest's construction. Removal of the
nest was required due to ongoing wire stringing operations on this section of the Powerlink, deemed critical to
the Powerlink's completion. Nest was photographed and removed per the NBMMP. Wire stringing continued
within 30 minutes of the nest removal at this tower, effectively deterring new nesting attempts. It has been highly
recommended to the crew and foreman to cover or fill in the all three travelers once wire stringing operations
have ceased for the day. - RQuilley

No

BCSP

Black-chinned Sparrow

051412_rrdd_01

Gorka Gate

Road Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats None

0

100

100

100

Fledged

5/14/2012

6/4/2012 05/14/2012 - Female BCSP lying on 4 eggs. - RRadd
05/21/2012 - Incubation continues at 1115. - RRadd
05/29/2012 - Adult carries fecal sac 150 feet before dropping. Male in nest shading young; orange gapes visible. RRadd
06/04/2012 - Male BCSP observed bringing food to young 30 feet away from nest at 0944 and 0958. Nest is
empty. Fledged. - RRadd

Yes

CALT

California Towhee

051412_rrdd_02

CP56-1-PS-E-B

Road Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance

35

100

75

75

Presumed Fledged

5/14/2012

6/9/2012 05/14/2012 - Nest contains 1 egg. - RRadd
05/21/2012 - CALT lying in nest at 1002. - RRadd
05/29/2012 - CALT prone in nest at 1238. - RRadd
06/04/2012 - Nest contains 2 feathered nestlings approximately 4-5 days old at 0858. - RRadd
06/11/2012 - Nest is neat and intact, indicative of recent departure. - RRadd

Yes

HOWR House Wren

051412_rrdd_03

GS-NF-10

Road Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance

3

100

50

50

Fledged

5/14/2012

5/21/2012 05/14/2012 - HOWR male bringing food to nest at 10 minute intervals 1630-1650. - RRadd
05/21/2012 - HOWR feeding fledglings away from nest, but no cavity visits. - RRadd

Yes

MODO Mourning Dove

051412_vers_01

CP12-1-E

Road Area

Chaparrals

Traffic

40

100

30

30

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

5/14/2012

5/29/2012 05/14/2012 - Adult MODO incubating 2 eggs on the nest. - VEurs
05/21/2012 - Adult MODO was on the nest as biologist drove out and back on the access road. The dove did not
leave the nest when the biologist walked on the access road to adjust ESA signage. - VEurs
05/29/2012 - There are no eggs or young on the nest. It appears this nest with eggs or young failed due to natural
causes (predation) and is now closed. - VEurs

No
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
ATFL Ash-throated Flycatcher

Nest ID
051512_bald_01

ID
Sycamore Substation SSDE1

Type
Substation

Habitat
Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
Other

HOFI

House Finch

051512_bald_02

Sycamore Substation SSDE1

Substation

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other

HOFI

House Finch

051512_bald_03

Sycamore Substation SSDE1

Substation

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

SAPH

Say's Phoebe

051512_bald_04

Sycamore Substation SSDE1

Substation

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

HOWR House Wren

051512_elss_01

EP35-1

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
0

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
100
100
Removed

0

100

100

100

Substation - new construction

60

100

30

Substation - new construction

185

100

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Riparian Forests and Woodlands
Area

OH - tower erection

118

Nest Outcome

Date Nest
Found
5/15/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
5/15/2012 05/15/2012 - Ash-throated Flycatcher pair was observed bringing nesting material to mast of parked lift by
biomonitor Clayton Tschudy yesterday, 14 May from about 0900 to 1100. Pair continues to bring material to mast
today. Nest material can be seen in mast, and no eggs or young are present. Nest material was removed following
agency concurrence, in order to remove the lift back to the rental facility. This nest was not a candidate for a NBJ
because continuing SRPL activity requires use of the substation lifts, and the location of this nest in the mast of a
parked lift precluded its continued viability. - BArnold

Fledged
No

Removed

5/15/2012

5/15/2012 05/15/2012 - Pair of adult HOFI observed around JLG lift 860SJ yesterday by bio-monitor Clayton Tschudy, and
nest found this morning by Brian Arnold. Adult female continues to bring nest material, accompanied by singing
male. Nest, about 90% complete with no eggs or young present, was removed following the NBMMP in order to
allow usage of the lift for Sunrise work. This lift is the same from which another HOFI and ATFL nests were
removed. New SRPL substation work requires use of the substation lifts. The placement of this nest does not allow
for the required use of this essential equipment. - BArnold

No

30

Presumed Fledged

5/15/2012

5/28/2012 05/15/2012 - Nest appears to have about 5 nestlings. - BArnold
05/25/2012 - Two attending HOFI adults observed, and probably very large nestlings heard inside cabinet. These
should fledge soon. - BArnold
06/01/2012 - Nest empty, well used with lots of scat indicative of a successfully fledged nest. This nest likely
fledged given the chronology of the nestling observations on 15 and 25 May. New HOFI nest with 2 eggs on other
side of same cabinet, less than 3 feet distant, in the only other suitable nesting place in the cabinet. - BArnold

Yes

50

50

Presumed Fledged

5/15/2012

7/6/2012 05/15/2012 - Adult SAPH observed bringing nest lining material to old nest. - BArnold
05/25/2012 - Adult SAPH on nest. - BArnold
06/01/2012 - Female flushed from nest at 15 feet on-the-ground feet, returned momentarily. - BArnold
06/07/2012 - Adult SAPH on nest, didn't flush as drove by slowly in truck within 25 feet. - BArnold
06/16/2012 - Both adults observed coming to nest, one with food item. - BArnold
06/22/2012 - Nestlings observed in nest; adult with food item came to nest. - BArnold
07/06/2012 - No activity at nest. This nest has presumably fledged. - BArnold

Yes

100

50

50

Presumed Fledged

5/15/2012

6/13/2012 05/15/2012 - HOWR was observed entering a the nest cavity and staying in the cavity for up to 30 minutes at a
time. - ELoveless
05/21/2012 - HOWR leaves nest cavity at 0837. - HWinfrey
05/28/2012 - HOWR observed entering nest and remaining inside at 1140. - HWinfrey
06/02/2012 - HOWR carrying food to nest at 1015. - HWinfrey
06/09/2012 - Adult carrying food into nest at 0703. - HWinfrey
06/11/2012 - No activity observed during 45 minutes of observation. - HWinfrey
06/13/2012 - No activity observed. Nest closed, presumed fledged. - HWinfrey

Yes

HOFI

House Finch

051512_esds_01 CP106-1-N

Road Area

Chaparrals

Traffic

25

100

30

30

Presumed Fledged

5/15/2012

5/29/2012 05/15/2012 - This nest was located while actively searching the oak for nesting raptors. The female flushed from
the cavity. Both male and female visited the immediate area after the initial observation. The male entered the
cavity without food or nesting material. An attempt was made to see inside the nest, but could not get a good
angle to see. The female was again seen leaving the cavity during additional survey time. - EStrods
05/22/2012 - Both male and female at nest cavity at 1142. - HWinfrey
05/29/2012 - Nest is empty with no sign of predation, presumed fledged. - HWinfrey

Yes

PHAI

Phainopepla

051512_esds_02 CP106-1-E

Road Area

Chaparrals

Traffic

10

100

50

50

Indeterminate

5/15/2012

5/29/2012 05/15/2012 - A male Phainopepla was observed laying inside and tending to this nest. It appears to be 50 to 60%
complete. No eggs or nestlings were observed inside the nest. - EStrods
05/22/2012 - Nest appears complete from below, but viewing with mirror reveals that cup has not been formed.
Male Phainopepla observed feeding female perched 30 feet above nest. - HWinfrey
05/29/2012 - Nest is gone, impossible to determine whether nest failure due to recent wet weather or predation.
Nest closed. - HWinfrey

N/A

RCSP

Rufous-crowned Sparrow

051512_fhan_01 EP53-2

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Chaparrals
Area

BMP installation/maintenance

100

100

100

100

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

5/15/2012

5/24/2012 05/15/2012 - Female Rufous-crowned Sparrow incubating 3 white eggs in nest. Female chose an amazing spot to
build nest which is very difficult to see. She flew from the nest during active nest searches at 3 feet. - FHoffman
05/22/2012 - No Rufous-crowned Sparrows observed or heard in the area; unable to find cryptic hidden nest. PKonrad
05/24/2012 - F. Hoffman reported no eggs in nest. Presumed predation. - SJohnston

No

ATFL

Ash-throated Flycatcher

051512_jdus_01

Road Area

Traffic

20

100

100

100

Nest did not reach active stage

5/15/2012

6/7/2012 05/15/2012 - An adult Ash-throated Flycatcher entered metal post without nest material or food item and
remained inside for 15 minutes. - JDicus
05/24/2012 - No Ash-throated Flycatchers were observed during several observation periods on 5/16, 5/23 and
5/24. Active status of this site is questionable. - PKonrad
05/31/2012 - No sign of Ash-throated Flycatcher in area; no sign of use of metal pole as nest site or perch site. PKonrad
06/07/2012 - No Ash-throated Flycatchers noted in the area. After observing nest site for 1 hour without
observing a bird avian monitor J. Dicus checked the pipe on 6/5/2012 and found, although there were some
grasses and yarn present inside, the material was not formed into a nest - closed. - PKonrad

No

Rough Acres-E

Grasslands and Meadows
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
BGGN Blue-gray Gnatcatcher

Nest ID
051512_lton_01

CP106-1-N

Type
Road Area

Chaparrals

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
Other

ID

Habitat

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
24

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
Nest Outcome
50
50
Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

Date Nest
Found
5/15/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
5/29/2012 05/15/2012 - Saw pair repeatedly bring material to nest. The nest is 10% complete. - LThoreson
05/22/2012 - Female on nest at 1204. - HWinfrey
05/29/2012 - Nest in fragments, with bits of material strewn about in vegetation. Nest closed, failed due to
predation. - HWinfrey

Fledged
No

CALT

California Towhee

051512_lton_02

CP106-1-N

Road Area

Chaparrals

Other

37

100

50

50

Presumed Fledged

5/15/2012

5/17/2012 05/15/2012 - Saw nest exchange and adult bring insect to nest. Two nestlings in nest. - LThoreson
05/17/2012 - Nest is empty but undisturbed with no sign of predation. Presumed fledged. - HWinfrey

Yes

CATH

California Thrasher

051512_lton_03

CP106-1-N

Road Area

Chaparrals

Traffic

40

100

100

100

Presumed Fledged

5/15/2012

5/22/2012 05/15/2012 - During active search, nest was discovered with 3 eggs. California Thrasher left nest and called from
nearby shrub. - LThoreson
05/22/2012 - Nest is intact and empty, presumed fledged. - HWinfrey

Yes

SPTO

Spotted Towhee

051512_lton_04

CP106-1-N

Road Area

Chaparrals

Other

36

100

100

100

Presumed Fledged

5/15/2012

6/4/2012 05/15/2012 - California quail acting suspicious. Ground searched in vicinity and nest with 3 eggs located. LThoreson
05/22/2012 - Only nest detected in area described was identified as a Spotted Towhee nest, with 3 eggs. SPTO
calling 10 feet away. - HWinfrey
05/29/2012 - 3 nestlings visible in nest, appear to be 2 days old. Female heard calling 6 feet away. - HWinfrey
06/04/2012 - Nest is empty, no sign of predation. Nest closed, presumed fledged. - HWinfrey

Yes

BUSH

Bushtit

051512_mdus_01 CP42-1-E

Road Area

Chaparrals

Traffic

20

100

50

50

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

5/15/2012

5/23/2012 05/15/2012 - One adult was observed making several trips with nest material while the other adult entered the
nest and remained there for the duration of the 20-minute observation period. The nest appears complete. It is
suspected one adult is adding lining material while the other adult incubates. - MDicus
05/23/2012 - Bushtits were observed in the vegetation within 25 feet of the nest, but after 30 minutes of no
Bushtit activity at the nest, the biologist examined the shrub directly. The nest is gone from the nest shrub and
only a few pieces of anchoring material remain on the branch. This nest with eggs or young failed due to natural
causes (most likely predation) and is now closed. - VEurs

No

CALT

California Towhee

051512_mdus_02 Sycamore CY

Construction Yards

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic

10

100

50

50

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

5/15/2012

5/29/2012 05/15/2012 - Yard monitor Chris Frey discovered a California Towhee nest with 2 eggs. - MDicus
05/22/2012 - The incubating towhee left the nest when the nest monitor approached the nest for the first time. It
flew about 25 feet away and was joined by its mate. The monitor quickly checked the nest contents and then left
the buffer. There are still 2 eggs in the nest. The towhee returned to incubate within 5 minutes. - VEurs
05/29/2012 - The nest is empty and the interior is slightly mussed. It seems unlikely that the eggs hatched and the
young fledged since 22 May. This nest with eggs or young failed due to natural causes and is now closed. - VEurs

No

COHU

Costa's Hummingbird

051512_rrdd_01

CP57-E

Road Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic

10

100

75

75

Presumed Fledged

5/15/2012

6/8/2012 05/15/2012 - COHU female putting finishing touches on nest 0912. - RRadd
05/22/2012 - COHU female brooding 1 egg and 1 day-old nestling. - RRadd
05/30/2012 - Female COHU brooding nest at 0701. - RRadd
06/05/2012 - Nest contains 1 feathered nestling 0614. - RRadd
06/11/2012 - Nest is empty with many small feces on rim. Presumed fledged. - RRadd

Yes

LEGO

Lesser Goldfinch

051512_rrdd_02

CP57-E

Road Area

Chaparrals

Traffic

80

100

75

75

Indeterminate

5/15/2012

6/10/2012 05/15/2012 - LEGO pair removing BUSH nest and building new nest in Malosma in drainage. Nest appears 60%
complete. - RRadd
05/22/2012 - LEGO brooding nest at 0746. - RRadd
05/30/2012 - Female LEGO lying on nest 0647 does not depart during 15-minute observation. - RRadd
06/05/2012 - Male nest guarding, female flushes from nest in response to GRRO nearby. Both LEGO remain away
from nest for duration of observation. - RRadd
06/11/2012 - Nest has been destroyed by unknown agents, but chronology indicates nest had time to fledge. RRadd

N/A

PHAI

Phainopepla

051512_rrdd_03

Hartung CY-E

Road Area

Riparian Forests and Woodlands

Traffic

75

100

74

74

Presumed Fledged

5/15/2012

6/20/2012 05/15/2012 - Male PHAI carries nest material and sits in nest shaping the bowl 1558. - RRadd
05/23/2012 - Male PHAI lying in nest at 1522. - RRadd
06/01/2012 - Male PHAI comes to nest at 1435 and appears to inspect nest contents before settling onto nest,
suggesting hatched young. - RRadd
06/13/2012 - Female PHAI observed collecting winged insects and carrying them to the nest at 2 to 5-minute
intervals.. - MDicus
06/20/2012 - No activity at the nest for over 60 minutes of monitoring. An adult male Phainopepla perched at the
top of the nest tree and vocalized for 5 minutes, then left. An adult female was observed in an oak tree near the
driveway but did not approach the nest. Based on brood chronology and nesting observations, it is presumed this
nest fledged. - MDicus

Yes

CALT

California Towhee

051512_sjon_01

EP50

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Chaparrals
Area

OH - tower erection

25

100

50

50

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

5/15/2012

5/22/2012 05/15/2012 - California Towhee was observed incubating during tower leg assembly. - SJohnston
05/22/2012 - Nest empty with no young in the area. Assumed predation, as young were not expected to fledge
until the 28th or later. - SJohnston
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
BUOR Bullock's Oriole

Nest ID
051512_vnik_01

EP77-E

ID

Type
Road Area

Habitat
Riparian Forests and Woodlands

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
Traffic

WEKI

Western Kingbird

051612_ahll_01

EP32-1

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Area
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance

CALT

California Towhee

051612_ahll_02

SWAT CY

Construction Yards

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

OATI

Oak Titmouse

051612_bald_01

Suncrest-N

Road Area

Chaparrals

CAGN

California Gnatcatcher

051612_bloh_01 CP12-1-E

Road Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Other

HOFI

House Finch

051612_ghan_01 EP30-2 PS

Pad Areas-Stringing Area Chaparrals

BMP installation/maintenance

ATFL

Ash-throated Flycatcher

051612_ghan_02 Wilson CY

Construction Yards

Traffic

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
5

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
Nest Outcome
100
100
Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

0

100

100

100

Other

15

100

50

BMP installation/maintenance

22

100

1500

Date Nest
Found
5/15/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
6/11/2012 05/15/2012 - Observed female oriole in nest. Nest is approximately 80% complete. - VNovik
05/22/2012 - Passively observed nest for 20 minutes. Male and female BUOR both present and calling/singing
from nest tree most of the time. Female perched <1 foot from nest twice without nesting material, but flew away
both times. Presumed egg laying. - MKuehn
05/30/2012 - Male fed incubating female on nest 3 times. - MKuehn
06/06/2012 - No activity at nest in 30 minutes of passive observation and no BUOR detected. - MKuehn
06/11/2012 - No activity at nest for 20 minutes and no BUOR detected in area. An empty broken BUOR eggshell
was found on ground almost directly below nest. Nest is intact. Likely depredated prior to previous visit on 6/6
when no activity was observed at nest. - MKuehn

Fledged
No

Removed

5/16/2012

5/16/2012 05/16/2012 - Female bringing in nesting material, was 40% complete. Nest was submitted to agencies for removal
and approved. No eggs or young were present. No deterrents installed on tower leg D. Removal of nest was
required based on potential impacts to operations to make deadline for energization. Nest was not a candidate
for a buffer reduction allowing for use of the tower, as the tower requires work well within the projected nest
cycle. Nest was removed following requirements outlined in the NBMMP. - AHill

No

50

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

5/16/2012

5/21/2012 05/16/2012 - Nest is near complete, no eggs or young present. Female CALT was observed bringing lining material
to nest. - AHill
05/17/2012 - Nest contains one egg, female seen going to nest and sitting. - AHill
05/19/2012 - Nest contains only 1 egg still, female seen entering nesting bush today. On 4-18-12, biomonitors
reported seeing a greater roadrunner enter the nest bush on 3 separate occasions. - AHill
05/21/2012 - A. Hill reports that the nest has been predated. Broken eggshells were found in the nest. - KAlberts

No

50

50

Fledged

5/16/2012

6/7/2012 05/16/2012 - Adult OATI observed bringing food items to cavity. - BArnold
05/18/2012 - No OATI activity observed at nest from 1055 to 1125; NOFL observed briefly entering nest at 1104
and flying off with a grub in its bill. - HWinfrey
05/21/2012 - OATI observed entering nest cavity twice, at least once with food item. - BArnold
05/29/2012 - No activity at cavity entrance during 20 minutes of observation. Nest may be fledged. - HWinfrey
05/30/2012 - This nest remains active. Adults seen visiting nest several times during 45-minute observation
period. Brought food items, removed fecal sack. - BArnold
06/02/2012 - No feeding activity observed, however OATI observed chasing WBNU away from cavity entrance,
indicating nest is still occupied. - HWinfrey
06/05/2012 - Feeding of nestlings continues, with a pair of OATI observed foraging and making brief visits to nest
cavity with food. - HWinfrey
06/07/2012 - 2 adult OATIs feeding 2 fledglings on barbed wire fence across road from nest. - HWinfrey

Yes

300

300

300

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

5/16/2012

5/30/2012 05/16/2012 - Female on nest flushed upon approach, male got on nest and commenced incubating. - BLohstroh
05/23/2012 - Female incubating on nest. Male downslope, calling occasionally. - BLohstroh
05/30/2012 - B. Lohstroh reports nest pulled apart and listing over to side, apparently depredated. Pair building
nest 200 feet away to south. No construction occurring near this nest. - KAlberts

No

0

100

100

100

Removed

5/16/2012

5/16/2012 05/16/2012 - Biomonitor Greg Leighty observed a pair of House Finches making trips with nesting material to
inside of wire spool truck staged in site. Observed nest inside engine compartment. The nest was removed in
accordance with Attachment C of the NBMMP. Nest deterrents are present in form of mylar tape, and the vehicle
is scheduled for use in the upcoming wire pull. The nest was not a candidate for a buffer reduction allowing for
use of the spool, therefore removal was required. Nest was approximately 80% complete. No eggs or young
present. - GHuffman

No

20

100

50

50

Presumed Fledged

5/16/2012

6/30/2012 05/16/2012 - Pair was observed making multiple trips to pipe cavity carrying material. Showed extreme tolerance
to construction activities. Discovered while water truck was filling tank within 20 feet. - GHuffman
05/23/2012 - No activity observed at cavity entrance from 1236 to 1251. - HWinfrey
05/30/2012 - ATFL observed entering cavity at 1139 and remaining inside for duration of 15 minute observation
period. - HWinfrey
06/05/2012 - No activity observed at nest cavity entrance and no ATFL detected during 45 minute visit. Male
HOFI singing from perch just above nest did not provoke any territorial behavior. - HWinfrey
06/12/2012 - No activity observed during 45-minute visit. Incubation may still be in progress. - HWinfrey
06/20/2012 - No activity observed. No ATFL detected in area in past 3 weeks. Nesting attempt may be abandoned.
- HWinfrey
06/21/2012 - Yard Monitor A. Engstrom reports adult ATFL carrying food into nest cavity at 0854. - HWinfrey
06/23/2012 - Adult leaves cavity at 0644 and returns with food at 0646. - HWinfrey
06/25/2012 - Pair arrives with food at 0700. - HWinfrey
06/27/2012 - Adult delivers food to nest at 1343. - HWinfrey
06/30/2012 - No activity observed during 1 hour visit. Nest closed, presumed fledged. - HWinfrey
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
HOFI House Finch

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
Nest Outcome
30
30
Nest did not reach active stage

Nest ID
051612_imll_01

CP87-1

Type
Habitat
Pad Areas-Maintenance Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Area
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Least Bell's Vireo

051612_lgan_01

Helix CY AR

Road Area

Riparian Scrubs

Traffic

460

300

300

300

ANHU

Anna's Hummingbird

051612_ltiw_01

Helix CY

Construction Yards

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic

60

100

50

HOFI

House Finch

051612_ltiw_02

Helix CY

Construction Yards

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic

110

100

051612_ltiw_03

Helix CY

Construction Yards

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other

40

LBVI

MODO Mourning Dove

ID

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
Other

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
80

Date Nest
Found
5/16/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
5/17/2012 05/16/2012 - Pair was observed making multiple trips to nest site with large material from 0800-1000. Deterrents
present include multiple plugged cavities, mylar tape, and netting. No eggs or young present. - IMaunsell
05/17/2012 - Nest was verified and assessed for removal by B. Arnold on 5/17. No nest was observed, the nest
was closed, and the site plugged. Possible that material was blown away. - IMaunsell

Fledged
No

Fledged

5/16/2012

6/15/2012 05/16/2012 - Bonnie Peterson found this nest and observed the Least Bell's Vireo pair incubating 3 Least Bell's
Vireo eggs and 1 Brown-headed Cowbird egg. The Brown-headed Cowbird egg was removed, and the pair
resumed incubation. - LGorman
06/07/2012 - On June 4, the nest was checked and it contained two nestlings about 3 days old. The male and
female were both observed near the nest area. The male was singing occasionally near the nest and around his
territory. - BPeterson
06/15/2012 - On June 12, nest was empty. Male was located in the area, but no fledglings were observed. Nest
was intact, and dander from the wing shafts was evident in the bottom of the nest. On June 14, one fledgling was
heard. - BPeterson

Yes

50

Nest did not reach active stage

5/16/2012

5/26/2012 05/16/2012 - A female was observed defending the nest area and perched nearby, but in 45 minutes of
observation was not seen visiting the nest. - LTymkiw
05/26/2012 - Lining is blowing from nest and no hummingbird detected. - RRadd

No

30

30

Nest did not reach active stage

5/16/2012

5/17/2012 05/16/2012 - A female House Finch was observed flying in and out of the nest. She was not carrying nesting
material but appeared to have a large belly, possibly ready to lay eggs. - LTymkiw
05/26/2012 - Nest remains neat, intact and empty. - RRadd
06/03/2012 - Nest is empty. - RRadd
06/09/2012 - Nest remains empty. - RRadd

No

100

50

50

Indeterminate

5/16/2012

5/26/2012 05/16/2012 - Female was observed on the nest. There are at least 2 nestlings present. - LTymkiw
05/26/2012 - Nest is empty, no MODOs detected. Potentially fledged. - RRadd

N/A

HOFI

House Finch

051612_ltiw_04

Helix CY

Construction Yards

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

None

0

100

30

30

Nest did not reach active stage

5/16/2012

6/14/2012 05/16/2012 - Nest appears nearly complete and is comprised of very fresh vegetation. No birds were seen visiting
the nest in 30 minutes of observation. - LTymkiw
05/26/2012 - HOFI pair active on site with material, but no accumulation noted. - RRadd
06/03/2012 - HOFI pair present and female carrying nest material, but nest not found. - RRadd
06/09/2012 - 2 HOFI pairs present and at least one female carrying nest material, but no accumulation visible. RRadd
06/14/2012 - No material accumulation despite weeks of attempting to construct a nest. - RRadd

No

HOFI

House Finch

051612_ltiw_05

Helix CY

Construction Yards

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other

30

100

30

30

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

5/16/2012

6/2/2012 05/16/2012 - Female was observed near nest. Nest contains 4 eggs. - LTymkiw
05/26/2012 - Fence fabric has blown over, nest is exposed with at least 3 partially downy young. - RRadd
06/03/2012 - Nest is empty and insufficient time elapsed to fledge. Presumed predated. - RRadd

No

BUSH

Bushtit

051612_ltiw_06

Helix CY AR

Road Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic

8

100

50

50

Presumed Fledged

5/16/2012

6/8/2012 05/16/2012 - An adult was observed entering the nest twice, not carrying anything. - LTymkiw
05/17/2012 - Female carries small item and centers nest 1510. - RRadd
05/26/2012 - BUSH departs nest at 1012 and does not return for duration of 30-minute observation. - RRadd
06/03/2012 - BUSH brings food item to nest at 0939. - RRadd
06/09/2012 - No BUSH detected from 1330-1400. Nest remains intact and in good condition, and had sufficient
time to fledge. - RRadd

Yes

CAGN

California Gnatcatcher

Substation

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Substation - maintenance

550

300

300

300

Fledged

5/16/2012

6/27/2012 05/16/2012 - The pair was observed foraging together and carrying material to a nest that is approximately 80%
constructed. - MDicus
05/23/2012 - 2 nest exchanges were observed during 1 hour of observation, the first at 0934 and the second at
0959. The nest contents were not checked during this survey. - MDicus
05/30/2012 - The pair was initially observed 100 feet north of the nest foraging together. At 0818, the male flew
to the nest and incubated until the female exchanged places with him at 0824. They nest-exchanged again at 0835
and 0858. The nest contents were not checked during this survey. - MDicus
06/06/2012 - The adult female was observed incubating between 08:24 and 08:40 while the male foraged nearby
and nest-guarded. The pair nest-exchanged at 08:40, and the male remained there throughout the remaining 30minute observation period. - MDicus
06/13/2012 - The adults were observed alternating between lying in the nest for approximately 2-5 minutes and
feeding nestlings, whose yellow gapes were visible from a distance. The male was observed removing a fecal sac. MDicus
06/20/2012 - The pair was observed making frequent trips to the nest with food. At least 1 feathered nestling was
observed moving around in the nest. The nestling(s) appear to be close to fledging. - MDicus
06/27/2012 - The adult pair was observed carrying food to 2 recent fledglings approximately 60 feet northwest of
the nest shrub. The fledglings were mostly stationary, begging softly, and making awkward attempts to pull moths
and other insects from spider web while the parents brought in food and chased other CAGN from the territory. MDicus

Yes

051612_mdus_01 San Luis Rey Substation
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
CAGN California Gnatcatcher

Nest ID
ID
051612_mdus_02 San Luis Rey Substation

Type
Substation

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
Habitat
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Substation - new construction

HOWR House Wren

051612_rrdd_01

Hartung CY-E

Road Area

Riparian Forests and Woodlands

Traffic

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
850

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
300

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
300
300
Fledged

Nest Outcome

Date Nest
Found
5/16/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
6/13/2012 05/16/2012 - The female was observed on the nest for the first 10 minutes of observation, while the male foraged
closely nearby and chased a passing Bewick's Wren and California Towhee from the nest vicinity. At 10:14 the
female called to the male, and he exchanged places with her. The male remained on the nest until 10:24, at which
point he left to forage with the female. The nest was checked while the pair was away. The nest is complete, with
1 egg. - MDicus
05/23/2012 - The pair was first observed foraging together for approximately 10 minutes. The male settled into
the nest at 0807, remaining until the female exchanged with him at 0817. The pair exchanged incubation duties
again at 0856. The nest contents were not checked during this survey. - MDicus
05/30/2012 - Nest exchanges occurred at 0734 and 0802. While the female incubated, the male was observed
nest guarding against a flock of foraging Bushtits. The nest contents were not checked during this survey. MDicus
06/06/2012 - The adult female was observed lying in the nest between 07:25 and 07:34, at which point she left
the nest to forage nearby. The female was observed making frequent, brief trips to the nest, every 30 seconds to
2 minutes, carrying what appeared to be food items. She settled back into the nest briefly at 07:59, stood on the
rim and reached into the nest for 45 seconds, settled into it again, then left at 08:02. She was observed making 4
more trips to the nest between 08:04 and 08:10. - MDicus
06/13/2012 - The adult female CAGN was observed making frequent trips with food items to the base of the nest
shrub, from which soft begging calls could be heard. The nest was checked for remaining nestlings; none were
observed. The adult male CAGN was not observed during 40 minutes of monitoring. - MDicus

Fledged
Yes

55

100

50

50

Presumed Fledged

5/16/2012

5/30/2012 05/16/2012 - HOWR carrying fecal sac away from nest 0700, food to nest 0712. - RRadd
05/23/2012 - HOWR exits cavity at 1606. - RRadd
06/01/2012 - No HOWR detected visiting during 30 minute observation. Presumed fledged. - RRadd

Yes

HOFI

House Finch

051612_rrdd_02

CP64-2

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats None
Area

0

100

30

30

Presumed Fledged

5/16/2012

6/22/2012 05/16/2012 - New nest appears complete and ready for first egg at 1100. - RRadd
05/22/2012 - HOFI incubating 4 eggs. - RRadd
05/31/2012 - HOFI incubating 5 eggs. - RRadd
06/06/2012 - HOFI brooding feathered nestlings. - RRadd
06/13/2012 - HOFI brooding nestlings at 0836. - RRadd
06/19/2012 - 4 well-developed and alert nestlings in nest, appear to be at least 10 days old. - HWinfrey
06/27/2012 - Nest is empty, presumed fledged. - RRadd

Yes

LASP

Lark Sparrow

051612_rrdd_03

CP65-1

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Other
Area

100

100

100

100

Presumed Fledged

5/16/2012

5/20/2012 05/16/2012 - LASP carrying caterpillars to small downy young at 1330. - RRadd
05/22/2012 - Nest is clean intact and empty. Presumed fledged. - RRadd

Yes

WEKI

Western Kingbird

051612_rrdd_04

CP65-1

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Other
Area

70

100

100

100

Nest did not reach active stage

5/16/2012

5/20/2012 05/16/2012 - WEKI pair bringing material to corner of tower and chasing away HOFI from adjacent nest at 1404. RRadd
05/22/2012 - Nest no longer present and apparently purloined by HOFI for new nest above this location. - RRadd

No

WEKI

Western Kingbird

051612_sjon_01

EP54-E

Road Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic

101

100

100

100

Nest did not reach active stage

5/16/2012

5/16/2012 05/14/2012 - Nest appears to be approximately 30% complete, but placement is precarious, as the brace the nest
sits on offers little support. Nest located on pole which is proposed to be worked on to cut and splice jumpers
during wire-stringing. A formal removal has been requested for this nest. - SJohnston
05/16/2012 - Minimal nesting material observable, and nest is believed to have blown out from afternoon winds.
No kingbirds observed rebuilding nest; however pair building on V-brace of adjacent 12kV pole. No removal of
nest was performed, as nest attempt naturally failed. - SJohnston

No

WEKI

Western Kingbird

051612_sjon_02

Kreutzkamp CY

Construction Yards

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance

0

100

50

50

Removed

5/16/2012

5/16/2012 05/16/2012 - Nest is estimated to be 30% complete. - SJohnston
05/16/2012 - S. Johnston reports that kingbird nest attempt with no eggs or young was located in a large critical
piece of tower section that is not yet installed and is still present in the active yard. Nest was removed after
agency concurrence, following the NBMMP, so that the steel could be installed. - KAlberts

No

LBVI

Least Bell's Vireo

051612_tcer_01

EP76-2-E

Road Area

Riparian Forests and Woodlands

Traffic

310

300

300

300

Nest did not reach active stage

5/16/2012

5/18/2012 05/16/2012 - Both adults observed adding material to nest approximately 20% complete. - TCooper
05/18/2012 - No activity at nest for 1.5 hours. Nest about 80% complete. Nest checked with mirror pole from
approximately 6 feet away due to poison oak. Nest contained 1 coast live oak acorn, and contents of nest slightly
pulled up. Pair later observed upstream building new nest. - TCooper

No
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
PHAI Phainopepla

Nest ID
051612_vnik_01

ID
EP236-1/EP237-1 PS-E

Type
Road Area

Habitat
Desert Scrub and Dune Habitats

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
Traffic

HOFI

House Finch

051712_ahll_01

EP34-1

Pad Areas-TSAP

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

OH - tower erection

HOFI

House Finch

051712_ahll_02

EP35-1-N

Road Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

HOFI

House Finch

051712_elss_02

EP99-2 PS

CALT

California Towhee

051712_lton_01

WREN Wrentit

CALT

California Towhee

MODO Mourning Dove

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
25

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
50
50
Fledged

150

100

30

30

Other

0

100

100

Pad Areas-Stringing Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

OH - wire stringing

0

100

CP72-2

Pad Areas-TSAP

Chaparrals

Other

60

051712_lton_02

CP72-2

Pad Areas-TSAP

Chaparrals

Other

051712_lton_03

CP72-2

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Chaparrals
Area

051712_lton_04

CP106-1-E

Road Area

Chaparrals

Nest Outcome

Date Nest
Found
5/16/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
6/11/2012 05/16/2012 - Female incubating 2 eggs in nest. - VNovik
05/24/2012 - Male Phainopepla calling nest with 2 downy nestlings about 1 week old. - PKonrad
05/31/2012 - Nest contains 2 well-feathered dark-gray Phainopepla nestlings. Adult male calling territorially;
female caught a flying insect nearby and immediately brought the food to the nestlings. - PKonrad
06/04/2012 - Expecting the nestlings to be fledged or near fledging, checked this nest early and found the 2
nestlings are near fledging with gray feathers well-developed, including the head crests. An adult female visited
the nest, presumably with food, and the male called a few times from the south. - PKonrad
06/07/2012 - A very recent fledgling is perched 1 foot from nest where second nestling remains. - PKonrad
06/11/2012 - The Phainopepla nestlings have fledged and it appears the family group has left the area. The nest is
in good shape but no Phainopepla fledglings, or adults were observed in the area - closed. - PKonrad

Fledged
Yes

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

5/17/2012

6/5/2012 05/17/2012 - Nest contains 3 eggs, heard and saw pair of HOFIs in area. - AHill
05/24/2012 - No HOFI activity observed at nest, which contains 3 eggs. - HWinfrey
05/31/2012 - Nest still contains 3 eggs, approaching maximum possible incubation period. - HWinfrey
06/05/2012 - Nest still contains 3 eggs, well past maximum incubation time. This nesting attempt was
abandoned. Nest closed. - HWinfrey

No

100

Removed

5/17/2012

5/17/2012 05/17/2012 - Nest was removed by lineman without knowledge or consent of biologist. After removal, nest was
confirmed to be a HOFI by avian biologist, that was 80% complete and reportedly did not contain eggs or young
when removed. - AHill

No

100

100

Removed

5/17/2012

5/17/2012 05/18/2012 - The biomonitor at the pull site observed a pair of House Finches bringing material to a traveler
hanging from a crane. The nest was less than 10% complete and located inside critical construction equipment
needed immediately. No eggs or young were present. Wire stringing activities occurred at the pull site all day
during construction of the nest. Because the nest was in such an early stage and was located in equipment
needed for construction to move forward, the nest was removed by the avian biologist, per the NBMMP. ELoveless

No

100

50

50

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

5/17/2012

5/29/2012 05/17/2012 - During active nest searching, the nest was found with no adults nearby. It contains 3 eggs. When the
biologist came back to log the nest, the female flushed off of it. While recording data 50 feet away, she returned
to the nest. - LThoreson
05/23/2012 - CALT brooding 2 unhatched eggs and 1 nestling at 0837. - RRadd
05/30/2012 - Nest is clean and empty, but appears tilted. Since 2 eggs were unhatched 7 days ago, predation is
presumed. - RRadd

No

50

100

100

50

Presumed Fledged

5/17/2012

5/30/2012 05/17/2012 - During active surveys, an avian biologist noticed the nest with an adult incubating or brooding. The
adult did not leave the nest, even when approached to within 5 feet. - LThoreson
05/23/2012 - 2 nestlings have feathered backs and waxy wing quills. - RRadd
05/30/2012 - Nest is clean and empty, presumed fledged. - RRadd

Yes

Other

180

100

50

50

Indeterminate

5/17/2012

5/21/2012 05/17/2012 - Nest was found during active survey with at least 2 nestlings with down. The pair came back to the
nest within 10 minutes with 3 avian biologists within 50 feet. - LThoreson
05/23/2012 - Many feces on ground under nest suggest possible fledge. 1 unhatched egg in nest is broken,
appears recently predated.
Nestlings likely 3 days old when discovered and expected to leave the nest at Day 8-10. Today is Day 9. - RRadd

N/A

Traffic

3

100

30

30

Nest did not reach active stage

5/17/2012

5/31/2012 05/17/2012 - The nest was located while driving by. Bird observed on nest. Incubating adult did not leave nest
after drive-by nor when GPS location was recorded within several feet. - LThoreson
05/24/2012 - No activity observed at nest and no MODO detected in area. Nest examined and found to be empty
but in fairly good condition. - HWinfrey
05/31/2012 - No activity, nest appears to have been abandoned. Nest closed. - HWinfrey

No
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
CORA Common Raven

Nest ID
051712_mdus_02 CP37-2

ID

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
Type
Habitat
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
Pad Areas-Structure Pad Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance
Area

BUSH

Bushtit

051712_mkhn_01 EP77-E

Road Area

Riparian Forests and Woodlands

WEKI

Western Kingbird

051712_rqey_01 EP27-1

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Riparian Forests and Woodlands
Area

Traffic

OH - wire stringing

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
75

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
Nest Outcome
65
65
Nest did not reach active stage

Date Nest
Found
5/17/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
6/20/2012 05/17/2012 - A pair of Common Ravens was observed carrying sticks to a nest that is approximately 20%
constructed. 2 trips were made with material while the other adult perched near the nest and soared around the
tower. - MDicus
05/24/2012 - Upon approaching the tower, a raven was perched just above the nest and another was perched on
a wire between CP37 and CP38. After 5 minutes, the pair flew off the to northwest and 1 raven returned about 30
minutes later. It then flew out of sight again. Nest construction has progressed significantly, but it does not yet
appear to be lined. - VEurs
05/31/2012 - No CORA activity detected during 45 minutes of observation. Nest appears to be at the same stage it
was on the previous observation. - VEurs
06/06/2012 - The nest was monitored with a spotting scope from CP39, 900 feet from the nest. It appears the
nest contains some lining in the form of black plastic. During 2 hours of observation, the Raven pair was observed
defending the territory against a Red-tailed Hawk and briefly visiting the nest twice. At 14:47 adult was observed
lying in the nest for 60 seconds and perching on the edge of the nest for another 75 seconds prior to leaving. At
15:14, the pair returned, 1 adult standing in the nest and appearing to either adjust material or turn the eggs. The
other adult perched nearby. Both adults left the tower at 15:17. Weather was mild during the monitoring period,
so it is possible the pair is incubating eggs. - MDicus
06/13/2012 - During 2 hours of observation, the ravens did not approach the nest. When the biologist arrived in
the area, a pair of ravens was flying near the tower with the nest. They spent the next 2 hours perched in CP39
and flying in and out of view around CP37. - VEurs
06/20/2012 - Avian-approved monitor V. Trabold monitored the nest for 4 hours prior to work. No activity was
observed at the nest. 1 CORA was observed flying over the tower but did not approach the nest, and an American
Kestrel was observed perching on and hunting from the tower with no territorial response from the ravens. The
nest was determined to be inactive. A crew spent the next 4 hours mounting a camera and solar panel
approximately 35 feet in the tower. No CORA activity was observed. - MDicus

Fledged
No

9

100

50

50

Indeterminate

5/17/2012

6/12/2012 05/17/2012 - Adults entered nest with fine materials. Nest appears complete, or nearly so, from outside. MKuehn
05/22/2012 - Adults entered nest with nesting material. - MKuehn
05/30/2012 - Female Phainopepla collecting nesting material from this nest twice, but chased from nest by
Bushtit pair on third attempt. Nest appears mostly intact. Adults not observed entering nest or visiting it with
material in 20 minutes of observation. - MKuehn
06/06/2012 - No activity observed and no BUSH observed within 100 feet of nest for 30 minutes. Nest appears to
still be intact. - MKuehn
06/12/2012 - No activity at nest for 20 minutes. Upon inspection, nest bottom was found to be slightly torn open,
consistent with occupation by a rodent. No BUSH activity has been detected at nest since 5/30. Unknown if eggs
were ever laid. - MKuehn

N/A

12

100

50

50

Presumed Fledged

5/17/2012

6/22/2012 05/17/2012 - Western kingbird initially observed perched within 5 feet of nest and occasionally catching insects.
Bird then observed incubating for about 5 minutes in between foraging again. - RQuilley
05/18/2012 - Over an hour observation period, observed female fly to nest at 10-20 foot vertical increments.
Female was on nest for 8 minutes before flying away to nearby brush. - AHill
05/19/2012 - A lineman was flown on a 100-foot long line to the tower and installed mylar at all 3 travelers and
both fiber pulleys. The lineman was within 12-55 feet of the nest. These work activities were not discussed with
the avian link biologist or link lead and were not written in the submitted work activities to the CPUC; the lineman
was within the 50-foot horizontal buffer. The avian biologist checked the nest after the work activities, and the
female was seen flying to the nest and staying on it for at least 10 minutes; the male was seen perching and
foraging nearby. Nest does not appear to have been abandoned or blown out. - AHill
05/23/2012 - Female did not flush off nest while men were 12 feet from nest, working below it. Female is
incubating full time, presumably 4 eggs. - AHill
05/31/2012 - On 5/30, biologist A. Hill reports female incubating on nest. - HWinfrey
06/05/2012 - Female observed perching 2 feet from nest, then diving on insect prey and immediately returning to
nest. - HWinfrey
06/11/2012 - Pair seen foraging around tower, defending territory against a WESJ, and returning to nest with
food; feeding nestlings. - AHill
06/12/2012 - Adult WEKIs sallying for insects and visiting nest multiple times. Male HOFI chased away from nest
area by WEKI. - HWinfrey
06/20/2012 - Pair observed pursuing passing Cooper's Hawk nearly to EP28, then immediately returning to nest to
feed nestlings at 1224. - HWinfrey
06/22/2012 - No activity observed at nest. Nest appears empty but intact from ground level. WEKI heard calling
from live oak stand west of tower. Timeline indicates that nest has likely fledged. Nest closed, presumed fledged. HWinfrey
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
CAQU California Quail

Nest ID
051712_rrdd_01

CP75-1

ID

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
Type
Habitat
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
Pad Areas-Structure Pad Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance
Area

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
0

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
Nest Outcome
75
75
Nest with eggs or young failed for
unknown causes

Date Nest
Found
5/17/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
6/10/2012 05/17/2012 - CAQU female departed nest containing 3 eggs at 0837. - RRadd
05/24/2012 - Agitated CAQU move away from nest area when observer is within 40 feet; nest not inspected to
avoid predator trail. - RRadd
06/02/2012 - Nest now contains 8-10 eggs. - RRadd
06/07/2012 - CAQU female on nest at 1637. - RRadd
06/14/2012 - Nest contains 10 eggs. CAQU heard but none observed from 1300-1400. Host shrub appears to have
been stepped on, but nest intact. - RRadd
06/21/2012 - Nest contains 10 eggs - warm to the touch. CAQU heard but none observed from 1345-1445. CAQU
incubates for approximately 21 days after the last egg is laid. - RRadd
06/28/2012 - Defoliating Artemisia debris litters the nest. Egg positions are unchanged since prior visit, indicating
nest abandonment. Nest was abandoned prior to any hatch. Host shrub appears to have been impacted by
unknown agents. It cannot be determined if this contributed to failure as no eggs were broken. - RRadd

Fledged
No

PHAI

Phainopepla

051712_rrdd_02

CP75-1

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Other
Area

25

100

50

50

Indeterminate

5/17/2012

5/24/2012 05/17/2012 - PHAI pair bringing food to nest at 1016. - RRadd
05/24/2012 - Nest is empty, determination unknown. Male PHAI remains in area, no juveniles observed. - RRadd

N/A

BUSH

Bushtit

051712_rrdd_03

GS-NF-13

Pad Areas-Work Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance

10

100

50

50

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

5/17/2012

5/23/2012 05/17/2012 - Lone BUSH makes occasional visits. - RRadd
05/24/2012 - Nest is empty, torn open from the side of the nest cup and presumed predated. - RRadd

No

PHAI

Phainopepla

051712_rrdd_04

CP76-1

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance
Area

20

100

50

50

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

5/17/2012

5/23/2012 05/17/2012 - PHAI pair attending nest with fresh-hatched young at 1255. - RRadd
05/24/2012 - Nest is empty and presumed predated, as there was insufficient time to fledge. - RRadd

No

HOFI

House Finch

051712_rrdd_05

Helix CY

Construction Yards

30

100

30

30

Presumed Fledged

5/17/2012

6/11/2012 05/17/2012 - HOFI incubating 5 eggs at 1631. - RRadd
05/26/2012 - HOFI incubating 5 eggs at 1208. - RRadd
06/03/2012 - At least 4 nestlings acquiring quills at 1214. - RRadd
06/09/2012 - Nest is full of feathered young. - RRadd
06/14/2012 - Nest is empty and appears fledged. - RRadd

Yes

WEKI

Western Kingbird

051812_ahll_01

EP32-1

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Area
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

OH - tower erection

0

100

100

100

Removed

5/18/2012

5/18/2012 05/18/2012 - Female bringing in nesting material, was 15% complete. Nest was submitted to agencies for removal
and approved. No eggs or young were present. No deterrents installed on tower leg C. Removal of nest was
required based on potential impacts to operations to make deadline for energization. Nest was not a candidate
for a buffer reduction allowing for use of the tower, as the tower requires work well within the projected nest
cycle. Nest was removed following requirements outlined in the NBMMP. - AHill

No

HOFI

House Finch

051812_ahll_02

EP32-1

Pad Areas-Maintenance Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Area
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance

0

100

100

100

Removed

5/18/2012

5/18/2012 05/18/2012 - Pair was seen bringing nesting material this morning bio monitor, nest was approximately 30%
complete, no eggs or young present. Nest was located in cavity near wench. This was third nest attempt for this
pair. Streamers were hung on crane. Nest was removed per the NBMMP, based on the need to use the crane for
tower assembly, and if the crane was demobilized, then it would affect tower assemblies from progressing
properly. - AHill

No

HOFI

House Finch

051812_ahll_03

EP27-1

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Area
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance

0

100

100

100

Removed

5/18/2012

5/18/2012 05/18/2012 - Female seen bringing material to pulley several times. Lineman climbed up tower to check for eggs,
and no eggs or young were present; nest was removed under direction of avian biologist. Nest was 15% complete.
Minimal mylar deterrents installed on tower. Removal of nest was required based on potential impacts to
operations to make deadline for energization. Nest was not a candidate for a buffer reduction allowing for use of
the tower, as the tower requires work well within the projected nest cycle. Nest was removed following
requirements outlined in the NBMMP. - AHill

No

LASP

Lark Sparrow

051812_mbhn_01 Kreutzkamp CY

Construction Yards

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance

0

100

100

100

Removed

5/18/2012

5/18/2012 05/18/2012 - At 0815, observed Lark Sparrow pair gathering nesting material and carrying material to tower. Pair
was monitored, and avian link lead was contacted. It was determined that nest was a candidate for removal as
this steel piece is needed for installation well within the nest cycle. Nest was removed at approximately 35%
completion, with no eggs or young present, with agency concurrence per the NBMMP. - MBahn

No

BUSH

Bushtit

051812_mdus_01 CP57-E

Road Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic

6

100

50

50

Presumed Fledged

5/18/2012

5/29/2012 05/18/2012 - A pair of Bushtits was observed making frequent trips carrying larvae and other food items to a wellconcealed nest. - MDicus
05/22/2012 - 3 BUSH feeding this nest at 0758, with multiple trips by pair and occasional trips by the third. RRadd
05/30/2012 - No BUSH observed at this intact nest during 40 minute observation. Presume fledged. - RRadd

Yes

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
WEKI Western Kingbird

Nest ID
051812_rqey_01 EP90-1

ID

Type
Habitat
Pad Areas-Structure Pad Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Area
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
Grading

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
100

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
50
50
Fledged

BHGR

Black-headed Grosbeak

051812_rrdd_01

CP74-2

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance
Area

25

100

100

100

PHAI

Phainopepla

051812_rrdd_02

12kV Pole

Pad Areas-Work Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Other

80

100

50

HOFI

House Finch

051812_rrdd_03

CP77

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance
Area

35

100

HOFI

House Finch

051812_rrdd_04

CP77

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance
Area

40

HOWR House Wren

051812_rrdd_05

CP70-3-E

Road Area

16

Riparian Forests and Woodlands

Traffic

Nest Outcome

Date Nest
Found
5/18/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
7/5/2012 05/18/2012 - Material observed in tower corner, appears fresh from ground vantage point. Kingbird pair
observed perched near nest and defending nest against Red-tailed Hawk. During 1.5 hour observation period, pair
not observed carrying nesting material or incubating. Based on observations pair presumed to be egg laying. RQuilley
05/23/2012 - No activity observed during 2 hours of observation. Kingbird observed foraging in northern field.
Red-tailed Hawk landed on tower twice. Could not see material in tower. - VNovik
05/30/2012 - Nesting material can be seen in described location but unable to tell if a bird is on the nest. No WEKI
observed at nest or in tower for 30 minutes, though one was seen perched more than 200 feet away to south. MKuehn
06/01/2012 - The pair was observed in and around the tower for the entire survey period (3 hours). They
defended the area against a Red-tailed Hawk that tried to land in the tower. Several nest exchanges were also
observed. They were not observed carrying anything to the nest at any point. - JPawlicki
06/09/2012 - No activity observed at nest in 45 minutes of passive observation. One adult occasionally seen
foraging on and near ground below tower, but adult also spent considerable amount of time near large coast live
oak south of tower and was observed aggressively chasing an unidentified (smaller) bird from vicinity of oak. MKuehn
06/13/2012 - Pair observed on bridge and at nest site. Pair seem to be trading off at nest. When off nest, they
appear to be foraging, possibly feeding young in the nest. - VNovik
06/19/2012 - Adults visited nest several times with food. - MKuehn
06/28/2012 - Adults flew to nest with food numerous times. They also visited north bridge of tower frequently
and may have been feeding a fledgling there. Timing is right for nest to fledge soon and should be checked again 2
days from now. - MKuehn
06/30/2012 - Adults still feeding young in the nest. - MKuehn
07/03/2012 - Adults did not visit nest for 30 minutes, but observed adult feeding recent fledgling in lowest
horizontal brace of tower structure twice. Did not see fledgling move from perch, and nest will not be closed until
it is evident that fledglings are capable of fleeing from disturbance. - MKuehn
07/05/2012 - No fledglings or adults detected in or near tower for 30 minutes. One adult observed more than 100
feet away, indicating family group has moved away from tower area. - MKuehn

Fledged
Yes

Fledged

5/18/2012

6/5/2012 05/18/2012 - Female BHGR lying in nest 0836, male visits sporadically. - RRadd
05/23/2012 - Female on nest, and male making trips suggests hatched young. - RRadd
05/30/2012 - Female shades nestlings, departs at arrival of male with food. Male feeds 3 nestlings and departs
with fecal sac at 1230. - RRadd
06/05/2012 - Nest is empty. Adult female attending at least 2 recent fledglings 70 feet to the east. - RRadd

Yes

50

Nest did not reach active stage

5/18/2012

6/1/2012 05/18/2012 - PHAI male bringing material to nest - approximately 70% complete. - RRadd
05/24/2012 - PHAI pair agitated but returning to nest intermittently. - RRadd
06/01/2012 - Nest is 100% complete but empty at 1350. - RRadd
06/05/2012 - Although complete, nest was abandoned prior to occupation. No PHAI associating with this area. RRadd

No

30

30

Nest did not reach active stage

5/18/2012

5/24/2012 05/18/2012 - HOFI pair making numerous trips with grasses from 0958-1015. - RRadd
05/24/2012 - Nest is no longer present. - RRadd

No

100

30

30

Nest did not reach active stage

5/18/2012

6/9/2012 05/18/2012 - HOFI pair carrying material to this location. - RRadd
05/24/2012 - HOFI pair active at nest and singing, but no item carry observed. - RRadd
06/01/2012 - No activity detected. - RRadd
06/05/2012 - HOFI pair loosely associating with this nest, coming to the tower regularly, but no prolonged nest
visits 1308-1344. - RRadd
06/12/2012 - CAKI have usurped and now occupy this nest. - RRadd

No

100

50

50

Nest did not reach active stage

5/18/2012

6/7/2012 05/18/2012 - Male sings endlessly and enters occasionally. Female observed in wing flutter display with male 10
feet west at 1304 did not enter nest. - RRadd
05/23/2012 - Male sings endlessly and enters occasionally. Female observed in wing flutter display with male 5
feet west at 1224 did not enter. Still unclear nest if this male is mated. - RRadd
05/30/2012 - Single HOWR exits nest at 1506. Singing is intermittent. - RRadd
06/06/2012 - HOWR presumed female departs cavity 1339, returns 1340. - RRadd
06/14/2012 - No activity detected during 3 x 15-minute observations. - RRadd
06/21/2012 - Lack of recent activity suggests this nest was an alternate that may not have reached active status. RRadd
06/30/2012 - Likely an alternate nest used only during site selection. - RRadd

No
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
LBVI Least Bell's Vireo

Nest ID
051812_tcer_02

ID
EP77 Parking Area

Type
Pad Areas-Work Area

Habitat
Riparian Forests and Woodlands

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
OH - wire stringing

Riparian Forests and Woodlands

Traffic

OATI

Oak Titmouse

051812_vnik_01

EP129-E

Road Area

HOFI

House Finch

051912_ahll_01

EP28-3

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Area
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance

AMKE

American Kestrel

051912_bald_01

TL 6924

69kV Tie Line

Reconductoring

HOFI

House Finch

051912_hwey_01 CP87-1

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Pad Areas-Maintenance Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Area
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
310

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
300

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
Nest Outcome
300
300
Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

42

100

50

50

0

100

100

100

10

500

75

75

0

100

100

100
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Date Nest
Found
5/18/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
5/29/2012 05/18/2012 - Male observed building suspension apparatus. Nest with only a few strands of material attached, 1%
complete. - TCooper
05/21/2012 - Both adults observed at nest, rounding out inside of nest and weaving material. Pair visited nest
only twice within 20 minutes observation period. Nest appeared only 25-35% complete. - TCooper
05/23/2012 - Pair observed together in nesting area. Female observed adding material to nest. Nest 75%
complete. - TCooper
05/24/2012 - Pair observed building. - TCooper
05/25/2012 - Pair observed building. - TCooper
05/27/2012 - The male LBVI was observed in the nesting area singing frequently when the biologist arrived. At
0948 the male flew to the nest, inspected its contents and then sat in the nest for approximately 10 minutes.
When the male departed the nest, the biologist checked the nest contents with a mirror and observed 2 LBVI eggs
and 1 BHCO egg. The male remained in the nesting area for approximately 15 minutes and then flew to the
eastern portion of his territory. The female vireo was not detected and no pair was heard. - TCooper
05/29/2012 - The biologist arrived to find nest 051212_tcer_02 unattended by the adult vireo. The nest was
observed containing 1 BHCO egg and 1 LBVI egg. The eggs were cold, and the vireo egg had 2 small punctures and
a small amount of dried albumen on the shell. The male vireo was observed alone, moving throughout much of
his territory, west of nest 1 and up into adjacent chaparral habitat on both sides of the creek as well as to the
west of nest 2, into a dense willow riparian area. The male sang frequently, often high up in the canopy. The
female vireo was eventually observed at 0730, and the pair was observed together several times foraging together
between nest sites 2 and 4, seemingly looking for a new nest site. Neither bird was observed visiting nest
051212_tcer_02. - TCooper

Fledged
No

Presumed Fledged

5/18/2012

6/5/2012 05/18/2012 - An Oak Titmouse was making many trips to nest with food items . - VNovik
05/26/2012 - An adult Oak Titmouse brought in a caterpillar as the other adult left the nest. Food was brought to
nestlings about every 3 minutes. - LTymkiw
06/05/2012 - No Oak Titmouse activity observed at or near nest cavity; considering previous nest reports, the
nestlings fledged from this nest soon after the last monitoring visit - closed. - PKonrad

Yes

Removed

5/19/2012

5/19/2012 05/19/2012 - Pair seen flying to pulley, and female was seen carrying nesting material several times. Nest was
removed by a lineman under supervision of an avian biologist, nest was less than 100% complete. Mylar
deterrents installed on tower. Removal of nest was required based on potential impacts to operations to make
deadline for energization. Nest was not a candidate for a buffer reduction allowing for use of the tower, as the
tower requires work well within the projected nest cycle. Nest was removed following requirements outlined in
the NBMMP. - AHill

No

Fledged

5/19/2012

Yes

Removed

5/19/2012

8/1/2012 05/19/2012 - Both adult AMKEs were observed entering 2 eastern arms with nearby recently fledged young from
the nest in the adjacent pole to the south. - BArnold
05/23/2012 - Adult AMKEs observed entering nest cavity arm on monopole. - BArnold
06/04/2012 - After 45 minutes of observation, the male kestrel arrived at the pole from the north. He landed on
the bracket of the third arm from the top on the eastern side. Within a minute, the female exited from the
bottom of the bracket and flew to the west. Soon after, the male entered the cavity from the top. When the
biologist called the observation 45 minutes later, the female had not yet returned, and the male was still inside
the nest cavity. - VEurs
06/11/2012 - When the nest monitor arrived on-site just before 0930, a SRPL/SDGE crew was staging below the
nest prior to working on the pole as part of reconductoring activities. When informed they could not work on the
pole because it contained a nest, the crew halted work and removed their equipment within 30 minutes. The
biologist remained to monitor the nest. Approximately 45 minutes later a female kestrel flew up and perched on
the edge of the nest cavity. She entered from the top and in a few moments a male kestrel exited from the
bottom of the cavity. It appears he was incubating the eggs as the construction crew staged their equipment at
the base of the pole. He flew to a Eucalyptus where he perched by another female, presumably a recent fledgling
from the nest 1 pole south. He eventually flew off and returned to the Eucalyptus with prey. The recent fledgling
snatched the food from him and flew away as the incubating female left the nest cavity. The adult female and
male briefly chased the fledgling, then flew out of view. The adult female eventually returned to the nest cavity
and was still inside when the biologist left the area at 1105. - VEurs
06/19/2012 - The nest was observed from 0845 to 1030. From 0845 to 1026, a female American Kestrel was
observed flying near the nest, calling, hunting, and being chased by an American Crow. At 1018, this individual
landed once on top of the steel pole bracket where the nest is located, perched looking down into the nest for
approximately 10 seconds, and then flew south. At 1026, the female American Kestrel landed on the nest bracket
for a second time, looked down into the nest while calling gently, and a male American Kestrel flew down out of
the bottom of the bracket followed by the female flying into the bracket and onto the nest from the top of the
bracket (i.e. a nest exchange). Therefore the nest is determined to be in the incubation phase. - LGorman
06/27/2012 - After nearly 60 minutes of observation, the female kestrel exited the bottom of the nest cavity and
flew to the east. She returned after 10 minutes and perched on the edge of the nest cavity for about a minute
before entering and remaining inside. She did not carry any food into the cavity. The male kestrel was never
observed. - VEurs
07/04/2012 - After 45 minutes of observation, male AMKE brings lizard to monopole to south at 1446 and calls
loudly. Female emerges from nest cavity, flies to him and takes prey. She is wary of observer and waits 5 minutes
before flying a circuitous route to carry intact prey into nest at 1456. - RRadd
07/11/2012 After 1 75 hours of observation the male AMKE landed on the tower with a lizard He perched at
5/19/2012 05/19/2012 - Biologist T. Bryant observed female HOFI adding coarse nesting material to nest site. Nest was
examined and found to be 10% complete with no eggs or young present. Buffer reduction was determined to not
be feasible, since ongoing wire testing work requires daily access to area. Nest was photographed and removed in
accordance with the NBMMP. Deterrents are numerous on the tower. - HWinfrey
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
LASP Lark Sparrow

Nest ID
051912_lton_01

ID
Bartlett / Hauser Creek
CY

Type
Construction Yards

Habitat
Grasslands and Meadows

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
Other

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
15

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
Nest Outcome
100
100
Indeterminate

Date Nest
Found
5/19/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
5/26/2012 05/19/2012 - Saw pair fly to fence, perch, and go to nest. 4 nestlings. Adult called from perch until we left. LThoreson
05/26/2012 - A CA ground squirrel was observed at the nest. Upon inspection, the nest was found to be empty
and slightly disheveled. It is possible that the nest fledged, as the time to fledge for this species is 6-9 days.
However, it is also possible the nest was depredated. Adults were observed visiting the nest (not carrying any
food items) earlier in the day, and quickly leaving. The male was perched quietly nearby shortly before the
squirrel was seen. - LTymkiw

Fledged
N/A

HOFI

House Finch

051912_mdus_01 CP50-1

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic
Area

30

100

30

30

Fledged

5/19/2012

6/25/2012 05/19/2012 - Biomonitor Amanda Castro discovered a House Finch nest with 1 egg. A pair of House Finches was
observed in the nest vicinity, and the female was observed returning to the nest while the avian biologist staked
the buffer. - MDicus
05/26/2012 - The male and female were observed perched in a shrub about 50 feet from the nest. The male fed
the female as she performed a begging display. The biologist used this opportunity to check the nest contents.
The nest now contains 4 eggs, and the female soon returned to incubate. - VEurs
06/02/2012 - The female flew from the nest soon after the biologist arrived, allowing the nest to be inspected. It
still contains 4 eggs. The female returned to the nest in less than 5 minutes. - VEurs
06/10/2012 - The nest contains at least 2 gray, downy nestlings. - VEurs
06/21/2012 - At least 1 large, fully-feathered nestling visible above the top of the nest. - VEurs
06/22/2012 - From vantage point outside buffer, 1 well-developed nestling is visible in nest. - HWinfrey
06/25/2012 - The nest is empty and intact. The rim of the nest is covered in fecal matter, indicative of several
nestlings. The large nestling previously visible in the nest is gone. This nest fledged successfully and is now closed. VEurs

Yes

HOFI

House Finch

051912_mdus_02 CP101-1

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Chaparrals
Area

Other

30

100

30

30

Indeterminate

5/19/2012

6/16/2012 05/19/2012 - While monitoring a construction crew, avian monitor Greg Leighty observed a female House Finch
add material to a nest that is approximately 90% complete. She made 2 trips with material during 1.5 hours while
the crew worked at the tower base. - MDicus
05/22/2012 - Female on nest at 0954. - HWinfrey
05/29/2012 - Female on nest at 1312. - HWinfrey
06/07/2012 - Female on nest at 0936. - HWinfrey
06/16/2012 - No activity observed, nest appears empty. No sign of predation and timeline indicates that nest may
have had time to fledge. Nest closed, outcome indeterminate. - HWinfrey

N/A

ANHU

Anna's Hummingbird

051912_rrdd_01

Road Area

Riparian Forests and Woodlands

Traffic

18

100

50

50

Indeterminate

5/19/2012

6/1/2012 05/19/2012 - Well-marked female ANHU comes to nest at 0736, feeds young briefly and settles onto nest. RRadd
05/25/2012 - ANHU female on nest at 1354. - RRadd
06/02/2012 - Nest appears full, but no activity detected during 20 minute observation, 1655. - RRadd
06/08/2012 - No activity at this nest. Potentially fledged. - RRadd

N/A

LASP

Lark Sparrow

052012_hwey_01 Kreutzkamp CY

Construction Yards

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance

0

100

100

100

Removed

5/20/2012

5/20/2012 05/20/2012 - LASP pair observed copulating and adding material to nest at 0930. Nest was examined at 1700 and
found to be 30% complete with no eggs or young present. Nest deterrents include mylar tape on the steel
structure within 6 feet of the nest and ongoing construction activities in the construction yard. Buffer reduction
was not feasible given the need to remove the tower for installation. Nest was photographed and removed
according to the NBMMP, with SDG&E and CPUC approval, and agency concurrence. - HWinfrey

No

052012_mkhn_01 EP76-2

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Chaparrals
Area

OH - wire stringing

35

100

35

35

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

5/20/2012

6/5/2012 05/20/2012 - Adult flew from nest containing 2 eggs. - MKuehn
05/22/2012 - Reduced buffer to 35 feet, moved signs and re-routed footpath around buffer. Adult on nest. MKuehn
05/30/2012 - Adult near, and nest contains 4 WREN eggs. - MKuehn
06/05/2012 - Nest is empty and lining is mussed and partially pulled out of cup. No eggshell fragments present in
or under nest. Eggs were expected to hatch since visit on 5/30, so too early to have fledged. Likely depredated. MKuehn

No

Removed

5/21/2012

5/21/2012 05/21/2012 - CALT nest near complete, female seen going to nest. No eggs or young present. Nest was submitted
to agencies for removal and approved based on the high risk of it failing with projected skycrane activities nearby.
Yard operations have been constant in this yard for many months, serving as a deterrent. Nest was removed as
per the NBMMP. - AHill

No

Nest with eggs or young failed for
unknown causes

5/21/2012

5/22/2012 05/21/2012 - Nest with 1 egg in parked lift mast. It is not clear when this lift was last used. The egg seems old, but
due to nest location can't really tell. If no additional eggs in this nest within the next 2 days, this nest will be
assumed to have been abandoned. No bird activity associated with nest during hour-long observation period. This
nest may have already been abandoned because lift may have been used and moved (parked) to a different
location. Or, the nest may yet be viable, and the birds may have just laid this egg today. - BArnold
05/22/2012 - Nest with just 1 egg still, and no attending adults for an hour. Nest removed. - BArnold

No

Removed

5/21/2012

5/21/2012 05/21/2012 - HOFI observed adding nest material to nest at 0800. Nest 50% complete with no eggs or young
present. Nest deterrents include black plastic and tape on gate as well as regular construction activity in area.
Buffer reduction is not a possibility as gate cannot be operated without destroying nest. Nest was removed
according to the NBMMP. - HWinfrey

No

WREN Wrentit

CP81-1-E

CALT

California Towhee

052112_ahll_01

SWAT CY

Construction Yards

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other

0

100

100

100

HOFI

House Finch

052112_bald_01

Suncrest Substation SSDE2

Substation

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other

0

100

30

30

HOFI

House Finch

052112_hwey_01 EP35-1-N

Road Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance

0

100

100

100
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
BGGN Blue-gray Gnatcatcher

Nest ID
052112_jpki_01

CP106-1-E

Type
Road Area

Chaparrals

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
Traffic

ID

Habitat

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
24

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
Nest Outcome
50
50
Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

Date Nest
Found
5/21/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
6/18/2012 05/21/2012 - Pair observed bringing material to partially complete (approximately 75%) nest. - JPawlicki
05/22/2012 - Duplicate entry. - JPawlicki
05/29/2012 - Female on nest at 1111. - HWinfrey
06/04/2012 - Nest exchange at 0849. - HWinfrey
06/11/2012 - Female on nest at 1100. - HWinfrey
06/18/2012 - Nest is torn apart, apparently predated. Nest closed. - HWinfrey

Fledged
No

COHU

Costa's Hummingbird

052112_jpki_02

CP106-1-E

Road Area

Chaparrals

Traffic

5

100

50

50

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

5/21/2012

6/4/2012 05/21/2012 - Female observed bringing material to partially complete (approximately 20%) nest on 2 occasions. JPawlicki
05/29/2012 - No activity observed. Nest contains 1 egg. - HWinfrey
06/04/2012 - Nest is empty with no activity observed. Nest closed, apparently predated. - HWinfrey

No

LEGO

Lesser Goldfinch

052112_jpki_03

CP106-1-E

Road Area

Chaparrals

Traffic

11

100

30

30

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

5/21/2012

6/11/2012 05/21/2012 - Female observed exiting nest containing at least 1 egg; later observed incubating on nest. - JPawlicki
05/29/2012 - Female on nest at 1113. - HWinfrey
06/04/2012 - No activity observed during 30 minutes of observation. - HWinfrey
06/11/2012 - Nest is empty, with no signs of predation however, insufficient time for nest to fledge has past
assuming incubation of full clutch began 5/24. - HWinfrey

No

HOWR House Wren

052112_jpki_04

CP106-1-E

Road Area

Chaparrals

Traffic

80

100

30

30

Presumed Fledged

5/21/2012

6/2/2012 05/21/2012 - Adults observed bringing food to cavity; nestlings also heard begging inside cavity. - JPawlicki
05/24/2012 - Adult brings food to nest at 1109. - HWinfrey
05/26/2012 - Adult brings food to nest at 0824. - HWinfrey
05/29/2012 - HOWR carrying food into nest at 1119. - HWinfrey
05/31/2012 - Adult carrying food to nest at 0915. - HWinfrey
06/02/2012 - No activity observed; nest presumed fledged. - HWinfrey

Yes

NOFL

Northern Flicker

052112_jpki_05

CP106-1-E

Road Area

Chaparrals

Traffic

76

100

50

50

Indeterminate

5/21/2012

6/11/2012 05/21/2012 - Adult observed entering and exiting cavity; on 2 occasions when observers were in vicinity of nest
tree, female was observed at cavity entrance before quickly retreating back into cavity. - JPawlicki
05/29/2012 - No NOFL activity observed in area during 15 minutes of observation. - HWinfrey
06/04/2012 - No activity observed during 30 minutes of observation. - HWinfrey
06/11/2012 - No activity observed. Nest evidently is no longer active. Nest closed, outcome indeterminate. HWinfrey

N/A

CATH

California Thrasher

052112_jpki_06

CP106-1-E

Road Area

Chaparrals

Traffic

57

100

100

100

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

5/21/2012

5/29/2012 05/21/2012 - Adult thrasher observed exiting nest containing 1 nestling and at least 2 eggs; later observed
incubating/brooding on nest. - JPawlicki
05/29/2012 - Nest is empty, apparently predated. Nest closed. - HWinfrey

No

RCSP

Rufous-crowned Sparrow

None

0

100

100

100

Presumed Fledged

5/21/2012

5/30/2012 05/21/2012 - Adult flew from nest when biologist walked by 4 feet away. Nest contains 4 eggs. - MKuehn
05/31/2012 - Nest is empty and shows no obvious signs of predation at 0818. Potentially fledged. - RRadd

Yes

25

100

50

50

Nest did not reach active stage

5/21/2012

5/29/2012 05/21/2012 - Male singing at normal song post adjacent to cavity suggests new clutch being initiated. - RRadd
05/29/2012 - No HOWR detections during 45-minute observation, will monitor once more. - RRadd
06/04/2012 - Male HOWR sings briefly from customary song post adjacent to cavity, but does not enter at 1201.
Status unclear. - RRadd
06/11/2012 - No activity observed. - RRadd

No

052112_mkhn_01 CP63-3

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Chaparrals
Area

HOWR House Wren

052112_rrdd_01

CP54-1

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance
Area

COHU

Costa's Hummingbird

052112_rrdd_02

Gorka Gate

Road Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats None

0

100

100

100

Presumed Fledged

5/21/2012

6/13/2012 05/21/2012 - Female ANHU incubating 2 eggs is wary. - RRadd
05/29/2012 - ANHU returns to nest after 30 minutes and feeds at least 1 nestling. - RRadd
06/04/2012 - At least 1 nestling in nest. Change species to COHU, female very wary. - RRadd
06/11/2012 - Feathered juvenile fills the nest at 1129. - RRadd
06/18/2012 - Nest is intact and shows all indications of a successful fledge. Adult female returning to perch near
nest repeatedly (n=5 in 30 minutes) did not lie in the nest. - RRadd

Yes

LEGO

Lesser Goldfinch

052112_rrdd_03

Gorka Gate

Road Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic

50

100

100

100

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

5/21/2012

5/28/2012 05/21/2012 - Female lying in nest from 1102-1122. - RRadd
05/29/2012 - Nest is clean and empty. Single broken egg under nest suggests possible ejection by weather. RRadd

No

BUSH

Bushtit

052112_rrdd_04

CP56-1-PS-E-B

Road Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance

5

100

50

50

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

5/21/2012

5/28/2012 05/21/2012 - Lone BUSH furtive near this nest which appears fresh and neatly maintained at 0708. - RRadd
05/29/2012 - Nest has been opened from the side and is empty, suggesting predation. - RRadd

No

ANHU

Anna's Hummingbird

052112_rrdd_05

GS-NF-10

Pad Areas-Work Area

Riparian Forests and Woodlands

20

100

50

50

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

5/21/2012

6/2/2012 05/21/2012 - Female with bright orange throat brooding nest of unknown content at 1635. - RRadd
05/30/2012 - Female lying in nest at 1346. - RRadd
06/04/2012 - No activity during 2 x 20 minute observations. Nest appears intact, but clean rim indicates no
hatched young. - RRadd
06/11/2012 - Lining blowing out of nest indicates abandonment. No young were ever observed, suggesting nest
failure prior to fledging. - RRadd

No

BMP installation/maintenance
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
LASP Lark Sparrow

Nest ID
052112_sjon_01

ID
Kreutzkamp CY

Type
Construction Yards

Habitat
Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

WEKI

Western Kingbird

052112_sjon_02

EP54-E

Road Area

CALT

California Towhee

052112_vnik_01

EP121-3

CALT

California Towhee

052112_vnik_02

WEKI

Western Kingbird

WEKI

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
Other

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
0

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
100
100
Removed

Nest Outcome

Date Nest
Found
5/21/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
5/21/2012 05/21/2012 - Observation of LASP pair nest building within active construction period in yard. Nest material was
removed due to its location in critical bridge section to be installed for tower EP67, after agency concurrence was
received and following the NBMMP. No eggs or young were present at the time of removal. - SJohnston

Fledged
No

Traffic

30

100

50

50

Indeterminate

5/21/2012

5/30/2012 05/21/2012 - Observed a pair of Western Kingbirds bringing nesting material to nest, which is approximately 50%
complete. - SJohnston
05/30/2012 - Completed Western Kingbird nest has apparently been blown out of pole and is lying mostly intact
on the ground. Photo taken. An adult kingbird perched on wire near nest site for a few minutes - closed. Unknown
if eggs were ever present. - PKonrad

N/A

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Chaparrals
Area

OH - tower erection

55

100

50

50

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
construction

5/21/2012

6/1/2012 05/21/2012 - Towhee observed by monitor on nest. 3 eggs in nest. - VNovik
05/29/2012 - Bird incubating on nest. 3 eggs present in nest. - VNovik
06/01/2012 - Monitor reported birds in area of active nest in morning although nest was not directly inspected.
Natural wind conditions at the tower site were slack (little to no wind). Skycrane later delivered a steel section to
the tower site. Surrounding vegetation was buffeted by rotor wash, including host shrub. Nest was checked after
skycrane left, and no eggs were present in the nest anymore. A search of the area revealed 3 freshly
cracked/broken eggs on the ground below the nest. Previous observations indicate that this was the entire clutch,
therefore predation was not likely the cause of failure. Embryonic fluid from cracked eggs was still present and
eggs were not desiccated, indicating displacement was a recent event. Although the direct cause of nest failure is
unknown, and other events such as a failed predation attempt or disruption of the nest by a non-Project related
event may have contributed to the nest failure, the most likely way the eggs were displaced was due to rotor
wash from the skycrane in the area of the nest, despite slack winds on the tower site. Nest closed. - VNovik

No

EP117-2

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Chaparrals
Area

OH - tower erection

50

100

50

50

Fledged

5/21/2012

5/25/2012 05/21/2012 - 4 nestlings in nest. Observed bird fly from host shrub. - VNovik
05/25/2012 - No nestlings in nest. Fledglings in surrounding shrubs chirping. - VNovik

Yes

052112_vnik_03

EP117-2

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Area
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance

0

100

50

50

Removed

5/21/2012

5/22/2012 05/21/2012 - Observed pair making trips to nest site with material. Nest appears less than 10% complete. Nest is
located on the top of the leg and is awaiting concurrence for removal. - VNovik
05/22/2012 - Kingbirds observed returning to nest. Nest location is in area of steel that would inhibit the
construction of the tower or be damaged during construction. Removal of this incomplete nest was required
based on impact to construction schedule of the tower. Nest was photographed and removed per NBMMP. No
eggs or young were present. Deterrents were placed on the nest site after removal. - VNovik

No

Western Kingbird

052212_ahll_01

EP37-2

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Area
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance

0

100

100

100

Removed

5/22/2012

5/22/2012 05/22/2012 - Female WEKI seen on nest for two 25-minute intervals, did not flush from nest during helicopter
operations. Later in morning, female seen bringing nesting material to nest. Lineman climbed up to tower and
reported seeing no eggs in nest, documenting photographically. Nest was submitted for removal request, and was
approved. Nest was removed per NBMMP, based on high risk of failure with proposed construction activities. No
eggs or young were present, nest was 75% complete. - AHill

No

HOFI

House Finch

052212_ahll_02

EP35-1

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Area
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance

0

100

100

100

Removed

5/22/2012

5/22/2012 05/22/2012 - Biomonitor observed House Finches building nest in corner of tower. Nest was removed by
biomonitor per the NBMMP upon verification that no eggs or young were present. Nest was approximately 80%
complete. Removed nest per NBMMP, based on necessity to continue work on the tower, and the high risk for the
nest's failure due to proposed skycrane activities. No deterrents on tower. - AHill

No

WEKI

Western Kingbird

052212_ahll_03

EP32-1

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Area
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

OH - tower erection

0

100

100

100

Removed

5/22/2012

5/22/2012 05/22/2012 - Female bringing in nesting material, was 5% complete. No eggs or young were present. No
deterrents installed in this location. Mylar tape and water bottles had been installed in previous nest sites and
tower erection work had occurred the previous day. Removal of nest was required based on potential impacts to
operations to make deadline for energization. Nest was not a candidate for a buffer reduction allowing for use of
the tower, as the tower requires work well within the projected nest cycle. Nest was removed following
requirements outlined in the NBMMP. - AHill

No

HOFI

House Finch

052212_hwey_01 CP88-1

Pad Areas-Maintenance Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Area
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance

0

100

100

100

Removed

5/22/2012

5/22/2012 05/22/2012 - Biologist K. Vittum detected HOFI carrying nest material to nest on the morning of 5/22/12. Nest
was examined and found to be 50% complete with no eggs or young present. Buffer reduction was not possible
given ongoing wire testing on this tower. Nest was photographed and removed according to the NBMMP. HWinfrey

No

COHU

Costa's Hummingbird

Road Area

Traffic

10

100

50

50

Fledged

5/22/2012

7/5/2012 05/22/2012 - Female was observed flying to the nest with material multiple times. - LTymkiw
05/23/2012 - COHU female building nest approximately 80% complete at 0640. - RRadd
05/30/2012 - COHU female making trips away from nest during heat of day, returns and settles onto nest at 1422.
- RRadd
06/05/2012 - COHU lying on nest 1601. - RRadd
06/12/2012 - Female COHU feeding young too small to appear above rim of nest at 0647. - RRadd
06/19/2012 - Nest contains 2 small mostly unfeathered nestlings. - RRadd
06/26/2012 - Two feathered nestlings are large and fill the nest. - RRadd
07/03/2012 - Nestlings overflow the nest and appear ready to fledge. - RRadd
07/06/2012 - 1 nestling has fledged, 1 dead in nest overrun by ants. - RRadd

Yes

052212_ltiw_01

CP72-2-E

Chaparrals
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
CALT California Towhee

ID

Habitat

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
None

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
0

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
Nest Outcome
50
50
Presumed Fledged

Date Nest
Found
5/22/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
5/30/2012 05/22/2012 - An adult towhee was observed leaving a shrub. Upon inspection, a nest was found which contained
at least 2 nestlings with some down. - LTymkiw
05/30/2012 - Nest is clean and empty. Most possibly fledged. - RRadd

Nest ID
052212_ltiw_02

CP72-2

Type
Pad Areas-Structure Pad Chaparrals
Area

Fledged
Yes

052212_ltiw_03

CP72-2-E

Road Area

Chaparrals

Traffic

6

100

50

50

Indeterminate

5/22/2012

6/12/2012 05/22/2012 - Female was observed going to and laying on the nest. Upon inspection, the nest was found to
contain 2 eggs. - LTymkiw
05/23/2012 - COHU incubating 2 eggs at 0910. - RRadd
05/30/2012 - Female COHU lying in nest at 0810. - RRadd
06/05/2012 - COHU female lying in nest 0945. - RRadd
06/12/2012 - COHU no longer visits this nest which contains eggshell fragments. Although nest potentially had
time to fledge, no young were ever observed. - RRadd

N/A

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic

50

100

30

30

Presumed Fledged

5/22/2012

6/26/2012 05/22/2012 - Yard monitor Mike Vader discovered a female House Finch on a nest with 2 eggs. The female left the
nest briefly before returning. - MDicus
05/26/2012 - HOFI incubating 5 eggs. - RRadd
06/03/2012 - HOFI incubating 5 eggs at 1014. - RRadd
06/09/2012 - Nest contains hatched young. - RRadd
06/14/2012 - Male HOFI feeding nestlings at 1530. - RRadd
06/21/2012 - HOFI pair at nest. Male guards, female enters and settles 1640. - RRadd
06/28/2012 - No HOFI detected here, and nest appears to be empty. Presumed fledged. - RRadd

Yes

60

100

30

30

Indeterminate

5/22/2012

6/5/2012 05/22/2012 - HOFI female mostly on nest, comes off to solicit male from time to time. - RRadd
05/31/2012 - HOFI comes to nest under pressure from CAKI, but settles at 1156. - RRadd
05/31/2012 - HOFI pair comes to nest; female stays. Male defends against WEKI 1245. - RRadd
06/07/2012 - HOFI pair visit this nest intermittently and display breeding behaviors, but no true status is
evidenced. - RRadd
06/13/2012 - No activity observed. - RRadd
06/20/2012 - Closed due to 3 weeks of no activity. - RRadd

N/A

COHU

Costa's Hummingbird

HOFI

House Finch

052212_mdus_01 Helix CY

Construction Yards

HOFI

House Finch

052212_rrdd_01

CP65-1

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance
Area

WEKI

Western Kingbird

052212_sjon_03

EP54-1

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Area
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

OH - tower erection

0

100

100

100

Removed

5/22/2012

5/22/2012 05/22/2012 - S. Johnston reports that WEKI nest was estimated to be 80% complete, and no eggs or young where
present at the time of proposed removal to facilitate the current tower erection. Nest was in located in critical
portion of the tower needed to be constructed for completion, and work was occurring at the time on the tower.
Nest was removed after agency concurrence and approval from SDG&E, per the NBMMP. - KAlberts

No

052212_sjon_05

EP47-2/EP48 PS

Pad Areas-Stringing Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other

0

100

100

100

Removed

5/22/2012

5/22/2012 05/22/2012 - Observed ROWR making several trips to nesting cavity with material. ROWR nest was being built in a
critical location which would severely interfere with conductor stringing operations and cause scheduling delays.
Deterrents were not present on the rock pile. Nest was removed per the NBMMP after agency concurrence and
verification that no eggs or young were present at the time of removal, using a bore scope to view the nest from
outside the cavity. - SJohnston

No

House Finch

052212_vers_02

CP49-1-PS-N

Road Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic

25

100

30

30

Indeterminate

5/22/2012

6/4/2012 05/22/2012 - While monitoring a nearby nest, a pair of House Finches landed in a tree across the access road
before flying to the Eucalyptus. The female entered a fruit clump containing a complete nest and remained for
15+ minutes. The male perched next to the nest, singing, before flying off. - VEurs
05/29/2012 - Female just visible on nest, incubating. - VEurs
06/05/2012 - No HOFI activity detected during 30 minutes of observation. - VEurs
06/12/2012 - No HOFI activity detected at the nest after 50 minutes of observation, although there was much
HOFI activity in the surrounding area. The top of the nest is fairly obscured by foliage, so it is difficult to see if
there is a female on the nest (it's easier to see the nest when it is breezy because the foliage gets pushed out of
the way). - VEurs
06/20/2012 - No HOFI detections at or near this tree during 40 minutes of observation. Closed due to inactivity
for 3 weeks. - RRadd

N/A

HOWR House Wren

052212_vers_03

CP49-1-PS-N

Road Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic

75

100

50

50

Presumed Fledged

5/22/2012

6/28/2012 05/22/2012 - The biologist checked on this cavity because the wren's behavior (removing old nest material)
suggested they might reuse the cavity. The male perched near the entrance singing and a female eventually
emerged from the cavity. They both entered and exited 2 times during the observation, and the female remained
inside after her last visit. - VEurs
05/29/2012 - The male wren patrolled the area around the nest cavity, singing regularly. He chased off a LEGO
that landed in the nest tree. The female was not observed and was presumably within the cavity, incubating. VEurs
06/05/2012 - The male wren carried food into the nest cavity several times, presumably for the
incubating/brooding female, as no nestlings were heard. - VEurs
06/12/2012 - Both adults were observed making numerous trips to the nest cavity with food. Nestlings could be
heard vocalizing softly whenever an adult entered the cavity. - VEurs
06/20/2012 - Male feeding nest at 0725 and 0729. - RRadd
06/28/2012 - No House Wren activity detected in the vicinity of the nest cavity during 30 minutes of observation.
Based on the lack of observed activity (when during past nest checks the wrens were very active) and the fact that
enough time has passed for the nest cycle to have completed, this nest is presumed to have fledged successfully
and is now closed. - VEurs

Yes

ROWR Rock Wren

HOFI
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
HOFI House Finch

Nest ID
052212_vnik_01

ID
EP130/EP131 PS

Type
Habitat
Pad Areas-Stringing Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
OH - wire stringing

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
0

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
100
100
Removed

HOFI

House Finch

052212_vnik_02

EP109-1

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Area
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

OH - wire stringing

0

100

30

30

HOFI

House Finch

052312_ahll_01

EP36-1

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Area
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance

0

100

100

HOFI

House Finch

052312_ahll_02

EP35-1

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Area
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

OH - tower erection

0

100

HOFI

House Finch

052312_ahll_03

EP27-1

Pad Areas-Maintenance Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat
Area

BMP installation/maintenance

0

WEKI

Western Kingbird

052312_ahll_04

EP32-1

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Area
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

OH - tower erection

CAGN

California Gnatcatcher

052312_bloh_01 CP13-2-E

Road Area

CAGN

California Gnatcatcher

052312_bloh_02 CP13-2-E-B

Road Area

CAGN

California Gnatcatcher

052312_bloh_03 CP11-1

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats OH - foundations
Area

HOWR House Wren

052312_esds_01 Monopole 40651

TEWS

Riparian Forests and Woodlands

COHU

Costa's Hummingbird

052312_esds_02 Monopole 40651

TEWS

OATI

Oak Titmouse

052312_esds_03 Monopole 40651

TEWS

Nest Outcome

Date Nest
Found
5/22/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
5/22/2012 05/22/2012 - Biomonitor observed female House Finch making several trips to nest with nest material. Nest was
located late in the afternoon. Nest location is in grill of semi-truck that hauls wire. Truck and wire are needed for
upcoming wire pull. The wire trailer has mylar tape on it. Truck and trailer were moved the prior day. Nest is
approximately 5-10% complete with no eggs or young. Removal of nest was required based on impact to material
logistics operations supporting construction, cost impact relative to alternate options, and potential for more
nests on the piece of equipment during the anticipated nest cycle. Nest was photographed and removed per
NBMMP. - VNovik

Fledged
No

Nest with eggs or young failed for
unknown causes

5/22/2012

5/31/2012 05/22/2012 - Nest found by lineman, 3 eggs in nest. Birds returning to nest while helicopters were overhead. VNovik
05/31/2012 - No activity after 40 minutes; lineman climbed tower and found no evidence of nest nor any new
nests. Unknown if nest failed to natural causes or construction. - FHoffman

No

100

Removed

5/23/2012

5/23/2012 05/23/2012 - Female HOFI was seen on nest for extended period of time, while male was singing nearby. Lineman
climbed up and confirmed no eggs or young were present, and nest was removed under supervision of avian
biologist. No deterrents installed on tower. Nest removed per NBMMP, based on high risk of nest failing with
construction activities occurring at tower at the time and within the nest cycle. - AHill

No

100

100

Removed

5/23/2012

5/23/2012 05/23/2012 - HOFI nest located in suspended grunt sack, avian biologist observed pair going to sack. Lineman
brought down sack and avian confirmed no eggs or young in sack. Nest approximately 20% complete. Removed
nest per NBMMP, based on necessity to continue work on the tower, and the high risk for the nest's failure due to
proposed activities. No physical deterrents on tower. - AHill

No

100

100

100

Removed

5/23/2012

5/23/2012 05/23/2012 - Nest located in back of crane arm joint; observed female HOFI bringing nest material to nest. Mylar
deterrents installed in nest area; in fact, nest was built on a piece of mylar. Nest was 60% complete, and no eggs
or young were present. Nest removed, as per NBMMP, based on necessity to continue use of crane. - AHill

No

0

100

100

100

Removed

5/23/2012

5/23/2012 05/23/2012 - Female WEKI bringing in nesting material, and nest was 5% complete. No physical deterrents
installed at nest location. No eggs or young were present. Removal of nest was required based on potential
impacts to operations to make deadline for energization. Nest was not a candidate for a buffer reduction allowing
for use of the tower, as the tower requires work well within the projected nest cycle. Nest was removed following
requirements outlined in the NBMMP and recent agency approval to remove WEKI nest initiation attempts at this
particular tower. - AHill

No

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Other

260

300

300

300

Fledged

5/23/2012

6/6/2012 05/23/2012 - Female calling, nest exchange at 0802 when female took over incubation. - BLohstroh
05/30/2012 - Pair making return trips with food items, feeding at least 2 nestlings. - BLohstroh
06/06/2012 - Pair tending at least 2 fledglings located over 100 feet to the northwest of inactive nest. - BLohstroh

Yes

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic

1060

300

300

300

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

5/23/2012

6/6/2012 05/23/2012 - Pair nest building, nest 90% complete. Both birds bringing nest material to nest. - BLohstroh
05/30/2012 - Male incubating, nest exchange at 0736, then female incubating. - BLohstroh
06/06/2012 - Remnants of nest on ground, pulled apart. No evidence of occupants. Pair foraging together nearby.
- BLohstroh

No

970

300

300

300

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

5/23/2012

6/6/2012 05/23/2012 - Male and female participating in nest building; nest 90% complete. - BLohstroh
05/30/2012 - Male incubating, nest exchange at 0627, then female incubating. - BLohstroh
06/06/2012 - Nest failed due to natural causes. Remnant of nest still present, but pulled apart somewhat.
Depredation likely occurred by avian predator. - BLohstroh

No

Traffic

45

100

30

30

Nest did not reach active stage

5/23/2012

6/12/2012 05/23/2012 - House Wren pair in vicinity with an adult carrying material into the cavity and male singing
extensively in vicinity of cavity. - EStrods
05/29/2012 - Adult House Wren singing throughout nest visit, but no wrens observed at any of the cavities at this
site. - PKonrad
06/05/2012 - No House Wrens observed in the area; wrens may have abandoned site or may be incubating, hence
the inactivity outside the cavity. A wren is singing northwest of the cavity. - PKonrad
06/12/2012 - No House Wren activity observed in the area during a 30 minute observation period. No wren
activity has been observed since the initial observation, when the comments indicate the pair was searching for a
nest site - closed. - PKonrad

No

Riparian Scrubs

Traffic

80

100

50

50

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

5/23/2012

5/29/2012 05/23/2012 - Female Costa's Hummingbird was observed in flight around nest shrub after which nest with 2 eggs
was discovered; female was later observed incubating on nest. - EStrods
05/29/2012 - Nest has been predated, with the top half torn off of the base of the nest. No adult observed in the
area and no sign of eggs, egg shells or nestlings - closed. - PKonrad

No

Riparian Forests and Woodlands

Traffic

60

100

50

50

Presumed Fledged

5/23/2012

5/28/2012 05/23/2012 - Adult Oak Titmouse was observed bringing food to cavity on several occasions; male also singing in
vicinity. - EStrods
05/29/2012 - No Oak Titmouse activity observed or heard during 45-minute period. (Have nestlings fledged?) PKonrad
06/05/2012 - No Oak Titmice observed or heard in area. The nestlings had probably already fledged before last
week's monitoring visit - closed. - PKonrad

Yes
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
LEGO Lesser Goldfinch

Nest ID
ID
052312_hwey_01 Alpine CY

Type
Construction Yards

Habitat
Chaparrals

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
Traffic

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
30

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
Nest Outcome
30
30
Indeterminate

HOFI

House Finch

052312_mdus_01 CP78-2

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance
Area

10

100

30

30

PHAI

Phainopepla

052312_rrdd_01

CP70-3-E

Road Area

Riparian Forests and Woodlands

Traffic

15

100

100

ANHU

Anna's Hummingbird

052312_rrdd_02

Hartung CY-N

Road Area

Riparian Forests and Woodlands

Traffic

7

100

PHAI

Phainopepla

052312_rrdd_03

Hartung CY-E

Road Area

Riparian Forests and Woodlands

Traffic

35

CACW Cactus Wren

052312_vnik_01

Jacumba Valley Ranch CY Construction Yards

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other

HOFI

House Finch

052412_ahll_01

EP22-1

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Area
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

HOFI

House Finch

052412_ahll_02

EP23-2

WEKI

Western Kingbird

052412_ahll_03

EP23-2

Date Nest
Found
5/23/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
5/30/2012 05/23/2012 - Nest cup appears nearly complete. Female made several trips to nest while buffer signs were being
set up, with male mate-guarding. - HWinfrey
05/30/2012 - Yard monitor reports nest is depredated. Unknown if eggs were present. - KAlberts

Fledged
N/A

Nest with eggs or young failed for
unknown causes

5/23/2012

6/5/2012 05/23/2012 - Biomonitor Anna Bryant observed a pair of House Finches at a nest that appeared to be complete. MDicus
06/05/2012 - Nest is no longer present. Remains of 2 eggs are embedded in hydro-mulch under nest. - RRadd

No

100

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

5/23/2012

6/2/2012 05/23/2012 - PHAI pair attending apparently complete nest, male brings lining material and sits in nest at 1230 . RRadd
05/30/2012 - PHAI female lying in nest at 1636. - RRadd
06/07/2012 - No Phainopepla detections on four visits 6 & 7 June. Nest did not have time to fledge. - RRadd

No

50

50

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

5/23/2012

6/13/2012 05/23/2012 - Female ANHU lying in complete nest at 1556. - RRadd
06/01/2012 - ANHU female lying in nest for duration of 10 minute observation at 1452. - RRadd
06/13/2012 - No ANHU activity was observed at or near the nest during 45 minutes of observation. Based on
nesting cycle timeline, the female should be feeding nestlings. The nest was intact; however, no nestlings were
observed. - MDicus

No

100

50

50

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

5/23/2012

6/18/2012 05/23/2012 - Male PHAI making regular trips adding material to bulky nest that appears substantially complete at
1612. - RRadd
06/01/2012 - PHAI male visits incubating female at 1349. - RRadd
06/13/2012 - Nest was not located. The nest tree was monitored for activity for over 60 minutes. A male PHAI
was observed at the top of the tree, vocalizing for approximately 5 minutes before leaving. No female PHAI
activity was observed. - MDicus
06/18/2012 - During 2 hours of observation, no PHAI activity was observed at the nest. When a Brown-headed
Cowbird landed in the nest tree and began exploring cavities, and a nesting European Starling vigorously defended
its nest cavity, eventually chasing away the Cowbirds. No Phainopeplas showed territorial behavior. - MDicus

No

25

100

40

40

Fledged

5/23/2012

7/12/2012 05/23/2012 - Observed Cactus Wren making several trips to tire with nesting material. - VNovik
05/31/2012 - No Cactus Wrens observed in the area during 35 minute observation period. Very little nesting
material can be seen in wheel site. - PKonrad
06/05/2012 - No new nesting material at nest site and no sign of Cactus Wrens. Yard biomonitor G. Bombe did
not see any activity at this site yesterday during periodic observations during 5 hours on site - closed. - PKonrad
06/22/2012 - On-site biomonitor reported birds visiting the wheel of the water tanker and the sound of nestlings.
An approved avian biologist observed the nest and watched a pair of Cactus Wrens carry a small lizard into the
wheel. Nestlings were again heard vocalizing within the nest. - VEurs
06/26/2012 - Biomonitor observed Cactus Wrens entering cavity with object. Avian biologist observed bird on
nest, likely brooding; also observed Cactus Wren leaving nest and heard nestlings calling from within wheel nest
site.. - VNovik
07/03/2012 - An adult pair of Cactus Wrens is hunting around the water tank and locations to the east, bringing
large insects to the nest site. - PKonrad
07/06/2012 - An adult Cactus Wren is actively hunting in the shade under the water tank and once fed a full-sized
(long-tailed) fledgling under the nest site (water tank). It appears at least 1 nestling has fledged, but the family
group remains at the nest site during the post-fledging period, and other nestlings may still remain in the nest. PKonrad
07/09/2012 - A Cactus Wren was observed flying from the water tank west of the nest site to the northwest about
midway through the 30 minute observation period. - PKonrad
07/12/2012 - No Cactus Wrens were observed during a 30-minute observation period. It appears that since the
nestlings began fledging as long ago as 7/4/2012, the family group has probably relocated and is capable of
relocating if disturbed at this site - closed. - PKonrad

Yes

OH - wire stringing

0

100

100

100

Removed

5/24/2012

5/24/2012 05/24/2012 - Biomonitor observed HOFI pair going to middle phase traveler. Nest was checked by lineman for
eggs, none were present. Lineman removed nest with biologist supervision. Biologist confirmed no eggs or young
present. Nest was 85% complete. Nest was removed per NBMMP, based on the necessity to use the tower for
wire stringing activities and the high risk of failure due to proposed construction. - AHill

No

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Area
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

OH - wire stringing

0

100

100

100

Removed

5/24/2012

5/24/2012 05/24/2012 - Biomonitor observed House Finch pair going to western phase traveler. Nest was checked by
lineman for eggs and/or young, and none were present. Lineman removed nest with biologist supervision.
Biologist confirmed no eggs or young present. Nest was 5% complete. Nest was removed per NBMMP, based on
the necessity to use the tower for wire stringing activities and the high risk of failure due to proposed
construction. - AHill

No

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Area
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

OH - wire stringing

0

100

100

100

Removed

5/24/2012

5/24/2012 05/24/2012 - Biomonitor observed pair going to western phase traveler. Nest was checked by lineman for eggs,
none were present. Nest was submitted to agencies for removal and approved. Lineman removed nest with
biologist supervision. Biologist confirmed no eggs or young present. Nest was 20% complete. Nest was removed
per NBMMP, based on the necessity to use the tower for wire stringing activities and the high risk of failure due
to proposed construction. - AHill

No
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
HOFI House Finch

Nest ID
052412_hwey_01 EP34-1

ID

Type
Pad Areas-TSAP

Habitat
Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
OH - tower erection

CAQU

California Quail

052412_ltiw_02

EP54-E

Road Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic

CALT

California Towhee

052412_rrdd_01

GS-NF-13

Pad Areas-Work Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance

ANHU

Anna's Hummingbird

052412_rrdd_02

12kV Pole

Pad Areas-Work Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Other

HOOR

Hooded Oriole

052412_rrdd_03

CP62-2-E

Road Area

Riparian Forests and Woodlands

ROWR Rock Wren

052412_sjon_01

EP47-2/EP48 PS

Pad Areas-Stringing Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

WEKI

Western Kingbird

052412_sjon_02

EP54-1

HOFI

House Finch

052512_bald_01

HOFI

House Finch

052512_bald_02

SPTO

Spotted Towhee

052512_esds_01 EP136

HOFI

House Finch

052512_hwey_01 EP35-1

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
750

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
Nest Outcome
30
30
Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

Date Nest
Found
5/24/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
6/5/2012 05/24/2012 - 5 eggs in nest, female HOFI flies to nest as biologist leaves area. - HWinfrey
05/31/2012 - Nest contains 1 newly hatched nestling and 4 eggs, 1 with a small hole visible. - HWinfrey
06/05/2012 - Nest contains 3 eggs and 1 dead nestling. Nest apparently abandoned, nest closed. - HWinfrey

Fledged
No

3

100

50

50

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

5/24/2012

6/4/2012 05/24/2012 - During active nest searches, an avian biologist flushed a California Quail off a nest that contains 10
eggs. - LTymkiw
05/30/2012 - California Quail nest is in good shape with 10 eggs inside; however, no quail were observed or heard
in the area, and the eggs are not warm. Rechecked nest 1/2 hour later and 2 hours later but eggs remained
unattended. Nest may be abandoned. - PKonrad
06/04/2012 - Nest and clutch of 10 eggs is intact, but no California Quail have been noted in the area since the
initial observation; nest was abandoned - closed. - PKonrad

No

50

100

50

50

Presumed Fledged

5/24/2012

6/2/2012 05/24/2012 - CALT tending 2 downy nestlings at 0956. - RRadd
06/02/2012 - Nest is clean and empty and had time to fledge. - RRadd

Yes

100

100

60

60

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

5/24/2012

6/11/2012 05/24/2012 - Female incubating ANHU. - RRadd
06/01/2012 - ANHU on nest at 1317. - RRadd
06/05/2012 - Female on nest 1244. - RRadd
06/12/2012 - Nest contains 1 egg, no ANHU detected. - RRadd
06/19/2012 - Nest contains one egg and has been abandoned for unknown reasons. - RRadd

No

62

100

100

100

Presumed Fledged

5/24/2012

6/3/2012 05/24/2012 - HOOR pair carrying food to nest at 1415. - RRadd
06/01/2012 - HOOR male nest guards, and female forages nearby. Hunting COHA male appears to be deterring
nest visits. - RRadd
06/06/2012 - No HOOR detections during 30 minute observation, presumed fledged. - RRadd

Yes

BMP installation/maintenance

0

100

50

50

Removed

5/24/2012

5/24/2012 05/24/2012 - Observed pair building nest in rock crevice. Nest is approximately 40% complete. Wren within 4 feet
of biologist while photographing nest from 3 feet away. - SJohnston
05/24/2012 - Nest estimated to be 40% compete. A pair of ROWR attempting to nest in crevice of a large rock
pile. Location was in critical area needed for conductor wire stringing. SDGE directed removal of nest after agency
concurrence, per the NBMMP. No young or eggs were present at the time of removal. Nest removed, as no eggs
or young were present. The rock pile was then covered with plastic sheeting and secured from wind. - SJohnston

No

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Area
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance

0

100

100

100

Removed

5/24/2012

5/23/2012 05/24/2012 - WEKI nest 10% complete with no eggs or young present. Following agency concurrence and per the
NBMMP, the nest was removed and deterrents were installed. The tower needs to be completed for wire
stringing to meet the deadline for energization, and leaving this nest in place would have jeopardized that. SJohnston

No

Sycamore Substation SSDE1

Substation

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Substation - maintenance

120

100

30

30

Fledged

5/25/2012

7/6/2012 05/25/2012 - Newly constructed nest immediately adjacent to previously successfully fledged nest. New nest has
4 eggs. - BArnold
06/01/2012 - Incubating female flushed at about 6 feet; 4 eggs in nest. - BArnold
06/07/2012 - Several recently hatched nestlings. Adult flushed at about 2-3 feet, returned within minutes. BArnold
06/15/2012 - Four nestlings, largest had moved over to immediately adjacent old nest, smaller 3 remain in new
nest. Adult flushed at less than 6 feet. - BArnold
06/22/2012 - Observed 1 nestling fledge as it flew to nearby capacitor fence. Checked nest afterwards, and 2 large
nestlings remain. Today's fledgling is likely the second to fledge from this nest, as there were 4 nestlings present
last week, with 1 already preparing to leave by moving over to adjacent old nest. - BArnold
07/06/2012 - Nest empty, with lots of scat. This nest has most likely successfully fledged and is now closed. BArnold

Yes

Sycamore Substation SSDE1

Substation

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Substation - maintenance

120

100

30

30

Presumed Fledged

5/25/2012

6/22/2012 05/25/2012 - New nest with 5 eggs. - BArnold
06/01/2012 - Incubating/brooding female flushed at about 3 feet. Nest with 4 recently hatched nestlings and 1
egg. - BArnold
06/07/2012 - 5 nestlings in nest. - BArnold
06/15/2012 - At least 4 very large nestlings, probably 5. - BArnold
06/22/2012 - Nest empty; presumed fledged because last week observed 4 or 5 very large nestlings. - BArnold

Yes

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Chaparrals
Area

OH - wire stringing

121

100

50

50

Presumed Fledged

5/25/2012

6/5/2012 05/25/2012 - No nest was located, however adults were seen carrying insects to this dense Rhus ovata at least 5
times in 2 hours, indicating the presence of a nest. - EStrods
06/05/2012 - No Spotted Towhees observed in area; no nest found at site, although the nest was not found
during the initial observations. Because the towhees were observed bringing food frequently to this site on 5/25,
it is expected the nestlings were near fledging, and that they have fledged now - closed. - PKonrad

Yes

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Area
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

OH - tower erection

0

100

100

100

Removed

5/25/2012

5/26/2012 05/25/2012 - Female HOFI observed adding green plant material to nest with male mate guarding. Nest was
examined and found to be 80% complete with no eggs or young present. Buffer reduction not possible with
ongoing steel tower assembly on site. Nest was photographed and removed according to NBMMP. - HWinfrey

No

Traffic
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
HOFI House Finch

Nest ID
052512_jpki_01

CP18-1

ID

Type
Pad Areas-Structure Pad Chaparrals
Area

Habitat

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
Other

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
50

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
Nest Outcome
30
30
Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

CALT

California Towhee

052512_ltiw_01

EP32-1

Pad Areas-Work Area

Chaparrals

OH - wire stringing

45

100

50

50

PSFL

Pacific-slope Flycatcher

052512_rrdd_01

CP81-1-E

Road Area

Riparian Forests and Woodlands

Traffic

17

100

100

PSFL

Pacific-slope Flycatcher

052512_rrdd_02

CP82-1-E

Road Area

Riparian Forests and Woodlands

Traffic

17

100

RCSP

Rufous-crowned Sparrow

052512_rrdd_03

CP81-1-E

Road Area

Riparian Forests and Woodlands

Traffic

8

BUSH

Bushtit

052512_rrdd_04

CP82-1-E

Road Area

Riparian Forests and Woodlands

Traffic

HOFI

House Finch

052512_vers_01

CP43-1

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Area
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Grading

NOMO Northern Mockingbird

052512_vnik_01

EP233-1

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Chaparrals
Area

Date Nest
Found
5/25/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
6/4/2012 05/25/2012 - Pair observed at nest with female brooding on nest; female also observed carrying fecal sac from
nest. - JPawlicki
06/04/2012 - It appears the nest was recently predated. The HOFI pair was on the tower near the nest when the
biologist arrived. They hopped over to the nest, looked down at it and then flew away. They did not behave as
though the nest contained nestlings. As the biologist waited for the finches to return, a quarter-sized chunk of
nest material blew from the nest. The pair eventually returned about 40 minutes later. The female briefly looked
in the nest and then perched out of view of the nest. The male took material from the nest, held it in his bill and
sang for a bit, then carried the material higher up the tower. No fledglings were detected during observations.
This nest with eggs or young failed due to natural causes and is now closed. - VEurs

Fledged
No

Presumed Fledged

5/25/2012

5/29/2012 05/25/2012 - An adult towhee was observed carrying food items to a nest with vocal nestlings. - LTymkiw
05/29/2012 - Nest is empty with no sign of predation. Nest closed, presumed fledged. - HWinfrey

Yes

100

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

5/25/2012

6/2/2012 05/25/2012 - PSFL lying in nest at 0837. - RRadd
06/02/2012 - No PSFL detections near nest, and HOWR perched nearby suggests nest depredation. - RRadd

No

100

100

Presumed Fledged

5/25/2012

6/28/2012 05/25/2012 - PSFL making many trips to nest from 0900 - 0925. - RRadd
06/02/2012 - PSFL low in nest for duration of 10 minute observation at 1640. - RRadd
06/08/2012 - PSFL lying in nest at 1411. - RRadd
06/15/2012 - Female PSFL comes to nest and settles at 1356. - RRadd
06/22/2012 - Female PSFL on nest at 1200. No feeding observed, but dive-bombing COHA limits observation time.
- RRadd
06/30/2012 - No PSFL detected during 30 minute observations on 29 or 30 June. Recent fledglings observed being
fed 200 feet south of this location possibly originated from this nest. - RRadd

Yes

100

100

100

Presumed Fledged

5/25/2012

6/2/2012 05/25/2012 - RCSP pair carrying food to nest at 0843. - RRadd
06/02/2012 - Nest is empty and presumed fledged. - RRadd

Yes

15

100

100

100

Fledged

5/25/2012

6/29/2012 05/25/2012 - BUSH pair adding material to large nest which appears substantially complete. - RRadd
06/02/2012 - BUSH pair making quiet visits at 1535. - RRadd
06/08/2012 - BUSH departs nest 1138, but does not return during 39 minute observation. - RRadd
06/15/2012 - BUSH makes quick visit into nest at 1351, then departs. - RRadd
06/22/2012 - BUSH visits nest after 1 hour of absence at 1450. - RRadd
06/30/2012 - No BUSH contact with nest. Recent fledglings observed being fed 50 feet east. - RRadd

Yes

350

100

30

30

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

5/25/2012

6/8/2012 05/25/2012 - While monitoring a nearby nest, the biologist observed a pair of House Finches perched in CP43.
They flew to a nearly-complete nest built on a trash collector about 50 feet above the ground. The male fed the
female as she performed a begging display. Later the female was seen carrying fluffy lining material to the nest. VEurs
06/01/2012 - The male HOFI landed in the tower after 20 minutes of observation and began to sing. The female
could be heard responding and she eventually left the nest after 25 minutes. She returned to the nest after 5
minutes and remained another 15 minutes, through the end of observations. - VEurs
06/08/2012 - Only a small portion of the nest remains on the trash rack. It appears this nest with eggs or young
failed due to natural causes (predation) and is now closed. - VEurs

No

BMP installation/maintenance

15

100

100

100

Fledged

5/25/2012

5/25/2012 05/25/2012 - Monitor observed nestling in nest on 5/24/12. When logging nest on 5/25/12, pair was agitated,
calling, and performing distraction displays. Search of area revealed fledgling in nearby shrubs. - VNovik

Yes

Removed

5/26/2012

5/26/2012 05/26/2012 - A pair of House Finches was observed building a nest in a grunt bag hung from structure EP112-A.
The nest was removed to facilitate construction (wire pulling), per the NBMMP. Deterrents present consist of
mylar flash tape. Following concurrence, and in the presence of the onsite avian biologist, 2 linemen climbed the
tower and removed the partially constructed nest. At the time of removal (approximately 13:00), the nest was
30% constructed, contained no eggs or nestlings, and the nest and nest area were photographed. All grunt bags,
except ones with tops, were removed from the tower. - LTymkiw

No

HOFI

House Finch

052612_ltiw_01

EP112A-1

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Area
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance

0

100

100

100

HOFI

House Finch

052612_rrdd_01

Helix CY AR

Road Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic

8

100

30

30

Presumed Fledged

5/26/2012

6/3/2012 05/26/2012 - Female HOFI comes to nest and settles. Departs after 15 minutes. - RRadd
06/03/2012 - HOFI no longer visit this nest. Large amounts of excretions at nest rim and fledglings 50 feet east
suggest successful fledge. - RRadd

Yes

BUOR

Bullock's Oriole

052612_vers_01

CP49-1-PS-N

Road Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic

20

100

50

50

Presumed Fledged

5/26/2012

6/2/2012 05/26/2012 - As the biologist got out of the truck to monitor nearby nests, a female BUOR was seen carrying a
fecal sac, and the sound of nestlings could be heard. As the biologist returned from checking the other nests, the
male BUOR was seen taking food into a Eucalyptus and again, nestlings were heard. The biologist searched the
trees with binoculars from the access road and discovered the coconut-like nest. - VEurs
06/02/2012 - The female oriole is using the material from this nest to construct a new nest in the same stand of
Eucalyptus, therefore this nest is presumed to have fledged. This nest is now closed. - VEurs

Yes
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
BEWR Bewick's Wren

Nest ID
052712_hwey_01 EP138-2

ID

Type
Pad Areas-Structure Pad Chaparrals
Area

Habitat

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
Traffic

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
15

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
Nest Outcome
50
50
Presumed Fledged

HOFI

House Finch

052712_hwey_02 EP141

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Area
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance

0

100

100

100

HOFI

House Finch

052712_hwey_03 EP128

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Area
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other

0

100

30

HOFI

House Finch

052712_hwey_04 EP128

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Area
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

OH - wire stringing

0

100

BUOR

Bullock's Oriole

052712_ltiw_01

EP53-3-E

Road Area

Traffic

20

WEKI

Western Kingbird

052712_ltiw_02

EP54-1

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Area
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance

HOFI

House Finch

052712_lton_01

EP99-2

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Chaparrals
Area

HOFI

House Finch

052712_lton_02

EP117-2

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Chaparrals
Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Date Nest
Found
5/27/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
5/30/2012 05/27/2012 - A pair of Bewick's Wrens were observed carrying food to nest, making several trips during 15
minutes of observation. Upon close approach, nestlings' begging calls were audible. - HWinfrey
05/30/2012 - During a scheduled bird survey at EP138-2, no activity was observed at the nest during an hour and
a half of observation. Bewick's Wrens were heard in the area, however. Upon inspection, the nest was found to be
empty, with droppings at the entrance. It is presumed that the nest fledged. - LTymkiw

Fledged
Yes

Removed

5/27/2012

5/27/2012 05/27/2012 - Biologist P. Valle observed HOFI making multiple trips with nesting material to tower EP141. Nest
was examined and found to be 15% complete with no eggs or young present. Nest was photographed and
removed according to NBMMP, in order to better progress toward meeting summer power demand by energizing
SRPL. - HWinfrey

No

30

Nest did not reach active stage

5/27/2012

5/28/2012 05/27/2012 - Biologist M. Ishimatsu observed HOFI making multiple trips with nesting material to pulley, with
nest visible from ground level. - HWinfrey
05/28/2012 - Finches not observed near nest location during 20 minute observation period. Consistent wire
stringing work at the nest location has been ongoing throughout the past week, except for Sunday 5/27/2012,
serving as a deterrent. Removal of the nest was deemed critical for wire stringing operations required for the
completion of the Sunrise Powerlink. The nest was verified and photographed for removal according to the
NBMMP by lineman Chauncey Walden. An avian monitor was onsite to supervise the nest removal. Only one
small blade of grass remained in the nest location. Chauncey observed the travelers rotating back and forth
naturally from wind and it is possible that the nest was abandoned for this reason. No removal was required as no
nest was found. - RQuilley

No

30

30

Nest did not reach active stage

5/27/2012

5/28/2012 05/27/2012 - Biologist M. Ishimatsu observed HOFI making multiple trips with nesting material to pulley, with
nest visible from ground level. - HWinfrey
05/28/2012 - House Finches not observed near nest location during 20 minute observation period. Consistent
wire stringing work at the nest location has been ongoing throughout the past week, except for Sunday
5/27/2012, serving as a deterrent. Removal of the nest was deemed critical for wire stringing operations required
for the completion of the Sunrise Powerlink. The nest was verified and photographed for removal according to the
NBMMP by lineman Chauncey Walden. An avian monitor was onsite to supervise the nest removal. Only one
small blade of grass remained in the nest location. Chauncey observed the travelers rotating back and forth
naturally from wind and it is possible that the nest was abandoned for this reason. No removal was required as no
nest was found. - RQuilley

No

100

50

50

Fledged

5/27/2012

6/27/2012 05/27/2012 - Female Bullock's Oriole was observed bringing nesting material to a partly complete nest. - LTymkiw
05/30/2012 - Female Bullock's Oriole appears to still be adding material to a seemingly complete nest. There are
several orioles active in the nest tree. - PKonrad
06/04/2012 - Very active adult male and female Bullock's Orioles are going to nest, possibly with food, and leaving
with fecal sacs. - PKonrad
06/11/2012 - Unable to access this Bullock's Oriole nest today and tomorrow due to unsafe access related to
active wire pulling work. Will check back as soon as possible. This activity, which closed access roads to traffic,
continued to Thursday 6/14/2012, and resumed Saturday 6/16. - PKonrad
06/18/2012 - Although no activity was observed at the nest, a female Bullock's Oriole is feeding a fledgling that is
mostly hidden in a clump of eucalyptus leaves about 20 feet below the nest (about 20 feet high). After about 15
minutes, a second short-tailed fledgling revealed itself when it flew a short distance to perch between the adult
female and the first fledgling, and a few minutes later received food from the adult when it returned from a foodcollecting foray. Once fed, the second fledgling hopped upward on the branch to the cover of eucalyptus leaves. PKonrad
06/27/2012 - No Bullock's Orioles observed during observations; orioles appear to have dispersed after leaving
the nest about 12 days ago - closed. - PKonrad

Yes

0

100

100

100

Removed

5/27/2012

5/27/2012 05/27/2012 - A WEKI pair was observed bringing nesting material to a newly started nest on this tower that is
scheduled for wire stringing within the anticipated nest cycle, in order to better meet the CAISO energization
schedule. Since the nest had no eggs or young, and per the NBMMP, the nest was photographed and removed at
less than 5% complete. The tower needs wire stringing to meet the deadline for energization, and leaving this nest
in place would have jeopardized that. - LTymkiw
05/28/2012 - Duplicate entry. - LTymkiw

No

Other

0

100

100

100

Removed

5/27/2012

5/27/2012 05/27/2012 - House Finch pair building, nest appeared 60-80% complete. Removal of the nest was needed to
provide additional regional power supplies to meet the summer demand, via completion of SRPL. A PAR lineman
climbed tower, took photo, ensured no eggs or young were present, and removed nest as monitored by an avian
biologist, per the NBMMP. The site has had a lot of activity recently; wire pulling occurred a few days ago. LThoreson

No

OH - tower erection

0

100

100

100

Removed

5/27/2012

5/27/2012 05/27/2012 - Biomonitor observed H0FI pair bring material to nest location. Nest 80% complete. Deterrents were
present on the tower area. This tower is within a critical pull for project completion b y the summer peak demand,
therefore the need to remove this nest is present. No eggs or nestlings present; photos taken and nest was
removed, per the NBMMP. - LThoreson

No
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
HOFI House Finch

Nest ID
ID
052812_ghan_01 GS-USFS-6

Type
Pad Areas-Work Area

Habitat
Chaparrals

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
OH - wire stringing

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
0

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
Nest Outcome
30
30
Nest did not reach active stage

Date Nest
Found
5/28/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
Fledged
6/11/2012 05/28/2012 - Observed pair of House Finches making several trips to nest site during 20 minutes of observation
No
with nesting material. Percentage of completion unknown due to lack of visibility of the nest. - GHuffman
06/06/2012 - No House Finch activity observed anywhere around nest or surrounding area during an hour onsite. PKonrad
06/11/2012 - Nest observed for 1 hour with no activity. Based on previous visits, it is likely nest was abandoned. VNovik

HOFI

House Finch

052812_ghan_02 EP113-5-PS-N-A

Pad Areas-Stringing Area Chaparrals

Other

0

100

100

100

Removed

5/28/2012

5/28/2012 05/28/2012 - Observed a pair of House Finches making trips with nesting material into a small cavity behind the
arm of the crane. Nest appeared to be 90% complete. The nest was removed in accordance with Attachment C of
the NBMMP. Nest deterrents are present in form of mylar tape, and the crane is scheduled for tower assembly.
The nest was not a candidate for a buffer reduction allowing for use of the crane, as it is required for the
scheduled pull, therefore removal was required. No eggs or young present. - GHuffman

No

HOFI

House Finch

052812_hwey_01 EP36-1

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Area
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other

0

100

100

100

Removed

5/28/2012

5/28/2012 05/28/2012 - Female HOFI observed making multiple trips to nest with material. Nest examined and found to be
less than 5% complete, with no eggs or young present. Nest buffer reduction was not possible given ongoing wire
pull activities at site. Nest was photographed and removed according to NBMMP. - HWinfrey

No

HOFI

House Finch

052812_hwey_02 EP36-1

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Area
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other

0

100

100

100

Removed

5/28/2012

5/28/2012 05/28/2012 - Nest detected by climber during removal of nest 052812_hwey_01. Nest examined and found to be
10% complete, with no eggs or young present. Nest buffer reduction was not possible given ongoing wire pull
activities at site. Nest was photographed and removed according to NBMMP. - HWinfrey

No

KILL

Killdeer

052812_ltiw_01

Kreutzkamp CY

Construction Yards

Other

500

100

300

300

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

5/28/2012

6/4/2012 05/28/2012 - Killdeer nest was found with 2 eggs. - LTymkiw
05/30/2012 - Pair of Killdeer evident near the nest site but no calling noted; 1 adult incubating clutch of 3 eggs
returned promptly to the nest. - PKonrad
06/04/2012 - Killdeer nest is empty with no sign of eggs, egg shells, hatchlings, or adults. It appears that the nest
was predated considering a new 4th egg was noted by avian biologist S. Johnston only 2 days ago - closed. PKonrad

No

HOLA

Horned Lark

052812_ltiw_02

EP54-1 PS

Pad Areas-Stringing Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

OH - wire stringing

40

100

100

100

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

5/28/2012

6/7/2012 05/28/2012 - A Horned Lark female was observed at the nest that contains 3 eggs. - LTymkiw
05/30/2012 - Female Horned Lark incubating on ground nest. - PKonrad
06/05/2012 - HOLA was observed incubating and foraging normally during wire-stringing activities. - SJohnston
06/07/2012 - At approximately 0700, the nest was observed to contain no eggs or nestlings and no adult HOLAs
were in the immediate vicinity of the nest. A pair of Common Ravens were observed on a puller machine within
40 feet of the nest. The inside of the nest cup was warm compared to the surrounding area when felt with the
back of biologist's hand. Depredation by ravens likely. - SJohnston

No

WTKI

White-tailed Kite

052812_ltiw_04

EP66-E

Road Area

Traffic

500

500

500

500

Fledged

5/28/2012

7/19/2012 05/28/2012 - An adult White-tailed Kite was observed bringing a prey item to the nest. - LTymkiw
06/04/2012 - An adult White-tailed Kite is perched on the top edge of the nest tree, apparently little affected by
the helicopter and pre-wire stringing work at the tower 400 feet north of the nest. - PKonrad
06/11/2012 - A White-tailed Kite is perched near the top of the tree adjacent to the nest site, which is at or near
the same location as observed a week ago., - PKonrad
06/18/2012 - An adult White-tailed Kite is perched in its usual location near the top of the tree adjacent to the
nest site. Can see the form of at least 1 nestling in the nest. - PKonrad
06/27/2012 - An adult White-tailed Kite was observed perching on a dead tree north of the nest site on
6/20/2012, but today, no White-tailed Kites were evident today during the observation period. Will check back
while in the area later in the week. - PKonrad
06/29/2012 - Double-checked this White-tailed Kite nest after no activity was noted during monitoring
observations on 6/27. No kites were observed initially, but soon an adult flew in low along the north side of the
nest and flew to the 'regular' perch site atop a tree east of the nest. No nestlings are standing in the nest, but are
probably present out of sight. - PKonrad
07/06/2012 - Initially, an adult White-tailed Kite was perched at the usual location east of the nest At least 1 large
feathered nestling (possibly 2 or more) can be seen on the west side of the nest. An adult, probably the 1
observed initially, returned to its perch area with prey, probably a large lizard or small snake, but did not see it
take food to the nest. - PKonrad
07/11/2012 - No adult White-tailed Kites were observed in the area, and no nestlings or fledglings were observed
at the nest or in the area; however, any nestlings could be lying down in the nest, and the adults could be perched
out of sight or hunting away from the nest site. Will return in the next day or two to re-check nest status. PKonrad
07/12/2012 - At the top of the nest tree, just above the nest, 3 newly 'fledged' White-tailed Kites are perched 3 to
10 feet from the nest. Soon, 2 adult gracefully flew into the scene from the south, with 1 perching on a nearby
treetop and the other delivering small prey to the nest, which incited the fledglings to attempt to return to the
nest. Surprisingly, after the adult flew from the nest to a treetop perch near the other adult, the adult pair
copulated. A short time later, 1 adult was hovering and hunting a short distance east of the nest while the other 4
kites perched on treetop branches near the nest. - PKonrad
07/19/2012 - No White-tailed Kites were observed at or near the nest or in the surrounding area. The fledglings
have been out of the nest for at least 1 week, and it appears the family group has relocated beyond the nest
buffer area during the post-fledging period - closed. - PKonrad

Yes

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Woodlands and Forests
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Additional Documentation Attachment to Comment 2-F1
Attachment I-9

Sunrise Powerlink 2012 Nest Monitoring Log

Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
HOFI House Finch

Nest ID
ID
052812_rqey_01 Thing Valley CY

Type
Construction Yards

Habitat
Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
BMP installation/maintenance

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
0

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
100
100
Removed

Nest Outcome

Date Nest
Found
5/28/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
5/28/2012 05/28/2012 - Almost 100% complete cup nest found in crane with no activity observed. House Finches not
observed near nest location during 30 minute observation period. No eggs or young were in the nest. Consistent
steel assembly work at the nest location has been ongoing throughout the past week, except for Sunday
5/27/2012, serving as a deterrent. Additionally, deterrent flash tape was installed around the perimeter of the
crane, and all cavities with non-moving components were covered with duct tape, prior to the nest's construction.
Removal of the nest was required due to ongoing steel assembly work requiring the use of this crane, deemed
critical to the Sunrise Powerlink's completion. Nest was photographed and removed per the NBMMP. A monitor
remained on site for the remainder of the day to observe and potentially deter and new nesting attempts. RQuilley

Fledged
No

BUSH

Bushtit

052812_rqey_02 EP124/EP125 PS

Pad Areas-Stringing Area Chaparrals

OH - wire stringing

0

100

50

50

Nest did not reach active stage

5/28/2012

6/13/2012 05/28/2012 - Bushtit pair observed carrying what appeared to be fur to nest that is almost complete; likely adding
lining to inside of nest. - RQuilley
06/05/2012 - No Bushtit activity observed, but they should be incubating now, so this probably accounts for the
observed inactivity outside the nest. - PKonrad
06/07/2012 - Bushtit nest was observed for 30 minutes from a distance and no activity was observed. Sock line of
wire pull slacked into host shrub but did not directly touch the nest. - VNovik
06/13/2012 - No Bushtit activity at or near nest or in the surrounding area. No Bushtits have been observed at
this nest since 5/29/2011 and the nest appears to be in good shape; hence, it appears this nesting attempt has
been abandoned - closed. - PKonrad

No

HOFI

House Finch

052812_rqey_03 EP130/EP131 PS

Pad Areas-Stringing Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

OH - wire stringing

20

100

30

30

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

5/28/2012

6/9/2012 05/28/2012 - Biomonitor Greg Leighty observed a House Finch pair entering the nest location multiple times, but
could not be confirmed if nesting material was carried. Removal of the nest was deemed critical due to ongoing
wire stringing work requiring the use of truck, deemed critical to the Sunrise Powerlink's completion. Per the
NBMMP, the nest was checked by an avian monitor and it contained 3 eggs. No removal was permitted.
Incubation can only be presumed at this point due to the inaccessibility of the nest without disturbing the pair. RQuilley
05/29/2012 - A House Finch was observed leaving the nest as surveyors approached the nest to check the status. VNovik
06/04/2012 - Monitor reported that during process of removing trailer from tractor, bird was observed leaving
the nest 3 times, with the longest at 12 minutes. The whole process took 28 minutes. Bird was observed returning
to nest immediately after process ended. - VNovik
06/05/2012 - Female House Finch flew from radiator-bumper junction on northeast side of parked truck,
indicating she was at the nest and reacted to the approach of the avian biologist. - PKonrad
06/09/2012 - No activity at nest in 1.5 hours of passive observation. Hood of truck was opened and the nest was
found to be filled with a mouse nest, from which a mouse emerged. Unknown whether nest failed first and then
mouse moved in, or if usurped by mouse. No eggs or eggshells present in nest cup or below. Nest closed. MKuehn

No

HOFI

House Finch

052812_rqey_04 EP130/EP131 PS

Pad Areas-Stringing Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance

0

100

100

100

Removed

5/28/2012

5/28/2012 05/28/2012 - Pair observed carrying fluffy nesting material to an almost 100% complete cup nest found.
Consistent delivery of heavy machinery and wire-stringing prep work at nest location has been ongoing
throughout the past week, except for Sunday 5/27/2012, serving as a deterrent. Additionally, deterrent flash tape
was installed around the perimeter of the truck prior to the nest's construction. Removal of the nest was deemed
critical to the Sunrise Powerlink's completion. Nest was photographed and removed per the NBMMP by an avian
biologist. No eggs or young were in nest. A monitor remained on site for the remainder of the day to observe and
potentially deter any new nesting attempts. - RQuilley

No

HOFI

House Finch

052812_vers_01

EP32-1

Pad Areas-Maintenance Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Area
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance

0

100

100

100

Removed

5/28/2012

5/28/2012 05/28/2012 - A pair of House Finches was observed carrying nesting material to an opening in the hydraulic arm
of a forklift during a monitoring sweep of the work area. The nest was removed to facilitate construction (wire
stringing) through adherence to the NBMMP. An avian biologist determined the nest did not contain eggs or
young and photographed the nest, nest site and existing bird deterrents. At the time of removal, the nest was
approximately 80% constructed and contained no eggs or nestlings. The opening was then plugged to attempt to
prevent reuse of the space by the House Finches. The nest was located on a piece of equipment involved in the
current wire pull. A delay to allow the nest cycle to continue would prevent SDG&E from meeting the request
from CAISO to complete the project by June 1, 2012 to ensure system reliability. Nest attempt was removed per
the NBMMP on 5/28/2012. - VEurs

No

CALT

California Towhee

052912_ahll_01

SWAT CY

Construction Yards

Other

0

100

100

100

Removed

5/29/2012

5/29/2012 05/29/2012 - CALT nest near complete, female seen going to nest. No eggs or young present. Nest was submitted
to agencies for removal and approved based on the high risk of it failing with projected skycrane activities nearby.
Yard operations have been constant in this yard for many months, serving as a deterrent. Nest was removed as
per the NBMMP. - AHill

No

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat
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Sunrise Powerlink 2012 Nest Monitoring Log

Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
HOFI House Finch

HOFI

House Finch

WEWP Western Wood-Pewee

Nest ID
052912_bald_01

CP88-1

ID

052912_bald_02

CP95-1

Type
Structures

Habitat
Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
UG - cable pulling/splicing

Pad Areas-Maintenance Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Area
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

UG - cable pulling/splicing

052912_ghan_01 EP77-E

Road Area

Traffic

Riparian Forests and Woodlands

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
0

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
100
100
Removed

Nest Outcome

Date Nest
Found
5/29/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
5/29/2012 05/29/2012 - House Finch adults as well as recently fledged young observed visiting recently fledged nest
ID041712_hwey_03 on Sunday and Monday, 27 and 28 May. The HOFI adults were actively displaying aggression
towards the younger birds, and the adult female was observed with nest material. Using a lift, an avian biologist
confirmed 'new' nest built directly on top of old nest, with the new nest appearing nearly complete, yet with no
eggs present. Bird repellent ribbon was in place on the tower and around the work pad. In fact, a piece of the
mylar reflective ribbon was worked into the original nest, which serves as the base for the new nest. Furthermore,
testing work has occurred at this location over the past few weeks and per the NBMMP, active work is considered
a form of a deterrent. In addition, a plastic owl decoy is located on this tower within 50 feet of this nest. These
House Finches were not disturbed by human presence or construction activity. SDG&E needs to have access to
these poles over the next two weeks to conduct repair work identified in the ongoing current testing program.
After determining that there were no eggs present, this nest was removed and photographed. The plastic netting
that SDG&E had previously installed as a bird deterrent was removed, as the original nest was placed in a fold of
this deterrent netting material. - BArnold

Fledged
No

0

100

100

100

Removed

5/29/2012

5/29/2012 05/29/2012 - Adult House Finches were observed bringing material to this nest located under the westernmost
testing trailer at the UG riser pole (CP95/CP96) pad. Nest was less than 20 percent complete. Deterrents in place
included mylar ribbons and many taped-off potential cavities. In addition, ongoing work over the past several
weeks is considered a deterrent. This nest was removed because it is located on a piece of equipment required for
testing work and was not a candidate for a buffer reduction allowing use of equipment. Nest was removed per the
NBMMP. No eggs or young were present. - BArnold

No

10

100

100

100

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

5/29/2012

6/27/2012 05/29/2012 - Observed adult making numerous trips with material to a partially constructed nest. - GHuffman
06/06/2012 - No activity at nest for 20 minutes, but WEWP detected within 50 feet. Pair of HOWR active within
15 feet of nest also. Nest cup is formed but not yet lined. - MKuehn
06/12/2012 - Both adults near nest were clearly agitated when biologist checked nest contents with mirror. Nest
is still empty and not much progress has been made, but it is partially lined. - MKuehn
06/19/2012 - Adult Western Wood-Peewee incubating on nest. Nest contains 2 WEWP eggs. - MKuehn
06/27/2012 - Nest found mostly intact on ground almost directly below nest tree. No eggs or eggshells could be
found in nest or on ground nearby. Nest likely depredated. - MKuehn

No

Removed

5/29/2012

5/28/2012 05/29/2012 - L. Tymkiw reports on May 28th, a WEKI pair was observed bringing nesting material to a newly
started nest on this tower that is scheduled for wire stringing within the anticipated nest cycle, in order to better
meet the CAISO energization schedule. This nest was removed at less than 10% complete. Since the nest had no
eggs or young, and per the NBMMP, the nest was photographed and removed. The tower needs wire stringing to
meet the deadline for energization, and leaving this nest in place would have jeopardized that. Additional
deterrent added to nest area. - IMaunsell

No

WEKI

Western Kingbird

052912_imll_01

EP54-1

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Area
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance

0

100

100

100

COHU

Costa's Hummingbird

052912_ltiw_01

CP69-2-E

Road Area

BMP installation/maintenance

90

100

50

50

Fledged

5/29/2012

6/28/2012 05/29/2012 - A female was observed going to a complete nest. It contained 2 eggs. - LTymkiw
06/01/2012 - Prior to crew's arrival, COHU was observed incubating and occasionally leaving nest, presumably to
feed. Once work activities commenced, COHU was monitored, and no disturbance was observed. COHU continued
incubation as normal. - RQuilley
06/07/2012 - COHU does not leave nest during 15 minute observation at 0826. - RRadd
06/14/2012 - COHU female feeds nestling before settling onto nest at 0708. - RRadd
06/21/2012 - Nest is filled by one large feathered nestling. - RRadd
06/28/2012 - 2 juvenile COHU observed in shrubs in immediate vicinity of nest at 0640. - RRadd

Yes

HOFI

House Finch

052912_ltiw_02

CP69-2

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Area
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other

30

100

30

30

Nest did not reach active stage

5/29/2012

5/30/2012 05/29/2012 - A pair was observed bringing nesting material to a nest in B leg corner at third horizontal level.
However, the same pair was observed bringing nesting material to the same spot in next level down, and stealing
material from the same spot 2 levels down. - LTymkiw
06/01/2012 - HOFI pair was observed bringing nesting material to nest location from 0730 to 0900. Once work
commenced, pair no longer observed bringing in material. Work was permitted to continue due to fact that nest
neither contained eggs nor young, and a temporary lapse in nest building activities was unlikely to cause nest to
be abandoned. Once work ceased, HOFI pair was again observed nest building. - RQuilley
06/07/2012 - No HOFI are present or nesting on this tower. - RRadd

No

LEGO

Lesser Goldfinch

052912_ltiw_03

CP69-2

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Other
Area

50

100

30

30

Presumed Fledged

5/29/2012

6/9/2012 05/29/2012 - A male was observed bringing food to the female on the nest. She never left the nest, so it is unclear
what it contains. - LTymkiw
06/01/2012 - Nest briefly monitored during work activities. LEGO nestling observed being fed by adult during and
after construction activities. Nestling is very developed, fully feathered, and likely to permanently leave nest in
next week. - RQuilley
06/06/2012 - Female lying in nest, does not depart at 1717. - RRadd
06/14/2012 - Nest is clean, intact and empty. Presumed fledged. - RRadd

Yes

Chaparrals
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Additional Documentation Attachment to Comment 2-F1
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Sunrise Powerlink 2012 Nest Monitoring Log

Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
CAGN California Gnatcatcher

Nest ID
052912_mdus_01 CP39-E

ID

Type
Road Area

Habitat
Chaparrals

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
Traffic

HOFI

House Finch

052912_mdus_02 Helix CY

Construction Yards

GRVI

Gray Vireo

052912_rqey_01 EP121A-1

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Chaparrals
Area

OH - tower erection

HOFI

House Finch

052912_tdla_01

EP36-1

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Area
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

WEKI

Western Kingbird

052912_tdla_02

EP36-1-N

Road Area

HOFI

House Finch

052912_tdla_03

HOFI

House Finch

WEKI

BGGN

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
300

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
Nest Outcome
300
300
Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

Date Nest
Found
5/29/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
6/27/2012 05/29/2012 - The CAGN pair associated with nest ID 050812_mdus_01 was observed constructing a new nest 500
feet east of the abandoned one. This new nest is approximately 60% complete. - MDicus
06/05/2012 - Nest exchange observed at 10:41. - MDicus
06/12/2012 - Nest exchanges were observed at 0838, 0908, and 0939. - MDicus
06/19/2012 - The adult female was observed entering/exiting the nest area at 07:49 and 08:20. The adult male
was not observed during either nest visit; he was not detected until 09:09 when the pair was observed briefly
foraging together. At 09:11, the female returned to the nest, and was observed lying in the nest for the duration
of the remaining 20-minute observation period. - MDicus
06/27/2012 - After observing no activity in the vicinity of the nest, the nest was checked and found in poor
condition with the sides collapsed in over 3 unhatched eggs. 1 of the eggs had a small surface depression, and the
nest appeared to have been both compressed and partially torn from its anchor on the host shrub, perhaps
indicating impact from a passing deer. No CAGN were observed in the area. - MDicus

Fledged
No

50

100

30

30

Presumed Fledged

5/29/2012

6/30/2012 05/29/2012 - Yard monitor Rebecca Johnson observed a pair of House Finches constructing a nest in the cloth on
the north fence. The nest is nearly complete. - MDicus
06/03/2012 - HOFI on nest does not flush at 1038. - RRadd
06/09/2012 - HOFI incubating at least 3 eggs. - RRadd
06/14/2012 - HOFI lying in nest at 1539. - RRadd
06/21/2012 - No HOFI detected, but cannot see into nest. Monitor once more. - RRadd
06/28/2012 - HOFI pair continues to occupy this nest. Male calls female off nest in response to observer vehicle at
50 feet, but she returns 5 minutes later. - RRadd
07/05/2012 - No HOFI detected and nest is empty. Presumed fledged. - RRadd

Yes

320

100

70

70

Nest with eggs or young failed for
unknown causes

5/29/2012

6/4/2012 05/29/2012 - Gray Vireo pair observed nest exchanging 3 times. - RQuilley
06/02/2012 - Adult on nest. - MKuehn
06/04/2012 - Construction crewman, unaccompanied by biological monitor, arrived onsite to prepare for tower
erection and nest shielding. The crewman reported the nest found on ground inside buffer. They relayed this
information to the biologist in yard. When the avian biologist arrived onsite, the nest was confirmed to be on the
ground. The nest appeared to have been torn out of shrub. No eggs, young, or remnants thereof were found. VNovik

No

OH - wire stringing

0

100

100

100

Removed

5/29/2012

5/29/2012 05/29/2012 - Pair of HOFI bringing in nesting material, nest is less than 10% complete. Lineman climbed tower
and confirmed no eggs or young were present, and nest was removed under supervision of avian biologist, per
the NBMMP. This nest was not a NBJ candidate allowing for ongoing wire stringing, necessitating the removal.
Reflective tape was installed around nesting area. - TDipaola

No

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

OH - wire stringing

0

100

100

100

Removed

5/29/2012

5/29/2012 05/29/2012 - Female WEKI observed bringing nesting material to bridge, was less than 80% complete. Nest was
submitted to agencies for removal and approved. No eggs or young were present. Deterrents were installed
directly below on east phase traveler. Removal of nest was required based on impacts to wire stringing operations
to make deadline for energization. Nest was not a candidate for a buffer reduction allowing for use of the tower,
as the tower requires work well within the projected nest cycle. Nest was removed following requirements
outlined in the NBMMP. - TDipaola

No

EP36-1

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Area
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

OH - wire stringing

0

100

100

100

Removed

5/29/2012

5/29/2012 05/29/2012 - Female HOFI observed adding green plant material to nest with male sitting close by. Nest was
examined and found to be less than 5% complete with no eggs or young present. Lineman climbed and removed
nest with avian biologist present. Buffer reduction not possible with ongoing overhead wire stringing activities
occurring on site. Nest was photographed and removed according to NBMMP. Several deterrents were added to
'joint' of structure leg. - TDipaola

No

052912_vnik_01

EP113-5

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Area
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance

0

100

100

100

Removed

5/29/2012

5/29/2012 05/29/2012 - House Finches observed in area of nest throughout morning. Nest approximately 3% complete with
no eggs or young. Nest removal necessary due to immediate need of crane for construction. Deterrents on crane
include mylar tape and construction in area. Nest removed per NBMMP. Deterrents installed in nest location. VNovik

No

Western Kingbird

052912_vnik_02

EP118-2

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Area
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance

0

100

100

100

Removed

5/29/2012

5/29/2012 05/29/2012 - Western Kingbird observed carrying material to nest on multiple occasions. Request for nest
removal submitted. Nest is in location that it would likely be blown out with the use of skycrane to install
remaining pieces. Nest appears less than 15% complete. Deterrents on tower include mylar tape. Recent work has
also occurred on the steel. Request for removal was granted to SDGE. Nest was confirmed to not contain eggs or
young and was removed per the NBMMP. The nest site was taped and blocked with rope to further deter nesting
at the site. - VNovik

No

Blue-gray Gnatcatcher

053012_ahll_01

EP13-3

Pad Areas-TSAP

Other

40

100

50

50

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

5/30/2012

6/12/2012 05/30/2012 - Pair is nest building, male seen singing near and at nest, 20% complete. Pair most likely started nest
building on 5-29-12. - AHill
06/06/2012 - Pair incubating nest full-time, mainly by female. Male extremely territorial towards other birds in
vicinity of nest. - AHill
06/12/2012 - Nest was found to contain no eggs and nest side was split open. On June 1st, nest was checked and
contained 4 eggs. No BGGN were seen or heard in area. Nest appeared to have been predated. - AHill

No

Chaparrals

Traffic

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
677
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
HOFI House Finch

ID

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
Other

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
12

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
Nest Outcome
10
10
Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

Nest ID
053012_ahll_02

SWAT CY

Type
Construction Yards

Habitat
Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

SWAT CY

Construction Yards

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other

10

100

10

10

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic

1100

300

300

HOFI

House Finch

053012_ahll_03

CAGN

California Gnatcatcher

053012_bloh_01 CP12-1-E

Road Area

HOFI

House Finch

053012_hwey_01 EP36-1

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Area
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

OH - wire stringing

0

100

WEKI

Western Kingbird

053012_hwey_02 EP36-1

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Area
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

OH - wire stringing

0

COHU

Costa's Hummingbird

053012_jpki_01

CP70-3-E

Road Area

Traffic

WESJ

Western Scrub-Jay

053012_ltiw_01

EP138-2

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Chaparrals
Area

None

HOFI

House Finch

053012_lton_01

CP70-3-N

Road Area

Chaparrals

CALT

California Towhee

053012_lton_02

CP70-3-N

Road Area

BUOR

Bullock's Oriole

Road Area

053012_mkhn_01 EP77-E

Date Nest
Found
5/30/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
6/20/2012 05/30/2012 - Observed female bringing material to nest, appears to be 70% complete, unknown if eggs are
present. - AHill
06/05/2012 - No activity observed at nest during 20 minutes of observation. Nest appears complete, although
materials are partially dangling over edge of substrate. - HWinfrey
06/14/2012 - Female on nest at 0817. - HWinfrey
06/20/2012 - Bulk of nest is on the ground, nest appears to have been predated. Nest closed. - HWinfrey

Fledged
No

Presumed Fledged

5/30/2012

6/25/2012 05/30/2012 - Observed female on nest, apparently re-nesting over previous nest that successfully fledged.
Unknown if or how many eggs are present. - AHill
06/05/2012 - Female on nest at 0845. - HWinfrey
06/14/2012 - No activity observed. Nest examined and found to be complete with fresh lining, but empty. HWinfrey
06/20/2012 - 1 nestling visible in nest - apparently egg or hatchling was hidden from view on previous visit. HWinfrey
06/22/2012 - 1 nestling visible moving in nest. - HWinfrey
06/25/2012 - Nest is empty but in good condition. Nest closed, presumed fledged. - HWinfrey

Yes

300

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

5/30/2012

6/20/2012 05/30/2012 - Pair making return trips with nest material. Nest nearly fully complete, 95%. - BLohstroh
06/06/2012 - Female sitting on nest, male foraging nearby to south. - BLohstroh
06/13/2012 - Female on nest, nest exchange at 0824, then male on nest. Male inspected brood for 10-15 seconds
before settling on nest. - BLohstroh
06/20/2012 - Pair feeding Brown-headed Cowbird nestling; nest parasitized. Cowbird nestling removed and
euthanized. - BLohstroh

No

100

100

Removed

5/30/2012

5/30/2012 05/30/2012 - HOFI was observed adding material to nest at 0730. Nest was examined and found to be 80%
complete with cup formed, but without lining. No eggs or young were present, and deterrents were in place on
the tower. Buffer reduction was not possible due to ongoing wire pulling operation at this tower. Nest was
photographed and removed according to NBMMP. - HWinfrey

No

100

100

100

Removed

5/30/2012

5/30/2012 05/30/2012 - WEKI observed adding nest material to nest at 0730. Nest was examined and found to be 10%
complete with no eggs or young present. Buffer reduction was not possible given ongoing wire pull operations at
this tower. Nest was photographed and removed according to NBMMP protocol with SDGE & CPUC approval and
agency concurrence. Deterrents are present on the tower. - HWinfrey

No

70

100

50

50

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

5/30/2012

6/12/2012 05/30/2012 - Female observed at nest containing 2 eggs. - JPawlicki
06/07/2012 - COHU incubating 2 eggs at 0648. - RRadd
06/14/2012 - Nest contains broken shells and egg remains consistent with predation, 0955. - RRadd

No

0

100

100

100

Fledged

5/30/2012

6/25/2012 05/30/2012 - The Western Scrub-jay nest contains 2 very recently hatched, naked nestlings. - LTymkiw
06/05/2012 - Two unfeathered Western Scrub-Jay nestlings were in the nest, although no adults were observed or
heard during the nest visit. - PKonrad
06/12/2012 - Two half-grown Western Scrub-Jay nestlings are in the nest, eyes partly open and pin feathers
beginning to form. An adult approached the nest with food and began calling during the rest of the brief nest
monitoring visit. - PKonrad
06/19/2012 - A large feathered nestling Western Scrub-jay is still in the nest, but should fledge any minute. The
other nestling probably fledged within the past 2 days, although there was no sign of it or the adults. - PKonrad
06/25/2012 - No Western Scrub-jay nestlings, fledglings, or adults observed at the nest or in the area; nestling(s)
fledged - closed - PKonrad

Yes

Grading

40

100

30

30

Nest did not reach active stage

5/30/2012

6/10/2012 05/30/2012 - A female was observed on the nest. The nest is too high to be able to see into; however, the
behavior of the bird suggests that it was incubating. - LThoreson
06/07/2012 - Nest is intact with a neat clean rim, but no HOFI observed in attendance during 2 x 15-minute visits. RRadd
06/14/2012 - No activity and no sign of ever being occupied beyond the first observation. - RRadd

No

Chaparrals

Grading

41

100

100

100

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

5/30/2012

6/8/2012 05/30/2012 - The female was observed on the nest. Three eggs are in the nest. - LThoreson
06/06/2012 - Nest contains 3 eggs at 1622. - RRadd
06/06/2012 - Duplicate entry. - RRadd
06/14/2012 - Nest is clean and empty, but did not have sufficient time to fledge. - RRadd

No

Riparian Forests and Woodlands

Traffic

15

100

100

100

Presumed Fledged

5/30/2012

6/6/2012 05/30/2012 - Female visited nest with food several times in 20 minutes. Nestlings begging loudly, indicating fairly
advanced development. - MKuehn
06/06/2012 - Nest is intact. Some feces found on ground and road below nest. No BUOR adults or fledglings
detected in 30 minutes of passive observation. Young sounded advanced in age (begging very loudly) on previous
visit and this nest has likely fledged. - MKuehn

Yes

Chaparrals
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
PHAI Phainopepla

Nest ID
053012_mkhn_02 EP77-E

ID

Type
Road Area

Habitat
Riparian Forests and Woodlands

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
Traffic

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
10

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
Nest Outcome
100
100
Nest did not reach active stage

Date Nest
Found
5/30/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
6/12/2012 05/30/2012 - Male and female both bringing material to nest, forming base. Nest is 30% complete. - MKuehn
06/06/2012 - No PHAI seen in nest tree for 30 minutes, but one male detected within 70 feet of nest. Lighting
made nest impossible to see clearly. Unsure if any progress has been made on nest construction. - MKuehn
06/12/2012 - There is no nesting material at nest site now, and no activity was observed in vicinity of nest for 30
minutes. Nest site apparently abandoned prior to nest completion. - MKuehn

Fledged
No

HOLA

Horned Lark

053012_mkhn_03 Bartlett / Hauser Creek
CY

Construction Yards

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other

175

100

100

50

Fledged

5/30/2012

6/28/2012 05/30/2012 - Biomonitor T. Gunter observed HOLA make more than 10 trips to nest site with material. Nest
contains no eggs but is 70% complete and lining has just begun. - MKuehn
06/01/2012 - Female on nest for the entire 30-minute observation. - ELoveless
06/04/2012 - Skycrane made 3 picks within 250 feet of nest. Prior to first pick, avian biologist had water truck
water first 6 feet inside buffer; keeping vehicle outside of 100-foot buffer. During first skycrane pick, there were
2.5 minutes of strong wind and dust. Post-pick, the avian biologist checked the nest (while adult was still away),
and saw 4 eggs in the nest all lightly covered with fine dust and several millimeters of new fine dust in nest. HOLA
returned within 10 minutes. Avian biologist then directed water truck inside buffer to water all bare ground but
not nest, per dust control compliance. This time, there was less dust when the skycrane returned and Horned
Lark returned to nest within 2 minutes after pick was made. Wind averaged 30 mph. - LThoreson
06/11/2012 - Adult flew from nest when biologist approached within 85 feet. Nest contains 4 eggs. - MKuehn
06/22/2012 - Observed adult feeding recent fledglings near nest. Though fledglings are outside of nest and
walking, they don't appear able to fly and are dependent on parents still. - VNovik
06/28/2012 - Two adults and 1 juvenile observed 150 feet from nest, near east fence line of yard. Juvenile easily
flew 50 feet when biologist approached within 25 feet. Adults and juvenile seen freely moving in and out of yard
through fence. Nest closed and all signs were removed. - MKuehn

Yes

HOFI

House Finch

053012_mkrn_04 EP28-3

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Area
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

None

0

100

30

30

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

5/30/2012

6/27/2012 05/30/2012 - Female was observed flying around the tower with male, but female primarily was on the nest (60%
of the time observed) while male perched near the nest. Nesting material was observed in female's beak and
brought to nest site one time, during 40-minute observational period. - MKern
06/06/2012 - Unable to view nest, but female heard calling from area of nest. Male perched 20 feet above,
singing. - HWinfrey
06/17/2012 - Male brings food to female on nest at 0650. - HWinfrey
06/26/2012 - Unable to access nest without helicopter transport at this time. Arranging flight to check nest later
this week. - HWinfrey
06/27/2012 - No activity was observed or heard during 75 minute period. Based on passive observations, nest
appears to have been abandoned or predated. A Cooper's Hawk was observed perched on the tower and flying
within 500 feet of tower. - AHill

No

HOFI

House Finch

053012_mkrn_05 EP29-2

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Area
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

OH - wire stringing

0

100

100

100

Removed

5/30/2012

5/30/2012 05/30/2012 - Male and female House Finches were observed flying in and out of buggy repeatedly. No deterrents
were installed on or near spacer buggy, but the buggy was actively being used for construction. A lineman verified
no eggs were present in the nest. Nest was removed according to NBMMP, based on the immediate necessity to
use equipment with the proposed construction activities. Nest was verified by biologist that no eggs were present
and nest was estimated to be 90% complete. - MKern

No

HOFI

House Finch

053012_rrdd_01

CP72-2

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Other
Area

35

100

30

30

Nest with eggs or young failed for
unknown causes

5/30/2012

6/5/2012 05/30/2012 - HOFI pair associating with nest that appears complete, male singing and female visiting. - RRadd
06/04/2012 - Bio-monitor reported no birds observed on nest upon arrival via helicopter. Finches not observed
returning during ponding work, and work was stopped to allow for birds to resume natural nesting behavior for at
least 15 minutes. Avian biologist then hiked to site with additional crew members. Work was not permitted to
start again because birds were not observed returning to nest with crew remaining in hidden location 60 feet
from nest for 1.5 hours. - RQuilley
06/05/2012 - No HOFI activity observed 1015-1045. - RRadd
06/05/2012 - Observed nest location for 1.5 hours. The nest was verified to contain no eggs or young. At this
point it would be expected that eggs would be present. Nest considered abandoned. - RQuilley

No

BEWR

Bewick's Wren

053012_rrdd_02

CP72-2-E

Road Area

10

100

50

50

Fledged

5/30/2012

6/5/2012 05/30/2012 - BEWR male carries food to nest at 0814 and 0826. - RRadd
06/05/2012 - No BEWR detections at or near this nest 0930-1000, adult with recently fledged young observed 100
feet south 1010. - RRadd

Yes

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
HOFI House Finch

Nest ID
053012_rrdd_03

CP74-2

ID

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
Type
Habitat
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
Pad Areas-Structure Pad Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats None
Area

HOFI

House Finch

053012_rrdd_04

CP74-2

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats None
Area

CAKI

Cassin's Kingbird

053012_rrdd_05

CP74-2-E

Road Area

BCHU

Black-chinned Hummingbird

053012_rrdd_06

CP70-3-E

BCHU

Black-chinned Hummingbird

053012_rrdd_07

CAGN

California Gnatcatcher

HOFI

HOFI

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
0

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
Nest Outcome
30
30
Indeterminate

Date Nest
Found
5/30/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
7/3/2012 05/30/2012 - HOFI male singing while female adds dried grass to already substantial nest 1255. - RRadd
06/05/2012 - Male visits nearby at 10 minute intervals and sings. Female not observed. - RRadd
06/12/2012 - Nest looks neat, fresh and 100% complete, and HOFI male defends briefly against male at Leg C, but
no HOFI detected entering or departing during 40-minute observation. - RRadd
06/19/2012 - Male HOFI comes to nest at 20 minute intervals and sings. No female observed, but no sight access
to nest interior. Presumed incubating. - RRadd
06/26/2012 - HOFI pair singing on tower do not approach either of the 2 nests on this tower during 40 minutes of
observation. - RRadd
07/03/2012 - Closed, as this nest is no longer the focus of any sustained breeding activity. No conclusive evidence
of eggs or young ever observed. - RRadd

Fledged
N/A

0

100

30

30

Indeterminate

5/30/2012

7/3/2012 05/30/2012 - HOFI pair adding fibermulch to partially constructed nest at 1341. - RRadd
06/05/2012 - Nest appears 50% complete, no activity observed during 45 minutes of observation during windy
mid-afternoon conditions. - RRadd
06/12/2012 - HOFI female carries material to nest accompanied by male, then copulates and enters nest at 1016. RRadd
06/19/2012 - Male HOFI comes close to nest at 30 minute intervals and sings. No female observed, but no sight
access to nest interior. Presumed incubating. - RRadd
06/26/2012 - HOFI pair singing on tower do not approach either of the 2 nests on this tower. - RRadd
07/03/2012 - Closed, as this nest is no longer the locus of any sustained breeding activity. No conclusive evidence
of incubation or young observed. - RRadd

N/A

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic

50

100

50

50

Fledged

5/30/2012

7/17/2012 05/30/2012 - CAKI molding nest to body and lying in nest. - RRadd
06/05/2012 - CAKI at nest, mate guards from telephone cable on north side of road. - RRadd
06/12/2012 - CAKI lying in nest at 1140. - RRadd
06/19/2012 - CAKI on nest at 1247, mate nest-guarding. No food carry observed during 15-minute observation. RRadd
06/26/2012 - CAKI carrying food to nest 1005. No young visible. - RRadd
07/03/2012 - CAKI pair feeding young at 5-10 minute intervals. - RRadd
07/10/2012 - Nestlings observed accepting food from adult CAKI, who remained nearby and vocalized regularly. MDicus
07/17/2012 - An adult CAKI was observed feeding a bee to a recent fledgling perched several feet from the nest.
No activity was observed at the nest. - MDicus

Yes

Road Area

Riparian Forests and Woodlands

Traffic

39

100

75

75

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

5/30/2012

6/13/2012 05/30/2012 - Female BCHU lying in nest from 1528-1541. - RRadd
06/06/2012 - BCHU female lying in nest 1337. - RRadd
06/13/2012 - Nest no longer occupied. Abandoned for unknown reasons. - RRadd

No

CP70-3-E

Road Area

Riparian Forests and Woodlands

Traffic

5

100

100

100

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

5/30/2012

6/29/2012 05/30/2012 - BCHU female building yellow nest; approximately 15% complete. - RRadd
06/06/2012 - No activity observed. - RRadd
06/13/2012 - BCHU female wary of observer, comes to nest at 1610 and settles. - RRadd
06/20/2012 - BCHU female on nest at 1630. - RRadd
06/27/2012 - BCHU female occupies nest for 20 minute periods, with periods of 2-5 minutes away from nest. RRadd
07/04/2012 - Nest is empty with shell fragments in cup. Presume nest was predated as nest rim is clean and
insufficient time to fledge. - RRadd

No

053012_tcer_01

CP17-1-E-B

Road Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic

614

300

300

300

Nest did not reach active stage

5/30/2012

6/4/2012 05/30/2012 - Adults building nest. Nest 90% complete. - TCooper
06/06/2012 - No activity at nest. Nest had no eggs and the interior of the nest was pulled up. Pair was observed
building new nest. - TCooper

No

House Finch

053012_vnik_01

EP130/EP131 PS

Pad Areas-Stringing Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

OH - wire stringing

0

100

100

100

Removed

5/30/2012

5/30/2012 05/30/2012 - Observed female House Finch making several trips with nest material to truck. Truck is essential to
wire pulling operations and was in use at the time. Nest deterrents on truck include plastic sheeting on grill, mylar
tape, and active use of the truck. Nest removed based on immediate need of truck to transport wire pulling
equipment to complete job. Nest was removed per NBMMP. Nest did not contain eggs or young and was
approximately 40% complete. - VNovik

No

House Finch

053012_vnik_02

EP102A-1

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Area
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other

40

100

30

30

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

5/30/2012

6/13/2012 05/30/2012 - Lineman found nest earlier in day with 2 eggs while working on tower. - VNovik
06/01/2012 - Observed nest for 30 minutes. After 1 minute, female left nest and foraged near tower for 5
minutes, then returned to tower and perched on wire 30 feet from nest for 15 minutes before returning to nest
and remaining on it for 9+ minutes. - MKuehn
06/06/2012 - A pair of House Finches was initially perched on center power line; the female flew to the nest site
after about 4 minutes; the male remained for 15 minutes. (Cannot see the nest from ground level making it hard
to get good observational information.) - PKonrad
06/13/2012 - No sign of House Finches at the nest site or in the area surrounding the tower during the 30 minutes
of observation today. Later in the day, information was received that yesterday biomonitor C. Bugbee did not see
any House Finch activity at this tower, and when a lineman working in the tower checked the nest for eggs or
nestlings, the nest was reported to be empty - closed. - PKonrad

No
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
HOFI House Finch

Nest ID
053112_ahll_01

EP42 PS

ID

CP87-1

HOFI

House Finch

053112_bald_01

HOFI

House Finch

053112_hwey_01 CP88-1-N-A

WESJ

Western Scrub-Jay

053112_jpki_01

CORA

Common Raven

053112_jpki_03

HOFI

House Finch

053112_mdus_01 CP72-2

HOFI

House Finch

053112_rrdd_01

HOFI

House Finch

CALT

Type
Habitat
Pad Areas-Stringing Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
OH - wire stringing

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
0

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
100
100
Removed

Pad Areas-Maintenance Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Area
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

UG - cable pulling/splicing

0

100

100

100

Road Area

Traffic

8

100

30

EP137

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Other
Area

30

100

EP138-2-E-B

Road Area

Traffic

60

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Chaparrals
Area

Other

CP64-2

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Grasslands and Meadows
Area

053112_rrdd_02

CP64-2

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Grasslands and Meadows
Area

California Towhee

053112_rrdd_03

CP65-1

Pad Areas-TSAP

WEKI

Western Kingbird

053112_rrdd_04

HOFI

House Finch

053112_rrdd_05

Nest Outcome

Date Nest
Found
5/31/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
5/31/2012 05/31/2012 - Biological monitor observed HOFI pair going to nest location, female bringing material. Mylar
deterrents installed on bulldozer, but nest cavity was uncovered. Nest was removed as per NBMMP, based on
necessity to use equipment immediately and complete wire stringing in a timely manner. Nest did not contain
young or eggs and was about 25% complete. - AHill

Fledged
No

Removed

5/31/2012

5/31/2012 05/31/2012 - HOFI nest removed per the NBMMP. Using a lift, avian biologist confirmed 'new' nest was about
75% complete, with no eggs or young present. Bird repellent ribbon was in place on the tower and around the
work pad, and a plastic owl decoy is located on this tower within 50 feet of the nest. Furthermore, testing work
has occurred at this location over the past few weeks and per the NBMMP, active work is considered a form of a
deterrent. These HOFIs were not disturbed by human presence or construction activity. SDG&E needs to have
access to these poles over the next two weeks to conduct repair work identified in the ongoing current testing
program. After determining that there were no eggs or young present, this nest was removed and photographed. BArnold

No

30

Presumed Fledged

5/31/2012

6/2/2012 05/31/2012 - Female HOFI observed carrying food to nest at 1214. - HWinfrey
06/02/2012 - Nest is empty but intact with no sign of predation. Nest presumed fledged. - HWinfrey

Yes

30

30

Presumed Fledged

5/31/2012

6/15/2012 05/31/2012 - Adult observed exiting nest containing 2 nestlings about 1 week old; adult later observed brooding
on the nest. - JPawlicki
06/08/2012 - Nest contains 2 large nestlings with pin feathers; no adults in area during 10 minute period. PKonrad
06/15/2012 - No nestlings, fledglings, or adult Western Scrub-Jays observed near nest, which looks good but used.
Nestlings have apparently fledged and moved out of the area - closed. - PKonrad

Yes

100

100

100

Presumed Fledged

5/31/2012

6/5/2012 05/31/2012 - Three large, fully feathered Common Raven nestlings are perched on rim of nest and appear near
ready to fledge. - JPawlicki
06/05/2012 - Nest looks good, but no nestlings, fledglings or adults were observed in area; due to the description
that the nestlings were ready to fledge a week ago, it is presumed they fledged successfully and the family group
has moved out of the area - nest closed. - PKonrad

Yes

15

100

30

30

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

5/31/2012

6/4/2012 05/31/2012 - A House Finch nest containing 1 egg was discovered in Leg C. The female returned to the nest while
the avian monitor stood 20 feet away. - MDicus
06/04/2012 - Bio-monitor reported no birds observed on nest upon arrival via helicopter. Finches not observed
returning during ponding work, and work was stopped to allow for birds to resume natural nesting behavior for at
least 15 minutes. Avian biologist then hiked to site with additional crew members. Work was not permitted to
start again because birds were not observed returning to nest with crew remaining in hidden location 60 feet
from nest for 1.5 hours. Birds were heard off site about 400 feet away. Nest was checked and no longer contains
eggs. Nest appears undamaged. - RQuilley
06/05/2012 - Old nesting material was again verified to contain no eggs or young and was removed. - RQuilley

No

None

0

100

30

30

Presumed Fledged

5/31/2012

6/26/2012 05/31/2012 - HOFI female attending 1 egg. - RRadd
06/06/2012 - HOFI female incubating 4 eggs. - RRadd
06/13/2012 - Nest contains 4 eggs, 0838. - RRadd
06/19/2012 - Female brooding 5 nestlings, completely downy with closed eyes, no more than 3 days old. HWinfrey
06/27/2012 - Nest is empty and presumed fledged. - RRadd

Yes

None

0

100

30

30

Presumed Fledged

5/31/2012

6/22/2012 05/31/2012 - HOFI incubating 4 eggs. - RRadd
06/06/2012 - Female HOFI incubating 4 eggs. - RRadd
06/13/2012 - HOFI brooding nestlings at 0837. - RRadd
06/19/2012 - 3 nestlings visible in nest, appear to be 7-8 days old. - HWinfrey
06/27/2012 - Nest presumed fledged and a new clutch initiated, as it now contains 3 eggs (NID 062712_rrdd_02). RRadd

Yes

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Other

170

100

50

50

Fledged

5/31/2012

6/13/2012 05/31/2012 - CALT incubating 3 eggs at 1220. - RRadd
06/07/2012 - CALT lying in nest 1333 and does not depart. - RRadd
06/13/2012 - Nest is empty, small tail-less fledgling observed in adjacent Toyon. - RRadd

Yes

CP65-1

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance
Area

100

100

75

75

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

5/31/2012

6/8/2012 05/31/2012 - WEKI pair comes to nest at wide intervals. Female hops onto nest at 1252 and 'wiggles' for a minute
before departing. - RRadd
06/07/2012 - WEKI visits twice in 90 minutes. From below, no bird is visible on nest. - RRadd
06/13/2012 - Nest appears intact, but no WEKI observed from 1230-1330. - RRadd
06/20/2012 - No WEKI detected during 90 minutes of observation. - RRadd

No

CP65-1

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance
Area

30

100

30

30

Nest did not reach active stage

5/31/2012

6/20/2012 05/31/2012 - HOFI flushed off freshly constructed nest at first sight, 1316. - RRadd
06/07/2012 - No activity observed. Nest appears sound and clean, but contents cannot be observed. - RRadd
06/13/2012 - No activity observed. - RRadd
06/20/2012 - Closed due to 2 weeks of inactivity following ponding crew. - RRadd

No

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Riparian Forests and Woodlands
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
ANHU Anna's Hummingbird

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
26

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
Nest Outcome
50
50
Presumed Fledged

Nest ID
053112_rrdd_06

ID
CP64-2 PS-E

Type
Road Area

Habitat
Riparian Forests and Woodlands

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
Traffic

Chaparrals

Other

20

100

75

75

0

100

100

100

PHAI

Phainopepla

053112_vnik_01

GS-USFS-6

Pad Areas-Work Area

WEKI

Western Kingbird

053112_vnik_02

EP119-2

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Area
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other

HOFI

House Finch

060112_bald_01

Sycamore Substation SSDE1

Pad Areas-Stringing Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Substation - new construction

260

100

30

HOFI

House Finch

060112_bald_02

Sycamore Substation SSDE1

Substation

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Substation - new construction

475

100

ANHU

Anna's Hummingbird

060112_jpki_01

Alpine CY

Construction Yards

Chaparrals

Traffic

80

CALT

California Towhee

060112_jpki_02

Alpine CY

Construction Yards

Chaparrals

BMP installation/maintenance

WEKI

Western Kingbird

060112_mbhn_01 EP36-1-N

Road Area

Chaparrals

HOFI

House Finch

060112_mbhn_02 EP36-1

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Chaparrals
Area

WEKI

Western Kingbird

060112_mdus_01 CP83

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats None
Area

Date Nest
Found
5/31/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
6/23/2012 05/31/2012 - Female ANHU lies in nest for10 minutes and then off for 20 suggesting egg-laying may be in
progress. - RRadd
06/06/2012 - ANHU comes to nest after 15 minute absence and settles. Nest posture suggests hatched young, but
no feeding during 10 minute observation. - RRadd
06/13/2012 - 2 nestlings visible at 0805. - RRadd
06/20/2012 - 2 large feathered young over top the nest at 0940. - RRadd
06/27/2012 - Nest is empty and presumed to have fledged. - RRadd

Fledged
Yes

Presumed Fledged

5/31/2012

6/19/2012 05/31/2012 - Observed Phainopepla on the nest that appears to be incubating. - VNovik
06/01/2012 - No adult on nest, but male Phainopepla nearby and calling. Nest contains 3 eggs. - MKuehn
06/06/2012 - Both Phainopepla adults are away from nest and territorial, but unable to see into nest - eggs may
have hatched. - PKonrad
06/13/2012 - Male and female Phainopepla are making regular visits to the nest every 5 to 6 minutes, presumably
with food for nestlings in the nest. - PKonrad
06/19/2012 - No adult Phainopeplas observed during initial observations from a distance. Nest is in good shape,
but empty. Nestlings have apparently fledged and left the area, as have the adults - closed.. - PKonrad

Yes

Removed

5/31/2012

5/31/2012 05/31/2012 - Western Kingbirds observed carrying nesting material to plate connecting Legs B and C of structure.
Nesting material is visible sticking out of the steel from ground. Nest appears 15% complete. Bird deterrents, in
the form of mylar tape are located in the shrubs surrounding the structure. The structure was last worked on
5/24/12. Request to remove nest was made in order to complete the installation of the remaining steel associated
with the structure. If the nest were to be left in place, the SRPL line would not be able to meet its deadline for
completion. Nest was removed per NBMP. No eggs or young were in the nest. Photos of the nest were taken. VNovik

No

30

Fledged

6/1/2012

7/6/2012 06/01/2012 - Nest with 2 eggs, pair of adults flew in and perched within 2 feet while Avian Biologist examined
nest. - BArnold
06/07/2012 - Five eggs in nest; female flushed at 3 feet as Avian Biologist was climbing up into electrical cabinet. BArnold
06/15/2012 - Nest with 5 eggs, flushed female when opened cabinet. - BArnold
06/22/2012 - At least 3 or 4 nestlings, with 1 or 2 eggs remaining. Adult not observed. - BArnold
07/06/2012 - Nest with 1 bad egg, lots of scat. This nest successfully fledged 4 young, and is now closed. BArnold

Yes

30

30

Presumed Fledged

6/1/2012

7/6/2012 06/01/2012 - Female flushed at about 4 feet. Nest with 4 eggs. - BArnold
06/07/2012 - Female flushed at about 6 feet; nest has 4 eggs. - BArnold
06/16/2012 - 4 eggs in nest. - BArnold
06/22/2012 - Nestlings observed in nest. Adult HOFIs heard in area; none at nest. - BArnold
07/06/2012 - Nest empty, with lots of scat on nest and GCB stand, indicative of a successfully fledged nest. BArnold

Yes

100

50

50

Fledged

6/1/2012

6/26/2012 06/01/2012 - Female observed on nest; did not leave nest upon approaching. - JPawlicki
06/07/2012 - 2 nestlings in nest, appear 3-4 days old. - HWinfrey
06/15/2012 - 2 nestlings visible in nest. - HWinfrey
06/21/2012 - 2 well-developed nestlings fill the nest at 1703. - HWinfrey
06/23/2012 - 2 well-developed nestlings remain in nest at 0927. - HWinfrey
06/25/2012 - 1 nestling remains in nest; female foraging nearby. - HWinfrey
06/26/2012 - Nest empty in good condition. Fledged. - HWinfrey

Yes

200

100

50

50

Presumed Fledged

6/1/2012

6/11/2012 06/01/2012 - Yard monitor observed adult at nest containing 1 chick a few days old. - JPawlicki
06/07/2012 - Unable to locate nest, however agitated behavior of CALT indicates that nest is still active. Visited
nest again on 6/8 with biologist J. Pawlicki and verified that 1 nestling is present. - HWinfrey
06/11/2012 - Nest is empty with no signs of predation; presumed fledged. - HWinfrey

Yes

OH - wire stringing

0

100

100

100

Removed

6/1/2012

6/1/2012 06/01/2012 - Observed Western Kingbird pair making frequent flights to upper eastern tower bridge. Due to the
high risk of nest failing with construction activities likely within the nest cycle, it was determined that nest was a
candidate for removal with agency concurrence per the NBMMP. Lineman climbed tower and confirmed that no
eggs or young were present, and nest was removed under supervision of avian biologist. It was determined that
the nest was approximately 10% complete. Deterrents consisted of mylar tape installed on tower. - MBahn

No

OH - wire stringing

0

100

100

100

Removed

6/1/2012

6/1/2012 06/01/2012 - Observed male and female House Finch making multiple trips to tower carrying nesting material.
Due to the high risk of nest failing with construction activities likely within the nest cycle, it was determined that
nest was a candidate for removal with agency concurrence per the NBMMP. Lineman climbed up and confirmed
no eggs or young were present, and nest was removed under supervision of avian biologist. Deterrents consisted
of mylar tape installed on tower. - MBahn

No

0

100

50

50

Nest did not reach active stage

6/1/2012

6/7/2012 06/01/2012 - A Western Kingbird was observed making frequent trips with large pieces of dried annuals to the
northwest corner of the tower. Given the nest height, percent completion is unknown, but based on the size of
the nesting material, the nest is likely in the earlier stages of construction. - MDicus
06/08/2012 - No WEKI activity observed during 30 minute observation. - RRadd
06/15/2012 - No WEKI activity observed during 30 minute observation. No nest visible. - RRadd

No
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
RCSP Rufous-crowned Sparrow

Nest ID
060112_mkhn_01 EP103-2

ID

Type
Pad Areas-Work Area

Habitat
Chaparrals

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
OH - wire stringing

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
20

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
Nest Outcome
50
50
Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

LEGO

Lesser Goldfinch

060112_rqey_01 CP65-1

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Chaparrals
Area

Other

5

100

30

30

RTHA

Red-tailed Hawk

060112_rrdd_01

CP62-2-E

Road Area

Traffic

430

500

300

300

HOFI

House Finch

060112_rrdd_02

CP62-2

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats None
Area

0

100

30

LEGO

Lesser Goldfinch

060112_rrdd_03

CP62-2-E

Road Area

Traffic

41

100

CAKI

Cassin's Kingbird

060112_rrdd_04

CP76-1

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Other
Area

90

CALT

California Towhee

060112_rrdd_05

GS-NF-13

Pad Areas-Work Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic

WEKI

Western Kingbird

060112_rrdd_06

CP62-2

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Other
Area

Riparian Forests and Woodlands

Riparian Forests and Woodlands

Date Nest
Found
6/1/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
6/20/2012 06/01/2012 - Adult Rufous-crowned Sparrow flew from nest as biologist approached within 5 feet while walking
along footpath. Nest contains 2 eggs.- unsure if egg laying is complete. - MKuehn
06/06/2012 - Adult Rufous-crowned Sparrow slipped quickly and quietly from the nest, nearly unseen; nest
contains 2 small white eggs. - PKonrad
06/13/2012 - The nest still contains 2 small white eggs, but no Rufous-crowned Sparrows were observed
(although the incubating bird was very sneaky when it left the nest during the last nest monitoring visit a week
ago). No Rufous-crowned Sparrows were singing during the nest monitoring visit. - PKonrad
06/20/2012 - The nest is in good shape, and 2 eggs are still present, but there is no sign of Rufous-crowned
Sparrows at the nest or in the area. The eggs should have hatched by now, and it appears this nesting attempt has
been abandoned - closed. - PKonrad

Fledged
No

Indeterminate

6/1/2012

6/14/2012 06/01/2012 - Female LEGO observed incubating on nest for most of observation period. Female later seen off
nest, and at least 3 young nestlings were observed in nest. Female was undisturbed during both vehicle and foot
traffic along access road. - RQuilley
06/06/2012 - Male attending one nestling at 1740. - RRadd
06/18/2012 - This nest is no longer present and a small branch under the nest site is broken. No nest remnants
were found. An SRPL stake is driven into the ground below the nest and a Ground has been installed 10 feet
south. It is unknown where these work items fit on the nesting cycle timeline. Additionally, the nest appeared to
be within 3 days of fledging when monitored on 6 June. - RRadd

N/A

Fledged

6/1/2012

6/12/2012 06/01/2012 - 2 large nestlings standing on nest should fledge soon. - RRadd
06/06/2012 - Juvenile observed perched adjacent to AR 0712. - RRadd
06/12/2012 - 2 juveniles fly weakly to adult RTHA carrying large snake to feeding post close to nest. Adult flies
away, attempting to coax juveniles to flight. Nest is empty; change to closed. - RRadd

Yes

30

Nest did not reach active stage

6/1/2012

6/12/2012 06/01/2012 - HOFI pair carrying nest material to corner and copulating at 0805. No accumulation visible. - RRadd
06/06/2012 - HOFI pair still carry stems and male defends against HOWR, but WEKI pursues HOFI. No
accumulation observed. - RRadd
06/11/2012 - Still no accumulation of material. During 20 minutes of observation, a female House Finch landed
once in the tower but was not observed with nesting material; she left shortly thereafter. A Western Kingbird was
perched near the attempted nest location. After 10 days of no observed accumulation of nest material, it was
determined that this nest location was abandoned prior to it becoming active. - MDicus
06/12/2012 - Nest no longer present and no HOFI breeding behavior detected during 30 minutes of observation. RRadd

No

50

50

Presumed Fledged

6/1/2012

6/9/2012 06/01/2012 - Male feeds LEGO female lying in nest observed empty 24 May. - RRadd
06/06/2012 - Nestlings likely to fledge soon. - RRadd
06/13/2012 - Nest is empty and presumed fledged. - RRadd

Yes

100

50

50

Fledged

6/1/2012

7/20/2012 06/01/2012 - CAKI pair making frequent trips with plants and feathers at 1112. - RRadd
06/07/2012 - CAKI lying in nest and does not depart from 1517-1527. - RRadd
06/14/2012 - CAKI mostly on nest with mate guarding, occasionally sallies and returns by 1055. - RRadd
06/19/2012 - Nest exchange observed, with arriving CAKI appearing to turn eggs before settling onto nest. HWinfrey
06/21/2012 - Nestlings visible in nest, adult feeds at 1205. - RRadd
06/28/2012 - CAKI pair consume most food catches early, then feed young at 5-10 minute intervals after 0900. RRadd
07/05/2012 - CAKI pair bring food to nest at 1134, 1148, 1207. - RRadd
07/13/2012 - Adult Kingbird observed nest-guarding against nearby House Finches and bringing food to
nestling(s) and 1 recent fledgling perched 1 foot from the nest. - MDicus
07/20/2012 - No activity at the nest. An adult CAKI was observed feeding recent fledglings perched on shrubs and
a lowered wire north of the tower. 3 begging and vocal fledglings (yellow gapes, tails not fully developed) were
observed. - MDicus

Yes

550

100

50

50

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

6/1/2012

6/5/2012 06/01/2012 - Nest contains 1 hatchling and 2 unhatched eggs at 1215. - RRadd
06/07/2012 - Nest is empty, did not have time to fledge. Small feathers under nest suggest predation. - RRadd

No

70

100

50

50

Nest did not reach active stage

6/1/2012

6/10/2012 06/01/2012 - WEKI pair making numerous trips, piling fresh material atop previous CAKI nest and copulating
adjacent. - RRadd
06/06/2012 - 0722: pair to nest, one stays on nest, other defends and then departs to forage after 15 minutes.
Pair subsequently make numerous visits, some longer, some shorter. Unclear if incubation has begun. - RRadd
06/12/2012 - No nest or kingbird detected during 30 minutes of observation. - RRadd
06/22/2012 - No WEKI detections during 30 minutes of tower observation. - RRadd
07/02/2012 - No WEKI detections during 30 minutes of tower observation. Closed due to inactivity. It is likely that
this site was abandoned prior to an egg being laid. - RRadd

No
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
LBVI Least Bell's Vireo

Nest ID
060112_tcer_01

EP77-E

ID

Type
Road Area

Habitat
Riparian Forests and Woodlands

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
OH - wire stringing

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
278

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
300

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
Nest Outcome
300
300
Nest did not reach active stage

Date Nest
Found
6/1/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
6/4/2012 06/01/2012 - Nest 10% complete. New material added since yesterday. Female not observed. No activity at nest. TCooper
06/04/2012 - The pair was observed together on several occasions as well as pair calls heard. The pair moved
throughout the male’s territory both high and low in the canopy. No activity was observed at nest, though some
new material had been added since the last check on 6/1/12 and appears about 15% complete. However, the
front of the nest appears to have been pulled away or is otherwise missing and may no longer be active. - TCooper
06/05/2012 - No activity was observed at nest, no new material appears to has been added to it, and the adults
are building a new nest nearby. Nest is now presumed abandoned for unknown reasons. - TCooper

Fledged
No

HOFI

House Finch

060112_vnik_01

EP130/EP131 PS

Pad Areas-Stringing Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other

0

100

100

100

Removed

6/1/2012

6/1/2012 06/01/2012 - Monitor observed House Finches carrying material to nest site located on underside of trailer of
semi truck. The trailer carries the wire reels used for wire stringing and is critical to completion of line prior to
summer deadline. Nest is approximately 10% complete. No eggs or young are present in nest. Deterrents include
mylar tape hung on trailer and construction activities nearby. Nest removed per NBMMP. Photos taken to
document. Recommended that trailer be relocated and more deterrents added. - VNovik

No

WEKI

Western Kingbird

060112_vnik_02

EP119-2

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Area
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other

0

100

100

100

Removed

6/1/2012

6/1/2012 06/01/2012 - Western Kingbirds observed carrying nesting material to plate connecting Legs B and C of structure.
Nesting material is visible sticking out of the steel from ground. Nest appears 10% complete. Bird deterrents, in
the form of mylar tape are located in the shrubs surrounding the structure. The structure was last worked on
5/31/12. Request to remove nest was made in order to complete the installation of the remaining steel associated
with the structure. If the nest were to be left in place, the SRPL line would not be able to meet its deadline for
completion. Nest was removed per NBMMP. No eggs or young were in the nest. Photos of the nest were taken. VNovik

No

HOFI

House Finch

060212_bald_01

CP87-1

Pad Areas-Maintenance Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Area
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance

0

100

100

100

Removed

6/2/2012

6/2/2012 06/02/2012 - HOFI nest removed per the NBMMP. Using a lift, avian biologist confirmed nest was about 50%
complete, with no eggs or young present. Bird repellent ribbon was in place on the tower and around the work
pad, and a plastic owl decoy is located on this tower within 50 feet of the nest. Furthermore, testing work has
occurred at this location over the past few weeks and per the NBMMP, active work is considered a form of a
deterrent. The nest was placed in a fold of bird deterrent netting. These HOFIs were not disturbed by human
presence or construction activity. SDG&E may need to have access to this pole over the next week to conduct
repair work identified in the ongoing current testing program. After determining that there were no eggs or young
present, this nest was removed and photographed. - BArnold

No

AMKE

American Kestrel

060212_bald_02

San Luis Rey Substation

Substation

Substation - new construction

150

500

50

50

Indeterminate

6/2/2012

N/A

BEWR

Bewick's Wren

060212_hwey_02 EP35-1

OH - wire stringing

114

100

50

50

Presumed Fledged

6/2/2012

7/25/2012 06/02/2012 - Adult AMKEs observed entering lowest hollow arms of large steel monopole within the fenced
substation. This pair recently successfully fledged a nest located about 75 feet north of this current nest
monopole, in a monopole about 20 feet outside of the northern substation fence (Nest ID 030212_bald-02). BArnold
06/11/2012 - Adult AMKE pair in area, defending area against a Red-tailed Hawk. - BArnold
06/15/2012 - Adult AMKE on nest pole. - BArnold
06/22/2012 - No activity observed during brief focused observation period. - BArnold
06/25/2012 - Conducted 4 hour observation on Saturday 23 June 2012. After 2 hours and 15 minutes, male
kestrel flew in and perched on wooden distribution pole, entered arm tip 5 minutes later, and exited after 2
minutes and returned to wooden distribution pole perch. Male left perch at some point (didn't see when or
where he went), 42 minutes later female vocalized 'klee' call from wire near nest pole, after 5 minutes flew to
nearby A-frame, and flew into nest arm tip 7 minutes later. Emerged after 1 minute and perched back on A-frame
and preened. Flew off to the south 23 minutes later. No food items were observed at any point. - BArnold
06/29/2012 - Observed AMKE fly onto top of A-frame, perch for 11 minutes. It then flew toward perched RTHA
pair on monopole at NW corner of substation and then perched on monopole in northern end of substation
where it remained for at least 14 minutes. Total focused observation time was 1 hour. - BArnold
07/06/2012 - Observed adult AMKE on top of large steel monopole just inside substation fence for about 30
minutes, until end of observation period. - BArnold
07/13/2012 - Adult male AMKE observed flying into Eucalyptus trees north of nest pole and outside of fenced
substation. No interaction with nest pole observed during 1 hour of on-and-off pole observation. Earlier a male
AMKE was observed on a wire southwest of and outside the fenced substation. It is not clear if this is the same
bird. - BArnold
07/18/2012 - Adult AMKE observed on steel monopole at southeast corner of substation when began sweep. As
sweep was being conducted, later noticed that bird was no longer on top of pole. When checked 10 minutes later,
kestrel was back on top of pole. Later, noticed adult AMKE on top of nest pole. No direct interaction was observed
with nest. Yesterday, 17 July, nest was watched for 2.25 hours with no AMKE observed. Monday 16 July nest was
watched for 0.75 hour, and an adult AMKE was observed as it flew over the substation and landed on wires
outside the southwestern corner of the substation. - BArnold
07/25/2012 - Nest was monitored from 0830 to 1230. No activity observed at nest location during the duration of
observation. At 1100, one kestrel was briefly heard calling from a eucalyptus 150 feet north. The bird did not
approach the nest pole. No calls or movements were heard from the nest location. Based on lack of any behavior
at this nest site over 4 hours, when it would be expected that nestlings would be present, and no observations of
kestrels at this cavity since June 25, this nest is considered closed. It is unknown if a clutch was ever initiated due
to lack of observations and nest location/type IMaunsell
6/9/2012 06/02/2012 - BEWR observed carrying food into cavity at 1010. - HWinfrey
06/05/2012 - Adult carrying food into nest cavity at 0710. - HWinfrey
06/07/2012 - BEWR calling and carrying food into nest cavity at 0723. - HWinfrey
06/09/2012 - No activity observed, nest presumed fledged. - HWinfrey

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Riparian Forests and Woodlands
Area
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
PHAI Phainopepla

Nest ID
060212_mkhn_01 EP78-E

ID

Type
Road Area

Habitat
Riparian Forests and Woodlands

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
Traffic

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
28

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
Nest Outcome
50
50
Satellite nest

WEKI

Western Kingbird

060212_mkhn_02 EP119-2

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Area
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other

0

100

100

100

HOFI

House Finch

060212_rqey_02 CP106-1

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Area
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other

0

100

30

BGGN

Blue-gray Gnatcatcher

060212_rqey_03 CP106-1-E

Road Area

Other

15

100

HOFI

House Finch

060212_rrdd_01

CP75-1

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats None
Area

0

HOFI

House Finch

060212_rrdd_02

CP75-1

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance
Area

HOFI

House Finch

060212_rrdd_03

CP86

BCHU

Black-chinned Hummingbird

060212_rrdd_04

CP82-1-E

Date Nest
Found
6/2/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
6/11/2012 06/02/2012 - Male visited nest once with nesting material with biologist standing 25 feet away. Nest is 20%
complete. - MKuehn
06/06/2012 - No activity at nest in 20 minutes of passive observation. No detectable progress made on nest since
first logged on 6/2. - MKuehn
06/11/2012 - Material is completely gone from nest location. This was likely a candidate site chosen by male, but
not ultimately used by female. Nesting material likely brought to new nest location. - MKuehn

Fledged
N/A

Removed

6/2/2012

6/2/2012 06/02/2012 - A pair of Western Kingbirds was observed carrying nesting material more than 5 times to a steel
plate 40 feet high, between the A and D legs of the EP119-2 tower. At 0900, the nest appeared to be less than
20% complete based on observations from the ground. This pair is likely the same pair that initiated 2 previously
removed nests (Nest IDs: 053112_vnik_02 and 060112_vnik_02) in this tower on 6/1 and 5/31. The most recent
removal occurred on 6/1 at approximately 1530, and work continued at the tower on 6/1until 1830, during which
time the birds had not begun to establish a new nest. In addition to the two previous nest removals at this site,
other nesting deterrents include mylar tape around the base of the tower, back bolting work conducted
Wednesday, and the installation of materials to occupy the location of the previous nest attempt removal.
Workers were notified that the nest must be photographed to document the absence of any eggs or young prior
to any helicopter activity within the nest buffer, but when the crew arrived on site at 1315, they did not have any
climbing equipment and the Skycrane helicopter was already en route to the site with the tower bridge in tow,
making it impossible to climb the tower and provide photographic documentation of the nest contents before
arrival of the Skycrane. After the Skycrane delivered the bridge (at 1338) the tower was climbed and the nest
location was inspected, but no nesting material was present. It is extremely unlikely that any eggs were present
given that (1) nest construction must have been initiated after 1830 on the previous evening and Western
Kingbirds typically take from 4 to 8 days to completely construct a nest and commence egg-laying (Birds of North
America Online) and (2) the nest appeared to be only 20% complete at 0900 on 6/2. The work crew was advised
to place nesting bird deterrents (wire mesh secured with tape or zip-ties) at all brackets similar to the ones used
by this pair in their previous 3 nesting attempts in this tower to prevent future nesting attempts from occurring. MKuehn

No

30

Presumed Fledged

6/2/2012

7/5/2012 06/02/2012 - Nest discovered during work activities with no bird on nest. Crew was asked to halt work activities,
and HOFI returned to nest to incubate. Incubation remained undisturbed for at least 15 minutes, and crew was
permitted to remove equipment from site. Female left nest temporarily but returned shortly after. - RQuilley
06/09/2012 - Female on nest at 0822. - HWinfrey
06/16/2012 - No activity observed at nest during 45-minute visit. 2 pairs of HOFIs foraging in area, but none
approach nest. - HWinfrey
06/22/2012 - Upon arrival, 1 egg was observed outside the nest cup, wedged against a tower bolt. The adult
female was observed perching on the trash rack 15 feet from the nest. During the next 5-8 minutes, the female
slowly moved toward the nest, eventually lying in the nest and remaining there until the avian biologist left. MDicus
06/28/2012 - Female feeding nestlings at 0809. - HWinfrey
07/05/2012 - Nest is empty with no activity in area. Nest closed, presumed fledged. - KAlberts

Yes

80

80

Nest with eggs or young failed for
unknown causes

6/2/2012

6/12/2012 06/02/2012 - BGGN pair observed incubating and nest exchanging. - RQuilley
06/09/2012 - No BGGN activity observed. Unable to locate nest. - HWinfrey
06/12/2012 - Nest no longer remains in nest location, only fine fibers remain at attachment points. Nest remains
could not be found. - RQuilley

No

100

50

50

Presumed Fledged

6/2/2012

6/6/2012 06/02/2012 - HOFI tending feathered young. - RRadd
06/07/2012 - Nest appears to have fledged. - RRadd

Yes

30

100

30

30

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

6/2/2012

7/13/2012 06/02/2012 - HOFI visits fresh nest. - RRadd
06/07/2012 - HOFI pair singing and visiting. - RRadd
06/14/2012 - HOFI pair active at this nest. - RRadd
06/21/2012 - HOFI female on nest at 1400. - RRadd
06/28/2012 - No activity observed during 1 hour observation. - RRadd
07/05/2012 - No activity at this nest during 1-hour observation. - RRadd
07/13/2012 - Nest is no longer present. No HOFI activity observed in vicinity. - MDicus

No

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats None
Area

0

100

30

30

Presumed Fledged

6/2/2012

6/14/2012 06/02/2012 - HOFI pair active, nest material visible from below. - RRadd
06/08/2012 - Nestling visible, adults attending. - RRadd
06/15/2012 - Nest appears empty and no HOFI detections. Numerous feces visible suggests potentially fledged. RRadd

Yes

Road Area

5

100

50

50

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

6/2/2012

7/13/2012 06/02/2012 - Female BCHU packing lining into otherwise complete yellow nest at 1122. - RRadd
06/08/2012 - Female BCHU lying in nest 1353-1403. - RRadd
06/15/2012 - Female BCHU comes to nest and settles at 0655. - RRadd
06/22/2012 - Female BCHU comes to nest and settles at 1153. No feeding observed, but dive-bombing COHA
limits observation time. - RRadd
06/30/2012 - No BCHU detected at this nest during 30 minutes of observation. - RRadd
07/06/2012 - Nest contains at least 1 small nestling at 0845. - RRadd
07/13/2012 - Black-chinned Hummingbird nest is in good shape, but no nestlings are present, and no adult
hummingbirds were observed or heard in the area. Because nestlings grow in the nest for about 3 weeks, it is
evident this nesting attempt is unsuccessful - closed. - PKonrad

No

Chaparrals

Riparian Forests and Woodlands

Traffic
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Nearest Project Feature

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
Nest Outcome
50
50
Presumed Fledged

Species
Code
Common Name
LEGO Lesser Goldfinch

Nest ID
060212_rrdd_05

CP82-1-E

Type
Road Area

Habitat
Riparian Forests and Woodlands

HOOR

Hooded Oriole

060212_vers_01

CP49-1-PS-N

Road Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Grading

25

100

50

50

AMKE

American Kestrel

060212_vers_02

TL 6915 - 171694

69kV Structure

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance

25

500

150

150

060312_bald_01

CP88-1

Pad Areas-Maintenance Chaparrals
Area

UG - cable pulling/splicing

35

100

30

30

Pad Areas-Stringing Area Grasslands and Meadows

OH - wire stringing

280

100

100

100

HOWR House Wren

LASP

Lark Sparrow

ID

060312_hwey_01 EP67 PS

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
Traffic

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
15

214 of 237

Date Nest
Found
6/2/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
7/2/2012 06/02/2012 - LEGO pair making trips, nest is 85% complete. - RRadd
06/08/2012 - LEGO female visits complete nest 1425. - RRadd
06/15/2012 - LEGO female incubates at 1350; male nest guards. - RRadd
06/24/2012 - Female visiting at 15-minute intervals from 0750-0815, presumed to be feeding nestlings. - RRadd
06/29/2012 - Female lying on nest does not depart, 1310-1325. - RRadd
07/06/2012 - Nest appears intact and unoccupied, but no observer access to nest contents. WESJ investigates
nest unopposed. Previous observations suggest likely fledge. - RRadd

Fledged
Yes

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

6/2/2012

7/13/2012 06/02/2012 - A female oriole was observed taking material from a recently-fledged nest in the same patch of
Eucalyptus. She made several trips with nesting material into a clump of Eucalyptus foliage perhaps 15 feet from
the old nest. She continued to make trips with material as the biologist stood on the access road, observing. It is
difficult to make out the nest and at this point, but it is likely 5-10% complete. - VEurs
06/10/2012 - After about 30 minutes of observation, a male Hooded Oriole was seen leaving the tree containing
the nest. About 15 minutes later, a female oriole flew from the clump of vegetation containing the nest, although
the completed nest is obscured by foliage. Later, a pair of Hooded Orioles flew back to nest. Based on the amount
of time the female spent in the nest, it seems likely she is incubating. When the nest was initially logged, it was
misidentified as a Bullock's Oriole nest, and has now been changed to Hooded Oriole. - VEurs
06/20/2012 - Agitated HOOR male chases foraging female back to nest at 0825. - RRadd
06/28/2012 - During 60 minutes of observation, the male oriole was seen near the nest numerous times. On the
first occasion, he landed near the nest and consumed a food item. He did not take any food into the nest,
suggesting there are no nestlings yet. The female was never observed and it is presumed she was in the nest still
incubating. The male came and went from the vicinity of the nest, often perching in nearby trees, vocalizing. VEurs
07/06/2012 - No activity observed during 1 hour of observation - MDicus
07/13/2012 - No HOOR activity observed in the area during more than 60 minutes of observation. - MDicus

No

Fledged

6/2/2012

Yes

Presumed Fledged

6/3/2012

6/20/2012 06/02/2012 - On 1 June, while monitoring a nearby nest, the biologist observed a kestrel exit from the bottom of
the upper eastern arm of the monopole when a second kestrel arrived with food. This happened twice. The
biologist returned the next day to confirm the activity. Within 20 minutes of observation, a male arrived at the
pole, and the female again exited the nest cavity. She soon re-entered the cavity, and the male flew off. The
female appears to be incubating. - VEurs
06/10/2012 - The nest pole was observed for nearly 2 hours. The female spent the majority of that time perched
atop the monopole or on rungs next to or below the nest cavity. She would occasionally leave the pole to hunt
over the surrounding hillsides. At 1 point, she returned to the pole and perched on the edge of the nest cavity.
Although no prey was apparent, she leaned down and appeared to transfer food to a beak poking just above the
top of the cavity. The pair of adults also chased off a Red-tailed Hawk. As the biologist was preparing to leave,
both adults flew to the pole. The male was carrying a lizard that he dropped into the nest cavity as the female
perched atop the pole again. - VEurs
06/19/2012 - The female American Kestrel was observed perched on a metal rod next to the nest. Movement of
nestlings inside the nest was observed. The female called sporadically from her perch. The male American Kestrel
was not detected during the nest observation period of 35 minutes. - LGorman
06/20/2012 - Upon monitor and crew's arrival outside of buffer, kestrel was perched outside of nest cavity. 10301039: Backhoe entered buffer and female kestrel remained perched initially, then switched perch locations.
Approximately 2 minutes after the dump truck entered buffer, kestrel flew to perch on a yucca stalk 800 feet on
opposite slope of canyon. She was then seen circling the hillside appearing to be hunting. Female and male were
both seen entering the nest cavity with food items between 1126 and 1131. Both left the nest location afterwards
and at least 1 kestrel was heard calling from the nest. 1135-1148: Soil loading work began again within the buffer.
No kestrels were observed near the nest during this work; however, female kestrel was seen perched on
previously mentioned yucca, presumably hunting. 1346-1353: Same work within buffer. Female observed perched
adjacent to nest prior to work and remained perched for a portion of work activities. Once soil loading began, she
was seen taking off into west canyon, occasionally kiting, indicative of hunting. 1428-1443: Prior to dump truck
arriving, what appeared to be one female fledgling was observed perched just below nest cavity. It was slightly
smaller than the adult female seen and had remnants of buffy down behind its head and neck. It remained
perched for all work activities with the exception of one brief flight off of it's perch. 1522-1544: Crew removed
remainder of stockpile and BMP materials. AMKE was not present upon crew's arrival. Adult female was seen
flying over tower site to NW canyon slope to perch at same location previously mentioned. - RQuilley
06/22/2012 - Shortly after the biologist arrived, an adult female kestrel flew from the pole and perched on a
yucca to the west. She soon flew out of sight. An adult male soon flew to the pole with prey, which he took into
the nest cavity. He quickly exited and remained perched on the nest pole. He remained perched through the end
of the observation period No fledglings were observed in the area The fledgling observed yesterday is likely not
6/11/2012 06/03/2012 - Adult HOWR observed bringing food items to nest. Avian biologist backed off to allow feeding.
Adults came to within 2 feet of biologist. - BArnold
06/11/2012 - No activity at nest. Given nesting chronology with the fact that young leave the nest at 12-18 days,
this nest has likely fledged. Both parents were observed busily bringing food to the nest on 3 June. Eight days
later, no activity was observed. It is likely that the nestlings were being fed 4 to 10 days prior to the nest being
recorded, and has successfully fledged by today. - BArnold

Nest with eggs or young failed for
unknown causes

6/3/2012

6/11/2012 06/03/2012 - Lark Sparrow pair was gathering food and carrying it to nest at 1240. There were 3 nestlings in nest
that appeared to be 1 day old. Female then settled onto nest, brooding. - HWinfrey
06/11/2012 - No sign of adult Lark Sparrows in area during a 45 minute observation period, and no sign of
nestlings at the nest site. Considering that the nestlings were newly hatched on 6/3/2012, this nesting attempt
probably failed, with the cause of failure unknown - closed. - PKonrad

No

AR070521

Yes

2/19/2015

Additional Documentation Attachment to Comment 2-F1
Attachment I-9

Sunrise Powerlink 2012 Nest Monitoring Log

Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
HOFI House Finch

Nest ID
060312_mbhn_01 SWAT CY

ID

Type
Construction Yards

Habitat
Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
Other

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
20

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
Nest Outcome
30
30
Nest with eggs or young failed for
unknown causes

Date Nest
Found
6/3/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
6/12/2012 06/03/2012 - A female HOFI was observed from a distance of 25 feet and flying underneath the storage trailer
numerous times. When the biologist approached the underside of the trailer, the female flew out. Upon
inspection, a fully formed nest containing 4 eggs was discovered. The biologist then retreated back to a distance
of 75 feet to continue observing the HOFI's activity. Both the male and female HOFIs returned to the nest after 5
minutes and appeared unaffected by the biologist's presence. When the biologist returned to set up a buffer and
hammer stakes in, the female HOFI stayed on the nest. - MBahn
06/12/2012 - Nest location was found by avian construction yard monitor to only contain three house finch eggs
on ledge where nest was located. No actual nest was present on the ground, in nest location, or within bird
buffer, only the eggs remained. Based on the total absence of nest material, yet the presence of the 3 eggs, it is
highly unlikely for this nest to have been predated or physically altered due to natural causes, as the eggs would
have been taken, destroyed, fallen off the ledge, or otherwise displaced. It is thought that this nest failed due to
construction activities, since the nest site can only be accessed by Sunrise personnel, and the unexplained
removal of all nest material without destroying eggs, but the ultimate cause cannot be determined. - AHill

Fledged
No

HOWR House Wren

060312_rrdd_01

Helix CY AR

Road Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic

13

100

50

50

Nest did not reach active stage

6/3/2012

6/6/2012 06/03/2012 - HOWR male strident at customary song perch adjacent to cavity and periodic entry indicates new
brood may be in progress. - RRadd
06/09/2012 - HOWR pair observed away from nest, but no entrance into cavity observed. - RRadd
06/14/2012 - No HOWR detections during 20 minute observation suggest this attempt did not reach active stage. RRadd

No

HOOR

Hooded Oriole

060312_rrdd_02

Helix CY AR

Road Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic

6

100

50

50

Nest did not reach active stage

6/3/2012

6/30/2012 06/03/2012 - HOOR male leading female to this location at 0848 and subsequently female begins stringing fiber at
0855. - RRadd
06/09/2012 - Nest is approximately 15% complete. HOOR pair observed nearby did not associate with nest. RRadd
06/14/2012 - HOOR pair continue in this tree. Female has built a new nest, 5 feet higher and on the south-facing
aspect of this Washingtonia. Nest appears complete, but female still weaving threads at 1711. - RRadd
06/21/2012 - HOOR female spends most of 45 minute observation loafing around nest tree with occasional brief
departures when traffic passes. - RRadd
06/30/2012 - No orioles visit this site during 30 minute observation 29 June 1700-1730, 30 June 1130-1200.
Closed due to inactivity. - RRadd

No

HOFI

House Finch

060312_rrdd_03

Helix CY

Construction Yards

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic

30

100

30

30

Presumed Fledged

6/3/2012

6/25/2012 06/03/2012 - HOFI pair visit nest containing 4 eggs. - RRadd
06/09/2012 - Nest contains small hatched young. - RRadd
06/14/2012 - HOFI brooding nestlings at 1616. - RRadd
06/21/2012 - Nestlings are small with wispy feathered heads at 1700. - RRadd
06/28/2012 - Nest is empty and consistent with successful fledging. - RRadd

Yes

HOFI

House Finch

060312_rrdd_04

Helix CY

Construction Yards

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other

30

100

30

30

Nest with eggs or young failed for
unknown causes

6/3/2012

6/29/2012 06/03/2012 - HOFI pair visit nest containing 4 eggs. - RRadd
06/09/2012 - HOFI incubating at least 3 eggs. - RRadd
06/14/2012 - HOFI incubating 4 eggs at 1618. - RRadd
06/21/2012 - HOFI incubating 4 eggs at 1700. - RRadd
06/28/2012 - Nest contains 4 eggs. Time period indicates this nest may have been abandoned. - RRadd
07/05/2012 - Nest still contains 4 eggs, indicating abandonment. - RRadd

No

HOFI

House Finch

060312_rrdd_05

Helix CY

Construction Yards

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other

20

100

30

30

Nest with eggs or young failed for
unknown causes

6/3/2012

6/4/2012 06/03/2012 - Nest contains 2 eggs at 1212. - RRadd
06/09/2012 - Nest contains 2 eggs. - RRadd
06/14/2012 - Nest contains 2 eggs, one of which is broken, indicating abandonment. Vegetation was mowed to
within 20 feet of nest. - RRadd

No

HOFI

House Finch

060412_ahll_01

EP36-1

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Area
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance

0

100

100

100

Removed

6/4/2012

6/4/2012 06/04/2012 - Biologist observed female bringing nest material to a nest located in the leg c joint. Nest was
verified by lineman to contain no eggs and was removed under supervision of onsite biologist. Nest was less than
100% complete and mylar deterrents were strung on tower. Nest was removed as per NBMMP, based on high risk
of nest failure with the proposed construction activities. - AHill

No

HOFI

House Finch

060412_bald_01

CP88-1

Pad Areas-Maintenance Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Area
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance

0

100

100

100

Removed

6/4/2012

6/4/2012 06/04/2012 - HOFI nest removed per the NBMMP. Using a lift, avian biologist confirmed nest was about 80%
complete, with no eggs or young present. Bird repellent ribbon was in place on the tower and around the work
pad, and a plastic owl decoy is located on this tower within 50 feet of the nest. Furthermore, testing work has
occurred at this location over the past few weeks and per the NBMMP, active work is considered a form of a
deterrent. The nest was placed in a fold of bird deterrent netting. These HOFIs were not disturbed by human
presence or construction activity. SDG&E may need to have access to this pole over the next week to conduct
repair work identified in the ongoing current testing program. After determining that there were no eggs or young
present, this nest was photographed en situ, removed and again photographed. - BArnold

No

HOFI

House Finch

060412_kats_01

Alpine CY

Construction Yards

BMP installation/maintenance

0

100

100

100

Removed

6/4/2012

6/4/2012 06/04/2012 - A HOFI pair was observed building a nest under a flatbed trailer used to transport wire reels. This
trailer was to be used well within the anticipated nest cycle to transport wire to upcoming pulls, necessitating
removal to keep the project on schedule. Deterrents were present in the form of mylar tape at strategic points of
the trailer. No eggs or young were present, as the nest was only 10% complete. The nest was photographed and
removed, per the NBMMP. Additional deterrents were placed into the nesting area following the removal. KAlberts

No

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
CALT California Towhee

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
18

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
Nest Outcome
50
50
Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

Nest ID
060412_ltiw_01

EP112A-1-E

Type
Road Area

Chaparrals

060412_ltiw_02

EP112A-1-E

Road Area

Chaparrals

OH - wire stringing

150

100

50

50

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

6/4/2012

6/12/2012 06/04/2012 - Female Costa's Hummingbird at nest with 2 eggs. - LTymkiw
06/06/2012 - A female Costa's Hummingbird is incubating amid K-max helicopter work nearby. - PKonrad
06/12/2012 - Nest is empty but in good shape; no Costa's Hummingbirds observed in area. Eggs were apparently
predated, although there is no sign of egg shells or other 'proof' - closed. - PKonrad

No

750

100

15

15

Indeterminate

6/4/2012

7/5/2012 06/04/2012 - A female House Finch was observed collecting bits of Stylocline gnaphalioides and carrying it to the
base of the lowest west tower arm. - MDicus
06/14/2012 - Male perched and singing outside nest cavity entrance. No other activity observed. - HWinfrey
06/21/2012 - No activity observed, and no HOFIs detected in vicinity of tower during 30 minutes of observation. HWinfrey
06/27/2012 - No activity observed during 30 minutes of observation. - HWinfrey
07/05/2012 - No activity observed, and nest has exceeded possible period of activity. Insufficient data to
determine outcome, however it appears that the nesting attempt was most likely abandoned. Nest closed. KAlberts

N/A

ID

Habitat

Date Nest
Found
6/4/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
6/12/2012 06/04/2012 - During active nest searching, an adult California Towhee flew from the nest that contained 2 eggs
and 1 newly hatched nestling. - LTymkiw
06/06/2012 - Female California Towhee brooding 3 small downy nestlings. - PKonrad
06/12/2012 - The nest is in good shape, but it is empty with no sign of nestlings or adult California Towhees.
Nestlings were probably predated although there is no proof of this assumption - closed. - PKonrad

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
Traffic

Fledged
No

COHU

Costa's Hummingbird

HOFI

House Finch

060412_mdus_01 CP98-1

Pad Areas-Maintenance Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Area
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

UG - cable pulling/splicing

PHAI

Phainopepla

060412_mkhn_01 EP220-1-N

Road Area

Traffic

8

100

65

65

Indeterminate

6/4/2012

7/6/2012 06/04/2012 - Duplicate entry. - MKuehn
06/04/2012 - Observed Phainopeplas' incubation exchange at the nest that contains 1 egg. - MKuehn
06/14/2012 - Adult male Phainopepla observed near nest that contained 2 eggs (tan with dark-brown spots). PKonrad
06/21/2012 - No adult Phainopeplas observed or heard, but the nest contains 1 egg and 1 newly hatched nestling
that has dark down and an open gape, food begging. This pair of Phainopeplas seems to be especially timid. PKonrad
06/28/2012 - A downy sightless nestling Phainopepla was food-begging in the nest. The pair of adult Phainopeplas
was territorial, but kept their distance (70 feet plus). - PKonrad
07/06/2012 - No adult Phainopeplas were observed or heard in the area, and the young nestling is no longer
present. The nest is intact, and an unhatched cold Phainopepla egg is still present in the nest bowl - closed. May
have fledged or failed. - PKonrad

N/A

CAKI

Cassin's Kingbird

060412_rqey_01 CP63-3

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Area
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other

80

100

50

50

Nest did not reach active stage

6/4/2012

6/15/2012 06/04/2012 - 1 kingbird, presumably female, observed hunting in close proximity to nest and intermittently
visiting nest for periods of 5-20 minutes at a time presumably incubating; however nest cannot be seen from
ground level. Kingbird also observed defending area against Cooper's Hawk as it flew by. Bird did not show any
signs of disturbance from all work activities. - RQuilley
06/06/2012 - Following 30 minutes of inactivity a CAKI visited this location then perched nearby. No nest
materials can be detected when viewed at 30x from distance. - RRadd
06/13/2012 - Following 40 minutes of inactivity, CAKI departs this location to forage close to CP62-2 AR. Bird is
not visible on nest from any vantage. - RRadd
06/22/2012 - No kingbirds detected on this tower during 20 minutes of observation. - RRadd
07/02/2012 - No activity detected. Closed due to inactivity. - RRadd

No

060412_rrdd_01

CP56-1-PS-E-B

Road Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic

50

100

50

50

Nest did not reach active stage

6/4/2012

6/5/2012 06/04/2012 - MODO pair bring sticks to nest which is 50% complete at 0915. - RRadd
06/11/2012 - Nest is aging and unimproved since last visit. No MODO detected. - RRadd

No

0

100

30

30

Nest did not reach active stage

6/4/2012

6/8/2012 06/04/2012 - HOFI pair making trips with thistle stems to upper anti-climb guards from 1225-1240. - RRadd
06/11/2012 - No remnants of this nest remain and HOFI are now building on Leg D. - RRadd

No

MODO Mourning Dove

Chaparrals

HOFI

House Finch

060412_rrdd_02

CP54-1

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats None
Area

HOFI

House Finch

060412_rrdd_03

GS-NF-10

Road Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other

10

100

50

50

Nest with eggs or young failed for
unknown causes

6/4/2012

6/22/2012 06/04/2012 - HOFI female visits nest at 1512, found to be containing 2 eggs at 1532. - RRadd
06/11/2012 - HOFI lying in nest 1620-1650. - RRadd
06/18/2012 - HOFI female incubating 5 eggs. - RRadd
06/25/2012 - Nest contains 5 eggs. - RRadd
07/02/2012 - Nest containing 5 eggs was deserted following at least a week of incubation. Construction
(demolition) work occurred inside the buffer on this vacant house during the nest cycle. - RRadd

No

PHAI

Phainopepla

060412_tdla_01

EP32-1-E

Road Area

Riparian Forests and Woodlands

Traffic

5

100

50

50

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

6/4/2012

6/25/2012 06/04/2012 - Multiple nest exchanges observed between 1700 and 1730. Male seems to be the primary
incubator. Cup nest looks tidy and complete. - TDipaola
06/11/2012 - Male on nest at 1024. - HWinfrey
06/18/2012 - Female feeding nestlings at 0758, male brings food at 0804. - HWinfrey
06/25/2012 - No activity observed and nest appears to be missing. Nest closed, apparently predated. - HWinfrey

No

HOFI

House Finch

060412_vers_01

TL6915/6924 - 171683

Pad Areas-Work Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

None

0

100

30

30

Nest with eggs or young failed for
unknown causes

6/4/2012

6/11/2012 06/04/2012 - There is a new nest in the eastern arm of the 69kV pole 171683. A female House Finch spent about
3 minutes in the bracket while the male perched on a different arm, singing. - VEurs
06/11/2012 - There is no longer a nest in the eastern bracket. This nest with eggs failed due to natural causes and
is now closed. - VEurs

No
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
HOFI House Finch

Nest ID
060412_vnik_01

ID
EP125

Type
Habitat
Pad Areas-Structure Pad Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Area
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
BMP installation/maintenance

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
0

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
100
100
Removed

Nest Outcome

Date Nest
Found
6/4/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
6/4/2012 06/04/2012 - Monitor observed House Finch carrying material to easternmost traveler on tower. Birds observed
making several trips. Crew checked nest and confirmed no eggs or young in nest. Nest appears 50% complete.
Foam deterrent was placed in traveler to discourage nesting. Nest removed to continue wire pulling to meet
deadline of line. Nest was removed per NBMMP. Photos of nest were taken. - VNovik

Fledged
No

HOFI

House Finch

060512_hwey_01 Wilson CY

Construction Yards

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other

50

100

30

30

Presumed Fledged

6/5/2012

6/25/2012 06/05/2012 - Female on nest at 0950. - HWinfrey
06/12/2012 - Female brings food to nest at 0815. Nestlings not yet visible from ground level. - HWinfrey
06/18/2012 - Male brings food to nest. Nestlings visible with begging cries audible. - HWinfrey
06/20/2012 - Female feeding nestlings at 1301 with male perched nearby. - HWinfrey
06/25/2012 - Nest is intact and empty, presumed fledged. - HWinfrey

Yes

HOFI

House Finch

060512_hwey_02 Wilson CY

Construction Yards

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic

50

100

30

30

Nest with eggs or young failed for
unknown causes

6/5/2012

6/30/2012 06/05/2012 - Female on nest at 1000 with male attending. - HWinfrey
06/12/2012 - Female on nest at 0818. - HWinfrey
06/18/2012 - Female on nest. - HWinfrey
06/20/2012 - 1 egg visible in nest. Female returns to incubate immediately following check of nest contents with
mirror. - HWinfrey
06/27/2012 - No activity observed at nest. - HWinfrey
06/30/2012 - No activity at nest, which is empty. Female was observed incubating 1 egg on earlier observations.
Predation is a possibility. Nest failed for unknown reasons. - HWinfrey

No

CALT

California Towhee

060512_mkhn_01 EP71-E

Road Area

Chaparrals

Traffic

80

100

50

50

Indeterminate

6/5/2012

6/15/2012 06/05/2012 - Nest contains at least two, 3-5 day old nestlings. Adult visited nest with food and begging could be
heard from 15 feet away. - MKuehn
06/11/2012 - Adult nearby. Nestlings appear fully feathered and still in nest; should fledge in next several days. MKuehn
06/15/2012 - Nest empty and appears damaged. Recent fledglings heard calling within 100 feet of nest. Possibly
these are the fledglings from the nest. - VNovik

N/A

060512_rrdd_01

GS-NF-13

Pad Areas-Work Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic

60

100

50

50

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

6/5/2012

6/18/2012 06/05/2012 - MODO incubating 2 eggs 1421. - RRadd
06/12/2012 - MODO lying in nest 0927. - RRadd
06/19/2012 - Nest is vacant and empty. - RRadd

No

53

100

50

50

Fledged

6/5/2012

6/20/2012 06/05/2012 - PSFL feeding small hatched young 1630. - RRadd
06/13/2012 - PSFL male nest guarding at customary perch at 1650 is silent. Adults observed feeding alternately 12
June from 0625 at 5 minute intervals. - RRadd
06/21/2012 - Nestlings observed being fed 19 June. 21 June, adults observed carrying food away from nest and
contact calling in surrounding riparian forest. Excreta visible at nest rim. - RRadd

Yes

500

300

300

300

Fledged

6/5/2012

Yes

60

100

50

50

Presumed Fledged

6/5/2012

7/9/2012 06/05/2012 - Pair observed building nest, 5% complete. - TCooper
06/07/2012 - Adults building nest, 50% complete. Argentine ants on nest. - TCooper
06/09/2012 - Pair observed nest building. Nest nearly complete. - TCooper
06/11/2012 - Both adults seen on nest. Nest contains one LBVI egg. - TCooper
06/12/2012 - Pair attending nest. One egg in nest. Male observed removing 1 LBVI egg. - TCooper
06/14/2012 - Both adults observed incubating. Nest contains one LBVI egg and one BHCO egg. No Argentine ants
observed on nest branch. - TCooper
06/15/2012 - Both adults observed incubating, and several next exchanges were observed. Several ants (about
10) were observed on the branch holding the nest and the adults were observed eating the ants as they
approached the nest. The nest was approached and additional Tanglefoot was applied to the sapling containing
the nest to thwart further advancement of ants. The nest contents were observed with a mirror; one LBVI egg and
one BHCO egg were observed in the nest. The female LBVI retuned to the nest and continued incubating within 30
seconds of the biologists departure. The BHCO egg was not removed at this time because of the high probability
of desertion by the adult vireo due to significant reduction in clutch size. The BHCO egg will be replaced with an
addled BHCO egg during the next nest visit, presuming the nest is still active. - TCooper
06/18/2012 - Both adults observed incubating and two next exchanges were observed. No ants were observed on
the branch holding the nest. After 20 minutes of observation the nest was approached; one LBVI egg and one
BHCO egg were observed in the nest. The cowbird egg was removed and replaced with a non-viable cowbird egg.
The female LBVI retuned to the nest and continued incubating within 1 minute of the biologist’s departure. The
nest was observed for an additional 30 minutes during which time one nest exchange was observed. Activity at
nest was also observed from 1145-1150 at which time the male was seen incubating. - TCooper
06/19/2012 - Adults incubating. No ants on nest branch. - TCooper
06/21/2012 - Adults incubating observed incubating. No ants observed on nest. - TCooper
06/22/2012 - Both adults were observed incubating, and several nest exchanges were observed. A few ants were
seen on the branch holding the nest, all of which were eaten by the adults on the nest at the time. A small dead
twig had fallen which was allowing ants access beyond the one barrier of Tanglefoot. The nest was approached
between a nest exchange, and the dead twig was removed. Additional Tanglefoot was applied to an adjacent
sycamore sapling that was providing ant’s access to the upper reaches of tree containing the nest by means of
overlapping foliage. - TCooper
06/25/2012 - Both adults incubating. Nest tree was ant free today. - TCooper
06/26/2012 - Both Vireos were observed attending the nest. The adults were observed looking repeatedly into the
nest and manipulating the contents while brooding. After 1 hour, the female was observed returning to the nest
with a small spider and attempted to feed the nestling. Both birds were subsequently observed bringing small
insects to the nest between brooding The nest was approached and the contents checked; 1 newly hatched LBVI
6/10/2012 06/05/2012 - While monitoring a nearby nest, the biologist's attention was drawn to a female Anna's
Hummingbird. She flew to a nest containing 2 nearly grown nestlings. - VEurs
06/10/2012 - The nest is completely intact and empty. This nest is presumed fledged and is now closed. - VEurs

MODO Mourning Dove

PSFL

Pacific-slope Flycatcher

060512_rrdd_02

CP70-3-E

Road Area

Riparian Forests and Woodlands

Traffic

LBVI

Least Bell's Vireo

060512_tcer_01

EP77-E

Road Area

Riparian Forests and Woodlands

OH - wire stringing

Anna's Hummingbird

060512_vers_01

CP49-1-PS-N

Road Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic

ANHU
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
ANHU Anna's Hummingbird

Nest ID
060612_bald_01

ID
Suncrest Substation SSDE2

Type
Substation

Habitat
Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
Traffic

HOFI

House Finch

060612_bald_02

CP96-1

Structures

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

UG - paving/substructure adjustment

HOFI

House Finch

060612_lgan_01

CP81-1-E

Road Area

Riparian Forests and Woodlands

Traffic

CAGN

California Gnatcatcher

060612_mdus_01 San Luis Rey Substation

Substation

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats None

SPTO

Spotted Towhee

060612_mkhn_01 GS-NF-28

Pad Areas-Work Area

Riparian Forests and Woodlands

OH - tower erection

ACWO Acorn Woodpecker

060612_rrdd_01

CP62-2-E

Road Area

Grasslands and Meadows

HOWR House Wren

060612_rrdd_02

CP70-3-E

Road Area

Riparian Forests and Woodlands

CAGN

060612_tcer_01

CP17-1-E-B

Road Area

California Gnatcatcher

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
5

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
Nest Outcome
50
50
Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

Date Nest
Found
6/6/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
7/3/2012 06/06/2012 - Female incubating 2 eggs. Flushed at about 15 feet on foot. Remained on nest while truck traffic
passed slowly by within 5 to 10 feet. - BArnold
06/11/2012 - Female incubating 2 eggs. - BArnold
06/14/2012 - Adult female on nest, displayed no reaction as slowly drove by. - BArnold
06/19/2012 - Female not on nest as observer drove by. Two very young nestlings in nest. Female observed
incubating/brooding on nest yesterday, 18 June as slowly drove by. - BArnold
06/28/2012 - Two nestlings in nest. Female not observed. - BArnold
07/03/2012 - Nest empty. Piece of nest side has been removed, and is caught in chain link fence below nest. This
nest has been predated. - BArnold

Fledged
No

30

100

30

30

Nest did not reach active stage

6/6/2012

6/27/2012 06/06/2012 - HOFI pair making repeated trips to top of shroud with nesting material, then dropping down into
shroud. - BArnold
06/18/2012 - No activity observed during 20-minute observation period. - BArnold
06/27/2012 - No activity observed at nest during 20-minute observation period. - BArnold

No

2

100

30

30

Indeterminate

6/6/2012

6/23/2012 06/06/2012 - A pair of House Finches was building a nest. The female was observed bringing nesting material to
the nest, which appeared to be approximately 80% complete. The House Finch continued to build the nest when
the biologist stayed inside her vehicle from approximately 25 feet away. - LGorman
06/15/2012 - Female HOFI comes off nest in response to male singing at 1430. - RRadd
06/22/2012 - HOFI pair singing and loitering near nest did not interact directly with same during 20-minute early
afternoon observation. - RRadd
06/29/2012 - No HOFI detections during 30 minute observation. - RRadd

N/A

0

300

300

300

Fledged

6/6/2012

6/20/2012 06/06/2012 - CAGN pair observed making frequent trips with larvae and other food items to a nest with at least 3
recently hatched nestlings. - MDicus
06/13/2012 - The adults were observed making frequent trips (every 30-60 seconds) to the nest with food items. MDicus
06/20/2012 - The pair was observed feeding 3 fledglings downslope of the nest. - MDicus

Yes

400

100

50

50

Presumed Fledged

6/6/2012

7/10/2012 06/06/2012 - Adult Spotted Towhee visited nest several times with coarse nesting material. Nest is 50% complete
and the bowl is loosely formed. - MKuehn
06/12/2012 - No Spotted Towhees observed during 25 minute period, but nest looks complete or nearly complete
with a minimum of fine grass lining in the bowl. - PKonrad
06/19/2012 - Pair of Spotted Towhees is very territorial at the nest site; 2 eggs can be seen in the nest. - PKonrad
06/27/2012 - Nest still contains 2 eggs and adult male Spotted Towhee is very territorial next to the nest under
the sagebrush. - PKonrad
07/03/2012 - Adult Spotted Towhees were territorial with 2 small downy nestlings in nest. - PKonrad
07/10/2012 - Spotted Towhees calling in area, but no nestlings remain in the nest that has an undamaged lined
nest bowl - closed. - PKonrad

Yes

Traffic

76

100

75

75

Indeterminate

6/6/2012

7/1/2012 06/06/2012 - ACWO pair carry food to cavity 0638-0700. - RRadd
06/12/2012 - ACWO visible in cavity 1606. - RRadd
06/22/2012 - ACWO continue to occupy and guard this cavity nest from 0825-0845, no provisioning observed. RRadd
07/02/2012 - WBNU investigating cavity unopposed indicates this nest has concluded, 0622. Nest was being
provisioned when first monitored. Unknown if nest successfully fledged or not as no young were observed. RRadd

N/A

Traffic

2

100

50

50

Nest did not reach active stage

6/6/2012

6/8/2012 06/06/2012 - Likely a second brood for this pair. Female carries small nest material to cavity and remains in cavity.
- RRadd
06/15/2012 - No activity detected during 45 minutes of observation. - RRadd
06/21/2012 - HOWR observed below nest was not observed to approach the cavity during 20 minutes of
surveillance. - RRadd
06/27/2012 - Closed due to inactivity. - RRadd

No

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic

927

300

300

300

Fledged

6/6/2012

7/11/2012 06/06/2012 - Both adults building, nest 50% complete. - TCooper
06/13/2012 - Both adults observed incubating. Nest was checked and found to contain 2 CAGN eggs and 2 BHCO
eggs. One BHCO egg was removed and one left to prevent the adults from deserting the nest due to clutch
reduction. The female CAGN was seen returning to the nest within 30 seconds of the biologist's departure and
continued incubating. The remaining cowbird egg will be replaced with an addled cowbird egg in the next few
days if the adult CAGN do not lay additional eggs. - TCooper
06/18/2012 - Female incubating one CAGN egg and one BHCO egg. BHCO egg switch with non-viable BHCO egg.
Female returned to nest within 2 minutes. - TCooper
06/20/2012 - Female observed incubating. Male nearby. 1 CAGN egg and 1 BHCO egg. - TCooper
06/27/2012 - Both adults observed at the nest and both were observed brooding. The nest contained 1 CAGN
chick, 0-1 day old, and 1 non-viable BHCO egg; the cowbird egg was removed - TCooper
07/03/2012 - Female observed on nest. - TCooper
07/11/2012 - Adults feeding fledgling 20 feet east of nest. - TCooper

Yes
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
CAGN California Gnatcatcher

Nest ID
060612_tcer_02

ID
CP14-E

Type
Road Area

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
Habitat
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic

COHU

Costa's Hummingbird

060612_vnik_01

Bartlett / Hauser Creek
CY

Construction Yards

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

OH - wire stringing

ANHU

Anna's Hummingbird

060712_bald_01

Suncrest Substation SSDE2

Substation

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

ANHU

Anna's Hummingbird

060712_bald_02

Suncrest Substation SSDE2

Substation

ANHU

Anna's Hummingbird

060712_bald_03

Suncrest Substation SSDE3

ANHU

Anna's Hummingbird

060712_bald_04

ANHU

Anna's Hummingbird

ANHU

Anna's Hummingbird

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
336

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
300

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
Nest Outcome
300
300
Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

Date Nest
Found
6/6/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
7/3/2012 06/06/2012 - Adults present at nest, as well as a least two juv. CAGN in territory. - TCooper
06/13/2012 - Both adults observed incubating. Nest was checked and found to contain 3 CAGN eggs and 1 BHCO
egg. The BHCO egg was removed. The female CAGN was seen returning to the nest within 1 minute of the
biologist's departure and continued incubating. - TCooper
06/20/2012 - Both adults observed incubating. 3 CAGN eggs. - TCooper
06/27/2012 - Both adults were observed at the nest. The nest was checked and found to contain 3 CAGN
nestlings, 4-5 days old. - TCooper
07/03/2012 - Nest pulled apart; no nestlings or adults observed. - TCooper

Fledged
No

4

100

50

50

Nest with eggs or young failed for
unknown causes

6/6/2012

6/7/2012 06/06/2012 - Observed bird with material and one egg in nest. - VNovik
06/07/2012 - Nest gone and one egg smashed on ground. Adult female repeatedly flying into site of nest and
around trailer. - FHoffman

No

Traffic

10

100

50

50

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

6/7/2012

7/3/2012 06/07/2012 - Female on nest. Remained on nest as biologist slowly drove by. Flushed at 5 feet when backed up
for photo. Nest contains 2 eggs. Adult female returned to nest while Avian Biologist was in truck on gravel access
road outside substation 5-6 feet distant. Female sat on nest for the 20 minutes it took to photograph and record
nest. - BArnold
06/11/2012 - Female incubating. - BArnold
06/14/2012 - Adult female on nest, displayed no reaction as slowly drove by. - BArnold
06/19/2012 - No female on nest as observer slowly drove by. Nest with 1 nestling and 1 egg. Female incubating on
nest yesterday, 18 June as slowly drove by. - BArnold
06/28/2012 - Two nestlings in nest. Female not observed. - BArnold
07/03/2012 - Nest empty, intact, lots of scat present. Nest presumed to have been predated, given the presence
of 1 egg and 1 nestling on 19 June and 2 nestlings on 28 June. Because ANHU nestlings have been reported to
leave nest at 25-26 days (COHU at 20 to 23 days), this nest was presumably predated, given the above nesting
chronology (earliest possible egg hatching on 17 June, this oldest nestling would have been 16 days old; too young
to fledge). - BArnold

No

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Substation - new construction

50

100

50

50

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

6/7/2012

7/3/2012 06/07/2012 - Nest in chain link fence with 1 egg. Female returned to sit on nest while Avian Biologist sat in truck,
photographed bird on nest, and recorded nest. Female also remained on nest while Avian Biologist drove ESA sign
lathes into gravel access roadbed. - BArnold
06/08/2012 - Nest now has 2 eggs. - BArnold
06/11/2012 - Female incubating. - BArnold
06/14/2012 - Adult female on nest, displayed no reaction as slowly drove by. - BArnold
06/21/2012 - Female remained on nest as observer slowly drove by. Female also observed on nest as drove by on
18 and 19 June 2012. - BArnold
06/28/2012 - Two nestlings in nest. Female observed coming to nest. - BArnold
07/03/2012 - Nest empty, intact, lots of scat. Nest presumed to have been predated, given the presence of 1 egg
on 7 June, 2 eggs on 8 June, and 2 nestlings on 28 June. Because ANHU nestlings have been reported to leave nest
at 25-26 days (COHU at 20 to 23 days), this nest was presumably predated, given the above nesting chronology
(earliest possible egg hatching on 21 June, the oldest nestling would have been 12 days old, too young to fledge). BArnold

No

Pad Areas-Work Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Substation - new construction

275

100

50

50

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

6/7/2012

7/3/2012 06/07/2012 - Adult female on nest. Bird did not flush, even at a distance of several inches while Avian Biologist
was using GPS to record location of nest. Adult female remained on nest for 20 minutes while Avian Biologist
photographed and recorded nest from truck located 10 feet distant on the gravel access road outside the
substation fence. - BArnold
06/14/2012 - Adult female on nest, displayed no reaction as slowly drove by. - BArnold
06/21/2012 - Two recently hatched nestlings; one may have hatched this morning based on appearance. Nest
contained 2 eggs on 18 June. On 19 June, female remained on nest as observer slowly drove by. - BArnold
06/28/2012 - Two nestlings in nest. Female not observed during brief observation. - BArnold
07/03/2012 - Nest empty, intact, scat present. Nest presumed to have been predated, given the presence of 2
eggs on 18 June and 2 nestlings on 21 June. Because ANHU nestlings have been reported to leave nest at 25-26
days (COHU at 20 to 23 days), this nest was presumably predated, given the above nesting chronology (earliest
possible egg hatching on 18/19 June). - BArnold

No

Suncrest Substation SSDE2

Substation

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Substation - new construction

200

100

50

50

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

6/7/2012

6/18/2012 06/07/2012 - Female observed on nest earlier in the day by Link Lead Mark Meredith as he slowly drove by nest.
Female did not flush at that time. Female not present at nest during 20 minutes Avian Biologist spent
photographing and recording nest in late afternoon. Nest with 1 egg. - BArnold
06/08/2012 - Nest still observed with no female and just 1 egg. This nest may be considered inactive. - BArnold
06/14/2012 - No activity observed, nest still with 1 egg, remains inactive. - BArnold
06/18/2012 - Nest still with 1, apparently non-viable egg. No activity has been observed in association with this
nest, and it still contains 1 egg that appears not to be viable. This nest was abandoned for some unknown but
likely natural reason due to the presence of 1 egg and the demonstrated high tolerance of the hummingbirds
nesting in the chain link fence to human presence. - BArnold

No

060712_bald_05

Suncrest Substation SSDE2

Substation

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Substation - new construction

75

100

100

100

Presumed Fledged

6/7/2012

6/7/2012 06/07/2012 - Nest appears slightly worn, with feathers and some scat, all indicative that this nest successfully
fledged. - BArnold

Yes

060712_bald_06

Suncrest Substation SSDE2

Substation

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Substation - new construction

225

100

100

100

Presumed Fledged

6/7/2012

6/7/2012 06/07/2012 - Nest appears slightly worn with feathers and scat, all indicative of a recently successfully fledged
nest. - BArnold

Yes
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
ATFL Ash-throated Flycatcher

Nest ID
060712_rrdd_01

ANHU

Anna's Hummingbird

060812_bald_01

WEKI

Western Kingbird

060812_mbhn_01 EP32-1

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Chaparrals
Area

HOFI

House Finch

060812_mdus_01 CP3

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance
Area

WEKI

Western Kingbird

060812_rqey_01 EP201-3

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Area
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

CAKI

Cassin's Kingbird

060812_rrdd_01

LEGO

Lesser Goldfinch

060812_rrdd_02

ID
CP70-3-E

Suncrest Substation SSDE2

Type
Road Area

Substation

Habitat
Chaparrals

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
BMP installation/maintenance

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
50
50
Fledged

Nest Outcome

Date Nest
Found
6/7/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
6/21/2012 06/07/2012 - ATFL pair provisioning nest 0658. - RRadd
06/14/2012 - ATFL feeding nest at 0952, 1012, and 1016. - RRadd
06/21/2012 - At least 1 weakly-flighted juvenile with a short tail observed being fed by adults within a Sambucus
thicket 50 feet west of the nest cavity at 0938. - RRadd

Fledged
Yes

10

100

50

50

Nest did not reach active stage

6/8/2012

6/19/2012 06/08/2012 - Observed female bringing nest material to diagonal cable clamp. Nest is about 10 percent complete.
- BArnold
06/11/2012 - Nest appears about 90% complete. - BArnold
06/14/2012 - Nest appears complete. No hummingbird activity. - BArnold
06/18/2012 - Nest still appears 90% complete. Status is currently inactive (with a 50-foot buffer), pending final
outcome determination in the coming weeks. - BArnold
06/19/2012 - No activity observed. Nest appears in same shape, and is not being used. Nest now closed. - BArnold

No

100

100

50

50

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

6/8/2012

6/23/2012 06/08/2012 - Observed WEKI pair with one of pair carrying nest material to SE corner of bridge. Pair was observed
making several return trips to the same area on tower with nest material. - MBahn
06/15/2012 - Female on nest at 0719. No other WEKI activity in area. - HWinfrey
06/22/2012 - No activity observed, and no WEKI detected in area during 1-hour visit. No nest material visible from
usual vantage point on EP30 access road, and no material visible from tower pad. Additionally, biologist A.
Steyers, on site for entire day, reports no WEKI activity observed. With insufficient time elapsed for this nest to
have fledged, it appears most likely that this nest was destroyed either by recent high winds or by predation. Nest
closed. - HWinfrey

No

40

100

30

30

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

6/8/2012

7/17/2012 06/08/2012 - On 6/7 avian monitor D. King reported House Finch activity at the lowest north-facing arm while a
BMP crew conducted maintenance at the tower base. On 6/8 the avian link biologist watched the female House
Finch make several trips to the nest site with material. - MDicus
06/18/2012 - No HOFI activity during approximately 1-hour observation. - MDicus
06/21/2012 - The adult female was observed exiting the nest cavity, receiving food from the male, and returning
to the nest. The monitoring observations were made from well outside the buffer. - MDicus
06/28/2012 - No HOFI activity detected at the nest after 45 minutes of observation. Minor HOFI activity in the
surrounding habitat. - VEurs
07/03/2012 - An adult female HOFI was observed begging her mate for food prior to entering the nest cavity.
Approximately 30 minutes later, the female peered out of the cavity for several seconds and returned to the nest. MDicus
07/10/2012 - No HOFI activity observed at nest opening during 45 minutes of monitoring. - MDicus
07/17/2012 - No HOFI activity observed at the nest pole during 2 hours of observation. - MDicus

No

Traffic

250

100

75

75

Presumed Fledged

6/8/2012

7/23/2012 06/08/2012 - A Western Kingbird was observed entering a nest and incubating for the majority of a 45 minute
observation period. A second adult was observed perched nearby on tower. - RQuilley
06/21/2012 - An adult Western Kingbird was observed flying to the west from near ground level, landing briefly
on the tower bridge near the nest and continuing to fly south at a lower elevation. No other kingbird activities
were made during this observation period . - PKonrad
06/25/2012 - No Western Kingbirds were observed near the nest or in the area during a 50-minute period. PKonrad
07/02/2012 - After 15 minutes, an adult Western Kingbird flew in to perch on the top of the tower bridge and
remained active in the tower, moving from perch to perch during the next 15 minutes, all during a 40-minute
observation period. (The other kingbird may be incubating or brooding.) - PKonrad
07/09/2012 - Initially, an adult Western Kingbird was perched on the tower bridge a few feet north of the nest
site, preening and loafing. After about 10 minutes, it repositioned to other perches and eventually caught a flying
insect on the wing, which it took to the nest, presumably to feed nestlings. Thereafter, the kingbird perched at its
original location, then left the tower (30 minute observation period). - PKonrad
07/17/2012 - No Western Kingbirds were observed during the 40 minute observation period. Judging from the
monitoring history, including today's observations, it is unsure if nest is still active, or not. Will check back. PKonrad
07/23/2012 - No Western Kingbirds were observed during a 40-minute observation period. Considering past
monitoring reports, it appears the kingbird nestlings probably fledged 7 to 12 days ago - closed. - PKonrad

Yes

CP80-2

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic
Area

120

100

50

50

Nest did not reach active stage

6/8/2012

6/22/2012 06/08/2012 - CAKI pair attending nest, and occasionally adding material from 0727-0738. - RRadd
06/15/2012 - No activity detected during 30 minutes of observation. New nesting material visible. - RRadd
06/22/2012 - No kingbirds visited this tower, and no nest could be detected during 30 minutes of observation. RRadd

No

CP84-E

Road Area

10

100

50

50

Presumed Fledged

6/8/2012

6/12/2012 06/08/2012 - Female LEGO lying in nest 0954-1004. - RRadd
06/15/2012 - Large amount of excreta at edge and under nest suggests likely fledge. - RRadd

Yes

Chaparrals

Traffic

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
18

OH - wire stringing

Traffic
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
HOWR House Wren

Nest ID
060812_rrdd_03

CP82-1-E

Type
Road Area

Habitat
Riparian Forests and Woodlands

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
Traffic

ID

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
46

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
Nest Outcome
50
50
Nest did not reach active stage

LEGO

Lesser Goldfinch

060812_rrdd_04

CP82-1-E

Road Area

Riparian Forests and Woodlands

None

0

100

50

50

BEWR

Bewick's Wren

060812_sjon_01

EP70-E

Road Area

Chaparrals

Traffic

2

100

100

WEKI

Western Kingbird

060812_sjon_02

EP54-1

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Area
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other

0

100

WEKI

Western Kingbird

060812_sjon_03

EP54-1

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Area
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other

0

WEKI

Western Kingbird

060812_sjon_04

EP66

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Area
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other

HOFI

House Finch

060812_vers_01

CP43-1

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Area
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance

WEKI

Western Kingbird

060812_vnik_01

GS-NF-28

Pad Areas-Work Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

HOFI

House Finch

060912_bald_02

CP96-1

Structures

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

HOFI

House Finch

060912_mdus_01 CP15-1

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Other
Area

HOFI

House Finch

060912_mkhn_02 Thing Valley CY

Construction Yards

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Date Nest
Found
6/8/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
6/10/2012 06/08/2012 - HOWR with fledged juvenile away from nest. Male returns to sing softly at cavity, but carries no
food, suggesting a second brood has been initiated. - RRadd
06/15/2012 - Male calls from nearby but does not approach cavity. - RRadd
06/22/2012 - No HOWR detections during 20 minutes of observation. - RRadd
06/29/2012 - No activity for more than 2 weeks. Likely failed to activate a second clutch. - RRadd

Fledged
No

Nest did not reach active stage

6/8/2012

6/9/2012 06/08/2012 - LEG0 pair making trips with material. - RRadd
06/15/2012 - Abandoned during site selection, new nest constructed 200 feet north (061512_rrdd_02). - RRadd

No

100

Presumed Fledged

6/8/2012

6/20/2012 06/08/2012 - Observed Bewick's Wren cautiously bring food item into cavity while car was parked 40 feet away. SJohnston
06/20/2012 - No sign of Bewick's Wrens at or near cavity and no sound coming from inside the 'burrow'. It
appears the nestlings have fledged and all wrens have left the area - closed. - PKonrad

Yes

100

100

Removed

6/8/2012

6/2/2012 06/02/2012 - A WEKI pair was observed bringing nesting material to the bridge section of the tower that is
scheduled for wire stringing within the anticipated nest cycle. The nest was about 50% complete. Since the nest
had no eggs or young, and per the NBMMP, the nest was photographed and removed in order to better meet the
CAISO energization schedule. The tower needs wire stringing to meet the deadline for energization, and leaving
this nest in place would have jeopardized that. - SJohnston

No

100

100

100

Removed

6/8/2012

6/7/2012 06/07/2012 - A WEKI pair was observed bringing nesting material to the body extension section of the tower that
is scheduled for wire stringing within the anticipated nest cycle. Since the nest had no eggs or young, and per the
NBMMP the nest was photographed and removed at 90% complete in order to better meet the CAISO
energization schedule. The tower needs wire stringing to meet the deadline for energization, and leaving this nest
in place would have jeopardized that. - SJohnston

No

0

100

100

100

Removed

6/8/2012

6/1/2012 05/31/2012 - A WEKI pair was observed bringing nesting material to the bridge section of the tower that is
scheduled for wire stringing within the anticipated nest cycle. In order to better meet the CAISO energization
schedule, this nest was removed at 10% complete. Since the nest had no eggs or young, and per the NBMMP, the
nest was photographed and removed. The tower needs wire stringing to meet the deadline for energization, and
leaving this nest in place would have jeopardized that. Nest removed on June 1. - SJohnston

No

35

100

30

30

Nest did not reach active stage

6/8/2012

6/19/2012 06/08/2012 - While monitoring nearby nests, the biologist observed a pair of House Finches bringing different
types of nesting material to the corner junction of Leg C just below the anti-climb guard. A fledgling was following
close to the adults. It appears nest construction has just begun. - VEurs
06/19/2012 - No nest observed in the described location. Given the early stage of construction at the time the
nest was logged, it is presumed the pair abandoned the attempt prior to egg-laying. - MDicus

No

OH - wire stringing

0

100

100

100

Removed

6/8/2012

6/8/2012 06/08/2012 - WEKI pair observed carrying nesting material to space between jib and boom on crane on eastern
boom truck. The birds have made 6 trips in the 10 minute observation period. Trucks arrived on site 2 days ago
and were set up as a guard structure. No nest deterrents are visible on vehicle other than a few old pieces of
mylar tape on door handle. Vehicles are critical to completion of the power line by summer peak demand period.
No eggs or young present in nest, photos taken. Nest removed per NBMMP. - VNovik

No

UG - cable pulling/splicing

0

100

100

100

Removed

6/9/2012

6/9/2012 06/09/2012 - A HOFI nest removed per the NBMMP. Using a lift, avian biologist confirmed 'new' nest was about
20% complete, with no eggs or young present. Bird repellent ribbon was in place on the tower and around the
work pad, and a plastic owl decoy is located on this tower. Furthermore, testing work is occurring and has
occurred at this location over the past few weeks and per the NBMMP, active work is considered a form of a
deterrent. These HOFIs were not disturbed by human presence or construction activity. SDG&E needs to have
access to this pole over the next week to conduct repair work identified in the ongoing current testing program.
After determining that there were no eggs or young present, this nest was removed and photographed. - BArnold

No

20

100

30

30

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

6/9/2012

6/18/2012 06/09/2012 - A female House Finch was observed incubating 3 eggs. - MDicus
06/18/2012 - After 45 minutes of inactivity, the nest contents were checked. The nest was intact but empty. The
CORA pair nesting in CP16 were observed landing in CP15 and nearby towers; it is likely the eggs were predated. MDicus

No

0

100

100

100

Removed

6/9/2012

6/9/2012 06/09/2012 - Female visited nest many times with nest material throughout morning, despite traffic in yard and
work occurring all around nest. Nest was 90% complete and contained no eggs, but was photographed and
removed because construction needs to access trailer 1 foot from nest through rear doors to get equipment many
times each day. The nest site in the undercarriage was filled with a folded cardboard sign to deter birds from
making future nesting attempts. - MKuehn

No

BMP installation/maintenance
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
WEKI Western Kingbird

Nest ID
060912_mkhn_03 EP119-2

ID

Type
Habitat
Pad Areas-Structure Pad Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Area
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
OH - wire stringing

LEGO

Lesser Goldfinch

061012_vers_01

TL6924 - 171690

69kV Structure

Chaparrals

None

ATFL

Ash-throated Flycatcher

061112_ahll_01

EP42

Pad Areas-Work Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

OH - wire stringing

HOFI

House Finch

061112_ahll_02

EP39-1-E

Road Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

061112_bald_01

San Luis Rey Substation

Substation

MODO Mourning Dove

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
0

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
100
100
Removed

Nest Outcome

Date Nest
Found
6/9/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
6/9/2012 06/09/2012 - Adult carried nesting material to brace in tower at least 3 times. This is the fourth nesting attempt
by this pair in this tower, despite wire-stringing activities for past two days and a crew onsite this morning, as well
as nest deterrents placed in previous nest sites. Nest was confirmed to be 10% complete and containing no eggs
or young before it was photographed and removed. - MKuehn

Fledged
No

0

100

55

55

Presumed Fledged

6/10/2012

6/27/2012 06/10/2012 - Female goldfinch on a complete nest incubating 3 eggs. - VEurs
06/19/2012 - Three approximately 4-day old nestlings were observed in the nest. Both parent Lesser Goldfinches
were detected close by. - LGorman
06/27/2012 - The nest is empty, and its edges look slightly stretched (as though large nestlings stretched it out).
No juvenile Lesser Goldfinches were seen, but LEGOs were heard calling on the hillside south of the nest. Just
enough time has passed for the short nesting cycle to be complete, so this nest is presumed to have fledged
successfully. This nest is now closed. - VEurs

Yes

100

100

50

50

Fledged

6/11/2012

7/24/2012 06/11/2012 - Pair seen bringing nest material to inside of marker ball frequently. - AHill
06/18/2012 - No activity at nest, and no ATFLs observed during 1 hour visit. - HWinfrey
06/25/2012 - No activity observed, and no ATFL detected in area from 1304 to 1404. - HWinfrey
07/02/2012 - ATFL observed entering nest cavity at 0823 and remaining inside for the duration of visit. - HWinfrey
07/11/2012 - No activity observed during hour long observation period. - AHill
07/18/2012 - Both adults bring food to nest at 1535. - HWinfrey
07/22/2012 - No activity observed at nest and no ATFLs observed in area from 0630 to 1030. - HWinfrey
07/25/2012 - Biomonitor A. Steyers reported seeing an Ash-throated Flycatcher fledgling near the nest site; it
made periodic short labored flights, and 2 adults fed the fledgling twice. The new fledgling is in the early stage of
the post-fledging period but is capable of repositioning - closed. - PKonrad

Yes

BMP installation/maintenance

0

100

100

100

Removed

6/11/2012

6/11/2012 06/11/2012 - House Finch pair seen flying out of nest location. Mylar deterrents installed on forklift but nest
cavity was uncovered. Nest was removed as per NBMMP, based on necessity to use equipment in future. Nest did
not contain young or eggs and was about 90% complete. - AHill

No

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Substation - new construction

45

100

30

30

Nest with eggs or young failed for
unknown causes

6/11/2012

7/6/2012 06/11/2012 - Adult MODO incubating two eggs. - BArnold
06/15/2012 - Adult MODO on nest. - BArnold
06/22/2012 - Two eggs in nest, no attending adult observed. Checked back 20 minutes later, and still no attending
adult. - BArnold
06/29/2012 - Two eggs in nest, not warm to the touch, no attending adult observed. Returned 30 minutes later,
still no attending adult. This nest may have been abandoned. - BArnold
07/06/2012 - No attending adult observed during 20-minte observation period. - BArnold

No

0

100

100

100

Removed

6/11/2012

6/11/2012 06/11/2012 - HOFI nest removed per the NBMMP. Using a lift, avian biologist confirmed 'new' nest was about
95% complete, with no eggs or young present. Bird repellent ribbon was in place on the tower and around the
work pad, and a plastic owl decoy is located on this tower within 50 feet of the nest. Furthermore, testing work
has occurred at this location over the past few weeks and per the NBMMP, active work is considered a form of a
deterrent. These HOFIs were not disturbed by human presence or construction activity. SDG&E needs to have
access to these poles over the next few days to conduct repair work identified in the ongoing current testing
program. After determining that there were no eggs or young present, this nest was removed and photographed. BArnold

No

250

100

50

50

Indeterminate

6/11/2012

7/3/2012 06/11/2012 - Female on nest. Didn't flush, even at less than 1 foot while Avian Biologist secured GPS point. BArnold
06/14/2012 - Adult female on nest, displayed no reaction as slowly drove by. - BArnold
06/21/2012 - Female on nest as observer slowly drove by. Female also observed on nest as drove by on 18 and 19
June 2012. - BArnold
06/28/2012 - One or 2 nestlings in nest. No eggs. Female observed coming to nest. - BArnold
07/03/2012 - Nest empty, intact, scat present. Possibly fledged due to nest condition and timing. Nest chronology
unclear because female didn't flush during the first 3 nest monitoring entries, which actually included 5 separate
days on which the female was observed on the nest. The nest contained 2 nestlings on 28 June, the first time the
nest was observed without the female being present. Because ANHU are reported as leaving nest at 25-26 days
(COHU 20-23 days), and not being brooded after 12 days, it remains unclear if these birds fledged or not, because
it is uncertain when eggs were first in nest. - BArnold

N/A

HOFI

House Finch

061112_bald_02

CP87-1

Structures

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

UG - cable pulling/splicing

ANHU

Anna's Hummingbird

061112_bald_03

Suncrest Substation SSDE2

Substation

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Substation - new construction
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
CAGN California Gnatcatcher

BEWR

Bewick's Wren

Nest ID
061112_dbby_01 CP22-1

ID

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
Type
Habitat
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
Pad Areas-Structure Pad Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Other
Area

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
500

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
300

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
Nest Outcome
300
300
Presumed Fledged

061112_mdus_01 CP31-2-E

Road Area

Woodlands and Forests

Traffic

10

100

50

50

WEWP Western Wood-Pewee

061112_mkhn_01 EP77-E

Road Area

Riparian Forests and Woodlands

Traffic

5

100

100

BUSH

Bushtit

061112_rrdd_01

CP56-1-PS-E-A

Road Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance

42

100

HOFI

House Finch

061112_rrdd_02

CP54-1

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Other
Area

24

HOFI

House Finch

061112_vers_02

69kV - TL6915/6924

Pad Areas-Work Area

WEKI

Western Kingbird

061112_vnik_01

EP207

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Area
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Reconductoring

OH - tower erection

Date Nest
Found
6/11/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
7/6/2012 06/11/2012 - Male and female observed performing nest exchange. Nest contains 4 eggs. - DBusby
06/20/2012 - The female California Gnatcatcher was observed incubating her 4 eggs. The male of the pair was
detected nearby, calling gently. - LGorman
06/28/2012 - This Coastal California Gnatcatcher nest contained 3 recently hatched nestlings; although there
were 4 eggs in the nest during the last nest monitoring effort on June 20, 2012, a fourth nestling was not
observed. There may have been a fourth nestling hidden from the biologist's view. The male was first detected
calling from approximately 200 feet west of the nest (presumably as a distraction technique), and moved closer to
the nest as the biologist approached it. The female was detected calling near the nest and feeding the nestlings. LGorman
07/05/2012 - The Coastal California Gnatcatcher pair was observed feeding an unknown number of nestlings in
the previously logged nest (061112_dbby_01) approximately 500 feet east of CP22. The nestlings appear to be
ready to fledge in the next couple days. - DBusby
07/11/2012 - The previously detected Coastal California Gnatcatcher pair that is associated with nest
(061112_dbby_01) was not observed within the survey area. The nest is intact, and it is assumed the nestlings
fledged successfully since the last survey on July 5, 2012. This pair and their fledglings from their first nest
(031312_dbby_01) moved over 800 feet away from the nest site; therefore, the pair and their current fledglings
may be well beyond the limits of the survey area. - DBusby

Fledged
Yes

Presumed Fledged

6/11/2012

6/21/2012 06/11/2012 - An adult BEWR was observed making multiple trips with food items into the nest cavity, from which
soft begging calls were heard. - MDicus
06/19/2012 - No activity observed at nest during 45-minute observation period. Lone adult Bewick's Wren
observed actively foraging low among Quercus agrifolia south of the access road, but the adult did not approach
nest entrance, and eventually flew off to another oak stand to the west. No vocalization or activity was detected
from within nest cavity. - JDicus
06/21/2012 - The nest was monitored for over 90 minutes. Bewick's Wrens could be heard vocalizing from
surrounding oak trees, but none were observed approaching the nest cavity. No begging calls were heard from
the cavity. This nest is presumed to have fledged. - MDicus

Yes

100

Indeterminate

6/11/2012

6/27/2012 06/11/2012 - Adult flew from nest when first found and did not return for 20 minutes, though frequently perched
nearby. Stage unknown because contents cannot be checked, but assumed to be late building/egg laying. Nest
cup and rim appear fully formed from below. - MKuehn
06/19/2012 - Adult foraged within 50 feet of nest for 20 minutes but did not go to nest. Nest is empty and
appears partially lined. No eggshells in nest or on ground below. - MKuehn
06/27/2012 - Nest found on ground below nest, about 15 feet northeast. No eggs or eggshells found in nest or
anywhere on ground below. Unknown if eggs were ever laid. Cause of failure is unknown, but wind can be very
gusty in area. - MKuehn

N/A

50

50

Indeterminate

6/11/2012

6/20/2012 06/11/2012 - BUSH pair carrying Eriogonum flowers to nest at 5 minute intervals 0610-0620. - RRadd
06/18/2012 - No BUSH detected during 0650-0720 on cool foggy morning. - RRadd
06/25/2012 - Nest appears to have an enlarged entrance has been opened from the northwest side. - RRadd

N/A

100

30

30

Nest did not reach active stage

6/11/2012

6/18/2012 06/11/2012 - HOFI pair making numerous trips carrying Centaurea stems to anticlimb guards. Half of material
carried falls from position. - RRadd
06/18/2012 - No HOFI activity observed. - RRadd
06/18/2012 - HOFI pair continues to visit but no nest is observed. - RRadd

No

0

100

100

100

Removed

6/11/2012

6/11/2012 06/11/2012 - A pair of House Finches was observed carrying nesting material to the lowest bracket on the
western side of the wooden 69kV pole 171683 by the on-site biomonitor. The nest was removed to facilitate
construction (reconductoring) through adherence to the NBMMP. 2 crew members were lifted to the nest by a
bucket truck. They examined the nest and did not see any eggs or young. They photographed the nest and then
removed it. After removing the nest, they discovered 1 egg hidden under nesting material. An avian biologist
examined the nest and determined that a new nest was being constructed atop the remains of the previouslyfledged nest ID 042912_bald_02. The egg appeared to be a non-viable egg left from this earlier clutch. The
workers wrapped tape around each of the arm brackets to prevent further nesting attempts. At the time of
removal, the nest contained no viable eggs or young. - VEurs

No

90

100

50

50

Nest did not reach active stage

6/11/2012

7/14/2012 06/11/2012 - Biomonitor observed a pair of Western Kingbirds entering location. Observation of the nest
indicates the pair is probably building a nest. - VNovik
06/18/2012 - No Western Kingbirds were observed at or near the tower during a 30 minute observation period. PKonrad
06/25/2012 - This tower nest site was observed for 40 minutes, but no Western Kingbirds were observed at the
site or in the area - this nesting attempt may potentially be abandoned at this site. - PKonrad
07/02/2012 - No Western Kingbirds were observed near the nest or in the area during a 30-minute observation
period. Probably abandoned, but will check once more. - PKonrad
07/09/2012 - No Western Kingbirds were observed during a 30-minute observation period. - PKonrad
07/14/2012 - No activity observed during a 1.5 hour observation period. - BArnold

No
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
WEKI Western Kingbird

Nest ID
061112_vnik_02

EP118-2

ID

Type
Habitat
Pad Areas-Structure Pad Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Area
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
None

ATFL

Ash-throated Flycatcher

061112_vnik_03

Rough Acres CY

Construction Yards

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic

ANHU

Anna's Hummingbird

061212_bald_02

San Luis Rey Substation

Substation

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

061212_bald_04

San Luis Rey Substation

Substation

061212_bald_05

San Luis Rey Substation

Substation

MODO Mourning Dove

HOFI

House Finch

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
0

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
50
50
Fledged

Nest Outcome

Date Nest
Found
6/11/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
7/30/2012 06/11/2012 - A pair of Western Kingbirds was observed bringing nesting material to the nest. - VNovik
06/18/2012 - Fire burned the tower site and the surrounding area over the weekend (not project-related) vegetation is blackened or burned. Nest is still in place and a pair of Western Kingbirds is carrying material to the
nest. - VNovik
06/25/2012 - No sign of Western Kingbirds activity during a 30-minute observation period. - PKonrad
07/03/2012 - No Western Kingbirds were observed near the nest or in the area during the first 25 minutes, until a
Red-tailed Hawk flew near the tower, when the apparent incubating kingbird dived after the hawk and was joined
by a second Western Kingbird - 1 kingbird returned to the nest site after the hawk left the area. - PKonrad
07/10/2012 - An adult Western Kingbird is active in the highest sections of the tower above the bridge, flying
from perch to perch. After about 15 minutes, it flew to ground level and perched on a fence and sagebrush.
Shortly thereafter, a kingbird flew to the tower nest and was soon joined by a second kingbird that assumed
brooding on the nest. - PKonrad
07/18/2012 - Western Kingbird nestlings can be seen in the nest, and an adult was perched in 3 locations nearby
in the tower during this short nest monitoring visit. - PKonrad
07/24/2012 - Adult Western Kingbird(s) making flights to the nest, presumably to bring food to nestlings at
roughly 5 minute intervals. - PKonrad
07/30/2012 - No Western Kingbird nestlings remain in or near the nest, although the fledglings were expected to
fledge late last week. No adults or fledglings evident in the area - closed. - PKonrad

Fledged
Yes

30

100

50

50

Presumed Fledged

6/11/2012

7/16/2012 06/11/2012 - Monitor observed Ash-throated Flycatcher carrying material to nest 4 times during a 90 minute
period. Vehicle is needed to restore work areas and meet the deadline for completion of work. - VNovik
06/18/2012 - An Ash-throated Flycatchers was observed visiting the scraper cavity 3 times at 18 minute intervals
during a 70 minute observation period. The flycatcher did not bring nesting material or food to the cavity and a
flycatcher exited the cavity after 3 minutes, flying to the tallest willow tree south of yard fence. The flycatchers
could be making exchanges at the nest, but probably not considering the short period between nest visits. PKonrad
06/25/2012 - After 10 minutes, an Ash-throated Flycatcher flew from the east to perch on the metal bar on the
rear of the scraper. In a minute, the flycatcher entered the cavity. After about 15 minutes, an adult appeared at
the entrance for a couple minutes before retreating into the cavity. In about 10 minutes, this action was repeated.
(40-minute observation period.) - PKonrad
07/02/2012 - After 20 minutes, an adult Ash-throated Flycatcher flew in with insect food, entered the nest cavity
and flew to south. This action was repeated at intervals of 2 minutes, 8 minutes, 14 minutes, and 3 minutes
during the rest of the observation period. - PKonrad
07/06/2012 - Adult Ash-throated Flycatchers are actively bringing very small insects to the nesting cavity, feeding
unseen nestlings, at intervals of 6 minutes, 3 minutes, 4 minutes, and 7 minutes, and they are hunting among the
trees far south of willows to the south of the nest site. - PKonrad
07/09/2012 - Adult Ash-throated Flycatchers are bringing larger insects to nestlings that are more than a week old
with longer intervals between nest visits (10 minutes and 30 minutes), - PKonrad
07/12/2012 - An adult Ash-throated Flycatcher visited the nest cavity 20 minutes into a 70-minute observation
period, flying to the south during its departure flight. - PKonrad
07/16/2012 - No Ash-throated Flycatchers were observed during a 50-minute observation period; it appears the
nestlings have fledged (probably in the process last Thursday 7/12) and have left the area along with the adults closed. - PKonrad

Yes

Substation - maintenance

145

100

100

100

Presumed Fledged

6/12/2012

6/12/2012 06/12/2012 - The condition of the nest is slightly worn, with scat present. It is presumed, based on these
indicators, that this nest has recently successfully fledged. - BArnold

Yes

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Substation - maintenance

70

100

30

30

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

6/12/2012

6/22/2012 06/12/2012 - Pair of MODOs observed at nest. - BArnold
06/15/2012 - Adults observed going to nest. - BArnold
06/22/2012 - Nest apparently blew off of narrow I-beam ledge onto which it had been placed. Part of nest caught
in bracket below ledge, 1 broken egg on concrete pad below nest. This nest failed due to natural causes. - BArnold

No

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Substation - new construction

50

100

20

20

Presumed Fledged

6/12/2012

6/29/2012 06/12/2012 - Pair of HOFIs observed flying into opening at base of middle insulator. Obvious nest material visible. BArnold
06/15/2012 - No activity observed at nest. - BArnold
06/22/2012 - HOFI activity in this portion of substation. No activity observed in association with the nest. BArnold
06/29/2012 - No HOFI activity at nest during 20-minute observation period. HOFIs were observed and heard in
other locations in this part of the substation, but not in association with this nest. - BArnold

Yes
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
WEKI Western Kingbird

Nest ID
061212_lgan_01

EP45-1

HOOR

Hooded Oriole

061212_lgan_02

EP47-2

LEGO

Lesser Goldfinch

BGGN

ID

Type
Habitat
Pad Areas-Structure Pad Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
Other

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
75

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
Nest Outcome
75
75
Nest did not reach active stage

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Area
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other

100

100

100

100

061212_rqey_01 CP106-1-N

Road Area

Chaparrals

Traffic

20

100

50

Blue-gray Gnatcatcher

061212_rqey_02 CP106-1-N

Road Area

Chaparrals

Traffic

25

100

BCSP

Black-chinned Sparrow

061212_rqey_03 CP106-1-N

Road Area

Chaparrals

Traffic

35

PHAI

Phainopepla

061212_rqey_04 CP106-1-E

Road Area

Chaparrals

Traffic

HOFI

House Finch

061212_rrdd_01

CP72-2

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance
Area

HOFI

House Finch

061212_rrdd_02

CP72-2-E

Road Area

CAKI

Cassin's Kingbird

061212_rrdd_03

CP77

Date Nest
Found
6/12/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
7/11/2012 06/12/2012 - A pair of Western Kingbirds was observed carrying nesting material to the nest and chasing away a
female Hooded Oriole. - LGorman
06/14/2012 - Western Kingbirds were not seen during arrival with crew at tower or during work activities. WEKI
was heard off in the distance. 4 helicopter picks took place on the south side of the tower with a 200 foot long
line. Pilot dropped picks attached to long-line just adjacent to southernmost wire edge, which is approximately 50
feet horizontally from nest. At one point, helicopter was about 60 feet vertically and 50 feet horizontally south
from the nest, equaling a true distance of 75 feet from the nest, which is within the designated flight buffer.
When pinging work and picks into the site ceased, a Western Kingbird was observed moving throughout the
upper area of tower appearing to be nest site selecting. Kingbird was then observed taking a piece of down from
the inactive raptor nest in the tower and bringing it to the documented nest location. - RQuilley
06/22/2012 - No Western Kingbird activity noted during 40 minute observation period. - PKonrad
06/29/2012 - No Western Kingbirds observed or heard during a 30 minute observation period. This nest may have
been abandoned, or the kingbirds may be inactive during the incubation period. - PKonrad
07/06/2012 - No Western Kingbirds were observed in the area of the nest or tower during the 40-minute
observation period. (Could be relatively inactive during incubation.) - PKonrad
07/11/2012 - Again, no Western Kingbirds were observed at or near the nest site or in the tower area. Nest site
closed. - PKonrad

Fledged
No

Nest did not reach active stage

6/12/2012

7/6/2012 06/12/2012 - A pair of Hooded Orioles was observed carrying nesting material to the nest site. - LGorman
06/18/2012 - No Hooded Orioles were observed in the area during a 30 minute period. - PKonrad
06/22/2012 - No Hooded Orioles were noted in the area during a 45 minute observation period. - PKonrad
06/29/2012 - No Hooded Orioles were observed or heard in the area and are absent from the white ball. This nest
has probably been abandoned, but will monitor it again next week. - PKonrad
07/06/2012 - Again, no Hooded Orioles were observed in the area during a 40-minute observation period. Seems
as though any nesting birds should be feeding nestlings by now, but this nesting attempt may have been
abandoned during the early nest building stage, which was the last time an oriole was observed at this unusual
nest site - closed. - PKonrad

No

50

Presumed Fledged

6/12/2012

6/16/2012 06/12/2012 - Fully built nest was discovered containing at least one fully feathered mature nestling. Likely to
leave the nest within the next 3 days. - RQuilley
06/14/2012 - 1 nestling visible in nest. Male brings food at 0652. - HWinfrey
06/16/2012 - Nest is empty with no sign of predation, presumed fledged. - HWinfrey

Yes

50

50

Nest did not reach active stage

6/12/2012

6/16/2012 06/12/2012 - Pair of BGGN observed repeatedly bringing nesting material to a nest that is about 20% complete. RQuilley
06/16/2012 - Incomplete nest appears degraded. No new material has been added since nest was discovered. No
BGGN associating with nest. Pair abandoned nest site. - RQuilley

No

100

100

100

Presumed Fledged

6/12/2012

6/22/2012 06/12/2012 - BCSP observed brooding and occasionally feeding at least 2 very young nestlings, approximately 2
days old. - RQuilley
06/19/2012 - Adult feeding at 0905. 3 nestlings visible in nest, appear to be 8-9 days old. - HWinfrey
06/22/2012 - Nest is empty but in excellent condition with no sign of predation. Nest closed, presumed fledged. HWinfrey

Yes

180

100

100

100

Nest did not reach active stage

6/12/2012

6/16/2012 06/12/2012 - Male Phainopepla was observed bringing nesting material to nest location multiple times during 1
hour observation period. Female occasionally accompanied him. - RQuilley
06/16/2012 - No nesting material remains at nest location. - RQuilley

No

0

100

30

30

Nest did not reach active stage

6/12/2012

6/27/2012 06/12/2012 - HOFI male sings and guards when female visits. Nest appears substantially complete but no material
carry observed during 20 minute observation. - RRadd
06/19/2012 - HOFI pair visit nest that appears complete, male sings and repels second male, female loiters at
10:00. - RRadd
06/26/2012 - Male sings on tower, but no nest occupation observed 0740-0810. - RRadd
07/03/2012 - Closed, as this nest is no longer the locus of any sustained breeding activity. - RRadd

No

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic

10

100

30

30

Nest did not reach active stage

6/12/2012

6/19/2012 06/12/2012 - HOFI pair building nest approximately 80% complete. - RRadd
06/19/2012 - Nest removed by non-SRPL personnel. - RRadd

No

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic
Area

295

100

75

75

Indeterminate

6/12/2012

6/19/2012 06/12/2012 - CAKI male guards and chases HOFI (former nest occupants) away. Female CAKI arrives and settles in
nest at 1428, departs at 1443. - RRadd
06/19/2012 - Nest is intact, CAKI heard on tower but not visible on nest during one hour of observation. - RRadd
06/22/2012 - No activity observed at nest from 1238 to 1338 and no CAKI heard or seen on or near tower. A pair
of CAKI were conspicuous and territorial in a eucalyptus tree 380 feet northeast of tower, twice chasing a crow
away from the tree and immediately returning. - HWinfrey
06/26/2012 - No kingbirds observed on tower during 90 minutes of observation. Closed due to lack of activity.
CAKI pair 400 feet east continue. - RRadd

N/A
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
HOFI House Finch

Nest ID
061212_vnik_01

ID
Type
Jacumba Valley Ranch CY Construction Yards

Habitat
Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

GS-NF-28

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Road Area

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
Other

WEKI

Western Kingbird

061212_vnik_02

Traffic

CAGN

California Gnatcatcher

061312_bloh_01 CP11-1

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats OH - foundations
Area

CAGN

California Gnatcatcher

061312_bloh_02 CP12-1-E

Road Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic

HOFI

House Finch

061312_rrdd_01

CP62-2-E

Road Area

Riparian Forests and Woodlands

LASP

Lark Sparrow

061312_rrdd_02

LASP

Lark Sparrow

HOFI

House Finch

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
10

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
Nest Outcome
50
50
Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

Date Nest
Found
6/12/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
6/22/2012 06/12/2012 - House Finch nest has 4 eggs. - VNovik
06/21/2012 - The House Finch nest holds a clutch of 4 eggs, but no adults were observed in the area. Checked
back 30 minutes later, but no adults present and the eggs are not warm - clutch may be abandoned, but will check
back while in the area tomorrow. - PKonrad
06/22/2012 - Re-checked nest to ascertain nest abandonment by House Finches and again found the nest
unattended and no adults in the area. The small nest still contains a clutch of 4 eggs, although the eggs are not
incubation temperature and appear to be abandoned - closed. - PKonrad

Fledged
No

15

100

50

50

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

6/12/2012

7/5/2012 06/12/2012 - Pair of Western Kingbirds observed building nest. Material visible, and nest is approximately 40%
complete. - VNovik
06/19/2012 - A Western Kingbird is incubating in the nest. It attacked a jay that flew nearby near ground level,
then returned to the nest. - PKonrad
06/27/2012 - A Western Kingbird was incubating in the nest today, and Monday (6/25/2012). - PKonrad
07/03/2012 - Initially, no Western Kingbirds were incubating or near the nest, and this was also true during a recheck of the nest 2 hours later. This nesting attempt may have been predated or abandoned, so will check back in
2 days to re-assess this nest's status. - PKonrad
07/05/2012 - No Western Kingbirds were observed at the nest or in the area during a 30-minute observation
period. The nest may have been abandoned, or it may have been predated - closed. - PKonrad

No

900

300

300

300

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

6/13/2012

7/3/2012 06/13/2012 - Nest 95% complete, female on nest with male scolding. Pair left to forage for several minutes, then
returned briefly. - BLohstroh
06/20/2012 - Female incubating, then a nest exchange with male occurred at 0632. - BLohstroh
06/27/2012 - Male incubating, nest exchange with female at 0649. Nest contains 3 CAGN eggs plus one BHCO egg.
Surveying biologist coordinated with permitted nest monitor to get the BHCO egg removed. Egg removed by
Travis Cooper. - BLohstroh
07/03/2012 - Nest empty and slightly pulled apart. Nest apparently predated, possibly by an avian predator. Pair
observed foraging 300 feet to south. - BLohstroh

No

1260

300

300

300

Fledged

6/13/2012

7/18/2012 06/13/2012 - Male responded to recorded vocalization, then flew to area near nest. Nest exchange with female
subsequently occurred, and the nest was discovered with the male on the nest. Female heard calling downslope. BLohstroh
06/20/2012 - Female incubating, and male foraging nearby. - BLohstroh
06/27/2012 - Female on nest, male bringing food (Bernardino Blue butterfly) to female. Female soon left to
forage, and male returned to feed BHCO nestling. Upon further investigation, nest contained one 2-3 day old
BHCO nestling, plus 4 CAGN eggs. Surveying biologist coordinated with permitted nest monitor to have this
nestling removed. Nestling removed by Travis Cooper. A biologist returned to nest about 15 minutes later to
observe pair's behavior after removal of BHCO nestling. Pair continued to bring food items to nest. - BLohstroh
07/03/2012 - Pair feeding 4 nestlings, approximately 3-5 days old. - BLohstroh
07/11/2012 - Pair tending 3 nestlings, as well as 1 recent fledgling outside of nest. Fledgling within approximately
10 feet of nest. Remaining nestlings should fledge within a day. - BLohstroh
07/18/2012 - Family group observed on east side of canyon, pair feeding at least 3 fledglings. Nest empty, but
intact. - BLohstroh

Yes

Traffic

42

100

30

30

Nest did not reach active stage

6/13/2012

6/23/2012 06/13/2012 - Female carries beakful of star thistle stems, copulates with attending male, then flies to nest at
0727. - RRadd
06/22/2012 - HOFI pair active here, and male singing and female nearby, but neither come to this nest during 30
minutes of observation. - RRadd
07/02/2012 - Closed due to inactivity. Observations suggest site was abandoned prior to an egg being laid. Nest
was within 30 feet of non-SRPL work. - RRadd

No

CP64-2 PS

Pad Areas-Stringing Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic

25

100

100

100

Indeterminate

6/13/2012

6/18/2012 06/13/2012 - LASP lying in nest at 1249. Contents not examined. - RRadd
06/20/2012 - Nest is clean, intact and empty. Nest contents were unknown at first monitoring. Potentially
fledged. - RRadd

N/A

061312_rrdd_03

CP64-2 PS

Pad Areas-Stringing Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance

55

100

100

100

Presumed Fledged

6/13/2012

6/27/2012 06/13/2012 - Nest contains 3 eggs. - RRadd
06/20/2012 - Nest contains at least two young, unfeathered with closed eyes. - RRadd
06/27/2012 - Nest is empty with sufficient excreta at rim to suggest it likely fledged. - RRadd

Yes

061312_rrdd_04

CP65-1

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Other
Area

40

100

30

30

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

6/13/2012

7/18/2012 06/13/2012 - HOFI pair come to nest, female carries material, copulates with male and remains on nest for 10
minutes. - RRadd
06/20/2012 - Male HOFI escorts female to nest and then departs. She settles into nest and stays for
approximately 1-hour intervals. - RRadd
06/27/2012 - Female HOFI remains (visible) on nest for duration of 1 hour observation. - RRadd
07/04/2012 - Female mostly in nest during 1 hr observation; male visits occasionally and sings. - RRadd
07/11/2012 - After 50 minutes of inactivity, a pair of House Finches flew into the tower. Neither adult was
carrying food or nesting material. Eventually, the female flew to the nest for a few seconds, then perched nearby.
The male subsequently flew to the nest for a few seconds, after which time the pair left the tower. - MDicus
07/18/2012 - During 2 hours of monitoring, no HOFI activity was observed at the nest or tower. It is presumed
that this nest failed with eggs or nestlings. - MDicus

No
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
WEKI Western Kingbird

Nest ID
061312_sjon_01

EP54-1

EP54-1

WEKI

Western Kingbird

061312_sjon_02

HOFI

House Finch

RCSP

ID

Type
Habitat
Pad Areas-Structure Pad Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Area
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
OH - wire stringing

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Area
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

OH - wire stringing

061412_rqey_01 CP109-1

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Area
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

OH - foundations

Rufous-crowned Sparrow

061412_rrdd_01

CP69-2-E

Road Area

HOFI

House Finch

061412_rrdd_02

HOFI

House Finch

HOFI

CAKI

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
0

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
100
100
Removed

0

100

100

100

45

100

40

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic

11

100

CP76-1

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Other
Area

20

061412_sjon_02

EP45-1

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Area
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other

House Finch

061412_tcer_01

EP130/EP131 PS

Pad Areas-Stringing Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic

Cassin's Kingbird

061512_bald_01

San Luis Rey Substation

Substation

Substation - new construction

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Nest Outcome

Date Nest
Found
6/13/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
6/13/2012 06/13/2012 - Pair of WEKI observed bringing nesting material to traveler hung from insulators on C phase. WEKI
pair was observed bringing nesting material to a newly started nest on this tower that is scheduled for wire
stringing within the anticipated nest cycle, in order to better meet the CAISO energization schedule. Since the nest
had no eggs or young, and per the NBMMP, the nest was photographed and removed at less than 20% complete.
The tower needs wire stringing to meet the deadline for energization, and leaving this nest in place would have
jeopardized that. - SJohnston

Fledged
No

Removed

6/13/2012

6/9/2012 06/09/2012 - Observed WEKI nest building in tower EP54 in layback section. Nest is estimated to be 40%
complete. A WEKI pair was observed bringing nesting material to a newly started nest on this tower that is
scheduled for wire stringing within the anticipated nest cycle, in order to better meet the CAISO energization
schedule. Since the nest had no eggs or young, and per the NBMMP, the nest was photographed and removed at
less than 40% complete. The tower needs wire stringing to meet the deadline for energization, and leaving this
nest in place would have jeopardized that. - SJohnston

No

30

Indeterminate

6/14/2012

7/18/2012 06/14/2012 - Female house finch accompanied by male was observed bringing material to nest and leaving. Crew
worked for about 45 minutes between 15-50 feet outside of the newly established buffer. HOFI were not
observed returning to nest with nesting material during work activities. Because there was no risk to eggs or
young (nest-building stage) the crew was asked to quickly finish their work activities and left the site shortly after.
Nest was watched for 30 minutes after construction activities ceased and pair did not return to nest. The buffer
should be reassessed based on these observations; however, no additional work is proposed at this tower site. RQuilley
06/21/2012 - Female visible on nest at 1617. - HWinfrey
06/27/2012 - No activity observed during 30 minute visit. Unable to determine whether nest is occupied. HWinfrey
07/05/2012 - No activity at nest during 1-hour observation. Incubating female might be present, but not visible
from ground level. - KAlberts
07/11/2012 - Miki Kern observed no activity during 1-hour observational period. - AHill
07/18/2012 - No activity observed at nest. Timeline indicates that this nest has had more than sufficient time to
fledge. Impossible to view nest contents from the ground, and nest outcome is not apparent due to a lack of
observational data on this nest. Nest closed. - HWinfrey

N/A

50

50

Presumed Fledged

6/14/2012

6/17/2012 06/14/2012 - RCSP pair bringing caterpillars to nest (6 trips) from 0740-0800. - RRadd
06/21/2012 - Nest is empty and presumed to have fledged. Stealthy adults nearby but no juveniles observed. RRadd

Yes

100

30

30

Presumed Fledged

6/14/2012

7/20/2012 06/14/2012 - Female HOFI lying in nest 1148. - RRadd
06/19/2012 - Female on nest for duration of visit. - HWinfrey
06/21/2012 - Male HOFI feeding nestling, female nest-guarding at 1215. - RRadd
06/28/2012 - Female brooding nest for duration of 30-minute observation. - RRadd
07/05/2012 - Male HOFI comes to nest at 1149 and appears to feed young before departing again. - RRadd
07/13/2012 - The HOFI pair was observed nest-guarding against other HOFIs while 2 well-developed nestlings
begged from the nest. The nestlings should fledge within the next few days. - MDicus
07/20/2012 - The only activity observed at the nest was a brief visit by a pair of House Finches. The male stood in
the nest for a few seconds, and the pair left. No nestlings were observed or heard, and the HOFI pair did not
return. It seems likely this was an independent pair of House Finches investigating the nest. Given the age of the
nestlings during the last monitoring visit, it is presumed this nest fledged. A pair of House Finches was observed
feeding 2 begging fledglings north of the tower; however, given the number of HOFI nests nearby, it is not
possible to determine from which nest they fledged. - MDicus

Yes

0

100

100

100

Removed

6/14/2012

6/14/2012 06/14/2012 - Biological monitor reported HOFI building a nest in tower leg. No eggs or young were present during
inspection of the nest upon removal. Nest was removed due to critical work needed to be performed before line
goes hot to meet scheduled deadline. - SJohnston

No

100

100

30

30

Nest with eggs or young failed for
unknown causes

6/14/2012

6/27/2012 06/14/2012 - Nest has 1 egg. Female House Finch was observed at the nest. - TCooper
06/18/2012 - Pair of House Finches was observed in the vicinity of nest on 2 occasions; no activity at the nest, but
1 egg remains in the nest. - JPawlicki
06/27/2012 - No House Finches in area; a broken egg is contained in small nest - closed. - PKonrad

No

65

100

50

50

Indeterminate

6/15/2012

7/6/2012 06/15/2012 - Adult observed at and around nest. - BArnold
06/22/2012 - Adult came to nest, reacted to Avian Biologist's presence while recording nearby MODO nest (ID
062201_bald_01). - BArnold
06/29/2012 - No CAKI activity seen or heard during hour of focused observation. - BArnold
07/06/2012 - No activity at nest during 20 minutes of focused observation. Nest closed. No activity at nest during
last 2 weekly monitoring visits. The outcome of this nest is unclear, as there were only 2 weekly observations of
activity, only consisting of the bird coming to the nest, followed by 2 weeks of inactivity. - BArnold

N/A
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
HOFI House Finch

Nest ID
061512_bald_02

ID
Sycamore Substation SSDE1

Type
Habitat
Pad Areas-Stringing Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
Substation - maintenance

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
175

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
Nest Outcome
30
30
Presumed Fledged

Date Nest
Found
6/15/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
7/16/2012 06/15/2012 - Nest with 3 eggs. - BArnold
06/22/2012 - Nest with 4 eggs. Adult HOFIs around transformer. Female came to incubate during latter part of
observation period. Nest is actually located to the west of where shown in pen tab. - BArnold
07/06/2012 - Nest with 4 slightly feathered nestlings. Female nearby on hand railing. - BArnold
07/13/2012 - At least 3 large, well feathered nestlings appear ready to fledge soon. - BArnold
07/18/2012 - Nest empty. Given the large size of nestlings present on 13 July, this nest has presumably
successfully fledged. - BArnold

Fledged
Yes

COHU

Costa's Hummingbird

061512_ltiw_01

EP58-2-N

Road Area

Chaparrals

Other

150

100

50

50

Fledged

6/15/2012

6/29/2012 06/15/2012 - A female Costa's Hummingbird was observed defending the area from a female Anna's
Hummingbird. Costa's was then observed feeding 2 small nestlings. - LTymkiw
06/20/2012 - Well-hidden Costa's Hummingbird nest contains 2 nestlings with pin feathers showing. - PKonrad
06/27/2012 - A large well-feathered nestling Costa's Hummingbird fills the nest and is about to fledge. The other
nestling appears to have fledged already, in the past day or 2. No adult has been seen at this nest site since the
first observation. - PKonrad
06/29/2012 - The nest is empty and the nestling Costa's Hummingbirds have fledged this week, 1 within the past
30 hours. No adults or fledglings were observed in the area - closed. - PKonrad

Yes

BUSH

Bushtit

061512_ltiw_02

EP63-E

Road Area

Chaparrals

Traffic

10

100

50

50

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

6/15/2012

6/20/2012 06/15/2012 - An adult Bushtit was observed leaving the nest, after an observation period of approximately 5
minutes. - LTymkiw
06/20/2012 - No Bushtits observed in the area; the bottom of the nest has been torn off by a predator. No sign of
eggs, egg shells, nestlings, or adults can be seen - closed - PKonrad

No

LEGO

Lesser Goldfinch

061512_rrdd_01

CP85-1-E

Road Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic

25

100

50

50

Presumed Fledged

6/15/2012

7/5/2012 06/15/2012 - LEGO pair building nest, female bringing thistle down lining. Nest appears 95% complete. - RRadd
06/22/2012 - Female LEGO lying in nest at 1610. - RRadd
06/29/2012 - LEGO female lying in nest 1436-1442 does not depart. - RRadd
07/06/2012 - Nest is empty with a compressed edge and feces at the rim; consistent with fledging. - RRadd

Yes

LEGO

Lesser Goldfinch

061512_rrdd_02

CP82-1-E

Road Area

Riparian Forests and Woodlands

Traffic

44

100

50

50

Nest did not reach active stage

6/15/2012

6/22/2012 06/15/2012 - LEGO female on complete empty nest at 1228. - RRadd
06/22/2012 - LEGO pair active on territory, but no incubation observed. - RRadd
06/29/2012 - Nest was abandoned prior to the first egg. - RRadd

No

ACWO Acorn Woodpecker

061512_rrdd_03

CP82-1-E

Road Area

Riparian Forests and Woodlands

Traffic

66

100

50

50

Nest did not reach active stage

6/15/2012

7/6/2012 06/15/2012 - ACWO nest guarding and visiting regularly to peer into cavity. ACWO have been visiting this location
for several weeks. - RRadd
06/22/2012 - No ACWO observed in this cavity during 20 minutes of observation. - RRadd
06/30/2012 - ACWO continue to inhabit this tree, but do not associate directly with or enter this cavity during 30
minutes of observation. - RRadd
07/06/2012 - Closed, due to lack of activity, as nest was not observed to activate. Possibly part of the site
selection process; this clan continues in the vicinity and has not been observed to nest elsewhere, but may yet. RRadd

No

WEKI

061512_vnik_01

GS-USFS-6

Pad Areas-Work Area

Woodlands and Forests

None

0

100

50

50

Nest did not reach active stage

6/15/2012

7/10/2012 06/15/2012 - Observed Western Kingbirds landing at nest site and carrying material to nest. - VNovik
06/22/2012 - No Western Kingbird activity at the nest site during a 25-minute observation period; 1 kingbird was
hunting from perches along the access road initially, but this kingbird was 120 feet from the nest. During a short
nest check while monitoring a nearby nest 3 days ago, a pair of kingbirds were initially territorial at the nest site,
but left the site immediately. - PKonrad
06/29/2012 - No Western Kingbirds were observed or heard in the area. This nest may have been abandoned, but
will check back again.. - PKonrad
07/06/2012 - No Western Kingbirds observed in the area again; will check back Monday to determine if the nest
should be closed. - PKonrad
07/10/2012 - No Western Kingbirds were observed during 3 observation checks about an hour apart while
working in the area, and because the kingbirds apparently abandoned this nesting attempt during or after nest
building and before eggs were laid - closed. - PKonrad

No

Western Kingbird
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
AMKE American Kestrel

Nest ID
061812_mdus_01 69kV-E

ID

Type
Road Area

Habitat
Chaparrals

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
Traffic

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
300

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
500

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
250
250
Fledged

Nest Outcome

Date Nest
Found
6/18/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
Fledged
7/13/2012 06/18/2012 - Biomonitor V. Trabold observed a pair of AMKE entering the uppermost cavity at the base of the
Yes
arm on the north side of the pole. The avian link biologist later observed the female AMKE carrying a food item to
the nest cavity while a reconductoring crew worked 350 feet away. Begging calls could be heard from the nest
cavity. - MDicus
06/26/2012 - The on-site biomonitor observed the nest for approximately 60 minutes. The female spent the
majority of the time hunting over the surrounding habitat. Around 1030, she entered the cavity with a small prey
item and remained inside about 10 seconds before exiting. She resumed hunting and briefly entered/exited the
nest cavity at 1052. It was unclear if she brought food to the cavity on the second visit. The male was not seen
during the mid-morning observation period, but the biomonitor saw him earlier in the morning. The adults were
also observed vigorously driving off a Red-tailed Hawk on previous days. - VEurs
07/03/2012 - During 1.5 hours observation, an adult female AMKE was observed perching atop the nest pole for a
total of 55 minutes. She preened and hunted from the perch, but did not return with a prey item; nor was she
observed entering the nest cavity or displaying other breeding behaviors. An adult male AMKE was observed
perching on a pole at the substation but did not interact with the female or approach the nest cavity. - MDicus
07/05/2012 - Adult female observed continuously vocalizing from top of nest pole until a male came in and made
a clumsy landing on top of the pole. This is likely a fledgling. The female began vocalizing again, until a second
male flew onto a nearby distribution pole. Afterwards, all kestrels remained quiet. The kestrels either flew off or
entered the nest arm while the avian biologist was monitoring the nearby Barn Owl nest. - BArnold
07/13/2012 - No American Kestrels were observed or heard at the nest site or in the surrounding area during a 60minute observation period. It appears some or all of the nestlings had fledged 8 days ago, and the family group
was using the nest site as an activity center during the early post-fledging period; however, today the kestrels
appear to have moved out of the area - closed. - PKonrad

HOFI

House Finch

061812_rrdd_01

CP55

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance
Area

30

100

30

30

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

6/18/2012

7/9/2012 06/18/2012 - HOFI pair making multiple trips with nest material, nest is approximately 80% complete. - RRadd
06/25/2012 - HOFI female lying in nest at 0927 does not depart during 15 minute observation. - RRadd
07/02/2012 - HOFI pair come to tower, but do not approach nest during 30 minutes of observation. Unable to see
into nest to determine occupancy. - RRadd
07/09/2012 - The nest is clearly damaged/degraded. Only 25% of material remains, an amount insufficient to
support eggs. No HOFI activity observed. - MDicus

No

LEGO

Lesser Goldfinch

061912_bald_01

CP88-1-NA-B

Road Area

Riparian Forests and Woodlands

Other

90

100

30

30

Presumed Fledged

6/19/2012

6/27/2012 06/19/2012 - Heard large-sounding nestlings being fed several times. - BArnold
06/20/2012 - Heard nestlings being fed. - BArnold
06/25/2012 - Heard nestlings being fed. Considerably less noise generated during feeding compared to last week. BArnold
06/27/2012 - Nothing observed or heard during hour-long observation period. This nest has likely fledged, based
on loud feeding episodes heard on 19 and 20 June, and less noisy feeding heard on 25 June. - BArnold

Yes

LEGO

Lesser Goldfinch

061912_imll_01

Alpine CY

Construction Yards

Chaparrals

Other

50

100

35

35

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

6/19/2012

7/23/2012 06/19/2012 - Female brought nesting material to 80% complete nest. - IMaunsell
06/26/2012 - Female on nest at 1649. - HWinfrey
07/03/2012 - Female on nest at 1339. - HWinfrey
07/11/2012 - Female observed on nest at 1140. - IMaunsell
07/18/2012 - Nest contains 3 eggs. - HWinfrey
07/23/2012 - Nest has been destroyed, apparently by a predator. A few fragments of material remain attached to
substrate. Nest closed. - HWinfrey

No

COHU

Costa's Hummingbird

061912_kats_01

Alpine CY

Construction Yards

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic

20

100

20

20

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

6/19/2012

7/3/2012 06/19/2012 - Nest discovered by yard monitor A. Ricehill. Female incubating 2 eggs remained on nest while
vegetation fuel thinning crew trimmed weedy vegetation within 10 feet of the nest and thru-traffic passed by
about 20 feet south. - KAlberts
06/26/2012 - 1 downy nestling visible in nest, 2-3 days old. - HWinfrey
07/03/2012 - Nest is empty and in good condition; however, not enough time has elapsed for nestlings to have
fledged. Nest closed, most likely failed due to predation. - HWinfrey

No

COHA

Cooper's Hawk

061912_rrdd_01

CP70-3-E

Road Area

Riparian Forests and Woodlands

60

500

300

300

Fledged

6/19/2012

7/24/2012 06/19/2012 - Female COHA brooding at least one downy hatchling. - RRadd
06/26/2012 - 2 nestlings visible are clad in white down, tailless and featherless and able to move around in nest. RRadd
07/03/2012 - 1 nestling visible still appears mostly downy-bodied. - RRadd
07/10/2012 - 1 nestling with downy feathers on breast and head observed perching upright in the nest. - MDicus
07/17/2012 - The COHA nestling was observed climbing awkwardly onto the oak limb supporting the nest,
perching 2-3 feet away. - MDicus
07/24/2012 - The fledgling COHA was observed flying from the nest vicinity across El Monte Road, to a perch on a
dead oak tree. - MDicus

Yes

HOFI

House Finch

062012_rrdd_01

CP64-2 PS

Pad Areas-Stringing Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats None

0

100

48

48

Indeterminate

6/20/2012

6/25/2012 06/20/2012 - Female on nest, did not flush, 1422. - RRadd
06/27/2012 - Nest is empty, but clean with fresh wool lining. As contents were not examined at initial visit, will
monitor once more. - RRadd
07/04/2012 - Lining is blowing out of abandoned nest. - RRadd

N/A

LASP

Lark Sparrow

062012_rrdd_02

CP64-2 PS

Pad Areas-Stringing Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance

10

100

100

100

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

6/20/2012

6/26/2012 06/20/2012 - LASP flew from nest containing 2 eggs at 1436. - RRadd
06/27/2012 - Nest contains 2 eggs. No LASP observed associating with nest during 40 minute observation
suggests potential abandonment. - RRadd
07/04/2012 - Nest contains 1 egg. Closed due to predation. - RRadd

No

Traffic
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
ANHU Anna's Hummingbird

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
Substation - new construction

Nest ID
062112_bald_01

ID
Suncrest Substation SSDE2

Type
Substation

Habitat
Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

ANHU

Anna's Hummingbird

062112_bald_02

Suncrest Substation SSDE2

Pad Areas-Work Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Substation - new construction

ANHU

Anna's Hummingbird

062112_bald_03

Suncrest Substation SSDE2

Pad Areas-Work Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Substation - maintenance

HOFI

House Finch

062112_rrdd_01

CP76-1

HOFI

House Finch

062112_rrdd_02

HOFI

House Finch

HOFI

House Finch

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
300

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
Nest Outcome
50
50
Presumed Fledged

Date Nest
Found
6/21/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
6/28/2012 06/21/2012 - Two nestlings in nest. Rim of nest with lots of scat. - BArnold
06/28/2012 - Nest empty, but in good shape. This nest likely fledged based on large size of nestlings in nest last
week. - BArnold

Fledged
Yes

300

100

50

50

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

6/21/2012

6/28/2012 06/21/2012 - Female on nest, didn't flush at less than 1 foot while Avian Biologist took photographs and recorded
nest for over 10 minutes. - BArnold
06/28/2012 - Nest empty; small side piece of nest missing. - BArnold

No

75

100

50

50

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

6/21/2012

7/3/2012 06/21/2012 - Nest with 2 eggs. - BArnold
06/28/2012 - Two nestlings in nest. Female not observed during very brief monitoring period. - BArnold
07/03/2012 - Nest empty, lots of scat, nest intact. Nest presumed to have been predated, given the presence of 2
eggs on 21 June and 2 nestlings on 28 June. Because ANHU nestlings have been reported to leave nest at 25-26
days (COHU at 20 to 23 days), this nest was presumably predated, given the above nesting chronology (earliest
possible egg hatching on 22 June). - BArnold

No

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Other
Area

25

100

30

30

Presumed Fledged

6/21/2012

7/20/2012 06/21/2012 - Female lying in nest at 1303. - RRadd
06/28/2012 - Female brooding nest for duration of 30 minute observation. - RRadd
07/05/2012 - Female comes to nest at 1250; likely has hatched young. - RRadd
07/13/2012 - Adult female observed feeding 2 nestlings. - MDicus
07/20/2012 - No activity was observed at the nest. The contents were checked with an extended mirror, and no
nestlings were observed. It is presumed this nest fledged. A pair of House Finches was observed feeding 2 begging
nestlings north of the tower; however, it is not clear whether this was the family group from this nest or another
nest nearby. - MDicus

Yes

CP76-1

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance
Area

30

100

30

30

Indeterminate

6/21/2012

7/13/2012 06/21/2012 - Incubation continues. - RRadd
06/28/2012 - Nest appears neat and maintained and shows no sign of hatched young within (clean rim); no HOFI
visible on nest 1010-1030. - RRadd
07/05/2012 - HOFI to nest at 1148, appears to feed small nestlings, then settles on to nest. - RRadd
07/13/2012 - No activity observed. The nest contents were checked using an extended mirror, and no eggs or
nestlings were observed. - MDicus

N/A

062112_rrdd_03

CP76-1

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Other
Area

15

100

30

30

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

6/21/2012

7/27/2012 06/21/2012 - HOFI pair stealing nest material from upper CAKI nest and adding to this, plus frequent trips with
more material from 1215-1315. - RRadd
06/28/2012 - Female sits on nest for 5-10 minute periods. - RRadd
07/05/2012 - No activity observed during 1-hour observation. - RRadd
07/13/2012 - Adult female spends over 60 seconds reaching into nest, possibly turning eggs or feeding newly
hatched nestlings, before settling in to incubate. - MDicus
07/20/2012 - No activity at the nest during 45 minutes of observation. - MDicus
07/27/2012 - No activity was observed at the nest during more than 60 minutes of monitoring. The nest was
checked using an extendable mirror, and no eggs or nestlings were found. Based on the timeline and observed
HOFI behaviors, it is presumed that this nest failed with eggs or nestlings. - MDicus

No

062112_rrdd_04

Helix CY AR

Road Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic

8

100

30

30

Fledged

6/21/2012

6/29/2012 06/21/2012 - First observed 14 June as possibly nesting. HOFI male escorts female to nest then departs at 1610.
Female remains through balance of 30-minute observation. - RRadd
06/29/2012 - Fledglings observed being fed by adults adjacent to nest 0650. - RRadd

Yes

MODO Mourning Dove

062212_bald_01

San Luis Rey Substation

Substation

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Substation - maintenance

75

100

30

30

Presumed Fledged

6/22/2012

7/27/2012 06/22/2012 - One adult on nest, flushed at about 1 foot. Second adult in area apparently searching for additional
nest material. - BArnold
06/29/2012 - Adult on nest; other adult on 69kV superstructure above nest. - BArnold
07/06/2012 - Adult observed calling from on top of 69kV superstructure, second adult on nest. - BArnold
07/13/2012 - Adult MODO on nest. - BArnold
07/18/2012 - Adult MODO on nest. - BArnold
07/27/2012 - Nest empty. Based on chronology documented by nest monitoring, and well-protected nature of the
nest location, this nest presumably fledged. - BArnold

Yes

MODO Mourning Dove

062212_bald_02

San Luis Rey Substation

Substation

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Substation - maintenance

60

100

30

30

Nest did not reach active stage

6/22/2012

7/6/2012 06/22/2012 - Adult female on nest, flushed at about 1 foot. No eggs. Checked 20 minutes later, female not yet
returned to nest. - BArnold
06/29/2012 - Nest present and more developed than last week, but empty. No attending adult. Returned 30
minutes later, but still no attending adult. - BArnold
07/06/2012 - Nest empty. No attending adult observed during 20-minute observation period. Nest never became
active, and is closed. - BArnold

No

062212_bald_03

Sycamore Substation SSDE1

Substation

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Substation - new construction

300

100

30

30

Presumed Fledged

6/22/2012

7/6/2012 06/22/2012 - Heard apparently very large nestlings (based on noise generated) being fed. - BArnold
07/06/2012 - No feeding activity heard or any finch activity observed. This is in stark contrast to the very loud
feeding bouts heard on 22 June. As such, it is presumed that this nest has successfully fledged. - BArnold

Yes

HOFI

House Finch
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
NOMO Northern Mockingbird

Nest ID
062212_rrdd_01

CP62-2-E

Type
Road Area

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
Habitat
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic

ID

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
10

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
Nest Outcome
50
50
Presumed Fledged

Date Nest
Found
6/22/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
7/10/2012 06/22/2012 - NOMO nest exchange at 0704, incubation/brooding in progress. Bird on nest in deep basket does
not flush. - RRadd
07/02/2012 - NOMO carrying food to nest at 15-20 minute intervals suggests small hatched young are now
present. - RRadd
07/10/2012 - After 30 minutes of no activity, the nest was checked. No eggs or nestlings were found and the nest
was intact. NOMO nestlings fledge after 11-14 days. It has been 18 days since the initial observation of
incubation/brooding; it is presumed the nestlings fledged. - MDicus

Fledged
Yes

BCHU

Black-chinned Hummingbird

062212_rrdd_02

CP81-1-E

Road Area

Riparian Forests and Woodlands

Traffic

33

100

50

50

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

6/22/2012

7/16/2012 06/22/2012 - BCHU female comes to nest and settles at 1214. - RRadd
06/29/2012 - Female BCHU on nest at 1143 departs, returns at 1151 but preens nearby and does not go to nest,
departs at 1153. - RRadd
07/06/2012 - Female BCHU is wary and visits nest infrequently to feed 2 nestlings approximately 5 days old, 0822.
- RRadd
07/13/2012 - No Black-chinned Hummingbird nest, adult female, or nestlings were observed during extensive
observations and searches. - PKonrad
07/16/2012 - For the second time, no Black-chinned Hummingbird nest was found (it apparently has been
predated), and no adult female was observed or heard during multiple protracted nest searches and observations closed. - PKonrad

No

HOOR

Hooded Oriole

062212_rrdd_03

CP82-1-E

Road Area

Riparian Forests and Woodlands

Traffic

55

100

50

50

Indeterminate

6/22/2012

7/30/2012 06/22/2012 - Female Hooded Oriole is building a new nest with fibers pulled from nodes of young Arundo donax
in the streambed. Fragments of a previous nest hang from below new nest location. A male is feeding a brood
nearby. - RRadd
06/29/2012 - Female HOOR pulling material from previously undocumented nest adjacent to access road, and
carrying it to this nest location 1348. - RRadd
06/30/2012 - Hooded Oriole is gathering nest lining material from nearby Salix goodingii and adding it to the nest
at 0922. - RRadd
07/06/2012 - Subadult male Hooded Oriole follows female to the nest at 1002; he departs, she remains. Male
continues to forage nearby. - RRadd
07/16/2012 - No Hooded Orioles were observed or heard in the area during extensive observations on 7/13 and
today, 7/16. - PKonrad
07/23/2012 - No Hooded Orioles observed or heard at or near the nest site today or 7/20 during a similar 70minute observation period. - PKonrad
07/30/2012 - No Hooded Orioles were observed at or near this nest site during a 70 minute observation period,
although adults should be feeding nestlings by now. Considering that no orioles have been seen or heard at the
nest site or near it since 7/6/2011, it appears the nesting attempt was abandoned, and the nest may or may not
have contained eggs at that time - closed. - PKonrad

N/A

WEKI

Western Kingbird

062212_vnik_01

EP124

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Chaparrals
Area

OH - tower erection

10

100

50

50

Presumed Fledged

6/22/2012

7/17/2012 06/22/2012 - Crew working in tower observed nest. Avian biologist observed and called to site and observed bird
fly to nest location when no activity was occurring at site. Bird appeared to land and stay on nest. Difficult to see
any behavior at the nest. - VNovik
06/29/2012 - Observed an adult Western Kingbird launch itself from the nest location and fly northwest, then
reversing itself to the east and gliding to ground level. - PKonrad
07/03/2012 - Pair of Western Kingbirds perched on tower bridge just above nest; 1 glided down to
ground/canopy level and the other remained near the nest for 15 minutes before gliding down. Neither kingbird
returned during the next 20 minutes, but expect the adults are feeding nestlings now. - PKonrad
07/10/2012 - Soon after initiating observations, an adult Western Kingbird flew from the nest, flying far to the
north. After about 10 minutes, a kingbird was active in the upper bridge area of the tower, perching on the
highest points and making an occasional hunting flight, and taking captured food to the nest twice during the 30
minute observation period. - PKonrad
07/17/2012 - No Western Kingbirds were observed at the nest or in the area during the 30 minute observation
period. The nestlings appear to have fledged during the past week, and the family group has left the area - closed.
- PKonrad

Yes

HOFI

House Finch

062212_vnik_02

Bartlett / Hauser Creek
CY

Construction Yards

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other

25

100

30

30

Fledged

6/22/2012

7/11/2012 06/22/2012 - Monitor observed bird on nest. Avian biologist confirmed that House Finch appears to be
incubating. - VNovik
06/28/2012 - Female flew to nest and remained on it for more than 5 minutes. Contents were not checked. MKuehn
07/05/2012 - Female flew to nest and loud begging could be heard from 50 feet away, indicating young are at
least 8-9 days old (BNA), and will likely fledge in next 3-5 days. - MKuehn
07/11/2012 - No activity at nest for 30 minutes. Copious amounts of feces around nest rim. Adult female
observed flying into nearest coast live oak tree, 50 feet west of nest, and begging could be heard, although
fledgling could not be seen in foliage. - MKuehn

Yes

PHAI

Phainopepla

062312_hwey_01 Suncrest-N

Road Area

Chaparrals

Traffic

30

100

50

50

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

6/23/2012

6/29/2012 06/23/2012 - Female Phainopepla flies to nest at 0723 and settles to incubate through 0750. - HWinfrey
06/29/2012 - Nest is entirely gone, apparently predated. Nest closed. - HWinfrey
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
HOFI House Finch

ID

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
Other

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
130

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
Nest Outcome
30
30
Nest did not reach active stage

Date Nest
Found
6/23/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
7/18/2012 06/23/2012 - A pair of House Finches was seen flying to the top of tower EP246. Throughout the nest survey
period, the female was observed making several trips with nesting material to a set of trusses below the solar
panel installation near leg D. - VEurs
06/29/2012 - No House Finches were observed during the 30-minute observation period, although it is not
possible to see the nest contents near the top of the tower. - PKonrad
07/05/2012 - No House Finch activity was observed near the nest or surrounding the tower during a 30 minute
observation period, but adults could be relatively inactive during the incubation period (activity at the nest cannot
be seen from the ground). - PKonrad
07/10/2012 - There were no House Finches observed near the nest or in the area during a 30-minute observation
period. A Red-tailed Hawk perched on the opposite side of the bridge during most of the period. This nesting
attempt may have been abandoned. - PKonrad
07/18/2012 - No House Finches were observed at the nest site or in the tower during a 40-minute observation
period. No finches have been observed since the initial nest building observations a month ago, hence this nesting
attempt was apparently abandoned - closed. - PKonrad

Nest ID
062312_vers_01

EP246

Type
Habitat
Pad Areas-Structure Pad Desert Scrub and Dune Habitats
Area

Fledged
No

CP82-1-E

Road Area

Riparian Forests and Woodlands

Traffic

45

100

50

50

Indeterminate

6/24/2012

7/6/2012 06/24/2012 - LAGO pair making many trips (10+) carrying materials, including disassembly of nearby BUSH nest,
0830-0930. Female gathers and builds while male trails in very close proximity and sings. - RRadd
06/30/2012 - LAGO male loafs and preens below nest location; female seen only briefly near nest which cannot
be seen into. - RRadd
07/06/2012 - Nest is deteriorating, some torn materials visible to east side. Potentially predated or weatherrelated failure. Potentially predated or weather-related nest failure, but no evidence that the nest accepted an
egg. - RRadd

N/A

Presumed Fledged

6/25/2012

7/31/2012 06/25/2012 - Paul Konrad observed a female House Finch incubating on the nest. - EMorgan
07/02/2012 - A female House Finch is incubating. - PKonrad
07/09/2012 - A female House Finch was perched on the rim of the nest feeding small unseen nestlings in the nest
bowl. - PKonrad
07/17/2012 - At least 1 nestling House Finch can be seen in the nest. - PKonrad
07/23/2012 - Probably 3 feathered House Finch nestlings can be seen in the nest. - PKonrad
07/31/2012 - No House Finch nestlings remain in the nest; as expected, they appear to have fledged. No fledglings
or adults were observed in the area - closed. - PKonrad

Yes

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

6/25/2012

7/2/2012 06/25/2012 - A pair of Scott's Oriole was observed making frequent trips with food to a fairly well hidden nest in a
California juniper. - MDicus
07/02/2012 - A pair of adult Scott's Orioles was present throughout the 1 hour observation period. Both were
perched low in the nest tree for a while, than the female left and the male moved to an adjacent juniper tree
where it preened and loafed for 40 minutes. However, when the nest was checked, no nestlings were present.
The female returned to a low perch in the nest tree shortly after the nest was checked for a moment. On
6/28/2012 (4 days ago), 3 small nestlings with eyes open were present in the nest, and the male was active
feeding the nestlings and collecting food in the surrounding area. With these observations in mind, it appears this
nest has been predated (jays are in the area). The continued presence of the adults at the nest site may suggest
the predation was very recent, or the pair might re-nest here - closed. - PKonrad

No

LAGO

Lawrence's Goldfinch

062412_rrdd_01

HOFI

House Finch

062512_eman_02 Rough Acres CY

Construction Yards

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other

30

100

10

10

SCOR

Scott's Oriole

062512_mdus_01 EP236-1/EP237-1 PS-E

Road Area

Desert Scrub and Dune Habitats

None

0

100

100

100

BCHU

Black-chinned Hummingbird

062512_rrdd_01

GS-NF-10

Pad Areas-Work Area

Riparian Forests and Woodlands

BMP installation/maintenance

70

100

50

50

Indeterminate

6/25/2012

7/30/2012 06/25/2012 - BCHU female adding lining and forming nest cup at 1324; nest appears 85% complete. - RRadd
07/02/2012 - BCHU female lying in nest 1452. - RRadd
07/09/2012 - Female observed lying in nest at 1350. - MDicus
07/16/2012 - Female lying in nest at 1100. - MDicus
07/23/2012 - At least 1 nestling visible in nest. - MDicus
07/30/2012 - No activity observed at the nest during more than 1 hour of monitoring. Given that nestlings were
visible the previous week and no nestlings are visible now, it is presumed they fledged were predated. - MDicus

N/A

HOFI

House Finch

062512_rrdd_02

GS-NF-10

Road Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Other

70

100

30

30

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

6/25/2012

7/16/2012 06/25/2012 - HOFI male perched next to female lying in nest at 1427. - RRadd
07/02/2012 - Nest contains fresh material. HOFI pair singing nearby did not approach nest, 1530-1600. - RRadd
07/09/2012 - No activity observed during 30 minutes of observation. Nest was checked with a mirror, and 1 egg
was observed. Cup is messy and appears unmaintained. - MDicus
07/16/2012 - Nest was monitored for 1 hour; no activity was observed. The nest contents were checked, and no
eggs or nestlings were observed. - MDicus
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
WEGR Western Grebe

ID

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
Traffic

Nest ID
062612_kats_01

CP78-2-E

Type
Road Area

Habitat
Herbaceous Wetlands, Freshwater,
and Streams

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic

HOFI

House Finch

062612_rrdd_01

CP72-2-E

Road Area

HOFI

House Finch

062712_ahll_01

EP27-1

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Area
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

HOFI

House Finch

062712_hwey_01 Wilson CY

Construction Yards

062712_rrdd_01

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
168

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
Nest Outcome
100
100
Nest did not reach active stage

Date Nest
Found
6/26/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
7/16/2012 06/26/2012 - Nesting activity first reported by R. Radd last week. Today, both adults were seen building the nest
by placing strands of aquatic vegetation over the dead tree twigs poking above the water level, that they had
collected from below or on top of the water level from plant sources within approximately 40 feet around the
nest site, from 1005-1015. Approximately 20 nest building trips were seen. - KAlberts
07/06/2012 - 0632; nest building continues. #1 Western Grebe is diving near nest to raise underwater plant
material, which is added to growing nest mass as #2 bird watches and calls. Nest platform is now evident;
approximately 10-inch square and approximately 9 inches above water line. - RRadd
07/13/2012 - Western Grebe nest is dry and is now located about 2 feet above water, which suggest the water
level has dropped recently. No grebes were observed near the nest, but 8 grebes are swimming about 600 feet
south. At this time, it appears this nesting attempt has been abandoned. Regular boat activity at the boat launch
ramp, a fisherman is fishing from shore 40 feet from nest site; boaters, and jet skiers periodically pass loudly by
nest vicinity. - PKonrad
07/16/2012 - No Western Grebes were observed near the nest, and the nest is high and dry about 2 feet above
waterline, obviously abandoned with no sign of eggs - closed. - PKonrad

Fledged
No

8

100

30

30

Nest with eggs or young failed for
unknown causes

6/26/2012

7/17/2012 06/26/2012 - Nest that was destroyed a week ago has been rebuilt and contains 3 eggs. - RRadd
07/03/2012 - HOFI female incubating 4 eggs at 0656. - RRadd
07/10/2012 - No activity observed during 30 minutes of monitoring. - MDicus
07/17/2012 - No HOFI activity observed. The nest was checked with a mirror, and no eggs or nestlings were
observed. - MDicus

No

None

0

100

30

30

Indeterminate

6/27/2012

7/5/2012 06/27/2012 - Female was seen bringing nest material to joint while male was perched nearby, singing. It is
unknown how developed the nest is, but the female was bringing soft, liner into the nest location; therefore, the
nest should be well-developed. - AHill
07/05/2012 - No House Finch activity observed at tower over an hour period. Nest location appears to have been
abandoned. - AHill

N/A

Other

10

100

30

30

Presumed Fledged

6/27/2012

7/11/2012 06/27/2012 - Female observed adding material to nest at 1350. Nest estimated to be 75% complete, with cup well
formed but no nest lining yet. - HWinfrey
06/30/2012 - Female on nest briefly during 1 hour observation. Nest too high to view contents. - HWinfrey
07/07/2012 - Female perched near nest. Unable to get a clear view of nest contents. - HWinfrey
07/11/2012 - Nest is empty with a lot of fecal matter around rim of nest. It appears that the young have fledged
successfully. - AHill

Yes

CP64-2

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats None
Area

0

100

50

50

Presumed Fledged

6/27/2012

7/16/2012 06/27/2012 - NOMO on nest containing 3 eggs for 20 minute intervals. - RRadd
07/04/2012 - Nest contains at least 2 black downy young approximately 4 days old. - RRadd
07/11/2012 - Adult NOMO observed feeding 2 feathered nestlings. - MDicus
07/16/2012 - Nest is empty. No mockingbirds were observed in the area, but the nestlings were close to fledging
during the last visit, and there are no signs of nest failure (damaged/missing nest or dead nestlings). - MDicus

Yes

062712_rrdd_02

CP64-2

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Other
Area

5

100

30

30

Presumed Fledged

6/27/2012

8/1/2012 06/27/2012 - HOFI pair at nest containing 3 eggs. - RRadd
07/04/2012 - HOFI near nest containing 3 eggs, 0708. - RRadd
07/11/2012 - Female lying in nest at 0715. - MDicus
07/18/2012 - Nest contains 2 eggs and 1 recently hatched nestling. - MDicus
07/25/2012 - Nest contains 1 developing nestling and 2 unhatched eggs. - MDicus
08/01/2012 - Nestling is gone; 2 addled eggs remain. Presumed fledged. - MDicus

Yes

MODO Mourning Dove

062712_rrdd_03

CP65-1

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats None
Area

0

100

50

50

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

6/27/2012

7/4/2012 06/27/2012 - MODO on nest did not flush with observer at 6 feet. - RRadd
07/04/2012 - Nest is empty and deserted. Observations suggest nest predation, but no eggs or young were
directly observed. - RRadd

No

BCHU

062712_rrdd_04

CP70-3-E

Road Area

75

100

50

50

Nest did not reach active stage

6/27/2012

7/11/2012 06/27/2012 - Female BCHU made 8 trips carrying P. racemosa fluff and spider silk; building new nest
approximately 15% complete at 1602. - RRadd
07/03/2012 - Nest approximately 50% complete. BCHU perched 10 feet from nest did not add material during 20
minute observation. - RRadd
07/10/2012 - Nest not observed based on location description; however, Toxicodendron is abundant, and
observer may have overlooked the nest. - MDicus
07/11/2012 - No activity observed at nest attempt for duration of 45-minute monitoring period. Black-chinned
Hummingbird females are actively defending nectar sources (Nicotiana glauca plants in flower) to the east of the
site of this nest attempt, but no birds approached to within 50 feet of this nest attempt during today's visit. Nest
has not been built up any more since observation described on 7-3-12. Ants observed crawling all over the
partially constructed nest and host plant. This nest attempt appears to have been abandoned before the nest was
completely constructed and before any eggs were laid. Nest closed. - JDicus

No

NOMO Northern Mockingbird

HOFI

House Finch

Black-chinned Hummingbird

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Riparian Forests and Woodlands

Traffic
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
HOFI House Finch

Nest ID
062812_hwey_01 EP119-2

ID

Type
Habitat
Pad Areas-Structure Pad Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Area
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
None

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
0

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
Nest Outcome
30
30
Nest did not reach active stage

Date Nest
Found
6/28/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
7/18/2012 06/28/2012 - Female House Finch was observed placing coarse plant material in a nest with a male nearby. HWinfrey
07/05/2012 - Nest cannot be seen from ground level, and no House Finches were observed during a 30-minute
observation period, but this is typical during the incubation period for this species. - PKonrad
07/10/2012 - No House Finches were observed during a 30 minute observation period or during additional time in
the area monitoring another nest. - PKonrad
07/18/2012 - No House Finches were observed near the nest or tower during a 30-minute observation period,
and no House Finches have been seen there since the initial nest building observations a month ago. If the nest
was active at this time, adults would be active at the nest feeding nestlings - closed. - PKonrad

Fledged
No

CAKI

Cassin's Kingbird

062812_mdus_01 CP52

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Other
Area

110

100

50

50

Indeterminate

6/28/2012

7/18/2012 06/28/2012 - During 40 minutes of monitoring, an adult CAKI was observed perching in the tower, flying to the
nest and remaining there for 15 minutes, defending the territory against a second CAKI, and returning to the nest.
The CAKI left the nest again when a Red-tailed Hawk soared close to the tower, vocalizing and perching at the top
of the tower. - MDicus
07/06/2012 - During 45 minutes of observation, an adult Cassin's Kingbird was observed perching on the fiber and
vocalizing constantly. The CAKI visited the nest once, briefly. Throughout the monitoring period, muffled
vocalizations were heard from the tower, possibly indicating nestlings. - MDicus
07/13/2012 - No CAKI activity observed during 60 minutes of observation. - MDicus
07/18/2012 - After 20 minutes of observation, 1 CAKI flew to the middle arm of the tower, perching and preening
for 25 minutes prior to leaving. The CAKI did not approach the nest location or return to the tower during the
subsequent 45 minutes of monitoring; nor were any nestlings heard or fledglings observed. The nest itself is more
visible than it was during previous monitoring visits, suggesting it was dislodged from the original location. It is
unclear whether the nest successfully fledged or failed with nestlings. - MDicus

N/A

HOFI

House Finch

062812_rrdd_01

CP76-1

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Other
Area

80

100

30

30

Indeterminate

6/28/2012

8/3/2012 06/28/2012 - HOFI pair making numerous trips with material. Nest appears approximately 80% complete. - RRadd
07/05/2012 - Female HOFI comes to nest and settles at 1145. Male accompanies and sings. - RRadd
07/13/2012 - Much HOFI activity at this nest, with the male actively nest-guarding against nearby House Finches.
Periodic movement from the nest appears to be the incubating female. - MDicus
07/20/2012 - An adult male House Finch was observed making feeding motions at the nest. The nestlings were
not visible; however, begging calls were heard. - MDicus
07/27/2012 - No activity was observed at the nest for over 60 minutes of monitoring. A male HOFI perched
approximately 70 feet up in the tower for the first 20 minutes but did not visit the nest. - MDicus
08/03/2012 - No House Finch activity at the nest or tower during 1.25 hours of observation. - MDicus

N/A

HOFI

House Finch

062812_rrdd_02

CP75-1

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance
Area

80

100

30

30

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

6/28/2012

7/20/2012 06/28/2012 - HOFI female brings nest material at 10-15 minute intervals (1139, 1145, 1152) accompanied by
male. Copulation at 1208 and sits on nest. - RRadd
07/05/2012 - Male HOFI coaxes female to nest at 1130 with song and dance, copulation follows and female
settles on nest at 1337. - RRadd
07/13/2012 - No House Finch activity observed at nest or tower during more than 60 minutes of observation.
Nest is not visible from below. - MDicus
07/20/2012 - No activity observed at either the nest or the tower during 1.75 hours of monitoring. - MDicus

No

LEGO

Lesser Goldfinch

062812_rrdd_03

CP75-1

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats None
Area

0

100

50

50

Nest did not reach active stage

6/28/2012

6/29/2012 06/28/2012 - LEGO pair attending fresh nest, lacking only lining, did not return 1230-1300. - RRadd
07/05/2012 - Nest is unmaintained and collecting leaves; abandoned prior to 1st egg. - RRadd

No

HOOR

Hooded Oriole

062812_rrdd_04

CP76-1-E

Road Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic

15

100

50

50

Presumed Fledged

6/28/2012

7/24/2012 06/28/2012 - HOOR male visits nest intermittently, female stays for long periods. - RRadd
07/03/2012 - Observations suggest incubation continues. Female makes brief trips away from nest, while male
nest guards; no food carrying observed 1428-1445. - RRadd
07/10/2012 - No Hooded Oriole activity observed at the nest during 1 hour of monitoring. A Bewick's Wren briefly
inspected the top of the nest, and an adult male HOOR was later observed in the nest tree but did not interact
with the nest. - MDicus
07/17/2012 - Last week's monitoring observations mistakenly reported on an inactive oriole nest in the same tree.
The active nest was located, and 2 feathered Hooded Oriole nestlings were observed begging from the nest. MDicus
07/24/2012 - No HOOR activity was observed during 60 minutes of monitoring. There were no nestlings visible or
adults visiting the nest. Based on the nesting progress during the last visit, it is presumed that this nest fledged. MDicus

Yes

WEKI

Western Kingbird

062812_sjon_01

EP206-1

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Area
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic

115

100

50

50

Fledged

6/28/2012

7/17/2012 06/28/2012 - Pair of Western Kingbirds was observed bringing food to the nest while 2 biologists were walking
below the tower. - SJohnston
07/02/2012 - At least 3 nestlings can be seen in the Western Kingbird nest. An adult flew in and fed the nestlings
and quickly left the site. Subsequent feeding visits to nest were just a few minutes apart. - PKonrad
07/09/2012 - Observed an adult Western Kingbird catching insect(s) on the ground in Rough Acres Yard, then fly
1,260 feet directly into the wind back to the tower nest to feed large feathered nestlings that are quite active in
the nest. - PKonrad
07/17/2012 - Western Kingbird nestlings have fledged from the tower nest. No adults or fledglings were observed
or heard in the area - closed. - PKonrad

Yes
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
BLGR Blue Grosbeak

Nest ID
062912_rrdd_01

CP79-1-E

Type
Road Area

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
Habitat
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic

Riparian Forests and Woodlands

ID

HOFI

House Finch

063012_rrdd_01

CP82-1-E

Road Area

WEKI

Western Kingbird

070312_ahll_01

EP54-1

HOOR

Hooded Oriole

070512_rrdd_01

HOOR

Hooded Oriole

MODO Mourning Dove

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
5

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
Nest Outcome
100
100
Nest did not reach active stage

Date Nest
Found
6/29/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
7/16/2012 06/29/2012 - Nest building at 10 minute intervals from 0830-0910. Nest is approximately 15% complete. - RRadd
07/06/2012 - Nest is complete and contains 1 BHCO egg at 0715. A Blue Grosbeak was heard nearby but unseen. RRadd
07/13/2012 - Although the nest is in excellent condition, no eggs are present in the nest and no Blue Grosbeaks
were observed or heard. - PKonrad
07/16/2012 - Again, no Blue Grosbeaks were observed or heard in the area of the nest. Although the nest is in
excellent condition, it appears this nesting attempt has been abandoned, possibly due to the egg laying activities
of a Brown-headed Cowbird - closed. - PKonrad

Fledged
No

Traffic

20

100

30

30

Nest did not reach active stage

6/30/2012

7/30/2012 06/30/2012 - House Finch pair carrying nest material at 5 minute intervals from 0838-0858. - RRadd
07/06/2012 - Female House Finch visits nest intermittently while male perches in adjacent E. globulus and sings. RRadd
07/16/2012 - No House Finch activity was observed in the area; nest location is very obscure. - PKonrad
07/23/2012 - No House Finches were observed at or near the nest site today (7/23) or 7/20 during 60-minute
observation periods. - PKonrad
07/30/2012 - No House Finches were observed at this nest site or the surrounding area during an 80-minute
observation period, although adults would be actively feeding nestlings if this nesting attempt was active. No
House Finches have been seen at this nest since 7/6/2011, and there is no indication eggs were ever laid - closed. PKonrad

No

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Area
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other

60

100

40

40

Presumed Fledged

7/3/2012

7/31/2012 07/03/2012 - An adult Western Kingbird was bringing in fine nesting material and shaping nest with its mate
perched nearby. Nest is partly visible from the ground and appears to be nearly complete. - AHill
07/05/2012 - A Western Kingbird was observed foraging around the tower before flying to the nest where it
remained incubating on the nest for at least 30 minutes. Several molting, European Starlings were perched nearby
the nest, some within 5 feet, but WEKI did not seem concerned by other birds. - AHill
07/11/2012 - An adult Western Kingbird is incubating on the tower nest. - PKonrad
07/19/2012 - An adult Western Kingbird is perched in the tower about 20 feet below the nest while the other
kingbird shades the medium-sized nestlings. The perched kingbird flies toward the nest where it is met by its
mate, which performs a food begging display and is given the insect in response. This adult returns to the nest
where it is met by at least 3 open mouths. - PKonrad
07/24/2012 - Can see at least 3 large feathered nestlings near fledging in the nest and 1 adult perched nearby in
tower. - PKonrad
07/31/2012 - As expected, no Western Kingbird nestlings remain in the nest, and no fledgling or adult kingbirds
are evident in the area - closed. - PKonrad

Yes

Helix CY AR

Road Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic

10

100

50

50

Nest did not reach active stage

7/5/2012

7/20/2012 07/05/2012 - Female HOOR pulling material from old nest (south on AR). Nest appears substantially complete. RRadd
07/13/2012 - No activity observed at nest during 50 minutes of observation - MDicus
07/20/2012 - No Hooded Oriole activity at the nest for over 2 hours of monitoring. It appears the nest attempt
was abandoned prior to egg-laying. - MDicus

No

070512_rrdd_02

Helix CY AR

Road Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic

15

100

50

50

Indeterminate

7/5/2012

8/3/2012 07/05/2012 - Female HOOR makes numerous trips to nest, appeared to be carrying lining material, but working
on exterior also. Intermittently chasing off juveniles (prior brood?) with assistance from male. Despite apparent
incomplete status, a female BHCO entered nest briefly at 1019. - RRadd
07/13/2012 - Adult male HOOR exits nest tree at 1117, perches and calls in vicinity. Adult female briefly leaves
nest at 1119, re-enters, and does not emerge for subsequent 30-minutes of observation. - MDicus
07/20/2012 - No HOOR activity observed at the nest during 60 minutes of monitoring. - MDicus
07/27/2012 - During 30 minutes of monitoring, the adult female HOOR was observed making at least 5 discreet
trips to the nest, entering and exiting the nest tree from the denser foliage on the northwest side. The adult male
was observed visiting the nest once; brief, soft begging calls were heard from the nest. - MDicus
08/03/2012 - No Hooded Oriole activity at the nest for 1.5 hours of observation. - MDicus

N/A

070612_bald_01

San Luis Rey Substation

Substation

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Substation - new construction

45

100

30

30

Presumed Fledged

7/6/2012

8/5/2012 07/06/2012 - Pair observed on top of block retaining wall behind (north of) Transformer Bank 72, preening. Both
flew to nest ledge. Adult left nest when biologist was less than 2 feet away. No eggs in nest. - BArnold
07/13/2012 - Adult MODO flushed from nest at less than 3 feet. Nest with 2 eggs. - BArnold
07/18/2012 - Adult MODO on nest. - BArnold
07/27/2012 - One adult on nest, other adult in area, later flew to transformer within 3 feet of nest. - BArnold
07/30/2012 - Adult MODO remained on nest all day, even during periods of relatively loud noise at times within
45 feet of nest. - BArnold
08/06/2012 - Two nestlings have both successfully fledged. Pair appears to be looking for a new nest site in area.
Adult observed on nest shelf 31 July. Two nestlings observed on nest shelf 1 August. Two nestlings observed on
nest shelf 2 August, one later observed fledging. Later that day, 2 adults observed in courtship and copulation,
with female actively visiting nest sites on north side of transformer. One nestling observed on nest shelf 3 and 4
August. As of 6 August, 2 adults hanging around transformer bank, vocalizing. - BArnold

Yes
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Sunrise Powerlink 2012 Nest Monitoring Log

Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
LEGO Lesser Goldfinch

Nest ID
070612_rrdd_01

ID
CP82-1-E

Type
Road Area

Habitat
Riparian Forests and Woodlands

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
Traffic

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
20

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
Nest Outcome
50
30
Nest did not reach active stage

CAKI

Cassin's Kingbird

071012_mdus_01 CP75-1 PS

Pad Areas-Stringing Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic

45

100

50

50

BTSP

Black-throated Sparrow

071112_vnik_01

Road Area

Chaparrals

Traffic

59

100

100

HOFI

House Finch

071312_mdus_01 Helix CY AR

Road Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic

8

100

SAPH

Say's Phoebe

071812_bald_01

Sycamore Substation

Substation

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

None

0

LEGO

Lesser Goldfinch

072612_lgan_01

CP22-1

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Chaparrals
Area

None

CAKI

Cassin's Kingbird

072712_hwey_01 CP59E-B

Road Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

HOOR

Hooded Oriole

072712_hwey_02 CP59E-B

Road Area

HOOR

Hooded Oriole

072712_hwey_03 CP59E-B

Road Area

EP258-3-E

Date Nest
Found
7/6/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
7/30/2012 07/06/2012 - Female Lesser Goldfinch is building a nest that appears approximately 40% complete at 1355. RRadd
07/13/2012 - Could not find a nest at the generally described nest site and, although there are many Lesser
Goldfinches feeding and singing in the area, no goldfinch activity was detected near the nest location during a 30minute observation period. - PKonrad
07/23/2012 - No Lesser Goldfinch activity observed at or near the nest site today or on 7/20 during a similar 45minute observation period. - PKonrad
07/30/2012 - No Lesser Goldfinch activity was observed during a 60 minute observation period. Adults should be
actively feeding nestlings by now; however, no goldfinches have been observed at this nest site since the initial
nest building activities on 7/6/2012, indicating nesting behavior did not progress beyond the nest building stage closed. - PKonrad

Fledged
No

Fledged

7/10/2012

7/27/2012 07/10/2012 - An adult CAKI was observed catching insects and making multiple trips to a nest on the south side of
a Eucalyptus. - MDicus
07/17/2012 - An adult CAKI was observed feeding 3 vocal and well-developed nestlings. - MDicus
07/23/2012 - An adult CAKI was observed bringing food to 1 nestling while 2 recent fledglings perched on a
branch below the nest. - MDicus
07/27/2012 - An adult CAKI was observed feeding 2 vocal fledglings. A third fledgling was not located; however,
no activity was observed at the nest. - MDicus

Yes

100

Presumed Fledged

7/11/2012

7/31/2012 07/11/2012 - Nest located during active search of vegetation; 2 eggs in nest, Black-throated Sparrow was
observed incubating or egg laying on the nest. - VNovik
07/18/2012 - Pair of Black-throated Sparrows foraging next to road, 1 is tailless. This pair was mildly territorial at
the nest that contained 2 small downy nestlings. - PKonrad
07/24/2012 - Two Black-throated Sparrow nestlings with feathers covering their backs fill the nest. Both adults
approached the nest soon after the monitor arrived at the nest. - PKonrad
07/31/2012 - As anticipated, no Black-throated Sparrow nestlings remain in the nest, and no fledglings or adults
were observed or heard in the area. The nestlings should have fledged last weekend, and the family group
apparently left the nest area during this post-fledging period - closed. - PKonrad

Yes

30

30

Presumed Fledged

7/13/2012

8/10/2012 07/13/2012 - A female House Finch was observed leaving the nest as the nest monitor passed. The female
returned to the nest within 30 seconds. - MDicus
07/20/2012 - Adult female House Finch lying in nest at 1340. - MDicus
07/27/2012 - The adult female was observed feeding at least 1 visible nestling at 1140 and 1153. - MDicus
08/03/2012 - No activity observed for the first 30 minutes of monitoring. At 1244, the adult female House Finch
landed with food on the barbed wire fence below the nest. She looked around for 1-2 minutes, then visited the
nest, feeding 2 visible, begging nestlings. 4 minutes later, the male fed the nestlings, following the same pattern
of perching on the fence for 1-2 minutes prior to visiting the nest. - MDicus
08/08/2012 - 2 well-developed nestlings expected to fledge within the next few days. - MDicus
08/10/2012 - The nest is empty. No fledglings were observed in the vicinity; however, there is no indication that
the nest was depredated. Presumed fledged. - MDicus

Yes

100

100

100

Nest did not reach active stage

7/18/2012

7/27/2012 07/18/2012 - SAPH flushed from nest area. Nest new, empty, appears complete. SAPH foraged in area for 10
minutes, but did not return to nest area. SAPH was in this area on 13 July, probably nest building at that time.
Given the late date, it is unclear whether this nest will maintain the active stage. - BArnold
07/27/2012 - Nest empty. Based on time since nest was discovered, lack of eggs indicate this nest never reached
the active stage. - BArnold

No

0

100

50

50

Presumed Fledged

7/26/2012

8/2/2012 07/26/2012 - Lesser Goldfinch pair was observed feeding 3 nestlings. Nestlings had feathers, appeared strong and
were exercising their wings; they are expected to fledge within a few days. - LGorman
08/02/2012 - No Lesser Goldfinch nestlings were in the nest and no adults or fledglings were observed in the area,
indicating the nestlings fledged and the family group left the area - closed. - PKonrad

Yes

Traffic

40

100

50

50

Fledged

7/27/2012

7/31/2012 07/27/2012 - Adult Cassin's Kingbird making multiple trips to nest with food between 0730 and 0735; 2 fully
feathered nestlings visible in nest. - HWinfrey
07/31/2012 - Two new fledglings and 2 adult Cassin's Kingbirds were perched on the wires south of the nest site,
periodically making short flights and returning to the wires. Fledglings fly fairly well, often following 1 of the
adults in flight - closed. - PKonrad

Yes

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic

30

100

50

50

Presumed Fledged

7/27/2012

7/31/2012 07/27/2012 - Male Hooded Oriole was observed carrying food to the nest at 0735. - HWinfrey
07/31/2012 - No Hooded Orioles were observed at the nest site or in the area during the 45 minute observation
period. Nest intact. It is expected that the nestlings have fledged and the family group has left the area during this
post-fledging period - closed. - PKonrad

Yes

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

None

0

100

50

50

Presumed Fledged

7/27/2012

8/2/2012 07/27/2012 - Female Hooded Oriole was observed making multiple trips to nest with food at 0910; nestlings were
audible. - HWinfrey
08/02/2012 - No Hooded Orioles were observed during a 30 minute observation period and there was no sign or
sound of nestlings at the nest. It appears the nestlings have fledged and the family group has left the area closed. - PKonrad

Yes
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Sunrise Powerlink 2012 Nest Monitoring Log

Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
HOFI House Finch

RTHA

Red-tailed Hawk

Nest ID
080412_mbhn_01 EP39-1-N

120511_imll_01

CP64-2-E

ID

Type
Road Area

Chaparrals

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
Traffic

Road Area

Woodlands and Forests

Traffic

Habitat

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
25

145

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

500

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
Nest Outcome
30
30
Presumed Fledged

500

237 of 237

500

Presumed Fledged

Date Nest
Found
8/4/2012

12/5/2011

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
8/13/2012 08/04/2012 - Adult House Finches bringing food items repeatedly to nest. Nestlings heard vocalizing. - MBahn
08/13/2012 - No adult, nestling, or fledgling House Finches observed during 40 minute observation period (5:10 5:50). Nest intact. Judging from the previous observations, the nestlings were near fledging 9 days ago and have
probably fledged since then - closed. - PKonrad

Fledged
Yes

5/15/2012 12/05/2011 - Pair of Red-tailed hawks observed bringing nesting material to previously existing nest from 2011
season. Pair made multiple trips between 0930 and 1030 and did not appear disturbed by Project-related traffic
operating up to 120 feet from the nest, including the use of multiple gates within the 500-foot buffer. - IMaunsell
12/13/2011 - One adult hawk was observed flying from the nest area away to the west. No work was occurring.
Weather conditions included constant light precipitation, which may have suppressed nesting behavior. IMaunsell
12/22/2011 - No activity observed at nest between 0730 and 0800. No work was occurring on the site. - IMaunsell
12/30/2011 - No activity observed at nest from 0930-1020. One adult was perched in adjacent oak tree and
another hawk was perched on a smaller oak approximately 800 feet to the west. - IMaunsell
01/06/2012 - One hawk observed on nest at approximately 0800, potentially egg laying. After approximately 3
minutes, another hawk flew into the nest with an item in its beak. This item could have been nesting material or
food. Neither bird appeared deterred by frequent helicopter traffic or vehicle traffic along the access road. IMaunsell
01/09/2012 - RTHA on this territory did not interact with nest during 30-minute observation period. - RRadd
01/17/2012 - RTHA perched above nest flushed at Air-crane flyover and did not return during 30 minute
observation. - RRadd
01/24/2012 - One RTHA observed perched up near nest for approximately 15 minutes did not directly interact
with nest. Location prevents sufficient view of the nest cup to discern a low lying hawk. - RRadd
01/31/2012 - RTHA pair observed copulating away from nest. Monitor reports fresh material added to nest on 29
January. - RRadd
02/08/2012 - RTHA pair driving juvenile RTHA from territory, followed by pair-bonding displays. They did not
settle on nest during two 20 minute observations. - RRadd
02/14/2012 - Status is unclear - egg-laying appears to be on hiatus - two nest visits from 1427-1735 during which
nest material was arranged, but otherwise activity is low. Rain yesterday. - RRadd
02/22/2012 - RTHA Standing on nest for 20 minutes. - RRadd
03/01/2012 - Despite nest visits, no incubation appears yet in progress. - RRadd
03/08/2012 - RTHA lying in nest for duration of observation - presumed incubating. - RRadd
03/17/2012 - RTHA incubating and does not leave nest during 20 minute observation on rainy day. - RRadd
03/21/2012 - RTHA incubating, does not leave nest during 20 minute observation. - RRadd
04/11/2012 - RTHA prone on nest in light rain at 1208 gives no indication of hatched young. - RRadd
04/20/2012 - Adult RTHA feeding at least 2 downy young at 0708. - RRadd
04/27/2012 - Nestlings have feathered wings and exercise periodically. - RRadd
05/03/2012 - Young have well developed secondaries, are mostly feathered and spend time standing at nest,
exercising wings RRadd
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September 24, 2012
SDG&E Sunrise Powerlink
Dayle Cheever
Environmental Mitigation Manager
San Diego Gas & Electric
Sunrise Powerlink
1010 Tavern Road
Alpine, CA 91901
Subject:

Final Sunrise Powerlink Arroyo Toad Monthly Progress Report #13
August 10, 2012 to September 24, 2012

Dear Mrs. Cheever:
The San Diego Gas & Electric (SDG&E) Sunrise Powerlink project had several protective measures in place to
avoid, minimize, and/or mitigate for impacts to the federally-endangered arroyo toad (Anaxyrus californicus;
ARTO). ARTO exclusion fencing, vegetation clearing, survey procedures, reporting requirements and relocation
procedures follow the “Arroyo Toad Relocation Plan” (Plan; RECON 2010), United States Fish & Wildlife Service
(USFWS) Biological Opinion, SDG&E Sunrise Powerlink Special-Status Species Construction Monitoring
Approaches (SSCMA; SDG&E, Version 9, updated January 18, 2012), guidelines presented in the “Declining
Amphibian Task Force Fieldwork Code of Practice” document, and additional superseding agency-approved
modifications to said documents and procedures. SDG&E was required to submit monthly progress reports
detailing ARTO activities to the wildlife agencies and other parties as necessary or requested through
construction. SDG&E commenced ARTO monitoring and surveys on August 18, 2011 and completed ARTO
monitoring on September 24, 2012. ARTO fencing work, construction activities, and/or ARTO surveys occurred
at all three required occupied ARTO areas: McAlmond Canyon, Long Potrero and Hauser Canyon during the
period for which this report covers (figures attached).
This is the thirteenth and final monthly Sunrise Powerlink Arroyo Toad Monthly Progress Report, and
summarizes ARTO monitoring, surveys, construction, and fence removal for said areas between August 10 and
September 24, 2012. To date, no ARTO have been observed during construction fencing or monitoring within
impact areas. As detailed in previous reports, five ARTO were observed on the Long Potrero Mitigation Property
south of the Project ROW, four of which were observed in the absence of rainfall or significant soil moisture.
These remain the only ARTO sightings to date since this reporting began.
During the period covered in this report, work activities within all three ARTO areas included final grading, final
site clean ups, exclusion fence and toad guard removal and hydromulching. All Project construction activities
within ARTO areas were completed during this reporting period, and no additional work is expected to occur.
Daily general inspection surveys within ARTO fencing were conducted until project completion. Following
completion, fencing removal commenced under the supervision of an approved ARTO handler. Fencing and toad
guard removal was completed on September 24. All fence and toad guard removal was monitored full time by a
biologist approved by USFWS to handle arroyo toads. No arroyo toads were observed during fence or toad
guard removal.
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Inspection and Removal of Exclusion Fencing
McAlmond Canyon: Daily inspections of the fence at all areas within McAlmond Canyon were conducted by
approved biological monitors, ARTO biologists, and/or PAR Electric environmental personnel, and repairs were
made by Warren James Construction and/or PAR Electric personnel with the assistance of biological monitors
and ARTO biologists, as available and/or necessary, in order to remain in compliance with project mitigation
measures until project completion.
All exclusion fence and toad guards were removed and work is complete in this area.
Long Potrero: Daily inspections of the fence at all areas within Long Potrero were conducted by approved
biological monitors, ARTO biologists, and/or PAR Electric environmental personnel, and repairs were made by
Warren James Construction and/or PAR Electric personnel with the assistance of biological monitors and ARTO
biologists, as available and/or necessary, in order to remain in compliance with project mitigation measures until
project completion.
All exclusion fence and toad guards were removed and work is complete in this area.
Hauser Canyon: Daily inspections of the fence at all areas within McAlmond Canyon were conducted by
approved biological monitors, ARTO biologists, and/or PAR Electric environmental personnel, and repairs were
made by Warren James Construction and/or PAR Electric personnel with the assistance of biological monitors
and ARTO biologists, as available and/or necessary, in order to remain in compliance with project mitigation
measures until project completion.
All exclusion fence and toad guards were removed and work is complete in this area.
All mitigation measures relevant for the protection of ARTO and all other biological resources were adhered to
throughout the vegetation clearing, fence installation, biological monitoring and fence removal procedures in all
three areas.
Simulated and Nocturnal Surveys
No simulated rain events or nocturnal surveys occurred in this reporting period at any of the three ARTO
monitoring locations.
Toad Guards
Toad guards were removed at all locations during the period this report covers. All toad guard removal was
monitored by biologist approved by USFWS to handle arroyo toads. No arroyo toads were observed during toad
guard removal.
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Discussion and Recommendations
The complete absence of toads from within the exclusion fencing from areas previously surveyed and cleared
indicate that the fencing, monitoring and maintenance procedures were effective in preventing toad species
from entering project areas. Daily site inspections were ongoing through the duration of work within ARTO areas
to ensure fence integrity, and no significant breaches that required follow-up surveys occurred. The fence was
monitored throughout the project to ensure a 100% exclusion rate.
No ARTO or egg masses were observed in any of the construction areas during the 2012 season. As detailed in a
previous reports, the five ARTO observed in late April 2012 in the adjacent habitat on the Long Potrero
Mitigation Property indicate that these toads were at least temporarily active, and could have bred had
conditions improved. However, due to a lack of significant rainfall from May through the end of the monitoring
period, and it being a relatively dry year overall, water flow in the occupied habitat adjacent to the project areas
was insufficient for ARTO breeding success, and no egg masses, tadpoles or neonates were detected during
project construction.
All Project activities have been completed in ARTO monitoring areas, and exclusion fence and toad guard
removal was completed on September 24. No further surveys or monitoring efforts are required under project
permits unless additional construction activities must occur within ARTO areas. This is the final arroyo toad
monthly report.
Please let me know if you have any questions or concerns regarding this progress report. I can be reached at
kalberts@chambersgroupinc.com or 949-933-6505.
Respectfully,
CHAMBERS GROUP, INC.

Kris Alberts
Senior Biologist / Project Manager / Arroyo Toad Resource Lead

ATTACHMENTS
Arroyo Toad Exclusion Fence Maps: McAlmond Canyon, Long Potrero and Hauser Canyon
Photographs
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Photographs

Photo 1. Fence removal at McAlmond Canyon

Photo 2. Fence removal at McAlmond Canyon
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Photo 3. Fence removed and gravel spread on compacted road at McAlmond Canyon.

Photo 4. Fence Removal at Long Potrero.
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Photo 5. Toad guard removal at EP65 in Long Potrero.

Photo 6. Access road between EP66 and EP67 after fence removal at Long Potrero.
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Photo 7. EP66 Tower Site after fence removal.

Photo 8. EP67 Pull Site after fence removal.
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Photo 9. Spreading gravel on compacted road at Hauser Canyon near EP78.

Photo 10. Fence removal at Hauser Canyon.
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Photo 11. Hauser Canyon between EP77 and EP78 after fence removal.

Photo 12. Hauser Canyon near EP77 after fence removal.
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Sunrise Powerlink Project 2012 Nest Monitoring Report
San Diego and Imperial Counties, California
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INTRODUCTION AND EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The Sunrise Powerlink Project (Project) included the construction of a new 500-kilovolt (kV)/230kV
electric transmission line, between the existing Imperial Valley Substation near El Centro in Imperial
County to San Diego Gas & Electric Company's (SDG&E’s) Sycamore Canyon Substation in coastal
San Diego County, and other system modifications to reliably operate the new lines.
During the 2012 bird nesting season more than 1,400 nests 1 were recorded throughout the Project area
which includes an approximately 118-mile-long transmission route, miles of access roads in remote
areas, and several construction yards. The nest monitoring database and the resulting 2012 Nest
Monitoring Log (Appendix A) provide a glimpse of what happened to these nests. The Nest Monitoring
Log contains information on nest locations, distance to Project features, construction activities, and
monitoring observations.
This report is the summary of these data collected throughout the 2012 nesting bird season. Analytical
observations during the breeding bird season and reviews of the 2012 data suggest the following:


implementation of variable size disturbance-free buffer areas, based on individual nest
tolerance and work activity by trained personnel, can be effective in managing consistent rates
of nest success 2;



management of nests along access roads used during construction projects may be successfully
accomplished by monitoring traffic loads, speed limits, noise, and/or by precluding work
activities other than traffic rather than preventing access by construction crews to work sites
based on the initial nest buffer distance;



conducting nest removals, combined with installing nest deterrents, can be effective in
preventing nesting attempts 3 and thus minimizing work stoppages and the number of active
nests 4 established in areas where there would be a higher likelihood of failure due to
construction activities; and



avian breeding success is highly variable based on annual conditions, habitat types, species, and
other factors, and therefore should be considered a dynamic resource individually assessed on a
case-by-case basis.

Although basic assumptions can be made, these findings are not based on rigorous scientific study and,
therefore, the discussion portions of this report are limited to a simple and unbiased presentation of the
information. The function of this report is to explain the development and intent of the Nesting Bird
Management and Monitoring Plan (NBMMP) (Appendix E), provide the basic flow of the process for
buffer determinations and approval, and provide feedback on nesting resource management for future
project avian management.

1

Defined in Appendix C
Defined in Appendix C
3
Defined in Appendix C
4
Defined in Appendix C
2
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SECTION 1.0 – PROJECT DESCRIPTION
The Project consisted of approximately 118 miles of new 500kV and 230kV transmission line
construction from the El Centro area of Imperial County west to coastal San Diego County, California,
terminating at the Sycamore Canyon Substation located on Marine Corps Air Station Miramar. The
Project was separated into five different links, including approximately 6 miles of underground line
through the community of Alpine, construction of a new substation (Suncrest Substation),
reconductoring of three existing 69kV distribution lines out of Sycamore Canyon Substation, and
upgrades at seven existing substations. Construction 5 included activities such as transmission tower
erection, new road construction, improvements of existing roads, line-pulling, vehicle parking, and use
of construction yards for equipment and material staging. Various construction equipment and vehicles,
including helicopters, were utilized to perform work required in remote areas.
The Project traverses through 70 distinct vegetation communities listed in the Sunrise Powerlink
Vegetation Community Descriptions (Appendix B). These communities include the following habitat
types:








Riparian Forests and Woodlands
Nonnative Vegetation, Developed Areas, and Disturbed Habitat
Chaparrals
Coastal and Montane Scrubs
Desert Scrub and Dunes
Grasslands and Meadows
Herbaceous Wetlands, Freshwater, and Streams

To protect nesting birds during construction of the Project, SDG&E assembled a team of agencyapproved avian biologists who conducted pre-construction surveys for nesting birds and monitored nest
progress. Surveys were conducted wherever there was intent to clear vegetation or begin construction
during the respective bird breeding season (raptors: January 1 – September 15, general bird species:
January 15 – August 15, coastal California gnatcatcher: February 15 – August 31, and least Bell’s vireo
and southwestern willow flycatcher: March 15 – September 15).
A total of 180 nesting bird surveys were conducted during January, 160 during February, 93 during
March, 105 during April, 136 during May, 132 during June, 176 during July, and 38 during August. All
nests documented from these surveys were recorded in the Nest Monitoring Log. Due to the nature of
construction scheduling in 2012, the number of surveys was highest early in the season and at the end
of the season. This was in contrast to 2011, when survey frequency generally increased throughout the
season along with construction activity.
During the 2012 surveys, a total of 210 bird species were observed throughout the Project alignment
during the breeding season. A total of 66 of these bird species attempted nest building. In addition to
the avian biologists, more than 100 biological monitors contributed to enforcing nest protection
compliance by ensuring compliance with nest buffers and/or approved work types. Each nest was
monitored every 5 to 10 (with some exceptions) days to track the progress and to ensure that the
mitigation measures were providing adequate protection. The information collected during each
monitoring visit was recorded in the Nest Monitoring Log.
5

Defined in Appendix C
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SECTION 2.0 – REGULATORY REQUIREMENTS
In order to comply with all federal, state, and Project regulatory requirements, SDG&E developed and
implemented the 2012 Sunrise Powerlink Nest Survey Protocol (Appendix D) and Nesting Bird
Management and Monitoring Plan (Appendix E). Both documents were applied throughout the 2012
breeding season.
2.1

MITIGATION REQUIREMENTS

Mitigation Measures B-7d, B-7e, B-7I, and B-8a (Mitigation Monitoring, Compliance, and Reporting
Program [MMCRP] 2009) required:
1.

A qualified biologist to conduct pre-construction surveys for nesting bird species:
o

100 feet from proposed work areas for non-listed species

o

250 feet from proposed work areas for Burrowing Owls

o

500 feet from proposed work areas for listed species

o

500 feet from proposed work areas for raptor species

2. The collective Wildlife Agencies (WLAs) to approve pre-construction surveys.
3. Vegetation removal to occur outside the bird breeding season (See Section 3.1 and the NBMMP
for exceptions).
4. Construction activities to occur at least (See Section 3.2 and the NBMMP for exceptions):
o

100 feet from non-listed species nests

o

250 feet from Bburrowing Owl nests

o

300 feet from listed species nests

o

500 feet from raptor species nests

5. All nesting attempts or nesting observations located within construction buffers to be
monitored on a weekly basis regardless of construction activity.
2.2

STATE AND FEDERAL REGULATORY REQUIREMENTS

SDG&E is required to comply with the Migratory Bird Treaty Act (MBTA) Title 16 U.S.C. Section 703, and
with Fish and Game Code Sections 3503 and 3503.5. The MBTA protects nests with eggs or nestlings
present; Section 3503 prohibits the “needless” destruction of nests or eggs of any birds, regardless of
whether nests are deemed active. Section 3503.5 prohibits the destruction of any raptor nest.
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SECTION 3.0 – NEST SURVEY METHODS AND NEST BUFFERS
3.1

NEST SURVEY METHODS

Avian biologists conducted two types of nesting bird surveys in accordance with the Nest Survey
Protocol: 7-day Pre-construction Surveys and 3-day Verification Surveys. The agency-approved Nest
Survey Protocol, in accordance with Project Variances #36 and #37 approved by the California Public
Utilities Commission (CPUC), allowed for vegetation clearing during the bird breeding season after the
completion of approved bird surveys and a determination that such clearing would not adversely impact
nests in the area.
All bird surveys were conducted during conditions that optimized detecting birds and breeding
behaviors:
1. During calm and dry conditions between sunrise and 2 p.m.
2. Where conditions allowed for complete survey coverage of the survey area.
The breeding behavior of all bird species observed during nest surveys was documented in a Nest Survey
Report (NSR). Each nest that was identified and subsequently entered into the Nest Monitoring Log was
provided with a “circular no-work buffer.” Full details of nest survey methods are available in the Nest
Survey Protocol (Appendix D).
3.2

NEST BUFFER REDUCTIONS AND NEST BUFFER MODIFICATIONS

All buffers were assessed and established according to the guidelines outlined in the NBMMP. The initial
buffer radius assessed for each nest was 500 feet for raptors, 300 feet for listed species, 250 feet for
Burrowing Owl, and 100 feet for general bird species. If appropriate, a buffer could be established that
was less than or greater than the WLA-approved Species Specific Buffer Distance. Nests found outside of
the required survey area were not recorded in the Nest Monitoring Log 6.
Avian biologists prepared Nest Buffer Justifications (NBJs) for all recorded nests to provide specific
information about each nest, including the reasoning behind the established buffer and why it was
expected to be sufficient to minimize impacts to nesting birds while allowing construction to proceed.
NBJs were submitted to reduce or increase the amount of the standard buffer distance required
between a nest and Project activities, allow for specific activities to occur within an established buffer
(e.g., drive-through access only or one-time work access), and/or establish guidelines for how specific
work activities should be conducted at each site (e.g., helicopter approach paths, types of equipment, or
recommended durations of work).
Avian biologists evaluated each nest for potential impacts before a NBJ was submitted. Avian biologists
considered the following variables when recommending effective buffer distances:
1. Distance from work areas.

6

Surveys for special status species included all suitable habitat within the designated 500-foot survey area and
extended to all contiguous suitable habitat to determine the nesting status of pairs and individual birds relative to
work areas.
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2. Duration of work.
3. Orientation of the nest.
4. Visual barriers (natural or installed).
5. Topography.
6. Habitat type.
7. Height of the nest.
8. Species-specific behaviors.
9. Observed tolerance levels of the bird(s).
10. Ambient conditions.
11. Stage of the nest.
12. Proposed work activities.
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SECTION 4.0 – ANALYSIS AND ASSUMPTIONS
When a nest was entered into the Nest Monitoring Log, the nest was monitored weekly until it was
determined to be no longer active (closed 7). When a nest was closed, avian biologists recorded
information pertaining to the nest outcome. This information included “Most Intense Construction
Activity,” “Nearest Distance Work Occurred,” “Nest Outcome,” and “Nest Outcome Determination
Justification.” The determination of a nest outcome was based on previous monitoring observations,
nesting chronology, and the final observation by the nest monitor (avian biologist). This relevant
information was assessed to determine the most likely nest outcome. These details were recorded in
the Nest Outcome Determination Justification field in the Nest Monitoring Log. If more than one
outcome had a high likelihood of occurring (e.g., if a nest was past the anticipated fledge date when it
was found destroyed), the avian biologist selected the determination “Indeterminate 8.” Indeterminate
nest outcomes were not included in fledge rate analyses because the final nesting stage or outcome was
unknown for these nests.
4.1

MOST INTENSE CONSTRUCTION ACTIVITY

Most Intense Construction Activity was determined based on observations within the work area,
through communications with other Project personnel, and experience from nest monitoring in 2011.
For this data set, the avian biologist evaluated all work activities that were conducted at a site
throughout the nesting cycle and selected the type of work that was perceived most likely to disturb a
nest. Factors in this assessment included the duration of work, distance from the nest, and orientation
of the nest. A complete list of construction activities is included in Appendix C.
4.2

NEAREST DISTANCE WORK OCCURRED

Information about the Nearest Distance Work Occurred was also collected at the time each nest was
closed. This information was collected in much the same manner as the Most Intense Construction
Activity (observations within the work area, through communications with other Project personnel, and
experience from the 2011 nest monitoring). This distance often corresponded to the Most Intense
Construction Activity. However, in some cases, activities that were determined to create low levels of
disturbance were conducted at distances less than those corresponding to the Most Intense
Construction Activity. In these cases, the two fields do not correspond to one another and were thus
always assessed independently in this report. Although one cannot correlate distances from nests for
each type of work that occurred on the Project, this information still provides insight into the
management of buffer distances compared to the level of work occurring. In general, less intense work
activities were allowed closer to nests.

7
8

Defined in Appendix C
Defined in Appendix C
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SECTION 5.0 – SUMMARY OF NESTING ATTEMPTS
5.1

NESTING OBSERVATIONS OVERVIEW

Avian biologists recorded 1,425 nests in the Nest Monitoring Log during the 2012 nesting season. The
nest outcomes of each of the nests used by 66 bird species are summarized in Table 1 below and
account for 1,346 of the 1,425 total nest records in the Nest Monitoring Log.
The remaining 79 records in the Nest Monitoring Log are comprised of unused nests, many of which
were raptor stick nests that were not used during the 2012 nesting season. In most cases, unused nests
were given a designation of “None” under the “Species Abbreviation” column in the Nest Monitoring
Log and were classified by the Nest Outcome of “N/A 9.”
Table 1: 2012 Nest Outcomes
Nest Outcome

Total

Fledged
Nest did not reach active stage

10

Nest with eggs or young failed for unknown causes

11

Nest with eggs or young failed due to natural causes
Nest with eggs or young failed due to construction

12

13

Sub-total (Nesting records with observed breeding behavior)
Indeterminate
Removed

14

Satellite nest
Sub-total (Nesting records not included in analysis)
Total

Percentage

456

33.9%

235

17.5%

42

3.1%

281

20.9%

4

0.3%

1,018

75.6%

126

9.4%

197

14.6%

5

0.4%

328

24.4%

1,346

100.0%

A summary of nest outcomes for all species in the Nest Monitoring Log is provided in Appendix F.
5.2

ANALYSIS OF 2012 NESTING ATTEMPTS

To determine fledge rates, indeterminate (126), removed (197), and satellite 15 (5), nest outcomes were
not included in the data set because these nests did not provide information about nesting success in
areas adjacent to Project work where a nest buffer was established. Therefore, 1018 of the 1346 total
nests were used for the analysis of nesting attempts.

9

Defined in Appendix C
Defined in Appendix C
11
Defined in Appendix C
12
Defined in Appendix C
13
Defined in Appendix C
14
Defined in Appendix C
15
Defined in Appendix C
10
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Nesting Success Rates for General 16, Raptor 17, and Special Status Species 18

5.2.1

Construction information was recorded in the Nest Monitoring Log and served as the basis for describing
nesting success rates in this section. Raptor, general, and special status species (listed species) nesting
success were evaluated separately because initial buffer distances were different for each of these
groups. A summary of the nesting outcomes for each of these groups is included in Table 2.
Table 2: 2012 Nest Outcomes by Species Groups
General Birds

Nest Outcome

Raptors

Listed Species

Total

Percentage

Total

Percentage

Total

Fledged

381

31.2%

59

70.2%

16

39.0%

Nest did not reach active stage
Nest with eggs or young failed for
unknown causes
Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes
Nest with eggs or young failed due to
construction
Sub-total (Nesting records with
observed breeding behavior)

214

17.5%

15

17.9%

6

14.6%

41

3.4%

1

1.2%

0

0.0%

256

21.0%

6

7.1%

19

46.4%

4

0.3%

0

0.0%

0

0.0%

896

73.4%

81

96.4%

41

100.0%

Indeterminate

123

10.1%

3

3.6%

0

0.0%

Removed

197

16.1%

0

0.0%

0

0.0%

5

0.4%

0

0.0%

0

0.0%

325

26.6%

3

3.6%

0

0.0%

1,221

100.0%

84

100.0%

41

100.0%

Satellite nest
Sub-total (Nesting
included in analysis)

records

Group Totals
Total Nests

5.2.2

Percentage

not

1,346

Nesting Success Rates of General Bird Species by Nearest Distance Work Occurred

The Nearest Distance Work Occurred section for each of the 896 general bird species nesting attempts
was combined into distance increments of 25 feet. Success rates for each increment were calculated and
are presented in Figure 1. For nests located 0-24 feet from Project activities, 41.3 percent (121) fledged.
For nests located 25-49 feet from Project activities 44.6 percent (90) fledged. For nests located 5074 feet from Project activities, 39.6 percent (53) fledged. For nests located 75-99 feet from Project
activities, 38.2 percent (29) fledged. Where work occurred beyond 100 feet or where no work occurred,
46.9 percent (90) of the nests fledged.

16

Defined in Appendix C
Defined in Appendix C
18
Defined in Appendix C
17
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n=192

46.9%

≥100/None
75-99

38.2%

n=76

50-74

39.6%

n=134
n=202

44.6%

25-49

0

20

Did not
Fledge

n=293

41.3%

0-24

Fledged

40
60
Percentage

80

100

Figure 1: Nesting Success Rates of General Bird Species
5.2.3

Nesting Success Rates of Raptors by Nearest Distance Work Occurred

Nearest Distance Work Occurred
(feet)

The Nearest Distance Work Occurred section for each of the 81 nesting attempts by raptor species was
lumped into distance increments of 125 feet. Success rates for each increment were calculated and are
presented in Figure 2. For nests located 0-124 feet from Project activities, 69.7 percent (23) fledged. For
the nest located 125-249 feet from Project activities, 100.0 percent (1) fledged. For nests located 250374 feet from Project activities, 68.9 percent (22) fledged. For nests located 375-499 feet from Project
activities, 80.0 percent (8) fledged. Where work occurred outside 500 feet or where no work occurred,
100.0 percent (5) of nesting attempts fledged.

n=5

100.0%

≥500/None

n=10

80.0%

375-499

n=32

68.9%

250-374

n=1

100%

125-249

0

20

40
60
Percentage

Did not
Fledge

n=33

69.7%

0-124

Fledged

80

100

Figure 2: Nesting Success Rates of Raptors
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5.2.4

Nesting Success Rates of Special Status Species by Nearest Distance Work Occurred

The Nearest Distance Work Occurred section for each of the 41 nesting attempts by federal or state
special status species was lumped into distance increments of 75 feet. Success rates for each increment
were calculated and are presented in Figure 3. Project activities did not occur within 0-74 feet of any
special status species nests. For nests located 75-149 feet from Project activities, 100.0 percent (1)
fledged. For nests located 150-224 feet from Project activities, 25.0 percent (1) fledged. For nests
located 225-299 feet from Project activities, 60.0 percent (3) fledged. Where work occurred outside
300 feet or where no work occurred, 35.5 percent (11) nesting attempts fledged.

Nearest Distance Work
Occurred (feet)

n=31

35.5%

≥300/None

60.0%

225-299
25.0%

150-224

0

20

40
60
Percentage

Fledged

n=4

Did not
Fledge

n=1

100.0%

75-149

n=5

80

100

Figure 3: Nesting Success Rates of Listed Species
5.2.5

Nesting Success Rates by Most Intense Construction

Nests exposed to Project activities were assigned a Most Intense Construction Activity in the Nest
Monitoring Log. Nests where no work occurred were designated a “None” in that column. There were
some Project locations where construction did not occur due to a variety of reasons, such as when
construction was originally planned at a site but was redirected to another location, or construction was
postponed. Fledge rates for all selected construction activity types selected were calculated (Table 3). A
legend of the nest outcomes is included below. Most Intense Construction Activity was determined
using many factors (see Section 4.1).
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Table 3: Nesting Outcomes by Most Intense Construction
Most Intense Construction

Outcome*
1

2

3

4

Traffic

193

115

7

124

Other

78

26

15

38

BMP installation/maintenance

52

39

7

39

OH - wire stringing

30

23

5

30

Substation - new construction

22

5

2

Grading

18

7

OH - tower erection

16

4

1

13

None

21

9

1

Substation - maintenance

11

4

4

OH - foundations

8

4

UG - cable pulling/splicing

3

UG - trenching/streetscape improvements

5

Total

Percent
Fledged**

437

44.2%

159

49.1%

137

38.0%

89

33.7%

8

37

59.5%

11

36

50.0%

35

45.7%

3

34

61.8%

7

26

42.3%

8

20

40.0%

3

100.0%

2

2

100.0%

Reconductoring

1

1

100.0%

UG - bridge construction/access roads

1

1

100.0%

1

0.0%

UG - paving/substructure adjustment

2
1

1

1

Total Nesting Attempts

1,018

*Outcome: 1. Fledged; 2. Nest did not reach active stage; 3. Nest with eggs or young failed for unknown causes; 4. Nest with eggs or
young failed due to natural causes; 5. Nest with eggs or young failed due to construction
**Percent Fledged: Percentages are based on five of the eight possible nesting outcomes since Indeterminate, Removed, and
Satellite nest outcomes were not included.

5.2.6

Nesting Success Rates of General Bird Species Adjacent to Traffic

Traffic as a Most Intense Construction activity was unique in that the distance that traffic passed by
nests was somewhat dynamic, and the duration of the activity was limited. Additionally, nests with
traffic identified in the Log as the Most Intense Construction activity accounted for nearly one-third of
all 2012 nesting attempts. Due to these unique attributes and the abundance of traffic on the right-ofway, the nesting success of nests located adjacent to Project traffic was assessed independently.
Because traffic was considered the least intense work on the project, it is the only designation of Most
Intense Construction activity that corresponds directly to Nearest Distance Work Occurred. Traffic
outside of 100 feet was not included in analysis in order to provide a comparison of the fledge rates
strictly for nests whose buffers were modified to allow traffic to occur.
During the 2012 nesting season, a total of 313 general bird species nesting attempts within 100 feet of
traffic were monitored. The Most Intense Construction activity that these nests were exposed to was
slow (15 miles per hour [mph]) drive-by traffic associated with Project activities. Nests exposed to road
maintenance, BMP installation or maintenance, or other activities in addition to traffic that required
work crews to park, idle, or operate equipment along the road were not included in this subset of
313 nesting attempts; this aspect of the Most Intense Construction activity has an alternative
designation in the Nest Monitoring Log. Therefore, the nesting success rates described below solely
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reflect nest success rates adjacent to drive-by traffic that were not subjected to other construction
activities (Figure 4).

n=158

44.9%

25-100

n=155

Distance from Traffic
(feet)

Of these 313 nests, 49.5 percent (155) were exposed to access road traffic at distances less than 25 feet,
and the remaining 50.5 percent (158) were exposed to access road traffic at distances equal to or
greater than 25 feet. A total of 42.6 percent (66) of nests fledged where traffic occurred less than
25 feet away and 44.9 percent (71) of nests fledged where traffic occurred 25-100 feet from nests.

42.6%

0-24

0

20

40

60

80

Fledged
Did Not
Fledge

100

Percentage
Figure 4: Fledge Rates of Nests Adjacent to Project Traffic
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SECTION 6.0 – DISCUSSION
6.1

NESTING SUCCESS RATES BASED ON NEAREST DISTANCE WORK OCCURRED

Rates of fledged nests were similar when comparing nearest distance to work (Section 5.2.2). However,
this analysis does not provide insight into the type of work activity that nests were exposed to at the
various distances. If the assumption is made that less intense work activities were permitted at shorter
distances, while more intense work activities occurred at longer distances, the data illustrate that nest
buffers on the Project were evaluated and implemented in such a way that nest success rates were kept
consistent for all types of work. General bird species nesting success rates for all distance increments
ranged between 38.2 percent and 46.9 percent.
Raptor nesting success varied more between distance increments than that of general bird species. Both
distance increments of 125-249 feet and greater than or equal to 500 feet or where no work occurred
experienced 100 percent nest success rates; however these groups represented fewer than eight
percent of all raptor nests on the project. The remaining nests were determined to have been exposed
to work activities between 0-124 feet, 250-374 feet, and 375-499 feet and had similar success rates of
70.0 percent, 68.8 percent, and 80.0 percent respectively. It is important to note that these rates of
nesting success are not comparable to those of general bird species, which are typically much less likely
to successfully fledge young. Because of the large variation in sample size, it is difficult to make any
conclusions from this information. However, the similar fledge rates of groups with similar samples sizes
suggest that nesting success of raptors was consistently managed with regard to the proposed work at a
site.
The management of special status species on the Project was of great importance. For this reason, work
activities around nests of listed species was either limited to much greater distances from a nest, or
work was reduced in scope. Additionally, many of the listed species nests recorded on the Project were
located greater than 300 feet from work area. As a result, more than 75 percent of special status species
nests were never exposed to project activities within 300 feet. This group of data provides a baseline
dataset for comparing other distance increments, and indicates that expected nest success rates of
special status species would be slightly lower (35.5 percent) than those of general bird species
(46.9 percent) whose nests also did not experience work within the MMCRP buffer distance. When
comparing special status species nest success where no work occurred to other distance groups, only
nests located 150-224 feet from Project work had a lower success rate (25.0 percent, n=4). However,
when averaging the success rates of all nests of listed species where work occurred within 300 feet, the
success rate increased to 50.0 percent (n=10). Overall, it appears that precluding high levels of work
while allowing limited work activities at reasonable distances was effective in managing nests of listed
species.
6.2

NESTING SUCCESS RATES BASED ON MOST INTENSE CONSTRUCTION ACTIVITY

As noted in Section 4.1, the determination of Most Intense Construction Activity was based on a number
of factors that included distance work occurred. The goal of establishing effective nest buffers was to
allow work to proceed without negatively impacting nesting success. On the Project, these buffers were
assessed in accordance with the predicted most intense work that may occur during the nesting cycle.
These work descriptions were provided to the avian biologists by construction personnel. Because nest
buffers were established based on work activity and on the individual tolerance of the birds at each
nest, and because all groups of species were exposed to the same work types, this dataset was not
Chambers Group, Inc.
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combined into groups of species. It should be expected that if nest buffers were consistently evaluated
based on the provided work description, the success rates of each Most Intense Construction activity
would be similar to one another.
Sample sizes of each activity varied greatly, and five work activities were determined to have been the
most intense for three or fewer nests each. These activities were 1) UG - cable pulling/splicing, 2) UG trenching/streetscape improvements, 3) Reconductoring, 4) UG - bridge construction/access roads, and
5) UG - paving/substructure adjustment.
The remaining work activities each had at least 20 nests in each group. Success rates for these nests
ranged from 33.7 percent (OH – wire stringing) to 61.8 percent (None). Six of these work activities
accounted for 713 of the 1,018 nesting attempts and had nesting success rates between 40.0 percent
and 50.0 percent. By far, traffic was the most common work activity on the project and the one that was
selected most often by biologists as the Most Intense Construction Activity near nests. Typically, a nest
was located near an access road, but traffic also included vehicle movements in construction yards and
substations. Traffic accounted for the most intense work that 42.9 percent (437) of the nests were
exposed to; these nests had a success rate among all species of 44.2 percent.
6.3

NESTING SUCCESS RATES OF GENERAL BIRD SPECIES ADJACENT TO TRAFFIC

The similar fledge rates of nesting attempts by general bird species located less than 25 feet from
Project traffic compared to success rates of nesting attempts located 25 to 100 feet from Project traffic
suggest that nest success along access roads used by construction traffic is not directly related to the
distance at which traffic passes by a nest. Published literature on this subject indicates birds are more
susceptible to flushing from human approach on foot than when approached by vehicle (Rodgers and
Smith 1995). Additionally, Reijnen et al. (1995), who studied the effects of highway traffic on songbirds,
found that noise load associated with vehicle traffic was the most important aspect affecting nesting
density of breeding birds. Reijnen reported that vehicle visibility, pollution, and vehicle-caused mortality
had little effect on the nesting density of birds. On the Project, noise loads associated with vehicle traffic
were controlled by reducing the speed limit to 15 mph and limiting the durations of disturbances by
prohibiting vehicles and people from stopping, standing, or working along access roads where bird nests
were present. Construction traffic associated with remote work areas was rarely consistent throughout
the day, and typically consisted of ingress and egress to sites, which limited vehicle trips past active
nests near access roads.
Based on observations on this Project during the 2011 and 2012 nesting seasons and the published
literature, the management of nests along access roads used during construction projects may be
successfully accomplished by monitoring traffic loads, speed limits, noise, and/or by precluding work
activities other than traffic, rather than preventing access by construction crews to work sites based on
the initial nest buffer distance.
6.4

NEST DETERRENTS AND NEST REMOVALS

In accordance with Section 2 of the NBMMP, Nest Bird Deterrent Methods, SDG&E implemented a
number of methods to discourage bird species from initiating nests on or adjacent to Project materials,
equipment, and structures where nest buffers may have precluded continuation of work activities.
Methods employed included covering or stuffing the ends of pipes and cavities, installing bird deterrent
ribbons, covering materials with tarps or nets, maintaining cleared or shortened vegetation, installing
ultrasonic sound emitters, perpetuating work activities, adding a nesting/perch deterrent (e.g., a daddy
Chambers Group, Inc.
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long legs deterrent, a device with centrally attached wires that move in the wind), installing plastic Great
Horned Owl decoys, and combinations of these options. Despite these efforts, many bird species still
attempted to initiate nests in areas of the alignment that posed a threat to the Project schedule. In
these cases, nest removals (during the nest building stage before any egg was laid in the nest) were
considered necessary to maintain SDG&E’s and the California Independent System Operator’s (Cal ISO’s)
goal of energizing the line by early June 2012.
Throughout the season, 197 nesting attempts were removed on the Project. The majority (176) of nest
removals consisted of House Finch (127), Western Kingbird (31), and Common Raven (18) nests on
equipment, materials, and structures. Following each removal, avian biologists provided
recommendations on effective deterrent methods to prevent subsequent nesting attempts. As a
management strategy, nest removals were critical to maintaining the Project schedule. However, in
many cases, multiple nest removals were required in the same location before the bird(s) would select
an alternative nest site. In one case, a pair of Common Ravens was observed initiating eight different
nests on two adjacent towers, CP52 and CP53-1, between March 6 and March 18. Seven of these nests
were removed. Following each nest removal, daddy long legs perch deterrents were installed in the
previous nest location; however, the pair continued to initiate nests in similar locations on the two
towers until work was completed. At that point, the nest building was allowed to progress because it
was no longer a threat to energizing the line on schedule. This pattern was observed in several other
locations by different bird species throughout the year. It is estimated that among the 197 documented
nest removals, at least 35 were repeat nesting attempts by birds that had a previous nest removed.
In general, nest site selection by a female or pair appeared to be based more on location (e.g., a
particular tower or piece of equipment) than on a specific site at a location (e.g., one corner at a certain
height on a tower). The effectiveness of different deterrent methods also supports this notion.
Anecdotal observations suggest that deterrents added to specific sites may prevent nest initiation in the
short term, but if other locations with similar nesting habitat are available, they will often eventually be
used.
For example, plugging a cavity may prevent the use of that specific site, but the birds will likely attempt
to nest in a nearby or even an adjacent location. However, treatments of larger areas following a nest
removal were more effective in preventing subsequent nesting attempts. Examples include covering all
materials with tarps or nets and plugging all cavities on a pole, tower, materials pile, or piece of
equipment. Other effective deterrent measures for larger areas included the use of ultrasonic sound
emitters that permitted the continuation of work activities without interruption. A list of employed
deterrents and their situational effectiveness is included in Table 4.
The process of removing nests in combination with treating large areas with nest deterrents was highly
effective in preventing repeat nesting attempts and thus minimizing work stoppages and the number of
nests established in areas where there would be a higher likelihood of failure due to construction
activities.
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Table 4: Nesting Deterrents and Notes on Their Effectiveness
Nesting Deterrent
Mylar bird deterrent ribbons

Covering or stuffing open holes (pipes and other
cavities)

Silt fence installation

Exclusion devices (tarps and nets)

Plastic Great Horned Owl decoy

Ultrasonic sound emitter

Daddy long legs nesting/perch deterrents

Maintaining vegetation

Perpetuating work activities

6.5

Notes
Does not appear effective in deterring species
acclimated to human activity such as House Finch,
Western Kingbird, Mourning Dove, etc. Infrequently
used as nest material; some birds perch near ribbons.
Highly effective in treating specific locations or when
applied to all cavities at a location. If multiple cavities
are present and unplugged, birds will frequently use
an alternate site. Ineffective if stuffing provides large
folds which serve as alternate nest sites.
Limited in effectiveness to only deter some ground
nesting species (i.e., Killdeer and Horned Lark) by
eliminating contiguous open space. Not effective for
certain ground-nesting species such as Lark Sparrow.
Very effective in preventing access to equipment and
materials by nesting birds. Must be kept at tension to
prevent folds from serving as nest sites.
Does not appear effective in deterring species
acclimated to human activity such as House Finch,
Western Kingbird, Mourning Dove, etc. Potentially
effective for short term use.
Highly effective for treating large semi-enclosed areas
such as substation banks and deterring House Finch
nesting. Sound must be able to bounce off structures.
Only effective in preventing large birds such as ravens
or hawks from initiating or re-initiating a nest in a
specific location. Ineffective in deterring smaller
species such as kingbirds.
Highly effective in preventing nests of substrate
nesting species from being established. May provide
habitat for ground nesting birds such as Horned Lark
or Killdeer.
Only effective in temporarily deterring birds from a
site for the duration of work.

ADAPTATION OF RAPTOR SURVEY REQUIREMENT

Based on the MMCRP, preconstruction surveys for active raptor nests were conducted within 500 feet
of work areas within 10 calendar days of initiating work activities from January 1 through September 15
during the 2011 nesting season and surveys began January 1 during the 2012 breeding season. When an
active raptor nest was located, a nest buffer was established consistent with the requirements outlined
in the NBMMP. This large survey window was established in order to detect raptor nests throughout the
duration of the breeding season. Overall, the start of the survey window proved consistent with the
nesting chronology of raptors throughout the region, with some breeding behavior being observed on
the coastal slope of the Project as early as December 5. However, nesting raptors ceased to be observed
during the later period of the survey window during both the 2011 and 2012 breeding seasons.
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During the 2011 raptor breeding season, 61 raptor nests were monitored within the Project area, with
the last new nest discovered on June 14 (a Cooper’s Hawk with nestlings) and the last active nest
fledging on August 1 (a Harris’s Hawk). Prior to the Harris’s Hawk, the latest fledge date of any other
raptor species observed on the Project was July 16 (a Cooper’s Hawk and an American Kestrel). During
the 2012 raptor breeding season, 84 nests were monitored within the Project area, with the last new
nest discovered on June 19 (a Cooper’s Hawk with downy nestlings) and the last active nest fledging on
August 1 (an American Kestrel). Figure 5 presents a graphical representation of the number of active
nests monitored for each month. Nest-monitored raptor species included American Kestrel, Cooper’s
Hawk, Red-shouldered Hawk, Harris’s Hawk, Red-tailed Hawk, White-tailed Kite, Barn Owl, Burrowing
Owl, Great Horned Owl, and Long-eared Owl.
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Figure 5: Active Raptor Nests on SRPL by Month
Based on the timing of the last new raptor nest and the last active raptor nest observed during both
nesting raptor seasons, SDG&E requested concurrence from the WLA to end the 2012 nesting raptor
surveys on August 15, simultaneous with the conclusion of general bird species nest surveys. The above
observations by Project avian biologists were consistent with available resources, including the
San Diego County Bird Atlas, marking the peak of the breeding raptor season to occur between the
months of March and May with nesting activity rarely extending beyond the month of July. SDG&E
received concurrence for this request from all applicable wildlife agencies on August 8, 2012, and both
the general bird and raptor nest surveys were concluded on August 15, 2012. All other mitigation
measures, including site sweeps for nesting birds and other biological resources before construction
activities, continued to be followed.
No incidental observations of nesting birds or raptors occurred as a result of biological monitoring
sweeps conducted beyond August 15, 2012. By allowing adaptation of the raptor survey window,
SDG&E likely saved approximately 200 survey hours, forwent associated equipment costs and report
submittals, facilitated project scheduling by alleviating site constraints, and minimized potential for
indirect impacts to other wildlife species by reducing nest survey crews in the field.
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6.5

2011 AND 2012 NEST OUTCOMES

The number of nests and the diversity and number of species observed nesting during the 2012 and
2011 bird nesting seasons are not comparable due to a number of variables, including the areas where
work occurred, habitat types, seasonal weather conditions, number of nest surveys, number of
biologists in the field, and other seasonal changes. Nonetheless, it is important to provide an overview
of bird nesting activities during the duration of the Project (Table 5).
Table 5: Overview of 2012 and 2011 Nest Outcomes
Nest Outcomes
Fledged
Nest did not reach active stage
Nest with eggs or young failed due to unknown causes
Nest with eggs or young failed due to natural causes
Nest with eggs or young failed due to construction
Sub-total (Nesting records with observed breeding behavior)
Satellite nest
Removed nest
Indeterminate nest
Sub-total (nesting records not included in analysis)
TOTAL Nesting Attempts
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2012
456
235
42
281
4
1,018
5
197
126
328
1,346

2011
371
171
70
101
0
713
38
16
108
162
875
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APPENDIX A – NEST MONITORING LOG
The Sunrise Powerlink Project Nest Monitoring Log for the 2012 breeding season is incorporated herein
by reference and is included in a separate document as key supporting data for this report.
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
RTHA Red-tailed Hawk

RTHA

Red-tailed Hawk

Nest ID
010312_imll_01

ID
CP6-1-E

010312_pkad_04 EP32-1-E

Type
Road Area

Chaparrals

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
OH - wire stringing

Road Area

Riparian Forests and Woodlands

Other

Habitat

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
400

20

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
500

500

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
425
425
Fledged

500

1 of 214

500

Nest Outcome

Presumed Fledged

Date Nest
Found
1/3/2012

1/3/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
Fledged
6/1/2012 01/03/2012 - Pair was observed occupying nest areas between 1200 and 1330 on 12/30/2011. One hawk brought
Yes
nesting material to the nest and perched on the nest on multiple occasions. The other hawk of the pair perched
adjacent to the nest on the tower. Neither bird appeared deterred by continuing conventional foundation work
occurring at the site. - IMaunsell
01/12/2012 - RTHA pair in courtship display, followed by one hawk bringing decorations to the nest and standing
in the nest. - RRadd
01/20/2012 - Female bringing nest material and periodically lying on nest, male attends less often. Considerable
fresh eucalyptus greens on nest since last monitoring, but pair still spending long periods away from tower. RRadd
01/23/2012 - RTHA female lying on nest and male adjacent on tower - 0730-0745. K-Max arrives at 0746 and
female departs, returning briefly at 0749 to perch next to male (who remains on tower). Helicopter activities
continue. Female departs again - 0750. Male departs 0751. Both birds leave the area and do not return. Helicopter
continues through 0802. Link Lead and Avian Team Lead notified. Helicopter subsequently returns and
construction activity continues; RTHAs not observed again. - RRadd
01/26/2012 - No RTHAs associating with nest or tower site during one hour observation. A pair of RTHA was
observed approximately 1000 feet north of CP6 but these birds did not approach the nest area. - RRadd
01/27/2012 - Male RTHA noted briefly on nest tower prior to construction activity, but no hawks observed with
1500 feet of nest while work occurring. - RRadd
01/30/2012 - RTHA pair generally staying away from nest during work activity. Copulation observed 350 feet southwest of nest at 10:17 during period of low work activity, followed by pair moving away from nest area. Avian
Biologist (M. Dicus) reports female returned to nest at 12:23. - RRadd
01/30/2012 - Nesting activities were monitored continuously between 0710 and 1720 during wire pulling
operations. Observations include:
0710 - Adult female RTHA observed on nest, adult male soaring overhead. 0715 - Pair leave nest and fly out of
view. 0720 - UPC construction crew arrive at CP6 for wire pulling. 0915 - Pair observed perching on Sunrise tower
CP6 for approximately 5 minutes before flying out of view. 0930 - Helicopter began flying sock line between CP15
and CP3. 1015 - Pair observed copulating on existing lattice tower east of nest. 1030-1215 - Intermittent
courtship displays, soaring, and perching in vicinity of CP6, CP7, nest tower, and lattice structure to east. 1215 Adult female returned to nest. Construction activities at this time were minimal--no helicopters. 1230 - Adult
female left nest. No change in construction activity. - JDicus
01/30/2012 - 1445 - Adult female perched on edge of nest for 30 seconds before leaving again. No change in
construction activity. 1610 - Adult perched on lattice tower above nest. 1630 - Adult landed at nest. 1632 - Adult
left nest and flew to northwest out of view. No change in construction activity at this time. - JDicus
01/31/2012 The nest was monitored continuously between 0700 and 1740 during wire pulling activities
5/21/2012 01/03/2012 - Nest looks built up since last observed in dilapidated shape in September (may be active); 1 adult
Yes
Red-tailed Hawk perched in tree 200 feet west, hunting. - PKonrad
01/09/2012 - No apparent changes at nest. Pair of Red-tailed Hawks soaring low over nest and higher to west of
nest; female is missing secondary feathers on both wings. - PKonrad
01/17/2012 - Pair of Red-tailed Hawks perched on highest pole 300 feet southeast of nest site; male soon begins
soaring over area. - PKonrad
01/24/2012 - No hawks observed in area; no indication of recent activity at nest. - PKonrad
01/30/2012 - No hawks observed in area and no recent activity apparent at nest. - PKonrad
02/06/2012 - No apparent activity at nest; 1 Red-tailed Hawk flew in to perch on pole 400 feet northeast of the
nest site after 15 minutes of observing the area (no indication of attachment to the nest during another 15 minute
period). - PKonrad
02/10/2012 - No activity observed at nest over a 45 minute period. - AHill
02/15/2012 - No hawks observed in area, although nest may be built up more than last week. Rare slow Sunrise,
City, and Border Patrol drive-by vehicles. - PKonrad
02/15/2012 - No activity observed over an hour span in morning. - AHill
02/22/2012 - Adult female Red-tailed Hawk standing on nest, bending over twice during 40 minute period. Male
initially perched on pole 250 feet north of nest; eventually soared low over nest, then soared higher and out of
area. After leaving for 15 minutes, the biologist returned to find female in incubating (or egg laying) position.
Some slow Sunrise, City, and Border Patrol traffic passes along access road, but no response by female on nest. PKonrad
02/23/2012 - Observed an adult incubating on nest. Installed additional nest buffer signs for drive through only
Sunrise use. - AHill
02/27/2012 - Adult on nest incubating. Not disturbed by light, slow drive through traffic. - AHill
02/29/2012 - Adult Red-tailed Hawk incubating on nest. Periodic slow, Sunrise, City, and Border Patrol drive-by
vehicles. - PKonrad
03/05/2012 - Female seen on nest incubating and shading. Male was observed perched and preening on a nearby
tree. - AHill
03/06/2012 - Red-tailed Hawk incubating in tree nest. - PKonrad
03/10/2012 - Adult on nest incubating. - AHill
03/12/2012 - Red-tailed Hawk incubating on tree nest; another adult perched on pole to northwest. - PKonrad
03/20/2012 - Adult on nest did not flush as biologist drove past. Nest is intact after storm event. - VEurs
03/20/2012 - Adult on nest incubating. - AHill
03/23/2012 - Adult Red-tailed Hawk standing over nest with head down, then settled into brooding position with
considerable extra effort This behavior and date of initial incubating suggests nestlings have hatched and/or are
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
RTHA Red-tailed Hawk

Nest ID
010412_imll_02

GHOW Great Horned Owl

010412_kwer_01 EP228

ID
EP236-1/EP237-1 PS-E

Type
Road Area

Habitat
Grasslands and Meadows

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Area
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
OH - wire stringing

OH - tower erection

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
230

258

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
500

500

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
300
300
Fledged

250

2 of 214

250

Nest Outcome

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

Date Nest
Found
1/4/2012

1/4/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
Fledged
6/21/2012 01/04/2012 - No activity was observed at the nest. Nest is old and continues to be unoccupied. This nest was
Yes
monitored throughout the 2011 season. No whitewash, fresh material, or prey remains were observed. IMaunsell
01/10/2012 - No raptor or raven activity in area. - PKonrad
01/17/2012 - No birds observed in area of nest. - PKonrad
01/27/2012 - No raptors, owls, or ravens observed in area. - PKonrad
02/03/2012 - No change to nest; no ravens or raptors observed in area. - PKonrad
02/10/2012 - No raptors, ravens, or owls observed in area; nest unchanged. - PKonrad
02/17/2012 - No raptors or ravens observed in area; nest unchanged. - PKonrad
02/27/2012 - Nest looks unchanged and unused. No raptors or ravens in area. - PKonrad
03/05/2012 - No ravens or raptors observed in area (except kestrel); nest unchanged. - PKonrad
03/13/2012 - No sign of activity at nest, no raptors or ravens in area. - PKonrad
03/22/2012 - No raptors or ravens were observed in area; nest unchanged. - PKonrad
03/30/2012 - Adult Red-tailed Hawk is incubating on tower nest that appears to be slightly built up since the last
nest visit. Rare slow Sunrise and Border Patrol traffic along access road to EP236 - EP237 PS-E pullsite. - PKonrad
03/30/2012 - An adult flew to nest and began to incubate when biologist was 1800 feet away. The adult remained
on the nest for the next 25 minutes while biologist drove by twice on access road and parked 300 feet away to
make signs and mark buffer. Another adult visited nest and fed incubating mate with biologist outside of parked
vehicle 300 feet away. A 300-foot, drive-through only buffer was established and marked with signs. - MKuehn
04/06/2012 - Red-tailed Hawk incubating low, so only the very top of its head is visible on the tower nest. PKonrad
04/13/2012 - Red-tailed Hawk incubating on tower nest. - PKonrad
04/20/2012 - Adult Red-tailed Hawk incubating in tower nest. - PKonrad
04/27/2012 - Adult Red-tailed Hawk standing on side of the nest, presumably exposing downy nestlings to the
ambient weather and sunshine, while another adult is soaring low over the area south of the nest. - PKonrad
05/03/2012 - Initially, the head of an adult could be seen above the nest. Soon, an adult Red-tailed Hawk flew
from the northwest to the nest with mammalian prey, left prey at nest and flew back to the northwest along
ridge. - PKonrad
05/10/2012 - An adult Red-tailed Hawk can be seen standing on the nest, presumably shading unseen nestlings. PKonrad
05/18/2012 - No adult or nestling Red-tailed Hawks can be seen at this nest, but nestlings may be lying low while
d lt
h ti
l fi
f
th
t PK
d
3/20/2012 01/04/2012 - No activity, no new material, and no whitewash observed. - KWeber
No
01/11/2012 - No owls or raptors observed in area and sign of activity at old nest. - PKonrad
01/17/2012 - No owls or raptors in area, even though avian biologist walked among non-native trees in area to
check for any perched large species. Crew working on tower EP227 about 1,100 feet to west. - PKonrad
01/27/2012 - No owls or raptors observed, and no sign of activity at old nest. - PKonrad
02/02/2012 - Adult Great Horned Owl incubating. - PKonrad
02/07/2012 - Great Horned Owl incubating on nest. - PKonrad
02/13/2012 - Great Horned Owl is incubating. - PKonrad
02/27/2012 - Adult Great Horned Owl incubating on nest. - PKonrad
03/05/2012 - Great Horned Owl brooding low in nest - eggs should be hatched now. Micropile drilling with low
noise and some dust at site. - PKonrad
03/12/2012 - Adult Great Horned Owl brooding low in nest in wind. - PKonrad
03/14/2012 - Owl observed lying on nest. - BArnold
03/15/2012 - The owl was observed on the nest. K-max flew in the four legs for the tower. The owl remained in
the nest when the K-max was over the tower site. It appeared that the owl would get lower in the nest when the Kmax was over the site. When the first leg was delivered to the site, there was some rotor wash that visibly shook
the tree that the nest is located in. However, it appeared that the owl was ultimately tolerant of all the
construction activities today Remained incubating - VNovik
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
RTHA Red-tailed Hawk

RTHA

Red-tailed Hawk

Nest ID
010412_pkad_02 EP220-1

ID

010412_pkad_04 EP219-1/EP220-1 PS-E

Type
Habitat
Pad Areas-Structure Pad Riparian Forests and Woodlands
Area

Road Area

Grasslands and Meadows

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
OH - wire stringing

Traffic

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
350

475

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
500

500

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
300
300
Fledged

450

3 of 214

450

Fledged

Nest Outcome

Date Nest
Found
1/4/2012

1/4/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
6/14/2012 01/04/2012 - No sign of raptors in area or activity at the nest. - PKonrad
01/10/2012 - No apparent activity at nest, but 1 Red-tailed Hawk perched in new Sunrise metal tower to south
and another perched on rock outcrop to north; neither reacted to my approach to the nest. - PKonrad
01/17/2012 - No activity noted at nest, but 1 hawk perched on new Sunrise tower called twice as bio approached
nest. Earlier, a pair of RTHA was soaring low over area. - PKonrad
01/25/2012 - An adult Red-tailed Hawk was soaring very high above nest site when I arrived near nest. - PKonrad
01/31/2012 - Adult Red-tailed Hawk perched atop Sunrise tower to south of nest site; soared to east. No hawk or
activity apparent at nest. - PKonrad
02/02/2012 - 2 Red-tailed Hawks were observed soaring east of EP219. They did not associate with the nest. KWeber
02/07/2012 - No hawks observed in area. - PKonrad
02/17/2012 - No change at nest and no raptors in area. - PKonrad
02/24/2012 - No raptors in area; nest unchanged and unused. - PKonrad
03/05/2012 - No hawks observed in area; nest unattended. - PKonrad
03/13/2012 - Adult Red-tailed Hawk flew from nest. Nest looks built up, but could not discern if the hawk was
loafing, nest building, or incubating. Because hawk flew without hesitation as avian biologist came into view, it
suggests the raptor was not incubating. - PKonrad
03/20/2012 - Red-tailed Hawk observed on nest. Nest looks complete. - VNovik
03/27/2012 - Adult Red-tailed Hawk incubating low in tree nest. Crews in position to pull wire. - PKonrad
04/04/2012 - Adult Red-tailed Hawk incubating in tree nest, lying very low. - PKonrad
04/10/2012 - No Red-tailed Hawks observed initially, so the nest was re-checked several hours later when an adult
Red-tailed Hawk was incubating. - PKonrad
04/18/2012 - Red-tailed Hawk soared overhead, calling periodically as another Red-tailed Hawk was incubating on
the tree nest. - PKonrad
04/25/2012 - Both adult Red-tailed Hawks near nest, calling territorially; 1 perched on new power line while
another flew in from the south and landed on the nearby Sunrise tower. It is expected that the nest contains small
downy nestlings at this time. - PKonrad
05/02/2012 - At least 2 small downy nestlings can be seen in the nest. The pair of adults flew in and soared
overhead, calling territorially. When the avian biologist returned to his vehicle, the adult hawks perched on 1 of
the new power lines, between the yellow and orange balls, and called territorially. - PKonrad
05/08/2012 Pair of adult Red tailed Hawks very territorial calling diving and soaring overhead but cannot see
6/14/2012 01/04/2012 - A pair of Red-tailed Hawks soared overhead while we approached nest, then perched on pole 600
feet west-southwest of nest. - PKonrad
01/10/2012 - An adult Red-tailed Hawk was flying over the area, and eventually perched 15 feet above the nest. PKonrad
01/17/2012 - No raptors observed in area during 3 nest site observations while working in the area. - PKonrad
01/25/2012 - An adult Red-tailed Hawk was perched above nest, after initially seeing a pair of Red-tails perched on
a pole along access road northeast of nest. - PKonrad
01/31/2012 - No hawks observed in area. - PKonrad
02/07/2012 - No apparent activity at nest, but an adult Red-tailed Hawk perched on pole to southwest. A pair of
Red-tailed Hawks is perched on next pole to west. - PKonrad
02/17/2012 - Adult Red-tailed Hawk with 'orange'-colored underside perched in tree above nest. No apparent
change to nest. - PKonrad
02/24/2012 - An adult Red-tailed Hawk soaring high near nest; no apparent change to nest. During return driveby, a Red-tail was perched in tree next to nest tree. - PKonrad
03/05/2012 - Initially, 1 adult Red-tailed Hawk perched on pole along access road north of nest. Didn't see any
hawks in area during return to area. Very rare slow Sunrise traffic (2 pickups) along access road. - PKonrad
03/13/2012 - Adult Red-tailed Hawk flew to nest from the east and perched on the nest rim. Yesterday, a Red-tail
was observed standing on the nest, seemingly arranging nest material. - PKonrad
03/22/2012 - An adult Red-tailed Hawk was observed soaring low near the nest site, but no activity was observed
at the nest during 30 minute observation period. - PKonrad
03/27/2012 - Red-tailed Hawk incubating on tree nest. - PKonrad
04/04/2012 - Red-tailed Hawk incubating in tree nest that looks like it has been built up appreciably in the past
week. - PKonrad
04/10/2012 - Adult Red-tailed Hawk incubating in tree nest. - PKonrad
04/18/2012 - Red-tailed Hawk is incubating in tree nest. - PKonrad
04/25/2012 - Adult Red-tailed Hawk standing on the side of the nest, periodically bending over a mass of small
downy white nestlings. - PKonrad
05/02/2012 - No adult Red-tailed Hawks or nestlings were observed initially, but 4 hours later, 1 adult and at least
2 downy nestlings could be seen on the nest platform. - PKonrad
05/08/2012 - An adult Red-tailed Hawk is standing on the nest with at least 1 large downy nestling. - PKonrad
05/16/2012 A Red tailed Hawk is standing on the nest along with 1 large downy nestling in sight PKonrad
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
RTHA Red-tailed Hawk

RSHA

Red-shouldered Hawk

Nest ID
010512_pkad_02 EP256

010512_rrdd_01

ID

Alpine Underground

Type
Habitat
Pad Areas-Structure Pad Desert Scrub and Dune Habitats
Area

Ductbank

Riparian Forests and Woodlands

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
Traffic

Traffic

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
320

157

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
500

500

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
Nest Outcome
300
300
Presumed Fledged

130

4 of 214

130

Nest did not reach active stage

Date Nest
Found
1/5/2012

1/5/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
5/24/2012 01/05/2012 - No hawks observed in area. - PKonrad
01/10/2012 - No raptors observed in the area. - PKonrad
01/16/2012 - No hawks observed in area. - PKonrad
01/24/2012 - Red-tailed Hawk dived down to nest where it perched for a few minutes before moving to structure
metal adjacent to nest. After several minutes, the well-fed adult flew west. - PKonrad
01/30/2012 - No apparent activity at nest; 1 Red-tailed Hawk observed soaring low 400 feet northwest of site for a
short time. - PKonrad
02/07/2012 - No hawks observed in area, but it appears that a lot of new nesting material has been added to this
nest during the past week. - PKonrad
02/13/2012 - Red-tailed Hawk flew to nest and remained for 5 minutes before flying along slope and landing 400
feet from nest. Due to wind, unable to determine if it had a stick. Nest is built up; hawk(s) are probably in nest
building stage, therefore may be active by definition. Status unclear and will continue to monitor. 45 minute
observation period. - PKonrad
02/20/2012 - Adult Red-tailed Hawk incubating, while second hawk soared overhead, then landed on slope to
southeast of nest. Incubating hawk stood up for a few minutes, then resumed its incubation position on the nest. PKonrad
02/24/2012 - Both adults observed at nest with one on the nest. Appeared to be adjusting itself on the nest.
Observed flushing from nest when Border Patrol vehicle drove up the access road to the tower twice. - VNovik
02/27/2012 - Red-tailed Hawk incubating on SWPL tower nest. - PKonrad
02/28/2012 - Adult observed incubating on nest in windy, snowy conditions. - JPawlicki
03/05/2012 - Red-tailed Hawk initially incubating on tower nest. At 14:15 an adult Red-tail landed on the side of
the nest and soon both adults soared to the north for a few hundred feet before the female soared back to the
nest while the male continued to soar along the mountain slope. Female resumed incubating. - PKonrad
03/12/2012 - Red-tailed Hawk incubating on tower nest. - PKonrad
03/22/2012 - Red-tailed Hawk incubating in tower nest, and adult Red-tailed Hawk soared low over area west of
nest tower. - PKonrad
03/30/2012 - Adult Red-tailed Hawk is on nest, probably brooding newly hatched nestlings at this time, judging
from the nest chronology that has been documented to date. - PKonrad
04/06/2012 - Adult Red-tailed Hawk standing on side of nest, probably exposing young downy nestlings to the
ambient sun and weather. - PKonrad
04/14/2012 - Red-tailed Hawk brooding on tower nest. - PKonrad
04/20/2012 - At least 2 medium-sized nestlings being fed by adult Red-tailed Hawk. - PKonrad
04/27/2012 A
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4/23/2012 01/05/2012 - No occupants in attendance during initial 15-minute observation period, RSHA perched and calling a
hundred feet away. - RRadd
01/05/2012 - No occupants in attendance during initial 15-minute observation period. - KAlberts
01/13/2012 - No raptors observed near or at this nest during 30 minute observation. - RRadd
01/18/2012 - No visible improvements to nest and no raptors observed in association. - RRadd
01/28/2012 - RSHA pair vocal on territory but not associating with nest or exhibiting explicit breeding behaviors.
No additions visible in nest. - RRadd
02/04/2012 - Calling RSHA was 300 feet from nest remained distant during 30 minute observation. No visible
improvements have been made to nest. - RRadd
02/11/2012 - Cool and rainy day; RSHA on territory but nest has not been improved. - RRadd
02/17/2012 - No RSHA detected during 30 minute observation. No improvements to nest. Sycamore has yet to
foliate. - RRadd
02/25/2012 - CORA pair removing sticks from this nest. Agitated RSHA nearby does not intervene. - RRadd
02/25/2012 - Nest inactive, as a raptor has not yet occupied it, and a CORA was observed dismantling it. - RRadd
03/03/2012 - Nest remains substantial and is likely to become active as RSHA elsewhere are still commencing
nesting. RSHA remain vocal and active on this territory. - RRadd
03/10/2012 - RSHA pair copulate at 0807, and then fly to nest under AMCR harassment at 0811. - RRadd
03/17/2012 - RSHA male on territory, but female not detected during 20 minute observation. Wet and windy
morning is suppressing all breeding activity today. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - Upon arrival, pair was perched in oak about 200 feet west of nest, with a crow. Nest appears intact
after storm event. After about 10 minutes, one adult flew to nest with a small branch, pursued by crow. Second
hawk remained in the oak tree. - VEurs
03/24/2012 - No RSHA detected from 0708-0742. Second visit 0845-0852; RSHA heard calling in dense fog on
territory. - RRadd
03/31/2012 - No activity observed at 1200-1215. - HWinfrey
04/09/2012 - No activity observed at nest from 1100 to 1145. RSHA heard calling in area once. - HWinfrey
04/16/2012 No activity observed at nest and no RSHA detected in area HWinfrey
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
RTHA Red-tailed Hawk

COHA

Cooper's Hawk

Nest ID
010512_rrdd_03

ID
Alpine Underground

Ductbank

Habitat
Woodlands and Forests

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
UG - trenching/streetscape improvements

010512_rrdd_06

CP64-2-E

Road Area

Riparian Forests and Woodlands

Traffic

Type

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
350

100

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
500

500

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
300
300
Fledged

500
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500

Nest Outcome

Nest did not reach active stage

Date Nest
Found
1/5/2012

1/5/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
6/2/2012 01/05/2012 - RTHA perched nearby in attendance throughout initial 15-minute observation indicates nest may
become active. - RRadd
01/05/2012 - RTHA perched nearby in attendance throughout initial 15-minute observation indicates nest may
become active. - KAlberts
01/13/2012 - RTHA display flights in vicinity but no direct interaction with nest. - RRadd
01/18/2012 - No indications of any changes in activity level at this nest. No raptors approached nest during 30minute observation. - RRadd
01/28/2012 - RTHA breaking branches from host tree and carrying sticks to nest at 0746. Changed status to active.
The occupants of this residential nest are obviously well acclimated to traffic and residential noise. Due to the
distance from work and height above ground, Project activity is not anticipated to impact this nest. - RRadd
02/04/2012 - RTHA pair soaring high over nest tree, but did not approach nest during 30 minute observation. RRadd
02/11/2012 - RTHA pair perched above nest for duration of 30 minute observation. - RRadd
02/17/2012 - No RTHA observed during 25-minute observation. - RRadd
02/25/2012 - No visible activity at this nest 0715 - 0750. - RRadd
03/02/2012 - No detections, but foliage renders nest very difficult to see into. - RRadd
03/10/2012 - RTHA comes to nest 0652, and there appears to be a second bird on the nest. First hawk departs
immediately and some nest material re-arrangements follow. Potentially, this was a food drop. - RRadd
03/17/2012 - Unable to detect movement in this nest on windy and rainy morning during 20-minute observation. RRadd
03/20/2012 - One bird flushed from nest tree as biologist pulled into parking lot. Second bird moved from perch
on tree to nest, where it remained for more than 10 minutes. Nest is intact after storm event and still in use. First
bird returned as biologist was preparing to leave. It was out of view, but most likely flew to nest. - VEurs
03/28/2012 - RTHA visible lying on nest. 2nd RTHA observed flying and perching in area. - HWinfrey
04/03/2012 - RTHA on nest at 1008. - HWinfrey
04/10/2012 - RTHA goes to nest at 1253. 2nd RTHA observed in flight within 300 feet of nest. - HWinfrey
04/17/2012 - Adult RTHA lying on nest at 0616. - HWinfrey
04/24/2012 - Adult RTHA flies to nest and perches on rim at 1257. Bird's posture indicates that it is feeding
nestlings, but nestlings are not yet big enough to be visible. - HWinfrey
04/30/2012 - Adult brings food to nest at 1020. - HWinfrey
05/06/2012 - No activity at nest from 1227 to 1257. No RTHA detected in area. - HWinfrey
05/15/2012 - Nestling visible moving in nest at 1403. - HWinfrey
05/22/2012 N tli
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3/2/2012 01/05/2012 - During initial observation, no recent improvements were visible, but fresh whitewash under nest
may be indicator of territorial use. - KAlberts
01/09/2012 - No raptors detected associating with this nest during 30-minute observation period. - RRadd
01/17/2012 - No activity detected at this nest during 30 minute observation. - RRadd
01/24/2012 - No birds detected associating with this nest during 30 minute observation. - RRadd
01/31/2012 - Fresh whitewash and bone pellet under nest but no raptors detected in vicinity. - RRadd
02/08/2012 - Adult male COHA at nest calling, flushed by observer at 0658 and returning at 0739. The male
perched nearby making alarm calls. No fresh fallen material detected under nest. - RRadd
02/08/2012 - Male still present and agitated by observer at gate at 0940. Female observed nearby carrying small
stick at 1145. Changed nest status to active. - RRadd
02/14/2012 - No COHA detections during 2 x 20 minute visits. Rain yesterday may be delaying activity. - RRadd
02/21/2012 - COHA pair actively breaking twigs from nearby oaks and carrying to nest 0829. Cease vesting nest
when observer detected at gate. - RRadd
03/01/2012 - Status unclear; CORA have potentially taken over this, and COHA pair are building nearby, but
evidence is conflicting on cold rainy day. - RRadd
03/02/2012 - This nest has been abandoned and a new nest is being constructed 120 feet east. - RRadd
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
RTHA Red-tailed Hawk

RTHA

Red-tailed Hawk

Nest ID
010512_rrdd_07

ID
Hartung CY-N

Type
Road Area

Habitat
Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

010512_rrdd_10

CP70-3-E

Road Area

Woodlands and Forests

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
Traffic

Traffic

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
250

475

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
500

500

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
250
250
Fledged

500
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500

Nest Outcome

Presumed Fledged

Date Nest
Found
1/5/2012

1/5/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
Fledged
5/25/2012 01/05/2012 - RTHA pair observed in territorial display flight over El Monte CY at 1500 during initial observation. Yes
KAlberts
01/09/2012 - RTHAs observed in territory appeared to be avoiding CY activity and did not approach nest during 30minute observation period. - RRadd
01/17/2012 - No activity detected at this nest during 30 minute observation, and all raptors remained distant. RRadd
01/24/2012 - No raptors approached this nest during 30 minutes of observation. - RRadd
02/10/2012 - CY monitor reports RTHA pair making at least 2 trips to this nest on 7 February, 0900-1000. Changed
status to active. Buffer staked at 500 feet with drive-thru access OK. This nest successfully fledged in 2011 with
greater levels of AR traffic than that which currently occurs, so drive-through access should not negatively affect
the nest. Buffer should be re-evaluated if air traffic is to resume. - RRadd
02/14/2012 - CY monitor reports nest visit by RTHA 13 February at 1030 for a few minutes. RTHA pair nearby did
not approach nest during 30 minute observation period today. - RRadd
03/02/2012 - RTHA flies from nest at 0809 to nearby pole and remains there for duration of 30 minute
observation. - RRadd
03/07/2012 - Nest monitored between 0745 and 1045. Adult RTHA observed intermittently soaring over territory.
Pair observed engaged in aerial courtship display before flying out of view. Neither adult was observed visiting the
nest or carrying nest material. - MDicus
03/08/2012 - RTHA lying in nest for duration of observation is likely incubating. - RRadd
03/15/2012 - RTHA lying in nest for duration of 30 minute observation beginning at 1544. - RRadd
03/21/2012 - RTHA lying on nest at 1422. - RRadd
03/30/2012 - RTHA observed in flight from 1310 to 1325. RTHA flies in to nest at 1340. - HWinfrey
04/06/2012 - No activity observed at nest. 2 RTHAs in flight within 500 feet. - HWinfrey
04/12/2012 - RTHA adult comes to nest at 0741 and remains. Adult tearing food into small pieces and feeding
nestling at 0922. - RRadd
04/17/2012 - Adults visit nest infrequently but remain in vicinity. - RRadd
04/25/2012 - 2 active nestlings visible at 1548. - RRadd
05/02/2012 - Nestlings visible and moving on nest at 1540. - RRadd
05/08/2012 - Nestling visible but inactive in late afternoon heat 1640. - RRadd
05/15/2012 2 dark headed feathered nestlings visible in nest at 1706 RRadd
6/4/2012 01/05/2012 - RTHA pair perched 400 feet away did not approach nest during initial 15-minute observation period. Yes
KAlberts
01/09/2012 - No breeding activity during 30-minute observation period. - RRadd
01/17/2012 - RTHA pair soaring overhead did not approach this nest during 30 minute observation. - RRadd
01/24/2012 - RTHA pair in courtship flight over and around this tree did not alight at nest during 30 minute
observation. - RRadd
01/31/2012 - RTHA on nest arranging fresh material at 0932, then joins mate in courtship flight. - RRadd
02/08/2012 - RTHA pair driving third hawk away from territory at 1427, followed by aerial courtship displays in
unison. Pair did not approach nest during 30 minute observation. - RRadd
02/14/2012 - RTHA pair at nest, bringing materials, arranging and forming nest bowl from 1022-1027. - RRadd
02/21/2012 - More material added to nest but no RTHA observed associating during 30 minute observation. RRadd
03/02/2012 - RTHA lying in nest for duration of 30 minute observation. - RRadd
03/08/2012 - RTHA lying in nest for duration of observation - presumed incubating. - RRadd
03/15/2012 - RTHA lying in nest for duration of observation - incubation continues. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - Adult on nest. - MKuehn
03/22/2012 - RTHA in nest for duration of 30 minute observation, mate perched nearby. - RRadd
03/29/2012 - RTHA on nest at 1059. - HWinfrey
04/05/2012 - RTHA on nest at 1050. - HWinfrey
04/11/2012 - RTHA at nest shredding prey. Mate visits briefly and appears to present food to nestling too small for
heads to appear above nest cup from 0945-0950. Adult eventually settles on nest. - RRadd
04/16/2012 - Young now capable of auto-thermoregulation; adults spend much time away from nest. Adult
tearing prey item and feeding small pieces to young at 1456. - RRadd
04/29/2012 - 2 nestlings are active in nest at 1010. - RRadd
05/04/2012 - Still mostly downy young stand in nest and tear food from larger pieces. - RRadd
05/12/2012 - Mostly feathered young stand shaded in nest during afternoon heat at 1344. - RRadd
05/18/2012 - Adult standing at nest with at least 1 nestling in nest at 1347. - RRadd
05/23/2012 - 3 nestlings alternate between lying in nest and standing, branching, and exercising wings. - RRadd
05/30/2012 - 3 nestlings standing in nest appear flight capable at 1649. - RRadd
06/06/2012 - Nest has fledged. - RRadd
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
RTHA Red-tailed Hawk

Nest ID
010512_rrdd_11

CP70-3-E

Type
Road Area

Habitat
Riparian Forests and Woodlands

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
Traffic

GHOW Great Horned Owl

010512_rrdd_12

CP70-3-E

Road Area

Riparian Forests and Woodlands

Other

ID

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
75

150

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
500

500

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
500
500
Fledged

500
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500

Fledged

Nest Outcome

Date Nest
Found
1/5/2012

1/5/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
5/25/2012 01/05/2012 - No raptors showing site fidelity during initial 15-minute observation period. - KAlberts
01/09/2012 - RTHA on territory, but no nesting activity observed during 30-minute observation period. - RRadd
01/17/2012 - No raptor activity at this nest during 30-minute observation. - RRadd
01/24/2012 - RTHA pair in courtship flight did not approach this site. Sycamore is just beginning to leaf out. RRadd
01/31/2012 - No change in activity during 30 minute observation. - RRadd
02/02/2012 - Several hours spent within sight of nest and no activity at nest. Pair of RSHA in area but staying west
of this nest most of the time. Could see green leaves on rim of nest - MKuehn
02/08/2012 - No change in activity at this nest. - RRadd
02/14/2012 - Adult Red-tailed Hawk was perched on rim of nest as avian biologist approached to within 150 feet,
with second adult perched within 25 feet of nest in nearest sycamore tree to west. First adult remained and
inspected the stick nest for 30 seconds, then hopped down into nest, turned around inside nest while looking
down at nest and hopped back onto rim where it remained another 2 minutes before flying to nearest sycamore
to perch within 5 feet of second adult Red-tailed hawk. Pair remained there perched together while avian biologist
watched for 20 minutes without revisiting nest. Avian biologist not see any fresh greenery or obvious recent nest
improvements. Nest is in good condition. Changed nest status to active and marked 500-foot buffer along access
road. Nest is on United States Forest Service land. - JDicus
02/14/2012 - RTHA pair at nest, RTHA standing in nest 1000 - 1022. Changed status to active on 14 February, as
RTHA occupies nest. Hawk does not flush to drive by traffic. Therefore, buffer was staked at 500 feet. - RRadd
02/21/2012 - No hawks detected at this nest during 2 x 20 minute observations. - RRadd
03/02/2012 - RTHA lying in nest for duration of 30 minute observation. - RRadd
03/08/2012 - RTHA lying in nest for duration of observation - presumed incubating. - RRadd
03/15/2012 - RTHA lying in nest for duration of observation - incubation continues. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - Adult on nest. - MKuehn
03/22/2012 - Incubation continues, RTHA in nest for all 30 minutes of observation. - RRadd
03/29/2012 - RTHA lying on nest at 1056. - HWinfrey
04/05/2012 - RTHA on nest at 1055. - HWinfrey
04/11/2012 - RTHA prone in nest shows no sign of hatched young at 1108. - RRadd
04/16/2012 - RTHA on nest with small hatched young. - RRadd
04/25/2012 - Young are auto-thermoregulatory, and adults are now leaving nest for extended periods. Adult
tearing food into small pieces and feeding 3 young. - RRadd
05/04/2012 - Nestlings able to stand in nest. - RRadd
05/12/2012 - Adult in nest feeding young with feathered backs at 1322. - RRadd
05/18/2012 Y
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5/4/2012 01/09/2012 - RSHA pair in area did not approach nest during 30 minute observation. - RRadd
01/13/2012 - RSHA exhibiting site fidelity on perches within 250 feet during initial 20-minute observation period. KAlberts
01/17/2012 - RSHA perched 50 feet from nest for 15 minutes, flushed at 100 feet. Unable to see nest well enough
to determine if fresh material has been added. - RRadd
01/24/2012 - RSHA pair on territory with contact calls, but not at this nest. - RRadd
01/31/2012 - RSHA on territory did not interact with this nest. - RRadd
02/02/2012 - RSHA pair active and calling in area but never seen near nest. - MKuehn
02/14/2012 - GHOW lying in nest does not flush for agitated RSHA pair. Staked at 500 feet. - RRadd
02/21/2012 - Owl lying on nest for duration of observation. - RRadd
03/02/2012 - GHOW lying in nest for duration of 30 minute observation. - RRadd
03/08/2012 - GHOW lying in nest for duration of observation. No young observed. - RRadd
03/15/2012 - GHOW lying in nest for duration of observation - no nestlings detected. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - Adult on nest. - MKuehn
03/22/2012 - GHOW posture on nest suggests hatched young. - RRadd
03/29/2012 - GHOW observed on nest in upright posture at 1115. - HWinfrey
04/05/2012 - Adult on nest at 1106. - HWinfrey
04/11/2012 - Adult GHOW on nest with at least 2 downy owlets; head feathers emerging. - RRadd
04/16/2012 - Large downy nestlings acquiring feathers fill the nest. Adult guards at edge of platform at 1414. RRadd
04/25/2012 - Nestlings are well feathered, brown with ear tufts beginning to show, and appear capable of
branching. - RRadd
05/04/2012 Owlets have branched and one has flown a short distance from the nest Adult perched nearby
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
GHOW Great Horned Owl

RTHA

Red-tailed Hawk

Nest ID
010512_sjon_01

EP90-1-N

Type
Road Area

Habitat
Woodlands and Forests

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
Traffic

010512_vnik_01

EP62A-1-E

Road Area

Chaparrals

Traffic

ID

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
62

420

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
500

500

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
Nest Outcome
375
375
Presumed Fledged

400
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400

Nest did not reach active stage

Date Nest
Found
1/5/2012

1/5/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
4/5/2012 01/05/2012 - Great Horned Owl observed incubating on nest. - SJohnston
01/10/2012 - Adult Great Horned Owl incubating. - PKonrad
01/18/2012 - Adult Great Horned Owl incubating; facing east. - PKonrad
01/25/2012 - Adult Great Horned Owl is incubating. - PKonrad
02/01/2012 - Adult incubating. - PKonrad
02/14/2012 - Adult Great Horned Owl presumably brooding nestlings now. No access road traffic.
Nest was also monitored on 2/7/2012, when a Great Horned Owl was incubating on the nest (unable to input
monitoring information). - PKonrad
02/17/2012 - Adult Great Horned Owl brooding. Rare slow drive-through by Sunrise traffic. - PKonrad
02/23/2012 - Adult Great Horned Owl brooding (positioned much higher than when incubating). Rare slow drivethrough Sunrise traffic. - PKonrad
02/28/2012 - Report of vehicle stuck in the mud w/in buffer prompted visit. Visit was at 1140 am temp was
approximately 40 degrees. All vehicles were absent from buffer. Bird was on nest and appeared to be aware of
surroundings. IE vehicles near water buffalo at EP 91. Observed for approximately 30 minutes. - VNovik
02/29/2012 - Adult Great Horned Owl standing on nest; leaned over , presumably to attend to 1 week old
nestling(s). No traffic during observations. - PKonrad
03/04/2012 - Adult observed on nest. - BArnold
03/06/2012 - Adult was seen standing high on the nest and moving around. Its eyes followed the larger helicopter
traffic outside buffer, but the bird was not distressed by it. One nestling was observed moving around and giving a
slight wing flap. Its eyes were open, it exhibited some down, but some mature feathers and adult coloration were
also observed. Another nestling was most likely under the adult, causing her to shift around. - FHoffman
03/07/2012 - At least 1 nestling and adult observed while driving by on access road. - BArnold
03/09/2012 - Adult and 2 downy nestlings in nest; nestlings about 2 weeks old. - PKonrad
03/12/2012 - At 1406, a helicopter dropped off 2 workers at EP90 on the bridge of the tower. Both rollers were
delivered and installed at 1411. Workers were removed from the tower at 1415. The owls were observed to
remain in the nest and appeared to "hunker down" at one point, though overall, they did not react in an agitated
manner that was obvious to the observer. At approximately 1618, the first sock line was strung across the span
from EP90 - EP89. This was done with the helicopter pulling the line. The second sock line was pulled at 1446.
During these pulls, the owls remained within the nest and appeared aware of the construction activities, though
unfazed At 1742 the wire was hauled back from EP89 EP90 by the sock line pulling the wire The owls appeared
4/2/2012 01/05/2012 - Large stick nest in canopy of Eucalyptus tree, possibly an old unused Red-tailed Hawk nest. No
raptors in area of nest during 40 minute survey. - VNovik
01/13/2012 - No raptor or corvid activity in area of nest. - PKonrad
01/18/2012 - No raptors observed in area and no indication of any activity at nest. - PKonrad
01/25/2012 - No raptors observed in area; no apparent activity at old nest. - PKonrad
01/30/2012 - Pair of RTHA in area; 1 RTHA was perched on same eucalyptus as nest. Did not see hawks visit nest
during 2 hours of passive observations. - SJohnston
02/01/2012 - A pair of Red-tails was soaring low 800 feet north of nest site, flew higher on other side of hill, then
far to northeast. No action near nest during nest 40 minutes. - PKonrad
02/06/2012 - No hawks observed in area; nest remains the same. - PKonrad
02/08/2012 - No hawks observed in area during 45 minute observation period. - PKonrad
02/10/2012 - RHTA observed on nest rearranging sticks. - SJohnston
02/14/2012 - No activity at nest; Red-tailed Hawk hunting (even hovering) along hilltop south of access road for
short time. A pair was soaring a half-mile southeast of nest for a short time during 40 minute observation period. PKonrad
02/16/2012 - No activity at nest, and pair of RTHA observed perched in trees 2000 feet from nest. - PHoward
02/23/2012 - No activity at nest; no hawks observed in area. Minor slow Sunrise traffic on access road 420 feet
north of nest. - PKonrad
03/02/2012 - No hawks observed in area, but nest appears to have been built up somewhat on top. - PKonrad
03/09/2012 - No activity observed. - AHill
03/09/2012 - No hawks observed at nest or in area. 'Active' status of nest becoming more questionable since a
Red-tail was observed standing on the nest a month ago. - PKonrad
03/16/2012 - No hawks observed in area; no changes at the nest. - PKonrad
03/20/2012 - A pair of Red-tailed Hawks were seen displaying aerial courtship behavior over the access road and
general power line corridor The pair was not seen utilizing the nest LThoreson
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
GHOW Great Horned Owl

RTHA

Red-tailed Hawk

Nest ID
010612_pkad_01 EP119-2

010612_pkad_02 EP319-E

ID

Type
Pad Areas-Structure Pad Chaparrals
Area

Road Area

Habitat

Desert Scrub and Dune Habitats

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
OH - foundations

Grading

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
150

100

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
500

500

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
150
150
Fledged

500

9 of 214

500

Fledged

Nest Outcome

Date Nest
Found
1/6/2012

1/6/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
Fledged
4/13/2012 01/06/2012 - No indications of nest being used, but male Great Horned Owl flew from east branch of tree. Yes
PKonrad
01/13/2012 - An adult Great Horned Owl flew from a branch on the east side of the nest tree. No indication the
nest site has been used. - PKonrad
01/18/2012 - Great Horned Owl incubating in tree crotch. - PKonrad
01/19/2012 - Owl flushed from nest at 160 feet. 2 eggs in nest. Adult returned within 40 minutes. - KWeber
01/24/2012 - Incubating owl flushed from the nest when biologist approached to 100 feet, but returned within 5
minutes. 2 eggs were seen. 4 Western-Scrub Jays were observed within and adjacent to the nest tree, but never
approached nest while the owl was absent. 3 jays in the area during the 30-minute observation period. When the
owl returned, it faced the TSAP where observers were positioned; owl peered from behind the oak trunk to look
at the 2 biologists monitoring the nest, on 6 occasions over 3 minutes. Once acclimated, the owl did not look at
the biologists. The owl did not flinch during the helicopter flights. Several minutes after the helicopters vacated,
the biologists experimented with the owl's potential tolerance to humans by talking loudly with 1 another
approximately 200 feet from the site, simulating potential communications from the TSAP to the tower site, or
across the tower site during work. The owl immediately alerted, but did not flush. - KAlberts
01/31/2012 - Adult incubating, but flew from nest when avian biologist was 150 feet from nest. - PKonrad
02/06/2012 - Avian biologists conducted nesting bird survey in area from 0737 to 1030. Adult Great Horned Owl
incubating; observed once from TSAP observation point outside 150-foot buffer and did not exhibit signs of
distress. - MKuehn
02/08/2012 - Great Horned Owl incubating; was not visible until observer approached to 100 feet; owl continued
incubating during observations. - PKonrad
02/10/2012 - The owl nest, which is approximately 150 to 180 feet away from the sound barrier construction, was
monitored continually throughout the day, with no noticeable change in behavior. The owl remained on the nest
incubating. - MBahn
02/13/2012 - Adult Great Horned Owl incubating. A micropile drilling crew is present awaiting K-Max equipment
deliveries in advance of micropile drilling behind sound wall. Avian biomonitor Jared Taylor on site to watch the
owl's behavior during delivery and construction activities. - PKonrad
02/23/2012 - According to daily avian monitor, Great Horned Owl brooding at nest (eggs present 1/18). Owl
watches K-Max when it approaches site, but doesn't react otherwise to helicopters or other construction activities
behind sound wall. Micropile drilling crew working within sound barrier. Periodic K-Max equipment deliveries. PKonrad
02/23/2012 - The Great Horned Owl was observed lying on nest throughout the day and specifically during the
arrival of the K-Max helicopter to the tower site. The owl watched as the helicopter approached during several
deliveries; it stayed on the nest incubating its eggs and never left MBahn
5/24/2012 01/06/2012 - Pair building nest. - KAlberts
Yes
01/09/2012 - Hawk observed flying to nest site and perched on nest for more than 1 hour between 0910 and
1030. Pair was observed perched on adjacent SRPL tower EP319 earlier. No work occurring. - IMaunsell
01/11/2012 - Pair observed perched on tower during entire 2 hour nesting survey. - VNovik
01/11/2012 - 2 adults perched next to nest in tower. Nest much smaller than last week, and upon later inspection,
most or all of nest was apparently blown out of tower and is lying on ground below and west of nest site. Some
branches either remain in tower or they have been brought in by hawks since the nest damage. 1 hawk eventually
flew south, and when second hawk flew from tower, both soared in a tight circle for some minutes to southwest.
Male is missing a tail feather on right side. - PKonrad
01/16/2012 - No hawks observed in area; only a few sticks remain and no apparent additional nest material has
been added to remaining sticks at nest site. Eventually, the standing nestling spread its fully feathered wings,
facing into the wind, holding wings in a dihedral (V-shaped) position and walked a few steps across the nest, which
prompted the second nestling to stand up. The first nestling next left the nest and perched on the metal brace on
the northwest side of the nest and is obviously going to fledge soon. - PKonrad
01/24/2012 - No hawks observed in area, but seems as though more sticks have been added to the nest remnant. PKonrad
01/27/2012 - No hawks observed in area, but windy. Difficult to discern if more sticks have been added in past 3
days, but looks possible. - PKonrad
01/30/2012 - No hawks observed, and no recent activity apparent at partial nest. - PKonrad
02/03/2012 - No hawks or ravens observed in area, but nest is built up as much as twice as large as it was 5 days
ago. - PKonrad
02/09/2012 - Pair of adult Red-tailed Hawks at nest initially; 1 hawk flew from nest to perch on other side of
tower. Nest looks more built up. After a couple minutes, hawk at nest began soaring to south and was joined by
mate, eventually soaring high and gliding out of sight. Male is missing a retrice on right side of tail. - PKonrad
02/16/2012 - Red-tailed Hawk is incubating on rebuilt nest. - PKonrad
02/21/2012 - Adult Red-tailed Hawk incubating. - PKonrad
02/28/2012 - Red-tailed Hawk incubating on tower nest while adult male with missing tail feather soared low to
north. - PKonrad
03/08/2012 - Red-tailed Hawk incubating low in nest. - PKonrad
03/16/2012 - Adult Red-tailed Hawk incubating on tower nest. Seemed a bit nervous when I stopped vehicle to
view the nest and hawk with binoculars from 800 feet, looking over its shoulder at the pickup. - PKonrad
03/19/2012 - Adult Red-tailed Hawk positioned higher than before, probably indicating it is brooding newly
hatched nestlings. - PKonrad
03/26/2012 Red tailed Hawk brooding nestlings in short tower nest PKonrad
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
RTHA Red-tailed Hawk

RTHA

Red-tailed Hawk

Nest ID
010612_pkad_03 EP353-E

010612_pkad_04 EP361-E

ID

Type
Road Area

Habitat
Desert Scrub and Dune Habitats

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
Grading

Road Area

Desert Scrub and Dune Habitats

Traffic

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
200

120

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
500

500

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
300
300
Fledged

300

10 of 214

300

Fledged

Nest Outcome

Date Nest
Found
1/6/2012

1/6/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
6/8/2012 01/06/2012 - No apparent activity during initial observation. - KAlberts
01/11/2012 - No raptors observed in area. Nest appears in poor condition. - PKonrad
01/16/2012 - No hawks or ravens observed in area. - PKonrad
01/16/2012 - No raptors observed in area. - PKonrad
01/27/2012 - Adult Red-tailed Hawk perched in highest point of the SWPL tower immediately southeast of the
nest tower. Nest contains some orange material, as seen from the northwest. - PKonrad
02/03/2012 - No hawks or ravens observed in area. Nest appears unchanged and unused. No whitewash below
tower. - PKonrad
02/09/2012 - Nest appears to have new material added recently. Initially, a Red-tailed Hawk was soaring east of
nest. - PKonrad
02/16/2012 - Nest looks built up; adult Red-tailed Hawk perched midway up SWPL tower to northwest (that
contains 2011 raven nest). - PKonrad
02/21/2012 - Red-tailed Hawk perched on top of north side of tower; During return trip, hawk perched 10 feet
above nest in tower crossarm. - PKonrad
02/28/2012 - No hawks or other birds observed in nest area. - PKonrad
03/02/2012 - Nest was determined active while scheduled road crew construction was occurring 200 feet away,
and NBJ submitted later that evening. Biological monitor H. Herrera reported pair of Red-tailed Hawks bringing
nesting material to the nest and perching on nest while road grading crew was working approximately 200 feet
from the nest. A hawk remained standing on the nest while the crew was operating machinery. - KAlberts
03/06/2012 - Red-tailed Hawks made multiple trips to nest while buffer signs were being installed - observed by E.
Loveless. - SJohnston
03/08/2012 - An adult Red-tailed Hawk was soaring above the nest tower initially and perched in the north side of
the crossarm of the new Sunrise tower north of nest tower. - PKonrad
03/16/2012 - Adult Red-tailed Hawk incubating on tower nest. - PKonrad
03/19/2012 - Red-tailed Hawk incubating. - PKonrad
03/26/2012 - Red-tailed Hawk incubating on tower nest, with another adult Red-tail perched in new Sunrise tower
to north. - PKonrad
04/03/2012 - Adult Red-tailed Hawk incubating on tower nest. - PKonrad
04/11/2012 - Red-tailed Hawk incubating or brooding newly hatched nestlings, positioned low on tower nest. PKonrad
04/19/2012 - Adult Red-tailed Hawk standing on nest, probably shading the small nestlings, as a second adult flew
toward the tower nest with prey from about 1/2 mile south. Second hawk briefly delivered prey to nest, then
d fli ht hil th fi t h k b
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6/15/2012 01/06/2012 - No indications of activity during initial observation, but 1 adult Red-tailed Hawk was perched in next
tower to the northwest. - KAlberts
01/11/2012 - No raptors or ravens observed in area, but nest may be built up a bit. - PKonrad
01/16/2012 - No raptors or ravens observed in the area. - PKonrad
01/16/2012 - No hawks or other birds in area. - PKonrad
01/24/2012 - Pair of Red-tailed Hawks were observed in area and 1 individual was perched on tower directly
above nest for at least 10 minutes. No birds were exhibiting nesting behavior. - VNovik
01/27/2012 - An adult Red-tailed Hawk is perched high on the next SWPL tower to southeast of nest tower, but no
activity apparent at nest. - PKonrad
02/03/2012 - Pair of Red-tailed Hawks near nest - 1 adult is perched in top of new Sunrise tower EP361 and
second adult soaring about 200 feet high to southeast near EP362, then glided to nest tower where it perched in
the 'waist bar' below the nest for about 5 minutes, then soared south of nest tower, where other hawk joined it
soaring, eventually out of sight to south (20 minute episode). - PKonrad
02/09/2012 - No hawks observed in area. After initial observations of site and area, 2-person habitat restoration
crew arrived and began work near site. - PKonrad
02/16/2012 - No hawks or ravens observed in area; no apparent change to nest. - PKonrad
02/21/2012 - No hawks in area initially, but after 15 minutes 1 adult Red-tailed Hawk flew in to perch on top of
new Sunrise tower to north of nest tower. About 5 minutes later, a second adult Red-tailed Hawk flew in and
perched in SWPL tower next to nest for about 4 minutes. On 2/18/2012, biomonitor Clay Schudy reported seeing
Red-tailed Hawks making a number of flights to the nest adding nesting material to the existing nest. With this
information, this nest is deemed active and appropriate buffer signs were installed. - PKonrad
02/28/2012 - No hawks observed initially, but an adult Red-tailed Hawk landed on nest where it stood for 10
minutes before soaring to the new Sunrise tower to the north, where it perched on the highest point on the north
side. - PKonrad
03/08/2012 - An adult Red-tailed Hawk was standing on nest while a second adult Red-tail perched midway up on
the new Sunrise tower. After about 5 minutes both hawks took flight, soaring to the southeast. After about 5
minutes, 1 hawk flew to nest, (no nesting material noted), where it stood on the nest for a minute, then stood
next to it. Other hawk flew to Sunrise tower, where it perched on the highest northern point of the tower. PKonrad
03/13/2012 - Adult observed delivering prey item to second adult which was lying on nest. The adult that
delivered the prey item then flew off to the north. - JDicus
03/16/2012 - Pair of Red-tailed Hawks soaring in area; 1 hawk perched in tower to northwest, then flew to nest
tower. One hawk perched on nest, then flew to other hawk to copulate, then 1 hawk flew to nest where it stood. PKonrad
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
RTHA Red-tailed Hawk

RSHA

Red-shouldered Hawk

Nest ID
010612_pkad_05 EP77-E

010612_rrdd_05

CP81-1-E

ID

Type
Road Area

Habitat
Riparian Forests and Woodlands

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
OH - wire stringing

Road Area

Riparian Forests and Woodlands

OH - wire stringing

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
380

235

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
500

500

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
Nest Outcome
300
300
Nest with eggs or young failed for
unknown causes

300

11 of 214

300

Fledged

Date Nest
Found
1/6/2012

1/6/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
5/4/2012 01/06/2012 - An adult Red-tailed Hawk was perched near the EP78 tower site, but no activity at the nest site. PKonrad
01/12/2012 - No raptors observed in the area during nest monitoring. However, later in the day, Darin Busby
observed an adult Red-tailed Hawk standing on nest for a few minutes, but did not see hawk activity during rest of
day. - PKonrad
01/18/2012 - No activity at nest, but 1 adult perched on pole on north side of EP78 site. - PKonrad
01/25/2012 - An adult Red-tailed Hawk glided and soared along the ridge to the south of the nest above tree level,
elevating to the mountain ridge top. - PKonrad
02/01/2012 - An adult Red-tailed Hawk perched on low snag about 400 feet east of nest site. No activity apparent
at old nest. - PKonrad
02/08/2012 - No hawks observed in area and no apparent activity at nest. - PKonrad
02/17/2012 - An adult Red-tailed Hawk soared low from northwest to nest, perching on nest a couple minutes,
then gliding below treetops to southeast. Hawk did not have nesting material, and nest appears unchanged. PKonrad
02/24/2012 - Pair of Red-tailed Hawks near nest, male perched on pole north of nest adjacent to EP78 while
female was soaring low nearby. As female eventually soared high overhead, male took flight and joined her aloft.
Nest unchanged. - PKonrad
02/29/2012 - No hawk activity apparent at nest; After about 15 minutes of observing valley, 1 adult Red-tailed
Hawk soared upward from unknown perch in area of nest, and another adult was hunting along valley canopy
southwest of nest site. No traffic during nest monitoring today. - PKonrad
03/07/2012 - An adult Red-tailed Hawk feeding on rear half of cottontail atop large dead oak 250 feet north of
nest for half hour, then it soared far to the west, where another adult met it and the pair soared high to the
northwest. No sign of activity at the nest. - PKonrad
03/14/2012 - No hawks observed in area; no material has been added to nest; can see blue sky throughout nest
remnant. - PKonrad
03/20/2012 - Nest unchanged; no hawks observed in area. - PKonrad
03/29/2012 - The change to nest, and no hawks observed in area. This site will soon be closed if activity does not
begin. - PKonrad
04/05/2012 No change to nest; no hawks observed in the area PKonrad
6/12/2012 01/06/2012 - No indicators of current use upon initial observation. - RRadd
01/10/2012 - No nest interactions during 30-minute observation period. - RRadd
01/25/2012 - RTHA pair in courtship display flight 150 feet from site did not directly interact with nest during 30
minute observation - RRadd
02/11/2012 - No change in activity detected. - RRadd
02/16/2012 - No change in status. - RRadd
02/24/2012 - No change in activity. - RRadd
03/03/2012 - No changes in this nest detected. - RRadd
03/09/2012 - Nest may have had material added, but no nesting activity detected during 30 minute observation. RRadd
03/16/2012 - RSHA stationed here but not definitively interacting with nest. However, the nest appears to have
material added and these hawks are elusive. Continue to monitor for nest status changes. - RRadd
03/22/2012 - CORA nearby, but no material observed being carried and no changes to nest visible. - RRadd
03/31/2012 - No activity observed at nest. RSHA perched nearby for duration of observation. - HWinfrey
04/16/2012 - No changes at this nest were observed. - RRadd
05/12/2012 - White downy RSHA nestling visible in nest at 1017. - RRadd
05/19/2012 - Young are mostly feathered and clamber around the nest at 1602. - RRadd
05/25/2012 - At least 1 large feathered young standing, flapping, and emitting loud begging calls from nest at
1630. - RRadd
06/02/2012 - Adult delivers food to branching juvenile at 1701. Begging calls from second young ensue. - RRadd
06/08/2012 - At least one agile juvenile visible on nest, begging loudly at 1622. - RRadd
06/15/2012 - Nest is empty, and fledged juveniles are begging from trees 100 feet south. - RRadd
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
RTHA Red-tailed Hawk

RTHA

Red-tailed Hawk

Nest ID
010612_rrdd_14

CP83-E

Type
Road Area

Habitat
Riparian Forests and Woodlands

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
OH - tower erection

010612_rrdd_15

CP76-1-E

Road Area

Woodlands and Forests

Traffic

ID

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
150

5

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
500

500

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
400
400
Fledged

300

12 of 214

300

Nest Outcome

Nest did not reach active stage

Date Nest
Found
1/6/2012

1/6/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
6/10/2012 01/06/2012 - No indications of current use upon initial observation. - KAlberts
01/10/2012 - No raptors observed. Intense helicopter activity within 500 feet. - RRadd
01/18/2012 - No change in activity level at this nest observed. - RRadd
01/25/2012 - No raptors observed associating with this nest during 30-minute observation period. - RRadd
02/02/2012 - No change in activity level observed. - RRadd
02/11/2012 - No change in activity status and no new materials in this nest. - RRadd
02/17/2012 - No change in status detected. - RRadd
02/25/2012 - No improvements made to this nest since last visit. - RRadd
03/03/2012 - RTHA perched near nest, but no noticeable improvements to nest. - RRadd
03/10/2012 - No raptor activity detected in vicinity during 30 minute observations. - RRadd
03/17/2012 - RTHA lying in nest incubating for duration of 30 minute observation during light rain. Buffer staked at
400 feet to provide maximum protection to nest below eye-level from AR without impeding work. - RRadd
03/22/2012 - RTHA lying in nest appeared alerted by 1 minute observation. - RRadd
03/29/2012 - 2 RTHAs flying in area at 1305. No activity at nest. - HWinfrey
04/05/2012 - No activity at nest. RTHA in flight about 500 feet above nest. - HWinfrey
04/15/2012 - RTHA prone on nest for duration of 20 minute observation beginning at 1742. - RRadd
04/24/2012 - RTHA lying on nest at 0710. - RRadd
05/05/2012 - Adult on nest with 2 small downy nestlings at 1220. - RRadd
05/11/2012 - Adult in nest with 2 nestlings which remain completely white and downy 1710. - RRadd
05/19/2012 - 3 nestlings visible; mostly white with first brown wing feathers emerging. - RRadd
05/25/2012 - 3 nestlings standing in nest have body contour feathers, white faces and short tails, 1058. - RRadd
06/02/2012 - Adult perched near nest is attempting to coax last remaining juvenile from nest at 1220. - RRadd
06/08/2012 - 1 nestling perched up at nest and another perched 30 feet away. Both appear flight capable, but
neither flew. - RRadd
06/15/2012 - Nest and nest tree are empty. Juvenile observed to fly from nearby and land ungracefully 500 feet
south at 1026. - RRadd

Fledged
Yes

4/2/2012 01/06/2012 - Many sticks beneath nest suggest nesting may be in progress, but there were no nest visits during
the initial 20-minute observation period. - KAlberts
01/10/2012 - Appears to be a fresh layer of sticks in nest, but no RTHA at nest during 30-minute observation
period. - RRadd
01/17/2012 - RTHA on territory but did not approach nest during 30 minute observation. - RRadd
01/25/2012 - Male RTHA on nest and female 60 feet away in nearby tree. Male leaves nest to copulate with
female at 0746. Changed nest status to active. These hawks have initiated nesting during typical background
activities which include recreational vehicle traffic 4 days per week directly under the nest; accordingly, SRPL drivethrough traffic is not anticipated to impact this nest. - RRadd
01/31/2012 - Much fresh greenery piled onto nest but no hawks present during observation period. - RRadd
02/02/2012 - RTHA pair perched together adjacent to nest at 0735, fresh eucalyptus sprigs on platform. No birds
present at 1600. - RRadd
02/08/2012 - RTHA pair remaining 1000 - 1500 feet from nest for duration of work. Male RTHA lures female to
nest 1710 with pocket gopher - 15 minutes after cessation of helicopter activities. Female takes prey to adjacent
tree, but is put to flight by crew banging on CP77, 660 feet SSW, and eventually flies 2000 feet away and out of
sight with prey. - RRadd
02/11/2012 - No RTHA detections at or near nest. No new material apparent. - RRadd
02/16/2012 - RTHA pair remain 1000 feet from nest during helicopter activities. - RRadd
02/21/2012 - No RTHA detected in vicinity of nest during 40 minute observation. Previously added material now
desiccated and bleached with no new additions evident. - RRadd
03/02/2012 - RTHA pair staying 400 - 600 feet from nest. No new material appears to have been added since last
observation. - RRadd
03/08/2012 - No RTHA has been observed at this nest for one month and this nest attempt appears to have been
abandoned. However, weekly nest monitoring will continue as a new attempt could still initiate. - RRadd
03/15/2012 - No raptors associating with this nest during 45 minutes of observation and no new materials added.
HOFI appear to be nesting within nest structure. - RRadd
03/22/2012 No additions have been made to this nest Changed status to inactive RRadd
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
RTHA Red-tailed Hawk

RTHA

Red-tailed Hawk

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
Traffic

Nest ID
010612_rrdd_16

ID
CP56-1-PS-E-A

Type
Road Area

Habitat
Woodlands and Forests

010612_rrdd_18

CP49-1-PS-E

Road Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
300

200

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
500

500

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
200
200
Fledged

500

13 of 214

500

Nest Outcome

Nest did not reach active stage

Date Nest
Found
1/6/2012

1/6/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
Fledged
6/6/2012 01/06/2012 - No raptor activity observed near this nest during 30 minute observation. - RRadd
Yes
01/11/2012 - RTHA perched above nest for duration of 45 minute observation. - RRadd
01/16/2012 - No raptors associating with this nest during 30 minute observation. - RRadd
01/24/2012 - RTHA pair soaring nearby did not approach nest during 30 minute observation. - RRadd
01/30/2012 - No raptors observed associating with this nest during 30 minute observation. - RRadd
02/03/2012 - RTHA pair perched up near nest at 0720. RTHA flying to nearby willow, breaking off stems and
carrying in bill to nest at 0828. Changed status to active. Initial buffer set at 300 feet to allow access to AR, and
candidate for reduction to 200 feet if required due to proximity to adjacent noisy industrial facility. - RRadd
02/10/2012 - RTHA pair standing on nest. Male departs at 0702 while female remains on nest arranging materials. RRadd
02/16/2012 - No RTHA detected here during 2 x 20 minute observations. - RRadd
02/23/2012 - RTHA departs nest at 1140 . No hawks in attendance at 1630. - RRadd
03/01/2012 - RTHA comes to nest 1418, arranges nest material, then perches adjacent. - RRadd
03/06/2012 - RTHA pair in courtship display but not at nest 1040. - RRadd
03/14/2012 - RTHA on nest for duration of 20 minute observation beginning at 1800. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - Nest intact after storm. No RTHA observed on nest during brief observation while driving by. IMaunsell
03/21/2012 - RTHA lying in nest for duration of 20 minute observation. - RRadd
03/29/2012 - RTHA on nest at 1005. - HWinfrey
04/05/2012 - RTHA on nest at 0957. - HWinfrey
04/11/2012 - RTHA on nest for duration of 30 minute observation. Posture and actions suggest small young
present at 1700. - RRadd
04/21/2012 - Adult RTHA feeding young in nest 1800. - RRadd
04/29/2012 - Adult RTHA on nest at 1750, young not visible. - RRadd
05/07/2012 - Adult RTHA perched adjacent to nest while 2 active downy nestlings move about in nest at 1749. RRadd
05/14/2012 - Adult at nest with nestlings at 1530. - RRadd
05/21/2012 - Adult perched at nest, 1 nestling standing in nest flapping feathered wings vigorously 1513. - RRadd
05/31/2012 - 1 nestling has branched up to center of tree, and remaining bird bounces and flaps in nest at 1641.
Both appear ready to fledge. - RRadd
06/04/2012 - 1 juvenile remains standing at edge of nest at 1414. - RRadd
06/11/2012 N t i
t
d j
il
b i f
fl i
RR dd
2/28/2012 01/06/2012 - No raptors associating with this site. Nest mostly fallen and not in usable condition when discovered.
No
- RRadd
01/11/2012 - No nest improvements visible. RTHA perched 250 feet west during entire 30-minute observation
period. - RRadd
01/16/2012 - No nest improvements visible. RTHA pair soaring overhead did not associate with nest during 30minute observation period. - RRadd
01/30/2012 - Nest unimproved. - RRadd
01/31/2012 - Bio-monitor T. Gunter observed 2 RTHA perched on Eucalyptus trees and soaring. 1 individual was
observed flying to the nest tree with large stick of green Eucalyptus and landed approximately 10 feet above nest.
Site biomonitor also observed RTHA carrying sticks to nest. No improvements to nest were obvious to avian
monitor. Changed status to active. - KWeber
02/07/2012 - RTHA moving well away from nest area during helicopter activity. Monitor reports hawks flying with
nest material, but not settling at nest and eventually dropping the material away from nest. - RRadd
02/15/2012 - Nest is not substantially improved. No RTHA observed associating with nest during 45 minute
observation. - RRadd
02/20/2012 - No visible nest improvements visible. No RTHA associating with this area or nest. - RRadd
02/28/2012 - No activity at this nest since prior to 7 February. No RTHA associating with this nest and no material
added. Remains of nest are no longer viable. Changed status to Closed. - RRadd
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
RTHA Red-tailed Hawk

Nest ID
010612_vnik_01

ID
CP56-1-PS-E-A

Type
Road Area

Habitat
Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

GHOW Great Horned Owl

010712_rrdd_01

CP29-1-N

Road Area

Woodlands and Forests

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
Traffic

Traffic

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
385

90

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
500

500

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
380
380
Fledged

300

14 of 214

300

Fledged

Nest Outcome

Date Nest
Found
1/6/2012

1/7/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
5/31/2012 01/06/2012 - Nest is inactive. During the initial observation period, a pair of Red-tailed Hawks were in the area,
but nest did not look complete, and there were no fresh sticks on nest. - VNovik
01/11/2012 - Nest appears to contain fresh green sprig. RTHA on territory did not approach nest during 30 minute
observation. - RRadd
01/16/2012 - Nest appears to contain greens. RTHA pair in courtship flight above nest, perched together but away
from the site. Nest is difficult to view without potentially disturbance. - RRadd
01/24/2012 - No new material has been added to nest since yesterday's storm and no potential occupants in
immediate vicinity during 30 minute observation. - RRadd
01/30/2012 - Fresh green sprigs in nest, but no raptors observed at or near nest. - RRadd
02/10/2012 - Fresh eucalyptus greenery piled in nest. RTHA pair did not approach nest during observation.
Changed status to active. - RRadd
02/16/2012 - More fresh eucalyptus greens piled in nest cup. RTHA perched nearby. - RRadd
02/23/2012 - RTHA prone on nest 1140. - RRadd
03/01/2012 - RTHA lying in nest 1138. - RRadd
03/06/2012 - RTHA lying in nest at 1100. - RRadd
03/14/2012 - RTHA incubating at 1146. - RRadd
03/21/2012 - RTHA lying in nest for duration of observation. - RRadd
03/29/2012 - RTHA on nest at 0954. - HWinfrey
04/05/2012 - 2 downy white nestlings visible moving in nest. - HWinfrey
04/11/2012 - Large downy nestlings remain unfeathered. - RRadd
04/19/2012 - 3 large active downy nestlings acquiring wing quills. - RRadd
04/23/2012 - Nestlings have downy heads and feathered backs. - RRadd
04/30/2012 - Young in the nest are fully feathered, save for white faces. - RRadd
05/07/2012 - 3 nestlings are fully feathered, branching out from nest and exercising with vigor. - RRadd
05/14/2012 - Large juveniles crowd the nest. Adult brings Spermophilus to nest at 1506, tears pieces off and
consumes them, then flies away with remainder, returns soon after. Appears to be encouraging young to follow
but they are too well-fed to be motivated. - RRadd
05/21/2012 - 1 juvenile remains in the nest at 1411. - RRadd
05/29/2012 - 1 juvenile remains in the nest from 1420-1433, appears alert and flight capable. Potentially fledged
and returning to be fed. - RRadd
06/04/2012 Nest is now empty Young have fledged RRadd
4/30/2012 01/07/2012 - GHOW flushed from adjacent oak, but no birds were visible at nest. - RRadd
01/12/2012 - No raptors observed associating with nest and no indicators of improvement or occupation. - RRadd
01/16/2012 - GHOW pair in live oak adjacent (approximately 60 feet east) to nest. Male flushed at 100 feet,
female remained. No raptors of any specie approached nest during 30 minute observation. - RRadd
01/26/2012 - No GHOW or other raptors observed during 30 minute monitoring period. No signs of nest
improvement. - RRadd
01/30/2012 - CORA pair perched in nest area did not interact directly with nest. No GHOW detected. - RRadd
02/07/2012 - GHOW on nest at 0851. Changed status to active. Buffer staked as drive-through only at 300 feet to
permit Project use of access gate, but deter standing or work on axis of maximum visibility. - RRadd
02/13/2012 - Incubation continues. - RRadd
02/20/2012 - Incubation continues - GHOW on nest. - RRadd
02/27/2012 - GHOW on nest 1340. - RRadd
03/06/2012 - GHOW lying on nest 0914. - RRadd
03/13/2012 - GHOW on nest, possibly one downy owlet under wing. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - GHOW brooding nestlings. - RRadd
03/27/2012 - Adult perched on edge of nest with wings spread over nest in protective posture. Nestlings not
visible but presumed present. - HWinfrey
04/02/2012 - GHOW on nest at 0758. - HWinfrey
04/10/2012 - 3 large owlets with downy bodies and opening wing quills observed moving around on nest and
exercising wing muscles. - RRadd
04/19/2012 - Adult present at nest and 1 owlet visible on the nest. A second owlet showing primaries was perched
in the branches about 6 feet above the nest. The third was owlet not visible, most likely obscured by foliage. VEurs
04/30/2012 - Avian biologist was dispatched to the site to monitor the weekly status of this nest per the NBMMP.
From a distance of 150 feet 3 feathered fledglings and 1 adult Great Horned Owl were observed perched 4 trees
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
CORA Common Raven

CORA

Common Raven

ID

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
Traffic

Nest ID
010712_rrdd_02

CP31-2-E

Type
Road Area

Habitat
Riparian Forests and Woodlands

010712_rrdd_04

Sycamore CY

Construction Yards

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Other

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
17

100

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

100

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
50
50
Fledged

95

15 of 214

95

Nest Outcome

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

Date Nest
Found
1/7/2012

1/7/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
5/31/2012 01/07/2012 - No indications of improvement or occupancy. No evidence of current use upon initial observation. RRadd
01/12/2012 - No indications of improvement or occupancy. - RRadd
01/16/2012 - No birds associating with this nest during 30 minute observation and no indicators of recent
occupancy observed. - RRadd
01/26/2012 - No change in activity status detected. - RRadd
01/30/2012 - CORA pair perched in nest area did not interact directly with nest. - RRadd
02/07/2012 - No change in activity at this nest. - RRadd
03/01/2012 - CORA pair continue to associate with this nest, but have not brought any new material. - RRadd
03/06/2012 - No changes in activity at this nest. - RRadd
03/13/2012 - No changes at this nest detected. CORA continue in area but do not approach this nest during 1 hour
observation. - RRadd
03/16/2012 - 2 CORA observed adding nesting material to nest interior, appeared to be paper or bark. Nest status
changed to active and initial buffer set at 100 feet. - HWinfrey
03/20/2012 - CORA perched up away from nest. New materials in nest visible; various fibers and decorations
woven into surrounding branches and some fallen to ground. - RRadd
03/27/2012 - CORA lying on nest from 0800 through 0815. - HWinfrey
04/02/2012 - CORA on nest at 0750. - HWinfrey
04/10/2012 - CORA on nest and mate nest-guarding at 1748. - RRadd
04/19/2012 - A raven was on the nest as the biologist approached the buffer, but took off almost immediately.
While away from the nest, a water truck maneuvered, backed up the road and then drove forward, dispensing
water. Within 10 minutes of this activity, the raven pair returned. Nestlings were heard vocalizing in the nest, and
the adults fed them briefly. The adults took off again and the biologist decided to leave the area. - VEurs
04/25/2012 - Observed pair making a couple trips to nest with food, and nestling begging calls were heard when
adults arrived. Adults observed leaving nest when vehicles pass through established buffer. - GHuffman
04/27/2012 - Avian biologist arrived on site before crews to observe Raven activity at nest during morning setup
and prep for continuation of wire pulling activities. No agitated behavior was observed. Adult remained on nest
during 45-minute observation period while crews drove through buffer area along access road and set up to
commence work at distances of 60 feet and greater. Raven not visibly affected by construction activities,
remained quiet in nest throughout. - JDicus
05/04/2012 2 3 nestlings visibly begging when adult raven arrived at the nest with food VEurs
5/24/2012 01/07/2012 - RTHA perched in vicinity did not approach nest during initial 20-minute observation period. KAlberts
01/12/2012 - No indications of nest improvement or change in activity level of this nest. - RRadd
01/19/2012 - No fresh material added and no potential occupants associating with nest. - RRadd
01/26/2012 - No change in activity status detected. - RRadd
02/01/2012 - Fresh material added to nest, but no birds associating during 30 minute observation. - RRadd
02/06/2012 - Decorations in nest suggest ravens may be active on this nest, but no breeding bird activity detected
during observation. - RRadd
02/13/2012 - No obvious changes in activity. - RRadd
02/22/2012 - Common Ravens are carrying material to this nest. - RRadd
02/27/2012 - Ownership of this nest is still not clear. RTHA perched nearby on cold windy day. - RRadd
03/05/2012 - Material continues to be added to this nest. - RRadd
03/12/2012 - CORA carrying lining material to nest and forming cup. - RRadd
03/19/2012 - CORA pair perching near nest heavily decorated with trash, possibly from yard. - RRadd
03/27/2012 - Female lying on nest for duration of visit. Male perched nearby. - HWinfrey
04/02/2012 - CORA on nest with second CORA perched nearby from 0630 to 0730. - HWinfrey
04/10/2012 - CORA lying in nest for duration of observation. - RRadd
04/19/2012 - An adult CORA was on the nest for the majority of the observation period. The pair was perched
together on a snag about 20 feet from the nest for approximately 5 minutes. One raven flew away, and the second
raven returned to settle on the nest. - VEurs
04/26/2012 - Adult CORA on nest from 0755 to 0820. - VEurs
05/03/2012 - An adult raven was on the nest for the first 15 minutes of observation. It left the nest to soar around
the valley. Eventually both adults returned to the nest. Based on the way they perched and bent down, it seems
there are nestlings. When the raven was off the nest, the biologist attempted to discern the presence of nestlings.
However, the nest is heavily lined with white fluffy material that moved about in the strong breeze, so it was
difficult to identify nestlings. Based on the adults' behavior upon returning to the nest, nestlings are likely. - VEurs
05/10/2012 - 1 adult was on the nest with the nestlings as the biologist arrived. The second adult soon landed on
the nest and 2-3 large, red nestling gapes were visible from across the valley. - VEurs
05/17/2012 1 nestling visible on the nest as both adults soared over the surrounding habitat VEurs
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
AMKE American Kestrel

Nest ID
010712_rrdd_07

GHOW Great Horned Owl

011012_pkad_02 EP192-2-E

ID
CP31-2 PS

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
Type
Habitat
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
Pad Areas-Stringing Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Grading

Road Area

Woodlands and Forests

Traffic

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
345

75

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
500

500

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
350
350
Fledged

250

16 of 214

250

Fledged

Nest Outcome

Date Nest
Found
1/7/2012

1/10/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
6/8/2012 01/07/2012 - Kestrel pair observed copulating 4 times in 30 minutes (0900-0930) on wire adjacent to marker ball.
Male appeared to attempt to coax female into cavity between copulations. Both birds flushed when observers
approached within 300 feet, but female was later observed entering cavity (observed by Dicus / Loveless). RRadd
01/11/2012 - Two pairs of AMKE frequently copulating in the nest vicinity; neither of which entered any cavities
during a 30-minute observation period. - RRadd
01/16/2012 - AMKE pair copulating repeatedly and perched near, but did not enter cavity during 1-hour
observation period. Unmated male present may be retarding nest progress. - RRadd
01/20/2012 - Buffer re-staked at 350 feet. AMKE pair observed away from nest site but not entering nest. RRadd
01/26/2012 - AMKE pair observed copulating twice during 40 minute observation. Female emerged from cavity in
marker ball, but male investigating monopole. - RRadd
01/30/2012 - No AMKE detected near nest during observation. Male kestrel observed 1000 feet NW of site did not
approach nest. Unable to determine if female is incubating or absent. - RRadd
02/07/2012 - AMKE pair copulating at 0730, female flies to cavity and remains at entrance looking into nest from
0735 to 0737, then returns to perch on adjacent wire. - RRadd
02/13/2012 - AMKE pair copulating and entering cavity 0802. Male in cavity 0818-0823. - RRadd
02/15/2012 - Observations were made during a general avian/raptor nest survey. Female observed entering cavity
at lowest arm of nearest monopole twice during survey. Male nearby also investigated same cavity in monopole.
Not clear at this time whether pair is nesting in marker ball or monopole. - JDicus
02/20/2012 - Female AMKE observed hunting on territory then perching between marker ball and monopole. Not
seen entering either, but subsequently not seen after. Incubating? - RRadd
03/01/2012 - Female AMKE appears after 1.5 hour observation. Male appears 15 minutes later and prolonged
copulation ensues. Female investigates cavities on monopole arms, male goes to marker ball. Negotiations
continue. - RRadd
03/06/2012 - After an hour of observation, male emerges from lower monopole arm, further suggesting this is the
true nest location. - RRadd
03/13/2012 - AMKE pair continue to be active at marker ball. Female solicits food from male, suggesting
incubation is in progress. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - AMKE pair adjacent to nest during 40 minutes of observation. - RRadd
03/27/2012 - Female observed circling monopole, then perching on east side of highway 67 for duration of visit. HWinfrey
04/02/2012 - Male AMKE feeds female while both are perched on wire near monopole. Both remain perched from
0800 t 0830 HWi f
4/23/2012 01/10/2012 - No raptor activity in the area. - PKonrad
01/17/2012 - No raptors or other birds observed in area. - PKonrad
01/25/2012 - No sign of raptors in area or recent activities at nest. - PKonrad
01/26/2012 - Adult Great Horned Owl incubating on nest. Nest is too high to check for eggs. - PHoward
02/02/2012 - Adult Great Horned Owl incubating. - PKonrad
02/10/2012 - Great Horned Owl incubating. - PKonrad
02/17/2012 - Adult Great Horned Owl incubating. Daily periodic public and SRPL traffic along access road 75 feet
east of nest tree. - PKonrad
02/24/2012 - Great Horned Owl incubating. Daily periodic public and SRPL traffic along access road 75 feet east of
nest tree. - PKonrad
03/01/2012 - Great Horned Owl incubating. Periodic public and Sunrise traffic along access road 75 feet east of
nest tree. - PKonrad
03/09/2012 - Adult Great Horned Owl observed brooding in nest (owl positioned higher than when incubating);
nestling(s) could be about 10 days old. - PKonrad
03/15/2012 - Adult Great Horned Owl standing on nest; downy nestling(s) below adult in nest. Daily periodic
public and Sunrise traffic along access road 75 feet east of nest tree. - PKonrad
03/21/2012 - Adult upright on edge of nest next to 1, possibly 2, small downy nestlings. - PKonrad
03/27/2012 - Adult Great Horned Owl on nest with 3 active medium-sized downy nestlings. Later, the adult was
feeding nestlings and itself at 1400. - PKonrad
04/04/2012 - Adult Great Horned Owl on nest with 2 large partly feathered nestlings (another nestling may be out
of sight). Campers active near nest tree. - PKonrad
04/10/2012 - Adult Great Horned Owl perched on branch 3 feet east of nest; 2 large nestlings are standing nearby
on the east side of the nest. Nestlings are probably close to branching and fledging. - PKonrad
04/12/2012 - Greenstone entered buffer temporarily with 1 person to remove oil drippings from road by hand.
Owl remained on nest and did not appear to notice this brief work activity. - VNovik
04/14/2012 Adult Great Horned Owl perched on branch above nest with 2 large downy nestlings standing on
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
CORA Common Raven

RTHA

Red-tailed Hawk

Nest ID
011112_pkad_01 EP297-E

011112_pkad_03 EP331-E

ID

Type
Road Area

Habitat
Desert Scrub and Dune Habitats

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
Other

Road Area

Desert Scrub and Dune Habitats

Grading

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
350

40

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

500

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
100
100
Fledged

300

17 of 214

300

Fledged

Nest Outcome

Date Nest
Found
1/11/2012

1/11/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
6/8/2012 01/11/2012 - No birds that could utilize this nest were observed in area. - PKonrad
01/16/2012 - No birds observed in area. - PKonrad
01/27/2012 - No avian activity at or near nest. - PKonrad
02/03/2012 - No ravens or raptors in area, but unusual additions to nest showing above bowl - a large dark gray
football-sized form on south side and a larger basketball-sized white cotton-like substance that is located on the
north side but can be seen from all sides. - PKonrad
02/09/2012 - No ravens or raptors observed in area. Material in nest appears compacted in nest (not as fluffy or
prominent as last week). - PKonrad
02/16/2012 - No change at nest apparent; no hawks or ravens in area. - PKonrad
02/21/2012 - No ravens or raptors observed in area; no apparent change in nest. - PKonrad
02/28/2012 - No raptors or ravens observed; cotton-like nest contents described earlier appears to be pressed
down into existing nest (by weather elements or animal activity). - PKonrad
03/08/2012 - No apparent change to nest and no raptors or ravens observed in the area. - PKonrad
03/16/2012 - No ravens or raptors observed, and no change to nest. - PKonrad
03/19/2012 - Nest is large and well-built, but no raven or raptor has been observed at this site this year. PKonrad
03/26/2012 - Nest looks good, but no sign of raptors or ravens in area during 30 minute observation period. PKonrad
04/03/2012 - Adult Common Raven incubating on tower nest that has been built up since last week. - PKonrad
04/11/2012 - Common Raven incubating on tower nest. - PKonrad
04/19/2012 - Adult Common raven incubating on tower nest. - PKonrad
04/26/2012 - Raven incubating while another adult is flying between towers. - PKonrad
05/04/2012 - Initially, no adult Common Ravens were observed. The incubation period should be complete and, if
successful to this point, young nestlings should be present in the tower nest. - PKonrad
05/11/2012 - An adult Common Raven is feeding 2 medium-sized nestlings that stretch their necks high above the
nest rim. The adult soon left the nest to perch on the top of the tower bridge, then flew to the north, presumably
to search for more food. - PKonrad
05/17/2012 - Pair of adult Common Ravens are perched at and near the nest that contains at least 2 medium-sized
nestlings PKonrad
7/5/2012 01/11/2012 - No bird activity observed in area by any species that could utilize this nest. - PKonrad
01/16/2012 - No birds observed in area. - PKonrad
01/27/2012 - No bird activity observed at nest or in area. - PKonrad
02/03/2012 - No ravens or raptors in area; no sign of activity at the nest. - PKonrad
02/09/2012 - No raptors or ravens observed in area. - PKonrad
02/16/2012 - No hawks or ravens observed in area. - PKonrad
02/21/2012 - No ravens or raptors in area; no apparent changes to nest. - PKonrad
02/28/2012 - Adult male Red-tailed Hawk brought nesting material to nest and arranged material while standing
on nest, while female soared low around nest tower. Female joined male at nest, then male began collecting nest
material in the area and bringing them to the nest with female calling periodically. - PKonrad
03/08/2012 - Initially, an adult Red-tailed Hawk was standing on nest and was soon joined by joined by another
adult Red-tailed Hawk that flew in from southwest. Soon thereafter 1 hawk dove to ground 150 feet north of nest,
collected a small branch and flew up the north. - PKonrad
03/16/2012 - Adult Red-tailed Hawk initially soaring low near nest tower, then perched on tower a moment
before flying to west in reaction to loud, fast off-road vehicle speeding down road 250 feet west of tower. Other
similar off-road vehicles rampaging to north, immediately north of highway. About 45 minutes later, during return
trip to highway (and after off-road group on south side of highway left the area), observed adult Red-tailed Hawk
fly to nest, where it stood for a time. - PKonrad
03/19/2012 - No hawks observed on nest or in area during 2 nest checks over a 1 hour period. - PKonrad
03/26/2012 - Adult Red-tailed Hawk flew into the nest from the south with long-tailed prey in talons, probably a
Desert Iguana. Stood on nest a short time, then flew to Sunrise tower to northeast to perch on north cross arm.
Eventually, hawk soared half-mile northwest and a half-mile southeast of nest. - PKonrad
04/03/2012 - No hawks observed during a 30 minute observation period. - PKonrad
04/11/2012 - An adult Red-tailed Hawk is incubating in tower nest. - PKonrad
04/19/2012 - Adult Red-tailed Hawk standing over nest with wings partly open as if shading eggs from direct sun. PKonrad
04/26/2012 - Red-tailed Hawk incubating on tower nest. - PKonrad
05/04/2012 - An adult Red-tailed Hawk is incubating or brooding in an interesting way, facing into the wind and
holding its wings away from its body slightly, allowing the breeze to cool its body and, perhaps, the contents of its
nest. Soon, it also raised its tail into a vertical position. - PKonrad
05/11/2012 - An adult Red-tailed Hawk is standing on the nest, probably shading small nestlings. - PKonrad
05/17/2012 - No nestlings can be seen, but an adult Red-tailed Hawk is crouching over the nest, probably shading
nestlings. - PKonrad
05/24/2012 A d lt R d t il d H k i t di i th h d
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
CORA Common Raven

CORA

Common Raven

Nest ID
011112_pkad_05 EP350-E

011112_pkad_06 EP353-E

ID

Type
Road Area

Habitat
Desert Scrub and Dune Habitats

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
Grading

Road Area

Desert Scrub and Dune Habitats

Traffic

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
80

135

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

100

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
100
100
Fledged

50

18 of 214

50

Nest Outcome

Indeterminate

Date Nest
Found
1/11/2012

1/11/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
5/24/2012 01/11/2012 - No raptor or raven activity in area. - PKonrad
01/16/2012 - No birds observed in area. - PKonrad
01/27/2012 - No sign of bird activity in area or at nest. - PKonrad
02/03/2012 - No birds in area and no apparent activity at nest. - PKonrad
02/09/2012 - No raptors or ravens observed in the area. - PKonrad
02/16/2012 - No hawks, owls, or ravens observed in the area; nest unchanged. - PKonrad
02/21/2012 - Nest unchanged; no ravens or raptors in area. - PKonrad
02/28/2012 - No raptors or ravens observed in area; nest appears unchanged. Two pieces of equipment grading
road and pad at neighboring EP349. - PKonrad
03/08/2012 - A Common Raven was standing on the nest while another raven flew to the nest site and perched
next to the nest. - PKonrad
03/16/2012 - No ravens observed in area. - PKonrad
03/19/2012 - No ravens observed in area; nest in good shape. - PKonrad
03/22/2012 - A raven was observed perched on the tower near the nest. It left when the avian biologist parked
nearby to examine another nest in the area. It returned once and perched at the nest in the 45 minutes the
biologist was there. It flew off again after this, but was not observed to land again. - LTymkiw
03/26/2012 - Common Raven incubating on tower nest while another raven was flying and soaring nearby. PKonrad
04/03/2012 - Adult Common Raven incubating in tower nest. - PKonrad
04/11/2012 - Incubating Common Raven barely discernible as it lies very low in the tower nest. - PKonrad
04/19/2012 - A Common Raven is incubating on the tower nest, while a second raven is active around the nest
tower. At 1 time, the second raven brought a small food item to the nest with the first raven standing and
interacting at the nest, probably mate feeding. Incubating raven resumed incubating and other raven perched on
opposite side of tower bridge. - PKonrad
04/26/2012 - Raven incubating or brooding on tower nest. - PKonrad
05/04/2012 Adult Common Raven is brooding on this tower nest PKonrad
6/15/2012 01/11/2012 - No ravens observed in the area. Nest is in poor condition. - PKonrad
01/16/2012 - No birds observed in area, but nest appears to be built up somewhat with an unusual piece of
material on top. - PKonrad
01/27/2012 - No ravens or raptors in area. - PKonrad
02/03/2012 - No birds in area; nest looks inactive. - PKonrad
02/09/2012 - No raptors or ravens near nest. - PKonrad
02/16/2012 - Nest looks unchanged and unused, but 1 adult Red-tailed Hawk is perched in this nest tower 60 feet
below nest. (This hawk could be associated with the 2011 hawk nest on next tower to southeast, or it could be a
wintering hawk.) - PKonrad
02/21/2012 - Nest unchanged; no ravens observed in area; 1 hawk perched in top of neighboring tower with 2011
Red-tailed Hawk nest. - PKonrad
02/28/2012 - No raptors or ravens observed in area. - PKonrad
03/08/2012 - No sign of change to former raven nest. No ravens observed in area; Red-tailed Hawks are using the
nest in the next tower to the south. - PKonrad
03/16/2012 - Nest looks unchanged; no ravens observed in area; but Red-tailed Hawks are nesting in adjacent
tower to southeast. - PKonrad
03/19/2012 - Nest continues to exhibit poor condition with no ravens or raptors in area. - PKonrad
03/26/2012 - Nest looks unchanged; no birds observed in area; although Red-tailed Hawks are present where they
are nesting in adjacent tower to the southeast. - PKonrad
04/03/2012 - No ravens in area, no raptors near nest; nest unchanged and unused. - PKonrad
04/11/2012 - No birds near unchanged, unused nest. - PKonrad
04/19/2012 - No ravens or raptors in area, but a nest survey crew that worked in the area yesterday, including E.
Strods, observed a raven fly from the vicinity of the tower nest, but did not see if it came from the nest or near it.
Strods also reported a few sticks placed in the northeast side of the new Sunrise tower EP252 (2 sticks can easily
be seen today). Hence, these sites will be monitored closely in coming weeks. - PKonrad
04/24/2012 - Adult raven observed on nest shading/incubating for approximately 20 minutes. Did not react to
vehicle traffic along SWPL access road. - IMaunsell
04/26/2012 - No ravens observed at or near nest or broad surrounding region. - An hour later, a raven was
perched on the top of the nest tower on the side opposite of the nest for about 5 minutes, then flew south. About
5 minutes later, an adult Red-tailed Hawk, probably an adult from the hawk nest at the neighboring tower to the
southeast flew low to the west of this 'raven tower ' then north apparently hunting but possibly a territorial
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Species
Code
Common Name
CORA Common Raven

RTHA

Red-tailed Hawk

ANHU Anna's Hummingbird

Nest ID
011112_pkad_07 EP358-E

011312_rrdd_02

CP59-E

011412_bald_01 CP88-1-N-A

ID

Type
Road Area

Habitat
Desert Scrub and Dune Habitats

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
Traffic

Road Area

Grasslands and Meadows

Traffic

Road Area

Riparian Forests and Woodlands

Grading

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
20

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
100
100
Fledged

110

500

500

500

53

100

50

50
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Nest Outcome

Date Nest
Found
1/11/2012

Nest did not reach active stage

1/13/2012

Fledged

1/14/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
5/17/2012 01/11/2012 - No birds that could potentially utilize this nest were in area. - PKonrad
01/16/2012 - No birds observed in area. - PKonrad
01/16/2012 - No birds observed in area. - PKonrad
01/24/2012 - No activity at nest and no ravens observed during avian survey. - MKuehn
01/27/2012 - No ravens or raptors observed in area. - PKonrad
02/03/2012 - No apparent activity at nest and no whitewash below nest tower, but a pair of Common Ravens is
perched on the next SWPL tower northwest of nest tower. - PKonrad
02/09/2012 - No ravens or raptors observed in area. - PKonrad
02/16/2012 - No hawks or ravens observed in area; nest unchanged. - PKonrad
02/21/2012 - Nest unchanged; no ravens or raptors in area during initial nest check, but during second 'drive-by', 2
ravens present, 1 on ground beneath nest and 1 perched nearby in tower 8 feet above ground. - PKonrad
02/28/2012 - No raptors or ravens in area, and no apparent change at the nest. - PKonrad
03/08/2012 - A Common Raven is in incubating position on the nest with a second raven perched nearby, midway
along the crossarm. - PKonrad
03/16/2012 - Raven incubating on tower nest. - PKonrad
03/19/2012 - Common Raven is incubating on tower nest; another adult perched and preened on low part of
SWPL tower to northwest. - PKonrad
03/26/2012 - Common Raven is incubating on tower nest. - PKonrad
04/03/2012 - An adult Common Raven is incubating on tower nest. - PKonrad
04/11/2012 - Raven incubating on tower nest. - PKonrad
04/19/2012 - Common Raven is incubating on its tower nest with a second adult perched on the northeast side of
the bridge, near the nest. - PKonrad
04/26/2012 - No adult Common Raven at the nest, but 1 adult raven is perched on the top of the Sunrise tower to
the north. Nestlings are probably lying low in the nest, unseen. - PKonrad
05/04/2012 - A pair of adult Common Ravens were initially perched next to the tower nest filled with at least 3
large nestlings standing on the nest Soon 1 of the adults flew to the north PKonrad
6/26/2012 01/13/2012 - RTHA perched near nest did not interact directly during 20-minute observation. - RRadd
01/16/2012 - No raptors present during 30-minute observation. - RRadd
01/24/2012 - RTHA perched adjacent to nest but no new material visible. - RRadd
02/01/2012 - RTHA perched adjacent to nest for duration of observation. No new material visible. - RRadd
02/08/2012 - RTHA perched near nest but not at nest, which shows no sign of recent additions. Sycamore
beginning to leaf out. - RRadd
02/14/2012 - RTHA present at nest, drying out following a wet night. No visible changes to nest. - RRadd
02/20/2012 - RTHA standing at nest 0709, mate nearby. Changed status to active 20 February. This pair is wellacclimated to traffic and nearby mechanized farming activity. - RRadd
02/28/2012 - RTHA standing adjacent to nest, drying out from recent rain. Nest appears to contain fresh greens. RRadd
03/14/2012 - RTHA perched under nest for duration of 30 minute observation did not appear concerned by traffic.
- RRadd
03/20/2012 - No RTHA observed near nest during brief drive-by observation. - IMaunsell
03/27/2012 - No activity observed at nest, which remains in good condition. 2 RTHAs observed soaring 1000 feet
directly above nest. - HWinfrey
04/02/2012 - RTHA perched near nest from 0930 to 1000 remained in area despite being harassed by a pair of
Cassin's Kingbirds. - HWinfrey
04/11/2012 - RTHA perched adjacent to nest, but no bird visible in cup. - RRadd
04/17/2012 - RTHA carries stick to nest at 1114 and arranges into place. - RRadd
04/26/2012 - No visible activity at this nest following night of rainfall. Adult female RTHA perched on territory. RRadd
05/01/2012 - RTHA lying in nest for duration of 20-minute observation is very low in nest and hard to see. RRadd
05/08/2012 - RTHA lying very low in nest, mate perched in next tree. - RRadd
05/15/2012 - Adult RTHA nest guarding at customary perch; no bird detectable in nest during 20-minute
observation. - RRadd
05/25/2012 - Adult RTHA hunting unsuccessfully and returning to perch adjacent to nest. Host tree is now fully
enfoliated and there is no longer a view into the nest. No mate detected during 30-minute observation. - RRadd
06/01/2012 - Adult RTHA flew to nest and appeared to defend it against kingbirds at 0638, then 2 minutes later
moved to a perch a few feet away and remained. Nest is enveloped by P. racemosa leaves, and presence of
nestlings can only be inferred not directly observed RRadd
2/21/2012 01/14/2012 - Nest found by bio-monitor Rod Haller, recorded by Brian Arnold and Ryan Abe. Arnold and Abe
observed female on nest for about 30 minutes during construction activity, bird left for several minutes, returned
to nest and immediately sat down, all indicative of an undisturbed bird incubating eggs. - BArnold
01/18/2012 - ANHU female observed at top of nest tree sunning and preening from 1500 - 1505. Nest not found. RRadd
01/19/2012 - ANHU was not on nest upon initial observation, but return to nest within 10 minutes to incubate. BArnold
01/28/2012 - Female ANHU feeding two young at 0712; short bills visible above rim of nest cup. - RRadd
02/04/2012 - Two young are large, downy and acquiring pin feathers. - RRadd
02/11/2012 - 2 nestlings are well feathered and fill the nest. - RRadd
02/17/2012 - 1 large nestling remains in nest and is anticipated to fledge tomorrow 18 February. - RRadd
02/21/2012 - Female feeding recent fledgling on branch of coast live oak tree approximately 20 feet from nest
location. - IMaunsell
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
RTHA Red-tailed Hawk

RTHA

Red-tailed Hawk

GHOW Great Horned Owl

Nest ID
011812_pkad_02 EP119-2

ID

Type
Habitat
Pad Areas-Structure Pad Grasslands and Meadows
Area

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
OH - foundations

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
420

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
500

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
400
400
Fledged

011912_imll_02

EP255-2-E

Road Area

Desert Scrub and Dune Habitats

Traffic

71

500

300

300

012312_rrdd_01

Sycamore Substation SSDE1

Substation

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other

350

500

70

70
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Nest Outcome

Date Nest
Found
1/18/2012

Nest did not reach active stage

1/19/2012

Fledged

1/23/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
5/21/2012 01/18/2012 - Pair of Red-tailed Hawks perched near new nest after male brought branch to nest. - PKonrad
01/24/2012 - One hawk was observed bringing nesting material to the nest, while the other perched in the host
tree. Multiple trips were observed to the nest. - KAlberts
01/31/2012 - Pair of Red-tailed Hawks low in flight south of nest, then soared directly above nest to height of
1,200 feet. - PKonrad
02/06/2012 - 0730 to 1030. Adult hawk perched in nest tree approximately 10 feet from nest at 0740. Adults
observed in area throughout bird nesting survey period but did not go to nest. An adult was observed tearing apart
prey at inactive 2011 stick nest 6002310. - MKuehn
02/08/2012 - Adult Red-tailed Hawk hovering/hunting above grassland 200 feet south of nest; flew to west, where
a second hawk flew from a perch on the hillside to join in flight. No association with nest observed. - PKonrad
02/14/2012 - Pair of Red-tailed Hawks perched on pole 1/4 mile southeast of nest. - PKonrad
02/23/2012 - Pair of Red-tailed Hawks initially observed soaring south of nest site. Natural conditions; micropile
drilling and K-Max deliveries at EP119 about 420 feet west-northwest. During subsequent Great Horned Owl nest
check, Red-tailed Hawk was observed incubating in nest from hilltop above nest from location south of EP119
TSAP - PKonrad
03/01/2012 - Adult Red-tailed Hawk brooding on nest. [Biomonitor Mark Bahn reported 1 adult hawk feeding
newly hatched nestlings a week ago on 2/24/2012.] - PKonrad
03/07/2012 - A hawk is lying on the nest, presumably brooding. Micropile work at EP118 to south, including
helicopter deliveries. - PKonrad
03/15/2012 - Observed nest during portion of sound wall removal activities. Hiked to elevated vantage point along
ridgeline to west and observed adult Red-tailed Hawk lying on nest facing northwest for 20 minute observation
period. Second adult returns to rim of nest from north for nest exchange. Initial adult carefully stood up from
inside nest and lowered wings while stepping up onto rim of nest, then flew off to south while second adult
immediately and carefully settled down into nest in same position facing northwest. No eggs or nestlings visible
from observation point and no other activity was observed. Presume nest to be in incubating/brooding stage
based on today's observations and the care with which both adults entered/exited the inner portion of the nest. JDicus
03/20/2012 - No adults observed, but looks like a medium-sized nestling with tan down and erupting feathers
lying in sun on nest platform PKonrad
3/5/2012 01/19/2012 - Pair observed bringing nesting material to the nest in the morning by the avian biologist in a
helicopter conducting a sweep of the Sunrise transmission line. Fresh material, potentially grass, is visible on top
of nest. - IMaunsell
01/24/2012 - No hawks observed near this site, but 1 Red-tailed Hawk flew to the nest at the neighboring tower
where a pair raised 2 fledglings in 2011. No indication of nest building apparent from ground-level observation
locations. - PKonrad
01/27/2012 - Several new thin branches can be seen added to the top of the existing old raven nest. An adult Redtail was observed making an unsuccessful predatory strike on unidentified prey animal on ground between 2 'nest'
towers, then flew to soar above mountain to the west. (Historic 2011 Red-tailed Hawk tower nest to north was
visited by an adult hawk during observations 4 days ago.) Micropile drilling and occasional helicopter deliveries
1,050 feet west of this nest at EP254. - PKonrad
01/30/2012 - Thin branches built up loosely where an inactive raptor nest was removed from SWPL tower 50183
per SDG&E reliability and maintenance practices. The location of the nest was determined to be a potential
reliability threat by a TCM inspection. Ron Freeman, SDG&E Environmental Services, contacted Dave Mayer
(CDFG) and Lisa Nichols (USFWS) to notify them of this activity. The nest removal was not affiliated with the
Sunrise Powerlink Project. - KAlberts - PKonrad
02/07/2012 - No hawks observed in area; appears a few new thin branches have been added to small 'starter'
nest. (2011 nest in neighboring tower has been built up quite a bit during the past week.) - PKonrad
02/13/2012 - No apparent activity at small partial nest. A hawk visited the nearby 2011 nest, and that nest may
now be the preferred active nest; at this time it appears this site may be inactive by definition but will confirm in
4/13/2012 01/23/2012 - Reports and photographic evidence indicate GHOW is incubating 3 eggs. Bird did not flush on this
cold rainy morning during 2 hours of observation. Buffer established at 200 feet based on communication with
Avian Team leads, and that bird tolerated light foot and vehicle traffic in close proximity to nest structure.
Substation construction management indicate work is scheduled to occur on eye-level with this nest and higher.
Observations and comments from yard monitor (Clay Schudy) suggest owl is undisturbed by pass-through traffic
inside buffer. - RRadd
01/26/2012 - GHOW Female remains on nest for duration of 30 minute observation. - RRadd
01/30/2012 - GHOW remains incubating on nest. - RRadd
02/09/2012 - GHOW female on nest 1327. Biomonitor reports no changes in behavior. - RRadd
02/13/2012 - Incubation continues uninterrupted. - RRadd
02/22/2012 - Incubation continues. - RRadd
02/27/2012 - GHOW sitting tight. - RRadd
03/05/2012 - GHOW sitting higher on nest. Biomonitor reports seeing one hatched young late in the morning. RRadd
03/12/2012 - One large nestling visible with adult. Biomonitor C. Tschudy reports female off nest mid-morning
revealing 3 owlets. - RRadd
03/19/2012 - GHOW with 3 nestlings. - RRadd
03/26/2012 - Three owlets still in down. One adult in nest. - FHoffman
04/01/2012 - Adult GHOW on nest at 0851. - HWinfrey
04/06/2012 - Two nestlings have fledged. Observed and photo-documented on the ground in the substation on 3
and 4 April, as they attempted to fly over the substation fence on 4 April, and in low shrubs outside the substation
on 5 April. Third nestling remains in nest. - BArnold
04/10/2012 - One nestling continues. - RRadd
04/10/2012 - Biomonitor C. Tschudy reports that 1 nestling is still present in the A-frame. - IMaunsell
04/12/2012 - Third nestling fledged from A-frame nest today. Was in A-frame yesterday, 11 April 12. Fledgling
remained in southwest corner of the substation for the day There is no further owl activity associated with the A
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
RTHA Red-tailed Hawk

Nest ID
012312_rrdd_02

CP11-1

ID

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
Type
Habitat
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
Pad Areas-Structure Pad Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats OH - wire stringing
Area

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
0

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
500

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
Nest Outcome
500
500
Nest did not reach active stage

Date Nest
Found
1/23/2012

RTHA

Red-tailed Hawk

012412_rrdd_01

CP62-2-E

Road Area

Riparian Scrubs

Traffic

350

500

350

350

Fledged

1/24/2012

AMKE

American Kestrel

012712_rrdd_01

Pole 171694

69kv Structure

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic

3

500

150

150

Presumed Fledged

1/27/2012
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Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
Fledged
2/18/2012 01/23/2012 - RTHAs have been bringing fresh greens at regular intervals during ongoing construction at CP11. No
No
construction activity observed today, but location directly under ROW means this nest could potentially be
impacted by wire-stringing operations and helicopter activity. - RRadd
01/25/2012 - A single Red-tailed Hawk was perched on top of 69 KV pole above nest when I arrived. It remained
there for 5 minutes and then flew away out of sight. No hawks were observed for the remaining 20 minutes I was
at the site. - EMorgan
01/26/2012 - Avian biologist supervised all installation of owl decoy in nest with the intent of deterring the pair of
hawks from continuing nesting at this site. The crew was advised that the nest should not be damaged, removed,
or destroyed. Nest monitored from 1205-1230 prior to installation. 1 hawk perched above nest and another
soared overhead. 2 crewmen climbed the pole; photographed nest contents. No eggs or young were present.
Crew installed owl on the nest with wire. Once installed, deterrent was photographed on the nest. Installation
completed without destroying or removing nest. 2-4 sticks dislodged during installation. Nest was monitored from
1245-1330. The pair quickly returned and dive bombed deterrent for ~40 minutes, occasionally striking it with
talons. Pair briefly halted to courtship display before continuing aggressive behavior. ~1330 pair retreated to
perches ~1000 from the nest. Closed due to inability for the pair to use site due to the deterrent being in the nest. IMaunsell
01/26/2012 - RTHA pair engaged in screaming dive bomb attacks on plastic owl wired in to center of nest by
Sunrise construction personnel for most of the duration of this 30-minute observation. Occasional strikes by hawks
on the owl could be heard up to 650 feet away. - RRadd
01/27/2012 - Nest did not reach active stage (i.e., containing eggs or young) due to owl decoy placed in nest as a
deterrent prior to egg laying The intent is to remove the decoy once work is completed in the area Wire-stringing
6/1/2012 01/24/2012 - RTHA pair carrying sticks to nest. - RRadd
Yes
02/01/2012 - Large amount of green material in nest but no RTHA observed. - RRadd
02/08/2012 - RTHA carrying small item to nest 0906. Unable to determine if item is decoration or prey. - RRadd
02/14/2012 - RTHA present away from nest, drying out following a wet night. - RRadd
02/21/2012 - RTHA pair copulating 0809, tearing bark strips and carrying sticks to nest 0814. - RRadd
02/28/2012 - Cold with 100% overcast, no RTHA detected, but nest is obscured. - RRadd
03/14/2012 - No RTHA observed at this nest, which is difficult to see into due to height. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - No RTHA was observed near the nest during brief drive-by observation. Nest appears intact after
storm. - IMaunsell
03/21/2012 - RTHA on nest not observed but likely incubating, just out of view; mate on territory. - RRadd
03/28/2012 - RTHA sitting upright within well-concealed nest, unable to determine if bird was rearranging eggs or
feeding nestlings. - HWinfrey
04/03/2012 - RTHA observed in nest from 0915 to 0945. - HWinfrey
04/11/2012 - RTHA lying in nest for duration of observation on rainy morning. - RRadd
04/17/2012 - RTHA comes to nest at 1041 and interacts with hatched young. - RRadd
04/26/2012 - No activity visible in nest observed after night of rainfall. - RRadd
05/01/2012 - Two nestlings observed occasionally stretching partially feathered wings at 1051, still mostly white. RRadd
05/08/2012 - Adult perched at nest with nestlings - now with feathered wings and downy bodies at 1332. - RRadd
05/15/2012 - Nestlings exercising fully feathered wings in nest at 1450. - RRadd
05/25/2012 - 1 nestling remaining appears flight-capable, observed feeding at nest, adult perched a few feet away
at 0630. - RRadd
06/01/2012 - Nest is empty. Fledged. - RRadd

5/16/2012 01/27/2012 - AMKE pair perched together at top of monopole for duration of 45 minutes of observation, female
enters cavity repeatedly from 0812- 0815. No construction activities occurring at the time. - RRadd
02/01/2012 - RTHA perched at monopole and AMKE did not approach during 30 minute observation. - RRadd
02/09/2012 - AMKE pair copulating atop this pole at 0727 and 0820. Female subsequently entered cavity for
approximately 2 minutes, and again from 0937-0939. Male perched on top of pole throughout. - RRadd
02/13/2012 - No change in activity observed during 15 minute observation on cold rainy day. RTHA perched on
nest structure. - RRadd
02/15/2012 - AMKE pair copulating on this monopole 0740, and remain through 0755. - RRadd
02/22/2012 - AMKE pair copulate on pole 0717, male defends cavity against EUST intrusion. - RRadd
02/27/2012 - No AMKE detected during 2x20 minute observations. - RRadd
03/07/2012 - No activity observed at this pole during 4 hour survey period on 5 March, nor during 5 hour survey
period in general area plus one hour focused observation period on 6 March, nor during 30 minute focused
observation period on 7 March. Recommend characterizing this as Inactive and continue to monitor. - BArnold
03/12/2012 - AMKE male on tower, nest guarding and foraging. Female appears and solicits copulation at 1555.
Male enters cavity briefly. Female solicits and the pair copulate again at 1610. Female enters cavity. - RRadd
03/19/2012 - No AMKE detected during 30 minute observation under cool and wet conditions. - RRadd
03/24/2012 - The pair was observed at the cavity on and off all morning. Both male and female entered the cavity,
a total of about 5 times. Each time one entered, begging sounds were heard from inside the cavity. The pair was
also observed copulating on top of the pole once. - VEurs
03/31/2012 - Adult female was observed perching atop nest pole and chasing a nearby Red-tailed Hawk; no male
in sight. 1 hour later, both adults were perched on pole; vocalizations were heard from the nest area while the
female leaned over for several minutes, watching the base of the west arm. - MDicus
04/06/2012 - Kestrel pair arrived at pole around 1435, the male carrying a prey item. Both sat atop the pole eating
for a short period. The male then entered the nest cavity, but it wasn't clear if he took food in, as well. Female
continued to perch on pole. - VEurs
04/14/2012 - No AMKE activity after an hour of observation. - VEurs
04/23/2012 - The female was quietly perched on a rung just below the nest cavity for about 30 minutes. She
looked very damp When a European Starling landed on the upper arm of the pole the female kestrel made brief
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Species
Code
Common Name
AMKE American Kestrel

Nest ID
012712_rrdd_02

ID
TL 6924 - 171687

Type
69kV Structure

Chaparrals

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
BMP installation/maintenance

Desert Scrub and Dune Habitats

Other

Habitat

RTHA

Red-tailed Hawk

013012_pkad_01 EP248-1-E

Road Area

BUSH

Bushtit

013112_dbby_02 EP35-1

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Chaparrals
Area

BMP installation/maintenance

Min.
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to Nest (ft.)
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(ft.)
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Nest Outcome
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Buffer
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Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
Nest Outcome
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Date Nest
Found
1/27/2012

Presumed Fledged

1/30/2012

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

1/31/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
4/26/2012 01/27/2012 - Bio-monitor (G. Huffman) observed AMKE copulating on adjacent pole and entering cavity on steel
monopole at 0900. - RRadd
01/27/2012 - Observed pair while bio-monitoring over a span of 9 hours on multiple occasions copulating and
female entering cavity. Nearest construction activities occurred at 350 feet, and the pair appeared undisturbed. GHuffman
01/30/2012 - No AMKE observed at this nest site during work activities. AMKE female observed flying around
helicopter at CP3 at approximate 300-foot radius at 1035, then away from site. - RRadd
02/01/2012 - Female AMKE remained 500-1,000 feet away from cavity throughout 30 minute observation.
Personnel walked repeatedly through buffer to conduct BMP maintenance and within 25 feet of pole. - RRadd
02/04/2012 - Buffer stakes repositioned at 150 feet. - RRadd
02/09/2012 - Biomonitors report AMKE on nest pole several time this morning. No AMKE detected from 13401420. - RRadd
02/10/2012 - 1030 to 1100: Kestrels observed copulating and perched together on adjacent poles within 30 to 50
feet of nest cavity. - GHuffman
02/13/2012 - Biomonitor reports vigorous pair defense against interloper AMKE this morning. Male-only detected
during afternoon observation. - RRadd
02/22/2012 - AMKE pair copulate on monopole 1226 and remain. - RRadd
02/27/2012 - Male nest-guarding, no female seen. - RRadd
03/05/2012 - AMKE pair on wood pole adjacent, copulate at 1058 and 1107. Female stays off nest for 20 minutes
of observation. - RRadd
03/09/2012 - Pair observed copulating on monopole near nest. Pair actively defended area around nest. Both
birds seen entering nest location but left nest unattended for long periods. They do not appear to be incubating. TCooper
03/12/2012 - Male foraging around territory, female not observed. - RRadd
03/19/2012 - No AMKE detected during 30 minute observation. Showery and cold. - RRadd
03/26/2012 - AMKE in area observed flying and foraging, but no activity near cavity. Starlings building nest in same
pole. - FHoffman
04/01/2012 - No activity observed at nest. 2 AMKEs foraging in area. - HWinfrey
04/10/2012 - Male AMKE appears to be nest guarding, subsequently catches lizard. Female begs then takes prey
and carries to wood pole adjacent to nest but is reluctant to enter and caches prey on pole apparently in
6/5/2012 01/30/2012 - Red-tailed Hawk flew from the nest and the pair soared to the northwest. The hawk was not
observed incubating, but the observer may have missed that opportunity while writing field notes and
approaching the nest. - PKonrad
01/31/2012 - Pair is actively nest building, bringing sticks to nest every 5 or 10 minutes - until K-max helicopter
visited site 1 mile west, when pair perched in Sunrise tower and remained for 15 minutes after helicopter left,
occasionally preening. - PKonrad
02/07/2012 - Adult Red-tailed Hawk perched high in nest tower. - PKonrad
02/13/2012 - No hawks observed at nest or in area during a windy period (30 minutes). - PKonrad
02/20/2012 - Adult Red-tailed Hawk brought nesting material to nest 3 times during 40 minute observation period.
- PKonrad
02/27/2012 - Observed nest site for 40 minutes; after 30 minutes an adult Red-tailed Hawk soared low overhead
in strong wind, then soared out of sight to the northwest. - PKonrad
03/05/2012 - Adult Red-tailed Hawk initially standing on nest, then lying on nest incubating. - PKonrad
03/12/2012 - Red-tailed Hawk has initiated incubating at this tower nest. - PKonrad
03/22/2012 - Red-tailed Hawk incubating on tower nest; another adult soaring west of nest site, then perched on
tower EP246. - PKonrad
03/30/2012 - Adult Red-tailed Hawk incubating on tower nest. - PKonrad
04/06/2012 - Red-tailed Hawk incubating; eggs should be hatching soon. - PKonrad
04/13/2012 - Adult Red-tailed Hawk incubating soon stood up in nest and began feeding on a snake. - PKonrad
04/18/2012 - M. Alfaro reported on 4/17/2012 helicopter flights in the area were constant and regular. An adult
RTHA was incubating/brooding in the morning and clearly lying in the nest during work activities. However, during
late morning and through the afternoon, the hawk was observed standing at the nest or on a metal beam
immediately adjacent to the nest (potentially shading). Hawk looked in the nest throughout the day. The second
adult was observed flying to nest every few hours; however, no exchange of food items was observed. In the
evening, both adults flew away from the nest and continued until completely out of sight. After approximately 15
minutes, 1 adult returned to the nest, again standing in the nest. Later in the evening, both adults flew away again
for about 15 minutes. When the monitor left at approximately 1830, 1 adult was back at the nest, standing, not
brooding. - IMaunsell
04/20/2012 - Pair of adult Red-tailed Hawks standing on rim of nest; when 1 hawk takes flight, the remaining adult
begins feeding at least 1 small downy nestling PKonrad
2/13/2012 01/31/2012 - Observed at least 2 Bushtits carrying nest material to a partly constructed nest on south side of live
oak tree. Birds don't seem disturbed by avian biologist standing below nest. - PKonrad
02/01/2012 - More permanent ESA buffer signs installed. - KWeber
02/01/2012 - Observed at least 2 Bushtits carrying nest material to a partially constructed nest on the south side
of a coast live oak. Nest approximately 25% complete, as entire nest skeleton is complete, but can still be seen
through. Nest building activity at nest is sporadic. Individuals don't seem disturbed by my presence standing below
nest. 100-foot buffer flagged at east side of cleaned site with temporary orange flagging. More permanent signage
will be installed. - KAlberts
02/06/2012 - Pair active around described nest site for 10 minutes, foraged in area near ground another 5
minutes, then left to southeast. No other observations during an additional 40 minutes. - PKonrad
02/10/2012 - Nest is approximately 45% built. Distance to tower site (limit of vegetation clearance) where straw
wattle is placed is 25 feet. Distance to leg B anchor point is 145 feet. Distance to leg A anchor point is 85 feet.
Avian biologist observed over a dozen trips to nest by pair carrying nest material. Nest building/nest
improvements were being made inside the nest and around nest entrance at top east side of pendulous nest. Nest
is now taking shape, with entrance obvious when viewed from east, but is still thin enough to allow sunlight to
pass through in several places. Pair was most active early in the morning, making far less frequent trips to nest by
9:15. Pair was tolerant of approach to within 25 feet. - JDicus
02/13/2012 - Nest appears to be physically disfigured. The nest was seen dangling in wind, and part of it torn off.
It appeared to be 90% complete based on remaining shape and amount of nest material left No Bushtits were
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
RTHA Red-tailed Hawk

Nest ID
ID
013112_phrd_02 GS-NF-20

Type
Pad Areas-Work Area

Habitat
Grasslands and Meadows

CACW Cactus Wren

020112_rrdd_01

Construction Yards

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic

BUSH

020212_mkhn_02 CP70-3-E

Road Area

Riparian Forests and Woodlands

020212_mkhn_03 CP70-3-E

Road Area

Riparian Forests and Woodlands

Bushtit

ANHU Anna's Hummingbird

Sycamore CY

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
OH - foundations

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
600

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
500

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
500
500
Fledged

Nest Outcome

Date Nest
Found
1/31/2012

200

100

100

100

Satellite nest

2/1/2012

Other

22

100

100

100

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

2/2/2012

Traffic

32

100

100

100

Indeterminate

2/2/2012
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Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
5/16/2012 01/31/2012 - A Red-tailed Hawk was seen flushing from an area near the nest multiple times during the survey.
The pair was seen flying over the nest with nest material, with the intent of adding material to this nest, but
helicopter operations or other activity may have altered that regime. No raptors were seen in the nest proper. PHoward
02/01/2012 - An adult Red-tailed Hawk was seen soaring just east of the nest site. No nest visits were observed
during 40-minute observation period. - PKonrad
02/06/2012 - No sign of activity at nest and no hawks observed in area. - PKonrad
02/08/2012 - Pair of Red-tailed Hawks perched in tree 150 feet northwest of nest. Hawks unconcerned about light
traffic on Sunrise access road 600 feet south of nest and regular low helicopter flights within 1000 feet. - PKonrad
02/09/2012 - Observed the pair copulate in nearby bare tree and bring nesting material on 2 occasions. Observed
these behaviors from near EP56 guard structure at 500 feet. - AHill
02/13/2012 - Observed pair perched on nearby tree together. Soaring in area. Pair is still attending to nest. - AHill
02/14/2012 - Red-tailed Hawk on nest, either standing low on nest or, more likely, lying on nest during initial
observation. During return visit, no hawks at nest or observed in area. - PKonrad
02/23/2012 - Cannot see a hawk on nest during concerted effort to ascertain a hawk is/is not incubating yet. No
hawks observed near nest, but 1 adult Red-tail perched on pole 1,800 feet north of nest. - PKonrad
02/29/2012 - Observed nest exchange at 1110. Pair is incubating. - AHill
03/08/2012 - Observed adult on nest incubating and mate perched nearby on tree. - AHill
03/09/2012 - Adult Red-tailed Hawk incubating, mostly on west portion of nest. - PKonrad
03/14/2012 - Observed nest exchange at 1500. - AHill
03/16/2012 - Red-tailed Hawk incubating in tree nest. - PKonrad
03/20/2012 - A Red-tailed Hawk was seen flying/hovering within 500 feet of the tree with the nest in it. Later in
the afternoon around 1540, a Red-tailed Hawk flew to the cluster of eucalyptus trees and made a call. Moments
later, a Red-tailed Hawk was seen flying out of the back of the cluster of eucalyptus trees. No other activity was
observed. It is not clear if the pair is still incubating, and will continue to monitor to ascertain status. - LThoreson
03/23/2012 - No hawks observed at nest during nest checks during 1 hour period. An adult Red-tailed Hawk was
observed soaring in area to far north and near southeast. - PKonrad
03/26/2012 - Observed a nest exchange between adults. Previously incubating adult flew off away from nest. AHill
04/02/2012 - Red-tailed Hawk incubating in tree nest. - PKonrad
04/09/2012 - Adult Red-tailed Hawk incubating on tree nest. - PKonrad
04/17/2012 - Adult Red-tailed Hawk perched on east side of nest facing 2 downy nestlings, aged 10 days to 2
k (
b
tli ) PK
d
4/19/2012 02/01/2012 - Fresh nest with small tight entrance and CACW pair in attendance, but not observed entering nest. RRadd
02/06/2012 - Nest looks well tended, though CACW pair together 300 feet west. - RRadd
02/13/2012 - Nest shows signs of maintenance, but no CACW detected. - RRadd
02/13/2012 - Nest appears maintained, but no CACW detected today. - RRadd
02/22/2012 - No change in activity observed. Biomonitor reports CACW carrying nest material. - RRadd
02/27/2012 - No CACW detected on cold rainy day. Biomonitor reports consistent activity across this territory. RRadd
03/05/2012 - Nest remains intact and kempt. - RRadd
03/12/2012 - Nest appears maintained, with freshly manicured entrance. - RRadd
03/19/2012 - Nest looks well-maintained, but no CACW detected on cold windy day. - RRadd
03/27/2012 - No activity observed at nest. CACW calling 500 feet west of nest. - HWinfrey
04/02/2012 - 2 CACWs observed in area from 0630 to 0730. These birds did not approach nest. - HWinfrey
04/11/2012 - At start of observation, CACW heard calling 100-150 feet from nests. At 1345, an adult perched on
cactus between the 2 nests before flying off to the north. At 1420, wren gave vocalizations briefly near the nests.
At 1426, adult CACW entered upper nest. Wren never directly approached this nest during 70-minute observation
period. - VEurs
04/19/2012 - It has been determined that this is a satellite nest for this CACW pair, as both adults were seen
taking food into the upper nest. - VEurs
04/26/2012 - Changed status from "closed" to "inactive" because it is possible this nest may be utilized as a roost
2/21/2012 02/02/2012 - Adults made several trips to nest with material. Nest is approximately 40% complete. - MKuehn
02/08/2012 - Nest appears substantially complete. BUSH making occasional trips to nest. - RRadd
02/14/2012 - Bird at nest, undisturbed by PAR personnel at gate. - RRadd
02/14/2012 - Nest appears complete and intact following storm. No BUSH activity detected. - RRadd
02/21/2012 - Nest is torn apart consistent with predation. Nesting chronology shows that eggs were present at the
time of predation. Closed and buffer removed. - RRadd

Fledged
Yes

3/8/2012 02/02/2012 - Nesting stage uncertain. Female went to the nest 6+ times and was on nest for 1-2 minutes per visit.
Female observed collecting spider silk at least once. Nest rim looks completely formed, but could not view nest
contents. - MKuehn
02/08/2012 - Did not locate. The only nest located at the presumed location appears to be an old goldfinch or
vireo nest consisting of fibers. - RRadd
02/14/2012 - Activity (project personnel standing at gate, talking to visitors) and through traffic did not flush
female from nest. Observed female ANHU on nest for 20-minute observation period, then female flew to road
edge to nectar on tree tobacco (Nicotiana glauca) and returned immediately to nest. - JDicus
02/21/2012 - ANHU on nest, flushes in response to WESJ presence, ignores traffic. - RRadd
03/05/2012 - Female ANHU approaches nest and perches close to, but does not alight on it during 20 minute
observation. - RRadd
03/06/2012 - During 15-minute observation period, no activity observed at the nest. No nestlings in the nest; no
adult or fledglings observed in the vicinity. - MDicus
03/08/2012 - No detections at this nest, which appears abandoned. - RRadd
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
ANHU Anna's Hummingbird

Nest ID
020212_phrd_01 CP73-2

ID

Type
Pad Areas-Structure Pad Chaparrals
Area

Habitat

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
BMP installation/maintenance

BUSH

Bushtit

020312_rrdd_01

CP55/CP56-1 PS

Pad Areas-Stringing Area Chaparrals

OH - wire stringing

CATH

California Thrasher

020312_rrdd_02

CP55/CP56-1 PS

Pad Areas-Stringing Area Chaparrals

CATH

California Thrasher

020312_rrdd_03

CP55/CP56-1 PS-N

Road Area

BUSH

Bushtit

020312_rrdd_04

CP55/CP56-1 PS-N

Road Area

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
30

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
Nest Outcome
100
100
Presumed Fledged

50

100

50

50

BMP installation/maintenance

115

100

100

Chaparrals

BMP installation/maintenance

50

100

Chaparrals

BMP installation/maintenance

25

100

Date Nest
Found
2/2/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
2/6/2012 02/02/2012 - Nest has two fully feathered chicks ready to fledge in next few days. Female seen feeding young. PHoward
02/08/2012 - The nest is intact and empty. It is presumed the nestlings fledged. - MDicus

Fledged
Yes

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

2/3/2012

4/13/2012 02/03/2012 - BUSH pair actively building nest, approximately 50% complete, with numerous trips during 30
minute observation. Nest is partially visually screened from pull site by adjacent chaparral whitethorn (Ceanothus
leucodermis). BUSH absent from nest during helicopter operations. - RRadd
02/10/2012 - Nest appears 90% complete. No BUSH detected. - RRadd
02/16/2012 - Nest intact following recent storms. BUSH pair observed away from nest, did not approach this site
during observation. - RRadd
02/23/2012 - Adult seen bringing lining material to nest. - PHoward
02/29/2012 - Nest appears stout, well insulated and complete, with a tidy entrance facing north. - RRadd
03/06/2012 - Nest remains in fine condition, no BUSH detected. - RRadd
03/08/2012 - Nest appears intact. No bushtit observed at nest. Nest monitored 30 minutes 840 -910. - VNovik
03/09/2012 - One bushtit observed entering and exiting nest. stayed inside nest for 10-15 minutes and outside of
nest for 2-5 minutes, three times during observation - ELoveless
03/14/2012 - Female observed exiting nest. Monitoring was stopped due to Western Scrub-jay in area. - RAbe
03/16/2012 - Bushtit observed exiting nest after 10 minutes of observation. Nest monitoring was ended due to
occupation of Western Scrub-jays in immediate area. - RAbe
03/20/2012 - Bushtit observed exiting and entering nest. Nest monitoring was reduced to 15 minutes due to
occupation of Western Scrub-Jays in immediate area. Minor damage at bottom of nest is likely due to major storm
event over last two days. - RAbe
03/29/2012 - No activity observed in 5 minutes of observation. Visit curtailed by WESJ activity in area. - HWinfrey
04/05/2012 - No activity observed at nest from 0710 to 0740. Nest appears in good condition. - HWinfrey
04/14/2012 - Nest has been destroyed by unknown cause, presumably weather influenced. - RRadd

No

100

Nest did not reach active stage

2/3/2012

3/13/2012 02/03/2012 - No birds seen at nest, but appears fresh and under construction. WESJ pair alarming at observer at
100 feet. - RRadd
02/10/2012 - Deep basket of twigs with partial lining of finer material. - RRadd
02/16/2012 - CATH observed carrying nest materials to this site. Pair at this site for duration of 20 minute
observation. No WESJ detected. Changed species to California Thrasher. - RRadd
02/24/2012 - Nest in good condition with well woven grass lining and appears complete. No birds observed visiting
nest, although CATH heard singing in immediate vicinity following vehicle traffic and parking 150 south of nest
within the pullsite. Pair potentially egg laying. - IMaunsell
02/29/2012 - Nest in fine condition. CATH singing intermittently nearby but not at nest. - RRadd
03/06/2012 - Nest appears complete and sound. No occupants detected, CATH singing nearby. - RRadd
03/08/2012 - Nest is in good shape. No CATH near nest, though heard signing in area and observed flying over
shrub once. Two Scrub-jays were observed on shrub and in area. - VNovik
03/09/2012 - Thrasher was observed near nest but not at the nest. Nest appears to be in good condition ELoveless
03/13/2012 - Observed nest over 3 days for activity on 3/10, 3/12 and 3/13. Birds have not been observed at this
nest or within proximity. Nest has been monitored for a minimum of a few hours each day at varying distances.
Conclusion reached that nest is no longer active. - GHuffman

No

100

100

Nest did not reach active stage

2/3/2012

3/6/2012 02/03/2012 - CATH giving alarm calls from this thicket, but not observed on nest. Nest should be monitored again
to verify current activity. - RRadd
02/10/2012 - Appears to have some material added, but progress is slow. - RRadd
02/16/2012 - No change in activity detected. Recent storms are delaying breeding activity. - RRadd
02/29/2012 - Nest is unimproved and deteriorating. - RRadd
03/06/2012 - Nest is no longer viable. Closed. - RRadd

No

100

100

Indeterminate

2/3/2012

3/6/2012 02/03/2012 - BUSH pair making trips at 5 minute intervals, building nest. Flushed from observer at edge of AR, but
returned when observer was within 50 feet and within 100 feet with noise. Nest is candidate for drive-through
buffer, due to exhibited resilience to helicopter activity and intermittent AR activity. No indications of any recent
BMP activity within 100 feet. - RRadd
02/10/2012 - Exterior of nest appears substantially complete. BUSH are wary, but continue to make occasional
trips carrying material. - RRadd
02/10/2012 - R. Radd observed exterior of nest that appeared substantially complete. BUSH are wary, but
continue to make occasional trips carrying material. - KAlberts
02/16/2012 - Nest is intact following recent storms, but no BUSH observed. - RRadd
02/16/2012 - R. Radd reported nest is intact following recent storms, but no BUSH observed. - KAlberts
02/29/2012 - R. Radd observed nest in fine condition looks near complete. BUSH nearby in foraging flock did not
associate with nest. - KAlberts
02/29/2012 - Nest in fine condition looks near complete. BUSH nearby in foraging flock did not associate with
nest. - RRadd
03/03/2012 - R. Radd observed BUSH pair making trips at 5 minute intervals, building nest. Flushed from observer
at edge of AR, but returned when observer was within 50 feet and within 100 feet with noise. Nest is candidate for
drive-through buffer, due to exhibited resilience to helicopter activity and intermittent AR activity. No indications
of any recent BMP activity within 100 feet. - KAlberts
03/06/2012 - Nest destroyed by unknown cause - RRadd

N/A
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
BUSH Bushtit

Nest ID
020312_rrdd_05

ID
CP56-1-PS-E-B

Type
Road Area

Habitat
Chaparrals

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
BMP installation/maintenance

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
40

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
Nest Outcome
100
100
Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

Date Nest
Found
2/3/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
3/29/2012 02/03/2012 - Nest is 1% complete, consisting of a thumbnail-sized collection of white fluff bound into fork of
laurel sumac (Malosma laurina). - KAlberts
02/10/2012 - Nest is now 4 inches long, 10% complete and composed of white silk and fibers. - RRadd
02/15/2012 - Avian monitor arrived prior to bmp crew; helicopters were passing overhead (outside 100-foot
overhead buffer) every 1-5 minutes. No activity at nest during 2 hours of monitoring (approximately 08:00 to
10:00), and nest remains approximately 10% complete. Buffer is still staked at 100 feet but signs were added to
allow drive through access only. Continued monitoring is recommended to determine whether lack of activity is
due to recent inclement weather or whether nest is abandoned and should be closed - MDicus
02/16/2012 - Material has been added since 10 February - nest building assumed to be continuing. - RRadd
02/24/2012 - Adults observed coming to nest. Nest appears complete. - BArnold
02/29/2012 - Nest appears large and complete. - RRadd
03/06/2012 - Nest remains in good condition, no BUSH detected on cold day. - RRadd
03/13/2012 - Pair added nest material three times during 45 minute observation period. - RAbe
03/14/2012 - BUSH pair departed nest at 1344 in possible response to observer at 80 feet. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - Nest appeared intact after storm. BUSH pair near, but not at nest during approximate 10 minute
observation period. Nest building is presumably still going on. - IMaunsell
03/21/2012 - BUSH made 3 nest trips in 10 minutes and then did not reappear. - RRadd
03/29/2012 - Nest was found in a fragmentary condition, indicating predation of eggs. There was no evidence of
construction activities affecting this nest, and it was determined to have failed due to natural causes. - HWinfrey

Fledged
No

BUSH

Bushtit

020612_phrd_02 EP206-1

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Chaparrals
Area

BMP installation/maintenance

93

100

100

100

Nest did not reach active stage

2/6/2012

2/17/2012 02/06/2012 - Adult Bushtit bringing nest material to nest and building. Nest is roughly 30% complete. - PHoward
02/14/2012 - Observed nest for approximately 45 minutes. A pair of BUSH was seen foraging and visited the scrub
oak with the nest 3 times but no nest building or item carrying was observed. Nest looked to be approximately 30
percent complete (Myers, S.J.). - SJohnston
02/17/2012 - Top of small light-colored well-built nest torn open at top; apparent avian predation attempt. No
Bushtits observed or heard. Sunrise and public vehicle traffic on McCain Valley Road 250 feet west of nest site. PKonrad

No

CALT

California Towhee

020612_rrdd_02

CP25-2-E

Road Area

Chaparrals

OH - wire stringing

34

100

60

60

Nest did not reach active stage

2/6/2012

2/22/2012 02/06/2012 - No avian activity at this nest during observation, but CALT nearby. Two green leaves placed in cup.
No indications of prior use (compression, feces etc.), but no birds observed associating with this nest during 15minute observation. Appears too intact to have been a nest from the previous year. Original buffer set at 60 feet drive-through access permitted. - RRadd
02/13/2012 - No change in activity. - RRadd
02/22/2012 - Nest is unused and unmaintained. - RRadd

No

ANHU Anna's Hummingbird

020712_rrdd_01

CP49-1-PS-E

Road Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic

60

100

60

60

Presumed Fledged

2/7/2012

4/1/2012 02/07/2012 - Almost complete nest is 9 feet above ground on east side of Brazilian pepper tree, adjacent to
residence close to terminus of overhanging branch. ANHU making frequent trips packing interior lining. - RRadd
02/15/2012 - Nest appears abandoned and appears beginning to degrade, but difficult to see into on rainy
blustery day. Will monitor again before closing. - RRadd
02/20/2012 - ANHU female incubating 3 eggs. - RRadd
02/28/2012 - ANHU sitting tight on nest for duration of observation. - RRadd
03/07/2012 - ANHU observed incubating. - SJohnston
03/07/2012 - Single nestling visible in nest. - RRadd
03/13/2012 - ANHU feeding multiple young. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - Nestlings still present. - IMaunsell
03/23/2012 - One feathered nestling remains. - RRadd
03/24/2012 - Two fledglings visible; appear to be several days apart in age, with noticeably differing size and bill
length. - RRadd
03/28/2012 - 2 fully feathered nestlings conspicuous in nest, appearing alert and capable of fledging soon. HWinfrey
04/01/2012 - Nest is empty and in good condition. No evidence of predation, nest is presumed fledged. HWinfrey

Yes

ANHU Anna's Hummingbird

020712_rrdd_02

Helix CY AR

Road Area

Riparian Scrubs

Traffic

60

100

100

100

Presumed Fledged

2/7/2012

3/30/2012 02/07/2012 - Female ANHU building new nest in low branches of cottonwood tree. Nest is approximately 15%
complete. Female departed nest when observer was in line of sight at 45 feet, indicating intolerance of humans on
foot at that location. Staked with drive-through access only to permit SRPL traffic to continue unimpeded. RRadd
02/14/2012 - Nest is complete, lined and empty. No ANHU detected during late afternoon observation. - RRadd
02/15/2012 - Intact nest with one egg. No ANHU detected during 20 minute observation. - RRadd
02/23/2012 - ANHU lying on nest 1020 - 1033. - RRadd
02/28/2012 - ANHU incubating 2 eggs. - RRadd
03/07/2012 - ANHU incubating. - SJohnston
03/07/2012 - ANHU brooding 2 black downy nestlings (approximately 3 days old). - RRadd
03/15/2012 - 2 nestlings visible in nest. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - Two nestlings acquiring wing quills. - RRadd
03/27/2012 - 2 fully feathered nestlings in nest, appearing alert and likely to fledge very soon. - HWinfrey
03/28/2012 - Nestlings observed sitting in nest. - JTaylor
03/30/2012 - Nest is empty and in good condition with no evidence of disturbance. Fine fibers on edge of cup are
pulled upwards. Evidence indicates nest successfully fledged. - HWinfrey

Yes
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
BUSH Bushtit

Nest ID
020812_mkhn_02 EP16-1

ID

ANHU Anna's Hummingbird

020812_rrdd_01

AMKE

020912_bald_02 TL 6924 - Z101344

American Kestrel

CP64-2 PS-E

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
140

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
Nest Outcome
95
95
Presumed Fledged

Type
Pad Areas-TSAP

Chaparrals

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
Other

Road Area

Riparian Forests and Woodlands

Traffic

41

100

70

70

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

2/8/2012

69kV Structure

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Substation - maintenance

25

500

75

75

Fledged

2/9/2012

Habitat
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Date Nest
Found
2/8/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
Fledged
4/18/2012 02/08/2012 - Pair of adult Bushtits visited nest site together more than 4 times with nesting material. Pair has just
Yes
started building nest and is about 5% complete. Link Lead and work crews on site were notified of nest buffer.
Buffer still needs to be flagged and signed. - MKuehn
02/10/2012 - The Bushtit pair is still building their nest after today's work activities. Several helicopter flights
occurred today, flying directly over the nest a couple times, and all landing approximately 145 feet from the nest.
The Skycrane delivered and picked up grading equipment 3 times today, and the nest was physically unaffected by
the wind created by the helicopter each time. The birds returned to the nest between 2 and 45 minutes after
helicopter activities. The only concern is that the noise created by the helicopters will affect the birds' nesting
behavior; however, it does not seem that the helicopter activities will physically harm the nest. The nest was
approximately 20% complete as of noon today, and the pair were actively visiting the nest. No nesting material
was seen being carried, but 1 Bushtit spent time attending to nest. Signs were installed for the 95-foot nest buffer.
- AHill
02/16/2012 - Bushtit pair was seen visiting nest 3 times at intervals of 30, 20, and 30 minutes. Pair was foraging
between these visits. Pair was not perturbed by micropiling activities occurring at 225 feet from the nest. Nest is
approximately 60% complete. Shape of nest is complete and entrance is east-facing; however, nest is thin and I
can see through it. - AHill
02/24/2012 - Observed Bushtit bring lining material to nest, pair very active. Pair not affected by helicopter
activities. - AHill
03/06/2012 - Male and female both brought soft nesting material to nest, nest is 95% complete. - AHill
03/12/2012 - Nest nearly complete. One bushtit observed bringing material to nest during 15 minute observation. ELoveless
03/12/2012 - Observed adult visit nest then quickly leave. Pair is being very quiet and there was very little
observed behavior. - AHill
03/20/2012 - Observed nest exchange; pair is incubating. - AHill
03/27/2012 - Observed adult foraging around nest area. Ten minutes later observed female bringing soft nesting
material to nest and then did not leave for at least 10 minutes. - AHill
04/03/2012 Adults very actively visiting nest; heard nestlings begging AHill
2/21/2012 02/08/2012 - ANHU female feeding 2 well-developed young - partially feathered heads visible during feeding
No
session. Buffer reduced to 70 feet and drive-through only to permit use of gate and project access. - RRadd
02/14/2012 - ANHU nestlings fill the nest level with brim of cup. - RRadd
02/21/2012 - Nest no longer present on tree. Ground search under nest site produced no nest remnants but small
feather scrap; suggesting but not conclusively indicating nest predation. Nestlings were approaching fledge date at
last monitoring and one rain event has occurred since that date. - RRadd

5/19/2012 02/09/2012 - Kestrels observed entering the third arm on the west side of 69kV steel monopole Z137901, from the
end of adjacent arm to pole. Also observed pair copulating and entering same arm on Saturday 4 February 2012,
while appearing to search for suitable nesting areas. - KAlberts
02/10/2012 - Female on top of steel monopole, male on steel monopole to the south, at SE corner of substation. BArnold
02/15/2012 - AMKE continue to show site fidelity to this monopole. - RRadd
02/22/2012 - AMKE pair together on adjacent pole, did not enter any cavities during 30 minute observation. RRadd
02/23/2012 - Female observed exiting third arm at 0945, both adults in large Eucalyptus tree in the parking lot to
the east by 1000. - BArnold
02/26/2012 - Biomonitor C. Tschudy reports frequent activity of AMKE pair at both monopoles while substation
work in progress, birds unfazed by substation work. - RRadd
03/07/2012 - AMKE perched briefly on monopole and flying around vicinity. Pair observed perched on monopole
located two poles to the south, across Blaisdell. - BArnold
03/09/2012 - American Kestrels not observed today during afternoon brief observation period. Sycamore
Substation bio-monitor Clayton observed American Kestrels perched on pole one pole south at southeast corner of
substation on the day before, 8 March 2012. - BArnold
03/12/2012 - AMKE male carries food (small mammal remnant) to female at nest at 1648. - RRadd
03/15/2012 - No AMKE observed anywhere in area during brief morning observation period. - BArnold
03/19/2012 - AMKE atop pole departs at 0700 under rainfall and does not return for duration of 30 minute
observation. - RRadd
03/29/2012 - No activity observed by Brian Arnold during observation period. - JPawlicki
04/06/2012 - No activity observed during observation period. - BArnold
04/06/2012 - Kestrel pair arrived at pole at 1252. Female was holding a small lizard that she carried into arm. She
remained in arm for the duration of the observation period (40 more minutes). The male flew off to the north and
did not return. - VEurs
04/13/2012 - 90-minute observation period conducted from pickup parked in business lot across the street to the
north. No AMKE activity detected in the vicinity of nest cavity or surrounding area. Rainy conditions likely deterred
kestrel activity VEurs
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
BUSH Bushtit

Nest ID
ID
020912_bald_03 Pomerado Substation

Type
Substation

Habitat
Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

MODO Mourning Dove

020912_bald_04 San Luis Rey Substation

Substation

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Substation - maintenance

AMKE

020912_rrdd_01

69kV Structure

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Reconductoring

American Kestrel

TL6924 - 171688

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
Substation - new construction

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
15

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
Nest Outcome
12
12
Presumed Fledged

70

100

30

30

0

500

150

150
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Date Nest
Found
2/9/2012

Presumed Fledged

2/9/2012

Indeterminate

2/9/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
5/27/2012 02/09/2012 - Pair building nest. - KAlberts
02/15/2012 - Nest is intact but no BUSH activity detected on cool stormy morning. - RRadd
02/22/2012 - No BUSH observed late in afternoon. - RRadd
02/23/2012 - Both adults brought nesting material to nest after an 18 minute observation period. - BArnold
02/26/2012 - Biomonitor C. Tschudy reports frequent activity to and from this nest while substation work in
progress. - RRadd
03/07/2012 - Bushtits heard and observed going to nest. - BArnold
03/09/2012 - Bushtits observed at nest. Sycamore Substation bio-monitor Clayton Tschudy also observed Bushtits
at nest yesterday, 8 March 2012. - BArnold
03/13/2012 - Nest continues in fine condition, but no BUSH detected during 30 minute observation. - RRadd
03/15/2012 - Bushtits present in nest tree during brief morning observation period; nest appears in good
condition. - BArnold
03/19/2012 - No detections during 30 minutes of light rain. - RRadd
03/29/2012 - No activity observed by Brian Arnold during observation period. - JPawlicki
04/06/2012 - BUSH observed entering nest within 2 minutes of arrival. This nest remains active. - BArnold
04/10/2012 - Adult Bushtits observed in nest tree 2 minutes after arrival. Nest remains active. - BArnold
04/18/2012 - Two adult BUSH came to nest after 10 minutes of observation. Neither had food items. - BArnold
04/30/2012 - No BUSH activity detected during 45 minutes of observation. Nest appears to be in good condition. 2
Cooper's Hawks flew from trees near the nest as the biologist walked down the street. - VEurs
05/02/2012 - Two BUSH observed flying from or very near the nest at 1315 after 15 minutes of observation. BArnold
05/08/2012 - Adult Bushtit observed foraging in nest tree. Nest is in good shape. - BArnold
05/10/2012 - BUSH activity observed at nest. - BArnold
05/19/2012 - No activity observed during brief observation period. Bushtits have been heard and observed in nest
tree and nearby shrubs by bio-monitor during the previous week, but no interaction with the nest was observed. BArnold
2/13/2012 02/09/2012 - An adult was on the nest brooding two nestlings. - KAlberts
02/22/2012 - Unable to monitor nest due to lack of substation access. - IMaunsell
03/02/2012 - Nest empty. No Mourning Dove activity. Nest likely fledged due to size of nestlings observed on 9
February, and the placement of the nest such that there was no direct line of sight nor access for potential
predators. - BArnold
03/26/2012 - Avian biologist E. Strods attempted to visit nest, but was unable to gain access to substation. HWinfrey

Fledged
Yes

7/20/2012 02/09/2012 - Female AMKE enters cavity at 1214, 1221, 1224 and then departs. Male at top of pole throughout. RRadd
02/13/2012 - No change in activity observed during two 15 minute observations on cold rainy day. - RRadd
02/15/2012 - Male AMKE performs display flight around and then alights upon monopole. Female follows, briefly
enters cavity 0958. Female remains on pole, male moves to next pole north. - RRadd
02/22/2012 - AMKE pair copulate 1111, one bird enters top arm cavity 1114 and remains. - RRadd
02/27/2012 - AMKE pair present on pole, but no entry to cavity detected. - RRadd
03/07/2012 - AMKE enters arm at 0800. Both kestrels present. It appears that this male is attempting to establish
nests at adjacent monopoles, 171688 and 171689. - BArnold
03/12/2012 - AMKE pair at this structure, male entering cavity, female present. This male is also servicing female
on subsequent monopole. - RRadd
03/19/2012 - Male AMKE atop pole for duration of observation. - RRadd
03/30/2012 - For the first 30 minutes of observation neither adult was observed. After checking the active AMKE
nest to the north (pole 171689), the male from that pair flew to this pole and perched with a female. It was
unclear whether the female was incubating and emerged from the nest cavity or flew in from the surrounding
area. A third Kestrel (possibly the female from the territory to the north) approached the nest pole, and the
resident female chased it from the area while the male remained perched. The pair was also observed chasing a
nearby Red-tailed Hawk from the territory. - MDicus
04/09/2012 - Male circled pole and landed for a brief period before flying off again. Female flew in from south,
landed atop the pole and began ripping feathers from her prey item. Male returned and sat below her on climbing
rung. She moved down the pole, but it was unclear whether she took food into the cavity (bad viewing angle). The
male flew off, eventually followed by the female. - VEurs
04/18/2012 - The pair was perched atop monopole upon biologist's arrival. Almost immediately, the pair
copulated and the male flew to his pole to the south. The male associated with the pole to the north landed on
this monopole and attempted to copulate with the female. This pole's male returned to the pole and prevented
copulation. The pair associated with this pole copulated 2 more times; quite a lot of AMKE activity this morning. VEurs
04/25/2012 - The female was perched on a wire near the monopole containing the nest as the biologist
approached the buffer. She remained there until a pair of RTHA flew by, one carrying a dead rabbit. The kestrel
took off and quietly followed the hawk pair out of sight. She returned after about 30 minutes and again perched
on the wire. The male approached the wire 10 minutes later, carrying a lizard about as long as himself. The female
called to him and flew up into the nest cavity. The male did not fly to the cavity and instead flew out of sight with
his lizard and did not return for the duration of the observation. The female remained in the cavity for another 15
minutes until the observation was ended VEurs
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
BUSH Bushtit

Nest ID
020912_vers_01

ID
EP10-2

Type
Pad Areas-Structure Pad Chaparrals
Area

Habitat

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
OH - foundations

ANHU Anna's Hummingbird

021012_rabe_01 EP2-3

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Chaparrals
Area

OH - tower erection

ANHU Anna's Hummingbird

021112_rrdd_01

CP88-1-N-A

Road Area

Riparian Forests and Woodlands

BMP installation/maintenance

ANHU Anna's Hummingbird

021612_kwer_04 CP88-1-N-A

Road Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BUSH

021712_jdus_01

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Chaparrals
Area

Bushtit

EP81

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
60

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
Nest Outcome
30
30
Presumed Fledged

140

100

100

100

25

100

50

Traffic

5

100

Other

0

100

Date Nest
Found
2/9/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
4/14/2012 02/09/2012 - The Bushtit pair did not react to the traffic, gunfire or farm activity. Three biologists observed the
nest at different times for 10-20 minutes each. During each observation, the Bushtits visited the nest site with
nesting material 4-7 times. Two biologists also observed the Bushtits gathering nesting material from the
surrounding area, approximately 1 to 4 feet away. The pair reacted adversely to the Accipiter hawk that flew over
their nest site. - VEurs
02/14/2012 - The Bushtit pair was very tolerant of biologist's observations 20 feet away from nest. The pair was
actively bringing nesting material to the nest. The nest was unaffected by the wind created by the helicopter. The
pair returned to the nest within 5 minutes of the helicopter leaving. Nest is 85% complete. - AHill
02/22/2012 - Male Bushtit was seen bringing lining material to nest. Nest is 90% complete. - AHill
02/24/2012 - Pair seen bringing nest lining material to nest. Nest buffer adjusted to 30 feet as per concurrence
from Forest Service on 2/24/2012. - AHill
03/01/2012 - Pair was seen bringing lining material to nest, 95% complete. - AHill
03/09/2012 - Male was seen foraging in nest area and then flew to nest and entered. Birds were very cryptic. AHill
03/20/2012 - Observed nest exchange between female to male. - AHill
04/02/2012 - Adults seen coming to and from nest, nestlings were heard begging. Nest was physically intact, with
the NBJ-allowed helicopter landing at the TSAP. Pair is tolerant of drilling activities. - AHill
04/09/2012 - Bushtit observed adding material to outside of nest at 0954. - HWinfrey
04/12/2012 - 2 adults observed bringing food to nest at 0832. - HWinfrey
04/14/2012 - No activity at nest, which is intact and empty. Nest presumed fledged. - HWinfrey

Fledged
Yes

Fledged

2/10/2012

2/11/2012 02/10/2012 - A female ANHU was observed feeding a fledgling a few feet from the nest. One nestling was still in
the nest. Due to breeding chronology, the active nest was closed because one fledging was observed, and the
remaining nestling will fledge before the next scheduled construction activity, barring natural predation. - RAbe

Yes

50

Presumed Fledged

2/11/2012

4/13/2012 02/11/2012 - ANHU female building new nest in riparian zone, approximately 30% complete. Buffer staked at 50
feet allowing drive-through access and permits SRPL traffic to continue. - RRadd
02/17/2012 - ANHU returning intermittently to nest. - RRadd
02/25/2012 - Nest is complete and female appears to be incubating, make brief infrequent trips off the nest. RRadd
03/02/2012 - ANHU making brief trips away from nest before returning to settle. - RRadd
03/10/2012 - Female ANHU on nest 0900, leaves for 3 minutes then returns and settles directly onto nest, giving
no indications of hatched young. - RRadd
03/17/2012 - At least one nestling visible in nest. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - Observed ANHU feeding nestlings (2 nestlings visible). - SJohnston
03/28/2012 - Female ANHU observed visiting nest twice during 5 minutes of observation. - HWinfrey
04/03/2012 - No activity was observed from 1150 to 1220. - HWinfrey
04/13/2012 - No activity observed. Nest fully intact, and based on nest chronology, nest is presumed to have
fledged. - JDicus

Yes

30

30

Fledged

2/16/2012

2/21/2012 02/16/2012 - 2 large nestlings are present in the nest. Avian monitor observed mother feeding nestlings twice over
the course of an hour of observation. Bio-monitor Katherine Vittum observed the mother performing frequent
feedings prior to avian biologist arriving on-site, including her first observation which occurred while Project traffic
was driving 10 horizontal feet from nest. - KWeber
02/21/2012 - I. Maunsell reported that the female was feeding a pair of fledglings sitting adjacent to one another
in coast live oak tree approximately 30 feet north of nest location. Nest was intact and in good condition. Fledged. KAlberts

Yes

75

30

Nest with eggs or young failed for
unknown causes

2/17/2012

4/10/2012 02/17/2012 - Bushtits building nest, 1% complete. - JDicus
02/23/2012 - Pair continues building nest and is 35%-40% complete; they are able to enter the partly built
pendulum nest. During helicopter long-lining, nest and host yucca stalk shook violently, however 1 bird remained
inside the nest during the event and continued building seconds after helicopter flew away. - JTaylor
03/07/2012 - Biological monitor reports pair making frequent trips with nesting material to a nearly complete nest
following helicopter landings at TSAP. - KWeber
03/21/2012 - One adult Bushtit flew to nest carrying nesting material (white fluff). - MKuehn
03/29/2012 - Pair observed bringing fur to nest. Nest appears 90-100% complete. - RQuilley
04/02/2012 - Within 5 minutes of passive observation starting at 1500, Bushtits were heard. A few minutes later,
an individual was identified carrying resting material and was seen gradually making its way to the nest, eventually
going inside with the material. The exterior of the nest appears complete. - LThoreson
04/03/2012 - SDG&E requested agency concurrence to remove this nest, based on its location within the critical
path for sky crane operations at EP81. The nest removal request was granted on 4-2-12, and removal procedures
occurred on 4-3-12. Avian biologist L. Tymkiw arrived at 1000. At 1020 the pair arrived with nesting material, and
again at 1025. At 1030, the avian biologist approached the nest to remove it. The biologist felt the nest bottom for
eggs, felt none, so carefully broke the supporting yucca flower stalks and took the nest down. Upon feeling inside
the nest, 4 eggs were discovered. The nest was then returned to as close to the original spot as possible and firmly
wedged in place The nest was later (at 1211) secured with wire by K Alberts to provide secondary reinforcements

No
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Nearest Project Feature

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
Nest Outcome
85
85
Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

Species
Code
Common Name
BUSH Bushtit

Nest ID
021712_mkhn_02 EP223-1

GHOW Great Horned Owl

021712_pkad_02 EP363-1

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Desert Scrub and Dune Habitats
Area

Grading

80

500

175

75

RTHA

021712_rrdd_01

Road Area

OH - wire stringing

95

500

500

500

Red-tailed Hawk

CP57-E

ID

Type
Pad Areas-Structure Pad Chaparrals
Area

Chaparrals

Habitat

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
OH - wire stringing

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
85
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Date Nest
Found
2/17/2012

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

2/17/2012

Nest did not reach active stage

2/17/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
Fledged
3/28/2012 02/17/2012 - A pair of adult Bushtits observed flying to nest tree with material more than 3 times and building
No
nest. Nest is 50% complete. Bottom is not yet formed. Birds exhibited no signs of disturbance toward biologists'
presence at 50 feet, and brought material to nest without hesitation, even while Skycrane was delivering materials
to adjacent tower site. - MKuehn
02/23/2012 - Observations of the pair of Bushtits were made during nesting bird survey for buffer area
surrounding concrete anchor block locations. Bushtit pair was observed carrying nest material to nest several
times. Pair was observed approaching nest from below moving slowly up through host scrub oak from near the
base of the shrub, not flying in to nest at top of shrub directly. Pair of Western Scrub Jays in vicinity may explain
why the Bushtit pair was approaching the nest more secretly than might be expected, as this species will
commonly fly nest materials directly to nest under normal conditions. Nest is now taking shape and is
approximately 80% complete with nest entrance located on south side of nest. - JDicus
03/09/2012 - S. Johnston observed single Bushtit making 1 trip into the nest during a 20 minute observation
period. - SJohnston
03/24/2012 - Access was not possible and prevented checking the status of this nest. Nest will be monitored as
soon as safely possible, as early as Monday. - PKonrad
03/28/2012 - No sign of nest in scrub oak or below or around it; spent considerable time searching for nest or
remnant A Bushtit passed through the area giving contact calls at 1 time but remained out of sight - closed 4/19/2012 02/17/2012 - Adult Great Horned Owl incubating on 2011 raven nest. Light drive-by traffic along Imperial Valley
No
Substation access road. - PKonrad
02/21/2012 - Adult Great Horned Owl incubating on corner tower nest. Light drive-by traffic along Imperial Valley
Substation access road. - PKonrad
02/28/2012 - Adult Great Horned Owl incubating on tower nest. Light slow drive-by traffic along Imperial Valley
Substation access road. - PKonrad
03/08/2012 - Great Horned Owl incubating on tower nest. - PKonrad
03/13/2012 - The owl was on the nest throughout the survey. At the end of the survey, a CORA landed on the
tower and approached the nest. The owl stood up and spread its wings and the raven flew off. The raven was on
the tower near the nest for no more than 10 minutes. - JDicus
03/16/2012 - Adult Great Horned Owl incubating; nestling(s) should hatch from the eggs during the next few days. PKonrad
03/19/2012 - Great Horned Owl incubating/brooding; nestlings should be hatching now. On Friday, a grading crew
was active to the new buffer area to 75 feet of nest site for several hours with no displacement of the incubating
owl. - PKonrad
03/26/2012 - Adult Great Horned Owl brooding on tower nest. - PKonrad
04/03/2012 - No adults are present at tower nest and cannot see any nestlings, which should be about 2 weeks
old. However, small nestlings may be lying out of sight with adult(s) positioned away from nest. - PKonrad
04/11/2012 - No adult Great Horned Owl observed at the nest or in the surrounding area, and no nestlings can be
seen at this time. Status of nest uncertain at this time, but indications suggest this nesting attempt may have
failed Will check back to ascertain nest status - PKonrad
2/24/2012 02/17/2012 - A RTHA was observed carrying dead sticks and dried yucca (Hesperoyucca whipplei) leaves to the
No
shelter of a large rick on an exposed promontory. The hawk made six trips from 0758 - 0815, and twice flew to
mate with nest material before advancing to nest site. When the sentry bird detected the observer, a few alarm
calls ended all activity and pair retreated to 1000+ feet and did not return for the duration of the 2 hour
observation. Selected location does not appear to this observer to be well chosen, however due to extreme
wariness of this RTHA pair at this stage of cycle, a buffer of 500 feet was established. To avoid leaving a scent trail,
the nest was not approached directly. - RRadd
02/20/2012 - RTHA carries stick to nest 0747. On departure from nest appears to detect well-obscured observer at
450 feet, perches 1200 feet away and does not return through duration of 3 hour observation. - RRadd
02/23/2012 - No RTHA activity at or near this nest from 0650 - 0945. Approach to nest reveals scant materials
shaped into bowl. - RRadd
02/24/2012 - RTHA exhibit some resilience to helicopters, but reacts to pedestrian presence at 700 feet from nest.
No interactions with nest during 3.5 hour observation. - RRadd
02/29/2012 - RTHA pair conducting display flights and territorial defense did not interact directly with nest during
3 hour observation commencing 15 minutes before sunrise. - RRadd
03/02/2012 - There has been no definitive nest-building at this nest site since February 20, therefore it is deemed
inactive, pending further monitoring. - KAlberts
03/14/2012 - RTHA pair perched at western edge of territory, 1200 feet from nest, for duration of one hour
observation. - RRadd
03/22/2012 - No RTHA detected in this area. - RRadd
03/31/2012 - No activity observed from 0630 to 0645. - HWinfrey
04/07/2012 - No activity observed from 0910 to 0940. - HWinfrey
04/12/2012 - RTHA overhead does not approach this nest site during observation. - RRadd
04/17/2012 - No changes were detected at this nest. - RRadd
04/23/2012 No changes to this nest detected RRadd
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
RSHA Red-shouldered Hawk

BUSH

Bushtit

WREN Wrentit

Nest ID
021712_rrdd_02

ID
Alpine Underground

Type
Ductbank

Habitat
Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
UG - trenching/streetscape improvements

021812_kwer_01 EP70

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Chaparrals
Area

OH - foundations

021812_mkhn_01 EP12-3 PS

Pad Areas-Stringing Area Chaparrals

Grading

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
50

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
500

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
200
200
Fledged

90

100

75

75

120

100

100

100
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Nest Outcome

Date Nest
Found
2/17/2012

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

2/18/2012

Nest did not reach active stage

2/18/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
5/31/2012 02/13/2012 - Link Lead Kaleb Smith reports RSHA carrying sticks to top of eucalyptus tree (E. globulus). - KAlberts
02/17/2012 - RSHA departs nest at 1227, soars overhead in display flight with mate, calling loudly. - RRadd
02/25/2012 - RSHA making trips to nest tree but no materials carried. - RRadd
03/03/2012 - RSHA making trips at 5 minute intervals, breaking twigs from neighborhood deciduous trees and
carrying to nest 0707-0724. - RRadd
03/10/2012 - Male RSHA flying to neighborhood trees, breaking fresh branches and carrying to nest at 5-10
minute intervals. - RRadd
03/17/2012 - RSHA male flying to and from habitual perches does not approach nest during 1 hour observation.
Female not detected. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - Nest is intact after storm event. One adult flushed from nest tree upon biologist's approach, calling
briefly as it flew to nearby eucalyptus. Second adult remained quietly on nest as biologist examined it through
binoculars. - VEurs
03/24/2012 - RSHA carrying green eucalyptus leaves to nest at 0810. - RRadd
03/31/2012 - No activity observed from 1230-1245. - HWinfrey
04/09/2012 - No activity at nest and no RSHA detected in area from 1200 to 1245. - HWinfrey
04/16/2012 - No activity observed during 30 minutes of observation. No RSHA detected in area. - HWinfrey
04/23/2012 - Adult perched on rim of nest, nestlings not visible. - HWinfrey
04/29/2012 - No activity observed at the nest. - HWinfrey
05/06/2012 - RSHA perched on rim of nest, in feeding posture. No nestlings visible. - HWinfrey
05/15/2012 - Adult perched on edge of nest, leans into nest apparently feeding nestlings. - HWinfrey
05/22/2012 - Nestling visible in nest at 1243. - HWinfrey
05/29/2012 - Adult perched on edge of nest. 1 fully feathered nestling visible. - HWinfrey
05/31/2012 - Nest is intact, empty and fledged. - HWinfrey

Fledged
Yes

4/16/2012 02/18/2012 - Pair of Bushtits were observed flying north through survey area at 9:45. They returned to the area at
10:15 and flew between the nest shrub and other shrubs in the immediate vicinity, repeatedly returning to the
nest; 1 bird was observed entering the nest numerous times. Pair left survey area at 10:45 and were not observed
again until 12:30 when they returned carrying nesting material. - KWeber
03/02/2012 - Nest looks complete. No Bushtits observed at nest during 40 minute period, although some Bushtit
contact calls were heard during the first 10 minutes. - PKonrad
03/03/2012 - Bushtits seen and heard in area. Observed entering nest after 5-10 minutes of observation. BArnold
03/08/2012 - Pair observed bringing material to and entering and existing nest at various times throughout
duration of general avian survey. - JPawlicki
03/16/2012 - Nest appears intact from a distance; pair of Bushtits foraging in area immediately surrounding nest
and in broader surrounding area during 5 minute period of a 30 minute observation period. - PKonrad
03/20/2012 - No activity was observed or heard at the nest. The nest is located in the top part of a tall manzanita,
and when the wind would blow, the canopy would move back at least 2 feet in all directions. The storm could have
affected this nest, but will ascertain current status on the next visit. - LThoreson
03/27/2012 - Bushtit observed entering nest once after 10 minutes of observation. Probably incubating based on
nesting chronology. - SJohnston
04/02/2012 - Nest is hard to see, but Bushtits made 3 visits to the nest site during first 15 minutes of 30 minute
observation period. - PKonrad
04/06/2012 - Nest viewed from 80 feet away while drilling occurred on tower pad: 2 adults made 6 visits to nest
2/27/2012 02/18/2012 - A pair of Wrentits was observed emerging from manzanita bush, which upon inspection had a small
amount of fresh nesting material in upper branches. Adults returned 45 minutes later and 1 was positioned over
nest. Could not determine if nesting material was carried in due to dense foliage, but new material had been
added when nest was checked again 2 hours later. - MKuehn
02/21/2012 - Visit occurred from 1650-1720. No activity at nest through 20 minutes of passive observation from
40 feet. Pair of Wrentits singing within 50 feet of nest. No new material added for three days and existing material
not re-positioned. Reclassified as inactive and removed buffer signs. Follow-up survey is recommended in 5-7 days
to determine if nest construction resumes at this site. - MKuehn
02/27/2012 - Wrentit singing within 80 feet of nest. No new material added. Nest site appears to have been
abandoned shortly after nest construction initiated. Nest closed. - MKuehn
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
RTHA Red-tailed Hawk

Nest ID
022112_imll_02

ID
CP13-2

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
Type
Habitat
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
Pad Areas-Structure Pad Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic
Area

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
400

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
500

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
500
500
Fledged

Nest Outcome

Date Nest
Found
2/21/2012

BUSH

Bushtit

022112_mdus_01 EP35-1

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Chaparrals
Area

OH - foundations

200

100

30

30

Presumed Fledged

2/21/2012

CORA

Common Raven

022112_pkad_01 EP295-E

Road Area

Traffic

160

100

60

60

Fledged

2/21/2012

Desert Scrub and Dune Habitats
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Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
6/19/2012 02/21/2012 - Nest was initially reported at approximately 1500 by biological monitor accompanying a BMP crew
to the work area. The monitor observed a hawk fly and perch on the nest. The nest was verified and logged at
approximately 1600 by G. Cummings. Hawk was observed on the nest and flushed from the area when vehicular
traffic approached to within 400 feet. This pair is potentially the same pair of hawks that initially occupied the nest
located between CP11 and CP12 prior to installation of a nesting deterrent. - IMaunsell
02/27/2012 - RTHA pair in display flight at CP14, and perching on CP13, but no material carried to large,
substantial nest. - RRadd
03/05/2012 - Nest looks complete, but unoccupied during 20 minute observation. - RRadd
03/12/2012 - RTHA pair engage in display flights over nest structure, with some brief nest visits. - RRadd
03/19/2012 - RTHA prone in nest for duration of 20 minute observation. - RRadd
03/28/2012 - Female incubating; male visited nest briefly, but spent majority of observation period soaring
nearby. - MDicus
04/03/2012 - RTHA on nest at 0724. - HWinfrey
04/14/2012 - RTHA lying low in nest at 0810. - VEurs
04/23/2012 - A single RTHA was on the nest from 1305 to 1335, occasionally fluffing its feathers. No second adult
detected. - VEurs
04/30/2012 - Adult RTHA standing on the edge of nest. Definitely 2, perhaps 3, downy nestlings visible craning
their necks toward the adult. - VEurs
05/07/2012 - Nestlings visible and moving about the nest as an adult Red-tailed Hawk soared nearby. - VEurs
05/14/2012 - There appear to be 3 nestlings on the nest. No adults were observed around the nest. - VEurs
05/21/2012 - Adult RTHA on the nest with 2 visible nestlings (still downy and light-colored). - VEurs
05/29/2012 - Adult RTHA at nest upon biologist's arrival, perhaps feeding the nestlings. It flew north after a short
time, leaving 2 darkish nestlings visible on the nest. - VEurs
06/05/2012 - 1 nestling on the nest, 1 perched just beside the nest and 1 perched in the western corner. - VEurs
06/12/2012 - One fledgling was perched on CP14 and a second was perched on CP17. The third fledgling spent an
hour perched on the nest and eventually made its way awkwardly out onto the western arm The third nestling did
4/28/2012 02/21/2012 - Avian biologist stood directly beneath nest and Bushtits continued nest building. This pair is tolerant
of human presence. Buffer reduction to 30 feet would not be expected to impact this pair with work 61 feet away
at tower. - MDicus
02/24/2012 - Birds continued building nest after crew finished work. Nest was approximately 20% complete. One
dead Bushtit was found on site near a burrow. However, both birds of this pair were observed building the nest
today. - JTaylor
03/05/2012 - Pair was seen visiting nest frequently with nest material. Nest is 95% complete. - AHill
03/07/2012 - Pair actively collecting material and vocalizing. Pair moving some distance from nest to collect. Nest
nearly complete. - FHoffman
03/13/2012 - Adult was seen coming to nest actively, entering inside, while loud drilling was occurring 100 feet
away. However, pair did not seem to be negatively affected by work nearby. Only one individual at a time was
seen coming to and from the nest. Most likely the pair is egg laying. - AHill
03/20/2012 - Nest intact after storm event. Male was the first bird observed around the nest. Female appeared
and repeatedly entered and exited nest. BUSH activity continued despite heavy helicopter traffic close by. - VEurs
03/27/2012 - Did not hear or see any Bushtits around nest, nest appears to still be intact. - AHill
03/28/2012 - Observed male foraging around nest and visiting nest quickly several times. No food was observed
being brought to nest. - AHill
04/09/2012 - 2 Bushtits visit nest at 0818; 1 enters and remains inside. - HWinfrey
04/15/2012 - No activity observed at nest. - HWinfrey
04/18/2012 - Please see other comments from today. - MBahn
04/18/2012 - Monitored nest from 10:30 to 13:00 and no activity at nest was observed. - MBahn
04/22/2012 - No activity observed at nest, which remains in good condition. Cooper's Hawk nearby. - HWinfrey
04/28/2012 - Adult Bushtits feeding fledgling 50 feet from nest. Nest presumed fledged. - HWinfrey

Fledged
Yes

5/24/2012 02/21/2012 - Pair of Common Ravens bringing nest material to nest and perching adjacent to nest. Looks like nest
building is in very early stage with a minimum of material accumulated. - PKonrad
02/27/2012 - Pair of ravens observed in area; 1 was seen carrying an item, but did not go to nest. Raven observed
at nest. - LThoreson
02/28/2012 - Raven at nest initially arranging sticks atop a relatively large stick nest. Both members of raven pair
bringing sticks to nest periodically. - PKonrad
02/29/2012 - Adult visited nest twice and placed nesting material (small sticks) in bowl of nest. - MKuehn
03/08/2012 - A pair of Common Ravens is building another nest on northwest side of tower crossarm (southeast
nest appears deserted today). Grading crew improving entry to access road on north side of highway about 260
feet north of tower. Later, at 16:30, 1 raven was lying on nest in incubating position with a second raven foraging
on ground near tower base; in 15 minutes raven on nest flew to the southwest. (No construction activity at this
time.) - PKonrad
03/16/2012 - No ravens observed during 30-minute observation period, but avian biologist E. Strods related that
while conducting nest surveys in the area earlier in the day, he observed a pair of ravens visiting the east nest, but
did not see them bringing nesting material to the nest. - PKonrad
03/19/2012 - An adult Common Raven is incubating on newest west-side tower nest. Another raven is perched in
tower above nest. - PKonrad
03/26/2012 - A Common Raven is incubating in west nest, and another raven is perched on top-center of tower
crossarm. - PKonrad
04/03/2012 - Raven is incubating in the west tower nest. - PKonrad
04/11/2012 - Adult Common Raven incubating in tower nest. - PKonrad
04/19/2012 - Common Raven flew from more than 1/4 mile south to this nest where another raven was brooding
young nestlings. First raven fed at least 2 nestlings that could be seen lifting their heads with open beaks above
the nest. - PKonrad
04/26/2012 - An adult Common Raven is brooding nestlings in the western tower nest while a second adult is
perched midway up the tower PKonrad
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Yes
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
BUSH Bushtit

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
50

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
Nest Outcome
45
45
Presumed Fledged

Nest ID
022212_jdus_01

EP35-1-E

Type
Road Area

Chaparrals

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
Traffic

022212_lgan_01

EP184-1-E

Road Area

Chaparrals

Traffic

38

100

100

100

Presumed Fledged

2/22/2012

ID

Habitat

Date Nest
Found
2/22/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
4/12/2012 02/22/2012 - Bushtit pair was observed making multiple trips to nest with nest material while 3 avian biologists
stood watching from 5 to 40 feet away. Pair has just begun building. Nest is just 1% complete, roughly the size of a
marble, and the pair was observed actively adding downy plant material and beginning to stretch/weave spider
silk to anchor in the nest. - JDicus
02/24/2012 - Pair actively building nest. Bushtits undisturbed by vehicle traffic passing by. Nest buffer was
adjusted to 45 feet as per concurrence from Forest Service on 2/24/2012. - AHill
03/05/2012 - Pair bringing material to nest, nest is 95% complete. - AHill
03/06/2012 - Nest looks complete and well-built, but no Bushtits observed or heard during 10 minute observation
period, shortened due to effects of 1-lane traffic. Micropile drilling 530 feet southeast at EP35 is fairly loud at nest
site. Limited slow Sunrise vehicle traffic along access road. - PKonrad
03/07/2012 - Nest appears nearly complete. Bushtit pair very active in area, flying from bush to bush, vocalizing
and bringing soft plant material to nest. Pair is very busily entering the inside and working on the outside with
material. - FHoffman
03/13/2012 - The male and female were seen both bringing in soft nesting material to the nest. The male
attempted to copulate with the female; however, she flew away to the nest to deposit her nesting material. AHill
03/20/2012 - Male Bushtit patrolled the area for about 30 minutes and eventually returned to nest with large wad
of nesting material. Female eventually appeared from the east and the pair hung around the nest but did not
enter. Nest appeared to be in good condition after the storm event, and is almost complete. Pair spent the rest of
the observation period foraging within 100 feet of nest - VEurs
4/4/2012 02/22/2012 - Nest appears to be built to completion. A pair of Western Scrub Jays was observed near the nest,
calling and behaving defensively while the avian biologist was standing approximately 10 feet from the nest.
Biologist placed leaves inside the nest to determine whether it was active or not, and approximately 3 hours later,
the leaves had been removed. - LGorman
02/27/2012 - Adult California Thrasher slipped off nest as avian biologist approached (at 20 feet). Nest contains 1
egg. Species changed from Western Scrub Jay to California Thrasher. Snow expected tonight. - MKuehn
03/01/2012 - No birds observed in area, but 2 warm turquoise-colored eggs in nest. - PKonrad
03/06/2012 - California Thrasher incubating 2 eggs in nest. - VNovik
03/12/2012 - Adult incubating 2 eggs in nest. - VEurs
03/21/2012 - One thrasher hatchling observed; not certain if second egg was obscured. - FHoffman
03/28/2012 - Observed thrasher on nest, likely brooding. - VNovik
04/04/2012 - Nest in good condition with bowl lining intact, but no nestlings or fledglings were present and no
adults were observed. Hard to determine outcome of this nest; odds are that the nestlings fledged, but it is
difficult to substantiate this point, except that no dead nestlings or eggshells are present, no sign of predation or
weather-related destruction can be seen, and the nest is in good condition - closed. - PKonrad

Fledged
Yes

CATH

California Thrasher

CATH

California Thrasher

022212_mkhn_01 EP185-1-E-C

Road Area

Chaparrals

Traffic

56

100

100

100

Nest did not reach active stage

2/22/2012

4/4/2012 02/22/2012 - Nest was found on 2/21/2012 through systematic search. No California Thrashers observed within 50
feet of nest. Nest is completely lined and immaculate - free of any dead leaves. A sprig of green leaves was placed
in the bottom of nest cup on 2/21, and had been removed by 0700 on 2/22. - MKuehn
02/27/2012 - No adults detected. Nest empty and has not changed in appearance. - MKuehn
03/01/2012 - No thrashers or other birds observed or heard in area. - PKonrad
03/09/2012 - No birds observed or vocal in area; could not find nest in described sugar bush. - PKonrad
03/12/2012 - Nest appears complete and undamaged with no activity observed around nest. No eggs in nest. VEurs
03/15/2012 - Nest looks aged and flattened; unused; no sign of birds associated with this nest. - PKonrad
03/21/2012 - Nest remains flattened and unused with no birds in area. Changed status to inactive. - PKonrad
04/04/2012 - Nest remains flattened and now 4 leaves are filling the bowl; no bird was ever committed to this
nest. - PKonrad

No

CATH

California Thrasher

022212_mkhn_02 EP186-1-N

Road Area

Chaparrals

Traffic

60

100

100

100

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

2/22/2012

3/21/2012 02/22/2012 - Nest was found on 2/20/2012 through systematic search. No California Thrashers observed within 50
feet of nest. Nest is completely lined and immaculate - free of any dead leaves. A sprig of green leaves was placed
in the bottom of nest cup on 2/20, and had been removed by 0700 on 2/22. - MKuehn
02/27/2012 - Adult slipped off nest as biologist approached (at 10 feet) and returned to position in nest cup while
biologist stood 4 feet away to check contents. Nest contains 1 egg. Snow in forecast tonight. - MKuehn
03/05/2012 - 3 warm turquoise eggs present in nest. No birds seen in vicinity. - LThoreson
03/06/2012 - Bird incubating 3 eggs in nest. - VNovik
03/12/2012 - The nest was first observed passively, but there was no conclusive evidence of nesting. The nest was
then approached, and a bird flushed when the nest was approached, allowing the nest check. One very new
nestling and 2 eggs were observed in the nest. Observer left quietly immediately after. - LThoreson
03/21/2012 - Nest and nest bowl intact but wet from recent snow; no sign of eggs, eggshells, or nestlings; no sign
of predation or weather-related nest failure; no birds in area. - PKonrad

No
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
CATH California Thrasher

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
80

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
Nest Outcome
100
100
Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

Nest ID
022212_vers_01

EP184-1-E

Type
Road Area

Chaparrals

EP180-N

Road Area

Chaparrals

OH - wire stringing

220

100

50

50

Nest did not reach active stage

2/22/2012

3/15/2012 02/22/2012 - Nest appears clean and lacks leaves and appears to have fresh grass lining. Nest was observed for I
hour.; no activity observed, - VNovik
02/27/2012 - Nest empty and no activity observed nearby from any birds. Lining is mussed and partially pulled out
of nest bowl, indicating nest may not be actively maintained. - MKuehn
03/01/2012 - Monitored nest for approximately 1 hour. No activity observed at the nest. - JPawlicki
03/01/2012 - Nest in good shape but no indication of recent use, and no jays or other birds observed in area. PKonrad
03/15/2012 - No birds in area; nest lining has been pulled up; no sign of eggshells in nest or below it; nest looks
abandoned. - PKonrad
03/21/2012 - No change at nest; no birds in area. - PKonrad

No

150

100

100

100

Nest did not reach active stage

2/23/2012

3/8/2012 02/23/2012 - Pair seen building nest. - PHoward
02/29/2012 - Nest appears 80% complete. - RRadd
03/06/2012 - Nest appears to have sustained some damage. Unclear if it will be repaired or abandoned, and will
monitor again. - RRadd
03/08/2012 - Nest was noted as being built by pair and never determined to be complete. Nest was noted as
damaged by prior monitoring visit. No activity observed at nest while being observed for approximately 40
minutes. Nest appears to be in disrepair and has lost most of the shape, more flat like than sock like. - VNovik

No

4/7/2012 02/23/2012 - Pair seen bringing lining to nest and appears 95% complete. - PHoward
02/29/2012 - Nest appears complete. - RRadd
03/06/2012 - Nest intact and apparently complete. No BUSH detected. - RRadd
03/08/2012 - Nest in good shape, and observed birds at nest. - VNovik
03/09/2012 - 3 visits to the nest during the 25-minute observation period. - ELoveless
03/14/2012 - Bushtit observed adding nesting material to nearly complete nest. - RAbe
03/16/2012 - Bushtit observed exiting nest. Nest monitoring was reduced to 15 minutes due to occupation of
Western Scrub-jays in immediate area. - RAbe
03/20/2012 - Bushtit observed exiting nest after 10 minute observation period. Bushtit later observed adding
nesting material. Possibly repairing minor damage to bottom of nest caused by major storm event over the last
two days. - RAbe
03/25/2012 - Buffer returned to 100 feet after a temporary reduction to 50 feet. Bushtits were not affected by
reduction in buffer during wire stringing. - GHuffman
03/31/2012 - Male delivers nest lining material (feathers) to nest entrance, female receives from within but does
not leave nest for 20 minute observation period. Presume nesting stage has progressed to incubating based on
these observations. - JDicus
04/07/2012 - Bushtit visits nest at 0710. - HWinfrey
04/07/2012 - Observed Bushtit pair removing material from nest and transporting to another location in between
4/5/2012 02/23/2012 - Adults observed adding nest material to nest that is about 60 percent complete. The birds paid no
attention to two biologists standing a few feet away. Nest exists in dense vegetation and is naturally buffered from
visual and audible construction activities. - RAbe
02/29/2012 - Nest is large, well-decorated and approximately 85% complete. - RRadd
03/06/2012 - Nest intact and appears complete. No BUSH detected. - RRadd
03/08/2012 - Nest appears in good shape. Bushtit were heard in vicinity though not observed at nest. - VNovik
03/09/2012 - No activity observed at nest during 15 minute observation. Bushtits observed in vicinity of nest. ELoveless
03/14/2012 - Female observed exiting nest, foraging, and re-entering nest. - RAbe
03/16/2012 - Bushtit observed exiting nest. Nest monitoring was reduced to five minutes due to occupation of
Western Scrub-jays in immediate area. - RAbe
03/20/2012 - Bushtit observed exiting nest. Nest monitoring was reduced to 10 minutes due to occupation of
Western Scrub-Jays in immediate area. Based on nesting chronology and average number off eggs laid by Bushtits,
the nesting stage is now believed to be in the incubation state. Minor damage at bottom of nest is likely due to
major storm event over last two days. - RAbe
03/29/2012 - BUSH heard calling near nest. Nest not approached due to WESJ in area. - HWinfrey
04/05/2012 - Nest appears torn apart, most likely predated. No evidence that construction activities had any
effect on this nest Nest closed - HWinfrey

No

ID

Habitat

Date Nest
Found
2/22/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
3/21/2012 02/22/2012 - The nest was detected on 2/21/2012. It is completely lined, in immaculate condition and free of
dead leaves. Green leaves were placed in the cup of the nest. The leaves had been removed by the time biologists
checked the nest on the at 0700 on 2/22/2012. No adults were observed near the nest on 2/21/2012, but an adult
was heard calling from approximately 30 feet away when the nest was checked on the morning of 2/22/2012. VEurs
02/27/2012 - No eggs. Nest appearance same as before except presence of acorn shell with inside eaten in
bottom of nest cup. Adult Scrub Jays heard calling 80 feet from nest. - MKuehn
03/01/2012 - Nest looks good but no eggs or birds in area of nest; jays heard calling in area (as throughout broad
region). - PKonrad
03/06/2012 - Nest appears intact. No activity observed at nest. - VNovik
03/12/2012 - Changed species to California Thrasher; 3 blue eggs in nest, but no bird on nest when biologist
approached nest. A California Thrasher was heard singing about 25 feet away as nest was checked. - VEurs
03/21/2012 - No eggs and no young. No evidence of birds except 1 adult feather above nest. - FHoffman

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
Traffic

WESJ

Western Scrub-Jay

022212_vnik_01

BUSH

Bushtit

022312_phrd_02 CP55/CP56-1 PS

Pad Areas-Stringing Area Chaparrals

BMP installation/maintenance

BUSH

Bushtit

022312_phrd_03 CP55/CP56-1 PS

Pad Areas-Stringing Area Chaparrals

OH - wire stringing

40

100

100

100

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

2/23/2012

BUSH

Bushtit

022312_rabe_01 CP55/CP56-1 PS

Pad Areas-Stringing Area Chaparrals

OH - wire stringing

100

100

90

90

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

2/23/2012
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
BLPH Black Phoebe

ID

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
Traffic

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
18

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
100
100
Fledged

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
5/18/2012 02/23/2012 - BLPH makes multiple trips to underside of trailer 1110 - 1116, clinging at nest site for a minute at a
time while mate monitors from 15 feet. - RRadd
02/28/2012 - No BLPH nest building during 2 x 15 minute observations on cool showery day. BLPH detected well
away from nest area. - RRadd
03/07/2012 - BLPH observed to fly under trailer near nest location briefly, but was never observed on the nest
during 30 minutes of monitoring. - SJohnston
03/07/2012 - HOFI pair making trips to this nest, BLPH staying away. - RRadd
03/15/2012 - BLPH carrying wet mud from AR to underside of trailer. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - No BLPH detected during 20 minute observation. - RRadd
03/28/2012 - No activity observed. - JTaylor
04/04/2012 - Black Phoebe observed visiting nest at 0804 and then perching nearby. - HWinfrey
04/13/2012 - Nest contains 4 eggs. - RRadd
04/21/2012 - BLPH incubating 4 eggs with brief excursions off the nest. - RRadd
04/26/2012 - BLPH making infrequent forays from nest on a rainy day. - RRadd
05/02/2012 - BLPH carrying food to nest at 0955. - RRadd
05/09/2012 - BLPH pair feeding nest at 2-4 minute intervals, 0825. - RRadd
05/17/2012 - Agitated BLPH carrying food near nest suggests young are close to fledging. - RRadd
05/26/2012 - Nest is empty. Fledglings observed away from nest. - RRadd

Nest ID
022312_rrdd_01

Helix CY AR

Type
Road Area

Habitat
Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

ANHU Anna's Hummingbird

022312_rrdd_02

Helix CY AR

Road Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic

22

100

100

100

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

2/23/2012

3/15/2012 02/23/2012 - ANHU female plucking down from nearby broom baccharis (Baccharis sarothroides) and packing into
nest, is unconcerned by numerous non-stopping vehicles. Nest is under construction under dead leaf cluster on
low branch of tamarisk (Tamarix parviflora) and is approximately 50% complete. - RRadd
02/28/2012 - ANHU lying on 1 egg. - RRadd
03/07/2012 - ANHU incubating. - SJohnston
03/07/2012 - ANHU incubating at 1028. - RRadd
03/15/2012 - Nest has been destroyed - apparently by predation - nest fragments nearby. - RRadd

No

BUSH

Bushtit

022312_rrdd_03

Helix CY AR

Road Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic

22

100

100

100

Fledged

2/23/2012

4/26/2012 02/23/2012 - BUSH pair making numerous trips to repair old nest from 2011 (NID 6003222), climbing inside and
making alterations. No material carry observed 1140 -1200. Nest modification activities conducted during passage
of numerous non-stopping Project vehicles. - RRadd
02/28/2012 - BUSH are wary and activity at this nest is fitful and intermittent, but continues. - RRadd
03/07/2012 - Pair of BUSH making numerous trips to nest with fine nesting material such as silk. - SJohnston
03/07/2012 - BUSH pair gathering flowers of Baccharis sarothroides and packing into this nest. - RRadd
03/15/2012 - Nest appears complete. Male BUSH approaches but does not enter. Potentially egg-laying. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - Nest condition appears unchanged. BUSH secretive and quick to depart nest area. - RRadd
03/28/2012 - Bird observed bringing plant down into nest. - JTaylor
04/04/2012 - Bushtit makes brief visit to nest at 0729. - HWinfrey
04/14/2012 - BUSH pair carrying food items to nest on cold stormy morning. - RRadd
04/21/2012 - BUSH pair making trips to the nest with food items at 2-5 minute intervals. - RRadd
04/26/2012 - BUSH noted nearby with fledglings and little activity at this nest, however 1 bird noted entering in
early afternoon. Second clutch? - RRadd
05/02/2012 - BUSH removing material from this nest to new nest 70 feet south. - RRadd

Yes

BUSH

Bushtit

022312_sjon_01

CP55/CP56-1 PS

Pad Areas-Stringing Area Chaparrals

OH - wire stringing

50

100

50

50

Nest did not reach active stage

2/23/2012

3/20/2012 02/23/2012 - Pair observed actively building a nest. Nest was approximately 5% complete. Pair was not affected
by two biologists within 5 feet of nest. - SJohnston
02/29/2012 - Nest is approximately 5 inches long and 15% complete. - RRadd
03/06/2012 - Nest appears intact and 75% complete, no BUSH detected. - RRadd
03/08/2012 - Observed bird entering nest with material. - VNovik
03/09/2012 - The pair was observed bringing nesting material to the nest 4 times during the 15 minute
observation. - ELoveless
03/14/2012 - Pair observed adding nesting material to nearly complete nest. - RAbe
03/16/2012 - Bushtit observed adding nesting material to nest. - RAbe
03/20/2012 - Nest has been destroyed. Likely due to major storm event over last two days. No Bushtits observed
in area during 30 minute observation period. No eggs observed. - RAbe

No

BUSH

Bushtit

022312_vnik_01

EP88-2

Pad Areas-TSAP

OH - foundations

50

100

50

50

Nest did not reach active stage

2/23/2012

3/20/2012 02/23/2012 - Pair of Bushtits actively building nest that appears 80% complete. - VNovik
03/02/2012 - Nest is in good condition and complete, but no Bushtits observed or heard in area. - PKonrad
03/13/2012 - Nest is complete with clear entrance. Bushtits near nest initially and after nest check. - PKonrad
03/20/2012 - Nest has been predated, violently torn apart and exposing chamber with many small feathers,
probably from chamber lining caught in branches surrounding nest. No sign of eggs or eggshells, and no Bushtits
observed or heard in area. - PKonrad

No

Chaparrals
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
BUSH Bushtit

Nest ID
ID
022412_phrd_01 CP56-1-PS-E-B

Type
Road Area

Chaparrals

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
Traffic

Habitat

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
10

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
Nest Outcome
100
100
Indeterminate

BUSH

Bushtit

022412_phrd_02 CP56-1-PS-E-B

Road Area

Chaparrals

Traffic

80

100

95

95

BUSH

Bushtit

022412_rabe_01 CP56-1-PS-E-B

Road Area

Chaparrals

Traffic

60

100

100

BUSH

Bushtit

022412_vers_01

CP55/CP56-1 PS-N

Road Area

Chaparrals

Traffic

3

100

BUSH

Bushtit

022512_ahll_06

EP35-1-N

Road Area

Chaparrals

Traffic

50

100

Date Nest
Found
2/24/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
4/17/2012 02/24/2012 - Pair seen building nest, appears 75% complete. - PHoward
02/29/2012 - Nest appears substantially complete. No BUSH detected at nest. - RRadd
03/06/2012 - Nest intact but likely still under construction. - RRadd
03/08/2012 - Adult male observed carrying item to nest. - MDicus
03/14/2012 - Nest appears substantially complete, but no BUSH detected during 30 minute observation period. RRadd
03/20/2012 - Nest intact after storm. BUSH heard in the area, but were not observed at the nest during about 10
minutes of observation. - IMaunsell
03/24/2012 - Pair carrying fluff to the nest on several trips; male becoming wary. - RRadd
03/29/2012 - No activity during 8 minutes of passive observation. Observer left area immediately following arrival
of 2 CORAs. - HWinfrey
04/05/2012 - No activity observed from 0750 to 0820. - HWinfrey
04/13/2012 - Nest appears intact and serviceable. No BUSH detected during 20 minute observation. - RRadd
04/19/2012 - Nest is destroyed, presumed by predator, however it is uncertain if this nest ever received an egg. RRadd

Fledged
N/A

Nest did not reach active stage

2/24/2012

3/24/2012 02/24/2012 - Pair seen building nest, appears 80% complete. - PHoward
02/29/2012 - Nest appears damaged at bottom, but possibly weather-related. - RRadd
03/06/2012 - Nest appears well tended and complete. No BUSH detected on cold afternoon. - RRadd
03/14/2012 - Nest appears full, round and complete. No BUSH detected during 20 minute observation. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - Bottom of nest appears to have fallen out, perhaps due to recent storm. No BUSH nearby during
approximate 15 minute observation period, but will assess status on next visit. - IMaunsell
03/24/2012 - Nest is destroyed, ripped apart at anchor points, consistent with storm damage. - RRadd

No

100

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

2/24/2012

4/17/2012 02/24/2012 - Pair of adults observed adding new material to nest. Nest is approximately 60 percent complete.
Birds added material with biologist standing within a few feet of nest. - RAbe
03/01/2012 - BUSH making occasional trips to nest which appears complete. - RRadd
03/06/2012 - Nest appears complete and intact, no BUSH detected on cold day with rain pending. - RRadd
03/14/2012 - Nest appears large full and complete. No BUSH during 30 minute observation. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - Nest intact after storm. BUSH were heard in the area, but there was no activity at the nest in the
approximate 10 minute observation period. - IMaunsell
03/24/2012 - BUSH carries fluff to nest, settled and remained. - RRadd
03/29/2012 - Female observed leaving nest at 0847. - HWinfrey
04/05/2012 - Bushtit at nest on 0824. - HWinfrey
04/13/2012 - BUSH male bringing food to nest at 5-15 minute intervals from 0830-0850 suggests hatched young. RRadd
04/19/2012 - Nest is open at the top and vacant. Presumed lost to predation. - RRadd

No

100

100

Nest did not reach active stage

2/24/2012

3/6/2012 02/24/2012 - Pair detected carrying nesting material to shrub. They made numerous trips during the observation
period and continued to build, despite the presence of several biologists at the nest, combined with a large truck
passing by and a large helicopter flying directly overhead. - VEurs
03/01/2012 - Although a BUSH paused here briefly, no nest was found. - RRadd
03/06/2012 - No nest found at the described location. No nest could be found here despite repeated searches.
Nest was apparently depredated, and the material is now gone. - RRadd

No

70

70

Presumed Fledged

2/25/2012

4/20/2012 02/21/2012 - Bushtits observed carrying nesting material to a nest that is approximately 60% complete. - MDicus
02/24/2012 - Bushtit pair visiting nest, which is approximately 80% complete. - AHill
02/25/2012 - Both male and female Bushtits are bringing nesting material to nest actively. GPS point was logged
incorrectly, actual distance from road to nest is 50 feet. No concurrence needed because nest condition and work
activities have not changed since original concurrence. - AHill
03/05/2012 - Bushtit pair was observed bringing nest material, 95% complete. - AHill
03/06/2012 - Pair of Bushtits foraging to west of nest and periodically visiting nest site. Nest is large, well-built,
and seemingly complete. Considerable loud road work being conducted along access road to 50 feet of nest,
including 6 vehicles and associated personnel. - PKonrad
03/07/2012 - Bushtit pair extremely active building nest. Both detected vocalizing, collecting, and adding downy
plant material to nest. - FHoffman
03/13/2012 - The male was bringing in soft nesting material to the nest actively. The female popped out of the
nest after a couple of male visits and flew off a few hundred feet away. (Given the low activity of the pair as a
whole, there are probably eggs present in the nest and the female is incubating. Bushtits continue to bring soft
lining material to nest up until the eggs hatch throughout incubation, and on average, they only spend 60% of their
time incubating.) - AHill
03/20/2012 - Nest in good condition after storm event. Male brought soft material to nest. As male approached,
female hopped out of nest. She re-entered after male. The male flew away from the nest, and the female
eventually followed. - VEurs
03/27/2012 - Observed one adult foraging around nest, then another adult flew out of nest and joined other adult.
Pair then went off to forage. - AHill
04/09/2012 - Adult visits nest with food at 0701. - HWinfrey
04/12/2012 - Adult bringing food to nest at 0632. - HWinfrey
04/14/2012 - Adult brings food to nest at 1506. Nestlings heard begging. - HWinfrey
04/16/2012 2 adults bring food to nest at 0629 HWinfrey

Yes
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
AMKE American Kestrel

Nest ID
ID
022512_bald_01 CP56-1-PS-E-A

Type
Road Area

Chaparrals

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
Traffic

022512_lton_05

CP56-1-PS-E-B

Road Area

Chaparrals

BMP installation/maintenance

ANHU Anna's Hummingbird

022512_rabe_01 CP56-1-PS-E-A

Road Area

Chaparrals

BUSH

022512_rrdd_02

Road Area

Chaparrals

BUSH

Bushtit

Bushtit

CP26-E

Habitat

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
300

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
500

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
Nest Outcome
300
300
Nest did not reach active stage

Date Nest
Found
2/25/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
4/30/2012 02/25/2012 - A male Kestrel was observed sitting on the topmost, northerly arm of a steel monopole for several
minutes. A female flew in and landed on the middle arm, below him. After a few minutes, she entered the cavity
created by the juncture of the monopole and the arm. She remained in the cavity for approximately 30 minutes.
For the latter part of the observation, she was visible in the hole at the end of the arm. She eventually flew off, out
of the biologists' view. The male remained on the upper arm during the entire observation and was still there
when the biologists left the area. - BArnold
03/01/2012 - No AMKE detected during 30 minute survey. - RRadd
03/06/2012 - No AMKE detected. - RRadd
03/14/2012 - AMKE departs adjacent lattice tower at 1138, presumed to be nest guarding. - RRadd
03/21/2012 - AMKE female atop adjacent lattice tower for duration of 40 minute observation. - RRadd
03/29/2012 - No AMKE observed from 0945 to 1000. HOFI pair observed carrying nesting material into top arm of
monopole. - HWinfrey
04/05/2012 - No activity at pole; no American Kestrels detected from 0905 to 0945. - HWinfrey
04/11/2012 - AMKE male observed mobbing RTHA from adjacent nest did not subsequently associate with any
cavity during 30-minute observation. - RRadd
04/19/2012 - No AMKE detected during 30-minute observation. - RRadd
04/23/2012 - AMKE male defending site against adjacent RTHA, but no association with tower cavities. - RRadd
04/30/2012 - Male AMKE brings 2 food items to female, the first an insect which she consumes, the second a
kangaroo rat which she mostly consumes but carries the remainder elsewhere, away from this monopole. It
appears this pair is nesting in a natural cavity elsewhere. - RRadd

Fledged
No

5

100

100

100

Indeterminate

2/25/2012

5/1/2012 02/24/2012 - A female Bushtit was observed carrying nesting material around a shrub. She disappeared from view
and upon reappearing, did not have nesting material. She then flew beyond the survey boundaries. Biologists
waited in the area 25 minutes and the female reappeared, again with nesting material. She was tracked to a
nearby shrub, where the nest was discovered. The nest is 10% complete and the pair continued to make trips back
and forth as biologists worked in the area. - LThoreson
02/29/2012 - Nest appears 25% complete. BUSH sounded alarm calls and departed at observer approach. RRadd
03/06/2012 - Nest intact, no BUSH observed on cold morning. - RRadd
03/08/2012 - Pair observed flying to nest, actively nest-building. - MDicus
03/14/2012 - BUSH departs nest at 1209, the returns briefly at 1214. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - Nest appears to be intact after storm. BUSH at nest, but not with nesting material during about 10
minutes of observation. Nest building is presumably still underway. - IMaunsell
03/21/2012 - Nest intact and full, but no BUSH detections during 20 minute observation. - RRadd
03/29/2012 - 2 Bushtits observed adding fine materials to nest. - HWinfrey
04/05/2012 - No Bushtit activity detected from 0830 to 0900. - HWinfrey
04/13/2012 - New BMPs have been installed 5 feet from nest. No BUSH detected. - RRadd
04/22/2012 - BUSH exits nest after 30 minutes of observation 0750. - RRadd
04/23/2012 - No BUSH observed during 30-minute observation on cool rainy day. - RRadd
04/30/2012 - Male BUSH visits the nest for 30 seconds but does not enter before departing. Egg laying or vacant? RRadd
05/07/2012 - Nest is torn below nest cup, presumed predated. New nest under construction outside the buffer. RRadd

N/A

Traffic

10

100

100

100

Nest did not reach active stage

2/25/2012

3/6/2012 02/25/2012 - Female observed adding nesting material multiple times. Nest is about 25 percent complete.
Continued adding nest material with biologist standing two feet from nest. 100-foot ESA buffer staked-drive
through access only. - RAbe
03/01/2012 - No ANHU or nest detected. - RRadd
03/06/2012 - Neither the originating nor the monitoring biologist can locate a nest at the described location and
no ANHU detected during multiple observations. Closed. - RRadd

No

Traffic

24

100

100

100

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

2/25/2012

5/14/2012 02/25/2012 - BUSH pair carrying material to nest which appears substantially complete. - RRadd
03/05/2012 - BUSH continue to visit this outwardly complete nest. - RRadd
03/13/2012 - Complete nest in fine condition, no BUSH detected during 30 minute observation. - RRadd
03/19/2012 - Nest appears sound and in fine condition following recent storms. No BUSH detected during 30
minute observation. - RRadd
03/22/2012 - Adult flushed from nest when biologist approached within 20 feet, but returned and entered nest
when the biologist backed off to 30 feet. Bird then remained in nest for over 5 minutes while its mate collected
nesting material nearby. - MKuehn
03/30/2012 - No activity observed at nest from 0630 to 0640 in foggy conditions. - HWinfrey
03/30/2012 - No activity observed from 0630 to 0640 in foggy weather. - HWinfrey
04/06/2012 - No activity observed from 0615 to 0645. - HWinfrey
04/15/2012 - Both adults brought small insects to the nest. Sounds of nestlings coming from inside the nest. VEurs
04/23/2012 - The male and female made 3 trips in total to the nest during 40 minutes of observation. The biologist
could confirm the male carrying insects into the nest once. No nestlings were heard, but the cool, damp conditions
may have been suppressing this behavior. The nest looks "stretched out," as though the weight of growing
nestlings is causing the nest to sag. - VEurs
04/30/2012 - Observation period lasted from 0918 to 1026. After 15 minutes, the female emerged from the nest.
She returned at 0940 and took a ceanothus leaf into the nest. She left again at 0956 and returned a short time
later, taking an unidentified object inside. At this point, a few faint sounds of nestlings were heard. She again
exited the nest about 15 minutes later and returned with fluffy nesting material Each time she made several

No
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
WESJ Western Scrub-Jay

Nest ID
ID
022612_bald_02 Gorka Gate

Type
Road Area

Chaparrals

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
Traffic

Habitat

BUSH

Bushtit

022612_mkhn_01 EP88-2

Pad Areas-TSAP

Chaparrals

OH - foundations

BUSH

Bushtit

022812_hwey_01 12kV Pole

Pad Areas-Work Area

Chaparrals

LEOW

Long-eared Owl

022812_lgan_02

GS-NF-24

Pad Areas-Work Area

BUSH

Bushtit

022812_rrdd_01

Helix CY AR

Road Area

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
316

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
Nest Outcome
30
30
Nest did not reach active stage

Date Nest
Found
2/26/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
3/22/2012 02/26/2012 - Nest appears in good shape, with recent lining. No bird activity associated with nest during 2 hour
observation period on Saturday 25 February, nor during a 3.5 hour observation period on Sunday 26 February.
Nest appears to be of size and shape of Western Scrub-Jay, but no Scrub-Jays observed in area either day.
Distance to staked gate is 35 feet, plus the vertical differentiation, equals a total distance from gate of 38 feet. BArnold
03/06/2012 - Nest is sound, intact, fresh in appearance and empty. - RRadd
03/08/2012 - Nest in good shape. During avian surveys, no adults were detected. Nest may be abandoned. FHoffman
03/14/2012 - Nest in great shape but no WESJ detected. Possibly weather-delayed. - RRadd
03/21/2012 - No changes observed at this clean intact lined nest. - RRadd
03/22/2012 - No Western Scrub-jays were observed in vicinity of nest for 4 hours by 3 avian biologists conducting
general nesting bird survey. At end of 4-hour observation period nest was approached by avian biologists V. Novik
and F. Hoffman to further ascertain status. Dried leaf material was observed inside the cup of the nest, which is
indicative of a nest that is not being used or maintained. Nest was closed, buffer signs removed. - JDicus

Fledged
No

50

100

50

50

Nest did not reach active stage

2/26/2012

3/13/2012 02/26/2012 - The nest is complete (and new), but no Bushtit activity was observed at the nest during the 5 hour
survey period. - MKuehn
03/02/2012 - Probably due to 2 weather events this week (snow and rain), nest is weathered and thin enough to
see through in places. No Bushtits observed or heard in area. Nest now considered inactive and will continue to
monitor site to see if Bushtits improve nest. - PKonrad
03/13/2012 - Nest appears to have been predated; found nest lining on ground with a 2-inch diameter hole in
upper part of nest chamber below entrance. No sign of eggs or eggshells, but nest had been rebuilt after
weathering in previous rain and snow storms. - PKonrad

No

Other

140

100

30

30

Indeterminate

2/28/2012

4/24/2012 02/28/2012 - At 1030, two adult Bushtits were observed carrying material near CP76-1-GS-NF-13. Adults made
three trips during five minutes of observation. The nest was located near the top of a mission manzanita. Data was
collected using pentab, and 100-foot buffer was established with ESA signs on access paths. - HWinfrey
03/08/2012 - No nest or BUSH detected at or near the presumed location. - RRadd
03/16/2012 - BUSH pair constructing nest which appears 25% complete, at 1040. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - Adults flew to nest with material. - MKuehn
03/22/2012 - BUSH pair attending nest, which appears 80% complete. - RRadd
03/29/2012 - BUSH observed entering nest at 1153. - HWinfrey
04/05/2012 - BUSH enters nest at 1200 and remains inside. - HWinfrey
04/15/2012 - BUSH male visits nest briefly at 1630. - RRadd
04/24/2012 - Nest has been opened at side of nest cup. Nest had time to fledge prior to depredation. - RRadd

N/A

Woodlands and Forests

OH - tower erection

210

500

200

200

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

2/28/2012

No

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic

20

100

100

100

Presumed Fledged

2/28/2012

4/3/2012 02/28/2012 - A pair of Long-eared Owls was observed at the nest. One owl flew when approached from
approximately 30 feet while the other owl remained on the nest for the duration of the nest survey, and appeared
to be incubating. - LGorman
03/06/2012 - Adult Long-eared Owl standing on nest alerted to observer's presence but did not flush. No other
adult owls in area but several other species of raptors. - FHoffman
03/07/2012 - Long-eared Owl incubating, positioned on south portion of nest. - PKonrad
03/08/2012 - Owl observed on nest. Appeared to be laying low in nest, likely incubating. - BArnold
03/14/2012 - Adult lying in nest did not stir when new buffer stakes were being hammered in 200 feet away near
tower EP85. - JDicus
03/14/2012 - Adult Long-eared Owl is incubating in tree nest; another adult flew from tree immediately south of
nest tree. - PKonrad
03/15/2012 - Owl lying low in nest did not move during installation save for a few turns of the head as evidenced
by rotation of ear tufts just visible over rim of nest through spotting scope set up 110 feet away. - JDicus
03/20/2012 - Owl incubating/brooding low in nest did not flush from nest all day (715-1715). Male observed
roosting nearby in adjacent live oak. All-terrain fork lift and crane were loudest equipment operating today, but
did not visibly disturb owls. - JDicus
03/21/2012 - Nest checked 3 times during the day: once prior to work, once during work, and once after crews
left. Owl on nest during all 3 visits, showed no indication of disturbance as a result of construction activity or
presence of avian biologist. - BArnold
03/22/2012 - Owl on nest during early afternoon check. - BArnold
03/24/2012 - Owl observed on nest. - BArnold
03/28/2012 - Nest checked in morning prior to construction again at midday and at end of day Adult fairly high
5/2/2012 02/28/2012 - BUSH building nest are wary to close foot traffic, giving alarm calls and suspending activity, but
ignores vehicle traffic. - RRadd
03/07/2012 - BUSH observed nest building. Nest is approximately 15% complete. - SJohnston
03/07/2012 - Nest building continues 1027. - RRadd
03/15/2012 - BUSH pair continue to carry small items to nest which appears complete. - RRadd
03/15/2012 - Nest appears complete, but BUSH pair continue to carry small items to interior. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - Pair continue to make quiet visits, but no material carry observed. - RRadd
03/28/2012 - Bird observed at nest. Single bird observed entering and leaving nest. - JTaylor
04/04/2012 - 2 Bushtits observed at nest at 0705. - HWinfrey
04/13/2012 - BUSH enters nest briefly at 1338. - RRadd
04/21/2012 - BUSH pair bringing food items to nest at brief intervals. - RRadd
04/26/2012 - BUSH pair continue to feed this nest. - RRadd
05/02/2012 - No further activity at this location - presumed fledged. - RRadd
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
CATH California Thrasher

Nest ID
022912_jdus_01

EP256-E

Type
Road Area

Habitat
Desert Scrub and Dune Habitats

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
Traffic

022912_lgan_15

GS-NF-10

Pad Areas-Work Area

Woodlands and Forests

OH - wire stringing

ANHU Anna's Hummingbird

022912_lgan_16

GS-NF-10

Pad Areas-Work Area

Woodlands and Forests

BUSH

022912_mdus_01 EP79

BUSH

Bushtit

Bushtit

ID

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Riparian Forests and Woodlands
Area

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
5

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
Nest Outcome
100
100
Nest with eggs or young failed for
unknown causes

Date Nest
Found
2/29/2012

5

100

50

50

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

2/29/2012

Traffic

200

100

20

20

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

2/29/2012

OH - tower erection

133

100

60

60

Indeterminate

2/29/2012

38 of 214

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
3/22/2012 02/29/2012 - Nest completely constructed and contains 1 egg. Adult California Thrasher in shrub with nest;
flushed when avian biologist approached within 25 feet. - JDicus
03/05/2012 - California Thrasher incubating; moved 2 feet off nest when avian biologist was still looking for nest in
shrub. Returned to nest as soon as biologist backed away. - PKonrad
03/12/2012 - A California Thrasher flew east from nest site as avian biologist approached; 1 egg could be seen in
nest (undoubtedly more are present). - PKonrad
03/22/2012 - Nesting attempt has failed; no sign of eggs, eggshells, or nestlings; no adult thrashers in area. Nest
flattened and nest bowl a bit messed up; potential predation, but hard to provide evidence of any cause of nesting
failure. - PKonrad

Fledged
No

4/26/2012 02/29/2012 - A pair of Bushtits was observed building a nest approximately 10 feet high in a coast live oak tree
despite helicopters flying high overhead and to the south occasionally for work at other tower sites. These birds
were observed gathering nest material from an old Bushtit nest in a different coast live oak tree approximately 60
feet to the north. Photos were taken from the driveway facing north and northwest towards the nest. Nest
approximately 90% complete. - LGorman
03/07/2012 - Bushtit pair observed carrying material to nearly 100% complete nest (making multiple trips) on
access road to GS-NF-10. Pair were tolerant of observers standing within several feet of the nest but were wary
when access gate was opened. - MDicus
03/08/2012 - Adults making multiple trips to nest while avian biologist staked new buffer signs. - MDicus
03/13/2012 - Nest appears intact and complete. No BUSH detected during 30 minute observation. - RRadd
03/16/2012 - Adult female observed leaving nest. No additional activity observed. - MDicus
03/23/2012 - BUSH male makes trips to nest around 1500. - RRadd
03/30/2012 - BUSH visits nest at 0940. - HWinfrey
04/06/2012 - BUSH enters nest at 0931. - HWinfrey
04/16/2012 - Bushtit pair was observed making brief, infrequent trips (1 adult every 5-10 minutes) to nest. Neither
adult was observed carrying nest material or food. In between nest visits, the pair was observed foraging together
and copulating on 3 occasions. The only work activity that occurred within 5 feet of the nest was when the crane
truck passed through the access gate. All other activities were outside the 50-foot buffer. - MDicus
04/21/2012 - BUSH pair making frequent trips to nest at short intervals and stitching decorations to exterior of
nest from 1455-1510. - RRadd
04/28/2012 - Nest has been destroyed presumed lost to severe weather circa 26 April LEGO now removing
3/23/2012 02/29/2012 - A female Anna's Hummingbird was observed sitting on the nest despite helicopters flying high
overhead and to the south occasionally for work at other tower sites. This bird was also observed gathering soft
nest material, interacting with a male Anna's Hummingbird, and foraging on tree tobacco intermittently between
periods of sitting on the nest. This female Anna's Hummingbird was most likely incubating eggs. Helicopters
occasionally flying high overhead and to south. Female flushed when biologist stood observing from the edge of
the driveway. - LGorman
03/07/2012 - The female was observed making multiple trips between the nest and a nearby nectar source
(Nicotiana glauca) to the east, gathering spider silk on one occasion, and adding it to the nest, The female was
observed laying on the nest for periods of 2 to15 minutes, and leaving the nest to nectar or gather spider silk, for
up to 4 minutes at a time, and immediately returning to the nest. - MDicus
03/08/2012 - Female incubating, making trips to and from nest while avian biologist staked new buffer signs. MDicus
03/13/2012 - ANHU incubating. - RRadd
03/23/2012 - Nest is intact and slightly tilted but empty. Few feces were detected around the rim cup, suggesting
this nest was depredated prior to any young hatching. - RRadd

No

4/21/2012 02/29/2012 - Pair observed carrying material to nest that is virtually 100% complete. - MDicus
03/07/2012 - Nest complete, but no Bushtits approached nest during 30 minute observation period, possibly due
to presence of a Cooper's Hawk. Heard Bushtits call only when Cooper's Hawk flew from nest area (along with
other passerines). After 20 minutes, Cooper's Hawk flew in to perch in tree adjacent to nest tree (no alarm calls
from birds). - PKonrad
03/14/2012 - Nest looks good with entrance facing north. After 20 minutes, a Bushtit flew to nest, then flew to
trees to northeast. May have brought more nest material, may have brought food for mate, or just visited nest
without other interests. - PKonrad
03/20/2012 - Nest appears to still be in good shape, although a bit wet on outside. No Bushtits observed or heard
during 20 minute period. - PKonrad
03/29/2012 - A Bushtit entered nest for about a minute and left, although this could have been an exchange by
incubating adults. Fair to consider this nest is in the incubating stage considering the nest history and this
observation. - PKonrad
04/05/2012 - Bushtit entered nest for about a minute early during a 30 minute observation period; this is a similar
observation to last week's. - PKonrad
04/13/2012 - BUSH pair scolding WESJ in territory, but >30 feet from nest when biologist arrived. Neither adult
went to nest during 30 minute passive observation period that followed Nest appears to be in perfect condition

N/A

AR070618

10/15/2012

No

Additional Documentation Attachment to Comment 2-F1
Attachment I-9

Sunrise Powerlink 2012 Nest Monitoring Log

Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
RTHA Red-tailed Hawk

Nest ID
ID
022912_mdus_02 Bartlett / Hauser Creek
CY

Type
Construction Yards

Habitat
Grasslands and Meadows

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
Other

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
300

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
500

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
Nest Outcome
280
280
Nest did not reach active stage

BUSH

Bushtit

022912_rqey_01 CP49-1-PS-E

Road Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic

30

100

40

40

CATH

California Thrasher

030112_jpki_01

EP181

Pad Areas-Work Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic

100

100

100

RTHA

Red-tailed Hawk

030112_kats_01

Alpine HQ

Construction Yards

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

80

500

100

Traffic

39 of 214

Date Nest
Found
2/29/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
Fledged
3/20/2012 02/29/2012 - Adult RTHA observed carrying nest material to center of live oak tree. Other adult seen flying to tree;
No
pair also observed soaring in area. - MDicus
03/06/2012 - Adult Red-tailed Hawk(s) making 4 flights to and from short tree during hour-long observation
period, but did not visit large live oak. No nest is present in any of the 3 oak trees north of yard. Hawks are flying
low, less than 80 feet throughout area with many helicopter flights in and out of yard. - PKonrad
03/07/2012 - At 10:15, a pair of Red-tailed Hawks were perched together on lowest crossarm of power pole north
of activity area. At 12:30, after 15 minutes of observation, 1 hawk flew in to perch on longer crossarm of same
pole. Hawks appear unaffected by the many helicopter flights in and out of yard. - PKonrad
03/09/2012 - An adult male Red-tailed Hawk flew in from south to perch in largest (lone) live oak tree (no nesting
material). Flew to power pole, attempted a short unsuccessful hunting strike to the north, then returned to tree.
Soon flew low over Bartlett Yard (even with a helicopter hovering overhead), and perched next to female on top of
lone live oak 300 feet west of yard; male soon soared to the southwest. This pair is very active in area, but at this
time they still appear to be territorial only. - PKonrad
03/14/2012 - No hawks observed during the initial 20-minute observation period. Later, during return trip, 2 adult
Red-tailed Hawks are perched on usual pole north of 3 trees. Female dove north on hunting strike and returned to
lower crossarm of pole without prey. - PKonrad
03/20/2012 - Red-tailed Hawk hunting in field west of yard then perched on pole northwest of yard (north of
4/23/2012 02/29/2012 - BUSH pair observed consistently bringing material to newly constructed nest during 30 minute
No
observation. Nest is approximately 10% complete. Pair flushed when a truck was started about 30 feet away, so 40foot buffer was established. Drive-thru access prohibited due to proximity of nest to road. Alternate routes to
construction sites exist and can be used to avoid entering buffer. BMP maintenance crews should limit work within
buffer to extent feasible. - RQuilley
03/07/2012 - Nest building. Nest approximately 70% complete. - SJohnston
03/07/2012 - Nest is substantial and well-decorated, approximately 70% complete. - RRadd
03/13/2012 - BUSH continued to build on this 85% complete nest at 1511. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - Nest appears intact after storm. Looks nearly complete. No BUSH activity near nest in 10 minutes of
observation. - IMaunsell
03/23/2012 - BUSH male visits nest on two occasions without entering and departs alone. - RRadd
03/30/2012 - Male enters nest with food at 0838, exits shortly after. - HWinfrey
04/06/2012 - Female leaves nest at 0753. - HWinfrey
04/16/2012 - Male and female make repeated trips to the nest with very small food items. - VEurs
04/23/2012 - Nest has been predated. A huge hole exists near the bottom. The Bushtit pair are rebuilding. A
Phainopepla was seen taking material from the nest. - LThoreson

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

2/29/2012

100

Nest did not reach active stage

3/1/2012

3/6/2012 03/01/2012 - While viewing a singing male thrasher on top of a shrub 30 feet to southwest, another (presumably
female) thrasher was observed and heard on the ground underneath the shrub behind the observer that was
subsequently found to contain a nest. After 8 minutes of observation of the singing thrasher, another thrasher was
again heard calling from the same shrub after which the observer searched the shrub and discovered the partially
built nest. Nest structure was loose and lacking finer material toward the center, but had a distinct inner bowl
shape. Nest may possibly be old, but thrasher presence around the shrub suggests active building. A fresh green
sugar bush leaf was placed upside down in the nest and should be checked on future dates for removal by birds if
nest is indeed active. - JPawlicki
03/02/2012 - Nest checked at 1215 for presence/absence of leaf and for additional activity. Fresh green sugar
bush leaf was still present in nest and nest condition appeared same as previous day, while no thrashers were
observed or heard in vicinity of nest shrub. Nest should be checked within 1 week to determine whether it
potentially remains active. - JPawlicki
03/06/2012 - Nest remains partially built with sugar bush leaf still present in nest; no other activity observed in
vicinity. Nest closed. - JPawlicki

No

100

Nest did not reach active stage

3/1/2012

5/19/2012 03/01/2012 - A pair of Red-tailed Hawks has been consistently seen in this area for many months, and new greens
have been observed on the nest in recent weeks. Today, one hawk seen carrying fresh eucalyptus greens to the
nest and placing it in the nest, before flying off to the eucalyptus trees about 200 feet west, and calling from that
tree. This nest had been recorded at this location since at least 2009, but had never been occupied over the
duration of Sunrise Powerlink construction activities, until now. - KAlberts
03/14/2012 - New green eucalyptus leaves have been added since the previous observation, but no hawks are
currently occupying the nest on a regular basis. - KAlberts
03/20/2012 - Nest in good condition after storm event, but no hawks seen in vicinity. - VEurs
03/28/2012 - No new activity observed at nest, although pair remains in area and is seen regularly every day. KAlberts
04/03/2012 - No new activity observed. - KAlberts
04/11/2012 - No activity observed during 15 minute visit by avian biologist K. Weber. - HWinfrey
04/18/2012 - No activity at nest from 1215 to 1315. AMCR observed perching 10 feet from nest. RTHA soaring 500
feet away. - HWinfrey
04/25/2012 - No activity at nest. RTHA perched on utility pole in Alpine HQ parking lot and flying within 100 feet of
nest. - HWinfrey
05/02/2012 - No activity observed at nest, no raptors observed in area from 1236 to 1306. - HWinfrey
05/10/2012 - No activity observed from 1247 to 1317. RTHA observed soaring 300 feet from nest. - HWinfrey
05/19/2012 - No activity observed from 0815 to 0845. Nest is unlikely to become active during this breeding
season Nest closed - HWinfrey

No

AR070619

10/15/2012

Additional Documentation Attachment to Comment 2-F1
Attachment I-9

Sunrise Powerlink 2012 Nest Monitoring Log

Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
CATH California Thrasher

Nest ID
030112_lton_01

EP178-N

Type
Road Area

Chaparrals

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
Traffic

ID

Habitat

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
63

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
Nest Outcome
100
100
Presumed Fledged

Date Nest
Found
3/1/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
5/2/2012 03/01/2012 - No activity observed near nest. - LThoreson
03/06/2012 - 2 biologists watched nest for 45 minutes. No birds seen going to nest, but heard WESJ and CATH in
vicinity. Nest is still in good shape and appears as though material has been added to nest. - LThoreson
03/15/2012 - No California Thrashers detected in area. Nest looks intact and completely lined. - MKuehn
03/15/2012 - Nest looks a bit aged; unused; only jays apparent in area, but not obviously associated with nest. PKonrad
03/21/2012 - Nest bowl wet from melted snow; nest continues to be unused; no birds in area. Changed status to
inactive. - PKonrad
03/28/2012 - California Thrasher incubating; it stayed on the nest when avian biologist checked nest from 7 feet
away on west side. - PKonrad
04/04/2012 - Thrasher slipped off nest as avian biologist approached; 2 speckled light-turquoise-colored eggs in
nest bowl. - PKonrad
04/10/2012 - California Thrasher still incubating clutch of eggs. - PKonrad
04/18/2012 - Nest contains 2 large brown downy nestlings that are hungrily aggressive, stretching their necks high
with mouths wide open to receive food (eyes still closed). No adult California Thrashers observed during quick
nest check. - PKonrad
04/25/2012 - No adults observed during very brief nest check because 2 large mostly feathered nestlings are
present, 1 in the nest and 1 in branch of bush 2 feet from nest. It appears nestlings are on the verge of fledging
and leaving the nest area. - PKonrad
05/02/2012 - As expected the nest is empty and the nestlings probably fledged late-week (Wednesday to Friday)
3/28/2012 03/01/2012 - Clean nest was located, and observed for 30 minutes, but no avian activity was observed. LThoreson
03/06/2012 - Bulky twig base indicates nest is not Spotted Towhee nest. Changed to California Thrasher based on
appearance. California Thrashers and Western Scrub-Jays in area but not seen within 100 feet of nest. Nest is only
partially lined with bark strips and possibly from last season because leaves on sugar bush are mostly dead (little
foliar cover). Nest buffer distance changed to 100 feet, with drive-through traffic permitted. A nest buffer
reduction to 70 feet is being submitted to permit work to occur within McCain Valley Yard. - MKuehn
03/15/2012 - No California Thrashers detected in area. New nesting material has been added over green leaf
placed in nest on 3/6/12. - MKuehn
03/21/2012 - Nest appears old and unused; nest bowl has 1 brown leaf, 1 green leaf, and a prickly twig in it,
indicating no recent use; no birds near nest. Changed status to inactive. - PKonrad
03/28/2012 - Unused older nest unchanged with leaves and stick in weathered nest; no birds in area, nor have any
birds been seen associated with this nest - closed. - PKonrad

Fledged
Yes

CATH

California Thrasher

030112_lton_12

McCain Valley CY

Construction Yards

Chaparrals

Traffic

70

100

70

70

Nest did not reach active stage

3/1/2012

CATH

California Thrasher

030112_lton_13

EP177-N

Road Area

Chaparrals

Traffic

65

100

100

65

Nest did not reach active stage

3/1/2012

3/24/2012 03/01/2012 - Near complete nest. Biologist observed nest for approximately 30 minutes. No activity observed at
nest. - LThoreson
03/06/2012 - Bulky twig base indicates nest is not Spotted Towhee nest: Changed to California Thrasher nest
based on appearance and presence of 2 singing males in area. Nest is mostly lined, but lining is slightly mussed. No
birds detected within 30 feet of nest. Nest buffer distance changed to 100 feet, with drive-through traffic
permitted. A nest buffer reduction to 90 feet is being submitted to permit work to occur within the tower pad
parking area. - MKuehn
03/15/2012 - No California Thrashers detected in area. Nest looks intact and completely lined. - MKuehn
03/21/2012 - No apparent change to nest; no birds near nest. - PKonrad
03/24/2012 - No activity at nest. Leaves were present in this nest, indicating non-usage and lack of maintenance.
Nest did not reach active stage for unknown reasons. - FHoffman

No

BUSH

Bushtit

030112_rabe_01 CP56-1-E

Road Area

Chaparrals

Other

15

100

100

100

Nest with eggs or young failed for
unknown causes

3/1/2012

4/13/2012 03/01/2012 - Adult of unknown sex observed exiting nest. Two males and one female observed at nest location
during 20 minute observation period. Nest appears to be complete. 100-foot buffer staked. - RAbe
03/06/2012 - Nest sound and intact with BUSH briefly attending 1550. - RRadd
03/08/2012 - Nest appears in good shape. No Bushtit observed at nest though active in vicinity. - VNovik
03/09/2012 - No activity observed at nest during 15 minute observation. Bushtits observed in vicinity of nest. ELoveless
03/14/2012 - Pair observed adding nesting material to nearly complete nest. - RAbe
03/16/2012 - Pair observed adding nesting material to nearly complete nest. - RAbe
03/20/2012 - Bushtit observed exiting nest. Nest monitoring was reduced to five minutes due to occupation of
Western Scrub-Jays in immediate area. No apparent damage to nest from major storm event over last two days. RAbe
03/29/2012 - Female observed leaving nest, then returning within 2 minutes. - HWinfrey
04/05/2012 - No activity observed from 0630 to 0700. - HWinfrey
04/13/2012 - Nest has been predated - as evidenced by hole at cup. Construction crew has used this site as a toilet
(evidence of multiple visits is strewn about within 15 feet of nest). It cannot be determined if human activity drew
predators to this location. - RRadd

No

030212_bald_01 San Luis Rey Substation

Substation

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other

120

100

30

30

Presumed Fledged

3/2/2012

4/13/2012 03/02/2012 - Adult lying on nest with two eggs. This nest is located nine feet east of recently fledged nest, and is
likely the second brood of the same pair. - BArnold
03/09/2012 - Adult on nest still with two eggs. - BArnold
03/26/2012 - Biologist E. Strods attempted to visit nests, but was unable to gain access to substation. - HWinfrey
04/13/2012 - Nest is degraded and with lots of scat, indicative of a successfully fledged nest. - BArnold

Yes

MODO Mourning Dove
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No
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Sunrise Powerlink 2012 Nest Monitoring Log

Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
AMKE American Kestrel

Nest ID
ID
030212_bald_02 San Luis Rey Substation

Type
Substation

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
Habitat
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Substation - new construction

Chaparrals

BUSH

Bushtit

030212_ghan_01 CP7-E

Road Area

BUSH

Bushtit

030212_ghan_02 CP6-1

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Chaparrals
Area

OH - wire stringing

BUSH

Bushtit

030212_ghan_03 CP7-E

Road Area

Traffic

Chaparrals

Traffic

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
200

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
500

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
Nest Outcome
200
200
Presumed Fledged

Date Nest
Found
3/2/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
6/2/2012 03/02/2012 - Two adults observed entering lowest arm on northeastern side of steel monopole. They emerged
after a few minutes and perched on nearby wires. Male previously observed with food as he entered adjacent
monopole (within the substation), but no further activity was observed at that pole. - BArnold
03/09/2012 - American Kestrels observed at pole during California Gnatcatcher survey. - BArnold
03/26/2012 - No work occurred within substation. During the 45 minutes spent observing the AMKE nest location
from outside the substation, the female AMKE was observed entering the hole at the end of the crossarm several
times. The female was not seen with prey items or nesting material. The male AMKE was seen perched on the
monopole with the nest, as well as perching on wires within the vicinity of the nest location. - EStrods
04/13/2012 - No AMKE activity observed during survey period. - BArnold
04/17/2012 - Adult male observed perched on top of pole. - BArnold
05/04/2012 - No AMKE activity observed today. - BArnold
05/11/2012 - No activity observed during brief observation period. - BArnold
05/17/2012 - No AMKE observed during substation sweep. - BArnold
05/25/2012 - No AMKE observed. - BArnold
06/01/2012 - One fledgling and 1 adult observed in western portion of substation. - BArnold
06/02/2012 - This nest has recently successfully fledged, based on nesting chronology and the presence of a fully
flighted fledgling. This pair appears to be establishing a new nest in a steel monopole located within the fenced
substation about 75 feet south of the current nest monopole. - BArnold

Fledged
Yes

3

100

50

50

Nest did not reach active stage

3/2/2012

4/1/2012 03/02/2012 - Bio monitor Garrett Huffman observed pair making multiple trips to nest with nesting material from
1130 to 1145 while bio monitoring with Trisha Di Paola. Nest appears to be 70% complete. This pair is wary of foot
traffic - ceasing nesting activity @ 20-30 feet. - GHuffman
03/05/2012 - BUSH bringing material to nest. This pair is wary of foot traffic, temporarily ceasing nest-building
activity at 30 feet today. - RRadd
03/07/2012 - 0950 to 1030: Pair observed carrying nesting material to nest. Pair vacated when vehicle approached
nest on access road. Pair returned to nest-building activities after 40 minutes. Nest appears to be nearly
completed, and pair tolerated human presence up to 15 feet today. - GHuffman
03/12/2012 - BUSH pair carrying items to nest which appears 90% complete. - RRadd
03/19/2012 - Nest appears intact following recent storms, but no BUSH detected during 20 minute observation. RRadd
03/26/2012 - Nest looks fine. Pair (second pair, not associated with other nest) in area foraging and vocalizing
around nest. Looked for a new nest but none found. One adult had plant material in mouth but threw it down
before bringing it to any nest location. - FHoffman
04/01/2012 - No activity at nest which appears sodden. Close examination reveals no recent maintenance on nest.
Evidence over past 3 weeks indicates that this nesting attempt has been abandoned. Nest closed. - HWinfrey

No

70

100

50

50

Nest did not reach active stage

3/2/2012

3/26/2012 03/02/2012 - Observations made by bio monitor Trisha Di Paola. Bushtits observed bringing nesting material to
nest multiple times from 0800 to 0830. Nest is nearly complete. Bushtits appeared unaffected by helicopter
operations. However, nest building activity halted when observers were detected at 50 feet. - GHuffman
03/05/2012 - Nest building continues, but was halted when observers were detected at 50 feet. - RRadd
03/12/2012 - Male BUSH enters nest and stays for 5 minutes. Nest appears too small to be complete. - RRadd
03/19/2012 - Nest appears intact following recent storms, but no BUSH detected during 20 minute observation.
Nest still looks small. - RRadd
03/26/2012 - Nest was found no longer intact with the majority on the ground, appearing to have suffered from
recent storm damage. Observer found a second nearly complete nest in Salvia mellifera, which is over 100 feet
from the line or any project feature. A pair was active at that nest, and this may or may not be the same pair. FHoffman

No

8

100

50

50

Indeterminate

3/2/2012

4/19/2012 03/02/2012 - Nest observed by bio monitor Trisha Dipaola. Bushtits observed carrying nesting material to nest
from 1200 to 1220. Birds flushed from nest with human presence within 15 to 20 feet. Nest appears to be 50%
complete. - GHuffman
03/05/2012 - BUSH pair ferrying material to nest. - RRadd
03/07/2012 - 0850 - 0920 : Pair observed bringing nesting material to nest on multiple occasions. Pair tolerated
human presence up to 15 feet away. 0930: Pair left nest area when vehicle driving on access road, but returned in
less than one minute to resume nest-building activities. - GHuffman
03/12/2012 - BUSH carries large piece of fluffy material to nest at 0845. - RRadd
03/19/2012 - Nest appears intact following recent storms, but no BUSH detected during 20 minute observation. RRadd
03/26/2012 - Nest appears a little soggy after the rain, but the pair was actively building with soft pappus.
Repeated trips occurring. - FHoffman
04/01/2012 - No activity observed from 0940 to 0955. Nest in good condition. - HWinfrey
04/10/2012 - Nest appears in good condition with a neat maintained entrance, but the cup area is less than
rotund. No BUSH detected during 30 minute observation. - RRadd
04/19/2012 - Upon locating the nest, the biologist noted the entrance appeared to have some damage. After
watching the nest for 30 minutes with no activity the biologist approached within 3 feet of the nest This elicited

N/A
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
CATH California Thrasher

Nest ID
030212_jpki_01

EP181-N

Type
Road Area

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
Habitat
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic

ID

COHA

Cooper's Hawk

030212_rrdd_01

CP64-2 PS-E

Road Area

Riparian Forests and Woodlands

Traffic

BUSH

Bushtit

030212_rrdd_02

El Monte CY

Construction Yards

Riparian Forests and Woodlands

Grading

BUSH

Bushtit

030312_rrdd_01

CP82-1-E

Road Area

Riparian Forests and Woodlands

BUSH

Bushtit

030412_bald_01 EP99-2 PS

Pad Areas-Stringing Area Chaparrals

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
61

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
Nest Outcome
100
100
Nest did not reach active stage

28

500

300

300

250

100

50

Traffic

17

100

OH - wire stringing

50

100

Date Nest
Found
3/2/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
3/21/2012 03/02/2012 - Stick nest in excellent condition with well defined bowl and fresh lining of fine redshank bark. All
biologists were in agreement that nest condition was appropriate for recently built (less than 2 weeks) nest that
has a high probability of becoming active. A fresh green sugar bush leaf was placed in nest and will be checked on
future dates for removal by birds if nest is active. Nest was appropriate in size, shape, and composition for
California Thrasher, and a thrasher was heard in vicinity. - JPawlicki
03/06/2012 - No eggs present in nest although nest remains in excellent condition. Sugar bush leaf was removed
from nest indicating that nest is recently built and remains active. - JPawlicki
03/15/2012 - No California Thrashers detected in area. Nest looks intact and completely lined. - MKuehn
03/15/2012 - Nest in good shape but unused; no birds detected in area. - PKonrad
03/21/2012 - Nest is in disrepair and flattened; nest looks very weathered by recent snowfall and many brown
leaves are flattened on top of nest; bowl indiscernible; no birds in area - closed. - PKonrad

Fledged
No

Fledged

3/2/2012

50

Indeterminate

3/2/2012

70

70

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

3/3/2012

5/5/2012 03/03/2012 - BUSH pair constructing nest approximately 5% complete. On approach to record GPS location, birds
scolded for several minutes and then left and did not return. A drive-through buffer of 70 feet will admit vehicular
passage, but keep work away from line of sight to nest. - RRadd
03/09/2012 - BUSH carrying spider silk to nest, approximately 60% complete. - RRadd
03/16/2012 - BUSH pair continue to build nest at 1238. Nest appears 60% complete. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - Adults entered nest carrying nesting material. - MKuehn
03/22/2012 - Bush pair collecting Populus "cotton" and ferrying to nest. - RRadd
03/29/2012 - No activity observed during 10 minute visit. - HWinfrey
04/05/2012 - No activity observed at nest. Pair of bushtits foraging within 50 feet of nest, which appears to be in
good condition. - HWinfrey
04/15/2012 - BUSH carries food to nest at 1536 and 1542. - RRadd
04/24/2012 - Nest looks weathered and no BUSH detected during 2 x 20-minute observations. Difficult to monitor
due to COHA nest directly above. - RRadd
05/05/2012 - Nest has fallen apart, presumed predated. - RRadd

No

50

50

Indeterminate

3/4/2012

3/20/2012 03/04/2012 - Bushtit activity in area led to observations of Bushtits working on complete nest - working on the top
portion of the nest. Bushtits were observed entering the nest while 2 avian biologists were standing 4 feet away
discussing nest. - BArnold
03/07/2012 - No activity during brief 15-minute afternoon observation period. - BArnold
03/20/2012 - Bushtit nest torn open at 'neck' of nest as though pulled on from below, or possibly by the weight of
heavy snow accumulated on nest in high wind during weekend storm. No sign of eggs, eggshells, or Bushtits. PKonrad

N/A

42 of 214

6/20/2012 03/02/2012 - COHA very active 0715, flying to nearby oaks to break off twigs and carry to nest in bill. Much calling
and whistling back and forth between members of the pair. - RRadd
03/08/2012 - COHA female breaking sycamore twigs and carrying in feet to nest while male watches from 100
feet. Traffic on El Monte Road does not affect nest building, but activity was briefly suspended while SRPL
personnel used gate, and resumed 10 minutes after gate traffic ceased. - RRadd
03/16/2012 - COHA flies to nest as water-truck operator opens access gate at 0717. - RRadd
03/21/2012 - No COHA detected during 20 minute late afternoon observation. - RRadd
03/29/2012 - Avian biologist R. Abe reports observing female on nest with male hunting nearby on 03/28/12. HWinfrey
04/06/2012 - No activity observed at nest and no Cooper's Hawks detected in area. - HWinfrey
04/11/2012 - COHA female lying in nest during light rain at 1200. - RRadd
04/20/2012 - COHA female standing on nest preening at 1431. - RRadd
04/25/2012 - COHA female on nest at 1700. - RRadd
05/03/2012 - Female on nest at 0703 does not flush. Male in dispute with AMCR pair that occupy old COHA nest
area. - RRadd
05/10/2012 - Adult female COHA on nest at 1725 does not depart. - RRadd
05/16/2012 - Adult male standing at nest at 0828. - RRadd
05/22/2012 - Food drop at nest at 0854; adult male departs immediately. - RRadd
05/31/2012 - Adult female brings prey to nest and tears into pieces feeding 3 large nestlings which are feathered
with short primaries, downy heads and backs, and are beginning to branch; 1451. - RRadd
06/06/2012 - 3 nestlings are agile climbers but short-tailed and do not appear capable of flight. They return to the
nest for safety. - RRadd
06/13/2012 One juvenile in nest tearing up prey second juvenile higher up in tree at 0804 RRadd
4/25/2012 03/02/2012 - BUSH pair constructing new nest - approximately 5% complete. - RRadd
03/05/2012 - Observed BUSH building nest. Nest is approximately 15 percent complete. - SJohnston
03/16/2012 - BUSH male enters nest briefly at 0848. Pair copulating adjacent to nest at 0850. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - Unable to locate nest. BUSH pair in area but only observed foraging for 15 minutes. - MKuehn
03/21/2012 - BUSH making nest visit at 1432. - RRadd
03/30/2012 - No activity observed from 1330 to 1340. - HWinfrey
04/06/2012 - No Bushtits detected near nest. - HWinfrey
04/12/2012 - Quiet solo BUSH in nest vicinity did not enter nest during 30 minute observation. - RRadd
04/17/2012 - No BUSH detected at this nest during 20-minute observation. - RRadd
04/25/2012 - No activity observed for several weeks and new nest constructed 50 feet west. - RRadd

AR070622

10/15/2012

Yes

N/A
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
BEWR Bewick's Wren

Nest ID
030412_jpki_01

CP57-E

Type
Road Area

Chaparrals

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
BMP installation/maintenance

ID

Habitat

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
25

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
Nest Outcome
100
100
Nest did not reach active stage

BUSH

Bushtit

030412_jpki_02

CP57-E

Road Area

Chaparrals

Traffic

25

100

100

100

HOFI

House Finch

041612_vers_02

CP49-1-PS-E

Road Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic

30

100

40

WESJ

Western Scrub-Jay

041612_vnik_01

EP151

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Chaparrals
Area

OH - foundations

65

100

HOFI

House Finch

041612_vnik_02

Bartlett / Hauser Creek
CY

Construction Yards

BMP installation/maintenance

0

100

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Date Nest
Found
3/4/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
4/23/2012 03/04/2012 - Adult observed bringing both coarse and finer material to nest on over a dozen occasions throughout
survey period; usually approached from slope to left of nest. - JPawlicki
03/14/2012 - BEWR singing nearby did not approach any cavity during 2 x 20 minute observations. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - BEWR heard singing and calling nearby, but no activity seen at the cavity in about 15 minutes of
observation. - IMaunsell
03/22/2012 - No BEWR detected during 2 x 15 minute observations. - RRadd
03/31/2012 - No activity observed, and no BEWR detected from 0710 to 0720. - HWinfrey
04/07/2012 - BEWR flies to nest cavity at 1033, departs a few seconds later, and is apparently feeding nestlings. HWinfrey
04/12/2012 - No BEWR detections during 20-minute observation. - RRadd
04/17/2012 - No BEWR detections at or near this location during 2 x 20-minute observations. - RRadd
04/23/2012 - No BEWR detections during 30-minute observation. No BEWR have been detected at this location
since the first observation. Possibly an alternate nest or an exploration during nest selection process. - RRadd

Fledged
No

Nest did not reach active stage

3/4/2012

5/8/2012 03/04/2012 - Adults observed bringing material to near complete nest on more than 3 occasions. - JPawlicki
03/14/2012 - 2 BUSH carrying fluff balls to nest at 0849. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - The bottom of the nest appears malformed, and observer is unsure if this is due to recent storm or
the nest not being completed. BUSH in area but not observed at nest during about 10 minutes of observation.
Assumed nest building is still taking place, and will leave status as Active, unless next monitoring visit suggests
otherwise. - IMaunsell
03/22/2012 - BUSH nearby did not interact with this nest, which appears to be in serviceable condition. - RRadd
03/31/2012 - No activity observed from 0710 to 0720. Nest in good condition. - HWinfrey
04/07/2012 - No activity observed from 1025 to 1100. Nest continues to appear well maintained. - HWinfrey
04/12/2012 - No activity observed during 30-minute observation. - RRadd
04/17/2012 - No BUSH detected during 2 x 30-minute observations. - RRadd
04/23/2012 - No detections during 30 minute observation, but nest appears sound and intact. - RRadd
05/01/2012 - Nest is sound, intact and tidy. No BUSH detected. - RRadd
05/08/2012 - Nest remains in excellent condition but has been unoccupied since completion for unknown reasons.
- RRadd

No

40

Presumed Fledged

4/16/2012

6/5/2012 04/16/2012 - A pair of House Finches was observed numerous times in an Italian cypress. The female brought long
strands of grassy nesting material into the tree several times. The nest is not visible at this point due to the dense
foliage, so the level of completeness is unknown. - VEurs
04/23/2012 - Male HOFI seen foraging or ground near nest. Singing and calling audibly near nest location in tree. LThoreson
04/30/2012 - Male entered nest area as female left. - LTymkiw
05/07/2012 - The male and female were perched on a shrub near the nest tree. As they both flew to the opening
that leads to the nest, another male HOFI flew past, and the first male chased him off and returned to the shrub.
The female entered the tree and remained there through the end of observations. - VEurs
05/14/2012 - Though a pair of House Finches was perched nearby for 30 minutes, they were never observed going
to the nest or perching on the nest tree. It was fairly warm weather. - LTymkiw
05/21/2012 - During 45 minutes of observation, the male HOFI visited the nest twice, appearing to carry food into
the nest tree. Based on nesting chronology, it seems likely that the eggs have hatched and that the female is on
the nest with the nestlings. - VEurs
05/29/2012 - No activity detected after 30 minutes of observation. - VEurs
06/05/2012 - Based on the lack of observed activity and nesting chronology, it is likely this nest has fledged.
Although the nest itself can't be seen, there are no new gaps or broken foliage that would indicate predation. This
nest is presumed fledged and is now closed. - VEurs

Yes

50

50

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

4/16/2012

4/25/2012 04/16/2012 - Nest discovered by monitor. Observed bird on nest, likely incubating. - VNovik
04/18/2012 - When I arrived onsite, grouting had started on D Leg; the leg closest to the nest. The jay was
observed on the nest with one nestling visible as work was underway. The bird did not leave the nest when the
light helicopters were removing equipment from the site. The bird did leave the nest at 1 point, possibly to feed,
though it returned shortly. This occurred between the light helicopters and a long slick period (possibly 45
minutes) while waiting for the medium lift helicopter. When the K-max arrived to remove the grouting pump, the
bird was not on the nest, but was observed shortly after the K-max left the site. Rotor wash from light helicopters
was minimal and was a little stronger from K-max. - VNovik
04/25/2012 - Check of the nest revealed that the nest is empty. No birds or nestling observed within nest. Likely
nestling was preyed upon. - VNovik

No

100

100

Nest with eggs or young failed for
unknown causes

4/16/2012

4/16/2012 04/16/2012 - Yard monitor reported a nest that had been located on the bumper of a 623 F scraper in the yard.
The nest was located on the driver's side top headlight, but the majority of the nest had already fallen out onto
the bumper. Eggs had been in the nest, as evidenced by egg shell fragments, but it could not be determined how
old the nest was. The remainder of nest was removed, and deterrents were installed. The nest being dislodged
from its initial location indicates that predation was a likely cause of nest failure, although the nest may have been
undocumented when equipment was used last, and the nest was displaced. Furthermore, it is ultimately unknown
when this nest was established and could have been considered active, therefore, no outcome can be determined.
- VNovik

No
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Nearest Project Feature

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
Substation - maintenance

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
0

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
Nest Outcome
30
30
Nest with eggs or young failed for
unknown causes

Nest ID
ID
041712_bald_01 San Luis Rey Substation

Type
Substation

Habitat
Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

MODO Mourning Dove

041712_bald_02 San Luis Rey Substation

Substation

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Substation - maintenance

100

100

30

30

Presumed Fledged

4/17/2012

5/11/2012 04/17/2012 - Adult MODO on nest. Flushed at 2 feet. Nest has 1 egg. - BArnold
05/04/2012 - MODO on nest, did not flush at 2 feet. - BArnold
05/11/2012 - Nest empty and in disrepair. Lots of scat underneath and on adjacent steel structural elements, all
indicative of a successful fledging. - BArnold

Yes

Other

165

100

30

30

Nest did not reach active stage

4/17/2012

5/4/2012 04/17/2012 - Female HOFI observed incubating on nest. - BArnold
05/04/2012 - Observed female HOFI accompanied by male fly into nest, remove a large chunk of nest material,
and fly to newly discovered nest in northeast corner of 230kV GCB 1W stand, located about 15 feet to the eastsoutheast. - BArnold

No

700

300

300

300

Fledged

4/17/2012

Yes

Traffic

12

100

100

100

Presumed Fledged

4/17/2012

5/23/2012 04/17/2012 - Pair of CAGN repeatedly observed visiting a black sage with spider silk and other nest material. Nest
building was just initiated with only 5% completed. Nest is well beyond (approximately 695 feet) any potential
project related work. Therefore, no NBJ or signage is required. - DBusby
04/24/2012 - Coastal California Gnatcatcher pair was observed incubating an unknown number of eggs on active
nest (041712_dbby_02) near CP20. The male and female adult pair performed one nest exchange during the
observation period. Based on the stage of the nest building on April 17, the eggs are estimated to hatch sometime
after May 4, 2012. - DBusby
05/01/2012 - Coastal California Gnatcatcher pair was observed incubating an unknown number of eggs on this
previously recorded nest (041712_dbby_02) near structure CP20. The male and female adult pair performed 1
nest exchange during the observation period. Based on the stage of the nest building on April 17, the eggs are
estimated to hatch sometime after May 4, 2012. - DBusby
05/08/2012 - Male and female nest exchange. Nest contains 4 eggs. - DBusby
05/15/2012 - Adult pair feeding 4 nestlings, approximately 5 days old. - DBusby
05/22/2012 - Adult pair feeding nestlings that are ready to fledge any day. - DBusby
05/30/2012 - Adult pair observed foraging with 3-4 recent fledglings approx 400 ft. north of closed nest. Estimated
fledge date was May 23. - DBusby
06/07/2012 - Adult pair was observed foraging with three to four recent fledglings approximately 400 feet north of
their previously recorded, closed nest (041712_dbby_02) near CP20. - DBusby
06/11/2012 - Adult pair was observed foraging with 3 to 4 recent fledglings approximately 400 feet north of their
previously recorded closed nest (041712 dbby 02) near CP20 - DBusby
5/15/2012 04/17/2012 - Two Oak Titmice observed entering nest cavity and removing small wood flakes. - HWinfrey
04/24/2012 - 2 OATIs at the nest, one exiting and the other entering at 1120. - HWinfrey
04/30/2012 - OATI brings food to nest at 0908. - HWinfrey
05/06/2012 - Adult was bringing food to nest at 1159. - HWinfrey
05/10/2012 - OATI visits nest with food at 1026. - HWinfrey
05/15/2012 - No activity observed from 1308 to 1338; nest presumed fledged, given observational history. HWinfrey

20

100

30

30

Presumed Fledged

4/17/2012

5/25/2012 04/17/2012 - Male and female HOFIs adding nest material. - HWinfrey
04/23/2012 - Biologist K. Vittum reports observing pair making repeated trips with nesting material. Nest appears
nearly 100% complete. - HWinfrey
04/29/2012 - Female on nest at 0950. - HWinfrey
05/07/2012 - Female was on nest at 1028. - HWinfrey
05/17/2012 - Nestlings heard begging while adult brought food items. - BArnold
05/17/2012 - Biomonitor on site reports observing male and female visiting nest with food. - HWinfrey
05/20/2012 - Nestlings heard being fed 3 times over a nearly 2-hour period. - BArnold
05/25/2012 - Nest empty with no sign of predation. Nest closed, presumed fledged. - HWinfrey

Yes

100

100

30

30

Nest did not reach active stage

4/17/2012

4/23/2012 04/17/2012 - Male and female HOFIs observed adding nesting material. - HWinfrey
04/23/2012 - Biologist K. Vittum reports examining nest area closely from lift and finding no nesting material
remaining. Nest apparently abandoned or destroyed by weather. Nest closed. - HWinfrey

No

HOFI

House Finch

041712_bald_03 San Luis Rey Substation

Substation

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

CAGN

California Gnatcatcher

041712_dbby_02 CP20-N

Structures

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance

OATI

Oak Titmouse

041712_hwey_02 CP96-1-E

Road Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

HOFI

House Finch

041712_hwey_03 CP88-1

Pad Areas-Maintenance Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Area
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

OH - tower erection

HOFI

House Finch

041712_hwey_04 CP87-1

Pad Areas-Maintenance Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Area
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance
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Date Nest
Found
4/17/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
5/17/2012 04/17/2012 - Adult observed on nest. Flushed at 1 foot, but stayed on nest for several minutes while avian
biologist was within 2 feet. A single egg in nest. - BArnold
05/04/2012 - MODO observed on nest. - BArnold
05/11/2012 - Adult MODO on nest, didn't flush at 1 foot. Looking from below up through fan screen, it appears
that there are 2 eggs in nest. Broken eggshell is also present on inside fan screen. - BArnold
05/17/2012 - Nest empty, partially sucked into fan. Eggshell fragment and hardened yolk on top of fan screen. This
nest likely failed due to substation operations (when the fan turned on). This is not related to SRPL. - BArnold

Species
Code
Common Name
MODO Mourning Dove

AR070624

Fledged
No

10/15/2012

Yes
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
BUSH Bushtit

Nest ID
030412_mkhn_01 CP57-E

ID

Type
Road Area

Chaparrals

Habitat

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
Traffic

BUSH

Bushtit

030512_bald_01 TL 6924 - 171694

69kV Structure

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic

AMKE

American Kestrel

030512_bald_02 TL 6924 - 171691

69kV Structure

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic

030512_imll_01

Road Area

Woodlands and Forests

BMP installation/maintenance

ANHU Anna's Hummingbird

CP88-1-N-A

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
35

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
Nest Outcome
100
100
Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

63

100

60

60

5

500

150

150

17

100

50

50
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Date Nest
Found
3/4/2012

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

3/5/2012

Fledged

3/5/2012

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

3/5/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
4/23/2012 03/04/2012 - Adults bringing material to nest and entering opening with it. Likely lining nest cup. Nest appears
complete from outside. Established a 100-foot buffer. - MKuehn
03/14/2012 - BUSH male near nest, did not enter during observation period. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - If nest was complete, then there may have been some storm damage. The bottom appears open.
BUSH in area but did not visit nest in about 20 minutes of observation. Will continue to monitor for potential
change in status. - IMaunsell
03/22/2012 - Nest appears serviceable, BUSH nearby did not enter nest during 20 minute observation. - RRadd
03/31/2012 - No activity observed from 0650 to 0705. Nest in good condition. - HWinfrey
04/07/2012 - No activity observed from 0950 to 1020. Lack of activity over past 3 weeks indicates that this nesting
attempt may have been abandoned. - HWinfrey
04/17/2012 - Male BUSH carrying food to nest at 1156 and 1203. - RRadd
04/23/2012 - Nest appears predated - torn open at nest cup from side. - RRadd

Fledged
No

4/27/2012 03/05/2012 - Adults observed bringing nest material and building nest estimated to be about 80 percent
complete. - BArnold
03/07/2012 - No activity observed during brief observation period from the access road on 6 March, nor during 20
minute period 7 March. Nest does not look complete. - BArnold
03/12/2012 - Nest appears complete, BUSH pair foraging together away from nest at 1622. - RRadd
03/15/2012 - No Bushtits observed during brief 10 minute morning observation period from access road. BArnold
03/19/2012 - Nest appears to have weathered recent storms intact. No BUSH detected during 20 minute
observation under cool and wet conditions. - RRadd
03/24/2012 - Only one Bushtit was ever observed around the nest at a time. It is presumed that the other was in
the nest. The Bushtit was observed near the nest several times in about an hour of observation. - VEurs
03/31/2012 - Adult male observed emerging from nest and foraging nearby. 15 minutes later, the female was
observed carrying bits of fluff to the nest. - MDicus
04/09/2012 - After 30 minutes of observation, both adults approached nest, but foliage obscured the view of the
birds' activity. Each spent about 30 seconds at the nest before flying away. About 10 minutes later, an adult
returned to the nest and left carrying a fecal sac. - VEurs
04/17/2012 - The male was seen carrying a large billfull of fluffy nesting material. The female exited the nest
when he brought the material inside, and then they both flew off to the south. The female returned about 25
minutes later with a billfull of food. She entered the nest and remained there for the rest of the observation
period (about 10 more minutes) - VEurs
6/1/2012 03/05/2012 - Nest in upper western arm of Pole 171691 located along existing dirt access road. Kestrel pair seen
perching on tower, entering arm together, and exhibiting agitated behavior. Kestrel activity at this monopole was
extensive during 5 hour survey period, whereas very little kestrel activity, consisting of a single bird perching for a
few minutes, was noted at Pole 171694 with the previously recorded AMKE nest. - BArnold
03/07/2012 - No activity at this nest during 5 hour survey in general area as well as one hour focused observation
period on 6 March, nor during brief observation period on 7 March. AMKE in area, interacting with RTHA on 6
March. - BArnold
03/15/2012 - Biomonitor P. Hord reports AMKE entering cavity at 0750. - RRadd
03/19/2012 - No AMKE detected during 30 minute observation under cool and wet conditions. - RRadd
03/24/2012 - No AMKE activity was observed at this cavity in approximately 2 hours of observation. - VEurs
03/31/2012 - Adult male Kestrel observed hunting and perching on nearby wire, returning to perch on the nest
pole multiple times throughout the 1.5-hour observation period. Male entered upper cavity once. Female was not
observed. - MDicus
04/09/2012 - During 75 minute observation period, the male spent the majority of the time perched atop the pole.
He left the top a half-dozen times to chase/mob an RTHA soaring nearby. At 0945, vocalizations were heard in the
nest cavity and the male hopped down to peer within. He also briefly entered the adjacent cavity and the second
arm from the top on the eastern side. Toward the end of observations, the male flew off and ultimately returned
with a lizard that he left on the top of the pole. At this point, he also interacted with the AMKE pair from the nest
to the north. No female ever observed. - VEurs
04/17/2012 - The male perched on various places on the monopole throughout the 45 minute observation period.
He occasionally left the pole to fly around for brief periods. The female was never seen. As the biologist was
driving through the buffer with the windows down, the sounds of nestlings could be heard emanating from the
cavity. - VEurs
04/25/2012 - The observation period lasted from 0820 to 0935. The kestrel pair was visible for most of this time.
They perched on various places on the monopole and the male perched briefly on the wire The pair copulated
3/29/2012 03/05/2012 - Female observed making multiple trips to nest with material from 1000-1100 while BMP crew was
lowering dirt level of the road shoulder approximately 25 feet from the nest. Crew was using shovels, rakes, and
loading dirt into a back-hoe. No behavioral response to this work was observed. Pickup trucks and equipment
passing along the road appear to have no impact either. Nest appears approximately 10% complete. - IMaunsell
03/14/2012 - Female on nest and making periodic trips to the surrounding habitat to gather nesting material.
Observed adding lichen decorations to nest. No alterations of nesting behavior was observed due to traffic
occurring 17 feet from the nest. - IMaunsell
03/20/2012 - ANHU observed incubating. - SJohnston
03/29/2012 - A small fragment of the nest was observed attached to the branch, otherwise the nest and its
contents were gone. All indications are that this was due to predation, with no evidence of any effects from
construction activities. - HWinfrey

AR070625

10/15/2012

No

Yes

No
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
LEGO Lesser Goldfinch

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
20

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
Nest Outcome
50
50
Indeterminate

Nest ID
030512_imll_02

CP88-1-N-A

Type
Road Area

Habitat
Woodlands and Forests

ANHU Anna's Hummingbird

030512_imll_03

CP88-1-N-A

Road Area

Woodlands and Forests

BMP installation/maintenance

37

100

50

50

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

3/5/2012

4/13/2012 03/05/2012 - Female hummingbird gathering lichen and other decorative materials and adding them to a nearly
complete nest located in the center of a live oak tree. Female continued all natural behaviors during Sunrise traffic
occurring 40 feet from the nest location. - IMaunsell
03/14/2012 - Female was on nest incubating while traffic passed by regularly along AR, 37 feet away. Regular
foraging trips into the surrounding habitat observed. - IMaunsell
03/20/2012 - ANHU observed incubating. - SJohnston
03/29/2012 - Observer attempted to locate nest on 3/28/12 without success. Attempted again with assistance of I.
Maunsell on 3/29/12 without locating nest. No ANHU activity was observed in immediate area. - HWinfrey
04/06/2012 - No ANHU activity observed in immediate area. Unable to locate nest. - HWinfrey
04/13/2012 - Based on nest chronology for this species, the nest should have had nestlings/fledglings by now;
neither were ever observed at or near this nest even though the female was observed incubating during 2
consecutive weekly monitoring visits. Avian biologist Ian Maunsell, who initially found this nest, was present for
final nest monitoring visit. No activity was observed at the nest. Nest was closed due to inactivity during this and
previous observations. - JDicus

No

BUSH

Bushtit

030512_imll_05

CP88-1-N-A

Road Area

Woodlands and Forests

Grading

69

100

50

50

Fledged

3/5/2012

4/23/2012 03/05/2012 - Pair of Bushtits observed gathering material from host oak and adding it to a nearly complete nest
located on the west side of tree above stream. Pair was observed building nest while a back-hoe was grading the
spur work area located 69 feet south. - IMaunsell
03/14/2012 - Nest was observed for approximately 30 minutes. Nest appears complete and in good condition.
One Bushtit was observed flying from the area of the nest during a potential nest exchange by incubating pair. No
other activity observed during regular traffic activities. - IMaunsell
03/20/2012 - Observed BUSH leaving nest. - SJohnston
03/28/2012 - No activity observed in 10 minutes of observation. - HWinfrey
04/03/2012 - Male Bushtit observed chasing Lesser Goldfinch away from immediate area around nest at 1053. HWinfrey
04/13/2012 - Bushtit observed gathering prey items in creek and carrying them to the nest. - JDicus
04/18/2012 - Adult brings food to nest at 1009. - HWinfrey
04/20/2012 - Adult visits nest at 1226. - HWinfrey
04/23/2012 - No activity observed from 1145 to 1200 at nest, which remains in good condition. 2 adult Bushtits
feeding 5 fledglings in same tree, 60 feet away from nest. Nest closed; fledged. - HWinfrey

Yes

CAGN

California Gnatcatcher

Road Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic

165

300

300

300

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

3/5/2012

4/17/2012 03/05/2012 - Male observed making multiple trips with peeled shrub bark and other materials to a clump of Salvia
mellifera. Nest is in beginning stages of construction (1% constructed). Male was observed placing and weaving
material around the stem, and placing peeled bark from black sage, and possibly lichen. Female made fewer trips
to nest location, but appeared to be adjusting the placement of the nest material. Both were observed foraging
and chasing an unidentified bird from the nest vicinity. Following the territorial display, neither adult was
observed returning to the nest location during the survey. - MDicus
03/13/2012 - Territory and nest were monitored for 2.5 hours. No CAGN activity observed in area. Nest material
has been added since the previous visit. Nest is approximately 30% complete. - MDicus
03/20/2012 - Pair not detected until 0800, at which time they flew immediately to the nest and started adding and
adjusting material. The male spent more time nest building while the female foraged and groomed herself nearby.
The male vocalized from the nest 3 times, for about 10 to 30 seconds, apparently calling to the female. The female
brought nest material to the male a few times. The nest is approximately 40-50% constructed. - MDicus
03/27/2012 - No activity at nest during first 2 hours of monitoring. At 0915, the pair started making multiple trips
to the nest, the male bringing in bits of fluff and woody stem shavings and the female bringing in small feathers on
at least 3 of her 6 trips. The nest is approximately 90-95% constructed. - MDicus
04/03/2012 - Female on nest during first 20-30 minutes observation; male foraging nearby. Pair foraged together
for the next hour, during which time nest contents were checked. 1 egg was observed. Male returned to nest for
approximately 10 minutes before joining the female again to forage. - MDicus
04/11/2012 - Observed 2 nest exchanges on 4/10/12 between male and female at 08:12 and 08:50 Pair is

No

ID

030512_mdus_01 CP37-2-E
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Date Nest
Found
3/5/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
4/13/2012 03/05/2012 - Pair of Lesser Goldfinches observed adding material to a new nest approximately 5-10% complete.
Female made frequent trips to nest while observer stood on roadway and directly below nest. The birds did not
appear affected by traffic passing by at 20 feet or by the conversation at the edge of the roadway. - IMaunsell
03/14/2012 - Female LEGO arrives at nest and remains present for approximately 10-15 minutes. During this time,
she is observed shifting within the nest, possibly shaping it or more likely, egg-laying. The nest appears in good
condition and complete. Female present on nest while traffic passed by at 20 feet with no alteration in behavior
observed. - IMaunsell
03/20/2012 - No activity during 20 minutes of observation. - SJohnston
03/28/2012 - No activity observed at nest. - HWinfrey
04/03/2012 - Female LEGO brings food to nest and perches near it, putting its head down into nest cup at 1048. HWinfrey
04/13/2012 - No activity observed at nest. Nest is torn up as though material has been removed (depredated).
Nest closed. Unknown whether nest fledged or was depredated. - JDicus

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
Traffic

AR070626

Fledged
N/A

10/15/2012
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
BEWR Bewick's Wren

AMKE

American Kestrel

HOWR House Wren

Nest ID
030512_mdus_02 CP8-2

ID

Type
Pad Areas-Structure Pad Chaparrals
Area

Habitat

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
Traffic

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
50

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
Nest Outcome
50
50
Indeterminate

030512_rrdd_01

TL 6924 - 171689

69kV Structure

Chaparrals

Traffic

6

500

300

300

030512_sjon_01

CP82-1-E

Road Area

Riparian Forests and Woodlands

Traffic

75

100

50

50

47 of 214

Date Nest
Found
3/5/2012

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

3/5/2012

Presumed Fledged

3/5/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
4/20/2012 03/05/2012 - While with a BMP crew, avian biomonitor Harley Winfrey observed a Bewick's Wren carrying nest
material to the base of a fallen Hesperoyucca stalk just west of the silt fence. During later 20-minute monitoring
by avian biologist, no birds seen visiting nest, but adult BEWR heard singing in vicinity. - MDicus
03/07/2012 - BEWR observed perched and entering Hesperoyucca stalk where nest is located. Stayed in vicinity of
nest singing for a few minutes before flying out of sight. - GHuffman
03/12/2012 - No BEWR detected during 20 minute observation of this nest. - RRadd
03/19/2012 - No BEWR detections during 20 minute observation, during showery weather. - RRadd
03/26/2012 - No activity noted near nest, although male heard singing down slope some distance away. Cavity
well-lined with material but no activity in immediate vicinity. - FHoffman
04/01/2012 - No BEWR activity observed in area. Nest appears to be in good condition. - HWinfrey
04/11/2012 - No BEWR detected in area after a 70-minute mid-day observation period. No wrens heard or seen
anywhere, even far from nest. No response when biologist approached within 3 feet of nest to check condition,
which looked fine. - VEurs
04/20/2012 - No BEWR activity in the area. After 30 minutes, the biologist approached the nest cavity. The lining
material (grass, feathers, shed snakeskin) had been pulled out and is laying outside the nest cavity. This nest is
now closed. It seems unlikely that this nest contained eggs or young, but there is no way to be sure; therefore, the
nest outcome is indeterminate. - VEurs

Fledged
N/A

5/30/2012 03/05/2012 - Situation not 100% clear, but male AMKE appears to be maintaining a territory with 2 females and
two nests, copulating with both at least 6 times between 0715-0800. AMKE entering cavities on both poles.
Regarding this nest, AMKE pair entering cavity in middle eastern arm of steel monopole. Buffer set at 300 feet
until scope of work becomes known. - RRadd
03/07/2012 - Male perched on pole when surveyors arrived at 0630. A female was seen entering the arm where
she remained for at least half an hour. Male returned to pole approximately every hour. It appears that this male
is attempting to establish nests with two different females at adjacent poles, 171689 and 171688. - BArnold
03/12/2012 - AMKE pair copulating at 0755 and 0804. Female entering cavity. - RRadd
03/19/2012 - No AMKE detected during 30 minute observation. - RRadd
03/30/2012 - Pair observed perching and copulating atop nest pole. After approximately 10 minutes, the pair left
the perch, and the adult male joined the other female at the active nest location to the south (pole 171688). MDicus
04/09/2012 - Male flew to pole from south, perched on a climbing rung and briefly entered the cavity. No sign of
female for 30 minutes. As biologist approached pole, female seemed to fly up the slope from the north. She
circled a bit, then disappeared from view. When checking AMKE nest to the south, she could be seen perched
below nest cavity. - VEurs
04/17/2012 - Shortly after the start of the observation period, the female flew into view from the northwest,
carrying a lizard. She soared around the area, and the male also flew into view. After the workers left, she settled
on a transmission wire, ate part of the lizard and then flew out of view. She returned to the monopole without the
lizard and perched for about 20 minutes before flying off again. When she returned, she entered the nest cavity
without food, and no nestlings were heard calling when she entered. She remained there for the rest of the
observation period. The male spent most of the time out of sight, briefly perching on top of the monopole with
the nest cavity - VEurs
6/21/2012 03/05/2012 - HOWR observed bringing nesting material into woodpecker cavity. - SJohnston
03/16/2012 - No HOWR detected at or near this location during 2 x 20 minute observations. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - Male HOWR calling and nervous at WBNU in sycamore snag. Could not locate cavity as described,
and will send in a different avian biologist who may be more familiar with the nest site. - MKuehn
03/22/2012 - Considerable HOWR activity around cavity, but no entry detected during 20 minute observation.
Presumed incubation. - RRadd
03/29/2012 - No activity observed during 15 minute visit. - HWinfrey
04/05/2012 - No activity observed at nest; HOWR heard calling 100 feet east of nest. - HWinfrey
04/15/2012 - Much HOWR singing and activity in this area, but no association with this cavity observed. - RRadd
04/24/2012 - HOWR singing near but not entering cavity. Possibly an alternate nest. - RRadd
05/05/2012 - HOWR appear to be using one of these cavities; infrequent appearances by female, but much
strident talk from male. - RRadd
05/11/2012 - HOWR activity at this location continues. - RRadd
05/19/2012 - HOWR activity continues with male singing when female departs. Toxicodendron growth limits
visibility, nestlings presumed from behaviors. - RRadd
05/25/2012 - HOWR continue to be active at this nest. - RRadd
06/02/2012 - No activity observed. Presumed fledged. - RRadd
06/08/2012 - HOWR brings food to nest at 1210 - status of nest pending further observation. - RRadd
06/15/2012 - HOWR makes trips to nest at 1236, 1248, 1356. - RRadd
06/24/2012 - No further HOWR activity at this cavity. Observations suggest likely fledged successfully. - RRadd

AR070627

10/15/2012

No

Yes

Additional Documentation Attachment to Comment 2-F1
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Sunrise Powerlink 2012 Nest Monitoring Log

Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
COHA Cooper's Hawk

Nest ID
030612_imll_01

CP88-1-N-A

Type
Road Area

Habitat
Woodlands and Forests

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
BMP installation/maintenance

ID

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
30

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
500

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
50
50
Fledged

Nest Outcome

Date Nest
Found
3/6/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
6/18/2012 03/06/2012 - Biological monitor K. Vittum reported a female COHA breaking nest material off a sycamore and
carrying it to a coast live oak tree. The male perched 100 feet east of the nest on a dead oak. The monitor
conducted observations from approximately 200 feet away, primarily out of sight. When the monitor moved
closer to approximately 100 feet, the female ceased nesting behavior. During verification and logging the point,
the male COHA flushed and alarm called when the biologists approached to within 60 feet of the nest along the
road on foot. The nest was observed to be in the very early stages of construction, with few pieces of broken off
nesting material visible from the road. - IMaunsell
03/14/2012 - Male COHA perched and calling on dead oak tree approximately 100 feet from nest. No trips to nest
observed between 0800 and 0930. Nest appears well developed at this point with a shallow bowl formed. No
lining visible. Male did not appear to alter any behavior due to traffic occurring along the road. The bird was
observed tracking prey items and various other occurrences with its eyes and did not focus on vehicles or the
observer. - IMaunsell
03/20/2012 - COHA was observed arranging nesting material within the nest and bringing new nesting material to
the nest while two biologists were approximately 25 horizontal feet from the nest and in a direct line of sight. SJohnston
03/22/2012 - Monitor K. Vittum reported pair regularly bringing material to and standing on nest yesterday (3/21)
and today (3/22) while road sealing work occurred along driveway up to 50 feet away. - IMaunsell
03/28/2012 - No activity observed at nest. - HWinfrey
04/03/2012 - Female on nest from 1024 through 1220. - HWinfrey
04/13/2012 - Cooper's Hawk perched 100 feet from nest with prey item did not approach nest. - JDicus
04/20/2012 - Female observed carrying prey item to nest at 1123. - HWinfrey
04/26/2012 - Female on nest during steady rain. - HWinfrey
05/01/2012 - Adult on nest at 0808. - HWinfrey
05/03/2012 - Adult on nest at 0841. - HWinfrey
05/05/2012 - Female on nest at 1238. - HWinfrey
05/07/2012 - Adult visible on nest at 1013. - HWinfrey
05/09/2012 - Adult visible on nest at 0940. - HWinfrey
05/11/2012 - Adult on nest at 1018. M. Dicus also reported adult observed feeding downy nestling(s) on
5/12/2012. - HWinfrey
05/19/2012 - 1 downy nestling visible and moving in nest. Adult perched nearby. - HWinfrey
05/25/2012 - Adult COHA seen in flight 500 feet southeast of nest. 3 downy nestlings visible and moving in nest. HWinfrey
05/31/2012 - 3 downy nestlings visible and moving in nest. Both adults observed foraging nearby. - HWinfrey
06/05/2012 On 6/4 biologist B Arnold reports pair of COHAs active in area with 3 nestlings visible in nest Birds
3/24/2012 03/06/2012 - Nest appears 60% complete, partially lined with Pseudognaphalium sp. - RRadd
03/14/2012 - Nest appears freshly lined, but no birds attending. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - Nest is intact after storm. CALT heard nearby, but were not seen near nest in an approximate 10
minute observation period. - IMaunsell
03/24/2012 - Nest remains unimproved, with lining material placed but never installed. - RRadd

Fledged
Yes

CALT

California Towhee

030612_rrdd_01

CP56-1-PS-E-B

Road Area

Chaparrals

Traffic

60

100

100

100

Nest did not reach active stage

3/6/2012

WESJ

Western Scrub-Jay

030712_elss_01

EP183-N

Road Area

Chaparrals

Traffic

85

100

100

100

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

3/7/2012

3/28/2012 03/07/2012 - Nest was found during systematic searching. The nest is in good condition and is completely lined. ELoveless
03/15/2012 - No California Thrashers detected in area. Nest intact and appears complete. - MKuehn
03/21/2012 - No California Thrasher observed in vicinity of nest. No bird activity near nest for 10-minute
observation period on sunny day with temperature at 65 degrees Fahrenheit. On approach to check status of nest,
a single Western Scrub-jay egg was visible within the well-lined cup. While immediately moving away from the
nest, a pair of Western Scrub-jays approached to within 10 feet of the nest, alarm calling. Once observer had
moved off approximately 75 feet from the nest, the pair stopped calling and one adult Western Scrub-jay was
seen approaching the nest to within 6 inches. Changed species to Western Scrub-jay. This species typically lays at
least 3 eggs. Nest stage has progressed to egg-laying, presumably for several more days. - JDicus
03/28/2012 - Observed nest for 15-20 minutes with no direct activity. Pair of Scrub-jays were in the area, though
not associating with nest. When pair was out of area, checked nest area. No activity was observed at the nest, so
checked the nest. Broken egg present in nest, indicating natural predation. - VNovik

No

BUSH

Bushtit

030712_kwer_01 EP93

Pad Areas-Work Area

Chaparrals

OH - tower erection

100

100

50

50

Indeterminate

3/7/2012

3/29/2012 03/07/2012 - Biomonitor B. Thompson observed Bushtit pair regularly adding nesting material to a 75% complete
nest while erection crew was bolting and tightening on tower approximately 100 feet away. - KWeber
03/20/2012 - Bushtit visited large nest that appears complete. - PKonrad
03/29/2012 - Bottom half of this nest has been torn away; only 'neck' of nest remains hanging from top of scrub
oak. No sign of lower portion of nest below scrub oak; no sign of eggs, eggshells, or adult birds in area. Apparent
mammalian predation - closed. - PKonrad

N/A

BUSH

Bushtit

030712_mdus_01 Hartung/El Monte CY-E

Road Area

Grasslands and Meadows

Traffic

53

100

50

50

Nest did not reach active stage

3/7/2012

3/29/2012 03/07/2012 - Adult pair of Bushtits observed adding material to a nest that is approximately 5% complete. Nest is
well-hidden in pendulous clump of mistletoe (Phoradendron serotinum). - MDicus
03/16/2012 - No BUSH activity at this nest during 20 minute observation on cool morning. - RRadd
03/24/2012 - M. Dicus visited this nest on 22 March and reported scant indications of this nest, and no BUSH
present. Will monitor once more prior to any closing. - RRadd
03/26/2012 - This nest appears decapitated. Bushtits were foraging in the tree where the rest is located; however,
none were displaying nesting behavior, no items were carried, and none visited the nest. Inconclusive if able to be
closed at this point. - LThoreson
03/29/2012 - The nest is gone and had been in state of disrepair for the last few monitoring visits, with the pair
absent from the area or exhibiting no breeding behaviors near the nest. Predation may be the cause, but it is
difficult to tell for certain. - MDicus

No
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
ANHU Anna's Hummingbird

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
Traffic

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
8

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
Nest Outcome
50
50
Nest did not reach active stage

Nest ID
ID
030712_mdus_03 Hartung / El Monte CY-E

Type
Road Area

Habitat
Woodlands and Forests

ANHU Anna's Hummingbird

030712_rrdd_01

Helix CY AR

Road Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic

14

100

100

100

ANHU Anna's Hummingbird

030712_rrdd_05

CP49-1-PS-E

Road Area

Chaparrals

BMP installation/maintenance

10

100

50

ANHU Anna's Hummingbird

030712_sjon_01

CP49-1-PS-E

Road Area

Riparian Forests and Woodlands

BMP installation/maintenance

20

100

ANHU Anna's Hummingbird

030712_sjon_02

CP49-1-PS-E

Road Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic

15

BUSH

030712_vnik_02

Suncrest Substation SSDE4

Substation

Chaparrals

Substation - new construction

13

Bushtit

Date Nest
Found
3/7/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
3/21/2012 03/07/2012 - Adult female Anna's Hummingbird observed making multiple trips to a nest that is 60-70%
constructed. Avian biologist stood approximately 10 feet from nest while female continued to add material, so
adult shows some tolerance to human presence. - MDicus
03/09/2012 - Female making multiple trips to and from nest, gathering spider web. - MDicus
03/16/2012 - Nest intact but empty. Female ANHU visits briefly but does not alight. - RRadd
03/21/2012 - Nest no longer present. While presumed lost to weekend storms, no nest was found on ground. RRadd

Fledged
No

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

3/7/2012

4/14/2012 03/07/2012 - ANHU female constructing nest - approximately 30% complete. - RRadd
03/15/2012 - ANHU on nest at 1430 does not depart. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - ANHU female prone on nest for duration of observation. - RRadd
03/29/2012 - No adult activity was observed at the nest during 15 minutes of observation. The nest does not
appear to be complete; however, a single intact egg was observed in the nest. - MDicus
04/04/2012 - No activity observed from 0645 to 0715. - HWinfrey
04/14/2012 - Nest is no longer present and presumed lost to weather. - RRadd

No

50

Presumed Fledged

3/7/2012

4/12/2012 03/07/2012 - ANHU female incubating 2 eggs. Incubating bird was tolerant of non-stopping vehicles, but attending
biomonitor should be aware of any extra wide loads due to location. - RRadd
03/13/2012 - ANHU incubating on nest at 1546. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - Female still incubating on nest. - MDicus
03/20/2012 - Female on nest. - IMaunsell
03/23/2012 - ANHU female feeding one small nestling at 1130. - RRadd
03/30/2012 - 1 nestling visible in nest. - HWinfrey
04/06/2012 - Single nestling perched on edge of nest, preening and briefly exercising its wings. Female fed young
twice during observation period. She also poked vigorously at the nest, pulling out feathers and bits of spider web.
After she left the second time, the nestling settled back on the nest. - VEurs
04/06/2012 - Fully feathered nestling visible in nest at 0820. - HWinfrey
04/12/2012 - No nestling in nest or nearby branches. Nest is in excellent condition and is presumed to have
fledged 1 young successfully. - VEurs

Yes

50

50

Indeterminate

3/7/2012

3/23/2012 03/07/2012 - ANHU observed incubating while BMP crew stopped in diesel F550 (before buffer was in place) on
access road approximately 20 feet from nest for approximately 3 minutes, and during this time bird did not flush
from nest. Additionally, bird remained on nest for normal periods of time for climate conditions encountered
during the 30 minutes of passive observations, while biologist was approximately 30 feet away in direct line of
sight to the nest. - SJohnston
03/13/2012 - ANHU continues at this nest, but stays off for long periods. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - Nest appears intact following storms, but no ANHU female detected during 30 minute observation. RRadd
03/23/2012 - No activity observed at this nest for 30 minutes. Lack of directed activity for more than a week
indicates this nest has been abandoned. ANHU was incubating when nest was discovered, but no young or feeding
of young were ever observed. Evidence suggests the eggs of this nest was predated or abandoned prior to stormy
weather, for undetermined reasons. It is also possible that the eggs were predated during the stormy weather or
shortly after, with or without nest abandonment, but with no way to arrive at a conclusive outcome,
Indeterminate is the proper determination. - RRadd

N/A

100

50

50

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

3/7/2012

3/23/2012 03/07/2012 - Bird observed nest building while biologist was approximately 30 feet from the nest. Nest is
approximately 20% complete. - SJohnston
03/13/2012 - ANHU incubating 2 eggs 1344. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - Female on nest. - IMaunsell
03/23/2012 - Nest contains broken eggshell and many peppers from host tree, and is no longer serviceable.
Remains of an egg in the nest among many hard peppers suggests this nest failed due to natural causes, likely by
an avian predation that dislodged peppers into the nest. - RRadd

No

100

50

50

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

3/7/2012

4/24/2012 03/07/2012 - Biomonitor discovered this nest post-construction, reported that visits were made by the birds to the
nest site, and that they were observed carrying material to the nest. While logging this nest, the Bushtits were
observed entering the nest. - VNovik
03/20/2012 - Nest in excellent condition after storm event. Nest appears nearly complete and BUSH pair brought
nesting material to nest twice during observation period. - VEurs
04/03/2012 - No Bushtits detected in vicinity of nest during 30 minute period; nest complete and intact. JPawlicki
04/10/2012 - Bushtit makes brief visit to nest at 0850. - HWinfrey
04/17/2012 - Adult bringing food to nest at 0706. - HWinfrey
04/24/2012 - No activity observed at nest from 0815 to 0845. Nest examined closely and bottom has been pulled
out with pieces of the nest scattered about. Nest closed, evidence indicates it was predated. - HWinfrey

No
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
LOSH Loggerhead Shrike

Nest ID
030812_ahll_07

EP54-E

Type
Road Area

Habitat
Grasslands and Meadows

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
Other

ID

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
600

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
Nest Outcome
140
140
Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

Date Nest
Found
3/8/2012

AMKE

American Kestrel

030812_ahll_08

Kreutzkamp CY

Construction Yards

Grasslands and Meadows

Other

320

500

275

275

Fledged

3/8/2012

GRRO

Greater Roadrunner

030812_tcer_01

CP18-1-E

Road Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic

150

100

100

100

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

3/8/2012

Substation

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

50

100

30

30

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

3/9/2012

MODO Mourning Dove

030912_bald_01 San Luis Rey Substation

Substation - maintenance

50 of 214

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
5/1/2012 03/08/2012 - Both male and female were seen foraging within a 300-foot radius of nest location. Male was seen
courtship feeding female, and female was seen bringing softer nesting material to the nest on several instances.
Nest appears to be approximately 30% complete, and no eggs were present within the nest. The pair is tolerant of
limited foot and vehicle traffic outside of bird buffer. - AHill
03/14/2012 - One adult foraging within 300 feet of nest site. Nest appears to be complete, egg laying should begin
soon. - AHill
03/20/2012 - A biologist saw an American Kestrel perched on shrub where the nest is located. Individual remained
perched in the bush during the time (approximately 10 minutes) the biologist was passively observing. The
biologist moved away from the nest and closer to the furthest extent of a Red-tailed Hawk nest in the vicinity, and
the Loggerhead shrike moved to the side of the nest closest to the biologist. The nest was not approached, and no
individuals were seen carrying nesting material; however the perched individual was acting mildly territorial. It is
possible that the pair is either laying eggs or incubating. - LThoreson
03/26/2012 - Observed both adults foraging within 500 feet of nest, then returning to 175 feet within nest
location. Observed female making begging calls and flapping her wings repeatedly to male, who then fed her. The
pair then copulated about 170 feet from the nest. The female flew to the nest and laid on the nest for 5 minutes
before departing on her own accord. When female was out of sight, and no shrikes were in the area, the biologist
checked the nest to find no eggs present. - AHill
04/02/2012 - Pair of Loggerhead Shrikes present, displaying territorially and fighting with a California Thrasher
that approached nest, but eventually left the oak tree. Pair is active at nest. - PKonrad
04/09/2012 - Loggerhead Shrike made 2 trips to nest during 30-minute observation period. After leaving nest, the
shrike perched on tallest pole to northwest, east of the access road. - PKonrad
04/17/2012 - No Loggerhead Shrike activity at this nest however an adult pair of shrikes is very active hawking
5/30/2012 03/08/2012 - Female kestrel was seen entering nest cavity on several occasions with male perched nearby.
Female would not stay within the cavity for more than 5 minutes. Biological monitor D. Engstrom reported seeing
the pair copulate and chase off a pair of CORAs near the nest today. - AHill
03/09/2012 - Male American Kestrel flew in from east and perched on bare branches on top of nest tree. Also
perched on lower wire north of tree, made a hunting strike and returned to nest tree where it fed on the large
insect prey. During a second short observation period, at 14:00, the female flew to high bare branch on nest tree,
where it fed on large insect prey and perched in the wind for 20 minutes, when observer left. - PKonrad
03/14/2012 - Female observed perching on nearby power line upon arrival. After 25 minutes of observation,
female flew to nest tree after which male flew out of cavity and joined female on tree. Both birds last observed
perched on nearby power line. - JPawlicki
03/20/2012 - Biologist saw American Kestrel fly to telephone line west of cavity with prey, apparently a small
rodent. The American Kestrel then flew to the cavity with the prey, dropped prey off and perched on the top of
the tree. - LThoreson
04/02/2012 - Male American Kestrel perched on pole east of nest site during initial observation; checked back at
1730 when male was perched on second pole to west; female probably incubating today. - PKonrad
04/09/2012 - Male American Kestrel was perched on pole west of nest; then flew to slope to south where it
soared in circles. - PKonrad
04/17/2012 - Male American Kestrel flew in to perch on pole nearest nest. (Nestlings should be hatching soon,
followed by more activity by adults.) - PKonrad
04/24/2012 - Female American Kestrel flew into view after about 15 minutes, circled nest tree twice and entered
nesting cavity in live oak; she didn't come out of cavity during the next 15 minutes. - PKonrad
05/01/2012 - No American Kestrel activity observed during initial 30 minute observation period. During a second
nest visit 3 hours later, the female kestrel was perched on the small power line to the northeast of the nesting
cavity, near the wooden power pole. - PKonrad
05/09/2012 Female American Kestrel perched on pole to west of nest and on associated wire north of nest
4/26/2012 03/08/2012 - Adult incubating 2 eggs in nest. - TCooper
03/12/2012 - GRRO adjacent to nest with 3 eggs. Mate nearby. - RRadd
03/19/2012 - Nest contains 4 eggs - GRRO presumed incubating through stormy weather, though not detected
during 20 minute observation from distance. - RRadd
03/27/2012 - 2 eggs in nest. No GRRO seen or heard in area. - HWinfrey
04/03/2012 - 2 eggs in nest. Adult GRRO foraging nearby. - HWinfrey
04/10/2012 - GRRO incubating 3 eggs. - RRadd
04/19/2012 - The nest now contains 2 eggs, warming in the sun, and no sign of a nestling. An adult was foraging
and sunning across the slope on the access road. - VEurs
04/26/2012 - Nest now contains only 1 egg. Based on an incubation length of 19-20 days, this remaining egg is
likely non-viable. It has been nearly 2 months since this nest was logged and none of the eggs appear to have
hatched. No adult GRRO detected around the nest today. This nest is now closed. - VEurs

Fledged
No

4/13/2012 03/09/2012 - Nest with 5 eggs first discovered 2 February 2012, but not recorded due to lack of activity during 20
minute observation period. Nest still with 5 eggs and attending adult on 9 March 2012. Dove remained on nest in
direct line of sight while avian biologist entered data into pentab at 30 feet. Dove flushed with approach of
surveyor to document nest status at about 3 feet. - BArnold
03/26/2012 - Biologist E. Strods attempted to visit nests, but was unable to gain access to substation. - HWinfrey
04/13/2012 - Nest with 7 eggs. This nest has apparently never been viable, since before it was recorded since
Mourning Doves typically only lay 2 eggs per clutch and it is unknown if any eggs were viable at any point during
the monitoring period. - BArnold
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Yes

No

No
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
MODO Mourning Dove

Nest ID
ID
030912_bald_02 San Luis Rey Substation

Type
Substation

Habitat
Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
Substation - new construction

HOFI

House Finch

030912_elss_01

CP64 PS

Pad Areas-Stringing Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

CAGN

California Gnatcatcher

030912_imll_01

San Luis Rey Substation

Substation

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Substation - maintenance

BUSH

Bushtit

030912_mdus_03 Hartung CY-E

Road Area

Woodlands and Forests

RSHA

Red-shouldered Hawk

030912_rrdd_01

CP64-2-E

Road Area

030912_rrdd_02

CP70-3-E

Road Area

WBNU White-breasted Nuthatch

OH - wire stringing

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
100

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
Nest Outcome
30
30
Presumed Fledged

0

100

30

30

400

300

300

300

Traffic

28

100

30

30

Riparian Forests and Woodlands

Traffic

300

500

300

Riparian Forests and Woodlands

Traffic

56

100

100
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Date Nest
Found
3/9/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
4/13/2012 03/09/2012 - Adult dove observed on nest. Dove remained on nest while avian biologist entered initial data into
pentab within direct line of sight at 20 feet, and when avian biologist photo-documented nest at 10 feet. Flushed
at less than 2 feet when avian biologist approached to document nest status. 2 eggs in nest. - BArnold
03/26/2012 - Biologist E. Strods attempted to visit nests, but was unable to gain access to substation. - HWinfrey
04/13/2012 - Nest degraded and with lots of scat, indicative of a successfully fledged nest. - BArnold

Fledged
Yes

Removed

3/9/2012

3/9/2012 03/09/2012 - The nest was found by onsite biomonitor, inside equipment. The nest was 5% complete. Female
brought nesting material to nest twice during a 60-minute observation period. The equipment had mylar reflective
ribbon bird deterrents placed 6-8 inches from the selected nest site and was staged at the pull site with no use for
10 days. The equipment was slated for transport this day, necessitating the removal process. - ELoveless
03/09/2012 - Nest removed by avian biologist. - ELoveless

No

Fledged

3/9/2012

Yes

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

3/9/2012

5/2/2012 03/09/2012 - Male CAGN observed stripping 'bark' from sagebrush in territory and adding material to a well
developed nest (about 80%) with the female CAGN accompanying. The nest is shaped with lining-less bowl. Pair
made trips with nest material from both east and west. - IMaunsell
03/14/2012 - Pair observed making over a dozen trips to nest. Surveyors did not approach nest, but female was
observed carrying fluffy pappus from Baccharis shrub; male not observed carrying material. - MDicus
03/21/2012 - Pair observed foraging throughout territory. On one occasion both male and female visited the nest
area briefly and then moved away to the south. Later during the observation period the male flew to the nest area
and called from various perches. Once the pair left the area, the nest was observed to be 100% complete with no
eggs present (M. Dicus permitted CAGN nest monitor present). It is likely that the pair will continue to use this
nest location following the weekend's recent storm events once the material dries with no further additions to
nest. Therefore, the nest stage is now considered to be in the egg laying period. - IMaunsell
03/28/2012 - 3 nest exchanges observed between 0715 and 0930. - IMaunsell
04/04/2012 - Observed nest exchange at approximately 0805. - IMaunsell
04/12/2012 - Male observed flying to nest area at approximately 0730. Gave "soft mew" and female was observed
leaving nest area. Female returned to the nest area at approximately 0750, called to male, and male left nest area.
From 0800-0810, male was observed making frequent, rapid trips to and from the nest to the surrounding habitat
with prey items. Likely feeding young nestlings still being brooded by the female. - IMaunsell
04/18/2012 - Male observed foraging, making 3 brief trips to nest, and on the second trip carrying away what
appeared to be a fecal sack from the nest. Female was at the nest for most of this 1-hour observation period. MDicus
04/25/2012 - 2 nestlings were observed in the nest The adult male parent California Gnatcatcher was observed
4/25/2012 03/09/2012 - Pair observed gathering material from interior of oak galls and adding it to nest that appears to be
nearly complete. - MDicus
03/16/2012 - BUSH pair foraging in vicinity. Male enters nest briefly at 0818; no item carry observed. - RRadd
03/21/2012 - BUSH pair working at nest at 1408. - RRadd
03/30/2012 - No activity observed from 1310 to 1325. - HWinfrey
04/06/2012 - Bushtit at nest at 1152. - HWinfrey
04/12/2012 - Nest appears intact after yesterday's storm. No BUSH observed during 30 minute observation. RRadd
04/17/2012 - No BUSH detected during 30-minute observation. - RRadd
04/25/2012 - Nest has fallen, but does not appear predated. - RRadd

300

Nest did not reach active stage

3/9/2012

4/12/2012 03/09/2012 - RSHA pair attending this nest - female at nest, male guarding and visiting. - RRadd
03/16/2012 - RSHA male at typical nest-guarding perch south of El Monte Road, female not detected. - RRadd
03/21/2012 - Nest remains incomplete. No RSHA detected during 15 minute late afternoon observation. - RRadd
03/30/2012 - No activity at nest. RSHA perched nearby at 1235. - HWinfrey
04/07/2012 - No activity observed, and no Red-Shouldered Hawks detected in area from 1200 to 1245. HWinfrey
04/12/2012 - Nest is not in sufficient repair to receive an egg, and no raptors have been observed in association
for 4 weeks. Changed status to closed. Nest was abandoned during site selection for unknown reasons. - RRadd

No

100

Presumed Fledged

3/9/2012

5/11/2012 03/09/2012 - WBNU pair chiseling bark flakes from nearby trees and carrying to cavity at 1-2 minute intervals. RRadd
03/15/2012 - WBNU pair coming to and going from this nest at 0822. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - No WBNU detected in area for 15 minutes. - MKuehn
03/22/2012 - WBNU pair continued to bring bark chips to cavity on multiple occasions from 0843-0910. - RRadd
03/29/2012 - WBNU observed entering cavity at 1038 without carrying nesting material. It did not re-emerge
during 10 minutes of observation. - HWinfrey
04/05/2012 - WBNU leaves nest at 1027. Both male and female return at 1034. - HWinfrey
04/11/2012 - WBNU male carries food to brooding female 3 times between 1039-1044. - RRadd
04/16/2012 - WBNU carrying food to nest at 2-10 minute intervals around 1335. - RRadd
04/25/2012 - WBNU brings food to nest cavity at 0718. - RRadd
05/04/2012 - WBNU pair leaving nest unattended for several minutes at a time, returning with food items. RRadd
05/12/2012 - WBNU no longer come to this cavity and a HOWR is now occupying. Presumed fledged. - RRadd

Yes

AR070631

10/15/2012

No
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Nearest Project Feature

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
10

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
Nest Outcome
100
100
Presumed Fledged

Nest ID
030912_rrdd_04

CP82-1-E

Type
Road Area

Habitat
Riparian Forests and Woodlands

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
Traffic

WBNU White-breasted Nuthatch

030912_rrdd_05

CP82-1-E

Road Area

Riparian Forests and Woodlands

Traffic

87

100

85

85

Nest did not reach active stage

3/9/2012

4/16/2012 03/09/2012 - WBNU pair ferrying bark flakes to cavity. - RRadd
03/16/2012 - WBNU detected in vicinity, but not observed at cavity. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - No WBNU seen near nest for 15 minutes. Possibly switched locations (see 032012_mkhn_02). MKuehn
03/22/2012 - WBNU at cavity, one bird visible arranging lining materials inside. - RRadd
03/29/2012 - No activity observed during 15 minute visit. - HWinfrey
04/05/2012 - No WBNU detected in area; no activity at nest. - HWinfrey
04/16/2012 - No WBNU activity has been observed here for almost a month. Initial activity was likely a part of site
selection process. - RRadd
04/24/2012 - No activity observed. - RRadd

No

BUSH

Bushtit

031012_jpki_01

EP183

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic
Area

85

100

50

50

Indeterminate

3/10/2012

4/18/2012 03/10/2012 - Adults observed actively bringing material to nest on several occasions. - JPawlicki
03/15/2012 - Adults in area but did not observe them going to the nest. Nest looks complete from outside, but
contents not checked. - MKuehn
03/21/2012 - Bushtit pair still nest building. Nest is well-formed and decorated externally, 95% complete. Light is
still visible passing through unlined nest entrance. Female observed in vicinity gathering downy vegetative lining
material. - JDicus
03/28/2012 - Bushtit observed at nest, which appears nearly complete. - VNovik
04/04/2012 - Nest is in excellent shape, but no Bushtit observed or heard during 30-minute period. - PKonrad
04/10/2012 - Again, nest looks good but no Bushtits observed or heard during 30-minute observation period.
(Incubating or deserted?) - PKonrad
04/18/2012 - See following comment. - PKonrad
04/18/2012 - A predator has opened a hole in the bottom of this Bushtit nest chamber. No eggs, eggshells,
nestlings, or adults were found in the area, although nesting chronology indicates that eggs may have been
present. Because bushtits may continue lining the nest during incubation and until hatchlings are present, and
because the nestling period is approximately 14 days, it is indeterminate whether nest fledged, was abandoned, or
predated, and nest is closed. - PKonrad

N/A

PHAI

Phainopepla

Road Area

Traffic

50

100

75

75

Presumed Fledged

3/10/2012

5/13/2012 03/10/2012 - Adult male Phainopepla observed breaking off a tamarisk twig and carrying it into a clump of
mistletoe. Male made several additional trips to nest while female perched nearby. - MDicus
03/16/2012 - PHAI male brings food item to female, and she departs nest area to receive it at 0755. Both birds
foraged, returning frequently to nest area. - RRadd
03/21/2012 - PHAI pair making trips to nest 1356-1408. - RRadd
03/30/2012 - No activity observed from 1310 to 1325. - HWinfrey
04/06/2012 - Male visits nest at 1148. - HWinfrey
04/12/2012 - PHAI pair trading nest duties; male on nest while female forages, guarding while she is on nest. RRadd
04/17/2012 - Pattern of activity suggests PHAI pair is sharing incubation duties. - RRadd
04/25/2012 - PHAI pair continue activity at this nest. - RRadd
05/02/2012 - PHAI exchanging nest duties; female comes to nest with enlarged crop at 1646. - RRadd
05/08/2012 - PHAI pair coming to nest at regular intervals; 1 always staying near nest. - RRadd
05/15/2012 - PHAI no longer attend this nest and a new nest is under construction 5 feet east. Presumed fledged. RRadd

Yes

OH - foundations

80

100

70

70

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

3/12/2012

4/3/2012 03/12/2012 - Wrentit pair was seen bringing lining material to nest on several occasions, at intervals of 20-45
minutes. Pair is extremely cryptic when flying to nest, using different fly-in routes and entering the dense brush at
a radius of 20 feet before actually flying to nest location. Adult was heard singing within 50 feet of nest location.
Nest appears to be complete. - AHill
03/15/2012 - No eggs in nest, but heard Wrentit nearby nest. - AHill
03/20/2012 - No eggs in nest. Observed Wrentit pair singing and flying within 25 feet of nest. - AHill
03/27/2012 - Observed pair singing near nest. Still no eggs in nest, but observed adult fly to nest then leave. AHill
04/03/2012 - Nest was found with small, broken, blue egg fragments in nest, and no adults were seen or heard
within 200 feet of the nest. Nest was predated on by an animal. - AHill

No

WREN Wrentit

ID

031012_mdus_02 Hartung CY-E

031212_ahll_01

EP33-1

Woodlands and Forests

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Chaparrals
Area
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Date Nest
Found
3/9/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
4/30/2012 03/09/2012 - BUSH making repeated trips at 1-2 minute intervals building this nest - approximately 5% complete. RRadd
03/17/2012 - BUSH pair continue nest building at 1348 - 60% complete. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - Adults flew to nest 6+ times with material. - MKuehn
03/22/2012 - BUSH pair active at nest which appears substantially complete. - RRadd
03/29/2012 - BUSH entered nest at 1242 and was not observed to re-emerge during 10 minutes of observation. HWinfrey
04/05/2012 - Bushtit visits nest at 1309. - HWinfrey
04/15/2012 - BUSH pair feeding nestlings at 1630. - RRadd
04/24/2012 - BUSH pair feeding nestlings at 1320 at 5-minute intervals. - RRadd
05/05/2012 - Solo BUSH visits nest furtively, fleetingly and infrequently at 1358. Second brood potentially in
progress. - RRadd
05/12/2012 - Nest appears in excellent condition. No BUSH detected within 50 feet during 30 minutes of
observation. - RRadd
05/19/2012 - No activity observed. Monitor once more before potentially closing. - RRadd
05/24/2012 - Nest remains in fine condition, but no BUSH detected associating with it. Nest likely fledged about 30
April. Nest remained intact and a second brood may be initiated. - RRadd

Species
Code
Common Name
BUSH Bushtit

AR070632

Fledged
Yes

10/15/2012

Additional Documentation Attachment to Comment 2-F1
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
BUSH Bushtit

Nest ID
031212_imll_02

EP118-2

ID

Type
Pad Areas-Structure Pad Chaparrals
Area

Habitat

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
OH - foundations

CATH

California Thrasher

031212_imll_03

EP91-N

Road Area

Chaparrals

OH - wire stringing

BUSH

Bushtit

031212_jdus_01

CP49-1-PS-E

Road Area

Chaparrals

HOFI

House Finch

031212_jdus_02

CP49-1-PS-E

Road Area

HOFI

House Finch

031212_jdus_03

CP49-1-PS-E

Road Area

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
60

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
Nest Outcome
60
60
Indeterminate

100

100

100

100

Traffic

20

100

50

Chaparrals

BMP installation/maintenance

20

100

Chaparrals

BMP installation/maintenance

15

100

Date Nest
Found
3/12/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
3/30/2012 03/12/2012 - Bushtits actively nest building, nest nearly complete. Pair returning to nest while helicopter hovering
over site. - IMaunsell
03/20/2012 - Nest is intact, but no activity observed during 45 minutes of observation while micropile grouting
work is taking place at adjacent tower site. - VNovik
03/30/2012 - Bushtit nest has apparently been torn open by a predator, probably an avian predator, considering a
hole about twice the size of the entrance hole has been torn open in the stubby neck of the nest on the opposite
side from the entrance hole. No sign of eggs or eggshells or adult Bushtits - closed. Chronology and history of
observations suggest that eggs may or may not have been present at the time of depredation, so the outcome is
Indeterminate. - PKonrad

Fledged
N/A

Presumed Fledged

3/12/2012

4/12/2012 03/12/2012 - Bird incubating on nest. 2 eggs. - IMaunsell
03/14/2012 - Bird incubating on nest. - VNovik
03/20/2012 - No thrashers observed, but a clutch of 3 turquoise-colored eggs is present in nest. - PKonrad
03/29/2012 - California Thrasher incubating; did not leave nest when avian biologist checked nest status from 12
feet. - PKonrad
04/06/2012 - At least 3 large downy nestlings in nest; no adults observed or heard. - PKonrad
04/12/2012 - Nest is in good shape with the bowl intact. Appears nestlings fledged successfully, probably before
rainfall 36 hours before this nest check, judging by wet condition of nest. No sign of nestlings, fledglings or adults,
and no sign that nestlings did not fledge. - PKonrad

Yes

50

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

3/12/2012

No

30

30

Presumed Fledged

3/12/2012

4/28/2012 03/12/2012 - Pair observed building well formed nest (carrying downy vegetative lining material into 95%
complete nest). - JDicus
03/13/2012 - Male makes occasional visits. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - Nest looked soggy, and the bottom appeared incomplete or perhaps affected by the storm this past
weekend. However, BUSH pair observed at nest. - IMaunsell
03/28/2012 - Male BUSH observed carrying food into nest, presumably feeding female. - HWinfrey
04/04/2012 - BUSH observed bringing small green leaves to nest 1035. - HWinfrey
04/14/2012 - Although Bushtits were heard in the area, none approached or exited the nest during a 90-minute
observation period. At 1558, a female LEGO pulled a large billfull of fluffy material from the top of the nest and
flew away. There was no Bushtit response this action. - VEurs
04/21/2012 - After 45 minutes of constant monitoring, no BUSH was observed entering or exiting the nest. A male
BUSH foraged in the nest tree and was seen with a bill full of insects. However, he did not approach this nest and
was presumably associated with a different nest in the area. - VEurs
04/28/2012 - No BUSH activity after 20 minutes of observation. This nest containing eggs failed due to natural
causes. After numerous extensive observation efforts, no Bushtit activity has been observed at the nest for several
weeks. This, combined with the slow deterioration of the nest and the piracy of nesting materials by other species,
leads the biologist to conclude this nest has been abandoned. It is likely that the Bushtits abandoned this nest
during one of the periods of cold stormy weather as they have been documented to do even when the nest
5/7/2012 03/12/2012 - Pair arrives together, male perches nearby while female builds. Multiple trips to nest with material
were observed. Nest appears to be well formed (90% complete). - JDicus
03/13/2012 - No HOFI detected in this tree during 40 minute observation. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - Nest is intact after storm, but no HOFI activity at the nest in 30 minutes of observation. - IMaunsell
03/23/2012 - No HOFI activity observed at this nest during 30 minute observation. - RRadd
03/30/2012 - Male visits nest at 0834. - HWinfrey
04/06/2012 - No activity at nest from 0740 to 0810. - HWinfrey
04/16/2012 - One sparsely-feathered nestling visible craning its head above rim of nest with its bill open. - VEurs
04/23/2012 - Nestlings observed in nest. - LThoreson
04/30/2012 - Male and female both visited nest, male first then female who remains there. Nestlings cannot be
seen. - LTymkiw
05/07/2012 - The nest had no activity in over 30 minutes of observation. The nest is in good condition, showing no
signs of predation. Ample time has passed for a complete the nesting cycle and this nest is presumed to have
fledged. - VEurs

30

30

Fledged

3/12/2012
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4/30/2012 03/12/2012 - Pair visits nest tree. Male perches nearby while female builds. Nest is 50% complete. - JDicus
03/13/2012 - No HOFI detected in this tree during 40 minute observation. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - Nest appears intact and complete, after storm. A pair was observed entering the nest, but was not
carrying any nesting material. - IMaunsell
03/23/2012 - No HOFI activity observed at this nest during 30 minute observation. - RRadd
03/30/2012 - Male and female bringing food to nest at 0840. - HWinfrey
04/06/2012 - HOFI brings food to nest at 0745. - HWinfrey
04/16/2012 - At least 2 well-feathered nestlings were visible and vigorously moving about nest cup. - VEurs
04/23/2012 - A pair was observed flying to the nest to feed young. Nestlings not visible today. May be 2 new nests
to the east in the same tree (outer low hanging and upper hanging clusters). - LThoreson
04/30/2012 - Appears this nest has fledged successfully since female appears to be incubating a new clutch of
eggs. New Nest ID created (050212_kats_01). - LTymkiw

AR070633

10/15/2012

Yes

Yes
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
LEGO Lesser Goldfinch

Nest ID
031212_jdus_04

ID
CP49-1-PS-E

Type
Road Area

Chaparrals

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
Traffic

CP49-1-PS-E

Road Area

Chaparrals

Traffic

Habitat

HOFI

House Finch

031212_jdus_05

BEWR

Bewick's Wren

031212_mdus_02 CP11-1

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Chaparrals
Area

Grading

BUSH

Bushtit

031212_mdus_03 CP10-E

Road Area

Traffic

Chaparrals

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
13

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
Nest Outcome
30
30
Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

Date Nest
Found
3/12/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
4/16/2012 03/12/2012 - Female observed building beginning of nest while male is perched nearby. This newly discovered
goldfinch nest is just in the early stage of building (just a spare, thin platform beginning - 5% complete). - JDicus
03/13/2012 - LEGO continues to work sporadically on nest, now 15% complete. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - Nest appears to have weathered the storm, but is still incomplete, and about 60% complete. LEGO
observed all around but not observed at nest in about 10 minutes of observation. - IMaunsell
03/23/2012 - Fresh lining material in bottom of nest. - RRadd
03/30/2012 - Female on nest at 0832. - HWinfrey
04/06/2012 - Female on nest at 0748. - HWinfrey
04/14/2012 - Female was not on nest, so biologist used extendable mirror to examine the nest. The nest does not
contain any eggs or young anymore and does not appear to be particularly well-lined. Apparently predated. VEurs

Fledged
No

10

100

30

30

Nest did not reach active stage

3/12/2012

4/30/2012 03/12/2012 - Nest is above road and approximately 5% built, located in clump of flowering Eucalyptus. Avian
biologist watched female make 2 trips to nest with bill full of materials which almost completely disappeared from
viewing location below when female added the material into the nest location from above. Male not observed.
Group of 5 HOFI were observed returning to nest tree in a group with 2 pairs splitting off to build their respective
nests in the same tree while this female built a third nest with no associated male seen. Later trips by the group
were found to contain only two pairs, without the lone female in attendance. - JDicus
03/13/2012 - No HOFI detected in this tree during 40 minute observation. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - Nest appears unaffected by storm, but no HOFI activity at this nest during 30 minutes of observation.
- IMaunsell
03/23/2012 - No HOFI activity observed at this nest during 30 minute observation. - RRadd
03/30/2012 - No activity observed from 0834 to 0844. - HWinfrey
04/06/2012 - No activity observed from 0740 to 0810. - HWinfrey
04/16/2012 - Despite extensive observations of the HOFI nests in this area, no finches were observed approaching
this particular nest. - VEurs
04/23/2012 - No activity observed at nest. - LThoreson
04/30/2012 - No activity at this nest in 45 minutes of observation. In 6 weeks and 8 nest checks, no activity has
been observed at this nest. - LTymkiw

No

5

100

30

30

Indeterminate

3/12/2012

N/A

33

100

50

50

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

3/12/2012

5/8/2012 03/12/2012 - Bio monitor Tom Gunter observed a pair of Bewick's Wrens carrying nest material to the north side
of a 17-foot artificial wall north of CP11. The avian biologist monitored the activity, observing the pair carrying
twigs and dried leaves to the nest 10 separate times. One adult carried items on each trip while the other
accompanied it, scolding from the nearby silt fence, exploring adjacent cavities, or bringing in material itself.
During this time, the crew parked a dozer and compactor within 5-10 feet of the nest (but 12 vertical feet above),
delivered rock 55 feet away, and continued grading and wall construction approximately 90 feet away. All
construction activity was above the nest and out of view. The birds did not appear to be affected by construction,
spending no more than 10 minutes away from the nest during the monitoring period. - MDicus
03/16/2012 - Avian biologist arrived at site at 0707 to monitor nest prior to crew's arrival. Crew arrived at 0720.
BEWR adult first flew to nest at 0730, left immediately, and started vocalizing nearby. Pair did not return to nest
until 0806, when they both started making regular trips with nest material (grasses and other smaller items).
Between 0806 and 0820, the pair made a total of 12 trips (between them) to the nest while the crew worked
approximately 50-20 feet from the nest. - MDicus
03/16/2012 - Avian biologist arrived at site at 1257, monitoring nest from distance of approximately 50 feet. While
crew worked within buffer, BEWR pair were observed making over 15 trips to nest with material. During 1 hour
and 20 minutes of monitoring, the pair were not away from the nest more than 10 minutes at a time. Construction
was ongoing throughout this observation period; birds appeared unaffected by activities. - MDicus
03/22/2012 - Bio-monitor Tom Gunter observed pair making 3 trips to the nest, and taking breaks to forage in
between visits. One-time work within buffer is complete, and buffer will now be maintained at 30 feet. - MDicus
03/31/2012 - Biomonitor B. Parker reports observing two BEWRs entering nest 3 times and engaging in mate
feeding behavior from 0910 to 0930. - HWinfrey
04/07/2012 - Bio monitor B Parker reports Bushtit observed carrying downy material into nest at 0720 5/1/2012 03/12/2012 - Pair of Bushtits observed carrying material to a nearly complete nest located approximately 30 feet
from the access road. Traffic, including a large loader, passed through the access road, while the pair continued to
forage for material and carry it to the nest. - MDicus
03/20/2012 - Bushtit observed at nest. - BArnold
03/23/2012 - Male Bushtit observed adding material to the nest. - MDicus
03/31/2012 - Biomonitor B. Parker reports Bushtit entering nest with fine material 4 times from 1050 to 1130. HWinfrey
04/07/2012 - Biomonitor T. Gunter reports no activity observed from 0730 to 0830. - HWinfrey
04/16/2012 - Male and female foraging on surrounding hillsides and periodically visiting the nest without material
or food items during nest monitor's visit. Onsite biomonitor T. Gunter reported little activity in the morning.
Suspect incubation is under way. - VEurs
04/24/2012 - At least one Bushtit was foraging extensively on the hillside around the nest, but after 40 minutes of
observation, no Bushtit approached or exited the nest. - VEurs
05/01/2012 - After observing the unusual look of the nest from the access road, the biologist approached the nest
directly. Upon close examination, the nest was observed to be laying horizontally in the shrub. Pieces of nest
material were strewn about the branches although no large obvious holes were observed This nest with eggs or
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
RTHA Red-tailed Hawk

SAPH

Nest ID
031212_pkad_05 EP32-1-E

ID

Type
Road Area

Habitat
Riparian Forests and Woodlands

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
Traffic

Say's Phoebe

031212_rrdd_01

Sycamore Substation SSDE1

Substation

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

CACW Cactus Wren

031212_rrdd_02

Sycamore CY

Construction Yards

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic

BUSH

031312_bald_03 EP103-2

Pad Areas-Work Area

Chaparrals

Bushtit

Substation - new construction

BMP installation/maintenance

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
86

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
500

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
500
500
Fledged

Nest Outcome

Date Nest
Found
3/12/2012

10

100

50

10

Fledged

3/12/2012

230

100

100

100

Fledged

3/12/2012

79

100

50

50

Presumed Fledged

3/13/2012
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Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
5/26/2012 03/12/2012 - Adult Red-tailed Hawk in incubating position on 2011 nest that has been built up a bit during past
week. Second adult flew from perch west of nest. Red-tail in incubating position during 2 subsequent nest checks
while in the area during mid-afternoon and late afternoon. - PKonrad
03/20/2012 - Did not observe any activity during a 30 minute period. - AHill
03/23/2012 - No hawks observed near nest. - PKonrad
03/30/2012 - No activity observed. - AHill
04/09/2012 - Adult on nest at 0818. - HWinfrey
04/15/2012 - Adult on nest at 0910. - HWinfrey
04/22/2012 - No adult in area. 1 downy nestling visible and moving in nest. - HWinfrey
04/28/2012 - 1 downy white nestling visible and vocal. - HWinfrey
05/05/2012 - 2 nestlings were visible and moving in nest at 0602. - HWinfrey
05/11/2012 - 2 nestlings visible; both have downy heads and are molting flight feathers. - HWinfrey
05/18/2012 - 2 nestlings visible, showing well-developed flight feathers and molting head feathers. - HWinfrey
05/25/2012 - 2 nestlings visible, 1 upright in nest, the other perched on a branch a foot above the nest. Both
appear fully feathered and alert. - HWinfrey
05/26/2012 - Nest is empty. Fledgling perched 50 feet away from nest. 40% of nest material appears to have
been knocked out of nest and is resting on a branch below the nest. Nest closed. - HWinfrey

Fledged
Yes

5/2/2012 03/12/2012 - SAPH bringing items and forming cup in nest that appears approximately 80% complete. Nest built
while work and use of adjacent access road were in progress, drive-through access OK. - RRadd
03/15/2012 - SAPH observed bringing material to nest at about 1000. - BArnold
03/19/2012 - SAPH on nest, departs to forage. Mate nearby. - RRadd
03/26/2012 - SAPH adult on nest. CORA nest being built nearby. Other SAPH adult on fence foraging. - FHoffman
04/01/2012 - No activity observed at nest. SAPH heard calling nearby. - HWinfrey
04/06/2012 - SAPH observed coming to nest to incubate while two biologists were viewing nest from below,
within 15 feet. The SAPH did not react to presence. - BArnold
04/14/2012 - At start of observation, phoebe was not on the nest. Male arrived a short time later carrying a small
insect while biologist was about 15 feet away. He perched briefly on the edge of the nest and then settled for 3
minutes until female arrived with another insect. He left the nest and she perched on the edge, bending down to
feed the very quiet nestlings. - VEurs
04/14/2012 - Adult SAPH on nest. Valerie Eurs observed both adults bringing insects to edge of nest. As such,
presumed the presence of nestlings. - BArnold
04/23/2012 - Both adults brought food to nest after 5 minutes of observing. Adults brought food during intense
work activity within 15 to 20 feet of the nest, and O&M activity in 69kV rack. - BArnold
04/25/2012 - Both adult SAPH continue to bring food to nest and feed nestlings during nearby work activities. BArnold
04/26/2012 - Adult SAPH continue to bring food items to nest in apparent disregard of the SRPL work activities
occurring within 20 feet of the nest. - BArnold
04/28/2012 - The Adult SAPH was observed bringing food to nest, but with much less frequency or 'urgency' than
recently observed. I believe the nestlings may soon fledge. - BArnold
04/29/2012 - Adult SAPH attending to nestlings, which appear very large and ready to fledge. - BArnold
05/01/2012 - 2 very large, vociferous nestlings in nest. These appear ready to fledge soon. - BArnold
05/02/2012 Early in morning 4 large fledglings observed in nest Later 2 fledglings observed on slope just south of
5/10/2012 03/12/2012 - Nest appears 80% complete, lacking feather lining. - RRadd
03/19/2012 - Nest appears kempt and maintained but only partially lined. No CACW detections on cold windy day.
- RRadd
03/27/2012 - No activity observed at nest. CACW calling 500 feet west of nest. - HWinfrey
04/02/2012 - 2 CACWs observed in area from 0630 to 0730. Neither were observed going to this nest. - HWinfrey
04/11/2012 - At start of observation, CACW heard calling 100-150 feet from nests. At 1345, an adult perched on
cactus between the 2 nests before flying off to the north. At 1420, wren gave vocalizations briefly near the nests.
At 1426, adult CACW entered upper nest. It was not carrying nest material or food. It remained in the nest until
1441, at which time it flew to the north, perched quietly on a cactus and eventually flew out of sight farther north.
Observation period lasted approximately 70 minutes. - VEurs
04/19/2012 - One CACW was seen upon biologist's arrival near the nest. After 15-20 minutes, one adult, then the
second, perched on the cactus clump containing the nests. Each had food in its bill, which was taken into the nest.
One adult soon emerged, flew off, returned with more food that it took into the nest and then exited. A GRRO
landed in front of the cactus clump, causing the wren to give an alarm call. The second wren emerged from the
nest and both wrens then disappeared from view. - VEurs
04/26/2012 - Immediately upon the start of observations, both adult CACW entered the nest. They exited and flew
off in separate directions. During the approximately 15 minute observation period, an adult made 2 more trips
into the nest with food items. - VEurs
05/03/2012 - Both adults were visible perching about 50 feet from the nest They moved about the area and 1
4/23/2012 03/13/2012 - Biomonitor Chez Brungraber observed Bushtits carrying nesting material at about 1030 hours, and
shortly thereafter discovered nest. Nest is nearly complete. - BArnold
03/21/2012 - Nest looks complete, although neck is a bit thin. Bushtit acting mildly territorial as biologist
approached nest. - PKonrad
03/29/2012 - Bushtits active in area; 1 went into nest and did not see it come out; some calling from within nest to
Bushtits nearby. - PKonrad
04/09/2012 - Observed Bushtit entering nest multiple times. Visits were short in duration. Carrying food item into
nest. - VNovik
04/16/2012 - Adult Bushtit(s) bringing food to nest and quickly leaving about every 3 minutes. - PKonrad
04/23/2012 - Nest is in good shape, but no Bushtits were observed during 30 minute observation period, which is
drastically different from the last observation period when the adults were making frequent nest visits with food.
The nestlings have apparently fledged and left the area with the adults - closed. - PKonrad
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
CAGN California Gnatcatcher

BUSH

Bushtit

Nest ID
031312_dbby_01 CP21-E

031312_elss_01

ID

EP19-1

Type
Road Area

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
Habitat
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Chaparrals
Area

Other

BMP installation/maintenance

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
300

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
264
264
Fledged

Nest Outcome

Date Nest
Found
3/13/2012

100

100

50

50

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

3/13/2012

25

100

85

85

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

3/13/2012

Presumed Fledged

3/13/2012

Nest did not reach active stage

3/13/2012

WREN Wrentit

031312_fhan_01 CP88-1-N-B

Road Area

WESJ

Western Scrub-Jay

031312_ghan_01 CP55/CP56-1 PS

Pad Areas-Stringing Area Chaparrals

OH - wire stringing

100

100

100

100

PHAI

Phainopepla

031312_jdus_01

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Desert Scrub and Dune Habitats
Area

OH - wire stringing

110

100

75

75

EP246

Chaparrals

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
264
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Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
5/1/2012 03/13/2012 - Nest approximately 90% complete. Observed male fly into the nest for a few seconds to form the
nest. Nest lining still slightly unkempt looking since it is still being formed. Pair foraging away from nest for long
periods of up to a half hour. Did not observe pair bringing any more nest material to nest. Installed "no drive-thru
and no project access" ESA signs on road to west because 300-foot buffer encompasses small section of road, until
NBJ concurrence is obtained. - DBusby
03/20/2012 - Nest lining appears complete. No eggs in nest. Adult pair foraging nearby. Adult male flew near nest
and delivered scolding calls after I checked the nest. - DBusby
04/07/2012 - Male observed on nest during survey on April 6. 4 eggs confirmed during survey on March 30. DBusby
04/17/2012 - 4 nestlings in nest approximately 4 days old. Estimated fledge date is between April 22 and 28. DBusby
04/24/2012 - Coastal California Gnatcatcher pair with active nest (031312_dbby_01) near Structure CP21 was
observed feeding nestlings that are approximately 11 days old. The male and female adult pair was observed
repeatedly visiting the nest with food, with a large proportion of the food items being small green caterpillars.
Based on the apparent age of the nestlings, their estimated fledge date will likely occur between April 25 and 28,
2012. - DBusby
05/01/2012 - Coastal California Gnatcatcher pair was observed with fledglings that are a few days old
approximately 200 feet east/downslope of the closed nest (031312_dbby_01) near Structure CP21. The estimated
fledge date was between April 25 and 28, 2012. At least two fledglings were visually confirmed foraging with the
adult pair. The closed nest is empty and intact, exhibiting no signs of depredation. The surveyor will reattempt to
locate and confirm the number of fledglings during subsequent surveys. Because the fledglings are now
independent of the nest there are no work restrictions along the access road to the west of the closed nest 3/27/2012 03/13/2012 - A pair of Bushtits was observed adding nesting material to a nest 7 feet up in a manzanita. The pair
was observed visiting the nest every 2-5 minutes. The nest appears about 50% complete - ELoveless
03/15/2012 - Bushtit pair is nest building actively and does not seem to be affected by heavy helicopter traffic at
EP19. Nest appears to be 60% complete. - AHill
03/20/2012 - Pair is actively bringing nesting material to nest, but nest seems a bit dilapidated from recent rain
event; 70% complete. - AHill
03/27/2012 - Nest was predated, with one egg lodged in side of nest. Two large holes in nest walls, no Bushtit
activity was observed. Signs were removed. - AHill

Fledged
Yes

4/20/2012 03/13/2012 - A Wrentit was seen visiting the nest. This individual was calling back and forth to another Wrentit
nearby. The nest appeared nearly 100% complete and egg laying is imminent. - FHoffman
03/15/2012 - Nest was monitored prior to and during installation of energy dissipaters (K. Vittum) in two locations
along the eastern edge of the access road 30-40 feet from the nest site. Work occurred within the established 85
foot buffer based on an exemption to allow for work required in order to remain in compliance with SWPPP
permit within 72 hours of rain event. Rain event predicted for Friday March 17 and Saturday March 18. Nest was
monitored prior to work: no eggs or adults were at the nest. Nest appeared in good condition. During
approximately 1 hour of work using back hoe, no adult Wrentits were observed within the area. - IMaunsell
03/20/2012 - Nest is complete, but looks soaked from recent heavy rains. No activity observed during 15 minutes
of observation. Wrentits heard calling within general vicinity. - SJohnston
03/28/2012 - Biologist approached to within 5 feet before locating nest when female flushed off nest, which
contained 3 eggs. Female returned to nest immediately after biologist moved back to access road. Bio monitor C.
Vettes reported passively observing female continue incubating for 6 hours while Sunrise underground crew
worked 50 feet from nest. - HWinfrey
03/28/2012 - A female Wrentit was on the nest during over an hour of work which consisted of hydroseeding and
silt fence removal. At one point the male visited the nest. No indications of stress were observed due to
hydroseeding work occurring approximately 25 feet from the nest. - CVettes
03/30/2012 - On March 29 K. Vittum monitored minor road grading work required within the existing 85 foot
buffer for this nest. Work occurred along the road approximately 40 feet from the nest site. A backhoe was used
to repair the road due to a recent rain event rilling across the road Work occurred per exemption for individual
4/29/2012 03/10/2012 - Observed with avian biologist, John Dicus, a pair of Western Scrub-jays bringing material to vicinity
of scrub oaks (Quercus berberidifolia) and Lakeside ceanothus (Ceanothus cyaneus) multiple times. A nest was
discovered in scrub oak but did not observe species going to it. By 3-12-12, it was confirmed to be an active nest
by observing the pair at and on the nest, bringing nesting material to it. - GHuffman
03/16/2012 - Western Scrub-jay observed carrying lining material to nest. - RAbe
03/20/2012 - Western Scrub-Jay observed carrying lining material to nest. No apparent damage to nest from
major storm event over last two days. - RAbe
03/29/2012 - Female on nest, male calling nearby. - HWinfrey
04/05/2012 - Female on nest with 5 eggs. - HWinfrey
04/13/2012 - Incubation continues. - RRadd
04/22/2012 - WESJ tight on nest at 1550. - RRadd
04/30/2012 - Nest is clean, intact and empty. Presumed fledged. - RRadd
3/30/2012 03/13/2012 - Phainopepla nest reported by on-site biological monitor. Phainopepla pair observed in vicinity. Male
landed in nest shrub while female looked on. Male observed carrying materials and building second nest in juniper
to west outside 100-foot buffer surrounding tower permanent pad, then revisiting nest in jujube shrub. Both nests
are approximately 20% constructed. - JDicus
03/22/2012 - Male slightly territorial across wash; unseen female giving contact calls. Nest is a small bowl built
with fine material; looks complete. - PKonrad
03/30/2012 - Could not re-find nest; no Phainopeplas near nest site, although a short distance to southwest a pair
of Phainopeplas were flying in aerial displays led by female. - PKonrad
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
BUSH Bushtit

Nest ID
031312_jdus_02

EP251

ID

Type
Habitat
Pad Areas-Structure Pad Desert Scrub and Dune Habitats
Area

031312_jpki_05

EP140-N

Road Area

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
BMP installation/maintenance

BUSH

Bushtit

BUSH

Bushtit

031312_mdus_02 CP43-1 PS

Pad Areas-Stringing Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats OH - wire stringing

CORA

Common Raven

031312_mdus_03 CP40-2-E

Road Area

Chaparrals

BUSH

Bushtit

031312_rrdd_01

Road Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic

TL 6924 - 171691

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic

BMP installation/maintenance

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
40

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
Nest Outcome
50
50
Nest did not reach active stage

Date Nest
Found
3/13/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
3/22/2012 03/13/2012 - Pair of Bushtits visited nest 3 times with material. - JDicus
03/22/2012 - Nest appears be destroyed by recent storm; nest is flattened from the west side, probably by high
wind, and has been torn away from 1 of the top attachment points. Damage does not reflect predation, which is
indicated by holes or tears in the chamber. No Bushtits were observed or heard in the area. - PKonrad

Fledged
No

65

100

50

50

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

3/13/2012

4/30/2012 03/13/2012 - Adult Bushtits observed bringing material to nest on several occasions. - JPawlicki
04/03/2012 - Nest complete. Bushtit pair observed in vicinity of nest with 1 adult entering nest; nest contents
unknown. - JPawlicki
04/13/2012 - Nest is complete and intact. Bushtit observed entering nest. - VNovik
04/21/2012 - One Bushtit was observed bringing caterpillars to the nest. It was unclear whether it was feeding
nestlings or its mate. - LTymkiw
04/30/2012 - Nest has been predated, torn apart and mostly removed from the area with only a portion of the
feathered nest chamber caught in the branch below the nest site. No sign of adults or nestlings or other nest parts
in the area. - closed. - PKonrad

No

75

100

40

40

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

3/13/2012

No

0

100

100

100

Removed

3/13/2012

60

100

50

50

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

3/13/2012

4/28/2012 03/13/2012 - Pair of Bushtits observed carrying material to a nest that is approximately 60% complete. - MDicus
03/16/2012 - Pair bringing in nest material and copulating. Nest approximately 75% complete. - MDicus
03/20/2012 - Pair not observed visiting nest, but nest is in good condition, and female was observed foraging on
nest shrub. - MDicus
03/30/2012 - 0730 to 0830: Female observed leaving the nest for approximately 5 minutes out of a 1 hour
observation. Due to the amount of time female spent in nest, it can be concluded that it is incubating. GHuffman
04/06/2012 - Bushtit observed making two trips to nest in a 20 minute observation. Construction activities appear
to have no impact on nesting behavior. - GHuffman
04/15/2012 - Both adults making numerous, rapid trips to the nest carrying food items. Female removed fecal sac
on one trip away from the nest. High-pitched vocalizations heard within nest when adult entered with food. VEurs
04/20/2012 - Observed Bushtits making numerous trips to nest carrying food. Begging calls from nestlings could be
heard from within nest when adults entered. - GHuffman
04/28/2012 - At the start of observation, the biologist noted the nest's unusual appearance. About 5 minutes later,
a female LEGO vigorously pulled material from the nest and then flew off. She repeated the behavior a short time
later. There was no response from potential nest occupants. A pair of Bushtits was eventually detected in the area,
but they did not directly approach the nest There was no evidence they were being followed by fledglings It
3/21/2012 03/13/2012 - Pair of Common Ravens observed carrying sticks to nest at top of SRPL tower CP40-2. Nest is
approximately 30-40% complete. During over 2 hours of observation, the birds made 6 trips to the nest, carrying
sticks on 4 of the trips. The pair spent approximately 45 minutes total at the nest, rearranging sticks and perching
on the adjacent cross-members. A second pair of ravens was observed stealing sticks from the nest and carrying
them off the right-of-way to the west. The nest-building pair chased the pair from the area twice. - MDicus
03/14/2012 - It appears that a few sticks have been added to the nest since yesterday, but it is still not complete
enough to support eggs. Pair was observed perching on tower leg below nest but did not visit nest during 15minute observation period. - MDicus
03/20/2012 - Pair observed making 3 trips to nest with short sticks and finer material. Nest is approximately 5060% complete. - MDicus
03/21/2012 - The tower was observed for approximately 2 hours prior to the installation of the bird deterrent. No
Common Ravens were observed prior to crew arrival. Upon arrival of the crew 6 Common Ravens were observed
flying east along the access road from CP39 towards CP40. Once the crew had installed the deterrent and left
CP40, a pair of Common Ravens was observed perched on the uppermost arm of the structure approximately 10
feet from the installed deterrent. The pair was observed for approximately 1 hour. No nesting material was
observed during this time but the pair did not appear deterred by the deterrent - JHenry
4/10/2012 03/13/2012 - BUSH nest under construction, approximately 50% complete. - RRadd
03/19/2012 - Nest appears approximately 65% complete and not obviously torn from recent storms. No BUSH
detected during 30 minute observation. - RRadd
03/24/2012 - A pair of Bushtits was observed bringing nesting material to the nest several times. - VEurs
03/31/2012 - Pair observed making at least 10 trips between them, carrying nest material. Nest appears to be
nearly complete. - MDicus
04/09/2012 - Nest is large and spherical, basically complete. Shortly after start of observation, male approached
nest with fine material. Female arrived soon after, entered nest and remained for about 5 minutes before flying
off. - VEurs
04/10/2012 - Nest has fallen. - RRadd
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
LEGO Lesser Goldfinch

Nest ID
031312_sjon_01

CP88-1-N-A

ID

Type
Road Area

Habitat
Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
BMP installation/maintenance

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
15

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
Nest Outcome
50
50
Presumed Fledged

Date Nest
Found
3/13/2012

LEGO

Lesser Goldfinch

031312_sjon_02

CP88-1-N-A

Road Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance

90

100

90

90

Nest did not reach active stage

3/13/2012

HOFI

House Finch

031312_sjon_03

CP88-1-N-A

Road Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic

36

100

30

30

Indeterminate

3/13/2012

HOFI

House Finch

031312_sjon_04

CP88-1-N-A

Road Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Grading

83

100

30

30

Indeterminate

3/13/2012

BEWR

Bewick's Wren

031312_sjon_05

CP88-1-N-A

Road Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Grading

20

100

50

50

Presumed Fledged

3/13/2012
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Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
4/20/2012 03/13/2012 - Nest is approximately 5% complete. - SJohnston
03/20/2012 - Pair of goldfinches seen visiting nest site multiple times over 1 hour from 0850-0950 while backhoe
installed dissipaters 20 feet from nest. Work within buffer occurred per the exemption for buffer modification
requests for work conducted to maintain SWPPP compliance. (report from biomonitor K. Vittum 3/15/12). SJohnston
03/28/2012 - Female observed carrying nest material with male perched near nest. - HWinfrey
03/28/2012 - Work within the buffer included hydroseeding, silt fence removal, and momentary use of a backhoe
for soil compaction. Silt fencing and soil compaction occurred under exemptions for individual buffer justification
requests allowing for required BMP work in order to maintain SWPPP permit compliance and for limited foot
traffic within buffers provided the crew is accompanied by an Avian Biologist. The momentary presence of the
backhoe agitated a Lesser Goldfinch, the equipment was redirected and, once removed, foraging and activity in
the nest tree resumed. The only visit to the nest for nest building was observed prior to the beginning of work. CVettes
03/29/2012 - During a 15 minute period of hydroseeding, a Lesser Goldfinch remained on the nest. The same
status was observed before and after construction. This hydroseeding was a one-time permission of work order
granted by the nest buffer justification. - CVettes
04/06/2012 - Female on nest at 1229. - HWinfrey
04/13/2012 - Female incubating/brooding. Does not leave nest when avian bio walks past at a distance of ten
feet - JDicus
4/13/2012 03/13/2012 - Nest building; approximately 1% complete. - SJohnston
03/20/2012 - No activity observed but nest is now about 20% complete. - SJohnston
03/28/2012 - Male and female observed chasing SOSP away from nest, indicating nest continues to be active. HWinfrey
04/03/2012 - No activity observed from 1115 to 1145. - HWinfrey
04/13/2012 - No LEGO visit to smallest pine between 2 larger pines in 25-minute observation. Nest closed due to
inactivity and nest never becoming completely constructed. - JDicus

Fledged
Yes

5/17/2012 03/13/2012 - Observed female HOFI bringing nesting material to nest. - SJohnston
03/15/2012 - Pair of HOFI repeatedly adding coarse nesting material to nest location on ledge above window at
the Bauer house. Nest 50% complete. - KAlberts
03/20/2012 - Female flew to nest with material. Male following closely. - MKuehn
03/20/2012 - Observed pair of HOFI making trips into nest. - SJohnston
03/28/2012 - Female observed entering nest, male perched nearby. - HWinfrey
04/03/2012 - Female on nest at 1108. - HWinfrey
04/13/2012 - Pair visits nest, and female settles into nest. - JDicus
04/20/2012 - Male and female perched above nest. - HWinfrey
04/26/2012 - Female on nest. - HWinfrey
05/03/2012 - Male and female observed leaving nest at 0806. - HWinfrey
05/07/2012 - No activity observed from 1031 to 1046. Unable to verify nest contents without entering private
property. - HWinfrey
05/14/2012 - No activity observed; however, landowner presence did not provide for appropriate observation
conditions or sufficient monitoring time. - MDicus
05/17/2012 - No activity at nest. Unable to view nest contents without entering private property. Nest closed due
to inactivity - HWinfrey
5/17/2012 03/13/2012 - Nest building observed. - SJohnston
03/20/2012 - Observed pair making trips into the nest. - SJohnston
03/21/2012 - V. Eurs and K. Vittum reported that per the landowners' request, all project-related material,
equipment and work is required to be completed on and removed from the Bauer Property. During the course of
uninstalling wire mesh nesting deterrents in the eaves of a guest house on the property as part of this
requirement between 0800 and 0900 on March 21st, the activity uninstalled the substrate on which the nest is
located, inadvertently removing the nesting material. The nesting attempt did not support eggs or young based on
its nest building stage. The nest is approximately 75% complete. The bio monitor on site was notified, contacted
an avian biologist, and the nesting material was replaced at 1125 to enable further nest building by the pair. V.
Eurs observed the following: 1155 - Male HOFI flew near the nest, but did not enter. 1206 - Female HOFI entered
nest and spent about 1 minute rearranging the material within the wire pocket before she left. 1208 - Female
entered pocket and again rearranged material for about 1 minute while the male sang nearby. 1211 - Female
entered and almost immediately left again. 1216 - Female spent about 3 minutes inside, moving nest material
around. 1230 - Male carried nesting material into nest. 1235 - Male returned to nest with more new material.
1304 - Male and female were in the nest simultaneously for about 1 minute. 1307 - Female spent very brief time
in the nest. 1318 - Female went in and out of nest a couple of times, then flew off. 1327 - Female spent another 2
minutes rearranging nesting material. 1333 - Female spent another couple of minutes rearranging material. KAlberts
03/28/2012 - No activity observed during 10 minute visit. - HWinfrey
04/03/2012 - No activity observed from 1115 to 1145. - HWinfrey
04/13/2012 - HOFI pair visits nest, gathers material. Nest stage presumably progressed to egg laying based on nest
chronology. - JDicus
04/20/2012 No activity observed during 15 minute visit HWinfrey
4/26/2012 03/13/2012 - Pair observed bringing nesting material in to man-made cavity. - SJohnston
03/20/2012 - No activity observed. - SJohnston
03/28/2012 - No activity observed during 10 minutes of observation. - HWinfrey
04/03/2012 - No activity observed from 1115 to 1145. - HWinfrey
04/13/2012 - Bewick's Wren seen leaving nest cavity. - JDicus
04/20/2012 - No activity observed during 15-minute visit. - HWinfrey
04/26/2012 - Pair of BEWR feeding fledgling in shrub 5 feet from nest. Nest presumed fledged. - HWinfrey

AR070638

10/15/2012

No

N/A

N/A

Yes
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
BUSH Bushtit

Nest ID
031312_sjon_06

CP88-1-N-A

ID

EP52-1

Type
Road Area

Habitat
Chaparrals

LOSH

Loggerhead Shrike

031412_ahll_01

CORA

Common Raven

031412_bald_02 EP229-1

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Area
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

LOSH

Loggerhead Shrike

031412_jpki_01

Pad Areas-Work Area

EP51-1

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
BMP installation/maintenance

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats OH - tower erection
Area

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
15

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
Nest Outcome
50
50
Indeterminate

80

100

70

70

BMP installation/maintenance

0

100

100

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance

150

100

100
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Date Nest
Found
3/13/2012

Fledged

3/14/2012

100

Removed

3/14/2012

100

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

3/14/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
4/13/2012 03/13/2012 - Biologists saw a pair of Bushtits bringing nesting material to the Ceanothus shrub, then approached
shrub and saw the pair adding material to a nest. - SJohnston
03/20/2012 - Observed Bushtits making trips to the nest. - SJohnston
03/28/2012 - BUSH observed visiting nest, which appears nearly complete. - HWinfrey
03/28/2012 - There was Bushtit activity around the nest area before construction, but activity subsided during 20
minutes of hydroseeding work within the buffer to approximately 15 feet from the nest. After work subsided, a
pair of Bushtits returned to the area, and activity near the nest resumed. - CVettes
03/29/2012 - Approximately 30 minutes of hydroseeding occurred within the buffer during which a Bushtit was
observed with nest building material. Activity in the vicinity of the nest was confirmed previous to and after
construction. This hydroseeding was a one-time permission of work order granted in the nest buffer justification. CVettes
04/06/2012 - No activity observed at nest, and no Bushtits detected in immediate area. - HWinfrey
04/13/2012 - Nest is torn open, with chunks of nest material still loosely, precariously hung about the rest of the
host shrub. Nest appears to have been recently predated (within the last 24 hours or so since the last storm
system, which would have blown the nest chunks to the ground). Nest is empty: no eggs, nestlings or adults.
Damage to nest is consistent with Western Scrub-jay predation Nest was never recorded as having eggs or young
5/9/2012 03/14/2012 - Female Loggerhead Shrike was on nest and is potentially incubating or shaping the nest. Female
became very defensive and started alarm calling when biologist was near the nest; biologist then retreated. Male
was seen perched on nearby branch. - AHill
03/20/2012 - Biologist witnessed a pair of Loggerhead Shrikes chasing a Western Scrub-jay from the bush where
the nest is located. The pair continued to call while the biologist monitored the bush. The biologist waited until the
Western Scrub Jay left the area and approached the nest. With a telescoping mirror, the biologist looked into the
nest and did not see any eggs. The biologist then felt the inside of the nest and it was moist, likely due to the
recent storm. Although the nest is empty and moist, the pair still exhibited territorial behavior. - LThoreson
03/21/2012 - Nest is still active. No eggs in nest, but shrike pair is defending nest to other birds at 400 feet from
nest. Pair was seen foraging and male was singing in the area. Pair perched several times on nest tree. - AHill
03/26/2012 - Observed male singing 300 feet from nest and foraging in general area. Never observed any nest
visits or second adult in area of 500 feet from nest. The nest was wet from the rains, and the nest cup was no
longer neat and tight inside. - AHill
04/12/2012 - Two biologists approached Loggerhead Shrike nest that was determined to be inactive on
03/26/2012. At approximately 15 feet from the nest, a LOSH was observed to be perched in the same shrub as the
nest. The 2 biologists backed off the nest approximately 15 feet. The biologist then observed the perching bird
cautiously move to nest and lie down in nest as if incubating. - SJohnston
04/17/2012 - Loggerhead Shrike nest unattended until avian biologist checked for nest contents with mirror, when
a pair of shrikes approached nest aggressively. No eggs observed in deep feather-lined nest bowl. - PKonrad
04/24/2012 - No Loggerhead Shrikes observed at nest initially but 1 adult flew to nest calling and behaving
3/20/2012 03/14/2012 - Nest reported by bio-monitor. Small accumulation of sticks in a location typically used by Common
Ravens to nest on lattice tower. No activity during nearly 60 minute afternoon observation period, but nest is
under construction by a Common Raven. - BArnold
03/15/2012 - Pair of ravens was observed carrying sticks to the nest in the tower. Nest is still relatively small with
only a handful of sticks. At 1030 when I returned to the site, CORA perched on lattice. Some mylar bird deterrent
tape was observed previously affixed to the base of the tower. - VNovik
03/20/2012 - Nest material still present, but no activity was observed that could be directly associated with this
nest. A pair of ravens in the area briefly perched on EP228. Nest was observed for 30 minutes. The last 3 days
were characterized by low temperatures, heavy rain, and snow. - VNovik
03/20/2012 - At 1348, a helicopter delivered 2 PAR crewmen to tower to remove nest as directed by SDG&E after
receiving agency concurrence. Crew reported 6 to 8 sticks in nest, with no eggs or nestlings present. Crew hung
mylar tape on the tower in the area of the nest to deter future nesting attempts. No ravens were observed near
nest during these activities. - VNovik
03/20/2012 - Nest is in very early stages: 5-10% complete. Pair made one trip to the nest with a stick in 15
minutes of observation on March 15. The stick was balanced precariously on the undeveloped nest and fell. No
eggs or young present (as determined by nest stage) as of March 20 Red bird repellent ribbon is located on the
3/26/2012 03/14/2012 - Female briefly vacated nest after courtship behavior was observed in vicinity. Nest is complete and
with at least 2 eggs present. - JPawlicki
03/20/2012 - Biologist watched nest for a period of time and did not see or hear any activity. The nest was
approached; 4 eggs present. Biologist quickly moved away and watched for activity. After a period of about 10
minutes, a Loggerhead Shrike appeared and was calling. The bird appeared somewhat agitated and went to a
shrub northeast of the shrub with the nest, and another Loggerhead Shrike was seen. The pair appeared agitated
until the biologist was out of sight, and then resumed normal activities. - LThoreson
03/26/2012 - Observed adult foraging 100-300 feet from nest, and no nest visits were made during observation.
So, the biologist peered inside the nest, and broken eggshells were present along with very small mammal scats,
indicating that this nest was most likely predated by mice. - AHill

AR070639

Fledged
N/A

10/15/2012

Yes

No

No
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
CATH California Thrasher

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
Nest Outcome
100
100
Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

EP50-E

Type
Road Area

Chaparrals

CP56-1-PS-E-B

Road Area

Chaparrals

Traffic

95

100

90

90

Nest did not reach active stage

3/14/2012

3/29/2012 03/14/2012 - R. Radd reported that the nest appeared to be 30% complete. - KAlberts
03/20/2012 - Nest about 40% complete. No BUSH observed near nest in 10 minutes of observation. - IMaunsell
03/21/2012 - BUSH foraging close by did not attend nest during observation. - RRadd
03/29/2012 - 2 BUSH foraging in area appeared indifferent to observer approaching nest location. Nest remained
at 15-20% complete with no progress over past two weeks. Evidence indicates that this nesting attempt has been
abandoned. Nest closed. - HWinfrey

No

20

100

20

20

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

3/15/2012

No

0

100

100

100

Removed

3/15/2012

4/19/2012 03/15/2012 - Nest appears 50% complete. Adults carrying in material. - FHoffman
03/16/2012 - Bushtit pair was monitored while crew moved guard structures near buffer. Pair continued to collect
material and carry it to nest before, during, and after construction activities. No apparent change in nest-building
behavior. - MDicus
03/20/2012 - Biomonitor E. Nicholson reports continuing BUSH activity this morning. - RRadd
03/28/2012 - No activity at nest during 15 minutes of observation. - HWinfrey
04/04/2012 - 0720 to 0850: Observed Bushtit making a trip to nest for one minute and then flew out of view. Pair
later observed foraging in substrate containing nest. - GHuffman
04/12/2012 - Bushtit pair in area at start of observation period. After a few minutes, one approached the nest,
entered partway and emerged holding something in its bill. Because of foliage obstructing the biologists, it is not
certain what the bird was carrying, although it was large enough to be a fecal sac and was light in color. The bird
flew off and the pair spent the rest of the 45-minute observation out of sight, although vocalizations could be
heard. It is unclear if there are nestlings at this point. - VEurs
04/19/2012 - Nest observed and found to be torn open at the middle. Likely outcome appears to be predation. No
Bushtits observed in area - GHuffman
3/15/2012 03/15/2012 - The yard monitor reported the finch pair making two trips to the nest site with coarse material over
a 1-hour observation period. The forklift was reportedly used yesterday. Nest was located 1 foot from mylar flash
tape installed as a deterrent. The nest was inspected with a telescoping mirror, and no eggs or young were
present. Nest was removed and the cavity was plugged to prevent future nest attempts.

ID

Habitat

031412_rrdd_01

BUSH

Bushtit

031512_fhan_01 CP43-1-E

Road Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

OH - wire stringing

HOFI

House Finch

031512_imll_01

Construction Yards

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance

031512_jpki_01

Alpine CY

GS-NF-7

Pad Areas-Work Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other

10

100

50
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50

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

Date Nest
Found
3/14/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
4/9/2012 03/14/2012 - Adult California Thrasher observed in shrub and then briefly left nest before returning to the nest
while the observers logged the nest. Nest is complete with at least 3 eggs present. - JPawlicki
03/20/2012 - Biologist watched nest for a few minutes and did not see any apparent activity. Nest was
approached and when biologist was within 20 feet, 2 California Thrashers left the bush where the nest is located.
When biologist was within several feet of the nest, the California Thrashers started to call. Nest was quickly
assessed and appears unaffected by the storm; eggs still visible in nest. - LThoreson
03/26/2012 - Observed female on nest. Did not observe any adults bringing food to nest. - AHill
04/02/2012 - Thrasher observed in scrub oak near nest; small downy nestlings present in nest. - PKonrad
04/09/2012 - No thrashers in area or thrasher nestlings in nest, indicating nestlings were taken by a predator,
considering the nestlings would still be about 5 days from fledging if they had survived. However, 1 light-turquoise
egg with brown speckling is present; it looks like a Western Scrub-jay egg, considering the size and color. Appears
a jay has laid an egg in the nest, although no improvements have been made to the former California Thrasher
nest. Thrasher nest is closed and jay nest opened as a new nest with a new number. - PKonrad

Nest ID
031412_jpki_02

Bushtit

Bushtit

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
Traffic

BUSH

BUSH

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
25

3/15/2012

Fledged
No

On March 15 a pair of house finches was observed nest building in a fork lift in Alpine Construction Yard. The nest
was 60% complete with no lining added. Two trips to the nest were made by a pair with course material over 1
hour. No eggs or young were present (nest checked with telescoping mirror). Mylar flash tape was previously
installed 1 foot from nest attempt. Nest located 8 feet above ground inside the cab of an idled forklift. Equipment
was used yesterday (3/14/2012). Based on the impact to construction and material logistic operations efficiency,
cost impact relative to alternate options, potential for more nests at the idle piece of equipment, the nest attempt
was removed per the NBMMP. Failure to remove the nest would have resulted in substantial disruption to the
yard operations, including needed steel for upcoming tower assembly, thus impacting project schedule. This
would likely prevent SDG&E from meeting the request from CAISO to complete the project by June 1, 2012 to
ensure system reliability. - IMaunsell
03/15/2012 - A HOFI pair was observed nest building in a fork lift in the Alpine Construction Yard The nest was
4/21/2012 03/15/2012 - Adults observed bringing material to nest (about 25% complete). - JPawlicki
03/20/2012 - Nest appears 30% complete. No BUSH detected. - RRadd
03/28/2012 - No activity observed in 10 minutes of observation. Drive-through bird buffer signs installed at link
lead's request. - HWinfrey
04/05/2012 - Nest appears to be 100% complete. Observed for 45 minutes and no Bushtit activity detected. GHuffman
04/06/2012 - No birds were observed near the nest during a 45 minute observation period. However, as the
biologist first entered the buffer, a Bushtit was heard vocalizing in the tree to the east of the nest tree. The bird
was not heard again, but ongoing San Vicente Dam construction makes it difficult to hear. - VEurs
04/13/2012 - A Bushtit emerged from the nest shortly after 3 pieces of heavy construction equipment passed
within 10 feet of the nest. Because of overhanging foliage, it was not possible to see if the bird was carrying
anything when it left. The bird returned to the nest about 5 minutes later, but again the biologist's view was
obscured by foliage. Observations were halted due to onset of rain. Nesting stage chosen based on nest
chronology, but no concrete evidence of brooding/incubating was observed. However, the nest is still thought to
be active despite almost a month of no observed activity. - VEurs
04/21/2012 - Nest has been damaged and only top portion remains. Possible predation or damaged from recent
weather event No Bushtit activity observed at nest - GHuffman
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10/15/2012
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No
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
LEGO Lesser Goldfinch

Nest ID
031512_jpki_02

CP43-1 PS

Type
Pad Areas-Stringing Area Chaparrals

CANW Canyon Wren

031512_jpki_03

CP43-1 PS

Pad Areas-Stringing Area Chaparrals

OH - wire stringing

BUSH

Bushtit

031512_rrdd_01

CP70-3-E

Road Area

Riparian Forests and Woodlands

OATI

Oak Titmouse

031512_rrdd_02

CP70-3-E

Road Area

HOWR House Wren

031512_rrdd_03

CP70-3-E

LEGO

031512_rrdd_04

Helix CY AR

Lesser Goldfinch

ID

Habitat

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
OH - wire stringing

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
100

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
Nest Outcome
25
25
Nest did not reach active stage

Date Nest
Found
3/15/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
4/20/2012 03/15/2012 - Pair left from vicinity of nest in nest shrub upon initial approach. Nest was observed to be in
excellent condition and appears fresh. No other activity. - JPawlicki
03/20/2012 - Complete nest; LEGO pair nearby did not approach nest during 30 minute observation. - RRadd
03/28/2012 - Female LEGO observed in vicinity of nest. - HWinfrey
04/04/2012 - No activity at nest and no Lesser Goldfinches were observed in the area from 1045 to 1115. HWinfrey
04/13/2012 - No LEGO activity in the area or observed in nest shrub in about 30 minutes of observation, but
biologist was unable to hone in on exact location of nest. Observations halted due to onset of rain. - VEurs
04/20/2012 - Nesting location was monitored on 3 separate occasions over 3 days by avian biologists John Dicus,
Jim Pawlicki and Garrett Huffman. Nest could not be located in original location, and no LEGO activity was
observed in substrate over 3 days. - GHuffman

Fledged
No

400

100

40

40

Indeterminate

3/15/2012

4/12/2012 03/15/2012 - Birds seen entering small cavity underneath large rock in outcrop area just west of pull site, just
below dead/scraggly poison oak shrub about 30 feet upslope and just west of two fairly large sage shrubs growing
between top end of large boulders. - JPawlicki
03/20/2012 - No CANW detections during 30 minute observation. - RRadd
03/28/2012 - No CANW activity detected during 10 minutes of observation. - HWinfrey
04/04/2012 - No activity observed in area of nest cavity and no Canyon Wrens were detected in the area from
1045 to 1115. - HWinfrey
04/12/2012 - After extensive observation, biologist determined that CANW has chosen a new nest site further
upslope to the north. No wren was observed near this cavity after about 90 minutes of observation. Additionally,
no wrens were observed near the nest cavity aside from the initial detection on 15 March 2012. The outcome is
indeterminate because it is unclear whether the nest cavity ever contained eggs or young. - VEurs

N/A

Traffic

2

100

50

50

Presumed Fledged

3/15/2012

5/3/2012 03/15/2012 - BUSH pair carrying material to nest which appears 60% complete. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - Adults brought nesting material to nest. - MKuehn
03/22/2012 - BUSH pair working on nest at 0902. - RRadd
03/29/2012 - No activity observed at nest, which appears to be 100% complete and in good condition. - HWinfrey
04/05/2012 - Bushtit visits nest at 1029. Nest appears 100% constructed. - HWinfrey
04/11/2012 - Nest intact after storm, but no BUSH detected. - RRadd
04/16/2012 - BUSH bringing food to nest at 1654. - RRadd
04/25/2012 - BUSH visits nest briefly at 1435. - RRadd
05/04/2012 - No BUSH were observed in the intact nest vicinity during 30 minutes of observation. Presumed
fledged. - RRadd

Yes

Riparian Forests and Woodlands

Traffic

15

100

50

50

Presumed Fledged

3/15/2012

5/10/2012 03/15/2012 - OATI pair singing, carrying material, and entering cavity at 1-minute intervals. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - Both adults flew to nest with material. - MKuehn
03/22/2012 - OATI pair carrying finer material to cavity 0855. - RRadd
03/29/2012 - OATI observed leaving nest cavity at 1038 and was observed foraging nearby. No nest material was
gathered. - HWinfrey
04/05/2012 - Oak Titmouse enters nest at 1033, not observed leaving. - HWinfrey
04/11/2012 - OATI male comes to nest entrance and sings; female emerges briefly and returns to cavity. - RRadd
04/16/2012 - OATI brings food to nest, then departs at 1339. - RRadd
04/25/2012 - OATI brings food to nest at 0727. - RRadd
05/04/2012 - OATI brings food item to nest at 0706. - RRadd
05/12/2012 - No OATI detections at this nest. Presumed fledged. - RRadd

Yes

Road Area

Riparian Forests and Woodlands

Traffic

3

100

50

50

Nest did not reach active stage

3/15/2012

4/11/2012 03/15/2012 - HOWR singing, carrying material, and entering pipe repeatedly building its nest. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - No HOWR activity at nest site for 15 minutes. HOWR calling 50 feet away across road. - MKuehn
03/22/2012 - HOWR active across territory, but not entering any cavities during 30 minutes of observation. RRadd
03/29/2012 - No activity observed during 15 minutes of observation. - HWinfrey
04/05/2012 - No activity observed from 1015 to 1045. The only HOWR detected in area was on south side of El
Monte Road. - HWinfrey
04/11/2012 - HOWR singing 100 feet east of this location near wood pole. Closed for lack of definitive site
selection. - RRadd

No

Road Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic

25

100

50

50

Presumed Fledged

3/15/2012

4/13/2012 03/15/2012 - LEGO pair copulating adjacent to nest. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - LEGO female prone in nest at 1220. - RRadd
03/28/2012 - Observed male leaving nest area and female incubating on nest. - JTaylor
04/04/2012 - No activity observed from 0815 to 0845. - HWinfrey
04/13/2012 - Nest is intact and appears empty with numerous feces at cup rim, suggesting successful fledge. RRadd

Yes
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
ANHU Anna's Hummingbird

Nest ID
031512_rrdd_05

Helix CY AR

ID

Type
Road Area

Habitat
Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
Traffic

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
20

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
Nest Outcome
50
50
Nest did not reach active stage

Date Nest
Found
3/15/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
3/29/2012 03/15/2012 - ANHU female coming to nest sporadically, lies for short periods on nest. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - Nest is complete and intact following recent storms. No ANHU visiting nest during 2 x 15 minute
observations. - RRadd
03/29/2012 - No activity at nest during first 25 minutes of observation, at which point a female Anna's
Hummingbird began collecting material from the nest rim and interior and adding it to a new nest 120 feet to the
southwest. She made approximately 6 trips, pulling material from the nest each time. These activities continued
while construction vehicles passed on the access road. - MDicus

Fledged
No

BUSH

Bushtit

031512_rrdd_06

Helix CY AR

Road Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic

12

100

50

50

Nest did not reach active stage

3/15/2012

4/13/2012 03/15/2012 - BUSH pair making frequent trips with material to this nest. Nest is approximately 15% complete. RRadd
03/20/2012 - Nest does not appear substantially improved. - RRadd
03/29/2012 - The nest was not located, but no Bushtits were observed in the nest tree during 45 minutes of
observation. - MDicus
04/04/2012 - No activity observed from 0730 to 0800. - HWinfrey
04/13/2012 - Nest has declined, presumably due to weather and substrate movement. Nest closed. BUSH nearby
are building a new nest 40 feet away. - RRadd

No

LEGO

Lesser Goldfinch

031512_rrdd_07

Helix CY AR

Road Area

Grasslands and Meadows

Traffic

30

100

50

50

Presumed Fledged

3/15/2012

4/13/2012 03/15/2012 - Female LEGO on nest with male keeping company. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - LEGO female prone in nest. - RRadd
03/28/2012 - Bird observed sitting on nest. - JTaylor
04/04/2012 - Female on nest at 0710. - HWinfrey
04/13/2012 - Nest is intact and empty with numerous feces at cup rim, suggesting successful fledge. - RRadd

Yes

CORA

Common Raven

031512_vnik_01

EP210

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Area
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic

60

100

100

100

Fledged

3/15/2012

Yes

LOSH

Loggerhead Shrike

031612_ahll_01

EP53-3-E

Road Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic

90

100

300

300

Fledged

3/16/2012

6/15/2012 03/15/2012 - Pair of ravens observed carrying sticks to nest. - VNovik
03/20/2012 - Common Ravens observed at nest location. - VNovik
03/23/2012 - Two adult ravens were observed bringing nesting material to the nest at 1530. - BArnold
03/27/2012 - Nest looks complete, or nearly complete. No ravens at nest initially, but a raven flew to nest, stayed
3 minutes, then flew out to meet second raven and both returned to tower, perching high on opposite side of
crossarm. - PKonrad
04/04/2012 - No ravens at nest initially, but 2 ravens flew low near tower, and 1 raven flew to nest, perched next
to nest, then laid in nest in incubating position. - PKonrad
04/10/2012 - Pair of Common Ravens perched next to nest when 1 adult 'hopped to nest and laid down in
incubating position. - PKonrad
04/18/2012 - Raven incubating in new Sunrise tower EP210. - PKonrad
04/25/2012 - Adult Common Raven incubating on tower nest. - PKonrad
05/02/2012 - An adult Common Raven is incubating on tower nest. - PKonrad
05/10/2012 - No adult Common Ravens were at the nest site, but 1 raven is perched on power line just north of
the tower. Expect there are unseen small nestlings in the nest. - PKonrad
05/16/2012 - An adult Common Raven is standing on the nest, apparently shading unseen nestlings. - PKonrad
05/23/2012 - Common Raven adult was standing on the tower next to the nest, but nestlings remain unseen. PKonrad
05/26/2012 - Adult raven laying on nest for about 20 minutes on a cold, rainy, windy morning, then the pair was
observed flying around the area together. - LTymkiw
05/31/2012 - A large well-feathered nestling was picking at something with its bill next to the nest; appears near
fledging. - PKonrad
06/07/2012 - Hard to see nest contents but 1 fledgling Common Raven is walking along lower perimeter of the
5/15/2012 03/16/2012 - Observed male Loggerhead Shrike courtship feeding female, then female flew 100 feet away and
gathered fine grass material for the nest. A BMP crew worked on the access road 250 feet away from the nest to
the east, and the biomonitor/avian biologist reported hearing agitated calls from LOSH. - AHill
03/21/2012 - Pair of Loggerhead Shrikes foraging in immediate area, not affected by traffic on access road. Adult
seen flying into nest with no eggs present. Nest has lining material in it, and is 90% complete. - AHill
03/26/2012 - Observed adult loggerhead Shrike foraging in area and perching above nest. Observed second adult
fly from nest location in bush to perch above nest where other adult was perched, then flew off to forage. - AHill
04/02/2012 - A Loggerhead Shrike is incubating 4 eggs; other adult very territorial. - PKonrad
04/09/2012 - Nest still contains 4 eggs, but did not see an adult at the nest; did see an adult hunting along access
road 300 feet east of nest earlier. - PKonrad
04/17/2012 - Loggerhead Shrike nest still contains 4 smallish brown-speckled cream-colored eggs, but no adults
are present. Observed an adult shrike about 11:00 along access road several hundred feet east of nest. - PKonrad
04/24/2012 - No Loggerhead Shrikes observed at the nest, but 3 small newly hatched brown nestlings and 1 egg
were observed in the nest. - PKonrad
05/01/2012 - Unattended nest contains 4 medium-sized gray nestlings about 8 days old; 1 adult Loggerhead Shrike
called territorially and approached nest and avian biologist while he was checking the nest status and contents.
Earlier, 1 adult shrike was observed hunting in the open grassland a quarter mile to the east. - PKonrad
05/09/2012 - Large nestlings with masked faces are probably near fledging; 2 could be seen from a distance, and
avian biologist did not want to disturb them short of getting a total head count. An adult Loggerhead Shrike was
perched overhead calling territorially a couple times - PKonrad
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
HOFI House Finch

Nest ID
031612_rabe_01 CP64 PS

ID

Type
Habitat
Pad Areas-Stringing Area Grasslands and Meadows

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
OH - wire stringing

OH - wire stringing

HOFI

House Finch

031612_rabe_02 CP64 PS

Pad Areas-Stringing Area Grasslands and Meadows

LEGO

Lesser Goldfinch

031612_rrdd_01

12kV Pole

Pad Areas-Work Area

ANHU Anna's Hummingbird

031612_rrdd_02

CP82-1-E

COHA

031612_rrdd_03

CP81-1-E

Cooper's Hawk

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
0

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
100
100
Removed

0

100

100

100

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance

85

100

75

Road Area

Riparian Forests and Woodlands

Traffic

15

100

Road Area

Riparian Forests and Woodlands

Traffic

170

500

Nest Outcome

Date Nest
Found
3/16/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
3/16/2012 03/16/2012 - Female observed carrying nesting material to nest multiple times by biomonitor. Nest was about 80
percent complete. No eggs or young present. Multiple agonistic interactions with other House Finch pairs were
observed in immediate area of nest. Wire truck was covered in plastic and netting and had six pieces of mylar tape
attached within 2 to 6 feet from nest. All nesting deterrents were installed prior to discovery of nest. - RAbe
03/16/2012 - A HOFI was associated with nest building on one wire pulling truck the day the crews required that
equipment for wire pulling at the CP65 pull-site. The vehicle will be used on the next pull, and it will prevent
access for a replacement vehicle given the size of the pull-site footprint if left in place through the course of the
nest cycle. The nest was verified by an avian biologist prior to removal. The HOFI nest at CP64/CP65 PS was
approximately 80% built. The female was observed bringing in nesting material multiple times. There are no eggs
or young in the nest. The nest is in the front end of a spool/wire truck next to the radiator. The truck is covered in
netting, plastic, and there are six pieces of Mylar tape within two to six feet of the nest. The crew had planned to
move this vehicle to CP49 PS today 16 March 2012. Failure to remove the nest would have resulted in substantial
disruption to the project schedule that would likely prevent SDG&E from meeting the request from CAISO to
complete the project by June 1, 2012 to ensure system reliability. Per the NBMMP, this nest attempt was
3/16/2012 03/16/2012 - Biomonitor observed female carrying nesting material to nest multiple times. Nest was 5 to 10
percent complete. No eggs or young were present. Wire truck was covered in plastic with 5 pieces of mylar tape
and a CD attached within one to eight feet from nest. All nesting deterrents were installed prior to discovery of
nest. - RAbe
03/16/2012 - The HOFI nest at CP64/CP65 PS is approximately 5-10% built. Female has been observed making
multiple trips to nest with nesting material. No eggs or young are present in nest. The nest is in the back end of a
spool/wire truck next to the bumper. The truck is covered with plastic and there are five pieces of Mylar tape and
a CD are within one to eight feet of the nest. The crew had planned to move this vehicle to CP49 PS today 16
March 2012. The vehicle is required on the next pull as well, and it will prevent access for a replacement vehicle
given the size of the pull-site footprint if left through the course of the nest cycle. Failure to remove the nest
would have resulted in substantial disruption to the project schedule that would likely prevent SDG&E from
meeting the request from CAISO to complete the project by June 1, 2012 to ensure system reliability. Per the
NBMMP, this nest attempt was removed. - KAlberts

Fledged
No

Removed

3/16/2012

75

Nest did not reach active stage

3/16/2012

4/5/2012 03/16/2012 - LEGO pair building nest; female lying on platform and beginning to form the cup. Buffer staked at 75
feet because nest is low and relatively unprotected; should not impede work. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - Female flew to nest 3 times with nesting material, finishing rim, but not yet lining cup. - MKuehn
03/22/2012 - A few spots of lining were present in the bottom of the cup. Male LEGO calling from song posts,
female not responding during 25 minutes of observation - RRadd
03/29/2012 - Pair of LEGOs perched 25 feet uphill from nest. Nest cup is complete, with partial lining, unchanged
from 03/22/12. - HWinfrey
04/05/2012 - Nest partially disassembled. Lining has been removed and cup pulled upwards. Lack of progress in
nest building over past two weeks indicates that this pair has abandoned this nesting attempt. Nest closed. HWinfrey

No

50

50

Nest did not reach active stage

3/16/2012

4/15/2012 03/16/2012 - ANHU female building nest; approximately 5% complete, a small basket of spider silk with a few leaf
fragments embedded. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - No activity at nest site for 20 minutes, though a pair of ANHU were active in this oak cluster. The
female was observed collecting spider silk but did not come to this nest. No new nest found, but seems new nest
site may have been selected. - MKuehn
03/22/2012 - Nest is approximately 30% complete. Female ANHU was wary and did not tolerate close observation.
- RRadd
03/29/2012 - ANHU observed chasing bushtit away from immediate area of nest. - HWinfrey
04/05/2012 - No ANHU activity observed in area. Unable to locate nest, but will leave nest open for original
observer to verify that nest is gone or not. - HWinfrey
04/15/2012 - Nest no longer present, presumed lost to weather. - RRadd

No

300

300

Nest did not reach active stage

3/16/2012

5/12/2012 03/16/2012 - COHA pair making numerous trips to nest, departed area briefly on arrival of helicopter to CP82. RRadd
03/20/2012 - Did not see adults at nest site. One adult perched in snag 400 feet south of nest, calling frequently
for over 30 minutes. - MKuehn
03/22/2012 - COHA male at various vantage points in sight of nest calling constantly. Female was difficult to
monitor as she exited to east. Fresh material under nests suggests building continues. - RRadd
03/29/2012 - No COHA activity observed in area during 15 minute visit. - HWinfrey
04/05/2012 - No activity observed; no Cooper's Hawk detected in area from 1230 to 1330. - HWinfrey
04/16/2012 - Nest appears substantially complete but is lacking fresh green material. Raptor flushed from area in
apparent response to helicopter activity did not return during 30-minute observation. - RRadd
05/12/2012 - Nest remains in sound condition on a sturdy platform with a neat stick bowl, but shows no sign of
improvement since last monitored. COHA pair at this nest in early season are active at NID 041612_rrdd_01 265
feet southwest. MALL nest (9 eggs) in direct line of sight and 35 feet to nest provides additional clues this nest was
not occupied by any raptor this season. - RRadd
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
LEGO Lesser Goldfinch

Nest ID
031612_sjon_01

EP36-1-E

Type
Road Area

Habitat
Woodlands and Forests

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
Traffic

ID

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
20

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
Nest Outcome
50
50
Indeterminate

Date Nest
Found
3/16/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
4/4/2012 03/16/2012 - Observed pair moving to and from nest, and the female was observed building the nest. Nest
estimated to be 70% complete. - SJohnston
03/20/2012 - Nest is in good condition after storm event, but no LEGO activity was observed in the immediate
vicinity. LEGOs were detected across the street, singing and foraging, so an additional monitoring visit is in order
despite lack of activity at the nest to determine current status. - VEurs
04/03/2012 - Could not locate nest, no LEGO activity seen or heard within 50 feet of GPS nest location. Will send
in original observer to monitor. - AHill
04/04/2012 - Nest appeared torn, and there was no activity observed during a 20-minute observation. In addition,
recent observations show no LEGO activity at this nest area. Nesting chronology and observational history indicate
that eggs or young may have been present, but is inconclusive. Therefore, the outcome is Indeterminate, but the
cause of depredation appears to be natural. - SJohnston

Fledged
N/A

OATI

Oak Titmouse

031612_sjon_02

EP36-1-E

Road Area

Woodlands and Forests

Traffic

30

100

50

50

Nest did not reach active stage

3/16/2012

4/30/2012 03/16/2012 - Pair observed cleaning material out of cavity. - SJohnston
03/20/2012 - A biologist watched the oak tree 2 different times during the day, but did not observe OATI
exhibiting breeding or nesting behavior, only a single OATI foraging. However, biologist suggests at least one more
visit because access to nest cavity was impeded by poison oak. - VEurs
04/03/2012 - No activity observed at nest cavity. Heard OATI 50 feet away. - AHill
04/10/2012 - Pair observed foraging near cavity. OATI enters cavity at 0725. - HWinfrey
04/17/2012 - No activity observed at nest, and no OATI detected in tree. - HWinfrey
04/24/2012 - No activity observed, and no OATIs detected from 0626 to 0656. - HWinfrey
04/30/2012 - No activity at nest from 0615 to 0645, and no OATI detected in area. Lack of activity at this nest
indicates that this nesting attempt has most likely been abandoned. Nest closed. - HWinfrey

No

BUSH

Bushtit

031612_vers_01

Suncrest Substation SSDE4

Substation

Chaparrals

Substation - maintenance

60

100

50

50

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

3/16/2012

4/21/2012 03/16/2012 - The on-site bio-monitor observed a pair of Bushtits making repeated trips to a manzanita. Upon
closer inspection, he located the nest. The pair made numerous trips to the nest (5-6 in rapid succession) before
taking a break for 20-30 minutes. This process was repeated several times. The pair approached the nest with
material as the biologist was directly underneath, logging GPS coordinates. The nest is about 60% complete. VEurs
03/20/2012 - Nest appears slightly damaged after storm event, but BUSH pair made several trips to nest with new
material during 10 minute observation. Nest slightly larger than it was it during initial detection. - VEurs
04/03/2012 - No Bushtits observed in vicinity of nest during 30-minute observation period; nest complete and
intact. - JPawlicki
04/10/2012 - Bushtit enters nest at 0923 and remains inside. - HWinfrey
04/17/2012 - No activity observed 0640 to 0700. Biologist A. Farmer reports observing adults bringing food later in
the morning. - HWinfrey
04/21/2012 - Only a few fragments of the nest remain. It appears that the nest and its contents were removed by
a predator. Nest closed. - HWinfrey

No

LEGO

Lesser Goldfinch

031712_fhan_01 CP62-2

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Chaparrals
Area

OH - wire stringing

25

100

30

30

Presumed Fledged

3/17/2012

4/14/2012 03/17/2012 - Fully constructed cup nest with one egg. Both adults detected. - FHoffman
03/21/2012 - LEGO female on nest at 0730. - RRadd
03/28/2012 - Female observed on nest. - HWinfrey
04/03/2012 - Female on nest at 0845. - HWinfrey
04/11/2012 - Feathered young fill the nest; wing quills unopened. - RRadd
04/17/2012 - Intact but well-used cup with many feces at rim suggests successful fledge. LEGO with juveniles 150
feet northwest of tower 62. - RRadd

Yes

HOFI

House Finch

032012_hwey_02 CP75-1

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Chaparrals
Area

OH - wire stringing

3

100

10

10

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

3/20/2012

5/12/2012 03/20/2012 - Female was observed perching on tower near cup nest and manipulating nest materials. Male
singing nearby. - HWinfrey
03/28/2012 - Female observed lying on nest. - HWinfrey
04/05/2012 - Female in nest at 1129. - HWinfrey
04/15/2012 - HOFI pair visiting and defending this nest, but not incubating at 1329. - RRadd
04/24/2012 - Female HOFI stays perched up watching the nest at 1748. - RRadd
05/05/2012 - Female was observed incubating with the male perched close by. The pair did not approach the nest
while the crew was in the tower. They returned once the crew descended. - LTymkiw
05/07/2012 - Female was observed incubating with the male perched close by. The pair did not approach the nest
while the crew was in the tower. They returned once the crew descended. - LTymkiw
05/08/2012 - Adult female flushed from nest and remained off rest while 2-man crew was in tower. Female and
male returned when crew descended. Male was very attentive and visited often. - FHoffman
05/09/2012 - Female incubating. Flushed when crew climbed. Off for 45 minutes. Crew was advised to work
intermittently to allow her return. Crew descended to allow birds to return to nest. Within 30 seconds female was
on nest. Crew shifted any possible work to ground. - FHoffman
05/12/2012 - Observations were made prior to work conducted while avian monitoring for a VCI wire crew. Nest
no longer contained eggs and was relatively intact. Cassin's Kingbird was observed removing material from nest. GHuffman
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
GHOW Great Horned Owl

Nest ID
032012_jpki_01

GS-NF-8

Type
Pad Areas-Work Area

Chaparrals

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
OH - wire stringing

ID

Habitat

BUSH

Bushtit

032012_lton_01

EP70

Pad Areas-TSAP

Chaparrals

OH - tower erection

BUSH

Bushtit

032012_lton_02

EP67-E

Road Area

Chaparrals

Traffic

HOFI

House Finch

032012_mdus_01 CP43-1

LEGO

Lesser Goldfinch

WBNU White-breasted Nuthatch

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
300

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
500

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
Nest Outcome
300
300
Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

Date Nest
Found
3/20/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
5/30/2012 03/20/2012 - Upon approaching base of outcrop, (apparent = large size) female flushed from near top of crevice
and flew north. Further investigation of crevice yielded large stick nest on ledge near top after which 2 eggs were
observed in nest looking down from top of rock outcrop. - JPawlicki
03/23/2012 - Adult standing on nest barely visible. - FHoffman
03/30/2012 - Adult GHOW on nest at 1102. - HWinfrey
04/07/2012 - Adult GHOW on nest during 30 minutes of observation. - MDicus
04/17/2012 - No owl visible on nest for 60 minute observation period. However, as biologist was preparing to
leave the area, a possible GHOW flew in from the northwest, but sheared off out of sight before a definitive ID
could be made. The biologist decided to leave in case the owl should return. - VEurs
04/24/2012 - No activity observed at the nest, but it is possible that the female is so deep in the rock feature that
she isn't visible. - VEurs
05/01/2012 - The top of the female GHOW's head briefly came into view as she shifted on the nest. - VEurs
05/08/2012 - Biologist caught a brief glimpse of movement above the rim of the nest. The eggs may have hatched
by this point, but the nestlings will be almost impossible to see until they start perching on or around the nest. VEurs
05/16/2012 - No activity detected after 30 minutes of observation. - VEurs
05/23/2012 - No GHOW activity detected at or near the nest during 45 minutes of observation. - VEurs
05/30/2012 - No activity was detected at the nest after 50 minutes of observation. It seems unlikely that the eggs
observed in the nest when it was initially detected ever hatched. Over 70 days have passed since the first
"incubating/brooding" record occurred No owlets have ever been observed on or around the nest After
3/27/2012 03/20/2012 - A pair of Bushtits was seen carrying nesting material to a nest that looks over 90% done. LThoreson
03/27/2012 - Nest appears partially ripped at its attachment point. Pair is rebuilding nest approximately 15 feet
away and using material from this nest. - SJohnston
04/02/2012 - Nest looks complete, but no Bushtits observed during 2 observation periods. - PKonrad
04/09/2012 - Nest appears good, but no Bushtits observed or heard during 25 minute observation period.
Uncertain status. - PKonrad

Fledged
No

37

100

100

100

Nest did not reach active stage

3/20/2012

4

100

100

100

Presumed Fledged

3/20/2012

4/24/2012 03/20/2012 - The pair of Bushtits are actively constructing the nest. They appear very tolerant to slow construction
traffic; they continued to build and remain at the nest while large vehicles drove by. - LThoreson
03/28/2012 - The Bushtit pair was seen going to the nest upon arrival. The nest appears complete; 1 adult was
seen carrying something to the nest other than nesting material, possibly food. - SJohnston
04/02/2012 - Nest looks good but no Bushtits observed or heard in area during 40-minute observation period;
incubating? - PKonrad
04/09/2012 - Pair of Bushtits actively visiting the nest, probably feeding small nestlings. - PKonrad
04/17/2012 - Male and female Bushtits visited nest twice each in 30 minutes. - PKonrad
04/24/2012 - No Bushtits observed during a 30 minute observation period and a follow-up 10 minute period. The
nest is in good shape, and judging from the nest history, the nestlings in this nest probably fledged within the past
couple days - closed. - PKonrad

Yes

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats OH - wire stringing
Area

30

100

30

30

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
construction

3/20/2012

No

032012_mkhn_01 CP88-1-N-A

Road Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic

10

100

100

100

Nest with eggs or young failed for
unknown causes

3/20/2012

3/29/2012 03/20/2012 - Adult female observed making multiple trips to nest, male perching nearby. Nest is approximately
50% constructed. - MDicus
03/28/2012 - Female observed incubating on nest from 0900 to 1100. Female left nest for 20 minutes during the
period of observation to forage. Male observed making multiple trips to Malosma laurina. Female appeared to be
alert from human presence when approaching 30-foot buffer. - GHuffman
03/29/2012 - From 0900 to 1100, observed female incubating and leaving nest once for a period of 15 minutes. At
1145, sock line was pulled on the bottom phase. Per the approved NBJ, 1 crew member was present with a 30foot pole to pull the wire from over the nesting substrate out of the buffer and tied it off using a boulder as an
anchor. The nest shrub was buffeted from helicopter prop wash. Female returned to nest within 10 minutes of
activity. Over the course of 2 hours, the female made frequent trips back and forth to the nest, atypical of normal
behavior. Female was not in the nest when sock was flown on middle and top phases. During this pass, the
helicopter remained well outside 100 feet from nest and the wire was again anchored to boulder outside staked
buffer. From 1530 to 1700, the pair was not observed at the nest. At this point, the biologist inspected the area
due to this inactivity and observed 2 eggs cracked on the ground beneath the nest and the nest shifted slightly in
its substrate with 2 eggs remaining inside the nest cup. Weather conditions during the day were mild, with wind
4/13/2012 03/20/2012 - Female went to nest 3+ times with white fluffy nesting material. Nest rim was formed, and she was
beginning to line cup. Female visited the nest with Project tailboard occurring 30 feet away, and while large
propane truck reversed (with beeping sounds) 20 feet away, with no signs of distress. She also built the nest with 2
biologists standing 10 feet away. - MKuehn
03/28/2012 - Female on nest with male bringing food to her at 0756. - HWinfrey
04/03/2012 - Female leaves nest at 1115. - HWinfrey
04/13/2012 - No activity observed, no nest found. Large limb of host shrub that used to contain nest is missing,
due to unknown causes. Nest closed. - JDicus

032012_mkhn_02 CP82-1-E

Road Area

Riparian Forests and Woodlands

Traffic

36

100

100

100

Nest did not reach active stage

3/20/2012

4/16/2012 03/20/2012 - Adults entered cavity 5+ times with nesting material while biologist observed from 40 feet away and
traffic passed on AR. - MKuehn
03/22/2012 - No WBNU detected at this tree during 40 minute observation. - RRadd
03/29/2012 - No activity observed during 15 minute visit. - HWinfrey
04/05/2012 - No activity observed at nest and no WBNU detected during visit. - HWinfrey
04/16/2012 - No WBNU activity has been observed here for almost a month. Initial activity was likely a part of site
selection process. - RRadd

No
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
BUSH Bushtit

Nest ID
032012_mkhn_03 CP82-1-E

ID

Type
Road Area

Habitat
Riparian Forests and Woodlands

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
Traffic

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
30

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
Nest Outcome
100
100
Indeterminate

Date Nest
Found
3/20/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
5/12/2012 03/20/2012 - Adults went to nest 3+ times with material while biologist stood 30 feet away on access road. MKuehn
03/22/2012 - Female BUSH observed working inside nest, estimated at 30% complete and lacking a top or
entrance. - RRadd
03/29/2012 - 2 BUSH observed visiting nest. - HWinfrey
04/05/2012 - Bushtit visits nest at 1305. - HWinfrey
04/15/2012 - BUSH enters nest and remains at 1642. LEGO female pulling material from bottom of nest to build
new nest in nearby Platanus racemosa. - RRadd
04/24/2012 - Male close to nest at 15-minute intervals does not enter. - RRadd
05/05/2012 - Male BUSH visits nest at 15-minute intervals. - RRadd
05/12/2012 - Nest damaged consistent with depredation, but log suggests sufficient time to fledge prior. - RRadd

Fledged
N/A

BUSH

Bushtit

032012_rrdd_01

CP43-1-E

Road Area

Riparian Scrubs

OH - wire stringing

30

100

30

30

Indeterminate

3/20/2012

4/19/2012 03/20/2012 - BUSH pair carrying nest materials and adding to new nest composed of spider silk, plastic thread;
approximately 5% complete. - RRadd
03/28/2012 - No activity observed at nest during 10 minutes of observation; nest appears 100% constructed. HWinfrey
04/04/2012 - Biomonitor Morgan McCarthy reported observing a pair foraging in substrate containing nest on
4/3/12. Biomonitor Garrett Huffman observed nest on 4/4/12 from 1020 to 1120 and observed no activity during
construction. - GHuffman
04/11/2012 - Nest appears complete, intact and serviceable. No BUSH detected during 30 minutes of observation
on showery afternoon. - RRadd
04/19/2012 - Looked for nest in substrate, but nest appears to be missing from previously observed location. No
signs or indication to explain outcome and reason for failure. Nesting chronology indicates that eggs may have
been present, but that cannot be determined. - GHuffman

N/A

HOFI

House Finch

032012_rrdd_02

Helix CY AR

Road Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic

10

100

30

30

Nest did not reach active stage

3/20/2012

4/13/2012 03/20/2012 - HOFI female weaving sticks into nest in this cavity; approximately 50% complete. Drive-through
buffer staked at 30 feet. - RRadd
03/28/2012 - No activity at nest. - JTaylor
03/29/2012 - The male HOFI was observed copulating with the female and later they were observed copulating
near the nest. The female briefly landed in the nest before leaving again. - MDicus
04/04/2012 - Male and female House Finches observed at nest at 0742. - HWinfrey
04/13/2012 - HOFI pair adjacent to nest do not settle on nest. - RRadd
04/21/2012 - Nest is complete, but no HOFI detected associating with this location. - RRadd
04/26/2012 - No HOFI have been observed to associate with this nest since completion. Numerous Project and
non-Project vehicles stand within 10 feet of this nest from time to time, but it is unknown whether this is a factor
in its abandonment. - RRadd

No

LEGO

Lesser Goldfinch

032012_rrdd_03

Helix CY AR

Road Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic

30

100

50

50

Nest did not reach active stage

3/20/2012

5/2/2012 03/20/2012 - LEGO building nest; approximately 60% complete. - RRadd
03/31/2012 - No activity was observed from 0745 to 0755. - HWinfrey
04/14/2012 - LEGO continue to visit this locale, but excessive tree movement due to wind precludes observing the
nest. - RRadd
04/21/2012 - Nest not located in windy weather. - RRadd
04/26/2012 - LEGO male singing to female (not located). - RRadd
05/02/2012 - This nest was never definitively located and was possibly a site selection that never came to fruition. RRadd

No

032012_sjon_01

CP88-1-N-A

Road Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance

20

100

50

50

Nest did not reach active stage

3/20/2012

5/25/2012 03/20/2012 - Pair of HOWR making several trips with nesting material to nest cavity while a crew of 5 were hydromulching approximately 20 feet from nest, prior to any buffer modification request. - SJohnston
03/28/2012 - HOWR observed entering nest at 0752. - HWinfrey
04/03/2012 - Singing HOWR perched in front of nest entrance at 1111 appears to be nest guarding. - HWinfrey
04/13/2012 - Adult HOWR perched near nest entrance. Mate not seen, possibly on nest. - JDicus
04/20/2012 - No activity observed at nest. - HWinfrey
04/26/2012 - No activity at nest. - HWinfrey
05/03/2012 - Female leaves nest at 0824, observed foraging nearby. - HWinfrey
05/10/2012 - No activity observed. - HWinfrey
05/17/2012 - No activity observed, conditions not suitable for determining nest status. - HWinfrey
05/25/2012 - No activity observed. Lack of activity at this nest, and the fact that no feeding trips were observed
indicates that this attempt was most likely abandoned. Nest closed. - HWinfrey

No

HOWR House Wren
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Nearest Project Feature

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
Nest Outcome
30
30
Indeterminate

Nest ID
032012_sjon_02

CP88-1-N-B

Type
Road Area

Habitat
Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BEWR

Bewick's Wren

032012_vnik_01

EP198-3-E

Road Area

Riparian Forests and Woodlands

Traffic

48

100

85

85

Presumed Fledged

3/20/2012

HOFI

House Finch

032112_kats_01

CP49-1-PS-N

Road Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic

30

100

30

30

Presumed Fledged

3/21/2012

5/12/2012 04/28/2012 - Outside of nest beginning to be decorated with fecal matter from nestlings. - VEurs
04/29/2012 - *** For observations from 3-21-12 until present, please refer to prior nest logs. This nest was
accidentally deleted, and then restored. - KAlberts
05/05/2012 - Male and female made repeated trips to and from the nest during 30 minutes of observation. VEurs
05/12/2012 - The dramatic decrease in House Finch activity around the nest suggests the young have fledged. The
nest is intact, and recent fledglings could easily be downslope out of the range of detection. This nest is now
closed and presumed fledged. - VEurs

Yes

HOWR House Wren

032112_kats_02

CP49-1-PS-N

Road Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic

30

100

30

30

Fledged

3/21/2012

Yes

ANHU Anna's Hummingbird

032112_kats_03

CP49-1-PS-E

Road Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance

40

100

40

40

Fledged

3/21/2012

6/2/2012 03/21/2012 - Pair was seen carrying nesting material to the nest while BMP maintenance activities were
underway. A crew of 3 were using hand tools to maintain the access road, and the wrens were not affected. The
wrens were also seen territorially squabbling with a pair of House Finches that are also building a nest in the same
unused raptor nest. - KAlberts
03/28/2012 - HOWR observed entering nest, then leaving to scold nearby HOFI pair. - HWinfrey
04/04/2012 - HOWR at nest at 1031. - HWinfrey
04/13/2012 - At 0955, a wren was observed taking grassy nesting material inside its cavity. It remained inside for
about 2 minutes before exiting and perching nearby to sing. The wren exhibited territorial behavior toward an
ANHU, chasing the hummingbird off as it approached the nest. At 1006, more grassy material was brought to the
nest. At about 1015, 2 wrens were seen outside the nest, and the pair copulated at 1017. Soon after, the male
perched nearby singing and the female brought grassy material to the nest. Each time material was taken into the
nest, the wrens exhibited a hunched, wings-down, creeping posture. - VEurs
04/21/2012 - The male spent the majority of the observation perched at various locations around the nest, singing
loudly and approaching the nest a few times. The female ventured out on occasion, flying off, presumably to
forage. She never appeared to have anything in her bill when she returned to her nest. The California Towhee
moving about the large stick nest did not appear to disturb the HOWR's as it did the nearby HOFI's. - VEurs
04/28/2012 - The male wren made about a dozen trips into the nest with food, emerging each time to perch on a
nearby branch and sing. No nestlings were heard when he entered the nest. - VEurs
05/05/2012 - During 30 minutes of observation, the male wren perched near the nest and in trees around the
nest, singing. He did not enter the nest, and the female was not observed. It is likely that she was within the nest
incubating or brooding - VEurs
3/23/2012 03/21/2012 - Both adults were frequently feeding 2 large and well-feathered nestlings. Based on the age and size
of the nestlings, and barring any predation, it appears that this nest will fledge within 2-3 days. Feeding activities
were completely unaffected by the presence of the BMP crew of 3, the 2 biologists, nor the 3 vehicles within 50
feet of the nest site. - KAlberts
03/23/2012 - Nest fledged. Adults seen feeding fledglings in eucalyptus foliage 10-20 feet from the nest site, and
the nest was empty, but still intact. - KAlberts
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Date Nest
Found
3/20/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
5/17/2012 03/20/2012 - Crew hydro-mulching 45 feet away from nest while birds were observed to be bringing nesting
materials to nest, prior to any buffer modification request. - SJohnston
03/21/2012 - Per the landowners' request, all project-related material, equipment and work is required to be
completed on and removed from the Bauer Property. During the course of uninstalling wire mesh nesting
deterrents in the eaves of a guest house on the property as part of this requirement between 0800 and 0900, the
crew uninstalled the substrate on which the nest was located, inadvertently removing the nesting material. The
nesting attempt did not support eggs or young based on its nest-building stage. The nest was approximately 75%
complete. The biomonitor on site was notified, contacted an avian biologist, and the nesting material was replaced
by the crew, at the recommendation of an avian biologist, at 1125 to enable further nest building by the pair. V.
Eurs observed the following: 1155 - Male HOFI flew near the nest, but did not enter. 1206 - Female HOFI entered
nest and spent about 1 minute rearranging the material within the wire pocket before she left. 1208 - Female
entered pocket and again rearranged material for about 1 minute while the male sang nearby. 1211 - Female
entered and almost immediately left again. 1216 - Female spent about 3 minutes inside, moving nest material
around. 1230 - Male carried nesting material into nest. 1235 - Male returned to nest with more new material.
1304 - Male and female were in the nest simultaneously for about 1 minute. 1307 - Female spent very brief time
in the nest. 1318 - Female went in and out of nest a couple of times, then flew off. 1327 - Female spent another 2
minutes rearranging nesting material. 1333 - Female spent another couple of minutes rearranging material. IMaunsell
03/22/2012 - Observation of the HOFI nest began at 0830 and ended at 1130. During this time, the female made
numerous entrances into the nest and rearranged the nest material for short periods of time (1 minute or less).
The male generally perched near the nest singing. At 1015, both birds landed on the light fixture near the nest and
the male attempted to copulate with the female, but was unsuccessful. She immediately entered the nest and
again arranged nest material. At 1021, the female finally brought new material to the nest, but it fell to the ground
as she tried to bring it inside the mesh Over the next hour she approached the nest 2 more times with material
5/3/2012 03/20/2012 - Pair of Bewick's Wrens observed carrying material to cavity. Pair was not disturbed by biologist
observing site within 15 feet of cavity. - VNovik
03/27/2012 - No Bewick's Wren activity in area today during 2 site visits or on 2/21/2012, when this avian biologist
monitored the location. Piece of oak branch on ground that is cited as the nest site only has a shallow cavity with a
very large opening that holds some twigs and incidental oak leaves not positioned in the form of a new nest.
Periodic slow Sunrise traffic on access road 48 feet north. - PKonrad
04/25/2012 - Observed Bewick's Wren making many trips to nest with food items. - VNovik
05/03/2012 - Observed nest for 1 hour and no Bewick's Wren activity was observed. P. Konrad also reported no
activity during a 30 minute period yesterday. Based on prior observations nestlings likely fledged - closed. VNovik

Species
Code
Common Name
HOFI House Finch

ID

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
Grading

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
45

AR070647

Fledged
N/A

10/15/2012

Yes

Yes
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
HOFI House Finch

CORA

Common Raven

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
Habitat
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic

Nest ID
032112_kats_04

ID
CP49-1-PS-N

Type
Road Area

032112_ltiw_01

EP230-1

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Chaparrals
Area

BMP installation/maintenance

ANHU Anna's Hummingbird

032112_mdus_01 12kV pole 175439

12kV Pole

OATI

032112_mkhn_01 EP218-1

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Chaparrals
Area

Oak Titmouse

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
30

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
Nest Outcome
30
30
Indeterminate

0

100

100

100

Other

60

100

50

BMP installation/maintenance

15

100

50
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Date Nest
Found
3/21/2012

Removed

3/21/2012

50

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

3/21/2012

50

Nest did not reach active stage

3/21/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
4/28/2012 03/21/2012 - A pair of House Finches were seen carrying material to the nest. It appeared to be approximately
50% complete. Their nest building activities were completely unaffected by the BMP maintenance activities, using
hand tools and a crew of 3, occurring about 30 feet away. - KAlberts
03/28/2012 - Female HOFI observed visiting nest. - HWinfrey
04/04/2012 - No activity observed at this nest from 1000 to 1030. - HWinfrey
04/13/2012 - A female flew past biologist from the direction of this nest carrying a fecal sac. It is likely that she
came from this nest. She was later seen hunkered down on the nest. - VEurs
04/21/2012 - The male and female spent considerable time off the nest, returning every 10-15 minutes to feed
nestlings. However, the nestlings were not visible to the observer. - VEurs
04/28/2012 - No activity was observed at the nest. The nest appears to be deteriorating and sliding out of position.
While it is possible that this nest fledged, it does not seem that enough time has passed for the nest cycle to be
completed and for the young to have fledged. Outcome is indeterminate. - VEurs

Fledged
N/A

3/26/2012 03/21/2012 - Common Raven observed bringing a stick to a nest (about 5% complete) twice during 45 minutes of
observation. Bird deterrents (about 20 pieces of mylar tape) are located at the base of the tower (maximum
height 6 feet), and on surrounding vegetation. - LTymkiw
03/26/2012 - The nesting attempt is located near the top of the EP230 tower structure. The pair was observed
adding material on March 21. The nest is approximately 5-10% complete based on visible material and
size/quantity of material being carried to the nest site, which is not yet developed enough to support eggs. No
eggs or young present (as determined by nest stage). Bird repellent ribbon is present towards the base of the
tower and at multiple points around the project site. Additionally, BMP maintenance occurred at the site during
the course of site selection and nest building. Per the NBMMP, active work is considered a form of a deterrent.
The nest is located on a structure required for upcoming wire pulling. Per construction, sock line pulling is
scheduled for tomorrow. A delay due to allowing the nest cycle to continue would likely prevent SDG&E from
meeting the request from CAISO to complete the project by June 1, 2012 to ensure system reliability. Nest
attempt was removed with agency approval on 3/26/2012. - KAlberts
03/26/2012 - This nest was about 40% complete, contained no eggs or young, and was a candidate for removal,
per the NBMMP The request was issued for removal and granted A PAR crew removed the nest after receiving
5/1/2012 03/21/2012 - Avian biologist Jim Pawlicki observed a female Anna's Hummingbird carry nest material to a small
branch approximately 35 feet above ground in a Eucalyptus tree. The nest is approximately 5-10% constructed. MDicus
03/30/2012 - Female visits nest at 1201. - HWinfrey
04/07/2012 - Adult female observed making multiple quick trips to nest, adding material to a nest that appears to
be nearly complete. - MDicus
04/16/2012 - Female on nest at the start of observation period, but she soon left and spent the rest of the 25minute observation off the nest. - VEurs
04/24/2012 - The nest is complete at this point. The female spent equals amounts of time on and off the nest this
morning. At one point, she made some adjustments to the nest contents before settling on the nest. - VEurs
05/01/2012 - A female ANHU was seen foraging extensively in the area, but never settling in one place for long.
Attempts to relocate the nest were difficult. Once it was located, all that remained was a small clump of spider
webs. It appears this nest with eggs was destroyed by natural causes. - VEurs

No

4/18/2012 03/21/2012 - Pair of Oak Titmouse seen in nest tree several times throughout survey. Adult entered cavity several
times, but it was not determined if they were carrying nesting material. Nesting material is extruding from cavity
entrance and from opening in bottom of cavity (possibly a mouse nest and OATI were scouting), but the nest may
be complete or nearly complete OATI nest with nest building ceased or slowed. - MKuehn
03/27/2012 - No sign of Oak Titmouse during 45 minute period; no sign of nesting material in any cavity entrances
in this branch (or others). Many new 'bird deterrents' attached throughout pad area and surrounding nest site. PKonrad
04/04/2012 - No Oak Titmice observed during 40-minute observation period. No indication that cavity(s) is being
used when inspected; no nesting material evident anywhere. - PKonrad
04/05/2012 - It appears on previous 2 visits, the biologist may have checked incorrect cavity, or did not see nesting
material. Nesting material is still extruding from small opening at base of cavity, but none is extruding from the
entrance now. No OATI observed in area for 40 minutes. After passive observation, cavity was inspected at close
range and no bird was present inside. Status changed to "Active" and buffer re-established and marked with signs.
At least 1 additional visit is recommended in case wrong cavity has been checked on previous 2 visits.
Note: P Konrad checked all cavities, the entire shrub, and the entire area without a sighting or song for 3
weeks as of 4/10; appears the birds left the site after an initial activity period, which titmice as well as many
cavity nesting species seem prone to do - MKuehn

No

AR070648

10/15/2012

No
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
AMCR American Crow

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
28

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
Nest Outcome
100
100
Presumed Fledged

Nest ID
032112_rrdd_01

CP62-2-E

Type
Road Area

Habitat
Riparian Forests and Woodlands

032112_rrdd_02

CP56-1-PS-E-B

Road Area

Chaparrals

BMP installation/maintenance

25

100

50

50

Presumed Fledged

3/21/2012

4/26/2012 03/21/2012 - LEGO pair building new nest - approximately 15% complete. - RRadd
03/29/2012 - No LEGOs observed in area. Nest cup is now complete, with incomplete lining. - HWinfrey
04/03/2012 - Female observed flying to nest at beginning of monitoring visit and remained on nest during 20
minutes of observation. - MDicus
04/13/2012 - LEGO female remains on nest for duration of observation. - RRadd
04/19/2012 - LEGO female riding high in nest with wings slightly spread suggests hatched young. - RRadd
04/23/2012 - Feathered young with downy wisps fill the nest. - RRadd
04/30/2012 - Nest is intact with many feces plastered at exterior edge of cup; presumed fledged. - RRadd

Yes

ANHU Anna's Hummingbird

032112_rrdd_03

CP64-2 PS-E

Road Area

Riparian Forests and Woodlands

Traffic

30

100

70

70

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

3/21/2012

4/15/2012 03/21/2012 - ANHU female building new nest - approximately 10% complete. - RRadd
03/30/2012 - ANHU female visits nest at 1250. - HWinfrey
04/06/2012 - Female on nest at 0949. - HWinfrey
04/12/2012 - Nest could not be located and no ANHU was detected. - RRadd
04/20/2012 - Nest no longer present. Presumed lost to natural causes. - RRadd

No

HOFI

House Finch

032112_sjon_01

Alpine CY

Construction Yards

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic

150

100

30

30

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

3/21/2012

4/24/2012 03/21/2012 - Two biologists observed nesting pair carrying material into the nest location at 25 feet away. Nest
appears to be approximately 80 percent complete. - SJohnston
03/30/2012 - Pair flew out of fiber optic roll where nest is located. 2 eggs in nest. - KWeber
04/06/2012 - Bird flew off nest when biologist approached; 5 eggs are in nest. - KWeber
04/13/2012 - Female observed incubating 5 eggs. - KWeber
04/20/2012 - Nest check attempted by K. Weber. Unable to access nest due to locked gate. - HWinfrey
04/24/2012 - Nest is in fragments, evidently predated. Nest closed. - HWinfrey

No

WESJ

Western Scrub-Jay

032212_ahll_01

EP17

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Chaparrals
Area

60

100

60

60

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

3/22/2012

No

CAGN

California Gnatcatcher

032212_dbby_01 TL 6924 - 171693

Road Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic

900

300

300

300

Nest did not reach active stage

3/22/2012

4/24/2012 03/22/2012 - The pair was actively building, when no helicopter activities were occurring. Pair left nest area when
K-Max was overhead at Leg A with 100-foot line; indeterminate if they fled when K-Max used the 200-foot line.
When using the 100-foot line, winds at 11 mph were clocked near the nest, and a significant amount of dust and
debris were blown onto the nesting tree. Pair returned to nest at 5 minutes to 15 minutes after helicopters left,
and were visiting the nest every 2-5 minutes when no helicopters were around while the crew was conducting
groundwork and/or running a generator. Nest was not physically checked due to the terrain and not having any
reason to disturb the pair. The birds were not vocalizing, but were flying into the nest from a couple different
routes in various directions, and were seen to drop nesting material if within 100 feet of them. It is unknown if
pair flushes when TSAP is used for personnel. - AHill
03/27/2012 - Nest looks complete, has lining. Unable to see nest contents due to dense vegetation. Did not
observe pair in vicinity during 45 minute period, need to check nest in morning in a couple days. - AHill
04/03/2012 - Female was observed on nest for a total of 40 minutes during a 45 minute observation period. When
off the nest, the male fed the female, and a courtship display was initiated by the male. Male visited female on
nest a few times, and then continued perching and foraging nearby. Perched male flew down to cover when KMax flew over nest at about 300 feet. Was not able to check nest contents, but behavior was consistent with
incubation rather than egg laying. - AHill
04/09/2012 - Observed female incubating on nest for at least 20 minutes. - AHill
04/16/2012 - Female on nest at 0915 - HWinfrey
3/26/2012 03/22/2012 - Pair repeatedly bringing grass-like material to the nest. Nest was approximately 10% complete, as
only the bottom portion of the cup was loosely formed. - DBusby
04/05/2012 - Nest is old and dilapidated. After observing the CAGN pair for 2 hours and never seeing them visit
the nest, it was determined the nest is closed. Possibly abandoned after a rain and storm event on March 26. DBusby

BUSH

Bushtit

032212_jdus_01

Road Area

Chaparrals

366

100

50

50

Nest did not reach active stage

3/22/2012

4/13/2012 03/22/2012 - Nest is just being started, less than 5% constructed. Pair made a dozen plus trips to nest with
material in 1/2 hour observation period. - JDicus
03/27/2012 - BUSH observed adding material to nest. Nest is 15-20% complete. - HWinfrey
04/02/2012 - BUSH visits nest at 0910. - HWinfrey
04/13/2012 - Nest is reduced to fragments, consistent with storm damage. - RRadd

No

LEGO

Lesser Goldfinch

ID

CP56-1-PS-E-B

OH - foundations

Traffic
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Date Nest
Found
3/21/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
5/25/2012 03/21/2012 - AMCR making regular trips to nest with sticks. - RRadd
03/28/2012 - No activity observed during 15 minutes of observation. - HWinfrey
04/03/2012 - AMCR flies to nest at 0928 without bringing new nest material. - HWinfrey
04/11/2012 - AMCR flies to nest at 0838 and settles, on rainy morning - suggesting nest contains eggs - RRadd
04/17/2012 - AMCR on nest for duration of 20-minute observation. - RRadd
04/26/2012 - AMCR remain active here with the pair regularly exchanging nest duties from 0848-0900. - RRadd
05/01/2012 - AMCR pair come to nest at 1117 and leave 2 minutes later to forage nearby suggests young are autothermoregulatory. - RRadd
05/08/2012 - AMCR comes to nest at 1330 and stays. Mate forages on residential grounds, flies briefly to nest and
departs. - RRadd
05/15/2012 - AMCR adult making brief nest visits at 1442 and 1452, apparent food drops. - RRadd
05/25/2012 - No AMCR detections near this intact nest during 30 minute observation. Observation chronology
suggests successful fledge. - RRadd

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
Traffic

AR070649

Fledged
Yes

10/15/2012

No

Additional Documentation Attachment to Comment 2-F1
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
CORA Common Raven

Nest ID
032212_kats_01

EP341-E

Type
Road Area

Habitat
Desert Scrub and Dune Habitats

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
Traffic

Desert Scrub and Dune Habitats

Traffic

ID

LOSH

Loggerhead Shrike

032212_ltiw_01

EP325-2-E

Road Area

CORA

Common Raven

032212_ltiw_02

EP326

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Desert Scrub and Dune Habitats
Area

LEGO

Lesser Goldfinch

032212_mdus_01 CP52

BMP installation/maintenance

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats OH - wire stringing
Area

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
10

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
Nest Outcome
100
100
Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

Date Nest
Found
3/22/2012

8

100

300

300

Fledged

3/22/2012

30

100

100

100

Fledged

3/22/2012

240

100

50

50

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

3/22/2012
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Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
6/1/2012 03/22/2012 - P. Konrad reported that a pair of Common Ravens was perched on the east side of the tower
crossarm next to a new large nest that has been built in the same location as the nest that was presumably blown
out of the tower by wind on 2/21/2012. - KAlberts
03/26/2012 - Raven incubating on new tower nest while another raven is perched nearby. - PKonrad
04/03/2012 - Common Raven incubating on new tower nest, with a second adult perched nearby on center
portion of crossarm. - PKonrad
04/11/2012 - Common Raven incubating on tower nest with another adult standing and walking below tower. PKonrad
04/19/2012 - Common Raven incubating on tower nest. - PKonrad
04/26/2012 - An adult Common Raven is incubating or brooding on tower nest. - PKonrad
05/04/2012 - An adult Common Raven is brooding on the tower nest with a second adult raven lying on the edge
of the nest. - PKonrad
05/11/2012 - An adult Common Raven is standing on nest, leaning over what is probably unseen nestlings in the
nest. - PKonrad
05/17/2012 - No Common Ravens could be seen at this tower nest or in the surrounding area. Hard to judge
present status of the nest at this time - will check back. - PKonrad
05/24/2012 - No activity is apparent at the nest; during this week's monitoring or last week's. At this time, it
appears the nesting attempt may be abandoned. - PKonrad
06/01/2012 - No ravens have been seen at this nest for a few weeks, indicating this nesting attempt was not
successful An attempt was made to assure nestlings were not lying out of sight in the nest during weekly nest
4/11/2012 03/22/2012 - Loggerhead Shrike did not flush from nest until avian biologist was about 10 feet away, but then
stayed off the nest until observer moved off about 200 feet away; 1 egg and 1 nestling were present in nest. LTymkiw
03/26/2012 - Loggerhead Shrike perched 20 feet south of nest site initially; another shrike flew from nest when
avian biologist was within 15 feet of nest. Looks like 4 small unfeathered nestlings with eyes closed in nest. PKonrad
04/03/2012 - Nest filled with 4 medium-sized nestlings covered with pin feathers; 1 adult perched about 40 feet
south of nest. The nestlings already seem a bit jumpy, so anyone checking the nest in the future should monitor
nest from as far away as possible so nestlings do not fledge from nest prematurely. - PKonrad
04/11/2012 - Nest is empty with at least 2 active fledglings perched and making short flights in nest tree and
adjacent smoke tree, mainly when an adult flew to site with unidentified food. Other new fledglings may be
nearby too. - PKonrad

Fledged
No

5/24/2012 03/22/2012 - Common Raven standing on nest, then hopped to a perch in tower above the nest, then soared to
the east. This behavior suggests the nestlings are large enough for the adults to leave the nest to search for food. LTymkiw
03/26/2012 - Common Raven perched in tower 5 feet from nest; a second raven was initially soaring north of nest
tower, then flew to perch near other raven and nest. Ravens did not approach nest during 20 minute observation
period, but were obviously attached to the nest. - PKonrad
04/03/2012 - Raven incubating in Sunrise tower nest. - PKonrad
04/11/2012 - No ravens were observed at the nest initially, but within a few minutes an adult raven flew to nest,
appeared to turn eggs, and initiated incubating. A few moments later, a second Common Raven flew in and
perched near the nest. - PKonrad
04/19/2012 - Common Raven incubating on new Sunrise tower nest. - PKonrad
04/26/2012 - An adult Common Raven is brooding on the new tower nest. - PKonrad
05/04/2012 - A Common Raven was brooding on the nest; a second raven flew into the tower, when the brooding
adult took flight and both adult ravens flew to the west. - PKonrad
05/11/2012 - All 3 large-sized Common Raven nestlings are standing upright with heads held high. No adult ravens
were observed in the area. - PKonrad
05/17/2012 - The nest is empty and the nestlings appear to be fledged; 1 fledgling is standing on the northeast
cement base of the tower and others are probably hidden, but did not want to disturb new fledglings. The
fledgling took a 6 foot hop-flight and repositioned to the nearby dry wash No adults observed during 20 minute
4/24/2012 03/22/2012 - A female Lesser Goldfinch was observed adding material to a nest located near the top of a Malosma
laurina. The nest is approximately 30% constructed. - MDicus
03/30/2012 - Female LEGO lying in nest at 0920. - HWinfrey
04/06/2012 - No LEGO detected in area. - HWinfrey
04/16/2012 - No activity observed between 1215 and 1310. - TDipaola
04/24/2012 - Upon approaching the nest, the biologist noted that the nest looked degraded. During 45 minutes of
observation, several LEGO pairs landed in the nest shrub, as close as 3 feet to the nest. However, none of these
individuals approached the nest. At the end of the observation, the biologist used an extendable mirror attached
to a wooden stake to examine the nest. It is unlined and contains no eggs or young, but shows no obvious signs of
predation. The nest is somewhat exposed and may have been damaged during a series of storm events. This nest
failed with eggs or young (based on earlier observations) due to natural causes. - VEurs

AR070650

10/15/2012

Yes

Yes

No
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
AMKE American Kestrel

Nest ID
032212_mkhn_01 CP25-2-E

032212_mkhn_02 CP25-2-E

ID

Type
Road Area

Habitat
Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Road Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic

Construction Yards

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

CORA

Common Raven

HOFI

House Finch

032212_sjon_01

HOFI

House Finch

032312_fhan_01 CP65-1

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Chaparrals
Area

BUSH

Bushtit

032312_jdus_01

Road Area

SWAT CY

CP20-E

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
Traffic

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
25

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
500

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
150
150
Fledged

Nest Outcome

Date Nest
Found
3/22/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
6/11/2012 03/22/2012 - Both adults seen flying into opening in dead palm fronds. Male flew out within 2 minutes, but female
remained for over 15 minutes, presumed to be incubating. - MKuehn
03/30/2012 - No activity observed from 0655 to 0705. - HWinfrey
03/30/2012 - No activity observed from 0655 to 0705. - HWinfrey
04/06/2012 - No activity observed at nest. Male observed perching in nearby eucalyptus and on utility pole may
be mate guarding. - HWinfrey
04/15/2012 - The male kestrel arrived in the area with a lizard and landed on a Eucalyptus. At 1350, he entered
the nest cavity with the lizard. Almost immediately, the male and female both exited the cavity. The female
perched on the same Eucalyptus the male used earlier. The male perched on a wooden distribution pole, ate his
lizard and flew away. The female returned to the cavity at 1402, without food. She remained inside for 30 minutes
and was still there when the observation period was called. The male did not return. No sounds of nestlings were
heard emanating from the cavity. - VEurs
04/23/2012 - No AMKE activity was detected from 0745 to 0845. This could be due to the cool, drizzly weather. As
the biologist exited the gate at 1105, the female kestrel flew overhead and landed in a Eucalyptus. The male was
seen soon after; both looked very damp. The female returned to the nest, but exited again after the male brought
in a small food item. She returned to the nest again, and the male flew out of sight. - VEurs
04/30/2012 - After nearly an hour of observations, the male kestrel flew in from the west carrying prey. He landed
in a eucalyptus east of the nest tree and consumed the majority of the prey. He flew to the nest tree with the
remaining morsel, landed on a frond outside the cavity and called briefly. He then flew to the wooden
transmission pole north of the cavity. The female emerged from the cavity, flew to the pole, accepted the food
from the male and quickly gulped it down. The male attempted to copulate with her, but she was not very
receptive Each preened for a bit and the female soon returned to the nest cavity beneath the palm fronds The
4/23/2012 03/22/2012 - Nest discovered by Laurie Gorman, who saw a pair of CORA bringing sticks to nest in mid-morning.
Logged by Michael Kuehn who observed no CORA in area for 60 minutes during late-morning. - MKuehn
03/30/2012 - No activity observed from 0655 to 0705. - HWinfrey
03/30/2012 - No activity observed from 0655 to 0705. - HWinfrey
04/06/2012 - No CORA activity observed from 0650 to 0720. - HWinfrey
04/15/2012 - A raven flew through the area on 2 occasions during the 45-minute observation period, but neither
came within 500 feet of the nest. - VEurs
04/23/2012 - No CORA activity was detected during observations from 0745 to 0845. The nest does not look
improved since the last visit. No activity observed at this nest in over a month. Nest closed. - VEurs

Fledged
Yes

27

100

100

100

Nest did not reach active stage

3/22/2012

BMP installation/maintenance

0

100

100

100

Removed

3/22/2012

3/22/2012 03/22/2012 - This nest was located in the southeast wheel of the northeastern-most water tank. The nest was
actively being built by a pair of HOFI and estimated to be 20% complete. The water tank is regularly used for yard
operations and nearby structures to fill up water trucks for dust control, and is needed every day. Furthermore,
bird repellent ribbon was installed on the tower, the wheel cavities were previously sealed and were slightly
opened due to the recent storm and an owl decoy is located on the fence line close to the water tank. Since this
HOFI nest was just being built and contained no eggs or young, and was in active construction equipment, it was a
candidate for removal per the NBMMP. A request was made for removal, and the nest was removed at 1114,
after approval from SDG&E was given. The nest was removed based off the need to maintain dust suppression
during vehicle traffic and flight operations within the SWAT yard. The wheel area was then resealed with plastic to
deter future nesting attempts. - SJohnston

No

OH - wire stringing

1

100

30

30

Nest did not reach active stage

3/23/2012

3/27/2012 03/23/2012 - Pair bringing in small nesting material, but not liner. Speculate that nest is 40% complete, but hard to
see in entirety. - FHoffman
03/29/2012 - On March 27, nest was monitored for 1 hour by R. Abe prior to crew arriving on site to perform wire
stringing work. No activity was observed during this period of natural conditions. Throughout the day of work, no
nesting behavior was observed while a crew worked up to 35 feet from the nest. Following the completion of work
activities, the nest was monitored for an additional 1 hour. No activity or nest visits were observed. The nest was
inspected, and it was determined that no additional material had been added since initial observation, and that
the nest was more accurately less than 5% complete. Nest status changed to closed. - IMaunsell
04/12/2012 - HOFI pair making multiple trips carrying material to this location. A new Nest ID was created. RRadd

No

30

100

50

50

Nest did not reach active stage

3/23/2012

4/26/2012 03/23/2012 - Newly initiated (1% constructed) nest. Pair made two trips to nest with material during 20-minute
observation, followed by a third trip with a third Bushtit in attendance. - JDicus
03/31/2012 - No Bushtit activity during 30 minutes of observation on this cool, overcast morning. Nest is
approximately 5% constructed. - MDicus
04/10/2012 - Nest does not appear substantially improved since 31 March, consisting of several decorated anchor
threads and approximately 2 inches long. No BUSH detected on breezy afternoon with considerable shrub
movement. - RRadd
04/19/2012 - Nest looks the same as the description given on 10 April. Bushtits were heard in the area, but none
ever approached within 200 feet of the nest during 35 minutes of observation. - VEurs
04/26/2012 - What little nest material was in the shrub is now gone. This nest is closed. - VEurs

No
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
AMKE American Kestrel

Nest ID
032312_jdus_02

CP20

ID

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
Type
Habitat
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
Pad Areas-Structure Pad Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Other
Area

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
50

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
500

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
150
150
Fledged

Nest Outcome

Date Nest
Found
3/23/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
7/11/2012 03/23/2012 - Nest site is within pole Z103510 (cavities in arms on west side of 69kv monopole). Pair of American
Kestrels mobbed adult Red-tailed Hawk building nest in nearby steel lattice tower CP20 until Red-tailed Hawk
departed area. Male Kestrel was observed entering cavity of lowest arm on monopole, then watching from within
cavity in arm while vehicle was turning around at tower site below. During additional 120-minute observation
period, the male hunted nearby, and brought a prey item (small rodent) to top of monopole tower and began to
consume it while the female looked on from the lattice tower. Male then took flight, calling to female and landing
on lattice tower with prey remains. Female joined and was given the prey item which she consumed while
perched on lattice tower. Male then inspected (entered) the middle and upper cavities in the monopole crossarms
and female joined to briefly enter upper cavity. Pair showed site fidelity and remained at monopole together as
avian biologist left the site. Pair defended the site, hunting and courting, and did not leave area for duration. Avian
nest monitor R. Radd reported American Kestrel pair nested in this monopole last year. - JDicus
03/31/2012 - No activity observed during 1.5 hours observation on a cool, overcast morning. - MDicus
04/10/2012 - No AMKE detected associating with this location during 30 minute observation. - RRadd
04/19/2012 - Almost immediately upon biologist's arrival, the AMKE perched on the wires between CP20 and
CP21, parallel to the biologist's truck. The female was hunched on the wire, giving begging vocalizations and
moving closer to the male. The pair then copulated vigorously and flew closer to CP20. They perched on the tower
and wires, and soared around the area calling throughout the observation period. However, they were not seen
entering the nesting cavity during observations. - VEurs
04/26/2012 - No AMKE activity detected at any distance to the nest after 90 minutes of observation. - VEurs
05/03/2012 - No AMKE activity detected during nearly 2 hours of observation. - VEurs
05/10/2012 - After 40 minutes of observation, the male kestrel flew into view. He perched on a transmission wire
to the north of the nest for about 10 minutes before moving to the SRPL wires directly adjacent to the nest cavity.
He perched there another 10 minutes or so before flying west. Within a few minutes, the female exited the nest
cavity, perched on the wire to the north, and defecated. She called briefly and the male flew up to join her,
holding prey. She took the food and consumed it on the wire. The male flew away, and she perched for a few
more minutes. When the biologist left the area, she was perched on a wire near the cavity. - VEurs
05/17/2012 - The male flew in from the north carrying a bird (possibly a Horned Lark). He consumed part of the
bird moving down the transmission wire closer to the nest cavity Once he was directly across from the cavity
5/3/2012 03/23/2012 - Just a few sticks make up this newly initiated nest located approximately 90 feet up in tower CP20
where the third and highest arm of the tower on the east side meets the main body of the tower. Single adult Redtailed Hawk observed bringing portion of what looks like a tumbleweed up to nest site and placing it in tower.
Nearby pair of American Kestrels mobbed the adult for 10 minutes. Adult Red-tailed Hawk flew off to east, not to
return for duration of 120-minute observation period. Pair of adult Red-tailed Hawks seen perched together in
tower CP22 while third adult Red-tailed Hawk perched in tower CP23. No nest materials observed in towers CP21,
22 or 23 today. - JDicus
03/31/2012 - No activity observed during 1.5 hours of observation. It appears that little to no additional material
has been added to the nest since last monitoring entry. Nest still consists of only a few sticks. - MDicus
04/10/2012 - No substantial changes (or RTHA) observed. - RRadd
04/19/2012 - No substantial changes to the nest since 10 April. No RTHA detected in the area during 45 minutes of
observation. - VEurs
04/26/2012 - No RTHA activity detected at any distance from the nest after 90 minutes of observation. The nest
appears to be deteriorating and no improvements are visible. - VEurs
05/03/2012 - Most of the sticks have fallen from the tower and no Red-tailed Hawks have been detected in the
area for several weeks. This nest has been closed because it never reached active status. - KAlberts

Fledged
Yes

RTHA

Red-tailed Hawk

032312_jdus_03

CP20

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance
Area

90

500

500

500

Nest did not reach active stage

3/23/2012

GRRO

Greater Roadrunner

032312_lton_01

CP57-E

Road Area

Chaparrals

Traffic

20

100

100

100

Presumed Fledged

3/23/2012

4/14/2012 03/23/2012 - Monitor was surveying around vegetation off the road shoulder and heard bird flush. Monitor went
to shrub and peeked in, saw 4 eggs, then retreated. Female retuned to nest shortly after. - LThoreson
03/31/2012 - At least 3 nestlings in nest, with adult GRRO nearby. - HWinfrey
04/07/2012 - 2 fully feathered and alert nestlings visible in nest. No adult present. - HWinfrey
04/12/2012 - 1 nestling remains: estimated to fledge in 1-2 days. - RRadd
04/17/2012 - Nest shows no signs of predation and is empty, presumed fledged. - RRadd

Yes

ANHU Anna's Hummingbird

032312_rrdd_01

CP49-1-PS-E

Road Area

Riparian Scrubs

Traffic

12

100

50

50

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

3/23/2012

4/16/2012 03/23/2012 - ANHU lying in complete nest. - RRadd
03/30/2012 - Female leaves nest at 0813, returns at 0829 and remains on nest. - HWinfrey
04/06/2012 - Female observed feeding 2 nestlings at 0801. Nestlings appear scaly with emerging pinfeathers, 7-10
days old. - HWinfrey
04/16/2012 - After being in the area for over 2 hours, the female ANHU was never observed attending the
nestlings, whose bills were visible over the edge of the nest. The biologist approached the nest and used an
extendable mirror to examine the nestlings. Both young were dead in the intact nest, with no sign of injury. They
did not appear emaciated, so it is likely that they died of exposure during the weekend storm event. The nest is in
an exposed location, with no foliage covering the nest. - VEurs

No

BUSH

032312_rrdd_02

GS-NF-10

Pad Areas-Work Area

Riparian Forests and Woodlands

Traffic

8

100

50

50

Nest did not reach active stage

3/23/2012

4/4/2012 03/23/2012 - BUSH female selecting nest site, subsequently making multiple trips by pair twisting spider silk into
branch from 1515-1540. Buffer staked at 50 feet. - RRadd
03/30/2012 - No activity observed and unable to locate nest. Suspect nest effort was abandoned but will wait for
original observer to verify before closing nest. - HWinfrey
04/04/2012 - No nest was observed at this location. Two pairs of Bushtits were observed visiting active Bushtit
nests in the area and foraging near those nests, which are logged as 022912_lgan_15 and 040212_jdus_01. The
Bushtit nest 032312_rrdd_02 was initially logged on March 23, 2012 when a Bushtit pair was seen just beginning
to build a nest. The nest was only 2% complete on this date. During two nest monitoring efforts made since then,
on March 30, 2012 and April 4, 2012, no nest was observed at this location. The only Bushtits observed in the area
were foraging and visiting two active Bushtit nests logged as 022912_lgan_15 and 040212_jdus_01. The vegetation
around the nest location was thoroughly checked and no nest was found. This nest did not reach an active stage
and therefore can be considered closed. - LGorman

No

Bushtit
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
BUSH Bushtit

Nest ID
032412_jpki_01

ID
TL 6915/6924

Type
Road Area

Chaparrals

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
BMP installation/maintenance

Habitat

BUSH

Bushtit

032412_jpki_02

TL6915/6924-E

Road Area

Chaparrals

Traffic

BUSH

Bushtit

032412_lton_01

EP72-E

Road Area

Chaparrals

BUSH

Bushtit

032412_lton_02

EP78-E

Road Area

BUSH

Bushtit

032412_lton_03

EP78-E

GRRO

Greater Roadrunner

032412_vers_01

LEGO

Lesser Goldfinch

032412_vers_02

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
30

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
Nest Outcome
50
50
Nest did not reach active stage

Date Nest
Found
3/24/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
3/31/2012 03/24/2012 - Adults observed bringing material to 75% complete nest on several occasions. - JPawlicki
03/31/2012 - No nest was found during today's nest check. The nest was still under construction during the last
monitoring check on 03/31/12, and no egg shell fragments were found in the vicinity of the former nest.
Therefore, it is presumed that the nest failed prior to egg laying. The cause is unknown. - MDicus

Fledged
No

4

100

50

50

Fledged

3/24/2012

4/17/2012 03/24/2012 - Adults observed bringing food to complete nest on several occasions. - JPawlicki
03/31/2012 - Adult male observed bringing small green larva to nest. - MDicus
04/03/2012 - BUSH bringing food to nest at 0640. - HWinfrey
04/10/2012 - Nest appears sound and maintained, but no visits detected during 30 minute observation. - RRadd
04/17/2012 - No Bushtit activity was observed near the nest. However, not far down the road, a group of Bushtits
was foraging extensively. At least 3 recently fledged young were closely following 2 adults, and were begging
incessantly. This nest has successfully fledged. - VEurs

Yes

OH - foundations

80

100

30

30

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

3/24/2012

4/12/2012 03/24/2012 - Biomonitor observed Bushtit pair fly to nest. Nest appears to be complete or close to completion. LThoreson
04/05/2012 - Bushtit visited nest without apparent nest material; nest in excellent condition. - PKonrad
04/06/2012 - Biomonitor reported observation of birds entering and leaving nest; possible nest exchange. VNovik
04/12/2012 - Nest has been depredated. Bottom torn out and eggshell fragments found on branches below amidst
pieces of nesting material. - MKuehn

No

Woodlands and Forests

Grading

60

100

50

50

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

3/24/2012

4/20/2012 03/24/2012 - A Bushtit pair was observed flying to the nest. The pair is assumed to be nest building. - LThoreson
03/29/2012 - Pair of Bushtits active and territorial at nest site; 1 Bushtit entered nest when avian biologist was
within 4 feet while searching for nest location while other Bushtit perched 10 feet away. - PKonrad
04/05/2012 - Nest looks complete and bulky, but a green oak leaf appears to be positioned in the entrance hole,
effectively plugging the entry. No Bushtits observed during 30-minute observation period. Checked back 3 hours
later, when no Bushtits were observed during 20 minutes. - PKonrad
04/12/2012 - In 20 minutes of passive observation from 20 feet, 2 adults approached nest on 2 occasions. Neither
was seen carrying nesting material or food. Both entered nest and vacated 10 seconds later, then on next visit,
neither entered but one pulled small amount of nesting material from entrance. No indication they are building a
nest elsewhere. - MKuehn
04/20/2012 - Nest is severely damaged and torn open from side. Eggshell fragments found on ground below nest.
Nest closed and all signs removed from buffer. - MKuehn

No

Road Area

Woodlands and Forests

Grading

115

100

50

50

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

3/24/2012

4/20/2012 03/24/2012 - A biomonitor observed 2 Bushtits bringing nesting material to this nest. The nest appears to be 85%
complete. - LThoreson
03/29/2012 - Pair of Bushtits bringing nest material to nest; 1 Bushtit entered nest with material in beak while
avian biologist was 10 feet away during initial search for the nest, with a second Bushtit waiting its turn nearby. PKonrad
04/05/2012 - Bushtit brought nesting material to nest that looks complete, except the area surrounding the
entrance. - PKonrad
04/12/2012 - Pair of Bushtits entered nest with fluffy nesting material. Likely lining cup. One left immediately and
the other remained inside for >2 minutes. - MKuehn
04/20/2012 - Nest is severely damaged and torn open from side. Eggshell fragments found on ground below nest.
Nest closed and all signs removed from buffer. - MKuehn

No

TL 6915/6924-E

Road Area

Chaparrals

Traffic

28

100

100

100

Presumed Fledged

3/24/2012

4/2/2012 03/24/2012 - A roadrunner "came out of nowhere" and raced across the hillside. The biologist checked the one
possible place where the roadrunner could have emerged and discovered the nest containing two nestlings with
developing pin feathers. - VEurs
03/31/2012 - Nestlings fully feathered. - MDicus
04/02/2012 - No evidence of predation (no feathers on ground or damage to nest). Nest was still in good
condition. On March 31, fully-feathered nestlings were alive and alert, and no construction activities have
occurred in the area recently. Indications are that the nest fledged. - MDicus

Yes

TL 6915/6924-E

Road Area

Chaparrals

Traffic

75

100

80

80

Nest did not reach active stage

3/24/2012

4/23/2012 03/24/2012 - Nest is in good condition with the rim almost complete but no lining. A pair of LEGOs came within 40
feet of the nest, and a lone female came within 30 feet. However, no birds directly approached the nest. - VEurs
03/31/2012 - No activity at nest during 30 minutes of observation. - MDicus
04/09/2012 - Nest looks the same as it did upon initial detection, still unlined. After 30 minutes of observation, no
LEGO's (or any birds) approached the nest. Nest declared inactive and buffer removed. - VEurs
04/23/2012 - The nest is in the same condition as on the previous visit. No LEGO activity detected around the nest.
- VEurs
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
BUSH Bushtit

Nest ID
032612_ahll_01

EP49-E

ID

Type
Road Area

Habitat
Riparian Forests and Woodlands

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
Traffic

PHAI

Phainopepla

032612_elss_01

EP255-2

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Desert Scrub and Dune Habitats
Area

OH - wire stringing

WESJ

Western Scrub-Jay

032612_elss_02

EP91

Pad Areas-Work Area

Chaparrals

HOFI

House Finch

032612_elss_04

Jacumba Valley Ranch CY Construction Yards

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

CORA

Common Raven

032612_fhan_01 Sycamore Substation SSDE1

Substation

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
60

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
Nest Outcome
50
50
Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

125

100

100

100

Traffic

40

100

85

Other

20

100

0

100

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance

Date Nest
Found
3/26/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
4/24/2012 03/26/2012 - Male was observed bringing soft lining material to nest on several occasions. Male did not alter his
nesting behavior when truck was at arroyo toad cattle guard for a few minutes. Nest appears to be 95% complete.
ESA signs installed with drive through access only. - AHill
04/02/2012 - Nest appears complete but a bit weathered-looking. After 10 minutes of observing nest, a Bushtit
flew to nest, entered nest, but did not come out during the next 15 minutes. No Bushtit calls during time in nest
area. - PKonrad
04/09/2012 - After 20 minutes a Bushtit was observed foraging in the area of the nest for about 5 minutes, then it
visited the nest for 15 seconds and left. A Bushtit returned after 10 minutes, 5 minutes, and again after another 5
minutes, apparently feeding nestlings. - PKonrad
04/17/2012 - Bushtits visited nest regularly after 8, 4, 3, and 6 minutes, indicating nestlings are being fed inside
nest. - PKonrad
04/24/2012 - No Bushtits observed or heard during 15 minute observation period; checked nest and found it has
been predated with the lower third of the nest pulled away and lying in 4 pieces on the ground. No sign of
nestlings observed. Considering the amount of destruction to the nest, a large predator probably made the attack
rather than the usual scrub jay suspects - closed. - PKonrad
4/27/2012 03/26/2012 - Male incubating on nest, flew on approach, leading to nest discovery; 2 mottled tan eggs in nest. ELoveless
03/30/2012 - Female Phainopepla incubating. - PKonrad
04/06/2012 - Still 2 eggs in nest; female off nest initially, but territorial nearby, returning to nest when avian
biologist walked away. - PKonrad
04/14/2012 - Male perched on side of nest; nestlings expected to be inside nest, but did not want to displace the
adult to verify nestling status. - PKonrad
04/20/2012 - No adult Phainopeplas observed or heard in area; 2 eggs still unhatched in well-formed nest. This
nesting attempt may have failed, but will check back soon. - PKonrad
04/27/2012 - Still 2 unhatched eggs in nest, a month after nest, clutch, and pair of Phainopeplas was initially
observed; no adults near nest again today - closed. Periodic but regular wire-stringing activities over the course of
approximately 2 weeks within the nest cycle may have had some impact on this nest, but that cannot be
determined, although the cause of abandonment may also have a natural basis. - PKonrad

Fledged
No

Nest with eggs or young failed for
unknown causes

3/26/2012

85

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

3/26/2012

4/21/2012 03/26/2012 - Biomonitor observed Western Scrub-jay carrying nesting material to a sugar bush about every 45
minutes. A nest about 90% complete was found in the sugar bush. - ELoveless
04/06/2012 - Nest is in good shape with a nice lining of fine grass, but no Western Scrub-jays were present. PKonrad
04/12/2012 - Nest contains 2 speckled light-blue eggs; adult Western Scrub-jay perched just west of nest as soon
as avian biologist left area; clutch is probably not a full clutch yet. - PKonrad
04/21/2012 - Nest is empty, but otherwise appears in good condition. No eggshell fragment present in nest or on
branches or ground below. Likely predated. Nest closed and buffer signs removed. - MKuehn

No

10

10

Nest with eggs or young failed for
unknown causes

3/26/2012

5/4/2012 03/26/2012 - Pair observed bringing nesting material inside tire once during 45 minute observation. - ELoveless
04/06/2012 - No House Finches observed or heard in area of nest site. Unclear if black wheel covers and bird
deterrents were in place during initial observation or added since that time. Questionable if this nest is still active. PKonrad
04/14/2012 - No sign of House Finches; heavy plastic cover over wheel has torn away and is flapping in the wind.
Notified for repair. - PKonrad
04/17/2012 - Female inside nest site during the entire 30-minute observation. Male visited nest twice and was
frequently observed perched and singing near the nest site. - ELoveless
04/27/2012 - Nest checked also on 4/20, but no nest-related activity was observed. Today, no activity at the nest
site, although House Finches are active nearby. Status of this nest uncertain. - PKonrad
05/04/2012 - No House Finch activity in area. It appears this nesting attempt was unsuccessful judging by the nest
monitoring history and lack of finch activity here recently - closed. - PKonrad

No

100

100

Removed

3/26/2012

3/27/2012 03/26/2012 - Nest has been constructed for at least 4 days. Appears 50% or more complete. One CORA in area
vocalizing and perching. - FHoffman
03/27/2012 - The nesting attempt is located near the top of an A-frame within Sycamore Substation. The pair was
observed adding material yesterday, March 26. The nest is approximately 40-50% complete based on visible
material and size/quantity of material being carried to the nest site, which is not yet developed enough to support
eggs. No eggs or young present (as determined by nest stage). Deterrents have been installed to prevent cavity
nesters, but were not successful in deterring stick nests. While no raven deterrents are installed on the A-frame
where the CORA nest attempt is located, it should also be noted that this is an energized substation limiting access
for deterrent installation and removal, as well as the type of deterrents that can be used. An orange cone will be
placed after the nesting material is removed, to deter future nesting. Additionally, both project and non-project
work has been occurring regularly at the substation. The pair was observed nest building on March 26 while a
project crew was conducting a circuit breaker replacement 60-120 feet from the nest attempt. Per the NBMMP,
active work is considered a form of a deterrent. A delay due to allowing the nest cycle to continue would likely
prevent SDG&E from meeting the request from CAISO to complete the project by June 1, 2012 to ensure system
reliability. Nest attempt was removed with agency approval on 3/27/2012. - KAlberts
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
BUSH Bushtit

Nest ID
ID
032612_fhan_03 CP08-2-N

Type
Road Area

Chaparrals

Habitat

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
Traffic

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
6

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
Nest Outcome
50
50
Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

Date Nest
Found
3/26/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
5/11/2012 03/26/2012 - Pair actively building and vocalizing. Multiple trips with material observed. Nest in early stages circa
30% complete. - FHoffman
04/01/2012 - BUSH observed adding fluffy nest material at 0959. - HWinfrey
04/12/2012 - During a 75-minute observation period, BUSH pair approached the nest twice. On the first occasion,
the female added very fine spider webs or hair to the nest. On the second visit, one bird added coarser material.
They spent the majority of the time foraging on the surrounding hillsides. - VEurs
04/20/2012 - The Bushtit pair spent the first part of the observation period foraging downslope. The female then
approached the nest, without anything in her bill. She entered the nest and remained inside for well over 20
minutes, through the end of the observations. The male spent this time foraging downslope and perching in the
branches around the nest. - VEurs
04/27/2012 - The nest is intact after recent rains. Both adults were foraging in the nest tree as the biologist
arrived. They approached the nest several times, and the female eventually entered carrying an insect. However,
no nestlings were heard, and she remained inside for over 10 minutes, so the food was likely for herself. As the
male foraged, he would bring insects back to the nest tree and consume them there. - VEurs
05/04/2012 - After 80 minutes of observation, no Bushtit activity was detected at the nest, which appears to be in
good condition. It should be noted that at one point a pair of BUSH landed in the tree above the nest, but at the
same time, a dump truck drove past. The pair flew from the tree and seemed to resume foraging. At another point
20-30 minutes later a female landed in a shrub about 20 feet from the nest with an insect in her mouth Again a
4/30/2012 03/26/2012 - Pair observed adding fine nesting material and lining to a nearly complete nest 3 times during 45
minutes while no work was occurring. - IMaunsell
04/05/2012 - Unable to access road through locked gate; will return tomorrow. - PKonrad
04/10/2012 - Pair in vicinity with 1 adult observed carrying food to nest and leaving with fecal sac. - JPawlicki
04/16/2012 - Pair of Bushtits bringing beakfuls of caterpillars and bugs to nest every 2 to 4 minutes. - PKonrad
04/23/2012 - Nest is in good shape, but no Bushtits visited the nest during 30 minute observation period.
However, there are several Bushtits active in the area, including 1 pair south of the nest. Unsure if nestlings have
fledged at this time and will check back soon to double-check. - PKonrad
04/30/2012 - No Bushtits observed in the area; the nest is in good shape although the nesting material
surrounding the entrance hole is a bit worn. Nestlings appear to have fledged and may have been the Bushtits
observed south of the nest last week - closed. - PKonrad

Fledged
No

BUSH

Bushtit

032612_imll_01

EP112-3-E

Road Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic

80

100

80

80

Presumed Fledged

3/26/2012

HOFI

House Finch

032612_lgan_01

TL 6915 - 171684

69kv Structure

Chaparrals

BMP installation/maintenance

30

100

30

30

Fledged

3/26/2012

4/26/2012 03/26/2012 - A female house finch was seen bringing nest material into an insulator bracket at the top of 69kv
pole Z171684. The male was singing from the top of the pole while the female brought material. The percent
completeness is unknown. Two orange bird buffer ESA signs were placed 30 feet from the base of the monopole
containing the nest on the access road to the north. - LGorman
04/01/2012 - No activity observed from 0855 to 0905. - HWinfrey
04/10/2012 - No HOFI activity observed. - RRadd
04/18/2012 - No activity observed. - BArnold
04/26/2012 - A male HOFI was observed feeding several begging fledglings not far from the nest. The nest has
fledged successfully and is now closed. - VEurs

Yes

CATH

California Thrasher

032612_mkhn_01 TL 6924 - 171687

69kv Structure

Chaparrals

BMP installation/maintenance

215

100

100

100

Presumed Fledged

3/26/2012

4/10/2012 03/26/2012 - Adults visited nest with food several times and fed young. Visits took place with a biologist standing
8, 15, and 25 feet away (different visits). Adult fed then sat on nest with biologist 8 feet away, and did not flush
when biologist walked away. Two nestlings present, eyes still closed, and they appeared to be 4-6 days old. 100foot buffer established and marked with 5 signs (all on north side of nest). - MKuehn
04/01/2012 - CATH at nest at 0903. - HWinfrey
04/03/2012 - At least 3 downy nestlings with no pinfeathers visible in nest, appear to be about 6 days old. HWinfrey
04/10/2012 - Nest is clean empty and intact, suggesting successful fledging. - RRadd

Yes

032612_rabe_01 CP64-2 PS-E

Road Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic

16

100

100

100

Nest did not reach active stage

3/26/2012

4/2/2012 03/26/2012 - Presumed Nuttall's Woodpecker nest due to being closest woodpecker species observed in general
area, within 20 feet, over last week. Fresh cavity entrance in Sambucus mexicana approximately three inches
deep. Inner cavity has not been started. 100-foot drive through only buffer staked. - RAbe
04/02/2012 - Cavity excavation has progressed since last week, with inner cavity now exposed. No woodpeckers
observed in area, but entrance hole size is consistent with Picoides nuttallii. - HWinfrey
04/12/2012 - No cavity nesters observed associating with this location on either of several visits today and
yesterday. - RRadd
04/20/2012 - Cavity has not been improved since April 2. No NUWO detections. - RRadd
04/27/2012 - Cavity has not advanced since April 2, and no woodpeckers detected. - RRadd

No

032612_rabe_02 CP64-2 PS

Pad Areas-Stringing Area Chaparrals

75

100

30

30

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

3/26/2012

4/12/2012 03/26/2012 - Three pale, blue-green unmarked eggs in cup nest suggesting House Finch. Multiple House Finch
pairs observed in area over last week or so carrying nest building material in immediate area by biomonitors. One
pair was observed in the immediate area of the nest multiple times today. 30 foot buffer staked. - RAbe
04/02/2012 - HOFI pair within a few feet of nest. 2 eggs now in nest. - HWinfrey
04/12/2012 - Nest contains 1 broken egg, however a HOFI exited the nest on approach, suggesting the nest
remains viable. - RRadd
04/12/2012 - Eggshell remains found in nest. No activity in area. Nest appears to have been predated. HWinfrey

No

NUWO Nuttall's Woodpecker

HOFI

House Finch

OH - wire stringing
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
HOFI House Finch

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
Substation - maintenance

Nest ID
032612_vers_01

ID
TL 6924 - 171682

Type
69kv Structure

Habitat
Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Substation - maintenance

BUSH

Bushtit

032612_vnik_01

69kV-E

Road Area

BUSH

Bushtit

032712_elss_01

EP117-2

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Chaparrals
Area

WESJ

Western Scrub-Jay

032712_elss_02

EP114-2

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Chaparrals
Area

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
200

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
Nest Outcome
30
30
Nest did not reach active stage

Date Nest
Found
3/26/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
4/25/2012 03/26/2012 - A pair of HOFI were seen on the wire next to pole 171682. A short time later, the female was seen
carrying grassy material into the bracket for an insulator arm. She returned within 10 minutes with more material,
and the male attempted to copulate with her. She carried the material into the bracket while the male perched
nearby, singing. - VEurs
04/01/2012 - No activity observed from 0920 to 0930. - HWinfrey
04/14/2012 - No HOFI during observation period 0900 to 0925. - VEurs
04/23/2012 - No activity observed during 45 minute observation period. - BArnold
04/25/2012 - No HOFI activity at the nest after 45 minutes of observation. HOFI's entered each of the upper
brackets, but none appeared interested in the lower bracket. Lack of activity at this nest site over the past month
leads the biologist to change its status from "active" to "closed." - VEurs

Fledged
No

45

100

50

50

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

3/26/2012

4/26/2012 03/26/2012 - Bushtit making several trips to nest with material. Appears to be lining nest. - VNovik
04/01/2012 - No activity observed from 0907 to 0917. - HWinfrey
04/10/2012 - Nest appears complete, well protected and attached. No BUSH detected during late afternoon
observation. - RRadd
04/18/2012 - No activity observed during noon observation period - BArnold
04/26/2012 - At the start of the observation period, the biologist noted the unusual appearance of the nest. After
30 minutes with no BUSH activity, the biologist approached the nest to examine it closely. The nest is very
stretched out at the top, with the nest entrance lower down than is usual on a BUSH nest. The entrance hole also
seems larger than normal and faces up toward the sky. It doesn't seem that the nest was predated. Rather, its
damaged condition seems to be a result of a string of storm events this area has recently experienced. Based on
nesting cycle, it is possible that this nest contained eggs when it failed due to natural causes. - VEurs

No

BMP installation/maintenance

30

100

70

70

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

3/27/2012

No

OH - foundations

50

100

75

75

Nest did not reach active stage

3/27/2012

5/14/2012 03/27/2012 - A pair of Bushtits was observed carrying and adding material to a nest that is approximately 90%
complete. - ELoveless
04/05/2012 - Small Bushtit nest appears complete, but has a unique 'dent' in chamber below the entrance. No
Bushtits observed or heard. - PKonrad
04/14/2012 - Nest appears unchanged; no Bushtit activity in area; status may not be active. - PKonrad
04/17/2012 - Pair of Bushtits observed adding material to nest 1 time during the 90-minute observation period. ELoveless
04/25/2012 - After 15 minutes, a male Bushtit flew toward nest with a white object in its bill (food or nest
material?), but avian biologist's presence 50 feet away seemed to distress the bird, so biologist left the area. PKonrad
04/27/2012 - Nest checked at request of PAR construction. Female Bushtit observed entering nest and remaining
inside while male foraged nearby. Nest appears 100% complete and in good condition. - HWinfrey
05/02/2012 - Uncertain what the status of this nesting attempt is at this time; nest looks normal; no Bushtits were
observed initially. But after 5 minutes the pair flew in from the south, very aware of avian monitor 35 feet from
nest and seemingly hesitant to go to nest. Female went to nest and may have stayed there. Male went to nest a
minute later and returned a short distance south, where it seemed to begin foraging. Never observed anything in
the birds' beaks - could be egg laying or they may have nestlings. - PKonrad
05/07/2012 - No Bushtits were observed during a 30-minute period. The nest is the same although the top is a bit
roughed up and an inert hole has been poked into the side of the nest below the entrance The hole looks like a
4/27/2012 03/27/2012 - A pair of Western Scrub-jays was observed carrying and adding nesting material to a nest that is
approximately 95% complete. - ELoveless
04/02/2012 - Observations of bio-monitor C. Frey over 2 days - March 29, 2012 - 0730; 2 Western Scrub Jays were
observed away from nest by 75 to 150 feet with no crew onsite. A chase occurred with other pair of jays, and 1
flew to nest while generator running and full crew present. An individual did not appear to have nesting material.
Other individual of the pair perched 50 feet away; the pair left after 15 minutes and returned about an hour later
with nesting material several times while crew worked on Leg A; generator not in use. March 30, 2012 - 0740;
Common Raven perched on boulder 10 feet from Western Scrub Jay nest. Western Scrub Jay pair flew to over 100
feet away and avoided going to rest while Common Raven present. After raven flew away with nest material,
biologist used binoculars to look in nest, and no eggs were present. 0820; the Western Scrub Jay pair returned
with material while a crew was present; no equipment running. - LThoreson
04/03/2012 - Observations of onsite monitor: 1331 - observed 2 Western Scrub Jays perched approximately 150
feet south of EP114 tower site. 1341 - observed the pair of jays flying north behind the boulders where the nest is
located. 1444 - observed pair of jays across the road east of EP114 tower site on ground. Pair did not alarm call,
and rotor wash debris did not go near nest site. - VNovik
04/04/2012 - Monitor reported following : 0855 - observed 1 Western Scrub Jay perching on top of boulder next to
nest and flying into vegetation below boulder. 1000 - observed 2 Common Ravens perched on a boulder by nest.
The 2 Common Ravens were then observed flying east of the site with a Red-tailed hawk. 1045 - observed the pair
of Common Ravens fly from behind boulders north of site and head south. Did not observe any Western Scrub
Jays during K-max activities or directly prior to K-max activities. Rotor wash and debris did not go near nest. VNovik
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
WESJ Western Scrub-Jay

Nest ID
032712_esds_01 EP95-N

ID

Type
Road Area

Chaparrals

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
BMP installation/maintenance

Habitat

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
20

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
Nest Outcome
100
100
Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

Date Nest
Found
3/27/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
4/12/2012 03/27/2012 - As biologists inspected the nest location during the nesting bird survey, a Western Scrub Jay
swooped down to the nest location making harsh vocalizations. WESJ then perched on a nearby shrub and did not
leave this perch until biologists left the area. - EStrods
04/06/2012 - Adult Western Scrub-jay incubating 3 speckled light-blue eggs in large nest. Jay slipped out the back
of the sugar bush as avian biologist approached the site, but quickly returned to nest as biologist walked away. PKonrad
04/12/2012 - No eggs in empty nest; no Western Scrub-jays in area. Since eggs were observed on the previous
visit, it appears the nest has been predated, although no sign of eggs, eggshells, or nestlings are evident, and the
nest shows no deterioration. Only the fact that the nest is empty points to predation as the greatest potential
cause of nest failure. - PKonrad

Fledged
No

CATH

California Thrasher

032712_jdus_01

EP99-2-N-B

Road Area

Chaparrals

Traffic

30

100

100

100

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

3/27/2012

4/20/2012 03/27/2012 - Found nest during active nesting bird survey. Did not hear bird leave the nest. Nest has 1 egg in it.
Female returned to nest 5 minutes after logging the location. - JDicus
04/06/2012 - California Thrasher incubating; did not leave nest; eggs probably close to hatching. - PKonrad
04/12/2012 - Adult California Thrasher brooding 2 small downy nestlings. - PKonrad
04/20/2012 - Nest is empty. Timing is premature for successful fledging of young. Likely predated. Incubation
began on 3/28, with hatching expected on 4/11 and fledging not expected until 4/25 at the earliest. No feces on
rim or branches surrounding nest. No feathers or remains detected in vicinity of nest. No fledglings or adults
detected within 50 feet of nest in 20 minutes of observation. Nest closed and buffer signs removed. - MKuehn

No

CATH

California Thrasher

032712_jdus_02

EP99-2-E

Road Area

Chaparrals

Traffic

65

100

100

100

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

3/27/2012

4/6/2012 03/27/2012 - The nest was discovered during an active nesting bird survey. Biologist saw 1 egg and 1 nestling. The
egg had a small hole in it and appeared to be about to hatch. - JDicus
04/06/2012 - California Thrasher nest is empty and there is no sign of nestlings or adults. Fine material used to
form bowl of nest has been pulled up throughout the nest bowl. Appears predation is the most likely cause of nest
failure - closed. - PKonrad

No

HOFI

House Finch

032712_mdus_01 CP76-1

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance
Area

20

100

30

30

Indeterminate

3/27/2012

5/11/2012 03/27/2012 - A female House Finch was observed making multiple trips to a nest carrying bits of dried annuals and
small twigs. The male accompanied her on several trips, singing from a nearby perch. Percentage of completion is
difficult to estimate, as the nest is not completely visible. - MDicus
04/02/2012 - Pair perched on tower near nest, male chases away other nearby HOFIs. Nest appears nearly
complete. - HWinfrey
04/15/2012 - HOFI pair visiting and defending this nest, but not observed in nest at 1316. - RRadd
04/24/2012 - HOFI activity continues. - RRadd
05/05/2012 - HOFI lying in nest for duration of observation. - RRadd
05/11/2012 - Unable to see into nest, but activity of male suggests this nest is still active at 1100. - RRadd
05/11/2012 - Nest is no longer present. - RRadd

N/A

BUSH

Bushtit

032712_rqey_01 EP76-2-E

Road Area

45

100

40

40

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

3/27/2012

5/8/2012 03/27/2012 - Pair observed actively adding material to nest during a 30 minute period. Nest is about 90%
complete and is very close to the road edge. Pair flew away from nest during passing of slow drive-through traffic. RQuilley
04/05/2012 - Bushtit brought material to nest, positioning it onto the top of the nest. - PKonrad
04/12/2012 - Both adults entered nest with fluffy material. Likely lining nest cup. - MKuehn
04/20/2012 - Nest observed passively from a concealed location 15 feet away. After 12 minutes, an adult flew to
nest and entered, remaining inside for next 3 minutes. - MKuehn
04/24/2012 - K-Max flew legs to site. No rotor wash detected at nest tree. Winds are from north, and K-Max
approached from south, using a 100-foot longline. Conditions were favorable for work. Shrubs on south side of
work area appeared to be moving from rotor wash. Bushtit was observed entering nest on regular basis and
appeared unaffected by work activities. - VNovik
04/26/2012 - Adults observed entering and leaving nest before, during, and after skycrane operation. Wind was
from the west and skycrane approached from east, causing minimal prop wash to hit nest. The nest branch did
move from side to side due to rotor wash, however there was no damage caused to the nest. - HWinfrey
04/27/2012 - Prior to work activity, Bushtits observed bringing food to nest repeatedly. 1037-1041: 500 helicopter
hovered between 100-600 feet out of buffer with no observed impact to nest. 1038-1041: Skycrane approached
from east and set tower layback. No rotor wash was observed at nest location. Bushtits returned to nest
immediately following aircrane departure. 1251-1258: 500 helicopter hovered about 200 feet to southwest of
nest Pair was not observed returning to nest during this period 1254-1257: Skycrane approached from east and

No

Chaparrals

OH - tower erection
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
BUSH Bushtit

Nest ID
032712_rqey_02 EP79-E-A

ID

Type
Road Area

Chaparrals

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
Traffic

Habitat

BUSH

Bushtit

032712_sjon_01

EP70

Pad Areas-TSAP

Chaparrals

OH - foundations

CATH

California Thrasher

032712_tcer_01

EP96-E

Road Area

Chaparrals

BEWR

Bewick's Wren

032812_ahll_01

EP35-1-E

Road Area

Chaparrals

HOFI

House Finch

032812_bald_01 CP95-1

HOFI

House Finch

032812_bald_02 CP88-1

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
15

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
Nest Outcome
75
75
Presumed Fledged

Date Nest
Found
3/27/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
5/22/2012 03/27/2012 - Bushtit pair observed actively adding material to nest. Nest is approximately 50% complete. Pair did
not appear disturbed by drive through traffic; 75 foot buffer given due to high exposure of nest to line of sight. RQuilley
04/05/2012 - Nest complete although no Bushtits observed during 30 minute observation period. Checked back 4
hours later, but no Bushtit activity observed during 15 minute observation period. - PKonrad
04/12/2012 - Nest appears complete and intact. No activity at nest during 20-minute observation from 40 feet
away. Bushtits heard briefly within 30 feet of nest. - MKuehn
04/21/2012 - Both adults visited nest carrying soft fluffy nesting material inside, and leaving immediately. It
appears they are not yet incubating or egg laying. - MKuehn
04/28/2012 - Again, both adults visited nest carrying soft fluffy nesting material inside, and left immediately. May
be egg laying but not incubating yet. - MKuehn
05/04/2012 - 3 different adult Bushtits were observed carrying food into nest in succession. - MKuehn
05/10/2012 - Adults observed entering nest with food. - MKuehn
05/16/2012 - Adults observed bringing food to nest 1 time during 45 minute observation - ELoveless
05/22/2012 - No activity at nest in 30 minutes of passive observation. Nest is intact but no adults or fledglings
detected in area. Based on observations, nest should have fledged between 5/15 and 5/22. Adults visited nest
with food only once in 45 minutes on 5/16, indicating some or all young may have already fledged by then. Nest is
presumed to have fledged successfully - MKuehn
4/24/2012 03/27/2012 - Bushtit pair observed building nest using material from a nearby Bushtit nest (nest ID
032012_lton_01). Nest is approximately 25 percent complete. A recently failed nest is approximately 15 feet away
(nest ID 032012_lton_01). Pair was nest building and collecting material within 5 feet of a biologist. - SJohnston
04/02/2012 - Nest looks complete; Bushtits heard nearby, but no Bushtit visited nest during 30-minute
observation period. Checked back a second time, but no Bushtits observed during 10-minute period. - PKonrad
04/09/2012 - Nest appears good, but no Bushtits observed or heard during 25 minute observation period.
Uncertain status. - PKonrad
04/16/2012 - Bushtit observed entering nest after approximately 15 minutes of observation. - SJohnston
04/24/2012 - No Bushtits were observed or heard during the first 15 minutes of this observation period, but when
the nest was checked at close quarters, it was missing. Only a small remnant of the top of the nest was still
attached to the tree, and the rest of the nest could not be found. A predator appears to have torn the nest off the
anchoring branch and removed it from the nest site. No sign of eggs, eggshells, or nestlings in the area - closed. PKonrad

Fledged
Yes

250

100

40

40

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

3/27/2012

Traffic

15

100

100

100

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

3/27/2012

4/6/2012 03/27/2012 - Adult California Thrasher on nest with 1 egg. - TCooper
04/06/2012 - Nest is empty and the lining of fine grasses has been pulled up almost throughout the nest bowl.
Appears the nest has been predated, and there is no sign of eggs or eggshells in nest or surrounding area, and no
thrashers noted in area - closed. - PKonrad

No

Traffic

5

100

70

70

Nest did not reach active stage

3/28/2012

4/18/2012 03/28/2012 - Observed male bringing sticks to nest cavity several times, and singing in area around nest. Did not
observe female with male. Male BEWR bringing nesting material to a suitable cavity, sing, with the intent of
attracting a female with his nest base. Nest is 5 % complete. - AHill
04/04/2012 - Nest appears almost complete, lining material present, heard BEWR sing 20 feet away. Pair built nest
approximately 2 feet inside railing away from entrance. - AHill
04/11/2012 - No activity observed from 0630 to 0700 in light rain. - HWinfrey
04/18/2012 - No activity observed at nest from 0635 to 0705. Nest material does not appear to have been moved
in the past week. Mud at nest entrance has remained undisturbed over the past week. Examination of interior
with a mirror shows that nest materials are arranged haphazardly with no nest cup established. Nest closed. HWinfrey

No

Pad Areas-Maintenance Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Area
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance

0

100

100

100

Removed

3/28/2012

3/28/2012 03/28/2012 - House finches were observed bringing nest material to lower, eastern cable 'L' hollow arm bracket.
The nesting attempt was approximately 60% complete and does not contain eggs or young. House finches
continued bringing material during construction activity in this and adjacent monopoles and per the NBMMP,
active work is considered a form of deterrent. Also, ribbon was placed at multiple points around the work area.
SDG&E needed to access these steel riser monopoles over the next few weeks to QA/QC items identified during
the recent testing of the underground system, and to conduct possible repair work. After determining there were
no eggs, this nest material was removed and photographed per the NBMMP. SDG&E will install plastic around all
brackets and other deterrents in an attempt to preclude bird nesting on these monopoles. - BArnold

No

Structures

BMP installation/maintenance

0

100

100

100

Removed

3/28/2012

3/28/2012 03/28/2012 - House finch observed visiting cable clamp 'C' brackets. While an avian biologist was present, lineman
reported small accumulation of material, with no eggs, that avian biologist confirmed. House Finches continued to
bring material while lineman was working within 2 feet of 'C' bracket with nest material. The nesting attempt was
approximately 5% complete. Bird repellent ribbon was in place around the work pad. Furthermore, testing work
has occurred at this location over the past few weeks and per the NBMMP, active work is considered a form of a
deterrent. These House Finches were not disturbed by human presence or construction activity. SDG&E needs to
have access to these poles over the next few weeks to conduct QA/QC work and possible repair work identified in
the recently completed testing. After determining that there were no eggs present, this nest material was
removed and photographed. SDG&E will install plastic over the brackets and other deterrents to discourage future
nesting. - BArnold

No

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
CATH California Thrasher

Nest ID
ID
032812_esds_01 EP99-2-N-A

Type
Road Area

Chaparrals

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
Other

Habitat

WESJ

Western Scrub-Jay

032812_esds_03 EP99-2-N-A

Road Area

Chaparrals

Traffic

BUSH

Bushtit

032812_fhan_01 EP85-2-E

Road Area

Chaparrals

OH - tower erection

HOFI

House Finch

032812_ghan_03 CP43-1 PS

Pad Areas-Stringing Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats OH - wire stringing

CAGN

California Gnatcatcher

032812_imll_01

Substation

San Luis Rey Substation

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
90

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
Nest Outcome
100
100
Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

Date Nest
Found
3/28/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
4/20/2012 03/28/2012 - This nest was located during active nest searching. The nest was observed for a short period after it
was located. No bird was seen actively using the nest, however the nest appears to have been built very recently.
This nest appears to have been built by a WESJ or a CATH. Biologists suggest monitoring this nest for further
activity. - EStrods
04/03/2012 - Observations incidental to conducting 3 day pre-construction nest survey yielded a California
Thrasher visiting nest with 3 eggs. Changed status to active and added species ID to pen tab. - JDicus
04/12/2012 - Nest contains 3 speckled light-turquoise eggs; heard adult leave nest, but didn't see it. - PKonrad
04/20/2012 - Nest is empty and lining appears mussed inside cup. Likely predated since earliest possible hatch
date based on observations is 4/14 and nestlings would only be 6 days old today (expected to fledge no earlier
than 4/28). No eggshells, feathers, or remains found below or near nest. No adults detected in area in 10 minutes
of passive observation. Closed nest and removed buffer signs. - MKuehn

Fledged
No

87

100

80

80

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

3/28/2012

4/27/2012 03/28/2012 - This nest was built with medium-sized sticks which included a tightly formed bowl built with finer
plant material. The nest appears to be that of a WESJ or CATH. The nest was located during active searching. No
birds were seen back at the nest or within the vicinity after it was located. Biologists suggest that this nest be
monitored for further activity. - EStrods
04/07/2012 - Very quiet in100-foot butter of nest. Approached rest and no activity heard and saw nothing in nest.
Nest remains in excellent condition. - LThoreson
04/16/2012 - Bird slipped away from nest unseen, but 2 Western Scrub-Jay pairs were very territorial, perched at
tallest nearby locations calling while avian biologist quickly checked nest with 3 brown-speckled light-blue eggs in
it. - PKonrad
04/20/2012 - Large rattlesnake 2 feet north of nest. Adult WESJ near and scolding. Nest contains 4 eggs. MKuehn
04/27/2012 - Nest is empty and lining is mussed in cup. Appears to have been predated. Timing is too early for
fledging young, as the nest contained eggs 6 days ago. - MKuehn

No

270

100

50

50

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

3/28/2012

4/22/2012 03/28/2012 - Bushtit nest appears nearly complete as pair are collecting feathers for lining. - FHoffman
04/05/2012 - Nest complete, but no Bushtits observed or heard during 20 minute observation period; may be at
egg laying stage when Bushtits visit nest less or are inside nest. - PKonrad
04/12/2012 - Nest appears intact. Passively observed for 15 minutes from 30 feet. No birds left or went to nest.
Three Bushtits foraged within 50 feet of nest for 10 minutes. - MKuehn
04/22/2012 - This nest has been destroyed and was likely depredated. Bottom portion of nest still in tree and
many pieces of nesting material strewn among branches below. No eggshell fragments located, but timing and
previous observations indicate eggs were likely present. Nest closed and buffer signs removed. - MKuehn

No

70

100

30

30

Presumed Fledged

3/28/2012

5/5/2012 03/28/2012 - 1100: Pair observed making multiple trips carrying nesting material. Nest appears to be
approximately 80% complete. - GHuffman
04/06/2012 - Nest appears to be lined, but no bird on nest. HOFI pair approached nest, followed by another HOFI,
and defended their nest, chasing off the second pair. One adult entered nest for a brief period. Male vocalized
from the top of a nearby shrub. - VEurs
04/15/2012 - During a 15-minute observation period, the female was on the nest the majority of the time. Upon
returning to the nest after a couple brief periods away, she was not carrying any food items and would quickly
settle back on the nest. - VEurs
04/21/2012 - Female observed incubating. Construction appears to have no negative impacts to nesting behavior. GHuffman
04/28/2012 - 2-3 gray, downy nestlings visible from the back of the nest shrub at 0745. - VEurs
05/05/2012 - The nest is empty, but in excellent condition, with a rim of feces typical of HOFI nestlings. No signs of
predation. Just enough time has passed for the nest cycle to be completed. This nest is closed and presumed
fledged. - VEurs

Yes

550

300

300

300

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

3/28/2012

5/9/2012 03/28/2012 - Male CAGN making repeated trips to the nest location between 1000-1030. The male was observed
to make 2-3 trips at a time before briefly pausing nesting behavior to forage with the female. Following foraging,
the male would return to making trips to the nest, occasionally with very large pieces of nesting material. The nest
was monitored from the opposite bank of the draw approximately 60 feet away. The pair continued natural
behavior, and when the male made trips to the host shrub, a nest estimated to be approximately 30% complete
was able to be observed. - IMaunsell
04/04/2012 - Pair observed adjacent to nest foraging and perching from 0850-0900. Male made three brief trips to
nest shrub between 0855-0900 without material. Nest likely complete and ready for eggs or egg laying has
commenced. - IMaunsell
04/12/2012 - Male CAGN was detected "pishing" at approximately 0705 near the nest location. At approximately
0715 the male flew to the host shrub, called softly, the female departed the nest area, and the male proceeded to
incubate. The female then called from the slope facing the nest. At 0748 the female returned to the nest area,
called softly, and exchanged incubating duties with the male. - IMaunsell
04/18/2012 - Male initially observed foraging, made nest exchange with female at approximately 0815. Second
nest exchange 30 minutes later. - MDicus
04/25/2012 - An adult male California Gnatcatcher was observed foraging and lightly scolding near the nest. The
female parent was observed incubating the nest. The avian biologist observed one nest exchange where the male
parent took over the incubating duties. - LGorman
05/02/2012 - During approximately 1 5 hours of observation the adult male CAGN was observed foraging and

No
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
CATH California Thrasher

ID

Habitat

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
Traffic

Nest ID
032812_jdus_01

EP98-1-N

Type
Road Area

Chaparrals

EP99-2-N-A

Road Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic

BUSH

Bushtit

032812_jpki_01

BUSH

Bushtit

032812_rqey_01 EP76-2-E

Road Area

Chaparrals

OH - foundations

BUSH

Bushtit

032812_rqey_02 EP76-2-E

Road Area

Chaparrals

BUSH

Bushtit

032812_sjon_01

EP50-E

Road Area

Chaparrals

BUSH

Bushtit

032812_sjon_02

EP50-E

Road Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
31

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
Nest Outcome
100
100
Presumed Fledged

Date Nest
Found
3/28/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
4/12/2012 03/28/2012 - Completely constructed and lined twig nest originally found during early morning nest survey, found
to contain 1 egg and 1 newly hatched nestling. Pair of California Thrasher in vicinity upon approach later the same
day to plot nest with GPS. Nest then found to contain 2 newly hatched nestlings (1 just hatched during nest
survey). Adult calling softly from back side of nest shrub and returned to nest on immediate retreat of avian
biologist to 50 feet; adult back on nest within 60 seconds. - JDicus
04/06/2012 - Large California Thrasher nest contains 2 large downy nestlings with pinfeathers showing on wings
and tail. No adults observed near nest, but 1 thrasher singing east of road. - PKonrad
04/12/2012 - Nestling California Thrashers appear to have fledged. No nestlings, fledglings, or adults in area. Nest
is in good shape and there is no sign that nestlings did not fledge. - PKonrad

Fledged
Yes

41

100

50

50

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

3/28/2012

5/3/2012 03/28/2012 - Adults observed at fresh, complete nest. Contents of nest unknown., but nest stage is presumably
egg laying. - JPawlicki
04/06/2012 - Pair of Bushtits calling territorially near large nest. - PKonrad
04/12/2012 - During 30 minute observation period, Bushtit periodically heard and observed near nest, but no nest
visits were observed. After avian biologist approached nest to see if it was intact, a pair of Bushtits flew to top of
nest tree, acting territorial. Apparently, they are post-nest building but pre-incubation. - PKonrad
04/20/2012 - Both adults observed entering nest with food. - MKuehn
04/27/2012 - Both adults observed entering the nest with food. - MKuehn
05/03/2012 - No activity at nest and no BUSH detected within 100 feet of nest for 30 minutes. Upon close
inspection, nest found to have small hole in bottom, and feathers and other nest lining material is strewn among
branches below nest. Nestling stage commenced between 12-20 April, so timing of observations indicates earliest
nest could have fledged is 1 May (18 day nestling stage). However, condition of nest and lack of adults feeding
fledglings in area indicates likely failure due to natural causes (predated). - MKuehn

No

110

100

50

50

Indeterminate

3/28/2012

4/20/2012 03/28/2012 - One Bushtit observed carrying nesting material to nest. - RQuilley
04/05/2012 - Nest looks complete; no Bushtits observed or heard in area during 30-minute period, - PKonrad
04/12/2012 - No Bushtits detected in area for 30 minutes. Nest may be torn open on north side, but difficult to tell
for sure. - MKuehn
04/20/2012 - No Bushtits detected within 30 feet of nest for 20 minutes. No activity at this nest since 3/28 and
appears to be damaged on north side when viewed from east. Nest has failed but natural cause is indeterminate
because nest is high, impossible to inspect closely, and may have contained eggs. Nest closed and buffer reduced
to 0 feet. All signs were removed. - MKuehn

N/A

Traffic

4

100

50

50

Nest did not reach active stage

3/28/2012

4/5/2012 03/28/2012 - One Bushtit observed carrying nesting material in vicinity of nest. Nest is approximately 90%
complete. - RQuilley
04/05/2012 - No Bushtits observed or heard during 30 minute observation period. When nest was inspected at
close quarters, a large circular hole was present on the north side where the neck of the nest meets the chamber,
opposite and below nest entrance. Apparent avian predation, although no sign of egg or eggshells - closed.
Bushtits probably had not laid eggs yet, judging from nest chronology and status of other nests being built last
week. - PKonrad

No

Traffic

60

100

50

50

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

3/28/2012

4/17/2012 03/28/2012 - Nest is 40 percent complete. Pair was undisturbed while logging GPS coordinate and brought nesting
material to nest. - SJohnston
04/02/2012 - Nest looks complete or nearly complete; 1 Bushtit visited nest and foraged in area to west near the
end of 30 minute observation period. - PKonrad
04/09/2012 - No Bushtits observed or heard in area during extended hour-long observation period. Small nest
looks weak, but intact. - PKonrad
04/17/2012 - No nest visits by Bushtits during 30 minute observation period. Upon checking nest status at close
quarters, it was revealed that the nest has been predated as evidenced by a large hole torn into the bottom of the
nest chamber. No sign of eggs, eggshells, nestlings or adults was observed in or near the nest - closed. - PKonrad

No

58

100

100

100

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

3/28/2012

4/24/2012 03/28/2012 - The Bushtit nest is 80 percent complete. The pair was seen carrying nesting material to the nest. The
biomonitor discovered the nest, and the pair would not return when he was approximately 60 feet away. SJohnston
04/02/2012 - Nest appears complete; 2 Bushtits very territorial as avian biologist approached site; flew to nest
when biologist walked away. - PKonrad
04/09/2012 - Pair of Bushtits actively feeding unseen nestlings in nest; male had bill filled with small caterpillars. PKonrad
04/17/2012 - Pair of adult Bushtits visiting nest, probably with food for nestlings. Pair appears quite timid, so avian
biologist left area after their initial visit to the nest during the observation period. - PKonrad
04/24/2012 - After 15 minutes of no Bushtit activity in the area, checked nest to find it has been predated. The
nest is torn in half and lying on ground; no sign of eggs, egg shells, or nestlings among flattened nest parts - closed.
- PKonrad
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
CAGN California Gnatcatcher

Nest ID
032912_bloh_01 CP13-2

ID

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
Type
Habitat
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
Pad Areas-Structure Pad Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance
Area

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
230

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
300

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
300
300
Fledged

BUSH

Bushtit

032912_elss_01

EP149-1

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Chaparrals
Area

OH - tower erection

80

100

65

65

CATH

California Thrasher

032912_elss_02

EP149-1

Pad Areas-TSAP

Chaparrals

OH - tower erection

50

100

100

100

LEGO

Lesser Goldfinch

032912_hwey_01 CP82-1-E

Road Area

Riparian Forests and Woodlands

Traffic

2

100

50

ANHU Anna's Hummingbird

032912_hwey_02 CP82-1-E

Road Area

Riparian Forests and Woodlands

Traffic

5

100

ANHU Anna's Hummingbird

032912_hwey_03 CP88-1-N-A

Road Area

Riparian Forests and Woodlands

Traffic

25

100

Nest Outcome

Date Nest
Found
3/29/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
4/25/2012 03/29/2012 - CAGN incubating. Nearest tower is complete and strung, with no work currently occurring. Active
Red-tailed hawk nest on tower, with 500-foot buffer. No signage required unless hawk nest becomes inactive
before this nest fledges, as this buffer is within the hawk buffer. - BLohstroh
04/04/2012 - At approximately 1000, the male was observed on the nest, before witnessing a nest exchange with
the female. - BLohstroh
04/13/2012 - Male and female making trips to nest, spending time brooding on it, as well as bringing food items.
Nest left unattended for a few minutes at one point, while pair foraged. - BLohstroh
04/18/2012 - Male and female leaving and making return trips to nest, feeding young. - BLohstroh
04/25/2012 - Pair feeding 1 fledgling in vicinity of nest. - BLohstroh

Fledged
Yes

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

3/29/2012

Presumed Fledged

3/29/2012

50

Indeterminate

3/29/2012

100

100

Indeterminate

3/29/2012

4/24/2012 03/29/2012 - ANHU observed adding nesting material to small amount of plant down bound to branch with spider
silk. Nest is 10-15% complete. - HWinfrey
04/05/2012 - Nest construction has progressed since last visit, 75% complete. - HWinfrey
04/15/2012 - No nest was found at the described location. - RRadd
04/24/2012 - No nest found. - RRadd
04/24/2012 - Nesting observational history indicates possibility of eggs in the nest between October 5 to 15, with
no nest found over the next 9 days. Nest failed, with or without eggs or young. - KAlberts

N/A

100

100

Presumed Fledged

3/29/2012

5/9/2012 03/29/2012 - Female observed lying on nest, making brief forays to feed, then immediately returning. - HWinfrey
04/06/2012 - Female on nest at 1214. - HWinfrey
04/13/2012 - Female on nest. - JDicus
04/20/2012 - Female perches on edge of nest and feeds nestling at 1214, then settles on nest. 1 visible nestling,
appears 1-2 days old. - HWinfrey
04/26/2012 - 1 nestling visible in nest. - HWinfrey
05/03/2012 - 2 nestlings visible in nest. - HWinfrey
05/05/2012 - Female and 2 nestlings visible on nest at 1240. Nestlings appear fully feathered. - HWinfrey
05/07/2012 - 2 nestlings visible in nest at 1015, appearing fully feathered and capable of leaving the nest. HWinfrey
05/09/2012 - Nest empty, no sign of predation. Nest presumed fledged. - HWinfrey

Yes

81 of 214

4/21/2012 03/29/2012 - Biomonitor located nest through active searching. A pair of Bushtits was bringing nesting material to
the nest. - ELoveless
04/03/2012 - Observed Bushtit leave and return to nest. Nest is in good condition and complete. Based on
timeline, it is likely that this nest may have eggs in it. Bushtits were wary of presence of biologist when nest was
approached for inspection. Bird deterrents are present in the form of mylar tape at the edge of the work area, and
the tape is tied to shrubs; no tape on the tower itself. - VNovik
04/13/2012 - Attempt made to visit site, but bad weather hampered attempt. - VNovik
04/16/2012 - Nest appears intact. No activity observed for 30 minutes while biologist was watching the nest. VNovik
04/21/2012 - E. Loveless reports that avian monitor was requested onsite during skycrane activities at tower.
Avian arrived on site after biomonitors. One basket was set down by A-star. Avian located nest, which was down
on ground (large portion of nest was on ground between rocks). Smaller portions were in other shrub. A great deal
of feathers was scattered around, which could have been liner or adult feathers from predation. Since no
construction activity has occurred in the interim onsite prior to today, failure due to natural causes is presumed. KAlberts
04/21/2012 - E. Loveless reports that avian monitor was requested onsite during skycrane activities at tower.
Avian arrived on site after biomonitors One basket was set down by A-star Avian located nest which was down
4/30/2012 03/29/2012 - Biomonitor found nest through active searching. Nest is structured and has beginning of lining. No
thrashers were observed at the nest, but a pair was perched nearby. - ELoveless
04/03/2012 - CATH observed on nest with 3 eggs. Bird wary and left nest while being observed, though returned
within seconds. Bird deterrents are in the form of mylar tape tied to shrubs around the structure site. The tape is
not on the tower itself. - VNovik
04/13/2012 - Attempt made to visit site, but bad weather hampered attempt. - VNovik
04/16/2012 - Nest with 3 eggs; bird on nest. - VNovik
04/22/2012 - Two nestlings detected today in nest during tower erection. Adult male heard singing in the area
when helicopter did not drown him out. On 4/21/12, avian biomonitor D. Mahto reported that during the setting
of the middle section of the tower, the spotter helicopter (tail #792) flew in from the southeast above the 100-foot
buffer and hovered around the tower making full 2 circles. During the first circle, the helicopter was at an altitude
of around half the length of the tower, approximately 50-60 feet above the ground. The host shrub was shaken by
rotor wash. Nest was not directly inspected following this event to allow the nest and adult birds to settle again. FHoffman
04/30/2012 - Nest is in good shape with a deep compacted empty bowl - nestlings have apparently fledged. No
adults or fledglings observed in area - closed - PKonrad
4/24/2012 03/29/2012 - Female Lesser Goldfinch observed making 3 trips to nest with thin woody nesting material between
1220 and 1225. Nest cup appears to be nearly complete. - HWinfrey
04/05/2012 - Female LEGO on nest at 1239. Male singing nearby. - HWinfrey
04/15/2012 - LEGO pair continues to occupy this nest. - RRadd
04/24/2012 - LEGO detected in area but no nest visits and cannot see into nest. - RRadd
05/06/2012 - Nest could not be refound and LEGO activity does not focus on the location described. - RRadd
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Yes

N/A
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
CATH California Thrasher

Nest ID
032912_jdus_01

ID
EP91

Type
Pad Areas-Work Area

Habitat
Chaparrals

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
Traffic

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
70

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
Nest Outcome
100
100
Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

Date Nest
Found
3/29/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
4/27/2012 03/29/2012 - During active searches on a nesting bird survey, a twig nest lined with strips of bark, grasses and
other fine vegetative material was found in a sugar bush. The nest was monitored periodically throughout the
survey from various distances. A pair of California Thrashers was seen 100 feet from nest, and a pair of Western
Scrub Jays was seen approaching to within 15 feet of the nest. No birds were seen going to the nest, though the
WESJ were seen with fine lining material perched 80 feet from the nest, and the nest may be theirs. - JDicus
04/07/2012 - Approached nest area and saw female California Thrasher on nest when 3 feet away. Halted
approach and stood still; female then left nest and 3 eggs were observed in nest. - LThoreson
04/12/2012 - Adult California Thrasher incubating, tight on nest. - PKonrad
04/21/2012 - Nest contains 3 downy nestlings ranging in age from about 2-4 days old. Expected fledge date is 5/1
to 5/3. - MKuehn
04/27/2012 - Nest is empty, and oldest nestling would have been only 10 days old today. Nest is otherwise in good
condition. No nestling feathers or remains in or under nest on ground or branches. Apparently predated. MKuehn

Fledged
No

ANHU Anna's Hummingbird

032912_mdus_01 Helix CY AR

Road Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic

10

100

50

50

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

3/29/2012

4/25/2012 03/29/2012 - Female observed adding material to a nest that is approximately 80% constructed. - MDicus
04/04/2012 - Female Anna's Hummingbird flies to nest at 0739 and remains on nest. - HWinfrey
04/15/2012 - Female ANHU comes to nest and settles at 1224. - RRadd
04/21/2012 - ANHU settles on nest at 0944; no indications of hatched young. - RRadd
04/26/2012 - Nest no longer present and branch is broken. Nest presumed lost to weather. - RRadd

No

HOWR House Wren

032912_mdus_03 Hartung CY-E

Road Area

Grasslands and Meadows

Traffic

75

100

50

50

Presumed Fledged

3/29/2012

5/28/2012 03/29/2012 - Adult wren observed making multiple trips with twigs and leaves from the base of a tamarisk
(Tamarix sp.) across the access road to a cavity in the end of a large broken limb. - MDicus
04/06/2012 - HOWR enters nest at 1155. 2nd HOWR scolding squirrel nearby. - HWinfrey
04/12/2012 - Incessant HOWR singing but not observed at cavity. - RRadd
04/17/2012 - HOWR pair continue activity at this nest. - RRadd
04/25/2012 - No activity observed. - RRadd
05/02/2012 - HOWR male sings at entry periodically, moves to nest guard when female departs nest at 1625,
suggesting incubation. - RRadd
05/08/2012 - Male bringing feather, female bringing food; many trips from 1546-1608. - RRadd
05/16/2012 - HOWR pair continue to feed this nest from 0716-0736. - RRadd
05/23/2012 - HOWR carries food to nest at 1645. - RRadd
06/01/2012 - No HOWR detected visiting during 30 minute observation. Monitoring chronology suggests
successful fledge. - RRadd

Yes

WBNU White-breasted Nuthatch

032912_rqey_02 EP77-E

Road Area

Riparian Forests and Woodlands

Traffic

23

100

75

75

Presumed Fledged

3/29/2012

Yes

BEWR

032912_vnik_01

Road Area

Chaparrals

Traffic

2

100

50

50

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

3/29/2012

5/22/2012 03/29/2012 - Pair of Whit-breasted Nuthatches observed bringing nesting material to cavity multiple times. RQuilley
04/05/2012 - No nuthatches observed or heard during short observation period; returned 2 hours later for 20
minutes (while traffic permitted), but no nuthatch activity noted. - PKonrad
04/12/2012 - Passively observed nest for 15 minutes from 25 feet away. After 2 minutes, male approached cavity
with food and female emerged from nest. Male fed female away from nest, and female re-entered cavity 5
minutes later, and remained on nest for next 8 minutes. Male fed female on nest 7 minutes after she re-entered. MKuehn
04/20/2012 - Male approached cavity with food, and female emerged begging. Male fed female 12 inches from
cavity opening, then both left vicinity of nest to forage. - MKuehn
04/27/2012 - Male approached cavity with food and female emerged, took food in her bill and carried it into
cavity. - MKuehn
05/03/2012 - Male approached cavity with food, and female emerged and left, then male carried food into cavity. MKuehn
05/08/2012 - Male carried food into cavity. - MKuehn
05/16/2012 - Both adults entered cavity with food and left without it. Nest is expected to fledge very soon. MKuehn
05/22/2012 - No activity at cavity for 30 minutes One adult observed carrying food 150 feet from nest but flew
4/29/2012 03/29/2012 - Observed Bewick's Wren make several trips to nest location with nesting material. - VNovik
04/05/2012 - No Bewick's Wrens observed or heard, but nest appears complete with feathered lining, built on
ground beneath silt fence material. - PKonrad
04/12/2012 - No activity at nest during 20 minutes of passive observation. Male and female BEWR heard
vocalizing within 40 feet of nest. Contents checked after passive observation period. Nest contains 4 eggs. MKuehn
04/20/2012 - Nest observed passively for 8 minutes from 15 feet away. After 3 minutes, both adults approached
nest and 1 entered, remaining inside for 5+ minutes. - MKuehn
04/29/2012 - No activity at nest and no BEWR detected in area for 20 minutes. Nest found to be empty with lining
mussed. No other signs of disturbance to nest site. No eggshells present in or near nest on ground. Incubation did
not begin until at least 4/13, so earliest hatching date is 4/18 and earliest fledge date is 5/12. Nest appears to have
been predated with eggs or nestlings. - MKuehn

Bewick's Wren

EP76-2-E
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
BUSH Bushtit

Nest ID
033012_elss_01

ID
Suncrest Substation SSDE4

Type
Substation

Chaparrals

HOWR House Wren

033012_jdus_01

TL 6915/6924-E

Road Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic

Structures

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

033012_mkhn_01 CP88-1

Habitat

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
Traffic

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
35

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
Nest Outcome
30
30
Nest did not reach active stage

75

100

30

30

BMP installation/maintenance

0

100

100

100

Date Nest
Found
3/30/2012

Presumed Fledged

3/30/2012

Removed

3/30/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
4/3/2012 03/30/2012 - A pair was observed adding nesting material. The nest appears about 60% complete. - ELoveless
04/03/2012 - Nest no longer present and apparently depredated (likely by corvid) with pieces of nest strewn near
nest shrub - nest closed. Pair of Bushtits still observed in vicinity with one observed carrying nesting material to
location over 100 feet to SE. Nest was monitored for activity on 4/3/12. A pair of Bushtits were initially observed
foraging near nest shrub after which the male was observed with nesting material and proceeded to fly out of
sight to SW. Nest was then searched for and was discovered to be depredated, as portions of nest were present in
adjacent branches and on ground underneath nest location. Shrubs to SE of old nest were then searched for a
partially built new nest, but none were observed within 100 feet of access road. Pair was then observed briefly
foraging to north of old nest location. Regarding nest outcome determination, contents of nest were unknown at
time of depredation, but likely did not contain eggs or young as nest was still in building stage when logged/last
monitored on 3/30/12. - JPawlicki

Fledged
No

5/17/2012 03/30/2012 - Adult House Wren makes multiple trips to nest cavity with material. - JDicus
04/09/2012 - Although 2 adult wrens were singing, calling and foraging in the vicinity of the nest, neither bird
approached the cavity during an hour of observation. However, the presence of a large Western Fence Lizard atop
the snag with the cavity for approximately 40 minutes may have deterred the HOWRs from entering the cavity.
The birds came within 10-15 feet of the snag, but no closer. - VEurs
04/10/2012 - No HOWR detected during 30-minute observation. - RRadd
04/17/2012 - After an hour of observation, no wren activity was observed at the nest cavity. A single HOWR was
moving about the area and briefly came within 15 feet of the cavity, but never approached it. - VEurs
04/25/2012 - At the start of the observation period, the male HOWR briefly perched on the top of the snag
containing the nest cavity. He then clung to the lip of the cavity and peered inside. He moved about the area,
singing from different perches and once chasing off a Bewick's Wren. Later he moved to the area below the nest
cavity, where he interacted with a female who entered the nest cavity. She was not carrying any food item and
remained in the cavity through the end of observations (another 15 minutes) which suggests she is incubating. The
male continued to sing from various perches. - VEurs
04/29/2012 - Duplicate for record of 4/25. - VEurs
05/03/2012 - The male wren made several trips into the cavity with insects during 15 minutes of observation. VEurs
05/10/2012 - Both adults made several trips with food into the nest cavity within 10 minutes. Nestlings were
heard vocalizing each time - VEurs
3/30/2012 03/30/2012 - House finch observed visiting cable clamp 'C' brackets. Biomonitor K. Vittum reported small
accumulation of material, with no eggs. House Finches continued to bring material while lineman was working on
the tower. These House Finches were not disturbed by human presence or construction activity. SDG&E needs to
have access to these poles sporadically over the next few weeks to conduct QA/QC work identified in the recently
completed testing. After determining that there were no eggs present, this nest material was removed and
photographed. SDG&E has taped closed all openings to these brackets (including this one after nest was removed)
to prevent future nesting activity from occurring. - MKuehn

Yes

HOFI

House Finch

BUSH

Bushtit

033012_sjon_01

EP11-3-N

Road Area

Chaparrals

Traffic

6

100

50

50

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

3/30/2012

4/22/2012 03/30/2012 - Nest appears complete. Pair observed entering the nest. - SJohnston
04/09/2012 - No activity observed at nest, but several Bushtits were actively foraging within 20 feet of nest. HWinfrey
04/15/2012 - No activity observed at nest, which appears slightly damaged, but not beyond use. - HWinfrey
04/22/2012 - No activity observed from 0915 to 0945. Large hole visible in side of nest, likely caused by a
predator. Nest closed. - HWinfrey

No

BUSH

Bushtit

033012_sjon_02

EP12-3 PS

Pad Areas-Stringing Area Chaparrals

Traffic

350

100

50

50

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

3/30/2012

4/15/2012 03/30/2012 - Nest appears complete. Pair observed entering the nest. - SJohnston
04/09/2012 - No activity observed at nest and no Bushtits detected from 1015 to 1030. - HWinfrey
04/15/2012 - No activity observed at nest. Nest is torn and empty, with feathers stuck to nearby branches. Nest
closed, most likely predated. - HWinfrey

No

CALT

California Towhee

033112_jdus_01

CP56-1-PS-E-B

Road Area

Traffic

20

100

100

100

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

3/31/2012

4/19/2012 03/31/2012 - Nest found while driving out after survey was completed. No activity observed, in 15 minutes but
nest is newly constructed and in fine condition. Nest should be monitored for activity. - JDicus
04/07/2012 - 3 eggs in nest, light blue with a few brown streaks. Wrentit moving furtively near nest at 0750. HWinfrey
04/09/2012 - An adult California Towhee was seen incubating on the nest. Observation was made from inside
vehicle while driving out access road. Avian biologist did not approach nest. Towhee did not leave nest when
pickup truck drove past. Changed species to CALT. - JDicus
04/13/2012 - CALT on nest at 1002 does not leave nest during 2 x 1-minute observations. - RRadd
04/19/2012 - Nest is empty. Since insufficient time has elapsed for a complete nest cycle, predation is presumed. RRadd

No

Chaparrals
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
CALT California Towhee

BUSH

Bushtit

LEGO

Lesser Goldfinch

BUSH

Bushtit

ROWR Rock Wren

HOFI

House Finch

Nest ID
033112_jdus_02

ID
CP56-1-PS-E-B

Type
Road Area

Chaparrals

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
BMP installation/maintenance

033112_jdus_03

CP56-1-PS-E-A

Road Area

Chaparrals

Traffic

033112_mkhn_01 CP55

Habitat

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Chaparrals
Area

OH - wire stringing

Road Area

Chaparrals

Traffic

040212_cves_01 CP34-2

Pad Areas-TSAP

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats OH - wire stringing

040212_imll_01

Pad Areas-Maintenance Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Area
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

040212_ahll_01

EP9-1-N

CP88-1

BMP installation/maintenance

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
50

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
Nest Outcome
50
50
Nest did not reach active stage

Date Nest
Found
3/31/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
4/30/2012 03/31/2012 - Adult California Towhee observed gathering fine fibrous lining material from erosion control area
farther upslope on access road. Two trips to 80% complete nest with material were observed. The pair was
observed copulating within 75 feet of the nest. - JDicus
04/07/2012 - Agitated California Towhee present as observer approached nest area. Unable to view nest after 10
minutes of searching, but bird behavior indicates nest continues to be active. - HWinfrey
04/18/2012 - Observed by avian monitor, Garrett Huffman. No activity observed over 30-minute observation. Nest
remains intact and appears to be 100% complete. - JDicus
04/30/2012 - Nest in fine, lined, intact, empty condition. Possibly abandoned for an alternate location, as CALT on
territory continue agitated behavior despite nest being unoccupied for 30 days. - RRadd

Fledged
No

5

100

50

50

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

3/31/2012

4/20/2012 03/31/2012 - Nest is in good condition, 95% constructed. Bushtits in nest area. - JDicus
04/07/2012 - Bushtit entered nest at 0830, 10 minutes after wire truck passed by. - HWinfrey
04/11/2012 - Solo BUSH exits nest at 1717. - RRadd
04/19/2012 - No activity observed from 0700-0715. - RRadd
04/23/2012 - Nest no longer present and no remains found. - RRadd

No

100

100

30

30

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

3/31/2012

4/16/2012 03/31/2012 - Pair of Lesser Goldfinch visits nest 4 times during 30-minute observation period, female carries nest
material while male perches nearby. Nest is 20% constructed. - MKuehn
04/07/2012 - Female on nest at 0720. - HWinfrey
04/10/2012 - Observed with avian monitor, John Dicus, during wire pulling process. Helicopter flew sock line using
a 100-foot long line with all three phases on south side of tower. While using long line, helicopter was able to
avoid impeding on established 100-foot buffer. Incubating female did not flush from nest and tolerated activities
at that distance. - GHuffman
04/13/2012 - LEGO incubation continues. - RRadd
04/16/2012 - Buffer signs broken and appear to be blown over. Nest was discovered 2 feet above ground laying on
deer weed (Acmispon glaber). Nest originally located about 7 feet up in a chamise (Adenostoma fasciculatum).
Eggs were found under nest location broken and appeared to have been there for at least a day due to dryness of
eggs. Female last observed incubating on 4/13. No construction activities were conducted on 4/14 and 4/15 at
CP55. Presumed nest failure due to weather over the weekend from high winds and/or significant precipitation. GHuffman

No

18

100

50

50

Indeterminate

4/2/2012

4/9/2012 04/02/2012 - Adults seen bringing lining material to nest every few minutes. Pair does not seem to be affected by
drive-by traffic, and buffer staked for drive-through only. - AHill
04/09/2012 - No Bushtit activity observed in area and unable to locate nest or any nest fragments; contacted
original observer to verify. - HWinfrey
04/09/2012 - Nest is no longer there. Only a couple pieces of nest material were found attached to manzanita, no
other signs of nest. Did not hear or see any Bushtits in area. Unknown what happened to nest, but it was not
physically harmed by construction. Nest appears 90% complete. Nesting chronology indicates that eggs may have
been present at time of failure, hence an indeterminate outcome. - AHill

N/A

100

100

50

50

Nest did not reach active stage

4/2/2012

4/25/2012 04/02/2012 - A male was observed singing repetitively, drawing attention to the vicinity of the nest. The pair made
a joint visit to the cavity and each individual made repeat visits. Eventually a pebble was taken from the TSAP into
the nest cavity. 2 whitish pebbles and numerous sticks were situated at the entryway into the cavity. - CVettes
04/12/2012 - Adult Rock Wren actively singing in vicinity of crack between boulders, but does not visit nest for 30
minute observation period. Nest is 100% constructed and has a well-paved entrance of small flat rocks leading to
clean grass cup nest. - JDicus
04/19/2012 - No activity observed during 30-minute observation period conducted in the afternoon hours (16001630). - JDicus
04/25/2012 - No rock wrens were observed or heard in area. Nest building appears to be incomplete and halted.
Numerous ants were observed all over nesting location. Closing nest due to inactivity and presence of ants. GHuffman

No

0

100

100

100

Removed

4/2/2012

4/2/2012 04/02/2012 - On Sunday, April 1, a biomonitor on site reported House Finch activity at this location. Because of SD
County restrictions, equipment could not be moved on a Sunday. On April 2, a pair of finches was observed
making 4 trips to the nest site with material over 15 minutes. Deterrents onsite include a plethora of flash tape on
two adjacent towers and on the site perimeter. Additionally, work occurred at this location, including use of the
lift to install deterrents, all day on the previous Friday, and is considered a deterrent in and of itself. After
confirming no eggs or young were present, the nest was removed at 5-10% complete. Photographs were taken.
The equipment was planned to be removed from the site today and is required for testing within the nest cycle,
prompting the need for removal. Following nest removal, the man-lift was then removed from the site. IMaunsell

No
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
BUSH Bushtit

Nest ID
040212_jdus_01

GS-NF-10

Type
Pad Areas-Work Area

Chaparrals

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
OH - wire stringing

ID

Habitat

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
70

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
Nest Outcome
50
50
Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

Date Nest
Found
4/2/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
5/13/2012 04/02/2012 - Pair makes 5 trips to 80% constructed nest with material in 25 minute observation period. - JDicus
04/16/2012 - Bushtit pair observed making multiple trips to nest. - MDicus
04/21/2012 - BUSH pair observed bringing material to nest. - RRadd
04/28/2012 - BUSH pair bringing feathers to nest interior at 0806. - RRadd
05/04/2012 - Male making infrequent trips with very small amounts of nest material at 1456. - RRadd
05/09/2012 - BUSH visits nest intermittently from 1412 - 1425. - RRadd
05/09/2012 - BUSH pair carrying food items (ants?) to nest at 2 minute intervals from 1445-1458. Male makes 5
trips for each by female. - RRadd
05/14/2012 - Nest has been torn open at the side. Presumed predated. - RRadd

Fledged
No

HOFI

House Finch

040212_jdus_02

CP48-2/CP49-1 PS-E

Road Area

Chaparrals

Traffic

30

100

30

30

Nest did not reach active stage

4/2/2012

4/21/2012 04/02/2012 - Female makes one trip to newly initiated 1% complete nest. - JDicus
04/12/2012 - No activity observed at this location. The biologist was unable to approach this nest to assess its level
of completeness to respect incubating HOFI in nearby nest. - VEurs
04/21/2012 - After 30 minutes of no activity, the biologist carefully approached the nest tree and examined the
foliage. No evidence of a HOFI nest was found in the hanging clumps of leaves. This nest does not appear to have
reached the active stage and is now closed. - VEurs

No

HOFI

House Finch

040212_jdus_03

CP48-2/CP49-1 PS-E

Road Area

Chaparrals

Traffic

17

100

30

30

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

4/2/2012

5/7/2012 04/02/2012 - Female flying from nest gave away nest location. 5 eggs in complete nest. Pair returns in 5 minutes,
female lays on nest. - JDicus
04/12/2012 - Upon initial approach to the nest, female emerged from the clump of foliage and landed on a nearby
branch. She flew to the west and spent some time perched near a male HOFI. After about 15 minutes, she
returned to the nest, where she settled with her tail sticking straight up. After 10-15 minutes, she adjusted to a
more natural, tail down position. No male directly approached the nest during the observation period. - VEurs
04/21/2012 - Female on nest constantly throughout observation. No male approached nest. - VEurs
04/28/2012 - No HOFI activity after 30 minutes of observation. - VEurs
05/07/2012 - There was no activity at this nest on the previous visit. Upon inspecting the nest this morning, it was
obviously deteriorating. No House Finch activity was detected in the nest's vicinity. This nest with eggs or young
failed due to natural causes. - VEurs

No

HOFI

House Finch

040212_mdus_01 CP7

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Chaparrals
Area

Grading

60

100

30

30

Indeterminate

4/2/2012

N/A

OATI

Oak Titmouse

040212_sjon_01

Road Area

Traffic

70

100

70

70

Presumed Fledged

4/2/2012

5/25/2012 04/02/2012 - Biomonitor Brian Parker observed a pair of House Finches making multiple trips with small sticks and
grasses to a cavity on the north side of CP7 monopole, with the female spending 3-10 minutes inside the cavity on
each trip. The pair chased off another pair of House Finches but appeared unaffected by construction activities,
which were ongoing through the nest building. Crews were working within 5 feet of the base of the pole, moving
dirt and loading dump trucks, when the nest was first discovered. - MDicus
04/10/2012 - Site biomonitor A. Steyers reports regular continuing HOFI activity at this location this morning. RRadd
04/19/2012 - The male and female entered the nest cavity just after the start of the observation period. The male
exited shortly after and was not seen for the rest of the observation. The female remained inside for 30 minutes
and was still inside when the biologist left the area. - VEurs
04/27/2012 - No HOFI activity observed at monopole after 40 minutes of observation. HOFI's heard singing in the
surrounding habitat, but none approached the monopole. - VEurs
05/04/2012 - No activity observed today during 60+ minutes of observation. However, on-site bio-monitor A.
Steyers reported the male and female making numerous trips to and from the arm yesterday morning, May 3. VEurs
05/11/2012 - No HOFI's directly approached or entered/exited the nest during 60 minutes of observation. A male
was perched on the wires above the nest, singing at the start of observations but then flew away. - VEurs
05/18/2012 - Construction activities (grading the pad below the host tower) occurred during the majority of the 60minute observation period No HOFI activity was observed at the nest - VEurs
4/24/2012 04/02/2012 - Observed Oak Titmouse singing 6 inches above cavity with item in beak for approximately 1 minute
before entering cavity. Observed OATI make 3 trips into cavity within 20 minutes of initial observation. Feint
begging calls heard from cavity. - SJohnston
04/09/2012 - Territorial Oak Titmouse singing and active throughout tree, but no nesting behavior was observed
during 40 minute period. (But female may be incubating out of sight). Several cavities are available on south side
of tree, including the nest cavity. - PKonrad
04/17/2012 - Observed Oak Titmouse enter cavity twice and remain inside the cavity for over 5 minutes each time
within a 15 minute observation period. No item carrying was observed during the flights and no begging calls were
heard. Fledging may have occurred. - SJohnston
04/17/2012 - Constant foraging and singing in live oak by Oak Titmouse(s), especially on south half of oak, but no
sign of activity at any cavity(s) during 50 minute observation period. Observed 1 adult feeding another titmouse
that was food begging, but could not see if begging bird was a fledgling or adult. Several titmouse flights back and
forth to live oaks to west. - PKonrad
04/24/2012 - No Oak Titmice observed or heard during 30 minute observation period, which is drastically different
from a week ago After discussing observations at this nest with avian biologist S Johnston we believe the

EP67-E

Riparian Forests and Woodlands
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
AMCR American Crow

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
45

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
100
70
Fledged

Nest ID
040212_vnik_01

EP85-2-N

Type
Road Area

Habitat
Woodlands and Forests

040312_ahll_01

EP39-1-E

Road Area

Riparian Forests and Woodlands

Traffic

335

500

500

500

Fledged

4/3/2012

CACW Cactus Wren

040312_hwey_01 CP62-2-E

Road Area

Grasslands and Meadows

Traffic

8

100

100

100

Satellite nest

4/3/2012

GRRO

Greater Roadrunner

040312_hwey_02 CP62-2-E-A

Road Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic

14

100

100

100

Presumed Fledged

4/3/2012

5/25/2012 04/03/2012 - 2 Greater Roadrunners were observed gathering coarse woody materials and adding them to a
concealed nest within an ornamental Bougainvillea shrub adjacent to paved driveway. Materials were roughly
pencil-sized, indicating that nest building began recently. - HWinfrey
04/11/2012 - No GRRO detections during 30 minute observation on rainy morning. - RRadd
04/17/2012 - GRRO gathers nest lining material on adjacent lawn at 1100 and carries to nest. - RRadd
04/26/2012 - GRRO pair nest exchange at 0901 after rainy night; dry adult goes to nest under bombardment from
NOMO pair, then wet adult departs. - RRadd
05/01/2012 - GRRO brings lizard to nest at 1055. - RRadd
05/08/2012 - GRRO brings lizard to nest at 1339, both adults off nest at 1344. - RRadd
05/15/2012 - GRRO adult carries lizard to nest at 1547. - RRadd
05/25/2012 - No GRRO detections during 30 minute observation. Observational history and intact nest suggest
fledging. Presumed fledged. - RRadd

Yes

BUSH

Bushtit

040312_hwey_03 CP88-1-N-A

Road Area

Riparian Forests and Woodlands

Traffic

30

100

50

50

Presumed Fledged

4/3/2012

5/3/2012 04/03/2012 - 2 Bushtits were observed adding nesting materials at 1030. Nest appears 80% complete. - HWinfrey
04/13/2012 - Nest appears to now be 100% constructed and fully decorated externally. Male returns to nest,
conducts nest exchange, and female departs, followed after a few seconds by the male. - JDicus
04/20/2012 - Adult enters nest at 1231 and remains inside. - HWinfrey
04/26/2012 - No activity observed at nest during steady rain. - HWinfrey
05/03/2012 - No activity at nest from 0845 to 0915. No sign of predation, however entrance hole appears slightly
enlarged. Nest is too high to examine contents. Nest presumed fledged. - HWinfrey

Yes

WTKI

White-tailed Kite

ID

86 of 214

Nest Outcome

Date Nest
Found
4/2/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
5/22/2012 04/02/2012 - Monitor observed raven in nest; both crows and ravens in area. - VNovik
04/09/2012 - Apparent Common Raven incubating on nest that has been well built up in past 10 days. This nest
site was used by American Crows in 2011, and it is impossible to discern species at the time of this observation,
but previous biologist observed a raven at this nest. - PKonrad
04/12/2012 - Tail of adult visible over nest rim, but unable to discern species. - MKuehn
04/22/2012 - No bird detected on nest when checked on 4/21 at 1400 and 4/22 at 1100. An American Crow was
perched across the road in a coast live oak on 4/22, but flew from area and did not return for 15 minutes. MKuehn
04/29/2012 - Adult observed on nest, shifting position often, indicating possible presence of nestlings. Timing of
observations (incubating on 4/2) suggests nestlings should be present by now. - MKuehn
05/08/2012 - Nest species changed to American Crow. Adult perched on rim of nest, tending nestlings for 10
minutes, then began brooding. One nestling head could be seen reaching over nest rim while begging and
appeared to be in mid-development (10-15 days old). Adult later flew from nest and was positively identified as an
American Crow. - MKuehn
05/16/2012 - One adult and 1 fledgling observed off nest. - ELoveless
05/22/2012 - Two adults and 1 fledgling observed 150 feet from nest. No activity at nest in 20 minutes. - MKuehn

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
Traffic

Fledged
Yes

6/22/2012 04/03/2012 - Pair was seen copulating on nearby burned tree, flying to nest a few times, and one adult chased off
a raven. Both male and female seen bringing nesting material to nest. Pair becomes agitated at 200 feet from
nest. Nest appears to be complete. - AHill
04/11/2012 - At 0638, male brought prey to female perched near the nest. - HWinfrey
04/17/2012 - Female lying in nest with male perched 200 feet away at 0757. - HWinfrey
04/24/2012 - Female on nest with male perched nearby at 0615. - HWinfrey
04/30/2012 - Female on nest with male perched nearby at 0709. - HWinfrey
05/06/2012 - 2 adults in area. 1 makes brief visit to nest, hovering at edge of nest, apparently feeding nestlings. HWinfrey
05/14/2012 - Observed adult perched at nest then fly off. - AHill
05/21/2012 - No activity observed at nest. WTKI perched 50 feet from nest from 0655 to 0725. - HWinfrey
05/29/2012 - Adult feeding nestlings at 0630. - HWinfrey
06/04/2012 - Adult feeding nestlings at 0637. - HWinfrey
06/06/2012 - Adult WTKI carrying snake to nest at 0625. Nestlings not visible. - HWinfrey
06/08/2012 - 1 nestling visible and moving in nest. Both adults in area. - HWinfrey
06/10/2012 - Adult on nest at 1442. Second WTKI perched 100 feet from nest. - HWinfrey
06/12/2012 - Adult flies to nest with prey at 0639. - HWinfrey
06/14/2012 - WTKI pair observed copulating 200 feet from nest at 0742. No nestlings visible in nest and no activity
occurred at the nest. - HWinfrey
06/18/2012 - Adult brings food to nest at 0649. - HWinfrey
06/22/2012 - No activity observed at nest. Fledgling WTKI in buffy plumage perched 200 feet from nest with adult
hunting nearby Nest closed - HWinfrey
5/24/2012 04/03/2012 - CACW observed bringing grassy material to loose globular nest placed on prickly pear leaf. Nest is
40% complete. Male singing constantly from perch above nest during visit. - HWinfrey
04/11/2012 - CACW singing at nest which appears 60% complete, lacking an entrance and lining. - RRadd
04/17/2012 - Nest shows only minor improvements since last visit. CACW on site and working on new nest to
southeast. - RRadd
04/26/2012 - No changes to this nest; CACW still busy on territory and adjacent nest. - RRadd
05/01/2012 - Nest shows some indications of maintenance, but still not fully enclosed. No CACW detected. RRadd
05/08/2012 - No activity observed. - RRadd
05/24/2012 - CACW no longer occupies this small satellite territory. - RRadd
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10/15/2012

Yes

N/A
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
HOFI House Finch

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
Grading

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
85

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
Nest Outcome
30
30
Presumed Fledged

Date Nest
Found
4/3/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
5/7/2012 04/03/2012 - A male and a female House Finch were observed adding fine nesting material to nest at 1146. HWinfrey
04/13/2012 - Female incubates 5 eggs. - JDicus
04/20/2012 - 4 nestlings visible in nest, 2-3 days old. Male and female perched nearby. - HWinfrey
04/26/2012 - Nestlings in nest. - HWinfrey
04/29/2012 - Nestlings visible in nest. Immediately after checking nest, biologist was asked to leave private
property. - HWinfrey
05/03/2012 - Female perched above nest. Unable to verify nest contents without entering private property. HWinfrey
05/05/2012 - Male and female observed flying to nest at 1248. - HWinfrey
05/07/2012 - No activity observed at nest. Unable to verify nest contents without entering private property. Nest
presumed fledged. - HWinfrey

Nest ID
ID
040312_hwey_04 CP88-1-N-A

Type
Road Area

Habitat
Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Fledged
Yes

040312_mkhn_01 EP98-1-N

Road Area

Chaparrals

Traffic

11

100

50

50

Fledged

4/3/2012

5/3/2012 04/03/2012 - Nest stage unknown, but likely egg laying; 2 adults within 2 feet of nest, but neither entered nest or
was seen carrying nesting material or food during 15 minutes of passive observation. - MKuehn
04/12/2012 - Nest is in good shape, but no Bushtits observed or heard in area during 25 minute period. - PKonrad
04/20/2012 - Both adults visited nest with food at 1730. Nestlings could be heard begging inside nest when each
parent entered, from 15 feet away. - MKuehn
04/27/2012 - Adults still feeding young in nest. Very loud begging can be heard from 25 feet away. Fledging should
occur in next several days. - MKuehn
05/03/2012 - Nest successfully fledged young. No activity at nest for 20 minutes. Small hole in side of nest wall
just below original entrance. No feces on branches near nest or on ground below. Both adults found feeding at
least 1 recent fledgling 80 feet north of nest. - MKuehn

Yes

Presumed Fledged

4/4/2012

4/20/2012 04/04/2012 - Observed adult bringing food material to nest and visiting nest a few times, singing in area, and
chasing off Western Scrub-jays that were perching close to nest location. Was able to check nest contents with an
extended mirror, and observed at least one nestling. Nestling still has natal down, eyes appear to still be closed,
and is not vocalizing, Nestling is probably 3 days old post-hatching, and CATH take about 14-17 days to fledge,
which means this nestling hatched on April 2, and should fledge between April 15-18. - AHill
04/11/2012 - No CATH observed during heavy rain. Nest not approached. Buffer stakes relocated from 100 feet to
80 feet. - HWinfrey
04/14/2012 - 2 nestlings visible in nest. Adult heard calling nearby. - HWinfrey
04/18/2012 - Nestlings remain in nest. - HWinfrey
04/20/2012 - Nest is empty. No sign of predation. Fresh fecal matter on edge of nest. Nest presumed fledged. HWinfrey

Yes

Nest did not reach active stage

4/4/2012

5/11/2012 04/04/2012 - Pair was observed bringing grass nesting material to cavity. They brought material 4 times during the
1-hour observation period. - ELoveless
04/12/2012 - No Bewick's Wrens observed or heard in area. The position of the cavity entrance and wet
appearance of the cavity indicates that rainfall yesterday may have affected the nest site. - PKonrad
04/21/2012 - Passively observed nest from a concealed location 10 feet away for 20 minutes. After 10 minutes, an
adult approached the nest carrying a white feather in its bill and entered the cavity, remaining inside for the next
10+ minutes. - MKuehn
04/27/2012 - Passively observed nest from a concealed location 10 feet away for 30 minutes. No BEWR were
detected within 30 feet of nest, and there was no activity at cavity. - MKuehn
05/03/2012 - Again, no BEWR activity at cavity or within 40 feet of nest for 30 minutes. Nest may be inactive, but
will check once more next week when nestlings should be present and activity should be higher. - MKuehn
05/11/2012 - No activity observed at nest location during 30 minute observation period. Based on previous
observations, nest is no longer active. Nest closed. - VNovik

No

BUSH

Bushtit

CATH

California Thrasher

040412_ahll_01

EP36-1

Pad Areas-Work Area

Chaparrals

Traffic

20

100

80

80

BEWR

Bewick's Wren

040412_elss_01

EP93-N

Road Area

Chaparrals

Traffic

5

100

100

100

HOFI

House Finch

040412_hwey_01 Helix CY AR

Road Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic

20

100

30

30

Presumed Fledged

4/4/2012

5/10/2012 04/04/2012 - House Finch observed adding nesting material to underside of trailer at 0719. - HWinfrey
04/13/2012 - Female HOFI lying in nest during rain event. Nest does not appear substantial enough to receive an
egg. - RRadd
04/21/2012 - Nest contains 5 eggs. - RRadd
04/26/2012 - Female HOFI flies to nest and stays 1202. - RRadd
05/02/2012 - HOFI continue to visit this nest. - RRadd
05/09/2012 - Nestlings appear ready to fledge. - RRadd
05/21/2012 - Nest is empty, presumed fledged (HOFI young observed nearby). - RRadd

Yes

HOFI

House Finch

040412_hwey_02 Helix CY AR

Road Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic

18

100

30

30

Nest did not reach active stage

4/4/2012

5/2/2012 04/04/2012 - A pair of House Finches were observed adding green leafy nesting materials to nest. - HWinfrey
04/14/2012 - HOFI pair continues to visit this nest, but no incubation is yet in progress. - RRadd
04/21/2012 - HOFI activity continues here but unable to determine if nesting against the trunk or in old HOOR
nest. - RRadd
04/26/2012 - Much HOFI activity around this palm but no birds observed on nest. - RRadd
05/02/2012 - Hanging nest (2011 HOOR NID 7002553) is no longer present. - RRadd
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
HOFI House Finch

Nest ID
040412_hwey_03 Helix CY

ID

Type
Construction Yards

Habitat
Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

HOFI

House Finch

040412_hwey_05 Helix CY

Construction Yards

CORA

Common Raven

040412_hwey_06 CP41-2

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Area
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BUSH

Bushtit

040412_jdus_01

EP91-N

Road Area

WTKI

White-tailed Kite

040412_ltiw_01

Suncrest-N

Road Area

040412_vers_01

CP64-2 PS

Pad Areas-Stringing Area Chaparrals

NOMO Northern Mockingbird

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
Other

Other

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
30

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
Nest Outcome
30
30
Nest with eggs or young failed for
unknown causes

Date Nest
Found
4/4/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
5/2/2012 04/04/2012 - Female on nest with 1 egg. - HWinfrey
04/14/2012 - HOFI on nest containing 5 eggs. - RRadd
04/14/2012 - HOFI continues incubating 5 eggs. - RRadd
04/26/2012 - Wind has blown fabric back, and nest is open to the sky with 3 freshly hatched young and at least
one unhatched egg. - RRadd
05/02/2012 - Nest is empty and depredated. Young and eggs were lost following exposure when sheltering fence
fabric was blown away from nest by unknown agents. Nest was subject to weather and prop wash as a result of a
location directly under the helicopter flight line, as well as being situated on an unstable substrate. - RRadd

Fledged
No

50

100

30

30

Presumed Fledged

4/4/2012

5/2/2012 04/04/2012 - Female on nest which contained 2 eggs. - HWinfrey
04/14/2012 - HOFI at nest containing 4 eggs. - RRadd
04/21/2012 - HOFI at nest containing at least 3 unfeathered young. - RRadd
04/26/2012 - Nest contains 3 nestlings. - RRadd
05/02/2012 - Nest is empty with many feces at rim suggesting successful fledge. - RRadd

Yes

BMP installation/maintenance

0

100

50

50

Removed

4/4/2012

4/6/2012 04/04/2012 - Two Common Ravens were observed adding sticks to nest, which is less than 5% complete. Birds
made 3 trips with nesting material during 5 minutes of observation. - HWinfrey
04/06/2012 - The nest was removed to facilitate construction (wire stringing), per agency concurrence and
through adherence to the NBMMP. Following concurrence, a lineman was dropped at the top of the tower and
removed the partially constructed Common Raven nest in the presence of an avian biologist. The nest area was
photographed as well. At the time of removal the nest was approximately 10% constructed and contained no eggs
or nestlings. An approved nesting bird deterrent was subsequently installed in the tower in place of the removed
nest. - MDicus

No

Chaparrals

Traffic

4

100

50

50

Indeterminate

4/4/2012

4/27/2012 04/04/2012 - Biologist heard Bushtit along road near EP91 on EP92-N and saw a Bushtit individual fly to the nest.
The nest appears complete. Later a male was seen carrying nesting material to the nest, and little activity was
observed thereafter; therefore it is possible that the female is incubating. There are numerous WESJ around, so
discretion is appropriate when observing. - JDicus
04/12/2012 - No Bushtits observed or heard during 30-minute observation period. Nest looks good after rainfall
yesterday. - PKonrad
04/21/2012 - No activity at nest and no BUSH detected in area in 20 minutes of passive observation. Top of nest
may be damaged, and small pieces of nesting material seen resting in branches below nest. Otherwise nest
appears in good condition. - MKuehn
04/27/2012 - No activity at nest or in area for 20 minutes. Close inspection of nest revealed it has been torn open
from south side in middle, and at top. Likely depredated, but unknown whether it contained eggs, and no eggshell
fragments could be found under nest. - MKuehn

N/A

Chaparrals

Traffic

500

500

500

500

Fledged

4/4/2012

6/26/2012 04/04/2012 - A biomonitor reported a White-tailed Kite nest. The pair was observed bringing sticks to a nest. On
4/4, an avian biologist observed the female on the nest for about 10 minutes, with the male nearby. For the rest of
the 30-minute observation period, the female was perched at the nest, so it is presumed she is egg-laying. At one
point, both birds mobbed and drove off a Common Raven that flew nearby. The kites did not react to the biologist
parking at the access road edge. A 500-foot buffer was established. - LTymkiw
04/11/2012 - Female on nest with male perched nearby at 0749. - HWinfrey
04/18/2012 - Female on nest at 0849. - HWinfrey
04/25/2012 - Male brings food to female perched off nest at 0640. Female immediately returns to nest and
assumes incubating posture. - HWinfrey
05/02/2012 - Female on nest with male perched nearby at 0945. - HWinfrey
05/08/2012 - Female observed on nest at 1030. - HWinfrey
05/16/2012 - Female on nest at 1504. - HWinfrey
05/23/2012 - Female on nest at 1258, perched in upright posture indicating that nestlings are present. - HWinfrey
05/30/2012 - 2 nestlings just visible moving in nest. Adult WTKI perched 10 feet above nest. - HWinfrey
06/05/2012 - 2 nestlings visible in nest. Adult hunting 200 feet away. - HWinfrey
06/12/2012 - Adult on nest leaves to forage. Two nestlings are visible in nest. - HWinfrey
06/19/2012 - 2 downy nestlings visible and moving in nest. Adult perched on edge of nest, 2nd adult perched 300
feet away. - HWinfrey
06/26/2012 - 2 fledglings perched 50 feet from nest. Adult perched 300 feet to the east. Nest closed. - HWinfrey

Yes

Grading

120

100

45

45

Nest did not reach active stage

4/4/2012

5/3/2012 04/04/2012 - The on-site biomonitor observed a pair of Northern Mockingbirds making numerous trips with
nesting material to a laurel sumac about 45 feet from the work area. The pair made trips throughout the day while
construction was occurring. - VEurs
04/12/2012 - Nest is an approximately 60% complete basket of twigs and has yet to receive lining. - RRadd
04/20/2012 - Nest appears complete and lined, but contains no eggs. NOMO on site. - RRadd
04/27/2012 - NOMO alarming and scolding at 40 feet; did not approach closer. - RRadd
05/03/2012 - Nest is unimproved and falling apart. - RRadd
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
HOFI House Finch

Nest ID
040412_vers_02

ID
CP64-2 PS

Type
Pad Areas-Stringing Area Chaparrals

Habitat

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
Grading

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
50

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
Nest Outcome
30
30
Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

Date Nest
Found
4/4/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
4/15/2012 04/04/2012 - During a sweep of the work area, the on-site biomonitor discovered a nearly complete nest in a
laurel sumac. It appears to be a Lesser Goldfinch nest, but during subsequent observations, both LEGO and House
Finches were seen carrying material to the nest. At this point, it is unclear which species is settling in the nest. VEurs
04/06/2012 - Originally, the nest was thought to belong to a LEGO; however, a HOFI occupies this nest now. LThoreson
04/12/2012 - HOFI attending nest containing 3 eggs. - RRadd
04/20/2012 - Nest contains 3 eggs, but HOFI not observed at nest. - RRadd
04/27/2012 - HOFI appears to depart off this nest which still contains 3 eggs, but possibly just a visitor. No return
observed. - RRadd
05/03/2012 - No HOFI observed. Nest was apparently abandoned during egg-laying. - RRadd

Fledged
No

HOFI

House Finch

040512_hwey_02 Helix CY

Construction Yards

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other

50

100

30

30

Presumed Fledged

4/5/2012

5/4/2012 04/05/2012 - Nest is complete, contains 3 eggs. - HWinfrey
04/14/2012 - Nest contains 4 eggs. - RRadd
04/21/2012 - Nest contains 2 eggs and 2 hatched young. - RRadd
04/26/2012 - 3 nestlings and 2 unhatched eggs. - RRadd
05/02/2012 - Nestlings are large and feathered and should fledge in a few days. - RRadd
05/09/2012 - Nest is empty, save for 2 unhatched eggs, indicating successful fledge. - RRadd

Yes

HOFI

House Finch

040512_hwey_03 Helix CY

Construction Yards

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other

30

100

30

30

Presumed Fledged

4/5/2012

5/4/2012 04/05/2012 - Complete nest with 5 eggs. - HWinfrey
04/14/2012 - Nest contains 5 eggs. - RRadd
04/21/2012 - Nest contains unfeathered young approximately 2 days old. - RRadd
04/26/2012 - Nest contains at least 4 nestlings. - RRadd
05/02/2012 - Nestlings are large and feathered and should fledge in a few days. - RRadd
05/09/2012 - Nest is empty and appears to have successfully fledged. HOFI remain active and may re-nest. RRadd

Yes

BUSH

Bushtit

040512_jdus_01

EP99-2-E

Road Area

Chaparrals

Traffic

40

100

50

50

Indeterminate

4/5/2012

4/12/2012 04/05/2012 - Bushtit pair made multiple trips to nest with material. Nest is 70% constructed. - JDicus
04/12/2012 - Completed Bushtit nest has been depredated, as evidenced by at least 2 holes poked into the nest,
in the neck of the nest, and a large hole in the chamber. Interior of chamber is lined with fine grass, but there is no
sign of eggs, eggshells, or adults in nest or in the surrounding area. Nesting chronology indicates that eggs may
have been present at the time of the depredation event, but it is inconclusive, therefore the outcome is
Indeterminate. - PKonrad

N/A

BUSH

Bushtit

040512_jdus_02

EP99-2-E

Road Area

Chaparrals

Traffic

3

100

50

50

Nest did not reach active stage

4/5/2012

4/20/2012 04/05/2012 - Pair brings material to 25% constructed nest. - JDicus
04/12/2012 - No Bushtits heard or observed during 45 minute observation period. - PKonrad
04/20/2012 - No BUSH activity at or near nest in 30 minutes. Nesting material present in described location, but
less than 25% of a complete nest, indicating nest site was abandoned before completion or nest was built beyond
25% and then destroyed somehow. Nest closed and buffer signs removed. - MKuehn

No

BEWR

Bewick's Wren

040512_jdus_03

EP99-2-E

Road Area

Chaparrals

Traffic

28

100

50

50

Indeterminate

4/5/2012

4/27/2012 04/05/2012 - Pair observed bringing nesting material to cavity. - JDicus
04/12/2012 - No Bewick's Wrens observed or heard during 45-minute observation period. - PKonrad
04/20/2012 - No BEWR detected in area for 30 minutes. No nesting material can be seen through cavity opening.
Should be incubating now if building on 4/5, but could be egg-laying. - MKuehn
04/27/2012 - Observed nest from a concealed location 15 feet away for 30 minutes. No BEWR activity observed at
this nest today, or since it was found on 4/5, despite 3 long periods of observation. Unknown if nest construction
was ever completed or if eggs were laid. No eggshell fragments found in vicinity of cavity opening. Assuming nest
never reached active stage. Possible dummy nest site. - MKuehn

N/A

HOFI

House Finch

040512_jdus_04

Wilson CY

Construction Yards

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other

15

100

10

10

Presumed Fledged

4/5/2012

5/16/2012 04/05/2012 - Yard monitor Kelsey observed pair bringing material to nest (10% constructed) with grading work
occurring 10 feet away. - JDicus
04/10/2012 - Female was seen bringing stick nesting material very frequently, with male following close behind
her and singing when perched on wheel while female was tending to nest. Pair still came to nest while generator
was running 13 feet away. Male has pale yellow coloration. - AHill
04/17/2012 - Nest appears to be complete. Observer did not observe House Finches go to nest, but heard singing
within 100 feet. - AHill
04/18/2012 - No activity observed at nest during helicopter flights 50-100 feet of nests. Helicopter buffer was
expanded from 30 horizontal feet to 100 feet. - AHill
04/25/2012 - No HOFI observed in area, and no activity at nest. - HWinfrey
05/02/2012 - Biomonitor K. Hoyt reports seeing female fly in to nest. Unable to view nest contents. - HWinfrey
05/06/2012 - Biologist B. Pikay reported adults making frequent visits to nest. - HWinfrey
05/09/2012 - Yard monitor reports observing nestling hopping up out of nest, then back into nest. Female brings
food to nest at 1024. - HWinfrey
05/16/2012 - No activity at nest. Presumed fledged. - HWinfrey
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
BUSH Bushtit

Nest ID
040512_ltiw_01

ID
GS-NF-25

Type
Pad Areas-Work Area

Habitat
Woodlands and Forests

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
OH - tower erection

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
200

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
Nest Outcome
50
50
Indeterminate

Date Nest
Found
4/5/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
5/8/2012 04/05/2012 - A pair of Bushtits was observed carrying nesting material to a nest in a coast live oak that is about
25% complete. The pair made 6 trips to the nest in about 30 minutes of observation. A 50-foot buffer was
established. The pair continued to bring material to the nest with the avian biologist about 45 feet away, recording
data. - LTymkiw
04/13/2012 - At least one adult scolding WESJ in nest tree upon arrival of biologist. No birds visited nest for next
30 minutes. Then one BUSH brought fluffy material inside nest 3 times in 10 minutes. Never observed pair
together. Likely lining nest cup. Outside of nest appears complete. - MKuehn
04/19/2012 - Birds observed entering nest on regular basis. Nest looks complete. - VNovik
04/28/2012 - No BUSH at nest or detected in area for 30 minutes. Nest appears intact and complete. - MKuehn
05/08/2012 - Nest has been torn apart and is detached from limb, resting in a high fork below original location. No
eggshells could be found on the ground below nest and uncertain if eggs were ever laid. Bushtits observed building
on 4/19, but no activity since then. Outcome cannot be determined. - MKuehn

Fledged
N/A

CORA

Common Raven

040512_mdus_01 CP36-1

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance
Area

0

100

100

100

Removed

4/5/2012

4/10/2012 04/05/2012 - Biomonitor Lorena Bernal observed a pair of Common Ravens making 2 trips with nest material to
the northwest corner of tower CP36-1.The avian monitor later observed one adult carrying a stick to the tower
while the crew stood at the base. At this point, the nest consists of only 1-2 sticks. - MDicus
04/06/2012 - Ravens observed making 1 trip to nest with material, but nest is not noticeably more complete than
yesterday. - MDicus
04/10/2012 - The nest was removed to facilitate construction (wire stringing), per agency concurrence and
through adherence to the NBMMP. Following concurrence, and in the presence of an avian biologist, a lineman
was dropped at the top of the tower and removed the partially constructed Common Raven nest. At the time of
removal, the nest was approximately 80% constructed and contained no eggs or nestlings. An approved nesting
bird deterrent was subsequently installed in the tower in place of the removed nest. The nest area was
photographed before and after removal and following installation of the deterrent. The nest is located on a
structure required for upcoming wire pulling. A delay due to allowing the nest cycle to continue would likely
prevent SDG&E from meeting the request from CAISO to complete the project by June 1, 2012 to ensure system
reliability. Nest attempt was removed with agency approval on 4/9/2012. - MDicus

No

HOFI

House Finch

040512_mkhn_01 CP88-1

Structures

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance

0

100

100

100

Removed

4/5/2012

4/5/2012 04/05/2012 - A House Finch was observed carrying nesting material to mesh netting around base of tower.
Biomonitor K. Vittum reported birds made 2 dozen trips with material this morning. The House Finches continued
to bring material while 5 vehicles were parked 40 feet from nest and 8 project personnel stood 15 feet from
tower. These House Finches were not disturbed by human presence. SDG&E requires access to these poles
sporadically over the next few weeks to conduct QA/QC work identified in the recently completed testing. This
testing is critical to energizing the line, and this nest would have precluded access to testing areas if allowed to
progress, since nest was not a candidate for a buffer reduction. After determining that there were no eggs
present, this nest material was removed and photographed. Additional mylar tape was placed around brackets
and sagging areas of mesh netting were pulled tight in the attempt to eliminate potential future nest sites. MKuehn

No

HOFI

House Finch

040512_mkhn_02 CP49 Temp Work Area

Pad Areas-Work Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance

0

100

100

100

Removed

4/5/2012

4/5/2012 04/05/2012 - Onsite biomonitor saw HOFI visit nest while carrying nesting material. Avian biologist later observed
pair visiting nest with female carrying nest material. Nest was mostly lined and approximately 95% complete and
contained no eggs. Nest site was photographed and nest was removed, per the NBMMP, based on need for wire
on the spool for current wire stringing operations at CP49-CP55, which needed to be moved today. Work has been
occurring within 20 feet of nest and deterrents, including mylar tape and mesh netting that were in place on
outside of spools, but not in the small pocket where the nest was established. Nest was not a candidate for a
buffer reduction since the nest substrate needed to be moved. SDG&E will cover these openings after spools are
moved to new location. - MKuehn

No

HOFI

House Finch

040512_vers_01

Jacumba Valley Ranch CY Construction Yards

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance

0

100

100

100

Removed

4/5/2012

4/5/2012 04/05/2012 - On-site biomonitor P.K. Sharp observed a pair of House Finches making repeated trips with nesting
material to the front of a crane. An avian biologist came to inspect the crane and discovered a 60% complete,
unlined nest. The birds continued to visit the crane and nest as the nest was being documented. Nest was
removed prior to eggs or young being present, based on Construction's need to use equipment the following week
to install a guard structure at the EP247. Anticipated nest cycle that would have precluded the usage of the
equipment. - VEurs

No

BUSH

Bushtit

040512_vnik_01

EP82

85

100

85

85

Indeterminate

4/5/2012

4/29/2012 04/05/2012 - Pair bringing nesting material to nest. Nest appears to have suffered damage, possibly from jays;
large chunk torn out. - VNovik
04/12/2012 - Nest passively observed for 30 minutes. No activity at nest but BUSH observed foraging within 20
feet of nest. - MKuehn
04/19/2012 - Observed pair near nest. One Bushtit entered nest. - VNovik
04/29/2012 - Nest has been usurped by a mouse. After 30 minutes of passive observation with no BUSH activity at
or near nest, the nest was inspected and found to have a small hole in the bottom, on the south side. When
probed with a finger, a mouse emerged out of the top (entrance) of the nest. Unknown whether nest ever
contained eggs, and no eggshells could be found on the ground below nest. - MKuehn

N/A

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Chaparrals
Area

OH - tower erection
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
BUSH Bushtit

ID

Habitat

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
Traffic

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
10

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
Nest Outcome
50
50
Presumed Fledged

Date Nest
Found
4/6/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
4/27/2012 04/06/2012 - One adult was seen flying to adult several times, singing and calling, then quickly leaving nest. No
material was seen being carried. On one visit, a bird emerged from the nest, and the pair flew off together to
presumably forage. Nest is complete and appears weathered, implying that the birds have been at this nest for
some time. - AHill
04/13/2012 - Adult visits nest at 0708. - HWinfrey
04/21/2012 - 2 adults bringing food to nest at 0858. - HWinfrey
04/27/2012 - No activity observed from 0740 to 0820. Nest is in good condition with no sign of predation. Nest
presumed fledged. - HWinfrey

Nest ID
040612_ahll_01

EP24-1-E

Type
Road Area

SWAT CY

Construction Yards

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance

15

100

15

15

Presumed Fledged

4/6/2012

6/28/2012 04/06/2012 - Nest appears to be complete. Pair was seen flying around nest and perching within a couple of feet
and singing. - AHill
04/12/2012 - Observed 4 eggs in nest, and observed House Finches nearby singing. Did not directly observe female
going to nest. - AHill
04/17/2012 - Observed female incubating and saw her fly off nest. Nest contains 5 eggs. - AHill
04/25/2012 - Female was on nest brooding, then flew off. Avian biologist was able to check the nest and observed
2 eggs and 3 small hatchlings, probably 1-2 days old. - AHill
05/02/2012 - Observed female leave nest on own accord. Nest contains at least 2 nestlings and 1 unfertilized egg. AHill
05/05/2012 - Adult visits nest at 0815. - HWinfrey
05/08/2012 - Nest contains at least 2 nestlings, but did not observe adults enter nest over hour period. Observed
male singing 2 feet from nest frequently and female calling. Male was seen feeding female. Nestlings should
fledge anytime. - AHill
05/14/2012 - Nestlings have fledged. Pair is renesting over old nest, built fresh material over old nest. - AHill
05/23/2012 - Five eggs in nest, female incubating. - AHill
05/30/2012 - Female seen flying to nest with male and staying on nest for 20 minutes before flying off to go
presumably forage. - AHill
06/05/2012 - Female on nest at 0840. - HWinfrey
06/14/2012 - 1 nestling visible in nest at 0818. - HWinfrey
06/16/2012 - Female carries food to nest at 0750. - HWinfrey
06/18/2012 - Nestling visible in nest at 0828. - HWinfrey
06/20/2012 - 1 nestling visible in nest. HOFI pair nearby. - HWinfrey
06/28/2012 - Nest is empty, presumed fledged. - HWinfrey

Yes

160

500

150

150

Presumed Fledged

4/6/2012

Yes

15

100

15

15

Presumed Fledged

4/6/2012

7/5/2012 04/06/2012 - Eggshell fragments discovered underneath steel monopole, which fledged BANO in 2011. - BArnold
04/14/2012 - No activity observed from 0835 to 0850. However, there is a BANO feather and numerous pellets
and rodent bones at the base of the monopole, as well as significant amounts of whitewash. - VEurs
04/14/2012 - Pre-fledgling Barn Owl found dead in northwestern portion of Sycamore Substation. No indication of
cause of death. This pre-fledgling owl may have come out of the nest in the steel monopole just outside the
northwest corner of the fenced substation as a result of the very heavy winds and rain last night. - BArnold
04/23/2012 - No activity or new sign observed. - BArnold
04/29/2012 - On 28 April 2012, a fully developed and feathered juvenile Barn Owl was found in the moat for
Transformer Bank 71 with just a few downy feather remnants. This owl was laying on its side, alive but dying from
some unknown cause. There was no sign of trauma or injury. The owl was removed from the substation and
placed at the base of the nest pole, outside the fence. It died shortly thereafter. This owl died of unknown
reasons, but left the nest successfully, and is considered to represent a successful fledging event. There was no
work occurring when the dying owl was discovered early in the morning. - BArnold
05/02/2012 - Fledgling observed flying about nest monopole at 1400. Remained perched on steel peg just below
middle southeastern arm. Nest continues to successfully produce fledglings. - BArnold
05/03/2012 - Five Barn Owls observed or heard by bio-monitor during nighttime work extending until 2230.
Included 'juvenile hiss' and 'juvenile snore' vocalizations, indicating recent fledglings. Based on numbers and
observed patterns of association, it appears that at least 3 recent fledglings were present. - BArnold
05/09/2012 - Biomonitor last night heard the Barn Owl 'hissing snore' from the monopole nest arm cavity
indicative of juvenile presence. - BArnold
05/25/2012 - No activity observed, and no new sign of owls. All may have fledged. - BArnold
05/26/2012 - Observed nest last night between 2000 and 2100. A single nestling was heard begging for food, using
the juvenile 'hissing snore' vocalization while perched on the side of the monopole slightly below the nest cavity
arm, using a peg for support. This juvenile took a short, haltingly erratic flight to a nearby A-frame where it
perched briefly before returning to the nest monopole Adults observed hunting and calling over the chaparral
5/9/2012 04/06/2012 - HOFI observed flying to nest. 6 eggs in nest. - BArnold
04/14/2012 - Female quietly in nest. - VEurs
04/14/2012 - Adult left nest, 6 eggs on nest. - BArnold
04/23/2012 - At least 4 nestlings in nest, no eggs observed. - BArnold
05/03/2012 - Nest with at least 2, maybe more, large nestlings. These appear ready to fledge soon. - BArnold
05/09/2012 - Nest empty, with evidence of heavy recent usage. Large nestlings present on 3 May, which the avian
biologist believed would be fledged within several days. This nest presumably fledged, as there was no recent
work in the area and the nest was well concealed and protected from predators. - BArnold

Chaparrals

HOFI

House Finch

040612_ahll_02

BANO

Barn Owl

040612_bald_01 69kV-E

Road Area

Chaparrals

Substation - new construction

HOFI

House Finch

040612_bald_02 Sycamore Substation SSDE1

Substation

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other
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Sunrise Powerlink 2012 Nest Monitoring Log

Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
HOFI House Finch

Nest ID
ID
040612_bald_03 Sycamore Substation SSDE1

Type
Substation

Habitat
Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
Other

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
15

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
Nest Outcome
15
15
Presumed Fledged

Date Nest
Found
4/6/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
5/15/2012 04/06/2012 - Fresh material in nest. New egg on lower screen of fan below the nest, recently fell out. No eggs in
nest. - BArnold
04/14/2012 - Female seen exiting below the nest. Returned soon after, settled on nest. - VEurs
04/14/2012 - Adult left nest, 4 eggs present. - BArnold
04/23/2012 - Four eggs in nest. - BArnold
05/03/2012 - Four nestlings in nest. - BArnold
05/09/2012 - Nestlings in nest. - BArnold
05/15/2012 - Well protected nest, slightly degraded, indicative of recent fledging. - BArnold

Fledged
Yes

HOFI

House Finch

040612_bald_04 Sycamore Substation SSDE1

Substation

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Substation - new construction

10

100

10

10

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

4/6/2012

4/23/2012 04/06/2012 - Female HOFI observed on nest. Was not affected by presence of two biologists within 5 vertical feet. BArnold
04/14/2012 - Female quietly on nest, unperturbed by biologist's presence nearby. - VEurs
04/14/2012 - Adult HOFI on nest. - BArnold
04/23/2012 - Nest is no longer on ledge on side of transformer. Rather, it has fallen into the transformer 'moat'
south of the transformer. There is no sign of eggshells or feathers on the ground or anywhere in the area. Likely
predation by the pair of nesting CORA in the substation. This nest was relatively exposed, as it was not placed in a
hidden location. Rather it was in plain view on the transformer's side. Nest is now closed. - BArnold

No

HOFI

House Finch

040612_bald_05 Sycamore Substation SSDE1

Substation

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other

25

100

15

15

Presumed Fledged

4/6/2012

5/11/2012 04/06/2012 - Nest with 2 eggs. - BArnold
04/14/2012 - Female quietly on nest at 1123. - VEurs
04/14/2012 - Adult on nest, 6 eggs. - BArnold
04/23/2012 - Female flushed from nest at 2 feet. Several nestlings (maybe 5), 1 egg. - BArnold
05/03/2012 - At least 4 medium-sized nestlings in nest. Adult brought food. - BArnold
05/09/2012 - Two recent fledglings in immediate area, with adult. Observed 1 nestling fledge, quickly attended to
by adult. One nestling remains on nest. - BArnold
05/15/2012 - Last nestling no longer present, presumed fledged. - BArnold

Yes

HOFI

House Finch

040612_bald_06 Sycamore Substation SSDE1

Substation

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Substation - new construction

30

100

15

15

Nest did not reach active stage

4/6/2012

No

HOFI

House Finch

040612_bald_07 Sycamore Substation SSDE1

Substation

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Substation - new construction

15

100

15

15

Nest did not reach active stage

4/6/2012

HOFI

House Finch

040612_bald_08 Sycamore Substation SSDE1

69kv Tie Line

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Substation - new construction

15

100

15

15

Nest did not reach active stage

4/6/2012

5/25/2012 04/06/2012 - HOFI observed entering and exiting tube with nest material on 4 April. Adults continue to enter on 6
April, but with no nest material. - BArnold
04/14/2012 - Almost immediately, a pair of HOFI landed near the tube entrance. The female entered the tube
were she remained for the duration of the observation period (about 25 minutes). The male perched about 25
feet away, sang briefly, flew off and did not approach the nest for the rest of the observation period. - VEurs
04/14/2012 - Valerie Eurs observed female enter nest and remain for 20 minutes, until end of observation period. BArnold
04/23/2012 - Multiple singing males in 69kV rack superstructure, but no activity associated with this nest during
30-minute observation period. - BArnold
04/29/2012 - No activity observed during 45-minute observation period. HOFIs heard and seen in 69kV rack, but
not at nest. - BArnold
05/03/2012 - No activity observed. HOFI activity in 69kV rack, but not at this nest site. - BArnold
05/09/2012 - No activity observed during brief observation period. - BArnold
05/25/2012 - No activity observed. It is doubtful that this nest ever reached Active status. HOFI adult female was
observed bringing nest material on 04 April. Adult HOFIs were observed entering tube on 6 and 14 April, but since
then no activity was observed - BArnold
5/25/2012 04/06/2012 - HOFI entering and exiting open tube end repeatedly. Previously seen entering with nest material. BArnold
04/14/2012 - It is unclear what is occurring here. A male perched just below the entrance for several minutes
before flying off. A female emerged, sat at the entrance for a short period and then flew to the adjacent tube to
the east. A different male was perched in this tube, but they shared the space with no aggressive behavior. They
remained in the tube together for several minutes before he flew off. She remained in the entrance for another 5
minutes before flying off to the east, the same direction as the male. Neither returned before the end of the
observation period (25 minutes overall). - VEurs
04/23/2012 - Multiple singing males in 69kV rack superstructure, but no activity associated with this nest during
30-minute observation period. - BArnold
04/29/2012 - No activity observed during 45-minute observation period. HOFIs heard and observed in 69kV rack,
but not at nest. - BArnold
05/03/2012 - Adult HOFIs observed fluttering outside of tube openings. Were not observed to enter cavity. BArnold
05/09/2012 - No activity noted during brief observation period. - BArnold
05/25/2012 - No activity observed. It appears that this nest did not reach the Active stage. On 6 April, HOFIs were
observed entering the open tube ends Work was authorized to within 15 feet and occurred over a 3-day period
5/25/2012 04/06/2012 - HOFI observed repeatedly entering and exiting open tube end. Previously observed entering with
nesting material. - BArnold
04/14/2012 - A male sat at the entrance for a few minutes before being joined by a female who flew from the
tube directly west. They remained in the tube together for several minutes before he flew off. She remained in
the entrance for another 5 minutes before flying off to the east, the same direction as the male. Neither returned
before the end of the observation period (25 minutes overall). - VEurs
04/23/2012 - Multiple singing males in 69kV rack superstructure, but no activity associated with this nest during
30-minute observation period. - BArnold
04/29/2012 - No activity observed during 45-minute observation period. HOFIs heard and observed in 69kV rack,
but not at nest. - BArnold
05/03/2012 - Adult HOFIs observed fluttering outside of tube openings. Were not observed to enter cavity. BArnold
05/09/2012 - No activity noted during brief observation period. - BArnold
05/25/2012 - No HOFI observed in association with this nest. It appears that this nest did not reach the Active
stage. On 6 April, HOFIs were observed entering the open tube ends. Work was authorized to within 15 feet, and
occurred over a 3-day period HOFIs were again seen on 14 April in association with the tube ends No activity has
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Sunrise Powerlink 2012 Nest Monitoring Log

Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
HOFI House Finch

Nest ID
ID
040612_hwey_01 CP49-1-PS-E

Type
Road Area

Habitat
Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
Traffic

CORA

Common Raven

040612_hwey_02 CP52

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Area
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance

HOFI

House Finch

040612_hwey_03 CP65-1

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Area
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other

PHAI

Phainopepla

040612_hwey_04 CP65-1

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Chaparrals
Area

Grading

HOFI

House Finch

040612_jdus_01

CP75-1

HOFI

House Finch

040612_lgan_01

Alpine CY

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
65

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
Nest Outcome
30
30
Presumed Fledged

Date Nest
Found
4/6/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
5/22/2012 04/06/2012 - Female House Finch observed adding green vegetation to nest with male perched nearby. HWinfrey
04/16/2012 - Male and female flew from the nest at the start of the observation period. The female returned
within 2 minutes and settled quietly on the nest. - VEurs
04/23/2012 - Female observed on nest; left briefly when noticed my presence. - LThoreson
05/01/2012 - Female spent the majority of the observation on the nest, making 2 brief trips away. The male made
2 brief visits to the nest while the female was there, but it is unclear if he was carrying any food. No nestlings were
heard when the female returned to the nest. - VEurs
05/08/2012 - Male and female approached the nest as a pair. The male chased off a second male, and the female
settled on the nest. No indication of nestlings yet. Incubation/brooding reported on 16 April was most likely egg
laying. - VEurs
05/15/2012 - No activity observed at the nest during 30 minutes of observation. Nest appears to be in good
condition, and adult HOFI's were detected in the surrounding habitat. - VEurs
05/22/2012 - The nest appears to be in good condition, with some droppings on the outer edges. The nest does
not look predated and is presumed to have fledged. - VEurs

Fledged
Yes

0

100

50

50

Removed

4/6/2012

4/6/2012 04/06/2012 - 2 Common Ravens observed adding sticks to nest. - HWinfrey
04/06/2012 - The nest was removed to facilitate construction (wire stringing), scheduled to occur on 4/9/12, per
agency concurrence and through adherence to the NBMMP. The nest was only 25% constructed and contained no
eggs or nestlings. Mylar flash tape was previously installed on the base of the tower. Following concurrence, in the
presence of a biomonitor, a lineman climbed the tower and removed the partially constructed Common Raven
nest. The nest area was photographed as well. At the time of removal (approximately 13:00), the nest was 25%
constructed and contained no eggs or young. An approved nesting bird deterrent was subsequently installed in the
tower in place of the removed nest. A pair of Common Ravens was observed flying in the vicinity of the tower but
displayed no other behaviors. - MDicus

No

10

100

30

30

Fledged

4/6/2012

5/9/2012 04/06/2012 - Female House Finch observed carrying small twigs to nest. Nest is 5% complete. This nest is in the
same location and is likely the same pair as closed nest 032312_fhan_01. - HWinfrey
04/12/2012 - HOFI pair continue to ferry material to this location. - RRadd
04/20/2012 - HOFI lying in nest at 1215. Mate guarding. - RRadd
04/27/2012 - HOFI at nest. - RRadd
05/03/2012 - Female HOFI observed on nest. - RRadd
05/10/2012 - Nest has fledged and subsequently been dismantled by kingbirds and pulled to ground. Biomonitor
T. Dipaola observed young being fed in nest 5 May. Biomonitor C. Vettes observed young being fed away from
nest on 10 May and found nest remains on ground. - RRadd

Yes

400

100

50

50

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

4/6/2012

4/27/2012 04/06/2012 - Male and female Phainopepla adding nest material. Nest is 10% complete. - HWinfrey
04/12/2012 - Male PHAI lying in complete nest. - RRadd
04/22/2012 - Male PHAI on nest. - RRadd
04/27/2012 - Nest has fallen - presumed lost to weather. - RRadd

No

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats OH - wire stringing
Area

1

100

10

10

Nest did not reach active stage

4/6/2012

5/12/2012 04/06/2012 - Pair makes 2 trips to 100% constructed nest during 1-hour observation. - JDicus
04/15/2012 - HOFI pair visiting and defending this nest, but not observed incubating at 1331. - RRadd
04/24/2012 - Female visits nest repeatedly under watchful company of male at 1738. - RRadd
05/05/2012 - Pair briefly visited the nest before the crew climbed the tower. They did not return while the crew
was in the tower. - LTymkiw
05/07/2012 - Pair briefly visited the nest before the crew climbed the tower. They did not return while the crew
was in the tower. - LTymkiw
05/08/2012 - No activity observed. Nest appears complete, although some nesting material is on ground beneath
nest. - FHoffman
05/09/2012 - Nest has no activity. Perhaps pair moved to one of other locations. - FHoffman
05/12/2012 - Avian monitoring for VCI wire crew and observations were made prior to work conducted. Nest has
been damaged, and only a portion remains. No House finches were observed at nest. - GHuffman

No

Construction Yards

0

100

100

100

Removed

4/6/2012

4/6/2012 04/06/2012 - A House Finch pair was seen building a nest in the underside of the right front corner of a parked
flatbed trailer in the Upper Alpine Yard despite vehicles driving by within 15 feet. The finches nested in the trailer,
even though mylar flash tape had been tied in several locations, including within 1 foot on either side of the nest,
and continuous Project activities had occurred within the yard. The Alpine Yard monitor observed the female
House Finch making 3 trips to the nest with nesting material at 9:30 am, and the avian biologist observed the
House Finch visiting the nest at 11:30 am. Construction personnel required use of the flatbed trailer before the
estimated completion of the nest cycle. Additionally, the idle equipment would be subject to additional nesting
attempts further delaying use of the trailer. Nest was removed following the NBMMP. The nest was approximately
60% complete with no eggs or young present. - LGorman

No

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
HOFI House Finch

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
OH - wire stringing

Nest ID
040612_lgan_02

ID
Suncrest Substation SSDE4

Type
Substation

Habitat
Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Grading

LEGO

Lesser Goldfinch

040612_lton_01

CP65-1-PS-N

Road Area

HOFI

House Finch

040612_lton_02

CP64-2 PS

Pad Areas-Stringing Area Chaparrals

CALT

California Towhee

040612_lton_03

CP64-2 PS

CORA

Common Raven

BEWR

Bewick's Wren

HOFI

House Finch

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
40

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
Nest Outcome
12
12
Presumed Fledged

Date Nest
Found
4/6/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
5/18/2012 04/06/2012 - The Suncrest Substation monitor observed a House Finch pair bringing nest material in two trips
between 10:00 and 11:00. The pair was observed perched on the 500 kV Disconnect, just above the nest, by the
avian biologist while logging the nest at 14:20. A small amount of nest material was visible when viewing from the
south. - LGorman
04/13/2012 - No activity observed at nest. HOFI pair perched 50 feet away from nest. - HWinfrey
04/21/2012 - Female on nest with male perched nearby at 0807. Biologist A. Farmer reports passive observations
of female on nest throughout the past week. - HWinfrey
04/27/2012 - No activity observed at nest. On-site monitor A. Farmer reports seeing pair make only two brief visits
to nest over past week without bringing additional nest material. - HWinfrey
05/05/2012 - Female was on nest at 1025. - HWinfrey
05/16/2012 - Male and female observed perching directly above nest. - HWinfrey
05/18/2012 - No activity observed 1008 to 1038. Nest intact, and numerous feces were present on the rim,
suggesting successful fledging. Nest closed, presumed fledged. - HWinfrey

Fledged
Yes

16

100

30

30

Presumed Fledged

4/6/2012

4/26/2012 04/06/2012 - Female did not leave the nest while the GPS location was being recorded. Female does not seem
affected by the constant noise of equipment grading 50 feet away. - LThoreson
04/12/2012 - LEGO female on nest did not flush during observation. - RRadd
04/20/2012 - LEGO female on nest. - RRadd
04/27/2012 - Nest is empty 1 day after severe weather. LEGO activity on territory continues, but not seen at this
nest. - RRadd
05/03/2012 - No further activity at this nest, and recent fledglings were being fed nearby. Observation timeline
and recent fledglings being fed nearby suggest this nest likely fledged. - RRadd

Yes

Grading

100

100

30

30

Presumed Fledged

4/6/2012

4/20/2012 04/06/2012 - Female did not leave the nest while the GPS location was being recorded. Female does not seem
affected by constant noise of equipment grading 100 feet away. - LThoreson
04/12/2012 - Nest contains at least 3 unfeathered nestlings. - RRadd
04/20/2012 - Nest is intact and empty with numerous feces about the rim, suggesting successful fledge. - RRadd

Yes

Pad Areas-Stringing Area Chaparrals

Grading

200

100

50

50

Presumed Fledged

4/6/2012

4/20/2012 04/06/2012 - There are 3 eggs and 1 very new nestling. - LThoreson
04/12/2012 - Adult CALT carrying food to nest at 1116. - RRadd
04/20/2012 - Nest contains 1 unhatched egg. Remainder of brood is presumed fledged. - RRadd

Yes

040612_mdus_03 CP39

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Chaparrals
Area

BMP installation/maintenance

0

100

100

100

Removed

4/6/2012

4/9/2012 04/06/2012 - A pair of Common Ravens was observed making several trips with sticks to a nest located
approximately 100 feet above ground in structure CP39. The nest is approximately 20% complete. - MDicus
04/09/2012 - The nest was removed in the presence of an avian biologist to facilitate construction (wire stringing),
per agency concurrence and through adherence to the NBMMP. Deterrents present on the site included mylar
flash tape tied to the base of the tower. Following concurrence, a lineman climbed to the top of the tower and
removed the almost fully constructed Common Raven nest. The nest was photographed prior to removal, and it
was checked for eggs or nestlings. At the time of removal (approximately 13:30), the nest was over 90%
constructed but contained no eggs or nestlings. An approved nesting bird deterrent was subsequently installed in
the tower in place of the removed nest. A pair of Common Ravens was observed flying around the tower and
vocalizing for approximately 10 minutes prior to leaving the area. - MDicus

No

040612_mkhn_01 EP65-1

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Chaparrals
Area

OH - foundations

30

100

30

30

Presumed Fledged

4/6/2012

5/5/2012 04/06/2012 - Adult Bewick's Wrens observed carrying food in area and flying to rock pile. Female entered cavity
with food and remained for 10 minutes. Male then entered with food, and begging calls were barely audible to
biologist from 30 feet. Brooding by female and relatively low begging amplitude indicate nestlings are fairly early
in development (likely 1-6 days of age). - MKuehn
04/16/2012 - After 10 minutes of observation, a Bewick's Wren was observed exiting the nesting cavity. SJohnston
04/17/2012 - Observed Bewick's Wren making 2 trips with food to cavity within 30 minutes. - SJohnston
04/23/2012 - Observed Bewick's Wren carrying food item into cavity. - SJohnston
05/02/2012 - Observed BEWR bringing food into nesting cavity. Begging calls from the cavity were heard as the
BEWR called from outside the cavity. - SJohnston
05/08/2012 - No activity was observed for over on hour on 5/5 and during a follow up visit on 5/8. Presumed
fledged based off nesting chronology and behavior during previous nest monitoring visits. - SJohnston

Yes

Construction Yards

BMP installation/maintenance

0

100

100

100

Removed

4/6/2012

4/6/2012 04/06/2012 - Monitor reported seeing House Finch carrying nesting material to nest. Nest appears 40% complete.
No affinity was observed at the nest while under observation by the avian biologist. Due to access to water lines
within 4 feet of the nest on a daily basis being necessary to ensure the water tank was not compromised, the nest
was not a candidate for a buffer reduction. Access to these lines later in the nesting stage would have likely
resulted in repeated flushing of the incubating female, making the nest vulnerable to failure. Based on need to
access specific areas of the truck, the nest was removed following NBMMP stipulations at 1530. Deterrents
present on the truck included mylar flash tape and plastic covering cavities. No eggs or young were present, and
the nest was photographed. - VNovik

No

040612_vnik_01

Bartlett / Hauser Creek
CY

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
BUSH Bushtit

Nest ID
ID
040712_ghan_01 CP55/CP56-1 PS

Type
Pad Areas-Stringing Area Chaparrals

Habitat

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
OH - wire stringing

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
100

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
Nest Outcome
50
50
Nest did not reach active stage

Date Nest
Found
4/7/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
4/13/2012 04/07/2012 - G. Huffman observed Bushtits carrying material numerous times from Nest ID 022312_phrd_03, and
constructing in a whitethorn chaparral (Ceanothus leucodermis) 8 feet above ground in dense vegetation between
CP55 pull site and tower. Nest appears to be 50% complete. Pair that constructed nest is likely to be the same
from the nest they are gathering from. View nest ID mentioned above for specific details concerning previously
closed nest observations. - KAlberts
04/13/2012 - Nest appears substantially complete, though a little ragged at the bottom. No BUSH detected while
helicopter work in progress overhead - RRadd
04/23/2012 - No activity observed during 15-minute observation. - RRadd
04/30/2012 - While small troupe of BUSH foraging in vicinity of nest, 2 approach and briefly inspect nest,
subsequently return to foraging and do not revisit during remainder of 30-minute observation. - RRadd
05/07/2012 - BUSH pair removing material and carrying it to the east. - RRadd

Fledged
No

PHAI

Phainopepla

040712_jdus_01

EP249-1

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Desert Scrub and Dune Habitats
Area

BMP installation/maintenance

400

100

100

100

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

4/7/2012

4/20/2012 04/07/2012 - Female incubating during initial observation, then nest exchange and male incubates 2 eggs in nest. JDicus
04/13/2012 - Female incubating; male territorial, perching nearby and calling softly. - PKonrad
04/20/2012 - No Phainopeplas observed in area; nest empty but in good shape with intact bowl - closed. PKonrad

No

HOFI

House Finch

040712_jdus_02

EP249-1

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Desert Scrub and Dune Habitats
Area

BMP installation/maintenance

320

100

50

50

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

4/7/2012

4/20/2012 04/07/2012 - Female incubating 4 eggs in nest. - JDicus
04/13/2012 - Female brooding newly hatched nestlings. - PKonrad
04/20/2012 - No House Finches in area and small nest is empty; no sign of nestlings. Nest does not have usual
droppings on rim of nest left by nestlings - closed. - PKonrad

No

CATH

California Thrasher

040712_jpki_01

EP32-1

Pad Areas-Work Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Other

500

100

100

100

Presumed Fledged

4/7/2012

4/14/2012 04/07/2012 - Adult singing and displaying agitation in vicinity of nest shrub after which nest was discovered. At
least 2 fully feathered (about 1.5 week old) young present in nest. Young should be expected to fledge in no more
than 2 weeks. - JPawlicki
04/14/2012 - Nest is empty and in good condition. No evidence of predation. Green leaf litter in nest indicates
nest was vacated before recent storm. Nest presumed fledged. - HWinfrey

Yes

HOFI

House Finch

040712_ltiw_01

GS-BLM-2

Pad Areas-Work Area

Desert Scrub and Dune Habitats

Traffic

3

100

30

30

Presumed Fledged

4/7/2012

4/27/2012 04/07/2012 - Female House Finch was observed entering a clump of dead mistletoe. About 20 minutes later, the
male flew over, and the pair began calling back and forth. The female then left the nest, flew to the male and was
fed by him. The brood patch was visible. She then flew back and entered the nest again. - LTymkiw
04/13/2012 - Female House Finch incubating on nest built within mistletoe. - PKonrad
04/20/2012 - No adult at the nest initially, but a female House Wren soon came to nest and left again, presumably
to feed small nestlings. - PKonrad
04/27/2012 - No activity observed at nest during 20 minute observation period, but male House Finch was singing
nearby periodically. When nest was checked at close quarters, the nest was vacant but in good used condition;
that observation, when combined with the nest history, suggests the nestlings successfully fledged in the past
couple days - closed. - PKonrad

Yes

CATH

California Thrasher

040712_ltiw_02

GS-BLM-2

Pad Areas-Work Area

Desert Scrub and Dune Habitats

OH - wire stringing

120

100

100

100

Presumed Fledged

4/7/2012

5/3/2012 04/07/2012 - Adult California Thrasher did not flush as it was standing on the nest. - LTymkiw
04/13/2012 - California Thrasher incubating tight on nest. - PKonrad
04/20/2012 - Unattended nest with 3 medium-sized brown downy nestlings was covered by brooding adult while
avian biologist checked nest from 3 feet away. Second California Thrasher called and performed distraction
displays 15 feet northeast. - PKonrad
04/27/2012 - Nest has 3 medium-sized brown nestlings with small wing feathers erupted; adults tried to distract
away from nest by calling and perching prominently or running on ground, and flying low in open. - PKonrad
05/03/2012 - Nest empty with well-shaped compacted bowl intact; nestlings were expected to fledge within a day
or 2 of today and it is assumed they fledged successfully. No fledglings or adults were observed or heard in area closed. - PKonrad

Yes

CALT

California Towhee

040712_ltiw_03

GS-BLM-2

Pad Areas-Work Area

Desert Scrub and Dune Habitats

BMP installation/maintenance

50

100

100

100

Presumed Fledged

4/7/2012

5/3/2012 04/07/2012 - Nice bowl-shaped grass nest of brome grass with 1 light-blue egg with dark brown spots. - LTymkiw
04/13/2012 - No towhees observed or heard; no nest found after 2 extensive searches of a dozen apricot shrubs in
the immediate area, concentrating on those nearest GPS location. - PKonrad
04/20/2012 - California Towhees territorial at nest with 3 pale-blue eggs. - PKonrad
04/27/2012 - Nest has 3 small brown downy nestlings, with territorial California Towhees nearby. - PKonrad
05/03/2012 - Nest is empty and in excellent shape with a compacted and slightly expanded grass bowl; the
nestlings appear to have fledged very recently. No fledglings or adults observed in the area - closed. - PKonrad

Yes

WESJ

Western Scrub-Jay

040712_lton_01

EP78-A-E

Road Area

Chaparrals

Traffic

8

100

100

100

Indeterminate

4/7/2012

5/4/2012 04/07/2012 - Nest appears 90% complete. Bio-monitor observed WESJ carrying nesting material to the nest and
perching in shrubs within the vicinity. Joe Henry (avian biologist) talked to monitor, saw nest, and staked buffer. LThoreson
04/13/2012 - Nest appears lined and complete, but contains no eggs. No WESJ detected in immediate area. MKuehn
04/20/2012 - No WESJ observed in area. Nest empty and appears the same as on previous visit. - MKuehn
04/28/2012 - Nest appears complete and no different from previous visit. Contains no eggs, and no WESJ detected
in area. - MKuehn
05/04/2012 - No activity observed at this nest since found on 4/7. Unknown whether nest ever contained eggs
since found. - MKuehn

N/A
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
HOFI House Finch

Nest ID
040712_mdus_01 Helix CY

WREN Wrentit

BEWR

Bewick's Wren

BUSH

Bushtit

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
Nest Outcome
30
30
Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

Date Nest
Found
4/7/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
4/21/2012 04/07/2012 - Yard monitor found female on nest during routine yard sweeps. - MDicus
04/14/2012 - Nest contains 4 eggs. - RRadd
04/21/2012 - Nest has been exposed to weather, is empty and deteriorating. - RRadd

Type
Construction Yards

Habitat
Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

040712_mkhn_01 CP88-1

Pad Areas-Work Area

Chaparrals

OH - wire stringing

60

100

60

60

Nest did not reach active stage

4/7/2012

4/29/2012 04/07/2012 - Adults observed carrying nesting material to nest twice. Male sang 3 times 2 feet from nest after
depositing material, with biologist crouched 10 feet away. Nest rim is mostly formed, but lining has not yet begun.
- MKuehn
04/16/2012 - Nest remains unlined with poorly defined cup. - RRadd
04/23/2012 - Funnel spider web covering nest, which remains unlined. No activity observed. - HWinfrey
04/29/2012 - Nest remains unimproved with spider web covering nest undisturbed since last visit. It appears that
this nesting attempt has been abandoned. Nest closed. - HWinfrey

No

040712_mkhn_02 CP88-1

Pad Areas-Maintenance Chaparrals
Area

OH - wire stringing

20

100

20

20

Presumed Fledged

4/7/2012

4/21/2012 04/07/2012 - 2 adults entered cavity carrying food with biologist observing from 10 feet away. One entered and
remained 3 minutes before the second entered with food. One adult then left immediately, carrying a fecal sac.
No begging could be heard from cavity during feeding visits, indicating they may be very young. - MKuehn
04/16/2012 - BEWR carries food to nest at 1225 then departs. - RRadd
04/21/2012 - No activity observed at nest from 1115 to 1145. Nest examined closely and found to be empty with
no sign of predation. Nest presumed fledged. - HWinfrey

Yes

150

100

50

50

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

4/7/2012

4/20/2012 04/07/2012 - During a general bird survey, the biologist saw a Bushtit land in a shrub 2 feet away, carrying downy
material. Upon examining the juniper, a nearly-complete nest was discovered. Both adults subsequently brought
more downy material that they added to the nest. The nest is just to the north of the path to the wire-pull staging
area. - VEurs
04/13/2012 - Nest appears complete, but no Bushtits observed or heard. - PKonrad
04/20/2012 - Hole torn open at bottom of nest chamber; no eggs, eggshells, nestlings, or adults observed at nest
or in area. Nest has been predated - closed. - PKonrad

No

90

100

30

30

Presumed Fledged

4/9/2012

6/2/2012 04/09/2012 - House Wren observed vigorously chasing other HOWR away from area near cavity. HOWR entered
nest cavity at 0715 and remained inside for 10 minutes of observation. - HWinfrey
04/15/2012 - HOWR observed entering nest at 0815. - HWinfrey
04/22/2012 - Male brings food to female outside nest. Female enters cavity and remains inside. Male perches and
sings outside nest entrance. - HWinfrey
04/28/2012 - House Wren entering nest at 0936, did not appear to be carrying food. - HWinfrey
05/04/2012 - No activity observed at nest. Male HOWR singing within 10 feet of cavity entrance. - HWinfrey
05/11/2012 - HOWR entering nest cavity with food at 0651. - HWinfrey
05/18/2012 - HOWR flies to nest with food at 1210. - HWinfrey
05/21/2012 - Pair of HOWR bring food to nest at 0839. - HWinfrey
05/23/2012 - Adult HOWR bringing food to nest. - HWinfrey
05/25/2012 - Adult HOWR observed carrying food into nest cavity. - HWinfrey
05/28/2012 - HOWR carrying food into nest cavity at 1135. - HWinfrey
05/30/2012 - HOWR carries food into nest at 0705. - HWinfrey
06/02/2012 - No activity observed at nest cavity entrance during 30 minutes of observation. HOWRs heard calling
in tree nearby, presumably feeding fledglings. - HWinfrey

Yes

040712_vers_01

GS-BLM-2

ID

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
Other

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
50

Pad Areas-Work Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic

Fledged
No

HOWR House Wren

040912_hwey_01 EP35-1

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Riparian Forests and Woodlands
Area

OH - tower erection

BUSH

Bushtit

040912_hwey_02 EP32-1-E

Road Area

Riparian Forests and Woodlands

Traffic

5

100

100

100

Presumed Fledged

4/9/2012

5/15/2012 04/09/2012 - Nest appears complete. 2 Bushtits initially flushed from nest when discovered. 1 Bushtit returned,
entered nest, and remained inside while buffer was staked. - HWinfrey
04/15/2012 - BUSH at nest at 0920. - HWinfrey
04/22/2012 - Adult enters nest with food at 0822 and departs shortly after. - HWinfrey
04/28/2012 - Adult brings food to nest at 0820. - HWinfrey
04/30/2012 - Adult brings food to nest at 0808. - HWinfrey
05/02/2012 - Adult leaves nest at 0658. - HWinfrey
05/05/2012 - No activity observed from 0631 to 0701. Adult flushed from nest upon approach at 0702. HWinfrey
05/07/2012 - Adult visiting nest at 0637. - HWinfrey
05/09/2012 - Adult visits nest at 0635. - HWinfrey
05/11/2012 - Adult visits nest at 0832. - HWinfrey
05/14/2012 - No activity observed at nest, but heard BUSH in vicinity. - AHill
05/15/2012 - No activity observed, nest remains in good condition. Presumed fledged. - HWinfrey

Yes

LEGO

Lesser Goldfinch

040912_hwey_03 Alpine CY

Construction Yards

Chaparrals

Traffic

50

100

30

30

Presumed Fledged

4/9/2012

4/30/2012 04/09/2012 - Male feeding female at nest when first detected. Both departed upon approach, but female
returned to nest and was observed incubating while buffer stakes were installed. - HWinfrey
04/16/2012 - Female on nest at 1309. - HWinfrey
04/23/2012 - No activity at nest and no LEGOs detected in area. COHA perched 50 feet from nest. - HWinfrey
04/30/2012 - No activity at nest from 1030 to 1045. Nest examined and found to be empty. Nest is in good
condition with no indication of predation. Nest closed, presumed fledged. - HWinfrey

Yes
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
RCSP Rufous-crowned Sparrow

Nest ID
040912_jdus_01

ID
CP56-1-PS-E

Type
Road Area

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
Habitat
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
20

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
Nest Outcome
100
100
Presumed Fledged

HOFI

House Finch

040912_jpki_01

SWAT CY

Construction Yards

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance

0

100

100

100

HOFI

House Finch

040912_lgan_01

CP96-1

Structures

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other

5

100

30

30

CORA

Common Raven

040912_mdus_01 CP53-1

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance
Area

0

100

100

WESJ

Western Scrub-Jay

040912_pkad_01 EP50-E

Road Area

Chaparrals

Traffic

30

100

HOWR House Wren

040912_vnik_01

EP78-E

Road Area

Riparian Forests and Woodlands

Grading

30

MODO Mourning Dove

040912_vnik_02

EP77-E

Road Area

Riparian Forests and Woodlands

BMP installation/maintenance

15

Date Nest
Found
4/9/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
4/30/2012 04/09/2012 - While driving in access road, 3 white eggs were found within nest, small grass cup nest (100%
constructed). The eggs in the nest were visible from driver's seat. While watching from a distance of 50 feet, a
Rufous-crowned Sparrow was seen lying on the nest incubating. - JDicus
04/18/2012 - Observed by avian monitor, Garrett Huffman. Female seen leaving nest, and eggs remain present. JDicus
04/24/2012 - 2 small orange gapes of recently hatched nestlings visible protruding above rim of nest. Observation
made from vehicle while driving in. - JDicus
04/30/2012 - Nest is clean and empty and presumed fledged. - RRadd

Fledged
Yes

Removed

4/9/2012

4/9/2012 04/09/2012 - Yard monitor observed pair in/around grout machine, after which an approximately 90% complete
nest was found, with no eggs or young present. Nest was apparently built over the course of 4/7 to 4/8. Since the
grout machine is required for project construction that day, deterrents were present (including location within an
active CY), and the nest contained no eggs or young, this nest was photographed and then removed, per NBMMP
stipulations. - JPawlicki

No

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

4/9/2012

4/9/2012 04/09/2012 - The House Finch nest was being checked to determine what stage it was in by 2 personnel in a
manlift, under the supervision of an avian biologist. The manlift approached the nest from the north and the nest
was inspected from the man lift; 1 egg was discovered in the nest. The House Finch pair was not scared away from
the nest area and did not act disturbed by the manlift inspection process. In fact, the House Finch pair perched on
the manlift as it was being raised towards the nest. The pair perched on the tower arm, adjacent to the nest, as
the nest was being examined. After the manlift was lowered back to the ground, the House Finch pair continued
to visit the nest. This nest was processed for removal, but since an egg was present, it was left intact. - LGorman
04/16/2012 - Biomonitor on site reports finding eggshell fragments under nest. Plastic substrate appears torn. No
HOFI activity near nest. Nest closed, failure due to natural causes. - HWinfrey

No

100

Removed

4/9/2012

4/9/2012 04/09/2012 - Biomonitor Morgan McCarthy observed a pair of Common Ravens carrying sticks to structure CP531. The pair made 12 trips to the nest with material. The nest is 5-10% constructed. - MDicus
04/09/2012 - The nest was removed to facilitate construction (wire stringing), per agency concurrence and
through adherence to the NBMMP. Deterrents present consisted of mylar flash tape on the base of the tower.
Following concurrence, a lineman was dropped at the top of the tower and removed the partially constructed
Common Raven nest. The nest area was photographed as well. At the time of removal (approximately 09:30), the
nest was 5-10% constructed and contained no eggs or nestlings. An approved nesting bird deterrent was
subsequently installed in the tower in place of the removed nest. A pair of Common Ravens was observed flying in
the vicinity of the tower but displayed no other behaviors. - MDicus

No

100

100

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

4/9/2012

4/17/2012 04/09/2012 - Nest used earlier by California Thrashers now has 1 light-turquoise egg with brown speckling that
looks like a Western Scrub-jay egg considering the size and color. Appears a jay has laid an egg in the nest,
although no improvements have been made to the former thrasher nest. - PKonrad
04/17/2012 - Nest empty with some minute leaves in bowl. No birds observed in area associated with nest. No
eggshells in area beneath or near nest; appears egg(s) taken by predator. - PKonrad

No

100

30

30

Indeterminate

4/9/2012

5/16/2012 04/09/2012 - Observed female carry material to nest on multiple trips. - VNovik
04/12/2012 - In 20 minutes of passive observation from 35 feet away, no birds visited cavity. Male House Wren
singing in area, but female not detected. - MKuehn
04/20/2012 - Female collected fine dead grasses from ground 20 feet from nest and carried into cavity. - MKuehn
04/23/2012 - Grading of both east and west pull sites occurred directly adjacent to nest buffer. House Wren pair
observed vocalizing throughout the day near nest and were observed continually bringing nest material during all
grading work activities, including dozer activities on border of nest buffer. - RQuilley
04/27/2012 - At 1400, adult entered cavity with small twig and left immediately. - MKuehn
05/04/2012 - Female not detected in 30 minutes of passive observation, though male sang constantly from nest
tree and occasionally from near cavity. - MKuehn
05/10/2012 - Female not detected in 30 minutes of passive observation, though male sang constantly from nest
tree but did not visit cavity. - MKuehn
05/16/2012 - No activity at cavity for 30 minutes and no HOWR detected in area. No birds have been seen
entering or leaving cavity since 4/27, despite three visits 30 minutes in duration. Unknown if eggs were ever laid or
if this was a dummy nest site. - MKuehn

N/A

100

30

30

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

4/9/2012

4/27/2012 04/09/2012 - Observed female on nest, appeared to be incubating. Male nearby. When returning to area several
times later in the day, bird was not on nest. - VNovik
04/12/2012 - Adult incubating. - MKuehn
04/20/2012 - No adult on or near nest in two checks about 1 hour apart. Cannot see nest contents. Warm weather
may reduce need for incubating. - MKuehn
04/26/2012 - No activity observed. - RQuilley
04/27/2012 - No activity at nest for 20 minutes, and no bird on nest when checked earlier in the day. Nest has
been unoccupied since 4/12, on three visits, and is assumed to be empty. No eggshells found on ground below
nest. Cause of failure is unknown. - MKuehn

No
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
WESJ Western Scrub-Jay

Nest ID
040912_vnik_03

ID
EP78/EP78A PS

Type
Habitat
Pad Areas-Stringing Area Woodlands and Forests

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
OH - wire stringing

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
50

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
Nest Outcome
50
50
Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

HOFI

House Finch

041012_ahll_01

Wilson CY

Construction Yards

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other

50

100

15

15

HOFI

House Finch

041012_ahll_02

Wilson CY

Construction Yards

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other

0

100

100

100

CORA

Common Raven

041012_bald_01 Sycamore Substation SSDE1

Substation

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Substation - new construction

20

100

100

HOFI

House Finch

041012_hwey_01 EP39-1-N-A

Road Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic

20

100

30
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Date Nest
Found
4/9/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
5/4/2012 04/09/2012 - Bird observed incubating on nest. - VNovik
04/12/2012 - Adult incubating. Avian biologist V. Novik changed signs for buffer from 100 to 50 feet. - MKuehn
04/20/2012 - After no activity at nest for 20 minutes, contents were checked using a handheld mirror. An adult
WESJ scolded from 40 feet away. Nest is empty, and no eggshell fragments found in nest or on ground. Nest and
lining appear to be in good condition. Adult observed on nest in previous visits, but nest contents were never
checked. Thus, no evidence that eggs were laid yet, and adult may not have been incubating during previous visits.
Follow up visit should occur in next few days to monitor activity while grading is not taking place close by. MKuehn
04/23/2012 - Grading of both east and west pull sites occurred directly adjacent to nest buffer. Occasional scrub
jays were seen passing through the area, and one was observed perched within 20 feet of the nest; however, no
jays were confirmed entering the nest or seen displaying any nesting behavior. - RQuilley
04/27/2012 - At approximately 1400, adult WESJ in area but not near nest and did not scold when biologist
checked contents. Nest remains in good condition but empty. - MKuehn
05/04/2012 - Again, adult WESJ observed in area but not near nest and did not scold when biologist checked
contents. Nest remains in good condition but empty for the 4th straight week. Nest closed due to inactivity. Nest
contents never observed when active, and unknown whether it contained eggs or nestlings. No evidence that
young fledged as parents were never observed carrying food and no fledglings have been observed in area Nest
5/18/2012 04/10/2012 - Female was seen bringing nesting material to nest while avian biologist was inspecting wheel well 2
feet away. Male has red coloration. Nest appears to be 40% complete. - AHill
04/17/2012 - Nest appears to be complete. Did not observe House Finches go to nest, but heard singing within 100
feet. - AHill
04/18/2012 - No activity observed at nest during helicopter flights 50-100 feet of nests. Helicopter buffer was
expanded from 30 horizontal feet to 100 feet. - AHill
04/25/2012 - No activity at nest, and no HOFI in area. - HWinfrey
05/02/2012 - Female on nest, incubating 4 eggs. - HWinfrey
05/06/2012 - Biologist B. Pikay reported adults making frequent trips to nest. - HWinfrey
05/09/2012 - Female and male visiting nest at 1031. - HWinfrey
05/16/2012 - Fully feathered nestling visible in nest. - HWinfrey
05/18/2012 - Nest empty, presumed fledged. - HWinfrey

Fledged
No

Presumed Fledged

4/10/2012

Nest with eggs or young failed for
unknown causes

4/10/2012

4/10/2012 04/10/2012 - While searching for active HOFI nest (041012_ahll_01) in a water stand tank, a second nest with 5
dead nestlings was found in the same piece of equipment. Based on feather plumage development, nestlings
appear to have been 7-8 days old when they died. It appears that the nestlings died at some point in the last
couple of days. Early stages of decomposition and lack of scavengers (such as flies, ants, or beetles) support this
timeline. Condition of the nestlings and presence of a full clutch (5) indicate that the clutch likely failed due to
exposure or starvation, rather than predation. Possible causes of failure may include: the adult bird(s) were
predated themselves, leaving these nestlings with no parental care; the nest was undetected prior to the tank
being moved from JVR CY to Wilson CY (on April 7th), resulting in the nestlings being left unattended by the adult
pair; or the adult bird(s) abandoned the nest for unknown reasons. - AHill

No

20

Presumed Fledged

4/10/2012

Yes

30

Indeterminate

4/10/2012

6/22/2012 04/10/2012 - Common Ravens placing lining in nest, it appears that they are going to remain with this nest. BArnold
04/14/2012 - Adult at and around nest. - BArnold
04/20/2012 - Adult CORA on nest, apparently incubating. According to bio-monitor, adult has been staying on nest
for about a week. - BArnold
04/23/2012 - Adult observed on nest. - BArnold
04/25/2012 - The CORA left the nest periodically during the work activities, but returned after relatively short
periods. After work was concluded, the CORA returned to incubating/brooding as before. - BArnold
04/26/2012 - CORA incubating on nest. Second CORA harassing Red-tailed Hawk at southwest corner of
substation, driving RTHA well to the northwest and away from the nest. - BArnold
04/28/2012 - Adult observed on nest. Displayed no reaction to any work activities. - BArnold
04/29/2012 - Adult CORA observed on nest, unaffected by new substation construction activities. - BArnold
05/02/2012 - Adult on nest. - BArnold
05/03/2012 - Adult on nest. Both adults on/at nest after dark last night. - BArnold
05/09/2012 - Adult on nest. - BArnold
05/15/2012 - Adult CORA on nest. - BArnold
05/25/2012 - Nest appears empty. It is likely that the fledglings have been staying in the corners of the shelf, out
of sight. Based on the chronology, this nest likely fledged. - BArnold
05/26/2012 - Nestling observed in nest, in corner of A-frame shelf, viewed from different angle allowed detection.
- BArnold
06/01/2012 - Nestlings observed in nest with attending adults. - BArnold
06/07/2012 - Two large, fully feathered nestlings observed in nest. - BArnold
06/16/2012 - Ravens spending time around substation. - BArnold
06/22/2012 - Nest empty, no further activity. The large nestlings present the past few weeks have fledged and left
the nest Adults seen perching on other structures within the substation BArnold
4/17/2012 04/10/2012 - Female leaves nest at 0650, returns a few minutes later. Male singing nearby. - HWinfrey
04/17/2012 - Nest is no longer present and no birds were observed in the immediate area. Unclear whether nest
failed due to recent inclement weather, predation, or removal by non-Sunrise substation maintenance personnel,
as nest was on a door handle and would have necessitated removal by anyone requiring access through that door.
Nest may or may not have had eggs at the time of failure, therefore the outcome is indeterminate. Nest closed. HWinfrey

AR070678

10/15/2012

Yes

N/A

Additional Documentation Attachment to Comment 2-F1
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Sunrise Powerlink 2012 Nest Monitoring Log

Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
AMKE American Kestrel

Nest ID
041012_jdus_01

CP11-1

ID

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
Type
Habitat
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
Pad Areas-Maintenance Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Grading
Area

CORA

Common Raven

041012_jpki_01

EP193-2

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance
Area

OTHE

Other

041012_jpki_02

EP112A-1

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Chaparrals
Area

CAKI

Cassin's Kingbird

041012_kats_01

CP83

HOFI

House Finch

HOFI

House Finch

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
250

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
500

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
Nest Outcome
150
150
Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

Date Nest
Found
4/10/2012

0

100

100

100

Removed

4/10/2012

100

100

100

100

Nest did not reach active stage

4/10/2012

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance
Area

0

100

50

50

Removed

4/10/2012

041012_mdus_01 Sycamore CY

Construction Yards

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other

0

100

30

30

Removed

041012_mdus_02 Sycamore CY

Construction Yards

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance

0

100

30

30

Removed

OH - foundations

99 of 214

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
5/31/2012 04/10/2012 - Biomonitors L. Bernal and T. Gunter observed AMKE pair copulating on structure, male bringing food
items to female. Pair defends nest site against European Starlings. Both AMKE individuals have been seen entering
the nest cavity, but only the last few days, despite biomonitors being present monitoring work for a month.
Presume nesting stage to be nest building due to the pair only recently using the nest cavity. - JDicus
04/16/2012 - Onsite biomonitors B. Parker and T. Gunter reported the male on a nearby wire in the morning, but
no sign of the female. During nest monitor's afternoon visit, the male was perched on the nest monopole, and the
female was still not in evidence - VEurs
04/24/2012 - At the start of the observation, the male was perched a wire near the nest cavity, eating a lizard. He
moved to a different perch, flew out of sight, and returned to perch on a rung just below the nest cavity. He was
still holding the lizard and he exchanged vocalizations with the female, who was in the cavity. She exited from the
bottom of the arm bracket. The pair perched on a nearby wire, where the female gave begging calls. The male
gave her the lizard remains and then flew out of sight. The female found a new perch, consumed the lizard and
reentered the nest cavity. Biomonitor T. Gunter reported similar activity on 20 April 2012. - VEurs
05/01/2012 - The pair flew in from the east, calling to each other, and landed on the transmission wire east of the
monopole. The male flew off again, and the female fluffed her feathers, revealing her brood patch. - VEurs
05/08/2012 - During nearly 2 hours of observation, the male was seen on 1 occasion. He approached the pole and
landed on the wire adjacent to the nest cavity. He was carrying a lizard and vocalizing. Due to the angle of
observation, it was unclear whether he passed the food to the female or simply left area. Neither kestrel was
detected during another hour-long observation. - VEurs
05/15/2012 - Observation period lasted from 0800 to 0930 During that time the pair spent much of the time
4/10/2012 04/10/2012 - Monitor reported pair of ravens building nest early in the morning. About 8 sticks were present at
0900. Since wire stringing was currently underway in this area, the need for removal was immediate. The request
for removal was put forth for agency review and concurrence, agreed with, and removal procedures occurred. No
eggs or young were present. The removal procedure was conducted according to the NBMMP. Deterrents present
included mylar tape tied to the base of the tower, and wire pull work occurring the previous day. Additional
deterrents are slated for installation in the coming days. - JPawlicki
04/13/2012 - No twigs/nest present. Gusts of wind may have blown twigs/nest out of tower. - LThoreson

Fledged
No

No

4/16/2012 04/10/2012 - Site biological monitor arrived in early morning and initially detected a Red-tailed Hawk perched and
calling from top of tower after which it flew off and perched on rock outcrop about 1000 feet to south. Monitor
then observed large sticks present in southern bridge of tower and whitewash on ground underneath tower.
Further monitoring of site for a total of 3.5 hours between late morning and afternoon did not note any activity at
nest location. A pair of adult Red-tailed Hawks were observed soaring within 600 feet of nest on one occasion and
later in the distance, although no other activity was observed. However, the species that is utilizing this nest is not
yet identified. - JPawlicki
04/11/2012 - Observed nest location for 2 hours. No activity observed at nest. No raven or raptors observed in the
area for the duration of observation. Nest incomplete with approximately 10 sticks loosely piled in south side of
tower bridge. - TCooper
04/12/2012 - The start of the stick nest in EP112-A was monitored for 4 hours from 0730 to 1130 hours. No birds
landed on the tower during the 4 hours of observation time. Potential birds in the area that could have started the
nest included a pair of Red-tailed Hawks and a pair of Common Ravens. The Red-tailed Hawks were seen perched
in the tower to the east (EP113-5). The female flew off the tower and landed in a short shrub on the other side of
La Posta Road. The male flew over to the female and copulated for a few seconds. Both birds flew off to the south
4/11/2012 04/10/2012 - CAKI was seen bringing nesting material to the inner corner of CP83 where the south and east sides
meet, and placing it at the nest site approximately 90 feet above the ground. The nest itself was not visible,
indicating it is in the early stages of building. - KAlberts
04/11/2012 - No kingbirds observed during 30 minutes on site. Tower was climbed by a lineman and nest was
located in the southeast corner of leg D, photographed, and confirmed to be in the early stages (5% complete)
with no eggs or young present. Deterrents present included BMP maintenance work occurring during the initial
nest building observation. Nest was removed according to the NBMMP, based on need to conduct repair work on
tower with regular helicopter traffic. Nest was not a candidate for a buffer justification. - IMaunsell

No

4/10/2012

4/10/2012 04/10/2012 - Biomonitor Rebecca Johnson discovered a House Finch nest while conducting a sweep of the storage
area in Sycamore Yard. The nest is approximately 95-100% constructed. Mylar tape was present on the reel in
addition to being located in an active construction yard. The nest was removed in accordance with Attachment C
of the NBMMP. Nest was not a candidate for buffer justification and the reels are scheduled for use in the
upcoming wire pull, necessitating removal. There were no eggs or young in the nest. - MDicus

No

4/10/2012

4/10/2012 04/10/2012 - Biomonitor Rebecca Johnson observed a female House Finch carrying nest material into a fold of
paper wrapped around a conductor wire reel. The nest is approximately 50% constructed. The nest was removed
in accordance with Attachment C of the NBMMP. Mylar tape had been installed on the reel, and the reels are
scheduled for use in the upcoming wire pull. Nest was not a candidate for a reduction to allow this work to
proceed. Additionally, this nest is located in an active construction yard. There were no eggs or young in the nest. MDicus

No

AR070679

10/15/2012

No
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Sunrise Powerlink 2012 Nest Monitoring Log

Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
CORA Common Raven

BUSH

Bushtit

HOWR House Wren

Nest ID
041012_mdus_03 CP53-1

ID

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
Type
Habitat
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
Pad Areas-Structure Pad Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance
Area

041012_mkhn_01 EP77-E

Road Area

Riparian Forests and Woodlands

Traffic

041012_mkhn_02 EP78-E

Road Area

Riparian Forests and Woodlands

Grading

BUSH

Bushtit

041012_sjon_01

EP57-2

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Chaparrals
Area

OH - foundations

BUSH

Bushtit

041012_vers_01

EP79-E

Road Area

Chaparrals

Traffic

041012_vers_02

EP78A-E

Road Area

Chaparrals

Grading

ACWO Acorn Woodpecker

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
0

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
100
100
Removed

Nest Outcome

Date Nest
Found
4/10/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
4/10/2012 04/10/2012 - Biomonitor Brian Payne observed a pair of Common Ravens making 10 trips to the tower carrying
sticks to the lowest bridge. This is likely the pair building a nest in the tower yesterday. - MDicus
04/10/2012 - The nest was removed to facilitate construction (wire stringing), per agency concurrence and
through adherence to the NBMMP. Following concurrence, and in the presence of an avian biologist, a lineman
was dropped at the top of the tower and removed the partially constructed Common Raven nest. The nest area
was photographed as well. At the time of removal, the nest was approximately 5% constructed and contained no
eggs or nestlings. An approved nesting bird deterrent was subsequently installed in the tower in place of the
removed nest. The nest is located on a structure involved in the current wire pull. A delay due to allowing the nest
cycle to continue would likely prevent SDG&E from meeting the request from CAISO to complete the project by
June 1, 2012 to ensure system reliability. Nest attempt was removed with agency approval on 4/10/2012. MDicus

Fledged
No

15

100

50

50

Nest did not reach active stage

4/10/2012

5/4/2012 04/10/2012 - Adults to nest 5+ times with nesting material. They have just begun building (<5% complete). MKuehn
04/12/2012 - Adults visited nest and added nesting material. Nest still <10% complete. - MKuehn
04/20/2012 - BUSH present within 20 feet of nest several times in 30 minutes of passive observation, but were
never seen carrying nesting material and did not visit nest. New material has been added since last check and nest
is now about 40% complete. - MKuehn
04/26/2012 - Required SWPPP cleanup of oil leak occurred within bird buffer approximately 15 feet from nest for
less than 10 minutes on 4/23/2012. No Bushtit activity was observed, and there were no observations indicating
that SWPPP work disturbed the nest. - RQuilley
04/27/2012 - Nest building is progressing slowly, but new material has been added since last visit. One adult
visited nest with material. Nest is 35% complete. - MKuehn
05/04/2012 - Much of nest is missing. BUOR and BUSH both observed collecting nesting material from nest and
carrying to different coast live oak trees more than 100 feet from any work areas. This nest likely never made it to
egg laying stage. It was only 35% complete on 4/27, and progress had been slow. - MKuehn

No

165

100

30

30

Nest did not reach active stage

4/10/2012

4/27/2012 04/10/2012 - Adult observed carrying small twigs into cavity several times. - MKuehn
04/12/2012 - No House Wrens detected in 20 minutes of passive observation from 30 feet. Oak Titmouse entered
cavity without nesting material and vacated after 2 minutes. - MKuehn
04/20/2012 - No activity at cavity in 30 minutes of passive observation, though male HOWR present and singing
within 20-40 feet from nest. Possible satellite/dummy nest. - MKuehn
04/27/2012 - No activity at cavity for 20 minutes. This nest site appears to be inactive since first found on 4/10,
despite three visits of ample duration. Possible dummy nest. Nest closed and buffer signs removed. - MKuehn

No

30

100

50

50

Indeterminate

4/10/2012

4/24/2012 04/10/2012 - Observed nest building at 15 feet away. Nest approximately 80% complete. - SJohnston
04/17/2012 - Bushtit nest appears complete and in good condition. No activity observed during a 30 minute
observation period. - SJohnston
04/24/2012 - P. Konrad reports that unknown if this nest contained eggs or young. Inspection of nest showed no
signs of eggs shells or nestling remains. Nest has ripped open from the bottom portion of the nest consistent with
depredation. - KAlberts

N/A

2

100

75

75

Indeterminate

4/10/2012

5/4/2012 04/10/2012 - Biologists discovered the nest while walking down the access road EP79-E. 2 biologists watched for
bird activity from about 25 feet for about an hour. In that time, a pair of Bushtits came to the nest tree twice. The
first time, 1 had nesting material. However, movements of 1 biologist seemed to deter the pair from visiting the
nest, and they both continued in the direction they had been going, still carrying the nesting material. The second
time the pair landed in the nest tree, but flew off without ever visiting the nest. - VEurs
04/13/2012 - No BUSH seen at nest in 30 minutes of passive observation from 30 feet, but BUSH pair detected
foraging within 40 feet of nest. Nest appears to be complete and in good condition. - MKuehn
04/21/2012 - No BUSH seen at nest in 30 minutes of passive observation from 30 feet. Nest still appears to be
complete and in good condition. Possibly egg laying. - MKuehn
04/28/2012 - No BUSH seen at nest in 30 minutes of passive observation from 30 feet. Nest still appears to be
complete and in good condition, and no bird emerged when nest was approached for inspection. - MKuehn
05/04/2012 - Most of nest is gone from tree and cannot be found below. No activity observed at this nest since
found, so no indication whether eggs were ever laid. - MKuehn

N/A

130

100

50

50

Nest did not reach active stage

4/10/2012

5/4/2012 04/10/2012 - A small group (2-3 at a time) of ACWO's landed on the pole at various times throughout the survey.
A woodpecker would excavate in the hole for brief periods before flying off. They were tolerant of 2-3 people near
the pole at a time, but when the surveying crew was present as well as the avian biologist, the birds did not
approach the pole. Once the surveying crew left, ACWO's returned to the pole for brief periods and excavated a
bit more. Helicopter flights fairly close to pole. - VEurs
04/13/2012 - No ACWO detected at pole or in area in 60 minutes of passive observation. Biomonitor R. Quilley
reported ACWO did not visit pole with cavity for 2 hours on 4/12 when work approved was occurring inside buffer,
though adults were seen on pole when crews arrived (M. Kuehn). - MKuehn
04/21/2012 - Nest passively observed from 150 feet for 30 minutes. Pole was frequently visited by up to 3 ACWO,
but none visited or excavated cavity. - MKuehn
04/28/2012 - No ACWO detected at pole or in area for 45 minutes. - MKuehn
05/04/2012 - No activity observed at pole in 1 hour today. ACWO have not been observed actively excavating
cavity since initial observation, though they are occasionally seen at pole caching acorns. It appears this nest site
has been abandoned for unknown reasons. - MKuehn

No
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
SOSP Song Sparrow

Nest ID
ID
041112_rqey_02 CP88-1-N-A

Type
Road Area

Habitat
Riparian Forests and Woodlands

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
BMP installation/maintenance

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
3

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
Nest Outcome
50
50
Nest did not reach active stage

Date Nest
Found
4/11/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
4/26/2012 04/11/2012 - Pair of Song Sparrows was observed carrying nesting material to nest site multiple times within 20
minute observation period. Pair unaffected by drive through traffic and avian biologists within 20 feet of nest.
Nest was not directly observed and nest building stage of completion is unknown. 50-foot buffer with drivethrough access allowed. - RQuilley
04/18/2012 - Nest appears 90% complete, just lacking lining. SOSP singing nearby, but no activity at nest. HWinfrey
04/26/2012 - Nest is full of dead leaves and detritus and has not been improved in past two weeks. Nesting
attempt appears to have been abandoned. Nest closed. - HWinfrey

Fledged
No

HOFI

House Finch

041212_ahll_01

SWAT CY

Construction Yards

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other

10

100

10

10

Presumed Fledged

4/12/2012

5/30/2012 04/12/2012 - The female was seen bringing nesting material to the nest several times while the avian biologist was
10 feet away from the nest. The male was seen flying with the female and perching nearby and singing while she
was on the nest. The birds are still building their platform; nest appears to be 20% complete. - AHill
04/17/2012 - Observed female on nest, she flew away when biologist was 2 feet from nest. Was unable to
positively determine if an egg was present or not, female flew back to nest 1minute later. She is probably egg
laying or about to start. - AHill
04/25/2012 - Observed female on nest for a prolonged period of time. She is probably incubating, but was unable
to check contents of nest. - AHill
05/02/2012 - Observed female on nest incubating. - AHill
05/05/2012 - Female observed on nest at 0818. - HWinfrey
05/08/2012 - Nest contains at least 2 newly hatched nestlings and 1 egg. Did not observe female on nest or nearby
within 15 minute period. - AHill
05/17/2012 - Fresh fecal sacs present on nest, heard nestlings begging. - AHill
05/23/2012 - No activity observed, and was unable to check nest to verify fledging. - AHill
05/30/2012 - Observed female on nest. Her first nest has fledged, she is most likely re-nesting. A new nest ID was
created for the re-nest. - AHill

Yes

HOFI

House Finch

041212_ahll_02

SWAT CY

Construction Yards

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic

10

100

30

30

Nest did not reach active stage

4/12/2012

4/16/2012 04/12/2012 - Observed female bringing nesting material to cavity a few times while a parked vehicle was 8 feet
away, but no personnel were within 30 feet of nest. Nest appears to be 5% complete. In the past several days, a
pair of House Finches have been checking out the bulldozer cavities actively and bringing single pieces of material
to various places in the dozer, but have not consistently placed material in one location until now. - AHill
04/16/2012 - No new nesting material has been added to this location since the day after the nest was logged, and
no birds have been seen coming to the bulldozer within the observational period. Birds most likely abandoned
nest for unknown reasons and started building in a nearby location. - AHill

No

HOFI

House Finch

041212_ahll_03

SWAT CY

Construction Yards

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance

0

100

100

100

Removed

4/12/2012

4/12/2012 04/12/2012 - Nest was found by biological monitor in the morning, and the pair started building on 4-11-12 (after
1030) when crane was parked for the day. Nest appeared to be 25% complete, with no eggs or young present.
Deterrent streamers were hung around the crane in addition to the equipment being used the previous day.
Removal of nest was required based on the impact to material logistics operations supporting construction, cost
impacts relative to alternative options, and the potential for more nests at the idle piece of equipment during the
anticipated nest cycle. The nest was photographed and documented by an avian biologist as having no eggs or
young and removed per the NBMMP. - AHill

No

HOFI

House Finch

041212_ahll_04

SWAT CY

Construction Yards

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance

0

100

100

100

Removed

4/12/2012

4/12/2012 04/12/2012 - Pair was seen actively bringing nest material to nest several times, nest appeared to be 65%
complete. No deterrents installed on crane however the equipment is located in an active construction yard with
tower assembly and regular helicopter flights. Removal of nest was required based on potential impacts to
material logistics operations supporting construction such as tower assembly, cost impacts relative to alternative
options, and potential for more nests at the idle piece of equipment during the anticipated nest cycle. Nest was
not a candidate for a buffer reduction allowing for use of the crane. No eggs or young were present and nest was
removed per the NBMMP, - AHill

No

CAGN

California Gnatcatcher

041212_dbby_01 CP24-1-E

Road Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance

141

300

140

140

Presumed Fledged

4/12/2012

5/1/2012 04/12/2012 - Female incubating 4 eggs. ESA signage installed along access road at 300 feet, specifying "No Project
Access until an NBJ is submitted". Future project related activity may come within141 ft. as vehicles pass by on
nearest access road to north. - DBusby
04/17/2012 - 4 nestlings in nest approximately 4 days old. Estimated fledge date is between April 22 and 28. DBusby
04/24/2012 - Coastal California Gnatcatcher pair with active nest (041212_dbby_01) near Structure CP24 was
observed feeding nestlings that are approximately 11 days old. The male and female adult pair was observed
repeatedly visiting the nest with food. Based on the apparent age of the nestlings, their estimated fledge date will
likely occur between April 25 and 28, 2012. - DBusby
05/01/2012 - Coastal California Gnatcatcher pair was not re-detected near Structure CP24 as the previously
detected, active nest (041212_dbby_01), is now empty and closed. The nestlings are presumed to have fledged a
few days ago because the closed nest is empty and intact, exhibiting no signs of depredation or predation. The
estimated fledge date was between April 25 and 28, 2012. However, the surveyor will reattempt to locate and
confirm the number of fledglings during subsequent surveys. Because the nest is now empty, there are no work
restrictions along the access road to the north of the closed nest. - DBusby
05/08/2012 - Nest is closed. Family group w/ 2 adults / 2 juveniles confirmed in distance down slope / east of
CP22. - DBusby
05/15/2012 - Nest is closed. Adult pair observed without fledglings. Male appeared to be courting and attempting
copulation with female. Heard distant calls of juveniles to east. Adult pair still down slope/ east of CP22. - DBusby
05/25/2012 - Adult pair observed foraging together One juvenile detected with pair but other juveniles may now

Yes
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
HOFI House Finch

Nest ID
ID
041212_ghan_01 CP49 Temp work Area

Type
Pad Areas-Work Area

Habitat
Grasslands and Meadows

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
BMP installation/maintenance

BUSH

Bushtit

041212_hwey_01 EP10-2

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Chaparrals
Area

OH - foundations

BUSH

Bushtit

041212_hwey_02 EP2-3

Pad Areas-TSAP

Chaparrals

OH - tower erection

CAGN

California Gnatcatcher

041212_imll_01

San Luis Rey Substation

Substation

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Substation - maintenance

BUSH

Bushtit

041212_jdus_01

CP31-2-E

Road Area

Chaparrals

OH - wire stringing

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
0

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
100
100
Removed

Nest Outcome

Date Nest
Found
4/12/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
4/12/2012 04/12/2012 - Biomonitor Brian Payne observed a pair of House Finches making trips under the paper covering the
conductor line on wire spool. Observed nest on spool and appeared to be 20% complete. The nest was removed in
accordance with Attachment C of the NBMMP. Nest deterrents are present in form of netting and mylar tape, and
the reels are scheduled for use in the upcoming wire pull. The nest was not a candidate for a buffer reduction
allowing for use of the spool, therefore removal was required. Nest was approximately 20% complete. No eggs or
young present. - GHuffman

Fledged
No

40

100

50

30

Presumed Fledged

4/12/2012

4/18/2012 04/12/2012 - 2 adults bringing food to nest. - HWinfrey
04/14/2012 - No activity observed during half hour visit. - HWinfrey
04/16/2012 - Adult makes trips to nest with food at 0804 and 0806. - HWinfrey
04/18/2012 - No activity observed from 0750 to 0820. Nest examined and found to contain no nestlings and 1 nonviable unhatched egg. Nest presumed fledged. - HWinfrey

Yes

170

100

70

70

Fledged

4/12/2012

4/24/2012 04/12/2012 - 2 adults bringing food to the nest at 1145. - HWinfrey
04/16/2012 - Adult brings food to nest while helicopter is hovering 300 feet away. - HWinfrey
04/18/2012 - Observed pair bringing food to nestlings. Skycrane installed tower middle section and created
significant rotor wash at nest, jostling the nest about roughly for entire duration of skycrane activity (5 minutes
approximately). The spotter helicopter was flying near the nest too, creating mild rotor wash on the nest. The
avian biologist called Sunrise Base, and they presumably informed the pilot to not fly to the northwest of the site
as they did fly near this area again. Nest still active with nestlings being fed. - AHill
04/20/2012 - Adult enters nest with food at 1033. - HWinfrey
04/24/2012 - Nest material was found on ground and nest appeared to be disheveled and askew. Heard fledgling
begging in tree, and nest has apparently fledged. Observed adults in nest tree actively foraging and copulating
several times. Pair will most likely renest nearby. - AHill

Yes

850

300

300

300

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

4/12/2012

No

65

100

50

50

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

4/12/2012

5/16/2012 04/12/2012 - Previously unpaired male was observed briefly foraging with a female at approximately 0840. The
male was later observed making approximately 5 trips with nesting material to a small, scrubby, brownish
California sagebrush. The nest location is relatively low (no more than 2 feet above ground). Between trips to the
nest by the male, the nest was viewed with binoculars from approximately 20 feet away and determined to be
approximately 60% complete with well formed cup and nest walls. The top of the nest is not yet rounded toward
the center of the cup, and the female was not observed lining the nest during 20 minutes of observation. IMaunsell
04/18/2012 - Pair observed foraging together in vicinity of nest, but did not add material. Nest contents were
checked while pair foraged from a distance. 1 egg observed. - MDicus
04/25/2012 - An adult female California Gnatcatcher was observed incubating 4 eggs. The male parent was
observed foraging in Artemisia californica nearby. - LGorman
05/02/2012 - During approximately 1.25 hours of observation, both adults were observed foraging in the vicinity
of the nest, periodically vocalizing with one another. The male repeatedly returned to the nest, briefly lying in it,
appearing to adjust something with his bill, lying in it again, and leaving to forage. There was a 40-45 minute
period in which neither adult approached the nest. The male only stayed on the nest for a few seconds each visit,
and the female was not observed on the nest at all, although she briefly perched nearby. - MDicus
05/09/2012 - During 50 minutes of observation the adult male made brief 3 trips to the nest while the female
4/27/2012 04/12/2012 - Pair visits complete (100% constructed) nest with decorative material which is added to outside of
nest, female enters nest not to exit for 15 minutes. - JDicus
04/19/2012 - An adult exited the nest soon after the start of observation and the pair foraged in the nearby oak
and across the access road during the late-afternoon observation period. - VEurs
04/27/2012 - Nest was monitored to evaluate status of nest per the NBMMP, and was found to be sodden and
dripping with rain water during light morning drizzle. Nest was stretched out and significantly elongated and
threadbare at neck of nest on initial morning observation, apparently about to break free from its upper
attachment point to host tree. No Bushtits at nest on initial observation. Avian biologist followed pair to host tree
15 minutes later to find the nest to have fallen 5 feet to a point 10 feet above ground level where it is now lodged
in thin lower branches of the oak tree on its side with nest entrance facing downward. Pair did not visit nest,
though they moved actively around the nest's former attachment point to host tree. Nest failed due to natural
causes (storm damage). - JDicus
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
HOWR House Wren

Nest ID
041212_jdus_02

CP31-2-E

ID

Type
Road Area

Habitat
Chaparrals

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
Traffic

BEWR

Bewick's Wren

041212_jdus_03

CP32-2

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Chaparrals
Area

OH - wire stringing

CATH

California Thrasher

041212_lgan_01

EP177-N

Road Area

Traffic

CORA

Common Raven

041212_mdus_01 CP52

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance
Area

MODO Mourning Dove

041212_mkhn_01 EP78-E

Road Area

BUSH

041212_mkhn_02 EP83 PS

Pad Areas-Stringing Area Chaparrals

Bushtit

Chaparrals

Riparian Forests and Woodlands

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
50

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
50
50
Fledged

105

100

50

50

8

100

100

0

100

Grading

160

OH - wire stringing

150

Nest Outcome

Date Nest
Found
4/12/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
Fledged
6/8/2012 04/12/2012 - Pair in area singing, adult delivers material to cavity, remains inside for 60 seconds, exits and quickly
Yes
brings more material. - JDicus
04/19/2012 - The male was perched nearby singing as the female peered out of the nest cavity. She flew out,
joined the male and both disappeared from view. The biologist did not see them return to the cavity before it was
necessary to stop the observation due to time constraints. No behavior pointing to a specific nesting activity was
observed, but the pair is still utilizing the cavity. - VEurs
04/27/2012 - Pair in area of nest. Male very vocal during morning hours while female makes periodic trips to nest
entrance and enters nest without visible material or food items several times to remain inside cavity for brief
periods of 5 to 60 seconds. Traffic along access road does not appear to affect the wrens' natural activities at the
nest during 45 minute observation period. Avian biologist returned to check nest later in the morning for
additional 20 minutes. Female enters, remains in nest cavity for 9 minutes. Nest stage may have progressed to egg
laying. - JDicus
05/04/2012 - Male was perched near cavity and singing at the start of observations. He then made a quick visit
into the nest cavity, before flying off out of sight. He eventually returned and perched at various locations around
the nest, singing. After 30 minutes, the female peered out of the cavity and ultimately flew off, most likely to
forage. The biologist left about 8 minutes later and she had not yet returned. - VEurs
05/11/2012 - Within 10 minutes of the start of observations, the male flew to an oak tree and then to the snag
containing the nest cavity. He entered the cavity and exited within 30 seconds. The biologist was unable to
determine if he carried food into the cavity. He then spent the remainder of the observation period perched in
front of the cavity, singing. It is presumed the female was incubating inside the cavity. - VEurs
05/18/2012 - Shortly after the biologist arrived an adult wren (most likely the female) exited the nest cavity An
5/19/2012 04/12/2012 - Pair makes 8 trips to nest cavity with material in 30 minute period. Both adults deliver materials to
No
nest, actively building. - JDicus
04/20/2012 - Both wrens were in the toyon above the nest cavity at the start of observations. The female had a
dried leaf in her bill that she apparently added to the nest. She then flew up the slope and disappeared from view.
The male spent most of his time moving about to various perches, singing and preening. - VEurs
04/28/2012 - No activity observed with 45 minute observation. - GHuffman
05/05/2012 - A male Bewick's Wren was singing in a shrub about 40 feet from the nest cavity as a second wren,
presumably the female, moved through the shrubs immediately adjacent to the cavity. She was not carrying
nesting material or food when she disappeared from view near the cavity. She was not seen for the rest of the
observation period, another 30 minutes, and it is presumed she was in the cavity incubating/brooding. The male
continued to move about the area, singing. - VEurs
05/12/2012 - After 45 minutes of observation, no wrens were detected near the nest cavity. A male wren was
occasionally heard singing within 100 feet of the cavity. - VEurs
05/19/2012 - A woodrat has built a large midden at the base of the toyon near the nest cavity. When the biologist
approached the area of the cavity to see if there was evidence of current use, a rattlesnake began shaking its tail.
In light of these new occupants near the nest cavity and the lack of Bewick's Wren activity around the cavity it
5/2/2012 04/12/2012 - The nest contained 2 newly-hatched nestlings and 1 medium-blue egg with small brown spots. A pair
Yes
of California Thrashers was seen near the nest running back and forth across access road. F. Hoffman reports that
adult is easily flushed and cannot be seen outside buffer. - LGorman
04/18/2012 - No California Thrashers were observed or heard in area. No nest found after extensive search, but
will check back soon. - PKonrad
04/25/2012 - Nest in good shape with 2 large downy nestlings with pin feathers erupting on wings; 1 adult nearby. PKonrad
05/02/2012 - No nestlings remain in the nest; the nestlings were expected to fledge near this date. No fledglings
or adult California Thrashers were observed in the area, and the nest remains in good shape with a compacted
interior nest bowl. Appears nestlings have fledged successfully - closed. - PKonrad

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

4/12/2012

100

Presumed Fledged

4/12/2012

100

100

Removed

4/12/2012

4/12/2012 04/12/2012 - Avian-approved biomonitor Trisha Dipaola observed a pair of Common Ravens building a nest in
structure CP52. Wire stringing activities have been ongoing at this tower since Monday, 4/09. This nest location is
below the first nest discovered on 4/06/12 in the same tower. Since construction is ongoing, and required to
complete the wire pull, per agency concurrence and following NBMMP stipulations, the nest was photographed
and removed in the presence of biologists, and a nest deterrent was installed in its place. The nest was 25%
constructed at the time of removal, and contained no eggs or young. - MDicus

No

100

30

30

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

4/12/2012

4/20/2012 04/12/2012 - Adult flew from nest when biologist was directly under it, and returned 10 minutes later with
biologist standing 25 feet away to begin incubating again. At least 1 egg visible through edge of nest from ground. MKuehn
04/20/2012 - No adults observed at or near nest. Contents checked with handheld mirror. Nest is empty and no
eggs or shell fragments found in nest or on ground below. Appears to have been depredated. Nest closed and all
signs removed from buffer. - MKuehn

No

100

50

50

Nest did not reach active stage

4/12/2012

5/6/2012 04/12/2012 - Adults observed carrying nesting material to nest. Nest is approximately 30% complete. - MKuehn
04/19/2012 - Observed nest for 45 minutes with no activity. Nest does not look complete. Lots of jay activity in
area. Bushtits heard in vicinity, though never seen near nest. - VNovik
04/29/2012 - No activity observed and very little progress has been made on this nest since found on 4/22. Nest
site possibly abandoned. - MKuehn
05/06/2012 - No progress has been made on this nest, and no birds detected at or near it since found on 4/12.
Apparently abandoned before construction complete. - MKuehn

No
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
BLPH Black Phoebe

Nest ID
041212_rrdd_01

ID
El Monte CY

Type
Construction Yards

Habitat
Riparian Forests and Woodlands

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
Traffic

Grasslands and Meadows

BMP installation/maintenance

LASP

Lark Sparrow

041212_rrdd_02

CP65-1-PS-N

Road Area

PHAI

Phainopepla

041212_rrdd_03

CP65-1

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Chaparrals
Area

BUSH

Bushtit

041212_rrdd_04

CP64-2 PS-E

Road Area

BUSH

Bushtit

041212_vers_01

CP48-2/CP49-1 PS-E

041212_vers_02

041312_ahll_01

CANW Canyon Wren

HOFI

House Finch

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
60

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
Nest Outcome
50
50
Nest did not reach active stage

70

100

100

100

Other

230

100

70

Riparian Forests and Woodlands

Traffic

45

100

Road Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic

70

CP43-1

Pad Areas-TSAP

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats OH - wire stringing

SWAT CY

Construction Yards

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance

Date Nest
Found
4/12/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
5/2/2012 04/12/2012 - BLPH pair building nest; making multiple trips to culvert at AR and ferrying mud to nest which is
approximately 15% complete. - RRadd
04/25/2012 - Nest is unimproved, and no BLPH detected. Mud source has dried up. Monitor once more as rain is
expected tonight. - RRadd
05/02/2012 - No BLPH in vicinity. Nest has not been improved and appears abandoned. - RRadd

Fledged
No

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

4/12/2012

4/26/2012 04/12/2012 - Nest appears complete and ready to receive an egg. - RRadd
04/20/2012 - LASP attending nest that contains 3 eggs. - RRadd
04/27/2012 - Nest remains empty 1 day after severe weather. LASP activity on territory continues. - RRadd
05/03/2012 - Nest is un-maintained, empty and aging. - RRadd

No

70

Nest did not reach active stage

4/12/2012

4/30/2012 04/12/2012 - PHAI pair visiting nest that appears 90% complete and receiving lining at 1216. - RRadd
04/20/2012 - Nest is lined but empty. - RRadd
04/27/2012 - PHAI pair installing lining, agitated by observer on footpath at 1420. - RRadd
05/03/2012 - Nest is empty. Possibly abandoned, but will monitor once more to be certain. - RRadd
05/10/2012 - Nest appears abandoned, and no birds associating. - RRadd
05/16/2012 - No increase in activity, apparently same nest as 042712_lgan_07. - RRadd

No

43

43

Nest did not reach active stage

4/12/2012

4/25/2012 04/12/2012 - BUSH pair ferry material to nest which appears outwardly complete. - RRadd
04/20/2012 - Nest appears full and complete. Female BUSH nearby did not go to nest between 1400-1430. RRadd
04/25/2012 - Nest has fallen as substrate has shifted. - RRadd

No

100

65

65

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

4/12/2012

5/7/2012 04/12/2012 - BUSH pair coming and going to nest on numerous occasions without carrying food or nesting
material. On one occasion, an adult brought material to the nest. An adult would remain in the nest for 5-10
minutes at a time before leaving without carrying anything. The nest looks nearly complete. - VEurs
04/21/2012 - The male was observed making numerous visits to the nest. He carried insects into the nest and
would then exit almost immediately. No sounds of nestlings were heard within the nest. - VEurs
04/28/2012 - Both adults entered the nest, with at least 1 carrying food. 1 adult quickly exited, while the other
remained inside. The foraging adult made numerous trips in quick succession to the nest carrying food. Nestlings
could be heard vocalizing when the adult arrived with food. - VEurs
05/07/2012 - Upon first examining the nest in the morning, the biologist noted that it appeared damaged. Sky was
visible through the neck of the nest, and after examining the nest from multiple angles, it appears to have been
predated. This nest containing young failed due to natural causes. - VEurs

No

25

100

50

50

Indeterminate

4/12/2012

N/A

0

100

30

30

Removed

4/13/2012

5/11/2012 04/12/2012 - The observation period began at approximately 1600 and ended about 1730. At first, CANW was
only heard singing upslope from the previously-documented nest cavity. After 35-45 minutes, visual confirmation
was made when wren was spotted near the crest of the hill on a rock. It continued to sing and move about the
rocks. Eventually it was observed carrying an item (most likely a small stick). It flew across the slope and ultimately
went into a crevice formed by 3 rocks. Almost immediately, 2 wrens emerged and perched on the rocks. After
climbing the hill, the biologist looked into the crevice and saw a cavity with many small sticks and a bleached snail
shell arrayed at the entrance. - VEurs
04/20/2012 - No activity was observed prior to or during construction activities. One crewmember was authorized
to enter buffer upon the specific criteria stipulated from the NBJ. There appeared to be no negative impact caused
from construction. - GHuffman
04/27/2012 - No CANW activity detected after 80 minutes of observation. Construction traffic of many types may
be suppressing CANW behavior. - VEurs
05/04/2012 - After 30 minutes of observation, a Canyon Wren was heard singing at about 1620. The song was not
coming from the vicinity of the documented nest, so the biologist tracked it down. A wren was observed in the
Shimmick equipment storage area. The wren perched on a box and flew up to the fence, where it could be seen
holding nesting material in its bill It then flew inside an open shipping container with the material There is a
4/13/2012 04/13/2012 - Water truck was parked at end of day on 4-12-12, truck was then moved at 800 on 4-13-12 to 200
feet away. Pair was seen searching around other water truck grills, then brought nesting material to this nest
repeatedly. Both male and female were seen bringing material to nest every 1-2 minutes. Nest was approximately
80% complete as of 1130. Pair built nest between 6-8 hours. ESA signage installed to not move the machine, and
no work is occurring within 50 feet of nest for remainder of day. The decision to remove this nest is pending from
SDGE. - AHill
04/13/2012 - Pair was seen bringing nesting material this morning at 1000, nest was approximately 80% complete,
no eggs or young present. Nest was located in grill of water truck. Deterrents present were the equipment's
location in an active construction yard with tower assembly and regular helicopter flights. Removal of nest was
required based on potential impacts to material logistics required to maintain compliance with dust abatement,
cost impacts relative to alternative options, and potential for more nests at the idle piece of equipment during the
anticipated nest cycle. Removal was conducted per NBMMP requirements. - AHill
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
HOFI House Finch

Nest ID
041312_ahll_03

MODO Mourning Dove

ID

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
BMP installation/maintenance

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
0

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
100
100
Removed

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
4/13/2012 04/13/2012 - Pair was seen bringing nesting material this morning at 0715; nest was approximately 10% complete,
no eggs or young present. Nest was located in arm joint of crane. Streamers were hung on crane. Nest was
removed per the NBMMP, based on the need to use the crane for tower assembly, and if the crane was
demobilized, then it would affect tower assemblies from progressing properly. - AHill

Type
Construction Yards

Habitat
Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

041312_bald_02 San Luis Rey Substation

Substation

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other

45

100

30

30

Presumed Fledged

4/13/2012

5/4/2012 04/13/2012 - Nest is on the other side of the transformer from SRPL work activity, with no direct line of sight. BArnold
04/17/2012 - Adult MODO observed on nest, did not flush at less than 2 feet. - BArnold
05/04/2012 - Nest is degraded with a lot of scat about, indicating nest successfully fledged. - BArnold

Yes

GHOW Great Horned Owl

041312_bald_03 San Luis Rey Substation

Substation

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other

80

500

300

300

Presumed Fledged

4/13/2012

5/4/2012 04/13/2012 - Adult GHOW with 2 nestlings observed in nest. - BArnold
04/17/2012 - Nestlings were observed in nest. - BArnold
05/04/2012 - Owls no longer present in A-frame or anywhere in substation. Presumed fledged. - BArnold

Yes

ANHU Anna's Hummingbird

041312_bald_04 San Luis Rey Substation

Substation

Herbaceous Wetlands, Freshwater,
and Streams

Substation - maintenance

20

100

50

50

Presumed Fledged

4/13/2012

4/26/2012 04/13/2012 - Adult on nest with 2 eggs. - BArnold
04/17/2012 - Adult female was observed incubating. - BArnold
04/26/2012 - Nest empty. No adult, nestlings nor fledglings observed. Nest likely successfully fledged, as nest
remains in place and in relatively good shape (that is, there is no evidence of depredation). - BArnold

Yes

MODO Mourning Dove

041312_bald_05 San Luis Rey Substation

Substation

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Substation - new construction

100

100

100

100

Fledged

4/13/2012

4/13/2012 04/13/2012 - Observed two fledglings successfully fledge from the nest, accompanied by an adult as they flew to
the nearby 69kV rack underneath which non-SRPL maintenance work was occurring. - BArnold

Yes

TUVU

Turkey Vulture

041312_hwey_01 EP5-2

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Chaparrals
Area

OH - wire stringing

300

500

100

100

Nest did not reach active stage

4/13/2012

5/22/2012 04/13/2012 - Nest appears well-maintained and in active use. Nest lining of shredded bark does not appear to be
weathered. Nearby perches have fresh whitewash. No raptors were observed in the area. - HWinfrey
04/21/2012 - Turkey Vulture on nest from 1330 to 1415. - HWinfrey
04/27/2012 - No activity observed at nest from 0915 to 1015. No TUVUs observed in area, and 2 CORAs were
present at a distance of 300 feet from the nest. - HWinfrey
05/05/2012 - Dark shape visible on nest, not identifiable but presumed to be incubating female TUVU. HWinfrey
05/15/2012 - No activity observed at nest from 1125 to 1155. - HWinfrey
05/22/2012 - No activity observed at nest from 0901 to 0931. Were any nestlings present, they would be visible
from observer's vantage point. Lack of progress indicates that this nest never became active. Nest closed. HWinfrey

No

LEGO

Lesser Goldfinch

041312_jdus_01

CP88-1-N-A

Road Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Grading

49

100

30

30

Indeterminate

4/13/2012

5/25/2012 04/13/2012 - Female visits nest twice, takes great care while settling into nest. - JDicus
04/20/2012 - Female on the nest at 1140. - HWinfrey
04/26/2012 - No activity observed at nest and no LEGOs observed near nest. - HWinfrey
05/03/2012 - Female flies to nest at 0804. - HWinfrey
05/10/2012 - No activity observed at nest. - HWinfrey
05/17/2012 - No activity observed, but unable to get clear view of nest in windy conditions. - HWinfrey
05/25/2012 - No activity observed. Lack of activity indicates that this nest is no longer in use. Nest closed,
outcome indeterminate. - HWinfrey

N/A

LEGO

Lesser Goldfinch

041312_jdus_02

CP88-1-N-A

Road Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic

25

100

30

30

Presumed Fledged

4/13/2012

4/26/2012 04/13/2012 - Female incubates for 5 minutes, briefly leaves nest then returns to incubate 4 eggs in 100%
complete nest. - JDicus
04/20/2012 - Female on nest at 1148. - HWinfrey
04/26/2012 - Nest is empty with no evidence of predation. Since 13 days have passed since eggs were observed,
and there are no signs of predation, this nest is presumed fledged. - HWinfrey

Yes

BLPH

Black Phoebe

041312_jdus_03

CP88-1-N-A

Road Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Grading

40

100

50

50

Presumed Fledged

4/13/2012

5/17/2012 04/13/2012 - Nest contains 4 eggs, BLPH in vicinity. - JDicus
04/20/2012 - 4 eggs in nest. - HWinfrey
04/26/2012 - 4 eggs in nest. - HWinfrey
05/03/2012 - Adult flies to nest at 0800. Not possible to verify nest contents without entering private property. HWinfrey
05/10/2012 - Male observed visiting nest at 1224. - HWinfrey
05/12/2012 - Adult observed visiting nest and chasing House Finches from vicinity. Nestlings observed moving in
nest. - MDicus
05/17/2012 - No activity at nest. Unable to verify nest contents without entering private property. Fledgling BLPH
observed following adult 50 feet from nest. Nest presumed fledged. - HWinfrey

Yes

SWAT CY
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
ANHU Anna's Hummingbird

Nest ID
041312_jdus_04

CP88-1-N-A

CP14

CORA

Common Raven

041312_kats_01

CORA

Common Raven

CORA

ID

Type
Road Area

Habitat
Riparian Forests and Woodlands

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Chaparrals
Area

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
Traffic

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
10

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
Nest Outcome
50
50
Nest did not reach active stage

Date Nest
Found
4/13/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
5/24/2012 04/13/2012 - Newly initiated nest 1% constructed, being built by female while avian biologists watch from bridge
above. - JDicus
04/20/2012 - Female observed adding material to nest at 1202. Nest is 40% complete. - HWinfrey
04/26/2012 - No activity at nest, but 2 female ANHUs feeding within 10 feet of nest. - HWinfrey
05/03/2012 - Female flies to nest at 0818. - HWinfrey
05/10/2012 - No activity observed at nest. - HWinfrey
05/17/2012 - No activity observed, unable to get a clear view of the nest contents in windy conditions. HWinfrey
05/24/2012 - No activity observed today, nor on 2 previous monitoring visits. This nest likely never reached active
status, and is now considered closed. - BArnold

Fledged
No

BMP installation/maintenance

60

100

100

100

Nest did not reach active stage

4/13/2012

4/20/2012 04/13/2012 - Common Raven seen carrying a stick in flight and building the nest on the tower. Nest appears to be
about 20% complete. - KAlberts
04/20/2012 - All of the sticks have blown out of the tower and are laying on the access road. No CORA activity in
the area. The nest did not reach active stage before it was blown down. - VEurs

No

041312_mdus_02 CP36-1

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance
Area

0

100

100

100

Removed

4/13/2012

4/16/2012 04/13/2012 - A pair of Common Ravens was observed carrying sticks to a nest in tower CP36-1. The nest is
approximately 15-20% constructed. This is likely the same pair that attempted to nest on the other side of the
tower in early April and whose nest was removed 4/10/12. - MDicus
04/16/2012 - The nest was removed in the presence of an avian biologist to facilitate construction (wire stringing),
per agency concurrence (received 04/13/12) and through adherence to the NBMMP. Deterrents present on the
site included mylar flash tape tied to the base of the tower and Daddy Long Legs deterrent in place of the previous
nest attempt location. Following concurrence, a lineman was flown to the top of the tower and removed the
almost fully constructed Common Raven nest. The nest was photographed prior to removal, and it was checked
for eggs or nestlings. At the time of removal (approximately 09:00), the nest was 90% constructed and contained
no eggs or nestlings. An approved nest deterrent was subsequently installed in the tower in place of the removed
nest. The raven pair was observed diving at the lineman and vocalizing during the nest removal. Following
removal, the pair soared around CP36-1, made one trip to the tower with nest material, dropped the sticks, and
flew to CP35-2, landing in that tower. No additional nesting behaviors were observed. - MDicus

No

Common Raven

041312_mdus_03 CP52

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance
Area

0

100

100

100

Removed

4/13/2012

4/13/2012 04/13/2012 - Avian-approved biomonitor Trisha Dipaola observed a pair of Common Ravens building a nest in
structure CP52, making multiple trips between 07:00 and 07:40 a.m. Wire stringing activities have been ongoing at
this tower since Monday, 4/09. This nest location is below the first nest discovered on 4/06/12 and across from
the second nest discovered on 4/12/12 in the same tower. Following previous removal, a "daddy long legs"
nest/perch deterrent was installed on the tower. Since construction is ongoing and required to complete the wire
pull, per agency concurrence and following NBMMP stipulations, the nest was photographed and removed in the
presence of avian biologists, and a nest deterrent was installed in its place. The nest was 25% constructed at the
time of removal, and contained no eggs or young. - MDicus

No

CORA

Common Raven

041312_mdus_04 CP52

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats OH - wire stringing
Area

130

100

50

50

Nest did not reach active stage

4/13/2012

5/16/2012 04/13/2012 - Nest was discovered during removal of third CORA nest in structure CP52. The pair that was
observed building a nest in the tower was also observed, on 2 occasions, carrying sticks to a Quercus agrifolia in
the drainage. It appears the nest is in the beginning stages of construction (approximately 5% constructed) and is
an alternative to the nest locations in the tower. - MDicus
04/23/2012 - No change in nest since last observation. No CORA activity detected during a 45-minute observation
period. - VEurs
04/30/2012 - Nest location was monitored between 08:55 and 10:20. No activity at nest, and no ravens observed
in the vicinity of the nest. - MDicus
05/08/2012 - No CORA activity anywhere near the nest from 0800 to 0835. No change in the nest. - VEurs
05/16/2012 - As the biologist approached the vicinity of the nest tree, a Red-tailed Hawk was soaring nearby. It
vocalized and landed on a transmission wire quite close to the nest. No ravens responded to the hawk's presence.
There is no obvious sign of the nest in the tree and no ravens were detected nearby. This nest never reached
active stage and is now closed. - VEurs

No

CORA

Common Raven

041312_pkad_01 EP231A

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Desert Scrub and Dune Habitats
Area

100

100

100

100

Presumed Fledged

4/13/2012

6/7/2012 04/13/2012 - Common Ravens reported to be building nest in tower by biomonitor. Nest is 1/3 to 1/2 complete.
No ravens observed during 40 minute observation period. - PKonrad
04/17/2012 - Raven observed incubating on nest and did not vacate the nest while helicopter was hovering 100
feet away for 5 minutes. Egg confirmed in nest. - ELoveless
04/27/2012 - An adult Common Raven is incubating on new tower nest. - PKonrad
05/03/2012 - A Common Raven is incubating on the nest in the new Sunrise tower, but is very hard to see from
ground level. A second raven flew in to perch atop the opposite side of the tower. - PKonrad
05/10/2012 - No Common Ravens were observed during a 30 minute observation period. The nest was checked
from several vantage points but no raven can be seen on the nest. Nestlings could have hatched by now (20 day
incubation period). - PKonrad
05/18/2012 - A Common Raven was brooding on the tower nest, but flew off the nest when a helicopter flew low
within 500 feet while mostly operating near tower 1/4 mile west. After flying to the north, the raven did not
return during the next 20 minutes. - PKonrad
05/23/2012 - A Common Raven or ravens can be seen lying in the nest, but it is very hard to see the nest contents
(climbed high up the hillside to northeast) and it is not possible to ascertain if the raven is an adult or a nestling. PKonrad
05/31/2012 - At least 2, possibly 3, well-feathered Common Raven nestlings are present in the nest; no adults
were observed - PKonrad

Yes

Other
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Nearest Project Feature

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
Nest Outcome
50
50
Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

Nest ID
041312_rrdd_01

Helix CY AR

Type
Road Area

Habitat
Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

HOWR House Wren

041312_rrdd_02

Helix CY AR

Road Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic

60

100

70

50

Indeterminate

4/13/2012

5/17/2012 04/13/2012 - Male HOWR singing territorially, female departs nest at 1257. - RRadd
04/21/2012 - HOWR activity continues here, material now visible at cavity. - RRadd
04/26/2012 - HOWR male guards entrance while female leaves to forage and departs on her return at 1158. RRadd
05/02/2012 - Non-project traffic within 20 feet. HOWR singing but not approaching nest. - RRadd
05/09/2012 - Considerable non-Project traffic has been parking adjacent to this nest. No activity observed. RRadd
05/17/2012 - No activity detected. Nest received considerable non-Project parking and human activity within 10
feet at about the time egg-laying would occur, and appears to have been abandoned at that time. Unclear if an
egg was ever laid. - RRadd

N/A

LEGO

Lesser Goldfinch

041312_rrdd_03

Helix CY AR

Road Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic

7

100

30

30

Presumed Fledged

4/13/2012

4/21/2012 04/13/2012 - LEGO male feeding female on nest. Female appeared to consume fecal sac while on nest. - RRadd
04/21/2012 - Nest appears empty with many feces at rim, suggesting successful fledge. - RRadd

Yes

BUSH

Bushtit

041312_vnik_01

EP83-PS-N-A

Pad Areas-Stringing Area Chaparrals

Other

300

100

60

60

Nest did not reach active stage

4/13/2012

5/6/2012 04/13/2012 - Observed birds making several trips to nest with material. Nest appears 55% complete. - VNovik
04/19/2012 - Nest looks incomplete. No activity observed at nest. Bushtit active to southwest though not near
nest during 30-minute observation period. - VNovik
04/29/2012 - No activity at nest and no BUSH detected in area for 20 minutes. Nest wall is transparent in upper
half, but bottom half appears complete. - MKuehn
05/06/2012 - No progress has been made on this nest, and no birds detected at or near it since found on 4/13.
Apparently abandoned before nest construction was complete. - MKuehn

No

WREN Wrentit

041312_vnik_02

EP79-E

Road Area

Chaparrals

Traffic

73

100

100

100

Indeterminate

4/13/2012

4/21/2012 04/13/2012 - Male singing from nest shrub over a 15-minute period. Neither male or female observed at nest, but
nest looks complete, clean, and neat. - VNovik
04/21/2012 - No activity at nest in 20 minutes. Nest empty and appears laterally compressed. No other changes to
nest. No indications of predation such as eggshell fragments in or below nest. Unknown if eggs were ever laid, but
it is possible they were and nest was depredated, all since previous visit on 4/13. This pair is constructing a new
nest 80 feet away (see 042112_mkhn_02). Nest closed and buffer signs removed. - MKuehn

N/A

BUSH

Bushtit

041412_bald_02 TL 6924 - 171682

69kV Structure

Chaparrals

Substation - new construction

75

100

50

50

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

4/14/2012

4/25/2012 04/14/2012 - Two adult BUSH observed exiting nest. - BArnold
04/25/2012 - Upon approaching the nest, the avian biologist noted its slightly unusual shape. After watching the
nest for 30 minutes with no activity, the biologist slowly moved up to the nest and examined it from all angles.
Where the entrance hole was likely located, a large hole had been ripped in the nest, exposing the interior.
Numerous gray feathers were caught in the nest and the shrub. Based on the level of completeness, it is likely this
nest contained eggs. Evidence points to nest predation. This nest is now closed. - VEurs

No

CORA

Common Raven

041412_pkad_01 EP225-1

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Chaparrals
Area

BMP installation/maintenance

150

100

100

100

Fledged

4/14/2012

Yes

CALT

California Towhee

041412_rrdd_02

Road Area

Traffic

10

100

50

50

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

4/14/2012

7/5/2012 04/14/2012 - Although no ravens or raptors were observed during a 50-minute observation period, a new nest has
been initiated in the new Sunrise tower EP225, most probably built by ravens. - PKonrad
04/16/2012 - Observed raven flying in to nest. - VNovik
04/20/2012 - Common Raven soared throughout tower area, then perched on opposite side of bridge from nest.
Hard to see if another raven may be incubating on the new tower nest. - PKonrad
04/27/2012 - A pair of Common Ravens was active with 1 raven concentrating its attention at the nest while the
other raven made repeated flights to outlying locations near the nest tower, mostly to the southwest. Toward the
end of a 40 minute observation period, 1 adult was lying in the nest for a short period. - PKonrad
05/03/2012 - An adult Common Raven is incubating on nest in new Sunrise tower. - PKonrad
05/10/2012 - A Common Raven is incubating on this tower nest. - PKonrad
05/18/2012 - An adult Common Raven is incubating in its Sunrise tower nest. - PKonrad
05/23/2012 - An adult Common Raven was standing on the rim of the nest, then moved into a brooding position
where it remained during the rest of the observation period. - PKonrad
05/31/2012 - An adult Common Raven is standing on the edge of the nest with 1 large downy nestling begging for
food at times. There may be more than 1 nestling in nest. - PKonrad
06/07/2012 - At least 1 large well-feathered nestling Common Raven is active on the nest as an adult is perched on
tower brace next to the nest. A second adult flew to the nest, when 2 nestlings were evident begging for food. PKonrad
06/14/2012 - Initially no Common Ravens were evident in the nest or the surrounding area, but soon an adult
raven flew to the nest with food and 2 large feathered nestlings reacted by standing out on the nest and begging
for food. A second adult approached the nest as the first adult flew to the nest and perched on the nest with the
large nestlings. One fledgling exercised its wings and jumped across the nest, stretching its wings repeatedly. PKonrad
5/2/2012 04/14/2012 - CALT incubating 4 eggs. - RRadd
04/21/2012 - CALT incubation continues. - RRadd
04/26/2012 - Nest contains 4 eggs but should have hatched as incubation is 12 days. - RRadd
05/02/2012 - Nest with 4 eggs has been abandoned. - RRadd

Helix CY AR

Grasslands and Meadows
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Date Nest
Found
4/13/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
5/9/2012 04/13/2012 - BUSH pair making trips to nest which appears 65% complete. - RRadd
04/21/2012 - BUSH pair continue ferrying material to this nest at 0930; now 85% complete. - RRadd
04/26/2012 - BUSH pair observed foraging nearby on cool showery morning did not approach nest which appears
sound and mostly complete. - RRadd
05/02/2012 - No activity observed 0700-0730 on cool overcast morning. - RRadd
05/09/2012 - Nest has fallen to ground and has been torn open at the cup. Presumed predated. - RRadd

Species
Code
Common Name
BUSH Bushtit

ID

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
Traffic

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
60

AR070687

Fledged
No

10/15/2012

No
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
HOFI House Finch

Nest ID
041512_rrdd_01

CP76-1

ID

Type
Habitat
Pad Areas-Structure Pad Grasslands and Meadows
Area

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
BMP installation/maintenance

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
25

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
Nest Outcome
30
30
Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

Date Nest
Found
4/15/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
5/11/2012 04/15/2012 - HOFI male arranging material in nest at 1309. - RRadd
04/24/2012 - HOFI activity continues. - RRadd
05/05/2012 - Female HOFI observed in nest. - RRadd
05/11/2012 - Nest is no longer present. - RRadd

Fledged
No

PHAI

Phainopepla

041512_rrdd_02

CP76-1

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Chaparrals
Area

BMP installation/maintenance

32

100

50

50

Nest did not reach active stage

4/15/2012

5/5/2012 04/15/2012 - Male PHAI at nest which appears almost complete and receiving lining. - RRadd
04/24/2012 - Nest is fully lined with male PHAI attending. - RRadd
05/05/2012 - Nest has been abandoned. Lining is weathered and no birds were in attendance. - RRadd

No

LEGO

Lesser Goldfinch

041512_rrdd_04

CP82-1-E

Road Area

Traffic

30

100

30

30

Nest did not reach active stage

4/15/2012

4/20/2012 04/15/2012 - Female LEGO lines nest with material purloined from adjacent BUSH nest. - RRadd
04/24/2012 - Nest is complete, but unable to observe if occupied or empty. - RRadd
05/05/2012 - Nest is no longer present and likely lost to weather. - RRadd

No

WESJ

Western Scrub-Jay

041612_ahll_01

EP5-2

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Chaparrals
Area

BMP installation/maintenance

0

100

100

100

Removed

4/16/2012

4/16/2012 04/16/2012 - Female and helper were seen bringing stick material to nest several times, while male was perched
nearby. Pair were hesitant of avian biologist standing at 35 feet from nest at Leg A. Adult alarm called when
biologist moved closer to nest at 30 feet. Nest appears to be 60% complete, but was unable to check inside of
nest. Based on material being carried to nest, it is predicted that no lining is present yet. - AHill
04/16/2012 - No WESJ observed in area. Nest located on Malosma laurina branch completely obscured by dense
Rhus growth. Nest appears 60% complete with twig cup partially translucent and no nest lining or eggs present.
Nest was not a candidate for a buffer justification allowing for requisite tower assembly work in order meet CAISO
request to complete the Project and obtain system reliability by June 1. Nest deterrents in place include mylar
tape hanging on the substrate shrub. Nest was removed to allow structure erection at EP05-2 in accordance with
the NBMMP, SDG&E authorization, and agency approval. - HWinfrey

No

BUSH

Bushtit

041612_ahll_02

EP5-2

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Chaparrals
Area

OH - tower erection

35

100

40

40

Nest did not reach active stage

4/16/2012

4/25/2012 04/16/2012 - Pair was seen bringing lining material to nest several times. Nest appears 90% complete. - AHill
04/24/2012 - No activity observed over 1-hour period. Need to re-check tomorrow in order to confirm nest
closing. - AHill
04/25/2012 - Monitored nest for 2 hours. No Bushtit activity in or around nest during monitoring period. Nest has
been abandoned, since there is no sign of depredation or damage to nest, and no activity at all was observed at
this nest over a long monitoring period. - DBusby

No

HOFI

House Finch

041612_ahll_03

SWAT CY

Construction Yards

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance

0

100

100

100

Removed

4/16/2012

4/16/2012 04/16/2012 - Nest was found by biomonitor at 0715. Pair was seen by monitor entering cavity on a few occasions,
with no material. Nest appeared to be 60% complete. Streamer deterrents were installed on the crane, and the
equipment was located in an active construction yard with tower assembly and regular helicopter flights,
effectively serving as deterrents. Removal of nest was required based on potential impacts to material logistics
operations supporting construction such as tower assembly, cost impacts relative to alternative options, and
potential for more nests at the idle piece of equipment during the anticipated nest cycle. Nest was not a candidate
for a buffer reduction allowing for use of the crane. Nest was removed following requirements outlined in the
NBMMP. - AHill

No

HOFI

House Finch

041612_ahll_04

SWAT CY

Construction Yards

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance

0

100

100

100

Removed

4/16/2012

4/16/2012 04/16/2012 - Both male and female were seen bringing material to nest location in the grill of a water truck. Nest
was approximately 95% complete as of 0700, no eggs or young present. Deterrents present were limited to the
truck's location within an active construction yard. Nest was removed because the water truck is required in order
to maintain compliance for dust abatement. Following verification that no eggs or young were present,
photographing the nest, and approval from SDG&E, the nest was removed per the stipulations of the NBMMP. AHill

No

BUSH

Bushtit

041612_ahll_05

EP9-1 PS

Pad Areas-Stringing Area Chaparrals

Traffic

40

100

35

35

Nest did not reach active stage

4/16/2012

5/21/2012 04/16/2012 - Pair was seen bringing lining material to nest very actively, nest appears to be 80% complete. - AHill
04/23/2012 - No activity observed at nest in rainy weather, from 0855 to 0910. - HWinfrey
04/29/2012 - Biomonitor G. Leighty reports observing Bushtits adding nesting material. - HWinfrey
05/06/2012 - No activity observed at nest from 0940 to 0957. WESJ in area. - HWinfrey
05/15/2012 - No activity observed at nest from 1027 to 1042. Nest appears to still be in good condition. No
Bushtits seen or heard in area. - HWinfrey
05/21/2012 - No activity observed from 1050 to 1105. Nest remains in good condition, however lack of activity
over past 3 weeks indicates that this attempt was abandoned. - HWinfrey

No

Road Area

Traffic

35

100

100

100

Satellite nest

4/16/2012

5/4/2012 04/16/2012 - HOWR observed entering nest cavity and remaining inside for duration of 15-minute visit. HWinfrey
04/23/2012 - No activity at nest and no HOWR detected from 0630 to 0700. - HWinfrey
04/28/2012 - No activity observed at cavity entrance, and no HOWR detected during 30 minutes of observation. HWinfrey
05/04/2012 - No activity observed at nest. Lack of activity indicates that this is most likely a satellite nest. Nest
closed. - HWinfrey

N/A

HOWR House Wren

041612_hwey_01 EP35-1-E

Riparian Forests and Woodlands

Chaparrals
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
ACWO Acorn Woodpecker

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
Grading

Nest ID
ID
041612_hwey_02 Suncrest-N

Type
Road Area

Habitat
Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance

HOLA

Horned Lark

041612_jdus_01

CP35-2

Pad Areas-TSAP

HOFI

House Finch

041612_lton_01

CP95-1

Pad Areas-Maintenance Chaparrals
Area

HOFI

House Finch

041612_lton_02

CP95-1

HOFI

House Finch

041612_lton_03

BUSH

Bushtit

041612_lton_04

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
40

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
Nest Outcome
100
100
Indeterminate

Date Nest
Found
4/16/2012

0

100

100

100

Presumed Fledged

4/16/2012

BMP installation/maintenance

0

100

100

100

Removed

4/16/2012

Pad Areas-Maintenance Chaparrals
Area

BMP installation/maintenance

0

100

100

100

Removed

CP87-1

Pad Areas-Maintenance Chaparrals
Area

BMP installation/maintenance

0

100

100

100

EP76-2-E

Road Area

Traffic

26

100

50

50

Chaparrals
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Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
5/29/2012 04/16/2012 - Acorn Woodpecker observed entering cavity near top of utility pole. 4 other ACWOs also perched on
pole. Biologist left area when CORA perched on pole. - HWinfrey
04/23/2012 - No activity observed and no ACWOs detected in area from 0800 to 0830. - HWinfrey
04/29/2012 - 3 Acorn Woodpeckers on pole, but no activity at nest entrance. - HWinfrey
05/06/2012 - ACWO observed leaving nest cavity at 1105. - HWinfrey
05/15/2012 - No activity observed at nest cavity from 1209 to 1224. 3 ACWOs on pole. - HWinfrey
05/21/2012 - No activity associated with nest during 15-minute observation period. - BArnold
05/29/2012 - No activity at cavity entrance during 20 minutes of observation. Evidently, this nest is no longer
active. Nest closed, outcome indeterminate. - HWinfrey

Fledged
N/A

5/17/2012 04/16/2012 - Nest was discovered after the scheduled activity had landed onsite. Pair of adult HOLA observed on
ground around TSAP. Further investigation during 25-minute observation period reveals female Horned Lark taking
material (grass) to 60% constructed nest with deep cup located on ground near base of monkeyflower. Nest is not
visible from outside buffer due to topography, vegetation and its position at and just below ground surface in
depression. - JDicus
04/24/2012 - 3 eggs observed in nest during quick visit. - JDicus
05/02/2012 - The female was not on the nest as the biologist approached, so it was possible to look in the nest.
The nest still contains 3 eggs. The biologist backed off to wait for adults to arrive. Within 10 minutes, the female
came into view as she was foraging. She approached the nest but then moved away and continued to forage. She
eventually returned and settled on the nest to incubate. She remained on the nest for 15+ minutes and the
biologist ended the observation. - VEurs
05/09/2012 - The nest contains 3 brown, downy nestlings with black supercilliary markings. The female was near
the nest for the entire observation period, foraging. She may have been feeding the nestlings, but it is difficult for
the observer to get a direct view of the nest without deterring the female. - VEurs
05/17/2012 - This nest is presumed to have fledged despite the fact that it contained 1 dead nestling. There were
3 nestlings on the previous check, 8 days before. Horned Lark nestlings fledge in 8-10 days, so it is very possible
that the other 2 nestlings left the nest If the nest had been predated it is likely all 3 would have been taken The
4/16/2012 04/16/2012 - An avian monitor identified a House Finch pair bringing nesting material to a location on a manlift
(piece of construction equipment) today; the pair was not seen bringing material to the nest this morning, and the
nest was monitored for approximately 30 minutes.
A House Finch pair was within the vicinity of the nest; however, the pair did not visit the nest. The nest is less than
10 percent complete and consists of about 20 pieces of dried grass; there are no eggs or young present.
Deterrents present included mylar tape tied to the adjacent tower and work area, multiple plugged cavities, and
presence of testing crews using the equipment on site over the last week. Nest was removed per the NBMMP
based on potential impacts to material logistics operations supporting testing work at the CP95/CP96 structures,
cost impacts relative to alternative options, and potential for more nests at the idle piece of equipment during the
anticipated nest cycle. - LThoreson

Yes

4/16/2012

4/16/2012 04/16/2012 - House Finch pair observed bringing nesting material to a location on a manlift (piece of construction
equipment) today; the pair was not seen bringing material to the nest this morning, and the nest was monitored
for approximately 30 minutes. A House Finch pair was within the vicinity of the nest; however, the pair did not
visit the nest. The nest was observed to be less than 10% complete and consists of about 20 pieces of dried grass;
no eggs or young present. Deterrents present included mylar tape tied to the adjacent tower and work area,
multiple plugged cavities, and presence of testing crews using the equipment on site over the last week. Removal
of nest was required based on potential impacts to material logistics operations supporting testing work at the
CP95/CP96 structures, cost impacts relative to alternative options, and potential for more nests at the idle piece of
equipment during the anticipated nest cycle. - LThoreson

No

Removed

4/16/2012

4/16/2012 04/16/2012 - Biomonitor saw a House Finch pair bringing nesting material to a known, inactive European Starling
nest at 0815 this morning. An avian biologist observed the nest; no eggs or nestlings were present. Nest consisted
of small sticks, and the House Finch pair was seen adding finer material (grass). At this point, nest appears 25%
complete based on lack of typical HOFI nesting material, such as finer grass material, lining, or cup shape.
Deterrents present on the tower included mylar tape tied to many locations, netting over large cavities, and 45
plugged cavities near tower arms and brackets. Nest was removed per the NBMMP based on potential impacts to
material logistics operations supporting testing work at the CP87/CP88 structures, cost impacts relative to
alternative options, and potential for more nests at the idle piece of equipment during the anticipated nest cycle. LThoreson

No

Nest did not reach active stage

4/16/2012

4/20/2012 04/16/2012 - Nest appears complete. One Bushtit was heard within the vicinity of the nest while the location of
the nest was being logged; no other activity was observed, and no Bushtit was observed flying to the nest itself.
Due to the level of completion and the time of year, it is most likely that the pair is egg laying or incubating. More
time observing this nest is necessary. - LThoreson
04/20/2012 - Nest has been torn open from SE side, just above rim of nest cup, which is empty. No eggshell
fragments found in nest cup or on branches and ground below. Likely predated, but unknown whether nest
contained any eggs or nestlings, and hence, unsure whether it reached active stage. Buffer reduced to 0 feet and
all signs were removed. - MKuehn

No
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
HOFI House Finch

Nest ID
041612_mdus_01 Helix CY

ID

Type
Construction Yards

Habitat
Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
Other

CORA

Common Raven

041612_mdus_02 CP53-1

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance
Area

COHA

Cooper's Hawk

041612_rrdd_01

CP82-1-E

Road Area

Riparian Forests and Woodlands

HOWR House Wren

041612_rrdd_02

CP82-1-E

Road Area

LEGO

Lesser Goldfinch

041612_rrdd_03

CP70-3-E

Road Area

BUSH

Bushtit

041612_tcer_01

CP7

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Chaparrals
Area

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
20

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
Nest Outcome
30
30
Presumed Fledged

Date Nest
Found
4/16/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
5/18/2012 04/16/2012 - Yard monitor reported House Finch nest in wire reel. Avian biologist checked nest contents and
found 1 egg. - MDicus
04/21/2012 - HOFI incubating 5 eggs. - RRadd
04/26/2012 - HOFI incubating 5 eggs. - RRadd
05/02/2012 - Female on nest at 1239. - RRadd
05/09/2012 - Nestlings present in nest. - RRadd
05/17/2012 - Young appear ready to fledge at 1600. - RRadd
05/26/2012 - Nest is empty and presumed fledged. - RRadd

Fledged
Yes

0

100

100

100

Removed

4/16/2012

4/16/2012 04/16/2012 - A pair of Common Ravens was observed building a nest in structure CP53-1 during ongoing wire
stringing activities. The nest was removed to facilitate construction (wire stringing), per agency concurrence on
4/16/12 and through adherence to the NBMMP. Deterrents present consist of mylar flash tape and "Daddy Long
Legs" deterrents installed in previous 2 nest attempt locations. Following concurrence, and in the presence of
onsite biologists, a lineman was dropped at the top of the tower and removed the partially constructed Common
Raven nest. The nest area was photographed as well. At the time of removal (approximately 10:00), the nest was
10% constructed and contained no eggs or nestlings. An approved nesting bird deterrent was subsequently
installed in the tower in place of the removed nest. - MDicus

No

Traffic

18

500

300

100

Fledged

4/16/2012

Yes

Riparian Forests and Woodlands

Other

80

100

75

75

Presumed Fledged

4/16/2012

7/16/2012 04/16/2012 - COHA perched near nest for 15 minutes and gave agitation calls, then overflies nest and departs by
1045. - RRadd
04/17/2012 - Monitor G. Leighty reports that COHA approached nest earlier in the day, although avian biologist
did not see any activity, aside from a COHA perching nearby during helicopter QA/QC inspections. - KAlberts
04/24/2012 - COHA departed from nest area 0650, male noted nearby 0645. - RRadd
05/05/2012 - COHA female comes off nest in response to male's alarm call after 40 minutes of observation. RRadd
05/11/2012 - Female COHA lying in nest at 1342. - RRadd
05/19/2012 - Female COHA prone in nest at 0759. - RRadd
05/25/2012 - Female agitated and swooping on observer suggests hatched young at 0929. - RRadd
06/02/2012 - Female lying in nest for departs after 20-minute observation. - RRadd
06/08/2012 - Adult female visible on nest after lengthy absence at 1532. - RRadd
06/15/2012 - Female dive-bombs observer, no birds visible in nest at 0710. - RRadd
06/22/2012 - Female COHA departs nest to dive on observer monitoring other nearby nests, approaching by flight
to within 10 feet, then perching at 25 feet to cackle, dispense menacing stares and gestures, suggesting the nest
remains active. - RRadd
06/24/2012 - Adult COHA perched adjacent to nest during drive-by at 1020. - KAlberts
06/29/2012 - One all-white downy nestling perched at edge of nest has stubby tail feathers and unopened primary
quills barely emergent from down feathers, 1138. - RRadd
07/06/2012 - Female COHA vigilant near nest suggests nestling is present at 0845. 1432; 1 nestling has
prematurely left the nest and is on the ground 15 feet west of access road, with adult in attendance. Nestling still
has considerable down with tail and primaries too short to enable flight, and attempts to flap/climb nearby
Sambucus stems To reduce stress on hawks observer did not linger; it is unknown if nest contains more nestlings
6/24/2012 04/16/2012 - HOWR pair making repeated entry to cavity; including material transport. - RRadd
04/24/2012 - Male HOWR defending nest, female not seen. - RRadd
05/05/2012 - Male HOWR defending nest and entering with sticks but female not seen. Possibly an alternate nest. RRadd
05/11/2012 - HOWR singing and guarding, enters and sings from within the cavity at 1504. - RRadd
05/19/2012 - Male sings at entrance intermittently, especially when neighboring males sing, and defends against
interlopers. Female off nest only briefly during 40 minutes of observation. - RRadd
05/25/2012 - Male sings regularly and checks in near the cavity but does not enter from 1400-1430. Incubation
inferred. - RRadd
06/02/2012 - HOWR departs cavity at 1544 after 45 minutes of observation. Status of this nest remains unclear. RRadd
06/08/2012 - Male HOWR brings food to nest at 1222, then female emerges to receive and carries into cavity. RRadd
06/15/2012 - HOWR carries food to nest at 1301 and 1306. - RRadd
06/22/2012 - Young are strident at cavity entrance for each food deliveries. Anticipate fledge in 1-2 days. - RRadd
06/29/2012 - No further activity. Previous observations suggest likely fledged. - RRadd

Riparian Forests and Woodlands

Traffic

27

100

50

50

Presumed Fledged

4/16/2012

5/23/2012 04/16/2012 - LEGO pair building nest; approximately 30% complete. - RRadd
04/25/2012 - Nest is complete, LEGO in nest 1425. - RRadd
05/04/2012 - LEGO male near nest, female in nest periodically. - RRadd
05/12/2012 - Female LEGO departs nest at 1538 after 30 minutes of observation. - RRadd
05/18/2012 - Female LEGO feeding hatched young at 1225. - RRadd
05/23/2012 - No activity observed. Based on chronology, nest is presumed fledged. - RRadd

Yes

BMP installation/maintenance

20

100

50

50

Indeterminate

4/16/2012

4/24/2012 04/16/2012 - Adults regularly bringing in nest material, nest 80% complete. - TCooper
04/24/2012 - As the biologist approached the "back" of the nest (away from the tower) it became apparent that a
half-dollar-sized hole had been ripped in the side of the nest, near the bottom. Some nesting material was found
on the ground below the nest and a large chunk was in the shrub next to the nest. Evidence definitely points to
nest predation, but it is unclear whether or not the nest contained eggs. This nest is now closed. - VEurs

N/A
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
HOFI House Finch

CALT

California Towhee

BUSH

Bushtit

CAGN

California Gnatcatcher

CORA

Common Raven

CACW Cactus Wren

Nest ID
041612_vers_01

ID
CP49-1-PS-E

041712_hwey_05 Alpine Underground

041712_ltiw_01

EP83-PS-S

Type
Road Area

Habitat
Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Ductbank

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
Traffic

Traffic

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
50

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
Nest Outcome
30
30
Nest did not reach active stage

37

100

30

30

Date Nest
Found
4/16/2012

4/17/2012

4/30/2012 04/17/2012 - California Towhee observed incubating 3 eggs. - HWinfrey
04/24/2012 - CALT on nest at 1135. - HWinfrey
04/30/2012 - No activity at nest. Nest lining has been pulled out, indicating predation. - HWinfrey

No

5/6/2012 04/17/2012 - A Bushtit was observed bringing caterpillars to a complete nest several times. It appears that 3
Bushtits are attending this nest. - LTymkiw
04/20/2012 - The bottom of the nest is open. No visible debris on ground below nest. Pair observed adding
material to the nest. Possible predation of nestlings and pair attempting to repair nest. - ELoveless
04/22/2012 - Both parents carried food into nest twice. Could not hear begging from 20 feet away. Bottom of nest
appears frayed, but no opening detectable there. - MKuehn
04/24/2012 - Observed work activities from pull site. Helicopter pulled sock line over the vicinity of the nest, and it
appeared that the helicopter was above 100 feet when flying with the line. The sock line appeared to slack within
the buffer but did not touch vegetation near the nest. When switching wire phases, the line slacked and hit a rock
and vegetation at a distance of approximately 115 feet from the nest. Nesting bird impacts not observed. VNovik
04/25/2012 - Observed work activities from pull site. Line was pulled back to EP83 south pull site. Line was
observed to go slack and hit vegetation and hit a rock at a distance of approximately 115 feet from the nest. The
line was raised and pulled to the pull site where the line was connected to the helicopter and was flown back to
the EP83 north pull site. It appeared that the helicopter flew outside of the 100 foot buffer. Nesting bird impacts
were not observed. - VNovik
04/29/2012 - Adults feeding young in nest Begging can be heard from 20 feet The young will likely fledge by
5/8/2012 04/17/2012 - Adult male CAGN observed pulling nest material from old nest (030512_mdus_01) and carrying it to
a new nest location. Male made over 6 trips from the old nest to the new one, interspersing those trips with
frequent short trips to the new nest from other areas. The female was not observed returning to the old nest,
instead foraging near the new nest location, and bringing in material. Between them, the adults made over 20
trips to the new nest between 07:45 and 10:00. Nest is approximately 30% constructed. - MDicus
04/20/2012 - The CAGN nest area was monitored during wire pulling activities between structures CP39 and CP40
to ensure the activity caused no disturbances to the nest. All helicopter activity was at a distance sufficient enough
that there was no buffeting of vegetation by rotor wash, and the helicopter did not fly over the nest. The CAGN
pair was observed foraging within the survey area, visiting the nest infrequently. All nest monitoring today was
conducted by a permitted biologist from outside the buffer at a distance of over 200 feet. - MDicus
04/24/2012 - 3 nest exchanges were observed at 30-minute intervals:07:00, 07:30, and 08:00. The nest contents
were not checked, but based on the timeline and observed behaviors, the pair is incubating eggs. - MDicus
05/01/2012 - The pair was observed exchanging incubating duties at the nest 3 times during the observation
period. At 07:32 the female exchanged with the male while the male foraged. At 08:05 the male switched with
female, and at 08:35 the female was back on the nest. - MDicus
05/08/2012 - After 1 hour of observed inactivity, the nest was checked and found to contain no eggs or nestlings. 1
punctured shell fragment was found on the ground approximately 2 feet from the nest The CAGN pair was later
4/19/2012 04/17/2012 - Avian approved biologist C. Vettes discovered a stick nest in the early stages of construction
(approximately 15% complete) in lattice structure CP35-2. No CORA activity was observed in the vicinity of the
nest; however, no sticks were observed in the tower yesterday afternoon (04/16/12), and the Common Raven pair
that attempted to nest in CP36-1 was observed perching in CP35-2 following the nest removal in CP36-1. MDicus
04/18/2012 - CORA pair was observed adding sticks to a nest that is now approximately 50% constructed. The pair
carried sticks to the nest 4 times between 11:15 and 12:00, with one adult standing in the nest for approximately
10 minutes, adjusting material. - MDicus
04/19/2012 - Between 11:00 and 13:45, the avian biologist watched the CORA pair make 3 trips to the nest with
sticks, dead yucca fibers, and toilet paper. The nest was removed at 13:45 in the presence of an avian biologist to
facilitate construction (wire stringing), per agency concurrence (received 04/19/12) and through adherence to the
NBMMP. Deterrents present on the site included mylar flash tape tied to the base and arms of the tower.
Following concurrence, a lineman was flown to the top of the tower. The nest was first checked for eggs or
nestlings. The nest was empty. The lineman removed the nest, which was approximately 80% constructed at the
5/1/2012 04/17/2012 - CACW gathering nest material from freshly graded road and building into new nest at 0714. - RRadd
04/26/2012 - CACW singing incessantly at this nest for duration of 30-minute observation. - RRadd
05/01/2012 - Nest appears substantially improved, but no CACW detected during 40 minutes of observation. RRadd
05/08/2012 - Although the nest appears to have fresh material added, no CACW were detected during 30 minutes
of observation. - RRadd
05/15/2012 - No CACW detected. Nest is not improved. - RRadd

N/A

OH - wire stringing

150

100

100

100

Indeterminate

4/17/2012

041712_mdus_01 CP39-E

Road Area

OH - wire stringing

200

300

175

175

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

4/17/2012

041712_mdus_02 CP35-2

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance
Area

0

100

100

100

Removed

4/17/2012

041712_rrdd_01

Road Area

12

100

100

100

Satellite nest

4/17/2012

CP62-2-E

Grasslands and Meadows

Traffic
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Fledged
No

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

Pad Areas-Stringing Area Chaparrals

Chaparrals

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
5/15/2012 04/16/2012 - A pair of HOFI was seen in pepper tree. The male perched nearby while the female shaped the nest
cup. She later added lining material and again moved around in the nest, appearing to shape the cup with her
body. - VEurs
04/23/2012 - 1 visit to nest was observed. Pair is likely still nest building; no nestlings visible in nest. - LThoreson
05/01/2012 - No HOFI activity was observed around this nest during 45 minutes of observation. - VEurs
05/08/2012 - No activity observed at nest after 30 minutes of observation. Nest appears to be in good condition
and has some lining material. - VEurs
05/15/2012 - No activity has been observed at this nest for several weeks. The nest was checked with a mirror on
several occasions and it never contained any eggs or young. This nest is now closed because it never reached
active stage. - VEurs
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
AMKE American Kestrel

Nest ID
041712_rrdd_02

CP62-2-E

Type
Road Area

Habitat
Grasslands and Meadows

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
Traffic

ID

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
195

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
500

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
Nest Outcome
300
300
Presumed Fledged

Date Nest
Found
4/17/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
6/22/2012 04/17/2012 - AMKE pair copulate on adjacent tree at 0703. Male "shows" Platanus racemosa cavity to female at
0706. Female enters cavity at 0709 and remains for duration of 30-minute observation. - RRadd
04/26/2012 - Following heavy rain, wet male brings lizard to female who emerges dry from cavity at 0710. She
consumes it in 2 pieces and returns to nest by 0730. - RRadd
05/01/2012 - Female AMKE emerges from cavity at 0717 and perches up to wait for food drop. Male does not
arrive by 0730. - RRadd
05/08/2012 - AMKE male harassing RTHA from food exchange perch near nest, then nest guarding. Female not
observed during 20-minute observation. - RRadd
05/15/2012 - Female leaves cavity to accept insect food from male at 1219. - RRadd
05/24/2012 - AMKE pair carrying food to nest at 1736. - RRadd
06/01/2012 - Male observed at customary nest-guard perch, but non-project activity 100 feet west of nest and no
activity from cavity observed. - RRadd
06/06/2012 - No AMKE detected 0638-0708. Male observed hunting adjacent to area but no others detected 1028.
Fledged? - RRadd
06/12/2012 - Female perched at "butcher-block"; male departs from cavity at 1602. - RRadd
06/22/2012 - No AMKE detections during 2 x 20-minute observations. May have fledged. - RRadd
06/27/2012 - Nest presumed fledged; juveniles observed away from nest. - RRadd

Fledged
Yes

PHAI

Phainopepla

041712_rrdd_03

CP62-2-E

Road Area

Riparian Scrubs

Traffic

26

100

50

50

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

4/17/2012

5/10/2012 04/17/2012 - PHAI pair making multiple trips with nest material. - RRadd
04/26/2012 - Female on nest after heavy rain at 0815. - RRadd
05/01/2012 - Female PHAI departs nest and male settles on 0757. No food brought to nest. - RRadd
05/08/2012 - No bird visible on hidden nest, but male PHAI perches nearby giving alarm calls in response to
observer presence. Hatched young? - RRadd
05/15/2012 - No PHAI activity at this nest during 30-minute observation. Monitor once more before closing. RRadd
05/24/2012 - No activity for more than 2 weeks indicates this attempt was terminated. - RRadd

No

OATI

Oak Titmouse

041712_rrdd_04

Hartung CY-N

Road Area

Riparian Forests and Woodlands

Traffic

32

100

50

50

Presumed Fledged

4/17/2012

5/13/2012 04/17/2012 - OATI visited cavity with food at 1446. - RRadd
04/25/2012 - OATI brings food item to nest at 1438. - RRadd
05/02/2012 - OATI exits nest at 1411 and makes numerous trips with food during 30 minute observation. - RRadd
05/08/2012 - OATI pair feeding nest at 2 minute intervals, 1417. - RRadd
05/15/2012 - OATI no longer attend this cavity. Previous observations suggest successful fledge. - RRadd

Yes

ANHU Anna's Hummingbird

041712_rrdd_06

El Monte CY

Construction Yards

Riparian Forests and Woodlands

Other

35

100

50

50

Presumed Fledged

4/17/2012

5/24/2012 04/17/2012 - ANHU incubating nest from 1533 -1548. - RRadd
04/25/2012 - ANHU on nest for duration of 20-minute observation. - RRadd
05/02/2012 - ANHU leaves nest briefly to forage, and no young are fed at return, suggesting incubation is in
progress. - RRadd
05/08/2012 - ANHU female on nest more than off, but no feeding of young observed. - RRadd
05/16/2012 - ANHU female feeding single nestling at 0737. - RRadd
05/24/2012 - Nest appears intact and empty. ANHU no longer visit. Previous observations suggest successful
fledge. - RRadd

Yes

BUSH

Bushtit

041712_rrdd_07

El Monte CY

Construction Yards

Riparian Forests and Woodlands

Other

25

100

50

50

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

4/17/2012

5/14/2012 04/17/2012 - BUSH pair briefly visit nest that appears substantially complete at 1521. - RRadd
04/25/2012 - Male BUSH foraging near nest which appears complete. - RRadd
05/02/2012 - Solo BUSH visits nest surreptitiously at 1531 and then departs. - RRadd
05/08/2012 - Nest appears sound and fair. No BUSH detections from 1534-1600. - RRadd
05/16/2012 - Nest has been destroyed by natural agents. - RRadd

No

BUSH

Bushtit

041712_rrdd_08

Hartung CY-E

Road Area

Riparian Forests and Woodlands

Traffic

70

100

50

50

Presumed Fledged

4/17/2012

5/30/2012 04/17/2012 - BUSH pair bringing clumps of Salix flower to substantially complete nest at 1630. - RRadd
04/25/2012 - BUSH pair continue to visit nest 1559. - RRadd
05/02/2012 - BUSH departs nest after 30 minutes of observation at 1635. - RRadd
05/08/2012 - No BUSH detected on windy afternoon, nest looks sound and intact. - RRadd
05/15/2012 - BUSH carrying food to nest 1640. - RRadd
05/23/2012 - BUSH pair making trips with food and nesting material from 1546-1628. - RRadd
06/01/2012 - No BUSH detected visiting during 30 minute observation. Presumed fledged. - RRadd

Yes

BUOR

Bullock's Oriole

041712_rrdd_09

Hartung CY-E

Road Area

Riparian Forests and Woodlands

Traffic

10

100

50

50

Presumed Fledged

4/17/2012

5/28/2012 04/17/2012 - BUOR pair associating with large fresh nest that appears complete and is consistent with this species.
- RRadd
04/25/2012 - Female BUOR exits nest at 1555. - RRadd
05/02/2012 - Male nest-guarding/ singing 1458, scolds observer on AR at 70 from nest. - RRadd
05/08/2012 - Female BUOR departs nest at 1608. Male nest guards. - RRadd
05/15/2012 - Female departs nest at 1712 to forage. - RRadd
05/16/2012 - BUOR carrying food to nest 0704-0712. - RRadd
05/23/2012 - Male to nest at 1535. - RRadd
06/01/2012 - No BUOR detected at this nest during 30 minute observation. Presumed fledged. - RRadd

Yes
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
HOFI House Finch

Nest ID
041812_ahll_01

ID
Wilson CY

Type
Construction Yards

Habitat
Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
BMP installation/maintenance

CAGN

California Gnatcatcher

041812_bloh_01 AR-CY-Sycamore-E

Road Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic

LEGO

Lesser Goldfinch

041812_hwey_01 CP88-1-N-A

Road Area

Riparian Forests and Woodlands

NOFL

Northern Flicker

041812_hwey_02 CP98-1-N-A

Road Area

Riparian Forests and Woodlands

HOFI

House Finch

041812_jdus_01

CP33-2

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Chaparrals
Area

CAGN

California Gnatcatcher

041812_kats_01

CP13-2-E-C

HOFI

House Finch

041812_kats_02

WESJ

Western Scrub-Jay

041812_lton_01

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
0

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
100
100
Removed

711

300

300

300

Traffic

10

100

50

50

Traffic

30

100

100

Other

0

100

Road Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic

755

CP78-2-E

Road Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic

GS-NF-25

Pad Areas-Work Area

Woodlands and Forests

BMP installation/maintenance

Nest Outcome

Date Nest
Found
4/18/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
4/18/2012 04/18/2012 - Nest was found by biomonitor during morning sweeps, approximately 35% complete, with no eggs
or young present. Streamer deterrents installed on crane and cavities were taped. Removal of nest was required
based on potential impacts to material logistics operations supporting construction and the CAISO request for
energization by June 1, such as tower assembly, cost impacts relative to alternative options, and potential for
more nests at the idle piece of equipment during the anticipated nest cycle. Nest was not a candidate for a buffer
reduction allowing for use of the crane, but rather, for removal. Nest was photographed and removed, per the
NBMMP. - AHill

Fledged
No

Nest did not reach active stage

4/18/2012

4/25/2012 04/18/2012 - Nest about 20% built, male and female making return trips with nest material. - BLohstroh
04/25/2012 - No evidence of nest remains, pair active over 300 feet away and did not return to area. Nest was less
than a quarter-built when first located. - BLohstroh

No

Fledged

4/18/2012

5/24/2012 04/18/2012 - Female Lesser Goldfinch adding fibrous material and spider webs to leaves and stem of giant cane.
Male perched nearby. - HWinfrey
04/26/2012 - Female on nest at 1229. - HWinfrey
05/03/2012 - Female observed on nest at 0811. - HWinfrey
05/10/2012 - Female on nest at 1216. - HWinfrey
05/17/2012 - 3 nestlings visible; pinfeathers emerging on primaries. - HWinfrey
05/22/2012 - 2 fully feathered nestlings in nest at 0638. - HWinfrey
05/24/2012 - Nest empty. "Fully feathered nestlings" observed early morning 22 May have presumably fledged. BArnold

Yes

100

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

4/18/2012

5/6/2012 04/18/2012 - Male Northern Flicker observed entering cavity, heard chiseling interior, and seen removing
woodchips from inside. - HWinfrey
04/24/2012 - NOFL leaves nest cavity at 1044. - HWinfrey
04/30/2012 - No activity observed from 0830 to 0900. - HWinfrey
05/06/2012 - Limb containing nest cavity has broken off of main snag, apparently due to wind and decay. Nest
closed. - HWinfrey

No

100

100

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
construction

4/18/2012

4/18/2012 04/18/2012 - Today, while avian biologists surveyed towers CP43-2 to CP31-2 (the upcoming pull scheduled for
April 21) for active nests, a new House Finch nest was observed inside a traveler on the CP33-2 structure. The pair
was observed visiting the nest together with the female remaining at the nest for extended periods, occasionally
leaving. Nest stage could not be determined from the ground, approximately 75 feet below the nest. A lineman
was dispatched to photograph the nest contents, with the avian biologists on the ground to confirm the status of
the nest per the NBMMP, given upcoming wire stringing at this site. Avian biologists may not climb a tower due to
the required safety training and equipment. At approximately 1605, the crew arrived at the top of the tower by
helicopter, and the avian biologists communicated the nest location. In the process of climbing down the tower,
the lineman's foot contacted the traveler containing the nest. The traveler spun ½ turn, displacing at least 2 eggs
from the nest, falling to the ground and breaking, with the remaining eggs breaking in place. - JDicus

No

300

300

300

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

4/18/2012

4/25/2012 04/18/2012 - 4 eggs; male tending. - KAlberts
04/25/2012 - See following comment. - BArnold
04/25/2012 - Nest predated with the lining pulled up. - KAlberts

No

0

100

100

100

Removed

4/18/2012

4/17/2012 04/17/2012 - Nest was found being built in the early morning by a pair of HOFI on top of the locking
mechanism/sliding bar of the yellow pipe gate between the south end of the El Capitan Reservoir paved area and
the dirt road that continues south to the Bauer property. Female HOFI was seen bring a Chaenactis flower into the
housed lock area, and exiting without. Inspection revealed a nest in progress about 10% complete, with no eggs or
young present, right on top of all the locks. The need for removal was immediate, as Project work was already
underway and more work was on the way, all of which required accessing this gate, unlocking it, and moving the
sliding bar, which would have immediately moved the nest out of place. Deterrent activity includes multiple trips
through this gate on a daily basis by Sunrise and San Diego County Water personnel. The nest was photographed
and removed by an avian biologist, following NBMMP stipulations. It is recommended that daily opening and
closing of this gate continues to deter additional attempts. - KAlberts

No

40

100

100

100

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

4/18/2012

5/30/2012 04/18/2012 - Pair seen flying to nest. No eggs in nest. Pair bonding activity observed; 1 feeding the other. LThoreson
04/28/2012 - Nest appears completely lined. Adults both present near nest, but no eggs yet. - MKuehn
05/08/2012 - Adult observed on nest, then was off nest 20 minutes later after checking a nearby nest. Nest
contains 4 eggs. - MKuehn
05/16/2012 - No adults on nest but observed nearby. Did not look directly inside the nest, but could see at least 2
eggs. - ELoveless
05/22/2012 - Nest contains at least 2 young naked nestlings, approximately 2-3 days old. Eyes closed and no trace
of pin feather emergence on wings. - MKuehn
05/30/2012 - Nest is empty and was not expected to fledge until approximately 6/9. Appears likely to have been
depredated. - MKuehn

No
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
CAKI Cassin's Kingbird

Nest ID
041812_vers_01

CP51-2

ID

Type
Pad Areas-Structure Pad Chaparrals
Area

Habitat

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
BMP installation/maintenance

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
0

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
100
100
Removed

Nest Outcome

Date Nest
Found
4/18/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
4/18/2012 04/18/2012 - A pair of Cassin's Kingbirds was observed building a nest in structure CP51-2 during ongoing wire
stringing activities. The nest was removed to facilitate construction (wire stringing), per agency concurrence on
4/18/12 and through adherence to the NBMMP. Deterrents present consist of mylar flash tape. Following
concurrence, and in the presence of onsite biomonitor, a lineman was dropped at the top of the tower and
removed the newly-initiated Cassin's Kingbird nest of dried mustard plant stalks and installed an approved "Daddy
Long-legs" type deterrent on the end of the arm. At the time of removal (approximately 1045), the nest was 1%
constructed and contained no eggs or nestlings. Photos were taken of the removed nest material. - VEurs

Fledged
No

CORA

Common Raven

041812_vers_02

CP53-1

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Chaparrals
Area

BMP installation/maintenance

0

100

100

100

Removed

4/18/2012

4/18/2012 04/18/2012 - A pair of Common Ravens was observed building a nest in structure CP53-1 during ongoing wire
stringing activities. The nest was removed to facilitate construction (wire stringing), per agency concurrence on
4/18/12 and through adherence to the NBMMP. Deterrents present consist of mylar flash tape and "Daddy Long
Legs" deterrents installed in previous 3 nest attempt locations. Following concurrence, and in the presence of the
onsite biologist, 2 linemen were dropped at the top of the tower and removed the partially constructed Common
Raven nest. Before the removal crew arrived, the CORA pair perched on the tower for a total of 30 minutes, calling
and preening. They defended the tower from a RTHA, but did not bring more sticks to the nest. At the time of
removal (approximately 15:00), the nest was 5% constructed, contained no eggs or nestlings, and the nest and
nest area were photographed. An approved nesting bird deterrent (another "Daddy Long-legs"), was
subsequently installed in the tower in place of the removed nest, as well as more mylar tape and another "Daddy
Long-legs" in the bridge above. - VEurs

No

HOFI

House Finch

041912_ahll_01

Wilson CY

Construction Yards

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other

0

100

100

100

Nest with eggs or young failed for
unknown causes

4/19/2012

4/19/2012 04/19/2012 - Biomonitor found this House Finch nest under construction during the morning sweep and contacted
an avian biologist, who approved the removal following the NBMMP, and based on description, nesting stage with
no eggs or young present, location on needed equipment, and a picture. Streamer deterrents installed on crane.
Removal of nest was required based on potential impacts to material logistics operations supporting construction
such as tower assembly, cost impacts relative to alternative options, and potential for more nests at the idle piece
of equipment during the anticipated nest cycle. When the nest was removed, it was discovered to contain at least
1 broken egg with dried yolk present (more than 1 days dried). This piece of equipment has been used this week
at least 1 day. It is unlikely that a predator reached this nest as the location was very hidden, and wind probably
did not play a factor as the nest was well shielded from the elements, making natural failure unlikely. It is possible
this nest went undetected and failed due to the equipment being moved, as the egg(s) could have broken during
the recent crane use. This nest is from this season as indicated by fresh, green nesting materials and condition of
the egg matter. - AHill

No

HOFI

House Finch

041912_bald_01 Sycamore Substation

Substation

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

OH - wire stringing

0

100

30

30

Presumed Fledged

4/19/2012

5/15/2012 04/19/2012 - Nest was discovered when the biologist was walking by the nest, and the female flushed from the
nest while the avian biologist was 2 feet distant; 4 eggs on nest. - BArnold
04/23/2012 - Adult female incubating on nest. - BArnold
04/28/2012 - Female flushed from nest at about 10 feet upon approach to examine phases draped over pile of
tubing. Nest with several nestlings, exact number is uncertain. - BArnold
04/29/2012 - Female flushed from nest at about 30 feet, stayed away while phase and static wires were removed
by hand from where they had lain draped over the aluminum tubing pile after being lowered from above.
Nestlings remain in nest, being brooded by adult female. Avian biologist decided to enter buffer with 2 SDG&E
workers to remove this wire to preclude inadvertent tipping or jerking of nest tube during wire retrieval using
truck wench. Avian biologist was not present and did not observe phase and static wire being lowered into 30-foot
buffer, and on top of and in direct contact with the aluminum tube that contains the nest. It is unclear why this
occurred, a bio-monitor was presumably present during all of these activities. - BArnold
05/02/2012 - Female observed at nest. - BArnold
05/09/2012 - Large nestlings observed shifting around inside nest. - BArnold
05/15/2012 - Well-protected nest, slightly degraded with lots of scat, empty and indicative of recent fledging. BArnold

Yes

CALT

California Towhee

041912_elss_01

Gorka Gate

Road Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Other

500

100

100

100

Presumed Fledged

4/19/2012

5/16/2012 04/19/2012 - One CALT observed laying in nest. - ELoveless
04/23/2012 - CALT on nest for duration of observation. - RRadd
04/30/2012 - CALT on nest for duration of 15 minutes observer was nearby. - RRadd
05/07/2012 - CALT on nest for duration of the observation. - RRadd
05/14/2012 - CALT carrying food to nest at 5-15 minute intervals. - RRadd
05/21/2012 - Nest is empty and intact, presumed fledged. - RRadd

Yes

LEGO

Lesser Goldfinch

041912_elss_02

Gorka Gate

Road Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic

240

100

50

50

Nest did not reach active stage

4/19/2012

4/25/2012 04/19/2012 - Nest complete with no eggs. Female entered the nest twice during 30-minute observation with no
material. She stayed in the nest for 1-3 minutes at a time. - ELoveless
04/23/2012 - LEGO female on nest for duration of observation at 1505. - RRadd
04/30/2012 - Nest is complete, lined and empty. LEGO pair present and calling nearby, though not observed on
nest. - RRadd
05/07/2012 - Nest is aging. Although LEGO pair remain in area, they exhibit no association with this nest. - RRadd

No

SPTO

Spotted Towhee

041912_elss_04

Gorka Gate

Road Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Other

500

100

100

100

Presumed Fledged

4/19/2012

5/18/2012 04/19/2012 - Female SPTO observed adding nesting material to nest. - ELoveless
04/23/2012 - No SPTO detections during 30 minute observation on cool gray day. - RRadd
04/30/2012 - No SPTO detections near this nest during 20-minute observation. - RRadd
05/07/2012 - No SPTO detected in area during 30-minute observation. - RRadd
05/14/2012 - SPTO pair make 3 trips with food to nest 1242, 1252, 1308. - RRadd
05/21/2012 - Nest is no longer being fed, presumed fledged. - RRadd

Yes
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
HOFI House Finch

Nest ID
041912_jdus_01

CP51-2

HOWR House Wren

041912_jdus_02

CP49-1-PS-N

Road Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic

WTKI

White-tailed Kite

041912_lton_01

GS-NS-24

Pad Areas-Work Area

Woodlands and Forests

OH - wire stringing

BUSH

Bushtit

041912_rrdd_01

CP56-1-PS-E-A

Road Area

Chaparrals

CALT

California Towhee

041912_rrdd_02

CP56-1-PS-E-B

Road Area

LEGO

Lesser Goldfinch

041912_rrdd_03

CP56-1-PS-E-B

Road Area

CATH

California Thrasher

041912_rrdd_04

CP55/CP56-1 PS

BUSH

Bushtit

041912_sjon_01

EP70

ID

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
Type
Habitat
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
Pad Areas-Structure Pad Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats OH - wire stringing
Area

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
30

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
Nest Outcome
30
30
Nest did not reach active stage

Date Nest
Found
4/19/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
Fledged
4/25/2012 04/19/2012 - HOFI female stealing nest material from CAKI nest attempt in same tower (has now completely
No
dismantled and removed all visible signs of CAKI nest attempt). 10 trips to HOFI nest with material were observed. JDicus
04/25/2012 - Nest is gone. During 2 hours of observation, a pair of House Finches landed in different locations
within the tower and appeared to be nest site selecting, but neither bird showed an affinity to the original nest
location; nor were they observed carrying material to this spot. - MDicus

62

100

50

50

Fledged

4/19/2012

5/11/2012 04/19/2012 - Pair attends nest, entering multiple times. Male sings incessantly from nest tree. - JDicus
04/27/2012 - With the exception of a few minutes, 1 wren was in the nest cavity or perched within 15 feet for the
30 minute observation period. In general, the male perched nearby singing and entered the nest on occasion to
give the female food. The female entered and exited the nest, apparently foraging. At one point, the female had
exited the nest, and a pair of HOFI landed near the cavity entrance. The male wren entered the cavity was able to
keep the finches from entering. - VEurs
05/04/2012 - Both adults were observed making multiple trips into the nest cavity with food in a short period of
time to feed their extremely vocal nestlings. - VEurs
05/11/2012 - Both adults were observed by the nest cavity as the sound of several wrens scolding was heard in
nearby shrubs. The area around the cavity entrance is spotted with droppings, perhaps indicating that fledglings
were perched there for a time. The female made about a dozen trips to remove nesting material from the cavity
as the male sang energetically close by. The pair may attempt a second clutch. - VEurs

Yes

480

500

450

450

Fledged

4/19/2012

6/7/2012 04/19/2012 - Adult initially seen flying within the vicinity of the pine trees on the abandoned property to the
north. The nest was identified during the potential raptor nesting detection portion of the survey. An adult was
observed on the nest and did not leave when the avian biologist logged the location using a GPS device. LThoreson
04/28/2012 - One adult on nest and another perched 100 feet away. - MKuehn
05/08/2012 - Adult remained on nest for entire 30 minute observation period, rising occasionally to tend nest
contents. Second adult was not detected. Unsure if nest contains eggs still, or young nestlings. Adult was
positioned low in nest. - MKuehn
05/16/2012 - Two nestlings observed in nest. One has juvenile plumage and is standing on the rim of the nest. The
2nd nestling was observed briefly and stayed low in the nest. No adults were observed. - ELoveless
05/22/2012 - A nestling can still be seen at the nest (appears in full juvenile plumage). - MKuehn
05/30/2012 - One nestling could be seen perched on rim of nest. - MKuehn
06/07/2012 - Adults and immature bird observed in area. Immature bird observed flying to oaks within area and
calling. Nest fledged successfully. Closed. - VNovik

Yes

BMP installation/maintenance

65

100

60

60

Indeterminate

4/19/2012

5/14/2012 04/19/2012 - BUSH making regular trips to nest which appears mostly complete. - RRadd
04/23/2012 - BUSH near nest was not observed entering nest on cool rainy day. - RRadd
04/30/2012 - No activity at this intact nest from 0900-0920. - RRadd
05/07/2012 - BUSH pair foraging away from nest visit after 30 minutes. Both enter, one stays, the other returns
briefly after 5 minutes then departs and does not return, 0820. - RRadd
05/14/2012 - Nest appears intact and well protected but no BUSH detected during 35 minutes of cool foggy
weather from 0745-0820. - RRadd
05/21/2012 - No activity observed from 1335-1350. - RRadd
05/29/2012 - Nest appears to be deteriorating, no BUSH detected. Uncertain if an egg was ever laid. - RRadd

N/A

Chaparrals

BMP installation/maintenance

30

100

75

75

Indeterminate

4/19/2012

4/30/2012 04/19/2012 - CALT at nest containing 2 eggs. - RRadd
04/23/2012 - CALT does not leave nest during 10 minute observation. - RRadd
04/30/2012 - Nest empty, but CALT still agitated at presence of observer at edge of buffer. - RRadd
05/07/2012 - Nest remains empty; CALT likely re-nesting outside the buffer. - RRadd

N/A

Chaparrals

BMP installation/maintenance

26

100

100

100

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

4/19/2012

4/21/2012 04/19/2012 - LEGO pair attending nest with 3 eggs. - RRadd
04/23/2012 - Nest contains 1 egg. - RRadd
04/30/2012 - Nest is empty and falling apart. Presumed damaged by weather approximately 21 April. - RRadd

No

Pad Areas-Stringing Area Riparian Scrubs

BMP installation/maintenance

100

100

100

100

Presumed Fledged

4/19/2012

4/22/2012 04/19/2012 - CATH on nest appeared to be rotating eggs or interacting with nestlings - no food carry observed. RRadd
04/23/2012 - CATH on nest at 1708. - RRadd
04/30/2012 - Nest is intact with some feces on the nest rim. Adult CATH perches above nest and sings
intermittently for15 minutes. Presumed fledged. - RRadd

Yes

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Chaparrals
Area

BMP installation/maintenance

0

100

100

100

Removed

4/19/2012

4/19/2012 04/19/2012 - Nest location was approximately 15 feet from A leg and 9 feet up in manzanita shrub. Nest was
estimated to be approximately 10% complete. Nest location provided little protection from rotor wash. Because of
the high potential for this nest to be negatively impacted by rotor wash from the sky crane while setting towers, it
was removed at a very early stage of building (10%), with no eggs or young present following concurrence, per the
NBMMP. Removal at this stage provides the nesting pair the chance to successfully build a nest away from the
tower location, and allows critical construction activities to proceed without delay at this location. - SJohnston
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
HOFI House Finch

Nest ID
042012_ahll_01

ID
Wilson CY

Type
Construction Yards

Habitat
Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
BMP installation/maintenance

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
0

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
100
100
Removed

Nest Outcome

Date Nest
Found
4/20/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
4/20/2012 04/20/2012 - Nest was found by biomonitor during morning sweeps, approximately 95% complete, with no eggs
or young present. Streamer deterrents installed on crane and cavities were taped. Removal of nest was required
based on potential impacts to material logistics operations supporting construction and the CAISO request for
energization by June 1, such as tower assembly, cost impacts relative to alternative options, and potential for
more nests at the idle piece of equipment during the anticipated nest cycle. Nest was not a candidate for a buffer
reduction allowing for use of the crane, but rather, for removal. Nest was photographed and removed, per the
NBMMP. - AHill

Fledged
No

HOFI

House Finch

042012_bald_01 Sycamore Substation SSDE1

Substation

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Substation - new construction

0

100

100

100

Nest with eggs or young failed for
unknown causes

4/20/2012

4/20/2012 04/20/2012 - Well-built and well-placed nest with 5 eggs was discovered by a mechanic after he moved lift about
50 feet to a new location to perform scheduled maintenance. Mechanic contacted the bio-monitor, who in turn
contacted the avian biologist. The lift had been moved earlier in the morning, prior to the mechanic moving it. In
addition, during the past week the lift had been used and moved several times by the SRPL new construction
workers, and was available for use by O&M maintenance workers, who definitely used a lift during their
maintenance activities, but it is unclear if this particular lift was the one that they used. It remains unclear when
this nest was constructed and when the eggs were laid. House Finches lay 1 egg a day. They can build a nest in 1
day, but given the well-built nature of this nest, it likely required 2 or more days to finish. As such, this nest can be
as recently constructed as 7 days ago, or it could have been constructed up to 3 weeks ago. The lift was present
inside the substation during this entire period. - BArnold

No

HOFI

House Finch

042012_elss_01

Structures

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance

0

100

100

100

Removed

4/20/2012

4/20/2012 04/20/2012 - A pair of House Finches was observed carrying nesting material to the CP95 monopole about 12
times throughout the day. The nest was less than 10% complete and no eggs were present. Bird deterrent tape is
present within 6 inches of the nest. Construction at the tower may require work to take place at the nest site.
Because the nest is located in a man-made Project structure that requires construction within the possible nest
cycle, deterrents were present, and the birds are only in the beginning stages of nest building, the nest was
removed from the structure, following NBMMP stipulations. The nest was photographed. - ELoveless

No

HOFI

House Finch

042012_hwey_01 EP34-1

Pad Areas-TSAP

Chaparrals

OH - tower erection

100

100

30

30

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

4/20/2012

5/4/2012 04/20/2012 - Male and female HOFIs adding nest material. Nest appears 80% complete. A close examination with
mirror reveals no eggs inside. - HWinfrey
04/28/2012 - 2 hatchlings in nest, partially emerged from eggs. Earliest expected fledging date is 5/9/12. HWinfrey
05/04/2012 - Nest is pulled apart, with 2 broken eggshells remaining in nest. Nest closed due to predation. HWinfrey

No

HOFI

House Finch

042012_jdus_01

CP32-2

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Chaparrals
Area

OH - wire stringing

0

100

100

100

Removed

4/20/2012

4/20/2012 04/20/2012 - A new House Finch nest was detected inside the CP32-2 middle traveler on the west side of the
tower 100 feet above ground level. The female House Finch made 9 trips to nest with material. Nest stage could
not be determined from the ground, though active nest building suggested egg laying had not begun. A lineman
was dispatched to the tower via helicopter skid transfer to verify nest contents while avian biologist remained to
confirm status of nest per the NBMMP, given wire stringing occurring at the site. Nest contents were verified by a
lineman on the tower before stringing of that phase commenced. Avian biologists may not climb a tower due to
the required safety training and equipment. At 1225, the crew arrived at the tower. Avian biologist communicated
the nest location and confirmed lineman was to check nest contents without disturbing traveler. At 1234 the
lineman called down that the nest was empty and with concurrence from avian biologist, nest removal was
completed. - JDicus

No

LASP

Lark Sparrow

042012_rrdd_01

CP64-2 PS

Pad Areas-Stringing Area Grasslands and Meadows

Grading

8

100

100

100

Nest did not reach active stage

4/20/2012

4/20/2012 04/20/2012 - Clean empty nest. - RRadd
04/27/2012 - Nest remains empty 1 day after severe weather. LASP activity on territory continues. - RRadd
05/03/2012 - No eggs were ever laid in this nest. - RRadd

No

LASP

Lark Sparrow

042012_rrdd_02

CP64-2 PS

Pad Areas-Stringing Area Grasslands and Meadows

Grading

49

100

100

100

Nest did not reach active stage

4/20/2012

4/26/2012 04/20/2012 - Complete nest ready to receive first egg. - RRadd
04/27/2012 - Nest remains empty 1 day after severe weather. LASP activity on territory continues. - RRadd
05/03/2012 - R. Radd reports that no eggs were ever laid in this nest. - KAlberts

No

CAKI

Cassin's Kingbird

042012_rrdd_03

CP64-2

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Grasslands and Meadows
Area

BMP installation/maintenance

50

100

100

100

Nest did not reach active stage

4/20/2012

5/9/2012 04/20/2012 - CAKI pair carrying material to insulator mounting bracket. - RRadd
04/27/2012 - CAKI pair frequenting nest; no material carrying observed. - RRadd
05/03/2012 - CAKI continue to frequent and defend this location, but nest condition unknown. - RRadd
05/10/2012 - CAKI no longer present at tower, thus site apparently usurped by WEKI pair building new nest
adjacent. - RRadd

No

HOFI

House Finch

042012_rrdd_04

CP64-2

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Grasslands and Meadows
Area

None

0

100

30

30

Presumed Fledged

4/20/2012

5/25/2012 04/20/2012 - HOFI on nest which appears complete and ready for an egg. - RRadd
04/27/2012 - HOFI incubating 5 eggs. - RRadd
05/03/2012 - HOFI incubation of 5 eggs continues. - RRadd
05/10/2012 - HOFI incubating 5 eggs. - RRadd
05/16/2012 - Nest contains grey downy young at 1058. - RRadd
05/22/2012 - Adult feeding large feathered young; anticipated to fledge 2-3 days. - RRadd
05/31/2012 - Nest has apparently fledged and a new nest has been initiated (1 egg). - RRadd

Yes

CP95-1
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
HOFI House Finch

Nest ID
042012_rrdd_05

CP64-2

ID

Type
Habitat
Pad Areas-Structure Pad Grasslands and Meadows
Area

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
Other

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
100

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
Nest Outcome
30
30
Presumed Fledged

HOFI

House Finch

042012_rrdd_06

CP64-2

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Grasslands and Meadows
Area

BMP installation/maintenance

10

100

30

30

HOFI

House Finch

042012_rrdd_07

CP64-2

Pad Areas-TSAP

Grasslands and Meadows

BMP installation/maintenance

32

100

100

PHAI

Phainopepla

042012_rrdd_08

CP65-1

Pad Areas-TSAP

Chaparrals

BMP installation/maintenance

200

100

BCHU

Black-chinned Hummingbird

042012_rrdd_09

CP64-2 PS-E

Road Area

Riparian Forests and Woodlands

Traffic

15

BUSH

Bushtit

042012_vers_01

CP32-2

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats OH - wire stringing
Area

HOFI

House Finch

042112_ghan_01 CP43-1 PS

Pad Areas-Stringing Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats OH - wire stringing

HOFI

House Finch

042112_hwey_01 CP95-1

Pad Areas-Maintenance Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Area
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance

Date Nest
Found
4/20/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
5/20/2012 04/20/2012 - Nest with 3 eggs. - RRadd
04/27/2012 - HOFI incubating 4 eggs. - RRadd
05/03/2012 - HOFI attending hatched young at 1234. - RRadd
05/10/2012 - HOFI male feeding nestlings. - RRadd
05/16/2012 - Small nestlings are feathered at 1054. - RRadd
05/22/2012 - Nest is empty, presumed fledged. Juveniles observed away from nest. - RRadd

Fledged
Yes

Nest did not reach active stage

4/20/2012

4/29/2012 04/20/2012 - HOFI bringing nest material. - RRadd
04/27/2012 - No changes at this nest. - RRadd
05/03/2012 - Nest is no longer present and is presumed lost to weather or nest material thievery. - RRadd

No

100

Presumed Fledged

4/20/2012

5/14/2012 04/20/2012 - Nest contains 3 eggs. - RRadd
04/27/2012 - Changed species from Lark Sparrow to House Finch. Nest contains 3 eggs and 1 fresh-hatched
nestling. - RRadd
05/03/2012 - HOFI continues to brood nestlings. - RRadd
05/10/2012 - HOFI on nest does not flush during brief observation. - RRadd
05/16/2012 - Nest is empty with many feces on rim, suggests successful fledge. - RRadd

Yes

100

100

Nest did not reach active stage

4/20/2012

4/30/2012 04/20/2012 - Nest is 50% built with male PHAI adding material at 1310. - RRadd
04/27/2012 - Nest appears complete; PHAI male chases female away at observer approach. - RRadd
05/03/2012 - Nest has fallen sideways, presumed lost to weather. - RRadd

No

100

50

50

Presumed Fledged

4/20/2012

6/6/2012 04/20/2012 - Female BCHU bringing Platanus racemosa fuzz to nest 50% complete. - RRadd
04/27/2012 - BCHU lying intermittently on complete nest. - RRadd
05/03/2012 - Female on nest at 0704 does not flush. - RRadd
05/10/2012 - Female comes to nest and stays at 1722. - RRadd
05/16/2012 - Female BCHU comes to nest (after 20 minutes away) and settles at 1604, does not feed young. RRadd
05/22/2012 - BCHU female perched near nest. Nest appears full, but observation terminated when dive-bombed
by female COHA from adjacent nest. Nestling presence presumed. - RRadd
05/31/2012 - Adult female feeds 2 feathered nestlings 1522. - RRadd
06/06/2012 - Nest appears empty, and no BCHU observed during 15 minute observation. Presumed fledged. RRadd

Yes

130

100

50

50

Indeterminate

4/20/2012

5/19/2012 04/20/2012 - While monitoring a nearby nest, the biologist observed a Bushtit pair foraging in the area, returning
to a particular shrub. Upon examining the shrub, a complete nest was found. The male brought a small insect into
the nest, presumably for the female, as no sounds of nestlings were heard emanating from the nest. - VEurs
04/28/2012 - Adults observed making numerous trips with food material. Nestling begging calls could be heard
when adults arrived. - GHuffman
05/05/2012 - The nestlings could be heard vocalizing as an adult brought food into the nest. - VEurs
05/12/2012 - No Bushtits approached the nest during 35 minutes of observation, but they were detected flying
about the surrounding habitat. - VEurs
05/19/2012 - There is no sign of the nest in the nest shrub. This nest with young may have failed due to natural
causes or may have fledged between 5-5 and 5-12. - VEurs

N/A

30

100

30

30

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

4/21/2012

5/21/2012 04/21/2012 - Discovered nest while performing transects between pull site and tower. Nest was vacant for
approximately 10 minutes and then observed female HOFI on nest. Contents of nest not visible from any vantage
point but due to duration of female on nest it can be concluded that she is incubating. Buffer signs installed and
trail staked from pull site to tower to clarify boundary. - GHuffman
04/28/2012 - Shortly after the start of the observation period, the HOFI pair arrived at the nest. The female
perched at the edge for a few minutes and eventually settled in the nest, where she remained for 15+ minutes.
The male was often perched nearby, singing and chasing off other male HOFI's, though he appeared less
concerned about nearby LEGO's. The male and female exchanged chirping calls. - VEurs
05/05/2012 - Female on the nest during observations. Male perched briefly in the nest shrub to sing. - VEurs
05/14/2012 - No HOFI activity detected in the vicinity of the nest during 30 minutes of observation. - VEurs
05/21/2012 - The nest is completely gone from the nest shrub; there is no sign of it. This nest with eggs or young
failed due to natural causes. - VEurs

No

0

100

100

100

Removed

4/21/2012

4/21/2012 04/21/2012 - A pair of House Finches was observed bringing nesting material to tower at 1630 on 4/20/12 by
biologist R. Haller. Nest building continued on the morning of 4/21/12, with the pair consistently making trips with
nest material while workers and vehicles were directly beneath the nest. Nest is located in a pocket of bird
deterrent netting at the top of the tower shroud, about 25 feet off the ground. The nest was examined and found
to be 50% complete with no eggs or young. Nest removal was conducted per the NBMMP to allow for needed
cable testing work requiring access to the shroud. - HWinfrey
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
BLPH Black Phoebe

Nest ID
042112_jpki_01

ID
TL 6915/6924-E

Type
Road Area

Habitat
Riparian Forests and Woodlands

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
Traffic

LEGO

Lesser Goldfinch

042112_jpki_02

TL 6924

69kv Tie Line

Riparian Forests and Woodlands

Traffic

BEWR

Bewick's Wren

042112_jpki_03

TL 6915/6924

Pad Areas-Work Area

Chaparrals

BUSH

Bushtit

042112_jpki_04

TL 6924

69kV Tie Line

Chaparrals

BUSH

Bushtit

042112_ltiw_01

EP140-1

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Chaparrals
Area

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
46

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
50
50
Fledged

Nest Outcome

Date Nest
Found
4/21/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
6/27/2012 04/21/2012 - Adults observed entering culvert with nesting material after which partially completed (60%) nest
was found. - JPawlicki
04/28/2012 - Both adults seen perching in vegetation outside the culvert. Male and female both observed 1 time
with nest material that they eventually carried into the culvert. The phoebes were sensitive to the biologist's
presence, even when the biologist was 20 feet away above and behind the culvert opening. - VEurs
05/05/2012 - After 30 minutes of no activity, the biologist climbed down to look at the nest. The nest is complete
and now lined with grass, but no eggs were seen. No phoebes were detected. When checking a nearby nest on 3
May, a male phoebe was observed perched on the access gate. - VEurs
05/12/2012 - The female was perched on the access gate post as the biologist arrived. Once the biologist was in
position to observe the culvert opening, a phoebe flew inside. It left a few minutes later, and the biologist used
this opportunity to climb down and look in at the nest. The nest now contains at least 2 white eggs, visible over
the rim of the nest cup. - VEurs
05/19/2012 - The male phoebe was perched on vegetation above the culvert entrance. He flew off after a few
minutes and was not seen for the rest of the observation period. The female was not observed. The biologist
carefully approached the entrance to the culvert and looked inside. The female was not in the culvert, but at least
3 perhaps 4, eggs are visible in the nest. - VEurs
05/26/2012 - After 30 minutes of no observed activity near the mouth of the culvert, the biologist climbed down
to look at the nest. It still contains at least 3 eggs. After leaving the nest, the biologist stood at the driveway to the
access road in an effort to spot the phoebes. After approximately 5 minutes, the female flew down to a rock
commonly used by the pair and then appeared to fly into the culvert. - VEurs
06/02/2012 - A phoebe made 2 trips into the culvert in rapid succession after 10 minutes of observation When no
4/28/2012 04/21/2012 - Female observed on nest with male in vicinity of nest shrub. - JPawlicki
04/28/2012 - Absolutely no sign of the nest in the mulefat shrub. No LEGO activity in the area after 20 minutes of
observation. Assume this nest with eggs or young failed due to natural causes, either because of recent bad
weather or predation. - VEurs

Fledged
Yes

130

100

30

30

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

4/21/2012

BMP installation/maintenance

45

100

50

50

Presumed Fledged

4/21/2012

5/3/2012 04/21/2012 - Adults observed bringing food to nest within cavity on several occasions. Nestlings also heard
begging within cavity while adult was present. - JPawlicki
04/28/2012 - Both adults eventually observed bringing food to nestlings within the cavity (at first it was difficult to
tell if it was 1 adult bringing food, but both were ultimately seen at the cavity at the same time). Nestlings were
very vocal. - VEurs
05/03/2012 - After 45 minutes of observation, no Bewick's Wrens were detected approaching the nest cavity,
although a wren was heard briefly scolding downslope. Given the high amount of activity on 28 April and the lack
of activity on 3 May, it seems very likely the nestlings fledged between these nest checks. The nestlings were very
loud and of an unknown age at the last visit, so it is very feasible the young have successfully fledged. No
fledglings were observed, but the dense nature and fairly steep topography make it hard to detect them. This nest
is now closed and presumed fledged. - VEurs

Yes

Traffic

17

100

50

50

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

4/21/2012

5/19/2012 04/21/2012 - Adult foraging in vicinity of nest after which it entered complete nest and remained inside for at
least 10 minutes. - JPawlicki
04/28/2012 - Both adults were foraging at start of observation period. 1 adult entered the nest and remained
there through the end of observations (another 15 minutes). The second adult visited the nest on 2 occasions, but
the biologist couldn't tell if it was carrying food. No nestlings heard. - VEurs
05/05/2012 - 1 Bushtit made 2 visits to the nest with material after about 10 minutes of observation. After
another 5-10 minutes, a Bushtit emerged from the nest as the first bird arrived. They both made several trips in
quick succession carrying what appeared to be more nesting material. No nestlings were heard vocalizing when an
adult entered the nest. - VEurs
05/12/2012 - During approximately 15 minutes of observation, both adults made several trips into the nest with
food. The faint sounds of several begging nestlings were detected. - VEurs
05/19/2012 - 15 minutes of no BUSH activity, coupled with a suspicious-looking nest, prompted the biologist to
approach the nest directly. The nest has a hole in the bottom, and the contents are completely gone. It is like
looking through a tube. This nest with young failed due to natural causes. - VEurs

No

BMP installation/maintenance

50

100

50

50

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

4/21/2012

5/7/2012 04/21/2012 - Bushtits were detected in the area during nest survey. Nest was found and appears complete but
looks small. A female entered the nest for about 2 minutes, then exited nest. Pair was not disturbed by the
helicopter flyover or avian biologist observing 10 feet nearby. - LTymkiw
04/30/2012 - Nest looks complete, and 1 Bushtit is perched 8 feet away as if quietly watching over nest,
territorially. - PKonrad
05/07/2012 - Nest has been predated, torn out of scrub oak and carried away with only the very top of the nest
left in place. No sign of adults, nestlings, eggs or eggshells in area - closed. - PKonrad

No
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Nearest Project Feature

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
Nest Outcome
100
100
Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

Nest ID
042112_mdus_01 CP16-1

WREN Wrentit

042112_mkhn_02 EP79-E

Road Area

Chaparrals

Other

75

100

75

75

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

4/21/2012

WREN Wrentit

042112_mkhn_03 EP101-2-PS-N

Road Area

Chaparrals

Traffic

58

100

100

100

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

4/21/2012

5/3/2012 04/21/2012 - Adult heard giving low rattling call in vicinity. When area was searched, adult flew from nest when
biologist was 2 feet away, revealing location of nest. Nest contains 4 pale blue immaculate eggs, which appear
fresh when lit by sunlight. - MKuehn
04/27/2012 - Adult seen on nest from 20 feet away. - MKuehn
05/03/2012 - Nest is intact but empty. Nest still contained eggs 6 days ago and nestlings normally are fed for 14
days before fledging, indicating nest has failed prior to fledging young. No eggshell fragments or nestling remains
found in or below nest. - MKuehn

No

BLPH

Black Phoebe

042112_mkhn_04 EP79-E

Road Area

Riparian Forests and Woodlands

Traffic

12

100

50

50

Nest did not reach active stage

4/21/2012

4/27/2012 04/21/2012 - Female observed collecting material 350 feet away this morning, and flying in this direction. This
afternoon, when nest was located, she was observed carrying fine materials to nest and placing them. Nest is just
begun (<5% complete). - MKuehn
04/27/2012 - Very little new nesting material has been added. This nest site appears to have been abandoned
before completion of building. An adult was observed carrying nesting material to a shed across the road to the
south on private property, and more than 100 feet from the access road. - MKuehn

No

CATH

California Thrasher

042112_mkhn_05 EP79-E-A

Road Area

Chaparrals

Traffic

12

100

100

100

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

4/21/2012

5/17/2012 04/21/2012 - Both adults visited nest with biologist standing 12 feet away on edge of access road. At least 1 adult
carried nesting material in bill and placed it in nest. Nest is 30% complete, with base of twigs and bark strips
mostly formed. - MKuehn
04/28/2012 - Adult stayed tight on nest, presumed to be incubating eggs, but contents were not checked. MKuehn
05/04/2012 - Adult was not on nest. Nest contains 2-3 eggs only. No nestlings present. - MKuehn
05/10/2012 - Adult on nest. Did not check contents. - MKuehn
05/16/2012 - Nest empty, no eggshells on ground. No thrashers observed near the nest, but heard 2 thrashers
calling 150 or more feet away. - ELoveless
05/17/2012 - Nest closed and signs for buffer removed. This nest contained eggs on 5/10 and was empty on 5/16,
which is too soon to have successfully fledged young. Likely predated. - MKuehn

No

HOOR

Hooded Oriole

042112_rrdd_01

Road Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic

10

100

50

50

Presumed Fledged

4/21/2012

5/27/2012 04/21/2012 - HOOR female constructing new nest of palm fiber 0815. - RRadd
04/26/2012 - HOOR pair observed gathering fiber from nearby Canary palm, nest approximately 25% complete. RRadd
05/02/2012 - Female HOOR continues to pull fibers from adjacent Washingtonia and add to this nest, which
appears substantially complete. - RRadd
05/09/2012 - HOOR female on nest for duration of 20-minute observation. - RRadd
05/17/2012 - Female departs nest at 0736 to forage. - RRadd
05/26/2012 - HOOR observed in vicinity of nest but not entering or departing. Nest appears "full" but no
occupants visible. Juvenile HOOR pursuing adult 300 feet north may be from this nest. - RRadd
06/03/2012 - Nest is empty, and HOOR pair building new nest elsewhere. Presumed fledged. - RRadd

Yes

Helix CY AR

119 of 214

Date Nest
Found
4/21/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
7/10/2012 04/21/2012 - A monitor reported a pair of Common Ravens constructing a nest in the top of structure CP16-1. The
nest is 90-100% constructed. - MDicus
04/28/2012 - The nest appears to be fully constructed and now has fluffy, white lining. 1 raven flew up and
perched near the nest as the biologist was driving up access road CP16-1-E-A. The second raven was on the nest.
The biologist stopped at the junction of the access road leading to the tower. The ravens flew from the tower
shortly after the biologist arrived and soared around the area, calling to each other. They returned within 10
minutes, 1 settling on the nest and the other perching in the tower below. - VEurs
05/05/2012 - Ravens were not in sight upon biologist's arrival near the nest. After about 10 minutes, a single raven
flew into view and landed on the tower. It perched at various places on the tower before flying off again. It was
soon joined by a second raven and the pair flew around the area, briefly performing a synchronous display. They
eventually landed on the tower, where a short begging display took place. The presumed female then flew out of
sight for at least 15 minutes, while the male perched above the nest. A small group of ravens flew into the area,
and the male left the tower to chase them off. He was joined by the female. The other ravens soon left and one of
the pair returned to perch above the nest. No raven was on the nest during 45+ minutes of observation, until the
biologist backed up to leave the area. - VEurs
05/12/2012 - As the biologist approached the area on foot, 1 raven was flying along the access road and the
second was perched on the tower beside the nest. When the biologist settled down in a strategic viewing spot, the
raven left the tower. The pair spent the next 90 minutes on the wing, soaring in and out of view, sometimes calling
to each other. 1 raven perched in the lower portion of the tower for about 2 minutes before taking off again. No
raven ever settled on the nest, but the warm afternoon temperature may have made incubating unnecessary. VEurs
05/19/2012 - A raven was on the nest as the biologist arrived in the area. It left the nest about 3 minutes later and
began flying around the area It chased off a second raven (not its mate identifiable because of feather molt) that
5/4/2012 04/21/2012 - Both adults observed carrying nesting material to nest with biologist crouching, but in plain sight 7
feet away. Nest approximately 40% complete. Base of nest complete and starting to form rim. - MKuehn
04/28/2012 - Nest contains 4 pale blue eggs. An adult was near, but not seen on nest. - MKuehn
05/04/2012 - Nest is empty and contained eggs 6 days ago, indicating likely predation. No eggshells in nest or on
ground below. A newly begun WREN nest was found today 80 feet from this nest, likely belonging to the same
pair. - MKuehn

Species
Code
Common Name
CORA Common Raven

ID

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
Type
Habitat
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
Pad Areas-Structure Pad Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance
Area

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
100

AR070699

Fledged
No

10/15/2012

No
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
HOWR House Wren

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
50
50
Fledged

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
5/26/2012 04/21/2012 - HOWR carrying material to cavity. - RRadd
04/29/2012 - HOWR singing adjacent not observed to enter during 20-minute observation. - RRadd
05/02/2012 - HOWR singing at entrance and entering briefly at 0945 does not carry any items. - RRadd
05/09/2012 - HOWR pair feeding nest at short intervals, male makes 3 trips for each 1 by female. - RRadd
05/17/2012 - HOWR pair bringing food to nest at 2 minute intervals from 0745-0757, male makes 3 trips for each
by female. - RRadd
05/26/2012 - HOWR feeding fledglings under the nest and flying to nest with food suggests fledglings are
departing the nest. - RRadd

Helix CY AR

Type
Road Area

Habitat
Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

042112_rrdd_03

Helix CY AR

Road Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic

3

100

50

50

Presumed Fledged

4/21/2012

5/16/2012 04/21/2012 - LEGO female building nest approximately 70% complete. - RRadd
04/26/2012 - Female LEGO on nest. - RRadd
05/02/2012 - LEGO on nest at 0940. - RRadd
05/09/2012 - LEGO pair feeding nest, 0840. - RRadd
05/17/2012 - No activity at nest, juveniles being fed elsewhere may be from here. Presumed fledged. - RRadd

Yes

ANHU Anna's Hummingbird

042112_rrdd_04

Helix CY AR

Road Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic

15

100

50

50

Nest did not reach active stage

4/21/2012

4/26/2012 04/21/2012 - Female ANHU working on nest approximately 50% complete. - RRadd
04/26/2012 - Nest has fallen. - RRadd

No

HOFI

House Finch

042112_rrdd_05

Helix CY

Construction Yards

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other

30

100

30

30

Presumed Fledged

4/21/2012

5/17/2012 04/21/2012 - HOFI pair at complete nest lacking eggs. - RRadd
04/26/2012 - HOFI goes to nest containing 3 eggs at 1535. - RRadd
04/26/2012 - HOFI to nest containing 3 eggs. - RRadd
05/02/2012 - HOFI on nest at 1224 does not flush. - RRadd
05/09/2012 - HOFI active at nest containing 2 small young and 2 unhatched eggs. - RRadd
05/17/2012 - Nest is empty and presumed fledged, based on monitoring chronology. - RRadd

Yes

HOFI

House Finch

042112_rrdd_06

Helix CY

Construction Yards

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other

50

100

30

30

Nest did not reach active stage

4/21/2012

5/2/2012 04/21/2012 - Large grass nest appears complete and ready for eggs. - RRadd
04/26/2012 - No changes at this nest. - RRadd
05/02/2012 - Nest has not changed and no birds are associating with it, indicating abandonment. - RRadd

No

HOFI

House Finch

042112_rrdd_07

Helix CY

Construction Yards

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic

30

100

30

30

Presumed Fledged

4/21/2012

6/12/2012 04/21/2012 - HOFI pair building nest on fence; approximately 20% complete. - RRadd
04/26/2012 - Nest is 25% complete. - RRadd
05/02/2012 - Nest is only marginally advanced, but strident HOFI pair are present and active a few feet from the
nest. - RRadd
05/09/2012 - HOFI active at 2 nests 6 feet apart within the buffer; unclear if both are active, will continue to
monitor before logging new nest. - RRadd
05/17/2012 - HOFI incubating 4 eggs at 1555. - RRadd
05/26/2012 - HOFI attending several (4?) downy nestlings. - RRadd
06/03/2012 - Nest contains at least 2 nestlings with feather quills. - RRadd
06/09/2012 - Nest contains large feathered young. - RRadd
06/14/2012 - Nest is empty and presumed fledged. - RRadd

Yes

LEGO

Lesser Goldfinch

042112_rrdd_08

GS-NF-10

Road Area

Riparian Forests and Woodlands

Traffic

6

100

50

50

Presumed Fledged

4/21/2012

5/13/2012 04/21/2012 - LEGO pair making multiple trips - female building nest approximately 60% complete, - RRadd
04/28/2012 - LEGO active in nest at 1006. - RRadd
05/04/2012 - LEGO making trips to nest at intervals that suggest nestlings are being fed. - RRadd
05/09/2012 - LEGO male feeding fledglings with female accompanying at 1415. - RRadd
05/14/2012 - Nest is empty, and on basis of previous observations; presumed fledged. - RRadd

Yes

ANHU Anna's Hummingbird

042112_rrdd_09

GS-NF-10

Pad Areas-Work Area

Riparian Forests and Woodlands

BMP installation/maintenance

30

100

50

50

Nest did not reach active stage

4/21/2012

4/26/2012 04/21/2012 - ANHU female making infrequent trips off nest shows no indications of hatched young between 1455 1515. - RRadd
04/28/2012 - Nest has fallen. Presumed lost to severe weather 2 days ago. - RRadd

No

BUSH

042112_rrdd_10

GS-NF-10

Pad Areas-Work Area

Riparian Forests and Woodlands

BMP installation/maintenance

34

100

50

50

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

4/21/2012

5/14/2012 04/21/2012 - BUSH carrying materials to nest which is approximately 30% complete. - RRadd
04/28/2012 - BUSH pair making infrequent trips to nest 0908. - RRadd
05/04/2012 - Solo BUSH checks in near nest without entering at 1710. - RRadd
05/09/2012 - No BUSH activity observed at this nest during 30-minute observation. - RRadd
05/14/2012 - Nest appears damaged and no BUSH detected during 20 minute observation. - RRadd

No

Lesser Goldfinch

Bushtit
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Nest Outcome

Date Nest
Found
4/21/2012

Nest ID
042112_rrdd_02

LEGO

ID

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
Traffic

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
22

AR070700

Fledged
Yes

10/15/2012
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
ANHU Anna's Hummingbird

HOFI

House Finch

NUWO Nuttall's Woodpecker

Nest ID
042112_vers_01

ID
CP49-1-PS-N

Type
Road Area

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
Habitat
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
25

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
Nest Outcome
50
50
Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

Date Nest
Found
4/21/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
6/2/2012 04/21/2012 - A female Anna's Hummingbird was seen with nesting material. The biologist saw it land in branches
a sort distance away and discovered a nest approximately 85% complete. She added spider webs and small
feathers and used her body to shape the cup. - VEurs
04/28/2012 - The female hummingbird spent most of the observation period on the nest, occasionally leaving for
a few minutes at a time to forage. - VEurs
05/05/2012 - Female on nest, holding tight in the wind. She spent most of the 30-minute observation period on
the nest, leaving twice, most likely to forage. Upon returning, she settled on the nest immediately, suggesting it
still contains eggs (not nestlings). - VEurs
05/12/2012 - Female spent equal time off the nest foraging and on the nest incubating. - VEurs
05/19/2012 - The female was not on the nest at the start of observations. She returned after approximately 15
minutes. She perched on the edge of the nest and bent down to feed nestlings. It seems there are 2 nestlings,
which she ultimately settled down on in the strong wind. - VEurs
05/26/2012 - When the biologist approached the nest, the female was feeding gnats to a nestling. When she
finished feeding the nestling, she settled on the nest. - VEurs
06/02/2012 - Only a few tufts of nest material remain on the branch. This nest with young failed due to natural
causes (predation). - VEurs

Fledged
No

042312_bald_01 Sycamore Substation SSDE1

Substation

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Substation - new construction

45

100

30

30

Presumed Fledged

4/23/2012

5/20/2012 04/23/2012 - Nest with 5 eggs, in same location as 2011 nest. - BArnold
05/03/2012 - Nest with 3 nestlings and 2 eggs. - BArnold
05/09/2012 - Nestlings in nest. - BArnold
05/15/2012 - Nestlings in nest. Adult HOFI attending. - BArnold
05/25/2012 - This nest is now empty. The nestlings observed 15 May have now fledged. - BArnold

Yes

042312_hwey_02 CP88-1-N-A

Road Area

Riparian Forests and Woodlands

Traffic

18

100

50

50

Presumed Fledged

4/23/2012

5/21/2012 04/23/2012 - At 1148, male brings food to nest cavity, apparently for egg-laying female, who leaves nest cavity at
1204. - HWinfrey
04/29/2012 - Male observed entering nest cavity at 1018 and remaining inside. - HWinfrey
05/07/2012 - Male was observed entering nest cavity at 0958. - HWinfrey
05/14/2012 - 1 well-developed nestling was observed peering from the cavity between 10:14 and 10:25. The adult
male NUWO was observed bringing food to the nestling at 10:22, briefly entering the cavity and leaving. - MDicus
05/21/2012 - No activity at cavity entrance from 1232 to 1302. Nest presumed fledged. - HWinfrey

Yes

HOFI

House Finch

042312_jdus_01

CP50-1

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance
Area

20

100

30

30

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

4/23/2012

5/14/2012 04/23/2012 - Pair makes 8 trips to 50% constructed nest in 1/2 hour female with material, actively nest building
while male sings nearby. - JDicus
04/30/2012 - Nest looks complete. Female arrived shortly after the start of observations and settled briefly on the
nest before flying off again. - VEurs
05/07/2012 - The finch pair was near the nest upon the biologist's arrival, but soon flew off. They returned after
30+ minutes and perched on the tower, where they briefly copulated. The female eventually settled back on the
nest. - VEurs
05/14/2012 - A complete nest (no eggs) was found on the ground below the tower. No new nesting material was
in its place, though several pairs of finches were observed perched on and singing from the tower. - LTymkiw

No

PHAI

Phainopepla

042312_jdus_02

CP49-1-PS-N

Road Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic

71

100

50

50

Fledged

4/23/2012

5/1/2012 04/23/2012 - Female feeds at least 2 large nestlings. - JDicus
05/01/2012 - No nestlings were on the nest upon biologist's arrival. At least 1 fledged PHAI (with yellow at the
base of its bill) was observed about 30 feet from the nest. This nest has fledged successfully. - VEurs

Yes

HOFI

House Finch

042312_jdus_03

CP49-1-PS-N

Road Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic

30

100

30

30

Presumed Fledged

4/23/2012

6/5/2012 04/23/2012 - Female remains on nest during cloudy, drizzly day. - JDicus
04/30/2012 - Male fed female, then female went to lay on nest. - LTymkiw
05/08/2012 - Female nest incubating/brooding. Male briefly perched below nest in shrub, singing. - VEurs
05/15/2012 - Male HOFI perched on the edge of the nest to feed nestlings at 1640. - VEurs
05/22/2012 - The head of 1 nestling was visible above the edge of the nest, moving about slightly. - VEurs
05/29/2012 - No activity detected was after 30 minutes of observation, but plenty of HOFI activity in the
surrounding habitat. - VEurs
06/05/2012 - The nest is intact and appears empty. Based on the lack of activity at the nest and nesting
chronology, this nest is presumed to have fledged and is now closed. - VEurs

Yes

BUSH

Bushtit

042312_jpki_01

69kV Tie line

Pad Areas-Work Area

Chaparrals

Traffic

8

100

50

50

Presumed Fledged

4/23/2012

4/28/2012 04/23/2012 - Adults observed bringing food to nest; nestlings heard begging from nest when adults present. JPawlicki
04/28/2012 - After 40 minutes of observation, no Bushtits were detected anywhere in the area and none
approached the nest. The nest is in excellent condition, with no signs of damage. The nest contained nestlings of
unknown age when first recorded, so it seems likely that this nest fledged successfully, although no fledglings
were detected around the nest. - VEurs

Yes
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
HOFI House Finch

Nest ID
042312_lton_01

CP95-1

ID

Type
Pad Areas-Maintenance Chaparrals
Area

Habitat

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
BMP installation/maintenance

HOFI

House Finch

042312_lton_02

CP95-1

Pad Areas-Maintenance Chaparrals
Area

BMP installation/maintenance

LEGO

Lesser Goldfinch

042312_lton_03

CP49-1-PS-N

Road Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

PHAI

Phainopepla

042312_lton_04

CP49 Temp Work Area

Pad Areas-Work Area

BUSH

Bushtit

042312_lton_05

CP49-1-PS-N

LBVI

Least Bell's Vireo

042312_tcer_01

BUSH

Bushtit

042312_vnik_01

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
0

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
100
100
Removed

0

100

100

100

Traffic

30

100

30

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic

50

100

Road Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic

5

EP76-2-E

Road Area

Riparian Forests and Woodlands

Traffic

EP76-2-E

Road Area

Chaparrals

Traffic

Nest Outcome

Date Nest
Found
4/23/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
4/23/2012 04/23/2012 - Two House Finch nests were identified within 20 feet of each other in the same location, but on 2
different vehicles. 1 adult House Finch male was perched near both nests; no pair was observed this morning, and
the adult House Finch did not bring material to this nest. Monitor had been observing nest for over an hour this
morning. Nest was less than 2% complete. Deterrents in place included: mylar ribbons and many taped-off
potential cavities. This nest was removed because it is located on a piece of equipment required for testing work
and was not a candidate for a buffer reduction allowing use of equipment. Although no bird was seen at the nest,
the nest is size and composition of a House Finch nest and many finches were within the vicinity. Nest was
removed per the NBMMP. No eggs or young were present. - LThoreson

Fledged
No

Removed

4/23/2012

4/23/2012 04/23/2012 - Two House Finch nests were identified within 20 feet of each other in the same location, but on 2
different vehicles. 1 adult House Finch male was perched near both nests; no pair was observed this morning, and
the adult House Finch did not bring material to this nest. Pair was reported nest building on previous day by M.
Kuehn. Monitor had been observing nest for over an hour this morning. Nest was less than 10% complete.
Deterrents in place included: mylar ribbons and many taped-off potential cavities. This nest was removed because
it was located on a piece of equipment required for testing work and was not a candidate for a buffer reduction
allowing use of equipment. Nest was removed per the NBMMP. No eggs or young were present. - LThoreson

No

30

Nest did not reach active stage

4/23/2012

4/30/2012 04/23/2012 - Pair observed defending nest area and going to nest area. Nest is somewhat lop-sided and appears
to be 70% complete. Male LEGO foraging spider webs 20 feet from nest. - LThoreson
04/30/2012 - Nest appears to have been destroyed. - LTymkiw

No

50

50

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

4/23/2012

5/11/2012 04/23/2012 - Pair observed near nest. Male seen stealing nesting material from active Bushtit nest. Male visited
nest multiple times during 30 minute period. - LThoreson
05/01/2012 - Male PHAI on nest, incubating. - VEurs
05/08/2012 - Male and female alternate incubating on nest. - VEurs
05/15/2012 - No activity observed during 30 minutes of observation. Nest appears to be in good condition, and
adult PHAI's were detected in the surrounding habitat. - VEurs
05/22/2012 - The nest appears to be in good condition, but no PHAI activity observed near the nest during 30
minutes of observation. - VEurs
05/29/2012 - No PHAI were detected in the area after 30 minutes of observation. Despite the overall good
condition of the nest, the lack of activity over the past several visits suggests this nest with eggs has failed due to
natural causes, most likely predation. - VEurs

No

100

50

50

Indeterminate

4/23/2012

5/14/2012 04/23/2012 - Nest appears complete; however one Bushtit was observed flying to the nest with nesting material
(feathers), likely for lining. - LThoreson
04/30/2012 - No activity after 30 minutes of observation. Lots of Bushtit activity in the surrounding habitat, but
none associated with the nest. - VEurs
05/07/2012 - No Bushtit activity at the nest after 30 minutes of observation, although Bushtits were detected in
the surrounding habitat. The nest appears to be in good condition. - VEurs
05/14/2012 - No Bushtits were observed at or near the nest in 45 minutes of observation today, nor have any
been observed during the past 2 nest checks. Some were heard distantly to the south and west. The nest itself
looks thin and poorly maintained. It is not known if this nest ever contained eggs or young. - LTymkiw

N/A

310

300

300

300

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

4/23/2012

No

95

100

93

93

Nest did not reach active stage

4/23/2012

5/8/2012 04/23/2012 - Adults building nest, approximately 60% complete. - TCooper
04/24/2012 - Female observed periodically adding willow down to sides of nest. Nest about 70% complete. Still
skeletal on sides and needs lining. - TCooper
04/25/2012 - The pair was observed energetically building throughout the observation period; the nest appears
perhaps 85% complete. Nest building was conducted by the female, followed closely by the male who inspected
the nest periodically and sang sporadically throughout the day (singing 1-2 phrases perhaps only 3-5 times
per/hour). Nest building sessions lasted 30-60 minutes adding material every 2-5 minutes on average, followed by
15-30 minute periods of inactivity when the pair was presumably foraging. The pair remained in the nesting area
and west of the nest location throughout the monitoring period. The pair was observed actively building during
the short period of helicopter activity. Nest was observed from a rock outcrop 40 feet from the nest which
provides a natural blind, adults appeared to be behaving normally, and did not show any signs of agitation toward
the avian biologist. - TCooper
04/26/2012 - The female LBVI was observed frequently bringing material and adding it to the nest, then biologist
arrived. The nest appears nearly complete, and the female was observed bringing only plant down and lining the
nest. The male remained in the area, following the female and singing infrequently, occasionally inspecting the
nest. The pair remained in the nesting area and west of the nest location throughout the monitoring period. The
nest was observed from a rock outcrop 40 feet from the nest which provides a natural blind, adults appeared to be
behaving normally, and did not show any signs of agitation toward the avian biologist. - TCooper
04/27/2012 - When first observed, the nest appeared fairly wet from the previous night’s rain. The nest appears
nearly complete and the female was observed adding material to the nest or otherwise making small repairs
5/1/2012 04/23/2012 - Observed pair making several trips to nest. - VNovik
05/01/2012 - Nest torn apart. Portion of nest on ground, likely depredation event. No eggshell fragments visible
on ground below nest. Nest closed. - VNovik
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
BUSH Bushtit

Nest ID
042312_vnik_02

GS-USFS-6

ID

Type
Pad Areas-Work Area

Habitat
Chaparrals

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
BMP installation/maintenance

HOFI

House Finch

042412_ahll_01

SWAT CY

Construction Yards

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other

LASP

Lark Sparrow

042412_ahll_02

SWAT CY

Construction Yards

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance

BUSH

Bushtit

042412_ahll_03

EP67

Pad Areas-Work Area

Chaparrals

Grading

HOFI

House Finch

042412_ahll_04

EP67

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Area
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance

CALT

California Towhee

042412_fhan_01 EP11-3-N

Road Area

Traffic

Chaparrals

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
40

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
Nest Outcome
50
50
Presumed Fledged

30

100

30

30

0

100

100

100

100

100

50

50

0

100

100

22

100

100
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Date Nest
Found
4/23/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
5/21/2012 04/23/2012 - R. Richardson reported Bushtit nest. Observed birds carrying material to nest, which is nearly
complete. Bushtits were observed making several trips to the nest while ESA signs were installed. - VNovik
05/02/2012 - Nest looks complete and in good shape, but no Bushtits were observed or heard at the nest or in the
area during a 30 minute observation period. The Bushtits could be egg laying or incubating and therefore not
active at the nest site very often. - PKonrad
05/08/2012 - Nest is in good shape, and the adult Bushtits are bringing food to the nest at 3 to 5 minute intervals.
Once, 1 adult appeared to transfer food to the other adult, and that Bushtit took the food to nestlings in the nest.
The lack of activity noted last week was probably because the Bushtits were incubating. - PKonrad
05/18/2012 - Bushtits are making feeding visits to the nest at a rate of every 2 to 3 minutes. - PKonrad
05/21/2012 - No Bushtits observed during 25 minute observation period, although nest in good condition. Judging
from very active feeding activities by adults at nest during observations 3 days ago, and no activity today, the
nestlings probably fledged during the past day or 2, and the family group has moved out of the area - closed. PKonrad

Fledged
Yes

Presumed Fledged

4/24/2012

5/27/2012 04/24/2012 - One egg present in nest. Observed male singing nearby while female went to nest briefly, then both
flew away. - AHill
04/25/2012 - Avian biologist stopped at 40 feet from nest, where there is line of sight between the nest and
construction activities, and the bird flew off from nest. This was the second instance this had happened when a
person was standing 35-40 feet from nest. Once female was out of sight from nest, the avian biologist was able to
check nest and saw 2 eggs present. - AHill
05/01/2012 - Female incubating full time. - AHill
05/07/2012 - Female is continuing to incubate. - AHill
05/08/2012 - Female incubating. Anticipated hatching date is between May 9-11. - AHill
05/11/2012 - Female brooding 4 hatchlings that are less than 1 day post-hatch. - AHill
05/14/2012 - Observed female feeding nestlings, male nearby. - AHill
05/16/2012 - Parents actively feeding nestlings, and female brooding periodically. Anticipated fledge date is
between May 24-26, 2012. - AHill
05/17/2012 - Five nestlings present. - AHill
05/19/2012 - Nest contains 5 nestlings. - AHill
05/21/2012 - Five nestlings present. - AHill
05/24/2012 - Nestlings present as of 1630. - AHill
05/29/2012 - Nest empty, presumed fledged on Sunday May 27th. - AHill

Yes

Removed

4/24/2012

4/25/2012 04/24/2012 - Pair is actively building, nest is 40% as of 1400. Nest cup is see through, no lining present, no young
or eggs present. Nest has been submitted for removal, results are pending. - AHill
04/25/2012 - Pair was observed bringing in nesting material actively this morning at 0700 to their nest which was
approximately 50% complete. No eggs or nestlings were present in nest. Removal of nest was required based on
potential impacts to material logistics operations supporting construction such as tower assembly, cost impacts
relative to alternative options, and potential for more nests at the steel area during the anticipated nest cycle.
Deterrents present included ongoing construction yard work such as skycrane operations, steel assembly and
vehicle traffic. Nest was not a candidate for a buffer reduction allowing for use of the steel. Nest was removed
following requirements outlined in the NBMMP with no eggs or young present. - AHill

No

Indeterminate

4/24/2012

5/15/2012 04/24/2012 - Bushtit pair is actively bringing lining material to nest. Nest appears complete. - AHill
05/01/2012 - No Bushtits observed near large nest, but egg laying or incubation may be under way, during which
the adults may be out of sight, inside the nest or out of the area. - PKonrad
05/09/2012 - Nest appears to be in good condition, but no Bushtits were observed in the area or at the nest. This
may be the result of behavior related to incubation, or it could indicate the site has been abandoned. Future
observations will reveal the status of the nest. - PKonrad
05/15/2012 - No Bushtits observed or heard today, none observed since 4/24/2011. Nest looks good, but it
appears this nest has been abandoned, and there is no indication that an egg was ever laid, although this point is
extremely hard to prove one way or another - closed. - PKonrad

N/A

100

Removed

4/24/2012

4/24/2012 04/24/2012 - Nest was found by avian biologist at 1600. Nest appeared to be 60% complete, and pair was seen
visiting nest and singing on equipment. Streamer deterrents were installed on the crane. Removal of nest was
required based on potential impacts to material logistics operations supporting construction such as tower
assembly, cost impacts relative to alternative options, and potential for more nests at the idle piece of equipment
during the anticipated nest cycle. Nest was not a candidate for a buffer reduction allowing for use of the crane.
Nest was removed following requirements outlined in the NBMMP. No eggs or young were present. - AHill

No

100

Presumed Fledged

4/24/2012

5/21/2012 04/24/2012 - 2 blue eggs with brown speckles. Adult incubating. - FHoffman
05/01/2012 - Female on nest at 0613, contains 4 eggs. - HWinfrey
05/07/2012 - Female on nest at 0705. - HWinfrey
05/15/2012 - 3 fluffy nestlings visible in nest. - HWinfrey
05/21/2012 - Nest is empty, presumed fledged. - HWinfrey

Yes
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
LASP Lark Sparrow

Nest ID
ID
042412_hwey_01 Suncrest Substation SSDE2

Type
Pad Areas-Work Area

Habitat
Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

AMCR American Crow

042412_hwey_02 Alpine Underground

Ductbank

Riparian Forests and Woodlands

HOWR House Wren

042412_jdus_01

CP54-1

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Chaparrals
Area

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
Traffic

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
10

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
Nest Outcome
100
100
Presumed Fledged

Date Nest
Found
4/24/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
5/25/2012 04/24/2012 - LASP observed bringing small twigs to nest at 0915. Nest appears 10% complete. - HWinfrey
05/01/2012 - Nest contains 2 cream-colored eggs with brownish streaking. - HWinfrey
05/07/2012 - LASP was on nest at 0726. - HWinfrey
05/16/2012 - Three nestlings being attended by adult. - BArnold
05/18/2012 - 2 nestlings visible, appearing 5-6 days old. - HWinfrey
05/21/2012 - Nestlings still present. - BArnold
05/22/2012 - At least 3 nestlings in nest. - BArnold
05/26/2012 - Nest empty. Based on known species nesting chronology of 11-13 days incubation and young
fledging at 9-10 days, this nest has presumably successfully fledged. Two eggs observed in nest 1 May. Presume
third egg laid 2 May. Presume 3 eggs hatch 13-15 May or 14-16 May. Three nestlings observed 16, 21, and 22 May,
and 2 reported (third not distinguished but present) on 18 May. Presumed fledged on 25 May. - BArnold

Fledged
Yes

Traffic

16

100

100

100

Fledged

4/24/2012

4/25/2012 04/24/2012 - Nest is empty. Fledgling AMCR perched 30 feet above nest being fed by adults at 1205. - HWinfrey
04/25/2012 - No activity at nest and no AMCR observed in area. Fledgling has left area, nest closed. - HWinfrey

Yes

BMP installation/maintenance

50

100

50

50

Fledged

4/24/2012

5/21/2012 04/24/2012 - Adult enters stealthily from poison oak thicket below without vocalizing. Remains inside cavity for 18
minutes, entering again after 10 minutes of foraging without material or visible food item carried, not to emerge
again for additional 15 minutes observation. Presume nesting stage to be incubating based on these observations. JDicus
05/07/2012 - HOWR feeding nest at 1308, 1312 and 1314. Female pursues male a short distance from the nest for
food. - RRadd
05/14/2012 - HOWR carrying food to nest at 5-10 minute intervals from 1001-1024. - RRadd
05/21/2012 - Young being fed away from nest. Male singing at cavity suggests new clutch being initiated. - RRadd

Yes

HOFI

House Finch

042412_lgan_01

CP84

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance
Area

15

100

30

30

Nest with eggs or young failed for
unknown causes

4/24/2012

6/6/2012 04/24/2012 - A pair of House Finches was observed carrying nesting material to Leg D of CP84. The pair continued
to build, undisturbed, while the biologist logged the nest and setup buffer signs for a 30-foot buffer and no
climbing on tower. - LGorman
05/05/2012 - HOFI making intermittent visits to nest in late afternoon. - RRadd
05/10/2012 - 1:30pm-2:45pm: Construction monitoring for Warren James BMP crew. Crew authorized to enter
buffer under "emergency BMP maintenance and installation" per link lead. Crew entered buffer for approximately
10 minutes to conduct hydro-mulching. The remaining areas inside buffer were able to be mulched by spraying
from outside stakes. No activity observed at nest. - GHuffman
05/19/2012 - Female HOFI in nest at 1136. - RRadd
05/25/2012 - No activity observed. - RRadd
06/02/2012 - HOFI activity continues at 1345. - RRadd
06/08/2012 - Nest remnants on the ground under site. - RRadd

No

HOFI

House Finch

042412_lgan_02

CP74-2

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance
Area

80

100

30

30

Nest did not reach active stage

4/24/2012

5/27/2012 04/24/2012 - A House Finch pair was observed building a nest approximately 80 feet high in Leg B of Tower CP742. Nest material visible from below appeared to be at least 60% complete. The pair continued to build while the
biologist logged the nest and installed 30-foot buffer/no climbing up tower signs. - LGorman
05/07/2012 - Pair visits nest briefly on 2 occasions, once with female adding finer bits of material and laying down
on nest, shuffling down into the cup and immediately hopping back onto rim of nest. Appears to be putting on the
finishing touches of nest construction and lining the nest. - JDicus
05/18/2012 - No HOFI detected at this nest during 1-hour observation. - RRadd
05/23/2012 - No HOFI detected at this structure during 40-minute observation. - RRadd
05/30/2012 - Nest no longer present and presumed lost to weather. - RRadd

No

BUSH

Bushtit

042412_ltiw_01

TL 6924 - 171687

69kV Structure

Chaparrals

BMP installation/maintenance

400

100

50

50

Fledged

4/24/2012

Yes

CALT

California Towhee

042412_ltiw_02

69kV-E

Road Area

Chaparrals

Other

75

100

50

50

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

4/24/2012

6/8/2012 04/24/2012 - A pair of Bushtits was observed carrying lining material several times to a nest that appears
complete. - LTymkiw
05/03/2012 - No activity observed during 10 minute period. - BArnold
05/10/2012 - No Bushtits directly approached the nest during 30 minutes of observation. However, a pair of
Bushtits spent the majority of time foraging in nearby shrubs. Although the biologist did not see them copulate,
they were displaying courtship behavior and remained quite close to one another. The nest looks complete and is
in excellent condition. It is likely the pair has reached the egg-laying stage. - VEurs
05/17/2012 - No activity detected at the nest after 40 minutes of observation. After about 30 minutes, some
Bushtits were detected moving about the vegetation 20-50 feet from the nest. - VEurs
05/25/2012 - No BUSH activity detected during 40 minutes of observation. Nest appears to be in good condition. VEurs
06/01/2012 - No BUSH activity detected during 30 minutes of observation. The nest appears to be in relatively
good condition, but the biologist cannot examine it directly, because it is in the center of a large, tall, dense laurel
sumac (to which the biologist is allergic). - VEurs
06/08/2012 - As the biologist was watching the nest, a flock of Bushtits was heard about 50 feet downslope to the
north. The biologist followed the sounds and observed a flock of approximately 8 Bushtits, 4-6 of which appeared
to be recent fledglings They were foraging awkwardly amongst the vegetation and occasionally giving begging
5/14/2012 04/24/2012 - A pair of California Towhees was observed visiting a nest with 2 eggs. - LTymkiw
05/03/2012 - Nest with 2 eggs. - BArnold
05/14/2012 - The nest is perfectly intact but no longer contains eggs or young. This nest with eggs or young failed
due to natural causes. - VEurs
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
WREN Wrentit

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
40

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
Nest Outcome
100
100
Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

Type
69kV Structure

Chaparrals

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
BMP installation/maintenance

042412_mdus_01 CP23-E

Road Area

Chaparrals

Traffic

30

500

150

150

HOWR House Wren

042412_rrdd_01

CP83-E

Road Area

Riparian Forests and Woodlands

Traffic

40

100

50

BUSH

Bushtit

042412_rrdd_02

CP83-E

Road Area

Riparian Forests and Woodlands

Traffic

50

100

BUSH

Bushtit

042412_rrdd_03

CP82-1-E

Road Area

Riparian Forests and Woodlands

Traffic

85

HOWR House Wren

042412_rrdd_04

CP82-1-E

Road Area

Riparian Forests and Woodlands

Traffic

ANHU Anna's Hummingbird

042412_rrdd_05

CP82-1-E

Road Area

Riparian Forests and Woodlands

ANHU Anna's Hummingbird

042412_rrdd_06

CP82-1-E

Road Area

Riparian Forests and Woodlands

NOMO Northern Mockingbird

042412_rrdd_07

CP77

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance
Area

AMKE

American Kestrel

Nest ID
042412_ltiw_03

ID
TL 6924 - Z101797

Habitat

Date Nest
Found
4/24/2012

Presumed Fledged

4/24/2012

50

Nest did not reach active stage

4/24/2012

50

50

Indeterminate

100

75

75

45

100

50

Traffic

30

100

Traffic

17

60

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
5/10/2012 04/24/2012 - A pair of Wrentits was observed visiting a complete nest with 4 pale blue eggs. - LTymkiw
05/03/2012 - Nest with 4 eggs, in Xylococcus bicolor (mission manzanita). Flushed from nest at 2 feet. - BArnold
05/10/2012 - The nest is intact but the lining is mussed and the eggs are gone. This nest with eggs or young failed
due to natural causes. - VEurs

Fledged
No

6/21/2012 04/24/2012 - On 04/22/12, biomonitor A. Steyers reported observing a female AMKE briefly entering the lowest
arm of the 69kV monopole before joining a male and leaving the area. On 04/24/12 the avian biologist observed
the AMKE pair chasing a pair of Red-tailed Hawks from structure CP23, after which the female AMKE entered the
lowest arm of the 69kV pole and did not emerge for 25 minutes. During this time, the male hunted and perched
on a nearby wire. The female emerged from the cavity at 1318 and the pair left the nest vicinity. They returned at
approximately 1600, the female vocalizing and the male diving at the Red-tailed Hawk perched in CP23. - MDicus
05/01/2012 - No AMKE activity during 90+ minutes of observation. - VEurs
05/08/2012 - At approximately 1610, after 80 minutes of observation, the female kestrel exited the nest cavity.
She flew to the transmission wires to the west of the monopole, where she perched and then defecated. She
remained on the wire, preening and fluffing her feathers, until a Red-tailed Hawk soared by. She briefly gave
chase, vocalizing, but soon returned to the wire. She re-entered the nest cavity at about 1620. The male kestrel
was not observed. - VEurs
05/15/2012 - Both adults were seen as the biologist arrived near the nest cavity. The female was holding a lizard,
which she consumed before flying into the nest cavity. The male perched on a transmission wire near the cavity
before flying off to the east. He eventually returned carrying a small bird. In response to his calls, the female
exited the nest cavity and took the bird from him. She perched on a wire away from the nest, consumed the bird,
and the pair flew off. - VEurs
05/22/2012 - The female was observed soon after the start of observations, moving in and out of view as she
hunted. She eventually entered the nest cavity. The male arrived carrying food, calling for the female. She exited
the cavity, took the food from him and took it into the cavity. She soon exited and flew out of sight. The male
returned about 20 minutes later with another lizard The female flew into view took the lizard and again carried it
5/26/2012 04/24/2012 - Male singing at cavity, female enters and remains 0758. - RRadd
05/05/2012 - HOWR exits nest at 1250. - RRadd
05/11/2012 - Considerable HOWR song and activity within undergrowth near nest, but no cavity entrance or exit
observed from 1630-1645. - RRadd
05/19/2012 - No activity observed from 0944-1004. Possibly an alternate nest. Monitor once more prior to
potentially closing. - RRadd
05/26/2012 - HOWR are nesting elsewhere, this cavity likely abandoned as part of the site selection process. RRadd

Yes

4/24/2012

5/4/2012 04/24/2012 - BUSH bringing material to nest at 10-minute intervals 0918, approximately 60% complete. - RRadd
05/05/2012 - Nest has been pulled apart from side at nest cup - possibly predated. Nesting chronology shows that
eggs may have been present, but that cannot be determined. - RRadd

N/A

Indeterminate

4/24/2012

6/1/2012 04/24/2012 - BUSH pair carrying spider silk and feathers to nest, approximately 70% complete. - RRadd
05/06/2012 - BUSH exits nest at 1450. - RRadd
05/11/2012 - BUSH male makes brief visit at 1512 after 30 minutes of no activity. - RRadd
05/19/2012 - BUSH departs nest with fecal sac at 1347. - RRadd
06/02/2012 - No BUSH observed at this nest during 45 minute observation from 1500-1545 on hot afternoon. RRadd
06/15/2012 - No activity detected during 30-minute observation. - RRadd
06/24/2012 - Closed due to lack of observed activity for 3 weeks. Although it cannot be stated with certainty,
timeline indicates nest had time to fledge, and nest showed no indications of predation. - RRadd

N/A

50

Fledged

4/24/2012

6/4/2012 04/24/2012 - HOWR male singing nearby while female carries sticks at 1-minute intervals. - RRadd
05/05/2012 - Female visits infrequently, male announces all exits. - RRadd
05/11/2012 - HOWR enters cavity at 1504. - RRadd
05/19/2012 - Female HOWR departs nest at 1113, returns at 1122 with small food item. - RRadd
05/25/2012 - HOWR carries insect to nest at 1400. - RRadd
06/02/2012 - Male HOWR carries large earwig to nest at 1557 after 20 minutes of absence. - RRadd
06/08/2012 - HOWR with fledged juvenile away from nest. Male returns to sing softly at cavity, but carries no
food, suggesting a second brood has been initiated. - RRadd

Yes

70

70

Nest did not reach active stage

4/24/2012

5/5/2012 04/24/2012 - ANHU lying on complete nest. - RRadd
05/05/2012 - Nest is weathered, misshapen and unattended. Presumed lost to weather prior to eggs. - RRadd

No

100

70

70

Nest did not reach active stage

4/24/2012

5/5/2012 04/24/2012 - ANHU female building nest which is 40% complete. - RRadd
05/05/2012 - Nest has fallen from substrate. Presumed lost to natural causes prior to becoming active. - RRadd

No

100

50

50

Nest did not reach active stage

4/24/2012

5/5/2012 04/24/2012 - NOMO attending fresh, un-lined stick basket nest. - RRadd
05/05/2012 - NOMO have moved to a new location 60 feet north and outside the buffer. - RRadd

No
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
HOFI House Finch

Nest ID
042412_rrdd_08

12kV Pole

ID

Type
Pad Areas-Work Area

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
Habitat
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
90

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
Nest Outcome
30
30
Nest did not reach active stage

Date Nest
Found
4/24/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
5/6/2012 04/24/2012 - Nest appears complete, but HOFI at pole did not come to nest during 15-minute observation. RRadd
05/05/2012 - No birds are associating with this empty unused nest. - RRadd

Fledged
No

HOFI

House Finch

042412_rrdd_09

CP76-1

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance
Area

35

100

30

30

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

4/24/2012

5/11/2012 04/24/2012 - Nest appears well established and HOFI activity is continuous. - RRadd
05/05/2012 - Pair defending, and female sits at nest periodically. - RRadd
05/11/2012 - Nest is no longer present. - RRadd

No

LEGO

Lesser Goldfinch

042412_sjon_01

EP77-E

Road Area

Woodlands and Forests

Traffic

12

100

50

50

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

4/24/2012

5/3/2012 04/24/2012 - Observed male LEGO feeding incubating female. - SJohnston
05/03/2012 - No activity at nest for 30 minutes. Visual inspection revealed that nest lining has been pulled out of
cup and is hanging down from north side. Likely depredated. - MKuehn

No

BUOR

Bullock's Oriole

042412_sjon_02

EP77-E

Road Area

Woodlands and Forests

Traffic

30

100

50

50

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

4/24/2012

5/22/2012 04/24/2012 - Observed female building nest. Nest appears approximately 70% complete. - SJohnston
05/03/2012 - Male defending area around nest by chasing away WESJ and other male BUOR. Nest appears
complete and intact. Female not detected in 20 minutes, indicating she is likely incubating. - MKuehn
05/08/2012 - Female observed flying to nest and resuming incubation. - MKuehn
05/16/2012 - No activity at nest for 45 minutes and no BUOR detected in area. Nest appears intact and no
eggshells could be found on ground below nest. - MKuehn
05/22/2012 - No activity at nest for 30 minutes and no BUOR detected in area for second check in a row. Nest still
appears intact, and no eggshells could be found on ground below nest. Based on observed incubating behavior, on
5/3 this nest is likely to have failed with eggs for unknown reasons. - MKuehn

No

HOFI

House Finch

042412_vers_01

CP6-1

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Area
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance

0

100

100

100

Removed

4/24/2012

4/24/2012 04/24/2012 - On 24 April 2012, the onsite biomonitor A. Steyers observed a pair of House Finches perching on an
excavator in the work area of CP6 and entering the joint in the hydraulic arm with nesting material. This piece of
equipment is needed for construction of a Hilfiker wall at CP6. Nesting bird deterrents were present on the
excavator in the form of copious amounts of mylar flagging. The nest was approximately 2% complete at time of
removal and did not contain any eggs or young. Photographs were taken to document deterrents in place, the
removal process, material removed per the NBMMP and new deterrents added. After the nest was removed,
construction personnel stuffed filter fabric into the joints of the equipment in an effort to prevent further nesting
attempts. - VEurs

No

HOFI

House Finch

042512_bald_01 Sycamore Substation SSDE1

Substation

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Substation - new construction

100

100

30

30

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

4/25/2012

4/28/2012 04/25/2012 - Nest with 3 eggs. - BArnold
04/26/2012 - No HOFI associated with nest. Nest with 3 eggs, the same as yesterday. Nest very wet and slightly deconstructed from last night's heavy rainfall. - BArnold
04/29/2012 - Nest and 3 eggs no longer present as of 28 April 2012. Appears to be natural predation of nest. BArnold

No

HOFI

House Finch

042512_bald_02 Sycamore Substation SSDE1

Substation

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Substation - new construction

140

100

30

30

Nest did not reach active stage

4/25/2012

5/17/2012 04/25/2012 - Nest appears complete, no eggs or HOFI activity observed. - BArnold
04/26/2012 - No adult HOFI observed at nest. The nest is very wet from last night's heavy rainfall, and contains no
eggs. - BArnold
04/29/2012 - Nest empty, no activity observed either today 30 April or yesterday, 29 April. Changed status to
Inactive. - BArnold
05/17/2012 - Nest appeared in good condition and nearly complete when it became soaked during a rain storm in
late April. No eggs were ever observed. This nest never attained active status. This nest was never re-established
and never contained eggs. It failed, likely due to natural causes. Change status to closed. - BArnold

No

HOFI

House Finch

042512_bald_03 Sycamore Substation

Substation

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other

80

100

30

30

Presumed Fledged

4/25/2012

5/15/2012 04/25/2012 - Nest with 5 eggs. Female flushed at 3 feet. - BArnold
04/28/2012 - Observed female leave nest on her own. Upon brief examination, nest was discovered to contain at
least 3 nestlings. - BArnold
05/03/2012 - Nest with several nestlings. - BArnold
05/09/2012 - Nestlings observed in nest. - BArnold
05/15/2012 - Well-protected nest slightly degraded with lots of scat, indicative of recent fledging. Nest closed. BArnold

Yes

CAGN

California Gnatcatcher

042512_bloh_01 CP10

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats OH - foundations
Area

800

300

300

300

Fledged

4/25/2012

5/9/2012 04/25/2012 - 2 nestlings present; both adults bringing food and feeding repeatedly, male returning with food
about twice as much as female. - BLohstroh
05/02/2012 - Nest pulled apart, broken sage stems above nest, no sign of nestlings or fledglings in area. Nest likely
taken by avian predator. - BLohstroh
05/09/2012 - Pair observed feeding one juvenile; fledged. - KAlberts

Yes

042512_elss_01

Road Area

110

100

30

30

Presumed Fledged

4/25/2012

5/30/2012 04/25/2012 - See following comment. - KAlberts
04/25/2012 - Mourning Dove observed lying on the nest. - ELoveless
05/04/2012 - No activity at nest for 20 minutes. - MKuehn
05/10/2012 - Adult on nest. - MKuehn
05/16/2012 - Adult on nest. Based on timing of observations (incubating when found on 4/25), this nest likely
contains nestlings. - MKuehn
05/22/2012 - Adult on nest. - MKuehn
05/30/2012 - No activity at nest for 30 minutes. Based on observations, nest expected to fledge no later than 5/24.
Nest is intact and no nestlings could seen over rim or when viewed from below (nest is somewhat transparent).
No adults or fledglings could be detected in area. Likely fledged, since nest was active on 5/22, only 2 days prior to
expected fledge date. - MKuehn

Yes

MODO Mourning Dove

EP78-E

Woodlands and Forests

OH - wire stringing
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
BUSH Bushtit

Nest ID
ID
042512_ghan_01 CP31-2 PS

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
Type
Habitat
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
Pad Areas-Stringing Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats OH - wire stringing

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
60

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
Nest Outcome
50
50
Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

Date Nest
Found
4/25/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
6/19/2012 04/25/2012 - Pair observed making multiple trips carrying nesting material between 1600 and 1700 by avian
biomonitor T. Dipaola. Nest is about 50% complete. Buffer staked for foot and helicopter traffic at 50 feet. GHuffman
05/02/2012 - Nest looks nearly complete, although a little small. The pair made at least 8 trips to the nest to add
material during a 15-minute visit. They may have copulated, based on vocalizations and vigorous movements in
the nest tree, but the dense foliage prevented the biologist from confirming this. - VEurs
05/09/2012 - A Bushtit was leaving the nest tree as the biologist approached. Within 5 minutes, a Bushtit arrived
and entered the nest where it remained for 20 minutes and was eventually joined by a second Bushtit. The pair
remained in the nest as the biologist left the area. The nest looks complete. - VEurs
05/16/2012 - During 30 minutes of observation, a single Bushtit brought a couple of pieces of nesting material into
the nest. A pair was never observed. The adult that visited the nest was relatively quiet, and it seems likely that a
second adult was within the nest, incubating. - VEurs
05/23/2012 - During 30 minutes of observation, at least 2 adult Bushtits made several trips in and out of the nest,
sometimes carrying nesting material. In the latter half of observations, the Bushtits seemed to swap places. One
adult would leave the nest as the other arrived, with the new arrival remaining in the nest until the other
returned. - VEurs
05/31/2012 - 1-2 adults made numerous trips into the nest with food to feed another incubating adult. - VEurs
06/07/2012 - No BUSH activity at the nest after 35 minutes of observation, although Bushtits were foraging in the
surrounding habitat - VEurs
5/9/2012 04/25/2012 - Adult brings food to nest at 0738. - HWinfrey
04/27/2012 - Adult brings food to nest at 1110. - HWinfrey
04/29/2012 - Adult brings food to nest at 0849. - HWinfrey
05/01/2012 - 2 adults bring food to nest at 0658. - HWinfrey
05/03/2012 - Adult observed at nest at 0641. - HWinfrey
05/05/2012 - 2 adults bring food to nest at 1043. - HWinfrey
05/07/2012 - Adult was observed visiting nest at 0812. - HWinfrey
05/09/2012 - No activity observed from 0732 to 0802. Upon close examination, bottom of nest torn apart, nest
apparently predated. - HWinfrey

Fledged
No

BUSH

Bushtit

042512_hwey_01 CP106-1-N

Road Area

Chaparrals

Traffic

3

100

100

100

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

4/25/2012

HOFI

House Finch

042512_hwey_03 Alpine CY

Construction Yards

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic

50

100

30

30

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

4/25/2012

5/23/2012 04/25/2012 - Female on nest incubating 3 eggs. - HWinfrey
05/03/2012 - Female observed on nest with 4 eggs at 0750. - HWinfrey
05/10/2012 - 3 eggs in nest. - HWinfrey
05/17/2012 - 1 hatchling partially emerged from egg. 2 additional eggs in nest. Earliest anticipated fledge date is
5/28/12. - HWinfrey
05/23/2012 - Yard monitor reports that pair has abandoned nest, with female not present on nest for several days.
Nest examined and found to contain 3 discolored, non-viable eggs. Nest closed. - HWinfrey

No

CATH

California Thrasher

042512_hwey_04 EP11-3-N

Road Area

Chaparrals

OH - wire stringing

100

100

100

100

Presumed Fledged

4/25/2012

5/21/2012 04/25/2012 - Adult seen leaving nest. 3 eggs present in nest. - HWinfrey
05/02/2012 - Female on nest with 3 eggs at 0623. - HWinfrey
05/08/2012 - 1 day-old nestling and 2 eggs in nest. Earliest expected fledging is 5/20/12. - HWinfrey
05/15/2012 - 2 fluffy nestlings visible in nest, along with 1 unhatched egg. Nestlings appear 4-5 days old. HWinfrey
05/21/2012 - 1 dead nestling in nest, other nestlings presumably fledged. Nest closed. - HWinfrey

Yes

BUSH

Bushtit

042512_jdus_01

Helix CY AR

Road Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic

23

100

50

50

Presumed Fledged

4/25/2012

5/16/2012 04/25/2012 - Female adult Bushtit arrives to 100% constructed and externally well decorated nest singly, remains
inside while male brings fine downy material to nest entrance which female receives from within. Female does
not exit nest for 15 minutes. - JDicus
05/02/2012 - BUSH male carrying food to nest at 10 minute intervals. - RRadd
05/09/2012 - BUSH continue to feed this nest from 0856-0903. - RRadd
05/17/2012 - Nest in good condition, but no BUSH detections from 1428- 1448. Chronology suggests probable
fledge. - RRadd

Yes

HOFI

House Finch

042512_jdus_02

Sycamore CY

Construction Yards

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic

10

100

10

10

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

4/25/2012

5/16/2012 04/25/2012 - Nest with 4 eggs, female incubates while vehicle is parked 5 feet away with doors open and radio
turned on. - JDicus
05/02/2012 - The female was on the nest as biologist approached. The male was perched nearby singing. He
approached the nest, and the pair then flew off across the access road. The biologist used this opportunity to
check the nest with a mirror. It still contains 4 eggs. - VEurs
05/09/2012 - Nest contents checked once the female vacated nest of her own volition. Nest still contains eggs. VEurs
05/16/2012 - Nest abandoned with 2 cold, non-viable eggs. - KAlberts

No

WESJ

Western Scrub-Jay

042512_jpki_01

EP78-E

Road Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic

32

100

100

100

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

4/25/2012

5/4/2012 04/25/2012 - Adult observed on nest; second adult observed in vicinity of nest shrub on several occasions. JPawlicki
05/04/2012 - Nest is empty and lining is somewhat mussed. No eggshells in or below nest. Unknown whether nest
contained eggs or nestlings when found on 4/25, but adult was sitting very low in nest suggesting it contained eggs
or very young nestlings, and adults were not observed carrying food to nest on 4/25. Today no WESJ detected
within 80 feet of nest in 20 minutes. WESJ 80 feet away was followed and showed no evidence of feeding
fledglings. This nest likely failed prior to fledging young. - MKuehn
05/04/2012 - No comment. - VNovik

No
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
CAKI Cassin's Kingbird

Nest ID
042512_mdus_01 CP51-2

ID

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
Type
Habitat
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
Pad Areas-Structure Pad Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance
Area

WESJ

Western Scrub-Jay

042512_mkhn_01 EP78-E

Road Area

Chaparrals

OH - wire stringing

BCHU

Black-chinned Hummingbird

042512_rrdd_01

CP70-3-E

Road Area

Riparian Forests and Woodlands

ACWO Acorn Woodpecker

042512_rrdd_02

CP70-3-E

Road Area

BUSH

042512_rrdd_03

CP70-3-E

042512_rrdd_04

Bushtit

NOMO Northern Mockingbird

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
0

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
50
50
Removed

Nest Outcome

Date Nest
Found
4/25/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
4/26/2012 04/25/2012 - An adult Cassin's Kingbird was observed making 4 trips with nest material while the other adult
perched nearby. The birds also displayed territorial aggression, chasing a pair of House Finches from the tower. MDicus
04/26/2012 - Nest was removed per NBMMP based on need to access insulators adjacent to nest. Nest was in
early stages, less than 20% complete, at time of removal with no eggs or young present. Deterrents present
include a previously installed perch/nest preventer and mylar tape. - IMaunsell

Fledged
No

150

100

100

100

Presumed Fledged

4/25/2012

5/2/2012 04/25/2012 - Nest contains at least 1 (appears to be only 1) large gray nestling (50-60g). Adult nearby and would
not go to nest with biologist 30 feet away. Nest is expected to fledge by 5/1. - MKuehn
05/02/2012 - Nest empty. Based on prior observations, likely fledged. - VNovik

Yes

Traffic

31

100

50

50

Presumed Fledged

4/25/2012

5/25/2012 04/25/2012 - BCHU female building yellow nest; approximately 50% complete. - RRadd
05/04/2012 - BCHU female leaves nest only for brief intervals and does not feed nest at return, suggesting
incubation in progress. - RRadd
05/12/2012 - Female BCHU to nest and settles at 1505. - RRadd
05/18/2012 - Female ANHU departs nest at 1229, returns to feed hatched young at 1231 and settles. - RRadd
05/23/2012 - Female BCHU feeding nest at 1202. - RRadd
05/30/2012 - Nest is intact but no longer occupied, and a new nest has been constructed 10 feet west. Based on
the recent observations, it is presumed that this nest fledged. - RRadd

Yes

Riparian Forests and Woodlands

Traffic

17

100

50

50

Fledged

4/25/2012

Yes

Road Area

Riparian Forests and Woodlands

Traffic

1

100

75

75

Indeterminate

4/25/2012

7/11/2012 04/25/2012 - 3 ACWO repeatedly entering this cavity during 40 minute observation. - RRadd
05/04/2012 - ACWO making trips to tree, but no entry observed. - RRadd
05/12/2012 - ACWO active on tree, but no cavity use observed in 30-minute observation. - RRadd
05/18/2012 - ACWO defending cavity against ATFL pair, but no entry or departure observed. - RRadd
05/23/2012 - ACWO in cavity at 1103. ACWO observed entering cavity at 1203. - RRadd
05/30/2012 - 3 ACWO make frequent trips to this nest and guard the entrance. - RRadd
06/06/2012 - On June 5, ACWO bringing insects to nest at 1518. On June 6, multiple entries with food from 13301340. - RRadd
06/13/2012 - ACWO emerges after 30 minutes of observation at 1630. Helpers nest guard and chase intruding
YBCH away from nest tree. - RRadd
06/20/2012 - ACWO departs nest after 20 minutes inside. Returns 15 minutes later and does not emerge. RRadd
06/27/2012 - ACWO continue to occupy this cavity. - RRadd
07/05/2012 - Single visit to cavity by 1 ACWO during 1 hour of observation. Although sufficient time has passed for
young to fledge (30-32 days), no fledglings have been observed away from nest or accepting food at the nest
entrance. - RRadd
07/11/2012 - Adult pair of Acorn Woodpeckers observed attended by 1 recently fledged juvenile Acorn
Woodpecker which was begging from perch 3 feet below while adults tended to acorn granary present in upper
portions of northernmost trunk of host tree No activity was observed at nest entrance for duration of 45-minute
5/4/2012 04/25/2012 - BUSH male visits nest infrequently but does not enter. - RRadd
05/04/2012 - Nest has fallen and is torn. Presumed lost to weather, but possibly predation is primary cause. Nest
may or may not have contained eggs. - RRadd

CP70-3-E

Road Area

Chaparrals

Traffic

37

100

75

75

Nest did not reach active stage

4/25/2012

5/23/2012 04/25/2012 - NOMO bringing sticks and forming nest platform; approximately 15% complete. - RRadd
05/04/2012 - Twig basket is complete and accepting lining, NOMO attending. - RRadd
05/12/2012 - Nest is complete and lined. No NOMO observed during 15-minute observation 1418. - RRadd
05/18/2012 - Nest is complete and lined. NOMO observed nearby but not at this nest. - RRadd
05/23/2012 - Nest looks neat and maintained but no activity observed. - RRadd

No

N/A

LEGO

Lesser Goldfinch

042512_rrdd_05

CP70-3-E

Road Area

Riparian Forests and Woodlands

Traffic

13

100

75

75

Nest did not reach active stage

4/25/2012

5/10/2012 04/25/2012 - LEGO female constructs new nest in company of vigilant male. Nest approximately 30% complete. RRadd
05/04/2012 - LEGO pair making brief visits to completely lined nest. - RRadd
05/12/2012 - Nest is intact, lined and empty. No LEGO observed associating. - RRadd
05/18/2012 - Nest remains empty, and LEGO are no longer associating with the site. - RRadd

No

HOOR

Hooded Oriole

042512_rrdd_06

El Monte CY

Construction Yards

Riparian Forests and Woodlands

Other

27

100

50

50

Nest did not reach active stage

4/25/2012

5/16/2012 04/25/2012 - New nest is approximately 20% complete and consistent with HOOR. - RRadd
05/02/2012 - Nest does not appear substantially improved; will monitor once more before closing. - RRadd
05/08/2012 - This nest now appears 40% complete. Male HOOR in canopy did not approach nest during 30
minutes of observation - RRadd
05/16/2012 - Nest has not been further improved and no HOOR associating with this location. Closed for inactivity.
- RRadd

No

HOFI

House Finch

042512_sjon_01

Kreutzkamp CY

Construction Yards

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other

30

100

5

5

Fledged

4/25/2012

5/7/2012 04/25/2012 - Monitor reported House Finch entering nest location. Upon inspection by an avian biologist, at least
2 nestlings were observed in the nest. - SJohnston
05/02/2012 - three feathered nestlings observed. - SJohnston
05/07/2012 - S. Johnston reports that 3 fledglings were observed flying from the nest. - KAlberts
05/07/2012 - Observed 3 fledglings fly out from metal container handle where nest was located. Checked nest
with phone camera. Nest appeared empty and completely fledged. - SJohnston

Yes
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
HOFI House Finch

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
100
100
Removed

ID
Rough Acres CY

Type
Construction Yards

Lark Sparrow

042612_ahll_01

EP67 PS

Pad Areas-Stringing Area Grasslands and Meadows

Grading

35

100

35

35

Fledged

4/26/2012

ANHU Anna's Hummingbird

042612_rrdd_01

Helix CY AR

Road Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic

20

100

50

50

Presumed Fledged

4/26/2012

BEWR

Bewick's Wren

042612_rrdd_02

Helix CY AR

Road Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic

10

100

50

50

Presumed Fledged

LASP

Lark Sparrow

042712_ahll_01

SWAT CY

Construction Yards

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance

0

100

100

100

CALT

California Towhee

042712_ghan_01 CP31-2-E

Road Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic

25

100

50

50

HOFI

House Finch

042712_hwey_01 Suncrest Substation SSDE4

Substation

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance

0

100

100

100

HOFI

House Finch

042712_lgan_01

CP64-2 PS

Pad Areas-Stringing Area Chaparrals

BMP installation/maintenance

9

100

50

50

LASP

Lark Sparrow

042712_lgan_02

CP64-2 PS

Pad Areas-Stringing Area Chaparrals

Grading

26

100

100

PHAI

Phainopepla

042712_lgan_03

CP64-2 PS

Pad Areas-Stringing Area Chaparrals

Other

220

100

75

129 of 214

Nest Outcome

Date Nest
Found
4/25/2012

Nest ID
042512_vnik_01

LASP

Habitat
Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
BMP installation/maintenance

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
0

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
4/25/2012 04/25/2012 - A pair of House Finches was observed for approximately 30-40 minutes. The pair was observed at
the nest, and a second pair was also observed near the nest. At least one female was observed carrying material
to the nest. The nest appears 80% complete. No eggs or young were in the nest. Removal of nest was required
based on impact to material logistics operations supporting construction, cost impact relative to alternate options,
and potential for more nests at the idle piece of equipment during the anticipated nest cycle. Nest deterrents in
the form of mylar tape and reflective discs were hung on the water tank. Nest was removed per NBMMP. VNovik

Fledged
No

5/14/2012 04/26/2012 - Nest was found on 4/25/2012 when a bird flushed from the nest during an arroyo toad survey at
2100. Nest was logged today and was confirmed to still be active when the female was observed on the nest,
incubating 4 eggs. A buffer of 100 feet was installed. The female flew off the nest when walking 20 feet south
toward nest. - AHill
05/01/2012 - Clutch of 4 eggs (cream-colored with a few irregular spots) fill the small ground nest. No adult at the
nest but several Lark Sparrows in the area. - PKonrad
05/09/2012 - Nestlings (approximately 2 days old). - SJohnston
05/09/2012 - An adult Lark Sparrow was brooding 3 newly hatched nestlings, and 1 unhatched egg remains in the
nest. If the nesting attempt is successful, the 3 nestlings may fledge in 10 days, but if the remaining egg hatches,
the nestling would not fledge for 11 or 12 days. - PKonrad
05/11/2012 - Before grading was allowed to proceed up to the new buffer limit of 35 feet, the nest was checked,
and 3 feathered nestlings were observed away from the nest. Two were found together about 10 inches away
from the nest. The third was seen further, approximately 20 inches away. During grading activities, adults were
observed bring food to the scattered nestlings. - SJohnston
05/14/2012 - No nestlings at or around nest or fledglings in area. No evidence of predation at or around the nest.
Based off developmental appearance of nestlings observed on 5/11 the nest fledged successfully - SJohnston
5/26/2012 04/26/2012 - ANHU comes to nest and remains at 1230. - RRadd
05/02/2012 - ANHU incubation continues - female remains on nest. - RRadd
05/09/2012 - Female ANHU continues to incubate, no feeding observed on multiple nest visits. - RRadd
05/17/2012 - ANHU female feeding 2 small nestlings at 0719. - RRadd
05/26/2012 - Nest is empty with feces at rim, consistent with probable fledge. - RRadd

Yes

4/26/2012

5/2/2012 04/26/2012 - BEWR pair carrying food to brush pile in midst of Tamarix thicket. - RRadd
05/02/2012 - No BEWR detections, but based on prior observations, this nest presumed fledged. - RRadd

Yes

Removed

4/27/2012

4/27/2012 04/27/2012 - Female was seen bringing material to nest over the course of an hour, the nest went from being 60%
complete to 90%. The female's brood patch was visible. Deterrents present included ongoing construction yard
work such as skycrane operations, steel assembly and vehicle traffic. The nest was submitted for nest removal per
NBMMP because of the necessity to fly out the steel piece immediately and that there were no eggs or nestlings
present. - AHill

No

Presumed Fledged

4/27/2012

5/18/2012 04/27/2012 - Observed location of nest in white sage (Salvia apiana) while driving down access road. When
approaching nest, a California Towhee left substrate and observed 4 eggs in nest. 50-foot buffer staked with drive
though access. - GHuffman
05/04/2012 - Eggs have hatched since the last visit. The towhee left the nest as the biologist quietly approached
the buffer. The biologist slowly approached the nest, saw a nestling and quickly backed off to the edge of the
buffer. The towhee returned to the nest about 5 minutes later. - VEurs
05/11/2012 - Female on the nest with nestlings, observed during a quick check from the access road. - VEurs
05/18/2012 - The nest is in excellent condition, but is now empty. Enough time has passed for the nest cycle to be
completed, so this nest is presumed to have fledged successfully. - VEurs

Yes

Removed

4/27/2012

4/27/2012 04/27/2012 - Biologist A. Farmer reported observing HOFI pair carrying nesting material to interior of crane arm
base atop crane truck in Sunrise Substation. Nest was found to be 10% complete with no eggs or young present.
This vehicle was being used for active work when the nest was discovered. Operation of this crane was deemed
necessary for ongoing wire pulling operations, and nest was photographed and removed according to NBMMP
requirements. - HWinfrey

No

Indeterminate

4/27/2012

5/16/2012 04/27/2012 - Female House Finch was observed incubating 4 eggs. - LGorman
05/03/2012 - Female HOFI incubating 4 eggs. - RRadd
05/10/2012 - HOFI on nest at 1150. - RRadd
05/16/2012 - Nest is clean and empty, potentially predated or may have fledged. - RRadd

N/A

100

Presumed Fledged

4/27/2012

5/3/2012 04/27/2012 - Observed Lark Sparrow pair bringing nest material to the nest, in between periods of incubation. LGorman
05/03/2012 - Nest is intact and empty with many feces at rim, suggesting previous monitoring was food carrying
and nest has fledged. - RRadd

Yes

75

Presumed Fledged

4/27/2012

5/15/2012 04/27/2012 - A Phainopepla pair was observed bringing nesting material to the nest, which is approximately 90%
complete. - LGorman
05/03/2012 - PHAI female feeding nest containing downy young. - RRadd
05/10/2012 - PHAI male carries food to nest at 1210 - RRadd
05/15/2012 - No PHAI detected at this nest. Presumed fledged. - RRadd

Yes

AR070709

10/15/2012

Yes

Additional Documentation Attachment to Comment 2-F1
Attachment I-9

Sunrise Powerlink 2012 Nest Monitoring Log

Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
HOFI House Finch

Nest ID
042712_lgan_05

CP65-1

ID

Type
Pad Areas-TSAP

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
Habitat
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Other

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
250

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
Nest Outcome
75
75
Presumed Fledged

Date Nest
Found
4/27/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
6/1/2012 04/27/2012 - A female House Finch nest was observed bringing nest material to the nest repeatedly. The nest was
approximately 95% complete. - LGorman
05/03/2012 - Female HOFI in nest at 1438. - RRadd
05/10/2012 - HOFI female incubating. - RRadd
05/15/2012 - Female HOFI on nest did not flush at 1350. - RRadd
05/22/2012 - Young with wispy down on heads visible in nest at 1122. - RRadd
05/31/2012 - 3 well-feathered nestlings appears almost ready to fledge. - RRadd
05/31/2012 - Nest contains 4 large nestlings which appear ready to fledge. - RRadd
06/07/2012 - Nest is empty and presumed fledged. - RRadd

Fledged
Yes

PHAI

Phainopepla

042712_lgan_06

CP65-1

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Chaparrals
Area

Other

150

100

90

90

Presumed Fledged

4/27/2012

5/14/2012 04/27/2012 - A female Phainopepla was observed incubating the nest. She flew off the nest, gathered material,
added it to the nest, and continued to incubate. - LGorman
05/06/2012 - Male flies in to nest containing 3 eggs. - RRadd
05/10/2012 - PHAI pair exchanging nest duties 1415. - RRadd
05/16/2012 - Nest is intact and empty, presumed fledged - 1158. - RRadd

Yes

LEGO

Lesser Goldfinch

042712_lgan_07

CP65-1

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Other
Area

120

100

60

60

Indeterminate

4/27/2012

5/16/2012 04/27/2012 - A female Lesser Goldfinch was observed flying onto the nest and remained there presumably to
incubate. - LGorman
05/03/2012 - Potentially same nest as 041212_rrdd_03. No species detected at nest during 30 minute observation.
- RRadd
05/10/2012 - No LEGO observed, but nearby PHAI nest makes monitoring difficult. - RRadd
05/16/2012 - Nest was not observed active beyond first observation. - RRadd

N/A

CATH

California Thrasher

042712_lton_01

EP99-2-PS

Pad Areas-Stringing Area Chaparrals

160

100

100

100

Fledged

4/27/2012

5/22/2012 04/27/2012 - The nest was discovered during an active search. 2 eggs were in the nest. The female had flushed
prior to discovery, and she called from a few shrubs while the biologist quickly took data. - LThoreson
05/03/2012 - Adult near. Nest still contains 2 eggs. - MKuehn
05/11/2012 - 2 nestlings in nest. - VNovik
05/17/2012 - Nest contains 2 downy nestlings estimated to be 8-10 days old. Nestlings should fledge between
5/22-5/24. - MKuehn
05/22/2012 - One fledgling and 1 adult encountered 20 feet away, en route to check nest. Nest was checked, first
from 8 feet with binoculars, and found to be empty with the rim depressed and partially flattened on one side. MKuehn

Yes

HOFI

House Finch

042712_mdus_01 CP76-1

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance
Area

15

100

30

30

Presumed Fledged

4/27/2012

6/10/2012 04/27/2012 - Female House Finch rapidly adding material to a nest that is approximately 75% complete, with the
male in accompaniment. The female seems wary of a Cassin's Kingbird perched nearby, waiting to add material
until the Kingbird leaves. - MDicus
05/05/2012 - Female HOFI incubating nest at 1020. - RRadd
05/11/2012 - HOFI pair copulate and female enters nest at 1036. - RRadd
05/11/2012 - Unable to see into nest, which appears complete and intact. Incubating? - RRadd
05/17/2012 - HOFI pair coming and going to this nest, copulation adjacent at 1208. - RRadd
05/24/2012 - HOFI pair come to nest; male singing, female with nest material. Female settles into nest at 0658. RRadd
06/01/2012 - Female HOFI lying in nest at 1134, incubation presumed. - RRadd
06/07/2012 - HOFI pair are wary at this nest, presumed to remain active. - RRadd
06/14/2012 - 2 HOFI pairs fight over this nest. One pair added material purloined from CAKI nest (during an
absence), and female guards this nest, which is presumed to contain eggs. - RRadd
06/19/2012 - Female incubating on nest, leaving only briefly to forage and immediately returning. Further
comments moved to 062112_rrdd_02. - HWinfrey

Yes

HOFI

House Finch

042712_mdus_02 CP51-2

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats OH - wire stringing
Area

130

100

30

30

Nest did not reach active stage

4/27/2012

5/4/2012 04/27/2012 - Female observed making multiple trips with material to a nest that is approximately 80-90%
constructed. - MDicus
05/04/2012 - Nest is gone, with no signs of it on the ground beneath the tower. This nest was never recorded to
have progressed past the nest building stage. Did not reach active stage. Closed. - JDicus

No

HOFI

House Finch

042712_rrdd_01

CP65-1-PS-N

Road Area

9

100

50

50

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

4/27/2012

5/16/2012 04/27/2012 - Complete nest ready for first egg. Pair agitated at observer, returned at 50 feet. - RRadd
05/03/2012 - HOFI attending nest containing 3 eggs. - RRadd
05/10/2012 - HOFI incubating 4 eggs. - RRadd
05/16/2012 - Nest is clean and empty but did not have sufficient time to fledge. Presumed predated. - RRadd

No

PHAI

Phainopepla

042712_rrdd_02

CP64-2

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance
Area

35

100

100

100

Indeterminate

4/27/2012

5/10/2012 04/27/2012 - Fresh grass nest, lined and complete. Various cup-nesting songbirds present, likely PHAI or HOFI. RRadd
05/03/2012 - Not monitored this week due to MODO nest on ground 6 feet south. - RRadd
05/10/2012 - No nest found at this GPS point. Possibly logged as same nest as adjacent LASP due to GPS error. RRadd

N/A

NOMO Northern Mockingbird

042712_rrdd_03

CP64-2

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Grasslands and Meadows
Area

100

100

50

50

Presumed Fledged

4/27/2012

5/20/2012 04/27/2012 - Twig basket, fully lined and ready for first egg. NOMO present. - RRadd
05/03/2012 - NOMO on nest at 1155. - RRadd
05/10/2012 - NOMO in nest for duration of brief observation at 0940. - RRadd
05/16/2012 - NOMO carrying food to nest at 0946. Flushed from nest in apparent response to helicopter hovering
approximately 100 feet south at 50 feet above ground level at 1035, returned to nest area 10 minutes after
helicopter departure. - RRadd
05/22/2012 - Nest is intact and empty. Presumed fledged. - RRadd

Yes

Grasslands and Meadows

OH - wire stringing

Traffic

Other
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
HOFI House Finch

Nest ID
042712_rrdd_04

CP64 PS

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
Type
Habitat
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
Pad Areas-Stringing Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance

ID

HOFI

House Finch

042712_rrdd_05

CP64 PS

Pad Areas-Stringing Area Grasslands and Meadows

OH - wire stringing

LASP

Lark Sparrow

042712_rrdd_06

CP65-1-PS-N

Road Area

Grasslands and Meadows

Traffic

LASP

Lark Sparrow

042812_ahll_02

SWAT CY

Construction Yards

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

HOFI

House Finch

042812_bald_01 69kV-E

Road Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BUSH

Bushtit

042812_ghan_01 CP31-2-E

Road Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic

HOFI

House Finch

042812_hwey_01 EP34-1

Pad Areas-TSAP

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

OH - tower erection

HOFI

House Finch

042812_ltiw_01

Jacumba Valley Ranch CY Construction Yards

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other

BUSH

Bushtit

042812_ltiw_02

EP142-1

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats OH - tower erection

Pad Areas-TSAP

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
75

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
Nest Outcome
30
30
Nest did not reach active stage

100

100

30

30

77

100

100

BMP installation/maintenance

0

100

Substation - new construction

150

Date Nest
Found
4/27/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
Fledged
5/10/2012 04/27/2012 - HOFI flushed from nest and returned as soon as observer retreated 40 feet. Contents not accessible. No
RRadd
05/03/2012 - No HOFI observed, and nest contents inaccessible at 1334. - RRadd
05/10/2012 - No activity observed. - RRadd

Presumed Fledged

4/27/2012

6/2/2012 04/27/2012 - Nest is only 4 feet from active HOFI nest, status of this nest unclear due to proximity. - RRadd
05/03/2012 - Nest contains 3 eggs at 1333; no HOFI detected. - RRadd
05/10/2012 - HOFI female in nest at 1204. - RRadd
05/16/2012 - Female HOFI lying on nest at 1429. - RRadd
05/22/2012 - Nest contains large, mostly feathered nestlings with wispy down still showing through. - RRadd
05/31/2012 - Nest contains 3 large nestlings which appear ready to fledge. - RRadd
06/07/2012 - Nest is empty, presumed fledged. - RRadd

Yes

100

Nest did not reach active stage

4/27/2012

5/16/2012 04/27/2012 - Complete empty nest. LASP copulating nearby. - RRadd
05/03/2012 - Nest is clean, maintained and empty. LASP pair on nearest tall shrub copulated 5 times in 1 minute. RRadd
05/10/2012 - Grass has been added to interior of nest, but no LASP present. Unclear if the nest has been usurped
or is being updated. - RRadd
05/16/2012 - Nest has not been maintained and is aging. LASP pair continue in area. - RRadd

No

100

100

Removed

4/28/2012

4/28/2012 04/28/2012 - Female was seen bringing material to nest actively, 80% complete. The nest was submitted for nest
removal because of the necessity to fly out the steel piece in the future and that there were no eggs or nestlings
present. Deterrents present included ongoing construction yard work such as skycrane operations, steel assembly
and vehicle traffic. Nest was removed as per NBMMP. - AHill

No

100

30

30

Nest did not reach active stage

4/28/2012

5/25/2012 04/28/2012 - Pair of HOFI observed bringing nest material (once) and landing on and entering (4 times) the
bracket for the lower arm on the west side of the pole. - BArnold
05/03/2012 - No activity observed during 30 minute observation period. - BArnold
05/09/2012 - No activity noted during brief observation period. - BArnold
05/25/2012 - It is unlikely that this nest ever made it to the Active stage. No activity has been recorded since 28
April. - BArnold

No

10

100

50

50

Nest did not reach active stage

4/28/2012

5/12/2012 04/28/2012 - Observed adults making multiple trips to a coast live oak carrying nesting material. Nest appears to
be approximately 50% complete. - GHuffman
05/05/2012 - Bushtits made a few visits to the nest. Nest construction has progressed, but is not yet complete. The
neck is still a bit thin and see-through. Activity at the nest may have been subdued because of the presence of a
Western Scrub-jay moving throughout the area, including the nest tree. - VEurs
05/12/2012 - The nest is almost completely gone. About 5% of the nest remains where it is anchored to the
branch. This nest never contained eggs or young and is now closed. - VEurs

No

100

100

30

30

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

4/28/2012

5/4/2012 04/28/2012 - Female flushed from nest, which contains 3 eggs. - HWinfrey
05/04/2012 - Nest appears pulled apart with no eggs remaining. Nest closed due to predation. - HWinfrey

No

50

100

20

20

Nest did not reach active stage

4/28/2012

5/10/2012 04/28/2012 - Female was seen entering the wheel area 3 times, but was never observed carrying anything inside.
Each time she remained there for about 5 minutes. Several males and other females also in the vicinity. LTymkiw
05/04/2012 - No House Finches observed near the 2 remaining water tanks during 30-minute observation period.. PKonrad
05/10/2012 - No finch activity observed in the nest area during the 30 minute observation period; 1 female was
observed perched on fence about 150 feet north for a short time. Considering the initial observation comments
and subsequent observations, this nest may never have been 'active' - closed. - PKonrad

No

200

100

40

40

Presumed Fledged

4/28/2012

5/14/2012 04/28/2012 - A pair was observed making many trips to the nest with caterpillars. They were not affected by the
tower work or by an avian biologist observing and recording data 40 feet away. - LTymkiw
04/30/2012 - A pair of Bushtits visited the nest, 1 entering nest, but no other activity observed during 30-minute
observation period. A small, vocal flock of Bushtits was observed about 100 feet west of the nest site. - PKonrad
05/07/2012 - Nest intact and pair of Bushtits territorial; 1 adult had insects in its beak, so avian biologist left area
and birds flew to nest. - PKonrad
05/14/2012 - A pair of Bushtits came to the nest and simultaneously began pulling relatively large pieces of
material from the nest, tugging diligently at the nest at times, then flew northeast with their beaks stuffed with
nest material. Looks like the nestlings in this nest have fledged, and the old nest is being recycled by the same pair
(renesting) or another pair. No fledglings were observed in the area - closed. - PKonrad

Yes
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
ANHU Anna's Hummingbird

Nest ID
042812_rrdd_01

GS-NF-10

Type
Road Area

Habitat
Riparian Forests and Woodlands

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
Other

ID

LEGO

Lesser Goldfinch

042812_rrdd_02

GS-NF-10

Pad Areas-Work Area

Riparian Forests and Woodlands

Traffic

BUSH

Bushtit

042812_rrdd_04

GS-NF-10

Road Area

Riparian Forests and Woodlands

OH - wire stringing

HOFI

House Finch

042812_rrdd_05

GS-NF-10

Road Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

CAQU

California Quail

042812_sjon_01

EP50-E

Road Area

BUSH

Bushtit

042812_sjon_02

EP63-E

Road Area

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
35

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
Nest Outcome
50
50
Presumed Fledged

Date Nest
Found
4/28/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
5/19/2012 04/28/2012 - Female ANHU standing on rim of complete nest decorated with lichen flakes at 0710. - RRadd
05/04/2012 - Female ANHU feeding 1 visible short-billed nestling at 1644. - RRadd
05/09/2012 - ANHU female comes to nest after 20 minutes away to feed single large nestling which has fullyfeathered head. - RRadd
05/14/2012 - Female ANHU on nestlings at 1552. - RRadd
05/19/2012 - Nest is empty. Recent fledgling observed in area. Nest has fledged and is now closed. - JDicus
05/21/2012 - Nest is intact and empty with many small feces at rim, suggesting successful fledge. - RRadd

Fledged
Yes

50

100

50

50

Presumed Fledged

4/28/2012

5/21/2012 04/28/2012 - LEGO pair building nest; approximately 50% complete. - RRadd
05/04/2012 - No activity observed. - RRadd
05/09/2012 - Numerous LEGO in this area include 2 other nests and fledglings being fed, but no activity was
observed near this nest which is no longer visible due to foliage growth. - RRadd
05/14/2012 - Nest not found due to second pair egg-laying near the vantage point for observing this nest. LEGOs
definitely active in vicinity and male from second pair spars territorially with this male. - RRadd
05/21/2012 - Adult male with at least 2 juveniles at this location. Presumed fledged - RRadd

Yes

250

100

50

50

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

4/28/2012

5/19/2012 04/28/2012 - BUSH pair bringing material to nest at 10 minute intervals. Nest approximately 60% complete. RRadd
05/04/2012 - BUSH pair making numerous trips to and from nest at 1348. - RRadd
05/09/2012 - BUSH making infrequent nest visits. - RRadd
05/14/2012 - Nest appears somewhat thin in the neck area, but is un-holed. BUSH detected nearby but not visiting
nest. - RRadd
05/19/2012 - Nest is dilapidated and shows no activity for 1 hour. Closed due to inactivity and the nest being in a
state of disrepair. Presumed failed due to unknown causes. - JDicus
05/21/2012 - BUSH visits but does not enter. Nest appears somewhat battered but serviceable. - RRadd

No

None

0

100

30

30

Presumed Fledged

4/28/2012

5/30/2012 04/28/2012 - HOFI female incubating 3 eggs. - RRadd
05/04/2012 - HOFI incubating 5 eggs at 1635. - RRadd
05/09/2012 - HOFI continue to tend this nest, which still contains 5 eggs. - RRadd
05/14/2012 - Female HOFI lying in nest at 1616. - RRadd
05/21/2012 - HOFI lying in nest from 1650-1710. - RRadd
05/29/2012 - Adult female feeding hatched young in nest at 1640. - RRadd
06/04/2012 - Nest fledged and a new clutch has been initiated. - RRadd

Yes

Chaparrals

Traffic

4

100

50

50

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

4/28/2012

5/15/2012 04/28/2012 - Monitor reported flushing a California Quail from this nest while walking along the access road.
Avian biologist did not see bird at the nest or nearby when mapping its location, but 4 eggs were visible. SJohnston
05/01/2012 - Nest contains 8 eggs, but no California Quail were observed in area, suggesting the egg laying period
continues in advance of the initiation of incubation. - PKonrad
05/09/2012 - No adult California Quail present, but 11 brown-speckled cream-colored eggs can be seen in the
ground nest - PKonrad
05/15/2012 - This California Quail nest is empty, and no eggs or eggshells are present in the nest; no hatchlings or
adults are evident nearby. There are many downy breast feathers among the grassy nest material, apparently
added during the past week. Because the clutch was completed and incubation began about 5/4/2011, which was
about 11 days ago, it indicates the eggs did not hatch because the incubation period for California Quail is 18 to 23
days. Hence, the nest was likely predated - closed. - PKonrad

No

Chaparrals

Traffic

40

100

50

50

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

4/28/2012

5/15/2012 04/28/2012 - Observed pair of Bushtits nest building. Nest is approximately 10% complete. - SJohnston
05/01/2012 - Although no Bushtit activity was observed 2 hours ago, Bushtits are now very actively nest building,
with nest visits spaced 3 minutes or less apart. - PKonrad
05/09/2012 - Nest looks good, but no Bushtit activity was observed during 2 20-minute observation periods. This
pair of Bushtits should be incubating at this time, and judging from past experiences, little activity is ever observed
during Bushtit incubation. - PKonrad
05/15/2012 - Bushtit nest has been torn apart, probably by a predator. No Bushtits observed or heard in the area closed. - PKonrad

No
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
HOFI House Finch

Nest ID
ID
042912_bald_01 TL 6915 - 100984

Type
69kv Structure

Habitat
Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
Substation - new construction

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
100

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
30
30
Fledged

Nest Outcome

Date Nest
Found
4/29/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
6/11/2012 04/29/2012 - HOFI pair observed at pole 100984, with female observed bringing nest material and entering the
following arm brackets (note that these arms are not hollow; the bird enters the metal bracket attached to the
wooden pole from below): upper eastern, middle eastern, lower eastern, and middle western. This nest is a
candidate for removal and adding 'bird deterrents' to preclude access to any of these brackets. - BArnold
05/09/2012 - No activity noted during brief observation period. - BArnold
05/15/2012 - Adult HOFIs observed at nest pole on several occasions. - BArnold
05/25/2012 - No activity observed. - BArnold
05/25/2012 - Duplicate entry. - BArnold
05/26/2012 - No HOFI activity noted in association with this pole during observation periods between 0545 and
0700 (on and off), and a focused observation period between 0845 and 0930. HOFIs came to wires southwest of
nest pole, and were heard in area, but no HOFIs landed on nest pole or entered brackets. - BArnold
06/04/2012 - The HOFI pair made several trips to the nest during 60 minutes of observation. They also spent
several minutes in the lowest western bracket of the same pole and investigated brackets on the adjacent pole.
Based on nesting chronology, it seems likely there are nestlings within the bracket. - VEurs
06/11/2012 - After more than 60 minutes of observation, no House Finch activity was detected at the nest. A
group of adult and fledgling finches was observed on a distribution wire less than 50 feet north of the nest. Enough
time has passed for the nesting cycle to be completed This nest has fledged successfully and is now closed 6/4/2012 04/29/2012 - HOFI pair observed once landing on pole arm, and female entering briefly before flying to adjacent
pole. Observed only once during an hour-long observation period. The finches are likely 'checking out' potential
nesting locations. This is a candidate for removal, as the pair has likely just initiated nest site selection/nest
building. - BArnold
04/30/2012 - Avian biologist checked nest using lift, contains 4 eggs and as such remains active, no bird deterrent
work was allowed. Other 2 brackets (upper E& W) contained no nest material. - BArnold
05/09/2012 - No activity noted during brief observation period. - BArnold
05/15/2012 - Adult HOFIs on top of nest pole. - BArnold
05/25/2012 - No activity observed. - BArnold
05/26/2012 - No HOFI activity noted during on and off observation period between 0545 and 0700, or during
focused observation period between 0845 and 0930. HOFIs present on line south of nest, and heard in area, but
did not go to nest pole or enter bracket. - BArnold
06/04/2012 - A HOFI pair briefly entered this bracket, but did not remain long and no nestling vocalizations were
detected. The HOFI pair from the adjacent pole entered this bracket briefly. There is a new nest in the eastern
bracket of this pole. Observational history lends itself to an indeterminate nest outcome. - VEurs

Fledged
Yes

HOFI

House Finch

042912_bald_02 TL 6924 - 171683

69kV Structure

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other

0

100

30

30

Indeterminate

4/29/2012

HOFI

House Finch

042912_bald_03 TL 6915 - 100983

69kv Structure

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance

0

100

30

30

Removed

4/29/2012

4/30/2012 04/29/2012 - Observed HOFI pair entering and bringing nest material to lower arm brackets attached to the east
and west sides of the pole. This is a candidate for removal, as the pair has likely just begun the site selection/nest
building process. - BArnold
04/30/2012 - Nest was examined by an avian biologist using a lift. The nest was about 10% complete, and
contained no eggs or young. New substation work consisting of overhead wire stringing as well as O&M activities
have been regularly occurring in the adjacent Sycamore Substation, including this past Saturday and Sunday. PAR
requires the 69kV to be available for upgrades and energization in June, and will be working in the insulators
within which bracket the HOFI partial nest was begun. Buffers would not likely have prevented this nest from
being impacted during this future construction. This nest was initiated in spite of the ongoing work in the
immediately adjacent Sycamore Substation consisting of 20+ member crews. As such, this partial nest was
removed. - BArnold

No

AMKE

American Kestrel

042912_bald_04 69kV-E

Road Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Substation - new construction

300

500

150

150

Fledged

4/29/2012

5/22/2012 04/29/2012 - AMKE observed entering third arm from top on western side of pole several times late in the day. BArnold
05/03/2012 - No AMKE activity observed during 30-minute observation period. - BArnold
05/09/2012 - No activity noted during brief observation period. - BArnold
05/10/2012 - While monitoring a nest at the opposite end of the substation, the biologist heard 2 kestrels calling
to each other. On approaching the nest cavity, the male was observed perched on a distribution pole to the north,
consuming prey. Later he was seen chasing off a Red-tailed Hawk. The female was not seen during 90 minutes of
observation, but this is not atypical, and it is presumed she was within the nest cavity incubating/brooding. VEurs
05/15/2012 - Adult AMKE heard calling and observed on pole. Later observed entering nest arm cavity. - BArnold
05/19/2012 - Adult male observed perched on fiber optic cable wire just south of the nest pole. - BArnold
05/22/2012 - Two recent fledglings observed around nest. First perched on nest cavity arm, second perched on
fiber optic cable southwest of nest cavity arm. First later flew over to second and also perched on cable. BArnold

Yes

WESJ

Western Scrub-Jay

042912_hwey_01 EP11-3

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Chaparrals
Area

OH - wire stringing

100

100

100

100

Fledged

4/29/2012

5/15/2012 04/29/2012 - Nest contains at least 3 nestlings, 1-2 days old. Adult heard calling within 5 feet of nest. - HWinfrey
05/06/2012 - 2 nestlings visible in nest. - HWinfrey
05/15/2012 - Fledgling WESJ perched 1 foot from nest appears capable of flight. Nest closed. - HWinfrey

Yes
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N/A
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
CORA Common Raven

Nest ID
042912_mdus_01 CP39

CATH

California Thrasher

AMKE

American Kestrel

042912_vers_01

HOFI

House Finch

HOFI

ID

042912_mkhn_01 CP95-1

Type
Pad Areas-Structure Pad Chaparrals
Area

Habitat

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
BMP installation/maintenance

Pad Areas-Work Area

Chaparrals

UG - cable pulling/splicing

TL 6924 - 171697

69kV Structure

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

043012_ahll_01

Wilson CY

Construction Yards

House Finch

043012_ahll_02

SWAT CY

HOFI

House Finch

043012_ahll_03

SWAT CY

HOFI

House Finch

HOFI

House Finch

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
0

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
100
100
Removed

Nest Outcome

Date Nest
Found
4/29/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
4/30/2012 04/29/2012 - On 4/28/12, biomonitor Sarah Farmer observed a pair of CORA carrying sticks to structure CP39. As
of 16:30 on 4/29/12, the nest is now approximately 60-70% constructed. The CORA pair continued to nest build
while the avian biologist photographed and recorded the nest. - MDicus
04/30/2012 - The nest was removed to facilitate construction (wire stringing activities), per agency concurrence
and through adherence to the NBMMP. The nest was nearly complete but contained no eggs or nestlings. Nest
deterrents in the form of mylar flash tape at the base of the tower and a Daddy Long Legs nest preventer on the
top phase of the tower were previously installed. Following concurrence, the nest was checked for eggs,
photographed, and removed and in the presence of a qualified biologist. An approved nesting bird deterrent was
installed in the tower in place of the removed nest. - MDicus

Fledged
No

40

100

30

30

Presumed Fledged

4/29/2012

5/30/2012 04/29/2012 - An adult California Thrasher was observed on a nest that is 95% complete and contains no eggs or
young. - MKuehn
05/06/2012 - Nest contains 2 eggs. Adult heard calling nearby. - HWinfrey
05/15/2012 - 3 nestlings visible. - HWinfrey
05/23/2012 - 2 fully feathered nestlings visible in nest. Female flies in and settles onto nest at 1335. - HWinfrey
05/25/2012 - 2 nestlings visible in nest, still with downy heads. - HWinfrey
05/30/2012 - Nest is empty, presumed fledged. - HWinfrey

Yes

None

0

500

200

200

Presumed Fledged

4/29/2012

Yes

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other

40

100

30

30

Presumed Fledged

4/30/2012

6/5/2012 04/29/2012 - While monitoring poles for reconductoring activities, a pair of AMKE was observed entering the
cavity on the east side of the steel monopole. An adult entered the cavity and remained for 30 minutes, exited
and the second adult took its place. It appears the pair is incubating. - VEurs
05/07/2012 - After approximately 30 minutes of observation, the female arrived at the monopole carrying a
rodent. She took the rodent into the nest cavity and remained within for another 15 minutes and was still inside
when the biologist left the area. - VEurs
05/14/2012 - Almost immediately upon the biologist's arrival, the female kestrel landed at the edge of the nest
cavity. She ate a few bites of the prey she carried and then took the rest inside the cavity. She exited about 5
minutes later and spent the remainder of the observation period perched at various locations or flying about the
area. - VEurs
05/21/2012 - 15 minutes after the start of observations, the female kestrel flew in from the south and landed on a
light standard north of the nest. She was carrying a very large grasshopper that she manipulated for a while. She
flew to the Costco roof, and eventually she entered the nest cavity with the grasshopper. She exited almost
immediately and flew south again. - VEurs
05/29/2012 - After approximately 35 minutes of observation, the female kestrel arrived at the pole carrying a
rodent. She took the rodent into the nest cavity and immediately exited and flew east. The male was not
observed - VEurs
5/26/2012 04/30/2012 - 3 eggs in nest, biomonitor reported seeing pair enter nest. This crane was moved on Friday, 27 April
at 1800 from EP1. This means this pair built this nest Friday night and Saturday morning, laying 1 egg/day on
Saturday, Sunday, and Monday. - AHill
05/01/2012 - Nest contains 4 eggs, should start incubating full time tomorrow. - AHill
05/09/2012 - Female on nest, unable to view nest contents. Male perched on crane. - HWinfrey
05/16/2012 - Female on nest from 1215 to 1230. - HWinfrey
05/23/2012 - Female brings food to nest at 1234, with male following. - HWinfrey
05/26/2012 - No activity observed from 0731 to 0801. Nest approached and found to be intact and empty,
presumed fledged. Nest closed. - HWinfrey

Construction Yards

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance

0

100

100

100

Removed

4/30/2012

4/30/2012 04/30/2012 - Pair was seen flying out of nest location and male singing in area, nest was approximately 20%
complete. Mylar deterrents installed on crane. Removal of nest was required based on potential impacts to
material logistics operations supporting construction such as tower assembly, cost impacts relative to alternative
options, and potential for more nests at the idle piece of equipment during the anticipated nest cycle. Nest was
not a candidate for a buffer reduction allowing for use of the crane. No eggs or young were present, and nest was
removed per the NBMMP. - AHill

No

Construction Yards

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance

0

100

100

100

Removed

4/30/2012

4/30/2012 04/30/2012 - Pair was seen flying out of nest location and male singing in area; nest was approximately 50%
complete. Mylar deterrents installed on crane. Removal of nest was required based on potential impacts to
material logistics operations supporting construction such as tower assembly, cost impacts relative to alternative
options, and potential for more nests at the idle piece of equipment during the anticipated nest cycle. Nest was
not a candidate for a buffer reduction allowing for use of the crane. No eggs or young were present and nest was
removed per the NBMMP. - AHill

No

043012_bald_01 Sycamore Substation SSDE1

Substation

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance

0

100

100

100

Removed

4/30/2012

4/30/2012 04/30/2012 - House Finch nest found with no eggs, about 15% complete, in mast of lift equipment. Work, both
new substation construction and O&M activities, occurs everyday, and this lift is available for use by both every
day. Lift equipment essential to both new and O&M activities necessitated removal. Nest was photographed and
removed, per the NBMMP. - BArnold

No

043012_bald_02 Sycamore Substation SSDE1

Substation

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance

0

100

100

100

Removed

4/30/2012

4/30/2012 04/30/2012 - Nest with no eggs, about 50 percent complete, in mast of lift equipment. Work, both new substation
construction and O&M activities, occurs everyday, and this lift is available for use by both every day. Lift
equipment essential to both new and O&M activities, and nest was necessary for removal to continue these
operations. Nest photographed and removed following stipulations of the NBMMP. - BArnold

No
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
AMKE American Kestrel

Nest ID
ID
043012_bald_03 TL 6924 - 137897

Type
69kV Structure

Habitat
Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
Other

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
250

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
500

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
150
150
Fledged

CORA

Common Raven

043012_ghan_01 CP27

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Chaparrals
Area

BMP installation/maintenance

20

100

100

100

HOFI

House Finch

043012_hwey_01 EP39-1-N

Road Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic

25

100

30

CALT

California Towhee

043012_jdus_01

CP31-2-E

Road Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic

55

100

LEGO

Lesser Goldfinch

043012_ltiw_01

CP49-1-PS-E

Road Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

110

100

Traffic

Nest Outcome

Date Nest
Found
4/30/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
6/22/2012 04/30/2012 - A female AMKE was observed by the biomonitor as it flew onto the monopole and perched. Avian
biologist was called and arrived within 5 minutes to evaluate the situation. Crew continued to work for an hour,
because the biomonitor lost sight of the bird while telephoning avian biologist, and it was assumed the bird had
flown off the monopole. The biomonitor and avian biologist monitored this work. When crew used a hand-held
power wrench which caused considerable vibration in the monopole, an adult AMKE emerged from the bracket
end of the lowest western arm and flew to the next steel monopole several hundred feet to the north and
perched. The crew was asked to stop work due to the status of the monopole containing an active AMKE nest. The
crew needed to remove the temporary ground-wires they had previously installed to satisfy safety requirements.
During the 20 minutes the crew was working to remove the temporary ground wires and other protective
features, the female AMKE circled the pole in smaller and smaller circles, finally landing on the arm and entering
the cavity 15 minutes after it had left, and while the crew was finishing removing the temporary plastic sheet
protections from the lower arm on the east. The crew finished their work and left, as was requested. About 10
minutes later, the male AMKE was briefly observed as it slipped into the cavity. It should be noted that the female
was within the hollow steel arm for an hour, while the crew installed temporary ground wires and removed and
replaced an insulator, apparently not disturbed enough to leave until a particular hand-held power tool created
vibration that resulted in the bird emerging from the cavity. - BArnold
05/07/2012 - After approximately 30 minutes of observation, the male kestrel landed atop the monopole with
food, calling loudly. The female exited the cavity, flew up and took the food item from the male. She carried it to
the monopole directly north, where she consumed the food and was eventually joined by the male. The male
returned to the nest cavity where he perched on the edge, looking into the cavity for a minute or so. He then flew
off, and as the female returned, she gave chase to a starling. She eventually returned and re-entered the cavity,
without bringing in food He soon returned with a lizard that he gave to the female after she exited the nest cavity
7/11/2012 04/30/2012 - Pair observed perched on tower and displayed low tolerance and agitation when approaching tower
from ground. Nest appears to be 100% complete. - GHuffman
05/07/2012 - One adult on nest, and the other adult perching nearby, vocalizing, and chasing a Red-tailed Hawk
from the territory. - MDicus
05/14/2012 - Adult on nest incubating during brief observation period. Second adult was not detected. - VEurs
05/21/2012 - 1 raven incubating on the nest as the second adult perched near the nest during 20 minutes of
observation. - VEurs
05/21/2012 - Duplicate entry. - VEurs
05/23/2012 - Per NBJ, BMP hydro-mulching crew authorized to enter buffer to conduct activities under avian
biologist monitoring. Monitor allowed crew to conduct mulching for 45 minutes and then relocate to another site
to avoid any further disturbance to incubation. Crew returned to site after 2 hours to conclude construction
activities. Work resumed for another 45 minutes. Female returned to nest to resume incubation after hydromulching was finished. Construction activities did not appear to have negative impacts on incubation process. GHuffman
05/31/2012 - A raven (later determined to be the female) was visible moving about the nest at the start of
observations. Her movements suggested nestlings were on the nest. About 20 minutes later, the male flew
towards the tower. The female flew to the nearby monopole. She performed a begging display as the male joined
her and he appeared to give her some food. She remained on the pole, and the male flew to the nest, where he
ducked and raised his head as though feeding nestlings. He then flew farther up the tower and perched while the
female soared over the surrounding hillsides. - VEurs
06/07/2012 - There were no adult ravens at the nest when the biologist began observations. For the next 60-70
minutes ravens were occasionally seen soaring far from the nest At approximately 1210 both ravens flew to the
5/14/2012 04/30/2012 - At least 2 nestlings in nest, 6-8 days old. - HWinfrey
05/04/2012 - Adults at nest at 0635. - HWinfrey
05/06/2012 - Male perched near nest. 2 fully feathered nestlings in nest. - HWinfrey
05/08/2012 - At least 1 HOFI nestling remains in nest at 0650, primary pinfeathers 80% emerged. - HWinfrey
05/10/2012 - Male and female visiting nest; nestling visible at 0620. - HWinfrey
05/14/2012 - Nest empty, presumably fledged. - AHill

Fledged
Yes

Fledged

4/30/2012

30

Presumed Fledged

4/30/2012

50

50

Presumed Fledged

4/30/2012

5/21/2012 04/30/2012 - Adult departs from nest shrub when nest was originally discovered from 5 feet away. Observer
retreated to a point 45 feet from nest and close to edge of access road. Adult returns to incubate 3 eggs in nest in
3 minutes' time, to remain for duration of additional 20-minute observation period. - JDicus
05/07/2012 - As the biologist approached the nest, a towhee flew to other side of the shrub clump, which enabled
the biologist to examine the nest contents. It still contains 3 eggs. The adult returned to the nest after about 10
minutes. - VEurs
05/14/2012 - Adult flew from the nest area as the biologist walked down the access road (outside the buffer),
enabling the nest contents to be checked. The nest now contains at least 2 dark, downy nestlings. - VEurs
05/21/2012 - The nest is in excellent condition but contains 1 egg. Enough time has passed for the nestlings to
have fledged. The remaining egg may be a non-viable egg that was hidden under the nestlings. This nest is now
closed and presumed to have fledged. - VEurs
05/22/2012 - Duplicate entry. - SDhall

Yes

30

30

Presumed Fledged

4/30/2012

6/5/2012 04/30/2012 - Female being fed by male while laying on a complete nest. - LTymkiw
05/07/2012 - Female observed on the nest through the entire observation period. - VEurs
05/14/2012 - Female was on the nest for the entire 20 minute observation period. - LTymkiw
05/21/2012 - The head of 1 nestling was visible above the edge of the nest. - VEurs
05/29/2012 - Large, feathered nestling crouched motionless on the edge of the nest. - VEurs
06/05/2012 - The nest is fully intact and empty. It seems likely the fully-feathered nestling observed last week has
fledged successfully. This nest is now closed. - VEurs

Yes
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10/15/2012
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
HOFI House Finch

Nest ID
043012_ltiw_02

ID
CP49-1-PS-E

Type
Road Area

Habitat
Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
Traffic

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
20

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
Nest Outcome
30
30
Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

Date Nest
Found
4/30/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
6/5/2012 04/30/2012 - Female was on nest for 45 plus minutes. - LTymkiw
05/07/2012 - Female observed on nest throughout observation period. - VEurs
05/14/2012 - Female was on the nest for about 5 minutes, then flew off. 10 minutes later the male came and fed
the nestlings. 5 minutes after that the female returned, fed the nestlings and then resumed brooding. - LTymkiw
05/21/2012 - Nestlings visible on nest next to adult female HOFI. - VEurs
05/29/2012 - Female briefly visited the nest. The downy back of a nestling was visible over the top of the nest. VEurs
06/05/2012 - The nest is ripped apart and most of it is dangling down the clump of foliage. Given the extent of the
damage, it seems likely that the nestlings were predated before they were able to fledge. This nest with young
failed due to natural causes. - VEurs

Fledged
No

CAKI

Cassin's Kingbird

043012_mdus_01 CP52

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance
Area

0

100

50

50

Removed

4/30/2012

4/30/2012 04/30/2012 - A pair of Cassin's Kingbirds was observed carrying nest material to the north end of the top bridge.
Between 09:55 and 10:15, 5 trips were made to the nest. Percent completion is unknown, given the nest location. MDicus
04/30/2012 - The nest was removed to facilitate construction (wire sagging), per agency concurrence on 4/30/12
and through adherence to the NBMMP. Deterrents present consist of mylar flash tape and Daddy Long Legs nest
preventers. Following concurrence, and in the presence of an avian biologist, a lineman was dropped at the top of
the tower and removed the nearly complete Cassin's Kingbird nest and installed a nest deterrent on the end of the
arm. At the time of removal (approximately 17:15), the nest was 95-100% constructed but contained no eggs or
nestlings. Photos were taken of the removed nest material. - MDicus

No

HOFI

House Finch

043012_mdus_02 CP85-1

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance
Area

10

100

30

30

Presumed Fledged

4/30/2012

5/24/2012 04/30/2012 - Bio/Avian monitor C. Vettes observed a female House Finch on the nest for approximately 15 minute
observation period. - MDicus
05/05/2012 - Female HOFI on nest does not depart at 1620. - RRadd
05/10/2012 - 11:30am-1:00pm: Construction monitoring for Warren James BMP crew. Crew authorized to enter
buffer under "emergency BMP maintenance and installation" per link lead. Crew entered buffer for approximately
10 minutes to conduct hydro-mulching. The remaining areas inside buffer were able to be mulched by spraying
from outside stakes. Female observed incubating and did not leave nest during activities. Construction activities
did not appear to have negative impacts on nesting status. - GHuffman
05/19/2012 - HOFI on nest from 1033-1053. - RRadd
05/25/2012 - Many feces around nest rim suggests likely fledge. - RRadd

Yes

HOFI

House Finch

043012_mdus_03 CP85-1

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance
Area

10

100

30

30

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

4/30/2012

5/30/2012 04/30/2012 - HOFI female was observed making multiple trips with material to a nest that is approximately 75%
constructed. The male accompanied her on each trip. - MDicus
05/05/2012 - Female HOFI departs complete nest at 1621. - RRadd
05/10/2012 - 11:30am-1:00pm: Construction monitoring for Warren James BMP crew. Crew authorized to enter
buffer under "emergency BMP maintenance and installation" per link lead. Crew entered buffer for approximately
10 minutes to conduct hydro-mulching. The remaining areas inside buffer were able to be mulched by spraying
from outside stakes. Female observed incubating. Female left nest for approximately 15 minutes and then
returned to incubating. Construction activities did not have any negative impacts on nesting status. - GHuffman
05/19/2012 - HOFI male visits female on nest at 1023. - RRadd
05/25/2012 - Female near nest calling many times, enters for short periods, 1146. - RRadd
06/02/2012 - Nest appears torn open in middle, presumed predated. - RRadd

No

BUSH

Bushtit

043012_mdus_04 CP85-1

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance
Area

10

100

50

50

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

4/30/2012

5/25/2012 04/30/2012 - Bio/Avian monitor C. Vettes observed a pair of Bushtits adding material to a nest in a Hesperoyucca.
A female Lesser Goldfinch was observed pulling material from the outside of the nest; however, the Bushtits
continued construction. M. Dicus later observed the pair making at least 5 additional trips to the nest with
material. - MDicus
05/05/2012 - Nest appears sound and intact; male visits and enters at 1645. - RRadd
05/10/2012 - 11:30am-1:00pm: Construction monitoring for Warren James BMP crew. Crew authorized to enter
buffer under "emergency BMP maintenance and installation" per link lead. Crew entered buffer for approximately
3 minutes to conduct hydro-mulching. The remaining areas inside buffer were able to be mulched by spraying
from outside stakes. Bushtit observed entering cavity of nest with material. Activities appeared to have no
negative impact on nesting status. - GHuffman
05/19/2012 - No BUSH detections from 1035-1055. - RRadd
05/25/2012 - No BUSH detections, nest appears to have been opened from side. - RRadd

No

RCSP

Rufous-crowned Sparrow

043012_rrdd_01

CP56-1-PS-E

Road Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance

14

100

100

100

Nest with eggs or young failed for
unknown causes

4/30/2012

5/16/2012 04/30/2012 - RCSP female making many trips to nest which appears outwardly complete. - RRadd
05/07/2012 - RCSP lying in nest at 0706 did not depart. - RRadd
05/14/2012 - Female RCSP tight on nest at 0710. - RRadd
05/21/2012 - Nest has been deserted with 1 ejected egg adjacent and 1 mummified day-old chick in cup,
suggesting non-predatory disturbance. - RRadd

No

COHU

Costa's Hummingbird

043012_rrdd_02

CP56-1-PS-E

Road Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic

2

100

100

100

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

4/30/2012

5/1/2012 04/30/2012 - Female COHU lying on 1 egg. - RRadd
05/07/2012 - Nest is larger and more complete than previous monitoring but empty with disheveled lining,
suggesting predation. - RRadd

No
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
BUSH Bushtit

Nest ID
043012_rrdd_03

ID
CP56-1-PS-E-B

Type
Road Area

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
Habitat
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
81

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
Nest Outcome
75
75
Presumed Fledged

Date Nest
Found
4/30/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
6/6/2012 04/30/2012 - BUSH pair making infrequent trips to nest, no item carry observed 1140 - 1150. - RRadd
05/07/2012 - BUSH male with feathers enters nest and remains at 1108. - RRadd
05/18/2012 - Nest exchange at 1730; one bird arrives (carrying nest material), and the other departs. - RRadd
05/21/2012 - Female comes to nest after 30 minutes, no food carried, enters and does not depart 1342. - RRadd
05/29/2012 - Fecal sac removed at 1325 by female, who returns with item at 1326. - RRadd
06/04/2012 - BUSH carries food to nest 0838. - RRadd
06/11/2012 - No BUSH detections, nest is neat and empty. Presumed fledged. - RRadd

Fledged
Yes

LEGO

Lesser Goldfinch

043012_rrdd_04

CP56-1-PS-E-B

Road Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance

55

100

50

50

Nest did not reach active stage

4/30/2012

5/10/2012 04/30/2012 - LEGO pair attending relatively large mostly lined nest (95%) complete with no eggs. - RRadd
05/07/2012 - Nest is complete, lined and empty. LEGO pair attending. - RRadd
05/18/2012 - Nest is falling apart; no LEGO detected in association at 1720. - RRadd

No

BUSH

Bushtit

043012_rrdd_05

CP56-1-PS-E-B

Road Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance

88

100

80

80

Nest did not reach active stage

4/30/2012

5/3/2012 04/30/2012 - BUSH pair carrying material to nest approximately 80% complete. - RRadd
05/07/2012 - Nest has been destroyed by unknown agents prior to completion. - RRadd

No

KILL

Killdeer

043012_sjon_03

Kreutzkamp CY

Construction Yards

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

300

100

130

130

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

4/30/2012

5/5/2012 04/30/2012 - Killdeer incubating eggs. - SJohnston
05/05/2012 - At 1055, this nest was observed being predated by a Common Raven by biomonitor C. Johnson.
CORA searched area while both KILL performed distraction displays and called loudly, then was seen eating
something in vicinity of nest. Biomonitor was 160 feet from nest when activity was detected and observed
predation from 130 feet. Avian biologist M. Kuehn arrived in time to observe adult KILL fly 2 eggshells away from
nest, depositing 1 150 feet ENE of nest in yard, and another 300 feet from nest outside of yard to south. A third
eggshell was found 135 feet east of nest on ground within yard. Both discovered eggshells were broken open and
no contents were present. No blood or embryonic development was detectable in egg membrane indicating eggs
were relatively freshly laid. Nest site was later inspected and found to contain no eggs. Nest closed and buffer
signs removed. - MKuehn
05/08/2012 - No comment. Nest closed. - SJohnston

No

Bewick's Wren

043012_vnik_01

EP112-3

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Area
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance

0

100

50

50

Removed

4/30/2012

5/1/2012 04/30/2012 - Observed wren carrying nest material to cavity. - VNovik
05/01/2012 - The nest appears 90% complete and the birds were seen building the nest inside the black plastic
sheeting covering the pile of straw wattles. No eggs or young were in the nest. A BMP maintenance crew was
onsite today refreshing BMPs, effectively serving as a deterrent. Removal of the nest was required based on
impact to material logistics operations supporting construction, cost impact relative to alternate options, and
potential for more nests at the idle material pallet during the anticipated nest cycle. Nest was photographed and
removed per the NBMMP. The straw wattle pile and all plastic sheeting was removed following the nest removal. VNovik

No

BEWR

Riparian Forests and Woodlands

OH - tower erection

ANHU Anna's Hummingbird

050112_hwey_01 CP88-1-N-A

Road Area

Traffic

37

100

50

50

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

5/1/2012

5/14/2012 05/01/2012 - Female on nest with frequent trips off nest to feed. - HWinfrey
05/07/2012 - No activity observed at nest. At least 3 ANHUs were detected within 10 feet of nest. - HWinfrey
05/14/2012 - Blue-gray Gnatcatcher observed repeatedly tearing material from ANHU nest. Female ANHU
observed constructing a nest nearby, but no activity at this nest or territorial behavior associated with this
location. - MDicus

No

HOFI

House Finch

050112_jdus_01

CP75-1

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Other
Area

5

100

30

30

Nest with eggs or young failed for
unknown causes

5/1/2012

5/7/2012 05/01/2012 - Pair makes 3 trips to nest which appears to be over 75% constructed. - JDicus
05/02/2012 - UPC crew dispatched to check nest contents as nest was candidate for removal if it did not contain
eggs. Nest was found to contain 1 egg, so nest was left in place and a 30-foot buffer was established. - EStrods
05/05/2012 - Pair briefly visited the nest before the crew climbed the tower. They did not return while the crew
was in the tower. - LTymkiw
05/07/2012 - No evidence of the nest was present upon avian biologist's arrival before crew arrived. There were
some pieces of eggshell on the ground beneath the nest area. - LTymkiw

No

HOFI

House Finch

050112_jdus_02

CP75-1

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Other
Area

5

100

30

30

Indeterminate

5/1/2012

6/1/2012 05/01/2012 - Pair makes 2 trips to nest location with material. Plate and height in tower preclude ability to see
nest from ground level. Percentage of nest constructed unknown. - JDicus
05/05/2012 - Pair briefly visited the nest before the crew climbed the tower. They did not return while the crew
was in the tower. - LTymkiw
05/07/2012 - Pair seen copulating near nest and the male later fed the female. They did not return while the crew
was in the tower, but came back once the crew left. - LTymkiw
05/08/2012 - Pair observed in aerial mating and returning to nest area. - FHoffman
05/09/2012 - Nesting material was pillaged by big male kingbird. Male tried to fight him off. Male was also
defending nest against other males. Pair then scattered when crew was in tower. Pair rebuilding as soon as crew
descended. - FHoffman
05/17/2012 - HOFI coming and going to this nest. - RRadd
05/24/2012 - HOFI female incubating. - RRadd
06/02/2012 - No activity observed at this nest during 30 minutes of tower observation. - RRadd
06/07/2012 - No activity observed late afternoon. Nest material no longer visible. - RRadd
06/14/2012 - No activity since 2 June. It is not possible to determine the outcome of this nest. - RRadd

N/A
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
HOFI House Finch

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
30
30
Removed

Nest ID
050112_jdus_03

CP75-1

050112_jdus_04

CP75-1

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Other
Area

30

100

30

30

WREN Wrentit

050112_ltiw_01

EP141-E-C

Road Area

Chaparrals

OH - wire stringing

30

100

100

WREN Wrentit

050112_ltiw_02

EP141-E

Road Area

Chaparrals

OH - wire stringing

22

100

BUSH

Bushtit

050112_ltiw_03

EP141 PS

Pad Areas-Stringing Area Woodlands and Forests

Other

27

WESJ

Western Scrub-Jay

050112_lton_01

EP141 PS

Pad Areas-Stringing Area Chaparrals

OH - wire stringing

CAQU

California Quail

050112_lton_02

EP141 PS

Pad Areas-Stringing Area Woodlands and Forests

BMP installation/maintenance

LEGO

Lesser Goldfinch

050112_mdus_01 CP43-1 PS

Pad Areas-Stringing Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic

PHAI

Phainopepla

050112_rrdd_01

Road Area

HOFI

House Finch

ID

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
Type
Habitat
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
Pad Areas-Structure Pad Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance
Area

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
0

CP62-2-E

Riparian Forests and Woodlands

Traffic

Nest Outcome

Date Nest
Found
5/1/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
5/2/2012 05/01/2012 - Pair makes 1 trip to 50% constructed nest with material. - JDicus
05/02/2012 - A request to remove this House Finch nest was approved, following the NBMMP. Accompanied by an
avian biologist, a UPC crew member photographed then removed the dilapidated nest. The nest did not contain
eggs or young. Deterrents were placed at the nest site. - EStrods

Fledged
No

Nest did not reach active stage

5/1/2012

5/17/2012 05/01/2012 - Pair makes 2 trips with material. Nest not visible from ground. Percentage of nest constructed
unknown. - JDicus
05/05/2012 - No House Finches were observed visiting this nest. - LTymkiw
05/07/2012 - No House Finches were observed visiting this nest. - LTymkiw
05/08/2012 - No activity, but could have shifted to one of many other pair activity hubs. - FHoffman
05/09/2012 - No activity, although hard to see. - FHoffman
05/17/2012 - No activity for 2 weeks and none today. - RRadd

No

100

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

5/1/2012

5/21/2012 05/01/2012 - A pair of Wrentits was heard calling back and forth. The area around the female was searched, and a
nest was found with the female on it. - LTymkiw
05/07/2012 - Adult Wrentit incubating clutch of 4 pale blue eggs. - PKonrad
05/10/2012 - A Wrentit was observed incubating tightly on nest after line passed overhead. - VNovik
05/14/2012 - An adult Wrentit was brooding 3 newly hatched nestlings and 1 egg. - PKonrad
05/21/2012 - No adults or nestlings in nest or nearby; nest is in perfect condition; nestlings must have been
predated considering the nestling period should last a minimum of 11 days, and they were newly hatched a week
ago - closed. - PKonrad

No

100

100

Presumed Fledged

5/1/2012

5/29/2012 05/01/2012 - Adult flew from nest when biologist walked by. Nest contains 5 pale blue eggs. - LTymkiw
05/07/2012 - An adult Wrentit is incubating clutch of 4 pale blue eggs. - PKonrad
05/10/2012 - Wrentit observed incubating tight on nest after the line passed overhead. - VNovik
05/14/2012 - An adult Wrentit was performing distraction displays on the ground below the nest among big
sagebrush trunks, so did not approach closer; expect there are newly hatched nestlings in the nest. - PKonrad
05/21/2012 - Both adult Wrentits performing distraction displays; nest contains 4 small nestlings that have pin
feathers on their wings. - PKonrad
05/29/2012 - Nestling Wrentits appear to have fledged. The empty nest is in good form and appears to have been
expanded by the growing nestlings. No adults or fledglings observed or heard in the area and are assumed to have
dispersed - closed. - PKonrad

Yes

100

50

50

Presumed Fledged

5/1/2012

5/7/2012 05/01/2012 - A pair of Bushtits was observed bringing caterpillars to a complete nest several times. - LTymkiw
05/07/2012 - Nest looks good, but no Bushtits were observed or heard in the area during a 40 minute observation
period. It appears the nestlings that were repeatedly being fed by the adults last week have fledged - closed. PKonrad

Yes

50

100

50

50

Presumed Fledged

5/1/2012

5/14/2012 05/01/2012 - There are 4 nestlings. The adult was not on the nest, but was very vocal when the nest was
discovered. - LThoreson
05/07/2012 - Two large downy nestlings with partly developed wing feathers are in nest; 1 is a couple days
younger than the other, judging from differences in size. Both adults are very territorial, calling. Nestlings may
fledge by the end of the week. - PKonrad
05/10/2012 - Observed 2 adults near nest. 1 jay observed carrying food to nest while assembly of wire
components, vehicles, and helicopter picks occurred in pull site. - VNovik
05/14/2012 - The nest is in good shape, and the nestlings have apparently fledged successfully. No fledglings or
adult Western Scrub-Jays observed or heard in the area - closed. - PKonrad

Yes

50

100

100

100

Indeterminate

5/1/2012

5/7/2012 05/01/2012 - An adult California Quail flew from the nest when an avian biologist inadvertently waked within 3
feet of the nest, which contains 15 eggs. - LThoreson
05/07/2012 - California Quail clutch has hatched and the brood has vacated the area with the female - or the eggs
were carried away or swallowed whole by a predator, as no signs of eggshells can be found in nest or anywhere
around it - closed. - PKonrad

N/A

150

100

30

30

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

5/1/2012

5/14/2012 05/01/2012 - A female LEGO was observed visiting a nest that appears to be 100% constructed. The female was
observed standing in the nest for brief periods before leaving. It is presumed she is in the egg laying stage of
nesting. - MDicus
05/14/2012 - The nest is almost completely gone; only a few tufts of nest material remain on the branch. Nest
failed sometime between 5 May and 14 May, as it was intact on the morning of 5 May. This nest with eggs or
young failed due to natural causes and is now closed. - VEurs

No

1

100

75

75

Indeterminate

5/1/2012

5/24/2012 05/01/2012 - Female PHAI on nest shaping cup which appears complete departs nest when male carrying material
scolds. Male returns to nest when observer moves to 60 feet. - RRadd
05/08/2012 - Male PHAI lying on nest at 1212. - RRadd
05/15/2012 - Nest appears to have been built over, with new layer and cup. PHAI pair nearby but not on nest
during 2 x 10-minute observations. - RRadd
05/24/2012 - Host plant appears to have been struck by a Project vehicle, breaking a branch and exposing nest 1
foot south; however it is not certain if an egg was present at the time or if it was abandoned as a result before the
egg-laying stage. - RRadd

N/A
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
CAKI Cassin's Kingbird

Nest ID
050112_rrdd_02

CP62-2

ID

Type
Habitat
Pad Areas-Structure Pad Grasslands and Meadows
Area

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
BMP installation/maintenance

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
80

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
Nest Outcome
50
50
Indeterminate

Date Nest
Found
5/1/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
5/30/2012 05/01/2012 - CAKI pair carrying Centaurea melitensis florets and Muhlenbergia stems, building nest in tower. RRadd
05/08/2012 - CAKI pair continue to make trips and occupy this nest. Pair attacks RTHAs within 300 feet. - RRadd
05/15/2012 - Solo CAKI on tower near this nest for duration of observation from 1310-1355. Unable to see into
nest, so unable to verify incubation. - RRadd
05/24/2012 - Mate brings nest gifts from time to time. - RRadd
06/01/2012 - WEKI male carrying lining material to nest and copulating with female suggest WEKI have usurped
this nest. Monitoring chronology indicates nest successfully fledged. - RRadd

Fledged
N/A

BUSH

Bushtit

050112_rrdd_03

CP57-E-C

Road Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic

20

100

50

50

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

5/1/2012

5/13/2012 05/01/2012 - BUSH pair working on nest which appears 80% complete 1208. - RRadd
05/08/2012 - BUSH departs nest at 0747. - RRadd
05/15/2012 - Nest has been destroyed by natural agents and is being dismantled by LEGO and COHU for nests
elsewhere. - RRadd

No

LEGO

Lesser Goldfinch

050112_vers_01

CP49 Temp Work Area

Pad Areas-Work Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance

40

100

30

30

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

5/1/2012

5/8/2012 05/01/2012 - Female LEGO incubating on a complete nest. - VEurs
05/08/2012 - The nest almost completely gone. Only about 5% of the nest material remains to indicate the nest
location. It appears this nest with eggs or young failed due to natural causes (most likely because of nest
predation). - VEurs

No

HOFI

House Finch

050212_ahll_01

SWAT CY

Construction Yards

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other

10

100

10

10

Presumed Fledged

5/2/2012

6/7/2012 05/02/2012 - Female is bringing nesting material to 75% complete nest, male singing nearby. - AHill
05/08/2012 - Female incubating on nest full-time. - AHill
05/14/2012 - Female on nest incubating. - AHill
05/17/2012 - Female on nest. - AHill
05/23/2012 - Female on nest. - AHill
05/30/2012 - Pair seen bringing food to nest, heard nestlings begging. - AHill
06/05/2012 - Female HOFI brings food to nest at 0853. - HWinfrey
06/07/2012 - Avian biologist M. Bahn reports finding nest empty with no sign of predation. Nest closed, presumed
fledged. - HWinfrey

Yes

LASP

Lark Sparrow

050212_ahll_02

SWAT CY

Construction Yards

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other

50

100

50

50

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

5/2/2012

5/18/2012 05/02/2012 - Nest contains 2 eggs. - AHill
05/04/2012 - Female incubating full time, but was off nest for approximately 15 minutes on her own accord.
Female did not fly off nest when approached at 10 feet. - AHill
05/08/2012 - Female on nest incubating. - AHill
05/11/2012 - Female incubating full time. - AHill
05/14/2012 - Female on nest incubating. Buffer is 50 feet. - AHill
05/16/2012 - Nestlings beginning to hatch. As of 0900, nest contained 2 newly hatched nestlings, 1 in the process
of hatching, and 1 unhatched egg. Female seen brooding young. Anticipated fledge date is between May 25-26,
2012. - AHill
05/17/2012 - Nest contains at least 2 hatchlings, 1 unhatched egg. Female brooding young and off nest foraging. AHill
05/18/2012 - Nest is empty and appears to have been predated by a natural predator. The biomonitors reported
seeing a roadrunner walking within the buffer late afternoon yesterday. A few adult down feathers were found
around the nest. - AHill

No

HOFI

House Finch

050212_ahll_03

SWAT CY

Construction Yards

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance

0

100

100

100

Removed

5/2/2012

5/2/2012 05/02/2012 - Observed female bringing lining material to nest with male singing nearby. Nest was found to be
90% complete. Streamer deterrents were present on equipment but no cavities were plugged. No eggs or young
were present. Nest was removed per the NBMMP based on the need to use the crane for tower assembly, and if
the crane was demobilized, then it would affect tower assemblies from progressing properly. - AHill

No

HOFI

House Finch

050212_ahll_04

SWAT CY

Construction Yards

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance

0

100

100

100

Removed

5/2/2012

5/2/2012 05/02/2012 - Observed female bringing lining material to nest with male singing nearby. As the nest was located
25 above ground, in steel, a lineman climbed up and assessed the nest while the avian biologist was nearby giving
direction. Based on the material taken out by the lineman, nest was approximately 30% complete. No eggs or
young present. Nest was removed per the NBMMP based on the need to use the crane for tower assembly, and if
the crane was demobilized, then it would affect tower assemblies from progressing properly. - AHill

No

HOFI

House Finch

050212_ahll_05

EP39-1-N

Road Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic

8

100

30

30

Indeterminate

5/2/2012

5/21/2012 05/02/2012 - Observed female bringing lining material to 90% complete nest, male nearby singing. - AHill
05/04/2012 - Brief drive-by observation of female HOFI remaining on nest while vehicle passed. Female lays on
nest with tail toward traffic and head toward inside of gate. - HWinfrey
05/10/2012 - 5 eggs in nest; female returns to nest at 0610. - HWinfrey
05/14/2012 - Female incubating, drive by traffic does not cause her to flush. - AHill
05/21/2012 - Nest is empty, outcome indeterminate. Nest closed. - HWinfrey

N/A

HOFI

House Finch

050212_bald_01 Sycamore Substation SSDE1

Substation

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Substation - new construction

75

100

30

30

Presumed Fledged

5/2/2012

6/1/2012 05/02/2012 - One egg in nest. - BArnold
05/09/2012 - Female flushed at 3 feet. 5 eggs in nest. - BArnold
05/15/2012 - Five eggs in nest. - BArnold
05/25/2012 - At least 4 nestlings in nest. - BArnold
06/01/2012 - Nest empty. Presumed successfully fledged given there were 5 eggs in nest 15 May, and at least 4
nestlings 25 May. - BArnold

Yes
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
CAGN California Gnatcatcher

Nest ID
050212_bloh_01 CP12-1-E

NUWO Nuttall's Woodpecker

050212_elss_01

GS-NF-28

ID

Type
Road Area

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
Habitat
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic

Pad Areas-Work Area

Riparian Forests and Woodlands

OH - tower erection

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
850

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
300

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
Nest Outcome
300
300
Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

Date Nest
Found
5/2/2012

300

100

50

50

Presumed Fledged

5/2/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
Fledged
5/16/2012 05/02/2012 - Female on nest, incubating. Male foraging in area, then exchanged places with female on nest. No
BLohstroh
05/09/2012 - Female on nest while male foraged, nest exchanged at 0808, and male took over. - BLohstroh
05/16/2012 - B. Lohstroh reports nest no longer present, no evidence of nest. Pair not active near nest area, but
found foraging together 600 feet across canyon to south. Nest likely depredated by carnivore that took nest away. KAlberts

6/8/2012 05/02/2012 - Male observed chasing a house wren out of the area. The male entered the cavity and stayed inside
until the female arrived, after 10 minutes. The female then entered the cavity. - ELoveless
05/08/2012 - No Nuttall's Woodpeckers were observed or heard during an extended period in the area, about 70
minutes, that included checking other nearby nests. - PKonrad
05/16/2012 - Hairy Woodpecker flew in to the nest area, eventually flew down to small cavity entrance probably
by Nuttall's Woodpecker. No Nuttall's Woodpeckers observed or heard during 45 minutes in the area. Western
Bluebird pair checking out cavity 10 feet away (will check back). - PKonrad
05/21/2012 - The female Nuttall's Woodpecker made 3 nest visits with food; she did not go to the cavity the first
time, and when she approached the entrance during her second visit, the male flew out of the cavity, seemingly
startled, then both flew to the north. During her third visit, the female entered the cavity with food and stayed
inside for about 10 minutes before flying north. - PKonrad
05/29/2012 - Female Nuttall's Woodpecker visited nest cavity twice with food, stopping at cavity entrance first,
then entering cavity and quickly leaving, flying to the riparian area to the north. (Pair of Western Bluebirds still
territorial 12 feet away, but not yet nesting). - PKonrad
06/05/2012 - Adult Nuttall's Woodpecker perched atop snag and eventually flew to the north; heard calling to
north and northwest, but did not see it go to the cavity or cavity entrance. Avian biologist M. Kuehn noted
repeated visits by the adults to feed the nestlings in the nest cavity earlier in the day. - PKonrad
06/12/2012 - No Nuttall's Woodpecker activity near the nest site or at the nesting cavity Considering past
6/14/2012 05/02/2012 - Female HOFI seen carrying nesting material to the first orange marker ball west of the tower. The
male HOFI was seen entering marker ball hole without material. - EStrods
05/05/2012 - Pair was observed entering the marker ball several times. On 1 occasion, the male fed the female on
the wire right outside the entrance to the ball. - LTymkiw
05/09/2012 - Adults flew in and out of ball, then female remained inside. - FHoffman
05/11/2012 - HOFI continue to enter this ball at 1200. - RRadd
05/17/2012 - HOFI pair in dispute with HOOR pair (subadult male and female) over ownership. - RRadd
05/24/2012 - No activity observed. - RRadd
05/24/2012 - Female enters and stays, male sings. - RRadd
06/02/2012 - HOFI continue to visit this location. - RRadd
06/07/2012 - No activity observed late afternoon. - RRadd
06/14/2012 - No activity from 1300-1400. It is not possible to determine the outcome of this nest. - RRadd

Yes

HOFI

House Finch

050212_esds_01 CP75-1

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Chaparrals
Area

Other

80

100

30

30

Indeterminate

5/2/2012

HOFI

House Finch

050212_esds_02 GS-NF-13

Pad Areas-Work Area

Chaparrals

Other

250

100

30

30

Presumed Fledged

5/2/2012

6/5/2012 05/02/2012 - Female HOFI was seen carrying nesting material inside the marker ball. A male House Finch was seen
entering the marker ball without nesting material. - EStrods
05/05/2012 - Pair was observed entering the marker ball several times, but was never observed carrying nesting
material inside. - LTymkiw
05/24/2012 - HOFI pair making trips, female in cavity for long periods. - RRadd
06/02/2012 - HOFI continue to visit this ball but unable to determine nest status. - RRadd
06/07/2012 - No activity observed during late afternoon. - RRadd
06/14/2012 - No activity observed during 30 minutes of observation. - RRadd
06/21/2012 - No activity observed during 30 minutes of observation. Closed due to inactivity. - RRadd

Yes

HOFI

House Finch

050212_esds_04 CP77

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Chaparrals
Area

Other

50

100

30

30

Nest did not reach active stage

5/2/2012

5/11/2012 05/02/2012 - Female HOFI seen carrying nesting material to nest approximately 10% complete. - EStrods
05/11/2012 - No nest material is visible here, and although HOFI intermittently visit and squabble here, no
material is carried and no birds are observed to stay. - RRadd

No

HOFI

House Finch

050212_esds_05 CP77

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Chaparrals
Area

Other

40

100

30

30

Nest did not reach active stage

5/2/2012

5/11/2012 05/02/2012 - A female HOFI was seen carrying nesting material to a nest that appears to be 10% complete EStrods
05/11/2012 - No nest material is visible here, and although HOFI intermittently visit and squabble here, no
material is carried and no birds are observed to stay. - RRadd

No
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N/A
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
HOFI House Finch

Nest ID
050212_esds_06 CP77

ID

Type
Pad Areas-Structure Pad Chaparrals
Area

Habitat

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
BMP installation/maintenance

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
140

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
Nest Outcome
30
30
Presumed Fledged

Date Nest
Found
5/2/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
7/17/2012 05/02/2012 - A female House Finch was observed carrying nesting material to the nest which appears to be 75%
complete. - EStrods
05/11/2012 - HOFI continue to visit and advertise here, but opportunistic theft from nearby CAKI nest suggests
nest is actually on the tower itself and not the arm. Unable to verify from ground. - RRadd
05/18/2012 - HOFI male nest guards while female is on nest. - RRadd
05/24/2012 - No activity observed, and nest not visible. On 5/25, M. Dicus viewed nest from upper slope to west
and observed the female incubating. - RRadd
05/26/2012 - M. Dicus reports female incubating. - RRadd
06/05/2012 - No activity detected 1308-1339 - RRadd
06/12/2012 - HOFI pair continue to be active at this nest at 1406. - RRadd
06/19/2012 - Male feeding nest at 1427. - RRadd
06/26/2012 - No HOFI observed to visit during 1 hour of observation - RRadd
07/03/2012 - Female HOFI makes 3 trips to next during 90 minutes of observation. Movements on nest (viewed
from a distance of 200+ feet) were consistent with either nest-building or feeding young. No material carry was
observed. The female appeared to chase off a second female site-prospecting with a male. No male was observed
at this nest during the observation. - RRadd
07/10/2012 - An adult female flew to nest with a piece of nest material (Logfia gallica), placed it next to the nest,
then retrieved and dropped the material 3 more times in the same location. The adult male made 1 trip to the
nest presumably to feed the nestlings which were visible and moving constantly within the nest - MDicus
5/20/2012 05/02/2012 - A female House Finch was observed carrying nesting material to this nest that appears to be
approximately 90% complete. - EStrods
05/05/2012 - Pair briefly visited the nest briefly several times while the crew was in the tower. They were never
observed carrying nesting material to the nest. - LTymkiw
05/07/2012 - Pair visited and stayed at the nest during the work activities. - LTymkiw
05/08/2012 - Pair and 2 other finches observed on plate and pair bonding. - FHoffman
05/09/2012 - No comment. - FHoffman
05/09/2012 - Male defending nest and being attentive to female, not quite sure of stage. - FHoffman
05/17/2012 - HOFI coming and going to this nest. - RRadd
05/24/2012 - No activity observed. It is not possible to determine the outcome of this nest. - RRadd
06/02/2012 - HOFI pair attending this nest. - RRadd
06/07/2012 - No activity observed late afternoon. Nest material no longer visible. - RRadd
06/14/2012 - No activity since 17 May. - RRadd

Fledged
Yes

HOFI

House Finch

050212_esds_07 CP75-1

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Chaparrals
Area

Other

20

100

30

30

Indeterminate

5/2/2012

HOFI

House Finch

050212_esds_08 CP77

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Chaparrals
Area

BMP installation/maintenance

15

100

30

30

Nest did not reach active stage

5/2/2012

5/24/2012 05/02/2012 - A female House Finch was seen carrying material to this nest which appears 90% complete. EStrods
05/11/2012 - Insufficient material remains to qualify as a nest. Although a female made one trip with new
material, there is at present no aggregation beyond 2% of a nest. - RRadd
05/18/2012 - HOFI pair bringing more material to nest which appears complete from 1045-1100. - RRadd
05/23/2012 - Avian approved monitor Tim Chumley arrived at CP77 this morning to monitor the nest during
approved construction activities and discovered it was missing from the tower. While there was HOFI activity at
the other nests in the tower, no House Finches were observed at the former nest location. - MDicus
05/24/2012 - Nest no longer present. - RRadd

No

HOWR House Wren

050212_hwey_01 EP27-1-E

Road Area

Grasslands and Meadows

OH - wire stringing

30

100

30

30

Presumed Fledged

5/2/2012

6/2/2012 05/02/2012 - HOWR in cavity remains at entrance hole until nest is approached within 5 feet, the bird's reluctance
to leave area indicates there are eggs or young in nest. - HWinfrey
05/08/2012 - No HOWR activity observed at nest from 1052 to 1107. Male HOWR singing 3 feet from entrance.
Ash-throated Flycatcher pair in area, ATFL flies to cavity entrance and looks inside at 1104. - HWinfrey
05/16/2012 - HOWR observed leaving nest cavity at 1551. - HWinfrey
05/23/2012 - 2 HOWRs observed carrying food into nest cavity at 0958. - HWinfrey
05/30/2012 - Pair apparently engaged in housekeeping activities, as both male and female observed entering
cavity and removing fecal material, matted feathers, and small twigs between 0835 and 0840. - HWinfrey
06/02/2012 - No HOWR activity observed during 30 minutes of observation. Cavity examined with mirror and
found to be empty with no sign of predation. Nest presumed fledged. - HWinfrey

Yes

LEGO

Lesser Goldfinch

050212_hwey_02 Alpine CY

Construction Yards

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic

125

100

30

30

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

5/2/2012

5/16/2012 05/02/2012 - Nest appears complete. Female observed briefly lying in nest, then resuming foraging. - HWinfrey
05/08/2012 - Nest contains 4 eggs at 1248. - HWinfrey
05/16/2012 - Only fragments of the nest remain, nest failed, most likely due to predation. Substrate branch is
undamaged. Nest closed. - HWinfrey

No

LEGO

Lesser Goldfinch

050212_hwey_03 Alpine CY

Construction Yards

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic

36

100

30

30

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

5/2/2012

5/30/2012 05/02/2012 - Biomonitor reports seeing female adding nesting material. Nest is 90% complete, only lacking lining. HWinfrey
05/08/2012 - Female on nest at 1254. - HWinfrey
05/16/2012 - Female on nest at 1648. - HWinfrey
05/23/2012 - Female on nest at 1354. - HWinfrey
05/30/2012 - Yard monitor reports nest is predated and contents are gone. - KAlberts

No
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AR070721

10/15/2012

N/A
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
HOFI House Finch

Nest ID
050212_kats_02

ID
CP78-2-E

Type
Road Area

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
Habitat
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
0

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
100
100
Removed

Nest Outcome

Date Nest
Found
5/2/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
5/2/2012 05/02/2012 - Female HOFI was seen carrying a Chaenactis flower to the area on top of the locks over the sliding
bar for this gate, which is used nearly every day by Project personnel. The nest was about 5% complete, and
contained no eggs or young. The nest was photographed and removed following the NBMMP, as this access road
is required for continued usage. Several Project vehicles entered and left through the gate after the nest was
removed, effectively serving as deterrents. - KAlberts

Fledged
No

CAKI

Cassin's Kingbird

050212_mdus_01 CP43-1

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance
Area

0

100

50

50

Removed

5/2/2012

5/2/2012 05/02/2012 - A pair of Cassin's Kingbirds was observed making multiple trips with material to the lowest arm on
the west side of the structure. - MDicus
05/02/2012 - The nest was removed to facilitate construction (spacer installation and wire sagging), per agency
concurrence on 5/02/12 and through adherence to the NBMMP. Deterrents present consist of mylar flash tape at
the tower base. Following concurrence, and in the presence of an avian biologist, a lineman was dropped at the
top of the tower and removed the nearly complete Cassin's Kingbird nest and installed a nest deterrent on the end
of the arm. At the time of removal (approximately 17:00), the nest was 95-100% constructed but contained no
eggs or nestlings. Photos were taken of the removed nest material, and a nest deterrent was installed in its place. MDicus

No

BUSH

Bushtit

050212_mkhn_01 GS-NF-28

Pad Areas-Work Area

Riparian Forests and Woodlands

BMP installation/maintenance

8

100

50

50

Nest did not reach active stage

5/2/2012

5/8/2012 05/02/2012 - Adult Bushtits brought material to nest many times. Nest is 5% complete. - MKuehn
05/08/2012 - Virtually no progress has been made on this nest since found on 5/2. No BUSH detected within 40
feet of nest in 30 minutes of passive observation. Nest site appears to have been abandoned in early building
stage. - MKuehn

No

HOWR House Wren

050212_mkhn_02 GS-NF-28

Pad Areas-Work Area

Riparian Forests and Woodlands

OH - tower erection

225

100

30

30

Presumed Fledged

5/2/2012

Yes

BUSH

Bushtit

050212_rrdd_01

Helix CY AR

Road Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic

27

100

50

50

Presumed Fledged

5/2/2012

6/27/2012 05/02/2012 - Adult House Wren was seen carrying nesting material into cavity. - MKuehn
05/08/2012 - Pair active in cavity, although 1 is most active 'cleaning' the entry with its bill and ducking into the
cavity; second wren perched nearby, sang twice, and was gone for most of 30-minute observation period. PKonrad
05/16/2012 - After about 10 minutes, a House Wren sang nearby, and another House Wren materialized in the
cavity entrance from inside the cavity, then flew to the east. No wrens observed during next 20 minutes. PKonrad
05/21/2012 - Pair of House Wrens are active at the nest cavity; 1 remains at the entrance or inside and second
wren brought caterpillar food to nest; some singing. - PKonrad
05/29/2012 - House Wren very actively singing during observations, usually very close to nest. Periodically it
foraged near the nest cavity, sometimes within 1 foot of the entrance, but it never delivered food to nest, nor did
a second adult come out of cavity to get food, etc. - PKonrad
06/05/2012 - Adult House Wren made 2 visits to nest cavity and sang near the nest periodically. - PKonrad
06/12/2012 - The pair of House Wrens visited the nest cavity often, presumably with food. The male also sang
near the cavity entrance periodically, and the female spent most of her time at the cavity entrance, periodically
entering the cavity and sometimes making forays into the surrounding area. - PKonrad
06/19/2012 - The pair of House Wrens was active at the nest with the male singing or perched near nest and the
female making food deliveries to unseen nestlings in the nest cavity and foraging along riparian area to the north. PKonrad
6/2/2012 05/02/2012 - BUSH make making occasional trips from nearby fledged BUSH nest with purloined material, no
female detected. - RRadd
05/09/2012 - BUSH make infrequent trips to nest at 0704. - RRadd
05/17/2012 - BUSH pair carrying food to nest at 0712. - RRadd
05/26/2012 - BUSH brings food item to nest at 0648. - RRadd
06/03/2012 - No BUSH observed at this nest during 30 minute observation, and a family group foraging 100 feet
south suggest successful fledge. - RRadd

LEGO

Lesser Goldfinch

050212_rrdd_02

Helix CY AR

Road Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic

10

100

50

50

Presumed Fledged

5/2/2012

5/9/2012 05/02/2012 - LEGO pair copulating adjacent to new nest which appears complete. - RRadd
05/09/2012 - Considerable excretions at and under nest indicates successful fledge. - RRadd

Yes

HOFI

House Finch

050212_rrdd_03

Hartung CY-N

Road Area

Riparian Forests and Woodlands

Traffic

5

100

30

30

Nest did not reach active stage

5/2/2012

5/9/2012 05/02/2012 - HOFI pair building nest which appears complete. - RRadd
05/09/2012 - Nest is complete, but no HOFI detected from 1330-1345. - RRadd
05/15/2012 - Nest is intact and lined. HOFI pair in tree do not approach. Monitor once more before closing. RRadd
05/16/2012 - No activity observed, acorn fallen into nest suggests lack of maintenance and abandonment. RRadd

No

PHAI

Phainopepla

050212_rrdd_04

Hartung CY-E

Road Area

Riparian Forests and Woodlands

Traffic

40

100

50

50

Nest did not reach active stage

5/2/2012

5/23/2012 05/02/2012 - PHAI pair carrying material to nest; approximately 50% complete. - RRadd
05/08/2012 - PHAI pair continue carrying material to nest at 1556. - RRadd
05/16/2012 - Nest appears complete and intact, contents not accessible, no PHAI detected in association during 20minute observation. - RRadd
05/23/2012 - Nest was abandoned; complete but unused. - RRadd

No

HOFI

House Finch

050212_rrdd_05

Hartung CY-E

Road Area

Riparian Forests and Woodlands

Traffic

53

100

50

50

Nest did not reach active stage

5/2/2012

5/6/2012 05/02/2012 - Nearly complete nest at lowest tip of mistletoe clump appears to be HOFI nest built on abandoned
PHAI platform. - RRadd
05/08/2012 - Nest has detached from substrate and fallen sideways. - RRadd

No
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
HOFI House Finch

Nest ID
050212_vnik_01

ID
Rough Acres CY

Type
Construction Yards

Habitat
Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Rough Acres CY

Construction Yards

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
Traffic

HOFI

House Finch

050212_vnik_02

BMP installation/maintenance

BEWR

Bewick's Wren

050312_ghan_01 CP31-2 PS

Pad Areas-Stringing Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats OH - wire stringing

ANHU Anna's Hummingbird

050312_hwey_01 CP88-1-N-A

Road Area

Riparian Forests and Woodlands

ANHU Anna's Hummingbird

050312_hwey_02 CP88-1-N-A

Road Area

Riparian Forests and Woodlands

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
5

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
Nest Outcome
30
30
Presumed Fledged

0

100

100

100

7

100

50

Traffic

40

100

BMP installation/maintenance

15

100

Date Nest
Found
5/2/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
6/4/2012 05/02/2012 - Observed finch leave nest. 3 eggs present in nest. - VNovik
05/09/2012 - Buffer signs have been run over; tire tracks and footprints inside buffer. Bird incubating on nest. VNovik
05/10/2012 - Female House Finch incubating 5 eggs. - PKonrad
05/16/2012 - A female House Finch was brooding small downy nestlings. - PKonrad
05/24/2012 - No adult House Finches present, but at least 3 downy nestlings with pin feathers are in the nest. PKonrad
05/31/2012 - A single House Finch nestling remains, standing next to the nest; expect it will leave nest area in next
day or 2. - PKonrad
06/04/2012 - As expected, the nest is covered with mutes, empty and no nestlings, fledglings, or adults are in the
area - closed. - PKonrad

Fledged
Yes

Removed

5/2/2012

5/2/2012 05/02/2012 - Onsite monitor reported seeing House Finch carrying material to trailer while watching the rest for a
couple of hours, in the morning, At least one female finch was seen carrying material to the nest site at that point.
A pair of House Finches was observed for approximately 2 hours. The pair was observed at the nest, and a second
pair was also observed near the nest. At least 1 female was observed carrying material to the nest. The nest
appears 80% complete. No eggs or young were in the nest. Removal of nest was required based on impact to
material logistics operations supporting construction, cost impact relative to alternate options, and potential for
more nests at the idle piece of equipment during the anticipated nest cycle. Nest deterrents in the form of daily
meetings, traffic, and construction activities have occurred in the area daily. Nest was removed per NBMMP. VNovik

No

50

Presumed Fledged

5/3/2012

Yes

50

50

Presumed Fledged

5/3/2012

6/19/2012 05/03/2012 - Observed Bewick's Wren making multiple trips with nesting material (feathers) to a cavity located in
a coast live oak (Quercus agrifolia). 50-foot buffer staked with drive-through access. - GHuffman
05/10/2012 - No wren directly approached the nest during 40 minutes of observation, although a male was
moving about within 100 feet, singing from various perches. A western fence lizard crawled along the oak trunk
and paused near the cavity opening. There was no response from within the cavity, but it appeared the lizard only
entered partway. It eventually moved along, eating ants from the tree trunk. - VEurs
05/18/2012 - About 5 minutes after the biologist approached the nest cavity, an adult wren entered the cavity and
remained inside for over 40 minutes. A second wren never approached the cavity, but a male was heard singing in
trees about 40 feet away. This male engaged in counter-singing with another BEWR male across the access road.
The female was still in the cavity when the biologist left the area. - VEurs
05/25/2012 - A male BEWR was heard singing on occasion within 50 feet of the nest cavity. After approximately 25
minutes, the male brought a small insect to the cavity and passed it to the female within. He flew about 30 feet
away and engaged in counter-singing with another BEWR. He soon returned with another insect that he passed to
the female, who vocalized briefly within the cavity. - VEurs
06/01/2012 - The male made 5 stealthy trips into the cavity with food during 10 minutes of observation. - VEurs
06/08/2012 - No BEWR activity detected at the nest cavity in 60+ minutes of observation, but a male wren was
perched in the tree singing for several minutes. - VEurs
06/19/2012 - Nest was monitored to evaluate status of nest per the NBMMP No Bewick's Wren activity was
6/13/2012 05/03/2012 - Female flies to nest at 0820 and remains on it. - HWinfrey
05/10/2012 - Female on nest at 1239. - HWinfrey
05/17/2012 - Female on nest at 0925. - HWinfrey
05/25/2012 - Female on nest at 1316. Unable to determine whether eggs have hatched. - HWinfrey
05/31/2012 - No activity observed, and nest is too high off the ground to tell whether nestlings are present. HWinfrey
06/06/2012 - Female feeding nestlings at 1253. 2 nestlings visible in nest. - HWinfrey
06/13/2012 - Nest empty with no sign of predation. Nest presumed fledged. - HWinfrey

50

50

Presumed Fledged

5/3/2012

6/6/2012 05/03/2012 - Female on nest with frequent trips to forage, then immediately returning to nest. - HWinfrey
05/10/2012 - Female on nest at 1207. - HWinfrey
05/17/2012 - Female on nest at 0919. - HWinfrey
05/25/2012 - Female feeding nestlings at 1312; mouths of nestlings barely visible. - HWinfrey
05/31/2012 - 2 nestlings visible in nest. - HWinfrey
06/06/2012 - Nest is empty but in good condition. Presumed fledged. - HWinfrey

Yes
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
HOFI House Finch

Nest ID
050312_hwey_03 CP87-1

ID

Type
Structures

Habitat
Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
UG - cable pulling/splicing

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
10

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
10
10
Fledged

CALT

California Towhee

050312_lton_01

Alpine CY

Construction Yards

Traffic

20

100

50

50

LASP

Lark Sparrow

050312_rrdd_01

CP64-2

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Other
Area

250

100

100

050312_rrdd_02

CP64-2

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance
Area

39

100

30

MODO Mourning Dove

HOFI

House Finch

050312_rrdd_03

CP65-1

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats OH - wire stringing
Area

CALT

California Towhee

050312_sjon_01

Kreutzkamp CY

Construction Yards

BUSH

Bushtit

050312_vers_01

CP6-1

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Chaparrals
Area

Grading

HOFI

House Finch

050312_vnik_01

Bartlett / Hauser Creek
CY

Construction Yards

BMP installation/maintenance

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other

Nest Outcome

Date Nest
Found
5/3/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
6/11/2012 05/03/2012 - Biologist K. Vittum observed pair of HOFIs adding nest material throughout the day. - HWinfrey
05/09/2012 - Female remains on nest with lift 20 feet away. HOFI later leaves nest and 3 eggs are visible. HWinfrey
05/17/2012 - Nest with 5 eggs. - BArnold
05/17/2012 - Biomonitor on site reports observing male bringing food to incubating female. - HWinfrey
05/20/2012 - Female adult HOFI was observed on nest during Sunday avian monitoring. - BArnold
05/27/2012 - Adult HOFI on nest. - BArnold
05/29/2012 - At least four nestlings observed within nest from lift, while using lift for another purpose. - BArnold
05/29/2012 - Biologist K. Vittum observed pair making several trips to nest with food. - HWinfrey
05/31/2012 - Apparently 4 large nestlings in nest, observed from lift being used for another purpose at a distance
greater than 10 feet. - BArnold
06/03/2012 - Adult HOFI feeding nestlings several times during 3-hour observation period. - BArnold
06/04/2012 - Appears to be 5 large nestlings in nest. Few pinfeathers present. - BArnold
06/08/2012 - Observed 1 nestling fledge today. Others remain in nest. - BArnold
06/09/2012 - Another nestling on the verge of fledging, jumping onto edge of nest, then out of nest, then jumping
back in. Will likely fledge in 1 or 2 days. - BArnold
06/11/2012 - At least 1 nestling was observed fledging yesterday late afternoon, with others fledging this morning.
Nest empty with typical signs of successful fledging. - BArnold

Fledged
Yes

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

5/3/2012

5/10/2012 05/03/2012 - The female flushed the nest when approached, 3 eggs are in the nest. - LThoreson
05/10/2012 - Nest pulled apart, no eggs or young remaining, apparently predated. Nest closed. - HWinfrey

No

100

Presumed Fledged

5/3/2012

5/21/2012 05/03/2012 - LASP in nest with 3 eggs. - RRadd
05/10/2012 - LASP in nest for duration of brief observation at 1004. - RRadd
05/16/2012 - LASP in nest for duration of brief observation at 1037. - RRadd
05/22/2012 - Nest is intact, empty and presumed fledged. - RRadd

Yes

100

100

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

5/3/2012

5/9/2012 05/03/2012 - MODO incubating 2 eggs. - RRadd
05/10/2012 - Broken eggshell in empty nest suggests predation. - RRadd

No

100

30

30

Indeterminate

5/3/2012

6/13/2012 05/03/2012 - HOFI pair making repeated trips to this location with grass stems and leaving without. Some material
visible from below. - RRadd
05/10/2012 - HOFI continue to attend nest while crew is on site. - RRadd
05/16/2012 - HOFI comes off nest to investigate new WEKI nest in progress at Leg D. - RRadd
05/22/2012 - No activity detected. - RRadd
05/31/2012 - HOFI comes to nest and stays at 1220. No visibility into this nest. - RRadd
06/07/2012 - HOFI pair visit this nest intermittently and display breeding behaviors, but no true status is
evidenced. - RRadd
06/13/2012 - No HOFI observed at this nest, and new nest under construction nearby. No definitive outcome
established. - RRadd

N/A

120

100

50

50

Fledged

5/3/2012

5/30/2012 05/03/2012 - California Towhee flew from the area of nest while biological monitor was walking through area.
Nest was found with 1 egg. - SJohnston
05/09/2012 - California Towhee incubating 3 light blue brown-speckled eggs. - PKonrad
05/15/2012 - An adult California Towhee was still incubating clutch of 3 eggs. - PKonrad
05/22/2012 - No adult California Towhees were observed near nest filled with 3 medium-sized nestlings with eyes
opening and pin feathers developing. - PKonrad
05/30/2012 - Nestling California Towhees appear to have fledged. Avian biologist Jared Taylor noted that he saw 2
fledglings near the nest on 5/25. No fledglings or adults observed or heard today - closed. - PKonrad

Yes

90

100

50

50

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

5/3/2012

5/17/2012 05/03/2012 - Onsite biomonitor A. Steyers observed a pair of Bushtits bringing nesting material to the top of yucca
inflorescence, as construction was ongoing in the morning. The nest is braced against the flower stalk and is about
60% complete. Sunlight can still be seen through the bottom of the nest and it is not ready for egg-laying. The
Bushtits visited the nest as the biomonitor and avian biologist stood 15-20 feet away. - VEurs
05/10/2012 - During 40 minutes of observation, the male was seen bringing material to the nest twice. Once he
brought a piece of wilted flower and on the second visit, a rather large downy feather. - VEurs
05/17/2012 - The nest appears to have fallen from its anchor point, and a branchlet of the flower stalk has pierced
a large hole in its side. The nest location is rather exposed and may have been dislodged due to predation. This
nest, which may have contained eggs, failed due to natural causes. - VEurs

No

0

100

100

100

Removed

5/3/2012

5/3/2012 05/03/2012 - A pair of House Finches was observed for approximately 20 minutes. At least one female was
observed carrying material to the nest. The nest appears 1% complete. No eggs or young were in the nest.
Removal of nest was required based on impact to material logistics operations supporting construction, cost
impact relative to alternate options, and potential for more nests at the piece of equipment during the anticipated
nest cycle. Nest deterrents in the form of mylar tape and plastic sheeting were in place on the truck. Nest was
removed per NBMMP, as this truck was required for immediate usage. - VNovik

No
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
HOFI House Finch

Nest ID
050412_ahll_01

MODO Mourning Dove

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
100
100
Removed

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
5/4/2012 05/04/2012 - Pair was seen flying out of nest location and male singing in area, nest was approximately 50%
complete. Mylar deterrents installed on flatbed. Removal of nest was required based on potential impacts to
material logistics operations supporting construction such as tower assembly, cost impacts relative to alternative
options, and potential for more nests at the piece of equipment during the anticipated nest cycle. Nest was not a
candidate for a buffer reduction allowing for use of the trailer. No eggs or young were present and nest was
removed per the NBMMP. - AHill

Habitat
Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

050412_bald_01 San Luis Rey Substation

Substation

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Substation - maintenance

75

100

30

30

Nest with eggs or young failed for
unknown causes

5/4/2012

5/17/2012 05/04/2012 - MODO on nest. - BArnold
05/11/2012 - Adult MODO on nest, didn't flush at less than 3 feet. - BArnold
05/17/2012 - Nest is empty, no MODO seen. - BArnold

No

MODO Mourning Dove

050412_bald_02 San Luis Rey Substation

Substation

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Substation - maintenance

80

100

30

30

Nest with eggs or young failed for
unknown causes

5/4/2012

5/25/2012 05/04/2012 - Nest with 2 eggs. Flushed adult MODO at about 2 feet. - BArnold
05/11/2012 - Adult MODO on nest, didn't flush at less than 2 feet. - BArnold
05/17/2012 - One nestling and 1 egg rolled slightly away from skimpy nest on top of fan screen. - BArnold
05/25/2012 - Dead nestling and 1 egg on nest. This nest failed, probably when fan came on and partially sucked
nest down through screen, causing abandonment. - BArnold

No

MODO Mourning Dove

050412_bald_03 San Luis Rey Substation

Substation

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Substation - maintenance

205

100

30

30

Nest with eggs or young failed for
unknown causes

5/4/2012

5/11/2012 05/04/2012 - MODO on nest. Dove did not flush, even at less than 1 foot beneath nest. - BArnold
05/11/2012 - Nest empty, no adults, no nestlings, no eggs. Lots of scat below nest. Small portion of nest with scat,
partially sucked into fan. Probably failed. - BArnold

No

050412_bald_04 San Luis Rey Substation

Substation

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Substation - maintenance

270

100

30

30

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

5/4/2012

5/17/2012 05/04/2012 - Observed female HOFI accompanied by male bring nest material to this nest, after removing from
closed nest 15 to the west. - BArnold
05/11/2012 - Adult flushed from nest at less than 2 feet. Nest with 4 eggs. - BArnold
05/17/2012 - Nest predated from open electrical box, ripped apart and on ground below Gas Circuit Breaker
stand. Status now Closed. - BArnold

No

050412_bald_05 San Luis Rey Substation

Substation

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Substation - maintenance

155

100

30

30

Nest did not reach active stage

5/4/2012

5/11/2012 05/04/2012 - Adult MODO on nest, didn't flush at 4 feet. - BArnold
05/11/2012 - Nest empty, no adults, nestlings nor eggs. Nest in good shape, but no sign of heavy use. This nest
likely never reached active stage. - BArnold

No

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other

0

100

30

30

Nest with eggs or young failed for
unknown causes

5/4/2012

5/7/2012 05/04/2012 - Nest with 1 egg in lift mast. - BArnold
05/07/2012 - Still 1 egg in nest. This nest has been abandoned, and was removed by the avian biologist. HOFI nest
discovered 4 May with 1 egg. Due to its location on a lift, it was unclear if this nest was viable at that time (that is,
whether the egg had been laid that day), or if the nest had previously been abandoned due to the lift being used
and moved after this egg was laid. As of 7 May there remained only 1 egg, indicating that this nest had been
previously abandoned. Because the lift equipment in the Encina Substation is available for both SRPL and O&M
work activities, it remains unclear which specific group last used the equipment with the nest, although the
presence of the nest was not known at that time. - BArnold

No

35

100

50

50

Presumed Fledged

5/4/2012

5/10/2012 05/04/2012 - This nest was discovered by a biomonitor while monitoring the splicing activities at EP255-2. An
avian biologist determined that the nest contained 4 nestlings that were being fed by an adult Black-throated
Sparrow. - DDitommaso
05/10/2012 - Nestlings have apparently fledged; no sign of fledglings or adults in the area - closed. - PKonrad

Yes

0

100

100

100

Removed

5/4/2012

5/4/2012 05/04/2012 - This House Finch nest was discovered at 0845 this morning in a truck by a biomonitor while
monitoring the splicing activities at EP255-2. The truck has only been at this site since 11am yesterday, so by virtue
of its motion, has served as a deterrent to nesting activities. Prior to this site, it was sitting at the Helix Yard. An
avian monitor was dispatched to EP255-2 and determined that there were no eggs or young in the nest in the
truck which was 100% complete. A pair of House Finch was observed checking out the nest, but did not bring any
material to it. Best guess given the timeline of events and observations is that the nest was built prior to arriving at
EP255-2 and a pair of House Finch discovered this existing nest. The nest was photographed and removed
following NBMMP stipulations, as the truck was needed immediately. - DDitommaso

No

80

100

50

50

Presumed Fledged

5/4/2012

6/13/2012 05/04/2012 - 2 Bushtits observed adding material to nest, which appears to be 80% complete. At one point,
Bushtit flew to closed Bushtit nest 022112_mdus_01 and removed nest material, then carried it to new nest. HWinfrey
05/11/2012 - No activity observed at nest from 0641 to 0656. - HWinfrey
05/18/2012 - BUSH carrying fluffy material into nest at 1218. - HWinfrey
05/25/2012 - BUSH emerges from nest, forages in area for 3 minutes, then returns to nest. - HWinfrey
06/02/2012 - BUSH observed bringing food to nest at 1005. - HWinfrey
06/09/2012 - No activity observed during 1 hour visit. - HWinfrey
06/11/2012 - Adults observed making multiple trips to nest with food. - HWinfrey
06/13/2012 - No activity observed, nest in good condition with no sign of predation. Nest presumed fledged. HWinfrey

Yes

House Finch

MODO Mourning Dove

SWAT CY

HOFI

House Finch

050412_bald_06 Encina Substation

Substation

BTSP

Black-throated Sparrow

050412_ddso_01 EP255-2

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Desert Scrub and Dune Habitats
Area

OH - wire stringing

HOFI

House Finch

050412_ddso_02 EP255-2

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Desert Scrub and Dune Habitats
Area

BMP installation/maintenance

BUSH

Bushtit

050412_hwey_01 EP35-1

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Riparian Forests and Woodlands
Area

OH - tower erection
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Date Nest
Found
5/4/2012

Type
Construction Yards

HOFI

ID

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
BMP installation/maintenance

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
0

AR070725

Fledged
No
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
HOWR House Wren

Nest ID
050412_hwey_02 EP35-1-N

ID

Type
Road Area

Habitat
Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
BMP installation/maintenance

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
0

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
30
30
Removed

Nest Outcome

Date Nest
Found
5/4/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
5/4/2012 05/04/2012 - HOWR observed adding nest material. Nest examined, no eggs or young detected. - HWinfrey
05/04/2012 - HOWR nest approximately 80% built was photographed and removed according to NBMMP protocol,
with approval by SDGE and CPUC/agency concurrence. No eggs or young were present. Nest was located within
cavity in gate created by plastic sheeting and tape put in place as a nesting bird deterrent. This area was sealed
following removal of nest with instructions posted to keep this opening sealed after gate operation. - HWinfrey

Fledged
No

ATFL

Ash-throated Flycatcher

050412_mkhn_02 EP78-E

Road Area

Riparian Forests and Woodlands

Traffic

5

100

100

100

Nest did not reach active stage

5/4/2012

5/16/2012 05/04/2012 - Adults visited nest site several times, one carrying coarse grasses into post and emerging without
material each time. Uncertain how complete nest is at this point. - MKuehn
05/10/2012 - No activity at nest site in 60 minutes. ATFL occasionally detected within 50 feet of nest, but may be
same pair that is now constructing nest in a different post 250 feet to east. Little nesting material in base of post
and without any form of a cup. Nest site likely abandoned, but will be checked once more for progress in 5-7 days.
- MKuehn
05/16/2012 - No new material has been added to nest. This site has apparently been abandoned prior to
completion of nest construction. - MKuehn

No

SPTO

Spotted Towhee

050412_mkhn_03 EP77-E

Road Area

Riparian Forests and Woodlands

Traffic

15

100

100

100

Presumed Fledged

5/4/2012

5/22/2012 05/04/2012 - While passively observing a RTHA nest, a female SPTO was observed emerging from a grassy area
and returning 10 minutes later. The area was searched and she flew from a nest containing 3 eggs. She returned to
the nest 30 seconds after the biologist retreated to 50 feet from the nest. - MKuehn
05/10/2012 - Passively observed nest for 12 minutes, until female left nest to forage. Nest still contains 3 eggs. MKuehn
05/16/2012 - Nest contains 3 nestlings. Pin feathers on wings still completely enclosed in sheaths and about 15
mm long. - MKuehn
05/22/2012 - Nest empty and in good condition. Two adults and 1 fledgling located 100 feet from nest. - MKuehn

Yes

SPTO

Spotted Towhee

050412_mkhn_04 EP79-E

Road Area

Chaparrals

Traffic

70

100

50

50

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

5/4/2012

5/22/2012 05/04/2012 - Adult flew from nest as biologist walked past while following a Wrentit. Nest contains 3 eggs. MKuehn
05/10/2012 - Adult incubating. Nest still contains 3 eggs. - MKuehn
05/16/2012 - Adult on nest. - ELoveless
05/22/2012 - Nest is empty, and material in cup is loose and slightly mussed. Adults were detected within 80 feet
of nest and followed, but no indication of fledglings was detected. Adults never scolded and were not observed
carrying food in 20 minutes of following them as they moved through the territory. Based on observations
(incubating when found on 5/4 and last known to contain eggs on 5/10), earliest possible fledge date was 5/20 and
latest was 5/27, however the lack of a detectable family group suggests the nest failed due to natural causes. MKuehn

No

WREN Wrentit

050412_mkhn_05 EP79-E

Road Area

Chaparrals

Traffic

20

100

100

100

Indeterminate

5/4/2012

5/17/2012 05/04/2012 - Both adults observed carrying nesting material to a 5% completed nest. - MKuehn
05/10/2012 - Nest appears complete and contains no eggs. Lining is somewhat mussed and some appears pulled
up and out of nest. This nest may have already failed. No Wrentits detected within 50 feet of nest for 30 minutes
or when nest was approached and inspected. No eggshell fragments found on ground below nest. - MKuehn
05/17/2012 - Nest is still empty and appearance has not changed. Likely depredated but no evidence that eggs
were ever laid. - MKuehn

N/A

HOWR House Wren

050412_rrdd_01

CP70-3-E

Road Area

Riparian Forests and Woodlands

Traffic

14

100

30

30

Fledged

5/4/2012

6/13/2012 05/04/2012 - Female making trips carrying small items to cavity with male in constant close attendance. Male also
carries stems to next cavity below - presumed alternate nest. - RRadd
05/12/2012 - Female brings feather to nest and stays at 1522. Male guarding. - RRadd
05/18/2012 - HOWR male nest guarding and defending from 1225-1300. - RRadd
05/23/2012 - Male HOWR continues strident nest presence, and follows female on brief exits. - RRadd
05/30/2012 - HOWR carries food item to nest at 1434. - RRadd
06/05/2012 - HOWR making quiet trips to nest with small food items. - RRadd
06/13/2012 - Adult female coaxes 2 nestlings into alternate cavity 20 feet south. Despite all efforts, they follow
her when she leaves to forage. - RRadd

Yes

PHAI

Phainopepla

050412_rrdd_02

CP70-3-E

Road Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic

46

100

50

50

Nest did not reach active stage

5/4/2012

5/23/2012 05/04/2012 - Male PHAI shaping cup in nearly complete nest. - RRadd
05/12/2012 - Nest appears complete, female PHAI is associating but wary (nest not approached by observer). RRadd
05/18/2012 - PHAI nearby but not associating with this nest, which is beginning to loosen. Monitor once more
before potentially closing. - RRadd
05/23/2012 - Nest is falling apart, pair building new nest nearby. - RRadd

No

CALT

California Towhee

050412_rrdd_03

CP70-3-E

Road Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic

15

100

50

50

Presumed Fledged

5/4/2012

5/24/2012 05/04/2012 - CALT lying in nest observed empty 1 week ago. - RRadd
05/12/2012 - Nest contains 2 eggs and hatched young at 1407. - RRadd
05/18/2012 - Nest appears to contain 3 hatched young during brief glimpse. - RRadd
05/23/2012 - CALT attending large young in nest; should fledge tomorrow morning. - RRadd
05/30/2012 - Nest is intact, empty and presumed fledged. Observation chronology suggests likely fledge. - RRadd

Yes
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
HOFI House Finch

Nest ID
050412_rrdd_04

CP70-3-E

ID

Type
Road Area

Habitat
Riparian Forests and Woodlands

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
Traffic

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
30

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
Nest Outcome
30
30
Nest did not reach active stage

Date Nest
Found
5/4/2012

KILL

Killdeer

050412_sjon_01

EP54-1 PS

Pad Areas-Stringing Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance

78

100

75

75

Fledged

5/4/2012

HOFI

House Finch

050412_vers_01

CP7

Pad Areas-Maintenance Chaparrals
Area

Grading

30

100

30

30

Presumed Fledged

5/4/2012

HOFI

House Finch

050412_vnik_01

Thing Valley CY

Construction Yards

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other

0

100

100

100

Removed

5/4/2012

OATI

Oak Titmouse

050512_hwey_01 EP32-1-E

Road Area

Riparian Forests and Woodlands

Traffic

22

100

50

50

Presumed Fledged

LEGO

Lesser Goldfinch

050512_hwey_02 CP88-1-N-A

Road Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic

30

100

30

30

WESJ

Western Scrub-Jay

050512_hwey_03 Alpine CY

Construction Yards

Chaparrals

Traffic

70

100

70

70
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Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
5/26/2012 05/04/2012 - HOFI female carrying material into cavity and remaining for a minute at a time. Male attends. RRadd
05/12/2012 - Male feeding soliciting female adjacent to nest (which is not visible). - RRadd
05/18/2012 - HOFI near this cavity did not enter during 20-minute observation from 1220-1240. - RRadd
05/26/2012 - HOFI still present, but behavior suggests nesting elsewhere. Abandoned prior to use, likely part of
the site selection process. - RRadd

Fledged
No

5/23/2012 05/04/2012 - Killdeer incubating 4 eggs. - SJohnston
05/09/2012 - An adult Killdeer is incubating a clutch of 4 eggs; the adult walked away from the nest when the
avian biologist approached within 60 feet; stood 60 feet away from nest, then returned to nest as soon as biologist
turned around and began leaving the area. The Killdeer did not call, and no other adult was observed or heard in
the area. - PKonrad
05/15/2012 - An adult Killdeer is incubating its clutch of eggs while the installation of a 3-foot tall orange silt fence
is being completed a few feet outside the Killdeer nest buffer area. Biomonitor G. Brungraber reported the adult
Killdeer did not react to the fencing work and continued their incubation of the clutch throughout the work period.
- PKonrad
05/21/2012 - 4 Killdeer hatchlings observed in the same position as the previously unhatched eggs. Adult Killdeer
was later observed brooding young at the scrape. - SJohnston
05/24/2012 - S. Johnston reports that on May 22, four young KILL were observed walking around away from the
nesting scrape. Adults were observed brooding young away from scrape. No young were observed on May 23. KAlberts
6/26/2012 05/04/2012 - A pair of House Finches was observed entering and exiting the lowest arm on the south side of the
steel monopole at least a dozen times over the course of an hour. On at least 3 occasions, the female carried
nesting material into the end of the arm while the male perched atop the arm, singing. - VEurs
05/11/2012 - During 60 minutes of observation, a male spent at least 20 minutes singing from the small
distribution pole directly opposite the arm with the nest. Towards the end of the observation he was singing on
the arm, directly above the entrance to the nest. The female was not observed. - VEurs
05/18/2012 - Construction activities occurred during the majority of the 60-minute observation period. No HOFI
activity was observed at the nest, although onsite biomonitor A. Steyers reports the pair made several trips to and
from the pole on 17 May. - VEurs
05/25/2012 - No HOFI activity at the nest during 60 minutes of observation, although there were numerous House
Finches in the surrounding habitat. - VEurs
06/01/2012 - After 45 minutes of observation, the HOFI pair flew up to the 69kV pole south of CP7. As the male
perched, singing, the female flew into the monopole arm containing the nest. She had not exited by the time the
biologist called the observation 15 minutes later. - VEurs
06/08/2012 - No activity detected at the nest after 60 minutes of observation, but lots of HOFI activity in the
surrounding habitat. - VEurs
06/16/2012 - Adults observed entering nest cavity while nestlings heard begging from inside cavity; also adults
often observed perching on nearby TL 6917 steel pole, but no signs of nesting activity in that structure. - JPawlicki
06/18/2012 - A female HOFI was observed perching on the pole both above and underneath the nest cavity but
5/4/2012 05/04/2012 - Biomonitor observed female finch making several trips to nest with nest material. Nest was located
late in the afternoon yesterday. Nest location is in area of tank that inhibits the operation of pumps und other
tanks needed for dust control purposes. The tire is wrapped in plastic as a deterrent. Nest could become flooded if
tank overflowed. Nest is approximately 30% complete with no eggs or young. Removal of nest was required based
on impact to material logistics operations supporting construction, cost impact relative to alternate options, and
potential for more nests at the piece of equipment during the anticipated nest cycle. Nest deterrents in the form
of mylar tape and plastic were hung on the water tank. Nest was photographed and removed per NBMMP. VNovik

Yes

5/5/2012

5/11/2012 05/05/2012 - Adult OATI making frequent brief trips inside nest cavity from 0631 to 0701. - HWinfrey
05/07/2012 - OATI brings food to nest cavity at 0639. - HWinfrey
05/09/2012 - OATI brings food to nest at 0631. - HWinfrey
05/11/2012 - No activity observed at nest cavity from 0805 to 0835. OATI heard calling nearby. Nest presumed
fledged. - HWinfrey

Yes

Indeterminate

5/5/2012

5/31/2012 05/05/2012 - Female Lesser Goldfinch gathering spider webs and flying to nest with male mate-guarding and
following female's movements. - HWinfrey
05/12/2012 - No activity at nest between 1112 and 1142. Nest was monitored from bridge outside buffer. MDicus
05/19/2012 - Female on nest at 0715. - HWinfrey
05/25/2012 - No activity observed at nest from 1318 to 1333. - HWinfrey
05/31/2012 - Nest is gone, unclear whether due to predation or abandonment. Nest most likely failed after egg
laying. Nest closed. - HWinfrey

N/A

Presumed Fledged

5/5/2012

5/25/2012 05/05/2012 - Female on nest at 1400. - HWinfrey
05/11/2012 - Female observed on nest at 0942. - HWinfrey
05/18/2012 - Adult feeding nestlings, begging sounds audible at 1347. - HWinfrey
05/25/2012 - Nest empty with no sign of predation. Nest presumed fledged. - HWinfrey

Yes

AR070727

10/15/2012

Yes

No
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
HOFI House Finch

CALT

California Towhee

Nest ID
050512_hwey_04 CP95-1

ID

Type
Habitat
Pad Areas-Maintenance Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Area
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
BMP installation/maintenance

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
0

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
100
100
Removed

Nest Outcome

Date Nest
Found
5/5/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
5/5/2012 05/05/2012 - Biomonitor A. Bryant observed a HOFI pair making 4 trips to nest cavity with coarse nesting material,
indicating nest was early in the nest-building stage. Nest removal was requested to allow for ongoing Alpine
Underground wire testing. No buffer reduction was possible, as the nest was in the area of the current and
pending work. Nest cavity was examined and it was determined that nest could not removed. Cavity was covered
with netting to prevent further nest building, per the NBMMP. Pair was observed immediately investigating other
possible nest sites in the area. - HWinfrey

Fledged
No

050512_ltiw_01

CP75-1

Pad Areas-TSAP

Chaparrals

Other

35

100

50

50

Fledged

5/5/2012

5/17/2012 05/05/2012 - A pair of California Towhees was observed in the vicinity of the nest, which contains 4 nestlings. LTymkiw
05/11/2012 - Feathered nestlings remain present at 1212. - RRadd
05/17/2012 - Nest is clean and empty, recent fledglings are nearby. - RRadd

Yes

HOWR House Wren

050512_rrdd_01

CP81-1-E

Road Area

Riparian Forests and Woodlands

Traffic

25

100

50

50

Presumed Fledged

5/5/2012

6/12/2012 05/05/2012 - HOWR female carries feather to nest and stays at 0724. - RRadd
05/11/2012 - HOWR male singing, nest guarding and entering cavity at 1336. - RRadd
05/19/2012 - Male nest-guarding, female departs at 0742 after 20 minutes of observation. No item carry observed
on return 8 minutes later. - RRadd
05/25/2012 - HOWR makes one trip to and from nest during 20-minute observation. - RRadd
06/02/2012 - Male carrying food to nest at 5-8 minute intervals. - RRadd
06/08/2012 - HOWR singing but not carrying food to cavity during 40-minute observation. - RRadd
06/15/2012 - No detections during 20 minute observation. Monitoring suggests likely successful fledge. - RRadd

Yes

ANHU Anna's Hummingbird

050512_rrdd_02

CP78-2-E

Road Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic

5

100

50

50

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

5/5/2012

5/20/2012 05/05/2012 - Nest is approximately 50% complete, and in progress. - RRadd
05/11/2012 - Female on nest. - RRadd
05/19/2012 - Female lying in nest at 0710. - RRadd
05/25/2012 - Nest is empty. Although nest contents were never checked, observations suggest eggs were present
and subsequently predated about the time of hatch. - RRadd

No

HOFI

House Finch

050512_rrdd_03

CP76-1

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Other
Area

11

100

30

30

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

5/5/2012

6/19/2012 05/05/2012 - Nest appears complete with female lying in nest. - RRadd
05/11/2012 - Nest is 100% built, but no activity observed. - RRadd
05/17/2012 - HOFI pair making many trips with new material. - RRadd
05/24/2012 - Female HOFI lying in nest at 0655. - RRadd
06/01/2012 - Female HOFI lying in nest at 1120. - RRadd
06/07/2012 - Nest is empty and lining material is on ground under tower. However, nest is 50% complete and pair
are agitated by observer presence; apparently rebuilding. - RRadd
06/14/2012 - Nest is only marginally improved. This pair seem to be fighting for Leg D. - RRadd
06/19/2012 - Nest is empty and deteriorating. It appears that nest building activities have not continued at this
site. Of 3 HOFI pairs observed in area, no birds are seen approaching this nest or behaving territorially around it.
Nest closed. - HWinfrey

No

ANHU Anna's Hummingbird

050512_rrdd_04

CP82-1-E

Road Area

Riparian Forests and Woodlands

Traffic

75

100

75

75

Nest did not reach active stage

5/5/2012

5/22/2012 05/05/2012 - ANHU nest building, approximately 50% complete at 1440. - RRadd
05/11/2012 - Nest is 75% complete, but no ANHU detected. - RRadd
05/19/2012 - Nest still 75% complete was abandoned prior to completion. - RRadd

No

HOFI

House Finch

050612_fhan_01 SWAT CY

Construction Yards

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance

0

100

100

100

Removed

5/6/2012

5/6/2012 05/06/2012 - HOFI nest of forbs and grass in slight cup shape removed (35%) complete, with no eggs or young
present, per the NBMMP. Nest site was photographed and confirmed by an avian biologist. The truck is used daily
for Sunrise operations, necessitating the removal of this nest from within the cab of the truck. - FHoffman

No

LASP

Lark Sparrow

050612_fhan_02 SWAT CY

Construction Yards

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance

0

100

100

100

Removed

5/6/2012

5/7/2012 05/06/2012 - Pair of adults was observed multiple times carrying nest material to angle steel on ground. Upon
inspection, a cup nest was found under a piece of angle steel. Another partially complete cup nest was also found
adjacent to the first nest. - FHoffman
05/07/2012 - Pair was seen bringing in nesting material to 80% complete nest. Nest was discovered on 4/6/12 and
was approved to be removed as per the agencies. No deterrents were present on steel, but heavy work activities
were occurring all around. The nest was submitted for nest removal per NBMMP because of the necessity to fly
out the steel piece immediately and that there were no eggs or nestlings present. - AHill

No

HOFI

House Finch

050612_fhan_04 SWAT CY

Construction Yards

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance

0

100

100

100

Removed

5/6/2012

5/6/2012 05/06/2012 - HOFI pair detected building nest. Nest had no eggs or young and was about 40% complete. Nest
removed from actively used auger truck, needed every day for Sunrise construction, per the NBMMP. The nest
was photographed, confirmed, and removed by an avian biologist. - FHoffman

No

HOFI

House Finch

050612_fhan_05 Wilson CY

Construction Yards

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance

0

100

100

100

Removed

5/6/2012

5/6/2012 05/06/2012 - HOFI pair detected nest building. Nest was approximately 15% complete of various cut shrubs and
grasses and contained no eggs or young. Since this nest was found under construction inside an actively used wire
truck that is needed for Sunrise wire-stringing operations, this nest was photographed and removed following the
NBMMP. - FHoffman

No
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
WEBL Western Bluebird

Nest ID
ID
050612_hwey_01 Suncrest-N

Type
Road Area

Habitat
Chaparrals

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
BMP installation/maintenance

HOFI

House Finch

050612_mkhn_01 Rough Acres CY

Construction Yards

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance

HOFI

House Finch

050612_mkhn_02 Rough Acres CY

Construction Yards

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other

HOFI

House Finch

050612_mkhn_03 CP95-1

Pad Areas-Work Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance

LASP

Lark Sparrow

050712_ahll_02

SWAT CY

Construction Yards

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

LASP

Lark Sparrow

050712_ahll_03

SWAT CY

Construction Yards

HOFI

House Finch

050712_ahll_04

SWAT CY

Construction Yards

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
24

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
50
50
Fledged

0

100

100

100

10

100

10

10

0

100

100

Other

100

100

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other

50

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance

0

Nest Outcome

Date Nest
Found
5/6/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
6/7/2012 05/06/2012 - Female WEBL observed leaving cavity at 1100, returning with grassy material at 1106. - HWinfrey
05/15/2012 - No activity observed at nest from 1209 to 1224. Female observed foraging 10 feet from cavity
opening. - HWinfrey
05/21/2012 - Adult female WEBL observed foraging underneath distribution pole across access road, then flying to
perch in shrubs near nest tree. - BArnold
05/29/2012 - Female perched on entrance hole, leaning inside, apparently feeding nestlings. Male perched a few
inches away. - HWinfrey
06/05/2012 - Male and female both observed perching and foraging near cavity entrance. Male observed chasing
OATI away from immediate area of nest. - HWinfrey
06/07/2012 - Adult male WEBL perched on telephone line 30 feet from nest feeding spotted fledgling. Nest closed.
- HWinfrey

Fledged
Yes

Removed

5/6/2012

5/6/2012 05/06/2012 - Biomonitor observed adults making many trips to nest throughout the day, including while water
trucks were filling from the front of tank 20 feet away and while water tank was being filled using generator and
pump 45 feet away. Traffic routinely passed along access road 10 feet away. Birds are virtually undeterred from
nesting by activity near nest and apparently began constructing nest after vehicle was parked here yesterday. Nest
is 50% complete and contains no eggs. Since this equipment is needed for construction currently, this nest site was
photographed and all nesting material was removed per the NBMMP, before the opening was stuffed with
crumpled paper which was taped into place as a deterrent. - MKuehn

No

Presumed Fledged

5/6/2012

6/15/2012 05/06/2012 - Biomonitor observed adults making many trips to nest throughout the day, including while water
trucks were filling from the front of tank 25 feet away and while water tank was being filled using generator and
pump 30 feet away. Birds are virtually undeterred from nesting by activity near nest and brought material to nest
while avian biologist stood 10 feet away while logging nest location. Nest appears to be about 40% complete. MKuehn
05/10/2012 - Nest looks nearly complete and female House Finch was bringing nest material to the nest. Male
attempted copulation and perched prominently nearby. - PKonrad
05/16/2012 - Female House Finch incubating. - PKonrad
05/24/2012 - Female House Finch is incubating on water tank nest. - PKonrad
05/31/2012 - Female House Finch is brooding on nest. - PKonrad
06/07/2012 - Large House Finch nestlings are in the nest and the nest rim is lined with mutes. The adult female
visited the nest to feed the nestlings. - PKonrad
06/15/2012 - No House Finch nestlings left in the nest, which is plastered with mutes; no adults observed at nest closed. - PKonrad

Yes

100

Removed

5/6/2012

5/6/2012 05/06/2012 - Adult HOFIs were observed carrying nesting material into small cavity in end of crane arm. Electrical
testing occurred on site yesterday, and the crane was used then. No nesting activity was observed at this location
as of 1930 on 5/5, so nest construction began today. This crane is needed for the completion of electrical testing
onsite, and even if another crane were used, this one would need to be moved for the work to be completed. The
nest was inspected and found to be 85% complete and partially lined, but containing no eggs. The nest was
photographed and removed per the NBMMP. The cavity, and another close by, were stuffed with mesh netting
crumpled up, and the openings were duct taped closed to prevent future nesting attempts. - MKuehn

No

100

100

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

5/7/2012

5/12/2012 05/07/2012 - Nest was found during sweep of yard by monitor right before skycrane was to pick up legs 140 feet
away. The avian biologist and two groundmen protected the nest from skycrane rotor wash. The men held a wood
board 5 feet from nest while avian biologist shielded the nest. The winds were 19 mph above the shield, 13 mph
behind the shield, and 1-2 mph at the nest with the avian protecting the nest with their body. After the skycrane
activity, the nest was monitored full time for approximately 45 minutes, and the female was seen returning to the
nest soon after the activities and resumed incubating. The nest contains 4 eggs. - AHill
05/13/2012 - On May 12th, the nest was found to be empty and 1 egg was just outside of the nest. A few adult,
down feathers were found near the nest. The actual nest appeared to be intact. No LASP adult birds were seen or
heard in the vicinity of the nest. Based on this evidence, the nest was predated on by natural causes rather than
construction related. The only possibility for a failure due to construction would be rotor wash; which did not
occur because the nest was physically intact. The nest was most likely predated on by a raven. - AHill

No

100

100

100

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

5/7/2012

5/9/2012 05/07/2012 - Female is brooding at least 3 nestlings. Both parents seen bringing food to nestlings during crane
activity at 45 feet from nest. - AHill
05/08/2012 - Female on nest brooding. Observed male feed female. - AHill
05/09/2012 - The nest was found to be empty and looked to be predated by an animal. No feathers or blood
present. A squirrel or raven could have eaten the nestlings. - AHill

No

100

100

100

Removed

5/7/2012

5/7/2012 05/07/2012 - Pair was seen flying out of nest location and male singing in area; nest was approximately 65%
complete. Mylar deterrents installed on storage container. Removal of nest was required based on potential
impacts to material logistics operations supporting construction such as tower assembly, cost impacts relative to
alternative options, and potential for more nests at the piece of equipment during the anticipated nest cycle. Nest
was not a candidate for a buffer reduction allowing for use of the trailer. No eggs or young were present and nest
was removed per the NBMMP. - AHill

No
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
HOFI House Finch

Nest ID
ID
050712_fhan_02 Bartlett / Hauser Creek
CY

Type
Construction Yards

Habitat
Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

HOFI

House Finch

050712_fhan_03 Bartlett / Hauser Creek
CY

Construction Yards

BUSH

Bushtit

050712_ghan_01 EP9-1 PS

HOFI

House Finch

HOFI

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
Other

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
75

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
30
30
Fledged

Nest Outcome

Date Nest
Found
5/7/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
5/31/2012 05/07/2012 - Detected by yard monitors. Female incubating 3 eggs. Flushed upon approach at 2 feet. - FHoffman
05/16/2012 - Three downy nestlings in nest. Female visited nest 1 time during 30-minute observation. - ELoveless
05/23/2012 - Female observed bringing food to the nest one time during the 30 minute observation. Male
observed singing near nest. - ELoveless
05/26/2012 - At least 1 nestling with pin feathers. No adults were seen during 10 minutes of observation. LTymkiw
05/31/2012 - Male observed feeding 1 fledgling. - ELoveless
06/02/2012 - The nest was checked by the avian biologist and found to be empty. - ELoveless

Fledged
Yes

Other

75

100

15

15

Nest did not reach active stage

5/7/2012

5/18/2012 05/07/2012 - Observed by monitors. Adults have not been seen for awhile. May not reach active stage. FHoffman
05/16/2012 - Nest approximately 70% complete. No HOFI activity around nest. - ELoveless
05/18/2012 - No activity observed during 1 hour observation. Nest in same condition as previous entry. Nest was
never completed. Avian biologist watched the nest for over 1 hour a day for 3 days with no activity observed. Nest
is roughly in the same condition as when it was logged 11 days prior. Nest was closed and buffers were removed. ELoveless

No

Pad Areas-Stringing Area Chaparrals

OH - wire stringing

10

100

50

50

Nest did not reach active stage

5/7/2012

6/12/2012 05/07/2012 - Bushtit observed making 3 trips to a manzanita with nesting material within an observation period of
15 minutes. Nest appears to be 5% complete. Buffer signs staked at 50 feet. - GHuffman
05/14/2012 - Observed Bushtit making multiple trips to nest with material. Nest appears to be 80% complete. GHuffman
05/21/2012 - No activity observed from 1033 to 1048. - HWinfrey
05/29/2012 - No Bushtit activity detected during 20 minutes of observation; however, nest remains in wellmaintained condition. - HWinfrey
06/12/2012 - No activity observed. Nest remains in well-maintained condition, but no nesting behavior has been
observed here in nearly a month. This nest may possibly be in use for roosting. Nest closed. - HWinfrey

No

050712_hwey_01 CP88-1

Pad Areas-Maintenance Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Area
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance

0

100

100

100

Removed

5/7/2012

5/7/2012 05/07/2012 - Biologist K. Vittum observed a pair of House Finches adding nest material to site inside bracket on
monopole tower CP87-1. It was determined that nest removal was necessary to allow ongoing underground wire
testing and that buffer reduction would not be possible. Nest was examined and found to be 20% complete with
no eggs or young present. Male and female were adding nest material with biologist observing from a boom lift at
a distance of 10 feet. Nest was removed in accordance with the NBMMP. - HWinfrey

No

House Finch

050712_jdus_01

CP74-2

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Chaparrals
Area

BMP installation/maintenance

45

100

30

30

Indeterminate

5/7/2012

6/19/2012 05/07/2012 - Pair makes 2 trips to nest with material. Male chases second male away from vicinity of nest,
defending nest site. Pair forages upslope of tower and to the west. - JDicus
05/18/2012 - No HOFI observed to visit this nest during 1-hour observation. - RRadd
05/23/2012 - No HOFI detected at this structure during 40-minute observation. - RRadd
05/30/2012 - HOFI pair come to nest after 15 minutes of observation. Male guards and female appears to settle
onto nest. - RRadd
06/05/2012 - No activity observed during 45 minutes of observation during windy mid-afternoon conditions. RRadd
06/12/2012 - Unable to see into this nest, which appears intact. No HOFI observed to visit during 40-minute
observation. - RRadd
06/19/2012 - No activity detected. Closed due to inactivity. No outcome is determinable. - RRadd

N/A

HOFI

House Finch

050712_jdus_02

CP74-2

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Chaparrals
Area

BMP installation/maintenance

180

100

30

30

Indeterminate

5/7/2012

6/19/2012 05/07/2012 - Pair visits marker ball together 4 times, twice the female carries nesting material inside to remain for
10-30 seconds and reappear at entrance. Male enters once through opposite entrance and departs almost
immediately to land on fiber optic line nearby. Male does not enter marker ball again for duration of observation
period, despite attending the female on each visit to nest site. Pair copulates on line near nest entrance. - JDicus
05/18/2012 - HOFI pair carry nest material into this ball at 0820. - RRadd
05/23/2012 - No HOFI detected at this structure during 40-minute observation. - RRadd
05/30/2012 - Male sings at entrance, and female subsequently emerges. - RRadd
06/05/2012 - No activity observed during 45 minutes of observation during windy mid-afternoon conditions. RRadd
06/12/2012 - No activity detected during 40 minutes of observation. - RRadd
06/19/2012 - Closed due to inactivity. No outcome is determinable. - RRadd

N/A

HOFI

House Finch

050712_jdus_03

CP74-2

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Chaparrals
Area

Other

100

100

30

30

Nest did not reach active stage

5/7/2012

6/12/2012 05/07/2012 - Pair makes 2 trips to marker ball, female carries material inside while male sings from line outside
entrance. - JDicus
05/18/2012 - No activity observed. - RRadd
05/23/2012 - No HOFI detected at this structure during 40-minute observation. - RRadd
05/30/2012 - No activity observed. - RRadd
06/05/2012 - No activity observed during 45 minutes of observation during windy mid-afternoon conditions. RRadd
06/12/2012 - No activity detected during 40 minutes of observation. Nest outcome could not be determined, but
lack of observations indicate nest never contained eggs or young. - RRadd

No
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
HOFI House Finch

Nest ID
050712_jtor_01

CP98-1

ID

Type
Habitat
Pad Areas-Maintenance Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Area
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
BMP installation/maintenance

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
50

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
Nest Outcome
30
30
Indeterminate

Date Nest
Found
5/7/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
6/7/2012 05/07/2012 - HOFI pair observed carrying nest material to cavity in lowest eastern arm. - JTaylor
05/16/2012 - Male perched 10 feet from nest for duration of 15-minute observation. Female not seen. HWinfrey
05/23/2012 - Female emerges briefly from nest cavity, then re-enters. - HWinfrey
05/30/2012 - No activity observed at cavity entrance, and no HOFIs detected in area during 30 minutes of
observation. - HWinfrey
06/07/2012 - No activity observed during 1 hour of observation. Additionally, avian biologist M. Dicus reports no
activity observed here on 6/4. Lack of activity over past two weeks indicates that this nest is no longer active.
Outcome indeterminate but most likely explanation is that this nest failed due to natural causes followed by nest
building by same pair at 060412_mdus_01. - HWinfrey

Fledged
N/A

HOFI

House Finch

050712_jtor_02

CP86

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance
Area

10

100

40

40

Presumed Fledged

5/7/2012

5/31/2012 05/07/2012 - 1 nest located on west side where plates meet to join legs. Female flew away from nest when site
was approached. Nest on west appears complete, feathers of lining visible. - JTaylor
05/10/2012 - 9:30am-11:00am: Construction monitoring for Warren James BMP crew. Crew authorized to enter
buffer under "emergency BMP maintenance and installation" per link lead. Crew entered buffer for approximately
5 minutes to conduct hydro mulching. The remaining areas inside buffer were able to mulched by spraying from
outside stakes. Incubating female appeared alert but remained in nest. Activities appeared to have no negative
impact on nesting status. Female was not observed leaving nest during activities. - GHuffman
05/19/2012 - Incubation continues unabated at 1110. - RRadd
05/25/2012 - Female HOFI tight on nest at 1110. - RRadd
06/02/2012 - Nest has apparently fledged and a new nest is being built elsewhere. - RRadd

Yes

HOFI

House Finch

050712_jtor_03

CP86

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance
Area

10

100

40

40

Presumed Fledged

5/7/2012

6/1/2012 05/07/2012 - Second pair of HOFI building a nest on south of tower. - JTaylor
05/10/2012 - 9:30am-11:00am: Construction monitoring for Warren James BMP crew. Crew authorized to enter
buffer under "emergency BMP maintenance and installation" per link lead. Crew entered buffer for approximately
5 minutes to conduct hydro mulching. The remaining areas inside buffer were able to mulched by spraying from
outside stakes. Incubating female appeared alert but remained in nest. Activities appeared to have no negative
impact on nesting status. Female observed leaving nest once during observation off site for a total of twenty
minutes and returned to incubating. - GHuffman
05/19/2012 - Incubation continues at 1114. - RRadd
05/25/2012 - Female HOFI tight on nest at 1111. - RRadd
06/02/2012 - No activity observed. Nest has apparently fledged and a new nest is being built elsewhere. - RRadd

Yes

CAKI

Cassin's Kingbird

050712_ltiw_01

CP75-1

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Chaparrals
Area

30

100

50

50

Nest did not reach active stage

5/7/2012

6/15/2012 05/07/2012 - A pair was observed bringing lining material several times to the nest while the crew was working in
the tower. - LTymkiw
05/08/2012 - Pair very actively building nest, vocalizing and pair bonding. Adult attempted to grab mule tape left
on tower. Nest is very obvious. - FHoffman
05/09/2012 - Adult male building nest, bringing in material and stealing material from HOFI nests on side arms.
Female on nest, flushed when 1 crew climbed to her level and returned when he descended. - FHoffman
05/17/2012 - CAKI activity here is intermittent, but pair observed defending against interloper CAKI, and female
on nest at times. - RRadd
05/24/2012 - CAKI moving nest components to SE tip of this arm - numerous trips - and bringing additional
material from elsewhere. - RRadd
06/02/2012 - CAKI visits after 40 minutes of tower observation. No bird visible on nest. Incubating? - RRadd
06/07/2012 - CAKI comes to nest 1604. - RRadd
06/14/2012 - No activity detected from 1300-1400. - RRadd
06/21/2012 - No kingbirds visited this tower during 70 minutes of observation. No nest is visible. - RRadd
06/28/2012 - CAKI visit the area periodically but do not go to nest site. Active nest would have young by this date,
necessitating regular visits. - RRadd

No

LEGO

Lesser Goldfinch

050712_rrdd_01

CP54-1

Pad Areas-TSAP

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance

50

100

50

50

Nest did not reach active stage

5/7/2012

5/15/2012 05/07/2012 - LEGO pair attending. Female made 3 trips with material in 15 minutes to next approximately 25%
complete, 1335. Nest position makes this nest highly vulnerable to rotor wash. - RRadd
05/14/2012 - Nest appears complete and LEGO pair on site. - RRadd
05/21/2012 - Nest is complete, empty and unmaintained. - RRadd

No

LEGO

Lesser Goldfinch

050712_rrdd_02

CP56-1-PS-E-B

Road Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance

50

100

75

75

Nest did not reach active stage

5/7/2012

5/25/2012 05/07/2012 - LEGO female on nest intermittently. Leaves nest in response to parked vehicle at 50 feet, returns at
75 feet. - RRadd
05/14/2012 - Nest appears complete and sound, and LEGO in vicinity seem to be associating with this nest, but do
not alight at it. - RRadd
05/22/2012 - Empty nest has not been occupied and is deteriorating. - RRadd

No

RWBL

Red-winged Blackbird

050712_sjon_01

EP53-3-E

Road Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

32

100

100

100

Presumed Fledged

5/7/2012

5/22/2012 05/07/2012 - Nest found while biological monitors were checking pitfall traps. Female incubating 4 eggs. SJohnston
05/15/2012 - Male and female Red-winged Blackbirds territorial; 4 nestlings about 4 days old in nest. - PKonrad
05/22/2012 - Nestling Red-winged Blackbirds have fledged; nest is in good shape with a couple mutes inside.
Adults territorial; fledglings probably nearby - closed. - PKonrad

Yes

Other

Traffic
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
HOFI House Finch

HOFI

House Finch

ROWR Rock Wren

Nest ID
050812_fhan_01 CP75-1

ID

Type
Pad Areas-Structure Pad Chaparrals
Area

Habitat

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
Other

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
65

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
Nest Outcome
30
30
Nest did not reach active stage

050812_hwey_01 EP39-1

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Area
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

OH - tower erection

0

100

100

100

050812_hwey_02 EP39-1

Pad Areas-Work Area

OH - tower erection

60

100

50

50

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Date Nest
Found
5/8/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
5/9/2012 05/08/2012 - Both adults building nest. Started day at 10% complete. - FHoffman
05/09/2012 - F. Hoffman reports that nest material gone. Perhaps kingbirds plundered it or blown off by wind. KAlberts
05/11/2012 - No activity detected at this location and no nest visible at 1155. - RRadd

Fledged
No

Removed

5/8/2012

5/8/2012 05/08/2012 - Female HOFI was observed carrying nest material into a canvas bag hanging from a steel beam in
tower structure EP39-1. The bird was observed making 10 trips with material between 0730 and 0745. The nest
was examined and found to be 20% complete with no eggs or young present. The site has ongoing tower assembly
and a nest buffer reduction was not possible. Nest was removed in accordance with the NBMMP. - HWinfrey

No

Nest did not reach active stage

5/8/2012

5/29/2012 05/08/2012 - ROWR observed carrying nest material into cavity at 0725. - HWinfrey
05/15/2012 - No activity observed at nest. Nest cup appears complete, but no eggs are visible. - HWinfrey
05/22/2012 - No activity observed from 0733 to 0803. Nest appears complete, but cup contents are not visible. HWinfrey
05/29/2012 - No activity observed during 20 minutes of observation. Lack of activity over past 3 weeks indicates
that this nesting attempt was most likely abandoned. Nest closed. - HWinfrey

No

HOFI

House Finch

050812_hwey_03 CP88-1

Pad Areas-Maintenance Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Area
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance

0

100

100

100

Removed

5/8/2012

5/8/2012 05/08/2012 - Biologist K. Vittum observed female HOFI adding nest material to nest. Nest was examined and
found to be 75% complete with no eggs or young present. Buffer reduction was determined to not be feasible, as
ongoing wire testing work requires access to area. Nest was removed in accordance with NBMMP, with SDGE &
CPUC approval and agency concurrence. Deterrents remain on both riser towers in this area. - HWinfrey

No

SPTO

Spotted Towhee

050812_lgan_01

Pad Areas-Stringing Area Chaparrals

BMP installation/maintenance

125

100

100

100

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

5/8/2012

5/16/2012 05/08/2012 - An adult Spotted Towhee was observed incubating the nest. The adult vacated the nest upon the
avian biologist's discovery of the nest, revealing 2 eggs. - LGorman
05/16/2012 - Observed no activity in vicinity of nest. After a period of no Spotted Towhees in area, nest was
approached and found to have no eggs or young with nest still intact. Nest closed likely due to predation. GHuffman

No

CAGN

California Gnatcatcher

050812_mdus_01 CP39-E

Road Area

Chaparrals

Traffic

245

300

245

245

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

5/8/2012

5/29/2012 05/08/2012 - The CAGN pair was observed rapidly adding material to a nest that is approximately 20%
constructed. - MDicus
05/15/2012 - 2 nest exchanges were observed: at 07:09 the female switched incubation duties with the male, and
at 07:55 they switched again. - MDicus
05/22/2012 - 3 nest exchanges were observed: at 0720, 0750, and 0808. After the second nest exchange, the
female briefly chased a passing Lesser Goldfinch from the vicinity while the male incubated. - MDicus
05/29/2012 - After 1 hour of inactivity at or near the nest, the permittee checked the nest contents. 2 intact eggs
were observed. The nest was in good condition, and no broken egg shells were found below the nest. The CAGN
pair was observed constructing a new nest 500 feet to the east of the abandoned one. - MDicus

No

Least Bell's Vireo

050812_mkhn_01 EP77-E

Road Area

Riparian Forests and Woodlands

Traffic

210

300

300

300

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

5/8/2012

No

050812_rrdd_01

Road Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic

17

100

75

50

Nest did not reach active stage

5/8/2012

5/15/2012 05/08/2012 - T. Cooper - observed female adding material to nest, followed by male. Nest approximately 40%
complete. - MKuehn
05/09/2012 - Pair observed near the nest, with female frequently adding willow down and dry grasses to the
interior of the nest, as well as rounding out smoothing the interior of the nest with her body. Nest approximately
70% complete. - TCooper
05/10/2012 - Pair was observed at nest, female occasionally adding willow down to the interior of the nest. Both
birds were observed rounding out the inside of the nest with their bodies or otherwise inspecting and smoothing
the exterior. Nest appears 90% complete. - TCooper
05/11/2012 - Pair observed foraging in nest area, male singing frequently. Female observed lining nest with fine
grass. - TCooper
05/14/2012 - When the monitoring biologist arrived, the male LBVI was observed on the nest singing frequently.
After 10 minutes of observation, the male left the nest, at which time the biologist checked the contents of the
nest. Two newly laid LBVI eggs and 2 Brown-headed Cowbird (BHCO) eggs were observed in the nest. One BHCO
egg was removed; one egg was addled, by shaking vigorously, and placed back in the nest for the following
reasons: - This vireo pair was observed building on 11 May, meaning that the female most likely laid her initial egg
May 13 and laid a second egg today, May 14. The female has the potential to lay an additional 2 eggs, completing
a typical 4 egg clutch for this species By removing only one BHCO egg on this date increases the potential that the
5/18/2012 05/08/2012 - MODO pair carrying sticks and copulating at nest site 0700. - RRadd
05/15/2012 - No activity observed. - RRadd
05/18/2012 - No nesting activity was observed in the area, and no nest was found. After checking the nest shrub
and surrounding shrubs, and after confirming the location with the avian biologist who logged it, the nest was
closed. Previous observations showed a California Towhee pair removing sticks from the MODO nest location. It is
presumed the MODO pair abandoned the nest attempt prior to egg-laying. - MDicus

LBVI

MODO Mourning Dove

EP30-2 PS

CP57-E
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
CALT California Towhee

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
Nest Outcome
50
50
Indeterminate

Date Nest
Found
5/8/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
6/5/2012 05/08/2012 - CALT pair making 8 trips in 10 minutes carrying beaks full of "straw" to nest location at 0722. RRadd
05/15/2012 - CALT soliciting copulation adjacent to nest at 0700. - RRadd
05/22/2012 - Contact calling and apparent nest-guarding behavior suggests incubation is in progress. - RRadd
05/30/2012 - Pair away from nest for 10 minutes return at 0630, one bird stays. Presumed incubating. - RRadd
06/05/2012 - 1 CALT sunning nearby, 2nd bird departs nest shrub in response to alarm note. No food carry
observed during 30 minute observation. - RRadd
06/11/2012 - CALT present, but no nest trips observed in mid-afternoon heat. - RRadd
06/19/2012 - No further activity at this location, and time for a complete nest cycle has passed. - RRadd

Nest ID
050812_rrdd_02

CP57-E

Type
Road Area

050812_rrdd_03

CP57-E

Road Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic

20

100

75

75

Nest did not reach active stage

5/8/2012

5/14/2012 05/08/2012 - BUSH pair making numerous trips carrying silk, dried Salvia leaves and grass stems to nest
approximately 20% complete 0955. - RRadd
05/15/2012 - Nest appears 40% complete. No BUSH observed from 0845-0915. - RRadd
05/22/2012 - Nest has fallen apart. - RRadd

No

NOMO Northern Mockingbird

050812_rrdd_04

CP62-2-E

Road Area

Riparian Forests and Woodlands

Traffic

13

100

50

50

Indeterminate

5/8/2012

6/12/2012 05/08/2012 - NOMO binding sticks into nest approximately 60% complete 1200. - RRadd
05/15/2012 - NOMO female on nest intermittently from 1237-1306. - RRadd
05/24/2012 - NOMO comes to nest at 1530 and settles. - RRadd
06/01/2012 - NOMO female on nest at 0725. - RRadd
06/06/2012 - NOMO present but wary and not approaching nest while observed. - RRadd
06/13/2012 - NOMO present, but no nest visits observed. No food has ever been observed in transit to this
location, and predation is a potential cause. - RRadd
06/22/2012 - NOMO pair have initiated a new clutch a short distance away. - RRadd

N/A

HOWR House Wren

050812_rrdd_05

CP62-2-E

Road Area

Riparian Forests and Woodlands

Traffic

20

100

50

50

Indeterminate

5/8/2012

6/13/2012 05/08/2012 - Male HOWR singing and guarding cavity entrance and entering occasionally 1237. - RRadd
05/15/2012 - Male HOWR singing at cavity entrance from 1248-1319. - RRadd
05/24/2012 - HOWR heard, but no visible entry observed in late afternoon survey. - RRadd
06/01/2012 - Female emerges from cavity at 0855, while male stridently nest-guards. - RRadd
06/06/2012 - Male strident at typical posts and cavity 0715. - RRadd
06/13/2012 - No HOWR detections during 30-minute observation. No food was ever observed coming to this nest.
Possibly an alternate or an unsuccessful male attempting to acquire a mate. - RRadd

N/A

75

100

75

75

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

5/8/2012

5/26/2012 05/08/2012 - Killdeer incubating 4 eggs. - SJohnston
05/15/2012 - An adult Killdeer is incubating its clutch of 4 eggs. - PKonrad
05/21/2012 - Vandalism may have occurred within the nest buffer and the immediate vicinity of nest. This site has
experienced theft in the recent past. Evidence of nest buffer intrusion include: broken buffer signs, vegetation
disrupted within a few feet of the nest, silt fencing knocked down, and cribbing inside buffer which was not there
previously. Intrusion is believed to have occurred Saturday evening or Sunday. Nest now has 3 eggs. No signs of
broken egg shells at or around nest; however, it is possible the nesting KILLs may have removed from vicinity of
nest. - SJohnston
05/26/2012 - Arrived on site at 1630, parked approximately 500 feet away from nest and walked within 200 feet
scanning for adult on nest for 20 minutes. Heard 1 adult Killdeer calling to the south approximately 1000 feet
away. Located nest without eggs, suspect predation - closed. - MBahn

No

0

100

100

100

Removed

5/8/2012

5/9/2012 05/08/2012 - Yard monitor observed bird carrying material to nest. Observed nest site for 30 minutes while
Western Kingbird made approximately 10-15 trips to nest with material. Nest appears 30-40% complete and does
not contain eggs or young. Deterrents in the form of active steel assembly within 200 feet, helicopter flights within
150 feet, traffic within 100 feet, and air crane picks recently within 200 feet have occurred. - VNovik
05/09/2012 - Monitor observed bird carrying nesting material to nest location. Over 20 minute period, bird made
10-12 trips. Nest estimated to be 30% complete, with no eggs or young. Removal of nest was required based on
impact to material logistics operations supporting construction, cost impacts relative to alternate options, and
potential for more nests on the tower that still requires work, during the anticipated nest cycle. No nest deterrents
were in place on tower, however active construction and helicopter flights have been occurring in the area. Nest
was removed per NBMMP. - VNovik

No

BUSH

Bushtit

ID

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
Habitat
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Other

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
40

KILL

Killdeer

050812_sjon_01

EP67 PS

Pad Areas-Stringing Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

OH - wire stringing

WEKI

Western Kingbird

050812_vnik_01

Bartlett / Hauser Creek
CY

Construction Yards

BMP installation/maintenance

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat
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Fledged
N/A
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
HOLA Horned Lark

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
Other

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
95

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
Nest Outcome
50
50
Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

Date Nest
Found
5/8/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
5/29/2012 05/08/2012 - While checking a nearby nest, a Horned Lark was observed carrying nesting material. The bird was
observed from 65 feet, and it flew to nest location. A check of the nest revealed 1 egg. - VNovik
05/09/2012 - Air crane delivered tower section in yard within 150 feet of nest. Check of nest revealed 2 eggs. Bird
observed returning to nest within 15 minutes of crane departure. Skycrane picked steel tower section from yard at
a distance of 150 feet from nest. Nest was checked post-pick and eggs were intact and present in nest. Observed
nest from outside buffer for approximately 1 hour. Bird was not observed at or near nest. - VNovik
05/10/2012 - 3 eggs in nest. Lark observed foraging near nest. - VNovik
05/11/2012 - Female incubating 4 eggs. - VNovik
05/13/2012 - Female diligently incubating her 4 eggs. Physical buffer maintained. - FHoffman
05/16/2012 - Observed from 100 feet away. Female observed entering nest area did not leave nest during 30
minute observation. - ELoveless
05/23/2012 - One nestling and one egg observed in nest. One cracked egg also present. Adult on nest for the
majority of the one hour observation. - ELoveless
05/26/2012 - CY monitor reported seeing an adult bring a grasshopper to the nest area. - LTymkiw
05/29/2012 - No activity observed during 60 minute observation. Upon inspection nest was found to be empty,
possible predation. - ELoveless
05/29/2012 - No activity observed at nest. Nest checked and found to be empty. Based on nestling stage and eggs
still present in nest 6 days ago, it is likely that nest did not fledge and was predated. Nest closed. - VNovik

Nest ID
050812_vnik_02

ID
Bartlett / Hauser Creek
CY

Type
Construction Yards

Habitat
Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Fledged
No

McCain Valley CY

Construction Yards

Chaparrals

Other

100

100

100

100

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

5/8/2012

5/23/2012 05/08/2012 - Monitor observed Western Scrub-jay incubating. 3 eggs on nest. - VNovik
05/16/2012 - An adult Western Scrub-jay was brooding 2 newly hatched, featherless nestlings - maybe as much as
3 days old. The pair of adults was very territorial. - PKonrad
05/23/2012 - The nest is in excellent shape with expanded grass-lined bowl suggesting the growth of nestlings.
However, the nestling period should continue for a minimum of 16 days, indicating the nest has failed due to an
unknown natural cause. This probably occurred very recently considering that the adults are still very territorial
around the nest site - closed. - PKonrad

No

WESJ

Western Scrub-Jay

050812_vnik_03

CAGN

California Gnatcatcher

050912_dbby_01 CP17-1-E-B

Road Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic

180

300

300

300

Fledged

5/9/2012

5/16/2012 05/09/2012 - After surveyors (D. Busby, C. Brungraber, R. Quilley) observed pair for approximately 1.5 hours, the
nest was discovered with at least 3 nestlings (approximately 6 days old). Adults were observed repeatedly carrying
food to vicinity of nest. Adult occasionally territorial with scolding and mewing. - DBusby
05/16/2012 - Nest still contained at least 3 nestlings from 0720-0745, but had fledged by 1030 during a brief
follow-up visit when the family group was observed outside the nest with both parents feeding. - KAlberts

Yes

CAGN

California Gnatcatcher

050912_dbby_02 CP17-1-E-B

Road Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic

672

300

300

300

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

5/9/2012

5/30/2012 05/09/2012 - After surveyors (D. Busby, C. Brungraber, R. Quilley) observed pair for approximately 2 hours, the
nest was discovered. The male was initially observed incubating/brooding on the nest; we immediately backed
away from the nest after its discovery and watched 3 more nest exchanges. - DBusby
05/16/2012 - Female incubating on arrival at 0805, male nest exchanged at 0850. Male mewed occasionally while
female incubated. - KAlberts
05/23/2012 - Male incubating. - KAlberts
05/30/2012 - Nest pulled apart, only base remains. - TCooper

No

SPTO

Spotted Towhee

050912_esds_01 CP104-1

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Chaparrals
Area

None

0

100

35

35

Presumed Fledged

5/9/2012

5/30/2012 05/09/2012 - Adult incubating 4 eggs. - EStrods
05/16/2012 - 4 eggs in nest, female calling nearby. - HWinfrey
05/23/2012 - 3 nestlings visible with downy heads, 3-4 days old. - HWinfrey
05/30/2012 - Nest is intact and empty, presumed fledged. - HWinfrey

Yes

WREN Wrentit

050912_esds_02 CP104-1

Pad Areas-TSAP

BMP installation/maintenance

30

100

100

100

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

5/9/2012

5/16/2012 05/09/2012 - Adult incubating. Nest contains 4 pale blue eggs. - EStrods
05/16/2012 - Nest is empty, apparently predated. Nest closed. - HWinfrey

No

HOFI

House Finch

050912_fhan_01 CP75-1

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Chaparrals
Area

Other

50

100

30

30

Indeterminate

5/9/2012

5/30/2012 05/09/2012 - Pair actively building all day, even tried to pilfer from kingbird. - FHoffman
05/17/2012 - HOFI coming and going to this nest. - RRadd
05/24/2012 - HOFI on nest for extended periods; male visits and sings. - RRadd
06/02/2012 - No activity observed at this nest during 30 minutes of tower observation. - RRadd
06/14/2012 - No activity detected from 1300-1400. - RRadd
06/21/2012 - Closed due to activity observed for 3 weeks. Potentially fledged. - RRadd

N/A

HOFI

House Finch

050912_hwey_01 CP87-1

Structures

Herbaceous Wetlands, Freshwater,
and Streams

BMP installation/maintenance

0

100

100

100

Removed

5/9/2012

5/9/2012 05/09/2012 - Biologist K. Vittum observed female HOFI adding nest material to nest. Nest was examined and
found to be 25% complete with no eggs or young present. Buffer reduction was determined to not be feasible,
since ongoing wire testing work requires daily access to area. Nest was photographed and removed in accordance
with NBMMP. Deterrents are numerous on the tower. - HWinfrey

No

HOFI

House Finch

050912_hwey_02 CP87-1

Structures

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance

0

100

100

100

Removed

5/9/2012

5/9/2012 05/09/2012 - Biologist K. Vittum observed HOFI female carrying nest material to bracket located just above middle
arm. Nest examined and found to be 5% complete with no eggs or young present. Buffer reduction was
determined to not be feasible, as ongoing wire testing work requires access to area. Nest was removed in
accordance with NBMMP. Deterrents remain on both riser towers in this area. - HWinfrey

No

Chaparrals
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
RCSP Rufous-crowned Sparrow

Nest ID
050912_jdus_01

ID
CP17-1

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
Type
Habitat
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
Pad Areas-Structure Pad Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance
Area

CAGN

California Gnatcatcher

050912_mdus_01 San Luis Rey Substation

Substation

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Substation - maintenance

BUSH

Bushtit

050912_rrdd_01

Helix CY AR

Road Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

LEGO

Lesser Goldfinch

050912_rrdd_02

Helix CY AR

Road Area

HOFI

House Finch

050912_rrdd_03

Helix CY

LEGO

Lesser Goldfinch

050912_rrdd_04

LEGO

Lesser Goldfinch

WEKI

HOFI

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
20

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
Nest Outcome
100
100
Presumed Fledged

Date Nest
Found
5/9/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
5/24/2012 05/09/2012 - Adult on prominent perch nearby does not approach nest while avian biologist monitors from a
distance of 50 feet. After returning later in the day to check for birds tending this nest, wing flutter coming from
the nest site and moving downslope to the west indicating the departure of an incubating adult was audible,
though no bird was seen leaving the nest. Nest is 100% constructed and contains 4 glossy white, unmarked eggs.
Nest and eggs consistent with RCSP. Nest cannot be seen from beyond the established 100-foot buffer. - JDicus
05/17/2012 - Nest now contains several gray, downy nestlings. - VEurs
05/24/2012 - The nest is empty and in good condition, with droppings on the edge of the nest. As this species
takes 8-9 days to fledge after hatching, it is very likely the young fledged successfully. This nest is presumed
fledged and is now closed. - VEurs

Fledged
Yes

820

300

300

300

Nest did not reach active stage

5/9/2012

5/16/2012 05/09/2012 - The CAGN pair was observed making multiple trips (approximately 8 trips in 30 minutes) to a nest
that is 90-95% constructed. The male was not observed carrying material but appeared to be escorting the female
while she added material to the nest. The pair was also observed mobbing a California Towhee temporarily
perched in an adjacent shrub. - MDicus
05/16/2012 - The nest contents were checked after no activity was observed at the nest. The cup was found
covered with loose nest material and contained no eggs. Neither adult was observed visiting the nest. The nest is
presumed to have been abandoned prior to becoming active, as it was still under construction 1 week ago, and no
evidence of nest damage or broken eggs was found. The pair associated with this nest was observed foraging and
carrying material to a new nest 200 feet to the south. - MDicus

No

Traffic

29

100

100

100

Nest did not reach active stage

5/9/2012

6/3/2012 05/09/2012 - BUSH making many trips repairing previous nest ID 022312_rrdd_03. - RRadd
05/17/2012 - BUSH pair continue making numerous trips to this nest with fluff collected from nearby Baccharis
from 0716-1724. - RRadd
05/26/2012 - No activity observed. - RRadd
06/03/2012 - No activity observed during 30 minutes of observation. - RRadd
06/09/2012 - No BUSH detected associating with this nest during 40 minutes of observation. Previous monitoring
suggests abandonment prior to egg-laying. - RRadd

No

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic

4

100

100

100

Nest did not reach active stage

5/9/2012

5/11/2012 05/09/2012 - LEGO pair making multiple trips constructing new nest; approximately 50% complete. - RRadd
05/17/2012 - Nest abandoned prior to completion (approximately 30%). - RRadd

No

Construction Yards

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other

30

100

30

30

Presumed Fledged

5/9/2012

6/1/2012 05/09/2012 - HOFI incubating 3 eggs 1000. - RRadd
05/17/2012 - Nest contains 1 nestling, 2 eggs, and 1 egg thrown from nest to fabric. - RRadd
05/26/2012 - HOFI feeding 2 well-feathered young at 1225. - RRadd
06/03/2012 - Nest contains 2 unhatched eggs. Thrown egg remains in fabric. Nestlings had sufficient time to
fledge. - RRadd

Yes

GS-NF-10

Pad Areas-Work Area

Riparian Forests and Woodlands

BMP installation/maintenance

40

100

50

50

Presumed Fledged

5/9/2012

6/9/2012 05/09/2012 - LEGO pair building new nest approximately 25% complete 1445-1500. - RRadd
05/14/2012 - LEGO female lying in nest at 1553. - RRadd
05/21/2012 - LEGO female on nest from 1615-1635. - RRadd
05/29/2012 - LEGO lying in nest at 1455. - RRadd
06/04/2012 - Nest contains 2 downy nestlings strong enough to hold their heads up above the nest rim at 1425. RRadd
06/11/2012 - Nest is neat, tidy and empty. Observations suggest it likely successfully fledged. - RRadd

Yes

050912_rrdd_05

GS-NF-10

Road Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic

25

100

70

70

Nest did not reach active stage

5/9/2012

5/16/2012 05/09/2012 - LEGO female coming to complete, lined, empty nest 1604. - RRadd
05/14/2012 - Agitated LEGO pair in nest area did not come to nest during 20-minute observation from distance.
Nest contents unknown. - RRadd
05/21/2012 - Nest lining blowing out. LEGO have re-nested elsewhere nearby. - RRadd

No

Western Kingbird

050912_sjon_01

EP54-E

Road Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other

0

100

50

50

Removed

5/9/2012

5/10/2012 05/09/2012 - Observed pair building nest and defending nesting territory. - SJohnston
05/13/2012 - Avian monitor reports that nest was removed at approximately 15% complete, with no eggs or
young present. Removal of nest was needed because of imminent transformer replacement where nest was
located was critical for fiber optic regeneration site for Sunrise Powerlink. Removal of nest proceeded after SDG&E
and WLA concurrence, following the NBMMP. - KAlberts

No

House Finch

051012_cves_02 CP65-1

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Area
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other

75

100

30

30

Nest did not reach active stage

5/10/2012

5/30/2012 05/10/2012 - The construction occurring at the time of nest detection was fiber optic splicing which consisted of 3
days of 1 crew member climbing and working 30 feet up leg A to access the fiber rack, wire splicing at ground level
and varying levels of usage of a generator. The bird was incubating during this activity. - CVettes
05/16/2012 - HOFI activity continues at this location. - RRadd
05/23/2012 - No activity detected. - RRadd
05/31/2012 - Nest now occupied by WEKI. - RRadd

No

051012_hwey_02 Alpine CY

Construction Yards

Other

80

100

100

50

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

5/10/2012

5/29/2012 05/10/2012 - Yard monitors detected female nest building, making frequent trips with nesting material. Nest
appears 50% complete. - HWinfrey
05/17/2012 - Female on nest at 1254. - HWinfrey
05/24/2012 - Female on nest at 1209. - HWinfrey
05/29/2012 - Yard monitor reports the nest has been predated and is torn up. - KAlberts

No

ANHU Anna's Hummingbird

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
ATFL Ash-throated Flycatcher

Nest ID
ID
051012_hwey_03 CP88-1-N-A

Type
Road Area

Habitat
Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
UG - bridge construction/access roads

HOFI

House Finch

051012_hwey_05 CP87-1

Pad Areas-Maintenance Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Area
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance

ATFL

Ash-throated Flycatcher

051012_hwey_06 Suncrest-N

Road Area

Chaparrals

ATFL

Ash-throated Flycatcher

051012_jdus_01

EP77-E

Road Area

HOWR House Wren

051012_jdus_02

EP78-E

LEGO

051012_mdus_01 CP48-2/CP49-1 PS-N

Lesser Goldfinch

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
75

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
Nest Outcome
50
50
Presumed Fledged

0

100

100

100

Traffic

40

100

50

Riparian Forests and Woodlands

Traffic

13

100

Road Area

Riparian Forests and Woodlands

Traffic

25

Road Area

Woodlands and Forests

Traffic

20

Date Nest
Found
5/10/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
6/20/2012 05/10/2012 - ATFL observed carrying nesting material into cavity under roof tile at 1225. M. Dicus reported on
5/12/2012 an adult observed making multiple trips to nest with large clumps of dried hydro-mulch pacifier from
road edge. - HWinfrey
05/17/2012 - No activity observed at cavity entrance, and no ATFL detected in vicinity of nest. - HWinfrey
05/25/2012 - ATFL observed leaving nest cavity at 1332 and flying off to the east, across Peutz Valley Road. HWinfrey
05/31/2012 - ATFL perched above cavity entrance, likely male guarding incubating female. No other activity
observed during 15 minute visit. - HWinfrey
06/04/2012 - Avian Biologist B. Arnold reports pair active around nest, with one ATFL emerging from nest cavity to
perch next to another ATFL in nearby live oak. - HWinfrey
06/11/2012 - No activity observed at cavity entrance during 30 minutes of observation. - HWinfrey
06/20/2012 - No activity observed during 2 consecutive days of observation. ATFLS in area, but not at nest. This
nest is now closed and presumed fledged. - BArnold

Fledged
Yes

Removed

5/10/2012

5/10/2012 05/10/2012 - Biologist K. Vittum observed female HOFI adding material to nest located behind bracket on
monopole tower CP87-1. Nest was examined and found to be 50% complete with no eggs or young present. Buffer
reduction was determined to not be feasible, since ongoing wire testing work requires daily access to area. Nest
was photographed and removed in accordance with NBMMP, with SDGE & CPUC approval and agency
concurrence. Deterrents are numerous on the tower. - HWinfrey

No

50

Indeterminate

5/10/2012

6/23/2012 05/10/2012 - Biologist A. Farmer observed ATFL pair making multiple trips with nest material over 5 minutes. Nest
building continued while vehicles passed nest and while biologist approached within 10 feet of nest. - HWinfrey
05/17/2012 - No activity observed at cavity entrance, and no ATFLs detected from 0810 to 0840. - HWinfrey
05/24/2012 - ATFL observed entering nest cavity at 1050 and remaining inside. 2nd ATFL perched nearby. HWinfrey
05/31/2012 - No ATFL activity observed from 1015 to 1045. - HWinfrey
06/06/2012 - No activity observed during 1 hour visit. - HWinfrey
06/13/2012 - ATFL carrying food to nest at 1558. - HWinfrey
06/20/2012 - No activity observed and no ATFL detected in area. - HWinfrey
06/23/2012 - No activity observed from 0650 to 0750. Nest timeline indicates that nest has had sufficient time to
fledge, however evidence has not been sufficient to determine an outcome. Nest closed, outcome indeterminate. HWinfrey

N/A

100

100

Indeterminate

5/10/2012

6/18/2012 05/10/2012 - Adult carries material to nest cavity twice. - JDicus
05/16/2012 - Poorly organized cup, lined with feathers contains 1 ATFL egg, which appears slightly pushed down
into lining. Adults not detected near nest. - MKuehn
05/22/2012 - Nest contains 4 eggs. Adult was not incubating when contents were checked. - MKuehn
05/30/2012 - Adult emerged from pipe after 13 minutes of passive observation. - MKuehn
06/06/2012 - Adults visiting nest frequently, but never seen carrying food; Reported to feed young nestlings via
regurgitation. - MKuehn
06/11/2012 - Adult entered post with food in bill. Nestlings expected to fledge between 17-20 June. - MKuehn
06/15/2012 - Adult making many trips to nest with food items. Nestlings heard calling from within cavity. VNovik
06/18/2012 - Inspection of nest revealed 2 dead nestlings. Both appear fully feathered. Likely entrapped in tube
and could not fly out. Earlier monitoring comments noted 4 eggs. Undetermined what happened to the 2 other
eggs/nestlings, but they could have fledged. Nest closed. - VNovik

N/A

100

30

30

Indeterminate

5/10/2012

5/30/2012 05/10/2012 - Pair enters cavity multiple times, twice carrying fine material. - JDicus
05/17/2012 - No activity observed at cavity for 20 minutes. Male HOWR singing from adjacent coast live oak the
entire time, but female not detected. - MKuehn
05/22/2012 - No activity at cavity for 30 minutes. Male HOWR sang in nest tree for 10 minutes. Female was never
detected. - MKuehn
05/30/2012 - No activity at cavity for 30 minutes and no HOWR detected within 50 feet of nest. No HOWR have
been observed at cavity since initially found on 5/10. Possible dummy nest. Closed due to inactivity. Unknown if
eggs were ever laid. - MKuehn

N/A

100

30

30

Presumed Fledged

5/10/2012

5/15/2012 05/10/2012 - A biomonitor reported finding a Lesser Goldfinch nest while the construction crew was parked 20
feet away. The avian biologist observed a female LEGO feeding 4 feathered nestlings. - MDicus
05/14/2012 - The nestlings are fully feathered and perched up in the nest, climbing over each other. They appear
to be very close to fledging. - MDicus
05/15/2012 - The nest was empty when checked this morning. No fledglings were observed in the vicinity;
however, the nest showed no signs of damage from predation, and based on the fully feathered nestlings
yesterday, it is presumed that this nest successfully fledged. - MDicus

Yes
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
WEKI Western Kingbird

Nest ID
051012_rrdd_01

CP64-2

ID

Type
Habitat
Pad Areas-Structure Pad Grasslands and Meadows
Area

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
None

CALT

California Towhee

051012_rrdd_02

CP64-2 PS

Pad Areas-Stringing Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Other

LEGO

Lesser Goldfinch

051012_rrdd_03

CP65-1-PS-N

Road Areas

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic

WEKI

Western Kingbird

051012_sjon_01

Kreutzkamp CY

Construction Yards

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

WEKI

Western Kingbird

051012_vnik_02

Bartlett / Hauser Creek
CY

Construction Yards

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

CAKI

Cassin's Kingbird

051112_cves_01 CP43-1

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Area
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other

HOFI

House Finch

051112_hwey_01 CP88-1

Structures

BMP installation/maintenance

SPTO

Spotted Towhee

051112_jpki_01

CP103-2

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Chaparrals
Area

CALT

California Towhee

051112_jpki_02

CP103-2

Pad Areas-TSAP

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Chaparrals

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
0

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
Nest Outcome
100
100
Presumed Fledged

Date Nest
Found
5/10/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
6/20/2012 05/10/2012 - WEKI pair copulating and making multiple trips with material 0930-1030. - RRadd
05/16/2012 - WEKI pair continue activity at this nest, copulating adjacent at 1016. - RRadd
05/22/2012 - WEKI comes off nest to harass COHA, then returns at 0946. Nest material brought to nest by mate at
1022, presumed gift to incubating female. - RRadd
05/31/2012 - WEKI bringing small insects to nest at 1012 suggests hatched young. - RRadd
06/06/2012 - WEKI pair attending nest intermittently, carrying food at 1137. - RRadd
06/13/2012 - WEKI pair attending nest at 0832. - RRadd
06/19/2012 - Adult WEKI observed feeding nestlings; pair later copulating 10 feet from nest. - HWinfrey
06/27/2012 - No WEKI detections during 1 hour observation. Presumed fledged. - RRadd

Fledged
Yes

225

100

50

50

Presumed Fledged

5/10/2012

5/31/2012 05/10/2012 - CALT incubating 4 eggs. - RRadd
05/16/2012 - CALT on nest at 1138. - RRadd
05/22/2012 - CALT brooding nestlings, mate carrying caterpillars nearby at 1049. - RRadd
05/31/2012 - Nest is clean and empty, presumed fledged. - RRadd

Yes

65

100

100

100

Presumed Fledged

5/10/2012

5/16/2012 05/10/2012 - LEGO male tending at least 3 large nestlings with feather quills. - RRadd
05/16/2012 - Nest is empty with many feces on rim, suggests successful fledge. - RRadd

Yes

BMP installation/maintenance

0

100

100

100

Removed

5/10/2012

5/10/2012 05/10/2012 - Pair of WEKI nest building. Nest is approximately 10% complete. - SJohnston

No

OH - tower erection

0

100

100

100

Removed

5/10/2012

5/10/2012 05/10/2012 - Observed kingbird carrying nesting material to nest location, and the bird was making a trip to nest
approximately every minute or so. Nest estimated to be less than 15% complete, containing no eggs or young.
Observation of bird building began at 0740. Crew began working on and around tower at approximately 0845.
Since active work was occurring on the same structure as this nest attempt, this nest was a candidate for removal.
Removal request was approved at 0920. Removal of nest was required based on impact to material logistics
operations supporting construction, cost impacts relative to alternate options, and potential for more nests at the
idle piece of equipment during the anticipated nest cycle. Although active work qualifies as a deterrent, no
physical nest deterrents were in place on tower. Active construction and helicopter flights have been occurring in
the area for some time. Nest was photographed and removed per NBMMP. - VNovik

No

75

100

50

50

Nest did not reach active stage

5/11/2012

No

0

100

100

100

Removed

5/11/2012

7/5/2012 05/11/2012 - This nest is 15% complete. The female made dozens of trips to the nest with a fiber splicing crew
working at 30 feet up in leg C. During some visits, she spent time carefully situating nest material onto the nest.
The male was observed actively chasing HOFI away and defending the tower with wing-beat displays and
aggressive vocalizations. A previous CAKI nest was removed from the tower, and material was brought from the
lower arm up to the current position, also indicating high fidelity to the site. - CVettes
05/18/2012 - The nest looks complete, but no CAKI were observed in the area. A pair of CORA landed adjacent to
the nest. 1 of the ravens looked into the nest, but did not touch it, indicating the nest does not contain eggs at this
point. - VEurs
05/25/2012 - Both adults were observed near the nest, and 1 was briefly on the nest. They spent most of the
observation period perched about the tower and nearby transmission wires. - VEurs
06/01/2012 - No CAKI activity detected at the nest during 45 minutes of observations. A kingbird was heard calling
sporadically from more than 100 feet away, but was never visually observed. Due to the placement of the nest, if
the female is on the nest, she would be difficult if not impossible to see, unless she left. - VEurs
06/08/2012 - No CAKI activity detected after 45 minutes of observation. - VEurs
06/19/2012 - No CAKI activity at tower during 60 minutes of observation. Nest is intact and in good condition, but
it is difficult to see into the nest. - MDicus
06/27/2012 - No CAKI activity observed at the nest or in the surrounding habitat during 60 minutes of observation.
The nest still appears to be in good condition. - VEurs
07/05/2012 - No CAKI activity observed at the tower during 1 hour of observation The nest is degrading and has
5/11/2012 05/11/2012 - Biologist K. Vittum detected female HOFI adding nest material to nest at 0930 on 5/11/12. Nest was
examined and found to be 40% complete with no eggs or young present. It was determined that nest removal was
necessary to allow ongoing underground wire testing and that buffer reduction would not be possible. Nest was
removed in accordance with the NBMMP, with CPUC and SDGE approval and agency concurrence. - HWinfrey

Other

50

100

50

50

Presumed Fledged

5/11/2012

5/26/2012 05/11/2012 - Female observed exiting nest containing 4 eggs; later heard calling in vicinity of nest. - JPawlicki
05/18/2012 - At least 2 nestlings present with emerging pin feathers, earliest expected fledge date is 5/25/12. HWinfrey
05/26/2012 - Nest empty with no sign of predation, presumed fledged. - HWinfrey

Yes

BMP installation/maintenance

70

100

50

50

Presumed Fledged

5/11/2012

6/2/2012 05/11/2012 - Adult observed exiting nest containing 3 eggs; pair also observed in vicinity of nest. - JPawlicki
05/18/2012 - 2 eggs in nest, adult heard calling nearby. - HWinfrey
05/26/2012 - 3 nestlings visible, with pin feathers emerging. - HWinfrey
06/02/2012 - Nest is intact and in good condition but empty. Nest closed, presumed fledged. - HWinfrey

Yes
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
HOFI House Finch

Nest ID
ID
051112_rqey_01 EP112A-1

Type
Pad Areas-Structure Pad Chaparrals
Area

Habitat

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
BMP installation/maintenance

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
0

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
100
100
Removed

Nest Outcome

Date Nest
Found
5/11/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
5/11/2012 05/11/2012 - The nest appears 80% complete, and the pair was seen building the nest inside the lower portion of
the southernmost traveler (c phase). No eggs or young were in the nest. Consistent wire stringing preparation
work, including traveler and insulator installation at the nest location has been ongoing throughout the week,
effectively serving as a deterrent. Additionally, deterrent flash tape was installed around the perimeter of the
tower pad prior the nest's construction. Removal of the nest was required due to upcoming wire stringing
operations on this section of the Powerlink, deemed critical to the Powerlink's completion. Nest was
photographed and removed per the NBMMP. The traveler previously containing the nest was completely covered
with plastic sheeting and secured with tape preventing further nesting attempts. - RQuilley

Fledged
No

HOFI

House Finch

051112_rrdd_01

CP77

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance
Area

50

100

30

30

Nest did not reach active stage

5/11/2012

5/18/2012 05/11/2012 - HOFI pair making multiple trips, material visible from the ground. - RRadd
05/18/2012 - Material no longer visible at this location suggests nest has been destroyed. - RRadd

No

CAKI

Cassin's Kingbird

051112_rrdd_02

CP77

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance
Area

0

100

75

75

Nest with eggs or young failed for
unknown causes

5/11/2012

6/9/2012 05/11/2012 - CAKI pair making more than 30 trips during 2-hour observation with stems, grasses and lining
material from 0730-0930. - RRadd
05/18/2012 - CAKI brings material to nest at 1042, but likely mate is in nest incubating. - RRadd
05/24/2012 - CAKI making several trips to nest with material, 1246. - RRadd
06/01/2012 - CAKI comes to nest at 1340 and departs shortly after. Unable to discern if female is on nest. RRadd
06/05/2012 - CAKI on nest 1308-1339. Mate visits twice. - RRadd
06/12/2012 - No nest material visible from any vantage point and CAKI pair now occupy new location on structure
(NID 061212_rrdd_03). Nest presumed lost. - RRadd

No

HOFI

House Finch

051112_rrdd_03

CP76-1

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance
Area

18

100

30

30

Presumed Fledged

5/11/2012

6/15/2012 05/11/2012 - HOFI pair bring material to nest which appears complete. - RRadd
05/17/2012 - HOFI goes to this nest and stays at 1222. - RRadd
05/24/2012 - Female lying in nest at 0648. - RRadd
06/01/2012 - Nest contains hatched young at 1154. - RRadd
06/07/2012 - No heads visible, but male visits nest suggesting young remain at 1528. - RRadd
06/14/2012 - HOFI in nest at 1126. Unable to determine if large nestling or a new clutch has been initiated. RRadd
06/19/2012 - Adult female in nest with male attending; it appears that this pair has initiated a new clutch. HWinfrey

Yes

ATFL

Ash-throated Flycatcher

051112_rrdd_04

CP82-1-E

Road Area

Riparian Forests and Woodlands

Traffic

90

100

90

90

Presumed Fledged

5/11/2012

6/21/2012 05/11/2012 - ATFL bringing fluffy material to cavity in several trips from 1430-1435, waits for helicopter action to
cease before entering or departing nest. - RRadd
05/19/2012 - ATFL enters nest with fluffy lining material at 1311. - RRadd
05/25/2012 - ATFL pair observed nearby with downy material fly to nest cavity. Thereafter (presumed) male
checks in at cavity with soft calls on an hourly basis. - RRadd
05/25/2012 - Pair observed early with nest lining material. Male checks in at intervals with soft calls to cavity 14171531. - RRadd
06/02/2012 - No ATFL observed at this cavity from 1500-1545. - RRadd
06/08/2012 - ATFL bringing food to nest at 20 minute intervals beginning 1100. - RRadd
06/15/2012 - ATFL bring food to nest at 1244, 1252, 1257, and 1303. - RRadd
06/22/2012 - No ATFL visits to cavity during 40 minutes of observation. At least 3 ATFL heard contact-calling
upslope from nest. Presumed fledged. - RRadd

Yes

LEGO

Lesser Goldfinch

051112_rrdd_05

CP82-1-E

Road Area

Riparian Forests and Woodlands

Traffic

8

100

50

50

Nest did not reach active stage

5/11/2012

5/19/2012 05/11/2012 - LEGO pair building nest stay away until observer moves to 50 feet. - RRadd
05/19/2012 - Nest was never completed and LEGO are nesting elsewhere. - RRadd

No

051112_sjon_01

Kreutzkamp CY

Construction Yards

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other

0

100

100

100

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
construction

5/11/2012

5/11/2012 05/11/2012 - Nest was directly impacted by weed abatement efforts. Failure of nest occurred when weed
abatement crew struck nest with hand held gas-powered weed-eater. The nest was unidentified during routine
yard sweeps conducted by biological monitors or avian biologists. Construction was not aware of nest at the time
the nest was struck. One nestling was assumed to be fatally wounded upon contact with the weed-eater. Two
more nestlings were found nearby and were severely injured. These two nestlings were euthanized. The nestling
appeared very young, perhaps a day or two old, as the eyes were not open and covered in downy feathers without
any pin feathers observable. Three nestlings total were found after a search of the area. An adult Western
Meadowlark was observed to be agitated after the incident but was unharmed. Adult was observed carrying food
item in vicinity of impacted nest, but was never observed to located any surviving nestlings. - SJohnston

No

WEME Western Meadowlark
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
WEKI Western Kingbird

Nest ID
051112_vnik_01

ID
GS-NF-28

Type
Road Area

Habitat
Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
Traffic

CAKI

Cassin's Kingbird

051212_mdus_01 CP50-1

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Grading
Area

HOFI

House Finch

051212_rqey_01 EP112A-1

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Chaparrals
Area

OH - wire stringing

BUSH

Bushtit

051212_rqey_02 EP123-1

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Chaparrals
Area

051212_rrdd_01

Road Area

HOWR House Wren

CP70-3-E

Riparian Forests and Woodlands

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
5

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
Nest Outcome
50
50
Nest did not reach active stage

110

100

50

50

0

100

100

100

Other

90

100

80

Traffic

55

100

100
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Date Nest
Found
5/11/2012

Fledged

5/12/2012

Removed

5/12/2012

80

Presumed Fledged

5/12/2012

100

Presumed Fledged

5/12/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
6/5/2012 05/11/2012 - Biomonitor observed 3 trips to nest where Western Kingbird landed and settled into nest; also
observed pair copulating near nest. - VNovik
05/16/2012 - Pair of Western Kingbirds active at pole; nest looks half built at this time. - PKonrad
05/20/2012 - Nest was visited to evaluate possibility of buffer modification allowing access to fuse box 9 feet
above ground on pole. Nest site observed from 100 feet for 30 minutes. Both adult Western Kingbirds present and
foraging within 200 feet of nest for most of this time. Twice, an adult perched on pole within 5 feet of nest, but
nest was never visited, and adults were never observed carrying nesting material. Adults showed no sign of
agitation when biologist walked to and stood under pole, then circled around to view nest. Nest appears intact and
complete, and the pair is likely in the "pre-egg laying" stage. Responses of adults to intrusion into the buffer
should be evaluated after incubation has commenced. - MKuehn
05/21/2012 - Pair of Western Kingbirds was initially away from the nest, then flew to the site calling territorially.
Kingbirds active hunting, but there is no sign they have initiated incubation. - PKonrad
05/29/2012 - There were no Western Kingbirds near the nest site for more than 1 hour while avian biologist was
monitoring other nests in the area. Some nesting material remains on the pole. A large part of the original nest
was lying on the ground, either blown out of pole or torn out by a predator. After about 75 minutes, a kingbird
perched on wire adjacent to pole for a few minutes and left area. - PKonrad
06/05/2012 - No Western Kingbirds observed in the area surrounding the site and no sign of any nest material at
6/28/2012 05/12/2012 - A pair of Cassin's Kingbirds was observed carrying material to a nest that is more than 50%
constructed. - MDicus
05/19/2012 - No CAKI activity near the nest or in the surrounding habitat during 30 minutes of observation. The
nest appears to be complete or nearly so, but it is difficult to get a really good view of it. - VEurs
05/26/2012 - No CAKI activity during 45 minutes of observation. - VEurs
06/02/2012 - After approximately 25 minutes of observation, a CAKI (presumably the male) flew up to the tower
and perched at various locations. At 1 point, he landed within 5 feet of the nest. He also perched on ESA signs,
from which he foraged for several minutes. He eventually made his way down the hillside. It is presumed the
female was on the nest incubating, but the nest's position made that difficult to confirm. - VEurs
06/10/2012 - No CAKI activity detected during nearly 60 minutes of observation. - VEurs
06/21/2012 - After approximately 60 minutes, an adult CAKI flew into the tower and eventually made its way close
to the nest. A second CAKI flew from a position on the tower and joined the first. The second adult did not appear
to fly from the nest (the biologist was closely watching the nest), so it seems likely that there are no longer eggs to
incubate and that there are now nestlings on the nest. - VEurs
06/28/2012 - Just after the biologist arrived in the area, a CAKI was seen perched next to the nest. It flew off and
about 25 minutes later 3 kingbirds landed in the tower near the nest indicating at least 1 nestling fledged
5/12/2012 05/12/2012 - The nest appears 70% complete and the pair was seen building the nest inside the lower portion of
the northernmost traveler (a phase). No eggs or young were in the nest. Consistent wire stringing preparation
work, including traveler and insulator installation at the nest location has been ongoing throughout the week,
effectively serving as a deterrent. Additionally, deterrent flash tape was installed around the perimeter of the
tower pad prior the nest's construction. Removal of the nest was required due to upcoming wire stringing
operations on this section of the Powerlink, deemed critical to the Powerlink completion. Nest was photographed
and removed per the NBMMP. Wire stringing occurred within one hour of the nest removal at this tower,
effectively deterring new nesting attempts. The crews have been advised to cover the all three travelers once wire
stringing operations on phase a and b are completed. - RQuilley

Fledged
No

6/19/2012 05/12/2012 - Freshly constructed nest observed approximately 95% complete. Appears that only nest lining
remains to be added. Monitor on site reported seeing a Bushtit carrying fluffy material to nest vicinity. Pair
observed bringing nesting material to nest numerous times during observation period. During nest verification,
tower bridge installation occurred via skycrane. Nest was monitored during skycrane activities. A 500 helicopter
and skycrane hovered onsite for 4 minutes, the 500 at approximately 100 feet from nest, and skycrane
approximately 225 feet from nest. Significant rotor wash was observed at the nest location from skycrane for the
majority of the bridge installation. However, the nest remained undamaged, and the pair of Bushtits returned
after the skycrane left. No further skycrane activity is required at this tower site. - RQuilley
05/21/2012 - Both adult Bushtits were making trips to the nest and leaving, although no nesting material or food
was noted in their bills. They may be at the egg laying stage, although this aspect of the nesting chronology is hard
to ascertain. - PKonrad
05/29/2012 - Bushtit visited nest for minutes, left nest, and within a minute a Bushtit entered the nest but did not
leave during the following 20 minutes; they appear to be in the incubating stage. - PKonrad
06/06/2012 - Nest looks good, but no Bushtit activity observed or heard during 30 minute observation period. PKonrad
06/13/2012 - Adult Bushtits are bringing food to nestlings at about 6-minute intervals. - PKonrad
06/19/2012 - Nest looks good, but no Bushtits observed during observation period; as expected, nestlings appear
to have fledged - closed - PKonrad
6/22/2012 05/12/2012 - HOWR carrying sticks to cavity (5 trips in 8 minutes). - RRadd
05/18/2012 - HOWR male makes infrequent visits from 1220-1240. - RRadd
05/23/2012 - Male nest-guarding, enters cavity at 1450. - RRadd
05/30/2012 - HOWR singing near cavity but no entry or exit detected during 20-minute observation. - RRadd
06/05/2012 - HOWR departs cavity 1516. - RRadd
06/13/2012 - HOWR carries food to nest at 1640 and 1650. - RRadd
06/19/2012 - HOWR carries food to nest at 1705. - RRadd
06/21/2012 - At least 3 nestlings raucous at cavity opening at each food delivery indicate this nest is almost ready
to fledge. - RRadd
06/28/2012 - No HOWR detections; nest is presumed fledged. - RRadd
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Yes

No

Yes

Yes
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Sunrise Powerlink 2012 Nest Monitoring Log

Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
GRVI Gray Vireo

Nest ID
051212_sjon_01

EP72-E

ID

Type
Road Area

Habitat
Chaparrals

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
Traffic

HOFI

House Finch

051312_vers_01

CP95-1

Pad Areas-Maintenance Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Area
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance

HOFI

House Finch

051412_ahll_01

EP39-1-N

Road Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

HOFI

House Finch

051412_ahll_02

EP39-1-N-A

Road Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

HOFI

House Finch

051412_ahll_03

EP39-1

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Area
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

HOFI

House Finch

051412_ahll_04

EP36-1

HOFI

House Finch

051412_ahll_05

LASP

Lark Sparrow

WEKI

Western Kingbird

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
3

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
Nest Outcome
40
40
Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

Date Nest
Found
5/12/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
6/11/2012 05/12/2012 - Pair observed nest building. Male was singing and calling as the female was constructing inner lining
with fine material. - SJohnston
05/17/2012 - Signs for buffer moved from 100 to 40 feet. Adult on nest for at least 15 minutes. Did not check
contents. - MKuehn
05/22/2012 - Adult on nest. Nest contains 4 Gray Vireo eggs. - MKuehn
05/29/2012 - Adult on nest. Contents not checked, but hatching expected around 6/1. - MKuehn
06/05/2012 - Adult on nest. Did not check contents, but timing indicates nestlings should be present. - MKuehn
06/11/2012 - Nest is empty and mostly intact, though lining is slightly mussed. Today is the earliest date the nest
was expected to fledge, based on observations and 13 day incubation and nestling periods + 4 days of egg-laying.
No adults or fledglings detected within 100 feet of nest in 30 minutes of active searching. Gray Vireo fledglings are
reported to stay within 15-20 meters of nest for 5-10 days after fledging (BNA). Nest likely failed with nestlings. MKuehn

Fledged
No

0

100

30

30

Removed

5/13/2012

5/14/2012 05/13/2012 - A pair of HOFI's was observed making frequent trips to the space behind a utility box. The female
brought nesting material, as the male perched on the arm, singing. Nesting material could be seen dropping from
beneath the box. - VEurs
05/14/2012 - Nest was removed at around 1600. Removal occurred per NBMMP based on need to potentially
access the immediate nest site area depending on testing results. Nest was 70% complete at time of removal with
no eggs or young present. Deterrents present included previously plugged cavities and mylar tape duct taped just
outside nest site. Pair had been observed nest building throughout day. Area was plugged following removal. IMaunsell

No

Traffic

35

100

30

30

Indeterminate

5/14/2012

6/4/2012 05/14/2012 - Observed female bringing material to nest, nest contains 4 eggs. - AHill
05/21/2012 - No activity observed. Unable to view nest contents. - HWinfrey
05/29/2012 - No activity observed during 15 minute visit. - HWinfrey
06/04/2012 - No activity observed; nest is empty, unclear whether fledged or predated. Nest closed. - HWinfrey

N/A

Traffic

40

100

30

30

Presumed Fledged

5/14/2012

6/11/2012 05/14/2012 - Observed female on nest, flushed when biologist was checking other HOFI nest 2 feet away, nest
contains 3 eggs. - AHill
05/21/2012 - No activity observed. Unable to view nest contents. - HWinfrey
05/29/2012 - No activity observed at nest during 15 minutes of observation. - HWinfrey
06/04/2012 - Female on nest at 0658. - HWinfrey
06/11/2012 - No activity was observed during 30 minute visit. Nest no longer active, presumed fledged. HWinfrey

Yes

OH - tower erection

0

100

30

30

Removed

5/14/2012

5/14/2012 05/14/2012 - Observed visiting tool bag, female did not have material. Need to have crew check nest contents
ASAP to see if eggs are present. - AHill
05/14/2012 - Pair bringing in nesting material, 50% complete. No eggs or young were present. No deterrents
installed on tower. Removal of nest was required based on potential impacts to operations to make deadline for
energization. Nest was not a candidate for a buffer reduction allowing for immediate work on the tower. Nest was
removed following requirements outlined in the NBMMP. - AHill

No

Pad Areas-Maintenance Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Area
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

OH - tower erection

0

100

100

100

Removed

5/14/2012

5/14/2012 05/14/2012 - Pair bringing in nesting material, was reported as 10% complete. No eggs or young were present. No
deterrents installed on tower. Removal of nest was required based on potential impacts to operations to make
deadline for energization and necessity to use crane immediately. Nest was not a candidate for a buffer reduction
as the crane was needed immediately. Nest was removed following requirements outlined in the NBMMP. - AHill

No

SWAT CY

Construction Yards

BMP installation/maintenance

0

100

100

100

Removed

5/14/2012

5/14/2012 05/14/2012 - Observed pair flying to nest, female with nest material. Nest was 90% complete, no eggs or young
present. Streamer deterrents were installed on the crane, and the equipment was located in an active
construction yard with tower assembly and regular helicopter flights, effectively serving as deterrents. Removal of
nest was required based on potential impacts to material logistics operations supporting construction such as
tower assembly, cost impacts relative to alternative options, and potential for more nests at the piece of
equipment during the anticipated nest cycle. Nest was not a candidate for a buffer reduction allowing for use of
the crane. Nest was removed following requirements outlined in the NBMMP. - AHill

No

051412_ahll_06

EP34-1

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Chaparrals
Area

OH - tower erection

17

100

20

20

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

5/14/2012

5/31/2012 05/14/2012 - Observed pair flying to within 20 feet of nest, female carrying fine nesting material. Pair was coming
to nest when crew of 6 people were working at 80 feet. Helicopter wash did not affect nest. Nest appears to be
complete, and contains horsehair. - AHill
05/17/2012 - Nest contains 2 eggs, LASP heard singing in general vicinity. Minimal wind created by helicopters
landing at TSAP. - AHill
05/24/2012 - Nest contains 3 eggs; female calling 10 feet from nest. - HWinfrey
05/31/2012 - Nest is empty but intact. No evidence of damage from construction activities. Ground is disturbed
around nest, indicating predation. Nest closed. - HWinfrey

No

051412_ahll_07

EP32-1

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Area
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

OH - tower erection

0

100

100

100

Removed

5/14/2012

5/14/2012 05/14/2012 - Pair bringing in nesting material, was reported as 10% complete. Nest was submitted to agencies for
removal and approved. Upon removal, the nest was found to be 1% complete as only containing a few sticks. No
eggs or young were present. No deterrents installed on tower. Removal of nest was required based on potential
impacts to operations to make deadline for energization. Nest was not a candidate for a buffer reduction allowing
for use of the tower, as the tower requires work well within the projected nest cycle. Nest was removed following
requirements outlined in the NBMMP. - AHill

No

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat
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Sunrise Powerlink 2012 Nest Monitoring Log

Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
HOFI House Finch

Nest ID
051412_ahll_08

ID
EP39-1

Type
Habitat
Pad Areas-Structure Pad Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Area
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
OH - tower erection

CAGN

California Gnatcatcher

051412_dbby_01 TL 6915 - Z171694

69kV Structure

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic

CALT

California Towhee

051412_lton_01

CP101-1

Pad Areas-TSAP

Chaparrals

051412_lton_02

CP101-1

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
0

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
100
100
Removed

1200

300

300

300

Other

140

100

50

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Chaparrals
Area

Other

30

100

051412_mdus_01 CP88-1-N-A

Road Area

Riparian Forests and Woodlands

BMP installation/maintenance

50

ANHU Anna's Hummingbird

051412_mdus_02 CP88-1-N-A

Road Area

Riparian Forests and Woodlands

Traffic

ATFL

Ash-throated Flycatcher

051412_mkhn_01 EP32-1-E

Road Area

Chaparrals

ATFL

Ash-throated Flycatcher

051412_mkhn_02 GS-NF-18

Pad Areas-Work Area

LASP

Lark Sparrow

051412_mkhn_03 EP32-1

Pad Areas-Work Area

WREN Wrentit

BGGN

Blue-gray Gnatcatcher

Nest Outcome

Date Nest
Found
5/14/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
5/14/2012 05/14/2012 - Pair bringing in nesting material, 50% complete. Biomonitor removed nest as per direction from
avian link biologist. This second nest was found during removal of other nest nearby (051412 ahll 03). No eggs or
young were present. No deterrents installed on tower but this is an active work site, effectively acting as a
deterrent. Removal of nest was required based on potential impacts to operations to make deadline for
energization. Nest was not a candidate for a buffer reduction allowing for use of the tower. Nest was removed
following requirements outlined in the NBMMP. - AHill

Fledged
No

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

5/14/2012

50

Presumed Fledged

5/14/2012

30

30

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

5/14/2012

6/7/2012 05/14/2012 - Saw pair bring nesting material to shrub. Nest is 25% complete. - LThoreson
05/22/2012 - WREN on nest at 1001. - HWinfrey
05/29/2012 - Female on nest at 1310. - HWinfrey
06/07/2012 - Nest is empty but in good condition. Nest apparently failed due to predation as insufficient time has
elapsed for nest to have fledged. Nest closed. - HWinfrey

No

100

50

50

Indeterminate

5/14/2012

6/4/2012 05/14/2012 - A pair of BGGN was observed making multiple trips with thin bark shavings, lichens, and
reappropriated ANHU nest material to a nest that is approximately 80% constructed. - MDicus
05/21/2012 - BGGN adding fine material and arranging materials with its feet at 1220. - HWinfrey
05/29/2012 - No activity observed during 15 minutes of observation. Nest appears to be in good condition. HWinfrey
06/04/2012 - Nest is gone, with only a few strands of spider web remaining. Unclear whether nest failed due to
predation or abandonment. Nest closed. - HWinfrey

N/A

50

100

50

50

Nest did not reach active stage

5/14/2012

5/21/2012 05/14/2012 - A female ANHU was observed gathering spider silk and adding it to a nest that is approximately 90%
constructed. - MDicus
05/21/2012 - Nest is destroyed, with only a few strands of spider webs remaining. - HWinfrey

No

OH - tower erection

300

100

100

100

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

5/14/2012

6/25/2012 05/14/2012 - Adult visited post once with nesting dead grasses and deposited it inside. Nest is 40% complete,
consisting of a bulky base of dried grasses and no defined cup shape yet. - MKuehn
05/21/2012 - No activity observed at nest, which appears complete with no eggs. - HWinfrey
05/29/2012 - ATFL enters nest cavity at 0842. - HWinfrey
06/04/2012 - Female on nest at 0742. - HWinfrey
06/11/2012 - 4 eggs in nest. Adult perched 50 feet from nest. - HWinfrey
06/18/2012 - Adult ATFL entering nest cavity with food at 0743. - HWinfrey
06/25/2012 - Nest is empty, but too early for nestlings to have fledged. Nest closed, failure most likely due to
predation. - HWinfrey

No

Chaparrals

OH - wire stringing

300

100

100

100

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

5/14/2012

6/18/2012 05/14/2012 - Adult visited nest twice with nesting material. Nest is 80% complete and partially lined with soft
whitish material, although cup appears poorly defined. - MKuehn
05/21/2012 - No activity observed at nest, which appears complete with no eggs. - HWinfrey
05/29/2012 - No ATFL activity observed; nest now contains 4 eggs. - HWinfrey
06/04/2012 - 3 eggs and 1 nestling in nest. - HWinfrey
06/11/2012 - 4 eggs in nest. - HWinfrey
06/18/2012 - Nest still contains 4 eggs well past expected hatch date, with no ATFL activity near nest. Nest closed,
apparently abandoned. - HWinfrey

No

Chaparrals

OH - tower erection

210

100

100

100

Presumed Fledged

5/14/2012

5/26/2012 05/14/2012 - Adult flew from nest when biologist approached within 5 feet while conducting a systematic search
of vegetation for a nesting survey. Nest contains 3 eggs. Adult returned to nest and commenced incubating with 3
biologists standing 60 feet away. - MKuehn
05/21/2012 - Adult brings food at 0937, 0945, and 0949. 3 nestlings appear 2-3 days old. - HWinfrey
05/26/2012 - Nest is empty, with no sign of predation. Presumed fledged. - HWinfrey

Yes

161 of 214

6/8/2012 05/14/2012 - A previously known Coastal California Gnatcatcher pair was observed building a new nest
approximately 1,000 feet southeast of pole Z171694 on the TL6915 alignment, approximately 400 feet southeast
of where the pair had a failed nesting attempt on March 29, 2012. The pair was observed continuously bringing
lining material to the nest, which appears to be approximately 95 percent complete. The nest is located
approximately 1.5 to 2 feet above ground in the center of a white sage (Salvia apiana) on a
south facing slope of coastal sage scrub dominated by white sage, black sage (Salvia mellifera), California
buckwheat (Eriogonum fasciculatum), broom baccharis (Baccharis sarothroides), and chaparral yucca
(Hesperoyucca whipplei). The designated 300-foot nest buffer is well outside any project features; therefore, no
Nest Buffer Justification (NBJ) is required of this nest. - DBusby
05/21/2012 - Adult male incubating. - DBusby
05/31/2012 - Female on nest. Male brought food to her. Eggs should be hatching any day. - DBusby
06/08/2012 - Adult pair was observed feeding a Brown-headed Cowbird nestling in Nest #051412_dbby_01,
approximately 1,000 feet southeast of pole Z171694 on the TL6915 alignment. The Brown-headed Cowbird was
lying on top of one unviable Coastal California Gnatcatcher egg. The Brown-headed Cowbird nestling was removed
from the nest and eradicated. - DBusby
06/12/2012 - Two or three dispersing juveniles being chased out of territory by adult male. Individuals likely
dispersing from an adjacent territory to the east One of the individuals flew off to the west where it foraged
5/22/2012 05/14/2012 - One nestling present. Brooding adult left nest and scolded when nest-shrub was approached but did
not leave nest-shrub. - LThoreson
05/22/2012 - Unable to locate nest, however a fledgling CALT was observed near the nest location. Nest presumed
fledged. - HWinfrey
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Sunrise Powerlink 2012 Nest Monitoring Log

Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
HOFI House Finch

Nest ID
ID
051412_rqey_01 EP112A-1

Type
Pad Areas-Structure Pad Chaparrals
Area

Habitat

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
OH - wire stringing

HOFI

House Finch

051412_rqey_02 EP112A-1

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Chaparrals
Area

OH - wire stringing

BCSP

Black-chinned Sparrow

051412_rrdd_01

Gorka Gate

Road Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats None

CALT

California Towhee

051412_rrdd_02

CP56-1-PS-E-B

Road Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance

HOWR House Wren

051412_rrdd_03

GS-NF-10

Road Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance

MODO Mourning Dove

051412_vers_01

CP12-1-E

Road Area

Chaparrals

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
0

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
100
100
Removed

Nest Outcome

Date Nest
Found
5/14/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
5/14/2012 05/14/2012 - The nest appears 5% complete and the pair was seen bringing material to the lower portion of the
central traveler (b phase). No eggs or young were in the nest. Consistent wire stringing work at the nest location
has been ongoing throughout the past week, except for Sunday 5/13/2012, serving as a deterrent. Additionally,
deterrent flash tape was installed around the perimeter of the tower pad prior to the nest's construction. Removal
of the nest was required due to ongoing wire stringing operations on this section of the Powerlink, deemed critical
to the Powerlink's completion. Nest was photographed and removed per the NBMMP. Wire stringing continued
within 30 minutes of the nest removal at this tower, effectively deterring new nesting attempts. The crews have
been advised to cover all three travelers once wire stringing operations have ceased for the day. - RQuilley

Fledged
No

0

100

100

100

Removed

5/14/2012

5/14/2012 05/14/2012 - The nest appears almost 100% complete and the pair was seen bringing material to the lower
portion of the northernmost traveler (a phase), which is the same location as nest 051212_rqey_01 found on
05/12/2012. No eggs or young were in the nest. Consistent wire stringing work at the nest location has been
ongoing throughout the past week, except for Sunday 5/13/2012, serving as a deterrent. Additionally, deterrent
flash tape was installed around the perimeter of the tower pad prior to the nest's construction. Removal of the
nest was required due to ongoing wire stringing operations on this section of the Powerlink, deemed critical to the
Powerlink's completion. Nest was photographed and removed per the NBMMP. Wire stringing continued within
30 minutes of the nest removal at this tower, effectively deterring new nesting attempts. It has been highly
recommended to the crew and foreman to cover or fill in the all three travelers once wire stringing operations
have ceased for the day. - RQuilley

No

0

100

100

100

Fledged

5/14/2012

6/4/2012 05/14/2012 - Female BCSP lying on 4 eggs. - RRadd
05/21/2012 - Incubation continues at 1115. - RRadd
05/29/2012 - Adult carries fecal sac 150 feet before dropping. Male in nest shading young; orange gapes visible. RRadd
06/04/2012 - Male BCSP observed bringing food to young 30 feet away from nest at 0944 and 0958. Nest is empty.
Fledged. - RRadd

Yes

35

100

75

75

Presumed Fledged

5/14/2012

6/9/2012 05/14/2012 - Nest contains 1 egg. - RRadd
05/21/2012 - CALT lying in nest at 1002. - RRadd
05/29/2012 - CALT prone in nest at 1238. - RRadd
06/04/2012 - Nest contains 2 feathered nestlings approximately 4-5 days old at 0858. - RRadd
06/11/2012 - Nest is neat and intact, indicative of recent departure. - RRadd

Yes

3

100

50

50

Fledged

5/14/2012

5/21/2012 05/14/2012 - HOWR male bringing food to nest at 10 minute intervals 1630-1650. - RRadd
05/21/2012 - HOWR feeding fledglings away from nest, but no cavity visits. - RRadd

Yes

Traffic

40

100

30

30

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

5/14/2012

5/29/2012 05/14/2012 - Adult MODO incubating 2 eggs on the nest. - VEurs
05/21/2012 - Adult MODO was on the nest as biologist drove out and back on the access road. The dove did not
leave the nest when the biologist walked on the access road to adjust ESA signage. - VEurs
05/29/2012 - There are no eggs or young on the nest. It appears this nest with eggs or young failed due to natural
causes (predation) and is now closed. - VEurs

No

ATFL

Ash-throated Flycatcher

051512_bald_01 Sycamore Substation SSDE1

Substation

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other

0

100

100

100

Removed

5/15/2012

5/15/2012 05/15/2012 - Ash-throated Flycatcher pair was observed bringing nesting material to mast of parked lift by
biomonitor Clayton Tschudy yesterday, 14 May from about 0900 to 1100. Pair continues to bring material to mast
today. Nest material can be seen in mast, and no eggs or young are present. Nest material was removed following
agency concurrence, in order to remove the lift back to the rental facility. This nest was not a candidate for a NBJ
because continuing SRPL activity requires use of the substation lifts, and the location of this nest in the mast of a
parked lift precluded its continued viability. - BArnold

No

HOFI

House Finch

051512_bald_02 Sycamore Substation SSDE1

Substation

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other

0

100

100

100

Removed

5/15/2012

5/15/2012 05/15/2012 - Pair of adult HOFI observed around JLG lift 860SJ yesterday by bio-monitor Clayton Tschudy, and
nest found this morning by Brian Arnold. Adult female continues to bring nest material, accompanied by singing
male. Nest, about 90% complete with no eggs or young present, was removed following the NBMMP in order to
allow usage of the lift for Sunrise work. This lift is the same from which another HOFI and ATFL nests were
removed. New SRPL substation work requires use of the substation lifts. The placement of this nest does not allow
for the required use of this essential equipment. - BArnold

No

HOFI

House Finch

051512_bald_03 Sycamore Substation SSDE1

Substation

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Substation - new construction

60

100

30

30

Presumed Fledged

5/15/2012

5/28/2012 05/15/2012 - Nest appears to have about 5 nestlings. - BArnold
05/25/2012 - Two attending HOFI adults observed, and probably very large nestlings heard inside cabinet. These
should fledge soon. - BArnold
06/01/2012 - Nest empty, well used with lots of scat indicative of a successfully fledged nest. This nest likely
fledged given the chronology of the nestling observations on 15 and 25 May. New HOFI nest with 2 eggs on other
side of same cabinet, less than 3 feet distant, in the only other suitable nesting place in the cabinet. - BArnold

Yes
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
SAPH Say's Phoebe

HOWR House Wren

Nest ID
ID
051512_bald_04 Sycamore Substation SSDE1

Type
Substation

051512_elss_01

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Riparian Forests and Woodlands
Area

OH - tower erection

EP35-1

Habitat
Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
Substation - new construction

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
185

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
Nest Outcome
50
50
Presumed Fledged

Date Nest
Found
5/15/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
7/6/2012 05/15/2012 - Adult SAPH observed bringing nest lining material to old nest. - BArnold
05/25/2012 - Adult SAPH on nest. - BArnold
06/01/2012 - Female flushed from nest at 15 feet on-the-ground feet, returned momentarily. - BArnold
06/07/2012 - Adult SAPH on nest, didn't flush as drove by slowly in truck within 25 feet. - BArnold
06/16/2012 - Both adults observed coming to nest, one with food item. - BArnold
06/22/2012 - Nestlings observed in nest; adult with food item came to nest. - BArnold
07/06/2012 - No activity at nest. This nest has presumably fledged. - BArnold

Fledged
Yes

118

100

50

50

Presumed Fledged

5/15/2012

6/13/2012 05/15/2012 - HOWR was observed entering a the nest cavity and staying in the cavity for up to 30 minutes at a
time. - ELoveless
05/21/2012 - HOWR leaves nest cavity at 0837. - HWinfrey
05/28/2012 - HOWR observed entering nest and remaining inside at 1140. - HWinfrey
06/02/2012 - HOWR carrying food to nest at 1015. - HWinfrey
06/09/2012 - Adult carrying food into nest at 0703. - HWinfrey
06/11/2012 - No activity observed during 45 minutes of observation. - HWinfrey
06/13/2012 - No activity observed. Nest closed, presumed fledged. - HWinfrey

Yes

HOFI

House Finch

051512_esds_01 CP106-1-N

Road Area

Chaparrals

Traffic

25

100

30

30

Presumed Fledged

5/15/2012

5/29/2012 05/15/2012 - This nest was located while actively searching the oak for nesting raptors. The female flushed from
the cavity. Both male and female visited the immediate area after the initial observation. The male entered the
cavity without food or nesting material. An attempt was made to see inside the nest, but could not get a good
angle to see. The female was again seen leaving the cavity during additional survey time. - EStrods
05/22/2012 - Both male and female at nest cavity at 1142. - HWinfrey
05/29/2012 - Nest is empty with no sign of predation, presumed fledged. - HWinfrey

Yes

PHAI

Phainopepla

051512_esds_02 CP106-1-E

Road Area

Chaparrals

Traffic

10

100

50

50

Indeterminate

5/15/2012

5/29/2012 05/15/2012 - A male Phainopepla was observed laying inside and tending to this nest. It appears to be 50 to 60%
complete. No eggs or nestlings were observed inside the nest. - EStrods
05/22/2012 - Nest appears complete from below, but viewing with mirror reveals that cup has not been formed.
Male Phainopepla observed feeding female perched 30 feet above nest. - HWinfrey
05/29/2012 - Nest is gone, impossible to determine whether nest failure due to recent wet weather or predation.
Nest closed. - HWinfrey

N/A

RCSP

Rufous-crowned Sparrow

051512_fhan_01 EP53-2

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Chaparrals
Area

BMP installation/maintenance

100

100

100

100

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

5/15/2012

5/24/2012 05/15/2012 - Female Rufous-crowned Sparrow incubating 3 white eggs in nest. Female chose an amazing spot to
build nest which is very difficult to see. She flew from the nest during active nest searches at 3 feet. - FHoffman
05/22/2012 - No Rufous-crowned Sparrows observed or heard in the area; unable to find cryptic hidden nest. PKonrad
05/24/2012 - F. Hoffman reported no eggs in nest. Presumed predation. - SJohnston

No

ATFL

Ash-throated Flycatcher

051512_jdus_01

Rough Acres-E

Road Area

Grasslands and Meadows

Traffic

20

100

100

100

Nest did not reach active stage

5/15/2012

6/7/2012 05/15/2012 - An adult Ash-throated Flycatcher entered metal post without nest material or food item and
remained inside for 15 minutes. - JDicus
05/24/2012 - No Ash-throated Flycatchers were observed during several observation periods on 5/16, 5/23 and
5/24. Active status of this site is questionable. - PKonrad
05/31/2012 - No sign of Ash-throated Flycatcher in area; no sign of use of metal pole as nest site or perch site. PKonrad
06/07/2012 - No Ash-throated Flycatchers noted in the area. After observing nest site for 1 hour without observing
a bird avian monitor J. Dicus checked the pipe on 6/5/2012 and found, although there were some grasses and yarn
present inside, the material was not formed into a nest - closed. - PKonrad

No

BGGN

Blue-gray Gnatcatcher

051512_lton_01

CP106-1-N

Road Area

Chaparrals

Other

24

100

50

50

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

5/15/2012

5/29/2012 05/15/2012 - Saw pair repeatedly bring material to nest. The nest is 10% complete. - LThoreson
05/22/2012 - Female on nest at 1204. - HWinfrey
05/29/2012 - Nest in fragments, with bits of material strewn about in vegetation. Nest closed, failed due to
predation. - HWinfrey

No

CALT

California Towhee

051512_lton_02

CP106-1-N

Road Area

Chaparrals

Other

37

100

50

50

Presumed Fledged

5/15/2012

5/17/2012 05/15/2012 - Saw nest exchange and adult bring insect to nest. Two nestlings in nest. - LThoreson
05/17/2012 - Nest is empty but undisturbed with no sign of predation. Presumed fledged. - HWinfrey

Yes

CATH

California Thrasher

051512_lton_03

CP106-1-N

Road Area

Chaparrals

Traffic

40

100

100

100

Presumed Fledged

5/15/2012

5/22/2012 05/15/2012 - During active search, nest was discovered with 3 eggs. California Thrasher left nest and called from
nearby shrub. - LThoreson
05/22/2012 - Nest is intact and empty, presumed fledged. - HWinfrey

Yes

SPTO

Spotted Towhee

051512_lton_04

CP106-1-N

Road Area

Chaparrals

Other

36

100

100

100

Presumed Fledged

5/15/2012

6/4/2012 05/15/2012 - California quail acting suspicious. Ground searched in vicinity and nest with 3 eggs located. LThoreson
05/22/2012 - Only nest detected in area described was identified as a Spotted Towhee nest, with 3 eggs. SPTO
calling 10 feet away. - HWinfrey
05/29/2012 - 3 nestlings visible in nest, appear to be 2 days old. Female heard calling 6 feet away. - HWinfrey
06/04/2012 - Nest is empty, no sign of predation. Nest closed, presumed fledged. - HWinfrey

Yes
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
BUSH Bushtit

Nest ID
051512_mdus_01 CP42-1-E

ID

Type
Road Area

Chaparrals

Habitat

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
Traffic

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
20

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
Nest Outcome
50
50
Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

Date Nest
Found
5/15/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
5/23/2012 05/15/2012 - One adult was observed making several trips with nest material while the other adult entered the
nest and remained there for the duration of the 20-minute observation period. The nest appears complete. It is
suspected one adult is adding lining material while the other adult incubates. - MDicus
05/23/2012 - Bushtits were observed in the vegetation within 25 feet of the nest, but after 30 minutes of no
Bushtit activity at the nest, the biologist examined the shrub directly. The nest is gone from the nest shrub and
only a few pieces of anchoring material remain on the branch. This nest with eggs or young failed due to natural
causes (most likely predation) and is now closed. - VEurs

Fledged
No

CALT

California Towhee

051512_mdus_02 Sycamore CY

Construction Yards

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic

10

100

50

50

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

5/15/2012

5/29/2012 05/15/2012 - Yard monitor Chris Frey discovered a California Towhee nest with 2 eggs. - MDicus
05/22/2012 - The incubating towhee left the nest when the nest monitor approached the nest for the first time. It
flew about 25 feet away and was joined by its mate. The monitor quickly checked the nest contents and then left
the buffer. There are still 2 eggs in the nest. The towhee returned to incubate within 5 minutes. - VEurs
05/29/2012 - The nest is empty and the interior is slightly mussed. It seems unlikely that the eggs hatched and the
young fledged since 22 May. This nest with eggs or young failed due to natural causes and is now closed. - VEurs

No

COHU

Costa's Hummingbird

051512_rrdd_01

CP57-E

Road Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic

10

100

75

75

Presumed Fledged

5/15/2012

6/8/2012 05/15/2012 - COHU female putting finishing touches on nest 0912. - RRadd
05/22/2012 - COHU female brooding 1 egg and 1 day-old nestling. - RRadd
05/30/2012 - Female COHU brooding nest at 0701. - RRadd
06/05/2012 - Nest contains 1 feathered nestling 0614. - RRadd
06/11/2012 - Nest is empty with many small feces on rim. Presumed fledged. - RRadd

Yes

LEGO

Lesser Goldfinch

051512_rrdd_02

CP57-E

Road Area

Chaparrals

Traffic

80

100

75

75

Indeterminate

5/15/2012

6/10/2012 05/15/2012 - LEGO pair removing BUSH nest and building new nest in Malosma in drainage. Nest appears 60%
complete. - RRadd
05/22/2012 - LEGO brooding nest at 0746. - RRadd
05/30/2012 - Female LEGO lying on nest 0647 does not depart during 15-minute observation. - RRadd
06/05/2012 - Male nest guarding, female flushes from nest in response to GRRO nearby. Both LEGO remain away
from nest for duration of observation. - RRadd
06/11/2012 - Nest has been destroyed by unknown agents, but chronology indicates nest had time to fledge. RRadd

N/A

PHAI

Phainopepla

051512_rrdd_03

Hartung CY-E

Road Area

Riparian Forests and Woodlands

Traffic

75

100

74

74

Presumed Fledged

5/15/2012

6/20/2012 05/15/2012 - Male PHAI carries nest material and sits in nest shaping the bowl 1558. - RRadd
05/23/2012 - Male PHAI lying in nest at 1522. - RRadd
06/01/2012 - Male PHAI comes to nest at 1435 and appears to inspect nest contents before settling onto nest,
suggesting hatched young. - RRadd
06/13/2012 - Female PHAI observed collecting winged insects and carrying them to the nest at 2 to 5-minute
intervals.. - MDicus
06/20/2012 - No activity at the nest for over 60 minutes of monitoring. An adult male Phainopepla perched at the
top of the nest tree and vocalized for 5 minutes, then left. An adult female was observed in an oak tree near the
driveway but did not approach the nest. Based on brood chronology and nesting observations, it is presumed this
nest fledged. - MDicus

Yes

CALT

California Towhee

051512_sjon_01

EP50

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Chaparrals
Area

OH - tower erection

25

100

50

50

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

5/15/2012

5/22/2012 05/15/2012 - California Towhee was observed incubating during tower leg assembly. - SJohnston
05/22/2012 - Nest empty with no young in the area. Assumed predation, as young were not expected to fledge
until the 28th or later. - SJohnston

No

BUOR

Bullock's Oriole

051512_vnik_01

EP77-E

Road Area

Traffic

5

100

100

100

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

5/15/2012

6/11/2012 05/15/2012 - Observed female oriole in nest. Nest is approximately 80% complete. - VNovik
05/22/2012 - Passively observed nest for 20 minutes. Male and female BUOR both present and calling/singing
from nest tree most of the time. Female perched <1 foot from nest twice without nesting material, but flew away
both times. Presumed egg laying. - MKuehn
05/30/2012 - Male fed incubating female on nest 3 times. - MKuehn
06/06/2012 - No activity at nest in 30 minutes of passive observation and no BUOR detected. - MKuehn
06/11/2012 - No activity at nest for 20 minutes and no BUOR detected in area. An empty broken BUOR eggshell
was found on ground almost directly below nest. Nest is intact. Likely depredated prior to previous visit on 6/6
when no activity was observed at nest. - MKuehn

No

WEKI

Western Kingbird

051612_ahll_01

EP32-1

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Area
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance

0

100

100

100

Removed

5/16/2012

5/16/2012 05/16/2012 - Female bringing in nesting material, was 40% complete. Nest was submitted to agencies for removal
and approved. No eggs or young were present. No deterrents installed on tower leg D. Removal of nest was
required based on potential impacts to operations to make deadline for energization. Nest was not a candidate for
a buffer reduction allowing for use of the tower, as the tower requires work well within the projected nest cycle.
Nest was removed following requirements outlined in the NBMMP. - AHill

No

Riparian Forests and Woodlands
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
CALT California Towhee

Nest ID
051612_ahll_02

ID
SWAT CY

Type
Construction Yards

Habitat
Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
Other

OATI

Oak Titmouse

051612_bald_01 Suncrest-N

Road Area

Chaparrals

CAGN

California Gnatcatcher

051612_bloh_01 CP12-1-E

Road Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Other

HOFI

House Finch

051612_ghan_01 EP30-2 PS

Pad Areas-Stringing Area Chaparrals

BMP installation/maintenance

ATFL

Ash-throated Flycatcher

051612_ghan_02 Wilson CY

Construction Yards

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

HOFI

House Finch

051612_imll_01

CP87-1

LBVI

Least Bell's Vireo

051612_lgan_01

Helix CY AR

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
Nest Outcome
50
50
Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

22

100

50

50

1500

300

300

0

100

Traffic

20

Pad Areas-Maintenance Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Area
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other

Road Area

Traffic

Riparian Scrubs

BMP installation/maintenance

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
15

Date Nest
Found
5/16/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
5/21/2012 05/16/2012 - Nest is near complete, no eggs or young present. Female CALT was observed bringing lining material
to nest. - AHill
05/17/2012 - Nest contains one egg, female seen going to nest and sitting. - AHill
05/19/2012 - Nest contains only 1 egg still, female seen entering nesting bush today. On 4-18-12, biomonitors
reported seeing a greater roadrunner enter the nest bush on 3 separate occasions. - AHill
05/21/2012 - A. Hill reports that the nest has been predated. Broken eggshells were found in the nest. - KAlberts

Fledged
No

Fledged

5/16/2012

6/7/2012 05/16/2012 - Adult OATI observed bringing food items to cavity. - BArnold
05/18/2012 - No OATI activity observed at nest from 1055 to 1125; NOFL observed briefly entering nest at 1104
and flying off with a grub in its bill. - HWinfrey
05/21/2012 - OATI observed entering nest cavity twice, at least once with food item. - BArnold
05/29/2012 - No activity at cavity entrance during 20 minutes of observation. Nest may be fledged. - HWinfrey
05/30/2012 - This nest remains active. Adults seen visiting nest several times during 45-minute observation period.
Brought food items, removed fecal sack. - BArnold
06/02/2012 - No feeding activity observed, however OATI observed chasing WBNU away from cavity entrance,
indicating nest is still occupied. - HWinfrey
06/05/2012 - Feeding of nestlings continues, with a pair of OATI observed foraging and making brief visits to nest
cavity with food. - HWinfrey
06/07/2012 - 2 adult OATIs feeding 2 fledglings on barbed wire fence across road from nest. - HWinfrey

Yes

300

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

5/16/2012

5/30/2012 05/16/2012 - Female on nest flushed upon approach, male got on nest and commenced incubating. - BLohstroh
05/23/2012 - Female incubating on nest. Male downslope, calling occasionally. - BLohstroh
05/30/2012 - B. Lohstroh reports nest pulled apart and listing over to side, apparently depredated. Pair building
nest 200 feet away to south. No construction occurring near this nest. - KAlberts

No

100

100

Removed

5/16/2012

5/16/2012 05/16/2012 - Biomonitor Greg Leighty observed a pair of House Finches making trips with nesting material to
inside of wire spool truck staged in site. Observed nest inside engine compartment. The nest was removed in
accordance with Attachment C of the NBMMP. Nest deterrents are present in form of mylar tape, and the vehicle
is scheduled for use in the upcoming wire pull. The nest was not a candidate for a buffer reduction allowing for
use of the spool, therefore removal was required. Nest was approximately 80% complete. No eggs or young
present. - GHuffman

No

100

50

50

Presumed Fledged

5/16/2012

6/30/2012 05/16/2012 - Pair was observed making multiple trips to pipe cavity carrying material. Showed extreme tolerance
to construction activities. Discovered while water truck was filling tank within 20 feet. - GHuffman
05/23/2012 - No activity observed at cavity entrance from 1236 to 1251. - HWinfrey
05/30/2012 - ATFL observed entering cavity at 1139 and remaining inside for duration of 15 minute observation
period. - HWinfrey
06/05/2012 - No activity observed at nest cavity entrance and no ATFL detected during 45 minute visit. Male HOFI
singing from perch just above nest did not provoke any territorial behavior. - HWinfrey
06/12/2012 - No activity observed during 45-minute visit. Incubation may still be in progress. - HWinfrey
06/20/2012 - No activity observed. No ATFL detected in area in past 3 weeks. Nesting attempt may be abandoned.
- HWinfrey
06/21/2012 - Yard Monitor A. Engstrom reports adult ATFL carrying food into nest cavity at 0854. - HWinfrey
06/23/2012 - Adult leaves cavity at 0644 and returns with food at 0646. - HWinfrey
06/25/2012 - Pair arrives with food at 0700. - HWinfrey
06/27/2012 - Adult delivers food to nest at 1343. - HWinfrey
06/30/2012 - No activity observed during 1 hour visit. Nest closed, presumed fledged. - HWinfrey

Yes

80

100

30

30

Nest did not reach active stage

5/16/2012

5/17/2012 05/16/2012 - Pair was observed making multiple trips to nest site with large material from 0800-1000. Deterrents
present include multiple plugged cavities, mylar tape, and netting. No eggs or young present. - IMaunsell
05/17/2012 - Nest was verified and assessed for removal by B. Arnold on 5/17. No nest was observed, the nest
was closed, and the site plugged. Possible that material was blown away. - IMaunsell

No

460

300

300

300

Fledged

5/16/2012

6/15/2012 05/16/2012 - Bonnie Peterson found this nest and observed the Least Bell's Vireo pair incubating 3 Least Bell's
Vireo eggs and 1 Brown-headed Cowbird egg. The Brown-headed Cowbird egg was removed, and the pair
resumed incubation. - LGorman
06/07/2012 - On June 4, the nest was checked and it contained two nestlings about 3 days old. The male and
female were both observed near the nest area. The male was singing occasionally near the nest and around his
territory. - BPeterson
06/15/2012 - On June 12, nest was empty. Male was located in the area, but no fledglings were observed. Nest
was intact, and dander from the wing shafts was evident in the bottom of the nest. On June 14, one fledgling was
heard. - BPeterson

Yes
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
ANHU Anna's Hummingbird

HOFI

House Finch

MODO Mourning Dove

ID

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
Traffic

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
60

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
Nest Outcome
50
50
Nest did not reach active stage

Date Nest
Found
5/16/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
5/26/2012 05/16/2012 - A female was observed defending the nest area and perched nearby, but in 45 minutes of
observation was not seen visiting the nest. - LTymkiw
05/26/2012 - Lining is blowing from nest and no hummingbird detected. - RRadd

Nest ID
051612_ltiw_01

Helix CY

Type
Construction Yards

Habitat
Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Fledged
No

051612_ltiw_02

Helix CY

Construction Yards

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic

110

100

30

30

Nest did not reach active stage

5/16/2012

5/17/2012 05/16/2012 - A female House Finch was observed flying in and out of the nest. She was not carrying nesting
material but appeared to have a large belly, possibly ready to lay eggs. - LTymkiw
05/26/2012 - Nest remains neat, intact and empty. - RRadd
06/03/2012 - Nest is empty. - RRadd
06/09/2012 - Nest remains empty. - RRadd

No

051612_ltiw_03

Helix CY

Construction Yards

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other

40

100

50

50

Indeterminate

5/16/2012

5/26/2012 05/16/2012 - Female was observed on the nest. There are at least 2 nestlings present. - LTymkiw
05/26/2012 - Nest is empty, no MODOs detected. Potentially fledged. - RRadd

N/A

HOFI

House Finch

051612_ltiw_04

Helix CY

Construction Yards

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

None

0

100

30

30

Nest did not reach active stage

5/16/2012

6/14/2012 05/16/2012 - Nest appears nearly complete and is comprised of very fresh vegetation. No birds were seen visiting
the nest in 30 minutes of observation. - LTymkiw
05/26/2012 - HOFI pair active on site with material, but no accumulation noted. - RRadd
06/03/2012 - HOFI pair present and female carrying nest material, but nest not found. - RRadd
06/09/2012 - 2 HOFI pairs present and at least one female carrying nest material, but no accumulation visible. RRadd
06/14/2012 - No material accumulation despite weeks of attempting to construct a nest. - RRadd

No

HOFI

House Finch

051612_ltiw_05

Helix CY

Construction Yards

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other

30

100

30

30

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

5/16/2012

6/2/2012 05/16/2012 - Female was observed near nest. Nest contains 4 eggs. - LTymkiw
05/26/2012 - Fence fabric has blown over, nest is exposed with at least 3 partially downy young. - RRadd
06/03/2012 - Nest is empty and insufficient time elapsed to fledge. Presumed predated. - RRadd

No

BUSH

Bushtit

051612_ltiw_06

Helix CY AR

Road Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic

8

100

50

50

Presumed Fledged

5/16/2012

6/8/2012 05/16/2012 - An adult was observed entering the nest twice, not carrying anything. - LTymkiw
05/17/2012 - Female carries small item and centers nest 1510. - RRadd
05/26/2012 - BUSH departs nest at 1012 and does not return for duration of 30-minute observation. - RRadd
06/03/2012 - BUSH brings food item to nest at 0939. - RRadd
06/09/2012 - No BUSH detected from 1330-1400. Nest remains intact and in good condition, and had sufficient
time to fledge. - RRadd

Yes

CAGN

California Gnatcatcher

051612_mdus_01 San Luis Rey Substation

Substation

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Substation - maintenance

550

300

300

300

Fledged

5/16/2012

Yes

CAGN

California Gnatcatcher

051612_mdus_02 San Luis Rey Substation

Substation

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Substation - new construction

850

300

300

300

Fledged

5/16/2012

051612_rrdd_01

Road Area

Riparian Forests and Woodlands

55

100

50

50

Presumed Fledged

5/16/2012

6/27/2012 05/16/2012 - The pair was observed foraging together and carrying material to a nest that is approximately 80%
constructed. - MDicus
05/23/2012 - 2 nest exchanges were observed during 1 hour of observation, the first at 0934 and the second at
0959. The nest contents were not checked during this survey. - MDicus
05/30/2012 - The pair was initially observed 100 feet north of the nest foraging together. At 0818, the male flew
to the nest and incubated until the female exchanged places with him at 0824. They nest-exchanged again at 0835
and 0858. The nest contents were not checked during this survey. - MDicus
06/06/2012 - The adult female was observed incubating between 08:24 and 08:40 while the male foraged nearby
and nest-guarded. The pair nest-exchanged at 08:40, and the male remained there throughout the remaining 30minute observation period. - MDicus
06/13/2012 - The adults were observed alternating between lying in the nest for approximately 2-5 minutes and
feeding nestlings, whose yellow gapes were visible from a distance. The male was observed removing a fecal sac. MDicus
06/20/2012 - The pair was observed making frequent trips to the nest with food. At least 1 feathered nestling was
observed moving around in the nest. The nestling(s) appear to be close to fledging. - MDicus
06/27/2012 - The adult pair was observed carrying food to 2 recent fledglings approximately 60 feet northwest of
the nest shrub The fledglings were mostly stationary begging softly and making awkward attempts to pull moths
6/13/2012 05/16/2012 - The female was observed on the nest for the first 10 minutes of observation, while the male foraged
closely nearby and chased a passing Bewick's Wren and California Towhee from the nest vicinity. At 10:14 the
female called to the male, and he exchanged places with her. The male remained on the nest until 10:24, at which
point he left to forage with the female. The nest was checked while the pair was away. The nest is complete, with
1 egg. - MDicus
05/23/2012 - The pair was first observed foraging together for approximately 10 minutes. The male settled into
the nest at 0807, remaining until the female exchanged with him at 0817. The pair exchanged incubation duties
again at 0856. The nest contents were not checked during this survey. - MDicus
05/30/2012 - Nest exchanges occurred at 0734 and 0802. While the female incubated, the male was observed
nest guarding against a flock of foraging Bushtits. The nest contents were not checked during this survey. MDicus
06/06/2012 - The adult female was observed lying in the nest between 07:25 and 07:34, at which point she left
the nest to forage nearby. The female was observed making frequent, brief trips to the nest, every 30 seconds to 2
minutes, carrying what appeared to be food items. She settled back into the nest briefly at 07:59, stood on the rim
and reached into the nest for 45 seconds, settled into it again, then left at 08:02. She was observed making 4 more
trips to the nest between 08:04 and 08:10. - MDicus
06/13/2012 - The adult female CAGN was observed making frequent trips with food items to the base of the nest
5/30/2012 05/16/2012 - HOWR carrying fecal sac away from nest 0700, food to nest 0712. - RRadd
05/23/2012 - HOWR exits cavity at 1606. - RRadd
06/01/2012 - No HOWR detected visiting during 30 minute observation. Presumed fledged. - RRadd

HOWR House Wren

Hartung CY-E

Traffic
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
HOFI House Finch

Nest ID
051612_rrdd_02

CP64-2

ID

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
Type
Habitat
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
Pad Areas-Structure Pad Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats None
Area

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
0

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
Nest Outcome
30
30
Presumed Fledged

Date Nest
Found
5/16/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
6/22/2012 05/16/2012 - New nest appears complete and ready for first egg at 1100. - RRadd
05/22/2012 - HOFI incubating 4 eggs. - RRadd
05/31/2012 - HOFI incubating 5 eggs. - RRadd
06/06/2012 - HOFI brooding feathered nestlings. - RRadd
06/13/2012 - HOFI brooding nestlings at 0836. - RRadd
06/19/2012 - 4 well-developed and alert nestlings in nest, appear to be at least 10 days old. - HWinfrey
06/27/2012 - Nest is empty, presumed fledged. - RRadd

Fledged
Yes

LASP

Lark Sparrow

051612_rrdd_03

CP65-1

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Other
Area

100

100

100

100

Presumed Fledged

5/16/2012

5/20/2012 05/16/2012 - LASP carrying caterpillars to small downy young at 1330. - RRadd
05/22/2012 - Nest is clean intact and empty. Presumed fledged. - RRadd

Yes

WEKI

Western Kingbird

051612_rrdd_04

CP65-1

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Other
Area

70

100

100

100

Nest did not reach active stage

5/16/2012

5/20/2012 05/16/2012 - WEKI pair bringing material to corner of tower and chasing away HOFI from adjacent nest at 1404. RRadd
05/22/2012 - Nest no longer present and apparently purloined by HOFI for new nest above this location. - RRadd

No

WEKI

Western Kingbird

051612_sjon_01

EP54-E

Road Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic

101

100

100

100

Nest did not reach active stage

5/16/2012

5/16/2012 05/14/2012 - Nest appears to be approximately 30% complete, but placement is precarious, as the brace the nest
sits on offers little support. Nest located on pole which is proposed to be worked on to cut and splice jumpers
during wire-stringing. A formal removal has been requested for this nest. - SJohnston
05/16/2012 - Minimal nesting material observable, and nest is believed to have blown out from afternoon winds.
No kingbirds observed rebuilding nest; however pair building on V-brace of adjacent 12kV pole. No removal of
nest was performed, as nest attempt naturally failed. - SJohnston

No

WEKI

Western Kingbird

051612_sjon_02

Kreutzkamp CY

Construction Yards

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance

0

100

50

50

Removed

5/16/2012

5/16/2012 05/16/2012 - Nest is estimated to be 30% complete. - SJohnston
05/16/2012 - S. Johnston reports that kingbird nest attempt with no eggs or young was located in a large critical
piece of tower section that is not yet installed and is still present in the active yard. Nest was removed after
agency concurrence, following the NBMMP, so that the steel could be installed. - KAlberts

No

LBVI

Least Bell's Vireo

051612_tcer_01

EP76-2-E

Road Area

Riparian Forests and Woodlands

Traffic

310

300

300

300

Nest did not reach active stage

5/16/2012

5/18/2012 05/16/2012 - Both adults observed adding material to nest approximately 20% complete. - TCooper
05/18/2012 - No activity at nest for 1.5 hours. Nest about 80% complete. Nest checked with mirror pole from
approximately 6 feet away due to poison oak. Nest contained 1 coast live oak acorn, and contents of nest slightly
pulled up. Pair later observed upstream building new nest. - TCooper

No

PHAI

Phainopepla

051612_vnik_01

EP236-1/EP237-1 PS-E

Road Area

Desert Scrub and Dune Habitats

Traffic

25

100

50

50

Fledged

5/16/2012

6/11/2012 05/16/2012 - Female incubating 2 eggs in nest. - VNovik
05/24/2012 - Male Phainopepla calling nest with 2 downy nestlings about 1 week old. - PKonrad
05/31/2012 - Nest contains 2 well-feathered dark-gray Phainopepla nestlings. Adult male calling territorially;
female caught a flying insect nearby and immediately brought the food to the nestlings. - PKonrad
06/04/2012 - Expecting the nestlings to be fledged or near fledging, checked this nest early and found the 2
nestlings are near fledging with gray feathers well-developed, including the head crests. An adult female visited
the nest, presumably with food, and the male called a few times from the south. - PKonrad
06/07/2012 - A very recent fledgling is perched 1 foot from nest where second nestling remains. - PKonrad
06/11/2012 - The Phainopepla nestlings have fledged and it appears the family group has left the area. The nest is
in good shape but no Phainopepla fledglings, or adults were observed in the area - closed. - PKonrad

Yes

HOFI

House Finch

051712_ahll_01

EP34-1

Pad Areas-TSAP

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

OH - tower erection

150

100

30

30

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

5/17/2012

6/5/2012 05/17/2012 - Nest contains 3 eggs, heard and saw pair of HOFIs in area. - AHill
05/24/2012 - No HOFI activity observed at nest, which contains 3 eggs. - HWinfrey
05/31/2012 - Nest still contains 3 eggs, approaching maximum possible incubation period. - HWinfrey
06/05/2012 - Nest still contains 3 eggs, well past maximum incubation time. This nesting attempt was abandoned.
Nest closed. - HWinfrey

No

HOFI

House Finch

051712_ahll_02

EP35-1-N

Road Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other

0

100

100

100

Removed

5/17/2012

5/17/2012 05/17/2012 - Nest was removed by lineman without knowledge or consent of biologist. After removal, nest was
confirmed to be a HOFI by avian biologist, that was 80% complete and reportedly did not contain eggs or young
when removed. - AHill

No

HOFI

House Finch

051712_elss_02

EP99-2 PS

Pad Areas-Stringing Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

OH - wire stringing

0

100

100

100

Removed

5/17/2012

5/17/2012 05/18/2012 - The biomonitor at the pull site observed a pair of House Finches bringing material to a traveler
hanging from a crane. The nest was less than 10% complete and located inside critical construction equipment
needed immediately. No eggs or young were present. Wire stringing activities occurred at the pull site all day
during construction of the nest. Because the nest was in such an early stage and was located in equipment needed
for construction to move forward, the nest was removed by the avian biologist, per the NBMMP. - ELoveless

No
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Nearest Project Feature

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
60

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
Nest Outcome
50
50
Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

Nest ID
051712_lton_01

CP72-2

Type
Pad Areas-TSAP

Chaparrals

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
Other

WREN Wrentit

051712_lton_02

CP72-2

Pad Areas-TSAP

Chaparrals

Other

50

100

100

50

Presumed Fledged

5/17/2012

5/30/2012 05/17/2012 - During active surveys, an avian biologist noticed the nest with an adult incubating or brooding. The
adult did not leave the nest, even when approached to within 5 feet. - LThoreson
05/23/2012 - 2 nestlings have feathered backs and waxy wing quills. - RRadd
05/30/2012 - Nest is clean and empty, presumed fledged. - RRadd

Yes

CALT

051712_lton_03

CP72-2

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Chaparrals
Area

Other

180

100

50

50

Indeterminate

5/17/2012

5/21/2012 05/17/2012 - Nest was found during active survey with at least 2 nestlings with down. The pair came back to the
nest within 10 minutes with 3 avian biologists within 50 feet. - LThoreson
05/23/2012 - Many feces on ground under nest suggest possible fledge. 1 unhatched egg in nest is broken,
appears recently predated.
Nestlings likely 3 days old when discovered and expected to leave the nest at Day 8-10. Today is Day 9. - RRadd

N/A

051712_lton_04

CP106-1-E

Road Area

Traffic

3

100

30

30

Nest did not reach active stage

5/17/2012

5/31/2012 05/17/2012 - The nest was located while driving by. Bird observed on nest. Incubating adult did not leave nest
after drive-by nor when GPS location was recorded within several feet. - LThoreson
05/24/2012 - No activity observed at nest and no MODO detected in area. Nest examined and found to be empty
but in fairly good condition. - HWinfrey
05/31/2012 - No activity, nest appears to have been abandoned. Nest closed. - HWinfrey

No

75

100

65

65

Nest did not reach active stage

5/17/2012

No

9

100

50

50

Indeterminate

5/17/2012

6/20/2012 05/17/2012 - A pair of Common Ravens was observed carrying sticks to a nest that is approximately 20%
constructed. 2 trips were made with material while the other adult perched near the nest and soared around the
tower. - MDicus
05/24/2012 - Upon approaching the tower, a raven was perched just above the nest and another was perched on
a wire between CP37 and CP38. After 5 minutes, the pair flew off the to northwest and 1 raven returned about 30
minutes later. It then flew out of sight again. Nest construction has progressed significantly, but it does not yet
appear to be lined. - VEurs
05/31/2012 - No CORA activity detected during 45 minutes of observation. Nest appears to be at the same stage it
was on the previous observation. - VEurs
06/06/2012 - The nest was monitored with a spotting scope from CP39, 900 feet from the nest. It appears the nest
contains some lining in the form of black plastic. During 2 hours of observation, the Raven pair was observed
defending the territory against a Red-tailed Hawk and briefly visiting the nest twice. At 14:47 adult was observed
lying in the nest for 60 seconds and perching on the edge of the nest for another 75 seconds prior to leaving. At
15:14, the pair returned, 1 adult standing in the nest and appearing to either adjust material or turn the eggs. The
other adult perched nearby. Both adults left the tower at 15:17. Weather was mild during the monitoring period,
so it is possible the pair is incubating eggs. - MDicus
06/13/2012 - During 2 hours of observation the ravens did not approach the nest When the biologist arrived in
6/12/2012 05/17/2012 - Adults entered nest with fine materials. Nest appears complete, or nearly so, from outside. MKuehn
05/22/2012 - Adults entered nest with nesting material. - MKuehn
05/30/2012 - Female Phainopepla collecting nesting material from this nest twice, but chased from nest by Bushtit
pair on third attempt. Nest appears mostly intact. Adults not observed entering nest or visiting it with material in
20 minutes of observation. - MKuehn
06/06/2012 - No activity observed and no BUSH observed within 100 feet of nest for 30 minutes. Nest appears to
still be intact. - MKuehn
06/12/2012 - No activity at nest for 20 minutes. Upon inspection, nest bottom was found to be slightly torn open,
consistent with occupation by a rodent. No BUSH activity has been detected at nest since 5/30. Unknown if eggs
were ever laid. - MKuehn

12

100

50

50

Presumed Fledged

5/17/2012

California Towhee

MODO Mourning Dove

ID

Habitat

Chaparrals

CORA

Common Raven

051712_mdus_02 CP37-2

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance
Area

BUSH

Bushtit

051712_mkhn_01 EP77-E

Road Area

WEKI

Western Kingbird

051712_rqey_01 EP27-1

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Riparian Forests and Woodlands
Area

Riparian Forests and Woodlands

Traffic

OH - wire stringing
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Date Nest
Found
5/17/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
5/29/2012 05/17/2012 - During active nest searching, the nest was found with no adults nearby. It contains 3 eggs. When the
biologist came back to log the nest, the female flushed off of it. While recording data 50 feet away, she returned
to the nest. - LThoreson
05/23/2012 - CALT brooding 2 unhatched eggs and 1 nestling at 0837. - RRadd
05/30/2012 - Nest is clean and empty, but appears tilted. Since 2 eggs were unhatched 7 days ago, predation is
presumed. - RRadd

Species
Code
Common Name
CALT California Towhee

Fledged
No

6/22/2012 05/17/2012 - Western kingbird initially observed perched within 5 feet of nest and occasionally catching insects.
Bird then observed incubating for about 5 minutes in between foraging again. - RQuilley
05/18/2012 - Over an hour observation period, observed female fly to nest at 10-20 foot vertical increments.
Female was on nest for 8 minutes before flying away to nearby brush. - AHill
05/19/2012 - A lineman was flown on a 100-foot long line to the tower and installed mylar at all 3 travelers and
both fiber pulleys. The lineman was within 12-55 feet of the nest. These work activities were not discussed with
the avian link biologist or link lead and were not written in the submitted work activities to the CPUC; the lineman
was within the 50-foot horizontal buffer. The avian biologist checked the nest after the work activities, and the
female was seen flying to the nest and staying on it for at least 10 minutes; the male was seen perching and
foraging nearby. Nest does not appear to have been abandoned or blown out. - AHill
05/23/2012 - Female did not flush off nest while men were 12 feet from nest, working below it. Female is
incubating full time, presumably 4 eggs. - AHill
05/31/2012 - On 5/30, biologist A. Hill reports female incubating on nest. - HWinfrey
06/05/2012 - Female observed perching 2 feet from nest, then diving on insect prey and immediately returning to
nest. - HWinfrey
06/11/2012 - Pair seen foraging around tower, defending territory against a WESJ, and returning to nest with food;
feeding nestlings. - AHill
06/12/2012 - Adult WEKIs sallying for insects and visiting nest multiple times. Male HOFI chased away from nest
area by WEKI. - HWinfrey
06/20/2012 - Pair observed pursuing passing Cooper's Hawk nearly to EP28, then immediately returning to nest to
feed nestlings at 1224 - HWinfrey
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
CAQU California Quail

Nest ID
051712_rrdd_01

CP75-1

ID

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
Type
Habitat
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
Pad Areas-Structure Pad Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance
Area

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
0

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
Nest Outcome
75
75
Nest with eggs or young failed for
unknown causes

Date Nest
Found
5/17/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
6/10/2012 05/17/2012 - CAQU female departed nest containing 3 eggs at 0837. - RRadd
05/24/2012 - Agitated CAQU move away from nest area when observer is within 40 feet; nest not inspected to
avoid predator trail. - RRadd
06/02/2012 - Nest now contains 8-10 eggs. - RRadd
06/07/2012 - CAQU female on nest at 1637. - RRadd
06/14/2012 - Nest contains 10 eggs. CAQU heard but none observed from 1300-1400. Host shrub appears to have
been stepped on, but nest intact. - RRadd
06/21/2012 - Nest contains 10 eggs - warm to the touch. CAQU heard but none observed from 1345-1445. CAQU
incubates for approximately 21 days after the last egg is laid. - RRadd
06/28/2012 - Defoliating Artemisia debris litters the nest. Egg positions are unchanged since prior visit, indicating
nest abandonment. Nest was abandoned prior to any hatch. Host shrub appears to have been impacted by
unknown agents. It cannot be determined if this contributed to failure as no eggs were broken. - RRadd

Fledged
No

PHAI

Phainopepla

051712_rrdd_02

CP75-1

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Other
Area

25

100

50

50

Indeterminate

5/17/2012

5/24/2012 05/17/2012 - PHAI pair bringing food to nest at 1016. - RRadd
05/24/2012 - Nest is empty, determination unknown. Male PHAI remains in area, no juveniles observed. - RRadd

N/A

BUSH

Bushtit

051712_rrdd_03

GS-NF-13

Pad Areas-Work Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance

10

100

50

50

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

5/17/2012

5/23/2012 05/17/2012 - Lone BUSH makes occasional visits. - RRadd
05/24/2012 - Nest is empty, torn open from the side of the nest cup and presumed predated. - RRadd

No

PHAI

Phainopepla

051712_rrdd_04

CP76-1

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance
Area

20

100

50

50

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

5/17/2012

5/23/2012 05/17/2012 - PHAI pair attending nest with fresh-hatched young at 1255. - RRadd
05/24/2012 - Nest is empty and presumed predated, as there was insufficient time to fledge. - RRadd

No

HOFI

House Finch

051712_rrdd_05

Helix CY

Construction Yards

30

100

30

30

Presumed Fledged

5/17/2012

6/11/2012 05/17/2012 - HOFI incubating 5 eggs at 1631. - RRadd
05/26/2012 - HOFI incubating 5 eggs at 1208. - RRadd
06/03/2012 - At least 4 nestlings acquiring quills at 1214. - RRadd
06/09/2012 - Nest is full of feathered young. - RRadd
06/14/2012 - Nest is empty and appears fledged. - RRadd

Yes

WEKI

Western Kingbird

051812_ahll_01

EP32-1

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Area
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

OH - tower erection

0

100

100

100

Removed

5/18/2012

5/18/2012 05/18/2012 - Female bringing in nesting material, was 15% complete. Nest was submitted to agencies for removal
and approved. No eggs or young were present. No deterrents installed on tower leg C. Removal of nest was
required based on potential impacts to operations to make deadline for energization. Nest was not a candidate for
a buffer reduction allowing for use of the tower, as the tower requires work well within the projected nest cycle.
Nest was removed following requirements outlined in the NBMMP. - AHill

No

HOFI

House Finch

051812_ahll_02

EP32-1

Pad Areas-Maintenance Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Area
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance

0

100

100

100

Removed

5/18/2012

5/18/2012 05/18/2012 - Pair was seen bringing nesting material this morning bio monitor, nest was approximately 30%
complete, no eggs or young present. Nest was located in cavity near wench. This was third nest attempt for this
pair. Streamers were hung on crane. Nest was removed per the NBMMP, based on the need to use the crane for
tower assembly, and if the crane was demobilized, then it would affect tower assemblies from progressing
properly. - AHill

No

HOFI

House Finch

051812_ahll_03

EP27-1

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Area
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance

0

100

100

100

Removed

5/18/2012

5/18/2012 05/18/2012 - Female seen bringing material to pulley several times. Lineman climbed up tower to check for eggs,
and no eggs or young were present; nest was removed under direction of avian biologist. Nest was 15% complete.
Minimal mylar deterrents installed on tower. Removal of nest was required based on potential impacts to
operations to make deadline for energization. Nest was not a candidate for a buffer reduction allowing for use of
the tower, as the tower requires work well within the projected nest cycle. Nest was removed following
requirements outlined in the NBMMP. - AHill

No

LASP

Lark Sparrow

051812_mbhn_01 Kreutzkamp CY

Construction Yards

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance

0

100

100

100

Removed

5/18/2012

5/18/2012 05/18/2012 - At 0815, observed Lark Sparrow pair gathering nesting material and carrying material to tower. Pair
was monitored, and avian link lead was contacted. It was determined that nest was a candidate for removal as this
steel piece is needed for installation well within the nest cycle. Nest was removed at approximately 35%
completion, with no eggs or young present, with agency concurrence per the NBMMP. - MBahn

No

BUSH

Bushtit

051812_mdus_01 CP57-E

Road Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic

6

100

50

50

Presumed Fledged

5/18/2012

5/29/2012 05/18/2012 - A pair of Bushtits was observed making frequent trips carrying larvae and other food items to a wellconcealed nest. - MDicus
05/22/2012 - 3 BUSH feeding this nest at 0758, with multiple trips by pair and occasional trips by the third. RRadd
05/30/2012 - No BUSH observed at this intact nest during 40 minute observation. Presume fledged. - RRadd

Yes

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
WEKI Western Kingbird

Nest ID
051812_rqey_01 EP90-1

ID

Type
Habitat
Pad Areas-Structure Pad Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Area
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
Grading

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
100

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
50
50
Fledged

BHGR

Black-headed Grosbeak

051812_rrdd_01

CP74-2

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance
Area

25

100

100

100

PHAI

Phainopepla

051812_rrdd_02

12kV Pole

Pad Areas-Work Area

80

100

50

HOFI

House Finch

051812_rrdd_03

CP77

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance
Area

35

100

HOFI

House Finch

051812_rrdd_04

CP77

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance
Area

40

HOWR House Wren

051812_rrdd_05

CP70-3-E

Road Area

Riparian Forests and Woodlands

Traffic

051812_tcer_02

EP77 Parking Area

Pad Areas-Work Area

Riparian Forests and Woodlands

OH - wire stringing

LBVI

Least Bell's Vireo

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Other

Nest Outcome

Date Nest
Found
5/18/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
Fledged
7/5/2012 05/18/2012 - Material observed in tower corner, appears fresh from ground vantage point. Kingbird pair observed
Yes
perched near nest and defending nest against Red-tailed Hawk. During 1.5 hour observation period, pair not
observed carrying nesting material or incubating. Based on observations pair presumed to be egg laying. RQuilley
05/23/2012 - No activity observed during 2 hours of observation. Kingbird observed foraging in northern field. Redtailed Hawk landed on tower twice. Could not see material in tower. - VNovik
05/30/2012 - Nesting material can be seen in described location but unable to tell if a bird is on the nest. No WEKI
observed at nest or in tower for 30 minutes, though one was seen perched more than 200 feet away to south. MKuehn
06/01/2012 - The pair was observed in and around the tower for the entire survey period (3 hours). They
defended the area against a Red-tailed Hawk that tried to land in the tower. Several nest exchanges were also
observed. They were not observed carrying anything to the nest at any point. - JPawlicki
06/09/2012 - No activity observed at nest in 45 minutes of passive observation. One adult occasionally seen
foraging on and near ground below tower, but adult also spent considerable amount of time near large coast live
oak south of tower and was observed aggressively chasing an unidentified (smaller) bird from vicinity of oak. MKuehn
06/13/2012 - Pair observed on bridge and at nest site. Pair seem to be trading off at nest. When off nest, they
appear to be foraging, possibly feeding young in the nest. - VNovik
06/19/2012 - Adults visited nest several times with food. - MKuehn
06/28/2012 - Adults flew to nest with food numerous times. They also visited north bridge of tower frequently and
may have been feeding a fledgling there. Timing is right for nest to fledge soon and should be checked again 2
days from now - MKuehn
6/5/2012 05/18/2012 - Female BHGR lying in nest 0836, male visits sporadically. - RRadd
Yes
05/23/2012 - Female on nest, and male making trips suggests hatched young. - RRadd
05/30/2012 - Female shades nestlings, departs at arrival of male with food. Male feeds 3 nestlings and departs
with fecal sac at 1230. - RRadd
06/05/2012 - Nest is empty. Adult female attending at least 2 recent fledglings 70 feet to the east. - RRadd

Fledged

5/18/2012

50

Nest did not reach active stage

5/18/2012

6/1/2012 05/18/2012 - PHAI male bringing material to nest - approximately 70% complete. - RRadd
05/24/2012 - PHAI pair agitated but returning to nest intermittently. - RRadd
06/01/2012 - Nest is 100% complete but empty at 1350. - RRadd
06/05/2012 - Although complete, nest was abandoned prior to occupation. No PHAI associating with this area. RRadd

No

30

30

Nest did not reach active stage

5/18/2012

5/24/2012 05/18/2012 - HOFI pair making numerous trips with grasses from 0958-1015. - RRadd
05/24/2012 - Nest is no longer present. - RRadd

No

100

30

30

Nest did not reach active stage

5/18/2012

6/9/2012 05/18/2012 - HOFI pair carrying material to this location. - RRadd
05/24/2012 - HOFI pair active at nest and singing, but no item carry observed. - RRadd
06/01/2012 - No activity detected. - RRadd
06/05/2012 - HOFI pair loosely associating with this nest, coming to the tower regularly, but no prolonged nest
visits 1308-1344. - RRadd
06/12/2012 - CAKI have usurped and now occupy this nest. - RRadd

No

16

100

50

50

Nest did not reach active stage

5/18/2012

6/7/2012 05/18/2012 - Male sings endlessly and enters occasionally. Female observed in wing flutter display with male 10
feet west at 1304 did not enter nest. - RRadd
05/23/2012 - Male sings endlessly and enters occasionally. Female observed in wing flutter display with male 5
feet west at 1224 did not enter. Still unclear nest if this male is mated. - RRadd
05/30/2012 - Single HOWR exits nest at 1506. Singing is intermittent. - RRadd
06/06/2012 - HOWR presumed female departs cavity 1339, returns 1340. - RRadd
06/14/2012 - No activity detected during 3 x 15-minute observations. - RRadd
06/21/2012 - Lack of recent activity suggests this nest was an alternate that may not have reached active status. RRadd
06/30/2012 - Likely an alternate nest used only during site selection. - RRadd

No

310

300

300

300

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

5/18/2012

5/29/2012 05/18/2012 - Male observed building suspension apparatus. Nest with only a few strands of material attached, 1%
complete. - TCooper
05/21/2012 - Both adults observed at nest, rounding out inside of nest and weaving material. Pair visited nest only
twice within 20 minutes observation period. Nest appeared only 25-35% complete. - TCooper
05/23/2012 - Pair observed together in nesting area. Female observed adding material to nest. Nest 75%
complete. - TCooper
05/24/2012 - Pair observed building. - TCooper
05/25/2012 - Pair observed building. - TCooper
05/27/2012 - The male LBVI was observed in the nesting area singing frequently when the biologist arrived. At
0948 the male flew to the nest, inspected its contents and then sat in the nest for approximately 10 minutes.
When the male departed the nest, the biologist checked the nest contents with a mirror and observed 2 LBVI eggs
and 1 BHCO egg. The male remained in the nesting area for approximately 15 minutes and then flew to the
eastern portion of his territory. The female vireo was not detected and no pair was heard. - TCooper
05/29/2012 - The biologist arrived to find nest 051212_tcer_02 unattended by the adult vireo. The nest was
observed containing 1 BHCO egg and 1 LBVI egg. The eggs were cold, and the vireo egg had 2 small punctures and
a small amount of dried albumen on the shell. The male vireo was observed alone, moving throughout much of his
territory west of nest 1 and up into adjacent chaparral habitat on both sides of the creek as well as to the west of
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
OATI Oak Titmouse

Nest ID
051812_vnik_01

EP129-E

EP28-3

HOFI

House Finch

051912_ahll_01

AMKE

American Kestrel

HOFI

House Finch

LASP

Lark Sparrow

HOFI

House Finch

HOFI

House Finch

ID

Type
Road Area

Habitat
Riparian Forests and Woodlands

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
Traffic

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Area
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance

051912_bald_01 TL 6924

69kV Tie Line

Reconductoring

051912_hwey_01 CP87-1

Pad Areas-Maintenance Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Area
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance

Construction Yards

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
42

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
Nest Outcome
50
50
Presumed Fledged

0

100

100

100

10

500

75

75

0

100

100

Other

15

100

051912_mdus_01 CP50-1

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic
Area

30

051912_mdus_02 CP101-1

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Chaparrals
Area

30

051912_lton_01

Bartlett / Hauser Creek
CY

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Grasslands and Meadows

Other

Date Nest
Found
5/18/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
6/5/2012 05/18/2012 - An Oak Titmouse was making many trips to nest with food items . - VNovik
05/26/2012 - An adult Oak Titmouse brought in a caterpillar as the other adult left the nest. Food was brought to
nestlings about every 3 minutes. - LTymkiw
06/05/2012 - No Oak Titmouse activity observed at or near nest cavity; considering previous nest reports, the
nestlings fledged from this nest soon after the last monitoring visit - closed. - PKonrad

Fledged
Yes

Removed

5/19/2012

5/19/2012 05/19/2012 - Pair seen flying to pulley, and female was seen carrying nesting material several times. Nest was
removed by a lineman under supervision of an avian biologist, nest was less than 100% complete. Mylar
deterrents installed on tower. Removal of nest was required based on potential impacts to operations to make
deadline for energization. Nest was not a candidate for a buffer reduction allowing for use of the tower, as the
tower requires work well within the projected nest cycle. Nest was removed following requirements outlined in
the NBMMP. - AHill

No

Fledged

5/19/2012

Yes

100

Removed

5/19/2012

8/1/2012 05/19/2012 - Both adult AMKEs were observed entering 2 eastern arms with nearby recently fledged young from
the nest in the adjacent pole to the south. - BArnold
05/23/2012 - Adult AMKEs observed entering nest cavity arm on monopole. - BArnold
06/04/2012 - After 45 minutes of observation, the male kestrel arrived at the pole from the north. He landed on
the bracket of the third arm from the top on the eastern side. Within a minute, the female exited from the bottom
of the bracket and flew to the west. Soon after, the male entered the cavity from the top. When the biologist
called the observation 45 minutes later, the female had not yet returned, and the male was still inside the nest
cavity. - VEurs
06/11/2012 - When the nest monitor arrived on-site just before 0930, a SRPL/SDGE crew was staging below the
nest prior to working on the pole as part of reconductoring activities. When informed they could not work on the
pole because it contained a nest, the crew halted work and removed their equipment within 30 minutes. The
biologist remained to monitor the nest. Approximately 45 minutes later a female kestrel flew up and perched on
the edge of the nest cavity. She entered from the top and in a few moments a male kestrel exited from the
bottom of the cavity. It appears he was incubating the eggs as the construction crew staged their equipment at the
base of the pole. He flew to a Eucalyptus where he perched by another female, presumably a recent fledgling
from the nest 1 pole south. He eventually flew off and returned to the Eucalyptus with prey. The recent fledgling
snatched the food from him and flew away as the incubating female left the nest cavity. The adult female and
male briefly chased the fledgling, then flew out of view. The adult female eventually returned to the nest cavity
and was still inside when the biologist left the area at 1105. - VEurs
06/19/2012 - The nest was observed from 0845 to 1030. From 0845 to 1026, a female American Kestrel was
observed flying near the nest, calling, hunting, and being chased by an American Crow. At 1018, this individual
landed once on top of the steel pole bracket where the nest is located perched looking down into the nest for
5/19/2012 05/19/2012 - Biologist T. Bryant observed female HOFI adding coarse nesting material to nest site. Nest was
examined and found to be 10% complete with no eggs or young present. Buffer reduction was determined to not
be feasible, since ongoing wire testing work requires daily access to area. Nest was photographed and removed in
accordance with the NBMMP. Deterrents are numerous on the tower. - HWinfrey

100

100

Indeterminate

5/19/2012

5/26/2012 05/19/2012 - Saw pair fly to fence, perch, and go to nest. 4 nestlings. Adult called from perch until we left. LThoreson
05/26/2012 - A CA ground squirrel was observed at the nest. Upon inspection, the nest was found to be empty and
slightly disheveled. It is possible that the nest fledged, as the time to fledge for this species is 6-9 days. However, it
is also possible the nest was depredated. Adults were observed visiting the nest (not carrying any food items)
earlier in the day, and quickly leaving. The male was perched quietly nearby shortly before the squirrel was seen. LTymkiw

N/A

100

30

30

Fledged

5/19/2012

6/25/2012 05/19/2012 - Biomonitor Amanda Castro discovered a House Finch nest with 1 egg. A pair of House Finches was
observed in the nest vicinity, and the female was observed returning to the nest while the avian biologist staked
the buffer. - MDicus
05/26/2012 - The male and female were observed perched in a shrub about 50 feet from the nest. The male fed
the female as she performed a begging display. The biologist used this opportunity to check the nest contents. The
nest now contains 4 eggs, and the female soon returned to incubate. - VEurs
06/02/2012 - The female flew from the nest soon after the biologist arrived, allowing the nest to be inspected. It
still contains 4 eggs. The female returned to the nest in less than 5 minutes. - VEurs
06/10/2012 - The nest contains at least 2 gray, downy nestlings. - VEurs
06/21/2012 - At least 1 large, fully-feathered nestling visible above the top of the nest. - VEurs
06/22/2012 - From vantage point outside buffer, 1 well-developed nestling is visible in nest. - HWinfrey
06/25/2012 - The nest is empty and intact. The rim of the nest is covered in fecal matter, indicative of several
nestlings. The large nestling previously visible in the nest is gone. This nest fledged successfully and is now closed. VEurs

Yes

100

30

30

Indeterminate

5/19/2012

6/16/2012 05/19/2012 - While monitoring a construction crew, avian monitor Greg Leighty observed a female House Finch
add material to a nest that is approximately 90% complete. She made 2 trips with material during 1.5 hours while
the crew worked at the tower base. - MDicus
05/22/2012 - Female on nest at 0954. - HWinfrey
05/29/2012 - Female on nest at 1312. - HWinfrey
06/07/2012 - Female on nest at 0936. - HWinfrey
06/16/2012 - No activity observed, nest appears empty. No sign of predation and timeline indicates that nest may
have had time to fledge. Nest closed, outcome indeterminate. - HWinfrey
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
ANHU Anna's Hummingbird

LASP

Lark Sparrow

WREN Wrentit

Nest ID
051912_rrdd_01

ID

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
Traffic

Type
Road Area

Habitat
Riparian Forests and Woodlands

052012_hwey_01 Kreutzkamp CY

Construction Yards

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

052012_mkhn_01 EP76-2

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Chaparrals
Area

OH - wire stringing

Construction Yards

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

CP81-1-E

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
Nest Outcome
50
50
Indeterminate

0

100

100

100

35

100

35

35

Other

0

100

100

100

Date Nest
Found
5/19/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
6/1/2012 05/19/2012 - Well-marked female ANHU comes to nest at 0736, feeds young briefly and settles onto nest. RRadd
05/25/2012 - ANHU female on nest at 1354. - RRadd
06/02/2012 - Nest appears full, but no activity detected during 20 minute observation, 1655. - RRadd
06/08/2012 - No activity at this nest. Potentially fledged. - RRadd

Fledged
N/A

Removed

5/20/2012

5/20/2012 05/20/2012 - LASP pair observed copulating and adding material to nest at 0930. Nest was examined at 1700 and
found to be 30% complete with no eggs or young present. Nest deterrents include mylar tape on the steel
structure within 6 feet of the nest and ongoing construction activities in the construction yard. Buffer reduction
was not feasible given the need to remove the tower for installation. Nest was photographed and removed
according to the NBMMP, with SDG&E and CPUC approval, and agency concurrence. - HWinfrey

No

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

5/20/2012

6/5/2012 05/20/2012 - Adult flew from nest containing 2 eggs. - MKuehn
05/22/2012 - Reduced buffer to 35 feet, moved signs and re-routed footpath around buffer. Adult on nest. MKuehn
05/30/2012 - Adult near, and nest contains 4 WREN eggs. - MKuehn
06/05/2012 - Nest is empty and lining is mussed and partially pulled out of cup. No eggshell fragments present in
or under nest. Eggs were expected to hatch since visit on 5/30, so too early to have fledged. Likely depredated. MKuehn

No

Removed

5/21/2012

5/21/2012 05/21/2012 - CALT nest near complete, female seen going to nest. No eggs or young present. Nest was submitted
to agencies for removal and approved based on the high risk of it failing with projected skycrane activities nearby.
Yard operations have been constant in this yard for many months, serving as a deterrent. Nest was removed as
per the NBMMP. - AHill

No

Nest with eggs or young failed for
unknown causes

5/21/2012

5/22/2012 05/21/2012 - Nest with 1 egg in parked lift mast. It is not clear when this lift was last used. The egg seems old, but
due to nest location can't really tell. If no additional eggs in this nest within the next 2 days, this nest will be
assumed to have been abandoned. No bird activity associated with nest during hour-long observation period. This
nest may have already been abandoned because lift may have been used and moved (parked) to a different
location. Or, the nest may yet be viable, and the birds may have just laid this egg today. - BArnold
05/22/2012 - Nest with just 1 egg still, and no attending adults for an hour. Nest removed. - BArnold

No

Removed

5/21/2012

5/21/2012 05/21/2012 - HOFI observed adding nest material to nest at 0800. Nest 50% complete with no eggs or young
present. Nest deterrents include black plastic and tape on gate as well as regular construction activity in area.
Buffer reduction is not a possibility as gate cannot be operated without destroying nest. Nest was removed
according to the NBMMP. - HWinfrey

No

CALT

California Towhee

052112_ahll_01

HOFI

House Finch

052112_bald_01 Suncrest Substation SSDE2

Substation

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other

0

100

30

30

HOFI

House Finch

052112_hwey_01 EP35-1-N

Road Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance

0

100

100

100

BGGN

Blue-gray Gnatcatcher

052112_jpki_01

CP106-1-E

Road Area

Chaparrals

Traffic

24

100

50

50

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

5/21/2012

6/18/2012 05/21/2012 - Pair observed bringing material to partially complete (approximately 75%) nest. - JPawlicki
05/22/2012 - Duplicate entry. - JPawlicki
05/29/2012 - Female on nest at 1111. - HWinfrey
06/04/2012 - Nest exchange at 0849. - HWinfrey
06/11/2012 - Female on nest at 1100. - HWinfrey
06/18/2012 - Nest is torn apart, apparently predated. Nest closed. - HWinfrey

No

COHU

Costa's Hummingbird

052112_jpki_02

CP106-1-E

Road Area

Chaparrals

Traffic

5

100

50

50

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

5/21/2012

6/4/2012 05/21/2012 - Female observed bringing material to partially complete (approximately 20%) nest on 2 occasions. JPawlicki
05/29/2012 - No activity observed. Nest contains 1 egg. - HWinfrey
06/04/2012 - Nest is empty with no activity observed. Nest closed, apparently predated. - HWinfrey

No

LEGO

Lesser Goldfinch

052112_jpki_03

CP106-1-E

Road Area

Chaparrals

Traffic

11

100

30

30

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

5/21/2012

6/11/2012 05/21/2012 - Female observed exiting nest containing at least 1 egg; later observed incubating on nest. JPawlicki
05/29/2012 - Female on nest at 1113. - HWinfrey
06/04/2012 - No activity observed during 30 minutes of observation. - HWinfrey
06/11/2012 - Nest is empty, with no signs of predation however, insufficient time for nest to fledge has past
assuming incubation of full clutch began 5/24. - HWinfrey

No

HOWR House Wren

052112_jpki_04

CP106-1-E

Road Area

Chaparrals

Traffic

80

100

30

30

Presumed Fledged

5/21/2012

6/2/2012 05/21/2012 - Adults observed bringing food to cavity; nestlings also heard begging inside cavity. - JPawlicki
05/24/2012 - Adult brings food to nest at 1109. - HWinfrey
05/26/2012 - Adult brings food to nest at 0824. - HWinfrey
05/29/2012 - HOWR carrying food into nest at 1119. - HWinfrey
05/31/2012 - Adult carrying food to nest at 0915. - HWinfrey
06/02/2012 - No activity observed; nest presumed fledged. - HWinfrey

Yes

NOFL

052112_jpki_05

CP106-1-E

Road Area

Chaparrals

Traffic

76

100

50

50

Indeterminate

5/21/2012

6/11/2012 05/21/2012 - Adult observed entering and exiting cavity; on 2 occasions when observers were in vicinity of nest
tree, female was observed at cavity entrance before quickly retreating back into cavity. - JPawlicki
05/29/2012 - No NOFL activity observed in area during 15 minutes of observation. - HWinfrey
06/04/2012 - No activity observed during 30 minutes of observation. - HWinfrey
06/11/2012 - No activity observed. Nest evidently is no longer active. Nest closed, outcome indeterminate. HWinfrey

N/A

Northern Flicker

SWAT CY

BMP installation/maintenance

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
18
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
CATH California Thrasher

RCSP

Rufous-crowned Sparrow

Nest ID
052112_jpki_06

ID
CP106-1-E

Type
Road Area

Habitat
Chaparrals

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
Traffic

052112_mkhn_01 CP63-3

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Chaparrals
Area

None

HOWR House Wren

052112_rrdd_01

CP54-1

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance
Area

COHU

Costa's Hummingbird

052112_rrdd_02

Gorka Gate

Road Area

LEGO

Lesser Goldfinch

052112_rrdd_03

Gorka Gate

BUSH

Bushtit

052112_rrdd_04

ANHU Anna's Hummingbird

LASP

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
57

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
Nest Outcome
100
100
Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

0

100

100

100

25

100

50

50

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats None

0

100

100

Road Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic

50

100

CP56-1-PS-E-B

Road Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance

5

052112_rrdd_05

GS-NF-10

Pad Areas-Work Area

Riparian Forests and Woodlands

BMP installation/maintenance

Lark Sparrow

052112_sjon_01

Kreutzkamp CY

Construction Yards

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

WEKI

Western Kingbird

052112_sjon_02

EP54-E

Road Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

CALT

California Towhee

052112_vnik_01

EP121-3

CALT

California Towhee

052112_vnik_02

WEKI

Western Kingbird

052112_vnik_03

Date Nest
Found
5/21/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
5/29/2012 05/21/2012 - Adult thrasher observed exiting nest containing 1 nestling and at least 2 eggs; later observed
incubating/brooding on nest. - JPawlicki
05/29/2012 - Nest is empty, apparently predated. Nest closed. - HWinfrey

Fledged
No

Presumed Fledged

5/21/2012

5/30/2012 05/21/2012 - Adult flew from nest when biologist walked by 4 feet away. Nest contains 4 eggs. - MKuehn
05/31/2012 - Nest is empty and shows no obvious signs of predation at 0818. Potentially fledged. - RRadd

Yes

Nest did not reach active stage

5/21/2012

5/29/2012 05/21/2012 - Male singing at normal song post adjacent to cavity suggests new clutch being initiated. - RRadd
05/29/2012 - No HOWR detections during 45-minute observation, will monitor once more. - RRadd
06/04/2012 - Male HOWR sings briefly from customary song post adjacent to cavity, but does not enter at 1201.
Status unclear. - RRadd
06/11/2012 - No activity observed. - RRadd

No

100

Presumed Fledged

5/21/2012

6/13/2012 05/21/2012 - Female ANHU incubating 2 eggs is wary. - RRadd
05/29/2012 - ANHU returns to nest after 30 minutes and feeds at least 1 nestling. - RRadd
06/04/2012 - At least 1 nestling in nest. Change species to COHU, female very wary. - RRadd
06/11/2012 - Feathered juvenile fills the nest at 1129. - RRadd
06/18/2012 - Nest is intact and shows all indications of a successful fledge. Adult female returning to perch near
nest repeatedly (n=5 in 30 minutes) did not lie in the nest. - RRadd

Yes

100

100

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

5/21/2012

5/28/2012 05/21/2012 - Female lying in nest from 1102-1122. - RRadd
05/29/2012 - Nest is clean and empty. Single broken egg under nest suggests possible ejection by weather. RRadd

No

100

50

50

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

5/21/2012

5/28/2012 05/21/2012 - Lone BUSH furtive near this nest which appears fresh and neatly maintained at 0708. - RRadd
05/29/2012 - Nest has been opened from the side and is empty, suggesting predation. - RRadd

No

20

100

50

50

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

5/21/2012

6/2/2012 05/21/2012 - Female with bright orange throat brooding nest of unknown content at 1635. - RRadd
05/30/2012 - Female lying in nest at 1346. - RRadd
06/04/2012 - No activity during 2 x 20 minute observations. Nest appears intact, but clean rim indicates no
hatched young. - RRadd
06/11/2012 - Lining blowing out of nest indicates abandonment. No young were ever observed, suggesting nest
failure prior to fledging. - RRadd

No

Other

0

100

100

100

Removed

5/21/2012

5/21/2012 05/21/2012 - Observation of LASP pair nest building within active construction period in yard. Nest material was
removed due to its location in critical bridge section to be installed for tower EP67, after agency concurrence was
received and following the NBMMP. No eggs or young were present at the time of removal. - SJohnston

No

Traffic

30

100

50

50

Indeterminate

5/21/2012

5/30/2012 05/21/2012 - Observed a pair of Western Kingbirds bringing nesting material to nest, which is approximately 50%
complete. - SJohnston
05/30/2012 - Completed Western Kingbird nest has apparently been blown out of pole and is lying mostly intact
on the ground. Photo taken. An adult kingbird perched on wire near nest site for a few minutes - closed. Unknown
if eggs were ever present. - PKonrad

N/A

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Chaparrals
Area

OH - tower erection

55

100

50

50

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
construction

5/21/2012

6/1/2012 05/21/2012 - Towhee observed by monitor on nest. 3 eggs in nest. - VNovik
05/29/2012 - Bird incubating on nest. 3 eggs present in nest. - VNovik
06/01/2012 - Monitor reported birds in area of active nest in morning although nest was not directly inspected.
Natural wind conditions at the tower site were slack (little to no wind). Skycrane later delivered a steel section to
the tower site. Surrounding vegetation was buffeted by rotor wash, including host shrub. Nest was checked after
skycrane left, and no eggs were present in the nest anymore. A search of the area revealed 3 freshly
cracked/broken eggs on the ground below the nest. Previous observations indicate that this was the entire clutch,
therefore predation was not likely the cause of failure. Embryonic fluid from cracked eggs was still present and
eggs were not desiccated, indicating displacement was a recent event. Although the direct cause of nest failure is
unknown, and other events such as a failed predation attempt or disruption of the nest by a non-Project related
event may have contributed to the nest failure, the most likely way the eggs were displaced was due to rotor wash
from the skycrane in the area of the nest, despite slack winds on the tower site. Nest closed. - VNovik

No

EP117-2

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Chaparrals
Area

OH - tower erection

50

100

50

50

Fledged

5/21/2012

5/25/2012 05/21/2012 - 4 nestlings in nest. Observed bird fly from host shrub. - VNovik
05/25/2012 - No nestlings in nest. Fledglings in surrounding shrubs chirping. - VNovik

Yes

EP117-2

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Area
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance

0

100

50

50

Removed

5/21/2012

5/22/2012 05/21/2012 - Observed pair making trips to nest site with material. Nest appears less than 10% complete. Nest is
located on the top of the leg and is awaiting concurrence for removal. - VNovik
05/22/2012 - Kingbirds observed returning to nest. Nest location is in area of steel that would inhibit the
construction of the tower or be damaged during construction. Removal of this incomplete nest was required
based on impact to construction schedule of the tower. Nest was photographed and removed per NBMMP. No
eggs or young were present. Deterrents were placed on the nest site after removal. - VNovik

No
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
WEKI Western Kingbird

Nest ID
052212_ahll_01

EP37-2

ID

Type
Habitat
Pad Areas-Structure Pad Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Area
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
BMP installation/maintenance

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
0

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
100
100
Removed

Nest Outcome

Date Nest
Found
5/22/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
5/22/2012 05/22/2012 - Female WEKI seen on nest for two 25-minute intervals, did not flush from nest during helicopter
operations. Later in morning, female seen bringing nesting material to nest. Lineman climbed up to tower and
reported seeing no eggs in nest, documenting photographically. Nest was submitted for removal request, and was
approved. Nest was removed per NBMMP, based on high risk of failure with proposed construction activities. No
eggs or young were present, nest was 75% complete. - AHill

Fledged
No

HOFI

House Finch

052212_ahll_02

EP35-1

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Area
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance

0

100

100

100

Removed

5/22/2012

5/22/2012 05/22/2012 - Biomonitor observed House Finches building nest in corner of tower. Nest was removed by
biomonitor per the NBMMP upon verification that no eggs or young were present. Nest was approximately 80%
complete. Removed nest per NBMMP, based on necessity to continue work on the tower, and the high risk for the
nest's failure due to proposed skycrane activities. No deterrents on tower. - AHill

No

WEKI

Western Kingbird

052212_ahll_03

EP32-1

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Area
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

OH - tower erection

0

100

100

100

Removed

5/22/2012

5/22/2012 05/22/2012 - Female bringing in nesting material, was 5% complete. No eggs or young were present. No
deterrents installed in this location. Mylar tape and water bottles had been installed in previous nest sites and
tower erection work had occurred the previous day. Removal of nest was required based on potential impacts to
operations to make deadline for energization. Nest was not a candidate for a buffer reduction allowing for use of
the tower, as the tower requires work well within the projected nest cycle. Nest was removed following
requirements outlined in the NBMMP. - AHill

No

HOFI

House Finch

052212_hwey_01 CP88-1

Pad Areas-Maintenance Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Area
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance

0

100

100

100

Removed

5/22/2012

5/22/2012 05/22/2012 - Biologist K. Vittum detected HOFI carrying nest material to nest on the morning of 5/22/12. Nest was
examined and found to be 50% complete with no eggs or young present. Buffer reduction was not possible given
ongoing wire testing on this tower. Nest was photographed and removed according to the NBMMP. - HWinfrey

No

COHU

Costa's Hummingbird

052212_ltiw_01

CP72-2-E

Road Area

Traffic

10

100

50

50

Fledged

5/22/2012

7/5/2012 05/22/2012 - Female was observed flying to the nest with material multiple times. - LTymkiw
05/23/2012 - COHU female building nest approximately 80% complete at 0640. - RRadd
05/30/2012 - COHU female making trips away from nest during heat of day, returns and settles onto nest at 1422. RRadd
06/05/2012 - COHU lying on nest 1601. - RRadd
06/12/2012 - Female COHU feeding young too small to appear above rim of nest at 0647. - RRadd
06/19/2012 - Nest contains 2 small mostly unfeathered nestlings. - RRadd
06/26/2012 - Two feathered nestlings are large and fill the nest. - RRadd
07/03/2012 - Nestlings overflow the nest and appear ready to fledge. - RRadd
07/06/2012 - 1 nestling has fledged, 1 dead in nest overrun by ants. - RRadd

Yes

CALT

California Towhee

052212_ltiw_02

CP72-2

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Chaparrals
Area

None

0

100

50

50

Presumed Fledged

5/22/2012

5/30/2012 05/22/2012 - An adult towhee was observed leaving a shrub. Upon inspection, a nest was found which contained
at least 2 nestlings with some down. - LTymkiw
05/30/2012 - Nest is clean and empty. Most possibly fledged. - RRadd

Yes

COHU

Costa's Hummingbird

052212_ltiw_03

CP72-2-E

Road Area

Chaparrals

Traffic

6

100

50

50

Indeterminate

5/22/2012

6/12/2012 05/22/2012 - Female was observed going to and laying on the nest. Upon inspection, the nest was found to
contain 2 eggs. - LTymkiw
05/23/2012 - COHU incubating 2 eggs at 0910. - RRadd
05/30/2012 - Female COHU lying in nest at 0810. - RRadd
06/05/2012 - COHU female lying in nest 0945. - RRadd
06/12/2012 - COHU no longer visits this nest which contains eggshell fragments. Although nest potentially had
time to fledge, no young were ever observed. - RRadd

N/A

HOFI

House Finch

052212_mdus_01 Helix CY

Construction Yards

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic

50

100

30

30

Presumed Fledged

5/22/2012

6/26/2012 05/22/2012 - Yard monitor Mike Vader discovered a female House Finch on a nest with 2 eggs. The female left the
nest briefly before returning. - MDicus
05/26/2012 - HOFI incubating 5 eggs. - RRadd
06/03/2012 - HOFI incubating 5 eggs at 1014. - RRadd
06/09/2012 - Nest contains hatched young. - RRadd
06/14/2012 - Male HOFI feeding nestlings at 1530. - RRadd
06/21/2012 - HOFI pair at nest. Male guards, female enters and settles 1640. - RRadd
06/28/2012 - No HOFI detected here, and nest appears to be empty. Presumed fledged. - RRadd

Yes

HOFI

House Finch

052212_rrdd_01

CP65-1

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance
Area

60

100

30

30

Indeterminate

5/22/2012

6/5/2012 05/22/2012 - HOFI female mostly on nest, comes off to solicit male from time to time. - RRadd
05/31/2012 - HOFI comes to nest under pressure from CAKI, but settles at 1156. - RRadd
05/31/2012 - HOFI pair comes to nest; female stays. Male defends against WEKI 1245. - RRadd
06/07/2012 - HOFI pair visit this nest intermittently and display breeding behaviors, but no true status is
evidenced. - RRadd
06/13/2012 - No activity observed. - RRadd
06/20/2012 - Closed due to 3 weeks of no activity. - RRadd

N/A

WEKI

Western Kingbird

052212_sjon_03

EP54-1

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Area
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

0

100

100

100

Removed

5/22/2012

5/22/2012 05/22/2012 - S. Johnston reports that WEKI nest was estimated to be 80% complete, and no eggs or young where
present at the time of proposed removal to facilitate the current tower erection. Nest was in located in critical
portion of the tower needed to be constructed for completion, and work was occurring at the time on the tower.
Nest was removed after agency concurrence and approval from SDG&E, per the NBMMP. - KAlberts

No

Chaparrals

OH - tower erection
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
ROWR Rock Wren

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
Other

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
0

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
100
100
Removed

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
5/22/2012 05/22/2012 - Observed ROWR making several trips to nesting cavity with material. ROWR nest was being built in a
critical location which would severely interfere with conductor stringing operations and cause scheduling delays.
Deterrents were not present on the rock pile. Nest was removed per the NBMMP after agency concurrence and
verification that no eggs or young were present at the time of removal, using a bore scope to view the nest from
outside the cavity. - SJohnston

Nest ID
052212_sjon_05

ID
EP47-2/EP48 PS

Type
Habitat
Pad Areas-Stringing Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

House Finch

052212_vers_02

CP49-1-PS-N

Road Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic

25

100

30

30

Indeterminate

5/22/2012

6/4/2012 05/22/2012 - While monitoring a nearby nest, a pair of House Finches landed in a tree across the access road
before flying to the Eucalyptus. The female entered a fruit clump containing a complete nest and remained for
15+ minutes. The male perched next to the nest, singing, before flying off. - VEurs
05/29/2012 - Female just visible on nest, incubating. - VEurs
06/05/2012 - No HOFI activity detected during 30 minutes of observation. - VEurs
06/12/2012 - No HOFI activity detected at the nest after 50 minutes of observation, although there was much
HOFI activity in the surrounding area. The top of the nest is fairly obscured by foliage, so it is difficult to see if
there is a female on the nest (it's easier to see the nest when it is breezy because the foliage gets pushed out of
the way). - VEurs
06/20/2012 - No HOFI detections at or near this tree during 40 minutes of observation. Closed due to inactivity for
3 weeks. - RRadd

N/A

HOWR House Wren

052212_vers_03

CP49-1-PS-N

Road Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic

75

100

50

50

Presumed Fledged

5/22/2012

Yes

Removed

5/22/2012

6/28/2012 05/22/2012 - The biologist checked on this cavity because the wren's behavior (removing old nest material)
suggested they might reuse the cavity. The male perched near the entrance singing and a female eventually
emerged from the cavity. They both entered and exited 2 times during the observation, and the female remained
inside after her last visit. - VEurs
05/29/2012 - The male wren patrolled the area around the nest cavity, singing regularly. He chased off a LEGO
that landed in the nest tree. The female was not observed and was presumably within the cavity, incubating. VEurs
06/05/2012 - The male wren carried food into the nest cavity several times, presumably for the
incubating/brooding female, as no nestlings were heard. - VEurs
06/12/2012 - Both adults were observed making numerous trips to the nest cavity with food. Nestlings could be
heard vocalizing softly whenever an adult entered the cavity. - VEurs
06/20/2012 - Male feeding nest at 0725 and 0729. - RRadd
06/28/2012 - No House Wren activity detected in the vicinity of the nest cavity during 30 minutes of observation.
Based on the lack of observed activity (when during past nest checks the wrens were very active) and the fact that
enough time has passed for the nest cycle to have completed, this nest is presumed to have fledged successfully
5/22/2012 05/22/2012 - Biomonitor observed female House Finch making several trips to nest with nest material. Nest was
located late in the afternoon. Nest location is in grill of semi-truck that hauls wire. Truck and wire are needed for
upcoming wire pull. The wire trailer has mylar tape on it. Truck and trailer were moved the prior day. Nest is
approximately 5-10% complete with no eggs or young. Removal of nest was required based on impact to material
logistics operations supporting construction, cost impact relative to alternate options, and potential for more nests
on the piece of equipment during the anticipated nest cycle. Nest was photographed and removed per NBMMP. VNovik

Nest with eggs or young failed for
unknown causes

5/22/2012

5/31/2012 05/22/2012 - Nest found by lineman, 3 eggs in nest. Birds returning to nest while helicopters were overhead. VNovik
05/31/2012 - No activity after 40 minutes; lineman climbed tower and found no evidence of nest nor any new
nests. Unknown if nest failed to natural causes or construction. - FHoffman

No

HOFI

Nest Outcome

Date Nest
Found
5/22/2012

Fledged
No

HOFI

House Finch

052212_vnik_01

EP130/EP131 PS

Pad Areas-Stringing Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

OH - wire stringing

0

100

100

100

HOFI

House Finch

052212_vnik_02

EP109-1

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Area
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

OH - wire stringing

0

100

30

30

HOFI

House Finch

052312_ahll_01

EP36-1

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Area
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance

0

100

100

100

Removed

5/23/2012

5/23/2012 05/23/2012 - Female HOFI was seen on nest for extended period of time, while male was singing nearby. Lineman
climbed up and confirmed no eggs or young were present, and nest was removed under supervision of avian
biologist. No deterrents installed on tower. Nest removed per NBMMP, based on high risk of nest failing with
construction activities occurring at tower at the time and within the nest cycle. - AHill

No

HOFI

House Finch

052312_ahll_02

EP35-1

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Area
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

OH - tower erection

0

100

100

100

Removed

5/23/2012

5/23/2012 05/23/2012 - HOFI nest located in suspended grunt sack, avian biologist observed pair going to sack. Lineman
brought down sack and avian confirmed no eggs or young in sack. Nest approximately 20% complete. Removed
nest per NBMMP, based on necessity to continue work on the tower, and the high risk for the nest's failure due to
proposed activities. No physical deterrents on tower. - AHill

No

HOFI

House Finch

052312_ahll_03

EP27-1

Pad Areas-Maintenance Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Area
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance

0

100

100

100

Removed

5/23/2012

5/23/2012 05/23/2012 - Nest located in back of crane arm joint; observed female HOFI bringing nest material to nest. Mylar
deterrents installed in nest area; in fact, nest was built on a piece of mylar. Nest was 60% complete, and no eggs
or young were present. Nest removed, as per NBMMP, based on necessity to continue use of crane. - AHill

No

WEKI

Western Kingbird

052312_ahll_04

EP32-1

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Area
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

OH - tower erection

0

100

100

100

Removed

5/23/2012

5/23/2012 05/23/2012 - Female WEKI bringing in nesting material, and nest was 5% complete. No physical deterrents
installed at nest location. No eggs or young were present. Removal of nest was required based on potential
impacts to operations to make deadline for energization. Nest was not a candidate for a buffer reduction allowing
for use of the tower, as the tower requires work well within the projected nest cycle. Nest was removed following
requirements outlined in the NBMMP and recent agency approval to remove WEKI nest initiation attempts at this
particular tower. - AHill

No
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
CAGN California Gnatcatcher

Nest ID
052312_bloh_01 CP13-2-E

ID

Type
Road Area

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
Habitat
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Other

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic

CAGN

California Gnatcatcher

052312_bloh_02 CP13-2-E-B

Road Area

CAGN

California Gnatcatcher

052312_bloh_03 CP11-1

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats OH - foundations
Area

HOWR House Wren

052312_esds_01 Monopole 40651

TEWS

Riparian Forests and Woodlands

COHU

Costa's Hummingbird

052312_esds_02 Monopole 40651

TEWS

OATI

Oak Titmouse

052312_esds_03 Monopole 40651

LEGO

Lesser Goldfinch

HOFI

PHAI

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
260

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
300

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
300
300
Fledged

Nest Outcome

Date Nest
Found
5/23/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
6/6/2012 05/23/2012 - Female calling, nest exchange at 0802 when female took over incubation. - BLohstroh
05/30/2012 - Pair making return trips with food items, feeding at least 2 nestlings. - BLohstroh
06/06/2012 - Pair tending at least 2 fledglings located over 100 feet to the northwest of inactive nest. - BLohstroh

Fledged
Yes

1060

300

300

300

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

5/23/2012

6/6/2012 05/23/2012 - Pair nest building, nest 90% complete. Both birds bringing nest material to nest. - BLohstroh
05/30/2012 - Male incubating, nest exchange at 0736, then female incubating. - BLohstroh
06/06/2012 - Remnants of nest on ground, pulled apart. No evidence of occupants. Pair foraging together nearby. BLohstroh

No

970

300

300

300

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

5/23/2012

6/6/2012 05/23/2012 - Male and female participating in nest building; nest 90% complete. - BLohstroh
05/30/2012 - Male incubating, nest exchange at 0627, then female incubating. - BLohstroh
06/06/2012 - Nest failed due to natural causes. Remnant of nest still present, but pulled apart somewhat.
Depredation likely occurred by avian predator. - BLohstroh

No

Traffic

45

100

30

30

Nest did not reach active stage

5/23/2012

6/12/2012 05/23/2012 - House Wren pair in vicinity with an adult carrying material into the cavity and male singing
extensively in vicinity of cavity. - EStrods
05/29/2012 - Adult House Wren singing throughout nest visit, but no wrens observed at any of the cavities at this
site. - PKonrad
06/05/2012 - No House Wrens observed in the area; wrens may have abandoned site or may be incubating, hence
the inactivity outside the cavity. A wren is singing northwest of the cavity. - PKonrad
06/12/2012 - No House Wren activity observed in the area during a 30 minute observation period. No wren
activity has been observed since the initial observation, when the comments indicate the pair was searching for a
nest site - closed. - PKonrad

No

Riparian Scrubs

Traffic

80

100

50

50

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

5/23/2012

5/29/2012 05/23/2012 - Female Costa's Hummingbird was observed in flight around nest shrub after which nest with 2 eggs
was discovered; female was later observed incubating on nest. - EStrods
05/29/2012 - Nest has been predated, with the top half torn off of the base of the nest. No adult observed in the
area and no sign of eggs, egg shells or nestlings - closed. - PKonrad

No

TEWS

Riparian Forests and Woodlands

Traffic

60

100

50

50

Presumed Fledged

5/23/2012

5/28/2012 05/23/2012 - Adult Oak Titmouse was observed bringing food to cavity on several occasions; male also singing in
vicinity. - EStrods
05/29/2012 - No Oak Titmouse activity observed or heard during 45-minute period. (Have nestlings fledged?) PKonrad
06/05/2012 - No Oak Titmice observed or heard in area. The nestlings had probably already fledged before last
week's monitoring visit - closed. - PKonrad

Yes

052312_hwey_01 Alpine CY

Construction Yards

Chaparrals

Traffic

30

100

30

30

Indeterminate

5/23/2012

5/30/2012 05/23/2012 - Nest cup appears nearly complete. Female made several trips to nest while buffer signs were being
set up, with male mate-guarding. - HWinfrey
05/30/2012 - Yard monitor reports nest is depredated. Unknown if eggs were present. - KAlberts

N/A

House Finch

052312_mdus_01 CP78-2

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance
Area

10

100

30

30

Nest with eggs or young failed for
unknown causes

5/23/2012

6/5/2012 05/23/2012 - Biomonitor Anna Bryant observed a pair of House Finches at a nest that appeared to be complete. MDicus
06/05/2012 - Nest is no longer present. Remains of 2 eggs are embedded in hydro-mulch under nest. - RRadd

No

Phainopepla

052312_rrdd_01

CP70-3-E

Road Area

Riparian Forests and Woodlands

Traffic

15

100

100

100

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

5/23/2012

6/2/2012 05/23/2012 - PHAI pair attending apparently complete nest, male brings lining material and sits in nest at 1230 . RRadd
05/30/2012 - PHAI female lying in nest at 1636. - RRadd
06/07/2012 - No Phainopepla detections on four visits 6 & 7 June. Nest did not have time to fledge. - RRadd

No

ANHU Anna's Hummingbird

052312_rrdd_02

Hartung CY-N

Road Area

Riparian Forests and Woodlands

Traffic

7

100

50

50

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

5/23/2012

6/13/2012 05/23/2012 - Female ANHU lying in complete nest at 1556. - RRadd
06/01/2012 - ANHU female lying in nest for duration of 10 minute observation at 1452. - RRadd
06/13/2012 - No ANHU activity was observed at or near the nest during 45 minutes of observation. Based on
nesting cycle timeline, the female should be feeding nestlings. The nest was intact; however, no nestlings were
observed. - MDicus

No

PHAI

052312_rrdd_03

Hartung CY-E

Road Area

Riparian Forests and Woodlands

Traffic

35

100

50

50

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

5/23/2012

6/18/2012 05/23/2012 - Male PHAI making regular trips adding material to bulky nest that appears substantially complete at
1612. - RRadd
06/01/2012 - PHAI male visits incubating female at 1349. - RRadd
06/13/2012 - Nest was not located. The nest tree was monitored for activity for over 60 minutes. A male PHAI was
observed at the top of the tree, vocalizing for approximately 5 minutes before leaving. No female PHAI activity
was observed. - MDicus
06/18/2012 - During 2 hours of observation, no PHAI activity was observed at the nest. When a Brown-headed
Cowbird landed in the nest tree and began exploring cavities, and a nesting European Starling vigorously defended
its nest cavity, eventually chasing away the Cowbirds. No Phainopeplas showed territorial behavior. - MDicus

No

Phainopepla
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
CACW Cactus Wren

Nest ID
052312_vnik_01

ID
Type
Jacumba Valley Ranch CY Construction Yards

Habitat
Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
Other

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
25

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
40
40
Fledged

Nest Outcome

Date Nest
Found
5/23/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
7/12/2012 05/23/2012 - Observed Cactus Wren making several trips to tire with nesting material. - VNovik
05/31/2012 - No Cactus Wrens observed in the area during 35 minute observation period. Very little nesting
material can be seen in wheel site. - PKonrad
06/05/2012 - No new nesting material at nest site and no sign of Cactus Wrens. Yard biomonitor G. Bombe did not
see any activity at this site yesterday during periodic observations during 5 hours on site - closed. - PKonrad
06/22/2012 - On-site biomonitor reported birds visiting the wheel of the water tanker and the sound of nestlings.
An approved avian biologist observed the nest and watched a pair of Cactus Wrens carry a small lizard into the
wheel. Nestlings were again heard vocalizing within the nest. - VEurs
06/26/2012 - Biomonitor observed Cactus Wrens entering cavity with object. Avian biologist observed bird on
nest, likely brooding; also observed Cactus Wren leaving nest and heard nestlings calling from within wheel nest
site.. - VNovik
07/03/2012 - An adult pair of Cactus Wrens is hunting around the water tank and locations to the east, bringing
large insects to the nest site. - PKonrad
07/06/2012 - An adult Cactus Wren is actively hunting in the shade under the water tank and once fed a full-sized
(long-tailed) fledgling under the nest site (water tank). It appears at least 1 nestling has fledged, but the family
group remains at the nest site during the post-fledging period, and other nestlings may still remain in the nest. PKonrad
07/09/2012 - A Cactus Wren was observed flying from the water tank west of the nest site to the northwest about
midway through the 30 minute observation period. - PKonrad
07/12/2012 - No Cactus Wrens were observed during a 30-minute observation period It appears that since the
5/24/2012 05/24/2012 - Biomonitor observed HOFI pair going to middle phase traveler. Nest was checked by lineman for
eggs, none were present. Lineman removed nest with biologist supervision. Biologist confirmed no eggs or young
present. Nest was 85% complete. Nest was removed per NBMMP, based on the necessity to use the tower for
wire stringing activities and the high risk of failure due to proposed construction. - AHill

Fledged
Yes

HOFI

House Finch

052412_ahll_01

EP22-1

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Area
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

OH - wire stringing

0

100

100

100

Removed

5/24/2012

HOFI

House Finch

052412_ahll_02

EP23-2

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Area
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

OH - wire stringing

0

100

100

100

Removed

5/24/2012

5/24/2012 05/24/2012 - Biomonitor observed House Finch pair going to western phase traveler. Nest was checked by
lineman for eggs and/or young, and none were present. Lineman removed nest with biologist supervision.
Biologist confirmed no eggs or young present. Nest was 5% complete. Nest was removed per NBMMP, based on
the necessity to use the tower for wire stringing activities and the high risk of failure due to proposed
construction. - AHill

No

WEKI

Western Kingbird

052412_ahll_03

EP23-2

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Area
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

OH - wire stringing

0

100

100

100

Removed

5/24/2012

5/24/2012 05/24/2012 - Biomonitor observed pair going to western phase traveler. Nest was checked by lineman for eggs,
none were present. Nest was submitted to agencies for removal and approved. Lineman removed nest with
biologist supervision. Biologist confirmed no eggs or young present. Nest was 20% complete. Nest was removed
per NBMMP, based on the necessity to use the tower for wire stringing activities and the high risk of failure due to
proposed construction. - AHill

No

HOFI

House Finch

Pad Areas-TSAP

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

OH - tower erection

750

100

30

30

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

5/24/2012

6/5/2012 05/24/2012 - 5 eggs in nest, female HOFI flies to nest as biologist leaves area. - HWinfrey
05/31/2012 - Nest contains 1 newly hatched nestling and 4 eggs, 1 with a small hole visible. - HWinfrey
06/05/2012 - Nest contains 3 eggs and 1 dead nestling. Nest apparently abandoned, nest closed. - HWinfrey

No

CAQU

California Quail

052412_ltiw_02

EP54-E

Road Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic

3

100

50

50

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

5/24/2012

6/4/2012 05/24/2012 - During active nest searches, an avian biologist flushed a California Quail off a nest that contains 10
eggs. - LTymkiw
05/30/2012 - California Quail nest is in good shape with 10 eggs inside; however, no quail were observed or heard
in the area, and the eggs are not warm. Rechecked nest 1/2 hour later and 2 hours later but eggs remained
unattended. Nest may be abandoned. - PKonrad
06/04/2012 - Nest and clutch of 10 eggs is intact, but no California Quail have been noted in the area since the
initial observation; nest was abandoned - closed. - PKonrad

No

CALT

California Towhee

052412_rrdd_01

GS-NF-13

Pad Areas-Work Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance

50

100

50

50

Presumed Fledged

5/24/2012

6/2/2012 05/24/2012 - CALT tending 2 downy nestlings at 0956. - RRadd
06/02/2012 - Nest is clean and empty and had time to fledge. - RRadd

Yes

ANHU Anna's Hummingbird

052412_rrdd_02

12kV Pole

Pad Areas-Work Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Other

100

100

60

60

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

5/24/2012

6/11/2012 05/24/2012 - Female incubating ANHU. - RRadd
06/01/2012 - ANHU on nest at 1317. - RRadd
06/05/2012 - Female on nest 1244. - RRadd
06/12/2012 - Nest contains 1 egg, no ANHU detected. - RRadd
06/19/2012 - Nest contains one egg and has been abandoned for unknown reasons. - RRadd

No

HOOR

052412_rrdd_03

CP62-2-E

Road Area

Riparian Forests and Woodlands

62

100

100

100

Presumed Fledged

5/24/2012

6/3/2012 05/24/2012 - HOOR pair carrying food to nest at 1415. - RRadd
06/01/2012 - HOOR male nest guards, and female forages nearby. Hunting COHA male appears to be deterring
nest visits. - RRadd
06/06/2012 - No HOOR detections during 30 minute observation, presumed fledged. - RRadd

Yes

052412_sjon_01

EP47-2/EP48 PS

Pad Areas-Stringing Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

0

100

50

50

Removed

5/24/2012

5/24/2012 05/24/2012 - Observed pair building nest in rock crevice. Nest is approximately 40% complete. Wren within 4 feet
of biologist while photographing nest from 3 feet away. - SJohnston
05/24/2012 - Nest estimated to be 40% compete. A pair of ROWR attempting to nest in crevice of a large rock pile.
Location was in critical area needed for conductor wire stringing. SDGE directed removal of nest after agency
concurrence, per the NBMMP. No young or eggs were present at the time of removal. Nest removed, as no eggs
or young were present. The rock pile was then covered with plastic sheeting and secured from wind. - SJohnston

No

Hooded Oriole

ROWR Rock Wren

052412_hwey_01 EP34-1

Traffic

BMP installation/maintenance
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
WEKI Western Kingbird

Nest ID
052412_sjon_02

ID
EP54-1

Type
Habitat
Pad Areas-Structure Pad Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Area
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
BMP installation/maintenance

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
0

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
100
100
Removed

Nest Outcome

Date Nest
Found
5/24/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
5/23/2012 05/24/2012 - WEKI nest 10% complete with no eggs or young present. Following agency concurrence and per the
NBMMP, the nest was removed and deterrents were installed. The tower needs to be completed for wire stringing
to meet the deadline for energization, and leaving this nest in place would have jeopardized that. - SJohnston

Fledged
No

HOFI

House Finch

052512_bald_01 Sycamore Substation SSDE1

Substation

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Substation - maintenance

120

100

30

30

Fledged

5/25/2012

7/6/2012 05/25/2012 - Newly constructed nest immediately adjacent to previously successfully fledged nest. New nest has
4 eggs. - BArnold
06/01/2012 - Incubating female flushed at about 6 feet; 4 eggs in nest. - BArnold
06/07/2012 - Several recently hatched nestlings. Adult flushed at about 2-3 feet, returned within minutes. BArnold
06/15/2012 - Four nestlings, largest had moved over to immediately adjacent old nest, smaller 3 remain in new
nest. Adult flushed at less than 6 feet. - BArnold
06/22/2012 - Observed 1 nestling fledge as it flew to nearby capacitor fence. Checked nest afterwards, and 2 large
nestlings remain. Today's fledgling is likely the second to fledge from this nest, as there were 4 nestlings present
last week, with 1 already preparing to leave by moving over to adjacent old nest. - BArnold
07/06/2012 - Nest empty, with lots of scat. This nest has most likely successfully fledged and is now closed. BArnold

Yes

HOFI

House Finch

052512_bald_02 Sycamore Substation SSDE1

Substation

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Substation - maintenance

120

100

30

30

Presumed Fledged

5/25/2012

6/22/2012 05/25/2012 - New nest with 5 eggs. - BArnold
06/01/2012 - Incubating/brooding female flushed at about 3 feet. Nest with 4 recently hatched nestlings and 1
egg. - BArnold
06/07/2012 - 5 nestlings in nest. - BArnold
06/15/2012 - At least 4 very large nestlings, probably 5. - BArnold
06/22/2012 - Nest empty; presumed fledged because last week observed 4 or 5 very large nestlings. - BArnold

Yes

SPTO

Spotted Towhee

052512_esds_01 EP136

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Chaparrals
Area

OH - wire stringing

121

100

50

50

Presumed Fledged

5/25/2012

6/5/2012 05/25/2012 - No nest was located, however adults were seen carrying insects to this dense Rhus ovata at least 5
times in 2 hours, indicating the presence of a nest. - EStrods
06/05/2012 - No Spotted Towhees observed in area; no nest found at site, although the nest was not found during
the initial observations. Because the towhees were observed bringing food frequently to this site on 5/25, it is
expected the nestlings were near fledging, and that they have fledged now - closed. - PKonrad

Yes

HOFI

House Finch

052512_hwey_01 EP35-1

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Area
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

OH - tower erection

0

100

100

100

Removed

5/25/2012

5/26/2012 05/25/2012 - Female HOFI observed adding green plant material to nest with male mate guarding. Nest was
examined and found to be 80% complete with no eggs or young present. Buffer reduction not possible with
ongoing steel tower assembly on site. Nest was photographed and removed according to NBMMP. - HWinfrey

No

HOFI

House Finch

052512_jpki_01

CP18-1

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Chaparrals
Area

Other

50

100

30

30

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

5/25/2012

6/4/2012 05/25/2012 - Pair observed at nest with female brooding on nest; female also observed carrying fecal sac from
nest. - JPawlicki
06/04/2012 - It appears the nest was recently predated. The HOFI pair was on the tower near the nest when the
biologist arrived. They hopped over to the nest, looked down at it and then flew away. They did not behave as
though the nest contained nestlings. As the biologist waited for the finches to return, a quarter-sized chunk of nest
material blew from the nest. The pair eventually returned about 40 minutes later. The female briefly looked in the
nest and then perched out of view of the nest. The male took material from the nest, held it in his bill and sang for
a bit, then carried the material higher up the tower. No fledglings were detected during observations. This nest
with eggs or young failed due to natural causes and is now closed. - VEurs

No

CALT

California Towhee

052512_ltiw_01

EP32-1

Pad Areas-Work Area

Chaparrals

OH - wire stringing

45

100

50

50

Presumed Fledged

5/25/2012

5/29/2012 05/25/2012 - An adult towhee was observed carrying food items to a nest with vocal nestlings. - LTymkiw
05/29/2012 - Nest is empty with no sign of predation. Nest closed, presumed fledged. - HWinfrey

Yes

PSFL

Pacific-slope Flycatcher

052512_rrdd_01

CP81-1-E

Road Area

Riparian Forests and Woodlands

Traffic

17

100

100

100

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

5/25/2012

6/2/2012 05/25/2012 - PSFL lying in nest at 0837. - RRadd
06/02/2012 - No PSFL detections near nest, and HOWR perched nearby suggests nest depredation. - RRadd

No

PSFL

Pacific-slope Flycatcher

052512_rrdd_02

CP82-1-E

Road Area

Riparian Forests and Woodlands

Traffic

17

100

100

100

Presumed Fledged

5/25/2012

6/28/2012 05/25/2012 - PSFL making many trips to nest from 0900 - 0925. - RRadd
06/02/2012 - PSFL low in nest for duration of 10 minute observation at 1640. - RRadd
06/08/2012 - PSFL lying in nest at 1411. - RRadd
06/15/2012 - Female PSFL comes to nest and settles at 1356. - RRadd
06/22/2012 - Female PSFL on nest at 1200. No feeding observed, but dive-bombing COHA limits observation time. RRadd
06/30/2012 - No PSFL detected during 30 minute observations on 29 or 30 June. Recent fledglings observed being
fed 200 feet south of this location possibly originated from this nest. - RRadd

Yes

RCSP

Rufous-crowned Sparrow

052512_rrdd_03

CP81-1-E

Road Area

Riparian Forests and Woodlands

Traffic

8

100

100

100

Presumed Fledged

5/25/2012

6/2/2012 05/25/2012 - RCSP pair carrying food to nest at 0843. - RRadd
06/02/2012 - Nest is empty and presumed fledged. - RRadd

Yes
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
BUSH Bushtit

Nest ID
052512_rrdd_04

CP82-1-E

House Finch

052512_vers_01

CP43-1

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Area
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Grading

NOMO Northern Mockingbird

052512_vnik_01

EP233-1

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Chaparrals
Area

HOFI

House Finch

052612_ltiw_01

EP112A-1

HOFI

House Finch

052612_rrdd_01

BUOR

Bullock's Oriole

052612_vers_01

BEWR

Bewick's Wren

052712_hwey_01 EP138-2

HOFI

House Finch

HOFI

House Finch

HOFI

ID

Type
Road Area

Habitat
Riparian Forests and Woodlands

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
Traffic

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
15

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
100
100
Fledged

350

100

30

30

BMP installation/maintenance

15

100

100

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Area
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance

0

100

Helix CY AR

Road Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic

8

CP49-1-PS-N

Road Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Chaparrals
Area

Traffic

052712_hwey_02 EP141

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Area
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

052712_hwey_03 EP128

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Area
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Nest Outcome

Date Nest
Found
5/25/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
6/29/2012 05/25/2012 - BUSH pair adding material to large nest which appears substantially complete. - RRadd
06/02/2012 - BUSH pair making quiet visits at 1535. - RRadd
06/08/2012 - BUSH departs nest 1138, but does not return during 39 minute observation. - RRadd
06/15/2012 - BUSH makes quick visit into nest at 1351, then departs. - RRadd
06/22/2012 - BUSH visits nest after 1 hour of absence at 1450. - RRadd
06/30/2012 - No BUSH contact with nest. Recent fledglings observed being fed 50 feet east. - RRadd

Fledged
Yes

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

5/25/2012

6/8/2012 05/25/2012 - While monitoring a nearby nest, the biologist observed a pair of House Finches perched in CP43.
They flew to a nearly-complete nest built on a trash collector about 50 feet above the ground. The male fed the
female as she performed a begging display. Later the female was seen carrying fluffy lining material to the nest. VEurs
06/01/2012 - The male HOFI landed in the tower after 20 minutes of observation and began to sing. The female
could be heard responding and she eventually left the nest after 25 minutes. She returned to the nest after 5
minutes and remained another 15 minutes, through the end of observations. - VEurs
06/08/2012 - Only a small portion of the nest remains on the trash rack. It appears this nest with eggs or young
failed due to natural causes (predation) and is now closed. - VEurs

No

100

Fledged

5/25/2012

5/25/2012 05/25/2012 - Monitor observed nestling in nest on 5/24/12. When logging nest on 5/25/12, pair was agitated,
calling, and performing distraction displays. Search of area revealed fledgling in nearby shrubs. - VNovik

Yes

100

100

Removed

5/26/2012

5/26/2012 05/26/2012 - A pair of House Finches was observed building a nest in a grunt bag hung from structure EP112-A.
The nest was removed to facilitate construction (wire pulling), per the NBMMP. Deterrents present consist of
mylar flash tape. Following concurrence, and in the presence of the onsite avian biologist, 2 linemen climbed the
tower and removed the partially constructed nest. At the time of removal (approximately 13:00), the nest was
30% constructed, contained no eggs or nestlings, and the nest and nest area were photographed. All grunt bags,
except ones with tops, were removed from the tower. - LTymkiw

No

100

30

30

Presumed Fledged

5/26/2012

6/3/2012 05/26/2012 - Female HOFI comes to nest and settles. Departs after 15 minutes. - RRadd
06/03/2012 - HOFI no longer visit this nest. Large amounts of excretions at nest rim and fledglings 50 feet east
suggest successful fledge. - RRadd

Yes

20

100

50

50

Presumed Fledged

5/26/2012

6/2/2012 05/26/2012 - As the biologist got out of the truck to monitor nearby nests, a female BUOR was seen carrying a
fecal sac, and the sound of nestlings could be heard. As the biologist returned from checking the other nests, the
male BUOR was seen taking food into a Eucalyptus and again, nestlings were heard. The biologist searched the
trees with binoculars from the access road and discovered the coconut-like nest. - VEurs
06/02/2012 - The female oriole is using the material from this nest to construct a new nest in the same stand of
Eucalyptus, therefore this nest is presumed to have fledged. This nest is now closed. - VEurs

Yes

15

100

50

50

Presumed Fledged

5/27/2012

5/30/2012 05/27/2012 - A pair of Bewick's Wrens were observed carrying food to nest, making several trips during 15
minutes of observation. Upon close approach, nestlings' begging calls were audible. - HWinfrey
05/30/2012 - During a scheduled bird survey at EP138-2, no activity was observed at the nest during an hour and a
half of observation. Bewick's Wrens were heard in the area, however. Upon inspection, the nest was found to be
empty, with droppings at the entrance. It is presumed that the nest fledged. - LTymkiw

Yes

BMP installation/maintenance

0

100

100

100

Removed

5/27/2012

5/27/2012 05/27/2012 - Biologist P. Valle observed HOFI making multiple trips with nesting material to tower EP141. Nest
was examined and found to be 15% complete with no eggs or young present. Nest was photographed and
removed according to NBMMP, in order to better progress toward meeting summer power demand by energizing
SRPL. - HWinfrey

No

Other

0

100

30

30

Nest did not reach active stage

5/27/2012

5/28/2012 05/27/2012 - Biologist M. Ishimatsu observed HOFI making multiple trips with nesting material to pulley, with nest
visible from ground level. - HWinfrey
05/28/2012 - Finches not observed near nest location during 20 minute observation period. Consistent wire
stringing work at the nest location has been ongoing throughout the past week, except for Sunday 5/27/2012,
serving as a deterrent. Removal of the nest was deemed critical for wire stringing operations required for the
completion of the Sunrise Powerlink. The nest was verified and photographed for removal according to the
NBMMP by lineman Chauncey Walden. An avian monitor was onsite to supervise the nest removal. Only one small
blade of grass remained in the nest location. Chauncey observed the travelers rotating back and forth naturally
from wind and it is possible that the nest was abandoned for this reason. No removal was required as no nest was
found. - RQuilley

No
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
HOFI House Finch

Nest ID
052712_hwey_04 EP128

ID

Type
Habitat
Pad Areas-Structure Pad Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Area
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BUOR

Bullock's Oriole

052712_ltiw_01

EP53-3-E

Road Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

WEKI

Western Kingbird

052712_ltiw_02

EP54-1

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Area
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

HOFI

House Finch

052712_lton_01

EP99-2

HOFI

House Finch

052712_lton_02

EP117-2

HOFI

House Finch

HOFI

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
OH - wire stringing

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
Nest Outcome
30
30
Nest did not reach active stage

20

100

50

50

BMP installation/maintenance

0

100

100

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Chaparrals
Area

Other

0

100

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Chaparrals
Area

OH - tower erection

0

052812_ghan_01 GS-USFS-6

Pad Areas-Work Area

OH - wire stringing

House Finch

052812_ghan_02 EP113-5-PS-N-A

Pad Areas-Stringing Area Chaparrals

HOFI

House Finch

052812_hwey_01 EP36-1

HOFI

House Finch

052812_hwey_02 EP36-1

Date Nest
Found
5/27/2012

Fledged

5/27/2012

100

Removed

5/27/2012

100

100

Removed

100

100

100

0

100

30

30

Other

0

100

100

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Area
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other

0

100

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Area
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other

0

100

Chaparrals

Traffic

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
0

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
5/28/2012 05/27/2012 - Biologist M. Ishimatsu observed HOFI making multiple trips with nesting material to pulley, with nest
visible from ground level. - HWinfrey
05/28/2012 - House Finches not observed near nest location during 20 minute observation period. Consistent wire
stringing work at the nest location has been ongoing throughout the past week, except for Sunday 5/27/2012,
serving as a deterrent. Removal of the nest was deemed critical for wire stringing operations required for the
completion of the Sunrise Powerlink. The nest was verified and photographed for removal according to the
NBMMP by lineman Chauncey Walden. An avian monitor was onsite to supervise the nest removal. Only one small
blade of grass remained in the nest location. Chauncey observed the travelers rotating back and forth naturally
from wind and it is possible that the nest was abandoned for this reason. No removal was required as no nest was
found. - RQuilley

Fledged
No

6/27/2012 05/27/2012 - Female Bullock's Oriole was observed bringing nesting material to a partly complete nest. LTymkiw
05/30/2012 - Female Bullock's Oriole appears to still be adding material to a seemingly complete nest. There are
several orioles active in the nest tree. - PKonrad
06/04/2012 - Very active adult male and female Bullock's Orioles are going to nest, possibly with food, and leaving
with fecal sacs. - PKonrad
06/11/2012 - Unable to access this Bullock's Oriole nest today and tomorrow due to unsafe access related to
active wire pulling work. Will check back as soon as possible. This activity, which closed access roads to traffic,
continued to Thursday 6/14/2012, and resumed Saturday 6/16. - PKonrad
06/18/2012 - Although no activity was observed at the nest, a female Bullock's Oriole is feeding a fledgling that is
mostly hidden in a clump of eucalyptus leaves about 20 feet below the nest (about 20 feet high). After about 15
minutes, a second short-tailed fledgling revealed itself when it flew a short distance to perch between the adult
female and the first fledgling, and a few minutes later received food from the adult when it returned from a foodcollecting foray. Once fed, the second fledgling hopped upward on the branch to the cover of eucalyptus leaves. PKonrad
06/27/2012 - No Bullock's Orioles observed during observations; orioles appear to have dispersed after leaving the
nest about 12 days ago - closed - PKonrad
5/27/2012 05/27/2012 - A WEKI pair was observed bringing nesting material to a newly started nest on this tower that is
scheduled for wire stringing within the anticipated nest cycle, in order to better meet the CAISO energization
schedule. Since the nest had no eggs or young, and per the NBMMP, the nest was photographed and removed at
less than 5% complete. The tower needs wire stringing to meet the deadline for energization, and leaving this nest
in place would have jeopardized that. - LTymkiw
05/28/2012 - Duplicate entry. - LTymkiw

Yes

5/27/2012

5/27/2012 05/27/2012 - House Finch pair building, nest appeared 60-80% complete. Removal of the nest was needed to
provide additional regional power supplies to meet the summer demand, via completion of SRPL. A PAR lineman
climbed tower, took photo, ensured no eggs or young were present, and removed nest as monitored by an avian
biologist, per the NBMMP. The site has had a lot of activity recently; wire pulling occurred a few days ago. LThoreson

No

Removed

5/27/2012

5/27/2012 05/27/2012 - Biomonitor observed H0FI pair bring material to nest location. Nest 80% complete. Deterrents were
present on the tower area. This tower is within a critical pull for project completion b y the summer peak demand,
therefore the need to remove this nest is present. No eggs or nestlings present; photos taken and nest was
removed, per the NBMMP. - LThoreson

No

Nest did not reach active stage

5/28/2012

6/11/2012 05/28/2012 - Observed pair of House Finches making several trips to nest site during 20 minutes of observation
with nesting material. Percentage of completion unknown due to lack of visibility of the nest. - GHuffman
06/06/2012 - No House Finch activity observed anywhere around nest or surrounding area during an hour onsite. PKonrad
06/11/2012 - Nest observed for 1 hour with no activity. Based on previous visits, it is likely nest was abandoned. VNovik

No

100

Removed

5/28/2012

5/28/2012 05/28/2012 - Observed a pair of House Finches making trips with nesting material into a small cavity behind the
arm of the crane. Nest appeared to be 90% complete. The nest was removed in accordance with Attachment C of
the NBMMP. Nest deterrents are present in form of mylar tape, and the crane is scheduled for tower assembly.
The nest was not a candidate for a buffer reduction allowing for use of the crane, as it is required for the
scheduled pull, therefore removal was required. No eggs or young present. - GHuffman

No

100

100

Removed

5/28/2012

5/28/2012 05/28/2012 - Female HOFI observed making multiple trips to nest with material. Nest examined and found to be
less than 5% complete, with no eggs or young present. Nest buffer reduction was not possible given ongoing wire
pull activities at site. Nest was photographed and removed according to NBMMP. - HWinfrey

No

100

100

Removed

5/28/2012

5/28/2012 05/28/2012 - Nest detected by climber during removal of nest 052812_hwey_01. Nest examined and found to be
10% complete, with no eggs or young present. Nest buffer reduction was not possible given ongoing wire pull
activities at site. Nest was photographed and removed according to NBMMP. - HWinfrey

No
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
KILL Killdeer

Nest ID
052812_ltiw_01

ID
Kreutzkamp CY

Type
Construction Yards

Habitat
Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
Other

HOLA

Horned Lark

052812_ltiw_02

EP54-1 PS

Pad Areas-Stringing Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

OH - wire stringing

WTKI

White-tailed Kite

052812_ltiw_04

EP66-E

Road Area

Woodlands and Forests

Traffic

HOFI

House Finch

052812_rqey_01 Thing Valley CY

Construction Yards

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BUSH

Bushtit

052812_rqey_02 EP124/EP125 PS

HOFI

House Finch

052812_rqey_03 EP130/EP131 PS

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
500

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
Nest Outcome
300
300
Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

Date Nest
Found
5/28/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
6/4/2012 05/28/2012 - Killdeer nest was found with 2 eggs. - LTymkiw
05/30/2012 - Pair of Killdeer evident near the nest site but no calling noted; 1 adult incubating clutch of 3 eggs
returned promptly to the nest. - PKonrad
06/04/2012 - Killdeer nest is empty with no sign of eggs, egg shells, hatchlings, or adults. It appears that the nest
was predated considering a new 4th egg was noted by avian biologist S. Johnston only 2 days ago - closed. PKonrad

Fledged
No

40

100

100

100

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

5/28/2012

6/7/2012 05/28/2012 - A Horned Lark female was observed at the nest that contains 3 eggs. - LTymkiw
05/30/2012 - Female Horned Lark incubating on ground nest. - PKonrad
06/05/2012 - HOLA was observed incubating and foraging normally during wire-stringing activities. - SJohnston
06/07/2012 - At approximately 0700, the nest was observed to contain no eggs or nestlings and no adult HOLAs
were in the immediate vicinity of the nest. A pair of Common Ravens were observed on a puller machine within 40
feet of the nest. The inside of the nest cup was warm compared to the surrounding area when felt with the back
of biologist's hand. Depredation by ravens likely. - SJohnston

No

500

500

500

500

Fledged

5/28/2012

Yes

BMP installation/maintenance

0

100

100

100

Removed

5/28/2012

7/19/2012 05/28/2012 - An adult White-tailed Kite was observed bringing a prey item to the nest. - LTymkiw
06/04/2012 - An adult White-tailed Kite is perched on the top edge of the nest tree, apparently little affected by
the helicopter and pre-wire stringing work at the tower 400 feet north of the nest. - PKonrad
06/11/2012 - A White-tailed Kite is perched near the top of the tree adjacent to the nest site, which is at or near
the same location as observed a week ago., - PKonrad
06/18/2012 - An adult White-tailed Kite is perched in its usual location near the top of the tree adjacent to the
nest site. Can see the form of at least 1 nestling in the nest. - PKonrad
06/27/2012 - An adult White-tailed Kite was observed perching on a dead tree north of the nest site on 6/20/2012,
but today, no White-tailed Kites were evident today during the observation period. Will check back while in the
area later in the week. - PKonrad
06/29/2012 - Double-checked this White-tailed Kite nest after no activity was noted during monitoring
observations on 6/27. No kites were observed initially, but soon an adult flew in low along the north side of the
nest and flew to the 'regular' perch site atop a tree east of the nest. No nestlings are standing in the nest, but are
probably present out of sight. - PKonrad
07/06/2012 - Initially, an adult White-tailed Kite was perched at the usual location east of the nest At least 1 large
feathered nestling (possibly 2 or more) can be seen on the west side of the nest. An adult, probably the 1
observed initially, returned to its perch area with prey, probably a large lizard or small snake, but did not see it
take food to the nest. - PKonrad
07/11/2012 - No adult White-tailed Kites were observed in the area, and no nestlings or fledglings were observed
at the nest or in the area; however any nestlings could be lying down in the nest and the adults could be perched
5/28/2012 05/28/2012 - Almost 100% complete cup nest found in crane with no activity observed. House Finches not
observed near nest location during 30 minute observation period. No eggs or young were in the nest. Consistent
steel assembly work at the nest location has been ongoing throughout the past week, except for Sunday
5/27/2012, serving as a deterrent. Additionally, deterrent flash tape was installed around the perimeter of the
crane, and all cavities with non-moving components were covered with duct tape, prior to the nest's construction.
Removal of the nest was required due to ongoing steel assembly work requiring the use of this crane, deemed
critical to the Sunrise Powerlink's completion. Nest was photographed and removed per the NBMMP. A monitor
remained on site for the remainder of the day to observe and potentially deter and new nesting attempts. RQuilley

Pad Areas-Stringing Area Chaparrals

OH - wire stringing

0

100

50

50

Nest did not reach active stage

5/28/2012

6/13/2012 05/28/2012 - Bushtit pair observed carrying what appeared to be fur to nest that is almost complete; likely adding
lining to inside of nest. - RQuilley
06/05/2012 - No Bushtit activity observed, but they should be incubating now, so this probably accounts for the
observed inactivity outside the nest. - PKonrad
06/07/2012 - Bushtit nest was observed for 30 minutes from a distance and no activity was observed. Sock line of
wire pull slacked into host shrub but did not directly touch the nest. - VNovik
06/13/2012 - No Bushtit activity at or near nest or in the surrounding area. No Bushtits have been observed at this
nest since 5/29/2011 and the nest appears to be in good shape; hence, it appears this nesting attempt has been
abandoned - closed. - PKonrad

No

Pad Areas-Stringing Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

OH - wire stringing

20

100

30

30

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

5/28/2012

6/9/2012 05/28/2012 - Biomonitor Greg Leighty observed a House Finch pair entering the nest location multiple times, but
could not be confirmed if nesting material was carried. Removal of the nest was deemed critical due to ongoing
wire stringing work requiring the use of truck, deemed critical to the Sunrise Powerlink's completion. Per the
NBMMP, the nest was checked by an avian monitor and it contained 3 eggs. No removal was permitted.
Incubation can only be presumed at this point due to the inaccessibility of the nest without disturbing the pair. RQuilley
05/29/2012 - A House Finch was observed leaving the nest as surveyors approached the nest to check the status. VNovik
06/04/2012 - Monitor reported that during process of removing trailer from tractor, bird was observed leaving the
nest 3 times, with the longest at 12 minutes. The whole process took 28 minutes. Bird was observed returning to
nest immediately after process ended. - VNovik
06/05/2012 - Female House Finch flew from radiator-bumper junction on northeast side of parked truck,
indicating she was at the nest and reacted to the approach of the avian biologist. - PKonrad
06/09/2012 - No activity at nest in 1.5 hours of passive observation. Hood of truck was opened and the nest was
found to be filled with a mouse nest, from which a mouse emerged. Unknown whether nest failed first and then
mouse moved in or if usurped by mouse No eggs or eggshells present in nest cup or below Nest closed -
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
HOFI House Finch

Nest ID
ID
052812_rqey_04 EP130/EP131 PS

Type
Habitat
Pad Areas-Stringing Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
BMP installation/maintenance

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
0

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
100
100
Removed

Nest Outcome

Date Nest
Found
5/28/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
5/28/2012 05/28/2012 - Pair observed carrying fluffy nesting material to an almost 100% complete cup nest found.
Consistent delivery of heavy machinery and wire-stringing prep work at nest location has been ongoing
throughout the past week, except for Sunday 5/27/2012, serving as a deterrent. Additionally, deterrent flash tape
was installed around the perimeter of the truck prior to the nest's construction. Removal of the nest was deemed
critical to the Sunrise Powerlink's completion. Nest was photographed and removed per the NBMMP by an avian
biologist. No eggs or young were in nest. A monitor remained on site for the remainder of the day to observe and
potentially deter any new nesting attempts. - RQuilley

Fledged
No

HOFI

House Finch

052812_vers_01

EP32-1

Pad Areas-Maintenance Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Area
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance

0

100

100

100

Removed

5/28/2012

5/28/2012 05/28/2012 - A pair of House Finches was observed carrying nesting material to an opening in the hydraulic arm of
a forklift during a monitoring sweep of the work area. The nest was removed to facilitate construction (wire
stringing) through adherence to the NBMMP. An avian biologist determined the nest did not contain eggs or young
and photographed the nest, nest site and existing bird deterrents. At the time of removal, the nest was
approximately 80% constructed and contained no eggs or nestlings. The opening was then plugged to attempt to
prevent reuse of the space by the House Finches. The nest was located on a piece of equipment involved in the
current wire pull. A delay to allow the nest cycle to continue would prevent SDG&E from meeting the request
from CAISO to complete the project by June 1, 2012 to ensure system reliability. Nest attempt was removed per
the NBMMP on 5/28/2012. - VEurs

No

CALT

California Towhee

052912_ahll_01

SWAT CY

Construction Yards

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other

0

100

100

100

Removed

5/29/2012

5/29/2012 05/29/2012 - CALT nest near complete, female seen going to nest. No eggs or young present. Nest was submitted
to agencies for removal and approved based on the high risk of it failing with projected skycrane activities nearby.
Yard operations have been constant in this yard for many months, serving as a deterrent. Nest was removed as
per the NBMMP. - AHill

No

HOFI

House Finch

052912_bald_01 CP88-1

Structures

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

UG - cable pulling/splicing

0

100

100

100

Removed

5/29/2012

5/29/2012 05/29/2012 - House Finch adults as well as recently fledged young observed visiting recently fledged nest
ID041712_hwey_03 on Sunday and Monday, 27 and 28 May. The HOFI adults were actively displaying aggression
towards the younger birds, and the adult female was observed with nest material. Using a lift, an avian biologist
confirmed 'new' nest built directly on top of old nest, with the new nest appearing nearly complete, yet with no
eggs present. Bird repellent ribbon was in place on the tower and around the work pad. In fact, a piece of the
mylar reflective ribbon was worked into the original nest, which serves as the base for the new nest. Furthermore,
testing work has occurred at this location over the past few weeks and per the NBMMP, active work is considered
a form of a deterrent. In addition, a plastic owl decoy is located on this tower within 50 feet of this nest. These
House Finches were not disturbed by human presence or construction activity. SDG&E needs to have access to
these poles over the next two weeks to conduct repair work identified in the ongoing current testing program.
After determining that there were no eggs present, this nest was removed and photographed. The plastic netting
that SDG&E had previously installed as a bird deterrent was removed, as the original nest was placed in a fold of
this deterrent netting material. - BArnold

No

HOFI

House Finch

052912_bald_02 CP95-1

Pad Areas-Maintenance Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Area
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

UG - cable pulling/splicing

0

100

100

100

Removed

5/29/2012

5/29/2012 05/29/2012 - Adult House Finches were observed bringing material to this nest located under the westernmost
testing trailer at the UG riser pole (CP95/CP96) pad. Nest was less than 20 percent complete. Deterrents in place
included mylar ribbons and many taped-off potential cavities. In addition, ongoing work over the past several
weeks is considered a deterrent. This nest was removed because it is located on a piece of equipment required for
testing work and was not a candidate for a buffer reduction allowing use of equipment. Nest was removed per the
NBMMP. No eggs or young were present. - BArnold

No

052912_ghan_01 EP77-E

Road Area

Traffic

10

100

100

100

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

5/29/2012

6/27/2012 05/29/2012 - Observed adult making numerous trips with material to a partially constructed nest. - GHuffman
06/06/2012 - No activity at nest for 20 minutes, but WEWP detected within 50 feet. Pair of HOWR active within 15
feet of nest also. Nest cup is formed but not yet lined. - MKuehn
06/12/2012 - Both adults near nest were clearly agitated when biologist checked nest contents with mirror. Nest is
still empty and not much progress has been made, but it is partially lined. - MKuehn
06/19/2012 - Adult Western Wood-Peewee incubating on nest. Nest contains 2 WEWP eggs. - MKuehn
06/27/2012 - Nest found mostly intact on ground almost directly below nest tree. No eggs or eggshells could be
found in nest or on ground nearby. Nest likely depredated. - MKuehn

No

Removed

5/29/2012

5/28/2012 05/29/2012 - L. Tymkiw reports on May 28th, a WEKI pair was observed bringing nesting material to a newly
started nest on this tower that is scheduled for wire stringing within the anticipated nest cycle, in order to better
meet the CAISO energization schedule. This nest was removed at less than 10% complete. Since the nest had no
eggs or young, and per the NBMMP, the nest was photographed and removed. The tower needs wire stringing to
meet the deadline for energization, and leaving this nest in place would have jeopardized that. Additional
deterrent added to nest area. - IMaunsell

No

Fledged

5/29/2012

6/28/2012 05/29/2012 - A female was observed going to a complete nest. It contained 2 eggs. - LTymkiw
06/01/2012 - Prior to crew's arrival, COHU was observed incubating and occasionally leaving nest, presumably to
feed. Once work activities commenced, COHU was monitored, and no disturbance was observed. COHU continued
incubation as normal. - RQuilley
06/07/2012 - COHU does not leave nest during 15 minute observation at 0826. - RRadd
06/14/2012 - COHU female feeds nestling before settling onto nest at 0708. - RRadd
06/21/2012 - Nest is filled by one large feathered nestling. - RRadd
06/28/2012 - 2 juvenile COHU observed in shrubs in immediate vicinity of nest at 0640. - RRadd

Yes

WEWP Western Wood-Pewee

Riparian Forests and Woodlands

WEKI

Western Kingbird

052912_imll_01

EP54-1

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Area
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance

0

100

100

100

COHU

Costa's Hummingbird

052912_ltiw_01

CP69-2-E

Road Area

BMP installation/maintenance

90

100

50

50

Chaparrals
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
HOFI House Finch

Nest ID
052912_ltiw_02

CP69-2

ID

052912_ltiw_03

CP69-2

Type
Habitat
Pad Areas-Structure Pad Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Area
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
Other

LEGO

Lesser Goldfinch

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Other
Area

CAGN

California Gnatcatcher

052912_mdus_01 CP39-E

Road Area

Chaparrals

HOFI

House Finch

052912_mdus_02 Helix CY

Construction Yards

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

GRVI

Gray Vireo

052912_rqey_01 EP121A-1

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Chaparrals
Area

OH - tower erection

HOFI

House Finch

052912_tdla_01

EP36-1

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Area
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

WEKI

Western Kingbird

052912_tdla_02

EP36-1-N

Road Area

HOFI

House Finch

052912_tdla_03

HOFI

House Finch

052912_vnik_01

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
30

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
Nest Outcome
30
30
Nest did not reach active stage

50

100

30

30

Traffic

677

300

300

300

Traffic

50

100

30

320

100

OH - wire stringing

0

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

OH - wire stringing

EP36-1

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Area
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

EP113-5

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Area
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Date Nest
Found
5/29/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
5/30/2012 05/29/2012 - A pair was observed bringing nesting material to a nest in B leg corner at third horizontal level.
However, the same pair was observed bringing nesting material to the same spot in next level down, and stealing
material from the same spot 2 levels down. - LTymkiw
06/01/2012 - HOFI pair was observed bringing nesting material to nest location from 0730 to 0900. Once work
commenced, pair no longer observed bringing in material. Work was permitted to continue due to fact that nest
neither contained eggs nor young, and a temporary lapse in nest building activities was unlikely to cause nest to
be abandoned. Once work ceased, HOFI pair was again observed nest building. - RQuilley
06/07/2012 - No HOFI are present or nesting on this tower. - RRadd

Fledged
No

Presumed Fledged

5/29/2012

6/9/2012 05/29/2012 - A male was observed bringing food to the female on the nest. She never left the nest, so it is unclear
what it contains. - LTymkiw
06/01/2012 - Nest briefly monitored during work activities. LEGO nestling observed being fed by adult during and
after construction activities. Nestling is very developed, fully feathered, and likely to permanently leave nest in
next week. - RQuilley
06/06/2012 - Female lying in nest, does not depart at 1717. - RRadd
06/14/2012 - Nest is clean, intact and empty. Presumed fledged. - RRadd

Yes

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

5/29/2012

6/27/2012 05/29/2012 - The CAGN pair associated with nest ID 050812_mdus_01 was observed constructing a new nest 500
feet east of the abandoned one. This new nest is approximately 60% complete. - MDicus
06/05/2012 - Nest exchange observed at 10:41. - MDicus
06/12/2012 - Nest exchanges were observed at 0838, 0908, and 0939. - MDicus
06/19/2012 - The adult female was observed entering/exiting the nest area at 07:49 and 08:20. The adult male
was not observed during either nest visit; he was not detected until 09:09 when the pair was observed briefly
foraging together. At 09:11, the female returned to the nest, and was observed lying in the nest for the duration of
the remaining 20-minute observation period. - MDicus
06/27/2012 - After observing no activity in the vicinity of the nest, the nest was checked and found in poor
condition with the sides collapsed in over 3 unhatched eggs. 1 of the eggs had a small surface depression, and the
nest appeared to have been both compressed and partially torn from its anchor on the host shrub, perhaps
indicating impact from a passing deer. No CAGN were observed in the area. - MDicus

No

30

Presumed Fledged

5/29/2012

6/30/2012 05/29/2012 - Yard monitor Rebecca Johnson observed a pair of House Finches constructing a nest in the cloth on
the north fence. The nest is nearly complete. - MDicus
06/03/2012 - HOFI on nest does not flush at 1038. - RRadd
06/09/2012 - HOFI incubating at least 3 eggs. - RRadd
06/14/2012 - HOFI lying in nest at 1539. - RRadd
06/21/2012 - No HOFI detected, but cannot see into nest. Monitor once more. - RRadd
06/28/2012 - HOFI pair continues to occupy this nest. Male calls female off nest in response to observer vehicle at
50 feet, but she returns 5 minutes later. - RRadd
07/05/2012 - No HOFI detected and nest is empty. Presumed fledged. - RRadd

Yes

70

70

Nest with eggs or young failed for
unknown causes

5/29/2012

6/4/2012 05/29/2012 - Gray Vireo pair observed nest exchanging 3 times. - RQuilley
06/02/2012 - Adult on nest. - MKuehn
06/04/2012 - Construction crewman, unaccompanied by biological monitor, arrived onsite to prepare for tower
erection and nest shielding. The crewman reported the nest found on ground inside buffer. They relayed this
information to the biologist in yard. When the avian biologist arrived onsite, the nest was confirmed to be on the
ground. The nest appeared to have been torn out of shrub. No eggs, young, or remnants thereof were found. VNovik

No

100

100

100

Removed

5/29/2012

5/29/2012 05/29/2012 - Pair of HOFI bringing in nesting material, nest is less than 10% complete. Lineman climbed tower and
confirmed no eggs or young were present, and nest was removed under supervision of avian biologist, per the
NBMMP. This nest was not a NBJ candidate allowing for ongoing wire stringing, necessitating the removal.
Reflective tape was installed around nesting area. - TDipaola

No

0

100

100

100

Removed

5/29/2012

5/29/2012 05/29/2012 - Female WEKI observed bringing nesting material to bridge, was less than 80% complete. Nest was
submitted to agencies for removal and approved. No eggs or young were present. Deterrents were installed
directly below on east phase traveler. Removal of nest was required based on impacts to wire stringing operations
to make deadline for energization. Nest was not a candidate for a buffer reduction allowing for use of the tower,
as the tower requires work well within the projected nest cycle. Nest was removed following requirements
outlined in the NBMMP. - TDipaola

No

OH - wire stringing

0

100

100

100

Removed

5/29/2012

5/29/2012 05/29/2012 - Female HOFI observed adding green plant material to nest with male sitting close by. Nest was
examined and found to be less than 5% complete with no eggs or young present. Lineman climbed and removed
nest with avian biologist present. Buffer reduction not possible with ongoing overhead wire stringing activities
occurring on site. Nest was photographed and removed according to NBMMP. Several deterrents were added to
'joint' of structure leg. - TDipaola

No

BMP installation/maintenance

0

100

100

100

Removed

5/29/2012

5/29/2012 05/29/2012 - House Finches observed in area of nest throughout morning. Nest approximately 3% complete with
no eggs or young. Nest removal necessary due to immediate need of crane for construction. Deterrents on crane
include mylar tape and construction in area. Nest removed per NBMMP. Deterrents installed in nest location. VNovik
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
WEKI Western Kingbird

Nest ID
052912_vnik_02

EP118-2

ID

Type
Habitat
Pad Areas-Structure Pad Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Area
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
BMP installation/maintenance

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
0

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
100
100
Removed

Nest Outcome

Date Nest
Found
5/29/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
5/29/2012 05/29/2012 - Western Kingbird observed carrying material to nest on multiple occasions. Request for nest removal
submitted. Nest is in location that it would likely be blown out with the use of skycrane to install remaining pieces.
Nest appears less than 15% complete. Deterrents on tower include mylar tape. Recent work has also occurred on
the steel. Request for removal was granted to SDGE. Nest was confirmed to not contain eggs or young and was
removed per the NBMMP. The nest site was taped and blocked with rope to further deter nesting at the site. VNovik

Fledged
No

BGGN

Blue-gray Gnatcatcher

053012_ahll_01

EP13-3

Pad Areas-TSAP

Chaparrals

Other

40

100

50

50

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

5/30/2012

6/12/2012 05/30/2012 - Pair is nest building, male seen singing near and at nest, 20% complete. Pair most likely started nest
building on 5-29-12. - AHill
06/06/2012 - Pair incubating nest full-time, mainly by female. Male extremely territorial towards other birds in
vicinity of nest. - AHill
06/12/2012 - Nest was found to contain no eggs and nest side was split open. On June 1st, nest was checked and
contained 4 eggs. No BGGN were seen or heard in area. Nest appeared to have been predated. - AHill

No

HOFI

House Finch

053012_ahll_02

SWAT CY

Construction Yards

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other

12

100

10

10

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

5/30/2012

6/20/2012 05/30/2012 - Observed female bringing material to nest, appears to be 70% complete, unknown if eggs are
present. - AHill
06/05/2012 - No activity observed at nest during 20 minutes of observation. Nest appears complete, although
materials are partially dangling over edge of substrate. - HWinfrey
06/14/2012 - Female on nest at 0817. - HWinfrey
06/20/2012 - Bulk of nest is on the ground, nest appears to have been predated. Nest closed. - HWinfrey

No

HOFI

House Finch

053012_ahll_03

SWAT CY

Construction Yards

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other

10

100

10

10

Presumed Fledged

5/30/2012

6/25/2012 05/30/2012 - Observed female on nest, apparently re-nesting over previous nest that successfully fledged.
Unknown if or how many eggs are present. - AHill
06/05/2012 - Female on nest at 0845. - HWinfrey
06/14/2012 - No activity observed. Nest examined and found to be complete with fresh lining, but empty. HWinfrey
06/20/2012 - 1 nestling visible in nest - apparently egg or hatchling was hidden from view on previous visit. HWinfrey
06/22/2012 - 1 nestling visible moving in nest. - HWinfrey
06/25/2012 - Nest is empty but in good condition. Nest closed, presumed fledged. - HWinfrey

Yes

CAGN

California Gnatcatcher

053012_bloh_01 CP12-1-E

Road Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic

1100

300

300

300

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

5/30/2012

6/20/2012 05/30/2012 - Pair making return trips with nest material. Nest nearly fully complete, 95%. - BLohstroh
06/06/2012 - Female sitting on nest, male foraging nearby to south. - BLohstroh
06/13/2012 - Female on nest, nest exchange at 0824, then male on nest. Male inspected brood for 10-15 seconds
before settling on nest. - BLohstroh
06/20/2012 - Pair feeding Brown-headed Cowbird nestling; nest parasitized. Cowbird nestling removed and
euthanized. - BLohstroh

No

HOFI

House Finch

053012_hwey_01 EP36-1

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Area
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

OH - wire stringing

0

100

100

100

Removed

5/30/2012

5/30/2012 05/30/2012 - HOFI was observed adding material to nest at 0730. Nest was examined and found to be 80%
complete with cup formed, but without lining. No eggs or young were present, and deterrents were in place on
the tower. Buffer reduction was not possible due to ongoing wire pulling operation at this tower. Nest was
photographed and removed according to NBMMP. - HWinfrey

No

WEKI

Western Kingbird

053012_hwey_02 EP36-1

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Area
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

OH - wire stringing

0

100

100

100

Removed

5/30/2012

5/30/2012 05/30/2012 - WEKI observed adding nest material to nest at 0730. Nest was examined and found to be 10%
complete with no eggs or young present. Buffer reduction was not possible given ongoing wire pull operations at
this tower. Nest was photographed and removed according to NBMMP protocol with SDGE & CPUC approval and
agency concurrence. Deterrents are present on the tower. - HWinfrey

No

COHU

Costa's Hummingbird

053012_jpki_01

CP70-3-E

Road Area

Traffic

70

100

50

50

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

5/30/2012

6/12/2012 05/30/2012 - Female observed at nest containing 2 eggs. - JPawlicki
06/07/2012 - COHU incubating 2 eggs at 0648. - RRadd
06/14/2012 - Nest contains broken shells and egg remains consistent with predation, 0955. - RRadd

No

WESJ

Western Scrub-Jay

053012_ltiw_01

EP138-2

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Chaparrals
Area

None

0

100

100

100

Fledged

5/30/2012

6/25/2012 05/30/2012 - The Western Scrub-jay nest contains 2 very recently hatched, naked nestlings. - LTymkiw
06/05/2012 - Two unfeathered Western Scrub-Jay nestlings were in the nest, although no adults were observed or
heard during the nest visit. - PKonrad
06/12/2012 - Two half-grown Western Scrub-Jay nestlings are in the nest, eyes partly open and pin feathers
beginning to form. An adult approached the nest with food and began calling during the rest of the brief nest
monitoring visit. - PKonrad
06/19/2012 - A large feathered nestling Western Scrub-jay is still in the nest, but should fledge any minute. The
other nestling probably fledged within the past 2 days, although there was no sign of it or the adults. - PKonrad
06/25/2012 - No Western Scrub-jay nestlings, fledglings, or adults observed at the nest or in the area; nestling(s)
fledged - closed - PKonrad

Yes

HOFI

House Finch

053012_lton_01

CP70-3-N

Road Area

Grading

40

100

30

30

Nest did not reach active stage

5/30/2012

6/10/2012 05/30/2012 - A female was observed on the nest. The nest is too high to be able to see into; however, the
behavior of the bird suggests that it was incubating. - LThoreson
06/07/2012 - Nest is intact with a neat clean rim, but no HOFI observed in attendance during 2 x 15-minute visits. RRadd
06/14/2012 - No activity and no sign of ever being occupied beyond the first observation. - RRadd

No

Chaparrals

Chaparrals
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
CALT California Towhee

Nest ID
053012_lton_02

ID
CP70-3-N

Type
Road Area

Chaparrals

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
Grading

Habitat

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
41

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
Nest Outcome
100
100
Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

Date Nest
Found
5/30/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
6/8/2012 05/30/2012 - The female was observed on the nest. Three eggs are in the nest. - LThoreson
06/06/2012 - Nest contains 3 eggs at 1622. - RRadd
06/06/2012 - Duplicate entry. - RRadd
06/14/2012 - Nest is clean and empty, but did not have sufficient time to fledge. - RRadd

Fledged
No

BUOR

Bullock's Oriole

053012_mkhn_01 EP77-E

Road Area

Riparian Forests and Woodlands

Traffic

15

100

100

100

Presumed Fledged

5/30/2012

6/6/2012 05/30/2012 - Female visited nest with food several times in 20 minutes. Nestlings begging loudly, indicating fairly
advanced development. - MKuehn
06/06/2012 - Nest is intact. Some feces found on ground and road below nest. No BUOR adults or fledglings
detected in 30 minutes of passive observation. Young sounded advanced in age (begging very loudly) on previous
visit and this nest has likely fledged. - MKuehn

Yes

PHAI

Phainopepla

053012_mkhn_02 EP77-E

Road Area

Riparian Forests and Woodlands

Traffic

10

100

100

100

Nest did not reach active stage

5/30/2012

6/12/2012 05/30/2012 - Male and female both bringing material to nest, forming base. Nest is 30% complete. - MKuehn
06/06/2012 - No PHAI seen in nest tree for 30 minutes, but one male detected within 70 feet of nest. Lighting
made nest impossible to see clearly. Unsure if any progress has been made on nest construction. - MKuehn
06/12/2012 - There is no nesting material at nest site now, and no activity was observed in vicinity of nest for 30
minutes. Nest site apparently abandoned prior to nest completion. - MKuehn

No

HOLA

Horned Lark

053012_mkhn_03 Bartlett / Hauser Creek
CY

Construction Yards

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other

175

100

100

50

Fledged

5/30/2012

Yes

HOFI

House Finch

053012_mkrn_04 EP28-3

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Area
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

None

0

100

30

30

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

5/30/2012

6/28/2012 05/30/2012 - Biomonitor T. Gunter observed HOLA make more than 10 trips to nest site with material. Nest
contains no eggs but is 70% complete and lining has just begun. - MKuehn
06/01/2012 - Female on nest for the entire 30-minute observation. - ELoveless
06/04/2012 - Skycrane made 3 picks within 250 feet of nest. Prior to first pick, avian biologist had water truck
water first 6 feet inside buffer; keeping vehicle outside of 100-foot buffer. During first skycrane pick, there were
2.5 minutes of strong wind and dust. Post-pick, the avian biologist checked the nest (while adult was still away),
and saw 4 eggs in the nest all lightly covered with fine dust and several millimeters of new fine dust in nest. HOLA
returned within 10 minutes. Avian biologist then directed water truck inside buffer to water all bare ground but
not nest, per dust control compliance. This time, there was less dust when the skycrane returned and Horned Lark
returned to nest within 2 minutes after pick was made. Wind averaged 30 mph. - LThoreson
06/11/2012 - Adult flew from nest when biologist approached within 85 feet. Nest contains 4 eggs. - MKuehn
06/22/2012 - Observed adult feeding recent fledglings near nest. Though fledglings are outside of nest and
walking, they don't appear able to fly and are dependent on parents still. - VNovik
06/28/2012 - Two adults and 1 juvenile observed 150 feet from nest, near east fence line of yard. Juvenile easily
flew 50 feet when biologist approached within 25 feet. Adults and juvenile seen freely moving in and out of yard
through fence Nest closed and all signs were removed - MKuehn
6/27/2012 05/30/2012 - Female was observed flying around the tower with male, but female primarily was on the nest (60%
of the time observed) while male perched near the nest. Nesting material was observed in female's beak and
brought to nest site one time, during 40-minute observational period. - MKern
06/06/2012 - Unable to view nest, but female heard calling from area of nest. Male perched 20 feet above,
singing. - HWinfrey
06/17/2012 - Male brings food to female on nest at 0650. - HWinfrey
06/26/2012 - Unable to access nest without helicopter transport at this time. Arranging flight to check nest later
this week. - HWinfrey
06/27/2012 - No activity was observed or heard during 75 minute period. Based on passive observations, nest
appears to have been abandoned or predated. A Cooper's Hawk was observed perched on the tower and flying
within 500 feet of tower. - AHill

HOFI

House Finch

053012_mkrn_05 EP29-2

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Area
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

OH - wire stringing

0

100

100

100

Removed

5/30/2012

5/30/2012 05/30/2012 - Male and female House Finches were observed flying in and out of buggy repeatedly. No deterrents
were installed on or near spacer buggy, but the buggy was actively being used for construction. A lineman verified
no eggs were present in the nest. Nest was removed according to NBMMP, based on the immediate necessity to
use equipment with the proposed construction activities. Nest was verified by biologist that no eggs were present
and nest was estimated to be 90% complete. - MKern

No

HOFI

House Finch

053012_rrdd_01

CP72-2

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Other
Area

35

100

30

30

Nest with eggs or young failed for
unknown causes

5/30/2012

6/5/2012 05/30/2012 - HOFI pair associating with nest that appears complete, male singing and female visiting. - RRadd
06/04/2012 - Bio-monitor reported no birds observed on nest upon arrival via helicopter. Finches not observed
returning during ponding work, and work was stopped to allow for birds to resume natural nesting behavior for at
least 15 minutes. Avian biologist then hiked to site with additional crew members. Work was not permitted to
start again because birds were not observed returning to nest with crew remaining in hidden location 60 feet from
nest for 1.5 hours. - RQuilley
06/05/2012 - No HOFI activity observed 1015-1045. - RRadd
06/05/2012 - Observed nest location for 1.5 hours. The nest was verified to contain no eggs or young. At this point
it would be expected that eggs would be present. Nest considered abandoned. - RQuilley

No

BEWR

Bewick's Wren

053012_rrdd_02

CP72-2-E

Road Area

10

100

50

50

Fledged

5/30/2012

6/5/2012 05/30/2012 - BEWR male carries food to nest at 0814 and 0826. - RRadd
06/05/2012 - No BEWR detections at or near this nest 0930-1000, adult with recently fledged young observed 100
feet south 1010. - RRadd

Yes

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
HOFI House Finch

Nest ID
053012_rrdd_03

CP74-2

ID

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
Type
Habitat
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
Pad Areas-Structure Pad Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats None
Area

HOFI

House Finch

053012_rrdd_04

CP74-2

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats None
Area

CAKI

Cassin's Kingbird

053012_rrdd_05

CP74-2-E

Road Area

BCHU

Black-chinned Hummingbird

053012_rrdd_06

CP70-3-E

BCHU

Black-chinned Hummingbird

053012_rrdd_07

CAGN

California Gnatcatcher

HOFI

HOFI

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
0

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
Nest Outcome
30
30
Indeterminate

Date Nest
Found
5/30/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
7/3/2012 05/30/2012 - HOFI male singing while female adds dried grass to already substantial nest 1255. - RRadd
06/05/2012 - Male visits nearby at 10 minute intervals and sings. Female not observed. - RRadd
06/12/2012 - Nest looks neat, fresh and 100% complete, and HOFI male defends briefly against male at Leg C, but
no HOFI detected entering or departing during 40-minute observation. - RRadd
06/19/2012 - Male HOFI comes to nest at 20 minute intervals and sings. No female observed, but no sight access
to nest interior. Presumed incubating. - RRadd
06/26/2012 - HOFI pair singing on tower do not approach either of the 2 nests on this tower during 40 minutes of
observation. - RRadd
07/03/2012 - Closed, as this nest is no longer the focus of any sustained breeding activity. No conclusive evidence
of eggs or young ever observed. - RRadd

Fledged
N/A

0

100

30

30

Indeterminate

5/30/2012

7/3/2012 05/30/2012 - HOFI pair adding fibermulch to partially constructed nest at 1341. - RRadd
06/05/2012 - Nest appears 50% complete, no activity observed during 45 minutes of observation during windy midafternoon conditions. - RRadd
06/12/2012 - HOFI female carries material to nest accompanied by male, then copulates and enters nest at 1016. RRadd
06/19/2012 - Male HOFI comes close to nest at 30 minute intervals and sings. No female observed, but no sight
access to nest interior. Presumed incubating. - RRadd
06/26/2012 - HOFI pair singing on tower do not approach either of the 2 nests on this tower. - RRadd
07/03/2012 - Closed, as this nest is no longer the locus of any sustained breeding activity. No conclusive evidence
of incubation or young observed. - RRadd

N/A

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic

50

100

50

50

Fledged

5/30/2012

7/17/2012 05/30/2012 - CAKI molding nest to body and lying in nest. - RRadd
06/05/2012 - CAKI at nest, mate guards from telephone cable on north side of road. - RRadd
06/12/2012 - CAKI lying in nest at 1140. - RRadd
06/19/2012 - CAKI on nest at 1247, mate nest-guarding. No food carry observed during 15-minute observation. RRadd
06/26/2012 - CAKI carrying food to nest 1005. No young visible. - RRadd
07/03/2012 - CAKI pair feeding young at 5-10 minute intervals. - RRadd
07/10/2012 - Nestlings observed accepting food from adult CAKI, who remained nearby and vocalized regularly. MDicus
07/17/2012 - An adult CAKI was observed feeding a bee to a recent fledgling perched several feet from the nest.
No activity was observed at the nest. - MDicus

Yes

Road Area

Riparian Forests and Woodlands

Traffic

39

100

75

75

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

5/30/2012

6/13/2012 05/30/2012 - Female BCHU lying in nest from 1528-1541. - RRadd
06/06/2012 - BCHU female lying in nest 1337. - RRadd
06/13/2012 - Nest no longer occupied. Abandoned for unknown reasons. - RRadd

No

CP70-3-E

Road Area

Riparian Forests and Woodlands

Traffic

5

100

100

100

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

5/30/2012

6/29/2012 05/30/2012 - BCHU female building yellow nest; approximately 15% complete. - RRadd
06/06/2012 - No activity observed. - RRadd
06/13/2012 - BCHU female wary of observer, comes to nest at 1610 and settles. - RRadd
06/20/2012 - BCHU female on nest at 1630. - RRadd
06/27/2012 - BCHU female occupies nest for 20 minute periods, with periods of 2-5 minutes away from nest. RRadd
07/04/2012 - Nest is empty with shell fragments in cup. Presume nest was predated as nest rim is clean and
insufficient time to fledge. - RRadd

No

053012_tcer_01

CP17-1-E-B

Road Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic

614

300

300

300

Nest did not reach active stage

5/30/2012

6/4/2012 05/30/2012 - Adults building nest. Nest 90% complete. - TCooper
06/06/2012 - No activity at nest. Nest had no eggs and the interior of the nest was pulled up. Pair was observed
building new nest. - TCooper

No

House Finch

053012_vnik_01

EP130/EP131 PS

Pad Areas-Stringing Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

OH - wire stringing

0

100

100

100

Removed

5/30/2012

5/30/2012 05/30/2012 - Observed female House Finch making several trips with nest material to truck. Truck is essential to
wire pulling operations and was in use at the time. Nest deterrents on truck include plastic sheeting on grill, mylar
tape, and active use of the truck. Nest removed based on immediate need of truck to transport wire pulling
equipment to complete job. Nest was removed per NBMMP. Nest did not contain eggs or young and was
approximately 40% complete. - VNovik

No

House Finch

053012_vnik_02

EP102A-1

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Area
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other

40

100

30

30

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

5/30/2012

6/13/2012 05/30/2012 - Lineman found nest earlier in day with 2 eggs while working on tower. - VNovik
06/01/2012 - Observed nest for 30 minutes. After 1 minute, female left nest and foraged near tower for 5
minutes, then returned to tower and perched on wire 30 feet from nest for 15 minutes before returning to nest
and remaining on it for 9+ minutes. - MKuehn
06/06/2012 - A pair of House Finches was initially perched on center power line; the female flew to the nest site
after about 4 minutes; the male remained for 15 minutes. (Cannot see the nest from ground level making it hard
to get good observational information.) - PKonrad
06/13/2012 - No sign of House Finches at the nest site or in the area surrounding the tower during the 30 minutes
of observation today. Later in the day, information was received that yesterday biomonitor C. Bugbee did not see
any House Finch activity at this tower, and when a lineman working in the tower checked the nest for eggs or
nestlings, the nest was reported to be empty - closed. - PKonrad

No
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
HOFI House Finch

Nest ID
053112_ahll_01

ID
EP42 PS

Type
Habitat
Pad Areas-Stringing Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
OH - wire stringing

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
0

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
100
100
Removed

HOFI

House Finch

053112_bald_01 CP87-1

Pad Areas-Maintenance Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Area
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

UG - cable pulling/splicing

0

100

100

100

HOFI

House Finch

053112_hwey_01 CP88-1-N-A

Road Area

Traffic

8

100

30

WESJ

Western Scrub-Jay

053112_jpki_01

EP137

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Other
Area

30

100

CORA

Common Raven

053112_jpki_03

EP138-2-E-B

Road Area

Traffic

60

HOFI

House Finch

053112_mdus_01 CP72-2

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Chaparrals
Area

Other

HOFI

House Finch

053112_rrdd_01

CP64-2

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Grasslands and Meadows
Area

HOFI

House Finch

053112_rrdd_02

CP64-2

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Grasslands and Meadows
Area

CALT

California Towhee

053112_rrdd_03

CP65-1

Pad Areas-TSAP

WEKI

Western Kingbird

053112_rrdd_04

CP65-1

HOFI

House Finch

053112_rrdd_05

CP65-1

Nest Outcome

Date Nest
Found
5/31/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
5/31/2012 05/31/2012 - Biological monitor observed HOFI pair going to nest location, female bringing material. Mylar
deterrents installed on bulldozer, but nest cavity was uncovered. Nest was removed as per NBMMP, based on
necessity to use equipment immediately and complete wire stringing in a timely manner. Nest did not contain
young or eggs and was about 25% complete. - AHill

Fledged
No

Removed

5/31/2012

5/31/2012 05/31/2012 - HOFI nest removed per the NBMMP. Using a lift, avian biologist confirmed 'new' nest was about 75%
complete, with no eggs or young present. Bird repellent ribbon was in place on the tower and around the work
pad, and a plastic owl decoy is located on this tower within 50 feet of the nest. Furthermore, testing work has
occurred at this location over the past few weeks and per the NBMMP, active work is considered a form of a
deterrent. These HOFIs were not disturbed by human presence or construction activity. SDG&E needs to have
access to these poles over the next two weeks to conduct repair work identified in the ongoing current testing
program. After determining that there were no eggs or young present, this nest was removed and photographed. BArnold

No

30

Presumed Fledged

5/31/2012

6/2/2012 05/31/2012 - Female HOFI observed carrying food to nest at 1214. - HWinfrey
06/02/2012 - Nest is empty but intact with no sign of predation. Nest presumed fledged. - HWinfrey

Yes

30

30

Presumed Fledged

5/31/2012

6/15/2012 05/31/2012 - Adult observed exiting nest containing 2 nestlings about 1 week old; adult later observed brooding
on the nest. - JPawlicki
06/08/2012 - Nest contains 2 large nestlings with pin feathers; no adults in area during 10 minute period. PKonrad
06/15/2012 - No nestlings, fledglings, or adult Western Scrub-Jays observed near nest, which looks good but used.
Nestlings have apparently fledged and moved out of the area - closed. - PKonrad

Yes

100

100

100

Presumed Fledged

5/31/2012

6/5/2012 05/31/2012 - Three large, fully feathered Common Raven nestlings are perched on rim of nest and appear near
ready to fledge. - JPawlicki
06/05/2012 - Nest looks good, but no nestlings, fledglings or adults were observed in area; due to the description
that the nestlings were ready to fledge a week ago, it is presumed they fledged successfully and the family group
has moved out of the area - nest closed. - PKonrad

Yes

15

100

30

30

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

5/31/2012

6/4/2012 05/31/2012 - A House Finch nest containing 1 egg was discovered in Leg C. The female returned to the nest while
the avian monitor stood 20 feet away. - MDicus
06/04/2012 - Bio-monitor reported no birds observed on nest upon arrival via helicopter. Finches not observed
returning during ponding work, and work was stopped to allow for birds to resume natural nesting behavior for at
least 15 minutes. Avian biologist then hiked to site with additional crew members. Work was not permitted to
start again because birds were not observed returning to nest with crew remaining in hidden location 60 feet from
nest for 1.5 hours. Birds were heard off site about 400 feet away. Nest was checked and no longer contains eggs.
Nest appears undamaged. - RQuilley
06/05/2012 - Old nesting material was again verified to contain no eggs or young and was removed. - RQuilley

No

None

0

100

30

30

Presumed Fledged

5/31/2012

6/26/2012 05/31/2012 - HOFI female attending 1 egg. - RRadd
06/06/2012 - HOFI female incubating 4 eggs. - RRadd
06/13/2012 - Nest contains 4 eggs, 0838. - RRadd
06/19/2012 - Female brooding 5 nestlings, completely downy with closed eyes, no more than 3 days old. HWinfrey
06/27/2012 - Nest is empty and presumed fledged. - RRadd

Yes

None

0

100

30

30

Presumed Fledged

5/31/2012

6/22/2012 05/31/2012 - HOFI incubating 4 eggs. - RRadd
06/06/2012 - Female HOFI incubating 4 eggs. - RRadd
06/13/2012 - HOFI brooding nestlings at 0837. - RRadd
06/19/2012 - 3 nestlings visible in nest, appear to be 7-8 days old. - HWinfrey
06/27/2012 - Nest presumed fledged and a new clutch initiated, as it now contains 3 eggs (NID 062712_rrdd_02). RRadd

Yes

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Other

170

100

50

50

Fledged

5/31/2012

6/13/2012 05/31/2012 - CALT incubating 3 eggs at 1220. - RRadd
06/07/2012 - CALT lying in nest 1333 and does not depart. - RRadd
06/13/2012 - Nest is empty, small tail-less fledgling observed in adjacent Toyon. - RRadd

Yes

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance
Area

100

100

75

75

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

5/31/2012

6/8/2012 05/31/2012 - WEKI pair comes to nest at wide intervals. Female hops onto nest at 1252 and 'wiggles' for a minute
before departing. - RRadd
06/07/2012 - WEKI visits twice in 90 minutes. From below, no bird is visible on nest. - RRadd
06/13/2012 - Nest appears intact, but no WEKI observed from 1230-1330. - RRadd
06/20/2012 - No WEKI detected during 90 minutes of observation. - RRadd

No

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance
Area

30

100

30

30

Nest did not reach active stage

5/31/2012

6/20/2012 05/31/2012 - HOFI flushed off freshly constructed nest at first sight, 1316. - RRadd
06/07/2012 - No activity observed. Nest appears sound and clean, but contents cannot be observed. - RRadd
06/13/2012 - No activity observed. - RRadd
06/20/2012 - Closed due to 2 weeks of inactivity following ponding crew. - RRadd

No

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Riparian Forests and Woodlands
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
ANHU Anna's Hummingbird

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
26

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
Nest Outcome
50
50
Presumed Fledged

Nest ID
053112_rrdd_06

ID
CP64-2 PS-E

Type
Road Area

Habitat
Riparian Forests and Woodlands

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
Traffic

Chaparrals

Other

20

100

75

75

0

100

100

100

PHAI

Phainopepla

053112_vnik_01

GS-USFS-6

Pad Areas-Work Area

WEKI

Western Kingbird

053112_vnik_02

EP119-2

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Area
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other

HOFI

House Finch

060112_bald_01 Sycamore Substation SSDE1

Pad Areas-Stringing Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Substation - new construction

260

100

30

HOFI

House Finch

060112_bald_02 Sycamore Substation SSDE1

Substation

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Substation - new construction

475

100

ANHU Anna's Hummingbird

060112_jpki_01

Alpine CY

Construction Yards

Chaparrals

Traffic

80

CALT

California Towhee

060112_jpki_02

Alpine CY

Construction Yards

Chaparrals

BMP installation/maintenance

WEKI

Western Kingbird

060112_mbhn_01 EP36-1-N

Road Area

Chaparrals

HOFI

House Finch

060112_mbhn_02 EP36-1

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Chaparrals
Area

Date Nest
Found
5/31/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
6/23/2012 05/31/2012 - Female ANHU lies in nest for10 minutes and then off for 20 suggesting egg-laying may be in
progress. - RRadd
06/06/2012 - ANHU comes to nest after 15 minute absence and settles. Nest posture suggests hatched young, but
no feeding during 10 minute observation. - RRadd
06/13/2012 - 2 nestlings visible at 0805. - RRadd
06/20/2012 - 2 large feathered young over top the nest at 0940. - RRadd
06/27/2012 - Nest is empty and presumed to have fledged. - RRadd

Fledged
Yes

Presumed Fledged

5/31/2012

6/19/2012 05/31/2012 - Observed Phainopepla on the nest that appears to be incubating. - VNovik
06/01/2012 - No adult on nest, but male Phainopepla nearby and calling. Nest contains 3 eggs. - MKuehn
06/06/2012 - Both Phainopepla adults are away from nest and territorial, but unable to see into nest - eggs may
have hatched. - PKonrad
06/13/2012 - Male and female Phainopepla are making regular visits to the nest every 5 to 6 minutes, presumably
with food for nestlings in the nest. - PKonrad
06/19/2012 - No adult Phainopeplas observed during initial observations from a distance. Nest is in good shape,
but empty. Nestlings have apparently fledged and left the area, as have the adults - closed.. - PKonrad

Yes

Removed

5/31/2012

5/31/2012 05/31/2012 - Western Kingbirds observed carrying nesting material to plate connecting Legs B and C of structure.
Nesting material is visible sticking out of the steel from ground. Nest appears 15% complete. Bird deterrents, in
the form of mylar tape are located in the shrubs surrounding the structure. The structure was last worked on
5/24/12. Request to remove nest was made in order to complete the installation of the remaining steel associated
with the structure. If the nest were to be left in place, the SRPL line would not be able to meet its deadline for
completion. Nest was removed per NBMP. No eggs or young were in the nest. Photos of the nest were taken. VNovik

No

30

Fledged

6/1/2012

7/6/2012 06/01/2012 - Nest with 2 eggs, pair of adults flew in and perched within 2 feet while Avian Biologist examined
nest. - BArnold
06/07/2012 - Five eggs in nest; female flushed at 3 feet as Avian Biologist was climbing up into electrical cabinet. BArnold
06/15/2012 - Nest with 5 eggs, flushed female when opened cabinet. - BArnold
06/22/2012 - At least 3 or 4 nestlings, with 1 or 2 eggs remaining. Adult not observed. - BArnold
07/06/2012 - Nest with 1 bad egg, lots of scat. This nest successfully fledged 4 young, and is now closed. BArnold

Yes

30

30

Presumed Fledged

6/1/2012

7/6/2012 06/01/2012 - Female flushed at about 4 feet. Nest with 4 eggs. - BArnold
06/07/2012 - Female flushed at about 6 feet; nest has 4 eggs. - BArnold
06/16/2012 - 4 eggs in nest. - BArnold
06/22/2012 - Nestlings observed in nest. Adult HOFIs heard in area; none at nest. - BArnold
07/06/2012 - Nest empty, with lots of scat on nest and GCB stand, indicative of a successfully fledged nest. BArnold

Yes

100

50

50

Fledged

6/1/2012

6/26/2012 06/01/2012 - Female observed on nest; did not leave nest upon approaching. - JPawlicki
06/07/2012 - 2 nestlings in nest, appear 3-4 days old. - HWinfrey
06/15/2012 - 2 nestlings visible in nest. - HWinfrey
06/21/2012 - 2 well-developed nestlings fill the nest at 1703. - HWinfrey
06/23/2012 - 2 well-developed nestlings remain in nest at 0927. - HWinfrey
06/25/2012 - 1 nestling remains in nest; female foraging nearby. - HWinfrey
06/26/2012 - Nest empty in good condition. Fledged. - HWinfrey

Yes

200

100

50

50

Presumed Fledged

6/1/2012

6/11/2012 06/01/2012 - Yard monitor observed adult at nest containing 1 chick a few days old. - JPawlicki
06/07/2012 - Unable to locate nest, however agitated behavior of CALT indicates that nest is still active. Visited
nest again on 6/8 with biologist J. Pawlicki and verified that 1 nestling is present. - HWinfrey
06/11/2012 - Nest is empty with no signs of predation; presumed fledged. - HWinfrey

Yes

OH - wire stringing

0

100

100

100

Removed

6/1/2012

6/1/2012 06/01/2012 - Observed Western Kingbird pair making frequent flights to upper eastern tower bridge. Due to the
high risk of nest failing with construction activities likely within the nest cycle, it was determined that nest was a
candidate for removal with agency concurrence per the NBMMP. Lineman climbed tower and confirmed that no
eggs or young were present, and nest was removed under supervision of avian biologist. It was determined that
the nest was approximately 10% complete. Deterrents consisted of mylar tape installed on tower. - MBahn

No

OH - wire stringing

0

100

100

100

Removed

6/1/2012

6/1/2012 06/01/2012 - Observed male and female House Finch making multiple trips to tower carrying nesting material.
Due to the high risk of nest failing with construction activities likely within the nest cycle, it was determined that
nest was a candidate for removal with agency concurrence per the NBMMP. Lineman climbed up and confirmed
no eggs or young were present, and nest was removed under supervision of avian biologist. Deterrents consisted
of mylar tape installed on tower. - MBahn

No
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
WEKI Western Kingbird

Nest ID
060112_mdus_01 CP83

ID

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
Type
Habitat
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
Pad Areas-Structure Pad Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats None
Area

RCSP

Rufous-crowned Sparrow

060112_mkhn_01 EP103-2

Pad Areas-Work Area

Chaparrals

LEGO

Lesser Goldfinch

060112_rqey_01 CP65-1

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Chaparrals
Area

RTHA

Red-tailed Hawk

060112_rrdd_01

CP62-2-E

Road Area

HOFI

House Finch

060112_rrdd_02

CP62-2

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats None
Area

LEGO

Lesser Goldfinch

060112_rrdd_03

CP62-2-E

Road Area

CAKI

Cassin's Kingbird

060112_rrdd_04

CALT

California Towhee

060112_rrdd_05

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
Nest Outcome
50
50
Nest did not reach active stage

Date Nest
Found
6/1/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
6/7/2012 06/01/2012 - A Western Kingbird was observed making frequent trips with large pieces of dried annuals to the
northwest corner of the tower. Given the nest height, percent completion is unknown, but based on the size of the
nesting material, the nest is likely in the earlier stages of construction. - MDicus
06/08/2012 - No WEKI activity observed during 30 minute observation. - RRadd
06/15/2012 - No WEKI activity observed during 30 minute observation. No nest visible. - RRadd

Fledged
No

20

100

50

50

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

6/1/2012

6/20/2012 06/01/2012 - Adult Rufous-crowned Sparrow flew from nest as biologist approached within 5 feet while walking
along footpath. Nest contains 2 eggs.- unsure if egg laying is complete. - MKuehn
06/06/2012 - Adult Rufous-crowned Sparrow slipped quickly and quietly from the nest, nearly unseen; nest
contains 2 small white eggs. - PKonrad
06/13/2012 - The nest still contains 2 small white eggs, but no Rufous-crowned Sparrows were observed (although
the incubating bird was very sneaky when it left the nest during the last nest monitoring visit a week ago). No
Rufous-crowned Sparrows were singing during the nest monitoring visit. - PKonrad
06/20/2012 - The nest is in good shape, and 2 eggs are still present, but there is no sign of Rufous-crowned
Sparrows at the nest or in the area. The eggs should have hatched by now, and it appears this nesting attempt has
been abandoned - closed. - PKonrad

No

Other

5

100

30

30

Indeterminate

6/1/2012

6/14/2012 06/01/2012 - Female LEGO observed incubating on nest for most of observation period. Female later seen off
nest, and at least 3 young nestlings were observed in nest. Female was undisturbed during both vehicle and foot
traffic along access road. - RQuilley
06/06/2012 - Male attending one nestling at 1740. - RRadd
06/18/2012 - This nest is no longer present and a small branch under the nest site is broken. No nest remnants
were found. An SRPL stake is driven into the ground below the nest and a Ground has been installed 10 feet south.
It is unknown where these work items fit on the nesting cycle timeline. Additionally, the nest appeared to be
within 3 days of fledging when monitored on 6 June. - RRadd

N/A

Traffic

430

500

300

300

Fledged

6/1/2012

6/12/2012 06/01/2012 - 2 large nestlings standing on nest should fledge soon. - RRadd
06/06/2012 - Juvenile observed perched adjacent to AR 0712. - RRadd
06/12/2012 - 2 juveniles fly weakly to adult RTHA carrying large snake to feeding post close to nest. Adult flies
away, attempting to coax juveniles to flight. Nest is empty; change to closed. - RRadd

Yes

0

100

30

30

Nest did not reach active stage

6/1/2012

6/12/2012 06/01/2012 - HOFI pair carrying nest material to corner and copulating at 0805. No accumulation visible. - RRadd
06/06/2012 - HOFI pair still carry stems and male defends against HOWR, but WEKI pursues HOFI. No
accumulation observed. - RRadd
06/11/2012 - Still no accumulation of material. During 20 minutes of observation, a female House Finch landed
once in the tower but was not observed with nesting material; she left shortly thereafter. A Western Kingbird was
perched near the attempted nest location. After 10 days of no observed accumulation of nest material, it was
determined that this nest location was abandoned prior to it becoming active. - MDicus
06/12/2012 - Nest no longer present and no HOFI breeding behavior detected during 30 minutes of observation. RRadd

No

Traffic

41

100

50

50

Presumed Fledged

6/1/2012

6/9/2012 06/01/2012 - Male feeds LEGO female lying in nest observed empty 24 May. - RRadd
06/06/2012 - Nestlings likely to fledge soon. - RRadd
06/13/2012 - Nest is empty and presumed fledged. - RRadd

Yes

CP76-1

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Other
Area

90

100

50

50

Fledged

6/1/2012

7/20/2012 06/01/2012 - CAKI pair making frequent trips with plants and feathers at 1112. - RRadd
06/07/2012 - CAKI lying in nest and does not depart from 1517-1527. - RRadd
06/14/2012 - CAKI mostly on nest with mate guarding, occasionally sallies and returns by 1055. - RRadd
06/19/2012 - Nest exchange observed, with arriving CAKI appearing to turn eggs before settling onto nest. HWinfrey
06/21/2012 - Nestlings visible in nest, adult feeds at 1205. - RRadd
06/28/2012 - CAKI pair consume most food catches early, then feed young at 5-10 minute intervals after 0900. RRadd
07/05/2012 - CAKI pair bring food to nest at 1134, 1148, 1207. - RRadd
07/13/2012 - Adult Kingbird observed nest-guarding against nearby House Finches and bringing food to nestling(s)
and 1 recent fledgling perched 1 foot from the nest. - MDicus
07/20/2012 - No activity at the nest. An adult CAKI was observed feeding recent fledglings perched on shrubs and
a lowered wire north of the tower. 3 begging and vocal fledglings (yellow gapes, tails not fully developed) were
observed. - MDicus

Yes

GS-NF-13

Pad Areas-Work Area

550

100

50

50

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

6/1/2012

6/5/2012 06/01/2012 - Nest contains 1 hatchling and 2 unhatched eggs at 1215. - RRadd
06/07/2012 - Nest is empty, did not have time to fledge. Small feathers under nest suggest predation. - RRadd

No

Riparian Forests and Woodlands

Riparian Forests and Woodlands

OH - wire stringing

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
0

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
WEKI Western Kingbird

Nest ID
060112_rrdd_06

CP62-2

ID

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
Type
Habitat
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
Pad Areas-Structure Pad Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Other
Area

LBVI

Least Bell's Vireo

060112_tcer_01

EP77-E

Road Area

Riparian Forests and Woodlands

HOFI

House Finch

060112_vnik_01

EP130/EP131 PS

Pad Areas-Stringing Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

WEKI

Western Kingbird

060112_vnik_02

EP119-2

HOFI

House Finch

AMKE

BEWR

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
Nest Outcome
50
50
Nest did not reach active stage

Date Nest
Found
6/1/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
6/10/2012 06/01/2012 - WEKI pair making numerous trips, piling fresh material atop previous CAKI nest and copulating
adjacent. - RRadd
06/06/2012 - 0722: pair to nest, one stays on nest, other defends and then departs to forage after 15 minutes. Pair
subsequently make numerous visits, some longer, some shorter. Unclear if incubation has begun. - RRadd
06/12/2012 - No nest or kingbird detected during 30 minutes of observation. - RRadd
06/22/2012 - No WEKI detections during 30 minutes of tower observation. - RRadd
07/02/2012 - No WEKI detections during 30 minutes of tower observation. Closed due to inactivity. It is likely that
this site was abandoned prior to an egg being laid. - RRadd

Fledged
No

278

300

300

300

Nest did not reach active stage

6/1/2012

6/4/2012 06/01/2012 - Nest 10% complete. New material added since yesterday. Female not observed. No activity at nest. TCooper
06/04/2012 - The pair was observed together on several occasions as well as pair calls heard. The pair moved
throughout the male’s territory both high and low in the canopy. No activity was observed at nest, though some
new material had been added since the last check on 6/1/12 and appears about 15% complete. However, the
front of the nest appears to have been pulled away or is otherwise missing and may no longer be active. TCooper
06/05/2012 - No activity was observed at nest, no new material appears to has been added to it, and the adults
are building a new nest nearby. Nest is now presumed abandoned for unknown reasons. - TCooper

No

Other

0

100

100

100

Removed

6/1/2012

6/1/2012 06/01/2012 - Monitor observed House Finches carrying material to nest site located on underside of trailer of semi
truck. The trailer carries the wire reels used for wire stringing and is critical to completion of line prior to summer
deadline. Nest is approximately 10% complete. No eggs or young are present in nest. Deterrents include mylar
tape hung on trailer and construction activities nearby. Nest removed per NBMMP. Photos taken to document.
Recommended that trailer be relocated and more deterrents added. - VNovik

No

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Area
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other

0

100

100

100

Removed

6/1/2012

6/1/2012 06/01/2012 - Western Kingbirds observed carrying nesting material to plate connecting Legs B and C of structure.
Nesting material is visible sticking out of the steel from ground. Nest appears 10% complete. Bird deterrents, in
the form of mylar tape are located in the shrubs surrounding the structure. The structure was last worked on
5/31/12. Request to remove nest was made in order to complete the installation of the remaining steel associated
with the structure. If the nest were to be left in place, the SRPL line would not be able to meet its deadline for
completion. Nest was removed per NBMMP. No eggs or young were in the nest. Photos of the nest were taken. VNovik

No

060212_bald_01 CP87-1

Pad Areas-Maintenance Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Area
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance

0

100

100

100

Removed

6/2/2012

6/2/2012 06/02/2012 - HOFI nest removed per the NBMMP. Using a lift, avian biologist confirmed nest was about 50%
complete, with no eggs or young present. Bird repellent ribbon was in place on the tower and around the work
pad, and a plastic owl decoy is located on this tower within 50 feet of the nest. Furthermore, testing work has
occurred at this location over the past few weeks and per the NBMMP, active work is considered a form of a
deterrent. The nest was placed in a fold of bird deterrent netting. These HOFIs were not disturbed by human
presence or construction activity. SDG&E may need to have access to this pole over the next week to conduct
repair work identified in the ongoing current testing program. After determining that there were no eggs or young
present, this nest was removed and photographed. - BArnold

No

American Kestrel

060212_bald_02 San Luis Rey Substation

Substation

Substation - new construction

150

500

50

50

Indeterminate

6/2/2012

N/A

Bewick's Wren

060212_hwey_02 EP35-1

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Riparian Forests and Woodlands
Area

OH - wire stringing

114

100

50

50

Presumed Fledged

6/2/2012

7/25/2012 06/02/2012 - Adult AMKEs observed entering lowest hollow arms of large steel monopole within the fenced
substation. This pair recently successfully fledged a nest located about 75 feet north of this current nest
monopole, in a monopole about 20 feet outside of the northern substation fence (Nest ID 030212_bald-02). BArnold
06/11/2012 - Adult AMKE pair in area, defending area against a Red-tailed Hawk. - BArnold
06/15/2012 - Adult AMKE on nest pole. - BArnold
06/22/2012 - No activity observed during brief focused observation period. - BArnold
06/25/2012 - Conducted 4 hour observation on Saturday 23 June 2012. After 2 hours and 15 minutes, male kestrel
flew in and perched on wooden distribution pole, entered arm tip 5 minutes later, and exited after 2 minutes and
returned to wooden distribution pole perch. Male left perch at some point (didn't see when or where he went), 42
minutes later female vocalized 'klee' call from wire near nest pole, after 5 minutes flew to nearby A-frame, and
flew into nest arm tip 7 minutes later. Emerged after 1 minute and perched back on A-frame and preened. Flew
off to the south 23 minutes later. No food items were observed at any point. - BArnold
06/29/2012 - Observed AMKE fly onto top of A-frame, perch for 11 minutes. It then flew toward perched RTHA
pair on monopole at NW corner of substation and then perched on monopole in northern end of substation where
it remained for at least 14 minutes. Total focused observation time was 1 hour. - BArnold
07/06/2012 - Observed adult AMKE on top of large steel monopole just inside substation fence for about 30
minutes, until end of observation period. - BArnold
07/13/2012 - Adult male AMKE observed flying into Eucalyptus trees north of nest pole and outside of fenced
substation No interaction with nest pole observed during 1 hour of on-and-off pole observation Earlier a male
6/9/2012 06/02/2012 - BEWR observed carrying food into cavity at 1010. - HWinfrey
06/05/2012 - Adult carrying food into nest cavity at 0710. - HWinfrey
06/07/2012 - BEWR calling and carrying food into nest cavity at 0723. - HWinfrey
06/09/2012 - No activity observed, nest presumed fledged. - HWinfrey

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

OH - wire stringing

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
70
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
PHAI Phainopepla

Nest ID
060212_mkhn_01 EP78-E

ID

Type
Road Area

Habitat
Riparian Forests and Woodlands

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
Traffic

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
28

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
Nest Outcome
50
50
Satellite nest

WEKI

Western Kingbird

060212_mkhn_02 EP119-2

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Area
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other

0

100

100

100

HOFI

House Finch

060212_rqey_02 CP106-1

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Area
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other

0

100

30

BGGN

Blue-gray Gnatcatcher

060212_rqey_03 CP106-1-E

Road Area

Other

15

100

HOFI

House Finch

060212_rrdd_01

CP75-1

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats None
Area

0

HOFI

House Finch

060212_rrdd_02

CP75-1

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance
Area

HOFI

House Finch

060212_rrdd_03

CP86

BCHU

Black-chinned Hummingbird

060212_rrdd_04

LEGO

Lesser Goldfinch

060212_rrdd_05

Date Nest
Found
6/2/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
6/11/2012 06/02/2012 - Male visited nest once with nesting material with biologist standing 25 feet away. Nest is 20%
complete. - MKuehn
06/06/2012 - No activity at nest in 20 minutes of passive observation. No detectable progress made on nest since
first logged on 6/2. - MKuehn
06/11/2012 - Material is completely gone from nest location. This was likely a candidate site chosen by male, but
not ultimately used by female. Nesting material likely brought to new nest location. - MKuehn

Fledged
N/A

Removed

6/2/2012

30

Presumed Fledged

6/2/2012

80

80

Nest with eggs or young failed for
unknown causes

6/2/2012

6/12/2012 06/02/2012 - BGGN pair observed incubating and nest exchanging. - RQuilley
06/09/2012 - No BGGN activity observed. Unable to locate nest. - HWinfrey
06/12/2012 - Nest no longer remains in nest location, only fine fibers remain at attachment points. Nest remains
could not be found. - RQuilley

No

100

50

50

Presumed Fledged

6/2/2012

6/6/2012 06/02/2012 - HOFI tending feathered young. - RRadd
06/07/2012 - Nest appears to have fledged. - RRadd

Yes

30

100

30

30

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

6/2/2012

7/13/2012 06/02/2012 - HOFI visits fresh nest. - RRadd
06/07/2012 - HOFI pair singing and visiting. - RRadd
06/14/2012 - HOFI pair active at this nest. - RRadd
06/21/2012 - HOFI female on nest at 1400. - RRadd
06/28/2012 - No activity observed during 1 hour observation. - RRadd
07/05/2012 - No activity at this nest during 1-hour observation. - RRadd
07/13/2012 - Nest is no longer present. No HOFI activity observed in vicinity. - MDicus

No

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats None
Area

0

100

30

30

Presumed Fledged

6/2/2012

6/14/2012 06/02/2012 - HOFI pair active, nest material visible from below. - RRadd
06/08/2012 - Nestling visible, adults attending. - RRadd
06/15/2012 - Nest appears empty and no HOFI detections. Numerous feces visible suggests potentially fledged. RRadd

Yes

CP82-1-E

Road Area

Riparian Forests and Woodlands

Traffic

5

100

50

50

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

6/2/2012

7/13/2012 06/02/2012 - Female BCHU packing lining into otherwise complete yellow nest at 1122. - RRadd
06/08/2012 - Female BCHU lying in nest 1353-1403. - RRadd
06/15/2012 - Female BCHU comes to nest and settles at 0655. - RRadd
06/22/2012 - Female BCHU comes to nest and settles at 1153. No feeding observed, but dive-bombing COHA
limits observation time. - RRadd
06/30/2012 - No BCHU detected at this nest during 30 minutes of observation. - RRadd
07/06/2012 - Nest contains at least 1 small nestling at 0845. - RRadd
07/13/2012 - Black-chinned Hummingbird nest is in good shape, but no nestlings are present, and no adult
hummingbirds were observed or heard in the area. Because nestlings grow in the nest for about 3 weeks, it is
evident this nesting attempt is unsuccessful - closed. - PKonrad

No

CP82-1-E

Road Area

Riparian Forests and Woodlands

Traffic

15

100

50

50

Presumed Fledged

6/2/2012

7/2/2012 06/02/2012 - LEGO pair making trips, nest is 85% complete. - RRadd
06/08/2012 - LEGO female visits complete nest 1425. - RRadd
06/15/2012 - LEGO female incubates at 1350; male nest guards. - RRadd
06/24/2012 - Female visiting at 15-minute intervals from 0750-0815, presumed to be feeding nestlings. - RRadd
06/29/2012 - Female lying on nest does not depart, 1310-1325. - RRadd
07/06/2012 - Nest appears intact and unoccupied, but no observer access to nest contents. WESJ investigates nest
unopposed. Previous observations suggest likely fledge. - RRadd

Yes

Chaparrals

191 of 214

6/2/2012 06/02/2012 - A pair of Western Kingbirds was observed carrying nesting material more than 5 times to a steel
plate 40 feet high, between the A and D legs of the EP119-2 tower. At 0900, the nest appeared to be less than 20%
complete based on observations from the ground. This pair is likely the same pair that initiated 2 previously
removed nests (Nest IDs: 053112_vnik_02 and 060112_vnik_02) in this tower on 6/1 and 5/31. The most recent
removal occurred on 6/1 at approximately 1530, and work continued at the tower on 6/1until 1830, during which
time the birds had not begun to establish a new nest. In addition to the two previous nest removals at this site,
other nesting deterrents include mylar tape around the base of the tower, back bolting work conducted
Wednesday, and the installation of materials to occupy the location of the previous nest attempt removal.
Workers were notified that the nest must be photographed to document the absence of any eggs or young prior
to any helicopter activity within the nest buffer, but when the crew arrived on site at 1315, they did not have any
climbing equipment and the Skycrane helicopter was already en route to the site with the tower bridge in tow,
making it impossible to climb the tower and provide photographic documentation of the nest contents before
arrival of the Skycrane. After the Skycrane delivered the bridge (at 1338) the tower was climbed and the nest
location was inspected, but no nesting material was present. It is extremely unlikely that any eggs were present
7/5/2012 06/02/2012 - Nest discovered during work activities with no bird on nest. Crew was asked to halt work activities,
and HOFI returned to nest to incubate. Incubation remained undisturbed for at least 15 minutes, and crew was
permitted to remove equipment from site. Female left nest temporarily but returned shortly after. - RQuilley
06/09/2012 - Female on nest at 0822. - HWinfrey
06/16/2012 - No activity observed at nest during 45-minute visit. 2 pairs of HOFIs foraging in area, but none
approach nest. - HWinfrey
06/22/2012 - Upon arrival, 1 egg was observed outside the nest cup, wedged against a tower bolt. The adult
female was observed perching on the trash rack 15 feet from the nest. During the next 5-8 minutes, the female
slowly moved toward the nest, eventually lying in the nest and remaining there until the avian biologist left. MDicus
06/28/2012 - Female feeding nestlings at 0809. - HWinfrey
07/05/2012 - Nest is empty with no activity in area. Nest closed, presumed fledged. - KAlberts
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10/15/2012

No

Yes
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
HOOR Hooded Oriole

AMKE

American Kestrel

HOWR House Wren

Nest ID
060212_vers_01

ID
CP49-1-PS-N

Type
Road Area

Habitat
Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

060212_vers_02

TL 6915 - 171694

69kV Structure

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
Grading

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
25

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
Nest Outcome
50
50
Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

BMP installation/maintenance

25

500

150

150

35

100

30

30

280

100

100

060312_bald_01 CP88-1

Pad Areas-Maintenance Chaparrals
Area

UG - cable pulling/splicing

Date Nest
Found
6/2/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
7/13/2012 06/02/2012 - A female oriole was observed taking material from a recently-fledged nest in the same patch of
Eucalyptus. She made several trips with nesting material into a clump of Eucalyptus foliage perhaps 15 feet from
the old nest. She continued to make trips with material as the biologist stood on the access road, observing. It is
difficult to make out the nest and at this point, but it is likely 5-10% complete. - VEurs
06/10/2012 - After about 30 minutes of observation, a male Hooded Oriole was seen leaving the tree containing
the nest. About 15 minutes later, a female oriole flew from the clump of vegetation containing the nest, although
the completed nest is obscured by foliage. Later, a pair of Hooded Orioles flew back to nest. Based on the amount
of time the female spent in the nest, it seems likely she is incubating. When the nest was initially logged, it was
misidentified as a Bullock's Oriole nest, and has now been changed to Hooded Oriole. - VEurs
06/20/2012 - Agitated HOOR male chases foraging female back to nest at 0825. - RRadd
06/28/2012 - During 60 minutes of observation, the male oriole was seen near the nest numerous times. On the
first occasion, he landed near the nest and consumed a food item. He did not take any food into the nest,
suggesting there are no nestlings yet. The female was never observed and it is presumed she was in the nest still
incubating. The male came and went from the vicinity of the nest, often perching in nearby trees, vocalizing. VEurs
07/06/2012 - No activity observed during 1 hour of observation - MDicus
07/13/2012 - No HOOR activity observed in the area during more than 60 minutes of observation - MDicus
6/20/2012 06/02/2012 - On 1 June, while monitoring a nearby nest, the biologist observed a kestrel exit from the bottom of
the upper eastern arm of the monopole when a second kestrel arrived with food. This happened twice. The
biologist returned the next day to confirm the activity. Within 20 minutes of observation, a male arrived at the
pole, and the female again exited the nest cavity. She soon re-entered the cavity, and the male flew off. The
female appears to be incubating. - VEurs
06/10/2012 - The nest pole was observed for nearly 2 hours. The female spent the majority of that time perched
atop the monopole or on rungs next to or below the nest cavity. She would occasionally leave the pole to hunt
over the surrounding hillsides. At 1 point, she returned to the pole and perched on the edge of the nest cavity.
Although no prey was apparent, she leaned down and appeared to transfer food to a beak poking just above the
top of the cavity. The pair of adults also chased off a Red-tailed Hawk. As the biologist was preparing to leave,
both adults flew to the pole. The male was carrying a lizard that he dropped into the nest cavity as the female
perched atop the pole again. - VEurs
06/19/2012 - The female American Kestrel was observed perched on a metal rod next to the nest. Movement of
nestlings inside the nest was observed. The female called sporadically from her perch. The male American Kestrel
was not detected during the nest observation period of 35 minutes. - LGorman
06/20/2012 - Upon monitor and crew's arrival outside of buffer, kestrel was perched outside of nest cavity. 10301039: Backhoe entered buffer and female kestrel remained perched initially, then switched perch locations.
Approximately 2 minutes after the dump truck entered buffer, kestrel flew to perch on a yucca stalk 800 feet on
opposite slope of canyon She was then seen circling the hillside appearing to be hunting Female and male were
6/11/2012 06/03/2012 - Adult HOWR observed bringing food items to nest. Avian biologist backed off to allow feeding. Adults
came to within 2 feet of biologist. - BArnold
06/11/2012 - No activity at nest. Given nesting chronology with the fact that young leave the nest at 12-18 days,
this nest has likely fledged. Both parents were observed busily bringing food to the nest on 3 June. Eight days later,
no activity was observed. It is likely that the nestlings were being fed 4 to 10 days prior to the nest being recorded,
and has successfully fledged by today. - BArnold

Fledged
No

Fledged

6/2/2012

Yes

Presumed Fledged

6/3/2012

100

Nest with eggs or young failed for
unknown causes

6/3/2012

6/11/2012 06/03/2012 - Lark Sparrow pair was gathering food and carrying it to nest at 1240. There were 3 nestlings in nest
that appeared to be 1 day old. Female then settled onto nest, brooding. - HWinfrey
06/11/2012 - No sign of adult Lark Sparrows in area during a 45 minute observation period, and no sign of
nestlings at the nest site. Considering that the nestlings were newly hatched on 6/3/2012, this nesting attempt
probably failed, with the cause of failure unknown - closed. - PKonrad

No

Yes

LASP

Lark Sparrow

060312_hwey_01 EP67 PS

Pad Areas-Stringing Area Grasslands and Meadows

OH - wire stringing

HOFI

House Finch

060312_mbhn_01 SWAT CY

Construction Yards

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other

20

100

30

30

Nest with eggs or young failed for
unknown causes

6/3/2012

6/12/2012 06/03/2012 - A female HOFI was observed from a distance of 25 feet and flying underneath the storage trailer
numerous times. When the biologist approached the underside of the trailer, the female flew out. Upon
inspection, a fully formed nest containing 4 eggs was discovered. The biologist then retreated back to a distance of
75 feet to continue observing the HOFI's activity. Both the male and female HOFIs returned to the nest after 5
minutes and appeared unaffected by the biologist's presence. When the biologist returned to set up a buffer and
hammer stakes in, the female HOFI stayed on the nest. - MBahn
06/12/2012 - Nest location was found by avian construction yard monitor to only contain three house finch eggs
on ledge where nest was located. No actual nest was present on the ground, in nest location, or within bird buffer,
only the eggs remained. Based on the total absence of nest material, yet the presence of the 3 eggs, it is highly
unlikely for this nest to have been predated or physically altered due to natural causes, as the eggs would have
been taken, destroyed, fallen off the ledge, or otherwise displaced. It is thought that this nest failed due to
construction activities, since the nest site can only be accessed by Sunrise personnel, and the unexplained removal
of all nest material without destroying eggs, but the ultimate cause cannot be determined. - AHill

No

Road Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic

13

100

50

50

Nest did not reach active stage

6/3/2012

6/6/2012 06/03/2012 - HOWR male strident at customary song perch adjacent to cavity and periodic entry indicates new
brood may be in progress. - RRadd
06/09/2012 - HOWR pair observed away from nest, but no entrance into cavity observed. - RRadd
06/14/2012 - No HOWR detections during 20 minute observation suggest this attempt did not reach active stage. RRadd

No

HOWR House Wren

060312_rrdd_01

Helix CY AR
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
HOOR Hooded Oriole

Nest ID
060312_rrdd_02

Helix CY AR

ID

Type
Road Area

Habitat
Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
Traffic

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
6

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
Nest Outcome
50
50
Nest did not reach active stage

Date Nest
Found
6/3/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
6/30/2012 06/03/2012 - HOOR male leading female to this location at 0848 and subsequently female begins stringing fiber at
0855. - RRadd
06/09/2012 - Nest is approximately 15% complete. HOOR pair observed nearby did not associate with nest. RRadd
06/14/2012 - HOOR pair continue in this tree. Female has built a new nest, 5 feet higher and on the south-facing
aspect of this Washingtonia. Nest appears complete, but female still weaving threads at 1711. - RRadd
06/21/2012 - HOOR female spends most of 45 minute observation loafing around nest tree with occasional brief
departures when traffic passes. - RRadd
06/30/2012 - No orioles visit this site during 30 minute observation 29 June 1700-1730, 30 June 1130-1200. Closed
due to inactivity. - RRadd

Fledged
No

HOFI

House Finch

060312_rrdd_03

Helix CY

Construction Yards

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic

30

100

30

30

Presumed Fledged

6/3/2012

6/25/2012 06/03/2012 - HOFI pair visit nest containing 4 eggs. - RRadd
06/09/2012 - Nest contains small hatched young. - RRadd
06/14/2012 - HOFI brooding nestlings at 1616. - RRadd
06/21/2012 - Nestlings are small with wispy feathered heads at 1700. - RRadd
06/28/2012 - Nest is empty and consistent with successful fledging. - RRadd

Yes

HOFI

House Finch

060312_rrdd_04

Helix CY

Construction Yards

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other

30

100

30

30

Nest with eggs or young failed for
unknown causes

6/3/2012

6/29/2012 06/03/2012 - HOFI pair visit nest containing 4 eggs. - RRadd
06/09/2012 - HOFI incubating at least 3 eggs. - RRadd
06/14/2012 - HOFI incubating 4 eggs at 1618. - RRadd
06/21/2012 - HOFI incubating 4 eggs at 1700. - RRadd
06/28/2012 - Nest contains 4 eggs. Time period indicates this nest may have been abandoned. - RRadd
07/05/2012 - Nest still contains 4 eggs, indicating abandonment. - RRadd

No

HOFI

House Finch

060312_rrdd_05

Helix CY

Construction Yards

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other

20

100

30

30

Nest with eggs or young failed for
unknown causes

6/3/2012

6/4/2012 06/03/2012 - Nest contains 2 eggs at 1212. - RRadd
06/09/2012 - Nest contains 2 eggs. - RRadd
06/14/2012 - Nest contains 2 eggs, one of which is broken, indicating abandonment. Vegetation was mowed to
within 20 feet of nest. - RRadd

No

HOFI

House Finch

060412_ahll_01

EP36-1

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Area
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance

0

100

100

100

Removed

6/4/2012

6/4/2012 06/04/2012 - Biologist observed female bringing nest material to a nest located in the leg c joint. Nest was verified
by lineman to contain no eggs and was removed under supervision of onsite biologist. Nest was less than 100%
complete and mylar deterrents were strung on tower. Nest was removed as per NBMMP, based on high risk of
nest failure with the proposed construction activities. - AHill

No

HOFI

House Finch

060412_bald_01 CP88-1

Pad Areas-Maintenance Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Area
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance

0

100

100

100

Removed

6/4/2012

6/4/2012 06/04/2012 - HOFI nest removed per the NBMMP. Using a lift, avian biologist confirmed nest was about 80%
complete, with no eggs or young present. Bird repellent ribbon was in place on the tower and around the work
pad, and a plastic owl decoy is located on this tower within 50 feet of the nest. Furthermore, testing work has
occurred at this location over the past few weeks and per the NBMMP, active work is considered a form of a
deterrent. The nest was placed in a fold of bird deterrent netting. These HOFIs were not disturbed by human
presence or construction activity. SDG&E may need to have access to this pole over the next week to conduct
repair work identified in the ongoing current testing program. After determining that there were no eggs or young
present, this nest was photographed en situ, removed and again photographed. - BArnold

No

HOFI

House Finch

060412_kats_01

Alpine CY

Construction Yards

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance

0

100

100

100

Removed

6/4/2012

6/4/2012 06/04/2012 - A HOFI pair was observed building a nest under a flatbed trailer used to transport wire reels. This
trailer was to be used well within the anticipated nest cycle to transport wire to upcoming pulls, necessitating
removal to keep the project on schedule. Deterrents were present in the form of mylar tape at strategic points of
the trailer. No eggs or young were present, as the nest was only 10% complete. The nest was photographed and
removed, per the NBMMP. Additional deterrents were placed into the nesting area following the removal. KAlberts

No

CALT

California Towhee

060412_ltiw_01

EP112A-1-E

Road Area

Chaparrals

Traffic

18

100

50

50

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

6/4/2012

6/12/2012 06/04/2012 - During active nest searching, an adult California Towhee flew from the nest that contained 2 eggs
and 1 newly hatched nestling. - LTymkiw
06/06/2012 - Female California Towhee brooding 3 small downy nestlings. - PKonrad
06/12/2012 - The nest is in good shape, but it is empty with no sign of nestlings or adult California Towhees.
Nestlings were probably predated although there is no proof of this assumption - closed. - PKonrad

No

COHU

Costa's Hummingbird

060412_ltiw_02

EP112A-1-E

Road Area

Chaparrals

OH - wire stringing

150

100

50

50

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

6/4/2012

6/12/2012 06/04/2012 - Female Costa's Hummingbird at nest with 2 eggs. - LTymkiw
06/06/2012 - A female Costa's Hummingbird is incubating amid K-max helicopter work nearby. - PKonrad
06/12/2012 - Nest is empty but in good shape; no Costa's Hummingbirds observed in area. Eggs were apparently
predated, although there is no sign of egg shells or other 'proof' - closed. - PKonrad
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
HOFI House Finch

Nest ID
060412_mdus_01 CP98-1

ID

Type
Habitat
Pad Areas-Maintenance Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Area
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

PHAI

Phainopepla

060412_mkhn_01 EP220-1-N

Road Area

CAKI

Cassin's Kingbird

060412_rqey_01 CP63-3

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Area
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

060412_rrdd_01

CP56-1-PS-E-B

Road Area

MODO Mourning Dove

Chaparrals

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
UG - cable pulling/splicing

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
750

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
Nest Outcome
15
15
Indeterminate

Date Nest
Found
6/4/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
7/5/2012 06/04/2012 - A female House Finch was observed collecting bits of Stylocline gnaphalioides and carrying it to the
base of the lowest west tower arm. - MDicus
06/14/2012 - Male perched and singing outside nest cavity entrance. No other activity observed. - HWinfrey
06/21/2012 - No activity observed, and no HOFIs detected in vicinity of tower during 30 minutes of observation. HWinfrey
06/27/2012 - No activity observed during 30 minutes of observation. - HWinfrey
07/05/2012 - No activity observed, and nest has exceeded possible period of activity. Insufficient data to
determine outcome, however it appears that the nesting attempt was most likely abandoned. Nest closed. KAlberts

Fledged
N/A

Traffic

8

100

65

65

Indeterminate

6/4/2012

7/6/2012 06/04/2012 - Duplicate entry. - MKuehn
06/04/2012 - Observed Phainopeplas' incubation exchange at the nest that contains 1 egg. - MKuehn
06/14/2012 - Adult male Phainopepla observed near nest that contained 2 eggs (tan with dark-brown spots). PKonrad
06/21/2012 - No adult Phainopeplas observed or heard, but the nest contains 1 egg and 1 newly hatched nestling
that has dark down and an open gape, food begging. This pair of Phainopeplas seems to be especially timid. PKonrad
06/28/2012 - A downy sightless nestling Phainopepla was food-begging in the nest. The pair of adult Phainopeplas
was territorial, but kept their distance (70 feet plus). - PKonrad
07/06/2012 - No adult Phainopeplas were observed or heard in the area, and the young nestling is no longer
present. The nest is intact, and an unhatched cold Phainopepla egg is still present in the nest bowl - closed. May
have fledged or failed. - PKonrad

N/A

Other

80

100

50

50

Nest did not reach active stage

6/4/2012

6/15/2012 06/04/2012 - 1 kingbird, presumably female, observed hunting in close proximity to nest and intermittently
visiting nest for periods of 5-20 minutes at a time presumably incubating; however nest cannot be seen from
ground level. Kingbird also observed defending area against Cooper's Hawk as it flew by. Bird did not show any
signs of disturbance from all work activities. - RQuilley
06/06/2012 - Following 30 minutes of inactivity a CAKI visited this location then perched nearby. No nest materials
can be detected when viewed at 30x from distance. - RRadd
06/13/2012 - Following 40 minutes of inactivity, CAKI departs this location to forage close to CP62-2 AR. Bird is not
visible on nest from any vantage. - RRadd
06/22/2012 - No kingbirds detected on this tower during 20 minutes of observation. - RRadd
07/02/2012 - No activity detected. Closed due to inactivity. - RRadd

No

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic

50

100

50

50

Nest did not reach active stage

6/4/2012

6/5/2012 06/04/2012 - MODO pair bring sticks to nest which is 50% complete at 0915. - RRadd
06/11/2012 - Nest is aging and unimproved since last visit. No MODO detected. - RRadd

No

0

100

30

30

Nest did not reach active stage

6/4/2012

6/8/2012 06/04/2012 - HOFI pair making trips with thistle stems to upper anti-climb guards from 1225-1240. - RRadd
06/11/2012 - No remnants of this nest remain and HOFI are now building on Leg D. - RRadd

No

HOFI

House Finch

060412_rrdd_02

CP54-1

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats None
Area

HOFI

House Finch

060412_rrdd_03

GS-NF-10

Road Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other

10

100

50

50

Nest with eggs or young failed for
unknown causes

6/4/2012

6/22/2012 06/04/2012 - HOFI female visits nest at 1512, found to be containing 2 eggs at 1532. - RRadd
06/11/2012 - HOFI lying in nest 1620-1650. - RRadd
06/18/2012 - HOFI female incubating 5 eggs. - RRadd
06/25/2012 - Nest contains 5 eggs. - RRadd
07/02/2012 - Nest containing 5 eggs was deserted following at least a week of incubation. Construction
(demolition) work occurred inside the buffer on this vacant house during the nest cycle. - RRadd

No

PHAI

Phainopepla

060412_tdla_01

EP32-1-E

Road Area

Riparian Forests and Woodlands

Traffic

5

100

50

50

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

6/4/2012

6/25/2012 06/04/2012 - Multiple nest exchanges observed between 1700 and 1730. Male seems to be the primary incubator.
Cup nest looks tidy and complete. - TDipaola
06/11/2012 - Male on nest at 1024. - HWinfrey
06/18/2012 - Female feeding nestlings at 0758, male brings food at 0804. - HWinfrey
06/25/2012 - No activity observed and nest appears to be missing. Nest closed, apparently predated. - HWinfrey

No

HOFI

House Finch

060412_vers_01

TL6915/6924 - 171683

Pad Areas-Work Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

None

0

100

30

30

Nest with eggs or young failed for
unknown causes

6/4/2012

6/11/2012 06/04/2012 - There is a new nest in the eastern arm of the 69kV pole 171683. A female House Finch spent about 3
minutes in the bracket while the male perched on a different arm, singing. - VEurs
06/11/2012 - There is no longer a nest in the eastern bracket. This nest with eggs failed due to natural causes and
is now closed. - VEurs

No

HOFI

House Finch

060412_vnik_01

EP125

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Area
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance

0

100

100

100

Removed

6/4/2012

6/4/2012 06/04/2012 - Monitor observed House Finch carrying material to easternmost traveler on tower. Birds observed
making several trips. Crew checked nest and confirmed no eggs or young in nest. Nest appears 50% complete.
Foam deterrent was placed in traveler to discourage nesting. Nest removed to continue wire pulling to meet
deadline of line. Nest was removed per NBMMP. Photos of nest were taken. - VNovik

No

HOFI

House Finch

060512_hwey_01 Wilson CY

Construction Yards

Other

50

100

30

30

Presumed Fledged

6/5/2012

6/25/2012 06/05/2012 - Female on nest at 0950. - HWinfrey
06/12/2012 - Female brings food to nest at 0815. Nestlings not yet visible from ground level. - HWinfrey
06/18/2012 - Male brings food to nest. Nestlings visible with begging cries audible. - HWinfrey
06/20/2012 - Female feeding nestlings at 1301 with male perched nearby. - HWinfrey
06/25/2012 - Nest is intact and empty, presumed fledged. - HWinfrey

Yes

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
HOFI House Finch

CALT

California Towhee

MODO Mourning Dove

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
Traffic

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
50

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
Nest Outcome
30
30
Nest with eggs or young failed for
unknown causes

Date Nest
Found
6/5/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
6/30/2012 06/05/2012 - Female on nest at 1000 with male attending. - HWinfrey
06/12/2012 - Female on nest at 0818. - HWinfrey
06/18/2012 - Female on nest. - HWinfrey
06/20/2012 - 1 egg visible in nest. Female returns to incubate immediately following check of nest contents with
mirror. - HWinfrey
06/27/2012 - No activity observed at nest. - HWinfrey
06/30/2012 - No activity at nest, which is empty. Female was observed incubating 1 egg on earlier observations.
Predation is a possibility. Nest failed for unknown reasons. - HWinfrey

Nest ID
ID
060512_hwey_02 Wilson CY

Type
Construction Yards

Habitat
Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Fledged
No

060512_mkhn_01 EP71-E

Road Area

Chaparrals

Traffic

80

100

50

50

Indeterminate

6/5/2012

6/15/2012 06/05/2012 - Nest contains at least two, 3-5 day old nestlings. Adult visited nest with food and begging could be
heard from 15 feet away. - MKuehn
06/11/2012 - Adult nearby. Nestlings appear fully feathered and still in nest; should fledge in next several days. MKuehn
06/15/2012 - Nest empty and appears damaged. Recent fledglings heard calling within 100 feet of nest. Possibly
these are the fledglings from the nest. - VNovik

N/A

060512_rrdd_01

GS-NF-13

Pad Areas-Work Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic

60

100

50

50

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

6/5/2012

6/18/2012 06/05/2012 - MODO incubating 2 eggs 1421. - RRadd
06/12/2012 - MODO lying in nest 0927. - RRadd
06/19/2012 - Nest is vacant and empty. - RRadd

No

53

100

50

50

Fledged

6/5/2012

6/20/2012 06/05/2012 - PSFL feeding small hatched young 1630. - RRadd
06/13/2012 - PSFL male nest guarding at customary perch at 1650 is silent. Adults observed feeding alternately 12
June from 0625 at 5 minute intervals. - RRadd
06/21/2012 - Nestlings observed being fed 19 June. 21 June, adults observed carrying food away from nest and
contact calling in surrounding riparian forest. Excreta visible at nest rim. - RRadd

Yes

500

300

300

300

Fledged

6/5/2012

7/9/2012 06/05/2012 - Pair observed building nest, 5% complete. - TCooper
06/07/2012 - Adults building nest, 50% complete. Argentine ants on nest. - TCooper
06/09/2012 - Pair observed nest building. Nest nearly complete. - TCooper
06/11/2012 - Both adults seen on nest. Nest contains one LBVI egg. - TCooper
06/12/2012 - Pair attending nest. One egg in nest. Male observed removing 1 LBVI egg. - TCooper
06/14/2012 - Both adults observed incubating. Nest contains one LBVI egg and one BHCO egg. No Argentine ants
observed on nest branch. - TCooper
06/15/2012 - Both adults observed incubating, and several next exchanges were observed. Several ants (about
10) were observed on the branch holding the nest and the adults were observed eating the ants as they
approached the nest. The nest was approached and additional Tanglefoot was applied to the sapling containing
the nest to thwart further advancement of ants. The nest contents were observed with a mirror; one LBVI egg and
one BHCO egg were observed in the nest. The female LBVI retuned to the nest and continued incubating within 30
seconds of the biologists departure. The BHCO egg was not removed at this time because of the high probability of
desertion by the adult vireo due to significant reduction in clutch size. The BHCO egg will be replaced with an
addled BHCO egg during the next nest visit, presuming the nest is still active. - TCooper
06/18/2012 - Both adults observed incubating and two next exchanges were observed. No ants were observed on
the branch holding the nest. After 20 minutes of observation the nest was approached; one LBVI egg and one
BHCO egg were observed in the nest. The cowbird egg was removed and replaced with a non-viable cowbird egg.
The female LBVI retuned to the nest and continued incubating within 1 minute of the biologist’s departure. The
nest was observed for an additional 30 minutes during which time one nest exchange was observed. Activity at
nest was also observed from 1145-1150 at which time the male was seen incubating. - TCooper
06/19/2012 - Adults incubating. No ants on nest branch. - TCooper
06/21/2012 - Adults incubating observed incubating. No ants observed on nest. - TCooper
06/22/2012 - Both adults were observed incubating, and several nest exchanges were observed. A few ants were
seen on the branch holding the nest all of which were eaten by the adults on the nest at the time A small dead
6/10/2012 06/05/2012 - While monitoring a nearby nest, the biologist's attention was drawn to a female Anna's
Hummingbird. She flew to a nest containing 2 nearly grown nestlings. - VEurs
06/10/2012 - The nest is completely intact and empty. This nest is presumed fledged and is now closed. - VEurs

Yes

PSFL

Pacific-slope Flycatcher

060512_rrdd_02

CP70-3-E

Road Area

Riparian Forests and Woodlands

Traffic

LBVI

Least Bell's Vireo

060512_tcer_01

EP77-E

Road Area

Riparian Forests and Woodlands

OH - wire stringing

ANHU Anna's Hummingbird

060512_vers_01

CP49-1-PS-N

Road Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic

60

100

50

50

Presumed Fledged

6/5/2012

ANHU Anna's Hummingbird

060612_bald_01 Suncrest Substation SSDE2

Substation

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic

5

100

50

50

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

6/6/2012

7/3/2012 06/06/2012 - Female incubating 2 eggs. Flushed at about 15 feet on foot. Remained on nest while truck traffic
passed slowly by within 5 to 10 feet. - BArnold
06/11/2012 - Female incubating 2 eggs. - BArnold
06/14/2012 - Adult female on nest, displayed no reaction as slowly drove by. - BArnold
06/19/2012 - Female not on nest as observer drove by. Two very young nestlings in nest. Female observed
incubating/brooding on nest yesterday, 18 June as slowly drove by. - BArnold
06/28/2012 - Two nestlings in nest. Female not observed. - BArnold
07/03/2012 - Nest empty. Piece of nest side has been removed, and is caught in chain link fence below nest. This
nest has been predated. - BArnold

No

HOFI

060612_bald_02 CP96-1

Structures

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

UG - paving/substructure adjustment

30

100

30

30

Nest did not reach active stage

6/6/2012

6/27/2012 06/06/2012 - HOFI pair making repeated trips to top of shroud with nesting material, then dropping down into
shroud. - BArnold
06/18/2012 - No activity observed during 20-minute observation period. - BArnold
06/27/2012 - No activity observed at nest during 20-minute observation period. - BArnold

No

House Finch
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
HOFI House Finch

Nest ID
060612_lgan_01

ID
CP81-1-E

Type
Road Area

Habitat
Riparian Forests and Woodlands

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
Traffic

CAGN

California Gnatcatcher

060612_mdus_01 San Luis Rey Substation

Substation

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats None

SPTO

Spotted Towhee

060612_mkhn_01 GS-NF-28

Pad Areas-Work Area

Riparian Forests and Woodlands

OH - tower erection

ACWO Acorn Woodpecker

060612_rrdd_01

CP62-2-E

Road Area

Grasslands and Meadows

HOWR House Wren

060612_rrdd_02

CP70-3-E

Road Area

Riparian Forests and Woodlands

CAGN

California Gnatcatcher

060612_tcer_01

CP17-1-E-B

CAGN

California Gnatcatcher

060612_tcer_02

COHU

Costa's Hummingbird

060612_vnik_01

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
2

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
Nest Outcome
30
30
Indeterminate

0

300

300

300

400

100

50

Traffic

76

100

Traffic

2

Road Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic

CP14-E

Road Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic

Bartlett / Hauser Creek
CY

Construction Yards

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

OH - wire stringing

Date Nest
Found
6/6/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
6/23/2012 06/06/2012 - A pair of House Finches was building a nest. The female was observed bringing nesting material to
the nest, which appeared to be approximately 80% complete. The House Finch continued to build the nest when
the biologist stayed inside her vehicle from approximately 25 feet away. - LGorman
06/15/2012 - Female HOFI comes off nest in response to male singing at 1430. - RRadd
06/22/2012 - HOFI pair singing and loitering near nest did not interact directly with same during 20-minute early
afternoon observation. - RRadd
06/29/2012 - No HOFI detections during 30 minute observation. - RRadd

Fledged
N/A

Fledged

6/6/2012

6/20/2012 06/06/2012 - CAGN pair observed making frequent trips with larvae and other food items to a nest with at least 3
recently hatched nestlings. - MDicus
06/13/2012 - The adults were observed making frequent trips (every 30-60 seconds) to the nest with food items. MDicus
06/20/2012 - The pair was observed feeding 3 fledglings downslope of the nest. - MDicus

Yes

50

Presumed Fledged

6/6/2012

7/10/2012 06/06/2012 - Adult Spotted Towhee visited nest several times with coarse nesting material. Nest is 50% complete
and the bowl is loosely formed. - MKuehn
06/12/2012 - No Spotted Towhees observed during 25 minute period, but nest looks complete or nearly complete
with a minimum of fine grass lining in the bowl. - PKonrad
06/19/2012 - Pair of Spotted Towhees is very territorial at the nest site; 2 eggs can be seen in the nest. - PKonrad
06/27/2012 - Nest still contains 2 eggs and adult male Spotted Towhee is very territorial next to the nest under the
sagebrush. - PKonrad
07/03/2012 - Adult Spotted Towhees were territorial with 2 small downy nestlings in nest. - PKonrad
07/10/2012 - Spotted Towhees calling in area, but no nestlings remain in the nest that has an undamaged lined
nest bowl - closed. - PKonrad

Yes

75

75

Indeterminate

6/6/2012

7/1/2012 06/06/2012 - ACWO pair carry food to cavity 0638-0700. - RRadd
06/12/2012 - ACWO visible in cavity 1606. - RRadd
06/22/2012 - ACWO continue to occupy and guard this cavity nest from 0825-0845, no provisioning observed. RRadd
07/02/2012 - WBNU investigating cavity unopposed indicates this nest has concluded, 0622. Nest was being
provisioned when first monitored. Unknown if nest successfully fledged or not as no young were observed. RRadd

N/A

100

50

50

Nest did not reach active stage

6/6/2012

6/8/2012 06/06/2012 - Likely a second brood for this pair. Female carries small nest material to cavity and remains in cavity.
- RRadd
06/15/2012 - No activity detected during 45 minutes of observation. - RRadd
06/21/2012 - HOWR observed below nest was not observed to approach the cavity during 20 minutes of
surveillance. - RRadd
06/27/2012 - Closed due to inactivity. - RRadd

No

927

300

300

300

Fledged

6/6/2012

7/11/2012 06/06/2012 - Both adults building, nest 50% complete. - TCooper
06/13/2012 - Both adults observed incubating. Nest was checked and found to contain 2 CAGN eggs and 2 BHCO
eggs. One BHCO egg was removed and one left to prevent the adults from deserting the nest due to clutch
reduction. The female CAGN was seen returning to the nest within 30 seconds of the biologist's departure and
continued incubating. The remaining cowbird egg will be replaced with an addled cowbird egg in the next few days
if the adult CAGN do not lay additional eggs. - TCooper
06/18/2012 - Female incubating one CAGN egg and one BHCO egg. BHCO egg switch with non-viable BHCO egg.
Female returned to nest within 2 minutes. - TCooper
06/20/2012 - Female observed incubating. Male nearby. 1 CAGN egg and 1 BHCO egg. - TCooper
06/27/2012 - Both adults observed at the nest and both were observed brooding. The nest contained 1 CAGN
chick, 0-1 day old, and 1 non-viable BHCO egg; the cowbird egg was removed - TCooper
07/03/2012 - Female observed on nest. - TCooper
07/11/2012 - Adults feeding fledgling 20 feet east of nest. - TCooper

Yes

336

300

300

300

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

6/6/2012

7/3/2012 06/06/2012 - Adults present at nest, as well as a least two juv. CAGN in territory. - TCooper
06/13/2012 - Both adults observed incubating. Nest was checked and found to contain 3 CAGN eggs and 1 BHCO
egg. The BHCO egg was removed. The female CAGN was seen returning to the nest within 1 minute of the
biologist's departure and continued incubating. - TCooper
06/20/2012 - Both adults observed incubating. 3 CAGN eggs. - TCooper
06/27/2012 - Both adults were observed at the nest. The nest was checked and found to contain 3 CAGN nestlings,
4-5 days old. - TCooper
07/03/2012 - Nest pulled apart; no nestlings or adults observed. - TCooper

No

4

100

50

50

Nest with eggs or young failed for
unknown causes

6/6/2012

6/7/2012 06/06/2012 - Observed bird with material and one egg in nest. - VNovik
06/07/2012 - Nest gone and one egg smashed on ground. Adult female repeatedly flying into site of nest and
around trailer. - FHoffman

No
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
ANHU Anna's Hummingbird

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
Traffic

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
10

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
Nest Outcome
50
50
Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

Date Nest
Found
6/7/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
7/3/2012 06/07/2012 - Female on nest. Remained on nest as biologist slowly drove by. Flushed at 5 feet when backed up for
photo. Nest contains 2 eggs. Adult female returned to nest while Avian Biologist was in truck on gravel access road
outside substation 5-6 feet distant. Female sat on nest for the 20 minutes it took to photograph and record nest. BArnold
06/11/2012 - Female incubating. - BArnold
06/14/2012 - Adult female on nest, displayed no reaction as slowly drove by. - BArnold
06/19/2012 - No female on nest as observer slowly drove by. Nest with 1 nestling and 1 egg. Female incubating on
nest yesterday, 18 June as slowly drove by. - BArnold
06/28/2012 - Two nestlings in nest. Female not observed. - BArnold
07/03/2012 - Nest empty, intact, lots of scat present. Nest presumed to have been predated, given the presence
of 1 egg and 1 nestling on 19 June and 2 nestlings on 28 June. Because ANHU nestlings have been reported to
leave nest at 25-26 days (COHU at 20 to 23 days), this nest was presumably predated, given the above nesting
chronology (earliest possible egg hatching on 17 June, this oldest nestling would have been 16 days old; too young
to fledge). - BArnold

Nest ID
ID
060712_bald_01 Suncrest Substation SSDE2

Type
Substation

Habitat
Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

ANHU Anna's Hummingbird

060712_bald_02 Suncrest Substation SSDE2

Substation

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Substation - new construction

50

100

50

50

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

6/7/2012

7/3/2012 06/07/2012 - Nest in chain link fence with 1 egg. Female returned to sit on nest while Avian Biologist sat in truck,
photographed bird on nest, and recorded nest. Female also remained on nest while Avian Biologist drove ESA sign
lathes into gravel access roadbed. - BArnold
06/08/2012 - Nest now has 2 eggs. - BArnold
06/11/2012 - Female incubating. - BArnold
06/14/2012 - Adult female on nest, displayed no reaction as slowly drove by. - BArnold
06/21/2012 - Female remained on nest as observer slowly drove by. Female also observed on nest as drove by on
18 and 19 June 2012. - BArnold
06/28/2012 - Two nestlings in nest. Female observed coming to nest. - BArnold
07/03/2012 - Nest empty, intact, lots of scat. Nest presumed to have been predated, given the presence of 1 egg
on 7 June, 2 eggs on 8 June, and 2 nestlings on 28 June. Because ANHU nestlings have been reported to leave nest
at 25-26 days (COHU at 20 to 23 days), this nest was presumably predated, given the above nesting chronology
(earliest possible egg hatching on 21 June, the oldest nestling would have been 12 days old, too young to fledge). BArnold

No

ANHU Anna's Hummingbird

060712_bald_03 Suncrest Substation SSDE3

Pad Areas-Work Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Substation - new construction

275

100

50

50

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

6/7/2012

7/3/2012 06/07/2012 - Adult female on nest. Bird did not flush, even at a distance of several inches while Avian Biologist
was using GPS to record location of nest. Adult female remained on nest for 20 minutes while Avian Biologist
photographed and recorded nest from truck located 10 feet distant on the gravel access road outside the
substation fence. - BArnold
06/14/2012 - Adult female on nest, displayed no reaction as slowly drove by. - BArnold
06/21/2012 - Two recently hatched nestlings; one may have hatched this morning based on appearance. Nest
contained 2 eggs on 18 June. On 19 June, female remained on nest as observer slowly drove by. - BArnold
06/28/2012 - Two nestlings in nest. Female not observed during brief observation. - BArnold
07/03/2012 - Nest empty, intact, scat present. Nest presumed to have been predated, given the presence of 2
eggs on 18 June and 2 nestlings on 21 June. Because ANHU nestlings have been reported to leave nest at 25-26
days (COHU at 20 to 23 days), this nest was presumably predated, given the above nesting chronology (earliest
possible egg hatching on 18/19 June). - BArnold

No

ANHU Anna's Hummingbird

060712_bald_04 Suncrest Substation SSDE2

Substation

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Substation - new construction

200

100

50

50

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

6/7/2012

6/18/2012 06/07/2012 - Female observed on nest earlier in the day by Link Lead Mark Meredith as he slowly drove by nest.
Female did not flush at that time. Female not present at nest during 20 minutes Avian Biologist spent
photographing and recording nest in late afternoon. Nest with 1 egg. - BArnold
06/08/2012 - Nest still observed with no female and just 1 egg. This nest may be considered inactive. - BArnold
06/14/2012 - No activity observed, nest still with 1 egg, remains inactive. - BArnold
06/18/2012 - Nest still with 1, apparently non-viable egg. No activity has been observed in association with this
nest, and it still contains 1 egg that appears not to be viable. This nest was abandoned for some unknown but
likely natural reason due to the presence of 1 egg and the demonstrated high tolerance of the hummingbirds
nesting in the chain link fence to human presence. - BArnold

No

ANHU Anna's Hummingbird

060712_bald_05 Suncrest Substation SSDE2

Substation

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Substation - new construction

75

100

100

100

Presumed Fledged

6/7/2012

6/7/2012 06/07/2012 - Nest appears slightly worn, with feathers and some scat, all indicative that this nest successfully
fledged. - BArnold

Yes

ANHU Anna's Hummingbird

060712_bald_06 Suncrest Substation SSDE2

Substation

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Substation - new construction

225

100

100

100

Presumed Fledged

6/7/2012

6/7/2012 06/07/2012 - Nest appears slightly worn with feathers and scat, all indicative of a recently successfully fledged
nest. - BArnold

Yes

ATFL

060712_rrdd_01

Road Area

Chaparrals

BMP installation/maintenance

18

100

50

50

Fledged

6/7/2012

6/21/2012 06/07/2012 - ATFL pair provisioning nest 0658. - RRadd
06/14/2012 - ATFL feeding nest at 0952, 1012, and 1016. - RRadd
06/21/2012 - At least 1 weakly-flighted juvenile with a short tail observed being fed by adults within a Sambucus
thicket 50 feet west of the nest cavity at 0938. - RRadd

Yes

Substation

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic

10

100

50

50

Nest did not reach active stage

6/8/2012

6/19/2012 06/08/2012 - Observed female bringing nest material to diagonal cable clamp. Nest is about 10 percent complete. BArnold
06/11/2012 - Nest appears about 90% complete. - BArnold
06/14/2012 - Nest appears complete. No hummingbird activity. - BArnold
06/18/2012 - Nest still appears 90% complete. Status is currently inactive (with a 50-foot buffer), pending final
outcome determination in the coming weeks. - BArnold
06/19/2012 - No activity observed. Nest appears in same shape, and is not being used. Nest now closed. BArnold

No

Ash-throated Flycatcher

ANHU Anna's Hummingbird

CP70-3-E

060812_bald_01 Suncrest Substation SSDE2
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
WEKI Western Kingbird

Nest ID
060812_mbhn_01 EP32-1

ID

Type
Pad Areas-Structure Pad Chaparrals
Area

Habitat

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
OH - wire stringing

HOFI

House Finch

060812_mdus_01 CP3

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance
Area

WEKI

Western Kingbird

060812_rqey_01 EP201-3

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Area
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

CAKI

Cassin's Kingbird

060812_rrdd_01

LEGO

Lesser Goldfinch

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
100

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
Nest Outcome
50
50
Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

Date Nest
Found
6/8/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
6/23/2012 06/08/2012 - Observed WEKI pair with one of pair carrying nest material to SE corner of bridge. Pair was observed
making several return trips to the same area on tower with nest material. - MBahn
06/15/2012 - Female on nest at 0719. No other WEKI activity in area. - HWinfrey
06/22/2012 - No activity observed, and no WEKI detected in area during 1-hour visit. No nest material visible from
usual vantage point on EP30 access road, and no material visible from tower pad. Additionally, biologist A. Steyers,
on site for entire day, reports no WEKI activity observed. With insufficient time elapsed for this nest to have
fledged, it appears most likely that this nest was destroyed either by recent high winds or by predation. Nest
closed. - HWinfrey

Fledged
No

40

100

30

30

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

6/8/2012

7/17/2012 06/08/2012 - On 6/7 avian monitor D. King reported House Finch activity at the lowest north-facing arm while a
BMP crew conducted maintenance at the tower base. On 6/8 the avian link biologist watched the female House
Finch make several trips to the nest site with material. - MDicus
06/18/2012 - No HOFI activity during approximately 1-hour observation. - MDicus
06/21/2012 - The adult female was observed exiting the nest cavity, receiving food from the male, and returning
to the nest. The monitoring observations were made from well outside the buffer. - MDicus
06/28/2012 - No HOFI activity detected at the nest after 45 minutes of observation. Minor HOFI activity in the
surrounding habitat. - VEurs
07/03/2012 - An adult female HOFI was observed begging her mate for food prior to entering the nest cavity.
Approximately 30 minutes later, the female peered out of the cavity for several seconds and returned to the nest. MDicus
07/10/2012 - No HOFI activity observed at nest opening during 45 minutes of monitoring. - MDicus
07/17/2012 - No HOFI activity observed at the nest pole during 2 hours of observation. - MDicus

No

Traffic

250

100

75

75

Presumed Fledged

6/8/2012

Yes

CP80-2

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic
Area

120

100

50

50

Nest did not reach active stage

6/8/2012

7/23/2012 06/08/2012 - A Western Kingbird was observed entering a nest and incubating for the majority of a 45 minute
observation period. A second adult was observed perched nearby on tower. - RQuilley
06/21/2012 - An adult Western Kingbird was observed flying to the west from near ground level, landing briefly on
the tower bridge near the nest and continuing to fly south at a lower elevation. No other kingbird activities were
made during this observation period . - PKonrad
06/25/2012 - No Western Kingbirds were observed near the nest or in the area during a 50-minute period. PKonrad
07/02/2012 - After 15 minutes, an adult Western Kingbird flew in to perch on the top of the tower bridge and
remained active in the tower, moving from perch to perch during the next 15 minutes, all during a 40-minute
observation period. (The other kingbird may be incubating or brooding.) - PKonrad
07/09/2012 - Initially, an adult Western Kingbird was perched on the tower bridge a few feet north of the nest
site, preening and loafing. After about 10 minutes, it repositioned to other perches and eventually caught a flying
insect on the wing, which it took to the nest, presumably to feed nestlings. Thereafter, the kingbird perched at its
original location, then left the tower (30 minute observation period). - PKonrad
07/17/2012 - No Western Kingbirds were observed during the 40 minute observation period. Judging from the
monitoring history, including today's observations, it is unsure if nest is still active, or not. Will check back. PKonrad
07/23/2012 - No Western Kingbirds were observed during a 40-minute observation period Considering past
6/22/2012 06/08/2012 - CAKI pair attending nest, and occasionally adding material from 0727-0738. - RRadd
06/15/2012 - No activity detected during 30 minutes of observation. New nesting material visible. - RRadd
06/22/2012 - No kingbirds visited this tower, and no nest could be detected during 30 minutes of observation. RRadd

060812_rrdd_02

CP84-E

Road Area

Chaparrals

Traffic

10

100

50

50

Presumed Fledged

6/8/2012

6/12/2012 06/08/2012 - Female LEGO lying in nest 0954-1004. - RRadd
06/15/2012 - Large amount of excreta at edge and under nest suggests likely fledge. - RRadd

Yes

HOWR House Wren

060812_rrdd_03

CP82-1-E

Road Area

Riparian Forests and Woodlands

Traffic

46

100

50

50

Nest did not reach active stage

6/8/2012

6/10/2012 06/08/2012 - HOWR with fledged juvenile away from nest. Male returns to sing softly at cavity, but carries no
food, suggesting a second brood has been initiated. - RRadd
06/15/2012 - Male calls from nearby but does not approach cavity. - RRadd
06/22/2012 - No HOWR detections during 20 minutes of observation. - RRadd
06/29/2012 - No activity for more than 2 weeks. Likely failed to activate a second clutch. - RRadd

No

LEGO

Lesser Goldfinch

060812_rrdd_04

CP82-1-E

Road Area

Riparian Forests and Woodlands

None

0

100

50

50

Nest did not reach active stage

6/8/2012

6/9/2012 06/08/2012 - LEG0 pair making trips with material. - RRadd
06/15/2012 - Abandoned during site selection, new nest constructed 200 feet north (061512_rrdd_02). - RRadd

No

BEWR

Bewick's Wren

060812_sjon_01

EP70-E

Road Area

Chaparrals

Traffic

2

100

100

100

Presumed Fledged

6/8/2012

6/20/2012 06/08/2012 - Observed Bewick's Wren cautiously bring food item into cavity while car was parked 40 feet away. SJohnston
06/20/2012 - No sign of Bewick's Wrens at or near cavity and no sound coming from inside the 'burrow'. It
appears the nestlings have fledged and all wrens have left the area - closed. - PKonrad

Yes
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
WEKI Western Kingbird

Nest ID
060812_sjon_02

EP54-1

ID

Type
Habitat
Pad Areas-Structure Pad Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Area
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
Other

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
0

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
100
100
Removed

Nest Outcome

Date Nest
Found
6/8/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
6/2/2012 06/02/2012 - A WEKI pair was observed bringing nesting material to the bridge section of the tower that is
scheduled for wire stringing within the anticipated nest cycle. The nest was about 50% complete. Since the nest
had no eggs or young, and per the NBMMP, the nest was photographed and removed in order to better meet the
CAISO energization schedule. The tower needs wire stringing to meet the deadline for energization, and leaving
this nest in place would have jeopardized that. - SJohnston

Fledged
No

WEKI

Western Kingbird

060812_sjon_03

EP54-1

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Area
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other

0

100

100

100

Removed

6/8/2012

6/7/2012 06/07/2012 - A WEKI pair was observed bringing nesting material to the body extension section of the tower that
is scheduled for wire stringing within the anticipated nest cycle. Since the nest had no eggs or young, and per the
NBMMP the nest was photographed and removed at 90% complete in order to better meet the CAISO
energization schedule. The tower needs wire stringing to meet the deadline for energization, and leaving this nest
in place would have jeopardized that. - SJohnston

No

WEKI

Western Kingbird

060812_sjon_04

EP66

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Area
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other

0

100

100

100

Removed

6/8/2012

6/1/2012 05/31/2012 - A WEKI pair was observed bringing nesting material to the bridge section of the tower that is
scheduled for wire stringing within the anticipated nest cycle. In order to better meet the CAISO energization
schedule, this nest was removed at 10% complete. Since the nest had no eggs or young, and per the NBMMP, the
nest was photographed and removed. The tower needs wire stringing to meet the deadline for energization, and
leaving this nest in place would have jeopardized that. Nest removed on June 1. - SJohnston

No

HOFI

House Finch

060812_vers_01

CP43-1

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Area
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance

35

100

30

30

Nest did not reach active stage

6/8/2012

6/19/2012 06/08/2012 - While monitoring nearby nests, the biologist observed a pair of House Finches bringing different
types of nesting material to the corner junction of Leg C just below the anti-climb guard. A fledgling was following
close to the adults. It appears nest construction has just begun. - VEurs
06/19/2012 - No nest observed in the described location. Given the early stage of construction at the time the
nest was logged, it is presumed the pair abandoned the attempt prior to egg-laying. - MDicus

No

WEKI

Western Kingbird

060812_vnik_01

GS-NF-28

Pad Areas-Work Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

OH - wire stringing

0

100

100

100

Removed

6/8/2012

6/8/2012 06/08/2012 - WEKI pair observed carrying nesting material to space between jib and boom on crane on eastern
boom truck. The birds have made 6 trips in the 10 minute observation period. Trucks arrived on site 2 days ago
and were set up as a guard structure. No nest deterrents are visible on vehicle other than a few old pieces of
mylar tape on door handle. Vehicles are critical to completion of the power line by summer peak demand period.
No eggs or young present in nest, photos taken. Nest removed per NBMMP. - VNovik

No

HOFI

House Finch

060912_bald_02 CP96-1

Structures

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

UG - cable pulling/splicing

0

100

100

100

Removed

6/9/2012

6/9/2012 06/09/2012 - A HOFI nest removed per the NBMMP. Using a lift, avian biologist confirmed 'new' nest was about
20% complete, with no eggs or young present. Bird repellent ribbon was in place on the tower and around the
work pad, and a plastic owl decoy is located on this tower. Furthermore, testing work is occurring and has
occurred at this location over the past few weeks and per the NBMMP, active work is considered a form of a
deterrent. These HOFIs were not disturbed by human presence or construction activity. SDG&E needs to have
access to this pole over the next week to conduct repair work identified in the ongoing current testing program.
After determining that there were no eggs or young present, this nest was removed and photographed. - BArnold

No

HOFI

House Finch

060912_mdus_01 CP15-1

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Other
Area

20

100

30

30

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

6/9/2012

6/18/2012 06/09/2012 - A female House Finch was observed incubating 3 eggs. - MDicus
06/18/2012 - After 45 minutes of inactivity, the nest contents were checked. The nest was intact but empty. The
CORA pair nesting in CP16 were observed landing in CP15 and nearby towers; it is likely the eggs were predated. MDicus

No

HOFI

House Finch

060912_mkhn_02 Thing Valley CY

Construction Yards

BMP installation/maintenance

0

100

100

100

Removed

6/9/2012

6/9/2012 06/09/2012 - Female visited nest many times with nest material throughout morning, despite traffic in yard and
work occurring all around nest. Nest was 90% complete and contained no eggs, but was photographed and
removed because construction needs to access trailer 1 foot from nest through rear doors to get equipment many
times each day. The nest site in the undercarriage was filled with a folded cardboard sign to deter birds from
making future nesting attempts. - MKuehn

No

WEKI

Western Kingbird

060912_mkhn_03 EP119-2

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Area
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

OH - wire stringing

0

100

100

100

Removed

6/9/2012

6/9/2012 06/09/2012 - Adult carried nesting material to brace in tower at least 3 times. This is the fourth nesting attempt by
this pair in this tower, despite wire-stringing activities for past two days and a crew onsite this morning, as well as
nest deterrents placed in previous nest sites. Nest was confirmed to be 10% complete and containing no eggs or
young before it was photographed and removed. - MKuehn

No

LEGO

Lesser Goldfinch

69kV Structure

None

0

100

55

55

Presumed Fledged

6/10/2012

6/27/2012 06/10/2012 - Female goldfinch on a complete nest incubating 3 eggs. - VEurs
06/19/2012 - Three approximately 4-day old nestlings were observed in the nest. Both parent Lesser Goldfinches
were detected close by. - LGorman
06/27/2012 - The nest is empty, and its edges look slightly stretched (as though large nestlings stretched it out).
No juvenile Lesser Goldfinches were seen, but LEGOs were heard calling on the hillside south of the nest. Just
enough time has passed for the short nesting cycle to be complete, so this nest is presumed to have fledged
successfully. This nest is now closed. - VEurs

Yes

061012_vers_01

TL6924 - 171690

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Chaparrals
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Sunrise Powerlink 2012 Nest Monitoring Log

Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
ATFL Ash-throated Flycatcher

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
50
50
Fledged

Nest ID
061112_ahll_01

EP42

Type
Pad Areas-Work Area

Habitat
Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

061112_ahll_02

EP39-1-E

Road Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance

0

100

100

100

061112_bald_01 San Luis Rey Substation

Substation

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Substation - new construction

45

100

30

30

061112_bald_02 CP87-1

Structures

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

UG - cable pulling/splicing

0

100

100

100

ANHU Anna's Hummingbird

061112_bald_03 Suncrest Substation SSDE2

Substation

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Substation - new construction

250

100

50

50

CAGN

California Gnatcatcher

061112_dbby_01 CP22-1

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Other
Area

500

300

300

BEWR

Bewick's Wren

061112_mdus_01 CP31-2-E

Road Area

10

100

50

HOFI

House Finch

MODO Mourning Dove

HOFI

House Finch

ID

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
OH - wire stringing

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
100

Woodlands and Forests

Traffic

200 of 214

Nest Outcome

Date Nest
Found
6/11/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
7/24/2012 06/11/2012 - Pair seen bringing nest material to inside of marker ball frequently. - AHill
06/18/2012 - No activity at nest, and no ATFLs observed during 1 hour visit. - HWinfrey
06/25/2012 - No activity observed, and no ATFL detected in area from 1304 to 1404. - HWinfrey
07/02/2012 - ATFL observed entering nest cavity at 0823 and remaining inside for the duration of visit. HWinfrey
07/11/2012 - No activity observed during hour long observation period. - AHill
07/18/2012 - Both adults bring food to nest at 1535. - HWinfrey
07/22/2012 - No activity observed at nest and no ATFLs observed in area from 0630 to 1030. - HWinfrey
07/25/2012 - Biomonitor A. Steyers reported seeing an Ash-throated Flycatcher fledgling near the nest site; it
made periodic short labored flights, and 2 adults fed the fledgling twice. The new fledgling is in the early stage of
the post-fledging period but is capable of repositioning - closed. - PKonrad

Fledged
Yes

Removed

6/11/2012

6/11/2012 06/11/2012 - House Finch pair seen flying out of nest location. Mylar deterrents installed on forklift but nest cavity
was uncovered. Nest was removed as per NBMMP, based on necessity to use equipment in future. Nest did not
contain young or eggs and was about 90% complete. - AHill

No

Nest with eggs or young failed for
unknown causes

6/11/2012

7/6/2012 06/11/2012 - Adult MODO incubating two eggs. - BArnold
06/15/2012 - Adult MODO on nest. - BArnold
06/22/2012 - Two eggs in nest, no attending adult observed. Checked back 20 minutes later, and still no attending
adult. - BArnold
06/29/2012 - Two eggs in nest, not warm to the touch, no attending adult observed. Returned 30 minutes later,
still no attending adult. This nest may have been abandoned. - BArnold
07/06/2012 - No attending adult observed during 20-minte observation period. - BArnold

No

Removed

6/11/2012

6/11/2012 06/11/2012 - HOFI nest removed per the NBMMP. Using a lift, avian biologist confirmed 'new' nest was about 95%
complete, with no eggs or young present. Bird repellent ribbon was in place on the tower and around the work
pad, and a plastic owl decoy is located on this tower within 50 feet of the nest. Furthermore, testing work has
occurred at this location over the past few weeks and per the NBMMP, active work is considered a form of a
deterrent. These HOFIs were not disturbed by human presence or construction activity. SDG&E needs to have
access to these poles over the next few days to conduct repair work identified in the ongoing current testing
program. After determining that there were no eggs or young present, this nest was removed and photographed. BArnold

No

Indeterminate

6/11/2012

7/3/2012 06/11/2012 - Female on nest. Didn't flush, even at less than 1 foot while Avian Biologist secured GPS point. BArnold
06/14/2012 - Adult female on nest, displayed no reaction as slowly drove by. - BArnold
06/21/2012 - Female on nest as observer slowly drove by. Female also observed on nest as drove by on 18 and 19
June 2012. - BArnold
06/28/2012 - One or 2 nestlings in nest. No eggs. Female observed coming to nest. - BArnold
07/03/2012 - Nest empty, intact, scat present. Possibly fledged due to nest condition and timing. Nest chronology
unclear because female didn't flush during the first 3 nest monitoring entries, which actually included 5 separate
days on which the female was observed on the nest. The nest contained 2 nestlings on 28 June, the first time the
nest was observed without the female being present. Because ANHU are reported as leaving nest at 25-26 days
(COHU 20-23 days), and not being brooded after 12 days, it remains unclear if these birds fledged or not, because
it is uncertain when eggs were first in nest. - BArnold

N/A

300

Presumed Fledged

6/11/2012

Yes

50

Presumed Fledged

6/11/2012

7/6/2012 06/11/2012 - Male and female observed performing nest exchange. Nest contains 4 eggs. - DBusby
06/20/2012 - The female California Gnatcatcher was observed incubating her 4 eggs. The male of the pair was
detected nearby, calling gently. - LGorman
06/28/2012 - This Coastal California Gnatcatcher nest contained 3 recently hatched nestlings; although there were
4 eggs in the nest during the last nest monitoring effort on June 20, 2012, a fourth nestling was not observed.
There may have been a fourth nestling hidden from the biologist's view. The male was first detected calling from
approximately 200 feet west of the nest (presumably as a distraction technique), and moved closer to the nest as
the biologist approached it. The female was detected calling near the nest and feeding the nestlings. - LGorman
07/05/2012 - The Coastal California Gnatcatcher pair was observed feeding an unknown number of nestlings in
the previously logged nest (061112_dbby_01) approximately 500 feet east of CP22. The nestlings appear to be
ready to fledge in the next couple days. - DBusby
07/11/2012 - The previously detected Coastal California Gnatcatcher pair that is associated with nest
(061112_dbby_01) was not observed within the survey area. The nest is intact, and it is assumed the nestlings
fledged successfully since the last survey on July 5, 2012. This pair and their fledglings from their first nest
(031312_dbby_01) moved over 800 feet away from the nest site; therefore, the pair and their current fledglings
may be well beyond the limits of the survey area - DBusby
6/21/2012 06/11/2012 - An adult BEWR was observed making multiple trips with food items into the nest cavity, from which
soft begging calls were heard. - MDicus
06/19/2012 - No activity observed at nest during 45-minute observation period. Lone adult Bewick's Wren
observed actively foraging low among Quercus agrifolia south of the access road, but the adult did not approach
nest entrance, and eventually flew off to another oak stand to the west. No vocalization or activity was detected
from within nest cavity. - JDicus
06/21/2012 - The nest was monitored for over 90 minutes. Bewick's Wrens could be heard vocalizing from
surrounding oak trees, but none were observed approaching the nest cavity. No begging calls were heard from the
cavity. This nest is presumed to have fledged. - MDicus

AR070780

10/15/2012

Yes

Additional Documentation Attachment to Comment 2-F1
Attachment I-9

Sunrise Powerlink 2012 Nest Monitoring Log

Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
WEWP Western Wood-Pewee

Nest ID
061112_mkhn_01 EP77-E

ID

Type
Road Area

Habitat
Riparian Forests and Woodlands

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
Traffic

BUSH

Bushtit

061112_rrdd_01

CP56-1-PS-E-A

Road Area

HOFI

House Finch

061112_rrdd_02

CP54-1

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Other
Area

HOFI

House Finch

061112_vers_02

69kV - TL6915/6924

Pad Areas-Work Area

WEKI

Western Kingbird

061112_vnik_01

EP207

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Area
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

OH - tower erection

WEKI

Western Kingbird

061112_vnik_02

EP118-2

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Area
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

None

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance

Reconductoring

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
5

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
Nest Outcome
100
100
Indeterminate

Date Nest
Found
6/11/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
6/27/2012 06/11/2012 - Adult flew from nest when first found and did not return for 20 minutes, though frequently perched
nearby. Stage unknown because contents cannot be checked, but assumed to be late building/egg laying. Nest cup
and rim appear fully formed from below. - MKuehn
06/19/2012 - Adult foraged within 50 feet of nest for 20 minutes but did not go to nest. Nest is empty and appears
partially lined. No eggshells in nest or on ground below. - MKuehn
06/27/2012 - Nest found on ground below nest, about 15 feet northeast. No eggs or eggshells found in nest or
anywhere on ground below. Unknown if eggs were ever laid. Cause of failure is unknown, but wind can be very
gusty in area. - MKuehn

Fledged
N/A

42

100

50

50

Indeterminate

6/11/2012

6/20/2012 06/11/2012 - BUSH pair carrying Eriogonum flowers to nest at 5 minute intervals 0610-0620. - RRadd
06/18/2012 - No BUSH detected during 0650-0720 on cool foggy morning. - RRadd
06/25/2012 - Nest appears to have an enlarged entrance has been opened from the northwest side. - RRadd

N/A

24

100

30

30

Nest did not reach active stage

6/11/2012

6/18/2012 06/11/2012 - HOFI pair making numerous trips carrying Centaurea stems to anticlimb guards. Half of material
carried falls from position. - RRadd
06/18/2012 - No HOFI activity observed. - RRadd
06/18/2012 - HOFI pair continues to visit but no nest is observed. - RRadd

No

0

100

100

100

Removed

6/11/2012

6/11/2012 06/11/2012 - A pair of House Finches was observed carrying nesting material to the lowest bracket on the western
side of the wooden 69kV pole 171683 by the on-site biomonitor. The nest was removed to facilitate construction
(reconductoring) through adherence to the NBMMP. 2 crew members were lifted to the nest by a bucket truck.
They examined the nest and did not see any eggs or young. They photographed the nest and then removed it.
After removing the nest, they discovered 1 egg hidden under nesting material. An avian biologist examined the
nest and determined that a new nest was being constructed atop the remains of the previously-fledged nest ID
042912_bald_02. The egg appeared to be a non-viable egg left from this earlier clutch. The workers wrapped tape
around each of the arm brackets to prevent further nesting attempts. At the time of removal, the nest contained
no viable eggs or young. - VEurs

No

90

100

50

50

Nest did not reach active stage

6/11/2012

7/14/2012 06/11/2012 - Biomonitor observed a pair of Western Kingbirds entering location. Observation of the nest indicates
the pair is probably building a nest. - VNovik
06/18/2012 - No Western Kingbirds were observed at or near the tower during a 30 minute observation period. PKonrad
06/25/2012 - This tower nest site was observed for 40 minutes, but no Western Kingbirds were observed at the
site or in the area - this nesting attempt may potentially be abandoned at this site. - PKonrad
07/02/2012 - No Western Kingbirds were observed near the nest or in the area during a 30-minute observation
period. Probably abandoned, but will check once more. - PKonrad
07/09/2012 - No Western Kingbirds were observed during a 30-minute observation period. - PKonrad
07/14/2012 - No activity observed during a 1.5 hour observation period. - BArnold

No

0

100

50

50

Fledged

6/11/2012

7/30/2012 06/11/2012 - A pair of Western Kingbirds was observed bringing nesting material to the nest. - VNovik
06/18/2012 - Fire burned the tower site and the surrounding area over the weekend (not project-related) vegetation is blackened or burned. Nest is still in place and a pair of Western Kingbirds is carrying material to the
nest. - VNovik
06/25/2012 - No sign of Western Kingbirds activity during a 30-minute observation period. - PKonrad
07/03/2012 - No Western Kingbirds were observed near the nest or in the area during the first 25 minutes, until a
Red-tailed Hawk flew near the tower, when the apparent incubating kingbird dived after the hawk and was joined
by a second Western Kingbird - 1 kingbird returned to the nest site after the hawk left the area. - PKonrad
07/10/2012 - An adult Western Kingbird is active in the highest sections of the tower above the bridge, flying from
perch to perch. After about 15 minutes, it flew to ground level and perched on a fence and sagebrush. Shortly
thereafter, a kingbird flew to the tower nest and was soon joined by a second kingbird that assumed brooding on
the nest. - PKonrad
07/18/2012 - Western Kingbird nestlings can be seen in the nest, and an adult was perched in 3 locations nearby in
the tower during this short nest monitoring visit. - PKonrad
07/24/2012 - Adult Western Kingbird(s) making flights to the nest, presumably to bring food to nestlings at roughly
5 minute intervals. - PKonrad
07/30/2012 - No Western Kingbird nestlings remain in or near the nest, although the fledglings were expected to
fledge late last week. No adults or fledglings evident in the area - closed. - PKonrad

Yes
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Sunrise Powerlink 2012 Nest Monitoring Log

Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
ATFL Ash-throated Flycatcher

Nest ID
061112_vnik_03

ID
Rough Acres CY

Type
Construction Yards

Habitat
Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
Traffic

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
30

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
Nest Outcome
50
50
Presumed Fledged

ANHU Anna's Hummingbird

061212_bald_02 San Luis Rey Substation

Substation

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Substation - maintenance

145

100

100

100

MODO Mourning Dove

061212_bald_04 San Luis Rey Substation

Substation

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Substation - maintenance

70

100

30

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Substation - new construction

50

100

Date Nest
Found
6/11/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
7/16/2012 06/11/2012 - Monitor observed Ash-throated Flycatcher carrying material to nest 4 times during a 90 minute
period. Vehicle is needed to restore work areas and meet the deadline for completion of work. - VNovik
06/18/2012 - An Ash-throated Flycatchers was observed visiting the scraper cavity 3 times at 18 minute intervals
during a 70 minute observation period. The flycatcher did not bring nesting material or food to the cavity and a
flycatcher exited the cavity after 3 minutes, flying to the tallest willow tree south of yard fence. The flycatchers
could be making exchanges at the nest, but probably not considering the short period between nest visits. PKonrad
06/25/2012 - After 10 minutes, an Ash-throated Flycatcher flew from the east to perch on the metal bar on the
rear of the scraper. In a minute, the flycatcher entered the cavity. After about 15 minutes, an adult appeared at
the entrance for a couple minutes before retreating into the cavity. In about 10 minutes, this action was repeated.
(40-minute observation period.) - PKonrad
07/02/2012 - After 20 minutes, an adult Ash-throated Flycatcher flew in with insect food, entered the nest cavity
and flew to south. This action was repeated at intervals of 2 minutes, 8 minutes, 14 minutes, and 3 minutes during
the rest of the observation period. - PKonrad
07/06/2012 - Adult Ash-throated Flycatchers are actively bringing very small insects to the nesting cavity, feeding
unseen nestlings, at intervals of 6 minutes, 3 minutes, 4 minutes, and 7 minutes, and they are hunting among the
trees far south of willows to the south of the nest site. - PKonrad
07/09/2012 - Adult Ash-throated Flycatchers are bringing larger insects to nestlings that are more than a week old
with longer intervals between nest visits (10 minutes and 30 minutes) - PKonrad
6/12/2012 06/12/2012 - The condition of the nest is slightly worn, with scat present. It is presumed, based on these
indicators, that this nest has recently successfully fledged. - BArnold

Fledged
Yes

Presumed Fledged

6/12/2012

Yes

30

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

6/12/2012

6/22/2012 06/12/2012 - Pair of MODOs observed at nest. - BArnold
06/15/2012 - Adults observed going to nest. - BArnold
06/22/2012 - Nest apparently blew off of narrow I-beam ledge onto which it had been placed. Part of nest caught
in bracket below ledge, 1 broken egg on concrete pad below nest. This nest failed due to natural causes. BArnold

No

20

20

Presumed Fledged

6/12/2012

6/29/2012 06/12/2012 - Pair of HOFIs observed flying into opening at base of middle insulator. Obvious nest material visible. BArnold
06/15/2012 - No activity observed at nest. - BArnold
06/22/2012 - HOFI activity in this portion of substation. No activity observed in association with the nest. BArnold
06/29/2012 - No HOFI activity at nest during 20-minute observation period. HOFIs were observed and heard in
other locations in this part of the substation, but not in association with this nest. - BArnold

Yes

7/11/2012 06/12/2012 - A pair of Western Kingbirds was observed carrying nesting material to the nest and chasing away a
female Hooded Oriole. - LGorman
06/14/2012 - Western Kingbirds were not seen during arrival with crew at tower or during work activities. WEKI
was heard off in the distance. 4 helicopter picks took place on the south side of the tower with a 200 foot long
line. Pilot dropped picks attached to long-line just adjacent to southernmost wire edge, which is approximately 50
feet horizontally from nest. At one point, helicopter was about 60 feet vertically and 50 feet horizontally south
from the nest, equaling a true distance of 75 feet from the nest, which is within the designated flight buffer. When
pinging work and picks into the site ceased, a Western Kingbird was observed moving throughout the upper area
of tower appearing to be nest site selecting. Kingbird was then observed taking a piece of down from the inactive
raptor nest in the tower and bringing it to the documented nest location. - RQuilley
06/22/2012 - No Western Kingbird activity noted during 40 minute observation period. - PKonrad
06/29/2012 - No Western Kingbirds observed or heard during a 30 minute observation period. This nest may have
been abandoned, or the kingbirds may be inactive during the incubation period. - PKonrad
07/06/2012 - No Western Kingbirds were observed in the area of the nest or tower during the 40-minute
observation period. (Could be relatively inactive during incubation.) - PKonrad
07/11/2012 - Again, no Western Kingbirds were observed at or near the nest site or in the tower area. Nest site
closed - PKonrad
7/6/2012 06/12/2012 - A pair of Hooded Orioles was observed carrying nesting material to the nest site. - LGorman
06/18/2012 - No Hooded Orioles were observed in the area during a 30 minute period. - PKonrad
06/22/2012 - No Hooded Orioles were noted in the area during a 45 minute observation period. - PKonrad
06/29/2012 - No Hooded Orioles were observed or heard in the area and are absent from the white ball. This nest
has probably been abandoned, but will monitor it again next week. - PKonrad
07/06/2012 - Again, no Hooded Orioles were observed in the area during a 40-minute observation period. Seems
as though any nesting birds should be feeding nestlings by now, but this nesting attempt may have been
abandoned during the early nest building stage, which was the last time an oriole was observed at this unusual
nest site - closed. - PKonrad

No

HOFI

House Finch

061212_bald_05 San Luis Rey Substation

Substation

WEKI

Western Kingbird

061212_lgan_01

EP45-1

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other

75

100

75

75

Nest did not reach active stage

6/12/2012

HOOR

Hooded Oriole

061212_lgan_02

EP47-2

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Area
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other

100

100

100

100

Nest did not reach active stage

6/12/2012

LEGO

Lesser Goldfinch

061212_rqey_01 CP106-1-N

Road Area

Chaparrals

Traffic

20

100

50

50

Presumed Fledged

6/12/2012

6/16/2012 06/12/2012 - Fully built nest was discovered containing at least one fully feathered mature nestling. Likely to leave
the nest within the next 3 days. - RQuilley
06/14/2012 - 1 nestling visible in nest. Male brings food at 0652. - HWinfrey
06/16/2012 - Nest is empty with no sign of predation, presumed fledged. - HWinfrey

Yes

BGGN

Blue-gray Gnatcatcher

061212_rqey_02 CP106-1-N

Road Area

Chaparrals

Traffic

25

100

50

50

Nest did not reach active stage

6/12/2012

6/16/2012 06/12/2012 - Pair of BGGN observed repeatedly bringing nesting material to a nest that is about 20% complete. RQuilley
06/16/2012 - Incomplete nest appears degraded. No new material has been added since nest was discovered. No
BGGN associating with nest. Pair abandoned nest site. - RQuilley

No
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
BCSP Black-chinned Sparrow

Nest ID
ID
061212_rqey_03 CP106-1-N

Type
Road Area

Chaparrals

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
Traffic

Chaparrals

Traffic

Habitat

PHAI

Phainopepla

061212_rqey_04 CP106-1-E

Road Area

HOFI

House Finch

061212_rrdd_01

CP72-2

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance
Area

HOFI

House Finch

061212_rrdd_02

CP72-2-E

Road Area

CAKI

Cassin's Kingbird

061212_rrdd_03

CP77

HOFI

House Finch

061212_vnik_01

Jacumba Valley Ranch CY Construction Yards

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

WEKI

Western Kingbird

061212_vnik_02

GS-NF-28

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

CAGN

California Gnatcatcher

061312_bloh_01 CP11-1

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
35

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
Nest Outcome
100
100
Presumed Fledged

Date Nest
Found
6/12/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
6/22/2012 06/12/2012 - BCSP observed brooding and occasionally feeding at least 2 very young nestlings, approximately 2
days old. - RQuilley
06/19/2012 - Adult feeding at 0905. 3 nestlings visible in nest, appear to be 8-9 days old. - HWinfrey
06/22/2012 - Nest is empty but in excellent condition with no sign of predation. Nest closed, presumed fledged. HWinfrey

Fledged
Yes

180

100

100

100

Nest did not reach active stage

6/12/2012

6/16/2012 06/12/2012 - Male Phainopepla was observed bringing nesting material to nest location multiple times during 1
hour observation period. Female occasionally accompanied him. - RQuilley
06/16/2012 - No nesting material remains at nest location. - RQuilley

No

0

100

30

30

Nest did not reach active stage

6/12/2012

6/27/2012 06/12/2012 - HOFI male sings and guards when female visits. Nest appears substantially complete but no material
carry observed during 20 minute observation. - RRadd
06/19/2012 - HOFI pair visit nest that appears complete, male sings and repels second male, female loiters at
10:00. - RRadd
06/26/2012 - Male sings on tower, but no nest occupation observed 0740-0810. - RRadd
07/03/2012 - Closed, as this nest is no longer the locus of any sustained breeding activity. - RRadd

No

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic

10

100

30

30

Nest did not reach active stage

6/12/2012

6/19/2012 06/12/2012 - HOFI pair building nest approximately 80% complete. - RRadd
06/19/2012 - Nest removed by non-SRPL personnel. - RRadd

No

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic
Area

295

100

75

75

Indeterminate

6/12/2012

6/19/2012 06/12/2012 - CAKI male guards and chases HOFI (former nest occupants) away. Female CAKI arrives and settles in
nest at 1428, departs at 1443. - RRadd
06/19/2012 - Nest is intact, CAKI heard on tower but not visible on nest during one hour of observation. - RRadd
06/22/2012 - No activity observed at nest from 1238 to 1338 and no CAKI heard or seen on or near tower. A pair
of CAKI were conspicuous and territorial in a eucalyptus tree 380 feet northeast of tower, twice chasing a crow
away from the tree and immediately returning. - HWinfrey
06/26/2012 - No kingbirds observed on tower during 90 minutes of observation. Closed due to lack of activity.
CAKI pair 400 feet east continue. - RRadd

N/A

Other

10

100

50

50

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

6/12/2012

6/22/2012 06/12/2012 - House Finch nest has 4 eggs. - VNovik
06/21/2012 - The House Finch nest holds a clutch of 4 eggs, but no adults were observed in the area. Checked
back 30 minutes later, but no adults present and the eggs are not warm - clutch may be abandoned, but will check
back while in the area tomorrow. - PKonrad
06/22/2012 - Re-checked nest to ascertain nest abandonment by House Finches and again found the nest
unattended and no adults in the area. The small nest still contains a clutch of 4 eggs, although the eggs are not
incubation temperature and appear to be abandoned - closed. - PKonrad

No

Traffic

15

100

50

50

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

6/12/2012

7/5/2012 06/12/2012 - Pair of Western Kingbirds observed building nest. Material visible, and nest is approximately 40%
complete. - VNovik
06/19/2012 - A Western Kingbird is incubating in the nest. It attacked a jay that flew nearby near ground level,
then returned to the nest. - PKonrad
06/27/2012 - A Western Kingbird was incubating in the nest today, and Monday (6/25/2012). - PKonrad
07/03/2012 - Initially, no Western Kingbirds were incubating or near the nest, and this was also true during a recheck of the nest 2 hours later. This nesting attempt may have been predated or abandoned, so will check back in
2 days to re-assess this nest's status. - PKonrad
07/05/2012 - No Western Kingbirds were observed at the nest or in the area during a 30-minute observation
period. The nest may have been abandoned, or it may have been predated - closed. - PKonrad

No

900

300

300

300

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

6/13/2012

7/3/2012 06/13/2012 - Nest 95% complete, female on nest with male scolding. Pair left to forage for several minutes, then
returned briefly. - BLohstroh
06/20/2012 - Female incubating, then a nest exchange with male occurred at 0632. - BLohstroh
06/27/2012 - Male incubating, nest exchange with female at 0649. Nest contains 3 CAGN eggs plus one BHCO egg.
Surveying biologist coordinated with permitted nest monitor to get the BHCO egg removed. Egg removed by Travis
Cooper. - BLohstroh
07/03/2012 - Nest empty and slightly pulled apart. Nest apparently predated, possibly by an avian predator. Pair
observed foraging 300 feet to south. - BLohstroh

No

Road Area

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats OH - foundations
Area
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
CAGN California Gnatcatcher

Nest ID
061312_bloh_02 CP12-1-E

ID

Type
Road Area

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
Habitat
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic

Riparian Forests and Woodlands

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
1260

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
300

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
300
300
Fledged

HOFI

House Finch

061312_rrdd_01

CP62-2-E

Road Area

Traffic

42

100

30

30

LASP

Lark Sparrow

061312_rrdd_02

CP64-2 PS

Pad Areas-Stringing Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic

25

100

100

LASP

Lark Sparrow

061312_rrdd_03

CP64-2 PS

Pad Areas-Stringing Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance

55

100

HOFI

House Finch

061312_rrdd_04

CP65-1

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Other
Area

40

WEKI

Western Kingbird

061312_sjon_01

EP54-1

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Area
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

OH - wire stringing

WEKI

Western Kingbird

061312_sjon_02

EP54-1

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Area
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

OH - wire stringing

HOFI

House Finch

061412_rqey_01 CP109-1

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Area
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

OH - foundations

Nest Outcome

Date Nest
Found
6/13/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
7/18/2012 06/13/2012 - Male responded to recorded vocalization, then flew to area near nest. Nest exchange with female
subsequently occurred, and the nest was discovered with the male on the nest. Female heard calling downslope. BLohstroh
06/20/2012 - Female incubating, and male foraging nearby. - BLohstroh
06/27/2012 - Female on nest, male bringing food (Bernardino Blue butterfly) to female. Female soon left to
forage, and male returned to feed BHCO nestling. Upon further investigation, nest contained one 2-3 day old
BHCO nestling, plus 4 CAGN eggs. Surveying biologist coordinated with permitted nest monitor to have this
nestling removed. Nestling removed by Travis Cooper. A biologist returned to nest about 15 minutes later to
observe pair's behavior after removal of BHCO nestling. Pair continued to bring food items to nest. - BLohstroh
07/03/2012 - Pair feeding 4 nestlings, approximately 3-5 days old. - BLohstroh
07/11/2012 - Pair tending 3 nestlings, as well as 1 recent fledgling outside of nest. Fledgling within approximately
10 feet of nest. Remaining nestlings should fledge within a day. - BLohstroh
07/18/2012 - Family group observed on east side of canyon, pair feeding at least 3 fledglings. Nest empty, but
intact. - BLohstroh

Fledged
Yes

Nest did not reach active stage

6/13/2012

6/23/2012 06/13/2012 - Female carries beakful of star thistle stems, copulates with attending male, then flies to nest at
0727. - RRadd
06/22/2012 - HOFI pair active here, and male singing and female nearby, but neither come to this nest during 30
minutes of observation. - RRadd
07/02/2012 - Closed due to inactivity. Observations suggest site was abandoned prior to an egg being laid. Nest
was within 30 feet of non-SRPL work. - RRadd

No

100

Indeterminate

6/13/2012

6/18/2012 06/13/2012 - LASP lying in nest at 1249. Contents not examined. - RRadd
06/20/2012 - Nest is clean, intact and empty. Nest contents were unknown at first monitoring. Potentially fledged.
- RRadd

N/A

100

100

Presumed Fledged

6/13/2012

6/27/2012 06/13/2012 - Nest contains 3 eggs. - RRadd
06/20/2012 - Nest contains at least two young, unfeathered with closed eyes. - RRadd
06/27/2012 - Nest is empty with sufficient excreta at rim to suggest it likely fledged. - RRadd

Yes

100

30

30

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

6/13/2012

7/18/2012 06/13/2012 - HOFI pair come to nest, female carries material, copulates with male and remains on nest for 10
minutes. - RRadd
06/20/2012 - Male HOFI escorts female to nest and then departs. She settles into nest and stays for approximately
1-hour intervals. - RRadd
06/27/2012 - Female HOFI remains (visible) on nest for duration of 1 hour observation. - RRadd
07/04/2012 - Female mostly in nest during 1 hr observation; male visits occasionally and sings. - RRadd
07/11/2012 - After 50 minutes of inactivity, a pair of House Finches flew into the tower. Neither adult was carrying
food or nesting material. Eventually, the female flew to the nest for a few seconds, then perched nearby. The
male subsequently flew to the nest for a few seconds, after which time the pair left the tower. - MDicus
07/18/2012 - During 2 hours of monitoring, no HOFI activity was observed at the nest or tower. It is presumed that
this nest failed with eggs or nestlings. - MDicus

No

0

100

100

100

Removed

6/13/2012

6/13/2012 06/13/2012 - Pair of WEKI observed bringing nesting material to traveler hung from insulators on C phase. WEKI
pair was observed bringing nesting material to a newly started nest on this tower that is scheduled for wire
stringing within the anticipated nest cycle, in order to better meet the CAISO energization schedule. Since the nest
had no eggs or young, and per the NBMMP, the nest was photographed and removed at less than 20% complete.
The tower needs wire stringing to meet the deadline for energization, and leaving this nest in place would have
jeopardized that. - SJohnston

No

0

100

100

100

Removed

6/13/2012

6/9/2012 06/09/2012 - Observed WEKI nest building in tower EP54 in layback section. Nest is estimated to be 40%
complete. A WEKI pair was observed bringing nesting material to a newly started nest on this tower that is
scheduled for wire stringing within the anticipated nest cycle, in order to better meet the CAISO energization
schedule. Since the nest had no eggs or young, and per the NBMMP, the nest was photographed and removed at
less than 40% complete. The tower needs wire stringing to meet the deadline for energization, and leaving this
nest in place would have jeopardized that. - SJohnston

No

45

100

40

30

Indeterminate

6/14/2012

7/18/2012 06/14/2012 - Female house finch accompanied by male was observed bringing material to nest and leaving. Crew
worked for about 45 minutes between 15-50 feet outside of the newly established buffer. HOFI were not observed
returning to nest with nesting material during work activities. Because there was no risk to eggs or young (nestbuilding stage) the crew was asked to quickly finish their work activities and left the site shortly after. Nest was
watched for 30 minutes after construction activities ceased and pair did not return to nest. The buffer should be
reassessed based on these observations; however, no additional work is proposed at this tower site. - RQuilley
06/21/2012 - Female visible on nest at 1617. - HWinfrey
06/27/2012 - No activity observed during 30 minute visit. Unable to determine whether nest is occupied. HWinfrey
07/05/2012 - No activity at nest during 1-hour observation. Incubating female might be present, but not visible
from ground level. - KAlberts
07/11/2012 - Miki Kern observed no activity during 1-hour observational period. - AHill
07/18/2012 - No activity observed at nest. Timeline indicates that this nest has had more than sufficient time to
fledge. Impossible to view nest contents from the ground, and nest outcome is not apparent due to a lack of
observational data on this nest. Nest closed. - HWinfrey

N/A
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
RCSP Rufous-crowned Sparrow

Nest ID
061412_rrdd_01

CP69-2-E

ID

Type
Road Area

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
Habitat
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic

HOFI

House Finch

061412_rrdd_02

CP76-1

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Other
Area

HOFI

House Finch

061412_sjon_02

EP45-1

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Area
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

HOFI

House Finch

061412_tcer_01

EP130/EP131 PS

CAKI

Cassin's Kingbird

HOFI

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
11

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
Nest Outcome
50
50
Presumed Fledged

20

100

30

30

Other

0

100

100

100

Pad Areas-Stringing Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic

100

100

30

061512_bald_01 San Luis Rey Substation

Substation

Substation - new construction

65

100

House Finch

061512_bald_02 Sycamore Substation SSDE1

Pad Areas-Stringing Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Substation - maintenance

175

COHU

Costa's Hummingbird

061512_ltiw_01

EP58-2-N

Road Area

Chaparrals

Other

BUSH

Bushtit

061512_ltiw_02

EP63-E

Road Area

Chaparrals

LEGO

Lesser Goldfinch

061512_rrdd_01

CP85-1-E

LEGO

Lesser Goldfinch

061512_rrdd_02

CP82-1-E

Date Nest
Found
6/14/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
6/17/2012 06/14/2012 - RCSP pair bringing caterpillars to nest (6 trips) from 0740-0800. - RRadd
06/21/2012 - Nest is empty and presumed to have fledged. Stealthy adults nearby but no juveniles observed. RRadd

Fledged
Yes

Presumed Fledged

6/14/2012

7/20/2012 06/14/2012 - Female HOFI lying in nest 1148. - RRadd
06/19/2012 - Female on nest for duration of visit. - HWinfrey
06/21/2012 - Male HOFI feeding nestling, female nest-guarding at 1215. - RRadd
06/28/2012 - Female brooding nest for duration of 30-minute observation. - RRadd
07/05/2012 - Male HOFI comes to nest at 1149 and appears to feed young before departing again. - RRadd
07/13/2012 - The HOFI pair was observed nest-guarding against other HOFIs while 2 well-developed nestlings
begged from the nest. The nestlings should fledge within the next few days. - MDicus
07/20/2012 - The only activity observed at the nest was a brief visit by a pair of House Finches. The male stood in
the nest for a few seconds, and the pair left. No nestlings were observed or heard, and the HOFI pair did not
return. It seems likely this was an independent pair of House Finches investigating the nest. Given the age of the
nestlings during the last monitoring visit, it is presumed this nest fledged. A pair of House Finches was observed
feeding 2 begging fledglings north of the tower; however, given the number of HOFI nests nearby, it is not possible
to determine from which nest they fledged. - MDicus

Yes

Removed

6/14/2012

6/14/2012 06/14/2012 - Biological monitor reported HOFI building a nest in tower leg. No eggs or young were present during
inspection of the nest upon removal. Nest was removed due to critical work needed to be performed before line
goes hot to meet scheduled deadline. - SJohnston

No

30

Nest with eggs or young failed for
unknown causes

6/14/2012

6/27/2012 06/14/2012 - Nest has 1 egg. Female House Finch was observed at the nest. - TCooper
06/18/2012 - Pair of House Finches was observed in the vicinity of nest on 2 occasions; no activity at the nest, but
1 egg remains in the nest. - JPawlicki
06/27/2012 - No House Finches in area; a broken egg is contained in small nest - closed. - PKonrad

No

50

50

Indeterminate

6/15/2012

7/6/2012 06/15/2012 - Adult observed at and around nest. - BArnold
06/22/2012 - Adult came to nest, reacted to Avian Biologist's presence while recording nearby MODO nest (ID
062201_bald_01). - BArnold
06/29/2012 - No CAKI activity seen or heard during hour of focused observation. - BArnold
07/06/2012 - No activity at nest during 20 minutes of focused observation. Nest closed. No activity at nest during
last 2 weekly monitoring visits. The outcome of this nest is unclear, as there were only 2 weekly observations of
activity, only consisting of the bird coming to the nest, followed by 2 weeks of inactivity. - BArnold

N/A

100

30

30

Presumed Fledged

6/15/2012

7/16/2012 06/15/2012 - Nest with 3 eggs. - BArnold
06/22/2012 - Nest with 4 eggs. Adult HOFIs around transformer. Female came to incubate during latter part of
observation period. Nest is actually located to the west of where shown in pen tab. - BArnold
07/06/2012 - Nest with 4 slightly feathered nestlings. Female nearby on hand railing. - BArnold
07/13/2012 - At least 3 large, well feathered nestlings appear ready to fledge soon. - BArnold
07/18/2012 - Nest empty. Given the large size of nestlings present on 13 July, this nest has presumably
successfully fledged. - BArnold

Yes

150

100

50

50

Fledged

6/15/2012

6/29/2012 06/15/2012 - A female Costa's Hummingbird was observed defending the area from a female Anna's
Hummingbird. Costa's was then observed feeding 2 small nestlings. - LTymkiw
06/20/2012 - Well-hidden Costa's Hummingbird nest contains 2 nestlings with pin feathers showing. - PKonrad
06/27/2012 - A large well-feathered nestling Costa's Hummingbird fills the nest and is about to fledge. The other
nestling appears to have fledged already, in the past day or 2. No adult has been seen at this nest site since the
first observation. - PKonrad
06/29/2012 - The nest is empty and the nestling Costa's Hummingbirds have fledged this week, 1 within the past
30 hours. No adults or fledglings were observed in the area - closed. - PKonrad

Yes

Traffic

10

100

50

50

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

6/15/2012

6/20/2012 06/15/2012 - An adult Bushtit was observed leaving the nest, after an observation period of approximately 5
minutes. - LTymkiw
06/20/2012 - No Bushtits observed in the area; the bottom of the nest has been torn off by a predator. No sign of
eggs, egg shells, nestlings, or adults can be seen - closed - PKonrad

No

Road Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic

25

100

50

50

Presumed Fledged

6/15/2012

7/5/2012 06/15/2012 - LEGO pair building nest, female bringing thistle down lining. Nest appears 95% complete. - RRadd
06/22/2012 - Female LEGO lying in nest at 1610. - RRadd
06/29/2012 - LEGO female lying in nest 1436-1442 does not depart. - RRadd
07/06/2012 - Nest is empty with a compressed edge and feces at the rim; consistent with fledging. - RRadd

Yes

Road Area

Riparian Forests and Woodlands

44

100

50

50

Nest did not reach active stage

6/15/2012

6/22/2012 06/15/2012 - LEGO female on complete empty nest at 1228. - RRadd
06/22/2012 - LEGO pair active on territory, but no incubation observed. - RRadd
06/29/2012 - Nest was abandoned prior to the first egg. - RRadd

No

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
ACWO Acorn Woodpecker

Nest ID
061512_rrdd_03

CP82-1-E

Type
Road Area

Habitat
Riparian Forests and Woodlands

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
Traffic

GS-USFS-6

Pad Areas-Work Area

Woodlands and Forests

None

Chaparrals

Traffic

ID

WEKI

Western Kingbird

061512_vnik_01

AMKE

American Kestrel

061812_mdus_01 69kV-E

Road Area

HOFI

House Finch

061812_rrdd_01

LEGO

Lesser Goldfinch

LEGO

COHU

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
66

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
Nest Outcome
50
50
Nest did not reach active stage

0

100

50

50

300

500

250

250

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance
Area

30

100

30

061912_bald_01 CP88-1-NA-B

Road Area

Riparian Forests and Woodlands

Other

90

100

Lesser Goldfinch

061912_imll_01

Alpine CY

Construction Yards

Chaparrals

Other

50

Costa's Hummingbird

061912_kats_01

Alpine CY

Construction Yards

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic

20

CP55

Date Nest
Found
6/15/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
7/6/2012 06/15/2012 - ACWO nest guarding and visiting regularly to peer into cavity. ACWO have been visiting this location
for several weeks. - RRadd
06/22/2012 - No ACWO observed in this cavity during 20 minutes of observation. - RRadd
06/30/2012 - ACWO continue to inhabit this tree, but do not associate directly with or enter this cavity during 30
minutes of observation. - RRadd
07/06/2012 - Closed, due to lack of activity, as nest was not observed to activate. Possibly part of the site selection
process; this clan continues in the vicinity and has not been observed to nest elsewhere, but may yet. - RRadd

Fledged
No

Nest did not reach active stage

6/15/2012

7/10/2012 06/15/2012 - Observed Western Kingbirds landing at nest site and carrying material to nest. - VNovik
06/22/2012 - No Western Kingbird activity at the nest site during a 25-minute observation period; 1 kingbird was
hunting from perches along the access road initially, but this kingbird was 120 feet from the nest. During a short
nest check while monitoring a nearby nest 3 days ago, a pair of kingbirds were initially territorial at the nest site,
but left the site immediately. - PKonrad
06/29/2012 - No Western Kingbirds were observed or heard in the area. This nest may have been abandoned, but
will check back again.. - PKonrad
07/06/2012 - No Western Kingbirds observed in the area again; will check back Monday to determine if the nest
should be closed. - PKonrad
07/10/2012 - No Western Kingbirds were observed during 3 observation checks about an hour apart while working
in the area, and because the kingbirds apparently abandoned this nesting attempt during or after nest building
and before eggs were laid - closed. - PKonrad

No

Fledged

6/18/2012

Yes

30

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

6/18/2012

7/13/2012 06/18/2012 - Biomonitor V. Trabold observed a pair of AMKE entering the uppermost cavity at the base of the arm
on the north side of the pole. The avian link biologist later observed the female AMKE carrying a food item to the
nest cavity while a reconductoring crew worked 350 feet away. Begging calls could be heard from the nest cavity. MDicus
06/26/2012 - The on-site biomonitor observed the nest for approximately 60 minutes. The female spent the
majority of the time hunting over the surrounding habitat. Around 1030, she entered the cavity with a small prey
item and remained inside about 10 seconds before exiting. She resumed hunting and briefly entered/exited the
nest cavity at 1052. It was unclear if she brought food to the cavity on the second visit. The male was not seen
during the mid-morning observation period, but the biomonitor saw him earlier in the morning. The adults were
also observed vigorously driving off a Red-tailed Hawk on previous days. - VEurs
07/03/2012 - During 1.5 hours observation, an adult female AMKE was observed perching atop the nest pole for a
total of 55 minutes. She preened and hunted from the perch, but did not return with a prey item; nor was she
observed entering the nest cavity or displaying other breeding behaviors. An adult male AMKE was observed
perching on a pole at the substation but did not interact with the female or approach the nest cavity. - MDicus
07/05/2012 - Adult female observed continuously vocalizing from top of nest pole until a male came in and made
a clumsy landing on top of the pole This is likely a fledgling The female began vocalizing again until a second
7/9/2012 06/18/2012 - HOFI pair making multiple trips with nest material, nest is approximately 80% complete. - RRadd
06/25/2012 - HOFI female lying in nest at 0927 does not depart during 15 minute observation. - RRadd
07/02/2012 - HOFI pair come to tower, but do not approach nest during 30 minutes of observation. Unable to see
into nest to determine occupancy. - RRadd
07/09/2012 - The nest is clearly damaged/degraded. Only 25% of material remains, an amount insufficient to
support eggs. No HOFI activity observed. - MDicus

30

30

Presumed Fledged

6/19/2012

6/27/2012 06/19/2012 - Heard large-sounding nestlings being fed several times. - BArnold
06/20/2012 - Heard nestlings being fed. - BArnold
06/25/2012 - Heard nestlings being fed. Considerably less noise generated during feeding compared to last week. BArnold
06/27/2012 - Nothing observed or heard during hour-long observation period. This nest has likely fledged, based
on loud feeding episodes heard on 19 and 20 June, and less noisy feeding heard on 25 June. - BArnold

Yes

100

35

35

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

6/19/2012

7/23/2012 06/19/2012 - Female brought nesting material to 80% complete nest. - IMaunsell
06/26/2012 - Female on nest at 1649. - HWinfrey
07/03/2012 - Female on nest at 1339. - HWinfrey
07/11/2012 - Female observed on nest at 1140. - IMaunsell
07/18/2012 - Nest contains 3 eggs. - HWinfrey
07/23/2012 - Nest has been destroyed, apparently by a predator. A few fragments of material remain attached to
substrate. Nest closed. - HWinfrey

No

100

20

20

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

6/19/2012

7/3/2012 06/19/2012 - Nest discovered by yard monitor A. Ricehill. Female incubating 2 eggs remained on nest while
vegetation fuel thinning crew trimmed weedy vegetation within 10 feet of the nest and thru-traffic passed by
about 20 feet south. - KAlberts
06/26/2012 - 1 downy nestling visible in nest, 2-3 days old. - HWinfrey
07/03/2012 - Nest is empty and in good condition; however, not enough time has elapsed for nestlings to have
fledged. Nest closed, most likely failed due to predation. - HWinfrey
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
COHA Cooper's Hawk

Nest ID
061912_rrdd_01

CP70-3-E

ID

Type
Road Area

Habitat
Riparian Forests and Woodlands

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
Traffic

HOFI

House Finch

062012_rrdd_01

CP64-2 PS

Pad Areas-Stringing Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats None

LASP

Lark Sparrow

062012_rrdd_02

CP64-2 PS

Pad Areas-Stringing Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
60

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
500

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
300
300
Fledged

0

100

48

48

10

100

100

100

Nest Outcome

Date Nest
Found
6/19/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
7/24/2012 06/19/2012 - Female COHA brooding at least one downy hatchling. - RRadd
06/26/2012 - 2 nestlings visible are clad in white down, tailless and featherless and able to move around in nest. RRadd
07/03/2012 - 1 nestling visible still appears mostly downy-bodied. - RRadd
07/10/2012 - 1 nestling with downy feathers on breast and head observed perching upright in the nest. - MDicus
07/17/2012 - The COHA nestling was observed climbing awkwardly onto the oak limb supporting the nest,
perching 2-3 feet away. - MDicus
07/24/2012 - The fledgling COHA was observed flying from the nest vicinity across El Monte Road, to a perch on a
dead oak tree. - MDicus

Fledged
Yes

Indeterminate

6/20/2012

6/25/2012 06/20/2012 - Female on nest, did not flush, 1422. - RRadd
06/27/2012 - Nest is empty, but clean with fresh wool lining. As contents were not examined at initial visit, will
monitor once more. - RRadd
07/04/2012 - Lining is blowing out of abandoned nest. - RRadd

N/A

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

6/20/2012

6/26/2012 06/20/2012 - LASP flew from nest containing 2 eggs at 1436. - RRadd
06/27/2012 - Nest contains 2 eggs. No LASP observed associating with nest during 40 minute observation suggests
potential abandonment. - RRadd
07/04/2012 - Nest contains 1 egg. Closed due to predation. - RRadd

No

ANHU Anna's Hummingbird

062112_bald_01 Suncrest Substation SSDE2

Substation

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Substation - new construction

300

100

50

50

Presumed Fledged

6/21/2012

6/28/2012 06/21/2012 - Two nestlings in nest. Rim of nest with lots of scat. - BArnold
06/28/2012 - Nest empty, but in good shape. This nest likely fledged based on large size of nestlings in nest last
week. - BArnold

Yes

ANHU Anna's Hummingbird

062112_bald_02 Suncrest Substation SSDE2

Pad Areas-Work Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Substation - new construction

300

100

50

50

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

6/21/2012

6/28/2012 06/21/2012 - Female on nest, didn't flush at less than 1 foot while Avian Biologist took photographs and recorded
nest for over 10 minutes. - BArnold
06/28/2012 - Nest empty; small side piece of nest missing. - BArnold

No

ANHU Anna's Hummingbird

062112_bald_03 Suncrest Substation SSDE2

Pad Areas-Work Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Substation - maintenance

75

100

50

50

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

6/21/2012

7/3/2012 06/21/2012 - Nest with 2 eggs. - BArnold
06/28/2012 - Two nestlings in nest. Female not observed during very brief monitoring period. - BArnold
07/03/2012 - Nest empty, lots of scat, nest intact. Nest presumed to have been predated, given the presence of 2
eggs on 21 June and 2 nestlings on 28 June. Because ANHU nestlings have been reported to leave nest at 25-26
days (COHU at 20 to 23 days), this nest was presumably predated, given the above nesting chronology (earliest
possible egg hatching on 22 June). - BArnold

No

HOFI

House Finch

062112_rrdd_01

CP76-1

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Other
Area

25

100

30

30

Presumed Fledged

6/21/2012

7/20/2012 06/21/2012 - Female lying in nest at 1303. - RRadd
06/28/2012 - Female brooding nest for duration of 30 minute observation. - RRadd
07/05/2012 - Female comes to nest at 1250; likely has hatched young. - RRadd
07/13/2012 - Adult female observed feeding 2 nestlings. - MDicus
07/20/2012 - No activity was observed at the nest. The contents were checked with an extended mirror, and no
nestlings were observed. It is presumed this nest fledged. A pair of House Finches was observed feeding 2 begging
nestlings north of the tower; however, it is not clear whether this was the family group from this nest or another
nest nearby. - MDicus

Yes

HOFI

House Finch

062112_rrdd_02

CP76-1

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance
Area

30

100

30

30

Indeterminate

6/21/2012

7/13/2012 06/21/2012 - Incubation continues. - RRadd
06/28/2012 - Nest appears neat and maintained and shows no sign of hatched young within (clean rim); no HOFI
visible on nest 1010-1030. - RRadd
07/05/2012 - HOFI to nest at 1148, appears to feed small nestlings, then settles on to nest. - RRadd
07/13/2012 - No activity observed. The nest contents were checked using an extended mirror, and no eggs or
nestlings were observed. - MDicus

N/A

HOFI

House Finch

062112_rrdd_03

CP76-1

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Other
Area

15

100

30

30

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

6/21/2012

7/27/2012 06/21/2012 - HOFI pair stealing nest material from upper CAKI nest and adding to this, plus frequent trips with
more material from 1215-1315. - RRadd
06/28/2012 - Female sits on nest for 5-10 minute periods. - RRadd
07/05/2012 - No activity observed during 1-hour observation. - RRadd
07/13/2012 - Adult female spends over 60 seconds reaching into nest, possibly turning eggs or feeding newly
hatched nestlings, before settling in to incubate. - MDicus
07/20/2012 - No activity at the nest during 45 minutes of observation. - MDicus
07/27/2012 - No activity was observed at the nest during more than 60 minutes of monitoring. The nest was
checked using an extendable mirror, and no eggs or nestlings were found. Based on the timeline and observed
HOFI behaviors, it is presumed that this nest failed with eggs or nestlings. - MDicus

No

HOFI

House Finch

062112_rrdd_04

Helix CY AR

Road Area

8

100

30

30

Fledged

6/21/2012

6/29/2012 06/21/2012 - First observed 14 June as possibly nesting. HOFI male escorts female to nest then departs at 1610.
Female remains through balance of 30-minute observation. - RRadd
06/29/2012 - Fledglings observed being fed by adults adjacent to nest 0650. - RRadd

Yes

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
MODO Mourning Dove

Nest ID
ID
062212_bald_01 San Luis Rey Substation

Type
Substation

Habitat
Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

MODO Mourning Dove

062212_bald_02 San Luis Rey Substation

Substation

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Substation - maintenance

062212_bald_03 Sycamore Substation SSDE1

Substation

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Substation - new construction

NOMO Northern Mockingbird

062212_rrdd_01

CP62-2-E

Road Area

BCHU

Black-chinned Hummingbird

062212_rrdd_02

CP81-1-E

HOOR

Hooded Oriole

062212_rrdd_03

WEKI

Western Kingbird

062212_vnik_01

HOFI

House Finch

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
Substation - maintenance

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
75

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
Nest Outcome
30
30
Presumed Fledged

Date Nest
Found
6/22/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
7/27/2012 06/22/2012 - One adult on nest, flushed at about 1 foot. Second adult in area apparently searching for additional
nest material. - BArnold
06/29/2012 - Adult on nest; other adult on 69kV superstructure above nest. - BArnold
07/06/2012 - Adult observed calling from on top of 69kV superstructure, second adult on nest. - BArnold
07/13/2012 - Adult MODO on nest. - BArnold
07/18/2012 - Adult MODO on nest. - BArnold
07/27/2012 - Nest empty. Based on chronology documented by nest monitoring, and well-protected nature of the
nest location, this nest presumably fledged. - BArnold

Fledged
Yes

60

100

30

30

Nest did not reach active stage

6/22/2012

7/6/2012 06/22/2012 - Adult female on nest, flushed at about 1 foot. No eggs. Checked 20 minutes later, female not yet
returned to nest. - BArnold
06/29/2012 - Nest present and more developed than last week, but empty. No attending adult. Returned 30
minutes later, but still no attending adult. - BArnold
07/06/2012 - Nest empty. No attending adult observed during 20-minute observation period. Nest never became
active, and is closed. - BArnold

No

300

100

30

30

Presumed Fledged

6/22/2012

7/6/2012 06/22/2012 - Heard apparently very large nestlings (based on noise generated) being fed. - BArnold
07/06/2012 - No feeding activity heard or any finch activity observed. This is in stark contrast to the very loud
feeding bouts heard on 22 June. As such, it is presumed that this nest has successfully fledged. - BArnold

Yes

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic

10

100

50

50

Presumed Fledged

6/22/2012

7/10/2012 06/22/2012 - NOMO nest exchange at 0704, incubation/brooding in progress. Bird on nest in deep basket does not
flush. - RRadd
07/02/2012 - NOMO carrying food to nest at 15-20 minute intervals suggests small hatched young are now
present. - RRadd
07/10/2012 - After 30 minutes of no activity, the nest was checked. No eggs or nestlings were found and the nest
was intact. NOMO nestlings fledge after 11-14 days. It has been 18 days since the initial observation of
incubation/brooding; it is presumed the nestlings fledged. - MDicus

Yes

Road Area

Riparian Forests and Woodlands

Traffic

33

100

50

50

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

6/22/2012

7/16/2012 06/22/2012 - BCHU female comes to nest and settles at 1214. - RRadd
06/29/2012 - Female BCHU on nest at 1143 departs, returns at 1151 but preens nearby and does not go to nest,
departs at 1153. - RRadd
07/06/2012 - Female BCHU is wary and visits nest infrequently to feed 2 nestlings approximately 5 days old, 0822. RRadd
07/13/2012 - No Black-chinned Hummingbird nest, adult female, or nestlings were observed during extensive
observations and searches. - PKonrad
07/16/2012 - For the second time, no Black-chinned Hummingbird nest was found (it apparently has been
predated), and no adult female was observed or heard during multiple protracted nest searches and observations closed. - PKonrad

No

CP82-1-E

Road Area

Riparian Forests and Woodlands

Traffic

55

100

50

50

Indeterminate

6/22/2012

N/A

EP124

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Chaparrals
Area

OH - tower erection

10

100

50

50

Presumed Fledged

6/22/2012

7/30/2012 06/22/2012 - Female Hooded Oriole is building a new nest with fibers pulled from nodes of young Arundo donax
in the streambed. Fragments of a previous nest hang from below new nest location. A male is feeding a brood
nearby. - RRadd
06/29/2012 - Female HOOR pulling material from previously undocumented nest adjacent to access road, and
carrying it to this nest location 1348. - RRadd
06/30/2012 - Hooded Oriole is gathering nest lining material from nearby Salix goodingii and adding it to the nest
at 0922. - RRadd
07/06/2012 - Subadult male Hooded Oriole follows female to the nest at 1002; he departs, she remains. Male
continues to forage nearby. - RRadd
07/16/2012 - No Hooded Orioles were observed or heard in the area during extensive observations on 7/13 and
today, 7/16. - PKonrad
07/23/2012 - No Hooded Orioles observed or heard at or near the nest site today or 7/20 during a similar 70minute observation period. - PKonrad
07/30/2012 - No Hooded Orioles were observed at or near this nest site during a 70 minute observation period,
although adults should be feeding nestlings by now. Considering that no orioles have been seen or heard at the
nest site or near it since 7/6/2011 it appears the nesting attempt was abandoned and the nest may or may not
7/17/2012 06/22/2012 - Crew working in tower observed nest. Avian biologist observed and called to site and observed bird
fly to nest location when no activity was occurring at site. Bird appeared to land and stay on nest. Difficult to see
any behavior at the nest. - VNovik
06/29/2012 - Observed an adult Western Kingbird launch itself from the nest location and fly northwest, then
reversing itself to the east and gliding to ground level. - PKonrad
07/03/2012 - Pair of Western Kingbirds perched on tower bridge just above nest; 1 glided down to ground/canopy
level and the other remained near the nest for 15 minutes before gliding down. Neither kingbird returned during
the next 20 minutes, but expect the adults are feeding nestlings now. - PKonrad
07/10/2012 - Soon after initiating observations, an adult Western Kingbird flew from the nest, flying far to the
north. After about 10 minutes, a kingbird was active in the upper bridge area of the tower, perching on the highest
points and making an occasional hunting flight, and taking captured food to the nest twice during the 30 minute
observation period. - PKonrad
07/17/2012 - No Western Kingbirds were observed at the nest or in the area during the 30 minute observation
period. The nestlings appear to have fledged during the past week, and the family group has left the area - closed. PKonrad
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
HOFI House Finch

Nest ID
062212_vnik_02

ID
Bartlett / Hauser Creek
CY

Type
Construction Yards

Habitat
Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Chaparrals

PHAI

Phainopepla

062312_hwey_01 Suncrest-N

Road Area

HOFI

House Finch

062312_vers_01

EP246

LAGO

Lawrence's Goldfinch

062412_rrdd_01

CP82-1-E

HOFI

House Finch

SCOR

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
Other

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
25

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
30
30
Fledged

Nest Outcome

Date Nest
Found
6/22/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
Fledged
7/11/2012 06/22/2012 - Monitor observed bird on nest. Avian biologist confirmed that House Finch appears to be incubating. Yes
VNovik
06/28/2012 - Female flew to nest and remained on it for more than 5 minutes. Contents were not checked. MKuehn
07/05/2012 - Female flew to nest and loud begging could be heard from 50 feet away, indicating young are at
least 8-9 days old (BNA), and will likely fledge in next 3-5 days. - MKuehn
07/11/2012 - No activity at nest for 30 minutes. Copious amounts of feces around nest rim. Adult female observed
flying into nearest coast live oak tree, 50 feet west of nest, and begging could be heard, although fledgling could
not be seen in foliage. - MKuehn

Traffic

30

100

50

50

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

6/23/2012

6/29/2012 06/23/2012 - Female Phainopepla flies to nest at 0723 and settles to incubate through 0750. - HWinfrey
06/29/2012 - Nest is entirely gone, apparently predated. Nest closed. - HWinfrey

No

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Desert Scrub and Dune Habitats
Area

Other

130

100

30

30

Nest did not reach active stage

6/23/2012

No

Road Area

Riparian Forests and Woodlands

Traffic

45

100

50

50

Indeterminate

6/24/2012

7/18/2012 06/23/2012 - A pair of House Finches was seen flying to the top of tower EP246. Throughout the nest survey
period, the female was observed making several trips with nesting material to a set of trusses below the solar
panel installation near leg D. - VEurs
06/29/2012 - No House Finches were observed during the 30-minute observation period, although it is not
possible to see the nest contents near the top of the tower. - PKonrad
07/05/2012 - No House Finch activity was observed near the nest or surrounding the tower during a 30 minute
observation period, but adults could be relatively inactive during the incubation period (activity at the nest cannot
be seen from the ground). - PKonrad
07/10/2012 - There were no House Finches observed near the nest or in the area during a 30-minute observation
period. A Red-tailed Hawk perched on the opposite side of the bridge during most of the period. This nesting
attempt may have been abandoned. - PKonrad
07/18/2012 - No House Finches were observed at the nest site or in the tower during a 40-minute observation
period. No finches have been observed since the initial nest building observations a month ago, hence this nesting
attempt was apparently abandoned - closed. - PKonrad
7/6/2012 06/24/2012 - LAGO pair making many trips (10+) carrying materials, including disassembly of nearby BUSH nest,
0830-0930. Female gathers and builds while male trails in very close proximity and sings. - RRadd
06/30/2012 - LAGO male loafs and preens below nest location; female seen only briefly near nest which cannot be
seen into. - RRadd
07/06/2012 - Nest is deteriorating, some torn materials visible to east side. Potentially predated or weatherrelated failure. Potentially predated or weather-related nest failure, but no evidence that the nest accepted an
egg. - RRadd

062512_eman_02 Rough Acres CY

Construction Yards

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other

30

100

10

10

Presumed Fledged

6/25/2012

7/31/2012 06/25/2012 - Paul Konrad observed a female House Finch incubating on the nest. - EMorgan
07/02/2012 - A female House Finch is incubating. - PKonrad
07/09/2012 - A female House Finch was perched on the rim of the nest feeding small unseen nestlings in the nest
bowl. - PKonrad
07/17/2012 - At least 1 nestling House Finch can be seen in the nest. - PKonrad
07/23/2012 - Probably 3 feathered House Finch nestlings can be seen in the nest. - PKonrad
07/31/2012 - No House Finch nestlings remain in the nest; as expected, they appear to have fledged. No fledglings
or adults were observed in the area - closed. - PKonrad

Yes

Scott's Oriole

062512_mdus_01 EP236-1/EP237-1 PS-E

Road Area

Desert Scrub and Dune Habitats

None

0

100

100

100

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

6/25/2012

7/2/2012 06/25/2012 - A pair of Scott's Oriole was observed making frequent trips with food to a fairly well hidden nest in a
California juniper. - MDicus
07/02/2012 - A pair of adult Scott's Orioles was present throughout the 1 hour observation period. Both were
perched low in the nest tree for a while, than the female left and the male moved to an adjacent juniper tree
where it preened and loafed for 40 minutes. However, when the nest was checked, no nestlings were present. The
female returned to a low perch in the nest tree shortly after the nest was checked for a moment. On 6/28/2012 (4
days ago), 3 small nestlings with eyes open were present in the nest, and the male was active feeding the nestlings
and collecting food in the surrounding area. With these observations in mind, it appears this nest has been
predated (jays are in the area). The continued presence of the adults at the nest site may suggest the predation
was very recent, or the pair might re-nest here - closed. - PKonrad

No

BCHU

Black-chinned Hummingbird

062512_rrdd_01

GS-NF-10

Pad Areas-Work Area

Riparian Forests and Woodlands

BMP installation/maintenance

70

100

50

50

Indeterminate

6/25/2012

7/30/2012 06/25/2012 - BCHU female adding lining and forming nest cup at 1324; nest appears 85% complete. - RRadd
07/02/2012 - BCHU female lying in nest 1452. - RRadd
07/09/2012 - Female observed lying in nest at 1350. - MDicus
07/16/2012 - Female lying in nest at 1100. - MDicus
07/23/2012 - At least 1 nestling visible in nest. - MDicus
07/30/2012 - No activity observed at the nest during more than 1 hour of monitoring. Given that nestlings were
visible the previous week and no nestlings are visible now, it is presumed they fledged were predated. - MDicus

N/A

HOFI

House Finch

062512_rrdd_02

GS-NF-10

Road Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Other

70

100

30

30

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

6/25/2012

7/16/2012 06/25/2012 - HOFI male perched next to female lying in nest at 1427. - RRadd
07/02/2012 - Nest contains fresh material. HOFI pair singing nearby did not approach nest, 1530-1600. - RRadd
07/09/2012 - No activity observed during 30 minutes of observation. Nest was checked with a mirror, and 1 egg
was observed. Cup is messy and appears unmaintained. - MDicus
07/16/2012 - Nest was monitored for 1 hour; no activity was observed. The nest contents were checked, and no
eggs or nestlings were observed. - MDicus

No
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
WEGR Western Grebe

ID

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
Traffic

Nest ID
062612_kats_01

CP78-2-E

Type
Road Area

Habitat
Herbaceous Wetlands, Freshwater,
and Streams

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic

HOFI

House Finch

062612_rrdd_01

CP72-2-E

Road Area

HOFI

House Finch

062712_ahll_01

EP27-1

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Area
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

HOFI

House Finch

062712_hwey_01 Wilson CY

Construction Yards

062712_rrdd_01

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
168

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
Nest Outcome
100
100
Nest did not reach active stage

Date Nest
Found
6/26/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
7/16/2012 06/26/2012 - Nesting activity first reported by R. Radd last week. Today, both adults were seen building the nest
by placing strands of aquatic vegetation over the dead tree twigs poking above the water level, that they had
collected from below or on top of the water level from plant sources within approximately 40 feet around the nest
site, from 1005-1015. Approximately 20 nest building trips were seen. - KAlberts
07/06/2012 - 0632; nest building continues. #1 Western Grebe is diving near nest to raise underwater plant
material, which is added to growing nest mass as #2 bird watches and calls. Nest platform is now evident;
approximately 10-inch square and approximately 9 inches above water line. - RRadd
07/13/2012 - Western Grebe nest is dry and is now located about 2 feet above water, which suggest the water
level has dropped recently. No grebes were observed near the nest, but 8 grebes are swimming about 600 feet
south. At this time, it appears this nesting attempt has been abandoned. Regular boat activity at the boat launch
ramp, a fisherman is fishing from shore 40 feet from nest site; boaters, and jet skiers periodically pass loudly by
nest vicinity. - PKonrad
07/16/2012 - No Western Grebes were observed near the nest, and the nest is high and dry about 2 feet above
waterline, obviously abandoned with no sign of eggs - closed. - PKonrad

Fledged
No

8

100

30

30

Nest with eggs or young failed for
unknown causes

6/26/2012

7/17/2012 06/26/2012 - Nest that was destroyed a week ago has been rebuilt and contains 3 eggs. - RRadd
07/03/2012 - HOFI female incubating 4 eggs at 0656. - RRadd
07/10/2012 - No activity observed during 30 minutes of monitoring. - MDicus
07/17/2012 - No HOFI activity observed. The nest was checked with a mirror, and no eggs or nestlings were
observed. - MDicus

No

None

0

100

30

30

Indeterminate

6/27/2012

7/5/2012 06/27/2012 - Female was seen bringing nest material to joint while male was perched nearby, singing. It is
unknown how developed the nest is, but the female was bringing soft, liner into the nest location; therefore, the
nest should be well-developed. - AHill
07/05/2012 - No House Finch activity observed at tower over an hour period. Nest location appears to have been
abandoned. - AHill

N/A

Other

10

100

30

30

Presumed Fledged

6/27/2012

7/11/2012 06/27/2012 - Female observed adding material to nest at 1350. Nest estimated to be 75% complete, with cup well
formed but no nest lining yet. - HWinfrey
06/30/2012 - Female on nest briefly during 1 hour observation. Nest too high to view contents. - HWinfrey
07/07/2012 - Female perched near nest. Unable to get a clear view of nest contents. - HWinfrey
07/11/2012 - Nest is empty with a lot of fecal matter around rim of nest. It appears that the young have fledged
successfully. - AHill

Yes

CP64-2

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats None
Area

0

100

50

50

Presumed Fledged

6/27/2012

7/16/2012 06/27/2012 - NOMO on nest containing 3 eggs for 20 minute intervals. - RRadd
07/04/2012 - Nest contains at least 2 black downy young approximately 4 days old. - RRadd
07/11/2012 - Adult NOMO observed feeding 2 feathered nestlings. - MDicus
07/16/2012 - Nest is empty. No mockingbirds were observed in the area, but the nestlings were close to fledging
during the last visit, and there are no signs of nest failure (damaged/missing nest or dead nestlings). - MDicus

Yes

062712_rrdd_02

CP64-2

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Other
Area

5

100

30

30

Presumed Fledged

6/27/2012

8/1/2012 06/27/2012 - HOFI pair at nest containing 3 eggs. - RRadd
07/04/2012 - HOFI near nest containing 3 eggs, 0708. - RRadd
07/11/2012 - Female lying in nest at 0715. - MDicus
07/18/2012 - Nest contains 2 eggs and 1 recently hatched nestling. - MDicus
07/25/2012 - Nest contains 1 developing nestling and 2 unhatched eggs. - MDicus
08/01/2012 - Nestling is gone; 2 addled eggs remain. Presumed fledged. - MDicus

Yes

MODO Mourning Dove

062712_rrdd_03

CP65-1

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats None
Area

0

100

50

50

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

6/27/2012

7/4/2012 06/27/2012 - MODO on nest did not flush with observer at 6 feet. - RRadd
07/04/2012 - Nest is empty and deserted. Observations suggest nest predation, but no eggs or young were directly
observed. - RRadd

No

BCHU

062712_rrdd_04

CP70-3-E

Road Area

75

100

50

50

Nest did not reach active stage

6/27/2012

7/11/2012 06/27/2012 - Female BCHU made 8 trips carrying P. racemosa fluff and spider silk; building new nest
approximately 15% complete at 1602. - RRadd
07/03/2012 - Nest approximately 50% complete. BCHU perched 10 feet from nest did not add material during 20
minute observation. - RRadd
07/10/2012 - Nest not observed based on location description; however, Toxicodendron is abundant, and observer
may have overlooked the nest. - MDicus
07/11/2012 - No activity observed at nest attempt for duration of 45-minute monitoring period. Black-chinned
Hummingbird females are actively defending nectar sources (Nicotiana glauca plants in flower) to the east of the
site of this nest attempt, but no birds approached to within 50 feet of this nest attempt during today's visit. Nest
has not been built up any more since observation described on 7-3-12. Ants observed crawling all over the
partially constructed nest and host plant. This nest attempt appears to have been abandoned before the nest was
completely constructed and before any eggs were laid. Nest closed. - JDicus

No

NOMO Northern Mockingbird

HOFI

House Finch

Black-chinned Hummingbird

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Riparian Forests and Woodlands

Traffic
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
HOFI House Finch

Nest ID
062812_hwey_01 EP119-2

ID

Type
Habitat
Pad Areas-Structure Pad Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Area
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
None

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
0

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
Nest Outcome
30
30
Nest did not reach active stage

Date Nest
Found
6/28/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
7/18/2012 06/28/2012 - Female House Finch was observed placing coarse plant material in a nest with a male nearby. HWinfrey
07/05/2012 - Nest cannot be seen from ground level, and no House Finches were observed during a 30-minute
observation period, but this is typical during the incubation period for this species. - PKonrad
07/10/2012 - No House Finches were observed during a 30 minute observation period or during additional time in
the area monitoring another nest. - PKonrad
07/18/2012 - No House Finches were observed near the nest or tower during a 30-minute observation period, and
no House Finches have been seen there since the initial nest building observations a month ago. If the nest was
active at this time, adults would be active at the nest feeding nestlings - closed. - PKonrad

Fledged
No

CAKI

Cassin's Kingbird

062812_mdus_01 CP52

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Other
Area

110

100

50

50

Indeterminate

6/28/2012

7/18/2012 06/28/2012 - During 40 minutes of monitoring, an adult CAKI was observed perching in the tower, flying to the
nest and remaining there for 15 minutes, defending the territory against a second CAKI, and returning to the nest.
The CAKI left the nest again when a Red-tailed Hawk soared close to the tower, vocalizing and perching at the top
of the tower. - MDicus
07/06/2012 - During 45 minutes of observation, an adult Cassin's Kingbird was observed perching on the fiber and
vocalizing constantly. The CAKI visited the nest once, briefly. Throughout the monitoring period, muffled
vocalizations were heard from the tower, possibly indicating nestlings. - MDicus
07/13/2012 - No CAKI activity observed during 60 minutes of observation. - MDicus
07/18/2012 - After 20 minutes of observation, 1 CAKI flew to the middle arm of the tower, perching and preening
for 25 minutes prior to leaving. The CAKI did not approach the nest location or return to the tower during the
subsequent 45 minutes of monitoring; nor were any nestlings heard or fledglings observed. The nest itself is more
visible than it was during previous monitoring visits, suggesting it was dislodged from the original location. It is
unclear whether the nest successfully fledged or failed with nestlings. - MDicus

N/A

HOFI

House Finch

062812_rrdd_01

CP76-1

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Other
Area

80

100

30

30

Indeterminate

6/28/2012

8/3/2012 06/28/2012 - HOFI pair making numerous trips with material. Nest appears approximately 80% complete. RRadd
07/05/2012 - Female HOFI comes to nest and settles at 1145. Male accompanies and sings. - RRadd
07/13/2012 - Much HOFI activity at this nest, with the male actively nest-guarding against nearby House Finches.
Periodic movement from the nest appears to be the incubating female. - MDicus
07/20/2012 - An adult male House Finch was observed making feeding motions at the nest. The nestlings were not
visible; however, begging calls were heard. - MDicus
07/27/2012 - No activity was observed at the nest for over 60 minutes of monitoring. A male HOFI perched
approximately 70 feet up in the tower for the first 20 minutes but did not visit the nest. - MDicus
08/03/2012 - No House Finch activity at the nest or tower during 1.25 hours of observation. - MDicus

N/A

HOFI

House Finch

062812_rrdd_02

CP75-1

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance
Area

80

100

30

30

Nest with eggs or young failed due to
natural causes

6/28/2012

7/20/2012 06/28/2012 - HOFI female brings nest material at 10-15 minute intervals (1139, 1145, 1152) accompanied by male.
Copulation at 1208 and sits on nest. - RRadd
07/05/2012 - Male HOFI coaxes female to nest at 1130 with song and dance, copulation follows and female settles
on nest at 1337. - RRadd
07/13/2012 - No House Finch activity observed at nest or tower during more than 60 minutes of observation. Nest
is not visible from below. - MDicus
07/20/2012 - No activity observed at either the nest or the tower during 1.75 hours of monitoring. - MDicus

No

LEGO

Lesser Goldfinch

062812_rrdd_03

CP75-1

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats None
Area

0

100

50

50

Nest did not reach active stage

6/28/2012

6/29/2012 06/28/2012 - LEGO pair attending fresh nest, lacking only lining, did not return 1230-1300. - RRadd
07/05/2012 - Nest is unmaintained and collecting leaves; abandoned prior to 1st egg. - RRadd

No

HOOR

Hooded Oriole

062812_rrdd_04

CP76-1-E

Road Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic

15

100

50

50

Presumed Fledged

6/28/2012

7/24/2012 06/28/2012 - HOOR male visits nest intermittently, female stays for long periods. - RRadd
07/03/2012 - Observations suggest incubation continues. Female makes brief trips away from nest, while male
nest guards; no food carrying observed 1428-1445. - RRadd
07/10/2012 - No Hooded Oriole activity observed at the nest during 1 hour of monitoring. A Bewick's Wren briefly
inspected the top of the nest, and an adult male HOOR was later observed in the nest tree but did not interact
with the nest. - MDicus
07/17/2012 - Last week's monitoring observations mistakenly reported on an inactive oriole nest in the same tree.
The active nest was located, and 2 feathered Hooded Oriole nestlings were observed begging from the nest. MDicus
07/24/2012 - No HOOR activity was observed during 60 minutes of monitoring. There were no nestlings visible or
adults visiting the nest. Based on the nesting progress during the last visit, it is presumed that this nest fledged. MDicus

Yes

WEKI

Western Kingbird

062812_sjon_01

EP206-1

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Area
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic

115

100

50

50

Fledged

6/28/2012

7/17/2012 06/28/2012 - Pair of Western Kingbirds was observed bringing food to the nest while 2 biologists were walking
below the tower. - SJohnston
07/02/2012 - At least 3 nestlings can be seen in the Western Kingbird nest. An adult flew in and fed the nestlings
and quickly left the site. Subsequent feeding visits to nest were just a few minutes apart. - PKonrad
07/09/2012 - Observed an adult Western Kingbird catching insect(s) on the ground in Rough Acres Yard, then fly
1,260 feet directly into the wind back to the tower nest to feed large feathered nestlings that are quite active in
the nest. - PKonrad
07/17/2012 - Western Kingbird nestlings have fledged from the tower nest. No adults or fledglings were observed
or heard in the area - closed. - PKonrad

Yes
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
BLGR Blue Grosbeak

Nest ID
062912_rrdd_01

CP79-1-E

Type
Road Area

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
Habitat
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic

Riparian Forests and Woodlands

ID

HOFI

House Finch

063012_rrdd_01

CP82-1-E

Road Area

WEKI

Western Kingbird

070312_ahll_01

EP54-1

HOOR

Hooded Oriole

070512_rrdd_01

HOOR

Hooded Oriole

070512_rrdd_02

MODO Mourning Dove

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
5

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
Nest Outcome
100
100
Nest did not reach active stage

Date Nest
Found
6/29/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
7/16/2012 06/29/2012 - Nest building at 10 minute intervals from 0830-0910. Nest is approximately 15% complete. - RRadd
07/06/2012 - Nest is complete and contains 1 BHCO egg at 0715. A Blue Grosbeak was heard nearby but unseen. RRadd
07/13/2012 - Although the nest is in excellent condition, no eggs are present in the nest and no Blue Grosbeaks
were observed or heard. - PKonrad
07/16/2012 - Again, no Blue Grosbeaks were observed or heard in the area of the nest. Although the nest is in
excellent condition, it appears this nesting attempt has been abandoned, possibly due to the egg laying activities
of a Brown-headed Cowbird - closed. - PKonrad

Fledged
No

Traffic

20

100

30

30

Nest did not reach active stage

6/30/2012

7/30/2012 06/30/2012 - House Finch pair carrying nest material at 5 minute intervals from 0838-0858. - RRadd
07/06/2012 - Female House Finch visits nest intermittently while male perches in adjacent E. globulus and sings. RRadd
07/16/2012 - No House Finch activity was observed in the area; nest location is very obscure. - PKonrad
07/23/2012 - No House Finches were observed at or near the nest site today (7/23) or 7/20 during 60-minute
observation periods. - PKonrad
07/30/2012 - No House Finches were observed at this nest site or the surrounding area during an 80-minute
observation period, although adults would be actively feeding nestlings if this nesting attempt was active. No
House Finches have been seen at this nest since 7/6/2011, and there is no indication eggs were ever laid - closed. PKonrad

No

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat
Area

Other

60

100

40

40

Presumed Fledged

7/3/2012

7/31/2012 07/03/2012 - An adult Western Kingbird was bringing in fine nesting material and shaping nest with its mate
perched nearby. Nest is partly visible from the ground and appears to be nearly complete. - AHill
07/05/2012 - A Western Kingbird was observed foraging around the tower before flying to the nest where it
remained incubating on the nest for at least 30 minutes. Several molting, European Starlings were perched nearby
the nest, some within 5 feet, but WEKI did not seem concerned by other birds. - AHill
07/11/2012 - An adult Western Kingbird is incubating on the tower nest. - PKonrad
07/19/2012 - An adult Western Kingbird is perched in the tower about 20 feet below the nest while the other
kingbird shades the medium-sized nestlings. The perched kingbird flies toward the nest where it is met by its
mate, which performs a food begging display and is given the insect in response. This adult returns to the nest
where it is met by at least 3 open mouths. - PKonrad
07/24/2012 - Can see at least 3 large feathered nestlings near fledging in the nest and 1 adult perched nearby in
tower. - PKonrad
07/31/2012 - As expected, no Western Kingbird nestlings remain in the nest, and no fledgling or adult kingbirds
are evident in the area - closed. - PKonrad

Yes

Helix CY AR

Road Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic

10

100

50

50

Nest did not reach active stage

7/5/2012

7/20/2012 07/05/2012 - Female HOOR pulling material from old nest (south on AR). Nest appears substantially complete. RRadd
07/13/2012 - No activity observed at nest during 50 minutes of observation - MDicus
07/20/2012 - No Hooded Oriole activity at the nest for over 2 hours of monitoring. It appears the nest attempt was
abandoned prior to egg-laying. - MDicus

No

Helix CY AR

Road Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic

15

100

50

50

Indeterminate

7/5/2012

8/3/2012 07/05/2012 - Female HOOR makes numerous trips to nest, appeared to be carrying lining material, but working on
exterior also. Intermittently chasing off juveniles (prior brood?) with assistance from male. Despite apparent
incomplete status, a female BHCO entered nest briefly at 1019. - RRadd
07/13/2012 - Adult male HOOR exits nest tree at 1117, perches and calls in vicinity. Adult female briefly leaves
nest at 1119, re-enters, and does not emerge for subsequent 30-minutes of observation. - MDicus
07/20/2012 - No HOOR activity observed at the nest during 60 minutes of monitoring. - MDicus
07/27/2012 - During 30 minutes of monitoring, the adult female HOOR was observed making at least 5 discreet
trips to the nest, entering and exiting the nest tree from the denser foliage on the northwest side. The adult male
was observed visiting the nest once; brief, soft begging calls were heard from the nest. - MDicus
08/03/2012 - No Hooded Oriole activity at the nest for 1.5 hours of observation. - MDicus

N/A

Substation

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Substation - new construction

45

100

30

30

Presumed Fledged

7/6/2012

8/5/2012 07/06/2012 - Pair observed on top of block retaining wall behind (north of) Transformer Bank 72, preening. Both
flew to nest ledge. Adult left nest when biologist was less than 2 feet away. No eggs in nest. - BArnold
07/13/2012 - Adult MODO flushed from nest at less than 3 feet. Nest with 2 eggs. - BArnold
07/18/2012 - Adult MODO on nest. - BArnold
07/27/2012 - One adult on nest, other adult in area, later flew to transformer within 3 feet of nest. - BArnold
07/30/2012 - Adult MODO remained on nest all day, even during periods of relatively loud noise at times within 45
feet of nest. - BArnold
08/06/2012 - Two nestlings have both successfully fledged. Pair appears to be looking for a new nest site in area.
Adult observed on nest shelf 31 July. Two nestlings observed on nest shelf 1 August. Two nestlings observed on
nest shelf 2 August, one later observed fledging. Later that day, 2 adults observed in courtship and copulation,
with female actively visiting nest sites on north side of transformer. One nestling observed on nest shelf 3 and 4
August. As of 6 August, 2 adults hanging around transformer bank, vocalizing. - BArnold

Yes

070612_bald_01 San Luis Rey Substation
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
LEGO Lesser Goldfinch

Nest ID
070612_rrdd_01

ID
CP82-1-E

Type
Road Area

Habitat
Riparian Forests and Woodlands

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
Traffic

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
20

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
Nest Outcome
50
30
Nest did not reach active stage

CAKI

Cassin's Kingbird

071012_mdus_01 CP75-1 PS

Pad Areas-Stringing Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic

45

100

50

50

BTSP

Black-throated Sparrow

071112_vnik_01

Road Area

Chaparrals

Traffic

59

100

100

HOFI

House Finch

071312_mdus_01 Helix CY AR

Road Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic

8

100

SAPH

Say's Phoebe

071812_bald_01 Sycamore Substation

Substation

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

None

0

LEGO

Lesser Goldfinch

072612_lgan_01

Pad Areas-Structure Pad Chaparrals
Area

None

CAKI

Cassin's Kingbird

072712_hwey_01 CP59E-B

Road Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

HOOR

Hooded Oriole

072712_hwey_02 CP59E-B

Road Area

HOOR

Hooded Oriole

072712_hwey_03 CP59E-B

Road Area

EP258-3-E

CP22-1

Date Nest
Found
7/6/2012

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
7/30/2012 07/06/2012 - Female Lesser Goldfinch is building a nest that appears approximately 40% complete at 1355. RRadd
07/13/2012 - Could not find a nest at the generally described nest site and, although there are many Lesser
Goldfinches feeding and singing in the area, no goldfinch activity was detected near the nest location during a 30minute observation period. - PKonrad
07/23/2012 - No Lesser Goldfinch activity observed at or near the nest site today or on 7/20 during a similar 45minute observation period. - PKonrad
07/30/2012 - No Lesser Goldfinch activity was observed during a 60 minute observation period. Adults should be
actively feeding nestlings by now; however, no goldfinches have been observed at this nest site since the initial
nest building activities on 7/6/2012, indicating nesting behavior did not progress beyond the nest building stage closed. - PKonrad

Fledged
No

Fledged

7/10/2012

7/27/2012 07/10/2012 - An adult CAKI was observed catching insects and making multiple trips to a nest on the south side of
a Eucalyptus. - MDicus
07/17/2012 - An adult CAKI was observed feeding 3 vocal and well-developed nestlings. - MDicus
07/23/2012 - An adult CAKI was observed bringing food to 1 nestling while 2 recent fledglings perched on a branch
below the nest. - MDicus
07/27/2012 - An adult CAKI was observed feeding 2 vocal fledglings. A third fledgling was not located; however, no
activity was observed at the nest. - MDicus

Yes

100

Presumed Fledged

7/11/2012

7/31/2012 07/11/2012 - Nest located during active search of vegetation; 2 eggs in nest, Black-throated Sparrow was observed
incubating or egg laying on the nest. - VNovik
07/18/2012 - Pair of Black-throated Sparrows foraging next to road, 1 is tailless. This pair was mildly territorial at
the nest that contained 2 small downy nestlings. - PKonrad
07/24/2012 - Two Black-throated Sparrow nestlings with feathers covering their backs fill the nest. Both adults
approached the nest soon after the monitor arrived at the nest. - PKonrad
07/31/2012 - As anticipated, no Black-throated Sparrow nestlings remain in the nest, and no fledglings or adults
were observed or heard in the area. The nestlings should have fledged last weekend, and the family group
apparently left the nest area during this post-fledging period - closed. - PKonrad

Yes

30

30

Presumed Fledged

7/13/2012

8/10/2012 07/13/2012 - A female House Finch was observed leaving the nest as the nest monitor passed. The female
returned to the nest within 30 seconds. - MDicus
07/20/2012 - Adult female House Finch lying in nest at 1340. - MDicus
07/27/2012 - The adult female was observed feeding at least 1 visible nestling at 1140 and 1153. - MDicus
08/03/2012 - No activity observed for the first 30 minutes of monitoring. At 1244, the adult female House Finch
landed with food on the barbed wire fence below the nest. She looked around for 1-2 minutes, then visited the
nest, feeding 2 visible, begging nestlings. 4 minutes later, the male fed the nestlings, following the same pattern of
perching on the fence for 1-2 minutes prior to visiting the nest. - MDicus
08/08/2012 - 2 well-developed nestlings expected to fledge within the next few days. - MDicus
08/10/2012 - The nest is empty. No fledglings were observed in the vicinity; however, there is no indication that
the nest was depredated. Presumed fledged. - MDicus

Yes

100

100

100

Nest did not reach active stage

7/18/2012

7/27/2012 07/18/2012 - SAPH flushed from nest area. Nest new, empty, appears complete. SAPH foraged in area for 10
minutes, but did not return to nest area. SAPH was in this area on 13 July, probably nest building at that time.
Given the late date, it is unclear whether this nest will maintain the active stage. - BArnold
07/27/2012 - Nest empty. Based on time since nest was discovered, lack of eggs indicate this nest never reached
the active stage. - BArnold

No

0

100

50

50

Presumed Fledged

7/26/2012

8/2/2012 07/26/2012 - Lesser Goldfinch pair was observed feeding 3 nestlings. Nestlings had feathers, appeared strong and
were exercising their wings; they are expected to fledge within a few days. - LGorman
08/02/2012 - No Lesser Goldfinch nestlings were in the nest and no adults or fledglings were observed in the area,
indicating the nestlings fledged and the family group left the area - closed. - PKonrad

Yes

Traffic

40

100

50

50

Fledged

7/27/2012

7/31/2012 07/27/2012 - Adult Cassin's Kingbird making multiple trips to nest with food between 0730 and 0735; 2 fully
feathered nestlings visible in nest. - HWinfrey
07/31/2012 - Two new fledglings and 2 adult Cassin's Kingbirds were perched on the wires south of the nest site,
periodically making short flights and returning to the wires. Fledglings fly fairly well, often following 1 of the adults
in flight - closed. - PKonrad

Yes

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic

30

100

50

50

Presumed Fledged

7/27/2012

7/31/2012 07/27/2012 - Male Hooded Oriole was observed carrying food to the nest at 0735. - HWinfrey
07/31/2012 - No Hooded Orioles were observed at the nest site or in the area during the 45 minute observation
period. Nest intact. It is expected that the nestlings have fledged and the family group has left the area during this
post-fledging period - closed. - PKonrad

Yes

Non-native Vegetation, Developed
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

None

0

100

50

50

Presumed Fledged

7/27/2012

8/2/2012 07/27/2012 - Female Hooded Oriole was observed making multiple trips to nest with food at 0910; nestlings were
audible. - HWinfrey
08/02/2012 - No Hooded Orioles were observed during a 30 minute observation period and there was no sign or
sound of nestlings at the nest. It appears the nestlings have fledged and the family group has left the area - closed.
- PKonrad

Yes
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Nearest Project Feature

Species
Code
Common Name
HOFI House Finch

RTHA

Red-tailed Hawk

Nest ID
080412_mbhn_01 EP39-1-N

120511_imll_01

CP64-2-E

ID

Type
Road Area

Chaparrals

Most Intense Construction (hand crew,
heavy machinery, vehicle access)
Traffic

Road Area

Woodlands and Forests

Traffic

Habitat

Min.
Distance
from
Construction
to Nest (ft.)
25

145

Initial
Buffer
Distance
(ft.)
100

500

Nest Outcome
Smallest
Buffer
Buffer
Distance (ft.) Distance (ft.)
Nest Outcome
30
30
Presumed Fledged

500

214 of 214

500

Presumed Fledged

Date Nest
Found
8/4/2012

12/5/2011

Nest
Outcome
Date
Survey Dates and Observations
8/13/2012 08/04/2012 - Adult House Finches bringing food items repeatedly to nest. Nestlings heard vocalizing. - MBahn
08/13/2012 - No adult, nestling, or fledgling House Finches observed during 40 minute observation period (5:10 5:50). Nest intact. Judging from the previous observations, the nestlings were near fledging 9 days ago and have
probably fledged since then - closed. - PKonrad

Fledged
Yes

5/15/2012 12/05/2011 - Pair of Red-tailed hawks observed bringing nesting material to previously existing nest from 2011
season. Pair made multiple trips between 0930 and 1030 and did not appear disturbed by Project-related traffic
operating up to 120 feet from the nest, including the use of multiple gates within the 500-foot buffer. - IMaunsell
12/13/2011 - One adult hawk was observed flying from the nest area away to the west. No work was occurring.
Weather conditions included constant light precipitation, which may have suppressed nesting behavior. IMaunsell
12/22/2011 - No activity observed at nest between 0730 and 0800. No work was occurring on the site. IMaunsell
12/30/2011 - No activity observed at nest from 0930-1020. One adult was perched in adjacent oak tree and
another hawk was perched on a smaller oak approximately 800 feet to the west. - IMaunsell
01/06/2012 - One hawk observed on nest at approximately 0800, potentially egg laying. After approximately 3
minutes, another hawk flew into the nest with an item in its beak. This item could have been nesting material or
food. Neither bird appeared deterred by frequent helicopter traffic or vehicle traffic along the access road. IMaunsell
01/09/2012 - RTHA on this territory did not interact with nest during 30-minute observation period. - RRadd
01/17/2012 - RTHA perched above nest flushed at Air-crane flyover and did not return during 30 minute
observation. - RRadd
01/24/2012 - One RTHA observed perched up near nest for approximately 15 minutes did not directly interact
with nest. Location prevents sufficient view of the nest cup to discern a low lying hawk. - RRadd
01/31/2012 - RTHA pair observed copulating away from nest. Monitor reports fresh material added to nest on 29
January. - RRadd
02/08/2012 - RTHA pair driving juvenile RTHA from territory, followed by pair-bonding displays. They did not settle
on nest during two 20 minute observations. - RRadd
02/14/2012 - Status is unclear - egg-laying appears to be on hiatus - two nest visits from 1427-1735 during which
nest material was arranged, but otherwise activity is low. Rain yesterday. - RRadd
02/22/2012 - RTHA Standing on nest for 20 minutes. - RRadd
03/01/2012 - Despite nest visits, no incubation appears yet in progress. - RRadd
03/08/2012 - RTHA lying in nest for duration of observation - presumed incubating. - RRadd
03/17/2012 - RTHA incubating and does not leave nest during 20 minute observation on rainy day. - RRadd
03/21/2012 - RTHA incubating, does not leave nest during 20 minute observation. - RRadd
04/11/2012 - RTHA prone on nest in light rain at 1208 gives no indication of hatched young. - RRadd
04/20/2012 - Adult RTHA feeding at least 2 downy young at 0708. - RRadd
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APPENDIX B - Sunrise Powerlink Vegetation Community Descriptions
Riparian Forests and Woodlands
1. Black Oak Woodland (BOW) – Black oak woodland is an open to dense woodland dominated by
black oak (Quercus kelloggii) often with a shrubby understory of birch-leaf mountain mahogany
(Cercocarpus betuloides var. betuloides).
2. Coast Live Oak Woodland (CLOW) – Coast live oak woodland is an evergreen woodland
community, dominated by coast live oak (Quercus agrifolia) trees that reach a height of 35 to
80 feet. The shrub layer may consist of toyon (Heteromeles arbutifolia), Mexican elderberry
(Sambucus mexicana), fuchsia-flowered gooseberry (Ribes speciosum), and poison oak
(Toxicodendron diversilobum). A dense herbaceous understory includes miner’s lettuce
(Claytonia perfoliata var. perfoliata) and chickweed (Stellaria media) as potential dominant
species. This community occurs along the coastal foothills of the Peninsular Ranges, typically on
north-facing slopes and in shaded ravines.
3. Coast Live Oak Woodland-Burned (CLOW-B) – This is the same habitat as coast live oak
woodland that has not fully recovered from its last fire event.
4. Coast Live Oak Woodland-Disturbed (CLOW-D) – This is the same habitat as coast live oak
woodland with a high proportion of nonnative species in the mid and understory as a result of
natural and/or anthropogenic disturbances.
5. Engelmann Oak Woodland (EOW) – Engelmann oak woodland is an evergreen woodland
dominated by Engelmann oak (Quercus engelmannii). It can be in association with coast live oak
with an understory of typical grassland species. Common associated species within this
community include scrub oak (Quercus berberidifolia), poison-oak, coastal sagebrush (Artemisia
californica), chamise (Adenostoma fasciculatum), mugwort (Artemisia douglasiana), fuchsiaflower gooseberry, and Mexican elderberry . The understory within this community in the rightof-way is primarily composed of non-native grasses such as wild oat (Avena fatua), red brome
(Bromus madritensis ssp. rubens), and ripgut grass (Bromus diandrus) although in rockier areas
native species such as whispering bells (Emmenanthe penduliflora var. penduliflora), Danny’s
skullcap (Scutellaria tuberosa), delicate clarkia (Clarkia delicata), and ball gilia (Gilia capitata ssp.
abrotanifolia) occur.
6. Mesquite Bosque (MB) – This is an open to fairly dense, drought-deciduous streamside thorn
forest with open interior patches maintained by frequent flooding or fire. Western honey
mesquite (Prosopis glandulosa), many-fruit saltbush (Atriplex polycarpa), narrow-leaf willow
(Salix exigua), Fremont’s cottonwood (Populus fremontii ssp. fremontii), and California juniper
(Juniperus californica) are common associates.
7. Mesquite Bosque-Disturbed (MB-D) – This is the same habitat as mesquite bosque with a high
proportion of nonnative species as a result of natural and/or anthropogenic disturbances.
8. Mule Fat Scrub (MFS) – This is an open to dense community dominated by mule fat (Baccharis
salicifolia). This community can sometimes be interspersed with small willows (Salix spp.) and
other native species associated with water and wetlands. This plant community occurs along
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intermittent stream channels with a fairly coarse substrate and moderate depth of the water
table that is maintained by frequent flooding, the absence of which could lead to a riparian
woodland or forest (Holland 1986). In some environments, limited hydrology may favor the
persistence of mule fat.
9. Peninsular Juniper Woodland and Scrub (PJWS) – Peninsular juniper woodland and scrub is a
relatively dense woodland on drier slopes dominated by California juniper with lesser
components within the vegetation community comprised of honey mesquite, sugar bush (Rhus
ovata), Acton's encelia (Encelia actoni), lotebush (Ziziphus parryi), silver cholla (Cylindropuntia
echinocarpa), and California buckwheat (Eriogonum fasciculatum).
10. Riparian Woodland – Riparian woodland is a tall, open, broadleaved, winter-deciduous
streamside woodland dominated by sycamores. Additional plant species may include California
blackberry (Rubus ursinus), poison oak, and Mexican elderberry. This vegetation community is
found in very rocky streambeds subject to seasonal high-intensity flooding.
11. Southern Coast Live Oak Riparian Forest (SCLORF) – Southern coast live oak riparian forest is
dominated by coast live oak where the canopy is open to dense and is typically found along
floodplains associated with larger creeks on fine alluvial soils. Common associates in the canopy
of this vegetation community include western sycamore (Platanus racemosa), Fremont's
cottonwood, black willow (Salix gooddingii), and arroyo willow (Salix lasiolepis). Understory
plants within this community include Fendler’s meadow-rue (Thalictrum fendleri), poison oak,
skunk brush (Rhus trilobata), and mugwort.
12. Southern Coast Live Oak Riparian Forest-Burned (SCLORF-B) – This is the same habitat as
southern coast live oak riparian forest that has not fully recovered from its last fire event.
13. Southern Cottonwood-Willow Riparian Forest (SCWRF) – Southern cottonwood-willow riparian
forest consists of tall, open, broad-leaved, winter-deciduous riparian species and is dominated
by cottonwood species (e.g., Populus fremontii and/or P. balsamifera ssp. trichocarpa), with
willow species (Salix spp.) comprising the primary understory. This vegetation community is
dense, structurally diverse, and similar to southern arroyo willow riparian forest, although it
contains a greater amount of cottonwoods and western sycamores (Holland 1986).
14. Southern Riparian Forest (SRF) – Includes all southern riparian forests (Holland Code/
Type 61000).
15. Southern Riparian Scrub (SRS) – Includes all southern riparian scrub communities (Holland
Code/Type 63000).
16. Southern Willow Scrub (SWS) – Southern willow scrub is a dense, broadleaved, winterdeciduous riparian vegetation community dominated by several willow species, sometimes with
scattered emergent cottonwood or sycamore trees. Associated plant species may include
mugwort or hoary nettle (Urtica dioica ssp. holosericea). Most stands are too dense to allow
much understory development.
17. Southern Willow Scrub-Disturbed (SWS-D) – This is the same habitat as southern willow scrub
with a high proportion of nonnative species in the mid and understory as a result of natural
and/or anthropogenic disturbances.
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18. Tamarisk Scrub (TS) – Tamarisk scrub is a riparian scrub community, sometimes an almost
exclusive monoculture, of non-native tamarisk (Tamarix spp.). Tamarisk has an extensive root
system, allowing it to obtain water from a low water table. This allows tamarisk species to outcompete native riparian species by lowering the water table to levels below the root zone of
other species, thereby creating a monoculture habitat.
19. Tamarisk Scrub-Disturbed (TS-D) – This is the same habitat as tamarisk scrub with the addition of
bare ground and/or additional nonnative species in the mid and understory as a result of natural
and/or anthropogenic disturbances.
Non-native Vegetation, Developed Areas, and Disturbed Habitat
1. Developed (DEV) – Developed lands generally include areas that have been graded or otherwise
physically altered to such an extent that conditions no longer exist to support native vegetation.
Within the Project area, this land cover type also includes dirt access roads that have potential
to support vegetation.
2. Disturbed Habitat (DH) – This category is primarily used to identify areas of severe impacts to
natural communities to the extent that it is no longer sustaining or functioning naturally. Areas
of heavy off highway vehicle (OHV) use fall into this category. Disturbed habitat consists of areas
where anthropogenic factors (i.e., disking, blading, chaining, ranching, agriculture, etc.) have
degraded the pre-existing native habitat to such a degree that it is unlikely that the habitat
present prior to the disturbance will recover to pre-disturbance conditions. Disturbed habitat
typically contains a wide assortment of native and non-native plant species including, but not
limited to, tocalote (Centaurea melitensis), deerweed (Lotus scoparius), coastal sagebrush,
California buckwheat, broom baccharis (Baccharis sarothroides), wild oat, black mustard
(Brassica nigra), wild radish (Raphanus sativus), starwort (Spergula arvensis), California
burclover (Medicago polymorpha), white sweetclover (Melilotus albus), long-beak filaree
(Erodium botrys), red-stem filaree (E. cicutarium), horehound (Marrubium vulgare), and
cheeseweed (Malva parviflora).
3. Eucalyptus Woodland (EUC) – Eucalyptus habitats range from single-species thickets with little
or no shrubby understory to scattered eucalyptus (Eucalyptus sp.) trees over a well-developed
herbaceous and shrubby understory. In most cases, eucalyptus forms a dense stand with a
closed canopy. Stand structure for this habitat may vary considerably because most eucalyptus
has been planted in rows for wind protection or dense groves for hardwood production and
harvesting.
4. Extensive Agriculture (AG-E) – This land cover type generally includes highly managed systems
that do not contain natural habitat. In general, grading, fertilizer application, and irrigation have
converted these areas to a completely different community type than what was originally
present.
5. Extensive Agriculture-Field/Pasture, Row Crops (AG-FP) – Pasture vegetation is generally a mix
of perennial grasses and legumes that normally provide 100 percent low canopy closure over
extensive fields, often associated with other agricultural habitats. Height of vegetation varies
according to season and livestock stocking levels from a few inches to two or more feet on
fertile soils before grazing. The mix of grasses and legumes varies according to management
practices and geographic area but often includes nonnative grasses and clovers (Trifolium spp.).
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This land cover type is generally comprised of highly managed systems that do not contain
natural habitat. In general, grading, fertilizer application, and irrigation have converted these
areas into a completely different community type than what was originally present.
6. General Agriculture (AG-G) – This cover type includes agriculture that does not fall within the
extensive or intensive categories.
7. Intensive Agriculture (AG-I) – Dairies, nurseries, and chicken ranches are specialized agricultural
uses where land is used primarily for production of food and fiber. The chief indications of
intensive agricultural activities including dairies, nurseries, and chicken ranches are distinctive
geometric buildings and road patterns on the landscape and the traces produced by livestock or
mechanized equipment. Associated features of intensive agricultural operations, such as
manure stockpile areas and degraded watering ponds, may also be evident.
8. Nonnative Vegetation (NNV) – Nonnative vegetation is analogous with ruderal vegetation where
there are few native plant species and generally low habitat value. Dominant plant species in
this cover type include broadleaved herbaceous species including black mustard, prickly lettuce
(Lactuca serriola), and fennel (Foeniculum vulgare).
9. Unvegetated Habitat-Badlands (UH-B) – Badlands can occur at any elevation but are most
common at lower elevations in desert regions. They are generally unvegetated and windswept
on steep bedrock, outcroppings, and ridge tops.
10. Unvegetated Habitat-Badlands-Disturbed (UH-B-D) – This is the same land cover type as
badlands that have been altered by anthropogenic disturbances.
11. Unvegetated Habitat-Desert Pavement (UH-P) – Desert pavement is formed when wind blows all
sand away from the top surface of an area and leaves only pebbles, rocks, and other hard
subsurface layers. This generally leaves an impermeable layer at the surface that water doesn’t
penetrate. These areas generally are considered the hottest on the planet.
12. Unvegetated Habitat-Desert Pavement-Disturbed (UH-P-D) – This is the same land cover type as
desert pavement that has been altered by anthropogenic disturbances.
Chaparrals
1. Chamise Chaparral (CC) – Chamise chaparral is a sclerophyllous (thick, stiff, heavily cutinized
evergreen leaves, and hard-woody stems) vegetation community that is dominated by chamise.
Common associates within this community include birch-leaf mountain mahogany, mission
manzanita (Xylococcus bicolor), black sage (Salvia mellifera), California sage, chaparral candle
(Hesperoyucca whipplei), and scrub oak.
2. Chamise Chaparral-Burned (CC-B) – This is the same habitat as chamise chaparral but it has not
fully recovered from its last fire event.
3. Chamise Chaparral-Disturbed (CC-D) – This is the same habitat as chamise chaparral with a high
proportion of nonnative species as a result of natural and/or anthropogenic disturbances.
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4. Northern Mixed Chaparral (NMC) – Northern mixed chaparral is also a sclerophyllous shrubdominated vegetation community similar to southern mixed chaparral, but it is found on
steeper slopes with thin soils. Dominant plant species within this vegetation community include
scrub oak, chamise, and various taxa of Arctostaphylos and Ceanothus.
5. Northern Mixed Chaparral-Disturbed (NMC-D) – This is the same habitat as northern mixed
chaparral with a high proportion of nonnative species as a result of natural and/or
anthropogenic disturbances.
6. Redshank Chaparral (RSC) – Redshank chaparral is dominated by redshank (Adenostoma
sparsifolium) with chamise, birch-leaf mountain mahogany, and various taxa within
Arctostaphylos as notable associate species. This vegetation community occurs as monotypic
stands within the easternmost portion of San Diego County.
7. Redshank Chaparral-Disturbed (RSC-D) – This is the same habitat as redshank chaparral with a
high proportion of nonnative species as a result of natural and/or anthropogenic disturbances.
8. Scrub Oak Chaparral (SOC) – Scrub oak chaparral is a dense evergreen chaparral on sites
generally more mesic than other chaparral communities that typically includes some of the
dominant plant species found within southern and northern mixed chaparral (i.e., chamise,
birch-leaf mountain mahogany, toyon, and lemonadeberry [Rhus integrifolia]). Scrub oak
chaparral is dominated by one of three scrub oak species, coast scrub oak (Quercus dumosa),
scrub oak, or desert scrub oak (Quercus cornelius-mulleri), within San Diego County. There are
typically zones of hybridization between occurrences of these scrub oak species.
9. Scrub Oak Chaparral-Disturbed (SOC-D) – This is the same habitat as scrub oak chaparral with a
high proportion of nonnative species as a result of natural and/or anthropogenic disturbances.
10. Semi-Desert Chaparral (SDC) – Semi-desert chaparral is a structurally homogeneous brushland
vegetation community typically characterized by sclerophyllous species; however, some key
species within this vegetation community are not sclerophyllous. Common species include:
chamise, inland California buckwheat (Eriogonum fasciculatum var. foliolosum), big-berry
manzanita (Arctostaphylos glauca), desert scrub oak, sugarbush, chaparral whitethorn
(Ceanothus leucodermis), cup-leaf lilac (Ceanothus greggii var. perplexans), California juniper,
and various species within the genus Opuntia and Cylindropuntia.
11. Semi-Desert Chaparral-Disturbed (SDC-D) – This is the same habitat as semi-desert chaparral
with a high proportion of nonnative species as a result of natural and/or anthropogenic
disturbances.
12. Southern Mixed Chaparral (SMC) – Southern mixed chaparral is a sclerophyllous shrub
dominated vegetation community where the dominant plant species include chamise, chaparral
whitethorn, Ramona-lilac (Ceanothus tomentosus), coast spice bush (Cneoridium dumosum),
California buckwheat, Zaca Lake manzanita (Arctostaphylos glandulosa ssp. zacaensis), big-berry
manzanita, scrub oak, coast scrub oak, black sage, sugar bush, giant stipa (Achnatherum
coronatum), and toyon. In any given area where this vegetation community is found within the
Project area the dominant plant species are dependent upon slope, aspect, elevation, and
edaphic factors.
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Southern Mixed Chaparral-Disturbed (SMC-D) – This is the same habitat as southern mixed
chaparral with a high proportion of nonnative species as a result of natural and/or
anthropogenic disturbances.
Coastal and Montane Scrubs
1. Big Sagebrush Scrub (BSS) – Big sagebrush scrub is mostly a treeless, soft-woody shrubdominated community dominated by big sagebrush (Artemisia tridentata). Big sagebrush can
form pure stands but often occurs with other shrubs including bitterbrush (Purshia tridentata),
rubber rabbit-bush (Chrysothamnus nauseosus), yellow rabbitbrush (C. viscidiflorus), black bush
(Coleogyne ramosissima), Mormon-tea (Ephedra viridis), horsebrush (Tetradymia canescens),
and hopsage (Grayia spinosa). Annual grasses and forbs also typically occur within big sagebrush
scrub and include cheatgrass (Bromus tectorum) and other nonnative grasses.
2. Coastal Sage-Chaparral Scrub (CSCS) – Coastal sage-chaparral scrub is a mix of leathery-leaved,
woody chaparral species and drought deciduous, fleshy-leaved sage scrub species. Likely a postfire successional community, this community is an intermediate between coastal scrubs and
chaparrals. Dominant species may include chamise, deerweed, black sage, and mission
manzanita.
3. Coastal Sage-Chaparral Scrub-Disturbed (CSCS-D) – This is the same habitat as coastal sagechaparral scrub with a high proportion of nonnative species as a result of natural and/or
anthropogenic disturbances.
4. Diegan Coastal Sage Scrub (DCSS) – Diegan coastal sage scrub is generally found on steep, xeric
slopes with clay-rich soils that slowly release stored water (Holland 1986). Dominant plant
species within Diegan coastal sage scrub communities are generally determined by soil type,
slope, and aspect. This community usually intergrades with chaparrals (Holland 1986) at
elevations mostly above 1,000 meters (3,280 feet) (Sawyer and Keeler-Wolf 1995). Typical
species found within Diegan coastal sage scrub include coastal sagebrush, buckwheat species
(Eriogonum spp.), laurel sumac (Malosma laurina), black sage, and lemonadeberry (Sproul and
Coleman 1995).
5. Diegan Coastal Sage Scrub-Disturbed (DCSS-D) – This is the same habitat as Diegan coastal sage
scrub with a high proportion of nonnative species as a result of natural and/or anthropogenic
disturbances.
6. Diegan Coastal Sage Scrub-Inland Form (CSSI) – Diegan coastal sage scrub–inland form is similar
in structure to the coastal form, but lower growing, and generally occurs at elevations greater
than 1,000 feet above mean sea level. Foothill buckwheat (Eriogonum wrightii var.
membranaceum) or white sage is the dominant species within this community, and there is
generally a lack of coastal sagebrush. The inland form may also contain species such as
matchweed (Gutierrezia spp.) and cheat grass.
7. Diegan Coastal Sage Scrub-Inland Form-Disturbed (CSSI-D) – This is the same habitat as Diegan
coastal sage scrub-inland form with a high proportion of nonnative species as a result of natural
and/or anthropogenic disturbances.
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Desert Scrub and Dunes
1. Flat-Topped Buckwheat Scrub (FTBS) – This community is analogous with Riversidian sage scrub,
which is found in xeric sites with a generally open habitat dominated by flat-topped buckwheat
and coastal sagebrush.
2. Sagebrush Scrub (SS) – This community is analogous to big sagebrush scrub.
3. Sonoran Creosote Bush Scrub (SCBS) – Sonoran creosote bush scrub occurs in well-drained soils
of slopes, alluvial fans, and valleys rather than upland sites with thin residual soils. The
dominant plant species are creosote bush (Larrea tridentata) with burro bush (Ambrosia
dumosa), brittlebush (Encelia farinosa), and ocotillo (Fouquieria splendens).
4. Sonoran Desert Mixed Scrub (SDMS) – This community is analogous to Sonoran mixed woody
scrub.
5. Sonoran Desert Mixed Scrub-Disturbed (SDMS-D) – This community is analogous to Sonoran
mixed woody scrub-disturbed.
6. Sonoran Desert Scrub (SDS) – Sonoran desert scrub is a general category that includes Sonoran
creosote bush scrub, Sonoran mixed woody scrub, Sonoran mixed woody and succulent scrub,
and Sonoran wash scrub. When a vegetation community did not obviously fit into one of the
four categories listed above (and described below), it was labeled Sonoran desert scrub.
7. Sonoran Desert Wash Scrub (SDWS) – Sonoran wash scrub is characterized by the presence of
arborescent, often spiny, shrubs generally associated with intermittent streams (washes) or
drier bajadas (alluvial deposits adjacent to washes). Plants of this vegetation community are
generally taller and denser than those of surrounding desert habitats. Canopy species may
include various species of mesquite (Prosopis spp.), smoketree (Dalea spinosa), and catclaw
acacia (Acacia greggii). Representative subcanopy plants may include arrowweed (Pluchea
sericea) and brittlebush, as well as a variety of forbs and grasses.
8. Sonoran Mixed Woody Scrub (SMWS) – Sonoran mixed woody scrub communities consist of
shrubs up to three meters tall and are similar to Sonoran mixed woody and succulent scrub, but
are less varied (do not contain the abundance of succulent species) and are usually more sparse.
Most stands have brittlebush and indigo bush in varying proportions. Typical species include
jojoba (Simmondsia chinensis), desert apricot (Prunus fremontii), burro bush, desert lavender
(Hyptis emoryi), brittlebush, and limited amounts of succulent species such as ocotillo and cholla
(Cylindropuntia spp.).
9. Sonoran Mixed Woody Scrub-Disturbed (SMWS-D) – This is the same habitat as Sonoran mixed
woody scrub with a high proportion of nonnative species as a result of natural and/or
anthropogenic disturbances.
10. Sonoran Mixed Woody and Succulent Scrub (SMWSS) – Sonoran mixed woody and succulent
scrub is the only desert community with substantial dominance of cacti and other stem
succulents. This community is made up of shrubs reaching three meters tall and is similar to
Sonoran creosote bush scrub and Sonoran mixed woody scrub, but is more varied and usually
denser. Most stands have desert agave (Agave deserti), brittlebush, ocotillo, indigo bush
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(Peucephyllum schottii), and Mohave yucca (Yucca schidigera) in varying proportions. Sonoran
mixed woody and succulent scrub is found on rocky, well-drained slopes and alluvial fans,
usually at the base of mountains. Several areas of Sonoran mixed woody and succulent scrub in
the Desert West Link contained inclusions of desert dry wash woodland that were smaller than
the MMU to be called out as a separate vegetation community.
11. Sonoran Mixed Woody and Succulent Scrub-Disturbed (SMWSS-D) – This is the same habitat as
Sonoran mixed woody and succulent scrub with a high proportion of nonnative species as a
result of natural and/or anthropogenic disturbances.
Grasslands and Meadows
1. Alkali Meadow (AM) – Alkali meadows are found in areas with more or less permanently moist
alkaline soils. It can be found associated with big sagebrush scrub, desert chenopod scrub, and
alkali marsh among others (Holland 1986).
2. Meadow-Wet (MDW-W) – Meadow is a community of rolling or flat terrain consisting mainly of
grasses. Typically, what is called a meadow has more biodiversity than grassland, as the former
contains not only grasses but a significant variety of annual and perennial plants.
3. Nonnative Grassland (NNG) – Nonnative, annual grasses of Mediterranean origin typically
characterize nonnative grasslands. Dominant species may include ripgut grass, red brome, wild
oats (Avena spp.), Italian ryegrass (Lolium multiflorum), and black mustard.
4. Nonnative Grassland-Disturbed (NNG-D) – This is the same habitat as nonnative grassland with
the addition of bare ground and/or other nonnative species as a result of natural and/or
anthropogenic disturbances.
5. Valley Needlegrass Grassland (VNG) – The dominant species within Valley Needlegrass Grassland
is a perennial, tussock-forming purple needlegrass (Nassella pulchra). Native and introduced
annuals are also common and include red brome, soft chess (Bromus hordeaceus), and slender
wild oat (Avena barbata).
Herbaceous Wetlands, Freshwater, and Streams
1. Freshwater Seep (FS) – Freshwater seeps are characterized by having permanently moist to wet
soil that supports perennial herbs associated with meadows and grasslands (Holland 1986).
2. Lakeshore Fringe (LF) – Lakeshore fringe is the interface between open water and adjacent
upland. It can be vegetated or unvegetated dependent on substrate and water levels.
3. Non-Vegetated Channel (NVC) – Non-vegetated channel as mapped within the Project area is a
natural phenomenon where frequent scour within the channel limits the establishment of
perennial plant species and annual plant species populations are ephemeral in their temporal
positions within the channel.
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APPENDIX C - DEFINITION OF TERMS
Active Nest: An active nest, which is consistent with MBTA guidelines, is one that contains one or more
eggs or young. Active nests are identified in the Nest Monitoring Log under the Nest Outcome column
with one of the following determinations: fledged, presumed fledged, nest with eggs or young failed for
unknown causes, nest with eggs or young failed due to natural causes, nest with eggs or young failed
due to construction, and indeterminate.
Nesting Attempt: Any observation of breeding behavior made prior to or at the nest building stage.
Following the onset of nest building, an entry was made in the Nest Monitoring Log and the nest was
given a unique identifying code. Nesting attempts refer to only nests with confirmed breeding behavior
and determined outcomes. This was the group of nests used to assess fledge rates.
Nest: Any nest that was monitored or logged during the 2012 season, including each nesting attempt,
satellite nest, indeterminate nest, unused nest, or removed nest.
Construction: All Project-related work activities were considered construction. For the purpose of
analyzing the data contained in this report, information about construction activities occurring near a
nest was obtained through the Nest Monitoring Log. All information about numbers of nests exposed to
work activities was derived from the column “Most Intense Construction.” Nests exposed to
construction activities were assigned a “Most Intense Construction Activity.” Nests where no work
occurred were designated a “None” in this category. There were some Project locations where
construction did not occur due to a variety of reasons, such as when construction was originally planned
at a site, but construction was redirected to another location or construction was postponed.
Construction activities were differentiated in the Nest Monitoring Log by the general type of work
occurring at each site. A summary of general work activities used in the Nest Monitoring Log are listed
below.
Activity
Traffic
BMP installation/maintenance
OH - wire stringing
Reconductoring
Grading
OH - tower erection
OH – foundations
Substation - new construction
Substation – maintenance
UG - cable pulling/splicing
UG - trenching/streetscape improvements
UG - bridge construction/access roads
UG - paving/substructure adjustment
Other
None
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Sunrise Powerlink Project 2012 Nest Monitoring Report
San Diego and Imperial Counties, California

N/A: Not Applicable: This designation referred to the outcome of an “unused nest,” this nest outcome
was recorded as “N/A” in the Nest Outcome column of the Nest Monitoring Log. It refers to a nest
identified during the 2011 breeding season where no breeding behavior was observed during the initial
observation. With the idea that these nests might be used by breeding birds, they were monitored
weekly until it was determined that no breeding behavior occurred during the nesting season.
Nest Did Not Reach Active Stage: The nest outcome determination recorded as, “Nest did not reach
active stage” is listed in the Nest Outcome column of the Nest Monitoring Log and refers to a nesting
attempt discovered during the breeding season that did not reach the stage when it contained eggs or
young. For instance, if a pair of birds or female was observed building a nest, but never laid eggs in the
nest, the nest was categorized in this manner.
Nesting Success: Nesting success is the percentage of successful nests out of all nest outcomes not
indeterminate, removed, or satellite. A successful nest is considered any nesting attempt that resulted in
1 or more fledglings (young that have left the nest and are capable of flying), regardless of the number
of eggs or young present at any point during the nesting period. These nests are recorded in the Nest
Monitoring Log as “Fledged” or “Presumed Fledged.”
Indeterminate Nest: In this analysis, an indeterminate nest outcome is any nest for which an outcome
could not be confirmed due to any number of possible reasons. For instance, if an outcome could not be
determined based on conflicting evidence, such as the natural destruction of a nest close to its
anticipated fledge date. These observations could lead a nest monitor to multiple conclusions regarding
which nest outcome was most accurate. These nests are clearly identified as “Indeterminate” in the
Nest Outcome column in the Nest Monitoring Log.
Satellite Nest: Nests that are not used for breeding, but that are maintained for roosting or are unused
for unknown reasons. In the Nest Monitoring Log, these nests are clearly identified in the Nest Outcome
Determination field as “Satellite Nest.” Because satellite nests are indistinguishable from breeding nests,
they were monitored during the nesting season to determine if they might become used as a breeding
site. Therefore, satellite nest status was determined after the breeding season, after no eggs or nestlings
were found at nests where adults were periodically active.
Removed Nest: When birds attempted to initiate nests in areas of the alignment that posed a threat to
the Project schedule to energize the line by early June 2012, a nest might be removed during the nest
building stage before any egg was laid in the nest (i.e., before it became an “active nest”).
Closed Nest: A closed nest refers to the end of a monitoring cycle for a single record in the Nest
Monitoring Log. Monitoring observations concluded following the determination of any of the possible
nest outcomes.
Nest with Eggs or Young Failed Due to Natural Causes: An active nest that failed due to predation,
weather, or other natural causes.
Nest with Eggs or Young Failed Due to Undetermined Causes: An active nest that failed, but the cause
of the failure could not be determined.
Nest with Eggs or Young Failed Due yo Construction: An active nest that failed due to on-going Project
construction activities.
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Sunrise Powerlink Project 2012 Nest Monitoring Report
San Diego and Imperial Counties, California

General Species Birds: In the MMCRP, birds were divided into three groups – raptors, special status
species, and general bird species. General bird species are all species that were not included in the
raptors (hawks, falcons, kites, eagles, owls, and vultures) and special status species (California
Gnatcatchers, Least Bell’s Vireos, Southwestern Willow Flycatchers, and Burrowing Owls).
Raptors: In the MMCRP, birds of prey are referred to as raptors and include species of hawks, falcons,
kites, eagles, owls (not Burrowing Owl), and vultures.
Special Status Species / Listed Species: In the MMCRP, special status species refer to California
Gnatcatchers, Least Bell’s Vireos, Southwestern Willow Flycatchers, and Burrowing Owls.
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Sunrise Powerlink Project 2012 Nest Monitoring Report
San Diego and Imperial Counties, California

APPENDIX D.a. – Sunrise Powerlink Nest Survey Protocol (USFS)
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Nest Survey Protocol
Submitted to:

Cleveland National Forest

AUGUST 11, 2011
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1. INTRODUCTION
Nest Survey Protocol for Sparsely Vegetated Work Sites during the Avian Breeding Season
As a condition of approval for San Diego Gas & Electric Company’s (SDG&E) Sunrise Powerlink
Transmission Project (Project), the California Public Utilities Commission (CPUC), the Bureau of Land
Management (BLM), and the USDA Forest Service (“Forest Service”) require measures to protect nesting
birds and their eggs as covered under the Migratory Bird Treaty Act (MBTA) and California Department
of Fish and Game Code. Mitigation measure B-8a adopted in Mitigation Monitoring Compliance
Reporting Plan (MMCRP) of the Environmental Impact Report/Environmental Impact Statement
(EIR/EIS) avoids “take” of nesting birds by conducting vegetation clearing between August 16 and
January 14 and tree trimming/removal between September 16 and December 31.
SDG&E has proposed the following protocols to provide a mechanism to modify their ability to clear
vegetation during the bird breeding season under specific circumstances where “take” of nesting birds
will be avoided. Clearing vegetation under these very specific conditions will allow for maximum
constructability of the project, while protecting nesting birds and their eggs.
SDG&E proposes to clear a limited portion of the project work sites and access roads with little or no
vegetation (including trees) during the nesting season. To guarantee that the proposed vegetation
clearing does not impact nesting birds, this Nest Survey Protocol is intended to provide guidance to
maximize the potential that all nests at a site will be identified and avoided. For the proposed clearing at
the sparsely vegetated sites, SDG&E will provide a Nest Survey Report (NSR) following this Nest Survey
Protocol to the California Department of Fish and Game (CDFG) and the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
(USFWS), hereafter referred to as Wildlife Agencies. This document does not in any way authorize take
of nesting birds. SDG&E will adhere to the Nest Survey Protocol as well as the Monitoring and Reporting
Protocols approved by the Wildlife Agencies. This Nest Survey Protocol also addresses nest survey
requirements in compliance with Conservation Measures SS-CM-3 and SS-CM-5 in the USFWS Biological
Opinion (USFWS 2010), Avoidance and Minimization Measures 2.16.2, 2.16.3, and 2.20 in the CDFG
Streambed Alteration Agreement (CDFG 2009), and Mitigation Measures B-7e and B-7l in the MMCRP.

2. SITE APPROVAL – VEGETATION CLEARING FOR SPARSELY
VEGETATED AREAS
SDG&E will not conduct any vegetation or tree trimming within the Sunrise Powerlink project without
prior concurrence from the Wildlife Agencies. There are many areas within the Sunrise Powerlink
corridor (estimated currently at approximately 125 structures, or about 25 percent of the alignment)
that contain minimal to no vegetation or trees because they are either in the eastern, desert portion of
1
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the Sunrise Powerlink alignment or are disturbed areas. Sparsely vegetated desert sites can support
desert bird species, but can be more thoroughly surveyed for nests (including ground nests), whereas
disturbed areas generally have vegetation that does not support nesting birds. In this document
“minimal vegetation” is defined as generally less than 15 percent cover. To document that a site falls
within these vegetation coverage limits, SDG&E will complete and submit a Site Specific Vegetation
Analysis (see Appendix A) either prior to or at the same time the Nest Survey Report is submitted (see
Appendix B). In these locations, the Nest Survey Protocol can be used to establish the absence of nests
within the clearing areas. Most of these areas exist within the desert portion of the transmission line
route. SDG&E will submit detailed information (see Section 4) for each site to the Wildlife Agencies for
review and concurrence.
The Wildlife Agencies will either concur from the detailed information provided that:
1) a 100 percent visual survey of the nesting status at the site is possible,
2) determine that more information is needed, or,
3) determine 100 percent visual surveys are not possible.
If the Wildlife Agencies do not concur that a 100 percent visual survey of the site is possible, SDG&E will
postpone vegetation clearing and tree trimming/removal for the specific location until the nesting
season has passed and no nesting birds are detected on site.

3. NEST SURVEY PROTOCOL
Per Mitigation Measure B-8a, non-listed bird species nest surveys are to be conducted 10 days prior to
vegetation clearing or initiation of or restarting construction activities For the purpose of this Nest
Survey Protocol, the survey timeframe will be reduced from 10 days to 7 days.
Vegetation removal/tree trimming and construction impact areas will be staked in advance of all
surveys. Once the impact sites are staked, a Wildlife Agency approved avian biologist(s) versed in local
avian species and their behavior will conduct nest surveys (including the appropriate buffers), according
to the Nest Survey Protocol.
Once an area is cleared of vegetation, vegetation maintenance of that site will be allowed throughout
the nesting season. Since species that prefer open areas and bare ground for nesting (horned lark,
killdeer, etc) may be attracted to these areas, the on-site biological monitor will conduct a preconstruction sweep of the areas prior to vegetation maintenance to ensure no bird nests will be
impacted.

2
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3.1 NON-LISTED BIRDS COVERED BY THE MIGRATORY BIRD TREATY ACT AND
FISH AND GAME CODE 3503 AND 3503.5
Survey requirements for non-listed bird species will be as follows:
•

The survey area will include the staked work area plus the 100 foot buffer. A 500-footbuffer for non-listed species will be surveyed in all locations where helicopter work is
anticipated.

•

The schedule for surveys to be conducted prior to vegetation clearing, tree trimming,
and tree removal activities will include:
 Seven-day Pre-construction Survey - Surveys will be conducted a maximum of 7 days
prior to these activities by a Wildlife-Agency-approved avian biologist (avian
biologists). Using the Survey form found in Appendix B, the completed survey form
will be submitted to the Wildlife Agencies for their concurrence with one of the
three options described in Section 2 above. Also, the survey form will be submitted
to the CPUC, BLM (or its designated representative), and CNF monitors (for clearing
on Forest Service lands) at the same time.
 Three-day Verification Survey - A second verification survey will be conducted by
the avian biologist a maximum of 3 days prior to the initiation of vegetation clearing,
tree trimming, and/or tree removal and the results will be submitted to the Wildlife
Agencies. The Wildlife Agencies will have 48 hours to review the submittals. Written
Authorization is not required; however, work may not occur if additional data
requests are submitted by either Wildlife Agency.
 Pre-construction Survey - A final preconstruction survey will be conducted by the
avian biologist immediately preceding vegetation clearing, tree trimming, and tree
removal.

Survey Methods
SDG&E recognizes that searching and identifying nests is a highly specialized skill that does not
necessarily correlate with monitoring or field work experience. For that reason, SDG&E will utilize avian
experts, approved by the Wildlife Agencies to conduct the vegetation clearing surveys. The avian expert
will be available to provide consultation to SDG&E as well as the Wildlife Agencies, if appropriate.
•

The avian biologists and a botanist will work in teams to conduct the surveys. Avian
surveys at each site will begin with silent observation to detect species by ear. This silent
observation period will be followed by walking meandering transects while listening for
bird activity and scanning for signs that would indicate the presence of bird species.
Transects will be conducted to ensure 100 percent visual coverage. Nesting behavior,
such as individuals carrying nest material, will be utilized to locate nests. Survey
methods for each site will be tailored to the topography and vegetation of the site, and

3
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be subject to the discretion of the avian specialist. A detailed description of the
methods at each site should accompany the survey report.
Nest surveys will be conducted in weather conditions conducive to visual detection, and
will not be conducted during inclement weather, extreme temperatures, when
sustained winds exceed 15 miles per hour, or during rain events.
•

The avian biologist will survey each site for a duration of time adequate to determine
the nesting status of the site. The amount of time spent surveying will vary depending
on vegetation density and bird behavior. If bird activity in the survey area is high, the
biologist will spend more time surveying. Based on the amount and patterns of breeding
behavior, the biologist may conclude that a nest is present, without even seeing the
nest.

•

The avian biologists will utilize nest-finding techniques described in detail in “Handbook
of Field Methods for Monitoring Landbirds” by Ralph et al., 1993. Nest finding
techniques include systematic search, reproductive behavior, and random observation.
The most commonly utilized techniques are summarized below however, surveys may
be modified based on the experience and opinion of the avian expert:
 Visually check trees, shrubs, grasses, and the ground for nests within 100 feet of
construction activities;
 Check existing nests for signs of occupation, such as evidence of fresh building,
presence of down, a completed nest bowl, eggs, and/or nestlings;
 Check tree cavities for signs of use, such as down on the rim of the cavity;
 Observe tree cavities for use, such as by knocking on the base of the tree to prompt
a behavioral response from any birds that may be inside the cavity or watching the
entrance for a minimum of 30 minutes to determine if incubating adults are inside.
In general, adult birds will leave the nest every 20-40 minutes to feed and conduct
self-maintenance activities, or a mate will arrive to provide food;
 Follow adult birds carrying material, such a food, fecal sacs, or nesting materials;
 Follow adults defending nest site or displaying territorial behavior;
 Follow adults(s) building nest; and,
 Follow calling nestlings.

•

Once the surveys are complete the Nest Survey Report form found in Appendix B will be
submitted to the Wildlife Agencies for concurrence with one of the three options found
in Section 2.

3.2 RAPTORS AND OWLS (EXCLUDING BALD AND GOLDEN EAGLES)
Per Mitigation Measure B-8a, active raptor nest surveys will be conducted 10 days prior to initiation of
or restarting construction activities within 500 feet of project impact areas. Based on discussions with
the Wildlife Agencies, the survey timeframe will be reduced from 10 days to 7 days.
4
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Survey requirements for non-listed raptor and owl species will be as follows:
•

Construction impact areas will be staked in advance and a qualified avian biologist(s)
versed in raptor and/or owl behavior will conduct nest surveys according to the
following protocols:

•

The survey will include the staked work area plus a 500 foot horizontal and vertical
buffer. Surveys may extend beyond 500 feet of construction zones if an area is within a
helicopter flight corridor.

•

Modifications to the buffer can be made to account for topography by the expert avian
biologists.

•

The survey will be conducted prior to initial vegetation clearing, tree trimming, and tree
removal activities using the same 7:3:1 protocol described in Section 4.1 above.
Between the time period of August 16 and September 15, 2011, a single survey visit will
be conducted within 10 calendar days of initial vegetation clearing, tree trimming, and
tree removal activities, in accordance with Mitigation Measure B-8a.

Survey Methods:
•

Biologists will visually check trees, cliffs, and structures for cavities and stick nests
that may support raptor and owl nesting within the work sites and the associated
500 foot buffers.

•

Biologists will identify and avoid possible ground nesting sites of the northern
harrier in grasslands and marshy areas.

•

A raptor and/or owl nest will be classified as active once signs of activity are
observed. The biologist will spend a minimum of one hour looking for the signs of
activity. Raptor and/or owl nests within 500 feet of project activities that show no
signs of activity after a minimum observation time of one hour will receive a followup assessment by a nest monitoring biologist; this assessment will begin at dawn
and will end after 4 hours, or the nest is confirmed active, whichever occurs first. In
addition, on-site biological monitors will check potentially active nests during the
course of construction.

•

The following raptor behaviors will indicate additional surveys or longer observation is
required: adults performing courtship behavior and/or copulating within the vicinity of a
potential nest, a pair perched together in or adjacent to a potential nest, and adults
defending nest site or displaying territorial behavior within the vicinity of the potential
nest.

•

SDG&E and/or its contractors will remain informed of CNF area closures as part of the
CNF’s Golden Eagle, Peregrine Falcon, and Prairie Falcon Pilot Program, and consult with
CNF biologists if the Project requires work within these areas. CNF posts Seasonal
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Special Forest Area Closure Orders on the CNF website according to the results of the
program.
•

Owl nesting surveys will be conducted during the day for the following reasons:
 Owls tend to re-use old nests and nests built by other species, and
 Visually locating potential nest sites is more effective during daylight hours when
visibility is increased and owls are roosting, and
 The likelihood of disturbing diurnal species during the night and causing nest failure
is reduced, and
 Nocturnal surveys compromise worker safety in remote locations over difficult
terrain.

3.3 BALD AND GOLDEN EAGLES
The Avian Monitoring and Mitigation Plan: Mitigation Measure Compliance for Hawks, Eagles, and other
Birds (Burns and McDonnell and ICF International, 2010) states that no construction or maintenance
activities will occur within 4,000 feet of an eagle nest during the eagle breeding season (December
through June) to comply with Mitigation Measure B-7h (MMCRP 2009). The intent of these
requirements is to protect active eagle nests during the eagle breeding season. SDG&E will comply
strictly with this measure by not clearing vegetation or conducting construction or maintenance within
the 4,000 foot buffer area around an active eagle nest during its nesting period. Any golden eagle nest
survey conducted on USFS National Forest System lands will follow the USFS Golden Eagle Survey
Protocol (see Appendix C). The Golden Eagle survey will determine which nests are active or inactive. A
4,000 foot buffer will be observed around active Golden Eagle nests as required.

3.4 BURROWING OWL
Per Mitigation Measure B-7d, burrowing owl presence/absence surveys consistent with the California
Burrowing Owl Consortium Guidelines (CBOC Guidelines, 1993) provided by the United States Geological
Survey (USGS) Bird Banding Laboratory ( http://www.pwrc.usgs.gov/bbl/ ) will be conducted 30 days
prior to initiation of or restarting construction activities within 250 feet of project impact areas. If
burrowing owls are present, no activities will be conducted within 250 feet of occupied burrows from
February 1 to August 31 or within 160 feet of occupied burrows from September 1 through January 31.
Burrowing owls will also be searched opportunistically as part of regular nest surveys; therefore,
burrowing owl nesting surveys will be conducted 7 days prior to initiation of or restarting construction
activities and prior to vegetation clearing, tree trimming, and tree removal at Wildlife Agency- approved
sites.

6
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3.5 FEDERALLY AND STATE LISTED SPECIES
Three federally and/or state listed avian species occur in the vicinity of the Project: coastal California
gnatcatcher (Polioptila californica californica), least Bell’s vireo (Vireo belli pusillus), and willow
flycatcher (Empidonax traillii). Projects located with suitable habitat for these species will incorporate
the following additional surveys for listed species.
•

Based on information provided in 2009 and 2010 protocol surveys conducted for these
three species, nesting surveys will be conducted prior to initiation of or restarting
construction activities by a permitted biologist during the appropriate breeding season
(February 15 - August 30 for coastal California gnatcatcher and March 15 - September 15 for
least Bell’s vireo and willow flycatcher) per guidelines established in the 2010 Biological
Opinion and Mitigation Measure B-7e and B-7l.

•

For coastal California gnatcatcher, least Bell’s vireo, and willow flycatcher, nest surveys will
continue weekly within 500 feet of construction activities for the duration of the activity.

4. SURVEY DOCUMENTATION AND AGENCY APPROVAL:
Documentation:
SDG&E will submit electronically to the Wildlife Agencies, CPUC, the BLM or its designated
representative and or the USFS (on National Forest System lands) the following Site Specific
information (see Appendix A:
a. Name of the biological and botanical team;
b. An aerial site location map and photographs;
c. A description of habitat at the site;
d. A list of all plant species and approximate percent cover of vegetation;
e. The approximate total number of woody species;
f. A list of all bird species observed and their approximate numbers;
g. Bird activity and behavior observed; and
h. Photographs to provide context for the agencies to evaluate the extent of vegetation
coverage on the site.
Approval Process:
1. The Wildlife Agencies and or the USFS (on National Forest System lands) will either concur from
the above provided material that a 100 percent visual survey of the nesting status at the site is
possible, determine that more information is needed, or determine 100 percent visual surveys
are not possible.
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2. If the Wildlife Agencies concur that a 100 percent of the site can be effectively surveyed, then
SDG&E will proceed with conducting a nest survey that adheres to the Nest Survey Protocols at
the site. Once approved by the CPUC monitor, SDG&E will proceed with vegetation clearing or
tree trimming.
3. If the Wildlife Agencies do not concur that a 100 percent visual survey of the site is possible,
SDG&E will postpone vegetation clearing and tree trimming/removal for the specific location
until the nesting season has passed or no nesting birds are detected on the site.
4. SDG&E will adhere to the Nest Survey Protocol as well as the Monitoring and Reporting
Protocols approved by the Wildlife Agencies.

8
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APPENDIX A
Site Specific Vegetation Analysis
Biologist(s) name(s):
Date:
Structure and Associated Feature(s):
Proposed Construction: Brief description of type of work activity proposed
Survey Area: An aerial map showing the project feature
Environmental Data:
Start Survey Time:
End Survey Time:
Beginning Temp (° F):
Ending Temp (° F):
Wind Speed (mph):
Cloud Cover (%):
Precipitation
Habitat: Brief description of habitat types using the SRPL Vegetation Descriptions, for example.
Overall Description of the Structure and Associated Feature(s):
Plant Species List:
Percent Cover of Vegetation:
Number of each Woody Plant Species Observed:
Species

Number

Survey Methods:
Avian Species Observed:
Number of Birds Observed, by Species:
Species

Number

10
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Type of Bird Activity Observed:
For example: soaring overhead, ground foraging, flitting from bush to bush, etc. and of course any
nest or nesting behavior observed (carrying nesting material in mouth, carrying food to nest, agitated
behavior as though defending a nest).
Nests Observed:
Listed Species Observed:
Photodocumentation - Several photographs will be provided to clearly show all portions of the site

11
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APPENDIX B
Nest Survey Report
Date:

Nest Buffer Reduction Required: Yes:

No:

Biologist(s):
Structure List:
Proposed Construction:
Survey Task: The primary focus of the visit was to conduct surveys for active raptor nests within 500 feet
of Project work areas, active Threatened/Endangered (CAGN, LBVI, SWFL) bird nests within 300 feet of
Project work areas (where applicable), and active non-listed bird nests within 100 feet of Project work
areas within 10 days of construction, per the Project BO and MMCRP. Additional Comments:
Environmental Data:
Start Survey Time:
Beginning Temp:

End Survey Time:
°F

Ending Temp:

Wind Speed (mph): Start

End

Precipitation: Type

Duration

°F
Cloud Cover (%): Start

End

Trees in Staked Work Limits (Species: common name):
Vegetation Previously Cleared in Impact Areas:
Habitat:
Survey Methods:
Additional Comments:

SD County Breeding Bird Atlas, Behavior Codes:
Confirmed Nesting Behaviors*: These behaviors will require a buffer installation.
NB - Nest Building:
DD - Distraction Display:
12
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FS - Fecal Sack:
FY - Feeding Young:
NE - Nest w/ Eggs:
NN - Nest w/ Nestlings:
AN - Active Nest (includes all other nesting categories except the behaviors listed above):

Probable Nesting Behaviors**: These behaviors will require further study to determine
presence/absence of nest, but no buffer needed.
AB - Agitated Behavior:
PR - Pair in Suitable Habitat:
TB - Territorial Behavior:
CB - Courtship Behavior:
PN - Probable Nest:
PB - Probably Building Nest:

Possible Nesting Behaviors***: These behaviors are normal for avian breeding season and will not
require further study.
SH - Suitable Habitat:
SM - Singing Male:
MM - Multiple Males:

Avian Species Observed:
Threatened/Endangered Species Observed (CAGN, LBVI, SWFL):
Nesting Results:
Buffers Established:
13
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Follow-up Actions:
Detailed Notes:
Existing NBR:
NBR Request (if appropriate):

Key for SD County Breeding Bird Atlas Codes:
Confirmed Nesting Behaviors*: These behaviors will require a buffer installation.
*NB: nest building or carrying nesting material.
*DD: distraction display by injury-feigning or aggressive defense of an unseen nest against predators
such as corvids or raptors.
*FS: adult carrying fecal sack
*FY: adult feeding young or carrying food to them.
*NE: nest with eggs.
*NN: nest with nestlings seen or heard.
*AN: active nest includes all other nesting categories except the behaviors listed above

Probable Nesting Behaviors**: These behaviors will require further study to determine nest location,
but no buffer.
**AB: agitated behavior or anxiety calls from adult birds.
**PR: pair in suitable breeding habitat during breeding season.
**TB: territorial behavior such as dispute or chase by two individuals of the same species.
**CB: courtship behavior such as courtship feeding, breeding displays, or copulation.
**PN: probable nest, for use in cases where a nest was suspected but for some reason, such as
accessibility, could not be confirmed.
**PB: probably building a nest, for species like some wrens and the verdin, which build roosting or
dummy nests, or woodpeckers, which maintain holes as roost sites.
14
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Possible Nesting Behaviors***: These behaviors are normal for avian breeding season and will not
require further study.
***SH: species observed in habitat suitable for breeding during its breeding season.
***SM: singing male in suitable breeding habitat during its breeding season.
***MM: multiple singing males in suitable breeding habitat within the area on a single day.

15
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APPENDIX C
USFS Golden Eagle Survey Protocol
Mitigation measure B-7h requires that no construction or maintenance activities shall occur within 4,000
feet of an eagle nest during the eagle breeding season (December through June). Due to the natural
variability in eagle nesting activities all historic nests on National Forest System lands within 10 miles of
the project boundary will be avoided (see attached map) unless surveys conducted in accordance with
this protocol establish the nest site as inactive. This protocol is based on and includes excerpts from the
USFWS survey protocol (Pagel et al. 2010) and the Cleveland National Forest raptor monitoring protocol
(USDA Forest Service 2011). Those protocols shall apply except as modified in this document.
1. Determination of occupancy
Helicopter surveys
Helicopter surveys are optional and shall be done in a way that minimizes impacts to nesting raptors. If
helicopter surveys are used, one or two surveys shall be conducted at nest sites between January 1 and
February 28. Once Golden Eagle activity is detected at a nest site, subsequent surveys of that site shall
be ground-based. Any helicopter surveys after February 28 shall require advance notice and written
concurrence from the Forest Service.
Ground based surveys
A minimum of 3 ground-based observation periods lasting at least 4 hours or more are necessary to
assess an inventoried habitat or territory as long as all potential nest sites and alternate nests are visible
and monitored. For a nest site to be classified as unoccupied, a minimum of three 4-hour surveys of “no
nesting activity” confirmed over three observation periods is required. Observation periods shall be at
least 30 days apart for inventories to detect occupancy, and at least 30 days apart for monitoring of
known territories. Intervals between observations at occupied nesting territories may need to be flexible
and should be based on the behavior of the adults observed, the age of any young observed, and the
data to be collected. Dates of starting and continuing inventory and monitoring surveys should be
sensitive to local nesting (i.e. laying, incubating, and brooding) chronologies, and would be conducted
during weather conditions favorable for surveys from medium to long range distances (300 – 700
meters).
The first inventory and monitoring surveys should be conducted during courtship when the adults are
mobile and conspicuous. When a survey of historical territories is conducted, observers should focus
their search on known alternative nests, and also carefully examine the habitat for additional nests
which may have been overlooked or recently constructed. A ‘decorated’ nest will be sufficient evidence
to indicate the probable location of a nesting attempt. If a decorated nest or pair of birds is located, the
search can then be expanded to inventory likely habitat adjacent to the discovered territory to see if
additional golden eagle territories can be observed.
2. Reporting
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Weekly reports summarizing Golden Eagle survey results shall be provided to the Forest Service for any
week when survey activity occurs.
3. Observer qualifications
Surveyor experience affects the results of protocol‐driven raptor surveys. All observers should have the
equivalent of 2 seasons of intensive experience conducting survey and monitoring of Golden Eagle
and/or cliff dwelling raptors. That experience may include banding, intensive behavioral monitoring, or
protocol‐driven survey work. Experience should be detailed and confirmed with references, and
provided to action and regulatory agencies. All surveyors should be well‐versed with raptor research
study design and Golden Eagle behavior and sign, including nests, perches, mutes, feathers, prey
remains, flight patterns, disturbance behavior, vocalizations, age determination, etc. Aerial surveys
should be conducted by raptor specialists who have at least 3 field seasons experience in
helicopter‐borne raptor surveys around cliff ecosystems.
In lieu of limited or no Golden Eagle experience, ground surveyors should attend at least a 2‐day Golden
Eagle training session convened with classroom and field components; trainers will be designated by the
USFWS/USGS. Inexperienced or limited experience surveyors will be mentored by Golden Eagle
specialists for at least 1‐2 field seasons, depending on their experience level, and should assist with the
preparation of at least 3 surveys and reports over at least 3 years. A Golden Eagle specialist is defined as
a biologist or ecologist with 5 or more years of Golden Eagle or cliff dwelling raptor research/survey
experience, possession of a state/federal permit allowing capture, handling, and/or translocation of
Golden Eagles and/or cliff dwelling raptors; and/or relevant research on raptors published in the peer
reviewed literature.
All surveyor qualifications shall be reviewed and approved in advance by the Forest Service. Upon
approval by the Forest Service, inexperienced surveyors may be allowed to monitor known, active
Golden Eagle nest sites using ground-based survey methods. Inexperienced surveyors shall not make
determinations as to whether a nest site is active or not. This determination shall only be made by a
surveyor with a minimum of two years of experience as described above.
4. Permits
If any banding, marking, or radio-telemetry studies will occur as part of this project or in connection with
this project on National Forest System lands, surveyors shall present current, valid copies of Federal Bird
Banding permits and current, valid copies of a California Department of Fish and Game Scientific
Collecting Permit and a Memorandum of Understanding for Golden Eagle studies.
5. References
Pagel, J. E, D.M. Whittington, and G.T. Allen. 2010. Interim Golden Eagle Technical Guidance: Inventory
and Monitoring Protocols; and Other Recommendations in Support of Golden Eagle Management and
Permit Issuance. U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service.
USDA Forest Service. 2011. Cleveland National Forest Pilot Raptor Management Program for 2011.
Golden Eagle, Prairie Falcon, and Peregrine Falcon Management and Monitoring Protocol. Cleveland
National Forest.
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San Diego and Imperial Counties, California

APPENDIX D.b. – Sunrise Powerlink Nest Survey Protocol (CPUC & BLM)
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Nest Survey Protocol
Submitted to:

California Public Utilities Commission
Bureau of Land Management
U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service
Cleveland National Forest
California Department of Fish and Game

August 5, 2011
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1. INTRODUCTION
The Nest Survey Protocol is intended to provide guidance to San Diego Gas & Electric (SDG&E) during
vegetation clearing activities that occur during the non-listed bird breeding season (January 15 through
August 15 in accordance with MM B-8a) and occur during raptor breeding season (January 1 through
September 15 in accordance with MM B-8a) to maximize the potential that all nests at a site will be
identified and avoided.
The Nest Survey Protocol that was approved by the California Public Utilities Commission (CPUC),
California Department of Fish and Game (CDFG), Bureau of Land Management (BLM), Cleveland National
Forest (CNF) and the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS) on April 27, 2011 was based on the principle
that only sites with generally less than 15 percent perennial vegetative cover could be thoroughly
surveyed for active nests. Avian biologists conducting nest surveys under that approved protocol have
since determined that there are cases where areas with 15 percent or greater perennial vegetative
cover can be thoroughly surveyed such that all active nests are located. Therefore, this revised Nest
Survey Protocol is proposed to allow vegetation clearing, tree trimming, or tree removal activities at
sites with 15 percent or greater perennial vegetative cover when it can be demonstrated that a
thorough nest survey was conducted, and all active nests, if any, were found.

2. SITE APPROVAL – VEGETATION CLEARING FOR VEGETATED
AREAS
To document that a site has been thoroughly surveyed for the presence of nesting birds, SDG&E will
complete and submit to the CPUC, CDFG and USFWS a Site Vegetation Analysis (Appendix A) and a Nest
Survey Report (Appendix B). The Site Vegetation Analysis will be conducted prior to the nest survey by
trained botanists. Trained avian biologists will conduct the nest survey, and in conjunction with data
collected during the vegetation analysis, will determine whether:
1) 100 percent visual survey of the nesting status at the site is possible,
2) More information, or an additional survey, is needed, or,
3) 100 percent visual surveys are not possible.
If they determine that Condition 1 is possible, site clearing may commence subject to all applicable
buffers identified in the Nest Management Plan (Appendix C). If Condition 2 applies, additional
investigation will occur. If the Avian Biologists do not conclude that a 100 percent visual survey of the
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site is possible (Condition 3), SDG&E will postpone vegetation clearing and tree trimming/removal for
the specific location until the nesting season has passed and no nesting birds are detected on site.

3. VEGETATION ANALYSIS
At each site, botanists will document the predominant vegetation community, develop a species list of
the dominant plant species, estimate percent cover of vegetation using the relevé method, and count
the number of woody species. Since the purpose of the vegetation analysis is to assess the types of
potential nesting habitats, which are primarily limited to woody species (except for ground nesters), the
following will be described during the analysis:
•

Spatial configuration of the plants (clustered versus separate)

•

Canopy cover of the woody species present (open versus closed)

•

Presence of dead or senescent woody individuals at each site

The Avian Biologist will use the above vegetation analysis as an aid in determining the probability of
being able to locate all nests in a survey area. A nest survey area includes the area to be cleared of
vegetation (i.e., the staked project features for which a Site Vegetation Analysis is conducted) as well as
any required buffer to protect active nests.
If the percentage of perennial vegetative cover in the required buffer is greater than that within the Site
Vegetation Analysis area, the Avian Biologist would: 1) consider any increase in that cover and its affect
on the ability to locate all nests and 2) would make a determination with that information in accordance
with Section 2 of this Nest Survey Protocol. SDG&E will not consider a site eligible for clearing during
the nesting season if the Avian Biologist cannot determine that all nests in a survey area can be found.

4. NEST SURVEY PROTOCOL
Survey requirements for bird species will be as follows:

2
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4.1 NON-LISTED BIRDS COVERED BY THE MIGRATORY BIRD TREATY ACT AND
FISH AND GAME CODE 3503 AND 3503.5
Per Mitigation Measure B-8a, non-listed bird species nest surveys are to be conducted 10 days prior to
vegetation clearing or initiation of or restarting construction activities. For the purpose of this Nest
Survey Protocol, the survey timeframe will be reduced from 10 days to 7 days.
•

The survey area will include the staked work area plus a horizontal and vertical buffer as
described in the MMCRP.

•

The schedule for nest surveys to be conducted prior to vegetation clearing, tree
trimming, and tree removal activities will include:
 First Pre-vegetation Clearing Survey - Surveys will be conducted a maximum of 7
days prior to these activities by a Wildlife-Agency-approved avian biologist. Using
the Nest Survey Report form found in Appendix B, the completed survey form will
be submitted to the Wildlife Agencies for their records addressing one of the three
options described in Section 2 above. Also, the survey form will be submitted to the
CPUC, BLM (or its designated representative), and CNF monitors (for clearing on
Forest Service lands) for their records at the same time. Wildlife Agency, BLM, CPUC
and CNF concurrence is not required.
 Second Pre-vegetation Clearing Survey - A second Pre-vegetation Clearing Survey
will be conducted by the avian biologist a maximum of 3 days prior to the initiation
of vegetation clearing, tree trimming, and/or tree removal and the results will be
submitted in the form of Appendix B to the Wildlife Agencies and the CPUC for their
records. Wildlife Agency, BLM, CPUC and CNF concurrence is not required. In the
event construction, vegetation clearing, tree trimming or tree removal activities do
not commence within this 3 day window, the survey will remain valid for 7 days and
in this scenario, SDG&E will schedule another Pre-vegetation Clearing Survey 3 days
prior to construction.
 Pre-vegetation Clearing Sweep - A final survey will be conducted by the biological
monitor immediately preceding vegetation clearing, tree trimming, and tree
removal.

Once an area is cleared of vegetation, vegetation will be maintained to prevent the reestablishment of
potential nesting habitat. Maintenance of that site will be allowed throughout the year. Since species
that prefer open areas and bare ground for nesting, (horned lark, killdeer, etc) may be attracted to these
areas, the on-site biological monitor will conduct a Pre-vegetation Clearing sweep of the area prior to
vegetation maintenance to ensure no bird nests will be impacted.

Survey Methods
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SDG&E will utilize avian biologists, approved by the Wildlife Agencies, to conduct the Pre-vegetation
Clearing surveys. The avian biologist will be available to provide consultation to SDG&E as well as the
Wildlife Agencies, if appropriate.
•

Nest surveys at each site will begin with silent observation to detect species by ear. This
silent observation period will be followed by walking meandering transects while
listening for bird activity and scanning for signs that would indicate the presence of bird
species. Transects will be conducted to ensure 100 percent visual coverage. Nesting
behavior, such as individuals carrying nest material, will be utilized to locate nests.
Survey methods for each site will be tailored to the topography and vegetation of the
site, and be subject to the discretion of the avian biologist. A detailed description of the
methods at each site should accompany the Nest Survey Report (Appendix B).
Nest surveys will be conducted in weather conditions conducive to visual detection, and
will not be conducted during inclement weather, extreme temperatures, when
sustained winds exceed 15 miles per hour, or during rain events.

•

The avian biologists will survey each site for a duration of time adequate to determine
the nesting status of the site. The amount of time spent surveying will vary depending
on vegetation density, topography and bird behavior. If bird activity in the survey area is
high, the biologist will spend more time surveying. Based on the amount and patterns of
breeding behavior, the biologist may conclude that a nest is present, without even
seeing the nest.

•

The avian biologists will utilize nest-finding techniques described in detail in “Handbook
of Field Methods for Monitoring Landbirds” by Ralph et al., 1993. Nest finding
techniques include systematic search, reproductive behavior, and random observation.
The most commonly utilized techniques are summarized below; however, surveys may
be modified based on the experience and opinion of the avian expert:
 Visually check trees, shrubs, grasses, and the ground for nests within 100 feet of
construction activities;
 Check existing nests for signs of occupation, such as evidence of fresh building,
presence of down, a completed nest bowl, eggs, and/or nestlings;
 Check tree cavities for signs of use, such as down on the rim of the cavity;
 Observe tree cavities for use, such as by knocking on the base of the tree to prompt
a behavioral response from any birds that may be inside the cavity or watching the
entrance for a minimum of 30 minutes to determine if incubating adults are inside.
In general, adult birds will leave the nest every 20-40 minutes to feed and conduct
self-maintenance activities, or a mate will arrive to provide food;
 Follow adult birds carrying material, such a food, fecal sacs, or nesting materials;
 Follow adults defending nest site or displaying territorial behavior;
 Follow adults(s) building nest; and,
 Follow calling nestlings.
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•

Once the surveys (Site Vegetation Analysis and Nest Survey Reports) are complete, and
if Condition 1 has been determined, the Nest Survey Report form found in Appendix B
will be submitted in accordance with this Nest Survey Protocol and the Nesting Bird
Management Plan.

4.2 RAPTORS AND OWLS (EXCLUDING BALD AND GOLDEN EAGLES)
Per Mitigation Measure B-8a, active raptor nest surveys will be conducted 10 days prior to initiation of
or restarting construction activities within 500 feet of project impact areas. Based on discussions with
the Wildlife Agencies, the survey timeframe will be reduced from 10 days to 7 days.
Survey requirements for non-listed raptor and owl species will be as follows:
•

Construction impact areas will be staked in advance and a qualified Avian Biologist(s)
versed in raptor and/or owl behavior will conduct nest surveys according to the
following protocols:

•

The survey will include the staked work area plus a 500 foot horizontal and vertical
buffer. Surveys may extend beyond 500 feet of construction zones if an area is within a
helicopter flight corridor.

•

Modifications to the buffer can be made to account for topography by the expert Avian
Biologists.

•

The survey will be conducted prior to initial vegetation clearing, tree trimming, and tree
removal activities using the same 7:3:1 protocol described in Section 4.1 above.
Between the time period of August 16 and September 15, a single survey visit will be
conducted within 10 calendar days of initial vegetation clearing, tree trimming, and tree
removal activities, in accordance with Mitigation Measure B-8a.

Survey Methods:
•

Biologists will visually check trees, cliffs, and structures for cavities and stick nests
that may support raptor and owl nesting within the work sites and the associated
500 foot buffers.

•

Biologists will visually check grasslands and marshy areas for ground nests of the
northern harrier.

•

A raptor and/or owl nest will be classified as active once signs of activity are observed.
The biologist will spend a minimum of one hour looking for signs of activity. Raptor
and/or owl nests within 500 feet of project activities that show no signs of activity after
an initial observation will receive a follow-up assessment by a nest monitoring biologist.
In addition, on-site biological monitors will check potentially active nests during the
course of construction.
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•

The following raptor behaviors will indicate additional surveys or longer observation is
required: adults performing courtship behavior and/or copulating within the vicinity of a
potential nest, a pair perched together in or adjacent to a potential nest, and adults
defending nest site or displaying territorial behavior within the vicinity of the potential
nest.

•

SDG&E and/or its contractors will remain informed of CNF area closures as part of the
CNF’s Golden Eagle, Peregrine Falcon, and Prairie Falcon Pilot Program, and consult with
CNF biologists if the Project requires work within these areas. CNF posts Seasonal
Special Forest Area Closure Orders on the CNF website according to the results of the
program.

•

Owl nesting surveys will be conducted during the day for the following reasons:
 Owls tend to re-use old nests and nests built by other species, and
 Visually locating potential nest sites is more effective during daylight hours when
visibility is increased and owls are roosting, and
 The likelihood of disturbing diurnal species during the night and causing nest failure
is reduced, and
 Nocturnal surveys compromise worker safety in remote locations over difficult
terrain.

4.3 BALD AND GOLDEN EAGLES
The Avian Monitoring and Mitigation Plan: Mitigation Measure Compliance for Hawks, Eagles, and other
Birds (Burns and McDonnell and ICF International, 2010) states that no construction or maintenance
activities will occur within 4,000 feet of an eagle nest during the eagle breeding season (December
through June) to comply with Mitigation Measure B-7h (MMCRP 2009). SDG&E will comply strictly with
this measure by not clearing vegetation or conducting construction or maintenance within the 4,000
foot eagle buffer area during its nesting period.

4.4 BURROWING OWL
Per Mitigation Measure B-7d, burrowing owl presence/absence surveys consistent with the California
Burrowing Owl Consortium Guidelines (CBOC Guidelines, 1993) provided by the United States Geological
Survey (USGS) Bird Banding Laboratory ( http://www.pwrc.usgs.gov/bbl/ ) will be conducted 30 days
prior to initiation of or restarting construction activities within 250 feet of project impact areas. If
burrowing owls are present, no activities will be conducted within 250 feet of occupied burrows from
February 1 to August 31 or within 160 feet of occupied burrows from September 1 through January 31.
Burrowing owls will also be searched opportunistically as part of regular nest surveys; therefore,
burrowing owl nesting surveys will be conducted 7 days prior to initiation of or restarting construction
activities and prior to vegetation clearing, tree trimming, and tree removal.
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4.5 FEDERALLY AND STATE LISTED SPECIES
The federally and/or state listed avian species that occur in the vicinity of the Project include coastal
California gnatcatcher (Polioptila californica californica), least Bell’s vireo (Vireo belli pusillus), and all
subspecies of willow flycatcher (Empidonax traillii) including the southwestern willow flycatcher
(Empidonax traillii extimus). Projects located with suitable habitat for these species will incorporate the
following additional surveys for listed species.
•

Based on information provided in 2009 and 2010 protocol surveys conducted for these
three species, nesting surveys will be conducted prior to initiation of or restarting
construction activities by a permitted biologist during the appropriate breeding season
(February 15 - August 30 for coastal California gnatcatcher and March 15 - September 15 for
least Bell’s vireo and willow flycatcher) per guidelines established in the 2010 Biological
Opinion and Mitigation Measure B-7e and B-7l.

•

For coastal California gnatcatcher, least Bell’s vireo, and willow flycatcher, nest surveys will
continue weekly within 500 feet of construction activities for the duration of the activity.
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5. REFERENCES
Burns and McDonnell and ICF International. 2010. Avian Monitoring and Mitigation Plan: Mitigation
Measure Compliance for Hawks, Eagles, and other Birds.
California Department of Fish and Game. 2009. Streambed Alteration Agreement Notification Number
1600-2009-0365-R5.
California Public Utilities Commission and Bureau of Land Management. 2009. Sunrise Powerlink
Transmission Project. Mitigation Monitoring, Compliance, and Reporting Program.
Ralph, C. John, Geupel, Geoffrey R.; Pyle, Peter; Martin, Thomas E.; DeSante, Davide F. 1993. Handbook
of Field Methods for Monitoring Landbirds. Gen. Tech. Rep. PSW-GTR-144-www. Albany, CA:
Pacific Southwest Research Station, Forest Service, U.S. Department of Agriculture.
U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS). 2010. Revised Biological and Conference Opinion on the
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APPENDIX A
Site Vegetation Analysis
Biologist(s) name(s):
Date:
Structure and Associated Feature(s):
Proposed Construction: Brief description of type of work activity proposed
Survey Area: An aerial map showing the project feature
Environmental Data:
Start Survey Time:
End Survey Time:
Beginning Temp (° F):
Ending Temp (° F):
Wind Speed (mph):
Cloud Cover (%):
Precipitation
Habitat: Brief description of habitat types using the SRPL Vegetation Descriptions, for example.
Overall Description of the Structure and Associated Feature(s):
Plant Species List:
Percent Cover of Vegetation:
Number of each Woody Plant Species Observed:
Species

Number

Spatial configuration of the plants (clustered versus separate):
Canopy cover of the woody species present (open versus closed):
Presence of dead or senescent woody individuals:
Survey Methods:
Photo documentation - Several photographs will be provided to clearly show all portions of the site
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APPENDIX B

Nest Survey Report
Date:

Nest Buffer Modification/Reduction Required: Yes:

No:

Biologist(s):
Survey area and structure List:
Proposed Construction:
Survey Task: The primary focus of the visit was to conduct surveys for active raptor nests within 500 feet
of Project work areas, active Threatened/Endangered (CAGN, LBVI, SWFL) bird nests within 300 feet of
Project work areas (where applicable), and active non-listed bird nests within 100 feet of Project work
areas within 7 days of construction, per the Project BO, MMCRP, and the Nest Survey Protocol.
Additional Comments:
Environmental Data:
Start Survey Time:
Beginning Temp:

End Survey Time:
°F

Ending Temp:

Wind Speed (mph): Start

End

Precipitation: Type

Duration

°F
Cloud Cover (%): Start

End

Trees in Staked Work Limits (Species: common name):
Vegetation Previously Cleared in Impact Areas:
Habitat(s):
Survey Methods:
Site Approval Determination:
Additional Comments:
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SD County Breeding Bird Atlas, Behavior Codes:
Confirmed Nesting Behaviors*: These behaviors will require a buffer installation.
NB - Nest Building:
DD - Distraction Display:
FS - Fecal Sack:
FY - Feeding Young:
NE - Nest w/ Eggs:
NN - Nest w/ Nestlings:

Probable Nesting Behaviors**: These behaviors will require further study to determine
presence/absence of nest, but no buffer needed.
AB - Agitated Behavior:
PR - Pair in Suitable Habitat:
TB - Territorial Behavior:
CB - Courtship Behavior:
PN - Probable Nest:
PB - Probably Building Nest:

Possible Nesting Behaviors***: These behaviors are normal for avian breeding season and will not
require further study.
SH - Suitable Habitat:
SM - Singing Male:
MM - Multiple Males:

All Avian Species Observed:
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Threatened/Endangered Species Observed (CAGN, LBVI, SWFL):
Active Nest(s) located or monitored:
New Buffers Established:
Follow-up Actions:
Detailed Notes:
Existing NBM/NBR(s) in survey area:

Key for SD County Breeding Bird Atlas Codes:
Confirmed Nesting Behaviors*: These behaviors will require a buffer installation.
*NB: nest building or carrying nesting material.
*DD: distraction display by injury-feigning or aggressive defense of an unseen nest against predators
such as corvids or raptors.
*FS: adult carrying fecal sack
*FY: adult feeding young or carrying food to them.
*NE: nest with eggs.
*NN: nest with nestlings seen or heard.

Probable Nesting Behaviors**: These behaviors will require further study to determine nest location,
but no buffer.
**AB: agitated behavior or anxiety calls from adult birds.
**PR: pair in suitable breeding habitat during breeding season.
**TB: territorial behavior such as dispute or chase by two individuals of the same species.
**CB: courtship behavior such as courtship feeding, breeding displays, or copulation.
**PN: probable nest, for use in cases where a nest was suspected but for some reason, such as
accessibility, could not be confirmed.
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**PB: probably building a nest, for species like some wrens and the verdin, which build roosting or
dummy nests, or woodpeckers, which maintain holes as roost sites.

Possible Nesting Behaviors***: These behaviors are normal for avian breeding season and will not
require further study.
***SH: species observed in habitat suitable for breeding during its breeding season.
***SM: singing male in suitable breeding habitat during its breeding season.
***MM: multiple singing males in suitable breeding habitat within the area on a single day.
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Sunrise Powerlink Project 2012 Nest Monitoring Report
San Diego and Imperial Counties, California

APPENDIX E.a. – Sunrise Powerlink Nesting Bird Management and Monitoring Plan (USFS)

Chambers Group, Inc.
20397
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1. Introduction

The Nesting Bird Management and Monitoring Plan (Plan) provides a framework for minimizing
project-related impacts on nesting birds that may occur in and around the Sunrise Powerlink
Transmission Line Project’s (Project) construction areas. Implementation of the Plan should allow the
United States Forest Service (USFS) to determine the Project’s compliance with Fish and Game Code
sections 3503 and 3503.5 and the Migratory Bird Treaty Act (MBTA). The objectives of the Plan are
to:

1. Provide a mechanism to implement avian nest buffers required in mitigation measure B8a that protects nesting birds to the level anticipated in the Final Environmental Impact
Report/Environmental Impact Statement;
2. Describe the methodology to identify and monitor nests along SRPL;
3. Establish effective buffers for specific species, as well as describe the process to review
and implement effective buffers for those species not accounted for in the speciesspecific buffers;
4. Provide the methodology used to report nesting bird status, which should enable the
USFS to monitor implementation of effective buffers and review the effectiveness of
buffers implemented during construction.
In support of the Plan’s objectives, the Plan is organized into five major areas regarding nesting
birds:
1. Methods to deter birds from nesting in construction areas in or on construction related
equipment including but not limited to, buildings, materials and in yards and substations;
2. Methods for conducting nest surveys and establishing appropriate buffers to protect the
nests from negative effects from nearby construction areas;
3. Guidelines for determining effective species-specific buffer zones less than those
established in Measure B-8a of the Project FEIR/FEIS;
4. Methods for modifying established buffers during construction; and,
5. Methods for reporting on the status of nests.
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2.

Nesting Bird Deterrent Methods

To minimize impacts to nesting birds, the nesting bird management strategy includes nesting bird
deterrent methods within and adjacent to active construction areas, including substations and
yards and in or on construction-related equipment. This section details nesting bird deterrent
methods and examples of methods that may be used for the Project. Effective nesting bird
deterrent methods within active construction areas will reduce the likelihood of avian nest
construction on Project construction-related materials/buildings including but not limited to
structures, buildings, materials, and supplies to reduce the potential for impacts to nesting birds
due to Project construction. All nesting bird deterrent methods will be evaluated and implemented
by SDG&E or its subcontractors, and validated by USFS to ensure compliance with the
mitigation measures, permits, and regulations. Nesting bird deterrent methods may include but
are not limited to the following:











Removing vegetation from the active construction area prior to the breeding season or during
the breeding season (in accordance with the approved Nest Survey Protocol);
Perpetuating active construction by moving equipment, vehicles, and materials on a daily
basis, helicopter activity including landing, or continued human presence; walking a site does
not constitute keeping a site active;
Installing appropriate-sized mesh netting or tarps on construction equipment and materials in
material storage, helicopter assembly and support, and contractor yards, or other Project
equipment or facilities;
Installing visual deterrents such as tangle guard bird repellent ribbon in active construction
areas, yards, and substations, and on materials and equipment;
Covering straw wattle and other potential nesting materials in active construction areas,
yards, and substations;
Wrapping, stuffing, or covering ends of pipes or other materials within which birds could
nest;
Using colored gravel, such as red or white, in active construction areas, yards, and
substations; and/or
Managing construction yard trash in a manner that reduces potential point food sources in
active construction areas, yards, and substations.

Specific locations for the use of exclusionary or deterrent devices will be determined in
coordination with SDG&E, the Avian Biologist and the Construction Contractor. The
Construction Contractor is responsible for furnishing labor and materials for bird exclusion or
deterrent devices unless otherwise directed by SDG&E. Bird exclusion or deterrent devices shall
be installed, maintained, and removed according to product specifications by the Construction
Contractor in coordination with SDG&E. Further details of the deterrents are listed below.
Nesting Habitat Reduction. Removing potential nesting habitat is the first component in
effectively excluding nesting birds within a construction area. To the extent feasible prior to the
onset of the nesting bird season, construction areas should be cleared of vegetation and grubbed
as appropriate to reduce potential conflicts between construction activities and nesting birds
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during the breeding season. Vegetation removal both during and outside of breeding season, may
include removal of trees, shrubs, and herbaceous species. Prior to vegetation clearance within the
nesting bird season, an Avian Biologist, in accordance with the SDG&E Nest Survey Protocol,
will conduct a preconstruction survey for nesting birds. If vegetation is removed outside the
nesting bird season and the site is inactive, an Avian Biologist will conduct a survey for any
nesting birds. Additionally, a Biological Monitor will conduct a sweep for nesting birds prior to
the commencement of construction.
Mesh Netting. Use of mesh netting to cover equipment, stored materials and equipment, and
partially constructed facilities helps prevent birds from accessing potential nesting sites within the
construction areas.
Netting can be specially ordered for this purpose from a number of companies including: USA
Bird Control (http://www.usabirdcontrol.com/), Nylon Net Co. (http://www.nylonnet.com/), and
Nixalite (http://www.nixalite.com/birdnetting.aspx).
The size of the mesh grid can vary depending on the sizes of birds that are being excluded. Given
the diversity of birds that could nest within construction areas across the Sunrise Powerlink
corridor, a 0.75-inch sized mesh may be suitable for excluding the greatest number of birds,
including small birds such as house finches and swallows.
Mesh netting, if employed, must be installed and maintained by the Construction Contractor
according to manufacturer specifications. To increase the effectiveness of the mesh netting as a
bird exclusion device, equipment or other objects should be completely covered leaving no gaps
in the netting through which birds could enter and build a nest under the netting. Mesh netting
should also be inspected daily by the Construction Contractor to identify and repair any rips or
gaps in the netting that could permit birds to pass through, and to look for wildlife that may have
become trapped in the netting. If the Construction Contractor observes wildlife inside or trapped
in the mesh netting, the Biological Monitor will be contacted immediately. The Biological
Monitor will also inspect netting during monitoring to ensure that birds or other wildlife have not
become trapped under the netting. Lizards and snakes are especially prone to becoming entangled
in excessive netting draped along the ground. Notification will be made to USFS of all animal
entrapment.
Tarps. Instead of netting, where practical, equipment and materials can be covered with tarps;
however, tarps must be tied down firmly to secure them against strong winds, and they should not
be open at the bottom because some species, rock wrens in particular, will access the equipment
or material from the bottom. Tarps will be inspected at least once per week by the Construction
Contractor to identify and correct any openings that may allow cavity-nesting bird species to
enter. If openings are found, the tarps will be inspected for trapped wildlife before re-closure.
Visual Deterrents. There is a wide variety of visual deterrents that can be used to discourage
birds from nesting. These range from predator decoys (e.g., plastic owls) to reflective ribbon that
provides visual and auditory discomfort to birds. Reflective ribbon such as Tangle Guard Bird
Repeller Ribbon (http://www.nixalite.com/tangleguard.aspx) is a Mylar reflective ribbon that can
be affixed to construction equipment, around the perimeter of storage yards, or on towers or other
facilities as appropriate, to scare birds from the area, thereby reducing the likelihood of nesting.
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Movement from wind action produces a metallic rattling sound and its holographic surface may
be construed as menacing to birds. Use of reflective ribbons can be particularly effective in
material storage yards and contractor yards that may be used for a long period of time.
Holographic reflective ribbons can be specially ordered from a number of companies including
USA Bird Control.
Material and Pipe Covers. Sheltered spaces such as pipes or stacks of stored materials provide
potential nesting sites for some birds. To reduce the likelihood that birds will build nests in these
areas materials can be covered with mesh netting or tarps (discussed above) or pipe covers.
Routinely covering equipment and stored materials is a standard management practice that can be
effective in deterring birds from nesting in these areas.
Yards often contain suitable nesting materials or opportunities for birds. For example, straw
wattles can be attractive to birds, as they provide excellent nesting material for a wide range of
species. Birds attracted to this source of nest material may be more likely to build a nest in close
proximity to these stored materials (e.g., within a yard). To reduce the likelihood for nesting in
yards where wattles are stored, wattles and similar material should be covered.
Colored Gravel. Use of colored gravel in construction areas that would typically be rocked and
maintained for a long term (e.g., yards and substations) can be effective in discouraging ground
nesting birds. The eggs of ground nesting birds are patterned in a manner to be camouflaged
against naturally colored substrates such as soil or pebbles. By covering the ground surface with
colored gravel that contrasts sharply with the color of the birds’ eggs, ground-nesting birds can be
effectively discouraged from nesting in such locations.
Trash Management. Although not a specific deterrent, management of trash in and around
construction areas is important in reducing the potential for these areas to attract birds. Trash
from food waste can provide an attractive food source for birds thereby increasing the likelihood
of them nesting within construction areas. Effective management of food waste and other trash
will be important to avoid attracting birds to construction areas. Such management measures
could include daily removal of trash from the site, as well as covering trash bins with tightly
fitting lids. A Waste Characterization and Management Plan and Proper Disposal of Construction
Waste Plan (CH2MHill 2010) have been developed for such purposes.
These methods, either on their own or in combination with other measures, can be effective in
discouraging bird nesting within and immediately adjacent to construction areas. The
effectiveness of deterrents will be evaluated for the duration of construction and adapted
accordingly based on input from Avian Biologists, SDG&E, and the Construction Contractor.
Unoccupied Nest Removal. SDG&E will utilize the measures discussed in this section (Section 2.
Nesting Bird Deterrent Methods) to minimize occurrences of nest initiation on construction
equipment, stored materials, construction-related structures, and construction yards where nest
building would preclude construction activities. Even with these measures implemented, avian species
may successfully initiate nest attempts in construction areas, or on structures or equipment related to
the Project. In situations where nests have been initiated despite implementation of deterrent methods,
SDG&E will follow the criteria developed in conjunction with the land management agencies (see
Attachment A – Unoccupied Nest Removal Criteria) to develop criteria defining the circumstances by
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which SDG&E may proceed with removing an unoccupied (without eggs or young) nest without
USFS review in advance of the unoccupied nest removal.
For situations where SDG&E may find it necessary to remove unoccupied nests that do not fall under
the aforementioned criteria, SDG&E will coordinate with the USFS to determine whether such
removal is appropriate and consistent with the FEIR/FEIS, and such unoccupied nests shall not be
removed without prior notification of and coordination with the USFS. Specifically, the Avian
Biologist shall contact the USFS to request permission to remove nests. Contact methods may include
telephone, cell phone text messaging, and email. The Avian Biologist shall provide the USFS with
information regarding bird deterrent methods in place, species, location of the nest, nest stage,
observed nesting behavior, observation times and duration, and other, species-specific information
relevant to determining nest stage.
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3.

Nest Survey Methodology
3.1.

Surveyor Experience and Training

Avian Biologists will be sufficiently skilled and experienced with the identification by both sight
and sound of all relevant species, and with nesting requirements of local nesting birds, so as to
conduct accurate and efficient surveys. As such, all Avian Biologists will be approved by the
USFS. A copy of their names and resumes are available upon request.
The following describes the roles and responsibilities for determining and monitoring unoccupied
and occupied nests and for implementing the appropriate species-specific nest buffers.
Avian Biologist:
• Searches for and identifies unoccupied and occupied avian nests;
• Determines appropriate effective, species-specific buffer and communicates this to the
Biological Monitor and SDG&E;
• Installs flagging that establishes a buffer, or reduced buffer, around unoccupied and
occupied nests;
• May also recommend indirect impact reductions, such as establishing no
stopping/standing/construction zones;
• Is involved in determining when a nest is no longer an active nesting attempt based on
personal observations or those of the Biological Monitor;
• Removes flagging around a closed nest;
• Enters information into the pen tablet that uses the customized SDG&E Data Collector
application software;
• Pen tablet data is summarized in the weekly nest monitoring log.
Biological Monitor:
• Conducts sweeps to search for and identify additional nests prior to and during
construction activities;
• Actively monitors construction activities adjacent to nests;
• Communicates regularly with the Avian Biologist about any nesting bird behaviors
observed;
• Installs flagging around a nest to establish a buffer or a reduced buffer following
guidance provided by the Avian Biologist and SDG&E;
• Removes flagging around a closed nest following guidance provided by the Avian
Biologist.
SDG&E Project Manager (Aaron Franz):
• Primary point of contact with the USFS on nesting bird issues and questions.
• Manages the team who will communicate with the USFS (on USFS System lands)
regarding nests and reduced buffers. Works with the SDG&E Senior Environmental
Specialist (Karen Wilson) and experienced Avian Biologists regarding avian issues.
• Regularly reviews and critiques the Nest Monitoring Log.
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SDG&E Senior Environmental Specialist (Karen Wilson):
• Secondary point of contact for the USFS for avian issues.
• Provides additional review of requests for reduced buffers.
• Provides support to the SDG&E Project Manager in the review of the Nest Monitoring
Log.

3.2.

Pen Tablets and Data Collection

SDG&E is employing a pen tablet that links to a natural resource database for Avian Biologists to
use during the nest survey process. The database and associated mapping interface will be
regularly updated so real-time biological resource data, including nests and their assigned buffers
will be visible to the Avian Biologist in the field.
The Pen Tablet (Motion Computing F5v tablet personal computer) is a mobile GIS computing
system that allows multiple users to create, edit, input, distribute, and retrieve data on a daily
basis using the SDG&E Data Collector application – a software interface developed specifically
for the Project. Due to the size of the SRPL alignment, it is important for biologists to quickly and
accurately record and distribute the data on nesting birds to ensure timely protection of all nests.
The SDG&E Data Collector allows Avian Biologists and Biological Monitors to independently
refer to relevant Project nesting bird information and to update such information through a
centralized data management and distribution system. The result is a high level of accuracy and
timeliness - for flagging buffers, determining potential effects on nests in work areas,
communicating reductions and modifications of buffers, complying with nest monitoring
requirements, and recording valuable data about the natural histories of nesting bird species
throughout the Project alignment.

3.3.

Survey Methodology

Non-listed bird surveys. A survey visit will consist of a pedestrian search by two Avian
Biologists for both direct and indirect evidence of bird nesting. Direct evidence will include the
visual search of an actual nest location. Indirect evidence will include observing birds for nesting
behavior, such as copulation, nest building, adult agitation or injury feigning, feeding nestlings,
removal of fecal sacks, and other characteristic behaviors that indicate the presence of a nest.
Based on the amount and patterns of activity, the biologist may conclude that a nest is present,
without actually seeing the nest. Ideally the Avian Biologists should be able to survey a
substantial portion of the perimeter from inconspicuous locations to detect birds entering and
leaving the area. Much of the biologists’ time will require sitting quietly in inconspicuous
locations when other types of disturbance are absent and intensively listening and observing all
bird behaviors for discernible direct and indirect evidence of nesting. When moving through
vegetation, Avian Biologists will watch for distraction displays, aggressive responses and
interactions, and birds flushing suddenly from atypically close range (often an indicator of a nest
site). If defensive or distraction displays from birds are observed, a nest is likely to be nearby.
Biologists should use both visual observations of nests and bird behavior as a means for detecting
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potential nests. For additional information on nest-finding techniques, see Martin and Geupel
(1993).
A major factor affecting the rate of coverage for nesting bird surveys is the rate at which birds
visit a nest site. Depending on the species, nest stage, and other factors such as food availability
and recent disturbance near the nest, birds may visit their nest almost constantly or at intervals of
several hours. For example, belted kingfishers (Ceryle alcyon) may make a single, easily missed
nest exchange between mates per day; however, as a general rule smaller birds visit their nests
more frequently than larger birds.
The amount of time spent surveying will vary depending on vegetation density and avian
behavior. If avian activity and vegetative cover in a survey area is high, the biologist will spend
more time surveying. Conversely, if bird activity and the vegetation cover are low, less time is
needed to perform a survey.
Nests that pose constraints to the Project will be directly observed or inferred by behaviors such
as feeding chicks or removing fecal sacs. If the presence of a nest is suspected but cannot be
confirmed, additional surveys will be conducted to verify the presence of a nest.
Once a nest is found, it will be approached to check the status. If the nest is empty and no adult
bird activity is observed near the nest location within one hour, the nest can be considered closed
or inactive. If the Avian Biologist determines that an hour is not sufficient to make a
determination on the nest status, then additional one hour observation increments will be
employed until a final determination regarding nesting status can be made. At no time shall a nest
be exposed to potential predation as a result of survey and/or monitoring activities. All nest visits
will last only as long as necessary to check the nesting stage or until circumstances necessitate
departure (e.g., potential nest-predator detected or sustained indications of stress).
When approaching a nest, the Avian Biologists will first determine whether there are any
potential nest predators nearby (e.g., greater roadrunner [Geococcyx californianus], western
scrub-jay [Aphelocoma californica], Steller’s jay [Cyanocitta stelleri], common raven [Corvus
corax], American crow [Corvus brachyrhynchos], or female brown-headed cowbird [Molothrus
ater]). If no predators are observed, the Avian Biologist will approach the nest. The Avian
Biologist will remain aware of the possibility of additional, undetected nests nearby. He or she
will avoid creating a scent path that directs animals to the nest (e.g., leaving no trampled spot by
the nest and continuing past the nest upon leaving it rather than doubling back). He or she will
also briefly look in at least two empty potential host plants for bird nests before and after looking
in a nest.
When a nest is confirmed, the species-specific buffers referenced in Attachment B will be
implemented, or if no species-specific buffer has been determined, the Mitigation Monitoring,
Compliance, and Reporting Program (MMCRP) specific buffer will be implemented, which may be
further increased or decreased at the discretion of the Avian Biologist. If a bird is seen building a
nest or feeding nestlings, but the vegetation is too dense for the Avian Biologist to visually locate
the nest, the approximate nest location will be inferred by the Avian Biologist based on observed
avian behaviors. Avian Biologists are not to risk the failure of a nest in an effort to discern an
exact location or exact status (e.g., number of eggs, size of nestlings, etc.). The Avian Biologist
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will then observe the nest and the parental behavior to determine if a reduced buffer can be
implemented.
The Avian Biologist will record in the pen tablet all relevant field notes and details. The nest
identification number is auto-generated by the pen tablet. Without creating a potential threat to
the success of a nest, the Avian Biologist should attempt to gather as much data as possible
regarding the status and progress of any discovered nests.
For occupied nests, a completion date can be estimated by combining the stage of nesting at
discovery and the known nesting stage range. However, since the date will be estimated, it is
important to note that a nest may be occupied for a shorter or longer period of time. For altricial
species, a time buffer from three days up to three weeks will be added to every nest to allow for
post-fledging nest dependence.
Listed species surveys. Permitted Avian Biologists will conduct weekly listed species surveys
for the Coastal California Gnatcatcher, the Least Bell’s Vireo and the Southwestern Willow
Flycatcher. The results of those surveys are submitted to the CPUC, WLA and USFS.
Burrowing owl surveys. Burrowing owls nest in burrows in the ground and are mostly nonmigratory, meaning that burrows may be utilized year-round. As prescribed in MM B-7d,
preconstruction surveys conducted within 30 days prior to the initiation of construction in
burrowing owl habitat will determine the presence/absence of suitable burrows for burrowing owl
and/or active burrows. Such surveys will generally be conducted during a broader nest survey in
accordance with the Nest Survey Protocol.

3.4.

Pre-construction Nesting Surveys

Vegetation removal may occur during the breeding season at various locations along the Project
alignment. A preconstruction survey for biological resources that includes a survey for nesting
birds in areas of suitable habitat will be conducted by an Avian Biologist in advance of vegetation
clearing and prior to resumption of construction activity at an inactive site, all in accordance with
the Nest Survey Protocol. The Avian Biologist will only survey new or inactive access roads
during the breeding season. Further, on the first day of construction and for each day of
construction during the breeding season, the Biological Monitor will perform daily sweeps to
look for resources, including nesting birds. The daily sweeps will be conducted to identify new
nests not detected during the preconstruction survey or pre-vegetation clearing sweep.
An Avian Biologist will verify the status (activity level and species of nesting bird) of new nests
observed during the daily sweeps. Additionally, an Avian Biologist will monitor all known nests
on a weekly basis and document any new nests. The pre-construction survey, clearance sweep,
and daily sweeps will be conducted within suitable habitat for nesting birds within the
construction areas and include a 100-foot survey buffer for nonlisted birds, a 250-foot survey
buffer for burrowing owl where applicable, and a 500-foot survey buffer for coastal California
gnatcatcher, least Bell’s vireo, willow flycatcher, and raptors, collectively referred to as the
Biological Survey Area (BSA). Care will be taken by the Avian Biologists to avoid potential loss
of a nest as the result of the surveying and monitoring efforts.
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4.

Nest Buffers
4.1.

Standard Project Nest Buffers

Standard horizontal or vertical buffers for nesting birds are not specified in the MBTA or the Fish
and Game code; however, there are suggested blanket buffers provided in the MMCRP for the
Project. A buffer is the distance at which the most intense construction activity would minimize
potential impacts to nesting birds. The MMCRP describes buffers for most native bird species as
follows:
•
•
•
•
•

500 feet for most raptor nests (MM B-8a)
4,000 feet for golden eagles (MM B-7h)
160–250 feet for burrowing owl nests (MM B 7-d), MM B-8a)
300 feet for listed birds (MM B-7e, MM B-7l, MM B-8a)
100 feet for non-listed birds (MM B-8a)

The SAA described disturbance-free buffers as follows:
•
•
•

A minimum of 50 feet for non-listed birds in the case of vegetation clearing in CDFG
jurisdictional areas
300 feet for least Bell’s vireo
500 feet for most raptors

To avoid, minimize, and mitigate impacts to nesting birds in construction areas consistent with
MM B-8a, the Biological Monitor and/or Avian Biologist will implement and maintain the
established ESA buffer, monitor adjacent construction activity, and document the nest status.
SDG&E will ensure that the Construction Contractor will be made aware of the ESA buffers
through the use of construction restriction maps, flagging and signage, and in-the-field
communication.
Since more than half the construction on the Sunrise Powerlink is by helicopter, it is important to
establish appropriate nest buffers for helicopters while recognizing safety is an important
consideration. The duration, type and frequency of helicopter activity in the vicinity of a nest are
taken into consideration when implementing the buffer distance. If the nest or nesting pair has the
potential to be impacted by helicopter use beyond the established standard or species-specific
buffers then a buffer may be increased as determined by the Avian Biologist.

4.2.

Nest Buffer Adjustments

Nest buffers may be adjusted from those stated in Section 4.1 based on the need to perform
construction activity in the vicinity of a nest or in response to bird behavior, as long as the buffer
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adjustments avoid/minimize impacts on nesting birds. The Avian Biologist may institute a
reduced buffer or create a larger buffer as appropriate to maintain an effective buffer. Avian
Biologists consider many variables when implementing an effective nest buffer. The Avian
Biologist will first consider whether proposed project activities may lead to a direct impact to a
nest. Then, the Avian Biologist will assess natural conditions, such as nest location, visual
barriers, type of nest, habitat, ambient conditions, topography, orientation of the nest and other
physical barriers. Lastly, the Avian Biologist will consider the stage of the nest and the individual
bird’s tolerance level. The intent of an effective buffer is to minimize indirect impacts on nesting
birds by providing a distance between the nest and active construction, which may also minimize
visual and sound disturbance to nesting birds.
It is recognized that bird species have varying tolerances to construction disturbance and many
will successfully breed and fledge their young at distances less than the buffers recommended in
the mitigation measures. Therefore, it is appropriate to establish effective, species-specific buffers
that are in some cases less than those established by the mitigation measures and further that these
adjusted buffers will result in successful nesting while reducing constraints on construction
activities. Some bird species may successfully breed and fledge their young at distances greater
than the buffers recommended in the mitigation measures. Therefore, it may be appropriate to
establish effective buffers that are in some cases greater than those established by the mitigation
measures.

4.3.

Proposed Buffer Reductions

This section and Table 1 below address initial buffer distances (if below MMCRP buffer
distances) for bird species of this region which are most likely to be found during the course of
the Project. The initial nest buffer distance recommendations are based on variations in habitat
types used for nesting, tolerances for human environments and activities, the potential that
construction may or may not impact the nesting behavior, current construction-related nest
findings, visual barriers, topography, and nest height, as well as other factors. The proposed
buffers are the result of Avian Biologist expert opinion and available literature.
Each species is considered separately, and it is not anticipated that any of the buffer reductions
will conflict with the MBTA or Fish and Game codes 3503 and 3503.5, as impacts will be
monitored and will be minimized or avoided and adequate protections for nesting birds (i.e., the
establishment of no-work zones and Environmentally Sensitive Area signage) will remain as
standard operating procedures for the Project. In addition, implementation of the buffers is not
anticipated to result in an increase of impacts to nesting birds as analyzed in the FEIR/FEIS.
A large portion of available literature and previous studies concerning human impacts on nesting
birds relates to long term impacts of noise on nesting success and impacts to intra- and interspecific communication as well as avian communities. Most of the literature cited in this
document refers to long-term impacts, and/or provides general statements about bird nesting
behavior (e.g. BNA, Cornell Lab “All about birds”, Unitt, Ehrlich et al). Other research on the
effects of noise on wildlife species has focused on noise events of high level but very short
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duration, such as low-flying aircraft and helicopters. Such noise impacts may cause startle events,
such as birds fleeing from the nest and temporarily leaving eggs or young unattended. In general,
neither of these specific categories of noise impacts characterizes the most common type of noise
impact from SRPL - that of continuous noise of moderate level for a relatively short extended
period of up to about 8 hours over a course of several days. This impact is different than those
associated with longer term construction projects where identical or similar project construction
noise is constant occurring over a several month period. Additionally, there is an indirect
relationship between avian abundance and development age (Miller et al, 2003). Based on this,
the limitation in duration of disturbances on the Project, as described above, should minimize
impacts to avian communities.
Potential impacts to birds from construction noise and activity can include three basic types:
Stress and Physiological Effects, Masking, and other Behavioral Modifications (Dooling and
Popper, 2007). Species specific differences in physiological reaction to noise disturbance are
known, but are not well understood. Relative to Physiological Effects, the noise required to cause
permanent hearing damage in birds has been shown to consist of a single blast noise over 140dB,
multiple blasts of noise over 125dB, or continuous exposure over 72 hours at 110dB (Dooling and
Popper, 2007). Additionally, temporary hearing loss can occur from continuous exposure over 72
hours at 93dB. Noise impacts of this type are not likely to occur on SRPL and continuous noise
rarely lasts for longer than 8 hours duration, and is typically of a much shorter duration. Results
of the available studies confirm that birds are resistant to permanent auditory damage and hearing
loss from noise exposure.
Masking is the interference with the detection of one biologically relevant sound by another
sound. Biologists have held that human-generated noise above 60dB may cause masking
problems relative to bird vocalizations. However, this 60dB level is entirely dependent upon
ambient noise, with perhaps a higher threshold being more appropriate in more urban areas and a
lower threshold in more rural areas. In addition, the 60dB level does not take into consideration
the behaviors that birds have recently been documented to employ to increase the effectiveness of
communications in noisy environments, for example by increasing their vocal output by as much
as 10dB (Dooling and Popper 2007). The concept of masking is complex and highly variable.
Noise from SRPL construction in certain situations may result in temporary masking of bird
communications due to its anticipated relatively short duration. Previous studies have concluded
that it is biologically superior to invest in longer term mitigation such as habitat acquisition or
enhancement as opposed to funding short term mitigation such as erecting sound barriers to
reduce the severity of noise impacts (Barrett, 1996).
While it is intuitive that noise and other construction disturbance may cause behavioral changes
in wild birds, laboratory studies do not translate well into the field. Rarely is noise separable from
other correlated variables in field studies, and there are examples of birds nesting in areas of high
levels of airplane and traffic noise and activity (Dooling and Popper, 2007). However, it is
accepted by biologists that birds nesting in an environment with existing human activity appear to
have a much higher tolerance for human presence than birds nesting in more natural areas. A
study in Minnesota (Leddy et. al, 1998) demonstrated that densities of grassland passerines were
statistically higher in habitat without wind turbines and in habitat greater than 590 feet from
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turbines as compared to habitat within 262 feet of turbines. Again it is not clear what factors were
keeping densities lower nearer the operating wind turbines.
The following information is grouped by species with similar natural histories and nesting
behaviors. These proposed buffers are for bird species observed nesting along SRPL in 2011,
which are sometimes found in proximity to human activities and habitation. Most of the Sunrise
Powerlink work on the Cleveland National Forest is in remote, undeveloped areas where birds are
not accustomed to human activities. Despite the request and justifications for proposed buffer
reductions, buffers may be increased depending on site-specific variables and observed bird
behaviors. For species not listed in Table 1, an initial buffer will be established consistent with
the MMCRP. This initial buffer may be increased as deemed appropriate by the Avian Biologist.
Buffer reductions for nests of species not covered in Table 1, as well as reductions to the
distances in Table 1, will be subject to consultation with USFS.

Table 1. Bird species and respective proposed buffer reduction distances for USFS
lands

Bird Species (Common Name)

Buffer
Distance
(Feet)

House Finch

30

Mourning Dove

30

Lesser Goldfinch

30

Anna’s Hummingbird
Black-chinned Hummingbird
Bushtit

50
50
50

Cliff Swallow

50

Black Phoebe

50

Say’s Phoebe

50

American Crow

100

Common Raven

100

Northern Mockingbird

50
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Justification Source*
Professional opinion, (Ehrlich, Dobkin and Wheye,
1988; Unitt, 2004)
Professional opinion, (Ehrlich, Dobkin and Wheye,
1988; Unitt, 2004)
Professional opinion, (Unitt, 2004; Ehrlich, Dobkin
and Wheye, 1988; Cornell Lab of Ornithology,
2011)
Professional opinion
Professional opinion
Professional opinion
Professional opinion, (Cornell Lab of Ornithology,
2011; Unitt, 2004)
Professional opinion, (Ehrlich, Dobkin and Wheye,
1988; Unitt, 2004, Cornell Lab of Ornithology,
2011)
Professional opinion, (Cornell Lab of Ornithology,
2011; Unitt, 2004)
Professional opinion, (Cornell Lab of Ornithology,
2011)
Professional opinion, (Ehrlich, Dobkin and Wheye,
1988; Unitt, 2004)
Professional opinion, (Ehrlich, Dobkin and Wheye,
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Bird Species (Common Name)

Buffer
Distance
(Feet)

Western Scrub-Jay

100

California Towhee

50

Cassin’s Kingbird
Song Sparrow
Cactus Wren
House Wren
Rock Wren
Bewick’s Wren

50
50
50
30
50
50

Western Bluebird

50

Acorn Woodpecker
Nuttall’s Woodpecker

50
50

Oak Titmouse

50

White-throated Swift

50

Northern Rough-winged
Swallow
Red-tailed Hawk
Red-shouldered Hawk
Great Horned Owl
Barn Owl
American Kestrel
Eurasian Collared-Dove
Costa's Hummingbird
Ladder-backed Woodpecker
Pacific-slope Flycatcher
Vermilion Flycatcher
Western Kingbird
Ash-throated Flycatcher
Verdin
White-breasted Nuthatch
Canyon Wren
Black-tailed Gnatcatcher
Blue-gray Gnatcatcher

50
300
300
300
150
150
0
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
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Justification Source*
1988; Dunn and Alderfer, 2006)
Professional opinion, (Cornell Lab of Ornithology,
2011).
Professional opinion, (Cornell Lab of Ornithology,
2011)
Professional opinion
Professional opinion
Professional opinion
Professional opinion, (Unitt, 2004)
Professional opinion
Professional opinion
Professional opinion, (Cornell lab of Ornithology,
2011)
Professional opinion, (Unitt, 2004)
Professional opinion
Professional opinion, (Unitt, 2004; Baicich and
Harrison, 1997)
Professional opinion, (Cornell Lab of Ornithology,
2011; Unitt, 2004)
Professional opinion, (Cornell Lab of Ornithology,
2011)
Professional opinion, (Peeters, 2005)
Professional opinion, (Peeters, 2005)
Professional opinion, (Owling.com)
Professional opinion
Professional opinion, (Peeters, 2005)
Professional opinion, unprotected invasive species
Professional opinion
Professional opinion
Professional opinion
Professional opinion
Professional opinion
Professional opinion
Professional opinion
Professional opinion
Professional opinion
Professional opinion
Professional opinion
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Bird Species (Common Name)
American Robin
Northern Flicker
Downy Woodpecker
Phainopepla
Common Yellowthroat
Spotted Towhee
Song Sparrow
Black-throated Sparrow
Red-winged Blackbird
Brewer's Blackbird
Bullock's Oriole
Hooded Oriole
Lawrence's Goldfinch
Cooper’s Hawk

Buffer
Distance
(Feet)
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
300

Justification Source*
Professional opinion
Professional opinion
Professional opinion
Professional opinion
Professional opinion
Professional opinion
Professional opinion
Professional opinion
Professional opinion
Professional opinion
Professional opinion
Professional opinion
Professional opinion
Professional opinion

* All species specific buffer recommendations were developed by avian expert’s opinions. Referenced literature is not relative to
specific buffer distance, but more a citation regarding a species general tolerance to human activity and noise disturbance based on its
nesting habitat that includes urban settings. Since the Cleveland National Forest is a wildland setting this is taken into account when
setting buffer distances. .

For all other species not covered in Table 1, buffer reductions may be made on a case by case
basis as determined by the Avian Biologist in consultation with the USFS designee. The Avian
Biologist will first evaluate the nest at the MMCRP buffer distance. The Avian Biologist will then
consider whether the effective buffer should a) remain at the MMCRP buffer distance, b) increase
to a distance greater than the MMCRP buffer, or c) reduce to a distance less than the MMCRP
buffer. The Avian Biologist will implement the effective buffer in the field and shall then prepare
a Nest Buffer Justification if such buffer is less than the MMCRP buffer distance for a species not
covered in Table 1. Buffer reduction requests for nests of species not covered in Table 1will be
submitted by SDG&E to the USFS, daily as a Nest Buffer Justification form. The USFS shall
respond to SDG&E’s request for nest buffer reductions as quickly as possible (generally 48
hours), acknowledging the requested buffer reduction or requesting additional information;
otherwise, if USFS does not respond within 72 hours of the request, SDG&E shall make its own
determination on whether to proceed with the nest buffer reduction (such buffer reductions shall
be subsequently reported to the USFS via e-mail within 24 hours). If the USFS does not concur
with the Nest Buffer Justification, then SDG&E will modify the buffer to a distance deemed
appropriate by the USFS.
SDG&E will provide a summary of the nest buffer reductions to the WLA, BLM, USFS, and
CPUC on a weekly basis. Bald and golden eagle nest buffers (4,000 feet) and nest buffers for
listed avian species are specified in the mitigation measures and are not addressed in this Plan.
In all cases, these species-specific buffers are recommendations and would be adjusted downward
(in accordance with this section) or upward based on the Avian Biologist’s field observations of
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the actual nesting birds, site-specific conditions, nest locations, behavioral responses to activities
in proximity to the nests, among other factors. The Avian Biologist may increase a buffer or
suggest limitations in work activities if certain behavioral triggers are observed, such as flushing,
agitated behavior by adults (e.g. scolding), irregular feeding or restless juveniles in the nest. All
modifications to the buffer distances, as determined by the Avian Biologist, will be recorded in
the Nest Monitoring Log for each nest identified.

4.4. Buffer Distances for Project Access Roads

Nests that are established along roads that are in use by SRPL personnel on USFS lands will be
reviewed by an Avian Biologist to determine if SRPL traffic may be allowed to proceed through
the buffer without adversely impacting the nest. If so, through-traffic (passenger and/or
construction traffic) will be allowed without advance USFS concurrence provided that, a) the
level of road activity for SRPL traffic is consistent with the level of road use when the nest was
originally established; and, b) through traffic will be limited to no stopping, standing, or other
work activities in the buffer. Nests located along access roads will be monitored on a weekly
basis by an Avian Biologist and the status reported in accordance with Section 5 of the Plan.
Should SRPL traffic conditions change as determined by the Avian Biologist, the nest buffer will
be reassessed to determine potential impacts based on the changing conditions.

4.5. Buffer Distances for Construction Yard and Substation Access
Roads

Project construction yards used to store materials and equipment, assemble towers, stage crews,
and as contractor yards and substations are accessed by a single ingress/egress point. The
exception to this is the Alpine Storage Yard, where there are two ingress/egress points. The
access roads into and within construction yards and substations are frequently adjacent to
vegetation (e.g., shrubs and trees), including the vegetation that is often planted to screen
substation facilities, materials and equipment. This vegetation as well as the materials and
equipment are known to provide suitable nesting habitat for birds.
Ingress/egress to and within yards and substations can be managed to avoid loss of an unoccupied
or occupied nest while allowing use of these roads for construction activities. Loss of an
unoccupied or occupied nest from vehicular travel along yard and substation access roads will be
avoided through the implementation of the following management practices:






The areas along access roads that are new or where use will be reinitiated after inactivity will
be surveyed by the Avian Biologist to document locations of unoccupied and occupied nests
and to assess standard minimum buffers. The Avian Biologist, however, will not need to
survey an access road that is already in use.
The speed limit along and within yard and substation access roads will be restricted to 15
mph or less.
Vehicles will not stop or idle along yard and substation access roads within a nest buffer.
Construction personnel will not traverse or loiter within a nest buffer.
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4.6. Buffers for Construction Yards and Substations

If a construction yard or substation is established and is in operation, and the Avian Biologist
identifies a nest of a non-listed species outside of the yard or substation boundary, the buffer will
be established in accordance with Sections 4.1 and 4.2. In other words, the buffer will extend past
the limits of the construction yard fence into the yard or extend past the limits of the substation
fence or boundary into the substation until an Avian Biologist determines that an effective buffer
can be maintained at a further reduced distance. Conversely, the Avian Biologist will increase the
buffer size if he or she deems it appropriate to further mitigate for negative impacts to the nest’s
success. The Avian Biologist will consider any significant changes in the level or type of activity
in a construction yard or substation when assessing the effectiveness of nest buffers in that area.
Should the Avian Biologist identify a nest fully located within a construction yard or the limits of
a substation, the nest will be given a buffer, subject to the conditions outlined in this Plan.
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5. Reporting
SDG&E will communicate the status of nests and buffer reductions on a weekly basis to WLA,
BLM, CPUC, and USFS as applicable. Additionally, an Avian Biologist will monitor identified
nests on a weekly basis for any federally or state listed avian species. Such reporting will support
the protocols and guidelines outlined in the Plan.
Avian Biologists will be responsible for ongoing monitoring of nests until they cease to be
constructed, unoccupied, or occupied and for identifying any new nests and potential nests within
construction areas. Nest visits will be conducted on a weekly basis when practicable by an Avian
Biologist until the nest is determined to be closed. Monitoring will be documented in the Nest
Monitoring Log.

5.1. Nest Monitoring Log

The Nest Monitoring Log is used to assess breeding success for nesting birds along SRPL, to
review potential biological trends in such species and to track relevant field data. Each nest will
be assigned a unique identification code and will contain relevant field data collected during an
Avian Biologist’s nest monitoring visits.
The field data collected by Avian Biologists using the pen tablet computer is downloaded daily to
a centralized database. The database will be maintained for all nests identified along the Project
alignment. The database is available for Project personnel scheduling construction and for
Biological Monitors monitoring construction. The Nest Monitoring Log pulls data directly from
the database. One of the primary benefits of this process is to avoid data transfer errors.
At a minimum, the following information will be documented in the Nest Monitoring Log for
each nest:

Date observed

The date is automatically recorded in the pen tablet during each nest check.

Species

The species is selected by the Avian Biologist in the pen tablet. The data will transfer
to the Nest Monitoring Log from the GIS database after upload from the pen tablet.

Status

The Avian Biologist will record the nest status (e.g. nest building,
incubating/brooding, etc.) in the pen tablet during a survey or nest check. The data
will transfer to the Nest Monitoring Log from the GIS database after upload from the
pen tablet.

Buffer size

The Avian Biologist will determine and record the appropriate buffer size, expressed
as a numerical distance in the pen tablet. The data will transfer to the Nest
Monitoring Log from the GIS database after upload from the pen tablet.

Most intense construction activity

The Avian Biologist will record in the pen tablet the type of construction activity
occurring at the time of a nest check. At the time of nest closure, the construction
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activities occurring over the life of the nest will be reviewed and the most intense
construction type will be listed in the appropriate column of the Nest Monitoring
Log.
Behavioral observations

The Avian Biologist will record ambient activity and avian behavior observed during
a nest check. Such comments will be recorded in the pen tablet. The data will transfer
to the Nest Monitoring Log from the GIS database after upload from the pen tablet
and can be found in the “Survey Dates & Observations” column.
Nest outcome date

The date when a nest outcome was determined (e.g. when the nestling(s) fledged).
Explanation of any nest closure, including fledge or nest loss data

The Avian Biologist will describe how he or she reached the nest outcome
conclusion. The description should include the assumptions used to determine the
nest outcome. This data will be listed in the last observation in the “Survey Dates &
Observations” column of the Nest Monitoring Log.
Nest outcomes

The Avian Biologist will select one of the following nest outcomes at the end of a
monitored nest cycle. The definitions are included in the Glossary.

Fledged

Nest did not reach active stage

Nest with eggs or young failed for unknown causes

Nest with eggs or young failed due to natural causes

Nest with eggs or young failed due to construction

Indeterminate

Removed

Satellite nest
Distance from nest to construction

At the end of a monitored nest cycle, the Avian Biologist will work with the
Biological Monitors and construction personnel, as well as review past monitoring
comments to approximate the closest distance construction activity occurred from the
nest. The distance will be expressed numerically in a separate column in the Nest
Monitoring Log.

SDG&E and its subcontractor will conduct training for all Avian Biologists prior to, and during if
necessary, the nesting season to promote consistency in data collection methodology.

5.2.

Nest Buffer Modification/Reduction (NBM/NBR)

SDG&E will rely on the assessment of its Avian Biologists to determine the appropriate buffer
distance for nests. Any reductions beyond those covered in this document will be subject to
review and concurrence by the appropriate land management agency or their designee, in
accordance with Section 4.2. The selected buffer distance will be recorded in the pen tablet and
will be documented in the Nest Monitoring Log, which will be distributed to WLA, USFS, and
the CPUC on a weekly basis. Changes to standard or effective, species-specific buffers will be
documented in the Nest Monitoring Log and/or in a weekly summary to accompany the Nest
Monitoring Log.
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5.3.

Weekly Nesting Summary

SDG&E will provide a weekly summary to the WLA, CPUC, USFS and BLM that includes a
summary of new nests observed, closed nests, YTD nest outcomes, a summary of nests with
buffer reductions that vary from the species-specific buffer distances or the MMCRP buffer
distances, and a list of nesting species observed to-date.

5.4.

End of Season Report

SDG&E will work with the WLA and CPUC during the nesting season to provide a summary of
the data collected during the 2012 nesting season after the nesting season ends.
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Glossary
Altricial species: Species in which nestlings are blind and helpless at hatching and require
parental care for warmth and all food for a period of time. Songbirds and raptors are
examples of altricial species.
Breeding season: Also known as the nesting season, which is the portion of the year during
which behaviors directly related to nest construction and use occur. This period varies among
species as well as within species, by major regions, and by elevation.
Brood parasite: Avian species that do not construct a nest or raise their own young, but lay
their eggs in the nest of another species. In the Project area, the only species that regularly
does this is the brown-headed cowbird. Cowbirds will often depredate eggs or young in the
nest at the time they lay their egg.
Closed nest: A nest that is no longer an active nesting attempt; a nest whose nest outcome is
fledged, did not reach active stage, failed, was removed, was determined to be a satellite or
inactive nest, or is indeterminate.
Covered species: Any species protected under the federal MBTA and the Fish and Game code
sections 3503 3503.5, 3511, and 3513. Currently there are more than 1,000 species protected by
the MBTA.
Depredation: The loss of a nest due to destruction, dislodgement, or other physical
disturbance.
Distraction display: Behaviors adult birds use to attract a potential predator away from a
nest. Most species with such displays will only use them when they have an occupied nest;
thus, the behavior can be indicative and confirm if a nest is occupied.
Effective Nest Buffer: An effective buffer minimizes indirect impacts on nesting birds by
providing a distance between the nest and active construction, which may also minimize
visual and sound disturbance to nesting birds. An effective nest buffer is measured as both the
horizontal and vertical distance from a nest.
Fledge: To leave the nest; a nest that fledged 1 or more young. Example observations the
Avian Biologist will use to reach such a determination would include: an intact and empty
nest supported by a sufficient duration of time for that species to indicate fledging; semialtricial fledglings in the area supported by a sufficient duration of time for that species to
indicate fledging; symmetrically broken egg shells supported by a sufficient duration of time
for that species to indicate fledging; etc.
Fledgling: A young bird that has just fledged. Both altricial and precocial young normally
remain at least partly dependent on adults for survival for some time after fledging.
Incubate: To sit upon eggs for the purpose of hatching. Incubation maintains the proper
temperature for growth of embryos and provides some protection. Some species incubate
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starting with the first egg (e.g., raptors) while others provide only limited incubation until all
eggs are laid (most birds), ensuring that all young hatch around the same time.
Inactive nest: A nest that is currently unused for breeding activity but has the potential to
become active during the breeding season.
Indeterminate: A nest with eggs or young for which a fledge-or-fail outcome could not be
confirmed. An example of such a scenario is when the natural destruction of a nest occurs
close to its anticipated fledge date, but the Avian Biologist is unable to determine which
event occurred first.
Migratory Bird Treaty Act (MBTA): A federal law that prohibits take of federally covered
species. Nearly all bird species native to the United States are protected under this federal
law. There are a number of species (native or nonnative) that belong to families not referred
to in any of the four treaties underlying the MBTA (USFWS 2010) and are added as three
groups: (1) nonnative species introduced into the United States or its territories by means of
intentional or unintentional human assistance that belong to families or groups covered by the
Canadian, Mexican, or Russian Conventions; (2) nonnative human-introduced species that
belong to families or groups not covered by the Canadian, Mexican, or Russian Conventions;
(3) native species that belong to families or groups represented in the United States, but
which are not expressly mentioned by the Canadian, Mexican, or Russian Conventions. An
exhaustive list of the species covered by the MBTA has been published (USFWS 2010) and
includes nonnative swans, ducks, geese, and pigeons.
Species that are included in Groups 2 and 3 above and excluded from the MBTA include
Phasianidae (grouse, ptarmigan, and turkeys), Odontophoridae (New World quail),
Psittacidae (parrots), Pycnonotidae (bulbuls), Timaliidae (wrentits), Sturnidae (starlings,
except as listed in Japanese treaty), Passeridae (Old World sparrows, including house or
English sparrow), and Ploceidae (weavers). Partial lists of the species included in Groups 2
and 3 are available at
(http://www.fws.gov/migratorybirds/RegulationsPolicies/mbta/MBTAProtectedNonprotected.html)
Nest (noun): In this Plan, a structure formed by birds, most typically as a place in which to
lay and incubate eggs and rear young. In some bird species the nest may be nearly absent
(e.g., eggs laid directly on rock on a ledge), while in others the nest is quite elaborate. Many
bird species also build nests in which no eggs are laid. These may be in addition to the nest
with young (e.g., “dummy nests” constructed by wrens) or for roosting by adults (e.g.,
alternate nests of some raptors and woodpeckers, and nests built year-round by verdins).
Nest (verb): To attempt to complete a nesting cycle, starting with nest construction through
successful independence of young from the nest site, nesting attempt failure, or nest
abandonment.
Nest abandonment: Abandonment of a nesting effort by birds, resulting in a nest that is no
longer being constructed, is no longer occupied, or is unoccupied. Typically, that nest site
will no longer be visited by those individual birds that season.
Nesting attempt: A nesting attempt is any breeding behavior that includes nest construction,
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incubation, and egg-laying through fledging or nest failure.

Nest did not reach active stage: A nesting attempt that never resulted in eggs or young.
Nest exchange: When one adult of a pair leaves the nest immediately prior to the other adult
taking over nest attendance. Note that this occurs only in some species. In many species
males do not attend the nest, but in some of these the male will bring food to the female on
the nest.
Nestling: A bird that has hatched but is not yet old enough to leave the nest. In precocial
species, this period can be very brief.
Nest with eggs or young failed due to construction: A nest with eggs or young with a cause
of failure that was project related. Example observations the Avian Biologist will use to reach
such a determination may include: A piece of construction equipment that inadvertently
dislodges a nest by contacting the nest substrate, causing its eggs to shatter; a fledgling that
was struck and killed by a Project vehicle at a work site; etc.
Nest with eggs or young failed due to natural causes: A nest with eggs or young with a
cause of failure that was determined to be an act of nature (e.g. predation, weather, etc.).
Example observations the Avian Biologist will use to reach such a determination may
include: A nest following a storm event where the nesting material is overly saturated or worn or
where pooling water has occurred (for ground nesting species); signs of predation such as an
abandoned nest with missing eggs or nestlings, broken shells or remains near a nest site, or an
intact nest site and contents with adult bird prey remains nearby; etc.
Nest with eggs or young failed for unknown causes: A nest with eggs or young with an
indeterminate cause of failure. When such failure cannot be directly attributed to either
natural causes or to Project construction, the Avian Biologist would determine that the failure
is due to unknown causes. An example of this may be an abandoned nest, intact, with all
contents present prior to its anticipated fledge date.
Nonnative bird: A member of a species not naturally occurring in California. Nonnative
birds are not covered by the MBTA, but may be covered under Fish and Game code. Many
nonnative species occur in California as escaped cage birds or intentionally released species.
Examples of common nonnative species considered to have established populations in
southern California include ring-necked pheasant, chukar, wild turkey, rock pigeon, Eurasian
collared-dove, spotted dove, red-crowned parrot, European starling, house sparrow, and
nutmeg mannikin.
Occupied nest: A nest with eggs or nestlings, or fledgling(s) still dependent on the nest.
Pair: One male mated to one female. Note that this only applies to monogamous pairs, which
is the most common type of bonding in birds; however, many species have other types of
bonding. In addition, in some species the female alone will build the nest and raise the young
(e.g., hummingbirds).
Precocial species: Species in which young are active and able to see and move freely almost
immediately after hatching and require moderate to little parental care. Ducks, shorebirds,
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and quail are examples of precocial species.
Predation: The loss of a nest due to the adults, eggs, or nestlings being consumed by a
predator; capturing and consuming prey.
Removed: A nest that was removed by SDG&E or its subcontractors either as it was being
constructed, or prior to it containing eggs or young.
Re-nesting: Attempting to nest again in the same year or season after either a successful or
unsuccessful attempt to nest. Some bird species routinely make several attempts, even after
successful efforts; some species will only attempt to re-nest after a failed effort, and some
will abandon nesting for the season/year if nesting fails. Re-nesting efforts can occur at the
same or a new nest site, and occur after a period of no nesting or even begin immediately
following the first fledging of young in the prior nest (often with one adult feeding the
fledglings and the other primarily attending the new nest).
Satellite Nest: A nest that was not used to shelter eggs or rear young, but was possibly
constructed or maintained for attracting mates, intimidating competition, or deterring
predators.
Territory: The area an animal actively defends from activities by other members of its own
or other species (typically, except for its own mate). Most birds have some form of territory,
but it may be only seasonal, may be just the immediate nest site (e.g., in colonially nesting
species), may involve excluding only members of the same sex and species, or may be
essentially the entire home range.
Unoccupied nest: A nesting attempt that begins with active nest construction up to the point
where it contains eggs or nestlings or up to the point where the nest attempt is abandoned
before the nest contains eggs or nestlings.
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Attachment A: Unoccupied Nest Removal Conditions
The following conditions apply to instances related to the removal of unoccupied nests on the
Sunrise Powerlink Project (Project). SDG&E will utilize the measures discussed in Section 2 Nesting Bird Deterrent Methods of the Plan to minimize occurrences of nest initiation on
construction equipment, stored materials, construction-related structures, and in construction
yards and substations where nest building would preclude construction activities. Even with
these implemented measures, avian species may successfully initiate nesting attempts in
construction areas or on structures or equipment related to the Project. In situations where
nests have been initiated despite implementation of deterrent methods, and where SDG&E may
find it necessary or needed under Fish and Game Code section 3503 to remove unoccupied
nests (i.e., without eggs or nestlings) of the house finch, mourning dove, European starling,
house sparrow, Eurasian collared-dove, rock pigeon, nutmeg mannikin, or orange bishop,
SDG&E will be allowed to remove such unoccupied nests without advance notification of, or
approval by, the USFS under the following types of circumstances.
•

•

•

Nest initiation attempts in or on construction equipment or machinery required
for use on the Project within the anticipated nest cycle of the respective nesting
avian species;
Nest initiation attempts in or on vehicles, materials, water tanks, gates, Projectrelated structures, or in or on other components required for use on the Project
within the anticipated nest cycle of the respective nesting avian species; and
Nest initiation attempts in locations where the associated buffer cannot be
reduced enough to protect worker safety.

The nest removals conducted under the circumstances listed above shall be documented by
SDG&E and shall be recorded in the Nest Monitoring Log and weekly summary, which shall be
submitted weekly to the appropriate agencies. The Nest Monitoring Log shall also list and
describe the nest deterrents in place prior to nest initiation. SDG&E will take a photograph of
each nest immediately prior to removal when there is sufficient and safe access to the nest. The
photograph shall be provided with the weekly summary.
Other non-listed avian species (besides those listed above) and those that are of special status
(but not state or federally listed) may also successfully initiate nest attempts on construction
equipment, stored materials, construction-related structures, and construction
yards/substations/Project work areas (e.g. tower sites, pull sites, etc.) where nest building
would preclude construction activities. In situations where nests of these species have been
initiated despite implementation of deterrent methods, and where SDG&E may find it necessary
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or needed under Fish and Game Code section 3503 to remove unoccupied nests, SDG&E’s Avian
Biologist shall follow established procedures per the CPUC & BLM Nesting Bird Management and
Monitoring Plan dated January 13, 2012, to coordinate with Helix Environmental (acting as
representatives for CDFG) to determine whether nest removal is appropriate. The US Forest
Service will be cc’ed on all correspondence related to nest removal.
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Attachment B - Raptor Nesting Deterrent Conditions
This attachment to the Plan describes the monitoring and reporting approach and
corresponding conditions associated with requests for implementation of nesting deterrents in
raptor nests that are not currently in use along the Sunrise Powerlink Project (Project). This
attachment applies to USFS portions of the Project. No nesting deterrents will be allowed in any
golden eagle nest for any reason, including known historical eagle nests.
Implementation of the conditions in this attachment will allow SDG&E to install raptor nesting
deterrents in nests that are not currently in use and to comply with Mitigation Measure B-8a of
the Final EIR/EIS and Fish and Game Code. Fish and Game Code Section 3503.5 states that it is
unlawful to take, possess, or destroy any birds in the orders Falconiformes or Strigiformes
(birds-of-prey) or to take, possess, or destroy the nest or eggs of any such bird.
For the purpose of this Project, raptor nests will be considered “currently in use” if any of these
criteria are observed: raptors building a new nest or maintaining an existing nest; raptors within
a nest; or raptor breeding behavior near a nest. Because Section 3503.5 does not allow take of
raptor nests for any reason, the purpose of this procedure is to assure compliance with the
regulations and avoid any take of raptor nests by the Project. For this reason, no deterrents will
be allowed in any nest that is currently in use. A nest will be considered currently in use until at
such time the raptors are observed using another nest, the nesting attempt has failed, or it is
clear for some other tangible reason that the pair is not breeding.
The following monitoring procedures will be implemented by SDG&E’s approved avian biologists
to determine if a raptor nest is, or is not, currently in use.
•

•
•

Avian Biologist(s) will watch the raptor nest full-time during daylight hours (i.e., dawn to
dusk) for 3 consecutive days. The avian biologist(s) will document the species, gender,
age, and behaviors of any raptor observed in the vicinity of the nest;
Avian Biologist(s) will use spotting scopes and/or binoculars to passively observe the
nest and will observe the nest from a vantage point at least 500 feet from the nest; and,
A summary of each day’s observations will be provided to the USFS (and to CDFG and
USFWS upon request) in a monitoring memo format with the above-mentioned
information and details regarding the nest location.

If all of these procedures have been followed, and after 3 consecutive days none of the criteria
for a nest that is currently in use is met, the nest can be considered not currently in use. For
nests considered not currently in use, SDG&E will be allowed to implement nesting deterrents
once the following steps have been taken.
1. SDG&E will submit a formal request to USFS (and to CDFG and USFWS upon request) for
each raptor nest that describes the location of the nest, proposed deterrent to be
installed, description of how the deterrent will be installed and removed, AND the
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timeline for when the deterrent will be REMOVED (SDG&E shall be responsible for
determining when work in the vicinity of the nest is through and the deterrents are no
longer needed);
2. For a raptor nest located in an existing, manmade structure, SDG&E shall demonstrate
in the formal request that existing easements are in place to allow for the placement of
nesting deterrents. Requests will not be approved for raptor nests on natural structures
(e.g., trees) or structures that SDG&E does not own unless, SDG&E provides verification
that the owner has agreed to allow SDG&E to install the deterrent and provided the
USFS approves their request to install the deterrent;
3. Three consecutive days of dawn-to-dusk monitoring by approved avian biologists have
determined the raptor nest is not currently in use (in accordance with the definitions
provided above); and
4. The USFS concurs with the request to install deterrents.
Agency concurrence will be provided by the USFS by the end of the third day of dawn-to-dusk
monitoring if all of the information in steps 1 through 4 above has been provided to the USFS
shortly after dusk on the third day of monitoring and is satisfactory to the USFS. Once
concurrence is provided, SDG&E will be responsible for implementing the nesting deterrent
immediately on the morning following the third day of monitoring. Installation of the deterrent
will need to be monitored by an approved SDG&E Avian Biologist. SDG&E will document the
installation of nesting deterrents in the Nest Monitoring Log and weekly summary. Furthermore,
weekly monitoring of nests with deterrents shall be conducted by an approved Avian Biologist,
and the results of the monitoring (including any observations related specifically to the
deterrents) shall be recorded in the Nest Monitoring Log and weekly summary.
It is SDG&E’s responsibility to accurately determine whether or not a raptor nest is currently in
use, and any nest that is currently in use will need to be protected according to the Plan (e.g.,
through the use of approved buffers). USFS may choose to consult with CDFG if at any time it
determines that SDG&E has implemented nest deterrents in a manner inconsistent with the
conditions in this attachment to the Plan.
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Sunrise Powerlink Project 2012 Nest Monitoring Report
San Diego and Imperial Counties, California

APPENDIX E.b. – Sunrise Powerlink Nesting Bird Management and Monitoring Plan (CPUC & BLM)
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1. Introduction
The Nesting Bird Management and Monitoring Plan (Plan) provides a framework for minimizing
project-related impacts on nesting birds that may occur in and around the Sunrise Powerlink
Transmission Line Project’s (Project) construction areas. Implementation of the Plan should allow
Wildlife Agencies (WLA) to determine the Project’s compliance with Fish and Game Code sections
3503 and 3503.5 and the Migratory Bird Treaty Act (MBTA). The objectives of the Plan are to:

1. Provide a mechanism to implement avian nest buffers required in Mitigation Measure
(MM) B-8a that protects nesting birds to the level anticipated in the Final Environmental
Impact Report/Environmental Impact Statement (FEIR/FEIS);
2. Describe the methodology to identify and monitor nests along SRPL;
3. Establish effective buffers for specific species, as well as describe the process to review
and implement effective buffers for those species not accounted for in the speciesspecific buffers;
4. Provide the methodology used to report nesting bird status, which should enable the
WLA to monitor implementation of effective buffers and review the effectiveness of
buffers implemented during construction.
In support of the Plan’s objectives, the Plan is organized into five major areas regarding nesting
birds:
1. Methods to deter birds from nesting in construction areas in or on construction related
equipment including but not limited to, buildings, materials and in yards and substations;
2. Methods for conducting nest surveys and establishing appropriate buffers to protect the
nests from negative effects from nearby construction areas;
3. Guidelines for determining effective species-specific buffer zones less than those
established in MM B-8a of the Project FEIR/FEIS;
4. Methods for modifying established buffers during construction; and,
5. Methods for reporting on the status of nests.
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2.

Nesting Bird Deterrent Methods

To minimize impacts to nesting birds, the nesting bird management strategy includes nesting bird
deterrent methods within and adjacent to active construction areas, including substations and
yards and in or on construction-related equipment. This section details nesting bird deterrent
methods and examples of methods that may be used for the Project. Effective nesting bird
deterrent methods within active construction areas will reduce the likelihood of avian nest
construction on Project construction-related materials/buildings including but not limited to
structures, buildings, materials, and supplies to reduce the potential for impacts to nesting birds
due to Project construction. All nesting bird deterrent methods will be evaluated and implemented
by SDG&E or its subcontractors, and validated by CPUC, BLM, and the WLA to ensure
compliance with the mitigation measures, permits, and regulations. Nesting bird deterrent
methods may include but are not limited to the following:












Removing vegetation from the active construction area prior to the breeding season or during
the breeding season (in accordance with the approved Nest Survey Protocol);
Perpetuating active construction by moving equipment, vehicles, and materials on a daily
basis, helicopter activity including landing, or continued human presence; walking a site does
not constitute keeping a site active;
Installing appropriate-sized mesh netting or tarps on construction equipment and materials in
material storage, helicopter assembly and support, and contractor yards, or other Project
equipment or facilities;
Using wire spikes placed on towers, substations, or other facilities to discourage birds from
perching and nesting on these structures;
Installing visual deterrents such as tangle guard bird repellent ribbon in active construction
areas, yards, and substations, and on materials and equipment;
Covering straw wattle and other potential nesting materials in active construction areas,
yards, and substations;
Wrapping, stuffing, or covering ends of pipes or other materials within which birds could
nest;
Using colored gravel, such as red or white, in active construction areas, yards, and
substations; and/or
Managing construction yard trash in a manner that reduces potential point food sources in
active construction areas, yards, and substations.

SDG&E or its contractor may install nesting deterrents on vegetation immediately adjacent to the
work area and on vegetation in the immediate work area (such as a tree left for restoration
purposes), provided that the vegetation has been searched prior to installation of the deterrent and
no nesting is occurring. Also, for the vegetation immediately adjacent to the work area,
deterrents should only be installed in cases where an avian biologist sees a probable risk of
nesting occurring—for example, a potential nest cavity in a tree facing the work area, and a
search has been conducted for nesting prior to installation of any deterrent.
Specific locations for the use of exclusionary or deterrent devices will be determined in
coordination with SDG&E, the Avian Biologist and the Construction Contractor. The
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Construction Contractor is responsible for furnishing labor and materials for bird exclusion or
deterrent devices unless otherwise directed by SDG&E. Bird exclusion or deterrent devices shall
be installed, maintained, and removed according to product specifications by the Construction
Contractor in coordination with SDG&E. Further details of the deterrents are listed below.
Nesting Habitat Reduction. Removing potential nesting habitat is the first component in
effectively excluding nesting birds within a construction area. To the extent feasible prior to the
onset of the nesting bird season, construction areas should be cleared of vegetation and grubbed
as appropriate to reduce potential conflicts between construction activities and nesting birds
during the breeding season. Vegetation removal both during and outside of breeding season, may
include removal of trees, shrubs, and herbaceous species. Prior to vegetation clearance within the
nesting bird season, an Avian Biologist, in accordance with the SDG&E Nest Survey Protocol,
will conduct a preconstruction survey for nesting birds. If vegetation is removed outside the
nesting bird season and the site is inactive, an Avian Biologist will conduct a survey for any
nesting birds. Additionally, a Biological Monitor will conduct a sweep for nesting birds prior to
the commencement of construction.
Mesh Netting. Use of mesh netting to cover equipment, stored materials and equipment, and
partially constructed facilities helps prevent birds from accessing potential nesting sites within the
construction areas.
Netting can be specially ordered for this purpose from a number of companies including: USA
Bird Control (http://www.usabirdcontrol.com/), Nylon Net Co. (http://www.nylonnet.com/), and
Nixalite (http://www.nixalite.com/birdnetting.aspx).
The size of the mesh grid can vary depending on the sizes of birds that are being excluded. Given
the diversity of birds that could nest within construction areas across the Sunrise Powerlink
corridor, a 0.75-inch sized mesh may be suitable for excluding the greatest number of birds,
including small birds such as house finches and swallows.
Mesh netting, if employed, must be installed and maintained by the Construction Contractor
according to manufacturer specifications. To increase the effectiveness of the mesh netting as a
bird exclusion device, equipment or other objects should be completely covered leaving no gaps
in the netting through which birds could enter and build a nest under the netting. Mesh netting
should also be inspected daily by the Construction Contractor to identify and repair any rips or
gaps in the netting that could permit birds to pass through, and to look for wildlife that may have
become trapped in the netting. If the Construction Contractor observes wildlife inside or trapped
in the mesh netting, the Biological Monitor will be contacted immediately. The Biological
Monitor will also inspect netting during monitoring to ensure that birds or other wildlife have not
become trapped under the netting. Lizards and snakes are especially prone to becoming entangled
in excessive netting draped along the ground. Notification to CPUC, BLM, and WLAs of all
animal entrapment will be done weekly in the monitoring log summary.
Tarps. Instead of netting, where practical, equipment and materials can be covered with tarps;
however, tarps must be tied down firmly to secure them against strong winds, and they should not
be open at the bottom because some species, rock wrens in particular, will access the equipment
or material from the bottom. Tarps will be inspected at least once per week by the Construction
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Contractor to identify and correct any openings that may allow cavity-nesting bird species to
enter. If openings are found, the tarps will be inspected for trapped wildlife before re-closure.
Bird Spikes. Use of plastic or stainless steel spikes can be effective in discouraging birds from
landing on structures and thus deterring nest establishment. Bird spikes typically consist of
groupings of stainless steel or UV-resistant polycarbonate spikes that are spaced in such a way as
to prevent birds from landing and gaining a foothold on the surface to which the spikes are
adhered.
Bird spikes can be specially ordered for this purpose from a number of companies including:
USA Bird Control (http://www.usabirdcontrol.com/) and Bird-B-Gone (http://birdbgone.com/).
Bird spikes, if employed, must be installed and maintained by the Construction Contractor
according to manufacturer specifications.
Bird spikes are designed to be affixed to structures to provide longer-term deterrents to birds.
Therefore, use of bird spikes may be more practical to deter nesting on structures like towers and
within substations. Such devices are not likely practical for use on equipment, material storage
areas, or contractor yards. Installation of bird spikes on tower structures concurrent with structure
construction may discourage birds from nesting on tower structures during construction. Because
they are affixed to structures, maintenance of bird spikes is low; however, these devices must be
replaced periodically per the product specifications in order to maintain their effectiveness.
Visual Deterrents. There is a wide variety of visual deterrents that can be used to discourage
birds from nesting. These range from predator decoys (e.g., plastic owls) to reflective ribbon that
provides visual and auditory discomfort to birds. Reflective ribbon such as Tangle Guard Bird
Repeller Ribbon (http://www.nixalite.com/tangleguard.aspx) is a Mylar reflective ribbon that can
be affixed to construction equipment, around the perimeter of storage yards, or on towers or other
facilities as appropriate, to scare birds from the area, thereby reducing the likelihood of nesting.
Movement from wind action produces a metallic rattling sound and its holographic surface may
be construed as menacing to birds. Use of reflective ribbons can be particularly effective in
material storage yards and contractor yards that may be used for a long period of time.
Holographic reflective ribbons can be specially ordered from a number of companies including
USA Bird Control.
Material and Pipe Covers. Sheltered spaces such as pipes or stacks of stored materials provide
potential nesting sites for some birds. To reduce the likelihood that birds will build nests in these
areas materials can be covered with mesh netting or tarps (discussed above) or pipe covers.
Routinely covering equipment and stored materials is a standard management practice that can be
effective in deterring birds from nesting in these areas.
Yards often contain suitable nesting materials or opportunities for birds. For example, straw
wattles can be attractive to birds, as they provide excellent nesting material for a wide range of
species. Birds attracted to this source of nest material may be more likely to build a nest in close
proximity to these stored materials (e.g., within a yard). To reduce the likelihood for nesting in
yards where wattles are stored, wattles and similar material should be covered.
Colored Gravel. Use of colored gravel in construction areas that would typically be rocked and
maintained for a long term (e.g., yards and substations) can be effective in discouraging ground
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nesting birds. The eggs of ground nesting birds are patterned in a manner to be camouflaged
against naturally colored substrates such as soil or pebbles. By covering the ground surface with
colored gravel that contrasts sharply with the color of the birds’ eggs, ground-nesting birds can be
effectively discouraged from nesting in such locations.
Trash Management. Although not a specific deterrent, management of trash in and around
construction areas is important in reducing the potential for these areas to attract birds. Trash
from food waste can provide an attractive food source for birds thereby increasing the likelihood
of them nesting within construction areas. Effective management of food waste and other trash
will be important to avoid attracting birds to construction areas. Such management measures
could include daily removal of trash from the site, as well as covering trash bins with tightly
fitting lids. A Waste Characterization and Management Plan and Proper Disposal of Construction
Waste Plan (CH2MHill 2010) have been developed for such purposes.
These methods, either on their own or in combination with other measures, can be effective in
discouraging bird nesting within and immediately adjacent to construction areas. The
effectiveness of deterrents will be evaluated for the duration of construction and adapted
accordingly based on input from Avian Biologists, SDG&E, and the Construction Contractor.
Unoccupied Nest Removal. SDG&E will utilize the measures discussed in this section (Section
2. Nesting Bird Deterrent Methods) to minimize occurrences of nest initiation on construction
equipment, stored materials, construction-related structures, and construction yards where nest
building would preclude construction activities. Even with these measures implemented, avian
species may successfully initiate nest attempts in construction areas, or on structures or
equipment related to the Project. In situations where nests have been initiated despite
implementation of deterrent methods, SDG&E will follow the criteria developed in conjunction
with the land management agencies (see Attachment C – Unoccupied Nest Removal Criteria) to
develop criteria defining the circumstances by which SDG&E may proceed with removing an
unoccupied (without eggs or young) nest without CPUC or BLM review in advance of the
unoccupied nest removal.
For situations where SDG&E may find it necessary to remove unoccupied nests that do not fall
under the aforementioned criteria, SDG&E will coordinate with CPUC and BLM to determine
whether such removal is appropriate and consistent with the FEIR/FEIS, and such unoccupied
nests shall not be removed without prior notification of and coordination with the CPUC and
BLM. Specifically, the Avian Biologist shall contact the CPUC/BLM Biologist to request
permission to remove nests. Contact methods may include telephone, cell phone text messaging,
and email. The Avian Biologist shall provide the CPUC/BLM Biologist with information
regarding bird deterrent methods in place, species, location of the nest, nest stage, observed
nesting behavior, observation times and duration, and other, species-specific information relevant
to determining nest stage.
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3.

Nest Survey Methodology
3.1. Surveyor Experience and Training

Avian Biologists will be sufficiently skilled and experienced with the identification by both sight
and sound of all relevant species, and with nesting requirements of local nesting birds, so as to
conduct accurate and efficient surveys. As such, all Avian Biologists will be approved by the
WLA. A copy of their names and resumes are available upon request.
The following describes the roles and responsibilities for determining and monitoring unoccupied
and occupied nests and for implementing the appropriate species-specific nest buffers.
Avian Biologist:
• Searches for and identifies unoccupied and occupied avian nests;
• Determines appropriate effective, species-specific buffer and communicates this to the
Biological Monitor and SDG&E;
• Installs flagging that establishes a buffer, or reduced buffer, around unoccupied and
occupied nests;
• May also recommend indirect impact reductions, such as establishing no
stopping/standing/construction zones;
• Is involved in determining when a nest is no longer an active nesting attempt based on
personal observations or those of the Biological Monitor;
• Removes flagging around a closed nest;
• Enters information into the pen tablet that uses the customized SDG&E Data Collector
application software;
• Pen tablet data is summarized in the weekly nest monitoring log.
Biological Monitor:
• Conducts sweeps to search for and identify additional nests prior to and during
construction activities;
• Actively monitors construction activities adjacent to nests;
• Communicates regularly with the Avian Biologist about any nesting bird behaviors
observed;
• Installs flagging around a nest to establish a buffer or a reduced buffer following
guidance provided by the Avian Biologist and SDG&E;
• Removes flagging around a closed nest following guidance provided by the Avian
Biologist.
SDG&E Project Manager:
• Primary point of contact with the WLA, CPUC, and BLM on nesting bird issues and
questions.
• Manages the team who will communicate with WLA, CPUC and BLM regarding nests
and reduced buffers. Works with the SDG&E Senior Environmental Specialist (Karen
Wilson) and experienced Avian Biologists regarding avian issues.
• Regularly reviews and critiques the Nest Monitoring Log.
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SDG&E Senior Environmental Specialist:
• Secondary point of contact for the WLA, CPUC and BLM for avian issues.
• Provides additional review of requests for reduced buffers.
• Provides support to the SDG&E Project Manager in the review of the Nest Monitoring
Log.

3.2. Pen Tablets and Data Collection
SDG&E is employing a pen tablet that links to a natural resource database for Avian Biologists to
use during the nest survey process. The database and associated mapping interface will be
regularly updated so real-time biological resource data, including nests and their assigned buffers
will be visible to the Avian Biologist in the field.
The Pen Tablet (Motion Computing F5v tablet personal computer) is a mobile GIS computing
system that allows multiple users to create, edit, input, distribute, and retrieve data on a daily
basis using the SDG&E Data Collector application – a software interface developed specifically
for the Project. Due to the size of the SRPL alignment, it is important for biologists to quickly and
accurately record and distribute the data on nesting birds to ensure timely protection of all nests.
The SDG&E Data Collector allows Avian Biologists and Biological Monitors to independently
refer to relevant Project nesting bird information and to update such information through a
centralized data management and distribution system. The result is a high level of accuracy and
timeliness - for flagging buffers, determining potential effects on nests in work areas,
communicating reductions and modifications of buffers, complying with nest monitoring
requirements, and recording valuable data about the natural histories of nesting bird species
throughout the Project alignment.

3.3. Survey Methodology
Non-listed bird surveys. A survey visit will consist of a pedestrian search by two Avian
Biologists for both direct and indirect evidence of bird nesting. Direct evidence will include the
visual search of an actual nest location. Indirect evidence will include observing birds for nesting
behavior, such as copulation, nest building, adult agitation or injury feigning, feeding nestlings,
removal of fecal sacks, and other characteristic behaviors that indicate the presence of a nest.
Based on the amount and patterns of activity, the biologist may conclude that a nest is present,
without actually seeing the nest. Ideally the Avian Biologists should be able to survey a
substantial portion of the perimeter from inconspicuous locations to detect birds entering and
leaving the area. Much of the biologists’ time will require sitting quietly in inconspicuous
locations when other types of disturbance are absent and intensively listening and observing all
bird behaviors for discernible direct and indirect evidence of nesting. When moving through
vegetation, Avian Biologists will watch for distraction displays, aggressive responses and
interactions, and birds flushing suddenly from atypically close range (often an indicator of a nest
site). If defensive or distraction displays from birds are observed, a nest is likely to be nearby.
Biologists should use both visual observations of nests and bird behavior as a means for detecting
potential nests. For additional information on nest-finding techniques, see Martin and Geupel
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(1993).
A major factor affecting the rate of coverage for nesting bird surveys is the rate at which birds
visit a nest site. Depending on the species, nest stage, and other factors such as food availability
and recent disturbance near the nest, birds may visit their nest almost constantly or at intervals of
several hours. For example, belted kingfishers (Ceryle alcyon) may make a single, easily missed
nest exchange between mates per day; however, as a general rule smaller birds visit their nests
more frequently than larger birds.
The amount of time spent surveying will vary depending on vegetation density and avian
behavior. If avian activity and vegetative cover in a survey area is high, the biologist will spend
more time surveying. Conversely, if bird activity and the vegetation cover are low, less time is
needed to perform a survey.
Nests that pose constraints to the Project will be directly observed or inferred by behaviors such
as feeding chicks or removing fecal sacs. If the presence of a nest is suspected but cannot be
confirmed, additional surveys will be conducted to verify the presence of a nest.
Once a nest is found, it will be approached to check the status. If the nest is empty and no adult
bird activity is observed near the nest location within one hour, the nest can be considered closed
or inactive. If the Avian Biologist determines that an hour is not sufficient to make a
determination on the nest status, then additional one hour observation increments will be
employed until a final determination regarding nesting status can be made. At no time shall a nest
be exposed to potential predation as a result of survey and/or monitoring activities. All nest visits
will last only as long as necessary to check the nesting stage or until circumstances necessitate
departure (e.g., potential nest-predator detected or sustained indications of stress).
When approaching a nest, the Avian Biologists will first determine whether there are any
potential nest predators nearby (e.g., greater roadrunner [Geococcyx californianus], western
scrub-jay [Aphelocoma californica], Steller’s jay [Cyanocitta stelleri], common raven [Corvus
corax], American crow [Corvus brachyrhynchos], or female brown-headed cowbird [Molothrus
ater]). If no predators are observed, the Avian Biologist will approach the nest. The Avian
Biologist will remain aware of the possibility of additional, undetected nests nearby. He or she
will avoid creating a scent path that directs animals to the nest (e.g., leaving no trampled spot by
the nest and continuing past the nest upon leaving it rather than doubling back). He or she will
also briefly look in at least two empty potential host plants for bird nests before and after looking
in a nest.
When a nest is confirmed, the species-specific buffers referenced in Attachment B will be
implemented, or if no species-specific buffer has been determined, the Mitigation Monitoring,
Compliance, and Reporting Program (MMCRP) specific buffer will be implemented, which may be
further increased or decreased at the discretion of the Avian Biologist. If a bird is seen building a
nest or feeding nestlings, but the vegetation is too dense for the Avian Biologist to visually locate
the nest, the approximate nest location will be inferred by the Avian Biologist based on observed
avian behaviors. Avian Biologists are not to risk the failure of a nest in an effort to discern an
exact location or exact status (e.g., number of eggs, size of nestlings, etc.). The Avian Biologist
will then observe the nest and the parental behavior to determine if a reduced buffer can be
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implemented.
The Avian Biologist will record in the pen tablet all relevant field notes and details. The nest
identification number is auto-generated by the pen tablet. Without creating a potential threat to
the success of a nest, the Avian Biologist should attempt to gather as much data as possible
regarding the status and progress of any discovered nests.
For occupied nests, a completion date can be estimated by combining the stage of nesting at
discovery and the known nesting stage range. However, since the date will be estimated, it is
important to note that a nest may be occupied for a shorter or longer period of time. For altricial
species, a time buffer from three days up to three weeks will be added to every nest to allow for
post-fledging nest dependence.
Listed species surveys. Permitted Avian Biologists will conduct weekly listed species surveys
for the Coastal California Gnatcatcher, the Least Bell’s Vireo and the Southwestern Willow
Flycatcher. The results of those surveys are submitted to the CPUC and WLA.
Burrowing owl surveys. Burrowing owls nest in burrows in the ground and are mostly nonmigratory, meaning that burrows may be utilized year-round. As prescribed in MM B-7d,
preconstruction surveys conducted within 30 days prior to the initiation of construction in
burrowing owl habitat will determine the presence/absence of suitable burrows for burrowing owl
and/or active burrows. Such surveys will generally be conducted during a broader nest survey in
accordance with the Nest Survey Protocol.

3.4. Pre-construction Nesting Surveys
Vegetation removal may occur during the breeding season at various locations along the Project
alignment. A preconstruction survey for biological resources that includes a survey for nesting
birds in areas of suitable habitat will be conducted by an Avian Biologist in advance of vegetation
clearing and prior to resumption of construction activity at an inactive site, all in accordance with
the Nest Survey Protocol. The Avian Biologist will only survey new or inactive access roads
during the breeding season. Further, on the first day of construction and for each day of
construction during the breeding season, the Biological Monitor will perform daily sweeps to
look for resources, including nesting birds. The daily sweeps will be conducted to identify new
nests not detected during the preconstruction survey or pre-vegetation clearing sweep.
An Avian Biologist will verify the status (activity level and species of nesting bird) of new nests
observed during the daily sweeps. Additionally, an Avian Biologist will monitor all known nests
on a weekly basis and document any new nests. The pre-construction survey, clearance sweep,
and daily sweeps will be conducted within suitable habitat for nesting birds within the
construction areas and include a 100-foot survey buffer for nonlisted birds, a 250-foot survey
buffer for burrowing owl where applicable, and a 500-foot survey buffer for coastal California
gnatcatcher, least Bell’s vireo, willow flycatcher, and raptors, collectively referred to as the
Biological Survey Area (BSA). Care will be taken by the Avian Biologists to avoid potential loss
of a nest as the result of the surveying and monitoring efforts.
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4.

Nest Buffers
4.1. Standard Project Nest Buffers

Standard horizontal or vertical buffers for nesting birds are not specified in the MBTA or the Fish
and Game code; however, there are suggested blanket buffers provided in the MMCRP for the
Project. A buffer is the distance at which the most intense construction activity would minimize
potential impacts to nesting birds. The MMCRP describes buffers for most native bird species as
follows:
•
•
•
•
•

500 feet for most raptor nests (MM B-8a)
4,000 feet for golden eagles (MM B-7h)
160–250 feet for burrowing owl nests (MM B 7-d), MM B-8a)
300 feet for listed birds (MM B-7e, MM B-7l, MM B-8a)
100 feet for non-listed birds (MM B-8a)

The SAA described disturbance-free buffers as follows:
•
•
•

A minimum of 50 feet for non-listed birds in the case of vegetation clearing in CDFG
jurisdictional areas
300 feet for least Bell’s vireo
500 feet for most raptors

To avoid, minimize, and mitigate impacts to nesting birds in construction areas consistent with
MM B-8a, the Biological Monitor and/or Avian Biologist will implement and maintain the
established ESA buffer, monitor adjacent construction activity, and document the nest status.
SDG&E will ensure that the Construction Contractor will be made aware of the ESA buffers
through the use of construction restriction maps, flagging and signage, and in-the-field
communication.
Since more than half the construction on the Sunrise Powerlink is by helicopter, it is important to
establish appropriate nest buffers for helicopters while recognizing safety is an important
consideration. The duration, type and frequency of helicopter activity in the vicinity of a nest are
taken into consideration when implementing the buffer distance. If the nest or nesting pair has the
potential to be impacted by helicopter use beyond the established standard or species-specific
buffers then a buffer may be increased as determined by the Avian Biologist.

4.2. Nest Buffer Adjustments
Nest buffers may be adjusted from those stated in Section 4.1 based on the need to perform
construction activity in the vicinity of a nest or in response to bird behavior, as long as the buffer
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adjustments avoid/minimize impacts on nesting birds. The Avian Biologist may institute a
reduced buffer or create a larger buffer as appropriate to maintain an effective buffer. Avian
Biologists consider many variables when implementing an effective nest buffer. The Avian
Biologist will first consider whether proposed project activities may lead to a direct impact to a
nest. Then, the Avian Biologist will assess natural conditions, such as nest location, visual
barriers, type of nest, habitat, ambient conditions, topography, orientation of the nest and other
physical barriers. Lastly, the Avian Biologist will consider the stage of the nest and the individual
bird’s tolerance level. The intent of an effective buffer is to minimize indirect impacts on nesting
birds by providing a distance between the nest and active construction, which may also minimize
visual and sound disturbance to nesting birds.
It is recognized that bird species have varying tolerances to construction disturbance and many
will successfully breed and fledge their young at distances less than the buffers recommended in
the mitigation measures. Therefore, it is appropriate to establish effective, species-specific buffers
that are in some cases less than those established by the mitigation measures and further that these
adjusted buffers will result in successful nesting while reducing constraints on construction
activities. Some bird species may successfully breed and fledge their young at distances greater
than the buffers recommended in the mitigation measures. Therefore, it may be appropriate to
establish effective buffers that are in some cases greater than those established by the mitigation
measures.
While Attachment A of this Plan provides relevant natural history information for species with
the potential to nest in the Sunrise Powerlink area, Attachment B of this Plan provides
recommended species-specific buffers for 35 of the most commonly encountered bird species
observed on the Project. These species-specific buffers are based on construction type, activity,
and duration; natural history; individual behavior; stage of the reproductive cycle; known
tolerances; and nesting site conditions.
For all other species not covered in Attachment B, buffer reductions may be made on a case by
case basis as determined by the Avian Biologist in consultation with the land management agency
(CPUC, BLM or their designee). The Avian Biologist will first evaluate the nest at the MMCRP
buffer distance. The Avian Biologist will then consider whether the effective buffer should a)
remain at the MMCRP buffer distance, b) increase to a distance greater than the MMCRP buffer,
or c) reduce to a distance less than the MMCRP buffer. The Avian Biologist will implement the
effective buffer in the field and shall then prepare a Nest Buffer Justification if such buffer is less
than the MMCRP buffer distance for a species not covered in Attachment B, or is less than the
species-specific buffers in Attachment B. Buffer reduction requests for nests of species not
covered in Attachment B, as well as reductions to the distances in Attachment B, will be
submitted by SDG&E to the CPUC/BLM Biologist (Helix Environmental Planning, Inc.) daily
(by 3 pm) as a Nest Buffer Justification form. The CPUC/BLM Biologist shall respond by 5 pm
the same day to SDG&E’s request for nest buffer reductions acknowledging the requested buffer
reduction or requesting additional information; otherwise, SDG&E shall make its own
determination on whether to proceed with the nest buffer reduction (such buffer reductions shall
be subsequently reported to the CPUC and BLM via e-mail within 24 hours). If the CPUC/BLM
Biologist requests additional information from SDG&E with regard to the buffer reduction
request, the CPUC/BLM Biologist will respond to SDG&E within 2 hours of when the additional
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information is provided if it is provided no later than 3 pm. If the CPUC/BLM Biologist does not
concur with the Nest Buffer Justification, then SDG&E will modify the buffer to a distance
deemed appropriate by the CPUC/BLM Biologist.
SDG&E will provide a summary of the nest buffer reductions to the WLA, BLM, and CPUC on a
weekly basis. Bald and golden eagle nest buffers (4,000 feet) and nest buffers for listed avian
species are specified in the mitigation measures and are not addressed in this Plan.
In all cases, these species-specific buffers are recommendations and would be adjusted downward
(in accordance with this section) or upward based on the Avian Biologist’s field observations of
the actual nesting birds, site-specific conditions, nest locations, behavioral responses to activities
in proximity to the nests, among other factors. The Avian Biologist may increase a buffer or
suggest limitations in work activities if certain behavioral triggers are observed, such as flushing,
agitated behavior by adults (e.g. scolding), irregular feeding or restless juveniles in the nest. All
modifications to the buffer distances, as determined by the Avian Biologist, will be recorded in
the Nest Monitoring Log for each nest identified.

4.3. Buffer Distances for Project Access Roads
Nests that are established along roads that are in use by SRPL personnel on CPUC/BLM lands
will be reviewed by an Avian Biologist to determine if SRPL traffic may be allowed to proceed
through the buffer without adversely impacting the nest. If so, through-traffic (passenger and/or
construction traffic) will be allowed without advance CPUC/BLM concurrence provided that, a)
the level of road activity for SRPL traffic is consistent with the level of road use when the nest
was originally established; and, b) through traffic will be limited to no stopping, standing, or
other work activities in the buffer. Nests located along access roads will be monitored on a
weekly basis by an Avian Biologist and the status reported in accordance with Section 5 of the
Plan. Should SRPL traffic conditions change as determined by the Avian Biologist, the nest
buffer will be reassessed to determine potential impacts based on the changing conditions.

4.4. Buffer Distances for Construction Yard and Substation Access
Roads
Project construction yards used to store materials and equipment, assemble towers, stage crews,
and as contractor yards and substations are accessed by a single ingress/egress point. The
exception to this is the Alpine Storage Yard, where there are two ingress/egress points. The
access roads into and within construction yards and substations are frequently adjacent to
vegetation (e.g., shrubs and trees), including the vegetation that is often planted to screen
substation facilities, materials and equipment. This vegetation as well as the materials and
equipment are known to provide suitable nesting habitat for birds.
Ingress/egress to and within yards and substations can be managed to avoid loss of an unoccupied
or occupied nest while allowing use of these roads for construction activities. Loss of an
unoccupied or occupied nest from vehicular travel along yard and substation access roads will be
avoided through the implementation of the following management practices:
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The areas along access roads that are new or where use will be reinitiated after inactivity will
be surveyed by the Avian Biologist to document locations of unoccupied and occupied nests
and to assess standard minimum buffers. The Avian Biologist, however, will not need to
survey an access road that is already in use.
The speed limit along and within yard and substation access roads will be restricted to 15
mph or less.
Vehicles will not stop or idle along yard and substation access roads within a nest buffer.
Construction personnel will not traverse or loiter within a nest buffer.

4.5. Buffers for Construction Yards and Substations
If a construction yard or substation is established and is in operation, and the Avian Biologist
identifies a nest of a non-listed species outside of the yard or substation boundary, the buffer will
be established in accordance with Sections 4.1 and 4.2. In other words, the buffer will extend past
the limits of the construction yard fence into the yard or extend past the limits of the substation
fence or boundary into the substation until an Avian Biologist determines that an effective buffer
can be maintained at a further reduced distance. Conversely, the Avian Biologist will increase the
buffer size if he or she deems it appropriate to further mitigate for negative impacts to the nest’s
success. The Avian Biologist will consider any significant changes in the level or type of activity
in a construction yard or substation when assessing the effectiveness of nest buffers in that area.
Should the Avian Biologist identify a nest fully located within a construction yard or the limits of
a substation, the nest will be given a buffer, subject to the conditions outlined in this Plan.

4.6. Foot Traffic through Buffers
In limited circumstances (such as for botanical surveys, land surveyors, etc.) who are conducting
low impact survey activities outside of a nest buffer, foot traffic may occur through the nest
buffer to access the survey location under the direct, on-site supervision of an Avian Biologist,
and only if there is no other easy access (e.g., an existing trail that might take a bit longer to
walk).
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5. Reporting
SDG&E will communicate the status of nests and buffer reductions on a weekly basis to WLA,
BLM, and CPUC as applicable. Additionally, an Avian Biologist will monitor identified nests on
a weekly basis for any federally or state listed avian species. Such reporting will support the
protocols and guidelines outlined in the Plan.
Avian Biologists will be responsible for ongoing monitoring of nests until they cease to be
constructed, unoccupied, or occupied and for identifying any new nests and potential nests within
construction areas. Nest visits will be conducted on a weekly basis when practicable by an Avian
Biologist until the nest is determined to be closed. Monitoring will be documented in the Nest
Monitoring Log.

5.1. Nest Monitoring Log
The Nest Monitoring Log is used to assess breeding success for nesting birds along SRPL, to
review potential biological trends in such species and to track relevant field data. Each nest will
be assigned a unique identification code and will contain relevant field data collected during an
Avian Biologist’s nest monitoring visits.
The field data collected by Avian Biologists using the pen tablet computer is downloaded daily to
a centralized database. The database will be maintained for all nests identified along the Project
alignment. The database is available for Project personnel scheduling construction and for
Biological Monitors monitoring construction. The Nest Monitoring Log pulls data directly from
the database. One of the primary benefits of this process is to avoid data transfer errors.
At a minimum, the following information will be documented in the Nest Monitoring Log for
each nest:

Date observed

The date is automatically recorded in the pen tablet during each nest check.

Species

The species is selected by the Avian Biologist in the pen tablet. The data will transfer
to the Nest Monitoring Log from the GIS database after upload from the pen tablet.

Status

The Avian Biologist will record the nest status (e.g. nest building,
incubating/brooding, etc.) in the pen tablet during a survey or nest check. The data
will transfer to the Nest Monitoring Log from the GIS database after upload from the
pen tablet.

Buffer size

The Avian Biologist will determine and record the appropriate buffer size, expressed
as a numerical distance in the pen tablet. The data will transfer to the Nest
Monitoring Log from the GIS database after upload from the pen tablet.

Most intense construction activity

The Avian Biologist will record in the pen tablet the type of construction activity
occurring at the time of a nest check. At the time of nest closure, the construction
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activities occurring over the life of the nest will be reviewed and the most intense
construction type will be listed in the appropriate column of the Nest Monitoring
Log.
Behavioral observations

The Avian Biologist will record ambient activity and avian behavior observed during
a nest check. Such comments will be recorded in the pen tablet. The data will transfer
to the Nest Monitoring Log from the GIS database after upload from the pen tablet
and can be found in the “Survey Dates & Observations” column.
Nest outcome date

The date when a nest outcome was determined (e.g. when the nestling(s) fledged).
Explanation of any nest closure, including fledge or nest loss data

The Avian Biologist will describe how he or she reached the nest outcome
conclusion. The description should include the assumptions used to determine the
nest outcome. This data will be listed in the last observation in the “Survey Dates &
Observations” column of the Nest Monitoring Log.
Nest outcomes

The Avian Biologist will select one of the following nest outcomes at the end of a
monitored nest cycle. The definitions are included in the Glossary.

Fledged

Nest did not reach active stage

Nest with eggs or young failed for unknown causes

Nest with eggs or young failed due to natural causes

Nest with eggs or young failed due to construction

Indeterminate

Removed

Satellite nest
Distance from nest to construction

At the end of a monitored nest cycle, the Avian Biologist will work with the
Biological Monitors and construction personnel, as well as review past monitoring
comments to approximate the closest distance construction activity occurred from the
nest. The distance will be expressed numerically in a separate column in the Nest
Monitoring Log.

SDG&E and its subcontractor will conduct training for all Avian Biologists prior to, and during if
necessary, the nesting season to promote consistency in data collection methodology.

5.2. Nest Buffer Justification (NBJ)
SDG&E will rely on the assessment of its Avian Biologists to determine the appropriate buffer
distance for nests. Any reductions beyond those covered in this document will be subject to
review and concurrence by the appropriate land management agency or their designee, in
accordance with Section 4.2. The selected buffer distance will be recorded in the pen tablet and
will be documented in the Nest Monitoring Log, which will be distributed to WLA and the CPUC
on a weekly basis. Changes to standard or effective, species-specific buffers will be documented
in the Nest Monitoring Log and/or in a weekly summary to accompany the Nest Monitoring Log.
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5.3. Weekly Nesting Summary
SDG&E will provide a weekly summary to the WLA, CPUC and BLM that includes a summary
of new nests observed, closed nests, YTD nest outcomes, a summary of nests with buffer
reductions that vary from the species-specific buffer distances or the MMCRP buffer distances,
and a list of nesting species observed to-date.

5.4. End of Season Report
SDG&E will work with the WLA and CPUC during the nesting season to provide a summary of
the data collected during the 2012 nesting season after the nesting season ends.
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Glossary
Altricial species: Species in which nestlings are blind and helpless at hatching and require
parental care for warmth and all food for a period of time. Songbirds and raptors are
examples of altricial species.
Breeding season: Also known as the nesting season, which is the portion of the year during
which behaviors directly related to nest construction and use occur. This period varies among
species as well as within species, by major regions, and by elevation.
Brood parasite: Avian species that do not construct a nest or raise their own young, but lay
their eggs in the nest of another species. In the Project area, the only species that regularly
does this is the brown-headed cowbird. Cowbirds will often depredate eggs or young in the
nest at the time they lay their egg.
Closed nest: A nest that is no longer an active nesting attempt; a nest whose nest outcome is
fledged, did not reach active stage, failed, was removed, was determined to be a satellite or
inactive nest, or is indeterminate.
Covered species: Any species protected under the federal MBTA and the Fish and Game code
sections 3503 3503.5, 3511, and 3513. Currently there are more than 1,000 species protected by
the MBTA.
Depredation: The loss of a nest due to destruction, dislodgement, or other physical
disturbance.
Distraction display: Behaviors adult birds use to attract a potential predator away from a
nest. Most species with such displays will only use them when they have an occupied nest;
thus, the behavior can be indicative and confirm if a nest is occupied.
Effective Nest Buffer: An effective buffer minimizes indirect impacts on nesting birds by
providing a distance between the nest and active construction, which may also minimize
visual and sound disturbance to nesting birds. An effective nest buffer is measured as both the
horizontal and vertical distance from a nest.
Fledge: To leave the nest; a nest that fledged 1 or more young. Example observations the
Avian Biologist will use to reach such a determination would include: an intact and empty
nest supported by a sufficient duration of time for that species to indicate fledging; semialtricial fledglings in the area supported by a sufficient duration of time for that species to
indicate fledging; symmetrically broken egg shells supported by a sufficient duration of time
for that species to indicate fledging; etc.
Fledgling: A young bird that has just fledged. Both altricial and precocial young normally
remain at least partly dependent on adults for survival for some time after fledging.
Incubate: To sit upon eggs for the purpose of hatching. Incubation maintains the proper
temperature for growth of embryos and provides some protection. Some species incubate
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starting with the first egg (e.g., raptors) while others provide only limited incubation until all
eggs are laid (most birds), ensuring that all young hatch around the same time.
Inactive nest: A nest that is currently unused for breeding activity but has the potential to
become active during the breeding season.
Indeterminate: A nest with eggs or young for which a fledge-or-fail outcome could not be
confirmed. An example of such a scenario is when the natural destruction of a nest occurs
close to its anticipated fledge date, but the Avian Biologist is unable to determine which
event occurred first.
Migratory Bird Treaty Act (MBTA): A federal law that prohibits take of federally covered
species. Nearly all bird species native to the United States are protected under this federal
law. There are a number of species (native or nonnative) that belong to families not referred
to in any of the four treaties underlying the MBTA (USFWS 2010) and are added as three
groups: (1) nonnative species introduced into the United States or its territories by means of
intentional or unintentional human assistance that belong to families or groups covered by the
Canadian, Mexican, or Russian Conventions; (2) nonnative human-introduced species that
belong to families or groups not covered by the Canadian, Mexican, or Russian Conventions;
(3) native species that belong to families or groups represented in the United States, but
which are not expressly mentioned by the Canadian, Mexican, or Russian Conventions. An
exhaustive list of the species covered by the MBTA has been published (USFWS 2010) and
includes nonnative swans, ducks, geese, and pigeons.
Species that are included in Groups 2 and 3 above and excluded from the MBTA include
Phasianidae (grouse, ptarmigan, and turkeys), Odontophoridae (New World quail),
Psittacidae (parrots), Pycnonotidae (bulbuls), Timaliidae (wrentits), Sturnidae (starlings,
except as listed in Japanese treaty), Passeridae (Old World sparrows, including house or
English sparrow), and Ploceidae (weavers). Partial lists of the species included in Groups 2
and 3 are available at
(http://www.fws.gov/migratorybirds/RegulationsPolicies/mbta/MBTAProtectedNonprotected.html)
Nest (noun): In this Plan, a structure formed by birds, most typically as a place in which to
lay and incubate eggs and rear young. In some bird species the nest may be nearly absent
(e.g., eggs laid directly on rock on a ledge), while in others the nest is quite elaborate. Many
bird species also build nests in which no eggs are laid. These may be in addition to the nest
with young (e.g., “dummy nests” constructed by wrens) or for roosting by adults (e.g.,
alternate nests of some raptors and woodpeckers, and nests built year-round by verdins).
Nest (verb): To attempt to complete a nesting cycle, starting with nest construction through
successful independence of young from the nest site, nesting attempt failure, or nest
abandonment.
Nest abandonment: Abandonment of a nesting effort by birds, resulting in a nest that is no
longer being constructed, is no longer occupied, or is unoccupied. Typically, that nest site
will no longer be visited by those individual birds that season.
Nesting attempt: A nesting attempt is any breeding behavior that includes nest construction,
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incubation, and egg-laying through fledging or nest failure.

Nest did not reach active stage: A nesting attempt that never resulted in eggs or young.
Nest exchange: When one adult of a pair leaves the nest immediately prior to the other adult
taking over nest attendance. Note that this occurs only in some species. In many species
males do not attend the nest, but in some of these the male will bring food to the female on
the nest.
Nestling: A bird that has hatched but is not yet old enough to leave the nest. In precocial
species, this period can be very brief.
Nest with eggs or young failed due to construction: A nest with eggs or young with a cause
of failure that was project related. Example observations the Avian Biologist will use to reach
such a determination may include: A piece of construction equipment that inadvertently
dislodges a nest by contacting the nest substrate, causing its eggs to shatter; a fledgling that
was struck and killed by a Project vehicle at a work site; etc.
Nest with eggs or young failed due to natural causes: A nest with eggs or young with a
cause of failure that was determined to be an act of nature (e.g. predation, weather, etc.).
Example observations the Avian Biologist will use to reach such a determination may
include: A nest following a storm event where the nesting material is overly saturated or worn or
where pooling water has occurred (for ground nesting species); signs of predation such as an
abandoned nest with missing eggs or nestlings, broken shells or remains near a nest site, or an
intact nest site and contents with adult bird prey remains nearby; etc.
Nest with eggs or young failed for unknown causes: A nest with eggs or young with an
indeterminate cause of failure. When such failure cannot be directly attributed to either
natural causes or to Project construction, the Avian Biologist would determine that the failure
is due to unknown causes. An example of this may be an abandoned nest, intact, with all
contents present prior to its anticipated fledge date.
Nonnative bird: A member of a species not naturally occurring in California. Nonnative
birds are not covered by the MBTA, but may be covered under Fish and Game code. Many
nonnative species occur in California as escaped cage birds or intentionally released species.
Examples of common nonnative species considered to have established populations in
southern California include ring-necked pheasant, chukar, wild turkey, rock pigeon, Eurasian
collared-dove, spotted dove, red-crowned parrot, European starling, house sparrow, and
nutmeg mannikin.
Occupied nest: A nest with eggs or nestlings, or fledgling(s) still dependent on the nest.
Pair: One male mated to one female. Note that this only applies to monogamous pairs, which
is the most common type of bonding in birds; however, many species have other types of
bonding. In addition, in some species the female alone will build the nest and raise the young
(e.g., hummingbirds).
Precocial species: Species in which young are active and able to see and move freely almost
immediately after hatching and require moderate to little parental care. Ducks, shorebirds,
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and quail are examples of precocial species.
Predation: The loss of a nest due to the adults, eggs, or nestlings being consumed by a
predator; capturing and consuming prey.
Removed: A nest that was removed by SDG&E or its subcontractors either as it was being
constructed, or prior to it containing eggs or young.
Re-nesting: Attempting to nest again in the same year or season after either a successful or
unsuccessful attempt to nest. Some bird species routinely make several attempts, even after
successful efforts; some species will only attempt to re-nest after a failed effort, and some
will abandon nesting for the season/year if nesting fails. Re-nesting efforts can occur at the
same or a new nest site, and occur after a period of no nesting or even begin immediately
following the first fledging of young in the prior nest (often with one adult feeding the
fledglings and the other primarily attending the new nest).
Satellite Nest: A nest that was not used to shelter eggs or rear young, but was possibly
constructed or maintained for attracting mates, intimidating competition, or deterring
predators.
Territory: The area an animal actively defends from activities by other members of its own
or other species (typically, except for its own mate). Most birds have some form of territory,
but it may be only seasonal, may be just the immediate nest site (e.g., in colonially nesting
species), may involve excluding only members of the same sex and species, or may be
essentially the entire home range.
Unoccupied nest: A nesting attempt that begins with active nest construction up to the point
where it contains eggs or nestlings or up to the point where the nest attempt is abandoned
before the nest contains eggs or nestlings.
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Attachment A: Species Accounts
Breeding Biology of Species Nesting or Potentially Nesting in the
Sunrise Powerlink Project Corridor
Attachment A presents a representation of avian species with the potential to nest along
SRPL, and their associated nesting habitat, breeding cycle and season. This is not an
exhaustive or comprehensive list.
Avian Biologists will be well versed in the identification, habitat and breeding behavior of
species with the potential to nest along SRPL and will have, at a minimum, the below resources
available to them on a daily basis to reference the natural histories and breeding distributions of
avian species observed along the ROW. Nesting, incubation, and nestling information in this
section was obtained primarily from A Guide to the Nests, Eggs, and Nestlings of North
American Birds, 2nd edition (Baicich and Harrison 1997) and the San Diego County Bird
Atlas (Unitt 2004). Breeding season information was obtained from the San Diego County
Bird Atlas and Kiff and Irwin’s The breeding season of Los Angeles County birds published
in 1987 in the Western Tanager (53 [7]:4-5). Isolated, extreme nest dates are excluded in the
ranges given. In the few cases where data are not available in Unitt (2004) or Kiff and Irwin
(1987), breeding season information was obtained from The Birds of North America series
published by The Birds of North America, Inc. (1992-2002) and available online at
(http://bna.birds.cornell.edu/bna).
At the end of this list are five endangered, threatened, or fully protected species that have
special buffer requirements, which are discussed more fully in the FEIR/FEIS. These are:
least Bell’s vireo (federally and state endangered), southwestern willow flycatcher
(federally endangered, state threatened), California gnatcatcher (federally threatened),
golden eagle (protected under the Bald and Golden Eagle Act and California fully protected),
and burrowing owl (California Species of Special Concern.
One species, brown-headed cowbird (cowbird) (Molothrus ater), is not included in the
accounts because it does not build its own nest. It is a brood parasite, laying its eggs in the
nests of other birds. When a nest containing a cowbird egg is found, the link lead should be
notified, and the egg should be removed by a qualified biologist with the appropriate federal
and state permits to remove cowbird eggs.
Also not included in the accounts are four non-native species that nest along the corridor:
rock dove (Columba livia), Eurasian collared-dove (Streptopelia decaocto), European
starling (Sturnus vulgaris), and house sparrow (Passer domesticus). These species are not
covered by the MBTA, but are addressed in Fish and Game code. SDG&E will not be
required to monitor nests for these species.
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SHOREBIRDS
Killdeer (Charadrius vociferus)
Nest: on the ground in open places, usually in areas with short grass, sand or gravel.
Breeding season: early March through late June; sometimes double brooded.
Incubation: 24-26 days; both sexes incubate.
Nestlings: precocial, leave nest soon after hatching.
Sunrise Powerlink breeding distribution: breeds in suitable habitat in areas west of the desert.

QUAIL
Mountain Quail (Oreortyx pictus)
Nest: on ground at edge of montane woodland and scrub
Breeding season: early April through early June; single brood.
Incubation: 24-25 days; mostly the female incubates.
Nestlings: precocial.
Sunrise Powerlink breeding distribution: chaparral above 2000 feet west of the Jacumba area,
such as Thing Valley, McCain Valley, and Manzanita tribal lands, and in the vicinity of
Barrett Lake, Lake Morena, and Jacumba.

California Quail (Callipepla californica)
Nest: on ground in variety of habitats.
Breeding season: late March through early July; will double brood.
Incubation: 21-23 days; female incubates; male stays nearby.
Nestlings: precocial, very active soon after hatching.
Sunrise Powerlink breeding distribution: breeds west of the desert.

BIRDS OF PREY
American Kestrel (Falco sparverius)
Nest: cavity in tree or other structure such as building or tower. Will use nest boxes, 9 to 32 ft
high.
Breeding season: mid-February through mid-June; may double brood.
Incubation: 29-30 days; mostly the female incubates; male stays nearby and brings food.
Nestlings: semi-altricial, leave nest at 30 days.
Sunrise Powerlink breeding distribution: throughout, except low desert.
Barn Owl (Tyto alba)
Nest: cavity in tree, building, crevice in rocks, outcrops, cliffs and quarries; up to 65 ft. Coast
live oaks and western sycamores, bluffs or cliffs, and human-made structures all provide
potential nest cavities.
Breeding season: late January through mid-May; often double broods. In California known to
predictably nest year round in all months during certain peak rodent productivity years.
Incubation: 32-34 days; only female incubates; male stays nearby and brings food.
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Nestlings: altricial, fly at 60 days.
Sunrise Powerlink breeding distribution: scattered nearly throughout west of desert, but few
documented breeding sites along corridor route.
Western Screech-Owl (Megascops kennecottii)
Nest: in open woodlands and forest in natural cavity or old woodpecker hole, 6 to 30 ft high.
Will use nest boxes.
Breeding season: early March through mid-June.
Incubation: 21-30 days; Uncertain if both or only female incubates.
Nestlings: altricial, fledge at 28 days.
Sunrise Powerlink breeding distribution: breeding confirmed in the Muth Valley and San
Diego River to El Capitan area, and the Thing Valley/Manzanita area; may breed elsewhere
west of the Tecate Divide in oak stands.

BIRDS OF PREY
Cooper's Hawk (Accipiter cooperii)
Nest: in forests and wooded areas in trees, 20-60 ft high.
Breeding season: early April through mid-June; single brood.
Incubation: 36 days; only female incubates; male stays nearby and brings food.
Nestlings: semi-altricial, fly at 30-34 days.
Sunrise Powerlink breeding distribution: breeds primarily west of the Jacumba area.
Harris's Hawk (Parabuteo unicinctus)
Nest: in a tree (up to 75 feet high) or shrub in dry woodland or scrub; built of large sticks with
smaller sticks on inside, lined with finer twigs and leaves.
Breeding season: early February through early August.
Incubation: 31-36 days; both sexes incubate; incubation begins with laying of first egg.
Nestlings: altricial, fledge at about 38 days.
Sunrise Powerlink breeding distribution: Bred in McCain Valley in 1994 and 2000 and near
Jacumba in 2011.
Red-shouldered Hawk (Buteo lineatus)
Nest: in moist woodlands and wooded areas in trees, 20-60 ft high.
Breeding season: early March through early June; single brood.
Incubation: 23-25 days; both sexes (but mostly female) incubate.
Nestlings: semi-altricial, fly at 5-6 weeks.
Sunrise Powerlink breeding distribution: breeds nearly throughout west of the desert.
Red-tailed Hawk (Buteo jamaicensis)
Nest: wide variety of habitats in tall tree, pole, or transmission tower, 35 to 90 ft high.
Breeding season: late February through early May; single brood.
Incubation: 28-32 days; both sexes incubate.
Nestlings: semi-altricial, fly at 6 weeks.
Sunrise Powerlink breeding distribution: breeds throughout.
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Great Horned Owl (Bubo virginianus)
Nest: in woodlands in natural cavity in tree, in fork, on rock ledge or in cave. Ground to 90 ft.
Breeding season: late January through mid-May; single brood.
Incubation: 26-35 days; mostly female incubates.
Nestlings: altricial, leave nest at 4-5 weeks.
Sunrise Powerlink breeding distribution: breeds throughout.

BIRDS OF PREY
Turkey Vulture (Cathartes aura)
Nest: on bare soil, wood, leaf litter, punk, straw, etc., up to 20 ft high in secluded, undisturbed
dark sites like caves, rock crevices, or maybe even an abandoned building.
Breeding season: early March through early June; single brood.
Incubation: 37-41 days; both sexes incubate.
Nestlings: semi-altricial, fly at 11 weeks.
Sunrise Powerlink breeding distribution: Few documented breeding records but potentially
breeds along much of the Project corridor in jumbled boulders.
Northern Harrier (Circus cyaneus)
Nest: thin layer of small sticks and reeds on ground in meadows and marshes.
Breeding season: late March through July.
Incubation: 29-39 days; only female incubates.
Nestlings: after four weeks, young leave nest and hide in nearby vegetation; not fully
independent until 7-8 weeks.
Sunrise Powerlink breeding distribution: No recent confirmed breeding records but
potentially breeds near Jacumba and perhaps elsewhere to the west.
Red-tailed Hawk (Buteo jamaicensis)
See “Birds of Prey (Category 2)”.
Peregrine Falcon (Falco peregrinus)
Nest: on a cliff ledge, from 25 to 1,300 ft high; cliffs 165 to 650 ft high preferred.
Breeding season: early March through early June; single brood.
Incubation: 28-29 days; both sexes incubate.
Nestlings: semi-altricial, fly at 35-42 days.
Sunrise Powerlink breeding distribution: breeds or potentially breeds on rocky outcrops and
ledges on several peaks in the area.
Prairie Falcon (Falco mexicanus)
Nest: on ledge under overhang on rock outcrop or cliff; usually 30 to 40 feet up on cliff ledge
but can be up to 400 ft high.
Breeding season: late March to early May; single brood.
Incubation: 29-31 days; both sexes incubate; male rarely assists but brings food.
Nestlings: semi-altricial, leave nest at 40 days.
Sunrise Powerlink breeding distribution: breeding confirmed near In-Ko-Pah Gorge along
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Mountain Springs Grade; potentially breeds elsewhere along route.
White-tailed Kite (Elanus leucurus)
Nest: twigs lined with dry grasses; in open country with scattered trees (or riparian belt) often
near water.
Breeding season: late February to late July.
Incubation: 28-30 days; only female incubates but male stays nearby and feeds female.
Nestlings: altricial, fledge at 36-42 days.
Sunrise Powerlink breeding distribution: breeds or potentially breeds from La Posta west.
Long-eared Owl (Asio otus)
Nest: in dense coniferous or mixed woodland. Uses old nests of other birds high in a tree, 10
to 29 ft.
Breeding season: early February through mid-May; double brooded.
Incubation: 25-30 days; only female incubates.
Nestlings: altricial, fledge at 23-24 days.
Sunrise Powerlink breeding distribution: breeds or potentially breeds in several areas west of
Jacumba.

PIGEONS
Band-tailed Pigeon (Patagioenas fasciata)
Nest: in tree or shrub 8 to 20 ft up, usually in areas where oak trees occur.
Breeding season: mid-March through mid-November; probably several broods.
Incubation: 18-20 days; both sexes incubate.
Nestlings: altricial, fledge at 25-30 days.
Sunrise Powerlink breeding distribution: breeds around Alpine and perhaps elsewhere
between Alpine and Pine Valley.

DOVES
White-winged Dove (Zenaida asiatica)
Nest: a shallow, thin platform of twigs, or occasionally weed stems or grasses.
Breeding season: early to mid March through late September
Incubation: 13-14 days; both sexes incubate – female from mid-afternoon through night, male
throughout most of day.
Nestlings: altricial, fledge at 13-15 days.
Sunrise Powerlink breeding distribution: potentially breeds along desert portion of route if
suitable habitat is present.
Mourning Dove (Zenaida macroura)
Nest: in wide variety of habitats and substrates, typically in tree or shrub from ground to 25 ft
up.
Breeding season: late March through early September; several broods.
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Incubation: 14-15 days; both sexes incubate.
Nestlings: altricial, fledge at 13-15 days.
Sunrise Powerlink breeding distribution: breeds throughout.

ROADRUNNERS
Greater Roadrunner (Geococcyx californianus)
Nest: in arid and semi-arid areas, low in tree or cactus in shrubby thicket, ground to 15 ft up.
Breeding season: early March through mid-July, single brood.
Incubation: 20 days; both sexes incubate.
Nestlings: altricial, leave nest in 11 to 19 days.
Sunrise Powerlink breeding distribution: breeds along most of the route.

CAPRIMULGIDAE
Lesser Nighthawk (Chordeiles acutipennis)
Nest: on bare ground in sandy or gravelly sites in dry washes, rocky areas, and scrubland.
Breeding season: late April through late July; single brood.
Incubation: 18 to 19 days; only female incubates.
Nestlings: semi-precocial, can walk towards parents soon after hatching.
Sunrise Powerlink breeding distribution: breeds or potentially breeds in open habitats along
the entire project route.
Common Poorwill (Phalaenoptilus nuttallii)
Nest: on bare open area of rock, gravel or bare earth, often at the base of a shrub.
Breeding season: late March through early July; often double brooded.
Incubation: 20 to 21 days; both sexes incubate.
Nestlings: semi-precocial, adults may move young around frequently.
Sunrise Powerlink breeding distribution: breeds or potentially breeds in most areas west of
the desert, but few documented records.

SWIFTS
White-throated Swift (Aeronautes saxatalis)
Nest: in rock cracks and crevices on cliffs or man-made structures, 10 to 195 ft up.
Breeding season: early May through early July.
Incubation: 20-27 days.
Nestlings: altricial, fledge at around 25 days - little information known.
Sunrise Powerlink breeding distribution: breeds or potentially breeds throughout west of the
low desert.
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HUMMINGBIRDS
Black-chinned Hummingbird (Archilochus alexandri)
Nest: in trees and shrubs 4 to 10 ft up.
Breeding season: early April through early July; two or three broods.
Incubation: 13-16 days; only female incubates.
Nestlings: altricial, fledge at 21 days.
Sunrise Powerlink breeding distribution: breeds west of La Posta.
Anna's Hummingbird (Calypte anna)
Nest: in wide variety of sites wherever narrow support for nest is present; 2 to 30 ft up.
Breeding season: mid-December through late June; two or three broods.
Incubation: 16-17 days; only female incubates.
Nestlings: altricial, fledge at 25-26 days.
Sunrise Powerlink breeding distribution: breeds throughout west of the desert.
Costa's Hummingbird (Calypte costae)
Nest: in trees and shrubs, 1 to 9 ft up.
Breeding season: mid-April through mid-July; single brood.
Incubation: 15-18 days; only female incubates.
Nestlings: altricial, fledge at 20-23 days.
Sunrise Powerlink breeding distribution: breeds throughout.

WOODPECKERS
Acorn Woodpecker (Melanerpes formicivorus)
Nest: in a hole in a tree in open woodland or partly wooded areas; will nest in poles 5 to 25 ft
up.
Breeding season: early April through mid-September; two or three broods.
Incubation: 11-12 days; both sexes incubate.
Nestlings: altricial, fledge at 31 days.
Sunrise Powerlink breeding distribution: breeds from Live Oak Springs and Manzanita west.
Ladder-backed Woodpecker (Picoides scalaris)
Nest: in tree or bush cavity, especially mesquite and yucca, near wash or stream, usually 5-15
ft up.
Breeding season: early April through early June; probably single brooded.
Incubation: approximately 13 days; both sexes incubate.
Nestlings: altricial, leave nest at approximately 31 days.
Sunrise Powerlink breeding distribution: breeds east of Jacumba, but has bred west of the
Tecate Divide in Miller Valley.
Nuttall's Woodpecker (Picoides nuttallii)
Nest: in cavity in tree trunk, typically in dead wood, 2 to 60 ft up.
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Breeding season: mid-April through late June; single brood.
Incubation: 14 days; both sexes incubate.
Nestlings: altricial, fledge at 29 days.
Sunrise Powerlink breeding distribution: breeds throughout west of Jacumba.
Downy Woodpecker (Picoides pubescens)
Nest: in cavity in tree trunk, typically in dead wood, 8 to 50 ft up.
Breeding season: early April through late May; double brooded.
Incubation: 12 days; both sexes incubate.
Nestlings: altricial, fledge at 20-22 days.
Sunrise Powerlink breeding distribution: breeds along the San Diego River in the vicinity of
Lakeside.
Northern Flicker (Colaptes auratus)
Nest: on ground or up to 100 ft in tree trunk in open or sparsely wooded area; more often in
live wood.
Breeding season: early April through early June; single brood.
Incubation: 11-13 days; both sexes incubate.
Nestlings: altricial, fledge at 25-28 days.
Sunrise Powerlink breeding distribution: breeds throughout west of Jacumba.

PASSERINES (CAVITY AND CREVICE NESTERS)
Pacific-slope Flycatcher (Empidonax difficilis)
Nest: in riparian habitat in cavity or tree stump or on ledge or in crevice, from ground to 25 ft
or higher.
Breeding season: late April through late July; sometimes double brooded.
Incubation: 14-15 days; only female incubates.
Nestlings: altricial, fledge at 15-18 days.
Sunrise Powerlink breeding distribution: breeds from Lake Morena west.
Say's Phoebe (Sayornis saya)
Nest: in open areas on ledge with some type of overhang, or under bridge; from ground to 80
ft up.
Breeding season: late March through late June; double brooded.
Incubation: 12-14 days; only female incubates.
Nestlings: altricial, fledge at 14-18 days.
Sunrise Powerlink breeding distribution: breeds in Muth Valley, Chocolate Canyon Creek,
and elsewhere below the mountains, including the desert.
Ash-throated Flycatcher (Myiarchus cinerascens)
Nest: in tree cavity in open deciduous woodland, nest box, pipe, eaves; averaging around 13
ft up, but below 20 ft.
Breeding season: early May through early July; single brood.
Incubation: 15 days; only female incubates.
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Nestlings: altricial, fledge at 16-17 days.
Sunrise Powerlink breeding distribution: breeds throughout.
Tree Swallow (Tachycineta bicolor)
Nest: in natural cavity or nest box in open country, including open woodland, near water.
Breeding season: late April to mid-July.
Incubation: 13-16 days; only female incubates.
Nestlings: altricial, fledge in 23-25 days.
Sunrise Powerlink breeding distribution: breeds at and in vicinity of Barrett Lake and perhaps
elsewhere such as near Alpine and Lindo Lake.
Violet-green Swallow (Tachycineta thalassina)
Nest: in crevice or hole in cliff surface or rocky outcrop, in old woodpecker hole, in crevice
or cavity on building, or in nest box, 9 to 17 ft up.
Breeding season: early May through early July; single brood.
Incubation: 13 to 15 days; only female incubates.
Nestlings: altricial, fledge at 23 to 25 days.
Sunrise Powerlink breeding distribution: breeds in the vicinity of Sweetwater River south of
Alpine, Barrett Lake, Lake Morena, and possibly elsewhere.
Northern Rough-winged Swallow (Stelgidopteryx serripennis)
Nest: in burrow on steep slope or in crevice or hole in bridge or building; 2 to 50 ft high.
Breeding season: late April through mid-June; single brood.
Incubation: 15-16 days; only female incubates.
Nestlings: altricial, fledge at 18-21 days.
Sunrise Powerlink breeding distribution: breeds throughout except for the desert portion.
Mountain Chickadee (Poecile gambeli)
Nest: in natural cavity, woodpecker hole, or nest box in montane coniferous forest, usually
low, but occasionally to 80 ft.
Breeding season: mid-May through early July; possibly double brooded.
Incubation: 14 days; only the female incubates.
Nestlings: altricial, fledge at 21 days.
Sunrise Powerlink breeding distribution: breeds at Live Oak Springs, and potentially
elsewhere in higher elevation woodlands.
Oak Titmouse (Baeolophus inornatus)
Nest: natural cavity in tree trunk or branch, 3 to 11 ft up, in oak woodland.
Breeding season: late March through early June; single brood.
Incubation: 14-16 days; only female incubates.
Nestlings: altricial, fledge at 17 days.
Sunrise Powerlink breeding distribution: breeds throughout west of Jacumba.
White-breasted Nuthatch (Sitta carolinensis)
Nest: in deciduous woodland in cavity in dead wood, from ground to 50 ft up.
Breeding season: late March through late June; single brood.
Incubation: 12-14 days; only female incubates; male feeds female.
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Nestlings: altricial, fledge at 14-16 days.
Sunrise Powerlink breeding distribution: breeds in the foothills from Lakeside east to
Boulevard.
Rock Wren (Salpinctes obsoletus)
Nest: in crevice on rocky slopes, rocky outcrops, and erosion gullies.
Breeding season: late March through mid-June; two or three broods.
Incubation: 12-14 days; only female incubates.
Nestlings: altricial, fledge at 14-16 days.
Sunrise Powerlink breeding distribution: breeds nearly throughout wherever rock outcrops,
boulder fields, or rip-rap occur.
Canyon Wren (Catherpes mexicanus)
Nest: an open cup placed on ledge or in crevice on steep rocky wall.
Breeding season: late March through late July; double brooded.
Incubation: 12-18 days; only female incubates.
Nestlings: altricial, fledge at 15 days.
Sunrise Powerlink breeding distribution: breeds or potentially breeds throughout west of the
low desert.
Bewick's Wren (Thryomanes bewickii)
Nest: in open woodlands and shrubby areas, in a tree cavity or on ground, between rocks, or
in brush pile, to 20 ft up.
Breeding season: mid-March through early July; two or three broods.
Incubation: 14 days; only female incubates; male feeds female.
Nestlings: altricial, fledge at 14 days.
Sunrise Powerlink breeding distribution: breeds throughout west of the desert.
House Wren (Troglodytes aedon)
Nest: wherever there is shrubby cover and thickets; also on or in buildings, machinery; in
cavity or crevice of any type, including nest boxes, 4 to 30 ft up.
Breeding season: early April through mid-July; double brooded.
Incubation: 13-15 days; only female incubates.
Nestlings: altricial, fledge at 12-18 days.
Sunrise Powerlink breeding distribution: breeds throughout from Jacumba west.
Western Bluebird (Sialia mexicana)
Nest: in woodland clearings in tree cavity, nest box, 5 to 40 ft up.
Breeding season: mid-April through late June; double brooded.
Incubation: 13-14 days; only female incubates.
Nestlings: altricial, fledge at 20 days.
Sunrise Powerlink breeding distribution: breeds throughout from Live Oak Springs west.

PASSERINES (BRIDGE, CULVERT, AND BUILDING NESTERS)
Black Phoebe (Sayornis nigricans)
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Nest: on ledge with some type of overhang or under a bridge, often around development.
Breeding season: mid-March through late June; double brooded.
Incubation: 15-18 days; typically only female incubates.
Nestlings: altricial, fledge at 21 days.
Sunrise Powerlink breeding distribution: breeds throughout west of Jacumba.
Say's Phoebe (Sayornis saya)
See “Passerines (Cavity and Crevice Nesters)”.
Violet-green Swallow (Tachycineta thalassina)
See “Passerines (Cavity and Crevice Nesters)”.
Northern Rough-winged Swallow (Stelgidopteryx serripennis)
See “Passerines (Cavity and Crevice Nesters)”.
Cliff Swallow (Petrochelidon pyrrhonota)
Nest: near water; placed at a 90° juncture of vertical wall and horizontal overhang, on cliff
face, building, or bridge. Breeds in dense colonies.
Breeding season: late April through early June; double brooded.
Incubation: 12-14 days; both sexes incubate.
Nestlings: altricial, fledge at 23 days; may return to nest for 2-3 days after fledging.
Sunrise Powerlink breeding distribution: breeds throughout except for desert portion.
House Wren (Troglodytes aedon)
See “Passerines (Cavity and Crevice Nesters)”.
House Finch (Carpodacus mexicanus)
Nest: in cultivated areas and around development in a variety of sites, generally 3 to 12 ft up;
will use same nest for second brood.
Breeding season: late March through mid-July; two or three broods.
Incubation: 12-14 days; only female incubates; male feeds female.
Nestlings: altricial, fledge at 14-16 days.
Sunrise Powerlink breeding distribution: breeds throughout.

PASSERINES (GROUND NESTERS, OPEN HABITATS)
Horned Lark (Eremophila alpestris)
Nest: on ground in small depression, usually sheltered by plant tufts.
Breeding season: late March through early June; two or three broods.
Incubation: 10-14 days; only female incubates.
Nestlings: altricial, fledge at 9-12 days.
Sunrise Powerlink breeding distribution: breeding confirmed in vicinity of Boulevard; likely
breeds elsewhere in relatively undisturbed grasslands, graded areas, and in the low desert.
Rock Wren (Salpinctes obsoletus)
See “Passerines (Cavity and Crevice Nesters)”.
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Lark Sparrow (Chondestes grammacus)
Nest: in open grassland, usually in depression on ground lined with grasses, ground to 25 ft
up.
Breeding season: early April through early July; double brooded.
Incubation: 11-13 days; only female incubates.
Nestlings: altricial, fledge at 9-10 days.
Sunrise Powerlink breeding distribution: breeds throughout from In-Ko-Pah west.
Grasshopper Sparrow (Ammodramus savannarum)
Nest: in grasslands; a hollow with a cup of small stems and grass, well hidden in grass.
Breeding season: mid-April to July.
Incubation: 11-12 days; only female incubates.
Nestlings: altricial, fledge in 9 days.
Sunrise Powerlink breeding distribution: breeds near Santee and MCAS Miramar, and
potentially in the vicinity of El Capitan Reservoir, Alpine, and Barrett Lake.
Western Meadowlark (Sturnella neglecta)
Nest: in open grasslands; domed nest often has tunnel through matted grass to entrance; may
breed in small colonies.
Breeding season: mid-March through mid-June; double brooded.
Incubation: 13-15 days; only female incubates.
Nestlings: altricial, fledge at 10-12 days.
Sunrise Powerlink breeding distribution: breeds in areas with suitable grassland from
Jacumba west.

PASSERINES (UNDERSTORY AND THICKET NESTERS)
Pacific-slope Flycatcher (Empidonax difficilis)
See “Passerines (Cavity and Crevice Nesters)”.
Gray Vireo (Vireo vicinior)
Nest: in thorn scrub or pinyon-juniper woodland, low in thorny or twiggy shrub or tree, 2 to 8 ft
up.
Breeding season: mid-April through mid-August.
Incubation: 13-14 days; both sexes incubate.
Nestlings: altricial, fledge at 13-14 days.
Sunrise Powerlink breeding distribution: breeds in the vicinity of Buckman Springs, Pine Creek,
Barrett Lake, possibly El Capitan Reservoir area.

Western Scrub-Jay (Aphelocoma californica)
Nest: in woodland and scrub in shrub, tree, bush or vine tangle, usually pretty densely
covered, 3 to 10 ft up.
Breeding season: mid-March through late June; single brood.
Incubation: 15-17 days; only female incubates, male feeds female; may have unpaired nest
helpers.
Nestlings: altricial, fledge at 18 days.
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Sunrise Powerlink breeding distribution: breeds throughout west of the low desert.
Bewick's Wren (Thryomanes bewickii)
See “Passerines (Cavity and Crevice Nesters)”.
Blue-gray Gnatcatcher (Polioptila caerulea)
Nest: cup in tree or shrub in variety of habitats from sparse scrub to heavy woodland, 3 to 80
ft up.
Breeding season: mid-April through mid-July; double brooded.
Incubation: 15 days; both sexes incubate.
Nestlings: altricial, fledge at 12-13 days.
Sunrise Powerlink breeding distribution: breeds from La Posta west.
Wrentit (Chamaea fasciata)
Nest: in sage scrub and chaparral, 1 to 4 ft off ground.
Breeding season: late March through mid-July; double brooded.
Incubation: 15-16 days; both sexes incubate.
Nestlings: altricial, fledge at 15-16 days.
Sunrise Powerlink breeding distribution: breeds from Jacumba west.
Orange-crowned Warbler (Oreothlypis celata)
Nest: variety of habitats, on ground or in shrub, to 2 ft up.
Breeding season: late April through early July; single brood.
Incubation: 12-14 days; only female incubates.
Nestlings: altricial, fledge at 12-13 days.
Sunrise Powerlink breeding distribution: breeds from La Posta and Thing Valley west.
Yellow Warbler (Dendroica petechia)
Nest: in tree or shrub in shrubby growth in riparian areas, 2 to 40 ft high, usually below 12 ft.
Breeding season: early May through early July; sometimes double brooded.
Incubation: 11 days; only female incubates.
Nestlings: altricial, fledge at 9-12 days.
Sunrise Powerlink breeding distribution: breeds from La Posta and Thing Valley west.
Common Yellowthroat (Geothlypis trichas)
Nest: in low undergrowth by water in reeds over water, near ground to 3 ft up.
Breeding season: mid-April through early July; double brooded.
Incubation: 12 days; only female incubates.
Nestlings: altricial, fledge at 9-10 days.
Sunrise Powerlink breeding distribution: breeds from Jacumba west.
Yellow-breasted Chat (Icteria virens)
Nest: in dense shrub or tangle in thick riparian vegetation, ground to 8 ft up.
Breeding season: late April through mid-July; double brooded.
Incubation: 11-12 days; only female incubates.
Nestlings: altricial, fledge at 8-11 days.
Sunrise Powerlink breeding distribution: potentially breeds around Jacumba and Buckman
Springs; otherwise west of Alpine.
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Spotted Towhee (Pipilo maculatus)
Nest: in low shrubby growth usually on ground or very low in bush, 0 to 5 ft up.
Breeding season: early April through late July; two or three broods.
Incubation: 12-14 days; only female incubates.
Nestlings: altricial, fledge at 9-11 days.
Sunrise Powerlink breeding distribution: breeds throughout west of In-Ko-Pah.
Rufous-crowned Sparrow (Aimophila ruficeps)
Nest: in dry rocky areas with sparse undergrowth, on or near ground at base of grass clump.
Breeding season: early April through late June.
Incubation: 11-13 days; only female incubates.
Nestlings: altricial, fledge at 8-9 days.
Sunrise Powerlink breeding distribution: breeds nearly throughout west of the low desert.
California Towhee (Melozone crissalis)
Nest: in shrub or small tree in brushy areas, 1 to 35 ft up, but usually 4 to 12 ft.
Breeding season: mid-March through mid-July; double brooded.
Incubation: 14 days; only female incubates.
Nestlings: altricial, fledge at 10 days.
Sunrise Powerlink breeding distribution: breeds throughout west of the low desert.
Black-chinned Sparrow (Spizella atrogularis)
Nest: in sagebrush, brushy montane hillsides in a shrub 1-3 ft up.
Breeding season: late April through early July.
Incubation: 13 days, presumably only by female.
Nestlings: altricial, young leave nest at 10 days.
Sunrise Powerlink breeding distribution: breeds from the vicinity of Live Oak Springs west.
Sage Sparrow (Amphispiza belli)
Nest: in chaparral, sagebrush, and other arid scrubs, low in thick bush, ground to 1½ ft high.
Breeding season: late March through late June; double brooded.
Incubation: 13-16 days.
Nestlings: altricial, fledge at 9-10 days.
Sunrise Powerlink breeding distribution: breeds west of the desert.
Song Sparrow (Melospiza melodia)
Nest: variety of habitats in low shrubby growth and thickets from ground to 4 ft up.
Breeding season: early March through late July.
Incubation: 12-14 days; only female incubates.
Nestlings: altricial, fledge at 10 days.
Sunrise Powerlink breeding distribution: breeds from Jacumba west.
Dark-eyed Junco (Junco hyemalis)
Nest: in open woodlands in a hollow on ground among tree roots or partly hidden by brush,
occasionally to 8 ft.
Breeding season: late April through late July; two or three broods.
Incubation: 12-13 days; only female incubates.
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Nestlings: altricial, fledge at 10-13 days.
Sunrise Powerlink breeding distribution: breeds in Hauser Canyon, Bell Bluff area, and
potentially elsewhere in higher elevations.
Blue Grosbeak (Passerina caerulea)
Nest: in shrubby growth, weedy pastures, thickets, and low trees. Build nest in twig fork, 6
inches to 15 ft up.
Breeding season: early May through late July; double brooded.
Incubation: 11 to 13 days; only female incubates.
Nestlings: altricial, fledge at 9 to 13 days.
Sunrise Powerlink breeding distribution: breeds from Jacumba west.
Lazuli Bunting (Passerina amoena)
Nest: in low, thick scrub and riparian habitats, 1 to 10 ft up.
Breeding season: early May through early July; double brooded.
Incubation: 12 days; only female incubates.
Nestlings: altricial, fledge at 10-15 days.
Sunrise Powerlink breeding distribution: breeds from Jacumba west.
Red-winged Blackbird (Agelaius phoeniceus)
Nest: in vegetation at the edge of water, in reeds or shrubs near ground to 14 ft up; semicolonial.
Breeding season: late March through late June; double brooded.
Incubation: 10-12 days; only female incubates.
Nestlings: altricial, fledge at 10-11 days.
Sunrise Powerlink breeding distribution: breeds throughout west of the desert.
American Goldfinch (Spinus tristis)
Nest: in variety of habitats but usually associated with water, 1 to 33 ft up.
Breeding season: mid-April through early August; two or three broods.
Incubation: 12-14 days; only female incubates; male feeds female.
Nestlings: altricial, fledge at 11-17 days.
Sunrise Powerlink breeding distribution: breeds near the western terminus of the corridor in
Santee.

PASSERINES (SHRUB AND TREE NESTERS)
Western Wood-Pewee (Contopus sordidulus)
Nest: in coniferous and deciduous woodlands near watercourses, 15 to 30 ft high.
Breeding season: mid-May through late July.
Incubation: 12 days; only female incubates.
Nestlings: altricial, fledge at 14-18 days.
Sunrise Powerlink breeding distribution: breeds most commonly in vicinity of Barrett Lake
and Lake Morena, less commonly east to at least La Posta and west to Lakeside and Miramar.
Cassin's Kingbird (Tyrannus vociferans)
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Nest: in trees in open country, 8 to 40 ft, sometimes higher.
Breeding season: late April through late June; double brooded.
Incubation: 12-14 days; only female incubates.
Nestlings: altricial, fledge at 14 days.
Sunrise Powerlink breeding distribution: breeds west of Barrett Lake; isolated breeding
population at Jacumba.
Western Kingbird (Tyrannus verticalis)
Nest: open country in trees and on poles and transmission towers, 5 to 40 ft up.
Breeding season: late April through early June; double brooded.
Incubation: 12-14 days; both sexes incubate.
Nestlings: altricial, fledge at 13-19 days.
Sunrise Powerlink breeding distribution: breeds nearly throughout, with the possible
exception of the low desert.
Loggerhead Shrike (Lanius ludovicianus)
Nest: in dense shrub in open country, 3 to 30 ft high, usually below 15 ft.
Breeding season: late February through late June; two or three broods.
Incubation: 14-16 days; only female incubates, male stays nearby and brings food.
Nestlings: altricial, fledge at 17-21 days.
Sunrise Powerlink breeding distribution: Now restricted primarily to the section between La
Posta and In-Ko-Pah Gorge, with a small breeding population perhaps remaining at the west
end of the route near Santee.
Gray Vireo (Vireo vicinior)
See “Passerines (Understory and Thicket Nesters)”.
Warbling Vireo (Vireo gilvus)
Nest: in mature woodlands in trees 20 to 60 ft up.
Breeding season: mid-May through early July; double brooded.
Incubation: 12-13 days; both sexes incubate.
Nestlings: altricial, fledge at 14 days.
Sunrise Powerlink breeding distribution: May breed in the vicinity of Lake Morena and La
Posta.
Steller's Jay (Cyanocitta stelleri)
Nest: in woodland 2 to 100 ft up in tree.
Breeding season: late April through late June.
Incubation: 16 days; female incubates; male feeds female.
Nestlings: altricial, fledge at 18 days.
Sunrise Powerlink breeding distribution: breeds in the vicinity of Boulevard, La Posta, and
Buckman Springs.
Western Scrub-Jay (Aphelocoma californica)
See “Passerines (Understory and Thicket Nesters)”.
American Crow (Corvus brachyrhynchos)
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Nest: in variety of habitats in trees, 10 to 70 ft up.
Breeding season: late March through early June; single or double brooded.
Incubation: 18 days; only female incubates; may have unpaired nest helpers.
Nestlings: altricial, fledge at 35 days.
Sunrise Powerlink breeding distribution: breeds throughout west of the Tecate Divide.
Common Raven (Corvus corax)
Nest: in variety of habitats such as sheltered rock ledges or in the fork of trees, or on utility
poles and transmission towers, 45 to 80 ft up.
Breeding season: early March through late May; single brood.
Incubation: 20-21 days; only female incubates; male feeds female.
Nestlings: altricial, fledge at 5-6 weeks.
Sunrise Powerlink breeding distribution: breeds throughout.
Verdin (Auriparus flaviceps)
Nest: in thorny shrub, mesquite tree, or cactus, 2-12 ft up.
Breeding season: mid-March through late May; probably double brooded.
Incubation: 14 days; only the female incubates.
Nestlings: altricial, leave nest at approximately 3 weeks but continue to roost in nest long
afterward.
Sunrise Powerlink breeding distribution: breeds in desert west to vicinity of McCain Valley.
Bushtit (Psaltriparus minimus)
Nest: hanging nest in tree or shrub, 4 to 50 ft high.
Breeding season: mid-March through late June; probably double brooded.
Incubation: 12-13 days; both sexes incubate.
Nestlings: altricial, fledge at 14-15 days.
Sunrise Powerlink breeding distribution: breeds throughout west of the low desert.
Cactus Wren (Campylorhynchus brunneicapillus)
Nest: a bulky dome in cactus thickets 4 to 9 ft up; will build multiple (“dummy”) nests that
are not used for breeding.
Breeding season: early March through late July; two or three broods.
Incubation: 14-15 days; only female incubates; male feeds female.
Nestlings: altricial, fledge at 14-17 days.
Sunrise Powerlink breeding distribution: Desert subspecies C. b. anthonyi breeds in desert
west to the Tecate Divide; coastal subspecies C. b. sandiegensis breeds west of El Capitan
Reservoir.
Blue-gray Gnatcatcher (Polioptila caerulea)
See “Passerines (Understory and Thicket Nesters)”.
Black-tailed Gnatcatcher (Polioptila melanura)
Nest: a deep, compact cup, narrowing slightly at the rim, of plant fiber, bark, and grasses,
bound with spiders' webs, but lacking the external lichen covering.
Breeding season: mid February to late September.
Incubation: 14 days; both sexes.
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Nestlings: altricial, fledge at 9-15 days.
Sunrise Powerlink breeding distribution: breeds in desert east of Jacumba.
American Robin (Turdus migratorius)
Nest: in open areas in tree or shrub, usually in a fork, or on ledge of building, 3 to 25 ft up.
Breeding season: mid-May through late July; two or three broods.
Incubation: 11-14 days; only female incubates.
Nestlings: altricial, fledge at 14-16 days.
Sunrise Powerlink breeding distribution: breeds n vicinity of Manzanita and Buckman
Springs, and occasionally elsewhere.
Northern Mockingbird (Mimus polyglottos)
Nest: in shrub in open woodlands, bushes, and in developed areas, 3 to 50 ft up, typically 3 to
10 ft.
Breeding season: late March through late July; two or three broods.
Incubation: 11-14 days; only female incubates.
Nestlings: altricial, fledge at 12-14 days.
Sunrise Powerlink breeding distribution: breeds east of Manzanita (except low desert) and
west of Pine Valley.
California Thrasher (Toxostoma redivivum)
Nest: in low tree or shrub in sage scrub and chaparral, 2 to 4 ft off ground.
Breeding season: mid-February through early July; double brooded.
Incubation: 14 days; both sexes incubate.
Nestlings: altricial, fledge at 12-14 days.
Sunrise Powerlink breeding distribution: breeds from Jacumba west.
Le Conte’s Thrasher (Toxostoma lecontei)
Nest: in desert areas with shrubby growth, in cholla or a low tree, 2 to 8 ft up.
Breeding season: early February through mid-June; two or three broods.
Incubation: 14-20 days; both sexes incubate.
Nestlings: altricial, fledge at 14-17 days.
Sunrise Powerlink breeding distribution: breeds in desert west to In-Ko-Pah Gorge.
Phainopepla (Phainopepla nitens)
Nest: in desert scrub (desert) or branch of a tree (coastal slope), 4 to 50 ft up.
Breeding season: early March through late May in the desert and late May through midAugust on coastal slope; double brooded.
Incubation: 14-15 days; both sexes incubate.
Nestlings: altricial, fledge at 18-19 days.
Sunrise Powerlink breeding distribution: breeds throughout.
Yellow Warbler (Dendroica petechia)
See “Passerines (Understory and Thicket Nesters)”.
Black-throated Sparrow (Amphispiza bilineata)
Nest: desert areas with sparse shrub cover, in shrub or cactus 6-18 inches off ground.
Breeding season: late March through early July; probably double brooded.
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Incubation: approximately 12 days.
Nestlings: altricial, fledge at 9-10 days.
Sunrise Powerlink breeding distribution: breeds from the desert east to In-Ko-Pah Gorge.
Black-headed Grosbeak (Pheucticus melanocephalus)
Nest: in higher thickets, in trees along streams or in open woodlands, 6 to 12 ft high.
Breeding season: late April through late July; single brood.
Incubation: 12-13 days; both sexes incubate.
Nestlings: altricial, fledge at 12 days.
Sunrise Powerlink breeding distribution: breeds east to Jacumba.
Blue Grosbeak (Passerina caerulea)
See “Passerines (Understory and Thicket Nesters)”.
Brewer's Blackbird (Euphagus cyanocephalus)
Nest: usually near water in trees or shrubs, but also in cultivated and urban areas; 18 to 130 ft
high, sometimes to 150 ft.
Breeding season: late March through early July; double brooded.
Incubation: 12-13 days; only female incubates.
Nestlings: altricial, fledge at 13 days.
Sunrise Powerlink breeding distribution: breeds east to Jacumba.
Hooded Oriole (Icterus cucullatus)
Nest: in shade trees, palms and shrubs, often near houses, 10 to 45 ft up.
Breeding season: mid-April through early August; two or three broods.
Incubation: 12-14 days; only female incubates.
Nestlings: altricial, fledge at 14 days.
Sunrise Powerlink breeding distribution: breeds west from Viejas Mountain and Lake
Barrett, and also east from Jacumba to El Centro.
Bullock’s Oriole (Icterus bullockii)
Nest: in areas with scattered large trees, tree rows, or riparian corridors, 6 to 50 ft up.
Breeding season: late April through early July; single brood.
Incubation: 14 days; only female incubates.
Nestlings: altricial, fledge at 14 days.
Sunrise Powerlink breeding distribution: breeds east to Jacumba.
Scott's Oriole (Icterus parisorum)
Nest: semi pensile cup attached to edge of yucca leaves or supporting twigs in tree, 4 to 20 ft
up.
Breeding season: early May through late June; double brooded.
Incubation: 14 days; only female incubates.
Nestlings: altricial, fledge at 14 days.
Sunrise Powerlink breeding distribution: breeds from Miller Valley to In-Ko-Pah Gorge.
House Finch (Carpodacus mexicanus)
See “Passerines (Bridge, Culvert, and Building Nesters)”.
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Lesser Goldfinch (Spinus psaltria)
Nest: in open country in trees and shrubs, 2 to 30 ft up.
Breeding season: early April through mid-July; two or three broods.
Incubation: 12 days; only female incubates; male feeds female.
Nestlings: altricial, fledge at 11 days.
Sunrise Powerlink breeding distribution: breeds throughout west of the desert.
Lawrence's Goldfinch (Spinus lawrencei)
Nest: in scattered trees and open woodlands, 3 to 40 ft high on branch.
Breeding season: early April through late July.
Incubation: 12-13 days; only female incubates; male feeds female.
Nestlings: altricial, fledge at 11 days.
Sunrise Powerlink breeding distribution: breeds in small numbers from In-Ko-Pah west.
American Goldfinch (Spinus tristis)
See “Passerines (Understory and Thicket Nesters)”.

PASSERINES (TOWER NESTERS)
Western Kingbird (Tyrannus verticalis)
See “Passerines (Shrub and Tree Nesters)”.
Cassin’s Kingbird (Tyrannus vociferans)
See “Passerines (Shrub and Tree Nesters)”.
Common Raven (Corvus corax)
See “Passerines (Shrub and Tree Nesters)”.
House Finch (Carpodacus mexicanus)
See “Passerines (Bridge, Culvert, and Building Nesters)”.

PASSERINES (MARSH NESTERS)
Common Yellowthroat (Geothlypis trichas)
See “Passerines (Understory and Thicket Nesters)”.
Red-winged Blackbird (Agelaius phoeniceus)
See “Passerines (Understory and Thicket Nesters)”.

SPECIAL STATUS SPECIES
Golden Eagle (Aquila chrysaetos)
Nest: large twig structure on cliff ledge, or in large tree (typically an oak) or on transmission
tower.
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Breeding season: December through June, peaking early February to late May.
Incubation: 35-45 days; incubation primarily by female beginning with first egg laid.
Nestlings: altricial, fledge at 63-70 days.
Sunrise Powerlink breeding distribution: scattered localities from Jacumba west, typically in
foothills on large rocky outcrops.
Burrowing Owl (Athene cunicularia)
Nest: in abandoned burrow of ground squirrel, badger, or fox, or manmade structure.
Breeding season: early April to July.
Incubation: 27-30 days; only female incubates but is fed by male; incubation begins with
laying of first egg.
Nestlings: begin spending time at mouth of burrow after 2 weeks, fledging at about 6 weeks.
Sunrise Powerlink breeding distribution: far east.
Southwestern Willow Flycatcher (Empidonax traillii extimus)
Nest: compact cup of weed bark, plant fibers, dry grasses, and plant down such as willow
down, often giving a cottony appearance.
Breeding season: late March to early September.
Incubation: 12-13 days; by female.
Nestlings: altricial, fledge at 14 days.
Sunrise Powerlink breeding distribution: near Bauer Bridge and potentially elsewhere.
Least Bell's Vireo (Vireo bellii pusillus)
Nest: a deep rounded cup, often with material hanging from bottom, bound to twigs at the
rim. Of bark strips, feathers, grass and leaf fragments, and plant down, bound with spiders'
webs and cocoons; lined with fine grasses, or thin weed stems, and hair.
Breeding season: early April to early July.
Incubation: 14 days; both sexes incubate.
Nestlings: altricial, fledge at 10-12 days.
Sunrise Powerlink breeding distribution: El Capitan Reservoir and westward.
Coastal California Gnatcatcher (Polioptila californica californica)
Nest: cone-shaped, in a fork. Materials well-quilted and compact. Binding materials (barks,
grasses) and spiders' webs used externally, with small curled-up leaves of white sage. Deep
cup-like interior, lined with finer fibers and a few feathers.
Breeding season: late February to mid-July (uncommonly into August).
Incubation: 14 days; both sexes incubate.
Nestlings: altricial, fledge at 16 days.
Sunrise Powerlink breeding distribution: Loveland Reservoir/Bell Bluff and west

NON-NATIVE SPECIES
Feral (Rock) Pigeon (Columba livia)
Nest: a scanty layer, at times almost absent, at others more solid, of fine stems, roots, twigs,
etc., or in towns sometimes pieces of wire of similar appearance.
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Breeding season: year-round.
Incubation: 17-19 days; both sexes incubate.
Nestlings: altricial, fledge at 25-45 days.
Sunrise Powerlink breeding distribution: Breeds throughout in urban centers, roadside rest
areas, and other areas with buildings and people.
Eurasian Collared-Dove (Streptopelia decaocto)
Nest: a thin platform of fine twigs and plant stems.
Breeding season: year-round.
Incubation: 14 days; both sexes incubate.
Nestlings: altricial, fledge at 18 days.
Sunrise Powerlink breeding distribution: has colonized nearly the entire county since first
reported in 2002. Breeds along most of the route now in suitable habitat, especially desert
areas.
European Starling (Sturnus vulgaris)
Nest: an untidy accumulation of stems, leaves, and other plant material, with cup lined with
feathers, wool and moss.
Breeding season: mid-April to late July.
Incubation: 12-15 days; both sexes incubate.
Nestlings: altricial; fledge at 21-23 days.
Sunrise Powerlink breeding distribution: breeds throughout except perhaps for the low desert.
House Sparrow (Passer domesticus)
Nest: in trees a neat rounded dome structure with side entrance, in creepers or crevices an
untidy domed structure, or in holes may be a cup. Of straw, plant stems, and any appropriate
trash such as paper, string, or cloth; lined with feathers, hair, and wool.
Breeding season: April to early August.
Incubation: 11-14 days; both sexes incubate.
Nestlings: altricial, fledge at 12-14 days.
Sunrise Powerlink breeding distribution: breeds throughout wherever people reside; most
common in urban centers and horse ranches.

BROOD PARASITES
Brown-headed Cowbird (Molothrus ater)
Nest: none.
Breeding season: early April to late August
Incubation: does not incubate.
Nestlings: altricial, fledges at 10 days.
Sunrise Powerlink breeding distribution: throughout west of the low desert.
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Attachment B: Nest Buffer Reductions
This section addresses initial buffer distances for 35 common bird species of this region which
are most likely to be found during the course of the Project. The initial nest buffer distance
recommendations are based on variations in habitat types used for nesting, tolerances for human
environments and activities, the potential that construction may or may not impact the nesting
behavior, current construction-related nest findings, visual barriers, topography, and nest height,
as well as other factors. The proposed buffers are the result of a consensus among avian
biologists working on SRPL and local avian experts, and are based on a collection of professional
experiences including that on SRPL, collective expertise and available literature.
Each species is considered separately, and it is not anticipated that any of the buffer reductions
will conflict with the MBTA or Fish and Game codes 3503 and 3503.5, as impacts will be
monitored and will be minimized or avoided and adequate protections for nesting birds (i.e., the
establishment of no-work zones and Environmentally Sensitive Area signage) will remain as
standard operating procedures for the Project. In addition, implementation of the buffers is not
anticipated to result in an increase of impacts to nesting birds as analyzed in the FEIR/FEIS.
A large portion of available literature and previous studies concerning human impacts on nesting
birds relates to long term impacts of noise on nesting success and impacts to intra- and interspecific communication. Other research of the effects of noise on wildlife species has focused on
noise events of high level but very short duration, such as low-flying aircraft and helicopters.
Such noise impacts may cause startle events, such as birds fleeing from the nest and temporarily
leaving eggs or young unattended. In general, neither of these specific categories of noise impacts
characterizes the most common type of noise impact from SRPL, that of continuous noise of
moderate level for a relatively short extended period of up to about 8 hours over a course of
several days. This impact is different than those associated with longer term construction projects
where identical or similar project construction noise occurs over a several month period.
Potential impacts to birds from construction noise and activity can include three basic types:
Stress and Physiological Effects, Masking, and other Behavioral Modifications (Dooling and
Popper, 2007). Species specific differences in physiological reaction to noise disturbance are
known, but are not well understood. Relative to Physiological Effects, the noise required to cause
permanent hearing damage in birds has been shown to consist of a single blast noise over 140dB,
multiple blasts of noise over 125dB, or continuous exposure over 72 hours at 110dB (Dooling and
Popper, 2007). Additionally, temporary hearing loss can occur from continuous exposure over 72
hours at 93dB. Noise impacts of this type are not likely to occur on SRPL and continuous noise
rarely lasts for longer than 8 hours duration, and is typically of a much shorter duration. Results
of the available studies confirm that birds are resistant to permanent auditory damage and hearing
loss from noise exposure.
Masking is the interference with the detection of one biologically relevant sound by another
sound. Biologists have held that human-generated noise above 60dB may cause masking
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problems relative to bird vocalizations. However, this 60dB level is entirely dependent upon
ambient noise, with perhaps a higher threshold being more appropriate in more urban areas and a
lower threshold in more rural areas. In addition, the 60dB level does not take into consideration
the behaviors that birds have recently been documented to employ to increase the effectiveness of
communications in noisy environments, for example by increasing their vocal output by as much
as 10dB (Dooling and Popper 2007). The concept of masking is complex and highly variable.
Noise from SRPL construction in certain situations may result in temporary masking of bird
communications due to its anticipated relatively short duration.
While it is intuitive that noise and other construction disturbance may cause behavioral changes
in wild birds, laboratory studies do not translate well into the field. Rarely is noise separable from
other correlated variables in field studies, and there are examples of birds nesting in areas of high
levels of airplane and traffic noise and activity (Dooling and Popper, 2007). However, it is
accepted by biologists that birds nesting in an environment with existing human activity appear to
have a much higher tolerance for human presence than birds nesting in more natural areas. A
study in Minnesota (Leddy et. al, 1998) demonstrated that densities of grassland passerines were
statistically higher in habitat without wind turbines and in habitat greater than 590 feet from
turbines as compared to habitat within 262 feet of turbines. Again it is not clear what factors were
keeping densities lower nearer the operating wind turbines.
The following information is grouped by species with similar natural histories and nesting
behaviors. These proposed buffers are for common, widespread bird species observed nesting
along SRPL in 2011, which are typically found in proximity to human activities and habitation.
Despite the request and justifications for proposed buffer reductions, buffers may be increased
depending on site-specific variables and observed bird behaviors. For species not listed in this
attachment, an initial buffer will be established consistent with the MMCRP. This initial buffer
may be increased as deemed appropriate by the Avian Biologist. Buffer reductions for nests of
species not covered in Attachment B, as well as changes to the distances in Attachment B, will be
subject to consultation with the respective land management agency or their designee, and the
effectiveness of any modified buffers will be reported to WLA and CPUC on a weekly basis. For
the purposes of describing nests that fledged and did not fledge during the 2011 nesting season,
removed and satellite nest outcomes were not included in the graphs. Removed nests, where
applicable, were included in the text. The Nest Outcome Graphs shown for each of the 35 most
common bird species present baseline data on buffer distances related to nest outcome collected
during the 2011 nesting season on the Project. These graphs and data do not reflect distance to
work activities, their type or duration, buffer modifications (e.g. drive-through access), or
whether Project related construction occurred during the natural progression of these nests.
A list of each bird species and its proposed buffer reduction is summarized in Table 1.
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BIRDS COMMONLY ASSOCIATED WITH HUMAN
ENVIRONMENTS
There are many bird species of San Diego and/or Imperial Counties that are found commonly
within urban, suburban, residential, developed, landscaped, light-residential, and rural
residential areas. These species exhibit a high tolerance for human development, presence,
and activities, and are sometimes able to complete all life history functions within entirely
man-made environments.
As such, initial nest buffer distances on a species-wide level are requested for each of the
following species: house finch, mourning dove, lesser goldfinch, Anna’s hummingbird,
bushtit, cliff swallow, black phoebe, Say’s phoebe, American crow, common raven, northern
mockingbird, western scrub-jay, California towhee, western kingbird, Cassin’s kingbird, song
sparrow, black-chinned hummingbird and cactus wren.
Although it is acknowledged that man-made environments are atypical throughout the ROW,
it is anticipated that many nests during the 2012 nesting season will be observed in disturbed
or developed areas. In these areas, a reduction in species diversity may be expected. Francis,
Ortega, and Cruz concluded in a 2009 study that increases in noise levels due to human
disturbances resulted in changes in population dynamics of avian species. These changes
were the result of some species experiencing an increase in reproductive success as a result of
noise pollution disrupting predator-prey relations in favor of prey species. However, it must
be acknowledged that increases in noise levels in previously undisturbed areas may impact
some avian species indirectly as a result of increasing nest success of more adaptable
competitor species.
Nests observed in undisturbed or wilderness areas, however, may require larger buffers than
the distances referenced in this section. As such, the Avian Biologist will evaluate each nest
individually to determine the most effective nest buffer, which may be greater than the buffer
distances noted in this section.
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House Finch: The house finch (Carpodacus mexicanus) is distributed and confirmed to
breed in nearly all areas of San Diego and Imperial Counties except for montane coniferous
forests on Palomar Mountain (Unitt, 2004). In desert regions, house finches nest colonially
near water sources such as oases or development (Unitt, 2004). The house finch is the most
abundant species found in San Diego County (Unitt, 2004). Populations have expanded
recently and are especially abundant in developed areas (Dunn and Alderfer, 2006). Frequent
nest site selection on buildings is likely due to preference for stable, covered, nesting
locations (Ehrlich, Dobkin and Wheye, 1988; Unitt, 2004). Due to these natural history facts,
house finches are sometimes de-sensitized to human activity, and may complete all life
history functions within human-made environments. In combination with sheltered nesting
locations that frequently are located on human-occupied dwellings and human-made devices
and structures, house finches will sometimes tolerate high levels of human activity within 30
feet without flushing from an active nest. Various surveys and biological monitoring over the
last few years have revealed that the house finch is found over the length of the Project in
every vegetation type, particularly where human influence exists. Project results over the last
several seasons for house finch nests located within work limits, show that most occur in
equipment, substations, or man-made structure within construction yards. Nesting house
finches have demonstrated tolerance well within 100 feet of ongoing work activities adjacent
to nest locations without adverse effects. Considering the abundance of this species, its strong
association with human environments, Project findings for house finch nests, and approved
nest buffer reductions to less than 100 feet, a blanket nest buffer for the house finch is
proposed for 30 feet. Of the 150 house finch nest attempts observed in 2011, 32 nests
received buffer reductions to 0-24 feet; 10 fledged, 16 did not fledge, and 6 had indeterminate
outcomes. Thirteen house finch nests received buffer reductions to 25-49 feet; 5 fledged, 3
did not fledge, and 5 had indeterminate outcomes. Three house finch nests had buffer
reductions to 50-99 feet; 2 fledged and 1 had an indeterminate outcome. One hundred-two
house finch nest buffers remained at 100 feet or received nest buffer modifications; 29
fledged, 57 did not fledge, and 16 had indeterminate outcomes. Observation of house finch
nests along the Project in 2011 neither support nor refute the notion that this species may be
negatively affected by work activities occurring at the proposed species specific buffer
distance (Fig 1). During the 2011 nesting season 6 house finch nests were removed prior to
containing eggs or young. These nests are not included in Figure 1.
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Mourning Dove: The mourning dove (Zenaida macroura) is distributed throughout San
Diego and Imperial Counties and is the most widely distributed game bird in North America
(Cornell Lab of Ornithology, 2011). This species is common to abundant in urbanized and
residential areas. Along the Project ROW, only desert areas extremely sparse in vegetation do
not support nesting pairs (Unitt, 2004). Locally, mourning dove abundance is directly related
to urbanization and agriculture, where the highest numbers of nesting birds occur (Unitt,
2004). Various wildlife surveys and biological monitoring undertaken for this Project over
the last several years have shown that the mourning dove occurs in every vegetation type
found along the length of the ROW. Mourning doves construct minimal stick nests in
locations with strong support (Ehrlich, Dobkin and Wheye, 1988). Site selection therefore
favors ornamental vegetation with large branches, and man-made structures such as eaves,
bridges, and flower baskets (Unitt, 2004). Due to these facts, mourning doves are sometimes
de-sensitized to human activity and most will tolerate people approaching to within 30 feet
without flushing from an active nest. Considering the abundance of this species, its strong
association with human environments, Project findings for mourning dove nests, and
approved nest buffer reductions to less than 100 feet, a blanket nest buffer for the mourning
dove is proposed for 30 feet (Fig 2). Of the 46 mourning dove nest attempts observed in
2011, five nests received buffer reductions to 0-24 feet; 3 fledged, 1 did not fledge, and 1 had
an indeterminate outcome. Three mourning dove nests received buffer reductions to 25-49
feet; 0 fledged, 2 did not fledge, and 1 had an indeterminate outcome. Four mourning dove
nests had buffer reductions to 50-99 feet; 2 fledged, 1 did not fledge, and 1 had an
indeterminate outcome. Thirty four mourning dove nests remained at 100 feet or received
nest buffer modifications; 12 fledged, 18 did not fledge, and 4 had indeterminate outcomes.
Observation of mourning dove nests along the Project in 2011 neither support nor refute the
notion that this species may be negatively affected by work activities occurring at the
proposed species specific buffer distance (Fig 2).
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Lesser Goldfinch: The lesser goldfinch (Carduelis psaltria) is an abundant and widely
distributed species in San Diego and Imperial Counties (Unitt, 2004; Sibley, 2003). This
species is a habitat generalist that can be found along scrub or forest edges, riparian
woodlands, chaparral, fields, weedlots, urban, and suburban areas (Unitt, 2004; Ehrlich,
Dobkin and Wheye, 1988; Cornell Lab of Ornithology, 2011). While extending to the desert,
distribution of these birds is somewhat impacted by water availability (Ehrlich, Dobkin and
Wheye, 1988; Unitt 2004). Various wildlife surveys and biological monitoring undertaken for
this Project over the last several years have shown that this bird commonly to abundantly
occurs in practically every vegetation type found along the ROW. Because lesser goldfinches
readily inhabit and benefit from suburban and urban areas (Linsdale, 1957), they are
sometimes de-sensitized to human activity, and most will tolerate people approaching to
within 30 feet without flushing from an active nest. Considering this natural history
information and Project-specific findings, a blanket nest buffer for the lesser goldfinch is
proposed for 30 feet. Of the 73 lesser goldfinch nest attempts observed in 2011, 6 nests received
buffer reductions to 0-24 feet; 2 fledged and 4 did not fledge. Eight lesser goldfinch nests received
buffer reductions to 25-49 feet; 1 fledged, 6 did not fledge, and 1 had an indeterminate outcome.
Four lesser goldfinch nests had buffer reductions to 50-99 feet; 3 fledged and 1 did not fledge.
Fifty-five lesser goldfinch nest buffers remained at 100 feet or received nest buffer modifications;
13 fledged, 33 did not fledge, and 9 had indeterminate outcomes. Observation of lesser goldfinch
nests along the Project in 2011 neither support nor refute the notion that this species may be
negatively affected by work activities occurring at the proposed species specific buffer distance
(Fig 3). During the 2011 nesting season 3 lesser goldfinch nests were removed prior to containing
eggs or young. These nests are not included in Figure 3.
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Anna’s Hummingbird: The Anna's hummingbird (Calypte anna) has the highest affinity to
man-made surroundings of any bird species, including nest sites, and is widely distributed in
urban, suburban, and native habitats in San Diego County (Unitt, 2004). It is widely accepted
that southern California's planting of flowering exotics helped this species expand its
breeding range throughout the region (Cornell Lab of Ornithology, 2011). Wildlife surveys
and biological monitoring undertaken for this Project over the last several years have shown
that these birds occur in every vegetation type found along the ROW from the western end
through the desert slope, including densely populated urban areas. Nests typically consist of
spider webs and plant matter, and there is often little to no effort made by the bird to conceal
the location of the nest (Ehrlich, Dobkin and Wheye, 1988). Nest counts consistently include
high numbers in suburban and urban areas (Ehrlich, Dobkin and Wheye, 1988). Anna's
hummingbird is commonly de-sensitized to human activity, and many nests have been
documented in planted vegetation of urban areas, well within 50 feet of high levels of human
activity. Active Anna’s hummingbird nests located along the project ROW have tolerated
jack-hammering and construction activities only 20 feet away, cement cutting and trenching
26 feet away, and grading and heavy equipment use adjacent to a nest directly over an access
road. Current Project-related nest buffers for this species have been approved to distances of
less than 30 feet. A blanket nest buffer for Anna’s hummingbird is proposed for 50 feet. Of
the 42 Anna’s hummingbird nest attempts observed in 2011, 6 nests received buffer reductions to
0-24 feet; 2 fledged, 3 did not fledge, and 1 had an indeterminate outcome. Three Anna’s
hummingbird nests received buffer reductions to 25-49 feet; 1 fledged, 1 did not fledge, and 1 had
an indeterminate outcome. Two Anna’s hummingbird nests had buffer reductions to 50-99 feet;
both fledged. Thirty-one Anna’s hummingbird nest buffers remained at 100 feet or received
modifications; 12 fledged, 15 did not fledge, and 4 had indeterminate outcomes. Observation of
Anna’s hummingbird nests along the Project in 2011 neither support nor refute the notion that this
species may be negatively affected by work activities occurring at the proposed species specific
buffer distance (Fig 4).
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Bushtit: The bushtit (Psaltriparus minimus) is distributed throughout San Diego County in a
variety of habitats. The species is San Diego’s smallest songbird and is also one of the most
common, often preferring open mixed woodland with some evergreens or shrubby understory
(Cornell Lab of Ornithology, 2011). The bushtit is one of southern California’s most
successful urban adapters partly due to its indifference to people, yet it remains common in
native habitats as well (Unitt, 2004). Various wildlife surveys and biological monitoring
undertaken for this Project over the last several years have shown that the bushtit occurs in
practically every vegetation type found along the coastal slope of the ROW. Bushtits
construct gourd-shaped, hanging pocket nests made of twigs woven with moss, lichen, leaves,
cocoons, grass and flowers (Ehrlich, Dobkin and Wheye, 1988). The nest is often visually
concealed within dense branches and foliage. Since this species often occurs entirely within
urban areas and nests are often visually concealed, bushtits are generally de-sensitized to
human activity, and most will tolerate people approaching to within 30 feet without flushing
from an active nest. Some active bushtit nests located along the Project ROW have tolerated
grading and heavy machinery at Suncrest Substation 10 feet away, construction yard work
and tower assembly 30 feet away, and staging of trenching equipment 30 feet away. Current
Project-related nest buffers for this species have been approved to distances of less than 30
feet. A blanket nest buffer for the bushtit is proposed for 50 feet. Of the 76 bushtit nest
attempts observed in 2011, 7 nests received buffer reductions to 0-24 feet; 3 fledged, 3 did
not fledge, and 1 had an indeterminate outcome. Four bushtit nests received buffer reductions
to 25-49 feet; 2 fledged, 2 did not fledge, and 1 had an indeterminate outcome. Five bushtit
nests had buffer reductions to 50-99 feet; 1 fledged, 2 did not fledge, and 2 had indeterminate
outcomes. Sixty bushtit nest buffers remained at 100 feet or received nest buffer
modifications; 16 fledged, 35 did not fledge, and 9 had indeterminate outcomes. Observation
of bushtit nests along the Project in 2011 neither support nor refute the notion that this
species may be negatively affected by work activities occurring at the proposed species
specific buffer distance (Fig 5).
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Cliff Swallow: The cliff swallow (Petrochelidon pyrrhonota) is abundant throughout
western San Diego County, and populations have greatly increased recently throughout
Imperial County. Some local breeding colonies have been observed with over 1,000
individuals (Unitt, 2004). The range expansion of this species is largely attributed to irrigated
landscape-level development, including golf courses and agriculture, and populations appear
to be increasing (Cornell Lab of Ornithology, 2011; Unitt, 2004). The irrigated land
conversions allow for an insectivorous prey base to exist in sufficiently high numbers to
support colonial nesting of this species. Commonly used nest locations of cliff swallows
include bridges, culverts, walls under eaves, and other man-made vertical structures with
cover from above (Ehrlich, Dobkin and Wheye, 1988). Nest sites are often exposed to high
levels of traffic and other human activity and may tolerate high levels of disturbance in
proximity without resulting in nest abandonment. Various surveys and biological monitoring
over the last few years have shown that the cliff swallow is found in migration over the length
of the Project in many vegetation types. Along the Project ROW, nesting colonies are
generally localized along Interstate 8 underpasses, bridges, and building eaves in both dense
and sparsely human-occupied environments, well within 50 feet of human-caused
disturbances, including visual and noise. Considering this natural history information and
Project-specific findings, a blanket nest buffer for the cliff swallow is proposed for 50 feet.
One cliff swallow nest attempt was observed in 2011 and received a buffer reduction to 50-99
feet. This nest successfully fledged. Observation of this cliff swallow nest along the Project in
2011 neither supports nor refutes the notion that this species may be negatively affected by
work activities occurring at the proposed species specific buffer distance (Fig 6).
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Black Phoebe: The black phoebe (Sayornis nigricans) is adapted to urbanized areas, and
regularly builds nests along bridges, culverts, houses, and other structures (Ehrlich, Dobkin
and Wheye, 1988; Unitt, 2004, Cornell Lab of Ornithology, 2011). Placement of nests along
these structures frequently provides visual and sound barriers from multiple angles. Local
populations are most dense in urbanized and developed areas where water, structures, and
open foraging areas are available (Unitt, 2004). Nest sites are often exposed to high levels of
traffic and other human activity and may tolerate high levels of disturbance in proximity
without resulting in nest abandonment. Various surveys and biological monitoring over the
last few years have shown that the black phoebe is found over the length of the Project in
many vegetation types, particularly where human influence exists. Along the Project ROW,
black phoebe nests have been found in culverts and box channels below Alpine Blvd., on the
sides of houses and structures, under bridges, in both dense and sparsely human-occupied
environments, well within 50 feet of human-caused disturbances, including visual and noise.
Therefore, a blanket nest buffer for black phoebe is proposed for 50 feet, except for
completely visually concealed nests below-grade in bridges, in culverts, or other areas where
all work activities are completely out of view from black phoebe nests. In these instances, a
further reduced buffer may be proposed, as the hidden location of the nest itself should be
sufficient to negate the potential for nest failure. Of the 15 black phoebe nest attempts
observed in 2011, 3 received buffer reductions to 0-24 feet; 1 fledged and two did not fledge.
One black phoebe nest received a buffer reduction to 25-49 feet and did not fledge. Eleven
nest buffers for black phoebe remained at 100 feet or received nest buffer modifications; 4
fledged and 7 did not fledge. Observation of black phoebe nests along the Project in 2011
neither support nor refute the notion that this species may be negatively affected by work
activities occurring at the proposed species specific buffer distance (Fig 7).
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Say’s Phoebe: The Say’s phoebe (Sayornis saya) is found in western North America (Sibley,
2003) in open areas, tundra, prairies, deserts, and fields. “The Say's phoebe breeds farther
north than any other flycatcher, seemingly limited only by the lack of nest sites. It breeds
north past tree line, and may be following the Alaska pipeline even farther north, nesting on
the pipeline itself. Open country, sagebrush, badlands, dry barren foothills, canyons, borders
of deserts, and ranches. They are often around buildings and avoid watercourses and heavy
forest (Cornell Lab of Ornithology, 2011).” In San Diego, the breeding range is mostly
absent in the montane areas but can be found within the coastal plains, inland slopes, and
desert areas (Unitt, 2004). Say's phoebe has benefited from use of human-made structures for
nest sites (Cornell Lab of Ornithology, 2011), and “relies heavily on man-made structures for
nest sites” (Unitt, 2004). The nest is an open cup of rocks, weed stems, grass, plant fibers,
spider webs and other items, lined with hair, fibers, paper, or feathers. Nests are placed on
ledges with cover, such as in a cave, on a building, eave, or bridge. Although distribution and
populations of Say’s phoebe have shifted in recent history for unknown reason, western
populations appear reliant on man-made structures (Unitt, 2004). During the San Diego
County Bird Atlas census period, all Say’s phoebe nests observed on the coastal slope
occurred in man-made structures such as pipe, eves, carports, restrooms, or stairways. Based
on these natural history facts, an initial buffer distance, subject to expansion at the discretion
of the Avian Biologist, is proposed for 50 feet. Of the 4 Say’s phoebe nest attempts in 2011,
all fledged successfully, 1 received a buffer reduction to 25-49 feet, 1 received a buffer
reduction to 50-99 feet, and 2 nest buffers remained at 100 feet or received nest buffer
modifications. Observation of Say’s phoebe nests along the Project in 2011 neither support
nor refute the notion that this species may be negatively affected by work activities occurring
at the proposed species specific buffer distance (Fig 8).
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American Crow: The American crow (Corvus brachyrhynchos) is distributed widely
throughout North America and San Diego County, due to aggressive range expansion over
the past several decades (Unitt, 2004). Project ROW areas within the County support nesting
pairs of American crow, particularly those with tall trees (i.e., eucalyptus) or where electric
poles, wires, or towers are already established (Sibley, 2003). Various wildlife surveys and
biological monitoring undertaken for this Project over the last several years have shown that
the American crow occurs where these features are present, including primarily urban and
residential areas. Due to the known nesting locations for this species in this region and
elsewhere in North America, it is widely accepted that these birds are de-sensitized to human
activity (Cornell Lab of Ornithology, 2011). Many American crow nests (active and inactive)
occur along the ROW within 50 feet of human-occupied areas (i.e., Alpine Blvd.). A blanket
nest buffer for the American crow is proposed for 100 feet. One American crow nest attempt
was observed in 2011 and the nest buffer remained at 100 feet but received a nest buffer
modification to allow drive through traffic. This nest fledged successfully. Observation of this
American crow nest along the Project in 2011 neither supports nor refutes the notion that this
species may be negatively affected by work activities occurring at the proposed species specific
buffer distance (Fig 9).
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Common Raven: The common raven (Corvus corax) is commonly distributed in San Diego
and Imperial Counties, and its population is rising (Unitt, 2004). These birds commonly
utilize nesting sites on a perennial basis (Cornell Lab of Ornithology, 2011) and will readily
use man-made nesting sites, including buildings, bridges, and power line towers (Unitt,
2004). They can be found in all habitats along the Project ROW, as wildlife surveys and
biological monitoring undertaken for this Project over the last several bird breeding seasons
have confirmed. Common raven population growth in the American Southwest has been
positively correlated with human developments in previously natural habitats and the nesting
and scavenging opportunities that these human-converted areas present; in many cases,
ravens are categorized as pests (Ehrilch, Dobkin, and Wheye, 1988). For this Project, to
reduce predation on the flat-tailed horned lizard (Phrynosoma mcalli), raven nests were to be
removed from the desert portion of the ROW where the lizard is known. These birds may be
de-sensitized to human activity and some will tolerate people, machinery, and vehicles
approaching to within 100 feet without flushing from an active nest. Considering this natural
history information and Project-specific findings, a blanket nest buffer for this species is
proposed for 100 feet. Of the 13 common raven nest attempts observed in 2011, 7 received
reduced buffers to 0-24; all seven nests fledged. Six common raven nest buffers remained at
100 feet or received nest buffer modifications; 5 fledged and 1 did not fledge. Observation of
common raven nests along the Project in 2011 neither support nor refute the notion that this
species may be negatively affected by work activities occurring at the proposed species
specific buffer distance (Fig. 10).
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Northern Mockingbird: The northern mockingbird (Mimus polyglottos) is distributed
throughout San Diego and Imperial Counties. This species is common in towns, suburbs,
backyards, parks, forest edges, and open land at lower elevations, and have become a fixture
in southern California’s domesticated landscape (Unitt, 2004). This species is abundant in
towns and suburbs where open habitat is present (Ehrlich, Dobkin and Wheye, 1988; Dunn
and Alderfer, 2006). Mockingbird populations have become so indicative of development in
recent history that they are often perceived as “out-of-place” in native habitats within
California (Unitt, 2004). Population trends of mockingbirds tightly follow urbanization, and
absence of mockingbird along the west slope of San Diego County below 4000’ only occurs
in areas devoid of development (Unitt, 2004). Nevertheless, this species still occurs in native
areas anywhere from desert washes to open sage scrub. Northern mockingbirds construct
their stick nests in trees or shrubs with dense screening foliage or protective thorns (Ehrlich,
Dobkin and Wheye, 1988). Being well adapted to urbanization, it freely uses ornamental
plants for nesting. The species enjoys an unusually long breeding season and commonly
raises two broods per year (Unitt, 2004). Due to its natural history and its tendency to nest
within dense vegetation that provides visual screening, northern mockingbirds are may be desensitized to human activity, and most will tolerate people approaching to within 50 feet
without flushing from an active nest. Therefore, a blanket nest buffer for this species is
proposed for 50 feet. Of the 11 northern mockingbird nest attempts observed in 2011, 1
received a buffer reduction to 25-49 feet. This nest fledged successfully. One northern
mockingbird nest received a reduced buffer to 50-99 feet. This nest did not fledge. Nine
northern mockingbird nest buffers remained at 100 feet or received nest buffer modifications;
3 fledged, 5 did not fledge, and 1 was indeterminate. Observation of northern mockingbird
nests along the Project in 2011 neither support nor refute the notion that this species may be
negatively affected by work activities occurring at the proposed species specific buffer
distance (Fig 11).
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Western Scrub-Jay: The western scrub-jay (Aphelocoma californica) is a year-round
resident of San Diego County, and occurs to a lesser degree in Imperial County (Unitt, 2004).
This species is common to abundant in oak woodlands and chaparral near the coast, and
interiorly, pinyon-juniper woodlands. It can also be found in backyards, pastures, and
orchards (Cornell Lab of Ornithology, 2011). Along the Project ROW, only desert areas
extremely sparse in vegetation do not support nesting pairs; availability of desert scrub oak is
a limiting factor in the distribution of this species in the desert (Unitt, 2004). Various wildlife
surveys and biological monitoring undertaken for this Project over the last several years have
shown that the western scrub-jay occurs in most vegetation types found along the ROW,
including urbanized and residential areas with steady human activity and associated
disturbances. Because of its prevalence in urban and suburban areas, and its preference for
nesting inside dense vegetation that provides a high degree of visual screening, western
scrub-jays are may be de-sensitized to human activity, and most will tolerate people
approaching to within 50 feet without flushing from an active nest. During nesting surveys,
scrub-jays were observed sitting on a nests while surveyors approached as close as five feet
from a nest in undisturbed habitats. A blanket nest buffer for this species is proposed for 100
feet. Of the 8 western scrub-jay nest attempts in 2011, 2 received reduced buffers to 25-49
feet. Both of these nests did not fledge. One western scrub-jay nest received a reduced buffer
to 50-99 feet. This nest did not fledge. Five western scrub-jay nest buffers remained at 100
feet or received modifications; 2 fledged and 3 did not fledge. Observation of western scrubjay nests along the Project in 2011 neither support nor refute the notion that this species may
be negatively affected by work activities occurring at the proposed species specific buffer
distance (Fig 12).
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California Towhee: The California towhee (Pipilo crissalis) is distributed throughout the
coastal slope of San Diego and Imperial Counties (Unitt 2004). This species is common to
abundant in sage scrub, chaparral, woodlands, shrubby undergrowth, and heavily landscaped
urbanized and residential areas (Cornell Lab of Ornithology, 2011). Wildlife surveys and
biological monitoring undertaken for this Project over the last several years have shown that
the California towhee occurs in practically every vegetation type with at least moderate
vegetative cover found along the coastal slope of the ROW. Nest site selection favors both
native and ornamental shrubs, and less commonly, trees (Unitt, 2004). Increases in
development such as suburbanization, agriculture, and ranching have benefited California
towhee populations due to increased availability of preferred edge-type habitat (Ehrlich,
Dobkin, and Wheye, 1988). Due to its known nest site affinity for well-vegetated urban and
suburban areas, this species may be de-sensitized to human activity and may tolerate people
approaching to within 30 feet without flushing from an active nest. Considering its relative
abundance and its tolerance of human environments and activities, a blanket nest buffer for
the California towhee is proposed for 50 feet. Of the 26 California towhee nest attempts
observed in 2011, 1 received a reduced buffer to 0-24 feet. This nest fledged. Five California
towhee nests received reduced buffers to 25-49 feet; 2 fledged and 3 did not fledge. Three nests
received buffers to 50-99 feet; 2 fledged and 1 did not fledge. Seventeen California towhee nest
buffers remained at 100 feet or received nest buffer modifications; 11 fledged, 3 did not fledge,
and 3 had indeterminate outcomes. Observation of California Towhee nests along the Project in
2011 neither support nor refute the notion that this species may be negatively affected by work
activities occurring at the proposed species specific buffer distance (Fig 13).
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Western Kingbird: The western kingbird (Tyrannus verticalis) is distributed throughout the
western United States (Kaufman, 2000). In fact, the breeding range has been expanding
eastward for the last 100 years, as it has been associated with tree planting across the Great
Plains. It was unknown in Florida until about 1915, but has become a regular winter visitor
since then (Cornell Lab of Ornithology). Concerning local observations, "it seems to be most
frequent in the inland valleys and tends to avoid the coastal strip. I've been surprised,
however, by how many western kingbirds have been found nesting close to the coast, more
than I expected. I never thought of the western kingbird as an urban bird, yet we have quite a
few observations, including several confirmations of nesting in central San Diego (Unitt,
2004)." This species is often found around human habitation in migration and to a lesser
extent during nesting, and frequently uses telephone poles, fence posts, and other man-made
structures as well as open-foliaged trees in which they will construct their nest. Breeding
territory selection favors nest sites within or adjacent to grasslands (Unitt, 2004). Favored
breeding habitats usually consist of scattered tree/tall shrub canopies and grassy/ruderal
understories consistent with savannah environments, pasturelands, and ranches. Due to the
observations of Unitt and to known occurrences of the nesting of this species within East
County ranchlands where human activity is a daily occurrence, a blanket nest buffer for this
species is proposed for 50 feet. Of the 8 western kingbird nest attempts observed in 2011, 1
received a reduced buffer to 0-24 feet. This nest did not fledge. One western kingbird nest received a
reduced buffer to 50-99 feet. This nest did not fledge. Six western kingbird nest buffers remained at
100 feet or received nest buffer modifications; one fledged successfully and 5 did not fledge.
Observation of western kingbird nests along the Project in 2011 neither support nor refute the notion
that this species may be negatively affected by work activities occurring at the proposed species
specific buffer distance (Fig 14).
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Cassin’s Kingbird: The Cassin’s kingbird (Tyrannus vociferans) is distributed mostly in the
southwestern United States as a permanent resident (Sibley, 2003). Its breeding range in the
San Diego area is coastal, but there are winter records as far east as Lake Moreno. Like the
western kingbird, this species will construct nests in the same type of areas and in similar
substrates; however, breeding areas for Cassin’s kingbird tend to be more coastal, while the
western tends to occur further removed from the coast. Since most breeding is within the
coastal area, they are often found nesting adjacent to and within residential and urban areas.
Clearing of scrub habitat types for open space ranches, suburbs, and parks have resulted in
range expansion and population increases of the species in the Southwest (Unitt, 2004).
Cassin’s kingbird nests are typically constructed within open-foliaged trees, such as
eucalyptus, often adjacent to open areas and grassland (Unitt, 2004). Within the ROW, they
would be found from the western end out to approximately Potrero. Considering this natural
history information, a blanket nest buffer for this species is proposed for 50 feet. Of the 7
Cassin’s kingbird nest attempts in 2011, one received a reduced buffer to 25-49 feet. This
nest did not fledge. Six Cassin’s kingbird nest buffers remained at 100 feet or received nest
buffer modifications; 3 fledged, 2 did not fledge, and 1 had an indeterminate outcomes.
Observation of Cassin’s kingbird nests along the Project in 2011 neither support nor refute
the notion that this species may be negatively affected by work activities occurring at the
proposed species specific buffer distance (Fig 15).
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Song Sparrow: The song sparrow (Melospiza melodia) is the most widespread distributed
sparrow in North America (Sibley, 2003). This species prefers low, open, weedy, or brushy
habitats in riparian areas, and denser landscaped habitats with a water source. In the San
Diego region, the breeding range occurs throughout San Diego County and extends into the
desert areas, except for the lower desert floor. Song sparrows may be found in numerous
habitats, including marsh edges, overgrown fields, backyards, desert washes, and forest edges
(Cornell Lab of Ornithology, 2011). Concerning local observations as they relate to humans,
"though making little use of heavily built-up areas, the song sparrow on balance benefits from
human modification of the southern California environment, taking advantage of agriculture,
irrigated landscaping, and urban runoff (Unitt, 2004)". Though it lives mainly around water,
its habitat needs are generalized (Unitt, 2004). Song sparrows commonly visit bird feeders
and build nests in residential areas (Cornell Lab of Ornithology, 2011). They could have as
many as three broods a year (Unitt, 2004). Current Project-related nest buffers for this species
have been approved to distances of 50 feet; therefore, a blanket nest buffer for this species is
proposed for 50 feet. Of the 9 song sparrow nest attempts observed in 2011, all nest buffers
remained at 100 feet or received nest buffer modifications; 8 fledged and 1 did not fledge.
Observation of song sparrow nests along the Project in 2011 neither support nor refute the
notion that this species may be negatively affected by work activities occurring at the
proposed species specific buffer distance (Fig 16).
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Black-chinned Hummingbird: The Black chinned Hummingbird (Archilochus alexandri) is
widely distributed throughout San Diego County’s western slope, primarily in oak woodlands
and riparian forest where western sycamores (Platanus racemosa) are present (Unitt, 2004).
The overall abundance of Black-chinned hummingbirds has remained largely unchanged
throughout the county except in limited areas where development has replaced coastal sage
scrub habitat with ornamental trees, enhancing habitat (Unitt, 2004). Published literature
demonstrates similar and somewhat variable success rates of Black-chinned Hummingbirds.
From 2000 to 2007, Smith (2009) monitored 635 nests with at least 1 egg and observed a
success rate of 62.7%. Ballard (1999) noted lower success rates than Smith at 1 survey site in
a 1998 study where nests monitored from the initiation of nest building or those found with
eggs or young experience an overall success rate of 33.3% (n=7). A larger sampling of 157
nests by Baltosser (1986) demonstrated similar success rates (34.39%) to Ballard and those
on SRPL for nests with at least 1 egg. During the 2011 season black-chinned hummingbirds
demonstrated relatively high tolerance levels to and the ability to fledge successfully with
Project activities occurring at distances less than 50 feet from active nests; therefore, a
blanket nest buffer for this species is proposed for 50 feet. Of the 21 black-chinned
hummingbird nest attempts observed in 2011, one received a reduced buffer to 0-24 feet. This
nest did not fledge. One black-chinned hummingbird received a reduced buffer to 25-49 feet.
This nest did not fledge. Nineteen black-chinned hummingbird nest buffers remained at 100
feet or received nest buffer modifications; 5 fledged and 14 did not fledge. Observation of
black-chinned hummingbird nests along the Project in 2011 neither support nor refute the
notion that this species may be negatively affected by work activities occurring at the
proposed species specific buffer distance (Fig 17). This is based on the fact the majority of
work occurred under buffer modifications allowing for work to occur within the MMCRP
100 foot buffer for this species. Examination of the Nest Log will show that average distances
from work to black-chinned hummingbird nests was close to 30 feet. During the 2011 nesting
season 5 black-chinned hummingbird nests were removed prior to containing eggs or young.
These nests are not included in Figure 17.
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Cactus Wren: The cactus wren (Campylorhynchus brunneicapillus ssp. anthonyi) is most
common on well-drained soil with abundant cacti (Unitt, 2004). This species is locally
common to abundant in cholla scrub and other arid plants such as yucca, palo verde, ocotillo,
and fan palm (Unitt, 2004). Along the Project ROW, only areas lacking cholla or arid scrub
vegetation do not support nesting pairs. Various wildlife surveys and biological monitoring
undertaken for this Project over the last several years have shown that the cactus wren occurs
throughout cholla scrub and arid vegetation type found along the ROW. The cactus wren
constructs pouch-like nests of forbs and grass in the cruxes of cholla, opuntia, tree yucca, and
other desert scrub or trees, at least 2’-3’ off the ground (Ehrlich, Dobkin and Wheye, 1988).
Nests are constructed and maintained year-round as roosts, but the species breeds in the same
season as other passerines of the area. Site selection favors thorny desert scrub in open areas,
and can be found near ranches and homes as long as cholla or arid habitat are present (Unitt,
2004). Maintenance of satellite nests should increase tolerance of pairs to increased
disturbance levels within portions of a pairs’ territory due to the ability to quickly shift
nesting activity to a more favorable site within the territory. Pairs observed during project
related activities have quickly shifted preferred nest sites to those located at greater distances
from work activities with little observed impact to breeding chronology. Due to these facts,
cactus wren are often de-sensitized to human activity and most will tolerate people
approaching to within 30 feet without flushing from an active nest. Current Project-related
nest buffers for this species have been approved to distances of less than 100 feet; therefore, a
blanket nest buffer for this species is proposed for 50 feet. Of the 36 cactus wren nest
attempts observed in 2011, two received reduced buffers to 25-49 feet; 1 fledged and 1 did
not fledge. Thirty-four cactus wren nest buffers remained at 100 feet or received nest buffer
modifications; 2 fledged, 31 did not fledge, and 1 had an indeterminate outcome. Observation
of cactus wren nests along the Project in 2011 neither support nor refute the notion that this
species may be negatively affected by work activities occurring at the proposed species
specific buffer distance (Fig 18). During the 2011 nesting season 35 cactus wren satellite
nests were observed. These observations are not included in Figure 18.
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GROUND NESTING SPECIES
There are a few ground-nesting bird species of San Diego and Imperial Counties that are
found commonly within urban, suburban, residential, developed, landscaped, lightresidential, and rural residential areas. These species sometimes exhibit a high tolerance for
human development, presence, and activities, and are able to complete all life history
functions within entirely man-made environments. In addition, they generally rely upon
camouflage as a means of nest protection, and will often sit tight upon approach. As such,
nest buffer reductions on a species-wide level are requested for each of the following species:
killdeer, horned lark, lesser nighthawk, and California Quail.
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Killdeer: The killdeer (Charadrius vociferus) is widely distributed throughout San
Diego and Imperial Counties and is common from coastal wetlands and bayfills to
agricultural fields, lakeshores, golf courses, ball fields, sand mines, graded clearings, cobbly
washes with intermittent pools, and even some oases in the Anza-Borrego Desert (Unitt,
2004). This species occurs in urbanized and residential areas as well as more rural, lessdisturbed sites. Various wildlife surveys and biological monitoring undertaken for this Project
over the last several bird breeding seasons have shown that killdeer occurs in both urban and
rural lands found along the ROW. In San Diego County, the killdeer is most widespread in
the coastal lowland, at coastal wetlands and in inland valleys; whereas at higher elevations its
distribution is patchier, but it is just as common where habitat is available and is not limited
by elevation within the county, breeding up to 5400 feet (Unitt, 2004). When approached by a
predator or perceived threat at the nest, the adult may attempt to distract the intruder by
feigning wing injury and sending up a series of loud calls as it runs away from the nest
site. Killdeer breed in a variety of open spaces, usually on short turf or on bare sandy or
gravelly areas, often around lakes, ponds and rivers, but also in meadows, pastures, on golf
courses, airports, and similar areas of open turf, bare cultivated lands, bare stony ground,
gravel roads, and railroads. Its nest consists of a shallow scrape, unlined or lined with nearby
material (e.g., pebbles, wood chips, plant fragments, and any small debris) sparsely lining the
cavity (Baicich et. al, 2005). Due to these facts, this shorebird has become de-sensitized to
human activity, and most have been observed to tolerate people approaching to within 75 feet
without flushing from an active nest; therefore, a blanket nest buffer for killdeer is proposed
for 75 feet. Of the 3 killdeer nest attempts observed in 2011, one killdeer nest received a
reduced buffer to 25-49 feet. This nest did not fledge. Two killdeer nest buffers remained at
100 feet or received nest buffer modifications. These nests did not fledge. Observation of
killdeer nests along the Project in 2011 neither support nor refute the notion that this species
may be negatively affected by work activities occurring at the proposed species specific
buffer distance (Fig 19).
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Horned Lark: The horned lark (Eremophila alpestris) inhabits portions of San Diego and
Imperial Counties. This species occurs along the coastal strand, in arid grasslands, and sandy
desert floors where the birds seek open ground, plowed fields, bayfill, and land graded in
preparation for building -- disturbance only enhances a habitat from the horned lark's point of
view (Unitt, 2004). Hence, this species occurs in urbanized and residential areas as well as
more rural, less-disturbed sites. Various wildlife surveys and biological monitoring
undertaken for this Project over the last several bird breeding seasons have shown that horned
larks occur in both urban and rural lands found along the ROW. In San Diego County, the
horned lark's patchy distribution reflects the fragmentation of its habitat where it occurs
both in areas that are sparsely vegetated naturally, and where some disturbance such as
grazing or fire breaks have created openings; whereas over large areas of the central portion
of the County, unbroken chaparral and rugged topography exclude horned larks (Unitt,
2004). The horned lark breeds in a variety of open habitats, including barren higher ground,
bare, sandy, and stony terrain, and also in sparse grasses, prairies, drier grasslands, and larger
treeless areas of cultivation where it nests on the ground in a small hollow, usually in the
shelter of a plant-tuft or stone. Its nest consists of a cup of dry grass and plant stems, loosely
put together, with a fine inner lining of plant down and hair, around or alongside of
which small pieces of peat, dung, or pebbles may be assembled (Baicich et. al, 2005). Due to
its cryptic, hidden or protected nest location and fondness for disturbed open areas, horned
larks may have become de-sensitized to human activity and/or they may rely upon their
concealment, allowing them to tolerate an approach to within 50 feet without flushing from
an active nest. Therefore, a blanket nest buffer for the horned lark is proposed for 50
feet. Three horned lark nest attempts were observed on the Project in 2011. One horned lark
nest received a reduced buffer to 50-99 feet. This nest did not fledge. Two horned lark nest
buffers remained at 100 feet or received nest buffer modifications; 1 fledged and one did not
fledge. Observation of horned lark nests along the Project in 2011 neither support nor refute
the notion that this species may be negatively affected by work activities occurring at the
proposed species specific buffer distance (Fig 20).
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Lesser Nighthawk: The lesser nighthawk (Chordeiles acutipennis) is San Diego County's
most easily seen nightjar, though it occurs in a patchy distribution throughout San Diego and
Imperial Counties. This nightjar inhabits sparsely vegetated areas, open desert scrub or sage
scrub, broken chaparral (as among vernal pools or along ridgetops), and disturbed areas if
these are not thickly grown to weeds. In the coastal lowlands, the lesser nighthawk is now
found mainly in Marine Corps Air Station Miramar and surrounding areas, though the AnzaBorrego Desert is the species' stronghold within the County, where it occurs locally in patchy
distribution (Unitt 2004). Various wildlife surveys and biological monitoring undertaken for
this Project over the last several bird breeding seasons have borne this out as well, showing
the lesser nighthawk to occur in relatively low numbers over a patchy distribution along the
Project ROW. In San Diego County, the lesser nighthawk is most widespread in the Borrego
valley, it also occurs at higher elevations such as the northeast slope of the Santa Rosa
mountains, the Campo plateau, and as high as 5,800 feet on the south slope of Hot Springs
Mountain (Unitt 2004). The lesser nighthawk may rely on its cryptic patterning as
camouflage resulting in its apparent tendency to tolerate a relatively close approach to an
active nest site before flushing from the nest. Lesser nighthawks have been observed to 'hold
tight' at the nest until approached closer than 50 feet in some areas along the project
ROW. The lesser nighthawk breeds in open areas, such as deserts, dry washes, rocky areas,
and scrubland, nesting on bare ground, in a sandy or gravelly site, and occasionally on roofs.
The nest itself contains no accumulated material, and eggs may be rolled some distance away,
or the young may be led to a new site if frequently disturbed (Baicich et. al, 2005). Due to
these factors, a blanket nest buffer for the lesser nighthawk is proposed for 50 feet. Based on
sample size, observations of lesser nighthawk nests along the Project in 2011 neither support
nor refute the proposed species specific buffer. Of the 4 lesser nighthawk nest attempts
observed in 2011, one received a reduced buffer to 25-49 feet. This nest did not fledge. Three
lesser nighthawk nest buffers remained at 100 feet or received nest buffer modifications; 1
fledged and 2 had indeterminate outcomes. Observation of lesser nighthawk nests along the
Project in 2011 neither support nor refute the notion that this species may be negatively
affected by work activities occurring at the proposed species specific buffer distance (Fig 21).
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California Quail: The California quail (Callipepla californica) is found throughout much of
San Diego County, occurring year round in sage scrub, broken chaparral, open woodland, and
desert oases habitats (Unitt, 2004). Along the Project ROW, it is commonly found in rural
areas from the desert to the coast where development is less dense and is scattered amid
natural vegetation. This species is somewhat tolerant of urbanization, as long as large areas of
natural habitat adjoin the development. The California quail generally nests on the ground,
concealing its nest in leaf litter, a clump of grass, or a hollow under a shrub, but will
occasionally nest up to 10 feet above the ground in a shrub or tree (Unitt, 2004; Ehrlich,
Dobkin and Wheye, 1988). Most nests are highly concealed, and the birds have a tendency to
sit tight on their nests, even upon close approach, relying upon staying still in their concealed
environs so as not to give away the location of the nest. Considering the species relative
abundance of this species in San Diego County, its tendency to sit tight on nests, and its
ability to tolerate moderate human disturbances, a blanket nest buffer of 50 feet is proposed
for this species. One California quail nest attempt was observed on the Project in 2011 and
received a reduced buffer to 50-99 feet. This nest did not fledge. Observation of this
California quail nest along the Project in 2011 neither supports nor refutes the notion that this
species may be negatively affected by work activities occurring at the proposed species
specific buffer distance (Fig. 22).
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CAVITY NESTERS
There are several cavity-nesting bird species of San Diego and/or Imperial Counties that are
found commonly within urban, suburban, residential, developed, landscaped, lightresidential, and rural residential areas. These species may exhibit a high tolerance for human
development, presence, and activities, and are sometimes able to complete all life history
functions within entirely man-made environments. In addition, the enclosed nature of their
nests affords a buffer by design, as the nest is almost entirely concealed from the outside
world and human-related activities. As such, nest buffer reductions on a species-wide level
are requested for each of the following species: house wren, rock wren, Bewick’s wren,
western bluebird, acorn woodpecker, Nuttall’s woodpecker, oak titmouse, white-throated
swift, and northern rough-winged swallow.
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House Wren: The house wren (Troglodytes domesticus) is locally abundant where suitable
habitat is present throughout the coastal slope of San Diego County. This species is
opportunistic in its nest site selection and prefers to nest in holes on oak, sycamore,
cottonwood, and other large riparian-associated trees, but will also nest in wooden power
poles, steel towers, radio towers, and other tall, man-made structures, as well as birdhouses
(Unitt, 2004). It is frequently found in urban and residential areas, and is well-adapted to
complete all life history functions within human environments. Urban nests are becoming
more common with records of nests in open ended pipes, electrical boxes, street lamps, and
bird boxes (Unitt, 2004). Along the Project ROW, this species is common to abundant in oak
and riparian woodlands, exotic woodlands, residential areas with exotic vegetation,
ranchlands, tie-lines, and dense mixed chaparrals. Currently, nine of the ten house wren nest
locations observed along the Project ROW in the 2011 breeding season occur within manmade structures or within 25 feet of houses, Alpine Blvd., and/or other human disturbances.
Site selection by the species indicates an overall predisposition to tolerate human activity and,
work activities greater than 30 feet should not negatively impact the likelihood for nests to be
successful. Due to its predisposition to tolerate human activities and the enclosed nature of its
nest, a blanket nest buffer for the house wren is proposed for 30 feet. Of the 41 house wren
nest attempts observed on the Project in 2011, one received a reduced buffer to 0-24 feet.
This nest fledged. One house wren nest attempt received a reduced buffer to 25-49 feet. This
nest fledged. Three house wren nest attempts received reduced buffers to 50-99 feet; 2
fledged and 1 had an indeterminate outcome. Thirty-six house wren nest buffers remained at
100 feet or received nest buffer modifications in 2011; 26 fledged, 6 did not fledge, and 4 had
indeterminate outcomes. Observation of house wren nests along the Project in 2011 neither
support nor refute the notion that this species may be negatively affected by work activities
occurring at the proposed species specific buffer distance (Fig. 23). During the 2011 nesting
season 1 house wren satellite nest was observed. This observation is not included in Figure
23.
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Rock Wren: The rock wren (Salpinctes obsoletus) is found throughout San Diego

County and many areas of Imperial County, in arid and semiarid canyons, rocky
canyons and boulder-covered slopes, but this species is more flexible in habitat types,
living also in badlands, beds of partially filled reservoirs, quarries, and sparsely
vegetated areas with little relief. It is also found among human environments (i.e.,
Alpine Yard). It is found along most of the Project ROW where suitable rocky
habitats occur, and are more numerous in the eastern portion of the line. Rock wrens
usually nest in crevices among and under rocks, or rodent burrows (Unitt, 2004). Its
nest is characteristically very well-concealed and completely hidden from view.
Considering the enclosed nature of its nest, its relative abundance, and its ability to
tolerate moderate human disturbances, a blanket nest buffer for the rock wren is
proposed for 50 feet. Of the 8 rock wren nest attempts observed on the Project in
2011, 3 received reduced buffers to 50-99 feet; 1 fledged and 2 did not fledge. Five
rock wren nest buffers remained at 100 feet or received nest buffer modifications; 3
fledged and 2 did not fledge. Observation of rock wren nests along the Project in
2011 neither support nor refute the notion that this species may be negatively affected
by work activities occurring at the proposed species specific buffer distance. (Fig.
24). During the 2011 nesting season 1 rock wren nest was removed prior to
containing eggs or young. This nest is not included in Figure 24.
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Bewick’s Wren: The Bewick’s wren (Thryomanes bewickii) is found throughout San Diego
County and many areas of Imperial County, where denser vegetation is found. This species
prefers many habitat types with at least moderately dense shrub cover, particularly chaparral
and scrub communities, and is commonly found over most of the Project ROW. This cavity
nester employs a wide range of nest sites, including exposed shrub roots, rock crevices, holes
in the ground, debris piles, holes in trees, and holes in power poles and other human
structures. Its nest is characteristically very well-concealed and completely hidden from view.
Current Project findings include a Bewick’s wren nest within the pad area of Suncrest
substation. This pair initiated nest building during work activities and have continued nest
building with excavators, dump-trucks, light vehicles, and foot traffic occurring as close as 15
feet away from the nest. Considering the enclosed nature of its nest, its relative abundance,
and its ability to tolerate moderate human disturbances, a blanket nest buffer for the Bewick’s
wren is proposed for 50 feet. Of the 6 Bewick’s wren nest attempts observed on the Project in
2011, one received a reduced buffer to 25-49 feet. This nest did not fledge. One Bewick’s
wren nest attempt received a reduced buffer to 50-99 feet. This nest did not fledge. Four
Bewick’s wren nest buffers remained at 100 feet or received nest buffer modifications; 3
fledged and 1 did not fledge. Observation of Bewick’s wren nests along the Project in 2011
neither support nor refute the notion that this species may be negatively affected by work
activities occurring at the proposed species specific buffer distance (Fig. 25).
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Western Bluebird: The western bluebird (Sialia mexicana) is distributed throughout the
coastal slope of San Diego County, and can be found year round in some areas (Unitt, 2004;
Sibley, 2003). This species may be found in many urbanized and residential areas over its
range, occurring as summer residents, winter residents, permanent residents, and/or migrants
(Cornell lab of Ornithology, 2011). These birds will also inhabit agricultural areas and parks
(Unitt, 2004). It typically constructs a nest in a previously-excavated cavity in a tree or pole,
and readily uses nest boxes. Various wildlife surveys and biological monitoring undertaken
for this Project over the last several years have shown that the breeding western bluebird
tends to occur in greater numbers in wooded areas from Alpine east to McCain Valley,
particularly coast live oak woodlands and ranchlands, but also along Alpine Boulevard.
Easily acclimated to wooded urban and suburban areas, western bluebirds are often desensitized to human activity and most will tolerate people approaching to within 30 feet
without flushing from an active nest. Considering the enclosed nature of its nest and its
ability to tolerate human disturbances, a blanket nest buffer for this species is proposed for 50
feet. Of the 13 western bluebird nest attempts observed on the Project in 2011, 1 received a
reduced buffer of 0-24 feet. This nest did not fledge. One western bluebird nest attempt
observed on the Project in 2011 received a reduced buffer to 25-49 feet and had an
indeterminate outcome. One western bluebird nest attempt received a reduced buffer to 50-99
feet. This nest fledged successfully. Ten western bluebird nest buffers remained at 100 feet or
received modifications; 7 fledged, 2 did not fledge, and 1 had an indeterminate outcome.
Observation of western bluebird nests along the Project in 2011 neither support nor refute the
notion that this species may be negatively affected by work activities occurring at the
proposed species specific buffer distance (Fig. 26). During the 2011 nesting season 1 western
bluebird nest was removed prior to containing eggs or young. This nest is not included in
Figure 26.
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Acorn Woodpecker: The acorn woodpecker (Melanerpes formicivorus) is tightly associated
with oak woodland and locally abundant where suitable habitat is present (Unitt, 2004).
Along the Project ROW, it is commonly found in live oak and Engelmann oak woodlands
from Sycamore Canyon Open Space east to the desert slope. It also occurs in oak-wooded,
light-residential, rural areas, as well as along densely-housed Alpine Blvd. Acorn
woodpeckers have been recorded nesting in telephone and power poles (Baicich and
Harrison, 1997), including SDG&E power poles (Chambers Group, 2009). Additionally,
nests have been observed in ornamental palm trees in proximity to development (Unitt,
2004). Unlike other birds of this area, this species employs a cooperative adult breeding effort
that results in an increased level of adult attention to the nest. This group effort should, in
turn, reduce the likelihood of any abandonment by a single adult to cause nest failure.
Considering the enclosed nature of its nest and its ability to tolerate human disturbances, a
blanket nest buffer for this species is proposed for 50 feet. Of the 5 acorn woodpecker nest
attempts observed on the Project in 2011, 1 received a reduced buffer to 0-24 feet. This nest
did not fledge. One acorn woodpecker nest attempt received a reduced buffer to 25-49 feet.
This nest fledged. Three acorn woodpecker nest buffers remained at 100 feet or received nest
buffer modifications; 1 fledged and 2 did not fledge. Observation of acorn woodpecker nests
along the Project in 2011 neither support nor refute the notion that this species may be
negatively affected by work activities occurring at the proposed species specific buffer
distance (Fig. 27). During the 2011 nesting season 2 acorn woodpecker satellite nests were
observed. These observations are not included in Figure 27.
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Nuttall’s Woodpecker: The Nuttall’s woodpecker (Picoides nuttallii) is a common resident
in chaparral, riparian, oak, and coniferous woodland. It is found in oak woodlands and
foothill canyons over most of the Project ROW. It also occurs in urban landscapes that have
taken over formerly treeless scrub land (Unitt, 2004). Nuttall’s woodpecker often nests in
unlined, excavated cavities in dead deciduous riparian trees (Ehrlich et. al, 1988).
Considering the enclosed nature of its nest and its ability to tolerate human disturbances, a
blanket nest buffer for this species is proposed for 50 feet. One Nuttall’s woodpecker nest

attempt was observed on the Project in 2011 and the nest buffer remained at 100 feet
and received a nest buffer modification. This nest fledged successfully. Observation
of this Nuttall’s woodpecker nest along the Project in 2011 neither supports nor
refutes the notion that this species may be negatively affected by work activities
occurring at the proposed species specific buffer distance (Fig. 28).
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Oak Titmouse: The oak titmouse (Baeolophus inornatus) is associated with oak woodlands
and is locally abundant where suitable habitat is present (Unitt, 2004). As a secondary cavity
nester, it is extremely resourceful in nest site selection. Urbanized birds have nested in cracks
of stucco buildings, fence posts, bird boxes, and other man-made opportunities (Unitt, 2004;
Baicich and Harrison, 1997); however, it prefers holes in oak and sycamore trees. Although
this species appears to be in decline elsewhere (Sauer et al., 2003), it is apparently stable and
commonly encountered in coast live oak, Engelmann oak, and mixed riparian woodlands
along the coastal slope through the desert slope (Unitt, 2004). Along the Project ROW, it is
common to abundant in favored habitats, including light-residential rural areas with large
trees. Current records of foraging and nesting birds along the Project ROW have been as
close as 20 feet from existing roads, human activity, and foot traffic. These nests were
monitored for potential disturbances, but the nesting titmice resumed nesting activities
throughout these periods, indicating a tolerance for workers, equipment, trucks, machinery,
and the construction activities. Considering the enclosed nature of its nest and its ability to
tolerate moderate human disturbances, a blanket nest buffer for this species is proposed for 50
feet. Of the 5 oak titmouse nest attempts observed on the Project in 2011, 1 received a
reduced buffer to 50-99 feet and had an indeterminate outcome. Four oak titmouse nest
buffers remained at 100 feet or received modifications; 3 fledged and 1 did not fledge.
Observation of oak titmouse nests along the Project in 2011 neither support nor refute the
notion that this species may be negatively affected by work activities occurring at the
proposed species specific buffer distance (Fig. 29).
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White-throated Swift: The white-throated swift (Aeronautes saxatalis) is widely distributed
throughout San Diego and Imperial Counties, and is the only nesting swift in San Diego
County (Unitt, 2004). This resident species is mostly constrained in distribution by suitable
nesting habitats, which in addition to traditional habitats such as cliffs and caves, also
includes bridges and holes in buildings (Cornell Lab of Ornithology, 2011). Various wildlife
surveys and biological monitoring undertaken for this Project over the last several bird
breeding seasons have shown that the white-throated swift occurs foraging over practically
every vegetation type found along the ROW, indicating that suitable nesting conditions are
present over the general vicinity of the Project. Because of the white throated swifts' affinity
for man-made structures for nest sites, often in very high traffic and high density areas (Unitt,
2004), these birds are often de-sensitized to human activity and most will tolerate people,
machinery, and vehicles approaching to within 50 feet without flushing from an active nest.
Current Project-related nest buffers for this species have been approved to distances of less
than 50 feet (i.e., Alpine Blvd.); therefore, a blanket nest buffer for this species is proposed
for 50 feet. One white-throated swift nest attempt was observed on the Project in 2011 and
received a reduced buffer to 50-99 feet. This nest successfully fledged. Observation of this
white-throated swift nest along the Project in 2011 neither supports nor refutes the notion that
this species may be negatively affected by work activities occurring at the proposed species
specific buffer distance (Fig. 30).
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Northern Rough-winged Swallow: The northern rough-winged swallow (Stelgidopteryx
serripennis) is distributed throughout most of the coastal slope of San Diego County (Unitt,
2004). This species is commonly found in urbanized and residential areas. Along the Project
ROW, only desert areas extremely sparse in vegetation do not support nesting pairs (Unitt,
2004). This bird nests in cavities, including banks, bluffs, cliffs, buildings, pipes, and drain
holes under bridges (Cornell Lab of Ornithology, 2011). Various wildlife surveys and
biological monitoring undertaken for this Project over the last several bird breeding seasons
have shown that the northern rough-winged swallow occurs in practically every vegetation
type found along the coastal slope portion of the ROW, as long as suitable nesting sites are
available. Due to a nesting proclivity for man-made structures in often high traffic and high
density areas, this species is generally de-sensitized to human activity, and most will tolerate
people approaching to within 50 feet without flushing from an active nest. Current Projectrelated nest buffers for this species have been approved to distances of less than 50 feet;
therefore, a blanket nest buffer for this species is proposed for 50 feet. Of the 5 northern
rough-winged swallow nest attempts observed on the Project in 2011, 1 received reduced
buffers to 0-24 feet; 1 did not fledge and 3 had indeterminate outcomes. One northern roughwinged swallow nest attempt observed in 2011 received a reduced buffer to 50-99 feet. This
nest fledged. Observation of northern rough-winged swallow nests along the Project in 2011
neither support nor refute the notion that this species may be negatively affected by work
activities occurring at the proposed species specific buffer distance (Fig. 31).
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RAPTORS
There are several raptor species of San Diego and Imperial Counties that are found
commonly within urban, suburban, residential, developed, landscaped, light-residential, and
rural residential areas. These species sometimes exhibit a high tolerance for human
development, presence, and activities, and are sometimes able to complete all life history
functions within man-made and man-altered environments. A 1999 publication in the Journal
of Wildlife Management (Delaney et. al, 1999) observed spotted owl flush responses to
disturbances by military helicopters and chainsaws in New Mexico. Researchers noted that
spotted owl flush responses to these activities were negated when disturbances occurred at
approximately 350 feet and that as distances were decreased flush responses increased.
Additionally, the average time it took for owls to return to pre-disruption behavior was
approximately 10-15 minutes and all flush responses by adult owls was observed post
fledging of a nest. These observations, although not directly associated with species along
SRPL, may support the notion that Project activities outside 300 feet of an active nest,
especially intermittent activities such as traffic, are unlikely to result in abandonment. All of
the raptors considered for nest buffer reductions readily use man-made structures for nest
sites, as well as ornamental trees. As such, nest buffer reductions on a species-wide level are
requested for each of the following species: red-tailed hawk, red-shouldered hawk, great
horned owl, and American kestrel.
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Red-tailed Hawk: The red-tailed hawk (Buteo jamaicensis) is distributed throughout San
Diego and Imperial Counties. This raptor is ubiquitous in California from fall until the end of
winter, and very nearly so for the rest of the year (Peeters, 2005). This species is common in
urbanized and residential areas as well as rural and less-disturbed sites. Various wildlife
surveys and biological monitoring undertaken for this Project over the last several bird
breeding seasons have shown that the red-tailed hawk occurs in practically every vegetation
type found along the ROW. Red-tailed hawks breed in a wide variety of habitats, and
construct a bulky structure of twigs with a finer lining of stems and bark, and leafy twigs
added throughout the nesting period (Baicich et. al, 2005). The intentional planting of trees
in the southwestern United States allowed the red-tailed hawk to expand its range by creating
nest sites where there had been none. In addition, the construction of highways with utility
poles alongside treeless medians provided perfect habitat for perch-hunting and nest-building
("Red-tailed Hawk," sky-hunters.org). Out of all the buteos, the red-tailed hawk has made
the greatest use of human-made environments and is the most commonly seen large hawk
foraging over cultivated and pasture fields, airports, highway borders, and medians, suburban
play fields, and even cities (Peeters, 2005). Due to these facts, this species is often desensitized to human activity, and most will tolerate people approaching to within 300 feet
without flushing from an active nest. Several active red-tailed hawk nests currently located
along the Project ROW have tolerated construction activities including tower erection,
reconductor work, and equipment traffic with modified buffers of 300’ without negatively
impact the nests. Considering that this species occurs frequently in human environments and
that current nesting activities are non-impacting to 300 feet from the Project, a blanket nest
buffer for the red-tailed hawk is proposed for 300 feet. Of the 30 red-tailed hawk nest
attempts observed on the Project in 2011, 2 received reduced buffers to 0-124 feet; 1 fledged
and 1 did not fledge. One red-tailed hawk nest attempt received a reduced buffer to 125-249
feet. This nest fledged. Seven red-tailed hawk nest attempts received reduced buffers to 250499 feet; 6 fledged and 1 did not fledge. Twenty red-tailed hawk nest buffers remained at 500
feet or received nest buffer modifications; 13 fledged, 6 did not fledge, and one had an
indeterminate outcome. Observation of red-tailed hawk nests along the Project in 2011
neither support nor refute the notion that this species may be negatively affected by work
activities occurring at the proposed species specific buffer distance (Fig. 32).
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Red-shouldered Hawk: The red-shouldered hawk (Buteo lineatus) is distributed throughout
San Diego County, but rarely makes it down to the Imperial Valley in Imperial County
(southwestbirders.com). This raptor is most common in the outer coast ranges but in recent
decades has greatly increased in numbers inland as well, and with the exception of the open
deserts and continuous coniferous forests, can be found mostly year-round throughout
California in suitable habitat (Peeters, 2005). This species regularly occurs in urbanized and
residential wooded areas as well as more rural, less-disturbed sites with woodland
elements. Various wildlife surveys and biological monitoring undertaken for this Project over
the last several bird breeding seasons have shown that the red-shouldered hawk occurs in
both urban and rural woodlands found along the ROW. Red-shouldered hawks traditionally
nest in tall trees of riparian woodlands, very often in western sycamores and Fremont
cottonwoods, (street-side fan palms are used as well); but in recent years, red-shouldered
hawks have developed a great fondness for eucalyptus, particularly the dense-crowned
varieties, in urban settings (Peeters, 2005). Even in riparian habitats where traditional trees
are available, this hawk preferentially nests in eucalyptus (Rottenborn, 2000). Red-shouldered
hawk nests consist of a bulky twig structure, rather flat on top, lined with stems, leaves,
lichens, and bark with leafy twigs added during nesting and are typically located in a large
tree, usually in a large crotch 20-60 feet up, where old nests of birds or squirrels may be used
as a foundation (Baicich et. al, 2005). Urban nest site selection suggests that the presence of a
stream does not appear to be an absolute requirement (Peeters, 2005). Due to these facts, this
raptor can become de-sensitized to human activity, and some will tolerate people approaching
to within 300 feet without flushing from an active nest. Two red-shouldered hawk nests
located along Alpine Boulevard ROW (an area where birds are likely adapted to urban
setting) have tolerated heavy vehicular traffic and human presence, cement cutting,
trenching, steam rollers, jackhammers and other heavy equipment use at 30 and 135 feet from
nest locations without negative impacts. An additional nest near the Elliott substation is
within 150 feet of several homes in a large subdivision. Therefore, a blanket nest buffer for
the red-shouldered hawk is proposed for 300 feet. Of the 6 red-shouldered hawk nest attempts
observed on the Project in 2011, 3 received reduced buffers. One nest buffer was reduced to
less than 124 feet, 1 nest buffer was reduced to 125-249 feet, and 1 nest buffer was reduced to
250-499 feet. All 3 of these nest attempts fledged. Three red-shouldered hawk nest buffers on
the Project in 2011 remained at 500 feet or received nest buffer modifications; 2 fledged and
1 did not fledge. Observation of red-shouldered hawk nests along the Project in 2011 neither
support nor refute the notion that this species may be negatively affected by work activities
occurring at the proposed species specific buffer distance (Fig. 33).
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Great Horned Owl: The great-horned owl (Bubo virginianus) is distributed throughout San
Diego and Imperial Counties, and has probably the most diverse habitat and climatic
tolerance of any North American owl, inhabiting virtually every type of terrain in North
America form sea level to 11,000-ft. elevation (Owling.com). With respect to its three main
requirements (i.e., nesting sites, available prey, and roosting sites) the great horned owl is
very adaptable. This species is common in urbanized and residential areas as well as more
rural, less-disturbed sites. Various wildlife surveys and biological monitoring undertaken for
this Project over the last several bird breeding seasons have shown that the great-horned owl
occurs in practically every vegetation type found along the ROW, including urban
areas. Great-horned owls breed throughout a wide range of habitats, nesting in a natural
cavity in a tree, in a fork of a giant cactus, on a rock ledge, on human-built structures such as
power towers and abandoned buildings, or in a rock or earth cave, often in the old nest of a
large bird or in treeless regions on open ground where its nest may consist of an unlined
cavity or may be lined with any material already present (Baicich et. al, 2005). A southern
California study found that great horned owls were frequently located in areas with
varying degrees of human disturbance, ranging from entirely urban to native oak woodland,
oak/sycamore woodland, and ruderal grassland with various other non-native
communities used more often than expected, with no correlation found between home range
size and any single habitat type or habitat groups (Bennett and Bloom, 2005). Because of its
tremendously varied habitat, the great horned owl has developed flexibility in choosing its
nesting locations (Owling.com). Due to these facts, this species of owl has largely become
de-sensitized to human activity, and most will tolerate people approaching to within 300 feet
without flushing from an active nest. Great horned owl nests located along the project ROW
have tolerated substation activities not related to Sunrise Powerlink directly beneath the nest,
project activities within substations up to 100 feet away, and mobile home relocation,
including oversized trucks, backhoes, jackhammers, and helicopter activity up to 300 feet
away without negative impacts. Current Project-related nest buffers for this species have been
approved to distances as little as 100 feet (i.e., San Luis Rey substation); therefore, a blanket
nest buffer for the great horned owl is proposed for 300 feet. Of the 5 great horned owl nest
attempts observed on the Project in 2011, 2 received buffer reductions. One nest buffer was
reduced to less than 124 feet, the other was reduced to 250-499 feet. Both nests fledged
successfully. Three great horned owl nest buffers on the Project in 2011 remained at 500 feet
or received nest buffer modifications. All three nests fledged. Observation of great horned
owl nests along the Project in 2011 neither support nor refute the notion that this species may
be negatively affected by work activities occurring at the proposed species specific buffer
distance (Fig. 34).
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American Kestrel: The American kestrel (Falco sparverius) is distributed throughout San
Diego and Imperial Counties. In California, this small falcon is one of the most widespread and
numerous of all raptors, commonly and easily spotted along roadsides, often perched on
telephone lines, poles, snags and light standards, or hovering or kiting over center dividers and
roadside berms (Peeters, 2005). This species can be common in urbanized and residential areas
with suitable habitats, nesting sites and open ground or urban lots nearby as well as more rural,
less-disturbed sites. American kestrels breed in open country, areas with scattered trees, or
woodland edges, and nest in a hole, a natural cavity or crevice in a tree, a woodpecker hole, or a
similar cavity in a building or a rocky or earth bank and rarely in an old nest of another bird,
but do not add nesting material other than what is already present (Baicich et. al, 2005). From
coastal bluffs to the meadows of mountain forests, to the washes of California deserts, the
American kestrel takes advantage of available prey, avoiding forest interiors and showing a
special fondness for savannah and oak woodland, though it can be expected in every other
habitat, including city centers, except over large bodies of open waters (Peeters, 2005). This
small falcon frequently allows close approach, especially where its chosen habitat happens to be
an urban environment (Peeters, 2005). Various wildlife surveys and biological monitoring
undertaken for this Project over the last several bird breeding seasons have shown that the
American kestrel occurs in many vegetation types found along the ROW and is present over the
entire extent of the ROW. Current Project-related nest buffers for this species have been approved
to distances of less than 300 feet. Considering its tolerance of human environments and relative
abundance, a blanket nest buffer for the American kestrel is proposed for 150 feet. Of the 13
American kestrel nest attempts observed on the Project in 2011, 5 received nest buffer reductions.
Three nest buffers were reduced to less than 124 feet, one nest buffer was reduced to 125-249
feet, and one nest buffer was reduced to 250-499 feet. All five nests with reduced nest buffers
fledged. Nest buffers for eight American kestrel nests observed on the Project in 2011 remained
at 500 feet or received nest buffer modifications; 7 fledged and 1 did not fledge. Observation of
American kestrel nests along the Project in 2011 neither support nor refute the notion that this
species may be negatively affected by work activities occurring at the proposed species specific
buffer distance (Fig. 35).
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Table 1. Bird species and respective buffer reduction distances
Bird Species (Common
Name)
House Finch
Mourning Dove
Lesser Goldfinch
Anna’s Hummingbird
Black-chinned Hummingbird
Bushtit
Cliff Swallow
Black Phoebe
Say’s Phoebe
American Crow
Common Raven
Northern Mockingbird
Western Scrub-Jay
California Towhee
Western Kingbird
Cassin’s Kingbird
Song Sparrow
Cactus Wren
Killdeer
Horned Lark
Lesser Nighthawk
California Quail
House Wren
Rock Wren
Bewick’s Wren
Western Bluebird
Acorn Woodpecker
Nuttall’s Woodpecker
Oak Titmouse
White-throated Swift
Northern Rough-winged
Swallow
Red-tailed Hawk
Red-shouldered Hawk
Great Horned Owl
American Kestrel
Eurasian Collared-Dove
Costa's Hummingbird
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Buffer Distance
(Feet)
30
30
30
50
50
50
50
50
50
100
100
50
100
50
50
50
50
50
75
50
50
50
30
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
300
300
300
150
0
50
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Ladder-backed Woodpecker
Pacific-slope Flycatcher
Vermilion Flycatcher
Western Kingbird
Ash-throated Flycatcher
Verdin
White-breasted Nuthatch
Canyon Wren
Black-tailed Gnatcatcher
Blue-gray Gnatcatcher
American Robin
Northern Flicker
Downy Woodpecker
Phainopepla
Common Yellowthroat
Spotted Towhee
Song Sparrow
Black-throated Sparrow
Red-winged Blackbird
Brewer's Blackbird
Bullock's Oriole
Hooded Oriole
Lawrence's Goldfinch
Cooper’s Hawk

50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
300

* Species specific buffer recommendations were developed by avian expert’s opinions. Referenced literature is not relative to specific
buffer distance, but more a citation regarding a species general tolerance to human activity and noise disturbance based on its nesting
habitat that includes urban settings.
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ADDITIONAL SPECIES
Fledge data for additional species observed on the Project in 2011 is included below. When
nests of species not included in Table 1 are observed, the buffers outlined in the MMCRP will
be applied as starting points subject to expansion or retraction based on site specific
conditions and tolerance levels of individual birds as determined by a qualified Avian
Biologist.
Table 2 Additional 2011 SRPL nesting species
Fledged Outcome for Species by Buffer Distance Ranges
(feet)
0-24
25-49
≥ 50
Common Name
Count
Yes
No
Yes
No
Yes
No
Band-tailed Pigeon
1
0
1
0
0
0
0
Eurasian Collared-Dove
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
Common Ground-Dove
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
Greater Roadrunner
4
0
0
0
1
3
0
Costa's Hummingbird
6
1
1
1
0
2
1
Ladder-backed Woodpecker
1
0
0
0
0
0
1
Pacific-slope Flycatcher
3
0
0
0
0
0
3
Vermilion Flycatcher
1
0
0
0
0
1
0
Ash-throated Flycatcher
10
0
0
0
0
6
4
Verdin
2
0
0
0
0
1
1
White-breasted Nuthatch
3
0
0
0
0
1
2
Canyon Wren
1
0
0
0
0
1
0
Black-tailed Gnatcatcher
1
0
0
0
1
0
0
Blue-gray Gnatcatcher
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
Wrentit
6
0
0
0
0
3
3
American Robin
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
Loggerhead Shrike
2
0
0
0
0
1
1
California Thrasher
5
0
1
0
0
2
2
Phainopepla
11
0
0
0
0
6
5
Hutton's Vireo
1
0
0
0
0
1
0
Orange-crowned Warbler
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
Yellow-breasted Chat
2
0
0
0
0
2
0
Common Yellowthroat
2
0
0
0
0
2
0
Black-headed Grosbeak
2
0
0
0
0
1
1
Blue Grosbeak
1
0
0
0
0
0
1
Lazuli Bunting
1
0
0
0
0
0
1
Spotted Towhee
4
0
0
0
0
3
1
Song Sparrow
9
0
0
0
0
8
1
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Lark Sparrow
Black-throated Sparrow
Rufous-crowned Sparrow
Western Meadowlark
Red-winged Blackbird
Brewer's Blackbird
Bullock's Oriole
Hooded Oriole
Lawrence's Goldfinch
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Attachment C: Unoccupied Nest Removal
Conditions
The following conditions apply to instances related to the removal of unoccupied nests on the
Sunrise Powerlink Project (Project). SDG&E will utilize the measures discussed in Section 2 Nesting Bird Deterrent Methods of the Plan to minimize occurrences of nest initiation on
construction equipment, stored materials, construction-related structures, and in construction
yards and substations where nest building would preclude construction activities. Even with these
implemented measures, avian species may successfully initiate nesting attempts in construction
areas or on structures or equipment related to the Project. In situations where nests have been
initiated despite implementation of deterrent methods, and where SDG&E may find it necessary
to remove unoccupied nests (i.e., without eggs or nestlings) of the house finch, mourning dove,
European starling, house sparrow, Eurasian collared-dove, rock pigeon, nutmeg mannikin, or
orange bishop, SDG&E will be allowed to remove such unoccupied nests without advance
notification of, or approval by, the CPUC and BLM under the following types of circumstances.
•

•

•

Nest initiation attempts in or on construction equipment or machinery required
for use on the Project within the anticipated nest cycle of the respective nesting
avian species;
Nest initiation attempts in or on vehicles, materials, water tanks, gates, Projectrelated structures, or in or on other components required for use on the Project
within the anticipated nest cycle of the respective nesting avian species; and
Nest initiation attempts in locations where the associated buffer cannot be
reduced enough to protect worker safety.

The nest removals conducted under the circumstances listed above shall be documented by
SDG&E and shall be recorded in the Nest Monitoring Log and weekly summary, which shall be
submitted weekly to the appropriate agencies. The Nest Monitoring Log shall also list and
describe the nest deterrents in place prior to nest initiation. SDG&E will take a photograph of
each nest immediately prior to removal when there is sufficient and safe access to the nest. The
photograph shall be provided with the weekly summary.
Other non-listed avian species (besides those listed above) and those that are of special status (but
not state or federally listed) may also successfully initiate nest attempts on construction
equipment,
stored
materials,
construction-related
structures,
and
construction
yards/substations/Project work areas (e.g. tower sites, pull sites, etc.) where nest building would
preclude construction activities. In situations where nests of these species have been initiated
despite implementation of deterrent methods, and where SDG&E may find it necessary to remove
unoccupied nests, SDG&E’s Avian Biologist shall contact the CPUC/BLM Biologist (Helix
Environmental Planning, Inc.) to request permission to remove such nests (contact methods may
include telephone, cell phone text messaging, and email). The Avian Biologist shall provide the
CPUC/BLM Biologist with information regarding the nest deterrent methods in place, species,
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nest location, nest stage, observed avian nesting behavior, observation times and duration, other
species-specific information relevant to determining nest stage, and biological justification for the
nest removal request. The CPUC/BLM Biologist shall respond within 4 hours to the request for
nest removal; otherwise, SDG&E shall make its own determination on whether to proceed with
the nest removal (such removals shall be subsequently reported to the CPUC and BLM via e-mail
within 24 hours of nest removal and shall be recorded in the Nest Monitoring Log and weekly
summary). No removal of state or federally listed species’ nests shall be allowed.
The CPUC/BLM Biologist will be available during all hours and days of Project activity, which
in certain locations includes work Sunday through Saturday, from sunrise to sunset. In the event a
nest removal request is denied, SDG&E may request, and the CPUC, BLM, and CPUC/BLM
Biologist would grant, further consideration. In all cases of unoccupied nest removal, SDG&E
will document the removal and report the removal in the Nest Monitoring Log and weekly
summary.
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Attachment D: Raptor Nesting Deterrent Conditions
This attachment to the SDG&E Sunrise Powerlink Nesting Bird Management and Monitoring
Plan (Plan) dated January 13, 2012 describes the monitoring and reporting approach and
corresponding conditions associated with requests for implementation of nesting deterrents in
raptor nests that are not currently in use along the Sunrise Powerlink Project (Project). This
attachment applies to BLM and CPUC portions of the Project and does not apply to USFS lands.
No nesting deterrents will be allowed in any golden eagle nest for any reason, including known
historical eagle nests.
Implementation of the conditions in this attachment will allow SDG&E to install raptor nesting
deterrents in nests that are not currently in use and to comply with Mitigation Measure B-8a of
the Final EIR/EIS and Fish and Game Code. Fish and Game Code Section 3503.5 states that it is
unlawful to take, possess, or destroy any birds in the orders Falconiformes or Strigiformes (birdsof-prey) or to take, possess, or destroy the nest or eggs of any such bird.
For the purpose of this Project, raptor nests will be considered “currently in use” if any of these
criteria are observed: raptors building a new nest or maintaining an existing nest; raptors within a
nest; or raptor breeding behavior near a nest. Because Section 3503.5 does not allow take of
raptor nests for any reason, the purpose of this procedure is to assure compliance with the
regulations and avoid any take of raptor nests by the Project. For this reason, no deterrents will be
allowed in any nest that is currently in use. A nest will be considered currently in use until at such
time the raptors are observed using another nest, the nesting attempt has failed, or it is clear for
some other tangible reason that the pair is not breeding.
The following monitoring procedures will be implemented by SDG&E’s approved avian
biologists to determine if a raptor nest is, or is not, currently in use.
•
•
•

Avian biologist(s) will watch the raptor nest full-time during daylight hours (i.e., dawn to
dusk) for 3 consecutive days. The avian biologist(s) will document the species, gender,
age, and behaviors of any raptor observed in the vicinity of the nest;
Avian biologist(s) will use spotting scopes and/or binoculars to passively observe the nest
and will observe the nest from a vantage point at least 500 feet from the nest; and
A summary of each day’s observations will be provided to the CPUC Biologist (and to
CDFG and USFWS upon request) in a monitoring memo format with the abovementioned information and details regarding the nest location.

If all of these procedures have been followed, and after 3 consecutive days none of the criteria for
a nest that is currently in use is met, the nest can be considered not currently in use.
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For nests considered not currently in use, SDG&E will be allowed to implement nesting
deterrents once the following steps have been taken.
1. SDG&E will submit a formal request to CPUC (the CPUC Biologist) and BLM (and to
CDFG and USFWS upon request) for each raptor nest that describes the location of the
nest, proposed deterrent to be installed, description of how the deterrent will be installed
and removed, and the timeline for when the deterrent will be removed (SDG&E shall be
responsible for determining when work in the vicinity of the nest is through and the
deterrents are no longer needed);
2. For a raptor nest located in an existing, manmade structure, SDG&E shall demonstrate in
the formal request that existing easements are in place to allow for the placement of
nesting deterrents. Requests will not be approved for raptor nests on natural structures
(e.g., trees) or structures that SDG&E does not own unless, SDG&E provides verification
that the owner has agreed to allow SDG&E to install the deterrent and provided the
CPUC/BLM approves their request to install the deterrent;
3. Three consecutive days of dawn-to-dusk monitoring by approved avian biologists have
determined the raptor nest is not currently in use (in accordance with the definitions
provided above); and
4. The CPUC, BLM, CDFG, and USFWS concur with the request to install deterrents.
Agency concurrence will be provided by the CPUC Biologist, on behalf of CDFG, BLM and
USFWS, by the end of the third day of dawn-to-dusk monitoring if all of the information in steps
1 through 4 above has been provided to the CPUC Biologist shortly after dusk on the third day of
monitoring and is satisfactory to the CPUC Biologist. Once concurrence is provided, SDG&E
will be responsible for implementing the nesting deterrent immediately on the morning following
the third day of monitoring. Installation of the deterrent will need to be monitored by an approved
SDG&E avian biologist. SDG&E will document the installation of nesting deterrents in the Nest
Monitoring Log and weekly summary. Furthermore, weekly monitoring of nests with deterrents
shall be conducted by an approved avian biologist, and the results of the monitoring (including
any observations related specifically to the deterrents) shall be recorded in the Nest Monitoring
Log and weekly summary.
It is SDG&E’s responsibility to accurately determine whether or not a raptor nest is currently in
use, and any nest that is currently in use will need to be protected according to the Plan (e.g.,
through the use of approved buffers). CPUC may choose to consult with CDFG if at any time it
determines that SDG&E has implemented nest deterrents in a manner inconsistent with the
conditions in this attachment to the Plan.
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Sunrise Powerlink Project 2012 Nest Monitoring Report
San Diego and Imperial Counties, California

APPENDIX F – SUMMARY OF 2012 NEST OUTCOMES BY SPECIES
Common Name

Nest Outcomes by Species
1

Acorn Woodpecker

1

American Crow

3

2

3

4

5

2

6

7

8

2

Total
5
3

American Kestrel

16

1

2

3

22

Anna's Hummingbird

23

13

25

5

66

Ash-throated Flycatcher

6

2

2

2

Barn Owl

1

1

13
1

Bewick's Wren

12

3

Black Phoebe

3

2

Black-chinned Hummingbird

2

1

Black-chinned Sparrow

2

2

Black-headed Grosbeak

1

1

Black-throated Sparrow

2

2

Blue Grosbeak

1

Blue-gray Gnatcatcher

1

Bullock's Oriole
Bushtit
Cactus Wren
California Gnatcatcher

2

1

4

1

8

1
1

3

1

6

2
38

2

6

64

33

1

2
14

21
5

4
36

3

174
3

4

California Quail
California Thrasher

15

7

California Towhee

20

3

16
1

2

1

10
12

34
1

4
33

1

Canyon Wren

4

2

42

2

Cassin's Kingbird

5

5

Common Raven

12

4

Cooper's Hawk

4

2

Costa's Hummingbird

5

Gray Vireo

5

1
3

2

4

5

20

1

18

38
6

1

6

1

1

1

13
2

Great Horned Owl

7

3

10

Greater Roadrunner

3

1

4

Hooded Oriole

5

Horned Lark

2

House Finch

91

58

House Wren

22

10

Killdeer

1

Lark Sparrow

7

4

1
21

42

Chambers Group, Inc.
20397

4
2

31

127

4

1

2

7

3
3

1

6

2

3

372
1

38
4

1
2

12

2

Lawrence's Goldfinch
Least Bell's Vireo

2

26
1
7
35
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Common Name
Lesser Goldfinch
Loggerhead Shrike

Nest Outcomes by Species
1

2

28

19

3
1

3

Long-eared Owl
Mourning Dove

9

5

5

Northern Flicker

4

5

13

6

7

8

9

Total
70

2

5

1

1

8

1

28

1

1

2

1

8

Northern Mockingbird

4

3

Nuttall's Woodpecker

2

1

3

Oak Titmouse

8

2

10

1

1

Other
Pacific-slope Flycatcher

2

Phainopepla

7

9

Red-shouldered Hawk

2

2

25

10

Red-tailed Hawk
Red-winged Blackbird

1
1

9

5

1

1

36
1

2

Rufous-crowned Sparrow

5

Say's Phoebe

2

2
1

4

2

8

1

3

Scott's Oriole

1

Song Sparrow

1

1

Spotted Towhee
Western Bluebird

2

1

1

1
1

8

1

8

3

Western Meadowlark
Western Scrub-Jay

1

31

51

1
7

3

Western Wood-Pewee
White-breasted Nuthatch

2

White-tailed Kite

4

Wrentit

2

2

458

239

Total

9

1

Western Grebe
Western Kingbird

1

7

Turkey Vulture

32
4

1

Rock Wren

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

3

1

11

1

1

1

1

23
2

2

4
4
9
39

279

2
4

125

15
197

5

1,346

Fledged
Nest did not reach active stage
Nest with eggs or young failed for unknown causes
Nest with eggs or young failed due to natural causes
Nest with eggs or young failed due to construction
Indeterminate
Removed
Satellite nest

Chambers Group, Inc.
20397

36
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PRELIMINARY PLANT INVENTORY REPORT
Describing Methods and Results of the Fall 2012 Rare Plant Survey
First Solar Desert Quartzite Solar Farm
November 2, 2012
Prepared by Michael Honer
and
Ironwood Consulting, Inc.

PROJECT NAME:
SERIAL NUMBER:
APPLICANT:
CAPACITY:
BLM ACRES:

Desert Quartzite Solar Project
CACA 49397
First Solar
300 MW
4855 (originally 7245)
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
First Solar is proposing to develop a Photo Voltaic Solar Plant on approximately 4855 acres of
Public Land administered by the Bureau of Land Management (BLM). The proposed Project
Location is approximately 10 miles west of Blythe, and 2 miles south of Interstate 10.
Development would involve complete removal of all existing vegetation across the construction
area footprint by grubbing and grading, followed by installation of fixed solar panel arrays.
These would be connected to existing Southern California Edison transmission lines via a 2mile Gen-Tie line constructed by First Solar.
A Preliminary Biological Resources Assessment was prepared by Ironwood Consulting, Inc. in
August 2010 (Ironwood, 2010). This report described the site and reviewed biological
resources seen or expected within the project footprint.
In late summer 2012, First Solar authorized the first round of Botanical Surveys across the
proposed site, with the intent of documenting known or expected Fall Flowering Special Status
Plants. These surveys were designed and organized by Michael Honer, and staffed by a team
of 13 experienced field biologists. Systematic 100% coverage walking transects were begun
on September 11, and completed on September 19, 2012.
A total of 46 plant taxa were identified. Of the potential list of 34 "Special Status Target
Plants," two were documented during this Fall Survey: Chamaesyce abramsiania, and
Proboscidea althaeifolia. Other potential "fall flowering" plants on our list were not observed
during this survey. All occurrence data was recorded onsite with triplicate backups (GPS
waypoints, paper datasheets, and Wi-Fi-enabled Pendragon database software).
This survey is intended to fulfill a partial Full Coverage Survey of the site. This Report is not
intended to represent a complete Floristic Survey of all plants present on the site; just the suite
of plants available for positive identification in the Fall. Spring surveys are required and will be
proposed, organized, and implemented during the appropriate season (presumably in
February - March 2013, depending on adequate rainfall and other considerations).
This report summarizes the timing, methods, and results of the Fall 2012 Quartzite Rare Plant
Survey.
THIS REPORT DOES NOT REPRESENT A FINAL PLANT INVENTORY. VALID RESULTS
FROM A 100% SPRING PLANT SURVEY WILL BE DOCUMENTED, COMPILED, AND
COMBINED WITH THE RESULTS OF THIS REPORT
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1.0

INTRODUCTION

1.1

Site Location

The Desert Quartzite Solar Project (Project) site is located on Bureau of Land Management
(BLM) land in unincorporated eastern Riverside County, California (Figure 1). The site is
situated south of Interstate 10, approximately ten miles west of the City of Blythe. Elevations
range from 320 feet (98 meters) above mean sea level (amsl) in the southeast to over 475 feet
(145 meters) amsl at the northwest. The Project is found on the Roosevelt mine and Ripley
U.S. Geological Survey 7.5 minute quadrangles. The Project is located on the Palo Verde
Mesa within BLM land designated as Moderate Multiple Use Class (MUC). The Project is not
located within a Desert Wildlife Management Area (DWMA) or Critical Habitat Unit (CHU).

1.2

Proposed Project

The Project is described in general terms below. Specific details of the Project description are
included in other related documents including the Plan of Development (POD). The Project
would include the Solar Facility (where the electrical power will be generated) and a 220kilovolt (kV) transmission line (Gen-Tie Line). The Solar Facility would consist of several main
components, all located within the Project security fencing and permanent desert tortoise
fencing:
•
•
•
•

Main Generation Area - PV arrays, combining switchgear, overhead lines, and access
corridors;
Operations and Maintenance (O&M) Facility;
On-site substation; and
Site Security, Fencing, and Lighting.

The Project would interconnect with the regional transmission system via a 220-kV singlecircuit Gen-Tie Line that would exit the western portion of the Solar Farm site and follow a 160foot-wide transmission right of way (ROW) to the Southern California Edison (SCE) Colorado
River Substation located approximately one mile west of the Project’s western boundary.

1.3

Study Area

For the purpose of this report, the Study Area is defined by the area of land subjected to
biological resource assessment including vegetation community mapping, soils mapping, and
habitat assessments for special status species. The Study Area is approximately 4855 acres in
size and includes the potential Solar Farm site and Gen-Tie Line corridor (Figure 2).
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1.3.1 Soils
Soils within the Project are dominated by gravely sands and sandy loams, and ranged from
very fine sand to gravel (Figure 3). The Natural Resources Conservation Service (NRCS) Web
Survey contained data for the majority of the Project. These soils descriptions are included in
Appendix A. Formal site soil data from the NRCS is not available for a portion of the Project
located in the northwest of the Study Area. Desert pavement was present in the extreme
northwest and southwest limits of the Project. Desert pavement correlated with Chuckwalla
very gravelly loam NRCS classification.
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1.3.2 Preliminary Vegetation Community Descriptions
These descriptions are preliminary until vegetation and alliance structure has been verified
after a valid spring plant inventory.
The Project area supports three vegetation communities. The science of vegetation
classification is undergoing continued revision, with much new nomenclature for previously
described "vegetation communities." For the purposes of this report we will use NECO
common names for each of these communities (BLM 2002), as listed below, with the latest
nomenclature also listed from A Manual of California Vegetation, Second Edition (Sawyer, et al,
2009), and corresponding "Holland Types" (Holland 1986). These preliminary vegetation
communities are mapped on Figure 4. Descriptions follow.

1.3.2.1 Sonoran Desert Scrub (NECO)
Larrea tridentata-Ambrosia dumosa Shrubland Alliance (Sawyer 2009)
Sonoran Creosote Bush Scrub (Holland Code 33100)
10
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Sonoran Desert Scrub covers the majority of the Project Area. This alliance on the site is
dominated by creosote bush (Larrea tridentata), burro bush (Ambrosia dumosa), with scattered
occurrences of cheese bush (Ambrosia salsola), brittlebush (Encelia farinosa), Emory's
indigobush (Psorothamnus emoryi), big galleta grass (Hilaria rigida), and occasional cactus
species. Most of this onsite scrub is sparsely vegetated with widely scattered relatively lowgrowing individual shrubs (Figure 5).

.
1.3.2.2 Desert Dry Wash Woodland (NECO)
Parkinsonia florida-Olneya tesota Woodland Alliance (Sawyer 2009)
Desert Dry Wash Woodland (Holland Code 62200)
Desert Dry Wash Woodland is located in two distinct washes, comprising approximately 2% of
the Study Area. Our Desert Dry Wash Woodland consists of small-leaved (microphyllous)
leguminous trees, in association with sandy or gravelly washes with braided channels in active
alluvial fans (Figure 6). Dominant plants species include ironwood (Olneya tesota), blue palo
verde (Parkinsonia florida), with occasional honey mesquite (Prospis glandulosa). This
community is considered sensitive by the California Resources Agency and BLM due its
limited distribution, value to wildlife, and susceptibility to disturbance (BLM 2002 and
CDFG/CWHRS 2010). The presence of water at least on a seasonal flow regime is vital for this
community to persist.
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1.3.2.3 Sand Dunes (NECO)
Pleuraphis rigida Herbaceous Alliance (Sawyer 2009)
Stabilized and Partially-Stabilized Desert Dunes (Holland Code 22200)
Sand Dunes onsite are actually stabilized and partially stabilized accumulations supporting an
herbaceous alliance dominated by the perennial bunch grass, big galleta grass (Hilaria Rigida).
Co-dominant are widely scattered creosotes (Larrea tridentata), with occasional occurrences of
Emory's indigobush (Psorothamnus emoryi), desert wire lettuce (Stephanomeria pauciflora),
fan-leaved tiquilia (Tiquilia plicata) and desert dicoria (Dicoria canescens). This vegetation type
is present on the sandiest areas around the NW parts of the project site and along the Gen-Tie
alignment (Figure 7). It is important to note that dense infestations of the invasive weed
Saharan mustard (Brassica tournfortii) are evident on many areas of this vegetation type.
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1.3.4 Sensitive Habitats
Desert Dry Wash Woodland (DDWW) is considered a sensitive plant community by the BLM
and California Resources Agency (BLM 2002). Wildlife species richness is typically higher in
DDWW than other desert vegetation communities because this habitat often contains
increased shade, vegetation refuge for birds, available water, and wildlife migration
opportunities on a local scale. See Figure 4 for the location of DDWW within the Study Area.
The washes within the Study Area containing DDWW may serve as potential movement
corridors for large mammal species including mountain lion and burro deer.
To the extent feasible, these areas should be avoided by the proposed project. Further
analysis as to the local and regional movement of wildlife should be conducted to determine
the potential for wildlife movement corridors within the Project Area.
1.3.5 Special Status Plant Species potentially occurring on site
34 special status plant species have been identified as potentially occurring in the vicinity of
the Project Area. This list was generated by searching multiple databases and reference
sources for occurrence records, including:
-California Natural Diversity Data Base (CNDDB 2012)
-Northern and Eastern Colorado Desert Coordinated Management Plan (BLM 2002),
-Consortium of California Herbaria, 10,000 meter search centered at project site (Consortium
of California Herbaria 2012)
In addition, records were reviewed from the greater southern California desert region.
The potential for occurrence for each plant species was assessed and defined using the
following criteria listed in Table 1.
Table 1 – Potential for Occurrence and Definitions
Potential for Occurrence
Present

High

Moderate

Definition
Species was observed within the boundaries of
the Study Area at the time of this survey, or a
survey within the past two years.
Both a historical record exists of the species
within the boundaries of the Study Area or its
immediate vicinity (approximately 5 miles) and
the environmental conditions (including soil and
elevation factors) associated with the species are
found at the Study Area.
Either a historical record exists of the species
within the immediate vicinity of the Study Area
(approximately 5 miles) or the environmental
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conditions (including vegetation, soil and
elevation factors) associated with species are
found at the Study Area.
No records exist of the species occurring within
the Study Area or its immediate vicinity
(approximately 5 miles) and/or the environmental
conditions (including vegetation, soil type and
elevation factors) associated with species
presence are marginal on the Study Area.
Species was not observed during focused
surveys conducted at an appropriate time, or the
species is restricted to specific habitats or
geographical locations not found on or adjacent
to the Study Area.

Low

Absent

Table 2 identifies all the Sensitive Plants potentially occurring on the Project site. None of
these species is Federal or State listed as threatened or endangered, but they all are assigned
varying degrees of Special Status, either by BLM, or CNPS rank. A total of 34 Target Plants
were determined to potentially occur across the Project site, with varying flowering times (most
flower in the spring after "normal" winter rainfall). All of these species are presented, along
with their status, flowering period, and potential to occur. Each species with a moderate or
greater potential for occurrence is discussed in detail below.
Table 2 - Special Status Target Plant Species
Scientific Name
Common Name
Abronia villosa var. aurita
chaparral sand-verbena

Acleisanthes longiflora
angel trumpets

Astragalus insularis var.
harwoodii
Harwood’s milk-vetch
Astragalus lentiginosus
var. borreganus
Borrego milk-vetch
Astragalus lentigunosis
var. coachellae
Coachella valley milkvetch
Astragalus sabulonum
gravel milk-vetch

Calliandra eriophylla
pink fairy-duster

Carnegia gigantea
saguaro

Status

Federal:
State:
CNPS:
NECO:
Federal:
State:
CNPS:
NECO:
Federal:
State:
CNPS:
NECO:
Federal:
State:
CNPS:
NECO:
Federal:
State:
CNPS:
NECO:
Federal:
State:
CNPS:
NECO:
Federal:
State:
CNPS:
NECO:
Federal:
State:
CNPS:

Flowering Period

none, BLM sensitive
none
1B.1
not covered
none
none
2.3
covered
none
none
2.2
covered
none
none
4.3
covered
none; BLM sensitive
none
1B.2
covered
none
none
2.2
not covered
none
none
2.3
not covered
none
none
2.2

Jan - Sept

Potential for
Occurrence
Low

May

Low

Jan - May

High

Feb - May

Low

Feb - May

Low

Feb - July

Moderate

Jan - Mar

Moderate

May - June

Low
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Castela emoryi
Emory's crucifixion-thorn

Chamaesyce abramsiana
Abrams' spurge

Chamaesyce parryi
Parry's spurge

Chamaesyce platysperma
flat-seeded spurge

Colubrina californica
Las Animas colubrina

Coryphantha alversonii
foxtail cactus

Cryptantha costata
ribbed cryptantha

Ditaxis clariana
glandular ditaxis

Ditaxis serrata var.
californica
California ditaxis
Eriastrum harwoodii
Harwood's eriastrum

Funastrum utahense
Utah vine milkweed

Helianthus niveus ssp.
tephrodes
Algodones Dunes
sunflower
Hymenoxys odorata
bitter hymenoxys

Imperata brevifolia
California satintail

Koeberlinia spinosa ssp.
tennuispina
Crown-of-Thorns

NECO:

covered

Federal:
State:
CNPS:
NECO:
Federal:
State:
CNPS:
NECO:
Federal:
State:
CNPS:
NECO:
Federal:
State:
CNPS:
NECO:
Federal:
State:
CNPS:
NECO:
Federal:
State:
CNPS:
NECO:
Federal:
State:
CNPS:
NECO:
Federal:
State:
CNPS:
NECO:
Federal:
State:
CNPS:
NECO:
Federal:
State:
CNPS:
NECO:
Federal:
State:
CNPS:
NECO:
Federal:
State:
CNPS:
NECO:
Federal:
State:
CNPS:
NECO:
Federal:
State:
CNPS:
NECO:
Federal:
State:
CNPS:
NECO:

none
none
2.3
covered
none
none
2.2
not covered
none
none
2.3
not covered
none; BLM sensitive
none
1B.2
not covered
none
none
2.3
not covered
none
none
4.3
covered
none
none
4.3
not covered
none
none
2.2
covered
none
none
3.2
covered
none; BLM sensitive
none
1B.2
not covered
none
none
4.2
not covered
none
Endangered
1B.2
not covered
none
none
2
not covered
none
none
2.1
not covered
none
none
2.2
covered

Apr - Jul

Moderate

Sep – Nov

Present during Fall
2012 Surveys

May - June

Low

Feb - Sep

Low

Apr - Jun

Moderate

Apr - Jun

Moderate

Jan - May

High

Dec - Mar

Moderate

Apr - Nov

Low

Mar - May

High

Apr - Sep

Moderate

Mar - May
Oct - Jan

Low

Feb - Aug

Low

Sep - May

Low

Mar - Jul

Low
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Mammillaria grahamii var.
grahamii
Graham's fishhook cactus
Mentzelia puberula
Darlington's blazing star

Opuntia wigginsii
Wiggins' cholla

Penstemon
pseudospectabilis ssp.
speudospectabilis
desert beardtongue
Physalis lobata
lobed cround cherry

Portulaca halimoides
desert portulaca

Proboscidea althaefolia
desert unicorn-plant

Teucrium cubense ssp.
depressum
dwarf germander
Wislizenia refracta var.
refracta
jackass clover
Wislizenia refracta var.
palmeri
Palmer's jackass clover

Federal:
State:
CNPS:
NECO:
Federal:
State:
CNPS:
NECO:
Federal:
State:
CNPS:
NECO:
Federal:
State:
CNPS:
NECO:
Federal:
State:
CNPS:
NECO:
Federal:
State:
CNPS:
NECO:
Federal:
State:
CNPS:
NECO:
Federal:
State:
CNPS:
NECO:
Federal:
State:
CNPS:
NECO:
Federal:
State:
CNPS:
NECO:

none
none
2.2
not covered
none
none
2.2
not covered
none
none
3.3
covered
none
none
2.2
not covered
none
none
2.3
covered
none
none
4.2
not covered
none
none
4.3
covered
none
none
2.2
not covered
none
none
2.2
not covered
none
none
2.2
covered

Apr

Low

Mar - May

Low

Mar - June

Moderate

Mar - May

Low

May - Jan

Low

Sept

Low

May - Aug

Present during Fall
2012 Surveys

Mar - Nov

Low

Apr - Nov

Low

Jan - Dec

Low

California Native Plant Society (CNPS) California Rare Plant Rank:
1B: Plants Rare, Threatened, or Endangered in California and Elsewhere
2: Plants Rare, Threatened, or Endangered in California, But More Common Elsewhere
3: Plants About Which We Need More Information - A Review List
4: Plants of Limited Distribution - A Watch List
Threat Code Extensions:
0.1-Seriously threatened in California (over 80% of occurrences threatened / high degree and immediacy OF
threat)
0.2-Fairly threatened in California (20-80% occurrences threatened / moderate degree and immediacy of threat)
0.3-Not very threatened in California (<20% of occurrences threatened / low degree and immediacy of threat or
no current threats known)
Northern and Eastern Colorado Desert Coordinated Management Plan (NECO) designations:
Covered: Species is listed as covered in NECO
Not covered: Species is not listed as covered in NECO
Sources:
CNDDB and CNPSEI for Roosevelt Mine, Ripley, McCoy Wash, McCoy Peak, McCoy Spring, Hopkins Well,
Wiley Well, Thumb Peak, and Palo Verde 7.5 minute USGS quadrangles.
BLM Sensitive Plant List for Palm Springs South Coast Field Office - Desert Species.
California Consortium of Herbaria,10,000m radius search centered on Project Site.

Astragalus insularis var. harwoodii (Harwood’s milk-vetch) is a CNPS Rank 2.2 annual herb
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in the Fabaceae family. It is historically known to occur in desert dunes and Mojavean and
Sonoran desert scrub at elevations ranging from 0 to 2,300 feet (0 to 710 meters) amsl.
Suitable conditions exist and Harwood’s milk-vetch has been reported to occur within the
Project Area. There are known reference populations near the site. For these reasons, this
species has a high potential to occur.
Astragalus sabulonum (gravel milk-vetch) is a CNPS Rank 2.2 annual herb in the Fabaceae
family. It is native to California and extends throughout the south western states. It occurs in
sandy and gravelly habitats within creosote bush scrub of the Colorado and Mojave Desert
regions of southern California, from 0 to 2900 feet (0 to 900 meters) amsl. It usually flowers
from February to July (but sometimes from November to April). California herbarium records
document it mostly within the Coachella Valley and central / northern Mojave Desert regions,
but one collection (Lewis S. Rose, Feb 1, 1938) documents it from "10 miles west of Blythe."
Although this locality data is very vague and approximate, it warrants a Moderate potential to
occur on the Project site.
Calliandra eriophylla (pink fairy-duster) is a CNPS Rank 2.3 deciduous shrub in the
Fabaceae family. It is historically known to occur in sandy or rocky Sonoran desert scrub within
Riverside, Imperial, and San Diego Counties as well as in Arizona. It typically occurs at
elevations ranging from 394 to 4,900 feet (120 to 1500 meters) amsl. Marginally similar
environmental conditions occur within the Project Area and the nearest record of pink fairyduster is greater than 5 miles from the Project Area. For these reasons, this species has a
moderate potential to occur.
Castela emoryi (crucifixion thorn) is a CNPS Rank 2.3 perennial deciduous shrub in the
Simaroubaceae family. It is historically known to occur in Mojavean desert scrub, playas, and
gravelly Sonoran desert scrubs at elevations ranging from 300 to 2,200 feet (90 to 670 meters)
amsl. These environmental conditions occur within the Project Area and the nearest record of
crucifixion thorn is greater than 5 miles from the Project Area. For these reasons, this species
has a moderate potential to occur, mostly as occasional and widely scattered individuals.
Chamaesyce abramsiana (Abrams' spurge) is a CNPS Rank 2.2 annual herb in the
Euphorbiaceae family. It is historically known to occur in Mojavean desert scrub, playas, and
sandy/silty Sonoran desert scrubs at elevations ranging from sea level to 3,000 feet (0 to 915
meters) amsl. These environmental conditions occur within the Study Area and it was
observed and documented within the Project Area in Fall 2012.
Colubrina californica (Las Animas colubrine) is a CNPS Rank 2.3 perennial deciduous shrub
in the Rhamnaceae family. It is historically known to occur in both Mojavean and Sonoran
desert scrub at elevations ranging from 0 to 3,200 feet (0 to 1,000 meters) amsl. Marginally
similar environmental conditions occur within the Project Area and the nearest record of Las
Animas colubrine is greater than 5 miles from the Project Area. For these reasons, this species
has a moderate potential to occur.
Coryphantha alversonii (foxtail cactus) is a CNPS Rank 4.3 stem succulent in the Cactaceae
family. It is historically known to occur in Mojavean desert scrub and sandy or rocky (usually
granitic) Sonoran desert scrub at elevations ranging from 246 to 5,000 feet (75 to 1525 meters)
amsl. These environmental conditions occur within the Project Area and the nearest record of
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foxtail cactus is greater than 5 miles from the Project Area. For these reasons, this species has
a moderate potential to occur, probably as widely scattered individuals.
Cryptantha costata (ribbed cryptantha) is a CNPS Rank 4.3 annual herb in the Boraginaceae
family. It occurs on fine sandy soil and shallow dunes within Sonoran and Mojavean creosote
bush scrub, at an elevational range below 3200 feet (1000 meters) amsl. Flowering from
January through May, it has been widely documented from California herbarium records, with
several occurrences within 5 miles of the Project site, as well as a reference population near
the site. For these reasons, this species has a high potential to occur within the project
boundaries, especially on open sandy dune areas of the Gen-Tie and main site.
Ditaxis claryana (glandular ditaxis) is a CNPS List 2.2 perennial herb belonging to the
Euphorbiaceae (spurge) family. It is historically known to occur in Mojavean desert scrub and
sandy Sonoran desert scrub at elevations ranging from 0 to 1,500 feet (0 to 465 meters) amsl.
These environmental conditions occur within the Project Area and the nearest record of
glandular ditaxis is greater than 5 miles from the Project Area. For these reasons, this species
has a moderate potential to occur.
Eriastrum harwoodii (Harwood's eriastrum) is a CNPS Rank 1B.2 annual herb in the
Polemoniaceae family. It is a California endemic, distributed on sand dunes in desert areas of
Riverside, San Bernardino, and San Diego counties. Typically flowering from March to May, its
elevational range is 400 - 3000 feet (125 - 915 meters) amsl. This species was documented by
a herbarium specimen in March 2010 very near the proposed Project Gen-Tie line, and known
reference populations also exist close to the project site. For these reasons there is a high
potential for this species to be present on sandy areas of the Project site.
Funastrum utahense (Utah vine milkweed) is a CNPS Rank 4.2 perennial herb in the
Apocynaceae family. It typically grows along wash margins and in sandy/gravelly areas
throughout the Sonoran and Mojave deserts of California, sprawling and clambering over
common shrubs for support. Flowering from April to September, its elevational range is 300 to
4700 feet (100 to 1436 meters) amsl. It has been documented by herbarium records
approximately 4 miles north of the Project site in equivalent habitats, and therefore has a
moderate potential to be present on site.
Opuntia wigginsii (Wiggins' cholla) is a CNPS List 3.3 stem succulent belonging to the
Cactaceae (cactus) family. It is historically known to occur in sandy Sonoran desert scrub at
elevations ranging from 98 to 2,900 feet (30 to 885 meters) amsl. These environmental
conditions occur within the Project Area and the nearest record of Wiggins' cholla is greater
than 5 miles from the Project Area. For these reasons, this species has a moderate potential to
occur. However, it is no longer considered a distinct taxon in the Jepson Manual (Baldwin, et
al, 2012). It appears to be a "sporadic hybrid between Cylindropuntia ramosissima and C.
echinocarpa" (CNPS 2012), and a noted Opuntia taxonomist, Marc Baker, believes that it's
taxonomic status is invalid because its Type Collection "is nothing more than an almost dead
plant resprouting" (Baker, M. 2012, pers. comm).
Proboscidea althaefolia (desert unicorn-plant) is a CNPS List 4.3 perennial herb belonging to
the Martyniaceae family. It is historically known to occur in sandy Sonoran desert scrub at
elevations ranging from 490 to 3,280 feet (150 to 1000 meters) amsl. Desert unicorn-plant was
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observed within the Project Area on September 17, 2008, and hundreds of individuals were
extensively documented widely scattered across the site during Fall 2012 Rare Plant Surveys.

2.0

METHODOLOGY

2.1

Fall Survey Protocol Objectives

This Survey Protocol for the Project was developed based on guidelines detailed in Survey
Protocols Required for NEPA/ESA Compliance for BLM Special Status Plant Species (BLM
2009), and Protocols for Surveying and Evaluating Impacts to Special Status Native Plant
Populations and Natural Communities (CADFG 2009).
The overall objective was to provide a complete accounting of all vascular plants species
present on site, and to perform due diligence in searching for all Special Status Target Plants
potentially occurring on site.
This survey was Floristic in nature; all species of vascular plants were identified to the lowest
taxonomic level. Plant lists were started during site visits in August and September, and
additional taxa were added by surveyors throughout the fall survey. Vegetation communities,
though already identified, were field-verified by workers as they traversed the site, and updated
on maps.
Special Status Target Plants were researched, identified, and described to all surveyors during
orientation meetings. Reference population site visits were conducted with all surveyors prior
to conducting surveys. Paper spreadsheets describing all Fall Target Species, habitat
preferences, flowering times, taxonomic diagnosis, and photographs were provided to all
workers.
In addition to Special Status plants, all Cacti were counted, by species, to provide BLM with a
reliable census for salvage purposes.
All workers were likewise instructed to identify any Invasive Species present onsite, and
document any large occurrences.
Accurate maps were prepared with site boundaries, key UTM coordinates, and legitimate
established access roads. Workers were not allowed to drive off of any established roads
while accessing the site.

2.2

Fall Target Sensitive Plant List

From the full Target Plant List (Table 2, above) species were segregated-out into a subset of
Fall Target Plants (Table 3, below). These 13 plants comprised our Priority List to search for in
the Fall of 2012. Of the 13 Target Plants, only 3 presented "moderate" or greater probability of
occurring onsite: Proboscidea althaeifolia (already known to be on site), Chamaesyce
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abramsiana (already known to be on site), and Funastrum utahense. The other species all
had "low" probability for occurrence, but remained valid and important Target Species for this
survey.
From this list of Fall Target Plants, a spreadsheet was created listing each plant, its general
characteristics and habitat preference, taxonomic diagnosis, and other information useful for
field identification. Photographs of most species were also compiled and printed to carry and
review by fieldworkers.
Table 3: Fall Target Plant Species
Abronia villosa var. aurita
chaparral sand-verbena

Chamaesyce abramsiana
Abrams' spurge

Chamaesyce parryi
Parry's spurge

Chamaesyce platysperma
flat-seeded spurge

Ditaxis serrata var.
californica
California ditaxis
Funastrum utahense
Utah vine milkweed

Helianthus niveus ssp.
tephrodes
Algodones Dunes
sunflower
Hymenoxys odorata
bitter hymenoxys

Portulaca halimoides
desert portulaca

Proboscidea althaefolia
desert unicorn-plant

Teucrium cubense ssp.
depressum
dwarf germander
Wislizenia refracta var.
refracta
jackass clover

Federal:
State:
CNPS:
NECO:
Federal:
State:
CNPS:
NECO:
Federal:
State:
CNPS:
NECO:
Federal:
State:
CNPS:
NECO:
Federal:
State:
CNPS:
NECO:
Federal:
State:
CNPS:
NECO:
Federal:
State:
CNPS:
NECO:
Federal:
State:
CNPS:
NECO:
Federal:
State:
CNPS:
NECO:
Federal:
State:
CNPS:
NECO:
Federal:
State:
CNPS:
NECO:
Federal:
State:
CNPS:
NECO:

none, BLM sensitive
none
1B.1
not covered
none
none
2.2
not covered
none
none
2.3
not covered
none; BLM sensitive
none
1B.2
not covered
none
none
3.2
covered
none
none
4.2
not covered
none
Endangered
1B.2
not covered
none
none
2
not covered
none
none
4.2
not covered
none
none
4.3
covered
none
none
2.2
not covered
none
none
2.2
not covered

Jan - Sept

Low

Sep – Nov

Present during Fall
2012 Surveys

May - June

Low

Feb - Sep

Low

Apr - Nov

Low

Apr - Sep

Moderate

Mar - May
Oct - Jan

Low

Feb - Aug

Low

Sept

Low

May - Aug

Present during Fall
2012 Surveys

Mar - Nov

Low

Apr - Nov

Low
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Wislizenia refracta var.
palmeri
Palmer's jackass clover

2.3

Federal:
State:
CNPS:
NECO:

none
none
2.2
covered

Jan - Dec

Low

Local Rainfall Records and Survey Timing

Multiple summer monsoonal storms occurred in the eastern Riverside County desert around
Blythe in the summer and fall of 2012. An early series of thunderstorms in late July dropped
almost 2 inches of rain in the region (Table 4). Although desert rainfall patterns are
characteristically patchy, there were numerous reports from various biological workers in the
field that germination of many summer annual plants was occurring across the region by midAugust.
Table 4:
Blythe Rainfall: Oct 2011 - Sep 2012
Precipitation. in
inches
Station

Location

ID
BLH

Blythe

OCT

NOV

DEC

JAN

FEB

MAR

APR

MAY

JUN

JUL

AUG

SEP

Water
Year

2011

2011

2011

2012

2012

2012

2012

2012

2012

2012

2012

2012

to date

Pct
Avg
to
Date

0.12

0.29

0.62

0

0.01

0.19

0.14

0

0

1.88

1.05

0.07

4.37

109

Source: National Weather Service California Nevada River Forecast Center.
Lower Colorado Region; Station: Blythe.
www.cnrfc.noaa.gov/monthly_precip.php.

On August 21 and 22, the Quartzite project site was visited by Michael Honer and substantial
flowering of common annual species was verified across the site. Extensive robust
populations were observed of Pectis papposa, Kallstroemia californica, Boerhavia wrightii,
Bouteloua barbata, and several Chamaesyce species. One sensitive plant was also observed
flowering and fruiting, Proboscidea althaeifolia.
An additional site visit was made on September 6. Conditions on Quartzite remained good for
a valid Fall survey, with many summer annuals still in good flowering condition. In addition,
another Sensitive Target Plant, Chamaesyce abramsiana was observed and documented
within the Project footprint.
Since several other proposed large solar projects in the region had also received enough rain
to warrant Fall Plant Surveys (e.g., Blythe Solar, Sonoran West, Rio Mesa), it was imperative
to take advantage of this year's exceptional summer rainfall. Surveys were approved, and
planning and coordination began September 7, 2012.
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2.4

Survey Dates

Fall 2012 Rare Plant Surveys began onsite on September 11, and were completed on
September 19, 2012. Although these surveys were conducted slightly later than optimal,
conditions onsite remained good for identifying all the potentially occurring Target Plants in
good condition for this season. This survey was conducted concordantly with other Fall Rare
Plant surveys being performed in the region (e.g., "Sonoran West," and "Rio Mesa").

2.5

Field Surveyor Training and Reference Population Checks

Workers were assembled in Blythe on September 10, 2012 for an introduction to the survey
protocols, site maps and access routes, safety training, review of all Fall Target Plants, and
study of some Target Plant specimens, including 4 species of Chamaesyce found onsite.
On the morning of September 11, 2012, the field surveyors met at a reference population for
Chamaesyce abramsiana, near the Valero gas station at the Airport/Mesa Drive exit of I-10.
There we observed 3 different species of Chamaesyce, noted habitat characteristics, and
repeatedly practiced distinguishing C. abramsiana from the other more common spurges (C.
polycarpa, C. micromeria, and C. setiloba). The group then moved on to another reference
population site about ¼ mile west, where we observed C. abramsiana on similar habitat, but in
a more dried-up condition.
We then drove onsite, near the existing solar farm north of the Project. Here we again
observed C. abramsiana onsite growing in a different habitat: an artificial swale created by the
solar farm. Proboscidea althaeifolia was also studied here in vegetative, budding, flowering,
and fruiting condition. Proboscidea is a well-marked species and cannot be confused with
anything else growing in the fall.
On September 13, the entire work crew was again assembled to review some fresh specimens
of all the Chaemasyce species collected from the site. We then all drove to the location of a
large C. abramsiana population recently discovered onsite by the work crew. This population
was uniformly stunted, aborted, and drying-up, so we again studied this cryptic plant in this
particular condition, within this new habitat and with associated species.
These repeated reference population visits were key to instilling in the work crew a good
search image for these important Target Plants.

2.6

Walking Survey Protocol

Actual Survey Walking was typically performed in three groups of 4-5 surveyors, working
independently on different areas of the site. Beginning at a Study Area Boundary, or other
landmark, surveyors would space themselves approximately 10 meters apart (20 meter
spacing on some parts of the site), and walk slowly in a cardinal transect direction (E-W, or NS), kept on-track by one "navigator" operating from a GPS northerly or easterly transect line
(Figure 8).
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Each surveyor was responsible for scanning the area approximately 5 meters on each side (10
meters during 20 meter coverage), continually looking back-and-forth and backwards, noting
all plant species encountered while searching carefully for Target Plants. At the end of each
set of transects, workers would then shift accordingly to new GPS-driven transects. In this
fashion, a full visual inspection of the site was achieved with little overlap or redundant
coverage.
GPS tracks were recorded by the "navigator," and downloaded onto a computer mapping
program every 3 days. As systematic progress was made across the site, coverage was
progressively mapped, and new survey areas were assigned.

2.7

Full Coverage Survey Rationale and Intensity of Coverage

Superficially, the Quartzite site appears to be generally flat, monotonous Sonoran Creosote
Bush Scrub on soft sandy substrate with little topographic and ecological variation. Preliminary
surveys of August and September 2012, however, identified three large areas that not only
harbored some Target Plants on our list, but had higher species richness and supported
potentially suitable habitat for other sensitive plants. Since these areas generally intergraded
at their margins into the surrounding common scrub, there was no reliable way to delineate
boundaries, so a Full Coverage survey was designed, coordinated, and performed.
Additionally, Proboscidea appeared to be widely scattered across all habitat types of the site,
so a full survey was warranted to document the extent of this plant's occurrence.
Intensity of this survey was 100% coverage at 10 meter spacing for most of the site (Figure 9).
The entire project area was evaluated and particular areas were identified as better habitat.
These important areas were surveyed first. The work crews started on the SW power line
border working northwards, and northernmost section working south. The SW power line
habitats harbored siltier and more productive soils, and the Northern section had many welldeveloped braided runnels and washes. Both of these areas provided good suitable habitat for
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Chamaesyce abramsiana and other potential Target Plants. These areas were prioritized and
walked slowly and deliberately early-on during the surveys, mostly to check very carefully for
the somewhat cryptic Chamaesyce abramsiana, which was already starting to dry-up in some
locations (but still easily identifiable)

After these areas were thoroughly surveyed at 10 meter spacing, the remaining site proved to
harbor less suitable habitat for many of our Target Plants (especially Chamaesyce
abramsiana). Throughout our continuing surveys, survey intensity was reduced to 20 meter
spacing, which was still adequate to sight and identify Proboscidea, which continued to be
documented widely scattered across many habitats of the site.
The sandy "Dune" areas along the Gen-Tie line and throughout the central-western part of the
site remained a high priority for searching for other fall-flowering psamophytic plants (e.g.,
Chamaesyce platysperma and C. parryi). However, after a few transects traversing this
habitat at 10 meter coverage, it was evident that there was no annual plant germination
appearing on the sand this fall, except for Dicoria canescens, which can sometimes persist as
a short-lived perennial. For this reason, survey intensity was likewise reduced to 20 meter
spacing across this habitat.
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2.8

Data Collection and Processing

Field data was collected in triplicate form using three different media. Paper datasheets were
designed and printed for this specific Fall Survey. A special "Pendragon" electronic database
was developed for handheld mobile devices ("smart phones") and used for field entry and daily
uploading to a master database via "Wi-Fi." In addition, GPS units were loaded with site
boundaries and corner coordinates.
When a Target Plant was encountered by a survey group, all members stopped and gathered
to mutually observe the plant in its habitat and systematically record the data point. For each
new occurrence, data was collected on a Paper datasheet (listing Date, Unique ID, Species
Name, UTM coordinates, Phenology, and Number of Individuals per data point). GPS
waypoints were taken, and labeled with the Unique ID. Additionally, a Pendragon digital data
point was entered onto a hand-held smart phone with all the associated data from the
datasheets entered onto the pre-prepared digital drop-down menus, and stored. These
Pendragon entries were uploaded daily into a master database and reviewed and processed
by the Ironwood data manager.
With the Pendragon digital data recording system, survey results are instantly retrievable, and
can be reviewed and quality-checked immediately. If data entries seem inconsistent, or need
to be revisited, field crews can be notified and assigned to recheck certain areas, as necessary.
The paper datasheets and GPS waypoints are retained, copied, appropriately archived, and
remain as quality backups to the digital database. The data tabulated and summarized in the
Results section of this report comes from the digital database, but can be verified by either
kind of backup data.

2.9

Notes on Target Plant Population Size

To make data collection and mapping more efficient, Target Plant Population Size was limited
to a 100 meter radius for each data point taken. For example, when a survey crew first came
upon a Target Plant, a new data point was taken (as above). As they continued walking along
the transect lines, when workers found more individuals of the same Target Plant, they would
ADD these new occurrences to the initial data point UNTIL they passed a 100 meter distance
from the data point. After passing this 100 meter cutoff, they would "close-out" that data point
by formally counting all individuals seen and assigning them to the original data point. New
occurrences thenceforth would be assigned to a new data point, with a new 100 meter radius
of occurrence.
This method allows for multiple individuals to be assigned to one general locality. It was
adopted to streamline data collection in the field and, moreover, is scaled appropriately for
mapping our results on a large scale.
One exception to this population size method was a large population of Chamaesyce
abramsiana found on the south western edge of the site by the power lines. This occurrence is
spread across an irregular polygon of approximately 400 X 500 meters. Using multiple
individual data points to render this occurrence was inefficient and inaccurate, so in this
instance, the population area was carefully circumscribed by walking its borders with a GPS
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unit recording tracks. This overall outline of the population was then loaded into a mapping
program and rendered on our Chamaesyce occurrence map. Estimations of number of
individuals were made onsite, and are discussed in the Results.

3.0

RESULTS

3.1

Floristic Plant List

Table 4 lists all vascular plant species encountered to date onsite. A total of 46 species were
recorded thus far, representing 15 plant families. When valid spring surveys are completed,
this number of species and diversity is expected to increase significantly.
Table 5: Quartzite Plant List.
Inventory from summer and fall 2012
All nomenclature conforms to Baldwin, 2012: The Jepson Manual, 2nd edition.
Taxonomy cross-checked with Munz, 1974: A Flora of Southern California.
* denotes non-native taxa.
Scientific name

common name

Family

abundance

Allionia incarnata
Ambrosia dumosa
Ambrosia salsola
Aristida adscensionis
Asclepias subulata
Atriplex polycarpa
Bebbia juncea
Boerhavia triquetra var. intermedia
Boerhavia wrightii
Bouteloua aristidoides
Bouteloua barbata
*Brassica tournfortii
Chamaesyce abramsiana
Chamaesyce micromeria
Chamaesyce polycarpa
Chamaesyce setiloba
Chorizanthe rigida
Croton californica
Cylindropuntia echinocarpa
*Cynodon dactylon
Dalea mollis
Dicoria cansescens
Ditaxis neomaxicana
Encelia farinosa
Ferocactus cylindraceus
Funastrum hirtellum
Hilaria rigida

windmills
burro-weed
cheesebush
six-weeks three-awn
rush milkweed
allscale
sweetbush
slender spiderling
largebract spiderling
needle grama
sixweeks grama
Saharan mustard
Abram's spruge
Sonoran sandmat
small seed sandmat
Yuma sandmat
rigid spiny herb
California croton
silver cholla
bermuda grass
silk dalea
desert dicoria
common ditaxis
brittlebush
barrel cactus
hairy milkweed
big galleta grass

Nyctaginaceae
Asteraceae
Asteraceae
Poaceae
Apocynaceae
Chenopodiaceae
Asteraceae
Nyctaginaceae
Nyctaginaceae
Poaceae
Poaceae
Brassicaceae
Euphorbiaceae
Euphorbiaceae
Euphorbiaceae
Euphorbiaceae
Polygonaceae
Euphorbiaceae
Cactaceae
Poaceae
Fabaceae
Asteraceae
Euphorbiaceae
Asteraceae
Cactaceae
Apocynaceae
Poaceae

common
abundant
occasional
occasional
scarce
scarce
occasional
occasional
locally abundant
common
locally abundant
locally abundant
scarce
locally abundant
locally abundant
scarce
scarce
occasional
scarce
scarce
scarce
occasional
occasional
occasional
scarce
scarce
common
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Kallstroemia californica
Krameria grayii (bicolor)
Larrea tridentata
Mamillaria tetrancistra
Marina parryi
Oenothera deltoids
Olneya tesota
Palafoxia arida
Parkinsonia florida
Pectis papposa
Probiscidea althaeifolia
Prosopis glandulosa
Psorothamnus emoryi
*Salsola tragus
Stephanomeria pauciflora
Stillingia spinulosa
Tidestromia suffruticosa var. oblongifolia
Tiquilia plicata
*Tribulus terrestris

3.2

California caltrop
white rhatany
creosote
nipple cactus
Parry's marina
bird cage evening primrose
ironwood
spanish needles
blue palo verde
manybristle cinchweed
desert unicorn plant
honey mesquite
Emory's indigobush
tumbleweed
wire lettuce
broad leafed stillingia
honeysweet
fanleaf crinklemat
puncturevine

Zygophyllaceae
Krameriaceae
Zygophyllaceae
Cactaceae
Fabaceae
Onagraceae
Fabaceae
Asteraceae
Fabaceae
Asteraceae
Martyniaceae
Fabaceae
Fabaceae
Chenopodiaceae
Asteraceae
Euphorbiaceae
Amaranthaceae
Boraginaceae
Zygophyllaceae

locally abundant
occasional
abundant
scarce
occasional
occasional
locally abundant
occasional
locally abundant
locally adundant
occasional
scarce
occasional
scarce
occasional
scarce
occasional
occasional
scarce

Rare Plants Found

Of the 13 Fall Target Plants surveyed for in 2012, only 2 species were found and documented
onsite: Proboscidea althaeifolia and Chamaesyce abramsiana. This does not preclude the
possibility of other Fall bloomers being present onsite, even though 100% survey coverage
was achieved. However, the site has received substantial summer rainfall, and it was a good
year to perform this survey.
3.2.1 Proboscidea althaiefolia
Proboscidea althaiefolia was widely distributed across most of the site except for the centralwestern section and the Gen-Tie line (Figure 10). 809 individuals were recorded in all states of
phenology from leafing, to budding, to flowering, to fruiting, to drying-up. The densest
populations were along the SW power line on siltier soil where water runoff tends to
accumulate from the Mule Mountains, and similar habitats near the Dry Desert Wash
Woodlands on the northern part of the site (Figure 11). Artificial swales and runoff diversion
berms around former Jojoba farms and also around the existing solar site also seem to support
Proboscidea establishment.
This suggests an affinity for: 1) drainages and soils where water more frequently flows and
accumulates, and 2) areas where more wildlife may be present as fruit dispersal agents. A
notable exception to this observation is the widely scattered and evenly-spaced pattern of
distribution on the SE quarter of the site, which is generally innocuous creosote bush scrub on
loose sandy gravelly soil, without any major drainages or depressions (Figure 12).
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The 809 count could possibly represent a sampling error because each leaf rosette was
counted as an individual plant. In some cases, closely-spaced leaf rosettes (less than ½ meter
apart) could potentially be emanating from the same underground tuber. Obviously, surveyors
were not permitted to excavate these closely co-occurring plants, so we decided to count each
above-ground plant as 1 individual.
Voucher collections of Proboscidea althaeifolia were made from the Quartzite site under BLM
Permit and are listed here:
M. Honer # 4022, 6 September 2012 (RSA)
M. Honer # 4029, 12 September 2012 (RSA)
CNDDB records of these occurrences will be compiled and submitted per requirements.
3.2.1.1

Significance of Proboscidea althaeifolia populations on site

Proboscidea althaeifolia's known range starts in southeastern California and extends eastward
through Arizona to New Mexico, and southward into Mexico. California Herbarium records
document 45 specimens from Riverside, San Bernardino, Imperial, and San Diego counties,
several of which lie along the I-10 corridor west of the Quartzite site (Consortium of California
Herbaria 2012).
Proboscidea is a CNPS rank 4.3 plant, and is considered uncommon and not very endangered
in California. It is "potentially threatened by development and vehicles" (CNPS 2012).
Of the 809 individuals found onsite, most were in robust condition; either flowering or fruiting.
They appear to have responded well to the summer rain storms, and our census of the
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population seems valid, both in numbers counted and distribution.
3.2.1.2

Potential Impacts on the Proboscidea populations on site

Potential impacts of the proposed solar farm on this Proboscidea population would be
significant. First Solar intends to grub-out all coarse vegetation, followed by discing, blading,
and contouring of the soil across the entire solar farm site. Once a flat surface has been
established, compaction and application of surface soil stabilizers will occur. All these
treatments will tend to preempt establishment and recovery of new native vegetation.
While Proboscidea's perennial biomass is centered in a large underground tuber, often buried
as deep as 18" to 24," it is unlikely that many individuals of this population will survive this
habitat disruption. Occasional individuals may persist to send-up new leafing and flowering
stems, but most are likely to be severed or otherwise sealed-under by construction activities.
3.2.1.3

Recommended Mitigation Measures for Proboscidea

The best and most effective mitigation for affected populations of Special Status plants is
avoidance of disturbance. However, Proboscidea is so widespread across the site that this
would probably be an unviable option for the applicant.
Seed collection, banking, and propagation are the next best mitigation measure for impacted
special status plants. Several years of seed collection efforts would be optimal. This would
involve marking all adult plants during surveys, relocating them at the optimal time of mature
fruit set after a good rain year, and collecting and storing the seed appropriately. BLM permits
would be required, and experience seed collectors / harvesters would need to be contracted
for the onsite work. Once fruits and seed have been collected, some would be archived in a
formal climate-controlled seed bank, while others would be grown-out into pots for eventual
transplantation. Botanical Gardens such as Rancho Santa Ana Botanical Gardens or the
Theodore Payne Foundation are examples of institutions which provide these services.
There is some evidence that Proboscidea can be salvaged and transplanted to a new
reception site away from the impacted solar site. Two such experimental transplants were
successful on the Desert Sunlight Solar Farm near Desert Center. This would involve
accurately marking with GPS waypoints and pin flags all above-ground Proboscidea plants
when they are still visible and evident. Once BLM permits for transplantation were in place,
these plants could be relocated, and the underground tuber would be carefully excavated by
hand. These tubers would need to be immediately re-buried in equivalent soil off site, at an
equivalent depth (or maybe potted and temporarily stored). Little maintenance would be
required of the transplanted tubers, many of which would be expected to survive and re-sprout
following a good summer rain.
Other mitigation measures may involve the applicant paying a fee for acres of habitat disturbed.
Details of this would involve negotiations between the applicant and various Agencies and
Stakeholders. However, Proboscidea retains a relatively low conservation status, and may not
warrant this type of mitigation.
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3.2.2

Chamaesyce abramsiana

Chamaesyce abramsiana found onsite was generally associated with silty soils and drainages.
These areas were prioritized in the scheduling of the surveys, and searched closely and slowly
at 10 meter spacing. Establishing a search image for this cryptic plant was repeatedly
practiced, both at reference population sites and by close study of plant specimens. It closely
resembles two other common spurges (C. micromeria and C. polycarpa), but can be
distinguished by larger longer leaves which are more widely spaced along the stems, as well
as close inspection of the leaf stipules (Figure 13).

Approximately 85 small drying-up individuals were found within the Desert Dry Wash
Woodland near the northern edge of the site (Figure 14). 11 individuals were scattered on silty
soil NE of the power lines. Interestingly, 1 lone individual was found on uncharacteristic
habitat of sandy/gravelly soil near the southern part of the site.
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A large population of approximately 1000 - 2000 depauperate, aborted, and drying-up plants
was found near the SE corner of the site, adjacent to the power lines (shown in light green on
Figure 14). This occurrence was so large and dispersed that conventional transect data point
collection was abandoned, and the population was circumscribed by a special survey. A team
of 4 workers were assigned to wander the outside edges of this population searching for the
cryptic Chamaesyce typically hiding within fields of drying-up Pectis papposa on the flat
cracked mud flats. As the farthest outlier individuals were identified, a surveyor with a GPS
tracking unit followed along to record this boundary. In this way the entire area, approximately
500 X 400 meters, was circumscribed.
Estimating numbers for this large population was problematic. We discussed doing systematic
sampling with belt transects, point-intercept transects, and randomly assigned 1 meter plots.
These methods, if extrapolated, could provide some statistically supported population size.
However, because of the patchy nature of the Chamaesyce across this large polygon, we
could not figure out how to place such transects in a systematic and unbiased way. For this
reason, as we traversed the site and its borders, we agreed to each take mental assessments
of numbers of individuals, and then sat down and discussed our findings. The estimated
number of 1000 to 2000 individuals, though imprecise, was agreed upon as a reasonable
census of this population. Notwithstanding these somewhat imprecise numbers, our careful
mapping of the area of positive occurrence seemed more important than precise population
numbers.
This particular habitat supporting the Chamaesyce is a very dry mudflat adjacent to and NE of
the power lines (Figure 15). Many areas contained small cracked-up mud plates, indicative of
deep wetting and drying from periodic storms. Diffuse creosote bush scrub occupied the
eastern parts of the area, but diminished and became more sparse as it moved out onto more
open flats. Across many areas of these flats locally abundant populations of smallish, dryingup Pectis papposa occurred. Within these Pectis fields were hidden many small individuals of
Chamaesyce. Farther out onto the bare mudflats, small islands of vegetation occurred, usually
surrounding a small creosote. Upon close inspection, many of these islands contained
Chamaesyce, again typically hidden within the Pectis (Figure 16).
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These Chamaesyce individuals were all uniformly dwarfed, depauperate, and drying-up,
typically achieving a stature of only 2-6 cm tall (Figure 17). They were found by looking for the
distinctive reddish color, and then verified by examining the fine feathery double stipules on
their leaf nodes with a hand lens. It seemed apparent that this particular locality had received
enough rain early in the season (probably late July), but then received no additional rain. This
initial rain event probably germinated most of the Chamaesyce and Pectis seed, which grew to
a small stature, but without additional water prematurely bolted and dried-up, often without
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producing fruit or seed. There were also a few Proboscidea documented in this area, many of
which were likewise in a dried-up vegetative condition.

The density of this population implies that there was a large seed bank of Chamaesyce
existing within these mud flats. It is unknown how much of this seed bank remains
ungerminated, with the potential to produce another crop in future summer rain events.
Voucher collections of Chamaesyce abramsiana were made from the Quartzite site under BLM
Permit and are listed here:
M. Honer # 4020, 6 September 2012 (RSA)
M. Honer # 4024, 12 September 2012 (RSA)
M. Honer # 4032, 14 September 2012 (RSA)
CNDDB records of these occurrences will be compiled and submitted per requirements.
3.3.2.1

Significance of Chamaesyce abramsiana populations on site

Chamaesyce abramsiana's known range is from southeastern California, east to Nevada and
Arizona, and south into Mexico. California Herbarium records document 23 collections from
the eastern Mojave Desert, through Riverside County, to eastern San Diego and Imperial
counties (Consortium of California Herbaria 2012)
This Chamaesyce is a CNPS rank 2.2 plant, meaning it is considered rare, threatened, or
endangered in California but more common elsewhere, but still "fairly endangered in
California." It is also described as "possibly threatened by non-native plants" (CNPS 2012).
The populations on the Project site are of two types:
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1) Three small localities of a few individuals each, in varying phases of phenology, but
generally robust in size and fertility (dark green dots on Figure 14). These populations are
discreet in size and acreage occupied: one is within Dry Desert Wash Woodland by the
northern border of the site near the new solar farm (appx. 85 drying-up individuals across appx.
7 acres); one is in open creosote bush scrub near the central SW border of the site (11
individuals across appx. ¼ linear mile); and 1 lonely individual was found in open scrub near
the southern end of the site. Their numbers tally-up to approximately 97 individuals in all three
populations. They mostly prefer open silty swales, and seem to occur almost as waifs in a sea
of other more common Chamaesyce species.
2) A large population of 1000-2000 depauperate dried-up individuals occupying a chunk of
habitat along cracked-mudflats at the southwestern corner of the site (light green polygon on
Figure 14). A couple of more conventionally sized and shaped individuals were also recorded
within this area, and are marked by dark green dots on the map). This population appeared
ephemerally in late summer, grew to small stature, then aborted and bolted without noticeable
fruit set. Interestingly, there was scant evidence of other Chamaesyce species occupying this
particular habitat.
Within the last 3 years, Fall Rare Plant surveys have been required and are being executed on
large solar development sites across southern California, adding greatly to our knowledge
about the composition and distribution of summer monsoon-germinated plants in this region.
This is a benefit not only to Agencies in charge of stewardship of public lands, but also to
floristicians and phytogeographers. One benefit has been better distributional and population
size information about Chamaesyce abramsiana (and, not incidentally, Proboscidea
althaiefolia).
Recent surveys done on nearby solar sites (McCoy Solar Energy Project, and Blythe Solar
Power Project) have documented thousands of individuals of Chamaesyce abramsiana in the
local region (Alice Karl, pers. comm., 13 October 2012). Wide ranging searches performed in
early September 2012 have verified this Chamaesyce's occurrence records from the eastern
Mojave, down to the Algodones Dunes areas, noting large populations all along the way.
With this new distributional and population size information, an argument is now being
advanced that Chamaesyce abramsiana is not as rare and of such limited distribution in
California as previously thought. Its "rarity" in California is thought to be caused by: 1) its cooccurrence with, and difficulty differentiating it from, other Chamaesyce species (especially C.
micromeria and C. polycarpa), and 2) under-sampling caused by the heat conditions of late
summer in the low desert, when this plant is flowering and identifiable.
Notwithstanding these new findings, Chamaesyce abramsiana currently remains ranked by
CNPS as "rare, threatened, or endangered in California," and is subject to full protection under
current statutes.
3.3.2.2

Potential Impacts on the Chamaesyce populations on site

Potential impacts of the proposed solar farm on these Chamaesyce abramsiana populations
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would be significant. First Solar intends to grub-out all coarse vegetation, followed by discing,
blading, and contouring of the soil across the entire solar farm site. Once a flat surface has
been established, compaction and application of surface soil stabilizers will occur. All these
treatments will tend to preempt establishment and recovery of new native vegetation.
Chamaesyce is an annual plant that seasonally propagates from seeds scattered at or very
near the soil surface. Disruption of this dispersal pattern by plowing-under the soil will likely
bury the existing seed bank. Some individual seeds may scatter and reestablish new
populations, but the majority of the seed bank is expected to be neutralized.
On the other hand, it's fair to note that a few Chamaesyce abramsiana individuals found on the
northern boundary Project site were located within a disturbed flood-control swale formed by
the construction of a jojoba farm, which was later converted to a solar farm. With all the
expected soil disturbance of a large solar project like this Project, some new habitat may
become available for colonization of Chamaesyce abramsiana.
3.3.2.3

Recommended Mitigation Measures for Chamaesyce abramsiana

Avoidance of disturbance of the large Chamaesyce abramsiana population at the SW corner of
the site along the power lines would offer the best option for perpetuating most of this plant's
onsite genetic stock. Likewise for the modestly-sized population within the Dry Desert Wash
Woodland near the northern project site border. This may not be a viable option for the project
proponent.
Seed collection, banking, and propagation are the next best mitigation measure for impacted
special status plants. Little is known about Chamaesyce propagation from seed, and even
less of the particular substrate this plant requires. BLM permits would be required, and
experience seed collectors / harvesters would need to be contracted for the onsite work.
Several years of seed collection before construction would be optimal. Timing of seed
collection would be critical; experienced seed collectors and propagators from institutions such
as the Rancho Santa Ana Botanic Garden, and the Theodore Payne Foundation could be
contracted to monitor the germination and development of these plants in a good summer
monsoon year, and head out for seed collection at the appropriate time. Some of the
recovered seeds would be archived in a climate-controlled seed bank. Others could be grownout, bulked-up by greenhouse grow-out and harvest, and then redistributed across suitable
habitat nearby the project as mitigation.
Other mitigation measures may involve the applicant paying a fee for acres of habitat disturbed.
Details of this would involve negotiations between the applicant and various Agencies and
Stakeholders. Currently Chamaesyce abramsiana is commanding a 3:1 mitigation ratio in
terms of acres disturbed.

3.4

Cactus Counts

Three species of cactus were documented during the Fall 2012 Plant Survey. Although not
recorded with GPS waypoints or in the electronic database, these were tallied by species on
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the paper datasheets by field surveyors, and represent a good census of all cacti onsite.
Cylindropuntia echinocarpa:
Mammillaria tetrancistra:
Ferocactus cylindraceus:

3.5

106 individuals
11 individuals
1 individual

Invasive Species

Two critically invasive species of major concern were found as dried-up stems: Brassica
tournfortii, and Salsola tragus. Two additional weedy species were observed flowering onsite
during the Fall 2012 Plant Survey: Cynodon dactylon, and Tribulus terrestris. The general
locations of these weeds were noted, but not GPS'd or recorded. Species names and
occurrences follow.
3.5.1 Brassica tournfortii
Brassica tournfortii was evident and widespread throughout the sandier areas of the Project
Site and along the Gen-Tie alignment. Although not observed as green vegetative growth, the
branching pattern and texture of the dried-up stems is diagnostic.
This Brassica infestation remains the greatest Invasive Weed risk of the entire site. It is
already well established on most of the sandier areas, and a large seed bank is certain to exist
(Figure 18). Minimal winter rains can germinate multiple leaf rosettes, many of which can bolt
and produce seed in a short time. Potential for Brassica to expand its presence across other
less sandy areas of the site remains high, especially if aided by soil surface disturbance.
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3.5.2 Salsloa tragus
Salsloa tragus was observed as dried-up stems, mostly on sand dune areas, with occasional
small occurrences across disturbed areas of the site. This plant represents the second most
common weed onsite after Brassica. Occasional locally abundant populations are expected on
sandy areas in the spring; most of last year's plants have already dehisced and tumbled away.
3.5.3 Cynodon dactylon
Cynodon dactylon was observed in the Desert Dry Wash Woodland along the northern part of
the site adjacent to the solar farm. Two small patches were seen growing in the shade of
Ironwoods. They were in robust condition, flowering and fruiting. Cynodon's potential to
spread is moderate to high, but would be limited by habitat preferences of reliably moist soil
and shade.
3.5.4 Tribulus terrestris
Tribulus terrestris was observed on disturbed areas on the borders of the abandoned jojoba
farm near the center of the site. Only a couple of individuals were seen, and its potential to
become invasive and widespread is low.
An Integrated Weed Management Plan will need to be designed, approved and implemented,
taking into account all the above species of Invasive Plants, and any others encountered
during future surveys.
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Appendix A
NRCS Soil Descriptions
Map Unit: Ac—Aco gravelly loamy sand
Component: Aco (85%)
The Aco component makes up 85 percent of the map unit. Slopes are 0 to 1 percent. This component
is on fan remnants. The parent material consists of mixed alluvium. Depth to a root restrictive layer is
greater than 60 inches. The natural drainage class is well drained. Water movement in the most
restrictive layer is high. Available water to a depth of 60 inches is moderate. Shrink-swell potential is
low. This soil is not flooded. It is not ponded. There is no zone of water saturation within a depth of 72
inches. Organic matter content in the surface horizon is about 0 percent. Nonirrigated land capability
classification is 7e. Irrigated land capability classification is 2s. This soil does not meet hydric criteria.
The calcium carbonate equivalent within 40 inches, typically, does not exceed 8 percent. The soil has a
very slightly saline horizon within 30 inches of the soil surface.
Component: Rositas gravelly loamy sand (8%)
Generated brief soil descriptions are created for major components. The Rositas gravelly loamy sand
soil is a minor component.
Component: Aco sandy loam (7%)
Generated brief soil descriptions are created for major components. The Aco sandy loam soil is a minor
component.
Map Unit: Af—Aco sandy loam
Component: Aco (85%)
The Aco component makes up 85 percent of the map unit. Slopes are 0 to 1 percent. This component
is on fan remnants. The parent material consists of mixed alluvium. Depth to a root restrictive layer is
greater than 60 inches. The natural drainage class is well drained. Water movement in the most
restrictive layer is high. Available water to a depth of 60 inches is moderate. Shrink-swell potential is
low. This soil is not flooded. It is not ponded. There is no zone of water saturation within a depth of 72
inches. Organic matter content in the surface horizon is about 0 percent. Nonirrigated land capability
classification is 7e. Irrigated land capability classification is 2s. This soil does not meet hydric criteria.
The calcium carbonate equivalent within 40 inches, typically, does not exceed 13 percent. The soil has
a very slightly saline horizon within 30 inches of the soil surface.
Component: Rositas fine sand (8%)
Generated brief soil descriptions are created for major components. The Rositas fine sand soil is a
minor component.
Component: Aco gravelly loamy sand (7%)
Generated brief soil descriptions are created for major components. The Aco gravelly loamy sand soil is
a minor component.
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Map Unit: Ce—Carrizo gravelly sand
Component: Carrizo (85%)
The Carrizo component makes up 85 percent of the map unit. Slopes are 0 to 2 percent. This
component is on arroyos. The parent material consists of mixed sandy and gravelly alluvium. Depth to
a root restrictive layer is greater than 60 inches. The natural drainage class is excessively drained.
Water movement in the most restrictive layer is high. Available water to a depth of 60 inches is low.
Shrink-swell potential is low. This soil is rarely flooded. It is not ponded. There is no zone of water
saturation within a depth of 72 inches. Organic matter content in the surface horizon is about 0 percent.
Nonirrigated land capability classification is 8s. Irrigated land capability classification is 4s. This soil
does not meet hydric criteria. The calcium carbonate equivalent within 40 inches, typically, does not
exceed 1 percent. The soil has a slightly saline horizon within 30 inches of the soil surface.
Component: Badland (5%)
Generated brief soil descriptions are created for major components. The Badland soil is a minor
component.
Component: Chuckawala (5%)
Generated brief soil descriptions are created for major components. The Chuckawala soil is a minor
component.
Component: Rositas (5%)
Generated brief soil descriptions are created for major components. The Rositas soil is a minor
component.
Map Unit: Ch—Chuckawalla very gravelly silt loam
Component: Chuckawalla (85%)
The Chuckawalla component makes up 85 percent of the map unit. Slopes are 0 to 1 percent. This
component is on fan remnants. The parent material consists of mixed alluvium. Depth to a root
restrictive layer is greater than 60 inches. The natural drainage class is well drained. Water movement
in the most restrictive layer is moderately high. Available water to a depth of 60 inches is low. Shrinkswell potential is low. This soil is not flooded. It is not ponded. There is no zone of water saturation
within a depth of 72 inches. Organic matter content in the surface horizon is about 0 percent.
Nonirrigated land capability classification is 7s. This soil does not meet hydric criteria. The calcium
carbonate equivalent within 40 inches, typically, does not exceed 8 percent. The soil has a strongly
saline horizon within 30 inches of the soil surface.
Component: Badland (5%)
Generated brief soil descriptions are created for major components. The Badland soil is a minor
component.
Component: Carrizo (5%)
Generated brief soil descriptions are created for major components. The Carrizo soil is a minor
component.
Component: Rockland (5%)
Generated brief soil descriptions are created for major components. The Rockland soil is a minor
component.
Map Unit: GP—Gravel pits
Component: Gravel pits (100%)
Generated brief soil descriptions are created for major soil components. The Gravel pits are a
miscellaneous area.
Map Unit: Oc—Orita fine sand
Component: Orita (85%)
The Orita component makes up 85 percent of the map unit. Slopes are 0 to 1 percent. This component
is on fan remnants. The parent material consists of mixed alluvium. Depth to a root restrictive layer is
greater than 60 inches. The natural drainage class is well drained. Water movement in the most
restrictive layer is moderately low. Available water to a depth of 60 inches is moderate. Shrink-swell
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potential is high. This soil is not flooded. It is not ponded. There is no zone of water saturation within a
depth of 72 inches. Organic matter content in the surface horizon is about 0 percent. Nonirrigated land
capability classification is 7s. Irrigated land capability classification is 2s. This soil does not meet hydric
criteria. The calcium carbonate equivalent within 40 inches, typically, does not exceed 5 percent. The
soil has a slightly saline horizon within 30 inches of the soil surface.
Component: Orita gravelly fine sandy loam (8%)
Generated brief soil descriptions are created for major components. The Orita gravelly fine sandy loam
soil is a minor component.
Component: Carrizo gravelly sand (7%)
Generated brief soil descriptions are created for major components. The Carrizo gravelly sand soil is a
minor component.
Map Unit: Og—Orita gravelly loamy sand
Component: Orita (85%)
The Orita component makes up 85 percent of the map unit. Slopes are 0 to 1 percent. This component
is on fan remnants. The parent material consists of mixed alluvium. Depth to a root restrictive layer is
greater than 60 inches. The natural drainage class is well drained. Water movement in the most
restrictive layer is moderately high. Available water to a depth of 60 inches is moderate. Shrink-swell
potential is high. This soil is not flooded. It is not ponded. There is no zone of water saturation within a
depth of 72 inches. Organic matter content in the surface horizon is about 0 percent. Nonirrigated land
capability classification is 7s. Irrigated land capability classification is 2s. This soil does not meet hydric
criteria. The calcium carbonate equivalent within 40 inches, typically, does not exceed 5 percent. The
soil has a slightly saline horizon within 30 inches of the soil surface.
Component: Orita gravelly fine sandy loam (8%)
Generated brief soil descriptions are created for major components. The Orita gravelly fine sandy loam
soil is a minor component.
Component: Carrizo gravelly sand (7%)
Generated brief soil descriptions are created for major components. The Carrizo gravelly sand soil is a
minor component.
Map Unit: Or—Orita gravelly fine sandy loam
Component: Orita (85%)
The Orita component makes up 85 percent of the map unit. Slopes are 0 to 1 percent. This component
is on fan remnants. The parent material consists of mixed alluvium. Depth to a root restrictive layer is
greater than 60 inches. The natural drainage class is well drained. Water movement in the most
restrictive layer is moderately high. Available water to a depth of 60 inches is moderate. Shrink-swell
potential is low. This soil is not flooded. It is not ponded. There is no zone of water saturation within a
depth of 72 inches. Organic matter content in the surface horizon is about 0 percent. Nonirrigated land
capability classification is 7s. Irrigated land capability classification is 2s. This soil does not meet hydric
criteria. The calcium carbonate equivalent within 40 inches, typically, does not exceed 5 percent. The
soil has a slightly saline horizon within 30 inches of the soil surface.
Component: Aco gravelly loamy sand (5%)
Generated brief soil descriptions are created for major components. The Aco gravelly loamy sand soil is
a minor component.
Component: Carrizo gravelly sand (5%)
Generated brief soil descriptions are created for major components. The Carrizo gravelly sand soil is a
minor component.
Component: Orita gravelly fine sandy loam (5%)
Generated brief soil descriptions are created for major components. The Orita gravelly fine sandy loam
soil is a minor component.
Map Unit: RoA—Rositas fine sand, 0 to 2 percent slopes Component: Rositas (85%)
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The Rositas component makes up 85 percent of the map unit. Slopes are 0 to 2 percent. This
component is on sand sheets. The parent material consists of eolian sands. Depth to a root restrictive
layer is greater than 60 inches. The natural drainage class is somewhat excessively drained. Water
movement in the most restrictive layer is high. Available water to a depth of 60 inches is low. Shrinkswell potential is low. This soil is rarely flooded. It is not ponded. There is no zone of water saturation
within a depth of 72 inches. Organic matter content in the surface horizon is about 0 percent.
Nonirrigated land capability classification is 7s. Irrigated land capability classification is 3s. This soil
does not meet hydric criteria. The calcium carbonate equivalent within 40 inches, typically, does not
exceed 4 percent. The soil has a very slightly saline horizon within 30 inches of the soil surface.
Component: Aco (3%)
Generated brief soil descriptions are created for major components. The Aco soil is a minor component.
Component: Carrizo (3%)
Generated brief soil descriptions are created for major components. The Carrizo soil is a minor
component.
Component: Gilman (3%)
Generated brief soil descriptions are created for major components. The Gilman soil is a minor
component.
Component: Gilman valley location (3%)
Generated brief soil descriptions are created for major components. The Gilman valley location soil is a
minor component.
Component: Indio (3%)
Generated brief soil descriptions are created for major components. The Indio soil is a minor
component.
Map Unit: RoB—Rositas fine sand, 2 to 9 percent slopes
Component: Rositas (85%)
The Rositas component makes up 85 percent of the map unit. Slopes are 2 to 9 percent. This
component is on sand sheets. The parent material consists of eolian sands. Depth to a root restrictive
layer is greater than 60 inches. The natural drainage class is somewhat excessively drained. Water
movement in the most restrictive layer is high. Available water to a depth of 60 inches is low. Shrinkswell potential is low. This soil is not flooded. It is not ponded. There is no zone of water saturation
within a depth of 72 inches. Organic matter content in the surface horizon is about 0 percent.
Nonirrigated land capability classification is 7s. Irrigated land capability classification is 3s. This soil
does not meet hydric criteria. The calcium carbonate equivalent within 40 inches, typically, does not
exceed 4 percent. The soil has a very slightly saline horizon within 30 inches of the soil surface.
Component: Unnamed low dunes (8%)
Generated brief soil descriptions are created for major components. The Unnamed low dunes soil is a
minor component.
Component: Unnamed gravelly surface pavement (7%)
Generated brief soil descriptions are created for major components. The Unnamed gravelly surface
pavement soil is a minor component.
Map Unit: RsA—Rositas gravelly loamy sand, 0 to 2 percent slopes
Component: Rositas (85%)
The Rositas component makes up 85 percent of the map unit. Slopes are 0 to 2 percent. This
component is on sand sheets on stream terraces. The parent material consists of eolian sands over
mixed alluvium. Depth to a root restrictive layer is greater than 60 inches. The natural drainage class is
somewhat excessively drained. Water movement in the most restrictive layer is high. Available water to
a depth of 60 inches is low. Shrink-swell potential is low. This soil is not flooded. It is not ponded. There
is no zone of water saturation within a depth of 72 inches. Organic matter content in the surface horizon
is about 0 percent. Nonirrigated land capability classification is 7s. Irrigated land capability classification
is 4s. This soil does not meet hydric criteria. The calcium carbonate equivalent within 40 inches,
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typically, does not exceed 4 percent. The soil has a very slightly saline horizon within 30 inches of the
soil surface.
Component: Unnamed steeper slopes (8%)
Generated brief soil descriptions are created for major components. The Unnamed steeper slopes soil
is a minor component.
Component: Aco (7%)
Generated brief soil descriptions are created for major components. The Aco soil is a minor component.
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PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION
505 VAN NESS AVENUE
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94102-3298

U.S. Department of the Interior

Bureau of Land Management
El Centro Field Office
1661 S. 4th Street
El Centro CA 92243

December 2, 2011
Mr. Alan F. Colton
Manager – Environmental Services
Sunrise Powerlink Transmission Project
8315 Century Park Court, CP21G
San Diego, CA 92123-1550
RE: SDG&E Sunrise Powerlink Transmission Line Project – Variance Request #34
Dear Mr. Colton,
On November 29, 2011, San Diego Gas and Electric (SDG&E) conducted a conference call with
jurisdictional resource agencies including U.S. Department of Agriculture, Forest Service (USFS), United
States Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS), California Public Utilities Commission (CPUC) and Bureau of
Land Management (BLM) regarding completing overhead stringing work up to, but no later than
December 15, within four golden eagle nest buffer locations along the Project right-of-way. Project
Mitigation Measure B-7h prohibits work in the eagle breeding season from December through June. A
formal variance request was received by the CPUC on November 29, 2011. Three of the golden eagle
buffers are located in part or whole on USFS lands (El Cajon, Bell Bluff, and Thing Valley), and the fourth
is located on BLM and private lands (Barrett/Echo). This joint BLM and CPUC variance approval applies
to construction located only on BLM and private lands; separate USFS authorization is required for work
on USFS lands.
The CPUC voted on December 18, 2008 to approve the SDG&E Sunrise Powerlink Transmission Line
Project (Decision D.08-12-058) and a Notice of Determination was submitted to the State Clearinghouse
(SCH#2006091071). The BLM issued a Record of Decision approving the Project on January 20, 2009. The
Project also crosses Cleveland National Forest (CNF) lands under jurisdiction of the USFS who issued
their Record of Decision and Supplemental Information Report on July 9, 2010.
The CPUC also adopted a Mitigation, Monitoring, Compliance and Reporting Program (MMCRP) to ensure
compliance with all mitigation measures imposed on the Sunrise Powerlink Project during implementation.
The MMCRP also acknowledges that temporary changes to the project, such as the need for additional
workspace, are anticipated and common practice for construction efforts of this scale and that a Variance
Request would be required for these activities.
This letter documents the CPUC’s and BLM’s evaluation of all activities covered in this variance, and
that, based on substantial evidence, no new impacts or substantial increase in impact severity would
result from the requested variance activities. The CPUC and BLM in consultation with the USFS, USFWS,
and California Department of Fish and Game (CDFG) has determined that the proposed work, including
additional SDG&E proposed measures within the four specified golden eagle buffer areas, would not
substantially increase the level of interference with any golden eagle breeding activities beyond that
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described in the Sunrise Powerlink Environmental Impact Report/Environmental Impact Statement
(EIR/EIS). SDG&E’s additional proposed measures include additional golden eagle monitoring by
qualified experts to assess any potential golden eagle activity in the affected golden eagle buffer areas,
and provide these experts with the authority to stop work immediately if golden eagle breeding activity
is disturbed. The proposed scope of the eagle expert team’s methodology for conducting the
observation work before and after November 30 is described in greater detail, below.
Variance #34 to Mitigation Measure B-7h to allow work within the eagle nest buffers up to, but no later
than December 15, 2011 is granted by CPUC and BLM for the proposed activities based on the factors
described below.
SDG&E Variance Request. Excerpts from the SDG&E Variance Request received November 29
(Attachment A), a clarification memo received November 29, 2011 (Attachment B), e-mail
correspondence (Attachment C), daily observations of golden eagle behavior (Attachment D), as well as
verbal clarifications from SDG&E to the CPUC December 1, 2011 are presented below (indented) with
CPUC additions in parentheses and in bold:
SDG&E requests that the CPUC, BLM, and the USFS grant a variance authorizing SDG&E to conduct Sunrise Powerlink
Transmission Project (Project) construction work within one or more of four 4,000 foot golden eagle buffer areas for one
additional week beyond the start of the eagle breeding season as identified in mitigation measure B-7h as December 1.
This would allow work to continue through December 7, and in the event of exceptional unforeseen circumstances, as
late as December 15. This would ensure that site and public safety are not compromised.
The four golden eagle buffer areas are:
- El Cajon Mountain (affects Structures CP66-2, CP67-3, and CP68-1);
- Bell Bluff (affects Structures CP104-2, CP 105-1, and CP106-1);
- Barrett/Echo (affects Structures EP-43 and EP-44); and
- Thing Valley (affects Structures EP-134-1, EP-135, EP136, EP137, and EP138)
Three buffer areas are located in part or whole on Forest Service lands (El Cajon, Bell Bluff, and Thing Valley), and one
is located on private and BLM lands. (Please note that all of the tower locations within the El Cajon buffer fall on
BLM lands.)
SDG&E is on schedule to complete all stringing work within the golden eagle buffer areas by the end of day on
November 30. Due to high wind conditions inhibiting helicopter operations and county noise limitations over the
Thanksgiving Holiday, limited additional work is now anticipated to be required after November 30. The anticipated work
consists of terminating the strung conductors and placing spacers, dampers, and marker balls on the lines for safety
purposes and to prevent avian collision, as required by Mitigation Measure B-10a. We (SDG&E) believe that work
required during the extension period can be completed in 5 work days. This assumes no construction equipment
breakdown, normal weather, and no wire, insulator or marker ball failures that would require replacement. (Please note
that SDG&E verbally notified the CPUC that USFS has prohibited work on USFS lands December 1 and 2 due to
high winds.)
Golden eagles are resident in certain areas of Project construction. SDG&E believes that the proposed work (within the
golden eagle buffer areas, including additional, SDG&E proposed measures), would not (substantially increase
the level of) interference with any golden eagle breeding activities. SDG&E has retained a golden eagle expert and a
team of eagle biologists to assess any potential golden eagle activity in the affected golden eagle buffer. See below for
the proposed scope of how the eagle expert team would conduct the observation work before and after November 30.
This Monitoring Protocol has been revised to reflect the requested change to allow the lead eagle biologist at each
golden eagle buffer area to stop work immediately.
After November 30, SDG&E’s anticipated construction work (including helicopter work) should continue to decrease at
each site over the requested variance period from that which is ongoing (when so authorized to start by the
agencies). A description of the remaining work activities within golden eagle buffer areas can also be found below. Nest
building typically does not begin in earnest until late December/early January and egg laying does not typically occur at
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this latitude until the last couple of weeks of January (at the earliest). The CNF Pilot Raptor Management Program for
FY2010 (“CNF Pilot Program”) confirms this understanding by identifying the nesting season as starting December 15.
Additionally, the Lead Eagle Expert will have the authority to stop or alter work, if needed.
SDG&E will continue to provide the agencies with daily updates of the work going on in each of the four golden eagle
buffer areas.
So as to not potentially surprise or startle golden eagles, helicopter pilots will be directed to fly consistently over the line
as much as possible and any flights away from the line (to pick up materials, refuel, avoid aircraft, etc.) will be directed
AWAY from nest sites. For example, near the Barrett/Echo nest site, helicopter pilots will be directed to fly north of the
alignment as safety allows.
SDG&E is committed to working on an “inside out manner” at each buffer area, meaning that work in areas considered
potentially more sensitive would be conducted first, as possible.
(At the request of the USFS, SDG&E has agreed to install additional line markers which, over time, will help
protect the species from potential line strikes. Verification has been supplied.)
(In addition SDG&E has supplied to the resource agencies eagle survey data with description of current nonnesting behaviors and associated survey maps as presented below.)
Eagle Monitoring Protocol
Proposed minimization measures for:
1. Surveying all four golden eagle 4,000 foot buffer areas along the Sunrise Powerlink alignment prior to December 1,
2011, and
2. Working within one or more of four golden eagle 4,000 foot buffer areas during the golden eagle nesting period
beginning December 1, 2011:
Assumptions:
1. All construction within the golden eagle buffer areas will be related to completing the pulling of conductor wire and
installing safety balls on the conductor wire.
2. All work will be completed no later than December 7, 2011.
Proposal for November 28, 29, and 30:
1. Four teams of two biologists each will do simultaneous observations at all four above sites. Surveys will be conducted
for 8 hours each day.
2. Each of the four teams will be led by highly qualified biologists (Lead Eagle Biologist) meeting the most stringent eagle
guideline requirements of three years or more experience.
a. Dave Bittner—40 plus years of GOEA and BAEA experience (Lead Eagle Expert)
b. Dr. Jeff Lincer‐ 35 plus years of BAEA and GOEA experience
c. Dr. James Hannan‐ 17 plus years of GOEA experience
d. Chris Meador‐ 8 plus years of GOEA experience
3. Each team leader will be assisted by one of the potential following biologists: Renee Rivard, Alexis Smoluk, James
Newland, Daniel Palmer, Marcus Collado, or Katie Quint
4. Several observation locations within the 4,000 foot buffer of each Golden Eagle territory will be selected to maximize
the ability to detect Golden Eagles. These locations have been selected based on previous knowledge by Wildlife
Research Institute (WRI) observers of the territory. WRI has surveyed these locations for the Sunrise Powerlink for the
past two golden eagle breeding seasons.
WRI will provide the authorizing agencies maps of these observation locations.
5. WRI biologists will repeat the locations and observations each of the three days. There will be a minimum of 2
hour‐observations at each of the identified observation locations. Some territories will have up to three separate
observation points with a main site that will be repeated during the same day. This will assure complete coverage of the
4,000 foot buffer zone.
6. All Eagle observations will be shared with all of the concerned agencies and the Main point of
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Contact (MPC) for the Utility Construction crew working on the site.
Proposal for December 1 through December 7 (extending to December 15 in the event of extreme unforeseen
circumstances), 2011:
1. Observations will continue at each golden eagle buffer area until construction has ceased; however, the observation
period will be extended to 12 hours to provide even greater coverage.
2. If the head WRI Lead Eagle Biologist determines that the construction activity is in anyway interfering with normal
Eagle breeding behavior then a stop or alter work order will be presented to the Utility MPC and the Lead Eagle Expert,
David Bittner. An immediate decision to stop or change work in the affected area(s) will be made on site by the Lead
Eagle Biologist who will have authority to make the final decision on whether work should be stopped or altered.
3. How long the construction should be stopped and what the next steps will be discussed with the appropriate
authorizing agencies the same day and a plan will be developed based on the observed Golden Eagle activity.
4. December is the early start of the Eagle Breeding season and usually the activity is random, occasional and
unpredictable until January when breeding and nest building activity gets fully underway; therefore, decisions to stop or
alter construction should be based on actual observations by WRI observers and their determination that the observation
is of a resident eagle representing nest building or reproductive behavior.
Proposed Wire Activities After November 30 for Golden Eagle 4,000 foot Buffer Areas
Each of the four golden eagle 4,000 foot buffer areas is part of a “wire stringing span.” Each of the wire stringing spans
includes tower structures within the golden eagle buffer area and tower structures outside the golden eagle buffer area.
At each end of the wire stringing span there is a wire stringing site; one of the wire stringing sites is identified as the
“puller” site and one is the “tensioner” site. All puller and tensioner sites are outside the golden eagle 4,000 foot buffer
areas. The “pulling” or “stringing” of all conductor wire will be “pulled” in all four of the golden eagle buffer areas by the
end of day on November 30. (Due to an equipment malfunction on November 30, a single Optical Ground Wire
(OPGW) line still needs to be pulled in the Bell Bluff eagle buffer area. This information was provided by SDG&E
November 30, 2011 by e-mail and verbal clarifications occurred December 1, 2011.) The conductor and OPGW will
then be terminated at the final tower, located at the puller site (this is known as catching off the wire). All of this work,
which would take place after November 30, will be outside the golden eagle buffer areas.
Proposed Work Activities after November 30 Within Golden Eagle Buffer Areas:
The general sequence of the final wire activities that will occur after November 30 within golden eagle buffer areas is as
follows:
1. Complete OPGW Pull (Bell Bluff eagle buffer area)
There was a malfunction of the pulling equipment at the Bell Bluff eagle buffer area on November 30, 2011. The OPGW
line was safely stabilized. SDG&E will finish the installation.
-Equipment Used – light or medium lift helicopter
-Personnel – 10 to 15 crew members
-Up to 6 personnel including, biological, archaeological, quality control inspector, construction supervisor, and possibly a
CPUC monitor may be accessing tower sites until all work is completed.
2. Attach Conductor to Insulators on Tangent Towers (13 towers within golden eagle buffer area)
This is the process by which the stringing sheaves (travelers) are removed and the wire is clipped in to the insulators.
This occurs once the conductor has reached its final sag.
-Equipment Used – light or medium lift helicopter
-Personnel – 5 to 6 crew members
-Up to 6 personnel including, biological, archaeological, quality control inspector, construction supervisor, and possibly a
CPUC monitor may be accessing tower sites until all work is completed.
3. Cutting in Dead Ends and Installing Conductor Wire Jumpers (Only 7 dead end towers within the golden eagle
buffer area)
This process also involves attaching the conductor to the insulators, for a different type of structure (dead-end instead of
tangent). Because this is a larger, heavier structure the process takes a few more personnel and a little more time. The
travelers are removed and the wire is clipped in to the insulators. Additionally, conductor wire jumpers are installed.
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-Equipment Used – light or medium lift helicopter; 40-ton crane and 2 crew trucks may be used for conventional access
sites instead of a helicopter
-Personnel – 8 to 10 crew members
-Up to 6 personnel including, biological, archaeological, quality control inspector, construction supervisor, and possibly a
CPUC monitor may be accessing tower sites until all work is completed.
4. Spacers and Marker Ball Placement
Once all the conductor wire is clipped in to the insulators, the spacers and aviation marker balls can be installed.
Spacers are devices that are designed to hold apart the conductor wire that is bundled together, so that the bundles don’t
touch each other and damage the wire. Aviation marker balls are large colored spheres that are installed on the wire in
locations where aircraft may need assistance identifying the location of the wire in their flight corridor and are also used
to prevent avian collision, as required by Mitigation Measure B-10a.
-Equipment Used – spacer carts, light lift helicopter, 3 to 5 crew trucks, and a boom truck
-Personnel – 5 crew members
-Up to 6 personnel including, biological, archaeological, quality control inspector, construction supervisor, and possibly a
CPUC monitor may be accessing tower sites until all work is completed.
5. Final Inspection and Completion of Punch List Items
-Equipment Used – Light lift helicopter or crew truck
-Personnel – 2 to 3 PAR personnel plus SDG&E’s QC inspectors
-Up to 6 personnel including, biological, archaeological, quality control inspector, construction supervisor, and possibly a
CPUC monitor may be accessing tower sites until all work is completed.
6. BMP Maintenance, Site Stabilization, and Restoration
-Equipment Used – Light, medium or heavy lift helicopter or crew truck, Hydroseeder
-Personnel – 3 to 4 PAR personnel plus SDG&E’s SWPPP inspectors
-Up to 6 personnel including, biological, archaeological, SWPPP inspector, and possibly a CPUC monitor may be
accessing tower sites until all work is completed.

CPUC Evaluation of Variance Request
In accordance with the MMCRP, the subject variance request was reviewed by CPUC in coordination with
BLM, USFS, USFWS, and CDFG to confirm that no new impacts or increase in impact severity would result
from the requested variance activities. The following discussion summarizes this analysis for biological
resources. A list of conditions is presented below to define additional information and clarifications
regarding mitigation requirements. In some cases, these items exceed the requirements of the
Mitigation Measures and Applicant Proposed Measures, and are based on specific site conditions and/or
are proposed conditions by SDG&E.
Biological Resources. The CPUC biological consultant participated in the November 29, 2011 conference
call and further coordinated with SDG&E to clarify the variance request.
The Project EIR/EIS includes Mitigation Measure B-7h: Implement appropriate avoidance/minimization
strategies for eagle nests. No construction or maintenance activities shall occur within 4,000 feet of an
eagle nest during the eagle breeding season (December through June).
Considering SDG&E’s request and supporting documentation, the agencies (USFWS, CDFG, USFS, BLM
and CPUC) have agreed to SDG&E’s request to extend the work deadline within the eagle nest buffers to
no later than December 15th based on the following information:
•

Three of the golden eagle buffers are located in part or whole on USFS lands (El Cajon, Bell Bluff, and
Thing Valley), and the fourth is located on BLM and private lands (Barrett/Echo). SDG&E proposes
to complete the work in five working days assuming no construction equipment breakdown, normal
weather, and no wire, insulator or marker ball failures that would require replacement. SDG&E has
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been notified by the agencies, and as conditioned by this Variance approval, that no work shall be
allowed to extend beyond December 15.
•

SDG&E has supplied the agencies with eagle survey data including descriptions of current nonnesting behaviors and associated survey maps. Survey results provided observations on November
28, 29, and 30. Eagles were observed at the El Cajon buffer on November 28th (2 adults), 29th (one
adult), and 30th (one adult). At the Bell Bluff buffer area one adult was observed on November 28th
and 30th, and no eagles were observed on November 29th. Eagles were observed at Barrett/Echo
on November 28th (two adults and two sub-adults), November 29th (two adults and one juvenile),
and November 30th (two adults and one juvenile). No eagles were observed at the Thing Valley
buffer on any day. Overall observations were that eagles were exhibiting various degrees of prenesting activity, including visiting the nest sites. However, based on documented golden eagle
nesting behavior, nest building begins in January. Historically, golden eagle eggs are laid in February
and March in San Diego County, but recently some eggs have been laid in the last part of January.
The November 28th and 29th observations are also consistent with the Cleveland National Forest
Pilot Raptor Management Program for FY2010 which provides for standard eagle nesting season
area closures beginning December 15 within the CNF. Therefore this work extension is in
compliance with current USFS protocols.

•

At the request of the USFS, SDG&E has agreed to install additional line markers to minimize future
avian collisions with the Project. All additional line marker installations shall be completed within
the five working day window as proposed by SDG&E.

•

USFWS and CDFG have been consulted and have provided concurrence on November 30, 2011, as
follows:
“The Service supports the extending the work period as outlined in the variance request. Our
primary concern is that the work be completed as soon as possible. We certainly encourage
installation of additional equipment that will reduce collision risk for eagles and other birds,
but it is important that these additional measures do not delay the process. Similarly, the
additional eagle monitoring may have some benefit to eagles, but it is important that it does
not result in work stoppages that would substantially delay completion of the work.”
“The Department also supports the completion of the work with the least delays possible to
avoid further encroachment into the nesting period.”

Conditions of Variance Approval.
The conditions presented below shall be met by SDG&E and its contractors:
1. No work shall proceed on USFS lands until USFS authorization is issued to SDG&E, and provided to
USFWS, CDFG, BLM and CPUC.
2. All applicable project EIR/S mitigation measures, APMs, compliance plans, and BLM and USFS Record
of Decision/Notice to Proceed and CPUC Notice to Proceed conditions shall be implemented. Some
measures have on-going/time-sensitive requirements and shall be implemented prior to and during
construction where applicable.
3. Copies of all relevant permits, compliance plans, and this Variance approval shall be available on site
for the duration of additional construction activities within golden eagle buffers.
4. SDG&E shall work in established corridors and work “inside out” in regard to completing work in the
most sensitive areas first.
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5. SDG&E must work to finish all tasks in as short a time period as possible. They must strive to
complete the work within the five days proposed. If work is anticipated to occur after December 7,
SDG&E shall notify all of the agencies by December 5th and provide the rationale for work beyond
the proposed five workday period. SDG&E shall not extend work beyond December 15 and shall
plan their construction activities accordingly in anticipation of not completing construction within
the subject eagle buffers.
6. Consistent with the requirements described above, qualified eagle specialists shall oversee
monitoring of the proposed work and ensure implementation of the Eagle Monitoring Protocol. The
protocol provides the lead eagle biologist at each golden eagle buffer area with the authority to stop
work immediately.
7. SDG&E will continue to provide the agencies with daily updates of the ongoing construction
activities and eagle observations at each of the four golden eagle buffer areas.
8. At the request of the USFS, SDG&E has agreed to install additional line markers to minimize future
avian collisions with the Project. All additional line marker installations shall be completed within
the five working day window as proposed by SDG&E.
Therefore, based on the evidence and analysis presented above, we find the variance request is
necessary and will not result in a new significant impact or an increase in the severity of any impact
beyond what was described in the Sunrise Powerlink EIR/EIS.
Please contact us if you have any questions or concerns.
Sincerely,

Billie Blanchard
_____________________________________________
Billie Blanchard
CPUC Environmental Project Manager
Sunrise Powerlink Transmission Project

Thomas Zale
______________________________________________
Thomas Zale
Bureau of Land Management, Acting Field Manager
El Centro Field Office
1661 S. 4th Street
El Centro, CA 92243

cc:

Daniel Steward, BLM El Centro Field Office
Bob Hawkins, Forest Service
Erinn Wilson, CDFG
Eric Porter, USFWS
Susan Lee, Aspen Environmental Group
Vida Strong, Aspen Environmental Group
Anne Coronado, Aspen Environmental Group
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Donald E. Haines, AICP
Environmental Mitigation Manager
Sunrise Powerlink
8315 Century Park Court, CP21G
San Diego, CA 92123-1550
Office 858-637-3708
Fax 858-637-3770

November 29, 2011
Ms. Billie Blanchard, Environmental Project Manager, Sunrise Powerlink
California Public Utilities Commission
505 Van Ness Avenue
San Francisco, CA 94102
Mr. Shelby Howard
Helix Environmental Planning
7578 El Cajon Blvd., Suite 200
La Mesa, CA 91942
Mr. Thomas Zale, Resource Manager
Bureau of Land Management
El Centro Field Office
1661 S. 4th Street
El Centro, CA 92243
Mr. Brian Paul, Sunrise SUP Program Manager
U.S. Department of Agriculture, Forest Service
Descanso Ranger District
3348 Alpine Boulevard
Alpine, CA 91901
Re:

Request for Variance to Work within Certain Limited Golden Eagle Buffer Areas
after November 30, 2011 For One Week

Dear Billie, Shelby, Tom, and Brian:
This letter is to request that the California Public Utilities Commission (CPUC), the Bureau of
Land Management (BLM), and the U.S. Department of Agriculture Forest Service (USFS) grant
a limited variance authorizing San Diego Gas & Electric (SDG&E) to conduct Sunrise Powerlink
Transmission Project (Project) construction work within one or more of four 4,000 foot golden
eagle buffer areas for one additional week beyond the start of the eagle breeding season as
identified in mitigation measure B-7h as December 1. This would allow work to continue
through December 7, and in the event of exceptional unforeseen circumstances, as late as
December 15. This would ensure that site and public safety are not compromised.
The four golden eagle buffer areas are:




El Cajon Mountain (affects Structures CP66-2, CP67-3, and CP68-1);
Bell Bluff (affects Structures CP104-2, CP 105-1, and CP106-1);
Barrett/Echo (affects Structures EP-43 and EP-44); and
1
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Thing Valley (affects Structures EP-134-1, EP-135, EP136, EP137, and EP138)

The attached Overview Map depicts the four golden eagle buffer areas. Three buffer areas are
located in part or whole on Forest Service lands (El Cajon, Bell Bluff, and Thing Valley), and
one is located on private and BLM lands. Also, more detailed maps of each of the four areas and
the overhead structures falling within the buffer areas are attached. All maps are contained in
Attachment 1.
As you know, SDG&E has been working closely with the agencies on its activities in these areas,
and has made significant progress towards completing the work in these areas prior to December
1. As we discussed with agency personnel recently, as of today, November 29, 2011, SDG&E is
on schedule to complete all stringing work within the golden eagle buffer areas by the end of day
on November 30. Due to high wind conditions inhibiting helicopter operations and county noise
limitations over the Thanksgiving Holiday, limited additional work is now anticipated to be
required after November 30. The anticipated work consists of terminating the strung conductors
and placing spacers, dampers, and marker balls on the lines for safety purposes and to prevent
avian collision, as required by Mitigation Measure B-10a. We believe that work required during
the extension period can be completed in 5 work days. This assumes no construction equipment
breakdown, normal weather, and no wire, insulator or marker ball failures that would require
replacement.
Golden eagles are resident in certain areas of Project construction. SDG&E believes that the
proposed work would not interfere with any golden eagle breeding activities. As discussed,
SDG&E has retained a golden eagle expert and a team of eagle biologists to assess any potential
golden eagle activity in the affected golden eagle buffer. Attached is the proposed scope of how
the eagle expert team would conduct the observation work before and after November 30
(Attachment 2). This Monitoring Protocol has been revised to reflect the requested change to
allow the lead eagle biologist at each golden eagle buffer area to stop work immediately.
In addition to the Monitoring Protocol SDG&E will incorporate into their work plan any
conditions requested by the authorizing agencies designed to maximize protection of golden
eagles in the above four historic eagle nesting territories.
After tomorrow, November 30, SDG&E’s anticipated construction work (including helicopter
work) should continue to decrease at each site over the requested variance period from that
which is ongoing now. A description of the remaining work activities within golden eagle buffer
areas is included in Attachment 3. As you know, nest building typically does not begin in
earnest until late December/early January and egg laying does not typically occur at this latitude
until the last couple of weeks of January (at the earliest). The CNF Pilot Raptor Management
Program for FY2010 confirms this understanding by identifying the nesting season as starting
December 15. Additionally, the Lead Eagle Expert will have the authority to stop or alter work,
if needed.
Of course, I will continue to provide you with a daily update of the work going on in each of the
four golden eagle buffer areas.
Please feel free to call me with your questions (858 637-3708).
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Sincerely,

Donald E. Haines, AICP
Environmental Mitigation Manager
Sunrise Powerlink
Attachments
cc: Daniel Stewart, BLM
Eric Porter, USFWS
Erinn Wilson, CDFG
Kirsten Winter, USFS
Vida Strong, Aspen Environmental
Anne Coronado, Aspen Environmental
Cassandra Garza, Aspen Environmental
Bob Jackson, SDG&E
Gerry Akin, SDG&E
Karen Wilson, SDG&E
Alan Colton, SDG&E
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Attachment 1
Maps
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ATTACHMENT 2
Golden Eagle Monitoring Protocol
Proposed minimization measures for:
1. Surveying all four golden eagle 4,000 foot buffer areas along the Sunrise Powerlink alignment
prior to December 1, 2011, and
2. Working within one or more of four golden eagle 4,000 foot buffer areas during the golden
eagle nesting period beginning December 1, 2011:
Assumptions:
1. All construction within the golden eagle buffer areas will be related to completing the pulling of
conductor wire and installing safety balls on the conductor wire.
2. All work will be completed no later than December 7, 2011.
3. The four golden eagle 4,000 foot buffer areas are:
 El Cajon Mountain (affects Structures CP66‐2, CP67‐3, and CP68‐1);
 Bell Bluff Truck Trail (affects Structures CP104‐2, CP 105‐1, and CP106‐1);
 Barrett/Echo (affects Structures EP‐43 and EP‐44); and
 Thing Valley (affects Structures EP‐134‐1, EP‐135, EP136, EP137, and EP138).
Proposal for November 28, 29, and 30:
1. Four teams of two biologists each will do simultaneous observations at all four above sites. Surveys
will be conducted for 8 hours each day.
2. Each of the four teams will be led by highly qualified biologists (Lead Eagle Biologist) meeting the
most stringent eagle guideline requirements of three years or more experience.
a. Dave Bittner—40 plus years of GOEA and BAEA experience (Lead Eagle Expert)
b. Dr. Jeff Lincer‐ 35 plus years of BAEA and GOEA experience
c. Dr. James Hannan‐ 17 plus years of GOEA experience
d. Chris Meador‐ 8 plus years of GOEA experience
3. Each team leader will be assisted by one of the potential following biologists:
a. Renee Rivard, Phar D, 2 years GOEA experience
b. Alexis Smoluk, Wildlife biologists with 1 year experience with GOEA, 9 years with Spotted
Owls, and 12 years observing, banding and trapping Raptors including Eagles.
c. James Newland‐ 6 years GOEA experience
d. Daniel Palmer‐1 year GOEA experience
e. Marcus Collado ‐ 2 years GOEA experience
f. Katie Quint—1 year GOEA experience
4. Several observation locations within the 4,000 foot buffer of each Golden Eagle territory will be
selected to maximize the ability to detect Golden Eagles. These locations have been selected based
on previous knowledge by Wildlife Research Institute (WRI) observers of the territory. WRI has
surveyed these locations for the Sunrise Powerlink for the past two golden eagle breeding seasons.
WRI will provide the authorizing agencies maps of these observation locations.
5. WRI biologists will repeat the locations and observations each of the three days. There will be a
minimum of 2 hour‐observations at each of the identified observation locations. Some territories
will have up to three separate observation points with a main site that will be repeated during the
same day. This will assure complete coverage of the 4,000 foot buffer zone.
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6. If construction is completed on or prior to November 30 in a golden eagle buffer zone, observations
will be discontinued in that golden eagle buffer zone.
7. All Eagle observations will be shared with all of the concerned agencies and the Main point of
Contact (MPC) for the Utility Construction crew working on the site.
Proposal for December 1 through December 7, 2011:
1. Observations will continue at each golden eagle buffer area until construction has ceased; however,
the observation period will be extended to 12 hours to provide even greater coverage.
2. If the head WRI Lead Eagle Biologist determines that the construction activity is in anyway
interfering with normal Eagle breeding behavior then a stop or alter work order will be presented to
the Utility MPC and the Lead Eagle Expert, David Bittner. An immediate decision to stop or change
work in the affected area(s) will be made on site by the Lead Eagle Biologist who will have authority
to make the final decision on whether work should be stopped or altered.
3. How long the construction should be stopped and what the next steps will be discussed with the
appropriate authorizing agencies the same day and a plan will be developed based on the observed
Golden Eagle activity.
4. December is the early start of the Eagle Breeding season and usually the activity is random,
occasional and unpredictable until January when breeding and nest building activity gets fully
underway; therefore, decisions to stop or alter construction should be based on actual observations
by WRI observers and their determination that the observation is of a resident eagle representing
nest building or reproductive behavior.
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Description of Work Activities
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Attachment 3
Proposed Wire Activities After November 30 for Golden Eagle 4,000 foot Buffer Areas
Background
Each of the four golden eagle 4,000 foot buffer areas is part of a “wire stringing span.” Each of the wire
stringing spans includes tower structures within the golden eagle buffer area and tower structures
outside the golden eagle buffer area (See maps in Attachment 1). At each end of the wire stringing span
there is a wire stringing site; one of the wire stringing sites is identified as the “puller” site and one is the
“tensioner” site. All puller and tensioner sites are outside the golden eagle 4,000 foot buffer areas. The
“pulling” or “stringing” of all conductor wire will be “pulled” in all four of the golden eagle buffer areas
by the end of day on November 30.
The conductor and optical ground wire (OPGW) will then be terminated at the final tower, located at the
puller site (this is known as catching off the wire). All of this work, which would take place after
November 30, will be outside the golden eagle buffer areas.
Proposed Work Activities after November 30 Within Golden Eagle Buffer Areas:
The general sequence of the final wire activities that will occur after November 30 within golden eagle
buffer areas is as follows:
I.

Attach Conductor to Insulators on Tangent Towers (13 towers within golden eagle buffer area)
This is the process by which the stringing sheaves (travelers) are removed and the wire is
clipped in to the insulators. This occurs once the conductor has reached its final sag.
a. Equipment Used – light or medium lift helicopter
b. Personnel – 5 to 6 crew members
c. Up to 6 personnel including, biological, archaeological, quality control inspector,
construction supervisor, and possibly a CPUC monitor may be accessing tower sites until
all work is completed.

II. Cutting in Dead Ends and Installing Conductor Wire Jumpers (Only 7 dead end towers within
the golden eagle buffer area)
This process also involves attaching the conductor to the insulators, for a different type of
structure (dead‐end instead of tangent). Because this is a larger, heavier structure the
process takes a few more personnel and a little more time. The travelers are removed and
the wire is clipped in to the insulators. Additionally, conductor wire jumpers are installed.
a. Equipment Used – light or medium lift helicopter; 40‐ton crane and 2 crew trucks may
be used for conventional access sites instead of a helicopter
b. Personnel – 8 to 10 crew members
c. Up to 6 personnel including, biological, archaeological, quality control inspector,
construction supervisor, and possibly a CPUC monitor may be accessing tower sites until
all work is completed.
III. Spacers and Marker Ball Placement
Once all the conductor wire is clipped in to the insulators, the spacers and aviation marker
balls can be installed. Spacers are devices that are designed to hold apart the conductor
wire that is bundled together, so that the bundles don’t touch each other and damage the
wire. Aviation marker balls are large colored spheres that are installed on the wire in
locations where aircraft may need assistance identifying the location of the wire in their
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flight corridor and are also used to prevent avian collision, as required by Mitigation
Measure B‐10a.
a. Equipment Used – spacer carts, light lift helicopter, 3 to 5 crew trucks, and a boom truck
b. Personnel – 5 crew members
c. Up to 6 personnel including, biological, archaeological, quality control inspector,
construction supervisor, and possibly a CPUC monitor may be accessing tower sites until
all work is completed.
IV. Final Inspection and Completion of Punch List Items
a. Equipment Used – Light lift helicopter or crew truck
b. Personnel – 2 to 3 PAR personnel plus SDG&E’s QC inspectors
c. Up to 6 personnel including, biological, archaeological, quality control inspector,
construction supervisor, and possibly a CPUC monitor may be accessing tower sites until
all work is completed.
V. BMP Maintenance, Site Stabilization, and Restoration
a. Equipment Used – Light or medium lift helicopter or crew truck
b. Personnel – 3 to 4 PAR personnel plus SDG&E’s SWPPP inspectors
c. Up to 6 personnel including, biological, archaeological, SWPPP inspector, and possibly a
CPUC monitor may be accessing tower sites until all work is completed.
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ATTACHMENT B
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MEMORANDUM
Anne Coronado
Aspen Environmental Group
1463 Friel Street
Burton, MI 48523

November 30, 2011
RE:

Sunrise Powerlink Project – Variance to Work within 4,000‐foot Buffer of Golden Eagle Nest ‐
Conditions SDG&E is Willing to Implement with the Requested Variance

Dear Anne,
Pursuant to our conversation, I am sending this supplemental memorandum addressing work within 4,000 feet of golden
eagle nest buffers. The four golden eagle buffer areas are:
 El Cajon Mountain (affects Structures CP66‐2, CP67‐3, and CP68‐1);
 Bell Bluff (affects Structures CP104‐2, CP 105‐1, and CP106‐1);
 Barrett/Echo (affects Structures EP‐43 and EP‐44); and
 Thing Valley (affects Structures EP‐134‐1, EP‐135, EP136, EP137, and EP138).
As requested by the agencies, SDG&E will incorporate into its work plan conditions designed to further maximize the
protection of golden eagles that may be found in the four historic golden eagle nesting territories. The conditions include
the following:
 The Monitoring Protocol includes the condition to allow the lead eagle biologist at each golden eagle buffer area to
stop work immediately.
 So as to not potentially surprise or startle golden eagles, helicopter pilots will be directed to fly consistently over the
line as much as possible and any flights away from the line (to pick up materials, refuel, avoid aircraft, etc.) will be
directed AWAY from nest sites. For example, near the Barrett/Echo nest site, helicopter pilots will be directed to fly
north of the alignment as safety allows.
 SDG&E is committed to completing the work in golden eagle buffer areas as rapidly as possible. Construction
estimates that remaining work would take approximately 5 work days but that unforeseen circumstances could
potentially extend the work to December 15. In light of this SDG&E is committed to working on an “inside out
manner” at each buffer area, meaning that work in areas considered potentially more sensitive would be conducted
first, as possible.
 The attached table lists the spans within the four eagle buffer areas where marker balls are currently planned and
those spans where bird diverters will be added (approximately 185). SDG&E proposes using the BirdMark diverter
(see attached). The proposed diverter can be seen at the link: http://www.pr‐tech.com/bird‐diverters/index.php.
 This condition is consistent with Mitigation Measure B‐10a that recommends the use of bird collision‐reducing
techniques in constructing the lines.
B‐10a ‐ Utilize collision‐reducing techniques in installation of transmission lines. The applicant shall install the
transmission lines utilizing Avian Power Line Interaction Committee standards for collision‐reducing techniques as
outlined in “Mitigating Bird Collisions with Power Lines: The State of the Art in 1994” (APLIC, 1994). . . overhead lines
that are located in highly utilized avian flight paths (from MP 50 through MP 88 for the SRPL Proposed Project) shall
be marked utilizing fixed mount Firefly Flapper/Diverters, swan flight diverter coils, or other diversion devices, if
proven more effective, as to be visible to birds and to reduce avian collision with power lines.
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While the golden eagle buffer areas generally fall outside of “highly utilized avian flight paths” for migratory birds
generally, the eagle buffer areas are highly utilized by the eagles and identified by the EIR/EIS as important birds to
consider when designing the transmission lines. Further, in the Avian Monitoring and Mitigation Plan (AMMP), which
is Exhibit 24 to the Forest Service’s Special Use Permit for Sunrise, the Forest Service noted that the use of collision‐
reducing standards was consistent with the Suggested Practices for Avian Protection on Power Lines, and in
furtherance of satisfying Mitigation Measure B‐10a. AMMP at 9. The Forest Service also noted that SDG&E “further
commits to utilize an adaptive management approach and engage in corrective measures throughout the course of
SRPL as needed.” Id.
It should be noted as well that the EIR/EIS analyzed Sunrise’s potential impacts to avian species and, pursuant to
Mitigation Measure B‐10a, required the installation of avian “diversion devices” that would “be visible to birds” and
intended “to reduce avian collision with power lines.” Sunrise BLM ROD Appx. A at D‐24 (MM B‐10a); Forest Service
ROD, Attachment 1 at 29‐30 (MM B‐10a); see also EIR/EIS at Ap.12‐49 (MM B‐10a). The EIR/EIS analyzed Sunrise’s
visual impacts and concluded that visual impacts will be significant and unmitigable. See EIR/EIS B‐47; EIR/EIS Fig.
E.1.3‐10B (visual simulation of line).
If you have any additional questions or comments, please don’t hesitate to contact me. We look forward to your response.
Sincerely,

Donald E. Haines
Environmental Mitigation Manager
Sunrise Powerlink

Cc: Alan Colton
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Aerial Marker Ball and Bird Flight Diverter Locations on Spans
within Golden Eagle Nest Buffers
From Tower

To Tower

Marker Balls

BirdMARK Bird
Flight Diverter

CP66‐2
CP67‐3
CP68‐1
CP69‐2

0
7
11
13

5*
5
10
10

Bell Bluff Nest Buffer
CP103‐2
CP104‐1
CP104‐1
CP105‐1
CP105‐1
CP106‐1
CP106‐1
CP107

0
0
0
9

16
15
12
8

Barrett/Echo Nest Buffer
EP42
EP43‐1
EP43‐1
EP44
EP44
EP45‐1

31
17
9

31
10
5*

Thing Valley Nest Buffer
EP132‐2
EP134‐1
EP134‐1
EP135
EP135
EP136
EP136
EP137
EP137
EP138‐2
EP138‐2
EP139‐1

0
11
7
9
0
9

13
7
2
3
16
14

El Cajon Mountain Nest Buffer
CP65‐1
CP66‐2
CP67‐3
CP68‐1

Towers in bold fall within a 4,000‐foot golden eagle nest buffer.
*A smaller number of flight diverters are being proposed in this span since only a small portion of the span falls within
the nest buffer.
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making life visibly safer
P&RTechnologies, Inc.

Phone 503-292-8682 Toll Free 800-722-8078

Fax 503-292-8697

www.pr-tech.com

BirdMark BM-AG Bird Diverter
Helping Birds See Hazards Day or Night
Birds large and small-including swans, eagles, hawks, ducks,
geese, and many others-often cannot see power lines near
the horizon, and they lack the maneuverability to avoid them
when they get close enough to see them. Over one million
birds are killed annually in North America! BirdMark BM-AG
(After Glow) diverters are designed to prevent collisions
between birds and hard-to-see power lines day or night.

Easy to See

Features

The BirdMark BM-AG offers a low cost, permanent solution for helping endangered species
avoid power lines in traditional flight paths.
BirdMarks stand out like a beacon against
background features, letting birds see where
the power lines are. When swaying in the wind,
BirdMarks also make a noise that birds can hear.
Highly reflective orange and yellow tape is positioned in the center of each BirdMark to further
assist in warning birds.

• Highly visible day and night
• Sways and reflects in the wind to alert birds of
obstructions
• Glows up to 10 hours after dusk and in other
low light conditions
• Fully tested and developed by biologists
• Rugged spring-loaded clamp prevents line
slippage
• Quick installation by hot stick

Night Glow Capability

• Easily moved for seasonal flight path variations

Other types of bird diverters are usually designed to help birds avoid obstructions during
daylight, but recent studies indicate that most
bird collisions happen during low light situations such as fog, rain, and the hours before and
after dusk. The BirdMark BM-AG glows up to 10
hours after the sun has set, providing extended
protection for at risk birds.

• Also hazes birds from buildings and structures

Dimensions
• 11 W' total length
• 5%" diameter white disk
• Use 15ft spacing for best results

Easy to Install
The BirdMark BM-AG can be installed and
removed from the ground without interrupting
power. Our patented SnapFast KL-70 clamping
jaws securely grip all cables up to a diameter of
2W' (70mm). Once in position, the grip is such
that the BirdMark BM-AG stays in position, even
in a Force 8 gale.
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Attachment C OPGW pull in Eagle Buffer Areas (11-30-2011) (2).txt
Attachment C

From:
Haines, Don Edward [DEHaines@semprautilities.com]
Sent:
Wednesday, November 30, 2011 6:13 PM
To:
Haines, Don Edward; Shelby Howard
Cc:
'msteward@blm.gov'; 'tzale@blm.gov'; Paul, Robert; 'Winter, Kirsten';
'eric_porter@fws.gov'; Erinn Wilson (ewilson@dfg.ca.gov); Billie Blanchard
(bcb@cpuc.ca.gov); Vida Strong; Colton, Alan F.; Cheever, Dayle M; Ramp,
Jennifer; Romani, Rachel; 'Dave Bittner'; Anne Coronado; Cassandra Garza
Subject:
Eagle Buffer Areas (11-30-2011)
Attachments:
Critical Area Schedule Summary 4pm Nov 30 2011.xlsx
Shelby,
This is the eighth email detailing SDG&E’s construction schedule progress in the
four golden
eagle 4,000 foot buffer areas (see attached). All but one wire has been pulled.
There was a
malfunction of the pulling equipment at the Bell Bluff eagle buffer area. The OPGW
has been
safely stabilized and we will not finish the installation until authorized. We
estimate that it will
take no more than 4 hours to finish the pull.
We just completed submitting all of the requested information for the variance and
will not work
until we receive an approved variance. Thank-you everyone for your support through
this
process.

Donald E. Haines, AICP
Environmental Mitigation Manager
Sunrise Powerlink
8315 Century Park Court, CP21G
San Diego, Ca 92123-1548
Tel: 858 637-3708 Fax 858 637-3770
dehaines@semprautilities.com
From: Haines, Don Edward
Sent: Tuesday, November 29, 2011 6:17 PM
To: Haines, Don Edward; Shelby Howard
Cc: 'msteward@blm.gov'; 'tzale@blm.gov'; Paul, Robert; 'Winter, Kirsten';
'eric_porter@fws.gov';
Erinn Wilson (ewilson@dfg.ca.gov); Billie Blanchard (bcb@cpuc.ca.gov); 'Vida
Strong'; Colton, Alan
F.; Cheever, Dayle M; Ramp, Jennifer; Romani, Rachel; 'Dave Bittner'; 'Anne
Coronado'; Cassandra
Garza
Subject: Eagle Buffer Areas (11-29-2011)
Shelby,
This is the seventh email detailing SDG&E’s construction schedule progress in the
four
golden eagle 4,000 foot buffer areas (see attached). As I mentioned on the agency
conference call today, all wire pulling will be done tomorrow. Early tomorrow I
will
provide everyone with Dave Bittner’s observation points mapped. Thank-you to
everyone for calling in today.
Page 1
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Attachment C OPGW pull in Eagle Buffer Areas (11-30-2011) (2).txt
Donald E. Haines, AICP
Environmental Mitigation Manager
Sunrise Powerlink
8315 Century Park Court, CP21G
San Diego, Ca 92123-1548
Tel: 858 637-3708 Fax 858 637-3770
dehaines@semprautilities.com
From: Haines, Don Edward
Sent: Monday, November 28, 2011 5:05 PM
To: Haines, Don Edward; Shelby Howard
Cc: 'msteward@blm.gov'; 'tzale@blm.gov'; Paul, Robert; 'Winter, Kirsten';
'eric_porter@fws.gov'; Erinn Wilson (ewilson@dfg.ca.gov); Billie Blanchard
(bcb@cpuc.ca.gov); 'Vida Strong'; Colton, Alan F.; Cheever, Dayle M; Ramp, Jennifer;
Romani, Rachel; 'Dave Bittner'; 'Anne Coronado'
Subject: Eagle Buffer Areas (11-28-2011)
Shelby,
This is the sixth email detailing SDG&E’s construction schedule progress in the
four golden eagle 4,000 foot buffer areas (see attached). As I mentioned on the
agency conference call, all wire pulling is expected to be done by November 30
but due to inclement weather (high winds), additional tasks (wire sagging, cutting
in dead end structures and marker ball setting) will require extending work into
the first week of December.
Dave Bittner began surveying the four golden eagle buffer areas today, November
28. I spoke to him today; he will be available for a call between 2:30 and 4 pm
tomorrow to report additional updated information. I will set up a phone number
and time for you to call in. For those of you who can’t call in I will summarize
the
information conveyed on the call. We will have observation points mapped by
tomorrow and provide you with that information by the time of the call.
Donald E. Haines, AICP
Environmental Mitigation Manager
Sunrise Powerlink
8315 Century Park Court, CP21G
San Diego, Ca 92123-1548
Tel: 858 637-3708 Fax 858 637-3770
dehaines@semprautilities.com
From: Haines, Don Edward
Sent: Sunday, November 27, 2011 12:35 PM
To: Haines, Don Edward; Shelby Howard
Cc: 'msteward@blm.gov'; 'tzale@blm.gov'; Paul, Robert; 'Winter, Kirsten';
'eric_porter@fws.gov'; Erinn Wilson (ewilson@dfg.ca.gov); Billie Blanchard
(bcb@cpuc.ca.gov); 'Vida Strong'; Colton, Alan F.; Cheever, Dayle M; Ramp,
Jennifer; Romani, Rachel; 'Dave Bittner'
Subject: RE: Eagle Buffer Areas (11-23-2011)
Shelby,
This is the fifth email detailing SDG&E’s construction schedule progress
in the four golden eagle 4,000 foot buffer areas:
* El Cajon Mountain (Structures CP66-2, CP67-3, and CP68-1); (On
schedule to be completed 11-30)
* Bell Bluff Truck Trail (Structures CP104-2, CP 105-1, and CP106-1);
(On schedule to be completed 11-30)
* Barrett/Echo (Structures EP-43 and EP-44); (On schedule to be
completed 11-30) and
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Attachment C OPGW pull in Eagle Buffer Areas (11-30-2011) (2).txt
* Thing Valley (Structures EP-134-1, EP-135, EP136, EP137, and
EP138) (On schedule to be completed 11-30).
Everything is still on schedule to finish in the golden eagle buffer areas on
November 30. As I mentioned yesterday, Dave Bittner will begin
surveying the four golden eagle buffer areas tomorrow, November 28, in
case we have to take a few days after November 30 to set marker balls for
FAA safety purposes. Attached is a survey methodology called “Strategy
to work in Golden Eagle Buffers” that describes the surveying
methodology Dave will use prior to December 1 and the extended day
approach he will use after November 30.
After we get a status update by mid-morning I will give you a call to
discuss the appropriateness of seeking a de minimus extension or variance
for working after November 30 in one or more of the golden eagle 4,000
foot buffer areas. If you have questions or comments do not hesitate to
call.
Donald E. Haines, AICP
Environmental Mitigation Manager
Sunrise Powerlink
8315 Century Park Court, CP21G
San Diego, Ca 92123-1548
Tel: 858 637-3708 Fax 858 637-3770
dehaines@semprautilities.com
From: Haines, Don Edward
Sent: Saturday, November 26, 2011 11:25 AM
To: Haines, Don Edward; Shelby Howard
Cc: 'msteward@blm.gov'; 'tzale@blm.gov'; Paul, Robert; 'Winter, Kirsten';
'eric_porter@fws.gov'; Erinn Wilson (ewilson@dfg.ca.gov); Billie Blanchard
(bcb@cpuc.ca.gov); 'Vida Strong'; Colton, Alan F.; Cheever, Dayle M;
Ramp, Jennifer; Romani, Rachel; 'Dave Bittner'
Subject: RE: Eagle Buffer Areas (11-23-2011)
Shelby,
This is the fourth email detailing SDG&E’s construction schedule
progress in the four golden eagle 4,000 foot buffer areas:
* El Cajon Mountain (Structures CP66-2, CP67-3, and CP681); (On schedule to be completed 11-30)
* Bell Bluff Truck Trail (Structures CP104-2, CP 105-1, and
CP106-1); (On schedule to be completed 11-30)
* Barrett/Echo (Structures EP-43 and EP-44); (On schedule to
be completed 11-30) and
* Thing Valley (Structures EP-134-1, EP-135, EP136, EP137,
and EP138) (On schedule to be completed 11-30).
Construction tells me they are still on schedule to finish in the
golden eagle buffer areas on November 30. Just in case I am
working up a strategy with Dave Bittner if we have to extend into
any of the golden eagle buffer areas on December 1. I hope to get
that out to you later today. If you have questions do not hesitate
to call.

From: Haines, Don Edward
Sent: Wednesday, November 23, 2011 10:40 AM
To: Haines, Don Edward; Shelby Howard
Cc: 'msteward@blm.gov'; 'tzale@blm.gov'; Paul, Robert; 'Winter, Kirsten';
'eric_porter@fws.gov'; Erinn Wilson (ewilson@dfg.ca.gov); Billie Blanchard
(bcb@cpuc.ca.gov); 'Vida Strong'; Colton, Alan F.; Cheever, Dayle M;
Ramp, Jennifer; Romani, Rachel; 'Dave Bittner'
Subject: Eagle Buffer Areas (11-23-2011)
Shelby,
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This is the third email detailing SDG&E’s construction schedule
progress in the four golden eagle 4,000 foot buffer areas:
*
El Cajon Mountain (Structures CP66-2, CP67-3, and CP681); (On schedule to be completed 11-30)
*
Bell Bluff Truck Trail (Structures CP104-2, CP 105-1, and
CP106-1); (On schedule to be completed 11-30)
*
Barrett/Echo (Structures EP-43 and EP-44); (On schedule
to be completed 11-30) and
*
Thing Valley (Structures EP-134-1, EP-135, EP136,
EP137, and EP138) (On schedule to be completed 11-29).
I guess all my concern about Thing Valley was unwarranted. Great
progress was made yesterday so that construction now feels they
may be finished by December 29th at Thing Valley. Rain is
predicted for tomorrow but there is no work scheduled along the
alignment. Next update will be Friday. If you have questions do
not hesitate to call.
Happy Thanksgiving to everyone!
Donald E. Haines, AICP
Environmental Mitigation Manager
Sunrise Powerlink
8315 Century Park Court, CP21G
San Diego, Ca 92123-1548
Tel: 858 637-3708 Fax 858 637-3770
dehaines@semprautilities.com
From: Haines, Don Edward
Sent: Tuesday, November 22, 2011 12:39 PM
To: Haines, Don Edward; Shelby Howard
Cc: 'msteward@blm.gov'; 'tzale@blm.gov'; Paul, Robert; 'Winter, Kirsten';
'eric_porter@fws.gov'; Erinn Wilson (ewilson@dfg.ca.gov); Billie Blanchard
(bcb@cpuc.ca.gov); 'Vida Strong'; Colton, Alan F.; Cheever, Dayle M;
Ramp, Jennifer; Romani, Rachel
Subject: Eagle Buffer Areas (11-22-2011)
Shelby,
This is the second email detailing SDG&E’s construction schedule
progress in the four golden eagle 4,000 foot buffer areas:
*
El Cajon Mountain (Structures CP66-2, CP67-3, and CP681); (On schedule to be completed 11-30)
*
Bell Bluff Truck Trail (Structures CP104-2, CP 105-1, and
CP106-1); (On schedule to be completed 11-30)
*
Barrett/Echo (Structures EP-43 and EP-44); (On schedule
to be completed 11-30) and
*
Thing Valley (Structures EP-134-1, EP-135, EP136,
EP137, and EP138) (On schedule to be completed 11-30).
As long as the weather holds up and equipment doesn’t break
down, it appears SDG&E will meet the schedule of completing all
work no later than November 30. If you have questions do not
hesitate to call.
Donald E. Haines, AICP
Environmental Mitigation Manager
Sunrise Powerlink
8315 Century Park Court, CP21G
San Diego, Ca 92123-1548
Tel: 858 637-3708 Fax 858 637-3770
dehaines@semprautilities.com
From: Haines, Don Edward
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Sent: Monday, November 21, 2011 3:22 PM
To: Shelby Howard
Cc: 'daniel_steward@blm.gov'; thomas_zale@ca.blm.gov; Paul, Robert;
'Winter, Kirsten'; 'eric_porter@fws.gov'; Erinn Wilson
(ewilson@dfg.ca.gov); Billie Blanchard (bcb@cpuc.ca.gov); 'Vida Strong';
Colton, Alan F.; Haines, Don Edward; Cheever, Dayle M
Subject: Eagle Buffer Areas
Shelby,
As we discussed earlier last week I am providing you maps and
schedules of the Sunrise Powerlink Project’s construction schedule for
the four 4,000-foot golden eagle buffer areas.
Last week I mentioned
this to staff of the Bureau of Land Management, the U.S. Fish and
Wildlife Service and the California Department of Fish and Game, as
well. This information is being provided to you as a contingency and to
insure that all of the agencies are fully informed of SDG&E’s
anticipated activities in these areas.
Attached to this email:
1.
One overview map of Golden Eagle Buffer Areas
2.
4 individual maps of each Golden Eagle Buffer Area
3.
4 schedules of each Golden Eagle Buffer Area
4.
A cover letter describing SDG&E’s schedule for conduction
construction in the 4 Golden Eagle Buffer Areas.
I will update the schedules on a daily basis all week except for
Thanksgiving day. If SDG&E expects construction to go a few days into
the December 1 timeframe, we will assign Dave Bittner to watch the
affected buffer area so as to avoid any eagle activities. We will know
better Friday and Saturday this week what is happening and work with
you to develop a variance or other type of authorization for such
activity.
Thank-you for your help with this and if you have questions please call
me.
Donald E. Haines, AICP
Environmental Mitigation Manager
Sunrise Powerlink
8315 Century Park Court, CP21G
San Diego, Ca 92123-1548
Tel: 858 637-3708 Fax 858 637-3770
dehaines@semprautilities.com
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Attachment D
Date:

December 1, 2011

Re:

Daily Observations of Golden Eagle Behavior as it Relates to the Request for a Variance to
Work within Certain Limited Golden Eagle Buffer Areas after November 30

This memo report summarizes observations on November 28, 29, and 30, 2011 of golden eagle behavior
at four nesting areas within 4,000 feet of the Sunrise Powerlink Project (Project) alignment. All
observations are being conducted by Wildlife Research Institute (WRI) eagle biologists. WRI has over 20
years of experience in San Diego County conducting eagle surveys and conducted golden eagle surveys
in 2010 and 2011 for the Project within 4 miles of the Project alignment. Their survey results showed
three active nests within 4,000 feet of the alignment in 2010 (El Cajon Mountain, Barrett/Echo, and
Thing Valley) and two active nests within 4,000 feet of the alignment in 2011 (El Cajon Mountain and
Barrett/Echo). A fourth nesting area, Bell Bluff, was surveyed in both 2010 and 2011 and was confirmed
inactive both survey years; however, SDG&E is treating this nesting area (based on the historic nest site)
as active per a request by the USFS. This nesting area is within 4,000 feet of the Project. Therefore,
observations of golden eagle behavior are being conducted at the El Cajon Mountain, Bell Bluff,
Barrett/Echo, and Thing Valley nesting areas.
Methodology
WRI is employing the following observation methodology of the four golden eagle nesting areas. A total
of 8 biologists from WRI (four teams of two) are conducting simultaneous observations of the El Cajon
Mountain, Bell Bluff, Barrett/Echo, and Thing Valley nests. Surveys will be conducted for 8 hours each
day. Each of the four teams will be led by highly qualified WRI biologists meeting the most stringent
eagle guideline requirements of three years or more experience:
•
•
•
•

Dave Bittner: 40 plus years of golden eagle and bald eagle experience;
Dr. Jeff Lincer: 35 plus years of bald eagle and golden eagle experience
Dr. James Hannan: 17 plus years of golden eagle experience
Chris Meador: 8 plus years of golden eagle experience

Each team leader will be assisted by one of the potential following biologists:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Renee Rivard, Phar D: 2 years golden eagle experience
Alexis Smoluk: Wildlife biologist with 1 year experience with golden eagle, 9 years with
spotted owls, and 12 years observing, banding and trapping raptors, including eagles.
James Newland: 6 years golden eagle experience
Daniel Palmer: 1 year golden eagle experience
Marcus Collado: 2 years golden eagle experience
Katie Quint: 1 year golden eagle experience

Several observation locations are selected by WRI’s biologists within and outside each of the 4,000 foot
buffers of each golden eagle nesting area to maximize the ability to detect golden eagles. These
locations have been selected based on previous knowledge by WRI observers of the nesting areas.
Observations will be conducted from approximately 7:30 am to 4:30 pm. There will be a minimum of 2
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hour-observations at each of the identified observation locations. Some nesting areas will have up to
three separate observation points with a main site that will be repeated during the same day. This will
assure complete coverage of the 4,000 foot buffer zone. If construction is completed on or prior to
November 30 in a golden eagle buffer zone, observations will be discontinued in that golden eagle
buffer zone. All golden eagle observations will be shared with all of the concerned agencies and Main
Point of Contact (MPC) for SDG&E’s Utility Construction crew working on the site.
If construction is allowed after November 30, WRI will continue observing golden eagle activity at each
golden eagle buffer area until construction has ceased; however, the observation period will be
extended to 12 hours to provide even greater coverage. If the head WRI biologist determines that the
construction activity is in anyway interfering with normal golden eagle behavior, then a stop or alter
work order will be presented to the Utility MPC. An immediate decision to stop or change work will be
made on site by the head WRI biologist. How long the construction should be stopped and what the next
steps will be discussed with the appropriate authorizing agencies the same day and a plan will be
developed based on the observed golden eagle activity.
Specific observations from November 28, 2011
El Cajon Mountain
Two adult eagles were seen in the vicinity of the main nest area above the Project tower. These eagles
were observed in the area for ten minutes. Then one of the adult eagles was seen just east of the nest
area about three hours later.
Bell Bluff
One second-year eagle was seen traveling from the southeast to the direction of the Suncrest
Substation, but disappeared behind a ridge approximately 1 mile south of the Substation. This was
probably a floater just passing through the territory.
Barrett/Echo
Four eagles were seen. Both adults were seen above the canyon where the nests are located. The male
was seen perching on rocks approximately 1300 meters north of the Project tower construction and on
the same side as the nests. The female remained on the west side of the valley but returned several
times. They are in the valley observing the construction activities and we feel that this is positive. If the
eagles had instead immediately left the area, they would show fear and they are not exhibiting that. The
other two eagles were a sub adult who was escorted out of the area by the male and apparently one of
last year’s young who hung around all day and was seen flying and perching along the cliffs.
Thing Valley
No eagles seen.
Please see attached aerial maps of the four nesting areas that show WRI’s survey observation locations
on November 28, 2011.
Specific observations from November 29, 2011
El Cajon Mountain
One eagle was seen. This eagle was perched on the top of the rock where the nest for the past few years
is located. After approximately 30 minutes the eagle flew lower and perched again on a lower place on
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the nest rock. During this time numerous helicopters were performing normal construction flights. No
adverse reaction was observed by the eagle to any helicopter flights. Later a Peregrine falcon perched
above the eagle and at least three helicopters were flying around below them transporting men and
equipment. Again no adverse reaction by the eagle or falcon was observed.
Bell Bluff
No eagles were seen in or near the territory.
Barrett/Echo
Three eagles were seen near the nest and well within the 4,000 foot buffer. The first eagle to appear
was a juvenile from 2011 and spent only a short time perched then flew off over the ridge of Echo
Mountain and disappeared to the east. Two adults were seen to fly into the nest area around 10:00AM.
One we believe to be the female remained on a perch rock below the nest for over two hours. The male
was seen perched on a pole to the south of the nest for several hours. Both eagles were observed with
60x scopes and binoculars while helicopters flew routine flights west and east across the canyon and
above the transmission towers. The eagles were watched for any behavior that might be a reaction to
the helicopter traffic. After direct observation of 24 flights and almost no reaction by the eagles except
to momentarily glance up at each helicopter as it came into view no adverse reaction was observed.
Both adult eagles were within seven hundred and one thousand feet of the Project tower and near the
nest area from the past few years.
Thing Valley
No eagles seen.
Please see attached aerial maps of the four nesting areas that show WRI’s survey observation locations
on November 29, 2011.
Specific observations from November 30, 2011
El Cajon Mountain
On November 29 additional information was obtained after talking with the biologists on site. The
Juvenile Golden Eagle from 2011 was walking around in the field about 130 meters north of the El
Monte Pull or Lay down site pad. He was observed on the ground for about three hours after having
either killed or stole a killed rabbit from another animal. The adult female also came into that area just
north of the towers and cables in a hunting stoop but was not seen to land because she disappeared
behind the trees in the foreground.
November 30 only the adult male was seen for about 40 minutes around the nest area about
3:00PM then flew high above the mountain and off to the east from where he first came.
Bell Bluff
One Eagle was seen flying from Japatul Lane area where we know they forage through the gap in the
hills and out toward Bell Bluff. The observers were unable to track the eagle beyond the ridges near
where tower pads are being constructed south of the Sub Station.
Barrett/Echo
The adult eagles were roosting overnight about 400 meters north of the tower and lines crossing the
canyon. They left the roost about 10:00 AM and one flew between the transmission lines. Shortly after
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both eagles attempted to pursue and kill a Northern Harrier Hawk not far from the lines. The eagles flew
within 70 meters of helicopters on five occasions just south of the towers and above the nest area.
These close encounters were all at or near wire level. The nest is at the same level as the wire at this
site. This is why I suggested during our conference call that whenever possible the helicopters work
north of the wires at this location because of the close proximity of the nest on the south side. The
eagles are spending a significant amount of time south of the wires. All pilots should be advised of these
eagle approaches since we know they are watching the wires and other activities and may not even be
aware the eagles are nearby.
The juvenile eagle from last year put in an appearance for only a few minutes then returned to the east
over the ridge and out of sight. When the eagles leave the nest area they most often fly east toward the
tower construction and other helicopter activity. We are not aware of exactly where they are going but
we will attempt to find out on future observations.
Bell Bluff
One Eagle was seen flying from Japatul Lane area where we know they forage through the gap in the
hills and out toward Bell Bluff. The observers were unable to track the eagle beyond the ridges near
where tower pads are being constructed south of the Sub Station.
Thing Valley
No eagles seen
There are no new aerial maps of the four nesting areas that show WRI’s survey observation locations on
November 30, 2011.
General Golden Eagle Observations
Based on WRI’s past golden eagle survey experience in San Diego County and the brief observation
period described in this letter, WRI’s overall observations are that eagles will exhibit various degrees of
pre-nesting activity in December; however, the eagles are just visiting the nest sites in early December
and nest building begins in January. Historically, golden eagle eggs are laid in February and March in San
Diego County, but recently some eggs have been laid in the last part of January. Furthermore, Dave
Bittner of WRI pointed out on the teleconference of November 29 that it is well documented (over 100
years of documentation in San Diego County) that golden eagle nesting behavior in San Diego County
rarely starts before the end of December. Dave Bittner of WRI relayed that based on their experience of
conducting more than 600 aerial surveys of eagle nests without ever flushing an eagle (often within 200
feet of a nest), and the year-round presence of military and Border Patrol helicopter activity within eagle
territories in San Diego County, that the construction activities (including helicopter use) required to
complete the Project in golden eagle nesting territory will not impact the eagles’ nesting behavior,
especially so early in the nesting season.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Fraser, Jody
Mark Massar; Kim Marsden; Pete Sorensen; Tera Baird; Joel Pagel; Thomas Dietsch; Magdalena Rodriguez
Fwd: Sunlight ABPP (BBCS)
Monday, February 25, 2013 1:38:39 PM
image001.png
20120119_email attach_08B0789-12TA0142 DSSF SCE ABPP 14Dec2011 FWS MB comments.docx

Hi all,
You should have seen this from Kathy, so I'll respond to her and cc y'all. I'm attaching the
comments she's referring to from last year. The comments focused on the substation
component, but I told her our comments should be applied to the solar farm portion as well.
We'll work to "finalize" that after our site visit and review of our mortality monitoring stuff,
etc. Here is the language from our transmittal email:
Reference Number: FWS-ERIV-08B0789-12TA0142
Linda and Kathy,
Attached please find the FWS comments on the First Solar Desert Sunlight/
SCE Red Bluff Substation Avian and Bat Protection Plan (now Bird and Bat
Conservation Strategy). We have reviewed this document carefully and
comments reflect input by our Ecological Services and Migratory Bird
divisions. We recognize that our comments are late in coming; however,
given the adaptive nature of all management plans for this project, please
consider these recommendations as a way to move forward for both the
solar field and substation components.
Regarding raven management for the Red Bluff Substation, I am in the
process of coordinating internally with the biologist working on DPV-1, 2 to
ensure consistency across projects. We will contact you as soon as possible
on those issues.
**************************************************************
More emails re: logistics to come from Mark and me.
Thanks,
Jody
---------- Forwarded message ---------From: Kathy Buescher Simon <kathy@ironwoodconsultinginc.com>
Date: Mon, Feb 25, 2013 at 12:11 PM
Subject: RE: Sunlight ABPP (BBCS)
To: "Fraser, Jody" <jody_fraser@fws.gov>, Larry_LaPre@blm.gov, Amanda Beck
<ABeck@firstsolar.com>, crissy slaughter <criffy@hotmail.com>
Cc: Mark Massar <mmassar@blm.gov>, Joel Pagel <joel_pagel@fws.gov>, Tera Baird
<tera_baird@fws.gov>, Magdalena Rodriguez <MCRodriguez@dfg.ca.gov>, Pete Sorensen
<pete_sorensen@fws.gov>, Thomas Dietsch <thomas_dietsch@fws.gov>

After we received your supplementary comments in January 2012, we had several calls, but did not
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submit another revised version. Since we submitted issues with mortalities about 6 months ago, I
have been waiting for us to resolve some of those things so we can get this done. So at this point, I
am hoping that tomorrow we can clear all of that up and then we can finalize this and send it back
to you.

In the meantime, we have consistently monitored mortalities, including locations, cause of death
(when known), submitted animals for necropsy when requested, etc. We routinely monitor for
mortalities and have submitted all information in our quarterly and annual reports. I understand
that you have requested a more formal mortality program but that no such methods or protocols
exist yet and we have searched for ideas with those governing wind projects, but struggled with
adapting those to our situation with the solar farm. I saw an interesting talk at the Wildlife Society
meeting last month suggesting an adapted protocol for solar sites (from a site in the central valley)
and we have followed up with the people conducting those surveys and are hoping our discussions
tomorrow will be able to get to a place where a more formal methodology is used as you have
requested.

Kathy Buescher Simon
Ironwood Consulting, Inc
1653 W. Cypress Ave., Redlands, CA 92373
(909) 798-0330 phone and fax
www.ironwoodconsultinginc.com

From: Fraser, Jody [mailto:jody_fraser@fws.gov]
Sent: Monday, February 25, 2013 12:02 PM
To: Kathy Buescher-Simon
Cc: Mark Massar; Joel Pagel; Tera Baird; Magdalena Rodriguez; Pete Sorensen; Thomas Dietsch
Subject: Sunlight ABPP (BBCS)
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Hi Kathy,
None of us can find the "final" version of the ABPP for the solar farm component -- we have
one for Red Bluff, but nothing for the actual solar project. Can you send us a copy so we can
have it for tomorrow?
Thanks,
Jody

-Jody Fraser, Biologist
Palm Springs Fish and Wildlife Office
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
777 E. Tahquitz Canyon Way, Suite 208
Palm Springs, CA 92262
760.322.2070 ph x207
760.322.4648 fax
jody_fraser@fws.gov

-Jody Fraser, Biologist
Palm Springs Fish and Wildlife Office
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
777 E. Tahquitz Canyon Way, Suite 208
Palm Springs, CA 92262
760.322.2070 ph x207
760.322.4648 fax
jody_fraser@fws.gov
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Marsden, Kim
Magdalena Rodriguez; Jody Fraser; Joel Pagel; Thomas Dietsch; Pete Sorensen
Fwd: Spring 2013 Floristic Surveys Work Plan for Quartzite Solar Farm
Monday, March 11, 2013 12:09:59 PM
Quartzite Botany Work Plan 031113.docx

---------- Forwarded message ---------From: <don@ironwood-inc.com>
Date: Mon, Mar 11, 2013 at 11:55 AM
Subject: Spring 2013 Floristic Surveys Work Plan for Quartzite Solar Farm
To: Kim Marsden <kmarsden@blm.gov>, mmassar@blm.gov, Lawrence LaPre
<llapre@blm.gov>
Cc: Kathy Simon <kathy@ironwoodconsultinginc.com>
Ironwood Consulting has the understanding that First Solar has contacted the BLM and
made it known that they are proceeding on working on the Quartzite Solar Farm just west
of Blyth, CA and south of Interstate 10. Attached is the Work Plan for Quartzite Solar Farm
near Blythe for Spring 2013 Floristic Surveys only. We are hoping to start March 18th. I
apologize for the late submittal, our lead botanist has been out to the site and has
determined that this winter there was sufficient rain fall and this will be a very good year
for spring plant surveys. This start date would ensure the best time of year to perform
spring floristic surveys. Data forms will be updated to represent spring 2013 surveys.
Please let us know if there are any issues with the Work Plan, could you please provide a
response to initiate work. If there are any questions please give me a call, thank you.

Don Copeland
don@ironwood-inc.com
(951) 961-2673

-Kim Marsden
Natural Resource Specialist
Bureau of Land Management
California Desert District
Renewable Energy Coordinating Office
22835 Calle San Juan de los Lagos
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
951-697-5223

In spring at the end of the day you should smell like dirt~ Margaret
Atwood
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Baird, Tera
Massar, Mark
Jody Fraser; Kim Marsden
Re: Invitation: Desert Quartzite Avain/Work Plan Conference Call @ Wed Mar 13, 2013 10am - 11am
(mmassar@blm.gov)
Tuesday, March 12, 2013 11:51:01 AM
20121012_KMarsden_email attach_BIOLOGICAL RESOURCES WORK PLAN_klm comments.docx

I don't have anything recent for the spring Kim and Nisa worked on comments for a draft work plan submitted last fall. We don't know
if they proceeded with any of the surveys yet
Tera Keeler Baird
Biologist
777 East Tahquitz Canyon Way, Suite 208
Palm Springs, California 92262

On Tue, Mar 12, 2013 at 10:56 AM, Massar, Mark <mmassar@blm.gov> wrote:
Tera,
Thanks for the invite. I probably won't be able to make the call because I'm trying to
complete a BA ASAP for our South Coast land use plan. Did they submit an Avian Work
Plan?
-Mark
On Tue, Mar 12, 2013 at 10:08 AM, Tera Baird <tera_baird@fws.gov> wrote:
Desert Quartzite Avain/Work Plan Conference Call

more details »

Desert Quartzite Avian Survey- Work Plan Call
Conference Line

, Participant Passcode

When

Wed Mar 13, 2013 10am – 11am Pacific Time

Where

Desert Quartzite Conference Call (map)

Calendar

mmassar@blm.gov

Who

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

tera_baird@fws.gov - organizer
shankar.sharma@wildlife.ca.gov
Jody Fraser
Thomas Dietsch
llapre@blm.gov
Mark Massar
don@ironwood-inc.com
magdalena.rodriguez@wildlife.ca.gov
kathy@ironwoodconsultinginc.com
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• kmarsden@blm.gov
• Joel Pagel
Going?   Yes - Maybe - No    more options »
Invitation from Google Calendar
You are receiving this email at the account mmassar@blm.gov because you are subscribed for invitations on
calendar mmassar@blm.gov.
To stop receiving these notifications, please log in to https://www.google.com/calendar/ and change your notification
settings for this calendar.

-_______________________________
Mark Massar, Wildlife Biologist
Bureau of Land Management
Palm Springs-South Coast Field Office
1201 Bird Center Drive
Palm Springs, CA 92262-8001
(760) 833-7121
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Marsden, Kim
Tera Baird; Jody Fraser; Pete Sorensen
Fwd: Spring 2013 Desert Tortoise and Wildlife Surveys Work Plan for Quartzite Solar Farm
Thursday, March 14, 2013 2:31:01 PM
Quartzite Tortoise Work Plan 031413.docx

FYI
---------- Forwarded message ---------From: Don Copeland <don@ironwood-inc.com>
Date: Thu, Mar 14, 2013 at 2:24 PM
Subject: Spring 2013 Desert Tortoise and Wildlife Surveys Work Plan for Quartzite Solar
Farm
To: kmarsden@blm.gov, mmassar@blm.gov
Cc: Kathy Buescher Simon <kathy@ironwoodconsultinginc.com>

Attached is the Work Plan to perform Desert Tortoise and Wildlife Surveys on the Quartzite
Solar Farm just west of Blythe, CA. We would like to start surveys on March 25, which will
take 10 days to 2 weeks to perform. We are monitoring with transmitters 21 desert tortoise at
the Desert Sunlight Solar Farm near Desert Center, and we have documented all of them are
up and moving around, therefore, it we feel it would be appropriated to start desert tortoise
surveys on March 25th.

If you have any questions or concerns, please feel free to give me a call. If you could provide
a response to initiate work, it would be greatly appreciated.

Don Copeland
(951) 961-2673
don@ironwood-inc.com

-Kim Marsden
Natural Resource Specialist
Bureau of Land Management
California Desert District
Renewable Energy Coordinating Office
22835 Calle San Juan de los Lagos
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
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951-697-5223
In spring at the end of the day you should smell like dirt~ Margaret
Atwood
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Baird, Tera
Joel Pagel; Jody Fraser; Thomas Dietsch
Pete Sorensen
Fwd: Spring 2013 Desert Tortoise and Wildlife Surveys Work Plan for Quartzite Solar Farm
Friday, March 15, 2013 11:17:42 AM
Quartzite Tortoise Work Plan 031413 KLMarsden comments 3_14_13.docx

FYI - I clipped out the the lagomorph section from Desert Quarzite for everyone to look over.
If the applicant is serious about estimating rabbits on site, then shouldn't we recommend using
Driscol's prey population assessment methodology? Are there any other recommendations
that I should be aware of to pass along? Will documenting bunny poop during desert tortoise
survey give an idea of recent habitat use or be useful?

Lagomorphs
Lagomorphs are the primary prey of golden eagles in many areas of the western United States
(Kochert et al. 2002). Since golden eagle reproduction is highly correlated with prey
abundance, it is important to understand the cyclic nature of jackrabbit populations. The speed
of jackrabbit population increase and decline is spatially and temporally variable. Black-tailed
jackrabbit and cottontail rabbits will be documented during desert tortoise surveys to help
establish population densities [BT1] in the project area. This will help with determining prey
abundance on the project site and help in determining the quality of the site in providing
foraging habitat for golden eagles.
[BT1]This

will only document presence - if you flush rabbit .This will not determine prey
abundance.   Rabbits are most active during well-lit nights - see Driscol's PROTOCOL FOR
GOLDEN EAGLE OCCUPANCY, REPRODUCTION, AND PREY POPULATION
ASSESSMENT for guidance on survey techniques.

I
Tera Keeler Baird
Biologist
777 East Tahquitz Canyon Way, Suite 208
Palm Springs, California 92262

---------- Forwarded message ---------From: Marsden, Kim <kmarsden@blm.gov>
Date: Thu, Mar 14, 2013 at 3:20 PM
Subject: Re: Spring 2013 Desert Tortoise and Wildlife Surveys Work Plan for Quartzite Solar
Farm
To: Don Copeland <don@ironwood-inc.com>
Cc: mmassar@blm.gov, Kathy Buescher Simon <kathy@ironwoodconsultinginc.com>, Jody
Fraser <Jody_Fraser@fws.gov>, Pete Sorensen <Pete_Sorensen@fws.gov>, Tera Baird
<Tera_Baird@fws.gov>
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Don, here are my preliminary comments on the Work Plan. I have not reviewed the resumes
yet. I will not be here tomorrow so wanted to let you know my thoughts so far. Might be more
on kit fox.
On Thu, Mar 14, 2013 at 2:24 PM, Don Copeland <don@ironwood-inc.com> wrote:
Attached is the Work Plan to perform Desert Tortoise and Wildlife Surveys on the Quartzite
Solar Farm just west of Blythe, CA. We would like to start surveys on March 25, which
will take 10 days to 2 weeks to perform. We are monitoring with transmitters 21 desert
tortoise at the Desert Sunlight Solar Farm near Desert Center, and we have documented all
of them are up and moving around, therefore, it we feel it would be appropriated to start
desert tortoise surveys on March 25th.

If you have any questions or concerns, please feel free to give me a call. If you could
provide a response to initiate work, it would be greatly appreciated.

Don Copeland
(951) 961-2673
don@ironwood-inc.com

-Kim Marsden
Natural Resource Specialist
Bureau of Land Management
California Desert District
Renewable Energy Coordinating Office
22835 Calle San Juan de los Lagos
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
951-697-5223

In spring at the end of the day you should smell like dirt~ Margaret
Atwood
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CEC
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San Diego Gas and Electric

SWFL

Southwestern Willow Flycatcher

USACE
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USFWS

United States Fish and Wildlife Service
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INTRODUCTION

Introduction	
  

Campo Verde Solar, LLC (Applicant) is proposing to construct a solar photovoltaic (PV) energy
generating facility (Solar Energy Facility Site) and associated electrical line (Gen-Tie Line) on private
and federal lands in southern Imperial County. This Bird and Bat Conservation Strategy (“BBCS” or
the “Campo Verde BBCS”) addresses activities that will occur during construction and operation of
the Project. Unless otherwise noted, the construction and operation activities and best management
practices described in this plan apply to all components of the Project.

1.1 Purpose of the Avian and Bat Protection Plan
The purpose of the Campo Verde BBCS is to develop and implement a program to identify and avoid
risks to avian and bat species that could result from construction and operation of the Project. The
goal of this BBCS is to implement a series of best practices, in order to construct and operate the
Project to avoid or reduce risk to birds, bats and their habitats. The Campo Verde BBCS also
addresses the avoidance, minimization and mitigation measures pertaining to avian and bat protection
included in the Biological Technical Report (BTR; Heritage 2012a), the Environmental Assessment
(BLM 2012), and the Environmental Impact Report (EGI 2012) for the Project.
Avoidance, minimization and mitigation measures will be implemented to avoid or minimize avian
and bat impacts during construction and operation of the Project. Examples of such avoidance,
minimization and mitigation measures include the following:
1) Designing Project electric lines to be raptor safe in accordance with Avian Power Line
Interaction Committee (APLIC) design standards;
2) Conducting preconstruction surveys to avoid impacts to nesting birds;
3) Providing for the protection of suitable habitat to compensate for impacts to burrowing owl
(BUOW) foraging habitat;
4) Installing flight diverters where overhead lines cross certain riparian areas that could be
potential habitat for southwestern willow flycatcher (SWFL) and Yuma clapper rail (YCR);
and
5) Avoidance of suitable threatened and endangered species (T&E species) habitat
(Southwestern Willow Flycatcher and Yuma Clapper Rail), including seasonal buffers for
construction activities.
These and other mitigation measures are detailed in Section 5.0.

1.2 Project Description
The proposed Project consists of two component parts: (i) generation and associated facilities on
privately owned land (the “Solar Energy Facility Site”) and (ii) an approximately 0.9-mile, 230kilovolt (kV) aboveground, electrical line and associated facilities (the “Gen-Tie Line”) that will
electrically connect the Solar Energy Facility Site on private land with the Imperial Valley Substation
(or "IV Substation") located on federal land managed by the U.S. Department of the Interior, Bureau
1-1
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of Land Management (BLM). The Solar Energy Facility Site and Gen-Tie Line are referred to
collectively as the “Project.” The area encompassing the Solar Energy Facility Site and the Gen-tie
Line is referred to as the “Project Area.” The Applicant plans to begin construction on the Project
during the third quarter of 2012. The general location of the Project is approximately 7 miles
southwest of the city of El Centro, Imperial County, California (Figure 1). The Project Site is south
of I-8, west of Drew Road, and northeast of the Westside Main Canal.
The Project is being developed to sell its electricity and all renewable and environmental attributes to
an electric utility purchaser under a long-term contract to help meet California RPS goals. First Solar
has a long-term Power Purchase Agreement (PPA) with San Diego Gas and Electric (SDG&E) to
purchase output from the Project.
The proposed Solar Energy Facility Site (Figure 1) is comprised of approximately 1,990 acres of
private land; these private lands are currently used for agriculture.
The Solar Energy Facility Site would be approximately 1,990 acres and would use First Solar PV
modules that are generally non-reflective and convert sunlight into direct current (DC) electricity. The
DC output of multiple rows of PV modules is collected through one or more combiner boxes and
directed to an inverter that converts the DC electricity to alternating current (AC) electricity. From the
inverter, the generated energy flows to a transformer where it is stepped up to distribution level
voltage (approximately 34.5 kV). Multiple transformers are connected in parallel via 34.5 kV lines to
the Project substation, where the power will be stepped up to 230 kV. This substation will be located
at the southern end of the properties near Liebert Road. At the Project substation, the Solar Energy
Facility will interconnect to the grid via a new line constructed from this location to the Imperial
Valley Substation approximately 0.9 miles to the south.
The Gen-Tie will consist of double-circuit tubular steel monopole structures. Typical tower structure
heights range from 100 to 135 feet. Each side of the double-circuit structures will support three twobundle conductors and one shield wire. Typical overall structure widths are approximately 20 feet for
the double circuit structures.

1-2
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The Project is being evaluated in accordance with the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA)
and the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) prior to issuance of a right-of-way (ROW)
grant by the BLM and a conditional use permit approval by the County of Imperial.

1.3 Background
The BLM is the lead agency for review under NEPA. The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS)
was involved in Section 7 consultation under the federal Endangered Species Act. The USFWS is
also responsible for the implementation of the Migratory Bird Treaty Act (MBTA) and the Bald and
Golden Eagle Protection Act (BGEPA) Both the BLM and the USFWS have been involved in the
development of the Campo Verde BBCS. Imperial County is the lead agency under CEQA.

1-4
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INITIAL SITE ASSESSMENT

Initial	
  Site	
  Assessment	
  

Surveys were conducted for the Project to evaluate and catalog biological resources within the
vicinity of Campo Verde Solar Energy Facility Site and Gen-Tie Line during various survey windows
from 2010 through 2012. The surveys completed include the following:
•

Habitat assessment of the entire Project Area in order to identify, describe and map major habitats
occurring within the Project Area as well as species potentially occurring within these habitats;

•

Rare plant surveys in native habitats conducted in accordance with Survey Protocols Required for
NEPA/ESA Compliance for BLM Special Status Plant Species (BLM 2009a);

•

Mountain Plover winter surveys in agricultural habitats conducted in accordance with the
USFWS Interim Survey Guidance for Wintering Mountain Plover (Charadrius montanus) in the
Imperial Valley (USFWS 2011a);

•

Breeding season and winter Burrowing Owl surveys in the entire) Project Area conducted in
accordance with the 1993 California Burrowing Owl Consortium’s Burrowing Owl Survey
Protocol and Mitigation Guidelines (CBOC 1993) and the California Department of Fish and
Game Staff Report on Burrowing Owl Mitigation (CDFG 1995 and CDFG 2012) from 2010 to
2012;

•

A preliminary delineation/determination for jurisdictional aquatic resources in the entire Project
Area in accordance with guidelines set forth by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (USACE
2008a, 2008b; approved April 23, 2012) and the California Department of Fish and Game
(CDFG);

•

A winter and spring 2011/2012 avian use and abundance study in the entire Project Area
conducted in accordance with BLM Solar Facility Point-count Protocol (BLM 2009b); and

•

Weed infestation mapping along BLM Gen-Tie alternatives.

For additional information regarding survey results, specific survey dates, times, and personnel, refer
to the Biological Technical Report for the Campo Verde Solar Project (Heritage 2012a). Surveys
were completed on: the 160-foot Gen-tie right-of-way (ROW) corridors on federal land; a 500 to
1,000-foot buffer surrounding the ROW (depending on target species); the 1,990-acre Campo Verde
Solar Facility Site; the portion of the Gen-Tie Line located on private land; and, a 500-1,000-foot
buffer surrounding the Solar Energy Facility Site and Gen-Tie Line on private land.
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3 Summary	
  of	
  Biological	
  Surveys	
  and	
  Data	
  
Reviews	
  Completed	
  
The Campo Verde Project Area supports suitable nesting and/or foraging habitat for several avian
species and potentially suitable foraging habitat for several species of bat. The following section
describes the known and predicted occurrences of avian and bat resources in and around the Campo
Verde Project Area.

3.1 Bat Species
Minimal suitable bat roosting habitat has been identified within or near the Campo Verde Project
Area. However, some species of bat may forage within the Project footprint. The potential for
Project-related construction or operations impacts on bats is generally low based on the potential for
each species to occur.
Surveys were not requested by the agencies; however, bats could potentially use or move through the
Project Area (Table 3-1). The only bat surveys conducted within similar desert habitats to the gen-tie
route were conducted in 2010 approximately 20 miles west of the Campo Verde project. Surveyors
found five species primarily using the arid desert areas: California myotis (Myotis californicus), big
brown bat (Eptesicus fuscus), Mexican free-tailed bat (Tadarida brasiliensis), canyon bat
(Parastrellus hesperus), and western mastiff bat (Eumops perotis). The majority of the bat activity
was recorded during the spring (Tyson pers. comm.). Additional bat species with greater open water
requirements may be found along the canals and drains associated with the agricultural fields where
the Solar Energy Facility Site is planned, as presented in Table 3.1. No additional survey data was
available from the vicinity of the Project.
TABLE 3-1 – BAT SPECIES FOUND IN THE GENERAL VICINITY OF THE PROJECT
Common name

Big brown bat

Scientific Name

Status

Eptesicus fuscus

Potential to
Occur

Habitat

Low potential
to occur. May
forage along
canals;
minimal
roosting
habitat present
(isolated
trees).

Inhabits cities,
towns, rural
areas, and least
commonly found
in heavily
forested regions.
Also roosts in tree
cavities and
caves. Maternity
colonies.
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Scientific Name

Status

Potential to
Occur

Habitat

Big free-tailed bat

Nyctinomops macrotis

CDFG Species of Special
Concern

Low potential
to occur. May
forage along
canals; no
roosting
habitat
present.

Inhabits rocky
terrain, roosts in
rocky cliffs,
weathered rock
fissures and
crevices,
buildings and
plants, including
desert shrubs.
Migratory
species.

California leaf-nosed bat

Macrotus californicus

CDFG Species of Special
Concern

Low potential
to occur. May
forage along
canals; no
roosting
habitat
present.

Inhabits low
deserts, caves,
mines, buildings.
Colonial;
migratory
species, mostly
near Colorado
River in
California.

Low potential
to occur. May
forage within
Project site.

Semiarid deserts
and grasslands,
forests, coastal
forests, and
montane forests.
Roost alone or in
small groups
during warmer
months.

Unlikely to
occur. No
roosting
habitat present
on site.

Cave dwelling;
will roost in rock
or wall crevices,
old buildings, and
under bridges.
Colonial. Occurs
in SE California
in the Colorado
River basin.

Known to
occur
approximately
5 miles south
of the Project
site and the
Gen-tie line
(CSolar 2011).

Roosts in caves,
man-made
structures, such as
bridges and attics.
Will also roost in
hollow trees.

BLM Sensitive

California myotis

Myotis californicus

Cave myotis

Myotis velifer

CDFG Species of Special
Concern
BLM Sensitive

Mexican free-tailed bat

Tadarida brasiliensis
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Scientific Name

Antrozous pallidus

Status

CDFG Species of Special
Concern
BLM Sensitive

Potential to
Occur

Habitat

Low potential
to occur. May
forage along
canals;
minimal
roosting
habitat present
(isolated
trees).

Arid deserts and
grasslands.
Shallow caves,
crevices, rock
outcrops,
buildings, tree
cavities, and
bridges. Found
near water;
colonial; audible
echolocation
signal.

Pocketed free-tailed bat

Nyctinomops
femorosaccus

CDFG Species of Special
Concern

Low potential
to occur. May
forage along
canals; no
roosting
habitat
present.

Roosts in rock
crevices, slopes,
cliffs. Lower
elevations in San
Diego and
Imperial counties.
Colonial; leaves
roosts well after
dark.

Townsend's big-eared bat

Corynorhinus
townsendii pallescens

CDFG Species of Special
Concern

Low potential
to occur.

Inhabits montane
forest and arid
habitats with
limited desert
scrub vegetation,
but will not live
in extreme desert
environments.
Roosts in caves,
cliffs, rock
ledges,
abandoned mines
and other manmade structures.

Moderate
potential to
occur; may
forage within
the Project
site.

Inhabits coastal
and desert
shrublands,
grasslands,
conifer and
deciduous
woodlands,
agricultural areas
and palm oases.
Roosts in rock
crevices, cliff
faces, tunnels,
and tall buildings.

BLM Sensitive

Western mastiff bat

Eumops perotis

CDFG Species of Special
Concern
BLM Sensitive
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Scientific Name

Canyon Bat

Parastrellus hesperus

Western yellow bat

Lasiurus xanthinus

Yuma myotis

Myotis yumanensis

Status

Potential to
Occur

Habitat

Moderate
potential to
occur; may
forage within
the Project
site.

Inhabits rocky
canyons, cliffs,
outcroppings,
grasslands, and
creosote bush
flats.

CDFG Species of Special
Concern

Moderate
potential to
occur; may
forage within
the Project
site.

Noncolonial;
individuals roost
in trees,
especially in the
skirt of dead
fronds in both
native and nonnative palm trees.
Little is known
regarding habitat.

BLM Sensitive

Low potential
to occur. May
forage along
canals; no
roosting
habitat
present.

Found in juniper
and riparian
woodlands, desert
habitats near open
water. Roosts in
caves, attics,
buildings, mines,
underneath
bridges, and other
similar structures.

3.2 Bird Species
3.2.1

Applicable Regulations

The Migratory Bird Treaty Act (MBTA) of 1918 (MBTA; 16 U.S.C. 703 et seq.) makes it unlawful
to pursue, hunt, take, capture or kill; attempt to take, capture or kill; possess; offer to or sell, barter,
purchase, deliver or cause to be shipped, exported, imported, transported, carried, or received any
native migratory bird, part, nest, egg or product (USFWS 1998). Nearly all North American species
are classified as “migratory birds” and are subject to protection under this act, including all species
that are discussed in this document.
The Endangered Species Act of 1973 (16 United States Code [U.S.C.] 1531–1544), as amended
(ESA), protects federally listed threatened and endangered species from unlawful take. “Take” under
ESA includes activities such as “harass, harm, pursue, hunt, shoot, wound, kill, trap, capture, or
collect, or to attempt to engage in any such conduct.”
The Bald and Golden Eagle Protection Act (16 U.S.C. 668-668c), enacted in 1940 and as amended,
prohibits anyone, without a permit issued by the USFWS, from "taking" bald and golden eagles,
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including their parts, nests, or eggs. The Act defines "take" as "pursue, shoot, shoot at, poison,
wound, kill, capture, trap, collect, molest or disturb." Disturb is further defined as “to agitate or
bother a bald or golden eagle to a degree that causes, or is likely to cause, based on the best scientific
information available, (1) injury to an eagle, (2) a decrease in its productivity, by substantially
interfering with normal breeding, feeding, or sheltering behavior, or (3) nest abandonment, by
substantially interfering with normal breeding, feeding, or sheltering behavior.’’
Raptors (birds of prey) and active raptor nests are protected by the California Fish and Game
Code 3503.5, which states that it is “unlawful to take, possess, or destroy any birds of prey or to
take, possess, or destroy the nest or eggs of any such bird” unless authorized.
Bird nests and eggs are protected by the California Fish and Game Code 3503, which states “it is
unlawful to take, possess, or needlessly destroy the nest or eggs of any bird, except as otherwise
provided by this code or any regulation made pursuant thereto.”
California Fish and Game Code 3513 protects California’s migratory birds by making it unlawful to
take or possess any migratory nongame bird as designated in the Migratory Bird Treaty Act or any part
of such migratory nongame birds.
3.2.2 Avian Species
The avian species in and around the Project Area includes common agricultural associates that forage
in the active and fallow fields as well as the irrigation drains and canals. Results of surveys that were
intended to describe winter and spring avian species in the Project vicinity are presented in Section
3.2.3 and Table 3-2 lists special status avian species known to occur in the Project Area.
TABLE 3-2 – SPECIAL STATUS AVIAN SPECIES KNOWN OR SUSPECTED TO OCCUR IN THE PROJECT
AREA

Species
American White Pelican
(Pelecanus erythrorhynchos)
Golden Eagle
(Aquila chrysaetos)
Northern Harrier
(Circus cyaneus)
White-tailed Kite
(Elanus leucurus)
Prairie Falcon
(Falco mexicanus)
Mountain Plover
(Charadrius montanus)
Long-billed Curlew
(Numenius americanus)
Burrowing Owl
(Athene cunicularia)
Southwestern Willow Flycatcher
(Empidonax traillii extimus)

CDFG Status1

USFWS Status

SSC
FP

BGEPA

SSC
FP
BCC
SSC

BCC
BCC

SCC

BCC

E

E, BCC
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Loggerhead Shrike
(Lanius ludovicianus)
Yellow Warbler
(Dendroica petechia)
Savannah Sparrow (large-billed
race)
(Passerculus sandwichensis)

SSC

BCC

SSC
SSC

1

CDFG Status: SSC = Species of Special Concern; FP = Fully Protected; E = Endangered
UFWS Status: BGEPA = Bald and Golden Eagle Protection Act; BCC = Bird of Conservation Concern; E = Endangered

2

3.2.2.1 Avian Use and Abundance Study Findings
This section describes the results of avian use and abundance study conducted in the Project Area; the
final Avian Survey Report is included as Attachment 3.
Avian use surveys were performed by qualified biologists experienced in the identification North
American birds by sight and sound, according to BLM’s Solar Facility Point Count Protocol (BLM
2009b). Point-count stations were located along four transects placed throughout the proposed
Campo Verde Project Area. Transect locations were designed to sample all habitat types present
within the Project Area with a focus on areas most likely to contain a high abundance and/or diversity
of birds, while maintaining adequate spatial coverage of the entire Solar Energy Facility Site and
proposed Gen-tie Line corridors. Each transect was 1,250-meters in length with point-count locations
spaced every 250-meters along transects. A total of 24 point-count stations were sampled during each
survey event, with a total of four survey events during the winter survey season (December 2011 to
January 2012) and four survey events during the spring season (March to April 2012).
At each point count station, biologists recorded all birds seen or heard within a 100-meter radius over
a 10-minute sampling period. Pairs or groups of birds were recorded as single detections to avoid
issues resulting from statistical dependence. Both detections and individuals are reported here. Birds
seen or heard outside of the 100-meter radius were recorded as incidental observations and
contributed to the overall Campo Verde Solar Project species list, but were excluded from
quantitative analyses. Birds that were seen or heard along transects, but between point-count stations,
were also recorded as incidental observations. Point counts were generally performed within three
and one-half hours of sunrise. Surveys were not performed during inclement weather conditions
(more than light or intermittent rain, winds greater than 15 miles-per-hour).
The diversity of bird species present in the Project Area varies with respect to the character, quality,
and diversity of vegetation communities. Bird diversity was highest in and around the larger drains
(Heritage 2011b; Attachment 3).
A large number of Cliff Swallow (Petrochelidon pyrrhonota tachina) and Northern Rough-winged
Swallows (Stelgidopteryx serripennis) are present near the State Highway 98 bridge that crosses
over the Westside Main Canal approximately 4 miles south of the Campo Verde Solar Energy
Facility. The underside of the bridge is host to hundreds of mud-nests. The active agricultural fields
provide suitable foraging habitat for these birds (Heritage 2012b).
During winter avian use surveys, a total of 628 detections (6.54 detections per point) and 1,990
individuals (20.73 individuals per point) were recorded during the surveys, comprised of 47 species.
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On average 3.31 species were recorded per point. All metrics remained relatively consistent week to
week.
Western Meadowlark (Sturnella neglecta) was the most frequently detected species as well as the
most widespread. Other frequently detected species include Savannah Sparrow (Passerculus
sandwichensis; 160 detections, 1.67 detections per point), Horned Lark (Eremophila alpestris; 61
detections, 0.64 detections per point), Killdeer (Charadrius vociferus; 30 detections, 0.31 detections
per point), and Yellow-rumped Warbler (Setophaga coronata; 27 detections, 0.28 detections per
point). The most widespread species included Western Meadowlark (54 points, 56.25%), Savannah
Sparrow (52 points, 54.17%), and Horned Lark (34 points, 35.42%). Savannah Sparrows were by far
the most numerous species during the winter survey (524 observed; 26.3% of all individuals
observed). Other numerous species included Horned Lark (347 observed, 17.4% of all individuals
observed), Red-winged Blackbird (Agelaius phoeniceus; 235 observed, 11.8% of all individuals
observed) and Western Meadowlark (227 observed, 11.4% of all individuals observed) (Heritage
2012b). The most common species are common agricultural associates.
Native habitats (primarily Creosote Bush Scrub and Stabilized Desert Dunes) on BLM managed lands
exhibited relatively low avian abundance and diversity when compared to the overall Project metrics:
79 detections (3.29 detections per point), 110 individuals (4.58 individuals per point), and 32 total
species observed (2.17 species per point). In native habitats, Blue-gray Gnatcatchers (Polioptila
caerulea) were the most frequently detected species (22 detections, 0.92 detections per point), the
most widespread species (12 points, 50.0%), and the most numerous species (24 individuals, 21.8%
of all individuals observed).
Two special status species were observed during the winter surveys (not including California Species
of Concern). Burrowing Owl (Athene cunicularia), which was previously known to occur and breed
in the Project Area, is a State-Endangered species. This species was recorded as an incidental
observation during the winter surveys (this species was not recorded at any point-count stations).
Observations of this species during winter surveys further confirm the species’ year-round status in
and around the Project Area. Loggerhead Shrikes (Lanius ludovicianus), a BLM Sensitive Species,
were observed at four (4) points during the winter surveys (5 detections, 5 individuals). Four (4) of
these observations occurred in agricultural habitat on private lands, one (1) of these detections
occurred in native habitat on BLM lands.
During the spring avian use surveys, a total of 868 detections (9.04 detections per point) and 2,739
individuals (28.53 individuals per point) were recorded during the spring surveys, comprised of 53
species. On average 4.82 species were recorded per point.
Red-winged Blackbird was the most frequently detected species (197 total detection; 2.05 detections
per point). Other frequently detected species include Western Meadowlark (Sturella neglecta; 170
detections, 1.77 detections per point), Savannah Sparrow (65 detections, 0.68 detections per point),
Unidentified Swallow (Hirundininae sp.; 52 detections; 0.54 detections per point), and Long-billed
Curlew (Numenius americanus; 47 detections, 0.49 detections per point). Western Meadowlark was
the most widespread having been observed at 63 points (65.63%). Other widespread species include
Red-winged Blackbird (56 points, 58.33%), Unidentified Swallow (31 points, 32.29%), Northern
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Rough-winged Swallow (Stelgidopteryx serripennis; 29 points, 30.21%), Savannah Sparrow (27
points, 28.13%), and Horned Lark (27 points, 28.13%). Red-winged Blackbirds were by far the most
numerous species during the spring survey (969 observed; 34.69% of all individuals observed). Other
numerous species included Long-billed Curlew (386 observed, 13.82% of all individuals observed)
and Western Meadowlark (208 observed, 7.45% of all individuals observed). The most common
species were common agricultural associates, as was observed in the winter surveys (Heritage 2012b).
Native habitats (primarily Creosote Bush Scrub and Stabilized Desert Dunes), which were sampled at
least in proportion to availability, exhibited relatively low avian abundance and diversity when
compared to the overall Project metrics: 85 detections (3.54 detections per point), 241 individuals
(10.04 individuals per point), and 23 total species observed (2.88 species per point). In native
habitats, Unidentified Swallows were the most frequently detected species (13 detections, 0.54
detections per point) and the most widespread species (10 points, 41.67%). Red-winged Blackbirds
were the most numerous species (143 individuals, 59.34% of all individuals observed; Heritage
2012b).
One (1) special status species was observed during the spring surveys (not including California
Species of Concern). Burrowing Owl (Athene cunicularia), which was previously known to occur
and breed in the Project Area, is a State-Endangered species. This species was recorded at seven (7)
points (7 detections, 10 individuals; Heritage 2012b).
Turkey Vultures and Red-tailed Hawks (Buteo jamaicensis) were regularly observed. Other common
raptors included American Kestrel, Prairie Falcon, Burrowing Owl, and Barn Owl. Less commonly
observed raptors in Ferruginous Hawk (Buteo regalis) and White-tailed Kite (Elanus leucurus;
Heritage 2012b).
In conclusion, species observed generally conformed to avian communities that have been observed
in and around the Campo Verde Project Area during other field efforts and were representative of
avian communities typically associated with agricultural habitats. Special status species that were
recorded were all species expected or previously known to occur in and around the Campo Verde
Project Area before the avian surveys.
Avian abundance and diversity was generally low in the Campo Verde Project Area during the winter
surveys, particularly in native habitats, which would be crossed by the proposed Gen-tie line. As
expected, avian abundance and diversity were higher during spring surveys. There were 9.04
detections per point during spring compared to 6.54 detections per point during winter. There were
53 species (4.82 species per point) in spring compared to 47 species (3.31 species per point) in winter.
A total of 88 species have been observed in the Campo Verde Project Area including species
incidentally observed during the avian surveys as well as other survey efforts (Heritage 2012b).
3.2.2.2 Southwestern Willow Flycatcher
Southwestern willow flycatcher (Empidonax traillii extimus; SWFL) is a federally listed endangered
species, and all willow flycatchers in California are state-listed endangered species, including the
southwestern and two other subspecies (E. t. brewsteri and E. t. adastus). Critical habitat was
designated for the SWFL on October 19, 2005, in San Diego County, California, and in Arizona
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(USFWS 2005). No critical habitat was designated within Imperial County, California. Additional
critical habitat for SWFL was proposed on August 15, 2011, in several areas, including limited areas
of Imperial County not in the vicinity of the Project (USFWS 2011c).
SWFLs are not likely to nest within the survey area, but may migrate through the Project Area and
possibly forage during migration within the arrow weed scrub and tamarisk scrub habitats associated
with portions or all of Fig Drain, Diehl Drain, Wixom Drain, Dixie 3A Drain, Westside Drain, and
Wormwood 7 Drain (Figure 2a, Figure 2b, and Figure 2c). Flycatcher vocalizations have been
heard during recent biological surveys (including protocol-level SWFL surveys) near the action area
(Heritage 2012a). Construction and operation of the Project will not directly impact SWFL habitat as
depicted in Figures 2a, 2b, and 2c.
Willow Flycatchers were incidentally detected during the Burrowing Owl surveys conducted for the
nearby Centinela Solar Energy Project by Heritage (2011) and for the nearby ISEC West and ISEC
South by Recon biologists (RECON 2010). Protocol-level surveys were conducted for the ISEC West
and ISEC South projects to determine their subspecies and migration status. Based on the results, it
was concluded that the Willow Flycatchers detected were migrants. No resident or nesting
Southwestern Willow Flycatchers were detected (RECON 2010
3.2.2.3 Yuma Clapper Rail
The Yuma Clapper Rail (Rallus longirostris yumanensis; YCR) is a federally listed endangered
species and a California state-listed threatened species. The YCR is also protected under the MBTA
and state laws. Critical habitat has not been established for this species.
This species is not likely to nest within the survey area. There are seven narrow patches of typha and
typha/phragmites habitat in the action area associated with Fig Drain, Wixom Drain, Dixie 3A Drain,
an unnamed wetland adjacent to Dixie 3A Drain, Dixie 4 Drain, Westside Drain and Wormwood 7
Drain (Figures 2a, 2b, and 2c). These areas exhibit steep shelving to the water level, creating water
depths deeper than those preferred by YCR (USFWS 2010). They are also narrow and linear in
nature; YCR typically require a minimum of 17-20 acres as a home-range (USFWS 2010).
There is a potential for YCR to forage in the cattail marsh vegetation or winter in the tamarisk
thickets associated with Fig Drain, Wixom Drain, Dixie 3A Drain, an unnamed wetland adjacent to
Dixie 3A Drain, Dixie 4 Drain, Westside Drain and Wormwood 7 Drain (Figures 2a, 2b, and 2c).
The active agricultural fields immediately adjacent to the cattail marshes provide a constant source of
human disturbance in the area, and human disturbance will continue to occur after construction is
completed. The nearest known location for this species is within Wixom Drain near Fig Lagoon,
approximately 0.5 miles north of the action area (USFWS 2010b). The New River is approximately
0.3 miles north and east of the action area and may provide the nearest suitable nesting habitat for this
species. Given the distance from suitable and potential nesting habitat and level of existing human
disturbance due to agricultural practices, there is a potential for YCR to forage within the isolated
cattail marsh habitats or to winter in the tamarisk vegetation within the survey area. This species was
not incidentally observed during numerous biological surveys conducted in and near these habitats for
the other solar projects in the area. Construction and operation of the Project will not directly impact
potential YCR habitat.
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For the purposes of Section 7 Consultation under the Federal Endangered Species Act, the Yuma
Clapper Rail (YCR) was assumed to be present in areas mapped as potentially suitable foraging
habitat (Figure 2a, 2b, and 2c).
Impacts to Yuma Clapper Rails are not expected because there would be no construction activities
within these areas. In addition, the potential for the decreased drainage flows from the parcels within
the solar field to impact YCR habitat was also evaluated and discussed with the USFWS YCR lead.
Taking the Campo Verde solar lands out of agricultural production would not result in impacts to
YCR from habitat loss. The small drains in the Campo Verde project area do not provide suitable
habitat for the YCR. The large drains in the area are those that support isolated patches of marginal
habitat for YCR and none of the larger drains that support marginal habitat would be directly affected
by the Campo Verde Project. Hydrologically, the larger drains that go through the Campo Verde area
and support potential YCR habitat are fed by numerous fields both upstream and downstream of the
Campo Verde site; the Campo Verde fields make up only a small percentage of the total fields that
supply water to these drains. Removing the drainage waters from the Campo Verde fields would not
noticeably reduce flows to the drains that provide marginal YCR habitat. Also, at any given time,
only a small percentage of the fields at Campo Verde site are being actively irrigated and, therefore,
contributing runoff water to the drains. It is estimated that less than 25% of the fields in the site are
being irrigated at any given time (but it could be as low as 10%), further reducing the amount of
water that contributes to flow and supports the marginal YCR habitat in the area.
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3.2.2.4 Burrowing Owl
Focused Burrowing Owl Surveys were performed between 2011 and 2012 and covered 100% of the
Project Area as well as a 500-foot buffer surrounding the Project Area. These surveys followed
protocols described in CBOC (1993) per CDFG’s request. A winter Burrowing Owl survey was
conducted in 2011/2012 in the Project Area.
Phase I and Phase II Surveys for Burrowing Owls were conducted simultaneously by qualified
biologists during the 2011 breeding season (March-April), according to the CBOC guidelines (CBOC
1993). The Phase I habitat assessment determined that the Project contains suitable Burrowing Owl
habitat, and a Phase II burrow survey was conducted. Phase I and II surveys of the Gen-Tie Corridors
were conducted simultaneously during the fall of 2011 (October). Phase II surveys of the entire
survey were redone during the 2012 breeding season in order to account for burrow loss and
recruitment that may have occurred.
The Phase II surveys consisted of a pedestrian and/or vehicular survey for the entire Solar Energy
Facility Site while searching for potentially suitable burrows. Survey transects were concentrated on
suitable habitats along canals, laterals, and drains. The Gen-Tie Line corridors were walked (10-meter
spacing) to ensure that all suitable burrows were identified (including a 500-foot buffer around the
Project Area and gen-tie corridors).
Burrows that had the potential to be used by Burrowing Owls were marked using a handheld global
positioning system (GPS) unit. Photos were taken of representative potential burrows and owl
observations were noted when present. “Burrow Clusters” were recorded in areas that supported high
densities of burrow entrances that were either (1) multiple entrances associated with a single burrow;
or (2) separate burrows that were located too close together to support more than one breeding pair of
owls (burrows within 5 meters of each other).
The Phase III surveys were conducted during the breeding season. All Burrowing Owl sightings were
recorded (including occupied burrows and burrows with sign) and mapped. Numbers of adults and
juveniles were recorded (Heritage 2012c), as well as behavior such as courtship and copulation.
Territory boundaries and foraging areas were not mapped, mainly because of the difficulty posed by
the active nests being so close together where home-ranges potentially overlap.
The Phase III survey included four survey periods during March and April of 2011 (breeding season);
four site visits in December 2011 and January 2012 (winter resident survey); and four site visits
during March and April 2012. Surveys were conducted in the morning and evening (one-half hour
before to two hours after sunrise and two hours before to one-half hour after sunset). Burrows were
examined for owl sign during the first observation of suitable burrows (typically during Phase II
surveys). Subsequent observations were conducted from fixed points further from the burrows that
provided visual coverage of the burrows using spotting scopes or binoculars. When possible,
observers remained in vehicles to minimize disturbance to the birds.
Surveys were conducted at each burrow on four separate days in order to minimize the likelihood of
false-negative results (CBOC 1993).
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During focused Burrowing Owl surveys, suitable nesting and foraging habitat was identified for this
species and numerous active Burrowing Owl burrows were observed within the survey area, primarily
associated with berms and ditches lining the active agricultural fields (Heritage 2012c). These
surveys identified a total of 55 active burrows identified in the study area. There were 27 active
burrows within the Solar Energy Facility Site and 28 active burrows within the 500-foot buffer area.
There were no active burrows identified within the Gen-tie Line corridors or associated buffers. A
Burrowing Owl Mitigation and Monitoring Plan is currently being reviewed by the BLM, CDFG and
USFWS and will be included in Attachment 1 when finalized. The final Burrowing Owl Survey
Report can be found as an attachment to the Burrowing Owl Mitigation and Monitoring Plan
(Attachment 1). A pre-construction survey following protocols described in CBOC (1993) will be
conducted prior to ground disturbing activities in order to generate final counts and locations of active
burrows in and around the Project Area.
3.2.2.5 Golden Eagle
The Golden Eagle (Aquila chrysaetos) is a federally protected species under the Bald and Golden
Eagle Protection Act (16 United States Code 668-668c; USFWS 2007). In addition, the species is
protected by the MBTA (USFWS 1998) and California Fish and Game Code §§ 3503, 3503.5, 3513
(CDFG 2012a). It is also a Fully Protected Species by the State of California (CDFG, 2011b).
In San Diego County, Golden Eagles have been documented to be on the decline, which may
represent regional trends (Unitt 2004). Golden Eagles are infrequently sited foraging over
agricultural lands in the Imperial Valley in Imperial County. A Golden Eagle was incidentally
observed foraging over the Mount Signal Drain and adjacent agricultural fields approximately 5 miles
south of the survey area in 2011 (Heritage 2011); the USFWS also observed one individual in the
vicinity of the Campo Verde Project Area, somewhere north of the Centinela Solar Energy Project
Area in 2012 (USFWS 2012). No other records of this species were identified within the Project
vicinity (State of California 2010). Formal eagle surveys were not identified by the agencies as
necessary for this Project; instead, for the purposes of this and other analyses, occasional eagle
foraging activities are assumed to occur within and around the Project Area. No suitable nesting
habitat is present within or adjacent to the survey area and Golden Eagles are not expected to nest
within the survey area.
The nearest known Golden Eagle population is approximately 10 miles west of the survey area, in
the Coyote Mountains (Heritage 2012a). The In-Ko-Pah and Jacumba mountains, approximately 13
miles west of the proposed Project, also provide suitable habitat for this species. Golden Eagles
associated with these territories have a potential to forage within or adjacent to the survey area. Mt.
Signal, approximately 8 miles south of the Project Area, south the U.S.-Mexico border, may also
support suitable nesting habitat. Individuals nesting in or around Mt. Signal could potentially use the
survey area and surrounding vicinity for foraging activities.
The Project vicinity contains habitat features that could be conducive to eagle use and foraging, and
occasional foraging may occur on the Project site. Suitable foraging habitat would be removed by the
Project. However, based on the limited amount of habitat that would be removed compared to the
amount of suitable foraging habitat available in and around the Imperial Valley, and the low prey
availability in agricultural habitats as compared to the surrounding native desert, this loss of habitat is
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unlikely to disturb Golden Eagles that may occasionally use the Project Area for foraging. Incidental
observations within the Imperial Valley suggest that the most suitable foraging habitat within the
agricultural lands may be the larger IID-maintained drains. No large drains would be removed as a
result of Project construction.
Historical records and results of this analysis indicate that direct impacts to eagles are unlikely to
result from the proposed project construction or operation, due to the low numbers of eagles that may
use the area for foraging and the tubular steel structures that will be used which will decrease the
potential for perching and nesting. Additionally, the amount of suitable foraging habitat that would
be removed by the Project is small relative to the amount of habitat available in and around the
Imperial Valley. Therefore, no take is anticipated, and an Eagle Conservation Plan is not necessary
for the Project. Specific avoidance and minimization measures for eagles are addressed within this
document.
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Risk	
  Assessment	
  

This section outlines potential risks to bird and bats resulting from the proposed Project. Section 5.0
provides methods to avoid or minimize these risks through Project design, construction, and operation
measures, and Section 7.0 outlines adaptive management and supplemental measures for
consideration. Potential impacts to burrowing owls are addressed in the Draft Burrowing Owl
Mitigation and Monitoring Plan provided in Attachment 1.
Based on the results of the wildlife surveys completed for the Project, potential Project related risks
associated with the construction and operation would include collision with overhead electric lines,
solar panels and other features, electrocution, foraging habitat loss and habitat fragmentation, nest and
roost site disturbance, and disturbance due to ongoing human presence at the facility.
As an approach to continue to assess risk during construction and operation stages the Applicant will
conduct regular reviews quarterly for the first year following construction to track, develop and
manage issues as they arise before committing resources.

4.1 Collision Risk
Power lines are known to present a collision risk for birds and bats (Drewitt and Langston 2006; Janss
2000; Manville 2005). Very little data are available for avian mortality rates associated with solar
photovoltaic facilities. Fatal collisions can occur when birds collide with transmission and
distribution wires, transmission tower guy wires, and other structures associated primarily with
electrical power transmission (California Energy Commission [CEC] 2002). The number of
collisions that occur is apparently not related to flight frequency (Rusz et al., 1986); instead, it
appears to be related to blind spots in a bird’s vision (especially when foraging [Martin and Shaw
2010]), a bird’s flight performance (Savereno et al. 1996) or other factors. Density, age, residency
status, season, flight style, interaction with other birds, and hunting or presence of foraging
opportunities all may influence the likelihood of a bird colliding with a power line or other Project
features.
Bat collisions with powerlines are far less studied and factors potentially influencing bat collisions are
not well understood.
To reduce the potential impacts of collisions, it is important to understand the physical and biological
factors that influence power line collisions, such as weather, design and placement of utility lines,
surrounding vegetation, and land use (CEC 2002).
The Campo Verde Project Area is within the Pacific Flyway; migratory birds moving northwest from
Mexico into California and the Pacific northwestern United States utilize this route (USGS 2006).
Native habitats associated with the Gen-tie Line, agricultural fields associated with the Campo Verde
Solar Energy Facility, and irrigation infrastructure in and around the Campo Verde Project Area are
known to provide suitable habitat for migratory bird species (Heritage 2012a, 2012b). The Fig
Lagoon provides habitat for numerous species (mostly waterfowl and shore birds); it is located
approximately ½ mile from the Project Area at its closest point. Based on observations during
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surveys, while Fig Lagoon is a potential source of avian species, we did not observe a significantly
greater density or diversity of birds when compared the data collected at the nearby Centinela Solar
Energy Project site. Since segments of the Gen-Tie Line and overhead collector lines crossing Fig
Drain, Wixom Drain, Dixie 3A Drain, Dixie 4 Drain, Westside Drain and Wormwood 7 Drain will be
equipped with flight diverters, the potential for avian collisions will be reduced. In addition, the
visibility of the Gen-Tie Line will be increased because it will be constructed as a double-circuit line
(with more conductors increasing visibility) and a segment of the proposed line will also be
immediately adjacent to existing transmission lines.
Any potential avian mortality that may occur during construction and operation activities along the
Gen-Tie Line or within the Campo Verde Solar Energy Facility would be reported (discussed further
in Section 6.0).

4.2 Electrocution Risk
Power lines are present in many wildlife habitats and may result in the electrocution of raptors and
other bird species (Edison Electric Institute’s Avian Power Line Interaction Committee [APLIC],
2006; Lehman et al., 2010; and references therein). The potential for electrocutions depends on the
arrangement and spacing of energized and grounded components of poles and towers that are
sometimes used for perching, nesting and other activities (APLIC 2006). However, nearly all
electrocutions occur on smaller, more tightly spaced residential and commercial electrical distribution
lines that are less than 69 kV (APLIC 2006).
To protect avian species from electrocution, APLIC has established guidelines for electric line design.
Incorporating appropriate design standards into the Gen-Tie Line and collector lines on the Campo
Verde Solar Energy Facility will minimize electrocution risk. The 230-kilovolt (kV) Gen-Tie Line
and 34.5-kV overhead collector lines will have clearances between electrical components as
recommended by APLIC (2006), e.g., at least 60 inches of horizontal separation and a vertical
separation of 40 inches between phase conductors, which is greater than the physical dimensions of
all large birds, including eagles, that could potentially use the structures for perching. In situations
where particular hardware would present an electrocution risk (e.g., jumpers, cutouts, arrestors,
transformers, etc.), perch guards and/or insulators will be installed, per APLIC guidelines, to
minimize electrocution risk. Therefore, electrocution of all birds including raptors would be highly
unlikely.

4.3 Habitat Loss and Fragmentation
The Project Area currently supports suitable nesting and foraging habitat for some avian species, and
foraging habitat for some bats. These species could potentially be adversely affected during
construction and operation activities. Bird nesting could also occur in the limited vegetation in the
Project Area and in ground burrows in or near the Project Area. Although minimized through Project
design, a limited amount of habitat fragmentation is expected to occur in the BLM native desert
habitat from the placement of electric transmission towers and some air space fragmentation where
lines cross to meet existing transmission lines. In the vicinity of the Project, the avian nesting season
for most bird species is from late February to early July. The human activity at the Campo Verde
Solar Energy Facility site or along the Gen-Tie Line could attract undesired species, such as ravens,
that could affect the ability of other species to nest in the area. Workers will be trained to avoid
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activities that attract ravens and other scavengers/predators such as coyotes to the Project Area, per
the Project’s Raven Control Plan (Attachment 2).
Active burrowing owl nests were observed within the Campo Verde Project Area (while active
burrows were observed in the area, most active nests observed were located outside of the proposed
fencelines and disturbance areas, and only a few are proposed to be physically removed), and
potential habitat (currently unoccupied) is present along the Gen-Tie Line ROW. Burrowing Owls in
the Imperial Valley typically nest in berms associated with irrigation infrastructure (Bartok and
Conway 2010). Most of the IID maintained drains and canals that provide the highest quality nesting
habitat for this species would remain undisturbed. The Campo Verde Project Area also provides
foraging habitat for Burrowing Owls and other raptor species, which would be lost or fragmented as a
result of the Project.
Up to 55 active burrows (up to 110 adult Burrowing Owls) could experience impacts within the
prescribed 300-foot buffer. The Applicant has agreed to provide compensatory mitigation for these
impacts.
Mitigation acreages will be based on discussions with the area within a 300-foot radius of active
burrows without counting areas of overlap twice. Put differently, if the 300-foot radii around two or
more burrows overlapped, the radii were merged to create a single polygon and the combined
mitigation acreage for the clustered burrows was based on the area of that polygon. Mitigation
acreage for isolated burrows (i.e., at least 300 feet from a neighboring burrow) were calculated using
the entire 300-foot radius. This method was employed to account for the high densities of owls
present in the Project Area and the high degree of overlapping foraging areas reported for agroecosystems, especially the Imperial Valley.
Compensatory mitigation lands could be protected as a result of Project implementation (depending
on the final site configuration). Additional details concerning compensatory mitigation can be found
in Attachment 1.
The Applicant intends to use on-site mitigation, off-site mitigation and/or National Fish and
Wildlife Foundation’s (NFWF’s) Impact-Directed Environmental Accounts program, or another
similar program or conservation organization, as described below (any of these options could be
used in any proportion to satisfy the total compensatory mitigation acreage requirement).
Bat roosts or nursery colonies can occur in a variety of natural substrates or manmade structures that
provide specific thermal properties and protection from predators. Typically these are large, stable
structures, uninhabited or with minimal use by humans, such as buildings, barns, bridges, or caves,
mines, and trees. Likewise, aquatic features that produce insects can be an important resource for
foraging bats. Limited bat roosting habitat currently exists for sensitive bat species within or near the
Campo Verde Project Area and the area provides bat foraging habitat. Because bats do not forage
during daylight hours the potential for Project-related construction or operations impacts on bats is
limited but some nighttime construction could occur. Buildings and related structures will be built
according to modern code and construction practices, and regular human use of these structures
would likely make them unsuitable for bat occupancy.
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Direct habitat loss will occur from the Project, and habitat fragmentation may reduce the functionality
of this area for birds and bats; however, because an abundance of similar lands are available in the
vicinity, and throughout the Imperial Valley in California and Mexico, to provide habitat for any
avian individuals displaced from the Project site, and since this Project site is not located in a
sensitive, unique, or significant area of ecological importance, the impacts are likely to be small and
have no significant population level effects on any bird or bat species in the area.

4.4 Human Disturbance
Some level of disturbance of foraging and nesting birds will result from regular human presence at
the Campo Verde Solar Energy Facility; however, it is unlikely that this level of disturbance would
exceed the level of disturbance that is currently ongoing due to agricultural activities on these parcels.
Noise and human activity associated with construction activities may temporarily displace birds from
the Campo Verde Project Area, or cause them to forage less efficiently than in the undisturbed
habitat. Human activity during operation will be minor and infrequent, but may also cause similar
behavioral or displacement response. Vehicular collisions associated with traffic are possible, but
unlikely, due to the slow travel speeds. It is unlikely that this disturbance would result in direct take
of birds or bats, or indirectly cause take associated with reduced productivity or fitness.

4.5 Cumulative Impacts
Typical activities that may be disruptive or detrimental to avian species currently occur throughout
the region. These include agricultural activities, off-road vehicle use, legal and illegal shooting, loss
of habitat to commercial/industrial development, and general encroachment into avian habitats. The
Draft Environmental Impact Report and Environmental Assessment for the Project provide a detailed
list of these potentially cumulative activities; some of which could potentially contribute to impacts
on the regional avian populations. Due to the size of this Project and the relatively large area of
similar habitats in the Imperial Valley, it is unlikely that habitat loss associated with the Project would
be significant to any avian species. However, a mitigation and monitoring plan for burrowing owl,
designed specifically to compensate for potential impacts on burrowing owls, will have the added
benefit of mitigating potential impacts on other species, thereby reducing the likelihood of any
cumulative impacts associated with the Project. The Burrowing Owl Mitigation and Monitoring Plan
(Attachment 1) includes a detailed discussion of mitigation measures that will be implemented by
the Project to avoid or minimize cumulative impacts to the burrowing owl.
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  and	
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As discussed in Section 3, the Campo Verde Project Area supports suitable habitat for nesting
burrowing owls and other avian species, thereby creating a potential for impacts on these species
from construction and O&M activities. The potential for impacts to bats is low because they are not
known to breed in the Campo Verde Project Area.
The following construction and operation measures will be implemented to minimize potential
impacts on avian and bat species:
Bats
1) Minimize potential to create bat roosting sites or creation of open water attractions.
2) Minimizing noise.
3) Minimizing use of outdoor lighting.
All Birds
A brief annual report for construction and the first year of operation will be submitted to the USFWS
documenting the implementation of the following general measures as well as any resource-specific
measures such as habitat restoration or compensation. A list prepared from pre- and post-survey
results will be reported to the California Natural Diversity Database (CNDDB), a program that
inventories the status and locations of rare plants and animals in California. Additionally, the
following mitigation measures will generally provide some protection for all bird species:
•
•

Minimize disturbance to vegetation to the maximum extent possible.
When possible, clear native vegetation outside of the breeding season. If construction occurs
between January 15 and August 15, a qualified biologist1 shall conduct a pre-construction
clearance survey for nesting birds in suitable nesting habitat that occurs within the proposed
area of impact. Pre-construction nesting surveys will identify any active migratory birds (and
other sensitive non-migratory birds) nests. If any active nest is located, the nest area will be
flagged for avoidance, and a 200-foot buffer zone will be delineated, flagged, or otherwise
marked (300-foot buffers will be established for Federally listed bird nests; 500-foot buffers
for nesting raptors). No work activity will occur within the avoidance buffer areas until the
Designated Biologist determines that the fledglings are independent of the nest or has verified
nest failure. Regular reporting and notification requirements shall be met. Buffer reduction

1A qualified Designated Biologist must have (1) a bachelor’s degree with an emphasis in ecology, natural

resource management, or related science; (2) three years of experience in field biology or current certification of
a nationally recognized biological society, such as The Ecological Society of America or the Wildlife Society (3)
previous experience with applying terms and conditions of a biological opinion; and, (4) the appropriate permit
and/or training if conducting focused or protocol surveys for listed or proposed species.
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under certain warranted circumstances shall be possible following coordination with the
Federal and State wildlife agencies based on individual species biology and behavior.
Minimize wildfire potential.
Minimize activities that attract prey and predators.
Speed limits along all Gen-Tie Line access roads and within the Campo Verde Solar Energy
Facility will not exceed 15 miles per hour (mph). Gen-tie Line access for O&M activities
will be kept to the minimum necessary for operations and will be accomplished during the
fall and early winter months (September through January), when feasible.
Formal worker education training will be conducted during construction for all employees
and subcontractors at the Project site to provide instruction on the following items: A review
of the special-status species and other sensitive resources that exist in the Campo Verde
Project Area; the locations of the sensitive biological resources; their legal status and
protections; and measures to be implemented for avoidance of these sensitive resources. The
USFWS (for private and public lands) and the BLM (on BLM administered lands) shall be
notified per approved guidelines and channels of authority if mortality should occur.
Reporting of any dead or injured avian species found will follow the existing USFWS Bird
Fatality/Injury Reporting Program (https://birdreport.fws.gov/).
Apply APLIC design guidelines for overhead utilities (APLIC 2006) by incorporating
recommended or other methods that enhance the visibility of the lines to avian species.
All overhead electric lines shall be designed to be raptor-‐safe in accordance with the
Suggested Practices for Raptor Protection on Power Lines: The State of the Art in 2006
(Avian Power Line Interaction Committee [APLIC] 2006). The overhead crossing of the
Westside Main Canal will be equipped with flight diverters to minimize the likelihood of
collision.
Preparation of a Raven Control Plan that avoids introducing water and food resources in the
area surrounding the solar energy facility (Attachment 2).
Minimize noise.
Minimize use of outdoor lighting.
Implement post—construction avian and bat mortality monitoring that will incorporate the
Wildlife Mortality Reporting Program

Federally-listed Birds
Southwestern Willow Flycatcher
The following measures will avoid, minimize, or mitigate potential impacts on Southwestern Willow
Flycatchers during construction activities:
1) Project impacts will not occur in potential Southwestern Willow Flycatcher (SWFL) habitat
(Figures 2a, 2b, and 2c). Project electric lines spanning SWFL habitat shall be equipped
with flight diverters for overhead crossings or be placed underground using directional boring
or similar construction techniques to avoid surface disturbance.
2) The Project will not create new surface disturbance to existing riparian vegetation in potential
SWFL habitat along suitable habitat features.
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3) Nighttime construction (work between 7 PM - 7 AM time frames) will be restricted during
the spring (Mar 1 – June 15) and fall migration periods (August 1 – October 15), such that no
nighttime construction shall occur within 250-feet of potential southwestern willow
flycatcher habitat during those periods.
Yuma Clapper Rail
The following measures will avoid, minimize, or mitigate potential impacts on Yuma Clapper Rail
during construction activities:
1) Project impacts will not occur in potential YCR riparian habitat (Figures 2a, 2b, and 2c).
Project electric lines spanning YCR habitat will be equipped with flight diverters for
overhead crossings or be placed underground using directional boring or similar construction
techniques to avoid surface disturbance.
2) The Project will not create new surface disturbance to existing riparian vegetation in potential
YCR habitat along suitable habitat features.
Burrowing Owl
The following measures will avoid, minimize, or mitigate potential impacts on Burrowing Owls
during construction activities:
1) To the extent practicable, initial grading and clearing within the Project footprint should
take place between September 1 and January 31 to avoid impacts to any breeding
burrowing owls. Occupied burrows should not be removed during the nesting season
(February 1 through August 31) unless a qualified biologist approved by CDFG verifies
through non-invasive methods that either (a) the birds have not begun egg-laying and
incubation; or (b) that juveniles from the occupied burrows are foraging independently
and are capable of independent survival. If initial grading and clearing within the Project
footprint is to begin during the breeding season (February 1 through August 31), passive
relocation measures will be implemented, as described below.
2) Within 30-days prior to initiation of initial grading and clearing, pre-construction
clearance surveys for this species shall be conducted by qualified and agency-approved
biologists to determine the presence or absence of this species within the grading area.
The proposed grading areas shall be clearly demarcated in the field or via GPS by the
Project engineers and Designated Biologist prior to the commencement of the preconstruction clearance survey. The surveys shall follow the protocols provided in the
Burrowing Owl Survey Protocol and Mitigation Guidelines.
3) The Project must implement the approved BUOW Mitigation and Monitoring Plan
(Attachment 1), which details the approved, site-specific methodology that will be used
to minimize and mitigate impacts to this species. Passive relocation, destruction of
burrows, and construction of artificial burrows can only be completed upon prior
approval by and in cooperation with the CDFG. For ground-disturbing activities that
occur within 75 meters of an active burrow during the breeding season, shelter-in-place
strategies will be implemented in accordance with the BUOW Mitigation and Monitoring
Plan (Attachment 1). Documentation of the efficacy of the shelter-in-place strategies
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implemented during the construction period will be provided to USFWS and CDFG as
part of the annual reports submitted in accordance with Section 6.2. Mitigation will focus
on replacement and protection of foraging habitat that is impacted by the construction of
the Campo Verde Solar Project. The amount of habitat requiring mitigation will depend
on final project design, any development restrictions that result from the Project
permitting process, and selection of alternatives by the reviewing agencies. Mitigation
lands would be comprised of a combination of some or all of the following: on-site
lands, off-site lands and/or mitigation banks or land trust organizations.
When removal of occupied burrows is unavoidable, the following passive relocation mitigation
measures shall be implemented outside of the breeding season:
1) Passive relocation methods are to be used by the biological monitors to move the owls
out of the impact zone. This includes covering or excavating all burrows and installing
one-way doors into occupied burrows. This will allow any animals inside to leave the
burrow, but will exclude any animals from re-entering the burrow. A period of at least
one week is required after the relocation effort to allow the birds to leave the impacted
area before excavation of the burrow can begin. The burrows should then be excavated
and filled in to prevent their reuse. The removal of active burrows on-site requires
construction of new burrows or the enhancement of existing unsuitable burrows (i.e.,
enlargement or clearing of debris) at a mitigation ratio of 2:1 at least 50 meters from the
impacted area and must be constructed as part of the above-described relocation efforts.
These avoidance measures shall be implemented, if passive relocation of some burrows are
determined to be an unfavorable alternative for BUOW and occupied burrows are near construction
activities:
1) During the BUOW nesting season (February 1 to August 31), the qualified biologist shall
establish and mark a 250-foot non-‐disturbance buffer circle around the burrow. The
buffer shall be staked and roped-‐off prior to initiating any construction activity. No
activity shall take place within the avoidance buffer area to ensure that disturbance to
nesting birds does not occur. Any disturbance to nesting BUOW would require prior
consultation, approval and mitigation in accordance with California Fish and Game
requirements.
2) Disturbing nesting BUOW that may cause changes of behavior, plugging the burrow
entrance or causing the burrow to collapse could effectively destroy the nest, and as such,
require a State permit.
3) If an active, non-‐breeding BUOW burrow is detected during preconstruction surveys,
prior to onsite construction related activities, the qualified biologist shall establish and
flag an avoidance buffer circle around the burrow area at a 160-‐foot radius.
Additional avoidance and mitigation measures developed specifically for burrowing owls are
presented in the Burrowing Owl Mitigation and Monitoring Plan provided in Attachment 1.
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Raptors
Raptors and active raptor nests are protected under California Fish and Game Code §§3503.5,
3503, and 3513. To prevent direct and indirect noise impacts on nesting raptors such as red-tailed
hawk, the following measures will be implemented:
1) To the extent practicable, initial grading and clearing within the Project site should take place
outside the raptors’ breeding season of January 1 to July 15.
2) If construction occurs between January 1 and July 15, the Designated Biologist shall conduct
a pre-construction clearance survey for nesting raptors (with the exception of Burrowing
Owls) in suitable nesting habitat (e.g., tall trees, transmission line towers, grassland habitats)
that occurs within 500 feet of the construction area. If any active raptor nest is located, the
nest area will be flagged, and a 500-foot avoidance buffer zone delineated, flagged, or
otherwise marked. No work activity may occur within this buffer area until the Designated
Biologist determines that the fledglings are independent of the nest. Buffer reduction under
certain warranted circumstances shall be possible following coordination with USFWS based
on individual species biology and behavior. USFWS will be notified when a nest requiring a
buffer reduction is encountered and the Applicant or future Project owner will abide by
current buffers pending response from USFWS.

5.1 Construction and Design Measures
Activities with the potential to affect avian species include ground-disturbing activities associated
with the construction of the Campo Verde Solar Energy Facility, and Gen-Tie Line structures and
access roads. Construction-related impacts on avian species are unlikely to occur, because
environmental site clearance activities (pre-construction surveys) will be conducted prior to
construction, and the Compliance Inspection Program contractor will conduct Worker Environmental
Education to educate the workforce to avoid adverse effects on biological resources. The following
general measures will be implemented to further reduce the potential for construction-related impacts:
•

The Gen-Tie Line and overhead collector lines will be designed in accordance with the Suggested
Practices for Avian Protection on Power Lines: the State of the Art in 2006 (APLIC 2006) as
applicable in order to reduce the potential for avian mortality and bird-related outages.

•

Install flight diverters to minimize the likelihood of collision on overhead crossing of the
Westside Main Canal.

•

On federal land, disturbance to vegetation will be minimized to the maximum extent practicable.
The shared use of existing roads wherever practicable reduces the need for new road construction,
and therefore reduces the amount of disturbance to vegetation. Temporary roads and work areas
used for construction that are not required for long-term operation and maintenance of the facility
will be closed and restored in accordance with the Project’s Site Reclamation and Revegetation
Plan (SRRP; Heritage 2012d).

•

If construction (e.g., clearing vegetation) occurs during the breeding season (between January 1
and August 15), an approved biologist shall conduct a pre-construction clearance survey for
nesting birds in suitable nesting habitat located within the proposed area of impact. Preconstruction nesting surveys will identify any active migratory bird nests. Direct impact to any
active migratory bird nest should be avoided. If any active nest is located, the nest area will be
flagged for avoidance, and a 200-foot buffer zone will be delineated, flagged, or otherwise
marked (300-foot buffers will be established for Federally listed bird nests; 500-foot for nesting
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raptors). No work activity will occur within this avoidance buffer areas until the Designated
Biologist determines that the fledglings are independent of the nest or has verified nest failure.
•

The potential for wildfire will be minimized by implementing safety measures in accordance with
the applicable requirements of the California Fire Code (California Code of Regulations, Title 24,
Chapter 4, Emergency Planning and Preparedness).

•

The construction area will be kept free of trash to prevent attraction of prey and predators.

•

Appropriate measures will be implemented to control the introduction and spread of non-native
plants, as specified by the Project’s Weed Management Plan (Heritage 2012e) and SRRP
(Heritage 2012d).

5.2 Project Siting
The Campo Verde Solar Energy Facility is located primarily within active agricultural fields. The
Gen-Tie Line towers constructed for the Project will use existing access roads to the extent
practicable for construction and O&M. Access road construction activities shall implement drive and
crush to minimize impacts to the roots of desert shrubs rather than grading, where possible. To the
extent possible, grading and grubbing of vegetative cover will be avoided on all tower pad locations
and all vehicular traffic will travel only on access routes authorized in the ROW grant. Extensive
resource surveys have been completed to facilitate the siting of the Project components to reduce the
impacts on natural resources.
5.2.1 Permit Compliance and Construction Design Standards
The Applicant will comply with the applicable permit conditions and implement the mitigation
measures required as part of the NEPA and CEQA processes for the Project. Additionally, outdoor
lighting during construction will be minimized to the extent practicable. The Applicant will reduce
construction night lighting impacts by designing and installing all lighting at construction and storage
yards and staging areas such that light bulbs and reflectors are not visible from public viewing areas;
lighting does not cause reflected glare; and illumination of the Project facilities, vicinity, and
nighttime sky is minimized.
The 230-kV Gen-Tie Line and 34.5-kV overhead collector lines will be designed to be avian-safe in
accordance with the Suggested Practices for Avian Protection on Power Lines: the State of the Art in
2006 (APLIC 2006). In addition, the measures listed below integrate provisions from other site
management plans to reduce the potential for impacts on avian species.
5.2.2 Nest Management
Workers will be trained through the Worker Environmental Education Program to report active raptor
nests discovered during construction to the Designated Biologist. Impact avoidance and minimization
measures for nests would follow those prescribed in Section 5.0.
In the event that bird nests constructed after the construction process create the potential for
operational problems, outages, or safety issues, the Applicant will coordinate with BLM and USFWS
as required to determine the path forward for resolving the situation. The Applicant will work with
the USFWS to acquire a Depredation Permit as required in order to permit actions to address such
issues. Unoccupied and inactive nests may be removed in accordance with USFWS guidance
(USFWS 2003), and the Applicant will maintain records of any such removals.
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5.3 Operation Measures
During facility operation, the following measures will be in place to reduce the attractiveness of the
facility to breeding, migrating, and wintering birds to minimize mortality:
•

All applicable staff such as managers, supervisors, line crews, engineering, dispatch etc. will
receive training on this document during annual environmental training. Training will include a
general orientation to local, provincial/state and Federal laws and procedures for handling dead or
injured birds, and the Applicant’s operational mortality monitoring and reporting. New materials
and updates will be provided on an as-needed basis. New hires at the solar facility, substation or
transmission lines will receive environmental training including training on this document.
Refresher training will be held on an annual basis.

•

A Raven Management Plan will be implemented providing instructions on how to avoid
introducing water and food resources in the Campo Verde Project Area (Attachment 2).

•

APLIC design guidelines for overhead utilities (APLIC 2006) will be maintained as appropriate
to minimize the potential for avian collisions with the Gen-Tie Line and overhead collector lines.

•

Flight diverters will be maintained on the Gen-Tie Lines where they cross the Westside Main
Canal and those drains specified in Section 3.2.

•

Outdoor lighting will be limited to that necessary for facility safety and security. Except for
lighting installed for safety and security purposes, all permanent outdoor lighting within the
Campo Verde Solar Energy Facility will be low profile fixtures that point down and inward
toward the Campo Verde Solar Energy Facility with directional hoods or shades to reduce light
from shining into the adjacent habitat. In addition, any lighting not required daily for security
purposes will have motion sensor or temporary use capabilities.

•

Post-construction avian monitoring will be implemented and will include reporting of any dead or
injured avian species found in accordance with the existing USFWS Bird Fatality/Injury
Reporting Program (https://birdreport.fws.gov/; see Section 6.0).

•

The potential for wildfire will be minimized by implementing safety measures in accordance with
the requirements of the California Fire Code (California Code of Regulations, Title 24, Chapter 4,
Emergency Planning and Preparedness).

•

The construction area will be kept free of trash to prevent attracting prey and predators, including
removing any road-killed animals and carcasses. Nuisance animals such as coyotes will be
brought to the attention of CDFG for control and/or relocation.

•

Appropriate control measures will be implemented to control the spread of non-native plants, as
specified by the Weed Management Plan and SRRP developed for the Project.

5.3.1 Operation – Nest Management
Impacts on avian species are expected to be minimal, because procedures to minimize potential for
impact will be implemented before and during operation, such as providing containers with lids,
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regularly scheduling refuse removal, and implementing other standard practices to avoid bird
attractants. Workers will be trained in proper implementation of standard refuse-disposal practices.
Project operation includes primarily passive operational activities, such as vehicle travel on
maintenance roads. Project employees will be trained to check for nests before performing work on
Gen-tie structures. An active nest, if identified, could potentially remain in the Campo Verde Project
Area if appropriate avoidance measures are practicable. If an active nest is discovered within the
boundary of the Campo Verde Solar Energy Facility or along the Gen-Tie Line during operation, it
will be documented, and USFWS and/or BLM will be notified (Section 6.2, Nesting and Breeding
Monitoring). Project personnel will work with BLM and USFWS as necessary to address any
concerns associated with the active nest, creation of buffers and removal during the non-nesting
season if appropriate.
Table 5-1 provides a general overview of avian species that would benefit from avoidance and
minimization measures.
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TABLE 5-1 – AVIAN GROUPS THAT WOULD BENEFIT FROM AVOIDANCE AND MINIMIZATION
MEASURES
Avoidance and Minimization Measures

Non-raptors

Burrowing Owls

Other Raptors

Minimize impacts on native vegetation

X

X

X

Minimize disturbance impacts

X

X

X

Trash abatement

X

X

X

Worker environmental education training

X

X

X

Flagging of sensitive areas

X

X

X

Minimize wildfire potential

X

X

X

Weed control

X

Protection of nesting sites

X

X

X

Trash abatement

X

X

Minimize wildfire potential

X

X

X

Speed limits

X

X

X

Worker environmental education training

X

X

X

Weed control

X
X

X

Construction Activities

Operations and Maintenance

Protection of nesting sites
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Post-‐construction	
  Monitoring	
  

Post-construction monitoring will facilitate documentation of any fatalities that might occur and will
identify factors associated with avian fatalities, which might warrant additional avoidance and
minimization measures or improvement or elimination of avoidance and minimization measures
found to be ineffective. Implementation of the proposed monitoring program will help USFWS,
BLM, and the Applicant to evaluate the effectiveness of the avoidance and minimization measures.
As part of the Project’s mortality monitoring and reporting program, post-construction monitoring
and reporting will be completed to determine whether baseline evaluations of impacts on avian
species, including eagles, are consistent with operational outcomes. All O&M workers will
participate in environmental awareness training. This training will assist O&M workers with
identifying nests and documenting avian interactions, including mortalities, within the Campo Verde
Project Area.

6.1 Mortality Monitoring
The Applicant will monitor the Campo Verde Solar Energy Facility and Gen-Tie Line to document
and report avian mortalities, which can help identify areas of concern by tracking both the specific
locations where mortalities occur, as well as the extent of such mortalities. Any dead or injured birds
or bats observed by personnel conducting O&M activities within the Campo Verde Solar Energy
Facility and along the Gen-Tie Line will be reported in accordance with the existing USFWS Bird
Fatality/Injury Reporting Program (https://birdreport.fws.gov/). Bat mortalities will also be reported
to USFWS. Data forms for recording bird and/or bat mortalities can be found in Attachment 4.
All bird collisions and electrocutions discovered by construction and operations staff will be recorded
using a one-page reporting form that identifies date, time, and location of the incident. Carcasses will
be photographed from at least two angles. All raptor mortalities will be reported to BLM and/or
USFWS within 24 hours of discovery or notification of a carcass. Additionally, the Applicant or its
representatives will perform post-construction avian and bat mortality monitoring during at least the
first three years of operation of the Project to demonstrate that the level of incidental injury and
mortality does not result in an unanticipated long-term decline of any avian populations in the region.
The monitoring report will be updated seasonally (every 3 months) for the first year of monitoring,
then annually for years 2 and 3. Copies of the monitoring report will be sent to the BLM and the
wildlife agencies at the addresses provided below.
USFWS:
Regional Migratory Bird Biologist
US Fish & Wildlife Service, Region 8
6010 Hidden Valley Road, Suite 101
Carlsbad, CA 92011
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Section 7 Biologist
Coachella & Imperial Valleys Division
Palm Springs Fish & Wildlife Office
777 East Tahquitz Canyon Way, Suite 208
Palm Springs, CA 92262
Biomonitor
Palm Springs Fish & Wildlife Office
777 East Tahquitz Canyon Way, Suite 208
Palm Springs, CA 92262
Attn: Species Monitoring Database
CDFG:
Wildlife Biologist
Inland Deserts Region
California Department of Fish and Game
3602 Inland Empire Boulevard, Suite C-220
Ontario, CA 91764
BLM:
Wildlife Biologist
BLM El Centro Field Office
1661 South 4th Street
El Centro CA 92243
Monitoring will be completed by qualified observers. The monitoring program for the Campo Verde
Solar Site is based on the USFWS guidance entitled “Monitoring Migratory Bird Take at Solar Power
Facilities: An Experimental Approach” (USFWS 2012b; Attachment 6) with modifications.
Transect Sampling: For each kilometer of Gen-Tie Line, 300-meter transects will be randomly
established along the Gen-Tie Line, allowing for approximately 30 percent of the Gen-Tie Line to be
sampled. The transects will be positioned along the centerline of the Gen-Tie Line. Transects will
also be positioned to result in approximately 30-percent coverage of the Campo Verde Solar Energy
Facility, with no less than eight transects placed within the solar field itself. Transect selection will
be either randomized or systematic randomized. The entire perimeter of the solar facility will also be
surveyed during each survey period in addition to the interior transects.
Transects will be surveyed for 7 consecutive days each month. Each transect will be surveyed once
daily. One qualified observer will walk along the pre-determined transects searching for bird/bat
carcasses. When a carcass is observed, a GPS location will be recorded at the carcass (for
DISTANCE analysis), the species identified and information regarding carcass condition, as per
USFWS (2012b) utilizing an electronic data dictionary or paper datasheets. Each carcass will be
marked uniquely and inconspicuously with tape and permanent marker to assess “recapture” rates.
All carcasses will be left exactly as found and USFWS will be notified of all mortalities within 24hours. Once data are collected at a carcass, the observer will return to the pre-determined transect and
continue with the survey. All sampling periods will be 7 consecutive days, and observers will
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continue to record presence, location (using universal transverse Mercator [UTM]), and condition of
all observed carcasses. Shapefiles of the transects, fatalities, and solar development Project features
will be provided to USFWS, along with electronic data or copies of completed paper data sheets.
Scavenger removal trials will be performed following the methods outlined in USFWS (2012b).
Scavenger removal trials will use carcasses of wild birds of several size classes mimicking the suite
of species present in the vicinity of the project area. Carcasses will be checked daily until the carcass
is removed (defined as less than 5 feathers remaining at the carcass location). Scavenger removal
trials will be conducted at least twice annually; once during the hot season and once during the cool
season. Scavenger removal rates and final bird mortality estimates will be calculated following
Warren-Hicks et al. (2012).
Searcher proficiency trials will be conducted following the methods outlined in USFWS (2012b).
Searcher proficiency trials will be conducted unbeknownst to the observers being tested. Carcasses
will be randomly placed along transects and discreetly marked in order to not alert the searcher that a
trial is being conducted. All searchers participating in mortality monitoring will be tested.
Analysis and Reporting: Two primary analyses will be conducted. The first will use Program
DISTANCE to determine the most effective transect width to search for carcasses. The second will
use Program MARK to estimate total number of mortalities controlling for detection rate, scavenging
rate, and proximity to Project components. The following additional steps will be taken:
•

Necropsies will only be completed in cases where mortalities are suspected to be unrelated to
project infrastructure.

Mortality monitoring may additionally be conducted on nearby lands that are not included in the
project in order to establish an estimate of the background mortality rate in the vicinity of the project.
•

Searcher bias and scavenger removal rates will be calculated using carcass detection and removal
trials using the Warren-Hicks estimator; results will be adjusted to account for these factors.

•

The results of the mortality analysis reports will be provided to both BLM and USFWS.

•

If the post-construction mortality monitoring indicates that the Project is resulting in
unanticipated and unacceptable impacts on any avian population (especially special status
species), the Applicant will enhance study efforts and/or provide supplemental mitigation as
described in Section 7, Adaptive Management.

6.2 Nesting and Breeding Monitoring
If an active nest is identified within the Gen-Tie ROW or the Campo Verde Solar Energy Facility, the
Applicant will monitor the facilities for any avian interactions, including breeding and nesting
activities, and will document the monitoring results, which can help identify areas of concern by
tracking the specific locations where nesting might occur. Monitoring of active nests by Project
personnel will continue during the life of the Project’s operation.
All nesting activities will be recorded using a one-page reporting form that identifies date, time, and
location of the activity.
6-3
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If the reports submitted under this section indicate that the Project results in a level of incidental
injury and mortality to nesting birds that constitutes a substantial impact on the breeding population,
the Applicant will take corrective action or undertake supplemental compensatory measures to
support regional conservation of migratory birds in accordance with measures presented in Section
7.0, Adaptive Management.
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Adaptive	
  Management	
  

7.1 Agency Collaboration
Adaptive management will ensure an ongoing open communication between the Project Owner and
the agencies. The parties will cooperatively evaluate the plan doing what is necessary for its longterm success. The Applicant will work collaboratively with BLM and USFWS to comply with legal
requirements to the Campo Verde BBCS. This BBCS is a “living” document.

7.2 Agency Coordination
To facilitate evaluations of impacts on regional avian and bat populations, study results will be
provided to USFWS and BLM on an annual basis.
The Project Owner will be available for annual meetings with BLM and USFWS to discuss Projectrelated issues under the jurisdiction of each agency.

7.3 Supplemental Measures for Consideration
If the reports submitted under Section 6.0 indicate that mitigation measures and avoidance and
minimization measures proposed in Section 5.0 are not sufficient in addressing Project impacts, the
Project Owner will consider taking additional corrective actions or implementing supplemental
measures.
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1.0 Introduction
The Campo Verde Solar Project (Project) is a proposed solar photovoltaic (PV) energygenerating facility located in Imperial County approximately 7 miles southwest of the
community of El Centro, California. Figure 1 shows the general location of the project.
The Project is being developed to sell its electricity to an electric utility purchaser under a longterm contract to help meet California Renewable Portfolio Standard (RPS) goals. The applicant
has a long-term Power Purchase Agreement (PPA) with San Diego Gas and Electric (SDG&E) to
sell output from the Project.
The Project Site is south of I-8, west of Drew Road, and northeast of the Westside Main Canal.
Figure 1 shows the boundary of the Site and the included parcels which total approximately
1,444 acres. These private lands are currently used for agriculture.
The Project will be interconnected to the regional transmission system via a new gen-tie line
constructed to the Imperial Valley Substation. This interconnection will be accomplished via one
of three potential gen-tie options – two requiring rights-of-way (ROWs) across federal lands
managed by the Bureau of Land Management (BLM) and one private land gen-tie alternative
that would provide the necessary interconnection without requiring a new ROW authorization
from BLM.
The two gen-tie line alternatives that would cross BLM lands would be located entirely within a
BLM-designated utility corridor.
Each alternative would originate at the Project
substation/switchyard at the southern end of the Project site and would go south to the Imperial
Valley Substation. Either of these two alternatives would be built as a double-circuit 230 kV line.
The right-of-way (ROW) width would be 160 feet.
•
•

The Eastern BLM Alternative would follow the existing IID S-line and would cross about
0.4 miles of BLM land.
The Western BLM Alternative would follow existing roads and would cross about 0.9
miles of BLM land.

The Non-BLM Gen-tie Alternative being considered is to develop a single-circuit 230 kV line
originating from the western side of the Project site. It would cross approximately 1.75 miles of
private lands to the west and would utilize available capacity on a line that has an approved
right-of-way to the Imperial Valley Substation (Figure 1).
In addition to any of the long-term interconnection solutions described above, a short-term
electrical interconnection solution may be implemented that would involve an interconnection to
IID’s S Line that crosses the site. If this solution is utilized, it would provide temporary
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interconnection to the grid and would be replaced by the permanent interconnection into the
Imperial Valley Substation when completed.
A total of approximately 1,332 acres of active agricultural lands may be permanently impacted
as a result of project implementation. Construction of the non-BLM ROW Gen-tie alternative
would result in approximately 0.1 acres of permanent disturbance to active agricultural lands. No
impacts to active agricultural lands would occur as a result of construction of either of the BLM
ROW Gen-tie alternatives. The agricultural fields and their associated irrigation infrastructure
provide suitable habitat for Burrowing Owls (Athene cunicularia). Based on field studies
conducted by Heritage Environmental Consultants, LLC (Heritage 2012), the project has the
potential to affect foraging habitat associated with up to 27 active Burrowing Owl burrows
(Figure 2). No active burrows were identified within the Gen-tie Line right-of-way (ROW) on
BLM-managed lands. The Project has been re-designed to avoid the maximum number of active
burrows; it is anticipated that one active burrow will be removed by the project; no foraging
habitat would be impacted by either of the BLM ROW Gen-tie alternatives.
Burrowing Owls are designated a Species of Special Concern by the California Department of
Fish and Game (CDFG) and are protected under California Fish and Game Code Sections 3503
and 3513 as well as the federal Migratory Bird Treaty Act (16 United States Code 703 et seq.).
Campo Verde Solar, LLC (Campo Verde Solar) has developed this mitigation and monitoring
plan to identify the reasonably foreseeable threats to the owls present in and immediately around
the project area and develop measures to avoid, minimize, or mitigate these potential impacts.
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2.0 Status of Burrowing owls in the Project Area
Heritage conducted protocol Burrowing Owl surveys in accordance with the 1993 California
Burrowing Owl Consortium’s (CBOC) Burrowing Owl Survey Protocol and Mitigation
Guidelines ([CBOC Guidelines] CBOC 1993) and the CDFG Staff Report on Burrowing Owl
Mitigation (CDFG 2012). Surveys were completed during the 2011 breeding season, the
2011/2012 winter season and the 2012 breeding season. Surveys were conducted within the
project area, including gen-tie alternatives, and a 500-foot buffer surrounding the project area
(the study area). Additionally, a survey was completed in June, 2012 to observe foraging
behaviors of nesting Burrowing Owls (Heritage unpub. data).
Phase I and Phase II surveys of the Campo Verde study area were conducted simultaneously by
qualified biologists during the 2011 breeding season (March-April). Phase I and II surveys of the
Gen-tie Corridors were conducted simultaneously during the fall of 2011 (October). A second
Phase II survey of the entire study area, including Gen-tie alternatives, was performed during the
2012 breeding season (March and April).
Phase II surveys covered the entire study area and potentially suitable burrows were recorded.
Biologists walked transects at 10-meter spacing within the BLM Gen-tie corridors (including a
500-foot buffer around the project area) to ensure that all suitable burrows were identified.
Within agricultural lands, a combination of vehicular and pedestrian surveys was conducted
along roads and irrigation infrastructure (per Bartok and Conway 2010) to ensure 100 percent
coverage of suitable burrow habitat.
Burrows that had the potential to be used by Burrowing Owls were marked using a handheld
global positioning system (GPS) unit. Photos were taken of representative potential burrows,
burrow dimensions were measured, and owl observations were noted.
The Burrowing Owl nesting season begins as early as February 1 and continues through August
31 (Thomsen 1971, Zam 1974). The timing of nesting activities varies with latitude and climatic
conditions. Phase III surveys were conducted on the Campo Verde Solar Site during the
breeding season, beginning March 1 and ending August 31. All Burrowing Owl sightings were
recorded (including occupied burrows and burrows with sign) and mapped. Numbers of adults
and juveniles were recorded, as well as behavior such as courtship and copulation. Territory
boundaries and foraging areas were not mapped.
Surveys were conducted in the morning and evening (one-half hour before to two hours after
sunrise and two hours before to one-half hour after sunset). Burrows were examined for owl
sign during the first observation of suitable burrows (typically during Phase II surveys).
Subsequent observations were conducted from fixed points that provided visual coverage of the
burrows using spotting scopes or binoculars. When possible, observers remained in vehicles to
minimize disturbance to the birds.
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Surveys were conducted at each burrow on four separate days during each survey season in order
to minimize the likelihood of false-negative results (CBOC 1993; Conway and Simon 2003).
Phase III surveys were not conducted along the proposed Gen-tie Corridors in 2011. The entire
project area, including Gen-tie alternatives, was surveyed following the Phase III protocol during
the 2012 breeding season surveys.
Twenty-seven (27) presumed active burrows were identified within the study area during the
spring 2012 surveys. It is anticipated that one of these burrows would be directly impacted as a
result of project implementation. Some foraging habitat associated with these burrows may be
impacted as a result of project implementation (Attachment 3).
Winter resident surveys were conducted during December 2011 and January 2012. Winter
survey methodologies followed Phase III protocol (CBOC 1993) and were conducted on four
separate days during the 2011/2012 Winter Season. Occupancy rates were appreciably lower
during the winter surveys compared to the breeding season. During the 2011 breeding season,
46 percent of all burrows were active, while at the end of the winter surveys 27 percent of all
burrows were active.
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3.0 Impact Avoidance, Mitigation and Compensation
3.1 Risk Assessment
The CDFG Staff Report on Burrowing Owl Mitigation (CDFG 2012) considers impacts to
burrowing owls, occupied burrows or occupied burrowing owl foraging habitat to be potentially
significant. Impacts to this species must be avoided, minimized or mitigated. Avoidance
measures may include:
•
•
•

•
•
•

•

Avoid disturbing occupied burrows during the nesting period, from 1 February through
31 August.
Avoid impacting burrows occupied during the non-breeding season by migratory or nonmigratory resident burrowing owls.
Avoid direct destruction of burrows through chaining (dragging a heavy chain over an
area to remove shrubs), disking, cultivation, and urban, industrial or agricultural
development.
Develop and implement a worker awareness program to increase the on-site worker’s
recognition of and commitment to burrowing owl protection.
Place visible markers near burrows to ensure that farm equipment and other machinery
does not collapse burrows.
Do not fumigate, use treated bait or other means of poisoning nuisance animals in areas
where burrowing owls are known or suspected to occur (e.g., sites observed with nesting
owls, designated use areas).
Restrict the use of treated grain to poison mammals to the months of January and
February.

If impacts to Burrowing Owls cannot be avoided using the measures described above, impacts
should be minimized and mitigated. Minimization can include the use of buffer zones, visual
screens or other site-specific measures. Compensatory mitigation is described in Section 3.3
Compensation.
There are 27 known active burrows within the project study area. It is anticipated that project
activities would directly impact one of these burrows. Foraging habitat associated with some of
these burrows may also be impacted as a result of project implementation.

9
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3.2 Avoidance and Mitigation
Construction activities may occur, and temporary and/or permanent infrastructure may be
installed, operated, and maintained within 75 meters of an occupied burrow during the breeding
season in certain cases, and within 50 meters of an occupied burrow during the non-breeding
season. If activity within 75 meters of an occupied burrow becomes necessary during the
breeding season, shelter-in-place strategies (described in Attachment 3) would be employed.
Requested burrow buffer variances are also described in Attachment 3. Passive relocation
measures (described above) could be employed; it is currently anticipated that one burrow will
need to be passively relocated.
The following measures are described as part of Mitigation Measure 4.12.6 from the Draft
Environmental Impact Report for the Campo Verde Solar Project (EGI 2012) and will help to
avoid, minimize, or mitigate potential impacts to Burrowing Owl during construction
activities:
MM 4.12.6a
1) To the extent practicable, initial grading and clearing within the project footprint
shall occur between September 1 and January 31 to avoid impacts to any breeding
Burrowing Owls. Occupied burrows shall not be removed during the nesting
season (February 1 through August 31) unless a qualified biologist approved by
CDFG verifies through non-invasive methods that either: (a) the birds have not
begun egg-laying and incubation; or (b) that juveniles from the occupied burrows
are foraging independently and are capable of independent survival.
If initial grading and clearing within the project footprint is to begin during the breeding
season (February 1 through August 31), measures 2 through 4 below will be implemented.
2) No less than 14-days prior to initiation of initial grading and clearing, preconstruction clearance surveys for Burrowing Owl shall be conducted by qualified
and agency-approved biologists to determine the presence or absence of this
species within the grading area. The proposed grading areas shall be clearly
demarcated in the field or via GPS by the project engineers and Designated
Biologist prior to the commencement of the pre-construction clearance survey. The
surveys shall follow the protocols provided in the Burrowing Owl Survey Protocol
and Mitigation Guidelines.
3) When removal of occupied burrows is unavoidable, the following mitigation
measures shall be implemented outside of the breeding season:
•
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all burrows and installing one-way doors into occupied burrows. This will
allow any animals inside to leave the burrow, but will exclude any animals
from re-entering the burrow. A period of at least one week is required after
the relocation effort to allow the birds to leave the impacted area before
excavation of the burrow can begin. The burrows should then be excavated
and filled in to prevent their reuse.
•

The removal of active burrows on-site requires construction of new burrows
or the enhancement of existing unsuitable burrows (i.e., enlargement or
clearing of debris) at a mitigation ratio of 2:1 at least 50 meters from the
impacted area and must be constructed as part of the above-described
relocation efforts. Burrows will be created prior to passive relocation
efforts.

4) As the project construction schedule and details are finalized, an approved
biologist shall prepare a Burrowing Owl Mitigation and Monitoring Plan that will
detail the approved, site-specific methodology proposed to minimize and mitigate
impacts to this species. Passive relocation, destruction of burrows, and construction
of artificial burrows can only be completed upon prior approval by and in
cooperation with the CDFG.
MM 4.12.6b
The Applicant shall consult with CDFG to determine the amount and conditions of
compensatory mitigation for foraging habitat lost as a result of project implementation. A
mitigation and monitoring plan shall be prepared that could include a combination of (or one
of) on-site mitigation, off-site mitigation, or contributions to National Fish and Wildlife
Foundation’s Impact-Directed Environmental Accounts program or another similar program
or conservation organization. Exact mitigation acreages will be determined in consultation
with CDFG.

3.3 Compensation
Up to 27 active burrows (up to 54 adult Burrowing Owls) were identified within the study area
for the project and could experience impacts to foraging habitat (Attachment 4). Campo Verde
Solar has agreed to provide compensatory mitigation for impacts to foraging habitat, as described
below.
Because of the semi-colonial nature of Burrowing Owls (Poulin et al. 2011), as well as the high
degree of home-range overlap reported in the literature (Poulin et al. 2011, DeSante et al. 2004,
Rosenberg and Haley 2004) and observed within the Campo Verde study area (Heritage 2012;
Heritage unpub. data), Campo Verde Solar calculated mitigation requirements at the scale of
Burrowing Owl “colonies” rather than for each burrow individually. Mitigation acreages were
based on the area within a 200-meter radius of active burrows without counting areas of overlap
11
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twice. Put differently, if the 200-meter radii around two or more burrows overlapped, the radii
were merged to create a single polygon and the combined mitigation acreage for the clustered
burrows was based on the area of that polygon. Mitigation acreage for isolated burrows (i.e., at
least 200-meters from a neighboring burrow) was calculated using the entire 200-meter radius.
This method was employed to account for the high densities of owls present in the project area
and the high degree of overlapping foraging areas reported for agro-ecosystems, especially the
Imperial Valley.
The use of a 200-meter radius is double the radius (four times the area) recommended in
previous CDFG guidance (CDFG 1995) and required for other similar projects located in the
Imperial Valley. A study conducted in similar agricultural habitats within the Imperial Valley,
reported that just under 40% of all foraging locations took place within 200 meters of the nest,
approximately 60% took place within 400 meters from the nest and >80% took place within
600m of the nest (Figure 5 in Rosenberg and Haley 2004). Owls foraging near the nest appeared
to prefer bare ground (such as roads, berms, or tilled fields) over other cover types, whereas owls
foraging long distances from the nest (>600 meters) preferred hay crops (alfalfa, Bermuda grass,
etc.; Rosenberg and Haley 2004). Near-nest foraging may be particularly important for owls late
in the breeding season when energetic demands are highest at the nest. Heritage observed
multiple foraging attempts, all within 100 meters or less of nests located within the project area
during the late nestling period (Heritage unpub. data).
The portions of the 200-m buffer that would be directly impacted by the Project for those
burrows located on the periphery of the project area were included in the calculation of
mitigation habitat. These burrows would not be directly impacted by construction activities and
would remain suitable for occupancy both during construction and operation of the project.
Additional foraging habitat outside the project area would still be available to potentially support
owls using these burrows following project implementation. Because home-range studies for the
owls within the project area are not possible (because project-specific capture and radio-tagging
or color banding are precluded by CDFG regulations), the extent to which owls whose burrows
are located along the project boundaries forage within the project area cannot be assessed in a
rigorous manner. Because burrowing owls exhibit relatively high breeding site fidelity (Poulin et
al. 2011) and because agroecosystems appear to offer higher prey densities than native habitats
(Moulten et al. 2006; Rosenberg and Haley 2004), owls may continue to occupy these burrows
and find sufficient prey on adjacent lands.
Additional study regarding Burrowing Owl occupancy following adjacent disturbance would
provide useful information that would assist in making more informed decisions regarding the
species’ expected response. Campo Verde Solar proposes to make continued study of the
Burrowing Owls located along the project boundaries a component of long-term monitoring in
order to provide additional data concerning owls in similar situations and to assist in making
more scientifically rigorous predictions in the future. Site fidelity and productivity (if possible)
would be assessed at these burrows and compared to site fidelity and productivity on on-site
12
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and/or off-site mitigation lands. The proposed study would be conducted as part of the
monitoring described in Section 4.1.
Campo Verde Solar will mitigate for those portions of all merged-polygons that would be
impacted as a result of project implementation. This would result in a total compensatory
mitigation acreage of 216 acres based on the current project configuration. Attachment 4
depicts the merged polygons relative to the proposed areas of disturbance.
At least 30 days prior to initiating ground-disturbing activities within BUOW foraging habitat,
Campo Verde Solar will provide compensatory mitigation or an agreement or security
guaranteeing mitigation for the BUOW foraging habitat to be disturbed. If an agreement or
security is provided to guarantee mitigation, Campo Verde Solar will have 18 months from the
initiation of construction of the project to complete the acquisition of mitigation lands through
one of the methods described in Sections 3.3.1, 3.3.2, or 3.3.3, below. At least 30 days prior to
initiating such ground-disturbing activities, Campo Verde Solar will provide a notification to
CDFG that includes: 1) a listing of the specific burrows to be impacted by the phase of
construction; 2) the compensatory mitigation acreage to be provided for each burrow; 3)
documentation that compensatory mitigation requirements for the phase of construction have
been satisfied in accordance with Sections 3.3.1, 3.3.2, or 3.3.3 below; or 4) documentation that
an agreement or security guaranteeing mitigation has been executed or posted.
Campo Verde Solar intends to use a combination of on-site mitigation, off-site mitigation
and/or National Fish and Wildlife Foundation’s (NFWF’s) Impact-Directed Environmental
Accounts program or similar program or conservation organization, as described below (any
of these options could be used in any proportion to satisfy the total compensatory mitigation
acreage requirement). The options for compensatory mitigation are described below.
3.3.1 Onsite Mitigation
The compensatory mitigation acreage may include protection of foraging habitat on the
Campo Verde project site. Foraging habitat would be protected through an agricultural
preservation easement (or similar conservation mechanism) that restricts use of the land to
cultivation of field crops (e.g., alfalfa, grain or bermuda grass) that provide suitable foraging
habitat for Burrowing Owls. If practicable, on-site mitigation lands would be consolidated as
a single parcel and located on the edge of the proposed Campo Verde site (i.e., the mitigation
area would not be surrounded by project related infrastructure). Otherwise, multiple on-site
mitigation parcels located on or near the edge of the Campo Verde site could be implemented
with CDGF’s concurrence. These mitigation lands would be consolidated as much as practical
in contiguous areas of at least 25 acres. It is anticipated that artificial burrows associated with
directly impacted burrows would be constructed on these parcels prior to passive relocation.
If conservation lands are directly acquired or already owned by Campo Verde Solar, those
lands may be managed by Campo Verde Solar, or they may be transferred in fee title to
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CDFG, a CDFG approved non-profit organization qualified pursuant to California
Government Code section 65965, another government entity with either a conservation
easement, deed restriction, or other protective measures (as approved by CDFG) over those
lands. Mitigation lands may also be held by a local farmer or any landowner as long as an
easement in place with an approved easement holder.
3.3.2 Offsite Mitigation
If the offsite mitigation option is used, Campo Verde Solar will purchase an agricultural
conservation easement (or provide a similar conservation mechanism). As with the onsite
mitigation, the conservation easement would restrict use and crop types on the land. If
conservation lands are acquired, those lands may be transferred in fee title to CDFG, a CDFG
approved non-profit organization qualified pursuant to California Government Code section
65965, or other government entity with either a conservation easement, deed restriction, or
other protective measures (as approved by CDFG) over those lands. If lands are transferred to
CDFG, Campo Verde Solar will reimburse CDFG for reasonable expenses incurred during
title and documentation review, expenses incurred from other state agency reviews, and
overhead related to transfer of the lands. Alternatively, Campo Verde Solar may secure offsite
mitigation lands via an approved conservation group, a similar approved organization that
accepts and administers compensatory funds, an approved offsite mitigation fund, or an
approved mitigation bank in the future, if one becomes available. Mitigation lands may also
be held by a local farmer or any landowner as long as an easement is in place with an
approved easement holder.
3.3.3 NFWF or Other Conservation Organization / Program
To the extent that the onsite or Campo Verde Solar initiated offsite mitigation options are not
selected to satisfy compensatory mitigation requirements, Campo Verde Solar would secure the
remaining mitigation needs by depositing funds with NFWF or another similar program or
conservation organization. Funds for the acquisition of the land would be remitted in an amount
determined by the acreage of foraging habitat impacts to be mitigated under the plan. The direct
land acquisition funds are to be assessed based on current fair market appraised value for the
specific geographic area in which the acquisition occurs. The Renewable Energy Action Team
(REAT) Cost Table (September 2010, Attachment 5) provides estimates of fees for NFWF land
acquisition and land management. Funds remitted to NFWF would be placed into the account
governed by the REAT/NFWF MOA (REAT/NFWF MOA 2010).
If funds are provided to NFWF or another conservation organization (for- or non-profit) or
program: (1) funds will be provided no later than 30 days prior to ground disturbance within
BUOW foraging habitat; (2) lands will be acquired by the fund-holder or its appointee no later
than 2 years after ground-disturbing activity within BUOW foraging habitat; and (3) lands will
be conserved by a legal mechanism agreed to by CDFG. The acquisition and initial habitat
enhancement money would be considered to be the CDFG security (deposit document); the longterm endowment would need to have a Line of Credit to CDFG if it is not recorded prior to
14
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impacts. The management fund shall be secured by Campo Verde Solar and will consist of an
interest-bearing account with the amount of capital sufficient to fund all monitoring,
management, and protection of the acquired lands, including reasonable administrative overhead,
biological monitoring, and law enforcement measures. A Property Analysis Record, or
comparable method, will be conducted by Campo Verde Solar and reviewed by CDFG, to
determine the management needs and costs described above, which then will be used to calculate
the amount of capital needed for the management fund. This long-term management and
monitoring fund will be held and managed by an entity approved by CDFG.

3.4 Artificial Burrows
Based on current survey results (June 4 - 6, 2012) and project plans, one active burrow would
be directly impacted by the project (Burrow # 239). Artificial burrows would be created on
mitigation lands at a ratio of 2:1. Artificial burrows would be either below ground or above
ground and would be located in suitable habitat outside of IID easements.
3.4.1 Below Ground Burrows
A backhoe or similar heavy equipment would be used to dig a trench for the burrow entrance
and exit openings, access-way, and a nesting chamber. Artificial burrows would be
constructed based on site conditions and would generally follow accepted methodologies such
as Barrett (2009) or other suitable methodologies.
3.4.2 Aboveground Burrows
For an aboveground burrow, the artificial nest chamber and entrance tubes would be the same
as for an underground burrow, except these items would be arranged flat on the ground. Soil
would be applied by hand to keep the nest chamber and tubes in place before a backhoe is
used to build a 5-foot-high mound on top of the artificial nest features to provide comparable
temperature stability to an underground burrow.
For both below- and aboveground burrows, perches may be erected near the artificial burrows
to provide safe perch locations for burrowing owls and to potentially reduce the distance owls
would move away when disturbed. Perches would consist of wooden “T” stakes inserted into
the ground or other materials that would be suitable for each artificial burrow site.
Additionally, to shield the artificial burrows from mammalian nest predators such as coyotes
and feral dogs, artificial burrows would be armored with rocks placed in such a way as to
protect the tunnels and nest chambers.
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4.0 Monitoring and Reporting
4.1 Monitoring
On-site and off-site mitigation lands would be monitored for a period of 5 years to determine if
owls are using them. Monitoring methodologies would follow CDFG (2012) guidelines and
would target the peak of the breeding season (April 15 to July 15) to the extent practical.
Monitoring would include both a breeding season survey and a winter survey in each of the years
(four visits for each survey).
Burrows located along project boundaries would also be monitored for a period of three years in
order to assess the effects to burrowing owls of adjacent project related disturbance. If possible,
site fidelity and breeding success/productivity would be assessed and compared to these metrics
associated with burrows located on on-site and/or off-site mitigation lands. Because site fidelity
can only be assessed using a mark-recapture study design, which may not be permitted by
CDFG, occupancy rates of these burrows (regardless of individual identity) would be used as a
proxy measure of site fidelity if capture and marking are not permitted.
Compensatory mitigation accomplished through the NFWF option would include monitoring as
part of the NFWF contribution, and Campo Verde Solar would not be responsible for the
implementation of monitoring on NFWF mitigation lands.

4.2 Reporting
Annual monitoring reports will be submitted to CDFG for the duration of the monitoring period
described in Section 4.1 above and will summarize all monitoring activities undertaken and the
status of all Burrowing Owls observed on onsite mitigation lands as well as the Campo Verde
project area. Reports will include the date, time and weather conditions during surveys, the
location of any Burrowing Owl observations or burrows with Burrowing Owl sign (scratches,
pellets, whitewash, prey items, etc.), the number of adult and juvenile birds observed at each
suspected active burrow, and general notes on foraging behaviors relative to the burrow.

4.3 Additional Construction and Operation Measures
4.3.1 Environmental Training
Campo Verde Solar will provide a Worker Environmental Education Program to all personnel
working onsite prior to such personnel commencing any construction activities. The training
will include, at a minimum, a review of Burrowing Owl identification and ecology, state and
legal status of the species, guidelines on what to do if an owl is encountered during construction,
and who to contact in case there any issues. This program will help promote awareness and
facilitate implementation of appropriate measures for Burrowing Owls on the site.
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4.3.2 Conservation Funding
Funding for all activities proposed by this plan will be provided by Campo Verde Solar. On-site
and off-site compensatory mitigation will be guaranteed with a security, letter of credit, or other
financial mechanism if the requisite conservation easement cannot be acquired prior to the start
of construction.
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1.0	
  	
  

PROJECT	
  OVERVIEW	
  

Western Burrowing Owls (Athene cunicularia hypugea) are common in Imperial County (DeSante
et al. 2004) and were identified as a species of interest during the early planning stages for the
Campo Verde Solar Project (Project). The Project is a proposed 1,990 acre solar photovoltaic (PV)
energy-generating facility (solar energy facility site) located in Imperial County approximately 7
miles southwest of the community of El Centro, California. Figure 1 shows the general location of
the project.
The Project would use First Solar PV modules that are generally non-reflective and convert
sunlight into direct current (DC) electricity. The DC output of multiple rows of PV modules is
collected through one or more combiner boxes and directed to an inverter that converts the DC
electricity to alternating current (AC) electricity. From the inverter, the generated energy flows to a
transformer where it is stepped up to distribution level voltage (approximately 34.5 kV). Multiple
transformers are connected in parallel via 34.5 kV lines to the Project substation, where the power
will be stepped up to 230 kV.
The Project will be interconnected to the regional transmission system via a new gen-tie line
constructed to the Imperial Valley Substation. This interconnection will be accomplished via one
of three potential options – two requiring rights-of-way across federal lands managed by the
Bureau of Land Management (BLM) and one located entirely on private lands (Figure 2).
The two gen-tie line alternatives that would cross BLM lands would originate at the Project
substation/switchyard at the southern end of the Project site and would go south to the Imperial
Valley Substation. Either of these two alternatives would be built as a double-circuit 230 kV line.
•

•

The Alternative Gen-Tie across BLM land would follow the existing IID S-line and would
be approximately 0.75 miles long (including about 0.4 miles of BLM land) crossing fallow
agricultural land and native desert.
The Proposed Gen-Tie Alternative would follow existing roads and would cross about one
mile native desert (all BLM land). Both of these options are located entirely within a BLMdesignated utility corridor.

The Private Land Gen-tie Alternative being considered is to develop a single-circuit 230 kV line
originating on the western side of the Project site. It would cross approximately 1.75 miles of
private lands to the west and would utilize available capacity on a line that has an approved rightof-way to the Imperial Valley Substation.
This report presents the results of protocol Burrowing Owl Surveys conducted during the 2012
breeding season. Previous surveys were conducted during the 2011 breeding season and the
2011/2012 winter (Heritage 2012).
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2.0	
  	
  

Introduction	
  

The Burrowing Owl is a California Species of Special Concern and a BLM sensitive species. It is
protected by the MBTA and California Fish & Game Code §§ 3503, 3503.5, 3513. Nesting occurs
from March through August (Haug et al. 1993). Burrowing Owls typically form a pair-bond for
more than 1 year and exhibit high site fidelity, reusing the same burrow year after year (Haug et al.
1993). The female remains inside the burrow during most of the egg laying and incubation period
and is fed by the male throughout brooding. Burrowing Owls are opportunistic feeders, consuming
a diet that includes arthropods (typically insects), small mammals, small birds, and occasionally
amphibians and reptiles (Haug et al. 1993). Urbanization has greatly reduced the amount of
suitable habitat for this species. Other contributions to the decline of this species include the
poisoning of squirrels and prairie dogs, and collisions with automobiles. A survey effort carried
out between 1991 and 1993 indicated that major population densities in California remain in the
Central and Imperial Valleys (DeSante et al.1996; DeSante et al. 2004). This species is a yearround resident in Imperial County. Up to 70% of California’s Burrowing Owls reside in the
Imperial Valley (Wilkerson et al. 2011). Recent survey efforts have indicated a slight population
decline in the Imperial Valley (-2.5%; Wilkerson et al. 2011).
The Burrowing Owl is primarily restricted to the western United States and Mexico. Habitat for
the Burrowing Owl includes dry, open, short-grass areas often associated with burrowing
mammals (Haug et al. 1993). In Imperial County, it is found in desert scrub, grasslands, and
agricultural areas. Agricultural areas may benefit the species and appear to represent preferred
habitat in Imperial County (DeSante et al. 1996; DeSante et al. 2004; Wilkerson et al. 2011; Bartok
and Conway 2010).
The California Burrowing Owl Consortium (CBOC) developed the Survey Protocol and
Mitigation Guidelines (CBOC 1993) document to meet the need for uniform standards when
surveying Burrowing Owl populations and evaluating impacts from development projects. These
guidelines are generally accepted by the California Department of Fish and Game (CDFG) and are
intended to provide a decision-making process that should be implemented wherever there is
potential for an action or project to adversely affect Burrowing Owls or the resources that support
them.
The CBOC guidelines suggest Burrowing Owl surveys be conducted in three phases. The purpose
of a Phase I survey is to assess the presence of Burrowing Owl habitat in the project area. Phase II
surveys are necessary to determine if suitable burrows occur on the site. Phase III surveys are
intended to characterize owl presence during the nesting season and/or during winter. This report
presents the findings of the Phase I, II, and III surveys within the proposed Campo Verde Solar
Project Site and associated buffers and within the proposed Gen-tie Line corridors and associated
buffers (see Section 3.0).
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3.0	
  	
  

Study	
  Area	
  

The study area is comprised of five main components: (1) the 1,990-acre Campo Verde Solar Site;
(2) the Proposed Gen-tie; (3) the Alternative Gen-tie across BLM land; (4) the Private Land Gentie Alternative; and (5) a 500-foot buffer surrounding the Campo Verde Solar Energy Facility Site
and the Gen-tie Corridors (Figure 2).
The Campo Verde Solar Energy Facility Site is primarily active agricultural lands growing crops
such as alfalfa, Sudan grass, and Bermuda grass. Native vegetation on the site is generally absent
with a few exceptions. The fields on the site are ringed by a series of earthen and concrete canals
and drains that provide irrigation and drainage for the fields. Sporadic and limited riparian and
wetland vegetation occur along portions of the earthen canals and berms. This vegetation is a
mixture of native and non-native species and includes tamarisk (Tamarix ramosissima), cattails
(Typha sp.), common reed (Phragmites australis), salt grass (Distichlis spicata), arrow weed
(Pluchea serricea) and salt marsh fleabane (Pluchea odorata). Routine maintenance of these drains
and canals by the Imperial Irrigation District (IID) involves the periodic removal of vegetation to
maintain uninhibited water flow. Since vegetation clearing is a routine activity, the wetland
vegetation is usually sparse and not well developed. Removal of this vegetation also provides
suitable Burrowing Owl habitat once mammals return to these areas and excavate burrows (Bartok
and Conway 2010); therefore, Burrowing Owl habitat in the project area is regularly changing,
including creation of new burrow sites and loss of existing burrow sites. Topography in the study
area is generally flat.
The Private Land Gen-tie Alternative would cross approximately 1.75-miles of active agricultural
land that is similar to the Campo Verde Solar Energy Facility. The Proposed Gen-tie would follow
existing roads and would cross about 1.0 mile of native desert. The Alternative Gen-Tie Across
BLM land would follow the existing IID S-line and would cross about 0.4 miles of native desert
and 0.3 miles of fallow agriculture. Both of these options are located entirely within a BLMdesignated utility corridor. This area is generally flat Colorado Desert dominated by creosote bush
(Larrea tridentata) scrub, athel (Tamarix aphylla) windbreaks, stabilized desert dune complex and
arrow weed thicket.
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4.0	
  Survey	
  Methods	
  
4.1

PHASE I AND PHASE II SURVEYS

Phase I surveys were conducted in the spring of 2011 and determined that most of the study are
contained suitable Burrowing Owl habitat. While initial Phase II surveys had been performed
during the 2011 breeding season and the winter of 2011/2012, Phase II surveys were redone in the
entire survey area in order to account for burrow loss and recruitment that may have occurred.
Phase II surveys of the study area were conducted by qualified biologists during the 2012 breeding
season (March).
Phase II surveys covered the entire study area and potentially suitable burrows were recorded.
Transects at 10-meter spacing were walked within the Proposed Gen-Tie and Alternative Gen-tie
Across BLM land (including a 500-foot buffer around the project area and gen-tie corridors) to
ensure that all suitable burrows were identified. Within agricultural lands, a combination of
vehicular and pedestrian surveys was conducted within suitable habitat, mainly along roads and
irrigation infrastructure (per Bartok and Conway 2010).
Burrows that had the potential to be used by Burrowing Owls were marked using a handheld
global positioning system (GPS) unit. Photos were taken of representative potential burrows and
owl observations were noted when present. “Burrow Clusters” were recorded in areas that
supported high densities of burrow entrances that were either (1) multiple entrances associated
with a single burrow; or (2) separate burrows that were located too close together to support more
than one breeding pair of owls (burrows within 5 meters of each other).

4.2

PHASE III SURVEYS

The Burrowing Owl nesting season begins as early as February 1 and continues through August 31
(Thomsen 1971, Zam 1974). The timing of nesting activities varies with latitude and climatic
conditions. Phase III surveys at the project were conducted during the breeding season, beginning
March 1 and ending August 31. All Burrowing Owl sightings were recorded (including occupied
burrows and burrows with sign) and mapped. Numbers of adults and juveniles were recorded
(Appendix A), as well as behavior such as courtship and copulation. Territory boundaries and
foraging areas were not mapped, mainly because of the difficulty posed by the active nests being
so close together where home-ranges potentially overlap.
Surveys were conducted in the morning and evening (one-half hour before to two hours after
sunrise and two hours before to one-half hour after sunset). Burrows were examined for owl sign
during the first observation of suitable burrows (typically during Phase II surveys). Subsequent
observations were conducted from fixed points further from the burrows that provided visual
coverage of the burrows using spotting scopes or binoculars. When possible, observers remained
in vehicles to minimize disturbance to the birds.
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Surveys were conducted at each burrow on four separate days in order to minimize the likelihood
of false-negative results (CBOC 1993).
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5.0	
  Survey	
  Results	
  
5.1

PHASE I AND II SURVEYS

In its current condition, the study area and surrounding areas were observed to contain suitable
nesting habitat for Burrowing Owls. The site contains both natural and artificial burrows. The
natural burrows were most commonly associated with slopes along berms, canals, or drains where
soil conditions are apparently more suitable for burrow construction. In the absence of suitable
natural burrows, Burrowing Owls have been known to nest in man-made features. Numerous manmade features in the study area also provide suitable artificial burrow opportunities, including
concrete and metal culverts and irrigation pipes.
Phase II surveys were conducted during the spring of 2012. Table 1 lists dates, times, weather, and
the project components evaluated for the Phase II surveys. Two-hundred and fifty-seven (248)
potentially suitable burrows were initially identified during the Phase II surveys. Over the course
of the Phase III surveys, 40 of these burrows had been collapsed, filled in or otherwise made
unsuitable. Therefore, the final count of potentially suitable burrows within the project area was
208. The final 208 potentially suitable burrows are depicted in Figure 3.
Table 1. Phase I and Phase II Survey Details
Date
Time

5.2

Weather Conditions

March 5, 2012

1300-1750

75-81°F; mostly clear,
wind <5mph

March 6, 2012

0935-1801

57-68°F; clear, wind 515mph

March 7, 2012

0943-1630

52-63°F; mostly
cloudy-clear, wind 010mph

Project Component
Solar Energy
Facility Site and
Buffer
Solar Energy
Facility Site, NonBLM ROW Gen-tie
and Buffers
BLM ROW Gen-tie
Corridors and
Buffers

PHASE III SURVEYS

Table 2 lists dates, times, weather, and visibility for the Phase III surveys. Due to the number of
active burrows and individuals observed, data for each active burrow have been included in
Appendix A. Table 3 summarizes the results of the Phase III survey and breaks down results by
project component. Figure 4 shows the location of the active burrows. To the maximum extent
practicable, active burrows were surveyed in reverse order during each round of Phase III surveys
so that owls could be observed at different times of the day during each survey period.
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Survey Results

Table 2. Phase III Survey Details
Date
Time
March 6, 2012
0540-0800
0625-0816
March 7, 2012
1603-1721
March 13, 2012
1640-1843
March 14, 2012
1645-1836
March 15, 2012
0634-0824
March 20, 2012
1657-1908
March 21, 2012
1635-1908
March 22, 2012
0638-0856
April 4, 2012
1700-1916
April 5, 2012
1706-1856
April 6, 2011
0620-0815

Weather Conditions
45-57°F; clear, wind <10mph
50-52°F; mostly cloudy, wind 10-15mph
63-64°F; clear, calm
71-82°F; clear, wind <10mph
76-83°F; clear, calm
48-55°F; clear, calm
60-71°F; clear, calm
74-81°F; clear, calm
47-64°F, clear, calm
73-84°F, mostly clear, calm
77-84°F, clear, wind 10-15mph
46-62°F, clear, calm

There were a total of 55 active burrows identified in the study area. There were 27 active burrows
within the solar energy facility and 28 active burrows within the 500-foot buffer area. There were
no active burrows identified within the Gen-tie Line corridors or associated buffers (Table 3;
Figure 4).
For the purposes of this report, all active burrows are assumed to be attended by a pair (2) of
Burrowing Owls. Cooperative breeding has not been observed in the species (Haug et al. 1993).
Three owls were observed at burrow #230 on both March 6 and March 13. Subsequent surveys at
this burrow (March 21 and April 4) identified only one adult owl. The third bird observed in the
vicinity of burrow #230 could have been a wintering individual (>2 adults per burrow were more
commonly observed during winter surveys). Alternatively, burrow #230 is located in an area of
dense Burrowing Owl occupancy and this 3rd bird could have been associated with a nearby
burrow. In several cases, only one adult was ever observed at a given burrow. However, without a
mark-recapture or color banding study, it is not possible to confirm that these represent instances of
an unpaired adult. Therefore, for the purposes of this report, all adult owls within the project area
are assumed to be paired. “Active burrow” should be interpreted to represent a “breeding pair”
throughout this document.
Table 3. Phase III Burrow Status Summary
Burrow
Status

Campo
Verde
Facility

Active
Inactive
Total

27
51
78

Campo
Verde
Facility
Buffer
28
53
81

Proposed
Gen-tie
Corridor
0
5
5

Proposed
Gen-tie
Corridor
Buffer
0
26
26

Gen-tie
Alternative
Corridor
0
14
14

Gen-tie
Alternative
Corridor
Buffer
0
4
4

Private
Gen-tie
Corridor
0
0
0

Private
Gen-tie
Corridor
Buffer
0
0
0

Total
55
153
208

A table enumerating all active burrows and listing the survey results by date can be found in
Appendix A.
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Selected Photos
Adult Burrowing Owl and representative active burrow with pellets, whitewash, and other debris.

Representative potentially suitable man-made burrow (Alternative Gen-Tie Across BLM Land).
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Representative potentially suitable natural burrow (Proposed Gen-Tie Alternative).

Representative potentially suitable natural burrow with sign (whitewash)(Proposed Gen-Tie
Alternative).
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Appendix	
  A	
  –	
  Active	
  Burrows	
  -‐	
  Owl	
  Data	
  
Burrow ID

Project Component

1

500-foot Facility
Buffer

3

7

9

10

13

30

33

35

2012 Breeding Season
Date
# Owls
3/6/2012
0
3/13/2012
0
3/21/2012
0
4/4/2012
1

500-foot Facility
Buffer

3/6/2012
3/13/2012
3/21/2012
4/4/2012

2
0
0
0

500-foot Facility
Buffer

3/6/2012
3/13/2012
3/21/2012
4/4/2012

0
0
2
1

3/5/2012
3/6/2012
3/13/2012
3/21/2012

1
0
0
0

4/4/2012

0

500-foot Facility
Buffer

3/5/2012
3/6/2012
3/13/2012
3/21/2012
4/4/2012

1
0
0
0
0

500-foot Facility
Buffer

3/6/2012
3/13/2012
3/21/2012
4/4/2012

1
0
2
2

500-foot Facility
Buffer

3/6/2012
3/13/2012
3/21/2012
4/4/2012

0
0
2
2

500-foot Facility
Buffer

3/6/2012
3/13/2012
3/21/2012
4/4/2012

1
0
0
0

500-foot Facility
Buffer

3/6/2012
3/13/2012
3/21/2012
4/4/2012

1
2
2
2

500-foot Facility
Buffer
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Burrow ID

Project Component

49

500-foot Facility
Buffer

52

53

54

55

60

72

74

85

103

2012 Breeding Season
Date
# Owls
3/6/2012
2
3/13/2012
2
3/21/2012
2
4/4/2012
1

500-foot Facility
Buffer

3/6/2012
3/13/2012
3/21/2012
4/4/2012

0
1
0
0

500-foot Facility
Buffer

3/6/2012
3/13/2012
3/21/2012
4/4/2012

2
2
2
2

500-foot Facility
Buffer

3/5/2012
3/6/2012
3/13/2012
3/21/2012
4/4/2012

1
0
0
0
0

500-foot Facility
Buffer

3/6/2012
3/13/2012
3/21/2012
4/4/2012

2
2
2
0

500-foot Facility
Buffer

3/6/2012
3/13/2012
3/21/2012
4/4/2012

0
0
0
0

500-foot Facility
Buffer

3/6/2012
3/13/2012
3/21/2012
4/4/2012

2
2
1
2

Solar Facility

3/6/2012
3/13/2012
3/21/2012
4/4/2012

0
0
2
2

500-foot Facility
Buffer

3/6/2012
3/7/2012
3/13/2012
3/21/2012
4/4/2012

1
0
0
0
0

500-foot Facility
Buffer

3/7/2012
3/14/2012
3/20/2012
4/5/2012

0
2
0
1
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Burrow ID

108

109

110

112

115

118

120

127

129

Project Component

500-foot Facility
Buffer

Solar Facility

Solar Facility

Solar Facility

Solar Facility

500-foot Facility
Buffer

Solar Facility

Solar Facility

Solar Facility

2012 Breeding Season
Date
# Owls
3/7/2012

0

3/14/2012

2

3/20/2012

1

4/5/2012

0

3/7/2012

0

3/14/2012

1

3/20/2012

0

4/5/2012

1

3/7/2012

1

3/14/2012

1

3/20/2012

0

4/5/2012

1

3/7/2012

1

3/14/2012

1

3/20/2012

1

4/5/2012

0

3/7/2012

0

3/14/2012

1

3/20/2012

1

4/5/2012

2

3/7/2012

0

3/14/2012

0

3/20/2012

2

4/5/2012

0

3/6/2012

1

3/7/2012

0

3/14/2012

0

3/20/2012

0

4/5/2012

0

3/7/2012

0

3/14/2012

0

3/20/2012

1

4/5/2012

1

3/7/2012

0

3/14/2012

1

3/20/2012

2

4/5/2012

1
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Additional Documentation Attachment to Comment 2-F1
Attachment I-9

Burrow ID

Project Component

132

Solar Facility

133

137

154

215

226

227

229

232

234

Solar Facility

Solar Facility

500-foot Facility
Buffer

500-foot Facility
Buffer

Solar Facility

500-foot Facility
Buffer

Solar Facility

Solar Facility

500-foot Facility
Buffer

2012 Breeding Season
Date
# Owls
3/7/2012
1
3/14/2012

2

3/20/2012

0

4/5/2012

1

3/7/2012

1

3/14/2012

2

3/20/2012

2

4/5/2012

0

3/6/2012

1

3/7/2012

0

3/20/2012

0

4/5/2012

0

3/6/2012

0

3/13/2012

1

3/21/2012

1

4/4/2012

1

3/6/2012

0

3/13/2012

0

3/21/2012

0

4/4/2012

1

3/5/2012

1

3/6/2012

0

3/13/2012

0

3/21/2012

0

4/4/2012

0

3/6/2012

2

3/13/2012

2

3/21/2012

2

4/4/2012

2

3/6/2012

1

3/13/2012

0

3/21/2012

2

4/4/2012

1

3/6/2012

2

3/13/2012

2

3/21/2012

2

4/4/2012

2

3/6/2012

2

3/13/2012

2

3/21/2012

0

4/4/2012

1
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Additional Documentation Attachment to Comment 2-F1
Attachment I-9

Burrow ID

237

239

259

263

264

265

268

269

276

324

Project Component

Solar Facility

Solar Facility

Solar Facility

Solar Facility

Solar Facility

Solar Facility

Solar Facility

Solar Facility

Solar Facility

Solar Facility

2012 Breeding Season
Date
# Owls
3/7/2012

0

3/14/2012

2

3/20/2012

2

4/5/2012

0

3/7/2012

1

3/14/2012

2

3/20/2012

2

4/5/2012

1

3/7/2012

0

3/14/2012

1

3/20/2012

1

4/5/2012

1

3/7/2012

1

3/14/2012

1

3/20/2012

0

4/5/2012

0

3/7/2012

1

3/14/2012

1

3/20/2012

1

4/5/2012

0

3/7/2012

1

3/14/2012

0

3/20/2012

0

4/5/2012

0

3/7/2012

0

3/14/2012

1

3/20/2012

0

4/5/2012

0

3/7/2012

1

3/14/2012

0

3/20/2012

0

4/5/2012

1

3/7/2012

0

3/14/2012

0

3/20/2012

1

4/5/2012

0

3/14/2012

1

3/20/2012

0

4/5/2012

0
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Burrow ID

Project Component

327

500-foot Facility
Buffer

328

329

330

2012 Breeding Season
Date
# Owls
3/20/2012

1

4/5/2012

0

3/20/2012

1

4/5/2012

1

3/21/2012

2

4/4/2012

2

3/21/2012

2

4/4/2012

1

Solar Facility

500-foot Facility
Buffer

Solar Facility

331

500-foot Facility
Buffer

4/4/2012

1

332

Solar Facility

4/4/2012

1

334

500-foot Facility
Buffer

4/5/2012

1
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Attachment 2 – Active Burrow and Owl Count Summary (2011 – 2012)

AR071168

Additional Documentation Attachment to Comment 2-F1
Attachment I-9

Attachment	
   2	
   –	
   Active	
   Burrows	
   -‐	
   Owl	
  
Data	
  
Burrow ID

Project Component

1

500-foot Facility
Buffer

3

7

9

10

13

30

33

500-foot Facility
Buffer

500-foot Facility
Buffer

500-foot Facility
Buffer

500-foot Facility
Buffer

500-foot Facility
Buffer

500-foot Facility
Buffer

500-foot Facility
Buffer

2012 Breeding Season
Date
# Owls
3/6/2012
0
3/13/2012

0

3/21/2012

0

4/4/2012

1

3/6/2012

2

3/13/2012

0

3/21/2012

0

4/4/2012

0

3/6/2012

0

3/13/2012

0

3/21/2012

2

4/4/2012

1

3/5/2012

1

3/6/2012

0

3/13/2012

0

3/21/2012

0

4/4/2012

0

3/5/2012

1

3/6/2012

0

3/13/2012

0

3/21/2012

0

4/4/2012

0

3/6/2012

1

3/13/2012

0

3/21/2012

2

4/4/2012

2

3/6/2012

0

3/13/2012

0

3/21/2012

2

4/4/2012

2

6/4/2012

0

3/6/2012
3/13/2012
3/21/2012
4/4/2012

1
0
0
0

1|Page
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Burrow ID

35

49

60

85

103

108

109

110

Project Component

2012 Breeding Season
Date
# Owls
6/4/2012
0

500-foot Facility
Buffer

3/6/2012
3/13/2012
3/21/2012
4/4/2012
6/4/2012

1
2
2
2
2

500-foot Facility
Buffer

3/6/2012
3/13/2012
3/21/2012
4/4/2012

2
2
2
1

500-foot Facility
Buffer

3/6/2012
3/13/2012
3/21/2012
4/4/2012
6/4/2012

0
0
0
0
0

500-foot Facility
Buffer

3/6/2012
3/7/2012
3/13/2012
3/21/2012
4/4/2012

1
0
0
0
0

500-foot Facility
Buffer

3/7/2012
3/14/2012
3/20/2012
4/5/2012
6/4/2012
6/6/2012

0
2
0
1
1
2

3/7/2012

0

3/14/2012

2

3/20/2012

1

4/5/2012

0

6/4/2012

1

3/7/2012

0

3/14/2012

1

3/20/2012

0

4/5/2012

1

6/4/2012

0

6/5/2012

1

3/7/2012

1

3/14/2012

1

3/20/2012

0

500-foot Facility
Buffer

500-foot Facility
Buffer

500-foot Facility
Buffer

AR071170

Additional Documentation Attachment to Comment 2-F1
Attachment I-9

Burrow ID

154

215

226

227

229

232

234

Project Component

500-foot Facility
Buffer

500-foot Facility
Buffer

500-foot Facility
Buffer

500-foot Facility
Buffer

500-foot Facility
Buffer

500-foot Facility
Buffer

500-foot Facility

2012 Breeding Season
Date
# Owls
4/5/2012

1

6/4/2012

0

6/5/2012

1+1

3/6/2012

0

3/13/2012

1

3/21/2012

1

4/4/2012

1

6/4/2012

0

3/6/2012

0

3/13/2012

0

3/21/2012

0

4/4/2012

1

6/4/2012

0

3/5/2012

1

3/6/2012

0

3/13/2012

0

3/21/2012

0

4/4/2012

0

6/4/2012

0

3/6/2012

2

3/13/2012

2

3/21/2012

2

4/4/2012

2

6/4/2012

0

6/5/2012

1

3/6/2012

1

3/13/2012

0

3/21/2012

2

4/4/2012

1

6/4/2012

2

3/6/2012

2

3/13/2012

2

3/21/2012

2

4/4/2012

2

6/4/2012

0

3/6/2012

2

AR071171
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Burrow ID

Project Component
Buffer

2012 Breeding Season
Date
# Owls
3/13/2012
2
3/21/2012

237

239

500-foot Facility
Buffer

Solar Facility

0

4/4/2012

1

6/5/2012

Collapsed

3/7/2012

0

3/14/2012

2

3/20/2012

2

4/5/2012

0

6/4/2012

2+2

6/5/2012

1+1

3/7/2012

1

3/14/2012

2

3/20/2012

2

4/5/2012

1

6/4/2012

0

332

500-foot Facility
Buffer

4/4/2012

1

6/4/2012

1

341

500-foot Facility
Buffer

6/4/2012

1

6/5/2012

2+2

X + Y = Adults + Nestlings
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Attachment 3 – CDFG Hay Bale Shelter-in-Place Guidance

AR071173

Additional Documentation Attachment to Comment 2-F1
Attachment I-9

Hay Bales
Screening burrows (e.g. hay bale walls) has been shown as effective means of minimizing
disturbance to owls. Where authorized, buffers may be reduced by implementing the use of hay
bales to shelter a burrow from construction activities. Hay bales will be used for agricultural and
developed locations. To minimize the potential for spreading weed seeds to native areas, only
certified “weed-free” hay bales may be used on land managed by the BLM.
During the breeding season, hay bales will be stacked 3 bales high and 25 feet on either side of
the burrow for a total length of 50 feet.
During the non-breeding season, bales will be stacked 2 bales high and 25 feet on either side of
the burrow for a total length of 50 feet.
Hay bales are generally 3 feet long and 18 inches tall. A minimum of 2-3 feet will be provided
between the hay bales and the occupied burrow, allowing any perches that might exist beside the
burrow to be maintained. As an alternative to hay bales, fencing slats or netting may be used,
provided that the slats or netting are constructed to dimensions at least equivalent to those
provided above for hay bales.
***This Appendix Will Include a Spreadsheet with Burrows That Need Variances from the
Standard Avoidance Areas.***

AR071174

Additional Documentation Attachment to Comment 2-F1
Attachment I-9

Campo	
  Verde	
  Solar,	
  LLC
Proposed	
  Adjustments	
  to	
  BUOW	
  Buffer	
  Distances
Proposed	
  Avoidance	
  Areas

Avoidance	
  
April	
  1	
  -‐	
  August	
  15	
  
Mapbook	
  Sheet	
  
Burrow	
  No.
Avoidance	
  Period
No.
9
90m	
  buffer	
  in	
  west	
  half;	
  
standard	
  500m	
  buffer	
  in	
  
east	
  half

001

9

Use	
  Sheltering	
  in	
  
Place	
  During	
  
August	
  16	
  -‐	
  October	
  15	
  
October	
  16	
  -‐	
  March	
  31	
   Type	
  of	
  Construction	
  Activity	
  in	
  Vicinity	
   Anticipated	
  Duration	
  of	
   Construction	
  During	
  
Justification	
  for	
  
Notes
Avoidance	
  Period
Avoidance	
  Period
of	
  Burrow	
  Location
Sheltering	
  in	
  Place	
  Determination
Construction	
  Activity	
  (c) the	
  Breeding	
  Season?
90m	
  buffer	
  in	
  west	
  half;	
   90m	
  buffer	
  in	
  west	
  half;	
   a)	
  Site	
  preparation	
  (driveway,	
  fencing,	
   a)	
  6	
  weeks
	
  
Construction	
  could	
  occur	
  near	
  burrow	
  one	
  or	
   Burrow	
  is	
  located	
  in	
  buffer	
  area	
  across	
  Drew	
  Rd.	
  from	
  
standard	
  500m	
  buffer	
  in	
   standard	
  500m	
  buffer	
  in	
   grading,	
  dust	
  control,	
  and	
  waterline	
  
b)	
  2	
  weeks
more	
  avoidance	
  periods
construction	
  area;	
  construction	
  
east	
  half
east	
  half
underground	
  piping)
c)	
  2	
  weeks
b)	
  Survey
d)	
  4	
  weeks
c)	
  Pile	
  driving
e)	
  2	
  weeks
d)	
  PV	
  frame	
  installation
f)	
  4	
  weeks
e)	
  PV	
  module	
  installation
g)	
  2	
  weeks
f)	
  Above-‐ground	
  electrical	
  wiring	
  
h)	
  2	
  weeks
g)	
  Combiner	
  box	
  installation
i)	
  2	
  weeks
h)	
  Vault	
  installation
j)	
  2	
  weeks
i)	
  PCS	
  installation
k)	
  2	
  weeks
j)	
  Electrical	
  trenching	
  &	
  underground	
   l)	
  2	
  weeks
cabling
m)	
  3	
  weeks
k)	
  Utility	
  post	
  installation
l)	
  Overhead	
  electrical	
  wiring
m)	
  Testing	
  &	
  commissioning

93m	
  buffer	
  in	
  west	
  half;	
  
standard	
  500m	
  buffer	
  in	
  
east	
  half

93m	
  buffer	
  in	
  west	
  half;	
  
standard	
  500m	
  buffer	
  in	
  
east	
  half

93m	
  buffer	
  in	
  west	
  half;	
  
standard	
  500m	
  buffer	
  in	
  
east	
  half

a)	
  Site	
  preparation	
  (driveway,	
  fencing,	
  
grading,	
  dust	
  control,	
  and	
  waterline	
  
underground	
  piping)
b)	
  Survey
c)	
  Pile	
  driving
d)	
  PV	
  frame	
  installation
e)	
  PV	
  module	
  installation
f)	
  Above-‐ground	
  electrical	
  wiring
g)	
  Combiner	
  box	
  installation
h)	
  Vault	
  installation
i)	
  PCS	
  installation
j)	
  Electrical	
  trenching	
  &	
  underground	
  
cabling
k)	
  Utility	
  post	
  installation
l)	
  Overhead	
  electrical	
  wiring
m)	
  Testing	
  &	
  commissioning

a)	
  6	
  weeks
b)	
  2	
  weeks
c)	
  2	
  weeks
d)	
  4	
  weeks
e)	
  2	
  weeks
f)	
  4	
  weeks
g)	
  2	
  weeks
h)	
  2	
  weeks
i)	
  2	
  weeks
j)	
  2	
  weeks
k)	
  2	
  weeks
l)	
  2	
  weeks
m)	
  3	
  weeks

Yes

Construction	
  could	
  occur	
  near	
  burrow	
  one	
  or	
   Burrow	
  is	
  located	
  in	
  buffer	
  area	
  across	
  Drew	
  Rd.	
  from	
  
more	
  avoidance	
  periods
construction	
  area;	
  construction	
  

92m	
  buffer	
  in	
  west	
  half;	
  
standard	
  500m	
  buffer	
  in	
  
east	
  half

92m	
  buffer	
  in	
  west	
  half;	
  
standard	
  500m	
  buffer	
  in	
  
east	
  half

92m	
  buffer	
  in	
  west	
  half;	
  
standard	
  500m	
  buffer	
  in	
  
east	
  half

a)	
  Site	
  preparation	
  (driveway,	
  fencing,	
  
grading,	
  dust	
  control,	
  and	
  waterline	
  
underground	
  piping)
b)	
  Survey
c)	
  Pile	
  driving
d)	
  PV	
  frame	
  installation
e)	
  PV	
  module	
  installation
f)	
  Above-‐ground	
  electrical	
  wiring
g)	
  Combiner	
  box	
  installation
h)	
  Vault	
  installation
i)	
  PCS	
  installation
j)	
  Electrical	
  trenching	
  &	
  underground	
  
cabling
k)	
  Utility	
  post	
  installation
l)	
  Overhead	
  electrical	
  wiring
m)	
  Testing	
  &	
  commissioning

a)	
  6	
  weeks
b)	
  2	
  weeks
c)	
  2	
  weeks
d)	
  4	
  weeks
e)	
  2	
  weeks
f)	
  4	
  weeks
g)	
  2	
  weeks
h)	
  2	
  weeks
i)	
  2	
  weeks
j)	
  2	
  weeks
k)	
  2	
  weeks
l)	
  2	
  weeks
m)	
  3	
  weeks

Yes

Construction	
  could	
  occur	
  near	
  burrow	
  one	
  or	
   Burrow	
  is	
  located	
  in	
  buffer	
  area	
  across	
  Drew	
  Rd.	
  from	
  
more	
  avoidance	
  periods
construction	
  area;	
  construction	
  

003

9

007

AR071175
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Campo	
  Verde	
  Solar,	
  LLC
Proposed	
  Adjustments	
  to	
  BUOW	
  Buffer	
  Distances
Proposed	
  Avoidance	
  Areas

Avoidance	
  
April	
  1	
  -‐	
  August	
  15	
  
Mapbook	
  Sheet	
  
Burrow	
  No.
Avoidance	
  Period
No.
9
75m	
  buffer	
  in	
  west	
  half;	
  
standard	
  500m	
  buffer	
  in	
  
east	
  half

009

9

Use	
  Sheltering	
  in	
  
Place	
  During	
  
August	
  16	
  -‐	
  October	
  15	
  
October	
  16	
  -‐	
  March	
  31	
   Type	
  of	
  Construction	
  Activity	
  in	
  Vicinity	
   Anticipated	
  Duration	
  of	
   Construction	
  During	
  
Justification	
  for	
  
Notes
Avoidance	
  Period
Avoidance	
  Period
of	
  Burrow	
  Location
Sheltering	
  in	
  Place	
  Determination
Construction	
  Activity	
  (c) the	
  Breeding	
  Season?
75m	
  buffer	
  in	
  west	
  half;	
   75m	
  buffer	
  in	
  west	
  half;	
   a)	
  	
  Site	
  preparation	
  (driveway,	
  fencing,	
   a)	
  6	
  weeks
Yes
Construction	
  could	
  occur	
  near	
  burrow	
  one	
  or	
   Burrow	
  is	
  located	
  in	
  buffer	
  area	
  across	
  Drew	
  Rd.	
  from	
  
standard	
  500m	
  buffer	
  in	
   standard	
  500m	
  buffer	
  in	
   grading,	
  dust	
  control,	
  and	
  waterline	
  
b)	
  2	
  weeks
more	
  avoidance	
  periods
construction	
  area;	
  construction	
  
east	
  half
east	
  half
underground	
  piping)
c)	
  2	
  weeks
b)	
  Survey
d)	
  4	
  weeks
c)	
  Pile	
  driving
e)	
  2	
  weeks
d)	
  PV	
  frame	
  installation
f)	
  4	
  weeks
e)	
  PV	
  module	
  installation
g)	
  2	
  weeks
f)	
  Above-‐ground	
  electrical	
  wiring
h)	
  2	
  weeks
g)	
  Combiner	
  box	
  installation
i)	
  2	
  weeks
h)	
  Vault	
  installation
j)	
  2	
  weeks
i)	
  PCS	
  installation
k)	
  2	
  weeks
j)	
  Electrical	
  trenching	
  &	
  underground	
   l)	
  2	
  weeks
cabling
m)	
  3	
  weeks
k)	
  Utility	
  post	
  installation
l)	
  Overhead	
  electrical	
  wiring
m)	
  Testing	
  &	
  commissioning

75m	
  buffer	
  in	
  west	
  half;	
  
standard	
  500m	
  buffer	
  in	
  
east	
  half

75m	
  buffer	
  in	
  west	
  half;	
  
standard	
  500m	
  buffer	
  in	
  
east	
  half

75m	
  buffer	
  in	
  west	
  half;	
  
standard	
  500m	
  buffer	
  in	
  
east	
  half

a)	
  Site	
  preparation	
  (driveway,	
  fencing,	
  
grading,	
  dust	
  control,	
  and	
  waterline	
  
underground	
  piping)
b)	
  Survey
c)	
  Pile	
  driving
d)	
  PV	
  frame	
  installation
e)	
  PV	
  module	
  installation
f)	
  Above-‐ground	
  electrical	
  wiring
g)	
  Combiner	
  box	
  installation
h)	
  Vault	
  installation
i)	
  PCS	
  installation
j)	
  Electrical	
  trenching	
  &	
  underground	
  
cabling
k)	
  Utility	
  post	
  installation
l)	
  Overhead	
  electrical	
  wiring
m)	
  Testing	
  &	
  commissioning

a)	
  6	
  weeks
b)	
  2	
  weeks
c)	
  2	
  weeks
d)	
  4	
  weeks
e)	
  2	
  weeks
f)	
  4	
  weeks
g)	
  2	
  weeks
h)	
  2	
  weeks
i)	
  2	
  weeks
j)	
  2	
  weeks
k)	
  2	
  weeks
l)	
  2	
  weeks
m)	
  3	
  weeks

Yes

Construction	
  could	
  occur	
  near	
  burrow	
  one	
  or	
   Burrow	
  is	
  located	
  in	
  buffer	
  area	
  across	
  Drew	
  Rd.	
  from	
  
more	
  avoidance	
  periods
construction	
  area;	
  construction	
  

65m	
  buffer	
  in	
  west	
  half;	
  
standard	
  500m	
  buffer	
  in	
  
east	
  half

65m	
  buffer	
  in	
  west	
  half;	
  
standard	
  500m	
  buffer	
  in	
  
east	
  half

65m	
  buffer	
  in	
  west	
  half;	
  
standard	
  500m	
  buffer	
  in	
  
east	
  half

a)	
  Site	
  preparation	
  (driveway,	
  fencing,	
  
grading,	
  dust	
  control,	
  and	
  waterline	
  
underground	
  piping)
b)	
  Survey
c)	
  Pile	
  driving
d)	
  PV	
  frame	
  installation
e)	
  PV	
  module	
  installation
f)	
  Above-‐ground	
  electrical	
  wiring
g)	
  Combiner	
  box	
  installation
h)	
  Vault	
  installation
i)	
  PCS	
  installation
j)	
  Electrical	
  trenching	
  &	
  underground	
  
cabling
k)	
  Utility	
  post	
  installation
l)	
  Overhead	
  electrical	
  wiring
m)	
  Testing	
  &	
  commissioning

a)	
  6	
  weeks
b)	
  2	
  weeks
c)	
  2	
  weeks
d)	
  4	
  weeks
e)	
  2	
  weeks
f)	
  4	
  weeks
g)	
  2	
  weeks
h)	
  2	
  weeks
i)	
  2	
  weeks
j)	
  2	
  weeks
k)	
  2	
  weeks
l)	
  2	
  weeks
m)	
  3	
  weeks

Yes

Construction	
  could	
  occur	
  near	
  burrow	
  one	
  or	
   Burrow	
  is	
  located	
  in	
  buffer	
  area	
  across	
  Drew	
  Rd.	
  from	
  
more	
  avoidance	
  periods
construction	
  area;	
  construction	
  

010

9

013

AR071176

Additional Documentation Attachment to Comment 2-F1
Attachment I-9

Campo	
  Verde	
  Solar,	
  LLC
Proposed	
  Adjustments	
  to	
  BUOW	
  Buffer	
  Distances
Proposed	
  Avoidance	
  Areas

Avoidance	
  
April	
  1	
  -‐	
  August	
  15	
  
Mapbook	
  Sheet	
  
Burrow	
  No.
Avoidance	
  Period
No.
8
45m	
  buffer	
  in	
  east	
  half;	
  
standard	
  500m	
  buffer	
  in	
  
west	
  half

030

8

Use	
  Sheltering	
  in	
  
Place	
  During	
  
August	
  16	
  -‐	
  October	
  15	
  
October	
  16	
  -‐	
  March	
  31	
   Type	
  of	
  Construction	
  Activity	
  in	
  Vicinity	
   Anticipated	
  Duration	
  of	
   Construction	
  During	
  
Justification	
  for	
  
Notes
Avoidance	
  Period
Avoidance	
  Period
of	
  Burrow	
  Location
Sheltering	
  in	
  Place	
  Determination
Construction	
  Activity	
  (c) the	
  Breeding	
  Season?
45m	
  buffer	
  in	
  east	
  half;	
  
45m	
  buffer	
  in	
  east	
  half;	
  
a)	
  Site	
  preparation	
  (driveway,	
  fencing,	
   a)	
  7	
  weeks
Yes
Construction	
  could	
  occur	
  near	
  burrow	
  one	
  or	
   Burrow	
  is	
  located	
  in	
  buffer	
  area	
  across	
  Fern	
  Drain	
  from	
  
standard	
  500m	
  buffer	
  in	
   standard	
  500m	
  buffer	
  in	
   grading,	
  demolition,	
  dust	
  control,	
  and	
   b)	
  2	
  weeks
more	
  avoidance	
  periods
construction	
  area
west	
  half
west	
  half
drainage	
  underground	
  piping)
c)	
  2	
  weeks
b)	
  Survey
d)	
  4	
  weeks
c)	
  Pile	
  driving
e)	
  2	
  weeks
d)	
  PV	
  frame	
  installation
f)	
  4	
  weeks
e)	
  PV	
  module	
  installation
g)	
  2	
  weeks
f)	
  Above-‐ground	
  electrical	
  wiring
h)	
  2	
  weeks
g)	
  Combiner	
  box	
  installation
i)	
  2	
  weeks
h)	
  Vault	
  installation
j)	
  2	
  weeks
i)	
  PCS	
  installation
k)	
  3	
  weeks
j)	
  Electrical	
  trenching	
  &	
  underground	
  
cabling
k)	
  Testing	
  &	
  commissioning

33m	
  buffer	
  in	
  east	
  half;	
  
standard	
  500m	
  buffer	
  in	
  
west	
  half

33m	
  buffer	
  in	
  east	
  half;	
  
standard	
  500m	
  buffer	
  in	
  
west	
  half

33m	
  buffer	
  in	
  east	
  half;	
  
standard	
  500m	
  buffer	
  in	
  
west	
  half

a)	
  Site	
  preparation	
  (driveway,	
  fencing,	
  
grading,	
  demolition,	
  dust	
  control,	
  and	
  
drainage	
  underground	
  piping)
b)	
  Survey
c)	
  Pile	
  driving
d)	
  PV	
  frame	
  installation
e)	
  PV	
  module	
  installation
f)	
  Above-‐ground	
  electrical	
  wiring
g)	
  Combiner	
  box	
  installation
h)	
  Vault	
  installation
i)	
  PCS	
  installation
j)	
  Electrical	
  trenching	
  &	
  underground	
  
cabling
k)	
  Testing	
  &	
  commissioning

a)	
  6	
  weeks
b)	
  2	
  weeks
c)	
  2	
  weeks
d)	
  4	
  weeks
e)	
  2	
  weeks
f)	
  4	
  weeks
g)	
  2	
  weeks
h)	
  2	
  weeks
i)	
  2	
  weeks
j)	
  2	
  weeks
k)	
  3	
  weeks

Yes

Construction	
  could	
  occur	
  near	
  burrow	
  one	
  or	
   Burrow	
  is	
  located	
  in	
  buffer	
  area	
  across	
  Fern	
  Drain	
  from	
  
more	
  avoidance	
  periods
construction	
  area

36m	
  buffer	
  in	
  east	
  half;	
  
458m	
  buffer	
  in	
  south;	
  
standard	
  500m	
  buffer	
  in	
  
west	
  half

36m	
  buffer	
  in	
  east	
  half;	
  
458m	
  buffer	
  in	
  south;	
  
standard	
  500m	
  buffer	
  in	
  
west	
  half

36m	
  buffer	
  in	
  east	
  half;	
  
458m	
  buffer	
  in	
  south;	
  
standard	
  500m	
  buffer	
  in	
  
west	
  half

a)	
  Site	
  preparation	
  (driveway,	
  fencing,	
  
grading,	
  demolition,	
  dust	
  control,	
  and	
  
drainage	
  underground	
  piping)
b)	
  Survey
c)	
  Pile	
  driving
d)	
  PV	
  frame	
  installation
e)	
  PV	
  module	
  installation
f)	
  Above-‐ground	
  electrical	
  wiring
g)	
  Combiner	
  box	
  installation
h)	
  Vault	
  installation
i)	
  PCS	
  installation
j)	
  Electrical	
  trenching	
  &	
  underground	
  
cabling
k)	
  Testing	
  &	
  commissioning

a)	
  6	
  weeks
b)	
  2	
  weeks
c)	
  2	
  weeks
d)	
  4	
  weeks
e)	
  2	
  weeks
f)	
  4	
  weeks
g)	
  2	
  weeks
h)	
  2	
  weeks
i)	
  2	
  weeks
j)	
  2	
  weeks
k)	
  3	
  weeks

Yes

Construction	
  could	
  occur	
  near	
  burrow	
  one	
  or	
   Burrow	
  is	
  located	
  in	
  buffer	
  area	
  across	
  Fern	
  Drain	
  from	
  
more	
  avoidance	
  periods
construction	
  area

91m	
  buffer	
  in	
  southwest	
  
portion;	
  standard	
  500m	
  
buffer	
  on	
  other	
  sides

91m	
  buffer	
  in	
  southwest	
  
portion;	
  standard	
  500m	
  
buffer	
  on	
  other	
  sides

91m	
  buffer	
  in	
  southwest	
  
portion;	
  standard	
  500m	
  
buffer	
  on	
  other	
  sides

a)	
  Site	
  preparation	
  (driveway,	
  fencing,	
  
grading,	
  dust	
  control,	
  waterline	
  
underground	
  piping,	
  and	
  construction	
  
staging)
b)	
  Survey
c)	
  Pile	
  driving
d)	
  PV	
  frame	
  installation
e)	
  PV	
  module	
  installation
f)	
  Above-‐ground	
  electrical	
  wiring
g)	
  Combiner	
  box	
  installation
h)	
  Vault	
  installation
i)	
  PCS	
  installation
j)	
  Electrical	
  trenching	
  &	
  underground	
  
cabling
k)	
  Testing	
  &	
  commissioning
l)	
  Construction	
  logistics	
  (trailers,	
  
parking,	
  staging,	
  etc)

a)	
  3	
  weeks
b)	
  6	
  days
c)	
  6	
  days
d)	
  2	
  weeks
e)	
  5	
  days
f)	
  2	
  weeks
g)	
  5	
  days
h)	
  5	
  days
i)	
  4	
  days
j)	
  6	
  days
k)	
  2	
  weeks
l)	
  12	
  months

Yes

Construction	
  could	
  occur	
  near	
  burrow	
  one	
  or	
   Burrow	
  is	
  located	
  in	
  buffer	
  area	
  across	
  Diehl	
  Rd.	
  from	
  
more	
  avoidance	
  periods
construction	
  area

033

8

035

8

049

AR071177

Additional Documentation Attachment to Comment 2-F1
Attachment I-9

Campo	
  Verde	
  Solar,	
  LLC
Proposed	
  Adjustments	
  to	
  BUOW	
  Buffer	
  Distances
Proposed	
  Avoidance	
  Areas

Avoidance	
  
April	
  1	
  -‐	
  August	
  15	
  
Mapbook	
  Sheet	
  
Burrow	
  No.
Avoidance	
  Period
No.
8
115m	
  buffer	
  in	
  east	
  half;	
  
standard	
  500m	
  buffer	
  in	
  
west	
  half

060

6

Use	
  Sheltering	
  in	
  
Place	
  During	
  
August	
  16	
  -‐	
  October	
  15	
  
October	
  16	
  -‐	
  March	
  31	
   Type	
  of	
  Construction	
  Activity	
  in	
  Vicinity	
   Anticipated	
  Duration	
  of	
   Construction	
  During	
  
Justification	
  for	
  
Notes
Avoidance	
  Period
Avoidance	
  Period
of	
  Burrow	
  Location
Sheltering	
  in	
  Place	
  Determination
Construction	
  Activity	
  (c) the	
  Breeding	
  Season?
115m	
  buffer	
  in	
  east	
  half;	
   115m	
  buffer	
  in	
  east	
  half;	
   a)	
  Site	
  preparation	
  (fencing,	
  grading,	
  
a)	
  6	
  weeks
Yes
Construction	
  could	
  occur	
  near	
  burrow	
  one	
  or	
   Burrow	
  is	
  located	
  in	
  buffer	
  area	
  across	
  Fern	
  Drain	
  from	
  
standard	
  500m	
  buffer	
  in	
   standard	
  500m	
  buffer	
  in	
   dust	
  control,	
  and	
  drainage	
  underground	
   b)	
  2	
  weeks
more	
  avoidance	
  periods
construction	
  area
west	
  half
west	
  half
piping)
c)	
  2	
  weeks
b)	
  Survey
d)	
  4	
  weeks
c)	
  Pile	
  driving
e)	
  2	
  weeks
d)	
  PV	
  frame	
  installation
f)	
  4	
  weeks
e)	
  PV	
  module	
  installation
g)	
  2	
  weeks
f)	
  Above-‐ground	
  electrical	
  wiring
h)	
  2	
  weeks
g)	
  Combiner	
  box	
  installation
i)	
  2	
  weeks
h)	
  Vault	
  installation
j)	
  2	
  weeks
i)	
  PCS	
  installation
k)	
  3	
  weeks
j)	
  Electrical	
  trenching	
  &	
  underground	
  
cabling
k)	
  Testing	
  &	
  commissioning

33m	
  buffer	
  in	
  west	
  half;	
  
standard	
  500m	
  buffer	
  in	
  
east	
  half

33	
  m	
  buffer	
  in	
  west	
  half;	
  
standard	
  500m	
  buffer	
  in	
  
east	
  half

79m	
  buffer	
  to	
  south;	
  420m	
  
buffer	
  to	
  east;	
  399m	
  buffer	
  
to	
  west	
  and	
  standard	
  500m	
  
buffer	
  to	
  north

54m	
  buffer	
  in	
  east	
  half;	
  
standard	
  500m	
  buffer	
  in	
  
west	
  half

33	
  m	
  buffer	
  in	
  west	
  half;	
  
standard	
  500m	
  buffer	
  in	
  
east	
  half

a)	
  7	
  weeks
b)	
  2	
  weeks
c)	
  3	
  weeks
d)	
  5	
  weeks
e)	
  2	
  weeks
f)	
  5	
  weeks
g)	
  2	
  weeks
h)	
  2	
  weeks
i)	
  2	
  weeks
j)	
  2	
  weeks
k)	
  3	
  weeks

Yes

Construction	
  could	
  occur	
  near	
  burrow	
  one	
  or	
   Burrow	
  is	
  located	
  in	
  buffer	
  area	
  across	
  Jessup	
  Rd.	
  and	
  
more	
  avoidance	
  periods
Wixom	
  Drain	
  from	
  construction	
  area

79m	
  buffer	
  to	
  south;	
  
79m	
  buffer	
  to	
  south;	
  
a)	
  Site	
  preparation	
  (driveway,	
  fencing,	
  
420m	
  buffer	
  to	
  east;	
  399m	
   420m	
  buffer	
  to	
  east;	
  399m	
   grading,	
  dust	
  control,	
  demolition,	
  and	
  
buffer	
  to	
  west	
  and	
  
buffer	
  to	
  west	
  and	
  
drainage	
  underground	
  piping)
standard	
  500m	
  buffer	
  to	
   standard	
  500m	
  buffer	
  to	
   b)	
  Survey
north
north
c)	
  Pile	
  driving
d)	
  PV	
  frame	
  installation
e)	
  PV	
  module	
  installation
f)	
  Above-‐ground	
  electrical	
  wiring
g)	
  Combiner	
  box	
  installation
h)	
  Vault	
  installation
i)	
  PCS	
  installation
j)	
  Electrical	
  trenching	
  &	
  underground	
  
cabling
k)	
  PVCS	
  installation
l)	
  Utility	
  post	
  erection
m)	
  Overhead	
  electrical	
  wiring
n)	
  Testing	
  &	
  commissioning

a)	
  6	
  weeks
b)	
  2	
  weeks
c)	
  2	
  weeks
d)	
  4	
  weeks
e)	
  2	
  weeks
f)	
  4	
  weeks
g)	
  2	
  weeks
h)	
  2	
  weeks
i)	
  2	
  weeks
j)	
  2	
  weeks
k)	
  2	
  weeks
l)	
  2	
  weeks
m)	
  2	
  weeks
n)	
  3	
  weeks

Yes

Construction	
  could	
  occur	
  near	
  burrow	
  one	
  or	
   Burrow	
  is	
  located	
  in	
  buffer	
  area	
  across	
  Diehl	
  Rd.	
  from	
  
more	
  avoidance	
  periods
construction	
  area

54m	
  buffer	
  in	
  east	
  half;	
  
standard	
  500m	
  buffer	
  in	
  
west	
  half

a)	
  7	
  weeks
b)	
  2	
  weeks
c)	
  2	
  weeks
d)	
  4	
  weeks
e)	
  2	
  weeks
f)	
  5	
  weeks
g)	
  2	
  weeks
h)	
  2	
  weeks
i)	
  2	
  weeks
j)	
  2	
  weeks
k)	
  3	
  weeks

Yes

Construction	
  could	
  occur	
  near	
  burrow	
  one	
  or	
   Burrow	
  is	
  located	
  in	
  buffer	
  area	
  across	
  Westside	
  Rd.	
  and	
  
more	
  avoidance	
  periods
Dixie	
  3A	
  Drain	
  from	
  construction	
  area

085

2

103

3

108

54m	
  buffer	
  in	
  east	
  half;	
  
standard	
  500m	
  buffer	
  in	
  
west	
  half

a)	
  Site	
  preparation	
  (fencing,	
  grading,	
  
dust	
  control,	
  and	
  demolition)
b)	
  Survey
c)	
  Pile	
  driving
d)	
  PV	
  frame	
  installation
e)	
  PV	
  module	
  installation
f)	
  Above-‐ground	
  electrical	
  wiring
g)	
  Combiner	
  box	
  installation
h)	
  Vault	
  installation
i)	
  PCS	
  installation
j)	
  Electrical	
  trenching	
  &	
  underground	
  
cabling
k)	
  Testing	
  &	
  commissioning

a)	
  Site	
  preparation	
  (fencing,	
  grading,	
  
dust	
  control,	
  demolition,	
  and	
  drainage	
  
underground	
  piping)
b)	
  Survey
c)	
  Pile	
  driving
d)	
  PV	
  frame	
  installation
e)	
  PV	
  module	
  installation
f)	
  Above-‐ground	
  electrical	
  wiring
g)	
  Combiner	
  box	
  installation
h)	
  Vault	
  installation
i)	
  PCS	
  installation
j)	
  Electrical	
  trenching	
  &	
  underground	
  
cabling
k)	
  Testing	
  &	
  commissioning

AR071178

Additional Documentation Attachment to Comment 2-F1
Attachment I-9

Campo	
  Verde	
  Solar,	
  LLC
Proposed	
  Adjustments	
  to	
  BUOW	
  Buffer	
  Distances
Proposed	
  Avoidance	
  Areas

Avoidance	
  
April	
  1	
  -‐	
  August	
  15	
  
Mapbook	
  Sheet	
  
Burrow	
  No.
Avoidance	
  Period
No.
1
33m	
  buffer	
  to	
  east;	
  31m	
  
buffer	
  to	
  northwest;	
  
standard	
  500m	
  buffer	
  in	
  all	
  
other	
  directions

109

1

34m	
  buffer	
  to	
  east;	
  61m	
  
buffer	
  to	
  northwest;	
  
standard	
  500m	
  buffer	
  in	
  all	
  
other	
  directions

34m	
  buffer	
  to	
  east;	
  61m	
  
buffer	
  to	
  northwest;	
  
standard	
  500m	
  buffer	
  in	
  
all	
  other	
  directions

a)	
  Site	
  preparation	
  (driveway,	
  fencing,	
  
grading,	
  dust	
  control,	
  demolition,	
  and	
  
drainage	
  underground	
  piping)
b)	
  Survey
c)	
  Pile	
  driving
d)	
  PV	
  frame	
  installation
e)	
  PV	
  module	
  installation
f)	
  Above-‐ground	
  electrical	
  wiring
g)	
  Combiner	
  box	
  installation
h)	
  Vault	
  installation
i)	
  PCS	
  installation
j)	
  Electrical	
  trenching	
  &	
  underground	
  
cabling
k)	
  PVCS	
  installation
l)	
  Utility	
  post	
  erection
m)	
  Overhead	
  electrical	
  wiring
n)	
  Testing	
  &	
  commissioning

a)	
  5	
  weeks
b)	
  2	
  weeks
c)	
  2	
  weeks
d)	
  3	
  weeks
e)	
  2	
  weeks
f)	
  3	
  weeks
g)	
  2	
  weeks
h)	
  2	
  weeks
i)	
  2	
  weeks
j)	
  2	
  weeks
k)	
  2	
  weeks
l)	
  2	
  weeks
m)	
  2	
  weeks
n)	
  2	
  weeks

Yes

Construction	
  could	
  occur	
  near	
  burrow	
  one	
  or	
   Burrow	
  is	
  located	
  in	
  buffer	
  area	
  across	
  Dixie	
  3A	
  Drain,	
  
more	
  avoidance	
  periods
west	
  of	
  construction	
  area,	
  and	
  across	
  short	
  expanse	
  of	
  
cropland	
  south	
  of	
  construction	
  area

36m	
  buffer	
  in	
  east	
  half;	
  
436m	
  buffer	
  on	
  southwest;	
  
standard	
  500m	
  buffer	
  in	
  
west	
  half

36m	
  buffer	
  in	
  east	
  half;	
  
36m	
  buffer	
  in	
  east	
  half;	
  
a)	
  Site	
  preparation	
  (driveway,	
  fencing,	
  
436m	
  buffer	
  on	
  
436m	
  buffer	
  on	
  
grading,	
  dust	
  control,	
  demolition,	
  and	
  
southwest;	
  standard	
  500m	
   southwest;	
  standard	
  500m	
   drainage	
  underground	
  piping)
buffer	
  in	
  west	
  half
buffer	
  in	
  west	
  half
b)	
  Survey
c)	
  Pile	
  driving
d)	
  PV	
  frame	
  installation
e)	
  PV	
  module	
  installation
f)	
  Above-‐ground	
  electrical	
  wiring
g)	
  Combiner	
  box	
  installation
h)	
  Vault	
  installation
i)	
  PCS	
  installation
j)	
  Electrical	
  trenching	
  &	
  underground	
  
cabling
k)	
  Testing	
  &	
  commissioning

a)	
  6	
  weeks
b)	
  2	
  weeks
c)	
  2	
  weeks
d)	
  4	
  weeks
e)	
  2	
  weeks
f)	
  4	
  weeks
g)	
  2	
  weeks
h)	
  2	
  weeks
i)	
  2	
  weeks
j)	
  2	
  weeks
k)	
  3	
  weeks

Yes

Construction	
  could	
  occur	
  near	
  burrow	
  one	
  or	
   Burrow	
  is	
  located	
  in	
  buffer	
  area	
  across	
  Fern	
  Drain	
  from	
  
more	
  avoidance	
  periods
construction	
  area
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154

Use	
  Sheltering	
  in	
  
Place	
  During	
  
August	
  16	
  -‐	
  October	
  15	
  
October	
  16	
  -‐	
  March	
  31	
   Type	
  of	
  Construction	
  Activity	
  in	
  Vicinity	
   Anticipated	
  Duration	
  of	
   Construction	
  During	
  
Justification	
  for	
  
Notes
Avoidance	
  Period
Avoidance	
  Period
of	
  Burrow	
  Location
Sheltering	
  in	
  Place	
  Determination
Construction	
  Activity	
  (c) the	
  Breeding	
  Season?
33m	
  buffer	
  to	
  east;	
  31m	
   33m	
  buffer	
  to	
  east;	
  31m	
   a)	
  Site	
  preparation	
  (driveway,	
  fencing,	
   a)	
  5	
  weeks
Yes
Construction	
  could	
  occur	
  near	
  burrow	
  one	
  or	
   Burrow	
  is	
  located	
  in	
  buffer	
  area	
  across	
  Dixie	
  3A	
  Drain,	
  
buffer	
  to	
  northwest;	
  
buffer	
  to	
  northwest;	
  
grading,	
  dust	
  control,	
  demolition,	
  and	
   b)	
  2	
  weeks
more	
  avoidance	
  periods
west	
  of	
  construction	
  area,	
  and	
  across	
  short	
  expanse	
  of	
  
standard	
  500m	
  buffer	
  in	
   standard	
  500m	
  buffer	
  in	
   drainage	
  underground	
  piping)
c)	
  2	
  weeks
cropland	
  south	
  of	
  construction	
  area
all	
  other	
  directions
all	
  other	
  directions
b)	
  Survey
d)	
  3	
  weeks
c)	
  Pile	
  driving
e)	
  2	
  weeks
d)	
  PV	
  frame	
  installation
f)	
  4	
  weeks
e)	
  PV	
  module	
  installation
g)	
  2	
  weeks
f)	
  Above-‐ground	
  electrical	
  wiring
h)	
  2	
  weeks
g)	
  Combiner	
  box	
  installation
i)	
  2	
  weeks
h)	
  Vault	
  installation
j)	
  2	
  weeks
i)	
  PCS	
  installation
k)	
  2	
  weeks
j)	
  Electrical	
  trenching	
  &	
  underground	
   l)	
  2	
  weeks
cabling
m)	
  2	
  weeks
k)	
  PVCS	
  installation
n)	
  2	
  weeks
l)	
  Utility	
  post	
  installation
m)	
  Overhead	
  electrical	
  wiring
n)	
  Testing	
  &	
  commissioning

34m	
  buffer	
  to	
  east;	
  61m	
  
buffer	
  to	
  northwest;	
  
standard	
  500m	
  buffer	
  in	
  
all	
  other	
  directions

AR071179

Additional Documentation Attachment to Comment 2-F1
Attachment I-9

Campo	
  Verde	
  Solar,	
  LLC
Proposed	
  Adjustments	
  to	
  BUOW	
  Buffer	
  Distances
Proposed	
  Avoidance	
  Areas

Avoidance	
  
April	
  1	
  -‐	
  August	
  15	
  
August	
  16	
  -‐	
  October	
  15	
  
Mapbook	
  Sheet	
  
Burrow	
  No.
Avoidance	
  Period
Avoidance	
  Period
No.
8
32m	
  buffer	
  in	
  northeast	
  and	
   32m	
  buffer	
  in	
  northeast	
  
32m	
  buffer	
  in	
  southeast	
  
and	
  32m	
  buffer	
  in	
  
quarters;	
  353m	
  buffer	
  in	
  
southeast	
  quarters;	
  353m	
  
southwest	
  quarter;	
  342m	
   buffer	
  in	
  southwest	
  
buffer	
  in	
  northwest
quarter;	
  342m	
  buffer	
  in	
  
northwest
215
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Use	
  Sheltering	
  in	
  
Place	
  During	
  
October	
  16	
  -‐	
  March	
  31	
   Type	
  of	
  Construction	
  Activity	
  in	
  Vicinity	
   Anticipated	
  Duration	
  of	
   Construction	
  During	
  
Justification	
  for	
  
Notes
Avoidance	
  Period
of	
  Burrow	
  Location
Sheltering	
  in	
  Place	
  Determination
Construction	
  Activity	
  (c) the	
  Breeding	
  Season?
32m	
  buffer	
  in	
  northeast	
   a)	
  Site	
  preparation	
  (driveway,	
  fencing,	
   a)	
  6	
  weeks
Yes
Construction	
  could	
  occur	
  near	
  burrow	
  one	
  or	
   Burrow	
  is	
  located	
  in	
  buffer	
  area	
  across	
  Fern	
  Drain	
  from	
  
and	
  32m	
  buffer	
  in	
  
grading,	
  dust	
  control,	
  demolition,	
  and	
   b)	
  2	
  weeks
more	
  avoidance	
  periods
construction	
  area
southeast	
  quarters;	
  353m	
   drainage	
  underground	
  piping)
c)	
  2	
  weeks
buffer	
  in	
  southwest	
  
b)	
  Survey
d)	
  4	
  weeks
quarter;	
  342m	
  buffer	
  in	
   c)	
  Pile	
  driving
e)	
  2	
  weeks
northwest
d)	
  PV	
  frame	
  installation
f)	
  4	
  weeks
e)	
  PV	
  module	
  installation
g)	
  2	
  weeks
f)	
  Above-‐ground	
  electrical	
  wiring
h)	
  2	
  weeks
g)	
  Combiner	
  box	
  installation
i)	
  2	
  weeks
h)	
  Vault	
  installation
j)	
  2	
  weeks
i)	
  PCS	
  installation
k)	
  3	
  weeks
j)	
  Electrical	
  trenching	
  &	
  underground	
  
cabling
k)	
  Testing	
  &	
  commissioning

10m	
  buffer	
  in	
  east	
  half;	
  
22m	
  buffer	
  in	
  west	
  half

10m	
  buffer	
  in	
  east	
  half;	
  
22m	
  buffer	
  in	
  west	
  half

10m	
  buffer	
  in	
  east	
  half;	
  
22m	
  buffer	
  in	
  west	
  half

a)	
  Site	
  preparation	
  (driveway,	
  fencing,	
  
grading,	
  dust	
  control,	
  demolition,	
  and	
  
drainage	
  underground	
  piping)
b)	
  Survey
c)	
  Pile	
  driving
d)	
  PV	
  frame	
  installation
e)	
  PV	
  module	
  installation
f)	
  Above-‐ground	
  electrical	
  wiring
g)	
  Combiner	
  box	
  installation
h)	
  Vault	
  installation
i)	
  PCS	
  installation
j)	
  Electrical	
  trenching	
  &	
  underground	
  
cabling
k)	
  Utility	
  post	
  installation
l)	
  Overhead	
  electrical	
  wiring
m)	
  Testing	
  &	
  commissioning

a)	
  5	
  weeks
b)	
  2	
  weeks
c)	
  2	
  weeks
d)	
  3	
  weeks
e)	
  2	
  weeks
f)	
  3	
  weeks
g)	
  2	
  weeks
h)	
  2	
  weeks
i)	
  1	
  week
j)	
  2	
  weeks
k)	
  2	
  weeks
l)	
  2	
  weeks
m)	
  2	
  weeks

Yes

Construction	
  could	
  occur	
  near	
  burrow	
  during	
   Burrow	
  is	
  located	
  in	
  buffer	
  area	
  across	
  Derrick	
  Rd.	
  west	
  
breeding	
  season
of	
  construction	
  area	
  and	
  across	
  Fig	
  Canal	
  east	
  of	
  
construction	
  area

36m	
  buffer	
  to	
  west;	
  120m	
  
buffer	
  to	
  southeast;	
  
standard	
  500m	
  buffer	
  on	
  
other	
  sides

36m	
  buffer	
  to	
  west;	
  120m	
  
buffer	
  to	
  southeast;	
  
standard	
  500m	
  buffer	
  on	
  
other	
  sides

36m	
  buffer	
  to	
  west;	
  120m	
  
buffer	
  to	
  southeast;	
  
standard	
  500m	
  buffer	
  on	
  
other	
  sides

a)	
  Site	
  preparation	
  (driveway,	
  fencing,	
  
construction	
  staging,	
  grading,	
  dust	
  
control,	
  demolition,	
  drainage	
  and	
  
waterline	
  underground	
  piping)
b)	
  Survey
c)	
  Pile	
  driving
d)	
  PV	
  frame	
  installation
e)	
  PV	
  module	
  installation
f)	
  Above-‐ground	
  electrical	
  wiring
g)	
  Combiner	
  box	
  installation
h)	
  Vault	
  installation
i)	
  PCS	
  installation
j)	
  Electrical	
  trenching	
  &	
  underground	
  
cabling
k)	
  Utility	
  post	
  installation
l)	
  Overhead	
  electrical	
  wiring
m)	
  Testing	
  &	
  commissioning
l)	
  Construction	
  logistics	
  (trailers,	
  
parking,	
  staging,	
  etc)

a)	
  6	
  weeks
b)	
  2	
  weeks
c)	
  2	
  weeks
d)	
  4	
  weeks
e)	
  2	
  weeks
f)	
  4	
  weeks
g)	
  2	
  weeks
h)	
  2	
  weeks
i)	
  2	
  weeks
j)	
  2	
  weeks
k)	
  2	
  weeks
l)	
  2	
  weeks
m)	
  3	
  weeks
l)	
  12	
  months

Yes

Construction	
  could	
  occur	
  near	
  burrow	
  during	
   Burrow	
  is	
  located	
  in	
  buffer	
  area	
  across	
  Derrick	
  Rd.	
  and	
  
breeding	
  season
Fig	
  Canal	
  from	
  construction	
  area
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AR071180

Additional Documentation Attachment to Comment 2-F1
Attachment I-9

Campo	
  Verde	
  Solar,	
  LLC
Proposed	
  Adjustments	
  to	
  BUOW	
  Buffer	
  Distances
Proposed	
  Avoidance	
  Areas

Avoidance	
  
April	
  1	
  -‐	
  August	
  15	
  
Mapbook	
  Sheet	
  
Burrow	
  No.
Avoidance	
  Period
No.
7
22m	
  buffer	
  to	
  west;	
  422m	
  
buffer	
  to	
  southeast;	
  
standard	
  500m	
  buffer	
  on	
  
other	
  sides
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Use	
  Sheltering	
  in	
  
Place	
  During	
  
August	
  16	
  -‐	
  October	
  15	
  
October	
  16	
  -‐	
  March	
  31	
   Type	
  of	
  Construction	
  Activity	
  in	
  Vicinity	
   Anticipated	
  Duration	
  of	
   Construction	
  During	
  
Justification	
  for	
  
Notes
Avoidance	
  Period
Avoidance	
  Period
of	
  Burrow	
  Location
Sheltering	
  in	
  Place	
  Determination
Construction	
  Activity	
  (c) the	
  Breeding	
  Season?
22m	
  buffer	
  to	
  west;	
  422m	
   22m	
  buffer	
  to	
  west;	
  422m	
   a)	
  Site	
  preparation	
  (driveway,	
  fencing,	
   a)	
  5	
  weeks
Yes
Construction	
  could	
  occur	
  near	
  burrow	
  during	
   Burrow	
  is	
  located	
  in	
  buffer	
  area	
  across	
  Fig	
  Canal	
  from	
  
buffer	
  to	
  southeast;	
  
buffer	
  to	
  southeast;	
  
construction	
  staging,	
  grading,	
  dust	
  
b)	
  2	
  weeks
breeding	
  season
construction	
  area
standard	
  500m	
  buffer	
  on	
   standard	
  500m	
  buffer	
  on	
   control,	
  demolition,	
  drainage	
  and	
  
c)	
  2	
  weeks
other	
  sides
other	
  sides
waterline	
  underground	
  piping)
d)	
  3	
  weeks
b)	
  Survey
e)	
  2	
  weeks
c)	
  Pile	
  driving
f)	
  4	
  weeks
d)	
  PV	
  frame	
  installation
g)	
  2	
  weeks
e)	
  PV	
  module	
  installation
h)	
  2	
  weeks
f)	
  Above-‐ground	
  electrical	
  wiring
i)	
  2	
  weeks
g)	
  Combiner	
  box	
  installation
j)	
  2	
  weeks
h)	
  Vault	
  installation
k)	
  2	
  weeks
i)	
  PCS	
  installation
l)	
  12	
  months
j)	
  Electrical	
  trenching	
  &	
  underground	
  
cabling
k)	
  Testing	
  &	
  commissioning
l)	
  Construction	
  logistics	
  (trailers,	
  
parking,	
  staging,	
  etc)

17m	
  buffer	
  in	
  north	
  half;	
  
453m	
  buffer	
  on	
  west	
  edge;	
  
203m	
  buffer	
  in	
  southeast	
  
quarter;	
  453m	
  on	
  south

17m	
  buffer	
  in	
  north	
  half;	
  
453m	
  buffer	
  on	
  west	
  
edge;	
  203m	
  buffer	
  in	
  
southeast	
  quarter;	
  453m	
  
on	
  south

17m	
  buffer	
  in	
  north	
  half;	
  
453m	
  buffer	
  on	
  west	
  
edge;	
  203m	
  buffer	
  in	
  
southeast	
  quarter;	
  453m	
  
on	
  south

a)	
  Site	
  preparation	
  (driveway,	
  fencing,	
  
grading,	
  dust	
  control,	
  demolition,	
  and	
  
drainage	
  underground	
  piping)
b)	
  Survey
c)	
  Pile	
  driving
d)	
  PV	
  frame	
  installation
e)	
  PV	
  module	
  installation
f)	
  Above-‐ground	
  electrical	
  wiring
g)	
  Combiner	
  box	
  installation
h)	
  Vault	
  installation
i)	
  PCS	
  installation
j)	
  Electrical	
  trenching	
  &	
  underground	
  
cabling
k)	
  Utility	
  post	
  installation
l)	
  Overhead	
  electrical	
  wiring
m)	
  Testing	
  &	
  commissioning

a)	
  3	
  weeks
b)	
  6	
  days
c)	
  1	
  	
  week
d)	
  2	
  weeks
e)	
  6	
  days
f)	
  2	
  weeks
g)	
  6	
  days
h)	
  6	
  days
i)	
  5	
  days
j)	
  6	
  days
k)	
  6	
  days
l)	
  6	
  days
m)	
  2	
  weeks

Yes

Construction	
  could	
  occur	
  near	
  burrow	
  during	
   Burrow	
  is	
  located	
  in	
  buffer	
  area,	
  immediately	
  south	
  of	
  
breeding	
  season
construction	
  area

25m	
  buffer	
  in	
  west	
  half;	
  
standard	
  500m	
  buffer	
  in	
  
east	
  half

25m	
  buffer	
  in	
  west	
  half;	
  
standard	
  500m	
  buffer	
  in	
  
east	
  half

25m	
  buffer	
  in	
  west	
  half;	
  
standard	
  500m	
  buffer	
  in	
  
east	
  half

a)	
  Site	
  preparation	
  (fencing,	
  grading,	
  
dust	
  control,	
  demolition,	
  and	
  drainage	
  
underground	
  piping)
b)	
  Survey
c)	
  Pile	
  driving
d)	
  PV	
  frame	
  installation
e)	
  PV	
  module	
  installation
f)	
  Above-‐ground	
  electrical	
  wiring
g)	
  Combiner	
  box	
  installation
h)	
  Vault	
  installation
i)	
  PCS	
  installation
j)	
  Electrical	
  trenching	
  &	
  underground	
  
cabling
k)	
  Testing	
  &	
  commissioning

a)	
  6	
  weeks
b)	
  2	
  weeks
c)	
  2	
  weeks
d)	
  4	
  weeks
e)	
  2	
  weeks
f)	
  4	
  weeks
g)	
  2	
  weeks
h)	
  2	
  weeks
i)	
  2	
  weeks
j)	
  2	
  weeks
k)	
  3	
  weeks

Yes

Construction	
  could	
  occur	
  near	
  burrow	
  during	
   Burrow	
  is	
  located	
  in	
  buffer	
  area	
  across	
  Jessup	
  Rd.	
  and	
  
breeding	
  season
Wixom	
  Drain	
  from	
  construction	
  area
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AR071181

Additional Documentation Attachment to Comment 2-F1
Attachment I-9

Campo	
  Verde	
  Solar,	
  LLC
Proposed	
  Adjustments	
  to	
  BUOW	
  Buffer	
  Distances
Proposed	
  Avoidance	
  Areas

Avoidance	
  
April	
  1	
  -‐	
  August	
  15	
  
Mapbook	
  Sheet	
  
Burrow	
  No.
Avoidance	
  Period
No.
5
7m	
  buffer	
  in	
  south	
  half;	
  
13m	
  buffer	
  in	
  north	
  half
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Use	
  Sheltering	
  in	
  
Place	
  During	
  
August	
  16	
  -‐	
  October	
  15	
  
October	
  16	
  -‐	
  March	
  31	
   Type	
  of	
  Construction	
  Activity	
  in	
  Vicinity	
   Anticipated	
  Duration	
  of	
   Construction	
  During	
  
Justification	
  for	
  
Notes
Avoidance	
  Period
Avoidance	
  Period
of	
  Burrow	
  Location
Sheltering	
  in	
  Place	
  Determination
Construction	
  Activity	
  (c) the	
  Breeding	
  Season?
7m	
  buffer	
  in	
  south	
  half;	
   7m	
  buffer	
  in	
  south	
  half;	
   a)	
  Site	
  preparation	
  (fencing,	
  grading,	
  
a)	
  12	
  weeks
Yes
Construction	
  could	
  occur	
  near	
  burrow	
  during	
   Burrow	
  is	
  located	
  along	
  head	
  ditch	
  immediately	
  
13m	
  buffer	
  in	
  north	
  half 13m	
  buffer	
  in	
  north	
  half dust	
  control,	
  demolition,	
  and	
  drainage	
   b)	
  4	
  weeks
breeding	
  season
between	
  construction	
  areas	
  (north	
  and	
  south)
underground	
  piping)
c)	
  4	
  weeks
b)	
  Survey
d)	
  7	
  weeks
c)	
  Pile	
  driving
e)	
  3	
  weeks
d)	
  PV	
  frame	
  installation
f)	
  8	
  weeks
e)	
  PV	
  module	
  installation
g)	
  4	
  weeks
f)	
  Above-‐ground	
  electrical	
  wiring
h)	
  4	
  weeks
g)	
  Combiner	
  box	
  installation
i)	
  3	
  weeks
h)	
  Vault	
  installation
j)	
  4	
  weeks
i)	
  PCS	
  installation
k)	
  4	
  weeks
j)	
  Electrical	
  trenching	
  &	
  underground	
   l)	
  4	
  weeks
cabling
m)	
  5	
  weeks
k)	
  Utility	
  post	
  erection
l)	
  Overhead	
  electrical	
  wiring
m)	
  Testing	
  &	
  commissioning

n/a	
  -‐	
  burrow	
  to	
  be	
  passively	
   n/a	
  -‐	
  burrow	
  to	
  be	
  
relocated
passively	
  relocated

n/a	
  -‐	
  burrow	
  to	
  be	
  
passively	
  relocated

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

Burrow	
  is	
  within	
  fenceline	
  of	
  Campo	
  Verde	
  Solar	
  Facility
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16m	
  buffer	
  in	
  north	
  half;	
  
141m	
  buffer	
  in	
  south	
  half

16m	
  buffer	
  in	
  north	
  half;	
   16m	
  buffer	
  in	
  north	
  half;	
   a)	
  Site	
  preparation	
  (driveway,	
  fencing,	
  
141m	
  buffer	
  in	
  south	
  half 141m	
  buffer	
  in	
  south	
  half grading,	
  dust	
  control,	
  demolition,	
  and	
  
drainage	
  underground	
  piping)
b)	
  Survey
c)	
  Pile	
  driving
d)	
  PV	
  frame	
  installation
e)	
  PV	
  module	
  installation
f)	
  Above-‐ground	
  electrical	
  wiring
g)	
  Combiner	
  box	
  installation
h)	
  Vault	
  installation
i)	
  PCS	
  installation
j)	
  Electrical	
  trenching	
  &	
  underground	
  
cabling
k)	
  Utility	
  post	
  erection
l)	
  Overhead	
  electrical	
  wiring
m)	
  Testing	
  &	
  commissioning

a)	
  4	
  weeks
b)	
  1	
  week
c)	
  1	
  week
d)	
  2	
  weeks
e)	
  6	
  days
f)	
  3	
  weeks
g)	
  1	
  week
h)	
  1	
  week
i)	
  6	
  days
j)	
  1	
  week
k)	
  1	
  week
l)	
  1	
  week
m)	
  2	
  weeks

Yes

Construction	
  could	
  occur	
  near	
  burrow	
  during	
   Burrow	
  is	
  located	
  in	
  buffer	
  area,	
  immediately	
  south	
  of	
  
breeding	
  season
construction	
  area

41m	
  buffer	
  to	
  east;	
  468m	
  
buffer	
  to	
  northwest;	
  
standard	
  500m	
  buffer	
  in	
  
other	
  directions

41m	
  buffer	
  to	
  east;	
  468m	
  
buffer	
  to	
  northwest;	
  
standard	
  500m	
  buffer	
  in	
  
other	
  directions

a)	
  7	
  weeks
b)	
  2	
  weeks
c)	
  2	
  weeks
d)	
  4	
  weeks
e)	
  2	
  weeks
f)	
  5	
  weeks
g)	
  2	
  weeks
h)	
  2	
  weeks
i)	
  2	
  weeks
j)	
  2	
  weeks
k)	
  2	
  weeks
l)	
  2	
  weeks
m)	
  3	
  weeks

Yes

Construction	
  could	
  occur	
  near	
  burrow	
  during	
   Burrow	
  is	
  located	
  in	
  buffer	
  area	
  across	
  Westside	
  Rd.	
  
breeding	
  season
from	
  construction	
  area

332

3

341

Notes:

41m	
  buffer	
  to	
  east;	
  468m	
  
buffer	
  to	
  northwest;	
  
standard	
  500m	
  buffer	
  in	
  
other	
  directions

a)	
  Site	
  preparation	
  (driveway,	
  fencing,	
  
grading,	
  dust	
  control,	
  demolition,	
  and	
  
drainage	
  underground	
  piping)	
  
b)	
  Survey
c)	
  Pile	
  driving
d)	
  PV	
  frame	
  installation
e)	
  PV	
  module	
  installation
f)	
  Above-‐ground	
  electrical	
  wiring
g)	
  Combiner	
  box	
  installation
h)	
  Vault	
  installation
i)	
  PCS	
  installation
j)	
  Electrical	
  trenching	
  &	
  underground	
  
cabling
k)	
  PVCS	
  installation
l)	
  Utility	
  post	
  installation
m)	
  Overhead	
  electrical	
  wiring
n)	
  Testing	
  &	
  commissioning
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Campo	
  Verde	
  Solar,	
  LLC
Proposed	
  Adjustments	
  to	
  BUOW	
  Buffer	
  Distances
Proposed	
  Avoidance	
  Areas

Avoidance	
  
Mapbook	
  Sheet	
  
Burrow	
  No.
No.

April	
  1	
  -‐	
  August	
  15	
  
Avoidance	
  Period

August	
  16	
  -‐	
  October	
  15	
  
Avoidance	
  Period

Use	
  Sheltering	
  in	
  
Place	
  During	
  
October	
  16	
  -‐	
  March	
  31	
   Type	
  of	
  Construction	
  Activity	
  in	
  Vicinity	
   Anticipated	
  Duration	
  of	
   Construction	
  During	
  
Avoidance	
  Period
of	
  Burrow	
  Location
Construction	
  Activity	
  (c) the	
  Breeding	
  Season?

Justification	
  for	
  
Sheltering	
  in	
  Place	
  Determination

Notes

(a)	
  Reductions	
  to	
  buffers	
  would	
  allow	
  permanent	
  facility	
  infrastructure	
  and	
  roads	
  to	
  be	
  located	
  within	
  500	
  meters	
  of	
  owl	
  burrows.
(b)	
  Construction	
  traffic	
  may	
  travel	
  on	
  Campo	
  Verde	
  Facility	
  roads	
  within	
  the	
  project	
  fenceline	
  during	
  breeding	
  season	
  within	
  breeding	
  season	
  buffers;	
  however,	
  traffic	
  shall	
  not	
  stop	
  or	
  conduct	
  work	
  within	
  breeding	
  season	
  avoidance	
  areas	
  except	
  where	
  such	
  avoidance	
  areas	
  are	
  adjusted	
  to	
  accommodate	
  construction	
  work.	
  	
  Site	
  preparation	
  
(e.g.,	
  grading)	
  is	
  expected	
  to	
  occur	
  from	
  October	
  2012	
  through	
  July	
  2013;	
  therefore,	
  a	
  substantial	
  portion	
  of	
  the	
  grading	
  may	
  occur	
  outside	
  of	
  the	
  breeding	
  season.
(c)	
  Anticipated	
  cumulative	
  duration	
  for	
  each	
  type	
  of	
  construction	
  activity	
  within	
  the	
  500-‐meter	
  breeding	
  season	
  buffer.	
  Work	
  on	
  each	
  task	
  may	
  be	
  conducted	
  intermittently	
  throughout	
  multiple	
  weeks	
  or	
  months.
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REAT 1 Biological Resource Compensation/Mitigation Cost Estimate2 Breakdown
September 14, 2010
The purpose of this table is to describe estimated costs that may be associated with implementing off-site biological
mitigation/compensation required by one or more of the REAT agencies.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

7.

8.

Task
Land Acquisition
Level 1 Environmental Site Assessment
Appraisal
Initial site work - clean-up, enhancement , restoration
Closing and Escrow Costs – 2 transactions at $2500 each; landowner to 3rd party and 3rd party to agency 5
Agency costs to review and determine accepting land donation - includes 2 physical inspections; review and
approval of the Level 1 ESA assessment; review of all title documents; drafting deed and deed restrictions; issue
escrow instructions; mapping the parcels….
SUBTOTAL for Acquisition & Initial Site Work for Permitee-Directed and REAT-NFWF MOA Options
Long-term Management and Maintenance (LTMM) - includes land management; enforcement and defense of
easement or title [short and long term]; region-wide raven management; monitoring….
REAT-NFWF MOA Mitigation Account Additions [only applicable if the REAT Mitigation Account is used
for all or a portion of the mitigation]
Biological survey for determining mitigation value of land (habitat based with species specific augmentation)

Cost
$10000 per acre 3
$3000 per parcel 4
$5000 per parcel4
$250 per acre
$5000 for 2 transactions
15% of land acquisition
costs (#1) × 1.17 (17%
of
the
15%
for
overhead) 6
$
$1450 per acre 7

$5000 per parcel4

1 Not all costs will apply to all REAT agency requirements. For example, some of the elements in this table are not intended to be used as a basis for prescribing security to meet obligations under the
California Endangered Species Act.
2 All costs are best estimates as of summer 2010. This cost estimate table will be updated once per quarter, at a minimum. Actual costs will be determined at the time of the transactions and may
change the funding needed to implement the required mitigation obligation. Note: regardless of the estimates, the developer is responsible for providing adequate funding to implement the required
mitigation (MOA V.I.).
3 Generalized estimate taking into consideration a likely jump in land costs due to demand, and an 18-24 month window to acquire the land after agency decisions are made. If the agencies,
developer, or 3rd party has better, credible information on land costs in the specific area where project-specific mitigation lands are likely to be purchased, that data overrides this general estimate.
Note: regardless of the estimates, the developer is responsible for providing adequate funding to implement the required mitigation.
4 Parcel sizes may range from 1 acre to over 640 acres, plus. The 40 acre estimate is used for illustration purposes only. The general location of the land acquisition(s) will determine the generalized
parcel size for determining project specific estimates.
5 Two transactions at $2500 each: landowner to 3rd party; 3rd party to agency. The transactions will likely be separated in time. State agencies may or may not require this funding.
6 Always required for Federal agency donations. State agencies may or may not require cost to accept donations. SB 34 projects do not have to pay this fee
7 Estimate for purposes of calculating general costs. The general location and parcel size(s) of the land acquisition may also factor into the estimate. The actual long term management and
maintenance costs will be determined using a Property Analysis Report (PAR) or a PAR-like assessment tailored to the specific acquisition.
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9.

10.
11.
12.
13.

3rd party administrative costs - includes staff time to work with agencies and landowners; develop management
plan; oversee land transaction; organizational reporting and due diligence; review of acquisition documents;
assembling acres to acquire….
Establish the project specific sub-account 8
Pre-proposal Modified RFP or RFP processing 9
NFWF management fee for acquisition & initial site work
NFWF management fee for LTMM
TOTAL for deposit into the REAT-NFWF MOA Project Specific Mitigation Sub-Account

10% of land acquisition
cost (#1)
$12,000
$30,000
3% of SUBTOTAL,&
Tasks #8, #9
1% of LTMM
$

8 Each renewable energy project will be a separate sub-account within the REAT-NFWF account, regardless of the number of required mitigation actions per project. If a project and its mitigation are
phased, this fee is only applied when the project specific account is established and not charged again when additional funds are deposited with subsequent phases.
9 If determined necessary by the REAT agencies if multiple 3rd parties have expressed interest; for transparency and objective selection of 3rd party to carryout acquisition.
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APLIC

Avian Power Line Interaction Committee

BLM

Bureau of Land Management
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California Desert Conservation Area
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1 Introduction
1.1 Background
Campo Verde Solar, LLC (Applicant) is proposing to build, operate and maintain the Campo Verde
Solar Project (Project), a 140 megawatt solar electric power generating facility and associated electric
line on private and BLM-managed lands in southern Imperial County. This Raven Control Plan
(RCP) addresses activities that will occur during construction and operation of the Project regarding
control of ravens as a nuisance species. This plan will meet the requirements set forth in the BLM
California Desert Conservation Area Plan (CDCA) amendments that established all new projects with
the potential to increase raven (Corvus corax) populations are required to implement mitigation
measures to reduce or eliminate the opportunity for proliferation of ravens. Unless otherwise noted,
the construction and operation activities and best management practices described in this RCP apply
to all components of the Project.
The Gen-Tie Line is located, in occupied flat-tailed horned lizard (Phrynosoma mccalli: FTHL)
habitat. . This RCP has been developed as a mitigation measure to reduce the effects of common
raven (Corvus corax:CORA) and other avian predation on FTHL and other native wildlife species as
a result of increased human presence, the addition of potential roost and nest site structures, and
facility operation. This RCP was prepared in compliance with mitigation measures B4 and B7 of the
Environmental Assessment, Campo Verde Gen-tie Project (BLM 2012). Mitigation Measure B4 lists
several general mitigation measures that are required during the operation and maintenance (O&M)
phase of the Project to reduce the potential impact to biological resources, including:
“A Raven Control Plan will be prepared and implemented that details specific measures for storage
and disposal of all litter and trash produced by gen-tie construction and the workers. This plan is
designed to discourage scavengers that may also prey on wildlife in the vicinity. All employees will
be familiar with this plan and littering shall be prohibited. This plan will be approved by the BLM.”
Mitigation Measure B7, addressing potential impacts to migratory birds and other sensitive nonmigratory bird species requires: “Preparation of a “Raven Control Plan” that provides guidance to
avoid introducing water and food resources in the area surrounding the gen-tie corridor or power
generation facility.”
This RCP lists procedures to follow to protect wildlife species, such as FTHL, from predation by
other species that may be attracted to the Project as a result of construction or operations activities.
This RCP is being submitted to the Bureau of Land Management (BLM) for approval prior to
implementation. Once approved, the Applicant will be responsible for implementing the plan for the
entire project.
Avian predators such as CORA, loggerhead shrikes (Lanius ludovicianus), and American kestrels
(Falco sparverius) may be drawn to the Project Area (the solar electric power generating facility and
the Gen-Tie Line) due to the increase in food sources such as garbage cans and nesting/perching areas
such as the site perimeter fence and Gen-Tie Line structures. While the solar generating facility site
does not provide habitat for FTHL, occupied habitat for FTHL is located close to the solar electric
power generating facility and within the access roads and the Gen-Tie Line alignments on BLMmanaged land. Avian predators drawn to the Project site may forage nearby., An increase in avian
predators within a project area is a known secondary negative project effect on FTHL.. Other
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INTRODUCTION

impacts of increased avian predator activity could be to nesting or foraging southwest willow
flycatcher or Yuma clapper rail. Implementing this RCP is intended to reduce this potential impact.

1.2 Project Description
The Applicant is proposing to construct an approximately 1,990 acre solar photovoltaic (PV) energygenerating facility (Solar Energy Facility Site) located in Imperial County approximately 7 miles
southwest of the community of El Centro, California.
The Project would use First Solar PV modules that are generally non-reflective and convert sunlight
into direct current (DC) electricity. The DC output of multiple rows of PV modules is collected
through one or more combiner boxes and directed to an inverter that converts the DC electricity to
alternating current (AC) electricity. From the inverter, the generated energy flows to a transformer
where it is stepped up to distribution level voltage (approximately 34.5 kV). Multiple transformers are
connected in parallel via 34.5 kV lines to the Project substation, where the power will be stepped up
to 230 kV.
The Project will be interconnected to the regional transmission system via a new gen-tie line
constructed to the Imperial Valley Substation. This interconnection will be accomplished via one of
three potential options – two requiring rights-of-way across federal lands managed by the Bureau of
Land Management (BLM) and one located entirely on private lands.
The two gen-tie line alternatives that would cross BLM lands would originate at the Project
substation/switchyard at the southern end of the Project site and would go south to the Imperial
Valley Substation. Either of these two alternatives would be built as a double-circuit 230 kV line,
would follow existing roads, and would be located entirely within a BLM-designated utility corridor.

1.3 Goal and Objective
1.3.1 Goal
The goal of this RCP is to offset direct and indirect environmental impacts to the FTHL and other
species of wildlife from Project development by implementing specific measures designed to limit
wildlife attractions and discourage avian and other scavengers that may prey on wildlife (including
sensitive species) in and around the Project area. This includes, but is not limited to, collecting and
disposing of all litter and trash found or produced at the solar facility and along the gen-tie line route.
All employees will be familiar with the RCP, and littering will not be permitted.

1.3.2 Objective
The objective of this RCP is to document the process for implementing the provisions and mitigation
measures of the Environmental Assessment, Campo Verde Gen-tie Project (BLM 2012) and the
Environmental Impact Report, Campo Verde Solar Project (Imperial County, CA 2012) pertaining to
raven and other scavenger control.
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2 Raven Management
2.1 Introduction
The raven management measures provided in this section were designed to discourage the presence of
common ravens and other avian scavengers by limiting the availability of anthropogenic (human-caused)
food and water resources, as well as roost and nest site opportunities on the Campo Verde Solar Energy
site and along the Gen-Tie Line. Implementing the raven management measures will be the responsibility
of the Project owner. References to “ravens” or “CORA” in this RCP should be interpreted to mean
ravens and other avian scavengers.

2.2 Prevent Access to Anthropogenic Food and Water
Resources
Ravens are opportunistic feeders with a varied diet and are known to make long-distance daily flights of
up to 65 kilometers in a single day and several hundred kilometers over multiple days in search of food
and water (Engel and Young, 1992; Boarman, 2003). Currently, garbage associated with existing land
uses in the nearby towns of El Centro, Seeley, Calexico and others provide a consistent local source of
food for ravens.
Project construction activities and the completed gen-tie structures are likely to attract ravens. To prevent
the addition of food and water subsidies, as well as to avoid attracting ravens to the Project site, the
Applicant will implement the following measures.

2.2.1 Garbage Management
All garbage associated with the Project during construction and operation will be contained in secure
receptacles to prevent the introduction of food resources that could potentially attract or support ravens,
coyotes, and other predators or scavengers. Secure, wildlife-proof self-closing waste bins will be used
during construction for all organic waste. To reduce the possibility of ravens or other scavengers, such as
coyotes, from ripping into bags and exposing the garbage, plastic bags containing garbage will not be left
out for pickup. All such waste material must be in secure waste bins or dumpsters at all times.

2.2.2 Prohibitions on Intentionally Feeding Ravens
Project personnel will be prohibited from intentionally feeding ravens and other wildlife on and in the
vicinity of the Project site. The Worker Environmental Education program will inform project personnel
that they are prohibited from intentionally feeding ravens and will explain why feeding wildlife is
detrimental to wildlife, including sensitive species, in and around the Project Area.

2.2.3 Limit Availability of Water
Water is a valuable resource in the desert and predictably limited during the late spring and summer.
Unnatural water sources such as open canals have the potential to facilitate a higher raven population by
providing water during the driest times of the year. Although water use on the Project site will be greatly
reduced compared to previous agricultural land uses, in order to ensure that Project activities do not create
an unnatural water source during construction, operation, maintenance, and decommissioning, water will
be used in a manner that does not result in ponding or puddling, excluding storm water detention/retention
basins located within the Solar Energy Facility Site, which will be designed to eliminate standing water
within the basins within several days after even the worst expected storm events. Truck cleaning areas
2-1
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RAVEN MANAGEMENT

will be kept free of standing water during construction. Water used for dust suppression during
construction will be applied at a rate that discourages ponding or puddling. Although the Applicant does
not anticipate washing the PV modules in the Solar Energy Facility Site, if PV module washing is
necessary, it will be conducted in a manner that avoids ponding or puddling of water during times that
ravens are active, which are the early morning and later afternoon hours.

2.3 Prevent Nesting
To prevent nesting on Project structures, the Applicant will implement the following measures:
1. Limiting Raptor Enhancement Measures. Utility pole and tower construction will not
include raptor-friendly designs or retrofits (outlined in the Avian Power Line Interaction
Committee guidelines [APLIC 2006]) that are intended to encourage or enhance the potential
for raptor nests that could also be used by ravens.
2. Utility and building structures. Acquire a MBTA Depredation Permit in order to remove
any raven nests that are found on project structures. Nest removal will be at the direction of
the Project’s Designated Biologist, in cooperation with U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
(USFWS), BLM and the California Department of Fish and Game (CDFG).
3. Hazing. Focus on limiting raven attractants rather than hazing. Unless implemented
properly, hazing could have unintended consequences.
Therefore, hazing will be
implemented only under the direction of USFWS in situations where it is considered the best
course of action.
4. Structure Removal Following Decommission. Elevated structures including utility poles
will be removed when decommissioned and dormant.
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2.4 Discourage Roosting
Power poles and towers typically associated with transmission line structures can provide roosting
opportunities in areas where roosting opportunities are otherwise limited. Elevated roost locations offer
ravens a view of their surroundings and prey below. If ravens are strongly attracted to the Project site by
available food and/or water sources, it will be difficult to eliminate or control perching on Project
structures or other nearby structures, such as existing transmission line towers. Ravens can be very
persistent, and even if Project design features effectively discourage perching on the Project site or GenTie Line, ravens attracted to the area will likely find other perching opportunities immediately adjacent to
the Project site. Anti-perching activities, therefore, are more focused on preventing activities that will
attract ravens to the Project vicinity, which include:
•

Roost prevention as a contingency. To avoid the introduction of new roost and nest locations for
ravens (and consequently non-target avian species), the Applicant will ensure perch enhancements are
not installed. The Campo Verde Solar Energy Facility site and Gen-Tie Line will be monitored to
identify frequently used line/tower perching locations for CORA. Contingency measures will be
implemented on a case-by-case basis, in consultation with BLM, when it becomes apparent that a
particular structure is providing a favorable location for daytime perches or evening roosting. This
could include, for example, installation of triangles, plastic owls, and/or spikes to discourage nesting,
per the APLIC Guidelines (APLIC 2006).

•

Structure removal following decommissioning. All Project-related elevated structures, including
the Gen-Tie Line towers, will be removed when the Project is decommissioned.
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3 Raven Monitoring and Reporting
3.1 Monitoring
Raven monitoring will be conducted following the construction of the Gen-Tie Line and prior to
completion of the Solar Energy Facility Site. The objective of the surveys will be to characterize raven
presence in the Project vicinity and to monitor abundance and behavior in those areas over time. The
purpose of the surveys will be to identify the local sources of human-created resources and raven activity
relative to the Project. The investigation will consist of driving surveys of the Solar Energy Facility site,
the nearby Gen-Tie Line corridors, and surrounding areas.
The roads will be driven slowly (10 mph). Binoculars and spotting scopes will be used to observe raven
activity within two kilometers of the site. All raven observations will be documented, including date,
time, location, habitat, number of individuals, and behavior, as well as locations of occupied and potential
nests. Survey visits will occur once monthly both during the breeding season (March to July) and the
remainder of the year (August to February) for one year following construction. Each survey visit will
consist of a two day effort. Each day the survey route will be driven once in the early morning (starting
30 minutes prior to sunrise), a second time in the midday (starting between noon and 2 p.m.), and a third
time in the evening (completed within one hour following sunset).
If a raven or other avian scavenger nest is located within the Gen-Tie Line ROW, it will be monitored for
sign of flat-tailed horned lizard (FTHL) predation, if accessible. The FTHL mortality monitoring will
cover a 50-meter radius from the nest location. This area will be walked with 10-meter belt-transects.
The location of all horned lizard carcasses or other sign of predation will be mapped and photographed.
Transects will be walked twice per month for as long as the nest remains active.
Incidental reporting of raven or nest sightings will also occur by biologists on the Project site conducting
clearance surveys, monitoring construction activity, monitoring environmental compliance, translocating
flat-tailed horned lizards, and monitoring translocated horned lizards. Biologists will be instructed to
document raven observations during those surveys. Incidental raven or horned lizard observations will be
included in the monitoring reports.

3.2 Reporting
The Applicant will submit monitoring summary reports to BLM and CDFG. The report will include:
•

The number and behavior of observed ravens

•

Raven nest and perch locations

•

Results of the management techniques

•

The observed effectiveness of the techniques in minimizing raven presence

•

Suggestions for improving raven management

•

Wildlife mortality attributed to predators

3-1
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Observations of raven predation of flat-tailed horned lizards (including sign) and occupied raven nests
will be reported to the designated contacts at BLM, CDFG, and USFWS by an electronic mail message
within two days of the observation.

3.3 Adaptive Management
The agencies will review the results of raven control efforts and in cooperation with the Project owner
will determine if changes in the plan are warranted following the first year of commercial operation of the
Project. If the agencies determine that the raven management program is effective, and the potential for
ravens to adversely affect the local wildlife population is less than significant, then the raven surveying
and reporting requirement may be discontinued. Components of the Raven Control Plan, such as
preventing access to anthropogenic food and water resources, preventing nesting, and discouraging
roosting will remain effective throughout the lifetime of the Project.
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Introduction	
  
The Campo Verde Solar Project is a proposed 1,990 acre solar photovoltaic (PV) energy-generating
facility (solar energy facility site) located in Imperial County approximately 7 miles southwest of the
community of El Centro, California.
The Project would use First Solar PV modules that are generally non-reflective and convert sunlight into
direct current (DC) electricity. The DC output of multiple rows of PV modules is collected through one or
more combiner boxes and directed to an inverter that converts the DC electricity to alternating current
(AC) electricity. From the inverter, the generated energy flows to a transformer where it is stepped up to
distribution level voltage (approximately 34.5 kV). Multiple transformers are connected in parallel via
34.5 kV lines to the Project substation, where the power will be stepped up to 230 kV.
The Project will be interconnected to the regional transmission system via a new gen-tie line constructed
to the Imperial Valley Substation. This interconnection will be accomplished via one of three potential
options – two requiring rights-of-way across federal lands managed by the Bureau of Land Management
(BLM) and one located entirely on private lands (Figure 1).
The two gen-tie line alternatives that would cross BLM lands would originate at the Project
substation/switchyard at the southern end of the Project site and would go south to the Imperial Valley
Substation. Either of these two alternatives would be built as a double-circuit 230 kV line.
•

The Alternative Gen-Tie across BLM land would follow the existing IID S-line and would be
approximately 0.75 miles long (including about 0.4 miles of BLM land) crossing fallow
agricultural land and native desert.

•

The Proposed Gen-Tie Alternative would follow existing roads and would cross about one mile
native desert (all BLM land). Both of these options are located entirely within a BLM-designated
utility corridor.

The Private Land Gen-tie Alternative being considered is to develop a single-circuit 230 kV line
originating on the western side of the Project site. It would cross approximately 1.75 miles of private
lands to the west and would utilize available capacity on a line that has an approved right-of-way to the
Imperial Valley Substation.
The BLM El Centro Field Office requested that avian use and abundance surveys be conducted to provide
baseline data to be used in the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) analysis. The survey
methodology was designed specifically for the Campo Verde Project based on the protocol provided and
approved by the BLM (BLM 2010).
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Methods	
  
Avian use surveys were performed by qualified biologists experienced in the identification of North
American birds by sight and sound. Point-count stations were located along four transects placed
throughout the proposed Campo Verde Project Area (Figure 2). Transect locations were designed to
sample all habitat types present within the Project Area with a focus on areas most likely to contain a high
abundance and/or diversity of birds, while maintaining adequate spatial coverage of the entire Solar
Facility Site and proposed Gen-tie Line corridors. Each transect was 1,250-meters in length with pointcount locations spaced every 250-meters along transects. A total of 24 point-count stations were sampled
during each survey event; with a total of four survey events during the winter survey season (December to
January) and four survey events during the spring survey season (March to April).
At each point count station, biologists recorded all birds seen or heard within a 100-meter radius over a
10-minute sampling period. Pairs or groups of birds were recorded as single detections to avoid issues
resulting from statistical dependence. Both detections and individuals are reported here. Birds seen or
heard outside of the 100-meter radius were recorded as incidental observations and contributed to the
overall Campo Verde Solar Project species list, but were excluded from quantitative analyses. Birds that
were seen or heard along transects, but between point-count stations, were also recorded as incidental
observations. Point counts were generally performed within three and one-half hours of sunrise. Surveys
were not performed during inclement weather conditions (more than light or intermittent rain, winds
greater than 15 miles-per-hour).

Results	
  
Winter	
  Surveys	
  
Winter survey events occurred during four weeks in December and January (surveys were performed on
December 6 and 20, 2011 and January 5 and 24, 2012). A total of 24 points were sampled during each
survey event. Weather was generally conducive to avian surveys; temperatures ranged between 33-67˚ F
and winds ranged between 0-5 miles per hours (mph). Surveys began at sunrise each day (~0625-0645)
and were completed approximately 3.5 hours later (~1000-1015).
A total of 628 detections (6.54 detections per point) and 1,990 individuals (20.73 individuals per point)
were recorded during the surveys, comprised of 47 species (Appendix A). On average 3.31 species were
recorded per point. All metrics remained relatively consistent week to week. Table 1 presents summary
statistics broken down by each survey week.
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Table 1 – Summary of Winter Survey Results
Detections

Detections
per Point

Individuals

Individuals
per Point

Species

Species
per Point

December 6, 2011

174

7.25

570

23.75

24

3.46

December 20, 2011

142

5.92

551

22.96

25

3.04

January 5, 2012

137

5.71

410

17.08

20

3.25

January 24, 2011

175

7.29

459

19.13

25

3.50

WINTER TOTAL

628

6.54

1,990

20.73

47

3.31

Survey Date

Western Meadowlark (Sturnella neglecta) was the most frequently detected species (165 total detection;
1.72 detections per point). Other frequently detected species include Savannah Sparrow (Passerculus
sandwichensis; 160 detections, 1.67 detections per point), Horned Lark (Eremophila alpestris; 61
detections, 0.64 detections per point), Killdeer (Charadrius vociferus; 30 detections, 0.31 detections per
point), and Yellow-rumped Warbler (Setophaga coronata; 27 detections, 0.28 detections per point). The
most widespread species included Western Meadowlark (54 points, 56.25%), Savannah Sparrow (52
points, 54.17%), and Horned Lark (34 points, 35.42%). Savannah Sparrows were by far the most
numerous species during the winter survey (524 observed; 26.3% of all individuals observed). Other
numerous species included Horned Lark (347 observed, 17.4% of all individuals observed), Red-winged
Blackbird (Agelaius phoeniceus; 235 observed, 11.8% of all individuals observed) and Western
Meadowlark (227 observed, 11.4% of all individuals observed).
The most common species (as described above) are common agricultural associates. Native habitats
(primarily Creosote Bush Scrub and Stabilized Desert Dunes) exhibited relatively low avian abundance
and diversity when compared to the overall project metrics: 79 detections (3.29 detections per point), 110
individuals (4.58 individuals per point), and 32 total species observed (2.17 species per point). In native
habitats, Blue-gray Gnatcatchers (Polioptila caerulea) were the most frequently detected species (22
detections, 0.92 detections per point), the most widespread species (12 points, 50.0%), and the most
numerous species (24 individuals, 21.8% of all individuals observed).
Two special status species were observed during the surveys (not including California Species of
Concern). Burrowing Owl (Athene cunicularia), which was previously known to occur and breed in the
Project Area, is a State-Endangered species. This species was recorded as an incidental observation
during the winter surveys (this species was not recorded at any point-count stations). Observations of this
species during winter surveys further confirm the species’ year-round status in and around the Project
Area.
Loggerhead Shrikes (Lanius ludovicianus), a BLM Sensitive Species, were observed at four (4) points
during the winter surveys (5 detections, 5 individuals). Four (4) of these observations occurred in
agricultural habitat on private lands, one (1) of these detections occurred in native habitat on BLM lands.
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Spring	
  Survey	
  
Spring survey events occurred on four weeks in March and April (Surveys were performed on March 8,
14 and 21 and April 5, 2012). A total of 24 points were sampled during each survey event. Weather was
generally conducive to avian surveys; Temperatures ranged between 35-73˚ F and winds ranged between
0-15 miles per hours (mph), though were generally less than 5 mph. Surveys began at sunrise each day
(~0600-0700) and were completed approximately 3-3.5 hours later (~0930-1100).
A total of 868 detections (9.04 detections per point) and 2,739 individuals (28.53 individuals per point)
were recorded during the spring surveys, comprised of 53 species (Appendix A). On average 4.82 species
were recorded per point. Table 2 presents summary statistics broken down by each survey week.
Table 2 – Summary of Spring Survey Results
Detections

Detections
per Point

Individuals

Individuals
per Point

Species

Species
per Point

March 8, 2012

195

8.13

685

28.54

35

4.71

March 14, 2012

214

8.92

851

35.46

28

4.63

March 21, 2012

220

9.17

555

23.13

33

4.88

April 5, 2012

239

9.96

648

27.00

28

5.08

Spring TOTAL

868

9.04

2,739

28.53

53

4.82

Survey Date

Red-winged Blackbird was the most frequently detected species (197 total detection; 2.05 detections per
point). Other frequently detected species include Western Meadowlark (Sturella neglecta; 170 detections,
1.77 detections per point), Savannah Sparrow (65 detections, 0.68 detections per point), Unidentified
Swallow (Hirundininae sp.; 52 detections; 0.54 detections per point), and Long-billed Curlew (Numenius
americanus; 47 detections, 0.49 detections per point). Western Meadowlark was the most widespread
having been observed at 63 points (65.63%). Other widespread species include Red-winged Blackbird
(56 points, 58.33%), Unidentified Swallow (31 points, 32.29%), Northern Rough-winged Swallow
(Stelgidopteryx serripennis; 29 points, 30.21%), Savannah Sparrow (27 points, 28.13%), and Horned
Lark (27 points, 28.13%). Red-winged Blackbirds were by far the most numerous species during the
spring survey (969 observed; 34.69% of all individuals observed). Other numerous species included
Long-billed Curlew (386 observed, 13.82% of all individuals observed) and Western Meadowlark (208
observed, 7.45% of all individuals observed.
As was observed in the winter surveys, the most common species were common agricultural associates.
Native habitats (primarily Creosote Bush Scrub and Stabilized Desert Dunes), which were sampled at
least in proportion to availability, exhibited relatively low avian abundance and diversity when compared
to the overall project metrics: 85 detections (3.54 detections per point), 241 individuals (10.04
individuals per point), and 23 total species observed (2.88 species per point). In native habitats,
Unidentified Swallows were the most frequently detected species (13 detections, 0.54 detections per
point) and the most widespread species (10 points, 41.67%). Red-winged Blackbirds were the most
numerous species (143 individuals, 59.34% of all individuals observed).
7
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One (1) special status species was observed during the spring surveys (not including California Species of
Concern). Burrowing Owl (Athene cunicularia), which was previously known to occur and breed in the
Project Area, is a State-Endangered species. This species was recorded at seven (7) points (7 detections,
10 individuals).

Conclusions	
  
Species observed generally conformed to avian communities that have been observed in and around the
Campo Verde Project Area during other field efforts and were primarily representative of avian
communities typically associated with agricultural habitats. Special status species that were recorded
were all species expected or previously known to occur in and around the Campo Verde Project Area
before the avian surveys.
Avian abundance and diversity was generally low in the Campo Verde Project Area during the winter
surveys, particularly in native habitats, which would be crossed by the proposed Gen-tie line. As
expected, avian abundance and diversity were higher during spring surveys. There were 9.04 detections
per point during spring compared to 6.54 detections per point during winter. There were 53 species (4.82
species per point) in spring compared to 47 species (3.31 species per point) in winter.
A total of 88 species have been observed in the Campo Verde Project Area including species incidentally
observed during the avian surveys as well as other survey efforts (Appendix A).
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Appendix	
  A	
  –	
  Campo	
  Verde	
  Avian	
  Species	
  List	
  
Common Name

Scientific Name

American Avocet
Abert's Towhee
American Coot
American Kestrel
American Pipit
Anna's Hummingbird
Bank Swallow
Barn Swallow
Belted Kingfisher
Black Phoebe
Black-necked Stilt
Black-tailed Gnatcatcher
Blue Grosbeak
Blue-gray Gnatcatcher
Brewer's Blackbird
Brown-headed Cowbird
Burrowing Owl
California Gull
Canada Goose
Cattle Egret
Cliff Swallow
Common Grackle
Common Ground Dove
Common Moorhen
Common Raven
Common Yellowthroat
Cooper's Hawk
Crissal Thrasher
Double-crested Cormorant
European Starling
Ferruginous Hawk
Gambel's Quail
Great Blue Heron
Great Egret
Great-tailed Grackle

Recurvirostra Americana
Pipilo aberti
Fulica americana
Falco sparverius
Anthus rubescens
Calypte anna
Riparia riparia
Hirundo rustica
Megaceryle alcyon
Sayornis nigricans
Himantopus mexicanus
Polioptila melanura
Passerina caerulea
Polioptila caerulea
Euphagus cyanocephalus
Molothrus ater
Athene cunicularia
Larus californicus
Branta canadensis
Bubulcus ibis
Petrochelidon pyrrhonota
Quiscalus quiscula
Columbia passerina
Gallinula chloropus
Corvus corax
Geothlypis trichas
Accipiter cooperii
Toxostoma crissale
Phalacrocorax auritus
Sturnus vulgaris
Buteo regalis
Callipepla gambelii
Ardea herodias
Ardea alba
Quiscalus mexicanus

Recorded
During Winter
Avian Surveys

Recorded
During Spring
Avian Surveys

X

X

X

X

Status1

X
X

X

X

X
X
X
X

X
X

X

X
X

SE, SS

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X

X
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Common Name

Scientific Name

Greater Roadrunner
Greater Yellowlegs
Green Heron
Horned Lark
House Finch
House Sparrow
House Wren
Killdeer
Lark Sparrow
Least Sandpiper
Loggerhead Shrike
Long-billed Curlew
Long-billed Dowitcher
Mallard
Mountain Plover
Mourning Dove
Northern Flicker
Northern Harrier
Northern Mockingbird
Northern Rough-winged Swallow
Northern Shoveler
Orange-crowned Warbler
Prairie Falcon
Red-tailed Hawk
Red-winged Blackbird
Ring-billed Gull
Rock Dove
Rufous-crowned Sparrow
Rough-legged Hawk
Savannah Sparrow
Say's Phoebe
Snowy Egret
Snowy Plover
Song Sparrow
Tree Swallow
Turkey Vulture
Unidentified Bird
Unidentified Calidris Sandpiper

Geococcyx californianus
Tringa melanoleuca
Butorides virescens
Eremophila alpestris
Carpodacus mexicanus
Passer domesticus
Troglodytes aedon
Charadrius vociferus
Chondestes grammacus
Calidris minutilla
Lanius ludovicianus
Numenius americanus
Limnodromus scolopaceus
Anas platyrhynchos
Charadirius montanus
Zenaida macroura
Colaptes auratus
Circus cyaneus
Mimus polyglottos
Stelgidpteryx serripennis
Anas clypeata
Oreothlypis celata
Falco mexicanus
Buteo jamaicensis
Agelaius phoeniceus
Larus delawarensis
Columbia livia
Aimophila ruficeps
Buteo lagopus
Passerculus sandwichensis
Sayornis saya
Egretta thula
Charadrius nivosus
Melospiza melodia
Tachycineta bicolor
Cathartes aura
Aves sp.
Calidris sp.

Recorded
During Winter
Avian Surveys

Recorded
During Spring
Avian Surveys

X

X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X

X
X
X

Status1

X
X
X
X
X
X

SS, SC

X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X

SC
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
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Common Name

Scientific Name

Unidentified Duck
Unidentified Hawk
Unidentified Sparrow
Unidentified Swallow
Vesper Sparrow
Verdin
Violet-green Swallow
Western Kingbird
Western Meadowlark
Western Tanager
White-crowned Sparrow
White-faced Ibis
White-tailed Kite
White-throated Swift
White-winged Dove
Yellow-rumped Warbler (Audubon's)

Anatinae sp.
Accipitridae sp.
Eberizidae sp.
Hirundinidae sp.
Pooecetes gramineus
Aurparus flaviceps
Tachycineta thalassina
Tyrannus verticalis
Sturnella neglecta
Piranga ludovciana
Zonotrichia leucophrys
Plegadis chihi
Elanus leucurus
Aeronautes saxatalis
Zenaida asiatica
Dendroica coronata auduboni

Recorded
During Winter
Avian Surveys
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

Recorded
During Spring
Avian Surveys
X

Status1

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X

X

Footnotes
1
BGEPA = Protected under the Bald and Golden Eagle Protection Act; SC = CDFG Species of Concern, SE = State-endangered;
SS = BLM Sensitive Species; FE = Federally-endangered; All species, except Rock Dove and European Starling, are protected
under the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
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CAMPO VERDE SOLAR ENERGY PROJECT
MORTALITY REPORTING FORM
DATE: _________

TIME: ________

OBSERVER: ____________

PROXIMAL TO PROJECT COMPONENT: __________________
CARCASS POSITION
GPS COORDINATES (UTM NAD83) 11S East: ________________ North: _________________
BEARING (degrees) to PROJECT COMPONENT: ___________________
DISTANCE (meters) to PROJECT COMPONENT: __________________
CARCASS DESCRIPTION
SPECIES: __________________________________
SEX (circle):

M

F

CONDITION (circle):

U

AGE (circle):

intact

scavenged

A

J

U

Tag/Band Number: ___________

dismembered

ESTIMATED TIME SINCE DEATH/INJURY (no. of days):

feather spot

injured

<1 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 7+

CAUSE OF DEATH:
_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
OBSERVABLE INJURIES:
_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
SUBSTRATE/GROUND COVER (at carcass location):__________________________________
DISPOSITION OF CARCASS1 (circle): left in place removed collected for trials
other: _______________________________________________________________

collected for

SHIPPED TO:
[name of institution] _____________________________________________________________
[physical address] _______________________________________________________________
[phone/email] __________________________________________________________________
WEATHER CONDITIONS
AIR TEMPERATURE (degrees Fahrenheit): _______
PRECIPITATON (last 24 hours, circle):
CLOUD COVER (circle):

clear

WIND DIRECTION: ______

none

mostly clear

light rain

rain

partly cloudy

SPEED (mph, circle):

0-10

heavy rain
mostly cloudy

10-20

20-30

hail

snow

cloudy
30+

gusty

9
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NOTES (describe noteworthy weather conditions since last search, including high wind, fog, precipitation,
and storm events):
______________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________

PHOTOGRAPHS2:
Close Up:

Photo 1 _______

Photo 2 ________

Landscape: Photo 3 _______

Photo 4 ________

PHOTO NOTES:
_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
NOTIFICATION3:
DATE: _______ TIME: _______
NAME: ________________________ AGENCY/ASSOCIATION: ______________________
NOTES:
_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________

1

Permit required to handle bird carcasses.

2

At least four photographs should be taken. Two should be close-in shots of the carcass and should be
taken from at least two different angles. Two should be shots taken farther away showing the landscape
(project components, surrounding habitat, etc.) and should be taken from at least two different angles).

3

Indicate who was notified of the event, date, time, etc.

10
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May 2, 2012
Geary Hund
United States Fish and Wildlife Service
Carlsbad Field Office
6010 Hidden Valley Road, Suite 101
Carlsbad, California 92009
Re: Post Survey Notification of Focused Survey Results for the Mountain Plover on
the Campo Verde Solar Energy Project
Dear Geary,
This letter summarizes the results of the 2012 winter surveys for Mountain Plover
(Charadrius montanus) conducted within the Campo Verde Solar Project survey area.
The Campo Verde Solar Project is a proposed 1,990 acre solar photovoltaic (PV) energygenerating facility (solar energy facility site) located in Imperial County approximately 7
miles southwest of the community of El Centro, California. The Project will be
interconnected to the regional transmission system via a new gen-tie line constructed to
the Imperial Valley Substation. This interconnection will be accomplished via one of
three potential options – two requiring rights-of-way across federal lands managed by the
Bureau of Land Management (BLM) and one located entirely on private lands (Figure
1).
The BLM El Centro Field Office suggested that First Solar conduct protocol Mountain
Plover surveys to provide baseline data to be used in BLM’s Section 7 consultation with
the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (Service) in case the species is proposed for listing
prior to project initiation. The survey guidance (USFWS 2011) was developed by the
Service’s Carlsbad Field Office and provided to Heritage Environmental Consultants by
the BLM.
Methods
Mountain Plovers are known to winter in the Imperial Valley, commonly foraging and
roosting in agricultural fields in different stages of cropping cycles. They prefer alfalfa
fields (less than 9.84 inches in height, or mowed); Bermuda grass (less than 9.84 inches
in height, dormant, mowed, or burned); actively grazed fields; fallow fields; and bare
fields (tilled, plowed, or furrowed; Andres and Stone 2009).
Qualified biologists experienced in the identification of North American birds by sight
and sound, including Mountain Plover detection and identification, performed the winter
surveys. Suitable habitat was identified in the survey area by driving to each field and
assessing vegetation height. Observation points were set up so that each field could be
8071 East 33rd Avenue, Denver, CO 80238
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sufficiently observed from one point (Figure 2). A total of 18 observation points were
established. Two observers were typically present at each observation point; one biologist
observed a single field (never more than 100 acres; typically ranging from 40-80 acres)
while the other biologist observed the opposite field. Spotting scopes and binoculars were
used to scan each field for a minimum of 20 minutes and up to 45 minutes per field per
observer per field visit.
A total of three surveys were conducted during February 2012, separated by a minimum
of five days. Surveys were conducted between the hours of 8 a.m. and 4 p.m. and avoided
periods of excessive or abnormal heat, wind, rain, fog, or other inclement weather.
Surveys were not conducted if winds exceeded 15 miles per hour. No more than 600
acres were surveyed per biologist per day.
Existing Conditions
The entire survey area (approximately 1,990 acres) is agricultural land consisting of
alfalfa, Bermuda grass, Sudan grass and tilled fields in various stages. The fields
surveyed ranged in size from 20 acres to 200+ acres (larger fields were subdivided into
smaller observation blocks for the survey; see Table 1).
Survey Results
Survey events occurred on three separate occasions in February (surveys were performed
on February 7 and 8, February 15, 16 and 17, and February 21, 22 and 23, 2012). A total
of 18 observation points were sampled (sometimes less if habitat became unsuitable
between survey events). Weather was generally conducive to Mountain Plover surveys.
Table 1 – Mountain Plover Winter Survey Results provides general survey
information.
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Table 1 – Mountain Plover Winter Survey Results
Date

Observation
Point

Field Surveyed

Field Size
(Acres)

Habitat

Start/Stop
Time1

Temp
(°F)

Wind
Speed
(mph)

Sky

MOPL

Survey Number 1
n/a

M01 East

80

Alfalfa (15-20”) UNSUITABLE

N/S

64

0

Cloudy

M01 West

40

Alfalfa (15-20”) UNSUITABLE

N/S

-

-

-

M02 East

80

Alfalfa (15-20”) UNSUITABLE

N/S

-

-

-

M02 West

40

Alfalfa (15-20”) UNSUITABLE

N/S

-

-

-

n/a

M03

M03 West

70

Alfalfa (20-25”) UNSUITABLE

N/S

-

-

-

n/a

M04

M04 East

80

Bermuda (3-5”)

1310/1355

-

-

-

None

M05 South

80

Bermuda (3-5”)

1400/1445

-

-

-

None

M05 Northeast

60

Bermuda (3-5”)

1400/1445

-

-

-

None

M06 East

70

Alfalfa (10-15”) UNSUITABLE

N/S

-

-

-

n/a

M06 West

100

Sudan/Bermuda (0-7”)

1455/1540

-

-

-

None

M01

n/a
n/a

M02

02/07/12

M05

M06

Acres Surveyed (per biologist): 240/260
Acres Surveyed (per hour/per biologist): 96/104
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M07
M08
M09

80

Sudan (5-10”)

741/826

55

<5

M07 West

20

Bermuda (3-15”)

741/826

-

-

Mostly
Cloudy
-

None
None

M08 East

50

Alfalfa (10-25”) UNSUITABLE

N/S

-

-

-

n/a

M08 West

50

Alfalfa (10-20”) UNSUITABLE

N/S

-

-

n/a

M09 East

40

Bermuda (burned; 0-3”)

837/922

60

<5

None

M09 West

40

Alfalfa (10-20”) UNSUITABLE

N/S

-

-

Partly
Cloudy
-

n/a

M10 East

40

Alfalfa (10-20”) UNSUITABLE

N/S

-

-

-

n/a

M10 West

60

Alfalfa (10-20”) UNSUITABLE

N/S

-

-

-

n/a

M11

M11 East

80

Sudan (8-10”)

936/1021

-

-

-

None

M12

M12 East

80

Sudan (8-10”)

936/1021

-

-

-

None

M10

02/08/12

M07 East

M13
M14
M15
M16
M17
M18

M13 East

80

Sudan (8-10”)

837/922

-

-

-

None

M13 Northwest

40

Sudan (36-48”) UNSUITABLE

N/S

-

-

-

n/a

M14 East

80

Fallow/Bermuda (0-10”)

1028/1113

-

-

-

None

M14 West

80

Fallow (0”)

1028/1113

-

-

None

M15 North

80

Sudan (8-10”)

1155/1240

69

<5

M15 South

80

Sudan (8-10”)

1155/1240

-

-

Mostly
Clear
-

M16 East

20

Fallow (0”)

1244/1329

-

-

-

None

M16 West

60

Sudan (8-10”)

1244/1329

-

-

-

None

None
None

M17 East

60

Fallow (0”)

1332/1417

-

-

-

None

M17 West

60

Sudan (8-10”)

1332/1417

-

-

-

None

M18 East

60

Sudan (8-10”)

1419/1504

72

<5

Clear

None

M18 West

40

Sudan (8-10”)

1419/1504

-

-

-

None

Acres Surveyed (per biologist): 480/520
Acres Surveyed (per hour/per biologist): 64/69
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Survey Number 2
M01
02/15/12

M02
M03

M01 East

80

Alfalfa (15-20”) UNSUITABLE

N/S

67

10

Clear

n/a

M01 West

40

Alfalfa (15-20”) UNSUITABLE

N/S

-

-

-

n/a

M02 East

80

Alfalfa (15-20”) UNSUITABLE

N/S

-

-

-

n/a

M02 West

40

Alfalfa (15-20”) UNSUITABLE

N/S

-

-

-

n/a

M03 West

70

Alfalfa (20-25”) UNSUITABLE

N/S

-

10-20

-

n/a

Acres Surveyed (per biologist): 0
Acres Surveyed (per hour/per biologist):
M04
M05

M06

02/16/12

M07

M08

M09

M10

0

M04 South

80

Bermuda (3-5”)

1255/1355

65

10-15

Mostly
Clear

None

M05 Northeast

60

Bermuda (3-5”)

1330/1405

-

-

-

None

M05 South

80

Bermuda (3-5”)

1330/1405

-

-

-

None

M06 East

70

Alfalfa (15-20”) UNSUITABLE

N/S

-

-

-

n/a

M06 West

100

Sudan/Bermuda (0-7 burned/10-15)

1410/1440

-

-

-

None

M07 West

20

Bermuda (3-5”)

1445/1515

-

-

-

None

M07 East

80

Sudan (5-10”)

1445/1515

-

-

-

None

M08 East

50

Alfalfa (10-25”) UNSUITABLE

N/S

-

-

-

n/a

M08 West

50

Alfalfa (10-20”) UNSUITABLE

N/S

-

-

-

n/a

M09 West

40

Alfalfa (10-20”) UNSUITABLE

N/S

-

-

-

n/a

M09 East

40

Bermuda (burned; 0-3”)

1524/1555

-

-

-

None

M10 West

60

Alfalfa (10-20”) UNSUITABLE

N/S

-

-

-

n/a

M10 East

40

Alfalfa (3-7”)

1524/1555

63

5-15

Partly
Cloudy

None

Acres Surveyed (per biologist): 320/360
Acres Surveyed (per hour/per biologist): 107/120
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M11

M11 East

80

Sudan (8-10”)

810/855

52

<5

Clear

None

M12

M12 East

80

Sudan (8-10”)

810/155

-

-

-

None

M13 Northwest

40

Sudan (36-48”) UNSUITABLE

N/S

-

-

-

n/a

M13 East

80

Sudan (8-10”)

901/932

-

-

-

None

M14 East

80

Fallow/Sudan (0-10”)

937/1022

-

-

-

None

M14 West

80

Fallow/Burned (0”)

937/1022

-

-

-

None

M15 North

80

Sudan (8-10”)

1025/1110

-

-

-

None

M15 South

80

Sudan (8-10”)

1025/1110

68

5

Clear

M16 East

20

Fallow (0”)

1158/1243

72

5

Clear

M16 West

60

Sudan (8-10”)

1158/1243

-

-

-

None
73 MOPL on
2/16
None

M17 East

60

Sudan (8-10”)

1245/1330

-

-

-

None

M17 West

60

Sudan (8-10”)

1245/1330

-

-

-

None

M18 East

60

Sudan (8-10”)

1332/1417

-

-

-

None

M18 West

40

Sudan (8-10”)

1332/1417

73

5

Clear

None

M13
M14

2/17/12

M15

M16

M17
M18

Acres Surveyed (per biologist): 460/480
Acres Surveyed (per hour/per biologist): 77/80

Survey Number 3

02/21/12

M03

M3 West

70

Alfalfa (12-20”) UNSUITABLE

N/S

73

0-5

Clear

n/a

M04

M4 South

80

Bermuda (6”)

1255/1344

-

-

-

None

M5 Northeast

60

Bermuda (3-10”)

1355/1440

-

-

-

None

M5 South

80

Bermuda (6-8”)

1355/1440

-

-

-

None

M6 West

100

Alfalfa (burned, 0-8”)

1452/1537

-

-

-

None

M6 East

70

Alfalfa (10-15”) UNSUITABLE

N/S

-

-

-

n/a

M05
M06

Acres Surveyed (per biologist): 240/260
Acres Surveyed (per hour/per biologist): 87/94
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M01
M02
M07
M08
M09
02/22/11

M10
M11
M12
M13
M14
M15

M02
M01
M16
2/23/12
M17
M18

M1 East
M2 East
M7 East
M7 West
M8 West
M8 East
M09 West
M09 East
M10 East
M10 West
M11 East
M12 East
M13 Northwest
M13 East
M14 East
M14 West
M15 North
M15 South

M02 West
M01 West
M16 West
M16 East
M17 West
M17 East
M18 West
M18 East

80
80
80
20
50
50
40
40
40
60
80
80
40
80
80
80
80
80

Alfalfa (cut)
753/838
Alfalfa (cut)
754/839
Sudan (6-12”)
851/936
Bermuda (3-15”)
851/936
Alfalfa (20-24”) UNSUITABLE
N/S
Alfalfa (12-36”) UNSUITABLE
N/S
Alfalfa (10-16”) UNSUITABLE
N/S
Alfalfa (3-6”)
953/1038
Alfalfa (12-24”) UNSUITABLE
N/S
Alfalfa (12-24”) UNSUITABLE
N/S
Sudan (5-10”)
1103/1148
Sudan (10-12”)
1104/1149
Sudan (36-48”) UNSUITABLE
N/S
Sudan (8-10”)
1252/1337
Fallow (0-4”)
1417/1502
Fallow/Burned (<3”)
1417/1502
Sudan (6-10”)
1510/1555
Sudan (6-10”)
1510/1555
Acres Surveyed (per biologist): 460/520
Acres Surveyed (per hour/per biologist): 58/65
40
Alfalfa (cut)
804/850
40
Alfalfa (cut)
802/847
60
Sudan (6-12”)
904/949
20
Fallow (0”)
904/949
60
Sudan (6-12”)
953/1038
60
Sudan (6-12”)
953/1058
40
Sudan (6-12”)
1046/1131
60
Sudan (6-12”)
1046/1131
Acres Surveyed (per biologist): 180/200
Acres Surveyed (per hour/per biologist): 51/57

8071 East 33rd Avenue, Denver, CO 80238

53
83

0
5

Clear
Clear

None
None
None
None
n/a
n/a
n/a
None
n/a
n/a
None
None
n/a
None
None
None
None
None

55
-

0
-

Clear
-

None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
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Survey Totals
Average Acres Surveyed (per biologist/2 or 3 day survey): 750-930
Average Acres Surveyed (per hour/per biologist): 65-90
Total Acres Surveyed per Survey: 1,500-1,860
1

N/S = Not surveyed due to unsuitable habitat.
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The majority of the survey area represented suitable Mountain Plover habitat during the
surveys; fields that did not represent suitable habitat throughout the survey included M03
East, M06 East, M08 East, M08 West, M09 West, M10 West and M13 Northwest. Fields
M01 East, M01 West, M02 East, M02 West, and M10 East were unsuitable during at
least one (but not all) survey events. Fields M11 East, M12 East, M13 East, M14 East,
M15 North, M15 South, M16 West, M17 East, M17 West, M18 East, and M18 West all
represented very marginal habitat but were surveyed to be conservative.
Mountain Plovers were observed once during the survey; approximately 73 were
observed foraging in field M16 East on February 15, 2012. This field was fallow (no
vegetation) at the time of this observation. Mountain Plovers have also been observed in
and adjacent to the project area during other survey efforts on several occasions (e.g.
Avian Use and Abundance Surveys). On January 24, 2012, approximately 100 Mountain
Plovers were observed outside of the project area in the field immediately north of M06E;
on the same date, 282 were observed in the field immediately south of M06E.
If you have any questions concerning the contents of this notification letter, please
contact me.
Sincerely,

Patrick Golden
Senior Biologist, Principal
cc:

James Cook, First Solar
Kim Marzden, BLM, Renewable Energy Coordination Office
Sharon Tyson, BLM, El Centro Field Office
Magdalena Rodriquez, California Department of Fish and Game

Attachments
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Monitoring Migratory Bird Take at Solar Power Facilities:
An Experimental Approach
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service – Pacific Southwest Region
December 2012
Chris Nicolaib, Steve Abelec, Heather Beelerd, Rob Dostere, Eric Kershner fand Tom McCabeg
SUMMARY
Studies examining effects of energy development on mortality of migratory birds has
primarilyfocused on wind energy (California Energy Commission 2006, Huso 2010). Currently,
few large scale solar facilities are operational in the United States, and the U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Service (USFWS) has little data on the effects of solar facilities on migratory bird mortality.
While monitoring programs to study these effects are in place for wind development, there remains
a need to provide consistent guidance and study design to quantify mortality of migratory birds at
solar power facilities currently and in the future. This document provides methods similar to
monitoring for wind developments, but is adapted for solar power facilities. The USFWS Pacific
Southwest Region has designed the following monitoring scheme for migratory bird mortality for
solar energy development. In this paper, we provide a consistent monitoring design, across
different types of solar developments, to estimate the number of bird mortalities and which takes
into consideration spatial variation, mortality type, scavenging, and observer detection rates. This
method relies heavily on a capture recapture design conducted during 7- day sampling periods at
the beginning of each month for a 12 month period. The Service’s Pacific Southwest Region is
proposing this monitoring regimen for solar energy developments, with the expectation that it will
produce adequate data for assessing impacts to migratory birds. As our understanding and
techniques for monitoring improve, the Service will adapt the monitoring program in the future.

b USFWS, Region 8 Migratory Birds Program, 1340 Financial Blvd., Reno, Nevada 89502
c USFWS Ecological Services, Reno Field Office, 1340 Financial Blvd., Reno, NV 89502
d USFWS Region 8 Migratory Birds Program, 2800 Cottage Way, Sacramento, CA 95825
e USFWS Region 8 Migratory Birds Program, 752 County Road 99W, Willows, CA 95988
f USFWS Region 8 Migratory Birds Program, 6010 Hidden Valley Rd., Suite 100, Carlsbad, CA 92011
g USFWS Region 8 Conservation Partnership Program, 2800 Cottage Way, Sacramento, CA 95825	
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UNKNOWNS AND METHODS TO RESOLVE
1. Intensity of mortalities – Provide data from initial studies controlling for detection rate,
method of mortality, scavenging rate, and locations of mortality. Potential in the future to
adapt monitoring protocols for a project based on these initial studies to set monitoring
effort.
2. Detection rate – Data from initial studies will inform detection rate as a function of distance
from established transect lines. This will allow the initial solar developments to help develop
future protocols and set distances from transect line to monitor mortalities.
3. Method of mortalities – Provide data from initial studies. Descriptions of found mortalities
and location within development will aide in this assessment. These initial studies will
identify where in the solar development mortalities occur and direct future efforts to reduce
take due to specific causes.
CONSIDERATIONS
1. Use capture-recapture methods to estimate the abundance of dead migratory birds (Lukacs
2011, California Energy Commission 2006).
2. Consider variation in frequency of carcasses that may vary over time and location across and
within transects.
3. Consider scavenging rates that may vary over time and location across and within transects.
4. Four general types of solar technology are proposed for constructing utility-scale electric
power generating facilities: power towers, solar troughs, Stirling engines, and photovoltaic
cell panels.
SAMPLING DESIGN
1. Strata – We propose 4 strata in this design; (1) within the mirror array and central tower (for
power tower developments), (2) ponds, (3) along transmission lines; and (4) along the outer
edge of photovoltaic panel fields and heliostat fields.
2. Transects – Transects are used as replicates within strata. Transects should cover 30 percent of
the area of each stratum. GPS coordinates for transect lines will be established. Generate a
map of potential transects covering 100 percent of the facility, then select 30 percent of the
potential transects within each of the first three strata via a random selection process or via a
systematic random sampling design (Strickland et al. 2011). The entire outer edge of the
project’s PV panel or heliostat fields, as well as all fences, should be walked by the carcass
searchers during each survey visit, since this “edge” between the industrial habitat, on the one
hand, and the desert or agricultural field habitat, on the other, constitutes an area where the
probability of bird collisions with project infrastructure is somewhat higher (for low-flying
bird species) than in the interior portions of the solar array (for projects not utilizing a power
tower).
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3. Extrapolate sampled areas to overall area within each stratum.
TRANSECT LAYOUT
Within mirror array and central tower (for power tower developments)
Mirror or photovoltaic cells typically are created in a circular or tetragon shape. Given the
difference in these developments, we propose two different approaches to laying out transects.
Transect design should result in 30 percent total area coverage within strata. We suggest a
minimum of 8 transects within this strata to obtain good replication and enough data to test for
effects of distance on mortality events.
CIRCULAR DESGINS WITH A CENTRAL TOWER (for power tower projects)
We propose that transect layout in a power tower array (typically circular) encompasses the
360° area surrounding the central tower (Figure 1). We want to consider detection of
carcasses randomly throughout the mirror array. Therefore, we propose to sample 8
transects which originate at the central tower and extend to the edge of the mirror array.
These transects shall be at every 45° which should result in 30 percent coverage.
TETRAGON DESIGN
Because this design is simpler than an array with a central potential source of bird
mortality, the transect design can also be simpler. Interior transects should begin and end
at an edge of the tetragon (Figure 2); perimeter transects blanket the edges of the solar
array field.
Ponds
Transects lines should be placed randomly along the immediate edges of ponds (Figure 1) to
monitor floating or pulled out carcasses. One transect should occur for each cardinal direction
(i.e., north side, south side, east side, and west side) within this strata due to effects of wind or
current. If multiple ponds occur, efforts should be made to sample each pond with at least one
transect. Minimum of 4 transect in this strata.
Transmission lines
Overall length of the sampled transmission line should be determined and transects should be
randomly assigned to result in 30 percent coverage. Transect should run down the middle of
the transmissions lines. Minimum of 4 transects in this strata.

Fences
All perimeter fences should be walked by the carcass searchers during each survey visit.
15
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ADAPTIVE STRUCTURE
Initially, all transects will be sampled for seven consecutive days at the beginning of each month
for a year. We suggest that this year round monitoring program is initiated at the beginning of the
most active migratory period for the area. Analyses should be updated seasonally (every 3
months). At the end of the first year, the extrapolated full-year estimate of number of bird
mortalities will be considered for future refinement of monitoring protocol.

Figure 1. General diagram showing a typical footprint for a circular solar facility with a central power tower.
Included is an approximation of the layout for transects to estimate migratory bird mortalityc
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Figure 2. General diagram showing a typical footprint for a tetragon shaped solar facility. Included is an
approximation of the layout for transects to estimate migratory bird mortalityc

SAMPLING ALONG TRANSECTS
We encourage the use of one or two qualified observers. The observer(s) will walk along predetermined transects searching for bird carcasses. The observer(s) will walk along the
predetermined path and scan away from the transect to detect carcasses. When a carcass is
observed, they will walk the shortest distance to the carcass. At each discovery of a carcass, a GPS
location (UTM) will be recorded, the species identified and information regarding carcass condition
will be collected. Each carcass (not the location) will be uniquely and inconspicuously marked. By
recording UTMs, distances from the transect can be calculated for analysis in Program DISTANCE.
By marking carcasses, future encounters will be used as recaptures. Once data is collected at a
carcass, the observer will return to the pre-determined transect and continue with the survey. As all
sampling periods will be seven consecutive days, observers will continue to record presence,
location (UTM), and condition of all observed carcasses. Table 1 provides a sample data sheet.
Carcasses shall be assigned to one of the following 4 classes at each encounter: (1) fresh (eyes are
still wet and not totally sunk into sockets), (2) medium (eyes are totally sunk into sockets and breast
muscle and viscera still present), (3) non-scavenged carcass (a stiff carcass consisting of a dried
complete carcass), (4) remnant (a dried carcass consisting of non-edible parts).
Additionally, the presence or absence of evidence of superheating (singed feathers) should be
recorded.
a) Perform transect sampling. Carcass searchers should walk at a slow, regular pace along the
transect’s centerline and visually scan outward to both sides (Ponce et al. 2010).
17
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b) Conduct two searches per search day: One at sunrise, and one just before sunset. This
enables collision victims to be separated into the two categories of day versus night
collisions. The sunrise search also minimizes the removal of small bird and bat carcasses
by avian scavengers, while the late afternoon search minimizes the non-detection of
carcasses due to removal by mammalian scavengers (Gauthreax 1995).
c) For estimates of the number of birds and bats killed, use the mathematical estimator
(formula) presented in the study by Warren-Hicks et al. (November 2012). This estimator
is also available online on the California Wind Energy Association (CalWEA) website as a
pdf version of a public webinar held to present the newly developed estimator.
d) Follow the recommendations on Slide #51 of the CalWEA webinar to produce the
analytical products needed to compute mortality estimates corrected for bias (these
components of the estimator are listed on Slide #52).
e) Perform a traditional scavenger removal trial (Warren-Hicks et al., November 2012).
f) Measure the proportion of carcasses that persist (“bleed-through”) from one search interval
to the next, for the purpose of deriving the mathematical term θ (theta) (Warren-Hicks et al.
November 2012).
g) Remove found carcasses when the cause of death is unclear AND the carcass is in good
enough condition that a necropsy might be able to determine the cause of death.
h) Adaptive Management: Trigger Thresholds for Sample Size: The level of mathematical
uncertainty in the mortality estimates will be unacceptably high if monitoring finds < 10
carcasses (Korner-Nievergelt et al. 2011). Therefore, if fewer than 10 carcasses are found
during any given 7-day search period, the percent of the facility searched will be increased
to 60 percent of the energy infrastructure areas (PV panel fields, power lines and supporting
structures, and evaporation/storage ponds) during future search weeks. If fewer than 10
carcasses are found during any given 7-day search period when 60 percent of the energy
infrastructure areas have been searched, then the project will estimate what percent of the
energy infrastructure areas needs to be searched to find at least 10 carcasses per search
week (in coordination with the wildlife agencies), and will increase the proportion of the
facility searched accordingly.
i) All personnel participating in carcass searches need to be trained in this task, and,
subsequent to training, each individual’s Searcher Proficiency (SP) needs to be measured
through an SP trial which takes place without the searcher’s knowledge. New biomonitors
which are brought into the mortality monitoring effort at later dates should be trained and
then have their SP evaluated through an SP trial (Ponce et al. 2010).
j) Search for carcasses in pairs. The second searcher should walk 50 meters behind the first
searcher, recording all carcasses spotted by the first searcher plus any additional carcasses
spotted by the second searcher (Ponce et al. 2010). For searches along power lines, walk
parallel to the power line and less than 15 meters from the central conductor wire.
18
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k) Data to Collect: species, gender, age, date, searcher’s name, description of injuries;
visibility class and habitat type, if searching a transect passing through grass, cropland, or
shrubland (USFWS 2012). Take at least 2 photos of the carcass from each of 2 different
angles, one close-in, and one from further out (BLM 2012); include an engineer’s survey
card for scale. Assign a unique identification number to each carcass. GPS the carcass’
location in UTM, and record the identification number of the nearest photovoltaic panel or
power line tower/pole. Record the classification of the closest solar panel (that is, mid-row
or end-row, and mid-solar field or at edge of solar field). Note whether the carcass was
discovered during a standard mortality monitoring search or incidental to other energy site
activities (e.g., maintenance operations, a security guard’s patrol, etc.). Describe all injuries
to the carcass. Photograph and describe any damage to project equipment (such as to a PV
panel, etc.). Describe the condition of the carcass; describe its surroundings.
l) To help identify raptor carcasses to the species level, searchers can use the California
Energy Commission’s 2005 Guide to Raptor Remains: A Photographic Guide for
Identifying the Remains of Selected Species of California Raptors (CEC and CDFG 2007),
available online at www.energyca.gov./2005publications/CEC-500-2005-001/CEC-5002005-001.PDF.
m) Estimate the number of days since death. Develop a standardized protocol for searchers to
determine and report the estimated “Time since Death” for each carcass found (Strickland
et al. 2011).
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Describing the Condition of Carcasses and Carcass Remnants:
a)

Rate carcass articulation due to decay and scavenging on a scale of 1 – 6, where 6 denotes
that only 10 or more feathers remain at one location (a “feather spot”), where 5 indicates
complete disassembly of the skeleton, and 1 indicates a completely intact and fully
articulated skeleton. If a carcass displays signs of having been fed on or disarticulated by
scavengers, with portions of it (such as wings, bones, legs, pieces of skin) found in more
than 1 location, annotate the carcass record as “Scavenged.” Rate carcass freshness per the
instructions on page 23: “Fresh” = eyes are still wet and not totally sunk into sockets;
“Medium” = eyes are totally sunk into sockets, and breast muscle and viscera are still
present; “Dried” = a stiff carcass showing signs of desiccation but retaining some edible
muscle and/or viscera; “Mummified” = a completely dried-out carcass consisting solely of
non-edible material (these often have a leathery appearance); and “Singed” or “Burnt” =
carcasses showing evidence of superheating (singed feathers or burnt tissue).
Freshness

Code

Fresh
Medium
Dried
Mummified
Singed

F
M
D
L
S

Example:
A freshly killed bird carcass not subjected to scavenging or fragmentation, (i.e., fully intact)
but displaying singed feathers, would be coded as “1FS”: “1” for being completely intact,
“F” for being fresh, and “S” for showing evidence of singing or burns.
b) Number each body part, describe it, and report its distance and bearing to the nearest PV
panel, power line, power line pole/tower, or other project infrastructure, and photo
numbers.
c)

Monitor the removal of each body part over time. Data to Collect: revisit dates, photo
numbers, carcass (body part) condition, and color.

d) Describing the Condition of Body Part Tissues: Describe the carcass as stiff or loose, flesh
as fresh (= no decay), gooey, or dried; enamel as present or absent on culmen, talons, and
feathers; bones as exposed or not; feather color as original, intermediate, bleached, or not
applicable; and flies or beetles present as larvae, pupae, or adults.
e)

Skeletal Remains: Monitor the presence, condition, width, and length of the skull, sternum,
pelvis, and of each coracoid, scapula, humerus, ulna, radius, carpometacarpus, femur,
tibiotarsus, and tarsometatarsus.

f)

Bone Condition: Classify and record as broken, complete, smooth, or weathered.
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g) Definition: A carcass will be classified as “disappeared” (removed, gone) when < 5
feathers remain at its former location and no body parts can be located elsewhere (Ponce et
al. 2010).
2. Bird and Bat Carcasses: Assigning the Cause of Death
a) Background: Field examination of dead birds and bats often cannot determine the cause of
death. Necropsies can usually determine the cause of death if the carcass is reasonably
complete and not in an advanced state of decay. Therefore, the best approach for
determining cause of death during avian and bat mortality monitoring is to combine field
diagnoses with gross post-mortem necropsies (Stephen and Burger 1994).
b) Biomonitors should examine each carcass found in the field and list the suspected cause of
death when there is some evidence to base it on. Base suspected cause of death on
indicators observed on and immediately around the carcass (broken bones, broken beaks,
gunshot wounds, other obvious external injuries, external lesions, damage to facility
equipment near the carcass, etc.). When there is no indication of the cause of death, the
data form from the carcass search should indicate the cause of death as “Unknown”.
Searchers in the field should not guess the cause of death in the absence of indications of a
possible cause (Stephen and Burger 1994).
c) When the cause of death is unknown, the project operator will have a choice in assigning
the cause of death for that individual in the quarterly and annual monitoring reports. The
operator may assume that the death is due to electrocution or collision with project features
and report it as an “assumed electrocution” or “assumed collision”. However, if the
operator does not wish to assume that death resulted from electrocution or collision with
project features, the operator will have the option of paying a wildlife pathology laboratory
approved by CDFG and USFWS to perform a necropsy on the carcass (e.g., the California
Animal Health and Food Safety Laboratory in San Bernardino, and CDFG’s Wildlife
Investigations Laboratory in Rancho Cordova). Some of the birds examined by necropsy
may turn out to have died from disease, parasites, or ingesting a manmade object, rather
than having died as a result of electrocution or colliding with project features, so it will be
in the interest of the project operator to have the “unknowns” necropsied by a wildlife
pathologist (so as to avoid overestimating the number of mortalities caused by the facility).
However, carcasses in an advanced state of decomposition, or which have been heavily
scavenged, would probably not produce useful results if necropsied. In addition to the
cause of death, the pathologist should record and report the gender and reproductive
condition of the animal which was examined; these data should be included in the project’s
annual mortality monitoring report to the agencies.
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Use the following categories for mortality (modified from Stephen and Burger 1994):
Mortality Category

Example of Diagnostic Criteria

Collision (tower or pole)

Broken bones or beaks

Collision (PV panel)

Broken bones or beaks

Collision (wire strike)

Broken neck, collarbone(s), breastbone,
or 1 broken wing (1 wing only)
-- OR -Minor blood build-up and/or bruising on neck and breast
with no broken bones
-- OR –
Indentations on breast suggestive of striking a cylindrical
object like a wire, with or without the above traumas, but not
associated with a crushed body cavity or a broken spine, hips,
legs, or both wings broken. (EPRI 2003)

Electrocution

(TBD)

Shot

Entry and exit wounds and/or a projectile associated with
significant trauma

Drowning

(in a facility pond)

Emaciation

Body score of 1 (see paragraph just below this chart)
plus no other abnormalities

Gastrointestinal Tract

Trauma, infection, or abnormality primarily related to the
digestive tract, as exhibited by internal lesions

Trauma

Debilitating skeletal or soft tissue injury unassociated with
collision-type injuries or gunshot

Infection

Gross pathological evidence of infectious processes other
than those of the digestive tract

Other

Necropsy findings other than those described in the previous
categories

Undeterminable

No significant gross abnormality

All birds and bats examined at necropsy will be assigned an ordinal, categorical score of bodily
condition based on the pathologist’s subjective evaluation of the subcutaneous and abdominal fat
depots, and the degree of atrophy of the pectoral muscles. Body scores will range from 1 to 4. A
score of 1 will be assigned to necropsied bird and bat carcasses exhibiting marked pectoral atrophy
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and total depletion of internal and subcutaneous fat scores, while a score of 4 will be given to birds
and bats with large fat stores and no pectoral atrophy (Stephen and Burger 1994).
3. Searcher Proficiency Trials
a) Searcher Proficiency (SP) Trials need to be carried out subtly, without alerting the searchers
that a SP trial is in progress. To that end, place only very small numbers of carcasses
during SP trials. Spread the carcasses throughout the facility so searchers are less likely to
suspect that a SP trial is in progress.
b) Trial carcasses should be marked cryptically to avoid tipping off searchers that a SP trial is
under way. The staff person placing the carcasses should record the precise location of
each trial carcass (GPS coordinates).
c) Prior to initiating trial searches, a list of random solar panel numbers (and random power
line segments, power poles, etc.) and distances from panels should be generated for
placement of each specimen used in bias trials. Data recorded for each trial carcass should
include date of placement, species, bird size class, solar panel number, distance and
direction to the nearest solar panel, and visibility class (if the trial plot has significant
vegetation cover) (Strickland et al. 2011).
d) Do not place more than one carcass per solar panel per trial (Strickland et al. 2011).
e) If property lines, fences, waterways, or other barriers preclude access to part of the study
site (the area that ought to be searched for carcasses), then use the methods in Arnett et al.
(2008) to adjust mortality estimates for the project to account for carcasses located in the
unsearched part of the footprint (Strickland et al. 2011).
f) A SP trial should utilize 50 – 200 carcasses for each Bird Size Category (Strickland et al.
2011).
g) The personnel placing carcasses for SP trials should be composed of staff who will not be
participating in mortality monitoring field searches.
h) To avoid tipping off searchers that a SP trial is underway (and thereby introducing bias into
the results), bird carcasses placed for SP trials should look like natural carcasses – cut up,
bloodied, spread feathers around. The staff person placing a given carcass for a trial can
even throw the carcass pieces over their shoulder to achieve a more natural distribution, as
was done in one study (Smallwood 2007).
i) Do not conduct Searcher Proficiency and Scavenger Removal Trials simultaneously – doing
so confounds the estimated searcher detection rates.
j) If some of the project areas have vegetation (meaning continuous plant cover without a
large percentage of bare soil), use the 4 visibility classes described in Strickland et al. 2011
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(p. 85), and conduct a separate Searcher Proficiency Trial for each Visibility Class and each
Bird Size Class.
k) Training and SP trials should continue for each searcher (biomonitor) until he/she achieves
a SP of > 35 percent for the smallest Bird Size Class. A score of < 35 percent should be
considered a “failing grade” indicating the need for additional training (Strickland et al.
2011).
l) A SP trial must be conducted for each searcher on the search team, including searchers
added mid-way through the monitoring period (CEC and CDFG 2007).
m) Searchers should never be made aware of where trial carcasses have been placed.
n) Do not remove carcasses found during the Searcher Proficiency Trials – because “Searchers
record detected trial carcasses over multiple search intervals” (Warren-Hicks et al. Nov.
2012).
Scavenger Removal Trials
a) For each ScR trial, all carcasses on the project site should be removed by a thorough “cleanout” effort carried out the day before placement of trial carcasses begins (Korner-Nievergelt
et al. 2011).
b) ScR trials should include at least 4 size classes of birds (based on body mass) covering the
size range of common local birds and any listed species or other sensitive bird species. The
largest size class should use a body-mass surrogate for golden eagles, pelicans, and
California condors. The smallest size class should mimic the size of passerines (willow
flycatchers, Bell’s vireos, etc.). Projects located in the Imperial Valley and the Palo Verde
Valley should select a surrogate species similar in mass to the burrowing owl for use in one
of the two mid-size categories. Scavenger Removal Rates and Searcher Proficiency Rates
should be estimated separately for each size class (Korner-Nievergelt et al. 2011).
c) A ScR trial should utilize 50 – 200 carcasses for each Bird Size Category (Strickland et al.
2011).
d) Definition: A carcass will be classified as “disappeared” (removed, gone) when < 5 feathers
remain at its former location and no body parts can be located elsewhere (Ponce et al.
2010).
e) Do not use carcasses of human-raised birds in scavenger trials – the human odors
permeating these may render the carcasses less attractive to mammalian scavengers than a
wild bird would be.
f) Carcasses for Use in ScR Trials: Use carcasses of wild birds. Do not use carcasses which
have previously been frozen. Carcasses which have been handled extensively by humans
and transported to the project site should be allowed to air overnight in a cold and wellventilated room (prior to placement in the field (Ponce et al. 2010, Smallwood et al. 2010,
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Strickland et al. 2011).
g) Bird carcasses placed for ScR trials should look like natural carcasses – cut up, bloodied,
spread feathers around. The staff person placing a given carcass for a trial can even throw
the carcass pieces over their shoulder to achieve a more natural distribution, as was done in
one study (Smallwood et al. 2010).
h) Trial carcasses should be dismembered or broken up (except for the smallest size category
of birds). Smaller or more broken up carcasses can be removed by a larger number of
scavenger species (Smallwood et al. 2010).
i) For ScR trials along power lines, place trial carcasses 0 – 20 meters from the central
conductor wire, at 200-meter intervals along the power line (Ponce et al. 2010).
j) Do not conduct Searcher Proficiency and Scavenger Removal Trials simultaneously – doing
so confounds the results for Searcher Proficiency.
k) Trial carcasses should be checked daily, or placed in front of motion-activated cameras.
l) To avoid “scavenger swamping” and “scavenger entrainment”, place only 1 – 5 trial
carcasses per 500 acres per 21-day period of a ScR trial (Smallwood et al. 2010).
m) Definition of “Disappeared” (Removed) Carcass: A carcass will be classified as
“disappeared” (removed, gone) when < 5 feathers remain at its former location and no body
parts can be located elsewhere (Ponce et al. 2010).
n) Marking Carcasses Placed for ScR Trials: To distinguish these from natural carcasses
found during the searches, clip 1 centimeter of the feather vane from the distal end of each
rectrix and remige. Attach a shoat ring or cage clip to each leg at the tibiotarsus or
tarsometatarsus, and to each wing at the humerus (Smallwood 2010). Alternatively, clip off
approximately half the beak, all toe claws, and approximately 0.5 inches of the primary and
secondary feathers on each wing. Each bird is individually identified by wrapping freezer
tape around the featherless tarsus of each leg. Five completely overlapping wraps of tape
with the carcass’s unique ID number written on each layer is sufficiently durable without
making the carcass more conspicuous to scavengers (EPRI 2003).
o) Avoid Imparting Human Scent to Carcasses Placed for ScR Trials: Wash hands before
handling carcasses. Wear fresh, unused latex gloves while handling and marking carcasses.
Rinse all marking tools with alcohol before marking carcasses.

p) Use of Motion-activated Cameras for Scavenger Removal Trials: If cameras are used
during ScR trials, follow the methods in Smallwood et al. 2010. Pitfalls to avoid, and
cautions: Calibrate cameras to desert summer conditions to avoid having cameras fire due
to intense reflected sunlight or ambient heat flooding the trigger sensors. Make sure that
the time stamps on each camera’s memory card have been set correctly at the time of
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deployment. Calibrate sensor/trigger sensitivity levels using cats, very small dogs, and
guinea pigs, etc.
q) Data for Field Searchers to Record: date; time found; whether the trial carcass was intact
(note down any loss of soft tissues or feathers), dismembered, feathers only, or removed
(gone). Photograph and describe the location and condition of each body part affected by
vertebrate scavenging throughout the removal trial until no evidence of the carcass remains
(Smallwood et al. 2010). Whenever a trial carcass is not found at the placement site, search
for it thoroughly within 30 meters of the placement site (Ponce et al. 2010) and visually
scan for evidence of it beyond the 30-meter physical search radius.
r) Do not remove carcasses found during the scavenger removal trials – because “Searchers
record detected trial carcasses over multiple search intervals” (Warren-Hicks et al 2012).
s) Remove all trial carcasses on the last day of each ScR trial.
t) For desert energy projects, conduct at least two full-fledged (re: sample size) carcass
persistence trials to account for seasonal variations in decomposition rates, scavenger
activity, and seasonal changes in the presence of migratory scavenging species such as
raptors. Conduct at least one ScR trial during the hot season, and a cool season trial with a
start date in November or December.
u) Freshly killed birds and bats found on the site may be marked and redeployed as
supplemental scavenger removal trials during the general monitoring period. This should
be done because removal rates may change over time as locally resident scavengers
(particularly mammals and ravens) learn to search for carcasses on the project site (CEC
and CDFG 2007).
v) Some Possible Sources of Wild Bird Carcasses for Trials: Bird carcasses salvaged from
field locations > 1,000 meters away from the monitoring site (e.g., roadkill; birds killed at
power transmission infrastructure located offsite or which crashed into building windows;
game birds provided by commercial sources; local government agencies such as Animal
Control departments, public sanitation departments, the city or county Streets Division, etc.;
wild birds euthanized at wildlife rehabilitation centers, veterinary colleges, or public
institutions; wild, nonnative birds not protected by the MBTA or State laws and regulations
(e.g., starlings, European rock doves); and wild birds killed as part of a permitted wildlife
control program (e.g., cowbirds parasitizing endangered passerines); local duck clubs. Use
euthanized birds only if they were euthanized by non-pharmacological means (drug odors
can repel scavengers) and were not diagnosed as bearing an infectious disease (CEC and
CDFG 2007).
4. Disposition of Carcasses
a) Take injured birds and bats to a wildlife rehabilitation facility approved by USFWS and
either CDFG or NDOW.
b) Mark the carcasses of freshly killed birds and bats (for species which are neither listed nor
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have special status), and leave them in place as part of ad hoc scavenger removal trials or,
when needed, as part of Searcher Proficiency Trials.
c) Eagles: When a carcass of a bald or golden eagle is found, do not handle or mark the
carcass. Leave it where found. Record all pertinent data, then place a large, sturdy crate
over the carcass to discourage any further scavenging. Secure the crate or shelter to the
ground using stakes. Immediately contact USFWS’ Office of Law Enforcement in
Sacramento, California, for further instructions.
d) A carcass should only be collected if (1) it is protected under the MBTA, or is classified as
a special-status species (sensitive species) by USFWS, BLM, USFS, CDFG, or NDOW,
and (2) by individual(s) authorized by the resource agencies to handle and collect such
species. In the case of scavenged or scattered carcasses (e.g., feathers, bones, etc.), collect
all parts so that it is not reported again by another staff member. The carcass should be
bagged in a zip-top bag or trash bag and the 3x5 index card should be included in a second
zip-top bag within the bag holding the actual animal (double bagged). The fatality should
be stored in the site freezer as soon as possible after it has been collected. Include the 3x5
card label double bagged with the fatality in the freezer (BLM 2012).
e) When a carcass of a federally listed bird or bat species is found, record all data first, then
collect the carcass (bag and label it). If the cause of death is obvious, freeze the carcass and
contact the USFWS field office for further instructions. If the cause of death is unknown or
uncertain, send the carcass (via overnight delivery) for a necropsy to a wildlife pathology
lab approved by USFWS. When a carcass of a State listed bird or bat species is found,
record all data, leave the carcass in place, and contact the State fish and game agency within
48 hours for further instructions.
f) Carcasses (except those of eagles) which will not be used in scavenger removal studies or a
Searcher Proficiency Trial should be made available to research institutions (CEC and
CDFG 2007). Allow professional researchers access to any carcasses stored onsite
(typically frozen) to collect tissue samples for genetic and population studies. Carcasses
may also be shipped to research institutions. Prior to implementing the mortality
monitoring program, the project should send a letter to natural history research institutions
in the region informing them that the project will be collecting bird and bat carcasses and
that the institutions, if interested, may make arrangements with the project to receive
carcasses of species of interest. Send the letter to the following institutions: the Institute
for Bird Populations, the Western Foundation of Vertebrate Zoology, the Natural History
Museum of Los Angeles County, the San Diego Natural History Museum, the San
Bernardino County Museum, and university natural history museums in Southern California
(e.g., UCLA, or the Cheadle Center at UCSB). The American Museum of Natural History
in New York wishes to obtain bat carcasses for its ongoing research program; contact Dr.
Nancy B. Simmons, e-mail: <simmons@amnh.org>.
5. Mathematical Estimator for Correcting Mortality Estimates, and Implications for Field
Procedures
a) For estimates of the number of birds and bats killed, use the mathematical estimator
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(formula) presented in the study by Warren-Hicks et al. (November 2012). This estimator
is also available online on the California Wind Energy Association (CalWEA) website as a
pdf version of a public webinar held to present the newly developed estimator.
b) Follow the recommendations on Slide #51 of the CalWEA webinar to produce the
analytical products needed to compute mortality estimates corrected for bias (these
components of the estimator are listed on Slide #52).
c) Perform a traditional scavenger removal trial (Warren-Hicks et al. November 2012).
d) Do not remove any carcasses found during the scavenger removal trials – because
“Searchers record detected trial carcasses over multiple search intervals” (Warren-Hicks et
al. November 2012).
e) Measure the proportion of carcasses that persist (“bleed-through”) from one search interval
to the next, for the purpose of deriving the mathematical term θ (theta) (Warren-Hicks et al.
November 2012).
f) If only portions of the area beneath a photovoltaic module or power line can be searched
(due to terrain or other insurmountable obstacles), it will be necessary to develop a
mathematical correction factor that takes into account the carcasses in the area that cannot
be searched (Korner-Nievergelt et al. 2011).
g) Data from searchers having different Searcher Efficiencies can be combined using the
mathematical techniques used in Niermann et al. 2011.
h) Adaptive Management: Trigger Thresholds: The level of mathematical uncertainty in the
mortality estimates will be unacceptably high if monitoring finds < 10 carcasses (KornerNievergelt et al. 2011). Therefore, if fewer than 10 carcasses are found during any given 7day search period, the percent of the facility searched will be increased to 60 percent of the
energy infrastructure areas (PV panel fields, power lines and supporting structures, and
evaporation/storage ponds) during future search weeks. If fewer than 10 carcasses are
found during any given 7-day search period when 60 percent of the energy infrastructure
areas have been searched, then the project will estimate what percent of the energy
infrastructure areas needs to be searched to find at least 10 carcasses per search week (in
coordination with the wildlife agencies), and will increase the proportion of the facility
searched accordingly.

6. Concurrent Bird Abundance and Habitat Use Surveys during the First 3 Years of Project
Operations
Projects should conduct 3 years of bird use counts during project operations (post-construction)
to characterize bird species composition, abundance, seasonal presence, and behavior in
relation to the project site and project infrastructure features. This information provides a
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context for interpreting the facility’s mortality data (CEC and CDFG 2007).
ANALYSIS
Five primary analyses will be conducted:
(1)

The first will use Program DISTANCE to determine the most effective transect width
to search for carcasses. The preliminary analyses will benefit from the use of
Program DISTANCE to determine the distance from established transects, which
detection probabilities remain > 0.95. ARCGIS can use shapefiles containing the
transect routes and a separate shapefile identifying the locations of carcasses to
develop distances from the transect in which carcasses were detected. This initial
analysis will develop protocols in which to sample along transects and whether a set
transect width should be implemented in future surveys.

(2)

The second will use the mathematical estimator developed by Warren-Hicks et al.
(2012) to estimate the annual number of mortalities, while controlling for searcher
proficiency and scavenger removal (Searcher Proficiency measures for separate
individuals can be combined using the techniques outlined in Niermann et al. 2011).

(3)

The third analysis should determine and discuss how bird and bat mortalities at the
project site are affected by the species composition and relative numbers of both
migrating and resident bird and bat species now utilizing the habitats and the airspace
around, within, and over the project site, as determined by the species composition
and habitat utilization surveys carried out during the first 3 years of (postconstruction) project operations.
The fourth analysis should be a spatial analysis relating the site’s fatalities to
individual project features, and make connections to the data and conclusions
developed for the third analysis whenever these are relevant. Program MARK is one
option for performing the third and fourth analyses. Prepare maps of carcass
distribution. Analyze the distribution of mortalities in Program MARK for proximity
to solar panels, power lines, power poles, fences, water features, and electrical
substations. Analyze the spatial distribution of bird and bat mortalities in relation to
the project’s site characteristics to determine if there is a particular location or
infrastructure feature causing a continuing mortality problem, and develop additional
protection measures to reduce or eliminate the problem (Strickland et al. 2011).
Consideration of multiple models will allow determination of source of mortality (e.g.,
central tower (models including distance from tower is selected)).

(4)

(5) The fifth analysis should estimate and discuss the impact of the project’s mortality
rates on the population of each federally listed and State-listed species believed to use
the local area (including species which migrate through the area or which are only
seasonally resident) and on special-status species believed to occur in the local area.
DATA TO BE PROVIDED
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As this is an experimental approach, the USFWS has a definitive interest in the analysis of the
data and the results. Shapefiles showing the solar development including each mirror, tower,
building, road, transmission line, transmission tower, and cooling pond are to be provided to
USFWS, as are separate shapefiles showing all transects. Completed data sheets, or their copies
also should be provided to the Service.
a) The project will prepare a report of the outcome of each Scavenger Removal Trial
conducted and each Searcher Proficiency Trial conducted. The reports shall be sent to FWS
and either CDFG or NDOW (see list of addressees in the Agency Contact list). Projects
located partly or entirely on BLM land shall include the local BLM field office and BLM’s
Renewable Energy Coordination Team office (RECO) in Moreno Valley as recipients.
Projects which received a permit from the California Energy Commission (CEC) shall
include CEC as a recipient.
b) Maps of carcass distribution. Analyze the distribution of mortalities in Program MARK for
proximity to solar panels, power lines, power poles, fences, water features, and electrical
substations. Analyze the spatial distribution of bird and bat mortalities in relation to the
project’s site characteristics to determine if there is a particular location or infrastructure
feature causing a continuing mortality problem, and develop additional protection measures
to reduce or eliminate the problem (Strickland et al. 2011).
c) Provide shapefiles to the USFWS and BLM field offices, and the BLM RECO office,
showing the solar development and the distribution of mortalities onsite including each
photovoltaic panel, building, road, transmission line, transmission tower, cooling pond, any
meteorological towers, and any waterways or water bodies in the vicinity (including
manmade ones such as canals, agricultural drains and ditches, etc.) (USFWS 2012).
d) The project will prepare a report summarizing all of the mortalities which occurred during
the previous 12-month monitoring period. Mortalities should be broken out by species and
mapped, and all relevant analyses should be included.
e) Report fatality rates for each listed and special-status species known to occur in the local
area.
f) Units: Report mortalities potentially related to solar panels in units of “per solar panel”,
and also “per square meter of solar panel” (i.e., divide total mortalities for a given species
or size class of birds for that year by the total number of square meters of panels present on
the project).
g) Report any injured birds and bats; include these in the yearly totals as mortalities, unless the
injured bird or bat is successfully rehabilitated and released into the wild (CEC and CDFG
2007).
h) The monitoring reports should make a complete disclosure of all assumptions and methods
used in the carcass trials, the general monitoring, and the mortality calculations. The
methods and assumptions should be fully explained in each monitoring report (CEC and
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CDFG 2007).
i) Monitoring reports should include an appendix containing all of the tabulated raw
monitoring data (CEC and CDFG 2007).
j) Send monitoring reports to the USFWS field office and the CDFG regional office having
jurisdiction over the project site, as well as to the BLM field office and the BLM RECO
office (if the project has a BLM nexus).
k) Submit all findings of special-status species (including sightings of live animals) to the
CDFG’s California Natural Diversity Database (CNDDB); the form is available on the
CNDDB web page.
l) Submit a copy of the raw monitoring data to the CDFG’s Biogeographic Information and
Observation System (BIOS) database as a ZIP file or on a CD; include the geographic
locations of observations, and specify the geographic projection and datum used, and
include the relevant metadata. CDs can be mailed to: Biogeographic Data Branch,
California Department of Fish and Game, 1807 13th Street, Suite 202, Sacramento,
California 95811-7137.
7. Evaluation and Adaptive Management
a) The results of monitoring data from Year one should be critically assessed to determine
which modifications, if any, are needed for the second year of study (CEC and CDFG
2007). Repeat this procedure as soon as the mortality data from Year two is available.
b) The solar project and the wildlife agencies should meet every 12 months during the
monitoring period to review the results of the mortality data and to determine if additional
bat or bird protection measures are needed (USFWS 2012, CEC and CDFG 2007). The
meeting at the end of the initial monitoring period (3 years) should also consider if
additional monitoring is needed beyond the third year.
Thresholds/Decision Points/Triggers
c) The BBCS should include decision points which would trigger additional mitigation
measures and/or more intensive study of bird/bat mortalities occurring at the project site.
Examples include (but are not limited to): continuing mortalities of a listed species or of
golden eagles, higher-than-predicted mortality rates, a mass mortality event, or continuing
damage to project infrastructure by roosting or nesting birds. These decision points will
usually be numerical thresholds for each listed and special-status species, and should be
developed in consultation with the Service and the State wildlife agency.
d) Whenever one of the BBCS’s mortality thresholds has been exceeded, this event should
trigger either (1) implementation of additional bird or bat protection measures designed to
reduce or eliminate mortalities (such as the BirdsVision automated detection and deterrent
system), along with an evaluation of the effectiveness of the new measures; or (2) more
intense study and monitoring of the local population(s) of the affected species of concern
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and of movements near and over the project by individuals of those species (Strickland et
al. 2011).
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Baird, Tera
Pagel, Joel
Marsden, Kim; Magdalena Rodriguez; Shankar Sharma; Jody Fraser
Re: .Desert Quartzite Work Plan
Thursday, March 21, 2013 12:58:03 PM
driscoll GE ORA Protocol 2010.pdf

Attached is the Daniel Driscoll's document.
Tera Keeler Baird
Biologist
777 East Tahquitz Canyon Way, Suite 208
Palm Springs, California 92262

On Thu, Mar 21, 2013 at 12:42 PM, Pagel, Joel <joel_pagel@fws.gov> wrote:
Hi,
the methodology is not nor should it be too involved; Daniel is a little vague in his protocol,
mostly because he assumes the reader will remember that any method selected can use
standard mammal methods to estimate abundance. Since in the desert, bunny poop often
stays for quite awhile, density abundance of droppings can also help (i.e. hula hoops thrown
at random). I say this somewhat glibly, however the main thing is to have a systematic
approach that has scientific viability and a robust method which can help provide statistical
results that are reasonable, and defensible. Line transect surveys are often defensible. The
main point is to try to find out density of food items for eagles. Also important to
remember that eagles eat other things than bunnies too; so that should be taken into
consideration by the project proponent...
jeep
On Thu, Mar 21, 2013 at 12:08 PM, Marsden, Kim <kmarsden@blm.gov> wrote:
Yes, it seems quite appropriate. How involved is the methodology?
On Thu, Mar 21, 2013 at 11:41 AM, Baird, Tera <tera_baird@fws.gov> wrote:
Comments for Desert Quartzite the following section:
If the applicant would like to estimate rabbits on site, then shouldn't we
recommend using Driscol's prey population assessment methodology? I'm also
open to other methods - another method that Jeep mentioned was throwing a
hoop out and counting bunny scat within the hoop .... similar methododolgy is
used to survey plants...
Here is the section:

Lagomorphs
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Lagomorphs are the primary prey of golden eagles in many areas of the western United States
(Kochert et al. 2002). Since golden eagle reproduction is highly correlated with prey abundance, it
is important to understand the cyclic nature of jackrabbit populations. The speed of jackrabbit
population increase and decline is spatially and temporally variable. Black-tailed jackrabbit and
cottontail rabbits will be documented during desert tortoise surveys to help establish population
densities [BT1] in the project area. This will help with determining prey abundance on the project
site and help in determining the quality of the site in providing foraging habitat for golden eagles.
[BT1]This will only document presence - if you flush rabbit .This will not determine prey

abundance.   Rabbits are most active during well-lit nights - see Driscol's PROTOCOL FOR
GOLDEN EAGLE OCCUPANCY, REPRODUCTION, AND PREY POPULATION ASSESSMENT
for guidance on survey techniques.

Tera Keeler Baird
Biologist
777 East Tahquitz Canyon Way, Suite 208
Palm Springs, California 92262

-Kim Marsden
Natural Resource Specialist
Bureau of Land Management
California Desert District
Renewable Energy Coordinating Office
22835 Calle San Juan de los Lagos
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
951-697-5223

In spring at the end of the day you should smell like dirt~ Margaret
Atwood
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Don Copeland
"Pagel, Joel"; "Tera Baird"; shankar.sharma@wildlife.ca.gov; "Jody Fraser"; "Thomas Dietsch";
mmassar@blm.gov; magdalena.rodriguez@wildlife.ca.gov; "Marsden, Kim"
"Kathy Buescher Simon"; "Brooks Hart"; "John Yerger"; roy.skinner@firstsolar.com
Quartzite Solar Farm Avian, Raptor and Bat Work Plan
Friday, March 29, 2013 3:18:07 PM
Quartzite Avian Work Plan 032913.docx

Attached is the Avian, Raptor and Bat Work Plan for First Solar’s Quartzite Solar Farm near Blythe,
CA. Resumes will be emailed in a zip file following this email. Data forms are still being finalized and
will be submitted upon completion. If there are any questions or concerns feel free to give me a
call or email, thank you.

Don Copeland
(951) 961-2673
don@ironwood-inc.com
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Don Copeland
"Pagel, Joel"; "Tera Baird"; shankar.sharma@wildlife.ca.gov; "Jody Fraser"; "Thomas Dietsch";
mmassar@blm.gov; magdalena.rodriguez@wildlife.ca.gov; "Marsden, Kim"
"Kathy Buescher Simon"; "Brooks Hart"; "John Yerger"; roy.skinner@firstsolar.com
Quartzite Solar Farm Avian, Raptor and Bat Work Plan
Wednesday, April 03, 2013 7:32:05 AM
Quartzite Avian Work Plan 040213.docx

Attached is the updated Avian, Raptor and Bat Work Plan for First Solar’s Quartzite Solar Farm near
Blythe, CA. Resumes were sent last Friday in zip file by email. If there are any questions please feel
free to give me a call or email, thank you.

Don Copeland
(951) 961-2673
don@ironwood-inc.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Marsden, Kim
Jody Fraser; Joel Pagel; Tera Baird; Thomas Dietsch; Mark Massar; Magdalena.Rodriguez@wildlife.ca.gov;
Shankar Sharma (shankar.sharma@wildlife.ca.gov)
Desert Quartzite Avian and Bat Workplan
Wednesday, April 03, 2013 5:15:33 PM
Quartzite Avian Work Plan 040213_klm cmts 4_2_13.docx

Here are my comments. Tom and Jeep please comment on the methods as you see fit. Thanks.
-Kim Marsden
Natural Resource Specialist
Bureau of Land Management
California Desert District
Renewable Energy Coordinating Office
22835 Calle San Juan de los Lagos
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
951-697-5223

In spring at the end of the day you should smell like dirt~ Margaret
Atwood
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Thomas Dietsch
Kim Marsden
Quartzite Avian Work Plan 040213_klm cmts_TVD 4_2_13.docx
Friday, April 05, 2013 12:11:21 PM
Quartzite Avian Work Plan 040213_klm cmts_TVD 4_2_13.docx

Hi Kim,
Here are my comments! Note that I corrected several of the BCC species in the table. There were a
lot of inaccuracies. I didn’t look at the other categories (state and BLM). Let me know if you have
any questions.
Cheers, Tom
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Pagel, Joel
Thomas Dietsch; Tera Baird; Jody Fraser; Pete Sorensen
quartzite work plan
Friday, April 05, 2013 1:50:27 PM
Quartzite Avian Work Plan 040213_klm cmts 4_2_13 pagel comments 05 april 2013.docx

Hi,
Since I don't think Tom has sent anything, I wanted to give this to you all so that you may
send them combined as input from the Service. If Tom or Tera wants to do that, it is up to
you.
thanks,
jeep
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Baird, Tera
Kim Marsden
Shankar Sharma; Magdalena Rodriguez; Jody Fraser; Pete Sorensen; Thomas Dietsch; Joel Pagel
Desert Quartzite Avian Work Plan Comments
Friday, April 05, 2013 2:23:18 PM
Quartzite Avian Work Plan 040213_klm cmts 4_2_13 pagel comments 05 april 2013.docx

Attached are the comments for the Desert Quartzite Avian Work plan (thanks Jeep!). I won't
be submitting additional comments & I think you may already have Tom's.
I've also cc:d Magdalena and Shankar...
Have a great weekend!
Tera Keeler Baird
Biologist
777 East Tahquitz Canyon Way, Suite 208
Palm Springs, California 92262
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Don Copeland
"Don Copeland"; "Pagel, Joel"; "Tera Baird"; shankar.sharma@wildlife.ca.gov; "Jody Fraser"; "Thomas Dietsch";
mmassar@blm.gov; magdalena.rodriguez@wildlife.ca.gov; "Marsden, Kim"
"Kathy Buescher Simon"; "Brooks Hart"; "John Yerger"; roy.skinner@firstsolar.com
RE: Quartzite Solar Farm Avian, Raptor and Bat Work Plan
Tuesday, April 23, 2013 10:49:12 AM
Quartzite Avian Work Plan 042313_dc.docx

Attached is the updated Avian Work Plan for Quartzite Solar Farm. All comments were addressed
and a table of avian seasonal experience was added. If further qualifications are required for
resumes, please provide an example or a format on how you would like experience presented.
Don Copeland
(951) 961-2673
don@ironwood-inc.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Massar, Mark
Jody Fraser; Thomas Dietsch; Magdalena Rodriguez
Fwd: Desert Sunlight merganser for necropsy
Wednesday, April 24, 2013 8:59:06 AM
20130423_081438.jpg
20130423_081452.jpg
20130423_112515-1.jpg

---------- Forwarded message ---------From: lehong chow <lehongc@yahoo.com>
Date: Tue, Apr 23, 2013 at 4:29 PM
Subject: Desert Sunlight merganser for necropsy
To: Clifford Deana <Deana.Clifford@wildlife.ca.gov>, Jamie Rudd
<Jaime.Rudd@wildlife.ca.gov>
Cc: Kathy Buescher Simon <kathy@ironwoodconsultinginc.com>, Mark Massar
<mmassar@blm.gov>
Hi Deana and Jamie,
We have another water bird that will be heading your way for necropsy from Desert Sunlight. The bird is
a female adult red-breasted merganser. It was found this morning by construction alive, and when it was
retrieved in less than half an hour, the bird was observed with labored breathing. En route to our office, it
died before we could release it to Lake Tamarisk - no signs of trauma that we could tell. Attached are
photos postmortem and the area it was found.
Thanks so much for taking a look at these mysterious expired birds for us - the carcass will be sent out
via FedEx tomorrow and the tracking number will be 802271441894.
Cheers,
Lehong
-----Lehong Chow
(626)375-1064
lehongc@yahoo.com

-_______________________________
Mark Massar, Wildlife Biologist
Bureau of Land Management
Palm Springs-South Coast Field Office
1201 Bird Center Drive
Palm Springs, CA 92262-8001
(760) 833-7121
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Baird, Tera
Jody Fraser; Joel Pagel; Thomas Dietsch; Pete Sorensen
Fwd: Genesis Evaporation Pond Avian Mortality
Wednesday, May 01, 2013 11:21:36 AM
20130430_Genesis_AvianWildlifeReport_Grebe.pdf

FYI - another bird mortality associated with pond netting...
Tera Keeler Baird
Biologist
777 East Tahquitz Canyon Way, Suite 208
Palm Springs, California 92262

---------- Forwarded message ---------From: German, Charles <Charles.German@aecom.com>
Date: Wed, May 1, 2013 at 11:01 AM
Subject: Genesis Evaporation Pond Avian Mortality
To: Magdalena Rodriguez <Magdalena.Rodriguez@wildlife.ca.gov>, "Tera_Baird@fws.gov"
<Tera_Baird@fws.gov>, "AGolden@energy.state.ca.us" <AGolden@energy.state.ca.us>
Cc: "mmassar@blm.gov" <mmassar@blm.gov>, "Guigliano, Jennifer"
<Jennifer.Guigliano@aecom.com>, "Jennifer.Gavaldon@fpl.com"
<Jennifer.Gavaldon@fpl.com>, "Ireland, Mike" <Mike.Ireland@aecom.com>, "Dayman,
Shelly" <Shelly.Dayman@aecom.com>, "Chuck.griffin@us.bureauveritas.com"
<Chuck.griffin@us.bureauveritas.com>, "German, Charles" <Charles.German@aecom.com>

Attached is an Avian and Wildlife Reporting Form for a bird mortality associated with the
completed netting of an evaporation pond. The bird was a Pied-billed Grebe. It was
discovered while flushing two Great-tailed Grackles from within the northern evaporation
pond enclosure.

Eric German
Designated Biologist
Genesis Solar Energy Project
805.895.9842
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Baird, Tera
Corey, Ken
Pete Sorensen; Jody Fraser
Re: bird mortality reporting
Thursday, May 09, 2013 1:55:58 PM
20130501_Eared_Grebe.pdf
20130430_Genesis_AvianWildlifeReport_Grebe.pdf
20130227_Genesis Red-tailed Hawk.pdf
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR Mail - Genesis Barn Owl Informational Update.pdf

Jody mentioned that you have Desert Sunlight.
Here is the information from Genesis (reports attached if you want to view):
Netting/Pond Mortality:
04/30/2013 - Pied Billed Grebe - carcass entangled in netting, found within one week of the
death. The mortality was found when the bio-monitor was trying to flush two great-tailed
grackles under the netting within the evap ponds.
Transmission Line:
02/27/2013- live Red-tailed Hawk - existing powerline strike, found near the plant site. The
bird was sent to a rehabilitation center
Solar Array:
05/01/2013 - live Eared Grebe, found within the solar array between two trough rows. It was
taken to a rehabilitation center
04/25/2013- live Barn Owl, found within solar array with blood above its beak. Taken to a
rehabilitation center
Tera Keeler Baird
Biologist
777 East Tahquitz Canyon Way, Suite 208
Palm Springs, California 92262

On Wed, May 8, 2013 at 4:17 PM, Corey, Ken <ken_corey@fws.gov> wrote:
I would like to know the number of birds killed thought to be due to the attaction of the
water ponds vs just getting disoriented and hitting mirrors.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Fraser, Jody
Thomas Dietsch
Fwd: Clapper rail mortality at Desert Sunlight
Thursday, May 09, 2013 6:07:57 PM
20130508_094904.jpg
20130508_094850.jpg
20130508_095034.jpg
Avian Mortality Record_5_08_2013.xlsx

Hi Tom,
Here's the email I sent to Ed with Deana's contact info.
Thanks for the chat.
Jody
---------- Forwarded message ---------From: Fraser, Jody <jody_fraser@fws.gov>
Date: Thu, May 9, 2013 at 5:30 PM
Subject: Clapper rail mortality at Desert Sunlight
To: Ed Newcomer <ed_newcomer@fws.gov>, Erin Dean <erin_dean@fws.gov>
Cc: Ken Corey <Ken_Corey@fws.gov>, Pete Sorensen <Pete_Sorensen@fws.gov>
Hi Ed,
Thank you so much for calling today; it was a very eye-opening conversation for me. I'm
looking forward to working with you on these tough issues and hope we can figure out a way
to reduce these mortality events.
As promised, attached are the photos of the bird and the mortality report from the consultant
monitoring the project construction. Also, here is the CDFW contact where several of the
birds have been sent for necropsy:
Dr. Deana Clifford
CA Dept of Fish and Wildlife
1701 Nimbus Rd., Suite D
Rancho Cordova, CA 95670
deana.clifford@wildlife.ca.gov
916-358-2378
I'll let you know as soon as we get the meeting with the First Solar folks scheduled. Talk to
you soon.
Thanks again,
Jody
-Jody Fraser, Biologist
Palm Springs Fish and Wildlife Office
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
777 E. Tahquitz Canyon Way, Suite 208
Palm Springs, CA 92262
760.322.2070 ph x207
760.322.4648 fax
jody_fraser@fws.gov
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-Jody Fraser, Biologist
Palm Springs Fish and Wildlife Office
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
777 E. Tahquitz Canyon Way, Suite 208
Palm Springs, CA 92262
760.322.2070 ph x207
760.322.4648 fax
jody_fraser@fws.gov
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Baird, Tera
German, Charles
Mark Massar; Jody Fraser; Golden, Amy@Energy; Pete Sorensen
Fwd: bird mortality reporting
Friday, May 10, 2013 2:46:53 PM
20130501_Eared_Grebe.pdf
20130430_Genesis_AvianWildlifeReport_Grebe.pdf
20130227_Genesis Red-tailed Hawk.pdf
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR Mail - Genesis Barn Owl Informational Update.pdf

Hi EricI've been asked for some specific information regarding the avian mortality/injury events at Genesis. Eric,
I think that you mentioned that you may start tracking the information in the spreadsheet but the
datasheets are the only tracking method you have to date.
The agencies are interested in tracking mortalities/injuries and are working on a universal data collection
sheet for all solar facilities - Don't worry, we are using your awesome sheet as one of our templates : ).
I'll let you know when this is finalized...
Could you provide the following information:
1. Review the attached datasheets/email and confirm that I've included all the avian reports. Attach any
avian datasheets that I may have omitted.
2. Any additional mortality reports associated with each of the events -- if they've been prepared.
3. The disposition of any the carcass. We may need to get our hands on them in the future.
Thanks in advance,
Tera

---------- Forwarded message ---------From: Baird, Tera <tera_baird@fws.gov>
Date: Thu, May 9, 2013 at 1:55 PM
Subject: Re: bird mortality reporting
To: "Corey, Ken" <ken_corey@fws.gov>
Cc: Pete Sorensen <pete_sorensen@fws.gov>, Jody Fraser <jody_fraser@fws.gov>
Here is the information from Genesis:
Netting/Pond Mortality:
04/30/2013 - Pied Billed Grebe - carcass entangled in netting and found within one week of
the death. The carcass was found when the bio-monitor was trying to flush two great-tailed
grackles under the netting within the evap ponds.
Transmission Line:
02/27/2013- live Red-tailed Hawk - existing powerline strike, the bird was found near the
plant site. The bird was sent to a rehabilitation center
Solar Array:
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05/01/2013 - live Eared Grebe, found within the solar array between two trough rows. It was
taken to a rehabilitation center
04/25/2013- live Barn Owl, found within solar array with blood above its beak. Taken to a
rehabilitation center
Tera Keeler Baird
Biologist
777 East Tahquitz Canyon Way, Suite 208
Palm Springs, California 92262
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Clifford, Deana@Wildlife
Fraser, Jody
Newcomer, Ed; Rogers, Krysta@Wildlife; Konde, Lora@Wildlife; Bob McKernan; Ken Corey; Laura Chee;
Rodriguez, Magdalena@Wildlife; Rudd, Jaime@Wildlife; Pete Sorensen; Thomas Dietsch
RE: Status of clapper rail id and necropsy
Tuesday, June 04, 2013 11:31:29 AM
Desert Sunlight CDFW Avian Mortality Summary Table 06-04-2013.docx
N12-160_Long_Eared_Owl_CDFW_NecropsySummary_3Jun2013.pdf
N13-068_Eared_Grebe_CDFW_NecropsySummary_3June2013.pdf
N13-078_RB_Merganser_CDFW_NecropsySummary_4June2013.pdf
N13-070_Surf_Scoter_CDFW_NecropsySummary_4June2013.pdf
N13-071_Grackle_CDFW_NecropsySummary_19Apr2013.pdf
CDFW_DesertSunlight_IMG_6339_15May2013.jpg

Hi Jody – attached is a summary table of avian carcasses we have received from the Desert Sunlight
solar site since 2012. For those which necropsies and additional diagnostics have been completed,
we have also attached summary reports. These reports have also been distributed to Ironwood
Consulting, the submitter of the carcasses.
Avian deaths in addition to the eight noted in the table have not been submitted or reported to the
WIL, but may have been reported to FWS or regional CDFW or BLM.
If you want photos of the carcasses at the time of retrieval, Ironwood should have all of that
information.
In your discussions if you want additional detail, I can forward you the raw pathology report from the
CAHFS lab at UC Davis. I do not standardly send the raw pathology report to outside submitters as
we work closely with the pathologist in interpreting the findings to avoid any inadvertent
misinterpretation of their results.
When looking at the information available in its entirety, at this point there is not a lot of
generalizable findings. Noteworthy findings include the high liver iron level for the Eared Grebe, the
high selenium for the surf scoter. Although the normal heavy metals for the merganser were within
normal limits.
A finding noted on more than one bird has been a reddened appearance to the skeletal muscle and
brain, and moist, edemic lungs. This could be indicative of hyperthermia, but also could be due to
freeze/thaw artifact. Although we cannot definitively conclude a cause of death for many of these
birds, once they become grounded at the site, many of these species are unlikely to be able to fly
away (especially surf scoter, grebe, possibly merganser) without any available water.
Unfortunately due to logistical challenges, transport delays or pathologist availability, the birds have
sometimes been frozen after retrieval in the field, or after arrival here.   If a high priority species is
found in good condition, ideally necropsy of a refrigerated carcass within 1-2 days of retrieval would
be optimal to eliminate freeze-thaw tissue damage.     
Jaime and I have worked in the area for over a year now. We have seen these bird species (with the
exception of the scoter and grebe) in Lake Tamarisk which is about 4-mi south from Desert Sunlight
solar site. Likely there are birding records for Lake Tamarisk, as it seems to be a popular birding
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hotspot. Additionally, it is mentioned in more than one mortality submission report that the birds
are being found in areas not yet completed with solar panels however the metal rails are up and
vegetation has been cleared.
Most birds are being found early am or seen alive early am just after dawn. We did take some
photos (attached one here) at first light (around 5:15am) on May 15th, 2013. We were standing
north of the project along the transmission line road, on a slight incline above the site and
photographing south towards the site. We were standing north of the rails, the angle of the panels
faces south, and it does appear the rails themselves (not the panels) reflect light in the AM hours.
We do not remember if this area was completely covered in panels or not.
Sincerely - Deana
Deana Clifford, DVM, MPVM, PhD
Wildlife Veterinarian
Wildlife Investigations Laboratory
California Department of Fish and Wildlife
1701 Nimbus Road, Suite D
Rancho Cordova, CA 95670
Email: Deana.Clifford@wildlife.ca.gov
Phone: 916-358-2378

From: Fraser, Jody [mailto:jody_fraser@fws.gov]
Sent: Friday, May 17, 2013 8:04 AM
To: Clifford, Deana@Wildlife
Cc: Newcomer, Ed; Rogers, Krysta@Wildlife; Konde, Lora@Wildlife; Bob McKernan; Ken Corey; Laura
Chee; Rodriguez, Magdalena@Wildlife; Rudd, Jaime@Wildlife; Pete Sorensen; Thomas Dietsch
Subject: Re: Status of clapper rail id and necropsy

Hi Deana,
Thanks for your patience and sorry for any confusion. Because the Yuma clapper rail is listed
under the ESA, it got our agency's attention. Although all bird mortalities are of concern, we
only send carcasses to our lab when there is an official LE action, so unless or until our LE
office is involved, we'll continue to have FS send the carcasses to your lab -- unless of course,
Bob McKernan has an interest in them for the museum.
Also, thank you for pulling together a summary, but please don't stay up all night doing it. We
know you're in the field, so it can wait until you come back in. All of you help is very much
appreciated.
Talk soon,
Jody
On Thu, May 16, 2013 at 7:05 PM, Clifford, Deana@Wildlife
<Deana.Clifford@wildlife.ca.gov> wrote:
Hi Ed- message received.
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That's fine. It's accessioned and in our freezer. Send us info and well ship it up there.
If FWS prefers avian mortalities at this site go to its labs at OR or NWHC, just let us know so
the biologists on the ground are clear who to contact.
I will work on a summary of what birds have been submitted to CDFW to date from the Desert
Sunlight site, what we have results on and what's still pending.
We're having to do a lot of night work right now so my estimate is that we can get that info to
you at some point next week, given our field trapping schedule.
Deana
Sent from my iPhone
On May 16, 2013, at 4:54 PM, "Newcomer, Ed" <ed_newcomer@fws.gov> wrote:
Hold everything on the Clapper Rail!!! We would like the carcass sent to our
forensics lab in Oregon for necropsy, cause of death, and species I.D. I will have
Special Agent Laura Chee contact you for appropriate steps to getting this done.
Please call or email me if you have any questions and wait to hear from SA Chee.
Yours,
Ed
On Thu, May 16, 2013 at 4:18 PM, Fraser, Jody <jody_fraser@fws.gov> wrote:
Hi Deana,
Yes, please do what you can to figure out if the bird has any broken bones. I know
the carcass is in pretty bad shape, but any info would be helpful.
After you've done your magic, can you please ship it to Bob McKernan at the San
Bernardino County Museum? He's going to help with the id and try to extract
some tissue for banking. You can send it to him at the following address -- I've
cc'd him here, so please contact him with any questions.
Robert L. McKernan
Director
San Bernardino County Museum
2024 Orange Tree Lane
Redlands, CA 92374
909.307.8427
909.307.0539 fax
rmckernan@sbcm.sbcounty.gov

Thanks a bunch, Deana. I know you're busy in the field, so we really appreciate
you staying in touch.
Jody
On Thu, May 16, 2013 at 9:14 AM, Clifford, Deana@Wildlife
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<Deana.Clifford@wildlife.ca.gov> wrote:
We can just palpate the bird and detect any fractures via carcass exam.
We standardly don't take radiographs on a necropsy.
If its a big carcass, or suspect lead, gunshot, deformities etc then we would.
Radiographs won't tell you if the fracture occurred prior to or after death- but we
can often tell on visual exam. That said the carcass condition is poor, and
scavenged so that limits conclusions, but we can still look thoroughly.
Well hold the carcass. My limited understanding is that the call is different for
Yuma rails, so unless there's a plumage or anatomical difference that can be
detected on a decomposed carcass the id might require genetics.
Cheers D
Sent from my iPhone
On May 16, 2013, at 8:35 AM, "Fraser, Jody" <jody_fraser@fws.gov> wrote:
Thanks, Deana. Do you think you guys can do an x-ray to see if it has
any broken bones? Also, we may ask you to ship it to a taxonomist,
but need to find someone willing to give the id a shot.
Hope you're staying cool in the desert!
Jody
On Wed, May 15, 2013 at 12:12 PM, Clifford, Deana@Wildlife
<Deana.Clifford@wildlife.ca.gov> wrote:
HI Jody – please see the email below from Krysta, our avian disease
biologist. The rail is a clapper rail, but the carcass is dessicated and
partially scavenged and therefore not in suitable condition for necropsy.
As far as subspecies ID to determine whether or not its Yuma clapper rail
– I don’t know if they are easily distuinguishable or not.
Thanks Krysta!!
-- Deana
Deana Clifford, DVM, MPVM, PhD
Wildlife Veterinarian
Wildlife Investigations Laboratory
California Department of Fish and Wildlife
1701 Nimbus Road, Suite D
Rancho Cordova, CA 95670
Email: Deana.Clifford@wildlife.ca.gov
Phone: 916-358-2378
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From: Rogers, Krysta@Wildlife
Sent: Wednesday, May 15, 2013 12:08 PM
To: Clifford, Deana@Wildlife
Cc: Konde, Lora@Wildlife
Subject: RE: Status of clapper rail id and necropsy

Yes, the bird arrived. It is totally desiccated. It looks like it had been
scavenged with a large hole in its abdomen; no organs remain. It is a
Clapper Rail. The subspecies of clapper rail that occurs in southeast
California/southwest Arizona is the Yuma clapper rail (Rallus longirostris
yumanensis); it’s been listed as federally endangered since 1967. I’ll store
it in the walk-in freezer on your shelf with your other items.
Krysta
From: Clifford, Deana@Wildlife
Sent: Wednesday, May 15, 2013 11:07 AM
To: Konde, Lora@Wildlife
Cc: Rogers, Krysta@Wildlife
Subject: Fwd: Status of clapper rail id and necropsy

Hi guys. Any word on this bird. Shipper said it arrived yesterday.
Sent from my iPhone
Begin forwarded message:
From: "Fraser, Jody" <jody_fraser@fws.gov>
Date: May 15, 2013, 8:59:07 AM PDT
To: "Clifford, Deana@Wildlife"
<Deana.Clifford@wildlife.ca.gov>
Cc: PeteSorensen <Pete_Sorensen@fws.gov>, "Rudd,
Jaime@Wildlife" <Jaime.Rudd@wildlife.ca.gov>,
"Rogers, Krysta@Wildlife"
<Krysta.Rogers@wildlife.ca.gov>, Lehong Chow
<lehongc@yahoo.com>, "Kathy Buescher-Simon"
<kathy@ironwoodconsultinginc.com>
Subject: Re: Status of clapper rail id and necropsy
Hi Deana,
Hmmm...First Solar had a delivery confirmation from
yesterday morning around 7 am. Keep us posted.
Thanks,
Jody
On Tue, May 14, 2013 at 4:28 PM, Clifford,
Deana@Wildlife <Deana.Clifford@wildlife.ca.gov>
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wrote:
Hi Jody – our avian disease biologist Krysta Rogers is looking
for the rail in the mail – apparently it did not arrive today.
As long as the carcass is in suitable condition for necropsy, it
will be taken to the CAHFS lab later this week.    While Jaime
and I are here in the desert, we will work on compiling a list
of what we have from this solar site so far. – D
Deana Clifford, DVM, MPVM, PhD
Wildlife Veterinarian
Wildlife Investigations Laboratory
California Department of Fish and Wildlife
1701 Nimbus Road, Suite D
Rancho Cordova, CA 95670
Email: Deana.Clifford@wildlife.ca.gov
Phone: 916-358-2378

From: Fraser, Jody [mailto:jody_fraser@fws.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, May 14, 2013 1:31 PM
To: Clifford, Deana@Wildlife
Cc: Ed Newcomer; Erin Dean; Ken Corey; PeteSorensen; Rudd,
Jaime@Wildlife
Subject: Status of clapper rail id and necropsy

Hi Deana and Jaime,
I know you'll be in Riverside this week, but I was
wondering if you could give us an estimated time frame
that you may be able to positively id and necropsy the
rail that was killed at Desert Sunlight. First Solar said it
should have been delivered to you this morning via Fed
Ex.
Thanks a bunch,
Jody
On Fri, May 10, 2013 at 1:15 PM, Fraser, Jody
<jody_fraser@fws.gov> wrote:
Hi Deana,
I continue to be the FWS biologist on the Desert Sunlight
project, so please feel free to contact me any time if you
have questions for our agency.
We would greatly appreciate a summary of the species
you've received and necropsied as well as your findings.
We have received periodic emails from you, but having
all of the info in one place would be very helpful. I'll
work with the Desert Sunlight folks to determine the
disposition of the other carcasses.
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You may or may not know that a suspected Yuma
clapper rail will be coming your way on Monday for
necropsy. Can you also please verify the identification?
If it is not the Yuma clapper rail subspecies, which is it?
Much appreciated.
Thanks for the offer to get together in the field. We'll
stay in touch on that.
Talk to you soon,
Jody
On Fri, May 10, 2013 at 12:05 PM, Clifford,
Deana@Wildlife <Deana.Clifford@wildlife.ca.gov>
wrote:
Hi all – were teaching a class today, but my research
assistant, Jaime Rudd and I will be down trapping kit foxes in
the eastern Riverside solar zone starting May 15th and if
anyone is in the area were happy to talk.
I have inquired before regarding avian mortalities as to who
the appropriate FWS contact is. Happy to share with you all
any/all of the findings we have so far.
Some necropsy results are pending, but we can easily
generate a list for you of the carcasses we have received
and major findings (which definitely is not 40 birds).
Cheers - Deana
Deana Clifford, DVM, MPVM, PhD
Wildlife Veterinarian
Wildlife Investigations Laboratory
California Department of Fish and Wildlife
1701 Nimbus Road, Suite D
Rancho Cordova, CA 95670
Email: Deana.Clifford@wildlife.ca.gov
Phone: 916-358-2378

From: Ed Newcomer [mailto:ed_newcomer@fws.gov]
Sent: Friday, May 10, 2013 11:31 AM
To: Jody Fraser
Cc: Clifford, Deana@Wildlife; Erin Dean; Ken Corey;
PeteSorensen
Subject: Re: Clapper rail mortality at Desert Sunlight

Hi Jody,
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Thank you for the information and for filling me in on
the phone yesterday. To confirm our conversation, you
are planning to send the clapper rail to the CDFW lab
for necropsy.
I realize I'm catching up a little bit here but here's what I
suggest at this point:
- As you've already mentioned, myself and/or Erin Dean
should be included in the next meeting involving your
office and First Solar and their contractors. We will
plan to provide a brief presentation on the MBTA and
ESA and OLE's role in this type of development project.
- I need to nail down exactly where the approximately
40 bird carcasses are currently being held. Are they at
the CDFW lab or at the ES office? It will be important
to make sure that these bird carcasses are centrally
stored in case they are needed in the future. This is
something we should discuss with you when we come
over for the meeting.
- Please send me copies of the mortality reports and any
necropsy reports by CDFW for the 40 birds collected to
date.
- Will you supply me with copies of the current APP and
draft AMP with First Solar?
Thanks! We can talk about other details, including how
we can help you on this project, when we meet in
person. We want to work with you on this but we will
be sensitive to your goals and objectives, and your
existing working relationships. I suggest that in
addition to the meeting with the First Solar reps we
schedule a meeting between ES, OLE, BLM, and, if
appropriate, CDFW. How does that sound? Perhaps
this could be scheduled for the same day but at a later or
earlier time.
Thanks!
Yours,
Ed
On Thu, May 9, 2013 at 5:30 PM, Fraser, Jody
<jody_fraser@fws.gov> wrote:
Hi Ed,
Thank you so much for calling today; it was a very eye-
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opening conversation for me. I'm looking forward to
working with you on these tough issues and hope we
can figure out a way to reduce these mortality events.
As promised, attached are the photos of the bird and the
mortality report from the consultant monitoring the
project construction. Also, here is the CDFW contact
where several of the birds have been sent for necropsy:
Dr. Deana Clifford
CA Dept of Fish and Wildlife
1701 Nimbus Rd., Suite D
Rancho Cordova, CA 95670
deana.clifford@wildlife.ca.gov
916-358-2378
I'll let you know as soon as we get the meeting with the
First Solar folks scheduled. Talk to you soon.
Thanks again,
Jody
-Jody Fraser, Biologist
Palm Springs Fish and Wildlife Office
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
777 E. Tahquitz Canyon Way, Suite 208
Palm Springs, CA 92262
760.322.2070 ph x207
760.322.4648 fax
jody_fraser@fws.gov

-Ed Newcomer
Special Agent / Deputy Resident Agent in Charge
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
Office of Law Enforcement
370 Amapola Avenue, Suite 114
Torrance, California 90501
310-328-1516 (x230)
ed_newcomer@fws.gov

-Jody Fraser, Biologist
Palm Springs Fish and Wildlife Office
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
777 E. Tahquitz Canyon Way, Suite 208
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Palm Springs, CA 92262
760.322.2070 ph x207
760.322.4648 fax
jody_fraser@fws.gov

-Jody Fraser, Biologist
Palm Springs Fish and Wildlife Office
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
777 E. Tahquitz Canyon Way, Suite 208
Palm Springs, CA 92262
760.322.2070 ph x207
760.322.4648 fax
jody_fraser@fws.gov

-Jody Fraser, Biologist
Palm Springs Fish and Wildlife Office
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
777 E. Tahquitz Canyon Way, Suite 208
Palm Springs, CA 92262
760.322.2070 ph x207
760.322.4648 fax
jody_fraser@fws.gov

-Jody Fraser, Biologist
Palm Springs Fish and Wildlife Office
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
777 E. Tahquitz Canyon Way, Suite 208
Palm Springs, CA 92262
760.322.2070 ph x207
760.322.4648 fax
jody_fraser@fws.gov

-Jody Fraser, Biologist
Palm Springs Fish and Wildlife Office
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
777 E. Tahquitz Canyon Way, Suite 208
Palm Springs, CA 92262
760.322.2070 ph x207
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760.322.4648 fax
jody_fraser@fws.gov

-Ed Newcomer
Special Agent / Deputy Resident Agent in Charge
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
Office of Law Enforcement
370 Amapola Avenue, Suite 114
Torrance, California 90501
310-328-1516 (x230)
ed_newcomer@fws.gov

-Jody Fraser, Biologist
Palm Springs Fish and Wildlife Office
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
777 E. Tahquitz Canyon Way, Suite 208
Palm Springs, CA 92262
760.322.2070 ph x207
760.322.4648 fax
jody_fraser@fws.gov
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Rachel Henry
Thomas Dietsch
Ray Bransfield
RE: Projects that need an interim letter
Monday, June 10, 2013 8:42:23 AM
Bird Bat Conservation Strategy 9.28.2012.docx

Hi Tom,
Attached is the BBCP I received for Stateline Solar Project. I have not had time yet to begin reviewing
it as we are still in the pre-construction phase, but per the Desert Sunlight call last week I would like
to start addressing MBTA/SPUT concerns prior to the onset of construction.
Thanks,
Rachel

From: Jessica Rempel [mailto:jessica_rempel@fws.gov]
Sent: Monday, June 10, 2013 8:29 AM
To: Thomas Dietsch
Cc: Abigail Convery; Ray Bransfield; Rachel Henry
Subject: RE: Projects that need an interim letter

Hi Tom,
Alta East is gearing up for construction. I sent you my comments on their most recent BBCS last
week (on 6/4). It is a project site we want carcasses removed from for T&E and golden eagle
concerns. Contact info is: Kevin Martin, Director of Environmental Permitting, Terra-Gen Power,
LLC, 11512 El Camino Real, Suite 100, San Diego, CA 92130.
I am also Cc:ing Rachel Henry of our office as she is working on solar projects that are still in the preconstruction/permitting stage, but might be good to address MBTA/SPUT concerns on these sooner
than later.
Thanks,
Jess
From: Thomas Dietsch [mailto:thomas_dietsch@fws.gov]
Sent: Thursday, June 06, 2013 6:28 PM
To: Jody Fraser; Tera Baird; Jim Thiede
Cc: Jessica Rempel; Abigail Convery; Joel Pagel; Ray Bransfield
Subject: Projects that need an interim letter

Hi all,
As I mentioned today during the Desert Sunlight call, I’ve been communicating with the OLE in
Sacramento on how to resolve some of the inconsistencies in what we are requesting from projects
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related to T&E species and Migratory Birds. They have already issued an interim letter to ISEGS to
collect bird carcasses to reduce the potential to attract Ravens that may prey upon Desert
Tortoises. They’ve agreed to do a similar letter for Desert Sunlight. I’d like determine what other
projects are currently in construction that may be in a similar situation. If you can send me a list of
projects that you are aware of that might require a short-term interim letter to comply with T&E
concerns until a SPUT permit can be issued, I will compile the list and send a single request to OLE.
Please include the contact person to whom the letter should be addressed.
Projects that do not have T&E concerns should leave bird carcasses in place until they have a SPUT
permit in hand. If there are reasons to move ahead quickly with a SPUT permit for these projects, I
have requested the contact person in the regional office that we can share with companies if they
have any questions on the application process. Otherwise, permit applications are available online
(http://www.fws.gov/forms/3-200-81.pdf).
Thanks, Tom
*******************
Thomas Dietsch, PhD.
Migratory Bird Biologist
US Fish and Wildlife Service, Region 8
Carlsbad Fish and Wildlife Office
2177 Salk Avenue, Suite 250
Carlsbad, CA 92008
(760) 431-9440 Ext. 214
*******************
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Yuma Clapper Rail
(Rallus longirostris yumanensis)
Legal Status
State: Threatened, Fully
Protected
Federal: Endangered
Critical Habitat: N/A
Recovery Planning: A federal recovery plan for the Yuma clapper rail
was completed on February 4, 1983, by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Service (USFWS 1983). A Draft Revised Recovery Plan was published
in February 2010 (USFWS 2010).

Taxonomy
In 1902, Herbert Brown described a clapper rail he had captured near
Yuma, Arizona, as a light-footed clapper rail (Rallus levipes). In 1923,
Dickey described it as a new species, the Yuma clapper rail (Rallus
yumanensis) (Todd 1986; USFWS 2010), based on several minor
morphological differences from other clapper rails, as well as its
isolated range and freshwater habitats (Banks and Tomlinson 1974,
cited in USFWS 2010).
Although there was some subsequent controversy over the rail’s
classification (Van Rossem 1929; Oberholser 1937), for over 60 years
it has been widely treated as a subspecies of R. longirostris (i.e., R.
longirostris yumanensis). This designation is consistent with available
molecular genetic analysis (Fleischer et al. 1995).
A description of the species’ physical characteristics can be found in the
Draft Revised Recovery Plan (USFWS 2010).

Distribution
General
The Yuma clapper rail is found only along the lower Colorado River,
the Gila River drainage in Arizona, Lake Mead (and the Overton Arm)
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and its local tributaries, the Virgin River in Nevada and Utah, and the
Salton Sea/Imperial Valley areas of California. Figure 1 shows the
general range of the species, while Figure SM-B16 indicates known
occurrence in the Plan Area. In the Plan Area, the main habitat areas
for this subspecies are located along the Colorado River and around
the Salton Sea (including Dos Palmas Springs).
There are at least two “outlier” observations for Yuma clapper rail. In
1977, an individual was identified by vocalization on several days at
Harper Lake northwest of Barstow (Figure SP-B20) but was not
observed subsequently and was considered to be an unpaired
individual (CDFG 2012). In 1989, a single Yuma clapper rail was
observed at the Ash Meadows National Wildlife Area located about 90
miles northwest of Las Vegas; subsequent surveys failed to detect
additional Yuma clapper rail (Garnet et al. 2004).
Figure 1. Range of the Yuma Clapper Rail
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Distribution and Occurrences within the Plan Area
Historical
The historical distribution of the Yuma clapper rail is unclear. Todd
(1986), in an extensive investigation of the Yuma clapper rail
literature, reported that rails were first observed by J.G. Cooper near
Fort Mojave in 1884. This is likely the earliest record. However,
Joseph Grinnell performed an extensive survey of the Colorado River
between Needles and Yuma in 1914 and did not record any
observations of this species. However, he later documented the Yuma
clapper rail from the lower Colorado River (Grinnell and Miller 1944,
cited in Todd 1986). The Desert Renewable Energy Conservation Plan
(DRECP) Area includes eight historical (i.e., pre-1990) California
Natural Diversity Database (CNDDB) records for Yuma clapper rail as
well as others located just outside the Plan Area (Figure SP-B20)
(CDFG 2012). Several of the historical occurrences occur along the
lower Colorado River south of Parker to about 22 miles north of
Yuma, Arizona (Figure SP-B20). Historical occurrences are also
located at the Salton Sea, along the All American Canal, the New River,
and the Holtville main drain in the Imperial Valley, as well as the
single record from 1977 at Harper Lake (Figure SP-B20).
The Yuma clapper rail appears to respond positively to human
activities that create habitat. Construction of dams both on the
Colorado River and along adjacent tributaries has possibly
contributed to the expansion of the Yuma clapper rail’s distribution
(Ohmart and Smith 1973; Anderson and Ohmart 1985). Table 1 shows
the relationship of upstream distribution of the Yuma clapper rail in
relation to water management activities. These dams have the effect
of creating sedimentation and backwater areas, thus providing
additional shallow-water emergent habitat required by the Yuma
clapper rail (CVCC 2007). In 1905, severe flooding of the region by the
Colorado River broke through levees and allowed the Salton Sea to
once again hold water, creating habitat that now supports Yuma
clapper rail.
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Table 1. Upstream Distribution of the Yuma Clapper Rail and
Relationship to Dam Construction and the Salton Sea Flood Event
Location
Salton Sea
Laguna Dam
Headgate Dam
Parker Dam

Year completed
1905 (flooded)
1905
1941
1938

Topock and Upper
Lake Havasu

1938
—
1936
—

Needles Area
Hoover Dam
Virgin River
Source: USFWS 2010

Year Yuma clapper rail first found
1931
1921
1946
1954

1966
1982
1986
1998

Recent
The recent (i.e., since 1990) documented distribution of the Yuma
clapper rail in the Plan Area is similar to the historic distribution, but
with some apparent expansion along the Colorado River. The
distribution now ranges from about Lake Havasu to near Yuma,
Arizona (Figure SP-B20). The recent distribution in the Salton
Sea/Imperial Valley area is similar to the historic distribution. The
CNDDB contains 38 records for the period between 1990 and 2010
(CDFG 2012) and the USFWS database includes 20 records from 2004
to 2010 (USFWS 2011). (It appears that there is some overlap
between the USFWS and CNDDB databases for the period from 2004
to 2010, but the USFWS database contains the most recent data from
USFWS protocol surveys.)

Natural History
Habitat Requirements
The Yuma clapper rail is the only rail known to breed in freshwater
marshes (Patten 2005). By far, the preferred habitat consists of
cattails (Typha spp.) and bulrush (Scirpus ssp.) (Anderson and Ohmart
1985; Todd 1986; Eddleman 1989). Eddleman (1989) found that
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habitat use by the subspecies on two study sites varied somewhat
over different seasonal periods (i.e., early breeding, late breeding,
post-breeding, early winter, and late winter), but that some
combination of cattail and bulrush accounted for the majority of the
observations across all periods. Combining data from the two study
sites, use of cattail/bulrush habitats ranged from 66% of observations
in the post-breeding period to 86% in the early breeding period
(Eddleman 1989). Notably, on one of the sites, rails were observed in
tamarisk (Tamarix spp.) second-most frequently behind cattail, with a
range of 11% of the observations in the late winter period to 37% in
the post-breeding and 36% in the early winter periods (Eddleman
1989). USFWS (2010) notes that the subspecies occurs in shoreline
areas with a mix of trees, including willow (Salix spp.) and tamarisk.
Optimum habitat for the Yuma clapper rail results from a complex
interplay of water levels, appropriate vegetation and vegetation
characteristics (e.g., matting, dry areas, senescence), the timing of
seasonal flooding, and possibly the timing of crayfish (Procambarus
clarkii and Orconectes virilis, its primary prey) reproduction (Bennett
and Ohmart 1978; Todd 1986). According to USFWS (2010, p. 16), “…
optimum Yuma clapper rail habitat consists of a mosaic of emergent
vegetation averaging greater than 2 meters (6 feet) high (Anderson
and Ohmart 1985; Eddleman 1989), shallow (less than 30 centimeters
[12 inches]) open water areas either as channels or pools with
minimal daily water fluctuation (Tomlinson and Todd 1973; Gould
1975), open dry ground (slightly higher than the water level) between
water, vegetation, or marsh edge for foraging and movement (Gould
1975; Anderson and Ohmart 1985; Eddleman 1989; Conway et al.
1993), and a band of riparian vegetation on the higher ground along
the fringes of the marsh that provides cover and buffer areas that may
be used seasonally (Eddleman 1989).”
An overriding consideration for nesting by the Yuma clapper rail is
that the nest substrate be stable (Eddleman 1989; USFWS 2006,
2010) and the habitat is not overgrown (Hinojosa-Huerta et al. 2008).
The Yuma clapper rail depends on a continuous source of water, most
likely because crayfish are similarly dependent. However, the species
also seems tolerant of seasonal fluctuations in water level that
characterize the Colorado River (Eddleman 1989), as long as the
change in level is not too abrupt (Conway and Eddleman 2000, cited
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in USFWS 2010). Similarly, Gould (1975) suggests that short-term
changes in water level should be avoided. Rails may have several
nests and can move eggs to nests that are less threatened if need be,
but if the habitat dries out, rails will abandon the area (Bennett and
Ohmart 1978; Johnson and Dinsmore 1985).
According to Gould (1975), in addition to the basic habitat
requirements of standing water and marshland vegetation, the
following habitat parameters are desirable to support high Yuma
clapper rail densities:
1. “Water - flowing through many small channels, from 0.5 to 3
meters (1.5 to 10 feet) wide either covered by vegetation or
appearing as open water -or appearing as small bodies of open
water, 0.02 to 0.2 hectare (0.05 to 0.5 acre) in size.
2. Extensive areas of water where depth is less 0.3 meter (1 foot).
Little or no daily fluctuation in water level.
3. High ground found in strips, or less importantly as small
isolated islands.
4. Emergent vegetation being cattail and bulrush with little or no
carrizo cane [aka, giant reed (Arundo donax)]. In areas of
carrizo cane, stem density is generally too high and there are
few down stems.”
An important aspect of Yuma clapper rail habitat is that over time,
without occasional scouring by seasonal floods, marshes tend to
become both overgrown (e.g., stem density too high), and much of the
open or semi-open water fills with mats of old vegetation. The effects of
this maturing process, or senescence, are that it becomes impossible for
rails to move through vegetated habitat areas compared to open or
semi-open aquatic habitat. Thus, foraging efficiency decreases as the
habitat becomes choked with vegetation matting.

Foraging Requirements
As mentioned previously, the principal prey of the Yuma clapper rail
are the two species of crayfish that occur in the area, both of which
are introduced species (Inman et al. 1998). Ohmart and Tomlinson
(1977) found that about 95% of the stomach contents of two Yuma
clapper rail specimens were crayfish, leading them to suggest that the
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expansion of the Yuma clapper rail may be related to the introduction
and spread of the crayfish. Other prey items taken by Yuma clapper
rail include small fish, insects, amphibian larvae, clams, and other
aquatic invertebrates (Todd 1986; USFWS 2010).

Reproduction
The Yuma clapper rail begins breeding activities in the early spring,
usually in March or early April (Eddleman 1989), although mating calls
may be heard as early as February (USFWS 2010). Breeding begins
with the establishment of breeding territories. Birds occupying more
peripheral territories may mate a month or so later (Arizona Game and
Fish Department 2007). Both males and females vigorously defend
territories. Nesting occurs from March through May, but can vary with
location and annual seasonal rainfall patterns (USFWS 2010).
Clutch size ranges from 5 to 10 eggs, with incubation lasting just
under a month. Both males and females incubate the eggs, with males
incubating during the night shift and females incubating during the
day (Eddleman 1989). Hatching success is high but juvenile mortality
is also high (Bennett and Ohmart 1978; Eddleman 1989).
Young are precocial and within about 2 days of hatching they
accompany adults on foraging trips, learning quickly to capture their
own prey (Hunter et al. 1991). Family groups stay together for about
1 month, after which time the chicks separate from the parents. First
flight occurs about 60 days after hatching (Arizona Game and Fish
Department 2007).
An important nesting consideration is the ability of the Yuma clapper
rail to move nests in response to shifts in high water level (Bennett
and Ohmart 1978; Eddleman 1989; Jackson 1983). Although nests
may be from 6 centimeters (approximately 2.5 inches) to over 1 meter
(approximately 3.3 feet) above the water level (average = 19.8
centimeters [approximately 7.8 inches]) (Eddleman 1989), as water
levels rise, the birds may raise the level of existing nests or move eggs
to a different nest. Consequently, the Yuma clapper rail may have
several nests available for use (Conway and Eddleman 2000, cited in
USFWS 2010).
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Spatial Behavior
The Yuma clapper rail shows seasonal variability in its use of habitat
and in its home range size (USFWS 2010). It was first assumed that
the Yuma clapper rail migrated south during the winter (Smith 1974;
Todd 1986), but Eddleman (1989) observed that up to 70% of the
populations he studied remained at their site year-round. The exact
nature and extent of migratory activity by the Yuma clapper rail
remains unclear and is an important topic for future research (USFWS
2006, 2010).
According to Eddleman (1989), there are five movement patterns of
the Yuma clapper rail outside of their breeding territory:
•
•
•
•
•

Dispersal by juveniles
Dispersal during the breeding season by unpaired males
Movements of post-breeding adults
Movements during late winter
Home-range shifts associated with high water.

The triggers for these movements appear to be the need to find
suitable habitat (juvenile dispersal, post-breeding movements, late
winter movements), the need to find mates (late winter movements,
movements of unpaired males during the breeding season), and/or
the need to locate food (post-breeding and late winter movements)
(Eddleman 1989).
Home ranges are variable over different seasons, ranging on average
from 7 to 8 hectares (17 to 20 acres) in the early and late breeding
periods, to 15 hectares (37 acres) in the post-breeding period, and 24
hectares (59 acres) in the late winter period (Conway et al. 1993).
Females have larger ranges than males in the post-breeding period at 21
hectares (51 acres), compared to 9 hectares (22 acres), but the two sexes
have similar home range sizes the rest of the year (Eddleman 1989).

Ecological Relationships
The Yuma clapper rail is prey for several species, including coyote
(Canis latrans), common raccoon (Procyon lotor), great horned owl
(Bubo virginianus), Harris’ hawk (Parabuteo unicinctus), and northern
harrier (Circus cyaneus) (USFWS 2010). Eddleman (1989) attributed
8
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36 out of 37 known mortalities from natural causes to predation (50%
by mammalian predators, 22% by avian predators, and 28% by
unknown predators). Because these predators are generalists,
however, the rail probably is not a critical element of their diets and
likely is taken opportunistically.
As discussed previously, suitable habitat for the Yuma clapper rail
depends on water levels, appropriate vegetation, the timing of
seasonal flooding, and possibly the timing of crayfish reproduction.
The subspecies appears to be particularly sensitive to water levels
and may have several nests and can move eggs to nests that are less
threatened by rising water levels if need be.

Population Status and Trends
Global: Vulnerable (NatureServe 2010)
State: Critically imperiled (NatureServe 2010)
Within Plan Area: Critically imperiled (NatureServe 2010)
The Yuma clapper rail has shown recent range extensions northward
from the Colorado River Delta and the southern end of the Colorado
River into Lake Mead and the Virgin River, indicating that the species
is reproducing enough to support such expansion (USFWS 2006,
2010). The species’ first recovery plan (USFWS 1983) indicated that
the breeding population had been stable for 10 years at the desired
level of 700 to 1,000 individuals. As a result, a down-listing package
was prepared for the Federal Register in 1983. However, subsequent
flooding of important habitat on the lower Colorado River resulted in
the proposal not being published (USFWS 2006).
The long-term assessment of population trends is complicated by
several factors identified by the USFWS (2010), including:
•

Inconsistencies in the proportion of suitable habitat surveyed in
different years; and

•

Different survey protocols, such as playback methods (e.g.,
continuous vs. intermittent call playback), seasons of surveys, and
differing levels of surveyor experience.
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While the data do not allow for statistical population estimates, they
do provide minimum number of rails in the census areas, which is the
actual count of rails detected on survey routes, and which represents
some subset of the actual population. Between 2000 and 2008, the
minimum numbers in the U.S. ranged from 503 individuals in 2000 to
890 individuals in 2005 (USFWS 2010, Table 1). In the Plan Area,
including the Colorado River and Salton Sea, the range over this same
period was 472 individuals in 2001 to 849 individuals in 2005. The
2008 minimum number was 592 individuals along the Colorado River
and at the Salton Sea (USFWS 2010).

Threats and Environmental Stressors
Habitat destruction and modification is a primary threat to the Yuma
clapper rail (USFWS 2010). The natural hydrologic regime along the
lower Colorado River has been altered by damming, channelization,
and bank stabilization, the latter of which has separated the main river
channel from backwater and floodplain areas where marsh habitats
would naturally form (USFWS 2010). While damming has likely created
additional marsh habitat for rail in some areas, the dams have resulted
in altered flood regimes from historical seasonal winter and spring
flooding events that are necessary to maintain healthy marsh systems.
These natural flooding events would have removed much of the thick
matting of dead vegetation and build-up of sediments that allow for
efficient foraging and escape from predation. Without active
management, the value of these marsh habitats for Yuma clapper rail is
reduced, and the habitat may disappear altogether (USFWS 2010). On
the other hand, dams have also resulted in sedimentation of ancillary
streams and creeks upstream, thereby increasing the extent of
backwaters and marshes available for the Yuma clapper rail. This
creation of new habitat has been cited as one reason for the expansion
of the species’ range upstream (see Distribution and Occurrences
within the Plan Area).
Figure 2 presents a generalized conceptual model of water
management (dams, channelization) and their potential negative and
beneficial effects on marsh habitat for the Yuma clapper rail.
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Figure 2. A Generalized Conceptual Model for the Effects of Water
Management on the Yuma Clapper Rail

Currently, the marshes at the Salton Sea Sonny Bono National Wildlife
Refuge (NWR) and Imperial Wildlife Area are managed by flushing
salts from the wetland ponds. Use of water for management has
increased since 2004 and may be constrained in the future by
competing water uses, such as agriculture, that may increase the cost
and availability of water (USFWS 2010).
Environmental contaminants may also pose threats to the species.
Eddleman (1989) documented high levels of selenium in the Yuma
clapper rail, its eggs, and its primary food source (i.e., crayfish).
Similar levels of selenium were responsible for reproductive damage
in mallards (Anas platyrhynchos) (Lemly and Smith 1987, cited in
Eddleman 1989). Several studies have looked at the concentration of
selenium in the Colorado River and the Salton Sea (Andrews et al.
1997; King et al. 2000; Rusk 1991, cited in USFWS 2010) and found
them to be high. In the discussion of these studies, USFWS (2010)
states, “selenium levels in those studies were high enough to indicate
the potential for exposure and adverse effects to Yuma clapper rails.”
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Further, USFWS stated that “… based on the available data, we do
identify it [selenium] as a long-term threat to survival and recovery”
(USFWS 2010, p. 16).

Conservation and Management Activities
A Yuma Clapper Rail Recovery Team was created in 1972 (USFWS
2006, 2010) that instituted survey protocols and additional research
on the species. A formal recovery plan was created in 1983 and some
of the recommended recovery actions commenced. Following these
initial studies, the recovery team became inactive except for the
coordination of annual surveys completed by volunteers from state
and federal agencies (USFWS 2010).
In 1995, a group composed of local, state, and federal agencies; water
and power agencies; environmental and recreational groups; and Native
American tribes was formed to develop the Lower Colorado River MultiSpecies Conservation Program (LCRMSCP). In December 2004, the
LCRMSCP was completed (LCRMSCP 2004). Covering 26 species,
including the Yuma clapper rail, the LCRMSCP calls for the creation of an
additional 512 acres of Yuma clapper rail habitat and its management in
an adaptive management framework to not only protect the Yuma
clapper rail but also to understand how the management of threats and
stressors affects Yuma clapper rail abundance.
Other programs to protect and enhance Yuma clapper rail habitat have
been created at the Salton Sea by the U.S. Bureau of Reclamation
(USFWS 2002) and at the Torres Martinez Desert Cahuilla Indian
Nation in 2005. Prescribed fire has been used to enhance Yuma clapper
rail habitat at the Sonny Bono, Havasu, and Imperial NWRs, as well as
the Mittry Lake Wildlife Area (USFWS 2010).
In 2006, a 5-year review of the recovery plan was completed (USFWS
2006), and the following five actions were recommended:
•

Revise the recovery plan.

•

Involve USFWS with the protection of the Cienega de Santa Clara
(Mexico), ensuring a continuous water source for this highly
significant sub-population.
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•

Establish new survey protocol and training using an adaptive
management scenario to determine the effectiveness of
management actions.

•

Develop or revise management plans for the national wildlife
refuges and state areas focusing on areas of declining Yuma
clapper rail populations and habitat quality.

•

Continue to support research efforts into the Yuma clapper rail,
especially the possible effects of elevated selenium levels.

USFWS initiated efforts to implement these recommendations in 2007
(USFWS 2010). In February 2010, a Draft Revised Recovery Plan was
released for public review (USFWS 2010). In this revision, the
strategies used for the continued persistence of the Yuma clapper rail
focused on “… providing long-term management and protection for a
sufficient amount of core and other habitats to support a viable
population of Yuma clapper rails, monitoring of populations and
habitats, research to provide effective conservation and recovery, and
application of research results and monitoring through adaptive
management” (USFWS 2010, p. iv).

Data Characterization
Numerous surveys have been conducted for the Yuma clapper rail
throughout its range in the U.S. and the Plan Area. Table 1 of the Draft
Revised Recovery Plan shows that surveys were conducted along the
lower Colorado River and at the Salton Sea every year from 1969 to
2007 (USFWS 2010). While these data are not appropriate for
estimating population sizes for various reasons, as discussed in
Population Status and Trends, they do provide information for the
actual number of individuals observed along survey routes and allow
some insight into occurrence fluctuations and trends from year to year.
Despite the annual surveys and a reasonably good understanding of
suitable habitat characteristics, information gaps that would inform
management still exist, and research into the following topics should
be conducted:
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•

The effects of elevated levels of selenium and pesticide residue on
Yuma clapper rail reproduction and survival.

•

The extent and importance of seasonal migration.

•

Re-nesting.

•

The effects of prescribed fire on senescent marshes and the Yuma
clapper rail.

•

The possible effects of increases in opportunistic predators
associated with human presence and development (e.g., coyotes,
feral pets, common raven).

•

Genetic structure and gene flow.

•

Seasonality and population structure of crayfish.

•

The effects of human activities on the Yuma clapper rail, including
noise, lighting, human presence, wildfire, and power lines.

Management and Monitoring Considerations
Management for the Yuma clapper rail should focus on maintaining high-quality
marsh habitat. This includes not only the amount of available habitat, but the
need for addressing water management issues important for maintaining highhabitat quality. Such issues include controlling water flows; establishing
appropriate seasonal flooding and/or prescribed fire regimes to prevent decline
and overgrowth of marshes; controlling of water levels during nesting periods;
maintaining a habitat mosaic, including some upland areas; controlling exotic
invasive species (e.g., tamarisk, giant reed); and controlling potentially harmful
chemicals and other pollutants.
All management actions should be in concert with the goals of the Draft
Revised Recovery Plan. Specific recommendations for management
contained in the Draft Revised Recovery Plan (USFWS 2010) are:
1.

Define the minimum population size that must be maintained
for the Yuma clapper rail in the U.S. to achieve recovery and
document progress toward meeting that population size.
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2.

3.

4.

•

Determine the number of breeding birds in the U.S. that
provides for a statistically and genetically secure population.

•

Conduct coordinated surveys for Yuma clapper rail in the U.S.
to document when minimum viable population levels are met.

Define the physical parameters of and document the amount of
Yuma clapper rail habitat in the U.S. needed to support the
minimum viable population size.
•

Refine knowledge of rail use of habitats that support
determination of the total amount of habitat needed in the U.S.

•

Develop techniques for managing habitats to maintain
suitable conditions for Yuma clapper rail.

•

Complete an assessment of the amount and location of
Yuma clapper rail habitat in the U.S. every 5 years.

Ensure existing and new habitats for Yuma clapper rail are
protected and managed for long-term habitat suitability.
•

Develop and implement management plans for all
important federal- and state-owned core areas to maintain
suitable habitat conditions.

•

Ensure all core areas in the U.S. have secure water sources
that provide for a quantity and quality of water sufficient to
manage existing and newly created rail habitat.

•

As possible, provide protection for other habitat areas
supporting breeding Yuma clapper rail through
management plans associated with easements, mitigation
associated with federal actions, habitat conservation plans,
safe harbor agreements, the Partners for Fish and Wildlife
Program, tribal cooperation, and other options.

Provide a mechanism for coordination and implementation of
recovery actions.
•

Establish a recovery implementation team with
responsibilities for implementing recovery activities, with
emphasis on tasks relating to survey management,
research, and development of partnerships.
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•

Cooperate with partners in Mexico on issues related to
long-term survival of Yuma clapper rail.

Predicted Species Distribution in the Plan Area
There are 63,939 acres of modeled suitable habitat for Yuma clapper
rail in the Plan Area. Modeled suitable habitat occurs in the following
watersheds in the Plan Area: Chemehuevis, Colorado, East Salton,
Imperial, Salton Sea, and Yuma. Modeled suitable habitat includes
wetland and riparian vegetation communities, as well as open water.
Appendix C includes specific model parameters and a figure showing
the modeled suitable habitat in the Plan Area.
Appendix C provides a summary of the methodology used to model
DRECP Covered Species with Maxent. For the Yuma clapper rail, 48
occurrence points were used to train the Maxent model and 16
occurrence points were used to test the model’s performance.
Overall, the Maxent model has excellent statistical support. The
occurrence points occur in limited environmental conditions,
increasing the predictive power of the model. Based on a natural
break in the distribution of the probability of occurrence that
Maxent estimates, all 100-meter grid cells with greater than 0.194
probability of occurrence were defined as Yuma clapper rail habitat.
The Maxent model predicts 736,635 acres of Yuma clapper rail
habitat, compared with 63,939 acres predicted by the expert model.
The Maxent modeled habitat is associated with known occurrences
in the Imperial Valley and along the Colorado River, but also appears
in areas where there are no occurrence data, especially in the
northern part of the Plan Area. The expert model predicts habitat in
the same areas as the Maxent model, but to a much lesser extent,
generally more confined to water features.
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Fraser, Jody
Chee, Laura
Thomas Dietsch; Ashleigh Blackford
Re: FW: Bird mortality table
Thursday, June 13, 2013 3:05:10 PM
20130605_DSAM050613-2.jpg

Hi Lisa,
Attached is the photo (I've also shared with Ed). Did you mean that you'd like the grebe
carcass transferred to Ashland or the CDFW lab? Let me know and I'll give FS some
direction.
Tom (cc'd here) is my Mig Birds contact and he's been working with our regional energy
coordinator, Ashleigh Blackford, on the interim letter. Feel free to get in touch with either of
them with questions.
Thanks!
Jody
On Thu, Jun 13, 2013 at 11:03 AM, Chee, Laura <laura_chee@fws.gov> wrote:
Hi Jody,
Thank you for the update and table. A disposition column would be great. After review of
the table regarding the recent deaths, there appears to be a death noted on June 5, 2013 of a
Western grebe with an imprint of body and wing in the solar panel. I would be interested in
more information regarding this particular bird/observations (any pictures?) and even
submittal to the lab if it hasn't been submitted at this time.   
Also, thank you for providing insight into addressing the issue of handling carcasses and
lives animals at these sights. Do you know who at OLE is working together with ES and
Mig Birds regarding drafting the interim letters?
Thank you,
Laura
On Wed, Jun 12, 2013 at 5:26 PM, Fraser, Jody <jody_fraser@fws.gov> wrote:
Hi Laura,
I'm forwarding you this table in response to your email regarding the disposition of the
recent avian mortalities on Desert Sunlight. You'll see that they don't always indicate
what they've done with the carcass, so I'll try to find that out. In the mortality forms we're
putting together to distribute to all the monitors, we're going to include a disposition
column so we'll know exactly what was done with each carcass.
We're aware that First Solar does not have a SPUT permit at this time, but it is my
understanding that for projects where there are ESA issues (i.e., where carcasses should
be removed per the BO to discourage scavengers that may prey upon desert tortoises),
OLE together with ES and Mig Birds is drafting interim letters to project developers that
will allow them to handle carcasses and live animals as well. This is actually timely
because we're encouraging First Solar's consultants to use the stored carcasses as part of
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the surveyor efficiency/detection studies, which will inform the mortality monitoring
protocol. All of this would be part of their SPUT permit once its issued.
Anyway, this may be more information than you were looking for, but hopefully it helps.
Please feel free to call me if you have any other questions.
Thanks,
Jody
---------- Forwarded message ---------From: Kathy Buescher Simon <kathy@ironwoodconsultinginc.com>
Date: Thu, Jun 6, 2013 at 11:39 AM
Subject: FW: Bird mortality table
To: jody_fraser@fws.gov

-Jody Fraser, Biologist
Palm Springs Fish and Wildlife Office
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
777 E. Tahquitz Canyon Way, Suite 208
Palm Springs, CA 92262
760.322.2070 ph x207
760.322.4648 fax
jody_fraser@fws.gov

-Jody Fraser, Biologist
Palm Springs Fish and Wildlife Office
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
777 E. Tahquitz Canyon Way, Suite 208
Palm Springs, CA 92262
760.322.2070 ph x207
760.322.4648 fax
jody_fraser@fws.gov
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Rudd, Jaime@Wildlife
Fraser, Jody; Laura Chee
Mark Massar; Clifford, Deana@Wildlife; mcmorandj@gmail.com; Rodriguez, Magdalena@Wildlife; Kim Marsden;
Pete Sorensen; Ed Newcomer; Kathy Buescher Simon
RE: Western Grebe Carcass from June 5 2013
Tuesday, June 18, 2013 3:56:42 PM
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N13-166_WGrebe_Mortality_Report_05062013.pdf

Hi Jody & Laura –
My name is Jaime and I am Deana Clifford’s research assistant at the Wildlife Investigations
Laboratory at CDFW. I was in the field with Deana this past May when the clapper rail was sent to
our office in Rancho Cordova. Currently the WIL biologist who sent that carcass up to Ashland is in
the field through the week, so I do not have your current shipment guidelines or the address of
where I should direct the carcass. Would you mind sending those to me?
Attached is the CDFW mortality report form that Ironwood completes for each carcass submission. I
have also attached the 3 photos that were sent with the carcass.
Thanks!

~*~
Jaime Rudd
Scientific Aid
California Department of Fish and Wildlife
Wildlife Investigations Laboratory
1701 Nimbus Drive, Suite D
Rancho Cordova, CA 95670
Office: (916) 358-2790
Email: Jaime.Rudd@wildlife.ca.gov
(Please Note New Email Address)
From: Fraser, Jody [mailto:jody_fraser@fws.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, June 18, 2013 2:28 PM
To: Kathy Buescher Simon
Cc: Laura Chee; Mark Massar; Rudd, Jaime@Wildlife; Clifford, Deana@Wildlife; mcmorandj@gmail.com;
Rodriguez, Magdalena@Wildlife; Kim Marsden; Pete Sorensen; Ed Newcomer
Subject: Re: Grebe carcass and site visit

Kathy,
Given the heightened interest and more than expected mortality events on the project, we need
to establish a more formal procedure for dealing with the carcasses. I've spoken with Deana
and Laura, and for now, whenever you have a mortality out there, contact us (USFWS) first
so that we effectively have the first right of refusal. We'll let you know as soon as possible if
it needs to be sent to our lab or if it should be housed onsite in the freezer for use in the
surveyor efficiency studies. We need to work out some logistics with the other agencies, and
of course, folks at the CDFW lab should be kept in the loop so everyone is kept apprised of
the results of any necropsies.
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Sorry we're still playing catch up on all of this stuff, so thanks, everyone, for your patience.
Thanks,
Jody
On Tue, Jun 18, 2013 at 11:29 AM, Kathy Buescher Simon
<kathy@ironwoodconsultinginc.com> wrote:
Hi guys – we have been sending all mortalities to the DFW lab, as we were previously directed to do.
Mark Massar had the same idea and thus this bird was sent right away to their lab (sent June 5,
arrived June 6). However, I believe their person who was going to examine it is on vacation, so my
bet is that you can coordinate with them to have it sent to Ashland.
I have cc-ed Jaime Rudd and Deana Clifford of DFW here, so please coordinate with them to have it
sent to Ashland.
For future birds (we have not had them since then), can you guys please let us know if you want
them sent to the DFW lab or to the Service lab in Ashland? We are happy to do either, but want to
avoid sending them all over if possible.

Kathy Buescher Simon
Ironwood Consulting, Inc

1653 W. Cypress Ave., Redlands, CA 92373
(909) 798-0330 phone and fax
www.ironwoodconsultinginc.com

From: Fraser, Jody [mailto:jody_fraser@fws.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, June 18, 2013 7:56 AM
To: Kathy Buescher-Simon
Cc: Laura Chee

Subject: Grebe carcass and site visit
Hi Kathy,
Our Office of Law Enforcement has requested that the carcass of the western grebe that
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collided with the solar panel on June 5 be sent to the FWS lab in Ashland to get a better feel
for what types of injuries to expect from this kind of impact. Laura Chee (cc'd here) will
follow up with instructions to send it off.
Also, Laura would like to visit the site either tomorrow or Thursday, if that's convenient for
you. Unfortunately, I won't be available, but maybe Tera can go out there with her. If this
week doesn't work, we'll try to schedule something for later in July.
Thanks, Kathy.
Jody
-Jody Fraser, Biologist
Palm Springs Fish and Wildlife Office
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
777 E. Tahquitz Canyon Way, Suite 208
Palm Springs, CA 92262
760.322.2070 ph x207
760.322.4648 fax
jody_fraser@fws.gov

-Jody Fraser, Biologist
Palm Springs Fish and Wildlife Office
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
777 E. Tahquitz Canyon Way, Suite 208
Palm Springs, CA 92262
760.322.2070 ph x207
760.322.4648 fax
jody_fraser@fws.gov
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Fraser, Jody
Ashleigh Blackford; Thomas Dietsch
Fwd: Genesis Evaporation Pond Mortality 6/28
Tuesday, July 02, 2013 8:13:38 AM
Avian Report_6-28-2013 gbh photos.pdf

---------- Forwarded message ---------From: Massar, Mark <mmassar@blm.gov>
Date: Tue, Jul 2, 2013 at 8:06 AM
Subject: Fwd: Genesis Evaporation Pond Mortality 6/28
To: Jody Fraser <Jody_Fraser@fws.gov>

---------- Forwarded message ---------From: Massar, Mark <mmassar@blm.gov>
Date: Mon, Jul 1, 2013 at 2:53 PM
Subject: Fwd: Genesis Evaporation Pond Mortality 6/28
To: Holly Roberts <h1robert@blm.gov>, James Weigand <jweigand@blm.gov>, Lawrence
LaPre <larry_lapre@blm.gov>
Great blue heron mortality
---------- Forwarded message ---------From: German, Charles <Charles.German@aecom.com>
Date: Mon, Jul 1, 2013 at 1:23 PM
Subject: Genesis Evaporation Pond Mortality 6/28
To: Magdalena Rodriguez <Magdalena.Rodriguez@wildlife.ca.gov>, "Tera_Baird@fws.gov"
<Tera_Baird@fws.gov>, "AGolden@energy.state.ca.us" <AGolden@energy.state.ca.us>
Cc: "mmassar@blm.gov" <mmassar@blm.gov>, "Guigliano, Jennifer"
<Jennifer.Guigliano@aecom.com>, "Jennifer.Gavaldon@fpl.com"
<Jennifer.Gavaldon@fpl.com>, "Ireland, Mike" <Mike.Ireland@aecom.com>, "Dayman,
Shelly" <Shelly.Dayman@aecom.com>, "Chuck.griffin@us.bureauveritas.com"
<Chuck.griffin@us.bureauveritas.com>, "German, Charles" <Charles.German@aecom.com>,
William Watson <william.watson3@fpl.com>, "rhaverland@blattnerenergy.com"
<rhaverland@blattnerenergy.com>

Attached is an Avian and Wildlife Reporting Form for a Friday, June 28, bird mortality that
occurred Friday, associated with the northern evaporation pond.

Eric German
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Designated Biologist
Genesis Solar Energy Project
805.895.9842

-_______________________________
Mark Massar, Wildlife Biologist
Bureau of Land Management
Palm Springs-South Coast Field Office
1201 Bird Center Drive
Palm Springs, CA 92262-8001
(760) 833-7121

-_______________________________
Mark Massar, Wildlife Biologist
Bureau of Land Management
Palm Springs-South Coast Field Office
1201 Bird Center Drive
Palm Springs, CA 92262-8001
(760) 833-7121

-Jody Fraser, Biologist
Palm Springs Fish and Wildlife Office
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
777 E. Tahquitz Canyon Way, Suite 208
Palm Springs, CA 92262
760.322.2070 ph x207
760.322.4648 fax
jody_fraser@fws.gov
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

McKernan, Robert
pete_sorensen@fws.gov; Jody_Fraser@fws.gov
Possible point count methods for Solar sites
Friday, July 05, 2013 12:29:40 PM
MX-2610N_20130705_100540.pdf
idealized pt counts.pptx

Hello,
During our discussion last Wednesday, someone via phone ask me about possible methods for bird
observations at Solar facilities. I apologize I did not get his name (from the Carlsbad office?). I have
attached a mid-90s report (draft) from Imperial County for Common Raven observations. The
method is very simple which pertains to point counts of ~15 minute duration observing the horizon,
these could be nested within and along the borders of the solar plant so you achieve maximum
coverage. Also the counts would be accomplished in 2 or 3 hour blocks (0600-0800, 0800-1000,
1000-1200, 1200-1400, 1400-1600, 1600-1800). Obviously they would be randomized. Also for
creditable support it would be important to establish a control (some distance for the facility ±
10 km) and treatment at the facility, this would provide your null.
Needless to say all data from the a given observation would be critical (e.g., species, behavior,
descending azimuth, avoidance behavior, weather, time, etc…)
Simply put this would provide data on the potential of reflective properties of the arrays, and are
they an attractant to in-route migratory birds “lake affect.”

We can discuss more if need be. Take care.
Bob

Robert L. McKernan
Director
San Bernardino County Museum
2024 Orange Tree Lane
Redlands, CA 92374
909.307.8427 voice
909.307.0539 fax
rmckernan@sbcm.sbcounty.gov
web: www.sbcountymuseum.org
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Baird, Tera
Thomas Dietsch
Fwd: bird mortality reporting
Wednesday, July 10, 2013 5:53:01 AM
20130501_Eared_Grebe.pdf
20130430_Genesis_AvianWildlifeReport_Grebe.pdf
20130227_Genesis Red-tailed Hawk.pdf
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR Mail - Genesis Barn Owl Informational Update.pdf

Mortality reports from Genesis....see emails below.
---------- Forwarded message ---------From: Baird, Tera <tera_baird@fws.gov>
Date: Fri, May 10, 2013 at 2:59 PM
Subject: Fwd: bird mortality reporting
To: Magdalena Rodriguez <Magdalena.Rodriguez@wildlife.ca.gov>, "Shankar Sharma
(shankar.sharma@wildlife.ca.gov)" <shankar.sharma@wildlife.ca.gov>
FYI - I sent this to Genesis, sorry to not include you on the cc list....
---------- Forwarded message ---------From: Baird, Tera <tera_baird@fws.gov>
Date: Fri, May 10, 2013 at 2:46 PM
Subject: Fwd: bird mortality reporting
To: "German, Charles" <Charles.German@aecom.com>
Cc: Mark Massar <mmassar@blm.gov>, Jody Fraser <jody_fraser@fws.gov>, "Golden,
Amy@Energy" <Amy.Golden@energy.ca.gov>, Pete Sorensen <pete_sorensen@fws.gov>
Hi EricI've been asked for some specific information regarding the avian mortality/injury events at Genesis. Eric,
I think that you mentioned that you may start tracking the information in the spreadsheet but the
datasheets are the only tracking method you have to date.
The agencies are interested in tracking mortalities/injuries and are working on a universal data collection
sheet for all solar facilities - Don't worry, we are using your awesome sheet as one of our templates : ).
I'll let you know when this is finalized...
Could you provide the following information:
1. Review the attached datasheets/email and confirm that I've included all the avian reports. Attach any
avian datasheets that I may have omitted.
2. Any additional mortality reports associated with each of the events -- if they've been prepared.
3. The disposition of any the carcass. We may need to get our hands on them in the future.
Thanks in advance,
Tera
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---------- Forwarded message ---------From: Baird, Tera <tera_baird@fws.gov>
Date: Thu, May 9, 2013 at 1:55 PM
Subject: Re: bird mortality reporting
To: "Corey, Ken" <ken_corey@fws.gov>
Cc: Pete Sorensen <pete_sorensen@fws.gov>, Jody Fraser <jody_fraser@fws.gov>
Here is the information from Genesis:
Netting/Pond Mortality:
04/30/2013 - Pied Billed Grebe - carcass entangled in netting and found within one week of
the death. The carcass was found when the bio-monitor was trying to flush two great-tailed
grackles under the netting within the evap ponds.
Transmission Line:
02/27/2013- live Red-tailed Hawk - existing powerline strike, the bird was found near the
plant site. The bird was sent to a rehabilitation center
Solar Array:
05/01/2013 - live Eared Grebe, found within the solar array between two trough rows. It was
taken to a rehabilitation center
04/25/2013- live Barn Owl, found within solar array with blood above its beak. Taken to a
rehabilitation center
Tera Keeler Baird
Biologist
777 East Tahquitz Canyon Way, Suite 208
Palm Springs, California 92262
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Baird, Tera
Gregory Miller
Golden, Amy@Energy; Jody Fraser; Thomas Dietsch
Genesis Mortality/Rehab Birds Information
Friday, July 12, 2013 2:02:11 PM
20130501_Eared_Grebe.pdf
20130430_Genesis_AvianWildlifeReport_Grebe.pdf
20130227_Genesis Red-tailed Hawk.pdf
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR Mail - Genesis Barn Owl Informational Update.pdf

Greg:
As requested, here is the information that I have from Genesis (reports attached if you want to
view). I spoke with Amy Golden, CEC biologist, and I believe there are some reports from
2012 that I don't have listed. The agencies have asked NextEra Genesis to compile all avian
morality reports in a table format and I'll let you know when I receive this information.
Several reports will follow (pelican rehab 6/10/2013, pelican mortality 7/10/2013, great blue
heron mortality 6/28/2013, blackbirds mortality 7/1/2013) in a separate email. CEC has
provided guidance to store avian carcasses in the freezer and the Service is working on an
interim letter that will be valid for a period of time while the applicant is going through the
SPUT application permit to collect/handle avian carcasses.
Netting/Pond Mortality:
04/30/2013 - Pied Billed Grebe - carcass entangled in netting, found within one week of the
death. The mortality was found when the bio-monitor was trying to flush two great-tailed
grackles under the netting within the evap ponds.
Transmission Line:
02/27/2013- live Red-tailed Hawk - existing powerline strike, found near the plant site. The
bird was sent to a rehabilitation center
Solar Array:
05/01/2013 - live Eared Grebe, found within the solar array between two trough rows. It was
taken to a rehabilitation center
04/25/2013- live Barn Owl, found within solar array with blood above its beak. Taken to a
rehabilitation center
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

German, Charles
German, Charles; Baird, Tera
Thomas Dietsch; Guigliano, Jennifer; Jennifer.Gavaldon@fpl.com
RE: Genesis Bat in Building
Tuesday, July 16, 2013 2:10:41 PM
IMG_0638.JPG
IMG_0639.JPG
IMG_0640.JPG

Attached photos
From: German, Charles
Sent: Tuesday, July 16, 2013 2:05 PM
To: 'Baird, Tera'
Cc: Thomas Dietsch
Subject: RE: Genesis Bat in Building

Attached are three one photos, One is of the cliff swallow the other two are of the lesser nighthawk.
The cliff swallow is within power block 1, an area with pipe rack construction and assembly.
The night hawk is just to the east of the power block in an area where pipe components are welded
together and then brought to the power block for installation.
I will get better location photos later or now if need be.
Thanks
Eric
From: Baird, Tera [mailto:tera_baird@fws.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, July 16, 2013 1:46 PM
To: German, Charles
Cc: Thomas Dietsch
Subject: Re: Genesis Bat in Building

Could you send a description and photos/location of the birds right now? I can forward
guidance about how to proceed (collection/ice or other methods), but would like to send some
information to migratory birds.
Tera Keeler Baird
Biologist
777 East Tahquitz Canyon Way, Suite 208
Palm Springs, California 92262

On Tue, Jul 16, 2013 at 1:02 PM, German, Charles <Charles.German@aecom.com> wrote:
Hi Magdlena and Tera,
A bat was reported to be in an assembly building were personnel were working. When the
biologist arrived the bat was beneath an upside down cup on a work bench. Calls were made
to agency personnel and USFWS was contacted. The bat was removed from the building to a
nearby shady safe location and further agency contact was made. Following discussion with
USFWS it was decided to bring the bat to rehab..
The bat, it appears to be a Canyon Bat also known as Western Pipistrelle, did not appear
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injured but was in a building occupied by humans in an unsafe location for the bat and
conceivably for the construction personnel.
The Avian and Wildlife Reporting Form will be included in normal reporting with the
Monthly Compliance Report.
Attached is a photo of the bat at the rehabilitation center.
Eric German
Designated Biologist
Genesis Solar Energy Project
805.895.9842
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Sadlowski, Meghan
Thomas Dietsch
Susan M Lawrence; Jody Fraser; Tera Baird
Re: Avian Mortality Monitoring Database for RO8
Wednesday, August 07, 2013 10:47:49 AM
SPUT_Form_PERMIT_FINAL_7_1_13.xlsm
SPUTNOPermitForm_SubformDRAFT_8_05.accdb
SPUTPermitForm_SubformDRAFT_8_05.accdb

Hi Everyone,
Just wanted you all to have a copy of the latest version of the forms (both Excel and Access) prior to our
discussion today. See attached.
Thanks,
Meghan
On Thu, Aug 1, 2013 at 4:58 PM, Thomas Dietsch <thomas_dietsch@fws.gov> wrote:
Hi Meghan,

Next Wednesday works at 1pm (PST) fine for me. I just checked with Jody and she will be on annual leave, so Tera
Baird will sit in for her.

Can you send a call in number?

Thanks, Tom

From: Sadlowski, Meghan [mailto:meghan_sadlowski@fws.gov]
Sent: Thursday, August 01, 2013 12:40 PM
To: Thomas Dietsch
Cc: Susan M Lawrence; Jody Fraser
Subject: Re: Avian Mortality Monitoring Database for RO8

Hi Tom,
Since Wed. morning isn't good for you, but sounds like you have the afternoon free, how does Wednesday
1pm your time work for you all?
On Thu, Aug 1, 2013 at 3:15 PM, Thomas Dietsch <thomas_dietsch@fws.gov> wrote:
Hi Meghan,

I’m available on Monday morning, Weds. Afternoon, and all day Thursday (PST). Unfortunately, our regional Mig
Bird staff meeting is Weds morning. I’ve cc’d Jody Fraser, who has been working with me on the database from the
ES side, please include her on the call. She is the contact for many of the solar projects where we are having
mortality issues.

Also, we are just about ready to issue short-term SPUT permits to several of the solar projects experiencing unusual
avian mortality (see article below) that are in construction and will use this for form as the reporting mechanism
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until they have a mortality monitoring plan in place and can get a regular SPUT.   We can continue to revise the
database, but we will need to have something in place sooner rather than later.

Thanks, Tom

Teams probe Desert Sunlight solar project bird deaths
Jul. 27, 2013   
K Kaufmann - The Desert Sun

The photovoltaic panels at the Desert Sunlight solar project spread out over hundreds of acres of
desert — flat, dark and shiny like a huge lake — possibly attracting sea and water birds that fly
high over the site and mistake it for water, with sometimes fatal
consequences.... http://www.mydesert.com/article/20130727/BUSINESS0302/307270030/Teamsprobe-Desert-Sunlight-solar-project-bird-deaths

From: Sadlowski, Meghan [mailto:meghan_sadlowski@fws.gov]
Sent: Thursday, August 01, 2013 12:02 PM
To: Thomas Dietsch
Cc: Susan M Lawrence
Subject: Re: Avian Mortality Monitoring Database for RO8

Tom,
Would you be available for a call sometime next week, so we (you, me and Susan) can discuss the forms? I'm
available pretty much all week except Friday, and there are a significant amount of meetings on Tuesdays, so
Monday, Wed and Thursday would be preferable.

Let me know.
Thanks,
Meghan
On Thu, Aug 1, 2013 at 1:15 PM, Sadlowski, Meghan <meghan_sadlowski@fws.gov> wrote:
Hi Tom,
Thank you for these, and my apologies for my delay in responding. I am looking over these now and will talk
about your comments and suggestions with Susan.

Thanks!
Meghan
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On Fri, Jul 19, 2013 at 8:20 PM, Thomas Dietsch <thomas_dietsch@fws.gov> wrote:
HI Meghan,

Attached is the latest draft version of the mortality monitoring database that we have developed here in
region 8 to get a better handle on the mortality issues we are seeing at solar projects. I’ve attached two
version. One (v5) include blue columns that we included from the draft national SPUTS reporting
spreadsheets that you sent me. There are two columns in yellow that I recommend you add to better
distinguish projects. I also recommend you add scientific name as a place for providing subspecies and then
use AOU standardized names for common name. The second version (v6) is our final version where the
shaded columns will be required as SPUTS permit conditions. There are still a few differences between
what you sent and the draft SPUTs permit conditions that we still need to resolve, but let me know if you
have any suggestions or recommendations, particularly in the terminology as we discussed during the Mig
Bird call this week.

Thanks, Tom

*******************
Thomas Dietsch, PhD.
Migratory Bird Biologist
US Fish and Wildlife Service, Region 8
Carlsbad Fish and Wildlife Office
2177 Salk Avenue, Suite 250
Carlsbad, CA 92008
(760) 431-9440 Ext. 214
*******************

-Meghan C. Sadlowski
Environmental Scientist
Division of Migratory Bird Management
US Fish and Wildlife Service
4401 N Fairfax Dr, MS-MBSP-4107
Arlington, VA 22203-1610
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Tel. (703) 358-2218
Fax. (703) 358-2217
E-Mail: Meghan_Sadlowski@fws.gov
http://www.fws.gov/migratorybirds/

-Meghan C. Sadlowski
Environmental Scientist
Division of Migratory Bird Management
US Fish and Wildlife Service
4401 N Fairfax Dr, MS-MBSP-4107
Arlington, VA 22203-1610
Tel. (703) 358-2218
Fax. (703) 358-2217
E-Mail: Meghan_Sadlowski@fws.gov
http://www.fws.gov/migratorybirds/

-Meghan C. Sadlowski
Environmental Scientist
Division of Migratory Bird Management
US Fish and Wildlife Service
4401 N Fairfax Dr, MS-MBSP-4107
Arlington, VA 22203-1610
Tel. (703) 358-2218
Fax. (703) 358-2217
E-Mail: Meghan_Sadlowski@fws.gov
http://www.fws.gov/migratorybirds/
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-Meghan C. Sadlowski
Environmental Scientist
Division of Migratory Bird Management
US Fish and Wildlife Service
4401 N Fairfax Dr, MS-MBSP-4107
Arlington, VA 22203-1610
Tel. (703) 358-2218
Fax. (703) 358-2217
E-Mail: Meghan_Sadlowski@fws.gov
http://www.fws.gov/migratorybirds/
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United States Department of the Interior
FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE
Ecological Services
Carlsbad Fish and Wildlife Office
60 I 0 Hidden Valley Road
Carlsbad, California 92009
In Reply Refer to:

FWS-IMP-2628.10

DEC 1 8 2002

sA~

MEMORANDUM
Regional Director, Lower Colorado Region,
Bureau of Reclamation, Boulder City, Nevada

To:

~ Ftn~f!
~'-----

,

From:

f'v~tant Field Supervisor, Carlsbad Fish and Wildlife Office,
("( 'Fiiliknd Wildlife Service, Carlsbad, California

Subject:

Draft Biological Opinion on the Bureau of Reclamation's Voluntary Fish and
Wildlife Conservation Measures and Associated Conservation Agreements with the
California Water Agencies

This document transmits the Fish and Wildlife Service's (Service) biological opinion for the
proposed Bureau of Reclamation (Reclamation) Voluntary Fish and Wildlife Conservation
Measures and associated conservation agreements to be entered into by Reclamation and the
California water agencies, and their effects on the federally listed species, and their designated
critical habitat where applicable, in accordance with section 7 of the Endangered Species Act
(ESA) of 1973, as amended (16 U.S.C. 1531 et seq.). The voluntary fish and wildlife conservation
measures are being implemented as part of Reclamation's existing authorities pursuant to section
7(a)(l) of the ESA. The California water agencies have offered to enter into conservation
agreements with Reclamation to implement these measures to help offset the impacts of the water
conservation and transfer activities necessary to implement the California Plan for the Colorado
River discussed below. Therefore, this document will also provide an analysis of the interrelated
effects of the Imperial Irrigation District (liD) water conservation activities necessary to provide
for the transfer of water from liD to the San Diego County Water Authority (SDCWA), Coachella
Valley Water District (CVWD) and Metropolitan Water District of Southern California (MWD) as
called for in that plan.
We received your July 23, 2002, memorandum requesting formal consultation on July 25, 2002.
The following species were included in the Biological Assessment:
desert pupfish

Cyprinodon macularius

Endangered (E), with
Critical Habitat (CH)

Yuma clapper rail
southwestern willow flycatcher

Rallus longirostris yumanensis
Empidona.x traillii extimus

E

E
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least Bell's vireo
California brown pelican
bald eagle
California least tern
razorback sucker
mountain plover
California black rail

Vireo bellii pusillus
Pelecanus occidentalis
Haliaeetus leucocephalus
Sterna antillarum browni
Xyrauchen texanus
Charadrius montanus
Laterallus jamaicensis cotumiculus

2

E,CH
E
Threatened (T)
E
E, CH
Proposed T
State T

This biological opinion is based on information provided in: (1) Biological Assessment (BA) and
subsequent Errata for the above proposed project developed by Reclamation, (2) Environmental
Impact Report, including draft Habitat Conservation Plan developed by the liD, and (3) other
existing information in the Service's files. A complete administrative record of this consultation is
on file at the Service's Carlsbad Fish and Wildlife Office.
As a result of our review of the proposed fish and wildlife conservation measures and the
interrelated effects of the water conservation activities, we have determined that some of these
species are not likely to be adversely affected. The Service anticipates that the proposed fish and
wildlife conservation measures and liD's water conservation activities are not likely to adversely
affect the southwestern willow flycatcher, least Bell's vireo, bald eagle, California least tern, and
razorback sucker for the reasons described below. No additional discussion of these species is
included herein. We are including a discussion of the California black rail (Laterallus jamaicensis
coturniculus) for the purposes of technical assistance.
Although the fish and wildlife conservation measures and the interrelated effects of the water
conservation activities may affect the southwestern willow flycatcher, adequate migration resources
will remain in the Salton Trough to meet this species' migration needs. Given that this species is
not currently known to breed in the area but that Reclamation and its conservation agreement
partners propose to offset losses of suitable breeding habitat that result from the water conservation
activities, we concur with Reclamation's conclusion that the proposed fish and wildlife
conservation measures and the interrelated effects of liD's water conservation activities may affect,
but are not likely to adversely affect, the southwestern willow flycatcher.
Although the fish and wildlife conservation measures and the interrelated effects of the water
conservation activities may affect the least Bell's vireo, adequate migration resources will remain in
the Salton Trough to meet this species' migratory needs. Given that this species is not currently
known to breed in the area and records of its use of the area are limited, we have determined that
the proposed fish and wildlife conservation measures and the interrelated effects of liD's water
conservation activities are not likely to adversely affect the least Bell's vireo.
The bald eagle has been observed at the Salton Sea irregularly in the winter months and is not
known to nest there. The anticipated water conservation-related changes in Salton Sea salinity
could affect fish availability. However, the low numbers of birds recorded using the Salton Sea ( 13/year) suggest that the bald eagle is not dependent on the Salton Sea during winter migration.
Fish are expected to continue to be available to a more limited extent at the river deltas and other
smaller lakes in the Imperial Valley (Fig Lagoon, Finney and Ramer Lakes, Wiest Lake, and
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3

Sunbeam Lake) in addition to the waterfowl available in winter at the State and Federal wildlife
refuges and the many duck clubs present in the Imperial Valley. No impacts are anticipated as a
direct result of on-farm or system water conservation activities. Given the anticipated long-term
availability of forage in the area and the low number of bald eagles expected to be present, the
proposed fish and wildlife conservation measures and the interrelated effects of TID's water
conservation activities may affect but are not likely to adversely affect the bald eagle.
The least tern has been observed irregularly at the Salton Sea. Because the numbers of least terns
that have been recorded atthe Salton Sea are very low (fewer than 10 records at the Sonny Bono
Salton Sea NWR), it does not appear that the California leasttern is dependent upon the Salton Sea
as a migratory stopover. It is unlikely that the increase in salinity and corresponding loss of fish
·associated with-the interrelated effects of the water. conservation activities would adversely affect
the California least tern. We anticipate that some fish will continue to be available at the mouths of
the rivers and drains. ·Based on this information, we have determined that the proposed fish and
wildlife conservation measures and .the interrelated effects of TID's water conservation activities
may affect but are not likely to adversely affect the California least tern.
The razorback sucker is only expected to be found in the main delivery canals and storage
reservoirs within the Imperial Valley. Although the total flows in the main canals will be reduced,
elevation is tightly controlled to maximize hydro-electric power generation and water delivery
efficiency. The only canal lining planned for water conservation involves the smaller lateral canals.
There are no records of razorback suckers being found in the smaller lateral canals. As no physical
modifications are planned to the main canal and reservoir facilities that are known to be used by
razorback suckers as part of the water conservation and transfer program and the changes in flows
in the main canals are expected to be minor, no adverse impacts to this species are anticipated. We
concur with Reclamation's conclusion that the proposed fish and wildlife conservation measures
and the interrelated effects of TID's water conservation activities may affect but are not likely to
· adversely affect the razorback sucker. The lining of the All American Canal has been addressed
through a separate consultation process and is not included in this analysis.
In Reclamation's BAa conclusion was provided that the proposed fish and wildlife conservation
measures and the interrelated effects of TID's water conservation activities may affect but are not
likely to adversely affect the mountain plover. Reclamation has withdrawn this conclusion through
the comments provided on the draft biological opinion. Therefore, we will not be conferencing on
this species. Should an incidental take exemption be required as a result of a future listing of the
mountain plover for any impacts associated with the proposed fish and wildlife conservation
measures and/or interrelated effects of TID's water conservation activities, Reclamation will need to
re-initiate consultation under section 7 of the ESA with the Service.
CONSULTATION HISTORY
A complete history of the Carlsbad Fish and Wildlife Office's participation in this process can be
found in Attachment D.
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Reclamation functions as the Water Master of the Colorado River on behalf of the Secretary of the
Interior. In this capacity, Reclamation is responsible for the management of the use of the
Colorado River by the various water rights holders throughout the Colorado River states. The
Colorado River is divided into upper and lower basins for operational purposes. Operation of the
lower Colorado River, from Pierce Ferry to the Southerly International Boundary, was addressed in
a biological opinion from the Service dated April 30, 1997. By operation of contracts for
permanent water delivery service executed in the 1930's, any unused Colorado River water by a
seniority priority holder within California's allocation is directed to the next junior user. Thus, in
Southern California, the Secretary is without the authority to direct unused Colorado River water
by a contractor to any other purpose other than the next contractor in priority.
In an effort to prepare for likely reductions of Colorado River water available to California, the
Colorado River Board of California prepared the California Plan, which was released in draft form
in May 2000 and is available for public review at www.crb.water.ca.gov/reports.htm.
The California Plan provides a framework for the State to coordinate and assist in the cooperative
implementation of diverse programs, projects, and other activities that would reduce California's
use of Colorado River water and facilitate conformance with California's annual apportionment. It
involves the conservation of water in southern California and the transfer of conserved water from
agricultural to predominantly urban uses. The proposed Quantification Settlement Agreement
(QSA) is designed to include key contractual arrangements among liD, MWD, and CVWD, which
are needed to implement major components of the California Plan.
The Service initially met with Reclamation, IlD and SDCWA to discuss the transfer on January 6,
1999. This initial meeting was the introduction to the proposed project for the Service. A second
meeting occurred on February 19, 1999, which focused on the issues of Endangered Species Act
(ESA) compliance through section 7 versus section 10, direct and indirect impacts in the Imperial
Valley and San Diego County, and the California 4.4 Plan. On December 7, 1999, the Service
began regular meetings with IlD to begin the development of the Habitat Conservation Plan (HCP)
to address all impacts within the Imperial Valley, the Salton Sea, and along the All-American Canal
(exclusive of canal lining activities). The lower Colorado River species were also discussed.
From February- August 2000, the Service had monthly meetings with IlD to provide guidance on
their development on the HCP. On September 13, 2000, IlD indicated that they should be ready to
submit the HCP to the resource agencies by the end of November or first of December. On
November 6, 2000, an amended Notice of Intent was published by Reclamation in the Federal
Register to address coverage of permit issuance in the draft EIRIEIS. A 30-day comment period
followed during which the Service received three comment letters.
As a result of proposed adoption of the Interim Surplus Guidelines and the change in point of
diversion of up to 400,000 acre-feet per year of Colorado River water, Reclamation consulted with
the Service on endangered species impacts in 2000. On January 12,2001, the Service's Phoenix
Fish and Wildlife Office issued their biological opinion to Reclamation, which covered the Interim
Surplus Criteria, the Secretarial Implementation Agreements and Biological Conservation Measures
to be implemented in association with the proposed modifications in river operations, including the
change in point to diversion for the water to be transferred to San Diego County Water Authority.
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That document provides incidental take to Reclamation for their actions on the lower Colorado
River that are required to implement the water transfer as part of the California 4.4 Plan. Indirect
effects of the transfer in receiving areas were discussed in the document. Incidental take has
already been provided in some areas through regional HCPs. Incidental take in areas not covered
by regional HCPs was deferred to coverage as future projects are developed. Incidental take in the
Imperial Valley and Salton Sea was to be addressed in IID' s HCP, and incidental take associated
with the use of the water by CVWD was to be covered by participation in a regional Coachella
Valley HCP, or their own HCP.
Beginning in April of 2001 through May of 2002 (see the Attachment D for details), the Service
and the California Department of Fish and Game (CDFG) were involved in intensive discussions
with IID on the HCP. Meetings were scheduled weekly for two days to try to resolve issues
associated with the HCP. While significant progress was made on the Imperial Valley portions of
the HCP, significant uncertainty remained with the approaches being considered for the Salton Sea
fish-eating bird species. Given the short time frame remaining, Reclamation determined in July of
2002 that it did not appear to be feasible to complete the HCP and permitting process by December
31, 2002. Recognizing the need for incidental take coverage in the absence of a HCP/section 10
(a)(l)(b) permit, Reclamation has developed a set of fish and wildlife conservation measures to be
undertaken by Reclamation and/or its conservation agreement partners for listed species as called
for under section 7(a)(l) of the ESA. The desert pupfish, Yuma clapper rail, southwestern willow
flycatcher and California brown pelican were to be addressed. Reclamation then began developing
the BA including the proposed fish and wildlife conservation measures along with the interrelated
water conservation and transfer activities. Under this process CDFG would have the opportunity
to determine whether the BA and biological opinion are compatible with the State's permitting
process. IID is responsible for maintenance issues, which will need to be addressed separately as
such issues are not part of this action and are outside the scope of this consultation.
On July 25, 2002, the Service received Reclamation's request for initiation of formal consultation
(dated July 23, 2002) along with a BA for Reclamation's proposed voluntary fish and wildlife
conservation measures.
The Service, Reclamation, and CDFG met on August 22, 2002, to discuss the BA. We discussed
the proposed measures for the Yuma clapper rail and the southwestern willow flycatcher at length.
The California black rail will be added to the BA. The acreage of marsh mitigation already
included for the Yuma clapper rail is believed to be conservative enough to include them given the
salinity acreage is based on the most sensitive vegetation and the selenium acreage was based on
total vegetated acres. The mountain plover needs additional analysis to reflect its specific habitat
preferences and the possibility that only hay crops may be fallowed. The Service, Reclamation and
CDFG re-convened on August 29-30, 2002, to continue the discussion on the BA. We went on to
discuss the desert pupfish. The lack of a refugium pond appeared to be the largest gap relative to
what had been agreed to in the HCP. Reclamation agreed to add this to the first measure for
pupfish. Reclamation agreed to several changes to the BA to address Service and CDFG concerns.
Language will be incorporated from the HCP to indicate more specifically what monitoring will be
required, and a requirement for a monitoring plan that is approved by the Service and CDFG will
be added. The Service suggested that the document needed additional clarification on how it was
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decided that species would be included or not included in the different levels of analysis.
Reclamation agreed to re-evaluate the language that is currently in the document and add details as
needed. We briefly discussed other more general comments. Reclamation agreed to evaluate our
comments and incorporate changes as appropriate. The consultation period officially closed
October 23, 2002, and Reclamation provided an updated project description to the Service on that
date. Through a brief phone conversation with Bruce Ellis of Reclamation on October 23, 2002,
the addition of rail surveys to Rail Measure 3 and the word "monthly" to the sentence on brown
pelican surveys in Brown Pelican Measure 1 were approved.
A conference call was held on November 27, 2002, to discuss the remaining outstanding issues in
the consultation. In that discussion the Service informed Reclamation that we did not concur with
Reclamation's conclusion that the proposed fish and wildlife conservation measures and the
interrelated effects of liD's water conservation activities may affect, but are not likely to adversely
affect, the mountain plover. We had determined that the water conservation activities were likely
to adversely affect this species as a result of the loss of up to 80,500 acres (113 of the acreage) of
preferred crop types (alfalfa and Bermuda grass). The North American population of the mountain
plover has been estimated at 9,000 birds (Brown et al. 2001). Wunder and Knopf (in press)
surveyed wintering mountain plovers in Imperial Valley from 9-19 January 2001, and they recorded
4,037 plovers in 36 flocks ranging in size from 4 to 596 birds. This is believed to be nearly half of
the current population (Fritz Knopf, USGS, pers. comm.),.suggesting a recent shift in use from
California's Central Valley and making the Imperial Valley the most important wintering area for
this species. Because of the high dependence of this species on appropriate field types for foraging
in the Imperial Valley, large decreases in the acreage of the preferred crop types may interfere with
the survival and recovery of the species. The specific acreage requirements for wintering mountain
plovers have not been determined, so it is not possible to quantify the impacts to individual plovers
at this time. Therefore, it would not be possible to complete a conference opinion for this species.
We relayed to Reclamation that in order to properly evaluate the potential effects of the proposed
conservation measures and the potential interrelated effects, it would be necessary to determine the
winter habitat requirements for this species in the Imperial Valley and consider the effects of the
proposed fish and wildlife conservation measures and the interrelated effects of liD's water
conservation activities in that context. Ongoing monitoring of the mountain plover population,
identification of its specific wintering habitat requirements and quantification of the available
foraging habitat in the Imperial Valley would be required to quantify the impacts associated with
the proposed conservation measures and the interrelated effects of the water conservation activities
and to prevent a level of loss of their foraging habitat to an extent that survival and recovery of this
species could be impacted. In their comments on the draft biological opinion transmitted to the
Service on December 9, 2002, Reclamation withdrew their request for conference on this species.
They withdrew their determination that the proposed fish and wildlife conservation measures and
interrelated water conservation activities were not likely to adversely affect the mountain plover
and the voluntary conservation measure that they had provided in their program for this species.
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DESCRIPTION OF THE PROPOSED ACTION
In the biological opinion issued by the Service in January 2001, an evaluation of direct and indirect
effects of the California 4.4 plan anticipated that effects on listed species within the liD Service
area and Salton Sea would be addressed through a Habitat Conservation Plan (HCP) being
developed at that time by liD. Because of the complexity of the issues associated with the HCP, it
became necessary to use an alternative approach for ESA compliance to meet the deadline for
execution of the QSA of December 31, 2002. Reclamation developed the altemati ve approach to
ESA compliance via section 7 described below so that execution of the QSA could proceed on
December 31, 2002 as scheduled. If the QSA is not implemented, Reclamation may chose not to
undertake the proposed fish and wildlife conservation measures. The QSA has been amended to
provide an additional year for completion of the HCP that would cover a broader array of species
and additional activities in the Imperial Valley including operations and maintenance. The
incidental take exemption provided by this biological opinion will remain in effect for Reclamation
and the California water agencies with which it has executed conservation agreements as long as
Reclamation and its conservation agreement partners implement the fish and wildlife conservation
measures as described in this project description and the terms and conditions of the Incidental
Take Statement provided below. This biological opinion shall remain in effect for the duration of
the water conservation and transfer program unless the California water agencies provide a HCP
that addresses the federally-listed species in and around the Salton Sea and the incidental take
associated with the proposed fish and wildlife conservation measures and water conservation
activities is permitted through a section lO(a)(l)(B) incidental take permit.
Conservation Measures

The Proposed Action is implementation of voluntary fish and wildlife conservation measures in
conjunction with non-federal parties designed to conserve listed species found in the area of the
Salton Sea (including adjacent areas in the Coachella and Imperial Valleys). The proposed
voluntary fish and wildlife conservation measures are designed, in part, to avoid, minimize, and
offset impacts of liD's water conservation activities on federally listed species. Reclamation
proposes to implement the proposed fish and wildlife conservation measures, either separately or
cooperatively with some or all of the QSA beneficiaries (liD, SDCWA, CVWD, and MWD) in the
State of California as partners. Specific conservation agreements for implementation of the fish and
wildlife conservation measures will be developed with willing partners during the consultation
period, and actual execution of the agreements will occur prior to the issuance of a Record of
Decision (ROD) by Reclamation. Reclamation currently anticipates that the majority of the fish
and wildlife conservation measures will be carried out by the California water agencies. Habitatbased and species-specific fish and wildlife conservation measures are proposed. Habitat-based
measures are designed to offset the potential loss of habitat values (quantity and quality) with an
overall objective of maintaining or increasing, where possible, the value (amount and/or quality) of
each habitat used by federally listed species addressed in the voluntary fish and wildlife
conservation program (e.g., drain, tamarisk scrub, and Salton Sea habitats) consistent with
Reclamation's section 7(a)(l) responsibilities.
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Reclamation and its conservation agreement partners will meet with the Service and CDFG within
90 days of the issuance of Reclamation's ROD to determine a schedule for the development of the
management and monitoring plans and the implementation of the voluntary fish and wildlife
conservation measures described below.

Desert Pupfish
Various surveys conducted by the CDFG and others have recorded the presence of desert pupfish
in many of liD's drains that discharge directly to the Salton Sea (Sutton 1999). Although liD
routinely maintains adequate drainage in these channels by removing vegetation and sediment, these
drains provide the habitat conditions (e.g., water quality, food source, and aquatic vegetation)
necessary to support pupfish. Implementation of water conservation activities by liD has the
potential to degrade water quality in the drains occupied by pupfish.
The intent of the desert pupfish conservation measures is to maintain viable populations in the
action area by maintaining or increasing pupfish habitat in liD's drains relative to current levels
(i.e., no net loss) and maintaining connectivity among drain populations.
1.

Minimize the impacts of potential increases in Salton Sea salinity concentrations on pupfish
habitat by maintaining connectivity among drains (Pupfish Conservation Measure 1)

2.

Minimize the impacts of potential increases in selenium concentrations and possible other
contaminants in the drainage system resulting from water quality changes (Pupfish
Conservation Measure 2)

Pupfish Conservation Measure 1: Connectivity Impacts
In cooperation with its conservation agreement partners, Reclamation will ensure that an
appropriate level of connectivity is maintained between pupfish populations in individual drains (in
CVWD's area at the north end of the Salton Sea and in liD's area at the south end of the sea)
connected to the Salton Sea either directly or indirectly and that drain habitat below the first check
will be maintained in the event that conditions in the Salton Sea become unsuitable for pupfish.
Reclamation and its conservation agreement partners will undertake planning and studies so that
before the salinity of the Salton Sea reaches 90 ppt (or lower as determined by the Service and
CDFG), or physical barriers impede pupfish movement, the parties can implement a detailed plan
for ensuring genetic interchange among the pupfish populations in the drains.
In cooperation with its conservation agreement partners, Reclamation will maintain the amount of
potential pupfish drain habitat (expressed as linear channel distance) overthe term of liD's water
conservation and transfer project. This will be accomplished as the Sea recedes by extending or
modifying existing liD and CVWD drains or by maintaining the suitability of naturally created drain
channels. The design, configuration, and management of these areas will be developed jointly with
Reclamation, Service and CDFG staff, and will be developed in consideration of the specific
physical characteristics of pupfish habitat (e.g., water depth and velocity, and channel width) and
water quality (e.g., turbidity and selenium concentration). These extended or modified drains will
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be monitored beginning with the first extension or modification and continuing for the term of the
proposed fish and wildlife conservation measures and interrelated water conservation activities. If
pupfish use of these areas cannot be established within 5 years, Reclamation and its conservation
agreement partners will work with the Service and CDFG to determine the potential cause(s) for
pupfish absence. Reclamation and its conservation agreement partners, in coordination with the
Service and CDFG, will implement actions in the management, operation or maintenance of the
extended or modified drains that are appropriate to correct conditions that are causing the absence
of the pupfish. These actions may entail minor adjustments to the channel configuration (channel
and pool depths, flow velocity, connectivity, and turbidity), vegetation management, and timing of
scheduled maintenance. It is not anticipated that these actions will entail construction of new or
replacement drain habitat, require supplemental flows in the drains, or other actions that may
interfere with normal agricultural operations. Once pupfish presence is confirmed, monitoring will
continue as per Pupfish Conservation Measure 3.
Reclamation, in cooperation with its conservation agreement partners, also will construct and
maintain one refugium pond consistent with the Desert Pupfish Recovery Plan. This pond will be
maintained for the purpose of assisting in the recovery efforts for that species. The parties will
work with the Service and CDFG to determine the location, timing, and technique in implementing
this measure. After pupfish have been stocked into the refugium pond, it will be monitored for 5
years to determine if successful reproduction is occurring. If successful reproduction is not
occurring, Reclamation and its conservation agreement partners will meet with the Service and
CDFG within 6 months to determine the potential cause(s) for the failure of pupfish to reproduce in
the refugium. Reclamation and its conservation agreement partners, in coordination with the
Service and CDFG, will implement actions in the management, operation or maintenance of the
refugium that are appropriate to correct conditions that are causing the failure of the pupfish to
reproduce. These actions may entail minor adjustments to the pond configuration (pool depth and
shoreline complexity), vegetation management, and timing of scheduled maintenance. It is not
anticipated that these actions will entail construction of a new or replacement refugium pond or
other actions that may interfere with normal agricultural operations.
Pupfish Conservation Measure 2: Selenium Impacts

Reclamation and its conservation agreement partners will commit to fund a study program to
determine the impacts of selenium on desert pupfish. The objective of the study program will be to
identify specific selenium thresholds at which pupfish survival or reproduction is adversely affected.
These studies will include water-borne exposures but will focus on dietary exposures as dietary
exposure is believed to be of greater importance in how selenium-induced effects are manifested in
fish. The thresholds will be expressed in terms of tissue concentration, water concentration, or
dietary concentration as appropriate based on the study results. In addition to evaluating the
effects of selenium on pupfish, the study program also may investigate the appropriateness of using
another fish species (e.g., sailfin molly, Poecilia latipinna) as a surrogate species for the desert
pupfish. This will facilitate long-term monitoring by maximizing the ability to interpret the results
of chemical analyses of samples collected in the pupfish drains. Sufficient funding will be provided
to support the completion of the study program and identification of a selenium threshold within 7
years. A detailed study plan will be developed in cooperation with the Service and CDFG.
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Concurrently, Reclamation and its conservation agreement partners will implement a monitoring
program to establish baseline conditions in the drains in the Imperial Valley that discharge directly
to the Salton Sea. The monitoring program will include selenium concentrations in water,
sediments, and dietary components of the desert pupfish. If the study program includes the
investigation of possible surrogate species, collections of the surrogate species will be made to
determine tissue concentrations of.selenium in these fish. In addition, pupfish presence will be
monitored (see Pupfish Conservation Measure 3). A detailed monitoring plan will be developed in
cooperation with the Service and CDFG.
Within 2 years of completion of the study program, Reclamation and its conservation agreement
partners will meet with the Service and CDFG to review the results of the study program and the
monitoring data. If the available information reviewed in this process indicates that the pupfish
inhabiting the Imperial Valley drains that discharge directly to the Salton Sea are at risk from
selenium, Reclamation will work in cooperation with liD, the Service and CDFG to identify and
implement the best means for managing liD's drain channels to minimize potential selenium
impacts on pupfish. Measures to be considered may include splitting combined drain channels
(drain/operational water) to improve water quality, providing limited biological treatment, including
use of discharge from created managed marsh habitat described below, and consolidating channels
and blending flows.
Pupfish Conservation Measure 3: Management and Monitoring

In cooperation with its conservation agreement partners, Reclamation will carry out routine
monitoring of pupfish presence to confirm continued presence in the drains and to develop
information useful in adjusting management actions for this species. In cooperation with the
Service and CDFG, Reclamation and its conservation agreement partners will develop a survey
protocol that is appropriate for determining pupfish presence in the drains. As part of the baseline
monitoring program, Reclamation and its conservation agreement partners will monitor pupfish
presence in each of the pupfish drains for five to seven consecutive years to establish patterns of
use and to augment baseline information. Prior to the development of a revised protocol, the
existing protocol to survey pupfish will be used. If possible, the revised protocol and the existing
protocol will be conducted concurrently to calibrate the two methods \\;ith each other.
The need for continued monitoring of water quality, sediment, dietary components and pupfish
presence will be re-assessed during the review at the end of the study and baseline survey program.
If it is determined that continued monitoring is necessary, Reclamation and its conservation
agreement partners will work with the Service and CDFG to develop an appropriate long-term
monitoring program.
Yuma Clapper Rail and California Black Rail

In the action area, Yuma Clapper Rail predominantly occurs on State and Federal refuges.
Agricultural drains support limited use by clapper rails. Breeding is not verified in the drains, but
rail presence is documented in surveys of drains during the breeding season. The California black
rail is known to occur in seepage areas along the All American Canal, but its use of the drains has
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not been documented. Its habitat affinities are similar to the Yuma clapper rail. The liD drainage
system is estimated to contain about 63 acres of cattails. Common reed, tamarisk, and arrowweed
are the predominant species of the remaining 589 acres of vegetation in the drainage system.
Potential project impacts on rails consist of loss and degradation of cattail vegetation in drains
through increased salinity and exposure to increased selenium concentrations in drains.
The acreage of cattails supported in the drains could potentially be reduced by 4 acres due to
increased salinity, and an additional 23 acres of remaining cattail vegetation could be subjected to
increased salinity levels that could stunt growth and reduce vigor of the plant. If fallowing is used
to conserve water, there would be no change in salinity in drains and, therefore, no impacts to
cattail vegetation. Under current conditions, average impairment in rail egg hatchability due to
selenium levels is 3 percent. As a result of liD's water conservation activities, hatchability could be
impaired up to 6 percent, comprising a 3 percent increase above the current condition. Use of
fallowing as a water conservation method would reduce the level of impairment due to increased
selenium concentrations in the drains.
Rail Conservation Measure 1: Salinity Impacts

Thirty-one acres of high quality managed marsh will be created to offset potential salinity impacts
(2: 1 mitigation for 4 acres lost, and 1:1 mitigation for the additional 23 acres of reduced quality
habitat). In cooperation with its conservation-agreement partners, Reclamation will work with the
Service and CDFG to determine the design and location of these marshes. Design considerations
will include the needs of both rail species. Based on concerns about the availability of suitable
quality water in the Imperial Valley, it is anticipated that the location of these marshes will be
elsewhere in the action area.
Rail Conservation Measure 2: Selenium Impacts

Forty-two acres of additional high quality managed marsh habitat will be created to offset the
potential selenium impacts on rail egg hatchability. If feasible, this marsh habitat will be located
adjacent to the managed marsh habitat discussed in Rail Conservation Measure l. The created
habitat will be monitored for selenium and salinity if located in the vicinity of the Salton Sea. The
total amount of 73 acres of habitat will be created within 10 years of completion of this
consultation. Design considerations will include the needs of both rail species. The selenium
concentration of the water used to support the managed marsh habitat would be water of the same
selenium concentration as lower Colorado River water or that meets an EPA criterion for
protection of aquatic life that has received a "No Jeopardy" determination from the Service,
whichever is greatest.
Rail Conservation Measure 3: Management and Monitoring

A long-term adaptive management and monitoring plan will be developed for the mitigation marsh
and submitted to the Service and CDFG for review and approval prior to initiation of habitat
creation activities. The management plan will consider the requirements of both the Yuma clapper
rail and the California black rail. An acceptable monitoring plan for the mitigation marshes, which
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specifies performance criteria for vegetation growth and the frequency and techniques used in
monitoring including rail surveys, will be developed. The created marsh habitat will be maintained
and managed for at least the duration of the QSA transfers. Water conservation activities that
continue to cause take of listed species beyond the term of the QSA water transfers would require
continued mitigation.
Following creation of the managed marsh habitat, the created habitat will be surveyed for Yuma
clapper rails by Reclamation and its conservation agreement partners. The surveys will be
conducted annually for 5 years following creation of the managed marsh. After the initial five-year
survey period, the rail surveys will continue at the same frequency that clapper rail surveys are
conducted on the federal wildlife refuge but no less frequently than once every five years.
Currently, the federal wildlife refuge is surveyed annually for clapper rails. Surveys for Yuma
clapper rails will follow the prevailing protocol as outlined in Attachment C. Reclamation and its
conservation agreement partners will work with the Service and CDFG to further refine the survey
protocol as needed for the created habitat.
Reclamation, its conservation agreement partners, the Service, and CDFG will annually review
results of rail surveys and assess the effectiveness of the managed marsh in providing habitat for
clapper rails. In evaluating the effectiveness of the marsh in providing habitat for clapper rails,
Reclamation, its conservation agreement partners, the Service, and CDFG will consider the use of
the State and Federal refuges by clapper rails as compared to the managed marsh. By considering
and comparing use (occurrence, abundance, and life history functions) of the managed marsh and at
State and Federal refuges (if available), it will be possible to assess whether the managed marsh is
providing for the species, while at the same time taking into account stochastic factors not
attributable to management. Management will be adjusted as necessary based on the results of the
annual surveys.
The managed marsh will be considered successful if Yuma clapper rails and California black rails
have been found to use the marsh during the breeding season at any time during the 5 years
following the creation of the marsh. If it is determined that either one or both of the species did not
use the managed marsh during the 5 years, then Reclamation and its conservation agreement
partners will meet with the Service and CDFG to identify possible changes needed in the
management of the marsh habitat.
Examples of actions that could be taken in adjusting management include, but are not limited to:
•
Changes in flooding regime
•
Vegetation management activities (e.g., replacement of failed plantings, burning, discing,
flooding)
•
Minor earth-moving activities within the managed marsh units
•
Changes in water levels
•
Predator control
•
Invasive species control
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Southwestern Willow Flycatcher
Although Southwestern Willow Flycatchers have been observed in low numbers during migration
season, no breeding has been documented within the action area. Willow flycatchers have been
reported using tamarisk and common reed along the Salton Sea and agricultural drains, and in
seepage communities adjacent to the East Highline Canal during migration. In other areas within
its range, Southwestern Willow Flycatcher has been documented using tamarisk stands for
breeding, if these stands contain areas of saturated soils or standing water. Water conservation
activities undertaken by liD have the potential to impact tamarisk stands within the action area.
However, it is unknown if any of these stands have the necessary components to be considered
suitable Southwestern Willow Flycatcher breeding habitat at this time.

Willow Flycatcher Conservation Measure 1: Evaluate Habitat
All potential cottonwood-willow and tamarisk stands will be evaluated for Southwestern Willow
Flycatcher breeding habitat suitability. Using the Anderson and Ohmart classification system
(1994), each Saltcedar ill and IV and each Cottonwood-willow I, II, ill, and IV stand will be
evaluated for suitability based on density, structure, and presence of standing water or saturated
soils during the breeding season. Suitable breeding habitat will be identified based on
characterizations provided in the draft Southwestern Willow Flycatcher Recovery Plan.
These evaluations will take place prior to any liD water conservation activities which could impact
tamarisk habitat. Upon completion of this initial evaluation, a specific protocol for the habitat
monitoring (identified below as Conservation Measure 2) will be developed in consultation with the
Service and CDFG. This protocol will address the timing and duration of monitoring activities and
other details as required.

Willow Flycatcher Conservation Measure 2: Suitable Habitat Monitoring
If suitable Southwestern Willow Flycatcher breeding habitat is identified during Conservation
Measure 1, this habitat will be monitored to quantify changes in the amount and quality of habitat.
If suitable breeding habitat is lost or the quality of the habitat declines as a result of liD's water
conservation activities so that it is no longer considered suitable breeding habitat, this loss will be
offset through the creation and/or acquisition and preservation of higher quality, native riparian
replacement habitat at a 1:1 ratio. Reclamation and its conservation agreement partners will work
with the Service and CDFG to develop the specific survey protocol necessary to monitor and
quantify changes in the amount and quality of breeding habitat in the future. A general approach is
provided in Attachment A.

Willow Flycatcher Conservation Measure 3: Management and Monitoring of Habitat
A long-term adaptive management and monitoring plan will be developed for any replacement
habitat whether created or acquired. This plan will include monitoring of all of the same
characteristics of the habitat used in Measure 1 to determine suitability for breeding by
southwestern willow flycatchers. The success criteria will be based on these suitability
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characteristics such that the created or acquired habitat can be documented to include the suite of
characteristics that makes it suitable for southwestern willow flycatcher breeding. This plan will be
developed in consultation with the Service and CDFG. Specific locations for the replacement
habitat would be identified in consultation with the Service and CDFG and would be located in the
Salton Trough or the lower Colorado River corridor.
Willow Flycatcher Conservation Measure 4 - Take Minimization During Construction

IID could install seepage recovery systems along the East Highline Canal or lateral interceptors to
capture operation discharges in the delivery system to conserve water. If suitable breeding habitat
for southwestern willow flycatchers is identified in the seepage communities adjacent to the East
Highline Canal or in locations to be impacted by lateral interceptor construction, removal of
suitable habitat in association with these construction activities will be scheduled to occur outside
the breeding season for the southwestern willow flycatcher. Specifically, removal of habitat would
not occur between April15 and August 15.
California Brown Pelican

Most California Brown Pelican use of the Salton Sea is by post-breeding visitors, with more limited
use for wintering. These visitors are mostly young birds that disperse northward from breeding
areas in the Gulf of California (Hazard, pers. comm. with CH2MHill). The primary mechanism
through which IID's water conservation activities could result in take of California brown pelicans
at the Salton Sea is a reduction in fish abundance.
Brown Pelican Conservation Measure 1 - Roost Site Creation

Reclamation, in cooperation with its conservation-agreement partners, will construct at least two
roost sites for brown pelicans along the Southern California Coast. The objective of this
conservation measure is to provide at least 2 major roost sites that in combination support roosting
by at least 1,200 pelicans. The roosts will be sized to accommodate up to 1,000 pelicans each. A
major roost site is defined as supporting at least 100 pelicans during June through October based
on maximum counts. The roost sites are to be installed and functioning by 2018 and demonstrated
to support at least 100 pelicans each and to support at least 1,200 pelicans in combination. They
will be maintained through 2048.
The two required roosts will be located in South San Diego Bay and in the outer harbor of Santa
Barbara unless future investigations determine installation of roost sites at these locations to be
infeasible. A barge or similar structure will be anchored to create a roost site in the outer harbor in
Santa Barbara. Large numbers of brown pelicans previously roosted on a barge in the outer harbor
until the owner of the barge removed it (American Trader Trustee Council2001). Thus, this
measure would focus on restoring this roost site. The second roost site will be created in South
San Diego Bay by installing one or more structures suitable for roosting pelicans and appropriate to
the site-specific conditions in the bay. Few roost sites are present in the South San Diego Bay area
which could limit use of this area by pelicans. Establishing a roost in this area could support
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increased use by brown pelicans and also benefit juveniles dispersing from Mexico as they move
along the coast.
The roost sites will be monitored annually for use by brown pelicans beginning one year after their
installation (i.e., 2018). Monitoring will consist of monthly day and night roost surveys during June
through October. Monitoring will be used to determine 1) if the created structures are serving as a
major roost (i.e., more than 100 pelicans) and 2) if they are major roosts, are they, in combination,
supporting at least 1,200 pelicans. Based on the five years of monitoring, a roost site will be
considered a major roost if the maximum number observed was at least 100 pelicans during 3 out
of 5 years. Similarly, if the two roost sites in combination support at least 1,200 pelicans during
any of the 5 years based on maximum counts, the conservation measure will be considered
successful. Because monitoring of the roosts will be initiated one year after they are installed, data
will be available on an annual basis to allow an early assessment of whether the objective of
supporting 1,200 pelicans is likely to be achieved with the initial two roosts or if additional roosts
will need to be installed.
If a roost site does not support at least 100 pelicans, Reclamation and its conservation agreement
partners will work with the Service and CDFG to modify the roost site to achieve the target. If
modifications to the roost site are not likely to achieve the objective, Reclamation and its
conservation agreement partners will work with the Service and CDFG to identify one or more
locations to establish additional roosts sites as necessary to establish two major roosts. Similarly, if
the two roosts in combination do not support at least 1,200 pelicans, Reclamation and its
conservation agreement partners will work with the Service and CDFG to modify the roost sites or
establish additional roost sites until at least two major roosts are established and all created major
roosts combined support at least 1,200 pelicans by 2023. The Service and CDFG will consider the
ongoing use of the Salton Sea by brown pelicans to determine if an extension of this date is
appropriate. Attachment B summarizes information on locations along the Southern and Central
California Coast where roost sites could be created or improved in the event that the initial two
roosts do not achieve the objectives.

The roost sites will continue to be monitored annually after the initial five year effectiveness
monitoring period. Reclamation and its conservation agreement partners will work with the
Service and CDFG to develop an appropriate level of intensity for the monitoring. During the
course of the proposed fish and wildlife conservation measures, the frequency for the monitoring
may be reduced with approval from the Service and CDFG. If the monitoring data show a decline
in use of a roost site by brown pelicans to a level below the target population (i.e., 1,200 pelicans)
and the decline in use can be reasonably attributed to the characteristics or management of the
roost site, then Reclamation and its conservation agreement partners will work with the Service and
CDFG to identify and implement actions to re-establish conditions to support 1,200 pelicans.

Interrelated Actions
The liD, CVWD, and MWD negotiated the terms of the QSA. Although not a signatory to the
proposed QSA, SDCWA is a member agency of MWD. SDCW A participated in the QSA
negotiations and benefits or is impacted by certain of its terms. The QSA is a consensual transfer
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of Colorado River entitlement based on a series of proposed agreements, which include water
conservation/transfer and exchange projects among liD, CVWD, and MWD. The proposed QSA
provides part of the mechanism for California to reduce its water diversions from the Colorado
River in normal years to its apportioned amount of 4.4 MAF under the California Plan. The
implementation of the proposed QSA, which includes water conservation and water transfers from
agricultural use to principally urban use, would result in a net reduction of Colorado River
diversions to California.
If the QSA is fully approved by the participating agencies and the conditions precedent to
implementation of the QSA are satisfied or waived, SDCW A would be limited to the primary
amount (130 to 200 thousand acre-feet/year (KAFY)) of transferred water under the IID/SDCW A
Transfer Agreement. CVWD would have an option to acquire up to 100 K.AFY, and MWD would
have an option to acquire any portion of the 100 KAFY that CVWD elects not to acquire. The
federal approvals required to implement water deliveries in accord with the QSA will be evidenced
by the Secretary's execution of the Implementation Agreement.
The QSA also includes the allocation of conserved water to be generated by other projects that
have been assessed in other final CEQAINEPA documentation and/or section 7 consultations. The
1988 IID/MWD Agreement and subsequent agreements and modifications were the subject of a
CEQA analysis that determined that the impacts of that project were not significant. There was no
Federal action needed to carry out the requirements of these agreements, and all water
conservation activities required as part of these agreements have been implemented. The
construction projects required to line the All American and Coachella Canals have already
undergone consultation. The MWD and the San Luis Rey Indian Tribes (as a result of a settlement
agreement) will receive conserved water from these two projects. The consultation process for
these two projects did not address receipt and use of the water by these entities on the coast, nor is
it included here. The CVWD/MWD State Water Project Transfer/Colorado River Exchange is
considered outside of this proposed action and is not addressed in this consultation. Other water
caps and shortage sharing agreements included in the QSA also are not addressed in this analysis.
This consultation is limited to the fish and wildlife conservation measures described above and the
water conservation activities required of liD to implement the requirements of the IID/SDCW A
Water Conservation and Transfer Agreement and the QSA (including capping their water use at 3.1
MAP/year). Receipt and use of the water by SDCW A, CVWD, and MWD is not addressed.
SDCWA and MWD have stated that their use of the water will not result in additional impacts as it
constitutes replacement for surplus water needed to meet existing needs (CH2MHill 2002, MWD
2000). CVWD has begun discussions with the Service and CDFG regarding addressing the
impacts of their use of the water through participation in the Coachella Valley Multi-Species
Habitat Conservation Plan or an independent HCP for the receiving area.
Potential liD Water Conservation Activities Resulting from Proposed QSA Water Transfers
Water conservation or other water use activities will be implemented by liD to conserve the water
to be delivered pursuant to the QSA and the California Plan for the Colorado River.
Implementation of water conservation activities would occur gradually, based on schedules defined
in the QSA. Water conservation would likely be accomplished through a combination of on-farm
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and system-based conservation methods. On-farm methods consist of actions taken by individual
farmers or landowners to conserve water under voluntary water conservation agreements with IID.
System-based conservation methods consist of actions that may be undertaken by IID to conserve
water. The exact mix of conservation methods employed may vary over the life of the water
transfer term and will be determined by IID. Because these activities are anticipated to have
adverse effects to listed species that would otherwise be prohibited by the ESA, these activities
could not be implemented but for the proposed fish and wildlife conservation measures described
above and the resulting incidental take exemption provided herein. The following sections describe
the suite of conservation methods that could be implemented by IID to develop water for transfer.
15-Year Minimization Plan

This plan requires that the transfer not materially affect the salinity of the Salton Sea during the first
15 years of the transfer. This has been required by the State of California and will result in impacts
to Salton Sea species being minimized during that time. IID will deliver a total of 1.0 million acrefeet (MAF) to SDCWA over these first 15 years of the transfer. The volume will be ramped up at
10,000 acre-foot intervals, and IID will transfer a volume of 100,000 acre-feet in years 11 through
15 of the transfer. This volume will be achieved through fallowing and will require that 25,000 to
30,000 acres be fallowed during this period in order to deliver water to the SDCW A and the Salton
Sea.
The transfer of water from IID to CVWD will commence in 2008. This water will be conserved
through efficiency conservation, and the volume of water will be ramped up at a rate of 4,000 to
5,000 acre-feet/year (AFY). The total volume to be made available to CVWD during the first 15
years of the transfer is 240,000 acre-feet (AF). This conservation and transfer results in a reduction
of inflows to the Salton Sea of 160,000 AF during the first 15 years. Given the difference in
salinity between the baseline and this project is approximately l ppt in year 15, this was not
considered a material effect to the Salton Sea.
MWD has offered to provide water generated by their transfer agreement with Palo Verde
Inigation District (PVID) in order to meet the requirement that the water conservation and transfer
program not materially affect the Salton Sea salinity for 15 years. MWD will make up to 390,000
AF available to SDCW A over the first 15 years of the transfer on a schedule to be determined by
MWD. This project was evaluated under a separate California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA)
process, and PVID has determined that no take of listed species will occur in the Palo Verde Valley
as a result of that project. Therefore, this project is not included as part of this consultation, and no
take is authorized.
As part of the requirement to keep the Salton Sea from materially deviating from the baseline
salinity, the water agencies are considering substituting drain water inflows with groundwater from
the East Mesa area. The agreement allows for this to be pursued provided that it is accomplished
at no cost to IID. In this case, IID would be able to increase its deliveries to SDCW A and reduce
the fallowing requirement. The use of groundwater from East Mesa has not been evaluated and
will require additional environmental compliance prior to its implementation. This action is not
included in the current consultation process.
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On-Farm Water Use and Conservation

The conservation of up to 300 KAFY of water in the liD service area will require changes in
current farming practices and may result in substantial capital investments in water conservation
equipment and technologies. Farmers may voluntarily enter into agreements with liD, thereby
committing to the implementation of water conservation activities. These activities would require
farmers to make capital investments in various types of water conservation equipment and facilities.
In many cases, farmers will be required to obtain financing for construction costs to implement and
maintain conservation equipment. The farmers' ability to obtain financing will depend on the
estimate of the direct and indirect costs of implementing water conservation activities.
Many farmers own land in the liD service area. Some lease their land from third parties, and others
lease their land from liD. This biological/conference opinion includes potential impacts from water
conservation activities on land in the liD service area, regardless of who owns the land and who
conducts the activities. The options for conserving water that are available to farmers generally fall
into these categories:
1.

Installation of structural or facility improvements, or conversion to irrigation systems that
increase efficiency and reduce water losses

2.

Irrigation management

3.

Land use practices

Installation of Structures/Facilities and Conversion of Irrigation Systems

On-farm water conservation can be achieved through various techniques using existing technology.
On-farm water conservation activities may include:
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Tail water return systems
Cascading tail water systems
Level basins
Shorten furrows and border strip improvements
Narrow border strips
Cutbacks
Laser leveling
Multi-slope
Drip irrigation

The techniques for achieving water conservation would be at the discretion of the individual
farmer. It is expected that some combination of the techniques listed would be employed.
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Irrigation Management
Certain farmers may be able to conserve water and cultivate the same acreage through better
irrigation management without constructing facilities or changing irrigation methods. Irrigation
management refers to controlling the timing and amount of each irrigation application to provide
adequate crop water for maximum yield and to achieve adequate soil leaching. On-farm irrigation
management will continue to evolve as the science of crop/soil water develops and as farmers
understand irrigation management better and increase their practical use of it. As greater demands
are put on agricultural areas to conserve more water in California, irrigation water management will
become a more important tool for farmers.
Land Use Practices
Fallowing can be described as the reduction or cessation of certain farmland operations for a
specified or indefinite period of time. For this analysis, fallowing is defined as:
•

•
•

Long-term land retirement (greater than 1 year), whereby crop production ceases
indefinitely or during the term of the water conservation and transfer agreements. A cover
crop may be maintained during the period of inactivity, or the land may be returned to
natural vegetation.
Rotational fallowing, whereby crop production ceases for 1 calendar year. No water is
applied, and no cover crop is grown.
Single crop fallowing, whereby multiple crops are reduced to a single crop rotation on an
annual or longer term basis.

liD's Board of Directors adopted Resolution No. 5-96, stating that liD will not support fallowing
programs for purposes of transferring water. However, there is no prohibition of fallowing under
the terms of the QSA. Fallowing may be considered a potentially viable method to achieve water
conservation in liD's service area. liD will not pay farmers to change crops in order to reduce
water use (John Eckhardt, formerly of liD, pers. comm.). It is their position that market forces,
not water use, will continue to drive crop choice in the Imperial Valley.
System-Based Water Conservation Activities
As part of liD's water conservation and transfer programs, liD may choose to implement
operational and structural improvements to conserve water by preventing unnecessary losses from
the delivery system. The specific improvements that would be undertaken are uncertain; however,
the types of improvements that liD could pursue include the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Installing additional lining in canals and laterals
Replacing existing canal linings as normal maintenance to prevent leakage
Automating flow control structures
Installing check gates in the laterals that are automated or manually operated
Installing non-leak gates
Installing additional lateral interceptors
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•
•
•
•

Installing additional pipelines
Installing additional reservoirs, including small, mid-lateral reservoirs to provide temporary
water storage and increase delivery efficiency
Developing water reclamation systems
Installing pump or gravity-operated seepage recovery systems

Canal Lining and Piping
Canal lining consists of lining canals with concrete or using pipelines to reduce seepage. About
537 miles of canals are currently unlined. To line a canal, the existing canal is filled in and then
trenched to form a trapezoidal channel. Concrete is then installed on the banks and bottom of the
channel using a lining float. Construction activities can be conducted in the canal's right-of-way
and impact an area about 70 feet wide centered on the canal. The canal rights-of-way consist of
either roads, embankments, or other disturbed ground. About 1 week is required to line a mile of
canal. A component of the conservation activities proposed under the IID /SDCWA Transfer
Agreement included lining in three canal sections in the IID service area totaling about 1.74 miles.
I.ateral Interceptors
A lateral interceptor system consists of new canals and reservoirs that collect operational spills
from lateral canals. Lateral interceptors are lined canals or pipelines that generally run
perpendicular to lateral canals at their terminus. The lateral interceptors capture operational spill
water, unused water resulting from canal fluctuations, and return water from farmer delivery
reductions or changes. The interceptors convey this captured water to regulating reservoirs, where
the water can be stored and reused in another canal serving another delivery system as needed. IID
has four systems in operation and potentially could enlarge or expand system capacity in response
to the need to conserve water for transfer.
Installation of a lateral interceptor requires constructing and lining a canal, installing pipelines, and
constructing a minimum 40-acre surface reservoir. An approximately 70-foot-wide area centered
on the new interceptor would be impacted by the construction. The impacted area of the reservoir
site would be only slightly larger than the reservoir itself. A component of the conservation
activities proposed under the IID /SDCW A Transfer Agreement included installation of up to 16
lateral interceptors. The total acreage potentially impacted by construction of lateral interceptors
could be about 1,480 acres (i.e., approximately 840 acres of canals and 640 acres of reservoir).
Reservoirs
Two types of reservoirs can facilitate water conservation: operational reservoirs (includes midlateral reservoirs) and interceptor reservoirs. Operational reservoirs are generally placed in
locations to take advantage of delivery system supply and demand needs and, in some cases,
include locations of historical canal spills. These reservoirs are used to regulate canal flows to
match or optimize demand flows to supply flows. Conservation is achieved by reducing
operational spills as a result of this mismatch of flows by storing excess supply water and then
releasing this water in order to meet demand needs.
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Interceptor reservoirs enhance lateral interceptor system operations. They are typically placed at
the end of the lateral interceptor canals to store intercepted flows (operational discharges) for reregulation rather than losing these flows to the ·drainage system. These stored flows are later
released for use in other delivery system canals to meet water demand. These reservoirs would
contain automated inlet and outlet structures that would enable the maintenance of the desired
water flow. liD currently does not have any reservoirs in design, but could choose to construct
these facilities in response to a 300 KAFY reduction in water delivery. Reservoirs would likely be
1 to 10 acres in size, with a capacity ranging from about 5 to 30 AF. It is assumed that
construction of these reservoirs could encompass up to 1,000 acres total.
In addition to reservoirs constructed and operated by liD, farmers in the Imperial Valley may
construct small regulating reservoirs to facilitate the conservation of water. These 1- to 2-acre
reservoirs would be constructed at the upper end of agricultural fields and used to better regulate
irrigation water applied to fields and to settle suspended solids prior to introduction into drip
irrigation systems. These reservoirs would contain water only during irrigation operations,
remaining dry during the remainder of the year. liD anticipates that these reservoirs could be used
on up to 50 percent of the agricultural land in its service area. A single reservoir services about 80
acres of land. Up to about 5,900 acres of agricultural land could be converted to regulating
reservoirs valley-wide.

Seepage Recovery Systems
To conserve water, liD could install seepage recovery systems adjacent to the East Highline Canal.
Surface and subsurface recovery systems conserve water by collecting canal leakage in sumps along
a canal and pumping the water back into the same canal.
In a surface drain recovery system, seepage is captured and conveyed through open channels to a
concrete sump. From there, it is pumped back into the canal. Construction required to install a
surface recovery system is minimal. For a surface recovery system, a small check structure would
be constructed in the existing parallel drain to pond water to a depth of about 3 feet. A pump
station would return water to the East Highline Canal. These systems are appropriate in locations
where there is an existing drain that collects seepage and directs water to the drainage system.
In a subsurface recovery system, canal seepage flows are collected in a perforated pipe that directs
the water to a concrete sump. From there, it is pumped back into a canal. Subsurface systems are
proposed in areas lacking an existing parallel open drain. To install these systems, a trench is
excavated, and a pipe is laid in place. The pipeline outlets to a collection well consisting of an 8foot-diameter vertical pipe from which the water is pumped back to the delivery canal.
Construction disturbs an area about 70 feet wide along the pipeline. Following completion of the
system, a right-of-way of about 70 feet along the pipeline would need to be kept free of deeprooted vegetation.
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Operations and Maintenance Activities Conducted By liD

These actions are outside Reclamation's proposed action and are not interrelated to the fish and
wildlife conservation measures. Operations and maintenance activities in and along the drains,
canals, and other facilities operated by IID are ongoing and would be necessary with or without the
water conservation and transfer program, with the exception of the maintenance of the canal
linings, lateral interceptors, mid-lateral reservoirs, and seepage recovery systems installed as part of
the program. Because these new facilities are expected to be located in areas not used by listed
species or maintained in a condition that does not provide habitat for listed species, impacts to
listed species from these operation and maintenance activities are not expected. The conditions
that result from maintenance activities associated with existing facilities are considered to be part of
the baseline and are not addressed in this consultation process.
Action Area

This biological opinion includes lands comprising the approximately 500,000 acres of IID's water
service area in Imperial County, California, the Salton Sea (including lands owned by IID outside of
its water service area that are currently submerged by the Salton Sea), and areas of the Coachella
Valley that are adjacent to the Salton Sea. This area is illustrated on Figures 1-1 (IID) and 1-2
(Salton Sea). The Action Area also includes the lower Colorado River valley and the coastal
California range of wintering California brown pelicans. Measures included in the willow flycatcher
and the rail conservation packages may include habitat replacement along the lower Colorado
River. Brown pelican conservation measures include enhancements of habitat on the coast to offset
losses occurring at the Salton Sea.
STATUS OF THE SPECIES
Desert Pupfish

The desert pupfish is the largest of the North American pupfish. Although they may reach 3 inches
(7.6 centimeters) in length, they are seldom more than half that size. They have a smoothly
rounded body shape and narrow, vertical dark bars on the sides (Schoenherr 1992). Breeding
males are blue on the tops and sides, and have yellow to orange fins. Females and juveniles have
tan to olive colored backs and silvery sides. Pupfish typically occupy the shallow waters of springs,
small streams and marshes. Desert pupfish are adapted to harsh desert environments and capable
of surviving extreme environmental conditions (Moyle 1976; Lowe et al. 1967). Although desert
pupfish are extremely hardy in many respects, they prefer quiet water with aquatic vegetation
(Schoenherr 1992), and they cannot tolerate competition or predation and are thus displaced by
exotic fishes (USFWS 1986).
Tolerance for environmental extremes is a notable feature of the desert pupfish. This is important
because desert habitats experience wide variations in temperature, salinity, and dissolved oxygen.
The critical thermal maximum of 44°C for this species is the highest ever recorded for a species of
fish. This ability to tolerate hot water also enables them to live in hot springs. In such a habitat,
the desert pupfish may feed on blue-green algae that Jive in water hotter than its critical thermal
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maximum. Also recorded for the desert pupfish is the lowest tolerated minimum for dissolved
oxygen, at 0.13 mg/1. The species' range of tolerance for salinity is also high. Adult desert pupfish
tolerate water from distilled to 70 g/1 (twice the concentration of seawater) (Schoenherr 1992).
Barlow (1958) reported that adult desert pupfish survived salinity as high as 98,100 mg!L in the
laboratory.
Desert pupfish are opportunistic feeders. Their diet, which varies seasonally with food availability,
consists of algae, minute organisms associated with detritus, insects, fish eggs, and small
crustaceans (Cox 1972; Naiman 1979). In the Salton Sea, ostracods, copepods, and occasionally
insects and pile worms are taken (Moyle 1976). Adults are not considered food for piscivorous
birds or fish because of their sparse density (Walker et al. 1961; Barlow 1961).
The historic range once extended from the Gila River tributaries in southern Arizona and northern
Sonora, westward to the Salton Sea area and southward into the Colorado River delta region in
Sonora and Baja California, Mexico (Minckley 1980; Miller 1948; Miller and Fiuman 1987). It
also formerly occurred in the slow-moving reaches of some large rivers, including the Colorado,
Gila, San Pedro, Salt, and Santa Cruz Rivers. Where suitable habitat was available, desert pupfish
probably occurred in the Agua Fria, Hassayampa, and Verde Rivers of Arizona as well.
Distribution of desert pupfish was widespread, but probably not continuous within its historic range
(CH2MHill2002).
Currently, this species is known from only a few locations in California and Mexico. The only
remaining natural populations are found in a few sites in the Salton Sea drainage, and the Colorado
River Delta in Baja California and Sonora, Mexico. Specifically, it is found in San Felipe Creek
and its associated wetlands in Imperial County and Salt Creek in Riverside County, both Salton Sea
tributaries (Nicolet al. 1991), more than fifty localities in drains and shoreline pools on the
southern and eastern margins of the Salton Sea (Lau and Boehm 1991), and in small pools in the
upper Coachella Valley. Sutton (1999) observed desert pupfish movement between the Salton Sea
and nearby drains. Pupfish were observed moving from both irrigation drains and Salt Creek
downstream into shoreline pools. The reverse movement from shoreline pools upstream into both
drains and Salt Creek was also observed. Decreases in the size of shoreline pools during seasonal
fluctuations in water levels may affect fish health and/or force pupfish to seek other habitat. Thus,
the connectivity between habitat types may be necessary to prevent pupfish from becoming
stranded in habitats that cannot sustain them for prolonged periods (Sutton 1999). These
observations indicate the importance of agricultural drains as pupfish habitat and the potential for
pupfish to use shoreline aquatic habitats as corridors. This potential movement may be important
in providing genetic mixing between various populations.
Specifically, desert pupfish prefer backwater areas, springs, streams, and pools along the shoreline
of the Salton Sea. Desert pupfish habitat occurs in pools formed by barnacle bars located in
shoreline areas of the Salton Sea and in Salt Creek. Barnacle bars are deposits of barnacle shells on
beaches, shoreline areas, and at the mouths of drains that discharge to the Salton Sea. The bars
form pools that provide habitat for desert pupfish (liD 1994). Habitat for desert pupfish also
occurs in the mouths of drains discharging directly to the Salton Sea, in San Felipe Creek, and in
Salt Creek.
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Spawning at the Salton Sea takes place between late March and late September when water
temperatures exceed 20" C (Moyle 1976; UCLA 1983). Pupfish can spawn several times during
this period. Adult male desert pup fish are very territorial during the spawning season such that
schools consist either entirely of adult females or entirely of juveniles. Desert pupfish usually set up
territories in water less than 1 m (3 feet) deep and associated with structure (Barlow 1961).
Territoriality is highest in locations with large amounts of habitat, high productivity, high
population densities, and limited spawning substrate (USFWS 1993). Desert pupfish prefer water
18 to 22 centimeters (em) deep for egg deposition (Courtois and Hino 1979). Depending on size, a
female pupfish may lay 50 to 800 eggs or more during a season (Crear and Haydock 1971). The
eggs hatch in 10 days at 20° C, and the larvae start feeding on small invertebrates within a day after
hatching (Crear and Haydock 1971). Larvae are frequently found in shallow water where
environmental conditions are severe.
Although remarkably tolerant of extreme environmental conditions, the desert pupfish is threatened
throughout its native range primarily because of habitat loss or modification, pollution, and
introductions of exotic fishes (USFWS 1986). Improper grazing can increase turbidity by
increasing erosion and reducing riparian vegetation. Water pollution from the application of
pesticides in proximity to desert pupfish habitat is also an important factor, contributing to the
decline of the Quitobaquito subspecies (Miller and Fuiman 1987). Droughts can cause the springs
and headwaters that this species inhabits to dry up. Water development projects can degrade desert
pupfish habitat by removing water through groundwater pumping, diversion, and irrigation. The
reduction of the amount of water in these habitats can create situations where the desert pupfish are
at a competitive disadvantage with exotic fish species.
Currently, there are two recognized subspecies of the desert pupfish, Cyprinodon macularius
macularius and C.m. eremus. Both subspecies were included in the federal listing of the desert
pupfish as endangered on March 31, 1986 (51 FR 10842, USFWS 1986). The population is
defined as occurring in Quitobaquito Springs, Arizona; Salton Sink, California; El Doctor, Laguna
Salada, and Cerro Prieto in Baja California, Mexico; and Rio Sonoyta in Sonora, Mexico (58 FR
6526, USFWS 1993). Only the C.m. macularius subspecies occurs in the proposed project area.
In California the San Felipe Creek system, including San Sebastian Marsh, and Salt Creek provide
natural habitat for desert pupfish populations.
Recently, Echelle et al. (2000) used mitochondrial DNA variation to describe the genetic structure
· of C. macularis, which represents two evolutionarily divergent entities that should be recognized as
two monophyletic groups: Rio Sonoyta!Quitobaquito and Salton Sea/Colorado River Delta.
Although the same haplotype was common throughout both the Salton Sea and Colorado River
Delta regions, the distribution of less common haplotypes indicates a lack of wholesale intermixing.
A conservative management approach would avoid intermixing pupfish between these two regions
beyond what occurs naturally. Although the Salton Sea and Colorado River Delta revealed no
significant differences among paired samples within and between the two regions, they also shared
no haplotypes with samples from the Rio Sonoyta/Quitobaquito regions. This suggests long,
mutually exclusive evolutionary histories (Neigel and A vise 1986) for the two monophyletic
groups, a hypothesis that is consistent with geological history. Although there were relative
uncommon haplotypes found in the Salton Sea and Colorado River Delta region, there were no
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unique haplotypes to just the Salton Sea region. This is probably attributable to recent gene flow
occurring between the Salton Sea and Colorado River Delta region due to population expansion
and dispersal with alternating population declines, isolation, and extinctions (Dunham and Minckley
1998). The low level of diversity exhibited by the two regions could also be attributable to a
bottleneck effect or founder event. More recent separation of the Rio Sonoyta and Quitobaquito
Springs populations would explain the lack of significant difference in haplotype frequencies
between samples from these two areas. However, Echelle et al. (2000) recommends conservative
management with no artificial intermixing of the populations for the Rio Sonoyta and Quitobaquito
regwns.
Critical habitat has been designated for this species at San Felipe Creek and two of its tributaries,
Carrizo Wash and Fish Creek Wash [50 CFR 17.95 (e), USFWS 1986]. A total of approximately
770 acres of critical habitat has been designated. A draft recovery plan issued on January 29, 1993
(58 FR 6526, USFWS 1993) includes 3 goals to aid in the recovery of the desert pupfish: 1)
secure, maintain (including habitat and water rights), and replicate all extant natural populations ; 2)
acquire additional natural habitats; and 3) to establish replicates in the most natural habitats within
the probable historic range. Further objectives include determination of habitat and biological
criteria, acquisition of life history information, development and implementation of genetic
protocol, population monitoring, and information and education. In the Salton Trough, this species
would benefit from a reduction in the populations of exotic fish species that compete with or prey
upon the desert pupfish. Efforts are ongoing by CDFG to maintain pupfish habitats in San Felipe
and Salt Creeks free of exotic fish species. Control of exotic fish in the drains is not likely possible,
but conditions that favor pupfish over the exotic species (shallow depths in particular) could be
targeted to reduce the impacts of exotic fish species on desert pupfish in the drains. CDFG and the
Bureau of Land Management have been implementing measures that reduce tamarisk stands around
San Felipe and Salt Creeks to maintain adequate flows for desert pupfish in thes.e areas. This is an
ongoing need.
Yuma Clapper Rail

The Yuma clapper rail is the size of a crow, with long, gray-brown legs and toes. The orange bill is
long, thin, and slightly down-curved. The head, neck, and breast are gray-brown, and the back
feathers are darker brown with gray centers. Both the flanks and the undertail covert feathers are
distinctly marked with alternate black and white bars. Males and females are similar in plumage
coloration. Compared with the other dozen or so described subspecies, its plumage is less richly
colored (paler, with more olive and gray tones) and its bill more slender (Dickey 1923). The body
is laterally compressed, the tail and wings are noticeably short, and legs are large and strong, all
adaptations that allow birds to run through dense weeds or swim underwater to avoid danger.
Yuma clapper rail habitat· is characterized by cattail (Typha), bulrush (Scirpus), or tule stands, and
shallow, slow-moving water near high ground. Cattail and bulrush stands are often dissected by
narrow channels of flowing water that may be covered by downed vegetation. These open
channels are important for foraging. Rails commonly use areas with low stem densities and little
residual vegetation. They are also found in the ecotone between emergent vegetation and higher
ground, such as the shoreline, channel edge, or hummocks in a marsh. In studies conducted along
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the lower Colorado River, rails were found to use areas far from a vegetative edge during early
winter (Conway et al. 1993). The depth of water used by clapper rails also varied with season,
with shallower water used during the breeding season, and water of moderate depth used during
the winter. Although clapper rails are often found in larger stands of vegetation, they have also
been found to use patches of habitat within agricultural drains (Bennett and Ohmart 1978).
Clapper rails prey upon a variety of small invertebrate and fish species that inhabit marshy areas.
The Yuma clapper rail has a diverse diet. It has been documented to feed on a variety of
invertebrates and some vegetation. Include(! in its diet are crayfish, fresh water prawns, weevils,
isopods, clams, water beetles, leeches, damselfly nymphs, small fish, tadpoles, seeds, and twigs.
Based on the available information, crayfish of the genera Procambarus and Oropectus appear to
make up the majority of its food intake along the Colorado River (Ohmart and Tomlinson 1977).
Similar crustaceans are taken at the Salton Sea, and the abundance of these animals may be a better
predictor of rail population densities than vegetation (Anderson and Ohmart 1985; Patten et al., in
press). Reported rail densities vary widely. Bennett and Ohmart (1978) reported rail densities in
the Imperial Valley of 0.9 to 6.3 rails/10 hectares (3.9 to 27.4 acres/rail). Todd (1986) reported
range size in Mittry Lake averaged 2.5 acres/rail (5.0 acres/pair). In that same study Todd
determined that the range size along the Gila River was 0.3 to 9.0 acres. Anderson and Ohmart
(1985) reported a home range size of 18.5 acres/pair.
The Yuma clapper rail is one of seven clapper rail (Rallus longirostris) subspecies presently
recognized in the western United States and the Pacific Coast of Mexico (American Ornithologists
Union 1957), and it is one of three subspecies of federally endangered western clapper rail
populations. It occurs primarily in the lower Colorado River Valley in California, Arizona, and
Mexico and is a fairly common summer resident from Topock south to Yuma in the U.S. and at the
Colorado River Delta in Mexico. There are also populations of this subspecies at the Salton Sea in
California, and along the Gila and Salt Rivers to Picacho Reservoir and Blue Point in central
Arizona (Rosenberg et al. 1991). In recent years, individual clapper rails have been heard at
Laughlin Bay and Las Vegas Wash in southern Nevada (NDOW 1998). Population centers for this
subspecies include Imperial Wildlife Management Area (Wister Unit), Sonny Bono Salton Sea
NWR, Imperial NWR, Cibola NWR, Mittry Lake, West Pond, Bill Williams Delta, Topock Gorge,
and Topock Marsh. The USFWS (1983) estimated a total of 1,700 to 2,000 individuals
throughout the range of the subspecies. Between 1990 and 1999, call counts conducted
throughout the subspecies range in the U.S. have recorded 600 to 1,000 individuals. In 1985,
Anderson and Ohmart (1985) estimated a population size of 750 birds along the Colorado River
north of the international boundary. A substantial population of Yuma clapper rails exists in the
Colorado River Delta in Mexico. Eddleman (1989) estimated that 450 to 970 rails inhabited this
area in 1987. Piest and Campoy (1998) reported a total of 240 birds responding to taped calls in
the Cienega de Santa Clara region of the Delta. These counts are only estimates of the minimum
number of birds present. The population is probably higher than these counts show, since up to
40 percent of the birds may not respond in call surveys (Piest and Campoy 1998). Based on the
call count surveys, the population of Yuma clapper rails in the U.S. appears stable (USFWS
unpublished data). The range of the Yuma clapper rail has been expanding over the past 25 years,
and the population may be increasing (Ohmart and Smith 1973; Monson and Phillips 1981;
Rosenberg et al. 1991; McKernan and Braden 1999). A recent genetic analysis showed that this
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subspecies is outbred; population numbers of the Yuma clapper rail have not become low enough
to reduce genetic diversity (Bureau of Land Management 2001).
The Yuma clapper rail breeds from March to July in marshes along the Colorado River from the
Nevada/California border south to the Colorado River Delta region in Mexico. Chicks generally
fledge by mid-September (Eddleman and Conway 1998). It builds its nest on a raised platform of
vegetation concealed in dense marsh vegetation (Patten et al., in press). Males may build multiple
nests, and the female chooses one for egg-laying. Alternate nests are used as platforms for loafing,
preening, and as brood platforms, but may also be useful for incubation if predators or high water
disturb the primary nest (Eddleman and Conway 1994). Populations of this species occur in the
Palo Verde and Imperial valleys. This subspecies is partially migratory, with many birds wintering
in brackish marshes along the Gulf of California but some remain on their breeding grounds
throughout the year (Bureau of Land Management 2001). Yuma clapper rails are found around the
Salton Sea, and in agricultural drains and canals that support marsh vegetation (i.e., cattail, giant
bulrush, alkali bulrush, and common reed). This subspecies breeds only in the lower Colorado
River Valley and in the Salton Sink, the latter area holding about 40% of the United States
population (Setmire et al. 1990). The breeding site for the largest population of the Yuma clapper
rail in the United States is at the Wister unit of the CDFG Imperial Wildlife Area, near the Salton
Sea. The sea's elevation is important to the Yuma clapper rail (USDOI 1998) as clapper rails use
shallow freshwater habitat that has formed at the mouths of many of the inflows to the Salton Sea.
Yuma clapper rails avoid deeper water because it increases juvenile mortality (CDFG 1990).
The Yuma clapper rail apparently expanded its range in the early 1900's in response to changes in
the vegetation along the Colorado River. Damming and associated changes in hydrology induced
vegetation changes in some areas that favored rails. At the same time, damming and diversion of
the Colorado River reduced the amount of water flowing into the Colorado River Delta, and
reduced the availability of rail habitats in the Delta. Approximately two-thirds of the formerly
extensive marshlands of the Delta disappeared following completion of Hoover Dam (Sykes 1937).
Yuma clapper rail habitat has been further affected by channelization, fill, dredging projects, bank
stabilization, and water management practices along the Colorado River. Three Fingers Lake and
Davis Lake were lost as Yuma clapper rail habitat from river channelization (USFWS 1983), but
recently may have been reconnected to the river (Leslie Fitzpatrick, USFWS, pers. comm.). Cibola
Lake experienced marsh destruction when channelization work was completed for that stretch of
the river, but it has been subject to ongoing restoration efforts (Lesley Fitzpatrick, USFWS, pers.
comm.). Rail habitat has also been adversely affected by the spread of salt cedar (Tamarisk
ramosissima). Salt cedar consumes an unusually high amount of water, which results in reduced
wetland areas for vegetation preferred by the raiL
Another threat to the Yuma clapper rail is environmental contamination due to selenium. High
selenium levels have been documented in crayfish, a primary prey of clapper rails, and some adult
birds and eggs. Other threats to the Yuma clapper rail include mosquito abatement activities,
agricultural activities, development, and the displacement of native habitats by exotic vegetation
(CDFG 1991). The population of Yuma clapper rails at the Cienega de Santa Clara is threatened
by the loss of the source of water that maintains the wetland habitat.
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On March 11, 1967, the Service determined the Yuma clapper mil to be an endangered species (32
FR 4001, USFWS 1967). The State of California added the bird to its list of rare wildlife in May of
1971 and later listed it as threatened on February 22, 1978 (USFWS 1983). The Yuma Clapper
Rail Recovery Plan, approved in 1983, provides background information on the species and
identifies new or ongoing tasks necessary to achieve recovery of this species. This includes the
long-term preservation of habitat in breeding and wintering areas of the United States and Mexico,
and maintenance of suitable flows throughout the lower Colorado River. Many of the currently
occupied breeding sites in the United States are on State and Federal lands that are protected and
managed for wildlife. However, adequate water supplies are needed to assure the long-term
availability of this habitat. Wintering areas and needs are not well known and require further study
before habitat preservation needs can be determined. Many of the Mexican breeding sites are
located in the Rio Colorado Delta area and require adequate flows in the lower Colorado River for
long-term use by Yuma clapper rails.

California Black Rail
The black rail is the smallest of the North American rails. The adults are pale to blackish gray with
white streaking on the undertail covers and flanks and a short, black bill. The nape and upper back
are chestnut in color. The California subspecies is smaller and brighter than the Eastern black rail
(L. j. jamaicensis; Eddleman et al. 1994). The California black mil is a secretive rail. Unlike other
rails, the black rail is most vocal in the middle of the night.
The California black rail's diet consists mostly of insects, but also includes some crustaceans, and
seeds of aquatic vegetation. Flores and Eddleman (1991) studied black rail diets and food
availability at Mittry Lake and found that black rails consume a wide variety of invertebrates
throughout the year, including beetles, earwigs, ants, grasshoppers, and snails. When invertebrate
availability drops during the winter months, a larger portion of cattail and bulrush seeds is
consumed. Lower resource availability in winter causes black rails to experience a significant
weight loss, indicating they are more vulnerable to stress during this time. The California black rail
forages by ground gleaning (Scott 1987; Ehrlich et al. 1988).
The California black rail inhabits fresh, brackish, and salt water marshes, occasionally wet
savannah, and rarely dry grassland. Preferred habitat of the California black rail is characterized by
minimal water fluctuations that provide moist surfaces or very shallow water, gently sloping
shorelines, and dense stands of marsh vegetation (Repking and Ohmart 1977). Studies conducted
along the lower Colorado River suggest that habitat structure and water depths are more important
factors than plant composition in determining black rail use of wetland habitats. Unsuitable water
and structural conditions appear to restrict the California black rail to only a fraction of the
emergent vegetation available within an entire wetland (Flores and Eddleman 1991). In general,
Flores and Eddleman (1991) found that black rails used marsh habitats with high stem densities and
overhead coverage that were drier and closer to upland vegetation than randomly selected sites.
Marsh edges with water Jess than 1 inch deep dominated by California bulrush and three-square
bulrush are used most frequently. Areas dominated by cattail are also used regularly, but only in a
small proportion to their availability and generally within 165 feet of upland vegetation where water
depth is 1.2 inches. Telemetry studies at Mittry Lake found black rails to be sedentary, with home
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ranges averaging 1.2 acres or Jess (Flores and Eddleman 1991). The erratic movements recorded
for some juvenile and unmated birds during this research were consistent with the "wandering"
behavior attributed to this subspecies and supports the idea that black rails may be capable of
quickly occupying newly created habitats (Flores and Eddleman 1991).
Nesting biology of the California black rail is poorly understood. Double clutching andre-nesting
may be fairly common in this subspecies. Both sexes assist in incubation and brood rearing,
suggesting the species is monogamous, but the duration of its pair bond and variations in its mating
system are still unstudied (Eddleman et al. 1994). These behaviors, combined with a relatively
large clutch size, long breeding season, apparently low predation rates, and aggressive nest defense,
suggest that the black rail has a high reproductive potential that is likely limited by the availability
of shallow water environments (Eddleman et al. 1994; Flores and Eddleman 1991).
The California black rail occurs in the lower Colorado River area from the Imperial Dam, south to
the Mexican border, with smaller, isolated populations scattered along the California coast from
San Luis Obispo to San Diego Counties. It also occurs in the San Bernardino/Riverside area and at
the Salton Sea (CDFG 1991). Along the lower Colorado River, the California black rail is a
permanent resident in the vicinity of Imperial Dam and Bill Williams Delta (Snider 1969, Rep king
and Ohmart 1977). Black rails are also thought to breed in Cienega de Santa Clara, one of the only
three breeding localities for this species in Mexico and one of the few for the subspecies anywhere
(Piest and Campoy 1998).
In the proposed project area, appropriate habitats are found primarily in the managed wetlands on
the state and federal wildlife refuges, in wetland areas adjacent to the Salton Sea, and in marsh
habitats supported by seepage from the All American Canal and adjacent to the East Highline
Canal, Finney Lake, and Salt Creek (Garrett and Dunn 1981). Black rails may use agricultural
drains in the valley, although they have not been found to make extensive use of agricultural drains
in previous surveys. Vegetation along agricultural drains mainly consists of common reed and
tamarisk, species that are not generally used by black rails. Areas of cattails and bulrushes do exist
along the drains. However, these areas are small and narrow and often interspersed with other
vegetation, such as common reed. The habitat value of marsh vegetation supported by agricultural
drains is probably limited and may only support foraging by black rails. The value of the drains to
California black rails is also likely to be limited by their frequent water fluctuations, varying depths,
and steep side slopes.
The North American population of black rails has very small and discontinuous ranges restricted
largely to the United States. California black rail populations declined substantially between the
1920s and 1970s due to the loss and degradation of coastal salt marsh and inland freshwater marsh
habitats (Eddleman et al. 1994, CDFG 1991). Along the lower Colorado River, black rail
populations declined an estimated 30 percent between 1973 and 1989, with the majority of birds
shifting from north of Imperial Dam to Mittry Lake during the same period (Eddleman et al. 1994).
The effect of selenium in the lower Colorado River on black rails remains unknown, but toxic levels
of this contaminant may also threaten black rail populations in the action area (AGFD 1996,
Eddleman et al. 1994, Flores and Eddleman 1991). The lower Colorado River population and the
small population in the Salton Sea area represent the only stable populations of this subspecies
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(Eddleman et al. 1994, Rosenberg et al. 1991). The California black rail was listed as threatened
by the State of California in 1971 (USFWS 1994, 1996).
California Brown Pelican

Brown pelicans (Pelicanus occidentalis) are recognized by their large size, impressive wingspan
(up to 2 meters), short legs, distinctive long, hooked bill, and flexible lower mandible from which
the highly expandable gular pouch is suspended. Six subspecies of brown pelicans have been
described where the geographic variation in size is the primary distinguishing feature (Wetmore
1945). Unlike other brown pelican subspecies, the California brown pelican typically has a bright
red gular pouch (the basal portion) that contrasts with its dark neck and is most visible during the
courtship and egg-laying period (USFWS 1983).
The California brown pelican is found in marine habitats which range from the open ocean to
inshore waters, estuaries, bays, and harbors. Pelicans commonly use undisturbed beaches,
breakwaters, and jetties near coastal bays as roosting areas and forage nearby. They breed on
specific offshore islands of southern California and northwestern Baja California, Mexico. Nesting
colonies can be found on the Channel Islands, the Coronado Islands, and on the islands in the Gulf
of California (Garrett and Dunn 1981). Brown pelicans are colonial nesters, and breeding is
typically initiated in late December or early January. The nest is a small mound of sticks or debris
on rocky, or low, brushy slopes of undisturbed islands (Cogswell 1977), usually on the ground and
less often on bushes (Palmer 1962). After breeding, they begin migrating as early as mid-May.
Individuals leave colonies in the Channel Islands and in Mexico and disperse along the entire
California coast. During the nesting season, they generally stay within 20 kilometers of nesting
islands (Briggs et al. 1981). Brown pelicans lay eggs from March to April, but records have
indicated egg laying even as late as June (Palmer 1962). Clutch size is usually 3 eggs, sometimes 2
with a single brood each year. Incubation lasts about 4 weeks. Young are altricial and cared for by
both parents, but they fledge at about 9 weeks. Brown pelicans first breed at about 3-5 years of
age.
Brown pelicans are diurnal and active throughout the year. In California brown pelicans feed
primarily on northern anchovy, Pacific sardine, and Pacific mackerel (Thelander and Crabtree
1994). Brown pelicans generally forage in early morning or late afternoon, or when the tide is
rising. They feed almost entirely on fish, caught by diving from 6-12 meters in the air, and
occasionally from up to 12 meters. They may completely or partially submerge, and water may be
shallow or deep. Occasionally brown pelicans will feed on crustaceans, carrion, and young of its
own species (Palmer 1962). They usually rest on water or inaccessible rocks (either offshore or on
mainland), but will also use mudflats, sandy beaches, wharfs, and jetties. They do not roost
overnight on water, rather they concentrate at a few traditional roosts on the mainland or islands
(Briggs et al. 1981). They cannot remain on the water for more than one hour without becoming
water-logged, and they require undisturbed roosts where they can dry and maintain their plumage
during the day and at night (Schreiber and Schreiber 1982). Schreiber and Schreiber ( 1982)
identified the need for this species to have year round access to undisturbed loafing and roosting
sites in proximity to foraging areas. This need was reinforced in the Recovery Plan for this species
(USFWS 1983) that identified roosting and loafing areas as essential habitat.
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The current breeding distribution of the brown pelican ranges from the Channel Islands off southern
California southward (including the Baja California coast and the Gulf of California) to Isla
Isabella, and Islas Tres Marias off Nayarit, Mexico, and Isla Ixtapa off Guerrero, Mexico. About
45,000 pairs nest on Mexico's west coast (Ehrlich et al. 1992) including approximately 35,000
pairs in the Gulf of California (David Pereksta, USFWS, pers. comm. 2002), and this population is
considered stable at this time (Dan Anderson, University of California at Davis, pers, comm.).
Between breeding seasons, brown pelicans may range as far north as Vancouver Island, British
Columbia and south to Central America. As plunge divers, they require relatively clear water to
visually locate their prey from on the wing. The largest numbers of brown pelicans (most of which
derive from Mexican colonies) appear in California during late summer and fall. Year-to-year postbreeding dispersal patterns of brown pelicans are, however, largely determined by the
oceanographic conditions which influence anchovy availability.
The brown pelican is a common post-breeding visitor to the Salton Sea, with numbers steadily
increasing over the past decades from the first records beginning in the early 1950s (Patten et al., in
press). This species does not occur elsewhere inland in such numbers or with such regularity. In
fact, the brown pelican colony closest to the Salton Sea is about 220 miles away, on San Luis
Island in the Gulf of California (liD 1994). The Salton Sea currently supports a year-round
population of California brown pelicans, where during the past few years single-day counts have
sometimes exceeded 3,000 individuals (Patten et al., in press). Records indicate that a brown
pelican nested successfully in 1996 at the Salton Sea (the first nesting of a California brown pelican
on an inland lake) and exhibited nesting activity in 1997 and 1998 (Charlie Pelizza, Sonny Bono
Salton Sea NWR, pers. comm.). Because brown pelicans are associated with large open water
bodies, habitat for brown pelicans in the proposed project area principally occurs at the Salton Sea
where abundant fish populations provide foraging opportunities for brown pelicans. This species
occurs almost anywhere along the shoreline of the Salton Sea, most often around rock outcrops
and embankments. The brown pelican has nested on small islands of volcanic rock with a sandy
base and at the Alamo River mouth on beds of matted reeds. From June through September they
can be found at least occasionally on virtually every body of water in the Imperial Valley (Patten et
al., in press). In addition to the Salton Sea, brown pelicans are known to forage at Finney Lake in
the Imperial Wildlife Area (U.S. Army Corps of Engineers 1996).
Juvenile brown pelicans tend to disperse the farthest from their natal site than any other age class
and prefer estuaries over open coastal areas. As birds reach sexual maturity (3-5 years), it has been
suggested that the birds return back to their natal site and rarely settle at another colony. Thus,
birds that now use the Salton Sea are more likely to stay in the Gulf of California once the Salton
Sea is no longer a viable source of fish. However, band returns indicate that brown pelicans are
capable of moving from the southern California coast to the Salton Sea. Adults may also use
specific wintering areas rather than disperse like the juveniles.
Brown pelicans declined greatly in the mid-20th century because of human persecution and
disturbance of nesting colonies. This species has also experienced widespread pollutant-related
reproductive failures during the late 1960's and early 1970's due to the use of DDT and the
resultant egg-shell thinning. Because of these declines, the brown pelican was classified as
endangered by the Service on October 13, 1970 (35 FR [2]16047, USFWS 1970). As of the
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1990's, the ecological effects of DDT contamination still had not been entirely eliminated within the
Southern California Bight, and incidences of eggshell thinning do occur but at a greatly reduced
frequency as compared to the early 1970's. Acute contamination of the Southern California Bight
water mass by DDT compounds has thus been replaced by low-level, chronic contamination.
Complete recovery of the brown pelican reproductive rates from past pesticide contaminations may
still be years away as DDT and its known breakdown product DDE are quite persistent in the
environment. Although its use is banned in the United States (Bennett 1996), it is still present in
the Imperial Valley and Salton Sea which can affect the brown pelican's reproductive success as a
result of bioaccumulation of DDE from foraging at the Salton Sea during the non-breeding season
(USFWS 1996).
Brown pelicans also have been impacted by disturbance of their nesting colonies by fishing and
recreational activities, particularly in the Southern California Bight (David Pereksta, USFWS, pers.
comm.). Better regulation of human access (particularly at the Los Coronados Islands colony) and
exotic predators would likely increase the nesting success of brown pelicans in these colonies by
reducing the rate of nest abandonment.
Brown pelicans in the Southern California Bight rely largely on schooling fish species such as
anchovy and sardine (USFWS 1983). This species would benefit from tighter controls over
commercial fishing of these species, particularly in the vicinity of the breeding colonies. Impacts of
commercial fishing can be magnified in years with the "El Nino Southern Oscillation" when warm
currents drive fish schools north of the breeding colonies. Prey availability may be limiting the
productivity of the Southern California Bight colonies; the reproductive rates have been relatively
constant and below recovery targets for several years (Frank Gress, University of California at
Davis, pers. comm.).
ENVIRONMENTAL BASELINE
Desert Pupfish
Desert pupfish were abundant along the shore of the Salton Sea through the 1950s (Barlow 1961).
During the 1960s, the numbers declined, and by 1978 they were noted as scarce and sporadic
(Black 1980). Declines are thought to have resulted from the introduction and establishment of
several exotic tropical species into the Salton Sea (Bolster 1990; Black 1980). These introduced
species prey on or compete with desert pupfish for food and space. Other factors responsible for
declines in desert pupfish populations include habitat modification due to water diversions and
groundwater pumping for agriculture (Pister 1974; Black 1980). There is also concern that
introduced saltceder (tamarisk) near pupfish habitat may cause a lack of water at critical times due
to evapotranspiration (Marsh and Sada 1993). Aerial pesticide application is a common practice
around the Salton Sea that may also affect pupfish populations (Marsh and Sada 1993).
Desert pupfish occur in Salt Creek and San Felipe Creek and its tributaries. This species also
occurs at and within the mouths of agricultural drains that discharge directly to the Salton Sea and
shoreline pools along the edge of the Salton Sea. Desert pupfish have been located in agricultural
drains within the proposed project area on the northwest, southwest, south, and southeast sides of
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the Salton Sea. These drains currently number 52 total with 29 in liD's jurisdiction and 23 in
CVWD's area. Maintaining these populations in the long-term has been determined to be
necessary for the recovery of the species (USFWS 1993). Based on our current understanding, this
includes maintaining the drain populations and providing for pupfish movement between individual
drains. A status report for the desert pupfish is in preparation by the CDFG. They report that
populations of desert pupfish in San Felipe and its tributaries are stable. Tilapia were present in
San Felipe Creek in 1997, but they are now extirpated. Some other non-native fish may be present,
but they are not considered a threat to pup fish populations in that location (Bureau of Land
Management 2001).
Cooperative monitoring surveys have been conducted in 1993, 1994, and in 1996 for desert pupfish
in non-refugium habitats in the Salton Sea, specifically in the mouths of irrigation drains and in two
shoreline pools. The total number of pupfish trapped in 1993 was 504. In 1994 the total number
was 538, however 259 of the pupfish were found dead in the traps that year (Michael Remington,
liD, pers. comm.). Pupfish were trapped in over half of the 29 possible locations in the irrigation
drains and shorelinepools tested in the 1993 and 1994 surveys. Results from the 1996 surveys
indicated that the pupfish were only caught in the Trifolium Storm drain (16 pupfish), Trifolium 20A (13 pupfish), San Felipe Wash (31 pupfish), Trifolium 19 (1 pupfish), Trifolium 12 (1 pupfish),
Trifolium 23 (1 pupfish), Trifolium 1 (1 pupfish), and the "R" drain (1 pupfish; Sharon Keeney,
CDFG, pers. comm.; and Michael Remington, liD, pers. comm.). The total number trapped in the
1996 survey was 65 pupfish. A study conducted by Sutton (2000) in 1999 that focused on the
movement of pupfish between drains and creeks and their associated shoreline pools. This was not
a comprehensive survey, but the total number of individuals captured was 3,239. The vast majority
of these were found in two locations: the Trifolium 20A drain and the shoreline pool associated
with the Trifolium 23 drain. More recent and limited surveys by the U.S. Geological Survey
(USGS) found 217 desert pupfish in three locations around the north end of the Salton Sea
(Barbara Martin, USGS, pers. comm.), but these surveys were not designed to estimate the desert
pupfish population at the Salton Sea.
Yuma Clapper Rail

In California this species nests along the lower Colorado River, in wetlands along the Coachella
Canal, the Imperial Valley, the upper end of the Salton Sea at the Whitewater River delta, and Salt
Creek (NatureServe 2001). Hydroelectric dams along the Colorado River have apparently
increased the amount of marsh habitat, and population numbers of the Yuma clapper rail may have
increased expanding the range northward in response to the increase in available habitat (Bureau of
Land Management 2001). Also, habitat was expanded through the creation of the Salton Sea in the
early 1900s. The population along the lower Colorado River was estimated in the 1980s at 550-750
in the U.S. and 200 in Mexico (NatureServe 200 1). The action area essentially covers the U.S.
range of the species.
In the proposed project area, the principal concentrations of Yuma clapper rails are at the south
end of the Salton Sea near the New and Alamo River mouths, at the Sonny Bono Salton Sea NWR,
at the Wister Unit of the Imperial Wildlife Management Area, Imperial NWR, Cibola NWR, Mittry
Lake, West Pond, Bill Williams Delta, Topock Gorge, Topock Marsh and at Finney Lake in the
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Imperial Wildlife Management Area. As many of these areas occur on state reserve or NWR lands,
these state and federal properties will continue to have a major role in the long-term conservation
of this species. Continued access to adequate water to maintain these habitats will be a key factor
in the long-term management of the Yuma clapper rail.
Between 1995 and 2002, an average of 306 rails have been counted around the Salton Sea, and an
average of 276 were counted in the same period along the lower Colorado River corridor
(USFWS, unpublished data). The Imperial Valley population represents an estimated 42 percent of
the entire U.S. population of this species (Point Reyes Bird Observatory 1999; USFWS 1999;
Lesley Fitzpatrick, USFWS, pers. comm.). Despite representing a sizeable proportion of the
subspecies' population, overall numbers at the Salton Sea are modest (Patten et al., in press). For
example, only 96 individuals were censussed around the south end of the Salton Sea during the
summer of 1993 (AB 47:1149 AB) and only 279 were located during extensive surveys in 1999
(Shuford et al. 2000); Principal regional sites are the Wister Unit of the Imperial Wildlife Area,
Unit 1 of the Sonny Bono Salton Sea NWR, and adjacent marshes around the New River. Yuma
clapper rails have been found outside these refuge areas also. Between 1995 and 2002, a range of
3 to 42 (average of 20) clapper rails were counted outside the refuges (USFWS unpublished data).
This includes the Trifolium 1 and Holtville Main irrigation drains (Steve Johnson, Sonny Bono
Salton Sea NWR, pers comrn.; Hurlbert eta!. 1997). A maximum count in the Holtville Main drain
at one time was 5 pairs and 2 individuals (USFWS unpublished data). This particular drain is
unusual for its length (17.8 miles) and extent of vegetation (Hurlbert et al., 1997), and it may be
more likely than most drains in the system to provide habitat for Yuma clapper rails given those
characteristics. In 1994, 2 pairs and 2 single rails were heard calling in the Bruchard drain during
.breeding season surveys (Ken Sturm, Sonny Bono Salton Sea NWR, pers. comm.).
California Black Rail

Black rails occur along the lower Colorado River, with approximately 100 to 200 individuals
estimated to occur from Imperial National Wildlife Refuge south to Mittry Lake (Rosenberg et al.
1991). In more recent surveys a total of 100 individuals were counted at 20 sites along the lower
Colorado River (Courtney Conway, USGS, unpublished data). Of this total62 black rails were
found in Arizona, and 38 were in California.
This species was presumed to be rare and infrequent in the Salton Sea area until the late 1970s,
when it was discovered that small numbers were present in the Imperial Valley and elsewhere
around the Salton Sea. Other regional records from the late 1970s through the 1980s are from the
vicinity of the New River mouth and Fig Lagoon. The species persisted at Finney Lake through the
1980s but disappeared when the CDFG drained the lakes for renovation, with the last bird recorded
in April1989 (Evens et al. 1991). A study by Jurek (1975) and other investigators in 1974 and
1975 identified eight marsh areas with black rails between the Coachella and East Highline Canals
south of Niland. Six individual records near Niland from January and February (Patten et al., in
press) suggest that black rails are resident at the Salton Sink, but it may be only a sporadic winter
visitor to the Salton Sink area (Garrett and Dunn 1981; Evens et al. 1991). The Coachella Canal
south of Niland was concrete-lined in 1981, and all black rail habitat supported by canal seepage
was desiccated (Evens et al. 1991). More recently, black rails were censussed along the All
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American Canal during April and May of 1988 in conjunction with Yuma clapper rail surveys. A
minimum of three black rails was recorded for the area. In the a systematic survey for the species
at the Salton Sea and surrounding areas in 1989, 15 birds were recorded in the Salton Sea area
(Laymon et al. 1990). In 1999, the Point Reyes Bird Observatory failed to find the species during
focused surveys for it around the south end of the Sea (B. Mulrooney in Patten et al., in press). In
2000 Courtney Conway (USGS, unpublished data) found no California black rails in surveys
around the Salton Sea area. These surveys also covered the seepage areas along the All American
and Coachella Canals, and black rails were located in these surveys. A total of 21 were reported
along the All American Canal and six along the Coachella CanaL Another five black rails were
found along the New River. The reproductive status of these birds is uncertain, although some
locations have had numerous calling birds over a period of several weeks in the spring, suggesting a
breeding population (Reclamation and Salton Sea Authority 2000).
California Brown Pelican
Food availability, disturbance, and oceanic pollution currently appear to be the major limiting
factors to populations of California brown pelicans (USFWS 1983). Potential threats related to
these limiting factors include commercial fisheries, oil development, recreational fisheries, sonic
booms and increased tourism (USFWS 1983). Most North American populations of this species
were extirpated by 1970. Since the banning of DDT and other organochlorine use in the early
1970s, brown pelicans have made a strong recovery and are now fairly common and perhaps still
increasing on the southeast and west coasts (Kaufmann 1996). The endangered Southern
California Bight population of the brown pelican grew to 7,200 breeding pairs by 1987, but has
experienced considerable population fluctuations in recent years and has not been considered
sufficiently stable for delisting (CDFG 1992). In 1992 there were an estimated 6,000 pairs in
Southern California. Future restoration efforts (currently being planned) to reduce the existing
DDT contamination in the Southern California Bight would be beneficial to this breeding
population.
The Salton Sea is part of the Rio Colorado Delta, and the brown pelicans at the Sea are most likely
affiliated with the breeding colonies in the Gulf of California. Brown pelicans probably had little
historical use of the Salton Sea (Anderson 1993), although the Salton Sea may have recently taken
on greater importance for these birds as a result of the degradation of habitat in the Delta. Some
visiting postbreeding pelicans were documented at the Salton Sea in the late 1970s, but
overwintering was not confirmed until 1987. Use of the Salton Sea by brown pelicans
subsequently increased. Now use is largely seasonal, typically numbering 1,000 to 2,000 birds,
with peak numbers ranging from 4,000 to 5,000 birds in the late summer/early fall (Charles Pelizza,
Sonny Bono Salton Sea NWR, pers. comm.). The age structure also varies seasonally with brown
pelicans at the Salton Sea where adults dominate in the spring and juveniles arrive in the summer
and are followed by adults in the late summer/early faiL Based on behavioral observations, the
brown pelicans using the Salton Sea may come from a single breeding colony in the northern Gulf
of California (Dan Anderson, University of California at Davis, pers. comm.). If these birds have
become dependent on the Salton Sea to supplement their non-breeding forage requirements, the
impacts of the loss of access to the Sea may have a greater impact than if the effects were spread
throughout the Gulf of California population as a whole.
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Brown pelicans at the Salton Sea roost predominantly at Obsidian Butte, Mullet Island, and the
sand bars associated with the three river mouths (Charles Pelizza, Sonny Bono Salton Sea NWR,
pers. comm.). Other areas are used in low numbers (e.g., the break waters along the south end of
the Salton Sea), but these areas are subject to various human activities (e.g., vehicle use and
fishing) and thus are not consistently available. The high use areas are currently surrounded
completely or largely by shallow water, and they may be lost as functional roosts due to greater
accessibility to terrestrial species as the Salton Sea recedes.
The brown pelican was first found to nest successfully at the Salton Sea in 1996 with 3 nests
resulting in nine fledglings. Although pairs attempted to nest iri 1997, five nests were unsuccessful
due to flooding. An undocumented number of nesting attempts were observed in 1998, but no
successful nests were established. No nesting activity has been recorded since 1998 (Charles
Pelizza, Sonny Bono Salton Sea NWR, pers. comm.).
Brown pelicans have experienced losses at the Salton Sea as a result of annual outbreaks of avian
botulism since 1996 (USFWS unpublished data). The greatest losses occurred in 1996 with a total
of 2,034 birds affected by the botulism event. The losses have been less since that 1996 event, with
numbers of brown pelicans affected ranging from 274 to 1,311. Given the increased effort to
identify and rehabilitate sick birds, the number of mortalities relative to the total number of pelicans
affected has decreased overall since the 1996 event. The cause of these annual outbreaks has not
been determined conclusively, but the Salton Sea's highly eutrophic condition may be a
contributing factor.
EFFECTS OF THE ACTION

Desert Pupfish
The desert pupfish is known to use irrigation drains that flow directly into the Salton Sea and the
Salton Sea itself, and this species will be affected by water conservation-related changes in those
two areas. These impacts are expected to be associated with potential reductions in habitat,
increases in selenium concentrations in the drains, and physical/chemical barriers to movement in
the Salton Sea that could result in isolating sub-populations within individual drains.
The water conservation activities proposed by IlD will result in the reduction of flows in the drains
that flow directly to the Salton Sea by 7-39 percent, depending on the proportion of fallowing to
efficiency conservation conducted for the water transfer. Narrower and/or shallower flows may
result in a physical reduction of habitat for the desert pupfish despite Reclamation's commitment to
maintain the current linear extent of the desert pupfish habitat and the expectation that drains will
be extended as the Salton Sea elevation goes down. Because the program is based on voluntary
participation by farmers that will vary over time, specific reductions in the flows of individual drains
cannot be determined. While the quantity of habitat may be reduced, the quality may be increased
if the flow reductions result in fewer exotic species using the drains. Tilapia zillii and other exotic
fish species are known to use the drains in addition to the desert pupfish. Tilapia zillii, in
particular, favors deeper water for spawning, but desert pupfish are expected to use shallower
depths than most other species (Marsh and Sada 1993). Thus, decreases in depth of flow may
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offset the losses of physical habitat that occur by suppressing competition and/or predation by
exotic species. The effect in this case is expected to be neutral or positive because decreases in
depth are not expected to enhance and may reduce the reproduction of exotic species. If width
decreases without adequate changes in depth, the desert pupfish could be confined to smaller
physical space without a reduction in competitors and/or predators. This could result in a negative
effect associated with the reduction in flows if not offset be the increased length of the drains as the
Salton Sea recedes. Water conservation is expected to reduce the loading of suspended sediments
and sediment-associated contaminants (e.g., phosphorus and organochlorine pesticides) into the
aquatic environment, which could benefit desert pupfish. The net effect of these changes cannot be
quantified at this time, but take in the form of harm may occur from reduced flows that result in
reduced habitat and/or increased competition and predation in those drains in the liD system that
flow directly to the Salton Sea.
As a result of the use of on-farm and systems water conservation, the Imperial Irrigation Decision
Support System (IIDSS) model output indicates that selenium concentrations will increase over
time to higher concentrations than are anticipated under the baseline. The concentrations under the
proposed project are anticipated to be 2.24 to 11.7 fLg/L in the drains that flow directly to the
Salton Sea whereas those concentrations were predicted by the model to be 2.24 to 8.48 fLg/L
under the baseline. The mean concentration under the proposed project (5.88 fLg/L) exceeds the
baseline mean concentration (4. 70 fLg/L) by 1.18 fLg/L. However, a study of surface drain water
conducted in 1994 found concentrations of selenium in the range of 2 to 52 fLg/L, with a mean
concentration of 6 fLg/L (Setmire 1999). This suggests that the predictions provided by the model
are somewhat low and should be used with caution. The BA provides long-term average
concentrations for selenium in the surface drains of the Alamo and New River Basins. These
concentrations are representative of the average concentrations in drain water in each of those
basins. These concentrations are 7.9 and 7.4 fLg/L selenium, respectively, and they also suggest
that the concentrations provided by the model for the direct-to-Sea drains may underestimate the
future concentrations.
As part of a study recently funded bythe Service, samples were collected from various drains and
shoreline pools potentially occupied by desert pupfish. In this effort water, sediment, plant
material, and surrogate fish samples were collected. Despite the fact that none of the drain water
samples had detectable concentrations of selenium (detection limit of 5.6 fLg/L), the other sample
matrices had detectable concentrations which in many cases exceeded levels of concern. The
sediment samples for the sampled drains had concentrations that ranged from <0.519 to 5.86 mg/kg
dry weight (DW). The vegetation samples had concentrations that ranged from <0.992 to 3.97
fLg/g DW. The whole body surrogate fish samples had concentrations that ranged from 3.38 to
14.7 fLg/g DW. All37 surrogate fish samples showed concentrations that exceeded 3 fLg/g DW,
and 35 of the 37 exceeded 4 fLg/g DW.
Hazards of Selenium

Selenium Sources
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Selenium, a semi-metallic trace element with biochemical properties very similar to sulfur, is widely
distributed in the earth's crust, usually at trace concentrations (<1 f.Lg/g, ppm; e.g., Wilber 1980;
Eisler 1985). Some geologic formations, however, are particularly seleniferous (e.g., Presser and
Ohlendorf 1987, Presser 1994, Presser et al. 1994, Piper and Medrano 1994, Seiler 1997, Presser
and Piper 1998), and when disturbed by anthropogenic activity provide pathways for accelerated
mobilization of selenium into aquatic ecosystems. Abnormally high mass-loading of selenium into
aquatic environments is most typically associated with the use of fossil fuels, with intensive
irrigation and over-grazing of arid lands, and with mining of sulfide ores (Skorupa 1998). Intensive
confined livestock production facilities and municipal wastewater treatment plants may also
contribute to accelerated mass-loading of selenium into surface water bodies. Agricultural
irrigation over large areas of the western United States causes accelerated leaching of selenium
from soils into groundwater. Natural and anthropogenic discharge of subsurface agricultural
drainage water to surface waters is a major pathway for the mass-loading of selenium into aquatic
ecosystems (Presser et al. 1994, Presser 1994, Seiler 1997, Presser and Piper 1998, Skorupa
1998).

Toxicity
For vertebrates, selenium is an essential nutrient (Wilber 1980). Inadequate dietary uptake (food
and water) of selenium results in selenium deficiency syndromes such as reproductive impairment,
poor body condition, and immune system dysfunction (Oldfield 1990; CAST 1994). However,
excessive dietary uptake of selenium results in toxicity syndromes that are similar to the deficiency
syndromes (Koller and Exon 1986). Thus, selenium is a "hormetic" chemical, i.e., a chemical for
which levels of safe dietary uptake are bounded on both sides by adverse-effects thresholds. Most
essential nutrients are hormetic; what distinguishes selenium from other nutrients is the very narrow
range between the deficiency threshold and the toxicity threshold (Wilber 1980, Sorensen 1991).
Nutritionally adequate dietary uptake (from feed) is generally reported as 0.1 to 0.3 f.Lg/g (ppm) on
a dry feed basis, whereas, the toxicity threshold for sensitive vertebrate animals is generally
reported as 2 f.Lg/g (ppm). That dietary toxicity threshold is only one order-of-magnitude above
nutritionally adequate exposure levels (see review in Skorupa et al. 1996, USDIBORJFWS/GS/BIA 1998).
Hormetic margin-of-safety data suggest that environmental regulatory standards for selenium
should generally be placed no higher than one order of magnitude above normal background levels
(unless there are species-specific and site-specific data to justify a variance from the general rule).
For freshwater ecosystems that are negligibly influenced by agricultural or industrial mobilization of
selenium, normal background concentrations of selenium have been estimated as 0.25 f.Lg/L (ppb;
Wilber 1980), 0.1-0.3 f.Lg/L (ppb; Lemly 1985), 0.2 f.Lg/L (ppb; Lillebo et al. 1988), and 0.1-0.4
f.Lg/L (ppb; average <0.2, Maier and Knight 1994).

Direct Waterborne Contact Toxicity
Selenium occurs in natural waters primarily in two oxidation states, selenate (+6) and selenite (+4).
Waters associated with various fossil-fuel extraction, refining, and waste disposal pathways contain
selenium predominantly in the selenite (+4) oxidation state. Waters associated with irrigated
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agriculture in the western United States contain selenium predominantly in the selenate (+6)
oxidation state. Based on traditional bioassay measures of toxicity (24- to 96-hour contact
exposure to contaminated water without concomitant dietary exposure), selenite is more toxic than
selenate to most aquatic taxa (e.g., see review in Moore et al. 1990).
Most aquatic organisms, however, are relatively insensitive to waterborne contact exposure to
either dissolved selenate or dissolved selenite, as adverse-effects generally occur at concentrations
above 1,000 f.Lg/L (ppb). By contrast, waterborne contact toxicity for selenium in the form of
dissolved selena-amino-acids (such as selenomethionine and selenocysteine) has been reported at
concentrations as low as 3-4 f.Lg/L (ppb) for striped bass (Marone saxitilis; Moore et al. 1990). It
would be expected, however, that at a long-term concentration of 5 f.Lg/L (ppb) total selenium the
concentration of dissolved selena-amino-acids would be substantively below 3-4 f.Lg/L (ppb)
because selena-amino-acids usually make up much less than 60-80 percent of total dissolved
selenium in natural waters. For example, it was estimated that organoselenium made up only 4.5
percent of the total dissolved selenium in highly contaminated drainage water from the San Joaquin
Valley (Besser et al. 1989). Under most circumstances, a long-term concentration of 5 f.Lg/L
should be protective of aquatic life with regard to direct contact toxicity. Selenium, however, is
bioaccumulative and therefore the direct contact exposure is only considered a minor exposure
pathway for aquatic organisms (e.g., see review by Lemly 1996a).
Bioaccumulative Dietary Toxicity
Although typical concentrations of different chemical forms of selenium would be unlikely to cause
direct contact toxicity at a long-term concentration of 5 f.Lg/L (ppb), as little as 0.1 f.Lg/L of
dissolved selenomethionine has been found sufficient, via bioaccumulation, to cause an average
concentration of 14.9 f.Lg/g (ppm, dry weight) selenium in zooplankton (Besser et al. 1993), a
concentration that would cause dietary toxicity to most species of fish (Lemly 1996a). Based on
Besser et al. (1993) bioaccumulation factors (BAFs) for low concentrations of selenomethionine,
as little as 6 ng!L of dissolved selenomethionine would be sufficient to cause food chain
bioaccumulation of selenium to concentrations exceeding toxic thresholds for dietary exposure of
fish and wildlife. Thus, at a chronic concentration of 5 f.Lg/L (ppb) as total selenium, if more than
0.1 percent of the total dissolved selenium were in the form of selenomethionine, food chain
accumulation of selenium to levels sufficient to cause dietary toxicity in sensitive species of fish and
birds would occur. Unfortunately, relative concentrations of selenoamino-acids have not been
determined in the field in California for waters where total selenium is found in the critical 1-5 f.Lg/L
range. Further research is required to characterize typical proportions of selena-amino-acids in
waters containing 1-5 f.Lg/L (ppb) total selenium.
Based on waters containing 1-5 f.Lg/L (ppb) total selenium, composite bioaccumulation factors
(defined as: the total bioaccumulation of selenium from exposure to a composite mixture of
different selenium species measured only as total selenium) for aquatic food chain items (algae,
zooplankton, macro-invertebrates) are typically between 1,000 and 10,000 (on dry weight basis;
Lillebo et al. 1988, Lemly 1996a). Therefore, based on risk from bioaccumulative dietary toxicity,
a chronic concentration somewhere in the range of 0.2 to 2 f.Lg/L (ppb) would not be expected to
have adverse effects. More specifically, based on an analysis of bioaccumulative dietary risk and a
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literature database, Lillebo et al. (1988) concluded that a chronic criterion of 0.9 f!g/L (ppb) for
total selenium is required to protect fish from adverse toxic effects. Furthermore, Peterson and
Nebeker (1992) applied a bioaccumulative risk analysis to semi-aquatic wildlife taxa and concluded
that a chronic standard of 1 f!g/L (ppb) for total selenium was warranted. Most recently, Skorupa
(1998) has compiled a summary of field data that includes multiple examples of fish and wildlife
toxicity in nature at waterborne selenium concentrations below 5 f!g/L (ppb ), supporting the
criteria recommendations ofLillebo et al. (1988) and Peterson and Nebeker (1992). A recently
concluded regional survey of irrigation related selenium mobilization in the western United States,
conducted jointly by several agencies of the U.S. Department of the Interior over a ten-year period,
found that at 5 f!g/L total selenium in surface waters about 60% of associated sets of avian eggs
exceeded the toxic threshold for selenium, i.e., that 5 f!g/L Se was only about 40% protective
against excessive bioaccumulation of selenium into the eggs of waterbirds (Seiler and Skorupa, In
Press).

Interaction Effects Enhancing Selenium Toxicity
Toxic thresholds for fish and wildlife dietary exposure to selenium have been identified primarily by
means of controlled feeding experiments with captive animals (e.g., see reviews by NRC 1980,
1984, 1989; Heinz 1996, Lemly 1996a, Skorupa et al. 1996, USDI-BORJFWS/GS/BIA 1998).
Such experiments are carefully designed to isolate the toxic effects of selenium as a solitary
stressor. Consequently, the toxic thresholds identified by such studies are prone to overestimating
the levels of selenium exposure that can be tolerated, without adverse effects, in an environment
with multiple stressors as is typical of the real ecosystems (Cech et al. 1998). There are at least
three well-known multiple-stressor scenarios for selenium that dictate a very conservative approach
to determining adequately protective concentrations for aquatic life:
1. Winter Stress Syndrome -More than 60 years ago it was first discovered in experiments with
poultry housed in outdoor pens that dietary toxicity thresholds were lower for experiments done in
the winter than at other times of the year (Tully and Franke 1935). More recently this was
confirmed for mallard ducks (Anas platyrhynchos) by Heinz and Fitzgerald (1993). Lemly (1993),
studying fish, conducted the first experimental research taking into account the interactive effects
of winter stress syndrome and confirmed that such effects are highly relevant even for waters
containing <5 f!g/L (ppb) selenium. Consequently, Lemly (1996b) presents a general case for
winter stress syndrome as a critical component of hazard assessments. It can be further generalized
that any metabolic stressor (cold weather, migration, smoltification, pathogen challenge, etc.)
would interact similarly to lower the toxic thresholds for dietary exposure to selenium. Based on a
comparison of results from Heinz and Fitzgerald (1993) and Albers et al. (1996), the dietary
toxicity threshold in the presence of winter stress was only 0.5-times the threshold level for
selenium as a solitary stressor.
2. Immune System Dysfunction - Also more than 60 years ago, it was first noted that chickens
exposed to elevated levels of dietary selenium were differentially susceptible to pathogen challenges
(Tully and Franke 1935). More recently this was confirmed for mallard ducks by Whiteley and
Yuill (1989). Numerous other studies have confirmed the physiological and histopathological basis
for selenium-induced immune system dysfunctions in wildlife (Fairbrother and Fowles 1990,
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Schamber et al. 1995, Albers et al. 1996). Based on Whiteley and Yuill's (1989) results, in ovo
exposure of mallard ducklings to as little as 3 .9 f.Lg/g (ppm dry weight basis) selenium was
sufficient to significantly increase mortality when ducklings were challenged with a pathogen. The
lowest confirmed in ovo toxicity threshold for selenium as a solitary stressor is 10 f.Lg/g (ppm dry
weight basis; Heinz 1996, reported as 3 f.Lg/g wet weight basis and about 70% moisture). In this
case the multiple-stressor toxicity threshold is only 0.39-times the threshold level for selenium as a
solitary stressor.
3. Chemical Synergism -Multiple stressors can also consist of other contaminants. For example,
Heinz and Hoffman ( 1998) recently reported very strong synergistic effects between dietary
organa-selenium and organa-mercury with regard to reproductive impairment of mallard ducks.
The experiment of Heinz and Hoffman (1998) did not include selenium treatments near or below
the threshold for diet-mediated reproductive toxicity and therefore no ratio of single-stressor versus
multiple-stressor threshold levels is available. A field study involving 12 lakes in Sweden, however,
found that in the presence of threshold levels of mercury contamination, the waterborne threshold
for selenium toxicity was about 2.6 f.Lg/L (ppb; see review in Skorupa 1998, and review in USDIBORJFWS/GS/BIA 1998). Meili ( 1996) concluded that, "The results [of the Swedish Lakes
studies] suggest that a selenium concentration of only 3 f.Lg/L can seriously damage fish
populations."

Environmental Partitioning and Waterborne Toxicity Thresholds
Risk management via water concentration-based water quality criteria is an inherently flawed
process for selenium (Pease et al. 1992, Taylor et al. 1992, 1993; Canton 1997). The process is
flawed because the potential for toxic hazards to fish and wildlife is determined by the rate of massloading of selenium into an aquatic ecosystem and the corresponding environmental partitioning of
mass-loads between the water column, sediments, and biota (food chain). However, a water
column concentration of selenium can be an imperfect and uncertain measure of mass-loading and
food chain bioaccumulation. For example, a low concentration of waterborne selenium can occur
because mass-loading into the system is low ( = low potential for hazard to fish and wildlife) or
because there has been rapid biotic uptake and/or sediment deposition from elevated mass-loading
(=high potential for hazard to fish and wildlife). Toxicity to fish and wildlife is ultimately
determined by how much selenium is partitioned into the food chain. Several examples of
potentially hazardous food chain bioaccumulation of selenium at waterborne selenium
concentrations <2 f.Lg/L are known from California (Maier and Knight 1991, Pease et al. 1992,
Luoma and Linville 1997, San Francisco Estuary Institute [SFEI]l997a, Setmire et al. 1990, 1993;
Bennett 1997) and elsewhere (Birkner 1978, Lemly 1997, Hamilton 1998).

Fish
A tremendous amount of research regarding toxic effects of selenium on fish has been conducted
since the late 1970's. Recently, this body of research was reviewed and summarized by Lemly
(1996b). Lemly reports that salmonids are very sensitive to selenium contamination and exhibit
toxic symptoms even when tissue concentrations are quite low. Survival of juvenile rainbow trout
(Oncorhynchus mykiss) was reduced when whole-body concentrations of selenium exceeded 5
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J-Lg/g (dry wt.). Smoltification and seawater migration among juvenile chinook salmon
(Oncorhynchus tshawytscha) were impaired when whole-body tissue concentrations reached about
20 J-Lg/g. However, mortality among larvae, a more sensitive life stage, occurred when
concentrations exceeded 5 J-Lg/g. Whole-body concentrations of selenium in juvenile striped bass
collected from areas in California impacted by irrigation drainage ranged from 5 to 8 J-Lg/g.
Summarizing studies of warm-water fish Lemly reports that growth was inhibited at whole-body
tissue concentrations of 5 to 8 J-Lg/g selenium or greater among juvenile and adult fathead minnows
(Pimephales promelas). Several species of centrarchids (sunfish) exhibited physiologically
important changes in blood parameters, tissue structure in major organs (ovary, kidney, liver, heart,
gills), and organ weight-body weight relations when skeletal muscle tissue contained 8 to 36 J-Lg/g
selenium. Whole-body concentrations of only 4 to 6 J-Lg/g were associated with mortality when
juvenile bluegill (Lepomis macrochirus) were fed selenomethionine-spiked commercial diets in the
laboratory. When bluegill eggs contained 12 to 55 J-Lg/g selenium, transfer of the selenium to
developing embryos during yolk-sac absorption resulted in edema, morphological deformities, and
death prior to the swim-up stage. In a laboratory study of "winter stress syndrome" juvenile
bluegill exposed to a diet containing 5.1 J-Lg/g selenium and water containing 4.8 J-Lg/L (ppb)
selenium exhibited hematological changes and gill damage that reduced respiratory capacity while
increasing respiratory demand and oxygen consumption. In combination with low water
temperature (4 degrees Celsius), these effects caused reduced activity and feeding, depletion of 50
to 80 percent of body lipid, and significant mortality within 60 days. Winter stress syndrome
resulted in the death of about one-third of exposed fish at whole body concentrations of 5 to 8 J-Lg/g
selenium.
Based on Lemly's review of more than 100 papers, he recommended the following toxic effects
thresholds for the overall health and reproductive vigor of freshwater and anadromous fish exposed
to elevated concentrations of selenium: 4 J-Lg/g whole body; 8 J-Lg/g skinless fillets; 12 J-Lg/g liver; and
10 J-Lg/g ovary and eggs. He also recommended 3 J-Lg/g as the toxic threshold for selenium in
aquatic food-chain organisms consumed by fish. Lemly reported that when waterborne
concentrations of inorganic selenium (the predominant form in aquatic environments) are in the 7to 10-J-Lg/L (ppb) range, bioconcentration factors in phytoplankton are about 3,000. Consequently,
he concluded that patterns and magnitudes of bioaccumulation are similar enough among various
aquatic systems that a common number, 2 J-Lg/L (ppb; for filtered samples of water), could be given
as a threshold for conditions "highly hazardous to the health and long-term survival of fish".
Recently, Hamilton (1998) reviewed the demonstrated and potential effects of selenium on six
species of endangered fish in the Colorado River basin, including the humpback chub (Gila cypha),
Colorado squawfish (Ptychocheilus lucius), bonytail chub (Gila elegans), razorback sucker,
flannelmouth sucker (Catostomus latipinnis), and roundtail chub (Gila robusta). Hamilton
presents historical data supporting a hypothesis that long-term selenium contamination of the lower
Colorado River basin may have been one of the factors contributing to the disappearance of
endangered fish in the early 1930's. Contemporary issues of concern included the unusually high
incidence of abnormal lesions on fish in the San Juan River, especially flannelmouth sucker,
attributed to pathogens requiring inducement by stressors such as high contaminant concentrations
or poor body condition. Other concerns included concentrations of selenium in fish eggs as high as
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28 f.Lg/g in razorback sucker from the Green River and as high as 73 f.Lg/g in eggs of rainbow trout
collected from the mainstem Colorado River between Glen Canyon Dam and Lee's Ferry. In
controlled studies of larval razorback suckers fed food organisms collected from the wild, Hamilton
found 2.3 f.Lg/g or more of selenium in the diet to be sufficient to cause reduced survival. In an
enclosure study where razorback suckers were held in selenium-contaminated aquatic environments
(Adobe Creek, 9-90 f.Lg/L (ppb) selenium, and North Roadside Pond of Ouray National Wildlife
Refuge, 40 f.Lg/L (ppb) selenium) for 9 months, muscle plugs contained 17 and 12 f.Lg/g selenium
respectively and eggs contained 44 and 38 f.Lg/g selenium. Finally, Hamilton stressed that
consideration of selenium effects was an important component of recovery planning for the
Colorado River basin endangered endemics.
Desert Pupfish: Specific data exist to support a conclusion thatthe desert pupfish would be at risk
from chronic selenium concentrations on the order of 5 f.Lg/L (ppb). Setmire and Schroeder (1998)
report on a field study of sailfin mollies in the Salton Sea area of California. The mollies were
chosen as surrogate species to assess contaminant threats to the co-occurring endangered desert
pupfish. Mollies and pupfish were simultaneously collected from one site and found to contain
virtually identical whole-body selenium concentrations (Bennett 1997), which verified the utility of
mollies as a surrogate indicator of pupfish exposure. During 1994, mollies were collected from 13
agricultural drains. For 10 of the 13 drains, whole-body selenium concentrations were in the range
of 3 to 6 f.Lg/g, a level designated by a panel of selenium researchers as "of concern" for warmwater
fishes (USDI-BOR 1993, also see Gober 1994, CAST 1994, Ohlendorf 1996). Two of the other
three drains that were sampled yielded mollies averaging >6 f.Lg/g, a level designated by the panel of
researchers as exceeding the toxic threshold for warmwater fishes. Unfortunately,
contemporaneous measures of waterborne selenium in the sampled drains were not obtained for
comparison to the mollie tissue data.
An inquiry with California's Colorado River Basin Regional Water Quality Control Board yielded
file data on waterborne selenium for one of the 13 drains sampled for mollies in 1994; however the
file data is for water samples collected in 1996 (R. Lukens, Regional Water Quality Control Board,
pers. comm.). Ten monthly (March to December, 1996) measures of waterborne selenium in the
Trifolium 12 drain averaged 4.96 f.Lg/L (ppb). Sailfin mollies collected from Trifolium 12 drain in
1994 averaged 3.6 f.Lg/g whole-body selenium, with a maximum of 3.8 f.Lg/g (n=3). If the
concentrations of selenium in the drain were roughly the same in 1994 as in 1996, then a
concentration on the order of 5 f.Lg/L (ppb) would be associated with expected pupfish tissue
concentrations of selenium at the "level of concern." Borderline exposures for direct toxic effects
may be particularly hazardous at the Salton Sea because of the recent record of diverse and
frequent epizootic events documented for fish and birds at the Sea. It is well established for birds
that selenium-induced immune dysfunction occurs at exposure levels below those required for
direct selenium-poisoning. Until comparable studies are completed for fish, the safest assumption
is that the results for selenium-induced immune dysfunction documented for birds may also apply to
fish.
Harm in the form of reduced reproductive success and increased vulnerability to pathogen
challenge (that could result in injury or mortality) could occur depending on the sensitivity of this
species to the water conservation-related increases in selenium concentrations. Mortality is
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possible for desert pupfish larvae depending on their specific sensitivity and the actual
concentrations that result from the water conservation. The average concentrations in the drains
that are expected with water conservation (2.2 to 11.7 f!g/L) are not anticipated to result in direct
mortality in the adult population, although peaks in concentrations, depending on their magnitude
and duration, may result in adult mortality. These changes will affect slightly over half (29 of 52)
of the agricultural drains that are currently occupied or potential habitat for the desert pupfish.
This habitat has been identified as necessary for recovery of the species.
Salinity Effects
The salinity of the Salton Sea is expected to increase more rapidly with the proposed project than
under the baseline. Pupfish have a high salinity tolerance, and they have been shown to survive
salinities higher than 90 ppt. The Salton Sea Accounting Model (SSAM) predicts that the salinity
will exceed 90 ppt after the end of the water transfer term under the baseline. With the proposed
project the salinity is expected to exceed 90 ppt in 2027. This is 58 years sooner than under the
baseline. The desert pupfish conservation measures call for the creation of connections between
the drains to allow for inter-drain movement when the Salton Sea salinity has exceeded the 90 ppt
threshold. A lower threshold will be used if new information suggests that it is appropriate.
Because these connections will be in place prior to the Salton Sea salinity exceeding 90 ppt (or
lower as appropriate), no harm should result from the salinity of the Salton Sea exceeding the 90
ppt threshold. However, these connections will require structural changes in the drain
configurations. The construction and maintenance of these connections may result in injury or
mortality of desert pupfish. This construction activity in the occupied portions of the drains is
expected to require the use of heavy equipment to open the connections between drains, but we
anticipate that it will be limited to a single connection of similar width as existing drains that
intersects each drain once. The need for maintenance can be managed to some degree by
controlling the slope of the connections to minimize sediment build up to the extent that this does
not detract from the habitat conditions required by pupfish. Given the average frequency of similar
activities in the Imperial Valley and the management opportunity described above, we anticipate
that 20% of the connections would require maintenance annually. It is very difficult to survey for
this species, so the number of pupfish impacted by this activity cannot be quantified at this time.
There are 29 drains at the south end that will require connection (in three groups as the existing
river deltas form barriers) and 23 drains at the north end (in two groups again as a result of the
existing river delta functioning as a barrier).
Without these connections, pupfish would be isolated within individual drains, and the drains would
be subject to random events such as run off of excess fertilizers, low dissolved oxygen events, and
pesticide spills that could result in direct mortality of the pupfish within the drains where these
events occur. To maintain the drain population, pupfish need to be able to move out of the drains
when conditions become inhospitable and to move back into drains and re-establish themselves
when conditions return to normal. We anticipate that without these connections, pupfish drain
populations would ultimately be lost as such stochastic events eliminate individual drain
populations one by one. The loss of these drain populations would limit the ability to recover the
species. These connections are expected to provide an overall benefit to drain pupfish populations
that should offset any short-term impacts associated with their construction.
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Physical Effects
The extension of the drains that occurs unaided as the elevation of the Salton Sea declines may not
allow for pupfish movement below the existing occupied areas depending on the configuration
formed as a result of the flow and gradient. The Salton Sea bathymetry is currently not adequately
mapped to determine if subsurface physical baniers are present between drains that will interfere
with pupfish movement as the elevation of the Salton Sea declines with the proposed project. The
removal of such physical barriers is anticipated to require minor construction along the lengths of
the drains and shoreline of the Salton Sea. Because the disturbance associated with this
construction is anticipated to be less than that associated with construction of the inter-drain
connections, it is likely that harm of desert pupfish will be minimal as a result of this activity. As
stated previously, this species is very difficult to survey so the number of individuals affected
cannot be quantified at this time.
The pup fish refugium established as part of Pupfish Conservation Measure 1 will require regular
maintenance to control vegetative growth and maintain the appropriate habitat conditions for desert
pupfish. It is anticipated that this will result in harm in the form of temporary disturbance of the
habitat. Use of heavy equipment could result in mortality of some fish. As described above for
other construction activities, it is not possible to quantify this harm in terms of numbers of fish
impacted. Overall, the maintenance will benefit the pupfish by maintaining the appropriate habitat
conditions so the impacts associated with this activity should be offset by the benefits.
Monitoring activities necessary to implement the pupfish conservation measures will require
capture of the pupfish using minnow traps. As part of the desert pupfish conservation measures,
the Bureau will be developing a more consistent method to census this species. However, we still
anticipate that some form of capture will be required for these surveys. In some limited cases there
may be mortality associated with the current procedure as a result of unanticipated changes in
water quality conditions. In most cases the pupfish are expected to be released without harm. It is
hoped that the new procedure will reduce or eliminate the potential for such losses.
As part of the conservation measures for desert pupfish, selenium management measures (e.g.,
splitting combined drain flows and managed marsh outfall pipes) may have to be constructed to
reduce selenium concentrations in some or all of the pupfish drains. These structures are not
expected to require major modifications of the entire surface drain, but some construction will be
required at the connection points. Some pupfish may be harmed or killed during this construction,
but the extent should be limited because the fish will have the ability to seek shelter in unaffected
portions of the drains. The long-term benefits of reducing the selenium concentrations should
offset any short-term losses that occur.
Desert Pupfish Summary
Given the current state of our knowledge, our greatest concern for the pupfish is associated with
the increases in selenium concentrations anticipated with water conservation. While not part of
designated critical habitat, the drain pupfish populations have been identified in the Recovery Plan
as necessary for long-term survival and recovery. Therefore, no critical habitat would be adversely
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modified as a result of the proposed fish and wildlife conservation measures or water conservation
activities, but recovery could be precluded without the ability to identify and respond to increases
in selenium concentrations that have the potential to impact reproduction or survival (via reduced
ability to respond to pathogen challenge) in time to prevent the loss of this population. We are
currently conducting studies on selenium toxicity to desert pupfish. Reclamation and/or its
conservation agreement partners will be providing the necessary funding to complete those studies
in a timely fashion (5-7 years). Concurrently, Reclamation and its conservation partners will be
conducting baseline surveys of the selenium concentrations in the potential pupfish drains and
carrying out pupfish surveys (using the existing protocol as an interim measure). Therefore,
considerably greater information should be available prior to the conversion from the fallowing
associated with the 15-year minimization of project impacts, thus providing a more certain context
in which to evaluate the baseline selenium concentrations and those that result from the
implementation of on-farm and system water conservation. Specific trigger concentrations will be
identified that when exceeded will result in the implementation of selenium control measures. It
should be possible to identify the need for management action for selenium in advance of severe
impacts by providing a thorough long-term monitoring program that closely tracks the selenium
concentrations of the matrix or matrices being evaluated for these triggers. Because Reclamation
has committed to providing for such a monitoring program that meets the approval of the Service
and CDFG and to taking the appropriate management action in response to unacceptable selenium
concentrations, we do not anticipate that this project will preclude the survival and recovery of the
desert pupfish.
Because of the limited areal extent of disturbance associated with the construction of connections,
removal of physical barriers, and construction of selenium management measures, these activities
are not anticipated to preclude the continued existence of the desert pupfish. This conclusion is
supported by the fact that desert pupfish have coexisted with a variety of agricultural activities
since the drains were created, including a regular schedule of maintenance dredging.
No activities are planned within the area that has been designated as critical habitat for this species.
Critical habitat has been designated within the San Felipe Creek watershed (San Felipe and Fish
Creeks) upstream of the Salton Sea.

Yuma Clapper Rail
The Yuma clapper rail is known to use drain habitat with the appropriate vegetative cover in the
Imperial Valley, and it will be affected by water conservation-related changes within the drains.
These changes fall into two basic types: loss/degradation of vegetation as a result of increases in
salinity of the drain flows and impacts to Yuma clapper rail reproduction resulting from increases in
drain water selenium concentrations. Impacts to drain vegetation are not anticipated as a result of
changes in drain flows of between 9 and 28 percent relative to current conditions (depending on the
amount of water conserved through fallowing). Changes in flow in drains would be manifested as a
total reduction in flow volume, with potentially shorter durations of peak flows and reduced
frequency of peak flows. Periods of dryness likely would increase in frequency and duration, and
potentially a greater number of drains would be dry at any given time. Nevertheless, the level of
potential flow reduction in the drains is within the historic range of drain flows.
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Salinity Effects
Agricultural drains support limited use by clapper rails. High-quality habitat for Yuma clapper rails ·
consists of mature stands of dense or moderately dense cattails intersected by water channels.
Clapper rails breed, forage, and find cover in this type of habitat Clapper rails have also been
reported using areas of common reed, although nesting is uncertain and density is lower than in
cattail marshes. The liD drainage system is estimated to contain about 63 acres of cattails.
Common reed, tamarisk, and arrowweed are the predominant species of the remaining 589 acres of
vegetation estimated in the drainage system. The vegetation characteristics of the drains suggest
the drains provide poor quality habitat for clapper rails. Home range sizes vary greatly; values of
0.3 to 27.4 acres/rail have been reported. However, in most cases the drains are unlikely to
support a block of vegetation this size, which further suggests that habitat in the drains is of limited
quality to clapper rails. Breeding has not been verified in the drains, but clapper rails have been
documented in surveys of drains during the breeding season, suggesting that some breeding is
occurring in drain habitats.
Much of the vegetation in the drainage system is tamarisk and common reed. These species are
tolerant of a wide range of conditions. As such, they would adjust to flow changes in the drains,
and their occurrence and distribution would not change substantially. Cattails and other wetland
plants used as habitat by clapper rails are limited. Cattails are concentrated in the bottoms of
drains. Because of the steep drain sides, little difference in water depths would occur with lower
flow volumes. If drains were drier for longer periods of time, minor, temporary changes in the
extent of cattails would potentially occur. Although such changes could not be quantified based on
the hydrology model, they are believed to be smalL
By increasing the ratio of tilewater to tail water in the drains, the liD water conservation activities
would increase salinity in the drains. Cattails are sensitive to salinity levels. Growth is best when
water salinity is less than 3 giL (3,000 ppm). Salinity levels of 3 to 5 giL stunt the growth of
cattails. Above 5 giL (5,000 ppm), growth and survival of cattails are limited. The total amount of
cattail vegetation estimated to be in the drains (63 acres) could potentially be reduced, as could the
amount with good growing conditions. With conservation of 300 KAFY through on-farm and
system-based measures, the acreage of cattails supported in the drains would potentially be reduced
by 4 acres. An additional 23 acres of remaining cattail vegetation would be subjected to increased
salinity levels that could stunt growth and reduce vigor of the plant. If all fallowing is used to
conserve water, there would be no change in drain salinity and, therefore, no impacts to cattail
vegetation. Use of fallowing to conserve a portion of the 300 KAFY would result in intermediate
impacts. The loss or stunting of cattail vegetation in the drains constitutes a potentially adverse
impact of liD's water conservation activities on Yuma clapper rails.
As part of its proposed rail conservation measures, Reclamation and/or its conservation agreement
partners will create 31 acres of high quality managed marsh habitat (Rail Conservation Measure 1).
The created habitat will be of substantially better quality for Yuma clapper rails than drain habitat
because it will contain preferred plant species (i.e., cattails and bulrush), have better water quality,
and be configured to provide an appropriate mix of dense vegetation interspersed with open water.
While rails tend not to move during the breeding season once established unless forced to by
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changing conditions (Bennett and Ohmart 1978), movements by unpaired males during the
breeding season and by adults and juveniles during the non-breeding season allow birds to find new
habitats (Eddleman and Conway 1998). The created habitat is anticipated to be managed in a
similar manner as emergent freshwater marsh units are managed on the refuges and thus be
attractive to clapper rails. With the overall increase in quantity and quality of clapper rail habitat in
their U.S. range, the Service does not anticipate harm as a result of this potential impact. It is not
necessary that the managed marsh be located in the Imperial Valley provided that the marsh is
located in proximity to existing occupied habitat. The Service and CDFG will be consulted in
locating the managed marsh.
Selenium Effects
Clapper rails also could be impacted through exposure to slightly higher concentrations of selenium
in the drains as a result of liD's conservation actions. Following the methods described in the
Draft HCP for liD's proposed water conservation and transfer program (Appendix C of the
EIRIEIS [CH2MHill 2002]), potential impacts of increased selenium concentrations in the drains
on clapper rail egg hatchability are predicted for liD's actions. Under current conditions, selenium
concentrations result in hatchability impacts in approximately 3 percent of Yuma clapper rail
clutches. As a result of liD's water conservation activities, hatchability impacts due to selenium
could affect up to 6 percent of Yuma clapper rail clutches, comprising a 3 percent increase above
current conditions.
Under the proposed Conservation Plan, Reclamation and/or its conservation agreement partners
will create an additional42 acres of high quality managed marsh to offset the impacts of increased
selenium concentrations on clapper rail egg hatchability (Clapper Rail Conservation Measure 2).
This acreage of managed marsh is in addition to the 31 acres created under Clapper Rail
Conservation Measure 1 and would be phased in over 10 years. The selenium concentration of
water used to support the managed marsh is expected to be close to 2 ppb. This selenium
concentration is considerably lower than the selenium concentration in most drains in the liD water
service area. Adverse impacts from selenium toxicity would be avoided in the managed marsh, and
the quality of the managed marsh habitat would be further enhanced beyond that in the drains by
design. While we still anticipate impacts to occur as a result of clapper rails foraging in the drains,
such impacts would be limited. Given the maximum possible count of potentially breeding rails in
drains was found to be on the order of 8 pairs (Holtville Main, Trifolium 1, and Bruchard
combined), the increase in egg hatchability impacts is expected to affect at most a single Yuma
clapper rail clutch. The additional acreage being created to offset this effect (42 acres) could
accommodate 2 or 3 pairs. Because we expect the water quality in the created habitat to be better
than what is in the drains, we expect a net increase in reproduction relative to the selenium-related
impact.
Physical Effects
One additional potential source of habitat loss is the construction of lateral interceptors. Given that
the entire drainage system has an estimated 63 acres of cattails and the lateral interceptor
connections with any individual drain will be similar to the width of the drain itself, it is unlikely
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that this construction activity will remove a measurable amount of cattail vegetation. Even if this
were to occur, the impact would only be temporary. Cattails would be expected to return to the
area as the conditions stabilized.
We anticipate some impacts associated with the rail conservation measures themselves. The
clapper rails that come to occupy the marsh may be harmed during the protocol surveys required
for monitoring. The use of taped vocalizations can result in the adults moving off the nest and
exposing the eggs or chicks to predation or the elements thus resulting in the potential loss of those
eggs or chicks. Some clapper rails could also be harmed as a result of the need to carry out
management actions (e.g., burning) to maintain the long-term health of the 73 acres of managed
marsh. Such disturbances will be temporary, infrequent (approximately every third or fourth year),
and will result in an overall increase in habitat quality.
Yuma Clapper Rail Summary
The minor loss of Yuma clapper rail reproduction, potential harm associated with surveys, and
potential harm associated with marsh management are not likely to preclude the survival and
recovery of this subspecies when considered in the context that the majority of the population in the
Imperial Valley is found on State and Federal wildlife refuges where habitat is managed specifically
for Yuma clapper rails.
California Black Rail
The California black rail may use drain habitat with the appropriate vegetative cover and physical
characteristics in the Imperial Valley (although such use has not been documented), and it may be
affected by water conservation-related changes within the drains. Overall, drains do not support
high-quality California black rail habitat. High-quality habitat for black rails consists of mature
stands of dense emergent vegetation (particularly bulrush) with very shallow water levels and
gently sloping shorelines. Black rails breed, forage, and find cover in this type of habitat. Black
rails have also been reported using areas with cattails where water depths are adequately shallow.
The liD drainage system is estimated to contain about 63 acres of cattails. Common reed,
tamarisk, and arrowweed are the predominant species of the remaining 589 acres of vegetation
estimated in the drainage system. The vegetation characteristics of the drains suggest the drains
provide poor quality habitat for black rails. Telemetry studies at Mittry Lake found black rails to
be sedentary, with home ranges averaging 1.2 acres or less (Flores and Eddleman 1991). The
drains are unlikely to support a block of vegetation this size given their linear configuration, and the
shape of the drain prism (steep sides and narrow bottom) is not conducive to black rail use. This
suggests that habitat in the drains is of limited quality to black rails. Breeding by California black
rails has not been verified in the drains.
The impacts that may occur to California black rails are very similar to those described above for
the Yuma clapper rail. The changes that may affect them include increases in salinity and selenium
concentrations as described above. Because the physical structure of the drains is even less likely
to support use by black rails, we would expect even fewer pairs of this species to be affected. The
additional acreage being created to offset these effects (73 acres) could include the appropriate
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habitat characteristics to accommodate several pairs of black rails. Because we expect the water
quality in the created habitat to be better than what is in the drains, we expect a net increase in
reproduction relative to the salinity- and selenium-related impacts.
One additional potential source of habitat loss is the construction of lateral interceptors. Given that
the entire drainage system has an estimated 63 acres of cattails and the use of the drains by black
rails is expected to be very low, it is unlikely that this construction activity will remove a
measurable amount of black rail habitat. Even if this were to occur, the impact would only be
temporary. Emergent vegetation would be expected to return to the area as the conditions
stabilized.
We anticipate some impacts associated with the rail conservation measures themselves. The black
rails that come to occupy the marsh may be harmed during the protocol surveys required for
monitoring. The use of taped vocalizations can result in the adults moving- off the nest and
exposing the eggs or chicks to predation or the elements thus resulting in the potential loss of those
eggs or chicks. Some black rails could also be harmed as a result of the need to carry out
management actions (e.g., burning) to maintain the long-term health of the 73 acres of managed
marsh. Such disturbances will be temporary, infrequent (approximately every third or fourth year),
and will result in an overall increase in habitat quality.
The minor potential loss of California black rail reproduction, harassment associated with surveys,
and potential harm associated with marsh management, are not likely to affect the long-term status
of the species, considering the small proportion of the species' rangewide population occurring in
the drains at issue, as well as the minor and temporary disturbance anticipated in these habitats.
California Brown Pelican

The California brown pelican is present at the Salton Sea year-round. Peak numbers of this species
are present during the summer months when large numbers of mostly juvenile birds come to the
region as a result of dispersal from breeding colonies in Mexico. They will be impacted by the
water conservation-related changes in salinity in the Salton Sea that reduce extensively the
availability of fish in the Sea. For a smaller number of birds for which a forage base will remain, the
impact will be in the loss of roost sites as the elevation decreases as a result of water conservation.
A small data set was available from the Sonny Bono Salton Sea NWR that included monthly counts
of pelicans for the period of December 1999 through August 2001. The peak counts during that
time occurred in June of 2000 and July of 2001 with an average for those peaks of 3,295 birds.
This figure was then used in a Resource Equivalency Analysis (REA; NOAA 1995) to quantify the
loss in bird use. Some assumptions were used in conducting this analysis. In consideration of the
fact that tilapia are the predominant species of fish in the Sea (Costa-Pierce and Riedel 2000), their
behavior makes them available to foraging pelicans (Glenn Black, CDFG, pers. comm.), and tilapia
are believed to be the dominant fish in the pelicans' diet at the Salton Sea (Ken Sturm, Sonny Bono
Salton Sea NWR, pers. comm.), we are making an assumption regarding loss of pelicans at the Sea
relative to the estimated salinity threshold of this fish species. The decrease in pelican numbers is
expected to occur more slowly at lower end of the salinity spectrum than at the higher end because
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the tilapia is not expected to be affected, whereas the other fish species (orange-mouth corvina
( Cynoscion xanthulus), Gulf croaker (Bairdiella icistia ), and sargo (Anisotremus davids ani)) that
make up a small proportion of the diet are expected to be impacted at lower salinities. ln the
interval between 50 and 60 ppt, we assumed a loss of 10 percent of the pelicans currently using the
Salton Sea. A 90 percent decrease was anticipated during the 60 and 65 ppt interval when impacts
to tilapia are expected. We assumed a small population (25 birds) would remain at the Salton Sea
as a result of the long-term availability of a small forage base at the river deltas and drains. A
schedule of pelican numbers was developed with the water conservation activities and the
minimization (15-year plan) and without the water conservation activities (baseline). The REA
comparison yielded a figure for lost pelican-use years throughout the 45 years of the first term of
the water transfer (12,383 lost pelican-use years). Because the fish population is expected to be
limited to the river and drain mouths throughout the second term of the transfer, no additional
impacts are anticipated from 2049 through 2078.
The restoration requirement is also based on the REA. After we determined the loss, we ran the
credit calculation to determine an annual requirement for the operational period of the mitigation.
In making this determination some parameters were set in advance. For the mitigation to offset the
loss, it was determined that the structures should be in place in the year the 15 year minimization
plan for the Salton Sea ends. Based on that start date and the length of the permit term, the REA
was used to determine the annual requirement for that term needed to meet the CDFG fully
mitigated standard. It was determined that full mitigation requirements would be achieved by
providing for 1,200 pelicans with roost projects on the southern California coast.
A list of potential enhancement projects for brown pelicans was then developed that provided
priorities based on the identified gaps in roost availability. The purpose of these concepts was to
identify projects that could provide for a combination of roosts in the vicinity of foraging areas for
1,200 brown pelicans to offset the loss of such habitat at the Salton Sea. The outer Santa Barbara
Harbor and San Diego Bay were identified as the top priority sites. The Santa Barbara Harbor site
would replace a barge that as a result of very limited roost options in the area had a high level of
documented use when it was temporarily moored in that area (Strong 2002a and 2002b). San
Diego Bay has also been identified as a high priority site due to limited roost resources along the
San Diego County coast (Strong 2002a, 2002b ). San Diego Bay has a known forage base (Allen
1999) and offers protected waters that would provide for good roost opportunities with the
addition of appropriate structures. These two sites will be required to meet the CDFG fully
mitigated standard and are to be in place and functioning by 2018 (when the impacts beyond
baseline changes begin), with other sites added as needed to achieve that mitigation requirement.
Each site will need to demonstrate success as a roost through documented use by a minimum of
100 birds during three of the five initial years of surveys (to begin one year after implementation
and occur monthly from June through October including day and night use). Credit toward the
CDFG fully mitigated standard is additive between the two sites and will be determined based on
peak use of the sites during those initial surveys. If full mitigation is not achieved with the first two
projects, additional projects will be required. These additional projects should be implemented in a
timely fashion such that they are in place by 2023. This deadline will be reconsidered by the
Service and CDFG if the numbers of brown pelicans still using the Salton Sea are significantly
higher than predicted.
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Reclamation and/or its conservation agreement partners will provide for the placement of roosts
adequate for use by 2,000 pelicans, with a minimum use requirement of 1,200 pelicans. The
specific details regarding number, sizes, and locations of the roost structures will be determined
based on the specific constraints of each site and on permit requirements of other agencies with
jurisdiction over placement of the structures. Reclamation and/or its conservation agreement
partners will provide adequate funds to support the management and monitoring of the roost
structures annually throughout the water transfer term. There could be disruptions of pelican use in
the future to carry out needed maintenance/replacement of the roost structures, which could result
in temporary abandonment by those birds that otherwise would have used them. Such maintenance
is anticipated to be required less than annually, with closure to !itst no more than three weeks. Any
harm resulting from the increased energy requirements associated with longer travel between
roosting and foraging areas that occurs during this activity is considered minor in comparison to the
benefits accrued over the first project term.
Because the water conservation activities as described would maintain the salinity trajectory at
essentially the baseline projection for the first 15 years, only minor impacts are anticipated to occur
beyond any changes associated with the baseline conditions (i.e., loss of near shore roost sites
associated with the baseline change in elevation). Some harm to brown pelicans resulting from the
loss of roosts could occur as a result of the elevation difference of 0.6 feet between the water
conservation activities and the baseline during the first 15 years, although we anticipate this to be
smalL Starting in the sixteenth year of the program, the salinity will increase and the bird numbers
will decrease rapidly as compared to the baseline projection. The total loss of pelican use has been
quantified at 12,383 pelican-use years. Because many of the post-breeding juveniles dispersing to
the Salton Sea arrive in poor condition (Charlie Pelizza, Sonny Bono Salton Sea NWR, pers.
comm. 2002), it is likely that at least a portion of these birds will not have adequate reserves to
move to other foraging areas once the Salton Sea is no longer supporting an adequate fish
population and would die as a result The other pelicans that are not able to find adequate forage
at the Salton Sea but are capable of moving on to other areas may be harmed by the lack of
foraging opportunities and the depletion of energy reserves required for this additional migratory
step. While this is expected to occur without the water conservation activities, the pace of the
transition is faster with those activities.
The CDFG-required mitigation actions taken on the California coast should help offset these
impacts. By providing roosts in proximity to existing forage fish resources, pelicans dispersing to
the California coast during the non-breeding season will find additional roosts that will reduce their
energetic requirements in moving from foraging to roosting areas. The increase in numbers of
pelicans along the California coast during the non-breeding season is believed to result from
dispersal of birds from Mexico, including some birds from the Gulf of California (USFWS 1983).
Therefore, we anticipate that the Gulf of California breeding population that is believed to be the
primary source of birds dispersing to the Salton Sea will benefit from the proposed brown pelican
conservation measure.
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CUMULATIVE EFFECTS

Cumulative effects include the effects of future State, tribal, local or private actions that are
reasonably certain to occur in the action area considered in this biological/conference opinion.
Future Federal actions that are unrelated to the proposed action are not considered in this section
because they require separate consultation pursuant to section 7 of the ESA.
Several projects are planned in the action area that may affect listed species in the Imperial Valley
and/or Salton Sea. However, a number of these projects require action on the part of a Federal
agency, and thus would require independent review under section 7 of the ESA. Therefore, the
impacts of such Federal projects are not considered to be cumulative to the effects. Reclamation is
the Federal lead agency on the Salton Sea Restoration Project, and the Service anticipates
continuing to work with Reclamation to maximize the benefits and minimize the impacts associated
with that project. The Inadvertent Overrun and Payback Policy is related to the QSA and will be
overseen by Reclamation. The Colorado River Salinity Control Program is jointly funded by
Reclamation, the Bureau of Land Management and the Department of Agriculture. This program
provides for a variety of projects that maintain the salinity of the Colorado River below the
designated thresholds. This is a factor in the overall salt loading to the Salton Sea. The
Environmental Protection Agency is providing assistance (financial and technical) with the Mexicali
Wastewater System Improvement Projects. Reclamation is the Federal lead agency on the Brawley
wetlands demonstration project, and the Service intends to continue working with Reclamation to
maximize the benefits and minimize the impacts associated with that project as it expands into other
areas of the Imperial Valley. Several other projects on the southern California coast may benefit or
impact California brown pelicans. These projects require Federal funding or approval and thus will
require review under section 7 of the ESA. No cumulative effects were identified for the lower
Colorado River, as projects occurring there that could impact federally listed species would involve
modifications of wetlands and/or river operations, thus falling under Federal jurisdiction and
requiring review under section 7.
Coachella Valley Water Management Plan

CVWD prepared the Coachella Valley Water Management Plan to provide an overall program for
managing its surface and groundwater resources in the future. The objectives of this water
management plan are to:
•

•
•
•

Eliminate groundwater overdraft and its associated adverse impacts, including groundwater
storage reduction, declining groundwater levels, land subsidence, and water quality
degradation
Maximize conjunctive use opportunities
Minimize adverse economic impacts to Coachella Valley water users
Minimize environmental impacts

The overall water management plan involves a number of actions to reduce the current overdraft of
groundwater in the Coachella Valley through increased use of Colorado River water (reducing
demand for groundwater pumping) and various recycling and water conservation activities to reuse
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or decrease the consumption of water. A substantial portion of the additional Colorado River
water to be used pursuant to the water management plan (up to 100 KAFY) is the conserved water
to be transferred by liD to CVWD under the QSA. Other elements of this plan are not dependent
on implementation of the QSA.
Some activities associated with the receipt and use of water under the QSA may result in changes
in the flows or selenium concentrations of the agricultural drains within the CVWD. Increased
flows and/or selenium concentrations may impact the habitat values associated with the drai.n
extensions/connections created to minimize the impacts of water conservation. These changes
may, in tum, result in impacts to listed species such as the desert pupfish and Yuma clapper rail.
The desert pupfish may be subject to greater competition or predation from exotic species as a
result of increased flows in the CVWD drains. Both the desert pupfish and the Yuma clapper rail
may be impacted by increased selenium ·concentrations. However, the Service and CDFG are
currently working with CVWD on components of a HCP that will either be incorporated into the
Coachella Valley Multi-Species Habitat Conservation Plan or become a stand-alone HCP for
Improvement District 1 (the area that can receive the conserved water from liD). We currently
anticipate that the impacts associated with the receipt and use of the conserved water will be
addressed in one of these two ways. We should have the results of the toxicity testing before
measurable changes in selenium occur because the ramp-up rate for the transfer to CVWD is
relatively slow and does not begin until 2008. Therefore, we do not anticipate unmitigated
cumulative impacts to desert pupfish and Yuma clapper rails that use the drains as a result of the
CVWD's receipt and use of water under the QSA. In addition, the connections created as part of
this project may be designed to ameliorate some of the effects of increased flow if that is identified
as a need at the time of implementation of Pupfish Conservation Measure l.
Should CVWD not move forward with their HCP as planned, impacts could occur to the desert
pupfish and Yuma clapper rail. Desert pupfish could be impacted by the increases in flows, which
potentially favor exotic fish species that are competitors with or predators of desert pupfish. This
is potentially the primary factor impacting the desert pupfish in the drains. The drains in the
CVWD area that flow directly to the Salton Sea account for almost half of this drain habitat for the
pupfish (23 of 52 total). Long-term occupation of these drains has been identified as necessary for
the recovery of this species. The unmitigated effect of these changes could be significant. Rails
could be impacted by potential increases in maintenance necessitated by the increased flows. Direct
loss of eggs and chicks could occur if maintenance were to be carried out during the breeding
season. However, these drains do not provide for a large proportion of the Yuma clapper rail
population in the Salton Trough. Increased selenium concentrations resulting from the increased
use of Colorado River water in the Coachella Valley could have the same effects as those described
above for the water conservation activities on desert pupfish and rails.
Use of this water may change the salt balance within the Salton Sea as a result of the increase salt
load in agricultural drain water from the Coachella Valley. This could impact the ability of the
California brown pelican to continue foraging at the Salton Sea. However, this change was
considered in the development of the 15-year minimization of impacts to the Salton Sea described
above. As a result, the salinity will not materially deviate from that predicted for the baseline. The
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desert pupfish will not be impacted as its connectivity requirements are being addressed through the
desert pupfish conservation measures proposed as part of Reclamation's project.
MWD/CVWD State Water Project Water Transfer and Exchange

This project involves the exchange between MWD and CVWD of State Water Project water
entitlements and Colorado River water. CVWD would transfer 35,000 AF of its State entitlement
to MWD, and in exchange MWD would arrange for the delivery of 35,000 AF of Colorado River
water to CVWD. Delivery may be made via the Colorado River aqueduct or the Coachella Canal.
As this is simply an exchange of water with no changes in volume and only minor changes in
salinity of CVWD's drain water and the Salton Sea, we do not anticipate any measurable changes
in the habitat values for listed species.
Cabazon Power Plant

This project involves the construction of a 500-Megawatt natural gas-fired power generation
facility on the Cabazon Indian Reservation in the Coachella Valley. The current plans call for the
use of 5,000 AF of water from the Coachella Canal annually. This water would be used largely for
cooling water and would be discharged to the Coachella Valley Storm Channel (Whitewater River).
Currently, very few details are available about this project. Depending on the salinity of the
discharge, it may function to increase or decrease the salinity of the Salton Sea. We do not believe
there are adequate details to have considered this project in the development of the 15-year
minimization plan, but the volume of water involved is relatively low. It is unlikely that this would
cause a measurable increase in the salinity of the Salton Sea, and the discharge may function as
dilution water if the salinity is below that of the Sea. No measurable cumulative effects to the
California brown pelican are anticipated as a result of this project. The desert pupfish will not be
impacted as its connectivity requirements are being addressed through the desert pupfish
·
conservation measures proposed as part of Reclamation's project.
North Baja Powerline

The North Baja Powerline is a 6-mile powerline project in the southwest portion of the liD service
area. The construction and maintenance of the powerline may result in .the loss of riparian,
wetland, and agricultural field habitats that may contribute to the impacts associated with the loss
of these habitats from the proposed fish and wildlife conservation measures and interrelated effects
of water conservation activities under consultation. However, because of the linear nature of the
powerline project, habitat losses are not anticipated to occur in large blocks. The proposed fish
and wildlife conservation measures and the interrelated effects of the water conservation activities
under consultation includes replacement of lost habitat adequate to offset the impacts to the Yuma
clapper rail and California black rail such that there would not be cumulative effects in combination
with the North Baja Powerline.
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Regional Director, Lower Colorado Region
Heber Wastewater Treatment System Project

This wastewater treatment plant serves the community of Heber, which is located approximately 5
miles north of the Mexican border in the Imperial Valley. The plant discharges to an agricultural
drain that is a tributary to the Alamo River. The expansion of the plant would increase the
discharge from 0.402 to 0.810 million gallons/day. At full capacity, the discharge from the plant
would increase the inflows to the Salton Sea by 457 AFY. While this is a beneficial effect, it may·
not result in a measurable change in the salinity of the Salton Sea. There would be no cumulative
effects to the California brown pelican or the desert pupfish as a result of this project.
Colorado River Basin Regional Water Quality Control Board's Watershed Management
Initiative

The Watershed Management Initiative is the Colorado River Basin Regional Water Quality Control
Board's (Regional Board) internal planning document for the Salton Sea Trans boundary Planning
unit. This watershed is the priority watershed within the Region. The watershed has been
determined to be impaired, and this plan provides the guidance to addressing these impairments.
The implementation of this plan should improve the water quality within the watershed and thus
benefit a variety of species. Specific actions within the plan include the Total Maximum Daily Load
Program discussed below.
Total Maximum Daily Load Program

Pursuant to the requirements of the Clean Water Act, the Regional Board has identified and ranked
"impaired water bodies" within their Region for which Total Maximum Daily Loads (TMDLs) need
to be established. The Regional Board will develop and adopt a TMDL for each combination of an
impaired water body and a constituent of concern and will develop the necessary implementing
actions to achieve the TMDL. The TMDL is anticipated to result in improved water quality in the
drains, rivers and Salton Sea, thus benefitting a variety of species. While some measures to control
constituents of concern may result in reduced drain flows and ultimately reduced inflows to the
Salton Sea, many of these types of measures would also function to conserve water and therefore
would not be expected to be additive to the proposed fish and wildlife conservation measures and
the interrelated effects of the water conservation activities under consultation. In most cases we
anticipate that the majority of measures will involve Best Management Practices that do not reduce
the inflows substantially. Therefore, we do not anticipate measurable cumulative effects to the
California brown pelican or the desert pupfish.
Coachella Valley/Salton Sea Non-Point Origin Source Project

The Coachella Valley Storm Channel carries agricultural drain water, treated municipal effluent,
and runoff into the Salton Sea. The Coachella Valley/Salton Sea Non-Point Origin Source Project
seeks to address non-point source pollution entering the Salton Sea and the Coachella Valley Storm
Channel. The lead agency for that project is the Torres-Martinez Band of Desert Cahuilla. That
effort includes groundwater protection, wetland treatment cells for agricultural drain water, Best
Management Practices for controlling non-point source pollution, and raising public awareness and
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participation in pollution prevention. The wetlands would reduce the movement of nutrients into
the Salton Sea, particularly nitrogen. Phosphorus, however, is considered the limiting nutrient in
the Salton Sea system so reductions in eutrophication of the Salton Sea at this scale are not
expected to be measurable. The wetlands will also increase evapotranspiration of the water, thus
reducing slightly the volume of flow in the Coachella Valley Storm Channel. Because these
wetlands are small and would have only a minor impact on the inflows to the Salton Sea,
measurable cumulative impacts to listed species are not anticipated as a result of this project.

Allegretti Farms Increased Groundwater Pumping in the San Felipe Creek Watershed
Allegretti Farms was recently granted a conditional use permit by Imperial County to increase
groundwater production for agricultural use froml2,000 acre-feet/year to up to 27,000 acre
feet/year (10 acre-feet/acre of farmable land). The project proponent provided a hydrological study
in support of their application that concluded that the deep aquifer being tapped for their
agricultural operation was separate from the shallow aquifer that supplies perennial flows to San
Felipe and Fish Creeks. The report went on to conclude that the run-off from the agriculture may
in fact contribute to the shallow spring flow supporting the pupfish habitat. This hydrology report
has not undergone independent review, but it does suggest that the desert pupfish and its
designated critical habitat would not be impacted by the increase in groundwater pumping. Only
continued monitoring of the habitat will provide the necessary information to confirm or refute the
conclusions of the hydrological study. The cumulative effect of this activity on the desert pupfish
cannot be determined at this time.

CONCLUSION
After reviewing the current status of the species, the environmental baseline from the action area,
the effects of implementation of all of the proposed fish and wildlife conservation measures
concurrent with the interrelated effects of the water conservation activities, and the cumulative
effects, it is the Service's biological opinion that the implementation of the proposed fish and
wildlife conservation measures concurrent with the interrelated effects of the water conservation
activities is not likely to jeopardize the continued existence of the desert pupfish, Yuma clapper rail,
and California brown pelican. The proposed voluntary fish and wildlife. conservation measures, as a
package, adequately avoid and/or minimize impacts such that survival and recovery of these species
are not precluded. The proposed fish and wildlife conservation measures and interrelated water
conservation activities are not likely to destroy or adversely modify critical habitat for the desert
pupfish, as designated areas only occur outside the action area.

INCIDENTAL TAKE STATEMENT
Section 9 of the ESA and Federal regulation pursuant to section 4 (d) of the ESA prohibit the take
of endangered or threatened species, respectively, without special exemption. Take is defined as to
harass, harm, pursue, hunt, shoot, wound, kill, trap, capture, collect, or to attempt to engage in any
such conduct. Harm is further defined by the Service to include significant habitat modification or
degradation that results in death or injury to listed species by significantly impairing essential
behavior patterns, including breeding, feeding, or sheltering. Harass is defined by the Service as
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intentional or negligent actions that create the likelihood of injury to listed species to such an extent
as to significantly disrupt normal behavior patterns which include, but are not limited to, breeding,
feeding or sheltering. Incidental take is defined as take that is incidental to, rather than the purpose
of, the carrying out of an otherwise lawful activity. Under the terms of section 7(b)(4) and 7(o)(2)
of the ESA, taking that is incidental to and not intended as part of the agency action is not
considered to be prohibited taking under the ESA provided that such taking is in compliance with
this Incidental Take Statement.
In conducting our analysis we have assumed that all of the voluntary fish and wildlife conservation
measures and interrelated water conservation activities will be implemented as described in the
project description. The take described below is that which is anticipated with all of the voluntary
fish and wildlife conservation measures in place concurrent with the implementation of the water
conservation activities. If any of the fish and wildlife conservation measures or water conservation
activities are not implemented as described in the project description, our analysis of effects would
require modification through re-initiation of the consultation to address changes not contemplated
·
in this opinion.
The measures described below are nondiscretionary, and must be undertaken by Reclamation or
made a binding condition of any grant, agreement or permit, as appropriate, for the exemption in
section 7(o)(2) to apply. Reclamation has a continuing duty to oversee the activity covered by this
incidental take statement. The Service acknowledges that these are voluntary fish and wildlife
conservation measures. However, if Reclamation and/or its conservation agreement partners fail to
implement the proposed fish and wildlife conservation measures as described above and/or fail to
adhere to the terms and conditions of this incidental take statement, the protective coverage of
7(o)(2) may lapse. This exemption· does not take effect until the conservation agreement(s)
between Reclamation and its conservation agreement partner(s) has/have been executed. To
monitor the impact of the incidental take, Reclamation and/or its conservation agreement partners
must report the progress of the action and its impact on the species to the Service as specified in
the incidental take statement. [50 CFR §402.14(i)(3)]

AMOUNT OR EXTENT OF TAKE ANTICIPATED

Desert Pupfish
The Service anticipates that the take of this species will be difficult to detect because of its small
size, the inability to detect dead specimens as a result of that size and the nature of the activities
that may result in take, the inconsistency of capture associated with the current survey
methodology, and other variables that may result in mortality of this species (e.g., fertilizer run off
causing drops in dissolved oxygen and spills of toxic pesticides). However, the following forms of
take can be anticipated as a result of the proposed fish and wildlife conservation measures and
associated water conservation activities.
Harm may occur in all 29 IID drains potentially occupied by desert pupfish as a result of reductions
in flow associated with water conservation activities that reduce the areal extent of existing pupfish
habitat. Take may occur as a result of increased selenium concentrations associated with water
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conservation activities in the 29 liD potential pupfish drains that cause reduced viability of eggs or
mortality of larval pupfish. Harm or indirect mortality of adult pupfish may occur through
increased vulnerability to pathogen challenge resulting from the increased selenium concentrations
in the drains. Direct take of adults as a result of selenium concentration increases is possible, but it
is not as likely as mortality resulting from multiple stressor effects.
The construction and maintenance of connections among liD pupfish drains at the south end of the
Salton Sea and among CVWD pupfish drains at the north end of the sea and the removal of
physical barriers between these drains may result in injury or mortality of pupfish in the area
undergoing these activities. For the reasons described above, ids not possible to quantify this take.
With the exception of maintenance of the connections once created, these activities are only
anticipated to disturb the connection points with the drains, not lengths of occupied habitat within
the drains. Once in place, however, the connections may require periodic removal of sediment
along their lengths to maintain appropriate habitat conditions. We anticipate that this take will
occur within 20 percent of the drain connection system annually.
Adaptive management measures for selenium in the 29 liD drains may result in injury or mortality
of pupfish in the area undergoing these activities. For the reasons described above, it is not
possible to quantify this take. Should this include the splitting of drain flows or similar measures,
the new drain channels may require periodic removal of sediment along their lengths to maintain
appropriate habitat conditions. We anticipate that this take will occur within 20 percent of these
adaptive management measures annually.
The pupfish refugium will require regular maintenance to control vegetative growth and maintain
the appropriate habitat conditions. It is anticipated that this will result in harm in the form of
temporary disturbance of the habitat. Use of heavy equipment could result in mortality of some
fish. For the reasons described above, it is not possible to quantify this take in terms of numbers of
fish impacted.
Monitoring is required to determine the need for selenium minimization measures and to document
the success of the minimization measures once implemented through Reclamation's proposed fish
and wildlife conservation program. In the case of the desert pupfish, this involves its capture. In
rare instances, water quality conditions may change while pupfish are in the minnow traps such that
mortality events may occur. Reclamation and its conservation agreement partners have agreed to
develop more accurate survey methods that should take into consideration these potential
problems, thus reducing or eliminating the mortality potentially associated with pupfish surveys.
We anticipate capture of pupfish within all portions of the existing pupfish drains, future
connections, and the pupfish refugium to be created as part of the proposaL During the interim
period while a new protocol is being developed, we anticipate one mortality event annually (i.e.,
one trap found with dead pupfish) as a result of changed water quality conditions while the traps
are set. While we cannot predict at this time how much a new protocol would reduce this
mortality, we do not anticipate that it would exceed this amount (i.e., one trap found with dead
pupfish annually).
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Yuma Clapper Rail

The Service anticipates that 1 Yuma clapper rail clutch could be lost annually as a result of
selenium concentration increases in the liD drains associated with water conservation. All of the
Yuma clapper rails that come to occupy the 73 acres of marsh created to minimize the impacts of
the water conservation activities may be harmed as described in the effects analysis as a result of
the need to conduct protocol surveys that require the playing of taped vocalizations as often as
annually to confirm the proper function/condition of the habitat for rail use. On an intermittent
basis (once every three to four years) the rails occupying the marsh could be harmed as a result of
management measures carried out to improve habitat quality. Because the disposition of the
managed marsh at the close of the water transfer agreement has not been determined, no
minimization measures have been incorporated to offset the impacts of potential closure.
Therefore, no take is exempted for this activity.
California Brown Pelican

The Service anticipates the incidental take of California brown pelican as the loss of 12,383 birduse years resulting from the increased rate of salinization of the Salton Sea and subsequent
accelerated loss of the forage base for this species. Over the course of the years that these impacts
will occur, this loss in bird use functionally equates to the number of birds impacted. This loss is
anticipated to result in harm to all pelicans affected by this change and mortality to some
unquantifiable (this will vary from year to year depending on foraging conditions in the Gulf of
California) portion as a result of inadequate body condition to find alternative foraging sites. We
also anticipate harm in the loss of roost sites for pelicans remaining at the Salton Sea as a result of
the greater elevation decline associated with this project. The number affected by this change
cannot be quantified as it will depend on the forage base that remains available at the river and
drain mouths, but we anticipate a minimum of 25 birds would be affected annually. Lastly, we
anticipate harm to an unknown number of California brown pelicans as a result of the temporary
inaccessibility of the created roosts on the California coast as needed for periodic maintenance.
The Service will not refer the incidental take of any migratory bird for prosecution under the
Migratory Bird Treaty Act of 1918 as amended (16 U.S.C. §§703-712) if such take is occurring in
compliance with the terms and conditions (including amount and/or number) specified herein.
REASONABLE AND PRUDENT MEASURES

The Service believes that the following reasonable and prudent measures are necessary and
appropriate to minimize impacts of incidental take of desert pupfish, Yuma clapper rail, and
California brown pelican.
1. Measures shall be taken to minimize the mortality or injury of listed species associated with the

loss of existing habitats.
2. Measures shall be taken to minimize the mortality or injury associated with selenium
contamination in existing and created listed species habitats.
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3. Measures shall be taken to minimize the mortality or injury of listed species associated with
construction and maintenance/management of created habitats.
4. Measures shall be taken to minimize the mortality or injury associated with monitoring
activities for listed species that are required to guide the implementation of or assure the success of
the proposed fish and wildlife conservation measures.
TERMS AND CONDITIONS
To be exempt from the prohibitions of section 9 of the Act, Reclamation must comply with the
following terms and conditions, which implement the reasonable and prudent measures described
above and outline required reporting/monitoring requirements. These terms and conditions are
nondiscretionary.
1. The following terms and conditions implement reasonable and prudent measure 1:
1.1

Reclamation and its conservation agreement partners shall configure all drain
extensions in the liD and CVWD areas to maximize pupfish habitat and achieve no
net loss of pupfish habitat in terms of drain length and width dimensions (i.e., areal
extent) as the Salton Sea recedes.

1.2

Reclamation and its conservation agreement partners shall provide for the creation
of roost structures for California brown pelicans that are anticipated to continue to
forage on the limited remaining fish at the river and drain mouths to offset the loss
of existing roosts when the Salton Sea elevation drops below -235 feet. It may be
possible to modify existing structures (e.g., Mullet Island or its surroundings) to
preclude predator access to achieve this goal. The structures shall meet with the
approval of the Service and CDFG and shall be sized to accommodate a minimum
of 25 pelicans.

2. The following terms and conditions implement reasonable and prudent measure 2:
2.1

Reclamation and its conservation agreement partners shall monitor selenium
concentrations in the desert pupfish drains to assure that unanticipated impacts
resulting from selenium exposure are not likely to occur. The study program set
forth in Pupfish Conservation Measure 2 for determining potential selenium
impacts shall include collection of baseline data for selenium concentrations in
water, sediments, prey items, and surrogate fish species in the pupfish drains. Any
long-term monitoring program for selenium impacts to desert pupfish shall include
collection of data for tissue concentration, water concentration, or dietary
concentration, as appropriate based on the results of the study program. The
monitoring plan shall be developed in coordination with, and subject to the
approval of, the Service and CDFG.

2.2

Reclamation and its conservation agreement partners shall develop a habitat
creation plan for the managed marsh that includes design features to minimize the
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for selenium bioaccumulation in Yuma clapper rails and thus reduce the harm
potentially associated with such bioaccumulation. This habitat creation plan shall be
approved by the Service and CDFG prior to its implementation.
3. The following terms and conditions implement reasonable and prudent measure 3:
3.1

Reclamation and its conservation agreement partners shall design the inter-drain
connections discussed in Desert Pupfish Conservation Measure 1 to minimize the
maintenance requirements that could result in take of desert pupfish to the extent
possible without significantly reducing their habitat value.

3.2

Where dewatering is required for construction of pupfish connections, Reclamation
and its conservation partners shall implement gradual dewatering of the construction
sites within potential pupfish drains to allow desert pupfish to move out of the area
such that they are not stranded by dewatering. A qualified biologist shall be present
to relocate pupfish to a safe location if necessary to prevent stranding as a result of
the physical structure of the drain. The biologist shall maintain a complete record of
all desert pupfish moved from hazardous areas during project construction. At a
minimum, the information shall include: location (written description and map),
date and time of observation, along with details of the relocation site; basic life
history information (i.e., length and sex); and general condition and health, including
any apparent injuries/state of healing.

3:3

Reclamation and its conservation agreement partners shall provide for adequate
water to maintain appropriate habitat conditions for survival and reproduction of
desert pupfish in the desert pupfish refugium.

3.4

Reclamation and its conservation agreement partners shall provide for funds and
personnel to implement management of the pupfish refugium. Such management
shall be conducted in a manner that minimizes the need for routine use of heavy
equipment that could result in injury or mortality of pupfish in the refugium.
Reclamation and its conservation agreement partners shall develop a management
plan for the refugium that specifies the management procedures and schedule
including the anticipated frequency of use of heavy equipment in the refugium. This
management plan shall be developed in coordination with, and subject to the
approval of, the Service and CDFG. Should more extreme management measures
be required as a result of unanticipated circumstances, use of any unapproved
procedures shall require the prior approval of the Service and CDFG.

3.5

Reclamation and its conservation partners shall immediately notify the Service and
CDFG regarding any needed emergency repairs on the pupfish connections, pupfish
selenium management measures, rail created habitat, or pelican roost structures that
may result in disturbance of or impacts to the listed species so that the Service and
CDFG can provide technical assistance to minimize the impacts associated with
implementing the repairs.
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3.6

Reclamation and its conservation partners shall implement any necessary
management measures to maintain the habitat quality of the created rail habitat
outside the Yuma clapper rail and California black rail breeding season of March 1
through September 15. This will avoid the injury or mortality of rail eggs and/or
chicks.

3.7

Reclamation and its conservation agreement partners shall schedule regular
maintenance of the created pelican roosts during the month of December to
minimize disturbance of migrating pelicans and the resident population that could
result in harm through a lack of access to dry sites where the birds can roost and
maintain their plumage. Exceptions to this scheduling shall be approved by the
Service and CDFG.

4. The following terms and conditions implement reasonable and prudent measure 4:
4.1

Survey methods for desert pupfish shall include the use of wire minnow traps with
or without bait until superceded by a new Service and CDFG-approved protocol.
Wire traps have proven to be more effective in comparison trials than other trap
materials such as plastic, thus giving a more accurate evaluation of the status of the
desert pupfish population.

4.2

Minnow traps shall be set during daylight hours only and will be checked for the
presence of desert pupfish at least every three hours. There shall be no ovemight
trapping, as this has resulted in mortality of pupfish during low dissolved oxygen
conditions that occur at night.

4.3

Handling may involve taking length measurements to assess size and age class of
individuals and shall require minimal exposure out of water. Any pupfish exhibiting
signs of physiological stress shall be released immediately at the point of capture to
minimize the potential for injury associated with such stress.

4.4

Surveys for Yuma clapper rails shall be conducted in accordance with the approved
Service protocol (Attachment C) to assure comparability with other survey efforts
and minimize harassment unless authorized in advance by the Carlsbad Fish and
Wildlife Office.

4.5

Disturbance to the rails during the breeding season shall be minimized to the
maximum extent possible within the constraints of the survey protocol to reduce the
chances of nest abandonment or other impacts to reproductive success.

4.6

Taped calls are to be used only to initially locate individual rails, and not to elicit
further behavior from rails to reduce the chances of nest abandonment or other
impacts to reproductive success. Tapes shall not be used to elicit responses from
rails if the surveyor detects the presence of potential avian or mammalian predators
that could injure or kill rail adults, chicks or eggs.
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4.7

Survey activities shall not be conducted during inclement weather conditions that
would significantly reduce the ability to detect the rail species or expose rail nest
contents to the elements (e.g., rain or strong wind) thus resulting in the failure of
eggs to hatch or reducing chick survival.

4.8

Personnel conducting the survey/monitoring activities shall have a section
10(a)(1)(A) permit issued by the Service to work with the desert pupfish and/or
Yuma clapper rail (as appropriate) or have adequate qualifications and experience
based on a review by the Service to qualify for such a permit to assure that the
above terms and conditions are appropriately implemented and take is minimized.

The reasonable and prudent measures, with their implementing terms and conditions, are designed
to minimize the impact of the incidental take that might otherwise result from the proposed action.
If, during the course of the action, this level of incidental take is exceeded or the terms and
conditions are not complied with, such incidental take represents new information requiring review
of the reasonable and prudent measures provided and reinitiation of consultation. Reclamation
must immediately provide an explanation of the causes of the taking and review with the Service
the need for possible modification of the reasonable and prudent measures. Operations must be
stopped in the interim period between initiation and completion of the new consultation if it is
determined that the impact of the additional taking will cause an irreversible and adverse impact on
the species, as required by 50 CFR 402.14(1).
Reporting Requirements
Reclamation shall submit reports of the previous year's activities to the Service and CDFG by
March 31 of each year. This report shall include a summary of the fish and wildlife conservation
actions implemented in the previous year along with the results of any monitoring/survey activities
conducted. The report will also include basic statistics on the water conservation activities in the
Imperial Valley (e.g., water conservation activities implemented, volume of water conserved, and
acres fallowed for water conservation). The Service and CDFG shall have access to the raw data
from monitoring activities for review upon request. The reporting will occur annually unless the
Service and CDFG approve a longer reporting interval.
The Service's Carlsbad Fish and Wildlife Office (760-431-9440) must be notified within three
working days should any listed species be found dead or injured in or adjacent to the action area.
A written notification must be made within five calendar days and include the date, time, and
location of the discovered animal/carcass, the cause of injury or death, and any other pertinent
information. Injured animals should be transported to a qualified veterinarian or certified wildlife
care facility and the Service informed of the final disposition of any surviving animal(s). All dead
specimen(s)/carcass(es) shall be submitted to (l) educational/research institutions possessing the
appropriate State and Federal permits, (2) Carlsbad Fish and Wildlife Office, or (3) Division of
Law Enforcement (contact 310-328-1516 for further direction). Failing deposition to one of these
entities, the carcass should be marked, photographed, and left in the field.
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CONSERVATION RECOMMENDATIONS

Section 7(a)(l) of the ESA directs Federal agencies to utilize their authorities to further the
purposes of the ESA by carrying out conservation programs for the benefit of endangered and
threatened species. Conservation recommendations are discretionary agency activities to minimize
or avoid adverse effects of a proposed action on listed species or critical habitat, to help implement
recovery plans or to develop information. The recommendations provided here do not necessarily
represent complete fulfillment of the agency's 7(a)(l) responsibility for these species.
1.

The Service recommends that Reclamation continue to utilize its authorities to study ways
to address Salton Sea restoration for the benefit of not only listed species but a wide variety
of migratory birds as well.

2.

Reclamation and its conservation agreement partners should consider conducting
experimental trials to identify silt removal techniques and seasonal timing that minimize the
injury or mortality of desert pupfish that may be associated with removing silt from the
connections as necessary maintain suitable conditions for use by desert pupfish.

3.

Reclamation and its conservation agreement partners should consider implementing a
program to monitor wintering mountain plovers in the Imperial Valley. This monitoring
should include annual surveys for mountain plovers on a valley-wide basis. In the initial
monitoring effort data would be collected to identify the habitat use patterns and winter
foraging habitat requirements for this species in the Imperial Valley. A minimum of three
consecutive years of data collection on habitat use/requirements would be required. This
data in combination with the annual plover surveys and information on agricultural patterns
throughout the Imperial Valley would be used by the Service to determine the magnitude of
crop changes and subsequent potential impacts to the mountain plover so that appropriate
management actions would be identified prior to losses of a magnitude that could interfere
with survival and recovery. The 15-year plan provides for adequate time to complete these
surveys prior to any major water conservation-related crop changes in the Imperial Valley.
Three consecutive years of data collection and evaluation of that information can be
accomplished before the acreage of fallowing exceeds 10,000 acres (in 2007 at the earliest,
based on the current delivery schedule). This increment of 10,000 acres of fallowing is less
than 5 percent of the average acreage of the preferred crop types. Such a change is not
likely to impact the survival and recovery of the species.

For the Service to be kept informed of actions minimizing or avoiding adverse effects or benefitting
listed species or their habitats, the Service requests notification of the implementation of any
conservation recommendations.
REINITIATION NOTICE

This concludes formal consultation on the proposed action as outlined in the BA that accompanied
your July 23, 2002, request for initiation and the Errata to the BA that you submitted to this office.
As provided in 50 CPR §402.16, reinitiation of formal consultation is required where discretionary
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Federal agency involvement or control over the action has been retained (or is authorized by law)
and if: (1) the amount or extent of incidental take is exceeded, (2) new information reveals effects
of the agency action that may affect listed species or critical habitat in a manner or to an extent not
considered in this opinion, (3) the action is subsequently modified in a manner that causes an effect
to listed species or critical habitat that was not considered in this opinion, or (4) a new species is
listed or critical habitat designated that may be affected by the action. In instances where the
amount or extent of incidental take is exceeded, any operations causing such take must cease
pending reinitiation. Please contact me or Carol Roberts of my staff at (760) 431-9440 if you have
any questions regarding this biological/conference opinion document.

Attachments:
Figure 1.1 - Imperial Irrigation District
Figure 1.2 - Salton Sea
Attachment A- General Approach to Monitoring Changes in Suitable Breeding Habitat for
the Southwestern Willow Flycatcher
Attachment B - Feasible off-site mitigation options for brown pelicans
Attachment C- Yuma Clapper Rail Survey Protocol
Attachment D- Chronology of the Imperial Irrigation District Water Transfer and Habitat
Conservation Plan
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Baird, Tera
Jane Hendron
Pete Sorensen; Ken Corey; Thomas Dietsch
Fwd: Genesis 8/19 Tree Swallow
Monday, August 19, 2013 3:36:14 PM
IMG_0927.JPG
IMG_0928.JPG
IMG_0929.JPG
IMG_0930.JPG
IMG_0931.JPG
IMG_0932.JPG

Several mortality reports came in from Genesis. These will be compiled into the monthly
report sent out at the end of August, however I wanted you to have the most recent
information just in case someone queries you.
Tera Keeler Baird
Biologist
777 East Tahquitz Canyon Way, Suite 208
Palm Springs, California 92262

---------- Forwarded message ---------From: German, Charles <Charles.German@aecom.com>
Date: Mon, Aug 19, 2013 at 2:39 PM
Subject: Genesis 8/19 Tree Swallow
To: "Chee, Laura" <laura_chee@fws.gov>
Cc: "eduardo_nieves@fws.gov" <eduardo_nieves@fws.gov>, "Tera_Baird@fws.gov"
<Tera_Baird@fws.gov>, "Jennifer.Gavaldon@fpl.com" <Jennifer.Gavaldon@fpl.com>

Attached are photos of a Tree Swallow mortality.
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Baird, Tera
Jane Hendron
Pete Sorensen; Ken Corey; Thomas Dietsch
Fwd: Genesis 8/19 Sora mortality
Monday, August 19, 2013 3:38:45 PM
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IMG_0936.JPG
IMG_0937.JPG
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IMG_0939.JPG
IMG_0940.JPG
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Several mortality reports came in from Genesis. These will be compiled into the monthly report sent out
at the end of August, however I wanted you to have the most recent information just in case someone
queries you.

Tera Keeler Baird
Biologist
777 East Tahquitz Canyon Way, Suite 208
Palm Springs, California 92262

---------- Forwarded message ---------From: German, Charles <Charles.German@aecom.com>
Date: Mon, Aug 19, 2013 at 2:36 PM
Subject: Genesis 8/19 Sora mortality
To: "Chee, Laura" <laura_chee@fws.gov>
Cc: "eduardo_nieves@fws.gov" <eduardo_nieves@fws.gov>, "Tera_Baird@fws.gov"
<Tera_Baird@fws.gov>, "Jennifer.Gavaldon@fpl.com" <Jennifer.Gavaldon@fpl.com>

Attached are photos of a Sora mortality
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Baird, Tera
Jane Hendron
Ken Corey; Pete Sorensen; Thomas Dietsch
Fwd: Genesis 8/19 Mourning Dove
Monday, August 19, 2013 3:39:53 PM
IMG_0914.JPG
IMG_0915.JPG
IMG_0916.JPG
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IMG_0919.JPG
IMG_0920.JPG
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Hopefully, the last one for today...
Several mortality reports came in from Genesis. These will be compiled into the monthly report sent out
at the end of August, however I wanted you to have the most recent information just in case someone
queries you.

Tera Keeler Baird
Biologist
777 East Tahquitz Canyon Way, Suite 208
Palm Springs, California 92262

---------- Forwarded message ---------From: German, Charles <Charles.German@aecom.com>
Date: Mon, Aug 19, 2013 at 2:30 PM
Subject: Genesis 8/19 Mourning Dove
To: "Chee, Laura" <laura_chee@fws.gov>
Cc: "eduardo_nieves@fws.gov" <eduardo_nieves@fws.gov>, "Tera_Baird@fws.gov"
<Tera_Baird@fws.gov>, "Jennifer.Gavaldon@fpl.com" <Jennifer.Gavaldon@fpl.com>

Attached are photos of a mourning dove mortality
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Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

DJ McMoran
Fraser, Jody
Kathy Buescher-Simon; Joel Pagel; Thomas Dietsch; Mark Massar; Lawrence LaPre; Eduardo Nieves; Brooks
Hart; crissy slaughter; Therese Carpenter; Magdalena Rodriguez; Laura Chee; Don Copeland
Re: Avian Mortality at Desert Sunlight
Thursday, August 22, 2013 8:53:28 AM
Avian_Bat_Mortality 20130820.pdf
Avian Mortality Table_8.20.13-Revised_DJM.docx

Hi everyone,
Attached is the updated table and map (current 20 August 2013) illustrating avian and bat
mortality at Desert Sunlight. Please contact me with any questions. Thank you.
Regards,
DJ McMoran
(949) 423-8770
mcmorandj@gmail.com
On Thu, Aug 22, 2013 at 8:07 AM, Fraser, Jody <jody_fraser@fws.gov> wrote:
Thanks, DJ, for letting us know. Could you please send an updated table and map as soon as
you get a chance?
Jody
On Mon, Aug 19, 2013 at 2:45 PM, DJ McMoran <mcmorandj@gmail.com> wrote:
Good afternoon,
This email is to inform you that there has been an avian mortality event at Desert Sunlight. A pie
billed grebe carcass and a Wilson's warbler carcass were discovered on site. Special Agent Laura
Chee was notified and gave verbal permission to document the carcasses and leave them in place
until she can arrive tomorrow to process and collect the remains. Please contact me with any further
questions. Thank you.
Regards,
DJ McMoran
(949) 423-8770
mcmorandj@gmail.com

-Jody Fraser, Biologist
Palm Springs Fish and Wildlife Office
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
777 E. Tahquitz Canyon Way, Suite 208
Palm Springs, CA 92262
760.322.2070 ph x207
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Fraser, Jody
Ken Corey; Pete Sorensen; Tera Baird; Thomas Dietsch; Joel Pagel
Fwd: Avian Mortality at Desert Sunlight
Thursday, August 22, 2013 9:00:07 AM
Avian_Bat_Mortality 20130820.pdf
Avian Mortality Table_8.20.13-Revised_DJM.docx

fyi
---------- Forwarded message ---------From: DJ McMoran <mcmorandj@gmail.com>
Date: Thu, Aug 22, 2013 at 8:53 AM
Subject: Re: Avian Mortality at Desert Sunlight
To: "Fraser, Jody" <jody_fraser@fws.gov>
Cc: Kathy Buescher-Simon <kathy@ironwoodconsultinginc.com>, Joel Pagel
<Joel_Pagel@fws.gov>, Thomas Dietsch <thomas_dietsch@fws.gov>, Mark Massar
<mmassar@blm.gov>, Lawrence LaPre <Larry_LaPre@blm.gov>, Eduardo Nieves
<eduardo_nieves@fws.gov>, Brooks Hart <brooks@corvusecological.com>, crissy slaughter
<criffy@hotmail.com>, Therese Carpenter <therese.carpenter@firstsolar.com>, Magdalena
Rodriguez <Magdalena.Rodriguez@wildlife.ca.gov>, Laura Chee <laura_chee@fws.gov>,
Don Copeland <don@ironwood-inc.com>
Hi everyone,
Attached is the updated table and map (current 20 August 2013) illustrating avian and bat
mortality at Desert Sunlight. Please contact me with any questions. Thank you.
Regards,
DJ McMoran
(949) 423-8770
mcmorandj@gmail.com
On Thu, Aug 22, 2013 at 8:07 AM, Fraser, Jody <jody_fraser@fws.gov> wrote:
Thanks, DJ, for letting us know. Could you please send an updated table and map as soon as
you get a chance?
Jody
On Mon, Aug 19, 2013 at 2:45 PM, DJ McMoran <mcmorandj@gmail.com> wrote:
Good afternoon,
This email is to inform you that there has been an avian mortality event at Desert Sunlight. A pie
billed grebe carcass and a Wilson's warbler carcass were discovered on site. Special Agent Laura
Chee was notified and gave verbal permission to document the carcasses and leave them in place
until she can arrive tomorrow to process and collect the remains. Please contact me with any further
questions. Thank you.
Regards,
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DJ McMoran
(949) 423-8770
mcmorandj@gmail.com

-Jody Fraser, Biologist
Palm Springs Fish and Wildlife Office
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
777 E. Tahquitz Canyon Way, Suite 208
Palm Springs, CA 92262
760.322.2070 ph x207
760.322.4648 fax
jody_fraser@fws.gov

-Jody Fraser, Biologist
Palm Springs Fish and Wildlife Office
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
777 E. Tahquitz Canyon Way, Suite 208
Palm Springs, CA 92262
760.322.2070 ph x207
760.322.4648 fax
jody_fraser@fws.gov
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To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Field, Jennifer
heather_beeler@fws.gov; Thomas Dietsch (thomas_dietsch@fws.gov)
Bacquie, Janine
Genesis SPUT permit
Monday, August 26, 2013 8:15:22 AM
Genesis SPUT Permit application and attachments.pdf

Heather,
Tom Dietsch informed me that you are the person that NextEra is to send our SPUT application to
for our Genesis Solar Energy Project. Attached, please find a scanned version of the hard copy
application along with supporting documents. Would you please send me your physical mail
address so that we may put the hard copy and check in the mail. If this application is to go to
somebody else, please let me know.
Thanks

Jenny

______________________________________
Jennifer Field
NextEra Energy Resources
Corporate Environmental Services
700 Universe Blvd. JES/JB
Juno Beach, FL 33408
Office 561-691-2232
Cell 561-758-7277
Jennifer.field@nexteraenergy.com
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Baird, Tera
Ken Corey
Jane Hendron; Pete Sorensen; Thomas Dietsch
Fwd: Genesis Eared Grebe 8/23
Monday, August 26, 2013 9:22:54 AM
IMG_1079.JPG
IMG_1080.JPG
IMG_1081.JPG
IMG_1082.JPG
IMG_1083.JPG

Genesis has had quite a few bird mortalities...some are waterbirds, I'm going to forward on
numerous reports via email....get ready!
Tera Keeler Baird
Biologist
777 East Tahquitz Canyon Way, Suite 208
Palm Springs, California 92262

---------- Forwarded message ---------From: German, Charles <Charles.German@aecom.com>
Date: Fri, Aug 23, 2013 at 3:30 PM
Subject: Genesis Eared Grebe 8/23
To: Laura Chee <laura_chee@fws.gov>, "eduardo_nieves@fws.gov"
<eduardo_nieves@fws.gov>
Cc: "Gavaldon, Jennifer" <Jennifer.Gavaldon@nexteraenergy.com>, "Baird, Tera"
<tera_baird@fws.gov>

Photos of bird mortality and location. Eared Grebe
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Baird, Tera
Jane Hendron
Pete Sorensen; Thomas Dietsch; Jody Fraser
Fwd: cliff swallow salvaged
Monday, August 26, 2013 9:31:37 AM
IMG_0943.JPG
IMG_0944.JPG
IMG_0945.JPG
IMG_0946.JPG
IMG_0947.JPG

FYI - Genesis mortality.
Tera Keeler Baird
Biologist
777 East Tahquitz Canyon Way, Suite 208
Palm Springs, California 92262

---------- Forwarded message ---------From: German, Charles <Charles.German@aecom.com>
Date: Tue, Aug 20, 2013 at 6:03 PM
Subject: cliff swallow salvaged
To: "Chee, Laura" <laura_chee@fws.gov>
Cc: "eduardo_nieves@fws.gov" <eduardo_nieves@fws.gov>, "Tera_Baird@fws.gov"
<Tera_Baird@fws.gov>, "Gavaldon, Jennifer" <Jennifer.Gavaldon@nexteraenergy.com>
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Baird, Tera
Jane Hendron; Pete Sorensen; Ken Corey; Thomas Dietsch
Fwd: 8/20 Sora
Monday, August 26, 2013 9:34:10 AM
IMG_0982.JPG
IMG_0983.JPG
IMG_0984.JPG
IMG_0985.JPG

Genesis, Sora in evaporation pond
Tera Keeler Baird
Biologist
777 East Tahquitz Canyon Way, Suite 208
Palm Springs, California 92262

---------- Forwarded message ---------From: German, Charles <Charles.German@aecom.com>
Date: Tue, Aug 20, 2013 at 6:20 PM
Subject: 8/20 Sora
To: "Chee, Laura" <laura_chee@fws.gov>, "eduardo_nieves@fws.gov"
<eduardo_nieves@fws.gov>
Cc: "Tera_Baird@fws.gov" <Tera_Baird@fws.gov>, "Gavaldon, Jennifer"
<Jennifer.Gavaldon@nexteraenergy.com>

...
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Baird, Tera
Pete Sorensen
Ken Corey; Jane Hendron; Thomas Dietsch
Fwd: 8/20 MODO
Monday, August 26, 2013 10:49:23 AM
IMG_0955.JPG
IMG_0956.JPG
IMG_0957.JPG
IMG_0958.JPG
IMG_0959.JPG
IMG_0960.JPG

FYI - Genesis avian report
Tera Keeler Baird
Biologist
777 East Tahquitz Canyon Way, Suite 208
Palm Springs, California 92262

---------- Forwarded message ---------From: German, Charles <Charles.German@aecom.com>
Date: Tue, Aug 20, 2013 at 6:15 PM
Subject: 8/20 MODO
To: "Chee, Laura" <laura_chee@fws.gov>, "eduardo_nieves@fws.gov"
<eduardo_nieves@fws.gov>
Cc: "Tera_Baird@fws.gov" <Tera_Baird@fws.gov>, "Gavaldon, Jennifer"
<Jennifer.Gavaldon@nexteraenergy.com>
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Baird, Tera
Pete Sorensen
Ken Corey; Jane Hendron; Thomas Dietsch
Fwd: blue-winged teal 8/20
Monday, August 26, 2013 10:50:29 AM
IMG_0968.JPG
IMG_0969.JPG
IMG_0970.JPG
IMG_0971.JPG
IMG_0972.JPG
IMG_0973.JPG
IMG_0974.JPG

Genesis - near the mirrors, blue winged teal
Tera Keeler Baird
Biologist
777 East Tahquitz Canyon Way, Suite 208
Palm Springs, California 92262

---------- Forwarded message ---------From: German, Charles <Charles.German@aecom.com>
Date: Tue, Aug 20, 2013 at 6:11 PM
Subject: blue-winged teal 8/20
To: "Chee, Laura" <laura_chee@fws.gov>
Cc: "eduardo_nieves@fws.gov" <eduardo_nieves@fws.gov>, "Tera_Baird@fws.gov"
<Tera_Baird@fws.gov>, "Gavaldon, Jennifer" <Jennifer.Gavaldon@nexteraenergy.com>
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Baird, Tera
Pete Sorensen
Jane Hendron; Ken Corey; Thomas Dietsch
Fwd: 8/19 TBD Flycatcher
Monday, August 26, 2013 10:52:33 AM
IMG_0948.JPG
IMG_0949.JPG
IMG_0950.JPG
IMG_0951.JPG
IMG_0952.JPG

Flycatcher at Genesis.
Tera Keeler Baird
Biologist
777 East Tahquitz Canyon Way, Suite 208
Palm Springs, California 92262

---------- Forwarded message ---------From: German, Charles <Charles.German@aecom.com>
Date: Tue, Aug 20, 2013 at 6:25 PM
Subject: 8/19 TBD Flycatcher
To: "Chee, Laura" <laura_chee@fws.gov>, "eduardo_nieves@fws.gov"
<eduardo_nieves@fws.gov>
Cc: "Tera_Baird@fws.gov" <Tera_Baird@fws.gov>, "Gavaldon, Jennifer"
<Jennifer.Gavaldon@nexteraenergy.com>
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Baird, Tera
Thomas Dietsch
Fwd: 8/20 tree swallow (2)
Monday, August 26, 2013 10:55:29 AM
IMG_0975.JPG
IMG_0976.JPG
IMG_0977.JPG
IMG_0978.JPG
IMG_0979.JPG
IMG_0980.JPG
IMG_0981.JPG

Tera Keeler Baird
Biologist
777 East Tahquitz Canyon Way, Suite 208
Palm Springs, California 92262

---------- Forwarded message ---------From: Baird, Tera <tera_baird@fws.gov>
Date: Mon, Aug 26, 2013 at 10:54 AM
Subject: Fwd: 8/20 tree swallow (2)
To: Pete Sorensen <pete_sorensen@fws.gov>
Cc: Jane Hendron <jane_hendron@fws.gov>, Ken Corey <ken_corey@fws.gov>
Tree swallow found within mirrors at Genesis
Tera Keeler Baird
Biologist
777 East Tahquitz Canyon Way, Suite 208
Palm Springs, California 92262

---------- Forwarded message ---------From: German, Charles <Charles.German@aecom.com>
Date: Tue, Aug 20, 2013 at 6:35 PM
Subject: 8/20 tree swallow (2)
To: "Chee, Laura" <laura_chee@fws.gov>, "eduardo_nieves@fws.gov"
<eduardo_nieves@fws.gov>
Cc: "Tera_Baird@fws.gov" <Tera_Baird@fws.gov>, "Gavaldon, Jennifer"
<Jennifer.Gavaldon@nexteraenergy.com>
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Baird, Tera
Pete Sorensen
Jane Hendron; Ken Corey; Thomas Dietsch
Fwd: 2 cowbirds same location
Monday, August 26, 2013 10:58:27 AM
IMG_1008.JPG
IMG_1009.JPG
IMG_1010.JPG
IMG_1011.JPG
IMG_1012.JPG
IMG_1013.JPG

Cowbirds - 2 at Genesis
Tera Keeler Baird
Biologist
777 East Tahquitz Canyon Way, Suite 208
Palm Springs, California 92262

---------- Forwarded message ---------From: German, Charles <Charles.German@aecom.com>
Date: Wed, Aug 21, 2013 at 3:45 PM
Subject: 2 cowbirds same location
To: Laura Chee <laura_chee@fws.gov>, "eduardo_nieves@fws.gov"
<eduardo_nieves@fws.gov>
Cc: "Tera_Baird@fws.gov" <Tera_Baird@fws.gov>, "Gavaldon, Jennifer"
<Jennifer.Gavaldon@nexteraenergy.com>
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Baird, Tera
Jody Fraser
Fwd: blue-winged teal 8/20
Tuesday, August 27, 2013 10:51:15 AM
IMG_0968.JPG
IMG_0969.JPG
IMG_0970.JPG
IMG_0971.JPG
IMG_0972.JPG
IMG_0973.JPG
IMG_0974.JPG

Here is the photo that Pete referenced yesterday in the R8 RE Call...let's talk. Are you on a
DRECP call?
Tera Keeler Baird
Biologist
777 East Tahquitz Canyon Way, Suite 208
Palm Springs, California 92262

---------- Forwarded message ---------From: Baird, Tera <tera_baird@fws.gov>
Date: Mon, Aug 26, 2013 at 10:49 AM
Subject: Fwd: blue-winged teal 8/20
To: Pete Sorensen <pete_sorensen@fws.gov>
Cc: Ken Corey <ken_corey@fws.gov>, Jane Hendron <jane_hendron@fws.gov>, Thomas
Dietsch <thomas_dietsch@fws.gov>
Genesis - near the mirrors, blue winged teal
Tera Keeler Baird
Biologist
777 East Tahquitz Canyon Way, Suite 208
Palm Springs, California 92262

---------- Forwarded message ---------From: German, Charles <Charles.German@aecom.com>
Date: Tue, Aug 20, 2013 at 6:11 PM
Subject: blue-winged teal 8/20
To: "Chee, Laura" <laura_chee@fws.gov>
Cc: "eduardo_nieves@fws.gov" <eduardo_nieves@fws.gov>, "Tera_Baird@fws.gov"
<Tera_Baird@fws.gov>, "Gavaldon, Jennifer" <Jennifer.Gavaldon@nexteraenergy.com>
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Abigail Convery
Jody Fraser
FW: Avoidance/minimization measures for Se evaporation ponds
Wednesday, August 28, 2013 12:16:25 PM
Alternative Habitat Protocol.doc
Compensation Habitat Protocol.doc
Nemtzov and Olsig-Whittaker 2003_netting over fish ponds as a hazard.pdf
San Luis Unit Drainage Conceptual Monitoring Plan MASTER.doc
Bradford etal 1991 minimize hazards evap ponds EnvMan Vol15-6.pdf

Listening to you on the phone… This is the guy who we tried to get on a phone call or webinar… but
he seemed swamped. This info might be helpful for your future negotiations…
More to follow..
From: Thomas Maurer [mailto:thomas_maurer@fws.gov]
Sent: Monday, April 15, 2013 2:22 PM
To: Jenny Marek; John Henderson; Toby McBride; Damian Higgins; Kerensa King; Carol Roberts
Cc: Abigail Convery
Subject: RE: Avoidance/minimization measures for Se evaporation ponds

Oh Jenny, where to start?
1st) will this be waste water or an operating solar salt pond and how big. Where’s the selenium
coming from?
2nd) attached is our old alternative/compensation habitat protocols developed for irrigation
drainwater evaporation ponds contaminated with selenium. In general contaminated ponds should
not be adjacent to good habitat, should have steep slopes and a minimum depth (2 ft) so that there
is no/minimal wading habitat, no vegetation on levees, for hazing birds you have to have a clean
place for the birds to go but not too close otherwise they just nest in good habitat and feed in evap
ponds. Above a certain pond size netting gets difficult and more expensive to build and maintain.
Plus netting itself can be a hazard if wrong type used or not maintained (attached netting hazards).
3rd) attached is our conceptual monitoring plan document developed for San Luis Unit drainage
management and proposed salt evaporation sprinkler systems (says 2nd draft but essentially
completed). Some basic concepts here can apply to regular evap ponds.
4th) I’ll send our evaporation pond investigation report in separate emails (30 MB total)
5th) The State allows for open pit exemptions for integrated on-farm drainage management systems
that can have small evaporation ponds and/or sprinkler systems. See this web site for land owner
and technical manuals. http://www.water.ca.gov/drainage/ifdm/index.cfm
6th) Old guidance for evaporation pond design and operations (Bradford et al 1991 attached)
Abby, give me a call once you’ve had a chance to peruse this stuff.
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Tom
************************************
Thomas C. Maurer
Chief Investigations and Prevention Branch
Environmental Contaminants Division
Sacramento Fish and Wildlife Office
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
2800 Cottage Way, Rm W-2605
Sacramento, California 95821
916-414-6594
Fax-414-6713
************************************

From: Jenny Marek [mailto:jenny_marek@fws.gov]
Sent: Monday, April 15, 2013 11:30 AM
To: Thomas Maurer; John Henderson; toby_mcbride@fws.gov; damian_higgins@fws.gov;
kerensa_king@fws.gov; Carol Roberts
Cc: abigail_convery@fws.gov
Subject: Avoidance/minimization measures for Se evaporation ponds

Hi All,
Abby Convery in our office is working on a solar project that proposes to construct evaporation
ponds that are expected to have elevated selenium levels. The project area is adjacent to a
permanent surface water feature that attracts many migratory birds and other wildlife.
We are hoping that you might have some advice on minimization measures that can be incorporated
into the project to reduce wildlife exposure to this evaporation pond. The project proponent has
proposed netting, but we are wondering if more active hazing may be necessary, or of you have
other suggestions. Also, if you have suggestions on monitoring protocols that have been used at
other similar sites, we would love to hear them.
Thank you!
Jenny
Jenny Marek
Biologist, Environmental Contaminants
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
2493 Portola Road, Suite B
Ventura, California 93003
(805) 644-1766 ext. 325
(805) 644-3958 fax
Jenny_marek@fws.gov
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Abigail Convery
Jody Fraser
FW: Avoidance/minimization measures for Se evaporation ponds
Wednesday, August 28, 2013 12:18:36 PM
EVAP POND REPORT a main.pdf
EVAP POND REPORT appd 1.pdf
EVAP POND REPORT appd 2.pdf

From: Thomas Maurer [mailto:thomas_maurer@fws.gov]
Sent: Monday, April 15, 2013 3:12 PM
To: Jenny Marek
Cc: Abigail Convery
Subject: RE: Avoidance/minimization measures for Se evaporation ponds

Abby, Jenny,
Here is our old evap pond report. Will come in 4 emails. The main report and 11 appendixes.
Tom
From: Jenny Marek [mailto:jenny_marek@fws.gov]
Sent: Monday, April 15, 2013 11:30 AM
To: Thomas Maurer; John Henderson; toby_mcbride@fws.gov; damian_higgins@fws.gov;
kerensa_king@fws.gov; Carol Roberts
Cc: abigail_convery@fws.gov
Subject: Avoidance/minimization measures for Se evaporation ponds

Hi All,
Abby Convery in our office is working on a solar project that proposes to construct evaporation
ponds that are expected to have elevated selenium levels. The project area is adjacent to a
permanent surface water feature that attracts many migratory birds and other wildlife.
We are hoping that you might have some advice on minimization measures that can be incorporated
into the project to reduce wildlife exposure to this evaporation pond. The project proponent has
proposed netting, but we are wondering if more active hazing may be necessary, or of you have
other suggestions. Also, if you have suggestions on monitoring protocols that have been used at
other similar sites, we would love to hear them.
Thank you!
Jenny
Jenny Marek
Biologist, Environmental Contaminants
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
2493 Portola Road, Suite B
Ventura, California 93003
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(805) 644-1766 ext. 325
(805) 644-3958 fax
Jenny_marek@fws.gov
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Abigail Convery
Jody Fraser
FW: Avoidance/minimization measures for Se evaporation ponds
Wednesday, August 28, 2013 12:19:16 PM
EVAP POND REPORT appd 3.pdf
EVAP POND REPORT appd 4 & 5.pdf
EVAP POND REPORT appd 6.pdf

From: Thomas Maurer [mailto:thomas_maurer@fws.gov]
Sent: Monday, April 15, 2013 3:21 PM
To: Jenny Marek
Cc: Abigail Convery
Subject: RE: Avoidance/minimization measures for Se evaporation ponds

From: Thomas Maurer [mailto:thomas_maurer@fws.gov]
Sent: Monday, April 15, 2013 3:12 PM
To: Jenny Marek
Cc: Abigail Convery
Subject: RE: Avoidance/minimization measures for Se evaporation ponds

Abby, Jenny,
Here is our old evap pond report. Will come in 4 emails. The main report and 11 appendixes.
Tom
From: Jenny Marek [mailto:jenny_marek@fws.gov]
Sent: Monday, April 15, 2013 11:30 AM
To: Thomas Maurer; John Henderson; toby_mcbride@fws.gov; damian_higgins@fws.gov;
kerensa_king@fws.gov; Carol Roberts
Cc: abigail_convery@fws.gov
Subject: Avoidance/minimization measures for Se evaporation ponds

Hi All,
Abby Convery in our office is working on a solar project that proposes to construct evaporation
ponds that are expected to have elevated selenium levels. The project area is adjacent to a
permanent surface water feature that attracts many migratory birds and other wildlife.
We are hoping that you might have some advice on minimization measures that can be incorporated
into the project to reduce wildlife exposure to this evaporation pond. The project proponent has
proposed netting, but we are wondering if more active hazing may be necessary, or of you have
other suggestions. Also, if you have suggestions on monitoring protocols that have been used at
other similar sites, we would love to hear them.
Thank you!
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Jenny
Jenny Marek
Biologist, Environmental Contaminants
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
2493 Portola Road, Suite B
Ventura, California 93003
(805) 644-1766 ext. 325
(805) 644-3958 fax
Jenny_marek@fws.gov
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Abigail Convery
Jody Fraser
FW: Avoidance/minimization measures for Se evaporation ponds
Wednesday, August 28, 2013 12:20:57 PM
EVAP POND REPORT appd 10.pdf
EVAP POND REPORT appd 11.pdf

From: Thomas Maurer [mailto:thomas_maurer@fws.gov]
Sent: Monday, April 15, 2013 3:22 PM
To: Jenny Marek
Cc: Abigail Convery
Subject: RE: Avoidance/minimization measures for Se evaporation ponds

From: Thomas Maurer [mailto:thomas_maurer@fws.gov]
Sent: Monday, April 15, 2013 3:12 PM
To: Jenny Marek
Cc: Abigail Convery
Subject: RE: Avoidance/minimization measures for Se evaporation ponds

Abby, Jenny,
Here is our old evap pond report. Will come in 4 emails. The main report and 11 appendixes.
Tom
From: Jenny Marek [mailto:jenny_marek@fws.gov]
Sent: Monday, April 15, 2013 11:30 AM
To: Thomas Maurer; John Henderson; toby_mcbride@fws.gov; damian_higgins@fws.gov;
kerensa_king@fws.gov; Carol Roberts
Cc: abigail_convery@fws.gov
Subject: Avoidance/minimization measures for Se evaporation ponds

Hi All,
Abby Convery in our office is working on a solar project that proposes to construct evaporation
ponds that are expected to have elevated selenium levels. The project area is adjacent to a
permanent surface water feature that attracts many migratory birds and other wildlife.
We are hoping that you might have some advice on minimization measures that can be incorporated
into the project to reduce wildlife exposure to this evaporation pond. The project proponent has
proposed netting, but we are wondering if more active hazing may be necessary, or of you have
other suggestions. Also, if you have suggestions on monitoring protocols that have been used at
other similar sites, we would love to hear them.
Thank you!
Jenny
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Jenny Marek
Biologist, Environmental Contaminants
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
2493 Portola Road, Suite B
Ventura, California 93003
(805) 644-1766 ext. 325
(805) 644-3958 fax
Jenny_marek@fws.gov
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Abigail Convery
Jody Fraser
FW: Avoidance/minimization measures for Se evaporation ponds
Wednesday, August 28, 2013 12:22:45 PM
EVAP POND REPORT appd 7.pdf
EVAP POND REPORT appd 8.pdf
EVAP POND REPORT appd 9.pdf

From: Thomas Maurer [mailto:thomas_maurer@fws.gov]
Sent: Monday, April 15, 2013 3:21 PM
To: Jenny Marek
Cc: Abigail Convery
Subject: RE: Avoidance/minimization measures for Se evaporation ponds

From: Thomas Maurer [mailto:thomas_maurer@fws.gov]
Sent: Monday, April 15, 2013 3:12 PM
To: Jenny Marek
Cc: Abigail Convery
Subject: RE: Avoidance/minimization measures for Se evaporation ponds

Abby, Jenny,
Here is our old evap pond report. Will come in 4 emails. The main report and 11 appendixes.
Tom
From: Jenny Marek [mailto:jenny_marek@fws.gov]
Sent: Monday, April 15, 2013 11:30 AM
To: Thomas Maurer; John Henderson; toby_mcbride@fws.gov; damian_higgins@fws.gov;
kerensa_king@fws.gov; Carol Roberts
Cc: abigail_convery@fws.gov
Subject: Avoidance/minimization measures for Se evaporation ponds

Hi All,
Abby Convery in our office is working on a solar project that proposes to construct evaporation
ponds that are expected to have elevated selenium levels. The project area is adjacent to a
permanent surface water feature that attracts many migratory birds and other wildlife.
We are hoping that you might have some advice on minimization measures that can be incorporated
into the project to reduce wildlife exposure to this evaporation pond. The project proponent has
proposed netting, but we are wondering if more active hazing may be necessary, or of you have
other suggestions. Also, if you have suggestions on monitoring protocols that have been used at
other similar sites, we would love to hear them.
Thank you!
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Jenny
Jenny Marek
Biologist, Environmental Contaminants
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
2493 Portola Road, Suite B
Ventura, California 93003
(805) 644-1766 ext. 325
(805) 644-3958 fax
Jenny_marek@fws.gov
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Fraser, Jody
Andrea Martine
Fwd: Avian Mortality at Desert Sunlight
Friday, August 30, 2013 9:42:14 AM
Avian_Bat_Mortality 20130820.pdf
Avian Mortality Table_8.20.13-Revised_DJM.docx
20130829_Rice_FWS GOEA recs_DRAFT.docx

---------- Forwarded message ---------From: Fraser, Jody <jody_fraser@fws.gov>
Date: Thu, Aug 22, 2013 at 9:00 AM
Subject: Fwd: Avian Mortality at Desert Sunlight
To: Ken Corey <Ken_Corey@fws.gov>, Pete Sorensen <Pete_Sorensen@fws.gov>, Tera
Baird <Tera_Baird@fws.gov>, Thomas Dietsch <thomas_dietsch@fws.gov>, Joel Pagel
<joel_pagel@fws.gov>
fyi
---------- Forwarded message ---------From: DJ McMoran <mcmorandj@gmail.com>
Date: Thu, Aug 22, 2013 at 8:53 AM
Subject: Re: Avian Mortality at Desert Sunlight
To: "Fraser, Jody" <jody_fraser@fws.gov>
Cc: Kathy Buescher-Simon <kathy@ironwoodconsultinginc.com>, Joel Pagel
<Joel_Pagel@fws.gov>, Thomas Dietsch <thomas_dietsch@fws.gov>, Mark Massar
<mmassar@blm.gov>, Lawrence LaPre <Larry_LaPre@blm.gov>, Eduardo Nieves
<eduardo_nieves@fws.gov>, Brooks Hart <brooks@corvusecological.com>, crissy slaughter
<criffy@hotmail.com>, Therese Carpenter <therese.carpenter@firstsolar.com>, Magdalena
Rodriguez <Magdalena.Rodriguez@wildlife.ca.gov>, Laura Chee <laura_chee@fws.gov>,
Don Copeland <don@ironwood-inc.com>
Hi everyone,
Attached is the updated table and map (current 20 August 2013) illustrating avian and bat
mortality at Desert Sunlight. Please contact me with any questions. Thank you.
Regards,
DJ McMoran
(949) 423-8770
mcmorandj@gmail.com
On Thu, Aug 22, 2013 at 8:07 AM, Fraser, Jody <jody_fraser@fws.gov> wrote:
Thanks, DJ, for letting us know. Could you please send an updated table and map as soon as
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you get a chance?
Jody
On Mon, Aug 19, 2013 at 2:45 PM, DJ McMoran <mcmorandj@gmail.com> wrote:
Good afternoon,
This email is to inform you that there has been an avian mortality event at Desert Sunlight. A pie
billed grebe carcass and a Wilson's warbler carcass were discovered on site. Special Agent Laura
Chee was notified and gave verbal permission to document the carcasses and leave them in place
until she can arrive tomorrow to process and collect the remains. Please contact me with any further
questions. Thank you.
Regards,
DJ McMoran
(949) 423-8770
mcmorandj@gmail.com

-Jody Fraser, Biologist
Palm Springs Fish and Wildlife Office
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
777 E. Tahquitz Canyon Way, Suite 208
Palm Springs, CA 92262
760.322.2070 ph x207
760.322.4648 fax
jody_fraser@fws.gov

-Jody Fraser, Biologist
Palm Springs Fish and Wildlife Office
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
777 E. Tahquitz Canyon Way, Suite 208
Palm Springs, CA 92262
760.322.2070 ph x207
760.322.4648 fax
jody_fraser@fws.gov

-Jody Fraser, Biologist
Palm Springs Fish and Wildlife Office
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
777 E. Tahquitz Canyon Way, Suite 208
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Palm Springs, CA 92262
760.322.2070 ph x207
760.322.4648 fax
jody_fraser@fws.gov
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From:
To:

Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

DJ McMoran
Jody; Kathy Buescher Simon; Joel Pagel; Thomas Dietsch; Mark Massar; Lawrence LaPre; DJ McMoran; Eduardo
Nieves; Brooks Hart; crissy slaughter; Therese Carpenter; Magdalena Rodriguez; Laura Chee; Don Copeland;
Holly Roberts
Updated Avian Mortality Table and Figure
Tuesday, September 03, 2013 5:23:38 PM
Avian Mortality Table_9.03.13-Revised_DJM.docx
Avian_Bat_Mortality 20130820.pdf

Good afternoon,
Attached is the most recently updated avian mortality table and figure for Desert Sunlight.
please contact me with any questions. Thank you.
Regards,
DJ McMoran
(949) 423-8770
mcmorandj@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

George, Garry
jody_fraser@fws.gov
NOTES from Aug 30, 2013 Meeting with NGOs - DRAFT
Wednesday, September 04, 2013 2:00:13 PM
22A39C5F-2E6F-4590-B0F9-26960354ACDF[57].png
2013.08.30Birds&SolarMtg-NOTES(Draft).docx
2013.08.30DesertSunlightMonitoringReport.pdf

Jody:
Thanks again for coming up from SD for the meeting. Very interesting meeting.
Here's some notes I took. If you and yours could edit my mistakes and/or add information that
I didn't include then I will circulate the final version just among our NGOs only for internal
use.
Also attached is the FIrstSolar monitoring report that they gave me in the meeting on
Thursday if you want to circulate it.
Thanks for all the hard work you do.
Garry George

Renewable Energy Director
Audubon California
(323)933-6660 p
www.ca.audubon.org
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Baird, Tera
Pete Sorensen; Thomas Dietsch; Joel Pagel
Fwd: Genesis 9/10/13 Bird Mortality
Wednesday, September 11, 2013 8:29:57 AM
IMG_1184.JPG
IMG_1185.JPG
IMG_1186.JPG
IMG_1187.JPG
IMG_1188.JPG

FYI - photos from Genesis
Tera Keeler Baird
Biologist
777 East Tahquitz Canyon Way, Suite 208
Palm Springs, California 92262

---------- Forwarded message ---------From: German, Charles <Charles.German@aecom.com>
Date: Tue, Sep 10, 2013 at 4:01 PM
Subject: Genesis 9/10/13 Bird Mortality
To: "Nieves, Eduardo" <eduardo_nieves@fws.gov>
Cc: "Gavaldon, Jennifer" <Jennifer.Gavaldon@nexteraenergy.com>, "Tera_Baird@fws.gov"
<Tera_Baird@fws.gov>

Attached are photos of the 9/10/13 bird mortality. It appears to be a MacGillivray’s Warbler.
Thank you for your visit.
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Field, Jennifer
Baird, Tera (tera_baird@fws.gov); Thomas Dietsch (thomas_dietsch@fws.gov); joel_pagel@fws.gov
Farmer, Chris (Chris.Farmer@tetratech.com); Laura.nagy@tetratech.com
FW: Draft Avian Mortalities Map
Wednesday, September 11, 2013 9:51:04 AM
Avian Mortalities 20130906.pdf

All,
Nice meeting everybody yesterday and putting faces to names. Please find attached an electronic
copy of the mortality map for Genesis.
Jenny Field

FYI...this is the avian map
Jennifer Guigliano
Jennifer.Guigliano@aecom.com
D (619) 764-6882
C (619) 200-8148
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Baird, Tera
Pete Sorensen; Ken Corey; Jane Hendron; Jody Fraser
Fwd: FW: Draft Avian Mortalities Map
Wednesday, September 11, 2013 10:19:13 AM
Avian Mortalities 20130906.pdf

FYI - I asked Genesis to make a map with marking avian mortalities. They are still in the
construction phase and the mortalities are incidental observations. Power Block 2 is
completely built out/ Power Block 1 is 75 % constructed. They expect to energize Power
Block 2 in November.
Tera Keeler Baird
Biologist
777 East Tahquitz Canyon Way, Suite 208
Palm Springs, California 92262

---------- Forwarded message ---------From: Field, Jennifer <JENNIFER.FIELD@nexteraenergy.com>
Date: Wed, Sep 11, 2013 at 9:50 AM
Subject: FW: Draft Avian Mortalities Map
To: "Baird, Tera (tera_baird@fws.gov)" <tera_baird@fws.gov>, "Thomas Dietsch
(thomas_dietsch@fws.gov)" <thomas_dietsch@fws.gov>, "joel_pagel@fws.gov"
<joel_pagel@fws.gov>
Cc: "Farmer, Chris (Chris.Farmer@tetratech.com)" <Chris.Farmer@tetratech.com>,
"Laura.nagy@tetratech.com" <Laura.nagy@tetratech.com>

All,
Nice meeting everybody yesterday and putting faces to names. Please find attached an
electronic copy of the mortality map for Genesis.
Jenny Field

FYI...this is the avian map
Jennifer Guigliano
Jennifer.Guigliano@aecom.com
D (619) 764-6882
C (619) 200-8148
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Attachment I-9
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Additional Documentation Attachment to Comment 2-F1
Attachment I-9
From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Baird, Tera
Holly Roberts
Mark Massar; Kim Marsden
Fwd: FW: Draft Avian Mortalities Map
Thursday, September 12, 2013 9:38:09 AM
Avian Mortalities 20130906.pdf

FYI - Genesis Avian Moralities Map.   
Tera Keeler Baird
Biologist
777 East Tahquitz Canyon Way, Suite 208
Palm Springs, California 92262

---------- Forwarded message ---------From: Baird, Tera <tera_baird@fws.gov>
Date: Wed, Sep 11, 2013 at 10:19 AM
Subject: Fwd: FW: Draft Avian Mortalities Map
To: Pete Sorensen <pete_sorensen@fws.gov>, Ken Corey <ken_corey@fws.gov>, Jane
Hendron <jane_hendron@fws.gov>, Jody Fraser <jody_fraser@fws.gov>
FYI - I asked Genesis to make a map with marking avian mortalities. They are still in the
construction phase and the mortalities are incidental observations. Power Block 2 is
completely built out/ Power Block 1 is 75 % constructed. They expect to energize Power
Block 2 in November.
Tera Keeler Baird
Biologist
777 East Tahquitz Canyon Way, Suite 208
Palm Springs, California 92262

---------- Forwarded message ---------From: Field, Jennifer <JENNIFER.FIELD@nexteraenergy.com>
Date: Wed, Sep 11, 2013 at 9:50 AM
Subject: FW: Draft Avian Mortalities Map
To: "Baird, Tera (tera_baird@fws.gov)" <tera_baird@fws.gov>, "Thomas Dietsch
(thomas_dietsch@fws.gov)" <thomas_dietsch@fws.gov>, "joel_pagel@fws.gov"
<joel_pagel@fws.gov>
Cc: "Farmer, Chris (Chris.Farmer@tetratech.com)" <Chris.Farmer@tetratech.com>,
"Laura.nagy@tetratech.com" <Laura.nagy@tetratech.com>

All,

AR071448

Additional Documentation Attachment to Comment 2-F1
Attachment I-9
Nice meeting everybody yesterday and putting faces to names. Please find attached an
electronic copy of the mortality map for Genesis.
Jenny Field

FYI...this is the avian map
Jennifer Guigliano
Jennifer.Guigliano@aecom.com
D (619) 764-6882
C (619) 200-8148

AR071449

Additional Documentation Attachment to Comment 2-F1
Attachment I-9
From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Baird, Tera
Pete Sorensen
Thomas Dietsch; Ken Corey; Jane Hendron; Jody Fraser; Joel Pagel
Fwd: 9/16 Genesis Bird Mortality
Thursday, September 19, 2013 7:22:21 AM
IMG_1208.JPG
IMG_1209.JPG
IMG_1210.JPG
IMG_1211.JPG
IMG_1212.JPG

FYI - Mortality report from Genesis this week. It has been quiet this week but I expect a few
more reports (MODO) this week.
Tera Keeler Baird
Biologist
777 East Tahquitz Canyon Way, Suite 208
Palm Springs, California 92262

---------- Forwarded message ---------From: German, Charles <Charles.German@aecom.com>
Date: Mon, Sep 16, 2013 at 12:51 PM
Subject: 9/16 Genesis Bird Mortality
To: "Nieves, Eduardo" <eduardo_nieves@fws.gov>
Cc: "Gavaldon, Jennifer" <Jennifer.Gavaldon@nexteraenergy.com>, "Tera_Baird@fws.gov"
<Tera_Baird@fws.gov>

Photos of 9/16/13 Yellow-headed Blackbird mortality attached.

AR071450

Additional Documentation Attachment to Comment 2-F1
Attachment I-9
From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Baird, Tera
Pete Sorensen; Ken Corey
Thomas Dietsch; Jody Fraser; Jane Hendron
Fwd: FW: Genesis Avian mortality and injury
Thursday, September 19, 2013 7:58:12 AM
IMG_1230.JPG

FYI - Genesis mortality in netting and rehab notice.
Tera Keeler Baird
Biologist
777 East Tahquitz Canyon Way, Suite 208
Palm Springs, California 92262

---------- Forwarded message ---------From: German, Charles <Charles.German@aecom.com>
Date: Wed, Sep 18, 2013 at 2:16 PM
Subject: FW: Genesis Avian mortality and injury
To: "Tera_Baird@fws.gov" <Tera_Baird@fws.gov>, "Gavaldon, Jennifer"
<Jennifer.Gavaldon@nexteraenergy.com>

Forgot to attach you two.

From: German, Charles
Sent: Wednesday, September 18, 2013 2:13 PM
To: 'Nieves, Eduardo'
Subject: Genesis Avian mortality and injury

Mr. Nieves,

Another bird mortality has been located, this time it is a grebe in the south evap pond netting.
It is not accessible and has been left in place. Attached is a photo that is not so good. The
bird is in the net in the middle left of the photo about 30 meters out.

An injured Pied-billed was taken to rehabilitation today, 9/18.

Eric German
Designated Biologist

AR071451

Additional Documentation Attachment to Comment 2-F1
Attachment I-9
Genesis Solar Energy Project
805-895-9842
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Additional Documentation Attachment to Comment 2-F1
Attachment I-9
From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

brian sandstrom
eduardo_nieves@fws.gov; jody_fraser@fws.gov; mark massar; kathy simon; don copeland; therese carpenter
Avian mortalities 10/8/13
Tuesday, October 08, 2013 2:52:41 PM
WEGR_100813_3.jpg
WEGR_100813_8.jpg
YHBL_100813_2.jpg
YHBL_100813_7.jpg

Ed,
Today we had two avian mortalities on the Desert Sunlight Solar Farm. Attached are the
associated photos.
1. Western Grebe - Obvious death from impact with pv panel. The bill was broken at the tip
and as you can see from photo 2, there is an imprint of the bird in the dust on the panel. The
WEGR was lying directly behind the panel of impact. Located in block 4. The bird was found
at 825.
2. Yellow-headed blackbird - Unknown cause of death. The carcass was smashed, probably
was caught within the stacks of wooden pallets in the area. The bird had obviously been
there for at least a couple weeks - Mummified. Located at the edge of a roadway west of
block 12 near stacks of wooden pallets.
If you have any questions please contact me.
bjerome30@hotmail.com
949-423-8770
Thanks
Brian

AR071453

Additional Documentation Attachment to Comment 2-F1
Attachment I-9
From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

brian sandstrom
eduardo_nieves@fws.gov
kathy simon; therese carpenter; don copeland; jody_fraser@fws.gov; mark massar
Desert Sunlight Two avian mortalities 10/9
Wednesday, October 09, 2013 9:09:48 PM
WEGR_100913_2.jpg
WEGR_100913_9.jpg
WEGR_100913_4.jpg
BWTE_100913_3.jpg
BWTE_100913_8.jpg
BWTE_100913_9.jpg

Ed,
Today at Desert Sunlight Solar Farm there were two avian mortalities:
1. Western Grebe - Found at 0825 in block 12. (three photos attached)
2. Blue-winged Teal - Found at 0900 at north water tanks near pond. Predated, dismembered
by large bird of prey. Pellets from GHOW or RTHA at the scene. (three photos attached)
Any questions please contact me.
Thanks
Brian Sandstrom
949-423-8770
bjerome30@hotmail.com

AR071454

Additional Documentation Attachment to Comment 2-F1
Attachment I-9
From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

brian sandstrom
eduardo_nieves@fws.gov
kathy simon; jody_fraser@fws.gov; mark massar; don copeland; crissy slaughter; brooks hart; therese carpenter
Two avian mortalities 10/10
Thursday, October 10, 2013 8:50:32 PM
AMCO_101013_1.jpg
AMCO_101013_2.jpg
MODO_101013_2.jpg
MODO_101013_1.jpg
MODO_101013_3.jpg

Ed,
Two avian mortalities today 10/10/13 at Desert Sunlight:
1. American Coot - Located at 0930 near the security fence between plastic pipes at the NE
corner of the north pond. This bird arrived in the north pond four days ago. It never
appeared in 100% health since it first arrived.
2. Mourning Dove - The carcass was located at 1115 in the main parking lot. A raven was
scavenging on the MODO - that was how it was detected.
If you have any questions please contact me.
Thanks,
Brian Sandstrom
bjerome30@hotmail.com
949-423-8770

AR071455

Additional Documentation Attachment to Comment 2-F1
Attachment I-9
From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Baird, Tera
Jody Fraser
Fwd: Fwd: Fw: Red Bluff Bird and Bat Conservation Strategy
Monday, October 21, 2013 1:17:47 PM
RB_REG_Bird and Bat Conservation Strategy_V3_20131002_KMurphy.docx
RB_REG_BBCS Ver 2 USFWS Comments and Responses_20131002_RHenry.docx

Here is the latest from Red Bluff BBCS. I won't have time to review this before my term
ends. I was sent the day after the government shutdown.

Tera Keeler Baird
Biologist
777 East Tahquitz Canyon Way, Suite 208
Palm Springs, California 92262

---------- Forwarded message ---------From: <Ryan.Henry@sce.com>
Date: Wed, Oct 2, 2013 at 11:13 AM
Subject: Re: Fwd: Fw: Red Bluff Bird and Bat Conservation Strategy
To: "Baird, Tera" <tera_baird@fws.gov>
Cc: Sheree.James@sce.com, Lisa.Amador@ch2m.com, Linda.Robb@sce.com
Hi Tera,
Please find attached version 3 of the Bird and Bat Conservation Strategy (BBCS) for
the Red Bluff Substation portion of the Desert Sunlight Solar Farm Project. SCE has
incorporated your comments and provided clarification where necessary. For your
convenience, I have attached a table that summarizes SCE's response to each of
your questions/concerns expressed in the July 18, 2013 email to me, as well as a
redline/strikeout version of the BBCS. Please let me know if you have any other
questions or would like to discuss further. Look forward to your confirmation that this
version is now final.
Thank you.
Ryan Henry
Senior Biologist
Dudek
Supporting Corporate Environmental Services
Southern California Edison
6 Pointe Drive
Brea, CA 92821
PAX: 56605
Phone/Cell: (626) 862-1148
Email: ryan.henry@sce.com

From:

"Baird, Tera" <tera_baird@fws.gov>

AR071456

Additional Documentation Attachment to Comment 2-F1
Attachment I-9
To:

"Ryan.Henry@sce.com" <Ryan.Henry@sce.com>

Date:
Subject:

07/18/2013 02:39 PM
Fwd: Fw: Red Bluff Bird and Bat Conservation Strategy

Ryan Sorry for the delay.    The proposed mortality protocol is to conduct monthly surveys at
the distribution line, loop-in lines and the substation for one year. The study site will also
include 15 feet on either site of the outer conductors of the the distribution and transmission
line.
Desert Sunlight will have a revised BBCS plan to us soon (August) and here are some of the
recommendations that we have made for their mortality monitoring plan.
The width of the study site may need to be adjusted to include the ROW. You should discuss
observer pace and how the observer will be walking to cover this space visually and observe
for both small and large bodied birds.
The plan should have a component that addresses seasonal carcass removal trials to estimate
carcass persistence of each season and include surveyor bias, which will be used to adjust the
total number of birds found by observers to correct for detection bias.
You could also consider adjusting for a crippling loss bias when birds strike a line and fall
outside the search area or when injured birds move out of the search area and are not observed
by searcher.
In addition to carcasses, prey remains, pellet, and whitewash, we recommend recording
"feather spots" and give a a definition of how many feathers constitutes a "spot" .
The risk assessment validation should consider if passerine/waterbird collisions recorded on
the ROW. If recorded, what are the thresholds and remedy? Will SCE install line marking
devices or employ some other method? What kind of adaptive management will address
other birds beyond raptors?
I'm assuming that this will be covered under the SCE SPUT permit to handle/remove
carcasses (now expired but in the renewal process). We may need to include carcass
collection/storage for the purposed of carcass trials in the updated permit.
These comment should be easy to incorporate, maybe mortality monitoring methodology that
includes these elements is a component of the SCE Company-wide agency APP and can be
adopted from this document? (I think this document is under SCE internal review) .
Tera Keeler Baird
Biologist
777 East Tahquitz Canyon Way, Suite 208

AR071457

Additional Documentation Attachment to Comment 2-F1
Attachment I-9
Palm Springs, California 92262

On Wed, Jul 10, 2013 at 6:49 AM, Baird, Tera <tera_baird@fws.gov> wrote:
Ryan Thanks for the reminder . As noted in a previous email, my concern is avian collisions on the
line and the monitoring that would be necessary to adequately document collisions, as well as
considering scavengers/observer bias during the monitoring period. Desert Sunlight is
modifying the BBCS and my hope was to have the gen-tie line for DS and Red Bluff loop-in
lines/distribution lines monitored in a consistent manner.

Tera Keeler Baird
Biologist
777 East Tahquitz Canyon Way, Suite 208
Palm Springs, California 92262

On Tue, Jul 9, 2013 at 9:49 AM, <Ryan.Henry@sce.com> wrote:
Hi Tera,
Please let me know if you have any questions on avian collision risks or the strategy.
We are quickly approaching the O&M phase and anticipate implementing the
Strategy as is at this point.
Thank you.
Ryan Henry
Senior Biologist
Dudek
Supporting Corporate Environmental Services
Southern California Edison
6 Pointe Drive
Brea, CA 92821
PAX: 56605
Phone/Cell: (626) 862-1148
Email: ryan.henry@sce.com

AR071458

Additional Documentation Attachment to Comment 2-F1
Attachment I-9
From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

brian sandstrom
jody_fraser@fws.gov; eduardo_nieves@fws.gov; mark massar; kathy simon; therese carpenter; crissy slaughter;
brooks hart
updated table and map
Monday, October 28, 2013 9:30:11 AM
Avian_Bat_Mortality 20131025.pdf
R8_SPUT_mortality report_24Oct2013_Ver2.xlsx

Good Morning,
Attached is the most recent avian mortality table and associated map from Desert Sunlight
through 24 October 2013.
Brian Sandstrom
949-423-8770
bjerome30@hotmail.com

AR071459

Additional Documentation Attachment to Comment 2-F1
Attachment I-9
From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

brian sandstrom
jody_fraser@fws.gov
eduardo_nieves@fws.gov; kathy simon; brooks hart; crissy slaughter; therese carpenter; mark massar;
ashley.hudgens@firstsolar.com
Avian mortalities DSL 10/29
Tuesday, October 29, 2013 8:20:16 PM
AMCO_10292013_1[1].jpg
SORA_102913_3[1].jpg

Jody,
Today at the Desert Sunlight solar farm an avian mortality survey was conducted by USFWS
with assistance from BLM, NPS, Ironwood, and First Solar. There will be two more days of the
survey. There were two avian mortalities documented: American Coot - Block2, array 7, row
15 and Sora - Block 16, array 18, row 42. Both carcasses were found intact.
If you have any questions please contact me.
Thanks
Brian Sandstrom
bjerome30@hotmail.com
949-423-8770

AR071460

Additional Documentation Attachment to Comment 2-F1
Attachment I-9
From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

brian sandstrom
jody_fraser@fws.gov
eduardo_nieves@fws.gov; mark massar; kathy simon; brooks hart; crissy slaughter; therese carpenter;
ashley.hudgens@firstsolar.com
Avian Mortality DSL 10/30
Wednesday, October 30, 2013 7:18:38 PM
EAGR_103013_3[1].jpg
EAGR_103013_8[1].jpg

Jody,
Today at the Desert Sunlight solar farm continued the avian mortality survey conducted by
USFWS with assistance from BLM, NPS, First Solar and Ironwood. One avian mortality was
documented: An EAGR carcass was located in Block 20, Array 16, Row 63.
Please contact me with any questions.
Thanks
Brian Sandstrom
bjerome30@hotmail.com
949-423-8770

AR071461

Additional Documentation Attachment to Comment 2-F1
Attachment I-9
From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Pagel, Joel
Bradd Bridges; Tera Baird; Pete Sorensen; Jody Fraser; Thomas Dietsch
Mark Massar; Eduardo Nieves; Jesica Espinoza; Abigail Convery; Rachel Henry; Andrea Compton; Edward Owens;
Rob Doster; Ken Corey; Mitzi Harding; Nita Tallent; George Kline; Ed Espinoza; Tabitha Viner
BioBlitz Lessons Learned
Thursday, November 07, 2013 12:18:30 PM
Desert Sunlight BioBlitz Lessons Learned Pagel 2013.pdf

Per the request of my folks at CFWO and PSFO, I was tasked to prepare a "lessons learned"
document. Please note that this 'lessons learned' white paper is not intended to replace the
official report which we understand may be prepared by the RO.
Please feel free to share, I have included our Federal partners that contributed to this effort in
this email with whom the CFWO and PSFO work with regularly.
Andrea, Mitzi and Nita; would you please make sure that your field staff who attended get a
chance to see this; and please express our appreciation for their positive energy and
participation.
Rachel and Abigail; you may wish to share this with your folks at Ventura; please tell them
thanks for letting you participate. It was very fun to meet both of you, and we were all a bit
bummed that you had to leave early. Same thing goes to Rob, George, and Mark, for your
early departure.
Rob and Eddie, would you please send this to Therese and her staff/consultants, and if you
wish, please share with those up there in the RO who you think may benefit from this
document.   
The field staff were fantastic, and it was a very good week!   Thanks to all!
jeep
Joel E. Pagel, Ph.D.
Raptor Ecologist
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Additional Documentation Attachment to Comment 2-F1
Attachment I-9
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Additional Documentation Attachment to Comment 2-F1
Attachment I-9
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Additional Documentation Attachment to Comment 2-F1
Attachment I-9
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Additional Documentation Attachment to Comment 2-F1
Attachment I-9
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Additional Documentation Attachment to Comment 2-F1
Attachment I-9
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Additional Documentation Attachment to Comment 2-F1
Attachment I-9
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Additional Documentation Attachment to Comment 2-F1
Attachment I-9
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Additional Documentation Attachment to Comment 2-F1
Attachment I-9
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Additional Documentation Attachment to Comment 2-F1
Attachment I-9
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Additional Documentation Attachment to Comment 2-F1
Attachment I-9

AR071474

Additional Documentation Attachment to Comment 2-F1
Attachment I-9
From:
To:

Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Davis, Eric
Bradd Bridges; Tera Baird; Pete Sorensen; Jody Fraser; Thomas Dietsch; Mark Massar; Eduardo Nieves; Jesica
Espinoza; Abigail Convery; Rachel Henry; Andrea Compton; Edward Owens; Rob Doster; Ken Corey; Mitzi
Harding; Nita Tallent; George Kline; Ed Espinoza; Tabitha Viner
Asleigh Blackford; Marie Strassburger; Amedee Brickey; Scott Sobiech; Jim Bartel; Darrin Thome; Jill Birchell;
Daniel Crum; Heather Beeler; Jennifer Brown; Chris Nicolai
Fwd: BioBlitz Lessons Learned
Friday, November 08, 2013 9:26:12 AM
Desert Sunlight BioBlitz Lessons Learned Pagel 2013.pdf

The Migratory Birds office will produce the official After-Action Report after we gather
remaining information from our Forensics Lab. I ask that, to prevent confusion, you refrain
from forwarding Jeep's report. I would not want anyone to think his report is the official
FWS report. Thank you.
Eric Davis
Assistant Regional Director, Region 8
Migratory Birds and State Programs
916-978-6189
Celebrate the 40th anniversary of the Endangered Species Act!

---------- Forwarded message ---------From: Owens, Edward <edward_owens@fws.gov>
Date: Thu, Nov 7, 2013 at 12:27 PM
Subject: Fwd: BioBlitz Lessons Learned
To: "Brickey, Amedee" <amedee_brickey@fws.gov>, Heather Beeler
<heather_beeler@fws.gov>, Marie Strassburger <marie_strassburger@fws.gov>, Eric Davis
<eric_davis@fws.gov>, "Brown, Jennifer" <jennifer_c_brown@fws.gov>, Thomas Dietsch
<thomas_dietsch@fws.gov>, Chris Nicolai <chris_nicolai@fws.gov>
FYI
------------------------------------------------------------Edward Owens
Wildlife Biologist

U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, Region 8
Migratory Bird Permit Office
2800 Cottage Way, Suite W-2606
Sacramento, CA 95825
(916) 978-6183

edward_owens@fws.gov

------------------------------------------------------------Teufel Hunden

---------- Forwarded message ---------From: Pagel, Joel <joel_pagel@fws.gov>
Date: Thu, Nov 7, 2013 at 12:18 PM

AR071475
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Attachment I-9
Subject: BioBlitz Lessons Learned
To: Bradd Bridges <Bradd_Bridges@fws.gov>, Tera Baird <tera_baird@fws.gov>, Pete
Sorensen <pete_sorensen@fws.gov>, Jody Fraser <jody_fraser@fws.gov>, Thomas Dietsch
<thomas_dietsch@fws.gov>
Cc: Mark Massar <mmassar@blm.gov>, Eduardo Nieves <eduardo_nieves@fws.gov>, Jesica
Espinoza <jesica_espinoza@fws.gov>, Abigail Convery <abigail_convery@fws.gov>,
Rachel Henry <rachel_henry@fws.gov>, Andrea Compton <andrea_compton@nps.gov>,
Edward Owens <edward_owens@fws.gov>, Rob Doster <rob_doster@fws.gov>, Ken Corey
<ken_corey@fws.gov>, Mitzi Harding <mitzi_harding@nps.gov>, Nita Tallent
<nita_tallent@nps.gov>, George Kline <gkline@blm.gov>, Ed Espinoza
<ed_espinoza@fws.gov>, Tabitha Viner <tabitha_viner@fws.gov>
Per the request of my folks at CFWO and PSFO, I was tasked to prepare a "lessons learned"
document. Please note that this 'lessons learned' white paper is not intended to replace the
official report which we understand may be prepared by the RO.
Please feel free to share, I have included our Federal partners that contributed to this effort in
this email with whom the CFWO and PSFO work with regularly.
Andrea, Mitzi and Nita; would you please make sure that your field staff who attended get a
chance to see this; and please express our appreciation for their positive energy and
participation.
Rachel and Abigail; you may wish to share this with your folks at Ventura; please tell them
thanks for letting you participate. It was very fun to meet both of you, and we were all a bit
bummed that you had to leave early. Same thing goes to Rob, George, and Mark, for your
early departure.
Rob and Eddie, would you please send this to Therese and her staff/consultants, and if you
wish, please share with those up there in the RO who you think may benefit from this
document.   
The field staff were fantastic, and it was a very good week!   Thanks to all!
jeep
Joel E. Pagel, Ph.D.
Raptor Ecologist

AR071476
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Attachment I-9
From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Thomas Dietsch
Joel Pagel
FW: BioBlitz Lessons Learned
Friday, November 08, 2013 9:53:31 AM
Desert Sunlight BioBlitz Lessons Learned Pagel 2013.pdf

FYI. I guess Eddie has to write a report after all. I didn’t see your name on the list, so I’m not sure if
you were aware of this.
From: Davis, Eric [mailto:eric_davis@fws.gov]
Sent: Friday, November 08, 2013 9:26 AM
To: Bradd Bridges; Tera Baird; Pete Sorensen; Jody Fraser; Thomas Dietsch; Mark Massar; Eduardo
Nieves; Jesica Espinoza; Abigail Convery; Rachel Henry; Andrea Compton; Edward Owens; Rob Doster;
Ken Corey; Mitzi Harding; Nita Tallent; George Kline; Ed Espinoza; Tabitha Viner
Cc: Asleigh Blackford; Marie Strassburger; Amedee Brickey; Scott Sobiech; Jim Bartel; Darrin Thome; Jill
Birchell; Daniel Crum; Heather Beeler; Jennifer Brown; Chris Nicolai
Subject: Fwd: BioBlitz Lessons Learned

The Migratory Birds office will produce the official After-Action Report after we gather
remaining information from our Forensics Lab. I ask that, to prevent confusion, you refrain
from forwarding Jeep's report. I would not want anyone to think his report is the official
FWS report. Thank you.
Eric Davis
Assistant Regional Director, Region 8
Migratory Birds and State Programs
916-978-6189
Celebrate the 40th anniversary of the Endangered Species Act!

---------- Forwarded message ---------From: Owens, Edward <edward_owens@fws.gov>
Date: Thu, Nov 7, 2013 at 12:27 PM
Subject: Fwd: BioBlitz Lessons Learned
To: "Brickey, Amedee" <amedee_brickey@fws.gov>, Heather Beeler
<heather_beeler@fws.gov>, Marie Strassburger <marie_strassburger@fws.gov>, Eric Davis
<eric_davis@fws.gov>, "Brown, Jennifer" <jennifer_c_brown@fws.gov>, Thomas Dietsch
<thomas_dietsch@fws.gov>, Chris Nicolai <chris_nicolai@fws.gov>
FYI
------------------------------------------------------------Edward Owens
Wildlife Biologist

U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, Region 8
Migratory Bird Permit Office
2800 Cottage Way, Suite W-2606
Sacramento, CA 95825
(916) 978-6183

AR071477
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edward_owens@fws.gov

------------------------------------------------------------Teufel Hunden

---------- Forwarded message ---------From: Pagel, Joel <joel_pagel@fws.gov>
Date: Thu, Nov 7, 2013 at 12:18 PM
Subject: BioBlitz Lessons Learned
To: Bradd Bridges <Bradd_Bridges@fws.gov>, Tera Baird <tera_baird@fws.gov>, Pete
Sorensen <pete_sorensen@fws.gov>, Jody Fraser <jody_fraser@fws.gov>, Thomas Dietsch
<thomas_dietsch@fws.gov>
Cc: Mark Massar <mmassar@blm.gov>, Eduardo Nieves <eduardo_nieves@fws.gov>, Jesica
Espinoza <jesica_espinoza@fws.gov>, Abigail Convery <abigail_convery@fws.gov>,
Rachel Henry <rachel_henry@fws.gov>, Andrea Compton <andrea_compton@nps.gov>,
Edward Owens <edward_owens@fws.gov>, Rob Doster <rob_doster@fws.gov>, Ken Corey
<ken_corey@fws.gov>, Mitzi Harding <mitzi_harding@nps.gov>, Nita Tallent
<nita_tallent@nps.gov>, George Kline <gkline@blm.gov>, Ed Espinoza
<ed_espinoza@fws.gov>, Tabitha Viner <tabitha_viner@fws.gov>
Per the request of my folks at CFWO and PSFO, I was tasked to prepare a "lessons learned"
document. Please note that this 'lessons learned' white paper is not intended to replace the
official report which we understand may be prepared by the RO.
Please feel free to share, I have included our Federal partners that contributed to this effort in
this email with whom the CFWO and PSFO work with regularly.
Andrea, Mitzi and Nita; would you please make sure that your field staff who attended get a
chance to see this; and please express our appreciation for their positive energy and
participation.
Rachel and Abigail; you may wish to share this with your folks at Ventura; please tell them
thanks for letting you participate. It was very fun to meet both of you, and we were all a bit
bummed that you had to leave early. Same thing goes to Rob, George, and Mark, for your
early departure.
Rob and Eddie, would you please send this to Therese and her staff/consultants, and if you
wish, please share with those up there in the RO who you think may benefit from this
document.
The field staff were fantastic, and it was a very good week! Thanks to all!
jeep
Joel E. Pagel, Ph.D.
Raptor Ecologist
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Avian & Bat Monitoring and Management Plan
1.0 Introduction
The Ivanpah Solar Electric Generating System (ISEGS) consists of three solar power electrical generating
facilities with a combined net capacity of 377 megawatts. Each facility includes a central power tower,
with associated electrical generating equipment, surrounded by a heliostat array that reflects sunlight to a
receiver at the top of the tower (Figure 1). ISEGS is located on approximately 3,600 acres of federal land
and was approved by the Bureau of Land Management (BLM) and the California Energy Commission
(CEC) in 2010. Construction was initiated in 2010, and the first unit of the solar generating facility is
expected to become operational in October 2013.
The purpose of this Avian & Bat Monitoring and Management Plan is to comprehensively monitor and
identify potential avian impacts that may be associated with the facility, in collaboration with the U.S. Fish
and Wildlife Service (USFWS), California Department of Fish and Wildlife (CDFW), CEC, and BLM. This
plan is also intended to: 1) satisfy the BLM Right-of-Way (ROW) Permit requirement that the ISEGS team
develop a Migratory Bird Treaty Act (MBTA) Conservation Agreement; 2) satisfy the requirements of the
Avian and Bat Protection Plan approved by the CEC for ISEGS; and 3) achieve the avian and bat protection
objectives of the USFWS in relation to the MBTA, Bald and Golden Eagle Protection Act (Eagle Act), and
Endangered Species Act (ESA), including preparing written records of the actions that have been taken to
avoid, minimize, and compensate for potential adverse impacts to avian and bat species. By developing a
proactive management plan in close consultation with USFWS and other relevant state and federal
agencies, project proponents can effectively minimize the potential for prosecutable offenses under the
federal MBTA, Eagle Act, ESA, and relevant state regulations (USFWS, 2012).
This plan details the on-site and off-site surveys to be conducted and the data analysis and reporting
processes that will be implemented by ISEGS in collaboration with the USFWS, CDFW, CEC, and BLM
(collectively, the Technical Advisory Committee or “TAC”; see Section 5.0). The monitoring proposed in
this plan is adaptive and will be guided by the TAC in response to the results of the initial surveys
conducted. The TAC may recommend modifications to the BLM Authorized Officer (AO) and CEC
Compliance Project Manager (CPM) for the survey protocols and to recommend adaptive management
responses, if necessary, based on analysis of the survey data. Although impacts to bats are not expected to
result from project construction or operation, all bat mortalities detected ancillary to study objectives will
be recorded by field survey personnel and operations staff and reported to the TAC as described in this
plan.
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AVIAN & BAT MONITORING AND MANAGEMENT PLAN FOR THE IVANPAH SOLAR ELECTRIC GENERATING SYSTEM

ISEGS incorporates practical design, construction, and operational measures to avoid or minimize potential
avian impacts, including the mitigation measures identified by the CEC in the Ivanpah Solar Electric
Generating System Commission Decision (CEC, 2010) and by BLM in the final environmental impact statement
(BLM, 2010) and Right-of-Way grants for the facility. Substantial resources have been committed toward
the development and implementation of avoidance, minimization, and mitigation actions to benefit the
conservation of avian resources, including the development of this plan.

1.1

Plan Goals

The Avian & Bat Monitoring and Management Plan has the following goals:
1.

Identify Collision Risks: Risks will be identified by monitoring and identifying avian mortality and
injury associated with facility structure collisions.

2.

Identify Solar Flux Risks: Risks from flux will be assessed by monitoring and identifying avian
mortality and injury associated with solar flux generated by the facility.

3.

Identify Patterns of Avian Use at the Facility: Patterns of avian use will be assessed by conducting
on-site and off-site surveys to document avian species composition on-site and off-site, compare
abundance in representative habitats on-site and off-site, and document changes in avian use in these
areas over time.

4.

Provide a Framework for Management and Response to Risks: The designation and description of
the functioning of the TAC provides a management and decision framework for the identification
and implementation of potential adaptive management measures.

1.2

Plan Objectives

This plan has the following specific objectives:
1.

Estimate collision-related avian mortality and injury with the following facility structures (Figure 1),
using empirical data to calculate facility-wide mortality and injury rates:
a.
b.
c.
d.

Power towers
Perimeter fences
Heliostats
Project Transmission Line (Unit 3 Collector Line)

2.

Estimate flux-related avian mortality and injury using empirical data to calculate facility-wide
mortality and injury rates.

3.

Document patterns of collision- or flux-related mortality and injury associated with species, age/sex,
season, weather, and visibility.

4.

Document spatial patterns associated with collision- or flux-related mortality and injury.

5.

Provide quantitative information for developing and implementing adaptive management responses
commensurate with identified impacts.

6.

Provide a framework for the TAC to jointly review, characterize, and recommend responses, based
on monitoring results, to the appropriate lead agency representatives.

7.

Document use patterns of various avian species, including migratory birds, raptors, and golden
eagles, particularly the seasonal variation of bird communities through breeding, migratory, and
overwintering periods.

3
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2.0 Adaptive Monitoring Plan
This monitoring plan includes two investigations to determine the effects of the ISEGS project on avian
species: a mortality and injury investigation and an avian use investigation.
The mortality and injury investigation will focus on the potential for collision and flux effects to occur
during normal facility operation and during weather-related events. Survey protocols are detailed in
Sections 2.1 and 2.2. The avian use investigation will focus on the use of habitat near and within the
facility site by avian species. Avian use survey protocols are described in Sections 2.3, 2.4, and 2.5. All
investigations will examine the effects of the ISEGS facility on use by resident and migratory birds,
including golden eagles. This monitoring plan is adaptive, and modifications may be recommended by
the TAC in response to the results obtained from the initial surveys.

2.1

Collision- and Flux-related Monitoring

This section describes the monitoring studies that will be implemented to assess avian mortality and
injury risks potentially associated with facility power tower, perimeter fence, heliostat, and Unit 3
Collector Line collisions (Figure 1) and sunlight (solar flux) reflected from the heliostat field toward the
solar tower receiver. The primary objectives of the monitoring study are to estimate levels of avian
mortality or injury and to understand the temporal and spatial distribution of these occurrences within
the facility area (for example, uniform, concentrated, etc.) that may be associated with tower, perimeter
fence, heliostat, and Unit 3 Collector Line collisions or exposure to solar flux. All avian casualties detected
within the study areas will be recorded and, based on a field inspection of each casualty, a cause of death
or injury will be determined, if possible. The total number of avian casualties will be estimated by
adjusting for search frequency, removal bias (length of carcass persistence in the field), and searcher
efficiency bias (percent found).
The number and proportion of detections related to unknown causes will be reported. If a large portion
(i.e., more than 40 percent) of the detections cannot be determined, or presumed without a reasonable
doubt to be caused by the facility, potential other causes, such as unrelated avian disease or a lightning
event, will be considered and the analysis adjusted as appropriate in the seasonal report. All bat
mortalities detected ancillary to other study objectives will be recorded by field survey personnel and
operations staff, and reported in the quarterly reports described in this plan.
Causes of injury or mortality will be categorized according to the following criteria:
1.

Collision effects: Birds with broken bones, chipped beaks, or other evidence of collision trauma, or
birds found at the base of heliostats with bird-strike imprints in the dust on the heliostat.

2.

Flux effects: Birds with any signs of singed feathers or tissues or visible ocular damage (per field
evaluation with handheld magnifying glasses or if detected during subsequent necropsy analysis).
Without a reasonable amount of fatality data from flux effects, specific categories are best developed
after data are collected. At present, relatively little is known about the potential for, let alone the
various categories of, flux fatalities.

3.

Flux and collision: Birds with evidence of both collision and flux effects (evidence that flux impacts
could have affected a bird’s ability to avoid facility structures).

4.

Other: Known cause, but not 1, 2, or 3 above (for example, lightning struck, avian disease, etc.).

5.

Unknown: No known or presumed cause.

2.1.1

Study Components and Field Methodology

This section describes a standardized field-survey approach based on USFWS and other guidance
pertinent to renewable energy projects (e.g., CEC and California Department of Fish and Game [CDFG],
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2007; Nicolai et al., 2011; Strickland et al., 2011; USFWS, 2010, 2012). The approach primarily involves
systematically walking transects in 144 (42 in Unit 1, 48 in Unit 2, and 54 in Unit 3) randomly selected, 5acre plots inside the facility and randomly selected plots outside of the facility to detect avian casualties
and injuries; it also considers detection biases in estimation of impacts. Observers trained in proper
search techniques will conduct the field surveys. Trained search dogs may be used if determined to be
appropriate by the TAC and approved by the USFWS.

2.1.2

Carcass Removal Trials

The carcass removal trials will be conducted simultaneously with mortality surveys, which will help
ensure that both studies are conducted under similar conditions. Carcass removal trials will be conducted
for each of four seasons, because mesopredator and aerial scavenger pressure varies by season
(Smallwood, 2013). The test species selected will be based on availability and their similarity to expected
small and large birds on-site. To the extent authorized in the final USFWS Special Purpose – Utility
(SPUT) permit, carcasses of native songbirds and larger birds that are analogous to those occurring on the
site and that are found incidentally by biologists involved in the project (e.g., road-killed birds), or
otherwise made available by the USFWS or others, will be used. Small bird carcasses may also include
house sparrows (Passer domesticus) or European starlings (Sturnus vulgaris), but commercially raised
ducks, quail, and hens will not be used, consistent with all applicable laws and regulations. Field
evidence suggests that carcasses of the latter species are scavenged and removed more quickly than the
native species they are used to represent (Smallwood, 2013). The trial carcasses will be dropped from 5
feet or higher and allowed to land in a random posture. Global Positioning System (GPS) locations of
each trial carcass will be recorded, and each carcass will be discreetly marked with tape or thread prior to
placement so that it can be identified as a trial carcass if detected by facility personnel or moved by a
scavenger.
The trial carcasses will typically be placed every other week during each season to incorporate the
potential effects of varying weather conditions and scavenger types and densities. Each trial carcass will
be monitored with the use of a Bushnell Trophy Camera (Model 119436) or equivalent remote camera at
randomly chosen locations within the areas surveyed for fatalities (See Attachment A, Example of
Remote Camera Settings and Data). At most, five carcasses will be placed in a survey area at one time to
limit scavenger swamping. Each carcass will be checked at least two times per week until it is scavenged
or 6 weeks has passed since placement. If the carcass has been scavenged, all remaining feathers and
parts of the carcass and the camera will be removed. The final disposition of the carcass will be classified
as “Removed” if the carcass cannot be located and there are fewer than 10 feathers of any type or fewer
than two primary feathers remaining. The final disposition will be classified as “Not Removed” if there
are ≥ 10 feathers of any type, ≥ two primary feathers, or any flesh or bone remaining. Methods for
incorporating carcass removal trial data into facility fatality estimates are described in detail in
Section 3.1.
Additional scavenging trials will occur during the main fatality monitoring studies using the same
methodology as described above. They will be conducted concurrently with the standardized surveys
throughout the monitoring period. During these trials, 60 carcasses of small birds and 40 carcasses of
large birds will be randomly placed within the on- and off-site survey areas, for a total of approximately
100 trial carcasses throughout the first year of monitoring study. Modeling of carcass removal trials
should consist of at least 10 carcasses per group per season (Huso et al., 2012). Carcass removal trials will
be conducted during the first year of monitoring and will only be continued for subsequent years if
warranted (see Adaptive Monitoring/TAC section).

2.1.3

Searcher Efficiency Trials

The objective of the searcher efficiency trials is to estimate the percentage of casualties found by
individual or teams of searchers. Trials will be conducted during each season in which vegetation differs
from the prior season, because changes in cover may affect detection of carcasses. Smallwood (2013)
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found that searcher efficiency did not change over different seasons when controlled for cover type,
which often becomes a co-variant. Such similarities in cover may occur in desert regions between two
seasons (e.g., summer and fall), when precipitation is very scarce and changes in vegetation cover are
minimal. Searcher efficiency will be estimated by size of bird (small and large, as defined in Section 2.1.2).
Estimates of searcher efficiency will be used to adjust the total number of birds found by observers to
correct for detection bias.
Searcher efficiency trials will begin when standardized monitoring surveys begin. Observers conducting
surveys will not know when these trials are conducted or the location of the detection trial carcasses. A
minimum of two trials will occur during each season, with at least 10 small birds and 10 large birds, to
spread the trials over time and varying site conditions. More or fewer searcher efficiency carcasses may
be used, depending on site conditions and the number of observers at the facility.
All searcher efficiency trials will be coordinated with the Designated Biologist and placed at random
locations within areas being searched prior to the monitoring survey on the given day. Trial carcasses will
be dropped from 5 feet or higher and allowed to land in a random posture. The GPS coordinates of each
efficiency trial carcass will be recorded and used to retrieve carcasses not found during the survey. To
prevent a trial carcass from being confused with actual study detections, trial carcasses will be marked
unobtrusively with dark tape or thread on the leg of the bird. Immediately following the trial, the person
responsible for distributing the trial carcasses will determine the number of trial carcasses found by
observers. Searcher efficiency trials are planned for completion for the first year of monitoring and will
only be continued for subsequent years if warranted under conditions that had previously not been
tested (e.g., a substantially different amount of cover because of an unusually high amount of rain or the
addition of new observers to the project). After the first year of operation the TAC may recommend
additional searcher efficiency trials if on-site conditions are different enough from those during
previously conducted searcher efficiency trials.

2.1.4

On-site Monitoring

Collision with ISEGS facility structures (towers, perimeter fence, and heliostats) will be evaluated by
systematic sampling in each of the three ISEGS units (Ivanpah 1, 2, and 3). Potential flux effects
(associated with the concentration of sunlight near the top of the tower) will also be investigated within
each of the units in accordance with the following methodology. All (100 percent) of the inner circle area
(Figure 2), comprising bare ground with and without high-density heliostats, roads, and buildings
immediately around the towers, will be surveyed with 10-meter transects. However, for the tops of some
buildings and for other inaccessible areas, fatalities will be modeled based on the assumption that some
of the strikes may be due to tower strikes or the effects of the flux and fatalities will be evenly distributed
out from the tower. For these inaccessible areas, a fatality density profile will be generated based on the
distance from the tower and the distribution of known fatalities, such as is modeled for fatalities at wind
energy areas in inaccessible areas (Huso 2012). An estimate of fatalities occurring in inaccessible areas
will be modeled based on the distribution and densities of the known fatalities.
Search Timing
During the spring (late March to early May) and fall (late August to early October) migrations,
monitoring will occur each week in order to identify potential pulses of fatalities. Fatalities occurring
during the winter and summer months outside of these periods are expected to be lower and relatively
homogeneous temporally; therefore, surveys during these periods will be 25 days apart, starting 25 days
after the last fall or spring survey. Surveys will be conducted according to the schedule in Table 1.
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TABLE 1. Fatality Monitoring Search Periods and Intervals
Fall Migratory
Period (late-August
to early-October)

Winter
(late-October
through earlyMarch)

Spring Migratory
Period
(late-March to
early-May)

Summer
(early-June
through midAugust)

Search interval

7 days

25 days

7 days

25 days

No. of searches

7

6

7

4

Example dates

8/22, 8/29, 9/5, 9/12,
9/19, 9/26, 10/3

10/28, 11/22, 12/17,
1/10, 2/4, 3/1

3/26, 4/2, 4/9, 4/16,
4/23, 4/30, 5/7

6/1, 6/26, 7/21, 8/15
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Search Areas/ Methodology
This section describes the robust nature by which avian fatalities and injuries will be evaluated through
systematic sampling of the ISEGS towers, Unit 3 collector line, perimeter fence, and heliostats. Because
the nature of avian risk varies by these project elements, search area methodologies also vary by project
element, as described below. More than 25 percent of the total area comprising Ivanpah 1, 2, and 3
(Figure 1) will be systematically sampled through these methods. In addition to this sampling effort, 100
percent of the facility surface will be examined by workers three to five times a year through the Wildlife
Incident Reporting System (WIRS; refer to Section 3.4).
Tower area: An area defined by a radius of approximately 850 feet (260 meters) around each tower (the
“tower area”) is generally cleared of vegetation for operational purposes. Each tower area is located
beneath the portions of the solar field that would have the highest flux intensity and surrounds the tallest
structure within the facility. Each tower area will be sampled according to the schedule in Table 1 by
walking transects and visually inspecting the area for evidence of avian and bat mortality and injury (e.g.,
carcasses, feathers, injured birds). Because the tower area is generally clear of vegetation, searcher
efficiency is expected to be high. Each survey will result in a complete (100-percent-coverage) assessment
of the tower area. The tower area survey is primarily intended to examine the potential for birds and bats
to be affected by acute flux exposure or tower-related collisions.
Perimeter fence: The perimeter fence is approximately 16.2 miles long; a 6-meter-wide transect along the
fence thus comprises 38.56 acres (15.64 hectares). An unpaved road parallels the interior perimeter of the
fence, providing 100-percent access to the fence from inside the project boundary. Outside the project
fence, an unpaved road provides access to approximately 44 percent (7.1 miles) of the fence. These
unpaved interior and exterior roads will be visually inspected for evidence of avian mortality and injury
from a slow-moving vehicle, according to the schedule in Table 1. The search area will include a 6-meterwide corridor, 3 meters extending from each side of the fence. This area will be searched by a two-person
team (one primary searcher and the driver, who will provide search support) traveling in a vehicle at a
speed of no more than 4 miles per hour and at an appropriate distance from the fence to search the 6meter-wide transect. Visibility on these roads is excellent, so observers should be able to reliably locate
evidence of affected birds (for example, carcasses, feathers, injured birds) from vehicles. Approximately
9.1 miles of the exterior fence area is undeveloped, vegetated land that is accessible by pedestrians only.
This fence will be visually inspected for evidence of avian mortality and injury, according to the schedule
in Table 1, by walking the inner edge of a 6-meter-wide transect, with the fence positioned in the middle
of the transect.
Project transmission lines: The Unit 3 Collector Line totals approximately 11,327 feet (3,452 meters) in
length. This project component will be surveyed according to the schedule described in Table 1. For much
of its length, the Unit 3 Collector Line is located along the perimeter fence; as a result, this section can be
surveyed simultaneously with surveys of the fence. However, because the Unit 3 Collector Line is
considerably higher and because transmission lines are known high-risk sites for bird collisions, a 15meter-wide search area on each side of the center line, for a total search width of 30 meters, will be
searched.
Heliostat field: Twenty (20) percent of each heliostat field will be visually inspected for evidence of avian
mortality or injury, according to the schedule in Table 1. Sampling units will consist of 5-acre arc plots
distributed throughout the heliostat fields, as shown in Figure 2. Each region of the project area will be
sampled to account for potential tendencies for bird fatalities based on the direction of approach and
variation in the density of the heliostat arrays, resulting in a spatially balanced design, as suggested by
Manuela Huso (pers. comm.). The heliostat arrays surrounding the three towers are divided into 24
segments that are each divided again by 2, resulting in inner and outer halves totaling 48 areas. Twenty
percent of each of these 48 areas will be sampled.
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The decision to sample 20 percent of each heliostat field was made based on an in-depth analysis that
relied on conservative scenarios for potential avian mortality at the site and subjecting these scenarios to a
sensitivity analysis to determine the coefficient of variation (WEST, Inc., 2013). This analysis was
undertaken to ensure that the outcome of the heliostat field surveys are effective for supporting the
adaptive management goals of this plan and to allow accurate extrapolation of results to facility-wide
estimates. The scenarios were evaluated with power analysis by simulating three hypothetical levels of
fatality (based on per-megawatt mortality reported for other renewable energy projects) under
conservatively assumed conditions. Details regarding the assumptions used in this analysis are presented
in Tables 2 and 3.
The conditions assumed for each of the scenarios included a carcass removal rate, searcher efficiencies,
and an even distribution of fatalities across the site. The initial assumptions for the carcass removal rates
and searcher efficiencies were derived from publicly available fatality studies from other renewable
technologies conducted in similar vegetation and topography. For the purposes of this analysis, the
searcher efficiencies were decreased by 25 percent and the scavenger removal rates were increased by 25
percent to provide a conservative bias for the scenarios.
At the simulated levels of mortality, the 90-percent confidence interval for the facility-wide estimate
narrows as the survey area increases, reaching a nearly asymptotic relationship at the 20-percent sample
area in all cases (Figure 3). Additionally, for all levels modeled, the coefficient of variation (the standard
deviation/estimate) reaches a level of less than 25 percent in all cases at a 20-percent sample area
(Figure 4). At the assumed moderate and higher mortality levels, the coefficient of variation is less than 13
percent with a sample area of 20 percent.
The analysis demonstrates that, as the level of mortality increases, the sampling area can be decreased
and still maintain lower coefficients of variation. Furthermore, at higher levels of mortality, the decrease
in the coefficient of variation is small, particularly when considering the values associated with 10, 20,
and 30 percent of the heliostat field being sampled. Thus, unless a very low mortality rate is encountered
at the site, a sampling area of 20 percent of the field should be sufficient to establish the overall site
mortality. Should a low mortality rate be established through this monitoring program, the precision of
the estimate may be lower than desired; however, the concerns associated with the site will be confirmed
as minimal.
As a result of this power analysis, sampling 20 percent of the heliostat field area with representative
sampling is statistically and logically supported as sufficient to identify risk and impact areas in
accordance with the goals of this plan. It will allow accurate extrapolation of sample results to facilitywide estimates of fatality. The increases in precision resulting from sampling more than 20 percent of the
heliostat field are minor and are not likely to generate findings that would improve detection of issues of
management concern. However, if monitoring identifies apparent mortality rates that are very low (i.e.,
less than 50/year), so that the precision of the mortality estimates and their applicability to the entire site
are questionable, then the TAC will consider whether to recommend an additional sampling area.
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TABLE 2
Assumptions Used in Analysis of the Effect of Sample Area on Fatality Estimates and Confidence Limits (i.e., Power Analysis) for ISEGS
Monitoring Study
Topic

Details

Comments

Area searched

Range from 1 percent to
30 percent

Range used for assessment of statistically valid search
area.

Scavenging rate

Mean removal time of
7.4 days for small birds,
21.8 days for large birds

Based on wind project fatality studies conducted in similar
vegetation and topography, reduced by 25 percent to be
a
conservative.

Searcher efficiency

0.55 for small birds;
0.69 for large birds

Distribution

Assumed evenly distributed
throughout facility area

Because it is unknown what the distribution of fatalities
might be, no attempt was made to account for potential
unequal distribution. Due to the wedge-shaped design, the
influence of carcass density, should it decrease as distance
from tower increases, would not likely substantially change
estimates.

A: 1 bird per MW/year
B: 5 per MW/yr
C: 10 per MW/yr

Assumed 13 percent of fatalities would be large birds
based on percentage of large birds out of all birds at wind
a
projects with similar vegetation and topography.

Fatality rates

a

b

Based on wind project fatality studies conducted in similar
vegetation and topography, reduced by 25 percent to be
a
conservative.

See Table 3 for details and references.

b

Ranges are hypothetical, for analysis purposes only, and are not intended to indicate the potential range of annual
ISEGS avian impacts per megawatt. Avian mortality per megawatt year at wind energy facilities has been
documented to range from approximately 14 to less than 1 at wind installations in the United States (see, for
example, NWCC, 2010.)

TABLE 3

Mean Removal Times, Searcher Efficiency, and Percent Detected for Large Birds and Small Birds at Projects with Publically
Available Reports in Similar Vegetation and Topography Conditions to ISEGS
Mean
Removal
Time: Large
Birds (days)

Mean
Removal
Time: Small
Birds (days)

Searcher
Efficiency:
Large Birds

Searcher
Efficiency:
Small Birds

Percent Large
and Small
Birds
Detected

Shrub/scrub
; grassland

17.5

5.85

0.85

0.57

57/43

Dillon, CA

Desert

46.78

17.39

0.96

0.72

10/90

Dry Lake I,
c
AZ

Desert
grassland/
forested

Not reported

Not reported

0.91

0.75

4/96

Dry Lake II,
d
AZ

Desert
grassland/
forested

22.60

6.50

0.96

0.86

17/83

Average

29.0

9.9

0.92

0.73

22/78

Number used

21.8

7.4

0.69

0.55

22/78

Project
Name
a

Alite, CA

b

a

Vegetation

b

c

d

Chatfield et al., 2010; Chatfield et al., 2009; Thompson et al., 2011; Thompson et al., 2012.
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Figure 3: Fatality Estimates and 90-Percent Confidence Intervals
for Low, Moderate, and High Fatality Simulations
ISEGS - Avian & Bat Monitoring and Management Plan (2802-04)

November 2013
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Figure 4: Coefficients of Variation for High,
Medium and Low Fatality Simulations

ISEGS - Avian & Bat Monitoring and Management Plan (2802-04)
November 2013
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In addition to the planned systematic site surveys, workers will be present in the tower areas on a daily
basis, and mirror washing is currently scheduled to take place throughout the entire facility three to five
times per year. Therefore, 100 percent of the facility surface will be examined by workers three to five
times a year through the Wildlife Incident Reporting System (WIRS; (refer to Section 3.4). In addition,
fatality monitoring personnel moving between search areas may encounter carcasses incidentally; these
will be tallied and reported separately from the standardized fatality monitoring results, following the
same incidental reporting procedure used by operational personnel.
Collectively, the standardized searches and the incidental observations by operational staff and by search
personnel will allow for adequate detection of fatalities of rarer species, such as golden eagles, that might
not be detected adequately during standardized searches alone. In addition, carcasses of larger species
such as eagles have a very long persistence time (usually over a year), which increases the probability of
detection.

2.1.5

Off-site Monitoring

Off-site studies will be conducted by visually inspecting for evidence of avian and bat mortality and
injury along two randomly selected 500-foot-long transects, separated by approximately 10 meters
extending outward from the perimeter fence and back to the facility at nine locations, including the north,
east, south, and west borders of facility (Figure 5). Each transect will be surveyed according to the
schedule in Table 1. The transect surveyors will walk each transect from the fence line and then return
along the next adjacent transect. Searcher efficiency rates and carcass removal rates will be determined
using the same methodology as that used for on-site surveys. However, as a result of the decreased
survey area, a reduced number of trial carcasses will be required as compared to the on-site survey effort.
Separate mortality rate estimates for the off-site survey results will be generated from the field data and
incorporated into estimates of off-site fatality.
Table 4 summarizes the search parameters applicable to the monitoring studies of each tower area, each
heliostat field, the facility’s perimeter internal and external fence line, and the off-site transect locations.
Figures 6 and 7 depict examples of fatality monitoring search patterns for outer and inner arc plots within
the heliostat arrays.
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TABLE 4
Basic Search Parameters for ISEGS On-site and Off-site Mortality and Injury Monitoring Study
Topic

Details

Comments

Survey coverage in
Heliostat field

20 percent

Subject to TAC recommendations in
response to mortality rates identified from
searches

Survey interval

See Table 1

Subject to TAC recommendations in
response to scavenger trials

Rate of travel

1.7 to 2.2 miles/hour

Slow pace to allow careful visual inspection
on each side of transect

Transect spacing

Tower area: Standardized at
approximately 10 meters apart

Heliostat field transect timing (early morning,
mid-day or afternoon) and spacing may vary
for searchers to maximize visibility
considering vegetation density and/or
logistical issues associated with mirror height
and position

Perimeter fence: Within 3 meters of the
outside of the fence in pedestrian-onlyaccess external areas
Heliostat field: Standardized at
approximately 10 meters* apart, except in
high-density heliostat fields in the inner arc
plots where transects will be approximately
8 meters apart
Off-site: Outbound and inbound transects
separated by approximately 10 meters
Transect length

On-site sample areas: Standard within
each randomly selected sample area

Parallel to ring roads and perimeter fence

Perimeter fence: Full (100-percent linear
coverage) external and internal survey
Off-site sample areas: 500-foot outbound
and inbound transects
Surveyor breaks

Approximately once per hour for humans
Approximately once per hour for dogs and
only four hours per day during hot
seasons; eight hours per day is acceptable
for some dogs during mild weather

Surveyor continuity

Emphasized

Short breaks at one-hour intervals to hydrate,
snack, and stay alert; approx. 30 minutes for
lunch
Short breaks at about one-hour intervals for
water and also depending upon the rate of
finding carcasses (i.e., finding rewards)
Same staff used for each survey (as is
practical given staffing constraints) to
maximize consistency

*Transect spacing of 10 meters is selected based on experience surveying for avian fatalities in low-growing desert
vegetation and flat topography, comparable to conditions present on and off the facility area. The vegetated area between
ring roads is 39.6 meters (130 feet); therefore, surveying with four transects spaced at approximately 10-meter spacing
(offset 5, 15, 25, and 35 meters from the outside edge of each ring road, and at 10-meter intervals in the cleared area
surrounding the towers) allows thorough visual inspection of the sample areas. Six to 10 meters is a generally accepted
standard for fatality monitoring at other renewable projects in similar vegetation and topography, and the California
guidelines recommend 6-meter spacing with adjustments based on vegetation and topographic conditions (CEC and CDFG,
2007). Additionally, the USFWS (2012) guidelines recommend spacing at 4- to 10-meter intervals based on vegetation and
topography.
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Figure 5: Off-site Avian and Bat Mortality and Injury Survey Transects
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Figure 6: Ivanpah 1 Example of Fatality Monitoring Search Pattern for an Outer Arc Plot
ISEGS - Avian & Bat Monitoring and Management Plan (2802-04)
November 2013
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Figure 7: Ivanpah 1 Example of Fatality Monitoring Search Pattern for an Inner Arc Plot
ISEGS - Avian & Bat Monitoring and Management Plan (2802-04)
November 2013
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2.1.6

Data Recordation and Detection Protocols

When a detection is made, information about the type of bird, its condition, and the location will be
recorded in a digital data dictionary. The term “detection” is used throughout this document to indicate
that observers may find injured birds, intact dead birds, partial birds, and feather spots indicative of
avian mortality, as well as injured or dead bats. Field personnel will undertake visual and manual
inspection of all carcasses, feathers, and/or body parts discovered in the field. For all detections, data
recorded will include species, sex, age, and breeding condition (for example, if a brood patch is present)
when possible; distance from observer when detected; date and time collected; GPS location; distance to
tower (or structure that caused mortality, if determined); dominant vegetation/ground cover at the
location (i.e., within 2 meters of the carcass); condition (fresh, early decomposition, late decomposition,
desiccated, scavenged, intact); and any indication of cause of death, such as type of injury, using the
criteria outlined in Section 2.1. All detections will be plotted on a detailed map of the study area that
shows the location of the surveyed areas, heliostats, tower, roads, and perimeter fence and photographed,
using a 12-megapixel digital camera, in situ as well as with full-frame photographs of the dorsal, ventral
and head areas of the bird or bat.
Under direction of the TAC and assuming the biologists involved are covered by required federal and
state salvage/scientific-collecting permits (discussed further below), detections will be collected, labeled
with a unique number, bagged, and frozen for up to one year for future reference and possible necropsy
if cause of death cannot be determined upon physical inspection. Carcasses may also be used for
scavenger and searcher efficiency trials. The contractors, with TAC approval, or Fish and Wildlife Service
Law Enforcement branch will determine whether certain birds detected during the surveys should be
removed from the project area so that a third-party wildlife laboratory, under the direction and expense
of the USFWS or TAC agencies, may conduct formal necropsy assessments. Copies of all results of any
formal necropsy assessment will be provided to the TAC and ISEGS within one week of completion.
Detections outside of the surveyed areas, such as those identified while driving through the site or
observed outside a survey area boundary during other project-related activities, will also be documented
following the above protocol as closely as possible. These detections will be coded as incidental
discoveries, and not included in statistically based estimation procedures for the facility because they
would not represent systematic survey results.
In the event a dead or injured bald or golden eagle is found, USFWS Office of Law Enforcement (OLE)
shall be contacted as soon as possible, but no later than 48 hours after discovery. If a dead eagle is found,
the OLE agent will provide instructions on collection and disposition of the eagle carcass. Until then, the
carcass will be left in place, unless a project-affiliated biologist has the necessary federal and state permits
to authorize handling the carcass in coordination with the OLE.
Any state- or federally listed threatened or endangered species found dead or injured shall also be
reported to OLE as soon as possible, but no later than 48 hours after discovery. If a dead animal is found,
the OLE agent will provide instructions on collection and disposition of the carcass. A list of federal
threatened and endangered species by state may be found in the USFWS’s Threatened and Endangered
Species System (TESS) database at: http://www.fws.gov/endangered. A list of California threatened and
endangered species may be found at http://www.dfg.ca.gov/biogeodata/cnddb/pdfs/TEAnimals.pdf.
Migratory birds, including eagles and threatened or endangered species, that are injured shall be
captured, stabilized, and immediately transferred to a licensed veterinarian or federally permitted
migratory bird rehabilitator for care. All injured birds observed within a survey area or elsewhere within
the facility will be recorded and treated as detections for analytical purposes. The primary avian
rehabilitation facility identified to care for injured birds potentially detected during the program is the
Ojai Raptor Center, 370 Baldwin Road, Ojai, California (www.ojairaptorcenter.org), with Kim Stroud,
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Director (805-798-3600/raptorcenter@roadrunner.com) serving as the primary point of contact. Other
avian rehabilitation centers that may also be used are listed in Table 5.
TABLE 5
Avian Rehabilitation Centers
County

City

Name

Phone

Kern

Bakersfield

California Living Museum

661-872-2256

Kern

Bakersfield

Facility for Animal Care and Treatment

661-654-3167

Kern

Tehachapi

Tehachapi Wildlife Rehab & Education

661-822-8993

Kern

Ridgecrest

VCA Crestwood Animal Hospital

760-446-7616

San Bernardino

Big Bear Lake

Moonridge Zoo

909-584-1299

San Bernardino

Chino Hills

All Gods Creatures

909-393-1590

2.1.7

Permitting to Handle Carcasses and Specimens Used in Bias Trials

To ensure accurate documentation of fatalities and probable causes of death, and to enable robust
searcher efficiency and carcass removal assessments, biologists involved in mortality monitoring and
related bias trials will be covered by federal and state permits that authorize handling and collection of
carcasses of birds protected by the MBTA. At the federal level, ISEGS will seek to obtain a USFWS SPUT
permit that specifically authorizes collection of bird fatalities associated with commercial energy and
utility operations, and use of bird carcasses for related bias trials. If the USFWS processing time for
obtaining a SPUT permit extends beyond when fatality monitoring and the associated bias trials must
begin, an interim letter of authorization will be obtained from the USFWS to allow for carcass handling
under the auspices of a personal USFWS salvage permit, held by either an employee of the ISEGS
owner/operators or the biological consultant responsible for managing the monitoring program. If
additional bird specimens acquired outside the project are necessary to achieve sufficient sample sizes for
the described bias trials, these collections also will be appropriately authorized by the SPUT permit. All
such specimens will then be formally transferred to and reported under the ISEGS SPUT permit, once it is
in place.
Handling of migratory birds (and bats) is also prohibited under the California Fish and Game Code
unless specifically authorized by a CDFW Scientific Collecting Permit. These permits generally are issued
only to individuals. Therefore, all biologists involved in handling carcasses for this monitoring program
will be authorized by a relevant CDFW Scientific Collecting Permit held by either an employee of the
ISEGS owner/operator, or the biological consultant responsible for managing the monitoring program.

2.1.8

Study Duration

Standardized surveys within each of the three ISEGS solar facilities (power towers and heliostats), along
the perimeter fences, Unit 3 Collector Line, and off-site study areas, will be conducted for a minimum of
two years. Monitoring intervals and survey areas may be adjusted as necessary to incorporate the results
of the carcass removal trials and prior seasonal evaluations and conclusions. After each season and year
of surveys, the monitoring program will be evaluated by the TAC to determine if modification or
continuance is necessary.
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2.2

Weather-related Fatality Monitoring

Low-visibility weather conditions have been implicated in most larger-scale avian collision events at
communication towers and other tall structures (Longcore et al., 2012; Gauthreaux and Besler, 2006).
High wind conditions may also be of concern with regard to collision risk. To document potential
weather-related collision risks that may be associated with the three power towers at the facility,
additional surveys will be conducted during the peak spring (late-March to early-May) and fall (lateAugust to early-October) migration periods, within two days of up to two low-visibility or high-wind
nocturnal weather events per season. For study purposes, a low-visibility weather event is defined as
foggy, highly overcast, or rainy night-time weather typically associated with an advancing frontal system
and can occur during the day or night. For the purposes of this monitoring program, high-wind events
are defined as winds above 40 miles per hour for a sustained period of greater than four hours. In
addition, the online Avian Hazard Avoidance System (AHAS), accessed at
http://www.usahas.com/bam/, will be used to identify and monitor potential high-risk weather-related
events for birds.
Surveys will be conducted by walking transects, approximately 10 meters apart (see Table 4 for spacing
information), throughout an approximately 259-meter (850-foot) -radius circular plot, a distance that is
approximately 1.9 times greater than the tower height. The search radius is based on a conservative
application of the CEC and CDFG’s (2007) California guidelines for wind energy projects, which
recommend a search distance extending out one-half the distance of the maximum height of the
structures. The search radius also is based on the USFWS (2012) recommendation that avian surveys
extend out a distance equal to twice a structure’s height in the context of tall wind energy towers. Studies
have found that over 80 percent of bat fatalities fall within half the distance of a wind turbine’s height (as
cited in USFWS, 2012). Consequently, the proposed survey area would also allow identification of
potential bat collisions during the weather-related fatality monitoring effort. All avian and bat detections
will be documented and collected in a similar manner as described for the year-round standardized
surveys.

2.3

Avian Use Studies

Avian use surveys will be implemented using standard, variable-radius point counts to assess bird use of
the vegetated areas within the heliostat fields and comparable off-site study areas. The objectives of the
study are to document avian species composition on-site and off-site, compare abundance at the areas
representative of the lower bajada and upper bajada environments within and in the area near the facility,
and document changes in avian use in these areas over time. To achieve these objectives, point counts
will be conducted twice per month during the migration seasons and monthly during summer and
winter at 80 points randomly selected from within the following five study areas (Figure 8):
1.

20 points within an approximately 1-square-mile study area located in Unit 1, within the lower bajada
environment of the facility.

2.

20 points within an approximately 1-square-mile off-site study area located in comparable lower
bajada environment as far as practicable from the Unit 1 fence line.

3.

10 points within an approximately 0.5-square-mile study area located in Unit 2, within the upper
bajada environment.

4.

10 points within an approximately 0.5-square-mile study area located in Unit 3, in the upper bajada
portion of the facility.

5.

20 points within an approximately 1-square-mile off-site study area located in comparable upper
bajada environment and as far as practicable from the Unit 3 fence line.

Each of the areas described above was gridded into 200-meter by 200-meter square areas to define distinct
sample plots. Within each study area, the 10–20 avian use survey points were randomly selected from the
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sample plots, resulting in 20 point counts per square mile for each habitat type in the facility and control
areas, with each count location affording a minimum, non-overlapping survey radius of 100 meters.
Avian use surveys are planned for completion once per month during summer (June 1 to August 31) and
winter (December 1 to February 28), and twice per month during spring (March 1 to May 31) and fall
migration periods (September 1 to November 31) at the 80 points distributed across the facility and offsite project area (see Figure 8). The point counts will be conducted for 10 minutes at each avian use study
point, with all surveys completed between first light (when birds are visible enough for identification)
and three hours after sunrise. The sampling scheme allows for assessment of the wintering and
summering bird community, as well as documentation of migrants.
All birds heard or seen at each point up to 100 meters from the observer will be recorded to document
species occurrence and estimate abundance. Information about the survey location and time, weather
conditions, bird species, number of individuals if in a group, initial detection distance from observer (to
nearest 10 meters), location relative to project infrastructure, behaviors, flight direction, flight height, use
of facility airspace and infrastructure, and comments will be recorded in a digital data dictionary.
Behavioral categories will be coded as follows:
(P)erched: (r)esting, (p)reening, (f)eeding, (c)ourting/mating
(G)round: (r)esting, (p)reening, (f)oraging/feeding, (c)ourting/mating
(F)lying: (m)igrating, (t)ransit, (s)oaring, (f)oraging, (c)ourtship/territorial, (d)efensive/escape
(N)esting: (b)uilding, (c)opulating, (i)ncubating, (t)ending young, (f)eeding
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When relevant, additional details will be recorded concerning the specific nature of interactions with
project infrastructure (e.g., hunting beneath heliostats, using heliostats as escape cover, response to
elevated solar flux region), specific perch substrates used, and the specifics of any predator-prey
interactions observed (e.g., species involved, setting, and outcome).
Flight heights will be estimated as follows:
0 = < 10 meters above ground level (agl); i.e., within the heliostat collision-risk zone
1 = 10–100 meters agl; i.e., between the heliostat collision-risk zone and the elevated solar flux risk
zone near the power towers
2 = 100–200 meters agl; i.e., within the elevated solar flux risk zone (primary boiler area at 120–140
meters agl)
3 = > 200 meters agl; i.e., above the elevated solar flux risk zone
Flight direction will be recorded for birds detected moving through the facility or control plot survey area
(as opposed to those undertaking localized movements within the facility or control plot survey area) as:
N, NW, E, SE, S, SW, W, or NW.
Weather data will be recorded on an hourly basis throughout each survey morning with the aid of a
handheld weather-tracker (e.g., Kestrel 4000) and compass, including information on cloud cover,
precipitation, visibility, ambient temperature, wind speed, and wind direction.
Species abundance will be estimated using standard distance-sampling data analysis techniques for
variable-radius point counts, using programs such as DISTANCE (Buckland et al., 1993). Avian use study
results will be prepared and submitted on a quarterly basis with the mortality and injury monitoring
reports, described in Section 3.3. Surveys will be completed for a minimum of two years, after which the
avian use study will be evaluated by the TAC to determine if modification or continuance is necessary.
The survey will be temporarily halted if any birds are observed exhibiting signs of injury, and immediate
efforts will be made to capture, stabilize, and transfer injured birds to a licensed veterinarian or federally
permitted migratory bird rehabilitator for care. Incidental mortalities will be handled as described in
Section 2.1.6.

2.4

Raptor and Large-Bird Use Monitoring

Raptor and large-bird use surveys will be implemented using unlimited-distance point counts to assess
use of the facility and off-site study areas. The objectives of the study are to compare seasonal and annual
raptor and large-bird species composition and rates of use between the facility and the off-site study
areas, and to document changes in use over time. Surveys are planned for completion once per month
during summer (June 1 to August 31) and twice monthly the rest of the year at eight points distributed
across the facility and off-site study areas (Figure 9).
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The protocols for these point counts will be identical to those for the general avian use studies, with five
exceptions:
1.

Only raptors and other large birds (e.g., waterbirds and gulls) will be tallied.

2.

Relevant birds will be recorded regardless of distance from the observer.

3.

The initial detection distance from observer will be estimated to the nearest 100 meters.

4.

The activity locations, perches used, and flight paths of all observed individuals will be immediately
mapped using a GPS-equipped iPad with the GIS Kit application, appropriate aerial imagery, and
maps of the facility, count locations, and any known raptor nesting areas.

5.

Additional data recording will include time-on-plot estimates to quantify the temporal presence of
individuals in each study area.

The sampling scheme allows for assessment of the wintering and summering bird community as well as
documentation of diurnal migrants. Six of the survey points are positioned to allow evaluation of both
on- and off-site use of the project, and two points are located entirely off-site. The towers are in view from
each facility-oriented survey point, allowing observation of birds potentially using the area around each
tower. Survey points will be evaluated for four-hour sample periods randomly distributed through the
middle portion of the day (approximately 9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m., depending on time of year) when diurnal
raptors are generally considered most active, and sampling will be rotated so that every four months, all
points are evaluated throughout the diel sample period. Regardless of the sampling period, all incidental
observations of raptors and large birds by the observers should be recorded as incidental observations
when observing outside the sampling period.
All raptors and large birds will be recorded to unlimited distance to document species occurrence and
characterize use of the project and off-site area, but a survey-area radius of 800 meters will be used for
standardized assessment and comparison of mean use for raptors and large birds. Species-specific mean
use will be estimated for on- and off-site portions of the study area, allowing comparisons of the raptor
and other large-bird community between areas, seasons, and years. Surveys will be completed for a
minimum of two years, after which the avian use study will be evaluated by ISEGS and the TAC to
determine if modification or continuance is necessary.
The survey will be temporarily halted if any birds are observed exhibiting signs of injury, and immediate
efforts will be made to capture, stabilize, and transfer injured birds to a licensed veterinarian or federally
permitted migratory bird rehabilitator for care. Incidental mortalities will be handled as described in
Section 2.1.6.

2.5

Golden Eagle Monitoring

The ISEGS project team is aware that a number of entities have been and are currently conducting studies
of golden eagles in the Ivanpah Valley. The USFWS has requested that the ISEGS team summarize and
incorporate the data related to territory occupancy and reproductive success into the ISEGS avian
monitoring reports. These data will be collected (subject to public or other authorized availability) and
incorporated into the ISEGS avian monitoring reports. Golden eagle reporting will be undertaken for a
minimum of two years, after which the data will be evaluated by the TAC to determine if modification or
continuance is necessary. Golden eagle and raptor monitoring reports will be submitted to the TAC
quarterly and distributed to the Renewable Energy Action Team (REAT) agencies (CEC, CDFW, USFWS,
and BLM).
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3.0 Data Analysis and Reporting
Data analysis and reporting will consist of assessing the two principle investigations: (1) collision- and
flux-related mortality and injury, and (2) avian use. The collision- and flux-related data analysis
procedures are detailed in Section 3.1, along with the methodology for the assessment of weather-related
events. The avian use analyses approaches are discussed in Section 3.2.

3.1

Statistical Methods for Collision- and Flux-related Investigations

Statistical methods will be used to generate facility-wide estimates of potential avian impacts based on
the following:
1.

Observed number of detections found during standardized searches in the monitoring season for
which the cause of death can be determined and is facility-related

2.

Non-removal rates, expressed as the estimated average probability that a potential detection is
expected to remain in the study area and be available for detection by the observers, based on
removal trials

3.

Searcher efficiency, expressed as the proportion of placed trial carcasses found by observers during
the searcher efficiency trials

Fatality estimates will be reported as collision, flux, flux and collision, other project impacts, or unknown
(as described in Section 2.1) for a minimum of four categories: (1) all birds, (2) small birds, (3) large birds,
and (4) raptors specifically. The total number of avian fatality detections identified during the surveys
will be adjusted for removal and searcher efficiency biases to generate estimates of facility-wide
mortality, as well as project-caused avian impacts. All survey area or incidental detections, regardless of
species, will be reported; however, separate estimates will be prepared for the 100-percent tower area
survey, the heliostat field, the perimeter fence, and the off-site transect survey areas.
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3.1.1

Definition of Variables

The following variables are used in the equations below:
C

the total number of detections per monitoring season

ci

the number of detections at plot i for the study period of interest (for example, one season, one
monitoring year) for which the cause of death is either unknown or is attributable to the facility

k

the number of areas searched (including the ground beneath the tower within each search plot)

s

the number of trial carcasses used in removal trials

sc

the number of trial carcasses in removal trials that remain in the study area after 30 days

se

standard error (square of the sample variance of the mean)

ti

the time (in days) a trial carcass remains in the study area before it is removed, as determined by
the removal trials

t

the average time (in days) a trial carcass remains in the study area before it is removed, as
determined by the removal trials

d

the total number of trial carcasses placed in searcher efficiency trials

p

the estimated proportion of detectable trial carcasses found by observers, as determined by the
searcher efficiency trials

I

the average interval between standardized removal surveys, in days

πˆ

the estimated probability that a trial carcass is both available to be found during a survey and is found,
as determined by the removal trials and the searcher efficiency trials

m

the estimated annual average number of detections at the facility per season, adjusted for
removal and searcher efficiency biases

3.1.2

Observed Number of Detections

The estimated number of detections (C) observed per monitoring season is:

This is the total number of detections found, which is the sum of the carcasses found in each of the k plots
searched.

3.1.3

Estimation of Bird Non-removal Rates

Estimates of bird non-removal rates are used to adjust detection counts for removal bias. Mean bird
removal time ( t ) is the average length of time a bird remains in the study area before it is removed:
s

t=

∑t
i =1

i

s − sc
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This is a standard formula from survival analysis for determining the average of a set of values with right
censored observations. In the case of carcass removal trials, a right censored observation is one in which
the carcass persists until the end of the removal trial, and is picked up at the end, effectively removing it
from study before it is removed by scavenging or other means.

3.1.4

Estimation of Searcher Efficiency Rates

Searcher efficiency rates are expressed as p, the proportion of trial carcasses that are detected by searchers
in the searcher efficiency trials. These rates will be estimated by subject size and season.

3.1.5

Estimation of Facility-related Fatality Rates

The estimated seasonal fatality rate for the facility (m) is calculated by:

where πˆ includes adjustments for both bird removal (from scavenging and other means) and searcher
efficiency bias. When data do not test statistically significantly different between seasons at the alpha =
0.10 level (using a chi-squared test of proportions for searcher efficiency and a nonparametric Monte
Carlo test for scavenger removal rates), data for trial carcass removal and searcher efficiency biases will
be pooled across the study to estimate

πˆ . Otherwise, separate estimates will be made for each season.

πˆ is calculated as follows:

( )
( )

 exp I − 1 
t⋅ p 

t
=
⋅
π

I
 exp I − 1 + p 
t


^

This formula has been independently verified by Shoenfeld (2004).
The associated standard errors and 90-percent confidence intervals for m and each of the parameters used
to calculate fatality estimates for the facility will be calculated using bootstrapping (see Manly, 1997).
Bootstrapping is a computer simulation technique that is useful for calculating point estimates, variances,
and confidence intervals for complicated test statistics. For each bootstrap sample, C, t , p, πˆ , and m are
calculated. A total of 1,000 bootstrap samples will be used. The standard deviation of the bootstrap
estimates is the estimated standard error. The lower 5th and upper 95th percentiles of the 1,000 bootstrap
estimates are estimates of the lower limit and upper limit of 90-percent confidence intervals for the
reported estimates. Confidence limits found through bootstrapping can be interpreted in the same way as
exact confidence limits calculated by formulae, in essence presenting a very likely range for the actual
value to occur within.

3.2

Methods for Assessments of Avian Use

Methods for assessing avian use studies will focus on species composition and abundance to provide
descriptive statistics. For species composition and abundance, the focus will be on comparison between
the on- and off-site areas. For raptor and large-bird studies, the data will generate descriptive statistics.
The details of each of these methods are presented below.

3.2.1

Avian Use Survey Assessment Methods

Each variable-radius point-count survey grid will be analyzed separately to allow comparison of species
composition and species abundance between areas. Species lists will be prepared for each survey grid
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area, and species abundance will be estimated using standard distance-sampling data analysis techniques
for variable-radius point-count data and using programs such as DISTANCE (Buckland et al., 1993).
Avian use study results will be prepared and submitted on a quarterly basis with the mortality and injury
monitoring reports, described in Section 3.3. Avian use surveys will be completed for a minimum of
two years, after which the avian use study will be evaluated by the TAC to determine if modification or
continuance is necessary.

3.2.2

Raptor and Large-Bird Surveys Assessment Methods

Separate species lists of all raptors and large birds detected on- and off-site, regardless of distance from
observer (i.e., including those observed beyond 800 meters and those recorded incidentally/outside
standardized raptor and large-bird surveys), will be prepared for each season of monitoring. Data will be
analyzed to generate descriptive statistics that will be presented in text, tables, and figures that
summarize the number of observations of each species, the locations of species observed, and the relative
frequency of observation (i.e., the mean number of birds observed per hour of observation) on- and offsite and between seasons and years. Flight paths of all raptors and large birds will be reported in figures,
flight heights will be reported in tables, and any areas of concentrated use will be identified if present. In
addition, behavioral responses to the facility will be summarized if detected. Surveys will be completed
for a minimum of two years, after which the avian use study will be evaluated by ISEGS and the TAC to
determine if modification or continuance is necessary.

3.3

Reporting

All detections will be recorded in the USFWS Special Purpose – Utility (SPUT) permit report and
submitted to the TAC monthly. A seasonal monitoring report will be prepared within three months of
completion of each seasonal monitoring period (once per quarter) by the contractor responsible for field
studies and data analysis. The report will include the results of the studies, as well as a discussion of the
data collection and analytical methods. The report will also include an appendix that lists each individual
detection observed, identification number, species, date of find, GPS location, condition, type of injury
and other evidence of cause of death, and additional notes or comments. This list will include all
documented injuries and fatalities, even if the detection is not believed to have been caused by the solar
energy facility, and will include all detections found during both standard surveys and incidentally. The
report will include results of the carcass removal and searcher efficiency trials, including estimates of
removal rates and searcher efficiency by size and season from both on- and off-site study areas. Observed
1
and adjusted fatality rates (and associated standard error and 90-percent confidence intervals) resulting
from collision, exposure to solar flux, both, unknown, and all causes will be estimated for all birds, small
birds, large birds, and raptors for both on- and off-site areas. Maps will be provided showing the location
of each detection relative to the facility. Subjective and potentially quantitative statistical evaluation will
be made of locations to consider the spatial arrangement in relation to facility features to aid in future
study design. These analyses will carefully consider the ramifications of including (or not) incidental
finds discovered outside of the standard fatality surveys; in the case of rare species and events,
consideration of incidental finds may be imperative to yield appropriate insight. Photographs of all
detections will be separately provided. In addition, avian use, raptor and large-bird, and golden eagle
monitoring results will be included in the quarterly reports. The quarterly reports will be provided to the
TAC as described in Section 5.2.

3.3.1

Regional Awareness Effort and Assessment

In addition to direct monitoring of the off-site area, a communication protocol will be implemented to
monitor local veterinarians, game wardens, and wildlife rehabilitation facilities during facility operations
to determine if significant new incidences of avian injury or fatality are reported to occur in the facility
1 Adjusted for carcass removal and searcher efficiency biases.
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vicinity and region. Facility biologists will communicate with these entities on a quarterly basis to
evaluate potential increases in frequency of injured birds in the project vicinity in response to project
operations. Findings will be reported to the TAC in quarterly reports.

3.4

Wildlife Incident Reporting System

In addition to the post-construction fatality monitoring study described above, ISEGS will implement a
Wildlife Incident Reporting System (WIRS) into the WEAP training at the start of operations, and it will
remain active for the life of the ISEGS facility. The purpose of the WIRS is to standardize the actions taken
by site personnel in response to wildlife incidents encountered in the ISEGS and to fulfill the obligations
for reporting wildlife incidents. In addition, this system is also intended to complement the standard
searches as detailed in the mortality monitoring. However, employees will be instructed only to report
incidences to the Designated Biologist and not to disturb any evidence of mortality within the 5-acre
plots, to avoid interfering with the standardized searches and total fatality estimates. All observed
fatalities will be reported in monthly, quarterly, and annual reports.The WIRS will be utilized by site
operations and maintenance personnel who encounter dead or injured wildlife incidentally while
conducting general facility maintenance activities, such as mirror washing. The WIRS is designed to
provide a means of recording and collecting fatalities at the ISEGS project to increase the understanding
of power tower solar facilities and wildlife interactions. In addition, this system will specifically train
personnel to identify evidence of mortality of rare species, particularly large birds such as eagles.
Any native bird found injured within the ISEGS facility will be taken to the nearest appropriate wildlife
rehabilitation facility, as directed in the WIRS. Any incident involving a state- or federally listed
threatened or endangered species or a bald or golden eagle must be reported to the USFWS and CDFW
within 24 hours of identification. ISEGS maintains an ongoing commitment to investigate wildlife
incidents involving company facilities and to work cooperatively with federal and state agencies in an
effort to prevent and mitigate future wildlife fatalities. It is the responsibility of ISEGS employees and
subcontractors to report all wildlife incidents to their immediate supervisor and to the on-site Designated
Biologist as per CEC Conditions of Certification (COCs).

4.0 Monitoring Schedule
All studies proposed in this plan will be reported to and evaluated by the TAC. All surveys described in
this plan will be completed for a minimum of two years, after which each component will be evaluated
by the TAC to recommend to the lead agencies if modification or continuance is necessary. Depending on
the findings, the monitoring program is adaptive and may be expanded, reduced, discontinued, or
otherwise modified as appropriate to address specific questions that may arise from the results. Changes
to the monitoring program from year to year, or additional monitoring during future years, will be
recommended by the TAC in accordance with the decision framework described in Section 5.0, Adaptive
Monitoring and Management. The monitoring program may be expanded to evaluate specific concerns,
or to gather more refined information to focus management response or define appropriate responses.
Conversely, all or portions of the program may be discontinued if the TAC recommends that such
changes to the monitoring plan are appropriate.

5.0 Adaptive Monitoring and Management
The adaptive monitoring and management plan presented in this section provides for the formation of a
Technical Advisory Committee (TAC) to advise the BLM AO and the CEC CPM in the implementation of
changes in monitoring or adaptive management measures to protect avian and bat species, and an
analytical framework within which to recommend measures related to migratory birds and a process by
which to develop a step-wise table of advanced conservation practices and apply for an eagle permit,
should take occur.
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ISEGS operates under the terms and conditions of the federal Right-of-Way grants, which delegate the
authority to modify the terms and conditions of the grants to the BLM’s AO. ISEGS also operates under
the CEC's Conditions of Certification, under which the decision making authority regarding the facility,
this monitoring plan, and any adaptive mitigation measures resides with the CPM. Therefore, with the
concurrence of the BLM and CEC, a TAC will be formed to provide adaptive monitoring and
management recommendations. The BLM’s AO and CEC’s CPM will evaluate any recommendations of
the TAC and decide what measure(s), if any, are necessary for modifying the monitoring or for
implementing adaptive management of the facility, as per the terms and conditions of the right-of-way
grants and CEC conditions of certification.
The adaptive monitoring and management plan presented in this section provides a process to form the
TAC and an objective analysis framework for the TAC to use, so that the TAC can objectively assess
monitoring data and recommend future actions, including actions related to modifying the scope of
studies and determining management or mitigation responses that are commensurate with the extent of
impacts that may be identified in the monitoring studies.

5.1

TAC Membership, Objectives, and Meetings

The TAC will consist of one member from each of the regulatory agencies—BLM, CEC, USFWS, and
CDFW—that oversee compliance activities, with respect to BLM and CEC, or that have issue area
expertise, with respect to the USFWS and CDFW. Each agency will provide a member completely at its
own discretion. The BLM and CEC TAC members will serve as the designated TAC co-chairs for the
duration of the project. TAC members will be available for an initial meeting at the site to confirm the
specifics of this plan and to assess site conditions. The members of the TAC will also be available for
quarterly conference calls or meetings to review the data and analysis provided in the quarterly reports
from the facility. More frequent meetings may be needed, particularly during the early monitoring
periods, and can be called by one or both of the co-chairs. In addition, the TAC, through the TAC cochairs, may invite an avian expert to sit on the committee, and invite specialists involved in the
monitoring effort to specific meetings to discuss results and potential adaptive management responses.
Only the four regulatory agencies on the TAC will have voting authority for making changes and
determinations.
Two additional members will be provided by the ISEGS facility. One member will be nominated from the
Environmental Compliance department and a second from the Operations department. The level of
experience with the operation of large-scale concentrating solar power tower technologies is limited;
therefore, the Operations member is necessary to provide guidance with respect to facility operations.
The Environmental Compliance member will be the main point of contact for the agencies.
The TAC co-chair duties will include ensuring that project data gets disseminated to the TAC, including
data on mortality events, setting up and moderating meetings, reviewing mortality data, inviting
participation by outside experts, if warranted; and documenting mitigation recommendations for the
facility.

5.2

Data Review Process

Seasonal summary reports will be completed by ISEGS within three months of the end of each
monitoring season (spring, summer, fall, and winter) and provided to the TAC members through the
TAC co-chairs. A WebEx or in-person meeting will be scheduled through the TAC co-chairs within 30
days of receipt of each seasonal summary report. This meeting will include the TAC members and a
representative of the contractor responsible for conducting the field studies. The meeting will focus on
ensuring that all TAC members have a consistent understanding of the content and findings of each
summary report. The TAC comments on the report and any recommendations regarding implementing
adaptive monitoring, management actions, or mitigation measures will be documented by the TAC cochairs after discussion with TAC members, with any dissenting opinions noted in the decisions and
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meeting notes. Recordkeeping responsibility for documenting each meeting’s content (issues, decisions,
outcomes, and action items) and for ensuring completion of any resulting action items will be the
responsibility of the ISEGS Environmental Compliance TAC member, in coordination with the TAC cochairs. Draft meeting notes will be circulated to the TAC for review and comment, and final notes will be
circulated to all members for recordkeeping purposes.

5.3

TAC Review Framework

At a minimum, the TAC will meet annually to review data and recommend whether additional adaptive
monitoring or management actions are necessary. The TAC may meet more often to discuss adaptive
management needs if the TAC Co-chairs determine that a significant event has occurred. Should the
operational monitoring studies indicate significant adverse impacts to avian resources, either to a
particular species or group of species at the regional population level (for example, Bird Conservation
Region 33), ISEGS is committed to taking appropriate action to address the issue(s). Given the new
technology, it is difficult to predict the extent or level of impacts, if any. Therefore, ISEGS is committed to
working with the TAC in a collaborative manner to identify and implement measures commensurate in
scale with the identified impact.
The TAC shall ensure that management recommendations to mitigate impacts should be directed
specifically at identified problems. For example, if heliostats placed in the upright position at night are
documented to cause adverse avian impacts, a reasonable action might be to orient the structures
horizontally or with varying angles to determine if the observed level of impacts can be reduced, or to
assess other strategies that would address the identified problem. If nocturnal migrants are affected by a
tower during low-visibility weather events, modifications to the tower lighting scheme could be
implemented to evaluate methods for avoiding weather-related issues. Other responses to documented
impacts could include conservation or enhancement of certain habitats or habitat modifications in or near
the facility to deter affected species from using the facility or adjacent areas. The TAC will assess impacts
and identify appropriate responses in a collaborative manner with the Operations and Environmental
team at ISEGS for recommendation to the BLM AO and CEC CPM.
The TAC shall consider species impacts according the status of the species. In other words, migratory
birds, bald and golden eagles, and endangered species will be considered by the TAC for
recommendations as groups, according to their regulatory status. For migratory birds, the TAC shall
review the seasonal report, discuss the results of the seasonal monitoring, and undertake collaborative
decision making in accordance with the criteria described in Table 6. The seasonal report shall categorize
potential migratory bird mortality issues as high, medium, or low to provide an appropriate biological
basis for TAC review and decision making, and shall reflect the following definitions:
1.

High: Estimated avian mortality or injury levels are facility-caused and likely to seriously and
negatively affect local, regional, or national avian populations within a particular species or group of
species.

2.

Medium: Estimated avian mortality or injury levels are facility-caused and have the potential to
negatively affect local, regional, or national populations within a particular avian species or group of
species.

3.

Low: Estimated avian mortality or injury levels that have minimal or no potential to negatively affect
local, regional, or national populations within a particular species or group of species.
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TABLE 6
Adaptive Management Responses
Issue

Management Response

Study Response

High levels of general or speciesspecific mortality associated with a
particular facility feature (for
example, heliostats) or
characteristic (for example, flux,
weather events)

Immediate management action
taken if cause can be addressed*

Studies modified, refined, or
expanded to better understand and
address impact issue and assess
effectiveness of management
response

Medium levels of general or
species-specific mortality
associated with a facility feature or
characteristic

Management action taken to
address impact issue if deemed
necessary*

Studies modified, refined, or
expanded to better understand and
address impact issue and assess
effectiveness of response

Low mortality rates at or near
background rate

No management responses taken

Studies completed according to
plan, or stopped earlier than
planned if appropriate

* Management actions must be feasible and commensurate with the impact. Some examples of measures include
placement of visual and/or auditory bird flight diverters in critical locations, retrofitting power lines to APLIC standards,
installing perch guards on overhead electric lines in the vicinity, modification of mirror resting angles, modifications to
tower or other facility lighting.

For bald or golden eagles, should such a species be taken by the facility, then ISEGS will report within 24
hours, prepare an Eagle Conservation Plan (ECP), and consult with the USFWS to determine the need for
an eagle permit. The ECP and/or permit application, if required, shall be prepared in accordance with the
current USFWS Eagle Conservation Plan guidance, as relevant to Solar Power Tower Technology. The
modified ECP would contain a step-wise table with proposed advanced conservation practices
appropriate for a solar power tower facility. The eagle permit will account for and credit the habitat
conservation associated with other species (i.e., desert tortoise).
The TAC shall, at all times, identify the most appropriate response to a documented avian impact
(including operational management actions) in the best professional judgment of the TAC members, and
subject to the following decision criteria:

1. Any response shall be based on the causation of the applicable mortality.
2. All responses shall be commensurate (in terms of factors that include geographic scope, costs, and
scale of effort) with identified impacts.

3. If the facility causes impacts to migratory bird species considered to be high or medium after ISEGS

has undertaken appropriate measures as recommended by the TAC, ISEGS will use its best efforts to
identify for TAC review additional measures, including coordination with other local or regional
renewable energy or other projects, that would conserve bird species and that are commensurate
with the identified impacts.

4. If the facility causes take of a bald or golden eagle, ISEGS will, within 10 days, develop a step-wise

table for TAC review and will consult with the USFWS regarding whether an application for an eagle
permit is warranted.

5.4

Addressing Resource Impacts

If, based on the analytical framework above, the TAC identifies significant impacts to avian resources that
warrant an immediate response to either change the monitoring/reporting procedures or to protect the
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resources involved, a recommendation will be developed by the TAC. If the recommendation is adopted
and required by the BLM AO and CEC CPM, it will be implemented by ISEGS in a timeframe agreed
upon by the parties. If the identified problem cannot be effectively addressed, a follow-up action plan
will be developed by ISEGS within 30 days that addresses the resource issue. ISEGS shall be responsible
for documenting and implementing the response action or action plan. If no immediate response is
needed to address an identified impact, then previously approved and scheduled monitoring and other
activities related to this plan will be implemented without change, subject to modification as may be
recommended by the TAC.
Based on the annual monitoring results, the TAC will recommend if and to what extent previously
implemented studies may be warranted in subsequent seasons or years. If continued study is
recommended by the TAC, the scope and objectives of the planned studies will be evaluated for
adequacy and modifications (e.g., reduction in search area or number of surveys in a season), and
recommended changes will be implemented as appropriate if approved at the discretion of the BLM AO
and CEC CPM.
Any recommended expansion of scope for monitoring would be subject to a cost cap developed in
consultation with the TAC (USFWS, 2013). These cost caps would be proportional to the risks. Since the
risk of the power tower technology is unknown, the cost cap cannot be established until monitoring has
identified what, if any, impacts occur. Therefore, the cost cap will be established after two years of
monitoring.
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A specific protocol for the use of remote cameras will include the GPS location and the direction and
distance to the nearest anthropogenic structure (e.g., building structure in the inner circle area) or
heliostat number when carcasses are placed in heliostat fields. Photos will be taken to document the
position of each carcass when placed. The camera will be placed within 1-1.5 meters of the carcass on a tpost and faced north to avoid sunlight shining directly into the camera lens (see below for camera
settings). If the carcass is no longer in front of the camera and is not readily apparent, the surrounding
area will be searched using a spiral search pattern. The search will start at the camera’s location and spiral
out to 100 feet from the camera. If the carcass has been moved to a new location within the search area
but is intact, the camera will be repositioned on the carcass in its new location.
The camera batteries and SD card will be checked at least once a week. The batteries will be replaced if
there is < ½ charge remaining. The SD card will be exchanged if there are > 2000 pictures (See Attachment
A. Example of Remote Camera Settings and Data).

Camera Settings for Bushnell Trophy Camera (Model 119436) or Equivalent
1) Mode: Camera
2) Image size: SM Pixel
3) Capture #: 3 photo
4) Video size: 640x480
5) Video length: 10s
6) Interval: 1s
7) Sensor level: High
8) Format: Execute
9) TV out: NTSC
10) Time stamp: On
11) Field scan: Off
12) Video sound: On
13) Default set: Cancel
Data Collected at Carcass Placement
1) Site name (e.g., Heliostat Field, Section, and Arc Plot #).
2) Date of survey: Use the following format: DayMonthYear.
3) Time carcass and camera trap were placed. Use 24-hour clock.
4) Surveyors: First, middle (if applicable), and last name initials. Indicate initials for all crew members
present.
5) Carcass number: Each carcass will be assigned a number that includes year, month, day when it was
placed, and the four-letter code for the species (e.g., 20121212-MODO).
6) UTM coordinates: NAD 83 datum, using handheld devise accurate to 3-4m.
7) General location: For the Heliostat Fields, give location of project (e.g., Ivanpah 1) the section
number (e.g., Section 7b), and the specific heliostat number.
8) Distance/Direction to nearest structure: (e.g., Distance and direction to nearest tower or distance
direction to nearest overhead wires if along Unit 3 Collector Line.)
9) Substrate: Describe substrate where the carcass was placed, using the known habitat types described
in environmental documents for the project.
10) Vegetation height: Low, < 25 cm, Medium, 25-50 cm, High, > 50 cm
2
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11) Percent cover: Bare ground, 0-25 percent, 25-50 percent, 50-100 percent
12) Exposure: Describe visibility of carcass as either: Exposed, Hidden, Partially Hidden.
13) Camera serial number: Located inside camera housing.
Data to Note at Carcass Check
1) Date of check.
2) Time of check. Use 24 hour clock
3) Surveyor.
4) Carcass condition: Choose from: Present-no change (appears to be in the same location and
position), Present-moved (still within search area for fatality survey but moved from placed
location), Removed (carcass gone, no feathers or parts left or < 10 feathers of any type or < 2
primaries), Not removed ( > 10 feathers of any type, > 2 primary feathers or any flesh or bone).
5) Camera function: Normal, Dead, Frozen
6) Battery charge: Full, ¾, ½, ¼, zero.
7) # of photos.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

brian sandstrom
jody_fraser@fws.gov; eduardo_nieves@fws.gov; mark massar; kathy simon; therese carpenter; crissy slaughter;
brooks hart
DSL Avian Mortality table and map
Thursday, November 14, 2013 12:46:58 PM
R8_SPUT_mortality report_14Nov2013.xlsx
Avian_Bat_Mortality 20131112.pdf

Hello everyone,
Attached is an updated SPUT Avian Mortality table and map for Desert Sunlight.
If you have any questions please contact me.
Thanks
Brian Sandstrom
bjerome30@hotmail.com
949-423-8770
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Thomas Dietsch
Tera Baird
Joel Pagel
RE: Blythe
Thursday, November 14, 2013 7:23:02 PM
20131113_Staff"s_Supplemental_Testimony_Modifying_Conditions_of_Certific.pdf

HI Tera,
I’ve only had a chance to skim over the modified conditions 15 and 24. If I can’t join the call, you can
provide this feedback verbally. I’m assuming the call won’t be public. Please ask them to share any
further changes they make to the conditions or even better, the final version of the CoCs. If we
have concerns over the final version of the conditions, we will submit them via a written statement.
I’ve cc’d Jeep though he is out this week just in case he has additional feedback on the reduced
conditions related to eagles (Jeep, see attachment for latest version of CoC 15 and 24).
If you can send me the call in information, I will call in if I can. I’m trying to adjust my schedule to
participate in the hearing next week.
Thanks, Tom

Comments (Verbal only at this stage):
During the workshop, there were many changes where they said they would transfer many elements
of the conditions to the BBCS. I haven’t had a chance to look at the Changes that the company
requested.
Most of the language related to adaptive management and the TAC is centered around unilateral
action by the CPM. I recommend that this be revised to be more inclusive with decisions being
made in consultation with the TAC or REAT agencies.
We feel that all project features should be monitored.
Offsite avian use surveys and the use of radar offsite may be useful to help understand avian
mortalities due to the large-scale that the lake effect associated with PV may operate. This has
been removed from the latest text.
We recommend The Sonoran Joint Venture as a better place to support conservation efforts for
migratory birds in the region of the project. NFWF would be a good alternative.
With regard to GOEA nest surveys, I’m not sure what the distances of the known nests to the project
boundaries are, but I suspect that the known nests are greater than 1 mile, but that they aren’t that
much further out. For construction noise and disturbance to nests, the distance is at least one
mile. Disturbance can still occur beyond one mile depending on the sensitivity of the eagle pair to
human activity. At a minimum, BIO-24 should include the known nests in the McCoy mountains in
the vicinity of the project. It’s important to keep in mind that the McCoy surveys were conducted
late and not in accordance with Pagel etal 2010.
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Annual inventory should be conducted in accordance with Pagel et al. 2010. This is the Service
document that provides specific guidance on nest surveys and determining if a territory is occupied.
Bio-24 only includes GOEA inventory and monitoring during construction and fails to address
concerns for eagles during operations. There are no follow-up surveys to determine if there may be
impacts to eagles during operations, in particular to Bald Eagles that are known to use the Colorado
River corridor for movements.
I’m not sure why there is a special plan for eagles during construction, normally this would be
included in a nest management plan that covers all bird species. Is there such a plan in a different
CoC? I only have 15 and 24.
From: Baird, Tera [mailto:tera_baird@fws.gov]
Sent: Thursday, November 14, 2013 1:01 PM
To: Watson, Carol@Energy
Cc: Rodriguez, Magdalena@Wildlife; Martine, Andrea@Energy; Thomas Dietsch
Subject: Re: Blythe

That works for me! I'd like to discuss DT stuff. Tom won't be around to chime in about
avian issues. I'll try to catch up with him today and see if he's had time to review the staff's
changes to BIO-15 and BIO-24.
Tera Keeler Baird
Biologist
777 East Tahquitz Canyon Way, Suite 208
Palm Springs, California 92262

On Thu, Nov 14, 2013 at 12:16 PM, Watson, Carol@Energy <Carol.Watson@energy.ca.gov>
wrote:
Me three
From: Rodriguez, Magdalena@Wildlife
Sent: Thursday, November 14, 2013 12:09 PM
To: Martine, Andrea@Energy
Cc: Baird, Tera; Watson, Carol@Energy
Subject: Re: Blythe

That time works for me.
On Nov 14, 2013, at 12:06 PM, "Martine, Andrea@Energy"
<Andrea.Martine@energy.ca.gov> wrote:
Does meeting at 10:00 work for everyone? I will try and get a number for everyone to
use for the call once I have confirmation from everyone.
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Andrea
From: Baird, Tera [mailto:tera_baird@fws.gov]
Sent: Thursday, November 14, 2013 9:48 AM
To: Martine, Andrea@Energy
Cc: Rodriguez, Magdalena@Wildlife; Watson, Carol@Energy
Subject: Re: Blythe

It works for me!
Tera Keeler Baird
Biologist
777 East Tahquitz Canyon Way, Suite 208
Palm Springs, California 92262

On Thu, Nov 14, 2013 at 9:42 AM, Martine, Andrea@Energy
<Andrea.Martine@energy.ca.gov> wrote:
Magdalena,
During the workshop Carol and I came to agreements on several of the conditions
which the Petitioner then filed testimony the next day providing those changes
we discussed. Tomorrow morning works best for Carol. Does that work well for
you?
Andrea
From: Rodriguez, Magdalena@Wildlife
Sent: Wednesday, November 13, 2013 5:16 PM
To: Martine, Andrea@Energy
Cc: Tera Baird (Tera_Baird@fws.gov)
Subject: Blythe

Andrea,
I was unable to make the Blythe public workshop and was wondering if we could
have an agency meeting to discuss some of the changes that the applicant has
suggested in the strike through document on DT, avian, and DKF. Is that
possible?
Magdalena
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Nagy, Laura
Field, Jennifer; Baird, Tera (tera_baird@fws.gov)
Perkins, Winifred
RE: Document for USFWS - Genesis
Wednesday, November 20, 2013 8:12:00 AM
Sample_Plots.pdf

Hi Tara,
Here is a draft map to facilitate our discussion of the post-construction mortality monitoring at
Genesis. Unfortunately, I was unable to print this at the hotel – would you be able to make copies
for our meeting and I can walk you through our thought process?
Many thanks
Laura
Laura R. Nagy, Ph.D. | Natural Resources Discipline Lead
Direct: 503.721.7214 | Cell: 503.367.1627
laura.nagy@tetratech.com
Tetra Tech| Sciences
1750 SW Harbor Way, Suite 400 | Portland, OR 97201 | www.tetratech.com
PLEASE NOTE: This message, including any attachments, may include confidential and/or inside information. Any
distribution or use of this communication by anyone other than the intended recipient is strictly prohibited and may be
unlawful. If you are not the intended recipient, please notify the sender by replying to this message and then delete it from
your system.

From: Field, Jennifer [mailto:JENNIFER.FIELD@nexteraenergy.com]
Sent: Tuesday, November 19, 2013 10:40 PM
To: Baird, Tera (tera_baird@fws.gov)
Cc: Perkins, Winifred; Nagy, Laura
Subject: Document for USFWS - Genesis

All,
After much angst, I am able to get into the hotel’s network. Please find attached a table presenting
USFWS’ recommendations for the Genesis APP and our responses. Once we discuss this, we will
update our current APP to include this information.

Jenny

______________________________________
Jennifer Field
NextEra Energy Resources
Corporate Environmental Services
700 Universe Blvd. JES/JB
Juno Beach, FL 33408
Office 561-691-2232
Cell 561-758-7277
Jennifer.field@nexteraenergy.com
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Baird, Tera
Roger Radd
Joel Pagel
Re: McCoy GOEA
Wednesday, November 20, 2013 3:19:49 PM
Driscoll_2010_Protocol for GOEA occupancy, repro, and prey popln assess.pdf

Here is the Driscoll's "Protocol for Golden Eagle Occupancy, Reproduction, and Prey
Population Assessment."
Jeep could you forward the Johnston paper to us?
thanks!
Tera Keeler Baird
Biologist
777 East Tahquitz Canyon Way, Suite 208
Palm Springs, California 92262

On Wed, Nov 20, 2013 at 2:36 PM, Roger Radd <roger.radd@gmail.com> wrote:
Thanks for the informative discussion. I look forward to reading Driscoll in particular if you
can forward that along.
/roger
On Nov 20, 2013 1:52 PM, "Baird, Tera" <tera_baird@fws.gov> wrote:
Roger - Is there any chance we can move up our conference call to 2:00 pm today?
Tera Keeler Baird
Biologist
777 East Tahquitz Canyon Way, Suite 208
Palm Springs, California 92262

On Mon, Nov 4, 2013 at 11:19 AM, Roger Radd <roger.radd@gmail.com> wrote:
Similar times next week also. Or late afternoon most days except Thurs.
On Nov 4, 2013 11:08 AM, "Pagel, Joel" <joel_pagel@fws.gov> wrote:
drat; I am unavailable any of those days... sorry... Tera, could you do a poll?
jeep
On Mon, Nov 4, 2013 at 10:43 AM, Roger Radd <roger.radd@gmail.com> wrote:
I'm available tomorrow Tuesday 11-2, Thursday after 2, or Friday 8-10.
/roger
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On Nov 4, 2013 8:29 AM, "Pagel, Joel" <joel_pagel@fws.gov> wrote:
Hello,
If it would be possible, could you and Tera Baird, of our Palm Springs Office,
myself, and possibly Jody and/or Pete have a telephone call regarding this issue?
Tera, could you set something up?
jeep
Joel E. Pagel, Ph.D.
Raptor Ecologist
On Sun, Nov 3, 2013 at 11:47 AM, Roger Radd <roger.radd@gmail.com> wrote:
Hi again Jeep,
I'm preparing our fall survey effort for GOEA surveys within the 10 mile
buffer for the proposed Desert Quartzite solar project south SW of
Blythe CA.
This buffer overlaps some of the study area for Blythe solar (McCoy) and
potentially some of the Rio Mesa area as well. I have the results of the
WRI study, mostly north of I-10, but little from Rio Mesa.
My primary question concerns McCoy. Is eagle study ongoing there, and
accordingly, is it unnecessary duplication (and potential disturbance) for
Corvus / Ironwood to also investigate that territory?
As a followup, any information you have to share regarding eagle
occupancy south of I-10 would be greatly appreciated.
best regards,
Roger Radd
Avian Ecologist
Corvus Ecological
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Baird, Tera
Pagel, Joel
McKernan, Robert; Pete Sorensen; Jody Fraser; Thomas Dietsch
Re: Avian migration
Friday, November 22, 2013 1:33:21 PM
McKernan_San_Gorgonio_Nocturnal_Avian_Migration.pdf

Bob: Thanks again for your time! I've located the report, "Nocturnal avian migration
assessment of the San Gorgonio wind resource study area, spring 1982." via internet. There
are a few other reports listed in a NREL wind bibliography that I can't find online (listed
below). I'd be happy to make a trip back to the museum to make copies or assist.

McKernan, R. E. Landry, W. D. Wagner, and R. W. Schreiber. 1984. Nocturnal avian
migration assessment of the San Gorgonio wind resource study area, fall 1982. Report
prepared for Research and Development, Southern California Edison Company.
McCrary, M. D., R. L. McKernan, and R. W. Schreiber. 1986. San Gorgonio wind resource
area: Impacts of commercial wind turbine generators on birds, 1985 data report. Prepared for
Southern California Edison Company. 33 pp.

Tera Keeler Baird
Biologist
777 East Tahquitz Canyon Way, Suite 208
Palm Springs, California 92262

On Fri, Nov 22, 2013 at 12:04 PM, Pagel, Joel <joel_pagel@fws.gov> wrote:
Bob,
Once again, thanks for your generosity of your valuable time yesterday to let us pick your
brain. We all tried to take notes, but alas, were unable to get it all down as you have so
much information available to you for your 40 years of desert work.
I looked through past correspondence with you, and could only find a) your schematic of
examples of migration traffic rates, and b) raptor flights 1980-1984 SE California. I
believe Tera may also have something from you, but I was unable to reach her.
Would you be able to allow us access (or point us in the right direction) to any white papers,
reports, published papers, tables, figures, or documents you, and Paul Kerlinger and/or Sid
Gattreax were able to produce from your several years of radar/migration related
monitoring?   
Are these readily send-able over the internet?

I think, at this time, even notes or summary
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tables which you may have produced would greatly help us.
I understand that some of these data may be on old hard-copies, or even in field notes. So
this request may be somewhat onerous to you, and for that I apologize in advance. You
have been so very kind to us, which we greatly appreciate. I know that when folks
continue to ask me for my notes and reports from the early 80's it takes me a little bit of
time to find, then duplicate my earlier work, as I have not put all my work out in a
published format.   
With that said, one or a couple of us would be willing to come over and help (i.e. make
copies, transcribe, etc.) if necessary to assist you.
Your help has been key to us to help our decision makers understand migration phenomena
in our desert, and also for us to bring good science to the table to better comprehend the
potential damage to avifauna here, as well as those migrants and winter residents from very
far away.   
thanks in advance, and again thank you for your knowledge and your assistance....!
jeep
Joel E. Pagel, Ph.D.
Raptor Ecologist
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From:
To:
Cc:

Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Brian Boroski
Fraser, Jody
Amanda Beck; Kathy Simon (kbsimon@verizon.net); Kim Marsden; Jeff Smith; Field, Jennifer; Magdalena
Rodriguez; Mark Massar; Pete Sorensen; Eduardo Nieves; Erin Dean; Thomas Dietsch; Perkins, Winifred; Joel
Pagel; Tera Baird
BBCS meeting - Draft Avian Fatality Plan attached
Monday, December 02, 2013 1:09:06 PM
Desert Sunlight Fatality Monitoring Plan_2Dec2013.pdf

Hello,
Attached is the draft avian fatality monitoring plan for your review and our discussion on
Wednesday.
Thank you for your patience and understanding,
Brian

Brian B. Boroski, Ph.D., CWB®
Vice President
H.T. Harvey & Associates / Ecological Consultants
7815 N. Palm Avenue Suite 310 Fresno, CA 93711
Direct: 559.476.3161 Main: 559.476.3160
Cell: 559.930.2415 Fax: 559.476.3170
bboroski@harveyecology.com
www.harveyecology.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

brian sandstrom
jody_fraser@fws.gov; eduardo_nieves@fws.gov; mark massar; kathy simon; crissy slaughter; therese carpenter;
brooks hart; ashley.hudgens@firstsolar.com; amanda beck
DSL SPUT report and map
Monday, December 02, 2013 3:35:03 PM
R8_SPUT_mortality reporting_macro.xlsm
Avian_Bat_Mortality 20131202.pdf

Hello everyone,
Attached is an updated SPUT report and map from Desert Sunlight on 12/02/2013.
Please contact me with any questions.
Brian Sandstrom
bjerome30@hotmail.com
949-423-8770
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Baird, Tera
Thomas Dietsch; Joel Pagel
Pete Sorensen; Jody Fraser; Kim Marsden; Magdalena Rodriguez; Watson, Carol@Energy; Shankar Sharma
Re: Document for USFWS - Genesis
Tuesday, December 03, 2013 9:30:32 AM
Genesis response to APP recommendations - Table.docx
Sample_Plots.pdf

Hi- Hope everyone had a nice holiday! The REAT should get together soon to discuss
NextEra's response to our supplemental recommendations (attached). How about a
conference call?
Here is a link to doodle poll:   http://doodle.com/7fuigvfqd4rgvu73
After we've picked a day/time, I'll send a conference line and passcode.
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Pagel, Joel
Eduardo Nieves; Pete Sorensen; Tera Baird; Jody Fraser
Erin Dean
Fwd: BBCS meeting - Draft Avian Fatality Plan attached
Tuesday, December 03, 2013 10:05:15 AM
Desert Sunlight Fatality Monitoring Plan_2Dec2013.pdf

Ed,
Jody is without email today, so I am sending this on her behalf.
I am sorry this is late in coming to you. I have been texting back and forth with Jody this
morning, and we realized that you have been left off the invitation list with regard to our
meeting tomorrow morning, at 0900 h at the Moreno Valley BLM office.
The contractor for First Solar has developed a draft monitoring plan for the facility, which
they wish to present to us during our meeting. We just started looking at it this morning, and
of course will not be able to give them final or even salient preliminary comments tomorrow.
However, if you or Erin have any comments you would like us to make, or if you have any
comments on the plan yourself, OR, if you are able to find time in your schedule to attend this
meeting, we would heartily welcome any of the above, or all three... Please feel free to
contact me if you would like. Jody and Pete are out today burning up use/lose time.
thanks in advance,
jeep
Joel E. Pagel, Ph.D.
Raptor Ecologist

---------- Forwarded message ---------From: Brian Boroski <bboroski@harveyecology.com>
Date: Mon, Dec 2, 2013 at 1:08 PM
Subject: BBCS meeting - Draft Avian Fatality Plan attached
To: "Fraser, Jody" <jody_fraser@fws.gov>
Cc: Amanda Beck <ABeck@firstsolar.com>, "Kathy Simon (kbsimon@verizon.net)"
<kathy@ironwoodconsultinginc.com>, Kim Marsden <kmarsden@blm.gov>, Jeff Smith
<jsmith@harveyecology.com>, "Field, Jennifer" <JENNIFER.FIELD@nexteraenergy.com>,
Magdalena Rodriguez <Magdalena.Rodriguez@wildlife.ca.gov>, Mark Massar
<mmassar@blm.gov>, Pete Sorensen <Pete_Sorensen@fws.gov>, Eduardo Nieves
<eduardo_nieves@fws.gov>, Erin Dean <erin_dean@fws.gov>, Thomas Dietsch
<thomas_dietsch@fws.gov>, "Perkins, Winifred" <Winifred.Perkins@nexteraenergy.com>,
Joel Pagel <joel_pagel@fws.gov>, Tera Baird <Tera_Baird@fws.gov>

Hello,
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Attached is the draft avian fatality monitoring plan for your review and our discussion on
Wednesday.

Thank you for your patience and understanding,

Brian

Brian B. Boroski, Ph.D., CWB®
Vice President
H.T. Harvey & Associates / Ecological Consultants
7815 N. Palm Avenue Suite 310 Fresno, CA 93711
Direct: 559.476.3161 Main: 559.476.3160
Cell: 559.930.2415 Fax: 559.476.3170
bboroski@harveyecology.com
www.harveyecology.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Kathy at Ironwood
"Paul Rabie"; "Field, Jennifer"; "Therese Carpenter"; "Scott Terrill"; tera_baird@fws.gov;
thomas_dietsch@fws.gov; shankar.sharma@wildlife.ca.gov
power point
Wednesday, December 04, 2013 9:22:52 AM
BBCS meeting 120413.pptx

Here you go

Kathryn Simon
Ironwood Consulting, Inc.
1040 Nevada Street, Suite 301
Redlands, CA 92374
PO Box 10068
San Bernardino, CA 92423
(909) 798-0330 office
(909) 289-4649 cell
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Baird, Tera
Jody Fraser
Fwd: power point
Thursday, December 05, 2013 8:46:51 AM
BBCS meeting 120413.pptx

Here is the powerpoint for the BBCS meeting
Tera Keeler Baird
Biologist
777 East Tahquitz Canyon Way, Suite 208
Palm Springs, California 92262

---------- Forwarded message ---------From: Kathy at Ironwood <kathy@ironwoodconsultinginc.com>
Date: Wed, Dec 4, 2013 at 9:21 AM
Subject: power point
To: Paul Rabie <prabie@west-inc.com>, "Field, Jennifer"
<JENNIFER.FIELD@nexteraenergy.com>, Therese Carpenter
<Therese.Carpenter@firstsolar.com>, Scott Terrill <sterrill@harveyecology.com>,
tera_baird@fws.gov, thomas_dietsch@fws.gov, shankar.sharma@wildlife.ca.gov

Here you go

Kathryn Simon
Ironwood Consulting, Inc.
1040 Nevada Street, Suite 301
Redlands, CA 92374

PO Box 10068
San Bernardino, CA 92423

(909) 798-0330 office
(909) 289-4649 cell
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Pagel, Joel
sarah.kurtz@nrel.gov
Pete Sorensen; Jody Fraser; Thomas Dietsch
avian impact mortality at solar facilities
Thursday, December 05, 2013 11:06:41 AM
Desert Sunlight BioBlitz Lessons Learned Pagel 2013.pdf
rapt-47-03-311-315.pdf

Dr. Kurtz,
It was great to speak with you regarding avian impact mortalities at industrial scale solar
facilities, and the work you do at the National Renewable Energy Laboratory. Thank you for
taking the time to speak with me. I was especially intrigued by your comments on diffuse
reflectants on the surface of solar panels.   
I have enclosed three documents.
One: Please find our informal BioBlizt report. Please do not share. In it you will find
photographs of the facility, as well as a brief description of the problem and how we collected
additional incidental data. To date, there have been hundreds of mortalities at solar facilities;
and this project has had scores of what we believe are impact related mortalities (carcasses are
currently used as a part of an investigation by our National Wildlife Forensic Laboratory.
The company has asked the Service not to share the photographs, which therefore are
protected under the Trade Secrets Act. Since you are government, we can share this with you
for information purposes only. If this issue gains traction, I am sure that our agencies will
work together to provide additional information. Again, please do not share. I will try to get
you a copy of the official action report which you may share.
Two: A pdf of my recent paper regarding eagle mortalities at wind facilities in the contiguous
United States, per our conversation.   
As I mentioned, at my level, we do not have money to share. However, this issue is a large
concern for the Service, the industry, and the public (as noted by numerous press inquiries
and stories).   
We appreciate your perspective, and look forward to working with you on this issue of
national importance.
thanks,
jeep
Joel E. Pagel, Ph.D.
Raptor Ecologist
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Fraser, Jody
Longenecker, Kristin
Gonzalez, Jennifer; Heather Beeler; Thomas Dietsch; Erin Dean
Re: Monthly SPUT reporting
Thursday, December 19, 2013 8:30:59 AM
Desert Sunlight 300 interim SPUT v2.pdf

Kristin,
I've attached a copy of the DS-300 permit with a few highlights to answer your questions. The
permit for DS-250 is identical. I don't see any reference to quarterly reporting, only monthly
and annual reporting. If I'm missing something, perhaps our Mig Bird staff can chime in...
Thanks,
Jody
On Thu, Dec 19, 2013 at 6:14 AM, Longenecker, Kristin
<KRISTIN.LONGENECKER@nexteraenergy.com> wrote:
Hi Jody,

In Section 7.4 of our permit application, I see references to quarterly and annual reports (the latter
due on January 15th). Do you mind pointing out where the description of the monthly reports
are?

Thank you for your help,
Kristin

Kristin R. Longenecker
NextEra Energy Resources
700 Universe Blvd FEB/JB
Juno Beach, FL 33408
Office: (561)-304-6169
Mobile: (561)-339-7048
Kristin.Longenecker@nexteraenergy.com

From: Fraser, Jody [mailto:jody_fraser@fws.gov]
Sent: Wednesday, December 18, 2013 7:44 PM
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To: Kathy Buescher-Simon; brian sandstrom; Amanda Beck; Gonzalez, Jennifer;
Longenecker, Kristin
Cc: Heather Beeler; Erin Dean; Thomas Dietsch
Subject: Re: Monthly SPUT reporting

Sorry, just for clarification, this is for the First Solar/NextEra Desert Sunlight project. The
interim permit was signed on November 4, 2013, so the monthly reports should be
submitted on or around the 4th of each month thereafter. The contents of the reports are
described in the permit, and the annual reports are due on January 31 of each year.

Thanks,
Jody

On Wed, Dec 18, 2013 at 2:31 PM, Fraser, Jody <jody_fraser@fws.gov> wrote:
Hi all,
Just a reminder to submit your monthly SPUT report. Brian has been sending emails for
individual events, which we appreciate, but these should also be summarized per the
reporting requirements of the permit. Make sure you send the reports to the following folks:

• Erin Dean, (erin dean@fws.gov, phone: 310-328-1516)
• Heather Beeler (heather beeler@fws.gov, phone: 916-414-6651 )
• Jody Fraser (jody fraser@fws.gov, phone: 760-322-2070)
• CDFW Region 6: Email to ArmandGonzales (Armand.Gonzales@wildlife.ca.gov). Mail
hard copy to: CDFW Regional Manager, 3602 Inland Empire Boulevard, Suite C-220,
Ontario, CA 91764

Thanks,
-Jody Fraser, Biologist
Palm Springs Fish and Wildlife Office
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
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777 E. Tahquitz Canyon Way, Suite 208
Palm Springs, CA 92262
760.322.2070 ph x207
760.322.4648 fax
jody_fraser@fws.gov

-Jody Fraser, Biologist
Palm Springs Fish and Wildlife Office
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
777 E. Tahquitz Canyon Way, Suite 208
Palm Springs, CA 92262
760.322.2070 ph x207
760.322.4648 fax
jody_fraser@fws.gov

-Jody Fraser, Biologist
Palm Springs Fish and Wildlife Office
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
777 E. Tahquitz Canyon Way, Suite 208
Palm Springs, CA 92262
760.322.2070 ph x207
760.322.4648 fax
jody_fraser@fws.gov
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Amanda Beck
Fraser, Jody
Heather Beeler; Erin Dean; Kathy Buescher-Simon; brian sandstrom; Jennifer Gonzalez; Kristin Longenecker;
Thomas Dietsch; Chaney, Jennifer (Jennifer.Chaney@nexteraenergy.com); Therese Carpenter; Nathan Rudolph
RE: Monthly SPUT reporting
Thursday, December 19, 2013 1:00:17 PM
DSL SPUT report and map (4.26 MB).msg

Jody,
The monthly SPUT permit was submitted to BLM and FWS on December 2, 2013. Please see the
attached recirculation of that email submittal. The submittal provides a spreadsheet report with
monthly monitoring data as required under subsection E of the permit as well as a map showing a
visula representation of the monitoring data. Please let us know if this report format is acceptable.
Also, please let us know if we should add the following people to the distribution list for that report.
•
•
•
•

Erin Dean, (erin dean@fws.gov, phone: 310-328-1516)
Heather Beeler (heather beeler@fws.gov, phone: 916-414-6651 )
Jody Fraser (jody fraser@fws.gov, phone: 760-322-2070)
CDFW Region 6: Email to ArmandGonzales (Armand.Gonzales@wildlife.ca.gov). Mail hard
copy to: CDFW Regional Manager, 3602 Inland Empire Boulevard, Suite C-220, Ontario, CA
91764

In addition, electronic injury and mortality reports required per Subsection H.a. of the permit are
made upon discovery rather than monthly. Please let us know if there is a need to change that
process.
Thanks,
Amanda Beck, Manager of Environmental Compliance
First Solar, Inc. | 135 Main Street, 6th Floor | San Francisco, CA 94105 |O: 916-744-1378|C: 510-786-7587
www.firstsolar.com | Please consider the environment before printing this e-mail

From: Fraser, Jody [mailto:jody_fraser@fws.gov]
Sent: Wednesday, December 18, 2013 4:44 PM
To: Kathy Buescher-Simon; brian sandstrom; Amanda Beck; Jennifer Gonzalez; Kristin Longenecker
Cc: Heather Beeler; Erin Dean; Thomas Dietsch
Subject: Re: Monthly SPUT reporting

Sorry, just for clarification, this is for the First Solar/NextEra Desert Sunlight project. The
interim permit was signed on November 4, 2013, so the monthly reports should be submitted
on or around the 4th of each month thereafter. The contents of the reports are described in the
permit, and the annual reports are due on January 31 of each year.
Thanks,
Jody
On Wed, Dec 18, 2013 at 2:31 PM, Fraser, Jody <jody_fraser@fws.gov> wrote:
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Hi all,
Just a reminder to submit your monthly SPUT report. Brian has been sending emails for
individual events, which we appreciate, but these should also be summarized per the reporting
requirements of the permit. Make sure you send the reports to the following folks:
• Erin Dean, (erin dean@fws.gov, phone: 310-328-1516)
• Heather Beeler (heather beeler@fws.gov, phone: 916-414-6651 )
• Jody Fraser (jody fraser@fws.gov, phone: 760-322-2070)
• CDFW Region 6: Email to ArmandGonzales (Armand.Gonzales@wildlife.ca.gov). Mail
hard copy to: CDFW Regional Manager, 3602 Inland Empire Boulevard, Suite C-220,
Ontario, CA 91764
Thanks,
-Jody Fraser, Biologist
Palm Springs Fish and Wildlife Office
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
777 E. Tahquitz Canyon Way, Suite 208
Palm Springs, CA 92262
760.322.2070 ph x207
760.322.4648 fax
jody_fraser@fws.gov

-Jody Fraser, Biologist
Palm Springs Fish and Wildlife Office
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
777 E. Tahquitz Canyon Way, Suite 208
Palm Springs, CA 92262
760.322.2070 ph x207
760.322.4648 fax
jody_fraser@fws.gov
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Thomas Dietsch
Marie Strassburger
RE: FW: Monthly SPUT reporting
Thursday, December 19, 2013 5:02:37 PM
Avian_Bat_Mortality 20131202.pdf
R8_SPUT_mortality report_2013_12_02.xlsx

Here are the files separately. I’ve confirmed that they will open from the hard drive. The SPUT
report had a Macro, so I saved a version without the Macro.
Tom
From: Strassburger, Marie [mailto:marie_strassburger@fws.gov]
Sent: Thursday, December 19, 2013 2:40 PM
To: Thomas Dietsch
Subject: Re: FW: Monthly SPUT reporting

Thanks, found it on L but the attachment won't open. Reads as an outlook email. Is the
correct attachment here?
Marie
On Thu, Dec 19, 2013 at 1:44 PM, Thomas Dietsch <thomas_dietsch@fws.gov> wrote:
Hi Marie,
Here’s the latest SPUT report for Desert Sunlight dated Dec 2, 2013. I’ve put this on the hard drive in
the Desert Sunlight Mortality Monitoring folder. Heather can add it to her SPUT folder.
Cheers, Tom
From: Amanda Beck [mailto:ABeck@FIRSTSOLAR.COM]
Sent: Thursday, December 19, 2013 12:59 PM
To: Fraser, Jody
Cc: Heather Beeler; Erin Dean; Kathy Buescher-Simon; brian sandstrom; Jennifer Gonzalez; Kristin
Longenecker; Thomas Dietsch; Chaney, Jennifer (Jennifer.Chaney@nexteraenergy.com); Therese
Carpenter; Nathan Rudolph
Subject: RE: Monthly SPUT reporting

Jody,
The monthly SPUT permit was submitted to BLM and FWS on December 2, 2013. Please see the
attached recirculation of that email submittal. The submittal provides a spreadsheet report with
monthly monitoring data as required under subsection E of the permit as well as a map showing a
visula representation of the monitoring data. Please let us know if this report format is acceptable.
Also, please let us know if we should add the following people to the distribution list for that report.
•

Erin Dean, (erin dean@fws.gov, phone: 310-328-1516)

•

Heather Beeler (heather beeler@fws.gov, phone: 916-414-6651 )
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•

Jody Fraser (jody fraser@fws.gov, phone: 760-322-2070)

• CDFW Region 6: Email to ArmandGonzales (Armand.Gonzales@wildlife.ca.gov). Mail hard copy
to: CDFW Regional Manager, 3602 Inland Empire Boulevard, Suite C-220, Ontario, CA 91764
In addition, electronic injury and mortality reports required per Subsection H.a. of the permit are
made upon discovery rather than monthly. Please let us know if there is a need to change that
process.
Thanks,
Amanda Beck, Manager of Environmental Compliance
First Solar, Inc. | 135 Main Street, 6th Floor | San Francisco, CA 94105 |O: 916-744-1378|C: 510-786-7587
www.firstsolar.com | Please consider the environment before printing this e-mail

From: Fraser, Jody [mailto:jody_fraser@fws.gov]
Sent: Wednesday, December 18, 2013 4:44 PM
To: Kathy Buescher-Simon; brian sandstrom; Amanda Beck; Jennifer Gonzalez; Kristin Longenecker
Cc: Heather Beeler; Erin Dean; Thomas Dietsch
Subject: Re: Monthly SPUT reporting

Sorry, just for clarification, this is for the First Solar/NextEra Desert Sunlight project. The
interim permit was signed on November 4, 2013, so the monthly reports should be submitted
on or around the 4th of each month thereafter. The contents of the reports are described in the
permit, and the annual reports are due on January 31 of each year.
Thanks,
Jody
On Wed, Dec 18, 2013 at 2:31 PM, Fraser, Jody <jody_fraser@fws.gov> wrote:
Hi all,
Just a reminder to submit your monthly SPUT report. Brian has been sending emails for
individual events, which we appreciate, but these should also be summarized per the reporting
requirements of the permit. Make sure you send the reports to the following folks:
• Erin Dean, (erin dean@fws.gov, phone: 310-328-1516)
• Heather Beeler (heather beeler@fws.gov, phone: 916-414-6651 )
• Jody Fraser (jody fraser@fws.gov, phone: 760-322-2070)
• CDFW Region 6: Email to ArmandGonzales (Armand.Gonzales@wildlife.ca.gov). Mail
hard copy to: CDFW Regional Manager, 3602 Inland Empire Boulevard, Suite C-220,
Ontario, CA 91764
Thanks,
-Jody Fraser, Biologist
Palm Springs Fish and Wildlife Office
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
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777 E. Tahquitz Canyon Way, Suite 208
Palm Springs, CA 92262
760.322.2070 ph x207
760.322.4648 fax
jody_fraser@fws.gov

-Jody Fraser, Biologist
Palm Springs Fish and Wildlife Office
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
777 E. Tahquitz Canyon Way, Suite 208
Palm Springs, CA 92262
760.322.2070 ph x207
760.322.4648 fax
jody_fraser@fws.gov

-Marie Strassburger
Chief, Division of Migratory Birds and Habitat
USFWS Migratory Bird Program
2800 Cottage Way, W-1916
Sacramento, CA
916/414-6727
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Fraser, Jody
Chris Gregory
Fwd: BBCS meeting - Draft Avian Fatality Plan attached
Friday, December 20, 2013 2:31:10 PM
Desert Sunlight Fatality Monitoring Plan_2Dec2013.pdf

Hey Chris,
Here is the mortality monitoring plan for the Desert Sunlight project I mentioned to you at
dinner last week. I'd love to get your thoughts on it. I'm meeting with CDFW, BLM, Jeep and
Tom on Jan. 6 from 10-12 to talk about it in depth. I'll also send you a link to an ftp site with
all the references provided by HT Harvey.
Thanks for your help on this!
Jody
---------- Forwarded message ---------From: Brian Boroski <bboroski@harveyecology.com>
Date: Mon, Dec 2, 2013 at 1:08 PM
Subject: BBCS meeting - Draft Avian Fatality Plan attached
To: "Fraser, Jody" <jody_fraser@fws.gov>
Cc: Amanda Beck <ABeck@firstsolar.com>, "Kathy Simon (kbsimon@verizon.net)"
<kathy@ironwoodconsultinginc.com>, Kim Marsden <kmarsden@blm.gov>, Jeff Smith
<jsmith@harveyecology.com>, "Field, Jennifer" <JENNIFER.FIELD@nexteraenergy.com>,
Magdalena Rodriguez <Magdalena.Rodriguez@wildlife.ca.gov>, Mark Massar
<mmassar@blm.gov>, Pete Sorensen <Pete_Sorensen@fws.gov>, Eduardo Nieves
<eduardo_nieves@fws.gov>, Erin Dean <erin_dean@fws.gov>, Thomas Dietsch
<thomas_dietsch@fws.gov>, "Perkins, Winifred" <Winifred.Perkins@nexteraenergy.com>,
Joel Pagel <joel_pagel@fws.gov>, Tera Baird <Tera_Baird@fws.gov>

Hello,

Attached is the draft avian fatality monitoring plan for your review and our discussion on
Wednesday.

Thank you for your patience and understanding,

Brian

Brian B. Boroski, Ph.D., CWB®
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Vice President
H.T. Harvey & Associates / Ecological Consultants
7815 N. Palm Avenue Suite 310 Fresno, CA 93711
Direct: 559.476.3161 Main: 559.476.3160
Cell: 559.930.2415 Fax: 559.476.3170
bboroski@harveyecology.com
www.harveyecology.com

-Jody Fraser, Biologist
Palm Springs Fish and Wildlife Office
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
777 E. Tahquitz Canyon Way, Suite 208
Palm Springs, CA 92262
760.322.2070 ph x207
760.322.4648 fax
jody_fraser@fws.gov
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From:
To:
Cc:

Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

crissy slaughter
jody_fraser@fws.gov
Kathy Simon; Brooks Corvus; Therese Carpenter; Amanda Beck; eduardo_nieves@fws.gov; Mark Massar; Ashley
H; Heather_Beeler@fws.gov; Thomas Dietsch; erin_dean@fws.gov; Armand.Gonzales@wildlife.ca.gov; DJ
McMoran; Brian Sandstrom
Monthly SPUT report for Desert Sunlight-MB20979B-0
Friday, January 03, 2014 12:53:28 PM
DesertSunlight_SPUT_mortality report_01032014.xlsx
Avian_Bat_Mortality 20131209.pdf

Hello All,
Attached is the monthly SPUT table and updated avian mortality figure for Desert Sunlight,
permit number MB20979B-0.
Thank you,
Crissy Slaughter
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Thomas Dietsch
Marie Strassburger
Heather Beeler
FW: Monthly SPUT report for Desert Sunlight-MB20979B-0
Friday, January 03, 2014 3:51:36 PM
DesertSunlight_SPUT_mortality report_01032014.xlsx
Avian_Bat_Mortality 20131209.pdf

Hi Marie,
Here’s the latest Desert Sunlight SPUT report. I’ve put this in the project folder. Only one additional
mortality over last month, an exhausted Eared Grebe killed by a Raven at the pond.
Tom
From: crissy slaughter [mailto:criffy@hotmail.com]
Sent: Friday, January 03, 2014 12:53 PM
To: jody_fraser@fws.gov
Cc: Kathy Simon; Brooks Corvus; Therese Carpenter; Amanda Beck; eduardo_nieves@fws.gov; Mark
Massar; Ashley H; Heather_Beeler@fws.gov; Thomas Dietsch; erin_dean@fws.gov;
Armand.Gonzales@wildlife.ca.gov; DJ McMoran; Brian Sandstrom
Subject: Monthly SPUT report for Desert Sunlight-MB20979B-0

Hello All,
Attached is the monthly SPUT table and updated avian mortality figure for Desert Sunlight,
permit number MB20979B-0.
Thank you,
Crissy Slaughter
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Fraser, Jody
Kim Marsden; Magdalena Rodriguez
Chris review of Sunlight BBCS
Monday, January 06, 2014 10:13:44 AM
CJG_DesertSunlightFatalityMonitoringPlan_2Dec2013.pdf

fyi
---------- Forwarded message ---------From: Gregory, Chris <chris_gregory@fws.gov>
Date: Mon, Jan 6, 2014 at 12:16 AM
Subject: Re: monitoring at solar facilities
To: "Fraser, Jody" <jody_fraser@fws.gov>
Cc: Thomas Dietsch <thomas_dietsch@fws.gov>, Pete Sorensen <pete_sorensen@fws.gov>,
Joel Pagel <joel_pagel@fws.gov>, Tera Baird <tera_baird@fws.gov>
If can move a Dr. appointment, will see you guys in the morning. Otherwise, most of my notes
are included as comments within the attached PDF (you might have to 'show all comments' to
see them easily). Although it was written far better than most things I have been asked to
review at the FWS, I still had more issues/questions with the proposed monitoring plan than
just the amount of area to be surveyed. If time is short, my main comments/questions are
found scattered throughout pages 8, 11, 16, 20, and 21 (as per page numbering, not Adobe
numbering).
Chris

On Sat, Jan 4, 2014 at 2:06 AM, Fraser, Jody <jody_fraser@fws.gov> wrote:
Thanks Tom. I think we need to get comments back to HT asap, so our discussion on
Monday is important :)
Happy Friday!

-Jody Fraser, Biologist
Palm Springs Fish and Wildlife Office
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
777 E. Tahquitz Canyon Way, Suite 208
Palm Springs, CA 92262
760.322.2070 ph x207
760.322.4648 fax
jody_fraser@fws.gov
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Fraser, Jody
Magdalena Rodriguez; Kim Marsden; Joel Pagel; Thomas Dietsch
Fwd: BBCS meeting - Draft Avian Fatality Plan attached
Tuesday, January 07, 2014 9:27:52 AM
Desert Sunlight Fatality Monitoring Plan_2Dec2013.docx

Hi people,
If you plan to comment in the Word version, before you do, I'd like to look into using Google
docs so we can all work in it at the same time and no one (i.e., me) has to compile everything.
So, hang tight...
Thanks,
Jody
---------- Forwarded message ---------From: Brian Boroski <bboroski@harveyecology.com>
Date: Tue, Jan 7, 2014 at 9:08 AM
Subject: RE: BBCS meeting - Draft Avian Fatality Plan attached
To: "Fraser, Jody" <jody_fraser@fws.gov>
Cc: Amanda Beck <ABeck@firstsolar.com>, "Kathy Simon (kbsimon@verizon.net)"
<kathy@ironwoodconsultinginc.com>, Kim Marsden <kmarsden@blm.gov>, Jeff Smith
<jsmith@harveyecology.com>, "Field, Jennifer" <JENNIFER.FIELD@nexteraenergy.com>,
Magdalena Rodriguez <Magdalena.Rodriguez@wildlife.ca.gov>, Mark Massar
<mmassar@blm.gov>, Pete Sorensen <Pete_Sorensen@fws.gov>, Eduardo Nieves
<eduardo_nieves@fws.gov>, Erin Dean <erin_dean@fws.gov>, Thomas Dietsch
<thomas_dietsch@fws.gov>, "Perkins, Winifred" <Winifred.Perkins@nexteraenergy.com>,
Joel Pagel <joel_pagel@fws.gov>, Tera Baird <Tera_Baird@fws.gov>

Good morning Jody,

Attached is a Word version for your use. We look forward to receiving your comments.

Brian

From: Fraser, Jody [mailto:jody_fraser@fws.gov]
Sent: Monday, January 06, 2014 3:35 PM
To: Brian Boroski
Cc: Amanda Beck; Kathy Simon (kbsimon@verizon.net); Kim Marsden; Jeff Smith; Field, Jennifer;
Magdalena Rodriguez; Mark Massar; Pete Sorensen; Eduardo Nieves; Erin Dean; Thomas Dietsch;
Perkins, Winifred; Joel Pagel; Tera Baird
Subject: Re: BBCS meeting - Draft Avian Fatality Plan attached
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Hi Brian,
Can we get a Word version of this document so we can work in track changes?
Thanks!
Jody

On Mon, Dec 2, 2013 at 1:08 PM, Brian Boroski <bboroski@harveyecology.com> wrote:
Hello,

Attached is the draft avian fatality monitoring plan for your review and our discussion on
Wednesday.

Thank you for your patience and understanding,

Brian

Brian B. Boroski, Ph.D., CWB®
Vice President
H.T. Harvey & Associates / Ecological Consultants
7815 N. Palm Avenue Suite 310 Fresno, CA 93711
Direct: 559.476.3161 Main: 559.476.3160
Cell: 559.930.2415 Fax: 559.476.3170
bboroski@harveyecology.com
www.harveyecology.com
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-Jody Fraser, Biologist
Palm Springs Fish and Wildlife Office
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
777 E. Tahquitz Canyon Way, Suite 208
Palm Springs, CA 92262
760.322.2070 ph x207
760.322.4648 fax
jody_fraser@fws.gov

-Jody Fraser, Biologist
Palm Springs Fish and Wildlife Office
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
777 E. Tahquitz Canyon Way, Suite 208
Palm Springs, CA 92262
760.322.2070 ph x207
760.322.4648 fax
jody_fraser@fws.gov
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Fraser, Jody
Magdalena Rodriguez; Kim Marsden; Thomas Dietsch; Joel Pagel
Pete Sorensen; Tera Baird; Chris Gregory
Desert Sunlight mortality monitoring
Tuesday, January 21, 2014 2:55:43 PM
20140121_Desert Sunlight Fatality Monitoring Plan_2Dec2013_CJG_JSF.docx

Attached is the Word version of HT Harvey's proposed mortality monitoring protocol for the
Desert Sunlight project with mine and Chris Gregory's comments included. Please use this
version to make your comments and also please let me know if you do intend to comment or
not. I'd like to send back to FS/HT asap.
Thanks,
Jody
-Jody Fraser, Biologist
Palm Springs Fish and Wildlife Office
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
777 E. Tahquitz Canyon Way, Suite 208
Palm Springs, CA 92262
760.322.2070 ph x207
760.322.4648 fax
jody_fraser@fws.gov
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Fraser, Jody
Thomas Dietsch
Ironwood doc
Wednesday, January 22, 2014 11:53:14 AM
20100710.Desert Sunlight Biol Res Tech Rpt rev.pdf

-Jody Fraser, Biologist
Palm Springs Fish and Wildlife Office
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
777 E. Tahquitz Canyon Way, Suite 208
Palm Springs, CA 92262
760.322.2070 ph x207
760.322.4648 fax
jody_fraser@fws.gov
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Thomas Dietsch
Joel Pagel
Jody Fraser
20140121_Desert Sunlight Fatality Monitoring Plan_2Dec2013_CJG_JSF_TVD.docx
Thursday, January 23, 2014 3:43:44 PM
20140121_Desert Sunlight Fatality Monitoring Plan_2Dec2013_CJG_JSF_TVD.docx

Hi Jeep and Jody,
I’ve added my comments to the track changes version. Many of my previous comments were
already included. I’m sending this so that Jeep can add his comments directly to this version.
Thanks, Tom
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Pagel, Joel
Jody Fraser; Pete Sorensen; Thomas Dietsch; Tera Baird
Desert Sunlight; pagel review
Friday, January 31, 2014 2:55:08 PM
20140121_Desert Sunlight Fatality Monitoring Plan_2Dec2013_CJG_JSF_TVD_JEP (1).docx

sorry for taking the longest...
I am available for any discussion which my comments may have generated.   
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From:
To:
Cc:

Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

crissy slaughter
jody_fraser@fws.gov
Kathy Simon; Brooks Corvus; Therese Carpenter; Amanda Beck; eduardo_nieves@fws.gov; Mark Massar; Ashley
H; heather_beeler@fws.gov; Thomas Dietsch; erin_dean@fws.gov; armand.gonzales@wildlife.ca.gov; DJ
McMoran
Desert Sunlight-Annual report for Interim SPUT permit
Friday, January 31, 2014 2:57:19 PM
3-202-17_MB20960B-0.pdf
3-202-17_MB20979B-0.pdf
SPUT_mortality report_DS_01302014.xlsx
GenTie_AvianMort_20131029.pdf
Avian_Bat_Mortality 20140122.pdf

Hello All,
This email is intended to comply with the annual report requirements of the interim SPUT
permits issued for the Desert Sunlight Solar Farm Facility, permit numbers MB20979B-0 and
MB20960B-0.
Attachments include forms 3-202-17, the SPUT mortality spreadsheet, and avian mortality
figures for the solar farm and gen-tie.
Please let me know if you have any questions or require any additional information.
Thank you,
Crissy Slaughter
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From:
To:
Cc:

Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Fraser, Jody
Brian Boroski
Amanda Beck; Kathy Simon (kbsimon@verizon.net); Kim Marsden; Jeff Smith; Field, Jennifer; Magdalena
Rodriguez; Mark Massar; Pete Sorensen; Eduardo Nieves; Erin Dean; Thomas Dietsch; Perkins, Winifred; Joel
Pagel; Tera Baird
Comments on draft mortality monitoring plan
Tuesday, February 04, 2014 4:58:21 PM
20140204_Desert Sunlight Fatality Monitoring Plan_2Dec2013_FWS comments.docx

Brian et al.,
Attached please find FWS comments on the draft plan. We worked together with BLM and
CDFW on these as well. Please feel free to contact us with any questions.
Thanks,
Jody
On Tue, Jan 7, 2014 at 9:08 AM, Brian Boroski <bboroski@harveyecology.com> wrote:
Good morning Jody,

Attached is a Word version for your use. We look forward to receiving your comments.

Brian

From: Fraser, Jody [mailto:jody_fraser@fws.gov]
Sent: Monday, January 06, 2014 3:35 PM
To: Brian Boroski
Cc: Amanda Beck; Kathy Simon (kbsimon@verizon.net); Kim Marsden; Jeff Smith; Field, Jennifer;
Magdalena Rodriguez; Mark Massar; Pete Sorensen; Eduardo Nieves; Erin Dean; Thomas Dietsch;
Perkins, Winifred; Joel Pagel; Tera Baird
Subject: Re: BBCS meeting - Draft Avian Fatality Plan attached

Hi Brian,
Can we get a Word version of this document so we can work in track changes?
Thanks!
Jody
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On Mon, Dec 2, 2013 at 1:08 PM, Brian Boroski <bboroski@harveyecology.com> wrote:
Hello,

Attached is the draft avian fatality monitoring plan for your review and our discussion on
Wednesday.

Thank you for your patience and understanding,

Brian

Brian B. Boroski, Ph.D., CWB®
Vice President
H.T. Harvey & Associates / Ecological Consultants
7815 N. Palm Avenue Suite 310 Fresno, CA 93711
Direct: 559.476.3161 Main: 559.476.3160
Cell: 559.930.2415 Fax: 559.476.3170
bboroski@harveyecology.com
www.harveyecology.com

-Jody Fraser, Biologist
Palm Springs Fish and Wildlife Office
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
777 E. Tahquitz Canyon Way, Suite 208
Palm Springs, CA 92262
760.322.2070 ph x207
760.322.4648 fax
jody_fraser@fws.gov
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ARIZONA COOPERATIVE FISH AND WILDLIFE RESEARCH UNIT

June 2008

STANDARDIZED NORTH
AMERICAN MARSH BIRD
MONITORING PROTOCOLS

by Courtney J. Conway

Wildlife Research Report #2008-01
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Suggested citation: Conway, C. J. 2008. Standardized North American Marsh Bird Monitoring
Protocols, version 2008-3. Wildlife Research Report #2008-01. U.S. Geological Survey,
Arizona Cooperative Fish and Wildlife Research Unit, Tucson, AZ.
Introduction
The amount of emergent wetland habitat in North America has declined sharply during
the past century (Tiner 1984). Populations of many marsh birds that are dependent on emergent
wetlands appear to be declining (Tate 1986, Eddleman et al. 1988, Conway et al. 1994, Conway
and Sulzman 2007). Despite evidence of population declines and the need to set responsible
harvest limits, a monitoring program specifically designed to determine status and estimate
population trends of marsh birds is lacking. The Breeding Bird Survey includes survey data on
some secretive marsh birds, but does not adequately sample emergent wetlands (Bystrak 1981,
Robbins et al. 1986, Gibbs and Melvin 1993, Lawler and O’Connor 2004). Marsh birds include
all species that primarily inhabit marshes (i.e., marsh-dependent species), and many of these
species are considered "inconspicuous" or "secretive." Primary species of concern in North
America include King Rails (Rallus elegans), Clapper Rails (Rallus longirostris), Virginia Rails
(Rallus limicola), Soras (Porzana carolina), Black Rails (Laterallus jamaicensis), Yellow Rails
(Coturnicops noveboracensis), American Bitterns (Botaurus lentiginosus), Least Bitterns
(Ixobrychus exilis), Pied-billed Grebes (Podilymbus podiceps), Limpkins (Aramus guarauna),
American Coots (Fulica americana), Purple Gallinules (Porphyrula martinica), and Common
Moorhens (Gallinula chloropus). The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS) has identified
Black Rails, Yellow Rails, Limpkins, and American Bitterns as Birds of Conservation Concern
because they are relatively rare and we lack basic information on status and trends in most areas
(USFWS 2002). Moreover, Yellow Rails, Black Rails, Clapper Rails, and King Rails are 4 of
the 139 “Focal” species that USFWS has given management priority because they pose special
management challenges (USFWS 2005). Black Rails, Yellow Rails, and Saltmarsh Sharp-tailed
Sparrows are 3 of the 20 species on the National Audubon Society’s national ‘Watchlist’ because
they are the ‘most imperiled’ species (National Audubon Society 2007). Many U.S. states
consider these species threatened or of special concern for similar reasons. King Rails are
federally endangered in Canada, Least Bitterns are federally threatened in Canada (COSEWIC
2002), and Black Rails are federally endangered in Mexico (Diario Oficial de la Federacion
2002).
Populations of marsh birds may be affected by accumulation of environmental
contaminants in wetland substrates because they consume a wide variety of aquatic invertebrates
(Odom 1975, Klaas et al. 1980, Eddleman et al. 1988, Gibbs et al. 1992, Conway 1995). Marsh
birds are also vulnerable to invasion of wetlands by many invasive plant species (e.g., Lythrum
salicaria, hybrid Typha, Phalaris arundinacea, Phragmites, etc.) (Gibbs et al. 1992, Meanley
1992). Hence, marsh birds may represent “indicator species” for assessing wetland ecosystem
quality, and their presence can be used as one measure of the success of wetland restoration
efforts. Marsh birds also have high recreational value; many species are highly sought-after by
recreational birders. Finally, several rails are hunted in many states yet we lack responsible
population surveys on which to base harvest limits. For these reasons, numerous federal
agencies are cooperating to monitor marsh bird populations in North America to estimate
population trends. Continued monitoring will also allow resource managers to evaluate whether
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management actions or activities adversely impact wetland ecosystems. Any management action
that alters water levels, alters salinity, reduces mudflat/open-water areas, alters invertebrate
communities, or reduces the amount of emergent plant cover within marsh habitats could
potentially affect habitat quality for marsh birds (Conway 1995). The survey protocol outlined
below is a standardized survey methodology intended for use on National Wildlife Refuges and
other protected areas across North America (see website at
http://www.cals.arizona.edu/research/azfwru/NationalMarshBird/).
Objectives of program
This survey protocol is intended to provide guidance to individuals planning to survey
marsh birds to reach different objectives. The most commonly-stated objectives include: 1)
document presence or distribution of marsh birds within a defined area, 2) estimate or compare
density of secretive marsh birds among management units, wetlands, or regions, 3) estimate
population trend for marsh birds at local or regional scale, 4) evaluate effects of management
actions (often actions that target other species) on secretive marsh birds, and 5) document habitat
types or wetland conditions that influence abundance or occupancy of marsh birds. This
standardized monitoring protocol allows data sharing and comparisons among sites. USFWS has
a vested interest in marsh bird populations and their habitats because they are a trust species,
under the protection of the USFWS. The National Wildlife Refuge System of the USFWS has
participated in this program since the outset because the refuge system has a disproportionate
amount of wetland within their boundaries, and the management actions employed by refuges
have the potential to dramatically affect marsh bird populations.
Density, abundance, and detection probability
Abundance is the total number of birds within a defined area of interest. Density is
abundance divided by area, or the number of birds/ha of wetland (or birds/ha of emergent
vegetation within a wetland) during one season. Surveys rarely count all individuals present in
the sampling area because detection probability is typically less than 100%. Estimates of
abundance or density rely upon estimates of detection probability and either 1) a consistent
positive correlation between number of individuals detected during a survey and number of
individuals actually present in the area sampled (i.e., low spatial and temporal variation in
detection probability), or 2) incorporating environmental covariates into the estimation process
that effectively control for most of the variation in detection probability. Few reliable estimates
of detection probability during marsh bird surveys are currently available (but see Conway et al.
1993, Legare et al. 1999, Conway and Gibbs 2001, Bogner and Baldassarre 2002). However,
these survey protocols incorporate methods for estimating components of detection probability.
This aspect will allow validation of counts based on call-broadcast surveys for focal marsh bird
species. Focal marsh bird species are those species for which the Marsh Bird Monitoring
Program is designed to monitor well. We will also evaluate the usefulness of distance sampling
to provide estimates of density because surveyors will estimate distance to each focal bird
detected.
Population trend
Population trend is the percent annual change in population size for a particular species at
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some defined spatial scale. Estimates of population trend allow managers to determine whether
local or regional marsh bird populations are declining. Managers can establish a priori
population trend thresholds or trigger points below which immediate management action should
be taken. Such actions can prevent local extinctions by identifying population problems before
they become severe. One can estimate population trends of marsh birds by using weighted linear
regression to estimate annual changes in the number of individuals detected per survey point for
each target species. The North American Breeding Bird Survey provides estimates of population
trends for some species of marsh birds, but has insufficient data to estimate trends of the more
secretive/rare species.
Survey routes
More detailed guidelines on point placement within a refuge or management area are
currently being developed by USFWS and U. S. Geological Survey (USGS). The number of
survey points to include within a local refuge or management area (or the size of the survey area
selected) is often dictated by personnel time available and other logistical constraints. A survey
route is a permanent grouping of points that are surveyed during the same morning (or evening)
survey window. All survey points should belong to one (and only one) permanent survey route.
The number of points to include on a particular survey route can vary among routes based on the
number of survey points that one surveyor can get done in a morning (or evening) survey
window (see section below title Time of day for surveys). A surveyor may only be able to survey
a small number of points (e.g., 6 or 8) in a morning or evening if points are far apart. This
would constitute a "survey route". If travel between adjacent points is relatively easy and the
wetland is large, a surveyor may be able to complete 15 or more points in one morning/evening
and hence have 15 points on that survey route. All the survey points that make up one survey
route do not have to be associated with the same marsh. Including fewer points per survey route
and surveying an additional morning/evening (rather than fewer routes with lots of points) will
typically result in more detections. Remember, marsh birds are typically most vocal in the 2
hours surrounding sunrise and the 2 hours surrounding sunset.
Once you choose the direction with which you conduct a particular survey route, be
consistent (e.g., you always survey the points along route #1 in descending order: point 12 is
surveyed first and point 1 is surveyed last). Being consistent in this respect will assure that each
survey point is completed at approximately the same time of day during each replicate survey.
This consistency will help to reduce the bias created by diurnal decreases in vocalization
probability of marsh birds as the morning progresses (Conway et al. 2004).
Location of survey points
Fixed, permanent survey points are chosen and marked with inconspicuous markers in
the field. Each survey point receives a unique identification number. Record the UTM
coordinates (and UTM zone and map datum used) of each survey point using a GPS receiver. If
possible, locations of all survey points should also be plotted on maps of each wetland. Maps
should include the direction in which the speakers are pointed during the survey at each point.
This is not always obvious to someone who has not surveyed the route before, and may create
unwanted variation in numbers detected if speaker direction is not consistent. Alternatively, the
direction in which speakers are pointed could be indicated on a separate ‘point inventory list’.
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Survey points are located on either the upland-emergent vegetation interface or the open wateremergent vegetation interface. Conducting surveys at points within contiguous patches of
emergent marsh vegetation may not be practical in many inland wetlands because of the
disturbance to emergent plants (and to calling rates of marsh birds) caused by walking through
the dense vegetation. However, conducting surveys from upland edges, roadside edges, and
open water edges may create some bias in estimation of population trends.
Surveyors should record whether each point is:
1) along a ditch, dike, or berm with emergent vegetation on both sides,
2) along a ditch, dike, or berm with emergent vegetation on only one side,
3) along a public road with emergent vegetation on both sides,
4) along a public road with emergent vegetation on only one side,
5) along an upland/emergent edge (record type of upland: grassland, scrub-shrub, or forest),
6) along an open water/emergent edge,
7) within a narrow water channel or tidal creek with emergent vegetation on both sides,
8) within a contiguous patch of emergent vegetation (also record distance from edge), or
9) other (and provide description of point placement).
A point is considered “along a public road” if the surveyor is within 25m of the roadside during
the survey. Surveyors should also record the type of road (gravel, dirt, paved, etc.).
Point spacing
Point spacing in previous studies has varied from 40m to 800m (Conway and Gibbs
2001). For this standardized continental monitoring program, we recommend 400m between
adjacent survey points to avoid the risk of double-counting individual birds and to increase the
total area covered by monitoring efforts. If points are too close together (i.e., <400m apart), then
the call-broadcast at one point may affect the distribution of birds at adjacent points (because
birds within earshot often approach call-broadcast) and hence cause biases in many analyses.
Individual refuges that want closer point spacing for some local reason should space points by an
interval that is easily divisible by 400m (i.e., 200m, 100m). Analysts can choose to use data only
from a subset of points (those that are 400m apart) at that particular site for the shared (pooled)
data set if they choose to do so. In marshlands that have access throughout the marsh, points
should be in a 400m grid system (hence, 1 point per 16 ha of marsh). If all possible points in the
grid system cannot be surveyed, a random selection of points that can be surveyed should be
selected from the potential survey points. Placement of survey points within the wetland is a
sampling design issue and observers/survey coordinators should consult a statistician and/or
refer to the USFWS' Standard Operating Procedures in the Sampling Protocols (Lor et al. 2008).
In many locations, emergent marsh occurs in small patches less than 16 ha in size. In cases like
these, include at least one survey point at all marshes >0.5 ha within the management area.
Additional survey points should be added at small marsh patches as long as they are 400m away
from all other survey points.
What if area around an existing point is no longer suitable marsh bird habitat?
Original survey points are never dropped from the survey and are always visited in
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subsequent years. If no suitable habitat is present at an existing survey point during a particular
year (i.e, due to drought or change in water flow), then the surveyors should still make an entry
for that point on the datasheet but write in the Comments column that “no survey conducted
because suitable emergent vegetation is not present”. If surveyors do not conduct a survey at
one or more existing points, they must record in the database the reason why a survey was not
conducted at those points:
1) lack of suitable habitat (due to temporary change such as flooding, drought, mowing, etc)
2) lack of suitable habitat (due to permanent change)
3) survey not attempted due to logistical reasons.
Time of day for surveys
Surveys can either be conducted in the morning or evening. However, once a time period
is chosen, that time period for those survey points or points along the survey route cannot be
changed. The morning or evening survey period should correspond to when marsh birds are
most vocal in your area. Vocalization probability is typically highest in the 2 hours surrounding
sunrise and the 2 hours surrounding sunset - choose the optimal daily survey time(s) for your
region and stick to them each year. Including both morning and evening surveys into a
standardized monitoring protocol will provide added flexibility and more potential survey hours
for field personnel.
Morning surveys begin 30 minutes before sunrise and should be completed prior to the
time when marsh birds cease calling (this time varies regionally, but is often 2 hours after sunrise
in southern latitudes and 3 hours after sunrise in northern latitudes). The time in the morning
when marsh birds cease calling also varies with temperature and time of year.
Evening surveys should begin 2 hours before sunset and must be completed by 30
minutes after sunset. When conducting evening surveys, surveyors should start their survey
route such that they finish the last point when its getting too dark to see their datasheet. The half
hour between sunset and complete darkness is often when detection probability is highest.
Number of surveys per year and seasonal timing of surveys
Optimal seasonal timing for surveys will vary regionally depending on breeding
chronology of the focal marsh birds (Appendix 2) in your area. Conduct at least 3 surveys
annually during the presumed peak of the marsh bird breeding season. The peak breeding season
in each location will vary among the coexisting marsh birds in that area. For example, American
bitterns often breed earlier than both least bitterns and rails in some regions, and clapper rails
and king rails breed earlier than Virginia rails and soras in some regions (also see Rehm and
Baldassarre 2007). To account for this variation among coexisting species, at least one survey
should be conducted within each of the three 15-day survey windows. The 3 survey windows
vary regionally and are based on average minimum temperatures in May (Appendix 1). The 3
survey windows increase your probability of conducting at least one survey during the peak
seasonal response period of all focal marsh bird species in your area. In many areas, migrants
are still moving through when the breeding season is well underway for local breeders. Hence,
some surveys will occur prior to when migration is completed for many marsh birds.
A common goal of marsh bird surveys is to estimate trends over time in the number of
breeding adults of each target species, so we want to complete all 3 annual surveys prior to the
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initiation of juvenile vocalizations. At least three surveys are needed to confirm seasonal
presence/absence of some marsh bird species in a wetland with 90% certainty (Gibbs and Melvin
1993). Three replicate surveys per year is also warranted because personnel organizing surveys
often do not know the local timing of the breeding cycle of their target species at the outset of
their survey effort (Rehm and Baldassarre 2007). Finally, including three or more surveys per
year will allow us to estimate the proportion of sites occupied by each species (MacKenzie et al.
2002). However, if for some reason you can not conduct a minimum of 3 surveys on your area,
your data can still be used for many purposes (i.e., to estimate detection probability, to compare
passive with call-broadcast survey methods, to estimate trend).
Contact the program coordinator (see contact information below) if you feel that the 3
annual survey windows do not adequately capture the peak breeding seasons of the target species
in your area.
Surveys in tidal marshes
When possible, surveys in tidal marshes should always be conducted at a similar tidal
stage for each replicate survey both within and across years. The tidal stage within which to
conduct local marsh bird surveys should be based on when highest numbers of marsh birds are
likely to be detected in your area; optimal tidal stage for surveys may vary among regions.
Many salt marsh passerines are forced to renest during the peak spring high tide, and detection
probability is highest during the week after a high spring tide. Clapper rail surveys have been
timed to coincide with a high tide since 1972 at San Francisco Bay NWR, but high tide was a
period of reduced vocalization probability for clapper rails in southern California (Zembal and
Massey 1987) and for black rails in northern California (Spear et al. 1999). Tidal stage did not
appear to affect detection probability of clapper rails in Mississippi (S. Rush, pers. comm.).
If no local data are available on optimal tidal stage for conducting marsh bird surveys,
surveyors should try to conduct surveys on days when high or low tide does not fall within the
morning (or evening) survey window (i.e., conduct surveys when tides are coming in or out).
Record the following: 1) time of the closest high tide (either the high tide before or after the
survey - whichever is closer) for each survey point, and 2) tidal amplitude (difference in water
level in meters between the highest and lowest tide on that day) on the day of the survey.
Survey methods
These standardized survey methods for marsh birds originated from suggestions during
two multi-agency workshops at Patuxent Wildlife Research Center designed to aid agencies
developing marsh bird monitoring programs (Ribic et al. 1999, USFWS 2006), and incorporate
suggestions from Conway and Gibbs (2001) and recent methodological advances in estimating
detection probability and observer bias (Nichols et al. 2000, Farnsworth et al. 2002, MacKenzie
et al. 2002). Because many marsh birds are secretive, seldom observed, and vocalize
infrequently, we will use broadcast calls to elicit vocalizations during our vocal surveys (Gibbs
and Melvin 1993, Conway et al 2004, Conway and Gibbs 2005). However, because we want to
estimate detection probability, estimate density using distance estimators, analyze data without
the biases associated with call-broadcast (Conway and Gibbs 2001), and survey non-focal
species, we will also record birds during a 5-minute passive period prior to broadcasting marsh
bird calls. Hence, surveyors will record all focal species (Appendix 2) detected during both a 5-
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minute passive period prior to broadcasting recorded calls, and during a period in which prerecorded vocalizations of focal marsh birds are broadcast into the marsh.
The recorded calls should be obtained from the Marsh Bird Survey Coordinator (contact
info below); request a CD or MP3 file of the focal species that breed in your area, and we will
ensure that it coincides with the protocol. The CD should include exactly 30 seconds of calls of
each of the focal marsh bird species that are expected breeders in your area interspersed with 30
seconds of silence between each species’ calls. The 30 seconds of calls consist of a series of the
most common calls for that species interspersed with approximately 5 seconds of silence. For
example, an entire survey sequence might look like this:
5 minutes of silence (include a verbal statement at the end of each minute to alert surveyors)
30 seconds of calls of first focal species configured like this:
3 Least Bittern coo-coo-coo calls
6 seconds of silence
3 Least Bittern coo-coo-coo calls
6 seconds of silence
4 series of Least Bittern kak calls
30 seconds of silence
30 seconds of calls of second focal species configured like this:
2 Sora whinny calls
5 seconds of silence
3 Sora per-weep calls
5 seconds of silence
4 Sora kee calls
30 seconds of silence
30 seconds of calls of third focal species
etc.
include a verbal “stop” at end of the final 30 seconds of silence so that surveyors know when to
stop the CD (and stop the survey at that point).
Broadcast equipment and placement
The broadcast player should be placed upright on the ground (or on the bow of the boat),
and sound pressure should be 80-90 dB at 1 m in front of the speaker. Use a sound-level meter
to adjust volume of the broadcast player at the beginning of each day. If sound quality distorts
when volume on your broadcast equipment reaches 80-90 dB, you should obtain higher quality
broadcast equipment or obtain a new CD. If the ground is wet, place the speaker on an object as
close to the ground as possible. Surveyors should stand 2 m to one side of the speaker while
listening for vocal responses (standing too close to the speaker can reduce the surveyor’s ability
to hear calling birds). Surveyors should point the speaker toward the center of the marsh and
should not rotate the speaker during the call-broadcast survey. Speakers should be pointed in
the same direction for all replicate surveys. At points where it is not obvious which direction to
point the speakers (i.e., on a road or in a canal bisecting two marshes) surveyors should record
the direction of the speakers at each point on a map and on their data sheets and refer to this
information on all replicate surveys. A few potential broadcast systems include:
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CD or MP3 players: Western Rivers Digital Game Caller (MP3) (Cabelas $150 – includes
amplified speaker); Philips Jogproof CD player AX511217 ($49 at www.surprise.com);
Lenoxx, model #CD-50 (Walmart $20); Aiwa XP-SP90 or XP-MP3 Portable CD Player;
or Panasonic SL-SX286J or SL-SX280G Personal CD Player (e.g., Radio Shack #141231 or #42-6014); or Panasonic SLSX420 ($49.99 Circuit City). Or any cheap portable
CD player.
Amplified Speakers: These are essentially run-of-the-mill “computer” speakers. Examples we’ve
used include: Optimus AMX-4 amplified speakers (Radio Shack #40-1407); or Sony
portable speakers (Circuit City for $19.99).

Species to include in the survey effort
Surveyors must make 3 decisions regarding the species to include in their survey effort:
1) which species will be recorded on their datasheet, 2) of those species recorded, which species
will be recorded during the one-minute segments (i.e., each individual bird of these species will
be recorded on a separate row on the datasheet), and 3) of those species recorded, which species
calls’ will be included in the call-broadcast sequence (Appendix 3). Staff from the USFWS
National Wildlife Refuge System has provided guidance on making these decisions for refuges
(Appendix 6). The program website provides a map overlaying the breeding range of each focal
species by USFWS Region (http://www.cals.arizona.edu/research/azfwru/NationalMarshBird/, then click on
Field Methods and then breeding distribution). Surveyors should examine this map to help
determine which focal species likely breed in their area and use this information to determine the
species to include in the broadcast sequence. For general inventory to document status and
distribution, one would include all possible focal species in their area. For estimating population
trends, one might focus on species that are sure to be detected year to year.
Species to include in the call-broadcast sequence
In general, surveyors should include in their survey all of the following species that are
thought to breed in the marshes in their area: King Rail, Clapper Rail, Virginia Rail, Sora, Black
Rail, Yellow Rail, American Bittern, Least Bittern, Pied-billed Grebe, Limpkin, American Coot,
Purple Gallinule, and Common Moorhen. The number of species included on the call-broadcast
portion of the survey increases the duration of the survey by 1 min per species at each point. So,
with 8 species, you will spend 13 minutes (including the initial 5 min passive listening period) at
each point. If a surveyor is within the breeding range of the American Coot, Common Moorhen,
or Pied-billed Grebe, broadcasting calls of any of these species is considered optional but
strongly recommended (Appendix 3). However, all surveyors should still record all detections
of these species (see Appendix 3), even if they do not include one (or all 3!) of these “focal”
species in their broadcast sequence. Moreover, surveyors are given the option of recording data
for American Coots, Common Moorhens, and Pied-billed Grebes in the one-minute segments or
simply recording the total number of these species detected at each point (Appendix 3). See
Appendix 6 for guidance on species to include in your broadcast sequence based on the Bird
Conservation Region (BCR) where your survey area is located. Use this Appendix only as
guidance and contact the coordinator (see end of document) if you can recommend corrections to
this list of suggested species for your BCR.
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The broadcast sequence includes calls of the focal marsh bird species that are expected
breeders in that area and is broadcast using a portable CD or MP3 player with amplified
speakers. The marsh birds included in the call-broadcast sequence on the CD will vary among
survey areas, but will always be consistent within a particular survey area across replicate
surveys and across years. Recommended species to include in the call-broadcast sequence for a
particular survey route (ie, at a particular refuge or management area) is attached (Appendix 3).
The goal is to include all of the focal species believed to be potential local breeders (species for
which you might reasonably expect to get responses during the breeding season). Order of calls
start with the least intrusive species first, and follow this chronological order: Black Rail, Least
Bittern, Yellow Rail, Sora, Virginia Rail, King Rail, Clapper Rail, American Bittern, Common
Moorhen, Purple Gallinule, American Coot, Pied-billed Grebe, Limpkin. The calls used for
broadcast include at least the primary advertising call of each species (e.g., ‘whinny’ for Sora,
‘grunt’ for Virginia Rail, ‘clatter’ for Clapper Rail, ‘click-click-click-click-click’ for Yellow
Rail, ‘coo-coo-coo’ for Least Bittern, ‘pump-er-lunk’ for American Bittern). Other calls
associated with reproduction are also included for many of the species. Including all the
common calls associated with reproduction of each species on the broadcast sequence will
increase detection probability during different times of the breeding season and can help
surveyors learn the less common calls of each target species. A list of common calls for each
target species is attached (Appendix 4). Calls given while flying or after being flushed (not
associated with reproduction) are probably not useful to include in the broadcast sequence.
Estimating distance to each focal bird
Surveyors should estimate the distance from the survey point to each individual bird.
Estimate distance to each bird when the bird is first detected (birds will approach the callbroadcast [Legare et al. 1999, Erwin et al. 2002] so surveyors need to record the distance to the
bird when the bird was first detected). Recording distance to each individual will allow us to use
distance sampling to estimate density for each species in each habitat type. Density indices by
habitat type are useful because they allow managers to extrapolate survey data to estimate a
minimum number of each marsh bird species on their entire management area. The distance at
which most individuals are detected varies among the focal species (Conway and Nadeau
2006a). Surveyors are encouraged to use a range finder to help them determine the distance to
specific landmarks surrounding each survey point, which will help estimate the distance to
calling marsh birds. Other methods for improving one’s ability to estimate distance include: 1)
tying surveyors flagging at 50m and 100m away from each survey point in each cardinal
direction, 2) carrying aerial photos of the marsh with 50m-, 100m-, and 200m-radius circles
drawn around each survey point. Estimating the distance to some individual birds will involve a
lot of uncertainty (i.e., estimating distance to birds 5m from the surveyor is much easier than
estimating distance to birds that are >100m away). Surveyors should enter on the datasheet and
in the database which of the following distance estimation aides they used: 1) range finder, 2)
distance bands drawn on aerial photo, 3) surveyor flags tied to vegetation at regular intervals.

Filling out the data sheet
An electronic copy of a data sheet should be obtained from the Survey Coordinator to
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ensure that all pertinent data are recorded properly. These data sheets can then be tailored by
each surveyor to meet local needs as long as none of the standards in this protocol are
compromised. The number of species columns on the data sheet will differ across survey areas.
For example, if you intend to only broadcast calls of 3 species, then you will have an 8-minute
survey sequence at each point (5 minutes of passive listening and 1 minute of call-broadcast for
each of 3 species) and will need a data sheet with 8 response columns. If you intend to broadcast
calls of 5 species, you will have a 10-minute survey sequence at each point (5 minutes of passive
listening and 1 minute of call-broadcast for each of 5 species) and will need a data sheet with 10
response columns. See the example data sheet attached (Appendix 5). Prior to the beginning of
the survey, write down the day, month, and year at the top of the data sheet. Write out the month
or use a 3-letter acronym to avoid confusion between day and month (i.e., so that 6 May is not
confused with 5 June). Also write the full name of all persons present during the survey. If
more than one person was present, write down who recorded the data and all persons that helped
identify calling birds. Using multiple surveyors to detect birds at a point may confound observer
bias issues when estimating trend, so its important to record any and all surveyors who
contributed to marsh bird detections (see paragraph regarding multiple-observer surveys at end
of this protocol). Write down the name of the survey route and the name of the survey area
and/or management area. Record any ancillary information that may have influenced
vocalizations or detection probability in the Comments column. For example, types of boats
used during surveys (canoe vs 25hp outboard motor vs air boat) can potentially affect
vocalization probability of marsh birds. Hence, surveyors should record the type of boat used
during surveys. Use the same boat and motor on each survey each year to control for possible
effects of engine noise on detection probability. If a different boat or different motor is used (or
the same boat/motor just sounds better or worse than usual) make a note of the change in the
Comments column.
Recording detections of focal species
When you arrive at the first survey point, write down the unique identification number of
the survey point and the time. Start the survey. When a bird is detected, write the species name
in the “Species” column. You can use the 4-letter acronym for the species or write the full
species name. A list of 4-letter AOU species acronyms is attached to this protocol (Appendix 2).
Put a “1” in each detection column in which that individual is detected aurally and put a “s” in
each column in which the individual is detected visually (including flying overhead). For
example, if an individual Virginia Rail calls during the first 1 minute of passive listening, put a
“1” in the first column. Regardless of whether that individual calls once or many times during
the first minute, you only put one “1” in the first column. If that same individual bird is still
calling during the second minute of passive listening, then also put a “1” in the second column.
If the same individual calls during the 30 second when Sora calls are being broadcast or the 30
seconds of silence immediately following the Sora sequence, put a “1” in the column for
“SORA”. If that same individual bird calls again during the Virginia Rail sequence, you also put
a “1” in the column “VIRA”, and so on. Hence, if an individual bird is calling constantly
throughout the survey period, you will have a “1” in every column for that individual. If the
individual is heard and seen, put both a “1” and a “s” in the appropriate column(s). If you hear a
call of the same species but from a different individual (or from an individual of another
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species), you start a new row on the data sheet and follow the same protocol just described for
this individual bird. Recording whether each individual bird responds during each 1-min
segment allows us to use removal models (Farnsworth et al. 2002) to estimate detection
probability. Surveyors may have difficulty determining whether a call is coming from a new
individual or a individual detected earlier at that survey point. Surveyors must often make this
decision without seeing the bird by using their best judgement. In general, be conservative and
assume that a call is from the same bird if the call came from the same general location (i.e., a
similar direction and not too far from the location of the original call). The number of rows
filled out on the data sheet will differ among survey points and will correspond to the total
number of individual focal marsh birds detected at each point. If no marsh birds are detected at a
survey point, record the point number and starting time, and write “no birds” in the Comments
column. A sample data sheet is included as an example of what survey data might look like
(Appendix 5). If the surveyor hears a marsh bird but is unsure of its identity, the surveyor should
write “unknown” in the Species column and record all data for this individual as described
above. Make a verbal description of the unknown call in the Comments column (e.g., soft “kakkak-grr” - sounds like BLRA but harsher’). This will aid future identification of unknown calls
if that call is heard repeatedly. If time permits, the surveyor can return to the point with another
expert birder who may be able to help identify that "unknown" bird or with a recorder so that
they can send the call to the Program Coordinator for identification. Some species of marsh
birds give paired duets and some surveyors may want to distinguish pairs of birds during
surveys. ALWAYS record both members of a pair on their own individual row of the datasheet.
If you want to identify pairs of birds detected, record “pair” in the Comments columns for both
of the 2 birds that are thought to be members of a mated pair.
Record types of calls given
Knowing seasonal patterns of different call types in a local area provides useful
information. For example, the frequency of different calls given (e.g., single clatter, paired
clatter, kek, or kek-burr for a clapper rail) varies throughout the season. Frequency of different
calls given may also vary across regions. Different call types have different functions and can
indicate pairing status and stages of the nesting cycle in a local area (allowing refinement of
local survey windows). Moreover, detection probability and observer bias may differ with
different call types (e.g., least bittern ‘kak’ and Virginia rail ‘tick’ can be confused with clapper
rail ‘kek’ calls) and accuracy of distance estimation may vary with call type (Conway and
Nadeau 2006a). Hence, incorporating call types into trend analyses can potentially increase
power to detect true population trends. For these reasons, surveyors are encouraged to record all
types of calls given for each target marsh bird detected in the Calls column on the data sheet (see
sample data sheet; Appendix 5).
Birds detected at a prior survey point or between points
If surveyors detect a new bird immediately after the survey period at a particular point (or
while walking between points) they should record these birds on a separate row and write “after”
in the Comments column. If a surveyor detects a focal bird during a survey and the surveyor
believes that this is the same individual bird that was detected and recorded at a previous survey
point, the surveyor should record all the relevant data for that bird and then enter a “Yes” in the
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Detected at a Previous Point column on the datasheet. When in doubt, be conservative as to
whether an individual bird detected at the current point was the same individual recorded at a
previous point (i.e., record “Yes” when in doubt).
Recording birds that were detected outside of the standardized survey times (i.e, outside
of the 10-min survey at a point) can be useful because these birds are secretive and rarely
vocalize. For inventory purposes, surveyors do not want to ignore these detections, especially if,
for example, that is the only black rail detected all day. However, a problem arises if one of
these birds detected outside of the standardized survey period is then detected at a subsequent
point during the standardized survey period. For example, suppose that: 1) the surveyor detects
a black rail after the 10-min survey period at point #3 and records that bird on its own row on the
datasheet (and writes “No” in the Detected at a Previous Point column and “after” in the
Comments column), and 2) the surveyor then detects that very same black rail during the 10-min
survey period at point #4. This creates a problem if the surveyor writes “Yes” in the Detected at
a Previous Point column for the entry at point #4 and here is why: For many analyses (including
estimates of population trend) analysts may want to ignore all entries that have a “Yes” in the
Detected at a Previous Point column so that all individual birds are counted only once. In the
scenario above, the black rail would have been ignored from trend analyses. Hence, for the
situation described above, the surveyor should write “No” in the Detected at a Previous Point
column for the entry at point #4, and then go back and change the “No” to “Yes” in the Detected
at a Previous Point column for the initial entry for this bird at point #3 (when it was detected
after the 10-min survey period).
Recording whether focal birds are within the ‘target’ area
One goal of this effort is to document the effects of management actions on marsh birds,
but often times there may be adjacent areas that have undergone different management actions.
This presents a problem if some birds detected at a survey point are within one area but others
are within another area (one with a different management history). Hence, surveyors should
record, to the best of their ability, whether each bird detected was or was not in the “target”
management area.
What to do if the surveyor becomes overwhelmed with too many detections
Because many of the focal species occur at relatively low densities through much of their
range, many surveyors will detect few or no individual birds at any given survey point.
However, some survey points within a survey area will have so many marsh birds calling that
surveyors will find it impossible to record each 1-min segment during which each individual
focal bird is detected. For example, a surveyor may see/hear >20 coots at one survey point.
When many birds are calling simultaneously, it can be difficult for the surveyor to 1) decide
whether they are hearing new individuals or previously-detected ones, 2) write new individuals
on a new line of the datasheet, and 3) find the correct line where they wrote down previouslydetected birds. In these situations, here are a few comments, observations, and suggested
remedies. First, individual surveyors do get better at this with practice even with relatively high
numbers of calling birds at a point. However, everyone has a threshold when the numbers of
calling marsh birds get too high at a particular point. This problem occurs more frequently when
a surveyor has many species in their call-broadcast sequence (and hence many detection columns
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on their datasheet). If a surveyor knows at the end of the call-broadcast at a particular point that
he/she was overwhelmed and didn’t effectively assign the correct calls to the correct columns
(individuals), then they should write a note in the Comments column saying that the data in the
one-minute segments is dubious. The total number of birds detected at that point will still be
useful. If this problem is common on your surveys, below is a list of solutions in decreasing
order of preference. If you choose option #3, you need to make a very clear comment on your
data sheet about what you were and were not recording at each point:
1) Include a circle on each row of the datasheet and make a 'tick' on each circle identifying the
general direction of that individual (this will help you differentiate one individual from
other individuals of that species as more are detected at that point - see the column title
“Direction” on Appendix 5 for an example).
2) Reduce the number of species in your call-broadcast sequence. Only use call-broadcast for
species of management/conservation interest and/or species known to respond well to
call-broadcast (e.g., eliminate coots, pied-billed grebes, and moorhens from your callbroadcast sequence so that you have <5 species on your call-broadcast sequence). In
other words, still record data for all individuals of all focal marsh bird species in the same
way, but just reduce the # of columns on the datasheet (and length of the call-broadcast
sequence).
3) For those focal species that are of lower management/conservation interest in your survey area
(e.g., coots, moorhens, pied-billed grebes), simply write down an estimate of the total
number of individuals detected for that particular species at that point on one line of the
data sheet (e.g., write “23 AMCO” on one line of the data sheet - see example on sample
data sheet attached; Appendix 5). Only use the 1-min segments for the focal species of
higher management concern (e.g., black rails, yellow rails, king rails, clapper rails,
bitterns). It is important that surveyors record on the datasheet (and in the database)
times when they were overwhelmed and could not record data for individual birds on
separate rows of the data sheet (for focal species).
Distinguishing King Rails from Clapper Rails
King rails breed in freshwater marshes and clapper rails breed in saltwater marshes
(except the Yuma clapper rail that breeds in freshwater marshes in Arizona and California;
Conway et al. 1993). Both species have similar calls. In marshes near coastal areas, surveyors
may not be able to determine whether birds heard calling are king rails or clapper rails. In those
situations, surveyors should record these individuals as KCRA (King-Clapper Rails).
Recording ambient noise level at each point
Surveyors should record the level of background noise during the survey at each survey
point. This information can be used as a covariate in future analyses because level of
background noise varies spatially and temporally and influences detection probability.
Categorize the background noise at each point on a scale from 0 to 4:
0 = no background noise during virtually all of the survey,
1 = faint background noise during at least half of the survey,
2 = moderate background noise (probably can not hear some birds beyond 100m
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during >30 seconds of the survey),
3 = loud background noise (probably can not hear some birds beyond 50m during
>30 seconds of the survey),
4 = intense background noise (probably can not hear some birds beyond 25m during
>30 seconds of the survey).
Each cooperator can decide whether they have the time and/or need to record noise level
at each point. If noise levels are periodically high enough to reduce surveyors’ ability to detect
calling marsh birds, this optional component is recommended.
Weather restrictions
Surveys should only be conducted when wind speed is <20 km/hr, and not during periods
of sustained rain or heavy fog. Even winds <20 km/hr (12 mph) affect the detection probability
of marsh birds. Surveyors should postpone surveys if they believe winds are affecting calling
probability of marsh birds. Recommendations for conducting surveys in very windy locations
include:
1) determine what time(s) of day have the least wind in your area. The daily survey windows in
the protocol are recommendations; survey times should be modified under conditions
where wind regularly affects vocalization frequency or observer detection rates. The
important thing is that surveys are conducted during the same daily time window each
year at a particular location, and the survey windows at a particular location should be
the time of day or night that has the highest detection probability for your target species
in your area. In some locations, surveys conducted after sunset (or before sunrise) may
have higher detection probability compared to the morning and evening survey windows
recommended in the protocol because strong winds are less frequent during the middle of
the night. In these situations, surveys should be conducted at night.
2) try to be flexible with your schedule if you can. For example, plan to conduct a survey on a
particular day but postpone to the following day if its too windy, and keep postponing
until you get a day that meets the acceptable weather criteria to complete the survey.
If wind speed increases to above 12km/hr during the survey (or sustained rain begins
while the survey is already underway), surveyors should stop the survey and repeat the entire
survey route another day (i.e., don’t just go back and repeat the remaining points on the route).
Record weather conditions
Record ambient temperature, wind speed, and sky condition at each survey point. We
use the same wind speed codes and sky condition codes as the North American Breeding Bird
Survey (see below). Record whether you measured the ambient temperature in degrees Celsius
(oC) or degrees Fahrenheit (oF).
WIND SPEED CODES: (Enter Beaufort Numbers on data sheet, not mi/hr or km/hr)
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Beaufort
Wind Speed Indicators
Number

19

Wind Speed
mi/hr
km/hr

0

Smoke rises vertically

<1

<2

1

Wind direction shown by smoke drift

1-3

2-5

2

Wind felt on face; leaves rustle

4-7

6-12

3

Leaves & small twigs in constant motion; light flag extended

8-12

13-19

4

Raises dust and loose paper; small branches are moved

13-18

20-29

19-24

30-38

5

Small trees with leaves sway; crested wavelets on inland waters

SKY CONDITION CODES: (Enter these U.S. Weather Bureau code numbers on data sheet.)
0 - Clear or a few clouds
1 - Partly cloudy (scattered clouds) or variable sky
2 - Cloudy (broken) or overcast
4 - Fog or smoke
5 - Drizzle
7 - Snow
8 - Showers
Recording water conditions associated with each survey point (or each management unit)
Water level influences abundance and distribution of marsh birds. Water levels vary
annually and even daily in some marshes and these fluctuations can explain spatial and temporal
changes in marsh bird abundance. Some National Wildlife Refuges control water levels in some
of their management units and have the ability to directly benefit marsh birds via water
management. Hence, surveyors should place one or more water gauges for measuring water
level in permanent locations at points that have the same hydrologic regime (i.e., the same daily
and annual fluctuations in water level) as the marshes being surveyed. If all marshes along a
survey route are subject to the same hydrologic regime (i.e., all survey points are in the same
river system or are in a single management unit with the same hydrologic regime), then only one
water gauge is needed for that entire route. If a survey route has points split between >2
management units (or >2 areas with different hydrologic regimes), then >2 water gauges are
necessary and surveyors should record on the data sheet the water gauge associated with each
survey point. Water level at each water gauge should be recorded immediately before or
immediately after a morning or evening survey route is completed. Surveyors should also record
the type of water gauge used for measuring water depth (i.e., bathymetry, monitoring wells,
piezometer, river readings at Army Corp of Engineer’s gauge, staff gauge stuck into the wetland,
etc). Each water gauge must be “re-set” (recalibrated) each year because freezing and thawing
can cause gauges to move laterally. Water gauges should be placed in an area where the water is
deepest to avoid zero readings when there is still water in other parts of the marsh.
Recording salinity content of water
In coastal marshes or any marshes with varying salinity levels, surveyors are encouraged
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to record the salinity content of the water directly in front of each point on each survey. Salinity
levels affect habitat suitability for many species of marsh birds and such information is relatively
easy to collect and can be used as a covariate to control for variation in models estimating
population change. Moreover, salinity levels in coastal marshes may change with changes in sea
levels as a result of climate change, so documenting changes in salinity levels over time will help
document the effects sea level rise. Surveyors can get a Portable Salinity Refractometer at
Forestry Suppliers for $90 (http://www.forestry-suppliers.com/product_pages/
View_Catalog_Page.asp?mi=5079).
Record date of last natural disturbance
Record the month and year of the last flood, wild fire, hurricane, monsoon, tornado,
straightline winds, or other major disturbance that occurred in the ‘target’ area associated with
each survey point. Record the month and year for each of those disturbance events that
potentially affected marsh bird abundance or marsh bird habitat structure. Record these dates for
each survey point, once per year (or more often if a natural disturbance occurs between 2
replicate surveys during the same year).
Record date of last management action
Many common wetland management activities (i.e., prescribed fire, drawdown, flooding,
disking, mowing, grazing, herbicide application) may affect abundance of marsh birds. For
example, periodic burning of emergent marshes benefits Clapper Rails and Black Rails along the
Lower Colorado River (Conway and Nadeau 2006b). Indeed, several refuges are involved with
local studies examining the effects of fire on marsh birds. Hence, it would be useful for all
surveyors to record the month and year of the last time each of the above management activities
occurred in the 50-m radius area surrounding each survey point. If all you know is that the area
surrounding a particular survey point hasn't burned in the past x years, then record >x years for
date of last fire at that point. This information will allow us to evaluate the effects of common
management actions on marsh bird abundance at a large (continental) spatial scale with the
pooled data. The data produced will complement the more detailed studies evaluating the effects
of management actions being conducted on specific refuges and will help guide management
recommendations for marsh birds.
Wetland Habitat Measurements
Natural changes in water level and management activities (e.g., dredging, wetland
restoration efforts, prescribed burning, etc.) can lead to dramatic changes in marsh conditions
(i.e., vegetation, water level, substrate, etc). Patterns of distribution and local population trends
of marsh birds can often be best explained by local changes in wetland vegetation.
Consequently, quantifying the percent coverage by wetland plants and major vegetation types
(e.g., % Typha domingensis, Schoenoplectus pungens, Schoenoplectus californicus, Phragmites
australis, Spartina foliosa, Salicornia virginica, Baccharis salicifolia, Tamarix ramosissima,
Populus fremontii, Distichlis stricta, Pluchea sericea, open water, mudflat) surrounding each
survey point each year can help identify the causes of observed changes in marsh bird
populations. Information on vegetation composition surrounding each point will allow one to: 1)
extrapolate estimates of population density to total numbers of marsh birds within a given
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marshland, 2) correlate changes in marsh bird numbers with changes in habitat availability to
help identify potential causes of observed population changes (Gibbs and Melvin 1993), 3)
identify wetland plant communities that need protection, and 4) design management actions in
ways that either improve or minimize adverse effects to preferred habitat of specific species of
marsh birds.
The habitat features that surveyors should record include: 1) the National Wetland
Inventory (NWI) classification at each survey point (http:/www.charttiff.com/pub/WetlandMaps/
Cowardin.pdf), 2) the Ecological Classification System from the National Vegetation
Classification Standard (NVCS) for the area surrounding each survey point (see:
http://www.natureserve.org/explorer/servlet/NatureServe?init=Ecol), 3) the dominant or codominant wetland plant species or genera at each survey point (list 1-3 dominant or co-dominant
species). “Dominant” is defined as any plant species that comprises >25% of the vegetative
cover within a 50-m radius of the survey point. Hence, surveyors should visually estimate the
percent coverage by each wetland plant and each major vegetation type within a 50m-radius
circle around each survey point. The list of species and genera from which to choose is based on
the U.S. Department of Agriculture’s “PLANTS” database. Surveyors should list the 1-3
dominant species at each survey point in decreasing order of abundance. In most cases, the
ecological classification (i.e., Laurential-Acadian Freshwater Marsh) can be further identified to
the Association level and surveyors are encouraged to record Association when possible (i.e.,
Typha spp. - Schoenoplectus acutus - Mixed Herbs Midwest Herbaceous Vegetation) .
In some locations, annual growth of wetland plants changes dramatically as the season
progresses. Surveyors should estimate percent coverage of wetland plants at a time that overlaps
the breeding season for all of their target marsh birds. Estimate percent coverage of wetland
plants at a time when you are most likely to detect important changes in vegetation 5 or 10 years
from now (changes that might help explain increases or decreases in number of marsh birds
detected). If the vegetation doesn’t change during the annual survey period, surveyors should
consider quantifying percent coverage of vegetation within the 50-m radius circles during their
final survey each year, if doing so does not interfere with or compromise data collection on the
marsh birds themselves. However, vegetation data does not have to be collected while the
vocal survey is being conducted (it might be most effective, and least disruptive to the bird
survey, to make a separate trip to each survey point to collect vegetation data). Regardless of
when surveyors choose to estimate percent coverage, they should be sure to estimate percent
coverage at that same time each year.
As an example, visual estimates of percent coverage of each wetland plant and vegetation
type at a survey point might look like this: 15% water, 10% California bulrush, 20% three-square
bulrush, 5% southern cattail, 20% seep willow, 10% mudflat, 20% upland shrub community.
Record percent coverage to the species level because some marsh birds preferentially use only
one species of emergent plant. Record percent coverage on a separate data form. Percent
coverage at each point is only recorded once each year.
Surveyors should enlist the help of a botanist or other qualified assistance to identify
plant species if necessary (remember, these surveys do not have to be conducted during one of
your bird surveys). Differentiating plants by species is difficult in some taxa and not all
surveyors will be able to consult with a botanist prior to estimating percent coverage at each of
their survey points. In these cases, surveyors can pool species by taxa or functional group (e.g.,
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sedge spp., bulrush spp., mixed shrub). If the vegetation changes substantially at a particular
point during the course of a single survey season, surveyors should make a note in the Comments
column of the datasheet and on the vegetation data form stating how the vegetation has changed
over the course of the season. Surveyors should estimate percent coverage at all points each year
(even if no emergent vegetation currently exists at some points during some years) to document
changes over time in habitat availability. Because most survey points will be at the
marsh/upland or marsh/open-water interface, approximately half of the 50-m radius circle within
which you record percent coverage might be “upland vegetation". There is no need to
characterize upland vegetation by species. Hence, include categories in your vegetation
classification called "upland vegetation", “road”, and "open water" if appropriate. There may be
some points that are on peninsulas or in narrow open water channels (surveyed by boat) and
these points may have emergent marsh within most of the 50-m radius circle.
Recording non-focal species (OPTIONAL)
Surveyors have the option of recording non-focal species. Some surveyors may want to
record all species detected (including passerines, waterfowl, raptors, etc) or perhaps a subset of
all species detected (i.e., include marsh-dwelling passerines, wading birds but not all species)
during their marsh bird surveys. Others will want to focus their attention only on the focal marsh
birds (especially in areas where densities of secretive marsh birds are relatively high). To
accommodate this flexibility, each surveyor can record species in addition to the focal species
listed in Appendix 3. At each point, record the total number of each non-focal species detected.
Individual birds of non-focal species do not receive their own line on the data sheet and
surveyors do not need to record detections of non-focal birds using the 1-min segments (Conway
and Droege 2006), but can if they wish.
The non-focal species included by a surveyor will depend on the marsh birds of interest
at that refuge, management area, or physiographic region. For example, surveyors may want to
include non-focal species which are thought to be declining or which are not sampled well by
other survey efforts. However, analysts will need to know which additional species were being
recorded in order to make these data meaningful (i.e., if no YHBLs are recorded at a point, we
need to know whether a surveyor detected zero YHBLs or merely did not record YHBLs on their
survey). Therefore, each surveyor must enter in the database their list of “non-focal” species that
they were recording during their survey. By recording this list of “non-focal” species, analysts
will know whether no entries for a particular species indicates that none were detected. Please
take into consideration that the number of “non-focal” species included in your survey effort
may reduce your ability to record all the relevant data for the 24 focal species that are the focus
of this monitoring protocol. Moreover, many of the non-focal species may be adequately
sampled already by the North American Breeding Bird Survey.
Inclusion of an initial settling period (NOT RECOMMENDED)
When surveyors are using a motorized boat or airboat to travel between survey points,
the noise generated by the boat may cause birds to stop calling. In these situations, surveyors
may choose to include a “settling” period of a fixed amount of time (e.g., 1 minute) prior to
starting the 5-minute passive count at each point. Otherwise, we recommend that no settling
period be included. If a surveyor includes an initial settling period prior to each survey, the
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surveyor should keep that settling period constant for all future surveys at those points. If
included, make the settling period a part of a written survey protocol for future surveyors and
part of the datasheets for that site so that individuals wishing to repeat the effort in future years
will know that a settling period was included.
Multiple-observer surveys (OPTIONAL)
Estimating detection probability associated with a particular survey protocol is essential
when attempting to interpret count data produced from a monitoring program. The extent to
which trends in count data represent the underlying trend in true abundance depends on detection
probability and observer bias. One way to estimate observer bias associated with our survey
effort is using the double-observer method (Nichols et al. 2000). This approach involves 2 or
more trained surveyors recording data independently at a series of survey points (Conway et al.
2004, Nadeau et al. 2008). Hence, whenever possible, surveys should be conducted by 2 or more
surveyors simultaneously. Each surveyor should fill out a separate data sheet and should record
their data separately without discussing anything with the other surveyor. Surveyors should not
point out a call or a bird to the other during the survey period. Each surveyor should stand 1-2
meters away from each other and should keep their pen on their data sheet at all times so that one
surveyor is not cued by the sudden writing activity of another surveyor. Once the survey for that
morning/evening is completed, the surveyors can look over each others data and discuss
discrepancies, but the data should not be altered; obvious mistakes should be noted in the
Comments column but not changed (the differences between the surveyors in number of birds
detected at each point is what allows us to estimate surveyor bias so these differences should not
be altered). For those conducting multiple-observer surveys, contact the Program Coordinator to
obtain a form so that surveyors can record which birds were detected by both surveyors and
which were only detected by one of the surveyors. Multiple-observer surveys will obviously not
be possible at all times and at all locations, but try to use multiple surveyors whenever possible
so that we can obtain sufficient data to estimate observer bias.
Hearing tests (OPTIONAL)
Surveyors are strongly encouraged to have a hearing test (audiogram) at a qualified
hearing or medical clinic before, during, or immediately after the survey season each year. We
encourage surveyors or potential surveyors to discuss the results of their hearing with their
doctor and with their supervisor (or the Program Coordinator) to determine whether the quality
of the data they collect may be compromised. Remember, ~90% of marsh bird detections are
aural, and many calls are very faint or are given by birds a long way off. For example, 43% of
clapper rails detected during surveys along the Lower Colorado River were detected at distances
>100m from the surveyor. Hearing ability could be included as a covariate and would help
control for observer bias in trend analyses.
Personnel and training
All surveyors should have the ability to identify all common calls of focal and non-focal
marsh bird species in their local area. Regularly listening to the recorded calls used for surveys
can help you learn calls, but surveyors should also practice call identification at marshes (outside
the intended survey area if necessary) where the focal species are frequently heard calling.
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Annual training workshops occur, so contact the Program Coordinator for information on
upcoming training workshops. All surveyors should also be trained to accurately determine
distance to calling marsh birds, and to identify the common species of wetland plants within the
survey area. Methods for training surveyors to accurately estimate distance include: 1) place a
CD player in the marsh at an known distance and have surveyors estimate distance, 2) choose a
piece of vegetation in the marsh where the bird is thought to be calling from and use a rangefinder to determine distance, 3) have a surveyor estimate the distance to a bird that is calling with
regularity and is near a road or marsh edge, then have a second surveyor walk along the
road/edge until they are adjacent from that calling bird, and then measure this distance (by
pacing or use of a GPS) and see how accurate the surveyor was at estimating distance. Multipleobserver surveys (see below) are very useful here - after the survey is complete have the 2
surveyors discuss what they heard and their distance estimates to each bird. Periodic multipleobserver surveys not only produce estimates of detection probability (see below) but also allow
surveyors to determine whether one person is constantly underestimating or overestimating
distance to calling birds. First-time surveyors can tag along on surveys conducted by more
experienced surveyors in their region prior to starting their own surveys. They should do at least
one “trial run” before their first data collection window begins because it takes time to get used
to the data sheet and recording the data appropriately. Another training tool is the Western Great
Lakes Birder Certification Program (http://www.uwgb.edu/birds/certification/index-1.htm).

Supplies needed for surveys
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

surveyor flagging (to mark survey points)
GPS receiver
clipboard, datasheets, pencils
CD (obtained from the program coordinator - see contact info below)
CD player
amplified speakers
batteries for CD player and amplified speakers
sound level meter with +5 dB precision (e.g., Radio Shack model #33-2050 for $34.99;
or EXTECH sound level meter, $99 from Forestry Suppliers, Inc.)
thermometer
water gauge(s)
salinity meter (e.g., Portable Salinity Refractometer from Forestry Suppliers for $90)

Batteries should be changed or re-charged frequently (before sound quality declines).
Surveyors should routinely ask themselves if the quality of the broadcast sound is high. Request
a new CD if quality declines. Surveyors should always carry replacement batteries on all
surveys. A spare CD player should be kept close-by in case the primary unit fails to operate.
Data entry
Surveyors are asked to enter their data to the pooled database online at:
http://www.pwrc.usgs.gov/point/mb/. Each surveyor needs to request a Username and Password
from Mark Wimer (mwimer@usgs.gov) in order to enter their data on this website. Surveyors
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will be able to proof their data on the website after its been entered, and will be able to obtain an
electronic copy of their data (ie, in EXCEL) immediately after entry. The database enables
efficient entry and storage of marsh bird survey data and ensures that data entered are done so in
a consistent way that minimizes data entry errors. In addition to entering your marsh bird survey
data, you can also export data, obtain data summaries and simple data summary reports on your
marsh bird survey data.
Data from previous years
For those surveyors/participants that have collected marsh bird survey data in years prior
to 2008, your data should have been imported to the new web-based database. However, to
ensure that data transfer was successful, we need survey coordinators/surveyors to double-check
the status of their data on the website (i.e., check whether the data on the website for their area
were transferred correctly, and there are no missing data or mistakes, etc.). If your survey data
from prior years is not on the web-based database, please contact the Program Coordinator (see
contact info below) to discuss how best to have your past data entered into the data management
system.
Organizational information
Visit the following website for additional information on these protocols, obtaining data
sheets, obtaining CDs, and marsh bird monitoring in general: http://www.cals.arizona.edu/research
/azfwru/NationalMarshBird/). Send or email the name, address, phone#, and email address of all
surveyors to the address below. This list will be used to disseminate information to each
surveyor at the end of each field season and to send results of annual data analyses. Several
USFWS National Wildlife Refuges and several other surveyors began using these marsh bird
survey methods in 1999 (Conway and Nadeau 2006a). Over 200 refuges and management areas
have used this protocol and submitted data to a pooled database which includes data from over
30,000 marsh bird surveys (Conway and Nadeau 2006a). For assistance obtaining appropriate
CDs, additional information, or questions regarding standardized marsh bird survey methods,
please contact:
Dr. Courtney J. Conway
USGS Arizona Cooperative Fish & Wildlife Research Unit
325 Biological Sciences East
University of Arizona
Tucson, AZ 85721
ph: 520-626-8535
FAX: 520-621-8801
email: cconway@usgs.gov
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Dates of 3 annual survey windows for different areas in North America.

are based on average maximum temperatures in May, from PRISM at Oregon State University (for the U.S.)
and Environment Canada (for Canada).

Survey 1
15 Mar - 31 Mar
1 Apr - 14 Apr
15 Apr - 30 Apr
1 May - 14 May
15 May - 31 May
1 Jun - 14 Jun

Survey 2
1 Apr - 14 Apr
15 Apr - 30 Apr
1 May - 14 May
15 May - 31 May
1 Jun - 14 Jun
15 Jun - 30 Jun

Survey 3
15 Apr - 30 Apr
1 May - 15 May
15 May - 31 May
1 Jun - 15 Jun
15 Jun - 30 Jun
1 Jul - 15 Jul
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Appendix 2. AOU 4-letter species acronyms for the marsh birds that are the focus of these protocols.
BLRA
black rail
YERA
yellow rail
SORA
sora
VIRA
Virginia rail
KIRA
king rail
CLRA
clapper rail
KCRA
king/clapper rail
LEBI
least bittern
AMBI
American bittern
LIMP
limpkin
PUGA
purple gallinule
COMO
common moorhen
AMCO
American coot
PBGR
pied-billed grebe
CARC
Caribbean coot
YBCR
yellow-breasted crake
LEGR
least grebe
EAGR
eared grebe
RNGR
red-necked grebe
HOGR
horned grebe
CLGR
Clark’s grebe
WISN
Wilson’s snipe
BLTE
black tern
SSTS
saltmarsh sharp-tailed sparrow
NSTS
Nelson’s sharp-tailed sparrow
SESP
seaside sparrow
willet (Eastern)
WILL1
Examples of Non-focal Species (these are just some examples - there are other wetland birds that a
surveyor may want to include; each cooperator should decide which non-focal species to include in their
surveys in advance and list these species on their datasheet and in the database so that analysts (and
surveyors in future years) will know the list of species recorded in prior years. One caution to remember
- choosing too many non-focal species may cause surveyors to become overwhelmed with data collection
and non-focal species should not be recorded at the expense of data on the focal species. Once a station
decides to include certain non-focal species, every surveyor at that station should record them in the same
manner each year so that the data for that species from that station are valid.
GRHE
GBHE
GLIB
FOTE
SEWR
MAWR
LCSP
SWSP
YHBL

green heron
great blue heron
glossy ibis
Forster’s tern
sedge wren
marsh wren
LeConte’s sparrow
swamp sparrow
yellow-headed blackbird
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Appendix 3. Marsh bird species and field data requirements for conducting marsh bird
monitoring using the North American Marsh Bird Monitoring Protocol for NWRS.
Species
Focal1
Broadcast Data Recording Record One
Required?2
Optional? Individual/Line?
BLRA
YES
YES
NO
YES
YERA
YES
YES
NO
YES
SORA
YES
YES
NO
YES
VIRA
YES
YES
NO
YES
KIRA
YES
YES
NO
YES
CLRA
YES
YES
NO
YES
YBCR
YES
YES
NO
YES
LEBI
YES
YES
NO
YES
AMBI
YES
YES
NO
YES
LIMP
YES
YES
NO
YES
PUGA
YES
YES
NO
YES
COMO
YES Recommended
NO
Recommended
AMCO
YES Recommended
NO
Recommended
CARC
YES Recommended
NO
Recommended
PBGR
YES Recommended
NO
Recommended
WILL (Eastern)
YES
NO
NO
NO
RNGR
YES
NO
NO
NO
EAGR
YES
NO
NO
NO
HOGR
YES
NO
NO
NO
CLGR
YES
NO
NO
NO
LEGR
YES
NO
NO
NO
WISN
YES
NO
NO
NO
SSTS
YES
NO
NO
NO
NSTS
YES
NO
NO
NO
SESP
YES
NO
NO
NO
BLTE
YES
NO
NO
NO
GRHE
NO
NO
YES
NO
FOTE
NO
NO
YES
NO
SEWR
NO
NO
YES
NO
MAWR
NO
NO
YES
NO
LCSP
NO
NO
YES
NO
SWSP
NO
NO
YES
NO
YHBL
NO
NO
YES
NO
1
FOCAL species: the intended species for which the Marsh Bird Monitoring Program is
designed to monitor well. Surveyors should always record at least total # detected at each point
for all these species.
2
BROADCAST REQUIRED: species for which surveyors must broadcast calls if they are
conducting surveys within the breeding range of that species. Recommended= use of broadcast
is optional (BUT strongly encouraged) for these species even if surveyor is within the breeding
range of that species.
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Appendix 4. List of the most common calls for the focal species of marsh birds.
Species Standardized
Call Name

BNA Name(s)1

Sibley Name(s)

possible function

AMBI

pump-er-lunk bloonk-adoonk

pump-er lunk and dunk-a-doo

AMBI

chu-peep

chu-peep

chu-peep

mate attraction, territorial
signal
during copulation ceremony

AMBI

kok

kok-kok-kok

kok-kok-kok or haink

when flushed

AMCO

puhk-cowah

puhk-cowah; cooah

AMCO

pow-ur

priKI

pow-ur

perturbation (puhk-cowah
male, cooah female)
perturbation (pow-ur male)

BLRA

kic-kic-kerr

kickee-doo or kic-kic-kerr, or ki-ki-do

BLRA

grr

keekeedrr,
deedeedunk
krr-krr-krr, growling

BLRA

churt

BLRA

tch

ink-ink-ink

kik-kik-kik or kuk-kuk-kuk-kuk; ink-ink-ink when on the nest?

CLRA

clatter

clapper

Growl, grr-grr-grr, brrrr or churr-churrchurr
churt ; curt; yip, bip or kik ; yelp ; kek, ki

mate attraction, territorial
signal
alarm call, territorial defense

sample
on BNA1
website

y
y
y
y

alarm call

CLRA

kek

ket

Clapper or Clatter; chock-chock ; caccac-cac or jupe-jupe-jupe
kek-kek-kek, kik-kik-kik, bup-bup-bup

mate communication

y

CLRA

kek-burr

ket-ket-karr

kek-burr

mate attraction

y
y

CLRA

kek-hurrah

grunting

kek-hurrah

y

CLRA

hoo

Hoo; oom-oom-oom

CLRA

squawk

Screech or Shriek; Chase Squeal or kak alarm call, territorial disputes

CLRA

prrr

purr; agitated purrrr; churr

COMO

cackle

COMO
COMO

keek
kr-r-ruk

KIRA

clatter

pep-pep-pehr-peehr cackle - ka-ka-ka-ka-ka-kee-kree-kreekree
kulp, keek
squawk, yelp, cluck

y
y

clapper

y

cheup-cheup-cheup, jupe-jupe-jupe, gelp- mate communication
gelp-gelp-gelp- ; chac-chac-chac
kik-kik-kik
mate attraction

KIRA

kek

ket

KIRA

kek-hurrah

grunting

y

KIRA

kek-burr

ket-ket-karr

KIRA

squawk

LEBI

coo

poopoopoo

coo or cooing ; tut-tut-tut

mate attraction

y

LEBI

kak

rick-rick-rick

gack-gack

y

LEBI
LEBI

ert
ank-ank

kuk

tut-tut-tut; quoh, hah or cackle
ank-ank

mate communication, alarm
call
alarm call
when flushed

y

LIMP

kreow

kwEEEeeer, KIAAAar kreow

mate attraction

y

LIMP

gon

PBGR

donkey bray

y

gon
ge ge gadum gadum
gwaaaaow
chatter

series of wut, whut or kuk notes followed by courtship, communication btwn
4-20 kaow or cow notes
pair, territorial
ek-ek-ek, hn-hn-hn
greeting call

y

pep-pep-pePAApePAA, to-to-terp

Cackle

y

gheeek!

y

PBGR

chatter

PUGA

cackle

PUGA

squawk

PUGA

cac-cac

grunt

Slow Clucking and Grunt Call; cac-cac-cac

SORA

whinny

whinny

decending whinny

SORA

per-weep

kooEE

per-weep; ker-wee; ter-ee

SORA

kee

keek

VIRA

grunt

grunt

VIRA

tick-it

gik gik gik gik gidik
gidik gidik gidik

tick-it

y

territorial defense, mate
communication
mate attraction?

y

kee or weep

alarm call

y

grunt

mate communication

y

mate attraction

y

y
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VIRA

kicker

chi chi chi chi treerrr

kicker

solicitation

y

VIRA

kiu

skew; kweek

kiu

alarm call, territorial dispute

y

VIRA

kikik

kikik ik-ik, pit-ti-ti-tip

YERA

click-click

clicking, tic-tic tictictic click-click, click-click-click

YERA

cackle

cackle

cackle

YERA

wheeze

wheezing, clucking

wheezes

y
mate attraction

y

hostility

1

Name(s) of calls as listed in The Birds of North America (http://bna.birds.cornell.edu/bna/).
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Appendix 5. Example of a completed data sheet for a marsh bird survey that followed the
methods recommended in the Standardized North American Marsh Bird Monitoring Protocols.
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Pg___of____
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Date (eg 10-May-04) : 20 April 2006
Name of marsh or route :

Multiple Observer Survey: Y / N

Hidden Shores Marsh

List all non-focal species surveyed:

Boat type: John boat (20 hp)

Observer(s) (list all)* :

High tide time:

Chris Nadeau, Bob Blabla

SESP, AMCO

Water depth:
location:

Mallard Marsh

depth (in)

10

location:

Duck Pond

location:

depth (in)

15

depth (in)

*list all observers in order of their contribution to the data collected
put an "S" in the appropriate column if the bird was seen, a "1" if the bird was heard, and "1S" if both heard and seen

2

1

CLRA

Detected at a
Previous Point

1

Distance
(meters)

68

95

N

kic-kic-kerr

N

110

N

ticket,grunt

N

30

N

1S clatter

Y

40

N

S

clatter

N

45

N

1

grunt

Y

100

Y

1

hoo

Y

10

N

1
1

1

1

1S
1

1

CLRA
VIRA

1

1

1

CLRA

Call
Type(s)

1721

Y

Outside
survey period

HSM2

grr

VIRA

1

SORA

1

LEBI

1

BLRA

1

VIRA

Pass 4-5

1

BLRA

Pass 3-4

BLRA

Pass 2-3

0

Pass 1-2

1

Pass 0-1

Wind
(Beaufort)

0

Species

Sky

66

Background
noise

Temp (F)

1710

Salinity (ppt)

Start Time
(military)

Station#

HSM1

In target area

Responded During

Comments

pair
pair

AMCO (10)
SESP (1)
HSM3
HSM4

Not surveyed unsuitable habitat
1750

72

1

2

1

COMO
SORA

1

1

1

1
1

1

1

1

cackle

Y

150

N

1

per-weep

Y

210

N

SESP (2)

Background noise: 0 no noise 1 faint noise 2 moderate noise (probably can't hear some birds beyond 100m)
3 loud noise (probably can't hear some birds beyond 50m) 4 intense noise (probably can't hear some birds beyond 25m)
Beaufort scale: 0 smoke rises vertically; 1 wind direction shown by smoke drift; 2 wind felt on face, leaves rustle; 3 leaves, small twigs in constant motion, light flag extended
4 raises dust and loose paper; small branches are moved 5 small trees with leaves sway; crested wavelets on inland waters
Sky: 0 clear or a few clouds 1 partly cloud or variable sky 2 cloudy or overcast 4 fog or smoke 5 drizzle 6 snow 8 showers
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NWR

org code

State

Other
USFWS
Survey Survey
Region BCR Window Window BLRA LEBI YERA SORA VIRA KIRA CLRA AMBICOMOPUGAAMCO PBGR LIMP Verified By

ACE BASIN NWR

42511

SC

4

27

2

1

1

0

0

0

1

1

0

1

1

0

1

0

AGASSIZ NWR

32510

MN

3

11

4

0

1

1

1

1

0

0

1

0

0

1

1

0

ALAMOSA NWR

65510

CO

6

16

4

0

0

0

1

1

0

0

1

0

0

1

1

0

ALLIGATOR RIVER NWR

41630

NC

4

27

3

1

1

0

0

0

1

1

0

1

0

0

1

0

AMAGANSETT NWR

52562

NY

5

30

5

0

1

0

1

1

1

1

1

1

0

0

1

0

ANAHO ISLAND NWR

14591

NV

1

9

4

0

0

0

1

1

0

0

1

0

0

1

1

0

ANAHUAC NWR

21521

TX

2

37

2

0

1

0

0

0

1

1

0

1

1

1

1

0

ANKENY NWR

13588

OR

1

5

4

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

1

0

0

1

1

0

ANTIOCH DUNES NWR

11646

CA

1

32

3

0

1

0

1

1

0

0

0

1

0

1

1

0

APPERT LAKE NWR

62511

ND

6

11

4

0

0

1

1

1

0

0

1

0

0

1

1

0

ARANSAS NWR

21532

TX

2

37

2

0

1

0

0

0

1

1

0

1

1

1

1

0

ARAPAHO NWR

65520

CO

6

16

5

0

0

0

1

1

0

0

1

0

0

1

1

0

ARCHIE CARR NWR

41575

FL

4

31

2

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

ARDOCH NWR

62585

ND

6

11

4

0

1

1

1

1

0

0

1

0

0

1

1

0

AROOSTOOK NWR

53630

ME

5

14

5

0

0

0

1

1

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

ARROWWOOD NWR

62510

ND

6

11

4

0

0

1

1

1

0

0

1

0

0

1

1

0

ARTHUR MARSHALL LOXAHATCHEE NWR

41560

FL

4

31

1

2

0

1

0

0

0

1

1

0

1

1

0

1

1

ASH MEADOWS NWR

14554

NV

1

33

1

2

1

1

0

0

1

0

1

1

1

0

1

1

0

ASSABET RIVER NWR

53513

MA

5

30

4

0

1

0

1

1

0

0

1

1

0

0

1

0

ATCHAFALAYA NWR

43614

LA

4

26

2

0

1

0

0

0

1

0

0

1

0

0

1

0

ATTWATER PRAIRIE CHICKEN NWR

21560

TX

2

21

2

0

1

0

0

0

1

0

0

1

1

1

1

0

AUDUBON NWR

62540

ND

6

11

4

0

0

1

1

1

0

0

1

0

0

1

1

0

BACA NWR

65512

CO

6

16

4

0

0

0

1

1

0

0

1

0

0

1

1

0

BACK BAY NWR

51510

VA

5

27

3

1

1

0

1

0

1

1

1

1

0

0

1

0

BALCONES CANYONLANDS NWR

21561

TX

2

20

2

0

1

0

0

0

1

0

0

1

0

1

1

0

BALD KNOB NWR

43522

AR

4

26

2

0

1

0

0

0

1

0

0

1

0

1

1

0

BAMFORTH NWR

65521

CO

6

10

5

0

0

0

1

1

0

0

1

0

0

1

1

0

BANDON MARSH NWR

13596

OR

1

5

5

0

0

0

1

1

0

0

1

0

0

1

1

0

BANKS LAKE NWR

41591

GA

4

27

2

0

1

0

0

0

1

0

0

1

1

0

1

0

BASKETT SLOUGH NWR

13587

OR

1

5

4

0

0

0

1

1

0

0

1

0

0

1

1

0

BAYOU COCODRIE NWR

43530

LA

4

26

2

0

1

0

0

0

1

0

0

1

0

1

1

0

BAYOU SAUVAGE NWR

43595

LA

4

37

2

0

1

0

0

0

1

1

0

1

1

0

1

0

BAYOU TECHE NWR

43628

LA

4

37

2

0

1

0

0

0

1

1

0

1

1

0

1

0

S. Lor
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NWR

org code

State

Other
USFWS
Survey Survey
Region BCR Window Window BLRA LEBI YERA SORA VIRA KIRA CLRA AMBICOMOPUGAAMCO PBGR LIMP Verified By

BEAR BUTTE NWR

64542

SD

6

17

4

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

1

0

0

1

1

0

BEAR LAKE NWR

14613

ID

1

10

5

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

1

0

0

1

1

0

BEAR RIVER MIGRATORY BIRD REFUGE

65530

UT

6

9

4

0

0

0

1

1

0

0

1

0

0

1

1

0

BEAR VALLEY NWR

11666

CA

1

9

5

0

0

0

1

1

0

0

0

0

0

1

1

0

BENTON LAKE NWR

61510

MT

6

11

5

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

1

0

0

1

1

0

BIG BOGGY NWR

21542

TX

2

37

2

1

1

0

0

0

1

1

0

1

1

1

1

0

BIG BRANCH MARSH NWR

43558

LA

4

26

2

0

1

0

0

0

1

1

0

1

1

0

1

0

BIG LAKE NWR

43515

AR

4

26

2

0

1

0

0

0

1

0

0

1

0

1

1

0

BIG MUDDY NF&WR

33590

MO

3

22

3

0

1

0

1

0

1

0

1

1

0

1

1

0

BIG OAKS NWR

31531

IN

3

24

3

0

1

0

0

0

1

0

1

1

0

0

1

0

BIG STONE NWR

32640

MN

3

11

4

0

1

0

1

1

1

0

1

1

0

1

1

0

BILL WILLIAMS RIVER NWR

22551

AZ

2

33

1

BITTER CREEK NWR

11672

CA

1

32

3

BITTER LAKE NWR

22510

NM

2

35

BLACK BAYOU LAKE NWR

42652

LA

4

BLACK COULEE NWR

61581

MT

6

BLACKBEARD ISLAND NWR

41626

GA

BLACKWATER NWR

51531

BLOCK ISLAND NWR

4

1

1

0

0

1

0

1

0

1

0

1

1

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

1

1

0

2

0

1

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

1

0

25

2

0

1

0

0

0

1

0

0

1

0

1

1

0

11

4

0

0

0

1

1

0

0

1

0

0

1

1

0

4

27

2

1

1

0

0

0

1

1

0

1

1

0

1

0

MD

5

0

3

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

53541

RI

5

30

5

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

BLUE RIDGE NWR

11671

CA

1

32

4

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

1

0

1

1

0

BOGUE CHITTO NWR

43616

LA

4

27

2

0

1

0

0

0

1

1

0

1

1

0

1

0

BOMBAY HOOK NWR

51550

DE

5

30

3

1

1

0

1

0

1

1

1

1

0

0

0

0

BON SECOUR NWR

43630

AL

4

27

2

0

1

0

0

0

1

1

0

1

1

0

1

0

BOND SWAMP NWR

41685

GA

4

27

2

0

1

0

0

0

1

0

0

1

0

0

1

0

BONE HILL NWR

62632

ND

6

11

4

0

0

1

1

1

1

0

1

0

0

1

1

0

BOSQUE DEL APACHE NWR

22520

NM

2

35

2

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

1

0

1

1

0

BOWDOIN NWR

61580

MT

6

11

4

0

0

1

1

0

0

0

1

0

0

1

1

0

BOYER CHUTE NWR

64640

NE

6

22

3

0

1

0

1

1

1

0

1

0

0

1

1

0

BRAZORIA NWR

21543

TX

2

37

2

0

1

0

0

0

1

1

0

1

1

1

1

0

BRETON NWR

43556

LA

4

0

2

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

BROWNS PARK NWR

65550

CO

6

10

4

0

0

0

1

1

0

0

1

0

0

1

1

0

BRUMBA NWR

62582

ND

6

11

5

0

0

1

1

1

0

0

1

0

0

1

1

0

BUENOS AIRES NWR

22530

AZ

2

34

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

1

1

0

2, 4

5

3

2, 3, 4

C. Conway
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NWR

org code

State

Other
USFWS
Survey Survey
Region BCR Window Window BLRA LEBI YERA SORA VIRA KIRA CLRA AMBICOMOPUGAAMCO PBGR LIMP Verified By

BUFFALO LAKE NWR

62622

ND

6

11

2

3, 4

0

0

1

1

1

0

0

1

0

0

1

1

BUFFALO LAKE NWR

21570

TX

2

18

2

3, 4

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

1

1

0

BUTTE SINK WMA

81624

CA

6

32

2

0

1

0

1

1

0

0

0

1

0

1

1

0

CABEZA PRIETA NWR

22571

AZ

2

33

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

1

1

0

CACHE RIVER NWR

43513

AR

4

26

2

0

1

0

0

0

1

0

0

1

0

1

1

0

CADDO LAKE NWR

21594

OK

2

25

2

0

1

0

0

0

1

0

0

1

1

1

1

0

CAHABA RIVER NWR

43665

AL

4

28

2

0

1

0

0

0

1

0

0

1

0

0

1

0

CALOOSAHATCHEE NWR

41546

FL

4

0

2

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

CAMAS NWR

14611

ID

1

9

4

0

0

0

1

1

0

0

1

0

0

1

1

0

CAMERON PRAIRIE NWR

43612

LA

4

37

2

0

1

0

0

0

1

1

0

1

1

1

1

0

CAMP LAKE NWR

62543

ND

6

11

4

0

0

1

1

1

0

0

1

0

0

1

1

0

CANAAN VALLEY NWR

51630

WV

5

28

4

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

1

0

CANFIELD LAKE NWR

62513

ND

6

11

4

0

0

1

1

1

0

0

1

0

0

1

1

0

CAPE MAY NWR

52515

NJ

5

30

4

1

1

0

1

0

1

1

1

1

0

0

0

0

CAPE MEARES NWR

13593

OR

1

5

5

0

0

0

1

1

0

0

1

0

0

1

1

0

CAPE ROMAIN NWR

42510

SC

4

27

2

1

1

0

0

0

1

1

0

1

1

0

1

0

CARLTON POND WPA

53561

ME

5

14

5

0

0

0

1

1

0

0

1

0

0

0

1

0

CAROLINA SANDHILLS NWR

42520

SC

4

27

2

0

1

0

0

0

1

0

0

1

0

0

1

0

CASTLE ROCK NWR

11647

CA

1

0

5

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

CAT ISLAND NWR

43697

LA

4

26

2

0

1

0

0

0

1

0

0

1

0

0

1

0

CATAHOULA NWR

43525

LA

4

25

2

0

1

0

0

0

1

0

0

1

0

1

1

0

CEDAR ISLAND NWR

42531

NC

4

27

3

1

1

0

0

0

1

1

0

1

0

0

1

0

CEDAR KEYS NWR

41511

FL

4

0

2

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

CEDAR POINT NWR

31541

OH

3

22

4

0

1

0

1

1

1

0

1

1

0

1

1

0

CHARLES M. RUSSELL NWR

61520

MT

6

17

4

0

0

1

1

1

0

0

1

0

0

1

1

0

CHASE LAKE NWR

62514

ND

6

11

4

0

0

1

1

1

0

0

1

0

0

1

1

0

CHASSAHOWITZKA NWR

41510

FL

4

0

2

1

1

0

0

0

1

1

0

1

1

0

1

1

CHAUTAUQUA NWR

33650

IL

3

22

3

0

1

0

1

1

1

0

1

1

0

1

1

0

CHICKASAW NWR

42526

TN

4

26

3

0

1

0

0

0

1

0

0

1

0

1

1

0

CHINCOTEAGUE NWR

51570

VA

5

30

4

1

1

0

1

0

1

1

1

1

0

0

0

0

CHOCTAW NWR

43535

AL

4

27

2

0

1

0

0

0

1

0

0

1

1

0

1

0

CIBOLA NWR

22540

AZ

2

33

1

1

1

0

0

1

0

1

0

1

0

1

1

0

CLARENCE CANNON NWR

33643

MO

3

22

3

0

1

0

1

0

1

0

1

1

0

1

1

0

2

1

5

5

2

0

AR071639
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org code

State

CLARKS RIVER NWR

42622

KY

4

24

3

CLEAR LAKE NWR

11661

CA

1

9

5

COACHELLA VALLEY NWR

11632

CA

1

33

COKEVILLE MEADOWS NWR

65581

WY

6

COLD SPRINGS NWR

13581

WA

1

COLDWATER RIVER NWR

43676

MS

4

COLUMBIA NWR

13510

WA

1

9

3

0

0

0

1

1

0

0

1

0

0

1

1

0

COLUSA NWR

11621

CA

1

32

2

0

1

0

1

1

0

0

0

1

0

1

1

0

CONBOY LAKE NWR

13522

WA

1

9

5

0

0

0

1

1

0

0

1

0

0

1

1

0

CONSCIENCE POINT NWR

52564

NY

5

30

5

0

1

0

1

1

1

1

1

1

0

0

1

0

COPALIS NWR

13536

WA

1

0

5

0

0

0

1

1

0

0

0

0

0

1

1

0

COTTONWOOD LAKE NWR

62623

ND

6

11

4

0

0

1

1

1

0

0

1

0

0

1

1

0

CRAB ORCHARD NWR

33610

IL

3

24

3

0

1

0

0

0

1

0

1

1

0

0

1

0

CRANE MEADOWS NWR

32555

MN

3

23

4

0

1

1

1

1

1

0

1

1

0

1

1

0

CREEDMAN COULEE NWR

61582

MT

6

11

4

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

1

0

0

1

1

0

CRESCENT LAKE NWR

64510

NE

6

19

4

0

0

0

1

1

0

0

1

0

0

1

1

0

CROCODILE LAKE NWR

41581

FL

4

31

2

0

1

0

0

0

1

1

0

1

1

1

1

1

CROSS CREEKS NWR

42515

TN

4

24

3

0

1

0

0

0

1

0

1

1

0

0

1

0

CROSS ISLAND NWR

53535

ME

5

14

5

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

CRYSTAL RIVER NWR

41516

FL

4

0

2

1

1

0

0

0

1

1

0

1

1

0

1

1

CURRITUCK NWR

41631

NC

4

0

3

1

1

0

0

1

1

1

1

1

0

0

1

0

CYPRESS CREEK NWR

32630

IL

3

24

3

0

1

0

0

0

1

0

1

1

0

0

1

0

DAHOMEY NWR

43635

MS

4

26

2

0

1

0

0

0

1

0

0

1

1

1

1

0

DAKOTA LAKE NWR

62633

ND

6

11

4

0

0

0

1

1

1

0

1

0

0

1

1

0

D'ARBONNE NWR

43545

LA

4

25

2

0

1

0

0

0

1

0

0

1

0

1

1

0

DEEP FORK NWR

21592

OK

2

25

3

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

1

0

1

1

0

DEER FLAT NWR

14560

ID

1

9

4

0

0

0

1

1

0

0

1

0

0

1

1

0

DELEVAN NWR

11622

CA

1

32

2

0

1

0

1

1

0

0

0

1

0

1

1

0

DELTA NWR

43555

LA

4

37

2

0

1

0

0

0

1

1

0

1

1

0

1

0

DES LACS NWR

62570

ND

6

11

5

0

0

1

1

1

0

0

1

0

0

1

1

0

DESERT NATIONAL WILDLIFE RANGE

14555

NV

1

33

3

DESOTO NWR

33510

IA

3

22

3

DETROIT RIVER INTNTL. WR

31521

MI

3

0

4

NWR

0

1

0

0

0

1

0

1

1

0

0

1

0

0

0

1

1

0

0

1

0

0

1

1

0

1

0

0

0

0

1

0

1

0

0

0

1

1

0

10

5

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

1

0

0

1

1

0

9

3

0

0

0

1

1

0

0

1

0

0

1

1

0

26

2

0

1

0

0

0

1

0

0

1

0

1

1

0

4

4

3

1;2;4;5
5

0

0

0

0

1

1

0

0

0

1

0

1

1

0

0

1

0

1

1

1

0

1

0

0

1

1

0

0

1

0

1

1

1

0

1

1

0

1

1

0
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DON EDWARDS SAN FRANCISCO BAY NWR

11648

DRIFTLESS AREA NWR
DUNGENESS NWR

State

Other
USFWS
Survey Survey
Region BCR Window Window BLRA LEBI YERA SORA VIRA KIRA CLRA AMBICOMOPUGAAMCO PBGR LIMP Verified By

CA

1

32

4

1

1

0

1

1

0

1

1

1

0

1

1

0

32596

IA

3

23

4

0

1

0

1

1

1

0

1

1

0

1

1

0

13539

WA

1

5

5

0

0

0

1

1

0

0

0

0

0

1

1

0

EASTERN NECK NWR

51590

MD

5

30

3

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

EASTERN SHORE OF VIRGINIA NWR

51650

VA

5

30

3

1

1

0

1

0

1

1

1

1

0

0

0

0

EDWIN B. FORSYTHE NWR

52510

NJ

5

30

4

1

1

0

1

1

1

1

1

1

0

0

0

0

EGMONT KEY NWR

41562

FL

4

0

2

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

ELIZABETH ALEXANDRA MORTON NWR

52566

NY

5

30

5

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

ELLICOTT SLOUGH NWR

11643

CA

1

32

4

1

0

0

1

1

0

0

1

0

0

1

1

0

EMIQUON NWR

33654

IL

3

22

3

0

1

0

1

1

1

0

1

1

0

1

1

0

ERIE NWR

52520

PA

5

13

4

0

1

0

1

1

1

0

1

1

0

1

1

0

EUFAULA NWR

43560

AL

4

27

2

0

1

0

0

0

1

0

0

1

1

0

1

0

FALLON NWR

14592

NV

1

9

3

0

0

0

1

1

0

0

1

0

0

1

1

0

FARALLON NWR

11641

CA

1

0

5

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

FEATHERSTONE NWR

51612

VA

5

29

3

0

1

0

1

0

1

0

1

1

0

0

1

0

FELSENTHAL NWR

43579

AR

4

25

2

0

1

0

0

0

1

0

0

1

0

1

1

0

FERN CAVE NWR

43662

AL

4

24

3

0

1

0

0

0

1

0

0

1

0

0

1

0

FISH SPRINGS NWR

65540

UT

6

9

3

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

1

0

FISHERMAN ISLAND NWR

51651

VA

5

0

3

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

FLATTERY ROCKS NWR

13537

WA

1

0

5

0

0

0

1

1

0

0

0

0

0

1

1

0

FLINT HILLS NWR

64580

KS

6

22

3

0

0

0

1

0

1

0

0

1

0

1

1

0

FLORENCE LAKE NWR

62516

ND

6

11

4

0

0

1

1

1

0

0

1

0

0

1

1

0

FLORIDA PANTHER NWR

41545

FL

4

31

1

0

1

0

0

0

1

0

0

1

1

1

1

1

FORT NIOBRARA NWR

64520

NE

6

17

4

0

0

0

1

1

0

0

1

0

0

1

1

0

FOX RIVER NWR

32524

WI

3

23

4

0

1

1

1

1

1

0

1

1

0

1

1

0

FRANKLIN ISLAND NWR

53533

ME

5

0

5

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

FRANZ LAKE NWR

13558

WA

1

5

4

0

0

0

1

1

0

0

1

0

0

1

1

0

GLACIAL RIDGE NWR

32580

MN

3

11

4

0

1

1

1

1

0

0

1

0

0

1

1

0

GRAND BAY NWR

43617

MS

4

27

2

0

1

0

0

0

1

1

0

1

1

0

1

0

GRAND COTE NWR

43696

LA

4

26

2

0

1

0

0

0

1

0

0

1

1

1

1

0

GRASSLANDS WMA

81653

CA

6

32

2

0

0

0

1

1

0

0

0

1

0

1

1

0

GRAVEL ISLAND NWR

32521

WI

3

0

5

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

GRAYS HARBOR NWR

13534

WA

1

0

5

0

0

0

1

1

0

0

0

0

0

1

1

0
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GRAYS LAKE NWR

14612

ID

1

10

5

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

1

0

0

1

1

0

GREAT BAY NWR

53570

NH

5

30

4

0

1

0

1

1

0

0

1

0

0

0

1

0

GREAT DISMAL SWAMP NWR

51580

VA

5

27

3

1

1

0

1

1

1

1

1

1

0

0

1

0

GREAT MEADOWS NWR

53511

MA

5

30

4

0

1

0

1

1

0

0

1

1

0

0

1

0

GREAT RIVER NWR

33640

MO

3

22

3

0

1

0

1

0

1

0

1

1

0

1

1

0

GREAT SWAMP NWR

52530

NJ

5

29

4

0

1

0

1

1

1

0

1

1

0

0

0

0

GREAT WHITE HERON NWR

41582

FL

4

0

2

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

GREEN BAY NWR

32522

WI

3

0

5

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

GRULLA NWR

21591

TX

2

18

2

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

1

1

0

GUADALUPE-NIPOMO DUNES NWR

11673

CA

1

32

5

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

1

1

0

HAGERMAN NWR

21580

TX

2

21

2

0

1

0

0

0

1

0

0

1

0

1

1

0

HAILSTONE NWR

61521

MT

6

17

4

0

0

0

1

1

0

0

1

0

0

1

1

0

HALFBREED LAKE NWR

61522

MT

6

17

4

0

0

0

1

1

0

0

1

0

0

1

1

0

HALF-WAY LAKE NWR

62517

ND

6

11

4

0

0

1

1

1

0

0

1

0

0

1

1

0

HAMDEN SLOUGH NWR

32600

MN

3

23

4

0

1

1

1

1

0

0

1

0

0

1

1

0

HANDY BRAKE NWR

43567

LA

4

25

2

0

1

0

0

0

1

0

0

1

0

1

1

0

HARBOR ISLAND NWR

31512

MI

3

0

5

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

HARRIS NECK NWR

41627

GA

4

27

2

1

1

0

0

0

1

1

0

1

1

0

1

0

HART MOUNTAIN NATL ANTELOPE REFUGE

14622

OR

1

9

5

0

0

0

1

1

0

0

1

0

0

1

1

0

HATCHIE NWR

42525

TN

4

27

3

0

1

0

0

0

1

0

0

1

0

1

1

0

HAVASU NWR

22550

CA

2

33

1

1

1

0

0

1

0

1

0

1

0

1

1

0

HEWITT LAKE NWR

61583

MT

6

11

4

0

0

1

1

0

0

0

1

0

0

1

1

0

HIDDENWOOD NWR

62544

ND

6

11

4

0

0

1

1

1

0

0

1

0

0

1

1

0

HILLSIDE NWR

43580

MS

4

26

2

0

1

0

0

0

1

0

0

1

1

1

1

0

HOBART LAKE NWR

62518

ND

6

11

4

0

0

1

1

1

1

0

1

0

0

1

1

0

HOBE SOUND NWR

41561

FL

4

31

2

1

1

0

0

0

1

1

0

1

1

0

1

1

HOLLA BEND NWR

43590

AR

4

25

2

0

1

0

0

0

1

0

0

1

1

1

1

0

HOLT COLLIER NWR

43684

MS

4

26

2

0

1

0

0

0

1

0

0

1

1

1

1

0

HOPPER MOUNTAIN NWR

11674

CA

1

32

3

0

1

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

1

1

0

HORICON NWR

32520

WI

3

23

4

0

1

1

1

1

1

0

1

1

0

1

1

0

HUMBOLDT BAY NWR

11590

CA

1

0

5

0

0

0

1

1

0

0

1

0

0

1

1

0

HURON NWR

31511

MI

3

0

5

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

HUTCHINSON LAKE NWR

62519

ND

6

11

4

0

0

1

1

1

0

0

1

0

0

1

1

0

3

4

4
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HUTTON LAKE NWR

65522

CO

6

10

5

0

0

0

1

1

0

0

1

0

0

1

1

IMPERIAL NWR

22560

AZ

2

33

1

1

1

0

0

1

0

1

0

1

0

1

1

0

C. Conway

IROQUOIS NWR

52540

NY

5

13

4

0

1

0

1

1

1

0

1

1

0

1

1

0

S. Lor

ISLAND BAY NWR

41547

FL

4

0

2

0

1

0

0

0

1

1

0

1

1

0

1

1

J.CLARK SALYER NWR

62620

ND

6

11

4

0

0

1

1

1

0

0

1

0

0

1

1

0

J.N. 'DING' DARLING NWR

41540

FL

4

31

2

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

JAMES RIVER NWR

51621

VA

5

27

3

0

1

0

1

0

1

0

1

1

0

0

1

0

JOHN H. CHAFEE NWR

53547

RI

5

30

5

0

1

0

1

1

0

1

1

1

0

0

0

0

JOHN HAY NWR

53571

NH

5

14

4

0

0

0

1

1

0

0

1

0

0

0

1

0

JOHN HEINZ NWR AT TINICUM

52570

PA

5

30

3

0

1

0

1

1

1

0

1

1

0

0

0

0

JOHN W. AND LOUISE SEIER NWR

64522

NE

6

19

4

0

0

0

1

1

0

0

1

0

0

1

1

0

JOHNSON LAKE NWR

62520

ND

6

11

4

0

0

1

1

1

0

0

1

0

0

1

1

0

JULIA BUTLER HANSEN REFUGE

13554

WA

1

5

5

0

0

0

1

1

0

0

1

0

0

1

1

0

KARL E. MUNDT NWR

64552

SD

6

11

4

0

0

0

1

1

1

0

1

0

0

1

1

0

KARNER BLUE BUTTERFLY PROJECT

99999

6

30

4

0

0

0

1

1

0

0

1

0

0

0

1

0

KELLYS SLOUGH NWR

62583

ND

6

11

4

0

1

1

1

1

0

0

1

0

0

1

1

0

KERN NWR

11610

CA

1

32

2

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

1

0

1

1

0

KEY CAVE NWR

43664

AL

4

24

2

0

1

0

0

0

1

0

0

1

0

0

1

0

KIRTLANDS WARBLER NWR

31513

MI

3

12

4

0

1

1

1

1

0

0

1

1

0

1

1

0

KIRWIN NWR

64610

KS

6

19

3

0

0

0

1

1

0

0

1

0

0

1

1

0

KLAMATH MARSH NWR

11662

OR

1

9

5

0

1

0

1

1

0

0

1

0

0

1

1

0

KOFA NWR

22570

AZ

2

33

1

0

1

0

0

1

0

0

0

1

0

1

1

0

KOOTENAI NWR

14580

ID

1

10

4

0

0

0

1

1

0

0

1

0

0

1

1

0

LACASSINE NWR

43610

LA

4

37

2

0

1

0

0

0

1

1

0

1

1

1

1

0

LACREEK NWR

64540

SD

6

17

4

0

0

0

1

1

0

0

1

0

0

1

1

0

LAGUNA ATASCOSA NWR

21553

TX

2

37

2

1

0

1

0

0

0

1

1

0

1

1

1

1

0

LAKE ALICE NWR

62584

ND

6

11

4

5

0

0

1

1

1

0

0

1

0

0

1

1

0

LAKE ANDES NWR

64550

SD

6

11

4

3

0

0

0

1

1

1

0

1

0

0

1

1

0

LAKE GEORGE NWR

62521

ND

6

11

4

0

0

1

1

1

0

0

1

0

0

1

1

0

LAKE ILO NWR

62571

ND

6

17

4

0

0

1

1

0

0

0

1

0

0

1

1

0

LAKE ISOM NWR

42576

TN

4

26

3

0

1

0

0

0

1

0

0

1

0

1

1

0

LAKE MASON NWR

61523

MT

6

17

5

LAKE NETTIE NWR

62546

ND

6

11

4

5

2, 3

4

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

1

0

0

1

1

0

0

0

1

1

1

0

0

1

0

0

1

1

0
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LAKE OPHELIA NWR

43695

LA

4

26

2

0

1

0

0

0

1

0

0

1

1

1

1

0

LAKE OTIS NWR

62547

ND

6

11

4

0

0

1

1

1

0

0

1

0

0

1

1

0

LAKE PATRICIA NWR

62111

ND

6

17

4

0

0

1

1

0

0

0

1

0

0

1

1

0

LAKE THIBADEAU NWR

61584

MT

6

11

4

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

1

0

0

1

1

0

LAKE UMBAGOG NWR

53580

NH

5

14

5

0

0

0

1

1

0

0

1

0

0

0

1

0

LAKE WALES RIDGE NWR

41577

FL

4

31

1

1

1

0

0

0

1

0

0

1

1

0

1

1

LAKE WOODRUFF NWR

41550

FL

4

31

2

1

1

0

0

0

1

0

0

1

1

0

1

1

LAKE ZAHL NWR

62561

ND

6

11

4

0

0

1

1

1

0

0

1

0

0

1

1

0

LAMBS LAKE NWR

62586

ND

6

11

4

0

1

1

1

1

0

0

1

0

0

1

1

0

LAMESTEER NWR

61531

MT

6

17

4

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

1

0

0

1

1

0

LAS VEGAS NWR

22580

NM

2

16

4

0

0

0

1

1

0

0

0

0

0

1

1

0

LEE METCALF NWR

61560

MT

6

10

4

0

0

0

1

1

0

0

1

0

0

1

1

0

LESLIE CANYON NWR

22524

AZ

2

34

2

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

1

1

0

LEWIS AND CLARK NWR

13555

WA

1

0

5

0

0

0

1

1

0

0

1

0

0

1

1

0

LIDO BEACH WMA

52567

NY

5

30

4

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

LITTLE GOOSE NWR

62587

ND

6

11

4

0

1

1

1

1

0

0

1

0

0

1

1

0

LITTLE PEND OREILLE NWR

13561

WA

1

10

5

0

0

0

1

1

0

0

1

0

0

1

1

0

LITTLE RIVER NWR

21680

OK

2

25

2

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

1

0

1

1

0

LITTLE SANDY NWR

21685

OK

2

25

2

0

1

0

0

0

1

0

0

1

0

1

1

0

LOGAN CAVE NWR

43591

AR

4

24

3

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

1

0

1

1

0

LORDS LAKE NWR

62624

ND

6

11

5

0

0

1

1

1

0

0

1

0

0

1

1

0

LOST LAKE NWR

62548

ND

6

11

4

0

0

1

1

1

0

0

1

0

0

1

1

0

LOST TRAIL NWR

61545

MT

6

10

5

0

0

0

1

1

0

0

1

0

0

1

1

0

LOSTWOOD NWR

62572

ND

6

11

5

0

0

1

1

1

0

0

1

0

0

1

1

0

LOWER HATCHIE NWR

42527

TN

4

27

3

2

0

1

0

0

0

1

0

0

1

0

1

1

0

LOWER KLAMATH NWR

11663

CA

1

9

5

4

0

0

0

1

1

0

0

1

0

0

1

1

0

LOWER RIO GRANDE VALLEY NWR

21552

TX

2

36

1

2

0

1

0

0

0

1

1

0

1

1

1

1

0

LOWER SUWANNEE NWR

41515

FL

4

27

2

1

1

1

0

0

0

1

1

0

1

1

0

1

1

MACKAY ISLAND NWR

41660

NC

4

27

3

1

1

0

0

1

1

1

1

1

0

0

1

0

MALHEUR NWR

13570

OR

1

9

4

0

0

0

1

1

0

0

1

0

0

1

1

0

MANDALAY NWR

43626

LA

4

26

2

0

1

0

0

0

1

0

0

1

1

0

1

0

MAPLE RIVER NWR

62634

ND

6

11

4

0

0

0

1

1

1

0

1

0

0

1

1

0

MARAIS DES CYGNES NWR

64630

KS

6

22

3

0

1

0

1

0

1

0

0

1

0

1

1

0

1

3
3

4

5
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org code

State

Other
USFWS
Survey Survey
Region BCR Window Window BLRA LEBI YERA SORA VIRA KIRA CLRA AMBICOMOPUGAAMCO PBGR LIMP Verified By

MARIN ISLANDS NWR

11645

CA

1

0

4

1

0

0

1

1

0

1

1

1

0

1

1

0

MARTIN NWR

51540

MD

5

30

3

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

MASHPEE NWR

53518

MA

5

30

5

0

1

0

1

1

0

1

1

0

0

0

1

0

MASON NECK NWR

51610

VA

5

30

3

0

1

0

1

0

1

0

1

1

0

0

1

0

MASSASOIT NWR

53517

MA

5

30

5

0

1

0

1

1

0

1

1

0

0

0

1

0

MATHEWS BRAKE NWR

43681

MS

4

26

2

0

1

0

0

0

1

0

0

1

1

1

1

0

MATLACHA PASS NWR

41548

FL

4

0

2

0

1

0

0

0

1

0

0

1

1

0

1

1

MATTAMUSKEET NWR

42530

NC

4

27

3

1

1

0

0

0

1

1

0

1

0

0

1

0

MAXWELL NWR

22581

NM

2

18

3

0

0

0

1

1

0

0

0

0

0

1

1

0

MCFADDIN NWR

21525

TX

2

37

2

0

1

0

0

0

1

1

0

1

1

1

1

0

MCKAY CREEK NWR

13582

WA

1

9

4

0

0

0

1

1

0

0

1

0

0

1

1

0

MCLEAN NWR

62549

ND

6

11

4

0

0

1

1

1

0

0

1

0

0

1

1

0

MCNARY NWR

13520

WA

1

9

3

0

0

0

1

1

0

0

1

0

0

1

1

0

MEDICINE LAKE NWR

61530

MT

6

11

4

0

0

1

1

1

0

0

1

0

0

1

1

0

MERCED NWR

11652

CA

1

32

2

0

0

0

1

1

0

0

0

1

0

1

1

0

MEREDOSIA NWR

33652

IL

3

22

3

0

1

0

1

0

1

0

1

1

0

1

1

0

MERRITT ISLAND NWR

41570

FL

4

31

2

1

1

0

0

0

1

1

0

1

1

0

1

1

MIDDLE MISSISSIPPI RIVER NWR

33660

IL

3

22

3

0

1

0

1

0

1

0

1

1

0

1

1

0

MILLE LACS NWR

32541

MN

3

12

4

0

1

1

1

1

0

0

1

0

0

1

1

0

MINGO NWR

33540

MO

3

26

3

0

1

0

0

0

1

0

0

1

0

1

1

0

MINIDOKA NWR

14614

ID

1

9

4

0

0

0

1

1

0

0

1

0

0

1

1

0

MINNESOTA VALLEY NWR

32590

MN

3

23

4

0

1

0

1

1

1

0

1

1

0

1

1

0

MISSISQUOI NWR

53520

VT

5

13

4

0

0

0

1

1

0

0

1

1

0

0

1

0

MISSISSIPPI SANDHILL CRANE NWR

43615

MS

4

27

2

0

1

0

0

0

1

1

0

1

1

0

1

0

MOAPA VALLEY NWR

14553

NV

1

9

1

0

0

0

1

1

0

0

0

1

0

1

1

0

MODOC NWR

11690

CA

1

9

4

0

0

0

1

1

0

0

1

0

0

1

1

0

MONOMOY NWR

53514

MA

5

30

5

0

1

0

1

1

0

1

1

0

0

0

1

0

MONTE VISTA NWR

65511

CO

6

16

4

0

0

0

1

1

0

0

1

0

0

1

1

0

MONTEZUMA NWR

52550

NY

5

13

4

0

1

0

1

1

0

0

1

1

0

1

1

0

MOODY NWR

21522

TX

2

37

2

0

1

0

0

0

1

1

0

1

1

1

1

0

MOOSEHORN NWR

53530

ME

5

14

5

0

1

0

1

1

0

0

1

0

0

0

1

0

MORGAN BRAKE NWR

43582

MS

4

26

2

0

1

0

0

0

1

0

0

1

1

0

1

0

MORTENSON LAKE NWR

65524

CO

6

10

5

0

0

0

1

1

0

0

1

0

0

1

1

0

1

4
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Other
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Survey Survey
Region BCR Window Window BLRA LEBI YERA SORA VIRA KIRA CLRA AMBICOMOPUGAAMCO PBGR LIMP Verified By

org code

State

MOUNTAIN LONGLEAF NWR

43666

GA

4

28

3

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

1

0

0

1

0

MULESHOE NWR

21590

TX

2

18

2

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

1

1

0

MUSCATATUCK NWR

31530

IN

3

24

3

0

1

0

1

0

1

0

1

1

0

0

1

0

NANSEMOND NWR

51581

VA

5

27

3

1

1

0

1

0

1

0

1

1

0

0

1

0

NANTUCKET NWR

53515

MA

5

30

5

0

1

0

1

1

0

1

1

0

0

0

1

0

NATIONAL BISON RANGE

61540

MT

6

10

5

0

0

0

1

1

0

0

1

0

0

1

1

0

NATIONAL ELK REFUGE

61550

WY

6

10

5

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

1

0

0

1

1

0

NATIONAL KEY DEER REFUGE

41580

FL

4

0

2

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

NEAL SMITH NWR

33670

IA

3

22

4

0

1

0

1

0

1

0

1

1

0

1

1

0

NECEDAH NWR

32530

WI

3

23

4

0

1

1

1

1

1

0

1

1

0

1

1

0

NESTUCCA BAY NWR

13597

OR

1

5

5

0

0

0

1

1

0

0

1

0

0

1

1

0

NINE-PIPE NWR

61541

MT

6

10

5

0

0

0

1

1

0

0

1

0

0

1

1

0

NINIGRET NWR

53542

RI

5

30

5

0

1

0

1

1

0

1

1

1

0

0

0

0

NISQUALLY NWR

13529

WA

1

5

5

0

0

0

1

1

0

0

0

0

0

1

1

0

NOMANS LAND ISLAND NWR

53516

MA

5

30

5

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

NORTH CENTRAL VALLEY WMA

81628

CA

6

32

2

0

1

0

1

1

0

0

0

1

0

1

1

0

NORTH PLATTE NWR

64511

NE

6

18

4

0

0

0

1

1

0

0

1

0

0

1

1

0

NOXUBEE NWR

43620

MS

4

27

2

0

1

0

0

0

1

0

0

1

0

0

1

0

OCCOQUAN BAY NWR

51611

VA

5

29

3

0

1

0

1

0

1

0

1

1

0

0

1

0

OHIO RIVER ISLANDS NWR

51660

WV

5

28

3

0

1

0

1

1

1

0

1

1

0

0

1

0

0

GA

4

27

2

0

1

0

0

0

1

0

0

1

1

0

1

0

OPTIMA NWR

21661

OK

2

19

3

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

1

1

0

OREGON ISLANDS NWR

13599

OR

1

0

5

0

0

0

1

1

0

0

1

0

0

1

1

0

OTTAWA NWR

31540

OH

3

22

4

0

1

0

1

1

1

0

1

1

0

1

1

0

OURAY NWR

65570

UT

6

16

3

0

0

0

1

1

0

0

1

0

0

1

1

0

OVERFLOW NWR

43571

AR

4

26

2

0

1

0

0

0

1

0

0

1

0

1

1

0

OXBOW NWR

53512

MA

5

30

4

0

1

0

1

1

0

0

1

1

0

0

1

0

OXFORD SLOUGH WPA

14615

ID

1

9

4

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

1

0

0

1

1

0

OYSTER BAY NWR

52563

NY

5

0

4

0

1

0

1

1

1

1

1

1

0

0

1

0

OZARK CAVEFISH NWR

33541

MO

3

24

3

0

1

0

0

0

1

0

0

1

0

1

1

0

OZARK PLATEAU NWR

21645

OK

2

24

3

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

1

0

1

1

0

PABLO NWR

61542

MT

6

10

5

0

0

0

1

1

0

0

1

0

0

1

1

0

PAHRANAGAT NWR

14551

NV

1

9

2

0

0

0

1

1

0

0

0

1

0

1

1

0

NWR

OKEFENOKEE NWR

4

4
3

4
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Survey Survey
Region BCR Window Window BLRA LEBI YERA SORA VIRA KIRA CLRA AMBICOMOPUGAAMCO PBGR LIMP Verified By

PANTHER SWAMP NWR

43581

MS

4

26

2

PARKER RIVER NWR

53550

MA

5

30

5

PASSAGE KEY NWR

41563

FL

4

0

2

PATHFINDER NWR

65523

CO

6

10

5

0

0

0

1

1

0

0

1

0

0

1

1

0

PATOKA RIVER NWR

31560

IN

3

24

3

0

1

0

0

0

1

0

1

1

0

0

1

0

PATUXENT RESEARCH REFUGE

51640

MD

5

30

3

1

1

0

1

0

1

0

1

1

0

0

1

0

PEA ISLAND NWR

42540

NC

4

0

3

1

1

0

0

1

1

1

0

1

0

0

1

0

PEE DEE NWR

42550

NC

4

29

2

0

1

0

0

0

1

0

0

1

0

0

1

0

PELICAN ISLAND NWR

41572

FL

4

0

2

1

1

0

0

0

1

1

0

1

1

0

1

1

PETIT MANAN NWR

53533

ME

5

14

5

0

1

0

1

1

0

0

1

0

0

0

1

0

PIEDMONT NWR

41680

GA

4

29

2

0

1

0

0

0

1

0

0

1

0

0

1

0

PIERCE NWR

13557

WA

1

5

4

0

0

0

1

1

0

0

1

0

0

1

1

0

PILOT KNOB NWR

33542

MO

3

24

3

0

1

0

0

0

1

0

0

1

0

1

1

0

PINCKNEY ISLAND NWR

41629

GA

4

27

2

1

1

0

0

0

1

1

0

1

1

0

1

0

PINE ISLAND NWR

41549

FL

4

0

2

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

PINELLAS NWR

41564

FL

4

0

2

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

PIXLEY NWR

11612

CA

1

32

2

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

1

0

1

1

0

PLEASANT LAKE NWR

62588

ND

6

11

4

0

0

1

1

1

0

0

1

0

0

1

1

0

PLUM TREE ISLAND NWR

51512

VA

5

30

3

1

1

0

1

0

1

0

1

1

0

0

1

0

POCOSIN LAKES NWR

42535

NC

4

27

3

1

1

0

0

0

1

1

0

1

0

0

1

0

POND CREEK NWR

43575

AR

4

25

2

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

1

1

1

1

0

POND ISLAND NWR

53537

ME

5

0

5

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

PORT LOUISA NWR

33630

IA

3

22

4

PRESQUILE NWR

51623

VA

5

27

3

PRETTY ROCK NWR

62575

ND

6

17

4

PRIME HOOK NWR

51560

DE

5

30

4

PROTECTION ISLAND NWR

13533

WA

1

0

QUILLAYUTE NEEDLES NWR

13538

WA

1

QUIVIRA NWR

64620

KS

6

RABB LAKE NWR

62625

ND

6

RACHEL CARSON NWR

53553

ME

RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER VALLEY NWR

51622

RED RIVER NWR

42653

4
4

4

0

1

0

0

0

1

0

0

1

1

1

1

0

1

0

1

1

0

1

1

1

0

0

1

0
0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

1

1

1

0

1

1

0

1

1

0

0

1

0

1

0

1

0

1

1

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

1

0

0

1

1

0

1

1

0

1

0

1

1

1

1

0

0

0

0

5

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

5

0

0

0

1

1

0

0

0

0

0

1

1

0

19

3

1

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

1

0

11

5

0

0

1

1

1

0

0

1

0

0

1

1

0

5

30

5

0

1

0

1

1

0

0

1

0

0

0

1

0

VA

5

27

3

1

1

0

1

0

1

0

1

1

0

0

1

0

LA

4

25

2

0

1

0

0

0

1

0

0

1

1

1

1

0

3
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REELFOOT NWR

42577

TN

4

26

3

0

1

0

0

0

1

0

0

1

0

1

1

0

RICE LAKE NWR

32540

MN

3

12

4

0

1

1

1

1

0

0

1

0

0

1

1

0

RICE LAKE NWR-SANDSTONE UNIT

32542

MN

3

12

4

0

1

1

1

1

0

0

1

0

0

1

1

0

RIDGEFIELD NWR

13551

WA

1

5

4

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

1

0

0

1

1

0

ROANOKE RIVER NWR

42630

NC

4

27

3

1

1

0

0

1

1

1

1

1

0

0

1

0

ROCK LAKE NWR

62589

ND

6

11

5

0

0

1

1

1

0

0

1

0

0

1

1

0

ROCKY MOUNTAIN ARSENAL NWR

61170

CO

6

18

4

0

0

0

1

1

0

0

1

0

0

1

1

0

ROSE LAKE NWR

62590

ND

6

11

4

0

0

1

1

1

0

0

1

0

0

1

1

0

RUBY LAKE NWR

14570

NV

1

9

4

0

0

0

1

1

0

0

1

0

0

1

1

0

RYDELL NWR

32583

MN

3

11

4

0

1

1

1

1

0

0

1

0

0

1

1

0

SABINE NWR

43640

LA

4

37

2

0

1

0

0

0

1

1

0

1

1

1

1

0

SACHUEST POINT NWR

53543

RI

5

30

5

0

1

0

1

1

0

1

1

1

0

0

0

0

SACRAMENTO NWR

11619

CA

1

32

2

0

1

0

1

1

0

0

0

1

0

1

1

0

SACRAMENTO RIVER NWR

11627

CA

1

32

2

0

0

0

1

1

0

0

0

1

0

1

1

0

SADDLE MOUNTAIN NWR

13701

WA

1

9

3

SALINAS RIVER NWR

11642

CA

1

0

5

SALT PLAINS NWR

21630

OK

2

19

3

SAN ANDRES NWR

22521

NM

2

35

2

SAN BERNARD NWR

21541

TX

2

37

2

SAN BERNARDINO NWR

22523

AZ

2

34

2

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

1

1

0

SAN DIEGO NWR

11720

CA

1

32

3

4

0

1

0

0

1

0

1

0

0

0

1

1

0

SAN JOAQUIN RIVER NWR

11654

CA

1

32

2

3

0

1

0

1

1

0

0

0

1

0

1

1

0

SAN JUAN ISLANDS NWR

13532

WA

1

0

5

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

SAN LUIS NWR

11655

CA

1

32

2

0

0

0

1

1

0

0

0

1

0

1

1

0

SAN PABLO BAY NWR

11644

CA

1

32

4

1

1

0

1

1

0

1

1

1

0

1

1

0

SAND LAKE NWR

64570

SD

6

11

4

0

0

0

1

1

1

0

1

0

0

1

1

0

SANTA ANA NWR

21551

TX

2

36

1

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

1

1

1

0

SANTEE NWR

42570

SC

4

27

2

1

1

0

0

0

1

0

0

1

0

0

1

0

SAUTA CAVE NWR

43661

AL

4

28

3

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

1

0

0

1

0

SAVANNAH-PINCKNEY NWRs

41625

GA

4

27

2

1

1

0

0

0

1

0

0

1

1

0

1

0

SCHOOL SECTION LAKE NWR

62626

ND

6

11

5

0

0

1

1

1

0

0

1

0

0

1

1

0

SEAL BEACH NWR

11683

CA

1

32

4

0

1

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

1

1

0

SEAL ISLAND NWR

53534

ME

5

0

5

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

5

4, 5

0

0

0

1

1

0

0

1

0

0

1

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

2

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

1

1

0

3, 4

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

1

0

1

1

0

1

1

0

0

0

1

1

0

1

1

1

1

0

2
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SEATUCK NWR

52565

NY

5

0

4

SEEDSKADEE NWR

65580

WY

6

10

5

0

1

0

1

1

1

1

1

1

0

0

1

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

1

0

0

1

1

SENEY NWR

31510

MI

3

12

5

0

0

1

1

1

1

0

0

1

0

0

1

1

0

SEQUOYAH NWR

21640

OK

2

25

3

SEVILLETA NWR

22522

NM

2

16

2

2

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

1

0

1

1

0

3, 4

0

0

0

1

1

0

0

1

1

0

1

1

SHAWANGUNK GRASSLANDS NWR

52611

NJ

5

28

4

0

0

1

0

1

1

0

0

1

1

0

0

0

0

SHELDON NWR

14621

OR

1

9

5

0

0

0

1

1

0

0

1

0

0

1

1

0

SHELL LAKE NWR

62574

ND

6

11

4

0

0

1

1

1

0

0

1

0

0

1

1

0

SHERBURNE NWR

32550

MN

3

23

4

0

1

0

1

1

1

0

1

1

0

1

1

0

SHEYENNE LAKE NWR

62551

ND

6

11

4

0

0

1

1

1

0

0

1

0

0

1

1

0

SHIAWASSEE NWR

31520

MI

3

12

4

0

1

0

1

1

1

0

1

1

0

1

1

0

SIBLEY LAKE NWR

62523

ND

6

11

4

0

0

1

1

1

0

0

1

0

0

1

1

0

SILETZ BAY NWR

13598

OR

1

5

5

0

0

0

1

1

0

0

1

0

0

1

1

0

SILVER LAKE NWR

62591

ND

6

11

4

0

0

1

1

1

0

0

1

0

0

1

1

0

SILVIO O. CONTE NF&WR

53590

MA

5

14

5

0

1

0

1

1

0

0

1

1

0

0

1

0

SLADE NWR

62524

ND

6

11

4

0

0

1

1

1

0

0

1

0

0

1

1

0

SNYDER LAKE NWR

62592

ND

6

11

5

0

0

1

1

1

0

0

1

0

0

1

1

0

SONNY BONO SALTON SEA NWR

11631

CA

1

33

1

0

1

0

0

1

0

1

0

1

0

1

1

0

SPRINGWATER NWR

62526

ND

6

17

4

0

0

1

1

1

0

0

1

0

0

1

1

0

SQUAW CREEK NWR

33560

MO

3

22

3

0

1

0

1

0

1

0

1

0

0

1

1

0

ST. CATHERINE CREEK NWR

42640

MS

4

26

2

0

1

0

0

0

1

0

0

1

0

1

1

0

ST. JOHNS NWR

41573

FL

4

31

2

1

1

0

0

0

1

1

0

1

1

0

1

1

ST. MARKS NWR

41640

FL

4

27

2

1

1

0

0

0

1

1

0

1

1

0

1

1

ST. VINCENT NWR

41650

FL

4

27

2

1

1

0

0

0

1

1

0

1

1

0

1

1

STEIGERWALD LAKE NWR

13556

WA

1

5

4

0

0

0

1

1

0

0

1

0

0

1

1

0

STEWART B. MCKINNEY NWR

53546

CT

5

30

4

0

1

0

1

1

1

1

1

1

0

0

0

0

STEWART LAKE NWR

62576

ND

6

17

4

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

1

0

0

1

1

0

STILLWATER NWR

14590

NV

1

9

3

0

0

0

1

1

0

0

1

0

0

1

1

0

STONE LAKES NWR

11710

CA

1

32

3

0

1

0

1

1

0

0

0

1

0

1

1

0

STONEY SLOUGH NWR

62527

ND

6

11

4

0

0

1

1

1

1

0

1

0

0

1

1

0

STORM LAKE NWR

62662

ND

6

11

4

0

0

1

1

1

1

0

1

0

0

1

1

0

STUMP LAKE NWR

62593

ND

6

11

4

0

0

1

1

1

0

0

1

0

0

1

1

0

SULLYS HILL NATIONAL GAME PRESERVE

62594

ND

6

11

4

0

0

1

1

1

0

0

1

0

0

1

1

0

4

4

4

4

0

C. Conway
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SUNBURST LAKE NWR

62528

ND

6

11

4

0

0

1

1

1

0

0

1

0

0

1

1

0

SUNKHAZE MEADOWS NWR

53560

ME

5

14

5

0

0

0

1

1

0

0

1

0

0

0

1

0

SUPAWNA MEADOWS NWR

52571

NJ

5

30

4

1

1

0

1

0

1

0

1

1

0

0

0

0

SUSQUEHANNA NWR

51532

MD

5

30

3

1

1

0

1

0

1

0

1

1

0

0

0

0

SUTTER NWR

11623

CA

1

32

2

0

1

0

1

1

0

0

0

1

0

1

1

0

SWAN LAKE NWR

33570

MO

3

22

3

0

1

0

1

0

1

0

1

1

0

1

1

0

SWAN RIVER NWR

61543

MT

6

10

5

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

1

0

0

1

1

0

SWANQUARTER NWR

42532

NC

4

0

3

1

1

0

0

0

1

1

0

1

0

0

1

0

SWEETWATER MARSH NWR

11682

CA

1

32

4

0

1

0

0

1

0

1

0

0

0

1

1

0

TALLAHATCHIE NWR

43645

MS

4

26

2

0

1

0

0

0

1

0

0

1

0

1

1

0

TAMARAC NWR

32560

MN

3

12

5

0

1

1

1

1

0

0

1

0

0

1

1

0

TARGET ROCK NWR

52568

NY

5

30

4

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

TEN THOUSAND ISLANDS NWR

41555

FL

4

31

2

0

1

0

0

0

1

1

0

1

1

1

1

1

TENNESSEE NWR

46260

TN

4

24

3

0

1

0

0

0

1

0

1

1

0

0

1

0

TENSAS RIVER NWR

43690

LA

4

26

2

0

1

0

0

0

1

0

0

1

0

1

1

0

TEWAUKON NWR

62660

ND

6

11

4

0

0

0

1

1

1

0

1

0

0

1

1

0

TEXAS POINT NWR

21526

TX

2

37

2

0

1

0

0

0

1

1

0

1

1

1

1

0

THACHER ISLAND NWR

53554

MA

5

0

5

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

THREE ARCH ROCKS NWR

13595

OR

1

0

5

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

TIJUANA SLOUGH NWR

11681

CA

1

32

4

0

1

0

0

1

0

1

0

0

0

1

1

0

TISHOMINGO NWR

21650

OK

2

21

2

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

1

0

1

1

0

TOMAHAWK NWR

62529

ND

6

11

4

0

0

1

1

1

1

0

1

0

0

1

1

0

TOPPENISH NWR

13521

WA

1

9

3

0

0

0

1

1

0

0

1

0

0

1

1

0

TREMPEALEAU NWR

32578

WI

3

23

4

0

1

0

1

1

1

0

1

1

0

1

1

0

TRINITY RIVER NWR

21593

TX

2

25

2

0

1

0

0

0

1

1

0

1

1

1

1

0

TRUSTOM POND NWR

53545

RI

5

30

5

0

1

0

1

1

0

1

1

1

0

0

0

0

TUALATIN RIVER NWR

13600

OR

1

5

4

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

1

0

0

1

1

0

TULE LAKE NWR

11664

CA

1

9

4

0

0

0

1

1

0

0

1

0

0

1

1

0

TURNBULL NWR

13560

WA

1

9

4

0

0

0

1

1

0

0

1

0

0

1

1

0

TWO PONDS NWR

61171

CO

6

18

4

0

0

0

1

1

0

0

1

0

0

1

1

0

TWO RIVERS NWR

33622

IL

3

22

3

0

1

0

1

0

1

0

1

1

0

1

1

0

TYBEE NWR

41624

GA

4

27

2

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

UL BEND NWR

61529

MT

6

11

4

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

1

0

0

1

1

0

3
3

4

4

5

3
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org code

State

UMATILLA NWR

13583

WA

1

9

3

0

0

0

1

1

0

0

1

0

0

1

1

0

UNION SLOUGH NWR

33580

IA

3

11

4

0

1

0

1

1

1

0

1

1

0

1

1

0

UPPER KLAMATH NWR

11665

CA

1

9

5

0

0

0

1

1

0

0

1

0

0

1

1

0

UPPER MISSISSIPPI RIVER NW&FR

32579

MN

3

23

4

0

1

0

1

1

1

0

1

1

0

1

1

0

UPPER OUACHITA NWR

43546

LA

4

25

2

0

1

0

0

0

1

0

0

1

0

1

1

0

UPPER SOURIS NWR

62680

ND

6

11

4

0

0

1

1

1

0

0

1

0

0

1

1

0

VALENTINE NWR

64521

NE

6

19

4

0

0

0

1

1

0

0

1

0

0

1

1

0

WACCAMAW NWR

42512

SC

4

27

2

1

1

0

0

0

1

1

0

1

1

0

1

0

WALLKILL RIVER NWR

52610

NJ

5

28

4

0

1

0

1

1

1

0

1

1

0

0

0

0

WALLOPS ISLAND NWR

51571

VA

5

30

4

1

1

0

1

0

1

1

1

1

0

0

0

0

WAPACK NWR

53572

NH

5

14

5

0

0

0

1

1

0

0

1

1

0

0

1

0

WAPANOCCA NWR

43650

AR

4

26

3

0

1

0

0

0

1

0

0

1

0

1

1

0

WAR HORSE NWR

61524

MT

6

17

4

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

1

0

0

1

1

0

WASHITA NWR

21660

OK

2

19

2

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

1

1

0
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Karen Wilson
Senior Environmental Specialist
Sunrise Powerlink
San Diego Gas and Electric
8315 County Park Court, CP21 E
San Diego CA 92123 - 1548
June 10, 2013
Dear Karen,
We have reviewed your survey needs and have created comments on a line item basis for
convenience in your review and in any further discussions. Our comments are based on concerns, if
any, on the affects these operation and maintenance (O&M) activities might have on Golden Eagle
nesting at four territories in particular. These territories are Thing Valley, Barrett/Echo (aka Barrett
Reservoir), Bell Bluff, and EI Cajon Mtn. Each of the nests in these territories is located within
4,000 feet ofthe Sunrise Powerlink transmission line right-of-way; therefore, to comply with
Sunrise Powerlink mitigation measure requirements, a 4,000-foot radius buffer is established around
each of the nests.
Annual surveys by WRI in 2013 have documented that only the EI Cajon Mtn. and Barrett/Echo
territories are active in 2013. The Barrett/Echo pair has an incubating eagle and the EI Cajon Mtn.
pair seems to be late nesting, but has new material on the nest closest to the Sunrise Powerlink
corridor and the pair has been documented active near the nest. The Thing Valley and Bell Bluff
nests are both inactive in 2013. Therefore, concerns and or recommendations are different for each
territory.
Your time1ine ofO&M activities sent to us had items listed under the headings of Operation
Activities, Maintenance Activities, and Conservation/Mitigation Measure Requirements. The
following are our comments to each of the activities listed under each of these headings.

Operation Activities
Aerial Inspections - Visual: This inspection is stated to occur from March - May. Eaglets are just
hatching and or the adults are still incubating from March to April. By May the young eagles are
large enough to not be harmed by disturbance, so our suggestion is to error on the side of caution
and start these visual surveys in May- July to avoid any possible conflict.
However, WRI has no real concerns about helicopters flying straight line surveys through an eagle
territory at 25 -30 MPH and at 150-200 AGL. Helicopters are seen by eagles several times a day
almost every day of the year. They may watch the helicopter but would not be disturbed unless the
helicopter was very close (less than 100 feet) and directly above the nest. We have many documents
P.O. Box 2209· Ramona, CA 92065 • Ph (760) 789-3992 • Fax (760) 789-0131
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and years of professional helicopter survey experience demonstrating that helicopters flying through
and even near active nests are not a disturbance to nesting eagles.
However, to error on the side of caution, and if the inspection dates for some reason can't be
changed, then we have the following suggestions for flight alterations. When a reason to circle the
helicopter back to re-inspect some aspect of the line occurs, all turns should occur away from the
direction of the active nests. This of course recognizes that the pilot needs to have knowledge of the
active nest location if they are to avoid nests located near the power line being inspected. Some
eagles have multiple nests, as in the case of the Barrett/Echo pair, with some nests south of the
towers one year and north of the towers in another year as has occurred in 2012-2013. In 2012 the
active nest (incubating eagle) was approximately 600 feet south of the Sunrise Powerlink right-ofway. In 2013 WRI surveys have documented that the active nest (incubating eagle) is approximately
600 feet to the north of the Sunrise Powerlink right-of-way. This type of activity change by the
eagles is only acquired by annual surveys. Based on this information WRI suggests that different
flight actions would be recommended from one year to another. In 2013 WRI recommends that all
flight activity be condncted sonth of the Sunrise Powerlink transmission corridor, including
any turns to re-inspect the line in the vicinity of the BarretlfEcho nest.
Aerial Inspections -Infrared: This operational activity will occur from July - Oct. This is outside of
the nesting season of golden eagles, which is iTom December - June of each year. Therefore, WRI
does not consider any helicopter or ground survey work done outside this nesting period as a threat
to the golden eagles reproduction. In particular, WRI wishes to note that regarding activities on and
around 500kV Electric Transmission Towers WRI has current records that in Southern California, at
the present time, at least five to six pairs of golden eagles are nesting on these transmission towers
. any given year.
m

-

Aerial Inspections - Corona: This operational activity will occur from July-October. This is
outside of the nesting season of golden eagles, which is from December - June of each year.
Therefore, WRI does not consider any helicopter or ground survey work done outside this nesting
period as a threat to the golden eagles reproduction .
Aerial Inspections - High Risk Fire Area (HRFA): This operational activity will occur in August.
This is outside of the nesting season of golden eagles, which is from December-June of each year.
Therefore, WRI does not consider any helicopter or ground survey work done outside this nesting
period as a threat to the golden eagles reproduction.
Aerial Inspections - Night Time Obstruction: This operational activity will occur year-round. Night
time obstruction aerial inspections would represent no concern to the eagles if the flights are simply
following the power Iine. The only eagle concerns would be if some activity would need to be
looked at closer near the nest area. As long as no circling of the helicopter near active nests occurred,
there would be no threats to the eagles.
Ground Inspections: This operational activity will occur from July- November. This is outside of
the nesting season of golden eagles, which is from December - June of each year. Therefore, WRI
does not consider any helicopter or ground survey work done outside this nesting period as a threat
to the golden eagles reproduction.
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Climbing Inspections: This operational activity will occur from July - November. This is outside of
the nesting season of golden eagles, which is from December-June of each year. Therefore, WRI
does not consider any helicopter or ground survey work done outside this nesting period as a threat
to the golden eagles reproduction.
Vegetation Inspections: This inspection will occur from April - June. Eaglets are just hatching and
or the adults are still incubating from March to April. By May the young eagles are large enough to
not be harmed by disturbance so our suggestion is to error on the side of caution and start these
visual surveys in May- July. Straight flights would represent no concern but altered flights, especially
near the Barrett/Echo nest, need to take into consideration the active nest location. This type of
activity change by the eagles is only acquired by annual surveys. Based on this information WRI
suggests that different flight action s would be recommended from one year to another. In 2013
WRI recommends that all flight activity be conducted south of the Sunrise Powerlink
transmission corridor, including any turns to re-inspect the line in the vicinity of the
BarrettlEcho nest.
Non-routine Inspections/Patrols: This operational activity will occur year-round. Non-routine
inspections/patrols would represent no concern to the eagles if the flights are simply following the
power line. The only eagle concerns would be if some activity would need to be looked at closer
near the nest area. As long as no circling of the helicopter near active nests occurred there would be
no threats to the eagles.

Maintenance Activities
Equipment Repair and Replacement: This operational activity will occur from July-November.
This is outside of the nesting season of golden eagles, which is from December-June of each year.
Therefore, WRI does not consider any helicopter or ground survey work done outside this nesting
period as a threat to the golden eagles reproduction.
Insulator Washing: This operational activity will occur from July-November. This is outside of the
nesting season of golden eagles, which is from December- June of each year. Therefore, WRI does
not consider any helicopter or ground survey work done outside this nesting period as a threat to the
golden eagles reproduction.
TSAP Maintenance: This operational activity will occur from July-November. This is outside of
the nesting season of golden eagles, which is from December- June of each year. Therefore, WRI
does not consider any helicopter or ground survey work done outside this nesting period as a threat
to the golden eagles reproduction.
Routine Vegetation Management: This operational activity will occur from July-November. This
is outside of the nesting season of golden eagles, which is from December- June of each year.
Therefore, WRI does not consider any helicopter or ground survey work done outside this nesting
period as a threat to the golden eagles reproduction .
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Tree Trimming: This operational activity will occur from September 16- November. This is outside
of the nesting season of golden eagles, which is from December-June of each. year. Therefore,
WRl does not consider any helicopter or ground survey work done outside this nesting period as a
threat to the golden eagles reproduction.
Access Road Maintenance: This operational activity will occur from July-November. This is
outside of the nesting season of golden eagles, which is from December-June of each year.
Therefore, WRI does not consider any helicopter or ground survey work done outside this nesting
period as a threat to the golden eagles reproduction.
Gate and Barrier Maintenance: This operational activity will occur from July-November. Thi s is
outside of the nesting season of golden eagles, which is from December-June of each year.
Therefore, WRl does not consider any helicopter or ground survey work done outside this nesting
period as a threat to the golden eagles reproduction.

Conservation/Mitigation Measure Requirements
Noxious Weed Control Inspections: This activity will occur from November- May. People on the
ground represent the most intrusive of all activities to golden eagles. People walking and hiking
have been documented to cause eagles to take flight at distances up to one half mile. Eagle behavior
has demonstrated that people, not helicopters represent a threat to eagle nesting. This is especially
true if the human activity occurs above the nest site. To further complicate the threat level each eagle
has a different tolerance to people activity. Eagles with a long experience watching people below
their nest (e.g., the EI Cajon Mtn. pair) have a greater tolerance than eagles in remote areas (e.g., the
Barrett/Echo pair) which may not often see people close to their nest. Therefore, inspecting for
noxious weeds near the base of towers within the EI Cajon Mtn. nest buffer would all occur below
the nest area and might not be of concern. The Barrett/Echo nest sites. however. are close to. and below
the proposed activity at tower EP43 (ZI24178) and the activity could be a disturbing factor unless the
following avoidance and mitigation measures are implemented:
•
•

Conduct the noxious weed control inspections after April 15, if possible.
If inspections must be done before April 15, SDG&E must coord inate with a qualified eagle
biologist on the reproductive status of the Barrett/Echo nest prior to planning the inspections,
have a qualified eagle biologist(s) monitor eagle activity during the weed inspection, and cease
weed inspections, if necessary, per the direction of the eagle biologist.

If these measures are consistently implemented each nesting season, the WRI Eagle Biologists are in
agreement that the proposed activity could proceed with no harm to the Golden Eagles.
Based on years of WRI observations, inspection for noxious weeds at tower bases in the EI Cajon
Mtn. nest buffer should not be of similar concern because the activity would all occur well below
the nest level and the eagles have developed a tolerance for activity in the valley below them. Since
both the Bell Bluff and the Thing Valley nest are inactive in 2013 these concerns are not relevant in
2013. Also, because both the Bell Bluff and the Thing Valley nests are far enough away from the
Sunrise Powerlink right-of-way and/or the proposed activity would be conducted below the nest
site, these activities would not be of concern even if the nests were active.
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Noxious Weed Control: This activity will occur from November - May. People on the ground
represent the most intrusive of all activities to golden eagles. People walking and hiking have been
documented to cause eagles to take flight at distances up to one half mile. Eagle behavior has
demonstrated that people, not helicopters represent a threat to eagle nesting. This is especially true if
the human activity occurs above the nest site. To further complicate the threat level each eagle has a
different tolerance to people activity. Eagles with a long experience watching people below their
nest (e.g., the EI Cajon Mtn. pair) have a greater tolerance than eagles in remote areas (e.g., the
Barrett/Echo pair) which may not often see people close to their nest. Therefore, clearing noxious
weeds near the base of towers within the EI Cajon Mtn. nest buffer would all occur below the nest
area and might not be of concern. The Barrett/Echo nest sites. however. are close to. and below the
proposed activity at tower EP43 (ZI24178) and the activity could be a disturbing factor unless the
following avoidance and mitigation measures are implemented:
•
•

Conduct the noxious weed control after April 15, if possible.
If weed control must be done before April 15, SDG&E must coordinate with a qualified eagle
biologist on the reproductive status of the Barrett/Echo nest prior to planning the weed control,
have a qualified eagle biologist(s) monitor eagle activity during weed control, and cease weed
control activities, if necessary, per the direction of the eagle biologist.

If these measures are consistently implemented each nesting season, the WRI Eagle Biologists are in
agreement that the proposed activity could proceed with no harm to the Golden Eagles.
Based on years of WRI observations, control of noxious weeds at tower bases in the EI Cajon Mtn.
nest buffer should not be of similar concern because the activity would all occur well below the nest
level and the eagles have developed a tolerance for activity in the valley below them. Since both the
Bell Bluff and the Thing Valley nest are inactive in 2013 these concerns are not relevant in 2013.
Also, because both the Bell Bluff and the Thing Valley nests are far enough away from the Sunrise
Powerlink right-of-way and/or the proposed activity would be conducted below the nest site, these
activities would not be of concern even if the nests were active.
AMMP Inspections - Bird Strike Surveys (Spring): This activity will occur from March 15 - June
15 and the only golden eagle nest buffer that will be surveyed for bird strikes is the EI Cajon Mtn.
nest buffer. People on the ground represent the most intrusive of all activities to golden eagles.
People walking and hiking have been documented to cause eagles to take flight at distances up to
one half mile. Eagle behavior has demonstrated that people, not helicopters represent a threat to
eagle nest ing. This is especially true if the human activity occurs above the nest site. To further
complicate the threat level each eagle has a different tolerance to people activity. Eagles with a long
experience watching people below their nest (e.g., the EI Cajon Mtn. pair) have a greater tolerance
than eagles in remote areas (e.g., the Barrett/Echo pair) which may not often see people close to
their nest. Therefore, surveying for bird strikes near the base of towers at EI Cajon should not be of
concern because the activity would all occur well below the nest level and the eagles have
developed a tolerance for activity in the valley below them. Similar surveys were conducted by WRI
in 2012 and the eagles at EI Cajon were monitored during these ground surveys with no disturbance
being noted, even though the eagles were present during several of the ground bird strike surveys.
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AMMP Inspections-Bird Strike Surveys (Fall): This activity will occur from August 15 November 15 and the only golden eagle nest buffer that will be surveyed for bird strikes is the EI
Cajon Mtn. nest buffer. This is outside of the nesting season of go lden eagles, which is from

December - June of each year. Therefore, WRI does not consider any helicopter or ground survey
work done outside this nesting period as a threat to the golden eagles reproduction.
Raven Contro l Plan Inspections: Th is activity will occur from March - October. Since there are no
raven nest and raven roost surveys conducted within Golden Eagle territories, there is no concern to
Golden Eag les.
Restoration of Temporary Impact Areas: This activity will occur year-round; however, since there
are no restoration activities occurring within any of the eagle nest buffers, this activity is not a threat
to the golden eagles' reproduction .

WRl hopes these comments are helpful. We would be happy to clarifY any of our comments. Please
feel free to call or e-mail Dave Bittner regarding any clarifications.

Respectfully,

ave Bittner, Exc. Dir.
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To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Fraser, Jody
Chris Gregory
Fwd: Comments on draft mortality monitoring plan
Wednesday, February 12, 2014 9:04:17 AM
20140204_Desert Sunlight Fatality Monitoring Plan_2Dec2013_FWS comments.docx

Sorry I left you off the list. Here's what we submitted.
Thank you for all your help!
---------- Forwarded message ---------From: Fraser, Jody <jody_fraser@fws.gov>
Date: Tue, Feb 4, 2014 at 4:58 PM
Subject: Comments on draft mortality monitoring plan
To: Brian Boroski <bboroski@harveyecology.com>
Cc: Amanda Beck <ABeck@firstsolar.com>, "Kathy Simon (kbsimon@verizon.net)"
<kathy@ironwoodconsultinginc.com>, Kim Marsden <kmarsden@blm.gov>, Jeff Smith
<jsmith@harveyecology.com>, "Field, Jennifer" <JENNIFER.FIELD@nexteraenergy.com>,
Magdalena Rodriguez <Magdalena.Rodriguez@wildlife.ca.gov>, Mark Massar
<mmassar@blm.gov>, Pete Sorensen <Pete_Sorensen@fws.gov>, Eduardo Nieves
<eduardo_nieves@fws.gov>, Erin Dean <erin_dean@fws.gov>, Thomas Dietsch
<thomas_dietsch@fws.gov>, "Perkins, Winifred" <Winifred.Perkins@nexteraenergy.com>,
Joel Pagel <joel_pagel@fws.gov>, Tera Baird <Tera_Baird@fws.gov>
Brian et al.,
Attached please find FWS comments on the draft plan. We worked together with BLM and
CDFW on these as well. Please feel free to contact us with any questions.
Thanks,
Jody
On Tue, Jan 7, 2014 at 9:08 AM, Brian Boroski <bboroski@harveyecology.com> wrote:
Good morning Jody,

Attached is a Word version for your use. We look forward to receiving your comments.

Brian

From: Fraser, Jody [mailto:jody_fraser@fws.gov]
Sent: Monday, January 06, 2014 3:35 PM
To: Brian Boroski
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Cc: Amanda Beck; Kathy Simon (kbsimon@verizon.net); Kim Marsden; Jeff Smith; Field, Jennifer;
Magdalena Rodriguez; Mark Massar; Pete Sorensen; Eduardo Nieves; Erin Dean; Thomas Dietsch;
Perkins, Winifred; Joel Pagel; Tera Baird
Subject: Re: BBCS meeting - Draft Avian Fatality Plan attached

Hi Brian,
Can we get a Word version of this document so we can work in track changes?
Thanks!
Jody

On Mon, Dec 2, 2013 at 1:08 PM, Brian Boroski <bboroski@harveyecology.com> wrote:
Hello,

Attached is the draft avian fatality monitoring plan for your review and our discussion on
Wednesday.

Thank you for your patience and understanding,

Brian

Brian B. Boroski, Ph.D., CWB®
Vice President
H.T. Harvey & Associates / Ecological Consultants
7815 N. Palm Avenue Suite 310 Fresno, CA 93711
Direct: 559.476.3161 Main: 559.476.3160
Cell: 559.930.2415 Fax: 559.476.3170
bboroski@harveyecology.com
www.harveyecology.com
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-Jody Fraser, Biologist
Palm Springs Fish and Wildlife Office
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
777 E. Tahquitz Canyon Way, Suite 208
Palm Springs, CA 92262
760.322.2070 ph x207
760.322.4648 fax
jody_fraser@fws.gov

-Jody Fraser, Biologist
Palm Springs Fish and Wildlife Office
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
777 E. Tahquitz Canyon Way, Suite 208
Palm Springs, CA 92262
760.322.2070 ph x207
760.322.4648 fax
jody_fraser@fws.gov
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BIRD AND BAT CONSERVATION PLAN
SILVER STATE SOLAR POWER SOUTH
BLM CASE FILE NUMBERS: NVN-089530, NVN-085801
CLARK COUNTY, NEVADA

Prepared for:

BUREAU OF LAND MANAGEMENT
Las Vegas Field Office
4701 N. Torrey Pines Drive
Las Vegas, NV 89130
SILVER STATE SOLAR POWER SOUTH, LLC
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Prepared by:

IRONWOOD CONSULTING INC.
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1.0

INTRODUCTION

Silver State Solar Power South, LLC (Silver State Solar Power South or Applicant) has requested a rightof-way (ROW) grant from the Bureau of Land Management (BLM) to construct, operate, maintain, and
decommission a 2,427-acre photovoltaic (PV) solar generating facility referred to as the Silver State Solar
South Project (Project) (Case File # NVN-085801). This Bird and Bat Conservation Strategy (BBCS) is
intended to address potential impacts to birds and bats during the construction, operations, and
maintenance (O&M) phases of the Project. For the purposes of this document, O&M is defined as the
phase of the project beginning after construction activities across the site have been completed. The
BLM is the lead agency under the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA), and the Final Supplemental
Environmental Impact Statement (FSEIS, BLM 2013b) associated with the Project analyzes various
alternatives for Project configuration. This BBCS addresses potential impacts to avian and bat resources
for an alternative presented in response to comments from the public and agencies on the Draft SEIS
(DSEIS, BLM 2012a), and is referred to the Revised Project (hereinafter the “Project” or “Proposed
Action”), as set forth as the BLM “Preferred Alternative” in the FSEIS.

1.1

PROJECT DESCRIPTION

The Project is located in unincorporated Clark County, NV, near the interstate boundary of California and
Nevada, east of Primm, NV, and immediately adjacent to the existing 50 MW Silver State Solar North
facility (Figure 1). The Project site can be found on the Roach and Desert 7.5-Minute U.S. Geological
Survey (USGS) topographic quadrangles. The site is located on entirely on BLM-administered lands and
outside the boundaries of existing BLM Areas of Critical Concern (ACEC), Desert Wildlife Management
Areas (DWMA), BLM wilderness areas, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS) designated critical habitat
units (CHU) for desert tortoise, and National Audubon Society Important Bird Areas (IBA). These nearest
of these management designations to the Project is the Stateline Wilderness Area, located
approximately 6.1km to the west of the Project boundary.
The current Project components include solar PV arrays on fixed-tilt mounting systems within the
primary generating facility area, five 30-foot tall meteorological monitoring towers, a construction laydown yard, perimeter security roads and fencing, external drainage features, and access roads. These
components will be constructed and owned by the Applicant. Additional Project components, including
a switchyard and related facilities (loop-in lines, telecommunications site, microwave site, fiber optic
installation and separate access road) will be constructed, owned, and operated by Southern California
Edison (SCE). A detailed Project description is included in the Plan of Development (CH2MHill 2011) and
the FSEIS. Table 1 provides acreages for permanent and temporary disturbances related to the project
components.
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Table 1. Disturbance acreage for the Silver State Solar South facility components.
Facility Component
Silver State Solar South Components
Generating Facility Components and laydown yard
External Drainage Features
External Access Roads
Gen-Tie Line
Subtotal Silver State Solar South
SCE Components
SCE new road/tower buffers and material and equipment staging areas
SCE Primm Switchyard, new access roads, and telecom site
Subtotal SCE
Total

1.2

Temporary

Permanent

28
0
0
7

1,898
374
65
21
2,393

4
0

2
28
34
2,427

PURPOSE

U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS) and Nevada Department of Wildlife (NDOW) currently
recommends the development of a project-specific BBCS, formerly called the Avian and Bat Protection
Plan (ABPP), for all renewable energy projects that may impact bird and bat resources. The BBCS
provides a summary of current biological conditions and describes conservation measures intended to
avoid, minimize, and mitigate potential impacts to bird and bat species, which may include state and/or
federally designated special status species. This BBCS corresponds to Mitigation Measure (MM) BIO-9
found in the FSEIS (BLM 2013b), and includes the following objectives:
•

Identify baseline conditions for bird and bat species currently present at the Project site;

•

Identify construction and operational activities that may increase the potential of adverse
effects to these species on and adjacent to the Project site;

•

Specify steps that should be taken to avoid, minimize, and mitigate any potential adverse effects
on these species, including necessary permits to collect bird and bat carcasses for data
collection and research; and

•

Detail long-term monitoring and reporting goals, including collection and reporting of bird and
bat carcasses, including applicable approved protocols that would be used for any surveys
and/or monitoring conducted.
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1.3

REGULATORY FRAMEWORK

Several federal and state laws and regulations, including NEPA, the Migratory Bird Treaty Act (MBTA),
Bald and Golden Eagle Protection Act (BGEPA), and Nevada State Codes, provide the foundation for the
development and enforcement of the BBCS. This document represents a comprehensive plan to meet
the requirements of these regulatory mechanisms as they apply to birds and bats in the Project Area.
1.3.1

National Environmental Policy Act

Under NEPA (42 U.S.C. §§ 4321-4370h), federal agencies are required to prepare an environmental
impact statement (EIS) for any major federal action significantly affecting the quality of the human
environment. An EIS must include an examination of the environmental impacts of a proposed project,
a reasonable range of alternatives for a project, and other related matters. The environmental impacts
of the Project have been addressed by the FSEIS (BLM 2013b). This BBCS corresponds to Mitigation
Measure BIO-9 contained in the FSEIS requiring a strategy to reduce the potential risks for avian and bat
resources from the construction and operation of the Project.
1.3.2

Migratory Bird Treaty Act

The MBTA (16 U.S.C. §§ 703, et seq.), passed by the U.S. Congress and signed into law in 1918, makes it
unlawful to “pursue, hunt, take, capture or kill; attempt to take capture or kill; possess; offer to or sell,
barter, purchase, or deliver; or cause to be shipped, exported, imported, transported, or received any
native migratory bird, part, nest, egg, or product.” The MBTA, enforced by USFWS, protects all MBTAlisted migratory birds within the United States, which includes over 1000 species. In the continental
U.S., native non-covered species generally belong to the Order Galliformes. Common non-native species
not protect by the MBTA include rock pigeon (Columba liva), Eurasion collared-doves (Streptopelia
decaocto), European starling (Sturnus vulgaris), and house sparrow (Passer domesticus) (USFWS 2005).
The MBTA does not provide any mechanism for incidental take; therefore, action agencies (such as BLM)
must coordinate with USFWS to avoid, minimize, and mitigate potential project-related impacts to
covered species.
1.3.3

Bald and Golden Eagle Protection Act

The Bald and Golden Eagle Protection Act (16 U.S.C. §§ 668-668d) of 1940 prohibits the take, defined as
“pursue, shoot, shoot at, poison, wound, kill, capture, trap, collect, molest, or disturb,” of any bald eagle
(Halieetus leucocephalus) or golden eagle (Aquila chrysaetos) or the parts, nests, or eggs of such birds
without prior authorization. Although bald eagles were removed from the Endangered Species Act in
2007, bald and golden eagles are protected under BGEPA and MBTA. Through recent regulation (50
C.F.R. § 22.26), the USFWS can authorize take of bald and golden eagles when the take is associated
with, but not the purpose of, an otherwise lawful activity and cannot practicably be avoided. The USFWS
has issued Eagle Conservation Plan Guidance (USFWS 2013) for land-based wind energy projects to help
project proponents avoid unanticipated take of bald and golden eagles and comply with the BGEPA.
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Although the guidelines were developed for land based wind energy projects, certain components of
eagle surveys and monitoring are applicable to other renewable energy projects, including PV solar
plants, and have been incorporated into this BBCS.
1.3.4 Nevada State Codes
Nevada Revised Statutes (NRS) Section 503 prohibits the take, defined as “kill, capture, shoot, trap,
catch, wound, possess, collect, seine, snare or net, and every attempt to do so”, of protected species.
Section 503.093 states that protected species include wildlife species that are classified as sensitive,
threatened or endangered by the Nevada Department of Wildlife (NDOW) and that an appropriate
license, permit or authorization is required to hunt, take or possess protected wildlife (NRS 501.105,
501.181). NRS 503.030 and NRS 503.050 provide a list of currently protects bat and bird species within
the state of Nevada. Protected species with potential to occur within the Project are listed in Table 1 in
Section 2.1.

1.4.

CORPORATE POLICY AND COORDINATION

Silver State Solar Power South maintains a commitment to work cooperatively with federal and state
agencies regarding the protection of migratory birds and bats. The Applicant recognizes the importance
of coordination with agency personnel at BLM, USFWS, and NDOW so that all parties understand the
scope of the Project and can discuss facilities and features that may require specific attention for bird
and bat species. The Applicant and their consultants have been working in coordination with federal and
state agency personnel regarding necessary wildlife surveys and siting considerations to ensure that all
parties understood the scope of the Project and potential issues could be identified early in the planning
process.

1.5

KEY PERSONNEL RESPONSIBILITIES AND DUTIES

Four key positions—Lead Avian Biologist (Avian Lead), Lead Bat Biologist (Bat Lead), Avian Biologists,
and Biological Monitors —will be responsible for the implementation of the BBCS.
1.5.1

Lead Avian Biologist

The Applicant will assign an Avian Lead to the Project. The Avian Lead will be responsible for overseeing
the implementation of the BBCS and ensuring all monitoring and reporting requirements are met. The
Applicant shall submit the resume of the proposed Avian Lead to the BLM for approval in consultation
with the NDOW and USFWS. The Applicant shall also designate alternate Avian Leads with the same
qualifications as the Avian Lead, to be approved by the BLM and USFWS.
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The Avian Lead and alternate Avian Leads will have the following minimum qualifications:
•

A bachelor’s degree in biological sciences, zoology, botany, ecology, or a related field and
three years of experience in field biology or current certification of a nationally recognized
biological society, such as The Ecological Society of America or The Wildlife Society; and

•

At least one year of field experience with avian resources found in or near the Project site.

In lieu of the above requirements, the resume shall demonstrate to the satisfaction of the BLM, the
proposed Avian Lead, and alternate Avian Leads have the appropriate training and background to
effectively implement the BBCS. The Applicant shall ensure that the Avian Lead performs the activities
specified in the BBCS.
1.5.2

Lead Bat Biologist

The Applicant will assign Bat Lead to the Project. The Bat Lead will be responsible for overseeing the
implementation of the portions of the BBCS addressing bat conservation and ensuring all bat-related
monitoring and reporting requirements are met. The Applicant shall submit the resume of the proposed
Bat Lead to the BLM for approval in consultation with the NDOW and USFWS. The proposed Bat Lead
must have at least one year of experience with bat resources in the Mojave Desert; demonstrate
proficiency at current bat survey and monitoring techniques; and possess at least a bachelor’s degree in
biological sciences, zoology, botany, ecology, or a related field and three years of experience in field
biology or current certification of a nationally recognized biological society.
1.5.3

Avian Biologists

The Applicant will designate qualified Avian Biologists to the Project. Avian Biologists will be responsible
for conducting field work required by the conservation measures included in the BBCS. Field tasks will
include general avian point counts, nest surveys, raptor migration surveys, golden eagle surveys,
burrowing owl surveys, and avian mortality surveys. The resume of all proposed Avian Biologists will be
submitted to the BLM for approval. Avian Biologists will have the following qualifications:
• A bachelor’s degree in biological sciences, zoology, botany, ecology, or a related field;
• Three years of experience in field biology with an emphasis on avian ecology; and
• At least one year of field experience with avian research and/or monitoring in the Mojave
Desert.
In lieu of the above requirements, the resume shall demonstrate to the satisfaction of the BLM that the
proposed Avian Biologists have the appropriate training and background to effectively implement the
BBCS. The Avian Lead shall ensure that the Avian Biologists perform the activities specified in the BBCS
and may assist the Avian Lead in the field as needed.
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1.5.4

Biological Monitors

The Applicant will designate Biological Monitors to the Project. The Biological Monitors will be
responsible for recording daily observations of sensitive avian species on the Project site and vicinity, as
well as instances of avian or bat mortality. The Biological Monitors may assist the Avian Biologists, under
supervision of the Avian Biologists or Avian Lead, with certain avian-related field tasks. The resumes of
proposed Biological Monitors will be submitted to the BLM for approval.
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2.0

EXISTING CONDITIONS

Existing bird conditions were determined by the collective results of all avian related surveys conducted
on the Project Site and surrounding areas, incidental observations of special status species recorded
during other biological surveys, and will be further informed by continuing pre-construction surveys to
be conducted in the fall of 2013 and seasonally until construction begins. No bat surveys have been
performed on the project site to date. Existing bat conditions were informed by habitat surveys and
acoustic monitoring performing on the Stateline Solar Farm Study Area within 6 miles of the Project Site
by Patricia Brown, Ph.D. (Brown-Berry Biological Consulting) during the spring of 2010 and 2011 (Brown
2012). Additionally, bat occurrence data from the Searchlight Wind Energy Project (Tetra Tech Inc.
2012), located approximately 32 miles southeast of the Project Site, were used to help determine
possible bat species occurrences in similar habitat within the region.
The baseline avian surveys were conducted within the 2,427-acre Project Site, as defined by the BLM
Preferred Alternative in the FSEIS (BLM 2013b), and a larger area surrounding the Project Site which
includes approximately 9,930 acres of land extending east into the base of the Lucy Gray Mountains and
north along the edge of Roach Dry Lake (Figure 2). This larger area encompassing the Project Site and
additional surrounding land will hereafter be referred to as the Study Area. These data will provide the
basis for before and after control impact studies and aim to provide an understanding of (1) the
occurrence of species of birds and bats that utilize the Project Site, (2) temporal variation of these
species’ presence and abundance within potential risk zones, (3) estimated range of bird and bat
mortality resulting from the Project, (4) nesting raptors on or within three miles of the Project, and (5)
nesting golden eagles within ten miles of the Project.

2.1

LITERATURE REVIEW AND INITIAL SITE ASSESSMENT

Existing information of avian resources in the vicinity of the Project Site was reviewed prior to the
development of this BBCS. Information sources included the Nevada Natural Heritage Program (NNHP),
the Clark County Multiple Species Habitat Conservation Plan (MSHCP, CCDCP 2000), and several
documents pertaining to other active projects and planned projects occurring in the Ivanpah Valley
(BLM 2010a, BLM 2010b, BLM 2012a, BLM 2012b, Ironwood 2012). Habitat assessments and field-based
evaluations determining the potential for special status species occurrences were made during site visits
between 2010 and 2013.
The review of existing information and literature pertaining to bird habitat and special status species
occurrences on the Project Site, combined with field-based habitat evaluations on the potential for
special status avian species occurrence, revealed 13 avian species with at least some potential to occur
on the Project Site. Table 2 presents of list of these special status species and their potential for
occurrence on site. Species were considered special status if they are currently afforded protected or
special conservation status with at least one of the following agencies: USFWS, BLM, or NDOW.
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Table 2. Special status bird species and known occurrences at Silver State Solar South, 2011-2013.
Scientific Name

Common
Name

Status

Occurrence within Study Area

golden eagle

BLM: Sensitive
IUCN: LC

Asio otus

long-eared owl

BLM: Sensitive
IUCN: LC

Athene cunicularia

western
burrowing owl

Buteo regalis

ferruginous
hawk

Buteo swainsoni

Swainson's
hawk

BLM: Sensitive
IUCN: LC
USFWS:BCC
BLM: Sensitive
IUCN: LC
USFWS:BCC
BLM: Sensitive
IUCN: LC
USFWS:BCC

Present – Resident
Nesting habitat absent within Project alternatives, but 5 historical
abandoned nests and one active (2013) nest located within 5mile
buffer. Foraging habitat present.
Present—Possible Resident
One individual observed adjacent to site during non-breeding
season. No observations of breeding individuals.
Present – Likely Resident
Four observation of burrowing with owl sign during surveys. May
be present throughout year. Nesting habitat present.
Not observed – Low Potential
Nesting habitat absent. May use site vicinity for overwintering.

Charadrius
alexandrinus nivosus

western snowy
plover

Falco mexicanus

prairie falcon

Falco peregrinus
anatum

peregrine
falcon

BLM: Sensitive
NDOW: SE
USFWS:BCC

Lanius ludovicianus

loggerhead
shrike

Phainopepla nitans

phainopepla

Spizella breweri

Brewer’s
sparrow

Toxostoma bendirei

Bendire's
thrasher

Toxostoma crissale

crissal thrasher

Toxostoma lecontei

Le Conte's
thrasher

BLM: Sensitive
NDOW: SS
IUCN: NT
USFWS:BCC
BLM: Sensitive
IUCN:LC
BLM:Sensitive
NDOW: SS
IUCN: LC
BLM: Sensitive
IUCN: VU
USFWS:BCC
BLM: Sensitive
IUCN: LC
USFWS:BCC
BLM: Sensitive
IUCN: LC
USFWS:BCC

Aquila chrysaetos

NDOW- Nevada Department of Wildlife
SE – State Endangered
SS – State Sensitive
USFWS - Fish and Wildlife Service
BCC - Birds of Conservation Concern

BLM: Sensitive
ESA: Threatened
USFWS:BCC
BLM: Sensitive
IUCN: LC
USFWS:BCC

Not observed—Likely Migrant
Not observed on site, but two individuals were observed in
migration approximately 5 miles west of the site in 2011. Nesting
habitat absent. May be present (foraging) during summer and fall
during migration.
Not observed – Low Potential
May be a rare migrant to Ivanpah Dry Lake during winter months.
Present – Foraging
One individual observed on site. Foraging habitat present. Nesting
substrate present in the Project Site in the form of transmission
towers.
Present – Migration
Known to be present in area during migration from 4 observations
made approximately 5 miles southwest of site. Known to be
present and breeding in the area year-round in the South Spring
Mountains and MuCullough Mountains. Nesting habitat absent
from site. Nesting habitat absent from site.
Present –Resident
Individuals have been observed on the Project Site throughout the
year. Common on site.
Present—Resident
Observed on site during breeding season. Nesting habitat present.
Present—Resident
Observed on the Project Site.
Not observed - Moderate Potential
Nesting habitat present.
Present—Possible resident
One individual has been observed on the site, mid-March 2013.
Present –Resident
Individuals have been observed on the Project Site throughout the
year. Nesting habitat present.

IUCN - International Union for Conservation of Nature
LC – Least Concern
NT – Near Threatened
VU – Vulnerable
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Bald eagle (Haliaeetus leucocepahlus) was excluded from list of potential special status species because
essential features of breeding, migratory, and wintering bald eagle habitat are absent from the Project
Site. Bald eagles require open bodies of water with access to fish prey during both the breeding season
and winter (Buehler 2000). There are records of Bald Eagle occurrences (eBird 2013) along the Colorado
River approximately 35 miles east of the Project Site. There is a very low probability that a vagrant
individual could be seen in the vicinity of the Project Site. No information on occurrences of bald eagle
in the Ivanpah Valley was found during the literature review for the assessment of baseline conditions.
2.1.1

Vegetation Commuities

An initial site assessment conducted during site visits in spring 2011 provided information on habitat and
vegetation communities (Ironwood 2011). The Study Area (defined below in Section 2.2) supports three
vegetation alliances that are based on the Nevada Natural Heritage Program classification: Larrea
tridentata-Ambrosia dumosa Shrubland, Yucca schidigera-Larrea tridentata-Ambrosia dumosa
Shrubland, and Atriplex polycarpa Shrubland. Over 150 species of plants were identified within Study
Area during the surveys.
Larrea tridentata-Ambrosia dumosa Shrubland is dominated by creosote bush (Larrea tridentata) and
burro brush (Ambrosia dumosa). This alliance is most prevalent within the Study Area and primarily
occurs in the mid-elevation range. Additional plant species characteristic of these alliances include
Death Valley ephedra (Ephedra funerea), littleleaf ratany (Krameria erecta), California buckwheat
(Eriogonum fasciculatum), beavertail cactus (Cylindropuntia basilaris), and golden cholla (Cylindropuntia
echinocarpa).
Yucca schidigera-Larrea tridentata-Ambrosia dumosa Shrubland is dominated by creosote bush, burro
brush and Mojave yucca (Yucca schidigera). This alliance occurs higher in the alluvial fan within soils that
contain higher proportion of gravel and rocks. Plant diversity and cacti/yucca density is higher in these
regions as compared to the Larrea tridentata-Ambrosia dumosa Shrubland and provides greater avian
habitat structure complexity than the other two vegetation communities found on the Study Area.
Atriplex polycarpa Shrubland occurs at the lowest elevation range within the Study Area along the edges
of Roach Lake where soils are relatively fine. This alliance is dominated by allscale (Atriplex polycarpa)
and contains other shrubs including creosote bush, burro brush and big galleta (Pleuraphis rigida). The
lower height and reduced complexity of vegetation structure in this alliance potentially supports
reduced avian diversity.

2.2

BASELINE SURVEYS AND METHODS

Focused avian surveys and general wildlife surveys have been conducted on the Project Site and
surrounding area from 2010 to 2013. Data collected during avian point counts, burrowing owl (Athene
cunicularia) surveys, golden eagle aerial surveys, ground-based golden eagle nest monitoring, and
golden eagle point counts provide information on baseline avian conditions at the Project Site and
surrounding area. Additionally, incidental observations of special status bird species were recorded
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during these surveys and other biological surveys conducted on the Project Site. Bat resources and
baseline conditions have been inferred from existing data in the vicinity of the project site and from a
bat survey and habitat assessment performed within 5 miles of the Project Site. Table 3 provides a list of
all focused avian and bat surveys performed on the Project Site and surrounding area to date.
Table 3. List of avian-related biological surveys performed at Silver State Solar South, 2010-2013.
Survey

Dates

Avian Point
Counts

2012 (Spring, Fall) 2013
(Winter, Spring)

Golden Eagle
Aerial Surveys

2010 (May, June)

Golden Eagle
Point Counts
Common
Raven Point
Counts
Golden Eagle
Nest
Monitoring
Burrowing
Owl Surveys
Incidental
Observation

2.2.1

2012 (Winter, Spring,
Fall), 2013 (Winter,
Spring)
2012, 2013 (Winter,
Spring, Fall), 2013
(Winter, Spring)

Coverage
64 sampling points
in Study Area (Figure
2).
Project Site and 10mile buffer

Description
Surveys conducted once per season
Helicopter survey following USFWS Protocol (USFWS
2010)

10 survey points in
Study Area

30 minute counts, 800-m radius

10 survey points

10 minute counts, 800-m radius. Results provided in
Silver State Solar South Raven Management Plan
(Ironwood 2013)

2013 (Throughout
breeding season)

5 known nests in 5mi buffer

Ground-based nest monitoring
Protocol (USFWS 2010)

2011 (Spring) 2012
(Spring, Fall)
2011, 2012, 2013
(Throughout)

Full coverage of
Project Site
Throughout Study
Area

Performed concurrent with USFWS protocol desert
tortoise surveys, 10-m transect spacing.
Special status bird species observations were recorded
during the course of other biological surveys

following

USFWS

Avian Point Counts

Point counts were conducted in the spring and fall of 2012, winter of 2012-2013, and spring of 2013 by
qualified ornithologists using a modified point count methodology as described in Monitoring Bird
Populations by Point Counts (Ralph et al. 1995). Once per season, point counts were surveyed at 16
randomly placed locations throughout the Study Area.
At each of these points, four separate sampling stations were established, spaced 200 meters in the
cardinal directions from point center, for a total point count sample size of 64. Throughout the planning
process for the Project, changes in the project boundary have resulted in changes to the distribution of
sampling points falling inside and outside the footprint. Currently, there are 20 sampling stations within
the Project Site and 44 sampling stations outside of the Project Site within the greater Study Area.
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Point counts were performed during the hours of peak morning bird activity (i.e., between sunrise and 4
hours following sunrise) and during mild weather conditions (i.e., avoiding extreme temperatures, rain
and high wind events). Each sampling station was visited 10 minutes, and the survey period was divided
into three survey periods consisting of the first three minutes, minutes 3 to 5, and minutes 5 to 10 in
order to provide data necessary for the development of detectability measures and to correct for
observer bias when necessary. Observers also recorded distance to detected bird, necessary information
for the development of density estimates.
Point count data were used to develop distance models in Program DISTANCE (Thomas et al. 2010)
estimating total bird density on the site by season. Density estimates were also developed for individual
species with sufficient numbers of detections. Shannon’s diversity indices (Hunter 1990) were calculated
for the study area (all points) by season and throughout the year.
Distance Model Development
Distance sampling provides a way of estimating density when a full inventory of items within an area is
not feasible. During an avian point count, a tally of all detected birds within an area and distances of
each bird from the observer is recorded. Some basic assumptions of the nature of area to be sample are
as follows:
•

Objects to be measured are distributed according to some stochastic process with the
parameter D (number/unit area)

•

Sampling points (or lines when using line transects) are distributed randomly throughout the
study area

A key concept in distance sampling is the detection function, g(y), or the probability of detecting an
object given its distance from a line or point. The first assumption of the detection function is that
objects at distance 0 are detected 100% of the time (g(0) = 1). The second assumption is that objects are
detected and distance recorded at their initial location (i.e. the location of the bird when first seen
rather than where it lands after being disturbed). The final assumption is that the distances are
accurately measured. During a survey, the number of objects detected, n, is a function of the total
density of those objects as well as the probability of being detected 𝑃�𝑎 . In an ideal world, n, would be
� ) is estimated by the following
related only to the actual density (D). However, actual density ( 𝐷
equation,
�=
𝐷

𝑛
(𝑃�𝑎 𝑘𝜋𝑤 2 )

where k is the number of points and w is the sampling radius. The unconditional probability 𝑃�𝑎 of an
object being detected is a function of the detection function at each distance r given by the equation
𝑤

𝑃�𝑎 = �

0

2𝜋𝑟𝑔(𝑟)𝑑𝑟
𝜋𝑤 2
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The sample of distance measurements is used to obtain the detection function, which is necessary to
develop a good estimate a density. Program DISTANCE allows estimating the shape of the detection
function. Models are chosen based on model robustness, shape criterion, efficiency (low variance), and
have adequate goodness of fit based on actual data. In program DISTANCE, the user can select from
several “key functions” which are starting points for models of g(y). The program offers four key
function choices, uniform, half-normal, hazard-rate, and negative exponential. Generally the key
functions are selected by looking at histograms of the data. To adjust the key function, series
expansions can be added to the models (cosine, simple polynomial, and hermite polynomial). In
general, several models are run for a set of data and various tests are used to determine the best model
for the given data. Akaike’s Information Criteria (AIC) is a method for model selection that takes into
consideration fit of the data using maximum likelihood estimates as well as model simplicity (the
principal of parsimony). In a group of models based on the same data, the one with the lowest AIC
value is generally the best choice.
2.2.2

Burrowing Owl Surveys

A preliminary habitat assessment conducted in 2011 concluded that suitable wintering and breeding
habitat for burrowing owl was present throughout the Project Site and greater Study Area. To confirm
the presence of burrowing owls on the Project Site, biologists performed burrowing owl surveys
following established guidelines for survey intensity and coverage (CA Burrowing Owl Consortium 1998,
CDFG 2012) during the spring of 2011 and the spring and fall of 2012. The entire Study Area
encompassing the Project Site was surveyed from April 4th to May 27th, 2011. The eastern portions of
the Study Area between the Project Site and the base of the Lucy Gray Mountains were surveyed again
from April 3rd to May 18th, 2012, and the southern half of the Project Site was resurveyed from
September 19th to October 18th, 2012. The burrowing owl surveys were conducted concurrently with
desert tortoise surveys using pedestrian transects spaced no greater than 10 meters apart. All burrowing
owl sign, including presence of individuals, feathers, tracks, white wash, pellets, and suitable burrows
suitable were recorded during the survey. Incidental observations of burrowing owls and sign were
recorded during other biological surveys performed on the site from 2011 to 2013.
2.2.3

Golden Eagle Aerial Surveys

Aerial surveys to assess golden eagle occupancy and productivity were conducted in 2010 by the Wildlife
Research Institute (WRI) following USFWS Golden Eagle Inventory and Monitoring Protocol (USFWS
2010). These surveys were conducted for the adjacent Stateline Solar Farm Project, but coverage
overlapped the majority of a 10-mile buffer zone around the Project Site. Additional subsequent aerial
surveys were not conducted specific to the Silver State Solar South Site because existing BLM helicopter
survey data covering the 10-mile buffer area was made available for 2012 (Larry LaPre, pers. comm.,
September 2013)
WRI conducted helicopter surveys on the Project Site and vicinity on May 7 and 8, 2010 (Phase 1) and
June 14, 2010 (Phase 2). Helicopter survey teams consisted of two golden eagle biologists and a
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helicopter pilot. Phase 1 aerial transects covered habitats likely to support golden eagle nesting, with in
flight transect modifications made in response to terrain. Phase 1 surveys were conducted in an effort
to confirm reproductive activity and ensure mountainous areas with intricate canyons were thoroughly
investigated. Phase 2 surveys were focused on revisiting potentially active territories identified during
Phase 1 surveys. During both Phase 1 and Phase 2 aerial transects, nest sites and other location-specific
data were recorded using hand-held Global Positioning Satellite (GPS) units, with supplemental field
notes documenting species and corresponding to each recorded waypoint. A total of 32 person-hours
were logged during the Phase 1 survey with an additional 17 person-hours logged during Phase 2
surveys.
During both Phase 1 and Phase 2 surveys, two optically-stabilized zoom cameras were used to capture
high-resolution, wide-angle and close-up, digital photographs of active and inactive golden eagle nests,
other raptor nests, and significant wildlife species. Collected digital images were used to confirm
species identification, nest condition, nest activity, nest occupation, and nest arrangement (WRI 2010).
An active nest was defined as supporting evidence of new material having been added during the season
and typically included the use of yucca, grasses and mosses in the construction of a bowl, used for
incubation. An active nest may or may not have been occupied by a golden eagle (e.g., an incubating
female or a young bird) at the time of survey. An occupied nest was defined an active nest in which an
adult or young golden eagle, or a new egg, has been observed during the survey.
2.2.4

Ground-based Golden Eagle Nest Monitoring

To supplement the aerial surveys conducted in 2010, qualified avian biologists conducted ground based
nest searches for Golden Eagle nests in March of 2011, 2012, and 2013 following USFWS protocols
(USFWS 2010). Potential nesting habitat was searched within 5 miles of the Project Site. The breeding
status of each nest was determined from behavioral observations made from observation points no
closer than 300 meters from the nests providing an unobstructed view from which eagle activity could
be observed with binoculars or a spotting scope. All bird observations made during these surveys were
recorded. During 2011 and 2012, active nests were not monitored throughout the breeding season in
order to minimize disturbance to nesting eagles. In 2013, based on consultation with the BLM, nest
observations were made throughout the breeding season to determine nest fate.
2.2.5

Golden Eagle Point Counts

Golden eagle point counts were conducted at 10 locations on the Project Site and surrounding areas
(Figure 2) in order to acquire baseline golden eagle occurrence data. The 10 point count locations were
systematically placed across the vicinity of the Project site on a grid with 1-mile square grid cells. Based
on the current proposed footprint of the project, 4 golden eagle point counts fell within the boundaries
of the Project Site and 6 point counts fell outside the boundaries within the larger Study Area. Four
rounds of surveys were conducted: October 2012, January/early February 2013, March 2013, and April
2013. All bird species within 800 meters of the center point were recorded during an observation period
of 30 minutes. Eagle flight activity located more than 175 meters above ground was recorded, but
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separated from other data. Approximate flight paths and heights of eagles plus notes on general
behavior and activity were recorded. Behavior noted during each 1-minute interval was recorded as
either soaring flight, flapping-gliding, kiting-hovering, stooping or diving at prey, stooping or diving in an
agonistic context with other eagles or other bird species, being mobbed, undulating/territorial flight, or
perched. All observations of foraging were documented and referenced on a map or by Universal
Transverse Mercator (UTM) coordinates.
In an effort to develop an index of common raven (Corvus corax) occurrence, observations of ravens
were also recorded during golden eagle exposure counts. Immediately before or after the golden eagle
exposure count, a 10-minute observation period was conducted at the same location and only common
ravens were recorded. Results of common raven point counts and detailed description of raven related
baseline conditions at the Project Site is contained in the Draft Silver State Solar South Raven
Management Plan (Ironwood Consulting 2013).
In accordance with the most recent USFWS Eagle Conservation Plan Guidance (USFWS 2013), future
golden eagle survey efforts will include long-sit (5 hour) resident and migratory surveys as described in
Section 5.2.3.
2.2.6

Incidental Observations of Special Status Species and Nests

Biologists conducting various biological surveys have been reporting incidental detections of sensitive
bird species throughout the Study Area since 2011. During all biological survey efforts, bird species
(including special status species and nests) were identified and/or tallied on standardized data forms
(Ironwood Consulting 2012). The locations of special status species and nests were recorded. NDOW
provided data on historical golden eagle nest locations and presence of other special status species
within the project vicinity.
2.2.7

Bat Resources

Focused bat surveys have not been conducted on the Project Site to date. However, bat surveys and
habitat assessments were performed on the Stateline Solar Farm Study Area 5 miles to the southwest of
the Project Site by Patricia Brown, Ph.D. (Brown-Berry Biological Consulting) during the spring of 2010
and 2011 (Brown 2012). Due to the close proximity of the Stateline Solar Farm Study Area to the Project
Site and similarities in habitat features, data from the Stateline bat surveys and existing data reported in
the Silver State Solar South DSEIS (BLM 2012a) were used to inform existing bat conditions on the
Project Site.
On May 14, 2010, Dr. Brown performed an assessment of potential bat habitat on the nearby Stateline
Solar Farm project site. General areas that may serve as potential roosts and foraging sites were
identified. Acoustic monitoring was conducted on July 28 and 29, 2010 and from May 14 to 16, 2011 to
determine which bat species utilize the Study Area. Ultrasonic detectors (i.e., Anabat II and 1A) recorded
echolocation signals overnight in thirteen locations in different areas of the Stateline Project Site to
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identify bat species and document general activity levels. Roost surveys were conducted at rock shelters
and mines in the mountains adjacent to the Stateline Project during the day and at night for evidence of
bats and guano.
In addition to the Stateline bat data, bat occurrence data from the Searchlight Wind Energy Project
(Tetra Tech Inc. 2012), located approximately 32 miles southeast of the Project Site, were used to help
identify bat species with some possibility of presence on the Project Site. Bat occurrence data from the
Searchligh Wind Energy Project were based on year-round acoustic monitoring from April 2008 to April
2010 at 8 stations dispersed across approximately 400 acres: 6 stations at meterological towers (each
station recorded acoustic data at 2 m above ground and 40-50 m above ground) and 2 stations at two
mine sites known to provide roosting habitat (Tetra Tech Inc. 2012). Data from Searchlight Wind Energy
Project could not be used to infer bat occurrence at the Project Site because of the distance between
the sites (approx. 32 miles) and habitat differences between the two locations (Searchlight Wind Energy
Project site contains greater topographic variation and more rocky habitats than Silver State Solar
South). However, the Searchlight bat data was used to supplement the list of possible bat species
occurrences inferred from data collected at the Stateline Project 6 miles from the Project Site.

2.4

BASELINE SURVEY RESULTS

2.4.1

Avian Point Counts

A total of 49 bird species were detected during avian point counts across all seasons surveyed during
2012 and 2013. Appendix A contains a list of all bird species observed on the site, including those
detected during avian point counts. 796 total detections were recorded during the point counts. Two
special status species—loggerhead shrike and crissal thrasher—were observed during the point counts.
The five most common species across all seasons were black-throated sparrow (n=139), common raven
(n=90), house finch (n=66), horned lark (n=43), and rock wren (n=42).
Avian point count data were analyzed with the goal of developing metrics which may be used to
describe current conditions and serve as a baseline to which future data may be compared. The
following metrics were developed using methods described in Section 2.2.1:
•
•
•
•
•

Total birds per survey per point by season;
Total species/point by season;
Bird density Study Area, species combined, within and across seasons;
For species with sufficient sample sizes, individual species densities across the Study Area; and
Shannon’s index (H’) for species diversity across the Study Area.

Table 4 presents total birds per point and species per point with associated 95% confidence intervals.
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Table 4. Total species per point and detections per point per survey at Silver State Solar South Study
Area, 2012-2013.
Species/
Point

95% CI Lower
Limit

95% CI Upper
Limit

Birds/Point/
Survey

95% CI Lower
Limit

95% CI Upper
Limit

4.77

4.21

5.33

2.84

3.17

2.51

Fall

1.98

1.65

2.31

2.20

1.82

2.58

Spring

3.24

2.82

3.66

4.53

3.89

5.17

Winter
CI- Confidence Interval

2.17

1.68

2.66

2.17

1.68

2.66

Survey
All
Seasons
Combined

Table 5 provides estimates of bird density within the Study Area and for 5 species with sufficient sample
sizes—house finch, horned lark, black-throated sparrow, common raven, and rock wren. These
estimates are based on best-fit distance models developed in Program DISTANCE (Thomas et al. 2010).
The model name refers to the name of the key function used in the model. Distance modeling assumes
that the detection function is uniform for all objects detected. This assumption can be problematic for
bird surveys. It is unreasonable to expect that all bird species are detected with equal probability,
therefore estimates of total bird densities may not be as accurate as estimates of individual species. For
these analyses the Hazard-rate key function was the best fit for the data. An initial inspection of the
data histograms showed evidence of heaping of distance measurements; that is, recorded distances
often fell into round numbers such as 20 meters or 40 meters. There were also detection spikes at
further intervals. Data were clumped into intervals compensate for heaping and were truncated at the
90th percentile of distance measurements. The Hazard-rate model with no series expansions performed
the best for estimates of all birds lumped together while the half-normal key function with cosine
expansion was generally the best model for individual species estimates (except in the case of Blackthroated Sparrow in which the Hazard model with hermite polynomial expansion was chosen). The
histogram of the detections of Black-throated Sparrow was problematic for model fitting as there were
numerous spikes in the data.
Table 5. Bird density model estimates. Silver State Solar South Study Area, 2012-2013.
Data Group

Density (birds/ha)

CI Lower Limit

CI Upper Limit

Model Name

All Year (all species, n=582)

2.3

1.8

2.9

Hazard-Hermite

Fall (all species, n=186)

2.6

1.5

4.2

Hazard

Spring (all species, n=395)

2.1

1.5

2.8

Hazard

Winter (all species, n=211)

2.7

1.6

4.4

Hazard-Hermite

Black-throated sparrow (n=139)

1.14

0.66

1.95

Hazard-Hermite

House finch (n=73)

0.45

0.34

0.6

Half Normal Cosine

Horned lark (n=66)

0.42

0.28

0.62

Half Normal Cosine

Common raven (n=90)

0.004

0.002

0.006

Half Normal Cosine

Rock wren (n=42)
CI- Confidence Interval

0.07

0.04

0.11

Half Normal Cosine
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The Shannon diversity index (H’) for the Study Area was 2.97 across all surveyed seasons, 2.78 during
spring surveys, 2.46 during winter surveys, and 2.44 during fall surveys. The smaller H’ value for the fall
season combined with the slighter greater mean species per point observed in the fall indicate that
species are less evenly distributed across the Study Area during the fall season.
As part of this initial analysis of point count data, a power analysis was performed to determine the
study’s ability to detect changes in detections per point and overall avian density in future years.
Statistical power can be summarized as the probability that a statistical test will reject the null
hypothesis when the null hypothesis is false and there is, in fact, a difference between population
means (Zar 1999). The power analyses were conducted using the following parameters: 1)an alpha-level
of 0.05; 2) the observed standard error in the dataset; 3) two different sample size scenarios with our
current sampling effort and a doubled sampling effort; and 4) desired detectable effect sizes of 0.5 bird
per ha and 1 bird per survey per point. Table 6 presents the results of these power analyses.
Table 6. Power analyses of point count data, Silver State Solar South Study Area, 2012-2013
Statistic

Sample size (n)

Desired Effect Size

α

Power (1-β)

Overall bird density

537

1 bird/ha

0.05

0.74

Overall bird density

1074

1 bird/ha

0.05

0.96

Detections/survey/point (Overall)

64

1 bird/survey/point

0.05

1.00

Detections/survey/point (Overall)

128

1 bird/survey/point

0.05

1.00

Detections/survey/point (Spring)

64

1 bird/survey/point

0.05

0.99

Detections/survey/point (Spring)

128

1 bird/survey/point

0.05

1.00

Detections/survey/point (Fall)

64

1 bird/survey/point

0.05

0.70

Detections/survey/point (Fall)

128

1 bird/survey/point

0.05

0.92

Detections/survey/point (Winter)

64

1 bird/survey/point

0.05

0.39

Detections/survey/point (Winter)

128

1 bird/survey/point

0.05

0.62

The power analyses suggest that the current sampling has inadequate statistical power (<0.90) to detect
the desired effect sizes for overall bird density, birds per survey per point during the fall, and birds per
survey per point during the winter. A doubling of sample size effort would likely provide adequate
statistical power for all metrics except birds per survey per point during the winter, when the number of
bird detections is lower than other seasons. This larger sample size is necessary to be able to detect
statistically and potentially biologically significant changes in bird densities and detections during the
construction process and post-construction. It will also provide a better estimate of bird densities and
detections that may be used to compare point count data with avian mortality results.
Based on the results of the power analysis described above, an additional 64 point count survey stations
will be placed across the Study Area beginning in the fall of 2013 in order to obtain a more robust
sample size. The total sample size for future point counts will be 128 points at 32 sampling stations and
these points will be randomly placed and stratified by placement inside the Project boundary and
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outside the Project boundary. The power analysis indicates that the resulting sample size will be
sufficient to detect meaningful changes in overall bird densities. Maintaining the number and location of
these sampling stations from baseline through post-contruction is necessary to provide direct
comparisons of bird detections and densities among seasons and years.
2.4.2

Burrowing Owl Surveys

During burrowing owl surveys conducted in the spring of 2011, four burrows were observed with
burrowing owl pellets, white wash, and feathers. No burrowing owl individuals were observed. These
burrows may have been occupied by winter resident owls or may have been active breeding-season
burrows at the time of observation.
No burrowing owls or burrowing owl sign were observed during spring 2012 surveys conducted on the
northern half of the Project Site. During fall 2012 surveys of the southern portions of the Project Site, 4
burrows with burrowing owl sign were observed. All burrows had whitewash near the entrance and
three burrows also had pellets and feathers present, indicating that the burrows were likely active at the
time of the survey. No burrowing owl individuals were recorded on the site during the surveys. Figure 3
provides locations of all burrowing owl sign observations along with along special status species
occurrences.
No burrowing owls or confirmed active burrows have been observed on site during the breeding season;
however, suitable nesting habitat is present on site and burrowing owl is considered a likely year-round
occupant of the Study Area.
2.4.3

Golden Eagle Aerial Surveys

Aerial surveys conducted in 2010 did not detect any golden eagles or Golden Eagle nests within Project
Site or the nearby Lucy Gray Mountains. However, a total of 7 GOEA nests were observed within 10
miles of the Project Site during subsequent ground based nest-searching efforts from 2011 to 2013
(Table 4, nests within 5 miles of site shown in Figure 4). These nests were monitored from 2011 to 2013
as described in Section 2.4.4. These nests likely correspond with 4 potential territories that were
estimated based on the proximity of observed nests to eachother and a qualitative assessment of
average golden eagle breeding territory size.
Aerial survey data from March 2012 provided by the BLM (Larry LaPre, pers. comm.) showed one active
nest within the 10 mile buffer of the Project Site, corresponding to nest X01GESN-0 found during
Ironwood’s ground-based nest searching efforts.
2.4.4

Ground-based Golden Eagle Nest Monitoring

A total of 7 GOEA nests within 4 potential territories have been observed during ground-based nest
monitoring in the spring of 2011, 2012, and 2013. Table 7 provides a list of these nests and their
corresponding labels, territories, and locations.
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Table 7. Observed Golden Eagle Nests during Ground-based nest searching, Project Site, 2011-2013.
Territory
name
Jean West
Lucy Gray
North
Lucy Gray
West
Lucy Gray
South

Nest ID
X01GESN-0
P10GESN-2
X02GESN-0

14.5 km northwest of northwestern
project boundary
3.8 km northeast of northeastern corner
of project boundary
4.0 km northeast of northeastern corner
of project boundary

P12GESN-0

3.1 km east of eastern project boundary

X04GESN-0

3.1 km east of eastern project boundary

P14AGESN-0
P14BGESN-0

Breeding Status

Location Relative to Closest Project
Boundary

8.3 km southeast of southeastern corner
of project boundary
8.3 km southeast of southeastern corner
of project boundary

2011

2012

2013

Not yet
detected
Active (fate
unknown)
Not yet
observed
Inactive, RTHA
use
Not yet
detected

Active (fate
unknown)

Not visited

Inactive

Inactive

Active (fate
unknown)

Inactive

Inactive

Inactive

Not yet
detected

Active
(fledged)

Inactive

Inactive

Inactive

Inactive

Inactive

Inactive

Prior to 2013, nests were only determined as active or inactive early in the breeding season and were
not followed in order to minimize disturbance to breeding eagles. In 2013, based on consultation with
the BLM, nest observations were made throughout the breeding season to determine nest fate. In
2013, nest X04GESN-0 was observed throughout the breeding season and was determined to have
successfully fledged two young. A review of available data indicated no additional information of
estimates of production for other potential active nests within a 10-mile radius of the project.
2.4.5

Golden Eagle Point Counts

A total of 12 golden eagles observations were recorded during the four golden eagle point count
surveys: six in October 2012, two in late January/early February 2013, four in March 2013, and one in
April 2013. Nine of the golden eagle observations involved birds flying at a distance greater than one
kilometer from the observer. Two of the detections involved golden eagles within the 800m radius of
the point count. Due to the low number of golden eagle detections and an inability to detect
meaningful temporal changes in golden eagle occurrences with such a small sample size, this
methodology will be abandoned in future survey efforts. The golden eagle point counts will be replaced
with a long-sit migration count protocol as described in Section 5.2.3.
2.4.6

Incidental Observations of Special Status Species and Nests

Figure 3 displays locations of all special status species and Figure 4 provides locations of avian nests
observed in the Study Area from 2011-2013. Information about occurrences of special status species is
included in Table 2 in Section 2.1. Appendix B provides a summary of special status species observations
within the Study Area.
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2.4.7

Bat Resources

A review of existing data pertaining to the vicinity of the Project Site (Brown 2011) and region (Tetra
Tech 2012) revealed 16 bat species with potential to occur within the Project Site (Table 8). Species
were included in this list if they had been observed during at least one of the two referenced studies and
were determined to have potential for occurrence on the project site. No mines are located within the
Project Study Area.
The data reported in Initial Bat Habitat Survey for the First Solar Stateline Solar Farm (Brown 2011) show
8 bat species were detected within or near the Study Area and nine species have the potential to occur.
Canyon bats (Parastrellus hesperus), California myotis (Myotis californicus), and Mexican free-tailed bats
(Tadarida brasiliensis) were the most common species detected during acoustic surveys (Brown 2011).
Table 8. Potential bat species occurrence on Silver State Solar South.
SPECIES

STATUS

OCCURRENCE

Antrozous pallidus
Pallid bat

Federal:
BLM:
NDOW:

SOSC
sensitive
SP

Corynorhinus
townsendii
Townsend’s big-eared
bat
Eptesicus fuscus
big brown bat

Federal:
BLM:
NDOW:

SOSC
sensitive
SS

Federal:
BLM:
NDOW:

none
none
none

Some potential to occur on site based on observations yearround at Searchlight Wind Energy Project site (Tetra Tech 2012).

Eumops perotis
californicus
greater western
mastiff bat
Lasiurus blossevillii
western red bat

Federal:
BLM:
NDOW:

SOSC
none
SS

Observed during migration at Searchlight Wind Energy Project
site (Tetra Tech 2012).

Federal:
BLM:
NDOW:

none
sensitive
SS

Potential to ocurr on site during migration. Observed during
migration at Searchlight Wind Energy Project site (Tetra Tech
2012).

Lasiurus cinereus
Hoary bat

Federal:
BLM:
NDOW:

none
none
none

Observed during migration at Primm Valley Golf Course within 4
miles of the site (Brown 2011). Observed during migration at
Searchlight Wind Energy Project site (Tetra Tech 2012).

Lasionycteris
noctivagans
silver-haired bat

Federal:
BLM:
NDOW:

none
none
none

Observed during migration at Searchlight Wind Energy Project
site (Tetra Tech 2012).

Macrotus
californicus
California leaf-nosed
bat

Federal:
BLM:
NDOW:

SOSC
none
SS

Some potential to occur on site based on observations yearround at Searchlight Wind Energy Project site (Tetra Tech 2012).

Moderate potential to occur within rocky substrate in upper
elevations of the Study Area. Observed within 5 miles of site
(Brown 2011). Observed year-round at Searchlight Wind Energy
Project site (Tetra Tech 2012).
Low potential for occurrence. Large cavities for roosting and
hibernation not located within Study Area. No observations from
referenced studies (Brown 2011, Tetra Tech 2012).
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SPECIES

STATUS

OCCURRENCE

Myotis californicus
California myotis

Federal:
BLM:
NDOW:

none
none
none

Myotis ciliolabrum
western small-footed
myotis bat

Federal:
BLM:
NDOW:

SOSC
sensitive
none

Myotis thysanodes
fringed myotis

Federal:
BLM:
NDOW:

SOSC
sensitive
SP

Myotis yumanensis
Yuma myotis bat

Federal:
BLM:
NDOW:

SOSC
sensitive
none

Nyctinomops
femorosaccus
pocketed free-tailed
bat
Nyctinomops macrotis
big free-tailed bat

Federal:
BLM:
NDOW:

none
none
none

Federal:
BLM:
NDOW:

SOSC
none
none

Observed during migration at Searchlight Wind Energy Project
site (Tetra Tech 2012).

Parastrellus
hesperus
western pipistrelle

Federal:
BLM:
NDOW:

None
none
none

Some potential to occur on site based on observations yearround at Searchlight Wind Energy Project site (Tetra Tech 2012).

Tadarida brasiliensis
Brazilian free-tailed
bat

Federal:
BLM:
NDOW:

none
sensitive
SP

Moderate potential to occur within rocky substrate in upper
elevations of the Study Area. Has been detected within 5 miles of
site (Brown 2011)

Moderate potential to occur within rocky substrate in upper
elevations of the Study Area. Has been detected within 5 miles
of site (Brown 2011). Observed year-round at Searchlight Wind
Energy Project site (Tetra Tech 2012).
Moderate potential to occur within rocky substrate in upper
elevations of the Study Area. Has been detected within 5 miles
of site (Brown 2011). Observed year-round at Searchlight Wind
Energy Project site (Tetra Tech 2012).
Observed during migration at Searchlight Wind Energy Project
site (Tetra Tech 2012).
Moderate potential to occur. Individuals were detected near
Primm Valley Golf Course within 4 miles of site (Brown 2011).
Observed year-round at Searchlight Wind Energy Project site
(Tetra Tech 2012).
Observed during migration at Searchlight Wind Energy Project
site (Tetra Tech 2012).

FWS - U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
NNHP - Nevada Natural Heritage Program
MSHCP –Clark County Multiple Species Habitat Conservation Plan
Protected - NRS 501
FWS Classification
SOSC- Species of Special Concern
NDOW Classification
SS- State Sensitive
SP- State Protected
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3.0

RISK ASSESSMENT

This section outlines the potential risks to bird and bats and supports the implementation of avoidance
and minimization measures. Little information is currently available regarding observed impacts of
photovoltaic solar energy developments on bird and bat resources. Some components of solar
development (overhead lines, transmission lines, project lighting) are common to other types of energy
developments, and the mechanisms of bird and bat impacts resulting from those project components
may be applicable to solar energy development. Potential risks to birds and bats can be broken into two
categories: direct impacts and indirect impacts.

3.1

DIRECT IMPACTS

Direct impacts include disturbances to the landscape which have immediate consequences to resident
and migratory bird populations. Some potential direct impacts include:
•
•
•
•
3.1.1

Collision risk: buildings, transmission line, solar modules, meteorological tower, or guy lines;
Electrocution potential;
Habitat loss; and
Vehicle and equipment collisions.
Collision risk

Birds and bats have the potential to collide with buildings, transmission and distribution lines, solar
modules, meteorological towers, guy lines, chain link fencing, and other similar physical features. The
inclusion of avoidance and minimization measures has the potential to decrease the risk of collision.
The number of avian collisions is not related to flight frequency, (Rusz et al., 1986) but to blind spots in
the vision of the bird, (Martin and Shaw 2010) flight performance (Savereno et al. 1996) or other factors
such as density, age, residency status, season flight style and interactions with other birds. For solar
modules, a hypothesis posits that birds may mistake the solar panels for a lake and attempt to land. To
date there have been no studies to substantiate or refute this hypothesis. Collision rates may increase
during the late summer and early fall when immature and inexperienced hatch-year birds undertake the
perils of post breeding dispersal and/or migration.
One existing study has examined avian mortality at a solar energy plant near Daggett, CA (McCrary et. Al
1986). The study occurred at Solar One, a solar thermal facility using power tower technology rather
than photovoltaic technology. Mortality events were split into two categories: those caused by collision
with heliostats (reflective mirrors) and those caused by burns related to reflected sunlight concentrated
at “standby points,” the focal points of the heliostat reflectivity. Results from the 1986 study at Solar
One found 57 avian fatalities during 40 weekly full-coverage surveys of the site. The 57 fatalities
represented an estimate 0.6-0.7% of the “local” avian population.
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A contributing factor to avian collision risk is attraction to artificial lighting, especially during migration
(Gauthreaux and Belser 2006). Little is known regarding the physiological and behavorial mechanisms
governing avian attraction to light (Verheijen 1985), but it has been postulated that birds flighting into
light at night lose their ability to discern the horizon and become disoriented (Herbert 1970). Numerous
studies have documented avian mortality at lighted tower structures (Gauthreaux and Belser 2006) and
examined the effects of different lightening methods on avian behavior and collision-realted mortality
(Gauthreaux and Belser 2006, Gauthreaux and Belser 1999).
As described in Section 4.0 and required by Mitigation Measure BIO-13 in the FSEIS (BLM 2013b), the
project will use reduced night lighting to minimize light-related avian attraction to the Project Site and
surrounding area. Specific lighting measures will be reported to resource agencies for approval prior to
construction.
The factors that may influence bats to collide with transmission lines are not well studied or understood
(Heritage 2012). In theory, similar collision risks identified above that relate to birds may also apply to
bats.
3.1.2

Electrocution potential

The potential for electrocutions depends on the arrangement and spacing of energized and grounded
components of poles and towers that are sometimes used for perching, nesting and other activities
(APLIC 2012). Research has found that nearly all electrocutions occur on smaller, more tightly spaced
residential and commercial electrical distribution lines that are less than 69 kV (APLIC 2012).
All transmission and subtransmission towers and poles will be designed to be avian safe in accordance
with the Suggested Practices for Avian Protection on Power Lines: the State of the Art in 2006 (APLIC
2012).
3.1.3

Habitat loss and displacement

Clearing and grubbing construction practices would result in habitat loss and displacement of local bird
populations as vegetation communities and existing habitats are altered to support Project
development. An inherent consequence of development is the loss of habitat that supports bird
populations. Altering the landscape through Project development will likely result in the loss of cover,
perches, breeding habitat, shelter and foraging sites used by resident species and the loss of perches,
roost sites and foraging sites for migratory species.
3.1.4

Human disturbance and vehicle and equipment collisions

Equipment and vehicles could collide with slower-moving species, species in subsurface burrows, and
ground-nesting birds resulting in injury or mortality. Some species of birds go into a state of torpor and
become immobile during periods of cold weather (Fletcher el al., 2003), increasing the potential for
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impacts from vehicles or equipment. For most bird species, direct impacts would be limited to areas
within the Project footprint or immediately adjacent to it. Active bird nests in shrubs or near the ground
would be vulnerable to crushing during ground-disturbing activities. Studies have also demonstrated
vehicle collision risk to bats (Lesinski 2007).
During the construction phase, an increase in vehicle traffic from construction personnel, biologist and
other project-related persons, potentially poses an increase risk to birds that inhabit remote desert
regions. Birds nesting adjacent to project access roads are more likely to be impacted due to an
increase in the number of vehicles using the road.
Loggerhead Shrikes (Lanius ludovicianus) have a rapid flight pattern that is low to the ground and are at
an increased risk because of this behavior.
Due to a decrease in project personnel, these types of risks will be lessened during the operations and
maintenance phase, compared to the construction phase.

3.2

INDIRECT IMPACTS

Indirect impacts include changes to the landscape with unintended and often unforeseen consequences
to bird populations. Indirect impacts associated with habitat loss, land alterations and Project
development on existing bird populations within the vicinity of the Project are not easily assessed or
determined.
Potential indirect impacts include:
•
•
•
3.2.1

Territory abandonment, nest and roost site abandonment;
Increase opportunities for predators of special status species; and
Habitat fragmentation and displacement.
Territory abandonment, nest and roost site abandonment

Most wildlife species are susceptible to visual and noise disturbances caused by the presence of humans
and construction equipment. Such disturbances can result in the alteration of species’ behavior. Noise
and visual disturbance caused by construction and vehicles would have the potential to cause nest
abandonment or habitat avoidance directly adjacent to and within the proposed Project footprint. Birds
avoiding habitat in the vicinity of the Project area may opt for less suitable habitat which could increase
stress on these birds as a result of increased energetic costs. This would also place additional stress on
available resources through increased density of birds in off-site areas.
Without the inclusion of avoidance and minimization measures, (see section 4.3 BBCM-10, BBCM-11,
BBCM-19, BBCM-20, BBCM-21) nest and roost site disturbances and territory abandonment could occur
due to direct nest removal during vegetation removal activities.
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3.2.2

Increase opportunities for predators of special status species

The Project may indirectly result in mortality to wildlife through an increased risk of predation. Some
predator species such as ravens and coyotes are attracted to human activity. Installation of fencing and
transmission towers create additional perching structures from which ravens and raptors may hunt for
prey (see Section 4.2). Construction, operation, and maintenance of the Project would result in trash
and debris that would further attract species such as ravens and coyotes. To avoid or minimize human
impacts a Worker Environmental Awareness Program (WEAP) and trash abatement program will be
implemented (see section 4.3: BBCM-12 and BBCM-17). The Projects Raven Management Plan (RMP)
will control for potential negative impacts due to the presence of ravens by ensuring that their existence
is not subsidized by development of the Project.
3.2.3

Habitat fragmentation and displacement

The displacement and fragmentation of native habitat resulting from the Project may have additional
indirect effects on avian population. The habitat loss could cause wildlife to rely more heavily on habitat
within the surrounding area for foraging, shelter, and nesting opportunities causing an indirect effect on
wildlife inhabiting areas adjacent to the Project area. Wildlife inhabiting adjacent areas could be faced
with increased competition as a result of the displaced individuals relocating into their home ranges.

3.3

POTENTIAL IMPACTS TO SPECIAL STATUS SPECIES

The Project area provides habitat for cover, breeding, foraging, and/or traveling for 14 special status
bird species (section 2.1, table 2): golden eagle (Aquila chrysaetos), peregrine falcon (Falco peregrines
anatum), prairie falcon (Falco mexicanus), western burrowing owl (Athene cunicularia), loggerhead
shrike, (Lanius ludovicianus), LeConte’s thrasher (Taxostoma lecontei), crissal thrasher (Taxostoma
crissale), Brewer’s sparrow (Spizella brewerii), long-eared owl (Asio otus) and phainopepla (Phainopepla
nitans). Western burrowing owl (see section 4.3 BBCM-12 and 4.4.3), loggerhead shrike, LeConte’s
thrasher, phainopepla, and crissal thrasher likely use the Project area for nesting and foraging.
Additionally, 10 special status bat species (Table 8) have the potential to occur in the Project area based
on studies conducted locally within 6 miles of the Project Site (Brown 2011) and regionally within 32
miles of the Project Site (Tetra Tech 2012).
These sensitive avian species would be vulnerable to loss of nesting or foraging habitat and/or
behavioral disruptions due to noise and vibrations during construction. Alteration of foraging behavior
during nesting season could result in nest abandonment or malnourished chicks. The implementation of
Construction Conservation Measures (section 4.3) is intended to reduce the potential for these types of
impacts.
Prairie falcons, Brewer’s sparrow, long-eared owl and peregrine falcons would only use the Project area
for foraging as there is no suitable nesting habitat present. Temporal detections of Brewer’s sparrows,
and long-eared owls within the Project boundary indicate that they use the site for roosting and foraging
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during migration and as winter residents. Alteration in foraging behavior could result in nest
abandonment for local breeders that utilize the site for foraging purposes, or decreased fitness of adults
and chicks. Falcons are also susceptible to injury as a result of collision with power lines and
transmission structures or from electrocution. The proposed Gen Tie will be built according to APLIC
standards (APLIC 2012) and, therefore, is not anticipated to result in adverse impacts to falcons.
Potential golden eagle nesting habitat does not exist within the proposed Project footprint but golden
eagles have been documented nesting within 10-miles of the Project. Project development will possibly
result in a loss of golden eagle foraging habitat. Eagles require large areas for foraging, whether as
dispersed, non-nesting adults or as pairs defending a nest and territory. Human disturbance has been
known to result in nest abandonment by eagles; however, the closest documented nest is approximately
3 miles from the proposed footprint (section 2.4.4, table 7, nest X04GESN-0). This nest is situated below
a ridge-line on a north-facing cliff face and the Project site is not visible from the nest location, nor is the
nest within line-of-sight from the Project. Therefore, there is little likelihood of nest abandonment by
golden eagles as a result of the Project. Golden eagles may be susceptible to injury and/or mortality
from collision with power lines and transmission structures or electrocution. The project will follow
Avian Power Line Interaction Committee (APLIC) guidelines, to reduce this risk through facility design.
Based on the distance to the nearest golden eagle nesting habitat (> 2 miles), construction of the
proposed Gen Tie will not result in adverse impacts to golden eagles.
The Applicant shall fund avian biologists to monitor and enforce disturbance buffers around all active
bird nests (for raptors and species protected by the Migratory Bird Treaty Act) found in the Project area
during construction as described in BBCM-11 and Section 4.4. The general bird breeding season for this
area is February 15 to August 31. For raptors, specifically, the Applicant shall use the USFWS Utah Field
Office Guidelines for Raptor Protection from Human and Land Use Disturbances (1999) and coordinate
with the BLM to determine appropriate survey areas and disturbance buffers for active nests. For all
non-raptor bird species, biologists shall survey within the proposed Project area. Because there are no
standardized disturbance buffers for active non-raptor bird nests, the Applicant shall consult with the
appropriate agencies (BLM, USFWS, and NDOW) on a case-by-case basis when active nests are found in
Project areas, unless directed to do otherwise by all these agencies. These measures will protect local
breeding birds, including the sensitive species mentioned above that have the potential to nest within
the proposed Project boundary, including: burrowing owl, loggerhead shrike, phainopepla, crissal
thrasher and LeConte’s thrasher.
Disturbance to avian nests constitute a violation of the MBTA; therefore, active bird nests will not be
disturbed or moved during breeding season, unless the Project is expressly permitted to do so by the
USFWS.
All active nests and disturbance or harm to active nests shall be reported to: USFWS, BLM, and NDOW.
Work shall be halted if it is determined by the biological monitor that active nests are being disturbed by
construction activities, until further direction or approval to work is obtained from the Project’s Lead
Avian Biologist.
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3.4

CUMULATIVE IMPACTS

Three additional renewable energy projects are in various phases of development within 10 miles of the
Project Site. Silver State Solar North, a 50 MWAC approximately 600-acre photovoltaic generating
station immediately adjacent to the west of the Project Site, has completed construction and is currently
operating. The approximately 3,670-acre Ivanpah Solar Electric Generating Station (ISEGS) is currently
under construction 6 miles to the southwest of the Project Site. A third project, the planned Stateline
Solar Farm, is currently undergoing agency permitting review and is projected to occupy 1,685 acres,
approximately 4 miles west southwest of the Project Site. Together with the proposed Silver State Solar
South Project, recent and planned renewable energy projects in the Ivanpah Valley total approximately
8,382 acres. Silver State Solar South comprises approximately 29% of the cumulative acreage impacts of
the four projects. The Ivanpah valley is approximately 165,120 acres in size. The proposed Silver State
Solar South Project would occupy approximately 1% of the land area within the Ivanpah Valley and all of
the planned renewable energy projects combined would account for approximately 5% of the total land
area.
As photovoltaic generating stations with similar project components, Silver State Solar North and the
planned Stateline Solar Project both have projected avian and bat impacts similar to the proposed
Project. ISEGS is a power tower-style solar thermal generating station and, as such, could present
additional direct mortality threats to bird and bat species through the presence of “radiant flux”,
reflected solar light, broadcast on three power towers associated with the project (BLM 2010b).

3.4

AVIAN RISK REDUCTION MEASURES

Bird and bat conservation measures are described in the following section, “4.0 Bird and Bat
Conservation Measures.” The Applicant intends to implement the described measures in an effort to
reduce the unintentional direct and indirect risks that the development (construction, operaration,
maintenace, and decommissioning) of this project could pose to migratory birds and bats. Bird and bat
conservation measures include: project siting, facility design, construction conservation measures and
the implementation of exclusion zones.

3.5

SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION OF RISK ASSESSMENTS

Through inherent risks and consequences associated with new development, there will possibly be longterm residual effects on local and migratory birds and bats. The loss of habitat including: foraging areas,
shelters, perches, and nesting habitat; as well as the other direct and indirect risks described herein are
inclusive for the threats identified through the application of baseline studies. Additional threats may
be identified through the course of project development and by the application of ongoing survey
efforts. Adaptive management measures (section 3.6) will be implemented to address additional and
unforeseen threats, identified by the analysis of survey data. Sampling design, including temporal
constraints, and existing conditions create limitations to the risk assessment. Many migratory birds and
bats move at night and fly at high elevations where they are not detected by sampling measures.
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Additionally, conditions on the Project site are much different during the pre-development stage
compared to post development.
Risks to the birds and bats will likely vary temporally, with seasonal fluctuations in species composition,
abundance, and site use. It is possible that mortality rates will increase during migratory periods, when
more birds and bats are present on the site (see Table 4, spring; where the number of birds per point
was approximately doubled compared to other seasons). Appendix D contains a list of migratory bird
species common within the United States, which have the potential (however slight) to show up on the
project over time.
An avian mortality study shall be conducted by the Applicant, with review by BLM, to monitor for
incidents of bird strikes during the construction and first 2-3 years post-construction of the proposed
Project (BLM 2012a). A proposed post-construction Avian Mortality Monitoring Plan (AMMP) has been
included in this BBCS. Post construction avian mortality monitoring and instances of avian mortality
reported on site will be used to monitor the effectiveness of mitigation measures that are intended to
reduce project risks to birds and bats. Additional measures aimed at further reducing risks to birds and
bats may be implemented through adaptive management if the results from avian mortality monitoring
and agency consultation warrant such action.
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4.0

BIRD AND BAT CONSERVATION MEASURES

4.1

PROJECT SITING

The Applicant has sited the Project to avoid and minimize impacts to bird and bat species where
possible. The process of siting of the Project included both macro- and micro-siting considerations. The
Project is not within the boundaries of a desingnated critical habitat unit, Area of Critical Environmental
Concern, Audubon Society Important Bird Area (IBA), a Western Hemisphere Shorebird Reserve
Network, or an area designated by the Convention on Wetlands of International Importance (Ramsar
Convention). The East Mojave Peaks IBA is located within the Clark, Kingston and New York Mountain
Ranges, approximately 24 air-miles from the Project. These areas support unique avian habitats. The
large majority of this IBA is protected within Wilderness Areas. Other macro-siting considerations for
the Project components also included the avoidance of:
•

•

•

•
•

•

Locations with federally or state listed, or otherwise designated sensitive species, and areas
managed for the conservation of listed species - Project avoids Desert Wildlife Management
Areas (DWMAs), CHUs, ACECs, and IBAs and was sighted in the area of lowest known
concentration for special status bird and bat species available.
Areas frequently used for daily bird and bat movements (i.e., areas between roosting and
feeding sites) - Areas of greater topographic and vegetative diversity (upper alluvial fan
adjacent to Lucy Gray Mountains) were avoided to the maximum extent possible.
Breeding and wintering eagle use areas - These areas were identified and avoided for all
Project components. Valley floor areas where the Project would be located do not provide
wintering or breeding habitat for eagles but may provide foraging habitat for resident
golden eagles and other raptor species.
Known migration flyways for birds and bats – No known major migratory flyways have been
identified within the Project based on baseline avian data collected to date.
Areas near known bat hibernacula, breeding, and maternity/nursery colonies - The rocky
foothills of the Lucy Gray Mountains approximately 1.5 miles east of the Project Site provide
ample crevice roosting habitat for several bat species. This area was avoided during site
planning and the buffer distance between the eastern edge of the Project and the western
edge of the Lucy Gray Mountains was increased to approximately 1.25 miles.
Fragmentation of large, contiguous tracts of wildlife habitat - Many desert special status
bird and bat species require large undisturbed areas that are highly sensitive to
fragmentation effects. In siting the Project, all areas with greater vegetation structure,
density and diversity were avoided or reduced to the extent possible. These areas included
the upper alluvial fan that supports greater topographical and vegetative diversity.

These siting considerations are in compliance with MM BIO-4 contained within the Project’s FSEIS (BLM
2012a). Micro-siting considerations for the Project components began at the inception of the Project
and actively continued as further wildlife surveys were conducted and through informal meetings with
the BLM, USFWS and NDOW throughout the Project’s planning process. Biological studies indicated that
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topographical and vegetative diversity was greater within the rocky terrain of the stabilized alluvial fan,
which occurred in the higher elevations (generally above 2,500 feet). This mid-alluvial fan region likely
supports more nesting and foraging habitat for both bird and bat species due to plant structure and
presence of rock outcrops. Topographic and vegetative diversity lessened near the Ivanpah and Roach
Dry Lakes. Siting of the alternatives took these habitat gradients into consideration. The Project has
been sited to avoid the upper alluvial fan habitats to the maximum extent feasible and utilized areas of
lower diversity near the lakebed. The Project site does not provide habitat for state- or federal-listed
listed bird or bat species, but does provide habitat for several State and BLM special-status bird and bat
species (Section 2.3). Beyond continuing to refine the boundaries of the solar farm, additional
considerations of micro-siting included:
•

•

4.2

Avoiding features that attract raptors (areas supporting tall perching structures including
trees, utility poles, etc.) – By following APLIC guidelines (APLIC 2012), the Applicant has
designed features to reduce perching by raptors to the maximum extent practicable.
Avoiding features that attract migrant birds (e.g., water sources, riparian vegetation)
Minimize the potential for enhancing habitats suitable for raptor prey species such as
rodents that would likely attract raptors to the project site - Project construction and O&M
phases will minimize the potential for creating habitats suitable for rodents, such as rock
piles, that could attract raptors.

FACILITY DESIGN

The following bird and bat conservation measures (BBCMs) have been incorporated into the design of
Project facilities.
BBCM-1

Avoid using lattice-type structures, placing external ladders and platforms on
towers to minimize perching and nesting. – The generation portion of the
Project will not incorporate towers or similar structures. The use of lattice
towers, platforms, and ladders for transmission purposes have been minimized
to the extent practicable. Although lattice structures will be used for
meteorological towers, three transmission towers at the loop-in to the Primm
substation, and possibly to mount and elevate a microwave communication dish
on the Project Site, these will be in an area designated as a utility corridor that
currently supports existing transmission lines, including those on lattice towers.
The Project would not cause a substantial increase on the number of lattice
towers within this corridor. This BBCM corresponds to requirements within MM
BIO-10 of the FSEIS (BLM 2013b).

BBCM-2

Implement measures to reduce or buffer adverse noise effects associated with
operation of the facility on surrounding wildlife habitat. Noise impacts to birds
(Rheindt 2003, Brumm 2004, Parris and Schneider 2009) and bats (Schaub et al.
2008) have generally been found to be negative; therefore facility design should
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take this fact into consideration when selecting the type of solar technology
(such as photovoltaic panels vs. parabolic dish engines) to be used and the
placement of the solar power plant within bird and bat habitats. The Project
utilizes photovoltaic panel technology which has little potential for noise
impacts. Noise impacts during construction would include noise generated from
the operation of construction equipment and construction vehicles. The O&M
phase of the Project would have little or no noise for both the solar farm.
BBCM-3

Avoid the use of guy wires for all meteorological towers and do not light them
unless the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) requires them to be lit, which is
generally >60 meters (>199 ft) AGL in height. Any necessary guy wires on
meterological towers should be marked with recommended bird deterrent
devices (APLIC 2012, USFWS 2000).

BBCM-4

Facility lights will be focused downward to reduce skyward illumination and keep
light within the boundaries of the site. Lights should be equipped with motion
detectors to reduce continuous illumination. The Applicant and its contractors
shall reduce night lighting in the proposed Project area and the surrounding
non-developed areas to avoid unnecessary visual disturbance to wildlife. Night
lighting during construction, operations, and maintenance shall be reduced in
the proposed Project area and the surrounding non-developed areas using
directed lighting, shielding methods, and or/reduced lumen intensity. The
Applicant shall indicate anticipated measures to resource agencies for approval
prior to construction. This BBCM corresponds to MM BIO-13 in the FSEIS (BLM
2013b).

BBCM-5

Where feasible, place electric power lines underground or on the surface as
insulated, shielded wire to avoid electrocution of birds. Use recommendations of
the Bird Power Line Interaction Committee (APLIC 2012) for any required aboveground lines, transformers, or conductors. Power lines will be in accordance
with Bird Power Line Interaction Committee guidelines.

BBCM-6

Avoiding the creation of roads to minimize further loss and fragmentation of
migratory bird habitat. New roads associated with Project activities will be kept
to a minimum. Roads associated with the solar farm site will be within the
Project fence whenever practical.

BBCM-7

If evaporation ponds are required for the operation of the facility, placement of
netting over the surface of the ponds has been encouraged to prevent birds and
bats from contacting the water’s surface. There will be no evaporation ponds
for operation of the facility. Temporary construction ponds will be used only
during the construction phase. Ponds will be monitored for instances of avian
mortality in lieu of utilizing exclusion netting.
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BBCM-8

4.3

Assessing the impact potential of solar panels to birds will help reduce the
potential threats that these facilities pose to birds and bats. Monitoring
conducted during the construction phase and first year of the post-construction
phase of the Project is discussed in Section 5.0 and will assist in determining
whether the Project’s photovoltaic panels attract birds and bats.

CONSTRUCTION CONSERVATION MEASURES

Bird and bat conservation measure that will be implemented during construction that relate to
conservation include:
BBCM-9

Road minimization. Minimize permanent disturbance area such as creating
unneeded access roads. The Gen-tie access road will serve as the main access
road to SCE’s switchyard. Construction of the gen-tie line and other linear
features will avoid vegetation clearing, and grading whenever possible.

BBCM-10

Vegetation clearing. Vegetation within the Project footprint that will be
disturbed will be cleared outside of the bird breeding season to the maximum
extent practicable. If the Project plans vegetation removal within the bird
breeding season (February 15- August 31 for passerines), it would be because
desert tortoise (a federally and state threatened species) protection measures
and timing may take precedence, or that reason for work to be completed
during the breeding season were beyond the Applicant’s control. When
vegetation removal cannot take place outside of the breeding season the Lead
Avian Biologist, or a person under their direct supervision, will be on site during
construction activities to: locate active nests, establish exclusion zones around
active nests, watch for new nesting activity; and if necessary stop, construction
when noise and general activity threaten to disturb an active nest. All active
nests of protected birds (e.g., MBTA, ESA, state protected) would not be
disturbed until the nest is determined to be inactive by the Lead Avian Biologist.
This BBCM corresponds to requirements contained within MM BIO-8 in the
Project FSEIS (BLM 2013b).

BBCM-11

Nest searching measures. In areas with planned construction or other activities
with potential to disturb nesting, surveys for avian nests will be conducted
throughout the breeding season by the Avian Lead and Avian Biologists. A
combination of full-coverage transect-based surveys and behavioral-based nest
searches (Martin and Guepel 1993) will be used to locate nests active nests in
the Project Site and surrounding 300-ft buffer. These nest searches will be
continuous throughout the breeding season during the construction phase. The
entire Project Site and buffer area should be covered at least once within 4 days
prior to planned construction activities. Nest search surveys will contine within
active construction areas at the discretion of the Project’s Lead Avian Biologist.
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Exclusion zones will be established around active nest sites. Details for specific
exclusion zones for passerines, raptors and eagles are described in Section 4.4.
Biological monitors working with construction crews will inspect work areas for
nests and enforce exclusion zones found in the Project during construction and
during nest searching efforts. This BBCS corresponds to requirements contained
within MM BIO-8 in the Project FSEIS (BLM 2013).
BBCM-12

Burrowing owl measures. Within 30-days prior to initiation of construction, a
burrowing owl survey will be conducted in the construction area and a 250-foot
buffer. These surveys shall be performed using pedestrian transects spaced no
greater than 20 meters apart. All burrows with burrowing owl sign will be
observed by an Avian Biologist to determine occupancy. During the breeding
season (February 1 to August 31), occupied burrows will not be disturbed. If an
active nest is identified, there will be no construction activities within 250 feet
of the nest to prevent isturbance until the chicks have fledged, as determined
by a qualified biologist. The occurrence and location of any western burrowing
owl will be documented by biological monitors in daily reports and submitted to
the authorized biologist on a daily basis. Within 24 hours of all incidents of
disturbance or harm to burrowing owls, the authorized biologist will report such
incidents to the appropriate resource agencies (USFWS [Michael Burroughs 702
515-5230], BLM [Melanie Cota 702-515-5233], and NDOW [Christy Klinger 702486-5127 ext 3717]). This BBCM corresponds to MM BIO-11 in the FSEIS (BLM
2013b).

BBCM-13

Bat colonies. Bat colonies have not been observed on site. However, in the
event that a bat colony is found during pre-construction clearance surveys, the
colony will be identified and clearly marked with an exclusion zone of at least
165 feet (50 meters). Whenever possible, these zones will be avoided by
construction activities.

BBCM-14

WEAP. Discussions of nest avoidance for passerines, raptors, and golden eagles
will be part of mandatory site training for all construction personnel and will be
included in the Worker Environmental Awareness Plan (WEAP) training
briefings. Bat colony avoidance discussions will be part of mandatory site
training for all construction personnel and will also be included in WEAP training
briefings.
Training will include identification of exclusion zones and
requirements for these zones.

BBCM-15

Inclusion of APLIC guidelines. The Project will follow APLIC guidelines for
overhead utilities to the extent practicable (APLIC 2012) and reporting
requirements.

BBCM-16

Trash abatement. During construction, all trash will be removed promptly and
disposed of properly to avoid creating attractants for birds and bats. Trash and
food items will be contained in closed, secured containers on site and removed
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frequently to reduce the attractiveness to ravens and other opportunistic
scavengers; regular litter pick-up schedule will be established within and around
the perimeter of the Project site; all work vehicles will have a sufficient supply of
durable garbage bags and closed containers to assist in collection of any refuse
found on-site; trash and recycling bin locations will be selected to accommodate
frequent pick up and removal and be able to be sealed completely to prevent
encroachment by wildlife; and trash containers will be inspected daily by
Biological Monitors (during construction and decommissioning). This BBCM
corresponds to requirements within RMM-5 contained within the Silver State
Solar South Raven Management Plan (Ironwood 2013)
BBCM-17

Vegetation and Noxious Weeds. Appropriate control measures will be
implemented to prevent the introduction and spread of invasive plant species
within and surrounding the Project Site. Only plants native to the area will be
used seeding or planting during any required habitat revegetation and/or
restoration efforts. A Noxious Weed Control Plan, corresponding to APM-9 in
the FSEIS (BLM 2013b), will be developed and implemented.

BBCM-18

Avian and Bat Fatality Monitoring. An Avian and Bat Fatality Monitoring Plan
(Appendix C) will be adopted. This plan will require monitoring and reporting of
avian and bat fatalities. The project will apply for a Special Purpose Utility
Permit (SPUT) through coordination with USFWS. This BBCM corresponds to
MM BIO-10 in the FSEIS (BLM 2013b).

BBCM-19:

Removal of Hollow Plastic Mine Claim Markers. Upon detection of an
uncapped hollow plastic mine claim marker found within the Project area,
construction personnel will inform an Avian Biologist or Biological Monitor and
report the location of the marker. The Monitor or Coordinator will remove the
marker and place it on the ground at the location from which it was removed.
NDOW will be notified of any hollow plastic mine claim markers.

BBCM-20

Additional avian and bat monitoring. Additional avian and bat monitoring
activities will be conducted as described in Section 5.0 of the BBCS.

BBCM-21

Raven Management Plan. A Raven Management Plan will be developed and
implemented for the life of the Project (Ironwood 2012). The objectives of the
RMP are to identifiy the Project-specific conditions of concern that may attract
ravens to the Project site; provide specific measures intended to avoid,
minimize, and/or mitigate raven impacts on desert tortoises; provide plans for
monitoring raven activity at the Project site; specify plans for reporting
frequency and content; and specify the conditions under which adaptive
management measures will be selected and implemented, should the
monitoring data suggest the original measures are not meeting Project goals in
controlling local raven populations.
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4.3.2

Operations and Maintenance

During the O&M phase of the Project, BBCMs will be enforced to reduce the attractiveness of the facility
to breeding, migrating, and wintering birds and bats to ensure mortality is minimized:

4.3.3

BBCM-22

Road kill management. The Project will not create or maintain attraction
features for birds and bats by removing and disposing of road kills near the
Project that attracts raptors and other scavengers to the site, regularly removing
vegetation around larger facilities such as substations to reduce raptor foraging,
and eliminating open water sources after the construction phase of the Project.

BBCM-23

Project Lighting. The Project will minimize the use of lighting that could attract
migrating birds and bats (feeding on concentrations of insects at lights).
Lighting will be kept to the minimum level necessary for safety and security.
High intensity, steady burning, bright lights such as sodium vapor or spotlights
will not be used on Project facilities. Lighting will be motion-sensored where
practicable and allowed by safety regulations. This BBCM corresponds to MM
BIO-13 in the FEIS (BLM 2013b).

BBCM-24

Anthropogenic noise. The Project will minimize anthropogenic noise which
been found to be potentially adverse for birds (e.g., Rheindt 2003, Brumm 2004,
Parris and Schneider 2009) and bats (Schaub et al. 2008), though not all species
are affected to the same degree (Brumm 2004). During the O&M phase,
methods to buffer, muffle, or otherwise dampen any anthropogenic noise
pollution that exceeds ambient noise will be considered and may serve as
additional adaptive management measures.

Decomissioning

This BBCS is intended to provide bird and bat conservation measures applicable to the construction and
operations and maintenance phases of the Project.
Prior to decommissioning, a detailed
decommissioning plan will be developed and bird and bat conservation measures specific to the
decommissioning phase will be provided to the appropriate resource agencies at that time.

4.4

EXCLUSION ZONES

Exclusion zones will be established to protect active raptor and other bird nests, areas of high bird and
bat use, and known bat roosts from disturbance related to the construction of the solar farm. Nest
surveys will be conducted within 2 days prior to vegetation removal, construction activities, or any other
activities with the potential to disturb nesting birds in order to locate any active nests, burrowing owl
burrows, or bat roosts. Vegetation removal will occur outside of the breeding season for all protected
bird and bats species to the maximum extent possible. If any active nests, roosts or burrows are located
during these surveys, exclusion zones will be established by the Avian Lead in coordination with BLM.
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Active bird nests shall be definied as nests containing at least one egg that is being incubated or
belonging to a female in the process of laying. Inactive nests may be removed by the Avian Lead or
Avian Biologists. The Lead Avian Biologist will be responsible for ensuring all exclusion zones are
correctly established and Avian Biologists will monitor nest activity throughout the nesting cycle to
determine potential disturbance level nest fate. Nest exclusion zones may be changed based on
observed evidence of disturbance. The Avian Lead will also be responsible for managing the collection of
data for these exclusion zones, nests, roosts and burrows.
4.4.1

Passerines

Exclusion distances for active passerine nests will be determined by the Lead Avian Biologist based on
species, terrain, habitat type, and existing anthropogenic activity level as these features relate to the
bird alert distance and bird flight initiation distance (Whitfield et al. 2008). Exclusion zones will initially
be established upon discovery of an active nest minimum using a minimum 100-foot radius. Any
changes in this minimum exclusion distance based on circumstances such as topography and type of
construction activities would be determined by the Avian Lead. Nests will be checked within a week
prior to construction to determine success and whether young have fledged. The exclusion zone
boundary will not be removed until the Avian Lead has determined that the nest has failed or the young
have fledged.
4.4.2

Raptors and Eagles

Project-related disturbances such as construction traffic, noise, lighting and dust will be avoided within
500 feet of an active raptor nest and within one mile of any active golden eagle nest. Recommendations
for appropriate buffer distances to minimize disturbance vary by geographical location and by activity,
but are not explicitly stated in current USFWS guidance (USFWS 2013). Any changes in this buffer
distance based on conditions such as topography and type of construction activities would be
determined by the Lead Biologist. All nests will be checked within a week prior to construction to
determine nest success and whether young have fledged. The exclusion zone boundary will not be
removed until the biological monitor has determined that the nest has failed or the young have fledged.
Surveys for golden eagle nests will be conducted during each year of construction, both within and
outside the nesting season. These surveys and subsequent monitoring of active nests will be completed
in accordance with current USFWS guidance and protocols (USFWS 2010) under the Ground-based
Golden Eagle Nest Surveys and Monitoring discussed below in Section 5.1.2.
4.4.3

Burrowing Owls

All active burrowing owl burrows will be avoided with a 250-ft radius exclusion zone during the nesting
season (February 1 – August 31st). All occupied burrows outside or adjacent to construction areas will
be avoided with an exclusion of 165 feet during the non-breeding season (Sept 1-January 31). Any
changes to these exclusion distances, based on circumstances such as topography and type of
construction activities, would be determined by the Lead Biologist. Nests will be observed by an Avian
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Biologist at least one week prior to construction or other activities with the potential to disturb the nest
to determine success and whether young have fledged. The exclusion zone boundary will not be
removed until the biological monitor has determined that the nest has failed or the young have fledged.
Outside the nesting season or after determining a nest has failed or young have fledged, owls will be
passively relocated after approval of specific methods by NDOW and BLM. Passive relocation will
include:
•
•
•

•

4.4.4

Identifying suitable relocation sites within one mile of the Project;
Creating or enhancing at least two natural or artificial burrows per relocated owl;
Passively relocating burrowing owls using accepted methods for excluding owls from
burrows such as one-way doors or otherwise ensuring owls are not in burrows while
burrows are collapsed; and
Monitoring and reporting the results of the passive relocation including the number and
original location of each owl, and known additional locations for each individual.
Bats

Construction activities will avoid any bat roost sites, maternity colonies, or hibernacula found during
clearance surveys. Appropriate exclusion distances will be established by the Lead Bat Biologist in
consideration of the disturbance type, distance to roost or hibernacula, time of year of, and the duration
of the disturbance.
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5.0

CONSTRUCTION AND POST-CONSTRUCTION MONITORING

A bird and bat monitoring program will continue to be implemented throughout the construction and
for at least one year post construction, as specified below. The ongoing monitoring will inform adaptive
management decisions regarding and additional appropriate and practicable BBCMs to avoid, minimize,
and mitigation observed impacts to bird and bats on the Project Site and vicinity.

5.1

CONTINUATION OF BASELINE DATA SURVEYS

The following surveys conducted for the acquisition of baseline data will be continued during the
Construction and Post-construction phases of the Project with modifications as described below.
5.1.1

Avian Point Counts

Avian point counts will continue to be conducted at the 64 sampling stations used during baseline
surveys. Based on statistical power analyses discussed in Section 2.4.1, additional sampling stations will
be needed in order to have sufficient likelihood of detecting meaningful changes in total avian density
and detections per survey per point. Sixty-four additional sampling stations will be placed throughout
the Study Area. The new points will be randomly placed on the landscape and stratified by the
vegetation types described in Section 2.1. Existing points will be classified within these same vegetation
types. These point count data are expected to provide a means of tracking temporal changes in avian
density and occurrences throughout the progression of the project. During the construction phase and
for the first one year post construction, point counts will continue to be conducted once per season in
the spring, fall, and winter during the same weeks they were conducted in the pre-construction phase.
Density estimates and detection data from the post-construction point counts may be used in
conjunction with the data from the Avian Mortality Monitoring Plan to identify species with mortality
risk disproportionate to their local population size.
5.1.2

Ground-based Golden Eagle Nest Searching and Monitoring

Golden eagle nest survey and monitoring will continue during the construction phase and for the first
one year post construction. During the peak of each breeding season throughout the construction
phase, an inventory of all golden eagle territories within 10 miles of Project facilities will be conducted
to determine whether any territory is occupied (USFWS 2010). Potential golden eagle nesting habitat
within 10 miles of the Project Site will be searched on foot for new active nests and to check historical
nests. Data collected during the inventory shall include:
•
•
•
•
•

Territory status (unknown, vacant, occupied, breeding successful, breeding unsuccessful);
Nest location;
Nest elevation;
Age class of golden eagles observed;
Nesting chronology; number of young at each visit;
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•
•
•

Digital photographs;
Substrate upon which nest is placed; and
Nesting status (active/nonactive and productivity).

If an occupied nest is detected during construction within 10 miles of any Project component, the
Applicant will coordinate with BLM, USFWS, and NDOW for the duration of construction to ensure that
construction activities do not result in injury or disturbance to golden eagles (USFWS 2010).
5.1.3

Incidental Sightings of Special Status Species and Fatalities

Throughout the construction phase of the Project, all incidental sightings of special-status bird and bat
species and fatalities of all species will be recorded by Biological Monitors and Avian Biologists.
Additionally, other non-biological project personnel will be instructed during the required WEAP training
to report all observation of species fatalities to a Biological Monitor, Avian Biologist, or Avian Lead. All
fatalities recorded during construction will be reported to the resource agencies. The Lead Avian
Biologist will be responsible for keeping records and reporting these data. Incidental data would not be
used in quantitative analysis; rather these data would be reviewed for evidence of general changes in
species composition that could warrant more focused evaluation.

5.2

CONSTRUCTION AND POST-CONSTRUCTION MONITORING

To provide data on potential impacts to bird and bat resources during the construction and postconstruction phases of the Project, additional monitoring efforts will be implemented as described
below. Monitoring activities related to common raven management are described in the Silver State
Solar South Raven Management Plan (Ironwood 2013).
5.2.1

Passerine Nest Surveys and Monitoring

Nest surveys and monitoring activities for passerine species are described above in Section 4.3 by BBCM11.
5.2.2

Raptor Nest Surveys and Monitoring

In addition to the golden eagle-specific nest searching and monitoring described in Section 5.1.2,
surveys and monitoring for other raptor nests within the Project Site and a 1-mile buffer will be
performed during the construction phase of the project. These surveys will be conducted once per
month during the raptor breeding season (February 1 to August 31) and will entail inspecting all
potential structures and trees within the Project site and 1 mile buffer for the presence of raptor nests.
Active raptor nests will be monitored twice per month to determine nest fate and make behavioral
observations to evaluate the effectiveness of any associated exclusion zones.
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5.2.3

Long-sit Migration Surveys/Eagle Counts

As recommended by USFWS Eagle Conservation Plan Guidance (USFWS 2013), long-sit migration surveys
will be conducted in order to characterize non-breeding season golden eagle and raptor use of the Study
Area during the construction phase and for one year post-construction. These surveys will be conducted
once per week from September to December at two locations immediately adjacent to the Project Site.
The survey locations will be consistent among years, and 1) allow wide expanse of observation area
from a single point with visibility of the surrounding airspace, at topographic funnels or corridors such as
ridges, cliff rims, or saddles in mountains; 2) be away from public view; and 3) afford a location where
topographic and biological features are likely to be used by raptors during migration. Migration surveys
are conducted weekly from each observation survey point from 15 March through 31 May (spring
migration) and from 1 September through 15 November (fall migration). The survey will consist of an
Avian Biologist remaining at a single survey point for 5 consecutive hours, recording all avian species
observed passing through the survey area. Data will be collected on species, behavior (i.e. flying,
foraging, perching), estimated distance from observed, estimated height off ground, flight directions,
and weather conditions (USFWS 2013). Additionally, observers will record incidental observation of
passerine species in order to characterize migratory bird use of the Study Area. The long-sit migration
surveys are intended to replace the golden eagle point counts, used for establishing baseline conditions
and conducted from 2012-2013.
5.2.4

Avian Mortality Monitoring Plan

Appendix C provides details of the avian and bat fatality study to be conducted during the postconstruction phase of the project. This study will be implemented for two years post-construction with
the potential for a third year contigent upon the findings from the first two years of surveys. Data and
results of the study will be used to inform adaptive management decisions and serve as a basis for avian
fatality comparisons across other regional renewable energy projects.

5.3

RISK ASSESSMENT VALIDATION

Using data collected throughout this process, the Applicant will attempt to validate the identified risks
of the Project. The validation process will use data from the baseline surveys and ongoing monitoring to
evaluate if the implemented conservation measures are adequately minimizing impacts to bird and bat
resources to the maximum extent practicable, and if additional and appropriate conservation measures
would likely further reduce avian and bat mortality rates.
Updates on risk assessment validation will be made during each annual report as described in Section
6.0.
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5.4

ADAPTIVE MANAGEMENT

Silver State Solar Power South LLC has implemented adaptive management at the Project throughout
pre-construction baseline data collection efforts and during project planning and siting. Adaptive
management measures will be implemented during construction and for 1-3 years post-construction.
This adaptive management approach will include the following six key concepts described by Williams
and Brown (2012):
•
•
•
•
•
•

Problem Assessment
Design
Implementation
Monitoring
Evaluation
Adjustment

The Project will submit mortality survey results to the regulatory agencies on a quarterly basis. The
BLM, in consultation with the Project Owner, USFWS and NDOW, will discuss the findings. Further avian
and bat mortality monitoring for up to three years post-construciton may be implemented to help
understand impacts.
Post-construction decision making is complex and the results of action implementation may require
several years of assessment before results are apparent. It is important for stakeholders and resource
managers to incorporate statistically sound modeling into any iterative feedback cycle prior to
implementation of additional or modified control measures (Williams and Brown 2012).
After end of first year of post construction monitoring, the Project Owner will coordinate with BLM,
NDOW, and USFWS to determine if additional monitoring would be required. If additional monitoring is
required, triggers and thresholds for additional adaptive management measures will be established at
that time.
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6.0

REPORTING

Quarterly e-mail summaries of all biological monitoring activities will be submitted to BLM, USFWS, and
NDOW by the Avian Lead. A specific section of these quarterly reports will document results of the
avian and bat fatality study. The reports may also include recommendations for possible adaptive
management actions.
On or before January 15th of each calendar year during the construction phase and for the first 1-3 years
post-construction, an annual report will be submitted to the BLM that summarizes all avian and bat
monitoring activities sufficient for the BLM to provide necessary reporting to the USFWS and NDOW in
their annual permitting report, due on or before February 1 of each year. This annual report will
summarize all quarterly reports and be submitted via e-mail and hard copy by the Avian Lead.
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Appendix A. List of Bird Species Observed at Silver State Solar South and
Vicinity, 2011-2013
Common Name

Scientific Name

Sign

American Kestrel

Falco sparverius

O

Anna's Hummingbird

Calypte anna

O

Ash-throated Flycatcher

Myiarchus cinerascens

O,V

Barn Swallow

Hirundo rustica

O

Blue-Gray Gnatcatcher

Polioptila caerulea

O,V

Black-headed Grosbeak

Pheucticus melanocephalus

O

Brewers Sparrow

Spizella breweri

O,V

Broad-tailed Hummingbird

Selasphorus platycercus

O

Black-tailed Gnatcatcher

Polioptila melanura

O,V

Black-throated Sparrow

Amphispiza bilineata

O,V

Bullock's Oriole

Icterus bullockii

O

Burrowing Owl

Athene cunicularia

S

Cactus Wren

Campylorhynchus brunneicapillus

O,V,N

Canyon Wren

Catherpes mexicanus

V

Chipping Sparrow

Spizella passerina

V

Cliff Swallow

Petrochelidon pyrrhonota

O,V

Coopers Hawk

Accipiter cooperii

I

Common Raven

Corvus corax

O,V

Crissal Thrasher

Toxostoma crissale

Golden Eagle

Aquila chrysaetos

O

Gray Flycatcher

Empidonax wrightii

V

Greater Roadrunner

Geococcyx californianus

V

Horned Lark

Eremophila alpestris

O,V

House Finch

Carpodacus mexicanus

O,V

House Wren

Troglodytes aedon

I

Ladder-backed Woodpecker

Picoides scalaris

O,V

Le Conte’s Thrasher

Toxostoma lecontei

O,V,N

Lesser Goldfinch

Carduelis psaltria

O,V

Lesser Nighthawk

Chordeiles acutipennis

O,V

Loggerhead Shrike

Lanius ludovicianus

O,V

Northern Flicker

Colaptes auratus

I

Mourning Dove

Zenaida macroura

O

Northern Harrier

Circus cyaneus

O
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Common Name

Scientific Name

Sign

Northern Mockingbird

Mimus polyglottos

V

Osprey

Pandion haliaetus

I

Peregrine Falcon

Falco peregrinus

I

Phainopepla

Phainopepla nitens

O,V

Prairie Falcon

Falco mexicanus

I

Pine Siskin

Spinus pinus

O,V

Red-tailed Hawk

Buteo jamaicensis

O,V,N

Rock Wren

Salpinctes obsoletus

O,V

Ruby-crowned Kinglet

Regulus calendula

V

Sage Sparrow

Amphispiza belli

O,V

Sage Thrasher

Oreoscoptes montanus

I

Say's Phoebe

Sayornis saya

O,V

Scott's Oriole

Icterus parisorum

O,V

Sharp-shinned Hawk

Accipiter striatus

I

Tree Swallow

Tachycineta bicolor

I

Turkey Vulture

Cathartes aura

O

Verdin

Auriparus flaviceps

O,V,N

Violet-green Swallow

Tachycineta thalassina

O

Western Kingbird

Tyrannus verticalis

O

Western Meadowlark

Sturnella neglecta

I

Western Tanager

Piranga ludoviciana

O

White-crowned Sparrow

Zonotrichia leucophrys

O,V

White-throated Swift

Aeronautes saxatalis

O,V

Wilson's Warbler

Wilsonia pusilla

O,V

Yellow-rumped Warbler

Dendroica coronata

O,V

Yellow Warbler

Setophaga petechia

O

O – Observed Directly
V – Vocalization
N – Nest
I – Incidental Observation (not made during point count survey)
S—Sign (Burrowing Owl)
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Appendix B. Summary of special status species occurrences, Silver State Solar
South, 2011-2013

Species

Number of Observations
Fall (Sep-Nov)
Winter (Dec-Feb)

Spring (Mar-May)

Brewer's Sparrow

0

0

14

Burrowing Owl (burrows with sign)

4

0

4

Crissal Thrasher

0

0

2

Golden Eagle

0

2

2

Le Conte's Thrasher

5

0

25

Loggerhead Shrike

12

0

16

Long-eared Owl

1

0

0

Northern Harrier

4

0

0

Phainopepla

6

0

16

Prairie Falcon

0

0

1
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Appendix C. Avian and Bat Mortality Monitoring Plan
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Monitoring Plan
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1.0 OVERVIEW
Silver State Solar South Project (hereafter; Silver State or Project) is a solar power generating facility
proposed by Silver State Solar Power South, LLC, in unincorporated Clark County, NV, near the interstate
boundary of California and Nevada, east of Primm, NV (Figure 1). Silver State is anticipated to have a
final development footprint of 2,427 acres, located on Bureau of Land Management (BLM) administered
lands outside the boundaries of existing BLM Area of Critical Concern (ACEC) and Desert Wildlife
Management Area (DWMA), and wilderness areas.
When complete, Silver State will include 1) a 250 MW fixed panel PV array solar farm with associated
operations and maintenance buildings, 2) a 220kV on-site substation, and 3) approximately 1 mile of
220kv overhead interconnect to the existing Eldorado to Ivanpah transmission line.
Some Project feature may present a potential risk for injury and mortality to birds and bats. Prerequisite
to issuance of a right-of-way (ROW) permit (NVN-089530, NVN-085801, NVN-090050, NVN-090823),
BLM requires a Bird Monitoring and Avoidance Plan (BMAP) to be developed in consultation with and
approved by U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (FWS) as a component of the Bird and Bat Conservation
Strategy (BBCS). The avoidance component of the BMAP is addressed within the Risk Analysis segment
of the BBCS and the monitoring component is presented herein, as the Avian and Bat Mortality
Monitoring Plan (AMMP).
This AMMP will standardize the documentation of bird injuries and potential fatalities that may be
associated with the development of Silver State and quantitatively estimate avian fatality at the facility
once the Project is complete. The plan’s design incorporates guidelines developed for the electric utility
industries to mitigate the potential risks to birds and bats by the development of energy infrastructure
such as wind turbines, transmission lines and solar panels. It includes survey protocols that:
•
•
•
•
•

schedule carcass searches;
describe a spatial and temporal sampling plan;
detail methods for handling dead or injured birds and bats;
specify the data to be collected;
specify reporting procedures.

The AMMP also includes components that:
•
•
•

validate the spatial and temporal sampling plan;
correct for searcher efficiency;
estimate carcass removal rates.

1
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2.0 OBJECTIVES
The primary objective of the AMMP is to provide information used to assess the level of potential
impact from the solar facility on birds and bats, and to determine the need, if any, for impact reduction
measures supplmental to those contained in the BBCS. This will be achieved by implementing an avian
and bat fatality monitoring program at the facility that consists of standard carcass searches to record
carcasses, and bias trials to adjust the observed carcass counts for detection and scavenging rates.
Analyses will be conducted to:
•
•
•
•

quantify bird and bat fatalities
quantify fatalitesof species of concern
if sufficient data are available, compare fatality rates at Silver State with those of existing
projects with similar site characteristics and species composition
use data from ongoing point count surveys to compare recorded fatalities with the species
composition (resident and migrant) at the site.

Actual numbers of fatalities will be quantified and reported. The sampling design will estimate fatality
rates with a high level of precision. Fatality rates will be reported with a confidence interval.

3.0 PROJECT SITE DESCRIPTION
3.1 ENVIRONMENTAL SETTING
Silver State is located in the Ivanpah Valley, within the Mojave Desert bioregion on undeveloped gentle
slopes between 2600 feet and 3500 feet in elevation at the base of the Lucy Gray Mountains,
intersected by numerous alluvial dry washes, which drain to Roach Dry Lake to the north and Ivanpah
Dry Lake to the south. Streams, washes and playas are dry most of the year, with surface water present
only following storm events. The most prevalent vegetation communities are dominated by creosote
bush (Larrea tridentata) and white burro bush (Ambrosia dumosa).
Anthropogenic features are found throughout the Ivanpah Valley, but are concentrated near developed
areas associated with Primm, NV. The existing casinos, restaurants, outlet mall, gas stations and other
facilities (located within 1.5 miles of the Project boundary) represent the core area of human activity
within the valley.
Water bodies within arid landscapes are attractants for many species of migratory birds. Although the
Project Site contains no persistent natural surface water two sources of surface water are present within
the vicinity of the site: 1) the Walter M Higgins NV Engergy Generating Facility has an assoicated suface
pond located adjacent to the Project Site and 2) the Primm Valley Golf Course, located south of Primm
and within 4 miles of the Project, contains water features and large mature trees that may be used by
birds for roosting and/or nesting. Temporary artificial ponds with associated exclusion fencing,
constructed on the Project site to provide construction water for the Silver State solar project may
3
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present a potential avian hazard during construction. These ponds will be removed at completion of
construction.

3.2 SITE DEVELOPMENT
The solar facility will be composed of PV arrays mounted on fixed-tilt mounting systems, supported on
metal posts within approximately 2m2 of bare, compacted ground and connected in rows of uniform
length and height. High-voltage (34.5 kV) collection lines will transfer power output from the PV arrays
to the onsite substation via overhead lines supported by approximately 16m-tall wooden poles. The 1mile long Gen Tie Line, will consist of steel monopoles approximately 40m-tall and spaced approximately
300m apart, and will occupy a 49m-wide transmission ROW connecting the on-site substation to a
Southern California Edison (SCE) switchyard and related facilities (loop-in lines, telecommunications site,
microwave site, fiber optic installation and separate access road) located adjacent to the EldoradoIvanpah Transmission Project (EITP).
Ancillary features will include approximately 21 miles of new access roads, a 1.4m high chain-link
perimeter fence, a 3 mile long security perimeter road, and buildings for operations, maintenance, and
security personnel.

3.3. AVIAN AND BAT USE OF SILVER STATE
Baseline pre-construction avian surveys collected data in spring seasons of 2008, 2009 and 2011, and in
2012 (Ironwood Consulting). Observed avian use of the project was typical of other creosote-scrub and
playa desert communities. Avian surveys and incidental detections have documented 59 bird species
within the Project Study Area, including 10 special-status species. An additional 4 special status avian
species were not detected within the Project Study Area but were determined to have moderate
potential for occurrence: ferruginous hawk (Buteo regalis), Swainson’s hawk (Buteo swainsoni), western
snowy plover (Charadrius alexandrines nivosus), and Bendire’s thrasher (Toxostoma bendirei) (Table 1).
Table 1. Special status avian species.
Scientific Name

Common
Name

Status

Occurrence within Study Area

golden eagle

BLM: Sensitive
IUCN: LC

Asio otus

long-eared owl

BLM: Sensitive
IUCN: LC

Athene cunicularia

western
burrowing owl

Buteo regalis

ferruginous
hawk

BLM: Sensitive
IUCN: LC
USFWS:BCC
BLM: Sensitive
IUCN: LC
USFWS:BCC

Present – Resident
Nesting habitat absent within Project alternatives, but 5 historical
abandoned nests and one active (2013) nest located within 5mile
buffer. Foraging habitat present.
Present—Possible Resident
One individual observed adjacent to site during non-breeding
season. No observations of breeding individuals.
Present – Likely Resident
Four observation of burrowing with owl sign during surveys. May
be present throughout year. Nesting habitat present.
Not observed – Low Potential
Nesting habitat absent. May use site vicinity for overwintering.

Aquila chrysaetos

4
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Scientific Name

Common
Name

Status

Occurrence within Study Area

Swainson's
hawk

BLM: Sensitive
IUCN: LC
USFWS:BCC

Charadrius
alexandrinus nivosus

western snowy
plover

Falco mexicanus

prairie falcon

BLM: Sensitive
ESA: Threatened
USFWS:BCC
BLM: Sensitive
IUCN: LC
USFWS:BCC

Not observed—Likely Migrant
Not observed on site, but two individuals were observed in
migration approximately 5 miles west of the site in 2011. Nesting
habitat absent. May be present (foraging) during summer and fall
during migration.
Not observed – Low Potential
May be a rare migrant to Ivanpah Dry Lake during winter months.

Falco
anatum

peregrine
falcon

BLM: Sensitive
NDOW: SE
USFWS:BCC

Lanius ludovicianus

loggerhead
shrike

Phainopepla nitans

phainopepla

Spizella breweri

Brewer’s
sparrow

Toxostoma bendirei

Bendire's
thrasher

Toxostoma crissale

crissal thrasher

Toxostoma lecontei

Le
Conte's
thrasher

BLM: Sensitive
NDOW: SS
IUCN: NT
USFWS:BCC
BLM: Sensitive
IUCN:LC
BLM:Sensitive
NDOW: SS
IUCN: LC
BLM: Sensitive
IUCN: VU
USFWS:BCC
BLM: Sensitive
IUCN: LC
USFWS:BCC
BLM: Sensitive
IUCN: LC
USFWS:BCC

Buteo swainsoni

peregrinus

NDOW- Nevada Department of Wildlife
SE – State Endangered
SS – State Sensitive
USFWS - Fish and Wildlife Service
BCC - Birds of Conservation Concern

Present – Foraging
One individual observed on site. Foraging habitat present. Nesting
substrate present in the Project Site in the form of transmission
towers.
Present – Migration
Known to be present in area during migration from 4 observations
made approximately 5 miles southwest of site. Known to be
present and breeding in the area year-round in the South Spring
Mountains and MuCullough Mountains. Nesting habitat absent
from site. Nesting habitat absent from site.
Present –Resident
Individuals have been observed on the Project Site throughout the
year. Common on site.
Present—Resident
Observed on site during breeding season. Nesting habitat present.
Present—Resident
Observed on the Project Site.
Not observed - Moderate Potential
Nesting habitat present.
Present—Possible resident
One individual has been observed on the site, mid-March 2013.
Present –Resident
Individuals have been observed on the Project Site throughout the
year. Nesting habitat present.

IUCN - International Union for Conservation of Nature
LC – Least Concern
NT – Near Threatened
VU – Vulnerable

Black-throated Sparrow, Common Raven House Finch Horned Lark, and Rock Wren were the most
common species detected.
As the primary avian scavenger in the area, Common Ravens have the potential to influence carcass
removal rates. A Raven Management Plan has been prepared for the project (Ironwood Consulting
2013) and will be implemented to minimize site-wide occurrence of Common Ravens. Ravens occur
throughout the site in low numbers and are relatively common in the area and may be attracted to the
area from nearby Primm; where Ravens are heavily subsidized by the presence of humans.
Bat surveys have not been conducted on the Project Site. A review of existing data pertaining to the
vicinity of the Project Site (Brown 2011) and region (Tetra Tech 2012) revealed 16 bat species with
potential to occur within the Project Site. Species were included in this list if they had been observed
5
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during at least one of the two referenced studies and were determined to have potential for occurrence
on the project site. No mines are located within the Project Study Area.
Table 2. Bat species with potential for occurrence on Project Site.
SPECIES

STATUS

OCCURRENCE

Antrozous pallidus
Pallid bat

Federal:
BLM:
NDOW:

SOSC
sensitive
SP

Corynorhinus
townsendii
Townsend’s big-eared
bat
Eptesicus fuscus
big brown bat

Federal:
BLM:
NDOW:

SOSC
sensitive
SS

Federal:
BLM:
NDOW:

none
none
none

Some potential to occur on site based on observations yearround at Searchlight Wind Energy Project site (Tetra Tech 2012).

Eumops perotis
californicus
greater
western
mastiff bat
Lasiurus blossevillii
western red bat

Federal:
BLM:
NDOW:

SOSC
none
SS

Observed during migration at Searchlight Wind Energy Project
site (Tetra Tech 2012).

Federal:
BLM:
NDOW:

none
sensitive
SS

Potential to ocurr on site during migration. Observed during
migration at Searchlight Wind Energy Project site (Tetra Tech
2012).

Lasiurus cinereus
Hoary bat

Federal:
BLM:
NDOW:

none
none
none

Observed during migration at Primm Valley Golf Course within 4
miles of the site (Brown 2011). Observed during migration at
Searchlight Wind Energy Project site (Tetra Tech 2012).

Lasionycteris
noctivagans
silver-haired bat

Federal:
BLM:
NDOW:

none
none
none

Observed during migration at Searchlight Wind Energy Project
site (Tetra Tech 2012).

Macrotus
californicus
California leaf-nosed
bat
Myotis californicus
California myotis

Federal:
BLM:
NDOW:

SOSC
none
SS

Some potential to occur on site based on observations yearround at Searchlight Wind Energy Project site (Tetra Tech 2012).

Federal:
BLM:
NDOW:

none
none
none

Myotis ciliolabrum
western small-footed
myotis bat

Federal:
BLM:
NDOW:

SOSC
sensitive
none

Myotis thysanodes
fringed myotis

Federal:
BLM:
NDOW:

SOSC
sensitive
SP

Moderate potential to occur within rocky substrate in upper
elevations of the Study Area. Has been detected within 5 miles
of site (Brown 2011). Observed year-round at Searchlight Wind
Energy Project site (Tetra Tech 2012).
Moderate potential to occur within rocky substrate in upper
elevations of the Study Area. Has been detected within 5 miles
of site (Brown 2011). Observed year-round at Searchlight Wind
Energy Project site (Tetra Tech 2012).
Observed during migration at Searchlight Wind Energy Project
site (Tetra Tech 2012).

Myotis yumanensis
Yuma myotis bat

Federal:
BLM:
NDOW:

SOSC
sensitive
none

Moderate potential to occur within rocky substrate in upper
elevations of the Study Area. Observed within 5 miles of site
(Brown 2011). Observed year-round at Searchlight Wind Energy
Project site (Tetra Tech 2012).
Low potential for occurrence. Large cavities for roosting and
hibernation not located within Study Area. No observations from
referenced studies (Brown 2011, Tetra Tech 2012).

Moderate potential to occur. Individuals were detected near
Primm Valley Golf Course within 4 miles of site (Brown 2011).
Observed year-round at Searchlight Wind Energy Project site
(Tetra Tech 2012).
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SPECIES

STATUS

OCCURRENCE

Nyctinomops
femorosaccus
pocketed free-tailed
bat
Nyctinomops macrotis
big free-tailed bat

Federal:
BLM:
NDOW:

none
none
none

Observed during migration at Searchlight Wind Energy Project
site (Tetra Tech 2012).

Federal:
BLM:
NDOW:

SOSC
none
none

Observed during migration at Searchlight Wind Energy Project
site (Tetra Tech 2012).

Parastrellus
hesperus
western pipistrelle

Federal:
BLM:
NDOW:

None
none
none

Some potential to occur on site based on observations yearround at Searchlight Wind Energy Project site (Tetra Tech 2012).

Tadarida brasiliensis
Brazilian free-tailed
Bat

Federal:
BLM:
NDOW:

none
sensitive
SP

Moderate potential to occur within rocky substrate in upper
elevations of the Study Area. Has been detected within 5 miles of
site (Brown 2011)

FWS - U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
NNHP - Nevada Natural Heritage Program
MSHCP –Clark County Multiple Species Habitat Conservation Plan
Protected - NRS 501
FWS Classification
SOSC- Species of Special Concern
NDOW Classification
SS- State Sensitive
SP- State Protected

Data from large solar arrays in California suggest there is very low bat mortality ratesassociated with PV
projects. For example, the Desert Sunlight Solar Project recorded approximately 75 bird carcasses
within an approximate 4,000 acre site over a two-year period (September 2011 through August 2013),
while only a single bat carcass (Pallid bat, unknown causes, undeveloped desert) was identified over the
same period. (Ironwood Consulting unpublished data, 2013).

4.0 SURVEY METHODS
Few avian and bat fatality studies have been conducted at large-scale PV solar facilities since few of
those facilities have been completed. Most post-construction mortality studies for renewable energy
projects to date have been conducted on wind energy facilities. Additionally, although FWS has issued
monitoring guidance for wind energy projects, similar guidelines for solar projects have yet to be
completed.

4.1 SPATIAL CONSIDERATIONS
Sample spatial designs for estimating post-construction impacts to birds and bats at wind-energy
projects assume irregular distribution of injured birds (concentrations proximal to very tall turbines).
7
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The comparatively uniform distribution of potential hazards in a PV installation (low installed height on
relatively flat terrain), coupled with incidental observations from a small number of existing large-scale
PV installations, suggests the potential for a more random distribution of avian mortality from a broader
species spectrum across a PV project such as Silver State. This uniformity encourages a simple spatial
sampling method constrained only by the physical layout of the installed panels and the limits of
observer acuity. Statistical simulations conducted by Western Ecosystem Technology Inc. (Western
Ecosystems Technology 2011) to understand the expected precision for the nearby Ivanpah solar project
suggests that a sample of between 10% and 20% of the solar arrays should lead to reasonable precision
in the fatality estimates.
•

•

During the first year, the AMMP will sample 25% of project components including: solar arrays,
perimeter fence and overhead powerlines, once construction activities at the facility have been
completed. After one year, sampling effort will be re-evaluated and scaled back if appropriate.
Sampling effort can be assessed by re-sampling subsets of the monitoring data and calculating
variance in the estimates. Variance will decrease as sampling intensity increases up to a point;
at this point, additional sampling does not improve the precision of the estimate.
Carcass detection rates and precision will be assessed following the first round of searcher
efficiency trials, and these data will be used to inform a sample size equivalent to 25% of Project
components as described in section 4.3.

4.2 TEMPORAL CONSIDERATIONS
The length of time for which carcasses persist in the environment varies according to factors such as
specimen size, weather, and scavenging; with larger carcasses persisting for several weeks and smaller
carcasses often being removed from the environment within days (FWS 2012). Data from wind energy
projects in the Mojave Desert (Chatfield et al. 2009, 2010; Thompson and Bay 2012) suggest average
carcass persistence times of 29 days and 10 days for large and small birds respectively. However, a
uniform, arid solar field mostly covered with PV panels, within a region supporting low avian abundance,
and surrounded by a chain-link fence offers minimal foraging habitat for avian scavengers (mostly
Ravens) and may reduce opportunities for terrestrial scavengers (mostly kit fox and coyote). The Silver
State Solar Raven Management Plan will further deter avian scavenging and support a longer search
interval.
Preliminary incidental data from Desert Sunlight (Ironwood Consulting, Appendix 2) supports reduced
survey frequency from December through February due to corresponding seasonal reductions in
transient avian movements during winter. Survey intervals will be based on the results of carcass
removal trials (see Section 5.4). The BLM will be notified as soon as surveys intervals have been decided
in order to provide justification for the determination.
Survey days will be spaced approximately evenly within interval periods to eliminate bias from irregular
peak avian events that occur in response to meteorological and lunar conditions, and migratory pulses.
8
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Results will be analyzed after the first quarter, and then after every quarter thereafter for the duration
of the monitoring effort, in order to validate the search effort and adjust (if necessary) survey intervals
to account for carcass persistence assumptions.

4.3 PROJECT COMPONENT SURVEY METHODOLOGIES
Surveys will occur within the solar arrays, under overhead power lines, and along the perimeter fence.
Surface ponds are temporary during the construction phase and, therefore, will not be surveyed as part
of this AMMP during the post-construction phase. The surface ponds will be monitored daily during the
construction phase as specified in the BBCS. Project components surveyed as part of the AMMP may
change as a result of ongoing agency consultation
4.3.1 Solar Arrays
PV modules are installed on an elevated rack support system mounted on metal posts which are driven
into the ground, forming rows approximately 70m long and 3m wide, with a minimum height of
approximately 1.5m. Rows are grouped into arrays which cover approximately 6-7 acres. Pedestrian
access between rows is a simple unobstructed linear path, and trial surveys conducted by Ironwood
Consulting at Desert Sunlight Solar Farm (Desert Center CA) indicated surveyors can accurately sample
an 8m wide belt transect in one pass.
4.3.2 Overhead Power Lines
Overhead power lines present a potential collision threat both inside the solar farm, where 34.5kV lines
connect array blocks to the onsite substation, and outside the solar farm, where a 220kV line transmits
energy to the SCE switch yard. Distribution of birds killed or injured as a result of colliding with
overhead lines depends on several factors, including species, flight speed, wind and height of the lines
above ground. Overhead lines within the solar farm are typically suspended on wood poles (>16m high)
alongside access roads where an absence of vegetation enhances search detections, but along the Gen
Tie line, taller (>40m) monopole support structures spaced more widely (>275m) over uneven terrain
and vegetative cover will reduce sample efficiency. To account for these differences:
•

•
•
•
•

Surveys of overhead lines within the solar farm be conducted as a transect centered at 7m on
each side of the line – surveyed as one return trip over a segment of distribution line the full
length of an array. The nominal width of each transect will be 10m.
The Gen-tie line will be divided into 20 segments of equal length.
A start segment will be randomly selected and the sample area will be comprised of 2-4
stratified segments.
Stratified random sampling will provide spatial representation of the site.
Surveys along the Gen-tie line will be conducted as a 40m wide belt transect with passes
centered 10m apart (at 5m and 15m respectively) on each side of the line.
9
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4.3.3 Perimeter Fence
Silver State is bounded by 3 miles of 1.4m-high chain-link security fence. Fences that interrupt
unbroken, open expanses, with few intervening obstacles present a potential collision threat to flying
birds; especially in low-light conditions. The nature of the barrier results in associated fatalities
remaining close to the fence, a phenomonen that supports high search efficiency from a relatively
narrow search transect. This search will be conducted for at least one year to determine if longer term
monitoring is necessary.
•

•

The perimeter fence will be divided into 20 segments of equal length. A start segment will be
randomly selected and the sample area will be comprised of 2-4 stratified segments.Stratified
random sampling will provide spatial representation of the site.
Surveys of perimeter fencing will be conducted as a two 10m wide transects. One transect will
be centered 5m from the fence line, outside of the project footprint and the second transect will
be centered 5m from the fence line inside the project footprint. Surveyors will search 5m on
either side of the transect line. Both transects will cover the same predetermined segments.

5.0 SURVEY PROTOCOL
The sampling design is intended to optimize efficiency and spatial coverage of the study site. Good
spatial coverage is important because it is unknown whether fatalities may be spatially heterogeneous
due to landscape/habitat factors, or edge effects; or at what scale (project, block or array) edge effects
may be a factor.
The following terminology is useful for describing the spatial sampling design that will be used to
monitor the solar arrays for fatalities:
1) Module: an engineered PV cartridge assembly installed as a single unit (approximately 1.22 x 0.61 m
or 4 x 2 ft)
2) Row: a collection of modules arranged side by side on a common, linear support structure (table)
(approximately 71-73 m or 232-240 ft long)
3) Subsection: a collection of rows surrounded on all sides by open access routes; dimensions are
uniform within blocks but vary slightly among blocks (dimensions are on the order of 71-73 x 84-87 m or
232-240 x 274-288 ft)
4) Array: a collection of four subsections connected to a common power converter station (PCS) and
transformer, encompassing 2.4–2.8 ha (6–7 acres), depending on subsection dimensions and spacing
between subsections. It is the sampling unit for analyses (n = 192 total units in the Solar Farm)

10
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Assuming 20 rows of modules in a subsection, each array consists of approximately 20 x 71 x 4 = 5,680
meters of 4-m wide strips between rows (figure 1), plus about 350 m of interior roads between
subsections. Based on the disk and roll site preparation, it is assumed an observer can detect a small
bird out to a range of 20 m and will be tested as part of the study design.

5.1 CARCASS SEARCHES
Searchers will walk transects that are perpendicularly oriented with respect to the rows, and that follow
interior subsection edges within each array (Figure 1).
Searchers will look down each row in turn for carcasses. Searchers will carry binoculars to aide
identification of carcasses. This system will produce coverage of 20 rows x 20 m x 4 subsections = 1600
meters (14%) of the strips between rows. This sampling strategy will allow searchers to search every
array on the property. In addition, the broad spatial acreage increases the chances of detecting a large
but localized mortality event. For statistical purposes, sampling units will be whole arrays.
The proposed design is a distance-sampling design. To complete a distance sample a searcher walks a
transect and records the distance from transect to all observed carcasses. Two important assumptions
required for distance sampling are 1) that the probability of detection along the transect (0 m from the
observer) is 1.0, and 2) that the probability of carcass presence is uniform along the transect. Detection
is assumed to decrease as a function of distance from the transect, and the analysis of distance sampling
involves estimating the function, p(x), that describes how probability of detection (p) varies with
distance from the transect (x). It is then possible to calculate the number of carcasses that were not
detected, based on the prevalence and distribution of carcasses that were detected.

11
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20 m

71 m

84 m

20 m
Figure 2. Layout of rows (blue strips), and subsections within arrays. Green arrows indicate travel
pattern for searchers, and red dashed lines indicate the extent assumed to be searchable.
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5.2 DATA COLLECTION
Surveyors will record data dectection data on a standardized form (Appendix 1). To conform to
requirements from wildlife agencies (WLA), data collection will include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

•
•

Surveyor name
Discovery date and time
Species
Sex and age (if determined)
Cause of death or injury (if determined)
GPS waypoint of find (WGS84 datum)
Nearest project component (PV array, power line, power line structure, building, fence, pond,
materials storage, vehicle /equipment, other
Distance to nearest project component
Distance to nearest PV panel
Identifiers for photographs taken in situ (close and wide)
Observed weather (% cloud, temperature, wind)
moon phase (C, Q, F, N)
precipitation within previous 24 hours, and since previous survey
Sustained high winds during previous 24 hours, and since previous survey
Condition of specimen o alive, no sign of physical trauma
o dead and intact
o dismembered
o feather pile*
o injured but alive
Disposition of live bird/bat
o released
o sent to rehab
Estimated Time since death
o < 1 day (no rigor mortis)
o 1 day (rigor mortis, no odor)
2-3 days (odor present, eyes dried /missing)
o 3-5 days (strong odor, decomposing)
o Unknown (feather pile*/drowning)
o N/A (animal still alive)
Evidence of scavenging (Y/N)
Additional relevant comments to support the recorded information.

*A feather pile consists of a minimum of 10 feathers, all found within 5m of each other, and must
include at least 2 primaries or 5 tail feathers.
All specimen collectors will be covered under appropriate federal and state salvage or scientific
collecting permits that authorize removing from the field all carcasses discovered during the study. Any
species not authorized for collection under such permits will be photo-documented, left in place, and
reported to appropriate agencies within 48 hours. Collectors will place all discovered carcasses in zip13
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locked plastic bags, clearly label each bag with the incident number, and then deliver the bags for
storage within a designated freezer at the facility. Injured birds/bats will be transported by qualified
individuals to the nearest permitted rehabilitation facility for proper care. From the Project site, the
closest rehabilitation facilities capable of handling avian species are:
•
•

Wild Wing Project, Las Vegas, 702-238-0570 (non-raptors)
Havasu Wildlife Rehabilitation Center, Lake Havasu, 928-855-5083 (all birds, incl. raptors)

5.3 SEARCHER EFFICIENCY TRIALS
It is assumed that as a result of varying surveyors, habitats, lighting, and carcass characteristics, not
every avian or bat fatality will be found. However, by quantifying searcher efficiency (the ability of
surveyors to detect carcasses of varying sizes under varying condition) and correcting for detection
biases, an adjusted fatality estimate can be determined.
In principle it is not necessary to estimate searcher efficiency for a distance sampling design. However,
distance sampling assumes that the sample of carcasses will be large enough to reliably fit the detection
function. In the event that data are too sparse to estimate this function, and as a secondary check on
the analysis, it is prudent to estimate searcher efficiency independently.
Searcher efficiency trials may be conducted concurrently with carcass searches, and searchers will be
‘blind’ to the presence and locations of trial carcasses. On the morning before searches an individual
not involved with the search will place trial carcasses within arrays to be searched that day. Carcass
locations will be randomly generated, and distances from the walking transect will vary between 0 and
40 m. At present the assumption is that searches will be effective to 20 m, but the effective search
distance is still unknown, and may well be greater for large birds. Conducting searcher efficiency trials
out to 40 m will resolve these uncertainties. Carcasses will be distributed on at least four separate dates
and will include at least ten each of small and large sized birds. All searchers will be exposed to both
sizes of carcass, so that an integrated estimate of staff searcher efficiency can be calculated.
Trial carcasses will be:
•
•
•
•

discreetly marked so they may be identified as trial carcasses when found
randomly distributed at GPS-recorded locations within search plots (by a person not taking part
in the survey)
dropped from waist height such that they land in a natural manner (to simulate a fall from a
collision)
promptly retrieved after surveys, if not found during surveys

Trial carcasses will be retrieved on the same day, after searches have been completed. Immediate
carcass retrevial serves the dual purpose of verifying availability of carcasses that were not detected,
and removing scavenger attractants from the site.
14
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Uniformity of the solar farm landscape throughout the year suggests that searcher efficiency trials
should not to be repeated in every season. Nevertheless, searcher efficiency trials will be conducted at
least twice per year, every year, to ensure data integrity and will be conducted for all new search
personnel. Differing conditions, such as vegetation densities, topography and transect width, demand
independent searcher efficiency trials be conducted in order to produce sound data analysis.
Specifically, trials will be needed for each stratum: 1) PV arrays , 2) along perimeter fence lines, 3) along
overhead lines, and 4) gen-tie line. The goal will be to place approximately 15-20 small and 15-20 large
carcasses within each of the stratum, for a total of 180-240 carcasses. If detection rates are similar
among strata, pooling of information may occur, and sample sizes may decrease if future years. When
available in sufficient sample sizes, bat carcasses may also be used during the searcher efficiency trails.
The desert landscape surrounding the Project generally exhibits little seasonal change, likely reducing
the seasonal variability in carcass removal and searcher efficiency rates. This assumption can be tested
seasonally during the first year of trials. Substrate within the solar facility is not anticipated to
significantly change over the period of this plan. Adjustments in searcher efficiency trials may be
necessary to adjust for changes in visibility should significant ground cover be permitted to emerge.

5.4 CARCASS REMOVAL TRIALS
It is assumed that not every avian or bat fatality will be discovered before the carcass is no longer
present. By quantifying the length of time a carcass remains in the study area and is available for
detection, an adjusted fatality estimate can be determined. Carcass removal will be quantified
separately for small and large birds. At least ten fresh carcasses in each size class will be distributed in
each season to assess carcass removal throughout the year, and carcasses will be dispersed to random
locations throughout the study site and a few at a time to avoid affecting scavenger behavior. Carcasses
will be checked on days 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 7, 9, 11, 13, 15, 22, 29 and 36 after placement and at each visit will
be scored as present, scavenged, or removed. Carcasses still present after 36 days will be removed from
the study site.
Carcass removal trials will be conducted once per season throughout the study period, with carcasses
scattered within search plots and overhead power line transects. Trial carcasses will be:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

discreetly marked so they may be identified as trial carcasses when found
randomly distributed at GPS-recorded locations within arrays that are not a part of a mortality
survey area
dropped from waist height such that they land in a natural manner (to simulate a fall from a
collision)
checked daily for the first five days
checked every other day between day 7 through day 15
checked every 7th day between days 22 and 36
retrieved on Day 36 if still present.
15
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An estimator will be applied that is suitable for the proposed sampling design and associated trials. The
most current models such as the USGS fatality CMR model (http://www.mbrpwrc.usgs.gov/software.html) or Shoenfeld estimator will be considered.

5.5 DATA REPORTING
The Silver State Lead Avian Biologist will report all documented bird injuries and fatalities to the FWS
Bird Fatality/Injury Reporting Program (https://birdreport.fws.gov/ BirdReportFAQs.cfm) on a monthly
basis. Additionally, all mortality data will be submitted into an internal electronic database designed to
assist a results analysis.
The Avian Lead will compile all Project-related bird fatalities and/or injuries detected and prepare and
submit quarterly and annual reports to: BLM, FWS and NDOW. Reports will summarize the dates,
durations, and results of all fatality monitoring conducted. Any mortality of special status species will be
reported to BLM and NDOW within 48 hours of discorvery. Reporting will continue for the duration of
the post-construction monitoring effort.

5.6 ANALYSIS
The analysis will follow a distance-sampling methodology. Distance sampling analysis utilizes count data
combined with detection distances from the transect to estimate a detection function that describes
how probability of detection decreases with increasing distance from the transect. Based on these two
pieces of information, the density of carcasses in an area can be estimated. Distance sampling relies on
two core assumptions: first, that detection of carcasses right on the transect line is perfect, and second,
that carcasses are equally likely to fall at any point in the sampled region. The first assumption is
probably justified because transect lines are placed along cleared roadways (the decay in detection
away from the transect line and under the panels is explicitly modeled and adjusted by distance
sampling). The validity of the second assumption is less certain because edges of arrays may pose a
different hazard than interiors of arrays. This assumption can be tested with the use of searcher
efficiency trials. If the assumption is grossly violated, other methods of carcass density estimation are
available, and can be calculated with the survey data, carcass removal trial data, and searcher efficiency
data.

5.7 INCIDENTAL AVIAN AND BAT INJURY/MORTALITY REPORTING
The surveys described by this AMMP will be conducted for two years during the post-construction
phase. Data from the first two years will be used to determine if an additional (third year) is necessary.
Project Managers and regulatory agencies, including the BLM and USFWS, will be involved in
determinating the need for an additional survey beyond the first two years.
Logistical issues such as lack of access to active construction areas and safety regulations prevent a
complete survey of the Project Site during the construction phase. Uncontrollable conditions (such as
area closures and the inconsistent presence of construction personell) complicate sampling efforts
16
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during the construction phase. However, duing the construction phase, biological monitors will be
present on site as described in the Final Supplemental Environemental Impact Statement for the Project
(BLM 2013). These monitors will record all instances of avian mortality observed during the course of
their duties. All construction personnel will be required to attend a Worker Environmental Awareness
Program (WEAP) training prior to project involvement, which will include required actions, such as the
reporting of dead and injured birds. Construction workers and biological monitors will report and record
all instances of dead and injured birds using the standardized data form (Appendix 1).

6.0 SURVEYOR REQUIREMENTS
Surveys will be conducted by qualified Avian Biologists. The Avian Lead will submit the resumes of all
proposed Avian Biologists to the BLM for review. Avian Biologists will have the following minimum
qualifications:
•
•

A bachelor’s degree in biological sciences, zoology, botany, ecology or a related field
3 years experience in field biology with an emphasis on avian ecology

In lieu of the above requirements, the resume shall demonstrate to the satisfaction of the BLM that the
proposed Avian Biologists have the appropriate training and background to effectively implement the
AMMP.

7.0 ADAPTIVE MANAGEMENT
It is important for stakeholders and resource managers to incorporate statistically sound modeling into
any iterative feedback cycle prior to implementation of additional or modified control measures
(Williams and Brown 2012). However, the dearth of information pertaining to avian mortality at largescale photovoltaic solar energy facilities makes the establishment of additional adaptive management
recommendations and trigger thresholds difficult. The Project will continue to consult with BLM,
USFWS, and NDOW to determine if any additional management action, including changes to the
monitoring protocol, may be needed based on the initial results of the mortality surveys.
Mortality monitoring protocols must also integrate with other monitoring components of the Silver
State Project, including the Raven Management Plan. For example, if monitoring data suggests an
increase in Raven activity in the Project area as a consequence of Carcass Removal Trials, adaptive
management may be required to address both the methods and metrics of all associated protocols.

17
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Appendix 1. Avian Mortality Form
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Avian Mortality/Injury Form

Detection /Specimen Code___________________ Species Common Name___________________________________ Number of Individ, or Nests? _________
Age?

□Adult □After Hatching Year □After Second Year
□Hatching Year □Juvenile □Sub-Adult □Unknown □Mixed (multiple birds)

How was it found? □ Mortality Survey □ Incidental detection

Gender? □ male □ female
□ unknown □ mixed (multiple birds)

Time Found (24 hr)? _____________

Date found___________________

Who Found?__________________________

Condition Of Animal? □ Active Nest Relocation □ Alive, injured □ Alive, no sign of physical trauma □ Alive, sick
□Articulated skeletal □Broken up/dismembered □ Dead, fresh (eyes moist) □ Mummified
□ Dead semi-fresh (eyes desiccated, rigor mortis) □ Feather spot

Time Since Death □ 0-8 hours □ 8-24 hours □ 2 days
□ 3-6 days □ 7 days □ 2 weeks □ 3 weeks □ 1 month+
□ N/A Animal still alive □ Unknown (feather pile etc)

Describe Carcass or Injury___________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Evidence Of Scavenging □ yes □ no

□ unknown

Describe Evidence Of Scavenging _________________________________________________

Cause of Death/Injury □ Barotrauma □ Blinded/optical trauma (radiant flux) □ Collision (other) □ Collision w/solar panel/heliostat □ Collision with wind turbine
□ Collision with wire □ De-oiled □ Disease/Illness □ Drowned (evaporation pond) □ Drowned (other) □ Drowned (stock tank) □ Electrocution
□ Exposure/Dehydration □ Other (describe) □ Physical trauma (unknown) □ Poisoned (Lead) □ Poisoned (other)
□ Scorched or singed □ Trauma (hard landing)

□ Entangled (net)

□ Entrapment

□ Poisoned (Pesticide) □ Predated □ Predated while entangled

□ Unknown

Level of Certainty on Cause of Death □ Observed or Confirmed (100%) □ Valid (>90%) Describe Evidence of Predation_________________________________
or Injury (% Certainty in parenthesis) □ Probable (>50%)
□ Possible (<50%,0)
_______________________________________________________________
□ Not applicable or Unknown
______________________________________________________________________________
Disposition Of Live Bird □ Sent to Rehab □ Released □ Euthanized □ Died

Location of release or Name of Rehab Facility__________________________________

Comments__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
20
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Project _________________________ Site Name______________________

Zone IIS

Easting________________

Northing_____________________

Describe Habitat______________________________________________________________________________
For detections within the Solar Farm:
Nearest Block_______________________ Nearest Array__________________________ Row (if bird/ bat is found within array)___________________
Precip Within Past 24 Hours? □ Yes □ No

Current Temperature (C)________

High Winds (25 Mph Sustained) Within Past 24 Hours? □ Yes □ No
Estimated Wind Speed at Death/Inj _________

Current Wind Speed (mph)________

Cloud Cover %__________

Weather Conditions at Death/Inj □ Clear □ Fog □ Raining □ Snowing □ Windy □ Unknown

Estimated Max Wind Gust at Death/Inj _______

Estimated Wind Dir at Death/Inj (N, S, etc) _________

Moon Phase □ New moon (no moon) □ Crescent (sliver) □ Quarter (1/2 full) □ Full Moon

Nearest Project Component □ Brine Pond
□ Communications Tower
□ Evaporation Pond
□ Fencing
□ Guy Wires □ Heliostat
□ None-open desert
□ Other (describe in comments)
□ Other machinery □ Pond Net □ Project Building □ PV Panel □ Road □ Solar Array Framework (no panels) □ Solar Concentrating Tower
□ Solar Trough □ Transmission Line □ Transmission Tower □ Vehicle □ Water Supply Pond □ Wind Turbine
Distance (m) From Nearest Project Component _______ Azimuth to Nearest Component _______
Flight Diverters Present? □ Yes □ No □ Unknown

Distance (m) To Nearest Photovoltaic Panels _______

Type of flight diverter_______________ Transmission compliant with APLIC? □ Yes

□ No

□ Unknown

Additional details about the nearest component __________________________________________________________________________________________
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Biometric Details of the Bird ________________________________________
Photo Code 1 (Close up shot #1) __________________ Photo Code 2 (Close Up #2) ___________________ Photo Code 3 (Close up #3) ___________________
Photo Code 4 (Area to N) __________________

Photo Code 5 (Area to E) ________________

Photo Code 6 (Area to S) _________________

Photo Code 7 (Area to W) ___________________Photo Code 8 (Infrastructure) ________________________
Photo Code 9 (Infrastructure #2) _________________________________________
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Carcass Disposition
Collector Name _______________________________

Date Of Collection __________________

Time Of Collection (24 hr) ______________________

Carcass Disposition □ BLM investigations □ Buried onsite □ CDFW lab San Bernadino □ CDFW Law Enforcement □ CFWO lab □ Freezer on site □ Incinerated □ Left in place
□ Nest relocated □ Other □ SDMNH □ Sent to National Eagle Repository □ Transferred to other permittee (enter permit # in comments) □ USFWS Law Enforcement
□ Used in Research Trials (searcher efficiency and carcass removal)
Disposition Comments___________________________________________________________________________________________________
Date and Time of Agency Notification _______________________
Shipped To: Institution Name_______________________________

Date Shipped___________________ Time Shipped_______________________

Official Cause of Death________________________________________ Who Determined Cause of Death? _______________________________
Necropsy Performed?

□ Yes □ No

□ Unknown
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Appendix 2. Avian Fatalities by Month at Desert Sunlight Solar Farm
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1.0

INTRODUCTION

Desert Stateline, LLC (Applicant) has requested a right-of-way grant from the U.S. Bureau of Land
Management (BLM) to construct and operate a new 300MW solar photovoltaic energy generating
facility, Stateline Solar Farm Project (Project, CACA-48669) to be located in unincorporated San
Bernardino County, California, near the interstate boundary of California and Nevada, 1.9 miles
southwest of Primm, Clark County, Nevada (Figure 1). Project components include construction,
operations, and maintenance of the solar farm site, a 2.7-mile generation-tie (gen-tie) transmission line,
and groundwater production and monitoring wells and 0.8 mile pipeline. The proposed disturbance area
associated with the Project (Project Site) totals 682 hectares (1,685 acres) of BLM-administered lands.
This is a smaller footprint and revision of Alternative 3 as described in the Stateline Solar Farm Project
Draft Environmental Impact Report/Environmental Impact Statement (BLM 2012).
The 1,685-acre Project Site is contained within the larger Project Study Area, which is approximately
6,800 acres (Figure 2). Unless otherwise noted, all biological surveys to date have been conducted within
the Project Study Area, encompassing the Project Site and lands extending east to Ivanpah Dry Lake,
south to Yates Well Road, and south and west to the boundary of Ivanpah Solar Electric Generating
Station. This larger Study Area was selected as the boundary for biological surveys in order to provide
data across all lands that were under consideration as alternative Project Sites, potential desert tortoise
translocation areas, and project buffer zones during the planning process.
This BBCS has been prepared in accordance with regulatory agency guidance, including:
•
•
•

1.1

Bird and Bat Conservation Strategy Guidelines developed jointly by Edison Electric Institute’s
Bird Power Line Interaction Committee (APLIC 1994, 2006, 2012);
Avian and bat-related guidelines and interim guidelines from the U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Service (USFWS 2000, 2003, 2010b, 2012, and 2013); and
Northern and Eastern Mojave Coordinated Management Plan (NEMO) and Final EIS
(BLM 2002) and Biological Opinion for the NEMO Plan (USFWS 2005).

Purpose

The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS) currently recommends the development of a project- specific
Bird and Bat Conservation Strategy (BBCS), formerly called the Avian and Bat Protection Plan, for all
renewable energy projects that have the potential to adversely affect bird and bat resources. The BBCS
is not intended to initiate formal consultation for take of federally listed species or take of migratory
bird species, rather it is aimed at reducing potential impacts to migratory bird species, which may
include state and/or federally designated special status species.
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Figure 1 - Regional Setting
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Figure 2 - Primary Study Area
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This Bird and Bat Conservation Strategy (BBCS) is intended to address potential impacts to birds and bats
during the construction and operations and maintenance (O&M) phases of the Project. For the purposes
of this document, operations and maintenance is defined as the phase of the project beginning after
construction activities across the site have been completed. This BBCS for the Project delineates a
program designed to reduce the risks associated with bird and bat interactions during the construction
and operation phases of the Project. The BBCS identifies avoidance, minimization, and mitigation
measures that would be implemented over the life of the Project, as well as long term monitoring
strategies and an adaptive management program. The overall goal of this BBCS is to avoid, reduce, and
ultimately eliminate bird and bat mortality to the maximum extent possible. This BBCS corresponds to
conditions found in Applicant Proposed Measure (APM) APM-Wild-5 and Mitigation Measure (MM)
MM-WILD-11 found in the Final EIS/EIR, and includes the following objectives:
•
•
•

•

1.2

Identify baseline conditions for all birds and bat species currently present at the Project site;
Identify construction and operational activities that may increase the potential of adverse
effects to these species on and adjacent to the Project site;
Specify steps that should be taken to avoid, minimize, and mitigate any potential adverse
effects on these species, including necessary permits to collect and bird carcasses for data
collection and research; and
Detail long-term monitoring and reporting goals, including collection and reporting of bird
carcasses, including applicable approved protocols that would be used for any surveys
and/or monitoring conducted.

Regulatory Setting

Several federal and state laws and regulations, including NEPA, the Migratory Bird Treaty Act (MBTA),
Bald and Golden Eagle Protection Act (BGEPA), and California Code of Regulations, provide the
foundation for the development and enforcement of the BBCS. This document represents a
comprehensive plan to meet the requirements of these regulatory mechanisms as they apply to birds
and bats in the Project Area.
1.2.1

National Environmental Policy Act

Under NEPA (42 U.S.C. §§ 4321-4370h), federal agencies are required to prepare an environmental
impact statement (EIS) for any major federal action significantly affecting the quality of the human
environment. An EIS must include an examination of the environmental impacts of a proposed project, a
reasonable range of alternatives for a project, and other related matters. The environmental impacts of
the Project have been addressed by the Draft EIR/EIS (BLM 2012). This BBCS corresponds to Applicant
Proposed Measure APM-Wild-5 and Mitigation Measure WILD-11, which will be conditioned in the Final
EIR/FEIS requiring a strategy to reduce the potential risks for avian and bat resources from the
construction and operation of the Project.
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1.2.2

Migratory Bird Treaty Act

The MBTA (16 U.S.C. §§ 703, et seq.), passed by the U.S. Congress and signed into law in 1918, makes it
unlawful to “pursue, hunt, take, capture or kill; attempt to take capture or kill; possess; offer to or sell,
barter, purchase, or deliver; or cause to be shipped, exported, imported, transported, or received any
native migratory bird, part, nest, egg, or product.” The MBTA, enforced by USFWS, protects all MBTAlisted migratory birds within the United States. In the continental U.S., native non-covered species
generally belong to the Order Galliformes. Common non-native species not protect by the MBTA include
rock pigeon (Columba livia), Eurasion collared-doves (Streptopelia decaocto), European starling (Sturnus
vulgaris), and house sparrow (Passer domesticus) (USFWS 2005). The MBTA does not provide any
mechanism for incidental take; therefore, action agencies (such as BLM) must coordinate with USFWS to
avoid, minimize, and mitigate potential project-related impacts to covered species.
1.2.3

Bald and Golden Eagle Protection Act

The Bald and Golden Eagle Protection Act (16 U.S.C. §§ 668-668d) prohibits the take, defined as “pursue,
shoot, shoot at, poison, wound, kill, capture, trap, collect, molest, or disturb,” of any bald eagle
(Halieetus leucocephalus) or golden eagle (Aquila chrysaetos). Through recent regulation (50 C.F.R. §
22.26), the USFWS can authorize take of bald and golden eagles when the take is associated with, but
not the purpose of, an otherwise lawful activity and cannot practicably be avoided. The USFWS has
issued Eagle Conservation Plan Guidance (USFWS 2013) for land-based wind energy projects to help
project proponents avoid unanticipated take of bald and golden eagles and comply with the BGEPA.
Although the guidelines were developed for land based wind energy projects, certain components of
eagle surveys and monitoring are applicable to other renewable energy projects, including PV solar
plants, and have been incorporated into this BBCS.

1.3

Corporate Statement

The Applicant maintains a commitment to work cooperatively towards the protection of migratory
birds and bats. The Applicant recognizes the importance of coordination with agency personnel at
BLM, USFWS, and the California Department of Fish and Wildlife (CDFW) so that all parties understand
the scope of the Project and can discuss facilities and features that may require specific attention
for bird and bat species. The Applicant and their consultants have been in constant coordination with
agency personnel since 2007 regarding necessary wildlife surveys and siting considerations to ensure
that all parties understood the scope of the Project and potential issues could be identified early in
the planning process (USFWS 2010).
The total area evaluated for biological resources was substantially larger than the proposed
development footprint to allow for resource avoidance during siting and development of alternatives.
The Applicant has also incorporated design features into the Project to reduce potential adverse effects
to migratory birds and bats, which is further discussed in Section 4.0.
5
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1.4

Key Project Personnel Roles and Responsibilities

Four key positions—Lead Avian Biologist (Avian Lead), Lead Bat Biologist (Bat Lead), Avian Biologists,
and Biological Monitors — will be responsible for the implementation of the BBCS.
1.4.1

Lead Avian Biologist

The Applicant will assign an Avian Lead to the Project. The Avian Lead will be responsible for overseeing
the implementation of the BBCS and ensuring all monitoring and reporting requirements are met. The
Applicant shall submit the resume of the proposed Avian Lead to the BLM for review in consultation
with the CDFW and USFWS. The Applicant shall also designate alternate Avian Leads with the same
minimum qualifications as the Avian Lead, to be reviewed by the BLM and USFWS.
The Avian Lead and alternate Avian Leads will have the following minimum qualifications:
•

•
•

1.4.2

A bachelor’s degree in biological sciences, zoology, botany, ecology, or a related field and three
years of experience in field biology or current certification of a nationally recognized biological
society, such as The Ecological Society of America or The Wildlife Society; and
At least one year of field experience with avian resources found in or near the Project site.
In lieu of the above requirements, the resume shall demonstrate to the satisfaction of the BLM
the proposed Avian Lead and alternate Avian Leads have the appropriate training and
background to effectively implement the BBCS. The Applicant shall ensure that the Avian Lead
performs the activities specified in the BBCS.
Lead Bat Biologist

The Applicant will assign a Bat Lead to the Project. The Bat Lead will be responsible for overseeing the
implementation of the portions of the BBCS addressing bat conservation and ensuring all bat-related
monitoring and reporting requirements are met. The Applicant shall submit the resume of the proposed
Bat Lead to the BLM for review in consultation with the CDFW and USFWS. The proposed Bat Lead must
have experience with bat resources in the Mojave Desert; demonstrate proficiency at current bat survey
and monitoring techniques; and possess at least a bachelor’s degree in biological sciences, zoology,
botany, ecology, or a related field and three years of experience in field biology or current certification
of a nationally recognized biological society. The Lead Avian and Bat Biologists may be the same
individual if they posses the proper qualifications.
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1.4.3

Avian Biologists

The Applicant will designate qualified Avian Biologists to the Project. Avian Biologists will be responsible
for conducting field work required by the conservation measures included in the BBCS. Field tasks will
include general avian point counts, nest surveys, raptor migration surveys, golden eagle surveys,
burrowing owl surveys, and avian fatality surveys. The resume of all proposed Avian Biologists will be
submitted to the BLM for review. Avian Biologists will have the following minimum qualifications:
•
•
•
•

1.4.4

A bachelor’s degree in biological sciences, zoology, botany, ecology, or a related field;
Three years of experience in field biology with an emphasis on avian ecology; and
At least one year of field experience with avian research and/or monitoring in the Mojave
Desert.
In lieu of the above requirements, the resume shall demonstrate to the satisfaction of the BLM
that the proposed Avian Biologists have the appropriate training and background to effectively
implement the BBCS. The Avian Lead shall ensure that the Avian Biologists perform the activities
specified in the BBCS and may assist in the field as needed.
Biological Monitors

The Applicant will designate Biological Monitors to the Project. The Biological Monitors will be
responsible for recording daily observations of sensitive avian species on the Project site and vicinity, as
well as instances of avian or bat mortality. The Biological Monitors may assist the Avian Biologists, under
supervision of the Avian Biologists or Avian Lead, with certain avian-related field tasks. The resumes of
proposed Biological Monitors will be submitted to the BLM for review.
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2.0

BASELINE CONDITIONS

Existing bird and bat conditions were determined by the collective results of all avian related surveys
conducted in the Project Study Area to date, incidental observations of special status species recorded
during other biological surveys, and will be further informed by continuing pre-construction surveys to
be conducted in the fall of 2013 and seasonally until construction begins. These data will provide an
understanding of (1) the occurrence of species of birds and bats that utilize the Project site, (2) temporal
variation of these species’ presence and abundance within potential risk zones, (3) estimated range of
bird and bat mortality resulting from the Project, (4) nesting raptors on or within one mile of the Project,
and (5) golden eagle territory occupancy within ten miles of the Project, and (6) golden eagle nest
success and production within five miles of the Project.

2.1

Literature Review and Existing Site Conditions

Prior to conducting site visits, a literature search was performed, which included a review of
regional documents including the NEMO Plan / Final EIS and Biological Opinion. A search of the CDFW’s
California Natural Diversity Data Base (CNDDB) was conducted to determine special status species
that have been documented in the vicinity of the Project. These searches included a 5-mile radius
surrounding the Study Area.
The review of existing information and literature pertaining to avian habitat and special status species
occurrences in the vicinity of the Project Site, combined with field-based habitat evaluations on the
potential for special status avian species occurrence during site visits from 2008 to 2013 (see Table 2,
Section 2.2), revealed 15 species with at least some potential to occur on the site. Table 1 provides a list
of these species and their potential for occurrence on site based on existing data and habitat
assessments. Known occurrences for special status species are based on field observations made during
baseline biological surveys described in Section 2.2. Species were considered special status if they are
currently afforded protected or special conservation status with at least one of the following agencies:
UFWS, BLM, or CDFW.
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Table 1 - Special Status Bird Species
Scientific Name

Common
Name

Status

Occurrence within Study Area

Cooper's
hawk

CDFW: WL
IUCN: LC

Aquila chrysaetos

golden eagle

Athene cunicularia

burrowing
owl

Buteo regalis

ferruginous
hawk

Buteo swainsoni

Swainson's
hawk

BLM: Sensitive
CDFW: Fully Protected,
WL
IUCN: LC
BLM: Sensitive
CDFW: SSC
IUCN: LC
USFWS:BCC
FWS: FSC, MNBMC
CDFW: WL
IUCN: LC
USFWS:BCC
CDFW: Threatened
IUCN: LC
USFWS:BCC

Not observed – Low Potential
Nesting habitat limited. May be present on Project Site
(foraging) year-round.
Present – Resident
Nesting habitat absent within Study Area, but 10 nests observed
within 5 miles of Project Site. Foraging habitat present

Chaetura vauxi

Vaux’s swift

CDFW: SSC
IUCN: LC

Charadrius alexandrinus
nivosus

western
snowy plover

Circus cyaneus

northern
harrier

ESA: Threatened
CDFW: SSC
USFWS:BCC
CDFW: SSC
IUCN: LC

Falco mexicanus

prairie falcon

CDFW: WL
IUCN: LC
USFWS:BCC

Falco peregrinus
anatum

peregrine
falcon

Lanius ludovicianus

loggerhead
shrike

Pyrocephalus rubinus

vermilion
flycatcher
Bendire's
thrasher

ESA: Delisted
CESA: Delisted
CDFW: FP
USFWS:BCC
CDFW: SSC
IUCN: NT
USFWS:BCC
CDFW: SSC
IUCN: LC
BLM: Sensitive
CDFW: SSC
IUCN: VU
USFWS:BCC
CDFW: SSC
IUCN: LC
USFWS:BCC
BLM: Sensitive
CDFW: SSC
IUCN: LC
USFWS:BCC

Accipiter cooperi

Toxostoma bendirei

Toxostoma crissale

Crissale
thrasher

Toxostoma lecontei

Le Conte's
thrasher

CDFW - California Department of Fish and
Wildlife
SSC - California Species of Special Concern
WL – Watch List
USFWS - Fish and Wildlife Service
BCC - Birds of Conservation Concern

Present – Likely Resident
Burrows with sign observed. No burrowing owls observed on
site, but may be present in low numbers year-round.
Not observed – Low Potential
Nesting habitat absent. May use Project Study Area during
winter season.
Present - Migration
Two individuals observed in migration one mile north of Study
Area in 2011. Nesting habitat absent. May be present (foraging)
during summer and fall during migration.
Not observed - Low Potential
Nesting habitat limited. May be present (foraging) during
summer and fall prior to migration.
Not observed – Low Potential
May be a rare migrant to Ivanpah Dry Lake during winter
months.
Present – Likely Resident
One individual observed outside Primary Study Area. Nesting
habitat limited. May use site vicinity for overwintering.
Present – Foraging
Four individuals observed during aerial eagle surveys. One
individual observed during bird point counts. Nesting substrate
present in Study Area in form of transmission towers, although
they are rarely used. May be present (foraging) year-round.
Three nests observed within 10 mile buffer.
Present – Migration
Four individuals observed during aerial survey and bird point
counts. Nesting habitat absent from vicinity of Project Study
Area. May be present (foraging) during migration.
Present – Likely Resident
Three individuals observed within Project Study Area.
Nesting habitat present.
Not observed - Low Potential
Nesting habitat limited. May be present (foraging) year-round.
Not observed - Low Potential
Nesting habitat present.
Not observed - Low Potential
Nesting habitat present.
Present – Likely Resident
Four individuals observed within Project Study Area.
Nesting habitat present.

IUCN - International Union for Conservation of Nature
LC – Least Concern
NT – Near Threatened
VU – Vulnerable
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2.2

Baseline Surveys and Methods

Focused avian surveys and general wildlife surveys have been conducted on the Project Site and
surrounding area from 2008 to 2013. Data collected during avian point counts, burrowing owl (Athene
cunicularia) surveys, golden eagle aerial surveys, ground-based golden eagle nest monitoring, and
golden eagle point counts provide information on baseline avian conditions at the Project Site and
surrounding area. Additionally, incidental observations of special status bird species were recorded
during these surveys and other biological surveys conducted on the Project Site. Bat resources and
baseline conditions were assessed based on surveys conducted by Patricia Brown, Ph.D. on the Project
Study Area during July 2010 and May 2011. Table 2 provides a list of all focused avian and bat surveys
performed on the Project Site and surrounding area to date. The baseline surveys were conducted
across the approximately 6,800-acre Study Area encompassing the Project Site and surrounding lands
(Figure 2).
Table 2 - Baseline Bird and Bat Surveys 2008-2013
Survey

Dates

Coverage

Description

Avian Point
Counts

2010 (Apr), 2011 (Apr), 2012
(Apr-May, Oct), 2013 (Jan-Feb,
Apr-May)

12 Point Locations in
Project Study Area

Surveys conducted once per indicated
month(s).

Golden Eagle
Aerial Surveys

2010 (WRI; May, Jun)

Project Site and 10-mile
Buffer

Helicopter survey following USFWS Protocol
(USFWS 2010)

Golden Eagle
Point Counts

2011 (Apr, Sep, Nov), 2012
(Feb, Oct), 2013 (Jan-Feb, AprMay)

8 Survey Points in Study
Area

30 minute count duration, twice per
designated month(s).

Common Raven
Point Counts

2012 (May, Oct), 2013 (Jan,
May-Apr)

8 Survey Points in Study
Area

10 minute count duration, twice per
designated month(s).

Golden Eagle
Nest
Monitoring

2013 (Throughout breeding
season)

5-mile Buffer

Ground-based nest monitoring following
USFWS Protocol (USFWS 2010)

Burrowing Owl
Surveys

2008 (Apr), 2010 (Apr), 2011
(Mar-May), 2012 (May)

Project Site (2008, 2010,
2012), Project Study Area
(2011)

Incidental
Observations

2008-2013 (Throughout)

Throughout Study Area

Bat Surveys and
Habitat
Assessment

2010 (July), 2011 (May)

Throughout Study Area

Performed concurrent with USFWS protocol
Desert Tortoise Surveys, 10-m transect
spacing.
Special status bird species observations
were recorded during the course of other
biological surveys
Habitat evaluation, roost searches, acoustic
monitoring
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2.2.1

Avian Point Counts

Once per season [spring (April through June), summer (July through September), fall (October through
December), and winter (January through March)], point counts were conducted at 14 sampling stations
located throughout the Study Area (Figure 2). Point counts were conducted by ornithologists using a
modified point count methodology as described in Monitoring Bird Populations by Point Counts (Ralph
et al. 1995).
At each of these points, four separate sampling stations were established, spaced 200 meters in the
cardinal directions from point center, for a total point count sample size of 56. Throughout the planning
process for the Project, changes in the project boundary have resulted in changes to the distribution of
sampling points falling inside and outside the footprint. Currently, there are 5 sampling stations (20
point counts) within the Project Site and 9 sampling stations (36 point counts) outside of the Project Site
within the greater Study Area.
Point counts were performed during the hours of peak morning bird activity (i.e., between sunrise and 4
hours following sunrise) and during mild weather conditions (i.e., avoiding extreme temperatures, rain
and high wind events). Each sampling station was visited 10 minutes, and the survey period was divided
into three survey periods consisting of the first three minutes, minutes 3 to 5, and minutes 5 to 10 in
order to provide data necessary for the development of detectability measures and to correct for
observer bias when necessary. Observers also recorded distance to detected bird for the development
of density estimates.
Point count data will be used to develop distance models (Thomas et al. 2010) estimating total bird
density on the site by season. Density estimates will also be developed for individual species with
sufficient numbers of detections. Shannon’s diversity indices (Hunter 1990) will be calculated for the
study area (all points) by season and throughout the year. These analyses will be used in future reports
to compare avian density and diversity metrics pre-construction, during construction, and postconstruction.
2.2.3

Golden Eagle Aerial Surveys

Aerial surveys to assess golden eagle occupancy within 10 miles of the Project Site were conducted in
2010 by the Wildlife Research Institute (WRI). Prior to conducting golden eagle occupancy surveys of the
Study Area, WRI contacted BLM to request data (historic records and reports) pertaining to golden eagle
in the vicinity of the Study Area. Data provided by BLM was used to refine and improve survey focus.
WRI conducted helicopter surveys of the Study Area and associated 10-mile radius survey area on May 7
and 8, 2010 (Phase 1) and June 14, 2010 (Phase 2). Helicopter survey teams consisted of two golden
eagle biologists and a helicopter pilot. Survey protocols were designed to comply with current
USFWS Golden Eagle Inventory and Monitoring Protocols (USFWS 2010b). Phase 1 aerial transects
concentrated on habitats likely to support golden eagle nesting, with in flight transect modifications
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made in response to terrain. Phase 1 surveys were conducted in an effort to confirm reproductive
activity and ensure mountainous areas with intricate canyons were thoroughly investigated. Phase 2
surveys were focused on revisiting potentially active territories identified during Phase 1 surveys.
During both Phase 1 and Phase 2 aerial transects, nest sites and other location-specific data were
recorded using hand-held GPS units, with supplemental field notes documenting species and
corresponding to each recorded waypoint. A total of 32 person-hours were logged during the Phase 1
survey with an additional 17 person-hours logged during Phase 2 surveys.
During both Phase 1 and Phase 2 surveys, two optically stabilized zoom cameras were used to capture
high-resolution, wide-angle and close-up, digital photographs of active and inactive golden eagle nests,
other raptor nests, and significant wildlife species. Collected digital images were used to confirm species
identification, nest condition, nest activity, nest occupation, and nest arrangement (WRI 2010). An
active nest was defined as supporting evidence of new material having been added during the season
and typically included the use of yucca, grasses and mosses in the construction of a bowl, used for
incubation. An active nest may or may not have been occupied by a golden eagle (e.g., an incubating
female or a young bird) at the time of survey. An occupied nest was defined an active nest in which an
adult or young golden eagle, or a new egg, has been observed during the survey.
Additional golden eagle aerial surveys were conducted by BLM in 2012. Results of these helicopter
surveys are included in Section 2.3.1
2.2.4

Ground-based Golden Eagle Nest Monitoring

To supplement the aerial surveys conducted by WRI in 2010 and BLM in 2012, qualified avian biologists
conducted ground based nest searches for golden eagle nests in March/April of 2011, 2012, and 2013
following USFWS protocols (USFWS 2010). For the purpose of establishing baseline golden eagle
conditions prior to project construction, suitable nesting substrate within 5 miles of the Project Site was
included in the ground-based surveys. During the construction phase of the Project, ground-based
golden eagle nest searches will continue within 5 miles of the project. The breeding status of each nest
was determined from behavioral observations made from observation points no closer than 300 meters
from the nests providing an unobstructed from which eagle activity could be observed with binoculars
or a spotting scope. All bird observations made during these surveys were recorded. Golden eagle nests
were not monitored throughout the breeding seasons in 2011, 2012, and 2013 in order to minimize
disturbance to nesting eagles. Nests were only determined as active or inactive based on spring
monitoring.
2.2.5

Golden Eagle Point Counts

Golden eagle point counts were conducted at 7 locations within the Project Study Area and 1 additional
location approximately 1 kilometer north of the Study Area closer to suitable nesting habitat (Figure 2).
Data from these points are intended to develop an index of eagle occurrences that may be compared
seasonally and annually throughout construction and post-construction. Seven rounds of surveys were
conducted: April 2011, September 2011 November 2011, February 2012, October 2012,
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January/February 2013, April/May 2013. All bird species within 800 meters of the center point were
recorded during an observation period of 30 minutes. Eagle flight activity located more than 175 meters
above ground was recorded, but separated from other data. Approximate flight paths and heights of
eagles plus notes on general behavior and activity were recorded. Behavior noted during each 1-minute
interval was recorded as either soaring flight, flapping-gliding, kiting-hovering, stooping or diving at
prey, stooping or diving in an agonistic context with other eagles or other bird species, being mobbed,
undulating/territorial flight, or perched. All observations of foraging were documented and referenced
on a map or by Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) coordinates.
In accordance with the most recent USFWS Eagle Conservation Plan Guidance (USFWS 2013), future
golden eagle survey efforts will include long-sit (5 hour) survey stations as described in Section 5.2.3.
2.2.6

Western Burrowing Owl Surveys

The preliminary habitat assessment conducted in 2007 concluded that suitable habitat for western
burrowing owl was present throughout the full Study Area. Surveys for the presence of western
burrowing owls were conducted in the Burrowing Owl Survey Protocol and Mitigation Guidelines
(California Burrowing Owl Consortium 1993) and the Staff Report on Burrowing Owl Mitigation (CDFW
2012). Burrowing owl surveys were conducted in April 2008, April/May 2010, March-May 2011, May
2012 and May-July 2013 as described in Table 3. The burrowing owl phase II surveys (California
Burrowing Owl Consortium 1993) were conducted concurrently with desert tortoise surveys using
pedestrian transects spaced no greater than 10-meters apart. The 10-meter transect spacing provides a
greater level of survey effort and coverage than the 30 meter spacing recommended by the California
Burrowing Owl Consortium (1993). Surveyors inspected all burrows of all species located during these
surveys for burrowing owl sign. All burrowing owl sign, including presence of individuals, feathers,
tracks, white wash, pellets, and suitable burrows were recorded during the survey. Incidental
observations of burrowing owls and sign were recorded during all other biological surveys performed
on the site from 2008 to 2013.
Breeding season surveys of burrows with burrowing owl sign were conducted at burrows with owl sign
throughout the 2013 breeding season according to “Phase III” survey guidelines (California Burrowing
Owl Consortium 1993).
Table 3 - Western Burrowing Owl Survey Dates 2008-2013
Dates

Size (acres)

Description of Area

18 – 27 April 2008
14 April – 9 May 2010
29 March – 28 May 2011
5 – 14 May 2012
25 May – 12 July 2013

5,440
3,800
1,120
4,000
1,800

Project Study Area including Project Site Alternatives
Project Site Alternatives
Project Study Area Extensions –east and south
Project Site Alternatives
All recorded burrow locations within the study area and 150-meter buffer
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2.2.7

Incidental Observations of Special Status Species and Nests

Numerous biological surveys have been performed from 2008 to 2013 throughout the Study Area.
During all biological survey efforts, all bird species (including special status species and nests) were
identified and/or tallied on standardized data forms. The locations of special status species and nests
were recorded.
2.2.8

Bat Habitat Assessment and Surveys

A bat assessment was performed by Patricia Brown, Ph.D. (Brown-Berry Biological Consulting) on May
14, 2010 to assess potential bat habitat within the full Study Area. General areas that may serve as
potential roosts and foraging sites were identified. Acoustic monitoring was conducted on July 28 and
29, 2010 and from May 14 to 16, 2011 to determine which bat species utilize the Study Area. Ultrasonic
detectors (i.e., Anabat II and 1A) recorded echolocation signals overnight in thirteen locations in
different areas of the Study Area to identify bat species and document general activity levels (Figure
2). Roost surveys were conducted of rock shelters and mines in the mountains adjacent to the Project
during the day and at night for evidence of bats and guano. The Umberci Mine (located
approximately 1.5 miles northwest of the Study Area) was visited several times to census the
species and numbers of bats present. Occupied mines were monitored at dusk by surveyors with
night vision equipment to obtain accurate exit counts. The surveyors kept two counts for at least sixty
minutes after the first bat exited of how many bats entered and exited the mines. Video cameras with
auxiliary infrared lights were used to remotely monitor mines and to obtain permanent records of
exiting bats.

2.3

Results

2.3.1

Baseline Bird Conditions

Bird species observed within the Project Study area during avian point counts and other biological
surveys were representative of the northeastern Mojave Desert (Appendix A). Across all surveys and
years, 1,292 birds were detected representing 61 species. Common bird species, listed in order of
most-to-least frequently observed during the surveys, included black-throated sparrow (Amphispiza
bilineata), horned lark (Eremophila alpestris), common raven (Corvus corax), Brewer's sparrow
(Spizella breweri), white-crowned sparrow (Zonotrichia leucophrys), house finch (Carpodacus
mexicanus), and ash-throated flycatcher (Myiarchus cinerascens). Fifteen special status bird species
were evaluated for their potential to occur (Table 2). Seven special status bird species were detected
within or adjacent to the Project including golden eagle, burrowing owl, prairie falcon, loggerhead
shrike, Swainson’s hawk, and Le Conte’s thrasher. Special status bird species detected or having a
moderate or greater potential to occur are discussed further.
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Golden Eagle
Golden eagle (Aquila chrysaetos) is a State Species of Special Concern and Fully Protected Species,
protected under the federal Bald and Golden Eagle Protection Act, and is addressed in the NECO
Plan/EIS. Golden eagle individuals and nests have been observed within the 10-mile buffer of the Project
Site. For the purposes of collecting baseline data, aerial surveys conducted by WRI in 2010 identified
nests within a 10 mile buffer around the Project Site and nests within 5 miles of the Project were
observed during the breeding season to establish activity. Table 4 provides a list of known golden eagle
nests observed within 5 miles of the Project while Figure 3 provides all potentially active golden eagle
nests found by WRI in 2010 in addition to all known golden eagle nests within 5 miles of the Project.
Apparent differences between data in Table 4 and Figure 3 are due to the fact that multiple nest
locations occur in close proximity to each other and are therefore hidden in the figure.
Table 4 - Known Golden Eagle Nests within 5 Miles of the Project Site 2011-2013
Location
West
Umberci
West
Umberci

Nest ID

Nest Status
2011

2012

2013

G86GESN-0

Inactive

Inactive

Active (Nest buildling, Fate
Unknown)

G87GESN-0

Active (1 nestling 24 April, Fate
Unknown)

Inactive

Inactive

Keany Pass

G92GESN-0

Inactive (Used by red-tailed hawk)

Inactive

Inactive

Keany Pass

G91GESN-0

Inactive

Inactive

Inactive

G110GESN-0

Inactive

Inactive (BLM
survey)

Inactive

G111GESN-0

Inactive

Inactive

Inactive

G112GESN-0

Inactive

Inactive

Inactive

G113GESN-0

Inactive

Inactive

Inactive

G114GESN-0

Inactive

Inactive

Inactive

G115GESN-0

Inactive

Inactive

Inactive

East
Umberci
East
Umberci
East
Umberci
East
Umberci
East
Umberci
East
Umberci

During the 2010 aerial surveys, direct observations of golden eagles were recorded in vicinities of Clark
Mountain west (n=1) and Umberci Mine (n=2). A total of 55 historic and recent nests were observed
within twelve estimated territories within ten miles of the Project site (WRI 2010). Seven potentially
active nests within ten miles of the Project were observed (WRI 2010). For the purposes of the aerial
survey, a potentially active nest was defined as a nest that has evidence of new material having been
added during the season which the survey took place, usually including the use of yucca, grasses and
mosses in the construction of a bowl, used for incubation (WRI 2010). Many of the inactive nests were
likely alternative nest sites for the same territory. Territories were estimated by WRI based on the
proximity of observed nests to each other, average breeding territory size, and golden eagle
observations (WRI 2010).
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The area around the Umberci mine contained two groups of potential nest sites, located approximately
3,000 feet east and 3,500 feet southwest of the mine. This territory was the subject of further groundbased surveys in 2011.
Ground-based nest monitoring of the Umberci Mine territory conducted in April 2011 revealed one
active, reproductive nest within the southwestern nest site group. One chick approximately one month
old was observed on April 23 and 26, 2011. This nest site is located approximately two miles northwest
of the Project. No golden eagles were observed using the eastern group during site visits on April 24 and
26, 2011. Surveys of the next proximate territory within the Keany Pass region (approximately five miles
west of the Study Area) revealed nest sites that were occupied by red-tailed hawks incubating up to
three chicks. The presence of active red-tailed hawk nests may indicate that these nest sites were not
used by golden eagles in 2011.
Ground-based nest monitoring in 2012 did not detect any golden eagle nesting activity at the known
nest sites. In 2013, one nest in the west Umberci Mine group had golden eagle activity. A pair of eagles
was observed nest building on January 22, 2013. This nest was not monitored throughout the breeding
season in order to minimize impacts to breeding golden eagles. Golden eagle nest locations are
presented in Figure 3.
Two golden eagles were detected during the spring 2011 golden eagle point counts. The pair was
observed on April 24, 2011 during the second visit at Station 12 located in the northern extent of the
Study Area. The pair was observed performing aerial displays and undulating flight at an altitude of 150
meters above the ground. An adult golden eagle was observed perched on and foraging in the vicinity of
Metamorphic Hill on several occasions during the winter/spring of 2011 (Mohlmann 2011). No golden
eagles were observed during the summer 2011 golden eagle point count surveys, including the
previously active Umberci Mine nest. The fall 2011 surveys detected one golden eagle on two separate
days, possibly the same individual. On November 19, the eagle was observed coursing low from
northeast to southwest heading towards Metamorphic Hill, circling up above the hill, then flew to within
50 meters of the ground before disappearing to the northeast of Metamorphic Hill. On November 20, an
eagle was observed within 5 meters of the ground over the Project site. The eagles were too distant to
confirm sex or age; however, they were older than one year due to lack of white wing and tail patches.
Winter surveys conducted in February 2012, revealed one eagle (unknown sex/age) soaring high over
ISEGS then bird flew in a straight line with wings swept back towards the 2010 nesting sites near the
Umberci Mine. Anecdotal observations from biologists in the region indicated the presence of a pair of
golden eagles exhibiting courtship behavior in the vicinity of Metamorphic Hill during late winter 2012.
Five golden eagle observations were recorded during October 2012. One eagle was observed during
February 2013. No eagles were recorded during golden eagle point counts conducted during spring
2013. Table 5 provides a summary of golden eagle observations during golden eagle point counts.
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Figure 3 – Golden Eagle Nests
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Table 5 - Golden Eagle Observations during Golden Eagle Point Counts 2011-2013
Survey Dates

Number of observations

Notes

2011 (Apr)

2

Pair observed flying in northern sections of Study Area.

2011 (Sep)

0

No observations

2011 (Nov)

2

Possibly same individual.

2012 (Feb)

1

Single eagle flew across ISEGS toward Umberci Mine nest group.

2012 (Oct)

5

Observed same day from different points. Possibly same individual.

2013 (Feb)

1

No observations

2013 (Apr/May)

0

No observations

Three additional observations of golden eagles were made during general avian point counts: one
observation on October 10, 2012, another on January 29, 2012, and a third on February 22, 2012. Due to
the low number of golden eagle detections and an inability to detect meaningful temporal changes in
golden eagle occurrences with such a small sample size, the 30-minute golden eagle point count
methodology will be abandoned in future survey efforts. The golden eagle point counts will be replaced
with a long-sit migration count protocol in accordance with USFWS recommendations (USFWS 2013)
and as described in Section 5.2.3.
Western Burrowing Owl
Western burrowing owl (Athene cunicularia) is a State Species of Special Concern and addressed in the
NEMO Plan/EIS. Burrowing owls inhabit open dry grasslands and desert scrubs, and typically nests in
mammal burrows although they may use man-made structures including culverts and debris piles. They
exhibit strong nest site fidelity. Burrowing owls eat insects, small mammals and reptiles. Burrowing owls
can be found from California to Texas and into Mexico. In some case, owls migrate into southern deserts
during the winter.
The habitat assessment concluded that suitable habitat for burrowing owls existed throughout the Study
Area. The Study Area supports numerous suitable burrows, mainly old tortoise burrows; however, only
two burrows with burrowing owl sign (i.e., burrow with white wash) was observed in 2010 (Figure 4).
Four additional burrows with burrowing owl sign were observed during survey conducted in April 2012.
No live burrowing owls have been observed within the Project Study Area to date; however, this species
is considered present on the site.
During June 2013, three of the six burrows containing burrowing owl sign during the 2010 and 2012
surveys were still intact and contained owl sign. Two additional burrows with burrowing owl sign were
located in June 2013, incidentally, while inspecting the known burrows. Protocol Phase III breeding
season surveys (California Burrowing Owl Consortium 1993) were conducted at these five burrows
throughout the 2013 breeding season. No burrowing owls or breeding activity was observed at the
burrows. The results of Phase III surveys conducted during the spring of 2013 indicate that burrowing
owl sign recorded within the Project’s proposed footprint (and 150-meter buffer) between October
2012 and July 2013 was the result of overwintering birds and not breeding pairs.
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Figure 4 - Special Status Bird Species
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Swainson’s Hawk
Swainson’s hawk (Buteo swainsonii) is State-listed (threatened) raptor species that breeds in much of
western North America. Within California, nesting occurs in the Central Valley, Great Basin and Mojave
and Colorado Deserts. Regular nesting also occurs in the high desert between the Tehachapi Mountains
and Lancaster. This species winters in southern South America with a migration route of over 20,000
miles (Woodbridge 2008). Arrival at breeding areas generally occurs from late February to early May
depending on geographical characteristics of the breeding area (Woodbridge 2008).
This species was observed within the study area during migration (April 16 & 20, 2011). These two
incidental records were documented in the spring of 2011 during surveys of the northern desert tortoise
recipient site south of Stateline Pass. No existing information could be found regarding breeding
Swainson’s hawks in the Ivanpah Valley, and this species is expected to have low potential for
occurrence within the Project Site during the breeding season. Swainson’s Hawk nest surveys were
conducted within a 5-mile buffer of the Stateline survey during the spring 2013. Surveys included all
potential nesting habitat within the survey area. No Swainson’s Hawks were detected during the nest
search effort.
Prairie Falcon
Prairie falcon (Falco mexicanus) is a State Species of Special Concern and addressed in the NEMO
Plan/EIS. This large falcon typically builds nest sites on cliffs, similar to the golden eagle. In the desert
they are found in most vegetation types, although sparse vegetation provides the best foraging habitat.
In the Mojave, mean home range size has been found to be approximately 50 to 70 km² (Harmata et al.
1978).
A single prairie falcon was observed in flight over the northern portion of the study area in spring 2008.
The 2010 golden eagle aerial surveys recorded four individual prairie falcons located in the vicinity of
Clark Mountains, Stateline Hills, and Lucy Gray Mountains. Three prairie falcon cavity nests were
detected within the 10-mile radius, one of which was located approximately two miles from the Project
(Figure 4). The other nests were located six miles west and nine miles southwest of the Study Area, all
within the Clark Mountain range. Typical nesting habitat for this species does not occur within the
Project; however, in rare instances prairie falcons will nest in transmission towers which are located in
the Project Study Area (Bunnell et al. 1997). The nearest cliff nesting habitat is within the northern
region of the Clark Mountain range located approximately two miles northwest of the Project.
Peregrine Falcon
Peregrine falcon (Falco peregrinus anatum) is a State Fully Protected Species. This large falcon typically
builds nest sites on cliffs, similar to the golden eagle and prairie falcon; however, peregrine falcon
typically nests near large water bodies. This species primarily breeds in woodland, forest, and coastal
habitats (CDFW 2010). Peregrine falcons are aerial predators and target birds of a variety of sizes; they
occasionally prey on mammals, insects, and fish (CDFW 2010). The 2010 golden eagle aerial surveys
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recorded three individual peregrine falcons within the 10-mile radius, which were likely migrating
individuals. Two individuals were located approximately nine miles north of the Project in the Stateline
Hills and one approximately six miles west of the Project within the Clark Mountain Range.
Loggerhead Shrike
Loggerhead shrike (Lanius ludovicianus) is a State Species of Special Concern and a year-round resident
in parts of the Southern California desert. It is typically found in open habitats with scattered shrubs,
trees, posts, fences, utility lines, or other perches. As a predatory bird, its diet consists of insects,
amphibians, small reptiles, small mammals, and other birds. Shrikes typically build nests one to three
meters above the ground depending on the height of the vegetation. Eighteen observations of
loggerhead shrikes were recorded during all biological surveys from 2010 to 2013. This species is
considered to be present, with suitable nesting and foraging habitat located within the Project.
Le Conte’s Thrasher
Le Conte’s thrasher (Toxostoma lecontei) is a State Species of Special Concern and year-round desert
resident. These species inhabit various desert scrub and wash habitats and typically breeds in desert
areas that support cactus, Mojave yucca (Yucca schidigera), Joshua trees (Yucca brevifolia), and large
thorny shrubs such as Lycium spp. This species is distributed from the Mojave Desert east into southern
Utah and northern Arizona, and south into northern Mexico. Four sightings of Le Conte’s thrasher were
recorded during the surveys (Figure 4). This species is considered to be present, with suitable nesting
and foraging habitat located within the Project.
2.3.2

Raptor Nests

In addition to the special status raptor nests noted in the previous section, several red-tailed hawk
(Buteo jamaicensis) nests were identified within the Study Area (Figure 4). Due to the lack of trees
within the Study Area, raptor nests were associated with existing transmission lines. No other raptor
species were observed nesting within the study area. Several red-tailed hawk nests were utilized
during consecutive years.
2.3.3

Baseline Bat Conditions

Eight bat species were detected within or near the Study Area and nine species have the potential to
occur (Table 3; Brown 2011). Four of the detected species are State Species of Special Concern including
pallid bat (Antrozous pallidus), Townsend’s big-eared bat (Plecotus townsendii), Small-footed myotis
(Myotis ciliolabrum), and Yuma myotis (Myotis yumanensis). Canyon bats (Parastrellus hesperus) and
California myotis (Myotis californicus), and Mexican free-tailed bats (Tadarida brasiliensis) were the
most common species detected during echolocation surveys (Brown 2011). The rocky hills immediately
adjacent to the Study Area (e.g., Stateline Hills, Metamorphic Hills, and Clark Mountains) provide ample
crevice roosting habitat for several bat species.
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Table 6 - Bat Species Potential for Occurrence
Species
FAMILY MOLOSSIDAE (FREE-TAILED BATS)
Eumops perotis
Western mastiff bat
Nyctinomo femorosaccus
Pocketed free-tailed bat
Tadarida brasiliensis
Mexican free-tailed bat
FAMILY VESPERTILIONIDAE (MOUSE-EARED BATS)
Antrozous pallidus
Pallid bat
Corynorhinus townsendii
Townsend's big-eared
Eptesicus fuscus pallidus
Big brown bat (So. CA)
Euderma maculatum
Spotted bat
Lasionycteris noctivagans
Silver haired bat
Lasiurus blossevillii
Red bat
Lasiurus cinereus
Hoary bat
Myotis californicus
California myotis
Myotis ciliolabrum
Small-footed myotis
Myotis evotis
Long-eared myotis
Myotis thysanodes
Fringed myotis
Myotis volans
Long-legged myotis
Myotis yumanensis
Yuma myotis
Parastrellus hesperus
Canyon bat

Status
State
Fed

Detection within Study Area

SSC
-

FSO
-

Not Detected
Not Detected
Present - all sites

SSC
SSC
SSC
SSC
-

FSO
FSO
FSO
FSO
FSO
FSO
FSO
-

Present - rock outcrops and near dry lakebed
Present - Umberci Mine
Not Detected
Not Detected
Not Detected
Not Detected
Present - in migration near Primm Valley GC
Present - all sites
Present - rock outcrops
Not Detected
Not Detected
Not Detected
Present - near Primm Valley GC
Present - rock outcrops and near dry lakebed

SSC - California Department of Fish and Widlife, Mammal of Special Concern or Sensitive Species (MSSC)
FSOC - Former Candidate (Category 2) for listing under U.S. Endangered Species Act; Species of Concern

Guano of pallid bats was found in a shallow rock cave in the foothills of Clark Mountains north of the
Study Area. Use of this cave was further confirmed during evening surveys. A mine shaft was located
near the active cave. This species has been found to roost in rock crevices during the day and congregate
for socialization in boulder caves and mines during the night (Brown 2011). This habitat is located in the
foothills of the Clark Mountains and not present lower in the alluvial fan where the proposed project
alternatives are situated. Echolocation signals were recorded early in the evening near the dry lakebed,
which could suggest that pallid bats are roosting within small rock crevices on the ground and burrows
throughout other portions of the Study Area. The small-footed myotis would be expected to occupy
similar habitat as the pallid bat.
The Umberci Mine, located in the Clark Mountain Range approximately two miles northwest of the
Study Area, serves as a maternity colony and hibernation site for Townsend’s big-eared bats. Over onehundred bats exited the mine on May 16, 2011 and a torpid Townsend’s big-eared bat was found when
the mine was entered (Brown 2011). Although not detected during echolocation surveys within the
Project, this species could forage over the Project and not be detected due to their characteristically
faint calls.
The Yuma myotis is typically found near open water and feeds on emerging aquatic insects. Based on
the absence of such habitat within the primary Study Area, this species was most likely in the vicinity as
a result of the lakes at the Primm Valley Golf Course.
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3.0

RISK ASSESSMENT

This section outlines the potential risks to bird and bats and supports the implementation of avoidance and
minimization measures. Potential risks to birds and bats can be broken into two categories: direct impacts
and indirect impacts.

3.1 Direct Impacts
Direct impacts include disturbances to the landscape which potentially pose immediate threats to resident
and migratory bird populations. Some potential direct impacts include:
•
•
•
•
3.1.1

Collision risk: transmission lines, solar modules, meteorological towers, or guy lines;
Electrocution potential;
Habitat loss or alteration;
Vehicle and equipment collisions.
Collision risk

Birds and bats have the potential to collide with transmission lines, solar modules, power towers,
meteorological towers, guy lines, chain link fencing, buildings and other similar physical features. The
project design would result in the construction of a new 220-kV gen-tie line, which would follow a 150-footwide transmission Right of Way (ROW) to SCE’s Ivanpah Substation, approximately 2.7 miles south of the
Project site (BLM 2012). This proposed transmission line would be located within two overlapping
designated utility corridors, minimizing additional disturbance to wildlife as a result of collisions.
The inclusion of avoidance and minimization measures has the potential to decrease the risk of collision.
The number of avian collisions, primarily associated with transmission lines, is not related to flight
frequency (Rusz et al., 1986), but to blind spots in the vision of the bird, (Martin and Shaw 2010) flight
performance (Savereno et al. 1996) or other factors such as density, age, residency status, season flight
style and interactions with other birds. Collision rates may increase during the late summer and early fall
when immature and inexperienced hatch-year birds undertake the perils of post breeding dispersal and/or
migration.
The factors that may influence bats to collide with transmission lines are not well studied or understood
(Heritage 2012).
3.1.2

Electrocution potential

The potential for electrocutions depends of the arrangement and spacing of energized and grounded
components of poles and towers that are sometimes used for perching, nesting and other activities (APLIC
2012). Research has found that nearly all electrocutions occur on smaller, more tightly spaced residential
and commercial electrical distribution lines that are less than 69 kV (APLIC 2012).
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All transmission and sub-transmission towers and poles will be designed to the extent practicable to be
avian safe in accordance with the suggested practices outlined in, “Reducing Avian Collisions with Power
Lines: State of the Art in 2012” (APLIC 2012).
3.1.3

Habitat loss

Clearing and grubbing construction practices could result in habitat loss and displacement of local bird
populations as vegetation communities and existing habitats are altered to support Project development.
An inherent consequence of development is the loss of habitat that supports existing bird populations.
Altering the landscape through Project development will likely result in the loss of cover, perches, breeding
habitat, shelter and foraging sites used by resident species and the loss of perches, roost sites and foraging
sites for migratory species.
3.1.4

Vehicle and equipment collisions

Equipment and vehicles could collide with slower-moving species, species in subsurface burrows, and
ground-nesting birds resulting in injury or mortality. Some species of birds go into a state of torpor and
become immobile during periods of cold weather (Fletcher el al. 2003), increasing the potential for impacts
from vehicles or equipment. For most bird species, direct impacts would be limited to areas within the
Project footprint or immediately adjacent to it. Active bird nests in shrubs or near the ground would be
vulnerable to crushing during ground-disturbing activities.
During the construction phase, an increase in vehicle traffic from construction personnel, biologist and
other project-related persons, potentially poses an increase risk to birds that inhabit remote desert regions.
Birds nesting adjacent to project access roads are more likely to be impacted due to an increase in the
number of vehicles using the road.
Loggerhead Shrikes (Lanius ludovicianus) have a rapid flight pattern that is low to the ground and are at an
increased risk because of this behavior.
Due to a decrease in project personnel and habitat alterations, these types of risks will be lessened during
the operations and maintenance phase, compared to the construction phase.

3.2 Indirect Impacts
Indirect impacts include changes to the landscape with unintended and often unforeseen consequences to
bird populations. Indirect impacts associated with habitat loss, land alterations and Project development on
existing bird populations within the vicinity of the Project are not easily assessed or determined.
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Potential indirect impacts include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
3.2.1

Territory abandonment, nest and roost site abandonment;
Increase opportunities for predators of special status species;
Habitat fragmentation;
Wildlife avoidance due to increased noise, human presence and light sources.
Dust and hazardous materials;
Altered hydrology; and
Presence of open water.
Territory Abandonment, Nest and Roost Site Abandonment

Most wildlife species are susceptible to visual and noise disturbances caused by the presence of humans
and construction equipment. Such disturbances can result in the alteration of species’ behavior. Noise and
visual disturbance caused by construction and vehicles would have the potential to cause nest
abandonment or habitat avoidance directly adjacent to and within the proposed Project footprint. Birds
avoiding habitat in the vicinity of the Project area may opt for less suitable habitat which could increase
stress on these birds as a result of increased energetic costs. These factors could also place additional stress
on available resources through increased density of birds in off-site areas. Displacement of wildlife at the
project site could also result in some local reductions in wildlife populations if adjacent habitats are at
carrying capacity.
Without the inclusion of avoidance and minimization measures, nest and roost site disturbances and
territory abandonment could occur due to direct nest removal during vegetation removal activities.
3.2.2

Increase Opportunities for Predators of Special Status Species

The Project may indirectly result in mortality to wildlife through an increased risk of predation. Some
predator species such as ravens and coyotes are attracted to human activity. Installation of fencing and
transmission towers create additional perching structures from which ravens and raptors may hunt for
prey. Construction, operation, and maintenance of the Project would result in trash and debris that would
further attract species such as ravens and coyotes.
Impacts associated with increased predation would be reduced through implementation of APMs and
mitigation measures required by BLM for protection of wildlife and other resources.
3.2.3

Habitat Fragmentation

The majority of this land area would be fenced to preclude wildlife access throughout the operational
period of the project. The permanent fencing of the Project area would possibly reduce access for
terrestrial species resulting in habitat fragmentation. This fragmentation could cause wildlife to rely more
heavily on habitat within the surrounding area for foraging, shelter, and nesting opportunities. A result
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could be an indirect effect on wildlife inhabiting areas adjacent to the Project area. Wildlife inhabiting
adjacent areas could be faced with increased competition as a result of the displaced individuals relocating
into their home ranges.
3.2.4

Human Presence, Noise, and Light

Indirect impacts to wildlife species would result from human presence, noise, and light in the project area.
Increased levels of noise and human activity could be detrimental to many wildlife species. Noise from
construction activities could temporarily discourage wildlife from foraging and nesting immediately
adjacent to the project area. Many bird species rely on vocalization during the breeding season to attract a
mate within their territory. Noise levels from certain construction, operations, and decommissioning
activities could reduce the reproductive success of nesting birds.
The most common wildlife responses to noise and human presence are avoidance or accommodation.
Avoidance would result in displacement of wildlife from an area larger than the actual disturbance area.
The total extent of habitat lost as a result of wildlife avoidance response is impossible to predict since the
degree of this response varies from species to species, and can even vary between different individuals of
the same species. Also, after initial avoidance of human activity and noise producing areas, certain wildlife
species may acclimate to the activity and begin to reoccupy areas formerly avoided.
Artificial lighting impacts on wildlife species may include disorientation from and attraction to artificial light,
impact-related mortality due to disorientation, and effects on the light-sensitive cycles of many species
(Saleh 2007). Lighting plays a substantial role in collision risk because lights attract nocturnal migrant
songbirds, bats, and major bird kill events have been reported at lighted communications towers (Manville
2001). Bright night-lighting close to the ground can attract bats and flying insects and disturb wildlife (e.g.,
nesting birds, foraging mammals).
Impacts associated with human presence, noise, and light would be reduced through implementation of
APMs and mitigation measures required by BLM for protection of wildlife and other resources
3.2.5

Dust and Hazardous Materials

Direct habitat loss and degradation both inside and outside of the approved ROW area could also occur if
project activities resulted in release of dust or hazardous materials, resulted in modification of soil erosion
or sedimentation rates, or introduced or encouraged the growth of noxious weeds. Hazardous material and
pollutant releases could occur as a result of the project and alternatives. Materials released could include
fuels and other materials used by work crews as part of routine construction and maintenance activities.
Hazardous materials could also be released if construction-related excavation were to disturb areas that
have existing environmental contamination. Hazardous materials release could impact biological resources
by injuring or killing vegetation and wildlife through either short-term acute exposure or long-term chronic
exposure. Soil erosion from site grading and use of heavy equipment, which affects vegetation and soil
properties, could have an adverse effect on wildlife foraging and burrowing potential to lands outside of
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the project boundaries. Noxious weeds could impact wildlife species by displacing native vegetation species
necessary for forage or cover.
Impacts associated with dust and hazardous materials would be reduced through implementation of APMs
and mitigation measures required by the BLM for dust control and the management of hazardous
materials.
3.2.6

Altered Hydrology

Biological resources could potentially be impacted if the Proposed Action were to modify the availability or
quality of surface water and/or groundwater. Although the Proposed Action would use groundwater, the
large depth to groundwater (more than 200 feet), absence of perennial surface water, and large distance
from riparian areas (several miles) mean that the project would not have the potential to impact wildlife
through groundwater depletion or impacts to riparian vegetation.
The Proposed Action could potentially have an indirect effect on wildlife habitat adjacent to the project site
and outside of the project ROW, if the project were to modify down gradient sedimentation or erosion
rates. This could occur as a result of the removal of soil-stabilizing vegetation or modification of onsite
precipitation infiltration rates.
Impacts associated with modification of down gradient sedimentation and erosion rates would be reduced
through implementation of mitigation measures required by the BLM for the protection of wildlife and
other resources.
3.2.7

Presence of Open Water

Construction of the Proposed Action and other action alternatives would include the use of temporary
water storage ponds to store and provide water for dust control. Each pond would have a capacity of
approximately 2 million gallons, and would be approximately 160 feet by 160 feet in size, or approximately
0.6 acres. The ponds could have an impact on wildlife by attracting avian and insect species to the active
construction area, and by attracting potential predators that could prey on avian species.
Impacts associated with the presence of open water would be reduced through implementation of APMs
and mitigation measures required by the BLM for the protection of wildlife and other resources.

3.3

Potential Impacts to Special Status Species

Special status species were evaluated for their potential to occur within the Study Area and included special
status species for which focused surveys were conducted, sightings recorded during general or other
species-specific wildlife surveys, and those species of particular concern as noted by discussions with
resource agencies and during public scoping. Those species that were considered to have a low potential
for occurrence and were not observed during surveys were eliminated from further analysis (Table 1, Table
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5). There are 15 special status wildlife species that are present and have moderate to high potential for
occurrence. The subsequent section describes relevant natural history and survey results for these species.
For a detailed description of survey methods that were used, refer to the Biological Resources Technical
Report – Stateline Solar Farm Project (Ironwood 2013).
Direct and indirect impacts to bird species for construction would be similar to those impacts described
above, including loss of habitat quantity and quality, potential impairment within movement corridors,
mortality due to vehicle/bird collisions, and indirect impacts from construction and increased human
activity levels. If surface disturbance activities occur during the breeding season for passerines, raptors, and
other summer avian residents (February 1 through September 31), nest or territory abandonment or the
loss of eggs or young (loss of productivity) for the breeding season could result. Impacts to nesting birds
would depend on the nest location relative to the proposed disturbance area, the phase of the breeding
period, and the level and duration of the disturbance.
Golden Eagle
The Proposed Action occurs in the distribution range of golden eagles and active golden eagle nests have
been observed in the vicinity of the project. The closest active nest is approximately 2 miles to the
northwest of the project site, near the Umberci Mine (Ironwood 2013). Although no golden eagle nest sites
occur within the project area, potential nesting habitat (e.g., exposed rocky outcrops) occurs within the
Project Study Area. In addition, the project site is located within foraging distance from the identified nests.
Potential direct impacts to breeding eagles as a result of construction and operation activities could include
injury or mortality due to vehicle collisions. Indirect impacts could include abandonment of a breeding
territory or nest site, or the potential loss of eggs or young, which would reduce productivity for that
breeding season, if present. Indirect impacts also would include the permanent reduction of approximately
1,685 acres of potential foraging habitat associated with development of the project. Development of the
project would result in an incremental increase in noise and human presence, and these could cause an
indirect impact to golden eagles. The project would also include a 2.7 mile long gen-tie transmission line,
which could present a potential collision hazard.
Potential impacts to golden eagles would be reduced through implementation of APMs and mitigation
measures required by BLM for protection of wildlife and other resources.
Burrowing Owl, Northern Harrier and Prairie Falcon
Burrowing owls have been observed within the vicinity of the project area, and suitable breeding habitat is
present throughout the Project Study Area. During the focused surveys, non-nesting burrowing owls were
observed in 2008 and in 2011 (Ironwood 2013). The most recent surveys identified two burrows, with sign,
within the Proposed Action footprint but without the presence of live birds. Surveys conducted during the
spring 2013 did not detect resident burrowing owls within the proposed Project footprint.
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There could be a direct take of an active nest, if the owls are nesting. Indirect impacts also would include
the permanent reduction of approximately 1,685 acres of potential foraging and nesting habitat associated
with development of the project. Development of the project would result in an incremental increase in
noise and human presence, and these could cause an indirect impact to these species. The project would
also include a 2.7 mile long gen-tie transmission line, which could present a potential collision hazard.
Migration surveys, avian point count surveys and nesting raptor surveys have been designed to detect
species such as northern harrier. Observations of northern harriers were recorded during surveys for other
species between 2008 and 2012, and during seasonal avian point counts since 2010. One individual was
observed outside the Study Area (Ironwood 2013). The study area is outside of the documented nesting
range for this species and nesting habitat is extremely limited or absent. Northern harriers are known to
overwinter within the Project vicinity.
Prairie falcons were observed within the Study Area in 2008 and 2010; however, nesting habitat does not
exist within the Study Area. The nearest possible nesting habitat is within the northern region of the Clark
Mountain range located approximately two miles northwest of the Study Area (Ironwood 2013).
Impacts to burrowing owls, northern harrier and prairie falcon would be reduced through implementation
of APMs and mitigation measures required by BLM for protection of wildlife and other resources.
Loggerhead Shrike, Bendire’s Thrasher, Crissal Thrasher, and Le Conte’s Thrasher
Loggerhead shrike and Le Conte’s thrasher were observed within the Study Area during surveys and
suitable nesting and foraging habitat was identified. Bendire’s thrasher and crissal thrasher were not
identified during surveys, but potential nesting habitat exists within the site. If present, direct and indirect
impacts to these species would be the same as discussed above for golden eagles. Direct impacts also
would include the direct take of nests and permanent reduction of approximately 2,023 acres of potential
foraging and nesting habitat associated with development of the project. Development of the project
would result in an incremental increase in noise and human presence, and these could cause an indirect
impact to the loggerhead shrike, Bendire’s thrasher, crissal thrasher, and Le Conte’s thrasher. The project
would also include a 2.3 mile long gen-tie transmission line, which would present a potential collision
hazard.
Bats
A bat habitat assessment and surveys were performed by Patricia Brown, Ph.D. (Brown-Berry Biological
Consulting) in 2010 and 2011 within the full Study Area (Brown 2011). Brown identified suitable habitat for
several bat species, including pallid bats, western pipistrelles, and California leaf-nosed bats. No roost sites
were located within the Project Study Area, but general areas that may serve as potential roosts and
foraging sites were identified.
The Umberci Mine, located approximately 1.5 miles northwest of the Study Area, serves as a maternity
colony and hibernation site for Townsend’s big-eared bats (Brown 2011). Over one hundred bats exited the
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mine on May 16, 2011 and a torpid Townsend’s big-eared bat was found when the mine was entered
(Brown 2011). Although not detected during echolocation surveys within the project site, this species could
forage over the project area and not be detected due to their characteristically faint calls (Brown 2011).
Pallid bats and small-footed myotis were detected in a shallow rock cave in the foothills just north of the
Project Study Area. Echolocation signals recorded near the dry lake bed suggested that pallid bats are
roosting within small rock crevices on the ground and burrows throughout other portions of the Project
Study Area (Brown 2011).
These special status bat species may experience some loss of roosting and foraging habitat. Townsend’s
big-eared bats primarily roost in caves and mines, therefore construction activities would not impact roost
sites for this species. These species would experience loss of foraging habitat up to 1,685 acres.
Construction impacts to special status bats would be comparable to construction impacts for other avian
species, including potential vehicle strikes and loss of habitat. Operational impacts to these bat species
would include loss of foraging and roosting habitat; collision with communications towers, transmission
lines, and other elevated structures; attraction to nighttime lighting; increased dust; increased noise and
increased human activity that disrupts normal behavior; hazards within movement corridors, hampering
normal movement between foraging habitat and water sources; and habitat fragmentation. Although
habitats adjacent to the project may support some displaced animals, species that are at or near carrying
capacity could suffer some increased mortality rates due to displacement. Removal of facilities initially
would have similar impacts to those described for construction. While reestablishment of desert vegetative
communities would take decades and may differ in composition than the pre-disturbance vegetative
community, the reclamation of project site following closure and decommissioning would incrementally
increase the amount of foraging habitat available to special status bat species in the region. The absence of
structures would reduce potential injuries and fatalities due to collision.

3.4

Avian Risk Reduction Measures

Impacts to wildlife resulting from construction activities and during post-construction operational phases
will be reduced through the implementation of Applicant Proposed Measures (APMs) and Mitigation
Measures (MMs). APMs specified in the Applicant’s Plan of Development (First Solar 2011) and conditioned
in the Final EIS/EIR that would contribute to reducing potential direct and indirect impacts to local and
migratory avifauna are listed below:
• APM-Wild-1 (Desert Tortoise Protection Measures and BMPs);
• APM-Wild-4 (Noxious Weed Management Plan);
• APM-Wild-5 (Bird and Bat Conservation Measures);
• APM-Wild-6 (Dust Control);
• APM-Wild-7 (Lighting Restrictions);
• APM-Wild-8 (Chemical Storage);
• APM-Wild-9 (Fuel Storage);
• APM-Wild-10 (Solid Waste Management); and
• APM-Wild-11 (Limit Noise to Day Time Hours).
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MMs included in the Final EIS/EIR that would further contribute to reducing potential direct and indirect
impacts to local and migratory avifauna are listed below:
• MM-Air-1 (Air Quality Construction Management Plan);
• MM-Veg-1 (Minimize Impacts to Vegetation Communities);
• MM-Veg-2 (Designated Biologist);
• MM-Veg-3 (Pre-construction Soil and Plant Salvage);
• MM-Veg-4 (Integrated Weed Management Plan);
• MM-Veg-5 (Revegetation of Temporary Disturbed Areas);
• MM-Veg-6 (Streambed Alteration Agreement);
• MM-Water-8 (Construction SWPPP);
• MM-Water-9 (Storm Water Management Plan);
• MM-Wild-1 (Oversight by Designated Biologist);
• MM-Wild-2 (Oversight by Biological Monitors);
• MM-Wild-3 (Worker Environmental Awareness Program [WEAP]);
• MM-Wild-4 (Delineation of Sensitive Areas);
• MM-Wild-5 (Use of Existing Routes and Speed Limits);
• MM-Wild-6 (Pre-Construction Surveys);
• MM-Wild-9 (Night Lighting);
• MM-Wild-10 (Raven Management Plan);
• MM-Wild-11 (Bird and Bat Conservation Strategy);
• MM-Wild-12 (Seasonal Vegetation Removal Restrictions);
• MM-Wild-13 (Management of Temporary Water Storage Ponds); and
• MM-Wild-16 (Burrowing Owl Mitigation Plan).
APM-Wild-5 and MM-Wild-11 are aimed at reducing potential risks to birds and bats and directly reference
conditions in the BBCS. Detailed Bird and Bat Conservation Measures (BBCMs), noted in Sections 4.2 and
4.3, address project siting, facility design, construction conservation measures and the implementation of
exclusion zones.

3.5

Residual Impacts after Mitigation

Implementation of the avoidance, minimization, and mitigation measures (described in Section 4.22 of
Stateline final EIS/EIR and in this BBCS) would mitigate the direct and indirect impacts to wildlife resources
on the Stateline project site. Under CEQA, implementation of the avoidance, minimization, and mitigation
measures would mitigate impacts to wildlife resources to a level below significance. Implementation of the
required mitigation would not result in any additional impacts to wildlife resources. No residual impacts to
wildlife resources would occur with the implementation of the avoidance, minimization, and mitigation
measures.
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Without mitigation, the proposed Stateline facility would contribute to the cumulatively substantial losses
of wildlife resources within the Ivanpah Valley. The avoidance and minimization measures as well as
compensatory mitigation to offset direct, indirect, and cumulative impacts to wildlife resources would
assure compliance with state and federal laws, and the cumulative impacts would have no substantially
adverse effects following mitigation.
A post-construction avian mortality study shall be conducted by the Applicant, with review by BLM, to
monitor for incidents of bird strikes during the operation of the proposed Project (BLM 2012). Construction
phase monitoring will record data on carcasses that are incidentally detected. A proposed postconstruction avian mortality study has been included in this BBCS. Post construction avian mortality
monitoring and instances of avian mortality reported on site will be used to monitor the effectiveness of
mitigation measures that are intended to reduce project risks to birds and bats. Additional measures aimed
at further reducing risks to birds and bats may be implemented through adaptive management if the results
from avian mortality monitoring and agency consultation warrant such action.

3.6

Summary and Discussion of Risk Assessments

New development poses inherent risks to native wildlife. Some consequences of landscape alteration
include the loss or modification of: foraging areas, shelters, perches, and nesting habitat; as well as other
direct and indirect impacts described herein. Sampling design, including temporal constraints, and existing
conditions create limitations to the risk assessment and there may be additional consequences to bird and
bat species that are not addressed in this document. Risks to the avifauna will likely vary temporally, with
seasonal fluctuations in species composition, abundance, and site use. It is possible that mortality rates will
increase during migratory periods, when more birds are present within this region and during postbreeding dispersal when inexperienced birds are undertaking the perils of flight.
Conditions on the project site post-construction will be much different from pre-construction. Differing
post-construction conditions could attract a varying species composition compared to preconstruction
populations; making a definitive Risk Assessment unpredictable. This Risk Assessment is comprehensive and
based on the availability of current data, current site conditions and known impacts associated with
facilities of similar design. The purpose of this Risk Assessment is to identify some of the potential risks that
Project development would pose to bird and bats, and prescribe mitigation measures intended to minimize
the potential for each risk to occur.
Appendix B contains a list of migratory bird species common within the United States, which have the
potential (however slight) to occur on the project over time.
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4.0

BIRD AND BAT CONSERVATION MEASURES

4.1

Project Siting

The Applicant has sited the Project to avoid and minimize impacts to bird and bat species where possible.
The process of siting of the Project included both macro- and micro-siting considerations. The Project is not
within the boundaries of a critical habitat unit, Area of Critical Environmental Concern, Audubon Society
Important Bird Area (IBA), a Western Hemisphere Shorebird Reserve Network, or an area designated by the
Convention on Wetlands of International Importance (Ramsar Convention). The East Mojave Peaks IBA is
located near the Project within the Clark, Kingston and New York Mountain Ranges. These areas support
unique habitats that in turn give rise to unique bird occurrences. The large majority of this IBA is protected
within the Mojave National Preserve and Wilderness Areas. Other macro-siting considerations for the
Project components also included the avoidance of:
•

•

•

•
•

•

Locations with federally or state listed, or otherwise designated sensitive species, and areas
managed for the conservation of listed species - Project avoids Desert Wildlife Management
Areas (DWMAs), CHUs, ACECs, and IBAs and was sighted in the area of lowest known
concentration for special status species available.
Areas frequently used for daily bird and bat movements (i.e., areas between roosting and
feeding sites) - Areas of greater topographic and vegetative diversity (upper alluvial fan
adjacent to Lucy Gray Mountains) were avoided to the maximum extent possible.
Breeding and wintering eagle use areas - These areas were identified and directly avoided for
all Project components. Valley floor areas where the Project would be located do not provide
wintering or breeding habitat for eagles but may provide foraging habitat for resident golden
eagles and other raptor species.
Known migration flyways for birds and bats – No known flyways have been identified within the
Project.
Areas near known bat hibernacula, breeding, and maternity/nursery colonies - The rocky
foothills of the Clark Mountains approximately 1 mile north of the Project Site provide ample
crevice roosting habitat for several bat species. This area was avoided during site planning.
Fragmentation of large, contiguous tracts of wildlife habitat - Many desert special status bird
and bat species require large undisturbed areas that are highly sensitive to fragmentation
effects. In siting the Project, all areas with greater vegetation structure, density and diversity
were avoided or reduced to the extent possible. These areas included the upper alluvial fan
that supports greater topographical and vegetative diversity.

Micro-siting considerations for the Project components began at the inception of the Project and actively
continued as further wildlife surveys were conducted and through informal meetings with the BLM, USFWS
and CDFW throughout the Project’s planning process. Biological studies indicated that topographical and
vegetative diversity was greater within the rocky terrain of the stabilized alluvial fan, which occurred in the
higher elevations (generally above 2,500 feet). This mid-alluvial fan region likely supports more nesting and
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foraging habitat for both bird and bat species due to plant structure and presence of rock outcrops.
Topographic and vegetative diversity lessened near Ivanpah Dry Lake. Siting of the alternatives took these
habitat gradients into consideration. The Project has been sited to avoid the upper alluvial fan habitats to
the maximum extent feasible and utilized areas of lower diversity near the lakebed. The Project does not
provide habitat for state- or federal-listed listed bird or bat species, but does provide habitat for several
special-status species (Section 2.3). Beyond continuing to refine the boundaries of the solar farm, additional
considerations of micro-siting included:
•

•

4.2

Avoiding features that attract raptors (areas supporting tall perching structures including trees,
utility poles, etc.) – The Applicant has designed features to reduce perching by raptors to the
maximum extent practicable.
Avoiding features that attract migrant birds (e.g., water sources, riparian vegetation) Minimize
the potential for enhancing habitats suitable for raptor prey species such as rodents that would
likely attract raptors to the project site - Project construction phases will minimize the potential
for creating habitats suitable for rodents, such as rock piles, that could attract raptors.

Facility Design

The following bird and bat conservation measures (BBCMs) have been incorporated into the design of
Project facilities.
BBCM-1

Avoid using lattice-type structures, placing external ladders and platforms on
towers to minimize perching and nesting. The generation portion of the Project will
not incorporate towers or similar structures. The use of lattice towers, platforms,
and ladders for transmission purposes will be minimized to the extent practicable.
The Project would not cause a substantial increase on the number of lattice towers
within this corridor. This BBCM corresponds to requirements within APM-WILD-5 of
the Project’s Final EIS/EIR.

BBCM-2

Implement measures to reduce or buffer adverse noise effects associated with
operation of the facility on surrounding wildlife habitat. Noise impacts to birds
(Rheindt 2003, Brumm 2004, Parris and Schneider 2009) and bats (Schaub et al.
2008) have generally been found to be negative; therefore facility design should
take this fact into consideration when selecting the type of solar technology (such
as photovoltaic panels vs. parabolic dish engines) to be used and the placement of
the solar power plant within bird and bat habitats. The Project utilizes photovoltaic
panel technology which has little potential for noise impacts. Noise impacts during
construction would include noise generated from the operation of construction
equipment and construction vehicles. The O&M phase of the Project would have
little or no noise from the solar farm.
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BBCM-3

Avoid the use of guy wires for all meteorological towers and do not light them
unless the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) requires them to be lit (FAA, AC
70/7460-1K), which is generally >60 meters (>199 ft) AGL in height. Any necessary
guy wires should be marked with recommended bird deterrent devices (APLIC
1994, APLIC 2012, USFWS 2000).

BBCM-4

Facility lights should be focused downward to reduce skyward illumination. Lights
should be equipped with motion detectors to reduce continuous illumination. All
lighting used at Project facilities will be downcast and would be used only when
necessary/appropriate by installing motion detectors wherever possible, depending
on safety concerns or code requirements.

BBCM-5

Where feasible, place electric power lines underground or on the surface as
insulated, shielded wire to avoid electrocution of birds. Use recommendations of
the Avian Power Line Interaction Committee (APLIC 1994, 2006, 2012) for any
required above-ground lines, transformers, or conductors. Power lines will be in
accordance with Avian Power Line Interaction Committee guidelines.

BBCM-6

Avoiding the creation of roads to minimize further loss and fragmentation of
migratory bird habitat. New roads associated with Project activities will be kept to a
minimum. Roads associated with the solar farm site will be within the Project fence
whenever practical.

BBCM-7

If evaporation ponds are required for the operation of the facility, placement of
netting over the surface of the ponds is encouraged to prevent birds and bats from
contacting the water’s surface. There will be no evaporation ponds for operation of
the facility. Temporary water storage ponds will be used only during the
construction phase and they will not be covered by netting as this deterrent has
resulted in increased rates of avian mortality on other solar projects (unpublished
data, Ironwood Consulting. Bird balls may be used as a deterrent to avian use of
ponds.

BBCM-8

Assessing the impact potential of solar panels to birds will help reduce the potential
threats that these facilities pose to birds and bats. Monitoring conducted during
the construction phase and first year of the post-construction phase of the Project
is discussed in Section 5.0 and will assist in determining whether the Project’s
photovoltaic panels attract birds and bats.
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4.3

Conservation Measures

Bird and bat conservation measure that will be implemented during construction that relate to bird
conservation include:
BBCM-9

Road minimization. Minimize permanent disturbance area such as creating
unneeded access roads. Construction of the gen-tie line and other linear features
will avoid vegetation clearing, and grading whenever possible.

BBCM-10

Vegetation clearing. Vegetation within the Project footprint that will be disturbed
will be cleared outside of the bird breeding season to the maximum extent
practicable. If the Project plans vegetation removal within the bird breeding
season, it would be because desert tortoise (a federally and state threatened
species) protection measures and timing may take precedence, or that reason for
work to be completed during the breeding season were beyond the Applicant’s
control. When vegetation removal cannot take place outside of the breeding
season, the Lead Avian Biologist, or a person under their direct supervision, will be
on site to: locate active nests, establish exclusion zones around active nests, watch
for new nesting activity; and if necessary stop, construction when noise and general
activity threaten to disturb an active nest. All active nests of protected birds (e.g.,
MBTA, ESA, state protected) would not be disturbed until nest outcome is
complete. The entire Project Site and buffer area should be covered at least once
within 14-days prior to planned construction activities. This BBCM corresponds to
requirements contained within APM-WILD-5 and MM-WILD-12 in the Project’s Final
EIS/EIR.

BBCM-11

Nest searching measures. In areas with planned construction activities, surveys for
avian nests will be conducted throughout the breeding season by the Avian Lead
and Avian Biologists. A combination of full-coverage transect-based surveys and
behavioral-based nest searches (Martin and Guepel 1993) will be used to locate
nests active nests in the Project Site and surrounding 300-ft buffer. These nest
searches will be continuous throughout the breeding season during the
construction phase. The entire Project Site and buffer area should be covered at
least once within 14-days prior to planned construction activities. Nest search
surveys will continue within active construction areas at the discretion of the
Project’s Lead Avian Biologist. Exclusion zones will be established around active
nest sites. Details for specific exclusion zones for passerines, raptors and eagles are
described in Section 4.4. This BBCM corresponds to requirements contained within
APM-WILD-5 and MM-WILD-12 in the Project’s Final EIS/EIR.

BBCM-12

Burrowing owl measures. Within 30-days prior to initiation of construction, a
burrowing owl clearance survey will be conducted in the construction area and a
250-foot buffer. Clearance surveys shall be performed using pedestrian transects
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spaced no greater than 20 meters apart. All burrows with burrowing owl sign
(feathers, tracks, pellets, white wash, or live individuals) will be observed by an
Avian Biologist to determine occupancy. During the breeding season (March 1 to
August 31), occupied burrows will not be disturbed without agency consultation.
An exclusion zone will be established around the burrow site as described in
Section 4.4.3.
BBCM-13

Bat colonies. During pre-construction clearance surveys, all active bat colonies
would be identified and clearly marked with an exclusion zone of at least 165 feet
(50 meters). Whenever possible, these zones will be avoided by construction
activities.

BBCM-14

WEAP. Discussions of nest avoidance for passerines, raptors, and golden eagles will
be part of mandatory site training for all construction personnel and will be
included in the Worker Environmental Awareness Plan (WEAP) training briefings.
Bat colony avoidance discussions will be part of mandatory site training for all
construction personnel and will also be included in WEAP training briefings.
Training will include identification of exclusion zones and requirements for these
zones.

BBCM-15

Inclusion of APLIC guidelines. The Project will follow APLIC guidelines for overhead
utilities to the extent practicable (APLIC 1994, APLIC 2006, APLIC 2012).

BBCM-16

Trash abatement. During construction, all trash will be removed promptly and
disposed of properly to avoid creating attractants for birds and bats. Trash and
food items will be contained in closed, secured containers on site and removed
frequently to reduce the attractiveness to ravens and other opportunistic
scavengers; regular litter pick-up schedule will be established within and around
the perimeter of the Project site; all work vehicles will have a sufficient supply of
durable garbage bags and closed containers to assist in collection of any refuse
found on-site; trash and recycling bin locations will be selected to accommodate
frequent pick up and removal and be able to be sealed completely to prevent
encroachment by wildlife; and trash containers will be inspected daily by Biological
Monitors (during construction and decommissioning). This BBCM corresponds to
requirements within MM-WILD-10 contained within the in the Project’s Final
EIS/EIR.

BBCM-17

Vegetation and Noxious Weeds. Appropriate control measures will be implemented
to prevent the introduction and spread of invasive plant species within and
surrounding the Project Site. Only plants native to the area for will be used for
seeding or planting during any required habitat revegetation and/or restoration
efforts.
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BBCM-18

Avian and Bat Fatality Monitoring. An Avian and Bat Fatality Monitoring Plan
(Appendix C) will be implemented. This plan will require monitoring avian and bat
fatalities. The project will apply for a Special Purpose Utility (SPUT) permit through
coordination with USFWS and scientific collection permit (SCP) from the CDFW.

BBCM-19

Removal of Hollow Plastic Mine Claim Markers. To prevent avian mortality from
inappropriate roosting, nesting or resting use,upon detection of an uncapped
hollow plastic mine claim marker found within the Project area, construction
personnel will inform an Avian Biologist or Biological Monitor and report the
location of the marker. The Monitor or Coordinator will remove the marker and
place it on the ground at the location from which it was removed.

BBCM-20

Additional avian and bat monitoring. Additional avian and bat monitoring activities
will be conducted as described in Section 5.0 of the BBCS.

During the O&M phase of the Project, BBCMs will be enforced to reduce the attractiveness of the facility to
breeding, migrating, and wintering birds and bats to ensure mortality is minimized:
BBCM-21

Road kill management. The Project will not create or maintain attraction features
for birds and bats by removing and disposing of road kills near the Project that
attracts raptors and other scavengers to the site, regularly removing vegetation
around larger facilities such as substations to reduce raptor foraging, and
eliminating open water sources after the construction phase of the Project.

BBCM-22

Project Lighting. The Project will minimize the use of lighting that could attract
migrating birds and bats (feeding on concentrations of insects at lights). Lighting
will be kept to the minimum level necessary for safety and security and focused
downward. High intensity, steady burning, bright lights such as sodium vapor or
spotlights will not be used on Project facilities.

BBCM-23

Anthropogenic noise. The Project will minimize anthropogenic noise which been
found to be potentially adverse for birds (e.g., Rheindt 2003, Brumm 2004, Parris
and Schneider 2009) and bats (Schaub et al. 2008), though not all species are
affected to the same degree (Brumm 2004). During the O&M phase, methods to
buffer, muffle, or otherwise dampen any anthropogenic noise pollution that
exceeds ambient noise will be considered and may serve as additional adaptive
management measures.
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4.4

Exclusion Zones

Exclusion zones will be established to protect raptor and other bird nests, areas of high bird and bat use,
and known bat roosts from disturbance related to the construction of the solar farm. Clearance surveys will
be conducted within 14 days prior to vegetation removal to locate any active nests, burrowing owl burrows,
or bat roosts. Vegetation removal will occur outside of the breeding season for special-status bird and bats
species to the maximum extent possible. If any active nests, roosts or burrows are located during these
surveys, exclusion zones will be established. The Lead Avian Biologist will be responsible for ensuring all
exclusion zones are correctly established and biologists will monitor nest activity to determine nest fate.
Biological Monitors and Avian Biologists working under the direction of the Lead Avian Biologist will also be
responsible for managing the collection of data for these exclusion zones, nests, roosts and burrows.
4.4.1

Passerines

Exclusion distances for active passerine nests will be determined by the Lead Avian Biologist based on
species, terrain, habitat type, and existing anthropogenic activity level as these features related to the bird
alert distance and bird flight initiation distance (Whitfield et al. 2008). Exclusion zones will initially be a
minimum of 100 feet from any active nest. Any changes in this minimum exclusion distance based on
circumstances such as topography and type of construction activities would be determined by the Avian
Lead. Nests will be checked within a week prior to construction to determine success and whether young
have fledged. The exclusion zone boundary will not be removed until the Avian Lead has determined that
the nest has failed or the young have fledged.
4.4.2

Raptors and Eagles

Project-related disturbances such as construction traffic, noise, lighting and dust will be avoided within 500
feet of an active raptor nest and within one mile of any active golden eagle nest. Any changes in this
exclusion distance based on circumstances such as topography and type of construction activities would be
determined by the Lead Biologist. All nests will be checked within a week prior to construction to determine
nest success and whether young have fledged. The exclusion zone boundary will not be removed until the
biological monitor has determined that the nest has failed or the young have fledged. Surveys for golden
eagle nests will be conducted during each year of construction, early during the nesting season. These
surveys will be completed in accordance with current USFWS guidance and protocols (USFWS 2010) under
the Ground-based Golden Eagle Nest Surveys and Monitoring discussed below in Section 5.1.2.
4.4.3

Burrowing Owls

All active burrowing owl nests will be avoided with an exclusion of 250 feet during the nesting season
(March 1 – August 31st). All occupied burrows outside or adjacent to construction areas will be avoided with
an exclusion of 165 feet during the non-breeding season (Sept 1-February 28). Any changes to these
exclusion distances, based on circumstances such as topography and type of construction activities, would
be determined by the Lead Biologist. Nests will be observed by an Avian Biologist at least one week prior to
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construction to determine success and whether young have fledged. The exclusion zone boundary will not
be removed until the biological monitor has determined that the nest has failed or the young have fledged.
Outside the nesting season or after determining a nest has failed or young have fledged, owls will be
passively relocated after approval of specific methods by CDFW and BLM. Passive relocation will include:
•
Identifying suitable relocation sites within one mile of the Project;
•
Creating or enhancing at least two natural or artificial burrows per relocated owl;
•
Passively relocating burrowing owls using accepted methods for excluding owls from burrows
such as one-way doors or otherwise ensuring owls are not in burrows while burrows are
collapsed; and
•
Monitoring and reporting the results of the passive relocation including the number and
original location of each owl, and known additional locations for each individual.
4.4.4

Bats

Construction activities will avoid any bat roost sites, maternity colonies, or hibernacula found during
clearance surveys. Appropriate exclusion distances will be established by the Lead Bat Biologist in
consideration of the disturbance type, distance to roost or hibernacula, time of year of, and the duration of
the disturbance.
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5.0

CONSTRUCTION AND POST-CONSTRUCTION MONITORING

A bird and bat monitoring program will continue to be implemented throughout the construction phase of
the Project for at least one-year post-construction as specified below. The ongoing monitoring will inform
adaptive management decisions regarding and additional appropriate and practicable BBCMs to avoid,
minimize, and mitigation observed impacts to bird and bats on the Project Site and vicinity.

5.1

Continuation of Baseline Data Surveys

The following surveys conducted for the acquisition of baseline data will be continued during the
Construction and O&M phases of the Project with modifications as described below.
5.1.1

Avian Point Counts

Avian point counts will continue to be conducted at the stations used during baseline surveys. Although
existing point count data for the Project Study Area has yet to be analyzed to determine density estimates,
power analyses conducted for a similar study in similar habitat at the Silver State Solar South Project,
Nevada (Ironwood and Corvus 2013) indicates that additional sampling stations will need to be surveyed in
order to have sufficient likelihood of detecting meaningful changes in total avian density and detections per
survey per point. Fifty-six additional sampling stations will be placed throughout the Study Area. The new
points will be randomly placed on the landscape. Twenty-eight points will be placed within the Project Site
and 28 points will be placed outside the Project Site boundaries within the larger Study Area. These point
count data will provide a means of tracking temporal changes in avian density and occurrences throughout
the progression of the project. During the construction phase and for the first year post construction, point
counts will continue to be conducted once per season in the spring, summer, fall, and winter during the
same period they were conducted in the pre-construction phase.
5.1.2

Ground-based Golden Eagle Nest Searching and Monitoring

Golden eagle nest survey and monitoring will continue during the construction phase and for the first two
years post construction. During the peak of each breeding season throughout the construction phase,
ground-based territory occupancy surveys will be conducted within ten miles of Project facilities according
to USFWS protocol (USFWS 2010). All potential golden eagle nesting habitat within 5 miles of the Project
Site will be searched on foot. Data collected during the inventory shall include:
•
Nest status (unknown, vacant, occupied, breeding successful, breeding unsuccessful);
•
Nest location;
•
Nest elevation;
•
Age class of golden eagles observed;
•
Nesting chronology; number of young at each visit;
•
Digital photographs; and
•
Substrate upon which nest is placed.
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If an occupied nest is detected during construction within 5 miles of any Project component, the Applicant
will coordinate with BLM, USFWS, and CDFW for the duration of construction to ensure that construction
activities do not result in injury or disturbance to golden eagles (USFWS 2010). Additional golden eagle
avoidance measures may be implemented through coordination with the agencies if there is direct
evidence of Project-related disturbance to nesting golden eagles, such as agitation behavior (displacement,
avoidance, and defense); increased vigilance behavior at nest sites; changes in foraging and feeding
behavior, or nest site abandonment.
5.1.3

Incidental Sightings

Throughout the construction phase of the Project, all incidental sightings of special-status bird species,
raptors, bats, and fatalities will be recorded by Biological Monitors and Avian Biologists. The Lead Avian
Biologist will be responsible for keeping records and reporting these data. Incidental data would not be
used in quantitative analysis; rather these data would be reviewed for evidence of general changes in
species composition that could warrant more focused evaluation.

5.2

Construction and Post-construction Monitoring

To provide potential impacts to bird and bat resources during the construction and post-construction
phases of the projects, additional monitoring efforts will be implemented as described below.
5.2.1

Passerine Nest Surveys and Monitoring

Nest surveys and monitoring activities for passerine species are described above in Section 4.3 by BBCM-11.
5.2.2

Raptor Nest Surveys and Monitoring

In addition to the golden eagle-specific nest searching and monitoring described in Section 5.1.2, surveys
and monitoring for other raptor nests within the Project Site and a 1-mile buffer will be performed during
the construction phase of the project. These surveys will be conducted once per month during the breeding
season (February 1 to August 31) and will entail inspecting all potentially suitable structures and trees in the
Project vicinity for the presence of raptor nests to the extent practical, with some potential access
restrictions on private land. Active raptor nests will be monitored twice per month to determine nest fate
and make behavioral observations to evaluate the effectiveness of associated exclusion zones.
5.2.3

Long-Sit Migration Surveys/Eagle Counts

Long-sit migration surveys will be conducted in order to characterize non-breeding season raptor use of the
Study Area during construction and for one year post-construction. These surveys will be conducted once at
two locations immediately adjacent to the Project Site. The survey locations will be consistent among years,
and 1) allow wide expanse of observation area from a single point with visibility of the surrounding
airspace, at topographic funnels or corridors such as ridges, cliff rims, or saddles in mountains; 2) be away
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from public view; and 3) afford a location where topographic and biological features are likely to be used by
raptors during migration. Migration surveys are conducted weekly from each observation survey point from
15 March through 31 May (spring migration) and from 1 September through 15 November (fall migration).
The survey will consist of an Avian Biologist remaining at a single survey point for 5 consecutive hours,
recording all raptors observed passing through the survey area. Data will be collected on raptor species,
raptor behavior (i.e. flying, foraging, perching), estimated distance from observed, estimated height off
ground, flight directions, and weather conditions (USFWS 2013). Additionally, observers will record
incidental observation of passerine species in order to characterize migratory bird use of the Study Area.
The long-sit migration surveys are intended to replace the golden eagle point counts conducted 2011-2013
that produced insufficient detections to make meaningful year-to-year comparisons of occurrences.
These surveys are specifically designed to provide an index of spring and fall raptor migration activity. They
may incidentally capture nocturnal migrants (passerines) using the Study Area as a stopover site during the
day. Golden eagle use of the Study Area is surveyed during the breeding season by the ground-based
territory occupancy surveys and ground-based nest monitoring. Therefore, the only period of the year
when no eagle-specific surveys will be conducted would be late summer (June through August depending
on cessation of eagle breeding activities) and late November through early December. However, biological
monitors will be present on site year round and will be instructed to record all golden eagle sightings within
the vicinity of the project as well as other species status species.
5.2.4

Avian and Bat Fatality Monitoring Plan

Appendix C provides details of the avian and bat mortality study to be conducted during post-construction
phase of the Project. This study will be implemented for two years post-construction with the potential for
a third year contingent upon the findings from the first two years of surveys. Data and results of the study
will be used to inform adaptive management decisions and serve as a basis for avian fatality comparisons
across other regional renewable energy projects.

5.3

Risk Assessment Validation

Using data collected throughout this process, the Applicant will attempt to validate the identified risks of
the Project. The validation process will use data from the baseline surveys and ongoing monitoring to
evaluate if the implemented conservation measures are adequately minimizing impacts to bird and bat
resources to the maximum extent practicable, and if additional and appropriate conservation measures
would likely further reduce avian and bat mortality rates. Updates on risk assessment validation will be
made during each annual report as described in Section 6.0.

5.4

Adaptive Management

Desert Stateline LLC has implemented adaptive management at the Project throughout pre-construction
baseline data collection efforts and during project planning and siting. Adaptive management measures will
be implemented during construction and for 1-3 years post-construction.
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The adaptive management approach will include the following six key concepts described by Williams and
Brown (2012):
•
•
•
•
•
•

Problem Assessment
Design
Implementation
Monitoring
Evaluation
Adjustment

The Project will submit mortality survey results to the regulatory agencies. The BLM, in consultation with
the Project Applicant, USFWS and CDFW, will discuss the findings. Further avian and bat mortality
monitoring for up to three years post-construction may be implemented to help understand impacts. Postconstruction decision making is complex and the results of action implementation may require several
years of assessment before results are apparent. It is important for stakeholders and resource managers to
incorporate statistically sound modeling into any iterative feedback cycle prior to implementation of
additional or modified control measures (Williams and Brown 2012).
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6.0

REPORTING

Quarterly electronic summaries of all biological monitoring activities will be submitted to BLM, USFWS, and
CDFW by the Avian and Bat Leads. A specific section of these quarterly reports will document results of the
avian and bat fatality study. The reports may also include recommendations for possible adaptive
management actions.
On or before January 15th of each calendar year during the construction phase and for the first two years of
the O&M phase, an annual report will be submitted to the BLM that summarizes all avian and bat
monitoring activities sufficient for the BLM to provide necessary reporting to the USFWS and CDFW in their
annual permitting report, due on or before February 1 of each year. This annual report will summarize all
quarterly reports and be submitted via e-mail and hard copy by the Avian Lead.
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Appendix A. List of Bird Species Observed at Stateline Project Study Area, 20082013.
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Common Name

Scientific Name

Sign

American Kestrel

Falco sparverius

O

Ash-throated Flycatcher

Myiarchus cinerascens

O,V

Bank Swallow

Riparia riparia

O

Barn Swallow

Hirundo rustica

O

Black Phoebe

Sayornis nigricans

O,V

Black-tailed Gnatcatcher

Polioptila melanura

O,V

Black-throated Sparrow

Amphispiza bilineata

O,V

Blue-gray Gnatcatcher

Polioptila caerulea

O,V

Brewer's Sparrow

Spizella breweri

O

Bullock's Oriole

Icterus bullockii

O

Birds

Burrowing Owl

Athene cunicularia

O, S, F

Cactus Wren

Campylorhynchus brunneicapillus

O, V

Common Poorwill

Phalaenoptilus nuttallii

O

Common Raven

Corvus corax

O,V, N

Cooper’s Hawk

Accipiter cooperii

O

Costa’s Hummingbird

Calypte costae

O

European Starling

Sturnus vulgaris

O

Gambel’s Quail

Callipepla gambelii

O,V

Golden Eagle

Aquila chrysaetos

O

Great Blue Heron

Ardea herodias

O

Greater Roadrunner

Geococcyx californianus

O

Horned Lark

Eremophila alpestris

O,V

House Finch

Carpodacus mexicanus

O,V

Ladder-backed Woodpecker

Picoides scalaris

V

Le Conte’s Thrasher

Toxostoma lecontei

O,V

Lesser Goldfinch

Carduelis psaltria

O

Lesser Nighthawk

Chordeiles acutipennis

O

Loggerhead Shrike

Lanius ludovicianus

O,V

Mountain Bluebird

Sialia currucoides

O

Mourning Dove

Zenaida macroura

O,V

Northern Harrier

Circus cyaneus

O

Northern Rough-winged Swallow

Stelgidopteryx serripennis

O

Osprey

Pandion haliaetus

O

Peregrine Falcon

Falco peregrinus

O

Phainopepla

Phainopepla nitens

O,V

Prairie Falcon

Falco mexicanus

O,V, N

Red-tailed Hawk

Buteo jamaicensis

O,V, N

Rock Pigeon

Columba livia

O

Rock Wren

Salpinctes obsoletus

O,V

Sage Sparrow

Amphispiza belli

O

Sage Thrasher

Oreoscoptes montanus

O,V

Say's Phoebe

Sayornis saya

O,V
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Common Name

Scientific Name

Sign

Scott's Oriole

Icterus parisorum

O

Sharp-shinned Hawk

Accipiter striatus

O

Swainson's Hawk

Buteo swainsoni

O

Tree Swallow

Tachycineta bicolor

O

Turkey Vulture

Cathartes aura

O

Verdin

Auriparus flaviceps

O, V

Violet-green Swallow

Tachycineta thalassina

O

Western Kingbird

Tyrannus verticalis

O,V

Western Scrub-Jay

Aphelocoma californica

O,V

White-crowned Sparrow

Zonotrichia leucophrys

O,V

White-throated sparrow

Zonotrichia albicollis

O

White-throated Swift

Aeronautes saxatalis

O

Wilson's Warbler

Wilsonia pusilla

O

Yellow-rumped Warbler

Dendroica coronata

O,V

California Myotis

Myotis californicus

V

Canyon Bat

Parastrellus hesperus

V

Hoary Bat

Lasiurus cinereus

V

Mexican Free-tailed Bat

Tadarida brasiliensis

V

Pallid Bat

Antrozous pallidus

V

Small-footed Myotis

Myotis ciliolabrum

V

Townsend's Big-eared Bat

Corynorhinus townsendii

O, V

Yuma Myotis

Myotis yumanensis

V

Bats

O – Observed Directly
V – Vocalization
N – Nest
F – Feather
S – Scat
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Appendix B. Common North American Bird Species which have the potential to
occur on the Stateline Project.
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Family

Common Name

Scientific Name

Ducks, Geese, and Swans
(Anatidae)
Black-bellied Whistling-Duck
Fulvous Whistling-Duck
Greater White-fronted Goose
Snow Goose
Ross's Goose
Brant
Cackling Goose
Canada Goose
Tundra Swan
Wood Duck
Gadwall
Eurasian Wigeon
American Wigeon
Mallard
Blue-winged Teal
Cinnamon Teal
Northern Pintail
Northern Shoveler
Green-winged Teal
Canvasback
Redhead
Ring-necked Duck
Greater Scaup
Lesser Scaup
Surf Scoter
White-winged Scoter
Black Scoter
Bufflehead
Common Goldeneye
Barrow's Goldeneye
Hooded Merganser
Common Merganser
Red-breasted Merganser
Ruddy Duck

Dendrocygna autumnalis
Dendrocygna bicolor
Anser albifrons
Chen caerulescens
Chen rossii
Branta bernicla
Branta hutchinsii
Branta canadensis
Cygnus columbianus
Aix sponsa
Anas strepera
Anas penelope
Anas americana
Anas platyrhynchos
Anas discors
Anas cyanoptera
Anas acuta
Anas clypeata
Anas crecca
Aythya valisineria
Aythya americana
Aythya collaris
Aythya marila
Aythya affinis
Melanitta perspicillata
Melanitta fusca
Melanitta americana
Bucephala albeola
Bucephala clangula
Bucephala islandica
Lophodytes cucullatus
Mergus merganser
Mergus serrator
Oxyura jamaicensis
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New
World
(Odontophoridae)

Quail
Gambel's Quail

Callipepla gambelii

Chukar
Ring-necked Pheasant

Alectoris chukar
Phasianus colchicus

Red-throated Loon
Pacific Loon
Common Loon
Yellow-billed Loon

Gavia stellata
Gavia pacifica
Gavia immer
Gavia adamsii

Pied-billed Grebe
Horned Grebe
Red-necked Grebe
Eared Grebe
Western Grebe
Clark's Grebe

Podilymbus podiceps
Podiceps auritus
Podiceps grisegena
Podiceps nigricollis
Aechmophorus occidentalis
Aechmophorus clarkii

Laysan Albatross

Phoebastria immutabilis

Northern Fulmar
Cook's Petrel
Buller's Shearwater
Sooty Shearwater
Short-tailed Shearwater
Black-vented Shearwater

Fulmarus glacialis
Pterodroma cookii
Puffinus bulleri
Puffinus griseus
Puffinus tenuirostris
Puffinus opisthomelas

Partridges,
Grouse,
Turkeys, and Old World
Quail (Phasianidae)

Loons (Gaviidae)

Grebes (Podicipedidae)

Albatrosses (Diomedeidae)

Shearwaters and Petrels
(Procellariidae)
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Storm-Petrels
(Hydrobatidae)
Fork-tailed Storm-Petrel
Leach's Storm-Petrel
Ashy Storm-Petrel
Black Storm-Petrel
Least Storm-Petrel

Oceanodroma furcata
Oceanodroma leucorhoa
Oceanodroma homochroa
Oceanodroma melania
Oceanodroma microsoma

Red-billed Tropicbird

Phaethon aethereus

Wood Stork

Mycteria americana

Magnificent Frigatebird

Fregata magnificens

Blue-footed Booby
Brown Booby

Sula nebouxii
Sula leucogaster

Brandt's Cormorant
Neotropic Cormorant
Double-crested Cormorant

Phalacrocorax penicillatus
Phalacrocorax brasilianus
Phalacrocorax auritus

American White Pelican
Brown Pelican

Pelecanus erythrorhynchos
Pelecanus occidentalis

American Bittern
Least Bittern
Great Blue Heron
Great Egret
Snowy Egret

Botaurus lentiginosus
Ixobrychus exilis
Ardea herodias
Ardea alba
Egretta thula

Tropicbirds
(Phaethontidae)

Storks (Ciconiidae)

Frigatebirds (Fregatidae)

Boobies
(Sulidae)

and

Gannets

Cormorants
(Phalacrocoracidae)

Pelicans (Pelecanidae)

Bitterns, Herons,
Allies (Ardeidae)

and
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Little Blue Heron
Tricolored Heron
Reddish Egret
Cattle Egret
Green Heron
Black-crowned Night-Heron

Egretta caerulea
Egretta tricolor
Egretta rufescens
Bubulcus ibis
Butorides virescens
Nycticorax nycticorax

White-faced Ibis
Roseate Spoonbill

Plegadis chihi
Platalea ajaja

Black Vulture
Turkey Vulture

Coragyps atratus
Cathartes aura

Osprey

Pandion haliaetus

White-tailed Kite
Mississippi Kite
Northern Harrier
Sharp-shinned Hawk
Cooper's Hawk
Red-shouldered Hawk
Swainson's Hawk
Red-tailed Hawk
Ferruginous Hawk
Golden Eagle

Elanus leucurus
Ictinia mississippiensis
Circus cyaneus
Accipiter striatus
Accipiter cooperii
Buteo lineatus
Buteo swainsoni
Buteo jamaicensis
Buteo regalis
Aquila chrysaetos

Yellow Rail
Black Rail
Corn Crake
Clapper Rail

Coturnicops noveboracensis
Laterallus jamaicensis
Crex crex
Rallus longirostris

Ibises
and Spoonbills
(Threskiornithidae)

New
World
(Cathartidae)

Vultures

Ospreys (Pandionidae)

Hawks, Kites, Eagles, and
Allies (Accipitridae)

Rails, Gallinules, and Coots
(Rallidae)
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King Rail
Virginia Rail
Sora
Common Gallinule
American Coot

Rallus elegans
Rallus limicola
Porzana carolina
Gallinula galeata
Fulica americana

Sandhill Crane

Grus canadensis

Black-bellied Plover
American Golden-Plover
Pacific Golden-Plover
Snowy Plover
Wilson's Plover
Semipalmated Plover
Piping Plover
Killdeer
Mountain Plover

Pluvialis squatarola
Pluvialis dominica
Pluvialis fulva
Charadrius nivosus
Charadrius wilsonia
Charadrius semipalmatus
Charadrius melodus
Charadrius vociferus
Charadrius montanus

American Oystercatcher

Haematopus palliatus

Black-necked Stilt
American Avocet

Himantopus mexicanus
Recurvirostra americana

Spotted Sandpiper
Solitary Sandpiper
Wandering Tattler
Greater Yellowlegs
Willet
Lesser Yellowlegs
Upland Sandpiper
Whimbrel

Actitis macularius
Tringa solitaria
Tringa incana
Tringa melanoleuca
Tringa semipalmata
Tringa flavipes
Bartramia longicauda
Numenius phaeopus

Cranes (Gruidae)

Lapwings and
(Charadriidae)

Plovers

Oystercatchers
(Haematopodidae)

Stilts
and
Avocets
(Recurvirostridae)

Sandpipers, Phalaropes,
and Allies (Scolopacidae)
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Long-billed Curlew
Black-tailed Godwit
Hudsonian Godwit
Bar-tailed Godwit
Marbled Godwit
Ruddy Turnstone
Black Turnstone
Surfbird
Great Knot
Red Knot
Sanderling
Semipalmated Sandpiper
Western Sandpiper
Least Sandpiper
Baird's Sandpiper
Pectoral Sandpiper
Dunlin
Curlew Sandpiper
Stilt Sandpiper
Buff-breasted Sandpiper
Ruff
Short-billed Dowitcher
Long-billed Dowitcher
Wilson's Snipe
Common Snipe
Wilson's Phalarope
Red-necked Phalarope
Red Phalarope

Numenius americanus
Limosa limosa
Limosa haemastica
Limosa lapponica
Limosa fedoa
Arenaria interpres
Arenaria melanocephala
Aphriza virgata
Calidris tenuirostris
Calidris canutus
Calidris alba
Calidris pusilla
Calidris mauri
Calidris minutilla
Calidris bairdii
Calidris melanotos
Calidris alpina
Calidris ferruginea
Calidris himantopus
Tryngites subruficollis
Philomachus pugnax
Limnodromus griseus
Limnodromus scolopaceus
Gallinago delicata
Gallinago gallinago
Phalaropus tricolor
Phalaropus lobatus
Phalaropus fulicarius

Black-legged Kittiwake
Sabine's Gull
Bonaparte's Gull
Black-headed Gull
Little Gull
Ross's Gull
Laughing Gull
Franklin's Gull
Heermann's Gull
Mew Gull

Rissa tridactyla
Xema sabini
Chroicocephalus philadelphia
Chroicocephalus ridibundus
Hydrocoloeus minutus
Rhodostethia rosea
Leucophaeus atricilla
Leucophaeus pipixcan
Larus heermanni
Larus canus

Gulls, Terns, and Skimmers
(Laridae)
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Skuas
and
(Stercorariidae)

Ring-billed Gull
Western Gull
Yellow-footed Gull
California Gull
Herring Gull
Thayer's Gull
Iceland Gull
Lesser Black-backed Gull
Glaucous-winged Gull
Glaucous Gull
Great Black-backed Gull
Least Tern
Gull-billed Tern
Caspian Tern
Black Tern
Common Tern
Arctic Tern
Forster's Tern
Royal Tern
Elegant Tern
Black Skimmer

Larus delawarensis
Larus occidentalis
Larus livens
Larus californicus
Larus argentatus
Larus thayeri
Larus glaucoides
Larus fuscus
Larus glaucescens
Larus hyperboreus
Larus marinus
Sternula antillarum
Gelochelidon nilotica
Hydroprogne caspia
Chlidonias niger
Sterna hirundo
Sterna paradisaea
Sterna forsteri
Thalasseus maximus
Thalasseus elegans
Rynchops niger

South Polar Skua
Pomarine Jaeger
Parasitic Jaeger
Long-tailed Jaeger

Stercorarius maccormicki
Stercorarius pomarinus
Stercorarius parasiticus
Stercorarius longicaudus

Ancient Murrelet

Synthliboramphus antiquus

Rock Pigeon
Band-tailed Pigeon
Eurasian Collared-Dove
Spotted Dove
White-winged Dove
Mourning Dove

Columba livia
Patagioenas fasciata
Streptopelia decaocto
Streptopelia chinensis
Zenaida asiatica
Zenaida macroura

Jaegers

Auks, Murres, and Puffins
(Alcidae)

Pigeons
and
(Columbidae)

Doves
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Inca Dove
Common Ground-Dove

Columbina inca
Columbina passerina

Yellow-billed Cuckoo
Greater Roadrunner

Coccyzus americanus
Geococcyx californianus

Barn Owl

Tyto alba

Flammulated Owl
Western Screech-Owl
Great Horned Owl
Northern Pygmy-Owl
Ferruginous Pygmy-Owl
Elf Owl
Burrowing Owl
Long-eared Owl
Short-eared Owl
Northern Saw-whet Owl

Otus flammeolus
Megascops kennicottii
Bubo virginianus
Glaucidium gnoma
Glaucidium brasilianum
Micrathene whitneyi
Athene cunicularia
Asio otus
Asio flammeus
Aegolius acadicus

Lesser Nighthawk
Common Nighthawk
Common Poorwill
Buff-collared Nightjar

Chordeiles acutipennis
Chordeiles minor
Phalaenoptilus nuttallii
Antrostomus ridgwayi

Black Swift
Chimney Swift
Vaux's Swift
White-throated Swift

Cypseloides niger
Chaetura pelagica
Chaetura vauxi
Aeronautes saxatalis

Cuckoos,
Roadrunners,
and Anis (Cuculidae)

Barn Owls (Tytonidae)

Typical Owls (Strigidae)

Goatsuckers
(Caprimulgidae)

Swifts (Apodidae)
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Hummingbirds
(Trochilidae)
Black-chinned Hummingbird
Anna's Hummingbird
Costa's Hummingbird
Broad-tailed Hummingbird
Rufous Hummingbird
Allen's Hummingbird
Calliope Hummingbird
Broad-billed Hummingbird
Violet-crowned Hummingbird

Archilochus alexandri
Calypte anna
Calypte costae
Selasphorus platycercus
Selasphorus rufus
Selasphorus sasin
Selasphorus calliope
Cynanthus latirostris
Amazilia violiceps

Belted Kingfisher

Megaceryle alcyon

Lewis's Woodpecker
Red-headed Woodpecker
Acorn Woodpecker
Gila Woodpecker
Williamson's Sapsucker
Yellow-bellied Sapsucker
Red-naped Sapsucker
Red-breasted Sapsucker
Ladder-backed Woodpecker
Nuttall's Woodpecker
Downy Woodpecker
Hairy Woodpecker
White-headed Woodpecker
Northern Flicker
Gilded Flicker

Melanerpes lewis
Melanerpes erythrocephalus
Melanerpes formicivorus
Melanerpes uropygialis
Sphyrapicus thyroideus
Sphyrapicus varius
Sphyrapicus nuchalis
Sphyrapicus ruber
Picoides scalaris
Picoides nuttallii
Picoides pubescens
Picoides villosus
Picoides albolarvatus
Colaptes auratus
Colaptes chrysoides

Crested Caracara
American Kestrel
Merlin
Peregrine Falcon
Prairie Falcon

Caracara cheriway
Falco sparverius
Falco columbarius
Falco peregrinus
Falco mexicanus

Kingfishers (Alcedinidae)

Woodpeckers and Allies
(Picidae)

Caracaras and
(Falconidae)

Falcons
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Tyrant
(Tyrannidae)

Flycatchers
Olive-sided Flycatcher
Greater Pewee
Western Wood-Pewee
Eastern Wood-Pewee
Yellow-bellied Flycatcher
Acadian Flycatcher
Alder Flycatcher
Willow Flycatcher
Least Flycatcher
Hammond's Flycatcher
Gray Flycatcher
Dusky Flycatcher
Pacific-slope Flycatcher
Cordilleran Flycatcher
Buff-breasted Flycatcher
Black Phoebe
Eastern Phoebe
Say's Phoebe
Vermilion Flycatcher
Dusky-capped Flycatcher
Ash-throated Flycatcher
Nutting's Flycatcher
Great Crested Flycatcher
Brown-crested Flycatcher
Tropical Kingbird
Cassin's Kingbird
Western Kingbird
Eastern Kingbird
Loggerhead Kingbird
Scissor-tailed Flycatcher

Contopus cooperi
Contopus pertinax
Contopus sordidulus
Contopus virens
Empidonax flaviventris
Empidonax virescens
Empidonax alnorum
Empidonax traillii
Empidonax minimus
Empidonax hammondii
Empidonax wrightii
Empidonax oberholseri
Empidonax difficilis
Empidonax occidentalis
Empidonax fulvifrons
Sayornis nigricans
Sayornis phoebe
Sayornis saya
Pyrocephalus rubinus
Myiarchus tuberculifer
Myiarchus cinerascens
Myiarchus nuttingi
Myiarchus crinitus
Myiarchus tyrannulus
Tyrannus melancholicus
Tyrannus vociferans
Tyrannus verticalis
Tyrannus tyrannus
Tyrannus caudifasciatus
Tyrannus forficatus

Loggerhead Shrike
Northern Shrike

Lanius ludovicianus
Lanius excubitor

White-eyed Vireo
Thick-billed Vireo

Vireo griseus
Vireo crassirostris

Shrikes (Laniidae)

Vireos (Vireonidae)
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Bell's Vireo
Gray Vireo
Yellow-throated Vireo
Plumbeous Vireo
Cassin's Vireo
Blue-headed Vireo
Hutton's Vireo
Warbling Vireo
Philadelphia Vireo
Red-eyed Vireo
Yellow-green Vireo

Vireo bellii
Vireo vicinior
Vireo flavifrons
Vireo plumbeus
Vireo cassinii
Vireo solitarius
Vireo huttoni
Vireo gilvus
Vireo philadelphicus
Vireo olivaceus
Vireo flavoviridis

Pinyon Jay
Steller's Jay
Blue Jay
Western Scrub-Jay
Clark's Nutcracker
Black-billed Magpie
American Crow
Chihuahuan Raven
Common Raven

Gymnorhinus cyanocephalus
Cyanocitta stelleri
Cyanocitta cristata
Aphelocoma californica
Nucifraga columbiana
Pica hudsonia
Corvus brachyrhynchos
Corvus cryptoleucus
Corvus corax

Horned Lark

Eremophila alpestris

Purple Martin
Tree Swallow
Violet-green Swallow
Northern Rough-winged Swallow
Bank Swallow
Cliff Swallow
Cave Swallow
Barn Swallow

Progne subis
Tachycineta bicolor
Tachycineta thalassina
Stelgidopteryx serripennis
Riparia riparia
Petrochelidon pyrrhonota
Petrochelidon fulva
Hirundo rustica

Mountain Chickadee
Bridled Titmouse

Poecile gambeli
Baeolophus wollweberi

Jays and Crows (Corvidae)

Larks (Alaudidae)

Swallows (Hirundinidae)

Chickadees and Titmice
(Paridae)
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Oak Titmouse
Juniper Titmouse

Baeolophus inornatus
Baeolophus ridgwayi

Verdin

Auriparus flaviceps

Bushtit

Psaltriparus minimus

Red-breasted Nuthatch
White-breasted Nuthatch
Pygmy Nuthatch

Sitta canadensis
Sitta carolinensis
Sitta pygmaea

Brown Creeper

Certhia americana

Rock Wren
Canyon Wren
House Wren
Pacific Wren
Winter Wren
Marsh Wren
Bewick's Wren
Cactus Wren

Salpinctes obsoletus
Catherpes mexicanus
Troglodytes aedon
Troglodytes pacificus
Troglodytes hiemalis
Cistothorus palustris
Thryomanes bewickii
Campylorhynchus brunneicapillus

Blue-gray Gnatcatcher
Black-tailed Gnatcatcher

Polioptila caerulea
Polioptila melanura

American Dipper

Cinclus mexicanus

Golden-crowned Kinglet
Ruby-crowned Kinglet

Regulus satrapa
Regulus calendula

Verdin (Remizidae)

Bushtits (Aegithalidae)

Nuthatches (Sittidae)

Creepers (Certhiidae)

Wrens (Troglodytidae)

Gnatcatchers
and
Gnatwrens (Polioptilidae)

Dippers (Cinclidae)

Kinglets (Regulidae)
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Sylviid
(Sylviidae)

Warblers
Wrentit

Chamaea fasciata

Western Bluebird
Mountain Bluebird
Townsend's Solitaire
Veery
Gray-cheeked Thrush
Swainson's Thrush
Hermit Thrush
Wood Thrush
American Robin
Varied Thrush

Sialia mexicana
Sialia currucoides
Myadestes townsendi
Catharus fuscescens
Catharus minimus
Catharus ustulatus
Catharus guttatus
Hylocichla mustelina
Turdus migratorius
Ixoreus naevius

Gray Catbird
Northern Mockingbird
Sage Thrasher
Brown Thrasher
Bendire's Thrasher
Curve-billed Thrasher
Crissal Thrasher
Le Conte's Thrasher

Dumetella carolinensis
Mimus polyglottos
Oreoscoptes montanus
Toxostoma rufum
Toxostoma bendirei
Toxostoma curvirostre
Toxostoma crissale
Toxostoma lecontei

European Starling

Sturnus vulgaris

Eastern Yellow Wagtail
White Wagtail
Red-throated Pipit
American Pipit
Sprague's Pipit

Motacilla tschutschensis
Motacilla alba
Anthus cervinus
Anthus rubescens
Anthus spragueii

Bohemian Waxwing

Bombycilla garrulus

Thrushes (Turdidae)

Mockingbirds
Thrashers (Mimidae)

and

Starlings (Sturnidae)

Wagtails
and
(Motacillidae)

Pipits

Waxwings (Bombycillidae)
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Cedar Waxwing

Bombycilla cedrorum

Phainopepla

Phainopepla nitens

Lapland Longspur
Chestnut-collared Longspur
Smith's Longspur
McCown's Longspur
Snow Bunting

Calcarius lapponicus
Calcarius ornatus
Calcarius pictus
Rhynchophanes mccownii
Plectrophenax nivalis

Ovenbird
Worm-eating Warbler
Louisiana Waterthrush
Northern Waterthrush
Blue-winged Warbler
Black-and-white Warbler
Prothonotary Warbler
Tennessee Warbler
Orange-crowned Warbler
Lucy's Warbler
Nashville Warbler
Virginia’s Warbler
Connecticut Warbler
MacGillivray's Warbler
Mourning Warbler
Kentucky Warbler
Common Yellowthroat
Hooded Warbler
American Redstart
Cape May Warbler
Northern Parula
Tropical Parula
Magnolia Warbler
Bay-breasted Warbler

Seiurus aurocapilla
Helmitheros vermivorum
Parkesia motacilla
Parkesia noveboracensis
Vermivora cyanoptera
Mniotilta varia
Protonotaria citrea
Oreothlypis peregrina
Oreothlypis celata
Oreothlypis luciae
Oreothlypis ruficapilla
Oreothlypis virginiae
Oporornis agilis
Geothlypis tolmiei
Geothlypis philadelphia
Geothlypis formosa
Geothlypis trichas
Setophaga citrina
Setophaga ruticilla
Setophaga tigrina
Setophaga americana
Setophaga pitiayumi
Setophaga magnolia
Setophaga castanea

Silky-flycatchers
(Ptilogonatidae)

Longspurs
and
Snow
Buntings (Calcariidae)

Wood-Warblers
(Parulidae)
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Blackburnian Warbler
Yellow Warbler
Chestnut-sided Warbler
Blackpoll Warbler
Black-throated Blue Warbler
Palm Warbler
Pine Warbler
Yellow-rumped Warbler
Yellow-throated Warbler
Prairie Warbler
Grace's Warbler
Black-throated Gray Warbler
Townsend's Warbler
Hermit Warbler
Black-throated Green Warbler
Canada Warbler
Wilson's Warbler
Red-faced Warbler
Painted Redstart
Yellow-breasted Chat

Setophaga fusca
Setophaga petechia
Setophaga pensylvanica
Setophaga striata
Setophaga caerulescens
Setophaga palmarum
Setophaga pinus
Setophaga coronata
Setophaga dominica
Setophaga discolor
Setophaga graciae
Setophaga nigrescens
Setophaga townsendi
Setophaga occidentalis
Setophaga virens
Cardellina canadensis
Cardellina pusilla
Cardellina rubrifrons
Myioborus pictus
Icteria virens

Green-tailed Towhee
Spotted Towhee
Rufous-crowned Sparrow
Canyon Towhee
California Towhee
Abert's Towhee
Rufous-winged Sparrow
Cassin's Sparrow
American Tree Sparrow
Chipping Sparrow
Clay-colored Sparrow
Brewer's Sparrow
Field Sparrow
Black-chinned Sparrow
Vesper Sparrow
Lark Sparrow
Black-throated Sparrow
Sage Sparrow

Pipilo chlorurus
Pipilo maculatus
Aimophila ruficeps
Melozone fusca
Melozone crissalis
Melozone aberti
Peucaea carpalis
Peucaea cassinii
Spizella arborea
Spizella passerina
Spizella pallida
Spizella breweri
Spizella pusilla
Spizella atrogularis
Pooecetes gramineus
Chondestes grammacus
Amphispiza bilineata
Artemisiospiza belli

Emberizids (Emberizidae)
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Lark Bunting
Savannah Sparrow
Grasshopper Sparrow
Baird's Sparrow
Le Conte's Sparrow
Nelson's Sparrow
Fox Sparrow
Song Sparrow
Lincoln's Sparrow
Swamp Sparrow
White-throated Sparrow
Harris's Sparrow
White-crowned Sparrow
Golden-crowned Sparrow
Dark-eyed Junco

Calamospiza melanocorys
Passerculus sandwichensis
Ammodramus savannarum
Ammodramus bairdii
Ammodramus leconteii
Ammodramus nelsoni
Passerella iliaca
Melospiza melodia
Melospiza lincolnii
Melospiza georgiana
Zonotrichia albicollis
Zonotrichia querula
Zonotrichia leucophrys
Zonotrichia atricapilla
Junco hyemalis

Hepatic Tanager
Summer Tanager
Scarlet Tanager
Western Tanager
Northern Cardinal
Pyrrhuloxia
Yellow Grosbeak
Rose-breasted Grosbeak
Black-headed Grosbeak
Blue Bunting
Blue Grosbeak
Lazuli Bunting
Indigo Bunting
Varied Bunting
Painted Bunting
Dickcissel

Piranga flava
Piranga rubra
Piranga olivacea
Piranga ludoviciana
Cardinalis cardinalis
Cardinalis sinuatus
Pheucticus chrysopeplus
Pheucticus ludovicianus
Pheucticus melanocephalus
Cyanocompsa parellina
Passerina caerulea
Passerina amoena
Passerina cyanea
Passerina versicolor
Passerina ciris
Spiza americana

Bobolink
Red-winged Blackbird
Tricolored Blackbird
Eastern Meadowlark

Dolichonyx oryzivorus
Agelaius phoeniceus
Agelaius tricolor
Sturnella magna

Cardinals,
Piranga
Tanagers
and
Allies
(Cardinalidae)

Blackbirds (Icteridae)
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Western Meadowlark
Yellow-headed Blackbird
Rusty Blackbird
Brewer's Blackbird
Common Grackle
Boat-tailed Grackle
Great-tailed Grackle
Shiny Cowbird
Bronzed Cowbird
Brown-headed Cowbird
Orchard Oriole
Hooded Oriole
Streak-backed Oriole
Bullock's Oriole
Spot-breasted Oriole
Altamira Oriole
Audubon's Oriole
Baltimore Oriole
Scott's Oriole

Sturnella neglecta
Xanthocephalus xanthocephalus
Euphagus carolinus
Euphagus cyanocephalus
Quiscalus quiscula
Quiscalus major
Quiscalus mexicanus
Molothrus bonariensis
Molothrus aeneus
Molothrus ater
Icterus spurius
Icterus cucullatus
Icterus pustulatus
Icterus bullockii
Icterus pectoralis
Icterus gularis
Icterus graduacauda
Icterus galbula
Icterus parisorum

Gray-crowned Rosy-Finch
Black Rosy-Finch
Pine Grosbeak
Purple Finch
Cassin's Finch
House Finch
Red Crossbill
Pine Siskin
Lesser Goldfinch
Lawrence's Goldfinch
American Goldfinch
Evening Grosbeak

Leucosticte tephrocotis
Leucosticte atrata
Pinicola enucleator
Haemorhous purpureus
Haemorhous cassinii
Haemorhous mexicanus
Loxia curvirostra
Spinus pinus
Spinus psaltria
Spinus lawrencei
Spinus tristis
Coccothraustes vespertinus

House Sparrow
Eurasian Tree Sparrow

Passer domesticus
Passer montanus

Fringilline and Cardueline
Finches
and
Allies
(Fringillidae)

Old
World
(Passeridae)

Sparrows
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Appendix C. Stateline Avian Mortality Monitoring Plan
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Stateline Avian Mortality Monitoring Plan
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Ironwood Consulting, Inc.
1040 Nevada Street, Suite 301
Redlands, CA 92374
Prepared by:

Corvus Ecological Consulting, LLC
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Flagstaff, AZ 86004
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1. Overview
Stateline Solar Farm (hereafter; Stateline or Project) is a solar power generating facility proposed in
unincorporated Riverside County, CA, near the interstate boundary of California and Nevada, two miles
southwest of Primm, NV (Figure 1). Stateline is anticipated to have a final development footprint of
1,685 acres, located on Bureau of Land Management (BLM) administered lands.
When complete, Stateline will be composed of; 1) a 300 MW fixed panel PV array solar farm with
associated operations and maintenance buildings, 2) a 220kV on-site substation, and 3) approximately
2.7 miles of 220kv overhead interconnect (Gen-tie) to the Ivanpah substation via a 160 foot wide rightof-way (ROW).
Some Project features present a potential risk for injury and mortality to birds and bats. Prerequisite to
issuance of a right-of-way (ROW) permit (CACA 48669), the BLM requires a Bird Monitoring and
Avoidance Plan (BMAP) to be developed in consultation with and approved by California Department of
Wildlife (CDFW) and U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS) as a component of the Bird and Bat
Conservation Strategy (BBCS). The avoidance component of the BMAP is addressed within the Risk
Analysis segment of the BBCS and the monitoring component is presented herein, as the Avian Mortality
Monitoring Plan (AMMP).
This AMMP will standardize the documentation of bird injuries and mortalities that may be associated
with the development of Stateline and quantitatively estimate potential avian fatality across the facility
once the Project is complete. The plan’s design incorporates guidelines developed for electrical utility
industries to mitigate the potential risks to birds and bats by the development of energy infrastructure
such as wind turbines, transmission lines and solar panels. It includes survey protocols that:
• schedule carcass searches
• describe a spatial and temporal sampling plan
• detail methods for handling dead or injured birds and bats
• specify the data to be collected
• specify reporting procedures
The AMMP also includes components that:
• validate the spatial and temporal sampling plan
• estimate and correct for searcher efficiency
• estimate and correct for carcass removal rates

1
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2. Purpose and Objectives
The purpose of the AMMP is to determine the need for impact reduction measures by:
• quantifying numbers of bird and bat fatalities;
• quantifying numbers of fatalities of species of concern;
• if sufficient data are available, correlating numbers of fatalities at Stateline with those of existing
projects with similar site characteristics and species composition; and
• compare recorded fatalities with the species composition (resident and migrant) at the site.
To meet these objectives, the AMMP proposes a schedule of mortality surveys to sample all the
infrastructure components that present an avian mortality risk in an effort to depict a statistically valid
representation of bird and bat fatalities on the Project Site. To account for sampling biases in searcher
efficiency (due to seasons, substrate, visibility, and carcass size) and carcass removal rates (due to
scavenging, decay or other factors) survey results will be analyzed on an annual basis to support and
justify project-wide fatality estimates.
This AMMP was written following applicable guidelines from the USFWS Land-Based Wind Energy
Guidelines, Tier 4 (USFWS 2012). Although, these guidelines were written from wind energy projects,
many of the same planning, monitoring, and avoidance principals may apply to photovoltaic solar
projects. Currently, no USFWS guidelines are available for photovoltaic solar projects. The USGS
software program fatalityCMR is applicable for correcting raw counts of wildlife fatalities using trial
experiments for carcass detection probability and persistence time.

3. Project Site Attributes
3.1

Environmental Setting

Stateline is located on the California side of the Ivanpah Valley, within the Mojave Desert bioregion on
undeveloped bajadas (2-5% slope) at between 2600 feet and 3280 feet in elevation at the base of the
Clark Mountain Range, intersected by numerous alluvial dry washes, draining south and east to Ivanpah
Dry Lake. Streams, washes and playas are dry most of the year, with surface water present only
following storm events. The most prevalent vegetation communities are generally dominated by
creosote bush (Larrea tridentata) and white burrow bush (Ambrosia dumosa) with greater plant
diversity at higher elevations including cheese bush (Ambrosia salsola) and Mojave yucca (Yucca
schidigera).
Anthropogenic features are found throughout the Ivanpah Valley, but are concentrated near developed
areas associated with Primm, NV. The existing casinos, restaurants, outlet mall, gas stations and other
facilities (located within two miles of the Project boundary) represent the core area of human activity
within the valley. The Ivanpah Solar Electric Generating System (ISEGS) project occupies 3,761 acres and
2
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is less than 2 miles west of the Project site.
Water bodies within arid landscapes are attractants for many species of both resident and migratory
birds. Although the project site contains no persistent natural surface water, the 500 acre Primm Valley
Golf Club, located south of Primm and within one mile of the Project, contains water features and large
mature trees that may be used by birds for roosting or nesting. Temporary artificial ponds with
associated exclusion fencing, constructed on the Project site to provide construction water for the
Stateline solar project may present a potential avian hazard during construction. These ponds will be
removed at completion of construction.

3.2

Site Development

The solar generating farm will be composed of PV arrays mounted on fixed-tilt mounting systems,
supported on metal posts driven into the ground. Site preparation will be a combination of mowing,
disk and roll, and grading. High-voltage (34.5 kV) collection lines will transfer power output from the PV
arrays to the onsite substation via overhead lines supported by approximately 16m-tall wooden poles.
From the onsite substation, the 2.7-mile long Gen-tie line will consist of steel monopoles approximately
40m-tall and spaced approximately 300m apart, and will occupy a 49m-wide (160 feet) transmission
ROW to the Ivanpah Substation.
Ancillary features will include 3.4 miles of new access roads, 10.25 miles of 1.8m high chain-link
perimeter fence with a security road, and buildings for operations, maintenance, and security personnel.

3.3

Avian and Bat Use of Stateline

Baseline pre-construction biological surveys collected avian data during numerous site surveys between
2007 and 2013. Observed avian use of the project was typical of other creosote-scrub and playa desert
communities. Avian surveys and incidental detections have documented 56 bird species within the
study area, including 7 special-status species;
• golden eagle ( Aquila chrysaetos) State-protected, BLM sensitive, Federal eagle act
• Le Conte’s thrasher (Toxostoma lecontei) State special-concern, BLM sensitive, USFWS Bird of
Conservation Concern
• loggerhead shrike (Lanius ludovicianus) State special-concern, USFWS Bird of Conservation
Concern
• northern harrier (Circus cyaneus), State special-concern
• prairie falcon (Falco mexicanus), BLM sensitive, USFWS Bird of Conservation Concern
• Swainson’s hark (Buteo swainsoni ), State-threatened, USFWS Bird of Conservation Concern
• western burrowing owl (Athene cunicularia) State special-concern, BLM sensitive, USFWS Bird of
Conservation Concern
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Black-throated sparrow (Amphispiza bilineata), horned lark (Eremophila alpestris), common raven
(Corvus corax), Brewer's sparrow (Spizella breweri), white-crowned sparrow (Zonotrichia leucophrys),
house finch (Carpodacus mexicanus), and ash-throated flycatcher (Myiarchus cinerascens) were the
most commonly detected species during pre-construction point count surveys.
As the primary avian scavengers in the area, common ravens have the potential to influence carcass
removal rates. Ravens occur throughout the site in low numbers and are likely subsidized by human
activities in Primm.
Data from large solar arrays in California suggest PV projects have a very low bat mortality rate. For
example, the Desert Sunlight Solar Project has recorded more than 75 bird injuries or fatalities (from
various causes suspected to be project-associated) between September 2011 and August 2013, while a
single bat death (Pallid bat, unknown causes, undeveloped desert) was detected over the same period.
(Ironwood Consulting unpublished data, 2013).
A bat assessment was performed by Patricia Brown, Ph.D. (Brown-Berry Biological Consulting) on
May 14, 2010 to assess potential bat habitat within the full Study Area. General areas that may
serve as potential roosts and foraging sites were identified and Acoustic monitoring was conducted
on July 28 and 29, 2010 and from May 14 to 16.
Eight bat species were detected within or near the Study Area and nine species have the potential
to occur (Brown 2011). Four of the detected species are State Species of Special Concern including
pallid bat (Antrozous pallidus), Townsend’s big-eared bat (Plecotus townsendii), Small-footed
myotis (Myotis ciliolabrum), and Yuma myotis (Myotis yumanensis). Canyon bats (Parastrellus
hesperus) and California myotis (Myotis californicus), and Mexican free-tailed bats (Tadarida
brasiliensis) were the most common species detected during echolocation surveys (Brown 2011). The
rocky hills immediately adjacent to the Study Area (e.g., Stateline Hills, Metamorphic Hills, and Clark
Mountains) provide ample crevice roosting habitat for several bat species.

4. Survey Methods
4.1

Spatial Considerations

Due to the low number of completed large photovoltaic solar facilities, most post-construction mortality
studies for renewable energy projects to date have been conducted on wind farms. Additionally,
although FWS has issued methods and metrics guidance for wind-energy projects, similar guidelines for
solar projects have yet to be promulgated. The USGS software program fatalityCMR is applicable for
correcting raw counts of wildlife fatalities using trial experiments for carcass detection probability and
persistence time.
4
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Sample spatial designs for estimating post-construction impacts to birds and bats at wind-energy
projects assume irregular distribution of injured birds (concentrations proximal to very tall turbines) and
are primarily focused on large raptors. The comparatively uniform distribution of potential hazards in a
PV installation (low installed height on relatively flat terrain), coupled with incidental observations from
a small number of existing large PV installations, suggests a more random distribution of avian mortality
from a broader species spectrum across a PV project such as Stateline. This uniformity encourages a
simple spatial sampling method constrained only by the physical layout of the installed panels and the
pragmatic limits of observer acuity. Statistical simulations conducted by Western Ecosystem Technology
Inc. to understand the expected precision for the nearby Ivanpah solar project suggests that a sample of
between 10% and 20% of the solar arrays should lead to reasonable precision in the fatality estimates.
The AMMP will sample between 10% and 20% of the completed solar arrays, based on a stratified
sampling design with mowing, disk and roll and grading as the three strata. Mortality, detection, and
scavenging will be tested for each stratum.

4.2

Temporal Considerations

The length of time for which carcasses persist in the environment varies according to factors such as
specimen size, weather, and scavenging; with larger carcasses persisting for several weeks and smaller
carcasses often being removed from the environment within days (FWS 2012). Data from wind energy
projects in the Mojave Desert (Chatfield et al. 2009, 2010; Thompson and Bay 2012) suggest average
carcass persistence times of 29 days and 10 days for large and small birds respectively. That said, a
uniform, arid solar field mostly covered with PV panels, within a region supporting low avian abundance,
and surrounded by a chain-link fence offers minimal foraging habitat for avian scavengers (mostly
Ravens) and severely reduced opportunities for terrestrial scavengers (mostly kit fox and coyote). The
Stateline Raven Management Plan will further deter avian scavenging and may support a longer search
interval if supported by testing (see Section 5.4).
Preliminary incidental data from Desert Sunlight (Ironwood Consulting, Appendix B) supports reduced
survey frequency from December through February due to corresponding seasonal reductions in
transient avian movements during winter. Survey intervals will be based on the results of carcass
removal trials (see Section 5.4). The BLM will be notified as soon as surveys intervals have been decided
in order to provide justification for the determination.
Survey days will be spaced approximately evenly within interval periods to eliminate bias from irregular
peak avian events that occur in response to meteorological and lunar conditions, and migratory pulses.
Results will be analyzed after the first quarter, and then after every quarter thereafter for the duration
of the monitoring effort, in order to validate the search effort and adjust (if necessary) survey intervals
to account for carcass persistence assumptions.
5
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4.3

Project Component Survey Methodologies

Continuing agency consultation may determine which Project components will be included in the final
sample design.
4.3.1

Solar Arrays

PV modules are installed on an elevated rack support system mounted on metal posts which are driven
into the ground, forming rows approximately 70m long and 3m wide, with a minimum height of
approximately 1.5m. Rows are grouped into arrays which cover approximately 6-7 acres. Pedestrian
access between rows is a simple unobstructed linear path, and trial surveys conducted by Ironwood
Consulting at Desert Sunlight Solar Farm (Desert Center CA) indicated surveyors can accurately sample
an 8m wide belt transect in one pass.
• Arrays (sampling units) will be randomly selected until between 10% and 20% of the three
project strata site preparation areas are scheduled for surveys.
• This effort will continue until 10-20% of the project arrays have been surveyed.
4.3.2

Overhead Power Lines

Overhead power lines present a potential collision threat both inside the solar farm, where 34.5kV lines
will connect array blocks to the onsite substation, and outside the solar farm, where a 220kV line will
transmit energy to the Ivanpah substation. Distribution of birds killed or injured as a result of colliding
with overhead lines depends on several factors, including species, flight speed, wind and height of the
lines above ground. Overhead lines within the solar farm are typically suspended on wood poles (>16m
high) alongside access roads where an absence of vegetation enhances search detections, but along the
Gen Tie line, taller (>40m) monopole support structures spaced more widely (>275m) over uneven
terrain and vegetative cover will reduce sample efficiency. To account for these differences;
• Surveys of overhead lines within the solar farm will be conducted as transects centered at 7m
on each side of the line – surveyed as one return trip over a segment of distribution line the full
length of an array. The nominal width of the transects will be 10m. This effort will continue until
10% - 20% of the project arrays have been surveyed.
• The Gen-tie line will be divided into 25 segments of equal length and randomly sampled until
10%-20% of the line is searched.
• Surveys along the Gen-tie line will be conducted as a 40m wide belt transect with passes
centered 10m apart (at 5m and 15m respectively) on each side of the line.
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4.3.3

Perimeter Fence

Stateline will be bounded by 10.25 miles of 1.8m-high chain-link security fence. The landscape inside
the planned fence will feature monotypic PV arrays and a barren access road while natural
vegetative and topographic conditions will persist on the outside. Fences interrupting unbroken
open expanses with few intervening obstacles present a potential collision threat to flying birds,
especially in reduced-light conditions. The nature of this barrier may result in associated fatalities
remaining close to the fence, promoting high searcher detection rates from a relatively narrow
search transect. This search will be conducted for at least a year to determine if longer term
monitoring is necessary.
• The perimeter fence will be divided into 25 segments of equal length and randomly sampled
until 10%-20% of the line is searched.
• One segment (representing 10% - 20% of the project feature) will be randomly assigned for each
survey.
• Surveys of perimeter fencing will be conducted as a two 10m wide transects. One transect will
be centered 5m from the fence line, outside of the project footprint and the second transect will
be centered 5m from the fence line inside the project footprint. Surveyors will search 5m on
either side of the transect line. Both transects will cover the same predetermined segment.

5. Survey Data Protocols
Sampling will capture 14%-28% of the solar arrays, depending on the effective viewshed. The sampling
design is intended to optimize efficiency and spatial coverage of the study site. Good spatial coverage is
important because it is unknown whether fatalities may be spatially heterogeneous due to
landscape/habitat factors, or edge effects, or at what scale (project, block or array) edge effects may
operate.
The following terminology is useful for describing the spatial sampling design that will be used to
monitor the solar arrays for fatalities:
1) Module: an engineered PV cartridge assembly installed as a single unit (approximately 1.22 x
0.61 m or 4 x 2 ft)
2) Row: a collection of modules arranged side by side on a common, linear support structure
(table) (approximately 71-73 m or 232-240 ft long)
3) Subsection: a collection of rows surrounded on all sides by open access routes; dimensions are
uniform within blocks but vary slightly among blocks (dimensions are on the order of 71-73 x 8487 m or 232-240 x 274-288 ft)
4) Array: a collection of four subsections connected to a common power converter station (PCS)
and transformer, encompassing 2.4–2.8 ha (6–7 acres), depending on subsection dimensions
and spacing between subsections. It is the sampling unit for analyses (n = 192 total units in the
Solar Farm)
7
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Assuming 20 rows of modules in a subsection, each array consists of approximately 20 x 71 x 4 = 5,680
meters of 4-m wide strips between rows (figure 1), plus about 350 m of interior roads between
subsections. Based on the disk and roll site preparation, we assume an observer can detect a small bird
out to a range of 20 m and will be tested as part of the study design.

5.1 Carcass Searches
Searchers will walk transects that are perpendicularly oriented with respect to the rows, and that follow
interior subsection edges within each array (Figure 1).

20 m

71 m

84 m

20 m
Figure 1. Layout of rows (blue strips), and subsections within arrays. Green arrows indicate travel pattern for
searchers, and red dashed lines indicate the extent assumed to be searchable.
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Searchers will be looking down each row in turn for carcasses. Searchers will carry binoculars to aide
identification of carcasses. This system will produce coverage of 20 rows x 20 m x 4 subsections = 1600
meters (14%) of the strips between rows. This sampling strategy will allow searchers to search every
array on the property. In addition, the broad spatial acreage increases the chances of detecting a large
but localized mortality event. For statistical purposes, sampling units will be whole arrays.
The proposed design is a distance-sampling design. To complete a distance sample a searcher walks a
transect and records the distance to all observed carcasses. Two important assumptions required for
distance sampling are (1) that the probability of detection along the transect (0 m from the observer) is
1.0, and (2) that the probability of carcass presence is uniform along the transect. Detection is assumed
to decrease as a function of distance from the transect, and the analysis of distance sampling involves
estimating the function, p(x), that describes how probability of detection (p) varies with distance from
the transect (x). It is then possible to calculate the number of carcasses that were not detected, based
on the prevalence and distribution of carcasses that were detected and after correcting for searcher
efficiency (Section 5.3) and carcass removal rates (Section 5.4).

5.2 Data Collection
Surveyors will record data for each detection on a standardized form (Appendix A). To conform to
requirements from wildlife agencies, data collection will include:
• Surveyor name
• Discovery date and time
• Species
• Sex and age (if determined)
• Cause of death or injury (if determined)
• GPS waypoint of find (WGS84 datum)
• Nearest project component (PV array, power line, power line structure, building, fence, pond,
materials storage, vehicle /equipment, other)
• Distance to nearest project component
• Distance to nearest PV panel
• Identifiers for photographs taken in situ (close and wide)
• Observed weather (% cloud, temperature, wind)
• Moon phase (C, Q, F, N)
• Precipitation within previous 24 hours
• Sustained high winds during previous 24 hours
• Condition of specimen - alive, no sign of physical trauma
o dead and intact
o dismembered
o feather pile*
o injured but alive
• Disposition of live bird
9
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•

•

•
•

o released
o sent to rehabilitation center
Disposition of dead bird
o dead, marked, and left for searcher and scavenging studies
o dead and removed for disposal
Time since death
o < 1 day (no rigor mortis)
o 1 day (rigor mortis, no odor)
o 2-3 days (odor present, eyes dried /missing)
o 3-5 days (strong odor, decomposing)
o Unknown (feather pile*/drowning)
o N/A (animal still alive)
Evidence of scavenging (Y/N)
Additional relevant comments to support the recorded information.

* A feather pile consists of a minimum of 10 feathers, all found within 5m of each other, and must include at least
2 primaries or 5 tail feathers.

All specimen collectors will be listed on appropriate federal and state salvage or scientific collecting
permits that authorize removing from the field all carcasses discovered during the study. Species not
authorized for collection under such permits will be photo-documented, left in place, and reported to
appropriate WLA within 48 hours. Collectors will place all discovered carcasses in zip-locked plastic
bags, clearly label each bag with the incident number, and then deliver the bags for storage within a
designated freezer at the facility. Injured birds will be transported by qualified individuals to the nearest
permitted rehabilitation facility for proper care. The closest rehabilitation facilities in California capable
of handling avian species are:
•
•

5.3

Joseph & Linda Chalk, San Bernardino, CA 909-887-8267 (all birds, incl. raptors)
Dawn Sylvester-Dunn, Victorville, CA 909-245-1694 (bats)

Searcher Efficiency Trials

It is assumed that as a result of varying surveyors, search protocols, habitats, lighting and carcass
characteristics, not every avian or bat fatality will be found. However, by quantifying searcher efficiency
(the ability of surveyors to detect carcasses of varying sizes under varying condition) and correcting for
detection biases, an adjusted fatality estimate can be determined.
In principle it is not necessary to estimate searcher efficiency for a distance sampling design. However,
distance sampling assumes that the sample of carcasses will be large enough to reliably fit the detection
function. In the event that data are too sparse to estimate this function, and as a secondary check on
the analysis, it is prudent to estimate searcher efficiency independently.
10
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Searcher efficiency trials will be conducted concurrently with carcass searches, and searchers will be
‘blind’ to the presence and locations of trial carcasses. On the morning before searches an individual
not involved with the search will place trial carcasses within arrays to be searched that day. Carcass
locations will be randomly generated, and distances from the walking transect will vary between 0 and
40 m. At present the assumption is that searches will be effective to 20 m, but the effective search
distance is still unknown, and may well be greater for large birds. Conducting searcher efficiency trials
out to 40 m will resolve these uncertainties. All searchers will be exposed to both sizes of carcass, so
that an integrated estimate of staff searcher efficiency can be calculated. Trial carcasses will be:
• discreetly marked so they may be identified as trial carcasses when found
• randomly distributed at GPS-recorded locations within search plots (by a person not taking part
in the survey)
• dropped from waist height such that they land in a natural manner (to simulate a fall from a
collision)
• promptly retrieved after surveys, if not found during surveys
Trial carcasses will be retrieved on the same day as carcass searches, after searches have been
completed. This serves the dual purpose of verifying availability of carcasses that were not detected,
and removing scavenger attractants from the site.
Uniformity of the solar farm landscape throughout the year suggests that searcher efficiency trials
should not to be repeated in every season. Nevertheless, searcher efficiency trials will be conducted at
least twice per year, every year, to ensure data integrity and will be conducted for all new personnel.
Differing conditions, such as vegetation densities, topography and transect width, demand independent
searcher efficiency trials be conducted in order to produce sound data analysis. Specifically, separate
trials will be needed for each stratum: 1) PV arrays (within each of three site-prep regimes), 2) along
perimeter fence lines, 3) along overhead lines, and 4) gen-tie line. The goal will be to place
approximately 15-20 small and 15-20 large carcasses within each of the stratum, for a total of 180-240
carcasses. If detection rates are similar among strata, pooling of information may occur, and sample
sizes may decrease if future years.
The desert landscape surrounding the Project generally exhibits little seasonal change, likely reducing
the seasonal variability in carcass removal and searcher efficiency rates. This assumption can be tested
seasonally during the first year of trials. Substrate within the solar facility is not anticipated to
significantly change over the period of this plan. Adjustments in searcher efficiency trials may be
necessary to adjust for changes in visibility should significant ground cover be permitted to emerge.
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5.4

Carcass Removal Trials

It is assumed that not every avian or bat fatality will be discovered before the carcass is no longer
present. By quantifying the length of time a carcass remains in the study area and is available for
detection, an adjusted fatality estimate can be determined. Carcass removal will be quantified
separately for small and large birds. At least ten fresh carcasses in each size class will be distributed in
each season to assess carcass removal throughout the year, and carcasses will be dispersed to random
locations throughout the study site and a few at a time to avoid affecting scavenger behavior. Carcasses
will be checked on days 1, 2, 3, 4, 7, 10, 14, 21, 28, 35 and 40 after placement and at each visit will be
scored as present, scavenged, or removed. Carcasses that are still present after 40 days will be removed
from the study site.
Carcass removal trials will be conducted throughout the study period, with carcasses scattered within
search plots and overhead power line transects. Trial carcasses will be:
• discreetly marked so they may be identified as trial carcasses when found
• randomly distributed at GPS-recorded locations within arrays not a part of mortality surveys
• dropped from waist height such that they land in a natural manner (to simulate a fall from a
collision)
• checked daily for the first five days
• checked every other day through Day 14
• checked every 7th day through Day 40
• retrieved on Day 40 if still present
Carcass Removal Trials may be combined with Searcher Efficiency Trials to determine an overall carcass
detection rate from a single method. An estimator will be applied that is suitable for the proposed
sampling design and associated trials. The most current models such as the USGS fatality CMR model
(http://www.mbr-pwrc.usgs.gov/software.html) or Shoenfeld estimator will be considered.

5.5

Analysis

The analysis will follow a distance-sampling methodology. Distance sampling analysis utilizes count data
from the transects and estimates a detection function that describes how probability of detection
decreases with increasing distance from the transect. Based on these two pieces of information, the
density of carcasses in an area can be estimated. Distance sampling relies on two core assumptions:
first, that detection of carcasses right on the transect line is perfect, and second, that carcasses are
equally likely to fall at any point in the sampled region. The first assumption is probably justified
because searchers will be walking along cleared roadways. The validity of the second assumption is less
certain because edges of arrays may pose a different hazard than interiors of arrays. This assumption
can be tested with the use of searcher efficiency trials. If the assumption is grossly violated, other
methods of carcass density estimation are available, and can be calculated with the survey data, carcass
removal trial data, and searcher efficiency data.
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5.6

Data Reporting

The Stateline Lead Avian Biologist will report all documented bird injuries and fatalities to the FWS Bird
Fatality/Injury Reporting Program (https://birdreport.fws.gov/BirdReportFAQs.cfm) on a quarterly basis.
Eagle mortalities will be reported to the FWS Office of Law Enforcement, FWS Migratory Bird Program,
and CDFW within 24 hours. Additionally, all mortality data will be submitted into an internal electronic
database designed to assist analysis of results.
The Avian Lead will compile all Project-related bird fatalities or injuries detected and annually prepare
and submit to BLM, FWS and CDFW a report summarizing the dates, durations, and results of all fatality
monitoring conducted to date. Annual reporting will continue for the duration of the post-construction
monitoring effort.

5.7

Incidental Avian and Bat Injury/Mortality Reporting

Although the emphasis of the AMMP design involves post-construction surveys, additional training,
monitoring, and data collection measures will be implemented during all active construction phases.
Construction-phase monitoring does not involve actively searching for instances of avian mortality. All
construction personnel will be required to attend a Worker Environmental Awareness Program (WEAP)
training prior to project involvement, which will include required actions, such as the reporting of dead
and injured birds. Construction workers and biological monitors will report and record all instances of
dead and injured birds using the standardized data form (Appendix A).

6. Surveyor Requirements
Surveys will be conducted by qualified and WLA-approved Avian Biologists. The Avian Lead will submit
the resumes of all proposed Avian Biologists to the BLM for review. Avian Biologists will have the
following minimum qualifications:
• A bachelor’s degree in biological sciences, zoology, botany, ecology or a related field
• 3 years experience in field biology with an emphasis on avian ecology
• A minimum of one year of field experience with avian research and/ or monitoring in the
Mojave Desert
In lieu of the above requirements, the resume shall demonstrate to the satisfaction of the BLM that the
proposed Avian Biologists have the appropriate training and background to effectively implement the
MMP.
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7. Adaptive Management
Post-decision monitoring is complex and the results of action implementation may require several years
of assessment before results are apparent. It is important for stakeholders and resource managers to
incorporate statistically sound modeling into any iterative feedback cycle prior to implementation of
additional or modified control measures (Williams and Brown 2012). To facilitate meeting the AMMP
objectives, the Project will submit mortality survey results to representatives from the BLM, to use in
consultation with USFWS and CDFW.
Mortality monitoring protocols must also integrate with other monitoring components of the Stateline
Solar Project, including the Raven Management Plan. For example, if monitoring data suggests an
increase in Raven activity in the Project area as a consequence of Carcass Removal Trials, adaptive
management may be required to address both the methods and metrics of all associated protocols.
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Appendix A. Avian Mortality/Injury Form
Detection Waypoint/Specimen Code__________________________
Number of Individ, or Nests? _________ Age? □ Adult □ After Hatching Year
□ Juvenile □ Sub-Adult □ Unknown
How was it found? □ Mortality Survey □ Incidental detection

Species Common Name__________________________
□ After Second Year
Gender? □ male □ female
Date Found____________
□ Mixed (multiple birds)
□ unknown □ mixed

Time Found (24 hr)? _____________

Condition Of Animal? □ Active Nest Relocation □ Alive, injured □ Alive, no sign of physical trauma □ Alive, sick
□Articulated skeletal □Broken up/dismembered □ Dead, fresh (eyes moist) □ Mummified
□ Dead semi-fresh (eyes dessicated, rigor mortis) □ Feather spot

Who Found?__________________________
Time Since Death □ 0-8 hours □ 8-24 hours □ 2 days
□ 3-6 days □ 7 days □ 2 weeks □ 3 weeks □ 1 month+
□ N/A Animal still alive □ Unknown (feather pile etc)

Describe Carcass or Injury___________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Evidence Of Scavenging □ yes □ no □ unknown
Describe Evidence Of Scavenging _________________________________________________
Cause of Death □ Barotrauma □ Blinded/optical trauma (radiant flux) □ Collision (other) □ Collision w/solar panel/heliostat □ Collision with wind turbine □ Collision with wire
□ De-oiled □ Disease/Illness □ Drowned (evaporation pond) □ Drowned (other) □ Drowned (stock tank) □ Electrocution □ Entangled (net) □ Entrapment
□ Exposure/Dehydration □ Other (describe) □ Physical trauma (unknown) □ Poisoned (Lead) □ Poisoned (other) □ Poisoned (Pesticide) □ Predated □ Predated while entangled
□ Scorched or singed □ Trauma (hard landing) □ Unknown
Level of Certainty on Cause of Death □ Observed or Confirmed (100%) □ Valid (>90%)
Describe Evidence Of Predation_________________________________
% Certainty in parenthesis
□ Probable (>50%)
□ Possible (<50%,0)
□ Not applicable or Unknown
Disposition Of Live Bird □ Sent to Rehab □ Released □ Euthanized □ Died
Location of release or Name of Rehab Facility__________________________________
Project _________________________ Site Name______________________

Zone IIS

Easting________________

Northing_________________

Describe Habitat______________________________________________________________________________

Precip Within Past 24 Hours? □ Yes □ No

Current Temperature (C)________

High Winds (25 Mph Sustained) Within Past 24 Hours? □ Yes □ No
Estimated Wind Speed at Death _________

Current Wind Speed (mph)________

Cloud Cover %__________

Weather Conditions at Death □ Clear □ Fog □ Raining □ Snowing □ Windy □ Unknown

Estimated Max Wind Gust at Death _______

Estimated Wind Dir at Death (N, S, etc) _________

Moon Phase □ New moon (no moon) □ Crescent (sliver) □ Quarter (1/2 full) □ Full Moon
16
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Nearest Project Component □ Brine Pond
□ Communications Tower
□ Evaporation Pond
□ Fencing
□ Guy Wires □ Heliostat
□ None-open desert
□ Other (describe in comments)
□ Other machinery □ Pond Net □ Project Building □ PV Panel □ Road □ Solar Array Framework (no panels) □ Solar Concentrating Tower
□ Solar Trough □ Transmission Line □ Transmission Tower □ Vehicle □ Water Supply Pond □ Wind Turbine

Distance (m) From Nearest Project Component _______ Azimuth to Nearest Component _______
Distance (m) To Nearest Photovoltaic Panels _______
Flight Diverters Present? □ Yes □ No □ Unknown
Type of flight diverter_______________ Transmission compliant with APLIC? □ Yes □ No □ Unknown
Additional details about the nearest component __________________________________________________________________________________________

Biometric Details of the Bird ________________________________________
Other Comments_________________________________________________
_________________________________________
_________________________________________________
Photo Code 1 (Close up shot #1) __________________ Photo Code 2 (Close Up #2) ___________________ Photo Code 3 (Close up #3) ___________________
Photo Code 4 (Area to N) __________________ Photo Code 5 (Area to E) ________________ Photo Code 6 (Area to S) _________________
Photo Code 7 (Area to W) ___________________
Photo Code 8 (Infrastructure) ________________________ Photo Code 9 (Infrastructure #2) _________________________________

17
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Carcass Disposition

Collector Name _______________________________
Date Of Collection __________________
Time Of Collection (24 hr) ______________________
Carcass Disposition □ BLM investigations □ Buried onsite □ CDFW lab San Bernadino □ CDFW Law Enforcement □ CFWO lab □ Freezer on site □ Incinerated □ Left in place
□ Nest relocated □ Other □ SDMNH □ Sent to National Eagle Repository □ Transferred to other permittee (enter permit # in comments) □ USFWS Law Enforcement
□ Used in Research Trials (searcher efficiency and carcass removal)
Disposition Comments___________________________________________________________________________________________________
Date and Time of Agency Notification _______________________
Shipped To: Institution Name_______________________________
Date Shipped___________________ Time Shipped_______________________
Official Cause of Death________________________________________ Who Determined Cause of Death? _______________________________
Necropsy Performed? □ Yes □ No □ Unknown
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Appendix B. Avian Fatalities by Month at Desert Sunlight Solar Farm

Number of Injuries / Fatalities
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Brickey, Amedee
Amanda Beck; JENNIFER.FIELD@nexteraenergy.com; winifred.perkins@nexteraenergy.com;
jennifer.gavaldon@nexteraenergy.com
Jody_Fraser@fws.gov
Preliminary Analysis from FWS Forensic Lab
Friday, February 14, 2014 4:49:48 PM
Solar Power Report FINAL.pdf

Ladies,
Attached is the Preliminary Analysis from our Forensic Lab. This report includes analysis on birds
collected at the Desert Sunlight and Genesis facilities in S. California. This report has not been widely
distributed, but will be sent to FWS staff working on Renewable Energy Projects as well as the other
REAT agencies. I wanted you to have a chance to see it sooner, rather than later. I am sure we will all
be getting inquiries about it by the end of next week.

Amedee Brickey
Deputy Chief, Migratory Birds
Pacific Southwest Region
2800 Cottage Way W-2606
Sacramento, CA 95825
Phone: (916) 414-6480
" I want to leave a committed life behind" - MLK
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Avian Mortality at Solar Energy Facilities in
Southern California: A Preliminary Analysis
Rebecca A. Kagan, Tabitha C. Viner, Pepper W. Trail, and Edgard O. Espinoza
National Fish and Wildlife Forensics Laboratory

Executive Summary
This report summarizes data on bird mortality at three solar energy facilities in southern California:
Desert Sunlight, Genesis, and Ivanpah. These facilities use different solar technologies, but avian
mortality was documented at each site. Desert Sunlight is a photovoltaic facility, Genesis employs a
trough system with parabolic mirrors, and Ivanpah uses a power tower as a focal point for solar flux.

FINDINGS
Trauma was the leading cause of death documented for remains at the Desert Sunlight and Genesis sites.
Trauma and solar flux injury were both major causes of mortality at the Ivanpah site. Exposure to solar
flux caused singeing of feathers, which resulted in mortality in several ways. Severe singeing of flight
feathers caused catastrophic loss of flying ability, leading to death by impact with the ground or other
objects. Less severe singeing led to impairment of flight capability, reducing ability to forage and evade
predators, leading to starvation or predation. Our examinations did not find evidence for significant tissue
burns or eye damage caused by exposure to solar flux.

Cause of Death
Solar Flux
Impact trauma
Predation trauma
Trauma of undetermined cause
Electrocution
Emaciation
Undetermined (remains in poor condition)
No evident cause of death
Total

Ivanpah Genesis
47
0
24
6
5
2
14
0
1
0
1
0
46
17
3
6
141
31

Desert
Sunlight
0
19
15
0
0
0
22
5
61

Total
47
49
22
14
1
1
85
14
233

These solar facilities appear to represent “equal-opportunity” hazards for the bird species that encounter
them. The remains of 71 species were identified, representing a broad range of ecological types. In body
size, these ranged from hummingbirds to pelicans; in ecological type from strictly aerial feeders
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(swallows) to strictly aquatic feeders (grebes) to ground feeders (roadrunners) to raptors (hawks and
owls). The species identified were equally divided among resident and non-resident species, and
nocturnal as well as diurnal species were represented. Although not analyzed in detail, there was also
significant bat and insect mortality at the Ivanpah site, including monarch butterflies. It appears that
Ivanpah may act as a “mega-trap,” attracting insects which in turn attract insect-eating birds, which are
incapacitated by solar flux injury, thus attracting predators and creating an entire food chain vulnerable to
injury and death.

Foraging Zone Residency Status
SITE
Ivanpah
Genesis
Desert Sun
TOTALS

No.
Remains
141
31
61
233

Identifiable Remains Air Terr Water Resident Migrant
127
30
56
213

28
12
7
47

85
12
22
119

14
6
27
47

63
20
18
101

64
10
38
112

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
In summary, three main causes of avian mortality were identified at these facilities: impact trauma, solar
flux, and predation. Birds at all three types of solar plants were susceptible to impact trauma and
predators. Predation was documented mostly at the photovoltaic site, and in many cases appeared to be
associated with stranding or nonfatal impact trauma with the panels, leaving birds vulnerable to resident
predators. Solar flux injury, resulting from exposures to up to 800º F, was unique to the power tower
facility. Our findings demonstrate that a broad ecological variety of birds are vulnerable to morbidity and
mortality at solar facilities, though some differential mortality trends were evident, such as waterbirds at
Desert Sunlight, where open water sources were present; and insectivores at Ivanpah, where insects are
attracted to the solar tower.
Specific hazards were identified, including vertically-oriented mirrors or other smooth reflective panels;
water-like reflective or polarizing panels; actively fluxing towers; open bodies of water; aggregations of
insects that attracted insectivorous birds; and resident predators. Making towers, ponds and panels less
attractive or accessible to birds may mitigate deaths. Specific actions should include:
Monitoring/detection measures:
1)
Install video cameras sufficient to provide 360 degree coverage around each tower to record birds
(and bats) entering and exiting the flux
2)
For at least two years (and in addition to planned monitoring protocol), conduct daily surveys for
birds (at all three facilities), as well as insects and bats (in the condenser building at Ivanpah) around each
tower at the base of and immediately adjacent to the towers in the area cleared of vegetation. Timing of
daily surveys can be adjusted to minimize scavenger removal of carcasses as recommended by the TAC.
Surveys in the late afternoon might be optimal for bird carcasses, and first light for bat carcasses.
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3)
Use dogs for monitoring surveys to detect dead and injured birds that have hidden themselves in
the brush, both inside and outside the perimeter of the facility
4)

To decrease removal of carcasses, implement appropriate raven deterrent actions

Bird Mortality Avoidance Measures:
1)

Increase cleared area around tower at Ivanpah to decrease attractive habitat; at least out to fence

2)
Retrofit visual cues to existing panels at all three facilities and incorporate into new panel
design. These cues should include UV-reflective or solid, contrasting bands spaced no further than 28 cm
from each other
3)

Suspend power tower operation during peak migration times for indicated species

4)

Avoid vertical orientation of mirrors whenever possible, for example tilt mirrors during washing

5)

Properly net or otherwise cover ponds

6)

Place perch deterrent devices where indicated, eg. on tower railings near the flux field

7)
Employ exclusionary measures to prevent bats from roosting in and around the condenser facility
at Ivanpah.

It must be emphasized that we currently have a very incomplete knowledge of the scope of avian
mortality at these solar facilities. Challenges to data collection include: large facilities which are difficult
to efficiently search for carcasses; vegetation and panels obscuring ground visibility; carcass loss due to
scavenging; rapid degradation of carcass quality hindering cause of death and species determination; and
inconsistent documentation of carcass history.
To rectify this problem, video cameras should be added to the solar towers to record bird mortality and
daily surveys of the area at the base of and immediately adjacent to the towers should be conducted. At
all the facilities, a protocol for systematic, statistically-rigorous searches for avian remains should be
developed, emphasizing those areas where avian mortality is most likely to occur. Investigation into bat
and insect mortalities at the power tower site should also be pursued.
Finally, there are presently little data available on how solar flux affects birds and insects. Studies of the
temperatures experienced by objects in the flux; of the effects of high temperatures on feather structure
and function; and of the behavior of insects and birds in response to the flux and related phenomena (e.g.
“light clouds”) are all essential if we are to understand the scope of solar facility effects on wildlife.
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Introduction
The National Fish and Wildlife Forensics Laboratory was requested to determine cause of death for birds
found at facilities that generate electricity from solar energy. Solar generating facilities can be classified
into three major types: photovoltaic sites, trough systems and solar power towers. There is much written
about these systems so this report will not include any technical details, but simply mention the
differences and their potential impact on birds.

1) Photovoltaic systems directly convert the sun's light into
electricity. The perceived threat to birds is associated with the
presence of water ponds which attract birds and from traumatic
impact with the photovoltaic cells. An example of this type of solar
power plant is Desert Sunlight Solar Farm (AKA First Solar).

2) Trough systems are composed of parabolic mirrors which focus and
reflect the sun to a tube that converts the heat from the sun into electricity.
The perceived threat to birds is associated with the presence of water
ponds which attract birds and from traumatic impact with the trough
structures. An example of this type of solar power plant is Genesis Solar
Energy Project.

3) Solar power towers use thousands of mirrors to reflect
the solar energy to a tower, where water in a boiler is
converted to steam, generating the electricity. The perceived
threat to birds is associated traumatic impact with the mirrors
and the danger associated with the heat produced by the
mirrors. An example of this type of solar power plant is
Ivanpah Solar Electric Generating System.
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Methods
Carcasses were collected at the different solar power plant sites by either US Fish and Wildlife Service
employees or by energy company staff. The collection of the carcasses was opportunistic; that is, not
according to a pre-determined sampling schedule or protocol. There was no attempt to quantify the
number of carcasses that scavengers or predators removed from the solar facilities’ grounds, or to
compare the distribution of carcasses inside and outside the boundaries of the solar facility sites.
Additionally, three USFWS/-OLE staff, including two Forensics Lab staff (EOE and RAK), visited the
Ivanpah Solar plant from October 21 – 24, 2013. Their on-site observations are included in this report.
A total of 233 birds collected from three different facilities were examined; 141 from a solar thermal
power tower site (Ivanpah, Bright Source Inc.), 31 from a parabolic trough site (Genesis, NextEra Energy
Inc.) and 61 from a photovoltaic (PV) panel site (Desert Sunlight, First Solar Inc.). Nine of the Ivanpah
birds were received fresh; 7 of those were necropsied during a site visit by a Forensics Laboratory
pathologist (RAK). The rest of the birds were received frozen and allowed to thaw at room temperature
prior to species identification and necropsy. Species determination was made by the Forensics Laboratory
ornithologist (PWT) for all birds either prior to necropsy or, for those necropsied on-site, from photos and
the formalin-fixed head. All data on carcass history (location of the carcass, date of collection and any
additional observations) were transcribed, although these were not available for all carcasses.
As part of the gross pathological examination, whole carcasses were radiographed to help evaluate limb
fractures and identify any metal foreign bodies. Alternate light source examination using an Omnichrome
Spectrum 9000+ at 570 nm with a red filter helped rule in or out feather burns by highlighting subtle areas
of feather charring (Viner et al., 2014). All birds or bird parts from Ivanpah without obvious burns were
examined with the alternate light source, as well as any bird reportedly found near a power line and a
random sub-sample of the remaining birds from Genesis and Desert Sunlight (Viner, T. C., R. A. Kagan,
and J. L. Johnson, 2014, Using an alternate light source to detect electrically singed feathers and hair in a
forensic setting. Forensic Science International, v. 234, p. e25-e29).
Carcass quality varied markedly. If carcasses were in good post mortem condition, representative sections
of heart, lung, kidney, liver, brain and gastrointestinal tract as well as any tissues with gross lesions were
collected and fixed in 10% buffered formalin. Full tissue sets were collected from the fresh specimens.
Formalin-fixed tissues were routinely processed for histopathology, paraffin-embedded, cut at 4 µm and
stained with hematoxylin and eosin. Tissues from 63 birds were examined microscopically: 41 from
Ivanpah, 1 from Genesis and 21 from Desert Sunlight.
Birds with feather burns were graded based on the extent of the lesions. Grade 1 birds had curling of less
than 50% of the flight feathers. Grade 2 birds had curling of 50% or more of the flight feathers. Grade 3
birds had curling and visible charring of contour feathers (Figure 1).
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Figure 1: Three grades of flux injury based on extent
and severity of burning. Grade 1 (top); Yellowrumped Warbler with less than 50% of the flight
feathers affected (note sparing of the yellow rump
feathers). Grade 2 (middle); Northern Rough-winged
Swallow initially found alive but unable to fly, with
greater than 50% of the flight feathers affected.
Grade 3 (bottom); MacGillivray’s Warbler with
charring of feathers around the head, neck, wings
and tail.

Bird Species Recovered at Solar Power
Facilities
Tables 1-4 and Appendix 1 summarize 211 identifiable
bird remains recovered from the three solar facilities
included in this study. These birds constitute a
taxonomically diverse assemblage of 71 species,
representing a broad range of ecological types. In body
size, these species ranged from hummingbirds to
pelicans; in ecological type from strictly aerial feeders
(e.g. swifts and swallows) to strictly aquatic feeders
(pelicans and cormorants) to ground feeders
(roadrunners) to raptors (hawks and owls). The species
identified were equally divided among resident and nonresident species. Nocturnal as well as diurnal species were represented.
In Tables 1-4 and Appendix 1, bird species are categorized into very general ecological types by foraging
zone and residency status. Foraging Zones were “air” (a significant portion of foraging activity performed
in the air), “terrestrial” (including foraging both in vegetation and on the ground), and “water” (foraging
associated with water, including waders as well as aquatic birds). Residency Status was “resident” (for
breeding or year-round residents) and “migrant” (for both passage migrants and non-breeding-season
residents). For a number of species, the appropriate classification for residency status was uncertain, due
to a lack of detailed knowledge of the sites. The present classification is based on published range maps,
and is subject to revision as more information becomes available.
This dataset is not suitable for statistical analysis, due to the opportunistic and unstandardized collection
of avian remains at the facilities, and the lack of baseline data on bird diversity and abundance at each
site. Nevertheless, a few conclusions can be noted. First, these data do not support the idea that these solar
facilities are attracting particular species. Of the 71 bird species identified in remains, only five species
were recovered from all three sites. These five were American Coot, Mourning Dove, Lesser Nighthawk,
Tree Swallow, and Brown-headed Cowbird, again emphasizing the ecological variety of birds vulnerable
to mortality at the solar facilities. Over two-thirds (67%) of the species were found at only a single site
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(Appendix 1). That being said, the Desert Sunlight facility had particularly high mortality among
waterbirds, suggesting a need to render the ponds at that site inaccessible or unattractive to these species.
The diversity of birds dying at these solar facilities, and the differences among sites, suggest that there is
no simple “fix” to reduce avian mortality. These sites appear to represent “equal-opportunity” mortality
hazards for the bird species that encounter them. Actions to reduce or mitigate avian mortality at solar
facilities will need to be designed on a site-specific basis, and will require much more data on the bird
communities at each site, and on how mortality is occurring. Carefully-designed mortality studies might
reveal significant patterns of vulnerability that are not evident in these data.
Table 1. Summary data on avian mortality at the three solar sites included in this study. See summary
for discussion of Foraging Zone and Residency Status categories.
Foraging Zone
SITE
Ivanpah
Genesis
Desert Sun
TOTALS

No.
Species
49
15
33
71

No.
Remains
141
31
61
233

Identifiable
Remains
127
30
56
213

Residency Status

Air Terr Water Resident Migrant
26
12
7
47

85
12
22
119

14
6
27
47

63
20
18
101

64
10
38
112
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Table 2. Species identified from avian remains at the Desert Sunlight photovoltaic solar facility. MNI =
minimum number of individuals of each species represented by the identifiable remains. In some cases
(e.g. Cinnamon/Blue-winged Teal), closely related species could not be distinguished based on the
available remains, but the Foraging Zone and Residency Status could still be coded, due to the ecological
similarities of the species involved. Total identified birds = 56.

DESERT SUNLIGHT
Pied-billed Grebe
Eared Grebe
Sora
American Avocet
Cinnamon/Blue-winged Teal
Western Grebe
Brown Pelican
Double-crested Cormorant
Black-crowned Night-Heron
Yuma Clapper Rail
American Coot
Mourning Dove
White-winged Dove
Lesser Nighthawk
Common Poorwill
Costa's Hummingbird
Ash-throated Flycatcher
Black-throated/Sage Sparrow
Black Phoebe
Loggerhead Shrike
Common Raven
Horned Lark
Tree Swallow
Townsend's Warbler
Common Yellowthroat
Savannah Sparrow
Yellow-headed Blackbird
Wilson's Warbler
Western Tanager
Black-headed Grosbeak
Great-tailed Grackle
Brown-headed Cowbird

Podilymbus podiceps
Podiceps nigricollis
Porzana carolina
Recurvirostra americana
Anas discors/clypeata
Aechmophorus occidentalis
Pelecanus occidentalis
Phalacrocorax auritus
Nycticorax nycticorax
Rallus longirostris
Fulica americana
Zenaida macroura
Zenaida asiatica
Chordeiles acutipennis
Phalaenoptilus nuttallii
Calypte costae
Myiarchus cinerascens
Amphispiza sp.
Sayornis nigricollis
Lanius ludovicianus
Corvus corax
Eremophila alpestris
Tachycineta bicolor
Setophaga townsendi
Geothlypis trichas
Passerculus sandwichensis
Xanthocephalus xanthocephalus
Cardellina pusilla
Piranga ludoviciana
Pheucticus melanocephalus
Quiscalus mexicanus
Molothrus ater

Zone
water
water
water
water
water
water
water
water
water
water
water
terr
terr
air
air
air
air
terr
air
terr
terr
terr
air
terr
terr
terr
terr
terr
terr
terr
terr
terr

Residency
migrant
migrant
migrant
migrant
migrant
migrant
migrant
migrant
migrant
resident
migrant
resident
resident
resident
resident
resident
resident
resident
resident
resident
resident
migrant
migrant
migrant
migrant
migrant
migrant
migrant
migrant
migrant
resident
resident

MNI
1
3
1
1
1
9
2
2
1
1
5
3
1
2
1
1
1
1
1
2
1
1
1
2
1
1
1
2
2
1
2
1
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Table 3. Species identified from avian remains at the Genesis trough system solar facility. Total
identified birds = 30.

GENESIS
Eared Grebe
Great Blue Heron
American Kestrel
Ring-billed Gull
California Gull
White-winged Dove
Lesser Nighthawk
Say's Phoebe
Tree Swallow
Cliff Swallow
Hermit Warbler
Black-headed Grosbeak
Chipping Sparrow
Bullock's Oriole
Brown-headed Cowbird

Podiceps nigricollis
Ardea herodias
Falco sparverius
Larus delawarensis
Larus californianus
Zenaida asiatica
Chordeiles acutipennis
Sayornis saya
Tachycineta bicolor
Petrochelidon pyrrhonota
Setophaga occidentalis
Pheucticus melanocephalus
Spizella passerina
Icterus bullockii
Molothrus ater

Zone
water
water
air
water
water
terr
air
air
air
air
terr
terr
terr
terr
terr

Residency
migrant
migrant
resident
migrant
resident
resident
resident
resident
migrant
resident
migrant
migrant
resident
resident
resident
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Table 4. Species identified from avian remains at the Ivanpah power tower solar facility. Total identified
birds = 127
IVANPAH
Cinnamon Teal
Cooper's Hawk
Red-shouldered Hawk
American Kestrel
Peregrine Falcon
American Coot
Sora
Spotted Sandpiper
Greater Roadrunner
Yellow-billed Cuckoo
Mourning Dove
Barn Owl
Lesser Nighthawk
Common Poorwill
White-throated Swift
Allen’s/Rufous Hummingbird
Northern Flicker
Ash-throated Flycatcher
Loggerhead Shrike
Warbling Vireo
Common Raven
Northern Rough-winged Swallow
Tree Swallow
Verdin
Blue-gray Gnatcatcher
Northern Mockingbird
American Pipit
Orange-crowned Warbler
Lucy's Warbler
Black-throated Gray Warbler
Yellow-rumped Warbler
Townsend's Warbler
Yellow Warbler
Black-and-white Warbler
Wilson's Warbler
MacGillivray's Warbler
Western Tanager
Lazuli Bunting
Blue Grosbeak
Green-tailed Towhee
Brewer's Sparrow
Chipping Sparrow
Black-throated Sparrow
Savannah Sparrow
White-crowned Sparrow

Anas cyanoptera
Accipiter cooperii
Buteo lineatus
Falco sparverius
Falco peregrinus
Fulica americana
Porzana carolina
Actitis maculatus
Geococcyx californianus
Coccyzus americanus
Zenaida macroura
Tyto alba
Chordeiles acutipennis
Phalaenoptilus nuttallii
Aeronautes saxatalis
Selasphorus sp.
Colaptes auratus
Myiarchus cinerascens
Lanius ludovicianus
Vireo gilvus
Corvus corax
Stelgidopteryx serripennis
Tachycineta bicolor
Auriparus flaviceps
Polioptila caerulea
Mimus polyglottos
Anthus rubescens
Oreothlypis celata
Oreothlypis luciae
Setophaga nigrescens
Setophaga coronata
Setophaga townsendi
Setophaga petechia
Mniotilta varia
Cardellina pusilla
Oporornis tolmei
Piranga ludoviciana
Passerina amoena
Passerina caerulea
Pipilo chlorurus
Spizella breweri
Spizella passerina
Amphispiza bilineata
Passerculus sandwichensis
Zonotrichia leucophrys

Zone
water
air
terr
air
air
water
water
water
terr
terr
terr
terr
air
air
air
air
terr
air
terr
terr
terr
air
air
terr
terr
terr
terr
terr
terr
terr
air
terr
terr
terr
terr
terr
terr
terr
terr
terr
terr
terr
terr
terr
terr

Residency
migrant
migrant
migrant
resident
resident
migrant
migrant
migrant
resident
migrant
resident
resident
resident
resident
resident
migrant
resident
resident
resident
migrant
resident
migrant
migrant
resident
resident
resident
migrant
migrant
resident
migrant
migrant
migrant
migrant
migrant
migrant
migrant
migrant
migrant
resident
migrant
resident
resident
resident
migrant
migrant

MNI
4
1
1
1
1
7
1
2
5
1
11
1
3
1
1
1
1
1
3
1
2
2
2
3
1
1
4
1
1
1
14
2
1
1
2
1
2
1
1
1
3
3
3
2
6
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IVANPAH
Pine Siskin
House Finch
Brown-headed Cowbird
Great-tailed Grackle

Spinus pinus
Carpodacus mexicanus
Molothrus ater
Quiscalus mexicanus

Zone
terr
terr
terr
terr

Residency
migrant
resident
resident
resident

MNI
1
13
1
3

Cause of Death of Birds Found at the Solar Power Plants
Photovoltaic facility (Desert Sunlight):
Sixty-one birds from 33 separate species were represented from Desert Sunlight. Due to desiccation and
scavenging, a definitive cause of death could not be established for 22 of the 61 birds (see Table 5).
Feathers could be examined in all cases, however, and none of the 61 bird remains submitted from the PV
facility had visible evidence of feather singeing, a clear contrast with birds found at Ivanpah.
Blunt force impact trauma was determined to have been the cause of death for 19 Desert Sunlight birds
including two Western Grebes
(Aechmophorus occidentalis) and one
each of 16 other species. Impact (blunt
force) trauma is diagnosed by the
presence of fractures and internal
and/or external contusions. In
particular, bruising around the legs,
wings and chest are consistent with
crash-landings while fractures of the
head and/or neck are consistent with
high-velocity, frontal impact (such as
may result from impacting a mirror).
Predation was the immediate cause of
death for 15 birds. Lesions supporting
the finding of predation included
decapitation or missing parts of the
body with associated hemorrhage
(9/15), and lacerations of the skin and
pectoral muscles. Eight of the predated
birds from Desert Sunlight were
Figure 2: Predation trauma (top)
resulting in traumatic amputation of
the head and neck (American
Avocet) and impact trauma (bottom)
causing bruising of the keel ridge of
the sternum (Brown Pelican).
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grebes, which are unable to easily take off from land. This suggests a link between predation and
stranding and/or impact resulting from confusion of the solar panels with water (see Discussion).

Parabolic trough facility (Genesis):
Thirty-one birds were collected from this site. There were 15 species represented. Those found in the
greatest numbers were Brown-headed Cowbirds and Cliff Swallows, though no more than 6 individuals
from any given species were recovered. Overall, carcass quality was poor and precluded definitive cause
of death determination in 17/31 birds (Table 5). Identifiable causes of death consisted of impact trauma
(6/31) and predation trauma (2/31). Necropsy findings were similar to those at Desert Sunlight with
fractures and hemorrhage noted grossly. Predation trauma was diagnosed in two birds, a Cliff Swallow
and a Ring-billed Gull.
Power tower facility (Ivanpah):
Ivanpah is the only facility in this study that produces solar flux, which is intense radiant energy focused
by the mirror array on the power-generating tower. Objects that pass through this flux, including insects
and birds, encounter extreme heat, although the extent of heating depends on many variables, including
the duration of exposure and the precise location in the flux beam.
From Ivanpah, 141 birds were collected and examined. Collection dates spanned a period of one year and
five months (July 2012 to December 2013) and included at least seven months of construction during
which time the towers were not actively fluxing (2013). There were 49 species represented (Table 4).
Those found in the greatest numbers were Yellow-rumped Warblers (Setophaga coronata; 14), House
Finches (Carpodacus mexicanus; 13), Mourning Doves (Zenaida macroura; 11) and American Coots
(Fulica americana; 7). Yellow-rumped Warblers and House Finches were found exclusively at the power
tower site.
Solar flux injury was identified as the cause of death in 47/141 birds. Solar flux burns manifested as
feather curling, charring, melting and/or breakage and loss. Flight feathers of the tail and/or wings were
invariably affected. Burns also tended to occur in one or more of the following areas; the sides of the
body (axillae to pelvis), the dorsal coverts, the tops and/sides of the head and neck and the dorsal body
wall (the back). Overlapping portions of feathers and light-colored feathers were often spared (Figures 3
and 4).
Figure 3: contour feather
from the back of a House
Finch with Grade 3 solar
flux injury. The feather has
curling and charring limited
to the exposed tip.
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Figure 4: Feather from a Peregrine Falcon with Grade 2 solar flux injury. Note burning of
dark feather bands with relative sparing of light bands.

The yellow and red rumps of Yellow-rumped Warblers and House Finches respectively remained
strikingly unaffected (See Figure 1). Charring of head feathers, in contrast, was generally diffuse across
all color patterns. A pattern of spiraling bands of curled feathers across or around the body and wings was
often apparent.

Table 5. Cause of death (COD) data

Cause of Death
Solar Flux
Impact trauma
Predation trauma
Trauma of undetermined cause
Electrocution
Emaciation
Undetermined (remains in poor condition)
No evident cause of death
Total

Ivanpah Genesis
47
0
24
6
5
2
14
0
1
0
1
0
46
17
3
6
141
31

Desert
Sunlight
0
19
15
0
0
0
22
5
61

Total
47
49
22
14
1
1
85
14
233

Eight birds were assigned a feather damage Grade of 1 with curling of less than 50% of the flight feathers.
Six of these had other evidence of acute trauma (75%). Five birds were Grade 2, including three birds that
were found alive and died shortly afterwards. Of these birds, 2 (the birds found dead) also had evidence of
acute trauma. Twenty-eight birds were Grade 3; with charring of body feathers. Of these birds, 21/28
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(28%) had other evidence of acute trauma. Remaining carcasses (6) were incomplete and a grade could
not be assigned.
Twenty-nine birds with solar flux burns also had evidence of impact trauma. Trauma consisted of skull
fractures or indentations (8), sternum fractures (4), one or more rib fractures (4), vertebral fractures (1),
leg fracture (3), wing fracture (1) and/or mandible fracture (1). Other signs of trauma included acute
macroscopic and/or microscopic internal hemorrhage. Location found was reported for 39 of these birds;
most of the intact carcasses were found near or in a tower. One was found in the inner heliostat ring and
one was found (alive) on a road between tower sites. The date of carcass collection was provided for
42/47. None were found prior to the reported first flux (2013).

Figure 5: The dorsal aspect of the wing from a Peregrine Falcon (the same bird as shown in Figure 4)
with Grade 2 lesions. Note extensive curling of feathers without visible charring. This bird was found
alive, unable to fly, emaciated and died shortly thereafter. These findings demonstrate fatal loss of
function due to solar flux exposure in the absence of skin or other soft tissue burns.

Among the solar flux cases, a variety of bird species were affected though all but one (a raptor) was a
passerine (Appendix 2). House Finches and yellow-rumped Warblers were most often represented (10/47
and 12/47 respectively). For the birds in which species could be determined (41/47), insects were a major
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dietary component in all but two species. These were an unidentified hummingbird (Selasphorus) species
(known to include insects in the diet) and a Peregrine Falcon (a species that feeds on small birds).
Four birds were reportedly found alive and taken to a wildlife rehabilitation center where they died one to
a few days later (exact dates were not consistently provided). Three had Grade 2 feather burns and one
had Grade 3 feather burns. None had other evidence of trauma. Body condition was reduced in all of the
birds (two considered thin and two emaciated) based on a paucity of fat stores and depletion of skeletal
muscling. The four birds were of four different species and consisted of three passerines and one raptor.
The second most commonly diagnosed cause of death at the Ivanpah facility was impact (or blunt force)
trauma (24/141 birds). Necropsy findings were as previously described at the Desert Sunlight facility.
Impact marks were reported on heliostat mirrors adjacent to the carcasses in 5 cases and mirrors were
described as being vertically-oriented in 5 cases. Specific carcass locations were reported for 18 of the
birds. Those birds were found in a variety of areas; below heliostats (8/18), in or near tower and
powerblock buildings (4/18), on roads (2/18), below power lines (2/18), in the open (1/18) and by a desert
tortoise pen (1/18).
Predation was determined to be the cause of death for five of the birds. A coot and a Mourning Dove were
found with extensive trauma and hemorrhage to the head and upper body consisting of lacerations, crush
trauma and/or decapitation. One of the birds (an American Coot) was found near a kit fox shelter site.
One bird (Northern Mockingbird) was found near the fence line and the third (a Mourning Dove) in an
alley way. Two more birds (an unidentified sparrow and an American Pipit) were observed being eaten by
one of the resident Common Ravens.

Discussion of Cause of Death of Birds Found at the Solar Power Plants
Impact trauma:
Sheet glass used in commercial and residential buildings has been well-established as a hazard for birds,
especially passerines (Klem 1990, 2004, 2006; Loss et al. 2014). A recent comprehensive review
estimated that between 365-988 million birds die annually by impacting glass panels in the United States
alone (median estimate 599 million; Loss et al. 2014). Conditions that precipitate window strike events
include the positioning of vegetation on either side of the glass and the reflective properties of the
window. Glass panels that reflect trees and other attractive habitat are involved in a higher number of bird
collisions.
The mirrors and photovoltaic panels used at all three facilities are movable and generally directed
upwardly, reflecting the sky. At the Ivanpah facility, when heliostats are oriented vertically (typically for
washing or installation, personal communication, RAK) they appear to pose a greater risk for birds. Of
the eight birds reported found under a heliostat, heliostats were vertically-oriented in at least 5 cases. (D
Klem Jr., DC Keck, KL Marty, AJ Miller Ball, EE Niciu, and CT Platt. 2004. Effects of window angling,
feeder placement, and scavengers on avian mortality at plate glass. Wilson Bulletin, 116(1):69-73; D
Klem Jr. 2006. Glass: A deadly conservation issue for birds. Bird Observer 34(2):73-81; D Klem Jr. 1990.
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Collisions between birds and windows: mortality and prevention. Journal of Field Ornithology 61:120–
128; Loss, S.R., T. Will, S.S.Loss, and P.P. Marra. 2014. Bird-building collisions in the United States:
Estimates of annual mortality and species vulnerability. Condor 116: 8-23). Studies with aquatic insects
have found that vertically-oriented black glass surfaces (similar to solar panels) produced highly polarized
reflected light, making them highly attractive (Kriska, G., P. Makik, I. Szivak, and G. Horvath.
2008. Glass buildings on river banks as “polarized light traps” for mass-swarming polarotactic caddis
flies. Naturwissenschaften 95: 461-467).
A desert environment punctuated by a large expanse of reflective, blue panels may be reminiscent of a
large body of water. Birds for which the primary habitat is water, including coots, grebes, and cormorants,
were over-represented in mortalities at the Desert Sunlight facility (44%) compared to Genesis (19%) and
Ivanpah (10%). Several factors may inform these observations. First, the size and continuity of the panels
differs between facilities. Mirrors at Ivanpah are individual, 4 x 8’ panels that appear from above as
stippling in a desert background (Figure 6). Photovoltaic panels at Desert Sunlight are long banks of
adjacent 27.72 x 47.25” panels (70 x 120 cm), providing a more continuous, sky/water appearance.
Similarly, troughs at Genesis are banks of 5 x 5.5’ panels that are up to 49-65 meters long.

Figure 6: The Ivanpah Solar Electric Generating System as seen via satellite. The mirrored panels
are 5 x 8 feet.
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There is growing concern about “polarized light pollution” as a source of mortality for wildlife, with
evidence that photovoltaic panels may be particularly effective sources of polarized light in the
environment (see Horvath et al. 2010. Reducing the maladaptive attractiveness of solar panels to
polarotactic insects. Conservation Biology 24: 1644-1653, and ParkScience, Vol. 27, Number 1, 2010;
available online at: http://www.nature.nps.gov/parkscience/index.cfm?ArticleID=386&ArticleTypeID=5;
as well as discussion of this issue in the Desert Sunlight Final Environmental Impact Statement, Chapter
4, pp. 14-15).
Variables that may affect the illusory characteristics of solar panels are structural elements or markings
that may break up the reflection. Visual markers spaced at a distance of 28 cm or less have been shown to
reduce the number of window strike events on large commercial buildings (City of Toronto Green
Development Standard; Bird-friendly development guidelines. March 2007). Mirrors at the Ivanpah
facility are unobscured by structures or markings and present a diffuse, reflective surface. Photovoltaic
panels at Desert Sunlight are arranged as large banks of small units that are 60 x 90 cm. The visually
uninterrupted expanse of both these types of heliostat is larger than that which provides a solid structure
visual cue to passerines. Parabolic troughs at Genesis have large, diffusely reflective surfaces between
seams that periodically transect the bank of panels at 5.5’ intervals. Structures within the near field,
including the linear concentrator and support arms, and their reflection in the panels and may provide a
visual cue to differentiate the panel as a solid structure.
The paper by Horvath et al cited above provides experimental evidence that placing a white outline and/or
white grid lines on solar panels significantly reduced the attractiveness of these panels to aquatic insects,
with a loss of only 1.8% in energy-producing surface area (p. 1651). While similar detailed studies have
yet to be carried out with birds, this work, combined with the window strike results, suggest that
significant reductions in avian mortality at solar facilities could be achieved by relatively minor
modifications of panel and mirror design. This should be a priority for further research.
Finally, ponds are present on the property of the Desert Sunlight and Genesis facilities. The pond at
Genesis is netted, reducing access by migratory birds, while the pond at Desert Sunlight is open to
flighted wildlife. Thus, birds are both attracted to the water feature at Desert Sunlight and habituated to
the presence of an accessible aquatic environment in the area. This may translate into the
misinterpretation of a diffusely reflected sky or horizonal polarized light source as a body of water.
Stranding and Predation:
Predation is likely linked to panel-related impact trauma and stranding. Water birds were heavily overrepresented in predation mortalities at Desert Sunlight. Of the 15 birds that died due to predation, 14
make their primary habitat on water (coots, grebes, a cormorant, and an avocet). A single White-winged
Dove was the only terrestrial-based predation mortality in the submitted specimens. This is in contrast to
blunt trauma mortalities at Desert Sunlight in which 8 of the 19 birds determined to have died of impact
trauma were water species.
Locations of the birds when found dead were noted on several submissions. Of the birds that died of
predation for which locations were known, none were located near ponds. The physiology of several of
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these water birds is such that locomotion on land is difficult or impossible. Grebes in particular have very
limited mobility on land and require a run across water in order to take off ( Jehl, J. R., 1996. Mass
mortality events of Eared Grebes in North America. Journal of Field Ornithology 67: 471-476). Thus,
these birds likely did not reach their final location intentionally. Ponds at the PV and trough sites are
fenced, prohibiting terrestrial access by predators. Birds on the water or banks of the pond are
inaccessible to resident predators. Therefore, it is unlikely that the birds were captured at the pond and
transported by a predator into the area of the panels. Attempts to land or feed on the panels because of
their deceptive appearance may have injured the birds to the point that they could not escape to safety, or
inadvertently stranded the birds on a substrate from which they could not take flight. We believe that an
inability to quickly flee after striking the panels and stranding on the ground left these birds vulnerable to
opportunistic predators. At least two types of predators, kit foxes and ravens, have been observed in
residence at the power tower and PV facilities and ravens have been reported at the trough site (personal
communication and observation, RAK). Additionally, histories for multiple birds found at the tower site
document carcasses found near kit fox shelters or being eaten or carried by a raven.
Solar Flux:
Avian mortality due to exposure to solar flux has been previously explored and documented (McCrary,
M. D., McKernan, R. L., Schreiber, R. W., Wagner, W. D., and Sciarrotta, T. C. Avian mortality at a solar
energy power plant. Journal of Field Ornithology, 57(2): 135-141). Solar flux injury to the birds of this
report, as expected, occurred only at the power tower facility. Flux injury grossly differed from other
sources of heat injury, such as electrocution or fire. Electrocution injury requires the bridging of two
contact points and is, therefore, seen almost exclusively in larger birds such as raptors. Contact points
tend to be on the feet, carpi and/or head and burns are often found in these areas. Electrocution causes
deep tissue damage as opposed to the surface damage of fire or solar flux. Other sequelae include
amputation of limbs with burn marks on bone, blood vessel tears and pericardial hemorrhage. Burns from
fires cause widespread charring and melting of feathers and soft tissues and histopathologic findings of
soot inhalation or heat damage to the respiratory mucosa. None of these were characteristics of flux
injury. In the flux cases small birds were over-represented, had burns generally limited to the feathers and
internal injuries attributable to impact. Flux injury inconsistently resulted in charring, tended to affect
feathers along the dorsal aspects of the wings and tail, and formed band-like patterns across the body
(Divincenti, F. C., J. A. Moncrief, and B. A. Pruitt. 1969. Electrical injuries: a review of 65 cases. The
Journal of Trauma 9: 497-507).
Proposed mechanisms of solar flux-related death follow one or a combination of the following pathways:
•
•
•
•
•

impact trauma following direct heat damage to feathers and subsequent loss of flight ability
starvation and/or thermoregulatory dysfunction following direct heat damage to feathers
shock
soft tissue damage following whole-body exposure to high heat
ocular damage following exposure to bright light.

Necropsy findings from this study are most supportive of the first three mechanisms.
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Loss of feather integrity has effects on a bird’s ability to take off, land, sustain flight and maneuver. Tail
feathers are needed for lift production and maneuverability, remiges are needed for thrust and lift and
feathers along the propatagium and coverts confer smoothness to the avian airfoil. Shortening of primary
flight feathers by as little as 1.6 cm with loss of secondary and tertiary remiges has been shown to
eliminate take-off ability in house sparrows further demonstrating the importance of these feathers
(Brown, R. E., and A. C. Cogley, 1996. Contributions of the propatagium to avian flight: Journal of
Experimental Zoology 276: 112-124). Loss of relatively few flight feathers can, therefore, render a bird
unable or poorly-able to fly. Birds encountering the flux field at Ivanpah may fall as far as 400 feet after
feather singeing. Signs of impact trauma were often observed in birds with feather burns and are
supportive of sudden loss of function (Beaufrere, H., 2009. A review of biomechanic and aerodynamic
considerations of the avian thoracic limb. Journal of Avian Medicine and Surgery 23: 173-185).
Birds appear to be able to survive flux burns in the short term, as evidenced by the collection of several
live birds with singed feathers. Additionally, Forensic Lab staff observed a falcon or falcon-like bird with
a plume of smoke arising from the tail as it passed through the flux field. Immediately after encountering
the flux, the bird exhibited a controlled loss of stability and altitude but was able to cross the perimeter
fence before landing. The bird could not be further located following a brief search (personal observation,
RAK and EOE). Birds that initially survive the flux exposure and are able to glide to the ground or a
perch may be disabled to the point that they cannot efficiently acquire food, escape predators or
thermoregulate. Observations of emaciation in association with feather burns in birds found alive is
supportive of debilitation subsequent to flux exposure. More observational studies and follow-up are
required to understand how many birds survive flux exposure and whether survival is always merely
short-term. As demonstrated by the falcon, injured birds (particulary larger birds), may be ambulatory
enough to glide or walk over the property line indicating a need to include adjacent land in carcass
searches.
There was evidence of acute skin burns on the heads of some of the Grade 3 birds that were found dead.
But interestingly, tissue burn effects could not be demonstrated in birds known to have survived short
periods after being burned. Hyperthermia causing instantaneous death manifests as rapid burning of
tissue, but when death occurs a day or later there will be signs of tissue loss, inflammation, proteinic
exudate and/or cellular death leading to multisystemic organ failure. The beginnings of an inflammatory
response to injury can be microscopically observed within one to a few hours after the insult and would
have been expected in any of the four birds found alive. Signs of heat stroke or inhalation of hot air
should have been observable a day or more after the incident. Rather, in these cases extensive feather
burns on the body largely appeared to be limited to the tips of the feathers with the overlapping portions
insulating the body as designed. This, in conjunction with what is likely only a few seconds or less spent
in the flux, suggests that skin or internal organ damage from exposure to high temperatures in solar flux
may not be a major cause of the observed mortality.
Ocular damage following light exposure was also considered but could not be demonstrated in the
submitted birds. In the four birds that initially survived, there were no signs of retinal damage,
inflammation or other ocular trauma. Given the small sample size, this does not preclude sight
impairment as a possible sequela but clinical monitoring of survivors would be needed to draw more
definitive conclusions.
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Other/Undetermined:
Powerline electrocution was the cause of death for one bird (a juvenile Common Raven) at the Ivanpah
facility. Electrocution at these solar facilities is a potential hazard but, thus far, appears to be an
uncommon cause of death.
Smashed birds (13/233) were found at all three locations. Detailed carcass collection information was
provided for 6; all were found on roads. Though poor carcass quality in all cases precluded definitive
cause death determination, circumstances and carcass condition suggest vehicle trauma as the cause of
deaths. The relatively low numbers of vehicle collisions may be attributed to slow on-site vehicle speeds
and light traffic. Vehicle collisions, therefore, do not appear to be a major source of mortality and would
be expected to decrease as construction ends.
There was a large number of birds (85/233) for which a cause of death could not be determined due to
poor carcass condition. The arid, hot environment at these facilities leads to rapid carcass degradation
which greatly hinders pathology examination. Results were especially poor for birds from the Genesis
facility, where the cause of death(s) for 23/31 (74%) could not be determined. These results underscore
the need for carcasses to be collected soon after death. More frequent, concerted carcass sweeps are
advised.

Insect mortality and solar facilities as “mega-traps”
An ecological trap is a situation that results in an animal selecting a habitat that reduces its fitness relative
to other available habitats (Robertson, B.A. and R.L. Hutto. 2006. A framework for understanding
ecological traps and an evaluation of existing evidence. Ecology 87: 1075-1085; Robertson, B.A., J.S.
Rehage, and Sih, A. 2013. Ecological novelty and the emergence of evolutionary traps. Trends in
Ecology and Evolution 28: 552-560).
A wide variety of circumstances may create ecological traps, ranging from subtle (songbirds attracted to
food resources in city parks, where they are vulnerable to unnaturally high populations of predators) to
direct (birds are attracted to oil-filled ponds, believing it to be water, and become trapped). It appears that
solar flux facilities may act as “mega-traps,” which we define as artificial features that attract and kill
species of multiple trophic layers. The strong light emitted by these facilities attract insects, which in turn
attract insect-eating birds, which are incapacitated by solar flux injury, thus attracting predators and
creating an entire food chain vulnerable to injury and death.
OLE staff observed large numbers of insect carcasses throughout the Ivanpah site during their visit. In
some places there were hundreds upon hundreds of butterflies (including monarchs, Danaus plexippus)
and dragonfly carcasses. Some showed singeing, and many appeared to have just fallen from the sky.
Careful observation with binoculars showed the insects were active in the bright area around the boiler at
the top of the tower. It was deduced that the solar flux creates such a bright light that it is brighter than the
surrounding daylight. Insects were attracted to the light and could be seen actively flying the height of the
tower. Birds were also observed feeding on the insects. At times birds flew into the solar flux and ignited.
Bird carcasses recovered from the site showed the typical singed feathers. The large populations of insects
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may also attract indigenous bat species, which were seen roosting in structures at the base of the power
tower.
Monarch butterflies in North America – both east and west of the Rocky Mountains – have been
documented to be in decline (see the North American Monarch Conservation Plan, available at:
http://www.mlmp.org/Resources/pdf/5431_Monarch_en.pdf). Proposed causes include general habitat
loss and specific loss of milkweed, upon which the butterflies feed and reproduce. Considering the
numerous monarch butterfly carcasses seen at the Ivanpah facility, it appears that solar power towers
could have a significant impact on monarch populations in the desert southwest. Analysis of the insect
mortality at Ivanpah, and systematic observations of bird/insect interactions around the power tower, is
clearly needed.
Bird species affected by solar flux include both insectivores (e.g. swallows, swifts, flycatchers, and
warblers) and raptors that prey on insect-feeding birds. Based on observations of the tower in flux and the
finding of large numbers of butterflies, dragonflies and other insects at the base of the tower and in
adjacent buildings it is suspected that the bright light generated by solar flux attracts insects, which in turn
attracts insectivores and predators of insectivores. Waterbirds and other birds that feed on vegetation were
not found to have solar flux burns. Birds were observed perching and feeding on railings at the top of the
tower, apparently in response to the insect aggregations there.
Further, dead bats found at the Ivanpah site could be attracted to the large numbers of insects in the area.
Nineteen bats from the condenser area of the power tower facility have been submitted to NFWFL for
further evaluation. These bats belong to the Vespertilionidae and Molossidae families, which contain
species considered by the Bureau of Land Management to be sensitive species in California. Preliminary
evaluation revealed no apparent singing of the hair, and analysis is ongoing.

Solar flux and heat associated with solar power tower facilities
Despite repeated requests, we have been unsuccessful in
obtaining technical data relating to the temperature
associated with solar flux at the Ivanpah facility. The
following summarizes the information we have gathered
from other sources.
The Ivanpah solar energy generating facility consists of
mirrors that reflect sunlight to a tower. In the tower sits a
boiler that generates steam which then powers a turbine.

Figure 7 Ivanpah solar power facilities
http://ivanpahsolar.com/about

At the top of a 459 foot tall tower sits a boiler (solar
receiver) that is heated by the sun rays reflected by 300,000 mirrors, called solar heliostats. When the
concentrated sunlight strikes the boiler tubes, it heats the water to create superheated steam. The high
temperature steam is then piped from the boiler to a turbine where electricity is generated
(http://ivanpahsolar.com/about visited on 01/20/2014).
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If all the solar heliostats are focused on the
solar tower the beams multiply the strength of
sunlight by 5000 times, and this generates
temperatures at the solar tower in excess of
3600° Fahrenheit (> 1982° Celsius). Since steel
melts at 2750° Fahrenheit (1510° Celsius), only
a percentage of heliostats are focused on the
solar receiver so that) the optimal temperature
at the tower is approximately 900° Fahrenheit
(~482° Celsius) (“How do they do it” Wag TV
for Discovery Channel, Season 3, Episode 15,
“Design Airplane Parachutes, Create Solar
Power, Make Sunglasses” Aired
August 25, 2009).

Figure 8: Seville solar power facility
(http://inhabitat.com/sevilles-solar-powertower)

A solar steam plant in Coalinga that also uses heliostat technology for extracting oil is on record stating
that the steam generator is set to about 500° Celsius.
(http://abclocal.go.com/kDSn/story?section=news%2Fbusiness&id=8377469 Viewed Jan 21, 2013)
Temperatures measured by the authors at the edge of the solar complex on the surface of a heliostat were
approximately 200° Fahrenheit (~93° Celsius). Therefore, there is a gradient of temperature from the edge
of the solar field to the tower that ranges from 200° to 900° Fahrenheit.
There is a phenomenon that occurs when the heliostats are focused on the tower and electricity is being
generated. The phenomenon can be described as either a circle of clouds around the tower or, at times, a
cloud formed on the side that is receiving the solar reflection. It appears as though the tower is creating
clouds. Currently we propose two hypotheses of why this “cloud” is formed. The first hypothesis is
simply the presumption that the high heat associated with towers is condensing the air, and forming the

Figure 9: Tower 1 (bright white) is shown under power. Tower 2 (black) is not operating.
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clouds. The second hypothesis is that this phenomenon does not represent clouds at all rather it is a place
in space where the heliostats that are not being used to generate heat are focused. Under this scenario, it is
a place where the mirrors focus the excess energy not being used to generate electricity.

Ivanpah employees and OLE staff noticed that close to the periphery of the tower and within the reflected
solar field area, streams of smoke rise when an object crosses the solar flux fields aimed at the tower.
Ivanpah employees used the term “streamers” to characterize this occurrence.
When OLE staff visited the Ivanpah Solar plant, we observed many streamer events. It is claimed that
these events represent the combustion of loose debris, or insects. Although some of the events are likely
that, there were instances in which the amount of smoke produced by the ignition could only be explained
by a larger flammable biomass such as a bird. Indeed OLE staff observed birds entering the solar flux and
igniting, consequently becoming a streamer.
OLE staff observed an average of one streamer event every two minutes. It appeared that the streamer
events occurred more frequently within the “cloud” area adjacent to the tower. Therefore we hypothesize
that the “cloud” has a very high temperature that is igniting all material that traverses its field.
One possible explanation of this this phenomenon is that the “cloud” is a convergent location where
heliostats are “parked” when not in use. Conversely it undermines the condensation hypothesis, given
that birds flying through condensation clouds will not spontaneously ignite.

Temperatures required to burn feathers
Many of the carcasses recovered from the Ivanpah Solar plant after the plant became operational showed
singing of feathers as shown in Figure 10.

Figure 10: Singed feathers
from a Northern Roughwinged Swallow

In order to investigate at what temperature feathers burn/singe, we exposed feathers to different air
temperatures. Each feather was exposed to a stream of helium and air for 30 seconds. The results indicate
that at 400° Celsius (752° Fahrenheit) after 30 seconds the feather begins to degrade. But at 450° and
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500° Celsius (842° and 932° Fahrenheit
respectively) the feathers singed as soon as they
made contact with the superheated air (Figure 11).
Therefore, when singed birds are found, it can be
inferred that the temperatures in the solar flux at the
time a bird flew through it was at least 400° Celsius
(752° Fahrenheit). This inference is consistent with
the desired operating temperature of a power tower
solar boiler (482° Celsius).
The fact that a bird will catch on fire as it flies
through the solar flux has been confirmed by a
Chevron engineer who works at the Coalinga
Chevron Steam plant, a joint venture of Chevron and
BrightSource Solar.
(http://abclocal.go.com/kDSn/story?section=
news%2Fbusiness&id=8377469 Viewed Jan 21,
2013)

Figure 11: Results of exposing
feathers to different temperatures
(in degrees Celsius)

Conclusions and Recommendations
In summary, three main causes of avian mortality were identified at these facilities; impact trauma,
predation and solar flux. Birds at all three types of solar plants were susceptible to impact trauma and
predators. Solar flux injury was unique to the power tower facility. Solar facilities, in general, do not
appear to attract particular species, rather an ecological variety of birds are vulnerable. That said, certain
mortality and species trends were evident, such as waterbirds at Desert Sunlight, where open water
sources were present.
Specific hazards were identified, including vertically-oriented mirrors or other smooth reflective panels;
water-like reflective or polarizing panels; actively fluxing towers; open bodies of water; aggregations of
insects that attracted insectivorous birds; and resident predators. Making towers, ponds and panels less
attractive or accessible to birds may mitigate deaths. Specific actions include placing perch-guards on
power tower railings near the flux field, properly netting or otherwise covering ponds, tilting heliostat
mirrors during washing and suspending power tower operation at peak migration times.
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Visual cues should be retrofitted to existing panels and incorporated into new panel design. These cues
may include UV-reflective or solid, contrasting bands spaced no further than 28 cm from each other. This
arrangement has been shown to significantly reduce the number of passerines hitting expanses of
windows on commercial buildings. Spacing of 10 cm eliminates window strikes altogether. Further
exploration of panel design and orientation should be undertaken with researchers experienced in the field
(Daneil Klem Jr. of Muhlenberg College) to determine causes for the high rate of impact trauma, and
designs optimized to reduce these mortalities.
Challenges to data collection included rapid degradation of carcass quality hindering cause of death and
species determination; large facilities which are difficult to efficiently search for carcasses; vegetation and
panels obscuring ground visibility; carcass loss due to scavenging; and inconsistent documentation of
carcass history. Searcher efficiency has been shown to have varying influences on carcass recovery with
anywhere from 30% to 90% detection of small birds achieved in studies done at wind plants (Erickson et
al., 2005). Scavengers may also remove substantial numbers of carcasses. In studies done on agricultural
fields, up to 90% of small bird carcasses were lost within 24 hours (Balcomb, 1986; Wobeser and
Wobeser, 1992). OLE staff observed apparently resident ravens at the Ivanpah power tower. Ravens are
efficient scavengers, and could remove large numbers of small bird carcasses from the tower vicinity.
(Erickson, W. P., G. D. Johnson, and D. P. Young, Jr., 2005, A summary and comparison of bird
mortality from anthropogenic causes with an emphasis on collisions: U S Forest Service General
Technical Report PSW, v. 191, p. 1029-1042; Balcomb, R., 1986, Songbird carcasses disappear rapidly
from agricultural fields: Auk, v. 103, p. 817-820; Wobeser, G., and A. G. Wobeser, 1992, Carcass
disappearance and estimation of mortality in a simulated die-off of small birds: Journal of Wildlife
Diseases, v. 28, p. 548-554.)
Given these variables it is difficult to know the true scope of avian mortality at these facilities. The
numbers of dead birds are likely underrepresented, perhaps vastly so. Observational and statistical studies
to account for carcass loss may help us to gain a better sense of how many birds are being killed.
Complete histories would help us to identify factors (such as vertical placement of mirrors) leading to
mortalities. Continued monitoring is also advised as these facilities transition from construction to full
operation. Of especial concern is the Ivanpah facility which was not fully-functioning at the time of the
latest carcass submissions. In fact, all but 7 of the carcasses with solar flux injury and reported dates of
collection were found at or prior to the USFWS site visit (October 21-24, 2013) and, therefore, represent
flux mortality from a facility operating at only 33% capacity. Investigation into bat and insect mortalities
at the power tower site should also be pursued.
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Appendix 1. List of all 71 species recovered from the three solar energy sites. In this table, remains of
closely related taxa that could not be definitively identified (e.g. Cinnamon/Blue-winged Teal and Blackthroated/Sage Sparrow) are assigned to the biogeographically more likely taxon. In all such cases, the
possible taxa are ecologically similar. All of these species are MBTA-listed.
SPECIES
Cinnamon Teal
Pied-billed Grebe
Western Grebe
Eared Grebe
Brown Pelican
Double-crested Cormorant
Great Blue Heron
Black-crowned NightHeron
Cooper's Hawk
Red-shouldered Hawk
American Kestrel
Peregrine Falcon
American Coot
Yuma Clapper Rail
Sora
American Avocet
Spotted Sandpiper
Ring-billed Gull
California Gull
Greater Roadrunner
Yellow-billed Cuckoo
Mourning Dove
White-winged Dove
Barn Owl
Lesser nighthawk
Common Poorwill
White-throated Swift
Costa's Hummingbird
Allen's/Rufous
Hummingbird
Northern Flicker
Ash-throated Flycatcher
Say's Phoebe
Black Phoebe
Loggerhead shrike
Warbling Vireo
Common Raven
Horned Lark
Tree Swallow

Anas cyanoptera
Podilymbus podiceps
Aechmorphorus occidentalis
Podiceps nigricollis
Pelecanus occidentalis
Phalacrocorax auritus
Ardea herodias
Nycticorax nycticorax

Zone
water
water
water
water
water
water
water
water

Residency
migrant
migrant
migrant
migrant
migrant
migrant
migrant
migrant

Sites
DS,IV
DS
DS
DS,GN
DS
DS
GN
DS

MNI
5
1
9
5
2
2
1
1

Accipiter cooperii
Buteo lineatus
Falco sparverius
Falco peregrinus
Fulica americana
Rallus longirostris yumanensis
Porzana carolina
Recurvirostra americana
Actitis maculatus
Larus delawarensis
Larus californianus
Geococcyx californianus
Coccyzus americanus
Zenaida macroura
Zenaida asiatica
Tyto alba
Chordeiles acutipennis
Phalaenoptilus nuttallii
Aeronautes saxatalis
Calypte costae
Selasphorus sp.

air
terr
air
air
water
water
water
water
water
water
water
terr
terr
terr
terr
terr
air
air
air
air
air

migrant
migrant
resident
resident
migrant
resident
migrant
migrant
migrant
migrant
resident
resident
migrant
resident
resident
resident
resident
resident
resident
resident
migrant

IV
IV
GN,IV
IV
DS, IV
DS
DS,IV
DS
IV
GN
GN
IV
IV
DS, IV
DS,GN
IV
DS,GN,IV
DS,IV
IV
DS
IV

1
1
2
1
12
1
2
1
2
2
1
5
1
14
2
1
7
2
1
1
1

Colaptes auratus
Myiarchus cinerascens
Sayornis saya
Sayornis nigricollis
Lanius ludovicianus
Vireo gilvus
Corvus corax
Eremophila alpestris
Tachycineta bicolor

terr
air
air
air
terr
terr
terr
terr
air

resident
resident
resident
resident
resident
migrant
resident
migrant
migrant

IV
DS,IV
GN
DS
DS,IV
IV
DS,IV
DS
DS,GN,IV

1
2
2
1
5
1
3
1
5
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SPECIES
Cliff Swallow
No. Rough-winged Swallow
Verdin
Blue-gray Gnatcatcher
Northern Mockingbird
American Pipit
Orange-crowned Warbler
Lucy's Warbler
Yellow-rumped Warbler
Black-throated Gray
Warbler
Hermit Warbler
Townsend's warbler
Yellow Warbler
Black-and-white Warbler
MacGillivray's Warbler
Wilson's Warbler
Common Yellowthroat
Western Tanager
Black-headed Grosbeak
Lazuli Bunting
Blue Grosbeak
Green-tailed Towhee
Brewer's Sparrow
Chipping Sparrow
Black-throated Sparrow
Savannah Sparrow
White-crowned Sparrow
Pine Siskin
House Finch
Great-tailed Grackle
Brown-headed Cowbird
Yellow-headed Blackbird
Bullock's Oriole

Petrochelidon pyrrhonota
Stelgidopteryx serripennis
Auriparus flaviceps
Polioptila caerulea
Mimus polyglottos
Anthus rubescens
Oreothlypis celata
Oreothlypis luciae
Setophaga coronata
Setophaga nigrescens

Zone
air
air
terr
terr
terr
terr
terr
terr
air
terr

Residency
resident
migrant
resident
resident
resident
migrant
migrant
resident
migrant
migrant

Sites
GN
IV
IV
IV
IV
IV
IV
IV
IV
IV

MNI
5
2
3
1
1
4
1
1
14
1

Setophaga occidentalis
Setophaga townsendi
Setophaga petechia
Mniotilta varia
Oporornis tolmei
Cardellina pusilla
Geothlypis trichas
Piranga ludoviciana
Pheucticus melanocephalus
Passerina caerulea
Passerina caerulea
Pipilo chlorurus
Spizella breweri
Spizella passerina
Amphispiza bilineata
Passerculus sandwichensis
Zonotrichia leucophrys
Spinus pinus
Carpodacus mexicanus
Quiscalus mexicanus
Molothrus ater
Xanthocephalus xanthocephalus
Icterus bullockii

terr
terr
terr
terr
terr
terr
terr
terr
terr
terr
terr
terr
terr
terr
terr
terr
terr
terr
terr
terr
terr
terr
terr

migrant
migrant
migrant
migrant
migrant
migrant
migrant
migrant
migrant
migrant
resident
migrant
resident
resident
resident
migrant
migrant
migrant
resident
resident
resident
migrant
resident

GN
DS,IV
IV
IV
IV
DS,IV
DS
DS,IV
DS,GN
IV
IV
IV
IV
GN,IV
DS,IV
DS,IV
IV
IV
IV
DS,IV
DS,GN,IV
DS
GN

1
4
1
1
1
4
1
4
2
1
1
1
3
4
4
3
6
1
13
5
8
1
2

Species recovered from one site: 47
two sites: 18
three sites: 5
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Appendix 2. Species with solar flux burns
Common Name
Yellow-rumped warbler
House finch
Chipping sparrow
Unidentified warbler
Verdin
Great-tailed grackle
Lucy’s warbler
Wilson's warbler
MacGillivray's warbler
Black-throated gray warbler
Townsend's warbler
Orange-crowned warbler
Blue-gray gnatcatcher
Unidentified swallow
Northern rough-winged swallow
Warbling vireo
Unidentified hummingbird
Unidentified passerine
Unidentified finch
Lazuli bunting
Unidentified sparrow
Unidentified blackbird
Peregrine falcon

Scientific name
Setophaga coronata
12
Carpodacus mexicanus
10
Spizella passerina
2
Parulidae
2
Auriparus flaviceps
2
Quiscalus mexicanus
2
Oreothlypis luciae
1
Cardellina pusilla
1
Oporornis tolmei
1
Setophaga nigrescens
1
Setophaga townsendi
1
Oreothlypis celata
1
Polioptila caerulea
1
Hirundinidae
1
Stelgidopteryx serripennis 1
Vireo gilvus
1
Selasphorus sp.
1
Passeriformes
1
Carpodacus sp.
1
Passerina caerulea
1
Spizella species
1
Icteridae
1
Falco peregrinus
1
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From:
To:
Cc:

Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

crissy slaughter
jody_fraser@fws.gov
Kathy Simon; Brooks Corvus; Therese Carpenter; tamara.haynes@firstsolar.com; Amanda Beck;
eduardo_nieves@fws.gov; Mark Massar; Ashley H; heather_beeler@fws.gov; Thomas Dietsch;
erin_dean@fws.gov; armand.gonzales@wildlife.ca.gov; Brian Sandstrom
Monthly SPUT report for Desert Sunlight-MB20960B-3 and MB20979B-1
Tuesday, March 04, 2014 9:17:41 AM
R8_SPUT_mortality reporting_macro.3.4.14.xlsm
Avian_Bat_Mortality 20140303.pdf

Hello All,
Attached is the monthly SPUT table and updated avian mortality figure for Desert Sunlight,
permit numbers MB20979B-1 and MB20960B-3.
Thank you,
Crissy Slaughter
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Sorensen, Pete
Jessica Rempel; Jody Fraser; Thomas Dietsch; Tera Baird
Fwd: FW: McCoy BBCS for Agency Review
Tuesday, March 11, 2014 2:40:05 PM
Draft MSEP Bird and Bat Conservation Strategy_03-4-14_clean.docx
Draft MSEP Bird and Bat Conservation Strategy_03-4-14_clean.pdf
MSEP Nesting Bird Monitoring and Management Plan 120613_MRcomments_02052014.docx
McCoy Bio Resources Plan Status_031014.doc

Jessica This is classic unless I am missing something -- we get a BBCS with only 20 days to review,
and we are probably miles apart given previous draft BBCs, leaving little time to negotiate
w/o political pressure being brought to bear up against a deadline. You heard all the
negativity about NextEra last week, on how they are masters at gaming the system, so here is
yet another example. BLM could be a lot more helpful in terms of getting the companies to
provide more timely products to review. Maybe this is a case in point you could use while
you have the chance sitting in a vaunted position at the right hand of power in the mighty RO.
We will have Tom and Tera working on this in the meantime.
---------- Forwarded message ---------From: Thomas Dietsch <thomas_dietsch@fws.gov>
Date: Tue, Mar 11, 2014 at 2:11 PM
Subject: FW: McCoy BBCS for Agency Review
To: Pete Sorensen <pete_sorensen@fws.gov>

Hi Pete,

I gave Jennifer a call to get an update on McCoy. Here is what she sent me. I’ll give you a
call later this afternoon to catch up on this project.

Cheers, Tom

From: Guigliano, Jennifer [mailto:Jennifer.Guigliano@aecom.com]
Sent: Tuesday, March 11, 2014 2:03 PM
To: Thomas Dietsch
Cc: McMenimen, Frank P; Kim Marsden; Field, Jennifer; Rodriguez, Magdalena@Wildlife
Subject: FW: McCoy BBCS for Agency Review
Importance: High

Hi Tom
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Thanks so much for contacting me. I had just emailed Jody to figure out what the approach
would be given her jury duty out-of-office response, so your call was very timely. I’ll assume
that you will coordinate with Pete S. on how to get all the plans reviewed. The status table is
attached which outlines the status of plan submittals. Below is the email submittal (with
attachments included here) for the BBCS which went in today. I have also attached the
nesting bird plan as promised with Magdalena’s comments so that you can comment in
context of hers and we can have a more consolidated set to work from.
Please let me know if you need anything else and who will be coordinating with Magdalena
and our team on the DT plan still outstanding also.
Much appreciated,
Jenn

Jennifer Guigliano, CPESC, CPSWQ, CESSWI
Associate Principal/Project Director
D +1 619.764.6882 M +1 619.200.8148
Email: jennifer.guigliano@aecom.com

AECOM
1420 Kettner Boulevard, Suite 500, San Diego CA 92101 USA
T +1 619 233 1454 F +1 619 233 0952
www.aecom.com

Our name is now AECOM, as our Design + Planning professionals
work in concert with a wider range of experts to enhance and sustain
the world’s built, natural and social environments.

From: Guigliano, Jennifer
Sent: Tuesday, March 11, 2014 2:10 PM
To: McMenimen, Frank P; Kim Marsden
Cc: 'Rodriguez, Magdalena@Wildlife'; 'Tera Baird (Tera_Baird@fws.gov)'; 'Fraser, Jody'; Field, Jennifer;
Flajole, Andy
Subject: McCoy BBCS for Agency Review
Importance: High
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Hi Frank,

Attached is the McCoy BBCS for agency review. As noted before, we have a tight schedule to
meet the start of project activities in the spring. We have allocated 20 days for agency review
which would mean we need all comments back no later than April 8. Of course, the sooner
the better. A lot of coordination with the agencies has already gone into this plan, so we are
hoping this can move. Also as we have discussed, we would like to be able to work through
any questions or substantive comments with the reviewers during that review period as
opposed to waiting until the time is up to hammer out any issues or concerns and come to
agreement on the plan.   We have provided the word version to facilitate quick reviews
understanding as we have discussed that comments would be consolidated and be focused on
substantive issues.

As discussed, I have also copied Magdalena and Tera (and now Jody also) to provide the same
review period for CDFW and USFWS.

Thanks
Jenn

Jennifer Guigliano, CPESC, CPSWQ, CESSWI
Associate Principal/Project Director
D +1 619.764.6882 M +1 619.200.8148
Email: jennifer.guigliano@aecom.com

AECOM
1420 Kettner Boulevard, Suite 500, San Diego CA 92101 USA
T +1 619 233 1454 F +1 619 233 0952
www.aecom.com

Our name is now AECOM, as our Design + Planning professionals
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the world’s built, natural and social environments.
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Field, Jennifer
Veerkamp, Eric@Energy (Eric.Veerkamp@energy.ca.gov); jkalish@blm.gov; Carol Watson
(CWatson@energy.state.ca.us); Kim Marsden
Baird, Tera (tera_baird@fws.gov); Fraser, Jody; Thomas Dietsch; Perkins, Winifred
Revised Genesis BBCS
Monday, March 17, 2014 10:37:13 AM
Genesis Bird and Bat Conservation Strategy_3-17-14_clean.pdf

All,
Please find attached the revised Genesis BBCS. We are looking forward to your approval so we may
begin monitoring this spring.        

Jenny

______________________________________
Jennifer Field
NextEra Energy Resources
Corporate Environmental Services
700 Universe Blvd. JES/JB
Juno Beach, FL 33408
Office 561-691-2232
Cell 561-758-7277
Jennifer.field@nexteraenergy.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Thomas Dietsch
Rodriguez, Magdalena@Wildlife
FW: Revised Genesis BBCS
Monday, March 17, 2014 12:03:47 PM
Genesis Bird and Bat Conservation Strategy_3-17-14_clean.pdf

Hi Magdalena,
FYI, I didn’t see your name on the list. I’ve also requested a MS Word version for our comments.
Cheers, Tom
From: Field, Jennifer [mailto:JENNIFER.FIELD@nexteraenergy.com]
Sent: Monday, March 17, 2014 10:36 AM
To: Veerkamp, Eric@Energy (Eric.Veerkamp@energy.ca.gov); jkalish@blm.gov; Carol Watson
(CWatson@energy.state.ca.us); Kim Marsden
Cc: Baird, Tera (tera_baird@fws.gov); Fraser, Jody; Thomas Dietsch; Perkins, Winifred
Subject: Revised Genesis BBCS

All,
Please find attached the revised Genesis BBCS. We are looking forward to your approval so we may
begin monitoring this spring.        

Jenny

______________________________________
Jennifer Field
NextEra Energy Resources
Corporate Environmental Services
700 Universe Blvd. JES/JB
Juno Beach, FL 33408
Office 561-691-2232
Cell 561-758-7277
Jennifer.field@nexteraenergy.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Baird, Tera
Pete Sorensen
Fwd: Revised Genesis BBCS
Tuesday, March 25, 2014 4:38:13 PM
Genesis Bird and Bat Conservation Strategy_3-17-14_clean.pdf

FYI - I received the revised Genesis BBCS on March 17...
Tera Keeler Baird
Biologist
777 East Tahquitz Canyon Way, Suite 208
Palm Springs, California 92262

---------- Forwarded message ---------From: Field, Jennifer <JENNIFER.FIELD@nexteraenergy.com>
Date: Mon, Mar 17, 2014 at 10:36 AM
Subject: Revised Genesis BBCS
To: "Veerkamp, Eric@Energy (Eric.Veerkamp@energy.ca.gov)"
<Eric.Veerkamp@energy.ca.gov>, "jkalish@blm.gov" <jkalish@blm.gov>, "Carol Watson
(CWatson@energy.state.ca.us)" <CWatson@energy.state.ca.us>, Kim Marsden
<kmarsden@blm.gov>
Cc: "Baird, Tera (tera_baird@fws.gov)" <tera_baird@fws.gov>, "Fraser, Jody"
<jody_fraser@fws.gov>, Thomas Dietsch <thomas_dietsch@fws.gov>, "Perkins, Winifred"
<Winifred.Perkins@nexteraenergy.com>

All,
Please find attached the revised Genesis BBCS. We are looking forward to your approval so
we may begin monitoring this spring.        

Jenny
______________________________________
Jennifer Field
NextEra Energy Resources
Corporate Environmental Services
700 Universe Blvd. JES/JB
Juno Beach, FL 33408
Office 561-691-2232
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Cell 561-758-7277
Jennifer.field@nexteraenergy.com
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From:
To:
Cc:

Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

crissy slaughter
jody_fraser@fws.gov
Kathy Simon; Brooks Corvus; Therese Carpenter; tamara.haynes@firstsolar.com; Amanda Beck;
eduardo_nieves@fws.gov; Mark Massar; Ashley H; heather_beeler@fws.gov; Thomas Dietsch;
erin_dean@fws.gov; armand.gonzales@wildlife.ca.gov; Brian Sandstrom
Monthly SPUT report for Desert Sunlight-MB20960B-3 and MB20979B-1
Friday, April 04, 2014 10:39:48 AM
R8_SPUT_mortality reporting_macro.4.4.14.xlsm
Avian_Bat_Mortality 20140331.pdf

Hello All,
Attached is the monthly SPUT table and updated avian mortality figure for Desert Sunlight,
permit numbers MB20979B-1 and MB20960B-3.
Thank you,
Crissy Slaughter
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From:
To:

Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Watson, Carol@Energy
Crisp, Ann@Energy; (andrea_compton@nps.gov); Frank McMenimen (fmcmenimen@blm.gov); Fraser, Jody;
Howard, Amee; Joel Pagel (joel_pagel@fws.gov); Kim Marsden (kmarsden@blm.gov); Luke Sabala; Rodriguez,
Magdalena@Wildlife; Mark Massar (mmassar@blm.gov); Pete Sorensen (pete_sorensen@fws.gov); Sharma,
Shankar@Wildlife; "tera_baird@fws.gov"; Tom Dietsch (thomas_dietsch@fws.gov); Vamstad, Michael; Stora,
Christine@Energy; Martin-Gallardo, Jennifer@Energy; Ali, Anwar@Energy; BHaas@aspeneg.com; Chris Huntley
Avian forensics report
Monday, April 07, 2014 1:11:45 PM
Avian-mortality Report FINAL.PDF

Here is the avian forensics report created by NFWF and covering Desert Sunlight, Genesis, and
Ivanpah.
Carol
-----Original Appointment----From: Crisp, Ann@Energy
Sent: Friday, April 19, 2013 12:25 PM
To: Crisp, Ann@Energy; (andrea_compton@nps.gov); Frank McMenimen (fmcmenimen@blm.gov);
Fraser, Jody; Howard, Amee; Joel Pagel (joel_pagel@fws.gov); Kim Marsden (kmarsden@blm.gov); Luke
Sabala; Rodriguez, Magdalena@Wildlife; Mark Massar (mmassar@blm.gov); Pete Sorensen
(pete_sorensen@fws.gov); Sharma, Shankar@Wildlife; 'tera_baird@fws.gov'; Tom Dietsch
(thomas_dietsch@fws.gov); Vamstad, Michael; Watson, Carol@Energy; Stora, Christine@Energy; MartinGallardo, Jennifer@Energy; Ali, Anwar@Energy; BHaas@aspeneg.com; Chris Huntley
Subject: Palen REAT biweekly call
When: Monday, November 11, 2013 1:00 PM-2:00 PM (GMT-08:00) Pacific Time (US & Canada).
Where: Energy - 4South Conf Rm B

Agenda will be sent out prior to each meeting.
Access Number
218-895-9753
Passcode
428066#
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Baird, Tara <tera_balrd@fws.gov>

Mtg follow-up and Wilcox's marsh creation costs
toayi::R>

Fraaer, Jody <jody_fraser@fws.gOV>
Thu, Apr 10, 2014 at 1:28 PM
To: RKonno, Eddy@Wildlife" <Eddy.Konno@wildlife.ca.gov>, Scott Sewall <scott.sewell@wildlife.ca.gov>, Rick
Francis <richard.'li"ancis@wildlife.ca.gov>, Karen Riesz <karen. riesz@wildlife. ca.gov>, Magdalena Rodriguez
<Magdalena. Rodriguez@wildlife.ca.gcN>, Tom Anderson <tom_w_anderson@Nvs. goV>
Cc: Pete Sorensen <Pete_Sorensen@fws.geN>, Tera Baird <Tera_Baird@fws.geN>, Christian Schoneman
<christian_schoneman@fws.gOV>, Lesley Fitzpatrick <lesley_fitzpatrick@fws.gOV>, Brenda Zaun
<brenda_zaun@fws.gOV>, Felicia Sirchia <Felicia_Sirchia@fws.ga\t>, Bill Seese <bill_seese@fws.gOV>, Elaine
Johnson <elainejohnson@fws.gov>, Nate Csswell <nate_caswell@fws.gOV>
Hi ewryone,
Some of us met yesterday to inch the needle forward on our programmatic mitigation/compensation strategy for
VCR, and I think we're feeling optimistic. Here are some of the highlights and action items I captured. Please feel
free to coiT'eCt, edit, add as necessary.

Highlights:
- Uptick in geothermal dewlopment has resulted in liD not renewing some of the leases with CDFW and Refuges
for resource management. Lots of uncertainty surrounding Mure of these lands; probably within 5 yrs, absent any
management, these lands will be unsuitable for VCR due to sedimentation.
-Not surprisingly, water is the crux in this region. PR grants haw remained static, but State allocations haw all
but disappeared, so there are no matching dollars. Mitigation dollars cannot be used for the match.
- liD is the major water authority; water runs about $20/ac-ft.
- VCR mgmt requires roughly 12 ac-ftlyr/ac. The minimum mgmt unit size, when accounting for a 3-5 yr
rotationlbum/hab mgmt, is about 150 acres.
- CDFW would like land acquisition to be the priority under this program. It has identified some lands to target. Of
course the water necessary for long-term management and a management endowment should be part of any
negotiated acquisition. Restoration/enhancement and habitat management also a priority.
- Most of the Sonny Bono NWR neighbors are fanners; most are unlikely to be willing sellers, so our strategy
here may need to focus on water acquisition, inbstructure improwments, restoration/enhancement, and habitat
management.
- Program should either encourage the de\elopers to acquire targeted lands themsel\98 and donate to
CDFW/NW Rs or establish a fee similar to what we've done under the REAT process and utilize a third party
administrator like NFWF. These fees "WOUld be calculated such that the appraisal, site assessment and any
remediation, water, construction, and endowment are included.
- Whatewr program we pull together will need to be approwd at upper 18\els in our agencies. Will be framed as a
program to mitigate/benefit marsh birds.
-lime line: We hope to haw something ready to present to whomewr by mid-June, so it 'WOUld be great to haw
the action items to me asap:)

Action Items:

AR071882
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- FWS will forward Bruce Wilcox's cost estimates for marsh creation (see below).
- CDFW will work up cost estimates for creation, restoration, and enhancement.
- Rick will contact local realtor regarding lands north of Wister.
- Tom will send map with potential acquisitions.
- Karen will pro'Jide census data for rails on their units and maps with acreages of each of the parcels.

Other Asks:
- Brenda, do you haw census data for rails on your units? Can you pass those data along to us?
Anything else? Again, please feel free to correct, edit, add to this list of things. Also, if there are others in your
offices/agencies who should be included in this dialogue, please don't hesitate to include.
Thanks again for ewryone's time.
Jody

Jody Fraser, Biologist
Palm Springs Fish and Wildlife Office
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Ser'Jice
777 E. Tahquitz Canyon Way, Suite 208
Palm Springs, CA 92262
760.322.2070 ph x207
760.322.4648 fax
jody_fraser@fws .gov

- - - Forwarded message - - From: Sorensen, Pete <pete_sorensen@fws.go-..t>
Date: Fri, Mar 28, 2014 at 2:14 PM
Subject: Fwd: Marsh Creation Costs
To: Jody Fraser <jody_fraser@fws.gov:>, Tera Baird <tera_baird@fws.gov:>

- - - Forwarded message - - From: Wilcox, Bruce <BWilcox@iid.com>
Date: Mon, Mar 24, 2014 at 5:41AM
Subject: RE: Marsh Creation Costs
To: "Sorensen, Pete" <pete_sorensen@fws.goV>
Cc: "Lowcchio, Jessica" <jllowcchio@iid.com>

Hi Pete:

Attached table with design/construction cost for Managed Marsh Phase I and projected costs for Phase II.
liD could share the design drawings if you want them.
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As we discussed before, the costs don't include land costs; but liD would most likely be willing to make
Salton Sea playa lands available for the project.

The marsh uses Colorado River water which is at $20.00/acrefoot. liD use about 8-9 acrefeet/acre/year on
Phase I. I imagine because ofthe selenium bioaccumulation issue you would rather use Colorado River
water than New or Alamo river water (which is really agricultural discharge and is higher in selenium).
There may be some issues with that based on beneficial water use issues. Currently, liD delivers
Colorado River water to the refuge and Wister; so, i would argue that water could be delivered to this
habitat too. As water availability gets tighter it may be more of an issue. lfthere is a way to consider
using drain water (blending with Colorado water??) it might be an easier issue.

Biggest maintenance issue is invasive species (muskrats and tamarisk).

liD is in the process of developing a plan for habitat and geothermal development at the lake (Salton Sea
Restoration and Renewable Energy Initiative). We shared with your office a concept drawing of that a
while ago. We hope to have a more detailed drawing and document in a few weeks. liD is going to issue
a RFQ for a consultant to help further the design of the habitat/geothermal; the RFP will go out in about a
month and be ready for review in about 6 months. The plans won't be final drawings but should outline
the various components of the plan at about 60% design. We are thinking we would have several
different habitat types, shallow water wading, dense emergent and deep water habitat types in the plan.

Also the State of California has a design for deep water (4-6feet) cells around the New River. The site is
permitted for about 3000 acres and they will build about 700 acres on the east side of the river.
Construction to start in late 12014. The area on the other side of the river is CEQA/NEPAed and has
Section 404 and Streambed Alteration agreements completed. I imagine they would be willing to modify
their design and locate rail habitatthere. The land is owned by liD.

Feel free to call with questions or we can come over to your office to discuss if you want.

Thanks
Bruce

From: Sorensen, Pete [mailto: pete_sorensen@fws.gov]
Sent: Friday, March 07, 2014 1:57PM
To: Wilcox, Bruce
Subject: Re: Marsh Creation Costs

thnx Bruce!
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Hi:

My number is 760-339-9735 and cell is 760-455-6758. I am in meetings most of the rest of today. But I am
around next week at either number. I will also try and call you next week
Thanks
Bruce

From: Sorensen, Pete [mailto: pete_sorensen@fws.gov]

Sent: Friday, March 07, 2014 9:19AM
To: Wilcox, Bruce; Carol Roberts
Subject: Marsh Creation Costs

Hi Bruce-

We met briefly in your briefing with Ken Corey and me in Palm Springs late last year, on some of your Salton
Sea issues related to DRECP and your MSHCP. I think Jim Thiede, formerty of our office was in touch with you
as well on this marsh creation matter, but as I recall the two of you were ha\4ng difficulty in connecting.

I would like to get some basic cost information on your HCP/water transfer mitigation marsh project, and other
logistical issues, to help inform our DRECP planning process for Yuma clapper rail and other marsh birds. We
en\4sion that more mitigation marsh creation may be needed under DRECP, and so we need to scope out how
that might work.

I think we will probably need to talk, since it may be more efficient than email exchanges. But regardless, the
Ser\4ce would appreciate any background info you may haw, so we dont haw to reinwnt the wheel. Can you
please let me know a com.enient time we could talk about this. I will giw you a call as well once I track down
your phone #.

Thanks,

Pete Sorensen
Di\4sion Chief
Palm Springs Fish and Wildlife Office
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760 271 3913 (cell)

~

Managed Marsh costs.xlsx
17K

Fraser, Jody <jody_fraser@fws.goV>
To: RFitzpatrick, Lesley" <lesley_fitzpatrick@fws.goV>
Cc: Pete Sorensen <Pete_Sorensen@fws.goV>, Tera Baird <Tera_Baird@fws.goV>

Fri, Apr 11,2014 at 12:06 PM

Hi Lesley,
I cc'd Pete and Tera in case they can offer anything additional to what I say/remember. See below.
Also, at some point we should talk a bit more about how best to integrate habitats along the riwr (within the
MSCP area) and in AZ into our strategy. Currently, we're focusing on CA because it's most expeditious. We'll let
you know when we schedule another meeting.
Talk soon,
Jody
On Fri, Apr 11, 2014 at 10:42 AM, Fitzpatrick, Lesley <lesley_fitzpatrick@fws.goV> wrote:
Jody: Sounds like an interesting meeting. I haw a couple of questions.
On an earlier call, there were concerns that Wister essentially had not enough water to do much because they
did not haw the$$$. I tried tracking that down, and finally word from Rick Francis that they had enough water
to do their full 825 acres of clapper rail habitat. And, I understand ewryone is under a reduced allocation per
acre. But, from your notes, I am wondering if that is the case.
You recall correctly. I clipped out the dlscu&&ion about the reduced allocation from the notes for the
Feb. meeting: "Currently, under an "equitable distribution" program; variable according to how many
acres are being farmed - up to 480K acres. Ensures 5.45ac-ft/ac for every user in the Valley- may not
be enough for maintenance of YUCR, though liD mitigation marsh is trying with 6 ac-ftlacre/year.
Typically need up to 12ac-ft/ac to manage YUCR ponds."
This issue did not come up on Wed. - not explicitly anyway. All I really heard was, they need water.
Particularly for the long-term. So one of the priorities for our strategy is to secure water.
Can you explain more about the loss of some managed acres due to non-renewal of leases due to geothermal?
Are those some of the areas where marsh has dewloped on its own? I also remember seeing some big
patches north of SBSS with Christian and Tom last summer that I thought were somehow related to water
supplies that were tenuous.
CDFW handed out some maps that depicted the liD lands that, I assumed, are no longer part of their
lease on Wister. I can ask them to send digitally as that would be most helpful for us, too. Most of these
parcels were right along the eastern shore of the Sea. And yes, as the Sea recedes, sedimentation
increases, and the water no longer drains like it used to, marshy areas are developing.
I'm not sure about the lands north of SB. We didn, talk about these areas specifically.
And what is this geothermal project about and its impact on rails?
We didn't talk about any project in particular. There are several. Most ofthem are <50MW, because
that is the threshold at with the California Energy Commission would have be be brought in as the
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Because of the push for alternative energy generation, geotherm is one that has a lot of potential in
Imperial, so liD is taking advantage of that. Unfortunately, that means some of the lands that have
historically been leased for resource management are being pulled back for other purposes. The lands
on the shore, however, will be difficult to develop for energy generation because they are quite
saturated. Irs my understanding that CDFW has not stopped managing them yet as they are waiting to
see how things shake out with liD.
The impacts on rails has yet to be determined, but there is occupied habitat throughout the leased
lands.
I'm trying to do the 2nd 5-year review and get the recowry plan done this year, so I want to make sure I know
what is going on .
If you have any more up-to-date status sections for the species, I'd love to have them for our strategy :)
thanks
Lesley
[Quoted text hidden]
[Quoted text hidden]

Fraser, Jody <jody_fraser@fws.goV>
Fri, Apr 11, 2014 at 12:21 PM
To: "Konno, Eddy@Wildlife" <Eddy.Konno@wildlife.ca.goV>, Scott Sewall <scott.sewell@wildlife.ca.goV>, Rick
Francis <richard.francis@wildlife.ca.goV>, Karen Riesz <karen.riesz@wildlife.ca.goV>, Magdalena Rodriguez
<Magdalena.Rodriguez@wildlife.ca.goV>, Tom Anderson <tom_w_anderson@fws.goV>
Cc: Pete Sorensen <Pete_Sorensen@fws.goV>, Tera Baird <Tera_Baird@fws.goV>, Christian Schoneman
<christian_schoneman@fws.goV>, Lesley Fitzpatrick <lesley_fitzpatrick@fws.goV>, Brenda Zaun
<brenda_zaun@fws.goV>, Felicia Sirchia <Felicia_Sirchia@fws.goV>, Elaine Johnson <elainejohnson@fws.goV>,
Nate Caswell <nate_caswell@fws.goV>

Also, Karen, could you send digital copies of the maps you distributed at the meeting. Would low to haw those
for our e-files.
Thanks!
Jody

On Thu, Apr 10, 2014 at 1:28PM, Fraser, Jody <jody_fraser@fws.goV> wrote:
[Quoted text hidden]
[Quoted text hidden]

Sorensen, Pete <pete_sorensen@fws.goV>
Fri, Apr 11, 2014 at 12:58 PM
To: "Fraser, Jody" <jody_fraser@fws.goV>
Cc: "Fitzpatrick, Lesley" <lesley_fitzpatrick@fws.goV>, Tera Baird <Tera_Baird@fws.goV>
Hi LesleyBased on what I thought I heard and understood, and just as a potential clarification or different way of thinking
about the liD lease lands on Wister that may partially embellish what Jody describedliD has cancelled those Wister lease lands in fa\Or of potential geothermal dewlopment (hopefully just
exploration), so DFW can no longer actiwly manage those lands. Howewr, water fi"om DFW lands to the east
continue draining across those liD lease lands to the west along the shoreline and are likely to continue providing
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YCR habitat until marsh senescence eliminates habitat suitability sewral years out, or liD comes in and drains
them for geothennal exploration (that would be an interesting show down under section 9).
Jody - does that sound right?
Lesley - is there any chance you haw access to a backup record of the marsh surwy results from the
standardized marsh bird surwy protocol since its inception (2006?) so we could see what the counts were for
blacks, Virginias, and soras as well? Online access is temporarily out due to a data base transition, as Brenda
explained, so we are looking for an end-around. Brenda didnt seem to haw backup files to provide and said we
might haw to wait for awhile. We are trying to figure out a surrogate ITS estimation of take using all rail species
and need to see if the surwy results might pro'Jide data to support a take surrogate approach. Of course, any
ideas you haw on surrogate approaches or other ways to estimate YCR take for the 30-yr life of these solar fields
would be more that welcome. We could discuss it more easily than trying to elaborate here on the details of this
surrogate concept we are thinking about.
thnx pete
[Quoted text hidden]

Fitzpatrick, Lesley <lesley_fitzpatrick@fws.goV>
To: RSorensen, PeteR <pete_sorensen@fws.goV>
Cc: "Fraser, Jody" <jody_fraser@fws.goV>, Tera Baird <Tera_Baird@fws.go\P-

Fri, Apr 11, 2014 at 1:41PM

Pete: see the attached surwy summaries, I don't haw the database files for the routes etc. If you want densities
I don't haw that either, alii haw is numbers detected. We don't do soras, but I suggest you contact Tom
Anderson as SB and see what he has on his computer.

I think I am still uneasy about Wister and their water. I understand that due to lack of management, their sites
were getting poor and the big money projects they got from the Waterfowl fund were going to get some of that
back. There are some things I don't understand, such as the re-design of the cells in tenns of depth and shallow
benches to support rail habitat w waterfowl habitat, how the cells will be managed (rail focus or waterfowl focus)
especially as it relates to the amount of water they haw under the reduced apportionment and what they can
afford to buy. If we are losing "existing" habitat acreage there (outside of the "accidental" stuff supported by the
drain water) then we need to understand that on the short and long-tenn. Gaining "new'' habitat to offset impacts
then has less net gain since we are below where we were. I understand that SB thinks they are going to be okay
because they can mow water to the rail areas, but at some point are they going to haw a problem?
I also remember us talking before about not putting all our mitigation habitat right next to the solar arrays. Not
knowing who was actually at your meeting, I don't know if this was CDFW-focused for what they could
contribute?
Not wanting to mess up the action, but I am a bit confused.
Lesley
[Quoted text hidden]

4 attachments
~

MARSH BIRD SURVEY DATA BLRA 2006-2015 with 2013.docx
16K

~ MARSH BIRD SURVEY DATA VIRA 2006-2015 with 2013.docx

17K
~

Compiled MARSH BIRD SURVEY DATA 2012-2013.docx
17K
YUMA CLAPPER RAIL SURVEY DATA 2006-2016 with 2013.docx
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Caswell, Nate <nate_caswell@fws.gov>
Fri, Apr 11, 2014 at 1:50 PM
To: RFraser, Jody" <jody_fraser@fws.gov>
Cc: Tom Anderson <tom_w_anderson@fws.gov>, Pete Sorensen <Pete_Sorensen@fws.gov>, Tera Baird
<Tera_Baird@fws.gov>, Christian Schoneman <christian_schoneman@fws.gov>, Lesley Fitzpatrick
<lesley_fitzpatrick@fws.gov>, Brenda Zaun <brenda_zaun@fws.gov>, Felicia Sirchia <Felicia_Sirchia@fws.gov>,
Elaine Johnson <elainejohnson@fws.gov>
Hi Jody,
We weren't on this last call, but I participated in the one that was held a few weeks ago. Coming out of the
pre'llious call, we were under the impression that marsh restoration at Imperial NWR was a '\liable option, but there
wasn't any mention of it in these notes. I would like to reiterate that Imperial NWR should be considered if
anything outside of California is still on the table. Cibola NWR may haw options as well, but water rights could
still be an issue for them. As far as Imperial goes:
-We haw sewral hundred acres adjacent to our current management area that could {and should) be restored.
Of course, I'm not an engineer or a hydrologist, but the land is already "marshy".
-We haw irrigation infrastructure already in place that could seM newly restored habitat.
- Imperial NWR has more than enough water under a senior water right to serve newly restored habitat. The
refuge uses a relatiwly small percentage {18-25%) of its water entitlement.
This may not address the desire for land acquisition, but this is land that the refuge system will likely newr haw
funding to restore on this scale.
Thanks,
Nate

On Thu, Apr 10, 2014 at 1:28PM, Fraser, Jody <jody_fraser@fws.gov> wrote:
[Quoted text hidden]

Nate Caswell
Refuge Manager
Imperial NWR
P.O. Box 72217
12812 N Wildlife Way
Yuma, AZ 85365
Phone: {928) 783-3371 ext. 13
Fax:
{928) 783-0652
Nate_Caswell@fws.gov

Sorensen, Pete <pete_sorensen@fws.gov>
Fri, Apr 11, 2014 at 1:59 PM
To: RFitzpatrick, Lesley" <lesley_fitzpatrick@fws.gov>, Carol Roberts <carol_a_roberts@fws.gov>
Cc: "Fraser, Jody" <jody_fraser@fws.gov>, Tera Baird <Tera_Baird@fws.gov>
Lesley - do soras nest along the riwr-the bird guides show the Lower Colorado Riwr Valley south of their
breeding range-or are they not censused as part of the marsh bird suMys? I didnt know how to interpret their
absence in the marsh brid suMy results.
Maybe we should talk about Wister. Strange as it may seem, I dont think anyone with the SeNice, except
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maybe you, have ever gotten into the ins and outs of their operation there. Carol Roberts might have in her wor1<:
on the sea over the last long time period, but I have not wor1<:ed SS issues at all for the last 10 years and never
got into the details of Wister when I was more inwlved 10-15 years ago.
thnx Pete
[Quoted text hidden]

Roberts, Carol <carol_a_roberts@fWs.goV>
Fri, Apr 11, 2014 at 2:59 PM
To: RSorensen, PeteR <pete_sorensen@fws.goV>
Cc: Jody Fraser <jody_fraser@fws.goV>, Tera Baird <tera_baird@fws.goV>, Lesley Fitzpatrick
<lesley_fitzpatrick@fWs.goV>

Pete,
Soras are not surveyed in the roorsh bird pro1ocol. Operations at Wister have varied with every roonager, so
there is no simple answer as to what their operations are. I would be happy 1o share what I know about it,
although I have been out of the loop a bit recently. Karen Riesz (CDFW) in Berm.Jda Dunes has been helping
with their marsh bird surveys, so she might be able to shed light on the roost recent rail habitat
configurations and use by other non-surveyed species. Also of interest, the IID Managed Marsh did attract
clapper rails last year, but unfor1unately one of them was hit on the road adjacent to the roorsh.
Lesley has reason to be concerned about the water. Some areas will continue to receive drain water (about
which we have selenium concerns) and so will stay wet, but other areas are reliant on purchased water. As
the water si1uation ge1S worse, complain1S about water for wildlife not qualifying as a beneficial use of
Colorado River water (roostly from Southern Nevada Water Authori1y, but that may expand to MWD at some
point) are likely 1o get louder. If you want 1o expand the aroount of habitat, the push-back is likely 1o get
louder and stronger. We rooy be forced 1o consider using drain water (preferably mixed with delivered
water) in a moni1ored approach, but someone will need 1o fund the ongoing moni1oring.
The prospec1S for buying water in this circumstance are very limited. IID does not want individual
landowners 1o think they can sell their water rather than use it, so they will object 1o any suggestion that
direct water purchases would be an option. They are in the process of establishing a water sharing system,
so you could tie in1o that. The downside there is that there is no way 1o guarantee excess water will be
available through that system. The flip-side is 1o stick with the traditional water use assigned 1o any
properties acquired and support rail habitat by buying extra land (and consolidating the needed water
resources within the outer boundaries of those lands). This tends 1o be looked down upon in the Imperial
Valley given the associated economic impac1S, but IID has been able 1o pull it off as part of the entire QSA
package (not exactly uncontroversial though).
As I'm sure you can tell, there are not simple answers 1o your questions. I'm happy 1o share my experiences;
just let me know what you need.

*+*+*+*+*+*+*+*+*+*+*+*+*+*+*+*+*+*+*+*+*+*+*+*+*

Carol A Roberts. Division Chief
Environmental Contaminants/Federal Projects

Carlsbad Fish and Wildlife Office
2177 Salk Avenue, SUite 250

Carlsbad. CA 92008
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cai"'I_CLJ'C)berts@fws. gov
'The significant prob1ems we have cannot be so1ved with the same 1eve1 of thinking with which we
created them." -A1bert Einstein
[Quoted text hidden]

Fraser, Jody <jody_fraser@fws.goV>

Fri, Apr 11, 2014 at 5:56PM

To: RCaswell, Nate" <nate_caswell@fws.goV>
Cc: Tom Anderson <tom_w_anderson@fws.goV>, Pete Sorensen <Pete_Sorensen@fws.goV>, Tera Baird
<Tera_Baird@fws.goV>, Christian Schoneman <christian_schoneman@fws.goV>, Lesley Fitzpatrick
<lesley_fitzpatrick@fws.goV>, Brenda Zaun <brenda_zaun@fws.goV>, Felicia Sirchia <Felicia_Sirchia@fws.goV>,
Elaine Johnson <elainejohnson@fws.goV>
Hi Nate,
Thanks for the note. We were quite focused on CDFW lands in Imperial County -- ewn Tom from Sonny Bono
probably felt a little left out. We certainly intend to include any and all lands within the range of the species in our
strategy. So I think this discussion probably warrants another meeting. We can focus on Refuges :) I'll send out a
poll ear1y next week to organize the group.
Haw a great weekend.
Jody
[Quoted text hidden]

Riesz:, Karen@Wildlife <Karen.Riesz@wildlife.ca.goV>
Mon, Apr 14, 2014 at 11:58 AM
To: RFraser, Jody" <jody_fraser@fws.goV>, "Konno, Eddy@Wildlife" <Eddy.Konno@wildlife.ca.goV>, "Sewell,
Scott@Wildlife" <Scott.Sewell@wildlife.ca.goV>, "Francis, Richard@Wildlife" <Richard.Francis@wildlife.ca.goV>,
"Rodriguez, Magdalena@Wildlife" <Magdalena.Rodriguez@wildlife.ca.goV>, Tom Anderson
<tom_w_anderson@fws.goV>
Cc: Pete Sorensen <Pete_Sorensen@fws.goV>, Tera Baird <Tera_Baird@fws.goV>, Christian Schoneman
<christian_schoneman@fws.goV>, Lesley Fitzpatrick <lesley_fitzpatrick@fws.goV>, Brenda Zaun
<brenda_zaun@fws.goV>, Felicia Sirchia <Felicia_Sirchia@fws.goV>, Elaine Johnson <elainejohnson@fws.goV>,
Nate Caswell <nate_caswell@fws.goV>

See attached for the documents. Let me know if I forgot one. The only one I didn't (couldn't) include was
the Wister Management Plan because the file size is too large for our system to handle.

I noticed that in one of Bruce's emails he mentions that the State's Salton Sea project could possibly be
modified to allow for rail habitat, but as someone on that team, I can say that creating rail habitat is not
one of our identified objectives in our environmental documents and the impacts of creating such a
habitat have therefore not been evaluated. If it's found that we may impact rail habitat, we couldn't use
someone else's mitigation money to fund our own mitigation. Also, when evaluating liD's costs for their
Managed Marsh keep in mind that it includes treed riparian habitat because it was part of their mitigation
requirement.

I'm awaiting the map with acreage to be created by our GIS person and I'm working on the census data.
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""Karen

Karen A. Riesz
Environmental Scientist
Region 61nlands Deserts
California Depart. of Fish and Wildlife
78-078 Country Club Drive, Suite 109

Bermuda Dunes, CA 92203

t: (760) 200-9371
f: (760) 200-9358
Karen.Riesz@wildlife.ca.gov

From: Fraser, Jody [mailto:jody_fraser@fws.gov]

Sent: Friday, April 11, 2014 12:21 PM
To: Konno, Eddy@Wildlife; Sewell, Scott@Wildlife; Francis, Richard@Wildlife; Riesz, Karen@Wildlife; Rodriguez,
Magdalena@Wildlife; Tom Anderson

Cc: Pete Sorensen; Tera Baird; Christian Schoneman; Lesley Fitzpatrick; Brenda zaun; Felicia Sirchia; Elaine
Johnson; Nate Caswell
Subject: Re: Mtg follow-up and Wilcox's marsh creation costs
[Quoted text hidden]

3 attachments
~

2013_marsh_bird_trend.xls
35K

~

2013_marsh_bird_trend_IWA_SBSSNWRxls
37K

~

WisterUnit_Overview_v2.pdf
635K

Riesz, Karen@Wildlifa <Karen.Riesz@wildlife.ca.go-..t>
Man, Apr 14, 2014 at 12:07 PM
To: RFraser, Jody" <jody_fraser@fws.go-..t>, "Konno, Eddy@Wildlife" <Eddy.Konno@wildlife.ca.go-..t>, "Sewell,
Scott@Wildlife" <Scott.Sewell@wildlife.ca.go-..t>, RFrancis, Richard@Wildlife" <Richard.Francis@wildlife.ca.go-..t>,
"Rodriguez, Magdalena@WildlifeR <Magdalena.Rodriguez@wildlife.ca.go-..t>, Tom Anderson
<tom_w_ anderson@fws .go-..t>
Cc: Pete Sorensen <Pete_Sorensen@fws.ga-..t>, Tera Baird <Tera_Baird@fws.ga-..t>, Christian Schoneman
<christian_schoneman@fws.go-..t>, Lesley Fitzpatrick <lesley_fitzpatrick@fws.go-..t>, Brenda Zaun
<brenda_zaun@fws.ga¥>, Felicia Sirchia <Felicia_Sirchia@fws.ga¥>, Elaine Johnson <elainejohnson@fws.ga¥>,
Nate Caswell <nate_caswell@fws.ga-..t>
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I just remembered another file -the 2011 Wister Marsh Bird Survey Report. See attached.

""Karen

Karen A. Riesz
Environmental Scientist
Region Glnlands Deserts
California Depart. of Fish and Wildlife
78-078 Country Club Drive, Suite 109
Bermuda Dunes, CA 92203

t: (760) 2()()-9371
f: (760) 2()()-9358
Karen. Riesz@wi ld Iife.ca.gov

From: Fraser, Jody [mailto:jody_fraser@fws.gov]
Sent: Friday, April 11, 2014 12:21 PM
To: Konno, Eddy@Wildlife; Sewell, Scott@Wildlife; Francis, Richard@Wildlife; Riesz, Karen@Wildlife; Rodriguez,

Magdalena@Wildlife; Tom Anderson

Cc: Pete Sorensen; Tera Baird; Christian Schoneman; Lesley Fitzpatrick; Brenda zaun; Felicia Sirchia; Elaine
Johnson; Nate Caswell
Subject: Re: Mtg follow-up and Wilcox's marsh creation costs

Also, Karen, could you send digital copies of the maps you distributed at the meeting. Would low to haw those
for our e-files.

Thanks!
Jody
[Quoted text hidden]

~

2011_Wister_Marsh_Bird_Survey_Reporldoc

8078K
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

brian sandstrom
eduardo_nieves@fws.gov; jody_fraser@fws.gov; mark massar; cperry@blm.gov; fmcmenimen@blm.gov
brooks hart; crissy slaughter; kathy simon; therese carpenter; pksharpgarcia@gmail.com
DSL EAGR incident 04/15/14
Tuesday, April 15, 2014 11:49:22 AM
EAGR_041514_1.JPG
EAGR_041514_3.JPG

Hello everyone,
At 0730 this morning an adult Eared Grebe was found alive in a southern retention basin
south of Block 10 at UTM 648752/3734395. The bird appeared in good health and was
without any obvious trauma. It is nearly impossible for a Grebe to take flight from land.
Therefore, It was collected and released into Lake Tamarisk, four miles south of the solar
farm. The bird was able to swim and dive normally after being released.
If you have any questions please contact me.
Thanks,
Brian Sandstrom
949-423-8770
bjerome30@hotmail.com

AR071894

Additional Documentation Attachment to Comment 2-F1
Attachment I-9
From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Baird, Tera
Thomas Dietsch
Jody Fraser
Fwd: Fwd: Fw: Red Bluff Bird and Bat Conservation Strategy
Tuesday, April 15, 2014 2:20:58 PM
RB_REG_Bird and Bat Conservation Strategy_V3_20131002_KMurphy.docx
RB_REG_BBCS Ver 2 USFWS Comments and Responses_20131002_RHenry.docx

Tom Red Bluff wanted to check in and see what we thought of the most recent BBCS. SCE's
company-wide APP will not address mortality monitoring on a systematic basis and SCE will
opportunistically monitor mortality through patrols and inspection.   
I sent comments to SCE (below) and they responded back to us after the shutdown... I think
we discussed my concern that SCE is proposing to use the results on surveyor bias and
scavenger bias collected as part of the El Dorado-Ivanpah Transmission Line Project (EITP)
for the Red Bluff Study since both projects are located in desert environments with similar
potential scavengers. How (and more importantly should?) this approach fit in to the
monitoring that we would like conducted on the gen-tie line at Desert Sunlight?
Tera Keeler Baird
Biologist
777 East Tahquitz Canyon Way, Suite 208
Palm Springs, California 92262

---------- Forwarded message ---------From: Baird, Tera <tera_baird@fws.gov>
Date: Wed, Oct 30, 2013 at 2:57 PM
Subject: Fwd: Fwd: Fw: Red Bluff Bird and Bat Conservation Strategy
To: Thomas Dietsch <thomas_dietsch@fws.gov>
Here are the responses from SCE re: Red Bluff Substation portion of Desert Sunlight.

SCE intends to use the EITP scavenger bias study results to adjust reporting avian mortalities as part
of the Red Bluff Substation Project’s mortality study.

Tera Keeler Baird
Biologist
777 East Tahquitz Canyon Way, Suite 208
Palm Springs, California 92262

---------- Forwarded message ---------From: <Ryan.Henry@sce.com>
Date: Wed, Oct 2, 2013 at 11:13 AM
Subject: Re: Fwd: Fw: Red Bluff Bird and Bat Conservation Strategy
To: "Baird, Tera" <tera_baird@fws.gov>

AR071895
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Cc: Sheree.James@sce.com, Lisa.Amador@ch2m.com, Linda.Robb@sce.com
Hi Tera,
Please find attached version 3 of the Bird and Bat Conservation Strategy (BBCS) for
the Red Bluff Substation portion of the Desert Sunlight Solar Farm Project. SCE has
incorporated your comments and provided clarification where necessary. For your
convenience, I have attached a table that summarizes SCE's response to each of
your questions/concerns expressed in the July 18, 2013 email to me, as well as a
redline/strikeout version of the BBCS. Please let me know if you have any other
questions or would like to discuss further. Look forward to your confirmation that this
version is now final.
Thank you.
Ryan Henry
Senior Biologist
Dudek
Supporting Corporate Environmental Services
Southern California Edison
6 Pointe Drive
Brea, CA 92821
PAX: 56605
Phone/Cell: (626) 862-1148
Email: ryan.henry@sce.com

From:
To:

"Baird, Tera" <tera_baird@fws.gov>
"Ryan.Henry@sce.com" <Ryan.Henry@sce.com>

Date:
Subject:

07/18/2013 02:39 PM
Fwd: Fw: Red Bluff Bird and Bat Conservation Strategy

Ryan Sorry for the delay.    The proposed mortality protocol is to conduct monthly surveys at
the distribution line, loop-in lines and the substation for one year. The study site will also
include 15 feet on either site of the outer conductors of the the distribution and transmission
line.
Desert Sunlight will have a revised BBCS plan to us soon (August) and here are some of the
recommendations that we have made for their mortality monitoring plan.
The width of the study site may need to be adjusted to include the ROW. You should discuss
observer pace and how the observer will be walking to cover this space visually and observe
for both small and large bodied birds.

AR071896

Additional Documentation Attachment to Comment 2-F1
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The plan should have a component that addresses seasonal carcass removal trials to estimate
carcass persistence of each season and include surveyor bias, which will be used to adjust the
total number of birds found by observers to correct for detection bias.
You could also consider adjusting for a crippling loss bias when birds strike a line and fall
outside the search area or when injured birds move out of the search area and are not observed
by searcher.
In addition to carcasses, prey remains, pellet, and whitewash, we recommend recording
"feather spots" and give a a definition of how many feathers constitutes a "spot" .
The risk assessment validation should consider if passerine/waterbird collisions recorded on
the ROW. If recorded, what are the thresholds and remedy? Will SCE install line marking
devices or employ some other method? What kind of adaptive management will address
other birds beyond raptors?
I'm assuming that this will be covered under the SCE SPUT permit to handle/remove
carcasses (now expired but in the renewal process). We may need to include carcass
collection/storage for the purposed of carcass trials in the updated permit.
These comment should be easy to incorporate, maybe mortality monitoring methodology that
includes these elements is a component of the SCE Company-wide agency APP and can be
adopted from this document? (I think this document is under SCE internal review) .
Tera Keeler Baird
Biologist
777 East Tahquitz Canyon Way, Suite 208
Palm Springs, California 92262

On Wed, Jul 10, 2013 at 6:49 AM, Baird, Tera <tera_baird@fws.gov> wrote:
Ryan Thanks for the reminder . As noted in a previous email, my concern is avian collisions on the
line and the monitoring that would be necessary to adequately document collisions, as well as
considering scavengers/observer bias during the monitoring period. Desert Sunlight is
modifying the BBCS and my hope was to have the gen-tie line for DS and Red Bluff loop-in
lines/distribution lines monitored in a consistent manner.

Tera Keeler Baird
Biologist
777 East Tahquitz Canyon Way, Suite 208
Palm Springs, California 92262

On Tue, Jul 9, 2013 at 9:49 AM, <Ryan.Henry@sce.com> wrote:

AR071897
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Hi Tera,
Please let me know if you have any questions on avian collision risks or the strategy.
We are quickly approaching the O&M phase and anticipate implementing the
Strategy as is at this point.
Thank you.
Ryan Henry
Senior Biologist
Dudek
Supporting Corporate Environmental Services
Southern California Edison
6 Pointe Drive
Brea, CA 92821
PAX: 56605
Phone/Cell: (626) 862-1148
Email: ryan.henry@sce.com

AR071898
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Attachment I-9
From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

brian sandstrom
eduardo_nieves@fws.gov; jody_fraser@fws.gov; mark massar; cperry@blm.gov; fmcmenimen@blm.gov
brooks hart; crissy slaughter; kathy simon; therese carpenter; pksharpgarcia@gmail.com
COLO and UNBI mortalities DSSF 4/17
Thursday, April 17, 2014 9:36:12 PM
COLO_041714_1.JPG
COLO_041714_7.JPG
unbi_041714_1.JPG
unbi_041714_2.JPG

Hello everyone,
Today at the Desert Sunlight Solar Farm there were two avian mortalities documented:
Common Loon - Found in block 10, array 22, row 74. Carcass had been scavenged by
Ravens. It was collected and is stored in the freezer at the Ironwood office in Lake
Tamarisk.
Unidentified Sparrow wing was found on Center Line Drive. It was also collected and
stored in the freezer at the Ironwood office in Lake Tamarisk.
If you have any questions please contact me.
Thanks,
Brian Sandstrom
949-423-8770
bjerome30@hotmail.com

AR071899

Additional Documentation Attachment to Comment 2-F1
Attachment I-9
From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

brian sandstrom
eduardo_nieves@fws.gov; jody_fraser@fws.gov; mark massar; cperry@blm.gov; fmcmenimen@blm.gov
brooks hart; crissy slaughter; kathy simon; therese carpenter; pksharpgarcia@gmail.com
COLO mortality DSSF 4/18
Friday, April 18, 2014 3:23:48 PM
COLO_041814_1.JPG
COLO_041814_5.JPG

Hello everyone,
Today at the Desert Sunlight Solar Farm there was one avian mortality documented:
Common Loon - Found in block 2, array 32, row 2. The carcass was in tact. It was
collected and is stored in the freezer at the Ironwood office in Lake Tamarisk.

If you have any questions please contact me.
Thanks,
Brian Sandstrom
949-423-8770
bjerome30@hotmail.com

AR071900
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Fraser, Jody
Thomas Dietsch; Pete Sorensen; Tera Baird; Joel Pagel
Fwd: COLO mortality DSSF 4/18
Monday, April 21, 2014 8:41:39 AM
COLO_041814_1.JPG
COLO_041814_5.JPG

Second one in two days. This sucks.
---------- Forwarded message ---------From: brian sandstrom <bjerome30@hotmail.com>
Date: Fri, Apr 18, 2014 at 3:23 PM
Subject: COLO mortality DSSF 4/18
To: "eduardo_nieves@fws.gov" <eduardo_nieves@fws.gov>, "jody_fraser@fws.gov"
<jody_fraser@fws.gov>, mark massar <mmassar@blm.gov>, "cperry@blm.gov"
<cperry@blm.gov>, "fmcmenimen@blm.gov" <fmcmenimen@blm.gov>
Cc: brooks hart <brooks@corvusecological.com>, crissy slaughter <criffy@hotmail.com>,
kathy simon <kathy@ironwoodconsultinginc.com>, therese carpenter
<therese.carpenter@firstsolar.com>, "pksharpgarcia@gmail.com"
<pksharpgarcia@gmail.com>
Hello everyone,
Today at the Desert Sunlight Solar Farm there was one avian mortality documented:
Common Loon - Found in block 2, array 32, row 2. The carcass was in tact. It was
collected and is stored in the freezer at the Ironwood office in Lake Tamarisk.
If you have any questions please contact me.
Thanks,
Brian Sandstrom
949-423-8770
bjerome30@hotmail.com

-Jody Fraser, Biologist
Palm Springs Fish and Wildlife Office
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
777 E. Tahquitz Canyon Way, Suite 208
Palm Springs, CA 92262
760.322.2070 ph x207
760.322.4648 fax
jody_fraser@fws.gov
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Fraser, Jody
Thomas Dietsch
Fwd: COLO and UNBI mortalities DSSF 4/17
Monday, April 21, 2014 11:40:02 AM
COLO_041714_1.JPG
COLO_041714_7.JPG
unbi_041714_1.JPG
unbi_041714_2.JPG

---------- Forwarded message ---------From: brian sandstrom <bjerome30@hotmail.com>
Date: Thu, Apr 17, 2014 at 9:34 PM
Subject: COLO and UNBI mortalities DSSF 4/17
To: "eduardo_nieves@fws.gov" <eduardo_nieves@fws.gov>, "jody_fraser@fws.gov"
<jody_fraser@fws.gov>, mark massar <mmassar@blm.gov>, "cperry@blm.gov"
<cperry@blm.gov>, "fmcmenimen@blm.gov" <fmcmenimen@blm.gov>
Cc: brooks hart <brooks@corvusecological.com>, crissy slaughter <criffy@hotmail.com>,
kathy simon <kathy@ironwoodconsultinginc.com>, therese carpenter
<therese.carpenter@firstsolar.com>, "pksharpgarcia@gmail.com"
<pksharpgarcia@gmail.com>
Hello everyone,
Today at the Desert Sunlight Solar Farm there were two avian mortalities documented:
Common Loon - Found in block 10, array 22, row 74. Carcass had been scavenged by
Ravens. It was collected and is stored in the freezer at the Ironwood office in Lake
Tamarisk.
Unidentified Sparrow wing was found on Center Line Drive. It was also collected and
stored in the freezer at the Ironwood office in Lake Tamarisk.
If you have any questions please contact me.
Thanks,
Brian Sandstrom
949-423-8770
bjerome30@hotmail.com

-Jody Fraser, Biologist
Palm Springs Fish and Wildlife Office
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
777 E. Tahquitz Canyon Way, Suite 208
Palm Springs, CA 92262
760.322.2070 ph x207
760.322.4648 fax
jody_fraser@fws.gov
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

brian sandstrom
eduardo_nieves@fws.gov; jody_fraser@fws.gov; mark massar; cperry@blm.gov; fmcmenimen@blm.gov
brooks hart; crissy slaughter; kathy simon; therese carpenter; pksharpgarcia@gmail.com
CORA mortality DSSF 04/21/14
Monday, April 21, 2014 5:40:50 PM
CORA_042114_1.JPG
CORA_042114_5.JPG

Hello everyone,
At 1600 this afternoon, 21 April 2014, the carcass of a Common Raven was located East of
Block 19, array 18 in an open space along the East fence line. The carcass was in tact,
mummified, and appeared to have only been scavenged by insects. Cause of death is
unknown.
If you have any questions please contact me.
Thanks,
Brian Sandstrom
949-423-8770
bjerome30@hotmail.com

AR071904
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Fraser, Jody
Kim Marsden
Fwd: Comments on draft mortality monitoring plan
Wednesday, April 23, 2014 9:17:40 AM
20140204_Desert Sunlight Fatality Monitoring Plan_2Dec2013_FWS comments.docx

Per your request.
Are you in the office? Can you give me a call? I'm in the office too :)
---------- Forwarded message ---------From: Fraser, Jody <jody_fraser@fws.gov>
Date: Tue, Feb 4, 2014 at 4:58 PM
Subject: Comments on draft mortality monitoring plan
To: Brian Boroski <bboroski@harveyecology.com>
Cc: Amanda Beck <ABeck@firstsolar.com>, "Kathy Simon (kbsimon@verizon.net)"
<kathy@ironwoodconsultinginc.com>, Kim Marsden <kmarsden@blm.gov>, Jeff Smith
<jsmith@harveyecology.com>, "Field, Jennifer" <JENNIFER.FIELD@nexteraenergy.com>,
Magdalena Rodriguez <Magdalena.Rodriguez@wildlife.ca.gov>, Mark Massar
<mmassar@blm.gov>, Pete Sorensen <Pete_Sorensen@fws.gov>, Eduardo Nieves
<eduardo_nieves@fws.gov>, Erin Dean <erin_dean@fws.gov>, Thomas Dietsch
<thomas_dietsch@fws.gov>, "Perkins, Winifred" <Winifred.Perkins@nexteraenergy.com>,
Joel Pagel <joel_pagel@fws.gov>, Tera Baird <Tera_Baird@fws.gov>
Brian et al.,
Attached please find FWS comments on the draft plan. We worked together with BLM and
CDFW on these as well. Please feel free to contact us with any questions.
Thanks,
Jody
On Tue, Jan 7, 2014 at 9:08 AM, Brian Boroski <bboroski@harveyecology.com> wrote:
Good morning Jody,

Attached is a Word version for your use. We look forward to receiving your comments.

Brian
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From: Fraser, Jody [mailto:jody_fraser@fws.gov]
Sent: Monday, January 06, 2014 3:35 PM
To: Brian Boroski
Cc: Amanda Beck; Kathy Simon (kbsimon@verizon.net); Kim Marsden; Jeff Smith; Field, Jennifer;
Magdalena Rodriguez; Mark Massar; Pete Sorensen; Eduardo Nieves; Erin Dean; Thomas Dietsch;
Perkins, Winifred; Joel Pagel; Tera Baird
Subject: Re: BBCS meeting - Draft Avian Fatality Plan attached

Hi Brian,
Can we get a Word version of this document so we can work in track changes?
Thanks!
Jody

On Mon, Dec 2, 2013 at 1:08 PM, Brian Boroski <bboroski@harveyecology.com> wrote:
Hello,

Attached is the draft avian fatality monitoring plan for your review and our discussion on
Wednesday.

Thank you for your patience and understanding,

Brian

Brian B. Boroski, Ph.D., CWB®
Vice President
H.T. Harvey & Associates / Ecological Consultants
7815 N. Palm Avenue Suite 310 Fresno, CA 93711
Direct: 559.476.3161 Main: 559.476.3160
Cell: 559.930.2415 Fax: 559.476.3170
bboroski@harveyecology.com
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www.harveyecology.com

-Jody Fraser, Biologist
Palm Springs Fish and Wildlife Office
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
777 E. Tahquitz Canyon Way, Suite 208
Palm Springs, CA 92262
760.322.2070 ph x207
760.322.4648 fax
jody_fraser@fws.gov

-Jody Fraser, Biologist
Palm Springs Fish and Wildlife Office
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
777 E. Tahquitz Canyon Way, Suite 208
Palm Springs, CA 92262
760.322.2070 ph x207
760.322.4648 fax
jody_fraser@fws.gov
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Baird, Tera
Martine, Andrea@Energy
Jody Fraser
Fwd: McCoy BBCS for Agency Review
Thursday, April 24, 2014 2:04:20 PM
Draft MSEP Bird and Bat Conservation Strategy_03-4-14_clean.docx
Draft MSEP Bird and Bat Conservation Strategy_03-4-14_clean.pdf

FYI - here is the McCoy BBCS that was sent to us on March 11, 2014
Tera Keeler Baird
Biologist
777 East Tahquitz Canyon Way, Suite 208
Palm Springs, California 92262
(760) 322-2070 extension 217

---------- Forwarded message ---------From: Guigliano, Jennifer <Jennifer.Guigliano@aecom.com>
Date: Tue, Mar 11, 2014 at 12:12 PM
Subject: McCoy BBCS for Agency Review
To: "McMenimen, Frank P" <fmcmenimen@blm.gov>, Kim Marsden <kmarsden@blm.gov>
Cc: "Rodriguez, Magdalena@Wildlife" <Magdalena.Rodriguez@wildlife.ca.gov>, "Tera
Baird (Tera_Baird@fws.gov)" <Tera_Baird@fws.gov>, "Fraser, Jody"
<jody_fraser@fws.gov>, "Field, Jennifer" <JENNIFER.FIELD@nexteraenergy.com>,
"Flajole, Andy" <Andy.Flajole@nexteraenergy.com>

Hi Frank,

Attached is the McCoy BBCS for agency review. As noted before, we have a tight schedule to
meet the start of project activities in the spring. We have allocated 20 days for agency review
which would mean we need all comments back no later than April 8. Of course, the sooner
the better. A lot of coordination with the agencies has already gone into this plan, so we are
hoping this can move. Also as we have discussed, we would like to be able to work through
any questions or substantive comments with the reviewers during that review period as
opposed to waiting until the time is up to hammer out any issues or concerns and come to
agreement on the plan.   We have provided the word version to facilitate quick reviews
understanding as we have discussed that comments would be consolidated and be focused on
substantive issues.

As discussed, I have also copied Magdalena and Tera (and now Jody also) to provide the same
review period for CDFW and USFWS.
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Thanks
Jenn

Jennifer Guigliano, CPESC, CPSWQ, CESSWI
Associate Principal/Project Director
D +1 619.764.6882 M +1 619.200.8148
Email: jennifer.guigliano@aecom.com

AECOM
1420 Kettner Boulevard, Suite 500, San Diego CA 92101 USA
T +1 619 233 1454 F +1 619 233 0952
www.aecom.com

Our name is now AECOM, as our Design + Planning professionals
work in concert with a wider range of experts to enhance and sustain
the world’s built, natural and social environments.
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From:
To:

Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Crisp, Ann@Energy
Joel Pagel (joel_pagel@fws.gov); Sharma, Shankar@Wildlife; Kim Marsden (kmarsden@blm.gov); Tom Dietsch
(thomas_dietsch@fws.gov); Rodriguez, Magdalena@Wildlife; "tera_baird@fws.gov"; Fraser, Jody; Pete Sorensen
(pete_sorensen@fws.gov)
Watson, Carol@Energy; Martine, Andrea@Energy
MSP BMP draft
Monday, April 28, 2014 1:20:22 PM
09-AFC-5 MSP Bird Monitoring Study - Preliminary Draft.pdf

Here is the last version of the Abengoa MSP Bird Monitoring Study. Guidance from Abi Convery was
largely ignored, included below….it would be helpful to find out if driving is now acceptable –
thanks!
Ann
The Bird Monitoring Study can use the 2011 Nicholai et al. Regional Experiment Approach and Avian
Bat Protection Plan (ABPP) as template. The Bird Monitoring Study needs to include:
Adaptive Management section which allows for changes in study plan when MSP has
sufficient data. FWS referenced the inclusion of an advisory committee in other avian plans
to address adaptive management measures.
Summary of all MSP plans that contain an avian component;
Include all other avian commitments MSP has made in project specific State, Federal
documents;
Monitoring requirement - FWS recommends following 2011 Nicholai monitoring
requirements even though it’s not defined in our COCs (i.e 7 consecutive days each month);
Study personnel, “observers”, must be approved by FWS as part of the Federal Collection
Permit. Likely, FWS will only approve biologists, but may consider non-biological staff in
future. Regardless if it’s a biologist or staff conducting this study, it will require someone
focusing on this task not doing it concurrently with other tasks;
Observer needs to walk (not drive) during study;
Study needs to cover approximately 1/3 of project area.
Section highlighting measures and design features that have already been incorporated into
site to mitigate avian impacts.
Study clarifications:
Incidental bird mortality observations are important to record but cannot be used as part of
a systematic mortality study.
The purpose for requiring all solar facilities to take part in the 2011 Nicholai study is because the
previous data received from solar facilities has not been able to provide meaningful results.
FWS acknowledged MSP is required to obtain Federal Collection Permit, but it would not supersede
state required permits. Recommended documenting trail of communication and submittal for all
permits.  
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BIOLOGICAL RESOURCES WORK PLAN
2014 Avian Surveys
DESERT QUARTZITE PROJECT
RIVERSIDE COUNTY, CALIFORNIA

Prepared for
Bureau of Land Management
Renewable Energy Coordinating Office
California Desert District
22835 Calle San Juan De Los Lagos
Moreno Valley, CA 92553-9046
Prepared by
Corvus Ecological Consulting, LLC
&
Ironwood Consulting Inc.
1040 Nevada Street, Suite 301
Redlands, CA 92374
April 2014
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I.

INTRODUCTION
The Quartzite Solar Project (Project) is a 300-megawatt (MW) photovoltaic (PV) power
generating facility, proposed on public lands in eastern Riverside County, California (Figure 1).
The Project footprint is the focus of these surveys including the 4,855-acre site described in the
Right-of-Way (ROW) application for the Project (Desert Quartzite LLC, 2012). The site is
located south of Interstate 10 (I-10), approximately eight miles southwest of the City of Blythe
and approximately 3 miles southwest of the Blythe Airport. The Project would interconnect to
the Southern California Edison (SCE) Colorado River Substation (CRS), currently under
construction and located just west of the Project. The existing SCE Devers-Palo Verde 1 (DPV
1) and Devers-Palo Verde 2 (DPV2, currently under construction) transmission lines run through
the southern portion of the Project.
This Work Plan describes the proposed survey methods for: raptors -- including golden
eagles -- shorebirds, waterfowl and passerine species. Surveys are scheduled to begin during the
Spring, 2014. The results and survey methods used will also be added to the existing Biological
Resources Technical Report (BRTR) that has been prepared for the Project.
II.

SITE OVERVIEW
The Quartzite Solar Project footprint comprises approximately 4,855 acres of Sonoran
creosote bush scrub. A very small portion of the project footprint (0.5 percent) is comprised of
desert dry wash microphyll woodland.
Although the Project footprint contains microphyll woodlands, most are isolated and
sparse compared to other regional areas of this vegetation type. Approximately 20 acres of
microphyll woodlands are found in an isolated area of the Project that was formed around a
drainage ditch for an adjacent solar facility (Figure 2, pg. 9). An additional 300 acres of
fragmented microphyll woodlands are found on public lands within 1 mile of the Project.
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Figure 1 Quartzite Solar Project Location Site and Vicinity
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III.

LISTED AND SPECIAL STATUS SPECIES
The list of special-status species potentially found within the Project footprint and onemile buffer are presented in Table 1 on the following pages and was compiled from natural
resource databases such as the California Natural Diversity Database (CNDDB: CDFW 2013)
and regional planning documents such as BLM’s NECO Plan (Northern and Eastern Colorado
Desert Coordinated Management Plan; BLM 2002) as well as reports for nearby proposed
projects.
Listed species include those listed as threatened or endangered under the federal and
California state Endangered Species Acts. Listed species potentially present at the project site
include the federally and state threatened desert tortoise (Gopherus agasizzi), and nine bird
species (in bold in Table 1). Special-status species are defined here as those species that are
protected under other provisions such as the California Fish and Game Code (Fully Protected
Species) and the CDFW Wildlife Branch's Nongame Wildlife Program (Species of Special
Concern). Special-status species also include those considered rare or sensitive by the BLM.
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Table 1. Special-Status Avian Species from Database and Literature Search
Scientific Name
Birds
Athene cunicularia
Aquila chrysaetos
Buteo regalis
Buteo swainsoni
Chaetura vauxi
Charadrius montanus
Circus cyaneus

Common Name

Burrowing Owl
Golden Eagle
Ferruginous Hawk
Swainson’s Hawk
Vaux’s Swift
Mountain Plover
Northern Harrier
Western Yellow-billed
Coccyzus americanus occidentalis
Cuckoo
Colaptes chrysoides
Gilded Flicker
Contopus cooperi
Olive-sided Flycatcher
Dendroica petechia sonorana
Sonoran Yellow Warbler
Southwestern Willow
Empidonax traillii extimus
Flycatcher
Falco columbarius
Merlin
Falco peregrinus
Peregrine Falcon
Grus canadensis
Sandhill Crane
Icteria virens
Yellow-breasted Chat
Lanius ludovicianus
Loggerhead Shrike
Melanerpes uropygialis
Gila woodpecker
Micrathene whitneyi
Elf Owl
Numenius americanus
Long-billed Curlew
Oreothlypis luciae
Lucy’s Warbler
Pelecanus erythrorhynchos
American White Pelican
Piranga rubra
Summer Tanager
Polioptila melanura
Black-tailed Gnatcatcher

Federal Status

State Status

BLM/NECO

BCC
BGEPA
BCC
BCC
None
BCC
None

SSC
Fully protected

Sensitive Species
Sensitive Species

Threatened
SSC
SSC
SSC

Sensitive Species
None
Sensitive Species
None

Candidate

Endangered

Sensitive Species

None
BCC
None

Endangered
SSC
None

Sensitive Species
None
Sensitive Species

Endangered

Endangered

None

None
BCC
None
None
BCC
None
None
BCC
BCC
None
None
None

Watch List
Fully Protected
Threatened
None
SSC
Endangered
Endangered
None
SSC
SSC
SSC
None

None
None
Sensitive Species
None
None
Sensitive Species
Sensitive Species
None
Sensitive Species
None
None
None
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Scientific Name
Progne subis
Pyrocephalus rubinus
Rallus longirostris yumanensis
Riparia riparia
Setophaga petechia
Spizella breweri
Toxostoma crissale
Toxostoma lecontei
Vireo bellii arizonae
Xanthocephalus xanthocephalus
Toxostoma bendiirei
Falco mexicanus
Calypte costae
Spinus lawrencii
Vireo vicinior

Common Name
Purple Martin
Vermilion Flycatcher
Yuma Clapper Rail
Bank Swallow
Yellow Warbler
Brewer’s Sparrow
Crissal Thrasher
Le Conte's Thrasher
Arizona Bell's Vireo
Yellow-headed Blackbird
Bendire’s Thrasher
Prairie Falcon
Costa’s Hummingbird
Lawrence’s Goldfinch
Gray Vireo

Federal Status
None
None
Endangered
None
BCC
BCC
None
BCC
BCC
None
BCC
BCC
None
BCC
None

State Status
SSC
SSC
Endangered
Threatened
SSC
None
SSC
SSC
Endangered
SSC
SSC
None
None
None
None

BLM/NECO
None
None
None
Sensitive Species
None
None
None
None
Sensitive Species
None
Sensitive Species
Sensitive Species
None
None
Sensitive Species
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IV.
SURVEYOR REQUIREMENTS AND SAFETY
1. Surveyor Requirements
Experience levels for individual biologists have been summarized in the table below. A
complete list of resumes for proposed avian survey staff has been submitted for agency review
(BLM, CDFW and USFWS). All lead surveyors will have a minimum of 5 survey seasons of
experience specific to the resource and Project region. Table 2 describes the level of experience
for individuals comprising the survey crew.

8
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Table 2. Surveyor Experience

Proposed Surveyor Experience Summary
Golden Eagle
Surveys
(*# Seasons)

Burrowing
Owl Surveys
(*# Seasons)

Avian Point
Count Surveys
(*# Seasons)

Migratory Bird Surveys Hawk Watch Surveys
(*# Seasons)

Cliff Dwelling
Raptor/Raven
Surveys
(*# Seasons)

Aerial Helicopter
Raptor Surveys
(*# Seasons)

Other Avian
Surveys
(*# Seasons)

Total *Seasons
of Avian
Experience

Total Years of
Field Biology
Experience

Bieber, Gavin

0

1

5

0

0

0

20

26

17

Bullock, Carl

5

1

1

2

4

0

11

24

10

Burrell, Sam

1

2

3

2

2

0

12

22

10

Conway, Meaghan

3

7

15

1

3

0

4

29

6

Hart, Brooks

3

11

5

2

4

0

2

27

13

Hoeme, Nathan

1

0

3

1

0

0

2

7

4

21

15

3

3

1

0

28

71

22

Lindey, Shawn

4

9

5

0

2

0

2

22

13

Lockward, Erin

1

0

0

0

1

0

3

5

3

Miller, Brandon

0

0

8

0

0

0

2

10

8

11

8

30

4

3

0

34

90

12

Radd, Roger

5

4

6

3

0

2

17

37

30

Singh, Onkar

3

1

0

2

0

0

2

5

9

Warman, Carrie

2

5

2

2

3

0

1

6

4

Worden, Brandon

3

4

2

2

2

0

0

13

3

Surveyor Name

Kokx, Russell

Mohlmann, Jacob

* A "season" is defined as a "breeding season" for surveys related to breeding birds, and fall or spring survey periods for surveys related to migratory bird surveys. Seasons for general avian
point counts may include winter and summer resident bird surveys and are broken into efforts related to spring, summer, fall and/ or winter surveys.
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2. Safety
A site-specific Health and Safety Plan (HASP) will be reviewed and signed by all field
personnel. In addition, personnel with current training in CPR and First Aid, as well as personnel
with current 40-hour OSHA training will be present at all times during field surveys. A “tailgate”
meeting will be held each day to review the survey plan for the day.
3. Site Access
The project site will be accessed using utility corridor service roads, public roads and BLM
open routes. Four wheel drive vehicles will be necessary due to sandy roads.
V.

DATA COLLECTION
The following section describes the methods that will be used to conduct focused
biological surveys for special-status species and the methods that will be used to collect avian
use data within the Quartzite Project footprint. Whenever available, current guidance from
BLM, USFWS, and/or CDFW will be followed when performing surveys for listed and specialstatus species.
Appendix A contains data forms to be used for these survey purposes. Information is
collected using paper and digital formats. Paper datasheets are used as a backup measure and to
provide quality control of the collected data. Fieldworkers will collect data in the field using
paper datasheets, digital handheld devices, and GPS units.
All wildlife species, regardless of status, that are encountered during the survey will be
recorded. Species may be identified by direct visual observation, aural detection, or by the
observation of sign, including scat, track, feathers, midden, etc. Species will be identified with
the aid of 8x42 or similar power binoculars, as necessary. Spotting scopes and additional field
gear will be used when necessary. If possible, digital photographs of special-status species will
be taken for documentation purposes and review by other biologists. Observations of nonsensitive avian, reptile and mammal species will be recorded on an Incidentals form.
All listed special-status species locations, and all burrows and dens that could be used by
listed or species-status species will be mapped with the aid of a GPS unit.

10
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11
Figure 2. Vegetation Communities
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VI.

PROPOSED SURVEY METHODOLOGY
Avian Surveys will consist of different sampling methodologies in order to capture
species occurrences and habitat (site) use during all critical life stages. Sampling models and
survey techniques are designed to maximize the detection of: migratory birds, winter residents,
spring breeders and summer residents; including all raptor, shorebird, waterfowl and passerine
species. Sampling methodologies will vary with species, habitat type and purpose. Special
attention will be focused toward the detection of sensitive and/ or listed species.
Migratory bird surveys for 2014 are included under this Work Plan. The following
methods are based on the guidance for migratory birds from the BLM dated October 4, 2012.
1. Migratory Bird Surveys:
The purpose of these surveys is to record observed avian migration and use patterns at
and near the Project site for use in developing an avian risk characterization which will be
included in the Bird and Bat Conservation Strategy (BBCS) developed for the Project. The avian
risk characterization will include information on species occurrences and species use within the
proposed project Site. Data on diurnal bird migration will provide information on:
Seasonal and individual population pulses
Range of daily behavior and movements
Flight elevation through and near the Project
Duration of visitation by migratory birds, including raptors
Unlimited Distance Extended Observation Surveys
An agency approved avian biologist will monitor migration trends following guidance as
recommended by BLM, USFWS, and CDFW, and based on Hawk Migration Association of
North America standard field survey techniques which were modeled after Cape May Raptor
observation methods, now standard for hawk migration counts (Bildstein 2007, Bildstein et al.
2007, HMANA 2010a, HMANA 2010b).
1.1

During the spring and fall of 2014, weekly surveys will be conducted using unlimiteddistance bird migration survey methods. Four migration points (MPs) have been established
within the proposed Project site footprint (Figure 3). During the spring and fall of 2014, surveys
were conducted at randomly placed points MP-1 and MP-2. Over the course of survey efforts
during 2013, biologists noticed migratory trends following pathways adjacent to the project.
MP-3 and MP-4 were plotted in an effort to gain a better vantage of migratory pathways and
increase the detection potential of migratory birds. This year, an agency-approved avian
biologist will conduct one survey at MP-3 and one survey at MP-4 each week, during peak
migration periods.
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Figure 4. Migratio n Point L ocations

Figure 3 Migratory Bird Survey Locations
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Observations will be conducted under good weather conditions (i.e. good visibility, no
sustained precipitation and average wind speeds less than 15 mph) for a period of up to 4 hours,
encompassing midday hours. Observations of any raptor or shorebird, at any distance from the
observation point, will be noted, and identified to species (whenever possible). Data will be
collected using paper data sheets. Voice recorders will be used to document detections whenever
the observer feels that the detection potential is being compromised by the amount of data being
recorded. Recorded information will include: species identification, age class (raptors), number
of birds seen, direction traveled, flight height, time of day, and behavior during observation.
Data sheets are included in Appendix A.
2. Upland Bird Surveys
The purpose of these surveys is to record avian use patterns at and near the Project for
developing an avian risk characterization to be included in the Project’s BBCS.
Data will provide information on:
Sedentary and migratory populations
Species richness (number of different species present)
Species diversity (species richness combined with species evenness)
Species use, behavior and movements
Species distribution across the project
Qualified biologists will conduct surveys during the spring of 2014, recording all species
observed and documenting their site use. Surveyors will follow a sampling model that
implements a line-transect survey methodology.
2.1

Line Transect Sampling
Surveys will be conducted on public lands shown on Figure 3. An agency approved
avian biologist will perform line-transect sampling by traveling a predetermined route and
recording birds on either side of the transect line. All birds that are seen and heard will be
recorded. The distance a bird is seen or heard from the transect line will be estimated and
recorded as an absolute measure. The observer will scan the sky as well as the surrounding
habitat and record bird use and movement data under good weather conditions (i.e., good
visibility, no sustained precipitation and average wind speeds less than 15 mph). There are
sixteen transects, each one is two kilometers in length. Each transect will be surveyed once per
month during the spring (March 15th – May 31st), fall (September 1st – November 15th) and
winter (December 1st – February 15th) seasons in order to capture species occurrences and site
use through critical temporal stages that encompass the annual life cycle. Surveys will be timed
to capture migrants and breeding birds as well as winter residents. Information recorded will
include: species identification, number of birds seen, flight height, and horizontal distance
(perpendicular) to the transect line. Observations will be conducted under good weather
conditions (i.e. good visibility, no sustained precipitation and average wind speeds less than 15
14
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mph) and during morning hours when daily bird activity is the highest. Transect start and end
times will also be recorded. This information will be documented on the survey forms in
Appendix A.
A total of 8 line-transects, each one 2,000 meters in length, will be surveyed within the
Project footprint (Figure 4). These transects will have a linear orientation that will possibly
allow for post-construction surveys to continue unimpeded by travelling down open corridors
adjacent to solar panel arrays. To facilitate robust data analysis, an additional 8 line-transects
will be surveyed outside the project area on public lands within comparable habitat. The control
to sample ratio will be 1:1. Additionally, one transect within the project area, and one transect on
adjacent public lands will include microphyll woodland.
Line-transect survey data will include:
Recording the beginning and ending time for each transect survey.
Detection values: Interval (distance) along the transect, species code (USGS banding code),
detection type, number of birds detected, perpendicular distance from the transect, flight
height, and behavior with respect to site use (See Appendix A)
Weather information and online bird migration forecasting (Birdcast 2012) will be used to
help in determining the most appropriate weeks to perform raptor and shorebird migration
surveys.
Approved avian biologists will conduct breeding bird surveys during the spring of 2014.
Breeding bird surveys will use the same line-transect survey methodology discussed above.

.
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Figure 5. L ine Transect Locations

Figure 4. Line Transect Locations for Quartzite Solar.
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3. Sensitive Species/Species Specific Surveys
3.1
Golden Eagle (Aquila chrysaetos) Surveys
Golden Eagle is the most widely distributed species of eagle. Although they maintain
home ranges as large as 80 sq. miles in open country across a variety of biomes, including
desert-like habitats in the American south-west, Golden Eagle is uncommon in the true deserts.
In addition to Unlimited Distance Extended Observation Surveys (Section 1.1), eagle
surveys will follow the Interim Golden Eagle Inventory and Monitoring Protocols; and other
recommendations (Pagel et al., 2010 et seg.). Surveys for breeding and non-breeding Bald and
Golden Eagles will be conducted within a 10-mile radius of the Project footprint. Occurrences of
non-breeding Golden Eagles within 10 miles of the project boundary during the courtship season
(e.g., late December through early February) will be documented and be used to estimate
potential project-related impacts to Golden Eagles, including: juveniles, sub-adults, adult
floaters, and breeding adults.
Corvus Ecological Consulting will use historic nest data to model Golden Eagle habitat and
assess the terrain for suitable nest sites within a 10-mile buffer of the proposed project footprint.
Surveyors will determine territory occupancy within known and potential Golden Eagle
territories through extended observation periods (Pagel et al., 2010 et seg.).
Golden Eagle survey data will include:
assign ID #
record UTM via GPS
assess any nests for condition (fresh greens, good, fair, old and decrepit)
record any birds present (species, behavior)
Surveys will utilize high-powered spotting scopes from the greatest effective distance
possible during the breeding season.
3.2

Burrowing Owl (Athene cunicularia) Surveys
Burrowing Owls typically inhabit sparsely-vegetated open areas with friable soils. This
species is well-adapt and habituated to living in agricultural areas. The dominant vegetative
community within the project site is sparsely-vegetated, upland creosote scrub and provides
suitable habitat for Burrowing Owls. The project’s proximity to an agricultural region increases
the likelihood that Burrowing Owl(s) are present within the proposed project footprint.
Burrowing Owl surveys will occur in all portions of the project site that were identified in the
Habitat Assessment as suitable for Burrowing Owl and within a 150-meter buffer of the
proposed Project Site (Burrowing Owl Consortium, 1993, CDFW Staff Report, 2012). Suitable
habitat within the proposed project site and a 150-meter buffer is depicted in figure 5.
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Figure 5 Suitable Burrowing Owl Habitat Within the Proposed Project Site Boundary
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A Burrowing Owl survey methodology is proposed in Appendix B to compensate for the
size of the Project and the abundance of small mammal (round-tailed ground squirrel and
Merriam’s kangaroo rat) burrows present within the Project boundary.
Surveys will be conducted by walking straight-line transects spaced no more than 30meters apart, adjusting for vegetation height and density (Rosenberg et al. 2007). At the start of
each transect and, at least, every 100 m, survey crew will scan the entire visible project area for
Burrowing Owls using binoculars. During walking surveys, burrows will be recorded as used by
Burrowing Owls if one or more Burrowing Owls are present, or sign (i.e., pellets, prey remains,
whitewash, or decoration is present). Some Burrowing Owls may be detected by their calls, so
observers will also listen for burrowing owls while conducting the survey. Care will be taken to
minimize disturbance near occupied burrows during all seasons and not to “flush” burrowing
owls from their burrows especially if predators are present to reduce any potential for needless
energy expenditure or owl mortality.
Following the initial Burrowing Owl survey, follow up surveys will be performed on
burrows identified as possible active burrows. This follows the Staff Report on Burrowing Owl
Mitigation (Dept. of Fish and Wildlife, March 7, 2012).
Following the initial survey, staff will conduct 4 additional surveys, with at least one site
visit between 15 February and 15 April. A minimum of three survey visits will occur at least
three weeks apart, between 15 April and 15 July, with at least one visit after 15 June. Surveys
will be performed between morning civil twilight and 10:00 AM and/or two hours before sunset
until evening civil twilight.
During the initial site visit burrows will be examined for owl sign and the locations of
occupied burrows will be mapped. Subsequent observations should be conducted from as many
fixed points as necessary to provide visual coverage of the site using spotting scopes or
binoculars. It is important to minimize disturbance near occupied burrows during all seasons.
Surveys will be conducted during weather that is conducive to observing owls outside their
burrows. Once these are complete, a report will be prepared that gives the results of the survey
protocol.
4. Nesting Raptor and Raven Surveys
Nesting Raptor and Raven Surveys will be conducted monthly between April 1st and June
30th. This effort will be focused on the detection of all raptor and raven nests within 1-mile of
the proposed project footprint in order to collect baseline data on:
The number and distribution of raptor and raven nests prior to project development.
Success rates of raptor and raven nests prior to project development.
All bird nests (including the incidental detection of resident passerine species) will be
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mapped and recorded on standardized data sheets (Appendix A). Monitoring efforts will be
conducted twice per month in an effort to update breeding development and document nesting
outcomes.

5. Raven Specific Surveys
Raven specific surveys are conducted monthly excluding the summer months (June
through September) to facilitate the monitoring of common ravens within one mile of all project
components. This survey technique utilizes a modified point-transect method that is commonly
used during USGS Breeding Bird Surveys. These surveys offer an alternative sampling
methodology to Line Transect Sampling (Section 2.1). These Raven Specific Surveys are geared
toward the detection of birds that are large, conspicuous and wide-ranging. These focused
surveys cover large areas of open land, and assess raven populations over a greater area – in a
shorter amount of time – compared to Line Transect Sampling surveys.
Utilizing raven specific surveys over the long term will allow a better understanding of
raven occurrences within the proposed Project’s vicinity and it may be possible to determine if
fluctuations in raven numbers are exclusive to the Quartzite Solar Project or are the result of
other causes.
VII.

AVIAN RESULTS ANALYSIS AND REPORTING
Survey results will be reviewed and analyzed by a qualified statistician to estimate:
Migratory and resident species richness and distribution across the site
Site use including breeding habitat for resident bird species and potential foraging habitat for
Golden Eagles and other raptors
Potential impacts that site development may cause on migratory bird species
A species detection curve will be analyzed to assess sampling effort

Non analytical presence/ absence survey results will be used to compile a comprehensive
species list which will include the presence/ absence of sensitive species.
Sampling strategies and/ or methods and protocols may be amended as deemed necessary
by the agencies. These data will be used to create a Project-specific BBCS; which will assess
potential Project impacts to avian and bat species and assign specific mitigation measures aimed
at decreasing the potential for impacts to occur.

VIII.
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Golden Eagle Territory Occupancy Form

Field Worker(s):

Page 1 of 2
Observation ID: _____________________________

Date:
Observation Start Time (24 hr):

Project:

Desert Sunlight

Silver State

Stateline

*OBSERVATION POINT (OP) ID:

Quartzite

UTM Zone 11S, WGS 84

Observation End Time (24 hr.):
*Easting:

*Northing:

*Only use this field when a new OP is created.

Precipitation:

Yes

Temp ⁰C:

No

Wind (avg. mph):

TERRITORY STATUS:
Occupied (GOEA Present - fill out type of behavior)

EAGLE(S) SIGHTED:

Yes

Vacant (GOEA Not Present)

Cloud Cover %:

Visibility:

< 2 miles

> 2miles

Undetermined Status (Detection Uncertain – possible GOEA)

No

Age Class

Number

Point of Detection (projected, WGS
84 UTM)

Easting
Adult

Immature

Unknown

Adult

Immature

Unknown

Adult

Immature

Unknown

Adult

Immature

Unknown

Adult

Immature

Unknown

Adult

Immature

Unknown

Adult

Immature

Unknown

Northing

Time (24
hours)

Behavior Codes

Direction
of Travel
(N., E.,
NE.,)

Adult

Immature Unknown
BEHAVIOR CODES:CD = Courtship Display CC = Copulation TD = Territorial Defense NB = Nest Building IN = Incubation NE = Nest w/Eggs
NY = Nest w/Young FY= Feeding Young FO = Foraging FL = Flapping GL = Gliding SO = Soaring PE = Perching OT = Other (describe in comments)
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Golden Eagle Territory Occupancy Form
Page 2 of 2
Observation ID: _____________________________
Nest Observed:
No
Yes (Fill out the Nest Initial Detection Form for new raptor nest detections and Nest
Observation Form for all for all raptor nest detections, new and previously known nests.)
Include Nest IDs below for all observed Nests
NEST IDs:

Additional Comments __________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________

INCIDENTAL RAPTOR AND SENSITIVE SPECIES(excluding GOEA)
Species

Number

Easting

Northing

Nest ID (if present)

OTHER INCIDENTALS, INCLUDING POTENTIAL GOEA PREY SPECIES (include UTMs for all Sensitive Species):
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________
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Raven Specific Data Form
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Quartzite Incidentals Data Form
Date:____________
Observer(s):_________________________

Birds
American Kestrel
American Robin
Anna’s Hummingbird
Ash-throated Flycatcher
Barn Swallow
Black Phoebe
Black-headed Grosbeak
Black-tailed Gnatcatcher
Black-throated Sparrow
Blue-gray Gnatcatcher
Brewer’s Blackbird
Brewer’s Sparrow
Brown-headed Cowbird
Bullock’s Oriole
Burrowing Owl
Cactus Wren
Cedar Waxwing
Chipping Sparrow
Cliff Swallow
Common Poorwill
Common Raven
Common Yellowthroat
Cooper’s Hawk
Costa’s Hummingbird
Dark-eyed Junco
Eurasian Collared-Dove
European Starling
Gambel’s Quail
Gray Flycatcher
Great Horned Owl
Greater Roadrunner
Great-tailed Grackle
Horned Lark
House Finch
House Sparrow
House Wren
Killdeer
Lark Sparrow
Lark Bunting
Le Conte’s Thrasher
Lesser Goldfinch
Lesser Nighthawk
Loggerhead Shrike
Mountain Bluebird

Mourning Dove
Northern Flicker
Northern Mockingbird
N. Rough-winged Swallow
Orange-crowned Warbler
Osprey
Peregrine Falcon
Prairie Falcon
Phainopepla
Red-tailed Hawk
Red-winged Blackbird
Rock Wren
Sage Sparrow
Sage Thrasher
Savannah Sparrow
Say’s Phoebe
Sharp-shinned hawk
Swainson’s hawk
Snowy Egret
Spotted Towhee
Townsend’s Warbler
Tree Swallow
Turkey Vulture
Verdin
Violet-green Swallow
Warbling Vireo
Western Bluebird
Western Kingbird
Western Meadowlark
Western Tanager
Western Scrub-jay
Western Wood-pewee
White-crowned Sparrow
White-throated Sparrow
White-throated Swift
White-winged Dove
Wilson’s Warbler
Yellow-rumped Warbler
Yellow Warbler
Yellow-breasted Chat

Reptiles
Black-banded Gecko
Chuckwalla
Coachwhip
Desert Iguana
Fence Lizard
Gopher Snake
Horned Lizard
Leaf-nosed Snake
Leopard Lizard
Long-tailed Brush Lizard
Mojave Rattlesnake
Patch-nosed Snake
Side-blotched Lizard
Sidewinder
Shovel-nosed Snake
Speckled Rattlesnake
Spiny Collared Lizard
W. Diamondback Rattlesnake
Western Whiptail
Fringe-toed Lizard
Zebra-tailed Lizard

Additional Species
Black-tailed Jackrabbit
Coyote
Kit fox
Round-tailed ground squirrel
White-tailed antelope squirrel
Kangaroo rat - Desert
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Date/ initials entered DB:__________________

Burrowing Owl Initial Detection Data Sheet
Observer:
Project:

Quartzite

Site name:
Date

Solar Farm

Waypoint ID

Silver State
Gen Tie

UTM (Zone 11S, Datum WGS
84)
Easting

Northing

Stateline

McCoy

Burrow Characteristics

Burrow
Class**

Buffer

Species*

W
(mm)

L (m)

BUOW Sign***
F

T

P

WW

#
Live

* Species: B = Badger CC= Canid Complex CS = Canid single entrance R = Rodent M = Man Made O = Other DT = tortoise
*** Sign: F = Feathers P = Pellets T = Tracks WW = Whitewash LB = Live Owl O = Other
# Live: Number of live individuals present
** Burrow Class: 1=Excellent (Usable burrow with BUOW present) 2 = Good (Usable burrow, fresh sign but no BUOW present) 3 = Fair (Usable
burrow, inactive with old sign, no BUOW present) 4 = Poor (Inactive burrow, no BUOW sign)
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Observer:
Waypoint ID:
Date:
Project:
Quartzite
Silver State
Stateline
McCoy
Site name:
Solar Farm
Gen Tie
Buffer
Observation Start Time:
Observation End Time:
Weather:
Wind <20km/hr, No Precip, No Fog, survey conducted. Temp (C)__________Wind (avg KMH)__________
Poor weather conditions, no survey conducted.
Current Burrow Class:
1 (Bird Present)
3 (Usable burrow, inactive, old sign)
Current BUOW Sign:
Number of Adults:
Number of Juveniles:

None

2 (Active burrow with fresh sign)
4 (Inactive burrow, no sign)

Live Bird
0
0

1
1

Pellet(s)
2
2

Tracks
3
3

4
4

Whitewash

Other (describe comments)

Unknown
5
Unknown

Burrow Status – Check one:
Occupied - Nonbreeding
Nest Building
Incubation
Hatchling
Fledgling
Fledged
Unknown
Unoccupied
Destroyed
Failed (Describe in comments)
Type of Behavior – Check All That Apply:
Courtship/ Copulation
Foraging
Territorial
Nest w/Eggs
Nest w/Young
Feeding Young
Nest Building
Unknown
None
Other (describe)_________________________________________________________________________________
Approximate Home Range/Foraging Area (acres): ________________________________________________
Comments (including band #/color, *adverse conditions):

___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
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Introduction
Pre-Project Burrowing Owl (Athene cunicularia) surveys are conducted to gather data which can be used
to assess potential Project risks to Burrowing Owls. These data will provide information directly related
to the goals and objectives prescribed by agency guidance including:
•
•
•

Determination of Project-specific conditions including: Burrowing Owl occupancy, abundance
and site use
Assessment of these Project-specific conditions to determine the potential Project impacts and
threats to Burrowing Owl(s)
Development of a Project-specific Mitigation Plan to decrease potential threats to Burrowing
Owls while offsetting impacts through the application of mitigation measures.

Prior to 2012, many Projects followed guidance provided by the Burrowing Owl Consortium, Burrowing
Owl Survey Protocol and Mitigation Guidelines (CBOC 1993). This CBOC protocol accomplished its goals
through the application of a “phased” system that included a four step process:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Phase I – Habitat Assessment
Phase II – Presence/ Absence Surveys
Phase III – Observational monitoring to confirm occupancy and determine site use
Phase IV– Completion of a Project-specific Burrowing Owl Mitigation Plan (called a Resource
Summary).

On March 7th, 2012 the California Department of Fish and Wildlife (CDFW) - at the time, California
Department of Fish and Game (CDFG) – released the, Staff Report on Burrowing Owl Mitigation. The
opening paragraphs of this document describe how Burrowing Owl populations have continued to
decline over portions of their range and insinuate that guidance offered in the past, including the
departments own, “1995 Staff Report on Burrowing Owl Mitigation” (CDFG 1995) may have been
insufficient; and that three main actions could facilitate a more viable, coordinated and concerted
approach to conservation and mitigation. (CDFG 2012). These three main actions include:
1. Incorporating Burrowing Owl Comprehensive conservation strategies into landscape-based
planning efforts.
2. Development and implementing a statewide conservation strategy and local or regional
conservation strategies.
3. Developing more rigorous Burrowing Owl survey methods, working to improve the adequacy of
impacts assessments; developing clear and effective avoidance and minimization measures and
developing mitigation measure to ensure impacts to the species are effectively addressed at the
project, local and/ or regional level.
While the 2012 Staff Report incorporates the general methodology described by Phase I, Phase II and
Phase IV of the 1993 CBOC guidelines, the observational Phase III methodology that was critical to
determining breeding success and site use by Burrowing Owls has been eliminated. In its place, Phase III
observational monitoring has been substituted with multiple Phase II style belt transect surveys that
include four complete site coverages; each coverage consisting of transects spaced 7-20 meters apart.

Quartzite Solar – Proposed 2014 Burrowing Owl Survey Methodology
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Four efforts (each consisting of a full-coverage survey) should be spaced across the breeding season and
spaced such that:
•
•

At least one site visit occurs between 15 February and 15 April
A minimum of three survey visits, at least three weeks apart, between 15 April and 15 July, with
at least one visit after 15 June.

The 2012 Staff Report recommends that surveys be conducted:
•
•

Between morning civil twilight and 10:00 AM;
And two hours before sunset until evening civil twilight.

The 1993 CBOC guidelines, 1995 Staff Report and 2012 Staff Report are all intended to serve as guiding
documents and none of these publications represent hard and fast rules or requirements.
The 1993 CBOC guidelines allow that,
“Each project and situation is different and these procedures may not be applicable in some
circumstances. Finally, these are not strict rules or requirements that must be applied in all
situations. They are guidelines to consider when evaluating burrowing owls and their habitat,
and they suggest options for burrowing owl conservation when land use decisions are made.”
Similar language in the 2012 Staff Report includes common use of “recommends/ recommendations;”
and this most up-to-date guidance allows that,
“If the project site is large enough to warrant an alternate method, consult current literature for
generally accepted survey methods and consult with the Department on the proposed survey
approach.”
This document intends to serve as a proposal to the Department for consideration of an alternative,
Project-specific approach that incorporates more thoroughly the 1993 CBOC guidelines and the 2012
Staff Report. This proposed method is rigorous, robust and well- suited for the size and scale of a project
such as this one. This proposed methodology will allow for potential impacts and threats to Burrowing
Owls to be assessed with the same level of precision as the 2012 Staff Report while providing a more
thorough understanding of Burrowing Owl site use by implementing Phase III (CBOC 1993) style
observational monitoring.

Project Site Overview
The Project site is located in unincorporated Riverside, California. It is situated south of Interstate 10 (I10), approximately ten miles west of the City of Blythe, California (Figure 1). The Project site is located
on the Ripley and Roosevelt Mine 7.5-Minute United States Geological Survey (USGS) topographic
quadrangle. Elevation at the site ranges from approximately 320 to 475 feet above mean sea level
(amsl). The Project is located on the Palo Verde Mesa within BLM land designated as Multiple-Use Class
M (Moderate Use). The Project site is located outside the boundaries of any Area of Critical
Environmental Concern (ACEC), Desert Wildlife Management Area (DWMA), BLM wilderness area, or
USFWS designated critical habitat unit for desert tortoise. The Mule Mountains ACEC, which was
established to manage prehistoric resources, is located less than one mile west of the Project site. The
Quartzite Solar – Proposed 2014 Burrowing Owl Survey Methodology
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Chuckwalla DWMA for desert tortoise is located approximately twenty miles west and the current Herd
Management Area (HMA) for burros is located approximately five miles south of the Project site.
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Figure 1 Overview of Project Site Location and Vicinity
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Site Characteristics
Based on visual observations of surface soils, soils within the Project site appear to be dominated by
gravely sands and sandy loams, and ranged in texture from very fine sand to gravel. Formal site soil data
from the Natural Resources Conservation Service (NRCS) is not available in the northwest portion of the
Project site. Desert pavement is present in the extreme northwest and southwest limits of the Project
site. Human disturbances within the Project site include off-highway vehicle (OHV) activity, existing
utility corridors (i.e., overhead power transmission lines and underground petroleum pipeline),
residential trash dumping and access roads for both utilities and fallow agriculture sites.

Project Summary
The Project, as proposed, is described in general terms below. Specific details of the Project description
are included in other related documents including the Plan of Development (POD). The Project would
include the solar facility (where the electrical power will be generated) and a 300-kilovolt (kV)
transmission line (gen-tie Line). The solar facility would include 4,855 acres and consist of several main
components, all located within the Project security and permanent desert tortoise fencing:
•

Main Generation Area – Photovoltaic (PV) arrays, combining switchgear, overhead lines, and
access corridors;

•

Operations and Maintenance (O&M) Facility;

•

On-site substation; and

•

Fencing and lighting.

The Project would interconnect with the regional transmission system via a 300-kV single-circuit gen-tie
line that will be located on the western portion of the Project site and follow a 160-foot-wide
transmission right of way (ROW) to the existing SCE’s Colorado River Substation located approximately
one mile west of the solar facility’s western boundary. Construction of the Project would be completed
in three basic phases: 1) pre-construction activities, 2) site preparation; and 3) construction and
installation of the solar photovoltaic (PV) modules and electrical components, including the gen-tie line.

Burrowing Owl Natural History and Background
Burrowing Owls inhabit arid lands throughout much of the western United States and southern interior
of western Canada (Haug et al. 1993). In the Mojave Desert region, and in many other areas, this species
has declined because of habitat modification, poisoning of its prey, and introduced nest predators. The
burrowing owl is diurnal and usually non-migratory in this portion of its range.
Burrowing owls are unique among the North American owls in that they nest and roost in abandoned
burrows, especially those created by ground squirrels, kit fox, desert tortoise, and other wildlife.
Burrowing Owls have a strong affinity for previously occupied nesting and wintering habitats and will
often return to previously-used burrows, particularly if they had successful reproduction in previous
years (Gervais et al. 2008). The southern California breeding season (defined as from pair bonding to
fledging) generally occurs from February to August, with peak breeding activity from April through July
(Haug et al. 1993).
Quartzite Solar – Proposed 2014 Burrowing Owl Survey Methodology
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In the Mojave Desert, Burrowing Owls generally occur at low densities in scattered populations, but they
can be found in much higher densities near agricultural lands where rodent and insect prey tend to be
more abundant (Gervais et al. 2008). Burrowing Owls tend to be opportunistic feeders, and a large
portion of their diet consists of mainly beetles and grasshoppers, and other larger arthropods and
consumption of insects increases during the breeding season (Haug et al. 1993). Small mammals,
especially mice and voles (Microtus and Peromyscus spp.) are important food items, and other prey
animals include herpetofauna, young cottontail rabbits, bats, and birds such as sparrows and horned
larks.

Habitat Assessment
A preliminary Burrowing Owl habitat assessment was conducted during the Fall of 2012 and Spring
2013, within the proposed Project footprint and surrounding 150-meter buffer. This assessment also
included an analysis of the Project’s biological setting and existing information on historical Burrowing
Owl presence in the area. Based these initial efforts, it has been determined that the Project site
contains constituent elements of Burrowing Owl breeding, wintering, and foraging habitat including
abundant existing burrows excavated by fossorial mammalian species such as American badger, desert
kit fox, kangaroo rat and round-tailed ground squirrel. Portions of the project are well suited for
Burrowing Owl and include sparse vegetation, gentle topography, and well-drained soils (Haug et al.
1993). Through this Habitat Assessment and preliminary surveys, portions of the proposed Project
footprint have been deemed unsuitable due to the absence of suitable burrows, lack of Burrowing Owl
sign and presence of active dune habitat. Burrowing Owl habitat within the proposed Project footprint,
and a surrounding 150-meter buffer, is depicted in Figure 2.
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Figure 2 Burrowing Owl Habitat within the Proposed Quartzite Solar Project Footprint
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Preliminary Surveys
Wildlife crews conducted ten-meter belt transects across the entire proposed project footprint between
22 October 2012 and 15 April 2013. Surveys within the 150-meter buffer were conducted between 14
and 17 May 2013, by walking straight-line belt transects spaced no more than 30-meters apart,
adjusting for vegetation height and density (Rosenberg et al. 2007). During each of these survey efforts,
at the start of each transect and at least every 100 meters, survey crews scanned the entire visible
project area for Burrowing Owls using binoculars. Some Burrowing Owls may be detected by their calls,
so observers listened for Burrowing Owls while conducting the survey. Care was taken to minimize
disturbance near occupied burrows during all seasons and not to “flush” Burrowing Owls from their
burrows.
All Burrowing Owl sightings and burrows with Burrowing Owl sign (including: whitewash, tracks, pellets,
feathers) were mapped and recorded using standardized data forms that include Pendragon mobile data
management software and backup paper data sheets. Any burrow with associated Burrowing Owl sign
was ranked as class 1-4, depending on the age and type of sign present.
•
•
•
•

1=Excellent
2 = Good
3 = Fair
4 = Poor

(Usable burrow with BUOW present)
(Usable burrow, fresh sign but no BUOW present)
(Usable burrow, inactive with old sign, no BUOW present)
(Inactive burrow, no BUOW sign)

During Fall 2012 and Spring 2013, 24 burrows were detected and recorded within the proposed Project
footprint that ranked as Class 1, Class 2 or Class 3. A pair of Burrowing Owls was recorded occupying a
rodent burrow within the proposed Project footprint and a single canine burrow provided indirect
evidence of recent Burrowing Owl occupancy through the presence of sign within the 150-meter buffer.
Table 1 Burrowing Owl Sign Detections Recorded During Project-Wide Surveys Conducted Fall 2012 and Spring 2013

Waypoint ID
CVS153
CVS164
PHK646

Date
10/21/2012
10/22/2012
10/22/2012

Easting
710018
709353
706779

Northing
3718263
3716229
3719734

PHK647
PHK648
PHK683
PHK684
PHK701
PHK702
DNF702
DNF703
DNF706
DNF707
JCW513
PHK712
PHK726

10/22/2012
10/22/2012
3/25/2013
3/25/2013
3/27/2013
3/27/2013
3/29/2013
3/29/2013
3/29/2013
3/29/2013
3/29/2013
3/30/2013
3/30/2013

706738
706710
709413
709118
709410
708204
707686
707587
707844
707522
707729
707744
706837

3720171
3719571
3714225
3714288
3714989
3715061
3715098
3715092
3715163
3715184
3715275
3715561
3715796

Burrow Class
1
2
1
1
2
3
2
2
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

Initial Sign
Feathers; Tracks; Live Bird-Fall 2012
Feathers; Tracks; Whitewash
Feathers; Pellets; Tracks; Whitewash;
Live Bird-Fall 2012
Pellets; Whitewash; Live Bird
Feathers; Pellets; Whitewash
Whitewash
Pellets; Whitewash
Whitewash
Pellets; Whitewash
Pellets
Pellets; Whitewash
Whitewash
Whitewash
Pellets; Whitewash
Whitewash
Whitewash
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Waypoint ID
PHK732
DNF717
PHK761
PHK765
PHK768
PHK775
PHK837

Date
3/30/2013
4/1/2013
4/2/2013
4/2/2013
4/3/2013
4/4/2013
4/9/2013

Easting
707366
709249
706253
707940
707869
709711
708282

Northing
3715923
3716527
3716657
3717034
3716491
3715680
3717411

Burrow Class
3
3
3
3
2
3
1

PHK842
RR0002

4/11/2013
5/13/2013

707843 3718107
709927 3718713

3
1

RR0001

5/14/2013

707327 3719545

2

Initial Sign
Whitewash
Whitewash
Pellets; Whitewash
Whitewash
Pellets; Whitewash
Pellets; Whitewash
Feathers; Pellets; Whitewash; Live
Bird – Spring 2013
Whitewash
Feathers; Pellets; Tracks; Whitewash;
Live Bird – Spring 2013
Pellets
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Figure 3 Quartzite Burrowing Owl Sign Locations, Fall 2012 – Spring 2013.
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Observational monitoring efforts followed guidance related to seasonal timing included in the 2012 Staff
Report and were conducted from as many fixed points as necessary to provide full visual coverage of the
site using spotting scopes and binoculars. These surveys were performed between morning civil twilight
and 10:00 AM and two hours before sunset until evening civil twilight.
An initial site visit was performed by a qualified avian biologist who visited each burrow documented
during the course of full coverage surveys. The initial visit intended to update conditions at each burrow
and assess occupancy and activity based on the presence of sign including: live owls, scat, tracks,
feathers and whitewash. Following the initial site visit, biologists conducted 3-hour visits to each of the
(26) known burrow locations that ranked Class 3 or better (Figure 2). During each burrow visit, Avian
Biologists provided updates including: the presence of owls, current breeding status, evidence of burrow
use, observed behaviors and activity level. These observational visits followed Phase III guidance
provided by the CBOC (CBOB, 1993).
The area surrounding each known burrow location was searched for the presence of Burrowing Owls.
Each of the 26 locations was visited during the intervals; 22-30 May, 19-22 June and 12-16 July.
This effort documented nesting attempts by two Burrowing Owl pairs within the proposed Project
footprint (Figure 4.
Complete coverage surveys documented live owls at 3 burrows prior to breeding season surveys. All 3 of
these burrows were determined to be vacant when observational surveys were conducted (Table 2).
Table 2 Burrows Occupied By Burrowing Owls Prior to the 2013 Breeding Season

Waypoint ID
CVS153
PHK646
PHK647

Phase 2 Survey
21 Oct 2012
22 Oct 2012
22 Oct 2012

Phase 2 Class
1
1
1

Phase 3 Survey
18 May2013
27 May 2013
27 May 2013

Phase 3 Class
4
4
4

Observational Surveys at each of these locations during the 2013 breeding season concluded that:
•
•
•

CVS153 was collapsed and no longer serviceable without re-excavation.
PHK646 was an active kit fox den
PHK647 appeared to have been re-excavated and potentially occupied by coyote.

Observational surveys conducted during the 2013 breeding season documented and assessed the
reproductive attempt of Burrowing Owls at two different burrow locations (Figure 4).
Table 3 Burrows Occupied During the 2013 Breeding Season

Waypoint ID
Phase 2 Survey
Phase 2 Class
Phase 3 Survey
Phase 3 Class
051313-01
N.A.
N.A.
13 May 2013
1
040913-01
9 Apr 2013
2
24 May 2013
1
Occupied burrows were monitored during the 2013 breeding season in an attempt to determine
territorial boundaries and home ranges.
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Figure 4 2013 Burrowing Owl Breeding Attempts and Theoretical Home Range Estimates
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•

•

Observations of the Burrowing Owl pair at 051313-01 suggested dependent young were in the
burrow on 15 July, although no non-adults were directly observed during a total of more than 15
hours of observation.
Observations of the Burrowing Owl pair at 040913-01 (burrow apparently re-excavated),
suggested the breeding attempt was abbreviated by a potential nest predator as the burrow
was abandoned between 20 June when a pair was present, and 14 July when no owls were
detected. No young-of-year were ever observed at this burrow and adults were not detected
away from the burrow on a subsequent follow-up search on 15 July

These preliminary surveys provided robust and accurate data that resulted in the determination of
Burrowing Owl occupancy and site use within the proposed Project site and a 150-meter buffer.

Proposed Survey Methodology
This proposed survey methodology follows guidance provided by the 2012 Staff Report on Burrowing
Owl Mitigation (CDFW 2012) and the Burrowing Owl Consortium (CBOC 1993); and will build upon past
efforts by providing information on:
•
•
•

Current Burrowing Owl presence and distribution within the proposed Project site;
Confirmation of site occupancy and assessment of seasonal use patterns;
Determination and assessment of current site use, including any breeding attempts.

This survey approach consists of five site visits:
1. Comprehensive belt transects, spaced 7-20 meters apart, will be conducted within suitable
Burrowing Owl habit on the proposed Project site and a 150-meter buffer (Figure2).
This initial effort will occur between March 15th and April 16th 2014. The seasonal timing of these surveys
will correspond with Burrowing Owl migration such that winter residents will have vacated the region
and only breeding and resident birds will remain. Winter occupancy will have been recent enough that
sign (feathers, tracks, whitewash and pellets) will persist and be available for detection at wintering
burrows. It can be inferred that the persistence of sign at burrows deemed unoccupied over the course
of these efforts were an artifact of wintering (non-breeding) birds.
During the first survey effort, biologist will mark and record direct and indirect (feathers, tracks,
whitewash and pellets) Burrowing Owl detections. Burrow detections will be ranked into a 4 class
system:
•
•
•
•

1=Excellent
2 = Good
3 = Fair
4 = Poor

(Usable burrow with at least one Burrowing Owl present)
(Usable burrow, fresh sign but no Burrowing Owl present)
(Usable burrow, inactive with old sign, no Burrowing Owl present)
(Inactive suitable burrow, no Burrowing Owl sign)

2. The second site visit will focus primarily on burrows detected during the first visit that ranked
class 1-3.
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This second visit will occur three weeks after the initial annual survey. An approved avian biologist will
visit each of the previously detected burrows, ranking class 1-3 and attempt to determine occupancy. If
a burrow displays evidence of recent use (fresh sign or the presence of an owl), additional time will be
spent attempting to ascertain site use and determine breeding status. Current conditions and an
assessment of Burrowing Owl use will be recorded at each burrow visited. Burrowing Owls will occupy
multiple burrows within their home range and surveyors will walk meandering transects between each
burrow location in order to increase the chances for an incidental Burrowing Owl detection.
3. The third visit will focus on two primary detection areas:
a. All burrows ranking class 1-3 during the second visit
b. All burrows ranking class 1-3 during the first visit and all class 4 burrows within a 200meter of any class 1-3 burrow.
The third visit will occur 2-3 weeks following the second visit. During the third visit, surveyors will
document current conditions at every burrow that had Burrowing Owl sign during previous efforts and
explore the possibility that Burrowing Owls are occupying new burrows adjacent to old territories.
Additional time will be spent at all occupied burrows in an effort to determine site use and assess the
breeding status.
4. The fourth visit will focus on all burrows ranking class 1-3 during the third visit.
The fourth visit will occur between June 1st and June 15th. The fourth visit is intended as an observational
visit that will focus primarily at determining breeding status and success. Extended observations will be
approximately 3-hours in duration at each previously ranked class 1 burrow or occupied territory. Each
burrow ranking class 2-3 during the third visit will be explored to eliminate the possibility that it has
since become occupied. Current conditions and an assessment of Burrowing Owl use will be recorded at
each burrow visited. Surveyors will walk meandering routes between each burrow location to increase
the potential for an incidental Burrowing Owl detection.
5. The fifth and final visit will focus on all burrows and occupied territories ranking class 1 during
any of the previous four visits.
This visit will occur between June 15th and June 30th2014. The primary objective of this visit is to
document continued Burrowing Owl occupancy and determine breeding success. Breeding success can
be inferred through chronological observations, including the progression of any previously-recorded
breeding status and the current conditions at each burrow or nest site. Current conditions and an
assessment of Burrowing Owl use will be recorded at each burrow visited.

Additional Surveys
Additional avian surveys are conducted by qualified biologists during spring, fall and winter months.
These additional surveys are described by the Project’s Biological Resources Work Plan, 2014 Avian and
Raptor Surveys. During additional avian survey efforts, qualified surveyors cover large portions of the
proposed Project site and surrounding buffer as evidenced by Figure 5. Any incidental or focused
Burrowing Owl detection made during additional survey efforts will documented using standardized
data forms. All Burrowing Owl detections will be incorporated into the Burrowing Owl specific survey
efforts described above.
Quartzite Solar – Proposed 2014 Burrowing Owl Survey Methodology
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Figure 5 Avian Line Transect Locations For the Quartzite Solar Project
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Conclusion
Focused surveys have documented Burrowing Owl occupancy and site use within the proposed Project
site since fall 2013. These past efforts, combined with the survey methodology proposed herein, will
provide robust data that can be used to accurately assess potential impacts to Burrowing Owls posed by
Project development. This approach is rigorous and suitable for a Project of this size and scope and
achieves each of the goals described by guiding documents intending to adequately address threats to
this sensitive biological resource.
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

brian sandstrom
eduardo_nieves@fws.gov; jody_fraser@fws.gov; mark massar; cperry@blm.gov; fmcmenimen@blm.gov;
thomas_dietsch@fws.gov
brooks hart; crissy slaughter; kathy simon; therese carpenter; pksharpgarcia@gmail.com;
admin@corvusecological.com
DSSF Avian Incidents 4/28
Tuesday, April 29, 2014 7:06:56 AM
TOWA_042714_1.jpg
WWDO_041426_2.jpg
UNBI_042814_1.JPG

Hello everyone,
There were two avian mortalities documented over the weekend and one yesterday:

26 April 2014 - The carcass of a White-winged dove was found on Center line drive
underneath transmission lines. The bird was located at 0500 and when it was check at
0730, unknown scavengers had removed the carcass.

27 April 2014 - The carcass of a Townsend's Warbler was found on West Side Drive
underneath transmission lines. The bird was located at 0930. It was left in place and
when it was checked at 0800 the following day, unknown scavengers had removed the
carcass.

28 April 2014 - The wing of an unidentified duck was located in Block 7, Array 7, Row 55
within solar array framework. It was collected and stored in the freezer in the bio office.

If you have any questions please contact me.
Thanks,
Brian Sandstrom
949-423-8770
bjerome30@hotmail.com
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To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Fraser, Jody
Pete Sorensen; Ken Corey; Tera Baird; Joel Pagel
Fwd: DSSF Avian Incidents 4/28
Tuesday, April 29, 2014 8:19:16 AM
TOWA_042714_1.jpg
WWDO_041426_2.jpg
UNBI_042814_1.JPG

Scavengers...
---------- Forwarded message ---------From: brian sandstrom <bjerome30@hotmail.com>
Date: Tue, Apr 29, 2014 at 7:05 AM
Subject: DSSF Avian Incidents 4/28
To: "eduardo_nieves@fws.gov" <eduardo_nieves@fws.gov>, "jody_fraser@fws.gov"
<jody_fraser@fws.gov>, mark massar <mmassar@blm.gov>, "cperry@blm.gov"
<cperry@blm.gov>, "fmcmenimen@blm.gov" <fmcmenimen@blm.gov>,
"thomas_dietsch@fws.gov" <thomas_dietsch@fws.gov>
Cc: brooks hart <brooks@corvusecological.com>, crissy slaughter <criffy@hotmail.com>,
kathy simon <kathy@ironwoodconsultinginc.com>, therese carpenter
<therese.carpenter@firstsolar.com>, "pksharpgarcia@gmail.com"
<pksharpgarcia@gmail.com>, "admin@corvusecological.com"
<admin@corvusecological.com>
Hello everyone,
There were two avian mortalities documented over the weekend and one yesterday:
26 April 2014 - The carcass of a White-winged dove was found on Center line drive
underneath transmission lines. The bird was located at 0500 and when it was check at
0730, unknown scavengers had removed the carcass.

27 April 2014 - The carcass of a Townsend's Warbler was found on West Side Drive
underneath transmission lines. The bird was located at 0930. It was left in place and
when it was checked at 0800 the following day, unknown scavengers had removed the
carcass.

28 April 2014 - The wing of an unidentified duck was located in Block 7, Array 7, Row
55 within solar array framework. It was collected and stored in the freezer in the bio
office.
If you have any questions please contact me.
Thanks,
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Brian Sandstrom
949-423-8770
bjerome30@hotmail.com

-Jody Fraser, Biologist
Palm Springs Fish and Wildlife Office
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
777 E. Tahquitz Canyon Way, Suite 208
Palm Springs, CA 92262
760.322.2070 ph x207
760.322.4648 fax
jody_fraser@fws.gov
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

brian sandstrom
eduardo_nieves@fws.gov; jody_fraser@fws.gov; cperry@blm.gov; fmcmenimen@blm.gov;
thomas_dietsch@fws.gov
brooks hart; crissy slaughter; kathy simon; therese carpenter; pksharpgarcia@gmail.com;
admin@corvusecological.com; amanda beck
DSSF Avian Incident 4/30
Wednesday, April 30, 2014 11:23:54 PM
WFIB_043014_1.JPG
WFIB_043014_9.JPG

Hello everyone,
There was one avian mortality documented on site today, 4/30:
The carcass of a White-faced Ibis was located in Block 20, Array 10, Row 66. Carcass was
intact and cause of death was unknown.
If you have any questions please contact me.
Thanks,
Brian Sandstrom
949-423-8770
bjerome30@hotmail.com
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From:
To:
Cc:

Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

crissy slaughter
jody_fraser@fws.gov
Kathy Simon; Brooks Corvus; Brian Sandstrom; Therese Carpenter; tamara.haynes@firstsolar.com;
armand.gonzales@wildlife.ca.gov; eduardo_nieves@fws.gov; Mark Massar; Ashley H; heather_beeler@fws.gov;
Thomas Dietsch; erin_dean@fws.gov
Monthly SPUT report for Desert Sunlight, permit numbers MB20979B-1 and MB20960B-3
Friday, May 02, 2014 4:42:23 PM
R8_SPUT_mortality reporting_macro.5.2.14.xlsm
Avian_Bat_Mortality 20140502.pdf

Hello All,
Attached is the monthly SPUT table and updated avian mortality figure for Desert Sunlight,
permit numbers MB20979B-1 and MB20960B-3.
Thank you,
Crissy Slaughter
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

brian sandstrom
eduardo_nieves@fws.gov; jody_fraser@fws.gov; cperry@blm.gov; fmcmenimen@blm.gov;
thomas_dietsch@fws.gov
brooks hart; crissy slaughter; kathy simon; therese carpenter; pksharpgarcia@gmail.com;
admin@corvusecological.com; amanda beck
DSSF Avian Incident 5/7
Wednesday, May 07, 2014 5:11:55 PM
WEGR_050714_1.JPG
WEGR_050714_9.JPG

Hello everyone,
There was one avian mortality documented on site today 5/7/14:
The carcass of a Western Grebe was located in Block 5, Array 6, Row 68. The carcass was
scavenged by Ravens and Kit fox. It was dismembered and the thoracic cavity had been eaten
out. The carcass had a very strong odor.
The biology freezer currently has 15 trial specimens that will be utilized in the carcass removal
assessments on site. They will be staged on the solar farm next week. The trial specimens
should be as fresh as possible without any odor. To prevent any contamination of trial
specimens, the Western Grebe found on site today will be buried and not collected and
stored in the freezer.
If you have any questions or concerns please contact me.
Thanks,
Brian Sandstrom
949-423-8770
bjerome30@hotmail.com
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

brian sandstrom
eduardo_nieves@fws.gov; jody_fraser@fws.gov; cperry@blm.gov; fmcmenimen@blm.gov;
thomas_dietsch@fws.gov
brooks hart; crissy slaughter; kathy simon; therese carpenter; pksharpgarcia@gmail.com;
admin@corvusecological.com; amanda beck
DSSF Bat Incident 5/9
Friday, May 09, 2014 3:29:09 PM
CAMY_050914_3.JPG
CAMY_050914_4.JPG

Photos attached of California Myotis.

From: bjerome30@hotmail.com
To: eduardo_nieves@fws.gov; jody_fraser@fws.gov; cperry@blm.gov;
fmcmenimen@blm.gov; thomas_dietsch@fws.gov
CC: brooks@corvusecological.com; criffy@hotmail.com; kathy@ironwoodconsultinginc.com;
therese.carpenter@firstsolar.com; pksharpgarcia@gmail.com; admin@corvusecological.com;
abeck@firstsolar.com
Subject: DSSF Bat Incident 5/9
Date: Fri, 9 May 2014 18:23:39 -0400
Hello everyone,
The carcass of a California Myotis was found at the north gate entrance today 5/9/14. The
cause of death is unknown. The carcass was collected and is stored in the biology freezer.
If you have any questions or concerns please contact me.
Thanks,
Brian Sandstrom
949-423-8770
bjerome30@hotmail.com
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

brian sandstrom
eduardo_nieves@fws.gov; jody_fraser@fws.gov; cperry@blm.gov; fmcmenimen@blm.gov;
thomas_dietsch@fws.gov
brooks hart; crissy slaughter; kathy simon; therese carpenter; pksharpgarcia@gmail.com;
admin@corvusecological.com; amanda beck
DSSF Avian Incident 5/12
Monday, May 12, 2014 9:44:27 PM
VERD_051214_1.JPG
VERD_051214_9.JPG

Hello everyone,
The carcass of a Verdin was found on a pallet of cartridges in Block 5, array 11, row 67. The
cause of death is unknown. The Verdin carcass was found as cartridges were removed from
the pallet. It was collected and is stored in the biology freezer.
The trial specimens were also checked for the carcass removal assessments. 15 birds were
staged throughout operational areas on May 7. Today was day five of the trial and seven of
the fifteen birds have been removed and two were partially scavenged. Scavengers include
Raven, Kit Fox, Turkey Vulture and of course ants.
If you have any questions please contact me.
Thanks,
Brian Sandstrom
949-423-8770
bjerome30@hotmail.com
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To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Fraser, Jody
Pete Sorensen; Joel Pagel; Tera Baird; Magdalena Rodriguez
Fwd: DSSF Avian Incident 5/12
Tuesday, May 13, 2014 7:44:48 AM
VERD_051214_1.JPG
VERD_051214_9.JPG

fyi
---------- Forwarded message ---------From: brian sandstrom <bjerome30@hotmail.com>
Date: Mon, May 12, 2014 at 9:44 PM
Subject: DSSF Avian Incident 5/12
To: "eduardo_nieves@fws.gov" <eduardo_nieves@fws.gov>, "jody_fraser@fws.gov"
<jody_fraser@fws.gov>, "cperry@blm.gov" <cperry@blm.gov>, "fmcmenimen@blm.gov"
<fmcmenimen@blm.gov>, "thomas_dietsch@fws.gov" <thomas_dietsch@fws.gov>
Cc: brooks hart <brooks@corvusecological.com>, crissy slaughter <criffy@hotmail.com>,
kathy simon <kathy@ironwoodconsultinginc.com>, therese carpenter
<therese.carpenter@firstsolar.com>, "pksharpgarcia@gmail.com"
<pksharpgarcia@gmail.com>, "admin@corvusecological.com"
<admin@corvusecological.com>, amanda beck <abeck@firstsolar.com>
Hello everyone,
The carcass of a Verdin was found on a pallet of cartridges in Block 5, array 11, row 67. The
cause of death is unknown. The Verdin carcass was found as cartridges were removed from
the pallet. It was collected and is stored in the biology freezer.
The trial specimens were also checked for the carcass removal assessments. 15 birds were
staged throughout operational areas on May 7. Today was day five of the trial and seven of
the fifteen birds have been removed and two were partially scavenged. Scavengers include
Raven, Kit Fox, Turkey Vulture and of course ants.
If you have any questions please contact me.
Thanks,
Brian Sandstrom
949-423-8770
bjerome30@hotmail.com

-Jody Fraser, Biologist
Palm Springs Fish and Wildlife Office
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
777 E. Tahquitz Canyon Way, Suite 208
Palm Springs, CA 92262
760.322.2070 ph x207
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760.322.4648 fax
jody_fraser@fws.gov
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

brian sandstrom
eduardo_nieves@fws.gov; jody_fraser@fws.gov; cperry@blm.gov; fmcmenimen@blm.gov;
thomas_dietsch@fws.gov
brooks hart; crissy slaughter; kathy simon; therese carpenter; pksharpgarcia@gmail.com;
admin@corvusecological.com; amanda beck
DSSF Avian Incident 5/16
Friday, May 16, 2014 4:56:21 PM
WIWA.JPG
WIWA_fence.JPG

Hello everyone,
Today May 16, the carcass of a Wilson's Warbler was collected from the solar farm site along
the north perimeter fence near block 9, array 1.
Construction personnel reported to me that the Wilson's Warbler was alive and stuck
between the perimeter fence and tortoise fence. While entrapped between the fences, a
Loggerhead Shrike predated the bird. The carcass is stored in the biology freezer.
If you have any questions please contact me.
Thanks,
Brian Sandstrom
949-423-8770
bjerome30@hotmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Fraser, Jody
Pete Sorensen; Joel Pagel; Tera Baird
Fwd: DSSF Avian Incident and carcass removal trial summary
Saturday, May 17, 2014 7:18:35 AM
SORA_.JPG

FYI
---------- Forwarded message ---------From: brian sandstrom <bjerome30@hotmail.com>
Date: Fri, May 16, 2014 at 12:42 PM
Subject: DSSF Avian Incident and carcass removal trial summary
To: "eduardo_nieves@fws.gov" <eduardo_nieves@fws.gov>, "jody_fraser@fws.gov"
<jody_fraser@fws.gov>, "cperry@blm.gov" <cperry@blm.gov>, "fmcmenimen@blm.gov"
<fmcmenimen@blm.gov>, "thomas_dietsch@fws.gov" <thomas_dietsch@fws.gov>
Cc: brooks hart <brooks@corvusecological.com>, crissy slaughter <criffy@hotmail.com>,
kathy simon <kathy@ironwoodconsultinginc.com>, therese carpenter
<therese.carpenter@firstsolar.com>, "pksharpgarcia@gmail.com"
<pksharpgarcia@gmail.com>, "admin@corvusecological.com"
<admin@corvusecological.com>, amanda beck <abeck@firstsolar.com>
Hello everyone,
On Wednesday May 14 , a live Sora was located in Block 6, array 3, row 60. After taking a
few photos and data, I approached the bird and it was in better condition than I had
anticipated. It went running beneath panels and I attempted to catch it in order to release the
bird at Lake Tamarisk. It's not easy catching a bird that doesn't want to be caught. The Sora
disappeared somewhere amongst the panels. I waited a couple days to report this incident
because I figured I'd find the bird again. It has not been seen again on site.
The carcass removal study continues on site and the weekly summary is as follows:
Trial specimens placed 5/7/2014: 15 total, 5 of each size class - Small, Medium and Large
Summary of findings - 5/15/2014:
10 of 15 trial specimens have been removed:
Small - 3
Medium - 5
Large - 2
Condition of remaining trial specimens:
Large - 1 - Scavenged but remaining
Large - 2 Intact (un-scavenged)
Small - 2 Intact (un-scavenged)
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If you have any questions please contact me.
Thanks,
Brian Sandstrom
949-423-8770
bjerome30@hotmail.com

-Jody Fraser, Biologist
Palm Springs Fish and Wildlife Office
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
777 E. Tahquitz Canyon Way, Suite 208
Palm Springs, CA 92262
760.322.2070 ph x207
760.322.4648 fax
jody_fraser@fws.gov
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From:
To:
Cc:

Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

brian sandstrom
Fraser, Jody; mark massar
eduardo_nieves@fws.gov; cperry@blm.gov; fmcmenimen@blm.gov; thomas_dietsch@fws.gov; brooks hart;
crissy slaughter; kathy simon; therese carpenter; pksharpgarcia@gmail.com; admin@corvusecological.com;
amanda beck
RE: DSSF Avian Incident 5/16
Saturday, May 17, 2014 10:33:43 AM
fence.JPG

Jody,
Sorry about the confusion with the fence issue. Let me clarify on the Wilson's Warbler
mortality. The tortoise fence IS attached to the perimeter fence. Look at the photo attached
and you will see that the two fences are together.
I don't know how the WIWA got stuck within the fences. The warbler is not much bigger than
my index finger and weighs less than a penny. Likely it was being chased by the LOSH in the
first place and its tiny body somehow got stuck.
Construction personnel only pointed out where the bird was stuck but didn't know how it was
stuck. Workers watched the scene until I arrived and they explained to me how a larger black
and white bird was trying to help the small yellow one out of the fence and once it was pulled
from the fence the larger bird flew away.
I interpreted that as a LOSH predating the WIWA. But I did like the worker's optimism that the
shrike was "helping" the bird from the fence.
If you have any more questions don't hesitate to ask.
Thanks,
Brian

Date: Sat, 17 May 2014 07:17:08 -0700
Subject: Re: DSSF Avian Incident 5/16
From: jody_fraser@fws.gov
To: bjerome30@hotmail.com; mmassar@blm.gov
CC: eduardo_nieves@fws.gov; cperry@blm.gov; fmcmenimen@blm.gov;
thomas_dietsch@fws.gov; brooks@corvusecological.com; criffy@hotmail.com;
kathy@ironwoodconsultinginc.com; therese.carpenter@firstsolar.com;
pksharpgarcia@gmail.com; admin@corvusecological.com; abeck@firstsolar.com
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Thanks, Brian. To clarify, this bird was "between the perimeter fence and tortoise fence"? This
indicates that the tortoise fence is NOT attached to the perimeter fence, which is a noncompliance issue that BLM brought to the attention of FS and should have been rectified very
early in the construction phase. It's difficult to tell from the photo, so please confirm the
placement of the tortoise fence and correct accordingly.
Jody

On Fri, May 16, 2014 at 4:55 PM, brian sandstrom <bjerome30@hotmail.com> wrote:
Hello everyone,
Today May 16, the carcass of a Wilson's Warbler was collected from the solar
farm site along the north perimeter fence near block 9, array 1.
Construction personnel reported to me that the Wilson's Warbler was alive and
stuck between the perimeter fence and tortoise fence. While entrapped
between the fences, a Loggerhead Shrike predated the bird. The carcass is
stored in the biology freezer.
If you have any questions please contact me.
Thanks,
Brian Sandstrom
949-423-8770
bjerome30@hotmail.com

-Jody Fraser, Biologist
Palm Springs Fish and Wildlife Office
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
777 E. Tahquitz Canyon Way, Suite 208
Palm Springs, CA 92262
760.322.2070 ph x207
760.322.4648 fax
jody_fraser@fws.gov
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

brian sandstrom
eduardo_nieves@fws.gov; jody_fraser@fws.gov; cperry@blm.gov; fmcmenimen@blm.gov;
thomas_dietsch@fws.gov
brooks hart; crissy slaughter; kathy simon; therese carpenter; pksharpgarcia@gmail.com;
admin@corvusecological.com; amanda beck
DSSF Avian Incident 5/20
Tuesday, May 20, 2014 5:09:34 PM
PABA_052014_1.JPG
PABA_052014_9.JPG

Hello everyone,
Today May 20, the carcass of a Pallid Bat was located at the entrance to the visitor center.
The bat was collected and is stored in the biology freezer. The cause of death is unknown.
If you have any questions please contact me.
Thanks,
Brian Sandstrom
949-423-8770
bjerome30@hotmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

corvusbio@gmail.com on behalf of Brooks Hart
Thomas Dietsch
Re: DSSF Carcass Removal Study Plan
Tuesday, May 20, 2014 6:52:56 PM
Desert Sunlight Carcass Removal Assessment - Methodology_20140509.pdf

Hello Tom,
I have no problem with sharing this Plan. There is a more current version available (attached).
I have contacted Amanda Beck at First Solar in an effort to check with her first. I'll let you
know as soon as I hear back.
There are some things that I would change (and plan to at Desert Sunlight). The biggest issue
is the potential for predator swamping, especially when actual fatality rates are unknown.
Once we are able to estimate actual fatality rates, even with a low level of precision, the
placement of trial specimens should be adjusted to reflect actual conditions. Placing 15 trial
specimens at a time is too many for Desert Sunlight (not realistic). In the future, I would like
to place 3 trial specimens, every-other-day for 20 days.
Anyhow, I'll let you know as soon as I hear back from Amanda (fingers are crossed). This
more recent version of the Plan includes photos with Solar Modules visible and FS may want
this removed prior to dissemination.
Don't hesitate to recommend Corvus Ecological, should these other projects need a consultant
to write and implement plans of this nature - :)
All the best,
Brooks Hart
Corvus Ecological Consulting, LLC
(858) 922-3264
corvusecological.com
This email and any accompanying documents contain privileged and confidential information and are intended
solely for the recipient. If you are not the intended recipient of this message, or if this message has been
addressed to you in error, please immediately reply to the sender by reply e-mail or by phone and then delete this
message, including any attachment. Any dissemination, distribution or other use of the contents of this message
by anyone other than the intended recipient is strictly prohibited.

On Tue, May 20, 2014 at 6:12 PM, Thomas Dietsch <thomas_dietsch@fws.gov> wrote:
Hi Brooks,

Brian referred me to you as the author of the Desert Sunlight Carcass Removal Study Plan. As I
mentioned to Brian, we think this is a good study design that would be useful to share with other
projects, but I wanted to check with you first. We are working with a few projects that need to
get started with carcass removal trials in the near term. We are currently working on broader
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guidelines that will include best practices for carcass removal trials. In the interim, it would be
quite helpful if I could share your study design as a starting point for these more immediate
projects.

Thanks, Tom

From: brian sandstrom [mailto:bjerome30@hotmail.com]
Sent: Tuesday, May 20, 2014 5:26 PM
To: Dietsch, Thomas
Cc: brooks hart
Subject: RE: DSSF Carcass Removal Study Plan

Tom,

The carcass removal study plan was actually written by Brooks Hart and I recommend
getting in touch with him. I believe you've been in contact with him dealing with the Raven
surveys. Here is his contact:

brooks@corvusecological.com

Brian

Date: Tue, 20 May 2014 15:43:09 -0700
Subject: Re: DSSF Carcass Removal Study Plan
From: thomas_dietsch@fws.gov
To: bjerome30@hotmail.com
Hi Brian,

Do you mind if I share this study plan with another project? We are asking them to do
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carcass removal trials and it would be helpful to provide them with an example of what
we'd like to see.

Thanks, Tom

*******************
Thomas Dietsch, PhD.
Migratory Bird Biologist
US Fish and Wildlife Service, Region 8
Carlsbad Fish and Wildlife Office
2177 Salk Avenue, Suite 250
Carlsbad, CA 92008
(760) 431-9440 Ext. 214
*******************

On Fri, May 9, 2014 at 11:11 AM, brian sandstrom <bjerome30@hotmail.com> wrote:
Hello everyone,

Attached is the carcass removal study plan for Desert Sunlight Solar Farm. The study began
this week with all 30 cameras being staged May 2 and group 1 of trial specimens placed
May 7. After a 24-hour period, three medium sized birds were removed and one large
specimen had been partially scavenged. The main scavenger appeared to be Ravens.
Updates of progress of the study will be sent at the end of each week. After the 45-day
trial period, the final results will be presented.

If you have any questions or concerns please contact me.
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Thanks,

Brian Sandstrom
949-423-8770
bjerome30@hotmail.com

-*******************
Thomas Dietsch, PhD
Migratory Bird Biologist
US Fish and Wildlife Service, Region 8
Carlsbad Fish and Wildlife Office
6010 Hidden Valley Road, Suite 101
Carlsbad, CA 92011
(760) 431-9440 Ext. 214
*******************
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California Landscape Conservation Cooperative
Webinar Series
CaliforniaLCC.org

Today’s guest presenter
Nadav Nur, PRBO Conservation Science

Topic: Demographic Impacts of Climate
Change on Tidal Marsh Birds: Population
Modeling and Vulnerability Assessment
.

To join via phone, please dial 1-866-737-4154. Passcode 2872670
Webinar will begin shortly. Please mute your phone.
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California Clapper Rail

© Peter LaTourrette

Demographic Impacts of Climate Change on Tidal Marsh Birds:
Population Modeling and Vulnerability Assessment

Nadav Nur, Leo Salas, Sam Veloz, Julian Wood, Leonard Liu, Grant Ballard
PRBO Conservation Science, Petaluma, CA
24 May 2012, CA LCC Webinar
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Background- Loss of Tidal Marsh in San Francisco
Estuary
1800

1997

(SFEI Eco-Atlas)
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Habitat Loss and Degradation
•Tidal Marsh once the predominant habitat in San Francisco Estuary.
80% of this habitat has been lost –
conversion to agriculture, to commercial salt ponds, development
•What’s left is altered due to:
•habitat fragmentation,
•man-made structures,
•levees, dikes, channelization,
•changes in salinity
•contaminants;
•introduced, non-native plant species which alter the habitat
•introduced, non-native predators, red fox, rats, feral cats
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Tidal Marsh is Critical Habitat for many birds

(Endangered, Threatened, and Species of Special Concern)
California Clapper Rail

© Peter LaTourrette

Photo: Peter LaTourrette
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Two CA LCC Projects: Modeling Climate Change
Impacts on Tidal Marsh Bird Species

1. Modeling Future Habitat for Tidal Marsh Species Given Sea-level Rise and Changes
in Salinity
2. Assessing Vulnerability of Tidal Marsh Birds to Climate Change through the
Analysis of Population Dynamics and Viability
Technical Reports available from PRBO website for each project. See www.prbo.org/sfbayslr.
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Two CA LCC Projects: Modeling Climate Change
Impacts on Tidal Marsh Bird Species

Habitat is prerequisite. Climate Change may lead to loss of habitat or
degradation of habitat (habitat quality).
Why population dynamics?

• Key to understanding population trends; projecting trends; managing for trends
• Reverse trends for declining populations
• Prevent or reduce probability of (local) extinction

Why consider demography with respect to Climate Change?
• Climate change may impact survival, reproductive success, connectivity
- Increased Flooding, due to high tides and storm surges.
- One storm (extreme event) lead to reproductive failure,
- Extreme high tide can lead to high predation (especially in winter)
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Modeling Future Tidal Marsh Habitat in the face of Climate
Change: Consequences for Birds and Vegetation
Developed Marsh Accretion Model:
Changes in Marsh Elevation in the next 20 to 100 yrs due to:
•Sea-Level Rise: Low SLR (0.52 m/100 yr) or High SLR (1.65 m/100 yr)
•Sedimentation (Inorganic)
•Organic Matter Accumulation
Modeled Future Salinity
Marsh Elevation, Salinity & other Physical Variables used to model Habitat
for Tidal Marsh Birds - Current and Future (Projected)
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Modeled Marsh Accretion: Marsh elevation relative to Mean Higher High Water:
Focus on Intertidal (Mudflat and Marsh)
4 Scenarios: Low vs High Sea-Level Rise; Low vs High Sediment Availability
Low Sea-Level Rise, Low Sediment, 2110

High Sea-Level Rise, Low Sediment, 2110
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Habitat Suitability
Data layers and modeling
• Observation data for birds at
>600 locations
Five species: Black Rails,
Clapper Rails, Common
Yellowthroats, Marsh Wrens,
Song Sparrows
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Habitat Suitability
Data layers and modeling
• Observation data for birds at
>600 locations
• Correlated observations to
physical variables:
- elevation,
- salinity,
- tidal range,
- distance metrics (to bay)
- habitat composition
AR071990
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Habitat Suitability
Data layers, modeling, Sea-Level Rise Tool
• Observation data for birds at
>600 locations
• Correlated observations to
physical variables related to:
- elevation, salinity, tidal
range, distance metrics

• Spatial Models predicting
distribution & abundance
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Current and 2070:
Predicted Distribution &
Abundance: Black Rail
2010

2070
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Change in Distribution & Abundance 2070 vs 2010:
Black Rail

San Pablo

Bay
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Spatial variation for 5 tidal marsh birds

Future
density
decreases

Future
density
increases
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Modeling Demographic Impacts of Climate Change
on Tidal Marsh Bird Species

Climate Change will lead to loss of habitat or degradation of habitat (habitat
quality), extent of loss/degradation depends on scenario.

But even if there is habitat, will populations be able to sustain themselves?

Demography provides the answer:
• Climate change may impact survival, reproductive success, connectivity of
populations
- Effects of temperature and precipitation on vegetation, invertebrates
- Effects of temperature and precipitation on predation rates (nest, juveniles, adults)
- Flooding, due to high tides and storm surges
- One storm (extreme event) lead to reproductive failure,
- Can lead to high predation (especially during winter)
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Simple Population Dynamic Models:

Song Sparrow, Clapper Rail, Black Rail, Common Yellowthroat

• Synthesizes best available demographic information
• Can be used to gain insights into why population may be declining
and what is needed to stabilize population or grow it

• Explore sensitivities of population growth to specific parameters
• Example: What is effect of 5% increase in nest survival vs 5% increase in
over-winter survival?

Can use it retrospectively:
• What may account for observed declines?
Use it prospectively:
• What is likely effect of a change in environment, or change in
management on population trends?
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Simple Population Dynamic Models (One for each species)
available at:
California Clapper Rail

www.prbo.org/sfbayslr
also

© Peter LaTourrette

http://data.prbo.org/apps/sfbslr/demography

Can explore questions such as:
1. What is the effect of a specified change in reproductive success on
population growth rate?

2. How does that compare with a change in over-winter survival?
3. What demographic parameter is the population most sensitive to?
In many cases: the answer is “nest survival” (also termed “nest
success”).
4. In order to achieve a desired change in population growth rate, e.g.,
from 5% decline to 0% decline, what changes in demographic
parameters are needed?
AR071997
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More Detailed, Mechanistic Population Dynamic Model for
Tidal Marsh Song Sparrows – Population Viability Analysis
5 components:
1. Adult Survival. Estimated from field data from upland population
nearby (12 years)
2. Juvenile Survival. Based on studies of color-banded populations
3. Number of nesting attempts per breeding season. Tidal marsh field
data
4. Probability nest survives to fledge young. Tidal marsh field data.
5. Number of young fledged per successful nest. Tidal marsh field data
Components 3, 4, and 5 were analyzed with respect to envtl variation
(temperature, precipitation, maximum tide).
Were not able to analyze survival (adult, juvenile) in relation to
environmental variability. Used best estimate of Mean, SD.
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Population Dynamic Model is Stochastic:
Incorporates unpredictable variability
Environmental stochasticity: Future is uncertain.
Temperature on average may increase, but there is year to year variability.
Same is true for precipitation.
And maximum tide height.
Demographic stochasticity: Survival and Reproductive Rates Vary from
Year to Year in a stochastic manner (not deterministic):
• Modeled expected value of a demographic parameterincorporating variability around that valuegiven environmental conditions
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Population Modeling and Viability Analysis to
Assess Vulnerability

Our Approach:

Vulnerability reflects Population Growth (robust population growth, less
vulnerable; declining populations more vulnerable)
Vulnerability reflects Response of Demographic Parameters to environmental
drivers.
Modeling presented incorporates both.
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Reproductive Success Monitored at 7 sites over 12 years:
over 3,000 nesting attempts monitored!
2001 Song
Sparrow
Nest Fates,
China Camp
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“Ingredients” for Song Sparrow Climate Change model:
dependence of nest survival on climate variables
Results of Statistical Analysis of 3,000+ nesting attempts

Nest survival is lower under cool, wet conditions.
•Under warmer, drier conditions: nest survival increases.
Nest failure increases with increasing maximum tide.
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“Ingredients” for Song Sparrow Climate Change model:
dependence of number of nesting attempts on climate variables
Results of Statistical Analysis of 3,000+ nesting attempts

Breeding season is longer under cool, wet conditions.
•Under warmer, drier conditions: Number of nest attempts decrease
AR072003
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Future climate variables:

Projected changes 2010 to 2060, including environmental stochasticity
Breed. season precipitation (mm)

Bio-year precipitation (mm)
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3 Sea-level rise scenarios:
Each with and without additional extreme tides

Took into account marsh accretion
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Results: Population Trajectory
If Current Conditions Continue
Population decline expected
Over 80% decline over 50 years
Shown results from 500 simulations;
Beginning pop size = 10,000 individuals
in 2010

Why?
Nest survival probability too low
(about 23%)
Due to nest predation and nest
flooding.
Needs to be about 25 to 26% to
produce stable population.
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Results: Population Trends will
Depend on Sea-level Rise

Starting Population Size: 10,000 individuals in 2010
Results from 500 simulations per scenario

High

Low

Medium

Medium

Low

High
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Why the difference in trajectory?
It’s all about Nest Survival

Under Low SLR:
Increase in nest survival
outweighs decrease in
nesting attempts.
Under High SLR:
Increase in nest survival
not sufficient to outweigh
decrease in nesting
attempts.
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Population Trends Will Depend on
Extreme Tides
Extreme Tide Scenarios:
Tide of 2.35 m
(greater than maximum observed 19962007)
occurs in a given year with probability 0.10
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Management action may counteract
effects of climate change
A: High Sea-level Rise (No additional
extreme tides)
B: As in A, but nest survival is increased
by relative 10% (0.233 to 0.256)
from 2015 to 2035.
E.g., Reduce predation on nests.
Control predators. Limit access to nests,
especially from “upland” predators.
C: As in A, but Extreme Tides Are Capped
from 2035 on. No tides above 2.3 m (which
is near current maximum)
due to seawall? Protective hummocks?
May or may not be feasible: but can assess
the benefit of such an approach.
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Caveats
Survival may depend on environmental conditions (next step!)
Did not model dispersal, immigration/emigration (next step!).

Populations assumed to remain in place, in response to SLR.
Under low SLR (or medium SLR) there would be no “need” to move -marshes are able to keep pace with SLR (next step!).
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Conclusions
•Reproductive Success- strongly impacted by climate change
•Management directed at nest survival can be effective in reducing or
reversing population declines.
•Small change in nest survival (.233 to .256) changed population trajectory

•Impact of climate change on Song Sparrows (& other tidal marsh birds) will
depend on high-water events: due to SLR and due to extreme events.

•Such events likely impact over-winter survival (next step).
•Demographic Models needed to integrate different impacts (which may
counteract each other)
•Demographic models can be useful tools for management, e.g., to compare
scenarios, including effectiveness and feasibility of potential management
action
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Next Step
For Song Sparrows & other tidal marsh bird species:

•Construct marsh-level, spatially-explicit demographic
model, building on the two LCC projects, Habitat
Model & Demographic Model
•Marshes set in landscape, connected by dispersal
•Include “edge” effects, on reproduction, survival.
•Over-winter mortality risk reflects marsh elevation, refugia
•Incorporate dispersal
• Extinction, colonization, recolonization are modeled.
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Thank you!
For Habitat Modeling Project and Tool (Sam Veloz, Project Lead, sveloz@prbo.org)

www.prbo.org/sfbayslr
For Demographic Modeling Project and Tool: Contact Nadav Nur nnur@prbo.org
See: www.prbo.org/sfbayslr
Or: http://data.prbo.org/apps/sfbslr/demography
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California Landscape Conservation Cooperative
Webinar Series
CaliforniaLCC.org

 Thank you for joining us. A recorded version of this webinar will be available on
our website in about one week.
 The next webinar is 11 a.m. June 5th and will be presented by Karen Thorne, USGS.
She will discuss sea-level rise modeling across the California salt marsh gradient for
resource managers. This webinar is in collaboration with the USFWS Region 8
Refuges Inventory and Monitoring’s webinar series.

If you have questions about the webinar, contact Rebecca Fris at 916-278-9415.
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Results: Population Trajectories
are uncertain - as a result of stochasticity (environmental, demographic)

Scenario
Low SLR
Medium SLR
High SLR

Probability of Probability of
50% decline 80% decline
after 50 yrs
after 50 yrs

0.08
0.36
0.86

0.02
0.12
0.62
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Assessing Vulnerability of Tidal Marsh Birds to Climate Change through the
Analysis of Population Dynamics and Viability
Technical Report
Nadav Nur, Leonardo Salas, Samuel Veloz, Julian Wood, Leonard Liu, and Grant Ballard
Report to the California Landscape Conservation Cooperative
Version 1.0, 16 April 2012

PRBO Conservation Science
3820 Cypress Dr. #11
Petaluma, CA 94954
707-781-2555
www.prbo.org
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PRBO Climate Change and Tidal Marsh Bird Demography

Suggested citation:
Nur, N., L. Salas, S. Veloz, J. Wood, L. Liu, and G. Ballard. 2012. Assessing vulnerability of tidal marsh
birds to climate change through the analysis of population dynamics and viability. Technical Report.
Version 1.0. Report to the California Landscape Conservation Cooperative. PRBO Conservation
Science, Petaluma, CA, USA, 94954.
PRBO reserves the right to update this report to reflect new or improved results. Subsequent updates
will be assigned new version numbers and publication dates.
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PRBO Climate Change and Tidal Marsh Bird Demography

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The vulnerability of species at risk from climate change is recognized as an important issue in
California as well as globally. Assessing vulnerability requires information on the long-term viability
of populations and understanding the influences on that viability, due to environmental drivers as
well as impacts of management action. We developed population-dynamic models to assess and
better understand the long-term population viability of four key, tidal marsh-dependent species,
under a variety of environmental conditions, including climate change impacts. In the San Francisco
Estuary, each species is represented by one or more subspecies that is entirely or mainly confined
to the tidal marsh habitat in the region: California Black Rail (Laterallus jamaicensis coturniculus), a
California Threatened species, California Clapper Rail (Rallus longirostris obsoletus), a Federally
Endangered species, Saltmarsh Common Yellowthroat (Geothlypis trichas sinuosa), a California
Species of Special Concern, and three tidal marsh subspecies of Song Sparrow, all of which are
California Species of Special Concern: Alameda (Melospiza melodia pusillula), Samuel’s (M. m.
samuelis), and Suisun (M. m. maxillaris).
Availability of habitat is a prerequisite for long-term viability of marsh bird populations and this has
been modeled in a companion California Landscape Conservation Cooperative project (Veloz et al.
2011). However, habitat alone will ensure neither resilience nor recovery of depleted and
threatened populations. Two important population bottlenecks considered here are reproductive
success and over-winter survival. An important component of reproductive success with respect to
maximizing long-term viability and enhancing population resilience is the survival of clutches and
broods from egg-laying to fledging; in particular, nest survival may be affected by flooding of
nesting habitat leading to inundation of nests. The second bottleneck is overwinter survival which
may be compromised when tidal marsh species are exposed to predators (e.g., herons and egrets)
during the highest tides, if refugia for marsh birds are not available.
The study assessed future population trends and long-term viability due to anticipated changes in
important climatic variables: precipitation, temperature, and maximum high tides. Detailed,
mechanistic models were developed for one species, tidal marsh Song Sparrows. For these
populations we drew on extensive, long-term field studies and our previous demographic analysis.
In this study we found that for tidal marsh Song Sparrows:
One component of reproductive success, nest survival, decreased under cool, wet
conditions. However, a second component, the number of reproductive attempts per
breeding season, increased under cool, wet conditions. Field data indicated that cool, wet
conditions allowed for a longer breeding season.
Nest survival also decreased with increasing extreme tides, due to flooding of nests. One
extreme tide during the breeding season diminished reproductive success for the entire
season.
Climate models suggest that, for this region, temperature will increase and precipitation will
decrease in the future. In addition, some evidence suggests that the magnitude and
3
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frequency of extreme tides will increase, due to increased intensity and frequency of storms
and sea-level rise.
We modeled the impacts to long-term viability and trends of such climate-related effects of
temperature, precipitation, and extreme tides, building on a previously developed model of
marsh accretion for the San Francisco Estuary (Stralberg et al. 2011). We considered three
alternatives for future sea-level rise scenarios: low (0.52 m/100 yrs), high (1.65 m/100 yrs),
and an intermediate alternative. Our model incorporated assumptions of sedimentation
and organic matter accumulation (Stralberg et al. 2011).
Results indicate the most significant factor threatening long-term viability were especially
high tides. Under the low sea-level rise scenario, populations are expected to increase by
5.0% or more per year from 2040 to 2060 due to high nest survival under the warm, dry
conditions predicted in the future. However, under the high sea-level rise scenario, flooding
risk to nests increases substantially. As a result, Song Sparrow populations are expected to
decrease by 3 to 4% per year during the same time period. Under the latter scenario,
populations are expected to decline, on average by 75% after 50 years.
We quantified the risk of severe population decline, defined as an 80% decline over 50
years. Under the low sea-level rise scenario, such risk was very low (c. 2% probability) but
with high sea-level rise, the risk was high (c. 60% probability).
In addition, an extreme high tide, even if it occurred only once every 10 years, on average, is
sufficient to substantially depress population growth rates, increasing the likelihood of
population decline, and thus preventing population recovery and/or increasing the
likelihood of local extinction. For example, under the medium sea-level rise scenario, the
occurrence of infrequent extreme tides more than doubled the risk of severe population
decline, from 12% probability to 28% probability.
For all four tidal marsh species:
Relatively, short-term management actions (e.g., of a 20 year duration) can be effective in
arresting and even reversing anticipated declines. A small reduction in predation on nests
(by reducing predator populations or access to tidal marsh nesting habitat) can be sufficient
to counteract expected population declines due to climate change.
Improvement in nest survival represents a realistic management action that can modify
current population trends, leading to, or enhancing population recovery.
Overwinter survival is also an important bottleneck and management actions may be able
to improve this parameter. Our models demonstrate changes to viability and future trends
as a result of modification to this demographic parameter.
The demographic models presented here are especially valuable in that they can:
(i)
(ii)

provide guidance to managers regarding which aspects of a species’ ecology to focus
attention on,
demonstrate the benefits to affected species of potential management action,
4
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(iii)
(iv)

integrate the impacts of environmental influences that may have opposing effects on
target species, demonstrating the long-term consequences to viability, and
serve to identify the most important data gaps with respect to long-term viability and
the efficacy of management actions. In this regard, we found that more information on
the risks and consequences of extreme storm events (leading to especially high tides
and impacting the habitat) is needed. In addition, more information on over-winter
survival is a priority, too.

Whereas our results are of special relevance to wildlife resource managers in the San Francisco
Estuary, the methods we have developed and described are applicable to estuarine bird
populations anywhere, and thus the value of our approach extends beyond the specific species we
have modeled. Insights from our modeling can help prioritize future action for a range of species
and wetland habitats.
We are making our interactive population models available at
http://data.prbo.org/apps/sfbslr/demography; in addition, our report and computer code will be
freely available to others who wish to adapt our analytic and modeling approach. This study
provides a valuable first stage toward our goal of integrating demographic impacts of climate
change with modeling of future habitat change in the San Francisco Estuary to provide an effective
decision support tool for managers, at the local and regional scales.

5
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INTRODUCTION
Climate change is expected to have a multitude of impacts on habitats and wildlife in the next 100
years (Stenseth and Mysterud 2002). Of all habitat types, coastal and estuarine wetlands face some
of the most severe threats, due to sea-level rise and the expectation of an increase in the frequency
and severity of storm surges and similar events (Michener et al. 1997, Day et al. 2008, Vermeer and
Rahmstorf 2009). In addition, salinity, precipitation and run-off are expected to change in the
foreseeable future (Knowles et al. 2006, Day et al. 2008). Tidal marsh habitat in particular plays a
critical ecological function in estuarine ecosystems, on a global, national, and regional scale
(Greenberg et al. 2006a, Zedler 2010), and therefore climate-change-related impacts are of
particularly great concern. Cause for concern is especially high in the San Francisco Estuary for two
principal reasons. First, tidal marsh habitat supports an array of plant and animal species, many of
them Threatened, Endangered or of Special Concern, including many endemic species or subspecies
that have evolved adaptations to this saline environment (Greenberg et al. 2006a). Second, tidal
marsh habitat has been severely altered and degraded, with more than 80% of the historic habitat
in the San Francisco Estuary (Suisun, San Pablo and San Francisco Bays; Figure 1) lost since 1800
(Nichols et al. 1986, Goals Project 1999, Takekawa et al. 2006). Remaining habitat has been subject
to changes in salinity, invasion by non-native species (both plants and animals), fragmentation, and
encroachment by urban development (Goals Project 1999). Thus, climate change impacts can
exacerbate challenges already faced by plants and animals and such impacts can mean the
difference between the sustainability of populations and ecosystems, on the one hand, and
extirpation and loss of ecological function by this ecosystem, on the other.
Tidal marshes occupy the zone between tidal mud flats and upland areas above the high tide line.
As such these marshes are highly sensitive to changes in inundation patterns, whether due to
increases in global sea level or due to storm events (Kirwan et al. 2010, Zedler 2010, Bayard and
Elphick 2011). Storms, in many cases associated with El Niño events can cause water levels to
exceed predicted (i.e., astronomical) tides by 33 cm, as reported by Flick & Cayan (1984) or even by
70 to 80 cm. (Thorne et al. in review).
Climate change is also expected to bring about changes in salinity in the San Francisco Estuary
(Cloern et al. 2011, which will affect plant species distribution and abundance in the marsh habitat
(Donnelly and Bertness 2001). Bird and wildlife populations in turn are dependent on plant
species— for foraging, nesting, roosting, and, as part of the food web, supporting primary
consumers (e.g., herbivorous invertebrates; Takekawa et al. 2011). Thus, birds and wildlife may be
impacted by changes in tidal marsh-associated plants, reflecting changes in salinity and inundation
(Veloz et al. 2011), as well as by the direct impact of changes in inundation, salinity and other
physical variables, on vertebrate and invertebrate fauna.
Of all the myriad changes expected with climate change, the most dramatic may well be inundation
of tidal marsh habitat, especially due to intense storms resulting in extreme storm surges (Day et al
2008), whose frequency is expected to increase, at least on the regional scale (Hamlet and
7
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Lettenmaier 2007) and beyond (Mousavi et al. 2011). Marsh inundation is of concern, first, because
major storms and extreme tides can bring about nest-failure, and, second, because inundation may
cause habitat that would normally provide refuge from predators to become unavailable to at-risk
marsh species, thus enhancing predation (Evens and Page 1986, Takekawa et al. in press). These
potential impacts are considered in this study.

Figure 1. San Francisco Estuary, divided into three regions: Suisun Bay, San Pablo Bay, and San
Francisco Bay (the latter includes “Central San Francisco Bay” and “South San Francisco Bay”).
The seven nest monitoring study areas (for monitoring reproduction of tidal marsh species) are
shown in clockwise order, with reference to numbers: 1) China Camp, 2) Petaluma River Mouth,
3) Carl’s Marsh, 4) Black John Slough, 5) Pond 2A, 6) Benicia State Recreation Area, and 7) Rush
Ranch. Also shown is habitat classification of marsh based on relative elevation with respect to
mean higher high water (MHHW; Stralberg et al. 2011). In addition, the San Francisco Bay
Bridge divides the combined San Francisco Bay and San Pablo Bay into two sections: “North
Bay” (north of Bay Bridge) and “South Bay” (south of Bay Bridge).
8
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Project Objective and Justification
To assess the vulnerability of tidal marsh-dependent bird species to anticipated climate change and
to provide guidance in management to reduce such vulnerability, this project considers impacts of
environmental change on two key demographic processes that are critical to the sustainability of
populations: survival and reproductive success. Here we have developed population-dynamic
models to help assess the long-term population viability of focal species of concern. The models
can be used to project population trends over time, under a variety of environmental conditions, for
each of four key tidal marsh-dependent species: Black Rail (Laterallus jamaicensis), Clapper Rail
(Rallus longirostris), Common Yellowthroat (Geothlypis trichas), and Song Sparrow (Melospiza
melodia). In the San Francisco Estuary, each species is represented by one or more subspecies that
are entirely or mainly confined to the tidal marsh habitat in this one region: California Black Rail (L.
j. coturniculus), which is a California Threatened species, California Clapper Rail (R. l. obsoletus),
which is a Federally Endangered species, Saltmarsh Common Yellowthroat (G. t. sinuosa), a
California Species of Special Concern, and three tidal marsh subspecies of Song Sparrow, all of
which are California Species of Special Concern: Alameda (M. m. pusillula), Samuel’s (also referred
to as “San Pablo”; M. m. samuelis), and Suisun (M. m. maxillaris). These species of concern are
described in Nur et al. (1997), Goals Project (2000), Shuford and Gardali (2008), USFWS (2009), Tsao
et al. (2009), and Takekawa et al. (2011). Whereas our results are of special relevance to wildlife
resource managers in the San Francisco Estuary, the methods we have developed and described are
applicable to estuarine bird populations anywhere, and thus the value of our approach extends
beyond the specific species we have modeled.
To maximize the long-term persistence of threatened populations in the face of climate-change
impacts, information on demographic processes is required. This project focuses attention on two
key stages of the life cycle of tidal marsh wildlife, breeding and over-winter survival. Populations
are imperiled or expected to decline if either life stage is compromised. In a similar fashion,
depleted or threatened populations may be unable to recover or attain target population levels if
survival or reproductive success is impacted. A single, severe storm/flooding event during the
breeding season can cripple that year’s reproduction (van de Pol et al. 2010, Bayard and Elphick
2011). Similarly, during the winter, an especially high tide will lead to flooding of key roosting or
foraging habitat of tidal marsh species, making them vulnerable to predators (e.g., herons and
egrets) unless high-tide refugia are available (Evens and Page 1986). Two such extreme events,
resulting in extensive flooding of marsh habitat in the San Francisco Estuary, occurred in January
2010 and March 2011 and were documented by Thorne et al. (in review). In addition, weather
variables, including precipitation and temperature, can have direct effects on reproductive success
and survival, as well as indirect effects acting through vegetational change (Zedler 2010). Indeed,
climate scientists anticipate substantial changes in patterns of precipitation and temperature
(Knowles et al. 2006, Hamlet and Lettenmaier 2007, Day et al. 2008, Ramirez and Jarvis 2010).

9
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A recently completed California Landscape Conservation Cooperative (CALCC) project, conducted by
PRBO and collaborators, Tidal Marsh Bird Population and Habitat Assessment for San Francisco Bay
under Future Climate Change Conditions (see www.prbo.org/sfbayslr) developed scenarios of future
marsh distribution and extent in relation to anticipated sea-level rise and marsh accretion (Stralberg
et al. 2011), and then projected future marsh vegetation composition and bird populations in
relation to a set of physical variables (Veloz et al. 2011). That project focused on the anticipated
availability and suitability of habitat for marsh bird populations. Habitat is a necessary requisite for
the continued persistence of tidal marsh-dependent wildlife, and information on the future
distribution and extent of habitat and the suitability of habitat to support target populations is very
valuable. However, habitat by itself does not ensure long-term viability of robust wildlife
populations (Beissinger 2002, Keith et al. 2008). For this reason, we developed and applied a
modeling approach that can aid managers, agencies, and other groups, in developing and
implementing climate adaptation strategies and other responses that will maximize the long-term
persistence of threatened populations. For three of the tidal marsh species (Black Rail, Clapper Rail,
and Common Yellowthroat) we developed relatively simple models that provide insights that inform
managing for the long-term persistence of these threatened populations and provide a foundation
for subsequent, more detailed modeling efforts in the future. For the fourth tidal marsh species,
the Song Sparrow, we provide an example of a more complex, mechanistic model that incorporates
specific anticipated climate change impacts on the long-term viability of these populations. Our
modeling provides insights into the vulnerability of these species of concern to climate change by
explicitly considering their population viability at present and how viability will be affected in the
future, whether due to climate change of through management action.

Overview of Analysis and Modeling Approach
In this project, we have taken a two-tiered approach to developing models to inform managers
regarding the future viability of populations in the light of climate change. First, we present four
deterministic population models, one for each of the focal species, compiling and synthesizing the
best estimates of demographic parameters for each species and calibrating model results with
respect to San Francisco Estuary data. We illustrate the uses and insights provided by these
models. These models are interactive, so that users can make full use of their capabilities. We refer
to these simple models as first-order models, or Model 1, for short. Then, for one of the four
species, represented by the three tidal marsh-dependent subspecies of Song Sparrows, we present
a more complex population model, one that incorporates specific ecological drivers and how they
impact long-term viability.
The more complex model for tidal marsh Song Sparrows includes: (1) explicit effects of
environmental change on specific demographic parameters identified through statistical analysis of
a long-term data set, and (2) stochasticity--that is, unpredictable variability--in demographic
parameters (Burgman et al 1993, Nur and Sydeman 1999). Such stochasticity is due in part to
unpredictable variability in environmental parameters (i.e., uncertainty regarding future
10
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environmental conditions) and in part is due to variability in rates of survival and reproductive
success, even when environmental conditions are known. We refer to this more complex
population-dynamic model as a “second-order model” or Model 2, for short. We use Model 2, as
developed for tidal marsh Song Sparrows to project, over the next 50 years: (i) future behavior of
the populations if current conditions were to continue into the future, and (ii) future behavior of
the populations under several climate-change scenarios. The future climate-change scenarios
include anticipated changes in precipitation and temperature, changes in sea-level, and changes in
the frequency of extreme high tides. Finally, we use the model to (iii) demonstrate the long-term
impact of management actions on viability, actions that can mitigate the deleterious effects of
anticipated climate change.
Our objective in presenting the detailed statistical analysis and stochastic Model 2 for tidal-marsh
Song Sparrows is three-fold:
(1) provide guidance to managers in assessing vulnerabilities tidal marsh-dependent species
that are expected to face environmental challenges in the next 50 years or more,
(2) provide guidance to managers in assessing and comparing the efficacy of potential
management actions that may increase population viability and thus decrease vulnerability
of target species,
(3) identify important gaps in knowledge through the use and refinement of models
presented here, as well as applying our approach to other tidal marsh-dwelling species,
plant and animal.

Demographic parameters for population modeling of the tidal marsh species
Information on six key demographic parameters is needed to model the dynamics of a single
population (Nur and Sydeman 1999, Caswell 2001). The parameters are:
1. Adult survival,
2. Survival of individuals from fledging to adulthood, here referred to as “juvenile survival,”
3. Probability that an adult attempts to breed per year,
4. Number of nesting attempts per year for breeders,
5. Probability that an individual attempt is successful, and
6. Number of fledged young per successful nesting attempt.
Here we consider a population that either (a) has no immigration or emigration, or (b) immigration
and emigration balance each other. If there is net movement of individuals into or out of the
population, then this would add a seventh parameter.
Of the enumerated parameters, parameters 2 and 6 are modified for the two rail species
considered, since there is no post-hatching period of parental care (i.e., no nestling stage). Thus, for
11
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rails, juvenile survival (parameter 2) refers to survival from hatching to adulthood, and parameter 6
refers to number of hatched young per successful nesting attempt. However, for simplicity we will
use the single term “fledged” young to apply to all four species, whether parental care includes the
post-hatching period (the two songbird species) or not (the two rail species).
Parameters 4, 5, and 6 taken together constitute “reproductive success” as it is usually defined and
measured (Nur & Sydeman 1999). Specifically, the product of parameters 4, 5, and 6 is the number
of fledged young produced per year per breeding individual. For the purposes of demographic
modeling, however, we must also include the probability an adult attempts to breed per year
(equivalently, the proportion of adults that attempt to breed per year, parameter 3). The product
of parameters 3, 4, 5, and 6 is annual fecundity of adults (Nur & Sydeman 1999, Caswell 2001).
In applying the population models, we also refer to productivity, which we define as annual
fecundity multiplied by juvenile survival. Thus, productivity is the number of offspring produced
per year that survive to adulthood, calculated per adult. A simplification of our models, justified
by field studies, is that we assume “adulthood” is attained at age 1 year, i.e., one-year olds of all
species are capable of breeding (see below for further discussion). For species with delayed
maturation, one would need to consider survival of subadults as well (Nur & Sydeman 1999).
For the purposes of our population models, we further divide Parameter 1, annual adult survival,
into “breeding season” survival and “non-breeding season,” which, for convenience we also refer to
as “over-winter” survival, though this period includes fall as well as winter. Among the four species,
non-breeding season survival has only been estimated for Clapper Rail (C. Overton et al.
submitted), but we think the division of annual survival into two components is potentially useful
for management, especially in considering specific threats or specific actions, which may impact
only one season or the other.
Overview of approach
For both Models 1 and 2, we evaluate relative rates of population performance under different
climate change scenarios and/or management options, consistent with recommendations of
Beissinger and Westphal (1997). As much as possible, we draw on published or unpublished
parameter values for the species-specific models (including estimates obtained from PRBO, USGS,
and other field studies). Where information is lacking, we use parameter values that, in
combination with other, better known, parameter values, produce the population behavior
observed in recent field studies in the San Francisco Bay region. Thus, we first develop population
dynamic models that reproduce current population trends, “Current Model.” As part of this
process we also determine a combination of parameter values that will produce a stable population
(i.e., the annual population growth rate, lambda, symbolized λ = 1.0), informed by studies of other
populations of the same species. We refer to these as “Base Models” because such models provide
a valuable baseline. We then consider the population consequences of changes in the individual
demographic rates (i.e., relative change in the six parameters) and/or changes in the environment
that will then result in changes in species-specific demographic parameters.
12
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Population projections are shown assuming a starting population size of 10,000 individuals, of both
sexes (i.e., 5000 females, 5000 males), in year 0 of the projection, which is 2010. Our main
objective is not to make projections regarding specific population size in a specific year in the
future, but rather to estimate size of the population relative to the starting year, that is, population
growth or decline. Oftentimes absolute population size is very difficult to determine, but existing
monitoring programs are well-suited to providing information on relative change (i.e., percent
change; Nur 2008). In general, results are scalable so that for Black Rail, instead of assuming 10,000
in year 0, one could start with e.g., 12,400 individuals in year 0, corresponding to number of Black
Rails estimated by Veloz et al. (2012) for the entire San Francisco Bay Estuary. For Common
Yellowthroat, instead of 10,000, one could start with, e.g., 11,800 individuals in year 0,
corresponding to the number of Common Yellowthroats estimated for Suisun Bay (Veloz et al.
2012). With regard to Song Sparrows (the subject of the stochastic Model 2), 10,000 individuals
corresponds to the approximate number of this species in a single watershed in the San Francisco
Estuary (e.g., Petaluma River). We consider a single watershed to be an especially relevant spatial
scale for a manager or agency, and so the starting population size of 10,000 Song Sparrows provides
a desirable metric.
We first present Methods and Results for Model 1 for each species before presenting Methods and
Results for the more complex, stochastic Model 2, developed here for tidal marsh Song Sparrows.
We conclude with a combined section on Discussion and Management Implications.

13
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POPULATION DYNAMIC “MODEL 1” FOR THE FOUR TIDAL MARSH SPECIES
Methods – Model 1
Demographic Assumptions Applying to All Four Species
Two Simplifications: We have adopted the commonly used convention of restricting the
demographic modeling to one sex, in this case, females (Caswell 2001). Females are the usual sex
chosen for modeling purposes on the assumption that, as egg-layers, they are the limiting sex. We
assume the sex ratio in the population is 1:1. Where males may, instead, be limiting, e.g., in Snowy
Plovers (Nur et al. 2007), a population dynamic model of the type developed here, would be
restricted to males. However, for purposes of depicting model output we show the change in the
number of individuals of both sexes, assuming a 1:1 sex ratio (e.g., starting population size is
10,000; 5,000 of each sex).
As noted above, for all four species, one-year old individuals are capable of successful breeding
(Arcese et al. 1992, Eddleman et al. 1994, Foin et al. 1997, Guzy and Ritchison 1999). Furthermore,
we know of no evidence, for any of these four species, that female adults do not attempt to breed.
However, for Song Sparrow males, there is evidence that some one-year olds are not able to secure
a mate and/or territory and are “floaters” (Arcese et al. 1992, Nur et al. 2000), which provides
further justification for developing a female-only model for this species. Therefore, for the
population models presented here we assume that Parameter 3 is equal to 1, i.e., all individuals
aged 1year or more attempt to breed. This assumption is not likely to be strictly true for any of the
four species, but we maintain that errors and/or uncertainty associated with estimating the
proportion of adults that do not attempt to breed is small compared to the errors and/or
uncertainty associated with estimation of other parameters.
Density Dependence: We assume no density dependence with regard to demographic parameters
for Model 1. This is a simplifying assumption. While there is no evidence of density-dependent
survival or reproductive rates for any of the four species, we cannot exclude the possibility. It may
well be that one or more of the species may exhibit density dependence due to territorial behavior
on a local scale (C. Overton, pers. comm.). Nevertheless, we have too little information at present
to incorporate density dependence. Model results that project substantial population increases
should be viewed with caution.
Sex-ratio: We assume a 1:1 sex ratio among offspring. Therefore, reproductive success is
calculated as the total number of offspring produced per breeding pair per year multiplied by 0.5
and this is equivalent to the total number of offspring produced per breeding individual per year,
assuming the number of male breeders equals that of female breeders.
Age of first breeding: We assume all individuals (i.e., females) attempt to breed at age one (see
above for justification).
Immigration and emigration: We assume that any emigration is balanced by immigration.
14
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Maximum longevity: We assume there is no maximum lifespan for these species. This assumption
is surely violated, but we argue that results are little affected by such a violation. For example, Song
Sparrows have been reported to live 12 years or more (data from Bird Banding Lab, USFWS). If
annual adult survival is 50% per year and is constant with age, then we expect that only 0.1% of
one-year olds will live to age 11. Hence future population dynamics are little influenced by the
assumption of no maximum age.

Species-specific values of demographic parameters
Demographic parameters were estimated under two conditions: 1) A set of values corresponding
to current conditions, i.e., values that will produce a population trend corresponding to recently
observed trends, which we refer to as “Current” Population Model, and 2) a set of values that
produce a population with a lambda of 1.0, which we refer to as “Base” Population Model. Table 1
lists, for each species, the parameter values used for Current Models. Tables 2, 3, 4, and 5 list
parameter values used for Base Models. While there is uncertainty regarding individual parameter
values for each of the species, one of the strengths of our approach is that robust population trend
estimates are available for each of the four species, based on extensive field studies of PRBO, USGS,
and collaborators, and these trend estimates inform the Current Models.
We present specifics for each species starting with the species with the most extensive field data,
Song Sparrows, then Clapper Rails, and finally the two species with modest field data, Black Rail and
Common Yellowthroat.
Song Sparrow
Here we describe parameter values for Model 1 for tidal marsh Song Sparrows; see “Methods –
Model 2” for explication regarding Model 2. We rely as much as possible on intensive field studies
conducted by PRBO at seven tidal marshes in the northern part of the San Francisco Estuary, San
Pablo Bay and Suisun Bay (Figure 1).
Current Model: The three components of reproductive success were estimated based on extensive
field studies (Liu et al. 2007): over 3100 nests were monitored over a 12 year period. Nest survival
was estimated using methods described in Shaffer (2004); the mean value calculated among years
was 0.233. The mean number of fledged young per successful nest was determined from these
field data: 2.408. The estimate of the number of nesting attempts is the most elusive of the three
reproductive success components. Based on intensive field studies of uniquely color-banded
females, the mean number of nesting attempts was 2.966 (see “Methods – Model 2: Field
Methods” for details). We are certain that this estimate underestimates the true number of nest
attempts per female, since unsuccessful attempts are difficult to identify in the field, even under
the best circumstances. Increasing this estimate by 16.7% to 3.461 attempts per female produced a
population growth rate that matched the recent population trend observed in San Pablo and Suisun
Bays, given all the other parameter values used.
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Adult survival of tidal marsh Song Sparrows is not known. We used an estimate based on results
from a long-term study of color-banded Song Sparrows at the Palomarin Field Station, located 30 to
90 km from the seven tidal marsh study sites. Adult survival value of 0.600 was used based on
capture-recapture analyses of females (Nur et al. 2000). We further broke down annual adult
survival into breeding season and non-breeding season on the assumption that breeding season
survival is high, i.e., 0.90. This assumption is consistent with field observations of low (but nonzero) levels of mortality of breeding Song Sparrows (PRBO unpublished). Juvenile survival for tidal
marsh subspecies is unknown, so we used an estimate that concurs with values in the literature for
this species (i.e., Arcese et al. 1992, Chase et al. 2005). The juvenile survival value used (0.391),
given all the other parameter values used, produced a population growth rate that matched
observed recent trends, as determined for San Pablo and Suisun Bays (PRBO, unpublished). Trends
differ slightly between San Pablo Bay and Suisun Bay; for Current Model we used a mean lambda
value of 0.979.
Base model: To produce a lambda of 1.0, we increased nest survival from 0.233 to 0.246. We did
this based on comparison of our estimates with estimates of nest survival from other Song Sparrow
populations (Arcese et al. 1992, Chase et al. 2005). All other parameter values were the same as for
Current Model. Thus, we attributed observed, recent population decline among these tidal marsh
Song Sparrow populations to levels of nest survival below that needed to sustain the population, a
conclusion consistent with our observations of high levels of nest failure of tidal marsh Song
Sparrows due to high rates of nest predation and extensive flooding of nests (Greenberg et al.
2006b, Liu et al. 2007). Note that nest survival of tidal marsh Song Sparrows (whether 0.233 or
0.246) is much lower than that empirically observed for the other three tidal marsh species (see
below). Historically, Johnston’s study of San Pablo Song Sparrows (1956) reported a nest survival
rate of 0.493, also suggesting that an increase from 0.233 to 0.246 under favorable conditions is not
unreasonable, and could be much greater.
Clapper Rail
Population trends in the North Bay and the South Bay have been very different in the most recent
period analyzed for this study (2005-2010). Therefore, separate “Current” models were developed
for these two regions.
Current Models: Reproductive success (number of female offspring produced per female per year)
in the South Bay was assumed to be 1.855 young (consistent with mean value used by Foin et al.
1997), broken down as follows: Nest survival (i.e., nest success) was set at 0.371 based on
composite of South Bay Clapper Rail data (Harvey 1988, Foerster et al. 1990, and Schwarzbach et al.
2006). Note that these field studies all date from 1999 and earlier and so may not reflect nest
survival during the period of recent decline in the South Bay. In the North Bay, nest survival was
assumed to be 0.39, equal to overall mean value reported previously for North Bay marshes
(Schwarzbach et al. 2006). Number of hatched young per successful attempt was five (similar to
value of 5.3 reported by Schwarzbach et al. 2006). The mean number of nesting attempts was
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assumed to be 2. Clapper Rails are known to “sometimes [have] a second brood” (Schwarzbach et
al. 2006:46; Eddleman and Conway 1998). Renesting has been observed “up to five times”
(Eddleman and Conway 1998). While there is some uncertainty regarding values used for individual
components of reproductive success used for Clapper Rails, given estimates of adult survival
(below) and our assumption regarding juvenile survival, a reproductive success value of 1.855
young per adult per year replicates recent population trends observed for the South Bay population
and that of 1.95 young per adult per year replicates the corresponding trend seen for the North Bay
population. Again, our objective in Model 1 was not to project future population growth rates but
to evaluate and compare effects of change in the different components (e.g., change in survival vs.
a change in reproductive success).
Annual survival was estimated at 0.280 in the South Bay by Overton et al. (submitted); we used this
value. For Current Model in the North Bay, survival was assumed to be 0.377, consistent with the
smaller rate of decline in this region, compared to the South Bay, and a value that is more similar to
other studies of this species (Foin et al. 1997; Eddleman and Conway 1998). Annual survival was
broken down further on the assumption that breeding season survival was approximately 85%
proportionately higher than survival during the non-breeding season (fall and winter, also referred
to as “over-winter survival”), also based on Overton et al. (submitted); this breakdown was also
applied to North Bay population. Higher overall mortality, as estimated by Overton et al.
(submitted), during the non-breeding season was due to two factors: a) the longer period of the
non-breeding season compared to the breeding season (35 weeks vs. 17 weeks) and b) the higher
weekly mortality rates during the winter period compared to breeding season. The latter finding is
consistent with other studies that found little mortality during the breeding season (Conway et al.
1994). Juvenile survival was assumed to be 0.3 in both regions of the Estuary, similar to the value of
0.32 used by Foin et al. (1997) but reduced slightly in line with lower adult survival values used
here. Note that juvenile survival rate (= 0.3) is for the period from the end of the breeding season to
the end of the winter and thus should specifically be compared with the adult over-winter survival
rate (= 0.473, 0.389 in the North Bay and South Bay, respectively).
The combination of demographic parameter values used for the two Current Models produced
population growth rates of 0.837 in the South Bay, and 0.962 in the North Bay, matching observed
trends for 2005-2010 (PRBO unpublished).
Base Model: To construct models with lambda = 1.0, annual adult survival was increased to 0.4, and
juvenile survival to 0.308. The same Base Model applied to North Bay and South Bay populations.
Higher adult survival for a stable population is consistent with findings for other Clapper Rail
subspecies (Eddleman and Conway 1998). Nest survival was kept at 0.39, the same value as used in
the Current Model for North Bay Clapper Rails. Number of young per successful nest and number
of nesting attempts were unchanged at 5 and 2, respectively, compared to Current Model. Thus, for
Clapper Rail, we assumed that negative population trends (strongly negative for South Bay or
weakly negative for North Bay) were primarily due to low survival rather than low reproductive
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success, based on the findings of Overton et al. (submitted) and Schwarzbach et al. (2006), when
these were compared with other studies of Clapper Rail populations.
Black Rail
Current Model: Annual adult survival was assumed to be 0.50, based on estimate of 0.53 for the
Virginia Rail (Conway et al. 1994). Lower adult survival for Black Rail compared to Virginia Rail is
consistent with the former’s smaller body size. Annual survival was further broken down into
breeding season survival and non-breeding season survival on the assumption that the former is
relatively high, i.e., 0.90. Juvenile survival was assumed to be 0.3. Such a value is consistent with
reported value for hatching year Virginia Rails (0.32; Conway et al. 1994). Nest survival was set at
0.42 based on field studies at marsh study sites (PRBO, unpublished); number of young per
successful nest was 5 (PRBO, unpublished; Eddleman et al. 1994). The number of nesting attempts
per female was assumed to be between 1.5 and 2.0 based on Eddleman et al. (1994) and PRBO
(unpublished). The specific value of 1.81 nesting attempts per female was used in the Current
Model because doing so yielded a population growth rate, given the other parameter assumptions
(above), of 1.070, that matched observations of mean population trends for San Pablo and Suisun
Bays combined, for 2000-2009 (PRBO, unpublished).
Base Model: We kept all values the same as for Current Model, except decreased number of
nesting attempts to 1.59. Thus, we assumed the difference between the current, positive trend and
a stable trend is due to differences in reproductive success rather than differences in survival.
Alternatively, one could assume that Black Rails are increasing in number due to high adult survival
rather than high reproductive success. This possibility can be examined for this species and the
other three tidal marsh species in the Population Model 1Tool available at
http://data.prbo.org/apps/sfbslr/demography and as discussed below.
Common Yellowthroat
Current Model: Annual adult survival was set at 0.497, a value obtained from analyses by Institute
of Bird Populations for this species and for this region of the United States (available from IBP
website, www.birdpop.org). We further broke down adult survival into breeding season and nonbreeding season survival by assuming survival during the breeding season is high, i.e., 0.90. Juvenile
survival was then set at 60% that of adult survival, similar to the value used for Song Sparrows. For
components of reproductive success, we used values of 54% nest survival and 2.73 fledged young
per successful nest attempt, both values based on field studies of tidal marsh populations of this
species (PRBO unpublished). The final component was nesting attempts, which we assumed was
between 2 and 3 (based on Guzy & Ritchison 1999). The value of 2.45 nesting attempts per female,
in conjunction with the other parameter values stated above, yielded a lambda of 1.033,
corresponding to observed population trends in the San Francisco Estuary (PRBO, unpublished).
Base Model: The base model used all the same values as Current Model except that the number of
nesting attempts was 2.3 instead of 2.45. We chose to modify number of nesting attempts because
that is the parameter that is most uncertain for this species and/or subspecies. As with Black Rails,
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we assumed that current population growth, compared to a stable population, can be attributed to
relatively high reproductive success rather than high survival. Again, these two alternatives can be
compared using the Population Model 1 Tool.

Results – Model 1
Model 1 represents a first step in providing guidance and insights that will assist agencies and
organizations that are managing natural resources in tidal marsh habitat, especially with regard to
climate change. One use of Model 1 is to highlight situations in which population behavior is
sensitive to parameters that are poorly known (see Model 2 results, below, for a case where
parameters are better known). Tables 2, 3, 4, and 5 summarize each of the Model 1’s (Current and
Base) for each of the four species. Recall that “Base” models, by definition, produce a lambda of
1.0. In the Excel spreadsheet contained in the Population Model 1 Tool (see
http://data.prbo.org/apps/sfbslr/demography), there is a “modification to base model” section that
is interactive: in section A for each Table/Spreadsheet (i.e., in the spreadsheet for each species),
one can alter one or more demographic parameters, six in all, by specifying the percent change for
the parameter(s). Press “Calculate” and the spreadsheet calculates a new set of parameter values
and a new lambda value, given plus x% and minus x% change in the parameter(s). Press “Reset” to
restore the original base values. If you want to carry out another calculation, you will need to click
on an empty cell, and then press “Calculate”. Section B allows one to estimate a target value for
one or more parameters to bring about a desired change in lambda. Section C allows one to
graphically display alternative trends: Current trend vs. trend if productivity is increased or
decreased by 10% or trend if adult survival is increased or decreased by 10%.

Species-specific Results
Here, we illustrate species-specific results for each of the four focal species using specific examples.
We encourage the reader to explore the 3 sections of the Tool (A, B, and C) developed for each
species, available from http://data.prbo.org/apps/sfbslr/demography.
Song Sparrow
In part A of the Tool (illustrated in Table 2A), the spreadsheet allows one to compare the
vulnerability and population resiliency due to change in one demographic parameter vs. another.
For example for Song Sparrows (Table 2A), a 5% increase/decrease in nest survival for Song
Sparrows results in new lambda values of 1.0209/0.9808, compared to a “base” lambda of 1.00
(illustrated in Table 2A), whereas a 5% increase/decrease in adult over-winter survival results in
new lambda values of 1.0308/0.9708 (not shown). Furthermore, the same absolute change in
lambda applies no matter what the baseline value of lambda is.
In particular, a modest 5% relative increase in nest survival is sufficient to turn a population
declining by 2.1% per year (as has been recently observed for San Pablo and Suisun Bay Song
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Sparrows) into one that is stable. In addition, the Tool can be used to evaluate counteracting
effects (e.g., decrease in overwinter survival, increase in nest survival), that is, given a specified
change in one parameter, what change in one or more other parameters is needed to counteract
that effect. In section 2 of this study (“Stochastic Model of Climate Change Impacts for a Focal Tidal
Marsh Species”), we explore the value of management-induced changes in nest survival for tidal
marsh Song Sparrows that may counteract climate change impacts.
In part B of Tables 2, 3, 4, and 5 we consider: What are the new values of individual parameters
needed to bring about a lambda value different from that of Base Model (defined as lambda =
1.00)? The user inputs the desired change in lambda (relative to lambda = 1.0). Part B of each
Table depicts alternative parameter values required to bring about the desired lambda value, given
that the rest of the parameter values are maintained as in Part A. Parameter values depicted are
with respect to productivity or its individual components: number of nesting attempts, nest
survival, number of fledged young per successful attempt, and juvenile survival. In addition, we
display the target values for survival (either overwinter survival or breeding season survival) needed
to bring about the new lambda value. We also demonstrate target values required if two
parameters are to be changed simultaneously (among productivity, overwinter survival, and
breeding season survival) assuming the percentage change is the same for both parameters. For
Song Sparrows, we demonstrate part B of the Model 1 Tool assuming lambda will be increased 5%
(to 1.05) in Table 2B, but any percentage change relative to lambda = 1.0 can be used. This may
help a resource manager evaluate whether the target value is feasible or not. For example, nest
survival of 0.277 (Table 2B) may be very feasible to attain, but breeding season survival of 0.975
may not be. The bottom 3 rows demonstrate target values needed to change two of the three
parameters simultaneously.
In part C of Tables 2, 3, 4, and 5 we depict graphically three simple demographic scenarios: (1)
Productivity is increased or decreased by a relative 10% (both increase and decrease are shown), (2)
Adult survival is increased or decreased by a relative 10%, or (3) both productivity and survival are
increased or decreased by 10%. Here, the 10% change is relative to Current Model values. To aid
in comparison we also depict the current trend extrapolated into the near-term future. The intent
here is to present future population trend and population size under three alternatives (increase in
parameter(s), decrease in parameter(s), or no change from current). Note “current” trend is only
shown once one chooses one of the three options by which to change survival and/or productivity.
For Song Sparrows, a given change in lambda will require a greater percent change in nest survival
than in over-winter survival of juveniles and adults, but the former may be easier to achieve,
especially given the current high rates of nest failure for tidal marsh Song Sparrows (approximately
77% failure rate).
Clapper Rail
For this species, “Current” models (Table 3A and 3C) are specific to North Bay and South Bay
(Figure 1). For illustration, in Table 3A, we show the effect of a 7% change in nest survival (positive
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and negative) in the North Bay section in contrast to a 10% change in adult overwinter survival in
the South Bay section. However, in both cases such changes are calculated relative to the same
“base” model. Interestingly, our results show that Clapper Rail population growth is relatively
sensitive to nest survival (as compared with over-winter survival). For example, the effect of a 7%
change in nest survival is to change lambda by 0.042, whereas the effect of a 10% change in overwinter survival only changes lambda by 0.040. This is the case whether the changes in the nestsurvival and overwinter survival parameters are both positive or both negative. The Population
Model 1 Tool on the project website allows one to consider a wide range of percentage changes in
parameters.
All else being equal, a manager wishing to increase population growth rate, e.g., turn the negative
population growth rate observed in the North Bay during 2005-2010 into a stable or growing
population, might best focus on increasing nest survival rather than overwinter survival. However,
the more important question is, How malleable are the different demographic parameters? For
some species, e.g., tidal marsh Song Sparrows, nest survival may be more sensitive to
environmental conditions, and in particular, more susceptible to management action than a
parameter such as overwinter survival. For example, nest predation may be reduced by controlling
predators or by reducing access of predators to nests. Nest flooding may be reduced by limiting
tidal action. These specific possibilities are examined below, with respect to Song Sparrows in the
Model 2 section.
However, for Clapper Rails, it may be overwinter survival that is most responsive to environmental
conditions, including anticipated climate change. Analyses by Overton et al. (submitted) found that
survival was a function of maximum tide (as measured on a weekly basis), with the effect of
maximum tide being strongest during the winter. If weekly maximum tides during the winter were
to increase by 20 cm, Overton et al.’s results indicate that overwinter survival would decrease by a
relative ~16%. One can use the Population Model 1 Tool to evaluate such an impact (not shown in
Table 3). If one does, the result is that lambda is decreased by 0.064. But by the same token, a 16%
increase in overwinter survival, will increase lambda by 0.064, which could turn a declining
population (such as in the North Bay) into a slightly increasing population. Table 3B depicts target
values needed to change the base model for Clapper Rail from 1.000 to 1.064.
Just as one can use Model 1 to consider the effect of an extreme tide, one can also use the model to
demonstrate the effect of an increase in survival due to management action, compared to not
taking any action. In the case of overwinter survival of Clapper Rails, the management action may
be provision of refugia from predators during extreme high tides (USFWS 2009). Table 3C depicts
the effect of a 10% change in survival and productivity for the South Bay population compared to
the “current” trend for 2005-2010. If adult survival is only 0.280 (see above) then a relative 10%
increase (to 0.308), even if coupled with an increase in productivity by 10% (e.g., juvenile survival
increases by a relative 10%) only dampens the decline, it will not reverse the decline. Other
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scenarios can easily be examined using the Population Model 1 Tool at
http://data.prbo.org/apps/sfbslr/demography.
Black Rail
For Black Rails, a 5% relative increase in Juvenile survival changes base lambda from 1.0009 to
1.0259 (as shown in Table 4A). A 5% relative decrease in juvenile survival causes a decrease in
lambda of 0.025. In the latter case, juvenile survival declines from 0.300 (base value) to 0.285, an
absolute difference of 0.015 in terms of juvenile survival.
Note that a decline in juvenile survival by this amount, 0.015 will cause lambda to decline by 0.025;
that is the change will be from lambda = 1.001 (“base” model rounded to closest 0.001) to lambda =
0.976. The same change in juvenile survival, an absolute decrease of 0.015, will cause current
lambda of 1.070 to drop to 1.045. For all four species, the absolute change in lambda depends on
the absolute change in survival or productivity, irrespective of the original value of lambda. Thus,
the Population Model 1 Tool can be used to explain or understand changes in population trends,
past, present, and future trends.
To demonstrate the versatility of the Model 1 Tool, in Table 4B we consider what combination of
parameters might cause lambda to decrease by 5%. For example, a decrease in number of young
per nesting attempt, from 5.0 to 4.50 would cause lambda to decrease by 5%. Fewer young per
nesting attempt reflects either a smaller clutch size or lower hatching success.
In Table 4C we display the expected population growth rates if productivity were to increase or
decrease by 10%, compared to current trends. Thus, Black Rail populations in San Francisco Estuary
appear to be robust, at least if current trends continue. Current trends (Table 4A, 4C) indicate an
increase of 7.0% per year. Furthermore, even if productivity were to decrease by 10%, the
population still shows an increasing trend, though only slightly so, suggesting low vulnerability of
this species compared to Song Sparrow or Clapper Rail.
Common Yellowthroat
We illustrate the Model with a 10% change in number of nest attempts (Table 5A), which causes
base lambda to increase or decrease by 0.05. The number of nest attempts per year may reflect the
length of the breeding season, which in turn may depend on vegetation characteristics (see Model
2, below, for further discussion).
Like Black Rails, adult survival of Common Yellowthroats is close to 0.5, and therefore a given
percent change in productivity is as influential as a comparable change in annual survival. Again
the critical questions are: Will changes in environmental condition have as strong an effect on one
parameter as another? To what extent can management actions influence these parameters? The
modeling tool helps managers focus on these key questions.
We illustrate part B of the Tool, by considering the target values if lambda is to be increased by 5%
from 1.00 to 1.05. The target of 3.0 fledged young per successful nest attempt may be feasible to
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achieve (Table 5B), but altering only breeding season survival would require achieving 99% survival,
which hardly seems feasible. Finally, for Common Yellowthroats, a 10% decrease in adult survival
would be sufficient to turn the current, increasing trend into a declining trend (Table 5C). Thus, the
tidal marsh Common Yellowthroats demonstrate vulnerability, as indicated by future population
growth, to relatively small changes in over-winter survival or any of the three components of
reproductive success.
Summary
One of the strengths of the Population Model 1 Tool is that it can facilitate comparisons among
species, as well as consider environmental change that may influence more than one species. It is
interesting that with respect to modifications of the Base Model, the impact of a change in adult
survival is similar to that of a change in juvenile survival, or a change in any single component of
reproductive success for two species: Black Rails and Common Yellowthroat. This is so because for
these two species adult survival is about 50%. Hence, if lambda = 1.0, as in the Base Model, then
survival + productivity (the second term being the product of reproductive success and juvenile
survival) = 1 and therefore survival = productivity = 0.5.
For Song Sparrows, changes in adult survival have greater impact than the same percent change in
juvenile survival or reproductive success because adult survival is 0.60. For Clapper Rails, in
contrast, changes in adult survival have less impact than the same percent changes in juvenile
survival or reproductive success because survival is presumed to be 0.40.
Keep in mind that adult survival has two components, breeding season survival and non-breeding
season (“over-winter”) survival. Thus, if annual survival were to be increased by 10%, this could be
because one or the other is increased by 10%, or, for instance, both are increased by 4.88% (1.0488
x 1.0488 = 1.10). Similarly, reproductive success has three components. Increasing each component
by 10% is equivalent to increasing overall reproductive success by 33.1% (1.331 = (1.1)3).
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MODEL 2: STOCHASTIC MODEL OF CLIMATE CHANGE IMPACTS FOR A FOCAL TIDAL
MARSH SPECIES
Where there is more information regarding demographic parameters than was the case for the
Model 1 results, it is valuable to consider more realistic and detailed models. Here we present a
“next step” model, Model 2, for tidal marsh Song Sparrows. We have chosen this species to model
because tidal marsh populations have been intensively studied by PRBO since 1996 (Nur et al. 1997,
Spautz et al. 2006, Spautz and Nur 2008a, Spautz and Nur 2008b, Liu et al. 2007). Unlike several
recent studies where climatic parameters are used to predict amount of suitable habitat in the
future (e.g., Maschinski et al. 2006, Keith et al. 2008, Aiello-Lammens et al. 2011), here we
incorporate climate change effects on population dynamics of the target species tidal marsh Song
Sparrow by modeling demographic parameters as functions of climate variables and maximum tide
height, while incorporating unpredictable (stochastic) variation in these parameter values.
Model 2 draws on the same adult survival and productivity parameters estimated for Model 1 of
tidal marsh Song Sparrows. However, in Model 2, these demographic parameters are assumed to
vary in time and in response to environmental conditions. Estimates of mean parameter values,
their variance over time, and their dependence on environmental conditions, are all informed by
PRBO’s l2-year study of breeding tidal marsh Song Sparrows (Greenberg et al. 2006b, Liu et al.
2007). The two key features of Model 2, in contrast to Model 1, are that demographic parameter
values can depend on specific environmental variables (reflecting climate variables and tide height),
which are likely to change in the future, and that future demographic parameter values are
stochastic (i.e., only partly predictable). The population dynamic model developed (Model 2) is
then applied to multiple scenarios representing alternative future conditions (e.g., differences in
sea-level rise or extreme events), as well as incorporating management actions that will influence
environmental conditions or the demographic parameter values in the future.
We first determined the statistical relationships of individual demographic parameters (nest
survival, etc.) in relation to the five environmental variables using the intensive field data collected
(from 1996 to 2007), and then incorporated this information, modeling future environmental
conditions, under multiple scenarios. In this manner we predicted the resulting future demographic
parameter values and simulated population trajectories, based on projections of the future
environmental conditions. We thus quantified future population viability and so characterize
population vulnerability to change in future conditions.

Scenarios Evaluated
The stochastic population model was run under eleven scenarios summarized here and in Table 6.
Methodological details are presented in the following section.
Scenario C, Current Conditions Continue. Environmental conditions continue in the future
consistent with recent years. For this scenario we used PRISM data (for temperature,
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precipitation) and NOAA data (for tides) from 1996 to 2007. Year to year variation in
environmental conditions reflects a constant mean value (the recent historic value) plus
stochastic variation around that value, as determined from the period 1996 to 2007 for each
marsh location. Thus, the baseline value was constant (no trend in environmental variables).
The next six scenarios all incorporated climate change but no management action. Specifically, in
Scenarios S-1, S-2, S-3, SX-1, SX-2, and SX-3, we used standard climate change projections of future
temperature and precipitation, as described in detail below. Future temperature and precipitation
were modeled in the same way for all these scenarios. However, tides experienced by breeding
tidal marsh Song Sparrows were modeled under six different assumptions. Tide levels experienced
by breeding birds reflected not only Sea-level rise, but also anticipated marsh accretion (Stralberg et
al. 2011, Veloz et al. 2011). Future temperature and precipitation conditions for all future-climatecondition scenarios (all scenarios except Scenarios C, M-1, and M-2) were based on best available
models as described below.
Scenario S-1, Low Sea-Level Rise. Future tides experienced by breeding tidal marsh Song
Sparrows were incorporated in the model assuming global sea-level rise of 0.52 m over a 100 yr
period, i.e., “low” sea-level rise (Stralberg et al. 2011).
Scenario S-2, Medium Sea-Level Rise. Future tides affecting breeding tidal marsh Song
Sparrows were incorporated assuming global sea-level rise of 1.08 m over a 100 yr period, i.e.,
“medium” sea-level rise.
Scenario S-3, High Sea-Level Rise. Future tides affecting breeding tidal marsh Song Sparrows
were incorporated assuming global sea-level rise of 1.65 m over a 100 yr period, i.e., “high” sealevel rise (Stralberg et al. 2011).
Note that “Low Sea-Level Rise” and “High Sea-Level Rise” Scenarios (S-1 and S-3; also SX-1, SX-3, M3, and M-4) incorporate the same sea-level rise assumptions as was modeled in the PRBO SLR
model (Stralberg et al. 2011, Veloz et al. 2011). The “Medium Sea-Level Rise” assumption used here
(Scenarios S-2 and SX-2) was exactly intermediate between “High” and “Low” Sea-Level Rise
assumptions. All future SLR scenarios in this study used the assumption of “low sediment
concentration” and “low organic matter accumulation” as detailed by Stralberg et al. (2011).
The next three scenarios are the same as Scenarios S-1, S-2, and S-3, except that we also considered
infrequent but very high tides. There is accumulating evidence that more extreme events, such as
unusual storm surges will be more common in the future for coastal wetlands (Cubasch & Meehl
2001, Zedler 2010). Thus, we modeled the following scenarios in which a tide of 2.5 m occurred on
average once per decade; note that such an event was independent of presumed sea-level rise. 2.5
m represents a tide height that is 0.18 m higher than the highest breeding season tides recently
recorded at tide gauges used in our analysis. With medium to high sea-level rise, water levels
equivalent to a tide of 2.5 m or more, though unusual now, will become more common (Cayan et al.
2009), and as demonstrated in this study (see below).
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Scenario SX-1, Low Sea-Level Rise plus extreme tides. Same as Scenario S-1 but with extreme
tides added.
Scenario SX-2, Medium Sea-Level Rise plus extreme tides. Same as Scenario S-2 but with
extreme tides added.
Scenario SX-3, High Sea-Level Rise plus extreme tides. Same as Scenario S-3 but with extreme
tides added.
Scenarios M-1 to M-4 considered impact of Management Action. Management action either
increased nest survival (e.g., by lowering predation rates) or restricted the highest tides
(presumably through physical barriers or impediments). For Scenarios M-1, M-2, and M-3 we
assume that, through management action, nest survival was enhanced. This could be accomplished
by reducing predator populations, reducing predator access to nests, reducing the vulnerability or
conspicuousness of nests to predators, or through other means of reducing nest failure. In
contrast, in Scenario M-4, maximum tides during the breeding season were capped (e.g., by
building sea walls) at 2.3 m, near the current observed maximum.
Scenario M-1, Current Climate Conditions Continue; nest survival increased by 10.0% (relative
increase) from 2015 up until, but not including, 2035. A moderate increase in nest survival is
implemented, over a relatively short period (20 yr). We assume that it will take several years
before nest survival can be enhanced though management action.
Scenario M-2, Current Climate Conditions Continue; nest survival increased by 5.5% (relative
increase) from 2015-2060. A smaller increase in nest survival is implemented, but over a longer
period than for M-1.
Scenario M-3, High Sea-level Rise; nest survival increased by 10.0% (relative increase) from
2015 up until 2035. We model the impact of high sea-level rise over the 50 year period as in
Scenario S-3, but with an additional, moderate increase in nest survival over a 20 yr period as in
Scenario M-1.
Scenario M-4, High Sea-level Rise; maximum tides are capped at 2.3 m from 2035 to 2060.
This scenario is the same as Scenario S-3, but with addition of management action that limits
the highest tides. We assume that it may take some time to reduce maximum tides, e.g., by
construction of barriers to tidal action, alteration of marsh topography, or other actions; hence
the implementation of management in 2035. Furthermore, it is only in later years that tides
above 2.3 m are encountered relatively often. We did not model the effect of reducing
maximum tides on juvenile or adult survival, only on nest survival.
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Methods – Model 2
Model 2 is built on the demographic analyses of data from the 12-year study of tidal marsh Song
Sparrows described in detail here.

Methods for Nest Monitoring
Field biologists searched for and monitored nests at 7 marsh sites in San Pablo Bay and Suisun Bay
(Figure 1). The following summarizes nest monitoring methodology (additional information in Liu et
al. 2007). Nesting attempts were located at all stages (nest-construction, egg-laying, incubation,
and nestling periods). All known nests were monitored using a standard protocol (Martin and
Geupel 1993). Nests were usually visited every 2-4 days (median = 3 days; range: 1 to 9 days) with
careful attention given to minimize human disturbance. Frequent visits to nests allowed relatively
accurate estimation of the dates of predation events as well as dates of egg laying, hatching of eggs,
and fledging of young. Nest contents were recorded at each visit at which time the nest was judged
to either be still active (i.e., the brood had neither fledged nor failed) or no longer active (i.e., brood
fledged or nesting attempt failed). The ultimate outcome of each nest (success or failure) was
determined based on resighting of fledged young or nest condition and behavior of the breeding
pair (Martin and Geupel 1993). Song Sparrow nestlings were banded when they were about 7 days
old with USGS numbered bands and a unique combination of colored leg bands to allow field
identification after fledging. The location of each nest was recorded with a GPS. Thus we were able
to attribute to each nest climatic covariates that were spatially and temporally specific (see below).
The above protocol was used at the 7 marsh sites over the period 1996 to 2007, for a total sample
of 3,183 nesting attempts and 12,302 nest checks included in the dataset analyzed. From this data
set, we estimated daily nest survival using the logistic exposure method (Shaffer 2004) as described
below.
We estimated number of young fledged per successful attempt from the same dataset used for
nest survival analysis (Liu et al. 2007). To estimate the number of nesting attempts per breeding
pair we used a subset of the data, restricting attention to two marshes that were intensively
studied: China Camp State Park (Marin County; Figure 1) and Benicia State Recreation Area (Solano
County; Figure 1). We intensively searched for the nests of Song Sparrow, and other species within
2 to 4 small study plots per marsh (“intensive plots”); each plot generally was only 1 to 2 ha in area.
Within these intensive plots a large proportion of breeders were uniquely color-banded, which
facilitated the tracking of an individual pair’s nesting attempts. We attempted to find and
enumerate all nest attempts of each breeding pair in the intensive plots.

Statistical Analysis of Song Sparrow Demographic Parameters
The three demographic parameters associated with survival (juvenile survival, adult breeding
season survival, and adult overwinter survival) were incorporated into Model 2 (see below), but
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were not analyzed in relation to variation in environmental conditions (current or future) due to
lack of specific data.
The three demographic parameters that constitute reproductive success were analyzed using the
tidal marsh Song Sparrow field data: nest survival, number of nesting attempts, and number of
young fledged per successful nesting attempt (see Model 1 section above). We carried out
statistical analyses of each dependent variable in relation to four climate variables and maximum
tide height per season. Because each nest record included spatial coordinates, and because the
date for each nest observation was known, we were able to attribute individual nest records with
climatic covariates that were spatially and temporally specific and appropriate for that nest record.
On the basis of prior analysis of the tidal marsh Song Sparrow nest data (Ackerman et al. 2011), we
began by choosing four environmental variables to analyze in relation to the three components of
reproductive success.
Precipitation during the fall, winter, and spring preceding or including the breeding season
(referred to as “bioyear” precipitation); this variable likely reflects effects of precipitation on
vegetation, which in turn may influence plant herbivores and affect nest concealment.
Precipitation during the breeding season only; this variable may reflect the more direct
effect of precipitation on prey (e.g., insect abundance or activity) or effects on foraging
success or, more generally, time and energy budgets of adults or nestlings. In addition,
breeding season precipitation may directly affect vegetation.
Precipitation data were obtained from PRISM (2011) and were specific to the marsh study site in
question and restricted to the appropriate time period (months, years).
Minimum temperature during the breeding season, and
Maximum temperature during the breeding season.
Minimum and maximum temperatures may indicate stress (cold or heat) on birds and/or
temperature may affect prey availability and/or time/energy budgets. Data were compiled on two
temperature variables: minimum temperature during the breeding season (March-July) and
maximum temperature during the breeding season. Temperature data were obtained from PRISM
(PRISM 2011) and were specific to the marsh study site in question.
In addition we chose a fifth variable, not previously analyzed with respect to components of
reproductive success:
Height of the maximum tide observed during the breeding season.
Tide data were obtained from NOAA website (NOAA 2011), using, for each marsh site, data from
the closest of two tide stations that had appropriate and extended time series of tidal data:
Richmond, CA, or Mare Island, CA.
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Flooding of tidal marsh bird nests due to especially high tides has been noted in several studies
(Johnston 1956, Takekawa et al. 2006, van de Pol et al. 2010, Bayard and Elphick 2011) and
recorded in our own field studies (Nur et al. 1997, Greenberg et al. 2006b, Liu et al. 2007). In fact,
at one primary monitoring site, China Camp, the percent of nests in a season failing due to flooding
varied from 3% to as much as 55% (PRBO, unpublished). Recent evidence suggests that risk of
future flooding of marsh bird nests, due to extreme tides and storm surges may be increasing in the
future (van de Pol et al. 2010, Bayard and Elphick 2011, Thorne et al. in review).
For number of nesting attempts per season (analyzed per female breeder), we fit a generalized
linear model, specifically Poisson regression, using the program glm in R (R Development Core Team
2011). Models included a “marsh site” variable, as a fixed effect, and zero, one, or more of the five
environmental variables. Because of correlation between the two temperature variables we did not
include both in the same model; the same was true for the two precipitation variables. Thus, at
most four variables were considered in a model (marsh site, one of two temperature variables, one
of two precipitation variables, and maximum tide height). Using this approach we identified marsh
site (a categorical variable), the amount of precipitation during the breeding season, and the
minimum breeding temperature as covariates significantly affecting the number of nest attempts
and were included in the final predictive model. A quadratic of either continuous variable
(precipitation, temperature) did not improve model fit, as determined by AIC. Because we had
reason to suspect that number of nesting attempts per female were being undercounted (see
Model 1 section above), for predictive purposes we made an adjustment of increasing the modelpredicted number of nesting attempts by 16.7% (as described for Song Sparrow Model 1).
The statistical analysis revealed that the number of nesting attempts per season decreased as
minimum temperature increased, but the number of attempts increased with breeding season
precipitation (Figure 2). More nesting attempts reflect a more extended breeding season that in
turn is favored by cooler, moister conditions during the spring, a result that was corroborated by
findings of Chase et al. (2005).
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Figure 2. Results of statistical analysis of number of nesting attempts vs. breeding season
precipitation (left) and minimum temperature during the breeding season (right) for tidal marsh
Song Sparrows. Predicted values (light band) ± 1 S.E. of the prediction (dark shading) are
depicted.

The predicted values for number of nesting attempts were incorporated in Model 2.
For nest survival, we used logistic exposure analysis (Shaffer 2004), using the R package for the
analysis (see http://www.npwrc.usgs.gov/resource/birds/nestsurv/index.htm). Models analyzed
potentially included effects of marsh site, the two precipitation variables, the two temperature
variables, and maximal tide height. Again, an individual model included either of the temperature
variables or neither; the same was true for the precipitations variables. In addition, we
incorporated age of nest in analyses (since we were analyzing daily nest survival which changes
during the course of the 23-day nesting period; Grant et al. 2005). Age of nest was fit as a quartic
function, the best supported polynomial fit, as determined by AIC. Finally, we included relative
nesting date, which was measured as calendar date of the nest observation relative to the date the
first egg was laid in a breeding season, for all nests that year. Relative date was fit as a cubic
function, also the best supported polynomial fit to the data. The best supported model included
bioyear precipitation (i.e., total precipitation in fall, winter, and spring), maximum temperature and
maximum tide height during the breeding season, in addition to the age of nest and relative date
variables. Furthermore, a quadratic of tide height provided a better fit than linear only and so we
included the former.
The statistical analyses revealed that the probability an individual nesting attempt is successful
increased with maximum temperature, decreased as bioyear precipitation increased, and decreased
with increasing maximum tide (Figure 3). The effect of tide on nest success undoubtedly acts mainly
through the flooding of nests leading to death of nestlings, loss of eggs, mortality of eggs and/or
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abandonment (Johnston 1956). However, the majority of nest failure overall was due to predation
(Greenberg et al. 2006b, Liu et al. 2007). Hence, the weather effects (temperature, precipitation)
detected more likely involve variation in rates of predation on nests, such that nests are less likely
to suffer predation during years that are warmer and with less total bio-year rainfall.

Figure 3. Results of statistical analysis of nest survival probability vs. “bio-year” precipitation
(left panel), maximum temperature during the breeding season (middle panel), and maximum
tide height (right panel) for tidal marsh Song Sparrows. Predicted values (dark band) ± 1 S.E. of
the prediction (grey shading) are depicted. Note quadratic effect of maximum tide on nest
survival.

The number of fledged young per successful attempt was also examined with Poisson regression
(using glm in program R). Of all variables examined, only “marsh site” was significant. This
variability was due to differences in clutch size among marsh sites (Nur et al. 1997, PRBO
unpublished). Thus, of the three components of reproductive success, Model 2 only incorporated
effects of environmental variability (due to precipitation, temperature, and maximum tide) on nest
survival and number of nesting attempts.
Adding stochasticity to Model 2
For three parameters, Model 2 used mean values, as explained for Model 1 (see above), but with
the addition of stochastic variation around the mean values. These parameter values and
associated variances are listed in Table 7. Mean adult survival was 0.600 (based on Nur et al. 2000),
divided into breeding season survival = 0.90 and mean non-breeding season survival = 0.667. We
treated breeding season survival as a constant (= 0.90) in all simulations, but for non-breeding
season survival we incorporated annual variation, such that SD = 0.0667 (i.e., 10% of the mean
value). This value is consistent with estimates of annual variation in female survival for Palomarin
Song Sparrows (Nur et al. 2000). For variation in juvenile survival, we used SD = 10% of the mean
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juvenile survival. For number of fledged young per successful attempt, we used the observed
between year variation in mean number of fledged young per year, calculated as between-year SD,
using the full dataset on tidal marsh Song Sparrows. Thus, each model simulation in each year drew
a parameter value from a probability distribution for each of three parameters: overwinter survival,
juvenile survival, and number of fledged young per successful attempt, with the specified mean and
SD (Table 7).
For nest survival and number of nesting attempts we incorporated stochasticity in parameter values
as well, but in a more complex manner. Unpredictable variation in these two parameters reflected
two components: (1) environmental stochasticity and (2) residual stochasticity in parameter values
not accounted for by environmental conditions, which we refer to as “demographic stochasticity”.
We began with estimates of “total stochasticity” for each parameter from the 12 year data set,
which was determined from the estimate of variance among years in each of the two parameters.
We then partitioned this total variance into two components. The first is the variation in
demographic values due to year to year variability in environmental variables around the expected
(baseline) environmental value. We know that precipitation, temperature and tides over the 12
year time span of the study all varied around their baseline values from one year to the next. That
annual variability in turn induced variation in nest survival and number of nesting attempts per
year. The second component is additional variation in demographic parameters not due to
variation in the specified environmental variables. To estimate this second component, we
subtracted variance due to environmental stochasticity alone (i.e., first component) from the total
variance among years (the latter reflecting effects of both components, i.e., environmental and
demographic stochasticity). The values for total stochasticity and demographic stochasticity are
shown in Table 7.
To validate our assumptions of mean values and associated variances for the six parameters we ran
simulations (n = 500) in which there was no change in baseline values: for each parameter, the
simulation drew from a distribution with specified, fixed mean and a SD around that value (Table 7)
that corresponded to the total between-year variation (due to both environmental stochasticity and
demographic stochasticity). Population trajectory of the simulations obtained in this manner was
consistent with observations of year to year variation in total population size and trends across time
for San Pablo and Suisun Bay Song Sparrows (PRBO unpublished), the observed trend being a
decline on average of ~2.1% per year.
In other words, for the validation exercise we assumed constant baseline values, but with
stochasticity added to the constant baseline values. However, for scenario evaluation (see
description of the 11 scenarios above and Table 6), we incorporated changes in baseline values for
each parameter as dictated by the scenario, and added stochasticity to the new baseline values.
To summarize the incorporation of stochasticity: For three of the parameters, in each year of each
simulation, we randomly chose a demographic parameter value from a probability distribution with
specified mean and SD (see above; also Table 7). This was the case for adult nonbreeding-season
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survival, juvenile survival, and number of fledged young per attempt. For nest survival for each
year of each simulation, we first determined the values of environmental variables based on the
expected values for that scenario (with respect to assumptions of precipitation, temperature, and
maximum tide height) and then added additional variability in environmental values based on the
between year variation observed for the environmental variable for1996 to 2007, as described
above. For each simulation, we then used the statistical model for nest survival to predict that
year’s nest survival given that year’s environmental variables, and added additional (demographicstochastic) variation around the predicted nest survival value. For number of nesting attempts we
used the same approach, first determining that year’s environmental variable values and from that
predicting the expected number of nesting attempts given that year’s environmental variables and
then adding demographic stochasticity to the predicted value of number of nesting attempts.

Additional Details of Population Dynamic Modeling Procedure
The stochastic population dynamic model tracks the number of adult females as well as juvenile
females in each year beginning in 2010 (year 0 of the simulation) and through 2060 (year 50). There
are two time steps for each year with reference to (1) the beginning of the breeding season and (2)
the end of the breeding season. Starting with the beginning of the breeding season in year t, the
model enumerates the number of adult females, both those that were born the previous year (year
t-1) and are now considered adult and those adults that survived from the end of the breeding
season in year t-1 to the beginning of the breeding season, year t. For each breeding season in a
given simulation, the model then determines the total number of fledged female young produced
during the breeding season of year t. That number is a function of the number of adult females
alive at the beginning of the breeding season and the three parameters pertaining to reproduction:
number of nest attempts per adult female, nest survival probability per nest attempt, and number
of fledged young per successful attempt. Two of these parameters (number of nesting attempts
and nest survival) partly depend on environmental conditions and at the same time are partly
stochastic. Number of fledged young per successful attempt also has a stochastic component, that
is, in each year of each simulation it varies around a mean value (see above; Table 7).
90% of adult females alive at the beginning of the breeding season in year t survive to the end of
the breeding season (a period of 5 months). In addition, the model keeps track of the total number
of fledged female young produced by the end of the breeding season in year t, as described in the
above paragraph.
During the next time step, the population model starts with the total number of fledged young
produced by the end of the breeding season in year t and calculates the number that will survive
the non-breeding season (i.e., survive from the end of the breeding season in their year of birth,
year t, to the beginning of next year’s breeding season, in year t + 1), which is a function of the
juvenile survival probability, itself a random variable (Table 7). Individuals that survive from the end
of their first breeding season (the year in which they were born and fledged, year t) to the
beginning of the next breeding season, year t + 1, are now one year old at the beginning of the
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breeding season in their second year of life. The model tracks this number: the number of young
produced in year t that survive to the beginning of the breeding season of their second year of life,
year t + 1. In addition, the model tracks the number of adults alive at the end of the breeding
season in year t that survive to the beginning of the next breeding season, in year t + 1. These
adults survive the seven-month non-breeding season with probability given by the adult nonbreeding season survival probability, also a random variable (Table 7). The sum of the number of
young produced in year t that survive to the beginning of the next breeding season in year t + 1 plus
the number of adults that survive from the end of the breeding season in year t to the beginning of
the next breeding season in year t + 1 gives us the number of adults at the beginning of the
breeding season in year t + 1. At all steps, the values of demographic and climatic parameters are
retained.
All stochastic population models, for all scenarios, were started with abundances in each age class
that approximated a stable age distribution as dictated by the fecundity and survival rates (Table 7).
However, due to stochasticity of fecundity and survival rates, actual populations will deviate from a
stable age distribution. To incorporate this realism, we simulated initial populations for a 5 year
“break-in” period, from 2005 to 2010, under the scenario-specific assumptions of stochastic
fecundity and survival rates. Results were discarded from this “pre-recording” period, whose
purpose was only to produce a realistic age structure for the simulation. Simulation results were
reported only from 2010, which was considered Year 0. Note that, for each scenario, population
size in Year 0 of the simulation (2010) was adjusted to 10,000 adults (assuming 5,000 females and
5,000 males) at the beginning of the breeding season in that year. Rather than reporting change in
number of females over time, we report change in number of adults.
Additional Density Dependence Consideration: Model 1, which is intended for short-term
evaluation, assumes no density dependence. However, over the course of 50 years, as in Model 2,
it is possible that future Song Sparrow population levels may become so high that density
dependence in vital rates is applicable. In the simulations, we set a maximum population size of
60,000 adults (relative to 10,000 in Year 0); population numbers were not allowed to exceed this
ceiling. Given current density of Song Sparrows, and reasonable assumptions regarding future
habitat availability (as modeled by Veloz et al. 2012), a six-fold increase in total population seems to
be a high-end estimate, a magnitude of increase that is unlikely but possible. Thus, the approach we
took to density dependence was relatively simple (cf. Chu-Agor et al. 2011).

Future scenario models
The 11 scenarios evaluated differed with respect to their assumptions concerning two demographic
parameters, nest survival and number of nest attempts. For Scenarios C, M-1, and M-2 current
environmental conditions were assumed to continue into the future, either with (Scenarios M-1, M2) or without (Scenario C) management action and simulation results reflect those assumptions.
For Scenarios S-1 to S-3, SX-1 to SX-3, M-3, and M-4, we made assumptions about temperature,
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precipitation, and maximum tide heights, based on future climate projections. Scenarios M-3 and
M-4 included management action as well as future climate change.
Future climate projections for the seven nest monitoring sites were extracted from a statistically
downscaled version of the CCSM3.0 GCM (http://gisweb.ciat.cgiar.org/GCMPage). The climate data
were downscaled to a 2.5 minute grid (~4 x 4 km) using methods described in Ramirez and Jarvis
(2010). We extracted data from the model using the A1b emission. The A1b emissions scenario is
considered a moderate scenario but projects relatively high CO2 emissions during the first half of
the 21st century and then stabilizes to a mid level of CO2 emissions during the second half of the
century relative to other IPCC emission scenarios. The downscaled climate models included, for
each month, predicted means for a 30 year period, centered on 2020, 2030, 2040, 2050, 2060, and
2070 with respect to precipitation, maximum temperature and minimum temperature.
We fit a smoothed quadratic regression on year, using these downscaled model-predicted decadal
values to obtain a function for the expected annual value for temperature and precipitation
parameters. The predicted function provided us with estimates of expected (i.e., mean) values of
the climatic parameters for each year from 2010 to 2060. In addition, we added a correction factor
so that the observed temperature and precipitation value in 2010 matched the model predicted
value for 2010. That is, the correction factor ensures that the predicted value of the model matches
the observed value of the climate parameter for the starting year; change relative to 2010 was then
dictated by the predictive model. In addition, each simulation added variability around the
expected predicted value for each climatic parameter, based on the variability observed around the
baseline values for 1996 to 2007 (obtained from PRISM; see above). Specifically, variability around
the expected predicted value for each climate variable was equal to the S.D. of that variable as
observed during the period 1996-2007. Thus, future variability around a future baseline value was
held constant.
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Figure 4. Bioyear precipitation (Oct-June), Breeding season precipitation (Mar-July), Maximum
temperature during the breeding season, and Minimum temperature during the breeding
season for years 2010 to 2060. Depicted are expected values over time from down-scaled GCM
(see text), white band, and maximum and minimum values around expected value (grey band),
based on 1996 to 2007 PRISM data (see text).

Figure 4 depicts expected values for precipitation and temperature used in all climate change
scenario simulations (Scenarios S-1 to S-3, SX-1 to SX-3, M-3, and M-4).
Future maximum tide values were obtained by adjusting the mean value of the present-day
maximum tide by the amount of “net sea-level rise” in the future for each marsh site, where net
sea-level rise reflects both global sea-level rise and local marsh accretion (the latter as calculated in
the model of Stralberg et al. 2011; see Veloz et al. 2011). To determine global sea-level rise we
relied on the two SLR scenarios considered by Stralberg et al. 2011: low SLR (0.52 m over a 100
year period) and high SLR (1.65 m over a 100 year period). To this, we added a third scenario for
global sea-level rise, “medium” SLR (1.08 m over a 100 year period), the simple mean value
between the first two scenarios. The Stralberg et al. (2011) model estimates marsh accretion due
to sedimentation (inorganic and organic) and then produces predictions of elevation relative to
Mean Higher High Water (MHHW) that reflect global sea-level rise and marsh accretion. We used
model output, for the years 2010, 2030, 2050, 2070, 2090, and 2110, calculated for each individual
nest-site location from the 7 marsh sites studied in 1996-2007 (see above). We specifically used the
output from the Stralberg et al. (2011) model to estimate the change in elevation relative to MHHW
under the three SLR scenarios, under the assumption of low sediment concentration and low
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organic matter accumulation. For this we considered years 2010 to 2110, fitting a model that
included “year” and “year2” (thus allowing a quadratic trend in elevation over time), as well as a
marsh level effect. The result was the estimated change in elevation relative to MHHW over time,
as determined for the set of nest locations (1996-2007). Baseline values for maximum tide in the
future were then modeled as “current” baseline value of maximum tide (from the period 1996 2007) plus the estimated change in net sea-level rise over time. To this, we added year to year
variability in the maximum tide experienced based on the S.D. of maximum tide observed for 19962007 (obtained from NOAA tide gauges). Thus, for Scenarios S-1, S-2, S-3, M-3, and M-4 (see Table
6), we made the conservative assumption that maximum tides in the future would be no more
variable than they have been recently. Note that we only project maximum tide for the period
2010 to 2060, though the quadratic trend over time was calculated for the period 2010 to 2110 (see
Figure 5).
In addition, as with temperature and precipitation variables, we added a correction factor to the
future predicted values so that model predictions for the 2010 baseline value matched the
observed values for 2010. In this way, the average predicted value for maximum tide in 2010 was
equal to the observed value that year. The model then predicted the change in maximum tide
relative to 2010.

Figure 5. Maximum tide height during the breeding season for 2010 to 2100 on assumption of
Low, Medium, and High SLR, together with change in elevation due to accretion (Stralberg et al.
2011). Expected value for simulations shown (colored bands) together with minimum and
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maximum values around expected values (in grey). Scenarios S-1 and SX-1 assume low SLR;
Scenarios S-2 and SX-2 assume medium SLR; Scenarios S-3, SX-3, M-3, and M-4 assume high SLR
(Table 6). Infrequent extreme tides are not shown in this Figure.

Figure 5 depicts maximum breeding season tide heights under the three different SLR assumptions
as calculated for 2010 to 2110. Model 2 used only the values for 2010 to 2060. Under assumption of
low SLR, marsh elevation from 2010 to 2060 increases faster than sea-level rise, hence the tide
height experienced by tidal marsh Song Sparrows declines somewhat until 2060, and then increases
from 2060 to 2110. Under medium and high SLR, sea-level rise exceeds marsh accretion starting in
2010 and therefore tide heights increase on average in all years (note that all of these scenarios
assumed low sediment concentration).
We also considered that extreme tide events, due to storm surges on other causes, may be more
likely in the future (Cubasch & Meehl 2001, Mousavi et al. 2011). Scenarios SX-1, SX-2, and SX-3
were the same as Scenarios S-1, S-2, and S-3, except that for the former we added infrequent
extreme tides. Thus Scenario SX-1 assumed low SLR (as in Scenario S-1), but with the addition of an
extreme tide of 2.5 m that occurred randomly in each year with probability = 0.10. Likewise,
Scenarios SX-2 and SX-3 were medium and high SLR, but with extreme tides added, just as with
Scenario SX-1.
Scenarios M-1, M-2, M-3, and M-4 considered impacts of potential management action (Table 6).
Scenarios M-1 and M-2 used current conditions projected into the future (as in Scenario C) but in
which management actions either increased nest survival by 10% (relative increase) between 2015
and 2035 (M-1) or increased nest survival by 5.5% (relative increase) over a longer period, 2015
through 2060 (Scenario M-2). Scenario M-3 was the same as the High Sea-Level Rise Scenario S-3
except that nest survival was increased by 10%, between 2015 and 2035. The additional increase in
nest survival modeled in Scenarios M-1 and M-2 was calculated after nest survival was calculated as
for Scenario C; the additional increase in nest survival modeled in Scenario M-3 was calculated after
nest survival was determined as in Scenario S-3. Scenario M-4 was the same as the High Sea-Level
Rise Scenario S-3 except that highest tide per breeding season experienced by tidal marsh Song
Sparrows was not allowed to exceed 2.3 m, for the period 2035 to 2060. Any tide height above 2.3
m was reduced to 2.3 m. Note that during the study period 1996 to 2007 the highest breeding
season tide experienced by Song Sparrows was 2.32 m.
Model Output
To evaluate model outcomes for each of the 11 scenarios, we use several different ways to
summarize results of the 500 simulations per scenario. However, for illustrative purposes, we also
depict results from a single representative “run” (i.e., simulation) for a subset of scenarios.
Results of the 500 simulations were summarized using three different approaches. In the first, we
plot mean ± 1 S.D. for the 500 simulations per scenario for the period 2010 (Year 0) to 2060 (Year
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50). In the second approach, we calculated the actual, realized population growth rate for each
simulation, determined by 10 year intervals. For each scenario, we depict the median lambda by
decade (2010-2020, 2020-2030, etc.) as well as quantiles of interest (5%, 25%, 75% and 95%) from
the results of the 500 simulations.
For the third approach, we focused on the probability that the population will decline 80% or more
compared to the starting population size over 50 years. For this, our goal was to provide a metric
that was both retrospective and prospective. Retrospectively, the metric assesses population size
in 2060 compared to population size in 2010; we report the proportion of simulations that
exceeded an 80% drop over 50 years. Declines that exceed this criterion should sound an alarm
(“red flag” warning). Note that a population that declines 80% over 50 years is declining at 3.17%
per year, on average (lambda = 0.9683).
In addition, we used this criterion (average decline of at least 3.17% per year), to analyze population
change, decade by decade, in a cumulative fashion. A population that declines at 3.17% per year,
on average, will have declined by 27.52% after 10 years, by 47.47% after 20 years, and so on. After
50 years, it will have declined by 80.0%. These threshold values for 0-10 years, 0-20 years, 0-30, 040, and 0-50 years were used to indicate the probability that a population will exceed the “red flag”
criterion after the specified number of years of the simulation (10, 20, 30, 40, or 50, respectively).
Our intent in applying this criterion on a decade by decade basis was two-fold. First, we wished to
demonstrate how the probability of decline may change in the future, on a decadal scale. It is much
more realistic to consider that climate and other environmental influences will change on a decadal
scale and we wished to develop a means to demonstrate that. Second, our intent was to provide a
tool for managers to evaluate the likelihood that a population, given a set of scenarios, will be “on
track,” after 10, 20, 30, or 40 years, to decline by a total of 80% after 50 years. Such a tool can help
a manager plan for the future.

Results – Model 2
Scenario Results
Scenario C: Current Conditions Continue. If current conditions continue, Song Sparrows can be
expected to continue to exhibit population declines. A sample simulation is shown in Figure 6.
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Figure 6. A single, sample simulation for Scenario C (“Current Conditions Continue”), 2010 to
2060. The simulation begins with 10,000 individuals in 2010 (Year 0). 500 simulations were
carried out for each scenario.

On average, the population is expected to shrink from 10,000 to fewer than 2,000 by 2060 (Figure
7). However, a sizable proportion of simulations result in extinction as early as 2030. Note that we
did not allow for re-colonization; thus, for a given simulation, once a population hit zero individuals
it remained at zero throughout the simulation.

Figure 7. Results of 500 simulations depicting population trajectory of tidal marsh Song
Sparrows from 2010 to 2060. Shown are mean number of individuals in each year (beginning
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with 10,000 in 2010 for every simulation) and ± 1 S.D. around the mean trajectory (grey
shading), for Scenario C (“Current Conditions Continue”).

Decade by decade, lambda can be expected to be below 1 during the 50-year period (Figure 8).
Since current conditions are assumed to remain in place for the entire 50 years, there is no overall
change in lambda by decade. Note that 25% of simulations exhibited a lambda that was very close
to 1.0 or was greater than 1.0 in each decade; furthermore, 5% of simulations had a lambda (by
decade) of about 1.03 or greater. Thus, population decline on a decadal scale is not assured, just
likely. Note, too, that 25% of simulations exhibited a lambda of less than 0.91, calculated by decade
(Figure 8).

Figure 8. Results of 500 simulations depicting lambda as calculated decade by decade. Depicted
are, from top to bottom, 95th percentile (top bar), 75th percentile (top of grey shaded box),
median (middle bar), 25th percentile (bottom of grey shaded box) and 5th percentile (bottom
bar) for the five decades from 2010 to 2060, for Scenario C (“Current”).

The probability of an 80% decline is high under this scenario (Figure 9). After 50 years, 75% of
simulations exceed this criterion. Even after 10 years, the simulations indicate a 60% probability
that the population will decline by 27.5% or more, that is, equivalent to 3.17% decline per year.
After 20 years, simulations indicate a 68% chance the population will have declined by 47.5%,
exceeding the “red flag” warning criterion for a 20 year time period.
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Figure 9. Results of 500 simulations depicting cumulative probability of population decline
decade by decade, with respect to “red flag” warning criterion. For each panel, the bar on the
left depicts the probability that the population will have declined by 27.5% or more by 2020; the
other bars depict the probability that the population will have declined by 47.5% by 2030, by
61.9% by 2040, by 72.4% by 2050, and by 80.0% by 2060, respectively. Results are shown for
Scenario C (“Current”).

Scenarios S-1, S-2, and S-3: Effects of Low, Medium, and High Sea-level Rise
We discuss these three scenarios together, since they differ only with respect to the magnitude of
future sea-level rise, with all other assumptions the same among these three scenarios. Recall that
these scenarios all assume precipitation and temperature change according to the downscaled GCM
(see Methods) as shown in Figure 4.
Under assumptions of climate change, Song Sparrow populations are expected to do well under the
Low Sea-level Rise assumption (Scenario S-1; see Figure 10A for a sample run and Figure 11A for a
summary of all 500 simulations). That is, expected numbers in 2060 are high (mean number of
individuals in 2060 is about 40,000). Under the assumption of Medium Sea-Level Rise, the overall
outcome is more or less stable, but as shown in Figure 11B, under Scenario S-2, the population is
expected to decline somewhat before increasing in the last two decades (2040 to 2060). Under the
assumption of High Sea-Level Rise, we see strong declines, comparable to that seen for Current
Conditions, with the mean population only about 2500 individuals.
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Figure 10. Single, sample simulations of change in population number (total number of
individuals) for each of three scenarios. Panels A, B, and C refer to Scenarios S-1, S-2, and S-3
(Low, Medium and High Sea-level Rise).
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Figure 11. Results of 500 simulations depicting population trajectories of tidal marsh Song
Sparrows from 2010 to 2060, under three scenarios of Sea-level Rise: S-1 (Panel A), S-2 (Panel
B), and S-3 (Panel C), i.e., Low, Medium and High Sea-level Rise, respectively. Shown are mean
number of individuals in each year (beginning with 10,000 in 2010 for every simulation) and ± 1
S.D. around the mean trajectory (grey shading).

Under Low Sea-level Rise, lambda is below 1.0 in the first decade, hits 1.0, on average, in the second
decade (2020-2030), and then exceeds 1.0 in the last 3 decades, reaching 1.06 (on average) by the
fifth decade (Figure 12A). Thus, under Scenario S-1 we see accelerating population growth. For
Medium Sea-level Rise (Scenario S-2), lambda is below 1.0 in the first half of the simulation and
then exceeds 1.0, on average, in the second half of the 50 year simulation (Figure 12B). For High
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Sea-level Rise, lambda on average stays considerably below 1.0. In about 75% of the simulations
throughout the five decades, lambda is 1.0 or lower (Figure 12C).

Figure 12. Results of 500 simulations depicting lambda as calculated decade by decade for three
scenarios. Depicted are, from top to bottom, 95th percentile (top bar), 75th percentile (top of
grey shaded box), median (middle bar), 25th percentile (bottom of grey shaded box) and 5th
percentile (bottom bar) for the five decades from 2010 to 2060. Panels A, B, and C, refer to
Scenarios S-1, S-2, and S-3 (Low, Medium and High Sea-level Rise).

The probability of 80% decline is very small for Low Sea-level Rise (Scenario S-1), at least by 2060
(Figure 13A). For Medium Sea-level Rise (Scenario S-2), there is, by 2060, a 10% probability of 80%
decline, and for High Sea-Level Rise, the probability of 80% decline is about 60% (Figures 13 B, C).
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For this last scenario, the probability that population declines exceed the “red-flag” criterion is
consistently at about 60% across the whole five-decade span.

Figure 13. Results of 500 simulations depicting cumulative probability of population decline
decade by decade, with respect to “red flag” warning criterion. For each panel, the bar on the
left depicts the probability that the population will have declined by 27.5% or more by 2020; the
other bars depict the probability that the population will have declined by 47.5% by 2030, by
61.9% by 2040, by 72.4% by 2050, and by 80.0% by 2060, respectively. Panels A, B, and C refer
to Scenarios S-1, S-2, and S-3 (Low, Medium and High Sea-level Rise).

The positive trend for population size under Low Sea-level Rise is due to a strong increase in nest
survival over the 50 year simulation (Figure 14). In contrast, predicted changes in number of
nesting attempts under the three Scenarios (S-1, S-2, and S-3) show a decreasing trend (not shown).
However, decreased tide height in the future (because marsh accretion outpaces Sea-level rise
under Scenario S-1) and increased maximum temperature (which is the case for Scenarios S-1, S-2,
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and S-3, as well as the other “climate-change scenarios”) both act to increase nest survival. The
predicted change in nest survival is illustrated in Figure 14. By 2060, nest survival under Scenario S1 exceeds 36% which is a major improvement compared to “current” values, but still below the
values observed by Johnston (1956) for tidal marsh Song Sparrows in San Pablo Bay. Note that it is
the increase in nest survival probability over time that results in accelerating population growth
rate. A 1% relative increase in nest survival per year, for example, will increase lambda by 0.4%,
which, after 50 years, means a 22% increase in lambda over that time span. Such an increase in
nest survival can well mean the difference between substantial population decline and substantial
population growth.

Figure 14. Change in tidal marsh Song Sparrow nest survival from 2010 to 2060 for Low,
Medium, and High SLR (Scenarios S-1, S-2, and S-3). Nest survival increases due to increased
temperature and decreased precipitation for all three scenarios. However, changes in maximum
tide height act to counteract this increase to varying degrees. Note that even under High SLR,
nest survival is predicted to increase because of positive influence of increasing temperature
and decreased precipitation.

In contrast, for High Sea-Level rise, there is a more complex picture. As with Low and Medium SeaLevel rise, the number of nesting attempts decreases with time (due to temperature increasing and
precipitation decreasing) from a mean of 3.46 nest attempts in 2010 to fewer than 2.8 in 2060.
Nest survival increases slightly under this scenario (Figure 14). Essentially, the increase in nest
survival is counter-acted by the decrease in nesting attempts; the result is an expected population
decline, similar to that observed under Current Conditions (Scenario C). Thus, the overall lambda is
similar under Scenarios C (Current Condition) and S-3 (High Sea-Level Rise), but the similarity of
outcome is achieved with a different mix of values for nest survival and number of nesting
attempts.
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Scenarios SX-1, SX-2, and SX-3: Sea-Level Rise with Extreme Tides
Scenarios S-1, S-2, and S-3 only allowed for effects of changes in temperature, precipitation, and
sea-level rise, but did not include the possibility of unusually high tides due to storm surges, as has
been predicted by several studies (Cubasch & Meehl 2001 ; Mousavi et al. 2011, Thorne et al. in
review). Scenarios SX-1, SX-2, and SX-3 correspond to Scenarios S-1, S-2, and S-3 except that we
also included infrequent (once per decade on average) unusually high tides. Results are shown in
Figures 15, 16, and 17.

Figure 15. Results of 500 simulations depicting population trajectory of Song Sparrows from
2010 to 2060 under Scenarios SX-1, SX-2, and SX-3, corresponding to Low, Medium and High
Sea-level Rise but with extreme tides. Trajectories shown as mean number of individuals (in
red) and ± 1 S.D around the mean trajectory depicted in grey shading. For comparison, aqua line
depicts median results without extreme tides (as shown in Figure 7A, 7B, and 7C).
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Figure 16. Results of 500 simulations depicting lambda as calculated decade by decade for three
scenarios with extreme tides (in red) and three scenarios without additional, extreme tides (in
aqua). Depicted in each panel, from top to bottom, are 95th percentile (top bar), 75th percentile
(top of grey shaded box), median (middle bar), 25th percentile (bottom of grey shaded box) and
5th percentile (bottom bar) for the five decades from 2010 to 2060. Panels A, B, and C refer to
Low, Medium, and High Sea-Level Rise Scenarios, respectively. Panel A depicts Scenarios S-1 in
aqua and SX-1 in red; Panel B depicts Scenarios S-2 in aqua and SX-2 in red; Panel C depicts
Scenarios S-3 in aqua and SX-3 in red.

A large impact of extreme tides is seen assuming low Sea-level Rise (cf. Scenarios S-1 and SX-1). For
example (Figure 15A), populations are expected to grow only to about 20,000 (with extreme tides)
compared to 40,000 (without extreme tides). With the addition of extreme tides, lambdas
calculated by decade are shifted down by about 2% (Figure 16A).
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Figure 17. Results of 500 simulations depicting cumulative probability of population decline
decade by decade, with respect to “red flag” warning criterion under three assumptions of sealevel rise, with (red) and without (aqua) extreme tides. For each panel, the first pair of bars on
the left depict the probability that the population will have declined by 27.5% or more by 2020
(red with extreme tide; aqua without). The other four pairs of bars depict the probability that
the population will have declined by 47.5% by 2030, by 61.9% by 2040, by 72.4% by 2050, and
by 80.0% by 2060, respectively. Panels A, B, and C refer to Low (Scenarios S-1, SX-1), Medium
(Scenarios S-2, SX-2) and High (Scenarios S-3, SX-3) Sea-level Rise assumptions, respectively.

For Medium Sea-level Rise, there is also a substantial effect of adding Extreme Tides. Rather than,
on average, growing slightly after 50 years, the population is expected to show, if subjected to
infrequent extreme tides, net population decrease (Figure 15B). Notably, the probability of 80%
decline after 50 years more than doubles, from about 12% without extreme tides to about 28% with
extreme tides (Figure 17B).
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For High Sea-level Rise there is also an effect of adding extreme tides, but it is more subtle than the
other two Sea-level Rise assumptions (Figure 15C). The small effect is for two reasons: 1) Under
High Sea-level Rise, populations are already expected to show strong declines and 2) Under the
assumption of High Sea-level Rise, a tide of 2.5 m is not so unusual (note, we used an absolute value
of an extreme tide of 2.5 m in Scenarios SX-1, SX-2, and SX-3). A notable difference between
Scenarios S-3 and SX-3 is seen with respect to the probability of 80% decline: without additional
extreme tides, the probability of such decline after 50 years is about 0.60, but with additional
extreme tides, the probability exceeds 0.70 (Figure 17C).
Management Scenarios
We evaluated four management scenarios. In the first two, M-1 and M-2, current conditions
continue, but nest survival is enhanced, either a 10.0% relative increase from 2015 to 2035 only
(Scenario M-1) or a 5.5% relative increase from 2015 to 2060 (Scenario M-2). Summaries of
population trajectories under Scenarios C, M-1, and M-2 are shown in Figure 18. Increasing nest
survival by 10% (from an average of 0.233 to 0.256) is effective at counteracting the population
decline observed in Scenario C (see Scenario M-2, Figure 18B). But once the enhancement is
discontinued (in 2035), the population resumes its downward decline (Figure 18B); the expected
population size in 2060 under Scenario M-2 is about 4,000 compared to 2,000 if Current Conditions
Continue (Scenario C). In contrast, increasing nest survival by 5.5% (from an average 0.233 to
0.246) for the period 2015 to 2060 does not prevent population decline, but it does slow the decline
substantially (Figure 18C). Expected population size in 2060 is approximately 5,000 individuals
under Scenario M-2.
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Figure 18. Results of 500 simulations depicting population trajectory of Song Sparrows from
2010 to 2060 under Scenarios C, M-1, and M-2 (Panels A, B, and C, respectively). Each
simulation for each scenario began with 10,000 individuals in 2010. Trajectories shown as mean
number of individuals (black band) and ± 1 S.D around the mean trajectory depicted in grey
shading. For all three scenarios, future environmental conditions are the same as current
conditions. Scenario C (Panel A) has no management action. Scenario M-1 (Panel B) increased
nest survival by 10% from 2015 to 2035 only, shown with vertical dotted lines; and in Scenario
M-2 (panel C) nest survival is increased 5.5% from 2015 to 2060, shown with vertical dotted line
at 2015.
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The probability of 80% decline over 50 years, and by cumulative decade, is shown for Management
Scenarios M-1 and M-2, in comparison with Scenario C (Figure 19). These three scenarios assume
Current Conditions Continue, except for the specific management intervention. There is a
noticeable difference between the non-managed scenario (Scenario C, Figure 19A) and the two
management scenarios with respect to the probability of exceeding the “red-flag” warning criterion
(Figure 19B, 19C). The probability of observing a decline of 80% over 50 years decreases from
about 0.75 in the absence of management to about 0.55 with management. This result (shown in
Figure 19B, 19C) quantifies the benefit to management action, given our specific assumptions, but
also demonstrates substantial risk of severe decline even with management.
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Figure 19. Cumulative probability of population decline, decade by decade, comparing scenarios
with management (Scenarios M-1 and M-2) and without management (Scenario C); all three
scenarios assume Current Conditions Continue. For each panel, the bar on the left depicts the
probability that the population will have declined by 27.5% or more by 2020; the other bars
depict the probability that the population will have declined by at least 47.5% by 2030, by at
least 61.9% by 2040, by at least 72.4% by 2050, and by at least 80.0% by 2060, respectively.
Shown are results for Scenario C (panel A), Scenario M-1 (panel B) and Scenario M-2 (panel C).
Red vertical dotted lines indicate initiation and/or cessation of management action.

In the third and fourth management scenarios that we modeled (Scenarios M-3 and M-4), we
assumed High Sea-level Rise, no additional extreme tides, and either that nest survival was
enhanced by a relative 10.0% for a 20-year period, 2015 to 2035 (just as in Scenario M-1), or that
extreme high tides were prevented (i.e., no tides could exceed 2.3 m) for the period 2035 to 2060.
These results, depicted in Figure 20, were instructive. Enhancing nest survival by 10.0% was
sufficient to reverse expected population declines under the High Sea-level Rise assumption
(compare panels A and B, Figure 20). Under Scenario M-3, the population is expected to grow
somewhat from 2015 to 2035, making up for the decline from 2010 to 2015 (Figure 20B). However,
once nest survival is no longer enhanced, the population declines again. Thus, the trajectories
under Scenarios M-1 and M-3 are similar (cf. Figures 18 and 20) even though one scenario assumes
current conditions continue and the other incorporates anticipated climate change (including high
sea-level rise).
In the fourth management scenario, M-4, high tides are capped starting in 2035. The result is that,
starting from that year, the trajectory begins to change, first leveling off during the period 2040 to
2049, and then showing an accelerating increase from 2049 to 2060 (Figure 20). Thus by 2060, the
population has regained some of its earlier decline. Under Scenario M-4, the population in 2060 is
still below its starting value, but, nevertheless, on average exceeds 5,000 individuals, compared to
2500 or fewer individuals under Scenario S-3 (i.e., without management). Furthermore, in some
simulations the population exceeds its starting size, as indicated for Scenarios M-3 or M-4 (Figure
20).
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Figure 20. Results of 500 simulations depicting population trajectory of Song Sparrows from
2010 to 2060, under the assumption of High Sea-level Rise, either without management,
Scenario S-3 (Panel A), or with management, Scenarios M-3 (Panel B), and M-4 (Panel C). Shown
are mean number of individuals in each year (beginning with 10,000 in 2010 for every
simulation) and ± 1 S.D. around the mean trajectory (grey shading). In Scenario M-3 (panel B)
nest survival is increased 10% from 2015 to 2035 only (see vertical dotted red lines) and in
Scenario M-4 (panel C) no tides above 2.3 m are allowed from 2035 to 2060 (see vertical dotted
red line).

The probability of 80% decline over 50 years, and by cumulative decade, is shown for Scenarios M-3
and M-4, in comparison with Scenario S-3 (Figure 21). These three scenarios assume High Sea-level
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Rise and no increase in extreme tides, except for the specific management intervention. There is a
substantial difference between the non-managed scenario (Scenario S-3, Figure 21A) and the two
management scenarios with respect to the probability of exceeding the “red-flag” warning criterion
(Figure 21B, 21C). The probability of observing a decline of 80% over 50 years decreases from
about 0.60 in the absence of management (i.e., Scenario S-3) to between 0.30 and 0.40 with
management, depending on the management scenario (Figure 21). In particular, suppressing the
highest tides (Scenario M-4) would reduce the risk of 80% decline after 50 years to only half of what
it is under Scenario S-3.

Figure 21. Cumulative probability of population decline, decade by decade, comparing
scenarios with management (Scenarios M-3 and M-4) and without management (Scenario S-3);
all three scenarios assume High Sea-Level Rise. In Scenario M-3 (panel B) nest survival is
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increased 10% from 2015 to 2035 only (see vertical dotted red lines) and in Scenario M-4 (panel
C) no tides above 2.3 m are allowed from 2035 to 2060 (see vertical dotted red line). For each
panel, the bar on the left depicts the probability that the population will have declined by 27.5%
or more by 2020; the other bars depict the probability that the population will have declined by
at least 47.5% by 2030, by at least 61.9% by 2040, by at least 72.4% by 2050, and by at least
80.0% by 2060, respectively. Shown are results for Scenario S-3 (panel A), Scenario M-3 (panel
B) and Scenario M-4 (panel C). Red vertical dotted lines indicate initiation and/or cessation of
management action.

Comparing results for scenarios M-3 and M-4 reveals that, in Scenario M-3, the risk of 80% decline
increases from 2040 to 2060 because nest survival is no longer enhanced after 2035, while in
Scenario M-4, the risk of 80% decline decreases from 2040 to 2060 because highest tides are
capped for the period 2035 to 2060 (Figure 21).
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DISCUSSION AND MANAGEMENT IMPLICATIONS OF THE POPULATION DYNAMIC MODELS
Here we summarize and discuss our findings, for both the simple Population Dynamic Model 1 and
the more detailed Stochastic Population Viability Model 2, placing our findings in a larger context,
with focus on relevance for managers.
The principal objective of this study was to gain insight into the future viability of tidal marsh
species that may be impacted by climate change as well as inform management action that may
counteract such environmental change. We have done so focusing on tidal marsh-dependent bird
species in the San Francisco Estuary. However, our results are applicable to many other habitats
and many other taxa, not just birds, but other vertebrates and plants as well (see, e.g., Maschinski
et al. 2006, Keith et al. 2008).
There have been, to date, relatively few studies that have utilized a demographic approach to
evaluating impacts of climate change on animal populations. Several studies have considered
impacts of sea-level rise and/or climate change on available habitat or habitat suitability. If carrying
capacity is reduced, as a result of climate change, then this reduction will have implications for
demographic rates, and, ultimately long-term viability (Keith et al. 2008, Aiello-Lammens et al.
2011; Chu-Agor et al. 2011). In this study, we have begun the process of considering the
demographic impacts of climate change, but the integration of this study, which is not spatially
explicit, with consideration of habitat extent and habitat quality (exemplified by Veloz et al. 2011),
is the explicit goal of our next phase of work.
Even in its early stages, our study on demographic impacts of climate change on tidal marsh birds is
of value because, in general, studies examining the direct impacts of climate change on survival and
reproduction have been rare. One relevant example is provided by van de Pol et al. (2010). The
authors determine the effects of nest flooding on reproductive success on shorebirds; they
conclude that the increasing risk of nest failure due to flooding, which is increasing due to climate
change, has now reduced reproductive output of Eurasian Oystercatchers below levels needed to
sustain populations (i.e., below lambda = 1.0). The stage is set, therefore, in the case of the
oystercatcher, to develop a population-dynamic model that will incorporate these environmental
influences on long-term viability, similar to what we present here.
The population dynamic modeling developed here, whether the simple Model 1 or the stochastic
Model 2, is of value in many different ways. It allows one to:
(1) partition population growth rate into six demographic components, and then explore the
manner in which future environmental changes, natural or not, will impact future
population growth or decline,
(2) quantify the change in population growth rate as a function of changes in the individual
components,
(3) consider multiple concurrent influences on population growth, which may be acting in
synergistic or antagonistic fashion,
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(4) make explicit assumptions regarding population response or parameter values, which can
then be evaluated,
(5) assess the sensitivity of results and predictions to assumptions or degree of uncertainty
regarding model inputs,
(6) identify important data gaps with regard to population response to environmental
conditions or management actions, gaps that have important implications for future
viability,
(7) evaluate the effectiveness of proposed management actions in affecting the long-term
viability of target populations, and thus facilitate prioritization of potential management
response, and
(8) provide a basis for setting target values (either parameter values or a change in a
parameter) in order to achieve a desired trajectory or change in population growth rate.
In our approach we emphasize evaluating the impact of a change in a parameter value and/or
comparison of the anticipated effects of a change in the environment or management action. In
this way, managers can evaluate the feasibility and efficacy of bringing about change in a given
parameter in relation to the change in population trajectory. As we demonstrate here, a modest
change in nest survival for two of the species may be feasible and effective in stabilizing or
reversing population declines. On the other hand, a parameter such as the number of young
produced per successful nesting attempt may not be responsive to environmental and/or
management influence, at least not among the four marsh bird species we have considered. The
important point is that the models presented allow one to compare the population response over
time in relation to changes in any one or several of the parameters.
Results presented here are, to an extent, sensitive to assumptions made regarding parameter
values. A strength of our approach is that one can directly evaluate just how sensitive are the
results to specific assumptions made. In this way, one can identify the parameters for which
additional information is critical for successful management in contrast to other parameters, where
results are more robust to initial assumptions.
In addition, the stochastic “Model 2” allows one to manage for uncertainty. Environmental
conditions in the future will always be, to an extent, unpredictable as, too, will be the demographic
response to a specified set of conditions. Stochastic models predict a range of outcomes, not a
single, most likely outcome. In this way, one can manage for adversity; for example, what if future
conditions are not as favorable as we currently project? Thus, a manager can be guided by
minimizing the probability that a population will decline by 80% over a given time period. An 80%
decline may not be a likely outcome, but reducing its likelihood may be an important management
goal, which our modeling tool can address.
An important objective of this study was to obtain specific findings that could inform management.
Our results point to the importance of nest survival, a parameter that is of high relevance to
managers. Low nest survival appears be implicated in the observed population declines for Song
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Sparrows, and may well for Clapper Rails as well. For tidal marsh Song Sparrows, recent (1996 to
2007) nest survival rates are less than half that observed by Johnston (1956) in the early-mid 1950’s
for the San Pablo Song Sparrows. Our interactive Model 1 for Song Sparrows, allows a manager to
quantify the impact on population trends if one were to alter current nest survival rates.

Climate Change Impacts
The statistical analyses presented here demonstrate that climate change will likely have multiple
impacts on demographic rates of tidal marsh birds. For Song Sparrows, the warmer, drier
conditions expected in the future can be expected to increase nest survival but at the same time
shorten the breeding season, and thus, lead to fewer nesting attempts. The population model
demonstrated that the population benefit of increased nest survival is expected to outweigh the
cost to the population of decreased number of nesting attempts. At the same time, we also provide
statistical evidence for an effect of extreme tides on nest survival, due to increased flooding of nests
leading to nest failure. If the incidence of high water events were to increase, either because of sealevel rise or infrequent extreme tides, there may be strong, long-lasting impacts and the result may
be strong population decline, in some cases by 80% or more.
Thus, there are several important management implications that follow from our modeling. The
first is to emphasize the importance of nest survival, both in terms of anticipated climate-change
impacts and in terms of management actions that may alter or compensate for changes in nest
survival rates. Nest survival may be especially responsive to management actions. Not paying
sufficient attention to nest survival may mean that population recovery is prevented. The
population models we have developed assist in identifying the most important population
bottlenecks, which in turn will affect future viability or recovery.
Second, is to identify the importance of considering several simultaneous influences on population
dynamics. The very conditions that may be favorable for one demographic parameter may be
unfavorable for another parameter. The population models we present allow one to quantify the
net impact of antagonistic or synergistic impacts.
Third, the modeling has identified important areas for further research or monitoring. One example
is the impact of extreme events, such as very high tides or storms. Not only will these infrequent
but important events affect demographic rates of tidal marsh birds (as demonstrated in our
models), but such events will also likely impact habitat and vegetation (Zedler 2010, Thorne et al. in
review), which we have not explicitly modeled.

Impacts of Management
For two of the species, Song Sparrows and Clapper Rails, nest survival may be key to maximizing
long-term viability of populations and/or recovering depleted populations. Our results demonstrate
that a relatively modest and feasible change in nest survival can turn a declining population (e.g., as
has been observed in San Pablo and Suisun Bays) into an increasing population. The necessary
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change in nest survival may be accomplished through reduction in predation rates, e.g., by reducing
predator populations, including abundance of non-native predators (such as cats) or humanassociated predators (e.g., raccoons), or by reducing access of predators to tidal marsh bird nests.
The latter may be implemented through, for example, provision of “floating islands” for Clapper
Rails and other birds to nest on.
A second means to dampen or reverse population declines may be to extend the breeding season,
allowing for a greater number of nesting attempting per year. This may require management of
habitat, especially vegetation in the breeding areas. It is not clear that such manipulations are
feasible, but they are worth considering.
We have emphasized the importance of increasing nest survival rates, but that is not to say that
over-winter survival may not be important. In the San Francisco Estuary considerable attention is
currently focused on addressing the threat posed by low over-winter survival and considering
means to reduce mortality associated with high water events. However, the population
consequences of low nest survival also present a grave threat especially for populations that are
declining, or have declined. One strength of our modeling is that it allows for quantification of the
benefits of changing nest survival rates vs changing overwinter survival rates and provides target
values, with respect to changes in these parameters.
Nevertheless, the most important question for a manager may not be, how much do we need to
change a demographic parameter, but, rather, how responsive is the demographic parameter to
management action? Indeed, nest survival may be more responsive to management action than is
over-winter survival. In any case, even if over-winter survival is improved, a population, such as
Clapper Rails in San Francisco Bay, may not be able to recover if the adequacy of current and future
nest survival rates is not addressed as well.

Limitations of This Study
1. Values for some parameter are not as well established as other parameters. If our assumed
values are not correct, results will be altered. We address this limitation in two ways. The
first is that our parameter values are made explicit; models can easily be rerun with
alternative values and results assessed, thus providing information on the sensitivity of
results to specific assumptions. Second, our principal objective was to provide a tool to
evaluate population sensitivity to changes in parameters, in other words to compare
future population growth rate under different conditions. In this way, we can compare how
a change in a demographic parameter, whether environmental or management-based, will
alter population trajectory and so compare changes in different parameters (e.g., change in
over-winter survival vs. change in nest survival).
2. Whereas Model 2 considers explicitly how climate change may affect nest survival and other
components of reproductive success, we have not incorporated effects of climate change on
survival of juveniles and adults. This is an important limitation. Modeling of hypothesized
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effects of climate change on juvenile and adult survival is clearly called for, building on the
work presented here. If either juvenile survival or adult survival, or both, are affected by
climate change (due to temperature, precipitation, flooding of habitat, etc.) this could
negate positive impacts of management on nest survival. Moreover, empirical field studies
of marsh birds need to target the sensitivity of survival to climate variables. The study by
Overton et al. (submitted) identified the dependence of over-winter survival of Clapper Rails
on high tides. If the height of high tides increases due to climate change (as has been
hypothesized; Cayan et al. 2008, van de Pol 2010), over-winter survival will be depressed.
But the effect of other climate variables needs to be examined as well. To give an example
in the marine realm, Lee et al. (2007) demonstrated that annual survival of adult Cassin’s
Auklets (Ptychoramphus aleuticus) was related to winter Southern Oscillation Index. If
ENSO events become more common or more severe in the future (Lee and McPhaden
2010), such environmental change will depress population trajectories and perhaps lead to
population crashes.
3. Models 1 and 2 are currently developed at a more generic, regional or watershed, spatial
scale. There is a need for population dynamic modeling at the level of individual, specific
marshes. We emphasize that this study represents just a first step on the road to
construction and application of spatially-explicit, landscape-level population dynamic
models for mangers (see Next Steps, below).
4. We have modeled future environmental conditions but there is considerable uncertainty
about the future. This uncertainty affects all climate change modeling (Wiens et al. 2009),
especially so with regard to consideration of future global SLR (Stralberg et al. 2011) and
future storm events (Mousavi et al 2011). To model marsh accretion, we assumed low
sediment concentration and low organic matter accumulation. We feel it is prudent to
make such an assumption, especially given current, widespread concern about availability of
sediment (Cloern et al. 2011). In addition, we made simple assumptions regarding future
tides. Specific information was not available in time for our modeling exercise, however
current efforts are now underway, as part of the “Our Coast Our Future” project, with
specific application to the San Francisco Estuary (http://data.prbo.org/apps/ocof).
5. Neither Model 1 nor Model 2 incorporated net movement of tidal marsh birds. Ignoring
dispersal, and thus movement, represents an over-simplification. Under Medium and High
Sea-level Rise scenarios, current breeding habitat will be subjected to higher water levels,
and we may expect that, if marshes can migrate, birds will move, too. However, it is difficult
to project where marshes may move to in the future; it will depend on presence of levees,
restoration efforts, suitability of habitat for tidal marsh birds, and other considerations.
However, tackling the question of movement of habitat (and with that, movement of tidal
marsh bird populations) is a high priority for the authors (see “Next Steps”).
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Next Steps
Our primary intent in the current study has been to provide information that can assist agencies
and organizations in conserving, managing, and restoring the habitats and wildlife of the San
Francisco Estuary, in the context of climate change. Next steps will build on this study in several
ways. Our “next generation” model will specifically build on the CALCC project Tidal Marsh Bird
Population and Habitat Assessment for San Francisco Bay under Future Climate Change Conditions
developed by PRBO, by adding demographic considerations to the spatially explicit habitat
suitability models already developed for tidal marsh bird species (Veloz et al. 2011; see
www.prbo.org/sfbayslr).
For example, Figure 22 displays model-predicted probability of occurrence for tidal marsh Song
Sparrows in the San Pablo Bay region for the current period (i.e., 2010) and for 2070 under the
assumption of high sea-level rise and low sedimentation (corresponding to Scenario S-3 in this
study). Heterogeneity of habitat suitability for tidal marsh Song Sparrow is readily apparent;
furthermore, the distribution of future suitable habitat will change somewhat between 2010 and
2070.

Figure 22a. Model-predicted probability of occurrence of tidal marsh Song Sparrows for San
Pablo Bay and vicinity, 2010 (from Veloz et al. 2011).
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Figure 22b. Model-predicted probability of occurrence of tidal marsh Song Sparrows for San
Pablo Bay and vicinity, for 2070, assuming high SLR and low sedimentation (see Veloz et al.
2011). These assumptions correspond to Scenario S-3, applied to the entire San Pablo Bay
region.
This study has demonstrated that future population trajectory of tidal marsh Song Sparrows will
depend on future environmental conditions, as well as possible management actions. At the same
time, the expected spatial distribution of the same species, as modeled by Veloz et al. (2011), will
also depend on future environmental conditions (i.e., sea-level rise, sedimentation, organic matter,
and salinity). Our primary “next step” is to integrate these two complementary modeling
approaches.

More specifically, we will develop a spatially explicit demographic model that adds demographic
processes to the spatially explicit habitat suitability models developed by Veloz et al. (2011).
Demographic rates, such as reproductive success, reflect habitat heterogeneity, both within a
marsh, and in the surrounding landscape and the next generation model will incorporate that
influence.
The proposed model will incorporate change in habitat over time, due to physical influences as well
as restoration activities. Thus, habitat change within a marsh and adjacent to marshes will be
modeled, whether due to changes in geomorphology, vegetation, and/or land-use.
An important feature of the “next-generation” model is that it will focus on individual marshes, or
parcels that are connected to each other through dispersal, and are set in a larger landscape
context of non-marsh habitat. Thus, the resulting model can be used by a manager for a specific
marsh or marsh complex. Our objective will include evaluating the population-level benefits of
specific restoration projects. At the same time, we will scale up from the individual marsh to the
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entire estuary. Thus, the model to be developed will also be of direct value as a decision support
tool for regional resource managers. It will allow users to consider changes in habitat due to
climate change as well as land-use changes (i.e., conversion from one habitat type to another).
Connectivity of habitat and what that means for the long-term viability of marsh bird populations
will be explicitly modeled.
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
In this study, we have addressed the question of vulnerability of tidal marsh-bird species to
consequences of climate change by modeling the long-term viability of populations, in the face of a
range of possible climate-change impacts and management actions that may ameliorate those
impacts. As part of this work we have developed population dynamic models, both simple and
complex, for the four target species, Black Rail, Clapper Rail, Common Yellowthroat, and Song
Sparrow.
Development and application of these models has provided important insights into threats that
species of conservation concern in the San Francisco Estuary are facing as well as guidance to
managers regarding potential, effective responses. The approach we have developed provides the
means to evaluate the long-term contribution to population viability with respect to specific
demographic processes (including survival and reproductive rates) as well as the environmental
influences on those demographic rates. In some cases, the models may be currently missing key
information; however, the models can still be effective in identifying which are the key
uncertainties and which areas of ignorance are relatively unimportant. Thus, the models can
prioritize future research and monitoring efforts.
An important strength of the population-dynamic models is that they are integrative: they provide
a means to integrate opposing influences on the same parameter (e.g., nest survival may increase
due to reduction of predation while at the same time decrease due to increased flooding of nests)
as well as antagonistic or synergistic influences on different demographic processes. Thus, the
models can be used to determine the increase in vital rate (e.g., as a result of management action)
that is needed to compensate or overcome the deleterious impact of a climate change impact. The
models can easily be used to determine target values of a parameter (e.g., nest survival) in order to
achieve a desired population growth rate. We demonstrate that small changes in nest survival can
turn population decline into population increase and vice versa. Easy-to-use interactive models are
available at http://data.prbo.org/apps/sfbslr/demography.
Our work has identified the importance of nest survival and influences on this parameter with
regard to long-term viability of marsh bird species. Tidal marsh Song Sparrow populations in the
Estuary are vulnerable to climate change because their baseline nest survival rates are low, too low
at present to sustain these populations, as a result of high levels of nest-predation, mainly from
human-associated predators. For Song Sparrows and Clapper Rails, the climate-change impact of
greatest concern is an increase in the severity and frequency of extreme tides experienced by
marsh birds resulting from sea-level rise and/or severe storms. For Song Sparrows, such high-water
events will reduce nest survival as a result of flooding of nests. However, for this species, an
increase in temperature and decrease in precipitation (as predicted by downscaled Global Climate
Models) are expected to increase nest survival in the future, as we demonstrate. As a result of these
two contrasting climate-change impacts, one increasing nest survival and the other decreasing it,
future sea-level rise can be sufficient to change future population growth into population decline.
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Specifically, if sea-level rise exceeds c. 1.6 m per 100 years, Song Sparrow populations are expected
to show strong declines. An unusually high tide, associated with storm events, even if it occurred
only once every 10 years, on average, is sufficient to substantially depress population growth rates,
increasing the likelihood of population decline, and thus preventing population recovery and/or
increasing the likelihood of local extinction. However, relatively short-term management actions
(e.g., of a 20 year duration) can be effective in arresting and even reversing these anticipated
declines. For example, a relatively small reduction in predation on nests (by reducing predator
populations or access to tidal marsh nesting habitat) can be sufficient to counteract expected
population declines due to climate change.
An important conclusion, demonstrated by our modeling of all four tidal marsh species is that
improvement in nest survival represents a realistic management action that can modify current
population trends, leading to, or enhancing population recovery. Overwinter survival is still an
important bottleneck and management actions may be able to improve this parameter; more study
is needed in this regard. The population modeling tools we have developed can effectively address
the efficacy of proposed management actions as well as allow quantitative evaluation of multiple
influences on population viability. We conclude that our study demonstrates the feasibility of
evaluating potential management actions that can effectively counteract threats posed by climate
change.
We believe that our results are applicable to marsh bird species more generally in the San Francisco
Estuary and elsewhere. The models developed here can be tailored to other species and other
habitats, including estuarine and riparian. As part of this project, we will make our code freely
available to others who wish to adapt our analytic and modeling approach (see
http://data.prbo.org/apps/sfbslr/demography for code, tools, and this report).
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TABLES
Table 1. Demographic Parameter Values for “Current Model.” Observed lambda also shown. For explanation and
justification see text.
Species
Song Sparrow
Song Sparrow
Song Sparrow
Song Sparrow
Song Sparrow
Song Sparrow
Song Sparrow
Clapper Rail - North Bay
Clapper Rail - North Bay
Clapper Rail - North Bay
Clapper Rail - North Bay
Clapper Rail - North Bay
Clapper Rail - North Bay
Clapper Rail - North Bay
Clapper Rail - South Bay
Clapper Rail - South Bay
Clapper Rail - South Bay
Clapper Rail - South Bay
Clapper Rail - South Bay
Clapper Rail - South Bay
Clapper Rail - South Bay
Black Rail
Black Rail
Black Rail
Black Rail
Black Rail
Black Rail
Black Rail
Common Yellowthroat
Common Yellowthroat
Common Yellowthroat
Common Yellowthroat
Common Yellowthroat
Common Yellowthroat
Common Yellowthroat

Parameter
Adult breeding survival
Adult over-winter survival
Juvenile survival
Nest survival
Number of nest attempts
Number of young per successful nest
Observed population growth rate (lambda)
Adult breeding survival
Adult over-winter survival
Juvenile survival
Nest survival
Number of nest attempts
Number of young per successful nest
Observed population growth rate (lambda)
Adult breeding survival
Adult over-winter survival
Juvenile survival
Nest survival
Number of nest attempts
Number of young per successful nest
Observed population growth rate (lambda)
Adult breeding survival
Adult over-winter survival
Juvenile survival
Nest survival
Number of nest attempts
Number of young per successful nest
Observed population growth rate (lambda)
Adult breeding survival
Adult over-winter survival
Juvenile survival
Nest survival
Number of nest attempts
Number of young per successful nest
Observed population growth rate (lambda)

Value
0.9
0.6667
0.391
0.233
3.461
2.408
0.9797
0.78
0.483
0.3
0.39
2
5
0.9617
0.72
0.389
0.3
0.371
2
5
0.8366
0.9
0.556
0.3
0.42
1.81
5
1.0701
0.9
0.552
0.297
0.54
2.45
2.73
1.0332
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Table 2. Interactive Population Dynamic Models for Song Sparrow. See text for explanation. Example only; see
http://data.prbo.org/apps/sfbslr/demography to manipulate the models.
A) Change the base value of one or several demographic parameters to determine the impact on lambda
Parameter
Juvenile survival
Adult over-winter survival
Adult breeding survival
Nest survival
Number of nest attempts
Number of young

Base
Estimate Up Estimate Dn Change by
0.391
0.391
0.391
0
0.6667
0.667
0.667
0
0.9
0.900
0.900
0
0.246
0.258
0.234
5
3.461
3.461
3.461
0
2.408
2.408
2.408
0

Lambda

1.0008

Current
0.391
0.6667
0.9
0.233
3.461
2.408

1.0209 Up
0.9808 Down

Calculate

RESET

0.97966 Lambda current

B) For a given percent change in lambda see what new parameter values are required to attain that change
Change Lambda by:
5%
Target lambda:
1.0509
New Values
Change parameter:
Prod/Comp OW Survival B. Survival
Productivity
0.4509
Juvenile survival only
0.4398
Nest survival only
0.2767
Number of nest attempts only
3.8931
Number of young only
2.7086
Over-winter (OW) survival only
0.7223
Breeding (B) survival only
0.9751
Productivity & OW survival
0.4209
0.7000
Productivity & B survival
0.4209
0.9450
OW & B survival
0.7000
0.9450

Calculate

NOTE: Productivity is the product of the 3 reproductive
success parameters x Juvenile survival x 0.5 (assuming 1:1 sex ratio)
"Prod/Comp" shows the target value for productivity OR its components

C) Plot changes in population size in relation to changes in adult survival and/or productivity
10% Adult survival

Year
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016
2017
2018
2019
2020

Pop. Size Up Pop. Size Dn Current
10000
10000
10000
10397
9197
9797
10809
8458
9597
11238
7778
9402
11683
7153
9211
12147
6579
9024
12629
6050
8840
13130
5564
8660
13650
5117
8484
14192
4706
8311
14755
4328
8142

16000
14000
12000
10000

8000
6000
4000

PopUp
PopDown

2000

Current

0
2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020
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Table 3. Illustration of Interactive Population Dynamic Models for Clapper Rail. In Parts A and C, “Current” differs for North Bay and South Bay, but “Base”
is the same. See text for explanation. Example only; see http://data.prbo.org/apps/sfbslr/demography to manipulate the models.
A) Change the base value of one or several demographic parameters to determine the impact on lambda
Parameter
Juvenile survival
Adult over-winter survival
Adult breeding survival
Nest survival
Number of nest attempts
Number of young
Lambda

Parameter
Juvenile survival
Adult over-winter survival
Adult breeding survival
Nest survival
Number of nest attempts
Number of young
Lambda

Base
Estimate Up Estimate Dn Change by
0.308
0.308
0.308
0
0.5
0.500
0.500
0
0.8
0.800
0.800
0
0.39
0.417
0.363
7
2
2.000
2.000
0
5
5.000
5.000
0
1.0006

1.0426 Up
0.9586 Down

NORTH BAY
Calculate

RESET ALL

0.96174 Lambda current

Base
Estimate Up Estimate Dn Change by
0.308
0.308
0.308
0
0.5
0.550
0.450
10
0.8
0.800
0.800
0
0.39
0.390
0.390
0
2
2.000
2.000
0
5
5.000
5.000
0
1.0006

Current
0.3
0.483
0.78
0.39
2
5

1.0406 Up
0.9606 Down

Current
0.3
0.389
0.72
0.371
2
5

SOUTH BAY
Calculate

0.83658 Lambda current
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Table 3, cont.
B) For a given percent change in lambda see what new parameter values are required to attain that change

Change Lambda by:
6.4 %
Target lambda:
1.0646
New Values
Change parameter:
Prod/Comp OW Survival B. Survival
Productivity
0.6646
Juvenile survival only
0.3408
Nest survival only
0.4316
Number of nest attempts only
2.2132
Number of young only
5.5331
Over-winter (OW) survival only
0.5800
Breeding (B) survival only
0.9281
Productivity & OW survival
0.6390
0.5320
Productivity & B survival
0.6390
0.8512
OW & B survival
0.5320
0.8512

Calculate

NOTE: Productivity is the product of the 3 reproductive
success parameters x Juvenile survival x 0.5 (assuming 1:1 sex ratio)
"Prod/Comp" shows the target value for productivity OR its components

C) Plot changes in population size in relation to changes in adult survival and/or productivity
Both

Year
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016
2017
2018
2019
2020

Pop. Size Up Pop. Size Dn Current
10000
10000
10000
9202
7529
8366
8468
5669
6999
7793
4268
5855
7171
3214
4898
6599
2420
4098
6073
1822
3428
5589
1372
2868
5143
1033
2399
4733
778
2007
4355
585
1679

12000

10000
8000
6000

4000
2000

PopUp
PopDown
Current

0

2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020
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Table 4. Interactive Population Dynamic Models for Black Rail. See text for explanation. Example only; see http://data.prbo.org/apps/sfbslr/demography
to manipulate the models.
A) Change the base value of one or several demographic parameters to determine the impact on lambda
Parameter
Juvenile survival
Adult over-winter survival
Adult breeding survival
Nest survival
Number of nest attempts
Number of young

Base
0.3
0.556
0.9
0.42
1.59
5

Lambda

1.0009

Estimate Up Estimate Dn Change (%)
0.315
0.285
5
0.556
0.556
0
0.900
0.900
0
0.420
0.420
0
1.590
1.590
0
5
5
0

Current
0.3
0.5556
0.9
0.42
1.81
5

1.0259 Up
0.9758 Down

Calculate

RESET

1.07019 Lambda current

B) For a given percent change in lambda see what new parameter values are required to attain that change
Change Lambda by:
5%
Target lambda:
0.9508
New Values
Change parameter:
Prod/Comp OW Survival B. Survival
Productivity
0.4508
Juvenile survival only
0.2700
Nest survival only
0.3780
Number of nest attempts only
1.4311
Number of young only
4.5004
Over-winter (OW) survival only
0.5000
Breeding (B) survival only
0.8099
Productivity & OW survival
0.4758
0.5278
Productivity & B survival
0.4758
0.8550
OW & B survival
0.5278
0.8550

Calculate

NOTE: Productivity is the product of the 3 reproductive
success parameters x Juvenile survival x 0.5 (assuming 1:1 sex ratio)
"Prod/Comp" shows the target value for productivity OR its components

C) Plot changes in population size in relation to changes in adult survival and/or productivity
10% Productivity

Year
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016
2017
2018
2019
2020

Pop. Size Up Pop. Size Dn Current
10000
10000
10000
11272
10132
10702
12706
10265
11453
14322
10400
12257
16144
10538
13117
18198
10676
14038
20512
10817
15023
23122
10960
16078
26063
11104
17206
29378
11250
18414
33115
11398
19706

35000
30000

Population Size Up
Population Size Dn

25000

Current

20000

15000
10000
5000
0

2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020
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Table 5. Interactive Population Dynamic Models for Common Yellowthroat. See text for explanation. Example only; see
http://data.prbo.org/apps/sfbslr/demography to manipulate the models.
A) Change the base value of one or several demographic parameters to determine the impact on lambda
Parameter
Juvenile survival
Adult over-winter survival
Adult breeding survival
Nest survival
Number of nest attempts
Number of young

Base
Estimate Up Estimate Dn Change by
0.297
0.297
0.297
0
0.552
0.552
0.552
0
0.9
0.900
0.900
0
0.54
0.540
0.540
0
2.3
2.530
2.070
10
2.73
2.730
2.730
0

Lambda

1.0003

Current
0.297
0.552
0.9
0.54
2.45
2.73

1.0507 Up
0.9500 Down

Calculate

RESET

1.033151 Lambda current

B) For a given percent change in lambda see what new parameter values are required to attain that change
Change Lambda by:
5%
Target lambda:
1.0503
New Values
Change parameter:
Prod/Comp OW Survival B. Survival
Productivity
0.5535
Juvenile survival only
0.3265
Nest survival only
0.5936
Number of nest attempts only
2.5285
Number of young only
3.0012
Over-winter (OW) survival only
0.6076
Breeding (B) survival only
0.9906
Productivity & OW survival
0.5287
0.5796
Productivity & B survival
0.5287
0.9450
OW & B survival
0.5796
0.9450

Calculate

NOTE: Productivity is the product of the 3 reproductive
success parameters x Juvenile survival x 0.5 (assuming 1:1 sex ratio)
"Prod/Comp" shows the target value for productivity OR its components

C) Plot changes in population size in relation to changes in adult survival and/or productivity
10% Adult survival

Year
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016
2017
2018
2019
2020

Pop. Size Up Pop. Size Dn Current
10000
10000
10000
10828
9835
10332
11725
9672
10674
12696
9512
11028
13748
9355
11393
14887
9200
11771
16120
9048
12161
17455
8899
12565
18901
8752
12981
20467
8607
13411
22162
8465
13856

25000
PopUp
20000

PopDown
Current

15000

10000

5000

0

2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020
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Table 6. Summary of Scenarios Evaluated.
Scenario Description
Number
C
Current Conditions
Continue
S-1
Low Sea-Level Rise
S-2
S-3
SX-1
SX-2
SX-3
M-1
M-2
M-3
M-4

Medium Sea-Level
Rise
High Sea-Level Rise
Low Sea-Level Rise,
Extreme Tides
Medium Sea-Level
Rise, Extreme Tides
High Sea-Level Rise,
Extreme Tides
Management, Current
+ Nest Survival, 5.5%
Management, Current
+ Nest Survival, 10%
Management, High
SLR + Nest Survival
Management, High
SLR + Reduced Tides

TemperaturePrecipitation
Current

Tides Affected By

Management

Current

None

Future,
Downscaled GCM
Future,
Downscaled GCM
Future,
Downscaled GCM
Future,
Downscaled GCM
Future,
Downscaled GCM
Future,
Downscaled GCM
Current

Low SLR

None

Medium SLR

None

High SLR

None

Low SLR, Extreme
tides
Medium SLR,
Extreme tides
High SLR, Extreme
tides
Current

None

Current

Current

Future,
Downscaled GCM
Future,
Downscaled GCM

High SLR
High SLR

None
None
Nest survival increased
5.5% from 2015 to 2060
Nest survival increased
10% from 2015 to 2035
Nest survival increased
10% from 2015 to 2035
Highest tides capped at
2.3 m
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Table 7. Values used in stochastic simulations of Tidal Marsh Song Sparrows. See text.
Parameter
Adult breeding survival
Adult over-winter survival
Juvenile survival
Nest survival
Number of nest attempts
Number fledged

Mean
SD
Source of Standard Deviation
0.9
0 N/A (treated as constant)
0.6667
0.0667 10% of mean
0.391
0.0391 10% of mean
0.233
0.0245 Annual Variation among means, observed.
3.461
0.2966 10% of field-observed mean (see text).
2.408
0.2037 Annual Variation among means, observed.
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

brian sandstrom
eduardo_nieves@fws.gov; jody_fraser@fws.gov; cperry@blm.gov; fmcmenimen@blm.gov;
thomas_dietsch@fws.gov
brooks hart; crissy slaughter; kathy simon; therese carpenter; pksharpgarcia@gmail.com;
admin@corvusecological.com; amanda beck
DSSF Avian Incident 5/27
Tuesday, May 27, 2014 5:49:29 PM
RWBL_052714_1.JPG
RWBL_052714_6.JPG

Hello everyone,
Today May 27, the carcass of an immature Red-Winged Blackbird was collected from the solar
farm site in block 7, array 14. It was in the middle of a roadway between solar array
framework. The carcass was in tact with some scavenging. Cause of death is unknown.
If you have any questions please contact me.
Thanks,
Brian Sandstrom
949-423-8770
bjerome30@hotmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Kathy Simon
mmassar@blm.gov; Fraser, Jody; Magdalena.Rodriguez@wildlife.ca.gov
Q1 report from Sunlight
Wednesday, May 28, 2014 2:15:53 PM
Sunlight 2014_Q1 Report 050314.pdf

It occurred to me that I am not sure if I ever sent you guys the Q1 report! I think I sent it to Mark,
but sometimes the BLM e-mail system also does not accept it. I am attaching it here, and will also
send you the link in case it’s too big for your e-mail.

Kathryn Simon
President, Ironwood Consulting
Phone and fax 909-798-0330
Physical Address
1040 Nevada Street, Suite 301
Redlands, CA 92374
Mailing address
PO Box 10068
San Bernardino, CA 92423
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

brian sandstrom
eduardo_nieves@fws.gov; jody_fraser@fws.gov; cperry@blm.gov; fmcmenimen@blm.gov;
thomas_dietsch@fws.gov
brooks hart; crissy slaughter; kathy simon; therese carpenter; pksharpgarcia@gmail.com;
admin@corvusecological.com; amanda beck
DSSF Avian Incident 5/31
Monday, June 02, 2014 9:36:23 AM
RUDU_053114_1.JPG
RUDU_053114_2.JPG

Hello everyone,
On Saturday, May 31, a Ruddy Duck was observed impacting a solar panel in block 6, then
making its way to the fence that is around the north pond. The bird was located on the
ground and unable to take flight from the ground. It was collected and assessed and there
were no signs of physical trauma. I kept the bird in a tub of water for two hours to observe
for any potential issues. The duck appeared alert and its activity normal. It was released into
Lake Tamarisk and was swimming and diving normally. The RUDU was observed Sunday and
this morning on Lake Tamarisk and it appears to be doing fine.
If you have any questions please contact me.
Thanks,
Brian Sandstrom
949-423-8770
bjerome30@hotmail.com
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Date:
Attachments:

Fraser, Jody
Pete Sorensen; Tera Baird; Joel Pagel
Fwd: DSSF Avian Incident 5/31
Tuesday, June 03, 2014 8:25:49 AM
RUDU_053114_1.JPG
RUDU_053114_2.JPG

---------- Forwarded message ---------From: brian sandstrom <bjerome30@hotmail.com>
Date: Mon, Jun 2, 2014 at 9:35 AM
Subject: DSSF Avian Incident 5/31
To: "eduardo_nieves@fws.gov" <eduardo_nieves@fws.gov>, "jody_fraser@fws.gov"
<jody_fraser@fws.gov>, "cperry@blm.gov" <cperry@blm.gov>, "fmcmenimen@blm.gov"
<fmcmenimen@blm.gov>, "thomas_dietsch@fws.gov" <thomas_dietsch@fws.gov>
Cc: brooks hart <brooks@corvusecological.com>, crissy slaughter <criffy@hotmail.com>,
kathy simon <kathy@ironwoodconsultinginc.com>, therese carpenter
<therese.carpenter@firstsolar.com>, "pksharpgarcia@gmail.com"
<pksharpgarcia@gmail.com>, "admin@corvusecological.com"
<admin@corvusecological.com>, amanda beck <abeck@firstsolar.com>
Hello everyone,
On Saturday, May 31, a Ruddy Duck was observed impacting a solar panel in block 6, then
making its way to the fence that is around the north pond. The bird was located on the ground
and unable to take flight from the ground. It was collected and assessed and there were no
signs of physical trauma. I kept the bird in a tub of water for two hours to observe for any
potential issues. The duck appeared alert and its activity normal. It was released into Lake
Tamarisk and was swimming and diving normally. The RUDU was observed Sunday and
this morning on Lake Tamarisk and it appears to be doing fine.
If you have any questions please contact me.
Thanks,
Brian Sandstrom
949-423-8770
bjerome30@hotmail.com

-Jody Fraser, Biologist
Palm Springs Fish and Wildlife Office
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
777 E. Tahquitz Canyon Way, Suite 208
Palm Springs, CA 92262
760.322.2070 ph x207
760.322.4648 fax
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Thomas Dietsch
Jody Fraser; Tera Baird; Joel Pagel; Rodriguez, Magdalena@Wildlife; Kim Marsden; Carol Watson
RE: A guide to best practices in marking fences for wildlife.
Tuesday, June 03, 2014 2:28:48 PM
MT Fence Guide Second Edition.pdf

Oops, here is the attachment!
From: Thomas Dietsch [mailto:thomas_dietsch@fws.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, June 03, 2014 2:22 PM
To: Jody Fraser (jody_fraser@fws.gov); Tera Baird; Joel Pagel; 'Rodriguez, Magdalena@Wildlife'; Kim
Marsden; Carol Watson (carol.watson@energy.ca.gov)
Subject: A guide to best practices in marking fences for wildlife.

Hi all,
This guide was recently shared with the Partners in Flight Western Working Group.   A number of
best practices may be applicable to some of our projects that include long stretches of fences that
should be marked.
Cheers, Tom
*******************
Thomas Dietsch, PhD.
Migratory Bird Biologist
US Fish and Wildlife Service, Region 8
Carlsbad Fish and Wildlife Office
2177 Salk Avenue, Suite 250
Carlsbad, CA 92008
(760) 431-9440 Ext. 214
*******************
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From:
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crissy slaughter
jody_fraser@fws.gov
Kathy Simon; Brooks Corvus; Brian Sandstrom; Therese Carpenter; Amanda Beck;
tamara.haynes@firstsolar.com; armand.gonzales@wildlife.ca.gov; eduardo_nieves@fws.gov; Mark Massar;
Ashley H; heather_beeler@fws.gov; Thomas Dietsch; erin_dean@fws.gov
Monthly SPUT report for Desert Sunlight, permit numbers MB20979B-1 and MB20960B-3
Wednesday, June 04, 2014 1:05:16 PM
Avian_Bat_Mortality 20140604.pdf
R8_SPUT_mortality report_20140604.xlsx

Hello All,
Attached is the monthly SPUT table and updated avian mortality figure for Desert Sunlight,
permit numbers MB20979B-1 and MB20960B-3.
Thank you,
Crissy Slaughter
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Thomas Dietsch
Jody Fraser
Allowable Take (harvest) model references
Wednesday, June 11, 2014 5:06:43 PM
Runge etal 2010 allowable take in migratory birds.pdf
Runge et al.pdf
Seamans 2012 GBTE modeling Final.docx

Hi Jody,
Here’s the reference I mentioned on the phone. I also included the write-up from Mark Seamans at
USGS when he ran the model for Gull-billed Terns.
Let me know if you have any questions or need anything else.
Cheers, Tom
*******************
Thomas Dietsch, PhD.
Migratory Bird Biologist
US Fish and Wildlife Service, Region 8
Carlsbad Fish and Wildlife Office
2177 Salk Avenue, Suite 250
Carlsbad, CA 92008
(760) 431-9440 Ext. 214
*******************
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Paul Rabie
Brickey, Amedee; Fraser, Jody; Amanda Beck; Perkins, Winifred; Field, Jennifer; Nagy, Laura; Wally Erickson;
thomas_dietsch@fws.gov
Desert Sunlight Fatality Monitoring revisions
Wednesday, June 11, 2014 5:07:51 PM
Desert Sunlight Fatality Monitoring Plan 20140611.docx
Desert Sunlight Fatality Monitoring Plan CLEAN 20140611.docx

All,
Please find a revised copy of the fatality monitoring plan for the Desert Sunlight Solar Farm attached, in both
redline and clean versions. We have responded to USFWS comments from February either with edits or within
the comments themselves (redline version). In addition, we have incorporated more recent guidance that has
been transmitted by the Service.
We would like to emphasize that the goal of this document is to get an interim monitoring program in place, and so
it is strictly a monitoring protocol. As such, it lacks some features that one might expect in a BBCS, most notably,
an adaptive management section.
Thank you for your input and guidance on previous versions of the plan.
Regards,

Paul Rabie, PhD.
Biometrician

Environmental & Statistical Consultants
415 W 17th, Ste. 200
Cheyenne, WY 82001
(307) 634-1756
Direct - (307) 771-2910
Cell - (612) 860-0415
www.west-inc.com
Follow WEST: Facebook, Twitter, Linked In, Join our Mailing list
CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This message and any accompanying communications are covered by the Electronic
Communications Privacy Act, 18 U.S.C. §§ 2510-2521, and contain information that is privileged, confidential or otherwise
protected from disclosure. If you are not the intended recipient or an agent responsible for delivering the communication to
the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that you have received this communication in error. Dissemination,
distribution or copying of this e-mail or the information herein by anyone other than the intended recipient, or an employee or
agent responsible for delivering the message to the intended recipient, is prohibited. If you have received this
communication in error, please notify us immediately by e-mail and delete the original message. Thank you.

P Please consider the environment before printing.
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Status of marsh birds in the wetlands of the Colorado River delta,
Mexico
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ABSTRACT
Popula tion s of secretive marsh bird s (Ra llidae and 1\rdeidae) have declined in North America in the last
dec.Jdes. Despirt' drastic habitat changes. the Colorado River dt>lra su pport s four speci es or prott>cred marsh
birds: California Black Rail. Virginia Rail. Least Bil!ern and Yuma Clapper Rail. Our goa l was to assess the
status (20 I 0-201 I) and detect popul ation changes ( 1999-201 1) of marsh birds in the Colorado Ri ver delta.
This effort was focused on the Cienega de Santa Clara and th e recent disturbance eve nts that occU lTed in
this wetland (c hanges in inflows. dredging and wildfires). but included other areas of the delta as well. The
Cit>nega provides critical habitat for rhe four species. with estimated abundance of 405 Ca lifornia Black
Rails. 7152 Virginia Rail s. 8652 Least Bitterns and 8642 Yuma CIJpper Rails. Population s of these speci es
have remained stable sin ce 1999. wirh no significant trend. although with some fluctuati ons in some years.
Oth er wetlands in the della also provide import ant habitat. especially El Doctor Wetland s for California
Black Rails and Virginia Rail s. the Hardy and Colorado river s for Yuma Clapper Rail s and Least Bitterns.
and Laguna del Indio for Yuma Clapper Rails. The detections of m.ush bird s in 2011 Wt'fe amongst the
highest since the monitorin g program began in 1999. This w as probJbly linked ro the disturbance rt>gime
that was recrea ted with a series of events in the Cienega. including the dredging of sediment. variations of
inflows. and an extensive wildfire. W et lands in the Colorado River dei!J supporr the majority of breeding
Yuma cldpper rail s and imporranr populations of other marsh birds. As tht>se are shared species by Mexico
and the U.S .. the conservation and restoration of the delta should be a shared respon sibi lity.
Resumen: La s poblaciones de las aves de marisma (Rall idae y Ardeidae) han disminuido en Norte America
t> n las ultimJ s decadas. A pesar de ca m bios drasti cos de h.lbitar. t>l delta del Rio Colorado mantiene a cuatro especies de avt's de marisma protegidas: Ralito Negro de California. Ra sco n Limicola. Garcita de Tular
y Palmoteador de Yuma. Nut>stro prop6sito fue evaluar el est at us (201 0-2011) y detect ar ca mbios pob laciona les ( 1999-2011) en l as aves de marisma en el delta. Este esfue rzo se enfoc6 en Ia Cienega de Santa
Clara y los disturbios recientes qut> ocurr ieron en este humedal ( variaci6n en flujos. dragados e incendios ).
pNo tambien se incluyeron ot ras Jreas dt>l delta. La Cie nega prowe habitat critico para 1,1s cuatro especies.
con una abund ancia estimada de 405 Ralitos Negros. 7152 Rascones Limicolas. 8652 Garcitas dt> Tular y
8G42 Palmorea<lores de Yuma. Las po blacio nes de est as especies se han mantenido estables clesd e 1999.
,wnque con algunas flurt uaciones en algunos anos. Otros humedal es tam bien proveen h.lbirat imponante.
especia l mente El Doctor para Ralito Negro y Rascon Limicola.los rios Hardy y Co lorado para Palmoteador
de Yuma y Carcita de TuiJr, y Laguna del Indio p.~ra Palmoreador de Yuma. Las detecciones de aves de
mari sma en el 2011 estuvi ero n entre las mas alras desde que el programa inici6 en 1999. Este proha blt>mente este li gado al regimen de disturiJio que fue recreado con una serie de t'W ntos en Ia Ci enega.
incluyendo el dragado de secli mt>nros. variacion es en los tlujos . y un in ce nclio. El delta del Rio Colorado
m antiene a Ia poblaci6n ma s grande de l'almoteador de Yuma. Jsi (01110 pobi,Kiones irnportanres de otras
.wes de mari srna. Est as son es pecies comp.! nidas por Mexico y Est ados Unidos. por lo que Ia conservac i6n
y resrau raci6n de esws hunwda les debe se r un.1 re sponsabilidad co mp.1rtid a.
'( ' 2013 El st'v ier B.V. /\II ri ghts reserved .

L Introduction
• Corres ponding Jurhor.
f -mwf oddrcss: o svelhiKwgma d.com l 0 . lllllOJOSJ· Hu errJ ).

Marsh birds include species from two families: Rallidac
Jnd Ardcidae: these birds st rongly depend upon the emerge nr

0'125 -8574 /S - see fronr mJncr oi; 1013 El sevier B.V. t\11 ngl11~ re served .
llltp:f/dx. doLorgi 10. 10 I fi jj.ccoleng.20 11 04.0:>S
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vegetation of freshwater. bracki sh. and coastal m.nshcs. wh ere
they build their nests (Conway, 2002 ). They are very secretive and
seldom seen. however they tend to voca lize frcqucn~ly during th e
breeding season (Gibbs and Melvin. 1997 ).
Populations of marsh bird s have declined in Norrh Am erica
over the last decades (Eddlem an et al.. 1988). The main ca use
has been the drastic degradation of wetlands that has occ urred
on a continental scale (Ribic et al.. 1999), but that has been more
severe on Western North Ameri ca and through the Sonoran Dese rt
(Massey and Palacios. 1994). The pattern has been simila r in the
Lower Colorado River (Arizon a and California ) and 1ts Delta ( Baj a
California and Sonora ). where four speci es of marsh birds arc now
of conservation concern : Yuma Clapper Rail (Rallus longirostris
yumanensis). Virginia Rail (Rail us limicola ). California Black Rail ( Lat erallusjamaicensis cotumiculus). and Least Bittern (lxobryrlw s exilis)
( LCR MSCP. 2004; Hinojosa -Huerta et al.. 2004).
The Yuma Clapper Rail is one of six subspecies of protected clapper rails in western U.S. and Mexico ( Eddleman and Conway. 1998 ).
It is endemic to freshwater and brackish marshes of the Lower Col orado River, from Nevada down to th e delta region in Baja California
and Sonora. Mexico (Rosenberg eta!.. 1991 ). The subspecies is li sted
as endangered in the U.S. and as threatened in Mexico (Eddlem an
and Conway, 1998; Diario Oficial de Ia Federaci6n, 2010 ).
California Black Rails are the smallest and rarest of the North
American rails. with populations restricted to a few wetland areas
along the coast of California and Baja California. and some inland
populations along the Salton Sea. Lower Colorado River and the
Delta ( Eddleman eta!., 1994 ). This western subspecies is listed in
Mexico as Endangered, has been considered robe listed in the U.S ..
and is a priority species of the LCR-MSCP (LCR MSCP, 2004: Dia rio
Oficial de Ia Federaci6n. 2010).
Virginia Rails are more widely distributed than Clapper and
Black Rails, however, their populations have also declined due to
habitat loss (Conway, 1995). and thus are listed as threatened in
Mexico (Diario Oficial de Ia Federaci6n , 2010). Least Bitterns are
under a similar situation, but are listed as a species with speci al
protection in Mexico ( Diario Oficial de Ia Federaci6n. 2010 ) and as
a priority within the LCR MSCP (2004).
Before the construction of dams and diversions in the Colorado
Basin, most of the marsh birds in the region inhabited wetland s in
the Colorado River delta in Mexico (U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service.
1983; Todd, 1986). Marsh birds increased the1r populations in Ari zona and California as marshes w ere created along the Colorado
River by silt deposition near dams (Anderson and Ohman. 1985).
Main locations supporting breeding marsh birds in the U.S. includ e
Mittry Lake, West Pond, Imperial National Wildlife Refuge. Bill
Williams Delta. Topock Marsh. and the Salton Sea ( Rosenberg et al ..
1991 ).
Reduction of instream flow s. land conversion to agriculture.
chann elization, and dredging projects along the river have caused
a massive reduction and degradation of the Colorado River delt,1
ecosystem in Mexico (Glenn et al .. 1996 ). with an estimated loss
of >80%of the wetland area (Zamora -Arroyo et al.. 2005 ). Thi s ha s
caused major impacts on the breeding habitat of marsh birds in rhe
region (U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service. 1983: Hinojosa-Huerta et al..
2008).
The floodplain near the confluen ce of the Hardy and Col orado
rivers was dominated by native emergent vegetation in the 1960s
and 1970s. supporting half of th e population of clapper rails at tl1at
time (Todd. 1986). However.large flood s in th e 1980s washed aw,1y
this vegetation (U.S. Fish and Wildlife Se rvice. 1983 ). and subsequent periods of extended droughts and increased water salinity
favored the establishment of a near monotypic stand of salt ce dar
(Glenn et al.. 1996 ). which is not a preferred habitat feature of
ma rsh birds (Conway et al., 1993).

t :n .f!. llit'CIHl.i!.

However. agricultura l run -off .1 cr ic!entall y re stored w etland s in
the delta during th e 197 0s- ! 990s. Th e C1enega de Sa nta Clara.
the largest marsh in til e regio n (abou t 5800 11.1 ). is support ed by
agri cultural drainage from th e Welton -Mohawk Valley in Arizon a
(salinity > 3 ppt ). that ,11Tives through the Main Outlet Draina ge
Extension (MODE) ca nal (CIC' nn et al.. 1992. 1996 ). Thi s wat er is
not accounted as Mcx1co ·s delivery of Colorado River w ater and is
nor legally allocated fo r th e Ci enega (Cohen et al.. 200! ).
During tl1e monitcmng prog ram. a pilot run of the Yuma Desalt ing Plan in Arizona wa s co nducted. ar I f3 capa city during 1 I
monrhs I M,1y 20 I 0 - Marc h 201 1). which used 30.000 acre- fee t of
water from the MOD E Ca nal ( Fi essa et al .. in thi s issu e). A bina rion,11 agreement wa s re,1c hecl to rC' placC' the missing fl ow s under
Minute 3 16 of ril e Internat ional W,11c·r Treaty. ,1nd overall. the
total volume reachi ng til e Ciencga in this t ime period was not
affec ted. but there were so me signifi cant fluctuati ons oft he inflow s
(Carnllo-Cuerrero et al .. in th is iss ue). Other event s al so occurred
in this period. includin g ,1 7.2 mag n1tude e.11tilquake and a wild fire that extended over 80'1 of th e Ct cnega ( Mexicano et al .. in thi s
iss ue).
The Cienega de Sant,l Clar,1 1las been identified ,1s one oft he most
important wetland for m.1rsl1 bird s in the Colorado River basin a net
in Northwestern Mex ico, with about 75::, of the total popul ation
of Yuma Clapper Rail s ( Hin oj osa-Huerta et .11.. 2001a. 2008 ) and
significant populat ions of C1liforni.1 Black Rail s. Virginia Rail s and
Lea st Bitterns ( Hinojos.1-Huerr a et ,11.. 200!1J. 2004 ).
Other marshlands in the delta have been re stored and main tairwcl with agricultur,11 draina ge . subsurf.lCe flows. ,1nd effluent
from wastewater trea tment pl ant s (Zamora-Arroyo et al.. 2005.
2008 ). These include the H,1 rd y Riv e1. Las Arenitas Wetl and. Laguna
del Indio and adJacetlt drain s. Colorado River. El Doctor We t lands
and Mesa de Andrade. Porti ons oft hcse wetlands Me located within
the Upper Gulf of Californi a and Colorado River Delta Bi osphere
Reserve. and all of th em l1 avc bee n des1gnatecl as W etland s of
International Importan ce uncl er th e Ramsar Convention and an
Important Bird Area ( Hinojos,1- Huert,1 ct ,11. . 2004 ).
Our goal in thi s study wa s to assess the status (abundance and
distribution ) ancl detect r l1 .1nges 111 population trend s of secretive m.1rsh birds throu ghout th e Colorado River delta. This effort
was particularly focused on t he Cienega de Santa Clara and the
rec enr events that occ urre d i n rh1 s wetland. but in cluded other
areas of the delta as w ell. W e also identified threats and conse rva tion opportunities for th ese bird s ancl the1r l1ab1tars. and generat ed
recommend.1t1ons to guide man,1ge ment ancl restoration actions in
the region.
2. Materials and methods
2. I. Srudy areo
W e surveyed w etl ands i n 1he Colorado Rive r delta in Baja
Ca liforn ia and Sonora . M(·xico. Our m.1in focu s wa s ril e Ciencga
de Santa Clara. whi ch covers .1bout 5800 ha of cattail ( Typha
domingucnsis) dom1nat ccl areas intet spersccl with open lagoons
(Cienn et al .. 1996). Otll c·r w etl ,mcl areas we visnecltn clud ed Hardy
River. Colorado River flood pi Jin . Laguna del Indio and adj acent
dtains. El Doctor and Mes.1 cle Andrade (Fig. 1. for a desuiption of
eac h a1·ea see Zam ora-Arroyo et ,1 1.. 2005 ). An additi onal w et land
was surveyed. Las Ar enita s. w hi ch was created 111 2008 through th e
di scharge oftreat ecl efflu ent fro m til e city of Mex icali .
Th e surveyed w etl and s includ ed ripari,l!l area s maint ained by
fl ooding events and subsur fa ce fl ow s. emergem marshes fed by
ag ri cultural ru n-off .1nd natu rJ I springs. as well as streams and
drain s. VegC'ratlon 1nclu cl ed emerge nt plams dominated by ca tra il . witll presence also of com mon reed (Pilragmytes australis)
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Fig. 1. Wetlands of the Colorado River delta visited during the marsh bird monitonng program.

and bulrush (Scirpus americanus); monotypic stands of introduced
saltcedar (Tamarix ramossisima); and native cottonwood (Populus
fremonrii)- willow (Salix gooddingii) association.
2.2. Sampling design

The monitoring program for marsh birds in the Colorado River
delta was initiated in 1999 (Hinojosa-Huerta et al.. 2001a) and has
evolved over the years as new protocols have been developed to
improve the monitoring of these secretive birds (Ribic et aL. 1999;
Conway, 2002).

We conducted surveys during the breeding seasons of
1999-2011 at 75 points grouped in 15 transects randomly located
in the Cienega de Santa Clara (Fig. 2). These transects are a subset
of the survey transects visited in 1999 and 2000 to determine the
status of the Yuma Clapper Rail at the Cienega (Hinojosa-Huerta
et aL. 2001a). With the 1999 and 2000 survey data, we designed a
long-term monitoring plan using the program MONITOR 6.2 (Gibbs.
1995 ). with the objective of detecting population changes <3% per
year. with a significance level of 95% and a statistical power of
90% (Hinojosa-Huerta, 2000). In addition to these existing monitoring sires. since 2010 we added 11 new transects (for a total of26
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were m onirored add it ionJlly in 2010 and 2011 .

transects and 130 survey points) to create a better coverage of til e
Cienega (Fig. 2) and obtain a better current estimate of distribution
and abundance. However. tile basic methodology of bird surveys
was retained throughout. so we regard the result s as a con sistent
time series that can be used to detect trends in abundance .
Other wetland areas considered potential habitat ( based on the
presence of marsh vegetation, sa ltcedar. native riparian plants. and
surface water) were smaller than the Cieneg.J de Santa Clara, and
transects were placed to provide as much covera ge of these area s
as possible. A total of21 transects (290 survey points ) were located
in other wetlands in the delta (Fig. 1), including Las Arenita s ( 1
transect, 6 points ). Hardy River (9 tran sects. 117 points). Colorad o
River (6 rr,msects. 113 points ). El Doctor (3 trans ect. 34 po111t s).
Laguna del Indio ( 1 tran se ct. 8 points ) and Andrad e Wetlands ( 1
transect. 8 points).
2.3. Survey procedures

During our study we followed the proced ures establi siJCd by
the Standardi zed North Ameri can Marsh B1rds Monitoring ProtOcols (Conway, 2002 ). During 1999- 2003 we only monitored Yum a
Clapper Rails and California Bla ck Rail s. and since 2004 w e have
been also monitoring Soras (Porzana carolina), Virginia Rail s. Lea st
Bitterns. and American Bitterns (Botawvs lentiginosus).

Til e prot oc ol con sists of call - respon se surveys (jo hnson et al ..
1981 ) in variable-di stance point counts ( Ralph eta!., 1993 ) located
200m apart. in whi ch pre- record ed vocalizati ons are broad casted
to eli cit the respon se of the targe ted marsh bird s (Conway and
Gibbs. 2005 ).
At each survey point . th e surveyors record ed the number of i ndi vidual s detected ( heard 0 1· seen ) of ea ch targe t spec ies during a
5-min passive pert od prt or to broad casting the rec ord ed call s. an d
during a Gm in period in whi ch pre- recorded vocali zat ions of Black
Rail. Sora. Vrrginia Rail. Lea st Bttt c m. Cl ap per Rail and Ameri can Bit tern were pl aye d. i n th at parti cular or der. Th e sequence in cludes
30 s pl ayback and 30 s of silence for ea cl1 of th e species.
Surveys started ,lt sunr ise .ltld co ntinuecl until no lat er than
1030 h. Tran se cts w ere either on the edge betwe en marsh and
uplan d or on tile edge between marsh and op en w ate r. Following re co mmendatio ns from the Srand ,ndizcd Protoco ls (Co nway.
2002). and pilot studi es 111 the Cie ncga de Sa nta Cl ara (Htnojosa Hucna. 2000 ) we d id no1 es ta blish tra nsec ts tl1rougil cattail
patch es.
W e vi sited each SIJtlon in the Cic ncg.l de S,111 ra Clara onc e during
early bree ding seds on (March 10- 30). and onc e during lat e breed ing se ason ( M,1y 10- 30). Ot her w etl and s in the Color.1d o River delt a
w ere visi ted only o nce during th e bree ding seas on (Aprii-M ay ).ln
addltton 10 marsh birds. w e al so reco rde d veg eratt on and water
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depth characteristics at each transect. as well as effects on habitat
features by disturbance events such as wildfires and hydrological
fluctuations.

2..1. Data integration and analysis

Table 1
D~temons

of marsh birds 111 the wetlands of the Colorado R1ver delta dunng the

2010 breed1ng season (March-May 2010). The codes for marsh lmd spenes ,m;:
AMBI: Amencan Btttern. BLRA: Black Rail. CLRA: Clapper Rail, LEBI: Least Bittern.
SORA: Sora, VIRA: V1rgi111a Rail.
AMBI

Wetland

3. Results
3.1. Detections during 2010

In the Cienega de Santa Clara during the two surveys in 201 o.
we detected 1436 marsh birds. of which 36.6~~a were Yuma Clapper
Ra1ls (526 individuals). 25.4?1, were Least Bitterns (364 individuals)
dnd 25.4% were Virginia Rails (364 individuals. Table 1). We also
detected 22 Black Rails ( 1.5% of detections). which is the highest
number of this species ever detected in the Cienega de Santa Clara.
Of the 260 points that we surveyed, we detected marsh birds
111 247 points (95% of all survey points) and Yuma Clapper Rails
111 189 points (72.n). Virginia Rails were detected in 116 points

El Doctor Wetlands
Laguna del indio
Mesa de Andrade
Colorado Rtver
Hardy River
Ctenega de Santa Clar,l
rota!

BLRA

0
0
0
0
1

LJs ArenitJs

We integrated and report here the detections of marsh birds
durmg the 2010 and 2011 survey seasons in the Colorado River
delta. The analysis included the estimation of abundance in the
C1enega de Santa Clara for the target species using the most
recent data (2011 ). as well as the documentation of presence and
number of detections in other wetlands 111 the Colorado River
delta. The analysis also included an estimation of population trend
~ 1999-2011 ) and generation of distribution maps for the species 1n
the Cienega.
We entered all the data in a relational database in MS Access
and conducted the statistical analyses using JMP IN 3.2 (Sail and
Lehman. 1996). Individual birds detected at several survey points
were only counted at the initial detection site. We assumed rails
to be different individuals when responses came from a location
separated by ,~30 bearing. Two individuals calling simultaneously
within 30 were considered a pair.
The number of marsh birds detected per point was used to estimate population trends for each species. averaging the data for each
transect from both early and late in the breeding season. A linear regression analysis was conducted using detections of marsh
birds per year. A similar analysis was conducted with a particular
focus on the southwestern portion of the Cienega, where large variations in marsh bird abundance during the last 10 years have been
detected in association with changes in water level and vegetation
the area.
We used the program DISTANCE (Thomas et al., 2002) to estimate densities of Clapper Rails. Virginia Rails. Black Rails. and
Least Bitterns. Detections for the other species were not enough
to develop a robust model. Distance models were selected using a
combination of Akaike's Information Criterion (AIC). Goodness of
Fit test. and the coefficient of variation in the parameter estimates
(Williams et al.. 2001 ). Estimates of abundance were obtained
based on the study area of the Cienega de Santa Clara (5800 ha).
and the 95% confidence intervals of the density estimates from
DISTANCE.
We created distribution maps for Clapper Rails. Virginia Rails.
Black Rails and Least Bitterns in the Cienega de Santa Clara. We estimated bird densities by interpolating the point count data (average
detections per point for each year as projected from the DISTANCE
program). using the IDW (Inverse Distance Weighted technique)
Interpolation function of Spatial Analyst Tools in ArcGis (McCoy
and johnston. 2001: Fortin and Dale, 2005). For each species, we
generated a raster file with a cell size of 100m, using the data from
15 neighboring points.
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(44.6°£) and Least Bitterns in 141 points (54.2"£).1n contrast. Black
Rails were detected in only 14 points (5.4%).
We detected 224 Clapper Rails during the first visit and 302
during the second visit. The overall average of Clapper Rails per
point was 2.01 ( +0.18 ). with a maximum of 2.32 ( 1:.0.25) rails per
point during the second visit and a minimum of 1.72 (1:0.35) during
the first visit. Considering only the transects that have been monitored since 1999, the average number of detections was 2.12 rails
per point (:±-0.22). Virginia Rails and Least Bitterns had an overall average number of detections of 1.40 ( ±0.41) and 1.40 (±0.24)
respectively, while the average for Black Rails was 0.08 (±0.026).
We detected 448 marsh birds in other wetlands of the Colorado River delta during 20 I 0 (Table I). Most common were Least
Bitterns. with 140 detections (31.2% of all records), followed by
Virginia Rails ( 114 detections. 25.4%). Clapper Rails (90, 20.1 %) and
Black Rails (21. 4.68%). Most of the detections were in the Hardy
River ( 182 detections, 40.6%), Colorado River ( 128, 28.5%) and El
Doctor wetlands ( 103, 22.9%).
Least Bitterns were detected mostly at the Hardy (76.4%) and
Colorado ( 18.5%) rivers. Virginia Rails were most common at El Doctor (63.2%) and Colorado River (28.9%). Yuma Clapper Rails were
located mostly at the Hardy River (77.7%) and Laguna del Indio
( 18.8%), while Black Rails were detected mostly at El Doctor ( 66.6%)
and Colorado River (33.3%). For all of these birds. the Cienega de
Santa Clara had the highest number of detections. except for Black
Rails. that are more abundant at El Doctor.

3.2. Detections during 201 I
During the two surveys in 2011 we detected 1478 marsh birds,
of which 42.7% were Yuma Clapper Rails (631 individuals). 23.3%
were Virginia Rails (345 individuals). and 20.2% were Least Bitterns
(298 individuals. Table 2 ). We also detected I 6 Black Rails ( 1.1 ?!, of
detections).

Table 2
Detections of marsh b1rds in the wetlands of the Colorado Rrver delta during the
2011 brecdtng season (March-May 2011 ). The codes for marsh bud spem's are·
AMBI: Amencan Btttl'rn. BLRA: Black Rail. CLRA: Clapper Rail. LEBI: Ll'ast Bittern.
SORA: Sora. VIRA: V1rgmia Rail.
-----S1tio
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Of the 250 points that we surveyed, we detected marsh b11ds 111
238 points (9S.n of all survey points) and Yuma Clapper Rails in
202 points (77.7%). Virginia Rails were detected in 112 points ( 43°:)
and Least Bitterns in 130 points (50%).
We detected 257 Clapper Rails during the flrst visit and 374
during the second visit. The overall average of Clapper Rails per
poinr was 2.42 ( ±0.21 ). with 2.87 ( ±0.29) rails per point dunng the
second visit and 1.97 ( ±-0.27) during the first visit. Considering only
the transects that have been monitored since 1999. the average
number of detections was 2.74 rails per point ( ~ 0.26). Virginia Rails
and Least Bitterns had an overall average number of detections of
1.43 (+:0.42) and 1.87 (±0.27) respectively, while the average for
Black Rails was 0.09 ( ±0.031 ).
We detected 462 marsh birds in other wetlands of the Color,1clo
River delta during 2011 (Table 2). Yuma Clapper Rails were most
abundant ( 30.9% of detections). followed by Least Bitterns ( 30.7"& ),
Virginia Rails (24.3%) and Black Rails (5.8~~). Most of the detections
were in the Hardy River (128 detections, 35.4:t). El Doctor (122.
33.7%), and Colorado River (66. 18.2%).
Least Bitterns were cletectecl mostly at the Hardy (58.5'+,) and
Colorado (35.2%) rivers. Virginia Rails were found almost exclusively at El Doctor (89.7%), although a few were detect eel at Laguna
del Indio (6.8~o). Yuma Clapper Rails were located mostly at the
Hardy River (53.6%) and Laguna clellndio (24.1 ~1.), while Black Rails
were detected only at El Doctor.

3.3. Abundance escimacion of mars I! birds in rl!e Cienega de
Santa Clara

We were not able to obtain the abundance estimation for American Bitterns and Soras. because we hac! few detections during
the breeding season. Based on the estimation with Distance modeling (5 intervals at 80m each, truncated at 400m: Probability
of Detection Model based on Half-Normal Distribution with Simple Polynomial adjustment, 3 parameters), the density of Yuma
Clapper Rails in the Cienega de Santa Clara during 2011 was 1.49
rails per ha (95% C. I. 1.33-1.67; GOF Chi-p= 0.77). Considering
that transects are located within a study area of 5800 ha. the estimated abundance of Yuma Clapper Rails for 2011 was 8642 (95~.
C.l. 7714-9686). Yuma Clapper Rails were located throughout the
Cienega, with higher concentrations near the deepest lagoons and
tallest emergent vegetation (Fig. 3 ).
For Virginia Rails, the estimated density in the Cienega de Santa
Clara during 2011 was 1.23 rails per ha (95'?~ C.l. 1.01-1.51: GOF
Chi-p= 0.86), for an estimated abundance of 7150 individuals (9S::u
C. I. 5831-8768 ). Virginia Rails were located mostly on the margins
of the Cienega, on the western and southern edges. especially in
areas with shallow water and shorter emergent vegetation (Fig. 3 ).
The estimated density for Least Bitterns was 1.49 bitterns per
ha (95't C. I. 1.24-1.78; GOF Chi-p= 0.22). for an estimated abundance of 8652 individuals (95% C. I. 7238-1 0.342). Least bitterns
were more common in the central and deeper portions of the
Cienega (Fig. 3). Black Rails were rare. located on a few edges of
the Cienega where water levels are shallow and stable (Fig. 3 ).
with an estimated density of0.07 rails per ha (95:.1; C. I. 0.035-0.138;
GOF Chi-p= 0.235 ). and an abundance of 405 individuals (95°i, C. I.
205-800).

3.4. Population trends of marsh birds
We detected no significant change in tile population of Yuma
Clapper Rails in the Cienega cle Santa Clara between 1999 ancl2011
(average change per yr=3'f,±49;,, p=0.43. f1=0.12. Fig. 4). Yuma
Clapper Rail numbers have been increasing since 2007, when there
was a 30% decline from2006 (Fig. 4).

J!l.~ :1~1

Oesp1te this relat1ve stability 111 the overall numher of rails in
the Cienega de Santa Clara (except c!urmg 2001 and 2002). there
have been significant changes 111 the disuibution of Clapper Rails
within the Ciencga ·Fig. 5 ). These changes are related to fluctuations in water levels and tllC' dynam1cs of the cattail vegetation,
including desiccat 1011. colon1zation ofnC'w patches. senescence. and
rejuvenation by nrc.
One evident cl1ange 1s 1n till' central porrioJJ of the Cienega,
where ClappC'r Rail dC'ns1ties we1e reduced 54.9')':, from 1999 to
2002 (95C"c, C.l. 33.53-7645: p<O.OOl. r:=0.99). dpparently in relation to cattail senescciKC'. This area again showed a high density 111
2008, aftC'r the vegetation wa~ rejuvenated after large fires in 2003
and 2004.
Another change has been occurnng Ill the southwestern portion
of the CJeJlega, From 1999 to 2008 rlwre was J reclucrion of Clapper
Rails 111 this area at a rate of 2)",. per year: : 4.1 0. r;' ~ 0.79. p < 0.0001,
j! ~ 0.99); this resulted Ill a reduct Jon from an average detection of
2.56 rails per point Ill 2000 to an average detection of0.1 0 rails per
point in 2008 (Fig. 6).
This change was related to a clenease 111 water levels clue to sec!imC'nt build up at the discharge po111t of the Bypass Dratn. which
caused the local desiccation of the m,lrsh. A vegetation analysis
indicates that 940ha dried up in tim portion between 2005 and
2008 (Mexicano et al., Ill tillS 1ssue). Based on our estimates of
changes in Clapper R,1il densities in tlw arC'a, tillS probably representee! J localized population decrease between 730 and 1220
rails.
The sediment build-up was removed in the winre1 of2008-2009
and additional drC'clgmg was conc1uctecl during 2010 in the MODE
canal and Santa Clara drain. These ,lCtions allowed an increase of
water to reach the southwestern portion oft he C1enega. Since then
the population of Yum,l Clapper Rails has been recovering at a
ratC' of SO't. per year (' 14.79, r 2 ~ 0.23, p < 0.0017. ~ 0.91 ), with
average detections of 1.10 and 1.90 rails/point 111 2010 and 2011
respectively (Fig. 6).
During 2010, the h1ghest dcns1ties of Yuma Clapper Rails were
cletectecl in thC' lagoons of tllC' WC'StC'rn-central part of the Cienega:
in the eastern section 111 the area known as Flor del Desierto: and
in the south edge. rending tow,1rd the east (F1g 5). The pattern
was similar during 2011. althougll higher densities were obsC'rved
toward the north-central port1on of the Cienega.
Both Virg1nia Rails and Le,lst Bitterns have followed SJ!l1Jiar patterns, with an overall stability during the monitoring period. with
some localized changes. For Least Bitterns. we found no significant population trend from 2004 to 2011 (trend~ - 0.002 ± 0.03,
r2 <0.001, p~0.95. ;-:~o.os. Fig. 7). A 33't decrease was observed
during 2006. as well as m1nor decreases in 2009 and 2011, but none
of those was significant.
Virginia Rails hac! a sl1ght ancl significant population Increase 111
the Cienega between 2004 and 2011 (trend~ 0.09 , 0.04. r 2 < 0.027.
p = 0.039. ;> ~ 0.54, F1g. 81. although borh the regression coefficient
and the statiStical power were low. The average detection of Virginia RailS in 2004 was 0.42 rails per po111t. while in 2011 the
average was 1.16 per point. an tncrease ot 2.77 t1mes.

r:

4. Discussion
Call-response surveys frJI llldrsh btrds are not a direct measure
of the number ofmc!JV!duals, as 1t IS based on b1rc! responses to prerecorded vocalizations. However. this protocol has been found to
be the most reliable method for esttmating presence, density and
trends of vocaliZing marsh birds. which are otherwise inconspicuous (Ri1J1c et al.. 1999: Conway, 2002: HinoJosa-Huerta et al., 2002:
Conway and Gtbbs. 2005 ).
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Fig. 3. Dens ity distribution of Yuma Clapper Rails. Virgima Rails. Black Rail s Jnd !.east Bitterns in the Cienega de SanrJ Clara dunng 2011 . Bird densities w ere interpola ted
from count data using ArcGIS.

The accuracy of the estimation of abundance of marsh birds in
the Cienega is unknown due to the uncertainty of the re sponse
ra tes. However. using a conservative estimate, we show that this
wetland supports the largest population of Yuma Clapper Rails.
with probably >70% of all breeding Yuma clapper rails in Mexico
and the United States (Hinojosa-Huerta et al.. 2001 a.b: U.S. Fish
and Wildlife Service, 2006).
The number of detections and estimates of density and abundance both for 20 I 0 and 20 I I were within the highest numbers
for Yuma Clapper Rails in the Cienega ever reco rded. 2011 was
the year with the highest number of detections per point si nce
the monitoring program was started in 1999. This was probably
linked to the disturbance regime that was recreated w i th a series of

events in the Cienega. including the dredging of sediment in intake
canal. variations in the inflows to the wetlands. and an extensive
wildfire that burned >80% of the vegetated area of the Cienega in
March 2011 (Carrillo-Guerrero et al., in this issue). Several studies have shown that fire in the marshes of the Lower Colorado
promote the rejuvenation of cattail stands (Glenn et al.. in this
issue). increasing the habitat value for marsh birds (Conway et al..
2010 ).
Clapper Rails were found throughout the Cienega de Santa Clara.
as well as in other wetlands. especially in the Hardy River. Laguna
del Indio and Colorado River, always associated with eme rgent
vegetation. with bracki sh water (3-8 ppt of salinity ). and variable
water depths (0-70cm: Ed dl eman. 1989). These other w etl ands i n
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the delta support approximately 10% of the population of Yuma
Clapper Rails in the delta, and in large part, these wetlands are
maintained by agricultural drainage and also by treated wastewater effluent.

2002

1999

2009

American Bitterns and Soras were detected in good numbers
early in March and then became rare in May. Both of these species
are common winter residents in the Cienega, but breed in more
northern regions of North America (Conway. 2002). Breeding for

2010
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·I

.---,

II·
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2011

Fig. 5. Density distribution of Yuma Clapper Ralls in the Cienega de Sam a Clara. from 1999 to 2011. Clapper Rail densities were 1nreqwlared from count data using ArcGJS
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American Bitterns has been confirmed in the Cienega (HinojosaHuerta et al.. 2008), but their numbers are very small. Soras have
not been confirmed as breeders in the area.
Least Bitterns and Virginia Rails are abundant in the delta. Virginia Rails increase their numbers with winter migrants, but there
is a resident population. Although they are abundant. the species
might be more vulnerable to changes in water levels, as they prefer shallower habitats in the edge of the marsh (Conway, 1995).
For this reason. they are not as common in the Hardy and Colorado
rivers. but they are common at El Doctor wetlands.

Least Bitterns prefer the central portions of the Cienega near
deeper water (Gibbs et al.. 2009), and they might be less vulnerable
to water changes, but more susceptible to fire events, as suggested
by the population declines in 2006 and 2011. when fires occurred in
the Cienega (Carrillo-Guerrero et al., in this issue). Least Bitterns are
breeding visitors in the Cienega and migrate south during winter.
They arrive in the delta in strong numbers by May. and thus their
detections are always low during the survey visits in March.
California Black Rails are one of the rarest marsh birds in North
America (Eddleman et al., 1994 ). Their populations have decreased
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drastically in the last decades. especially the inland populations
that are limited to the Lower Colorado and its delta (Eddleman eta!..
1994). In general. Black Rails prefer wetland sites with shallow
(0-5 em) and stable water levels. with short emergent vegetation
(bulrush and sedges instead of cattail) and near upland vegetation
(Flores and Eddleman. 1995 ). In the delta. this is limited to a few
places in the Cienega and El Doctor. which are vulnerable to flow
fluctuations and the presence of cattle.
Overall. the Cienega de Santa Clara is the most important wetland for marsh birds in the Colorado River delta. and arguably also
in the Lower Colorado Basin and in Northwestern Mexico, as it
provides breeding habitat for large populations of 4 species of conservation concern. However. the Hardy River. El Doctor. Colorado
River and Laguna del Indio also provide important habitat for these
species. and shows the importance of a variety of water sources for
the recovery and protection of wetlands.
El Doctor Wetlands in particular are very important for
California Black Rails- and Virginia Rails. This site is threatened
mostly by the presence of cattle in the marsh and the increase
of groundwater pumping in the San Luis Rio Colorado and Gran
Desierto region. These issues are being addressed by a coalition of
environmental groups and federal agencies in Mexico. through the
establishment of conservation easements and restoration projects.
but mechanisms to protect the groundwater flows to this area
should be implemented.
The difference in habitat needs and status between the different species of marsh birds is a good example of the importance of
maintaining a diversity of marsh habitat types. The maintenance of
dynamism in the marshes and management to maintain stands of
emergent vegetation of different ages should be one of the major
conservation actions for wetlands in the delta.

5. Conclusions and recommendations
The detections of Yuma Clapper Rails. and therefore population
estimates. were higher during 2011 that any other year during the
monitoring period, and numbers have been increasing since 2007.

Population numbers for the other species of marsh birds have also
been maintained or have increased slightly.
During this time, several events have occurred in the Cienega,
including the dredging of sediments. an earthquake. variations on
input flows from the MODE canal. and a major fire event. It is
difficult to pinpoint the specific significance of each event on the
population of marsh birds. but at least it is apparent that this level
of disturbance creates a dynamism in the marsh that promotes the
regeneration and diversity of the emergent vegetation. which in
turn results in greater densities of marsh birds. This pattern has
been observed in wetlands throughout the Lower Colorado River
(Conway et al.. 2010).
For these species, changes in the wetland ecosystem are not
usually reflected in their populations at the time the changes occur.
but are reflected in the population numbers in subsequent years.
This occurs because changes such as fire, fluctuations in water levels, or wetland desiccation usually represent a low mortality risk
for adult birds. bur might represent the degradation or improvement of breeding habitat quality, with positive or negative effects
on nesting success and mortality rates of chicks and JUvenile birds,
depending on the seasonal timing of these events (Eddleman and
Conway, 1998).
In this sense, the potential full effect of the earthquake. the operation of the Yuma Desalting Plant. the allocation of replacement
water. the dredging projects and the fire may not have been fully
expressed during 2010 and 2011. but rather are expected to be
detected as changes in populations in subsequent years.
Wetlands in the Colorado River delta support the majority of
breeding Yuma clapper rails and important populations of birds
that are of international concern. As these are shared species
by Mexico and the U.S., the conservation and restoration of the
delta ecosystem should be the interest of both countries. Binational cooperation is extremely important. because management
decisions upstream in the U.S. have an impact on natural areas
downstream in Mexico.
Decisions on water management issues in the region should
consider water requiremenrs for the maintenance of marsh bird
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habitat throughout the delta. not only in the Cienega de Santa
Clara. but also in the Hardy and Colorado rivers. Laguna del Indio.
El Doctor and Las Arenitas.
A conservation strategy for marsh birds should include the protection and maintenance of all the breeding sires for marsh birds in
the delta. to maintain population sources in different areas in addition to the Cienega de Santa Clara. lnsrream flows in the Colorado
River should be managed in a way that favors the maintenance of
open water and emergent marshes. Subsurface flows and groundwater levels in the wetlands and surrounding areas should also be
protected, as they contribute a significant amount of water that susrains habitat for these birds. especially at El Doctor and Colorado
River. Agricultural drains should also follow environmental criteria
such as avoiding or minimizing vegetation clearings and extended
periods of desiccation. in order to maximize the benefits of these
waters and maintain and enhance habitat for rails and bitterns. The
timing of maintenance activities such as canal dredging should also
be timed to create the minimum amount of disturbance to birds and
other wildlife.
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Attachments:

Fraser, Jody
Pete Sorensen; Tera Baird; Joel Pagel; Thomas Dietsch
Fwd: DSSF Avian Incident
Friday, June 13, 2014 9:45:55 AM
EMP.JPG
EMP2.JPG

Oh boy...
---------- Forwarded message ---------From: brian sandstrom <bjerome30@hotmail.com>
Date: Thu, Jun 12, 2014 at 7:39 PM
Subject: DSSF Avian Incident
To: "eduardo_nieves@fws.gov" <eduardo_nieves@fws.gov>, "jody_fraser@fws.gov"
<jody_fraser@fws.gov>, "cperry@blm.gov" <cperry@blm.gov>, "fmcmenimen@blm.gov"
<fmcmenimen@blm.gov>, "thomas_dietsch@fws.gov" <thomas_dietsch@fws.gov>
Cc: brooks hart <brooks@corvusecological.com>, crissy slaughter <criffy@hotmail.com>,
kathy simon <kathy@ironwoodconsultinginc.com>, therese carpenter
<therese.carpenter@firstsolar.com>, "pksharpgarcia@gmail.com"
<pksharpgarcia@gmail.com>, "admin@corvusecological.com"
<admin@corvusecological.com>, amanda beck <abeck@firstsolar.com>
Hello everyone,
Today at Desert Sunlight, biologists were doing weed surveys along the gen-tie corridor of the
Desert Sunlight Solar Farm project and found the carcass of an Empidonax Flycatcher under
the transmission lines, possibly a Willow Flycatcher but I'm not 100% certain on the
identification. The carcass was partially scavenged by insects. It was collected and is stored
in the biology freezer.
If you have any questions please contact me.
Thanks,
Brian Sandstrom
949-423-8770
bjerome30@hotmail.com

-Jody Fraser, Biologist
Palm Springs Fish and Wildlife Office
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
777 E. Tahquitz Canyon Way, Suite 208
Palm Springs, CA 92262
760.322.2070 ph x207
760.322.4648 fax
jody_fraser@fws.gov
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To:
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Date:
Attachments:

Dietsch, Thomas
Amedee Brickey; Ashleigh Blackford
Fwd: DSSF Avian Incident
Monday, June 16, 2014 8:01:18 AM
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FYI
---------- Forwarded message ---------From: brian sandstrom <bjerome30@hotmail.com>
Date: Thu, Jun 12, 2014 at 7:39 PM
Subject: DSSF Avian Incident
To: "eduardo_nieves@fws.gov" <eduardo_nieves@fws.gov>, "jody_fraser@fws.gov"
<jody_fraser@fws.gov>, "cperry@blm.gov" <cperry@blm.gov>, "fmcmenimen@blm.gov"
<fmcmenimen@blm.gov>, "thomas_dietsch@fws.gov" <thomas_dietsch@fws.gov>
Cc: brooks hart <brooks@corvusecological.com>, crissy slaughter <criffy@hotmail.com>,
kathy simon <kathy@ironwoodconsultinginc.com>, therese carpenter
<therese.carpenter@firstsolar.com>, "pksharpgarcia@gmail.com"
<pksharpgarcia@gmail.com>, "admin@corvusecological.com"
<admin@corvusecological.com>, amanda beck <abeck@firstsolar.com>
Hello everyone,
Today at Desert Sunlight, biologists were doing weed surveys along the gen-tie corridor of the
Desert Sunlight Solar Farm project and found the carcass of an Empidonax Flycatcher under
the transmission lines, possibly a Willow Flycatcher but I'm not 100% certain on the
identification. The carcass was partially scavenged by insects. It was collected and is stored
in the biology freezer.
If you have any questions please contact me.
Thanks,
Brian Sandstrom
949-423-8770
bjerome30@hotmail.com

-*******************
Thomas Dietsch, PhD
Migratory Bird Biologist
US Fish and Wildlife Service, Region 8
Carlsbad Fish and Wildlife Office
2177 Salk Ave, Suite 250
Carlsbad, CA 92008
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Ashleigh Blackford
Daniel Crum
amedee_brickey@fws.gov; Thomas Dietsch; Jody Fraser
FW: DSSF Avian Incident
Monday, June 16, 2014 8:06:48 AM
EMP.JPG
EMP2.JPG

DanI think it would be a good idea to get this bird to the lab for further identification. I notice that Ed
Nieves is on the original email. Can you please let us know if you all will be collecting and sending
the bird in.
Thank you!
ashleigh
From: Dietsch, Thomas [mailto:thomas_dietsch@fws.gov]
Sent: Monday, June 16, 2014 8:01 AM
To: Amedee Brickey; Ashleigh Blackford
Subject: Fwd: DSSF Avian Incident

FYI
---------- Forwarded message ---------From: brian sandstrom <bjerome30@hotmail.com>
Date: Thu, Jun 12, 2014 at 7:39 PM
Subject: DSSF Avian Incident
To: "eduardo_nieves@fws.gov" <eduardo_nieves@fws.gov>, "jody_fraser@fws.gov"
<jody_fraser@fws.gov>, "cperry@blm.gov" <cperry@blm.gov>, "fmcmenimen@blm.gov"
<fmcmenimen@blm.gov>, "thomas_dietsch@fws.gov" <thomas_dietsch@fws.gov>
Cc: brooks hart <brooks@corvusecological.com>, crissy slaughter <criffy@hotmail.com>,
kathy simon <kathy@ironwoodconsultinginc.com>, therese carpenter
<therese.carpenter@firstsolar.com>, "pksharpgarcia@gmail.com"
<pksharpgarcia@gmail.com>, "admin@corvusecological.com"
<admin@corvusecological.com>, amanda beck <abeck@firstsolar.com>
Hello everyone,
Today at Desert Sunlight, biologists were doing weed surveys along the gen-tie corridor of the
Desert Sunlight Solar Farm project and found the carcass of an Empidonax Flycatcher under
the transmission lines, possibly a Willow Flycatcher but I'm not 100% certain on the
identification. The carcass was partially scavenged by insects. It was collected and is stored
in the biology freezer.
If you have any questions please contact me.
Thanks,
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Brian Sandstrom
949-423-8770
bjerome30@hotmail.com

-*******************
Thomas Dietsch, PhD
Migratory Bird Biologist
US Fish and Wildlife Service, Region 8
Carlsbad Fish and Wildlife Office
2177 Salk Ave, Suite 250
Carlsbad, CA 92008
(760) 431-9440 Ext. 214
*******************
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CHAPTER 4: ENVIRONMENTAL CONSEQUENCES
4.1

Impact Analysis

This chapter assesses the environmental consequences that would result from the development of the
proposed Blythe Mesa Solar Project (BMSP or Project) and Alternatives described in Chapter 2 of this
Draft Environmental Impact Report/Environmental Assessment (Draft EIR/EA). Analyses for each
resource area considered potential direct, indirect and cumulative effects of the proposed Project. Any
measures to avoid, minimize, and compensate adverse effects are also presented in this chapter.
This Draft EIR/EA is a joint federal/State document prepared to comply with the requirements of both the
California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) and the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA).
CEQA requires an EIR to identify the significant environmental effects of a project. An EIR presents
criteria that are used to determine whether or not an adverse impact is significant under CEQA. An EIR
must also describe potentially feasible mitigation measures that could minimize each significant adverse
impact. Potentially feasible mitigation measures that could minimize impacts determined significant under
CEQA are specifically identified in this Draft EIR/EA as “mitigation measures.” This Draft EIR/EA also
states whether the impact deemed significant under CEQA would remain significant after implementation
of the mitigation measure(s). A CEQA significance determination is provided at the end of each resource
section.
Under NEPA, “[t]he EA must describe and provide the analysis of environmental effects of the proposed
action and each alternative analyzed in detail (40 [Code of Federal Regulations] CFR Part 1508.9(b)).
The EA must also identify and analyze mitigation measures, if any, which will be taken to avoid or reduce
potentially significant effects (see Question 39, Council on Environmental Quality [CEQ], Forty Most
Asked Questions Concerning CEQ’s NEPA Regulations, March 23, 1981)” (BLM NEPA Handbook
Section 8.3.6). The analyses contained in this Draft EIR/EA provide quantitative and qualitative measures
with which to review the context and intensity of the effects. These two components assist the decisionmakers in determining whether to prepare an environmental impact statement (EIS) or make a Finding of
No Significant Impact (FONSI) in instances where an EIS is not normally required or categorically exempt
(40 CFR Part 1501.4(a)-(c)).
The impact analysis for each of the resource areas is structured as outlined below.

Methodology for Analysis
The Methodology for Analysis sections describe the process of analyzing the effects of the proposed
Project (solar facility site and generation interconnection [gen-tie] line corridor) and Alternatives. In
assessing impacts, this Draft EIR/EA presumes that existing regulations and other public agency
requirements, along with Best Management Practices (BMPs) that have been incorporated into the
Project, will be implemented. Permanent impacts or permanent disturbance was assumed for the life of
the Project, which is approximately 25 years or less. If the Project continues to operate at the end of the
utility contract, the impacts described in this Draft EIR/EA as the impacts of operation and maintenance
would continue indefinitely.

Application of CEQA Significance Thresholds
The Application of CEQA Significance Thresholds sections describe the criteria used to determine which
impacts should be considered potentially significant. Significance thresholds are based on criteria
identified in Appendix G of the CEQA Guidelines (California Code of Regulations [CCR], Title 14, Division
6, Chapter 3, Sections 1500-15387). Other federal, State, or local standards—in particular, the County of
Riverside’s CEQA significance thresholds—are also taken into account when defining significance
thresholds.
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NEPA Requirements
Pursuant to NEPA, the intent of the environmental impact analysis is to ensure that environmental
information is available to public officials and the public before decisions are made and actions are taken
(40 CFR Part 1500.1 [b]). In addition, the NEPA process is to be used to identify and assess reasonable
alternatives to proposed actions that will avoid or minimize adverse effects of the action upon the quality
of the human environment (40 CFR Part 1500.2 [e]). Environmental effects include direct, indirect, and
cumulative impacts. Cumulative effects of Project implementation are discussed under each resource
area.
The term significant as used in NEPA requires considerations of both context and intensity (40 CFR Part
1508.27). Context requires the BLM to analyze the significance of an action in several contexts such as
society as a whole (human, national), the affected region, the affected interests, and the locality.
Significance varies with the setting of the proposed action (40 CFR Part 1508.27 [a]). Intensity refers to
the severity of effect. 40 CFR Part 1508.27(b) includes the following ten considerations for evaluating
intensity:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Impacts that may be both beneficial and adverse;
The degree to which the proposed action affects public health or safety;
Unique characteristics of the geographic area such as proximity to historic or cultural
resources, park lands, prime farmlands, wetlands, wild and scenic rivers, or ecologically
critical areas;
The degree to which the effects on the quality of the human environment are highly
uncertain or involve unique or unknown risks;
The degree to which the action may establish a precedent for future actions with
significant effects or represents a decision in principle about a future consideration;
Whether the action is related to other actions with individually insignificant but
cumulatively significant impacts;
The degree to which the action may adversely affect districts, sites, highways, structures,
or objects listed in or eligible for listing in the National Register of Historic Places or may
cause loss or destruction of significant scientific cultural, or historical resources;
The degree to which the action may adversely affect an endangered or threatened
species or its habitat that has been determined critical under the Endangered Species
Act of 1973;
Whether the action threatens a violation of federal, state, or local law or requirements
imposed for the protection of the environment.

To determine the severity of effect on a particular resource, the BLM must look at direct, indirect, and
cumulative effects on that resource (BLM NEPA Handbook H-1790-1, Section 7.3).
An EA may be used to demonstrate that a proposed action would have effects that are significant but
could be reduced or avoided through mitigation. The BLM may use a mitigated FONSI rather than an EIS
if decision-makers are able to reasonably conclude, based on the EA analysis, that the mitigation
measures would be effective in reducing effects to nonsignificance.
The BLM will make a determination about the significance of impacts for this Project and either initiate an
EIS or issue a FONSI once the EA process is complete.

Applicable Best Management Practices
Chapter 2 of this Draft EIR/EA contains a complete list of applicable BMPs. For the purpose of this Draft
EIR/EA, BMPs are: 1) requirements of existing policies, practices, and measures required by law,
regulation, or local policy; and 2) ongoing, regularly occurring practices. In other words, the BMPs
identified in this Draft EIR/EA are inherently part of the proposed Project and Alternatives. They are not
additional mitigation measures proposed as a result of the significance findings from the CEQA
environmental review process. An exhaustive list of BMPs is not provided in this Draft EIR/EA; only those
JUNE 2014
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applicable BMPs referenced in this Draft EIR/EA analysis are identified in the text of each resource topic
discussion.

Cumulative Impacts
The Cumulative Impacts sections describe effects of the Project and Alternatives that may be individually
limited but cumulatively considerable when combined with other approved, proposed, or reasonably
foreseeable future projects. Section 4.1.1 identifies projects that are evaluated as part of the cumulative
impact analysis for many resources.
Section 15355 of the CEQA Guidelines defines cumulative impacts as:
“two or more individual effects which, when considered together are considerable or which compound
or increase other environmental effects. The individual effects may be changes resulting from a single
project or a number of separate projects. The cumulative impact from several projects is the change
in the environment that results from the incremental impact of the project when added to other closely
related past, present, and reasonably foreseeable future projects. Cumulative impacts can result from
individually minor but collectively significant projects taking place over a period of time.”
A cumulative impact is defined under federal regulations (40 CFR Part 1508.7) as:
“the impact on the environment which results from the incremental impact of the action when added
to other past, present, and reasonably foreseeable future actions regardless of what agency (federal
or non-federal) or person undertakes such other actions. Cumulative impacts can result from
individually minor but collectively significant actions taken place over a period of time.”
The cumulative analysis for each resource presents the geographic scope, temporal scope, and direct
and indirect impacts associated with each Alternative.

Mitigation Measures
The Mitigation Measures sections identify actions to eliminate or reduce potentially significant or adverse
impacts of the proposed Project and Alternatives.

Residual Impacts After Mitigation
The Residual Impacts After Mitigation sections indicate, for purposes of both CEQA and NEPA, whether
impacts would remain after application of the proposed mitigation measures. For CEQA, any impacts that
cannot be eliminated or reduced to a level of less than significant are considered residual impacts of the
proposed Project. For NEPA, any impacts that cannot be mitigated to below significant level would
require the initiation of an EIS. The BLM will examine the effects and mitigation measures to determine if
the impacts as a result of construction, operation, maintenance, and decommissioning of the proposed
Project or Selected Alternative have been reduced to less than significant levels. If so, the BLM will issue
a FONSI before issuing a ROW.

NEPA Conclusions
The NEPA Conclusions sections summarize the direct and indirect environmental effects of the Project
and Alternatives, including contributions toward cumulative impacts, and discuss whether the context and
intensity of the environmental effects warrant preparation of an EIS.

4.1.2 Cumulative Projects
This Draft EIR/EA analyzes the cumulative impact of elements of the construction, operation,
maintenance, and decommissioning of the proposed Project and Alternatives. Cumulative effects are
JUNE 2014
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those effects that would result from incremental impacts of the proposed Project and Alternatives when
added to other past, present, and reasonably foreseeable future actions, regardless of what agency
(federal or non-federal) or person undertakes such other actions (40 CFR Part 1508.7). Additionally, this
Draft EIR/EA determines if the proposed Project would cause a cumulatively considerable contribution to
any such cumulatively significant impacts (CEQA Guidelines Sections 15130[a]–[b], 15355[b], 15064[h],
15065[c]; Communities for a Better Environment v. California Resources Agency [2002] 103 Cal.App.4th
98, 120).

CEQA Requirements for Cumulative Impact Analysis
CEQA requires that an EIR contain an assessment of the cumulative impacts that could be associated
with the proposed Project. According to CEQA Guidelines Section 15130(a), “an EIR shall discuss
cumulative impacts of a project when the project’s incremental effect is cumulatively considerable.”
“Cumulatively considerable” means that the incremental effects of an individual project are considerable
when viewed in connection with the effects of past projects, the effects of other current projects, and the
effects of probable future projects (as defined by Section 15130). As defined in CEQA Guidelines Section
15355, a cumulative impact consists of an impact that is created as a result of the combination of the
project evaluated in the EIR together with other projects causing related impacts. A cumulative impact
occurs from:
. . . the change in the environment which results from the incremental impact of the project when
added to other closely related past, present, and reasonably foreseeable future projects. Cumulative
impacts can result from individually minor but collectively significant projects taking place over a
period of time.
In addition, CEQA Guidelines Section 15130(b) identifies that the following three elements are necessary
for an adequate cumulative analysis:
1) Either:
•
•

a list of past, present, and probable future projects producing related or cumulative impacts,
including, if necessary, those projects outside the control of the agency; or
a summary of projections contained in an adopted general plan or related planning
document, or in a prior environmental document which has been adopted or certified, which
described or evaluated regional or area wide conditions contributing to the cumulative impact.
Any such planning document shall be referenced and made available to the public at a
location specified by the lead agency.

2) A summary of the expected environmental effects to be produced by those projects with specific
reference to additional information stating where that information is available; and
3) A reasonable analysis of the cumulative impacts of the relevant projects. An EIR shall examine
reasonable, feasible options for mitigating or avoiding the project’s contribution to any significant
cumulative effects.

NEPA Requirements for Cumulative Impact Analysis
Cumulative effects analysis is also required under NEPA. The approach to the cumulative effects analysis
follows the principles outlined in the CEQ’s Considering Cumulative Impacts (1997), which are listed
below.
1) Cumulative effects are caused by the aggregate of past, present, and reasonably
foreseeable future actions.
2) Cumulative effects are the total effect, including both direct and indirect effects, on a given
resource, ecosystem, and human community of all actions taken, no matter who (federal,
non-federal, or private) has taken the action.
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3) Cumulative effects need to be analyzed in terms of the specific resource, ecosystem, and
human community being affected.
4) It is not practical to analyze the cumulative effects of an action on the universe; the list of
environmental effects must focus on those that are truly meaningful.
5) Cumulative effects on a given resource, ecosystem, and human community are rarely
aligned with political or administrative boundaries.
6) Cumulative effects may result from the accumulation of similar effects or the synergistic
interaction of different effects.
7) Cumulative effects may last for many years beyond the life of the action that caused the
effects.
8) Each affected resource, ecosystem, and human community must be analyzed in terms of its
capacity to accommodate additional effects, based on its own time and space parameters.
Where a lead agency is examining a project with an incremental effect that is not cumulatively
considerable, a lead agency need not consider that effect significant, but shall briefly describe its basis for
concluding that the incremental effect is not cumulatively considerable.
The BLM NEPA Handbook outlines the following elements to be considered for each cumulative effect
issue:
•

•
•
•
•
•

Describe the existing condition. The existing condition is the combination of the natural
condition and the effects of past actions. The natural condition is the naturally occurring
resource condition without the effects of human actions. Detailed description of the
natural condition may not be possible for some resources because of incomplete or
unavailable information or may not be applicable for some resources. Described the
effects of past actions, either individually or collectively, to understand how the existing
condition has been created.
Describe the effects of other present actions.
Describe the effects of reasonably foreseeable actions.
Describe the effects of the proposed action and each action alternative.
Describe the interaction among the above effects.
Describe the relationship of the cumulative effects to any thresholds.

Cumulative Impact Approach
This Draft EIR/EA evaluated cumulative impacts of the proposed Project and Alternatives for each
resource area, using the following steps:
1) Define the geographic and temporal scope of cumulative impact analysis for each discipline,
based on the potential area within which impacts of the proposed Project could combine with
those of other projects.
2) Evaluate the effects of the proposed Project in combination with past and present (existing)
projects in the study area.
3) Evaluate the effects of the proposed Project with foreseeable future projects that occur
within the area of geographic effect defined for each discipline.

Geographic Scope and Timeframe of the Cumulative Effects Analysis
The area of cumulative effect varies by resource. For example, air quality impacts tend to disperse over a
large area, while traffic impacts are typically more localized. For this reason, the geographic scope for this
analysis must be identified for each resource area.
The analysis of cumulative effects considers a number of variables including geographic (spatial) limits,
time (temporal) limits, and the characteristics of the resource being evaluated. The geographic scope of
each analysis is based on the topography surrounding the Project area and the natural boundaries of the
resource affected, rather than jurisdictional boundaries. The geographic scope of cumulative effects will
JUNE 2014
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often extend beyond the scope of the direct effects of a proposed Project, but not beyond the scope of the
direct and indirect effects of that proposed Project.
In addition, each project in a region will have its own implementation schedule, which may or may not
coincide or overlap with the construction schedule for the proposed Project and Alternatives. This is a
consideration for short-term impacts from the proposed Project and Alternatives. However, to be
conservative, the cumulative analysis assumes that all projects in the cumulative scenario are built and
operating during the operating lifetime of the proposed Project.
The geographic context for this cumulative analysis is bounded by the locations of the cumulative projects
listed in Table 4.1-1. The list of projects was developed by accessing the U.S. Department of the Interior,
Bureau of Land Management’s (BLM’s) project database (LR2000), the California Energy Commission’s
(CEC’s) list of large solar energy projects, through agency consultation, and from review of available
recent environmental documents. These projects have the potential to produce impacts similar to the
Project’s construction, operational, or decommissioning impacts, depending upon the type of impact and
resource involved.
The BMSP includes a proposed double-circuit 230 kilovolt (kV) gen-tie line. If approved, the proposed
Palo Verde Mesa Solar Project would utilize the BMSP’s gen-tie line and only construct 5.6 miles of new
single-circuit 230 kV gen-tie line. The cumulative scenario takes into account only 5.6 miles of new gentie line poles (from the Palo Verde Mesa Solar Project’s substation to the BMSP’s Interstate 10
Substation) and stringing of the remaining 8.9 miles of gen-tie line circuit onto the BMSP towers.

Project Effects in Combination with Past, Present and Foreseeable Future Projects
Each resource discipline evaluates the cumulative impacts of the proposed Project and Alternatives on
top of the existing environmental setting (past and present [existing]) and future projects near the solar
facility site and gen-tie line corridors. The future projects considered for this analysis are those projects
that are not yet implemented but are currently under construction or whose future implementation can be
realistically predicted. It should be noted that some of the projects listed may not be constructed for
various reasons, such as permitting issues or lack of funding, or may not be constructed at the same time
as the proposed Project.
The intensity, or severity, of the cumulative effects is determined by the magnitude, geographic extent,
duration, and frequency of the effects. The magnitude of the effect reflects the relative size or amount of
the effect; the geographic extent considers how widespread the effect may be; and the duration and
frequency refer to whether the effect is a one-time event, intermittent, or chronic.
Reasonably foreseeable projects could contribute to the cumulative effects scenario for the proposed
Project and Alternatives depending on the extent of each particular resource impact. Cumulative impacts
may be intensified by foreseeable future projects that are in the direct vicinity of the proposed Project
(solar facility site and gen-tie line) and Alternatives or by foreseeable future projects throughout the
greater desert surrounding the proposed Project and Alternatives.
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Table 4.1-1

Cumulative Projects List

PROJECT NAME/APPLICANT
Solar Energy
Blythe Airport Solar I Project
• U.S. Solar
• EA # 42340

SERIAL
NUMBER
N/A

LOCATION
6 miles east of Blythe.
Northeast of Blythe Municipal
Airport

STATUS

YEARS OF
CONSTRUCTION

NUMBER OF WORKERS

PROJECT DESCRIPTION
100 megawatt (MW) photovoltaic (PV) power plant; 640 acres; construct in five 20
MW phases; includes a 3,200-foot-long 33 kV generation tie.

Approved

Blythe Solar Power Project/
• NextEra Energy Resources

CACA 48811

8 miles west of Blythe

CEC and BLM Approved 2010,
Temporary Suspension Issued 8/23/11,
Notice of Intent issued to amend the
project footprint and technology
8/30/2013

Palo Verde Mesa Solar Project

N/A

5 miles northwest of Blythe

Planned

Approximately 3
years

300–500 daily during construction
12 permanent, full-time jobs during
operation

Approximately 39
months

1,085 during peak construction
65 permanent, full-time jobs during
operation

N/A

N/A

485 MW PV solar plant; 4,138 acres of BLM-administered public land.

486 MW PV solar plant; includes a 14.7-mile-long gen-tie line to the Colorado River
Substation; on 3,400 acres

Genesis Solar Energy Project/
• NextEra Energy Resources

CACA 48880

22 miles west of Blythe

Notice to Proceed signed February
2012; under construction

McCoy Solar Energy Project
• McCoy Solar, LLC

CACA 48728

10 miles northwest of Blythe

BLM Approved EIS 3/13/13

N/A

CACA 49397

8 miles southwest of Blythe

Planned
POD Submitted

750 during peak construction
20 permanent, full-time jobs during
operation

250 MW (two adjacent, independent solar plants with a 125 MW capacity each) solar
thermal electric generating facility, using solar parabolic trough technology; includes
6-mile natural gas pipeline and 5.5-mile transmission line interconnecting Blythe
Energy Center to Julian Hinds Transmission Line; on 1,950 acres.
Up to a 750 MW PV solar power plant using photovoltaic technology; 16-mile-long
230 kV generation-tie and switchyard that would connect to SCE’s Colorado River
Substation. .

N/A

N/A

600 MW, photovoltaic, 7,245 acres disturbed, no transmission line

CACA 49490

11 miles southwest of Blythe

Planned

N/A

6 miles north of Blythe

Sonoran West SEGS

CACA 51967

12 miles west of Blythe

Mule Mountain III

CACA 50390

15 miles southwest of Blythe

Gypsum Solar Project

CACA 51950

6 miles north of Blythe

Desert Sunlight Project

CACA 48649

6 miles north of Desert Center;
46 miles northwest of Blythe

Approved. Estimated online date June
2013
Case sent to California Desert District
August 2011
Case sent to California Desert District
August 2011
Case sent to California Desert District
August 2011
Project approved in August 2011; under
construction

Desert Harvest Solar Farm

CACA 49491

Riverside County, 6 miles north
of Desert Center

Desert Center 50

N/A

Sol Orchard

N/A

Palen Solar Energy Project
• BrightSource Energy, Inc.

CACA 48810

North of I-10, 10 miles east of
Desert Center; 33 miles
northwest of Blythe

Wildcat Quartzsite
• Wildcat Quartzsite
LLC/BrightSource

AZA 34554

La Paz County; along U.S. 395
south of Quartzsite

Desert Quartzite/
• First Solar Development, Inc
Mc Coy Soleil Project (different from
the McCoy Solar Project CACA
48728)
• enXco, Inc
Blythe Solar Power Generation
Station 1, LLC

JUNE 2014

Desert Center; 38 miles
northwest of Blythe
Desert Center; 43 miles
northwest of Blythe

300 MW PV solar plant, 1,216 acres.
N/A

N/A

4.76 MW solar PV facility; on 29.4 acres

N/A

N/A

540 MW solar PV facility; total of 12,269 acres.

N/A

N/A

150 MW solar facility to occupy a total of 8,160 acres.

N/A

N/A

100 MW solar photovoltaic facility to occupy a total of 2,840 acres.

N/A

N/A

Approved. A Record of Decision (ROD)
was signed on March, 13, 2013.

N/A

250 during peak construction
16 permanent, full-time jobs during
operation

550 MW, 4,144-acre solar photovoltaic project located on 7,724 acres. Adjacent to
DPV transmission line.

Under review by County of Riverside

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

Applicant estimates
34 months.

998 average construction workers
2,311 peak construction workers
100 full-time employees

On December 17, 2012, the owners of the project filed a petition with the California
Energy Commission to modify the project to use solar thermal power towers.

N/A

N/A

800 MW concentrating solar power plant on approximately 12,000 acres.

Approved by County of Riverside in
2010
Approved by CEC in December 2010.
Final EIS published in May 2011.
Modified CEC license and BLM ROW
targeted for October 2013.
Pending

150 MW PV solar plant, 1,208 acres.
A planned 49.5 MW fixed flat-panel photovoltaic solar power plant, on 452 acres, on
APNs 811-190-004, 811-231-001, 003, 004, and 008.
1.5 MW fixed flat panel photovoltaic power plant, on 10 acres, north of I-10, east of
SR177, and west of Desert Center Airport.
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PROJECT NAME/APPLICANT
Quartzsite Solar Energy Project
• Solar Reserve

SERIAL
NUMBER
AZA 34666

Wind Energy
Eagle Mountain Wind

CACA 51664

John Deere Renewables Type II

CACA 51062

Riverside Wind Energy Black Hills
Type II
Electrical Facilities
Devers – Palo Verde 2
Transmission Line
• CUPC A. 05-04-015

CACA 52811

Approved. A ROD was signed on May
30, 2013. The ROD approves the use of
1,675 acres of BLM-managed land for
development of a solar energy project.

YEARS OF
CONSTRUCTION
Estimated to begin
construction in 2014
with an estimated 30
month construction

Testing

LOCATION
10 miles north of Quartz, Az

Eagle Mountain; 51 miles
northwest of Blythe
Chuckwalla; 34 miles
southwest of Blythe
Black Hills; 27 miles southwest
of Blythe

STATUS

NUMBER OF WORKERS

PROJECT DESCRIPTION

438 average construction workers and
47 full-time employees

100 MW concentrating solar power plant; less than 1.5 mile transmission line.

N/A

N/A

3,500-acre wind facility with met towers.

Testing

N/A

N/A

5,763-acre wind facility.

Testing

N/A

N/A

11,537-acre wind facility.
41.6-mile-long transmission line; second 500 kV transmission line between the
Devers substation and SCE’s Valley substation.

CACA 048771

Western Riverside County to
Blythe, CA

Notice to Proceed signed September
2011;under construction

24–28 months

211 daily during construction

Desert Southwest Transmission
Line

N/A

Palm Springs to Blythe

Approved June 2007

N/A

N/A

SCE Red Bluff Substation

N/A

South of I-10 at Desert Center;
42 miles northwest of Blythe

Project approved in July, 2011; under
construction

N/A

N/A

Colorado River Substation

N/A

13 miles southwest of Blythe

Approved July 2011; under construction

N/A

N/A

Eagle Mountain Pumped Storage
Hydroelectric Project

N/A

Eagle Mountain iron ore mine,
north of Desert Center; 52
miles northwest of Blythe

Final EIS published Jan. 2012.

N/A

N/A

1,300 MW pumped storage project on 1,524 acres, designed to store off-peak energy
to use during peak hours.

N/A

Blythe, CA. Near Blythe Airport
& I-10; 5 miles west of Blythe

N/A

520 MW combined-cycle power plant located entirely within the Blythe Energy Project
area boundary. Blythe Energy Project II would interconnect with the Buck Substation
constructed by the Western Area Power Administration (Western) as part of the Blythe
Energy Project. Project is designed on 20 acres of a 76-acre site.

Blythe Energy Project II
Other Construction

Notice of decision regarding petition to
extend the deadline for commencement
of construction, 2011; Petition to Amend
presented April 2012

N/A

Land exchange for the project was not
properly approved. Kaiser’s Mine and
Reclamation is considering all available
options

N/A

N/A

Eagle Mountain Landfill Project

N/A

Eagle Mountain, North of
Desert Center

Wiley’s Well Communication Tower
(Part of the Public Safety Enterprise
Communication System)

N/A

18 miles west of Blythe

Final EIR published in August 2008

N/A

N/A

Agate Senior Housing Development

N/A

Blythe, CA

Approved in 2006

N/A

N/A

Residential developments1

N/A

Blythe, CA

Pending approval

N/A

N/A

JUNE 2014

118-mile 500 kV transmission line from Blythe Energy Project substation to the
existing Devers Substation. Located adjacent to SCE’s existing 500 kV Devers–Palo
Verde 1 transmission line.
Proposed new 500/250 kV substation, two new parallel 500 kV transmission lines of
about 2,500 to 3,500 feet each to loop the substation into the existing DPV 500 kV
transmission line (DPV1), and two parallel 500 kV transmission lines of about 2,500 to
3,500 feet each to loop the new substation into the proposed Devers–Colorado River
500 kV transmission line (DPV2) into the new substation with another two parallel
lines of about 2,500 to 3,500 feet each.
500/230 kV substation and would be constructed in an area approximately 1,000 feet
by 1,900 feet.

Class III nonhazardous municipal solid waste landfill that would accept up to 20,000
tons of non-hazardous waste per day for 50 years. Project also involves the
renovation and repopulation of Eagle Mountain Townsite. Project on approximately
3,500 acres. The proposal includes a land exchange and application for rights-of-way
with the BLM and a Specific Plan, General Plan Amendment, Change of Zone,
Development Agreement, Revised Permit to Reclamation Plan, and Tentative Tract
Map with the County.
The Public Safety Enterprise Communication project is the expansion of Riverside
County’s fire and law enforcement agencies approximately 20 communication sites to
provide voice and data transmission capabilities to personnel in the field.
This is an active Tax Credit Allocation Project. Active parcel Map extensions
submitted since approval date. No construction is anticipated within the next fiscal
year.
Eight pending residential Tentative Tract Maps for 660 proposed new homes. Most of
the maps were tentatively approved back in 2008 and 2009 and each has remained
active by virtue of legislative extensions granted by the Governor.
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PROJECT NAME/APPLICANT

12 residential developments1

Hampton Inn and Suites
• PP 2011-02
1Project

SERIAL
NUMBER

N/A

N/A

LOCATION

Blythe, CA

Blythe; I-10 and Intake Blvd.

location information not available and not depicted on map in Figure 4.1-1.

STATUS

Approved or under construction

Approved April 2012

YEARS OF
CONSTRUCTION

N/A

N/A

NUMBER OF WORKERS

N/A

N/A

PROJECT DESCRIPTION
Nine residential development projects have been approved by the Blythe Planning
Department including: Vista Palo Verde (83 Single Family Residential [SFR]), Van
Weelden (184 SFR), Sonora South (43 SFR), Irvine Assets (107 SFR), Chanslor
Village (79 SFR), St. Joseph’s Investments (69 SFR), Edgewater Lane (SFR), the
Chanslor Place Phase IV (57 SFR), Palo Verde Oasis Phase IV (29 SFR).
Three residential development projects have been approved and are under
construction including: the Chanslor Phase II & III (78 SFR), River Estate at Hidden
Beaches, Mesa Bluffs Villas (26 Attached SFR), Ranchette Estates (20 SFR).
Proposed 18,716-square foot, 81-room, three-story hotel and parking lot on an
approximately 13-acre site (hotel would only cover 2.47 acres). Construction
anticipated by third quarter 2012. Other site features include porte cochere, smoking
shelter, and storage building.

BLM: U.S. Department of the Interior, Bureau of Land Management
CEC: California Energy Commission
DPV: Devers-Palo Verde
EIS: Environmental Impact Statement
I-10: Interstate 10
kV: kilovolt
MW: megawatt
POD: Plan of Development
PV: photovoltaic
ROW: right-of-way
SCE: Southern California Edison
SFR: single family residence
Western: Western Area Power Administration
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4.2

Resource Topics Evaluated in Detail

4.2.1 Aesthetics, Visual Resources, and Reflection
This section describes the impact analysis relating to visual resources for the proposed Project and
Alternatives. Visual resources are the elements of the landscape that contribute to the aesthetic and/or
scenic character and quality of the environment. These elements are either natural or human-made.
Impacts to visual resources are rated by the extent to which changes would contrast with the existing
visual character and quality of the environment. This section documents the potential for the construction,
operation, maintenance, and presence of the Project to result in significant effects to visual resources and
sensitive viewpoints/key observation points, and potential glare impacts.
The solar facility would be on private land; therefore, it would not be within BLM-managed lands or
established Visual Resource Management (VRM) Classes. The portion of the Project’s gen-tie line that
would traverse BLM lands would be in an area of Interim VRM Class III, which was designated to the area
by the McCoy Solar Energy Project Final EIS. The gen-tie line would be within or adjacent to BLM
Corridor K, which is also Federally Designated Corridor 30-52, and within the Riverside East Solar Energy
Zone (SEZ).

Methodology for Analysis
This section provides a discussion of the methodology and criteria used to assess impacts to visual
resources that could occur as a result of construction, operation, maintenance, and decommissioning of
the Project. Project impacts were compared to existing circumstances in light of local policies for
protection of visual resources, comparing the existing views from key observation points (KOPs) to views
that would occur during construction, operation, maintenance, and decommissioning of the Project.
A visual contrast assessment rating system was used to identify levels of visual contrast between the
Project and the existing landscape that would be associated with the Project as viewed from KOPs. This
rating system has been applied to the assessment of potential impacts for the Project once constructed
and in operation. The methods of the visual contrast assessment rating system were not applied to
construction impacts, due to the relatively short duration of construction activities. However, a qualitative
assessment of potential construction-related visual impacts was conducted. The rating of the visual
contrast between the Project and the existing landscape was compared to the distance zone for the
KOPs to determine impact levels.
Contrast levels and resulting visual impact levels were used to determine whether the visual effect of the
Project would exceed significance thresholds and result in significant impacts. The matrix presented in
Table 4.2.1-2 provided general guidance for determining the significance of visual impacts created by the
Project. Areas determined to have high impacts were studied in more detail to confirm if there were
conditions where significant impacts could occur.
Levels of contrast between the Project and the existing landscape were also compared to the Interim
VRM Classification assigned to the visual resources study area by the Desert Southwest Transmission
Line Final EIS/EIR to determine if management objectives would be achieved. Refer to Section 3.2.1,
Aesthetics, Visual Resources, and Reflection, for a discussion of the BLM VRM System.
A Glare Study was also prepared that analyzed potential light and glare/reflection impacts that would
result from the solar arrays (see Appendix K).

Key Observation Points
As explained in Section 3.2.1, three representative KOPs are sufficient to capture the various types of
views of the Project that may be impacted during Project construction, operation, maintenance, and
decommissioning. They were selected to evaluate and illustrate Project-related visual contrasts with the
JUNE 2014
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existing landscape; the locations are listed below and illustrated in Figure 3.2.1-2, KOP Locations and
Camera Views (see Chapter 3).
•
•
•

KOP 1: View from West Riverside Drive (residences east of the Project on the mesa)
KOP 2: View from Interstate 10 (I-10) (simulation captures the view to the east, where
the highest level of impacts for viewers traveling along I-10 would occur)
KOP 3: View south from Mesa Verde Park in the Nicholls Warm Springs/Mesa Verde
Community

A simulation of the view of the Project from each KOP was developed. The simulations are used to depict
the expected visual impacts associated with the Project during operation. Operation of the Project is
depicted because it would present the longest-lasting, most prominent impacts. Digital imaging,
geographic information system (GIS), computer-aided design (CAD), and global positioning system (GPS)
software assisted in the development of the photo-simulations. The software used in the photosimulations included:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Autocad 2009: Used for modeling site and facilities.
3D Studio 2009: Used for lighting, materials, and rendering.
Adobe Photoshop CS3: Used for photo manipulation and merging.
Bentley Microstation v8.5: Used for modeling of site, facilities, transmission structures,
photo-matching, material patterning, and rendering.
Bentley Inroads v8.5: Used for digital terrain mapping and modeling.
ArcView: Used for geographic information system Project data mapping.

The photographs taken from each KOP were matched with Project terrain models developed using
Microstation. Computer models of the substation and existing transmission lines were introduced into the
terrain model based on preliminary facility layouts developed in CAD and ArcView. The final image is a
composite of the three-dimensional (3D) structure modeling and the original photograph. This process
ensures that spatial relationships, perspective, proportions, and similar attributes are accurate and match
existing landscape conditions.
The visual contrast between the Project and the existing landscape was overlaid with the distance zone
mapping for the KOPs to assess visual impact levels (see Table 4.2.1-2). The visual contrast assessment
process is described below.
Although all residences in the visual resources study are identified as high-sensitivity viewpoints, the
residences on the Palo Verde Valley floor and outskirts of Blythe were not selected as KOPs because of
the limited potential for views of the Project due to topographic screening and distance. However,
because some residences may have background views of the Project area, they have been included in
the Impact Analysis discussion. As described in Section 3.2.12, Recreation, there are a number of
recreational areas within the Project vicinity; however, they are all located in the very distant background
view and would be difficult to perceive and, therefore, were not selected as KOPs. For example, the
closest recreational facility, Palo Verde Municipal Golf Course, is approximately three miles away from the
solar facility.

Assessment of Visual Contrast
The visual contrast between the Project and the surrounding landscape was assessed to determine its
effect on the existing scenery and on views from the identified sensitive viewpoints (residences and I-10).
Visual contrast is determined by comparing features of the proposed Project with the major features in the
existing landscape using the basic design elements of form, line, color, and texture. The landscape of the
Project area and the immediately surrounding area are considered to be the existing landscape. Three
elements are used to determine the overall level of contrast that the Project would create: landform,
vegetation, and structures. Three levels (strong, moderate, and weak) are used to describe the levels of
visual contrast between the Project and the surrounding landscape.

JUNE 2014
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Landform Contrast
Landform Contrast is the contrast that ground-disturbing activities would create with the existing
landscape. Soil exposure and grading, blading roads, and other activities that alter the ground or landform
create changes in color, shape, and slope that contrast with the existing landscape. Even minimal grading
on a flat site exposes soil, creating a color contrast and a weak level of contrast. Any change to the
existing landscape results in at least a weak level of contrast.
Because the Project (solar array and gen-tie line) would be on generally flat terrain, only minimal grading
would be required, resulting in minor alterations in the terrain and soil exposure where grading occurs.
Because only minimal grading would be required, a weak level of landform contrast would occur during
construction, operation, or decommissioning.

Vegetation Contrast
Vegetation Contrast is the contrast that vegetation clearing would create with the existing vegetation in
the landscape (the Project area and the immediately surrounding area). Vegetation contrast considers
just the change in vegetation and does not consider structures that are part of the Project. Removal of or
damage to sparse vegetation or vegetation that is low-growing and/or has a high level of recoverability,
such as agricultural land, disturbed bare ground, and grasslands, results in a weak level of contrast with
the existing landscape. Removal of low woody vegetation (brush or bushes) results in a moderate level of
contrast with the existing landscape. Removal of overstory vegetation (trees) results in a high level of
contrast with the existing landscape.
The vegetation of the solar array area is generally composed of citrus orchards for the eastern half of the
Project area south of I-10, creosote scrub for the areas along the northwestern boundary of the Project
area south of I-10 and east of Mesa Drive, and agricultural fields (non-irrigated wheat, irrigated alfalfa,
and fallow land) in the area north of I-10 and the area west of Mesa Drive. Strong vegetation contrast
between the Project and the existing landscape would result from removal of the citrus orchard
vegetation, moderate vegetation contrast would result from removal of the creosote scrub vegetation, and
weak vegetation contrast would result from removal of or damage to the agricultural vegetation.
The gen-tie line would extend west from the proposed solar array to the Colorado substation through an
area of creosote scrub, with a small area of desert wash. Clearing of vegetation within the right-of-way
(ROW) from this area would result in a moderate level of vegetation contrast between the Project and the
existing landscape.

Structure Contrast
Structure contrast is the contrast of the built or structural components of the Project with the existing
landscape. A high level of contrast results from building a project where no similar structures of a similar
scale to the project structures are nearby (or parallel to linear structures, such as transmission lines). A
moderate level of contrast results from building structures near similar but smaller existing structures. A
low level of contrast results from building structures near similar structures of a similar or larger scale.
The structures for the Project include the solar field components—the solar photovoltaic (PV) trackers,
on-site substations, and buildings—and the components of the Project’s 230 kV gen-tie line, including the
poles, hardware, and conductors. The structures required for the solar array would result in a strong level
of structure contrast because the Project area does not contain similar existing structures. Although there
are existing electrical facilities in the visual resources study area, such as the existing Blythe Energy
Center that is surrounded by the Project and a small existing PV solar facility (Blythe Solar Project, owned
and operated by NRG) located 0.25 mile from the Project, both facilities are relatively small in comparison
to the proposed Project and would not reduce the level of structure contrast that would result from the
Project.
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The gen-tie line would result in varying levels of structure contrast because some portions of it would
parallel existing transmission lines. An existing 230 kV transmission line with steel monopole structures
and two existing 69 kV transmission lines with wooden H-frame structures approximately 20 to 45 feet
shorter than the proposed gen-tie structures would pass just to the west of the proposed substation and
the starting point of the gen-tie line on the north side of I-10. The gen-tie line would parallel or be located
near the 230 kV line and the two 69 kV lines for approximately 1.2 miles, from its origin at the proposed
substation to where the existing 230 kV line and one of the 69 kV lines turn west, resulting in a weak level
of structure contrast between this section of the gen-tie line and the existing landscape. The gen-tie line
would then continue to parallel one 69 kV transmission line with wooden H-frame structures for
approximately 0.5 mile, resulting in a moderate level of structure contrast between the gen-tie line and the
existing landscape. The gen-tie line would then turn west, crossing the existing 230 kV transmission line
and one existing 69 kV transmission line, resulting in a low level of structure contrast between the gen-tie
line and the existing landscape in the crossing area. The gen-tie line would then continue to the west for
approximately 6.5 miles to the Colorado River Substation. The structure contrast of the gen-tie line with
the existing landscape in this area would be strong because it would not parallel any existing lines; it
would then drop to a weak level of structure contrast where the gen-tie line would reach the substation
and would cross an existing 230 kV line and an existing 500 kV line.

Overall Contrast
Table 4.2.1-1, Overall Contrast Matrix, was used to determine the overall contrast level (strong, moderate,
or weak) between the Project and the existing landscape. The strong, moderate, or weak contrast levels
for structure contrast (along the left side of the matrix), landform contrast (along the right side of the
matrix), and vegetation contrast (along the top of the matrix) combine to create the overall contrast levels
identified in the white boxes in the middle of the table. The Project would be in an area that has generally
flat terrain and the Project would require only minimal grading; therefore, landform contrast would be
weak throughout the Project. For example, Table 4.2.1-1 reveals that in areas where structure contrast is
strong, vegetation contrast is strong, and landform contrast is weak, the overall contrast level is strong.
The discussion below in the Analysis of Direct and Indirect Impacts section describes where the various
combinations of structure, vegetation, and landform contrast and the resulting overall contrast levels
would occur for the Project’s proposed solar array and gen-tie line.
Table 4.2.1-1 Overall Contrast Matrix

Structure Contrast
Source: POWER 2013.

Strong
Moderate
Weak

VEGETATION CONTRAST
Strong
Moderate
Weak
Strong
Strong
Moderate
Moderate
Moderate
Moderate
Moderate
Weak
Weak

LANDFORM
CONTRAST
Weak
Weak
Weak

The matrix in Table 4.2.1-2, High Sensitivity Viewer Impact Matrix, was used to assess visual impact
levels for the sensitive viewpoints (KOPs) in the visual resources study area by overlaying the overall
visual contrast of the Project’s proposed solar array gen-tie line, determined using the matrix in Table
4.2.1-1, with the distance zone mapping for the KOPs. The overall strong, moderate, or weak contrast
levels that would result from the overall visual contrast of the Project with the existing landscape (at the
top of the matrix) combine with the distance zone from which sensitive viewers would see the Project
(along the left side of the matrix) to determine a high, moderate, or low level of impact for those sensitive
viewers, as described in the discussion below.
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Distance/Visibility Threshold

Table 4.2.1-2 High Sensitivity Viewer Impact Matrix

Immediate Foreground
0-300 feet (Solar Facility)
0-500 feet (230 kV)
Foreground
300 feet to 1,500 feet (Solar Facility)
500 feet to 0.5 mile (230 kV)
Middleground
1,500 feet to 0.5 mile (Solar Facility)
0.5 to 1.5 mile (230 kV)
Background
Beyond 0.5 mile (Solar Facility)
Beyond 1.5 mile (230 kV)

Strong

OVERALL VISUAL CONTRAST
Moderate
Weak

High

High

Moderate

High

Moderate

Moderate

Moderate

Moderate

Low

Low

Low

Low

Source: POWER 2013.

Solar Array
Strong structure contrast, weak landform contrast, and weak vegetation contrast would combine to create
an overall moderate level of contrast between the Project and the existing landscape for the Project area
north of I-10. The portion of the site north of I-10 would be viewed in the immediate foreground and
foreground distance zones from residences east of the Project on the mesa (KOP 1) and from I-10,
resulting in high (immediate foreground distance zone views) and moderate (foreground distance zone
views) impacts to the residential viewers and travelers along I-10.
Strong and moderate vegetation contrast would occur (areas of citrus orchard and creosote scrub
vegetation) in combination with the strong level of structure contrast between the solar array and the
existing landscape and the weak level of landform contrast that would result from the minimal grading
required for the solar array, to create an overall strong level of contrast between the Project and the
existing landscape for the Project area south of I-10 and east of Mesa Drive. This area would be seen in
the immediate foreground and foreground distance zones from I-10, resulting in high impacts to viewers
along the highway. Eastbound and westbound travelers would have immediate foreground and
foreground views of the Project where strong contrast levels and high impacts would occur for a total of
approximately two miles along I-10, including the location of KOP 2. Eastbound travelers would have an
additional approximately 0.8 mile of middleground distance zone views of this area of the Project area.
Westbound travelers approaching from the east would not have middleground views of the Project area
because travelers would need to reach the top of the mesa before the Project would be visible.
The south edge of the Nicholls Warm Springs/Mesa Verde Community, including Mesa Verde Park (KOP
3), would have views from the edge of the middleground distance zone of the areas of the Project area
where creosote scrub vegetation is present and overall strong level of contrast between the Project and
the existing landscape occurs (moderate vegetation contrast, strong structure contrast, and weak
landform contrast), resulting in moderate impacts for these viewers.
Gen-tie Line
The combinations of structure, vegetation, and landform contrast and the resulting overall contrast level
would vary along the length of the gen-tie line. Because some portions of the gen-tie line would parallel or
cross existing transmission lines, varying levels of structure contract would occur; because the gen-tie line
would traverse several existing vegetation types, varying levels of vegetation contrast would occur.
An overall weak level of contrast between the gen-tie line (and associated clearing and grading) and the
existing landscape would occur at its origin on the north side of I-10 as a result of a weak level of
structure contrast (gen-tie line would parallel existing 230 kV line and two existing 69 kV lines), weak
landform contrast, and weak vegetation contrast (fallow agriculture area). This portion would be seen by
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travelers along I-10 in the immediate foreground and foreground distance zones, resulting in moderate
impacts to these viewers. Middleground views of this area would also occur for eastbound I-10 travelers,
resulting in additional low impacts to these viewers.
An overall moderate level of contrast between the gen-tie line (and associated clearing and grading) and
the existing landscape would occur from the south side of I-10 to where the gen-tie line would turn west
and cross the existing 230 kV line and one existing 69 kV line. Overall moderate contrast would occur as
a result of the combination of weak structure contrast (gen-tie line would parallel existing 230 kV line and
two existing 69 kV lines), weak landform contrast, and strong vegetation contrast (citrus orchard
vegetation); the combination of moderate structure contrast (gen-tie line would parallel one existing 69 kV
line with wooden H-frame structures), weak landform contrast, and strong vegetation contrast (citrus
orchard vegetation); and the combination of moderate structure contrast (gen-tie line would parallel one
existing 69 kV line with wooden H-frame structures), weak landform contrast, and weak vegetation
contrast (fallow agriculture area). The northern portion of this section adjacent to I-10 would be seen by
eastbound and westbound travelers along I-10 in the foreground distance zone, resulting in moderate
impacts to these viewers. The portion that would turn southwest, away from I-10, would be seen in the
foreground distance zone by eastbound travelers (including the location of KOP 2) along approximately
0.5 mile of I-10, while westbound travelers would view the line in the foreground distance zone for
approximately 0.4 mile of I-10, resulting in moderate impacts to these viewers, Additional middleground
distance zone views from the eastbound portion of I-10 west of the Project area would occur, resulting in
moderate impacts to viewers.
An overall weak level of contrast between the gen-tie line (and associated clearing and grading) and the
existing landscape would occur where the proposed line would turn west and cross the existing 230 kV
line and one existing 69 kV line as a result of the combination of weak structure contrast (gen-tie line
crossing the two existing lines), weak landform contrast, and weak vegetation contrast (fallow agriculture).
Travelers in both directions along I-10 would have middleground distance zone views of this area,
resulting in low impacts to viewers.
An overall strong level of contrast between the gen-tie line (and associated clearing and grading) and the
existing landscape would occur for 6.0 miles of the total 6.5 miles between where the proposed line would
turn west and the Colorado River Substation as a result of strong structure contrast (no existing lines
would be paralleled), weak landform contrast, and moderate vegetation contrast (creosote scrub and
desert wash vegetation). An overall moderate level of contrast between the gen-tie line (and associated
clearing and grading) and the existing landscape would occur for 0.5 mile between Mesa Drive and
Eugene Drive as a result of strong structure contrast (no existing lines would be paralleled), weak
landform contrast, and low vegetation contrast (non-irrigated wheat fields). Residential viewers in the
Nicholls Warm Springs/Mesa Verde Community, including Mesa Verde Park (KOP 3), and travelers in
both directions along I-10 would have middleground views of the gen-tie line, resulting in moderate
impacts to viewers.

Light and Glare Study
PV panels are designed to absorb approximately 70 percent of solar energy and convert it directly to
electricity. The glare and reflectance levels from a given PV system are decisively lower than the glare
and reflectance generated by standard glass and other common reflective surfaces, such as glass and
metal in rural environments and water (SunPower Corporation 2009). Potential for glare to affect the
KOPs and more distant residences below the mesa was assessed using 3D terrain data and panel
placement plans. The lowest angle (+7.59 degrees relative to the horizon, which would occur during the
end and beginning of the day during backtracking cycles) of incidence of glare relative to the horizon was
determined and compared with the viewing height and location of ground-based viewers.
A glare study was completed to determine if glare would be visible from the landing approach of the four
utilized runways at the Blythe Municipal Airport and the proposed lengthened section of Runway 8.
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Simulations were developed for each landing approach at the Blythe Airport to study glare from the
single-axis solar trackers that are proposed for the Project. Visual analysts studied the 3D simulation
under different lighting conditions and at different times of the year, including:
•
•
•
•

Summer Solstice (June 21, 2011): Where the length of sunlight hours is at its peak and
the sun has reached its northernmost extremes.
Winter Solstice (December 22, 2011): Where the length of sunlight hours is at its lowest
and the sun has reached its southernmost extremes.
Fall Equinox (September 23, 2011): Where the day and night are equal in length.
Spring Equinox (March 20, 2011): When the day and night are equal in length.

These simulations were used to evaluate and document when glare may be visible along the various
landing approaches. The following processes were simulated and are illustrated in Figure 4.2.1-1:
•
•
•

Tracking: Typical daytime operation when the solar array maintains a 90-degree
relationship with the angle of the sun.
Backtracking: Operation at the beginning and end of the day when the sun is low on the
horizon. The solar arrays rotate away from 90 degrees relative to the sun to ensure
shading of the adjacent array is not occurring.
Stow: Operation during evening hours and high wind conditions. The solar arrays move
into a position of 5 to 10 degrees off parallel to the ground surface.

The 3D simulations utilized 3D terrain models, runway GPS coordinates, 3D solar equipment, and a 3D
sun system, as well as data on landing approach scenarios and expected cone of vision for pilots. This
information was assembled in a 3D computer program to create an accurate virtual representation of the
Project and surrounding area as they would be seen from aircraft on landing approach for the airport.
Refer to the Glare Study in Appendix K for additional information on the study process.
FIGURE 4.2.1-1

SINGLE AXIS SOLAR TRACKER POSITIONING

Source: POWER 2013.

CEQA Significance Criteria
The significance criteria for aesthetics listed in the CEQA Environmental Checklist, Appendix G of the
2012 CEQA Guidelines, were used to assess the significance of visual impacts resulting from the Project.
These thresholds indicate that a project could have potentially significant impacts if it would:
VIS-1)

Have a substantial adverse effect on a scenic vista.

VIS-2)

Substantially damage scenic resources, including, but not limited to, trees, rock
outcroppings, and historic buildings within a state scenic highway.

VIS-3)

Substantially degrade the existing visual character or quality of the site and its
surroundings.
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VIS-4)

Create a new source of substantial light or glare which would adversely affect day or
nighttime views in the area.

The County of Riverside’s Environmental Assessment Form includes additional significance criteria,
which were used in the analysis. The additional criteria indicate that a project could have potentially
significant impacts if it would:
VIS-5)

Result in the creation of an aesthetically offensive site open to public view.

VIS-6)

Interfere with nighttime use of the Mt. Palomar Observatory, as protected through
Riverside County Ordinance No. 655.

VIS-7)

Expose residential property to unacceptable light levels.

NEPA Requirements
The BLM requires that the VRM system be used for analyzing visual resources on BLM-administered
lands. The VRM system evaluates both the existing physical environmental setting and the anticipated
visual change introduced by the proposed Project. CEQA Guidelines were incorporated into the
methodology to properly establish baseline environmental conditions and assess the significance of
environmental impacts.

Applicable Best Management Practices
As part of the Project and Alternatives, the following applicable BMPs would minimize the environmental
impacts to aesthetics, visual resources, and reflection. The full BMPs have been detailed below (see also
Table 2-4 in Chapter 2) and are further referenced (by number) within the impact discussion.
NUMBER

BMP-3

BMP-6

BMP-7

JUNE 2014

BMP DESCRIPTION
Fugitive Dust Abatement Plan. As required by the Mojave Desert Air Quality Management District (MDAQMD)
Rule 403, a Fugitive Dust Abatement Plan would be prepared to address fugitive dust emissions during Project
construction, operation, maintenance, and decommissioning. The plan would include measures to minimize
fugitive dust emissions from wrecking, excavation, grading, clearing of land, and solid waste disposal operations,
and would take every reasonable precaution to prevent visible particulate matter from being deposited upon
public roadways as a direct result of operations. During construction, all unpaved roads, disturbed areas (e.g.,
areas of scraping, excavation, backfilling, grading, and compacting), and loose materials generated during Project
construction activities would be watered as frequently as necessary to minimize fugitive dust generation.
However, the amount of water will be minimized each time to prevent temporarily ponding water that may occur
as a result of the fugitive dust plan. In water-deprived locations, water spraying would be limited to active
disturbance areas only, and non-water-based dust control measures would be implemented in areas with
intermittent use or use that is not heavy, such as stockpiles or access roads. Alternatively, chemical dust
suppressants or durable polymeric soil stabilizers could be used. The dust suppression measures would consider
the sensitivity of wildlife to the windborne dispersal of fugitive dust containing dust suppressants and the potential
impact on future reclamation.
Lighting Plan. A lighting plan would be prepared that documents how lighting will be designed and installed to
minimize night-sky impacts during facility construction and operations. Lighting for facilities will not exceed the
minimum number of lights and brightness required for safety and security and will not cause excessive reflected
glare. Light fixtures will not spill light beyond the Project boundary. Where feasible, vehicle-mounted lights will be
used for night maintenance activities. Wherever feasible, consistent with safety and security, lighting will be kept
off when not in use. The lighting plan will include a process for promptly addressing complaints about lighting.
Trash Abatement Plan. A Trash Abatement Plan shall be developed that focuses on containing trash and food in
closed and secure sealable containers, with lids that latch, and removing them periodically to reduce their
attractiveness to opportunistic species, such as common ravens, coyotes, and feral dogs, that could serve as
predators of native wildlife and special-status animals. The Plan would also establish a regular litter pick-up
procedure within and around the perimeter of the Project area, and removal of construction-related trash
containers from the Project area when construction is complete.
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NUMBER
BMP-8

BMP-10

BMP-11

BMP-12

BMP-13

BMP-14

JUNE 2014

BMP DESCRIPTION
Cleanup and Restoration. Upon completion of construction activities, all unused materials and equipment shall
be removed from the Project area. All construction equipment and refuse including, but not limited to, wrapping
material, cables, cords, wire, boxes, rope, broken equipment parts, twine, strapping, buckets, and metal or plastic
containers shall be removed from the site and disposed of properly after completion of construction. Any unused
or leftover hazardous products shall be properly disposed of off-site.
Integrated Weed Management Plan. In compliance with the Federal Noxious Weed Act and the Plant Protection
Act, a Project-specific integrated weed management plan for the control of noxious weeds and invasive plant
species would be prepared. The plan would identify presence, location, and abundance of weed species in the
Project area and surrounding area adjacent to the Project, as well as identify suppression and containment
measures to prevent the spread of weed species and introduction of weed species. Prevention techniques would
include: limiting disturbance areas during construction to the minimum required to perform work; limiting ingress
and egress to defined routes; maintaining vehicle wash and inspection stations; and closely monitoring the types
of materials brought on-site to minimize the potential for weed introduction. During operations, noxious and
invasive weed management will be incorporated as a part of mandatory site training for groundskeepers and
maintenance personnel. Training will include weed identification and the impacts on agriculture, wildlife, and fire
frequencies. Training will also cover the importance of preventing the spread of noxious weeds and of controlling
the proliferation of existing weeds.
Project structures, gen-tie line, and building surfaces. Project facilities would be sited to ensure that there is
adequate space (i.e., setbacks of no less than 100 feet) between solar facilities and natural washes. These
setbacks would preserve and maintain the natural washes’ hydrological functions. The color and finish of Project
structure and building surfaces that are visible to the public will be designed to ensure minimal visual intrusion,
contrast, and glare. Grouped structures will be painted the same color to reduce visual complexity and color
contrast. Solar panel backs will be color-treated to reduce visual contrast with the landscape setting. Materials,
coatings, or paints having little or no reflectivity will be used wherever possible. The visual color contrast of
graveled surfaces will be reduced with approved color treatment practices.
Gen-tie lines. Gen-tie line support structures and other facility structures shall be designed to discourage their
use by raptors for perching or nesting (e.g., by use of anti-perching devices). This design would also reduce the
potential for increased predation of special-status species, such as the desert tortoise. Mechanisms to visually
warn birds (permanent markers or bird flight diverters) shall be placed on gen-tie lines at regular intervals to
prevent birds from colliding with the lines (APLIC 2006 and USFWS 2010). To the extent practicable, the use of
guy wires shall be avoided because they pose a collision hazard for birds and bats. Necessary guy wires shall be
clearly marked with bird flight diverters to reduce the probability of collision. Shield wires shall be marked with
devices that have been scientifically tested and found to significantly reduce the potential for bird collisions. Gentie lines shall utilize non-specular conductors and non-reflective coatings on insulators.
Ground and surface disturbance. Construction boundaries would be clearly delineated to minimize areas of
ground and surface disturbance. Ground-disturbing activities shall be minimized, especially during the rainy
season. To the maximum extent possible, construction-related activities (such as vehicle and foot traffic) would
avoid areas with intact biological soil crusts. For cases in which impacts cannot be avoided, soil crusts would be
salvaged and restored on the basis of recommendations by the County of Riverside and BLM once construction
has been completed. Existing rocks, vegetation, and drainage patterns shall be preserved to the maximum extent
possible. No paint or permanent discoloring agents shall be applied to rocks or vegetation (to indicate surveyor
construction activity limits or for any other purpose). All stakes and flagging shall be removed from the
construction area and disposed of in an approved facility. Where feasible, brush-beating, mowing, or use of
protective surface matting rather than removing vegetation shall be employed. Clearing and disturbing of sensitive
areas (e.g., steep slopes and natural drainages) and other areas shall be avoided outside the construction zone.
Surface disturbance would be minimized by utilizing undulating surface disturbance edges; stripping, salvaging,
and replacing topsoil; using contoured grading; controlling erosion; using dust suppression techniques; and
restoring exposed soils to their original contour and vegetation.
Travel and traffic. Vehicular traffic on-site shall be confined to existing or designated travel routes and
designated work areas. Access to the construction site and staging areas shall be limited to authorized vehicles
and only through the designated roads. The extent of habitat disturbance during construction shall be reduced by
keeping vehicles on access roads and minimizing foot and vehicle traffic through undisturbed areas. To the extent
practical, travel shall be limited to stabilized roads. Road maintenance activities shall avoid blading existing forbs
and grasses in ditches and adjacent to roads. Abandoned roads and roads no longer needed shall be subsoiled
to increase infiltration and reduce soil compaction, then recontoured and revegetated.
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NUMBER

BMP-15

BMP DESCRIPTION
Construction traffic shall avoid unpaved surfaces to the extent practical (to reduce the risk of compaction) and
reduce speed to lessen fugitive dust emissions. On unpaved or unstabilized surfaces within the construction site,
speed limits (e.g., 20 miles per hour [mph]) shall be posted with visible signs and enforced to minimize airborne
fugitive dust. Project vehicle speeds shall be limited in areas occupied by special-status animal species. Traffic
shall stop to allow wildlife to cross roads. Shuttle vans or carpooling shall be used to reduce the amount of traffic
on access roads. Workers shall be trained to comply with the speed limit, use good engineering practices,
minimize the drop height of materials, and minimize the number and extent of disturbed areas. The Project
developer shall enforce these requirements.
New access roads and parking lots. New access roads shall be designed and constructed to the appropriate
road design standards, such as those described in BLM Manual 9113 or County standards, whichever is
applicable. New access roads shall be designed to follow natural land contours in the Project area and avoid
existing desert washes. The specifications and codes developed by the U.S. Department of Transportation (DOT)
and County of Riverside Transportation Department are also to be taken into account. Primary access roads and
parking lots shall be surfaced with aggregate that is hard enough that vehicles cannot crush it and thus cause
dust or compacted soil conditions. Paving may also be used on access roads and parking lots. Alternatively,
chemical dust suppressants or durable polymeric soil stabilizers would be used on these locations.

Alternative 1: Proposed Project
The solar facility and a portion of the gen-tie line would be located within the jurisdiction of the County of
Riverside and City of Blythe; therefore, the Project would need to comply with the Riverside County
General Plan (RCGP) (2003) the Palo Verde Valley Area Plan (PVVAP) (2008), and the City of Blythe
General Plan 2025 (2007). The remaining portion of the gen-tie line would traverse lands managed by the
BLM and would need to comply with the California Desert Conservation Area (CDCA) Plan. The nature
and severity of the impacts are discussed below.

Analysis of Direct and Indirect Impacts
Construction
Solar Facility
The solar facility would be developed in six-month phases, with six blocks (100 acres for each block),
occupying approximately 600 acres, constructed at a time. Construction of the Project would cause
temporary visual impacts due to the presence of equipment, materials, and workers. These short-term
impacts would occur throughout the solar facility at various times over the course of the construction
period. Heavy equipment, cranes to install structures, temporary storage and office facilities, and
temporary laydown/staging areas would all be visible from residences in the Nicholls Warm Springs
subdivision, residences east of the Project on the mesa, and from I-10. Residences in the Colorado River
Valley, east of the Project, would also potentially have views of construction activities and equipment.
Construction of the proposed Project would generally occur during daytime hours and could occur as late
as 6:00 p.m.; in some instances, such as emergency work or weather conditions, construction may occur
slightly before or after those times. No overnight construction would occur. In the event that work is
performed between dusk and 6:00 p.m., the construction crew would use only the minimum illumination
needed to perform the work safely. All lighting would be directed downward and shielded to focus
illumination on the desired work areas only, and to prevent light spillage onto adjacent properties.
Because lighting would be shielded and focused downward and lighting used to illuminate work areas
would be turned off by 6:00 p.m., light or glare created by construction would be minimal.
Construction activities and equipment would result in adverse visual impacts for residences and viewers
on I-10 during the three-year construction period. The vast majority of the area disturbed by construction
would eventually be occupied by the PV solar array. Impacts to visual resources associated with
construction would be temporary.
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Project Gen-tie Line
Construction of the Project’s gen-tie line would cause temporary visual impacts due to the presence of
equipment, materials, and workers. Heavy equipment, cranes to install structures, temporary storage and
office facilities, and temporary laydown/staging areas would all be visible from residences in the Nicholls
Warm Springs subdivision, residences on the mesa east of the Project, and from I-10. In areas where the
proposed gen-tie line would parallel existing transmission lines, existing access roads would be utilized to
the maximum extent possible to minimize construction of new access roads.
Construction activities and equipment would result in adverse visual impacts for residences and viewers
on I-10 during the three-year construction period. In areas where the gen-tie line would parallel existing
transmission lines and access roads, the Project would utilize existing access roads. As part of the
Project, BMPs would be implemented, which would minimize surface disturbance and allow native
vegetation to remain in place. Therefore, construction of the gen-tie line would result in moderate visual
contrast.
Operation and Maintenance
Solar Facility and Project Gen-tie Line
Based on the distance/visibility thresholds, it is assumed that the solar facility would be within the
immediate foreground view at 0 to 300 feet, foreground view at 300 to 1,500 feet, middleground view
within 1,500 feet to 0.5 mile, and background view beyond 0.5 mile. The proposed 230 kV gen-tie line
would be within the immediate foreground view at 0 to 500 feet, foreground view within 500 feet to 0.5
mile, middleground view within 0.5 to 1.5 miles, and background view beyond 1.5 miles.
Each of the three representative KOPs includes: a photograph and description of the existing conditions;
simulated proposed conditions that would result from the Project (solar facility and gen-tie line); and a
brief description of the visual contrast of the Project with the existing landscape and resulting visual
impacts. The photographs used for the simulations are of representative views from the sensitive
viewpoints that illustrate the highest impacts that would occur for each sensitive viewpoint. Additional
sensitive viewpoints where KOPs were not located and the results of the Glare Study for the Project are
also described.
KOP 1: View from West Riverside Drive (Residences East of the Project on the Mesa)
Existing Conditions: Residences on the mesa east of the Project have a northwest view that
encompasses agricultural fields that stretch over the broad, flat landscape of the mesa. The McCoy
Mountains extend across the horizon, with the Big Maria Mountains visible at the northern edge of the
view. An existing transmission line with single wood pole transmission structures crosses the view in the
immediate foreground while additional, larger transmission lines are visible farther away. The Blythe
Energy Center is a prominent feature on the southern edge of the view. Four residences are located in
this area on the mesa east of the Project. As illustrated in Figure 4.2.1-2, this view is representative of
views from the residences on the mesa and public views along Hobson Way and is a high-sensitivity
viewpoint. The residences in this area would be the closest residences to the Project.
Proposed Conditions: After construction of the Project, the fence and solar array would be visible from
this location where they would be built on agricultural land. One of the residences would have immediate
foreground views and three residences would have foreground views of the fence and solar field.
Because viewers would be at the same elevation as the solar array, they would primarily see the outer
rows of PV trackers. The Project’s 34.5 kV distribution line would be visible but would blend in with the
larger existing transmission structures in the area. Views of the mesa beyond the solar facility and the
McCoy Mountains would be similar to the existing conditions. Glint or glare would not occur during normal
operation of the solar facility. Moderate visual contrast and moderate to high impacts to views of the class
C (common) scenic quality agricultural landscape would occur for the residential viewers at this location.
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In addition to the solar array, fence, and 34.5 kV distribution lines that would be visible from this location,
the Project’s proposed 230 kV gen-tie line would be visible in the middleground and background distance
zones. It would be seen in the context of the existing transmission lines that are visible in the area. The
contrast of the Project’s proposed gen-tie line with the existing landscape would result in low to moderate
visual contrast and low to moderate impacts for the residential viewers in this area.
KOP 2: View East from Interstate 10
Existing Conditions: The KOP is located along I-10, which is a high-sensitivity travel corridor that bisects
the Project area and a Riverside County Eligible Scenic Corridor. The photograph is of the view toward
the east and is representative of views that would occur for I-10 travelers in the area. As illustrated in
Figure 4.2.1-3, the view encompasses fallow fields, the interstate, several transmission lines, and an
agricultural citrus grove. The Sawtooth Mountains are visible on the horizon. Large native shrubs are
scattered along the interstate and limit the view on the south side of the roadway.
Proposed Conditions: Both westbound and eastbound travelers would have views of the Project from I-10
in all distance zones, but eastbound travelers would view the Project for a longer distance and duration as
they approach the Project area from the west, and their views of the Project would be more expansive.
Westbound travelers would not view the Project until they travel up onto the mesa from the east, where
they would have immediate foreground and foreground views as they travel through the middle of the
Project, and they would then view the Project in the distance to the south of the roadway as they travel
west. Because the views for eastbound travelers would be more expansive and longer in duration, the
eastbound view was represented in the simulation.
A substation would be visible on the north side of I-10. PV trackers would be visible on both sides of the
freeway, but would appear as a long narrow band in the landscape to viewers from this location. The KOP
would have foreground views of the Project, which, combined with the moderate to strong visual contrast
of the Project with the landscape, would result in high to moderate impacts to viewers. Glint or glare
would not occur during normal operation of the solar facility. The greatest impacts would occur where
viewers would have immediate foreground views of the Project in areas where the orchard would be
cleared and high impacts to these views of the Class C (common) scenic quality agricultural landscape
would occur.
In addition to the substation and PV trackers that would be visible from the KOP, the Project’s 230 kV
gen-tie line and the 34.5 kV distribution line would be visible crossing I-10. They would cross near where
the existing transmission line crosses I-10 and would be viewed in conjunction with the existing
transmission line. The 230 kV gen-tie line would parallel I-10 for a short distance that would be visible
from the KOP. Viewers along I-10 would have immediate foreground and foreground views of the east
end of the gen-tie line where weak overall contrast with the existing landscape would occur and
foreground views of the gen-tie line where moderate overall contrast with the existing landscape would
occur, resulting in moderate impacts to I-10 viewers. More distant middleground and background views of
the gen-tie line from I-10 would result in low to moderate visual contrast.
KOP 3: View South from Mesa Verde Park in the Nicholls Warm Springs/Mesa Verde Community
Existing Conditions: This KOP is located at a playground on the south end of the community of Nicholls
Warm Springs/Mesa Verde. The view is toward the south and encompasses the flat desert landscape of
undeveloped, unvegetated areas and creosote bush scrub. An existing transmission line extends across
the view. As illustrated in Figure 4.2.1-4, the KOP is representative of views from residences in the
Nicholls Warm Springs/Mesa Verde community, which are high-sensitivity viewpoints.
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View west from West Riverside Drive near residences on the mesa.

This location is representative of views from residences on the mesa and public views along Hobson way. The proposed fence , solar panels, and 34.5 kV transmission lines would be visible from this location .

-

DATE: 11 /10/2011
TIME: 11 :40 AM
CAMERA LENS LENGTH: 38 mm
VIEW LOOKING: West

FIGURE 4.2.1-2
KOP 1 - VIEW WEST FROM
WEST RIVERSIDE DRIVE
BLYTHE MESA SOLAR PROJECT
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View East from 1-10
The freeway crossings of the proposed 230 kV and 34.5 kV transmission lines, the substation north of the freeway, and solar panels on both sides of the freeway wou ld be visible from this location.

DATE: 11110/2011

TIME: 1:37 PM
CAMERA LENS LENGTH: 47 mm
VIEW LOOKING : East

FIGURE 4.2.1-3
KOP 2 - VIEW EAST
FROM I-10
BLYTHE MESA SOLAR PROJECT
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View south from Mesa Verde Park (corner of Lime and Nichols) on the south edge of the Nicholl's Warm Springs/Mesa Verde residential area .
The proposed 230 kV tra nsmission line in the distance would be visible from this location.

DATE: 11110/201 1
TIME: 9:56 AM
CAMERA LENS LENGTH: 35 mm
VIEW LOOKING : South

FIGURE 4.2.1-4
KOP 3 - VIEW SOUTH
FROM MESA VERDE PARK
BLYTHE MESA SOLAR PROJECT
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Proposed Conditions: Residences in the Nicholls Warm Springs/Mesa Verde community, with views to
the south and east from the subdivision, would have middleground views of the solar field where it would
be built on previously undeveloped land. The solar facility would be visible as a band across the horizon
and would be partially screened by scrub vegetation. These residences would also have background
views of the portion of the solar collection field where orchard clearing would occur to accommodate the
Project. Strong contrast levels and moderate impacts to views of the class C (common) scenic quality
agricultural landscape would occur for the residential viewers at this location. Glint or glare would not
occur during normal operation of the solar facility.
The proposed 230 kV gen-tie line would be visible from the KOP in the middleground distance zone with
the 34.5 kV distribution line visible beyond it. Residences in the Nicholls Warm Springs/Mesa Verde
community would have middleground views to the south and east of the 230 kV gen-tie line and
background views of the 230 kV gen-tie line southwest of the subdivision. Strong visual contrast and
moderate visual impacts would occur for residences with views of the 230 kV gen-tie line in the class C
(common) scenic quality agricultural landscape.
Palo Verde Valley Residences
Although all residences in the visual resources study are identified as high-sensitivity viewpoints, the
residences on the Palo Verde Valley floor and outskirts of Blythe were not selected as KOPs because of
the limited potential for views of the Project due to topographic screening and distance. Some of these
residences would potentially have background views of the Project. The majority of the solar field would
not be visible; however, some residences may view the edge of the field as a long narrow band on the top
of the mesa. The proposed gen-tie and distribution lines would not be visible to scattered residences east
of the Project in the Colorado River floodplain below the mesa. Glint or glare would not occur during
normal operation of the solar facility and the Project would not contribute to unacceptable light levels for
any residential property.
Scenic Quality Impacts
The landscape of the Project area consists of flat, agricultural, or sparsely vegetated disturbed lands and
does not contain any unique or distinctive landscape features. Although the Project would add substantial
industrial elements (the solar field and the Project’s gen-tie line) to the landscape, they would be located
on flat, agricultural, or sparsely vegetated disturbed lands that do not contain any unique or distinctive
landscape features. Industrial elements (existing transmission lines, the Blythe Energy Center, and the
existing Blythe Solar Project [owned and operated by NRG], and Blythe Airport) are already present
adjacent to the Project area and within the visual resources study area. Impact levels for the Class C, or
common, scenic quality of the Project area would be low due to the existing industrial elements in the
landscape and the relatively featureless nature of the Project area. The proposed solar facility site is also
on the eastern edge of the Palo Verde Mesa, which then transitions to agricultural fields and urbanized
land uses within the Palo Verde Valley floor to the east. The gen-tie line would be co-located with other
existing and approved transmission lines and would be within and adjacent to federally designated utility
corridors J and K and Section 368 Federal Energy Corridor 30-52, and within the Riverside East SEZ on
public lands. The proposed Project is accordingly unlike the potential projects studied in the Solar
Programmatic Environmental Impact Statement for the Western Solar Energy Plan (BLM and DOE 2012),
which established the Riverside East SEZ, which are located to the west of the proposed Project and
determined to comprise visually complex, man-made industrial landscapes that would contrast greatly
with the surrounding generally natural-appearing lands.
Light and Glare
Project facility and security lighting would be designed to provide the minimum illumination needed to
achieve safety and security objectives and would be directed downward and shielded to focus illumination
on the desired areas only and avoid light trespass into adjacent areas. Project lighting would result in no
substantial impacts related to light and glare in the area.
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No lighting would be required for the Project’s gen-tie lines. Non-specular conductors with non-reflective
finishes would be utilized to minimize glint resulting from the sun reflecting off the gen-tie line’s
conductors and would be less visible from a distance than the shiny, reflective surface of typical electrical
conductors.
Adverse glare impacts would not be experienced by residents, motorists, or recreational areas near the
Project. Three-dimensional terrain data and panel placement plans for the Project show that the motorists
along I-10, who would be the closest ground-based viewers, would be 210 feet away from the closest
source of glare. The resulting glare would be approximately 28 feet above the ground surface at the
closest viewpoint distance of 210 feet. This would result in no glare impacts to ground-based viewers and
residences during normal operation of the Project. For example, the Blythe Municipal Golf Course, which
is the closest recreational facility, is approximately three miles from the Project. At a distance of three
miles, the resulting glare is anticipated to occur at approximately 2,000 feet above ground surface. The
closest recreational area to the Project at a higher elevation is the Midland Long-Term Visitors Areas. It is
approximately 6.8 miles away and is 200 feet higher in elevation than the Project. Therefore, no adverse
impacts related to glare would result from the proposed Project.
Some glare from the PV panels would occur for aircraft approaching Runway 35 and Runway 26. Most
glare would be limited to early morning or late evening landings, located outside the pilots’ area of intense
focus view and more than 0.5 mile from the end of the runway. The glare would not be concentrated and
would be similar to or lesser in intensity to that experienced by pilots making airport approaches or
takeoffs over bodies of water.
The solar array would not create substantial glint or glare during normal operations that would be visible
from sensitive viewpoints, which include residences with views of the Project, I-10, recreational facilities,
and pilots entering and exiting the Blythe Airport.
Blythe Airport Glare Analysis
Review of the 3D geometric analysis determined glare would be limited to westerly views for aircraft
approaching Runway 26 and northerly views for aircraft approaching Runway 35. For Runway 26, glare
may be present mid-morning and just before sunset, year-round with varying lengths of duration. Duration
of glare ranged from 0.5 hour to 4.5 hours, depending on angle of descent and angle of approach to the
runway. The following is a detailed description of glare results for Runway 26.
Runway 26 (looking west): Pilots may experience brief periods of glare throughout the year. Glare may
be experienced during the following periods:
•
•
•

•

Spring: Glare may be experienced from 8:30 a.m. to 11:00 a.m. in the pilots’ distorted
view within 1.25 to 2.5 miles of the runway. Pilots may experience approximately 0.5 hour
of glare at 6:30 p.m. in the focused view within 1.5 to 2.5 miles of the runway.
Summer: Glare may be experienced from 7:00 a.m. to 10:00 a.m. in the pilots’ distorted
view within 1.25 to 2.0 miles of the runway. Pilots may experience approximately 0.5 hour
of glare at 7:30 p.m. in the focused view within 1.5 to 2.0 miles of the runway.
Fall: Glare may be experienced from 8:00 a.m. to 10:30 a.m. in the pilots’ distorted view
within 1.25 to 2.0 miles of the runway. Pilots may experience approximately 0.5 hour of
glare from 6:00 p.m. to 6:30 p.m. in the distorted and focused views within 1.5 to 2.5
miles of the runway.
Spring: Glare may be experienced at 9:30 a.m. in the pilots’ distorted view within 1.25 to
2.5 miles of the runway. Pilots may experience approximately 0.5 hour of glare at 6:30
p.m. in the focused view within 1.5 to 2.5 miles of the runway.

Runway 26 approach with 25 degree offset (looking west by southwest): Pilots may experience
brief periods of glare throughout the year. Glare may be experienced during the following periods:
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•
•
•

•

Spring: Glare may be experienced from 7:00 a.m. to 11:00 a.m. in the pilots’ distorted
view within 1.5 to 2.0 miles of the runway. Pilots may experience approximately 0.5 hour
of glare at 6:30 p.m. in the focused view within 0.5 to 2.5 miles of the runway.
Summer: Glare may be experienced from 7:00 a.m. to 10:00 a.m. in the pilots’ distorted
view within 0.5 to 2.0 miles of the runway. Pilots may experience approximately 0.5 hour
of glare at 7:30 p.m. in the distorted view within 0.5 to 2.0 miles of the runway.
Fall: Glare may be experienced from 8:00 a.m. to 11:30 a.m. in the pilots’ distorted view
within 1.25 to 2.0 miles of the runway. Pilots may experience approximately one hour of
glare from 6:00 p.m. to 7:00 p.m. in the focused views within 0.5 to 2.5 miles of the
runway.
Spring: Glare may be experienced from 7:00 a.m. to 11:00 a.m. in the pilots’ distorted
view within 0.5 to 2.25 miles of the runway. Pilots may experience approximately 0.5 hour
of glare from 4:00 p.m. to 5:00 p.m. within the focused view within 0.5 to 3.0 miles of the
runway.

Glare for air traffic approaching Runway 35 would be limited to one hour or less at sunrise, and one hour
or less at sunset during summer months only. Pilots approaching Runway 35 may experience glare
during summer months in a northeasterly direction for one hour or less at sunrise (between the hours of
5:00 a.m. and 6:00 a.m.), and again in a northwesterly direction for one hour or less at sunset (between
the hours of 7:00 p.m. and 8:00 p.m.). This glare is not concentrated and would be similar to or lesser in
intensity to that experienced by pilots making airport approaches or takeoffs over bodies of water. Refer
to the Glare Study in Appendix K for additional information on the study results.
Decommissioning
At the end of the Project’s useful life (approximately 25 years), it would require decommissioning. The
types of equipment used for decommissioning would be similar to that of construction; therefore, impacts
from decommissioning of the Project and Alternatives would be similar to that of construction.
Removal of the Project’s gen-tie and distribution lines would eliminate the less than significant visual
impacts that would result from operation of the Project’s lines.
Compatibility with Visual Policies
Local Visual Policies
The solar facility would be consistent with visual policies contained in the RCGP (2003) and the PVVAP
(2008). The RCGP and the PVVAP both contain policies to protect the scenic quality of views from
designated and eligible scenic highways. Motorists on I-10, which is eligible for designation as a Riverside
County Scenic Highway, enjoy scenic desert views across the mesa to the mountains. However, the
Project would be viewed from a section of the highway that has views of development on the eastern
edge of the Palo Verde Mesa rather than open views of undeveloped desert. Motorists would view the
Project in the context of its surrounding land uses, including the Blythe Energy Center, the Blythe Solar
Project (owned by NRG), several electrical transmission lines, the Blythe Airport, and commercial
businesses. The solar facility would not block views of the mountains for motorists, which would remain
visible in the distance beyond the solar facility. Because of its location on the fringe of Blythe, the context
of the adjacent land uses, and motorists’ present views of development, the Project would be compatible
with policies to protect scenic views from I-10.
California Desert Conservation Area Plan Compatibility
The solar facility would be on private land; therefore, it would not be within BLM-managed lands or
established VRM Classes. The portion of the Project’s gen-tie line that would traverse BLM lands would
be in an area of Interim VRM Class III, which was designated to the area by the McCoy Solar Energy
Project Final EIS. The Project would be compatible with VRM Class III, which allows for a moderate level
of change to the characteristic landscape. The gen-tie line would be within or adjacent to BLM Corridor K,
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which is also federally designated Energy Corridor 30-52, and within the Riverside East SEZ. Because of
its location within or adjacent to the designated utility corridor, its location within the Riverside East SEZ,
and its compatibility with the interim VRM Class III designation, the Project’s gen-tie line would be
compatible with the CDCA Plan.

Application of CEQA Significance Thresholds
Visual impact significance related to aesthetics was determined by the direct and indirect impacts
associated with the construction, operation, maintenance, and decommissioning of the Project, and the
application of CEQA and County of Riverside significance criteria. The matrix presented in Table 4.2.1-2
provided general guidance for determining the significance of visual impacts created by the Project. Areas
determined to have high impacts were studied in more detail to confirm if there were conditions where
significant CEQA-defined impacts could occur.
VIS-1) Would the Project have a substantial adverse effect on a scenic vista?
The Project would not be located in a designated scenic vista and neither the RCGP nor the
PVVAP has designated the Project area as an important visual resource. No scenic vistas were
identified in the visual resources study area. In regard to construction, operation, maintenance,
and decommissioning of the solar facility and Project gen-tie and distribution lines, no impacts
would occur.
VIS-2) Would the Project substantially damage scenic resources, including, but not limited to,
trees, rock outcroppings, and historic buildings within a state scenic highway?
I-10 has been identified by the County of Riverside as eligible for designation as a scenic corridor;
however, it is not a State- or County-designated scenic highway. Due to its status as a Riverside
County eligible scenic highway, I-10 was included as KOP 2 in the visual resources inventory and
impact assessment. The solar facility would be consistent with visual policies contained in the
RCGP (2003), the PVVAP (2008), and the City of Blythe General Plan 2025 (2007). The RCGP
and the PVVAP both contain policies to protect the scenic quality of views from designated and
eligible scenic highways. The proposed 34.5 kV distribution lines would be placed above-ground
along Hobson Way, which would be within view from a scenic highway. Therefore, the distribution
lines would not be consistent with the Riverside County General Plan LU Policy 13.5 requiring
placement of distribution lines underground; however, the 34.5 distribution lines would be parallel
to existing distribution lines.
Motorists on I-10 heading east would enjoy scenic desert views across the mesa to the
mountains. However, upon approach to the Project area, the motorist would view a section of the
highway that has views of development on the east end of the Palo Verde Mesa and then
approach agricultural lands and developed areas on the Palo Verde Valley floor rather than open
views of undeveloped desert. Motorists would view the Project in the context of its surrounding
land uses, including the Blythe Energy Center, the Blythe Solar Project (owned by NRG), several
electrical transmission lines crossing the freeway, the Blythe Airport, and commercial businesses.
The solar facility would not block views of the mountains for motorists, which would remain visible
in the distance beyond the solar facility. Because of its location on the eastern edge of the Palo
Verde Mesa, the context of the adjacent land uses, and motorists’ present views of development,
the Project would be compatible with policies to protect scenic views from I-10. There are no
scenic resources such as significant trees, rocks, historic buildings, or prominent topographic
features that would be degraded due to the Project. Therefore, no substantial adverse effects to
scenic resources would occur and impacts during construction, operation, maintenance, and
decommissioning would be less than significant.
VIS-3) Would the Project substantially degrade the existing visual character or quality of the site
and its surroundings?
The Project would be in an area of desert scrub, fallow fields, agricultural fields (wheat and
jojoba), citrus groves, and existing electrical facilities. The visual character and quality of the
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Project area is Class C, or common to the area. No designated areas of natural beauty or scenic
recreational areas are within the study area. The existing visual character of the landscape is
already influenced by existing transmission lines, the Blythe Energy Center (which would be
surrounded by the proposed solar facility), and the existing Blythe Solar Project (owned by NRG)
to the west. Although the Project would change the existing visual character of the site from
vacant land and agriculture to a solar energy facility, it would not alter the site in a manner that
would substantially degrade its scenic value, which is considered low. The proposed solar facility
is in a sparsely populated area with no unique or outstanding visual features.
Therefore, less than significant impacts would occur with regard to degrading the existing visual
character or quality of the site as a result of the construction, operation, maintenance, and
decommissioning of the Project.
VIS-4) Would the Project create a new source of substantial light or glare which would adversely
affect day or nighttime views in the area?
The solar array would not create substantial glint or glare during normal operations that would be
visible from the sensitive viewpoints, which include residences with views of the Project, I-10,
recreational facilities, and pilots entering and exiting the Blythe Airport.
Adverse glare impacts would not be experienced by residents, motorists, or recreational areas
near the Project. PV panels are designed to absorb approximately 70 percent of solar energy and
convert it directly to electricity, resulting in reflectance levels much lower than that of other
common reflective surfaces (SunPower Corporation 2009). The minimal amount of glare that may
occur would be present mid-morning and just before sunset, year-round with varying lengths of
duration. Motorists along I-10 would be the closest ground-based viewers (approximately 210 feet
away). Three-dimensional terrain data and panel placement plans for the Project show that no
glare impacts would occur to ground-based viewers and residences during normal operation of
the Project. Recreational facilities close to the Project would also not experience glare impacts.
Therefore, no adverse impacts related to glare would result from the proposed Project.
Some glare from the PV panels would occur for aircraft approaching Runway 35 and Runway 26.
Most glare would be limited to early morning or late evening landings, located outside the pilots’
area of intense focus view and more than 0.5 mile from the end of the runway. The glare would
not be concentrated and would be similar to or lesser in intensity to that experienced by pilots
making airport approaches or takeoffs over bodies of water.
Construction of the proposed Project would generally occur during daytime hours and the
construction crew would use only the minimum illumination needed to perform the work safely. All
lighting would be directed downward and shielded to focus illumination on the desired work areas
only, and to prevent light spillage onto adjacent properties. Because lighting would be shielded
and focused downward and lighting used to illuminate work areas would be turned off by 6:00
p.m., light or glare created by construction would be minimal.
The Project would not result in substantial impacts related to light and glare in the area. Glare
would not be experienced by residents or motorists near the Project. Some glare from the PV
panels would occur for aircraft, but the glare would be limited in area and duration and would not
be concentrated. Anticipated glare would be similar to or lesser in intensity than that experienced
by pilots making airport approaches or takeoffs over bodies of water. Project facility and security
lighting would be limited. Therefore, impacts related to light and glare are anticipated to be less
than significant.
VIS-5) Would the Project result in the creation of an aesthetically offensive site open to public
view?
The public would primarily view the Project area from I-10 and would also have views from local
public roads in the visual resources study area. As described in VIS-3 above, the Project would
change the existing visual character of the site from vacant land and agriculture to a solar energy
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facility area. However, the Project area is already influenced by nearby existing electrical
facilities, which include the Blythe Energy Center, transmission and distribution lines, and an
existing solar facility (Blythe Solar Project). Therefore, the Project would not alter the site in a
manner that would create a substantially aesthetically offensive site open to public view, and
impacts to public views would be less than significant.
VIS-6) Would the Project interfere with nighttime use of the Mt. Palomar Observatory, as
protected through Riverside County Ordinance No. 655?
The proposed Project area is over 100 miles east of the Mt. Palomar Observatory, which far
exceeds the distance to the Observatory’s areas of sensitivity (Zone A at a 15-mile radius and
Zone B at a 45-mile radius from the Observatory). As described in VIS-4, the Project is expected
to use minimal nighttime lighting during construction and operation; however, such uses would be
limited and, based on the Project area’s distance to the Observatory, would result in no impacts
to astronomical observation and research at the Mt. Palomar Observatory.
VIS-7) Would the Project expose residential property to unacceptable light levels?
As described in the response to VIS-4, construction and operation of the Project would utilize
minimal lighting. Additionally, the proposed Project facilities would be close to existing sources of
light, such as the Blythe Energy Center, Blythe Substation, the Blythe Solar Project (owned by
NRG), and the Blythe Airport. Therefore, residential property would not be exposed to
unacceptable light levels. Impacts would be less than significant.

Alternative 2: No Project Alternative
Under the No Project Alternative, neither the BLM nor the County of Riverside would approve the Project.
Entitlements for use permits, either the ROW grant (federal) or the Conditional Use Permit (County),
would not be issued. As a result, gen-tie facilities would not be constructed on BLM-managed lands and
solar facilities would not be constructed on private lands. The public lands on the Project area would
continue to be managed by BLM in accordance with existing land use designations in the CDCA Plan,
whereas the private lands would continue to be managed for agricultural production.
The impacts of the proposed Project would not occur. The visual appearance of the area would not
change noticeably from the existing conditions; therefore, the No Project Alternative would avoid the
impacts to visual resources described in Alternative 1. However, the land on which the Project is
proposed would become available for other uses. As noted above, future use of private lands would
include continuation of agricultural use. The federal lands are within or adjacent to a designated utility
corridor, and within the Riverside East SEZ, both of which include a number of existing and planned
transmission facilities. It is anticipated that the use of this corridor would continue to support electrical
transmission with or without the proposed Project.

Alternative 3: Northern 230 kV Gen-tie Line Location
Analysis of Direct and Indirect Impacts
Alternative 3 is similar to Alternative 1 (proposed Project), with the exception of the location of the
Northern 230 kV gen-tie line, which would be approximately 700 feet north of Alternative 1’s proposed
230 kV gen-tie line. The direct and indirect impacts associated with the construction, operation,
maintenance, and decommissioning of the solar facility would be the same as Alternative 1. The
proposed 230 kV alignment and Northern 230 kV Alternative would be within or adjacent to the same
existing utility corridor and SEZ and would impact the same sensitive viewers. The Northern 230 kV
alternative would be closer to I-10 and would be within the middleground distance zone for travelers along
I-10, resulting in low impacts, which would be the same as for the proposed 230 kV alignment.
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Application of CEQA Significance Thresholds
VIS-1) Would Alternative 3 have a substantial adverse effect on a scenic vista?
Alternative 3 would not have a substantial adverse effect on a scenic vista. Construction,
operation, maintenance, and decommissioning of the solar facility and Project gen-tie and
distribution lines would result in no impacts to scenic vistas.
VIS-2) Would Alternative 3 substantially damage scenic resources, including, but not limited to,
trees, rock outcroppings, and historic buildings within a state scenic highway?
As discussed for Alternative 1, although I-10 has been identified by the County of Riverside as
eligible for designation as a scenic corridor, it is not a State- or County-designated scenic
highway. Due to its status as a Riverside County eligible scenic highway, I-10 was included as a
KOP in the visual resources inventory and impact assessment. The solar facility for Alternative 3
would be consistent with visual policies contained in the RCGP (2003), the PVVAP (2008), and
the City of Blythe General Plan 2025 (2007). The RCGP and the PVVAP both contain policies to
protect the scenic quality of views from designated and eligible scenic highways. Motorists on I10 enjoy scenic desert views across the mesa to the mountains. However, Alternative 3 would be
viewed from a section of the highway that has views of development on the eastern edge of the
Palo Verde Mesa and agricultural lands and development upon approach to the Palo Verde
Valley floor rather than open views of undeveloped desert. Motorists would view the Project in the
context of its surrounding land uses, including the Blythe Energy Center, the Blythe Solar Project
(owned by NRG), several electrical transmission lines, the Blythe Airport, and commercial
businesses. The solar facility would not block views of the mountains for motorists, which would
remain visible in the distance beyond the solar facility. Because of its location on the fringe of
Blythe, the context of the adjacent land uses, and motorists’ present views of development,
Alternative 3 would be compatible with policies to protect scenic views from I-10.
The proposed 34.5 kV distribution lines would be placed above-ground along Hobson Way, which
would be within view from a scenic highway. Therefore, the distribution lines would not be
consistent with the Riverside County General Plan LU Policy 13.5 requiring placement of
distribution lines underground; however, the 34.5 distribution lines would be parallel to existing
distribution lines.
There are no scenic resources such as significant trees, rocks, historic buildings, or prominent
topographic features that would be degraded due to Alternative 3. Therefore, no substantial
adverse effects to scenic resources would occur and impacts during construction, operation,
maintenance, and decommissioning would be less than significant.
VIS-3) Would Alternative 3 substantially degrade the existing visual character or quality of the
site and its surroundings?
Although Alternative 3 would change the existing visual character of the site from vacant land and
agriculture to a solar energy facility, it would not alter the site in a manner that would substantially
degrade its scenic value. The existing visual character of the landscape is already influenced by
existing transmission lines, the Blythe Energy Center (which would be surrounded by the
proposed solar facility), and the existing Blythe Solar Project (owned by NRG) to the west; the
scenic quality of the site is Class C, or common to the area. The solar facility would be in a
sparsely populated area with no unique or outstanding visual features. Therefore, impacts to the
existing visual character or quality of the site and its surroundings would be less than significant.
VIS-4) Would Alternative 3 create a new source of substantial light or glare which would
adversely affect day or nighttime views in the area?
As described in the Light and Glare section above and similar to Alternative 1, Alternative 3 would
result in no substantial impacts related to light and glare in the area, and therefore impacts would
be less than significant during construction, operation, maintenance, and decommissioning. Glare
would not be experienced by residents or motorists near Alternative 3. Some glare from the PV
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panels would occur for aircraft, but the glare would be limited in area and duration, would not be
concentrated, and would be similar to or lesser in intensity than that experienced by pilots making
airport approaches or takeoffs over bodies of water. Project facility and security lighting would be
limited. Impacts related to light and glare would be less than significant.
VIS-5) Would Alternative 3 result in the creation of an aesthetically offensive site open to public
view?
The public would primarily view Alternative 3 from I-10 and would also have views from local
public roads in the visual resources study area. As described for VIS-3 above, Alternative 3 would
not alter the site in a manner that would create a substantially aesthetically offensive site open to
public view. Therefore, impacts to public views would be less than significant.
VIS-6) Would Alternative 3 interfere with nighttime use of the Mt. Palomar Observatory, as
protected through Riverside County Ordinance No. 655?
The Alternative 3 site is over 100 miles east of the Mt. Palomar Observatory, which far exceeds
the distance to the Observatory’s areas of sensitivity (Zone A at a 15-mile radius and Zone B at a
45-mile radius from the Observatory). As described in VIS-4, Alternative 3 is expected to use
minimal nighttime lighting during construction and operation; however, such uses would be limited
and, based on the Alternative 3 site’s distance to the Observatory, would result in no impacts to
astronomical observation and research at the Mt. Palomar Observatory.
VIS-7) Would Alternative 3 expose residential property to unacceptable light levels?
As described in the Alternative 1 response to VIS-4, construction and operation of Alternative 3
would utilize minimal lighting; therefore, residential property would not be exposed to
unacceptable light levels. Impacts would be less than significant.

Alternative 4: Southern 230 kV Gen-tie Line Location
Analysis of Direct and Indirect Impacts
Alternative 4 is similar to Alternative 1 (proposed Project), with the exception of the location of the
Southern 230 kV gen-tie line, which would be approximately 0.8 mile south of Alternative 1’s proposed
230 kV gen-tie line. The impacts associated with the construction, operation, maintenance, and
decommissioning of the solar facility would be the same as Alternative 1. The portion of the 230 kV gentie line that extends from the solar facility to the Colorado River Substation—approximately three miles of
the Southern 230 kV Alternative—would not parallel existing transmission lines, and approximately 0.7
mile of the Southern 230 kV Alternative would parallel an existing 230 kV transmission line. This 3.7-mile
portion would be within the background distance zone for I-10, resulting in low impacts.

Application of CEQA Significance Thresholds
VIS-1) Would Alternative 4 have a substantial adverse effect on a scenic vista?
Similar to Alternatives 1 and 3, Alternative 4 would result in no impact on scenic vistas.
VIS-2) Would Alternative 4 substantially damage scenic resources, including, but not limited to,
trees, rock outcroppings, and historic buildings within a state scenic highway?
Similar to Alternatives 1 and 3, Alternative 4 would not substantially damage scenic resources.
Impacts would be less than significant.
As discussed for Alternatives 1 and 3, although I-10 has been identified by the County of
Riverside as eligible for designation as a scenic corridor, it is not a State- or County-designated
scenic highway. Due to its status as a Riverside County eligible scenic highway, I-10 was
included as a KOP in the visual resources inventory and impact assessment. Alternative 4 would
be consistent with visual policies contained in the RCGP (2003), the PVVAP (2008), and the City
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of Blythe General Plan 2025 (2007). The RCGP and the PVVAP both contain policies to protect
the scenic quality of views from designated and eligible scenic highways. Motorists on I-10 enjoy
scenic desert views across the mesa to the mountains. However, Alternative 4 would be viewed
from a section of the highway that has views of development on the eastern edge of the Palo
Verde Mesa and Palo Verde Valley floor rather than open views of undeveloped desert. Motorists
would view Alternative 4 in the context of its surrounding land uses, including the Blythe Energy
Center, the Blythe Solar Project (owned by NRG), several electrical transmission lines, the Blythe
Airport, and commercial businesses. The solar facility would not block views of the mountains for
motorists, which would remain visible in the distance beyond the solar facility. Because of its
location on the fringe of Blythe, the context of the adjacent land uses, and motorists’ present
views of development, Alternative 4 would be compatible with policies to protect scenic views
from I-10.
The proposed 34.5 kV distribution lines would be placed above-ground along Hobson Way, which
would be within view from a scenic highway. Therefore, the distribution lines would not be
consistent with the Riverside County General Plan LU Policy 13.5 requiring placement of
distribution lines underground; however, the 34.5 distribution lines would be parallel to existing
distribution lines.
There are no scenic resources such as significant trees, rocks, historic buildings, or prominent
topographic features that would be degraded due to Alternative 4. Therefore, no substantial
adverse effects to scenic resources would occur and impacts during construction, operation,
maintenance, and decommissioning would be less than significant.
VIS-3) Would Alternative 4 substantially degrade the existing visual character or quality of the
site and its surroundings?
Similar to Alternatives 1 and 3, Alternative 4 would not substantially degrade the existing visual
character or quality of the site and its surroundings. Although three miles of the gen-tie line would
be in an area that does not have existing transmission lines, there are no sensitive receptors in
the area. Therefore, impacts would be less than significant.
VIS-4) Would Alternative 4 create a new source of substantial light or glare which would
adversely affect day or nighttime views in the area?
Alternative 4 would result in the same lighting and glare impacts as described in the Light and
Glare section above for Alternatives 1 and 3, because the same solar facility site is common in all
three action Alternatives; the gen-tie line would not introduce new sources of lighting or glare.
Glare would not be experienced by residents or motorists near Alternative 4. Some glare from the
PV panels would occur for aircraft, but the glare would be limited in area and duration, would not
be concentrated, and would be similar to or lesser in intensity than that experienced by pilots
making airport approaches or takeoffs over bodies of water. Project facility and security lighting
would be limited. Therefore, impacts related to light and glare would be less than significant.
VIS-5) Would Alternative 4 result in the creation of an aesthetically offensive site open to public
view?
The public would primarily view Alternative 4 from I-10 and would also have views from local
public roads in the visual resources study area. The impacts from the solar facility for Alternatives
1, 3, and 4 would be the same; however, the location of the 230 kV gen-tie line that would extend
outside of the solar facility would be different. Although Alternative 4’s 230 kV gen-tie line would
be farther south of I-10, approximately three miles of the gen-tie line would be in a new utility
corridor, which would not parallel existing transmission lines and would require the construction of
new access roads for the construction and operation of this portion of the gen-tie line. The gen-tie
line would be within the background distance zone for I-10, resulting in less than significant
impacts. Therefore, Alternative 4 would not alter the site in a manner that would substantially
create an aesthetically offensive site open to public view, and impacts would be less than
significant.
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VIS-6) Would Alternative 4 interfere with nighttime use of the Mt. Palomar Observatory, as
protected through Riverside County Ordinance No. 655?
Alternative 4 is expected to use minimal nighttime lighting during construction and operation.
Also, the Alternative 4 site is over 100 miles east of the Mt. Palomar Observatory, which far
exceeds the distance to the Observatory’s areas of sensitivity. Based on the Alternative 4 site’s
distance to the Observatory, Alternative 4 would result in no impacts to astronomical observation
and research at the Mt. Palomar Observatory.
VIS-7) Would Alternative 4 expose residential property to unacceptable light levels?
As described in the Alternative 1 response to VIS-4, construction and operation of the Project
would utilize minimal lighting; therefore, residential property would not be exposed to
unacceptable light levels. Impacts would be less than significant.

Alternative 5: Reduced Acreage Alternative
Similar to Alternative 1, Alternative 5 would include the construction, operation, maintenance, and
decommissioning of a solar facility and associated infrastructure. The primary difference between
Alternatives 1 and 5 is the absence of solar facility development north of I-10, which would reduce
electrical output from a 485-megawatt (MW) down to a 315-MW alternating current solar PV facility. The
Reduced Acreage Alternative would be on a reduced footprint of approximately 2,476 acres (from 3,660
acres for the proposed Project). Alternative 5 would include approximately 2,403 acres for the solar field.
Similar to the proposed Project, 73 acres would be utilized for the 230 kV gen-tie line. In comparison to
Alternative 1, Alternative 5 would eliminate one on-site substation and one O&M building and would have
one access point (planned on Seeley Avenue). The Reduced Acreage Alternative would also no longer
extend a 230 kV overhead gen-tie line from an on-site substation located north of I-10, as this Alternative
would not be developed on land north of I-10. Instead, this Alternative would construct an approximately
7.8-mile-long, 230 kV overhead gen-tie line from the proposed on-site substation south of I-10 to the
approved Colorado River Substation. Approximately three miles of the gen-tie line would be within the
solar facility. The visual appearance of the area north of I-10 would not change noticeably from the
existing conditions; therefore, Alternative 5 would avoid the impacts to visual resources described in
Alternative 1 for the solar facility development in the area north of I-10. Alternative 5 would avoid impacts
that would result from the construction, operation, maintenance, and decommissioning of a solar
development north of I-10; however, the land on which Alternative 1 is proposed would continue with
existing uses.
The Reduced Acreage Alternative solar facility and a portion of the gen-tie line would be within the
jurisdiction of the County of Riverside but not within the city limits of Blythe. Alternative 5 would need to
comply with the RCGP (2003) and the PVVAP (2008). The remaining portion of the gen-tie line would
traverse lands managed by the BLM and would need to comply with the CDCA Plan. Alternative 5 would
result in predominantly similar direct and indirect impacts as the proposed Project (as analyzed in the
Alternative 1 impact analysis) outside of those identified and discussed in this section. The construction,
operation, maintenance, and decommissioning of Alternative 5 would not exceed visual and aesthetic
impacts identified under the Alternative 1 analysis. Therefore, the Alternative 1 analysis would be
applicable to Alternative 5, outside of those differences identified in the discussion below.

Analysis of Direct and Indirect Impacts
Construction
Solar Facility
Similar direct and indirect impacts would occur during development of the solar facility under the Reduced
Acreage Alternative in comparison to the proposed Project (refer to the Alternative 1 impact analysis).
Heavy equipment, cranes to install structures, temporary storage and office facilities, and temporary
laydown/staging areas would all be visible from residences in the Nicholls Warm Springs subdivision and
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from I-10. As no solar facility development would take place north of I-10, residences east of the Project
on the mesa would not experience views of a solar development immediately to the west as compared to
the proposed Project. Residences in the Colorado River Valley, east of the Project site and north of I-10,
would also have a reduced potential to view construction activities and equipment under this Alternative.
Impacts to visual resources associated with construction would be temporary.
Project Gen-tie Line
Similar direct and indirect impacts would also occur during development of the gen-tie line under the
Reduced Acreage Alternative in comparison to the proposed Project (refer to the Alternative 1 impact
analysis). Heavy equipment, cranes to install structures, temporary storage and office facilities, and
temporary laydown/staging areas would all be visible from residences in the Nicholls Warm Springs
subdivision, residences on the mesa east of the Project, and from I-10. Construction activities and
equipment would result in adverse visual impacts for residences and viewers on I-10 during the
construction period. In addition, Project BMPs would minimize surface disturbance and allow native
vegetation to remain in place. Therefore, construction of the gen-tie line would result in moderate visual
contrast.
Operations and Maintenance
KOP 1: View from West Riverside Drive (Residences East of the Project on the Mesa)
Existing Conditions: Refer to the Alternative 1 impact analysis.
Proposed Conditions: As no development would occur north of I-10 under the Reduced Acreage
Alternative, the fenced solar array would not be visible from this location. Views of the mesa and the
McCoy Mountains would be similar to the existing conditions. Glint or glare would not occur.
KOP 2: View East from Interstate 10
Existing Conditions: Refer to the Alternative 1 impact analysis.
Proposed Conditions: As with the proposed Project, both westbound and eastbound travelers under
Alternative 5 would have views of the Project from I-10 in all distance zones, but eastbound travelers
would view the Project for a longer distance and duration as they approach the Project area from the
west, and their views of the Project would be more expansive than views experienced by westbound
travelers. Westbound travelers would not view the Project until they travel up onto the mesa from the
east, where they would have immediate foreground and foreground views as they travel through the
middle of the Project, and they would then view the Project in the distance to the south of the roadway as
they travel west.
As development would no longer occur north of I-10, the substation in this area associated with the
proposed Project would not be visible on the north side of I-10 under Alternative 5. PV trackers would be
visible only on the south side of I-10, but would appear as a long narrow band in the landscape to viewers
from this location. As with the proposed Project, the KOP under Alternative 5 would have foreground
views of the Project, which, combined with the moderate to strong visual contrast of the Project with the
landscape, would result in high to moderate impacts to viewers. Glint or glare would not occur during
normal operation of the solar facility. The greatest impacts would occur where viewers would have
immediate foreground views of the Project in areas where orchards would be cleared and high impacts to
these views of the Class C (common) scenic quality agricultural landscape would occur.
Under Alternative 5, a 34.5 kV distribution line would not be visible crossing I-10, since solar facilities
would not exist to the north. In addition, as the substation north of I-10 would also be eliminated, the
230 kV gen-tie line that would parallel I-10 for a short distance under the proposed Project would not be
visible from the KOP under Alternative 5. As such, viewers along I-10 would no longer have immediate
foreground views of the eastern end of the gen-tie line under Alternative 5. The Reduced Acreage
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Alternative would result in more distant background views of the gen-tie line from I-10, yielding low to
moderate visual contrast.
KOP 3: View South from Mesa Verde Park in the Nicholls Warm Springs/Mesa Verde Community
Existing Conditions: Refer to the Alternative 1 impact analysis.
Proposed Conditions: The views from KOP 3 under the Reduced Project Alternative would not differ from
those of the proposed Project; as such, please refer to the Alternative 1 impact analysis.
Light and Glare
Under both the proposed Project and Alternative 5, some glare from the PV panels would occur for
aircraft approaching Runway 35 and Runway 26. Most glare would be limited to early morning or late
evening landings, located outside the pilots’ area of intense focus view and more than 0.5 mile from the
end of the runway. The glare would not be concentrated and would be similar to or lesser in intensity than
that experienced by pilots making airport approaches or takeoffs over bodies of water.
Similar to Alternative 1, the Alternative 5 solar array would not create substantial glint or glare during
normal operations that would be visible from sensitive viewpoints, which include residences with views of
the Project, I-10, recreational facilities, and pilots entering and exiting the Blythe Airport.
Blythe Airport Glare Analysis
Under Alternative 5, review of the 3D geometric analysis determined that glare would be limited to those
with westerly views (Runway 26) and northerly views (Runway 35). For Runway 26, glare may be visible
just prior to sunset during winter months and last less than 10 minutes. Glare for air traffic approaching
Runway 35 would be limited to one hour or less at sunrise, and one hour or less at sunset during summer
months only. The following is a detailed description of glare results along each landing approach under
Alternative 5 development:
•

•
•
•
•

•

Runway 35 (looking north): Pilots may experience glare during summer months in a
northeasterly direction between the hours of 5:00 a.m. and 6:00 a.m., and again in a
northwesterly direction between the hours of 7:00 p.m. and 8:00 p.m. Glare would be
limited to distorted views only, and would be visible from 1.0 to 2.5 miles away from the
end of the runway.
Runway 17 (looking south): No glare is anticipated.
Runway 8, existing conditions (looking east): No glare is anticipated.
Runway 8, proposed lengthening (looking east): No glare is anticipated.
Runway 26 (looking west): Pilots may experience brief periods of glare during the
winter months in a southwesterly direction during the last few minutes of daylight. Glare
would be experienced in the focus view from 2.25 to 3.0 miles away from the end of the
runway.
Runway 26 approach with 25 degree offset (looking west by southwest): No glare is
anticipated.

Decommissioning
At the end of this Alternative’s useful life (approximately 25 years), decommissioning would be required.
The types of equipment used for decommissioning would be similar to that of construction; therefore,
impacts from decommissioning of Alternative 5 would be similar to that of construction.
Removal of this Alternative’s gen-tie and distribution lines would eliminate the less than significant visual
impacts that would result from operation of this alternative’s lines.
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Application of CEQA Significance Thresholds
VIS-1) Would Alternative 5 have a substantial adverse effect on a scenic vista?
Implementation of Alternative 5 would result in similar impacts as those discussed under VIS-1 for
the proposed Project; as such, refer to the Alternative 1 analysis for further details.
VIS-2) Would Alternative 5 substantially damage scenic resources, including, but not limited to,
trees, rock outcroppings, and historic buildings within a state scenic highway?
Refer to the Alternative 1 impact analysis. Under Alternative 5, the solar facility would be
consistent with visual policies contained in the RCGP (2003) and the PVVAP (2008). The 34.5 kV
distribution lines would be placed above-ground, which may be visible from a scenic highway (I10 freeway). Therefore, the distribution lines would not be consistent with the Riverside County
General Plan LU Policy 13.5 requiring placement of distribution lines underground; however, the
34.5 distribution lines would be parallel to existing transmission and distribution lines.
Similar to the proposed Project, the Reduced Acreage Alternative would be viewed from a section
of the highway that has views of development on the eastern edge of the Palo Verde Mesa rather
than open views of undeveloped desert. Motorists would view Alternative 5 in the context of its
surrounding land uses, including the Blythe Energy Center, the Blythe Solar Project (owned by
NRG), the Blythe Airport, and commercial businesses. However, because Alternative 5 would not
include development north of I-10, motorists would not experience views of several electrical
transmission lines crossing the freeway that they would experience with the proposed Project. All
remaining impacts would be similar to those of the proposed Project. Therefore, no substantial
adverse effects to scenic resources would occur and impacts during construction, operation,
maintenance, and decommissioning would be less than significant.
VIS-3) Would Alternative 5 substantially degrade the existing visual character or quality of the
site and its surroundings?
Implementation of Alternative 5 would result in similar impacts as those discussed under VIS-3 for
the proposed Project; as such, refer to the Alternative 1 analysis for further details.
VIS-4) Would Alternative 5 create a new source of substantial light or glare which would
adversely affect day or nighttime views in the area?
Refer to the VIS-4 Alternative 1 impact analysis. Development under the Reduced Acreage
Alternative would not create substantial glint or glare during normal operations that would be
visible from the sensitive viewpoints, which include residences with views of the Project, I-10,
recreational facilities, and pilots entering and exiting the Blythe Airport. Adverse glare impacts
would not be experienced by residents, motorists, or recreational areas near Alternative 5.
Motorists along I-10 would be the closest ground-based viewers to the panels south of I-10.
Three-dimensional terrain data and panel placement plans for the Project show that no glare
impacts would occur to ground-based viewers and residences during normal operation of the
Project. Removal of the solar facility north of I-10 would not alter this conclusion. Recreational
facilities close to the Project would also not experience glare impacts. Therefore, no adverse
impacts related to glare would result from Alternative 5.
Similar to the proposed Project, Alternative 5 would not result in substantial impacts related to
light and glare in the area. Glare would not be experienced by residents or motorists near
Alternative 5. Some glare from the PV panels would occur for aircraft, but the glare would be
limited in area and duration and would not be concentrated. Anticipated glare would be similar to
or lesser in intensity to that experienced by pilots making airport approaches or takeoffs over
bodies of water. Project facility and security lighting would be limited. Therefore, impacts related
to light and glare are anticipated to be less than significant.
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VIS-5) Would Alternative 5 result in the creation of an aesthetically offensive site open to public
view?
Refer to the Alternative 1 impact analysis. The public would primarily view the Alternative 5 site
from I-10 and would also have views from local public roads in the visual resources study area.
Alternative 5 would change the existing visual character of the site from vacant land and
agriculture to a solar energy facility area south of I-10. However, the site is already influenced by
nearby existing electrical facilities, which include the Blythe Energy Center, transmission and
distribution lines, and an existing solar facility (Blythe Solar Project). Therefore, Alternative 5
would not alter the site in a manner that would create a substantially aesthetically offensive site
open to public view, and impacts to public views would be less than significant.
VIS-6) Would Alternative 5 interfere with nighttime use of the Mt. Palomar Observatory, as
protected through Riverside County Ordinance No. 655?
Implementation of Alternative 5 would result in similar impacts as those discussed under VIS-6 for
the proposed Project; as such, refer to the Alternative 1 analysis for further details.
VIS-7) Would Alternative 5 expose residential property to unacceptable light levels?
Implementation of Alternative 5 would result in similar impacts as those discussed under VIS-7 for
the proposed Project; as such, refer to the Alternative 1 analysis for further details.

Cumulative Impacts
Geographic Scope
The geographic scope of the visual resources cumulative effects analysis is the same as the visual
resources study area and cumulative projects. The visual resource study area consists of a 1.5-mile area
on each side (a three-mile-wide study corridor in total) of the centerline for the gen-tie line and a 1.0-mile
area around the perimeter of the solar facility boundary. This area includes locations from which a viewer
could see the Project along with views of other projects (where visual impacts could be additive).
Additionally, cumulative impacts to views for travelers along the I-10 corridor where the Project could be
viewed with other past, present, or reasonably foreseeable future actions (resulting in synergistic visual
impacts) were considered. Cumulative projects that would be within the visual resources study area
include Blythe Airport Solar I Project, Palo Verde Mesa Solar Project, Desert Quartzite Solar Project,
Blythe Solar Power Generation Station 1, Sonoran West SEGS, Devers-Palo Verde 2 Transmission Line,
Desert Southwest Transmission Line, Colorado River Substation, and Blythe Energy Project II.
Residential developments may also be within the visual resources study area; however, mapping was not
available. Cumulative projects that could be viewed by travelers along the I-10 corridor include the
projects listed above as well as Mule Mountain III, Wiley’s Well Communication Tower, Palen Solar
Energy Project, Desert Center 50, SCE Red Bluff Substation, and Chuckwalla Solar Project.
Western Solar Energy Plan (BLM and DOE 2012), which established the Riverside East SEZ analyzed
viewshed impacts of utility-scale solar energy projects (BLM and DOE 2012). The PEIS did not include
the proposed Project among the projects it studied and, therefore, was not used as the analysis of
cumulative impacts to which the Project would contribute. However, all projects studied in that PEIS that
are within the visual study area for the Project, or that could be viewed with the Project by travelers along
I-10 were included in the study of cumulative impacts to which the Project could contribute. These
projects included the Palen Solar Energy Project, Devers-Palo Verde 2 Transmission Line, Blythe Energy
Project Transmission Line Modifications, and McCoy Solar Energy Project. The PEIS was used as a
source of information about the impacts of those other projects. It should be noted that not all of these
projects are necessarily visible from the same locations.
Unlike the projects studied in the PEIS, the proposed Project would be on disturbed lands (agricultural
fields) on the eastern edge of the Palo Verde Mesa and within or adjacent to the federally designated
utility corridors (Corridors J and K, and Section 368 Federal Energy Corridor 30-52), and within the
Riverside East SEZ. The solar facility would be surrounded by other industrial uses (Blythe Airport, the
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Blythe Energy Center, and an existing PV project). The gen-tie line would be co-located with other
existing and approved transmission lines. Therefore, the Project would not result in impacts to
surrounding lands and therefore would not result in a cumulatively considerable impact.

Temporal Scope
The timeframe refers to the duration over which an impact would occur: short-term or long-term. Shortterm impacts to visual resources would occur during the construction and decommissioning periods in
association with the addition of construction equipment to the landscape. Long-term impacts to visual
resources would occur as a result of any alterations to the viewshed that would occur as a result of the
presence of the BMSP over its operational life (approximately 25 years).

Analysis of Direct and Indirect Impacts
Although the Solar PEIS cumulative scenario for visual resource impacts concluded that renewable
energy projects within the Eastern Riverside SEZ would contrast greatly with the surrounding generally
naturally appearing lands, the Project would not contribute considerably to adverse impacts to naturally
appearing lands. The Project would be sited in an already-disturbed area and co-located with existing
electrical facilities; the scenic value of the existing landscape is considered low. In any views that included
the Project area as well as these projects on naturally appearing lands, the Project would appear small
and at a distance, and would not command attention in light of the starker contrasts that would be created
by the projects located on naturally appearing lands. The Project’s contribution to cumulative impacts to
views from residences and I-10, scenic resources, the visual character or quality of the site, and light and
glare would be less than considerable.
Alternative 1: Proposed Project
Construction
If construction of all foreseeable projects within the visual resources study area were to occur at the same
time as the BMSP, the area would be introduced to additional construction activities, equipment, and
night lighting from these sites. These construction impacts would include presence of heavy equipment,
dust, fencing, materials, and supplies in the local Project region (impacts VIS-3, VIS-4, VIS-5, VIS-6, and
VIS-7). However, following construction, the equipment and associated supplies would be removed, and
impacts would be temporary.
Multiple proposed projects would be viewed by travelers along the I-10 corridor at various distances.
Those that would be within one mile of I-10 include the Chuckwalla Solar Project, Desert Center 50,
Palen Solar Energy Project, Mule Mountain III, Sonoran West SEGS, and Desert Quartzite. In addition,
electrical facilities associated with the solar projects listed above and the McCoy Solar Energy Project
would be viewed by travelers on I-10. These projects in addition to the Project would alter the views from
open desert landscape to visually complex, man-made industrial landscapes. However, the Project would
be within a disturbed area within and adjacent to the City of Blythe and would be constructed at various
times. Therefore, it would not contribute to cumulatively considerable impacts in context of the entire I-10
corridor. The Project would not contribute to adverse cumulative effects on any scenic vistas (VIS-1) or on
scenic resources within a State scenic highway (VIS-2), would not contribute to cumulative creation of an
aesthetically offensive site open to public view (VIS-5), and would not cumulatively contribute to
interference with nighttime use of the Mt. Palomar Observatory (VIS-6). The impact on views from I-10,
which has been identified by the County of Riverside as eligible for designation as a scenic corridor, and
to the existing visual character or quality of the site and its surroundings (VIS-3) that would result from the
incremental impact of the Project when added to other past, present, and reasonably foreseeable future
projects would be less than significant. The Project would not contribute to adverse cumulative effects
related to substantial light or glare that would adversely affect day or nighttime views in the area (VIS-4)
or contribute to unacceptable light levels for residential property (VIS-7).
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Operation and Maintenance
Multiple projects, including several utility-scale solar energy production facilities, are proposed within the
visual study area of the BMSP. These have the potential to result in cumulative impacts to aesthetics
when considered together with the proposed Project. After construction of the Project, the existing visual
character of the area would be altered along with its surroundings as a result of agricultural lands being
utilized for a solar energy facility. However, due to the flat topography of the sites and surrounding area
and location of the Project area, which is predominantly removed from public views within an area
surrounded by existing agricultural land, the Project would not be highly visible from surrounding public
viewpoints. As previously described, multiple proposed projects would be viewed by travelers along the I10 corridor at various distances. These projects in addition to the Project would alter the views from open
desert landscape to visually complex, man-made industrial landscapes. However, as previously
mentioned, the Project would be within an area with existing electrical facilities and within and adjacent to
the City of Blythe; therefore, operation and maintenance would not contribute to cumulatively
considerable impacts in context of the entire I-10 corridor. The BMSP would not be in a designated scenic
vista, nor has the RCGP designated the Project area as an important visual resource. No historic
structures or significant scenic resources exist within the visual resources study area (impacts VIS-1, VIS2, and VIS-5). In addition, the BMSP proposes to construct a double-circuit 230 kV overhead gen-tie line
to the approved Colorado River Substation. Only one circuit of the double-circuit tubular steel poles would
be strung, leaving the other circuit vacant. This vacant circuit position could be utilized by other utilityscale solar energy production facilities under the cumulative scenario; as such, this would reduce
cumulative impacts to the overall scheme of the valley by placing new infrastructure from other projects
on existing poles within an established ROW corridor. Accordingly, no significant cumulative impact would
result from the proposed Project’s incremental contribution to impacts on a scenic vista or damage to
scenic resources.
There would be no significant new light sources on the Project area at night that would contribute
cumulatively to adversely affect nighttime views in the area. No nighttime activities are anticipated during
operation of the Project; however, the solar facility would be secured 24 hours per day by on-site private
security personnel and remote security services with motion-detection cameras (impact VIS-6). Glare
impacts would be minimized by the inherent design qualities of the PV panels, which reduce reflectivity
and the potential for visual discomfort or impairment. Additional PV panels in the area would not result in
a greater intensity of glare due to the panel design and the law of reflectivity, which would not direct any
reflected light along the ground surface (impacts VIS-4 and VIS-7). Accordingly, no significant cumulative
impact would result from the cumulative scenario to which the Project’s incremental contribution to
impacts related to lighting or glare. As a result, impacts from operation of the proposed Project would
have a less than significant cumulative impact on aesthetics. The proposed Project would be on disturbed
lands (agricultural fields) and west of the City of Blythe’s general population. The solar facility would be
close to other industrial uses (Blythe Airport, the Blythe Energy Center, and an existing PV project)
(impact VIS-3). Therefore, the Project would not contribute adverse cumulative impacts to the
surrounding generally naturally appearing lands.
The discussion below addresses the cumulative impacts that would be associated with the three KOPs
that were identified as representative views of the proposed Project.
KOP 1: View from West Riverside Drive (Residences East of the Project on the Mesa)
Residential viewers at this location would view the Project and resulting moderate to high visual contrast
of the Project with the landscape in the immediate foreground and foreground distance zones. They
would have background views of the Palo Verde Mesa Solar Project and Blythe Airport Solar I Project,
which would also result in similar visual contrast levels and cumulative visual impacts to residences at this
location. However, no designated areas of natural beauty or scenic recreational areas are located within
the view of the KOP or the Project area. The existing visual character of the landscape is already
influenced by existing transmission lines, the Blythe Energy Center (which would be surrounded by the
proposed solar facility), and Blythe Airport. Although the Project would contribute cumulatively to the
change in the existing visual character of the area from vacant land and agriculture to solar energy
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facilities, it would not alter that cumulative impact considerably, especially considering the area’s scenic
value, which is considered low.
KOP 2: View West And East from Interstate 10
Multiple proposed projects would be viewed by travelers along the I-10 corridor at various distances.
Those that would be within one mile of I-10 include the Chuckwalla Solar Project, Desert Center 50,
Palen Solar Energy Project, Mule Mountain III, Sonoran West SEGS, and Desert Quartzite. In addition,
electrical facilities associated with the solar projects listed above and the McCoy Solar Energy Project
would be viewed by travelers on I-10.
The view from KOP 2 to the west would include Desert Quartzite, Sonoran West SEGS, and Mule
Mountain III, as well as their associated transmission lines. These projects in addition to the Project would
alter the views from open desert landscape to visually complex, man-made industrial landscapes.
However, the Project would be within a disturbed area within the City of Blythe and on the eastern edge
of the Palo Verde Mesa. It would not impact the landscape in the same way as other cumulatively
significant developments and, therefore, would not significantly worsen cumulative impacts in context of
the entire I-10 corridor.
The view from KOP 2 to the east from I-10 is more industrial in nature and includes existing transmission
lines and the Blythe Energy Center. Nearby cumulative projects include Blythe Energy Project II and
Blythe Airport Solar Project, which would not be visible in the simulation photograph, although they would
be seen from other locations along I-10. The Project would contribute to cumulative impacts, but its
contribution would not be considerable due to the character of the area, which is partially developed and
located within and adjacent to the City of Blythe.
KOP 3: View South from Mesa Verde Park in the Nicholls Warm Springs/Mesa Verde Community
Residences in the Nicholls Warm Springs/Mesa Verde community would have views of the Project in
addition to views of multiple proposed projects to the north, east, and south, including the Blythe Solar
Power Project, Palo Verde Mesa Solar Project, Blythe Airport Solar I Project, Blythe Energy Project II, and
Desert Quartzite, in addition to proposed electrical facilities. The proposed projects would all be relatively
distant (greater than one mile) from the Nicholls Warm Springs/Mesa Verde community. The low to
moderate visual contrast of the Project in addition to the contrast of the multiple proposed projects that
would be visible would contribute to cumulative impacts but would not be significant.
Decommissioning
At the end of the proposed Project’s useful life of approximately 25 years, it would be decommissioned
and dismantled. The types of equipment used for decommissioning would be similar to that of
construction; therefore, impacts from decommissioning of the Project would be similar to that of
construction. Cumulative impacts associated with decommissioning of the proposed Project would include
the removal of all Project components, including gen‐tie line structures and wiring, as well as all towers,
wiring, PV panels, and inverter structures.
After removal of Project components, the Project area would return to agricultural uses. Visual recovery
from land disturbance of closure and decommissioning would likely occur within a few years to allow for
re-growth of vegetation. Therefore, decommissioning would temporarily impact the proposed Project’s
contribution to local and regional cumulative impacts on visual resources. Temporary direct and indirect
cumulative visual impacts would occur until re-growth of vegetation in the area is established. However,
as discussed above, the Project area is void of highly scenic views or aesthetically unique or distinctive
landscape, and impacts to aesthetics would be less than significant. No nighttime activities are
anticipated during decommissioning of the Project (impacts VIS-1 through VIS-7). When considered in
combination with the impacts of other projects in the cumulative scenario, the Project would not
incrementally worsen cumulative conditions, and a contribution to aesthetics impacts during
decommissioning would not be cumulatively considerable.
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Alternative 2: No Project Alternative
Under the No Project Alternative, gen-tie facilities would not be constructed on BLM-managed lands and
solar facilities would not be constructed on private lands. The public lands on the Project area would
continue to be managed by BLM in accordance with existing land use designations in the CDCA Plan,
whereas the private lands would continue to be managed for agricultural production. Alternative 2 would
not contribute to cumulative visual impacts.
Alternative 3: Northern 230 kV Gen-tie Line Location
Alternative 3 is similar to Alternative 1 (proposed Project), with the exception of the location of the
Northern 230 kV gen-tie line, which would be approximately 700 feet north of Alternative 1’s proposed
230 kV gen-tie line. The cumulative impacts associated with the construction, operation, maintenance,
and decommissioning of the solar facility would be the same as Alternative 1. Alternative 3 would not
contribute to adverse cumulative effects on any scenic vistas (VIS-1) or on scenic resources within a
State scenic highway (VIS-2), would not contribute to cumulative creation of an aesthetically offensive site
open to public view (VIS-5), and would not cumulatively contribute to interference with nighttime use of
the Mt. Palomar Observatory (VIS-6). Alternative 3 would contribute less than considerably to cumulative
effects to views from I-10, which has been identified by the County of Riverside as eligible for designation
as a scenic corridor; to cumulatively substantial degradation of the existing visual character or quality of
the site and its surroundings (VIS-3); to cumulative effects related to substantial light or glare that would
adversely affect day or nighttime views in the area (VIS-4); and to unacceptable light levels for residential
property (VIS-7).
Alternative 4: Southern 230 kV Gen-tie Line Location
Alternative 4 is similar to Alternative 1 (proposed Project), with the exception of the location of the
Southern 230 kV gen-tie line, which would be approximately 0.8 mile south of Alternative 1’s proposed
230 kV gen-tie line. The cumulative impacts associated with the construction, operation, maintenance,
and decommissioning of the solar facility would be the same as Alternative 1. Alternative 4 would not
contribute to adverse cumulative effects on any scenic vistas (VIS-1) or on scenic resources within a
State scenic highway (VIS-2), would not contribute to cumulative creation of an aesthetically offensive site
open to public view (VIS-5), and would not cumulatively contribute to interference with nighttime use of
the Mt. Palomar Observatory (VIS-6). Alternative 4 would contribute less than considerably to cumulative
effects to views from I-10, which has been identified by the County of Riverside as eligible for designation
as a scenic corridor; to cumulatively substantial degradation of the existing visual character or quality of
the site and its surroundings (VIS-3); to cumulative effects related to substantial light or glare that would
adversely affect day or nighttime views in the area (VIS-4); and to unacceptable light levels for residential
property (VIS-7).
Alternative 5: Reduced Acreage Alternative
The contribution to cumulative impacts from development of Alternative 5 would be generally less than
that of the proposed Project, due to the absence of solar facility development north of I-10.
Construction
When considering cumulative effects to views from I-10, Alternative 5 would result in fewer contributions
to cumulative impacts during the construction period compared to the proposed Project, as no
development activity would occur immediately north of I-10. As with the proposed Project, Alternative 5
would make a less than considerable contribution to cumulative effects related to the substantial
degradation of the existing visual character or quality of the site and its surroundings (VIS-3); to
substantial light or glare that would adversely affect day or nighttime views in the area (VIS-4); and to
unacceptable light levels for residential property (VIS-7).
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Operation and Maintenance
After construction of Alternative 5, the existing visual character of the area would be altered along with its
surroundings as a result of agricultural lands being utilized for a solar energy facility south of I-10.
However, due to the flat topography of the sites and surrounding area and location of the Alternative 5
site, which is predominantly removed from public views within an area surrounded by existing agricultural
land, Alternative 5 would not be highly visible from surrounding public viewpoints. As previously
described, multiple proposed projects would be viewed by travelers along the I-10 corridor at various
distances. These projects in addition to Alternative 5 would alter the views from open desert landscape to
visually complex, man-made industrial landscapes. However, Alternative 5 would be within an area with
existing electrical facilities on the eastern edge of the Palo Verde Mesa; therefore, operation and
maintenance would not make a considerable contribution to cumulative impacts in context of the entire I10 corridor. The Alternative 5 solar facility would not be located in a designated scenic vista, nor has the
RCGP designated the Alternative 5 site as an important visual resource. No historic structures or
significant scenic resources exist within the visual resources study area (impacts VIS-1, VIS-2, and VIS5). In addition, similar to the proposed Project, Alternative 5 proposes to construct a double-circuit 230 kV
overhead gen-tie line to the approved Colorado River Substation. Only one circuit of the double-circuit
tubular steel poles would be strung, leaving the other circuit vacant. This vacant circuit position could be
utilized by other utility-scale solar energy production facilities under the cumulative scenario; as such, this
would reduce cumulative impacts to the overall scheme of the valley by placing new infrastructure from
other projects on existing poles within an established ROW corridor. Accordingly, Alternative 5 would not
contribute to a significant cumulative impact on a scenic vista or damage to scenic resources.
There would be no significant new light sources on the Alternative 5 site at night that would considerably
contribute to cumulative adverse effects to nighttime views in the area. No nighttime activities are
anticipated during operation of Alternative 5; however, the solar facility would be secured 24 hours per
day by on-site private security personnel and remote security services with motion-detection cameras
(impact VIS-6). Glare impacts would be minimized by the inherent design qualities of the PV panels,
which reduce reflectivity and the potential for visual discomfort or impairment. Additional PV panels in the
area would not result in a greater intensity of glare due to the panel design and the law of reflectivity,
which would not direct any reflected light along the ground surface (impacts VIS-4 and VIS-7).
Accordingly, this Alternative’s incremental impact would not constitute a cumulatively considerable
contribution to cumulative lighting or glare impacts. As a result, impacts from operation of Alternative 5
would have a less than significant cumulative impact on aesthetics. Alternative 5 would be located on
disturbed lands (agricultural fields); however, unlike the proposed Project, this alternative would not be in
the City of Blythe. The solar facility would be close to other industrial uses (Blythe Airport, the Blythe
Energy Center, and an existing PV project) (impact VIS-3). Therefore, Alternative 5 would not contribute
considerably toward any adverse cumulative impacts to the surrounding, generally naturally appearing
lands.

Mitigation Measures
With implementation of the above-listed BMPs as part of the Project, no mitigation measures are
recommended.

Residual Impacts
With implementation of the above-listed BMPs as part of the Project, the Project would result in less than
significant impacts to visual resources.

NEPA Conclusions
The Alternatives, including the Project, would have the impacts described above. The Alternatives would
comply with federal plans and policies pertaining to aesthetic resources, including the visual policies of
the CDCA Plan. With implementation of the BMPs, the effects of the Project to aesthetics would not be
significant.
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4.2.2 Agriculture
This section describes the impact analysis relating to agriculture for the proposed Project and
Alternatives. The proposed Project area is not used for timber production, nor is it forested. Therefore, the
following discussion presents the significance criteria relevant to agriculture on which impact
determinations are based, and recommends measures to avoid or minimize adverse effects anticipated
from Project construction, operation and maintenance, and decommissioning; and defines and lists the
overall impacts identified for the Project and Alternatives.

Methodology for Analysis
Baseline conditions described in Chapter 3 have been evaluated with regard to their potential to be
affected by Project construction, operation and maintenance, and decommissioning activities. As noted in
Chapter 2, the Project proposes to rezone approximately 1,249 acres from W-2-5 (controlled
development area) and N-A to A-1-10 (light Agricultural) to bring the agricultural zoning into consistency
with most of the rest of the site. The Project would also establish a Williamson Act agricultural preserve
on approximately 1,485 acres of land that are planted in orchards, dates, stone fruit or grapes; and to
enter into Williamson Act contracts for this area of approximately 1485 acres. Because these actions
would encourage continued agricultural uses of existing agricultural lands, they would not cause new
significant impacts and therefore are not addressed in detail in this Draft EIR/EA. The potential impacts
associated with the solar Project, including subsequent cancellation of the Williamson Act contract and
agricultural preserve, are evaluated on a qualitative and quantitative basis through a comparison of the
anticipated Project effects on agricultural activities. The evaluation of Project impacts is based on
professional judgment, analysis of Riverside County’s and the City of Blythe’s agricultural resources
polices, and the significance criteria established by Appendix G of the CEQA Guidelines.
Appendix G of the CEQA Guidelines identifies the California Land Evaluation and Site Assessment
(LESA) Model as an optional methodology to assess impacts on agriculture and farmland. The LESA
Model is an approach for rating the relative quality of land resources using specific measurable features.
The LESA system is a point‐based method composed of six different factors. The two Land Evaluation
factors (Land Use Capability Classification and Store Index) are based on measures of soil resource
quality. The four Site Assessment factors address a given project’s size, water resource availability,
surrounding agricultural lands, and surrounding protected resource lands. The factors are then weighted
relative to one another so that 50 percent of the total LESA score is derived from the Land Evaluation
factors and 50 percent from the Site Assessment factors. The weighted total results in a single numeric
score, with a maximum attainable score of 100 points (California DOC 1997). This project score can be
used as a basis for making a determination of the significance of a project’s impacts on agriculture and
farmland, based upon a range of established scoring thresholds. URS prepared the Blythe Mesa Solar
Project Land Evaluation and Site Assessment in 2012 (refer to Appendix L of this Draft EIR/EA).
Table 4.2.2-1 California LESA Modeling Scoring Thresholds
TOTAL LESA
SCORE

SCORING DECISION

0 to 39 Points

Not considered significant.

40 to 59 Points

Considered significant only if LESA subscores are each greater than or equal to 20 points.

60 to 79 Points

Considered significant unless either LESA subscore is less than 20 points.

80 to 100 Points

Considered significant.

Source: California DOC 1997.

CEQA Significance Criteria
The significance criteria for agriculture listed in the CEQA Environmental Checklist, Appendix G of the
2012 CEQA Guidelines, as modified by use of the optional LESA methodology, were used to assess the
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significance of agricultural impacts resulting from the Project. These thresholds indicate that a project
could have potentially significant impacts if it would:
AG-1)

Convert Prime Farmland, Unique Farmland, or Farmland of Statewide Importance
(Farmland), as shown on the maps prepared pursuant to the Farmland Mapping and
Monitoring Program of the California Resources Agency, to nonagricultural use as
measured by a LESA score exceeding the thresholds noted in Table 4.2.2-1 above.

AG-2)

Conflict with existing zoning for agricultural use, or a Williamson Act contract.

AG-3)

Conflict with existing zoning for, or cause rezoning of, forest land (as defined in Public
Resources Code section 12220(g)), timberland (as defined by Public Resources Code
section 4526), or timberland zoned Timberland Production (as defined by Government
Code section 51104(g)).

AG-4)

Result in the loss of forest land or conversion of forest land to non‐forest use.

AG-5)

Involve other changes in the existing environment which, due to their location or nature,
could result in conversion of Farmland to nonagricultural use or forestland to non‐forest
use.

The following additional significance criteria from the County of Riverside CEQA Environmental
Assessment Form are used in the analysis. A project could have potentially significant impacts if it would:
AG-6)

Conflict with land within a Riverside County Agricultural Preserve.

AG-7)

Cause development of non-agricultural uses within 300 feet of agriculturally zoned
property (Ordinance No. 625, “Right-to-Farm”).

NEPA Requirements
Agricultural resources are located on the private lands that are proposed for the solar facility development
and a portion of the gen-tie line are located on private lands. A portion of the proposed Project and
Alternatives’ gen-tie line corridor would traverse BLM-managed lands, but would not traverse farmland
other agricultural resource land, forest land, or timberland. The NEPA evaluation herein therefore
includes an analysis of potential direct and indirect effects to agriculture and forestry resources from the
potential approval of the BLM ROW on public lands. This evaluation is provided within the same context
of the CEQA significance criteria described above.

Applicable Best Management Practices
As part of the Project and Alternatives, the following applicable BMP would minimize the environmental
impacts to agricultural resources. The full BMP has been detailed below (see also Table 2-4 in Chapter 2)
and is further referenced (by number) within the impact discussion.
NUMBER

BMP-10

JUNE 2014

BMP DESCRIPTION
Integrated Weed Management Plan. In compliance with the Federal Noxious Weed Act and the Plant Protection
Act, a Project-specific integrated weed management plan for the control of noxious weeds and invasive plant
species would be prepared. The plan would identify presence, location, and abundance of weed species in the
Project area and surrounding area adjacent to the Project, as well as identify suppression and containment
measures to prevent the spread of weed species and introduction of weed species. Prevention techniques would
include: limiting disturbance areas during construction to the minimum required to perform work; limiting ingress
and egress to defined routes; maintaining vehicle wash and inspection stations; and closely monitoring the types
of materials brought on-site to minimize the potential for weed introduction. During operations, noxious and
invasive weed management will be incorporated as a part of mandatory site training for groundskeepers and
maintenance personnel. Training will include weed identification and the impacts on agriculture, wildlife, and fire
frequencies. Training will also cover the importance of preventing the spread of noxious weeds and of controlling
the proliferation of existing weeds.
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Alternative 1: Proposed Project
Analysis of Direct and Indirect Impacts
Construction
Based on the California Department of Conservation’s (DOC) Farmland Mapping and Monitoring Program
(FMMP), the solar facility would convert approximately 1,707 acres of Farmland, which are categorized
with the following designations, to non-agricultural use:
•
•
•

1,681 acres of Prime Farmland (1,518 acres within unincorporated Riverside County and
163 acres within the City of Blythe)
16 acres of Unique Farmland (unincorporated Riverside County)
10 acres of Farmland of Statewide Importance (unincorporated Riverside County)

The Project’s conversion of Farmland to non‐agricultural use would not result in conversion of other
adjacent Farmland to non‐agricultural use. The Project would not introduce a non-agricultural use that is
sensitive to or incompatible with agricultural operations that would occur nearby. Vehicle emissions can
impact the health and survival of crops; however, vehicle emissions from Project construction or
decommissioning would be temporary and vehicle impacts from operation would be relatively minimal.
The Project would reduce the current water demand; therefore, it would not adversely affect the adjacent
farmers’ share of the water supply. At the end of its operating life, infrastructure associated with the solar
facility would be removed, which would allow the solar facility site to return to agricultural use. Therefore,
the Project would only result in direct conversion of land within the solar facility boundary.
The nature and quality of this impact was assessed using the LESA methodology. As explained in more
detail in Appendix L, the Project was assessed and rated in several categories. The LESA model employs
two Land Evaluation factors that assess the quality of the soils at the site: the Land Capability
Classification rating and the Storie Index Rating. It also assesses four Site Assessment categories:
project size, water resources availability, surrounding agricultural land, and surrounding protected
resources.
Extensive analysis of the soil types and amounts at the site resulted in an Land Capability Classification
rating of 36.82 and a Storie Index rating of 66.62. The Project size category received a maximum rating of
100 points due to the extent and quality of the soils present. The limited availability of water resources for
much of the Project area, as noted in Chapter 3, resulted in a score of 45.7 out of 100 possible points in
the water resources availability category. Lands used for agricultural production within 0.25 mile of the
Project area, which was determined to be the zone of influence for the Project, comprise less than 40
percent of the property within that zone of influence, resulting in a score of zero for the surrounding lands
category. Protected resources within that zone consist of lands protected by Williamson Act contract,
which also comprise less than 40 percent of that zone. Accordingly, the score for surrounding protected
resources category is also zero.
These scores are then weighted pursuant to the California LESA Model, such that 50 percent of the total
LESA score is derived from the land evaluation factors, and 50 percent from the site assessment factors.
Table 4.2.2-2 presents a summary of the LESA analysis for the proposed Project.
Table 4.2.2-2 LESA Score Sheet Summary

Land Evaluation
1. Land Capability Classification (25%)
2. Storie Index Rating (25%)
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FACTOR
RATING
(0 – 100 Points)
36.82
66.62

FACTOR
WEIGHTING
(Total = 100 Points)

0.25
0.25
Land Evaluation Subscore

WEIGHTED
FACTOR
RATING
9.2
16.7
25.9
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Site Assessment
1. Project Size Rating (15%)
2. Water Resource Availability Rating (15%)
3. Surrounding Agricultural Land Rating (15%)
4. Surrounding Protected Resource Lands Rating (5%)

FACTOR
RATING
(0 – 100 Points)
100
45.7
0
0

FACTOR
WEIGHTING
(Total = 100 Points)

0.15
0.15
0.15
0.05
Site Assessment Subscore
TOTAL

WEIGHTED
FACTOR
RATING
15
6.9
0
0
21.9
47.8

Source: URS 2012.

As noted above, a final LESA score between 40 to 59 points is considered significant if the LESA
subscores are each greater than or equal to 20 points. The Project exceeds these scores, and would
therefore create a significant impact in the amount of Land Evaluation rating points (5.9) and Site
Assessment rating points (1.9), or 8.8 total rating points.
The removal of the solar facility site from agricultural use would not increase the total acreage of urban
uses. This solar facility site could revert to agricultural use when the Project is decommissioned. Also, the
State’s and region’s need for renewable energy sources under Assembly Bill (AB) 32 and other laws and
regulations designed to address climate change would trigger conversion of other agricultural land to
solar electricity generation, regardless of whether this Project is approved or not. The fact that the Project
has secured a California Independent System Operator (CAISO) interconnection queue position sufficient
for the size of the Project indicates that less capacity would be available to other proposed solar power
plants, making conversion of other agricultural lands less likely.
The 230 kV gen-tie line alignment that would extend from the solar facility to SCE’s Colorado River
Substation would be on private and BLM public land characterized as undeveloped desert. The gen-tie
line would not traverse designated Farmlands, lands under a Williamson Act contract, or lands that are
part of a Riverside County agricultural preserve.
Operation and Maintenance
During the operation and maintenance phase of the proposed Project, the solar facility site would remain
converted to a non-agricultural use. Indirect impacts could include nuisance conditions associated with
pests and weeds that affect adjacent agricultural lands (described in Chapter 3). As part of the Project,
implementation of a Project-specific Integrated Weed Management Plan (BMP-10) would minimize
impacts from the spread of weeds and control proliferation of existing weeds.
Decommissioning
Decommissioning activities would involve the removal of solar panels, support piles, electrical
components (drive controllers, inverters, transformers, and switchgear), and gen-tie and distribution lines.
Refer to Chapter 2, Section 2.2.3, for a detailed discussion regarding decommissioning. The Project area
would be re-conditioned to again be suitable for agricultural production.

Application of CEQA Significance Thresholds
Throughout California, various measures have been developed to protect farmland and support the
economic viability of agriculture. Some of the techniques have resulted in programs that are enacted and
administered at the State level, while others are used primarily by local governments. The California DOC
encourages agricultural districts, agricultural protection zoning, conservation easements, differential
assessment, purchase of agricultural conservation easements, right-to-farm laws, transfer of development
rights, and the Farmland Protection Policy Act.
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AG-1) Would the Project convert Prime Farmland, Unique Farmland, or Farmland of Statewide
Importance (Farmland), as shown on the maps prepared pursuant to the Farmland
Mapping and Monitoring Program of the California Resources Agency, to nonagricultural
use, as measured by a LESA score exceeding the thresholds noted in Table 4.2.2-1 above?
Implementation of the proposed Project would result in the construction of solar facilities,
including solar arrays, electric substations, roads, and transmission lines. Solar panels and
transmission lines would be raised off the ground, but foundations for the electrical equipment,
roadways, temporary laydown and parking areas, and general grading would disturb the site.
Accordingly, there would be a temporary loss of agricultural uses on the Project area. As
previously noted, the LESA model may be used in lieu of the Farmland Mapping and Monitoring
Program to determine whether impacts to agricultural resources would be significant. As shown
in Table 4.2.2-2, the LESA score is 40 and 59, and both subscores are greater than 20.
Accordingly, the Project is considered to have significant impact on agricultural resources.
The Applicant would continue agricultural operations in areas of the Project area that are
proposed to be developed during later phases. This would slow the conversion of agricultural
lands; however, the Project would ultimately construct solar arrays and ancillary facilities over the
entire site. Therefore, even if agricultural operations continue in areas where construction of the
solar facility has not begun, all existing agricultural operations would be utilized by the solar
facility to generate electricity, which would result in a significant impact.
The Applicant does not propose to pave, remove, or significantly alter the agricultural soil that
currently exists at the Project area. Rather, the solar panels would be built atop the relatively flat
soil lots, leaving the farming soil relatively undisturbed and available for crop cultivation at the
end of the Project’s life, should the parcels revert to agricultural land. Implementation of
Mitigation Measure Agriculture-1 would provide various options for the Applicant to reduce the
severity of the impact of the temporary loss of Important Farmland, resulting in a less than
significant impact. Project operation would not add to the impacts to agricultural resources.
Implementation of Mitigation Measure Agriculture-1 would reduce the significant impacts on the
agricultural resources on the Project area to less than significant levels.
AG-2) Would the Project conflict with existing zoning for agricultural use, or a Williamson Act
contract?
The Project and a portion of the gen-tie line would be on private land zoned by Riverside County
as Light Agriculture (A-1-10) and land zoned by the City of Blythe as Agriculture (A); the gen-tie
line that would traverse BLM-managed land is not zoned for agricultural uses.
With implementation of the proposed Project, land zoned for agricultural uses would be converted
to non-agricultural uses. However, the uses under the proposed Project are allowed as a
conditional use in Agricultural zones and, with the issuance of a conditional use permit, the
proposed uses would be consistent with zoning. Implementation of the proposed Project would
conflict with an agricultural preserve and Williamson Act contracts, which are proposed as part of
Cancellation of the contracts, which could occur in phases, as proposed as part of the Project.
Depending upon then-existing circumstances, the land may also be removed from the agricultural
preserve. Cancellation would be permitted if the Board finds that cancellation is in the public
interest in that other public concerns substantially outweigh the objectives of the Williamson Act,
and that there is no proximate noncontract land which is both available and suitable for the
proposed solar use, or that development of the contracted land would provide more contiguous
patterns of urban development than development of proximate noncontracted land. Cancellation
on these grounds is warranted since the public need and benefits of solar energy, as described in
Chapter 1’s discussion of purpose and need and project objectives, outweighs the objectives of
the Williamson Act. As noted in Chapter 2, there are no suitable alternative locations for the
Project. Also, the location of the Project, partially within the City of Blythe, near the Blythe airport,
and bisected by I-10, would provide for more contiguous patterns of urban development than
would development on non-contracted lands, which are generally located further away from
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existing development. Accordingly, cancellation would be fully consistent with the Williamson Act
and therefore not interfere with the objectives of that Act. However, by necessitating cancellation
of a contract and preserve, the Project would conflict with that contract and preserve and thus
present a potentially significant impact. Implementation of Mitigation Measure Agriculture-1 would
reduce these significant impacts to less than significant.
AG-3) Would the Project conflict with existing zoning for, or cause rezoning of, forest land (as
defined in Public Resources Code section 12220(g)), timberland (as defined by Public
Resources Code section 4526), or timberland zoned Timberland Production (as defined by
Government Code section 51104(g))?
The Project would not be on land zoned specifically as either forest land or timberland. The
Project would be primarily on land zoned for agricultural production and, with a use permit, solar
power plants. Although timber production is an allowable activity within an agricultural zone, the
Project would not be used for timber production, nor is the site forested. Furthermore, crops
grown at the Project area are irrigated because of the arid climate. It is unlikely that the land could
support 10 percent native tree cover under natural (i.e., non-irrigated) conditions. Therefore, the
Project does not meet the definition of “forest land.” The same land is not considered timberland
because the land is not zoned Timberland Production Zone. No impact to forest land would occur.
AG-4) Would the Project result in the loss of forest land or conversion of forest land to
non‐forest use?
As described in AG-3, the land within the Project area does not meet the definition of forest land.
Therefore, the Project would not convert any forest land to non-forest use, and no impact would
occur.
AG-5) Would the Project involve other changes in the existing environment which, due to their
location or nature, could result in conversion of Farmland to nonagricultural use or
forestland to non‐forest use?
The Project would not involve other changes in the existing environment that, due to their location
or nature, could result in conversion of Farmland to non-agricultural use or forest land to nonforest use. The State’s and region’s need for renewable energy sources under AB 32 and other
laws and regulations designed to address climate change would trigger conversion of other
agricultural land to solar electricity generation, regardless of whether this Project is approved or
not. The fact that the Project has secured a CAISO interconnection queue position sufficient for
the size of the Project indicates that less capacity would be available to other proposed solar
power plants, making conversion of other agricultural lands less likely. No impacts would occur.
AG-6) Would the Project conflict with land within a Riverside County Agricultural Preserve?
Implementation of the proposed Project would conflict with an agricultural preserve. See
discussion of AG-2 above. Implementation of Mitigation Measure Agriculture-1 would reduce this
significant impact to less than significant levels. For the reasons stated above, the Project is not
likely to cause other lands in nearby agricultural preserves to convert to solar uses.
AG-7) Would the Project cause development of non-agricultural uses within 300 feet of
agriculturally zoned property (Ordinance No. 625, “Right-to-Farm”)?
See AG-2 above. The proposed renewable energy Project would be allowed as a conditional use
on County lands zoned for agriculture, or would be permitted pursuant to a new zoning district. As
explained above, the Project would not create use conflicts with agricultural use or otherwise
interfere with use of agricultural-zoned property adjacent to the Project area. Accordingly, the
impact would be less than significant.
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Alternative 2: No Project Alternative
Under the No Project Alternative, neither the BLM nor the County of Riverside would approve the Project.
Authorizations, either the ROW grant (federal) or the Conditional Use Permit (County), would not be
issued. As a result, the proposed Project (solar facility and gen-tie) would not be constructed on private
land and BLM-managed lands. The public lands in the Project area would continue to be managed by
BLM in accordance with existing land use designations in the CDCA Plan, as amended, whereas the
private lands would continue to be managed for agricultural production.
Alternative 2 would avoid impacts that would result from the construction, operation, maintenance, and
decommissioning of the proposed Project (Alternative 1); however, the land on which the Project is
proposed would become available for other uses. The federal lands are within or adjacent to a designated
utility corridor, and within the Riverside East SEZ, both of which include a number of existing and
approved transmission facilities. It is anticipated that the use of this corridor would continue to support
electrical transmission with or without the proposed Project, which is consistent with BLM’s land use plan.
If the proposed Project were not approved, renewable projects would likely be developed on other sites in
Riverside County, in other areas of California, or in adjacent states within the Desert Southwest.

Alternative 3: Northern Alternative 230 kV Gen-tie Line Location
Similar to Alternative 1, Alternative 3 would include the construction, operation, maintenance, and
decommissioning of a solar facility and associated infrastructure, and associated interim agriculturalrelated actions. The primary difference between Alternatives 1 and 3 is the location of the proposed 230
kV gen-tie line that would extend outside of the solar facility field to the Colorado River Substation. This
portion of Alternative 3 would be situated entirely on BLM public land. The same 230 kV gen-tie alignment
within the solar facility field would be utilized for both Alternatives 1 and 3. The gen-tie line for Alternative
3 would not traverse Farmland and or land under a Williamson Act contract.

Application of CEQA Significance Thresholds
AG-1) Would Alternative 3 convert Prime Farmland, Unique Farmland, or Farmland of Statewide
Importance (Farmland), as shown on the maps prepared pursuant to the Farmland
Mapping and Monitoring Program of the California Resources Agency, to nonagricultural
use?
Alternative 3 would convert Prime Farmland, Unique Farmland, or Farmland of Statewide
Importance (Farmland) to non-agricultural use to the same extent as the proposed Project (refer
also to AG-1 analysis under Alternative 1 above). Implementation of Mitigation Measure
Agriculture-1 would reduce impacts to less than significant.
AG-2) Would Alternative 3 conflict with existing zoning for agricultural use, or a Williamson Act
contract?
Alternative 3 would not conflict with existing zoning for agricultural use, but would conflice with a
Williamson Act contract to the same extent as the proposed Project (refer also to AG-1 analysis
under Alternative 1 above). Implementation of Mitigation Measure Agriculture-1 would reduce
impacts to less than significant.
AG-3) Would Alternative 3 conflict with existing zoning for, or cause rezoning of, forest land (as
defined in Public Resources Code section 12220(g)), timberland (as defined by Public
Resources Code section 4526), or timberland zoned Timberland Production (as defined by
Government Code section 51104(g))?
The Project would not be on land zoned specifically as either forest land or timberland; as such,
refer also to analysis AG-3 under Alternative 1 above. Alternative 3 would not conflict with
existing zoning for, or cause rezoning of, forest land, timberland, or timberland zoned Timberland
Production. No impacts would occur.
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AG-4) Would Alternative 3 result in the loss of forest land or conversion of forest land to nonforest use?
Land within the Project area does not meet the definition of forest land. Alternative 3 would not
result in the loss of forest land or conversion of forest land to non‐forest use. No impacts would
occur.
AG-5) Would Alternative 3 involve other changes in the existing environment which, due to their
location or nature, could result in conversion of Farmland to nonagricultural use or
forestland to non-forest use?
Alternative 3 would not involve other changes in the existing environment that, due to their
location or nature, could result in conversion of Farmland to non-agricultural use or forest land to
non‐forest use. Refer also to AG-5 under Alternative 1 above. No impacts would occur.
AG-6) Would Alternative 3 conflict with land within a Riverside County Agricultural Preserve?
Alternative 3 would conflict with an agricultural preserve to the same extent as the proposed
Project (refer also to AG-1 analysis under Alternative 1 above). Implementation of Mitigation
Measure Agriculture-1 would reduce impacts to less than significant.
AG-7) Would Alternative 3 cause development of non-agricultural uses within 300 feet of
agriculturally zoned property (Ordinance No. 625, “Right-to-Farm”)?
See AG-2 above. The proposed 230 kV gen-tie line would be on federal land within or adjacent to
a designated utility corridor, and within a SEZ. No impacts related to the County Right-to-Farm
ordinance would occur. Similar to the proposed Project, the impact would be less than significant.

Alternative 4: Southern Alternative 230 kV Gen-tie Line Location
Also similar to Alternatives 1 and 3, Alternative 4 would include the construction, operation, maintenance,
and decommissioning of a solar facility and associated infrastructure, and associated interim agriculturalrelated actions. The only difference between Alternatives 1, 3, and 4 is the location of the proposed 230
kV gen-tie line that would extend outside of the solar facility. Alternative 4 would be shifted approximately
0.8 mile to the south and exit the southwestern portion of the solar facility field and continue to the
Colorado River Substation. Alternative 4 would traverse approximately 3.4 miles of BLM-managed land
(undeveloped desert). The gen-tie line would not traverse Farmland or land under a Williamson Act
Contract. Impacts associated with the solar facility would be the same for Alternatives 1, 3, and 4.

Application of CEQA Significance Thresholds
AG-1) Would Alternative 4 convert Prime Farmland, Unique Farmland, or Farmland of Statewide
Importance (Farmland), as shown on the maps prepared pursuant to the Farmland
Mapping and Monitoring Program of the California Resources Agency, to nonagricultural
use?
Within the solar facility, Alternative 4 would convert Prime Farmland, Unique Farmland, or
Farmland of Statewide Importance (Farmland) to non-agricultural use. Impacts would be
significant to the same extent as the proposed Project. Implementation of Mitigation Measure
Agriculture-1 would reduce impacts to less than significant.
AG-2) Would Alternative 4 conflict with existing zoning for agricultural use, or a Williamson Act
contract?
Alternative 4 would not conflict with existing zoning for agricultural use, but would conflict with a
Williamson Act contracto the same extent as the Project. Implementation of Mitigation Measure
Agriculture-1 would reduce impacts to less than significant.
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AG-3) Would Alternative 4 conflict with existing zoning for, or cause rezoning of, forest land (as
defined in Public Resources Code section 12220(g)), timberland (as defined by Public
Resources Code section 4526), or timberland zoned Timberland Production (as defined by
Government Code section 51104(g))?
Alternative 4 would not conflict with existing zoning for, or cause rezoning of, forest land,
timberland, or timberland zoned Timberland Production. No impacts would occur.
AG-4) Would Alternative 4 result in the loss of forest land or conversion of forest land to nonforest use?
Alternative 4 would not result in the loss of forest land or conversion of forest land to non‐forest
use. No impacts would occur.
AG-5) Would Alternative 4 involve other changes in the existing environment which, due to their
location or nature, could result in conversion of Farmland to nonagricultural use or
forestland to non-forest use?
Alternative 4 would not involve other changes in the existing environment that, due to their
location or nature, could result in conversion of Farmland to non-agricultural use or forest land to
non‐forest use. No impacts would occur.
AG-6) Would Alternative 4 conflict with land within a Riverside County Agricultural Preserve?
Alternative 4 would conflict with a Riverside County-designated agricultural preserve to the same
extent as the Project. Implementation of Mitigation Measure Agriculture-1 would reduce impacts
to less than significant levels.
AG-7) Would Alternative 4 cause development of non-agricultural uses within 300 feet of
agriculturally zoned property (Ordinance No. 625, “Right-to-Farm”)?
See AG-2 above. The proposed 230 kV gen-tie line would be on federal land within or adjacent to
a designated utility corridor, and within a SEZ. No impacts related to the County Right-to-Farm
ordinance would occur. Similar to the proposed Project, the impact would be less than significant.

Alternative 5: Reduced Acreage Alternative
Similar to Alternative 1, Alternative 5 would include the construction, operation, maintenance, and
decommissioning of a solar facility and associated infrastructure, and associated interim agriculturalrelated actions. The primary difference between Alternatives 1 and 5 is the absence of solar facility
development north of I-10, which would reduce electrical output from a 485 MW down to a 315 MW
alternating current solar PV facility. The Reduced Acreage Alternative would be on a reduced footprint of
approximately 2,476 acres (from 3,660 acres for the proposed Project). Alternative 5 would include
approximately 2,403 acres for the solar field. Similar to the proposed Project, 73 acres would be utilized
for the 230 kV gen-tie line. In comparison to Alternative 1, Alternative 5 would eliminate one on-site
substation and one O&M building and would have one access point (planned on Seeley Avenue). The
Reduced Acreage Alternative would also no longer extend a 230 kV overhead gen-tie line from an on-site
substation north of I-10, as this Alternative would not be developed on land north of I-10. Instead, this
Alternative would construct an approximately 7.8-mile-long, 230 kV overhead gen-tie line from the
proposed on-site substation south of I-10 to the approved Colorado River Substation. Approximately three
miles of the gen-tie line would be within the solar facility. Alternative 5 would avoid impacts that would
result from the construction, operation, maintenance, and decommissioning of a solar development north
of I-10; however, the land on which Alternative 1 is proposed would continue with existing uses.
The Reduced Acreage Alternative solar facility and a portion of the gen-tie line would be within the
jurisdiction of the County of Riverside but not within the City limits of Blythe. Alternative 5 would need to
comply with the RCGP (2003) and the PVVAP (2008). The remaining portion of the gen-tie line would
traverse lands managed by the BLM and would need to comply with the CDCA Plan. The construction,
operation, maintenance, and decommissioning of Alternative 5 would not exceed the impacts to
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agricultural resources identified under the Alternative 1 analysis. Therefore, the Alternative 1 analysis
would be applicable to Alternative 5, outside of those differences identified in the discussion below.

Analysis of Direct and Indirect Impacts
Construction
Based on the California DOC’s FMMP, development of Alternative 5 would convert approximately 1,305
acres (from 1,707 acres under the proposed Project) of Farmland, which are categorized with the
following designations, to non-agricultural use for the life of Alternative 5:
•
•
•

1,279 (from 1,681 under the proposed Project) acres of Prime Farmland
16 acres of Unique Farmland (unincorporated Riverside County)
10 acres of Farmland of Statewide Importance (unincorporated Riverside County)

The conversion of Farmland to non‐agricultural use as a result of Alternative 5 would not result in
conversion of other adjacent Farmland to non‐agricultural use. Alternative 5 development would not
introduce a non-agricultural use that is sensitive to or incompatible with agricultural operations that would
occur nearby. Vehicle emissions can impact the health and survival of crops; however, vehicle emissions
from Alternative 5 construction or decommissioning would be temporary and vehicle impacts from
operation would be relatively minimal. Alternative 5 would reduce the current water demand to a lesser
degree than the proposed Project, but would still create a beneficial impact in terms of water use.
Therefore, it would not adversely affect the adjacent farmers’ share of the water supply. At the end of its
operating life, infrastructure associated with the solar facility would be removed, which would allow the
solar facility site to return to agricultural use. Alternative 5 would only result in direct conversion of land
within the solar facility boundary south of I-10.
As detailed under the Alternative 1 analysis, a final LESA score between 40 to 59 points is considered
significant if the LESA subscores are each greater than or equal to 20 points. The analysis under
Alternative 1 determined that the proposed Project exceeds these scores, and would therefore create a
significant impact in the amount of Land Evaluation rating points (5.9) and Site Assessment rating points
(1.9), or 8.8 total rating points (Table 4.2.2-2, LESA Score Sheet Summary). Development under the
reduced footprint would occur only south of I-10. Due to the extent and quality of the soils present south
of I-10 and similarity in scoring for the remaining three Site Assessment factors, Alternative 5 would still
create a significant impact to agricultural lands. Alternative 5’s reduced footprint would not change the
Site Assessment subscore factors related to the Project size, surrounding agricultural land, or
surrounding protected resource. With the assumption that 428 acres of irrigated farmland would be
excluded and approximately 1,224 acres of irrigated farmland would remain within the total 2,489 acre
site, this would actually increase the proportion of the Alternative 5 site that is irrigated to 49.2 percent
(1,224/2,489). As such, this would slightly increase the Site Assessment subscore by 0.4 value point and
result in a total Site Assessment Subscore of 22.4 and total LESA score of 48.3.
Alternative 5 includes the same interim agricultural-related actions as the Project. Accordingly, it also
proposes to rezone property to A-1-10, and establish an agricultural preserve and Williamson Act
contract. In both Alternative 5 and Alternative 1, the preserve and contract would extend over only 1,485
acres of land in agricultural production. Cancellation of the contract and preserve is proposed in
connection with construction of the solar facilities.
Operation and Maintenance
During the operation and maintenance phase of Alternative 5, the solar facility site would remain
converted to a non-agricultural use in the area south of I-10. Indirect impacts could include nuisance
conditions associated with pests and weeds that affect adjacent agricultural lands (described in Chapter
3). As part of the Project, implementation of a Project-specific Integrated Weed Management Plan (BMP10) would minimize impacts from the spread of weeds and control proliferation of existing weeds.
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Decommissioning
Decommissioning activities would involve the removal of solar panels, support piles, electrical
components (drive controllers, inverters, transformers, and switchgear), and gen-tie and distribution lines
for the developed area south of I-10. Refer to Chapter 2, Section 2.2.3, for a detailed discussion
regarding decommissioning. As with the proposed Project, the Alternative 5 site would be re-conditioned
to again be suitable for agricultural production.

Application of CEQA Significance Thresholds
AG-1) Would Alternative 5 convert Prime Farmland, Unique Farmland, or Farmland of Statewide
Importance (Farmland), as shown on the maps prepared pursuant to the Farmland
Mapping and Monitoring Program of the California Resources Agency, to nonagricultural
use?
The reduced footprint under Alternative 5 would occur only south of I-10. Due to the extent and
quality of the soils present south of I-10 and similarity in scoring for the remaining three Site
Assessment factors, Alternative 5 would still create a significant impact from conversion of
Important Farmland to non-agricultural uses; however, approximately 400 fewer acres of Prime
Farmland would be converted under Alternative 5 compared with the proposed Project.
Accordingly, Alternative 5 is considered to have significant impact on agricultural resources. The
AG-1 analysis for Alternative 1 would apply to Alternative 5. Implementation of Mitigation
Measure Agriculture-1 would bring impacts to agricultural resources down to less than significant
levels.
AG-2) Would Alternative 5 conflict with existing zoning for agricultural use, or a Williamson Act
contract?
Implementation of Alternative 5 would result in similar impacts as those discussed under AG-2 for
the proposed Project; as such, refer to the Alternative 1 analysis for further details.
AG-3) Would Alternative 5 conflict with existing zoning for, or cause rezoning of, forest land (as
defined in Public Resources Code section 12220(g)), timberland (as defined by Public
Resources Code section 4526), or timberland zoned Timberland Production (as defined by
Government Code section 51104(g))?
Implementation of Alternative 5 would result in similar impacts as those discussed under AG-3 for
the proposed Project; as such, refer to the Alternative 1 analysis for further details.
AG-4) Would Alternative 5 result in the loss of forest land or conversion of forest land to
non‐forest use?
As described in AG-3 under the Alternative 1 analysis, the land within the Alternative 5 site does
not meet the definition of forest land. Therefore, Alternative 5 would not convert any forest land to
non-forest use, and no impact would occur.
AG-5) Would Alternative 5 involve other changes in the existing environment which, due to their
location or nature, could result in conversion of Farmland to nonagricultural use or
forestland to non‐forest use?
Implementation of Alternative 5 would result in similar impacts as those discussed under AG-5 for
the proposed Project; as such, refer to the Alternative 1 analysis for further details.
AG-6) Would Alternative 5 conflict with land within a Riverside County Agricultural Preserve?
Implementation of Alternative 5 would result in similar impacts as those discussed under AG-6 for
the proposed Project; as such, refer to the Alternative 1 analysis for further details.
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AG-7) Would Alternative 5 cause development of non-agricultural uses within 300 feet of
agriculturally zoned property (Ordinance No. 625, “Right-to-Farm”)?
The proposed renewable energy Project would be allowed as a conditional use on County lands
zoned for agriculture, or would be permitted pursuant to a new zoning district. As explained
above, Alternative 5 would not create use conflicts with agricultural use or otherwise interfere with
use of agricultural-zoned property adjacent to the Alternative 5 site. Accordingly, the impact would
be less than significant.

Cumulative Impacts
Geographic Scope
Agricultural cumulative impacts include the proposed Project’s impacts as well as those likely to occur as
a result of other existing, proposed, and reasonably foreseeable projects. When analyzing cumulative
impacts on agricultural resources, an assessment is made of the impacts on individual resources as well
as the inventory of agricultural resources within the cumulative impact analysis area.
The geographic extent for the consideration of cumulative effects to agricultural resources includes
projects within the Palo Verde Mesa and Palo Verde Valley and projects that would have a potential to
combine with the BMSP and result in a cumulative effect, including the Palo Verde Mesa Solar Project
and residential developments within the City of Blythe.

Temporal Scope
The temporal scope refers to the duration over which an impact would occur: short‐term or long‐term; for
example, only during the months of construction, only during operation and maintenance, or during both
phases. This limits the projects whose impacts are to be analyzed in the cumulative effects analysis to
those that would cause impacts at the same time as the BMSP. Determining the temporal scope requires
estimating the length of time the effects of the proposed action will last, either individually or in
combination with other anticipated effects. The temporal scope of impacts to agricultural resources would
be during the development of cumulative projects through the end of Project decommissioning, because
any direct or indirect effects of the Project would only occur during the life-term of the projects.

Analysis of Direct and Indirect Impacts
Alternative 1: Proposed Project
Construction, Operation, Maintenance, and Decommissioning
Based on Sheet 3 of the Riverside County Important Farmland 2010 map, approximately 201,000 acres
of Important Farmland (198,000 within Palo Verde Valley and 3,000 in Palo Verde Mesa) are located in
eastern Riverside County. Continuing development within Riverside County has resulted in the
conversion of land currently utilized for agricultural production to urban and other land uses. This
agricultural conversion has been a continuing trend in the County, based on DOC farmland conversion
reports (see Chapter 3, Table 3.2.2-1). Up until a few years ago, agricultural land conversion in the
County was attributable to more traditional types of development, such as residential subdivisions.
Impacts resulting from construction, operation, maintenance, and decommissioning of the Project could
result in a cumulative effect to agriculture with other past, present, or reasonably foreseeable future
actions.
The construction and operation of the proposed solar facility would result in the utilization of 1,707 acres
of farmland on the Palo Verde Mesa for non-agricultural uses over the Project’s life (approximately 25
years). Within the City of Blythe, the proposed Project would require conversion of Prime Farmland to
non-agricultural use. The Project, in combination with other developments within the Palo Verde Mesa,
Palo Verde Valley, the Palo Verde Mesa Solar Project, and within the City of Blythe, would directly
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convert farmlands to a non-agricultural use (impact AG-1). With implementation of the proposed Project
and those under the cumulative scenario, land zoned for agricultural uses would be converted to nonagricultural uses and the Project would entail cancellation of a Williamson Act contract. With the issuance
of a conditional use permit, uses for the proposed Project along with cumulative scenario uses would be
consistent with zoning, but would still conflict with a Williamson Act contract (impact AG-2). Crops grown
at the Project area and within the region are irrigated because of the arid climate. It is unlikely that the
land on the Project area or lands under the cumulative scenario could support 10 percent native tree
cover under natural (i.e., non-irrigated) conditions. Therefore, conversion of forest land to non-forest use
as a result of the proposed Project along with those under the cumulative scenario is less than significant
(impact AG-4). It is too speculative to predict if implementation of the proposed Project, along with those
under the cumulative scenario, would involve other changes in the existing environment that, due to their
location or nature, could result in conversion of Farmland to non-agricultural use or forest land to nonforest use; conflict with land within the Riverside County Agricultural Preserve; or cause development of
non-agricultural uses within 300 feet of agriculturally zoned property (impacts AG-5, AG-6, and AG-7).
These impacts are site-specific and need to be addressed on a project-specific basis. It should be noted,
however, that the Project would include implementation of a Project-specific Integrated Weed
Management Plan (BMP-10), which would minimize impacts from the spread of weeds and control
proliferation of existing weeds.
At the end of the energy sales contract term, if the utility buyer is not available for extension or another
energy buyer does not emerge, the solar arrays and gen-tie line would be decommissioned and
dismantled. Following decommissioning and dismantling of the solar facility, the solar facility site would be
made available for reversion to agricultural use.
Besides the beneficial aspects of the Project relative to renewable resource-based energy production,
implementation of the Project would have favorable impacts on regional agriculture by:
•
•

reducing on-site water consumption (a reduction in water demand on-site of
approximately 4,622 acre-feet per year [POWER 2012]), thereby making more water
available for other farmers; and
preventing urban sprawl on the Project areas and minimizing the risk of future projects on
the site inducing regional population growth.

The development of a PV solar power plant would, at a minimum, utilize agricultural land for nonagricultural uses during the life of plant operations. As such, the impacts on agricultural resources of this
Project when viewed in connection with past, current, and probable future projects would contribute to
cumulatively significant impacts; however, with implementation of Mitigation Measure Agriculture-1, the
Project’s contribution to significant cumulative impacts would be reduced to less than significant.

Alternative 2: No Project
The No Project Alternative would not contribute to any cumulative effects. The status quo would include
continued use of a majority of the Project area for agricultural purposes. The public lands in the Project
area would continue to be managed by BLM in accordance with existing land use designations in the
CDCA Plan, whereas the private lands would continue to be managed for agricultural production.
Alternative 2 would not contribute to cumulative impacts to agricultural resources.

Alternative 3: Northern 230 kV Gen-tie Location
Alternative 3 is similar to Alternative 1 (proposed Project), with the exception of the location of the
Northern 230 kV gen-tie line, which would be approximately 700 feet north of Alternative 1’s proposed
230 kV gen-tie line. The cumulative impacts to agricultural resources associated with the construction,
operation, maintenance, and decommissioning of Alternative 3 would be the same as Alternative 1.
Alternative 3 in combination with other cumulative projects would convert Prime Farmland, Unique
Farmland, or Farmland of Statewide Importance (Farmland) to non-agricultural use (impact AG-1).
Alternative 3 would not contribute cumulatively to conflicts with existing zoning for agricultural use since
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with the issuance of a conditional use permit, uses for Alternative 3 along with cumulative scenario uses
would be consistent with zoning, but would involve cancellation of a Wiliamson Act contract and
contribute to cumulative cancellations (impact AG-2). As previously described, Alternative 3 and those
projects under the cumulative scenario would likely not promote the loss of forest land or conversion of
forest land to non‐forest use (impact AG-4) due to the arid nature of the region, which does not support
such resources. Alternative 3 would not involve other changes in the existing environment that, due to
their location or nature, could result in conversion of Farmland to non-agricultural use or forest land to
non‐forest use (impact AG-5). Alternative 3 would conflict with a River County-designated agricultural
preserve at the site of the solar facility, but there are no Riverside County-designated agricultural
preserves within the Northern Alternative ROW (impact AG-6). The proposed 230 kV gen-tie line would
be on federal land within or adjacent to a designated utility corridor, and within a SEZ. Alternative 3 would
not contribute cumulatively to impacts on the County Right-to-Farm ordinance as a result of development
(impact AG-7). However, it is too speculative to predict if implementation of Alternative 3, along with those
under the cumulative scenario, would involve other changes in the existing environment that, due to their
location or nature, could result in conversion of Farmland to non-agricultural use or forest land to nonforest use; conflict with land within the Riverside County Agricultural Preserve; or cause development of
non-agricultural uses within 300 feet of agriculturally zoned property (impacts AG-5, AG-6, and AG-7).
These impacts are site-specific and need to be addressed on a project-specific basis. It should be noted,
however, that Alternative 3 would include implementation of a Project-specific Integrated Weed
Management Plan (BMP-10), which would minimize impacts from the spread of weeds and control
proliferation of existing weeds.
The development of a PV solar power plant would, at a minimum, utilize agricultural land for nonagricultural uses during the life of plant operations. As such, the impacts on agricultural resources of this
Alternative when viewed in connection with past, current, and probable future projects would contribute to
cumulatively significant impacts; however, with implementation of Mitigation Measure Agriculture-1,
Alternative 3’s contribution to significant cumulative impacts would be reduced to a less than significant
level.

Alternative 4: Southern 230 kV Gen-tie Location
Alternative 4 is similar to Alternative 1 (proposed Project), with the exception of the location of the
Southern 230 kV gen-tie line, which would be approximately 0.8 mile south of Alternative 1’s proposed
230 kV gen-tie line. The cumulative impacts associated with the construction, operation, maintenance,
and decommissioning of the solar facility would be the same as Alternative 1. Within the solar facility,
Alternative 4 would convert Prime Farmland, Unique Farmland, or Farmland of Statewide Importance
(Farmland) to non-agricultural use. This would occur with development of other projects under the
cumulative scenario, as well (impact AG-1). Alternative 4 would not conflict with existing zoning for
agricultural use, but would conflice with a Williamson Act contract, along with cumulative projects upon
issuance of a conditional use permit (impact AG-2). Alternative 4 along with development of cumulative
projects would not cause significant impacts that would conflict with existing zoning for, or cause rezoning
of, forest land, timberland, or timberland zoned Timberland Production (impact AG-3). Development of
Alternative 4, along with cumulative projects, would not result in the loss of forest land or conversion of
forest land to non‐forest use (impact AG-4). Alternative 4 would not involve other changes in the existing
environment that, due to their location or nature, could result in conversion of Farmland to non-agricultural
use or forest land to non‐forest use (impact AG-5). There are no Riverside County-designated agricultural
preserves on or adjacent to the Southern Alternative easement, though a preserve would be established
on the site of the solar facility (impact AG-6). The proposed Southern Alternative 230 kV gen-tie line
would be primarily on federal land. The portions of the Project on private lands would not preclude
agricultural use outside of the easement or any Right-to-Farm by adjacent landowners (impact AG-7).
However, as with the previous alternatives, it is too speculative to predict if implementation of Alternative
4, along with those under the cumulative scenario, would involve other changes in the existing
environment that, due to their location or nature, could result in conversion of Farmland to non-agricultural
use or forest land to non-forest use; conflict with land within the Riverside County Agricultural Preserve; or
cause development of non-agricultural uses within 300 feet of agriculturally zoned property (impacts AG5, AG-6, and AG-7). These impacts are site-specific and need to be addressed on a project-specific
basis. As with Alternatives 1 and 3, development under this alternative cumulative scenario would also
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include implementation of a project-specific Integrated Weed Management Plan (BMP-10), which would
minimize impacts from the spread of weeds and control proliferation of existing weeds.
The development of a PV solar power plant would, at a minimum, utilize agricultural land for nonagricultural uses during the life of plant operations. As such, the impacts on agricultural resources of this
Alternative when viewed in connection with past, current, and probable future projects would contribute to
cumulatively significant impacts; however, with implementation of Mitigation Measure Agriculture-1,
Alternative 4’s contribution to significant cumulative impacts would be reduced to a less than significant
level.

Alternative 5: Reduced Acreage Alternative
Alternative 5 is similar to Alternative 1; however, Alternative 5 would avoid impacts to agricultural lands
north of I-10. As such, the contribution to cumulative impacts to agricultural resources from development
of Alternative 5 would be generally less than those of the proposed Project, due to the absence of solar
facility development north of I-10.
Construction, Operation, Maintenance, and Decommissioning
The construction and operation of Alternative 5 would result in the utilization of 1,305 acres of farmland
on the Palo Verde Mesa for non-agricultural uses over the Project’s life (approximately 25 years). No
conversion of Prime Farmland to non-agricultural use would occur within the City of Blythe under
Alternative 5. Alternative 5, in combination with other developments within the Palo Verde Mesa, Palo
Verde Valley, and the City of Blythe, would directly convert farmlands to a non-agricultural use (impact
AG-1). With implementation of Alternative 5 and those under the cumulative scenario, land zoned for
agricultural uses would be converted to non-agricultural uses. However, with the issuance of a conditional
use permit, uses for Alternative 5, along with cumulative scenario uses, would be consistent with zoning.
Alternative 5 would conflict with a Williamson Act contract, and contribute to cumulative cancellations
(impact AG-2). Crops grown at the Alternative 5 site and within the region are irrigated because of the
arid climate. Alternative 5, along with cumulative projects, would not result in the loss of forest land or
conversion of forest land to non‐forest use (impact AG-4). Additionally, as less development would occur
under Alternative 5, there would be a corresponding reduction in on-site water consumption as estimated
under Alternative 1.
The impacts on agricultural resources of Alternative 5 when viewed in connection with past, current, and
probable future projects would contribute to cumulatively significant impacts; however, with
implementation of Mitigation Measure Agriculture-1, Alternative 5’s contribution to significant cumulative
impacts would be reduced to a less than significant level.

Mitigation Measures
Agriculture-1

Prior to issuance of a grading permit, the Applicant shall provide written evidence of
completion of at least one of the following measures to mitigate the impact to agricultural
resources caused by conversion of land subject to the grading permit to non-agricultural
uses. Important farmlands include Prime Farmlands, Farmlands of Statewide Importance,
and Unique Farmlands as shown on maps prepared pursuant to the Farmland Mapping
and Monitoring Program of the California Resources Agency that is in effect as of the
date of approval of the Project.

1) Acquire and record agricultural conservation easement(s) meeting the following criteria:
a.
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shall be submitted substantiating the net acreage calculation, which shall be consistent
1
with the definition of “Net Acreage” in County Policy B-29 .
b.

Land subject to the conservation easement shall be located in Riverside County and
must be of the same or higher State of California Department of Conservation farmland
classification (Prime Farmland or Farmland of Statewide Importance) as the land that
has been converted to non-agricultural uses.

c.

The conservation easement must be held by a third party having the capacity to hold
such an easement and in an easement form acceptable to Riverside County.

d.

The Applicant must provide to the easement holder an endowment sufficient to
generate funds for ongoing monitoring and enforcement of the easement.

2) Purchase of credits from an established agricultural land mitigation bank in an amount
sufficient to achieve a level of protection at least equivalent to Mitigation Measure
Agriculture-1 above;
3) Contribution of agricultural land or equivalent funding to an organization that provides for the
preservation of farmland in California in an amount sufficient to achieve a level of protection
at least equivalent to Mitigation Measure Agriculture-1 above; or
4) Participation in any agricultural land mitigation program adopted by Riverside County that
provides equal or more effective mitigation than the measures listed above.

Residual Impacts After Mitigation
The conversion of Farmland to non-agricultural use in the unincorporated area of Riverside County over
the life of the Project, and the cancellation of a Williamson Act contract, would be offset by conservation
on other off-site lands; purchase of credits from an established agricultural land mitigation bank;
contribution of agricultural land or equivalent funding to an organization that provides for the preservation
of farmland in California; or participation in any agricultural land mitigation program adopted by Riverside
County that provides equal or more effective mitigation than the measures listed in Mitigation Measure
Agriculture-1. Implementation of Mitigation Measure Agriculture-1 would result in a less than significant
impact.

NEPA Conclusions
The direct and indirect environmental effects of the Project and the action Alternatives and their
contributions toward cumulative impacts are detailed above. The Project would convert agricultural
resources (Prime Farmland, Unique Farmland, or Farmland of Statewide Importance) to non-agricultural
use, but would comply with all applicable federal laws and policies. The No Project Alternative would not
have impacts, as the existing circumstances and operations would continue essentially unchanged. With
mitigation measures, none of the Alternatives considered are expected to increase cumulatively
significant impacts on agricultural resources.

1

The County of Riverside’s Board of Supervisor’s Policy B-29 defines “Net Acreage” as all areas involved in the
production of power including, but not limited to, the power block, solar collection equipment, areas contiguous to
solar collection equipment, transformers, transmission lines and/or piping, transmission facilities (on and off-site),
service roads regardless of surface type – including service roads between panels or collectors, structures, and
fencing surrounding all such areas. Net acreage shall not include off-site access roads or areas specifically set aside
either as environmentally sensitive or designated as open space, and shall not include the fencing of such set aside
areas.
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4.2.3 Air Quality
Assessment of potential air quality impacts is based on an evaluation of emissions associated with
construction and operation of the Project (solar facility site and gen-tie line), and an assessment of
whether the Project’s emissions would exceed significance criteria, which are discussed below. Impacts
are addressed on both a maximum daily emissions level and an annual emissions level. Short-term
impacts that are above the daily emissions threshold would be determined to be significant, as would
impacts that exceed the annual thresholds. Impacts are addressed on the basis of the air basin/district in
which emissions would occur. In addition, air emissions that could have an adverse affect on sensitive
receptors have been addressed. Standard practices to mitigate (i.e., avoid, minimize, rectify, reduce,
eliminate, or compensate for) significant impacts accompany each impact discussion.

Methodology For Analysis
Potential effects on air quality may occur as a result of emissions of criteria pollutants from the
construction, operation, maintenance, and decommissioning components of the proposed Project and
Alternatives. To assess those effects, emissions of criteria pollutants were estimated based on the Project
construction and operation assumptions (see Appendix B, Air Quality and Global Climate Change
Report). Emissions of reactive organic gases (ROG), sulfur oxides (SO x ), and greenhouse gas (GHG)
from heavy equipment used in construction of the Blythe Mesa Solar Project were estimated based on
2014 emission factors for the South Coast Air Basin (SCAB) from the California Air Resources Board’s
(CARB’s) OFFROAD2007 Model (CARB 2007a), as published on the South Coast Air Quality
Management District’s (SCAQMD’s) website. Emissions of nitrogen oxides (NO x ), carbon dioxide (CO),
and particulate matter were calculated based on the assumption that the equipment used for construction
would, at a minimum, meet U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) Tier 2 emission standards.
Emission factors for 2014 represent the average fleet emissions throughout the SCAB and were
considered representative of construction equipment that would be used during construction of the
project. Emissions from worker travel and truck traffic were calculated using the CARB’s EMFAC2007
2
Model (CARB 2007b) for on-road vehicles. Emissions of fugitive dust were estimated based on
SCAQMD and EPA emission factors. Unmitigated construction emissions may have the potential to result
in a temporary significant impact on the air quality. Additionally, qualitative analyses were performed to
determine the significance of potential hazardous air pollutant emissions and odors from the proposed
Project and Alternatives.

CEQA Significance Criteria
The CEQA thresholds of significance for air quality are derived from Appendix G of the CEQA Guidelines
and from the MDAQMD CEQA Guidelines (MDAQMD 2009). The thresholds from both sources have
been combined into a single set of criteria to define that a project could have potentially significant impact
if it would:
AIR-1)

Conflict with or obstruct implementation of the applicable air quality attainment or
3
maintenance plan.

2

A comparison of emission factors for the EMFAC 2007 and 2011 model, using 2014 emission factors, determined
that emission factors for EMFAC2007 are lower for all pollutants except particulate matter (PM) for medium-duty
vehicles and SOx for light-and medium-duty vehicles. The increase that would be calculated for these pollutants
using EMFAC 2011 emission factors is negligible and does not affect the conclusions of the analysis.

3

A project is deemed to not exceed this threshold, and hence not be significant, if it is consistent with the existing
land use plan. Zoning changes, specific plans, general plan amendments, and similar land use plan changes that do
not increase dwelling unit density, do not increase vehicle trips, and do not increase vehicle miles traveled are also
deemed to not exceed this threshold.
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AIR-2)

Violate any air quality standard or contribute substantially to an existing or projected air
quality violation when added to the local background. The MDAQMD significance
thresholds for criteria pollutants are shown in Table 4.2.3-1.

AIR-3)

Result in a cumulatively considerable net increase of any criteria pollutant for which the
project region is non-attainment under an applicable federal or state ambient air quality
standard (including release emissions which exceed quantitative thresholds for ozone
precursors).

AIR-4)

Expose sensitive receptors to substantial pollutant concentrations including those
resulting in a cancer risk greater than or equal to 10 in a million and/or a Hazard Index
(HI) (non-cancerous) greater than or equal to 1. As defined in the MDAQMD’s CEQA
Guidelines, sensitive receptors include land uses associated with residences, schools,
daycare centers, playgrounds, and medical facilities. The following project types
proposed for sites within the specified distance to an existing or planned (zoned)
sensitive receptor land use must be evaluated using CEQA Significance Criterion AIR-4:
•
•
•
•
•

AIR-5)

Any industrial project within 1,000 feet;
A distribution center (40 or more trucks per day) within 1,000 feet;
A major transportation project (50,000 or more vehicles per day) within 1,000 feet;
A dry cleaner using perchloroethylene within 500 feet; or
A gasoline dispensing facility within 300 feet.

Create objectionable odors affecting a substantial number of people.

The following additional significance criteria from the County of Riverside CEQA Environmental
Assessment Form are used in the analysis. A project could have potentially significant impacts if it would:
AIR-6)

Expose sensitive receptors that are located within one mile of the Project site to
substantial point source emissions.

AIR-7)

Involve the construction of a sensitive receptor located within one mile of an existing
4
substantial point source emitter.

Table 4.2.3-1. MDAQMD Emissions Thresholds
CRITERIA POLLUTANT
Carbon Monoxide (CO)
Oxides of Nitrogen (NO x )
Volatile Organic Compounds (VOCs)
Oxides of Sulfur (SO x )
Particulate Matter under 10 Microns (PM 10 )
Particulate Matter under 2.5 Microns (PM 2.5 )
Hydrogen Sulfide (H 2 S)
Lead (Pb)
Source: SRA 2013.

ANNUAL THRESHOLD
(tons)
100
25
25
25
15
15
10
0.6

DAILY THRESHOLD
(pounds)
548
137
137
137
82
82
54
3

NEPA Requirements
The Federal Clean Air Act applies to all air emission sources and to all areas within the United States.
The NEPA evaluation would include consideration of the National Ambient Air Quality Standards
(NAAQS), as well as other requirements that have been adopted as part of the MDAQMD’s federally
approved plans and programs. The federal General Conformity Rule emission thresholds (also referred to

4

Threshold AIR-7 addresses the impacts of the existing environment on the proposed Project. Threshold AIR-7
accordingly does not relate to a subject encompassed by CEQA. The Project’s conformance to threshold AIR-7 is
addressed in this EIR/EA as a land use planning issue.
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as de minimis thresholds) are not applicable to the Project because the generation site and transmission
line are not within a federal non-attainment area for any criteria pollutant.
For purposes of the NEPA evaluation, the federal action must demonstrate that it conforms to the most
recently approved State Implementation Plan (SIP), including implementation of any applicable control
measures adopted in the approved SIP to reduce air emissions.
For purposes of the NEPA evaluation, the federal action portion of the Project must demonstrate that it
conforms to the most recently approved SIP. The General Conformity Rule also requires that the federal
action implement applicable control measures as adopted in the approved SIP to reduce air emissions to
the extent feasible. For federal actions that exceed the de minimis thresholds, the federal action may
adopt mitigation measures that are designed to demonstrate that the action:
AIR-1)
AIR-2)
AIR-3)
AIR-4)

Will not cause or contribute to new violations of any NAAQS;
Will not interfere with provisions in the applicable SIP for maintenance of any NAAQS;
Will not increase the frequency or severity of existing violations of any standard; or
Will not delay the timely attainment of any standard.

In addition, the California Office of Planning and Research has adopted significance criteria for global
climate change impacts. Although NEPA does not address global climate change specifically, the BLM
has adopted guidance for addressing climate change in NEPA documents (BLM 2009). The analysis
follows current BLM guidance.

Applicable Best Management Practices
As part of the Project and Alternatives, the following applicable BMPs would minimize the environmental
impacts to air quality. The full BMPs have been detailed below (see also Table 2-4 in Chapter 2) and are
further referenced (by number) within the impact discussion.
NUMBER

BMP-1

BMP-3
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BMP DESCRIPTION
Drainage, Erosion, and Sedimentation Control Plan. As part of the County of Riverside’s Conditional Use
Permit (CUP) requirements, a Drainage, Erosion, and Sedimentation Control Plan would be developed for the
Project. The plan would address the drainage, erosion, and sediment control requirements to support all activities
associated with construction, operation, maintenance, and decommissioning of the Project. For example, any
stockpiles created would be kept on-site, with an upslope barrier in place to divert runoff. Stockpiles would be
sprayed with water, covered with tarpaulins, and/or treated with appropriate dust suppressants, especially in
preparation for high wind or storm conditions. Certified weed-free straw bale barriers would be installed to control
sediment in runoff water; straw bale barriers would be installed only where sediment-laden water can pond, thus
allowing the sediment to settle out. Topsoil from the site would be stripped, stockpiled, and stabilized before
excavating earth for facility construction. Topsoil would be segregated and spread on freshly disturbed areas to
reduce color contrast and aid rapid revegetation.
Fugitive Dust Abatement Plan. As required by the MDAQMD 403, a Fugitive Dust Abatement Plan would be
prepared to address fugitive dust emissions during Project construction, operation, maintenance, and
decommissioning. The plan would include measures to minimize fugitive dust emissions from wrecking,
excavation, grading, clearing of land, and solid waste disposal operations, and would take every reasonable
precaution to prevent visible particulate matter from being deposited upon public roadways as a direct result of
operations. During construction, all unpaved roads, disturbed areas (e.g., areas of scraping, excavation,
backfilling, grading, and compacting), and loose materials generated during Project construction activities would
be watered as frequently as necessary to minimize fugitive dust generation. However, the amount of water will be
minimized each time to prevent temporarily ponding water that may occur as a result of the fugitive dust plan. In
water-deprived locations, water spraying would be limited to active disturbance areas only, and non-water-based
dust control measures would be implemented in areas with intermittent use or use that is not heavy, such as
stockpiles or access roads. Alternatively, chemical dust suppressants or durable polymeric soil stabilizers could
be used. The dust suppression measures would consider the sensitivity of wildlife to the windborne dispersal of
fugitive dust containing dust suppressants and the potential impact on future reclamation.
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NUMBER

BMP-13

BMP-14

BMP-15

BMP-16

BMP DESCRIPTION
Ground and surface disturbance. Construction boundaries would be clearly delineated to minimize areas of
ground and surface disturbance. Ground-disturbing activities shall be minimized, especially during the rainy
season. To the maximum extent possible, construction-related activities (such as vehicle and foot traffic) would
avoid areas with intact biological soil crusts. For cases in which impacts cannot be avoided, soil crusts would be
salvaged and restored on the basis of recommendations by the County of Riverside and BLM once construction
has been completed. Existing rocks, vegetation, and drainage patterns shall be preserved to the maximum extent
possible. No paint or permanent discoloring agents shall be applied to rocks or vegetation (to indicate surveyor
construction activity limits or for any other purpose). All stakes and flagging shall be removed from the
construction area and disposed of in an approved facility. Where feasible, brush-beating, mowing, or use of
protective surface matting rather than removing vegetation shall be employed. Clearing and disturbing of sensitive
areas (e.g., steep slopes and natural drainages) and other areas shall be avoided outside the construction zone.
Surface disturbance would be minimized by utilizing undulating surface disturbance edges; stripping, salvaging,
and replacing topsoil; using contoured grading; controlling erosion; using dust suppression techniques; and
restoring exposed soils to their original contour and vegetation.
Travel and traffic. Vehicular traffic on-site shall be confined to existing or designated travel routes and
designated work areas. Access to the construction site and staging areas shall be limited to authorized vehicles
and only through the designated roads. The extent of habitat disturbance during construction shall be reduced by
keeping vehicles on access roads and minimizing foot and vehicle traffic through undisturbed areas. To the extent
practical, travel shall be limited to stabilized roads. Road maintenance activities shall avoid blading existing forbs
and grasses in ditches and adjacent to roads. Abandoned roads and roads no longer needed shall be subsoiled
to increase infiltration and reduce soil compaction, then recontoured and revegetated.
Construction traffic shall avoid unpaved surfaces to the extent practical (to reduce the risk of compaction) and
reduce speed to lessen fugitive dust emissions. On unpaved or unstabilized surfaces within the construction site,
speed limits (e.g., 20 mph) shall be posted with visible signs and enforced to minimize airborne fugitive dust.
Project vehicle speeds shall be limited in areas occupied by special-status animal species. Traffic shall stop to
allow wildlife to cross roads. Shuttle vans or carpooling shall be used to reduce the amount of traffic on access
roads. Workers shall be trained to comply with the speed limit, use good engineering practices, minimize the drop
height of materials, and minimize the number and extent of disturbed areas. The Project developer shall enforce
these requirements.
New access roads and parking lots. New access roads shall be designed and constructed to the appropriate
road design standards, such as those described in BLM Manual 9113 or County standards, whichever is
applicable. New access roads shall be designed to follow natural land contours in the Project area and avoid
existing desert washes. The specifications and codes developed by the DOT and County of Riverside
Transportation Department are also to be taken into account. Primary access roads and parking lots shall be
surfaced with aggregate that is hard enough that vehicles cannot crush it and thus cause dust or compacted soil
conditions. Paving may also be used on access roads and parking lots. Alternatively, chemical dust suppressants
or durable polymeric soil stabilizers would be used on these locations.
Diesel engines. All diesel engines used in the facility would be fueled only with ultra-low sulfur diesel with a sulfur
content of 15 parts per million (ppm) or less. The Project would require use of construction diesel engines with a
rating of 50 horsepower (hp) or higher that meet, at a minimum, the Tier 2 California Emission Standards for OffRoad Compression Ignition Engines, as specified in the California Code of Regulations, Title 13, Section
2423(b)(1), unless such engines are not available. Equipment meeting Tier 3 standards shall be used as feasible.
If a Tier 2 engine is not available for off-road equipment larger than 100 hp, an engine equipped with retrofit
controls to reduce exhaust emissions of nitrogen oxides (NO x ) and diesel particulate matter to no more than Tier
2 levels, may be used; however document to the County shall be provided discussing attempts to utilize Tier 3
vehicles. Regulatory agencies may determine that use of such devices is not practical when:
•
•
•

There is no available retrofit control device verified by either the CARB or the EPA to control engines in
question to Tier 2 equivalent emission levels and the retrofitted or Tier 1 engines use the highest level of
available control technology.
The construction equipment is intended to be on-site for five days or less.
It can be demonstrated there is a good faith effort to comply with the recommendation and that compliance is
not practical.

The idling time of diesel equipment would be limited to no more than 10 minutes, unless idling must be
maintained for proper operation (e.g., drilling, hoisting, and trenching).
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NUMBER
BMP-17

BMP DESCRIPTION
High wind conditions. In compliance with MDAQMD Rule 403 criteria, all soil-disturbing activities and travel on
unpaved roads must be suspended during periods of high winds, with the exception of those trips necessary to
maintain the facility and prevent property damage. A 25 mph wind speed has been determined on the basis of soil
properties identified during site characterization. Monitoring of the wind speed would be required at the site during
construction, operation, maintenance, and decommissioning.

Alternative 1: Proposed Project
Analysis of Direct and Indirect Impacts
Construction Emissions
Criteria Pollutant Emissions. Construction of the proposed Project would result in emissions of the
following criteria air pollutants: VOCs, ROG, NO x , CO, PM 10 , PM 2.5 , and SO x . Based on the Air Quality
and Global Climate Change Report (Appendix B), the criteria pollutants hydrogen sulfide and lead would
not be generated during construction, operations, or decommissioning and are not evaluated further.
The projections used in calculating construction emissions are as follows:
•

•

•
•

Off road equipment (Heavy construction equipment) would be similar to that used in other
PV solar projects for site preparation, installation of the solar array, construction of the
gen-tie line, and construction of the substation and O&M buildings (refer to Appendix B,
Air Quality and Global Climate Change Report, for a detailed list of construction
equipment [Table 6]).
It was projected that watering three times daily would control PM10 and PM2.5 emissions
by 75 percent, as documented in the Midwest Research Institute’s evaluation of fugitive
dust control measures. In addition, through the implementation of Rule 403, fugitive dust
control measures must be utilized to reduce emissions of particulate matter during
construction.
For the purpose of estimating maximum daily traffic, it was conservatively assumed that
the maximum number of employees (500) could arrive in a single day, resulting in 400
round trips per day. It was also assumed that 20 truck trips could occur in a single day.
Workers and trucks would travel, on average, 40 miles round trip per day.

Emissions of ROG and SO x from heavy equipment used in construction of the Project were estimated
based on emission factors for the SCAB from the CARB’s OFFROAD2007 Model (CARB 2007a), as
published on the SCAQMD’s website. OFFROAD2007 emission factors are currently in use in most land
use planning models, including the CalEEMod Model. Although OFFROAD 2011 is the most current
model, CARB staff has indicated that the OFFROAD2007 emission factors overestimated load factors
and therefore the emission estimates are conservative. Since the proposed Project and Alternatives did
not exceed the emission thresholds using the OFFROAD 2007 model, the construction emissions were
not recalculated using the OFFROAD 2011 Model. Emissions of NO x , CO, and PM were calculated based
on the assumption that the equipment used for construction would, at a minimum, meet EPA Tier 2
emission standards. Emission factors for 2014 represent the average fleet emissions throughout the
SCAB and were considered representative of construction equipment that would be used during
construction of the Project. Emissions from worker travel and truck traffic were calculated using the
CARB’s EMFAC2007 Model (CARB 2007a) for on-road vehicles. Emissions of fugitive dust were
estimated based on SCAQMD and EPA emission factors.
Emissions were estimated based on the construction schedule and equipment requirements for the
Project provided by the Project team. As part of the Project, BMP-1 (Drainage, Erosion, and Sediment
Control Plan), BMP-3 (Fugitive Dust Abatement Program), BMP-13 (Ground and Surface Disturbance),
BMP-14 (Travel and Traffic), and BMP-17 (High Wind Conditions) would be implemented, which would
minimize the air pollutant emissions during construction of the proposed gen-tie line and solar array
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facility. Table 4.2.3-2 presents a summary of estimated construction emissions for the proposed Project,
based on the above assumptions used to calculate construction emissions.

Table 4.2.3-2 Estimated Construction Emissions for Alternative 1
EMISSION SOURCE
ROG
Maximum Daily Construction Emissions, lbs/day
Off-road Equipment
35.35
On-road Vehicles
19.10
Fugitive Dust
--TOTAL
54.45
CEQA Thresholds
137
Above Thresholds?
No
Annual Construction Emissions, tons/year
Off-road Equipment
1.71
On-road Vehicles
2.41
Fugitive Dust
--TOTAL
4.12
CEQA Thresholds
25

Source: SRA 2013.

NO x

CO

SO x

PM 10

PM 2.5

99.36
33.84
--133.20
137
No

63.31
207.51
--270.82
548
No

12.81
0.02
--12.83
137
No

4.61
4.04
41.82
50.47
82
No

4.10
4.00
8.78
16.88
82
No

13.90
4.54
--18.44
25

8.61
25.97
--34.58
100

0.39
0.00
--0.39
25

0.62
0.52
5.02
6.16
15

0.55
0.51
0.96
2.02
15

As shown in Table 4.2.3-2, emissions from construction of the Project would be below the general
conformity thresholds and MDAQMD thresholds for all criteria. Alternative 1 would not create substantial
emissions and would not conflict with or obstruct implementation of the air basin’s air quality management
plan.
Toxic Air Contaminant (TAC) Emissions. Construction activities would result in emissions of diesel
particulate matter from heavy construction equipment used on-site and truck traffic to and from the site,
as well as minor amounts of TAC emissions from motor vehicles (such as benzene, 1,3-butadiene,
toluene, and xylenes) (Appendix B, Air Quality and Global Climate Change Report). Health effects
attributable to exposure to diesel particulate matter are long-term effects based on chronic (i.e., longterm) exposure to emissions. Health effects are generally evaluated based on a lifetime (70 years) of
exposure.
As discussed in Appendix B, the risk-driving TAC associated with construction activities at the Project
area is diesel particulate emitted from equipment and vehicles operating on-site. Sources of diesel
particulate matter at the site would include haul truck activities, heavy construction equipment, and
contractor vehicles. Construction emissions were modeled using the SCREEN3 model to evaluate
whether diesel particulate matter would result in a significant health risk to sensitive receptors in the
Project area. A screening health risk analysis was conducted to evaluate the potential for the Project to
expose sensitive receptors to substantial TAC concentrations. Based on the results of the screening
health risk assessment, the maximum predicted cancer risk would be 0.549 in a million, which is below
the significance threshold of 10 in a million. The chronic non-cancer hazard index would be 0.00769,
which is below the significance threshold of 1.0. This estimate assumes implementation of BMP-16
(Diesel Engines) incorporating the use of ultra-low sulfur fuel in conjunction with Tier 2 and Tier 3 diesel
equipment to reduce TACs emitted during construction of the proposed gen-tie line and solar array
facility. Based on the screening analysis, construction activities would not result in a significant impact to
sensitive receptors.
Consistency with Ambient Air Quality Plans. The MDAQMD’s most recently adopted air quality
management plan is its 2004 Ozone Attainment Plan (MDAQMD 2004). The MDAQMD has adopted the
control measures recommended in the plan in its Rules and Regulations. The MDAQMD has also
adopted fugitive dust control requirements in its Rule 403. Most importantly, the MDAQMD’s significance
thresholds establish the amount of emissions that can occur without affecting the ability of the air basin to
comply with its air quality management plan and bring emissions into compliance with ambient standards.
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Because the Project would comply with the MDAQMD’s Rules and Regulations, including those adopted
from the SIP, and because the criteria pollutants would not be substantial in relation to the pollutant
thresholds, Project construction would not conflict with the applicable air quality plan.
Operational Emissions
Criteria Pollutant Emissions. Operations and maintenance include general operational activities in
support of the site, as well as periodic washing of the solar panels. After the construction phase, the O&M
buildings would serve the Project’s approximately 12 permanent full-time employees, which would include
one plant manager, five engineers/technicians, and six security staff. Project facilities would be monitored
during operating (daylight) hours, even though the Project facilities would be capable of automatic start
up, shutdown, self-diagnosis, and fault detection. The panels may be cleaned up to two times per year, if
necessary to optimize output. O&M vehicles would include trucks (pickup and flatbed), forklifts, and
loaders for routine and unscheduled maintenance and water trucks for solar panel washing. Large heavyhaul transport equipment may be brought to the solar facility infrequently for equipment repair or
replacement. Fugitive dust would be generated from vehicles and equipment on unpaved surfaces.
Standard practices would be implemented during operations to reduce potential air pollution impacts,
including BMP-3 (Fugitive Dust Abatement Program), BMP-14 (Travel and Traffic), and BMP-17 (High
Wind Conditions).
As shown in Table 4.2.3-3, operational emissions would be below the maximum daily and annual
MDAQMD thresholds and would be below general conformity thresholds.
Table 4.2.3-3

Estimated Operational Emissions for the Project

EMISSION SOURCE
Total Operational Emissions, lbs/day
Off-road Equipment
On-road Vehicles
Fugitive Dust
TOTAL
CEQA Thresholds
Above Thresholds?
Total Operational Emissions, tons/year
Off-road Equipment
On-road Vehicles
Fugitive Dust
TOTAL
CEQA Thresholds

Source: SRA 2013.

ROG

NO x

CO

SO x

PM 10

PM 2.5

10.99
3.25
--14.24
137
No

37.59
9.48
--47.07
137
No

19.95
36.90
--56.84
548
No

1.32
0.00
--1.32
137
No

1.15
0.38
6.87
8.40
82
No

1.02
0.38
0.69
2.09
82
No

0.97
0.06
--1.03
25

2.83
0.09
--2.92
25

1.50
0.72
--2.22
100

0.12
0.00
--0.12
25

0.09
0.01
0.20
0.30
15

0.08
0.01
0.03
0.12
15

Toxic Air Contaminant Emissions. Operations would result in minor emissions of diesel particulate
matter from intermittent truck traffic to and from the site, as well as minor amounts of TAC emissions from
motor vehicles (such as benzene, 1,3-butadiene, toluene, and xylenes). Based on the relatively low levels
of criteria pollutants that would be emitted during operations and corresponding very low exposure to
TACs, and considering implementation of standard practices, including BMP-16 (Diesel Engines) relative
to use of ultra-low sulfur fuel in conjunction with Tier 2 and Tier 3 diesel equipment, no adverse health
effects would occur. Operational emissions of TACs would be negligible, and operational emissions of
diesel particulate from off-road equipment and on-road vehicles would be less than one percent of the
annual significance threshold. Emissions of TACs in areas where fossil fuel-fired power generation would
be replaced by power generated from the Project could decrease, but it is not likely that this decrease
would occur in the immediate Project area.
Consistency with Ambient Air Quality Plans. As previously described, the MDAQMD’s most recently
adopted air quality management plan is its 2004 Ozone Attainment Plan (MDAQMD 2004). The
MDAQMD has adopted the control measures recommended in the plan in its Rules and Regulations. The
MDAQMD has also adopted fugitive dust control requirements in its Rule 403. Most importantly, the
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MDAQMD’s significance thresholds establish the amount of emissions that can occur without affecting the
ability of the air basin to comply with its air quality management plan and bring emissions into compliance
with ambient standards. Because the Project would comply with the MDAQMD’s Rules and Regulations,
including those adopted from the SIP, and because the criteria pollutants would not be substantial in
relation the pollutant thresholds, Project operations would not conflict with the applicable air quality plan.
Decommissioning Emissions
Criteria Pollutant Emissions. The emissions associated with decommissioning of the solar array would
be generated from disassembly and removal of solar panels, foundations, and other structures such as
the substations, support buildings, piles, inverters and pads, and perimeter fencing. After removal of all
equipment and buildings, the site would be returned to a condition similar to fallow agriculture. The
equipment used for decommissioning would be similar to that used for construction, and standard
practices would be implemented during decommissioning including BMP-1 (Drainage, Erosion, and
Sediment Control Plan), BMP-3 (Fugitive Dust Abatement Program), BMP-14 (Travel and Traffic), and
BMP-17 (High Wind Conditions). Land alteration would be minimal and no grading and clearing would be
required. Since decommissioning would not involve grading or clearing activities and equipment used in
the future is likely to be much more efficient than that currently used, the level of decommissioning
emissions would be substantially less than emissions created during construction.
Toxic Air Contaminant Emissions. Similar to criteria pollutant emissions, hazardous air pollutant
emissions during decommissioning would be less than those generated during construction due to
advanced equipment engine technology and cleaner fuel.
Consistency with Ambient Air Quality Plans. Decommissioning activities would be conducted pursuant
to adopted MDAQMD emission control measures in effect at the time of the activity. Because the Project
would comply with the MDAQMD’s Rules and Regulations, including those included in a SIP if applicable,
the decommissioning would not conflict with the applicable air quality plan.

Application of CEQA Significance Thresholds
Construction, Operation, Maintenance, and Decommissioning
AIR-1) Would the Project conflict with or obstruct implementation of the applicable air quality
attainment or maintenance plan?
The emissions from the proposed Project would not conflict with or obstruct implementation of the
applicable air quality plan since the Project would comply with the MDAQMD Rules and
Regulations, including those adopted from the SIP and those required under MDAQMD Rule 403
relative to fugitive dust. As such, the Project would implement MDAQMD Rule 403 (Fugitive Dust
Control Measures) to minimize impacts from dust as a result of Project construction and
operation. Measures would include: applying dust suppression in sufficient quantity and
frequency to maintain a stabilized surface; applying chemical stabilizers within five working days
of grading completion; and during construction, applying water to at least 70 percent of all inactive
disturbed areas on a daily basis when there is evidence of wind-driven fugitive dust. The Project
also would employ the following measures to reduce fugitive dust-generating activities, as
feasible:
a) Require the application of non-toxic soil stabilizers according to manufacturers’ specifications
to all inactive construction areas (previously graded areas inactive for ten days or more);
b) On-site roadways used for fire access, site security, regular site maintenance, public parking,
and employee parking will be graveled or otherwise stabilized;
c) Install wheel washers where vehicles enter and exit the construction site onto paved roads or
wash off trucks and any equipment leaving the site;
d) Require all trucks hauling dirt, sand, soil, or other loose materials to be covered;
e) Suspend all excavating and grading operations when wind gusts (as instantaneous gusts)
exceed 25 miles per hour [mph];
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f)

Appoint a construction relations officer to act as a community liaison concerning on-site
construction activity including resolution of issues related to PM10 generation; and
g) When sweeping streets to remove visible soil materials, use street sweepers or roadway
washing trucks.
The proposed Project would be operated in compliance with all applicable MDAQMD Rules and
Regulations as well as the air quality plan and would incorporate air quality BMPs listed in this
section. While Project operations have limited potential for dust generation, dust control will be an
operational priority for the Project as well, because dust reduces the efficiency of solar panels.
Decommissioning emissions would be similar to construction emissions. Thus, impacts would not
conflict with or obstruct implementation of applicable air quality plans during construction,
operation, maintenance, and decommissioning and therefore would be less than significant.
AIR-2) Would the Project violate any air quality standard or contribute substantially to an existing
or projected air quality violation when added to the local background?
The proposed Project would not violate any air quality standard or contribute substantially to an
existing or projected air quality violation. Emissions from construction of Project components
would be below the impact significance thresholds for the maximum daily construction for all the
criteria pollutants. In addition, the annual emissions would also be below the impact thresholds for
all the criteria pollutants. The proposed Project would not result in significant TACs from diesel
exhaust or other TACs that may be produced during construction due to the short-term nature of
the construction period and the BMPs that would be implemented with the Project.
Operations and maintenance activities, consisting of routine maintenance, panel washing, and
security provided by 12 full-time staff, would generate minor levels of criteria pollutants that would
be well below significance thresholds on a daily and annual basis. After the construction phase,
the O&M building would serve the Project’s approximately 12 permanent full-time employees. The
panels may be cleaned up to two times per year, if necessary to optimize output. O&M vehicles
would include trucks (pickup and flatbed), forklifts, and loaders for routine and unscheduled
maintenance and water trucks for solar panel washing. Large heavy-haul transport equipment
may be brought to the Project area infrequently for equipment repair or replacement. Fugitive
dust would be generated from vehicles and equipment on unpaved surfaces.
Decommissioning emissions would be similar to construction emissions. The emissions
associated with decommissioning of the solar array would be generated from disassembly and
removal of solar panels, foundations, and other structures such as the substations, support
buildings, piles, inverters and pads, and perimeter fencing. After removal of all equipment and
buildings, the site would be returned to a condition similar to fallow agriculture. The equipment
used for decommissioning would be similar to that used for construction. Land alteration would be
minimal and no grading and clearing would be required. Since decommissioning would not
involve grading or clearing activities and equipment used in the future is likely to be much more
efficient than that currently used, the level of decommissioning emissions would be substantially
less than emissions created during construction. Decommissioning activities would be conducted
pursuant to adopted MDAQMD emission control measures in effect at the time of the activity.
Thus, impacts would not violate air quality standards or contribute substantially to an existing or
projected air quality violation during construction, operation, maintenance, and decommissioning
and therefore would be less than significant.
AIR-3) Would the Project result in a cumulatively considerable net increase of any criteria
pollutant for which the project region is non-attainment under an applicable federal or
state ambient air quality standard (including release emissions which exceed quantitative
thresholds for ozone precursors)?
The proposed Project would not result in a cumulatively considerable net increase of any criteria
pollutant in the MDAQMD, which is non-attainment for California Ambient Air Quality Standards
(CAAQS) for ozone (O 3 ) and PM 10 . During construction, the Project’s estimated ROG emissions
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are less than one percent of the total MDAQMD emissions budget; NO x emissions are less than
one percent of the total emissions budget; and PM 10 emissions are less than one percent of the
total emissions budget. The Project’s emissions of non-attainment pollutants would fall below the
thresholds the MDAQMD has established to ensure its ability to bring the air basin into
compliance, based upon the MDAQMD’s projections of combined emissions from all sources.
Less than significant emissions would occur during operations, and the Project would also
provide renewable energy, which would reduce statewide emissions associated with power
generation compared to fossil fuel power generation. The proposed Project would not result in a
cumulatively considerable net increase of any criteria pollutant for which the Project region is nonattainment. Decommissioning emissions would be less than construction emissions. Thus,
impacts would not result in a cumulative net increase of any criteria pollutant in the MDAQMD
during construction, operation, maintenance, and decommissioning and therefore would be less
than significant.
AIR-4) Would the Project expose sensitive receptors to substantial pollutant concentrations
including those resulting in a cancer risk greater than or equal to 10 in a million and/or a
Hazard Index (H1) (non-cancerous) greater than or equal to 1? As defined in the
MDAQMD’s CEQA Guidelines, sensitive receptors include land uses associated with
residences, schools, daycare centers, playgrounds, and medical facilities. The following
project types proposed for sites within the specified distance to an existing or planned
(zoned) sensitive receptor land use must be evaluated using CEQA Significance Criterion
AIR-4:
•
•
•
•
•

Any industrial project within 1,000 feet;
A distribution center (40 or more trucks per day) within 1,000 feet;
A major transportation project (50,000 or more vehicles per day) within 1,000 feet;
A dry cleaner using perchloroethylene within 500 feet; or
A gasoline dispensing facility within 300 feet?

The proposed Project would not expose sensitive receptors to substantial pollutant
concentrations, including TACs. Health effects are generally evaluated based on a lifetime (70
years) of exposure. The proposed Project would not result in significant TACs from diesel exhaust
or other TACs that may be produced during construction due to the short-term nature (three
years) of the construction period, which is only 4.3 percent of the exposure period for which
lifetime exposure is calculated. Diesel particulate emissions from off-road equipment, which
would be operating at the site rather than on roads, would result in emissions that are less than
10 percent of the significance threshold on an annual basis. During operations, the emissions of
both criteria and toxic pollutants would be relatively small. The decommissioning of the Project
would not expose sensitive receptors to substantial pollutant concentrations given the distance of
sensitive receptors from the site, the intermittent nature of construction activities, and the
implementation of BMP-16 related to diesel engines. Thus, impacts during construction,
operation, maintenance, and decommissioning would not expose sensitive receptors to
substantial pollutant concentrations and therefore would be less than significant.
AIR-5) Would the Project create objectionable odors affecting a substantial number of people?
The proposed Project would not create objectionable odors affecting a substantial number of
people. The exhaust from construction equipment and use of building materials such as asphalt
paving, adhesives and binders, and protective coatings may create mild odors in areas on and
adjacent to the Project area (within 1,000 feet). Construction odors would be temporary and not
overly offensive. Due to the sparse population adjacent to the site, these mild odors would not
affect a substantial number of people. In regard to Project operation, equipment and other Project
activities would not include significant odor-producing sources. Few odor sources would be
activated during decommissioning. Thus, impacts would not create objectionable odors affecting
a substantial number of people during construction, operation, maintenance, and
decommissioning and therefore would be less than significant.
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AIR-6) Would the Project expose sensitive receptors that are located within one mile of the
Project site to substantial point source emissions?
The proposed Project would not expose sensitive receptors that are within one mile of the Project
area to substantial point source emissions. The impact would be less than significant.
AIR-7) Would the Project involve the construction of a sensitive receptor located within one mile
of an existing substantial point source emitter?
The proposed Project does not involve the establishment of a use that would be classified as a
sensitive receptor. There would be no impact.

Alternative 2: No Project Alternative
Under the No Project Alternative, neither the BLM nor the County of Riverside would approve the Project.
Authorizations, either the ROW grant (federal) or the Conditional Use Permit (County), would not be
issued. As a result, no gen-tie facilities would be constructed on BLM-managed lands and no solar
facilities would be on private lands. The public lands in the Project area would continue to be managed by
BLM in accordance with existing land use designations in the CDCA Plan, whereas the private lands
would continue to be managed for agricultural production. The results of the No Project Alternative would
be the following:
The impacts of the proposed Project would not occur. However, the land on which the Project is proposed
would become available for other uses. As noted above, future use of private lands would include
continuation of agricultural use (refer to Table 3.2.3-2 for the summary of air quality monitoring data
applicable to the Project area for years 2006 to 2010). The federal lands are within or adjacent to a
designated utility corridor, and within a SEZ, both of which that includes a number of existing and planned
transmission facilities. It is anticipated that the use of this corridor and SEZ would continue to support
electrical transmission with or without the proposed Project. That use is consistent with BLM’s land use
plan. The benefits of the proposed Project in reducing fossil fuel use and GHG emissions from gas-fired
generation would not occur. Both State and federal law support the increased use of renewable power
generation. However, if the proposed Project were not approved, renewable projects would likely be
developed on other sites in Riverside County, in other areas of California, or in adjacent states within the
Desert Southwest. This pressure to develop renewable energy would remain as long as state and federal
laws and regulations provide mandates for integration of renewable energy as a large percentage of
distributed power.

Application of CEQA Significance Thresholds
Under this Alternative, the air quality of the site is not expected to change noticeably from existing
conditions and, as such, this No Project Alternative would not result in the air quality impacts or benefits
described for Alternative 1. However, in the absence of this Project, other renewable energy projects may
be constructed to meet State mandates at other locations, and those projects would likely have similar (or
greater) impacts as the proposed Project in those locations. The No Project Alternative would have no
CEQA impacts, as current circumstances would be projected to continue.

Alternative 3: Northern Alternative 230 kV Gen-tie Line Location
Analysis of Direct and Indirect Impacts
Construction
Criteria Pollutants. Relative to the maximum daily emissions (pounds per day), Alternative 3 would have
impacts that are the same as Alternative 1. The minor increase in length of the gen-tie line under
Alternative 3 would not cause an increase in construction activity from a maximum day scenario;
therefore, Alternative 3 would not have a substantial air quality impact or exceed air quality emissions
thresholds on a daily basis. On an annual basis, the additional construction required for the longer 230 kV
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gen-tie line (8.8 miles versus 8.4 miles) would have slightly greater air emissions than Alternative 1. This
would result in a small increase in construction-related criteria pollutant emissions, as shown in Table
4.2.3-4. As with Alternative 1, standard practices would be implemented to minimize impacts, including
BMP-1 (Drainage, Erosion, and Sediment Control Plan), BMP-3 (Fugitive Dust Abatement Program),
BMP-13 (Ground and Surface Disturbance), BMP-14 (Travel and Traffic), and BMP-17 (High Wind
Conditions). Accordingly, Alternative 3 would not have a substantial air quality impact or exceed air
quality emissions thresholds on an annual basis.
Table 4.2.3-4 Estimated Annual Construction Emissions for Alternative 3
EMISSION SOURCE
Annual Construction Emissions, tons/year
Solar Facility and Gen-tie Line
Off-road Equipment
On-road Vehicles
Fugitive Dust
TOTAL
CEQA Thresholds

Source: SRA 2013.

ROG

NO x

CO

SO x

PM 10

PM 2.5

1.71
2.41
--4.12
25

13.97
4.55
--18.52
25

8.65
25.97
--34.62
100

0.39
0.00
--0.39
25

0.62
0.52
5.02
6.17
15

0.55
0.51
0.96
2.03
15

Toxic Air Contaminant Emissions. The impacts of Alternative 3 relative to TACs would be similar to
Alternative 1. The longer reach of 230 kV gen-tie line would slightly increase emissions, including
emissions of diesel particulates, on an annual basis during the three-year construction period. Because
the effects would be of short-term duration, result in very low exposure to TACs, and considering
implementation of standard practices including BMP-16 (Diesel Engines) relative to use of ultra-low sulfur
fuel in conjunction with Tier 2 and Tier 3 diesel equipment, no adverse health effects would occur. Motor
vehicle emissions would not be concentrated in any one area but would be dispersed along travel routes
and would not pose a significant health risk to receptors.
Consistency with Ambient Air Quality Plans. The Project would comply with the MDAQMD’s Rules
and Regulations, including those adopted from the SIP, and because the criteria pollutants would not be
substantial in relation the pollutant thresholds, Project construction would not conflict with the applicable
air quality plan.
Operations
There would be no appreciable differences between operations of Alternative 3 and Alternative 1 (see the
Alternative 1 impact analysis). Alternative 3 operations would consist of inspection and maintenance
activities, including washing of the solar panels, repairs, and security. Standard practices would be
implemented with Alternative 3 including BMP-3 (Fugitive Dust Abatement Program), BMP-15 (New
Access Roads and Parking Lots), and BMP-17 (High Wind Conditions). All operational emissions would
be below the maximum daily and annual emissions thresholds put forth by the MDAQMD.
Decommissioning
Decommissioning emissions associated with Alternative 3 would be similar to Alternative 1 (see the
Alternative 1 impact analysis). Standard practices would be implemented during decommissioning including
BMP-1 (Drainage, Erosion, and Sediment Control Plan), BMP-3 (Fugitive Dust Abatement Program),
BMP-14 (Travel and Traffic), and BMP-17 (High Wind Conditions). Since decommissioning would not
involve grading or clearing activities and equipment used in the future is likely to be much more efficient
than that currently used, the level of decommissioning emissions would be substantially less than
emissions created during construction for both criteria and hazardous pollutants. Consequently, the
decommissioning emissions would be below the maximum daily and annual emissions thresholds put
forth by the MDAQMD.
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Application of CEQA Significance Thresholds
Construction, Operation, maintenance, and decommissioning
With respect to Alternative 3, the CEQA significance determinations applicable to construction, operation,
maintenance, and decommissioning are similar to that of Alternative 1 (proposed Project) and
summarized below:
AIR-1) Would Alternative 3 conflict with or obstruct implementation of the applicable air quality
attainment or maintenance plan?
Alternative 3 would not conflict with or obstruct implementation of the applicable air quality plan
since it would comply with the MDAQMD Rules and Regulations, including those adopted from
the SIP and those required under MDAQMD Rules, including Rule 403 relative to fugitive dust,
and would implement BMPs. The impacts would be less than significant.
AIR-2) Would Alternative 3 violate any air quality standard or contribute substantially to an
existing or projected air quality violation when added to the local background?
Alternative 3 would not violate any air quality standard or contribute substantially to an existing or
projected air quality violation. The impacts would be less than significant.
AIR-3) Would Alternative 3 result in a cumulatively considerable net increase of any criteria
pollutant for which the Alternative 3 region is non-attainment under an applicable federal
or state ambient air quality standard (including release emissions which exceed
quantitative thresholds for ozone precursors)?
Alternative 3 would not result in a cumulatively considerable net increase of any criteria pollutant
in the MDAQMD, which is non-attainment for CAAQS for O 3 and PM 10 . Alternative 3’s emissions
of non-attainment pollutants would fall below the thresholds the MDAQMD has established to
ensure its ability to bring the air basin into compliance, based upon the MDAQMD’s projections of
combined emissions from all sources. The impacts would be less than significant.
AIR-4) Would Alternative 3 expose sensitive receptors to substantial pollutant concentrations
including those resulting in a cancer risk greater than or equal to 10 in a million and/or a
Hazard Index (H1) (non-cancerous) greater than or equal to 1? As defined in the
MDAQMD’s CEQA Guidelines, sensitive receptors include land uses associated with
residences, schools, daycare centers, playgrounds, and medical facilities. The following
project types proposed for sites within the specified distance to an existing or planned
(zoned) sensitive receptor land use must be evaluated using CEQA Significance Criterion
AIR-4:
•
•
•
•
•

Any industrial project within 1,000 feet;
A distribution center (40 or more trucks per day) within 1,000 feet;
A major transportation project (50,000 or more vehicles per day) within 1,000 feet;
A dry cleaner using perchloroethylene within 500 feet; or
A gasoline dispensing facility within 300 feet.

Alternative 3 would not expose sensitive receptors to substantial pollutant concentrations,
including TACs. The impacts would be less than significant.
AIR-5) Would Alternative 3 create objectionable odors affecting a substantial number of people?
Alternative 3 would not create objectionable odors affecting a substantial number of people. The
potential for odors from Project construction is less than significant.
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AIR-6) Would Alternative 3 expose sensitive receptors that are located within one mile of the
Alternative 3 site to substantial point source emissions?
See AIR-4 above. Alternative 3 would not expose sensitive receptors that are within one mile of
the Project area to substantial point source emissions. The impact would be less than significant.
AIR-7) Would Alternative 3 involve the construction of a sensitive receptor located within one
mile of an existing substantial point source emitter?
Alternative 3 would not involve the establishment of a use that would be classified as a sensitive
receptor. There would be no impact.

Alternative 4: Southern Alternative 230 kV Gen-tie Line Location
Analysis Direct and Indirect Impacts
Construction
Criteria Pollutants. With respect to maximum daily emissions, Alternative 4 would have impacts that are
the same as Alternative 1 (see the Alternative 1 impact analysis). The minor increase in length of the gentie line construction activity under Alternative 4 would not cause an increase in construction activity from a
maximum construction day scenario. Alternative 4 would not have a substantial air quality impact or
exceed air quality emissions thresholds on a daily basis. On an annual basis, the additional construction
required for the longer 230 kV gen-tie line (9.5 miles versus 8.4 miles) would have slightly greater air
emissions than Alternative 1. This would result in a small increase in construction-related criteria pollutant
emissions on an annual basis compared to Alternative 1. Alternative 4 annual construction emissions are
shown in Table 4.2.3-5. As with Alternative 1, standard practices would be implemented to minimize
impacts, including BMP-1 (Drainage, Erosion, and Sediment Control Plan), BMP-3 (Fugitive Dust
Abatement Program), BMP-13 (Ground and Surface Disturbance), BMP-14 (Travel and Traffic), and
BMP-17 (High Wind Conditions). The small increase in annual emissions compared to Alternative 1 would
not have a substantial air quality impact or exceed air quality emissions thresholds.
Table 4.2.3-5

Estimated Annual Construction Emissions for Alternative 4

EMISSION SOURCE
Annual Construction Emissions, tons/year
Solar Facility and Gen-tie Line
Off-road Equipment
On-road Vehicles
Fugitive Sources
TOTAL
CEQA Thresholds

Source: SRA 2013.

ROG

NO x

CO

SO x

PM 10

PM 2.5

1.71
2.41

14.08
4.57

8.72
25.97

0.39
0.00

4.12
25

18.65
25

34.70
100

0.39
25

0.63
0.52
5.01
6.16
15

0.56
0.52
0.96
2.03
15

Toxic Air Contaminant Emissions. The impacts of Alternative 4 relative to TACs would be similar to
Alternative 1. The longer reach of the Alternative 4 230 kV gen-tie line would slightly increase, including
emissions of diesel particulates, compared to Alternative 1, including annual emissions of diesel
particulates during the three-year construction period. Because the effects would be of short-term
duration, result in very low exposure to TACs, and considering implementation of standard practices
including BMP-16 (Diesel Engines) incorporating use of ultra-low sulfur fuel in conjunction with Tier 2 and
Tier 3 diesel equipment, no adverse health effects would occur. Motor vehicle emissions would not be
concentrated in any one area but would be dispersed along travel routes and would not pose a significant
health risk to receptors.
Consistency with Ambient Air Quality Plans. The Project would comply with the MDAQMD’s Rules
and Regulations, including those adopted from the SIP, and because the criteria pollutants would not be
substantial in relation to pollutant thresholds, Project construction would not conflict with the applicable air
quality plan.
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Operation
There would be no appreciable differences between operations of Alternative 4 and Alternative 1.
Alternative 4 operations would consist of inspection and maintenance activities, including washing of the
solar panels, repairs, and security. Standard practices would be implemented with Alternative 4 including
BMP-3 (Fugitive Dust Abatement Program), BMP-15 (New Access Roads and Parking Lots), and BMP-17
(High Wind Conditions). All operational emissions would be below the maximum daily and annual
emissions thresholds put forth by the MDAQMD.
Decommissioning
Decommissioning emissions associated with Alternative 4 would be less than Alternative 1. Standard
practices would be implemented during decommissioning including BMP-1 (Drainage, Erosion, and
Sediment Control Plan), BMP-3 (Fugitive Dust Abatement Program), BMP-14 (Travel and Traffic), and
BMP-17 (High Wind Conditions). Since decommissioning would not involve grading or clearing activities
and equipment used in the future is likely to be much more efficient than that currently used, the level of
decommissioning emissions would be substantially less than emissions created during construction for
both criteria and hazardous pollutants. Consequently, the Alternative 4 decommissioning emissions would
be below the maximum daily and annual emissions thresholds put forth by the MDAQMD.

Application of CEQA Significance Thresholds
Construction, Operation, Maintenance, and Decommissioning
With respect to Alternative 4, the CEQA significance determinations applicable to construction, operation,
maintenance, and decommissioning are similar to that of Alternative 1 (proposed Project) and
summarized below:
AIR-1)

Would Alternative 4 conflict with or obstruct implementation of the applicable air quality
attainment or management plan?
Alternative 4 would not conflict with or obstruct implementation of the applicable air quality plan
since it would comply with the MDAQMD Rules and Regulations, including those adopted from
the SIP and those required under MDAQMD Rules, including Rule 403 relative to fugitive dust,
and would implement BMPs. The impacts would be less than significant.

AIR-2) Would Alternative 4 violate any air quality standard or contribute substantially to an
existing or projected air quality violation when added to the local background?
Alternative 4 would not violate any air quality standard or contribute substantially to an existing or
projected air quality violation. The impacts would be less than significant.
AIR-3) Would Alternative 4 result in a cumulatively considerable net increase of any criteria
pollutant for which the Alternative 3 region is non-attainment under an applicable federal
or state ambient air quality standard (including release emissions which exceed
quantitative thresholds for ozone precursors)?
Alternative 4 would not result in a cumulatively considerable net increase of any criteria pollutant
in the MDAQMD, which is non-attainment for CAAQS for O 3 and PM 10 . Alternative 4’s emissions
of non-attainment pollutants would fall below the thresholds the MDAQMD has established to
ensure its ability to bring the air basin into compliance, based upon the MDAQMD’s projections of
combined emissions from all sources. The impacts would be less than significant.
AIR-4) Would Alternative 4 expose sensitive receptors to substantial pollutant concentrations
including those resulting in a cancer risk greater than or equal to 10 in a million and/or a
Hazard Index (H1) (non-cancerous) greater than or equal to 1? As defined in the
MDAQMD’s CEQA Guidelines, sensitive receptors include land uses associated with
residences, schools, daycare centers, playgrounds, and medical facilities. The following
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project types proposed for sites within the specified distance to an existing or planned
(zoned) sensitive receptor land use must be evaluated using CEQA Significance Criterion
AIR-4:
•
•
•
•
•

Any industrial project within 1,000 feet;
A distribution center (40 or more trucks per day) within 1,000 feet;
A major transportation project (50,000 or more vehicles per day) within 1,000 feet;
A dry cleaner using perchloroethylene within 500 feet; or
A gasoline dispensing facility within 300 feet?

Alternative 4 would not expose sensitive receptors to substantial pollutant concentrations,
including TACs. The impacts would be less than significant.
AIR-5) Would Alternative 4 create objectionable odors affecting a substantial number of people?
Alternative 4 would not create objectionable odors affecting a substantial number of people. The
potential for odors from Project construction is less than significant.
AIR-6) Would Alternative 4 expose sensitive receptors that are located within one mile of the
Alternative 3 site to substantial point source emissions?
See AIR-4 above. Alternative 4 would not expose sensitive receptors that are within one mile of
the Project area to substantial point source emissions. The impact would be less than significant.
AIR-7) Would Alternative 4 involve the construction of a sensitive receptor located within one
mile of an existing substantial point source emitter?
Alternative 4 would not involve the establishment of a use that would be classified as a sensitive
receptor. There would be no impact.

Alternative 5: Reduced Acreage Alternative
Similar to Alternative 1, Alternative 5 would include the construction, operation, maintenance, and
decommissioning of a solar facility and associated infrastructure. The primary difference between
Alternatives 1 and 5 is the absence of solar facility development north of I-10, which would reduce
electrical output from a 485-MW down to a 315-MW alternating current solar PV facility. The Reduced
Acreage Alternative would be on a reduced footprint of approximately 2,476 acres (from 3,660 acres for
the proposed Project). Alternative 5 would include approximately 2,403 acres for the solar field. Similar to
the proposed Project, 73 acres would be utilized for the 230 kV gen-tie line. In comparison to Alternative
1, Alternative 5 would eliminate one on-site substation and one O&M building and would have one access
point (planned on Seeley Avenue). The Reduced Acreage Alternative would also no longer extend a 230
kV overhead gen-tie line from an on-site substation north of I-10, as this Alternative would not be
developed on land north of I-10. Instead, this Alternative would construct an approximately 7.8-mile-long,
230 kV overhead gen-tie line from the proposed on-site substation south of I-10 to the approved Colorado
River Substation. Approximately three miles of the gen-tie line would be within the solar facility.
The construction and decommissioning of Alternative 5 would not exceed the air quality impacts identified
under the Alternative 1 analysis. Therefore, the Alternative 1 analysis would be applicable to Alternative 5
in these phases. Alternative 5 would avoid impacts that would result from the construction, operation,
maintenance, and decommissioning of a solar development north of I-10; however, the land on which
Alternative 1 is proposed would continue with existing uses.
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Analysis of Direct and Indirect Impacts
Construction Emissions
Construction of the Reduced Acreage Alternative is anticipated to be similar to the proposed Project;
however, under this Alternative, a reduced number of workers would be required. The solar field would be
developed in six-month phases, with six blocks constructed at a time (each block 100 acres, for a total of
600 acres at a time). Approximately 400 (500 under proposed Project) daily workers would be present onsite during peak construction. Worker construction traffic would consist of approximately 400 daily vehicle
roundtrips (200 employees [300 under the proposed Project] would travel alone, and approximately 130
employees [200 under the proposed Project] would carpool). Anticipated average daily material deliveries
would consist of about 20 truck deliveries per day for 24 months. It can be assumed that maximum daily
emissions under Alternative 5 would be similar to those detailed under the Alternative 1 analysis, as the
amount of daily site disturbance and equipment would be virtually the same for the Reduced Acreage
Alternative. The key difference between Alternative 5 and the proposed Project from an air quality
perspective is that the amount of workers during the construction period would be greater under the
proposed Project. The analysis under Alternative 1 would apply to Alternative 5.
Operational Emissions
Operation and maintenance include general operational activities in support of the site, as well as periodic
washing of the solar panels. After the construction phase, the O&M building would serve Alternative 5’s
approximately seven permanent full-time employees. This slight reduction in full-time employees and a
smaller-scaled solar facility would result in a reduced amount of operational emissions from Alternative 5
operation. Alternative 5 would still operate below the maximum daily and annual MDAQMD thresholds
and would be below general conformity thresholds. Because Alternative 5 would comply with the
MDAQMD’s Rules and Regulations, including those adopted from the SIP, and because the criteria
pollutants would not be substantial in relation the pollutant thresholds, Alternative 5 operations would not
conflict with the applicable air quality plan.
Decommissioning Emissions
The analysis for Alternative 1 would apply to Alternative 5.

Application of CEQA Significance Thresholds
Construction, Operation, Maintenance, and Decommissioning
AIR-1) Would Alternative 5 conflict with or obstruct implementation of the applicable air quality
attainment or maintenance plan?
Alternative 5 development would result in slightly less construction, operations, and
decommissioning emissions than those estimated under Alternative 1. The emissions would not
exceed maximum daily and annual MDAQMD thresholds and would be below general conformity
thresholds. As such, Alternative 5 would be operated in compliance with all applicable MDAQMD
Rules and Regulations as well as the air quality plan and would incorporate air quality BMPs
listed in the Alternative 1 analysis section.
AIR-2) Would Alternative 5 violate any air quality standard or contribute substantially to an
existing or projected air quality violation when added to the local background?
Alternative 5 development would not violate any air quality standard or contribute substantially to
an existing or projected air quality violation, similar to Alternative 1. Under Alternative 5, operation
and maintenance activities, consisting of routine maintenance, panel washing, and security
provided by seven full-time staff, would generate minor levels of criteria pollutants that would be
well below significance thresholds on a daily and annual basis for the solar facility itself.
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Emissions would not exceed MDAQMD thresholds and would be below general conformity
thresholds; as such, the AIR-2 conclusions under Alternative 1 would apply to Alternative 5.
AIR-3) Would Alternative 5 result in a cumulatively considerable net increase of any criteria
pollutant for which the project region is non-attainment under an applicable federal or
state ambient air quality standard (including release emissions which exceed quantitative
thresholds for ozone precursors)?
Alternative 5 would involve a reduced footprint, a reduced amount of total construction, and a
small reduction in full-time employees during operation in comparison to Alternative 1. As
explained above, emissions under Alternative 5 would not exceed maximum daily and annual
MDAQMD thresholds and would be below general conformity thresholds. Therefore, the AIR-3
analysis under Alternative 1 would apply to Alternative 5. Alternative 5 would not result in a
cumulatively considerable net increase of any criteria pollutant for which the region is in nonattainment. Decommissioning emissions would be less than construction emissions. Thus,
impacts would not result in a considerable contribution to any cumulative net increase of any
criteria pollutant in the MDAQMD during construction, operation, maintenance, and
decommissioning, and therefore would be less than significant.
AIR-4) Would Alternative 5 expose sensitive receptors to substantial pollutant concentrations
including those resulting in a cancer risk greater than or equal to 10 in a million and/or a
Hazard Index (H1) (non-cancerous) greater than or equal to 1? As defined in the
MDAQMD’s CEQA Guidelines, sensitive receptors include land uses associated with
residences, schools, daycare centers, playgrounds, and medical facilities. The following
project types proposed for sites within the specified distance to an existing or planned
(zoned) sensitive receptor land use must be evaluated using CEQA Significance Criterion
AIR-4:
•
•
•
•
•

Any industrial project within 1,000 feet;
A distribution center (40 or more trucks per day) within 1,000 feet;
A major transportation project (50,000 or more vehicles per day) within 1,000 feet;
A dry cleaner using perchloroethylene within 500 feet; or
A gasoline dispensing facility within 300 feet?

Under Alternative 5, a reduction in solar development, construction, and full-time employees
would result in fewer air quality impacts in comparison to Alternative 1. The conclusions detailed
within the Alternative 1 AIR-4 analysis would apply; therefore, impacts during construction,
operation, maintenance, and decommissioning would not expose sensitive receptors to
substantial pollutant concentrations, and would be less than significant.
AIR-5) Would Alternative 5 create objectionable odors affecting a substantial number of people?
Under Alternative 5, a reduction in solar development, construction, and full-time employees
would result in fewer air quality impacts in comparison to Alternative 1. The impacts detailed
within the Alternative 1 AIR-5 analysis would not be exceeded by Alternative 5; therefore, impacts
would not create objectionable odors affecting a substantial number of people during
construction, operation, maintenance, and decommissioning, and would be less than significant.
AIR-6) Would Alternative 5 expose sensitive receptors that are located within one mile of the
Project site to substantial point source emissions?
The AIR-6 analysis for Alternative 1 would apply to Alternative 5.
AIR-7) Would Alternative 5 involve the construction of a sensitive receptor located within one
mile of an existing substantial point source emitter?
The AIR-7 analysis for Alternative 1 would apply to Alternative 5.
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Cumulative Impacts
The contribution of the Project and each Alternative to the cumulative increase in pollutants for which the
Project area is listed as non-attainment for the federal or State ambient air quality standards is addressed
above, in connection with threshold AIR-3. This section discusses whether the Project or any of the action
Alternatives would contribute to other cumulative impacts.

Geographic Scope
In analyzing cumulative impacts from a proposed project, the analysis must specifically evaluate a
project’s contribution to the cumulative increase in pollutants for which the project’s location is listed as
non-attainment for the federal or State ambient air quality standards. In the event direct or indirect
impacts from a project are less than significant, a project may still have a cumulatively considerable
impact on air quality if the emissions from the project, in combination with the emissions from other
proposed or reasonably foreseeable future projects, are cumulatively considerable and/or the project’s
contribution accounts for more than an insignificant proportion of the cumulative total emissions.
The geographic scope for potential cumulative impacts to regional air quality is the Mojave Desert Air
Basin (MDAB), within which the Project area is located. The MDAB forms a logical boundary for
considering cumulative impacts to air quality given that it is a basin defined largely by geographical
barriers, separated from the neighboring San Joaquin and South Coast Air Basins by mountain ranges.
The MDAB is considered an unclassified/attainment area for all of the NAAQS. The MDAB is a moderate
non-attainment area for the CAAQS for O 3 and a non-attainment area for the CAAQS for PM 10 . The area
is considered unclassified/attainment for all CAAQS for the other criteria pollutants. While the region is in
non-attainment for the CAAQS for O 3 and PM 10 , not all projects would automatically result in a significant
cumulative impact to air quality.
The geographic scope for potential cumulative impacts on local air quality and sensitive receptors would
include the area within approximately one mile of the Project area boundary. The Project would be
constructed in a rural area of Riverside County near and partially within the City of Blythe, where the
closest sensitive receptor (i.e., a residence) is 260 feet from the Project area boundary. In addition, there
are 369 residences within one mile of the Project area boundary. No schools, hospitals, or long-term care
facilities are within one mile of the Project boundary.

Temporal Scope
The temporal scope refers to the duration over which an impact would occur: short-term or long-term; for
example, only during the months of construction, only during operation and maintenance, or during both
phases. This limits the projects whose impacts are to be analyzed in the cumulative effects analysis to
those that would cause impacts at the same time as the BMSP. The temporal scope of cumulative
impacts to air quality relative to the BMSP would occur primarily during the development of cumulative
projects during the construction phase, because short-term impacts to air quality would occur during this
time period in association with the addition of construction equipment to the landscape. Based on the
nature of the Project as a PV solar energy generation site, no substantial long-term impacts to air quality
from operation of the BMSP would result because limited vehicle trips for operations, maintenance, and
inspection would result and would be substantially less and minor compared to the construction impacts.

Analysis of Direct and Indirect Impacts
Alternative 1: Proposed Project
Construction
Project-related construction activities for Alternative 1 would result in short-term emissions of criteria
pollutants that would fall below the thresholds the MDAQMD has established to ensure its ability to bring
the air basin into compliance, based upon the MDAQMD’s projections of combined emissions from all
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sources. None of the short-term emissions would exceed the federal, State, or MDAQMD emissions
thresholds assuming implementation of BMPs. Similar to the BMSP, most of the cumulative projects are
anticipated to emit air pollutants generated during construction activities. Each air district in a nonattainment area is responsible for developing emissions inventory data as part of the planning process to
develop its attainment plan. The emissions budget for the MDAQMD includes emissions associated with
construction activity, including construction equipment, fugitive dust, and vehicles. The MDAQMD
construction emissions budget for off-road construction equipment and vehicles includes 1.63 tons per
day of ROG, 4.67 tons per day of NO x and 0.28 ton per day of PM 10 . The MDAQMD fugitive dust
emissions budget attributable to construction activities also includes 8.77 tons per day of PM 10 . During
construction, the Project’s estimated ROG emissions are less than 1.7 percent of the total emissions
budget, NO x emissions are less than 1.7 percent of the total emissions budget, and PM 10 emissions are
less than one percent of the total emissions budget (Table 4.2.3-6). Therefore, the Project’s contribution
to overall cumulative construction emissions (AIR-1, AIR-2, and AIR-3), including all activities within the
MDAB as identified in the emissions budget, is small and not cumulatively considerable.
Table 4.2.3-6 Construction Emissions for Off-road Construction Equipment and Vehicles
EMISSION SOURCE
Total Construction Emissions ton/day
Off-road Construction Equipment and Vehicles
Total Fugitive Dust Emissions ton/day
Construction Activity Dust
Total

Source: SRA 2013.

ROG

NOx

PM 10

1.63

4.67

0.28

_
1.63

_
4.67

8.77
9.05

BLM’s Solar PEIS identifies the energy development projects occurring largely on federal lands in the
East Riverside SEZ. The BMSP is within the SEZ, but near its eastern boundary. Neither the BMSP nor
Palo Verde Mesa Solar Project (to the north of the BMSP) were listed as potential projects in the SEZ
analysis, presumably because the solar generation portions of these projects are not proposed on federal
lands. The air quality impact of a solar energy development scenario for the Riverside East SEZ identified
theoretical continuous development of 9,000 acres of renewable energy development in the central
portion of the SEZ. Based on modeling in the BLM Solar DEIS, 24-hr PM 10 concentrations of about 10
micrograms per cubic meter would occur at residences around the eastern portion of the SEZ near Blythe
(and near BMSP). This concentration added to background levels of the past few years would not be
enough to exceed the federal PM 10 standard, but would exceed the State 24-hour standard. While the
analysis is very conservative and may overestimate the concentrations, the Solar PEIS acknowledges
that the emissions from cumulative projects (solar and others), combined with natural sources such as
dust storms, would temporarily degrade particulate air quality in the SEZ. Aggressive dust control is
recommended with implementation of solar projects (proposed Project BMP measures are tailored from
the Solar PEIS).
For Alternative 1, screening analysis showed that exposure to diesel exhaust emissions during
construction would be below threshold levels for the closest residential uses adjacent to the Project area
(based on SCREEN3 model outputs). Other cumulative projects that could be constructed within one mile
(impact AIR-6) of some of these receptors within the same timeframe as the proposed Project include the
Blythe Airport Solar 1 Project and the Blythe Energy II Project. Neither project provided a construction
diesel particulate screening analysis and both are relatively small in development area compared to other
projects on the cumulative list. Therefore, it is likely that these projects cumulatively would not expose any
sensitive receptors to substantial TAC concentrations (impacts AIR-4, AIR-6, and AIR-7). Therefore, the
impact of the Project would not be cumulatively considerable.
Construction of the Project would not cause a substantial impact related to the generation of odors from
diesel equipment emissions because construction activities would be intermittent and spatially dispersed,
and associated odors would dissipate quickly from the source. Projects in the cumulative scenario are not
expected to cause diesel-related odors (impact AIR-5) that would intermingle with those of the Project.
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Operation and Maintenance
Project-related operation emissions for Alternative 1 are associated with minor employment and
maintenance activities. Though impacts of ozone precursors and PM 10 would occur during operations, the
levels are well below impact thresholds and are a very small percentage of the overall emissions budget
for the air basin (impacts AIR-1 and AIR 2). The BMSP’s emissions would therefore not be cumulatively
considerable (impacts AIR-3). Because the Project would also provide renewable energy, the Project
would reduce emissions of both criteria pollutants and GHG, thus lessening the amount of pollution
emitted overall (impacts AIR-4, AIR-5, and AIR-6).
Decommissioning
It is anticipated that potential impacts from decommissioning activities would generally be similar to the
type of impacts created from construction of the BMSP, such as fugitive dust from earthmoving activities
and vehicle travel on dirt roads, and criteria air pollutant emissions from construction equipment and
vehicle engine exhaust. As these activities would likely be subject to the same air quality regulatory
requirements as the construction activities, these impacts would be at most equal to, and most likely
substantially less than, impacts from construction of the BMSP (as discussed in impact AIR-1). They
would also not exceed emission impact thresholds in place today. Therefore, it is assumed that the
Project’s contribution to cumulative total emissions from decommissioning would be less than significant.
Alternative 2: No Project
The No Project Alternative would not contribute to any cumulative effects. The status quo would include
continued use of a majority of the Project area for agricultural purposes. The public lands in the Project
area would continue to be managed by BLM in accordance with existing land use designations in the
CDCA Plan, whereas the private lands would continue to be managed for agricultural production.
Alternative 2 would not contribute to cumulative air quality impacts.
Alternative 3: Northern 230 kV Gen-tie Location
Alternative 3 is similar to Alternative 1 (proposed Project), with the exception of the location of the
Northern 230 kV gen-tie line, which would be approximately 700 feet north of Alternative 1’s proposed
230 kV gen-tie line. The cumulative air quality impacts associated with the construction, operation,
maintenance, and decommissioning of Alternative 3 would be the same as Alternative 1. Alternative 3
would not conflict with or obstruct implementation of the applicable air quality plan (impact AIR-1) since
the Project would comply with the MDAQMD Rules and Regulations; renewable projects would implement
BMPs contained in the Solar PEIS as well as appropriate measures from the SIP. Construction emissions
for Alternative 3 are a minor part of the total emissions budget for the MDAB (impacts AIR-2 and AIR-3)
and would not be cumulatively considerable. However, the Solar PEIS identifies the potential for a
cumulative development scenario to degrade PM10 air quality, which, together with background levels
(impact AIR-3), could exceed the State PM10 standard (to the extent that the conservative assumptions
in the PEIS are realized). Considering TAC emissions, principally diesel exhaust, projects would not
cumulatively expose any sensitive receptors to substantial TAC concentrations (impacts AIR-4, AIR-6,
and AIR-7), and would not cause substantial diesel-related odors (impact AIR-5) that would intermingle
with those of the Project.
Alternative 4: Southern 230 kV Gen-tie Location
Alternative 4 is similar to Alternative 1 (proposed Project), with the exception of the location of the
Southern 230 kV gen-tie line, which would be approximately 0.8 mile south of Alternative 1’s proposed
230 kV gen-tie line. The cumulative impacts associated with the construction, operation, maintenance,
and decommissioning of the solar facility would be the same as Alternative 1. Alternative 4 would not
conflict with or obstruct implementation of the applicable air quality plan (impact AIR-1) since the Project
would comply with the MDAQMD Rules and Regulations; renewable projects would implement BMPs
contained in the Solar PEIS as well as appropriate measures from the SIP. Construction emissions for
Alternative 4 are a minor part of the total emissions budget for the MDAB (impacts AIR-2 and AIR-3) and
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would not be cumulatively considerable. However, the Solar PEIS identifies the potential for a cumulative
development scenario to degrade PM 10 air quality, which, together with background levels (impact AIR-3),
could exceed the State PM 10 standard (to the extent that the conservative assumptions in the PEIS are
realized). Considering TAC emissions, principally diesel exhaust, projects would not cumulatively expose
any sensitive receptors to substantial TAC concentrations (impacts AIR-4, AIR-6, and AIR-7), and would
not cause substantial diesel-related odors (impact AIR-5) that would intermingle with those of the Project.
Alternative 5: Reduced Acreage Alternative
Construction
Similar to Alternative 1, Alternative 5-related construction activities would result in short-term emissions of
criteria pollutants that would fall below the thresholds the MDAQMD has established to ensure its ability
to bring the air basin into compliance, based upon the MDAQMD’s projections of combined emissions
from all sources. None of the short-term emissions would exceed the federal, State, or MDAQMD
emissions thresholds assuming implementation of BMPs. Most of the cumulative projects are anticipated
to emit air pollutants generated during construction activities. Each air district in a non-attainment area is
responsible for developing emissions inventory data as part of the planning process to develop its
attainment plan. The emissions budget for the MDAQMD includes emissions associated with construction
activity, including construction equipment, fugitive dust, and vehicles. During construction, Alternative 5’s
estimated ROG, NO x and PM 10 emissions would be similar to Alternative 1 (Table 4.2.3-7). Therefore, the
Reduced Acreage Alternative’s contribution to overall cumulative construction emissions (impacts AIR-1,
AIR-2, and AIR-3), including all activities within the MDAB as identified in the emissions budget, would be
small and would not significantly change any cumulatively considerable impacts.
The screening analysis for Alternative 1 showed that exposure to diesel exhaust emissions during
construction would be below threshold levels for the closest residential uses adjacent to the Alternative 1
Project area (based on SCREEN3 model outputs). As Alternative 5 would result in fewer emissions in
relation to Alternative 1, this determination would also apply to Alternative 5. Other cumulative projects
that could be constructed within one mile of some of these receptors within the same timeframe as
Alternative 5 include the Blythe Airport Solar 1 Project and the Blythe Energy II Project. Neither project
provided a construction diesel particulate screening analysis and both are relatively small in development
area compared to other projects on the cumulative list. Therefore, it is likely that these projects
cumulatively would not expose any sensitive receptors to substantial TAC concentrations (impacts AIR-4,
AIR-6, and AIR-7). Therefore, the impact of Alternative 5 would not be cumulatively considerable.
Construction of Alternative 5 would not cause a substantial impact related to the generation of odors from
diesel equipment emissions because construction activities would be intermittent and spatially dispersed,
and associated odors would dissipate quickly from the source. Projects in the cumulative scenario are not
expected to cause diesel-related odors (impact AIR-5) that would intermingle with those of the Reduced
Acreage Alternative.
Operation and Maintenance
The Alternative 1 analysis would apply to Alternative 5. Alternative 5’s emissions would not be
cumulatively considerable (impact AIR-3).
Decommissioning
The Alternative 1 analysis would apply to Alternative 5. Alternative 5’s contribution to the cumulative total
emissions from decommissioning would be less than significant.
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Mitigation Measures
The proposed Project would implement applicable rules and regulations of the MDAQMD, including the
fugitive dust control measures as required under MDAQMD Rule 403. The Project would implement the
BMPs discussed above. No mitigation measures for construction or operations impacts are required.

Residual Impacts
The proposed Project would not generate emissions of criteria pollutants that could have a substantial
adverse impact; therefore, it would not exceed air pollutant thresholds.

NEPA Conclusions
The direct and indirect environmental effects of the Project and the action Alternatives and their
contributions toward cumulative impacts are detailed above. With implementation of the BMPs, the
emissions for the action alternatives would not cause any exceedances of federal air quality standards,
violate applicable air quality laws and regulations as promulgated by the MDAQMD, and, for the reasons
explained above, would not violate or hinder compliance with federal air quality laws and regulations. The
No Project Alternative would not have impacts, as the existing circumstances and operations would
continue essentially unchanged.
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4.2.4 Biological Resources
This section describes the impact analysis relating to biological resources for the proposed Project and
Alternatives.

Methodology for Analysis
An impact assessment was conducted to define the various levels of potential impacts likely to occur for
each Project component. The impact assessment combines several facets that collectively define the
value of natural biotic communities and subjects those facets to various impact features to predict impact
magnitude. Impacts to wildlife would result from actions that alter wildlife habitats. Three areas are the
focus of this analysis: habitat change, habitat fragmentation, and disturbance. Alteration may occur
through direct habitat loss via surface disturbance or indirectly through the reduction in habitat quality
such as increased noise levels or the presence of anthropogenic structures. Both the direct and indirect
impacts of gen-tie line development are associated with ground disturbances caused by construction of
road networks for access, installation of towers, conductors, substations, and other associated
infrastructure, and ongoing maintenance. All the biological data collected within the study area were
mapped and an impact assessment and mitigation planning procedure was developed. For detailed
information regarding the findings of biological surveys and impact assessments, refer to the Blythe Mesa
Solar Project Biological Resources Technical Report, prepared by POWER Engineers, Inc. (POWER)
2013 (provided in Appendix C1 of this Draft EIR/EA), the Blythe Mesa Solar Project 230 kV Transmission
Line Alternative Habitat Assessment Report, prepared by POWER Engineers, Inc. (2012a) (provided in
Appendix C2 of this Draft EIR/EA), the Western Burrowing Owl Survey Report prepared by POWER
Engineers, Inc. (2014c) (provided in Appendices C3 of this Draft EIR/EA), and the Review of Federal
Waters prepared by POWER Engineers, Inc. (2013) (provided in Appendices C5 of this Draft EIR/EA).

CEQA Significance Criteria
For the purpose of this analysis, the following applicable thresholds of significance have been used to
determine whether implementing the Project would result in a significant impact pursuant to CEQA. These
thresholds of significance are based on Appendix G of the CEQA Guidelines and the County of Riverside
CEQA Environmental Assessment Form. A biological resources impact is considered significant if
implementation of the proposed Project would do any of the following:
BIO-1) Have a substantial adverse effect, either directly or through habitat modifications, on any
species identified as a candidate, sensitive, or special-status species in local or regional
plans, policies, or regulations, or by the California Department of Fish and Wildlife (CDFW) or
the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS).
BIO-2) Have a substantial adverse effect on any riparian habitat or other sensitive natural community
identified in local or regional plans, policies, or regulations or by CDFW or USFWS.
BIO-3) Have a substantial adverse effect on federal protected wetlands as defined by Section 404 of
the Clean Water Act (CWA) (including, but not limited to, marshes, vernal pools, and coastal
areas) or any State-protected jurisdictional areas not subject to regulation under Section 404
of the CWA through direct removal, filling, hydrological interruption, or other means.
BIO-4) Interfere substantially with the movement of any native resident or migratory fish or wildlife
species or with established native resident or migratory wildlife corridors, or impede the use
of native wildlife nursery sites.
BIO-5) Conflict with any local policies or ordinances protecting biological resources, such as a tree
preservation policy or ordinance.
BIO-6) Conflict with the provisions of an adopted habitat conservation plan; natural community
conservation plan; or other approved local, regional, or State habitat conservation plan.
BIO-7) Substantially reduce the habitat of a fish or wildlife species; cause a fish or wildlife population
to drop below self-sustaining levels; threaten to eliminate a plant or animal community; or
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substantially reduce the number or restrict the range of an endangered, rare, or threatened
species.

NEPA Requirements
Pursuant to NEPA, the intent of the environmental impact analysis is to provide a scientific and analytic
basis for comparing the Alternatives. The analysis below identifies adverse environmental effects that
cannot be avoided should the Project be implemented, and presents mitigation measures to minimize
adverse environmental impacts (40 CFR Part 1502.16). This analysis is based on information from the
biological surveys conducted for the proposed Project as well as information gathered during the literature
and database search (see Chapter 3, Section 3.2.4, for details). Environmental effects include direct,
indirect, and cumulative impacts.
As described in Chapter 2 of this Draft EIR/EA, the Project components would be the same for each
action Alternative: a solar array field utilizing single-axis solar PV trackers and a 230 kV gen-tie line. The
analysis of direct and indirect impacts covers construction, O&M, and decommissioning of the proposed
Project. Chapter 2 lists BMPs that would be incorporated into Project construction plans that would
directly and indirectly benefit biological resources and reduce impacts. In addition to Project BMPs,
specific mitigation measures are proposed to reduce impacts to biological resources.
Biological resources were reviewed for the entire Project area and surrounding areas. Species or species
habitat that were within a 500-foot corridor (250 feet on either side of the gen-tie centerline) were
analyzed in detail for direct and indirect impacts to the species or habitat along the corridor. In addition,
species such as the burrowing owl and its habitat within 500 feet of the Project solar array facilities were
analyzed to review potential indirect or direct impacts that could occur from construction and operation
and maintenance vehicles or equipment accessing the Project area. Species that were reviewed and
considered to be absent or unlikely to occur are not likely to be impacted by the Project or its Alternatives
and therefore are not addressed at length in this chapter. These species are identified and discussed in
the biological resources technical Report (Appendix C1 and C2).

Applicable Best Management Practices
As part of the Project and Alternatives, the following applicable BMPs would minimize the environmental
impacts to biological resources. The full BMPs have been detailed below (see also Table 2-4 in Chapter
2) and are further referenced (by number) within the impact discussion.
NUMBER
BMP-1

BMP-2

JUNE 2014

BMP DESCRIPTION
Drainage, Erosion, and Sedimentation Control Plan. As part of the County of Riverside’s CUP requirements, a
Drainage, Erosion, and Sedimentation Control Plan would be developed for the Project. The plan would address
the drainage, erosion, and sediment control requirements to support all activities associated with construction,
operation, maintenance, and decommissioning of the Project. For example, any stockpiles created would be kept
on-site, with an upslope barrier in place to divert runoff. Stockpiles would be sprayed with water, covered with
tarpaulins, and/or treated with appropriate dust suppressants, especially in preparation for high wind or storm
conditions. Certified weed-free straw bale barriers would be installed to control sediment in runoff water; straw
bale barriers would be installed only where sediment-laden water can pond, thus allowing the sediment to settle
out. Topsoil from the site would be stripped, stockpiled, and stabilized before excavating earth for facility
construction. Topsoil would be segregated and spread on freshly disturbed areas to reduce color contrast and aid
rapid revegetation.
Stormwater Pollution Prevention Plan. In compliance with requirements of the National Pollutant Discharge
Elimination System (NPDES) permit, a Stormwater Pollution Prevention Plan (SWPPP) would be developed and
prepared for the Project to ensure that protection of water quality and soil resources is consistent with County and
State regulations. The plan would identify site surface water runoff patterns and include measures that prevent
excessive and unnatural soil deposition and erosion throughout and downslope of the Project area and Projectrelated construction areas, and would also include measures for non-stormwater discharge and waste
management. The SWPPP would cover all activities associated with the construction of the Project, including
clearing, grading, and other ground disturbance such as stockpiling or excavation erosion control. The plan would
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NUMBER
BMP-3

BMP-7

BMP-8

BMP-9

BMP-10

JUNE 2014

BMP DESCRIPTION
prevent off-site migration of contaminated stormwater, changes in pre-Project storm hydrographs, or increased
soil erosion.
Fugitive Dust Abatement Plan. As required by the MDAQMD 403, a Fugitive Dust Abatement Plan would be
prepared to address fugitive dust emissions during Project construction, operation, maintenance, and
decommissioning. The plan would include measures to minimize fugitive dust emissions from wrecking,
excavation, grading, clearing of land, and solid waste disposal operations, and would take every reasonable
precaution to prevent visible particulate matter from being deposited upon public roadways as a direct result of
operations. During construction, all unpaved roads, disturbed areas (e.g., areas of scraping, excavation,
backfilling, grading, and compacting), and loose materials generated during Project construction activities would
be watered as frequently as necessary to minimize fugitive dust generation. However, the amount of water will be
minimized each time to prevent temporarily ponding water that may occur as a result of the fugitive dust plan In
water-deprived locations, water spraying would be limited to active disturbance areas only, and non-water-based
dust control measures would be implemented in areas with intermittent use or use that is not heavy, such as
stockpiles or access roads. Alternatively, chemical dust suppressants or durable polymeric soil stabilizers could
be used. The dust suppression measures would consider the sensitivity of wildlife to the windborne dispersal of
fugitive dust containing dust suppressants and the potential impact on future reclamation.
Trash Abatement Plan. A Trash Abatement Plan shall be developed that focuses on containing trash and food in
closed and secure sealable containers, with lids that latch, and removing them periodically to reduce their
attractiveness to opportunistic species, such as common ravens, coyotes, and feral dogs, that could serve as
predators of native wildlife and special-status animals. The Plan would also establish a regular litter pick-up
procedure within and around the perimeter of the Project area, and removal of construction-related trash
containers from the Project area when construction is complete.
Cleanup and Restoration. Upon completion of construction activities, all unused materials and equipment shall
be removed from the Project area. All construction equipment and refuse including, but not limited to, wrapping
material, cables, cords, wire, boxes, rope, broken equipment parts, twine, strapping, buckets, and metal or plastic
containers shall be removed from the site and disposed of properly after completion of construction. Any unused
or leftover hazardous products shall be properly disposed of off-site.
Hazardous materials. As required by the Clean Air Act, Section 401 of the Clean Water Act, the Toxic Substance
Control Act, and the Hazardous Materials Transportation Act, all vehicles and equipment must be in proper
working condition to ensure that there is no potential for fugitive emissions or accidental release of motor oil, fuel,
antifreeze, hydraulic fluid, grease, or other hazardous materials. Equipment must be checked for leaks prior to
operation and repaired as necessary. Refueling of equipment must take place on existing paved roads, where
possible, and not within or adjacent to drainages. Hazardous spills must be cleaned up immediately.
Contaminated soil would be disposed of at an approved offsite landfill, and spills reported to the permitting
agencies. Service/maintenance vehicles should carry appropriate equipment and materials to isolate and
remediate leaks or spills, and an on-site spill containment kit for fueling, maintenance, and construction will be
available.
Cleaning of construction vehicles at commercial car washes should be considered rather than washing vehicles
on the Project area so that dirt, grease, and detergents are treated effectively at existing facilities designed to
handle those types of wastes.
Integrated Weed Management Plan. In compliance with the Federal Noxious Weed Act and the Plant Protection
Act, a Project-specific integrated weed management plan for the control of noxious weeds and invasive plant
species would be prepared. The plan would identify presence, location, and abundance of weed species in the
Project area and surrounding area adjacent to the Project, as well as identify suppression and containment
measures to prevent the spread of weed species and introduction of weed species. Prevention techniques would
include: limiting disturbance areas during construction to the minimum required to perform work; limiting ingress
and egress to defined routes; maintaining vehicle wash and inspection stations; and closely monitoring the types
of materials brought on-site to minimize the potential for weed introduction. During operations, noxious and
invasive weed management will be incorporated as a part of mandatory site training for groundskeepers and
maintenance personnel. Training will include weed identification and the impacts on agriculture, wildlife, and fire
frequencies. Training will also cover the importance of preventing the spread of noxious weeds and of controlling
the proliferation of existing weeds.
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NUMBER
BMP-12

BMP-13

BMP-14

BMP-15

JUNE 2014

BMP DESCRIPTION
Gen-tie lines. Gen-tie line support structures and other facility structures shall be designed to discourage their
use by raptors for perching or nesting (e.g., by use of anti-perching devices). This design would also reduce the
potential for increased predation of special-status species, such as the desert tortoise. Mechanisms to visually
warn birds (permanent markers or bird flight diverters) shall be placed on gen-tie lines at regular intervals to
prevent birds from colliding with the lines (APLIC 2006 and USFWS 2010). To the extent practicable, the use of
guy wires shall be avoided because they pose a collision hazard for birds and bats. Necessary guy wires shall be
clearly marked with bird flight diverters to reduce the probability of collision. Shield wires shall be marked with
devices that have been scientifically tested and found to significantly reduce the potential for bird collisions. Gentie lines shall utilize non-specular conductors and non-reflective coatings on insulators.
Ground and surface disturbance. Construction boundaries would be clearly delineated to minimize areas of
ground and surface disturbance. Ground-disturbing activities shall be minimized, especially during the rainy
season. To the maximum extent possible, construction-related activities (such as vehicle and foot traffic) would
avoid areas with intact biological soil crusts. For cases in which impacts cannot be avoided, soil crusts would be
salvaged and restored on the basis of recommendations by the County of Riverside and BLM once construction
has been completed. Existing rocks, vegetation, and drainage patterns shall be preserved to the maximum extent
possible. No paint or permanent discoloring agents shall be applied to rocks or vegetation (to indicate surveyor
construction activity limits or for any other purpose). All stakes and flagging shall be removed from the
construction area and disposed of in an approved facility. Where feasible, brush-beating, mowing, or use of
protective surface matting rather than removing vegetation shall be employed. Clearing and disturbing of sensitive
areas (e.g., steep slopes and natural drainages) and other areas shall be avoided outside the construction zone.
Surface disturbance would be minimized by utilizing undulating surface disturbance edges; stripping, salvaging,
and replacing topsoil; using contoured grading; controlling erosion; using dust suppression techniques; and
restoring exposed soils to their original contour and vegetation.
Travel and traffic. Vehicular traffic on-site shall be confined to existing or designated travel routes and
designated work areas. Access to the construction site and staging areas shall be limited to authorized vehicles
and only through the designated roads. The extent of habitat disturbance during construction shall be reduced by
keeping vehicles on access roads and minimizing foot and vehicle traffic through undisturbed areas. To the extent
practical, travel shall be limited to stabilized roads. Road maintenance activities shall avoid blading existing forbs
and grasses in ditches and adjacent to roads. Abandoned roads and roads no longer needed shall be subsoiled
to increase infiltration and reduce soil compaction, then recontoured and revegetated.
Construction traffic shall avoid unpaved surfaces to the extent practical (to reduce the risk of compaction) and
reduce speed to lessen fugitive dust emissions. On unpaved or unstabilized surfaces within the construction site,
speed limits (e.g., 20 mph) shall be posted with visible signs and enforced to minimize airborne fugitive dust.
Project vehicle speeds shall be limited in areas occupied by special-status animal species. Traffic shall stop to
allow wildlife to cross roads. Shuttle vans or carpooling shall be used to reduce the amount of traffic on access
roads. Workers shall be trained to comply with the speed limit, use good engineering practices, minimize the drop
height of materials, and minimize the number and extent of disturbed areas. The Project developer shall enforce
these requirements.
New access roads and parking lots. New access roads shall be designed and constructed to the appropriate
road design standards, such as those described in BLM Manual 9113 or County standards, whichever is
applicable. New access roads shall be designed to follow natural land contours in the Project area and avoid
existing desert washes. The specifications and codes developed by the U.S. Department of Transportation (DOT)
and County of Riverside Transportation Department are also to be taken into account. Primary access roads and
parking lots shall be surfaced with aggregate that is hard enough that vehicles cannot crush it and thus cause
dust or compacted soil conditions. Paving may also be used on access roads and parking lots. Alternatively,
chemical dust suppressants or durable polymeric soil stabilizers would be used on these locations.
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NUMBER

BMP-19

BMP DESCRIPTION
Plants and wildlife. In compliance with the California Department of Fish and Wildlife Codes, while on the Project
property, workers or visitors would be prohibited from: feeding wildlife; moving live, injured, or dead wildlife off
roads, ROWs, or the Project area; bringing domestic pets to the Project area; collecting native plants; and
harassing wildlife. Areas where wildlife could hide or be trapped (e.g., open trenches, sheds, pits, uncovered
basins, and laydown areas) would be covered. If the trenches or excavations cannot be covered, a ramp that will
sufficiently allow wildlife to escape shall be placed into the trench or excavated area, or exclusion fencing (i.e., silt
fencing) shall be installed around the trench or excavation to prevent entrapment of wildlife. Open trenched, or
other excavations that could entrap wildlife, shall be inspected by the qualified biologists daily and immediately
before backfilling. For example, an uncovered pipe that has been placed in a trench should be capped at the end
of each workday to prevent animals from entering the pipe. If a special-status species is discovered inside a
component, that component must not be moved, and the qualified biologist shall determine the appropriate course
of action. As open trenches could impede the seasonal movements of large game animals and alter their
distribution, they would be backfilled as quickly as possible. Open trenches could also entrap smaller animals;
therefore, escape ramps would be installed along open trench segments at distances identified in the applicable
land use plan or by the best available information and science. If traffic is being unreasonably delayed by wildlife
in roads, personnel would contact the Project biologist, who will take any necessary action.
Any vehicle-wildlife collisions would be immediately reported to the Project biologist. Observations of potential
wildlife problems, including wildlife mortality, would be immediately reported to the BLM or other appropriate
agency authorized officer.

Biological Resource Mitigation Implementation and Monitoring Plan
A Biological Resources Mitigation Implementation and Monitoring Plan (BRMIMP) will be developed to
summarize the various mitigation, monitoring and compliance measures listed below. The purpose of the
BRMIMP is to consolidate all the biological mitigation measures and monitoring requirements into one
document to ensure that the Project is completed in a manner that minimizes impacts to biological
resources by appropriate compliance with terms and conditions from the various permits and approvals.
The BRMIMP will be developed at least 60-days prior to project-related ground disturbance activities.

Alternative 1: Proposed Project
Analysis of Direct and Indirect Impacts
Construction
Vegetation Communities
The majority of vegetation communities within the proposed solar facility site are non-sensitive and
include approximately 3,045 acres of agricultural lands and approximately 250 acres of disturbed fallow
fields (refer to Chapter 3, Table 3.2.4-1). The native vegetation communities within the solar array site
include approximately 42 acres of creosote bush scrub approximately 220 acres of disturbed creosote
bush scrub that is recovering from past agricultural use through natural recruitment and drip-irrigated
jojoba with patches of disturbed creosote scrub. Finally, 18 acres of bajada community are also within the
solar array Project boundary, but are not planned for installation of solar arrays due to the topography and
would not be directly impacted.
Permanent direct impacts to the agricultural land and creosote bush scrub would occur as a result of
Alternative 1 construction activities. Since most of the solar facility site has nearly level to gently sloping
topography, no mass grading would be required for the installation of the solar facility site. Some of the
parcels where facilities and arrays would be located would require light grubbing for leveling and
trenching. Of the 42 acres of creosote bush scrub and 220 acres of disturbed creosote bush scrub,
approximately 26 acres and approximately 61 acres respectively would be directly disturbed with the
installation of the solar facility site. Of the 3,294 acres of land designated for agricultural use,
approximately 2,123 acres would be directly impacted by the installation of the solar facility site. Direct
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impacts would include grading of solar array access roads, light grubbing for leveling, and installation of
the solar facility, which would result in excavation to a depth of about three feet for the foundation and
piers to hold up the panels that would be driven directly into the ground. However, between the piers and
under the panels, the vegetation communities would remain and not be directly impacted by the
installation of the solar array facilities. All the agricultural land within the solar array Project boundary
would cease operation. In addition, BMP-1 (Drainage, Erosion and Sedimentation Control Plan), BMP-3
(Fugitive Dust Abatement Plan), BMP-9 (Hazardous materials), BMP-10 (Integrated Weed Management
Plan), BMP-13 (Ground and surface disturbance), BMP-14 (Travel and traffic), BMP-15 (New access
roads and parking lots), and BMP-19 (Plants and wildlife) would be implemented as part of the Project to
avoid native plant communities to the maximum extent possible and, when feasible, include flagging
resources for avoidance during construction.
Approximately 22.9 acres of Desert Riparian Woodland Wash is within the proposed Project gen-tie line
500-foot corridor. The desert riparian woodland wash is considered potential jurisdictional State waters,
and is therefore considered a sensitive vegetation community. Ground-disturbing activities associated
with the gen-tie line construction would include clearing and grading for tower pad preparation, tower
removal sites, and pulling and tensioning sites; and construction, grading, and widening of new spur
roads and existing access roads. However, the desert riparian woodland wash community would be
spanned by the gen-tie line and is not expected to be directly affected by the construction of the Project.
The average tower-to-tower span is 200 feet, which would allow this community to be avoided; refer to
Chapter 2 for additional details on the tower spans. In addition to spanning this community, no access or
spur roads would be placed within this community and therefore no direct impact would result.
Approximately 279 acres of creosote bush scrub also occurs within the gen-tie line 500-foot corridor.
Direct impacts would occur to this community; however, this gen-tie line currently parallels existing
transmission line corridors including access roads for the utilities and off-road vehicle use.
Potential temporary and indirect impacts to the vegetation communities surrounding the solar array facility
would occur as a result of Project construction. Indirect impacts to vegetation communities could include
alterations in existing topography and hydrology regimes, the accumulation of fugitive dust, disruptions to
native seed banks from ground disturbance, and the colonization of non-native, invasive plant species.
BMP-3 (Fugitive Dust Abatement Plan), BMP-10 (Integrated Weed Management Plan), BMP-13 (Ground
and surface disturbance), BMP-19 (Plants and wildlife) and Biology-9 (Provide restoration/compensation
for affected jurisdictional areas) would be implemented as part of the Project, which would avoid impacts
to native plant communities from fugitive dust, disruptions of native seed banks, and colonization of nonnative invasive plant species.
Non-native, invasive plant species are opportunistic and could occupy disturbed soils within the solar
array site and gen-tie line corridor. Once invasive species are introduced as an indirect impact of
construction, these species often out-compete natives for resources, resulting in a reduction in growth,
future dispersal, and recruitment of native species. This eventually leads to degradation of the vegetation
community. This could have an adverse impact on the desert riparian woodland wash and unvegetated
ephemeral dry wash; however, as part of the Project, BMP-10 requires that the Applicant implement
Project-specific integrated weed management to control noxious weeds and invasive plant species.
Mitigation Measures Biology-1 (Monitor Construction Site for Biological Compliance), Biology-3 (Protect
Plants) and Biology-9 (Provide restoration/compensation for affected jurisdictional areas) would reduce
the potential direct and indirect impacts to vegetation communities during construction of the proposed
gen-tie line and solar array facility.
Special-Status Plants
No federal- or State-listed plants were detected within the Alternative 1 solar array site and gen-tie line
corridor.
The proposed Project would result in direct impacts to non-listed special-status plant species. Impacts to
plants can include crushing of adult plants, bulbs, or seeds. Based on spring 2011 surveys and database
search, Harwood’s woollystar (Eriastrum sparsiflorum ssp. harwoodii) and Harwood’s milk-vetch
(Astragalus insularis var. harwoodii) are present within the Alternative 1 gen-tie line portion of the
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proposed Project (POWER 2012a and CDFW 2013). Direct impacts to these species could include
crushing or removal by vehicles, or construction activities. Direct habitat loss could occur as a result of the
construction of new gen-tie structures or the construction of new access roads along the ROW.
Implementation of the following BMPs would ensure that direct loss of habitat as a result of construction
would be less than significant: BMP-13 (Ground and surface disturbance), BMP-14 (Travel and traffic),
BMP-15 (New access roads and parking lots), and BMP-19 (Plants and wildlife).
There is the potential for both temporary and permanent indirect impacts to non-listed special-status plant
species occurring in the area surrounding the disturbance area as a result of Project-related construction
activities. During construction, potential temporary, indirect impacts to non-listed special-status plant
species would arise from unmitigated runoff and sedimentation, erosion, fugitive dust, and unauthorized
access outside of the disturbance area by construction workers. Runoff, sedimentation, and erosion can
adversely impact plant populations by damaging individuals or by altering site conditions sufficiently to
favor other species (native and non-natives) that would competitively displace the special-status species.
Construction-generated fugitive dust can adversely affect plants by reducing the rates of metabolic
processes, such as photosynthesis and respiration, and may affect their nutritional qualities for wildlife.
The introduction and establishment of exotic species within, or adjacent to, special-status plant
populations can adversely affect native species by in addition to causing dispersal and recruitment of
non-natives. Non-native invasive plant species are opportunistic and often occupy disturbed soils such as
those created in transmission line corridors and areas of exposed bare ground resulting from ground
disturbing activities. In addition, where non-native plants replace native plants, they may have negative
effects on herbivorous wildlife in the area. The following BMPs would ensure that impacts related to nonnative plants and fugitive dust to special-status plants would be less than significant: BMP-3 (Fugitive
Dust Abatement Plan), BMP-10 (Integrated Weed Management Plan), and BMP-19 (Plants and wildlife).
Mitigation Measures Biology-1 (Monitor Construction Site for Biological Compliance) and Biology-3
(Protect Plants) would reduce the potential direct and indirect impacts to special-status plant species
during construction of the proposed gen-tie line and solar array facility.
Wildlife Species
No federal- or State-listed species were detected during the survey work conducted in 2011 for
Alternative 1.
The Project could result in impacts to non-listed special-status wildlife species. Riparian woodlands and
arid dry washes provide important habitat for local and migratory wildlife that are considered sensitive
resources and are of concern to federal and State agencies. Several species utilize the riparian
communities during breeding season and are dependent on the riparian communities, such as breeding
birds and species that utilize this area as either their winter and/or spring range. A total of 22.9 acres of
desert riparian woodland occurs within the proposed gen-tie line. Riparian and desert wash habitats
provide the majority of foraging habitat for wildlife in the Project area. However, the riparian woodland
would be spanned and avoided during construction of the gen-tie line. In addition, within the solar array
Project boundary, no solar arrays would be placed in desert washes and direct impacts are not
anticipated. Construction activities could result in harassment of sensitive species or displacement of
wildlife species that are avoiding the construction activities, including noise.
In areas such as the creosote bush scrub communities, access to the construction sites or installation of
the solar arrays and transmission towers may result in mortality primarily to burrow-dwelling animals, and
species with slower or constrained mobility (e.g., snakes and lizards,). More mobile species, like birds and
larger mammals, are likely to relocate and utilize an adjacent habitat area if it is present during the solar
array installation and the clearing and grading phase associated with tower construction. The less mobile
and smaller wildlife species could be potentially impacted by construction equipment, whereas other
wildlife, such as birds and large mammals like the American badger, may be temporarily displaced from
the immediate construction areas.
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The Project could potentially result in permanent and temporary indirect impacts to special-status wildlife
species. Permanent, indirect impacts to special-status wildlife species resulting from the proposed Project
would include: 1) habitat fragmentation, where removal of habitat elements results in isolated patches of
formerly connected habitat; 2) edge effects, where Project facilities would lead to increased noise,
lighting, exotic plant and opportunistic species invasion, (e.g., common ravens, coyotes, and feral dogs),
dust/air pollution, predators, parasites, pesticides, fuel modification, and other factors; and 3) alteration of
hydrology, runoff, and sedimentation, which may cause differential senescence and death of plant
species used by special-status wildlife species. Because the following BMPs are included as part of the
Project, potential impacts to wildlife species and their foraging lands from dust/air pollution, alteration of
hydrology, sedimentation, increased noise, fragmentation, and direct impacts from construction would be
less than significant: BMP-1 (Drainage, Erosion and Sedimentation Control Plan), BMP-3 (Fugitive Dust
Abatement Plan), BMP-10 (Integrated Weed Management Plan), BMP-13 (Ground and surface
disturbance), BMP-14 (Travel and traffic) and BMP-19 (Plants and Wildlife).
Mitigation Measure Biology-1 (Monitor Construction Site for Biological Compliance) would reduce the
potential direct and indirect impacts to wildlife species during construction of the proposed gen-tie line
and solar array facility.
The potential for Project direct and indirect impacts specific to special-status wildlife species is discussed
in the following sections.
Mojave Fringe-toed Lizard
Suitable Mojave fringe-toed lizard habitat is located throughout the solar array site, and the potential for
occurrence there is high (refer to Table 3.2.4-3 in Chapter 3). The species was found throughout the gentie line portion of the Project (refer to Figure 3.2.4-4 in Chapter 3). In addition to habitat loss, construction
of the proposed gen-tie line may result in temporary displacement of individuals out of the construction
area, crushing by equipment or crew, or increased susceptibility to predation during construction.
Because eggs are laid in the sand, construction may destroy eggs that are within the Project area during
the breeding season. The implementation of BMP-19 would reduce potential impacts from construction
activities.
Long-term predation vulnerability may occur due to vegetation loss, which decreases dispersal and
refuge opportunities from predators. In addition, increased perching opportunities resulting from
construction of the proposed gen-tie line also increases this species’ predation vulnerability. Compaction
of sandy areas due to construction and vehicular traffic may degrade habitat suitability for this fossorial
species. Because this species is mostly herbivorous as an adult, proliferation of non-native plant species
that out-compete native plants could have negative impacts on the Mojave fringe-toed lizard.
In addition, Mitigation Measure Biology-1 (Monitor Construction Site for Biological Compliance) and
Mitigation Measure Biology-8 (Protect Mojave fringed-toed lizard) would be implemented to reduce the
potential direct and indirect impacts to the Mojave fringed-toed lizard during construction of the proposed
gen-tie line and solar array facility.
Desert Tortoise
The desert tortoise has a moderate potential to occur on Alternative 1 based on the suitability of the
habitat in the gen-tie line corridor and tortoise sign surrounding the Colorado River Substation (AECOM
2010; CH2M Hill 2010). No tortoise or tortoise sign was observed within the proposed gen-tie line
corridor. Construction activities that result in direct mortality or the degradation of habitat utilized by this
species, if present, would be considered take of a federal- and State-listed species as described above
and would constitute an impact that would be authorized only through the context of a Biological Opinion
issued by the USFWS. However, in a memorandum dated November 14, 2012, the USFWS stated that
the proposed Project (Alternative 1) is “not likely to incidentally take or otherwise adversely affect desert
tortoise” (FWS-ERIV-12B0299-12I0497, see Appendix M of this Draft EIR/EA). This is based not only on
existing data for the area (habitat and species records), but also on the assumption that the Applicant will
comply with a number of avoidance measures that are included in the USFWS memo. Most impacts to
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tortoises can likely be avoided by the installation of tortoise exclusion fencing that is required by the
USFWS memo.
In addition to the avoidance measures that were included in the USFWS memo, several of the Project’s
mitigation measures would further reduce the potential to adversely affect desert tortoise. As part of
Alternative 1, BMP-14 (Travel and traffic) would ensure that impacts from vehicles would be minimized,
as the potential for collisions between vehicles and desert tortoises would be minimized by requiring
vehicles to maintain speed limits not exceeding 20 mph on off-highway access roads and by minimizing
travel off established access roadways. Tortoises that are observed on or near access roads will be
allowed to move out of the way on their own, and at no point will tortoises be handled without confirmation
from USFWS. During construction, increased predation could occur from ravens and coyotes, which are
attracted to human activity to scavenge for food. As part of Alternative 1, BMP-7 (Trash Abatement Plan)
and the “Refuse Disposal” measure from the USFWS memo would ensure minimization of opportunistic
species, such as common ravens, coyotes, and feral dogs that could serve as predators of native wildlife
and special-status animals from entering the study area.
Permanent habitat loss would occur as a result of the construction of new gen-tie structures and new
access roads, resulting in decreased forage and vegetative cover for tortoises in the area. Since
vegetation re-growth is a slow process in this arid climate, creosote bushes large enough to provide good
cover would take a decade to revegetate the area. Because tortoises may use desert washes as habitat,
excessive disturbance to these areas as a result of construction would degrade and possibly reduce
habitat further. However, as part of Alternative 1, BMP-15 (new access roads and parking lots) would
ensure that potential impacts from new access roads would be minimized. Mitigation Measure Biology-1
(Monitor Construction Site for Biological Compliance) and Biology-2 (Protect Desert Tortoise) would
further reduce the potential direct and indirect impacts to desert tortoise during construction of Alternative
1. However, additional mitigation may be required during consultation with both the CDFW and USFWS.
Golden Eagle
Based on the terrain, vegetation, and habitat characteristics within Alternative 1 and available data on
known locations, golden eagles are not expected to be nesting within the study area. According to
surveys conducted for the McCoy Solar Energy Project (TetraTech 2011), four golden eagle nests were
detected in 2010 and 15 were detected in 2011 in the McCoy, Little Maria, and Big Maria Mountains. Of
those nests, only one was determined to be active, in 2010, and was not determined to be active with
golden eagles during the 2011 surveys. Several nests in 2011 were observed to be occupied by other
species. Of all golden eagle nests detected in 2010 and 2011 during the McCoy Solar Energy Project
surveys, the closest nest was approximately 4.5 miles north of the proposed gen-tie line or approximately
five miles north of the Colorado River Substation. However, there is no nesting habitat for this species
within the study area. Therefore, construction activity is not expected to affect golden eagle nesting.
However, the study area presents marginal foraging habitat, and golden eagles may forage in areas that
could be impacted by construction. Project construction would eliminate potential foraging habitat where
the solar facility is proposed, and a small linear amount of foraging habitat would be eliminated by the
ROW of the proposed gen-tie line. Foraging habitat is presumably not available within the orchards that
are located in the solar facility, as this species prefers to forage in wide open areas with minimal vertical
obstructions. Project construction activity may disrupt foraging activities by discouraging eagles from
being in the area.
The Project may lead to the degradation of suitable foraging habitat adjacent to the areas that would be
cleared. This could occur through the spread of non-native weed species as Project vehicles drive
through areas or as seeds are dispersed by wind. Over time, this may result in increasing amounts of
non-native weed infestations in areas that may otherwise not be infested, leading to a degradation of the
habitat and its suitability for supporting native wildlife that would serve as golden eagle prey. See above
discussion under Vegetation Communities for a list of BMPs that would be implemented to reduce
impacts to golden eagle foraging lands.
Golden eagles would also have the potential to collide with or be electrocuted by the gen-tie line during its
construction and operation. Mitigation measures Biology-1 (Monitor Construction Site for Biological
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Compliance) and Biology-7 (Protect Breeding Birds) would be implemented to reduce impacts to the
golden eagle. As part of Biology-7 a Bird and Bat Conservation Strategy (BBCS) would be developed to
help reduce potential impacts during construction and operation and maintenance of the gen-tie line and
solar array facility. See discussion below under O&M Activities for a detailed discussion of impacts
associated with O&M.
Western Burrowing Owl
Based on spring 2011 protocol survey data (POWER 2011), construction activities, including the
installation of the solar facility, would permanently impact western burrowing owl (BUOW) by removing
habitat for at least six to eight burrowing owls that were detected within the solar array area. No BUOW
breeding was documented during 2011 surveys; however, most of the proposed solar facility site contains
suitable BUOW habitat. Six suitable burrows or burrow complexes were observed on the Project area and
an additional three within the buffer zone on the northern portion of the site (POWER 2012c). If owls
breed in the solar facility site, it is possible that nests or eggs may be lost as a result of construction
activities near their burrows. Direct impacts to BUOW would also result from an increase in vehicle traffic
while the Project is under construction and, consequently, an increase in vehicular strikes of BUOWs.
Project noise, vibration, or visual disturbance may also affect burrowing owls. However, all of these
impacts would only occur during the construction phase, not on a long-term basis. As part of the Project,
BMP-14 (Travel and traffic) and BMP-19 (Plants and Wildlife) would ensure that potential impacts from
construction activities would be minimized.
Other general impacts of Project construction on project-area wildlife including BUOW are discussed
above (see Wildlife Species). Additionally, the Project may result in increased common raven and raptor
predation on BUOW as associated with the addition of new elevated perching sites, including the gen-tie
structures, perimeter fencing, and gen-tie lines. Other native or introduced animals that may be drawn to
human activity and subsequently prey upon burrowing owls include coyotes, cats, or dogs (Bates 2006).
As part of the Project, BMP-7 (Trash Abatement Plan) would minimize opportunistic species, such as
common ravens, coyotes, and feral dogs that could serve as predators of native wildlife and specialstatus animals from entering the study area. Additionally, temporarily ponded water from construction
(e.g., dust suppression during construction) might attract common ravens. These impacts would
potentially impact BUOW and off-site BUOW breeding habitat or burrows and adjacent foraging habitat.
BMP-3 (Fugitive Dust Abatement Plan) would limit the temporarily ponded water that would occur as a
result of the fugitive dust plan in areas that support the BUOW.
Mitigation Measures Biology-1 (Monitor Construction Site for Biological Compliance) and Biology-4
(Protect Burrowing Owls) would also reduce the potential direct and indirect impacts to the BUOW during
construction of the proposed gen-tie line and solar array facility.
Le Conte’s Thrasher
Suitable Le Conte’s thrasher habitat is present throughout the proposed Alternative 1 gen-tie line corridor
and would be directly impacted by construction activities, such as installation of the gen-tie towers, spur
road, and access roads. Two individuals of this species were found in the proposed gen-tie line corridor.
The presence of construction vehicles, equipment, or personnel may affect individual birds in the area.
Disruption of breeding or destruction of an active nest during construction would be considered a direct
impact. Individuals of this species may also be at risk of collision with the new gen-tie line if they fly high
enough to come into contact with the conductors. This could result in injuries or mortalities.
Other impacts of Project construction on Le Conte’s thrasher are discussed above (see discussion under
Wildlife Species). These indirect impacts would potentially impact off-site Le Conte’s thrasher breeding
habitat and adjacent foraging habitat.
Mitigation Measures Biology-1 (Monitor Construction Site for Biological Compliance) and Biology-7
(Protect breeding birds) and a BBCS (see details above) would be implemented to help reduce potential
impacts during construction and operation and maintenance of the gen-tie line and solar array facility.
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Loggerhead Shrike
Suitable loggerhead shrike nesting and foraging habitat present throughout Alternative 1 would be directly
impacted by construction in the disturbance area. The species was found in both the proposed gen-tie
line at low densities, predominantly in the creosote bush scrub, and in transitional areas comprising both
creosote bush scrub and desert riparian woodland wash. Individuals of this species may also be at risk of
collision with the new gen-tie line if they fly high enough to come into contact with the conductors. This
could result in injuries or mortalities.
Other impacts of Project construction on loggerhead shrike are discussed above (see discussion under
Wildlife Species). These indirect impacts would potentially impact off-site loggerhead shrike breeding
habitat and adjacent foraging habitat.
Mitigation Measures Biology-1 (Monitor Construction Site for Biological Compliance) and Biology-7
(Protect breeding birds) and a BBCS (see details above) would be implemented to help reduce potential
impacts during construction and operation and maintenance of the gen-tie line and solar array facility.
American Badger
Permanent impacts would occur to American badger habitat as a result of construction of Alternative 1.
Potential American badger den activity was detected predominantly on the western portion of the
proposed solar array area; however, a single potential den was identified on the eastern side of the solar
array site and the entire proposed gen-tie line corridor has suitable foraging and dispersal habitat for this
species. Project activities may result in individuals being crushed or trapped within burrows. BMP-19
(Plants and Wildlife) would be implemented to protect species from construction activities such as being
trapped within burrows. BMP-14 (Travel and traffic) would be implemented to protect species from being
crushed by construction equipment by keeping vehicles on access roads and minimizing foot and vehicle
traffic through undisturbed areas.
Other impacts of Project construction on American badger are discussed above (see discussion under
Wildlife Species). These indirect impacts would potentially impact off-site American badger breeding
habitat or burrows and adjacent foraging habitat.
Mitigation Measures Biology-1 (Monitor Construction Site for Biological Compliance) and Biology-5
(Protect American badgers) would also reduce the potential direct and indirect impacts to the American
badger during construction of Alternative 1.
Desert Kit Fox
No desert kit foxes were detected during the survey effort. However, potential desert kit fox burrows and
complexes are distributed throughout the solar array site and within the gen-tie line corridors. Project
activities may result in individuals being crushed or trapped within burrows, or may result in an
exacerbation of the region’s recent kit fox distemper issues, first observed at the Genesis Solar Energy
Project in October 2011 and most often spread by contact with other infected animals. Refer to the
discussion under the American Badger sub-section for BMPs that would minimize construction activity
impacts to the desert kit fox.
Other impacts of Project construction on desert kit fox are discussed above (see discussion under Wildlife
Species). These indirect impacts would potentially impact off-site desert kit fox breeding habitat or
burrows and adjacent foraging habitat.
Mitigation Measures Biology-1 (Monitor Construction Site for Biological Compliance) and Biology-6
(Protect desert kit fox) would reduce the potential direct and indirect impacts to the desert kit fox during
construction of Alternative 1.
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Migratory Birds
The Project (Alternative 1) would potentially result in construction-related impacts to bird populations on
the solar facility site in the form of reduction in foraging lands. The majority of the existing land use on the
solar facility site consists of active agriculture, disturbed creosote scrub, and fallow fields. Activities
associated with the agricultural land limit birds from actively using the land for purposes other than
foraging. Since most of the solar facility site has nearly level to gently sloping topography, no mass
grading would be required for the installation of the solar facility site. Some of the parcels where facilities
and arrays would be located would require light grubbing for leveling and trenching. There is the potential
for species to utilize the solar facility site or transmission line corridor for nesting, and these species may
be directly impacted during construction activities. The removal of vegetation associated with limited
grading or light grubbing may result in direct impact to nests, eggs, nestlings, and recently fledged young
that cannot safely avoid equipment. Other impacts on bird populations using the site would be the same
as those identified above for listed and non-listed special-status species.
Indirect impacts to migratory birds include the potential of PV panels to give off a reflection during the
daytime that can resemble water when viewed from the sky and cause birds to be attracted to the solar
facility site (Riverside County Planning Department, personal communication 2014). The photopollution
that disrupts the natural pattern of light and dark experienced by organisms in ecosystems is not a new
phenomenon and has been studied and referred to as “polarized light pollution” (PLP) (Longcore and
Rich 2004, Horvath et. al 2009). The phenomenon of PLP is global and has increased rapidly over the
past several decades, following the rapid spread of urban development, road systems, and agriculture.
PLP includes direct glare, chronically increased illumination, and temporary, unexpected fluctuations of
light emitted from structures (e.g., buildings, towers, bridges) and vehicles (Horvath et. al 2009).
Estimates of avian mortality due to other PLP causes such as collision with windows, motor vehicals,
power lines, communication towers and wind generation facilities run in the millions annually (APLIC
2006), far greater than the collision data associated with PLP and solar panels.
The issue of PLP causing avian deaths has been identified on several solar developments within
Riverside County. In most cases, the cause of death was either clearly unrelated to a collision with
panels/mirrors (e.g., confirmed impact with a vehicle or tangled in construction water pond netting) or
uncertain (e.g., found deceased with no clear evidence of a collision) (Riverside County 2013).
Based on personal communication with Riverside County, the major concern with PLP is waterfowl use of
solar sites and the potential of being attracted to reflected light that mimics water (Riverside County
2014). The Desert Sunlight Project, located 46 miles northwest of Blythe, California and approximately 41
miles northwest of the proposed Project, recorded a total of 19 waterfowl mortalities. Only one was
confirmed as caused by collision with a solar panel. Three waterfowl drowned or were reported caught in
pond netting, there was one reported case of illness as a cause of death, two waterfowl deaths were
caused by predation, and there were 11 unknown causes of mortality (Ironwood Consulting, Inc., 2012). A
total of 14 waterfowl species were reported among the 93 avian fatalities reported at Genesis Solar
Energy Project (AECOM 2013), which is located 22 miles west of Blythe, California and approximately 17
miles west of the proposed Project. Five deaths occurred within the evaporation ponds or within the pond
netting; two waterfowl deaths were reported in or near an electrical building; two were reported near the
construction laydown area and only five were located in or near the solar trough mirrors (AECOM
2013).No fatalities of any bird species, including waterfowl, were reported as a result of collision with the
solar trough mirrors. The Ivanpah Solar Electric Generating System, located 40 miles southwest of Las
Vegas, reported two waterfowl collision with heliostats (CEC 2014). Heliostats - mirrors used in
concentrating solar energy - have been found to cause fatalities through collisions and burns (M.D
McCrary et al. 1986). Heliostats are structurally similar to PV solar panels and birds can of course strike
any fixed object. However, PV solar panels appear dark black rather than reflective, as they are designed
to absorb rather than reflect sunlight. The other waterfowl mortalities reported at Ivanpah Solar Electric
Generating System are a result of the solar flux or power block and building (CEC 2014).
Of the total avian and bat mortalities reported for each of the three projects listed above from 2012-2014
the Desert Sunlight Project reported the least amount of mortality by 27 percent difference than when
compared to Genesis Solar Energy Project and by 47 percent difference less than when compared to
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Ivanpah Solar Electric Generating System (CEC 2014). The Desert Sunlight Project consists of the same
technology and use of the PV solar arrays as the BMSP. One major difference between BMSP and
Desert Sunlight Project is the use of evaporation ponds by Desert Sunlight Project. Based on the M.D.
McCrary et al. 1986 study of the habitats surveyed within a solar facility, the evaporation ponds were the
areas of the sites most heavily used by birds. Seventy percent of all species were recorded at least once
at the ponds, and 45% were recorded only at the ponds; the majority of daily counts recorded mostly
waterbirds (M.D. McCrary et al. 1986). An important distinguishing factor for the BMSP is there will be no
evaporation ponds and therefore the Project eliminates this potential attractant of waterfowl to the Project.
Several solar projects within Riverside County are located within undisturbed habitat, which would be
expected to host a greater number of avian species than BMSP. For instance, the natural (non-ruderal,
non-agriculture) vegetation communities within BMSP constitute approximately 581.8 acres, or 14.9% of
the total Project area. In comparison, the amount of natural vegetation within the Blythe Solar Power
Project study area is 7,601.93 acres (99.8% of total) (AECOM 2009), within the McCoy Solar Energy
Project is 4,506.9 acres (99.2% of total) (Riverside County 2013), and within the Genesis Solar Energy
Project’s solar power plant site and linear facilities is 1,852 acres (100% of total) (BLM and CEC 2010).
Per the USFWS recommendations in the Avian and Bat Protection Plan guidance for solar energy
projects, solar facility projects should be located in disturbed and degraded areas to the maximum extent
practicable to avoid take of migratory birds and bats and/or loss, destruction or degradation of habitat
(USFWS 2010). The BMSP has a long history of human use and disturbance with dominant land uses
consisting of agricultural fields and citrus orchards. The surrounding area consists of residences, Blythe
Municipal Airport, Blythe Energy Center, electrical transmission lines, an interstate highway, and
commercial businesses. Within this matrix of human development and disturbance some patches of open
desert habitat remain in the form of creosote bush scrub and desert riparian wash. However, the solar
facility associated with this Project would be situated within agricultural land or otherwise disturbed land
(primarily former agriculture and military training).The BMSP site does not include water features and
relatively few areas of the existing BMSP site provide habitat for avian species. As a result, fewer birds
would be expected to use the BMSP site in the future than would occur if the site were natural,
undisturbed land prior to development as a solar facility.
Despite no scientific evidence of fatality risk to birds associated with PV solar arrays (RSPB 2011),
potential PLP impacts will be mitigated and include Mitigation Measures Biology-1 (Monitor Construction
Site for Biological Compliance) and Biology-7 (Protect breeding birds) and as a part of Biology-7 a BBCS,
would be implemented to help reduce potential impacts during construction, operation and maintenance
of the gen-tie line and solar array facility. The BMSP BBCS includes baseline surveys, a three-year
mortality and injury monitoring program, adaptive management, and care and transport for injured birds
and bats. As a living document the BMSP BBCS will implement an adaptive management process in
which impact minimization and mitigation measures are continuously reevaluated in order to improve
them.
Other indirect impacts on migratory birds would include increased common raven and raptor predation
associated with the addition of new elevated perching sites—including the structures, the gen-tie lines,
perimeter fencing, and support structures—and ponded water, which are likely to attract common ravens,
as discussed previously. As part of the Project, BMP-3 (Fugitive Dust Abatement Plan) would limit the
temporarily ponded water that would occur as a result of the fugitive dust plan. Temporary impacts would
be likely to arise from construction-generated fugitive dust accumulation on surrounding vegetation;
construction-related erosion, runoff, and sedimentation into plant communities could result in destruction
and/or avoidance of migratory bird habitat. See discussion above under Vegetation Communities for a list
of BMPs that would reduce impacts to migratory birds’ foraging lands. Additionally, construction-related
noise would be likely to cause migratory bird nest abandonment in areas adjacent to construction in the
disturbance area. Impacts from these construction-related activities would be temporary, as these impacts
would end with cessation of Project construction.
Mitigation Measures Biology-1 (Monitor Construction Site for Biological Compliance) and Biology-7
(Protect breeding birds) and, as a part of Biology-7, a BBCS would be implemented to help reduce
potential impacts during construction and operation and maintenance of the gen-tie line and solar array
facility.
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Wildlife Movement
The proposed Project area is not within documented important migration routes for any terrestrial wildlife
California. Potential habitat is not documented within the study area for burros. South of the Project area
BLM has documented a BLM Herd Area where species are known to roam. The Herd Area is
approximately three miles south of the study area. Nelson’s bighorn sheep is known within the region.
While the species is generally associated with mountainous areas, desert floor areas are important for
dispersal and seasonal movement. However, no records were found within the study area. The NECO
Plan addresses conservation of the bighorn sheep through the designation of Bighorn Sheep wildlife
habitat management areas (WHMAs). The two closest WHMAs, McCoy Mountains and Mule Mountains,
are currently listed as unoccupied range (BLM 2002). In addition, the survey work conducted in 2011 and
2012 did not detect the species or sign that it utilizes this area.
The existing agricultural land use at the solar array site and human activities associated with the
transmission corridor already hinder the wildlife movement across the study area. Wildlife species may
experience a temporary impact during the construction phase and increased human use; however,
species that may potentially move through the site are acclimated to the existing human use on the
Project area. An equestrian-type fence would be placed around the solar facility site and, based on this
design, would not create a barrier or prevent movement across the site by most terrestrial wildlife species.
Construction of the Project would, however, have permanent indirect effects on wildlife movement.
Wildlife movement would be altered due to edge effects associated with development. Individually,
species respond behaviorally to the edge itself (the “ecotonal effect”) or to the indirect habitat changes
associated with edges (the “matrix effect”). Behavioral avoidance of man-made structures and associated
edges can decrease wildlife movement and deter connectivity. However, the Project inspector shall
conduct monitoring for any area subject to disturbance from construction activities that may impact
biological resources including wildlife movement areas. The Project inspector’s duties include minimizing
impacts to special-status species, native vegetation, wildlife habitat, and unique resources. Where
appropriate, the inspector will flag the boundaries of biologically sensitive areas, including wildlife
movement areas, and monitor any construction activities in these areas to ensure that ground disturbance
activities and impacts occur within designated limits.
Mitigation Measure Biology-1 would reduce the potential direct and indirect impacts to wildlife movement
during construction of Alternative 1.
Operation and Maintenance
Vegetation Communities
After the installation of the solar facilities, the site would no longer be irrigated. The contractor would
control noxious weeds and invasive plants from entering the solar facility site and allow the native
vegetation to reestablish itself over time. Vegetation would not be greatly affected by occasional trampling
by maintenance vehicles; however, the resulting ground disturbance and physical plant damage would
provide an opportunity for weed invasion. Adherence to the proposed weed management plan would
reduce the likelihood of weed establishment as a result of maintenance activities. Proposed practices to
reduce potential vegetation loss and noxious weed invasion would include seeding disturbed areas with
appropriate local native weed-free seed mixes, using weed-free borrow materials, and inventorying and
treating noxious weeds according to the developed noxious weed control plan. Therefore, operation of the
Project would not result in temporary or permanent direct impacts to either sensitive or non-sensitive
vegetation communities beyond those described for construction of the Project.
Operation of the Project may result in permanent indirect impacts to non-sensitive and sensitive
vegetation communities in the areas that surround the disturbance area. Permanent, indirect impacts to
sensitive vegetation communities such as desert riparian woodland wash may include edge effects and
increased exposure to exotic plants. Non-native invasive plant species are opportunistic and often occupy
disturbed soils, such as those within transmission line corridors and areas of exposed bare ground.
Wildfires caused by downed transmission lines are rare but may occur. Non-native invasive species often
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frequent areas adjacent to and within burn areas following a wildfire. Once introduced, these non-native
plant species often out-compete natives for resources, resulting in a reduction in growth and causing
future dispersal and recruitment of native species and the eventual degradation of the vegetation
community. See discussion above (Construction: Vegetation Communities) for a list of BMPs that would
reduce impacts to vegetation communities during the operation and maintenance activities.
Special-Status Plants
Operation and maintenance of the Project would not result in temporary or permanent, direct impacts to
non-listed, special-status plant species within the study area.
Operation and maintenance of the Project may result in permanent impacts to non-listed, special-status
plant species that are outside the disturbance area. Non-native invasive plant species are opportunistic
and often occupy disturbed soils, such as those within transmission line corridors and areas of exposed
bare ground. Non-native invasive plant species often out-compete natives for resources, resulting in a
reduction in growth and impedes dispersal and recruitment of native species. See discussion above
under Construction: Special-Status Plant Species for a list of Project BMPs that would minimize impacts
to vegetation communities during the operation and maintenance activities.
Wildlife Species
Impacts to wildlife species could occur from mortality of individuals by crushing or vehicle collisions during
operation and maintenance activities of the proposed Project. Birds may also collide with the conductors
of the new gen-tie line and be injured or killed. There is a pre-existing transmission line corridor that runs
parallel and immediately south of where the Project gen-tie line is proposed. The proposed gen-tie line
would present a new disturbance to bird species, both vertically with structures and horizontally with
conductors; however, since this proposed line would parallel an existing transmission line corridor, birds
are potentially habituated to the current conditions. Many birds, especially raptors, would use the gen-tie
poles and towers as perches. This can conserve energy by lowering the amount of time dedicated to
flying as the birds search for prey below (APLIC 2006). However, being perched on a gen-tie structure
would also make a bird vulnerable to electrocution. Impacts would be minimal with the implementation of
the Avian Power Line Interaction Committee (APLIC 2006) measures during the design of the proposed
gen-tie line. Due to the existing towers and available perching opportunities to the raptors the addition of
another line will add a cumulative impact to the prey but not be detrimental to the prey species. Also note
that with the implementation of the APLIC measures and design perching opportunities will be reduced.
Operation and maintenance of the Project may also result in permanent impacts to special-status wildlife
species. This includes edge effects, where Project facilities would lead to increased lighting, increase in
non-native invasive plant and opportunistic species such as common ravens, coyotes, and feral dogs,
which could serve as predators of native wildlife and special-status animals. Operation of Project facilities
would not lead to increased noise greater than 60 dBA outside the operation area. Nighttime lighting
could disrupt species movement and/or cause increased predation rates. Wildfires caused by downed
transmission lines are rare but may occur and damage adjacent habitat. Human presence and activity,
including generation of food waste, could attract predatory species, such as ravens or coyotes that may
prey upon common or special-status wildlife species in the study area or vicinity. See discussion above
under Construction Impacts: Wildlife Species for a list of Project BMPs that would minimize impacts to
vegetation communities during the operation and maintenance activities.
Wildlife Movement
Operation of the Project would not result in any direct or indirect impacts to wildlife movement in addition
to those already described above under construction impacts.
Decommissioning
Decommissioning activities associated with the proposed Project would result in temporary and
permanent losses of wildlife species habitats in the disturbance area, and effects on habitats and species
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in other areas. These activities would include such tasks as vegetation removal, grading, and surface
disturbance to remove the solar array components, such as the PV panels and the tracker structures and
mechanical assemblies. Surface disturbance may also occur to remove roads and the O&M buildings and
to restore vegetation. It is expected that the impacts during decommissioning would be similar to those of
construction of the proposed Project. See discussion above (Proposed Project Construction Impacts) for
a list of Project BMPs and Mitigation Measures that would minimize impacts to vegetation communities
during the decommissioning activities.

Application of CEQA Significance Thresholds
For the purposes of CEQA compliance, the significance of each identified impact of the proposed Project
has been determined. The CEQA Lead Agency is responsible for determining whether an impact is
significant and is required to adopt feasible mitigation measures to minimize or avoid each significant
impact.
BIO-1) Would the Project have a substantial adverse effect, either directly or through habitat
modifications, on any species identified as a candidate, sensitive, or special-status
species in local or regional plans, policies, or regulations, or by the California Department
of Fish and Game (CDFW) or the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS)?
Potential construction- and operation-related direct and indirect impacts to non-listed specialstatus species occurring within the study area could occur as a result of construction activities.
Construction of the solar facility, gen-tie lines, new substations, access roads, and O&M buildings
would require ground-disturbing activities, including clearing and grading for structure installation
work areas, and access construction.
Special-status plants: Harwood’s eriastrum (CNPS List 1B.2) is present within the gen-tie line
portion of the proposed Project. Potential construction- and operation-related direct and indirect
impacts to special-status plants would be less than significant. The same BMPs would be applied
during decommissioning activities.
Special-status wildlife: Direct impacts to non-listed wildlife species could occur from mortality of
individuals by crushing or vehicle collisions during operation and maintenance activities of the
Project, nighttime lighting, wildfires, and human presence and activity. Potential construction- and
operation-related direct and indirect impacts to special-status wildlife would be potentially
significant. Mitigation measures Biology-1 through Biology-7 would be implemented to further
reduce impacts. Post-mitigation, impacts would be less than significant. All mitigation measures that
are required during construction of the proposed Project to avoid or minimize impacts to biological
resources would also be required during decommissioning activities.
Migratory Birds: The PV solar arrays for the BMSP will be developed within an existing disturbed
area with little avian habitat (due to previous long-term land disturbance). The implications of this
are that the Blythe Mesa site provides little habitat for bird species, and the general site selection
on previously disturbed ground, proximate to freeways, airport and natural gas power plant,
reduces potential impacts or risk due to collision based on the habituation of avian species to this
disturbed area.
Forecasting the importance of PLP to the survival of populations and the integrity and function of
ecosystems remains largely speculative (Horvath et. al 2009). The data linking avian deaths to
collisions with PV panels is very limited. In addition, there are several other factors, such as total
population size, natural mortality levels, site selection, and other human related influences, for
which insufficient data exists. This makes it even more difficult to accurately predict the
significance of collision mortality. The setting of the BMSP is such that birds, especially waterfowl
will not be attracted to it. The site does not include evaporation ponds or other water features. In
addition, relatively few areas of the existing BMSP site provide habitat for avian species; as a
result, fewer birds would be expected to use the BMSP site in the future than would occur if the
site were natural, undisturbed land prior to development as a solar facility. Based upon the bird
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surveys conducted on the site, the scientific literature regarding PLP, and the factors that
distinguish the BMSP from other sites of solar facilities, the BMSP will not have a substantial
adverse effect, either directly or through habitat modifications, on any species identified as a
candidate, sensitive, or special-status species in local or regional plans, policies, or regulations,
or by the CDFW or the USFWS. In addition, Mitigation Measures Biology-1 (Monitor Construction
Site for Biological Compliance) and Biology-7 (Protect breeding birds) and, as a part of Biology-7,
a BBCS would be implemented to help reduce any potential impacts during construction and
operation and maintenance of the gen-tie line and solar array facility to less than significant.
BIO-2) Would the Project have a substantial adverse effect on any riparian habitat or other
sensitive natural community identified in local or regional plans, policies, or regulations or
by CDFW or USFWS?
The desert riparian woodland wash and unvegetated ephemeral dry wash are considered
sensitive vegetation communities. Potential temporary and permanent, indirect impacts to the
sensitive vegetation communities surrounding the disturbance area would occur as a result of
Project construction. Construction of the solar facility, gen-tie lines, access roads, and O&M
buildings would require ground-disturbing activities. However, the desert riparian woodland wash
is along an existing transmission line corridor and would be spanned to avoid direct impacts to
this community. The potential spread of exotic species into the surrounding vegetation
communities would be considered a permanent, indirect impact. Operation of the Project may
result in indirect impacts, such as erosion, and stormwater contaminant runoff may degrade
adjacent sensitive vegetation communities. Mitigation measures Biology-1 and Biology-9 would
be implemented to further reduce impacts. Post-mitigation potential construction- and operationrelated direct and indirect impacts to desert riparian woodland wash and unvegetated ephemeral
dry wash would be less than significant. The same BMPs would be applied during
decommissioning activities
BIO-3) Would the Project have a substantial adverse effect on federal protected wetlands as
defined by Section 404 of the Clean Water Act (CWA) (including, but not limited to,
marshes, vernal pools, and coastal areas) or any State-protected jurisdictional areas not
subject to regulation under Section 404 of the CWA through direct removal, filling,
hydrological interruption, or other means?
There is an ephemeral stream within the Project area. The ephemeral stream crosses first the
gen-tie line corridor and again southeast across the solar facility site. The ephemeral stream in
the Project area consist of swales and erosional features including gullies and potential small
washes characterized by low-volume, infrequent, or short-duration flow. There is an agricultural
irrigation ditch running close to the eastern edge of the proposed solar array, but it does not cross
the Project area and is approximately 75 to 90 feet below the edge of the Project area. There are
several palustrine open-water wetlands (POWs), likely stock ponds, in a block in an area that is
surrounded by the Project east of the Blythe Airport and north of I-10, but there are no POWs
within the Project’s boundary.
The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (USACE) will be consulted with in the preparation of the 404
permit. In addition, any potential impacts to hydrology would be minimized through
implementation of the BMPs, as part of the Project. Any necessary grading would follow existing
contours as feasible to minimize alteration of existing drainage patterns (BMP-11). Erosion and
sedimentation would be minimized through implementation of the Project Drainage, Erosion, and
Sedimentation Control Plan (BMP-1), as well as the required Project SWPPP (BMP-2). In
addition, Biology-9 (Provide restoration/compensation for affected jurisdictional areas) would be
implemented. Post-mitigation potential construction- and operation-related direct and indirect
impacts to the ephemeral dry wash would be less than significant. The same BMPs discussed
mentioned above would be applied during decommissioning activities.
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BIO-4) Would the Project interfere substantially with the movement of any native resident or
migratory fish or wildlife species or with established native resident or migratory wildlife
corridors, or impede the use of native wildlife nursery sites?
Wildlife: Although impacts on wildlife movement are anticipated, these impacts would generally
be less than significant for most species. The solar facility would not be within documented
important migration routes for any terrestrial wildlife species, and most of the animals expected to
move across the Project are considered common in California. Regional habitat connectivity
would be reduced by implementation of the proposed Project. However, much of the land
surrounding the site is expected to remain as natural desert plant communities for the
foreseeable future, which would allow regional movement by common terrestrial wildlife species
to continue outside and through the perimeter of the site without significant impediment once
construction is completed.
Operation of the Project would not result in any direct impacts to wildlife movement in addition to
those already described for construction. Project BMPs would minimize potential direct impacts to
wildlife movement but impacts would remain potentially significant. Mitigation measures Biology4, Biology-5, Biology-6, and Biology-7 would further reduce remaining potential impacts to a less
than significant level. Post-mitigation, impacts would be less than significant.
Migratory Birds: To the east of the Project area, approximately 8.5 miles, is the Lower Colorado
River Valley. The Lower Colorado River Valley is in the Pacific Flyway, one of the four major
migration flyways in North America, and is a globally important bird area (IBA) (Audubon 2011).
Prior to construction and based on migratory bird data collected from adjacent projects and data
collected during the habitat assessment (POWER 2011), it was determined that the agricultural
land within the Project site may be used as foraging habitat by birds that are using the Colorado
River. However, approximately 90,000 acres of irrigated agricultural land is within the Palo Verde
Valley which is adjacent to the Colorado River and east of the Project site. Due to the existing
suitable forage land east of the Project site and the distance from the Colorado River, it is
assumed that migratory birds would only incidentally use the Project site for forage land and that
these lands are of lesser value and importance for migratory bird foraging compared to lands
closer to the River.
Wetlands, lakes, and streams are all documented potential “hot spots” for avian risk due to
collision with facilities because water is often used by birds to forage or congregate (APLIC
2006). Based on the M.D. McCrary et al. 1986 findings it would suggest that the evaporation
ponds act as “hot spots” for avian risk due to collision with the solar panels and associated
features because the evaporation ponds attract birds. Therefore, aquatic areas are a determining
factor in the risk to avian species. As discussed above, the BMSP Project area is located in
agricultural lands without any nearby aquatic features and no evaporation ponds are proposed. In
addition, the Project’s solar generation facility and gen-tie line would not be located between
waterfowl use areas. Potential impacts will be mitigated and include Mitigation Measures Biology1 (Monitor Construction Site for Biological Compliance) and Biology-7 (Protect breeding birds)
and, as a part of Biology-7, a BBCS would be implemented to help reduce potential impacts
during construction and operation and maintenance of the gen-tie line and solar array facility to
less than significant.
BIO-5) Would the Project conflict with any local policies or ordinances protecting biological
resources, such as a tree preservation policy or ordinance?
The proposed Project would not conflict with any local policies or ordinances protecting biological
resources, such as a tree preservation policy or ordinance. Regional resource planning
documents prepared by federal, State, and local agencies were reviewed, including the CDCA
Plan, the RCGP, and USFWS Recovery Plans. These documents were reviewed to confirm that
the proposed Project would not conflict with and would have no impact on any local policies or
ordinances protecting biological resources.
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BIO-6) Would the Project conflict with the provisions of an adopted habitat conservation plan;
natural community conservation plan; or other approved local, regional, or State habitat
conservation plan?
The proposed Project would not conflict with the provisions of an adopted habitat conservation
plan, natural community conservation plan, or other approved local, regional, or State habitat
conservation plan. This is because no conservation plans (local, regional, or State) encompass
the study area. The proposed Project would have no impact on adopted habitat conservation
plans, natural community conservation plans, or other approved local, regional, or State habitat
conservation plans.
BIO-7) Would the Project substantially reduce the habitat of a fish or wildlife species; cause a fish
or wildlife population to drop below self-sustaining levels; threaten to eliminate a plant or
animal community; or substantially reduce the number or restrict the range of an
endangered, rare, or threatened species?
The proposed Project would not substantially reduce the habitat of a fish or wildlife species;
cause a fish or wildlife population to drop below self-sustaining levels; threaten to eliminate a
plant or animal community; or substantially reduce the number or restrict the range of an
endangered, rare, or threatened species. Based on survey work that was conducted in 2011 and
2012, database search, and consultation with the regulatory agencies, no endangered, rare, or
threatened species would be impacted or threatened by this Project. The proposed Project area
is currently used for agriculture and the proposed gen-tie line would parallel transmission line
corridors and access roads. The existing disturbance already limits biological resources in the
area and the proposed Project is not expected to restrict or harm wildlife species.
The majority of the existing land use on the solar facility site is non-sensitive and includes
approximately 3,045 acres of agricultural lands and approximately 250 acres of disturbed fallow
fields. Of the 3,294 acres of land designated for agricultural use, approximately 2,123 acres of
agricultural lands would be directly impacted by the installation of the solar facility site. However,
all the agricultural land within the solar array Project boundary would cease operation.
Based on a review of available information, studies conducted for nearby projects,
reconnaissance surveys and protocol surveys conducted as part of impacts assessment for the
BMSP, no federally-listed or state listed bird species were detected at the Project site or are
expected to find habitat at the Project site. Three non-listed special-status avian species or their
sign were detected on site. These were the western burrowing owl, Le Conte’s thrasher, and
loggerhead shrike; however suitable habitat for these species occurred within the gen-tie line
corridor or outside the 2,123 acres of agricultural lands proposed for the solar array site.
Detections of all wildlife species are discussed in detail in the Biological Technical Report
(POWER 2011).
Habitat destruction is thought to cause greater reductions in bird and other wildlife populations
than any other factor, and is still the most serious long-term threat (APLIC 2006). The current
agricultural lands do not provide nesting habitat and activities associated with the agricultural land
limit birds from actively using the land for purposes other than foraging. The species using the
BMSP are self sustaining and will not be exposed to significant risk. Therefore the construction of
the solar array site would not substantially reduce the habitat for birds or migratory birds that
would cause the population to drop below self-sustaining levels, threaten to eliminate the avian
community or substantially reduce the number or restrict the range of endangered, rare, or
threatened species. Potential impacts will be mitigated and include Mitigation Measures Biology-1
(Monitor Construction Site for Biological Compliance) and Biology-7 (Protect breeding birds) and,
as a part of Biology-7, a BBCS would be implemented to help reduce potential impacts during
construction and operation and maintenance of the gen-tie line and solar array facility to less than
significant.
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Alternative 2: No Project Alternative
According to biological surveys performed at the solar facility, numerous sensitive plant and animal
species have the potential to be located within two miles of the solar facility or on the site itself. Under the
No Project Alternative, no new construction and/or operational activities would result, and impacts would
generally not be increased. However, the existing agricultural land and the activities associated with the
agriculture currently restricts wildlife and plant use of the solar facility site. Active use associated with
agricultural land includes disking and planting. The action Alternatives would no longer disk, plant, apply
chemical applications that are harmful to wildlife, or implement plant and animal pest control, and would
reduce vehicle traffic. The initial construction of the action Alternatives would restrict biological species,
but this would be temporary. The action Alternatives would require coordination with the wildlife agencies
and would allow native biological resources to utilize the site during operation and maintenance.
The gen-tie line corridors associated with the action Alternatives would account for an increase of impacts
to biological resources; however, the increase would be minimal due to the existing transmission lines,
planned gen-tie line, and roads that exist along the corridors.
Measured against the existing circumstances, the No Project Alternative would not result in noticeable
changes to biological resources. As such, the No Project Alternative would not result in significant
impacts, but it also would not result in the biological impacts or benefits described for Alternative 1.

Alternative 3: Northern Alternative 230 kV Gen-tie Line Location
Similar to Alternative 1, Alternative 3 would include the construction, operation, maintenance, and
decommissioning of a solar facility and associated infrastructure. The primary difference between
Alternatives 1 and 3 is the location of the proposed 230 kV gen-tie line that would extend outside of the
solar facility field to the Colorado River Substation; the same 230 kV gen-tie alignment within the solar
facility field would be utilized for both Alternatives 1 and 3. The gen-tie alignment for Alternative 3 would
be shifted to the north, but primarily within the same BLM utility corridor, within the same SEZ, and
entirely on BLM-managed lands. Unless noted, all direct and indirect impacts to vegetation communities,
flora, wildlife species, and wildlife movement would be similar to Alternative 1.

Analysis of Direct and Indirect Impacts
Construction
Vegetation Communities
Although construction of Alternative 3 would be conducted in a way that avoids impacts to native plant
communities to the maximum extent possible, construction of Alternative 3 would result in removal and
degradation of native plants and their communities. This Alternative includes a gen-tie line that is longer
than the gen-tie lines in the other action Alternatives and would impact 303.6 acres of creosote bush
scrub, almost 25 more acres than Alternatives 1 and 4. In addition, Alternative 3 contains approximately
23 acres of riparian woodland wash, the same amount as Alternative 1. See Vegetation Communities
under Alternative 1, above, for discussion of permanent versus temporary impacts and expected direct
and indirect effects to the vegetation communities, which is relevant to Alternative 3.
Plants
No federal- or State-listed species were detected during the survey work conducted in 2012 along
Alternative 3. The field surveys detected two non-listed species, Harwood’s woollystar and Harwood’s
milk-vetch, occurring within the gen-tie line corridor. Although construction of Alternative 3 would be
conducted in a way that avoids impacts to these non-listed species to the maximum extent possible,
construction of Alternative 3 would still result in removal and degradation of these species and their
habitats. Alternative 1 and Alternative 3’s gen-tie lines would parallel existing and approved transmission
lines and access roads; existing access roads would be utilized to the maximum extent possible.
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However, Alternative 3 would have a minimally higher impact on plants when compared to Alternative 1,
due to the slightly increased distance of the gen-tie line, but there would be no material difference in the
level of significance of the impact. See Vegetation Communities under Alternative 1, above, for
discussion of permanent versus temporary impacts and expected direct and indirect effects to specialstatus plants, which is relevant to Alternative 3.
Wildlife Species
No federal- or State-listed species were detected during the survey work conducted in 2011 and 2012 for
the gen-tie line proposed for Alternative 3. Although construction of Alternative 3 would be conducted in a
way that avoids impacts to wildlife to the maximum extent possible, construction of Alternative 3 would
still result in direct impacts to non-listed special-status wildlife species. Alternative 1 and Alternative 3’s
gen-tie lines would parallel existing and approved transmission lines and access roads; existing access
roads would be utilized to the maximum extent possible. However, Alternative 3 would have a minimally
higher impact on wildlife species when compared to Alternative 1, due to the increased length of
Alternative 3’s gen-tie line, but there would be no material difference in the level of significance of the
impact. See Wildlife Species under Alternative 1, above, for discussion of permanent versus temporary
impacts and expected direct and indirect effects to these species, which is relevant to Alternative 3.
The potential for Project direct and indirect impacts to specific special-status wildlife species is discussed
in the following sections.
Mojave Fringe-toed Lizard
One BLM-sensitive species, the Mojave fringe-toed lizard, was detected during the 2012 surveys along
the gen-tie study area. Although construction of Alternative 3 would be conducted in a way that avoids
impacts to the Mojave fringed-toed lizard to the maximum extent possible, construction of Alternative 3
would still result in removal and degradation of this species’ habitat, which is still within the Aeolian sand
sheet and dune habitat that supports this species. However, Alternative 1 and Alternative 3’s gen-tie lines
would parallel existing and approved transmission lines and access roads; existing access roads would
be utilized to the maximum extent possible. Regardless, Alternative 3 would have a minimally higher
impact on the Mojave fringe-toed lizard when compared to Alternative 1, due to the increased distance of
the gen-tie line, but there would be no material difference in the level of significance of the impact. During
surveys conducted for this Project in 2011 and 2012 and surveys conducted for the Blythe Mesa Solar
Project (AECOM 2010) and the Devers-Palo Verde No. 2 500 kV Transmission Line Project (CH2M Hill
2010), a total of 71 Mojave fringe-toed lizards were detected within the BMSP survey corridor boundaries.
See Mojave Fringe-toed Lizard under Alternative 1, above, for discussion of permanent versus temporary
impacts and expected direct and indirect effects to this species, which is relevant to Alternative 3.
Desert Tortoise
The desert tortoise has a moderate potential to occur on Alternative 3 based on the suitability of the
habitat in the gen-tie line corridor and tortoise sign surrounding the Colorado River Substation (AECOM
2010; CH2M Hill 2010). One instance of tortoise scat was detected within the Alternative 3 gen-tie line
during previous surveys (between 2007 and 2010) around the Colorado River Substation for the DeversPalo Verde No. 2 500 kV Transmission Line Project (CH2M Hill 2010). Construction activities that result in
direct mortality or the degradation of habitat utilized by this species, if present, would be considered take
of a federal- and State-listed species as described above and would constitute an impact that would be
authorized only through the context of a Biological Opinion issued by the USFWS. However, in a
memorandum dated November 14, 2012, the USFWS stated that the proposed Project (Alternative 1) is
“not likely to incidentally take or otherwise adversely affect desert tortoise” (FWS-ERIV-12B029912I0497). This is based not only on existing data for the area (habitat and species records), but also on
the assumption that the Applicant will comply with a number of avoidance measures that are included in
the USFWS memo. While the USFWS memo refers specifically and only to Alternative 1, the Alternative 3
gen-tie line corridor runs parallel to this with a distance of only 700 feet between centerlines. The
Alternative 3 gen-tie line corridor is slightly longer than the corridor for Alternative 1 and would result in
slightly more habitat loss, but otherwise both corridors parallel existing transmission lines and access
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roads and are expected to have largely the same potential for impacts and the same level of significance
for those impacts. See Desert Tortoise under Alternative 1, above, for discussion of potential impacts to
this species, within the context of the USFWS memo, its associated avoidance measures, and the
mitigation measures that are proposed as part of this Project.
Golden Eagle
Based on the terrain, vegetation, and habitat characteristics within the study area and available data on
known locations, golden eagles are not expected to be nesting within or in areas adjacent to Alternative 3.
According to surveys conducted for the McCoy Solar Energy Project (TetraTech 2011), four golden eagle
nests were detected in 2010 and 15 were detected in 2011 in the McCoy, Little Maria, and Big Maria
Mountains. Of those nests, only one was determined to be active, in 2010, and was not determined to be
active with golden eagles during the 2011 surveys. Several nests in 2011 were observed to be occupied
by other species. Of all golden eagle nests detected in 2010 and 2011 during the McCoy Solar Energy
Project surveys, the closest nest was approximately 4.5 miles north of the proposed gen-tie line or
approximately five miles north of the Colorado River Substation. However, there is no nesting habitat for
this species within the study area. Therefore, construction activity is not expected to affect golden eagle
nesting. However, Alternative 3 presents marginal foraging habitat, and golden eagles may forage in
areas that could be impacted by construction. Although construction of Alternative 3 would be conducted
in a way that avoids impacts to the golden eagle foraging habitat to the maximum extent possible,
construction of Alternative 3 would still result in removal and degradation of vegetation. Alternative 1 and
Alternative 3’s gen-tie lines would parallel existing and approved transmission lines and access roads;
existing access roads would be utilized to the maximum extent possible. However, Alternative 3 would
have a minimally higher impact on the golden eagle’s potential foraging habitat when compared to
Alternative 1. This is due to the increased distance of the gen-tie line and the impacts associated with the
increased acreage, but there would be no material difference in the level of significance of the impact.
See Golden Eagle under Alternative 1, above, for discussion of permanent versus temporary impacts and
expected direct and indirect effects to this species, which is relevant to Alternative 3.
Western Burrowing Owl
This species is documented within the proposed solar facility site. Although construction of Alternative 3
would be conducted in a way that avoids impacts to burrowing owl to the maximum extent possible,
construction of Alternative 3 would still result in impacts to this species. The impacts to this species would
be the same for all action Alternatives, since the species is within the solar facility site, a Project
component that all of the Alternatives share. See Western Burrowing Owl under Alternative 1, above, for
discussion of permanent versus temporary impacts and expected direct and indirect effects to native
vegetation, which is relevant to Alternative 3. While the Alternative 1 gen-tie line corridor was surveyed for
burrowing owls in 2011, the Alternative 3 corridor was not, and it is unknown if any owls are present in it.
Le Conte’s Thrasher
This species was previously detected in 2011 in an area between Alternatives 3 and 4. Suitable habitat
for this species is present mainly in the creosote bush areas of the Alternative 3 gen-tie line corridor.
Alternative 1 and Alternative 3’s gen-tie lines would parallel existing and approved transmission lines and
access roads; existing access roads would be utilized to the maximum extent possible. However,
Alternative 3 would have a minimally higher impact on the Le Conte’s thrasher when compared to
Alternative 1, due to the increased distance of the gen-tie line, but there would be no material difference
in the level of significance of the impact. The presence of construction vehicles, equipment, or personnel
may affect individual birds in the area. Although construction of Alternative 3 would be conducted in a way
that avoids impacts to Le Conte’s thrasher to the maximum extent possible, construction of Alternative 3
would still result in impacts to this species. See Le Conte’s Thrasher under Alternative 1, above, for
discussion of permanent versus temporary impacts and expected direct and indirect effects to this
species, which is relevant to Alternative 3.
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Loggerhead Shrike
A pair of loggerhead shrikes was detected north of the Alternative 3 gen-tie line. Alternative 1 and
Alternative 3’s gen-tie lines would parallel existing and approved transmission lines and access roads;
existing access roads would be utilized to the maximum extent possible. However, Alternative 3 would
have a minimally higher impact on the loggerhead shrikes when compared to Alternative 1, due to the
increased distance of the gen-tie line, but there would be no material difference in the level of significance
of the impact. Although construction of Alternative 3 would be conducted in a way that avoids impacts to
the loggerhead shrike to the maximum extent possible, construction of Alternative 3 would still result in
impacts to this species. See Loggerhead Shrike under Alternative 1, above, for discussion of permanent
versus temporary impacts and expected direct and indirect effects to this species, which is relevant to
Alternative 3.
American Badger
Suitable badger habitat occurs throughout the vicinity in undeveloped areas including areas within the
solar array site and the gen-tie line corridor. Alternative 1 and Alternative 3’s gen-tie lines would parallel
existing and approved transmission lines and access roads; existing access roads would be utilized to the
maximum extent possible. However, Alternative 3 would have a minimally higher impact on American
badger when compared to Alternative 1, due to the increased distance of the gen-tie line, but there would
be no material difference in the level of significance of the impact. Although construction of Alternative 3
would be conducted in a way that avoids impacts to the American badger to the maximum extent
possible, construction of Alternative 3 would still result in impacts to this species. See American Badger
under Alternative 1, above, for discussion of permanent versus temporary impacts and expected direct
and indirect effects to this species, which is relevant to Alternative 3.
Desert Kit Fox
Suitable kit fox habitat occurs throughout the Alternative 3 vicinity in undeveloped areas including areas
within the solar array site and the gen-tie line corridor. Alternative 1 and Alternative 3’s gen-tie lines would
parallel existing and approved transmission lines and access roads; existing access roads would be
utilized to the maximum extent possible. However, Alternative 3 would have a minimally higher impact on
the desert kit fox when compared to Alternative 1, due to the increased distance of the gen-tie line, but
there would be no material difference in the level of significance of the impact. Although construction of
Alternative 3 would be conducted in a way that avoids impacts to the desert kit fox to the maximum extent
possible, construction of Alternative 3 would still result in impacts to this species. See Desert Kit Fox
under Alternative 1, above, for discussion of permanent versus temporary impacts and expected direct
and indirect effects to this species, which is relevant to Alternative 3.
Migratory Birds
The Project would potentially result in direct construction-related impacts to bird populations on the solar
facility site and gen-tie line corridor in the form of reduction of foraging lands. Alternative 1 and Alternative
3’s gen-tie lines would parallel existing and approved transmission lines and access roads; existing
access roads would be utilized to the maximum extent possible. However, Alternative 3 would have a
minimally higher impact on migratory birds when compared to Alternative 1. This is due to the increased
distance of the gen-tie line and impacts associated with the reduction of foraging lands and increased
avian risk associated with the gen-tie line, but there would be no material difference in the level of
significance of the impact. Although construction of Alternative 3 would be conducted in a way that avoids
impacts to migratory birds to the maximum extent possible, construction of Alternative 3 would still result
in impacts to these species. See Migratory Birds under Alternative 1, above, for discussion of permanent
versus temporary impacts and expected direct and indirect effects to migratory birds, which is relevant to
Alternative 3.
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Wildlife Movement
The proposed Project would result in impacts to wildlife movement and habitat connectivity along the gentie line corridor. These impacts would result from construction activities and would be temporary.
Alternative 1 and Alternative 3’s gen-tie lines would parallel existing and approved transmission lines and
access roads; existing access roads would be utilized to the maximum extent possible. Construction of
Alternative 3 would be conducted in a way that avoids impacts to wildlife movement to the maximum
extent possible, construction of Alternative 3 would still result in impacts. See Wildlife Movement under
Alternative 1, above, for discussion of permanent versus temporary impacts and expected direct and
indirect effects, which is relevant to Alternative 3.
Operation and Maintenance
Operation of Alternative 3 would result in the same direct and indirect impacts to vegetation communities,
flora, wildlife species, and wildlife movements as Alternative 1.
Decommissioning
Decommissioning activities associated with Alternative 3 would result in direct temporary and permanent
loss of wildlife species’ habitats and indirect effects to habitats and species. These activities would
include such tasks as vegetation removal, grading, and surface disturbance to remove the solar array
components, such as the PV panels and the tracker structures and mechanical assemblies. Surface
disturbance may also occur to remove roads and the O&M buildings and to restore vegetation. It is
expected that impacts during decommissioning would be similar to those of construction of Alternative 3.

Application of CEQA Significance Thresholds
With respect to Alternative 3, the application of CEQA significance thresholds applicable to construction,
operation, maintenance, and decommissioning are as follows:
BIO-1) Would Alternative 3 have a substantial adverse effect, either directly or through habitat
modifications, on any species identified as a candidate, sensitive, or special-status
species in local or regional plans, policies, or regulations, or by the California Department
of Fish and Game (CDFW) or the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS)?
Special-status plants: Harwood’s woollystar and Harwood’s milk-vetch occur within the gen-tie
line portion of Alternative 3. Refer to the CEQA BIO-1 special-status plants discussion under
Alternative 1, which is applicable to Alternative 3. Implementation of BMPs and Mitigation
Measures Biology-1 through Biology-9 would reduce impacts to a less than significant level.
Special-status wildlife: Refer to the CEQA BIO-1 special-status wildlife discussion under
Alternative 1, which reflects the same impacts as would occur under Alternative 3.
Implementation of Mitigation Measures Biology-1 through Biology-9 would reduce impacts to a
less than significant level.
Migratory birds: Refer to the CEQA BIO-1 migratory bird discussion under Alternative 1, which
reflects the same impacts as would occur under Alternative 3. Implementation of Mitigation
Measures Biology-1 (Monitor Construction Site for Biological Compliance) and Biology-7 (Protect
breeding birds) and, as a part of Biology-7, a BBCS would reduce impacts to less than significant
level.
BIO-2) Would Alternative 3 have a substantial adverse effect on any riparian habitat or other
sensitive natural community identified in local or regional plans, policies, or regulations or
by CDFW or USFWS?
Alternative 3 contains approximately 25 more acres of riparian woodland wash when compared to
the other action Alternatives. Potential temporary and permanent, indirect impacts to the sensitive
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vegetation communities surrounding the disturbance area would occur as a result of Project
construction. However, the desert riparian woodland wash is along an existing transmission line
corridor and would be spanned to avoid direct impacts to this community. Potential constructionand operation-related direct and indirect impacts to special-status wildlife species would be
reduced to a less than significant level through implementation Mitigation Measures Biology-1
and Biology-9. The same mitigation measures would be implemented during decommissioning.
BIO-3) Would Alternative 3 have a substantial adverse effect on federal protected wetlands as
defined by Section 404 of the Clean Water Act (CWA) (including, but not limited to,
marshes, vernal pools, and coastal areas) or any State-protected jurisdictional areas not
subject to regulation under Section 404 of the CWA through direct removal, filling,
hydrological interruption, or other means?
An ephemeral drainage bisects the gen-tie line and a portion of the solar facility site and may be
affected by construction, operation, or maintenance of the proposed Project. The solar panels
have been designed to avoid placement within the ephemeral drainage; however, one gen-tie
pole would be within the potential ordinary high water mark of the drainage. With the
implementation of the Mitigation Measure Biology-9 impacts would be reduced to a less than
significant.
BIO-4) Would Alternative 3 interfere substantially with the movement of any native resident or
migratory fish or wildlife species or with established native resident or migratory wildlife
corridors, or impede the use of native wildlife nursery sites?
Impacts to wildlife movement are anticipated; however, these impacts would generally be less
than significant for most species. Refer to the CEQA BIO-4 discussion under Alternative 1, which
is relevant to Alternative 3. Mitigation measures Biology 4 through Biology-7 would reduce
potential impacts to a less than significant level.
Migratory birds: Refer to the CEQA BIO-1 migratory bird discussion under Alternative 1, which
reflects the same impacts as would occur under Alternative 3. Implementation of Mitigation
Measures Biology-1 (Monitor Construction Site for Biological Compliance) and Biology-7 (Protect
breeding birds) and, as a part of Biology-7, a BBCS would reduce impacts to less than significant
level.
BIO-5) Would Alternative 3 conflict with any local policies or ordinances protecting biological
resources, such as a tree preservation policy or ordinance?
Alternative 3 would not conflict with any local policies or ordinances protecting biological
resources, such as a tree preservation policy or ordinance. No impact would occur.
BIO-6) Would Alternative 3 conflict with the provisions of an adopted habitat conservation plan;
natural community conservation plan; or other approved local, regional, or State habitat
conservation plan?
Alternative 3 would not conflict with the provisions of an adopted habitat conservation plan,
natural community conservation plan, or other approved local, regional, or State habitat
conservation plan. No impact would occur.
BIO-7) Would Alternative 3 substantially reduce the habitat of a fish or wildlife species; cause a
fish or wildlife population to drop below self-sustaining levels; threaten to eliminate a
plant or animal community; or substantially reduce the number or restrict the range of an
endangered, rare, or threatened species?
Alternative 3 would not substantially reduce the habitat of a fish or wildlife species; cause a fish or
wildlife population to drop below self-sustaining levels; threaten to eliminate a plant or animal
community; or substantially reduce the number or restrict the range of an endangered, rare, or
threatened species. This is based on survey work that was conducted in 2011 and 2012,
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database search, and consultation with the regulatory agencies. Impacts would be less than
significant.
Migratory birds: Refer to the CEQA BIO-1 migratory bird discussion under Alternative 1, which
reflects the same impacts as would occur under Alternative 3. Implementation of Mitigation
Measures Biology-1 (Monitor Construction Site for Biological Compliance) and Biology-7 (Protect
breeding birds) and, as a part of Biology-7, a BBCS would reduce impacts to less than significant
level.

Alternative 4: Southern Alternative 230 kV Gen-tie Line Location
Also similar to Alternatives 1 and 3, Alternative 4 would include the construction, operation, maintenance,
and decommissioning of a solar facility and associated infrastructure. The only difference between
Alternatives 1, 3, and 4 is the location of the proposed 230 kV gen-tie line that would extend outside of
the solar facility. Alternative 4 would be shifted approximately 0.8 mile to the south and exit the
southwestern portion of the solar facility field and continue to the Colorado River Substation. Alternative 4
would be slightly shorter than the proposed 230 kV gen-tie line; approximately three miles of the
Alternative 4 230 kV gen-tie line would not parallel existing transmission lines, and new access roads may
be required to construct Alternative 4. Alternative 4 would have the potential for greater ground
disturbance than Alternatives 1 and 3. Unless noted, all direct and indirect impacts to vegetation
communities, flora, wildlife species, and wildlife movement would be similar to Alternative 1.

Analysis of Direct and Indirect Impacts
Construction
Vegetation Communities
Although construction of Alternative 4 would be conducted in a way that avoids impacts to native plant
communities to the maximum extent possible, construction of Alternative 4 would still result in removal
and degradation of native plants and their communities. The Alternative 4 gen-tie transmission corridor
would impact approximately 231 acres of creosote bush scrub. This corridor is on 3.4 miles of BLMmanaged land and 0.6 mile of private land. There is little disturbance along this corridor and the
construction of Alternative 4 would have a greater impact to this native plant community when compared
to Alternatives 1 and 3. See Vegetation Communities under Alternative 1, above, for discussion of
permanent versus temporary impacts and expected direct and indirect effects to vegetation communities,
which is relevant to Alternative 4.
Plants
No listed species have the potential to occur in the areas of habitat along Alternative 4. Only one nonlisted species, Harwood’s woollystar, was determined to occur within the gen-tie line corridor and just
south of the gen-tie line corridor based on survey results from the Blythe Solar Power Project (AECOM
2010). Protocol botanical surveys have not been conducted within the Alternative 4 gen-tie line corridor,
and there may be additional special-status plants that could occur along this area. Although construction
of Alternative 4 would be conducted in a way that avoids impacts to this non-listed species to the
maximum extent possible, construction of Alternative 4 would still result in removal and degradation of
this species and its habitat. Alternative 1 and Alternative 3’s gen-tie lines would parallel existing
transmission lines and access roads; however, approximately three miles of Alternative 4 would not
parallel existing transmission lines or access roads and would require approximately three miles of new
access roads. When compared to Alternative 1 and Alternative 3, Alternative 4 would have increased
impacts to Harwood’s woollystar due to the development of a new gen-tie line corridor, although effects to
potential other special-status plants are not known at this time. See Flora under Alternative 1, above, for
discussion of permanent versus temporary impacts and expected direct and indirect effects to specialstatus plants, which is relevant to Alternative 4.
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Wildlife Species
No federal- or State-listed species were detected during the survey work conducted in 2011 and 2012 for
Alternative 4. However, several records and species sign have been documented for the desert tortoise
along the gen-tie corridor. Although construction of Alternative 4 would be conducted in a way that avoids
impacts to wildlife to the maximum extent possible, construction of Alternative 4 would still result in direct
impacts to special-status wildlife species. See Wildlife Species under Alternative 1, above, for discussion
of permanent versus temporary impacts and expected direct and indirect effects to these species, which
is relevant to Alternative 4.
The potential for Project direct and indirect impacts specific to special-status wildlife species is discussed
in the following sections.
Mojave Fringe-toed Lizard
The Mojave fringed-toed lizard is expected to be present along the gen-tie line due to a 2011 sighting
approximately 50 feet from the corridor (CDFW 2013), though no lizards were detected in this corridor
during the 2012 habitat assessment. Alternative 1 and Alternative 3’s gen-tie lines would parallel existing
transmission lines and access roads; however, approximately three miles of Alternative 4 would not
parallel existing transmission lines or access roads and would require approximately three miles of new
access roads. As a result of the new access roads and gen-tie line, impacts to Mojave fringed-toed lizard
habitat would be increased when compared to Alternative 1 or Alternative 3, though the quality of this
habitat may be less optimal than that in Alternatives 1 and 3. Although construction of Alternative 4 would
be conducted in a way that avoids impacts to the Mojave fringed-toed lizard to the maximum extent
possible, construction of Alternative 4 would still result in removal and degradation of this species’ habitat.
Mitigation Measure Biology-8 (Protect Mojave fringed-toed lizard) would be implemented. See Mojave
Fringe-toed Lizard under Alternative 1, above, for discussion of permanent versus temporary impacts and
expected direct and indirect effects to this species, which is relevant to Alternative 3.
Desert Tortoise
The desert tortoise has a high potential to occur on Alternative 4. A record of a live tortoise was found
approximately 0.33 mile south of Alternative 4, while another record shows that an occupied tortoise
burrow is approximately 0.5 mile south of Alternative 4 (CH2M Hill 2010). Alternative 4 is closer to the
Mule Mountains and, in this area, desert tortoises are more likely to be found in bajadas and on steep,
rocky slopes than in flat valley areas. True to this, in 2012 there were a large number of desert tortoise
sightings in the bajadas spreading out from Mule Mountain, in between Mule Mountain and the Alternative
4 gen-tie corridor (CDFW 2013). Construction activities that result in direct mortality or the degradation of
habitat utilized by this species, if present, would be considered take of a federal- and State-listed species
as described above and would constitute an impact that would be authorized only through the context of a
Biological Opinion issued by the USFWS. Injury or mortality could occur to tortoises underground in
undetected burrows that are driven over by construction vehicles or equipment, or to tortoises that are
under vegetation and are not detected during construction or pre-construction surveys. As part of
Alternative 4, BMP-14 (Travel and traffic) would ensure that impacts from vehicles would be minimized,
as the potential for collisions between vehicles and desert tortoises would be minimized by requiring
vehicles to maintain speed limits not exceeding 20 mph on off-highway access roads and by minimizing
travel off established access roadways. Permanent habitat loss would occur as a result of the
construction of new gen-tie structures and new access roads, resulting in decreased forage and
vegetative cover for tortoises in the area. Because tortoises may use desert washes as habitat, excessive
disturbance to these areas as a result of construction would degrade and possibly reduce habitat further.
However, as part of Alternative 4, BMP-15 (new access roads and parking lots) would ensure that
potential impacts from new access roads would be minimized.
During construction, increased predation could occur from ravens and coyotes, which are attracted to
human activity to scavenge for food. As part of Alternative 4, BMP-7 (Trash Abatement Plan) would
ensure minimization of opportunistic species, such as common ravens, coyotes, and feral dogs that could
serve as predators of native wildlife and special-status animals from entering the study area. If a tortoise
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is observed outside of exclusion fencing, construction will stop and the tortoise allowed to move out of the
area on its own. If a tortoise or tortoise burrow is observed within the exclusion fencing, all construction
will stop, and the USFWS contacted for direction on how to proceed. Since vegetation re-growth is a slow
process in this arid climate, creosote bushes large enough to provide good cover would take a decade to
revegetate the area. Mitigation Measure Biology-1 (Monitor Construction Site for Biological Compliance)
and Biology-2 (Protect Desert Tortoise) would further reduce the potential direct and indirect impacts to
desert tortoise during construction of Alternative 4. However, additional mitigation may be required during
consultation with both the CDFW and USFWS.
Golden Eagle
Based on the terrain, vegetation, and habitat characteristics within the Project’s study area and available
data on known locations, golden eagles are not expected to be nesting within the gen-tie corridor. During
surveys conducted for the McCoy Solar Energy Project (TetraTech 2011), four golden eagle nests were
detected in 2010 and 15 were detected in 2011 in the McCoy, Little Maria, and Big Maria Mountains. Of
those nests, only one was determined to be active, in 2010, and was not determined to be active with
golden eagles during the 2011 surveys. Several nests in 2011 were observed to be occupied by other
species. Of all golden eagle nests detected in 2010 and 2011 during the McCoy Solar Energy Project
surveys, the closest nest was approximately 4.5 miles north of the proposed gen-tie line or approximately
five miles north of the Colorado River Substation. However, there is no nesting habitat for this species
within the study area. Construction activity is not expected to affect golden eagle nesting efforts; however,
Alternative 4 contains undisturbed foraging habitat, and golden eagles foraging in these areas may be
impacted by construction. Although construction of Alternative 4 would be conducted in a way that avoids
impacts to golden eagle foraging habitat to the maximum extent possible, construction of Alternative 4
would still result in removal and degradation of vegetation. In addition, the majority of the Alternative 4
gen-tie line is undisturbed (approximately three miles) and, based on the closer proximity to the Mule
Mountains, golden eagles may utilize this foraging land more frequently. See Golden Eagle under
Alternative 1, above, for discussion of permanent versus temporary impacts and expected direct and
indirect effects to this species, which is relevant to Alternative 4.
Western Burrowing Owl
This species is documented within the proposed solar facility site. The impacts to this species would be
the same for all action Alternatives, since the species is within the solar facility site, a Project component
that all of the Alternatives share. Although construction of Alternative 4 would be conducted in a way that
avoids impacts to burrowing owls to the maximum extent possible, construction of Alternative 4 would still
result in impacts to this species. See Western Burrowing Owl under Alternative 1, above, for discussion of
permanent versus temporary impacts and expected direct and indirect effects to this species, which is
relevant to Alternative 4. While the Alternative 1 gen-tie corridor was surveyed for burrowing owls in 2011,
the Alternative 4 corridor was not, and it is unknown if any owls are present in it.
Le Conte’s Thrasher
This species was previously detected in 2011 in an area between Alternatives 3 and 4. Suitable habitat
for this species is present mainly in the creosote bush areas of the Alternative 4 gen-tie line corridor. The
presence of construction vehicles, equipment, or personnel may affect individual birds in the area.
Although construction of Alternative 4 would be conducted in a way that avoids impacts to Le Conte’s
thrasher to the maximum extent possible, construction of Alternative 4 would still result in impacts to this
species. See Le Conte’s Thrasher under Alternative 1, above, for discussion of permanent versus
temporary impacts and expected direct and indirect effects to this species, which is relevant to Alternative
4.
Loggerhead Shrike
Suitable habitat occurs within Alternative 4. Approximately three miles of Alternative 4 would not parallel
existing transmission lines or access roads and would require new access roads. As a result of the new
access roads and gen-tie line, impacts on the loggerhead shrike would potentially increase when
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compared to Alternative 1 or Alternative 3. Although construction of Alternative 4 would be conducted in a
way that avoids impacts to the loggerhead shrike to the maximum extent possible, construction of
Alternative 4 would still result in impacts to this species. See Loggerhead Shrike under Alternative 1,
above, for discussion of permanent versus temporary impacts and expected direct and indirect effects to
this species, which is relevant to Alternative 4.
American Badger
Suitable badger habitat occurs throughout the vicinity in undeveloped areas surrounding the solar array
site and gen-tie line corridor. Approximately three miles of Alternative 4 would not parallel existing
transmission lines or access roads and would require new access roads; however, Alternative 1 and
Alternative 3’s gen-tie lines would parallel existing transmission lines and access roads. As a result of the
new access roads and gen-tie line, impacts on the American badger and habitat would increase when
compared to Alternative 1 or Alternative 3. Although construction of Alternative 4 would be conducted in a
way that avoids impacts to the American badger to the maximum extent possible, construction of
Alternative 4 would still result in impacts to this species. See American Badger under Alternative 1,
above, for discussion of permanent versus temporary impacts and expected direct and indirect effects to
this species, which is relevant to Alternative 4.
Desert Kit Fox
Suitable kit fox habitat occurs throughout the Alternative 4 vicinity in undeveloped areas. Approximately
three miles of Alternative 4 would not parallel existing transmission lines or access roads and would
require new access roads; however, Alternative 1 and Alternative 3’s gen-tie lines would parallel existing
transmission lines and access roads. As a result of the new access roads and gen-tie line, impacts on the
desert kit fox and habitat would increase when compared to Alternative 1 or Alternative 3. Although
construction of Alternative 4 would be conducted in a way that avoids impacts to the desert kit fox to the
maximum extent possible, construction of Alternative 4 would still result in impacts to this species. See
Desert Kit Fox under Alternative 1, above, for discussion of permanent versus temporary impacts and
expected direct and indirect effects to this species, which is relevant to Alternative 4.
Migratory Birds
The Project would potentially result in direct construction-related impacts to bird populations on the solar
facility site in the form of reduction in foraging lands. Although construction of Alternative 4 would be
conducted in a way that avoids impacts to migratory birds to the maximum extent possible, construction of
Alternative 4 would still result in impacts to these species. In addition, the gen-tie corridor for Alternative 4
is relatively undisturbed, approximately three miles, when compared to Alternative 1 and Alternative 3.
With the introduction of a new gen-tie line along this corridor, there is a potential for increased impacts
associated with construction. See Migratory Birds under Alternative 1, above, for discussion of permanent
versus temporary impacts and expected direct and indirect effects to migratory birds, which is relevant to
Alternative 4.
Wildlife Movement
The proposed Project would result in impacts to wildlife movement and habitat connectivity. This is
especially true for the potential presence of desert tortoise along the gen-tie line. Desert tortoise
movement would be restricted during the construction phase of the gen-tie line. This species would be
forced to move farther distances in search of food that would be removed for the gen-tie line, potentially
causing further stress and increasing the chance of predation. These impacts would result from
construction activities and would be temporary. Although construction of Alternative 4 would be
conducted in a way that avoids impacts to wildlife movement to the maximum extent possible,
construction of Alternative 4 would still result in impacts. See Wildlife Movement under Alternative 1,
above, for discussion of permanent versus temporary impacts and expected direct and indirect effects,
which is relevant to Alternative 4.
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Operation and Maintenance
Operation of Alternative 4 would result in the same direct and indirect impacts to vegetation communities,
flora, wildlife species, and wildlife movements as Alternative 1. However, there would be an increased
impact to the desert tortoise and adjacent habitat during the operation and maintenance of the gen-tie
line. Construction of a new gen-tie line would increase nesting and perching opportunities for ravens,
increasing the likelihood of predation on desert tortoises. After construction is completed, injury or
mortality from vehicle collisions may occur during maintenance activities and security patrols.
Decommissioning
Decommissioning activities associated with Alternative 4 would result in direct temporary and permanent
losses of wildlife species habitats and indirect effects on habitats and species. The impacts would be
similar to the impacts described under Alternative 1. These activities would include such tasks as
vegetation removal, grading, and surface disturbance to remove the solar array components, such as the
PV panels, the tracker structures, and mechanical assemblies. Surface disturbance may also occur to
remove roads and the O&M buildings and to restore vegetation. It is expected that impacts during
decommissioning would be similar to those of construction of Alternative 4.

Application of CEQA Significance Thresholds
With respect to Alternative 4, the application of CEQA significance thresholds applicable to construction,
operation, maintenance, and decommissioning are as follows:
BIO-1) Would Alternative 4 have a substantial adverse effect, either directly or through habitat
modifications, on any species identified as a candidate, sensitive, or special-status
species in local or regional plans, policies, or regulations, or by the California Department
of Fish and Game (CDFW) or the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS)?
Special-status plants: Harwood’s woollystar occurs within the gen-tie line portion of Alternative 4
and Harwood’s milk-vetch has a high potential to occur. Potential construction- and operationrelated direct and indirect impacts to special-status plants would be reduced to a less than
significant level through implementation of mitigation measure Biology-3. All mitigation measures
that are required during construction of the proposed Project to avoid or minimize impacts to
biological resources would also be required during decommissioning activities.
Special-status wildlife: Direct impacts to the federal- and State-listed desert tortoise could occur
from mortality of individuals by crushing or vehicle collisions during the construction, operation,
and maintenance activities of the Project. In addition, operation and maintenance of Alternative 4
may result in permanent, indirect impacts to non-listed special-status wildlife species, which
includes edge effects, where Project facilities would lead to increased lighting and exotic plant
and wildlife invasion. Potential construction- and operation-related direct and indirect impacts to
special-status wildlife species would be reduced to a less than significant level through
implementation of mitigation measures. Mitigation measures Biology-2, Biology-4, Biology-5,
Biology-6, and Biology-7, would be implemented to reduce impacts to wildlife species including
the desert tortoise. All mitigation measures that are required during construction of the proposed
Project to avoid or minimize impacts to biological resources would also be required during
decommissioning activities.
Migratory birds: Refer to the CEQA BIO-1 migratory bird discussion under Alternative 1, which
reflects the same impacts as would occur under Alternative 4. Implementation of Mitigation
Measures Biology-1 (Monitor Construction Site for Biological Compliance) and Biology-7 (Protect
breeding birds) and, as a part of Biology-7, a BBCS would reduce impacts to less than significant
level.
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BIO-2) Would Alternative 4 have a substantial adverse effect on any riparian habitat or other
sensitive natural community identified in local or regional plans, policies, or regulations or
by CDFW or USFWS?
The desert riparian woodland wash and unvegetated ephemeral dry wash are considered
sensitive vegetation communities. Alternative 4 contains fewer acres (232 acres) of riparian
woodland wash when compared to the other action Alternatives. However, potential temporary
and permanent, indirect impacts to the sensitive vegetation communities surrounding the
disturbance area would occur as a result of Project construction. The desert riparian woodland
wash is along an undisturbed gen-tie line and would be spanned to avoid direct impacts to this
community. The potential spread of non-native invasive species into the surrounding vegetation
communities would be considered a permanent, indirect impact. Operation of the Project may
result in indirect impacts, as erosion and stormwater contaminant runoff may degrade adjacent
sensitive vegetation communities. Potential construction- and operation-related direct and indirect
impacts to special-status wildlife species would be reduced to a less than significant level through
implementation of mitigation measures. The same mitigation measures would be implemented
during decommissioning.
BIO-3) Would Alternative 4 have a substantial adverse effect on federal protected wetlands as
defined by Section 404 of the Clean Water Act (CWA) (including, but not limited to,
marshes, vernal pools, and coastal areas) or any State-protected jurisdictional areas not
subject to regulation under Section 404 of the CWA through direct removal, filling,
hydrological interruption, or other means?
The potential Waters of the State that traverse the gen-tie line (approximately 11.4 acres) would
be indirectly impacted by Project construction. No permanent direct impacts to jurisdictional
waters are expected as a result of construction. The indirect impacts would be a result of the
potential spread of exotic species into the surrounding vegetation communities, and erosion and
stormwater contaminant runoff may degrade adjacent sensitive vegetation communities. Potential
construction- and operation-related direct and indirect impacts to special-status wildlife species
would be reduced to a less than significant level through implementation of both biology and
hydrology mitigation measures. The same mitigation measures would be implemented during
decommissioning.
BIO-4) Would Alternative 4 interfere substantially with the movement of any native resident or
migratory fish or wildlife species or with established native resident or migratory wildlife
corridors, or impede the use of native wildlife nursery sites?
Impacts to wildlife movement are anticipated; however, these impacts would generally be less
than significant for most species. The solar facility would not be within documented important
migration routes for any terrestrial wildlife species, and most of the animals expected to move
across the Project are considered common in California. Regional habitat connectivity would be
reduced by implementation of the proposed Project. However, much of the land surrounding the
site is expected to remain as natural desert plant communities for the foreseeable future, which
would allow regional movement by common terrestrial wildlife species to continue outside and
through the perimeter of the site without significant impediment once construction is completed.
Operation of the Project would not result in any direct impacts to wildlife movement in addition to
those already described above for construction. All mitigation measures that are required during
construction of the proposed Project to avoid or minimize impacts to biological resources would
also be required during decommissioning activities.
Migratory birds: Refer to the CEQA BIO-1 migratory bird discussion under Alternative 1, which
reflects the same impacts as would occur under Alternative 4. Implementation of Mitigation
Measures Biology-1 (Monitor Construction Site for Biological Compliance) and Biology-7 (Protect
breeding birds) and, as a part of Biology-7, a BBCS would reduce impacts to less than significant
level.
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BIO-5) Would Alternative 4 conflict with any local policies or ordinances protecting biological
resources, such as a tree preservation policy or ordinance?
Alternative 4 would not conflict with any local policies or ordinances protecting biological
resources, such as a tree preservation policy or ordinance; no impact.
BIO-6) Would Alternative 4 conflict with the provisions of an adopted habitat conservation plan;
natural community conservation plan; or other approved local, regional, or State habitat
conservation plan?
Alternative 4 would not conflict with the provisions of an adopted habitat conservation plan,
natural community conservation plan, or other approved local, regional, or State habitat
conservation plan; no impact.
BIO-7) Would Alternative 4 substantially reduce the habitat of a fish or wildlife species; cause a
fish or wildlife population to drop below self-sustaining levels; threaten to eliminate a
plant or animal community; or substantially reduce the number or restrict the range of an
endangered, rare, or threatened species?
Alternative 4 would not substantially reduce the habitat of a fish or wildlife species; cause a fish or
wildlife population to drop below self-sustaining levels; threaten to eliminate a plant or animal
community; or substantially reduce the number or restrict the range of an endangered, rare, or
threatened species. The desert tortoise has the potential to occur along the Alternative 4 gen-tie
line; however, in consultation with the regulatory agencies, mitigation measures would be
developed to reduce potential impacts to this species, in addition to implementation of mitigation
measure Biology-2. Impacts would be less than significant.
Migratory birds: Refer to the CEQA BIO-1 migratory bird discussion under Alternative 1, which
reflects the same impacts as would occur under Alternative 3. Implementation of Mitigation
Measures Biology-1 (Monitor Construction Site for Biological Compliance) and Biology-7 (Protect
breeding birds) and, as a part of Biology-7, a BBCS would reduce impacts to less than significant
level.

Alternative 5: Reduced Acreage Alternative
Similar to Alternative 1, Alternative 5 would include the construction, operation, maintenance, and
decommissioning of a solar facility and associated infrastructure. The primary difference between
Alternatives 1 and 5 is the absence of solar facility development north of I-10, which would reduce
electrical output from a 485 MW down to a 315 MW alternating current solar PV facility. The Reduced
Acreage Alternative would be on a reduced footprint of approximately 2,476 acres (from 3,660 acres for
the proposed Project). Alternative 5 would include approximately 2,403 acres for the solar field. Similar to
the proposed Project, 73 acres would be utilized for the 230 kV gen-tie line. In comparison to Alternative
1, Alternative 5 would eliminate one on-site substation and one O&M building and would have one access
point (planned on Seeley Avenue). The Reduced Acreage Alternative would also no longer extend a 230
kV overhead gen-tie line from an on-site substation north of I-10, as this Alternative would not be
developed on land north of I-10. Instead, this Alternative would construct an approximately 7.8-mile-long,
230 kV overhead gen-tie line from the proposed on-site substation south of I-10 to the approved Colorado
River Substation. Approximately three miles of the gen-tie line would be within the solar facility.
Alternative 5 would avoid impacts that would result from the construction, operation, maintenance, and
decommissioning of a solar development north of I-10; however, the land on which Alternative 1 is
proposed would continue with existing uses. Alternative 5 would no longer disk, plant, apply chemical
applications that are harmful to wildlife, or implement plant and animal pest control, and would reduce
vehicle traffic with respect to areas south of I-10. The initial construction of the Alternative 5 would restrict
biological species in the area south of I-10, but on a temporary basis. Alternative 5 would require
coordination with the wildlife agencies and would allow native biological resources to utilize the site during
operation and maintenance. Like the other action Alternatives, the gen-tie line corridors associated with
Alternative 5 would account for an increase of impacts to biological resources; however, the increase
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would be minimal due to the existing transmission lines, planned gen-tie line, and roads that exist along
the corridors.
The Reduced Acreage Alternative solar facility and a portion of the gen-tie line would be within the
jurisdiction of the County of Riverside but not within the City limits of Blythe in comparison to the
proposed Project. Alternative 5 would need to comply with the RCGP (2003) and PVVAP (2008). The
remaining portion of the gen-tie line would traverse lands managed by the BLM and would need to
comply with the CDCA Plan. The construction, operation, maintenance, and decommissioning of
Alternative 5 would not exceed impacts to biological resources identified under the Alternative 1 analysis.
Therefore, the Alternative 1 analysis would be applicable to Alternative 5, outside of those differences
identified in the discussion below.

Analysis of Direct and Indirect Impacts
Construction
Vegetation Communities
The majority of vegetation communities within the Alternative 5 solar facility site are non-sensitive. Absent
development of solar array facilities north of I-10, approximately 208 acres of disturbed fallow fields would
not be utilized for a project under Alternative 5. The native vegetation communities that exist north of I-10
that would no longer be developed for a solar array site include approximately 113 acres of disturbed
creosote bush scrub. Finally, 18 acres of bajada community are located north of I-10 and would not fall
within the Alternative 5 footprint, in contrast to Alternative 1. The agricultural land within the Alternative 1
solar array Project boundary north of I-10 would continue operation under Alternative 5. Approximately
404 acres of irrigated alfalfa and 478 acres of non-irrigated wheat would also remain under this
Alternative. The remaining direct and indirect impacts to vegetation communities under Alternative 5
would be similar to the proposed Project analyzed under Alternative 1.
Special-Status Plants
No federal- or State-listed plants were detected within the Alternative 5 solar array site and gen-tie line
corridor.
Alternative 5 would utilize the same gen-tie line portion outside of the solar facility development area as
Alternative 1. Refer to the Alternative 1 analysis for further details on impacts to special-status plants.
Wildlife Species
No federal- or State-listed species were detected during the survey work conducted in 2011 for
Alternative 1. Alternative 5 also includes these same areas surveyed, with the exclusion of the solar array
site north of I-10.
Alternative 5 could result in impacts to non-listed special-status wildlife species. A total of 22.9 acres of
desert riparian woodland occurs within the proposed gen-tie line corridor. Riparian habitats provide the
majority of foraging habitat for wildlife in the Alternative 5 area. However, the riparian woodland would be
spanned and avoided during construction of the gen-tie line. In addition, within the solar array,
construction activities could result in harassment of sensitive species or displacement of wildlife species
that are avoiding the construction activities, including noise.
The potential for direct and indirect impacts specific to special-status wildlife species under Alternative 5
is discussed in the following sections.
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Mojave Fringe-toed Lizard
Similar to Alternative 1, suitable Mojave fringe-toed lizard habitat is present throughout the Alternative 5
solar array site, and the potential for occurrence there is high (refer to Table 3.2.4-3 in Chapter 3). The
species was found in high abundance throughout the gen-tie line portion of the Project. As Alternative 5
would utilize the identical gen-tie line portion, the analysis for Alternative 1 would apply.
Golden Eagle
There is no nesting habitat for this species within the study area of Alternative 1. Since Alternative 5
would encompass a reduced footprint within this same area, the analysis for Alternative 1 would apply.
Development of Alternative 5 would lead to slightly reduced impacts (absent work north of I-10) as
compared to Alternative 1, as construction may lead to the degradation of suitable foraging habitat
adjacent to the areas that would be cleared.
Western Burrowing Owl
Based on spring 2011 protocol survey data for Alternative 1, construction activities, including the
installation of the solar facility, would permanently impact BUOW by removing accessible habitat for at
least four to six burrowing owls that were detected within the solar array area for Alternative 5. No
breeding BUOW were documented during 2011 surveys; however, most of the proposed solar facility site
contains suitable BUOW habitat. Potential impacts and associated mitigation would be similar to those
analyzed under Alternative 1.
Le Conte’s Thrasher
Suitable Le Conte’s thrasher habitat is present throughout the proposed Alternative 5 gen-tie line corridor
and would be directly impacted by construction activities, such as installation of the gen-tie towers, spur
road, and access roads. As the Alternative 5 gen-tie line corridor would mirror that of Alternative 1,
outside of the solar facility boundary, the Alternative 1 analysis would apply. However, Alternative 5 has
less suitable habitat for this species, and the amount of habitat lost is likely to be less than that under
Alternative 1.
Loggerhead Shrike
Suitable loggerhead shrike nesting and foraging habitat present throughout Alternative 5 would be directly
impacted by construction in the disturbance area, similar to Alternative 1. As such, the analysis under
Alternative 1 would apply. However, Alternative 5 has less suitable habitat for this species, and the
amount of habitat lost is likely to be less than that under Alternative 1.
American Badger
Permanent impacts would occur to American badger habitat as a result of construction of Alternative 5.
Potential American badger den activity was detected predominantly on the western portion of the
proposed solar array area; however, a single potential den was identified on the eastern side of the solar
array site under Alternative 1. This potential den would not be impacted under Alternative 5 development,
as it is north of I-10. Similar to Alternative 1, the entire proposed gen-tie line corridor of Alternative 5 has
suitable foraging and dispersal habitat for this species. The analysis for Alternative 1 would be applicable.
Desert Kit Fox
No desert kit foxes were detected during the survey effort under Alternative 1, which would include the
Alternative 5 development area. Alternative 5 would have a similar potential for desert kit fox burrows and
complexes distributed throughout the solar array site and within the gen-tie line corridor. As such, the
analysis under Alternative 1 would apply.
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Migratory Birds
Similar to Alternative 1, Alternative 5 would potentially result in construction-related impacts to bird
populations on the solar facility site in the form of reduction in foraging lands. The analysis under
Alternative 1 would apply. The potential for species to utilize the solar facility site or transmission line
corridor for nesting and the direct impacts that may result during construction activities would be reduced
to only the area south of I-10 under Alternative 5.
Other indirect impacts on migratory birds would include increased common raven and raptor predation
associated with the addition of new elevated perching sites—including the structures, the gen-tie lines,
perimeter fencing, and support structures—and ponded water, which are likely to attract common ravens,
as discussed previously.
Wildlife Movement
Construction of Alternative 5 would have a reduced permanent indirect effect on wildlife movement in
comparison to Alternative 1 as a result of no development north of I-10. Although wildlife movement
would be altered due to edge effects associated with development of Alternative 5, this edge effect would
be slightly reduced in comparison to Alternative 1.
Operation and Maintenance
Vegetation Communities
After the installation of the solar facilities under Alternative 5, the site would no longer be irrigated in the
developed area south of I-10. Similar to Alternative 1, the contractor would control noxious weeds and
invasive plants from entering the site and allow the native vegetation to reestablish itself over time for the
developed area of Alternative 5; as such, the analysis for Alternative 1 would apply.
Operation of the Project may result in permanent indirect impacts to non-sensitive and sensitive
vegetation communities in the areas that surround the disturbance area under Alternative 5; however, this
area would be reduced in comparison to Alternative 1 absent development north of I-10. The analysis
under Alternative 1 would otherwise apply.
Special-Status Plants
Similar to Alternative 1, operation and maintenance of Alternative 5 would not result in temporary or
permanent, direct impacts to non-listed, special-status plant species within the study area.
Operation and maintenance of Alternative 5 may result in permanent impacts to non-listed, special-status
plant species that are outside the disturbance area. The analysis for Alternative 1 would apply.
Wildlife Species
The analysis under Alternative 1 would be applicable to the developed portion south of I-10 under
Alternative 5; as such, refer to the Alternative 1 analysis.
Wildlife Movement
Operation of Alternative 5 would not result in any direct or indirect impacts to wildlife movement in
addition to those already described above under construction impacts.
Decommissioning
Refer to the analysis for Alternative 1.
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Application of CEQA Significance Thresholds
BIO-1) Would Alternative 5 have a substantial adverse effect, either directly or through habitat
modifications, on any species identified as a candidate, sensitive, or special-status
species in local or regional plans, policies, or regulations, or by the California Department
of Fish and Wildlife (CDFW) or the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS)?
Potential construction- and operation-related direct and indirect impacts to non-listed specialstatus species occurring within the study area of Alternative 1 could occur as a result of
construction activities. As the Alternative 5 development limits are within the Alternative 1 study
area, the Alternative 1 analysis under BIO-1 would apply. Construction of the solar facility, gen-tie
lines, new substations, access roads, and O&M buildings would require ground-disturbing
activities, including clearing and grading for structure installation work areas, and access
construction. Refer to the Alternative 1 analysis for impacts to special-status plant and wildlife
species. Implementation of Mitigation Measures Biology-1 through Biology-9 would reduce
impacts to less than significant levels.
BIO-2) Would Alternative 5 have a substantial adverse effect on any riparian habitat or other
sensitive natural community identified in local or regional plans, policies, or regulations or
by CDFW or USFWS?
The desert riparian woodland wash and unvegetated ephemeral dry wash are considered
sensitive vegetation communities. Potential temporary and permanent, indirect impacts to the
sensitive vegetation communities surrounding the disturbance area would occur as a result of
Alternative 5 construction. Construction of the solar facility, gen-tie lines, access road, and O&M
buildings would require ground-disturbing activities. However, the desert riparian woodland wash
is along an existing transmission line corridor and would be spanned to avoid direct impacts to
this community. The potential spread of exotic species into the surrounding vegetation
communities would be considered a permanent, indirect impact. Operation of Alternative 5 may
result in indirect impacts, as erosion and stormwater contaminant runoff may degrade adjacent
sensitive vegetation communities. Potential construction- and operation-related direct and indirect
impacts to desert riparian woodland wash and unvegetated ephemeral dry wash would be less
than significant through implementation of Mitigation Measures Biology-1 and Biology-9. The
same mitigation measures would be applied during decommissioning activities.
BIO-3) Would Alternative 5 have a substantial adverse effect on federal protected wetlands as
defined by Section 404 of the Clean Water Act (CWA) (including, but not limited to,
marshes, vernal pools, and coastal areas) or any State-protected jurisdictional areas not
subject to regulation under Section 404 of the CWA through direct removal, filling,
hydrological interruption, or other means?
An ephemeral drainage bisects the gen-tie line and a portion of the solar facility site and may be
affected by construction, operation, or maintenance of the proposed Project. The solar panels
have been designed to avoid placement within the ephemeral drainage; however, one gen-tie
pole would be within the potential ordinary high water mark of the drainage. Potential
construction- and operation-related direct and indirect impacts to desert riparian woodland wash
and unvegetated ephemeral dry wash would be less than significant through implementation of
Mitigation measure Biology-9. The same mitigation measures would be applied during
decommissioning activities.
BIO-4) Would Alternative 5 interfere substantially with the movement of any native resident or
migratory fish or wildlife species or with established native resident or migratory wildlife
corridors, or impede the use of native wildlife nursery sites?
Although impacts on wildlife movement are anticipated, these impacts would generally be less
than significant for most species. The solar facility would not be within documented important
migration routes for any terrestrial wildlife species, and most of the animals expected to move
across Alternative 5 are considered common in California. Regional habitat connectivity would be
reduced by implementation of Alternative 5. However, much of the land surrounding the site is
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expected to remain as natural desert plant communities for the foreseeable future, which would
allow regional movement by common terrestrial wildlife species to continue outside and through
the perimeter of the site without significant impediment once construction is completed.
Operation of Alternative 5 would not result in any direct impacts to wildlife movement in addition
to those already described for construction. BMPs would limit potential direct impacts to wildlife
movement but impacts would remain potentially significant. Mitigation measures Biology-4,
Biology-5, Biology-6, and Biology-7 would further reduce remaining potential impacts to a less
than significant level. Post-mitigation, impacts would be less than significant.
BIO-5) Would Alternative 5 conflict with any local policies or ordinances protecting biological
resources, such as a tree preservation policy or ordinance?
Alternative 5 would not conflict with any local policies or ordinances protecting biological
resources, such as a tree preservation policy or ordinance. Regional resource planning
documents prepared by federal, State, and local agencies were reviewed, including the CDCA
Plan, the RCGP, and USFWS Recovery Plans, to confirm that Alternative 5 would not conflict
with and would have no impact on any local policies or ordinances protecting biological
resources.
BIO-6) Would Alternative 5 conflict with the provisions of an adopted habitat conservation plan;
natural community conservation plan; or other approved local, regional, or State habitat
conservation plan?
Alternative 5 would not conflict with the provisions of an adopted habitat conservation plan,
natural community conservation plan, or other approved local, regional, or State habitat
conservation plan. This is because no conservation plans (local, regional, or State) encompass
the study area of Alternative 1, which contains the Alternative 5 limits. Alternative 5 would have
no impact on adopted habitat conservation plans, natural community conservation plans, or other
approved local, regional, or State habitat conservation plans. No impact.
BIO-7) Would Alternative 5 substantially reduce the habitat of a fish or wildlife species; cause a
fish or wildlife population to drop below self-sustaining levels; threaten to eliminate a
plant or animal community; or substantially reduce the number or restrict the range of an
endangered, rare, or threatened species?
The analysis for Alternative 1’s BIO-7 impact analysis would apply to Alternative 5. Alternative 5
would not substantially reduce the habitat of a fish or wildlife species; cause a fish or wildlife
population to drop below self-sustaining levels; threaten to eliminate a plant or animal community;
or substantially reduce the number or restrict the range of an endangered, rare, or threatened
species. Based on survey work in 2011 and 2012, database search, and consultation with the
regulatory agencies, no endangered, rare, or threatened species would be impacted or
threatened by Alternative 5. Impacts would be less than significant.

Cumulative Impacts
Geographic Scope
Cumulative effects would result from incremental impacts of the proposed Project when added to other
past, present, and reasonably foreseeable future actions within the designated region of influence. The
term “cumulative effects” means those effects on species caused by other projects and activities
unrelated to the proposed Project. Cumulative effects for biological resources apply to both plant and
wildlife species and must take into account known distribution, availability of preferred habitat, designated
critical habitat, local population size, and likely responses to effects for each species that is considered.
Individually, the impacts of a project may be relatively minor, but when considered along with impacts of
other closely related or nearby projects, including newly proposed projects, the effects could be
cumulatively considerable. The geographic context for this cumulative analysis is bounded by the
locations of the cumulative projects listed in Table 4.1-1, which represents the farthest ranges of any of
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the species impacted by the Project. The Solar PEIS for the Eastern Riverside Solar Energy Zone
analyzed biological impacts of utility-scale solar energy projects (BLM and DOE 2012). The PEIS did not
include the proposed Project among the projects it studied and, therefore, was not used as the analysis of
cumulative impacts to which the Project would contribute.

Temporal Scope
The temporal scope refers to the duration over which an impact would occur, either short‐term or
long‐term; for example, only during the months of construction, only during operation and maintenance, or
during both phases. This limits the projects whose biological impacts are included in the cumulative
effects analysis to those that would cause impacts to biological resources concurrently with the proposed
Project. Determining the temporal scope of impacts requires an estimation of the temporality of the
individual or combined effects. The temporal scope of impacts to biological resources would be during the
development of cumulative projects through the end of Project decommissioning, because any direct or
indirect effects of the Project would only occur during the life of the Project.

Analysis of Direct and Indirect Impacts
Alternative 1: Proposed Project
Construction, Operation, Maintenance, and Decommissioning
Wildlife Habitat/Vegetation Communities
As the boost in solar projects and urbanization pressures increase within the region, impacts to biological
resources within the region are increasing on a cumulative level. When the proposed Project is
considered with other past, present, and probable future projects listed in Table 4.1-1, over 72,000 acres
of solar projects and 159 miles of transmission lines would contribute to the cumulative impacts to
biological resources.
If construction of all foreseeable projects within the geographic context were to occur at the same time as
the BMSP, the area would be introduced to additional construction activities, equipment, and human
disturbance from these sites. These construction impacts would include presence of heavy equipment,
dust, fencing, materials, and supplies in the local Project region. However, following construction, the
equipment and associated supplies would be removed, and impacts would be temporary. In addition, the
BMSP proposes to construct a double-circuit 230 kV overhead gen-tie line to the approved Colorado
River Substation. Only one circuit of the double-circuit tubular steel poles would be strung, leaving the
other circuit vacant. This vacant circuit position could be utilized by other utility-scale solar energy
production facilities under the cumulative scenario; as such, cumulative impacts to biological resources
through land disturbance would be minimized by placing new infrastructure from other projects on existing
poles within an established ROW corridor.
Rare plant species that are known to occur or are likely to occur within Alternative 1 include Harwood’s
milk-vetch, Harwood’s woollystar, and dwarf germander. General threats to species and their habitats in
the cumulative effects study area include fragmentation of habitat from roads, urban development, and
agricultural development. Plants in particular could be trampled or crushed, killed, removed from the site,
or otherwise indirectly affected by habitat degradation including fugitive dust, non-native weed species,
and soil compaction. It should be noted that the acreage totals assumed for the surrounding projects that
have been proposed and are described in Table 4.1-1 are highly unlikely to all be developed. In addition,
through the project-specific environmental review process, these various projects would individually be
required to mitigate their own impacts through measures such as providing suitable habitat at an agency
agreed-upon ratio for the affected species to compensate for the habitat loss. Nevertheless, the
development of these areas for these projects would unavoidably impact biological resources currently
found on the various solar facilities.
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The proposed BMSP site’s existing agricultural use already fragments the existing habitat. In addition, the
development of the BMSP gen-tie line would add to the fragmentation of the land. Natural (non-ruderal,
non-agriculture) vegetation communities within Alternative 1 of the BMSP constitute approximately 581.8
acres, or 14.9 percent of the total Project area. In comparison, the amount of natural vegetation within the
Blythe Solar Power Project study area is 7,601.93 acres (99.8 percent of total) (AECOM 2010), within the
McCoy Solar Energy Project is 4,506.9 acres (99.2 percent of total) (Riverside County 2013), and within
the Genesis Solar Energy Project’s solar power plant site and linear facilities is 1,852 acres (100 percent
of total) (BLM and CEC 2010). The aforementioned projects have all committed to a number of mitigation
measures, including but not limited to restoration plans, revegetation plans, compensatory land
acquisition, and weed control efforts. With implementation of project-specific mitigation and protection
measures as well as adherence to BMPs as part of each project in the cumulative scenario, and
compliance with State and federal laws, the cumulative effects to wildlife habitat/vegetation communities
between the BMSP and past, present, and foreseeable projects would be less than significant.
Western Burrowing Owl
Burrowing owls are known to be present on the BMSP solar facility site and potential impacts are
consistent across all the action Alternatives with the exception of Alternative 5, for which no burrowing
owls, burrows, or sign were detected during 2011 protocol burrowing owl surveys and where potential
impacts to this species may be reduced. Impacts to this species include habitat loss and/or degradation
and possible injury or mortality if they happen to be present in a designated work area, particularly during
nesting season. If present in undetected burrows, species such as burrowing owl may be crushed by
construction. Construction activity may result in dust deposition on vegetation, which may result in
decreased photosynthetic capabilities that would, in turn, cause habitat degradation through loss of plant
vigor. Individuals would likely be displaced or disturbed by construction noise and human presence.
There are several transmission line, wind, or solar energy projects within the BMSP vicinity. The
surrounding projects (Table 4.1-1) as implemented would presumably result in cumulative impacts to the
burrowing owl. Cumulative effects from the surrounding projects may result in many different negative
impacts to burrowing owl. For example, the Genesis Solar Energy Project is expected to result in, among
other impacts, loss or degradation of owl habitat, failure or disturbance of nesting efforts, relocation to
new locations and/or artificial burrows, and increased predation; this project would purchase 39 acres of
suitable habitat for burrowing owls if necessary. The McCoy Solar Energy Project, which is nearly
adjacent to the BMSP, has also documented burrowing owls on-site and will result in relocation of the
owls and destruction of their nests; this project would purchase 19.5 acres of suitable burrowing owl
habitat as mitigation as a requirement by CEQA and the CDFW Burrowing Owl Mitigation requirements
(CDFW 2012b) The Rio Mesa Solar Project, which is also very close to the BMSP, documented many old
burrows on-site and had two live owl detections, but determined that there are not likely any resident owls
on-site and that owls were unlikely to be directly affected by construction. The Devers-Palo Verde 2
Transmission Line Project was expected to result in displacement, disturbance, and potential crushing of
burrowing owls. Any direct or indirect mortality related to all of these projects or others could result in
reduced size of local or regional populations depending on project locations. These projects all generally
propose the same types of mitigation to reduce their impacts: preconstruction protocol surveys followed
by relocation of any identified owls in disturbance areas (during non-breeding seasons). Direct effects
from the BMSP on individual owls would be minimized by the implementation of BMPs and projectspecific mitigation and protection measures. With implementation of project-specific mitigation and
protection measures as well as adherence to BMPs as part of each project in the cumulative scenario,
and compliance with State and federal laws, the cumulative effects to burrowing owls between the BMSP
and past, present, and foreseeable projects would be less than significant.
Migratory Birds
Migratory birds are expected to occur throughout the study area during construction, operation, and
maintenance of the BMSP. Areas cleared for solar fields are expected to have less activity over time than
those that remain relatively vegetated (i.e., the gen-tie line corridor). Construction of the proposed Project
could potentially result in habitat loss and degradation, displacement, disruption or failure of nesting
efforts, decreased foraging activities, increased predation, or mortality of migratory birds. The gen-tie line
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has the potential to result in avian collisions or electrocutions, while construction of the solar arrays would
completely clear entire areas of whatever habitat there may be. The Project would create the impacts
noted above, but would mitigate its impacts to biological resources. The proposed Project consists of 85.1
percent ruderal or agricultural lands and otherwise non-natural lands and 14.9 percent native habitat;
refer to “Wildlife Habitat/Vegetation Communities” above for a vegetation comparison with nearby solar
projects. The bird species found to be present within the study area are either migrating through or
utilizing the area for foraging. The residual impacts that remain after mitigation are accordingly minor, and
would not constitute a considerable contribution to the cumulative impacts.
There are several transmission line, wind, or solar energy projects within the BMSP vicinity. The
surrounding projects (Table 4.1-1) as implemented would presumably result in cumulative impacts to
migratory birds. The numerous surrounding projects are also expected to have impacts on migratory birds
that may act in a cumulative sense with the BMSP. The Devers-Palo Verde 2 Transmission Line Project is
expected to have the potential to affect and displace raptors and burrowing owls, as well as the nests of
all migratory birds. The Blythe Solar Power Project is expected to permanently remove Sonoran creosote
bush scrub and desert dry wash scrub that could be used as foraging or nesting habitat by migratory
birds, as well as to disturb or cause to fail nesting efforts, increase predation and risks of mortality, and
subject birds to hazardous chemicals from project-related evaporation ponds. The McCoy Solar Project
may also result in nest abandonment, increased risk of mortality, loss of suitable habitat, and disturbance
from night lighting during nighttime construction operations.
Potential impacts from PLP on a cumulative scale cannot be fully known. The Blythe Solar Power Project
identified that some migratory birds may be affected from collisions with solar panels or other
infrastructure but could not know with certainty. Post-construction monitoring data that is available from
the Genesis Solar Energy Project and the Desert Sunlight Project document avian mortality. The Desert
Sunlight Project recorded a total of 19 waterfowl mortalities. Only one was confirmed as caused by
collision with a solar panel. Three waterfowl drowned or were reported caught in pond netting, there was
one reported case of illness as a cause of death, two waterfowl deaths were caused by predation, and
there were 11 unknown causes of mortality (Ironwood Consulting, Inc., 2012). The California Energy
Commission (CEC) website publishes information about a total of 93 avian fatalities that were reported at
the Genesis Solar Energy Project from July 2013 through October 2013 (AECOM 2014). Of the 93
fatalities reported from July through October, two species are listed as California Department of Fish and
Wildlife (CDFW) species of special concern and one species is listed as a CDFW fully protected species.
No federally or State listed species were reported among the avian mortalities for the July-October 2013
monthly compliance reports. No fatalities of any bird species, including waterfowl, were reported as a
result of collision with the solar trough mirrors (AECOM 2014). Given the little data to support PLP and
collision risk and the unknown if the contribution of avian mortality is additive the potential cumulative
impact from PLP can only be speculative at this time.
The effects from the BMSP would be minimized by the implementation of Project BMPs. Mitigation
Measure Biology-7 (Protect Nesting Birds) would be adopted to reduce impacts to less than significant
levels. Cumulative effects to migratory birds between the BMSP and past, present, and foreseeable
projects would not be significant with adequate mitigation.
Golden Eagle
Based on the terrain, vegetation, and habitat characteristics within the study area and available data on
known locations, golden eagles are not expected to be nesting within the gen-tie line corridor. Cumulative
effects may be projected onto this species with the combined influence of the effects of the BMSP with
those projects listed in Table 4.1-1, and numerous parcels of land for which BLM has applied for
applications to build wind and solar generation facilities. During surveys conducted for the McCoy Solar
Energy Project (TetraTech 2011), four golden eagle nests were detected in 2010 and 15 were detected in
2011 in the McCoy, Little Maria, and Big Maria Mountains. Of those nests, only one was determined to be
active, in 2010, and was not determined to be active with golden eagles during the 2011 surveys. Several
nests in 2011 were observed to be occupied by other species. Of all golden eagle nests detected in 2010
and 2011 during McCoy Solar Energy Project surveys, the closest nest was approximately 4.5 miles north
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of the proposed gen-tie line or approximately five miles north of the Colorado River Substation. However,
there are no nests or nesting habitat for this species within the study area.
Effects from the BMSP would be reduced to less than significant levels with the implementation of
Mitigation Measures Biology-1 (Monitor Construction Site for Biological Compliance) and Biology-7
(Protect nesting birds). Habitat would be protected with the implementation of several Project BMPs such
as BMP-3 (Fugitive Dust Abatement Plan), BMP-10 (Integrated Weed Management Plan), BMP-13
(Ground and surface disturbance), and BMP-19 (Plants and wildlife). Cumulative effects to the golden
eagle between the BMSP and past, present, and foreseeable projects would not be significant.
Mojave Fringe-toed Lizard
This non-listed special-status species is known to occur along the gen-tie line corridors of the BMSP.
Cumulative effects may be projected onto this species with the combined influence of the effects of the
BMSP with those of the surrounding projects listed in Table 4.1-1. Numerous projects described the
widespread distribution of the species throughout their project areas (CDFW 2013; TetraTech 2011).
Because these projects will require ground to be cleared, mostly for wind or solar projects, there is
potentially a very large amount of habitat that will be removed or degraded by construction of these
various projects. Under Alternative 1, approximately 65 acres of habitat would be disturbed for the gen-tie
line and spur roads. Loss of individuals or habitat in these areas will exert a cumulative effect on Mojave
fringe-toed lizard by reducing the local population size or removing suitable habitat. Long-term predation
vulnerability may occur due to vegetation loss, which decreases dispersal and refuge opportunities from
predators. In addition, increased perching opportunities resulting from construction of the all associated
transmission lines also increases this species’ predation vulnerability. The intensity of the cumulative
effect is increased due to the fact that these projects will be ongoing for several years, lost or disturbed
habitat is likely to take years to recover, and unless designed with successful perch discouragers,
transmission lines will provide permanent perching opportunities.
Effects from the BMSP would be reduced to less than significant levels with the implementation of
Mitigation Measures Biology-1 (Monitor Construction Site for Biological Compliance) and Biology-8
(Protect Mojave fringed-toed lizard). As part of the Project, habitat would also be protected with the
implementation of BMP-3 (Fugitive Dust Abatement Plan), BMP-10 (Integrated Weed Management Plan),
BMP-13 (Ground and surface disturbance), and BMP-19 (Plants and wildlife). With implementation of the
above-mentioned BMPs as part of the proposed Project, in addition to protection through the
implementation of Project mitigation measures, the cumulative effects to the Mojave fringed-toed lizard
between the BMSP and past, present and foreseeable projects would be less than significant.
Le Conte’s Thrasher
Le Conte’s thrasher was detected within the study area during focused plant surveys and is expected to
surrounding projects (Table 4.1-1) as implemented would presumably result in cumulative impacts to the
Le Conte’s thrasher. The Rio Mesa Solar Project documented this species under its gen-tie line and
expected to result in habitat loss during the non-breeding season. The Devers-Palo Verde 2 Transmission
Line Project estimated permanent loss of 44 acres of Le Conte’s thrasher habitat and a temporary loss of
five acres of suitable habitat from the construction of its Midpoint Substation, as well as loss of habitat
due to a number of other project alternatives. While this species was not detected on the Blythe Solar
Power Project area, this project estimated 730 acres of suitable Le Conte’s thrasher habitat within its
disturbance area. The most prominent cumulative impact to this species appears to be habitat loss, which
will occur in every project cited above. Refer to “Wildlife Habitat/Vegetation Communities” above for a
vegetation comparison with nearby solar projects. While it was not determined to be present in all
aforementioned projects, this bird can also be difficult to detect and locate and could nevertheless be
present at these sites. Loss of habitat at all of the above projects may have a greater impact if Le Conte’s
thrashers are in fact present in the area. The effects from the BMSP would be minimized by the
implementation of BMPs, as part of the Project. Mitigation Measure Biology-7 (Protect Nesting Birds)
would reduce potential impacts to less than significant levels. Cumulative effects to Le Conte’s Thrasher
between the BMSP and past, present, and foreseeable projects would be minimized through the
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implementation of project-specific BMPs and mitigated through the implementation of project-specific
mitigation measures.
Loggerhead Shrike
Loggerhead shrike was detected within the study area and is expected to be present or have a high
likelihood of occurring. Effects to this species would be largely the same as to the Le Conte’s thrasher.
The BMSP would result in habitat loss, and Project construction and activity could result in disrupting
breeding activity or destroying a nest. Because this species is a resident and does not migrate, it could be
present at any time of year. The proposed gen-tie line could result in increased risk of collision if birds fly
high enough to come into contact with the conductors.
There are several transmission line, wind, or solar energy projects within the BMSP vicinity. The
surrounding projects (Table 4.1-1) as implemented would presumably result in cumulative impacts to
loggerhead shrike. The Rio Mesa Solar Project documented 45 shrikes during bird surveys, 24 of which
were directly within the BMSP study area, and expected to result in habitat loss during the non-breeding
season. The Devers-Palo Verde 2 Transmission Line Project estimated permanent loss of 44 acres of Le
Conte’s thrasher habitat and a temporary loss of five acres of suitable habitat from the construction of its
Midpoint Substation, as well as loss of habitat due to a number of other project alternatives. The Blythe
Solar Power Project detected 32 loggerhead shrikes during point count surveys, as well as fledglings on
several other occasions and several shrike nests. This project estimated its entire project area (7,077
acres) as suitable loggerhead shrike habitat. The most prominent cumulative impact to this species
appears to be habitat loss, which will occur in every project cited above. Refer to “Wildlife
Habitat/Vegetation Communities” above for a vegetation comparison with nearby solar projects. The
cumulative impact of these projects and the BMSP would result in a large amount of habitat loss for the
loggerhead shrike. The effects from the BMSP would be minimized by the implementation of Project
BMPs. Mitigation Measure Biology-7 (Protect Nesting Birds) would be adopted to reduce impacts to less
than significant levels. Cumulative effects on Loggerhead shrike between the BMSP and past, present,
and foreseeable projects would be minimized through the implementation of project-specific BMPs and
mitigated through the implementation of project-specific mitigation measures.
American Badger and Desert Kit Fox
Neither American badger nor kit fox were detected in the study area, but potential badger and kit fox
burrows and dens were found during surveys. If these species are in fact present within these burrows,
there is the potential that they could be crushed within the burrows, or within undetected burrows, during
construction. In addition, they may be temporarily or permanently displaced from the study area due to
construction activity. Other Project-related effects that may occur to these two species include habitat loss
and degradation, habitat fragmentation, and increased dust and non-native plant dispersal. In addition,
the Project has the potential to result in instances of canine distemper among local kit foxes, which was
first discovered in the region in 2011 among kit foxes affected by the Genesis Solar Energy Project.
There are several transmission line, wind, or solar energy projects within the BMSP vicinity. The
surrounding projects (Table 4.1-1) as implemented would presumably result in cumulative impacts to
American badgers and kit foxes. Both species were expected to occur on the Genesis Solar Energy
Project, with risk of entombing the animals inside burrows during construction. Over 65 kit fox burrow
complexes were located at this project, and in 2011 and 2012 it was discovered that at least eight kit
foxes had died of distemper at this project area following forced removal (i.e., destruction of burrows while
unoccupied). The project initially projected the permanent loss of approximately 1,850 acres of suitable
habitat for these two species, degradation of remaining habitat in the project area, disturbance, and
increased risk of road kill. While kit foxes were not analyzed for impacts on the Devers-Palo Verde 2
Transmission Line Project, American badger was expected to have a potential to occur, with projectrelated habitat loss, burrow destruction, and potential crushing while inside burrows. The McCoy Solar
Energy Project, which is very close to the BMSP, identified the same effects to these two species, also
pointing out increased risk of road kill or injury. The other nearby Rio Mesa Solar Project expected that
these species would voluntarily leave the area, leaving burrows available to collapse and avoiding direct
mortalities; in the event that they remained, one-way doors could be installed at burrows. Finally, the
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Blythe Solar Power Project expected to have both American badgers and desert kit foxes, with a known
“substantial” population of kit foxes within the project area. This project expected a permanent loss of
7,077 acres of occupied kit fox and badger habitat, with fragmentation and degradation of remaining
habitat and increased risk of mortality through burrows collapsing or by road kill. The cumulative impact of
habitat loss and burrow destruction of all of these projects with the BMSP could result in a reduced local
population, especially if the distemper that spread through the Genesis Solar Energy Project area in 2012
continues to spread into surrounding areas. Generally speaking, these projects proposed preconstruction
surveys to map potential burrows, followed by collapsing of unoccupied burrows during construction, to
reduce impact levels. The effects from the BMSP would be reduced to less than significant levels by the
implementation of Mitigation Measures Biology-1 (Monitor Construction Site for Biological Compliance),
Biology-5 (Protect American badgers), and Biology-6 (Protect Desert kit fox). As part of the Project,
habitat would be protected with the implementation of several BMPs such as BMP-3 (Fugitive Dust
Abatement Plan), BMP-10 (Integrated Weed Management Plan), BMP-13 (Ground and surface
disturbance), and BMP-19 (Plants and wildlife). Cumulative effects to the American badger and desert kit
fox between the BMSP and past, present, and foreseeable projects would be minimized through the
implementation of project-specific BMPs and mitigated through the implementation of project-specific
mitigation measures.
Desert Tortoise
Desert tortoise has a moderate potential to occur due to surrounding and regional data, but is not
expected to occur within the proposed study area. In a memorandum dated November 14, 2012, the
USFWS stated that the proposed Project (Alternative 1) is “not likely to incidentally take or otherwise
adversely affect desert tortoise” (FWS-ERIV-12B0299-12I0497). Potential effects to desert tortoise would
be mitigated through the Project’s own mitigation measures, as well as through a number of measures
included in the USFWS memorandum, and it is expected that the BMSP’s contribution to cumulative
effects on desert tortoises would be less than significant.
Alternative 2: No Project
The No Project Alternative would continue with the status quo and include continued use of a majority of
the Project area for agricultural purposes. The public lands in the study area would continue to be
managed by BLM in accordance with existing land use designations in the CDCA Plan, whereas the
private lands would continue to be managed for agricultural production.
The “No Project” Alternative would eliminate many of the cumulative effect contributions that are
otherwise attributed to the BMSP and its action Alternatives. Land use in the proposed solar array would
continue for the time being to be dedicated to agriculture, and the proposed gen-tie line corridor and its
alternative routes would not be developed for this Project. Leaving the agricultural fields in place would
provide marginal foraging habitat for local raptors (due to rodents that may inhabit the fields or areas
adjacent to them) and for certain migratory birds that favor lowland fields such as long-billed curlews
(Numenius americanus) and mountain bluebirds (Sialia currucoides). Reptiles would be expected to be
relatively undisturbed by the ongoing use of agricultural fields. Rare plants and natural vegetation
communities would otherwise remain relatively unaffected by the implementation of the BMSP or the No
Project Alternative. However, choosing the No Project Alternative could generally expose wildlife to more
unmanaged risk, particularly in the existing agricultural fields, by putting them closer to non-Project
humans, whereas Project-related encounters would be legally managed within permit requirements.
Alternative 3: Northern 230 kV Gen-tie Location
Alternative 3 is similar to Alternative 1 (proposed Project), with the exception of the location of the
Northern 230 kV gen-tie line, which would be approximately 700 feet north of Alternative 1’s proposed
230 kV gen-tie line. The cumulative biology impacts associated with the construction, operation,
maintenance, and decommissioning of Alternative 3 would be the same as Alternative 1. Alternative 3 has
607.1 acres of natural vegetation in it, which constitutes 15.4 percent of the total acreage of this
alternative.
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Alternative 4: Southern 230 kV Gen-tie Location
Alternative 4 is similar to Alternative 1 (proposed Project), with the exception of the location of the
Southern 230 kV gen-tie line, which would be approximately 0.8 mile south of Alternative 1’s proposed
230 kV gen-tie line. The cumulative impacts associated with the construction, operation, maintenance,
and decommissioning of Alternative 4 would be the same as Alternative 1, except for impacts to desert
tortoise and potentially to rare plants and Mojave fringe-toed lizard.
Wildlife Habitat/Vegetation Communities
Refer to the analysis under Alternative 1. Alternative 4 has 524.1 acres of natural vegetation in it, which
constitutes 13.6 percent of the total acreage of this alternative. The contribution of Alternative 4 to
cumulative impacts would be small compared to those of the other projects in the area, and it is expected
to have less of an impact on rare plants. While protocol botanical surveys have not been conducted on
this alternative, during the habitat assessment no rare plants were observed, and there is only one
instance of a rare plant in this alternative, Harwood’s woollystar (AECOM 2010). The proposed BMSP
site’s existing agricultural use already fragments the existing habitat. The development of this alternative’s
gen-tie line would fragment the land; however, Alternative 4 BMPs would minimize impacts and the
adoption of mitigation measures would bring impacts down to less than significant levels.
Mojave Fringe-toed Lizard
Refer to the analysis under Alternative 1. This species is presumed to be present on Alternative 4 based
on a 2011 record located 50 feet from the gen-tie corridor (CDFW 2013). This species was not detected
during the 2012 habitat assessment that was conducted of the Alternative 4 gen-tie corridor. Alternative 1
and Alternative 4 would have largely the same types of effects, though the degree of these effects is
expected to be different. Alternative 4 does not appear to have Aeolian sand sheet/dune habitat of the
same quality as that in Alternative 1. As such, impacts to this species may be reduced compared to
Alternative 1, as this species is likely to be present in lower abundance in this area and the habitat that is
present is less adequate to support it. With the implementation of the Mitigation Measure Biology-8
(Protect Mojave fringed-toed lizard) and BMPs that are described in the Alternative 1 analysis, the
BMSP’s contribution to cumulative effects to this species would be less than significant.
Desert Tortoise
Desert tortoise has a high potential to occur on the Southern Alternative based on surrounding sign,
including live tortoises. No tortoises or tortoise sign were identified during any surveys for BMSP. For the
most part, the BMSP as proposed is expected to only remove vegetation and habitat for this species; the
Southern Alternative (Alternative 4) would have an increased risk of crushing tortoises, collapsing
undetected burrows, and resulting in increased predation from ravens and handling-induced stress for
any tortoises that may wander into the study area. When these effects are combined with those from
other projects, a potential cumulative effect can be exerted on the local population and species.
There are several transmission line, wind, or solar energy projects within the BMSP vicinity. The
surrounding projects (Table 4.1-1) as implemented could potentially result in cumulative impacts to the
desert tortoise. There are several other projects in the BMSP vicinity that may also affect desert tortoise
and exert a cumulative effect along with the impacts from the BMSP. Using USFWS estimation formulas,
the Rio Mesa Solar Project estimates eight (with a 95 percent confidence interval of three and 30) adult
tortoises, 90 eggs, and 232 juveniles occurring on its Project area during construction, with potential
effects from construction including direct mortality, enhanced predation, and loss or degradation of
suitable habitat. The project estimates approximately 1,572 acres of tortoise-occupied habitat within its
boundaries, with an additional 220 acres of occupied habitat within a 500-foot corridor. The nearby
McCoy Solar Energy Project estimates approximately 4,900 acres of suitable desert tortoise habitat will
be permanently removed for the project, estimating approximately 3.6 (ranging from 0.4 to 31.4) tortoises
on its project area. Direct effects from the McCoy Solar Energy Project include crushing, trapping in
burrows, vandalizing, disrupting daily behavior, and harassment. In addition, predation risk may increase
and tortoises that are handled and relocated would undergo stress during and after. The Devers-Palo
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Verde 2 Transmission Line Project expected to affect both Mojave and Sonoran desert tortoises by
potentially injuring or killing tortoises, degrading habitat through soil compaction and spread of non-native
plant species, increasing risk of predation by ravens, and removing suitable habitat. Finally, the Genesis
Solar Energy Project expects to permanently remove approximately 1,800 acres of suitable desert
tortoise habitat, including 23 acres of critical habitat; potentially kill or injure tortoises; degrade remaining
habitat through spread of non-native plants; increase predation risk; and disturb tortoises.
Each of these projects may impact the desert tortoises on its own site and affect the local population, as
all three are close to the BMSP Each proposes similar mitigation to reduce impacts, primarily worker
environmental awareness programs, biological monitoring, preconstruction surveys, tortoise exclusion
fencing, and other typical desert tortoise mitigation efforts. The effects from the BMSP would be reduced
to less than significant levels by the implementation of Mitigation Measures Biology-1 (Monitor
Construction Site for Biological Compliance) and Biology-2 (Protect Desert Tortoise). As part of the
Project, habitat would be protected with the implementation of several BMPs such as BMP-3 (Fugitive
Dust Abatement Plan), BMP-10 (Integrated Weed Management Plan), BMP-13 (Ground and surface
disturbance), and BMP-19 (Plants and wildlife). BMP-14 (Travel and traffic) would ensure that impacts
from vehicles would be minimized, as the potential for collisions between vehicles and desert tortoises
would be minimized by requiring vehicles to maintain speed limits not exceeding 20 mph on off-highway
access roads and by minimizing travel off established access roadways. With implementation of the
above-mentioned BMPs as part of the proposed Project, in addition to protection through the
implementation of Project mitigation measures, the cumulative effects to the desert tortoise between the
BMSP and past, present, and foreseeable projects would be less than significant.
Alternative 5: Reduced Acreage Alternative
Construction, Operation, Maintenance, and Decommissioning
Wildlife Habitat/Vegetation Communities
Refer to the analysis under Alternative 1. Alternative 4 has 450.7 acres of natural vegetation in it, which
constitutes 16.8 percent of the total acreage of this alternative. The same rare plant species would occur
or be likely to occur on this alternative as on Alternative 1. The contribution of Alternative 5 to cumulative
impacts would be small compared to those of the other projects in the area. The proposed BMSP site’s
existing agricultural use already fragments the existing habitat. The development of the BMSP’s gen-tie
line would fragment the land; however, Alternative 5 BMPs would minimize impacts and the adoption of
mitigation measures would bring impacts down to less than significant levels.
Western Burrowing Owl
Burrowing owls are known to be present on the BMSP solar facility site and potential impacts are
consistent across all the action Alternatives. However, under the boundaries of Alternative 5 the only
instances of burrowing owl that were detected during the 2011 protocol surveys were four counts of
burrowing owl sign. All instances of burrowing owls and occupied burrows were located north of I-10,
within the boundaries of Alternative 1 but excluded from Alternative 5. Thus, the number of affected
burrowing owls under Alternative 5 is expected to be much lower than that in Alternative 1, but otherwise
the Alternative 1 analysis would apply.
Migratory Birds
Migratory birds are expected to occur throughout the study area of Alternative 1 during construction,
operation, and maintenance of the BMSP. The same study area encompasses Alternative 5, excluding
the area north of I-10; as such, the Alternative 1 analysis would apply with the exclusion of the area north
of the freeway.
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Golden Eagle
Based on the terrain, vegetation, and habitat characteristics within the Alternative 1 study area and
available data on known locations, golden eagles are not expected to be nesting within the gen-tie
corridor. This would also be applicable to Alternative 5, as the Reduced Acreage Alternative footprint falls
within the Alternative 1 study area, though Alternative 5 does not include the area north of I-10. Thus, less
potential foraging habitat for this species would be affected under this reduced acreage alternative. Refer
to the Alternative 1 analysis for a discussion of potential effects that could occur within all other
overlapping areas.
Mojave Fringe-toed Lizard
This non-listed special-status species is known to occur along the gen-tie line corridors of Alternative 1.
As development of Alternative 5 would utilize the same gen-tie corridor, the analysis under Alternative 1
would apply.
Le Conte’s Thrasher
Le Conte’s thrasher was detected within the Alternative study area during focused plant surveys and is
expected to be present or have a high likelihood of occurring within the proposed Project and its
Alternatives. The Alternative 1 study area encompasses the Alternative 5 footprint; as such, the
Alternative 1 analysis would apply. However, Alternative 5 has less suitable habitat for this species, and
the amount of habitat lost is likely to be less than that under Alternative 1.
Loggerhead Shrike
Loggerhead shrike was detected within the Alternative 1 study area and is expected to be present or have
a high likelihood of occurring. Effects to this species would be largely the same as to the Le Conte’s
thrasher. The Alternative 1 study area encompasses the Alternative 5 footprint; as such, the Alternative 1
analysis would apply. However, Alternative 5 has less suitable habitat for this species, and the amount of
habitat lost is likely to be less than that under Alternative 1.
American Badger and Desert Kit Fox
Neither the American badger nor kit fox were detected in the Alternative 1 study area, which also
encompasses the Alternative 5 footprint. Potential American badger den activity was detected
predominantly on the western portion of the proposed solar array area; however, a single potential den
was identified on the eastern side of the solar array site under Alternative 1. This potential den would not
be impacted under Alternative 5 development, as it is north of I-10. Therefore, the remainder of the
Alternative 1 analysis would apply to Alternative 5.
Desert Tortoise
Desert tortoise has a moderate potential to occur within the proposed study area for Alternative 1, but is
still not expected to occur due to the quality of the habitat, which would also apply to development of
Alternative 5. In a memorandum dated November 14, 2012, the USFWS stated that the proposed Project
(Alternative 1) is “not likely to incidentally take or otherwise adversely affect desert tortoise” (FWS-ERIV12B0299-12I0497).

Mitigation Measures
The following is a list of general impact avoidance and minimization measures that would apply to Project
construction activities. These measures are standard practices designed to prevent environmental
degradation, and the Applicant would be responsible for implementation of these measures to avoid and
minimize impacts to the greatest extent feasible.
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Biology-1

The Project inspector shall monitor the work area bi-weekly during ground disturbing
construction activities. The Project inspector shall conduct monitoring for any area subject
to disturbance from construction activities that may impact biological resources. The
Project inspector’s duties include minimizing impacts to special-status species, native
vegetation, wildlife habitat, and unique resources. Where appropriate, the inspector will
flag the boundaries of biologically sensitive areas and monitor any construction activities
in these areas to ensure that ground disturbance activities and impacts occur within
designated limits. The Project inspector will also be responsible for ensuring the BMPs
shall be employed to prevent loss of habitat caused by Project-related impacts (e.g.,
grading or clearing for new roads) within the gen-tie line corridor. The resume of the
proposed Project inspector will be provided to the BLM (as appropriate) for concurrence
prior to onset of ground-disturbing activities. The Project inspector will have demonstrated
expertise with the biological resources within the Project area.

Biology-2

Desert Tortoise Protection
(1) Qualified Biologist: In the following measures, a "qualified biologist" is defined as a
person with appropriate education, training, and experience to conduct tortoise surveys,
monitor project activities, provide worker education programs, and supervise or perform
other implementing actions. The person must demonstrate an acceptable knowledge of
tortoise biology, desert tortoise impact minimization techniques, habitat requirements,
sign identification techniques, and survey procedures. Evidence of such knowledge may
include work as a compliance monitor on a project in desert tortoise habitat, work on
desert tortoise trend plot or transect surveys, conducting surveys for desert tortoise, or
other research or field work on desert tortoise. Attendance at a training course endorsed
by the agencies (e.g., Desert Tortoise Council tortoise training workshop) is a supporting
qualification.
A qualified biologist will be on-site during all construction. The qualified biologist shall
conduct a pre-construction clearance survey of the Project area, watch for tortoises
wandering into the construction areas, check under vehicles, and examine excavations
and other potential pitfalls for entrapped animals. The qualified biologist will be
responsible for overseeing compliance with desert tortoise protective measures and for
coordination with the Field Contact Representative (FCR) (described below). The
qualified biologist shall have the authority to halt all Project activities that are in violation
of these measures or that may result in the take of a tortoise. The qualified biologist shall
have a copy of this letter when work is being conducted on the site. The qualified biologist
is not authorized to handle or relocate desert tortoises as part of this project.
(2) Preconstruction Clearance Survey: The qualified biologist shall conduct a
preconstruction clearance survey of the Project area. Transects for clearance surveys will
be spaced 15 feet apart. Clearance will be considered complete after two successive
surveys have been conducted without finding any desert tortoises. Clearance surveys
must be conducted during the active season for desert tortoises (April through May or
September through October). The qualified biologist is not authorized to handle or
relocate desert tortoises as part of this project. If a tortoise or tortoise burrow is located
during clearance surveys, the USFWS will be contacted for direction on how to proceed.
(3) Field Contact Representative: The Project Applicant will designate a FCR who will
be responsible for overseeing compliance with desert tortoise protective measures and
for coordination with the USFWS. The FCR will have the authority to halt all Project
activities that are not in compliance with the measures in this letter. The FCR will have a
copy of this letter when work is being conducted on the site. The FCR may be an agent
for the company, the site manager, any other Project employee, a biological monitor, or
other contracted biologist. Any incident occurring during the Project activities that is
considered by the qualified biologist to be in non-compliance with these measures will be
documented immediately by the qualified biologist. The FCR will ensure that appropriate
corrective action is taken. Corrective actions will be documented by the qualified biologist.
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The following incidents will require immediate cessation of the Project activities causing
the incident: (1) location of a desert tortoise within the exclusion fencing; (2) imminent
threat of injury or death to a desert tortoise; (3) unauthorized handling of a desert tortoise,
regardless of intent; (4) operation of construction equipment or vehicles outside a project
area cleared of desert tortoise, except on designated roads; and (5) conducting any
construction activity without a biological monitor where one is required.
(4) Worker Training: Prior to the onset of construction activities, a desert tortoise
education program will be presented by the FCR or qualified biologist to all personnel
who will be present on work areas within the Project area. Following the onset of
construction, any new employee will be required to formally complete the tortoise
education program prior to working on-site. At a minimum, the tortoise education program
will cover the following topics:
•
•
•
•
•
•

A detailed description of the desert tortoise, including color photographs;
The distribution and general behavior of the desert tortoise;
Sensitivity of the species to human activities;
The protection the desert tortoise receives under the Act, including prohibitions and
penalties incurred for violation of the Act;
The protective measures being implemented to conserve the desert tortoise during
construction activities; and
Procedures and a point of contact if a desert tortoise is observed on-site.

(5) Site Fencing: Desert tortoise exclusion fencing will be installed around the Project
area. The fence will adhere to USFWS design guidelines, available at:
http://www.fws.gov/venturaispecies _information/protocols guidelines/docs/dtlDT_
Exclusion-Fence_2005.pdf. The qualified biologist will conduct a clearance survey before
the tortoise fence is enclosed to ensure no tortoises are on the Project area. If a tortoise
is found, all construction activity will halt and the USFWS contacted for direction on how
to proceed. Once installed, exclusion fencing will be inspected at least monthly and
following all rain events, and corrective action taken if needed to maintain the integrity of
the tortoise barrier.
Fencing around the Project area will include a desert tortoise exclusion gate. This gate
will remain closed at all times, except when vehicles are entering or leaving the Project
area. If it is deemed necessary to leave the gate open for extended periods of time (e.g.,
during high traffic periods), the gate may be left open as long as a qualified biologist is
present to monitor for tortoise activity in the vicinity. Sites with potential hazards to desert
tortoise (e.g., auger holes, steep-sided depressions) that are outside of the desert tortoise
exclusion fencing will be fenced by installing exclusionary fencing, or not left unfilled
overnight.
(6) Refuse Disposal: All trash and food items shall be promptly contained within closed,
raven-proof containers. These will be regularly removed from the Project area to reduce
the attractiveness of the area to common ravens and other desert predators. The FCR
will be responsible for ensuring that trash is removed regularly from the site such that
containers do not overflow, and that the trash containers are kept securely closed when
not in use.
(7) Tortoises under vehicles: The underneath of vehicles parked outside of desert
tortoise exclusion fencing will be inspected immediately prior to the vehicle being moved.
If a tortoise is found beneath a vehicle, the vehicle will not be moved until the desert
tortoise leaves of its own accord.
(8) Tortoises on roads: If a tortoise is observed on or near the road accessing the
Project area, vehicular traffic will stop and the tortoise will be allowed to move off the road
on its own.
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(9) Tortoise Observations: No handling of desert tortoise or burrow excavation is
allowed as part of the proposed action. If a tortoise is observed outside of exclusion
fencing, construction will stop and the tortoise allowed to move out of the area on its own.
If a tortoise or tortoise burrow is observed within the exclusion fencing, all construction
will stop, and the USFWS contacted for direction on how to proceed.
The following activities are not authorized and will require immediate cessation of the
construction activities causing the incident: (1) location of a desert tortoise within the
exclusion fencing; (2) imminent threat of injury or death to a desert tortoise; (3)
unauthorized handling of a desert tortoise, regardless of intent; (4) operation of
construction equipment or vehicles outside a project area cleared of desert tortoise,
except on designated roads; and (5) conducting any construction activity without a
biological monitor where one is required.
(10) Dead or Injured Specimens: Upon locating a dead or injured tortoise, the Applicant
or agent is to immediately notify the Palm Springs Fish and Wildlife Office by telephone
within three days of the finding. Written notification must be made within five days of the
finding, both to the appropriate USFWS field office and to the USFWS' Division of Law
Enforcement. The information provided must include the date and time of the finding or
incident (if known), location of the carcass or injured animal, a photograph, cause of
death, if known, and other pertinent information.
Biology-3

Pre-construction surveys shall be conducted for State and federally listed Threatened and
Endangered, Proposed, Petitioned, and Candidate plants in a 250-foot radius around all
areas subject to ground-disturbing activity including, but not limited to, tower pad
preparation and construction areas, solar facilities, pulling and tensioning sites, assembly
yards, and areas subject to grading for new access roads. The surveys shall be
conducted during the appropriate blooming period(s) by an authorized plant
ecologist/biologist according to protocols established by the USFWS, CDFW, BLM, and
California Native Plant Society (CNPS). Measures shall be taken to avoid and minimize
impacts, to the greatest extent possible, to special-status plant species that are found to
be present during the preconstruction surveys. This includes avoiding unnecessary or
unauthorized trespass by workers and equipment, staging and storage of equipment and
materials, refueling activities, and littering or dumping debris in areas known to contain
special-status plant species that are not within the designated construction footprint.

Biology-4

Burrowing Owl Protection:
A Burrowing Owl Monitoring and Mitigation Plan (Plan) has been developed to describe
monitoring, reporting, and management of the burrowing owl during the construction,
O&M, and decommissioning of the proposed Project, as required by the BLM, CDFW,
and County of Riverside. It has been prepared following the 2012 CDFW Staff Report on
Burrowing Owl Mitigation (CDFW 2012b), and describes a multi-tiered approach to
prevent or reduce impacts during construction and operation of the Project. Below is a
general summary of the Plan requirements:
1) Pre-construction Surveys will be conducted throughout the Project area and laydown
areas for burrowing owls, possible burrows, and sign of owls (e.g., pellets, feathers,
white wash) 30 days prior to construction;
2) Should any of the pre-construction surveys yield positive results for the presence of
burrowing owl or active burrows within the Project area, the approved Biologist will
coordinate with the Construction Contractor to implement avoidance and set-back
distances;
3) If suitable burrows are observed and documented during the pre-construction
surveys within the Project footprint and determined to be inactive, these burrows will
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be excavated and filled in under the supervision of the approved Biologist(s) prior to
clearing and grading;
4) To compensate for impacts to the burrowing owls in activity areas on the northern
part of the Project, 146 acres of habitat have been identified adjacent to the Project
area;
5) The Plan provides detailed methods and guidance for passive relocation of burrowing
owls occurring within the Project disturbance area; and
6) The Plan describes monitoring and management of the passive relocation effort,
including the created or enhanced burrow location and the Project area where
burrowing owls were relocated from and provide a reporting plan.
Biology-5

In areas identified as suitable habitat during the 2011 and 2012 surveys, biological
monitors shall conduct pre-construction surveys for American badger no more than 30
days prior to initiation of construction activities. Surveys shall also consider the potential
presence of dens within 100 feet of the Project boundary (including utility corridors and
access roads) and shall be performed for each phase of construction. If dens are
detected each den shall then be further classified as inactive, potentially active, or
definitely active. Inactive dens that would be directly impacted by construction activities
shall be excavated by hand and backfilled to prevent reuse by badgers. Potential dens
that would be directly impacted by construction activities shall be monitored by the
Biological Monitor for three consecutive nights using a tracking medium such as
diatomaceous medium or fire clay and/or infrared camera stations at the entrance. If no
tracks are observed in the tracking medium or no photos of the target species are
captured after three nights, the den shall be excavated and backfilled by hand. If tracks
are observed, the badger dens shall be fitted with the one-way trap doors to encourage
badgers to move off-site. After 48 hours post-installation, the den shall be excavated and
collapsed, following the same protocol as with western burrowing owl burrows. These
dens shall be collapsed prior to construction of the desert tortoise fence, to allow badgers
the opportunity to move off-site without impediment. If an active natal den is detected on
the site, the CDFW shall be contacted within 24 hours. The course of action would
depend on the age of the pups, location of the den site, status of the perimeter site fence,
and the pending construction activities proposed near the den. A 500-foot no disturbance
buffer shall be maintained around all active dens. Alternatively, a designated biologist,
authorized by CDFW, shall trap and remove badgers from occupied dens and move them
off-site into appropriate habitat.

Biology-6

In areas identified as suitable habitat during the 2011 and 2012 surveys, biological
monitors shall conduct pre-construction surveys for kit fox no more than 30 days prior to
initiation of construction activities. Surveys shall also consider the potential presence of
dens within 100 feet of the Project boundary (including utility corridors and access roads)
and shall be performed for each phase of construction. If dens are detected each den
shall then be further classified as inactive, potentially active, or definitely active. Inactive
dens that would be directly impacted by construction activities shall be excavated by
hand and backfilled to prevent reuse by kit fox. Potential dens that would be directly
impacted by construction activities shall be monitored by the Biological Monitor for three
consecutive nights using a tracking medium such as diatomaceous medium or fire clay
and/or infrared camera stations at the entrance. If no tracks are observed in the tracking
medium or no photos of the target species are captured after three nights, the den shall
be excavated and backfilled by hand. If tracks are observed, the kit fox dens shall be
fitted with the one-way trap doors to encourage kit fox to move off-site. After 48 hours
post-installation, the den shall be excavated and collapsed, following the same protocol
as with western burrowing owl burrows. These dens shall be collapsed prior to
construction of the desert tortoise fence, to allow kit fox the opportunity to move off-site
without impediment. If an active natal den is detected on the site, the CDFW shall be
contacted within 24 hours. The course of action would depend on the age of the pups,
location of the den site, status of the perimeter site fence, and the pending construction
activities proposed near the den. A 500-foot no disturbance buffer shall be maintained
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around all active dens. Habitat-based mitigation or other appropriate mitigation as
discussed previously for desert tortoise and western burrowing owl shall provide
mitigation for impacts to non-listed special-status species that inhabit overlapping suitable
habitat. The following measures are required to reduce the likelihood of distemper
transmission:
•
•
•

Biology-7

No pets shall be allowed on the site prior to or during construction;
Any kit fox hazing activities that include the use of animal repellents such as coyote
urine must be cleared through the CDFW prior to use; and
Any documented kit fox mortality shall be reported to the CDFW and the BLM within
24 hours of identification. If a dead kit fox is observed, it shall be retained and
protected from scavengers until the CDFW determines if the collection of necropsy
samples is justified.

If Project construction activities cannot occur completely outside the bird breeding
season, then pre-construction surveys for active nests shall be conducted by a qualified
biologist within 1,200 feet of the construction zone no more than seven days before the
initiation of construction that would occur between February 1 and August 15. The
qualified biologist will hold a current Memorandum of Understanding with the County of
Riverside to conduct nesting bird surveys. If breeding birds with active nests are found, a
biological monitor shall establish a species-specific buffer around the nests for groundbased construction activities, 250 feet or 1,200 feet for raptor nests. Extent of protection
will be based on proposed management activities, human activities existing at the onset
of nesting initiation, species, topography, vegetative cover, and other factors. When
appropriate, a no-disturbance buffer around active nest sites will be required from nestsite selection to fledging. If for any reason a bird nest must be removed during the nesting
season, written documentation providing concurrence from the USFWS and CDFW
authorizing the nest relocation shall be obtained. All nest removals shall occur after the
nest is demonstrated to be inactive by a qualified biologist and have been shown to not
result in take as defined by the Migratory Bird Treaty Act (MBTA). A Bird and Bat
Conservation Strategy (BBCS) will be developed for this Project and include additional
protections for avian species. The BBCS would be based on specific recommendations
from the USFWS and would provide:
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

a statement of the Applicant’s understanding of the importance of bird and bat safety
and management’s commitment to remain in compliance with relevant laws;
documentation of conservation measures BMSP would implement through design
and operations to avoid and reduce bird and bat fatalities at both solar generation
facilities as well as the associated gen-tie line, including consideration of bird height
and wingspan requirements and use of flight diverters, perch and nest discouraging
material, etc.;
consistent, practical and up-to-date direction to BMSP staff on how to avoid, reduce,
and monitor bird and bat fatalities;
establishment of accepted processes to monitor and mitigate bird and bat fatalities;
establishment of accepted fatality thresholds that, if surpassed, would trigger
adaptive changes to management and mitigation management;
an adaptive management framework to be applied, if thresholds are surpassed; and
A three year post-construction monitoring study.

The BBCS would be considered a “living document” that articulates the Applicant’s
commitment to develop and implement a program to increase avian and bat safety and
reduce risk. As progress is made through the program or challenges are encountered, the
BBCS may be reviewed, modified, and updated. The initial goals of this BBCS are to:
• provide a framework to facilitate compliance with federal law protecting avian species
and a means to document compliance for regulators and the interested public;
• allow the Agent to manage risk to protected bird and bat species in an organized and
cost-effective manner;
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• establish a mechanism for communication between BMSP managers and natural
resource regulators (primarily USFWS);
• foster a sense of stewardship with BMSP owners, managers, and field engineers;
and
• articulate and cultivate a culture of wildlife awareness (specifically birds and bats)
and the importance of their protection.
Biology-8

To mitigate for permanent habitat loss and direct impacts to Mojave fringe-toed lizards
the Applicant shall provide compensatory mitigation at a 3:1 ratio, which may include
compensation lands purchased in fee or in easement in whole or in part, for impacts to
stabilized or partially stabilized desert dune habitat (i.e., dune, sand ramp, or fine-sandy
wash habitat). The Mojave fringe-toed lizard occurs within Alternatives 1, 3 and 5 gen-tie
corridors and has a high potential to occur within Alternative 4 gen-tie corridor. If
compensation lands are acquired, the Applicant shall provide funding for the acquisition
in fee title or in easement, initial habitat improvements and long-term maintenance and
management of the compensation lands.

Biology-9

Impacts to areas under jurisdiction of the USACE, Regional Water Quality Control Board
(RWQCB), and CDFW shall be avoided to the extent feasible. Where avoidance of
jurisdictional areas is not feasible, including emergency repairs, and access/spur roads
within the ephemeral drainage, the applicant shall provide the necessary mitigation
required as part of wetland permitting. This will include creation, restoration, and/or
preservation of suitable jurisdictional habitat along with adequate buffers to protect the
function and values of jurisdictional area mitigation. The location(s) of the mitigation will
be determined in consultation with the Applicant and the responsible agency(s) as part of
the permitting process.

As mentioned above, a BRMIMP will be developed to summarize all of the various biological mitigation,
monitoring, and compliance measures and include measures from the various biological plans and
permits developed for BMSP. The BRMIMP shall include the following:
1) All biological resources mitigation, monitoring, and compliance measures outlined in the BMSP
Draft EIR/EA;
2) All biological resource mitigation, monitoring and compliance measures required in federal
agency terms and conditions, such as those provided in the USFWS concurrence letter that the
Project is “not likely to incidentally take or otherwise adversely affect” federally listed species
(FWS-ERIV-12B0299-12I0497);
3) All biological resource mitigation, monitoring and compliance measures required by the
Riverside County, such as those provided in the December 18, 2013 comment letter (DRT-EPD
Corrections) on the BMSP Draft EIR/EA No. 529 (CUP 3685);
4) All biological resource mitigation, monitoring and compliance measures outlined in the
Burrowing Owl Mitigation and Monitoring Plan and the Bird and Bat Conservation Strategy (the
full biological plans will be included in the attachments to the BRMIMP);
5) All locations on a map, at an approved scale, of sensitive biological resource areas subject to
disturbance and areas requiring temporary protection and avoidance during construction and
operation;
6) Duration for each type of monitoring and a description of monitoring methodologies and
frequency;
7) Performance standards to be used to help decide if/when proposed mitigation is or is not
successful; and
8) A process for proposing plan modifications to appropriate agencies for review and approval.
BMSP shall provide the BRMIMP document at least 60 days prior to start of any Project-related ground
disturbing activities to the BLM and the County for review and approval. Implementation of BRMIMP
measures will be reported in the monthly compliance reports by the Designated Biologist (i.e., survey
results, construction activities that were monitored, species observed).
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Residual Impacts After Mitigation
The proposed Project would have substantial impacts to several special-status species known to occur on
the Project area, including Mojave fringe-toed lizard and burrowing owl, and, for Alternative 4 only, desert
tortoise. Impacts to other species that may be present on-site, such as American badger and desert kit
fox (for all other Alternatives), could occur. In addition, permanent loss of golden eagle foraging habitat
could occur within the solar facility site, if these areas are currently used for foraging; and operation and
maintenance of the Project may result in permanent impacts to non-listed, special-status plant species
that are outside the disturbance area. Potential impacts from PLP and collision risk with solar photovoltaic
panels is unknown; however, the BMSP has analyzed the various variables that may be involved in the
cause for birds’ to be attracted to solar facilities to help identify those triggers and develop BMPs and
mitigation. One variable reviewed is site selection and placement of the BMSP in predisturbed degraded
area to avoid take of migratory birds and bats and/or loss, destruction or degradation of habitat. Based on
the M.D. McCrary et al. 1986 findings it would suggest that the evaporation ponds act as “hot spots” for
avian risk due to collision with the solar panels and associated features because the evaporation ponds
attract birds. Therefore, aquatic areas are a determining factor or variable reviewed in the risk to avian
species. As discussed above, the BMSP Project area is located in agricultural lands without any nearby
aquatic features and no evaporation ponds are proposed. Implementation of BMPs as part of the
proposed Project and Alternatives would minimize impacts. In association with these BMPs, specific
mitigation measures (identified above) would be necessary to avoid impacts to these species and reduce
potential impacts to less than significant levels. These avoidance and minimization measures would
reduce the direct and indirect impacts to wildlife resources and the contribution of the Project and each
action Alternative to cumulative impacts. Together with compliance with State and federal laws, these
measures would ensure that there would be no substantial adverse effects following mitigation.

NEPA Conclusions
The direct and indirect environmental effects of the Project and the action Alternatives and their
contributions toward cumulative impacts are detailed above. The Project would involve impacts to
protected flora and fauna, notwithstanding its compliance with all applicable federal laws and policies.
With the implementation of BMPs and mitigation measures, however, these impacts would be low. The
No Project Alternative would not have impacts, as the existing circumstances and operations would
continue essentially unchanged.
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4.2.5 Cultural Resources
This section describes the impact analysis relating to cultural resources for the proposed Project and
Alternatives.

Methodology for Analysis
As described in Chapter 3, California Historical Resources Information System (CHRIS) records were
reviewed to determine the location of previously recorded archaeological and architectural resources and
the locations of prior cultural resource surveys within one mile of the area of potential effects (APE). Also,
two intensive BLM Class III archaeological and historic built environment surveys were conducted of the
area that could potentially experience direct impacts from construction and operation of the proposed
Project and Alternatives. The survey covered the APE, defined as the solar generation site boundary and
300-foot survey corridors (150-foot area on each side of the centerline) for the proposed and alternative
gen-tie routes. These surveyed lands included privately owned lands and public lands managed by the
BLM. For detailed information regarding the findings of the BLM Class III surveys, refer to the Blythe
Mesa Solar Project Archaeological Resource and Built Environment Survey (POWER 2013a) and the
Blythe Mesa Solar Project Archaeological Resource and Built Environment Survey Transmission Line
Alternatives Supplemental Report (POWER 2013b) (provided in Appendix D1 and D2, respectively, of this
Draft EIR/EA). The information in this section is based primarily on these two reports.
This analysis has been prepared to satisfy all applicable laws, including CEQA, NEPA, and Section 106
of the National Historic Preservation Act (NHPA), relative to identifying cultural resources and assessing
potential impacts to, or effects on, such resources by the proposed Project. In particular, Section 106 of
the NHPA requires that a federal agency take into account the effects of undertakings on historic
properties, defined as any district, site, building, structure, or object that is included in or eligible for
inclusion in the National Register of Historic Places (NRHP), and to afford the Advisory Council on
Historic Preservation (ACHP) and other parties a reasonable opportunity to comment.
The following steps, consistent with the requirements of Section 106 of the NHPA and of CEQA, have
been taken to evaluate the potential cultural resource impacts of the proposed Project: (1) coordination by
RRG on the scope of the assessment with federal and local lead agencies (BLM and County of
Riverside); (2) identification of cultural resources within the area potentially affected by the proposed
Project through both archival research and field survey; (3) communication with the Native American
Heritage Commission (NAHC) and with potentially affected Indian tribes about resources or values that
could be affected; (4) formal government-to-government consultation by the BLM with American Indian
tribes; (5) evaluation of the eligibility of identified cultural resources for the NRHP and CRHR; (6)
consultation by the BLM with the California State Historic Preservation Office (SHPO) and ACHP; (7)
assessment of the proposed Project’s potential effects or impacts on NRHP- or CRHR-eligible cultural
resources; and (8) resolution of any adverse effects/impacts.

CEQA Significance Criteria
Under CEQA, a project is considered to have a significant impact on the environment if it causes a
substantial adverse change in the significance of a historical resource. Substantial adverse change in the
significance of a historical resource means physical demolition, destruction, relocation, or alteration of the
resource or its immediate surroundings such that the significance of the resource would be materially
impaired or diminished. Furthermore, under CEQA, the lead agency may require reasonable efforts be
made to permit any or all of these resources to be preserved in place or left in an undisturbed state.
Whenever a historical resource (Public Resources Code [PRC] 21084.1 and CEQA Guidelines
15064.5(a)) or unique archaeological resource (PRC 21083.2) cannot be avoided by project activities,
impacts must be addressed and mitigated if feasible, as outlined in CEQA Guidelines 15126.4 and 15331.
CEQA criteria indicate that a project could have potentially significant impacts to cultural resources if it
would:
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CUL-1)

Cause a substantial adverse change in the significance of a historical resource as
defined in Code of Regulations Section 15064.5.

CUL-2)

Cause a substantial adverse change in the significance of an archaeological resource as
defined in California Code of Regulations Section 15064.5.

CUL-3)

Disturb any human remains, including those interred outside of formal cemeteries.

The following additional significance criteria from the County of Riverside CEQA Environmental
Assessment Form are used in the analysis. A project could have potentially significant impacts if it would:
CUL-4)

Alter or destroy an historic site.

CUL-5)

Alter or destroy an archaeological site.

CUL-6)

Restrict existing religious or sacred uses within the potential impact area.

NEPA and NHPA Requirements
NEPA (42 United States Code [U.S.C.] 4321-4346) establishes national policy for the protection and
enhancement of the environment. Part of the function of the federal government in protecting the
environment is to “preserve important historic, cultural, and natural aspects of our national heritage.”
The ACHP regulations at 36 CFR Part 800 implement Section 106 of the NHPA and encourage the
coordination of the NEPA and NHPA compliance professes (36 CFR Part 800.8). For this Draft EIR/EA,
the processes are coordinated by using the NHPA process for evaluating the significance of cultural
resources and the potential effects of the BMSP on cultural resources. For example, in this Draft EIR/EA,
an impact to a cultural resource under NEPA is considered the same as an adverse effect to a historic
property under the NHPA and 36 CFR Part 800. To be classified as a historic property, the resource must
be recommended or determined eligible to the NRHP. The criteria for determining whether cultural
resources are eligible for listing in the NRHP are provided in 36 CFR Part 60.4. These criteria are:
•
•
•
•
•

associated with events that have made a significant contribution to the broad patterns of
our history;
associated with the lives of persons significant in our past;
embody the distinctive characteristics of a type, period, or method of construction;
represent the work of a master; possess high artistic value, or represent a significant and
distinguishable entity whose components may lack individual distinction; or
have yielded, or may be likely to yield, information important in prehistory or history.

A cultural resource that is eligible to the NRHP is called a historic property regardless of the time period to
which it dates. To be listed in, or determined eligible for, the NRHP, a cultural resource must meet one or
more of the above criteria and possess integrity. Integrity is defined as the authenticity of a resource’s
historic identity as evidenced by the survival of physical characteristics that existed during the prehistoric
or historic period of use. Historic properties must generally be at least 50 years old; however, a younger
resource may be considered eligible if it is of exceptional importance.
An undertaking results in adverse effects, or impacts, to a cultural resource eligible to or listed in the
NRHP when it alters the resource’s characteristics, including relevant features of its environment or use,
that qualify it for inclusion in the NRHP. Potential effects as defined in 36 CFR Part 800.5 are summarized
in Section 3.2.5, Cultural Resources. Of these, the type of effect that would be most likely to occur as a
result of the Project is: Physical destruction, damage, or alteration of all or part of the property.

Applicable Best Management Practices
As part of the Project and Alternatives, the following applicable BMPs would minimize the environmental
impacts to cultural resources. The full list of BMPs is available in Chapter 2, Table 2-4. The BMPs listed
below are discussed within the impact discussion.
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NUMBER

BMP DESCRIPTION
Travel and traffic. Vehicular traffic on-site shall be confined to existing or designated travel routes and designated
work areas. Access to the construction site and staging areas shall be limited to authorized vehicles and only
through the designated roads. The extent of habitat disturbance during construction shall be reduced by keeping
vehicles on access roads and minimizing foot and vehicle traffic through undisturbed areas. To the extent practical,
travel shall be limited to stabilized roads. Road maintenance activities shall avoid blading existing forbs and
grasses in ditches and adjacent to roads. Abandoned roads and roads no longer needed shall be subsoiled to
increase infiltration and reduce soil compaction, then recontoured and revegetated.

BMP-14

Construction traffic shall avoid unpaved surfaces to the extent practical (to reduce the risk of compaction) and
reduce speed to lessen fugitive dust emissions. On unpaved or unstabilized surfaces within the construction site,
speed limits (e.g., 20 mph) shall be posted with visible signs and enforced to minimize airborne fugitive dust.
Project vehicle speeds shall be limited in areas occupied by special-status animal species. Traffic shall stop to
allow wildlife to cross roads. Shuttle vans or carpooling shall be used to reduce the amount of traffic on access
roads. Workers shall be trained to comply with the speed limit, use good engineering practices, minimize the drop
height of materials, and minimize the number and extent of disturbed areas. The Project developer shall enforce
these requirements.
Ground and surface disturbance. Construction boundaries would be clearly delineated to minimize areas of
ground and surface disturbance. Ground-disturbing activities shall be minimized, especially during the rainy
season. To the maximum extent possible, construction-related activities (such as vehicle and foot traffic) would
avoid areas with intact biological soil crusts. For cases in which impacts cannot be avoided, soil crusts would be
salvaged and restored on the basis of recommendations by the County of Riverside and BLM once construction
has been completed. Existing rocks, vegetation, and drainage patterns shall be preserved to the maximum extent
possible. No paint or permanent discoloring agents shall be applied to rocks or vegetation (to indicate surveyor
construction activity limits or for any other purpose). All stakes and flagging shall be removed from the construction
area and disposed of in an approved facility. Where feasible, brush-beating, mowing, or use of protective surface
matting rather than removing vegetation shall be employed. Clearing and disturbing of sensitive areas (e.g., steep
slopes and natural drainages) and other areas shall be avoided outside the construction zone. Surface disturbance
would be minimized by utilizing undulating surface disturbance edges; stripping, salvaging, and replacing topsoil;
using contoured grading; controlling erosion; using dust suppression techniques; and restoring exposed soils to
their original contour and vegetation.

BMP-13

Alternative 1: Proposed Project
Analysis of Direct and Indirect Impacts
Construction
Most of the Project area has been previously disturbed by agricultural operations, which have affected
cultural resources on or near the ground surface. However, Project-related construction activities may still
further affect these cultural resources when they cause additional ground disturbance. Such activities
could include operation of heavy equipment, trenching for foundations and utilities, grading for access
roads, minor site leveling, and installation of gen-tie towers, which may reach a depth of 20 feet below
surface and a height of 120 feet above surface. These activities could directly displace or damage
prehistoric and historic archaeological resources that may be on the surface or hidden below grade and
could physically remove surface remnants of the World War II-era Blythe Army Air Base (BAAB). Though
the Project area is not considered to encompass specific areas of traditional cultural importance to Indian
tribes, it is within Tribal traditional ancestral homelands: consultation with interested tribes is necessary. In
addition, indirect effects such as increasing public access to sensitive resources resulting in increased
vandalism could potentially occur in some cases, although for the Project, public access to the solar
facility site will be restricted.
Table 4.2.5-1 lists 31 cultural resources identified within the solar generation site APE -- one proposed
historic district, six archaeological sites, 22 isolated finds, and two built resources; also, three cultural
resources were identified within the proposed gen-tie line APE. A portion of the BAAB (P-33-018837) is
located within the solar facility site and includes archaeological remains and a standing building. None of
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the cultural resources has been determined eligible to either the California Register of Historical
Resources (CRHR) or the NRHP. The portion of the BAAB within the Project APE has been determined
by the County and the BLM as not eligible for listing in the CRHR and the NRHP.
The specific impacts, or effects, associated with the known cultural resources are as follows:
1. P-33-009186, Refuse Deposit (Historic Archaeological Site): This cultural resource is a large World
War II-era refuse dump. Material found by previous investigators in 1999 and 2003 gave no indication of
being associated with BAAB’s role from 1942 to 1944 of providing air support to military training activities.
Rather, the large amount of building material throughout the site suggested that the refuse was deposited
at the end of military activity and may be the result of demolition and cleanup of the base prior to the
transfer of the land to the county after World War II (Reinoehl 2003). P-33-009186 has been determined
not eligible for inclusion in either the NRHP or the CRHR. Because it is not eligible, Project construction
on the portion within the APE would not have an effect under the NHPA and no impact under NEPA and
CEQA.
2. P-33-012532, Transmission Line (Historic Built Resource): The Niland-Blythe 161 kV Transmission
Line is an existing wooden pole, H-frame transmission line running between the Niland substation in
Imperial County and the Blythe substation in Riverside County (Dolan 2000). This transmission line has
been determined not eligible to either the NRHP or the CRHR. Because the resource has been
determined not eligible, and because construction of the Project would occur outside the ROW for this
transmission line, the Project would not have an effect under the NHPA and no impact under NEPA and
CEQA.
1

Table 4.2.5-1 Cultural Resources within the Proposed Solar Generation Site and Gen-tie Line APE
PRIMARY
NUMBER

TRINOMIAL

DESCRIPTION

Proposed Solar Generation Site APE
Refuse scatter – 10x30 meters – WW II
dump containing food cans,
P-33-009186
-miscellaneous metal pieces, and other
debris.
Transmission line – 100 feet x 2.5 miles
(within the APE). 161 kV transmission
P-33-012532
-line with wooden pole, H-frame
structures.
Transmission line – 125 feet x 1.9 miles
(within the APE). 161 kV transmission
P-33-014083
-line with wooden pole, H-frame
structures.
Proposed Blythe Army Air Base (BAAB)
Historic District. Remains of the former
military base in the vicinity of the Blythe
Municipal Airport. A portion of the BAAB
extends into the Project APE, including
P-33-018837
one standing utility building; remains of
demolished warehouses, barracks, and
hospital; other infrastructure (fire
hydrants, manholes); and three clusters
of refuse.
Refuse scatter – 66x42 meters – Sparse
P-33-019996 CA-RIV-10165 scatter of bottles, jars, cans, and
miscellaneous metal debris.
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LAND
OWNERSHIP

AGE

NRHP / CRHR
ELIGIBILITY
DETERMINATION

Private

Historic

Not Eligible

Private

Historic

Not Eligible

Private

Historic

Not Eligible

Private

Historic

Elements within the
APE Not Eligible

Private

Historic

Not Eligible
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PRIMARY
NUMBER

TRINOMIAL

P-33-019997

CA-RIV-10166

P-33-019999

CA-RIV-10168

P-33-020000

CA-RIV-10169

P-33-020001

CA-RIV-10170

P-33-020003
P-33-020004
P-33-020005
P-33-020006
P-33-020007

------

P-33-020008

--

P-33-020009

--

P-33-020010

--

P-33-020011

--

P-33-020012

--

P-33-020013

--

P-33-020014
-P-33-020015
-P-33-020016
-P-33-020017
-P-33-020020
-P-33-020021
-P-33-020022
-P-33-020023
-P-33-020024
-P-33-020025
-P-33-020026
-Proposed Gen-tie Line APE
P-33-019770
P-33-021136
P-33-021137

DESCRIPTION
Refuse scatter – 50x10 meters – Two
concentrations of debris, primarily cans
and glass.
Refuse scatter – 67x58 meters – Cans,
porcelain fragments, bottles, and
whiteware, mixed with modern trash.
Refuse scatter – 36x70 meters – Sparse
scatter of cans, bottles, and glass,
mixed with modern trash.
Ceramic scatter – 17x17 meters – 16
sherds
Isolated find - 1 bottle
Isolated find - 1 hole-in-top can
Isolated find - 1 hole-in-top can
Isolated find - 1 hole-in-top can
Isolated find - 1 hole-in-top can
Isolated find - 3 hole-in-top cans, 2
sanitary cans
Isolated find - 1 bottle fragment
Isolated find - 2 hole-in-cap cans, 1 tin,
2 glass fragments
Isolated find - 1 hole-in-top can, 1 tin, 1
lid
Isolated find - 2 hole-in-top cans, 1
tobacco tin

LAND
OWNERSHIP

AGE

NRHP / CRHR
ELIGIBILITY
DETERMINATION

Private

Historic

Not Eligible

Private

Historic

Not Eligible

Private

Historic

Not Eligible

Private

Prehistoric

Not Eligible

Private
Private
Private
Private
Private

Historic
Historic
Historic
Historic
Historic

Not Eligible
Not Eligible
Not Eligible
Not Eligible
Not Eligible

Private

Historic

Not Eligible

Private

Historic

Not Eligible

Private

Historic

Not Eligible

Private

Historic

Not Eligible

Private

Historic

Not Eligible

Isolated find - 1 sherd, 1 hole-in-top can

Private

Isolated find - 2 sherds
Isolated find - 1 hammerstone
Isolated find - 1 sherd
Isolated find - 1 sherd
Isolated find - 1 tobacco tin
Isolated find - 1 bottle
Isolated find - 1 oil can
Isolated find - 1 hole-in-top can
Isolated find - 1 tested cobble
Isolated find - 1 hole-in-top can
Isolated find - 1 bottle

Private
Private
Private
Private
Private
Private
Private
Private
Private
Private
Private

Isolated find – 1 flake, 1 hole-in-top can
Isolated find – 3 sherds
Isolated find – 3 key-opened cans

Prehistoric
/Historic
Prehistoric
Prehistoric
Prehistoric
Prehistoric
Historic
Historic
Historic
Historic
Prehistoric
Historic
Historic

BLM

Prehistoric
/Historic

BLM

Prehistoric

BLM

Historic

Not Eligible
Not Eligible
Not Eligible
Not Eligible
Not Eligible
Not Eligible
Not Eligible
Not Eligible
Not Eligible
Not Eligible
Not Eligible
Not Eligible
Not Eligible
Not Eligible
Not Eligible

Source: POWER 2013a, 2013b.
1 Some cultural resources described in the survey report (POWER 2013a, 2013b) are not included in this table because the sites are no longer
within the APE as a result of changes in Project design.

3. P-33-014083, Transmission Line (Historic Built Resource): The Parker-Headgate Rock-Blythe 161 kV
Transmission Line consists of H-frame structures placed along 64.4 miles (Pigniolo, Baksh, and Dietler
1999). A 1.9-mile segment of the transmission falls within the Project APE. This transmission line has
been determined not eligible to either the NRHP or the CRHR (CEC and WAPA 2000). Because the
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resource has been determined not eligible, and because construction of the Project would occur outside
the ROW for this transmission line, the Project would not have an effect under the NHPA and no impact
under NEPA and CEQA.
4. P-33-018837, Blythe Army Air Base (Proposed Historic District): The proposed BAAB Historic District
(P-33-018837) was first recorded in 2010 (Mitchell 2010a, b). This World War II-era airfield originally
covered 6,372 acres, but Mitchell recorded only an 829-acre portion of the airfield within the Project area
(Mitchell 2010a, b). Mitchell (2010a) recommended the proposed BAAB Historic District as eligible for the
NRHP under Criterion A and for the CRHR under Criterion 1 for its association with an event that has
made a significant contribution to the broad patterns of history, that is, the World War II development of
the Desert Training Center (DTC). She also recommended the proposed district as eligible under Criterion
B for the NRHP and Criterion 2 for the CRHR for BAAB’s association with the life of a person important in
the past, General George S. Patton.
None of the structures, runways, taxiways, aprons, or features recorded by Mitchell extend into the
current Project APE. Within the APE, archaeologists have identified the demolished remains of barracks,
warehouses, a fire station, and a hospital and a standing utility building.
The County has determined that the portion of BAAB (P-33-018837) within the Project APE is not eligible
to the CRHR. The BLM has concluded that it is premature to expand the proposed district boundaries and
has determined that the remnant portions of BAAB within the Project APE are not eligible to the NRHP.
While BAAB as a whole has ties to General Patton and therefore with the life of a significant person, the
buildings in the portion of BAAB in the Project APE were built and used after Patton’s association with the
base had ended. Also, BAAB association with the DTC was brief and not substantial, lasting only until
airfields were built specifically for the DTC.
Based on the proposed solar generation site plan, most remnant elements of site 33-018837 within the
APE would be physically removed or altered during Project construction because they would be in an
area proposed for 1.5 MW Solar Modules. Construction of the Project components in this portion of the
APE would not affect site P-33-018837 under the NHPA nor have an impact under NEPA because it is
not eligible to the NRHP. Construction would not have an impact on the site under CEQA because it has
been determined not eligible to the CRHR.
5. P-33-019996, Refuse Scatter (Historic Archaeological Site): This site consists of a sparse scatter of
historic debris covering approximately 0.25 acre in an area proposed for the location of solar components.
P-33-019996 has been determined not eligible for inclusion in either the NRHP or the CRHR. Because
the resource has been determined not eligible, the Project would have no effect under the NHPA and no
impact under NEPA and CEQA.
6. P-33-019997, Refuse Scatter (Historic Archaeological Site): The site consists of two concentrations of
historic debris, primarily cans and glass, the age of which likely falls between the late 1950s and late
1960s. P-33-019997 is determined not eligible for inclusion in either the NRHP or the CRHR. Because the
resource has been determined not eligible, the Project would have no effect under the NHPA and no
impact under NEPA and CEQA.
7. P-33-019999, Refuse Scatter (Historic): P-33-019999 is a scatter of historic refuse. The site has been
affected by past agricultural activities, recent dumping, and construction of concrete pads and poles. P33-019999 is determined not eligible for inclusion in either the NRHP or the CRHR. Because the resource
has been determined not eligible, the Project would have no effect under the NHPA and no impact under
NEPA and CEQA.
8. P-33-020000, Refuse Scatter (Historic): P-33-020000 is a sparse historic scatter of refuse from the
1950s and 1960s. P-33-020000 has been determined not eligible for inclusion in either the NRHP or the
CRHR. Because the resource has been determined not eligible, the Project would have no effect under
the NHPA and no impact under NEPA and CEQA.
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9. P-33-020001, Ceramic Scatter (Prehistoric): P-33-020001 consists of 16 prehistoric ceramic
fragments. The site is in an agricultural field. Because of the limited number and range of artifacts and the
level of agricultural disturbance, P-33-020001 has been determined not eligible for inclusion in either the
NRHP or the CRHR. Because the resource has been determined not eligible, the Project would have no
effect under the NHPA and no impact under NEPA and CEQA.
Isolated finds, because they consist of only one or a few artifacts, are typically determined not eligible to
the NRHP and CRHR. The 22 isolated finds identified within the solar generation site (Table 4.2.5-1) have
been determined not eligible; therefore, the Project would have no effect on them under the NHPA and no
impact under NEPA and CEQA.
Relative to the proposed gen-tie ROW area, three isolated finds (P-33-019770, P-33-021136, and P-33021137) were found on BLM land during surveys. Isolated finds are not eligible for listing on the NRHP;
therefore, the Project would have no effect on them on them under the NHPA and no impact under
NEPA.
During construction, there is the possibility that previously undiscovered archaeological resources could
be unearthed by various ground-disturbing activities. These activities could directly displace or damage
archaeological resources that may be hidden below grade. Mitigation Measures Cultural-2, Cultural-3,
and Cultural-5 would provide for monitoring and disposition of any artifacts associated with post-review
discoveries during construction.
No human remains have been previously recorded or discovered during surveys for the Project.
Inadvertent discovery of human remains during construction is possible; however, mitigation measures
would be implemented in accordance with State and federal law to take appropriate actions to redirect
construction and notify authorities (Mitigation Measure Cultural-1).
NHPA Section 106 government-to-government consultation with Indian tribes is ongoing. To date, no
places to which Tribes attach cultural or religious significance have been identified, although Tribes have
indicated that the Project is within their traditional ancestral homeland. Since no specific religious or
sacred sites have been identified in the APE, the Project would not restrict existing religious or sacred
uses.
Mitigation Measures Cultural-1 through Cultural-5 would reduce Project impacts to cultural resources to
the extent feasible.
Operation and Maintenance
Direct impacts to cultural resources during operation and maintenance of the Project could occur from
unanticipated damage to newly discovered eligible archaeological sites. Operation and maintenance
activities, such as routine inspection and servicing of equipment, addressing equipment breakdowns, and
panel cleaning, would be limited to the Project area itself and other designated areas, such as the gen-tie
line ROW. However, this impact would only occur if excavation or surface disturbance (e.g., grading,
leveling) in previously undisturbed areas were necessary to support operation and maintenance activities.
Since no such activities are proposed, no additional impacts or effects to cultural resources are
anticipated. A Long Term Management Plan will be prepared and implemented to minimize the potential
for unanticipated damage to eligible archaeological sites.
Decommissioning
Direct impacts to cultural resources during decommissioning of the Project could occur from unanticipated
damage to newly discovered eligible archaeological sites. These impacts could occur if excavation or
surface disturbance were necessary during decommissioning that disturbed areas not previously
disturbed by construction. Since no activities affecting areas of the site not previously disturbed are likely,
no additional impacts to cultural resources are anticipated. A Long Term Management Plan will be
prepared and implemented to minimize the potential for unanticipated damage to eligible archaeological
sites.
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Application of CEQA Significance Thresholds
CUL-1)

Would the Project cause a substantial adverse change in the significance of a
historical resource as defined in Code of Regulations Section 15064.5?
None of the cultural resources within the Project APE have been determined by the County to
be eligible to the CRHR and, therefore, none qualify as historical resources under CEQA.
Because of the existence of cultural resources in the APE, the potential for inadvertent
discovery of historic resources is considerable and a potentially significant impact of the
Project. The disturbance could not feasibly be avoided because the likelihood of
undiscovered resources exists throughout the Project area; reconfiguring the Project area
would not reduce the impact. The Project would incorporate a monitoring program (Mitigation
Measures Cultural-2, Cultural-3, and Cultural-5) to reduce the impact to less than significant.

CUL-2)

Would the Project cause a substantial adverse change in the significance of an
archaeological resource as defined in California Code of Regulations Section 15064.5?
Within the solar facility site and gen-tie line, 32 archaeological resources (both historic and
prehistoric), including BAAB and isolated finds, were documented within the Project’s APE.
None of these resources have been determined eligible to the CRHR and none qualify as
unique archaeological resources. Therefore, the Project would not cause a substantial
adverse change in the significance of an archaeological resource.
However, the possibility exists that archaeological resources could be located subsurface and
could be unearthed during construction. The potential for inadvertent discovery of
archaeological resources is considerable and a potentially significant impact of the Project.
The disturbance could not feasibly be avoided because the likelihood of undiscovered
resources exists throughout the Project area; reconfiguring the Project area would not reduce
the impact. The Project would incorporate a monitoring program to discover and evaluate
previously undiscovered resources found during construction (Mitigation Measures Cultural-2,
Cultural-3, and Cultural-5). Implemented, these measures would reduce the impact to less
than significant.

CUL-3)

Would the Project disturb any human remains, including those interred outside of
formal cemeteries?
No human remains have been previously recorded or discovered during surveys for this
Project and, as such, no impacts to this type of resource are anticipated; the possibility is
substantial enough that the impact is considered potentially significant. Should human
remains be discovered at any time during implementation of the Project, construction in the
vicinity would halt and the Coroner would be contacted immediately (Mitigation Measure
Cultural-1). If the Coroner determines that the remains do not require an assessment of
cause of death and are probably Native American, then the NAHC would be contacted to
identify the most likely descendents in accordance with Cultural-1. Implementation of this
measure would reduce impacts to a less than significant level.

CUL-4)

Would the Project alter or destroy an historic site?
The Project would alter remains associated with BAAB, of which the portion within the APE
has been determined not eligible to the CRHR, but its impact on the district would be less
than significant with mitigation implemented (see CUL-1 above).

CUL-5)

Would the Project alter or destroy an archaeological site?
No significant archaeological resources were identified during the field survey, although it is
possible that undiscovered subsurface resources could be unearthed during construction.
The impact would be less than significant with mitigation (see CUL-2 above).
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CUL-6)

Would the Project restrict existing religious or sacred uses within the potential impact
area?
There are no known religious or sacred uses of the Project area. No impacts are anticipated.

Alternative 2: No Project Alternative
Cultural Resources
Alternative 2, the No Project Alternative, assumes that the proposed Project would not be constructed
and that existing agricultural operations would continue. No solar PV structures, transmission lines, or
associated facilities would be constructed on the solar facility site or on BLM-managed lands. Impacts to
historic properties associated with the construction, operation, maintenance, and decommissioning
activities from the proposed Project would be avoided; therefore, direct or indirect impacts of the Project
would not occur to cultural resources under CEQA or NEPA, and there would be no effects to historic
properties under the NHPA.
Under the No Project Alternative, there would be no new impacts to cultural resources relative to any
CEQA significance criteria. However, continued agricultural operations could result in disturbance to
historic or archaeological resources. Also, in the absence of this Project, other renewable energy projects
may be constructed to meet State mandates at other locations, and those projects would likely have
similar impacts as the proposed Project in those locations.

Alternative 3: Northern Alternative 230 kV Gen-tie Line Location
Cultural Resources
The impacts of Alternative 3 would be the same as Alternative 1 relative to the solar generation site
portion of the Project(see impact discussion under Alternative 1). Thirty-one cultural resources were
identified within the solar generation site APE - one proposed historic district, six archaeological sites, 22
isolated finds, and two built resources. None have been determined eligible for listing in the CRHR by the
County or eligible for listing in the NRHP by the BLM.
Only five cultural resources were identified in the Alternative 3 gen-tie line APE -- two historic
archaeological sites and three isolated finds (two historic and one prehistoric). Isolated finds are not
eligible for listing on the NRHP.
Table 4.2.5-1 lists cultural resources that were identified within the solar generation site and Table 4-2
lists resources within the Northern Gen-tie Alternative APE.
Table 4.2.5-2 Cultural Resources within the Northern Gen-tie Line APE
PRIMARY
NUMBER

TRINOMIAL

DESCRIPTION

Northern Gen-tie Alternative APE
Refuse scatter – 3x5 meters – WWII
P-33-017319 CA-RIV-9009
cans, glass and metal
P-33-019612
-Isolated find – 1 can
Refuse scatter – 15x10 meters – 10
P-33-021133
-WW II K-ration cans.
P-33-021134
-Isolated find – 3 sherds
Isolated find – 3 hole-in-top cans, 1 beer
P-33-021135
-can
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BLM

Historic

Not eligible

BLM

Historic

Not eligible

BLM

Historic

Not eligible

BLM

Prehistoric

Not eligible

BLM

Historic

Not eligible
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1. P-33-021133, World War II Refuse Scatter (Historic): This site contains a small scatter of ten “Kration” cans related to the military use of the area during World War II. P-33-021133 has been determined
by the BLM to be not eligible for inclusion in the NRHP. Because the resource has been determined not
eligible, the Project would have no effect under the NHPA and no impact under NEPA.
2. P-33-017319, Refuse Scatter (Historic): This site was recorded in 2008 (Eckardt and Jordan 2008) as
a small scatter of refuse probably dating to the 1942 to 1944 use of the area by the military. The artifacts
include 15 cans, one glass jar, and several metal remnants. The site has been disturbed by erosion and
does not appear to contain subsurface deposits. P-33-017319 has been determined by the BLM to be not
eligible for inclusion in the NRHP. Because the resource has been determined not eligible, the Project
would have no effect under the NHPA and no impact under NEPA.
Because the resources identified along the Northern Gen-tie alternative, all of them on BLM land, have
been determined not eligible to the NRHP, the Project would have no effect to them under the NHPA and
no impact under NEPA.
Construction activities along the alternate transmission route would include minor surface excavations
and installation of gen-tie towers, which may reach a depth of 20 feet below surface and a height of 120
feet above surface. These activities could directly displace or damage undiscovered archaeological
resources that may be hidden below grade. Inadvertent damage to undiscovered cultural resources
remains a possibility under this Alternative.
Monitoring during construction of Alternative 3 is proposed to ensure that any previously unrecorded
human remains or archaeological resources are properly identified, evaluated, and treated Mitigation
Measures Cultural-1 through Cultural-5).
Operation and Maintenance
Direct impacts to cultural resources during operation and maintenance of Alternative 3 could occur from
unanticipated damage to newly discovered eligible archaeological sites. Operation and maintenance
activities, such as routine inspection and servicing of equipment, addressing equipment breakdowns, and
panel cleaning, would be limited to the Project area itself and other designated areas, such as the gen-tie
line ROW. However, this impact would only occur if excavation or surface disturbance (e.g., grading,
leveling) in previously undisturbed areas were necessary to support operation and maintenance activities.
Since no such activities are proposed, no additional impacts or effects to cultural resources are
anticipated. A Long Term Management Plan will be prepared and implemented to minimize the potential
for unanticipated damage to eligible archaeological sites.
Decommissioning
Direct impacts to cultural resources during decommissioning of the Project could occur from unanticipated
damage to newly discovered eligible archaeological sites. These impacts could occur if excavation or
surface disturbance were necessary during decommissioning that disturbed areas not previously
disturbed by construction. Since no activities affecting areas of the site not previously disturbed are likely,
no additional impacts to cultural resources are anticipated. A Long Term Management Plan will be
prepared and implemented to minimize the potential for unanticipated damage to eligible archaeological
sites.
Application of CEQA Significance Thresholds
The impacts associated with construction, operation, maintenance, and decommissioning of all portions
of the Project other than the gen-tie line would occur with this Alternative as well. Additional or different
impacts related to the relocation of the gen-tie line are as follows:
CUL-1)
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None of the cultural resources within the APE of this Alternative have been determined by the
County to be eligible to the CRHR and, therefore, none quality as historical resources under
CEQA.
The adverse impact of inadvertent discovery of historic resources in relation to Alternative 3
is potentially significant. Cultural resource mitigation measures would be implemented to
mitigate adverse impacts, including Mitigation Measures Cultural-2, Cultural-3, and Cultural5. With implementation of these measures, impacts on historic resources would be less than
significant.
CUL-2)

Would Alternative 3 cause a substantial adverse change in the significance of an
archaeological resource as defined in California Code of Regulations Section 15064.5?
None of these resources identified within Alternative 3 have been determined eligible to the
CRHR and none qualify as unique archaeological resources. Therefore, the Project would not
cause a substantial adverse change in the significance of an archaeological resource.
The adverse impact of inadvertent discovery of archaeological resources in relation to
Alternative 3 is potentially significant. Cultural resource mitigation measures would be
implemented to mitigate adverse impacts, including Mitigation Measures Cultural-2, Cultural3, and Cultural-5. With implementation of these measures, impacts on prehistoric resources
would be less than significant.

CUL-3)

Would Alternative 3 disturb any human remains, including those interred outside of
formal cemeteries?
No human remains have been previously recorded or discovered during surveys for this
Alternative and, as such, no impacts are anticipated; however, the site location within
traditional Native American ancestral homelands means there is a potentially significant
impact. Should human remains be discovered at any time during implementation of the
Project, construction in the vicinity would halt and the Coroner would be contacted
immediately (Mitigation Measure Cultural-1). With implementation of this mitigation measure,
the impact would be less than significant.

CUL-4)

Would Alternative 3 alter or destroy an historic site?
See CUL-1 above. Alternative 3’s impact related to inadvertent discovery of historic
resources during construction would be less than significant with mitigation.

CUL-5)

Would Alternative 3 alter or destroy an archaeological site?
See CUL-2 above. While no significant archaeological resources were identified during the
field survey, it is possible that undiscovered subsurface resources could be unearthed during
construction, resulting in potential for a significant impact. The impact would be less than
significant with mitigation implemented.

CUL-6)

Would Alternative 3 restrict existing religious or sacred uses within the potential
impact area?
There are no known religious or sacred uses of the Alternative 3 site. No impacts are
anticipated.

Alternative 4: Southern Alternative 230 kV Gen-tie Line Location
The impacts of Alternative 4 would be the same as Alternative 1 relative to the solar generation site
portion of the Project (see impact discussion under Alternative 1). Thirty-one cultural resources were
identified within the solar generation site APE -- one proposed historic district, six archaeological sites, 22
isolated finds, and two built resources. None have been determined eligible for listing in the CRHR by the
County or determined eligible for listing in the NRHP by the BLM.
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The cultural resource survey of the Alternative 4 gen-tie line APE (POWER 2013b) revealed 12
archaeological sites and four isolated finds. Isolated finds are not eligible for listing on the NRHP or the
CRHR. All 12 sites are on BLM land. Table 4.2.5-1 lists cultural resources that were identified within the
solar generation site and Table 4.2.5-3 lists resources within the Southern Gen-tie Alternative APE.
Table 4.2.5-3 Cultural Resources within the Southern Gen-tie Line APE
PRIMARY
NUMBER

TRINOMIAL

DESCRIPTION

LAND
OWNERSHIP

AGE

NRHP
ELIGIBILITY
DETERMINATION

Road – 6 feet x 2 miles (in 9 segments)
-- Two-track road.

BLM

Historic

Determined not
eligible by SHPO
2/11/09

BLM

Historic

Not eligible

BLM

Historic

Not eligible

BLM

Historic

Not eligible

BLM

Historic

Not eligible

BLM

Prehistoric
/Historic

Unevaluated and
avoided by design

BLM

Prehistoric

Not eligible

BLM

Historic

Not eligible

BLM

Prehistoric

Not eligible

BLM

Prehistoric

Not eligible

BLM

Prehistoric

Unevaluated and
avoided by design

BLM

Prehistoric

Not eligible

BLM

Prehistoric

Not eligible

BLM

Prehistoric

Not eligible

BLM

Historic

Not eligible

BLM

Prehistoric

Not eligible

Southern Gen-tie Alternative APE
P-33-014150

CA-RIV-9100

P-33-019682

CA-RIV-9997

P-33-019703

CA-RIV-10018

P-33-019704

CA-RIV-10019

P-33-019712

--

P-33-019714

CA-RIV-10028

P-33-019733

CA-RIV-10047

P-33-019736

CA-RIV-10050

P-33-019737

CA-RIV-10051

P-33-019739

CA-RIV-10053

P-33-019760

CA-RIV-10073

P-33-020317

--

P-33-021130

CA-RIV10962

P-33-021131

CA-RIV-10963

P-33-021132

CA-RIV-10964

P-33-021134

--

Source: POWER 2013b.

Refuse scatter – 6x22 meters – 30 cans
and more than 100 can fragments
related to military use.
Military feature and refuse scatter –
8x11 meters -- WW II fighting hole and
food cans.
Isolated find – 1 wire, 1 can, 1 metal
disk.
Isolated find – Survey marker
Refuse scatter and isolated stone tool –
5x10 meters – Scatter of WW II-related
food cans, 1 piece of lumber, 1 quartzite
core
Lithic scatter – 162x70 meters – Sparse
lithic assay site with chert and quartzite
flakes and cobbles.
Wood debris –30x15 meters -- Over 50
fragments of wooden boards next to an
abandoned two-track road.
Lithic scatter – 54x44 meters -- Sparse
scatter of about 24 y flakes and 1 core.
Lithic scatter – 40x27 meters -- Sparse
scatter of 3 cores and two dozen
quartzite and chert flakes.
Lithic scatter – 7x57 meters -- Small
scatter of 4 chert flakes and 1 piece of
shatter
Isolated find – 1 hammerstone.
Ceramic scatter – 2x2 meters – Small
concentration of 22 sherds, probably a
pot drops.
Ceramic Scatter – 6x2 meters – 10
sherds, probably a pot drop
Refuse scatter – 3x3 meters – Debris
scatter with cans and bottles
Isolated Find – 3 sherds

Of the 12 recorded archaeological sites, two have not been evaluated for eligibility to the NRHP. Should
Alternative 4 be the selected alternative, evaluation, an assessment of effects, and, if appropriate,
treatment of the resource to mitigate adverse effects would take place prior to construction. The 12
recorded sites are described as follows:
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1. P-33-014150, Road (Historic Archaeological Site): This site consists of several segments of a twotrack road. The site was determined not eligible because it does not represent a major road system and
was not used in a historically significant context. This site was determined not eligible by the California
SHPO in 2009 (Farrell et al. 2009). Because the resource has been determined not eligible, construction
of Alternative 4 gen-tie components would not affect this resource under the NHPA and would not have
an impact under NEPA.
2. P-33-019682, Refuse Scatter (Historic Archaeological Site): This site, a historic refuse scatter,
consists of complete cans and can fragments related to the military use of the area between 1942 and
1944. This site has been determined by the BLM to be not eligible for the NRHP. Because the resource
has been determined not eligible, construction of Alternative 4 gen-tie components would not affect this
resource under the NHPA and would not have an impact under NEPA.
3. P-33-019703, Fighting Hole (Historic Archaeological Site): This site consists of a fighting-hole and
small refuse scatter related to the World War II military use of the area between 1942 and 1944. The site
has been determined not eligible for listing in the NRHP by the BLM. Because the resource has been
determined not eligible, construction of Alternative 4 gen-tie components would not affect this resource
under the NHPA and would not have an impact under NEPA.
4. P-33-019714, Refuse Scatter (Historic Archaeological Site) and Quartzite Core (Prehistoric Isolated
Find): This site contains historic refuse items likely related to the military use of the area between 1942
and 1944. The historic artifacts include about two dozen cans and a piece of lumber. A single quartzite
core was the only prehistoric artifact. Because of the potential for subsurface material, the BLM considers
this site to be unevaluated. Should Alternative 4 be the selected alternative, this site will be assumed
eligible for the NRHP and its significant values (Criterion D) will be avoided by Project design. The site will
be designated an Environmentally Sensitive Area (ESA) and the gen-tie poles will be engineered to avoid
direct impacts to the site.
5. P-33-019733, Lithic Scatter (Prehistoric Archaeological Site): This site was recorded by Applied
EarthWorks in 2011 as a sparse surface scatter of prehistoric flakes and cobbles (Enright and Mirro
2011). Applied EarthWorks indicated that subsurface deposit of artifacts was unlikely and the information
potential was low (Enright and Mirro 2011). The BLM has determined that the site is not eligible for listing
on the NRHP. Because the resource has been determined not eligible, construction of Alternative 4 gentie components would not affect this resource under the NHPA nor impact it under NEPA.
6. P-33-019736, Wood Debris (Historic Archaeological Site): This site contains over 50 wood boards
next to an abandoned two-track road. The boards were probably discarded 40 to 70 years ago. The BLM
has determined that the site is not eligible for the NRHP. Because the resource has been determined not
eligible, construction of Alternative 4 gen-tie components would not affect this resource under the NHPA
and would not impact it under NEPA.
7. P-33-019737, Lithic Scatter (Prehistoric Archaeological Site): This site is a sparse scatter of
prehistoric flakes. Based on previously recorded information presented by Enright and Mirro (2011), the
BLM has determined that the site is not eligible to the NRHP. Because the resource has been determined
not eligible, construction of Alternative 4 gen-tie components would not affect this resource under the
NHPA and would not impact it under NEPA.
8. P-33-019739, Lithic Scatter (Prehistoric Archaeological Site): This site is a scatter of quartzite and
chert flakes (Enright and Mirro 2011). The site integrity has been disturbed by wind erosion and sheet
wash; the likelihood of subsurface deposits is low. Based on previously recorded information (Enright and
Mirro 2011), the BLM has determined that the site is not eligible to the NRHP. Because the resource has
been determined not eligible, construction of Alternative 4 gen-tie components would not affect this
resource under the NHPA and would not impact it under NEPA.
9. P-33-019760, Lithic Scatter (Prehistoric Archaeological Site): This site is a small scatter of prehistoric
lithic artifacts, primarily chert flakes. Based on the previously recorded information (Enright and Mirro
2011) and because of the possibility for additional artifacts under shifting dune sand, the BLM considers
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this site to be unevaluated. Should Alternative 4 be the selected alternative, this site will be assumed
eligible for the NRHP and its significant values (Criterion D) will be avoided by Project design. The site will
be designated an ESA and the gen-tie poles will be engineered to avoid direct impacts to the site.
10. P-33-021130, Ceramic Scatter (Prehistoric Archaeological Site): This site contains a small
concentration of prehistoric pottery fragments, representing a single prehistoric activity, probably a pot
drop. Because the likelihood of subsurface deposits is minimal, the BLM has determined that this site is
not eligible to the NRHP or the CRHR. Because the resource has been determined not eligible,
construction of Alternative 4 gen-tie components would not affect this resource under the NHPA nor
impact the resource under NEPA.
11. P-33-021131, Ceramic Scatter (Prehistoric Archaeological Site): This site consists of ten fragments of
prehistoric pottery, all of which appear to be from the same vessel. This site represents a single event,
probably a pot drop. Site P-33-021131 has been determined not eligible for inclusion in the NRHP by the
BLM. Because the resource has been determined not eligible, construction of Alternative 4 gen-tie
components would not affect this resource under the NHPA nor impact it under NEPA.
12. P-33-021132, Refuse Scatter (Historic Archaeological Site): The site consists of a scatter of cans,
bottles, and other debris dating to the early to mid-twentieth century. P-33-021132 has been determined
not eligible for inclusion in the NRHP by the BLM. Because the resource has been determined not
eligible, construction of Alternative 4 gen-tie components would not affect this resource under the NHPA
nor impact it under NEPA.
Four isolated finds (P-33-019704, P-33-0019712, P-33-0201317 and P-33-021134) were found during
survey of the Alternative 4 gen-tie APE, all on BLM land. Isolated finds are not eligible for listing on the
NRHP. Because these resources have been determined not eligible, Alternative 4 would have no effect
on them under the NHPA and no impacts under NEPA.
Only two of the 12 recorded archaeological sites, P-33-019714 and P-33-019760, on this alignment may
be eligible for listing on the NRHP pending further investigation. Should either site be determined eligible
by the BLM, direct adverse effects to these two sites are possible if towers are constructed at those
locations. Potential impacts could be reduced if tower locations are chosen to avoid these resources.
Construction activities along the alternate transmission route would include minor surface excavations
and installation of gen-tie towers, which may reach a depth of 20 feet below surface and a height of 120
feet above surface. These activities could directly displace or damage undiscovered archaeological
resources that may be hidden below grade. The site is not considered to encompass specific areas of
traditional cultural importance to Indian tribes. Inadvertent damage to undiscovered cultural resources
remains a possibility under this Alternative 4.
Monitoring during construction of Alternative 4 is proposed to ensure that any previously unrecorded
human remains or cultural resource mentioned above are properly identified, evaluated, and treated
(Mitigation Measures Cultural-1 through Cultural-5).
Operation and Maintenance
Direct impacts to cultural resources during operation and maintenance of Alternative 4 could occur from
unanticipated damage to newly discovered eligible archaeological sites. Operation and maintenance
activities, such as routine inspection and servicing of equipment, addressing equipment breakdowns, and
panel cleaning, would be limited to the Project area itself and other designated areas, such as the gen-tie
line ROW. However, this impact would only occur if excavation or surface disturbance (e.g., grading,
leveling) in previously undisturbed areas were necessary to support operation and maintenance activities.
Since no such activities are proposed, no additional impacts or effects to cultural resources are
anticipated. A Long Term Management Plan will be prepared and implemented to minimize the potential
for unanticipated damage to eligible archaeological sites.
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Decommissioning
Direct impacts to cultural resources during decommissioning of the Project could occur from unanticipated
damage to newly discovered eligible archaeological sites. These impacts could occur if excavation or
surface disturbance were necessary during decommissioning that disturbed areas not previously
disturbed by construction. Since no activities affecting areas of the site not previously disturbed are likely,
no additional impacts to cultural resources are anticipated. Long Term Management Plan will be prepared
and implemented to minimize the potential for unanticipated damage to eligible archaeological sites.
Application of CEQA Significance Thresholds
The impacts associated with construction, operation, maintenance, and decommissioning of all portions
of the Project other than the gen-tie line would occur with this Alternative. Additional or different impacts
related to the relocation of the gen-tie line are as follows:
CUL-1)

Would Alternative 4 cause a substantial adverse change in the significance of a
historical resource as defined in Code of Regulations Section 15064.5?
Two sites, P-33-019714 and P-33-019760, are potentially eligible to the NRHP, but are on
BLM land. None of the cultural resources on private land within the APE of this Alternative
have been determined eligible to the CRHR and, therefore, none quality as historical
resources under CEQA.
The adverse impact of inadvertent discovery of historic resources in relation to Alternative 4
is potentially significant. Cultural resource mitigation measures would be implemented to
mitigate adverse impacts, including Mitigation Measures Cultural-2, Cultural-3 and Cultural-5.
With implementation of these measures, impacts on historic resources would be less than
significant.

CUL-2)

Would Alternative 4 cause a substantial adverse change in the significance of an
archaeological resource as defined in California Code of Regulations Section 15064.5?
Two archaeological sites, P-33-019714 and P-33-019760, are potentially eligible to the
NRHP, but are both on BLM land. None of the cultural resources on private land within the
APE of this Alternative have been determined eligible to the CRHR nor do they qualify as
unique archaeological resources under CEQA. Therefore, the Project would not cause a
substantial adverse change in the significance of an archaeological resource.
The adverse impact of inadvertent discovery of archaeological resources in relation to
Alternative 4 is potentially significant. Cultural resource mitigation measures would be
implemented to mitigate adverse impacts, including Mitigation Measures Cultural-2, Cultural3, and Cultural-5. With implementation of these measures, impacts on prehistoric resources
would be less than significant.

CUL-3)

Would Alternative 4 disturb any human remains, including those interred outside of
formal cemeteries?
No human remains have been previously recorded or discovered during surveys for this
Alternative and, as such, no impacts are anticipated; however, the site location within
traditional Native American ancestral homelands means there is a potentially significant
impact. Should human remains be discovered at any time during implementation of the
Project, construction in the vicinity would halt and the Coroner would be contacted
immediately (Mitigation Measure Cultural-1). With implementation of this mitigation measure,
the impact would be less than significant.

CUL-4)

Would Alternative 4 alter or destroy an historic site?
See CUL-1 above. Alternative 4’s impact related to inadvertent discovery of historic sites
during construction would be less than significant with mitigation.
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CUL-5)

Would Alternative 4 alter or destroy an archaeological site?
See CUL-2 above. While no significant archaeological resources were identified on private
land during the field survey, it is possible that undiscovered subsurface resources could be
unearthed during construction. The impact is less than significant with mitigation.

CUL-6)

Would Alternative 4 restrict existing religious or sacred uses within the potential
impact area?
There are no known religious or sacred uses of the Alternative 4 site. No impacts are
anticipated.

Alternative 5: Reduced Acreage Alternative
Similar to Alternative 1, Alternative 5 would include the construction, operation, maintenance, and
decommissioning of a solar facility and associated infrastructure. The primary difference between
Alternatives 1 and 5 is the absence of solar facility development north of I-10, which would reduce
electrical output from 485 MW to 315 MW. The Reduced Acreage Alternative would be on a reduced
footprint of approximately 2,476 acres (from 3,660 acres for the proposed Project). Alternative 5 would
include approximately 2,403 acres for the solar facility. Similar to the proposed Project, 73 acres would be
utilized for the 230 kV gen-tie line. In comparison to Alternative 1, Alternative 5 would eliminate one onsite substation and one O&M building north of the I-10 freeway. Alternative 5 would have one access
point (planned on Seeley Avenue); no access would be proposed for Riverside Drive. The Reduced
Acreage Alternative would also no longer extend a 230 kV overhead gen-tie line from an on-site
substation north of I-10, as this Alternative would not be developed on land north of I-10. Instead, this
Alternative would construct an approximately 7.8-mile-long, 230 kV overhead gen-tie line from the
proposed on-site substation south of I-10 to the approved Colorado River Substation. Approximately three
miles of the gen-tie line would be within the solar facility. Alternative 5 would avoid solar development
north of I-10 and the existing agricultural operations would continue in this area (approximately 1,184
acres); therefore, no effects/impacts would occur to the existing cultural resources located in this area.

Analysis of Impacts
Construction
The development footprint of Alternative 5 falls entirely within that of Alternative 1; unlike Alternative 1,
Alternative 5 would exclude solar development north of the I-10 freeway (approximately 1,184 acres).
Therefore, impacts associated with construction, operation, maintenance, and decommissioning of the
solar generation site and gen-tie line would be similar to Alternative 1.
Under Alternative 5, 17 cultural resources would be within the solar generation site APE south of the I-10
freeway (Table 4.2.5-4). Alternative 5 would avoid 14 cultural resources that would be within the APE for
Alterative 1. These include 10 isolated finds plus P-33-009186, Refuse Scatter (Historic); P-33-014083,
Transmission Line (Historic); P-33-018837, and the proposed BAAB Historic District; P-33-020000,
Refuse Scatter (Historic).
Table 4.2.5-4 Cultural Resources within the Reduced Acreage Alternative Solar Generation Site
1
and Proposed Gen-tie Line APE
PRIMARY
NUMBER

TRINOMIAL

DESCRIPTION

Solar Facility APE South of I-10 Freeway
Transmission line – 100 feet x 2.5 miles
(within the APE). 161 kV transmission
P-33-012532
-line with wooden pole, H-frame
structures.
JUNE 2014
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LAND
OWNERSHIP

AGE

NRHP / CRHR
ELIGIBILITY
DETERMINATION

Private

Historic

Not Eligible

Private

Historic

Not Eligible

Private

Historic

Not Eligible

Private

Prehistoric

Not Eligible

Private
Private
Private
Private

Historic
Historic
Historic
Historic

Not Eligible
Not Eligible
Not Eligible
Not Eligible

Private

Historic

Not Eligible

Private

Historic

Not Eligible

Private

Historic

Not Eligible

PRIMARY
NUMBER

TRINOMIAL

P-33-019996

CA-RIV-10165

P-33-019997

CA-RIV-10166

P-33-019999

CA-RIV-10168

P-33-020001

CA-RIV-10170

P-33-020003
P-33-020004
P-33-020005
P-33-020006

-----

P-33-020010

--

P-33-020011

--

P-33-020012

--

P-33-020013

--

Isolated find - 1 sherd, 1 hole-in-top can

Private

P-33-020014
P-33-020015
P-33-020016

----

Isolated find - 2 sherds
Isolated find – 1 hammerstone
Isolated find - 1 sherd

Private
Private
Private

Prehistoric/
Historic
Prehistoric
Prehistoric
Prehistoric

P-33-020017

--

Isolated find - 1 sherd

Private

Prehistoric

BLM

Prehistoric/
Historic

BLM

Prehistoric

BLM

Historic

Proposed Gen-tie Line APE
P-33-019770
P-33-021136
P-22-021137

DESCRIPTION
Refuse scatter – 66x42 meters – Sparse
scatter of bottles, jars, cans, and
miscellaneous metal debris.
Refuse scatter – 50x10 meters – Two
concentrations of debris, primarily cans
and glass.
Refuse scatter – 67x58 meters – Cans,
porcelain fragments, bottles, and
whiteware, mixed with modern trash.
Ceramic scatter – 17x17 meters – 16
sherds
Isolated find - 1 bottle
Isolated find - 1 hole-in-top can
Isolated find - 1 hole-in-top can
Isolated find - 1 hole-in-top can
Isolated find - 2 hole-in-cap cans, 1 tin,
2 glass fragments
Isolated find - 1 hole-in-top can, 1 tin, 1
lid
Isolated find - 2 hole-in-top cans, 1
tobacco tin

Isolated find – 1 flake, 1 hole-in-top can
Isolated find – 3 sherds
Isolated find – 3 key-opened cans

Not Eligible
Not Eligible
Not Eligible
Not Eligible
Not Eligible

Not eligible
Not eligible
Not Eligible

Source: POWER 2013a, 2013b.
1 Some cultural resources described in the survey report (POWER 2013a, 2013b) are not included in this table because the sites are no longer
within the APE as a result of changes in Project design.

None of the cultural resources within the Alternative 5 APE have been determined eligible to the NRHP
by the BLM or eligible to the CRHR by the County of Riverside. The construction of the solar facility and
gen-tie line would be approximately 2,700 feet (0.5 mile) south of the proposed BAAB Historic District
(Site 33-018837). Because these resources are not eligible, Alternative 5 would have no effect on any
known cultural resources under the NHPA and no impact to these resources under NEPA or CEQA.
During construction, there is the possibility that previously undiscovered archaeological resources could
be unearthed by various ground-disturbing activities. These activities could directly displace or damage
archaeological resources that may be hidden below grade. Mitigation Measures Cultural-2, Cultural-3,
and Cultural-5would provide for monitoring and disposition of any artifacts associated with post-review
discoveries during construction.
No human remains have been previously recorded or discovered during surveys for the Project.
Inadvertent discovery of human remains during construction is possible; however, mitigation measures
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would be implemented in accordance with State and federal law to take appropriate actions to redirect
construction and notify authorities (Mitigation Measure Cultural-1).
NHPA Section 106 government-to-government consultation with Indian tribes is ongoing. To date, no
places to which Tribes attach cultural or religious significance have been identified. Since no specific
religious or sacred sites have been identified in the APE, the Project would not restrict existing religious or
sacred uses.
Mitigation Measures Cultural-1 through Cultural-5 would reduce Project impacts to cultural resources to
the extent feasible.
Operation and Maintenance
Direct impacts to cultural resources during operation and maintenance of Alternative 5 could occur from
unanticipated damage to newly discovered eligible archaeological sites. Operation and maintenance
activities, such as routine inspection and servicing of equipment, addressing equipment breakdowns, and
panel cleaning, would be limited to the Project area itself and other designated areas, such as the gen-tie
line ROW. However, this impact would only occur if excavation or surface disturbance (e.g., grading,
leveling) in previously undisturbed areas were necessary to support operation and maintenance activities.
Since no such activities are proposed, no additional impacts or effects to cultural resources are
anticipated. A Long Term Management Plan will be prepared and implemented to minimize the potential
for unanticipated damage to eligible archaeological sites.
Decommissioning
Direct impacts to cultural resources during decommissioning of the Project could occur from unanticipated
damage to newly discovered eligible archaeological sites. These impacts could occur if excavation or
surface disturbance were necessary during decommissioning that disturbed areas not previously
disturbed by construction. Since no activities affecting areas of the site not previously disturbed are likely,
no additional impacts to cultural resources are anticipated. Long Term Management Plan will be prepared
and implemented to minimize the potential for unanticipated damage to eligible archaeological sites.

Application of CEQA Significance Thresholds
CUL-1)

Would Alternative 5 cause a substantial adverse change in the significance of a
historical resource as defined in Code of Regulations Section 15064.5?
None of the cultural resources on private land within the APE of this Alternative have been
determined eligible to the CRHR and, therefore, none qualify as historical resources under
CEQA.
The adverse impact of inadvertent discovery of historic resources in relation to Alternative 5
is potentially significant. Cultural resource mitigation measures would be implemented to
mitigate adverse impacts, including Mitigation Measures Cultural-2, Cultural-3, and Cultural5. With implementation of these measures, impacts on historic resources would be less than
significant.

CUL-2)

Would Alternative 5 cause a substantial adverse change in the significance of an
archaeological resource as defined in California Code of Regulations Section 15064.5?
None of the archaeological resources on private land within the APE of this Alternative have
been determined eligible to the CRHR nor do they qualify as unique archaeological resources
under CEQA. Therefore, the Project would not cause a substantial adverse change in the
significance of an archaeological resource.
The adverse impact of inadvertent discovery of archaeological resources in relation to
Alternative 5 is potentially significant. Cultural resource mitigation measures would be
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implemented to mitigate adverse impacts, including Mitigation Measures Cultural-2, Cultural3, and Cultural-5. With implementation of these measures, impacts on prehistoric resources
would be less than significant.
CUL-3)

Would Alternative 5 disturb any human remains, including those interred outside of
formal cemeteries?
No human remains have been previously recorded or discovered during surveys for
Alternative land, as such, no impacts are anticipated. Since Alternative 5 falls within the
Alternative 1 footprint, the Alternative 1 analysis under CUL-3 would apply. Should human
remains be discovered at any time during implementation of Alternative 5, construction in the
vicinity would halt and the Coroner would be contacted immediately (Mitigation Measure
Cultural-1). If the Coroner determines that the remains do not require an assessment of
cause of death and are probably Native American, then the NAHC would be contacted to
identify the most likely descendants in accordance with Mitigation Measure Cultural-1.
Implementation of this measure would reduce impacts to a less than significant level.

CUL-4)

Would Alternative 5 alter or destroy an historic site?
Alternative 5 would not damage any known CRHR-eligible historic site. No impacts to this
class of resource would occur.

CUL-5)

Would Alternative 5 alter or destroy an archaeological site?
While no significant archaeological resources were identified during the field survey, it is
possible that undiscovered subsurface resources could be unearthed during construction.
The impact would be less than significant with mitigation (see CUL-2 above).

CUL-6)

Would Alternative 5 restrict existing religious or sacred uses within the potential
impact area?
There are no known religious or sacred uses of the Alternative 5 site. No impacts are
anticipated.

Cumulative Impacts
Geographic Scope
The past, present, and reasonably foreseeable projects considered to be the cumulative scenario for this
Project are listed in Table 4.1-1. The geographic extent of these projects in relation to the BMSP is shown
in Figure 4.1-1, which includes a number of the large-scale renewable energy projects and related
transmission lines and also includes some small-scale land development projects. Each of these projects
would result in ground disturbance, primarily during Project construction that could damage or destroy
archaeological sites; however, ground-disturbing activities during operation and maintenance and
decommissioning could also potentially affect cultural resources.

Temporal Scope
Cultural and Paleontological Resources
Cultural resources are non-renewable; any loss or physical damage to these resources is permanent.
They would be subject to direct impacts primarily during Project construction; however, impacts could
occur during any ground-disturbing activities during operation and maintenance and decommissioning.
For purposes of the cumulative analysis, the temporal impact scope is the life of the Project.
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Analysis of Direct and Indirect Impacts
Alternative 1: Proposed Project
Construction, Operation and Maintenance, and Decommissioning
NRHP and CRHR eligibility of cultural resources identified with the Project APE was evaluated in part by
considering their potential to address various research questions under NRHP Criterion D/CRHR Criterion
4 (POWER 2013a). These questions, presented in the archaeological and built environment inventory
reports for the Project (POWER 2013a, 2013b) included:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)
9)
10)
11)
12)
13)
14)
15)
16)
17)

Do diagnostic artifacts from sites in the Project area occur in sufficient numbers and in
suitable contexts to allow reliable cross-dating with archaeological sites elsewhere in the
Palo Verde Valley/Colorado Desert area?
Do artifacts and other evidence from archaeological sites indicate Paleoindian, Archaic or
Late Prehistoric period occupation or use of the Project area?
Can the characteristics and contexts of ceramics in the Project area allow further refinement
of chronological change within the Late Prehistoric Patayan Complex?
Did chronological variation in the types of resources exploited reflect environmental change,
technological change, or fluctuations in the size and distribution of the human population?
Do archaeological sites in the Project area represent base camps, temporary camps, or
specific task-related loci?
What environmental variables (e.g., water, natural habitats) influenced the use of the site or
the distribution of the human population?
Are the distribution of prehistoric sites and the contents of the sites associated with known
prehistoric trails?
Is there evidence of early European (i.e., Spanish) activity at archaeological sites in the
Project area?
Do any archaeological sites in the Project area contain artifacts or other evidence
suggesting eighteenth- or nineteenth-century occupation by Native Americans?
How did Native American and Euroamerican populations interact, and how did this
interaction change as Euroamerican population increase?
How did the subsistence practices of Native Americans in the Project area change after
Euroamericans land use practices had altered the distribution and abundance of natural
resources?
How did the introduction of Euroamerican agriculture and domesticated animals affect the
artifact assemblages found at Native American sites?
How did the Euroamerican mining and transportation activities affect traditional tribal
practices?
How were land improvements first made under the Homestead Act and Desert Land Act
affected by later development of extensive irrigation systems in the Blythe area?
Did historic settlement and use of the Project area change as transportation into the Blythe
area improve?
Did the reduced incidence of flooding brought on by the construction of Boulder Dam in the
1930s affect land use in the Project area?
Are there differences in the location and contents of archaeological resources associated
with the DTC/C-AMA and those associated strictly with BAAB after it was no longer tied to
the DTC/C-AMA?

Using these research questions as a guide, it was determined that for various reasons, none of the
cultural resources identified within the APE for Alternative 1 had potential to yield information important in
prehistory or history (NRHP Criterion D/CRHR Criterion 4). In some cases (e.g., P-33-018837, BAAB; P33-019999, a historic refuse scatter), past farming and construction activities or demolition had seriously
compromised the integrity of the resource. Other cultural resources in the APE (e.g., historic transmission
lines, P-33-012532 and P-33-014083; a prehistoric pot drop, P-33-020001; surface concentrations of
cans, glass and other twentieth century debris; and isolated artifacts) contain very little information
beyond that obtained by simply recording the site. Other sites (e.g., sparse historic trash scatters, P-33JUNE 2014
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019996, P-33-020000) had a very low density of artifacts with limited potential to produce information
important in prehistory or history.
The construction, operation and maintenance, and decommissioning of the proposed Project would not
affect any historic properties under Section 106 of the NHPA nor would the proposed Project impact
resources under NEPA. Under CEQA, the proposed Project would not impact any known historical
resources, unique archaeological resources or human remains. Unanticipated impacts/effects could occur
to previously undiscovered cultural resources, but these impacts would be reduced by implementing
monitoring and other procedures.
Most of the projects used for the cumulative impact analysis would be subject to both State and federal
laws, including Section 106 of the NHPA and CEQA’s cultural resource protective requirements.
Therefore, cultural resources impacts caused by these projects would be reduced by mitigation.
Of the projects listed in Table 4.1-1, it is likely that some of these projects would adversely affect cultural
resources that might yield information important to addressing research questions similar to those listed
above. Some of the projects are far from BAAB (P-33-018377) and would have no potential to affect that
particular resource. On the other hand, some of the projects would have greater potential than Alternative
1 to adversely affect other World War II-era resources, such as those associated with the DTC/C-AMA.
Most of the project areas in Table 4.1-1 probably contain isolated finds, low density can scatters, and
prehistoric pot drops that are often found to be not eligible to either the NRHP or CRHR. On the other
hand, depending on the specific locations, unlike Alternative 1, some projects could adversely affect
eligible prehistoric habitation sites, quarries, or trails, and some projects could directly or indirectly
adversely affect prehistoric and historic landscapes and resources of special importance to Native
American groups. Though the implementation of cumulative projects could collectively impact cultural
resources in the geographic area, the proposed Project’s contribution to this cumulative impact would be
relatively minor because no known eligible resources would be impacted by the Alternative 1.
For projects listed in Table 4.1-1, there is usually a potential of previously unrecorded cultural resources
to be discovered during or after construction. Of the projects listed in Table 4.1-1, over 88,000 acres fall
within the combined project areas. The 3,761-acre APE for Alternative 1 (including the proposed gen-tie
line) would be only 4.3 percent of this combined total. Even if a previously undiscovered cultural resource
were identified during or after construction, the effects of Alternative 1 would likely make a relatively minor
contribution to the cumulative effects of all these projects.
Alternative 2: No Project Alternative
The No Project Alternative would not contribute to any new cultural resource effects; however,
continuation of the status quo would include continued use of a majority of the Project area for agricultural
purposes and continued potential for inadvertent effects on known resources in the Project APE. The
public lands in the Project area would continue to be managed by BLM in accordance with existing land
use designations in the CDCA Plan, whereas the private lands would continue to be managed for
agricultural production. Alternative 2 would not contribute to cumulative cultural resource impacts.
Alternative 3: Northern 230 kV Gen-tie Line Location
Construction, Operation and Maintenance, and Decommissioning
NRHP and CRHR eligibility of cultural resources identified with the Alternative 3 APE was evaluated in
part by considering their potential to address various research questions under NRHP Criterion D/CRHR
Criterion 4 (POWER 2013a). These research questions are listed under Alternative 1.
Using these research questions as a guide, it was determined that for various reasons, none of the
cultural resources identified within the APE for Alternative 3 had potential to yield information important in
prehistory or history (NRHP Criterion D/CRHR Criterion 4). In some cases (e.g., P-33-018837, BAAB; P33-019999, a historic refuse scatter) past farming and construction activities or demolition had seriously
compromised the integrity of the resource. Other cultural resources in the APE (e.g., historic transmission
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lines, P-33-012532 and P-33-014083; a prehistoric pot drop, P-33-020001; a group of K-ration cans, P33-021133; and prehistoric and historic isolated finds) contain very little information beyond that obtained
by simply recording the site. Other sites (e.g., P-33-019996, P-33-020000) had a very low density of
artifacts with little potential to produce information important in prehistory or history.
The construction, operation and maintenance, and decommissioning of the Alternative 3 would not affect
any historic properties under Section 106 of the NHPA nor would the proposed Project impact resources
under NEPA. Under CEQA, the proposed Project would not impact any known historical resources,
unique archaeological resources or human remains. Unanticipated impacts/effects could occur to
previously undiscovered cultural resources, but these impacts would be reduced by implementing
monitoring and other procedures.
Most of the projects used for the cumulative impact analysis would be subject to both State and federal
laws, including Section 106 of the NHPA and CEQA’s cultural resource protective requirements.
Therefore, cultural resources impacts caused by these projects would be reduced by mitigation.
Of the projects listed in Table 4.1-1, it is likely that some of these projects would adversely affect cultural
resources that might yield information important to addressing research questions similar to those listed
above. Some of the projects are far from BAAB (P-33-018377) and would have no potential to affect that
particular resource. On the other hand, some of the projects would have greater potential than Alternative
3 to adversely affect other World War II-era resources, such as those associated with the DTC/C-AMA.
Most of the project areas in Table 4.1-1 probably contain isolated finds, low density can scatters, and
prehistoric pot drops that are often found to be not eligible to either the NRHP or CRHR. On the other
hand, depending on the specific locations, unlike Alternative 3, some projects could adversely affect
eligible prehistoric habitation sites, quarries, or trails, and some projects could directly or indirectly
adversely affect prehistoric and historic landscapes and resources of special importance to Native
American groups. Though the implementation of cumulative projects could collectively impact cultural
resources in the geographic area, Alternative 3’s contribution to this cumulative impact would be relatively
minor because no known eligible resources would be impacted by the Alternative 3.
For projects listed in Table 4.1-1, there is usually a potential of previously unrecorded cultural resources
to be discovered during or after construction. Of the projects listed in Table 4.1-1, over 88,000 acres fall
within the combined Project areas. The 3,776-acre APE for Alternative 3 (including the Northern gen-tie
line) would be only 4.3 percent of this combined total. Even if a previously undiscovered cultural resource
were identified during or after construction, the effects of Alternative 3 would likely make a relatively minor
contribution to the cumulative effects of all these projects.
Alternative 4: Southern 230 kV Gen-tie Line Location
Construction, Operation and Maintenance, and Decommissioning
NRHP and CRHR eligibility of cultural resources identified with the Alternative 4 APE was evaluated in
part by considering their potential to address various research questions under NRHP Criterion D/CRHR
Criterion 4 (POWER 2013a). These research questions are listed under Alternative 1.
The construction, operation and maintenance, and decommissioning of Alternative 4 could adversely
affect two BLM archaeological sites (P-33-019714, a World War II-era refuse scatter, and P-33-019760, a
prehistoric lithic scatter) that are unevaluated and have the potential to contain buried cultural deposits.
Both these resources would be designated ESAs and would be avoided during construction, operation
and maintenance, and decommissioning.
Using these research questions as a guide, it was determined that for various reasons no other cultural
resources identified within the APE for Alternative 4 had potential to yield information important in
prehistory or history (NRHP Criterion D/CRHR Criterion 4). In some cases (e.g., P-33-018837, BAAB; P33-019999, a historic refuse scatter; P-33-019379, a lithic scatter) past farming and construction
activities, demolition, or natural erosion had seriously compromised the integrity of the resource. Other
cultural resources in the APE (e.g., historic transmission lines, P-330012532 and P-33-014083;
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prehistoric pot drops, P-33-020001 and P-33-021130; segments of an old road, P-33-014150; surface
scatters of cans and other historic debris; and prehistoric and historic isolated finds) contain very little
information beyond that which would be obtained by simply recording the site. Other sites (e.g., P-33019996, P-33-019737) had a very low density of artifacts that would limit the ability to produce information
important in prehistory or history.
Most of the projects used for the cumulative impact analysis would be subject to both State and federal
laws, including Section 106 of the NHPA and CEQA’s cultural resource protective requirements.
Therefore, cultural resources impacts caused by these projects would be reduced by mitigation.
Of the projects listed in Table 4.1-1, it is likely that some of these projects would adversely affect cultural
resources that might yield information important to addressing research questions similar to those listed
above. Some of the projects are far from BAAB (P-33-018377) and would have no potential to affect that
particular resource. On the other hand, some of the projects would have greater potential than Alternative
4 to adversely affect other World War II-era resources, such as those associated with the DTC/C-AMA.
Most of the project areas in Table 4.1-1 probably contain isolated finds, low density can scatters, and
prehistoric pot drops that are often found to be not eligible to either the NRHP or CRHR. On the other
hand, depending on the specific locations, unlike Alternative 4, some projects could adversely affect
eligible prehistoric habitation sites, quarries, or trails, and some projects could directly or indirectly
adversely affect prehistoric and historic landscapes and resources of special importance to Native
American groups. Though the implementation of cumulative projects could collectively impact cultural
resources in the geographic area, Alternative 4’s contribution to this cumulative impact would be relatively
minor because only two known resources that might be determined eligible to the NRHP could be
impacted by the Alternative 4.
For projects listed in Table 4.1-1, there is usually a potential of previously unrecorded cultural resources
to be discovered during or after construction. Of the projects listed in Table 4.1-1, over 88,000 acres fall
within the combined Project areas. The 3,732-acre APE for Alternative 4 (including the Southern gen-tie
line) would be only 4.2 percent of this combined total. Even if a previously undiscovered cultural resource
were identified during or after construction, the effects of Alternative 4 would likely make a relatively minor
contribution to the cumulative effects of all these projects.
Alternative 5: Reduced Acreage Alternative
Construction, Operation and Maintenance, and Decommissioning
NRHP and CRHR eligibility of cultural resources identified with the Alternative 5 APE was evaluated in
part by considering their potential to address various research questions under NRHP Criterion D/CRHR
Criterion 4 (POWER 2013a). These research questions are listed under Alternative 1.
Using these research questions as a guide, it was determined that for various reasons none of the
cultural resources identified within the APE for Alternative 5 had potential to yield information important in
prehistory or history (NRHP Criterion D/CRHR Criterion 4). In some cases (e.g., P-33-019999, a historic
refuse scatter), past farming and construction activities had seriously compromised the integrity of the
resource. Other cultural resources in the APE (e.g., an historic transmission line, P-33-012532; a
prehistoric pot drop, P-33-020001; and prehistoric and historic isolated finds) contain very little
information beyond that which would be obtained by simply recording the site. Other sites (e.g., P-33019996, P-33-019997, P-33-19999) had a very low density of artifacts with little potential to produce
information important in prehistory or history.
The construction, operation and maintenance, and decommissioning of the Alternative 5 would not affect
any historic properties under Section 106 of the NHPA nor would the proposed Project impact resources
under NEPA. Under CEQA, the proposed Project would not impact any known historical resources,
unique archaeological resources or human remains. Unanticipated impacts/effects could occur to
previously undiscovered cultural resources, but these impacts would be reduced by implementing
monitoring and other procedures.
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Most of the projects used for the cumulative impact analysis would be subject to both State and federal
laws, including Section 106 of the NHPA and CEQA’s cultural resource protective requirements.
Therefore, cultural resources impacts caused by these projects would be reduced by mitigation.
Of the projects listed in Table 4.1-1, it is likely that some of these projects would adversely affect cultural
resources that might yield information important to addressing research questions similar to those listed
above. Some of the projects are much farther from BAAB (P-33-018377) than Alternative 5 and would
have no potential to affect that particular resource. On the other hand, some of the projects would have
greater potential than Alternative 5 to adversely affect other World War II-era resources, such as those
associated with the DTC/C-AMA. Most of the project areas in Table 4.1-1 probably contain isolated finds,
low density can scatters, and prehistoric pot drops that are often found to be not eligible to either the
NRHP or CRHR. On the other hand, depending on the specific locations, unlike Alternative 5, some
projects could adversely affect eligible prehistoric habitation sites, quarries, or trails, and some projects
could directly or indirectly adversely affect prehistoric and historic landscapes and resources of special
importance to Native American groups. Though the implementation of cumulative projects could
collectively impact cultural resources in the geographic area, Alternative 5’s contribution to this cumulative
impact would be relatively minor because no known eligible resources would be impacted by the
Alternative 4.
For projects listed in Table 4.1-1, there is usually a potential of previously unrecorded cultural resources
to be discovered during or after construction. Of the projects listed in Table 4.1-1, over 88,000 acres fall
within the combined Project areas. The 2,650-acre APE for Alternative 4 (including the proposed gen-tie
line) would be only 3.0 percent of this combined total. Even if a previously undiscovered cultural resource
were identified during or after construction, the effects of Alternative 5would likely make a relatively minor
contribution to the cumulative effects of all these projects.

Mitigation Measures for Cultural Resources
Cultural-1

For human remains discovered on BLM land, the process for securing the site,
notification of responsible parties, and subsequent actions shall be identified in the
Cultural Resources Management Plan (CRMP) required by Cultural-3. The actions to be
identified include consultation with Native Americans if appropriate and actions to comply
with NAGPRA (25 U.S.C.§ 3001) relative to handling of Native American cultural items
such as human remains, funerary objects, sacred objects, or objects of cultural
patrimony.
For human remains encountered on private lands, State Health and Safety Code Section
7050.5 states that no further disturbance shall occur until the County Coroner has made
the necessary findings as to origin. Further, pursuant to PRC Section 5097.98(b),
remains shall be left in place and free from disturbance until a final decision as to
treatment and disposition has been made. If the Riverside County Coroner determines
the remains to be Native American, the NAHC shall be contacted within the period
specified by law. The NAHC shall identify the “Most Likely Descendant,” who shall then
make recommendations to and engage in consultation with the County and property
owner concerning the treatment of the remains as provided in PRC Section 5097.98. The
landowner may reach an agreement with the Most Likely Descendant for treating and
disposing of human remains pursuant to CEQA Guidelines Section 15064.5(d). Human
remains from other ethnic/cultural groups with recognized historical associations to the
Project area shall also be subject to consultation between appropriate representatives
from that group and the County Archaeologist.

Cultural-2
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maintenance, or decommissioning, archaeological sites are discovered that were not
identified and evaluated in the archaeological survey reports or the Draft EIR/EA
conducted prior to Project approval, and the following procedures shall be followed.
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1) All ground disturbance activities within 100 feet of the discovered cultural resource
shall be halted until a meeting is convened between the developer, the Project
archaeologist, the Native American tribal representative, the BLM, and (on nonfederal land) the County archaeologist to discuss the significance of the find.
2) At the meeting, the significance of the discoveries shall be discussed in consultation
with the Native American tribal representative and the Project archaeologist. The
BLM alone shall determine the appropriate treatment for cultural resources on BLMmanaged lands. The County Archaeologist and the BLM together shall determine the
appropriate mitigation (documentation, evaluation, recovery, avoidance, etc.) for
cultural resources on private lands. In determining the appropriate treatment on
private land, the BLM shall follow requirements of 36 CFR Part 800.13 for postreview discoveries and the County Archaeologist shall implement CEQA Guidelines
Section 15126.4(b) regarding mitigation related to impacts on historical resources
and CEQA Guidelines Section 15064.5(c) and 21083.2(g) regarding archaeological
resources.
3) Further ground disturbance shall not resume within the area of the discovery until a
meeting is convened with the aforementioned parties and a decision is made with the
concurrence of the BLM and (on private land) the County Archaeologist as to the
appropriate preservation or mitigation measures. The Applicant shall comply with the
determinations of the County Archaeologist and BLM.
Cultural-3

The Applicant shall have the Secretary of the Interior Qualified/County-approved Project
Archaeologist prepare and submit for approval to the BLM and the County of Riverside a
CRMP. The CRMP shall map all cultural resources within the APE, as described in this
Draft EIR/EA. The CRMP shall also detail how resources, if any, are determined eligible
or resources that are unevaluated but avoided by Project design, would be marked and
protected as Environmentally Sensitive Areas during construction. The CRMP shall also
map additional areas that are considered to be of high sensitivity for discovery of buried
significant cultural resources, including burials, cremations, or sacred features. The
CRMP shall detail provisions for monitoring construction in these high-sensitivity areas. It
shall also detail procedures for halting construction, making appropriate notifications to
agencies, officials, and Native American tribes, and assessing NRHP and CRHR
eligibility in the event that unknown archaeological resources are discovered during
construction. For all post-review discoveries, the CRMP shall detail the methods,
consultation procedures, and timelines for implementing Mitigation Measures Cultural-1
and Cultural-2.

Cultural-4

Prior to any ground disturbances within the Project area, the Applicant shall, for a period
of at least 60 days, make a good faith effort to enter into a contract with and retain
monitors designated by Tribal representatives. These monitors shall be known as the
Tribal Observer for this Project.

Cultural-5

Prior to the final inspection of the first building permit, the Applicant shall prompt the
Project Archaeologist to submit one (1) wet-signed hard copy and one (1) CD of a
Cultural Resources Monitoring Report that meets BLM Manual requirements and also
complies with the current Riverside County Planning Department’s requirements for
Phase IV Cultural Resource Monitoring Reports. The report shall include documentation
of the required cultural/historical sensitivity training for the construction staff held during
the pre-grade meeting, which shall include the BLM and County Archaeologist’s
attendance. The BLM and County Archaeologist shall review the report to determine
adequate mitigation compliance. The accepted report shall be submitted to the BLM,
County, Eastern Information Center, the Patton Memorial Museum, and interested tribes.

Residual Impacts After Mitigation
Implementation of BMPs and Mitigation Measures Cultural-1 through Cultural-5, under both NEPA and
CEQA, would minimize the effects of Project-related impacts on cultural resources. However, even with
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implementation of all mitigation measures, there will still be a reduction in the quantity of resources that
make up California’s heritage.

NEPA Conclusions
The No Project Alternative would not have impacts, as the existing circumstances and operations would
continue essentially unchanged. The Project and each of the action Alternatives would have the direct
and indirect impacts and contribution toward cumulative impacts that are described above. Alternative 1,
Alternative 3, and Alternative 5 would each comply with applicable plans and laws, and would not result in
would not result in substantial adverse impacts. Alternative 4, however, could adversely affect two BLM
archaeological sites (P-33-019714 and P-33-019760) that are unevaluated. If Alternative 4 is selected,
these two sites would be assumed eligible for the NRHP, would be designated ESAs, and would be
avoided by Project design.
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